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Lourdes Green <lourdes.green@lacity.org> 

138 Culver Blvd./CPC-2012-3537-DB-CDP-SPR-MELNTT-70785 and Related 
Cases/SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION RE: APPLICABLE DEVELOPMENT 
REGULATIONS FOR THE PROJECT 

lbaraki, Kathlyn S. <Ki2@jmbm.com> Fri, Mar 13, 2015 at 5:15PM 
To: "lourdes .green@lacity. org" <lourdes .green@lacity .org> 
Cc: "ke\An.jones@lacity .org" <ke\An.jones@lacity .org>, "jose.romero-navarro@lacity .org" <jose.romero
navarro@lacity .org>, "griselda.gonzalez@lacity .org" <griselda.gonzalez@lacity .org>, "juliet.oh@lacity .org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>, "Reznik, Benjamin M." <BMR@jmbm.com>, "Brower, Neill" <nb4@jmbm.com> 

Dear Ms. Green, 

Please find attached Ben Reznik's/Neill Brower's March 13, 2015 letter regarding the subject 
matter. Thank you. 

Kathlyn lbarakll Secretary to attorney Benjamin M. Reznik 
Jeffer Mangels Butler & Mitchell LLP 1 JMBM 
1900 A\enue of the Stars, 7th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90067 
T: (310) 203-8080 x64271 F: (310) 203-05671 E: ki2@JMBM.com 
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This e-mail message and any attachments are confidential and may be attorney-client 

privileged. Dissenination, distribution or copying of this message or attachments without 

proper authorization is strictly prohibHed. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify 

JMBM irrmediately by telephone or by e-mail, and permanently delete the original, and destroy 

all copies, of this message and all attachments. For further information, please visH JMBM.com 
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Benjamin M. Reznik 
Dlred: (310) 201-3572 
Fax: (310) 712-8572 
bmr@jmbm.com 

VIA EaMAIL AND U.S. MAIL 

Lourdes Green 
Associate Zoning Administrator 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street, Rm. 763 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

March 13, 2015 

Re: 138 Culver Boulevard 
CPC-20 12~3537 -DB-CDP-SPR-MEL 
VTT-70786 
and Related Cases 

jrniHl lfC OI'1 ., 

1900 Avenue of the Stars, 7th Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90067-4308 
(310) 203-8080 (310) 203-0567 Fax 

www.jmbm.com 

Ref: 72852-0002 

Supplemental Information Regarding Applicable 
Development Regulations for the Project 

Dear Ms. Green: 

We represent the Legado Companies, owner of the above-referenced Project Site 
and applicant for the proposed mixed-use Project, which would be unique among recent 
developments in actually fuJ:filJjng the intent of the Mello Act to directly provide on-site 
affordable housing units within the Coastal Zone. The Project would provide affordable and 
market-rate housing in conjunction with neighborhood and coasta1-serving commercial uses~ 
housing that would help accommodate the demand associated with, among other enterprises, 
Google's commitment to 500,000 square feet of office/research and development space in Playa 
Vista, merely two miles from the Project Site. 

Though not required by the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), 
CAJA Environmental Services provided you and other staff with extensive responses to public 
comments received on the Mitigated Negative Declaration (".MND") for the Project, as well as 
the Project itself. In addition to detailed responses to written comments on the MND, we 
provided "Master Responses" that address the commonly raised issues in letters and at the public 
hearings for the Project. This letter focuses upon three interrelated issues raised in the public 
hearing, and about which you requested additional information: the status and application of 
(1) the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan; (2) the Coastal Commission's Regional Interpretive 
Guidelines; and (3) the governing height limits for the Project Site. 

Several comments have incorrectly asserted the Specific Plan and the 34-year-old 
Interpretive Guidelines (the "Interpretive Guidelines") are binding land use regulations, and the 
Project must conform to them. As described below, neither document is binding. However, the 
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City has considered the Interpretive Guidelines in its planning process, approved portions of 
those guidelines in concept in the Specific Plan and has directly applied certain guidelines 
elsewhere where intended, and subsequently updated the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community 
Plan and amended the zoning for the vicinity, including the Project Site, to reflect its land use 
regulation and policy judgments regarding the appropriate level of development for the area. 
Thus, to the extent the Project conforms to the zoning code and to the Community Plan, it is 
consistent with the City's application of the Interpretive Guidelines. 

1. The Interpretive Guidelines are not Mandatory or Binding and the City has not 
Consistently Applied Them. 

California courts-and the Coastal Commission itself.-have already established the advisory 
nature of the Interpretive Guidelines. Calif Coastal Comm'n. v. Office of Administrative Law, 
210 Cal. App. 3d 758 (1989). The Coastal Commission adopted several Interpretive Guidelines 
in and after 1977-the Los Angeles County guidelines were adopted on October 14, 1980-and 
sometime later the Pacific Legal Foundation asked the State Office of Administrative Law 
(''OAL") to determine the Interpretive Guidelines were subject to the State Administrative 
Procedures Act ("APA"). The OAL agreed and detennined the Interpretive Guidelines were, 
pending review, invalid and unenforceable. 210 Cal. App. 3d at 760. The Coastal Commission 
brought a legal action to set aside OAL's determination. Id. Notably, the Court of Appeal, in 
presenting the issues for decision, stated: 

"both [the Coastal Commission and OAL] agree that unless this 
court rejects the argument that the guidelines are exempt, there is 
no reason to reach the question of whether the guidelines at issue, 
as being neither mandatory nor binding, are "regulations" within 
the meaning of the AP A." 

210 Cal. App. 3d at 761 (emphasis added). Thus, the Coastal Commission directly stated and 
courts agreed, over 25 years ago, that the interpretive guidelines were not mandatory. See also 
Pacific Legal Foundation v. Calif Coastal Comm'n., 33 Cal. 3d 158 (1982) (holding that 
interpretive guidelines, as guidelines and not regulations, were exempt from the AP A). Further, 
and as noted by the Court of Appeal, the Coastal Act language regarding the Interpretive 
Guidelines specifies their purpose to 

"assist local governments [and others] how the policies ofthis 
division shall by applied ... provided however, that such 
guidelines shaH not supersede, enlarge, or diminish the powers or 
authority of any regional commission, the commission, or any 
other public agency." 

Pub. Res. Code §30260(a)(3). These statements also are repeated in the Interpretive Guidelines 
themselves, and the introduction (p. i) further provides, "(i]t is the intent of the Commission that the 
guidelines be used in a flexible manner with consideration for local and regional conditions." 
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Thus, the Interpretive Guidelines do not cabin the City's discretion to establish 
land use policies, including for Playa Del Rey. Accordingly, since the establislunent of the 
Interpretive Guidelines, the City has considered or adopted land use plans in its coastal areas, 
including Venice and Playa Del Rey. In some cases, the City opted to incorporate elements of the 
Interpretive Guidelines; in others, it did not. These legislative actions collectively comprise the 
City's response to guidance; therefore, compliance with the applicable policies and regulations 
established by the City also comprises compliance with the City's application ofthe Interpretive 
Guidelines to development. 

In either case, the City's direct application ofthe Interpretive Guidelines has been 
almost entirely absent. In fact, as admitted in public comments (see, e.g., Response to Comment 
22-17), the legislative history of Section 12.02.2 can be read to demonstrate the City's opposition 
to the Interpretive Guidelines themselves. According to a letter dated March 18, 1977, written by 
the City of Los Angeles, Office of the Chief Legislative Analyst to the Planning Committee, the 
City regarded the Interpretive Guidelines as a "further intrusion into the City's efforts to maintain 
local control of the coastal land use planning prior to certification ofthe City's Local Coastal 
Program." However, were Comment 22-17 implies the City wrongfully refused to apply the 
Interpretive Guidelines, the plain language of the Interpretive Guidelines and relevant case law 
makes clear that the City merely exercised its discretion in its application of them-as described 
above, the City implemented varying portions of the Interpretive Guidelines as it deemed 
conditions to warrant. Further, we note that as the Interpretive Guidelines have aged, they have 
become further removed from modern urban planning principles. However, the City never 
established any pattern or practice of regular, direct application of the Interpretive Guideline~· 
themselves. Thus, to the extent the Project complies with subsequently adopted City land use 
regulations in the Playa Del Rey area, the Project complies with the City's application of the 
Interpretive Guidelines and with the policies and intent ofthe Coastal Act. 

2. The Project Complies with the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan as Implemented by 
Subsequent Enactments. 

On March 16, 1982, the City Council approved the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan 
"in concept." That is, the Specific Plan was not formally adopted, but is considered. The Specific 
Plan contained several building regulations that incorporated elements of the Interpretive 
Guidelines, including height limits that change with distance from the tidelands. However, no 
final ordinance was ever enacted, and although subsequent legislative actions taken by the City 
implemented some density, height, and/or use limitations, further legislative actions 
contemplated in the Specific Plan were not taken. See, CPC 29298. Further, the City has never 
applied project approval procedures that exist for specific plan areas, such as Project Permit 
Compliance approvals, within the Specific Plan Area. (See, e.g., Municipal Code §11.5.7.) 

In 1992, ten years after considering the Specific Plan, the City rezoned (via Ord. 
167,988, eff. July 8, 1992) some properties almost immediately northeast ofthe Project Site, 
along the north side of Culver Boulevard, from Vista Del Mar to Nicholson Street. The new 
zoning designation of C4-1 D included "D" development limitations that limited height to 3 7 feet, 
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with a maximum floor area ratio of 1:1, similar to some provisions of the Specific Plan. The 
ordinance involved no other properties and implemented no other land use controls similar to 
those in the Specific Plan. 

Subsequent1y, the City prepared and adopted the Westchester-Playa Del Rey 
Community Plan Update on Aprill3, 2004. Notably, the Activity Log and the discussion of 
specific plans in the adopted document do not include the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan (p. 1-1). 
The Community Plan includes a single reference to the Specific Plan as a "policy document to be 
considered" (p. 111-52) but, unlike the policy initiatives of adopted specific plans, implements no 
portion of the Specific Plan and references no specific protective measures contained within. The 
Community Plan, unlike the Specific Plan, was fully adopted and implemented and did not 
include the development limitations, such as height limits, provided in the Specific Plan. 

Similarly, the 2004 rezoning of the Community Plan area did not include the same 
height or use limitations in the Specific Plan, even where "Q" conditions were imposed on 
specific areas. The City re-zoned the Project Site and a significant portion of the vicinity (Ord. 
No. 175,981, eff. July 3, 2004), including the properties previously rezoned in 1992. The 2004 
ordinance included re-designation or assignment of height districts, as well as a substantial 
quantity of site-specific zoning in the form of "Q" conditions. Some of these "Q" conditions 
imposed height, density, and use limits as or more restrictive than those proposed in the Specific 
Plan. For example, the ordinance zoned Subarea 40, located about one quarter mile northwest of 
the Project Site, as [Q]R3-1XL, and "Q" Condition 2limited height to 26 feet, instead of the 30-
foot height permitted by the underlying zoning. Similarly, "Q,. condition 2 for Subarea 100, 
which comprises a large commercial parcel directly across Culver Boulevard on the north
northwest of the Project Site, imposed a height limit of three stories or 36 feet, contrary to the 
underlying zoning designation ofthat property as C4-1VL, which otherwise permitted a height 
limit of three stories or 45 feel Conditions assigned to other nearby properties also contained 
specific, targeted height limits: Subarea 120, located northeast of the Project Site, was rezoned 
[Q]C4-1D, but "Q" conditions 6 and 7 maintained the 37-foot height limit established in 1992. 

However, unlike the "Q" conditions for other subareas described above, which 
applied or modified height and use controls that are in some cases similar to those in the 
Interpretive Guidelines and Specific Plan, the conditions for Subarea 130, which includes the 
Project Site, imposed only five site design measures. None of these measures included height, 
density, or use limitations. Further, the use limitations imposed by "Q" conditions respond to the 
Interpretive Guidelines' recommended prohibition of"residential" uses on commercial 
properties 1 by prohibiting residential uses on the ground floor ("Q" condition 1 ). That is, the 
zoning for the Project Site and its surroundings provides for mixed-use development, rather than 
prohibiting all residential development on commercial parcels. 

The Interpretive Guidelines do not, by their terms, prohibit mixed-use projects in commercial zones. 
Rather, the prohibition on residential uses is consistent with the preference to provide for visitor-serving uses in the 
commercial zones in coastal areas. 
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Very little development requiring discretionary entitlements has occurred in the 

Project vicinity, though two recent projects demonstrate that the City has not purely applied the 

Specific Plan. First, the property at 114 East Culver Drive, a residential building developed in 

2003, is located in the C4 zone immediately southwest of the Project Site. As a recently 
constructed, purely residential structure in a commercial zone, it does not follow the Specific 

Plan requirement that residential uses not be allowed in the commercial zone. A more telling 

example, however, is the brand-new, 37-foot-tall commercial office building at 309-315 East 

Culver Boulevard, which some comments cited as evidence that Specific Plan regulations 

(particularly height requirements) apply with full force. That property is located in subarea 130 

ofthe 2004 rezoning ordinance described above, and lies in the C4-1D zone. As discussed above, 

the "D" development limitation prohibits structure heights in excess of37 feet. That is, the 37-

foot height limitation on that property-which the structure observe~xists solely by virtue of 

the of "D" development limitation imposed by zoning, not the Specific Plan. 

In contrast to the Playa Del Rey area, the adopted Venice Coastal Zone Specific 

Plan (Ord. 175,693, eff. Jan. 19, 2004) directly 4tcorporates more elements ofthe Interpretive 

Guidelines. Among other features, this plan includes limits on lot consolidations, graduated 

height limits, enhanced parking requirements and establishment of a parking trust fund. Venice 

Coastal Zone Specific Plan,§§ 9, 10, 13. However, none of the City's subsequent enactments to 

the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan contain the same limits, demonstrating a lack of intent to 

implement the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan as proposed. 

As long recognized by the United Stated Supreme Court, "one legislature cannot 

abridge the powers of a succeeding legislature." Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Cranch 87, 135 (1810). "The 

correctness of this principle, so far as respects general legislation, can never be controverted." I d. 
Further, a legislature is deemed to be aware of previous enactments when considering and 

approving subsequent legislation. Here, the City's consistent pattern after approving the Del Rey 

Lagoon Specific Plan merely "in concept" demonstrates the intent to implement different, more 

focused land use controls from those in the Specific Plan. The Specific Plan is not binding and 

has not consistently been applied by the City and, as described above, implementation of land 

use controls has occurred through specific development limitations imposed by general and site

or area-specific zoning. Consistent with this approach, the Project has been proposed according 

to--and remains consistent with-the land use controls currently in effect for the Project Site. 

3. The Community Plan Does Not Limit Height on the Project Site to 36 Feet. 

Several comments have used a permissive "design consideration" statement in the 

2004 Community Plan Update to argue that structure heights in the commercial zones of the 

Community Plan area are absolutely limited to 36 feet. However, as stated on page V-14 ofthe 

Community Plan, Design Consideration E.5 states, among the stated needs of the area, 
"[l]irnit[ing] building height to a maximum of 36 feet.'' However, the discussion immediately 

following the list of considerations states that implementation would occur either upon adoption 
of a Local Coastal Program or, in the interim, in zoning regulations for the area. As stated 

above, the companion rezoning ordinance to the adoption of the Community Plan Update 
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provided, in many cases, specific development envelope and use limitations through "Q" 

qualified conditions and "D" development limitations. The 2004 rezoning ordinance, as also 

described above imposed "Q" conditions on the Project Site, but did not establish any height or 

density limitation more restrictive than the underlying zoning it assigned. As described above, 

this legislative action almost immediately followed-and is presumed to occur with full 

knowledge of--the 2004 Community Plan Update. Further, because the 36 foot height limit was 
merely a permissive "design consideration," and was not listed as a policy-let alone a central 

policy--of the Corinnunity Plan, the zoning designation permitting a 45-foot-tall structure does 

not conflict with that provision of the Community Plan, and represents the City's current policy 

statement regarding appropriate development on the Project Site. 

4. The Project is Consistent with City Policy and Implementation of the Coastal Act. 

For all of the reasons described above, the current zoning of the Project Site, as 

well as the Density Bonus provisions of the Municipal Code, represent the controlling 

development regulations for the Project Site, as well as the City's intended implementation of its 

Community Plan, the non-adopted Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, the non-binding Interpretive 

Guidelines and, by extension the Coastal Act. Therefore, the development envelope requested by 

the ·Project, which complies with aU applicable land use regulations, is lawful and consistent with 

zoning, the General Plan, and the intent of the Coastal Act. Accordingly, we respectfully request 

that you grant the pending Coastal Development Permit for the Project. 

.._ .... ,-'o..lo.U'M.~~ ~. t-~ !~· 
NEILL E. ROWER of 
Jeffer Mangels Butler & Mitchell LLP 

BMR:neb 
cc: (via email) 

Kevin Jones, Department of City Planning 
Jose Carlos Romero-Navarro, Department of City Planning 
Griselda Gonzalez, Department of City Planning 
Juliet Oh, Department of City Planning 
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MASTER RESPONSES 

Master Response I: Dewatering 

Several comments have asserted that dewatering at the Project Site could affect the vicinity in two ways: 
(1) by creating a hydraulic depression that could draw a groundwater contaminant plume associated with 
the former Del Rey Cleaners site, located at 310 Culver A venue, approximately 540 feet from the Project 
Site; and (2) by affecting water levels in the Ballona Wetlands. Although comments have included an 
opinion prepared by HydroFocus, that opinion is not supported by substantial evidence, and assumes 
permanent dewatering, rather than only construction-related dewatering; uses unsupported assumed flow 
rates; fails to account for geological conditions that prevent hydraulic influence of the Project Site upon 
the Ballona Wetlands; and fails to account for the hydraulic effects of the Pacific Ocean. Moreover, even 
in the event that construction-related dewatering may have the potential to influence groundwater in the 
vicinity of the contaminant plume, a range of measures are available to ensure that dewatering associated 
with the Project is hydraulically isolated from the Project Site surroundings. 

Del Rey Cleaners Site 

Citadel Environmental Services prepared a supplemental dewatering report, which consisted of 
monitoring groundwater fluctuations and geochemistry from two groundwater monitoring wells located at 
200 Culver Boulevard, which is between the Project site and the former Del Rey Cleaners site (see 
Dewatering Testing Rep01t, attached as Exhibit A). As mentioned by several comments, the former Del 
Rey Cleaners site is located approximately 540 feet northeast of the Project site, and in 2002, 
tetrachloroethene (PCE) was found in groundwater samples collected from the dry cleaners site. 

In January of 2015, Citadel collecled samples from various depths at two locations on 200 Culver 
Boulevard to evaluate current groundwater conditions including groundwater elevations, soil lithology, 
geochemistry, and the presence of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Soil samples were obtained at 
five-foot intervals to a deplh of 50 feet below ground surface (bgs). Based on this testing, no VOCs were 
reported by the laboratory above the method detection limit for soil. 

In response to issues raised in several comments, Citadel also examined whether VOC-impacted 
groundwater associated with the former Del Rey Cleaners site could be affected by dewatering activities. 
A dewatering test was performed by Hydroquip Pump & Dewatering Corp. (Hydroquip's report is 
attached as Appendix C to the Citadel report) on January 22, 2015, to determine the appropriate 
dewatering technique and rate, and at the same time, Citadel monitored groundwater quality at the Project 
site. Based on Hydroquip's testing, the groundwater at the site is about 8 feet bgs and field observations 
showed minimal water quality fluctuations during the monitoring period. The minimal variation in water 
quality taken from these samples did not appear to be associated with the dewatering test, but rather 
appeared to be general variations in field water quality sampling. 

For an excavation level of approximately 30 feet, Hydroquip recommends a system of approximately 21-
22 temporary dewatering wells placed to pull groundwater away from and below the excavation for 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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collection and pumping by the wells. In addition, interior gravel filled trench type dewatering will be 

required in most areas to collect minor seepages, which will emanate and migrate into the excavation 

from the tops of the impermeable or less permeable lenses above the subgrade level. The total stabilized 

system discharge volume will be approximately 4,000 gallons per minute (gpm) and a radial influence of 

approximately 125-150 feet around the exterior of the site will stabilize when the site is effectively 

dewatered. 

Based on the findings of Hydroquip's dewatering test, Citadel believes that significantly reducing the 

estimated dewatering volume would provide a safety factor from altering the natural local hydrology and 

would address community concerns. The recommended barrier for limiting potential gradient changes or 

exposure to contaminated groundwater would be to install a subsurface vertical barrier, such as an in-situ 

mixed soil/cement/bentonite slurry wall or similar engineered system around the Project site. Dewatering 

activities would then take place within the barrier instead of outside of the barrier to minimize the 

potential effects of groundwater migration. The following potential techniques, all of which are 

commonly employed, could be used to shore the construction site for dewatering: 1) soil-cement

bentonite (SCB) slurry wall; 2) secant pile wall; 3) diaphragm concrete wall; or 4) cofferdams- sheet pile 

wall. Once a barrier is in place around the Project site, the Project drawdown outside of the Project site 

would limit the hydraulic influence of the dewatering to within the limits ofthe barrier system and would 

not change the natural groundwater conditions. 

In addition to a subsurface vertical barrier around the Project site, a permeable reactive barrier (PRB) 

could be installed to approximately 40 feet bgs across the 200 Culver Boulevard property to treat 

contaminants migrating in the groundwater, if needed as additional assurance against Project-related 

groundwater flows (which, as stated above, would not influence groundwater at the former Del Rey 

Cleaners site). This treatment method is a commonly used and effective system for migrating harmful 

VOCs in groundwater. As groundwater flows through the barrier, the VOCs are effectively treated 

underground. 

Ballona Wetlands 

TerraCosta Consulting Group provided a supplemental investigation regarding whether dewatering at the 

Project site would affect groundwater conditions at the Ballona wetlands (see Potential Groundwater 

Lowering at Ballona Wetlands Due to Temporary Construction Dewatering, attached as Exhibit B). 

According to TerraCosta, there are two conditions by which changes in groundwater conditions can be 

evaluated: 1) transient conditions; and 2) steady-state conditions. While construction dewatering is 

temporary, and therefore by definition represents a transient condition, in order to assess the worst-case 

scenario, TerraCosta based their analysis on groundwater changes due to a steady-state condition. 

In steady-state analyses, the two key hydrogeologic properties of interest for each geologic unit of 

significance (aquifer) are the radius of influence and the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the unit. The 

radius of influence attempts to characterize the distance over which variations in groundwater removal 

could result in changes to groundwater levels, and hydraulic conductivity characterizes the relative ability 

of the stratigraphic unit in question to convey groundwater. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Based on a hydrogeological model that reflects the geologic cross section of the vicinity, TerraCosta 
determined the groundwater conditions within the wetlands and the Ballona and Silverado aquifers are not 
significantly interconnected, and as such, the wetlands are, in effect, a separate system. 

TerraCosta, unlike the Hydrofocus report, also identified recharge sources, groundwater sinks, and the 
location of impermeable boundaries, which are crucial to determining the relationship, if any, between the 
Project Site and the Ballona Wetlands. For the Project site, no nearby groundwater sinks exist. However, 
the Project's dewatering would be considered a sink, as groundwater would be pumped from the ground 
during the dewatering operations, and the Project's dewatering would alter the groundwater table near the 
Project site. However, there are several recharge sources including the Ballona Creek, including the 
Pacific Ocean (a dominant recharge source), and the Ballona Wetlands. In addition, another source of 
recharge of potential importance are the underlying Ballona and Silverado aquifers. 

After having identified the relevant hydrogeologic units and their relationship to each other and the 
relevant sources and sinks, TerraCosta developed two groundwater models to evaluate changes to 
groundwater levels for various scenarios. The first model considered that the Ballona and Silverado 
aquifers are not a source, but could still act as an unconfined aquifer. Thus, the flow of water into the 
excavation due to dewatering is just due to groundwater lateral flows. The evaluation of this model 
showed that the drawdown within the wetlands would be negligible, given that the wetlands are located 
beyond the radius of influence of dewatering for the proposed excavation (note that this area of influence 
would be further reduced with implementation of a barrier system during dewatering. Moreover, even if 
the radius of influence was greater, any drawdown of the groundwater table would be mitigated by 
recharge from sources within the radius of influence of the wetlands. 

The second model considered that the Ballona and Silverado aquifers do act as a recharge source to 
groundwater. The evaluation of this model determined that the flows into the excavation are dominated by 
the flows from the underlying Ballona and Silverado aquifers. In addition, t1ows from the underlying 
gravels serve as a source of recharge in areas external to the excavation, thereby mitigating the drawdown 
effects due to pumping at the excavation. The mitigation effect is a result of the recharging or 
groundwater flowing into the upper sands from the underlying gravels, replacing the lost groundwater due 
to dewatering. As such, the drawdown on the edge of the radius of influence is much less than what 
would be anticipated if the groundwater from the Ballona and Silverado aquifers did not feed the upper 
division of the recent deposits (what was evaluated under the first model in the paragraph above). 

Based on this analysis that, unlike the Hydrofocus report, reflected the hydrogeological cross section of 
the Project and Ballona Wetlands vicinity, TerraCosta concluded that for drawdown to occur at the 
wetlands, the wetlands need to be located within the radius of influence of the dewatering efforts. 
Estimates for soils comprising the near-surface portions of the upper division of the recent Holocene 
deposits indicate that the wetlands are located beyond the effective radius of influence for dewatering for 
the Project. As such, the drawdown within the wetlands due to the lowering of the groundwater level in 
the upper division of the most recent Holocene deposits as a result of the construction dewatering of the 
proposed excavation is negligible. 
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For the condition evaluated under the second model described above where significant recharge occurs 

from the Ballona and Silverado aquifers, flows from these sources will mitigate groundwater drawdown 

in the areas adjacent to the excavation as groundwater drawdown due to dewatering is replaced by the 

upward flows from these recharge sources. This recharge reduces the potential drawdown in the wetlands 

as the Ballona and Silverado aquifers replace the groundwater that is lost. 

In addition, the fine grain soils that comprise the wetlands have a relative permeability of 1/147 of that of 

the upper division of the recent Holocene deposits. Terra Costa estimates that the groundwater gradient in 

the wetland would need to be on the order of approximately 147 times the gradient within the upper 

division of the recent Holocene deposits. Thus, potential changes in groundwater level within the 

wetlands would be significantly slower than corresponding changes in the upper division of the most 

recent Holocene deposits. In addition, the Ballona wetlands have internal drainage channels that are fed 

by Ballona Creek and other off-site sources. As such, groundwater changes within the wetlands are 

mitigated due to these surface sources of recharge waters. Finally, given that the estimated radius of 

influence of a point within the wetlands is on the order of only 50 to 100 feet, changes in the groundwater 

table outside of the wetlands only conceptually impact a limited and short distance into the wetland. Thus, 

for points located 100 feet and greater from the edge of the wetland, changes in the groundwater table at 

the boundary of the wetlands have no impact on the groundwater levels within the wetlands. 

For the reasons described above, TerraCosta concluded that dewatering at the Project site would have no 

impact to the groundwater table at the wetlands. 

Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative Development 

Several comments have incorrectly asserted that because the Applicant owns three properties within the 

general vicinity-the Project site, 200 Culver Boulevard, and 220 Culver Boulevard-any environmental 

analysis of the proposed Project must also treat any potential future development on the other two 

properties as part of the same project. However, this does not comport with the requirements of CEQA 

because: (a) development on the three parcels is not related or interconnected in any way, other than by 

ownership of the Applicant; and (b) development on 200 and 220 Culver is entirely remote and 

speculative. 

Development on Any of the Three Parcels Owned by t he Applicant Constitutes a Separate Project. 

Section 15378(a) of the State CEQA Guidelines defines a "project" as "the whole of an action which has 

the potential for resulting in either a direct physical change in the environment or a reasonably foreseeable 

indirect physical change in the environment." According to section 15378(c), a project "refers to the 

activity which is being approved and which may be subject to several discretionary approvals by 

governmental agencies." "Piecemealing" or "segmentation" is generally defined as dividing the related 

actions of a project into smaller projects to minimize the environmental impacts that could occur under 

the entirety of an action, or to avoid consideration of all related actions in a single CEQA document, such 

as an MND or EIR. 
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Generally, actions are sufficiently related that a single CEQA document must address them when the 
following occur: 

• Scenario 1 : When a subsequent action is a reasonably foreseeable consequence-part of the same 
underlying action, such as a future phase-of an initial action. Bozung v. Local Agency Formation 
Commission, 13 Cal.3d 263 (1975) (successive government approvals for the same underlying project 
and approvals for the same underlying project must be considered together); Laurel Hts. Improvement 
Assn. v. Regents ofthe Univ. ofCalif., 47 Cal.3d 376 (1988) (future phases of a single building must 
be evaluated in the EIR because they are foreseeable); 

• Scenario 2: When a subsequent action is a future expansion of an initial action and will change the 
scope, nature, and impacts of the initial action. Laurel Heights, supra; 

• Scenario 3: When an action cannot proceed without essential public services that would be provided 
by a subsequent action. Santiago County Water Dist. v. County of Orange, 118 Cal.App.3d 818 
(1981) (EIR on mining project must include impacts ofthe water delivery system that would serve the 
project); or 

• Scenario 4: When two actions are integral parts of the same project. No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los 
Angeles, 13 Cal.3d 68 (1974) (EIR for oil drilling project must include analysis of subsequent 
pipelines that would convey the drilled oil). 

In the case of the Project any potential future development at 200 and 220 Culver Boulevard, none ofthe 
scenarios above are satisfied. 

Scenario 1 does not apply and is not satisfied. No development at 200 or 220 Culver is or could be part of 
the same underlying action as the Project. The Project is single, mixed-use development that was 
conceived and would be constructed, completed, and occupied as a stand-alone, self-contained 
development within a single building. All required City approvals for the Project-reversion to acreage, 
Site Plan Review, and density bonus request, and a coastal development permit-would permit 
development only of the proposed building and only on the Project site. 

The Project would not provide for any physical connection to any potential future development on 200 or 
220 Culver Boulevard, nor would any potential future development on either of those properties rely on 
any feature of the Project or improvement on the Project site. Thus, the Project is not a phase within or a 
part of any larger program. 

Further, even where subsequent and arguably related actions may eventually occur, more than some 
arguable relationship is required to deem the subsequent action a part of the initial action and require its 
inclusion in the same environmental analysis. See Nat'! Parks and Conserv. Assn. v. County of Riverside, 
42 Cal.App.4th 1505 (1996) (proposed materials recycling facilities that would "feed" a proposed landfill 
did not require analysis in the landfill EIR). Here, no relationship among 138, 200, and 220 Culver 
Boulevard, other than common ownership is even alleged. However, common ownership, in the absence 
of any other factors described. in the scenarios above, does not and cannot satisfy Scenario 1. 

imilarly, Scenario 2 does not apply and is not satisfied. As described above, the Project is not part of 
and would not facilitate any other development on any other property. As development under the Project 
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is entirely confined to the Project site and would rely on existing infrastructure, any potential future 

development on either 200 or 220 Culver Boulevard would not and could not change the scope or nature 

of the Project or its impacts. 

cenario 3 does not apply and is not sati sfi ed. As described above, the Project would rely on existing 

infrastructure and public services, and would not provide for or facilitate any potential future 

development on 200 or 220 Culver Boulevard. No development on either of those properties would 

require any action or development associated with the Project; rather, such development could occur 

independently and irrespectively of any action associated with the Project or on the Project site. 

Scenario 4 does not apply and is not satisfied. For all of the reasons described above, the Project is not 

and could not be an integral part of any potential future development on 200 or 220 Culver Boulevard. 

Development on 200 and 220 Culver Boulevard is Speculative and Uncerta in. 

Uncertain future activities that are neither proposed for approval nor reasonably foreseeable consequences 

of the project do not require analysis in an environmental document. See, e.g., Lake County Energy 

Council v County of Lake, 70 Cal.App.3d 851 (1977); Save Round Valley Alliance v County of Inyo, 157 

Cal.App.4th 1437 (2007). 

Lake County Energy involved the analysis of two exploratory geothermal wells. The analysis was 

challenged on the grounds that it should have accounted for future commercial geothermal production 

facilities as part of a comprehensive analysis. However, the court rejected the argument on two grounds: 

first, development of commercial facilities was uncertain and therefore speculative without test results 

from the geothermal wells evaluated; and, second, approval of the initial wells did not commit the lead 

agency to approve any subsequent development of commercial production facilities . 

In Save Round Valley, similar claims regarding the analysis of a residential development also were 

rejected. Challengers asserted that because the County's code permitted development of second units, the 

analysis should have accounted for twice as many units as were initially proposed. However, the court 

concluded that construction of potential second units was speculative and uncertain, irrespective of any 

requirement (or lack thereof) for discretionary review of second units. 

Here, the relationship between 138, 200, and 220 Culver is far more attenuated than the relationship 

between exploratory and potential follow-on commercial geothermal production wells. Where exploratory 

wells represent a necessary prerequisite to commercial wells, the Project, at 138 Culver, bears no such 

relationship to 200 and 220 Culver. No approval for any activity associated with development of those 

properties is at issue here, nor is the Project a necessary prerequisite to development on any other 

property. 

Similarly, whereas in Save Round Valley, no further discretionary actions were required for the 

development of second units, development of 200 Culver and 220 Culver would require discretionary 

approvals (and the appropriate level of review under CEQA). Consequently, those developments would 

not otherwise evade review. 
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Lastly, several comments have asserted that because representatives of the Applicant displayed 
conceptual renderings of potential buildings on 200 and 220 Culver, development proposals have been 
developed and/or are pending. However, no development proposal is currently pending for either 
property, and 220 Culver Boulevard is currently offered for sale. Future development-in whatever 
form-is speculative and uncertain for either site. Moreover, City procedure regarding analysis of 
cumulative impacts generally deems as foreseeable projects for which an application is pending or for 
which consultation with the City's Department of Transportation has occurred regarding a traffic impact 
analysis. Neither has occurred for either property. Consequently, due to the speculative and uncertain 
nature of development at those sites, CEQA does not require their analysis with respect to the Project. 

Master Response 3: Parl,ing 

Several comments asserted that the Project would contribute to a parking shortage in the Project area. The 
following discussion is included on Table IV -13 on page IV -85 of the supplemental Initial Study attached 
to the City's MND that explains that the Project would provide enough parking to accommodate its uses 
and provide for additional public parking: 

Also, the Project vicinity has experienced and continues to experience a notable shortage of 
public parking, which negatively affects the viability of existing commercial uses. The Project 
would help alleviate this shortage by providing parking that substantially exceeds LAMC 
requirements. That is, although the Project, as an affordable housing project, is eligible for 
reduced parking requirements (equating to 151 parking spaces), the Project not only satisfies 
standard LAMC requirements (181 parking spaces), but exceeds that requirement by 20 percent 
and provides 209 spaces. This additional parking can serve nearby restaurants and businesses, 
increasing their viability by promoting visits. 

Thus, the Project would provide 58 parking spaces beyond those required by the Density Bonus 
provisions of the Municipal Code, and 28 parking spaces beyond those required by the "standard" 
Municipal Code requirements. Further, the Project would not, by itself eliminate parking along Vista Del 
Mar. Substantial additional width would exist after Project development. The Bureau of Engineering and 
LADOT could continue to permit free street parking, and nothing in the Project proposes to eliminate that 
parking after development. 

Similarly, limited street parking currently occurs on Culver Boulevard, due to time and space restrictions 
imposed by the City. However, even after vacation of the right-of-way requested by the Applicant, the 
standard half-width of 30 feet-20 feet of roadway, plus 10 feet of sidewalk-would exist and would 
provide sufficient space for the required travel lane and for street parking, though the existing restrictions 
on street parking would likely continue after development of the Project. 

Based on this information, the Project would not contribute to the parking shortage in the Project area, 
and would in fact improve parking availability in the vicinity, and no significant impacts related to 
parking would occur as a result of the Project. 

Master Response 4: Traffic 
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A traffic impact analysis was prepared for the Project by Hirsch Green Transportation Consulting, Inc. , 

(refer to Appendix G of the supplemental environmental analysis attached to the City's MND) and is 

incorporated into the environmental analysis ofthe MND prepared by the City on pages 51 and 52, and in 

section IV.16 on pages IV-112 to 159 the supplemental Initial Study included with the MND. The traffic 

study, which was reviewed and approved by LADOT (refer to the approval letter attached to the traffic 

analysis), assesses the traffic impacts of the Project under the Existing (20 1 0)-With-Project traffic 

conditions and the Future (20 15)-With-Project traffic conditions. The future with-Project conditions 

assume development of the Project along with cumulative project~ in the area at the time the 

environmental analysis commenced (see CEQA Guidelines §15125(a)), as shown on Table IV-32 on page 

IV-129 ofthe supplemental Initial Study. As described on page IV-127 ofthe supplemental Initial Study, 

the analysis also includes a 1.0 percent annual traffic growth factor to account for ambient growth, and 

also includes estimates of traffic generated by other projects within or near the study area that may be 

proposed during the pendency of environmental review. As shown on Tables IV-35(a) and IV-35(b) on 

page IV-135 of the supplemental Initial Study, Project-related traffic would not exceed applicable 

thresholds of significance and therefore would not result in any significant direct impacts at any of the 

study intersections under the Existing (2010)-With-Project traffic conditions, and would not result in a 

cumulatively considerable contribution to any impacts under the Future (2015)-With-Project traffic 

conditions. This is true even at Culver Boulevard and Nicholson Street, the only intersection in the study 

area with a level of service "F." 

Several comments asserted that the traffic counts taken in 2010 were outdated. However, environmental 

study commenced with the preparation of the traffic report in 2010, when counts were initially collected, 

and the traffic analysis was completed in March of 2011. LADOT reviewed and approved the traffic 

study in mid-September of2011. A supplemental analysis was prepared to demonstrate the traffic impacts 

of the reduced project in comparison to the conclusions of the original approved traffic report. This 

supplemental analysis was also approved by LADOT. The Project traffic study was current at the time it 

was initially approved by LADOT and conformed to the baseline determination requirements of CEQA, 

and the supplemental analysis prepared in 2013 (using the same data) was reviewed by LADOT and again 

approved. The Project has progressed through environmental and administrative review since its 

preparation, and the traffic study remains appropriate. 

Several comments also asserted that the traffic study should have included a discussion of the LAX 

Northside project. The LAX Northside project timeline for completion is well beyond the future study 

year assumed in the Project traffic study (which was 2015 at the time it was prepared). However, even 

now, the LAX project continues to be delayed, and is not expected to be completed at the time the Project 

is completed and occupied. As such, it is not appropriate to be included in the study. 

The traffic analysis also specifically assessed potential Project impacts associated with local/residential 

street traffic (refer to pages IV-138 through IV-140 of the supplemental Initial Study). Based on the 

analysis of Project and cumulative traffic in the baseline year and in 2015, the analysis determined that, 

although the Project would be expected to slightly increase traffic in the Project vicinity, the Project 

would not result in any significant impacts related to local/residential street traffic. As stated on page IV-

140 of the supplemental Initial Study, direct Project traffic would represent an incremental increase of 8.5 
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percent compared to the baseline scenario and 7.2 percent compared to the future cumulative scenario. 
Because neither of these values exceeds the 12.5 percent significance threshold established in the Coastal 
Transportation Corridor Specific Plan for local/residential streets, no significant direct impact or 
cumulatively considerable contribution to a cumulative impact would result. 

Master Response 5: Visual Character and Views 

Several comments have asserted that the Project would create visual character impacts by virtue of its 
height and bulk. Project impacts related to height and visual character with the surrounding area are 
addressed on page 25 in the ISIMND and further on page IV -4 of the supplemental environmental 
analysis, which states the following: 

The Proposed Project would be four stories in height, which is comparable to the heights of some 
of the surrounding uses. Also, the Culver Boulevard and Vista del Mar rights-of-way separate the 
Project from neighboring uses, and the closest neighboring uses to the Project site-the 
residential uses on Montreal Street, are located atop a 1 00-foot-tall coastal bluff and are 
therefore further visually buffered from the Project Site, and these uses would be nearest the 
shortest portion of the building, which is 45 feet in height. As the Project provides neighborhood
serving commercial uses, it would further connect the Project to other surrounding uses, and 
community residents and patrons could walk between various uses in the community. As such, the 
Project would be consistent with surrounding structures in terms of height and compatibility of 
uses. The Proposed Project would add development to a Site that is vacant within a community 
that is characterized by an eclectic mix of architectural styles. The Project would reduce the 
appearance of the additional massing with an extensively articulated far;ade and various 
architectural details to avoid a solid, blank appearance. These elements may include use of 
different colors and materials, including tile roofs, wrought iron railing, stucco, wood trellises, 
custom storefronts, canvas awnings, cornice moulding, as well as other decorative elements. The 
addition of the Proposed Project would add to the eclectic mix of styles in the vicinity. Further, 
the Project would develop an underutilized site with a high-quality development. Overall, the 
Proposed Project would generally be consistent with other surrounding uses in terms of both 
height und mussing and the Ptoject would contribute tu the ureu 's aesthetic value in a positive 
way. As such, there would be a less than significant impact with respect to architecture or visual 
character. 

Additionally, not all of the Project would reach 56 feet in height. The portion of the building fronting 
Pacific A venue/Trolleyway would reach only 45 feet, and other portions of the building, including the 
proposed pool deck, would reach only the podium level of 25 feet. Combined with the extensive fac;:ade 
articulation described above, these height variations would reduce the appearance of height and massing 
of the proposed building. 

In addition, as discussed on pages IV-88 and IV-89 of the supplemental Initial Study, the City's Density 
Bonus Ordinance would allow an FAR of 3:1 and a maximum height of 56 feet. However, the Project as 
proposed would have an FAR of 1.8:1 using the pre-project gross lot area (as permitted by the Municipal 
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Code and according to City practice) and an FAR of2.67:1 using the net lot area after all dedications and 

vacation. Either of these values is less than the maximum floor area permitted under the Density Bonus 

Ordinance. While the Project would contain four levels with a building height of 52 feet to the roof and 

56 feet to the parapet, consistent with the Density Bonus Ordinance limitations, the Project would have a 

reduced maximum height of 45 feet to the parapet for the building within 50 feet of the RI-zoned parcel 

in the Pacific Avenue right-of-way. 

Several comments have also asserted that the Project would eliminate views of the ocean from public 

vantage points along the elevated portions of Montreal Street, as well as from private vantage points. 

Pages 24 to 27 of the MND and pages IV -1 to IV -6 of the supplemental Initial Study determined that the 

primary viewing area had become obscured by foliage, but that public ocean views from roadways along 

the bluff would, as shown in the visual simulation provided in Figure IV-I, remain. However, to respond 

to comments on public and private views from Montreal Street, additional visual simulations were 

prepared based on digital elevation and project data and are presented in Exhibit D to these responses to 

comments. As shown in the diagrams, these simulations represent with-Project views from the top of 

Montreal, as well as from about mid-way up the slope. As shown in both, views of the ocean remain, 

consistent with the simulation and determination in the MND. 

Further, although private views are not protected either by CEQA or by City ordinance or policy, Exhibit 

D also provides framing-level simulations of views from the residence at the base of Montreal, both at or 

near the front door and from balcony height. Although provided purely for informational purposes, as 

these views are not protected, these simulations also demonstrate that the limited existing ocean view 

from these points of view would not be substantially adversely affected. 

Master Response 6: Applicability of the Los Angeles Countv Regional Interpretive Guidelines and 

Del Rey Lagoon Speci_fic Plan to the Project 

Several comments have incorrectly asserted the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan (the "Specific Plan") and 

to the Coastal Commission's 34-year-old Los Angeles County Regional Interpretive Guidelines (the 

"Interpretive Guidelines") are binding land use regulations, and the Project must conform to them. As 

described below, neither document is binding. However, the City has considered the Interpretive 

Guidelines in its planning process, approved portions of those guidelines in concept in the Specific Plan 

and has directly applied certain guidelines elsewhere where intended, and subsequently updated the 

Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan and amended the zoning for the vicinity, including the 

Project Site, to reflect its land use regulation and policy judgments regarding the appropriate level of 

development for the area. Thus, to the extent the Project conforms to the zoning code and to the 

Community Plan, it is consistent with the City's application of the Interpretive Guidelines. 

The Interpretive Guidelines are not Mandatory or Binding and the City has not Consistently Applied 

Them. 

California courts-and the Coastal Commission itself-have already established the advisory nature of 

the Interpretive Guidelines. Calif. Coastal Comm'n. v. Office of Administrative Law, 210 Cal. App. 3d 758 

( 1989). The Coastal Commission adopted several Interpretive Guidelines in and after 1977-the Los 
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Angeles County guidelines were adopted on October 14, 1980-and sometime later the Pacific Legal 
Foundation asked the State Office of Administrative Law ("OAL") to determine the Interpretive 
Guidelines were subject to the State Administrative Procedures Act ("APA"). The OAL agreed and 
determined the Interpretive Guidelines were, pending review, invalid and unenforceable. 210 Cal. App. 
3d at 760. The Coastal Commission brought a legal action to set aside OAL's determination. !d. Notably, 
the Court of Appeal, in presenting the issues for decision, stated: 

"both [the Coastal Commission and OAL] agree that unless this court rejects the 
argument that the guidelines are exempt, there is no reason to reach the question of 
whether the guidelines at issue, as being neither mandatory nor binding, are 
"regulations" within the meaning ofthe APA." 

210 Cal. App. 3d at 761 (emphasis added). Thus, the Coastal Commission directly stated and courts 
agreed, over 25 years ago, that the interpretive guidelines were not mandatory. See also Pacific Legal 
Foundation v. Calif Coastal Comm'n., 33 Cal. 3d 158 (1982) (holding that interpretive guidelines, as 
guidelines and not regulations, were exempt from the APA). Further, and as noted by the Court of 
Appeal, the Coastal Act language regarding the Interpretive Guidelines specifies their purpose to 

"assist local governments [and others] how the policies of this division shall by applied .. 
. provided however, that such guidelines shall not supersede, enlarge, or diminish the 
powers or authority of any regional commission, the commission, or any other public 
agency." 

Pub. Res. Code §30260(a)(3). These statements also are repeated in the Interpretive Guidelines 
themselves, and the introduction (p. i) further provides, "[i]t is the intent of the Commission that the 
guidelines be used in a flexible manner with consideration for local and regional conditions." 

Thus, the Interpretive Guidelines do not cabin the City's discretion to establish land use policies, 
including for Playa Del Rey. Accordingly, since the establishment of the Interpretive Guidelines, the City 
has considered or adopted land use plans in its coastal areas, including Venice and Playa Del Rey. In 
some cases, the City opted to incorporate elements of the Interpretive Guidelines; in others, it did not. In 
either case, these legislative actions collectively comprise the City's response to guidance; therefore, 
compliance with the applicable policies and regulations established by the City also comprises 
compliance with the City' s application of the Interpretive Guidelines to development. 

The Project Complies with the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Pl an as Implemented by Subsequent Enactments. 

On March 16, 1982, the City Council approved the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan "in concept." That is, 
the Specific Plan was not formally adopted, but is considered. The Specific Plan contained several 
building regulations that incorporated elements of the Interpretive Guidelines, including height limits that 
change with distance from the tidelands. However, no final ordinance was ever enacted, and although 
subsequent legislative actions taken by the City implemented some density, height, and/or use limitations, 
further legislative actions contemplated in the Specific Plan were not taken. See, CPC 29298. Further, the 
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City has never applied project approval procedures that exist for specific plan areas, such as Project 

Permit Compliance approvals (see, e.g., Municipal Code §11.5.7). 

In 1992, ten years after considering the Specific Plan, the City rezoned (via Ord. 167,988, eff. July 8, 

1992) some properties almost immediately northeast of the Project Site, along the north side of Culver 

Boulevard, from Vista Del Mar to Nicholson Street. The new zoning designation of C4-1 D included "D" 

development limitations that limited height to 37 feet, with a maximum floor area ratio of 1:1, similar to 

some provisions of the Specific Plan. The ordinance involved no other properties and implemented no 

other land use controls similar to those in the Specific Plan. 

Subsequently, the City prepared and adopted the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan Update on 

April 13, 2004. Notably, the Activity Log and the discussion of specific plans in the adopted document do 

not include the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan (p. I-I). The Community Plan includes a single reference to 

the Specific Plan as a "policy document to be considered" (p. III-52) but, unlike the policy initiatives of 

adopted specific plans, implements no portion of the Specific Plan and references no specific protective 

measures contained within. The Community Plan, unlike the Specific Plan, was fully adopted and 

implemented and did not include the development limitations, such as height limits, provided in the 

Specific Plan. 

Similarly, the 2004 rezoning of the Community Plan area did not include the same height or use 

limitations in the Specific Plan, even where "Q" conditions were imposed on specific areas. The City re

zoned the Project site and a significant portion of the vicinity (Ord. No. 175,981, eff. July 3, 2004), 

including the properties previously rezoned in 1992. The 2004 ordinance included re-designation or 

assignment of height districts, as well as a substantial quantity of site-specific zoning in the form of "Q" 

conditions. Some of these "Q" conditions imposed height, density, and use limits as or more restrictive 

than those proposed in the Specific Plan. For example, the ordinance zoned Subarea 40, located about one 

quarter mile northwest of the Project Site, as [Q]R3-1XL, and "Q" Condition 2 limited height to 26 feet, 

instead of the 30-foot height permitted by the underlying zoning. Similarly, "Q" condition 2 for Subarea 

100, which comprises a large commercial parcel directly across Culver Boulevard on the north-northwest 

of the Project site, imposed a height limit of three stories or 36 feet, contrary to the underlying zoning 

designation of that property as C4-1 VL, which otherwise permitted a height limit of three stories or 45 

feet. Conditions assigned to other nearby properties also contained specific, targeted height limits: 

Subarea 120, located northeast of the Project site, was rezoned [Q]C4-1 D, but "Q" conditions 6 and 7 

maintained the 37-foot height limit established in 1992. The 37-foot-tall commercial building at 309-315 

East Culvt:r Boulevard, which some comments cited as evidence that Specific Plan regulations 

(particularly height requirements) apply with full force, is located in this subarea. Therefore, the 37-foot 

height limitation exists by virtue of the of "D" development limitation imposed by zoning, not the 

Specific Plan. 

However, unlike the "Q" conditions for other subareas described above, which applied or modified height 

and use controls that are in some cases similar to those in the Interpretive Guidelines and Specific Plan, 

the conditions for Subarea 130, which includes the Project site, imposed only five site design measures. 

None of these measures included height, density, or use limitations. Further, the use limitations imposed 
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by "Q" conditions respond to the Interpretive Guidelines' recommended prohibition of "residential" uses 
on commercial properties' by prohibiting residential uses on the ground floor ("Q" condition 1). That is, 
the zoning for the Project site and its surroundings provides for mixed-use development, rather than 
prohibiting all residential development on commercial parcels. 

In contrast, the adopted Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan (Ord. 175,693, eff. Jan. 19, 2004) directly 
incorporates more elements of the Interpretive Guidelines. Among other features, this plan includes limits 
on lot consolidations, graduated height limits, enhanced parking requirements and establishment of a 
parking trust fund. Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan, §§ 9, 10, 13. However, none of the City's 
subsequent enactments to the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan contain the same limits, demonstrating a lack 
of intent to implement the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan as proposed. 

As long recognized by the United Stated Supreme Court, "one legislature cannot abridge the powers of a 
succeeding legislature." Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Cranch 87, 135 (181 0). "The correctness of this principle, so 
far as respects general legislation, can never be controverted." !d. Further, a legislature is deemed to be 
aware of previous enactments when considering and approving subsequent legislation. Here, the City's 
consistent pattern after approving the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan merely "in concept" demonstrates the 
intent to implement different, more focused land use controls from those in the Specific Plan. The 
Specific Plan is not binding and has not consistently been applied by the City and, as described above, 
implementation of land use controls has occurred through specific development limitations imposed by 
general and site- or area-specific zoning. Consistent with this approach, the Project has been proposed 
according to-and remains consistent with-the land use controls currently in effect for the Project site. 

Master Response 7: Stormwater and Flooding 

Several comments have asserted that stormwater runoff and subsequent flooding is a problem in the 
Project area and that flooding has the potential to adversely affect the subten·anean parking structure 
proposed as part of the Project. A Prelim inanr Stonnwater Analysis was prepared by Kimley-Horn 
(attached as Exhibit C) to investigate and document the existing and proposed stormwater runoff and to 
supplement the analysis in section IV.9 (IIydrology and Water Quality) of the MND. The Prclimina1y 
Stormwater Analysis concludes the Project will not cause a significant impact related to stormwater 
runoff for three key reasons. First, Project site topography elevates the Project above the levels associated 
with a 50-year storm event, as the elevations at the back of walkways and driveways will lie about 15 
inches above the existing catch basin curb and gutter flow line. This separation is sufficient to prevent any 
significant water intrusion. The Project site is also outside of the 1 00-year flood zone, according to the 
Flood Insurance Rate Map prepared by the Federal Emergency Management Agency. Second, to 
implementing the City's Low Impact Development ("LID") standards and comply with the National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit requirements, the Project would implement a rain water 
harvesting system that would detain and reduce stormwater runofffrom the Project site, discharging some 

The Interpretive Guidelines do not, by their terms, prohibit mixed-use projects in commercial zones. Rather, the 
prohibition on residential uses is consistent with the preference to provide for visitor-serving uses in the 
commercial zones in coastal areas. 
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flows, after retention, to storm drains at a higher elevation to minimize any potential for downstream 

flooding. Third, stormwater flows from the Project site would ultimately discharge to an existing 72-inch 

reinforced concrete pipe running along Culver Boulevard and emptying at the ocean. Based on the 

calculations in Exhibit C, the existing pipe has ample remaining capacity to accommodate the anticipated 

rainfall for the Project. 

Master Response 8: Vapor- Intrusion 

Several comments have asserted that contaminated soil located underneath the former Del Rey Cleaners 

site, located at 310 Culver A venue, approximately 540 feet up gradient from the Project site, has impacted 

shallow soil vapor beneath the Project site. Project impacts related to potential soil vapors were addressed 

on page 38 ofthe MND and pages IV-54 and IV-55 ofthe supplemental Initial Study, and this discussion 

summarized the results of the Soil Vapor Survey Report, prepared by Environmental Engineering & 

Contracting (provided as Appendix E.2 to the MND). As discussed in the supplemental Initial Study, the 

soil vapor survey included advancement of six soil borings to a maximum depth of five feet, the 

maximum extent feasible due to the shallow groundwater conditions. Concentrations of all volatile 

organic compounds (VOCs), including tetrachloroethylene (PCE), were not detected above laboratory 

detection limits. As such, it was determined that there would be a less than significant impact related to 

VOC vapor in soils on the Project site. 

In addition to the testing and discussion provided in the MND, Citadel Environmental Services, as part of 

its Dewatering Testing Report (attached as Exhibit A), also tested the soil for VOCs. In January of2015, 

Citadel installed two nested monitoring wells at 200 Culver Boulevard, which is between the Project site 

and the former Del Rey Cleaners site, to evaluate current groundwater conditions including groundwater 

elevations, soil lithology, geochemistry, and the presence of VOCs. Soil samples were obtained at five

foot intervals to a depth of 50 feet below ground surface (bgs). Based on this testing, no VOCs were 

reported by the laboratory above the method detection limit for soil. 

Maste1· Response 9: Economic F easibility 

Several comments assert that the Project is feasible without incentives pursuant to SB 1818, and assert, 

without substantial evidence, profit figures of up to 60 percent. Stanley R. Hoffman Associates was 

retained to review the assumptions of and support for the purported economic feasibility study submitted 

by Jeffrey L. Otto and additional comments related to this issue. Hoffman's study is attached as Exhibit E 

to these responses to comments, and the purpose of this report was evaluate the comments to determine 

whether the findings and conclusions are reliable and a reasonable basis for decision-making. Hoffman 

concluded that property value, development cost, and profit estimates provided in the comments are not 

well-supported by market data. Further, the Hoffman report finds that some of the methodological and 

qualitative judgments about the Project made in the comments are not based on accepted real estate 

market and financial analysis practice and are speculative. These issues are summarized below. 

Capitalization (cap rate) Rate. The choice of an appropriate cap rate is very important because variations 

in this assumption can yield significant changes in the indicated property value. Using data from two 

widely accepted and reliable real estate industry sources indicates a cap rate range of 5.1% to 5.6% from 
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Real Estate Research Corporation (RERC) and an average cap rate of 5.1% from CoStar, which may be 
compared to the comments which estimated a cap rate of3.5%, for a difference of 160 to 210 basis points. 
The cap rate of3.5% provided in the comments was "derived from discussion with an associate at Marcus 
& Millichap, National Multi Housing Group," although there is no market data, or any data, to 
substantiate this assertion. The resulting reduction in the indicated property valuation, based on these 
different cap rates, ranges from $25,271,072 to $30,206,829 less than the property value estimated in the 
comments. 

Net Operating Income (NOJ). The comments estimated the NOI at $2,819,304 annually compared to 
Hoffman's estimate ofNOI at $2,332,587, which is a difference of $486,726 per year, (17%) less than the 
NOI estimated in the comments. 

Hoffman's estimate of market rent is based on the average rent ranges for 1-bedroom and 2-bedroom 
units as reported by REIS Reports through 41

h Quarter 2014 for the greater Marina del Rey market area, 
and by CoStar through 4th Quarter for the Venice-Marina del Rey-Playa del Rey submarket. The rental 
rate provided in the comments, however, is higher than both the REIS and CoStar report ranges, and was 
estimated "per realtors consulted" but provides no documentation or market data. 

Hoffman's NOI analysis uses the REIS report range (slightly higher than the CoStar range and therefore 
more conservative) in the gross rent calculations. For affordable units, based on a City of Los Angeles 
affordable housing rent schedule, Hoffman used the maximum allowable rent for Very Low Income Units 
of $621 for 1-bedroom units and $699 for 2-bedroom units. 

In addition, the comments assume a 4.1% vacancy factor for the entire Project. However, Hoffman 
estimates a 1 0% vacancy factor for the retail space, based on the fact that Playa del Rey is not as proven a 
retail location as the Marina del Rey area, or other retail areas in Venice or Santa Monica, where the 
surrounding community trade area is much stronger, and pedestrian foot traffic is much greater. 

Combined Effect of Cap Rate and Net Operating lncome Adjustments. The combined effects of the cap 
rates and the NOT difference yields a significant reduction in the indicated property value. This reduction 
in value ranges from $34,814,545 to $38,898,205 less than the estimated property value provided in the 
comments. 

Comparison of Project Construction Cost Estimates. The Hoffman report estimated Project construction 
costs, using widely accepted data sources for estimating construction costs, at $33,612,800. This estimate 
is $17,612,800 higher (110%) than the estimated construction costs of $16,000,000 provided in the 
comments. In addition to the direct building costs, the Hoffman report includes other construction costs 
including dewatering costs, street beautification, and indirect costs such as insurance, financing, 
marketing, and project management. These indirect costs are estimated at 11% of the total direct costs 
based on the size of the Proejct. 

Estimated Internal Rate of Return ORR). The IRR calculation is an accepted and well-defined analytical 
real estate evaluation method. However, according to the Hoffman report, there is not sufficient 
information about the timing of development revenues, expenses, and cash flows to prepare a reliable IRR 
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analysis. The comments recognize this limitation, but then go on to provide an unsupported estimate of 

IRR. The comments provide no evidence or analysis that relates to their IRR calculation, and the 

conclusion is therefore speculative and not an appropriate basis for decision-making or drawing any 

conclusions about the financial performance of the Project. 

Estimation of Profit. The comments suggest that the development profit is $56.0 million. However, the 

Hoffman report concludes that based on widely accepted and reliable data sources, including the Real 

Estate Research Corporation, REIS, and CoStar, the comments have grossly overstated development 

profit, as described above. 
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Comment Letter No. 1 AVANCENA 

9/15/14 
To the City of Los Angeles: 

My name is Liza Marie Avancena, and on behalf of the Playa del Rey 
community, I would like to express my concerns over the proposed Legado del Mar 

project, located at 138 Culver Blvd., Playa del Rey, CA. 
As a Los Angeles native who has frequented the area for 15 years and 

counting, preservation of a city that is home to great friends, an abundance of 

wildlife, and crucial habitats is of ardent case. I am a graduate from the University of 

California, Los Angeles, class of 2013, with a B.S. in Biology. Completed coursework 

in such relevant subjects as Ecology, Conservation Biology, and Atmospheric and 

Oceanic Sciences pose me to question the potential impacts of the planned 
construction of the Legado del Mar project on the surrounding ecosystem, which 

includes the nearby state-protected Ballona Wetlands wildlife preserve. 
The project constitutes mass dewatering as it solicits construction of a 

residential apartment complex covering 14,500 feet of ground floor and descending 

23 feet below the surface. Dewatering will be necessary during excavation, and 

possibly permanently depending on the contrasting strength of the structure versus 

the groundwater water pressure. This dewatering will cause adverse effects on the 

groundwater system and continue to the Ballona Wetlands, 700 feet northeast of the 

site. Salinity of water is changed by the amount of water in a particular spot, as there 

are no internal sinks and sources for salinity. Thus, dewatering will change salinity, 

which is then paralleled by changes in density, resulting in shifted stratification, 

altering the hydraulic gradient. 
These changes in salinity and the water gradient have massive potential to 

change water levels and consistency in the Ballona Wetlands marsh habitat. This is 

not a light issue, and it must be addressed intensively. The Ballona Wetlands are a 

source oflife. They serve as a place of rejuvenation for migratory birds making the 

long trek across the Pacific, a nursery for fish away from predators, a purifier for 

water going into the very popular Santa Monica bay, and so much more1. Negative 

affect on just one keystone species such as the local phytoplankton may cause a 

catastrophic cascade effect Loss of phytoplankton would immensely upset the 

marine food chain, increase carbon dioxide levels, and decrease available clean 
oxygen, rendering numerous more dependent, irreplaceable plant and animal 

species in trouble, as well as increased pollution, and potential collapse of the entire 

wetland ecosystem. Such effects go beyond the beautiful city of Playa del Rey, as all 

ecosystems, wildlife, and humans are delicately intertwined. 

A small, simple concept such as taking away some water to build something J 
can actually be a very, very big thing. I simply ask that further attention be taken 

into the potential impacts of the Legado del Mar project on the ecosystem 

surrounding Playa del Rey. Thank you for your consideration. 

s~ 
Liza Marie Avancena 

1 http://www.ballonafriends.org 
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LETTER NO. 1 - A V ANCENA 

Liza Marie A vancena 

Comment No. 1-1 

My name is Liza Marie A vancena, and on behalf of the Playa del Rey community, I would like to express 
my concerns over the proposed Legado del Mar project, located at 138 Culver Blvd., Playa del Rey, CA. 

As a Los Angeles native who has frequented the area for 15 years and counting, preservation of a city that 
is home to great friends, an abundance of wildlife, and crucial habitats is of ardent case. I am a graduate 
from the University of California, Los Angeles, class of 2013, with a B.S. in Biology. Completed 
coursework in such relevant subjects as Ecology, Conservation Biology, and Atmospheric and Oceanic 
Sciences pose me to question the potential impacts of the planned construction of the Legado del Mar 
project on the surrounding ecosystem, which includes the nearby state-protected Ballona Wetlands 
wildlife preserve. 

Res1>onse to Comment No. 1-1 

Refer to pages 31 and 32 of the IS/MND, as well as pages IV -17 through IV -26 of the supplemental 
Initial Study, which include a discussion of Project impacts related to biological resources, including 
wetlands. Further as discussed in Master Response 1: Dewatering, additional analysis confirms that no 
significant impacts would occur to the Ballona Wetlands. As discussed, lhe Project would not result in 
any impacts related to biological resources. 

Comment No. 1-2 

The project constitutes mass dewatering as it solicits construction of a residential apartment complex 
covering 14,500 feet of ground floor and descending 23 feet below the surface. Dewatering will be 
necessary during excavation, and possibly permanently depending on the contrasting strength of the 
structure versus the groumlwaler water pressure. This dewatering will cause adverse effects on the 
groundwater system and continue to the Ballona Wetlands, 700 feet northeast of the site. Salinity of water 
is changed by the amount of water in a particular spot, as there are no internal sinks and sources for 
salinity. Thus, dewatering will change salinity, which is then paralleled by changes in density, resulting in 
shifted stratification, altering the hydraulic gradient. 

Response to Comment No. 1-2 

Refer to Master Response 1: Dewatering for a discussion of the effects of temporary, construt:Lion-related 
dewatering on the hydraulic gradient and on the Ballona Wetlands. As discussed in the master response 
and its attachments, the dominant hydraulic influence on the wetlands is the Pacific Ocean. Moreover, the 
geology of the area limits communication between the wetlands and the Project Site. Lastly, construction 
measures available for the Project would isolate the Project Site hydraulically from its surroundings. For 
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all of these reasons, the dewatering associated with the Project would not have a significant effect on the 

wetlands. 

Comment No. 1-3 

These changes in salinity and the water gradient have massive potential to change water levels and 

consistency in the Ballona Wetlands marsh habitat. This is not a light issue, and it must be addressed 

intensively. The Bailon a Wetlands are a source of life. They serve as a place of rejuvenation for migratory 

birds making the long trek across the Pacific, a nursery for fish away from predators, a purifier for water 

going into the very popular Santa Monica bay, and so much morel. Negative affect on just one keystone 

species such as the local phytoplankton may cause a catastrophic cascade effect. Loss of phytoplankton 

would immensely upset the marine food chain, increase carbon dioxide levels, and decrease available 

clean oxygen, rendering numerous more dependent, irreplaceable plant and animal species in trouble, as 

well as increased pollution, and potential collapse of the entire wetland ecosystem. Such effects go 

beyond the beautiful city of Playa del Rey, as all ecosystems, wildlife, and humans are delicately 

intertwined. 

Response to Comment No. 1-3 

As described in Response to Comment 1-2 and Master Response 1: Dewatering, the Project would not 

have a significant effect on the Ballona Wetlands. 

Comment No. 1-4 

A small, simple concept such as taking away some water to build something can actually be a very, very 

big thing. I simply ask that further attention be taken into the potential impacts of the Legado del Mar 

project on the ecosystem surrounding Play del Rey. Thank you for your consideration. 

Response to Comment No. 1-4 

Refer to Response to Comment 1-2 and Master Response I : Dewatering for discussion of the effects of 

temporary, construction-related dewatering associated with the Project. No impacts to biological 

resources have been identified in this comment beyond those that have been already identified in the 

discussion on pages 31 and 32 of the MND and pages IV -7 to IV -26 of the supplemental Initial Study. 
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Comment Letter No. 2 BARNES 

From: Michelle Barnes <mbarnes@gmail.com> Date: Tue, Sep 16, 2014 at 11:14 PM Subject: 
138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-
2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL To: kev in.jones@ lacity.org, jon.foreman@laci .or>, 
darlen·e. navarette@lac itv.org, lynda.smith@lac;ity .qrg Cc: Tri~i_~,kea ne@lac ity .org, 
mjke .. QQ.g!p@l..~~!!Y-. org, f.r.~4~.§l:l!!~:>n@Il3.,fi!Y,Q,rg, ch~9.k.~.~I ao!., com 

Dear Sirs, 

As a 1 0+ year resident of Playa del Rey, I vehemently oppose the approved building at 13 8 
Culver Boulevard. I find it terribly disturbing that, despite numerous letters and complaints from 
residents, the Planning Department has approved this gigantic structure which will tower over the 
existing neighborhood. Even more disturbing is that this building was considered alone despite 
the fact that the same developer owns 2 other lots within a few blocks of this one, and plans to 
develop all of them to a level completely out of line with the existing community. It's impossible 
to consider the projects separately, and a travesty to the tax-paying citizens of Los Angeles that 
our planning department would approve such a project AGAINST the will of the local residents, 
many of whom have been here well beyond my 10 years. Countless residents have attended 
dozens of neighborhood council meetings to voice our collective displeasure with the proposed 
monstrosity and to request that the developer take the wishes of the community into account 
when building. Our requests and complaints have fallen on deaf ears ... to the developer and now 
to our own city. 

This building, and the others which will follow soon, will dwarf the existing neighborhood that 
already does not have enough parking, and cannot handle any additional traffic. I live on Vista del 
Mar, and, on bad days, it can take me 15 minutes to get 2 miles. Add 74 units, and then the 
subsequent units from the future buildings, and it will take an hour. Playa del Rey isn't like 
Manhattan Beach or Santa Monica-- we're surrounded by the marina. the wetlands. the ocean. the 
ait])ort, a park, and low-lying hills. There is no alternate route to take. There is nowhere to build 
an alternate route. This project and the others by this developer are out of line with the existing 
community which CANNOT support it. Let's assume that 110 people move into this structure, 
and another 150 for the other 2 buildings by this developer. Where are these tenants going to 
park? Current residents already have to park in the dirt lot behind Mo's and the spots along the 
park near the beach at night. These residents have to wake up early to move their cars so they 
don't get parking tickets because the area does not have enough parking to support the current 
residents. It's a somewhat common occurrence for residents to drive around for 15 minutes 
looking for a spot so they don't have to get up at 7am after working a long day. It is my 
understanding that the new development at 138 Culver will have very few guest parking spots 
and 1.5 spots per unit. If some of these units are 3 bedroom, they could have 6 residents , which 
means 4 more residents without parking. Where are they going to park? 

What about on holiday weekends when cars are backed up almost the entire way down Vista de~ 
Mar? Where will everyone park then? Again, we're surrounded. We have nowhere to add parking, 
and we're cut off in every direction by the ocean, marina, wetlands, etc. It will not work, and 
doesn't make sense. 

I don't understand how this could have been approved without an in-depth traffic and parking 
study. A ONE-DAY traffic study isn't enough. I beg the members of the Planning Department to 
please come to Playa del Rey and evaluate the situation for yourselves. Come during rush hour, 
and let us know how we're to handle the massive traffic impact this building would have. Further, 
look for parking on a weeknight. Other areas which have difficult parking are permitted to use 
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resident passes. Due to our proximity to the beach, we cannot have passes. 

Before you turn the last small coastal beach town in LA County into a Santa Monica, come visit 
for a day. See what we're all talking about. This isn't just a building, it will ruin the only 
community like it left in the area. This is the last small bohemian beach town in the area, a 

_j 2-4 (Cont.) 

section of unspoiled California. It's important to everyone here, locals, and visitors. My sister tells 2-5 
me she doesn't feel like she's in L.A. when she visits. That's the charm ofthis place, a refuge in 
the big city. Add a building twice the size of everything else and you forever change the character 
of this place. It will not survive. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Barnes 
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LETTER NO. 2 -BARNES 

Michelle Barnes 

Comment No. 2-1 

As a IO+ year resident of Playa del Rey, I vehemently oppose the approved building at I38 Culver 
Boulevard. I find it terribly disturbing that, despite numerous letters and complaints from residents, the 
Planning Department has approved this gigantic structure which will tower over the existing 
neighborhood. Even more disturbing is that this building was considered alone despite the fact that the 
same developer owns 2 other lots within a few blocks of this one, and plans to develop all of them to a 
level completely out of line with the existing community. It's impossible to consider the projects 
separately, and a travesty to the tax-paying citizens of Los Angeles that our planning department would 
approve such a project AGAINST the will of the local residents, many of whom have been here well 
beyond my I 0 years. Countless residents have attended dozens of neighborhood council meetings to voice 
our collective displeasure with the proposed monstrosity and to request that the developer take the wishes 
of the community into account when building. Our requests and complaints have fallen on deaf ears ... to 
the developer and now to our own city. 

Respon e to Comment No. 2-1 

Contrary to the comment, the Project has not been approved. The purpose of the MND and the public 
hearings held for the Project has been the City's consideration of the Project and its potential 
environmental effects. 

Regarding development of other sites owned by the Applicant, refer to Master Response 2: Piecemealing 
and Cumulative Development for a discussion of the lack of cognizable relationship among the properties 
for the purposes of CEQA analysis. 

Comment No. 2-2 

This building, and the others which will follow soon, will dwarf the existing neighborhood that already 
does not have enough parking, and cannot handle any additional traffic. I live on Vista del Mar, and, on 
bad days, it can take me I5 minutes to get 2 miles. Add 74 units, and then the subsequent units from the 
future buildings, and it will take an hour. Playa del Rey isn't like Manhattan Beach or Santa Monica -
we're surrounded by the marina, the wetlands, the ocean, the airport, a park, and low-lying hills. There is 
no alternate route to take. There is nowhere to build an alternate route. This project and the others by this 
developer are out of line with the existing community which CANNOT support it. Let's assume that II 0 
people move into this structure, and another I 50 for the other 2 buildings by this developer. Where are 
these tenants going to park? Current residents already have to park in the dirt lot behind Mo's and the 

' spots along the park near the beach at night. These residents have to wake up early to move their cars so 
they don't get parking tickets because the area does not have enough parking to support the current 
residents. It's a somewhat common occurrence for residents to drive around for I5 minutes looking for a 
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spot so they don't have to get up at 7am after working a long day. It is my understanding that the new 

development at 138 Culver will have very few guest parking spots and 1.5 spots per unit. If some of these 

units are 3 bedroom, they could have 6 residents, which means 4 more residents without parking. Where 

are they going to park? 

Response to Comment No. 2-2 

Regarding the claim that the Project will "dwarf the existing neighborhood," refer to Master Response 5: 

Visual Character. 

Regarding the Applicant's other properties, refer to Master Response 2: Cumulative Development. As 

discussed in that response, no proposals have been developed for either of the remaining properties, 

which may be subject to different land use limitations than the Project Site, and 220 Culver Boulevard is 

currently offered for sale. Development on those properties is therefore speculative and uncertain, and no 

basis exists for evaluating that future speculative development or its potential environmental effects. 

Regarding parking, refer to Master Response 3: Parking. 

Regarding traffic, refer to Master Response 4: Traffic. 

Comment No. 2-3 

What about on holiday weekends when cars are backed up almost the entire way down Vista del Mar? 

Where will everyone park then? Again, we're surrounded. We have nowhere to add parking, and we're cut 

off in every direction by the ocean, marina, wetlands, etc. It will not work, and doesn't make sense. 

:Re ponse to Comment No. 2-3 

Refer to Master Response 3: Parking for a discussion of the parking provided by the Project and the fact 

that it substantially exceeds Municipal Code requirements. 

Comment No. 2-4 

I don't understand how this could have been approved without an in-depth traffic and parking study. A 

ONE-DAY traffic study isn't enough. I beg the members of the Planning Department to please come to 

Playa del Rey and evaluate the situation for yourselves. Come during rush hour, and let us know how 

we're to handle the massive traffic impact this building would have. Further, look for parking on a 

weeknight. Other areas which have difficult parking are permitted to use resident passes. Due to our 

proximity to the beach, we cannot have passes. 

Response to Comment No. 2-4 

As stated in Response to Comment No. 2-1, the Project has not been approved, and the City's review and 

consideration of the Project remains ongoing. A full traffic and parking analysis, which conforms to 

standard professional and City practice, was prepared and included as Appendix G to the MND and 
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supplemental Initial Study and was reviewed and approved by City's Department of Transportation 
("LADOT"). 

Regarding parking, refer to Master Response 3: Parking. 

Regarding the general comments about traffic, refer to Master Response 4: Traffic. 

The comment claims that the traffic study prepared for the Project is a "one-day traffic study." It is 
assumed that the comment uses this phrase because the traffic study is based on one day's counts at the 
study intersections. This is actually standard procedure for traffic studies. Counts are required to be taken 
on "typical" mid-week weekdays (Tuesday through Friday only) during weeks with no holidays or special 
events, in order to collect the traffic data that reflects normal traffic volumes and traffic flow patterns. 
Further, the company that collected the counts observed the general study area during the count periods to 
ensure no incidents (accidents, lane closures, etc.) occurred that would affect the data. Finally, the count 
data was reviewed by both Hirsch Green Transportation Consulting, Inc., as well as by LADOT, for 
consistency of traffic volumes throughout the area and between adjacent intersections to further assure 
that all data are accurate and representative of typical traffic conditions in the area. The traffic counts 
employed for the traffic analysis are considered by LADOT and standard professional traffic engineering 
practice to accurately reflect typical traffic conditions, not only for this Project, but throughout the City. 

Comment No. 2-5 

Before you turn the last small coastal beach town in LA County into a Santa Monica, come visit for a day. 
See what we're all talking about. This isn't just a building, it will ruin the only community like it left in 
the area. This is the last small bohemian beach town in the area, a section of unspoiled California. It's 
important to everyone here, locals, and visitors. My sister tells me she doesn't feel like she's in L.A. when 
she visits. That's the charm of this place, a refuge in the big city. Add a building twice the size of 
everything else and you forever change the character of this place. It will not survive. 

Response to Comment No. 2-5 

As discussed in detail in section 1 V .1 (Aesthetics/Visual Quality) on pages IV -1 to l V -4 of the 
supplemental Initial Study, the MND addressed potential community character impacts and determined 
the Project would not have a significant impact. Moreover, as described on pages IV-75 to IV-90, the 
Project is consistent with the zoning and General Plan land use designations for the Project Site, as well 
as with applicable plans and policies. 
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Comment Letter No. 3 BURNETT 

Mr. Michael J. LeGrande 
Director of City Planning 
City of Los Angeles 
201 N. Figueroa St. #4 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

(via email) 

Cheryl A. Burnett 
6400 Pacific Ave., Unit 301 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Re: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and 
DIR-2012-3537 -08-SPR-MEL 

Dear Mr. LeGrande: 

I am writing to you regarding the proposed Legado Development at 138 Culver Blvd. in 
Playa del Rey. I served on the Westchester-Playa Neighborhood Council Board for five 
years, representing the area in which this development is proposed. Prior to my service 
on the NC Board, I also met with the developer's representatives, in total working on 
this project for six years. 

From the beginning, there have been problems with this development. The story has 
changed, unit numbers have increased, height has been raised and promises broken. 
Through my service on the NC, I met with the developer and his representatives 
multiple times over the years, bringing together small groups of potentially impacted 
residents. Let me be clear: this is not a case of the neighbors being NIMBYs. While 
Playa del Rey is a unique beach community, arguably one of the last, the people I 
represented were not against development. 

Given the proximity to the ocean and the Ballona wetlands, it was expected that an EIR 
would be conducted, something our previous Councilman supported, particularly in light 
of the three properties this developer owns in the immediate area. The reasons for this 
EIR request were never to slow the development process. The questions being asked 
by the local community are sensible and reasonable as it relates to traffic, parking, 
height, density, preservation and potential flooding issues. None of these concerns are 
adequately addressed in the MND. A more thorough environmental impact review is 
essential, similar to what Legado was mandated to do by the City of Redondo Beach. 
Why would the City of Los Angeles not require an equally comprehensive review? (see: 
http://www.redondo. orglnewsldisplaynews. asp ?News/0=2357 & Target/0= 13) 

While the developer now claims that he has no plans for his other two adjacent 
properties, his previous representative provided me with density expectations and 
drawings on several occasions. Frankly, the suggestion that a developer has owned 
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properties for several years and has no plans to develop them is absurd. He quite 
clearly does not want an assessment of the cumulative impacts on our community, so 
he is piecemealing it. 
Culver Blvd. is currently used by the South Bay as a thoroughfare to avoid the 405 
freeway. This results in huge back-ups during the morning and evening rush hours. 
Adding three new developments will only increase that gridlock. Playa del Rey also has 
a significant parking issue, which will also be exacerbated by this proposed 
development. As the Coastal Commission will not allow us to have permit parking this 
close to the beach, our residents are already forced to "circle the streets" particularly 
during the summer. The local residents are also dumbfounded that the city would 
automatically provide a vacation of the city-owned alley running through the property, 
without any assessment. 

This project is precedent-setting for our community. We face many challenges because 
of the very nature of our location- bound on the west by the ocean, the wetlands to the 
north and the airport to the south. This leaves us with one route for entry and exit. 
There is no workable solution to this conundrum . While there is a region-wide 
commitment to expand public transit, the size and population of our area would provide 
limited opportunities. There is also an effort to increase cycling. While bike lanes could 
potentially be constructed on Culver Blvd. in our business district at some point in the 
future, they will have limited use given severe safety concerns on the extremely narrow 
portion of Culver Blvd. in the wetlands. So while much of the city's efforts to increase 
mobility is admirable in theory, the reality is it will have little impact on our situation. 

As such, for our community's safety and quality-of-life, I respectfully request that you 
give thoughtful, in-depth consideration of the full impacts of this development on our 
unique community, including a more throrough impact analysis. While I recognize that 
resources are limited and strained, please do not simply rubber-stamp a project 
because a developer claims it is BY right. A thorough and comprehensive analysis will 
show you it is NOT right. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl A. Burnett 

cc: 
Councilman Mike Bonin 
Tricia Kean 
Fred Sutton 
Kevin Jones 
Lynda Smith 
Jon Foreman 
Darlene Navarette 
Kathryn Schwertfeger 
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LETTER NO. 3 - BURNETT 

Cheryl A Burnett 

6400 Pacific Avenue, Unit 301 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 3-1 

March2015 

I am writing to you regarding the proposed Legado Development at 138 Culver Blvd. in Playa del Rey. I 

served on the Westchester-Playa Neighborhood Council Board for five years, representing the area in 

which this development is proposed. Prior to my service on the NC Board, I also met with the developer s 

representatives, in total working on this project for six years. 

From the beginning, there have been problems with this development. The story has changed, unit 

numbers have increased, height has been raised and promises broken. Through my service on the NC, I 

met with the developer and his representatives multiple times over the years, bringing together small 

groups of potentially impacted residents. Let me be clear: this is not a case of the neighbors being 

NIMBYs. While Playa del Rey is a unique beach community, arguably one of the last, the people I 

represented were not against development. 

Response to Comment No. 3-1 

This comment includes personal statements and opinions of the developer, and notes that the Project has 

changed over time, but prior to the release of the MND. The comment does not state a specific concern or 

question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifYing and analyzing the environmental impacts 

of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 

record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No. 3-2 

Given the proximity to the ocean and the Ballona wetlands, it was expected that an EIR would be 

conducted, something our previous Councilman supported, particularly in light of the three properties this 

developer owns in the immediate area. The reasons for this EIR request were never to slow the 

development process. The questions being asked by the local community are sensible and reasonable as it 

relates to traffic, parking, height, density, preservation and potential flooding issues. None of these 

concerns are adequately addressed in the MND. A more thorough environmental impact review is 

essential, similar to what Legado was mandated to do by the City of Redondo Beach. Why would the 

City of Los Angeles not require an equally comprehensive review? (see: 

http://www.redondo.org/news/displaynews.asp?NewslD=2357&TargetlD=l3) 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Re ponse to Comment No. 3-2 

Regarding the Applicant's other properties, refer to Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative 
Development for a discussion regarding why the other two properties owned by the Applicant do not, 
together with the Project, constitute a single action and are not subject to CEQA review 

The comment asserts that the MND prepared for the Project does not adequately address "traffic, parking, 
height, density, preservation and potential flooding issues." However, traffic and parking impacts are 
addressed on pages 51 to 53 of the MND and pages IV -116 to IV -148 of the supplemental Initial Study, 
as well as in Master Response 3: Parking, and Master Response 4: Traffic. Issues related to height and 
density are addressed on pages 24 and 44 of the MND and pages IV -3 to IV -4 and IV -87 to IV -88 of the 
supplemental Initial Study, and also in Master Response 5: Visual Character and Views. Project impacts 
related to biological resources are addressed on pages 31 and 32 of the MND and pages IV -7 to IV -26 of 
the supplemental Initial Study. Finally, issues related to flooding area addressed on pages 40-44 of the 
MND and pages IV-66 to IV-74 of the supplemental Initial Study, and are also discussed in Master 
Response 7: Flooding and Stormwater. 

Comment No. 3-3 

While the developer now claims that he has no plans for his other two adjacent properties, his previous 
representative provided me with density expectations and drawings on several occasions. Frankly, the 
suggestion that a developer has owned properties for several years and has no plans to develop them is 
absurd. He quite clearly does not want an assessment of the cumulative impacts on our community, so he 
is piecemealing it. 

Rc ponsc to Comment No. 3-3 

Regarding the Applicant's other properties, refer to Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative 
Development. 

Comment No. 3-4 

Culver Blvd. is currently used by the South Bay as a thoroughfare to avoid the 405 freeway. This results 
in huge back-ups during the morning and evening rush hours. Adding three new developments will only 
increase that gridlock. Playa del Rey also has a significant parking issue, which will also be exacerbated 
by this proposed development. As the Coastal Commission will not allow us to have permit parking this 
close to the beach, our residents are already forced to "circle the streets" particularly during the summer. 
The local residents are also dumbfounded that the city would automatically provide a vacation of the city
owned alley running through the property, without any assessment. 

H.espon e to Comment No. 3-4 

Regarding parking, refer to Master Response 3: Parking. 

Regarding traffic, refer to Master Response 4: Traffic. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Regarding the alley vacation process, refer to Response to Comment Nos. 4-6 and 22-53. 

Comment No. 3-5 

This project is precedent-setting for our community. We face many challenges because of the very nature 

of our location bound on the west by the ocean, the wetlands to the north and the airport to the south. This 

leaves us with one route for entry and exit. There is no workable solution to this conundrum. While there 

is a region-wide commitment to expand public transit, the size and population of our area would provide 

limited opportunities. There is also an effort to increase cycling. While bike lanes could potentially be 

constructed on Culver Blvd. in our business district at some point in the future, they will have limited use 

given severe safety concerns on the extremely narrow portion of Culver Blvd. in the wetlands. So while 

much of the city's efforts to increase mobility is admirable in theory, the reality is it will have little impact 

on our situation. 

Response to Comment No. 3-5 

The comment asserts that the Project is "precedent-setting." However, as described on page 44 of the 

MND and pages IV-87 and IV-88 of the supplemental Initial Study, the Project is consistent with the 

zoning for the Project Site, as well as with the Density Bonus provisions of the Municipal Code, and with 

the City's General Plan. 

Regarding bike lanes and increased mobility, as stated in communications from LADOT, most recently 

dated February 6, 2015, the vacation requested for Culver Boulevard is consistent with the design 

standards applicable to that segment of the roadway (Culver Boulevard is a Local Street west of its 

intersection with Vista Del Mar) as identified in the Transportation Element of the City's General Plan. 

Contrary to the comment, the Bureau of Engineering and LADOT do not "automatically" grant the 

vacation request; rather, they must find that no public use (as a roadway) is required in at least the next 20 

years. Further, as described in detail in pages IV-116 to IV-148 of the supplement to the Initial Study, and 

in the traffic impact analysis for the Project (Appendix G to the MND), no significant traffic impacts 

would result from the Project. 

Comment No. 3-6 

As such, for our community's safety and quality-of-life, I respectfully request that you give thoughtful, 

in-depth consideration of the full impacts of this development on our unique community, including a 

more thorough impact analysis. While I recognize that resources are limited and strained, please do not 

simply rubber-stamp a project because a developer claims it is BY right. A thorough and comprehensive 

analysis will show you it is NOT right. 

Response to Comment No. 3-6 

The comment does not specify any shortcoming or provide any specific criticism of the impact analysis in 

the MND. Nevertheless, the City disagrees that the MND fails to consider or disclose the effects of the 
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Project. As described in the responses to comment above and elsewhere, the MND considered the full 
range of potential environmental effects ofthe Project. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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From: Barbara Clegg <barbar!l,@9.)~ggQQacl}i!J..&.&Q:m? 
Date: Mon, Sep 15, 2014 at 11:48 AM 

Comment Letter No. 4 CLEGG 

Subject: Comments-- LEGADO MND I Playa del Rey IRE: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-
70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 
To: darlen~,!!~-Y.!!.r.ette@lacity,Qig 
Cc: mike .. J:1onin@l1!~!1x-org, kevin.jones@ lacit);.Q!& J:ynda.smith@lacity.org, 
jon. foreman@! aci ty .org, Tricia Keane <tricia.keane@lacity .org>, fred.sutton@laci ty .org, 
cluUlkael@aim.coril 

Councilman Bonin, and Kevin Jones, Darlene Navarette, Lynda Smith & Jon Foreman: 

Please find attached a letter detailing my comments to the MND for the project 138 Culver 
Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-
DB-SPR-MEL 

Thank you. 

Best Regards, 

Barbara 

Barbara A Clegg _____ _ 

407.247.6636 
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Comment Letter No.4 CLEGG (Cont.) 
Barbara A. Clegg 

September 14,2014 

Councilman Mike Bonin: mike.boni n@lacity.org 
Tricia Kean: Tricia.keane@laclry.org I F red Sutton : Fred .Sutton@laclty.org 
200 N. Spring St. #475 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

ATTN: 

200 Montreal Street 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

T 407.247.6636 
barbara@cleggcoaching.com 

Kevin Jones: kevin .jones@lacity.org I Darlene Navarette: 
Jon Foreman: jon.foreman@lacity.org I Lynda Smith: 
201 N. Figueroa St. #4 

darlene.navarette@lacity.org 
lynda.smlth@laclty.org 

Los Angeles, CA 9001 2 

RE: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT -70786, ZA-2014-222Q-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and 
DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

Dear Councilman Bonin, and Ladies & Gentlemen, 

I reside at 200 Montreal Street. I have lived here for over nine years. 

I am very concerned about the community in which I live, and particularly, the 
relationship between the community and the coastal environment adjacent to it. It 
appears to me that the proposed project and the preparer of the Mitigated Negative 
Declaration cares about neither. 

The proposed negative declaration is for a project located in the center of the Playa 
del Rey Village area. An area which, unfortunately, has been virtually ignored by the 
City and the Coastal Commission because it has not been the subject of any 
comprehensive plan- dealing with appropriate land use coastal plans or community 
plans- of either the City of Los Angeles or the California Coastal Commission. 

This project at 138 Culver Boulevard is one of three properties owned or controlled by 
this developer- the last three vacant properties in the Playa del Rey Village area. 
Allowing the development of the subject property, particularly in light ofthe absence 
of any comprehensive plan dealing with it and the two other vacant properties, denies 
the City and the Coastal Commission the ability to effectively mitigate the 
environmental impacts of one of the properties by conditioning or imposhg 
mitigation measures on one of the others. The development ofthe three properties isa 
single project. Any piecemeal effort at developing the properties must be the subject 
of a full and complete environmental impact report(EIR;) an EIR which deals with both 
the entirety of the community as well as the alternatives to the development, thereby 

4-1 
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utilizing comprehensive mitigation programs and conditionsfor the development oJ 
other properties. This EIR would include all three vacant properties controlled by the 4-2 (Cont.) 
developer. 

If the developer is allowed to develop only one of these properties at a time, any 
effort to comprehensively plan the other two will be virtually impossible .In fact, the 
subject property is the most available to mitigate future environmental impacts of the 
future development of the other two. By allowing the development of this particular 
property to go forward without considering the environmental impacts of all three 
properties and without a comprehensive plan dealing with all three properties, is an 
abandonment of the City's ability to properly control the development of this part of 
our community. 

We can only hope that the Coastal Commission, when it has its opportunity to look a~ 
this project, will recognize the City's failure to comprehensively plan for this very 
significant coastal resource- the Village at Playa del Rey. 

The fact that the local community planning agency had so many concerns regarding 
the development of this property and recommended that the development, as 
proposed, be den ieq makes the developer orchestrated and staff member authored, 
alleged mitigated negative declaration a total affront to the local community based 
planning which the City of Los Angeles claims to utilize in its land use regulation 
programs. 

Regarding the public street on the property, the very premise of the initial study fails. 
Its baseline analysis assumes that the road which crosses the property has, in fact, 
been vacated and is presently subject to being developed. That is not the case. The 
public street, although fenced off from through traffic, has for some time been the 
only free parking available to inland residents of the City coming to the beach at this 
location. The approximately twelve par king spaces, which would be lost by the 
vacation or abandonment ofthe public right-of-way, has a substantial impact on the 
beach utilization in this area and is not in any way mitigated by the subject proposal. 
The baseline status of the property consists of the several small lots facing Culver 
Boulevard which are separated from the larger triangular lot on the other side ofthe 
public roadway which is sought to be vacated. Only that development which could 
take place as a matter of right on those lots facing Culver Boulevard and on the one on 
Vista del Mar establish the base case for any environmental analysis ofthe subject 
development. 

The affordable housing credits contemplated in the project plan ignores the J 
substantial (multi-million dollar) benefit that would result to the developer from the 
discretionary vacation of this public right-of-way. 

Much of the alleged mitigation contemplates deferring environmental review ofthe 
identified significant issue to a later time and to a specific agency or division of the 
city for review of the particular aspect of the development without providing any 

BCiegg MND Legado ENV 2012-3536 
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standard to which the adequacy of the mitigation must be measured. This is _j4_8 (Co 
unacceptable and illegal. 

Many of the referenced studies upon which staff relies in making its recommendation 
for the mitigated negative declaration are many years old and suspect, in both the 
methodology and scope under which they were performed. It appears in many 
instances that the studies were designed or implemented in a way to minimize the 
recognized adverse environmental impacts. 

The proposed mitigated negative declaration is defective in many respects. One of the 
clearest being the attempts to defer discussions of parking access locations without 
recognition of the fact that the combination of the sea level rising (which analysis is so 
insufficient as to not be found in the document that I have reviewed) and the historic 
flooding which has taken place between the subject property and the ocean --flooding 
for which the city has spent millions of dollars annually for many years 
constructing/removing protective sand berms- leaves a situation where the proposed 
access to the subterranean parking for the development will be at substantial 
unmitigated risk of flooding. This flooding will not only be a problem for the people 
residing in the facility, but also for the residents of the community and persons 
traveling adjacent to the subject property when those property owners have to park 
their vehicles above ground and on the streets for the time it takes to have it pumped 
dry and structurally protected (which could be substantial.) Not to mention the impact 
of where does the removed water from the parking go once the area is flooded. 

Unfortunately, the limited time provided to comment upon the proposed mitigated 
negative declaration makes it difficult to have specific comments as to the manner in 
which the developer has helped your staff manipulate the very significant issues which 
the initial sludy recognized. 

In addition to the issues of sea -level rise, beach parking, miscalculation of affordable 
housing benefits, traffic impacts- particularly persons commuting to and from work-, 
visual impacts and corridor views both from the homes and streets, as well as inland 
of the development, and the historic public viewing site at the top of Montreal Street 
are all issues which, given additional time, could be demonstrated to have been 
inappropriately handled in this proposed negative declaration. 

Thank you for your very careful consideration to the entirety of this developer's 
properties because we who live here will have to live with your decisions forever. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Clegg 

BClegg MND Legado ENV 2012-3536 
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LETTER NO. 4 - CLEGG 

Barbara A. Clegg 

200 Montreal Street 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 4-1 

March2015 

I am very concerned about the community in which I live, and particularly, the relationship between the 

community and the coastal environment adjacent to it. It appears to me that the proposed project and the 

preparer of the Mitigated Negative Declaration cares about neither. 

The proposed negative declaration is for a project located in the center of the Playa del Rey Village area. 

An area which, unfortunately, has been virtually ignored by the City and the Coastal Commission because 

it has not been the subject of any comprehensive plan- dealing with appropriate land use coastal plans or 

community plans- of either the City of Los Angeles or the California Coastal Commission. 

Response to Comment No. 4-1 

The comment expresses general concerns about the sufficiency of the MND's evaluation of impacts to 

coastal resources and community character. The comment also incorrectly suggests that the Playa del Rey 

area has not been evaluated within the context of a "comprehensive plan." In fact, and as described on 

pages IV-80 to IV-85 of the MND, the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan was adopted to guide 

development in Playa del Rey. As described in the Community Plan (see pp. I-1 to -3), the Community 

Plan specifically addresses planning issues within the area. Table IV -13 of the MND contains a detailed 

discussion of the consistency of the Project with the applicable objectives and policies of the Community 

Plan, and concludes the Project is consistent. Regarding the analysis of coastal resources, the MND 

discusses the aesthetic impacts of the Project in section IV.l; biological resources impacts of the Project 

in section IV.4; geology and soils impacts in section IV.6; and hydrology and water quality impacts in 

section IV.9. 

Comment No. 4-2 

This project at 138 Culver Boulevard is one of three properties owned or controlled by this developer

the last three vacant properties in the Playa del Rey Village area. Allowing the development of the 

subject property, paJticularly in light of the absence of any comprehensive plan dealing with it and the 

two other vacant properties, denies the City and the Coastal Commission the ability to effectively mitigate 

the environmental impacts of one of the properties by conditioning or imposing mitigation measures on 

one of the others. The development of the three properties is a single project. Any piecemeal effort at 

developing the properties must be the subject of a full and complete environmental impact report (EIR;) 

an EIR which deals with both the entirety of the community as well as the alternatives to the 

development, thereby utilizing comprehensive mitigation programs and conditions for the development 

on other properties. This EIR would include all three vacant properties controlled by the developer. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 4-2 

Refer to Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative Development for a discussion of the 
relationship between and evaluation of potential development on other properties owned by the Applicant. 

Comment No. 4-3 

If the developer is allowed to develop only one of these properties at a time, any t to comprehensively 
plan the other two will be virtually impossible. In fact, the subject property is the most available to 
mitigate futu~e environmental impacts of the future development of the other two. By allowing the 
development of this particular property to go forward without considering the environmental impacts of 
all three properties and without a comprehensive plan dealing with all three properties, is an abandonment 
of the City's ability to properly control the development of this part of our community. 

Response to Comment No. 4-3 

Refer to Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative Development for a discussion of the 
relationship between and evaluation of potential development on other properties owned by the Applicant. 

Comment No. 4-4 

We can only hope that the Coastal Commission, when it has its opportunity to look at this project, will 
recognize the City's failure to comprehensively plan for this very significant coastal resource -the Village 
at Playa del Rey. 

Response to Comment No. 34-4 

Contrary to the comment, and as described in Master Response 6, the City adopted a Community Plan 
Update in 2004 for the purpose of addressing comprehensive planning issues within, among other areas, 
Playa Del Rey. The Community Plan was also associated with a re-zoning of the Project Site and portions 
of the surrounding vicinity. This zoning also included significant area-specific conditions. Table IV-13 of 
the supplemental Initial Study contains a detailed discussion of the consistency of the Project with 
applicable policies and objectives of the Community Plan and concludes the Project is consistent with the 
Community Plan. 

Comment No. 4-5 

The fact that the local community planning agency had so many concerns regarding the development of 
this property and recommended that the development, as proposed, be denied, makes the developer 
orchestrated and staff member authored alleged mitigated negative declaration a total affront to the local 
community based planning which the City of Los Angeles claims to utilize in its land use regulation 
programs. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 4-5 

Contrary to the comment, and prior to the consideration of the Project by the full Westchester-Playa 

Neighborhood Council, the Planning and Land Use Committee of the Neighborhood Council voted to 

recommend support of the Project by the broader council. Although, as noted by the comment, 

consultants prepared an initial draft of the MND and technical studies, the MND was subject to extensive 

review and its conclusions reflect the independent judgment of the City. 

Comment No. 4-6 

Regarding the public street on the property, the very premise of the initial study fails. Its baseline 

analysis assumes that the road which crosses the property has, in fact, been vacated and is presently 

subject to being developed. That is not the case. The public street, although fenced off from through 

traffic, has for some time been the only free parking available to inland residents of the City coming to the 

beach at this location. The approximately twelve parking spaces, which would be lost by the vacation or 

abandonment of the public right-of-way, has a substantial impact on the beach utilization in this area and 

is not in any way mitigated by the subject proposal. The baseline status of the property consists of the 

several small lots facing Culver Boulevard which are separated from the larger triangular lot on the other 

side of the public roadway which is sought to be vacated. Only that development which could take place 

as a matter of right on those lots facing Culver Boulevard and on the one on Vista del Mar establish the 

base case for any environmental analysis of the subject development. 

Response to Comment No. 4-6 

The MND does not, contrary to the comment, assume that the alley on the Project Site has been vacated. 

In fact, as shown on the Parcel Map submitted by the Applicant, the reversion to acreage requested by the 

Applicant includes a request for the City to vacate the alley, which has been offered for dedication, as 

well as excess right-of-way on Culver Boulevard and Pacific Avenue/Trolleyway. The area of the Project 

Site used as the baseline was determined by the land owned by the Applicant, which remains the case 

even if an offer of dedication for the alley occurred, according to standard City practice. All roadway 

vacations, including the alley, require City approval and a determination by LADOT and the Bureau of 

Engineering that the requested areas are not required for public use within the next 20 years. 

Further, alleys are not provided for public parking. Their purpose, as provided in the Municipal Code, is 

solely to provide secondary access to the commercial lots, which becomes unnecessary with the provision 

of direct roadway access via the Project. The use of alleys for parking is contrary to the law. 

However, despite the foregoing, the Project would provide parking that substantially exceeds 

requirements. Pursuant to LAMC 12.22.A.25(d), required parking spaces for an affordable housing 

project, as defined by the Density Bonus provisions of the Municipal Code is entitled to reduced Parking 

Option 1 or Parking Option 2, whichever requires less parking. Parking Option 1 permits 1 on-site space 

for each residential unit with 0-1 bedroom, and 2 on-site spaces for each residential unit with 2-3 

bedrooms. The Project includes 209 parking spaces (52 retail spaces, 15 restaurant spaces, 84 residential 

spaces, 58 other/public spaces). The 209 provided parking spaces also substantially exceed the parking 
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requirements of the standard parking provisions of the LAMC, which would require 178 parking spaces. 
Therefore, under either scenario, the Project would provide parking that completely offsets any loss of 
parking associated with the alley. 

Comment No. 4-7 

The affordable housing credits contemplated in the project plan ignores the substantial (multi-million 
dollar) benefit that would result to the developer from the discretionary vacation of this public right-of
way. 

Response to Comment No. 4-7 

The Project includes requests for two on-menu density bonus incentives, as provided in Section 12.22 
A.25 of the Municipal Code. Pursuant to LAMC I2.22.A.25( c), any project that provides II% of its base 
units for Very Low Income Households qualifies for a Density Bonus of 35%. This Project has an 
allowable density of I21 residential units, based on the permitted density of one unit per 400 square feet 
of lot area in the C4 zone, which permits residential densities in the R4 zone. The Project includes 8 
affordable units, which equals 11% of the 64 base units (rounded down: actually 12.5 percent). 
Therefore, the Project is entitled to a 35% density bonus equal to 18 units, and the total permitted unit 
count under a Density Bonus, considering the area of the Project Site, is 163 units. Thus, the Project 
already proposes substantially fewer units than permitted by zoning, and requests only the height and 
floor area in association with providing those units. 

Also, contrary to the comment, the Density Bonus analysis need not-and cannot be required to-
demonstrate a direct offset of costs associated with the provision of specific affordable housing units. The 
procedures provided in the Municipal Code for on-menu density bonus incentives, consistent with Slalt: 
Senate Bill 1818 ("SB 1818") limit the City's discretion to consider specific economic characteristics. As 
explained in the attached memorandum from the Director of City Planning to staff and presented to the 
City Planning Commission, the required findings for the Density Bonus incentives do not require the 
incentives to directly offc;et the affordable housing costs, or to make a Density Bonus project 
economically feasible, because and the incentives provided in the Municipal Code are similar to those 
previously provided by the City to incentivize the provision of affordable housing, were evaluated by the 
City prior to their inclusion in the Density Bonus Ordinance, and are deemed by the City to provide for 
affordable housing costs. 

Lastly, the comment omits the significant dedication of land required for Vista Del Mar, which comprises 
over 20 percent of the total lot area of the Project and offsets the purported "gain" resulting from the 
vacation of the alley. 

Comment No. 4-8 

Much of the alleged mitigation contemplates deferring environmental review of the identified significant 
issue to a later time and to a specific agency or division of the city for review of the particular aspect of 
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the development without providing any standard to which the adequacy of the mitigation must be 

measured. This is unacceptable and illegal. 

Response to Comment No. 4-8 

The comment asserts that "much" of the mitigation measures identified for the Project include deferred 

mitigation. However, the comment does not provide any specific analysis for which deferral is claimed. 

Nevertheless, for each potential environmental impact identified, the MND includes feasible mitigation 

measures to reduce or avoid the impact. Consistent with City and other regulatory requirements, some 

studies, such as more specific engineering or methane studies, must occur at the engineering and final 

design stage of a project to address specific engineeri ng issues. However, the measures to address, for 

example, foundation design and methane barriers are standard engineering and regulatory compliance 

measures, and are properly assumed by the analysis to be required of any project in, for example, a 

methane zone or methane buffer zone. 

Comment No. 4-9 

Many of the referenced studies up on which staff relies in making its recommendation for the mitigated 

negative declaration are many years old and suspect, in both the methodology and scope under which they 

were performed. It appears in many instances that the studies were designed or implemented in a way to 

minimize the recognized adverse environmental impacts. 

Response to Comment No. 4~9 

The comment asserts that the studies are "old and suspect" and that the "studies were designed or 

implemented in a way to minimize the recognized adverse environmental impacts." However, the 

comment does not specify which studies are "old" or "suspect" and does not provide any evidence to 

support this assertion. Therefore, pursuant to Section 15204(c) of the CEQA Guidelines, no further 

response to the comment is required. Nevertheless, the comment is acknowledged for the record and will 

be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No. 4-10 

The proposed mitigated negative declaration is defective in many respects. One of the clearest being the 

attempts to defer discussions of parking access locations :without recognition of the fact that the 

combination of the sea level rising (which analysis is so insufficient as to not be found in the document 
that T have reviewed) and the historic flooding which has taken place hetween the subject property and the 

ocean-flooring for which the city has spent millions of dollars annually for many years 

constructing/removing protective sand berms - leaves a situation where the proposed access to the 

subterranean parking for the development will be at substantial unmitigated risk of flooding. will not 

only be a problem for the people residing in the facility, but also for the residents of the community and 

persons traveling adjacent to the subject property when those property owners have to park their vehicles 

above ground and on the streets for the time it takes to have it pumped dry and structurally protected 
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(which could be substantial.) Not to mention the impact of where does the removed water from the 

parking go once the area is flooded 

Response to Comment No. 4-10 

The comment incorrectly asserts that discussions of parking access locations are deferred, and asserts, 

without support, that an unmitigated risk of flooding exists for the subterranean parking. In fact, as 

described by a technical memorandum prepared by Kimley-Horn Associates and included as Exhibit C to 

this report, the proposed elevation of the parking access entrance is at least 15 inches above the existing 

catch basin and curb and gutter flow line, which would prevent any significant flooding for a 50-year 

storm event. The Project also is outside the 1 00-year flood zone. Nevertheless, the memo concludes that 

adequate retention and storage of storm flows, as required by the City's Low Impact Development 

Standards, as well as the provision of sump pumps, will prevent any significant flooding. 

Comment No. 4-11 

Unfortunately, the limited time provided to comment upon the proposed mitigated negative declaration 

makes it difficult to have specific comments as to the manner in which the developer has helped your staff 

manipulate the very significant issues which the initial study recognized. 

Response to Comment No. 4-11 

The comment incorrectly asserts that Project developer and City staff have manipulated "the very 

significant issues" addressed in the ISIMND. However, as described above, the MND provides detailed 

analysis of, and represents the City's independent judgment regarding the impacts of the Project. 

Comment No. 4-12 

In addition to the issues of sea-level rise, beach parking, miscalculation of affordable housing benefits, 

traffic impacts-particularly per tons commuting to and from work-, visual impacts and corridor views 

both from the homes and stre~o::ts, as wdl as inland of th~o:: development, and the historic public viewing site 

at the top of Montreal Street are all issues which, given additional time, could be demonstrated to have 

been inappropriately handled in this proposed negative declaration. 

Thank you for your very careful consideration to the entirety of this developer's properties because we 

who live here will have to live with your decisions forever. 

R spouse to Comment No. 4-12 

The comment asserts that "issues of sea-level rise, beach parking, miscalculation of affordable housing 

benefits, traffic impacts-particularly per tons commuting to and from work-, visual impacts and corrid.or 

views both from the homes and streets, as well as inland of the development, and the historic public 

viewing site at the top of Montreal Street.. .have inappropriately handled" in the IS/MND prepared for the 

Project. However, contrary to the comment, The MND provided full analysis of environmental impacts, 

including flooding (section IV.9 and Response to Comment No. 4-10); views (section IV.l; see also the 
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supplemental analysis provided in Response to Comment No. 22-19); and transportation and traffic 

(section IV.l6). Further, as described in Response to Comment 4-7, the requested alley vacation is not 

relevant to the Density Bonus request for the Project. 
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Comment Letter No.5 CULLINAN 

From: Bonnie Cullinan <J::3..Q nnie@~tmti l~ .. coQ!> 
Date: Fri, Sep 12, 2014 at 4:04PM 
Subject: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF 
and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 
To: .~evi!!J9..!1.~..§..@taci _,_Q.rg, ! nd~smith@lac_~, .i9..nJ oreman@laci [,Q[g, 
darlene, na varette@!!lcity .org 
Cc: T ricia .keane@lacity.org, Fred.Sutton@lacity.org, mike.bonin@laci~, cbankael@aol.com, 
Julie Ross <Cigardenia@aoJ.com> 

Dear LA Planning Department, 

1 am writing to you on behalf of my husband, Vincent, myself and my neighbors in Playa Del Rey, 
to ask you to please re-examine the development plans for 138 Culver. 

We moved into a 90 year old house in Playa Del Rey 10 years ago because we realized that it is 
one of the last beach communities that have not been crushed by the teardown phenomenon that 5-1 
has destroyed the culture of some many other towns. 

We are not opposed to a development of some sort in "The Triangle" and we look forward to new 
businesses opening in the area as long as it follows responsible, appropriate and respectful plans. 
The mixed use development that has been proposed for the site is not appropriate for so many 
reasons: 

-Horizontal size: the plan takes up too much space, proportionately to the existing lot and does 
not fit the existing community around it 

-Vertical Size: The height is excessive for a small, beach community, period. The plan calls for a 
behemoth structure that 

-Density: adding so many new residences and commercial businesses in such a tight space will 
place undue burden on an already crowded corridor. This area suffers from tremendous commuter 
back-up every day as well as heavy use of existing retail stores and restaurants, Lagoon Park and 
the beach. Adding more congestion to this area negatively impacts the community and frustrates 
visitors . Traffic is really dangerous as it is and a huge building will only intensify this problem. 

-Environm ental Impact: PDR sits in a uniquely ecologically diverse and protected area. As the J 
only protected (vital) wetland in LA, the impact of more traffic, potential groundwater 
contamination and flooding due to subterranean parking at sea level, run-off, light and noise 
pollution etc .. . will be devastating to the rich habitats and its inhabitants that we are so protective 
of. 

-Devastation of a uni que LA Community: PDR is a unique and vibrant town that has an over 100 
year history. Enough communities in LA have suffered "gentrification" that has destroyed the 
culture and sense of place of their communities. Do you really want another town that looks the 
exact same as every other town in a 50 mile radius, with the same chain stores (nobody else can 
afford the rents of these big developers) and same bland buildings that have no architectural 
integrity? 

-The Will of the People: PDR residents do not want "Playa Del Oro" type of structure in our 

5-2 

5-3 

5-4 

5-5 
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village- especially one so close to the beach. It can't just be about whose bark is the loudest andJ 
who has the most profit to achieve. Our community does not want to be bought and altered. If you 5-6 (Cont.) 
loved here, you would appreciate it. We are more than this. 

Please show respect for our community and see that by choosing a sensible and appropriate J 
5

_
7 structure, that you have a unique opportunity to enhance a lovely little corner of LA for 

generations to come. Choose to create a legacy at #138 Culver, not a mistake. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

Bonnie & Vincent Cullinan 

Proud Playa Del Rey Residents 

Owners of CTM 

Bonnie Cullinan T:31 0.324.5184 Please print only if necessary 

www.CTMtile.com Click here to see CTM Install Images on Houzz 
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LETTER NO. 5- CULLINAN 

Bonnie and Vincent Cullinan 

Comment No. 5-1 

I am writing to you on behalf of my husband, Vincent, myself and my neighbors in Playa Del Rey, to ask 
you to please re-examine the development plans for 13 8 Culver. We moved into a 90 year old house in 
Playa Del Rey 10 years ago because we realized that it is one of the last beach communities that have not 
been crushed by the teardown phenomenon that has destroyed the culture of some many other towns. 

We are not opposed to a development of some sort in "The Triangle" and we look forward to a new 
businesses opening in the area as long as it follows responsible, appropriate and respectful plans. 

Response to Comment No.5- 1 

The comment includes personal statements, but the comment does not state a specific concern or question 
regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts of the 
Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No. 5-2 

The mixed use development that has been proposed for the site is not appropriate for so many reasons: 

-Horizontal size: the plan takes up too much space, proportionately to the existing lot and does not fit the 
existing community around it 

-Vertical Size: The height is excessive for a small, beach community, period. The plan calls for a 
behemoth structure that 

Response to Comment No. 5-2 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character, for a discussion of the Project's relationship to 
surrounding development and applicable policies. 

Comment No. 5-3 

-Density: adding so many new residences and commercial businesses in such a tight space will place 
undue burden on an already crowded corridor. This area suffers from tremendous commuter back-up 
every day as well as heavy use of existing retail stores and restaurants, Lagoon Park and the beach. 
Adding more congestion to this area negatively impacts the community and frustrates visitors. Traffic is 
really dangerous as it is and a huge building will only intensify this problem. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 5-3 

Regarding the Project's traffic impacts, refer to Master Response 4: Traffic, for a discussion of the impact 

analysis and the conclusion that the Project would not result in significant traffic impacts. 

Comment No. 5-4 

-Environmental Impact: PDR sits in a uniquely ecologically diverse and protected area. As the only 

protected (vital) wetland in LA, the impact of more traffic, potential groundwater contamination and 

flooding due to subterranean parking at sea level, run-off, light and noise pollution etc ... will be 

devastating to the rich habits and its inhabitants that we are so protective of. 

Response to Comment No. 5-4 

A Biological Resource Assessment was prepared for the Project by Cooper Ecological Monitoring, Inc. 

and is incorporated into the IS/MND (refer to Appendix B of the supplemental to the MND). The 

Biological Resource Assessment notes that the Project site is located near the estuarine and marine of the 

Pacific Ocean, a freshwater pond at Del Rey Lagoon Park, and freshwater emergent at Ballona Creek. 

However, the Project site is of sufficient distance from these areas and would not result in any impacts to 

them. Additionally, as described in a supplemental report prepared by TerraCosta and included as Exhibit 

B, temporary construction-related dewatering effects will not have a significant impact on the Ballona 

Wetlands. 

Comment No. 5-5 

-Devastation of a unique LA Community: PDR is a unique and vibrant town that has an over 100 year 

history. Enough communities in LA have suffered "gentrification" that has destroyed the culture and 

sense of place of their communities. Do you really want another town that looks the exact same as every 

other town in a 50 mile radius, with the same chain stores (nobody else can afford the rents of these big 

developers) and same bland buildings that have no architectural integrity? 

Response to Comment No. 5-5 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character for a discussion of the visual and neighborhood character 

impacts of the Project. 

Comment No. 5-6 

-The Will of the People: PDR residents do not want "Playa Del Oro" type of structure in our village

especially one so close to the beach. It can't just be about whose bark is the loudest and who has the most 

profit to achieve. Our community does not want to be bought and altered. If you loved here, you would 

appreciate it. We are more than this. 
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Response to Comment No. 5-6 

This comment expresses opposition to the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 
question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 
of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No.5-7 

Please show respect for our community and see that by choosing a sensible and appropriate structure, that 
you have a unique opportunity to enhance a lovely little corner of LA for generations to come. Choose to 
create a legacy at #138 Culver, not a mistake. 

Response to Comment No. 5-7 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character for a discussion of the Project's relationship to its 
surroundings and the less-than-significant impact that would result. 
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Comment Letter No. 6 DAKOSKE KOSU 

12 September 2014 

Attn: Mike Bonin, Fred Sutton, Tricia Keane, Jon Foreman, Darlene Navarette, 
Lynda Smith, Kevin Jones 

RE: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-

EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to respectfully ask the developer on the Jake's Lot project to come back] 
to the community with something realistic in size and scope for our neighborhood. 
The proposed project is too big, too tall, adds too many cars to our already severely 
congested downtown area and ruin the charm of our beach town. 

Building such a large structure on this small triangle of land in a town with almost J 
no public parking and alongside what is already an extremely dangerous and busy 
secondary highway is irresponsible and negligent. 

I am not opposed to new development in Playa del Rey. I would like very much for 
the many empty and vacant buildings currently being held hostage by greedy 
developers to at least be built-out or renovated so that the community could have 
access to more goods and services within walking distance. However, in order to 
develop the area in a responsible and thoughtful way, one can't ignore the obvious. 
We are already inundated with thousands of cars traveling to/from the South Bay 
each day. From 7am until after lOam, each morning and from about 4pm until 
nearly 8pm, Vista del Mar and Culver Blvd are severely impacted with commuters. 
The intersection at Vista del Mar and Culver Blvd is already extremely dangerous 
and there are just too many cars speeding through our community already. 

I would love to see this triangle plot of land developed in a responsible manner. Th] 
community at large would like to see something there that respects and reflects the 
scale and character of our neighborhood but this is not 'it'! 

Please, for once, look at the long-term effects and impacts of your decisions before 
rubber -stamping more of these irresponsible, high-density developments. The few 
'benefits' that the developer is proposing are not nearly enough to begin to mitigate 
the amount of damage they will cause if this structure is built as proposed. Cross 
walk improvements, a few shrubs, bike rack, a miniscule $100,000 give away and a 
few underground parking spots is nothing! 

6-1 

6-2 

6-3 

6-4 

6-5 

allow a subterranean parking lot on land that is already below sea level and which 6-6 
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would require millions of gallons of water to be pumped out on a regular basis is j 
6

_
6 

(C 
absolutely criminal. 01 •··1 

Lastly, since there is SO much proposed development awaiting approval for our 
little community, as residents of Playa del Rey, we would like it if you would actually 
look at and try to solve some of the very real problems that our community is 
currently facing. The commuter traffic traveling to/from the South Bay is traveling 
too fast, there are too many cars on the road and there are not even safe pedestrian 
crossings. There is no street parking in lower Playa del Rey and already with the 
opening of just one new restaurant there are cars attempting to park all the way up 
on the hill in a residential zone. Where are all these cars supposed to go? How will 
residents get in/ out of Playa del Rey if new developments add thousands of more 
cars and people in what is already an extremely small area bordered by vulnerable 
wetlands, the beach and LAX. With only three routes in/ out of Playa del Rey 
(Culver, Westchester Parkway & Manchester) how are people supposed to move in 
and out of our community not just on a Friday afternoon but also in an emergency
an earthquake, Tsunami or terrorist attack at LAX. Right now with NO emergency, 
perfect weather conditions and no high-density additions it currently takes more 
than 10 minutes traveling by car to get out ofPDR. Honestly, to travel from the 
corner of Vista del Mar and Culver Blvd to the Culver Blvd/Jefferson fork, at Bam, by 
car takes over ten minutes. A person could walk that distance faster. There is 
absolute gridlock and we remain virtually trapped within our community NOW, 
TODAY, AS IS- with no new development. What will happen when you add all of the 
new cars this irresponsible development brings? 

This project as proposed is too BIG. There is no other way to look at it. It's too large, 
too high-density, brings too many more cars into Playa del Rey and it does not 
reflect the character of the community. 

Please tell the developer to go back to the drawing board and come up with 
something that is less-dense, lower in height and more pedestrian-friendly. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Dakoske Koslu 

JD:jd 

Cc Kathryn Schwertfeger 

jennifer Dakoske Koslu 

224 Redlands ST 

PDR, CA 90293 

6-7 
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Jennifer Dakoske Koslu 

224 Redlands Street 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 6-1 

March 2015 

I am writing to respectfully ask the developer on the Jake's Lot project to come back to the community 

with something realistic in size and scope for our neighborhood. The proposed project is too big. too tall, 

adds too many cars to our already severely congested downtown area and ruin the charm of our beach 

town. 

Response to Comment No. 6-1 

Regarding the Project's size, refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character for a discussion of the 

Project's relationship to its surroundings and its effects on character. 

Regarding traffic, refer to Master Response 4: Traffic for a discussion of the less-than-significant traffic 

impacts of the Project. 

Comment No. 6-2 

Building such a large structure on this small triangle of land in a town with almost no public parking and 

alongside what is already an extremely dangerous and busy secondary highway is irresponsible and 

negligent. 

Response to Comment No. 6-2 

As described in Master Response 3: Parking, the Project would provide parking that substantially exceeds 

the standard parking requirements of the Municipal Code and Parking Option 1 from the City's Density 

Bonus Ordinance. Thus, although the Project is entitled to reduced parking by right in connection with its 

provision of affordable housing units, the Project does not provide reduced parking. 

Regarding traffic safety, the supplement Initial Study concluded on pages IV -145 through IV -14 7 that the 

Project would not result in design-related traffic or pedestrian hazards. Further, as described in Response 

to Comment 27-2, supplemental visual analysis confirms the conclusions of the MND. 

Comment No. 6-3 

I am not opposed to new development in Playa del Rey. I would like very much for the many empty and 

vacant buildings currently being held hostage by greedy developers to at least be built-out or renovated so 

that the community could have access to more goods and services within walking distance. However, in 

order to develop the area in a responsible and thoughtful way, one can't ignore the obvious. We are 
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already inundated with thousands of cars traveling to/from the South Bay each day. From ?am until after 
lOam, each morning and from about 4pm until nearly 8pm, Vista del Mar and Culver Blvd are severely 
impacted with commuters. The intersection at Vista del Mar and Culver Blvd is already extremely 
dangerous and there are just too many cars speeding through our community already. 

Response to Comment No. 6-3 

As described on pages 51 to 53 of the MND, pages IV-116 to IV-148 of the supplemental Initial Study, 
and in Master Response 4: Traffic, the Project would not result in significant traffic impacts, and 
particularly would not result in impacts at the intersection of Culver Boulevard and Nicholson Drive. 
Also, as described in Response to Comment 6-2, the Project would not cause vehicle safety hazards. 

Comment No. 6-4 

I would love to see this triangle plot of land developed in a responsible manner. The community at large 
would like to see something there that respects and reflects the scale and character of our neighborhood 
but this is not 'it'! 

Response to Comment No. 6-4 

As described in Master Response 5: Visual Character, the Project would not result in a significant impact 
with respect to community character. 

Comment No. 6-5 

Please, for once, look at the long-term effects and impacts of your decisions before rubber -stamping 
more of these irresponsible, high-density developments. The few 'benefits' that the developer is proposing 
are not nearly enough to begin to mitigate the amount of damage they will cause if this structure is built as 
proposed. Cross walk improvements, a few shrubs, bike rack, a miniscule $100,000 give away and a few 
underground parking spots is nothing! 

R~!lQns_e to C9mment No. 6-5 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 
question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 
of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 
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Comment No. 6-6 

And, furthermore, the idea that the city, county, and Coastal Commission would 1 allow a subterranean 

parking lot on land that is already below sea level and which would require millions of gallons of water to 

be pumped out on a regular basis is absolutely criminal. 

Re ponse to Comment No. 6-6 

Refer to Master Response 1: Dewatering for a discussion of the temporary (construction-related) 

dewatering activity. No permanent dewatering would occur. Further, as discussed in Response to 

Comment No. 4-10, the design of the Project will minimize any potential for flooding in the subterranean 

parking levels and the impacts of the Project with respect to flooding would be less than significant. 

Comment No. 6-7 

Lastly, since there is SO much proposed development awaiting approval for our little community, as 

residents of Playa del Rey, we would like it if you would actually look at and try to solve some of the 

very real problems that our community is currently facing. The commuter traffic traveling to/from the 

South Bay is traveling too fast, there are too many cars on the road and there are not even safe pedestrian 

crossings. There is no street parking in lower Playa del Rey and already with the opening of just one new 

restaurant there are cars attempting to park all the way up on the hill in a residential zone. Where are all 

these cars supposed to go? How will residents get in/out of Playa del Rey if new developments add 

thousands of more cars and people in what is already an extremely small area bordered by vulnerable 

wetlands, the beach and LAX. With only three routes in/out of Playa del Rey (Culver, Westchester 

Parkway & Manchester) how are people supposed to move in and out of our community not just on a 

Friday afternoon but also in an emergency-an earthquake, Tsunami or terrorist attack at LAX. Right now 

with NO emergency, perfect weather conditions and no high-density additions it currently takes more 

than 10 minutes traveling by car to get out of PDR. Honestly, to travel from the comer of Vista del Mar 

and Culver Blvd to the Culver Blvd/Jefferson fork, at Bam, by car takes over ten minutes. A person could 

walk that distance faster. There is absolute gridlock and we remain virtually trapped within our 

community NOW, TODAY, AS IS-with no new development. What will happen when you add all of the 

new cars this irresponsible development brings? 

Response to Comment No. 6-7 

Regarding traffic, Refer to Master Response 4: Traffic. As discussed therein and in the MND, the Project 

would not result in a significant traffic impact. 

Regarding parking, refer to Master Response 3: Parking. As discussed there and in Response to Comment 

No. 4-6, the Project would provide substantially more parking than is required by the Municipal Code. 

Project impacts related to emergency response/evacuation plan are addressed on page 39 of the MND. As 

discussed there, the Project would not result in any significant impacts related to this issue. 
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Comment No. 6-8 

This project as proposed is too BIG. There is no other way to look at it. It's too large, too high-density, 
brings too many more cars into Playa del Rey and it does not reflect the character of the community. 
Please tell the developer to go back to the drawing board and come up with something that is less-dense, 
lower in height and more pedestrian-friendly. 

Response to Comment No. 6-8 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character for discussion of impacts regarding aesthetics and visual 
character. Refer to Master Response 4: Traffic for a discussion of the less-than-significant traffic impacts 
of the Project. 
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Comment Letter No. 7 DAVIS 

From: Johnny Davis <johnnygraw@gmail.corn> 
Date: Mon, Sep 15, 2014 at 4:54PM 
Subject: 138 Culver Blvd Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-
3537-DB-SPR-MEL 
To: kevin.jones@lacity.org, lynda.smith@lacity.org, jon.foreman@lacity.org, 
darlene.navarete@lacity.org, tricia.keane@lacity.org, fred.sutton@laoity.org, mike.bonin~.org, 

chankael@ao l. com 

Hello City Planners, 

I am writing to you regarding 138 Culver Blvd Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-
EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL. 

I am a local Playa del Rey resident who has found an amazing place to call home. This a place that is so 
incredibly unique to any other city in America. But it is in danger of becoming gentrified and losing what 
it has. This is Playa DEL REY ... not Playa Vista ... not Manhattan Beach. PDR is one of the last quaint, 
charming, un-franchised beach towns in California. 

The proposed building at "Jake's Lot" will bring an incredible increase in population to a town that cannot 
handle this type of volume without preserving the unique community feel. There will be 72 apartments 
with only 72 proposed new parking spaces for it, but there is usually 2-plus vehicles per unit, not 
including their visiting guests. Where will all those extra vehicles park? 

The increase in town traffic mixing in with the Playa Vista/Culver Blvd commute traffic coming from J 
Manhattan Beach and Hermosa will be far too much to handle. Culver Blvd already bottlenecks from 2 
lanes to I at the wetlands bridge. Where is the current traffic report?? 

7-1 

7-2 

correct way to do this through thourough testing which usually takes years to figure out if the 
7

_
3 

And where is the enviromental report when it comes to the proposed underground parking lot?? There is] 

environment will be harmed or not, especially to the Ballona Wetlands Nature Preserve and to wherever 
the millions of gallons of untested underground water will be disposed of? To our bay?? 

Whatever gets passed at this lot today will set a standard as to what can be developed tomorrow in the 
other nearby lots of the same size? How much can this town handle without destroying the current 
amazing community and environment which is ... Playa del Rey. 

There should be something built or renovated in this lot. Just not what is currently proposed. You have 
the power. Please help us preserve this wonderful town. 

Thank you, 
Johnny Davis 

7047 Trolleyway 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

PS, I give permission for this to be read in any upcoming hearings. 
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Johnny Davis 

704 7 Trolleyway 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 7-1 

March2015 

I am a local Playa del Rey resident who has found an amazing place to call home. This a place that is so 
incredibly unique to any other city in America. But it is in danger of becoming gentrified and losing what 
it has. This is Playa DEL REY ... not Playa Vista ... not Manhattan Beach. PDR is one of the last quaint, 
charming, un-franchised beach towns in California. 

The proposed building at "Jake's Lot" will bring an incredible increase in population to a town that cannot 
handle this type of volume without preserving the unique community feel. There will be 72 apartments 
with only 72 proposed new parking spaces for it, but there is usually 2-plus vehicles per unit, not 
including their visiting guests. Where will all those extra vehicles park? 

Response to Comment No. 7-1 

Project impacts related to population increase are addressed on pages IV-102 through IV-106 of the 
supplement to the MND. As discussed therein, the population growth associated with the Project is 
consistent with the projected growth for the Project area, and no significant impacts related to this issue 
would occur. 

Regarding parking, as described in Master Response 3: Parking, the Project would provide parking that 
substantially exceeds the requirements of the Municipal Code. 

Comment No. 7-2 

The increase in town traffic mixing in with the Playa Vista/Culver Blvd commute traffic coming from 
Manhattan Beach and Hermosa will be far too much to handle. Culver Blvd already bottlenecks from 2 
lanes to 1 at the wetlands bridge. Where is the current traffic report?? 

Re ponse to Comment No. 7-2 

As described in Master Response 4: Traffic, the traffic impacts of the Project would be less than 
significant. 

Comment No. 7-3 

And where is the environmental report when it comes to the proposed underground parking lot?? There is 
a correct way to do this through thourough testing which usually takes years to figure out if the 
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environment will be harmed or not, especially to the Ballona Wetlands Nature Preserve and to wherever 

the millions of gallons of untested underground water will be disposed of? To our bay?? 

Response to Comment No. 7-3 

Refer to Master Response 1: Dewatering, for discussion of Project-related dewatering effects. Contrary to 

the comment, and as described in Exhibit B, "years" of environmental studies are not required to 

determine whether potential impacts would occur to the Ballona Wetlands. 

Comment No. 7-4 

Whatever gets passed at this lot today will set a standard as to what can be developed tomorrow in the 

other nearby lots of the same size? How much can this town handle without destroying the current 

amazing community and environment which is ... Playa del Rey. 

There should be something built or renovated in this lot. Just not what is currently proposed. You have 

the power. Please help us preserve this wonderful town. 

Response to Comment No. 7-4 

As described on pages IV-81, IV-87, and IV-88 of the supplement to the MND and in Master Response 6: 

Applicability of the Los Angeles County Regional Interpretive Guidelines and Del Rey Lagoon Specific 

Plan to the Project, the proposed land uses (residential and commercial) are allowed under the existing 

land use designation and zoning for the Project site, as well as the Density Bonus provisions of the City's 

Municipal Code, and the Project is subject to discretionary review. As a result of its conformance to 

applicable plans and land use regulations, the Project would not establish a precedent, as the underlying 

zoning and, if applicable, Density Bonus provisions govern development on other parcels in the vicinity, 

and future development proposals would be subject to discretionary review and CEQA .. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 

Page 7-2 
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From: Steve Deverel <sdev~~bydro.fQf..!!~.J:om> 
Date: Sun, Sep 14,2014 at 10:16 PM 

Comment Letter No. 8 DEVEREL 

Subject: Legado del Mar project, 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, 
ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 
To: k~Yi!lJones@l ac i .or , jQp.foreman@_laci_!Y!Q!g, _kynda.smith@lacity.org, 
darelene.navarete@laci!Y.cQ!g 
Cc: mike.bonin@lac.ity.org, tricia.keane@ lacity.org, fred.sutton@lacity.org 

On behalf ofthc Playa del Rey Guardian Society, I herein describe potential impacts inadequately] 
addressed in the Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) for the proposed Legado del Mar project. 

8
_
1 These potential impacts require further investigation and analysis and are summarized in the 

attached document. Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on this project. 

Sincerely 

Steve Devere!, Ph.D., P.G. Principal Hydrologist HydroFocus, Inc. 2824 Spafford Street Davis, 
CA 95618 530-759-2484 
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HYDR()FOCUS~ 
Solutions for land and Water Resources 

Los Angeles City Planning 
201 N Figueroa St #4 
Los Angeles, CA 

RE: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TI-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-
DB-SPR-MEL 

To whom it may concern, 

On behalf of the Playa del Rey Guardian Society, I herein describe potential impacts inadequately 
addressed in the Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) for the proposed Legado del Mar project (Figure 
1}. These potential impacts require further investigation and analysis and are summarized in the 
following bullets. 8-2 

• Dewatering for construction and as specified in the Methane Ordinance 175790 will change the 
groundwater hydraulic gradient (the change in groundwater levels per unit distance) in the area 
of the proposed project. 

• This change in the groundwater hydraulic gradient will accelerate movement of groundwater J 
containing high concentrations of tetrachloroethene (PCE) towards the Project Site (Site) from 8-3 
the Del Rey Cleaners Site. 

• Movement of groundwater containing high concentrations of PCE towards the Site may result] 1 

sufficiently high concentrations of PCE underneath the proposed project structure and nearby 8-4 
buildings so as to result in vapor intrusion. 

• Movement of groundwater from the underneath the Del Rey Cleaners Site may result in PCE in~ 
the discharge water from dewatering at the Site. __j 8-5 

• Site dewatering may alter the groundwater hydrology at the Ballona Wetlands which in turn ~ 
may result in altered water quality (e.g. salinity) and changes in water levels in the marsh 8-6 
habitat. 

Relevant background and justification for these opinions follows. My resume is also attached. 

HydroFocus, Inc. 
2827 Spafford Street, Davis, CA 

530-759-2484 
Fax 530-756-2687 

www.hydrofocus.com 
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Background 

Project, Location and Relevant Features 

The Legado del Mar Project, located at 138 Culver Boulevard, Playa Del Rey, CA, will include residential 
apartment units above approximately 14,500 feet of ground floor commercial space. Parking, for the 
proposed project would occur at and below grade. Excavations for the subterranean parking level are 
anticipated to extend to 23 feet below the ground surface, corresponding to a finished floor elevation of 
-13 feet relative to mean sea level (MSL). 

The Ballona Wetlands and the Del Rey Cleaners Site (Figure 1) are key features near the Site. Area B of 
the Bailon a Wetlands, a State owned wetland and wildlife preserve, is located approximately 700 feet 
north-northeast ofthe Site. The Del Rey Cleaners Site, a known and registered cleanup site on 
GeoTracker1

, is located approximately 540 feet to the northeast. 

8AIItu•o W.n;mu~ 
An•oA 

I •, • 

EXf!LANA110!11 
C] l'lojocl. 
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6~ . ~ . ·~ . 'fD F .. c 
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1 I 

~~61l hn, Olllmh l"Vlf:O, c.tt1TO'P ln l ~tn"'lllf'l .,,,.,~1 P C!ftn or~O. I.lSO!r MO. 
~JPS ~CAl~ t:taA.M• IG-,04 t(ntt.._,,,IL On•••n ~... EJ,n h'*" \£1'l !.PI 1\I!.H··~p 
iY.InUJ ~ltVltiiiG'6\1'1. C"f Cofrf'!IQ"M"' _. .... 

1 
http:/ I geotracker. waterboards.ca.gov /profi I e_repo rt. asp ?glob a l_i d=SL204E N 2414 

HydroFocus, Inc. 

2827 Spafford Street, Davis, CA 
530-759-2484 

Fax 530-756-2687 
www.hydrofocus.com 
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Ballona Wetlands 

In 2004, the State of California took title to GOO-acres of the remaining Ballona Wetlands. The property 

is owned by the Department of Fish and Wildlife and the State La rids Commission. The State Coastal 

Conservancy has funding for planning and restoring the property. Together, the three agencies are 
working with stakeholders, scientists and other agencies to develop a restoration plan. 2 

Geotechnical investigations in Area B of the Bailon a Wetlands showed that sediments in the upper 50 

feet are fine-grained while those below 50 feet are coarse grained; nearly uniform sand and gravel. In 

the western portion of Area B, which is closest to the ocean, deeper sediments are predominantly sand 
while the shallow sediments are a mix of silt and sand. In contrast, sediments in the eastern portion of 

Area B are rich in clay and silt. 

Methane Zone 

8-8 

The Site is located within the boundaries of a Methane Zone and a Methane Buffer Zone. According to 
the MND, a permanent methane gas mitigation system may be necessary beneath the proposed 

building at the Site. Methane gas flows to the atmosphere from subsurface geologic formations in the 
Playa Vista area of West Los Angeles where methane mitigation systems have been developed.3 

Ordinance 175790 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code states that: "All new buildings and paved areas 

located in a Methane Zone or Methane Buffer Zone shall comply with requirements and the Methane 
Mitigation Standards" (Section 91.7103). All buildings located in the Methane Zone and Methane Buffer 

Zone shall provide a methane mitigation system ..... based on the appropriate Site Design Level 
(Ordinance 175790 Section 91.7104.2). Ordinance 175790 states that dewatering shall be used to lower 8-9 
the ground water table to a level more than 12 inches below the bottom of the Perforated Pipe 
Horizontal Pipes for venting methane from beneath the building to the atmosphere (Section 
91. 7104.2.1.1). 

There is no evidence presented in the MND that testing for methane has been conducted as required by 

Ordinance 175790 (Section 91.7104.1). However, previous testing4 indicates the presence of subsurface 

methane in the surrounding area. Specifically, soil vapor testing conducted in 2009 yielded methane 
results ranging from 10 to 590,000 parts per million by volume (ppmv)5

. Borings within 1,300 feet of the 

Site yielded methane levels of 21 to 28 ppmv. 

2 Ballona Wetlands Ecological Reserve, Baseline Assessment Program: 2010-2011 Report, Introduction (2012). 
3 

Ordinance 175790 Section 91.106.4.1 and Division 71 of Article 1, Chapter IX of the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
4 

URS Corporation, 2010, Phase I Soil Vapor Monitoring Report. Southern California Gas Company Playa Del Rey Storage Facility, 

Playa Del Rey, California. & URS Corporation, 2011, Phase II Soil Vapor Monitoring Report. Southern California Gas Company 

Playa Del Rey Storage Facility, Playa Del Rey, California. Available online at: http:/ /www.socalgas.com/safety/playa-del

rey.shtml 
5 

URS Corporation, 2010, Phase I Soil Vapor Monitoring Report. Southern California Gas Company Playa Del Rey Storage Facility, 

Playa Del Rey, California. Available online at: http://www.socalgas.com/safety/playa-del-rey.shtml 

HydroFocus, Inc. 
2827 Spafford Street, Davis, CA 
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Hydrogeologic Context 

The Site is located on the western edge of the Los Angeles Groundwater Basin6
• The Site is underlain by 

a thin veneer of artificial fill materials which are further underlain by Holocene Age alluvial deposits 
consisting of varying amounts of poorly graded sand, silty sand, sandy silt and sandy clays extending to 
approximately 50 feet below the existing ground surface. These Holocene Age sediments are underlain 
by marine and continental sediments of the Pleistocene Age Lakewood Formation, generally consisting 
of sand, silt and gravel7

• 

The historically highest groundwater level in the area is approximately 5 feet beneath ground surface. 
Groundwater was encountered in Site borings reported in the MND as well as prior Site explorations at 
depths ranging from 7 to 8 feet (elevations of 3 to 4 feet MSL) beneath ground surface. According to the 
MND and based on conditions encountered at the time of exploration and recent data, groundwater is 
anticipated to be encountered during excavation for construction. The MND stated that due to the 
subterranean nature ofthe proposed structure and the potential for seasonal fluctuation in the 
groundwater levels, temporary dewatering will be required to mitigate groundwater seepage during 
excavation. If the subterranean portion of the structure is not designed for full hydrostatic pressure, a 
permanent dewatering system will be required to relieve and mitigate the water pressure. The MND 
also stated that "A significant impact may occur if a project includes deep excavations resulting in the 
potential to interfere with groundwater movement.. .. " (Page 113) 

Groundwater Quality 

The primary groundwater quality concern is contamination at the Del Rey Cleaners Site about 540 feet 
northeast of the proposed Site. Del Rey Cleaners is a registered cleanup site on GeoTracker8 

contaminated with tetrachloroethene, otherwise known as percholorethylene, or PCE. The site was 
formerly a dry cleaning business that operated between 1962 and 2007. Dry cleaning solutions were 
stored in drums inside the building,9

• No remediation ofthe soil or groundwater has occurred10
• Three 

monitoring wells were installed in 2002. The approximate groundwater elevation at the Del Rey 
Cleaners Site is 4.25 feet (MSL)11

. Groundwater samples obtained in 2002 from the three monitoring 
wells yielded PCE concentrations of 160, 2,440 and 43,500 micrograms per liter (llg/L)12

, all above the 
EPA Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) of 51lg/L13

. The MND stated that due to the shallow 
groundwater depth in the area, pumping activities could increase the groundwater gradient toward the 

6 California Department of Water Resources, 1961, Planned Utilization of Groundwater Basins of the 
Coastal Plain of Los Angeles County, Bulletin 104. 
7 

California Department of Water Resources, 1961, Planned Utilization of the Groundwater Basins of the Coastal Plain of Los 
Angeles County, Appendix A Groundwater Geology 
8 

http:/ /geotracker. waterboards.ca .gov /profile_report.asp ?global_id=SL204EN2414 
9 

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board, 2014, Cleanup and Abatement Order No. R4-2014-0143. Del 
Rey Cleaners, 310 Culver Boulevard, Playa Del Rey, California (Site Cleanup No. 0997 and Site ID 204ENOO). 
10 

ibid 
11 

Tarehee, Inc., 2002, Groundwater Investigation and Quarterly Monitoring Report. Del Rey Cleuners, 210 Culver 
Boulevard Playa Del Rey, California 90293. SLIC No. 997. 
12 

ibid 
13 

http:/ /water .epa .gov /drin k/contam inants/upload/mcl-2. pdf 

HydroFocus, Inc. 
2827 Spafford Street, Davis, CA 

530-759-2484 
Fax 530-756-2687 

www.hydrofocus.com 
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Project Site, which could increase movement ofthe documented groundwater impacts at Del Rey 
Cleaners towards the Site j 8-11 

(Cont.) 

Potential Impacts 

Hydrologic 

Due to excavations for the subterranean parking level that are anticipated to extend to depths of 23 feet 
below the ground surface, corresponding to a finished floor elevation of -13 feet MSL, dewatering will 
need to lower water levels to at least this elevation. Based on Ordinance 175790, mitigation for 
methane will likely require continuous dewatering to maintain an unsaturated zone below the bottom 
elevation of the subterranean garage. This dewatering will affect groundwater hydraulic gradients and 
has the potential to draw PCE-Iaden groundwater to underneath the proposed Site and neighboring 
businesses which include a coffee shop, offices and a planned development at 220 Culver. 

Project Proponents have obtained a permit for a maximum pumping rate of 1.728 million gallons per 
day14

• However, there is no specific information about how the dewatering system will operate or how 
this volume was calculated 15

. Discussion in the MND offers alternatives which include a drainage system 
or wells. Effective design and analysis of the effects of a dewatering system at the Site will rely on 
determination of hydraulic parameters (hydraulic conductivity and storage properties). The MND also 
describes the potential use of the groundwater for landscape irrigation and indoor use and reinjection. 
These proposed measures will require additional analyses which include the determination of quality of 
the groundwater and its appropriateness for irrigation and reinjection. 

I preliminarily calculated the spatial extent ofthe dewatering effects on the water table based on 
available information. I assumed a pumping rate of 10% ofthe 1.728 million gallons per day and that 
the saturated thickness of the unconfined aquifer extends to a maximum of 150 feet below land surface 
in the sandy, silty clayey materials consistent throughout the vicinity. Using a hydraulic conductivity 
value of 100ft/day, we estimated the hydraulic influence of a well and an equation presented in Todd16 

14 
California Regional Water Quality Control Board Los Angeles Region, 2011, Fact Sheet Waste Discharge Requirements for 

Legado del Mar LLC (Legado del Mar). NPDES No. CAG994004. Cl-9739 
15 Pure Effect Incorporated wrote in the June 29, 2011 Notice of Intent to Comply with Waste Water Discharge Requirements: 
Due to the close proximity to the Pacific Ocean there is a significant tidal influence that creates a high flow rate estimated to be 
1,200 gallons per minute/ 1, 728,000 gallons per day which is expected to be constant throughout the 14-16 months of 

8-12 

8-13 

construction dewatering. 8-14 
16 

Todd, D,K, 1980, Groundwater Hydrology, Wiley and Sons 
To the west, the distance of influence of dewatering for an unconfined aquifer is 

XL= Q/(2nK bi). 
Where Q is the pumping rate (0.1728 million gallons per day), K is the hydraulic conductivity, b is the saturated thickness (1SO 
feet) and i is the regional hydraulic gradient (change in the height of the water table with distance). 
The distance to the northeast is approximately 2n XL 
Reasonable K values for documented shallow subsurface materials in the literature range from less than 1 to over 200 feet per 

day (e.g. Freeze, R.A. and Cherry. J.A., 1979, Groundwater, Prentice Hall). We estimated i as 0.001S based on the difference in 
water level elevations and distance from the Del Rey site. Using a K value 100 feet per day, the distance to the northwest is 
about 1,100 ft. Using a K value of SOft/day results in an x value of over 2,000 feet. Using a K value of 200ft/day, the estimated 
distance is over SOD feet. Larger pumping rates and will result in larger distances. 

HydroFocus, Inc. 

2827 Spafford Street, Davis, CA 

530-759-2484 

Fax 530-756-2687 

www.hydrofocus.com 
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to estimate that dewatering will result in a hydraulic influence of over 1,000 feet to the northeast. This 
distance would encompass the Dei-Rey Cleaner Site and part of the Ballona wetlands. Using 50% of the 
estimated volume, the distance increases to over 5,400 feet. In light of this potential influence, we 
conclude that groundwater movement will be significantly affected by Site dewatering which will likely 
result in movement of PCE from the Del Rey Site to underneath the Site, nearby businesses and to the 
discharged water. 

The overall groundwater hydraulic gradient (change in groundwater elevation with distance) from the 
Del Rey Cleaner Site to the Site will change when dewatering starts. We estimated the present-day 
hydraulic gradient based on groundwater elevations at the Site and the Del Rey Cleaners Site, 3.5 feet 
and 4.3 feet MSL, respectively. Using these values and the distance of 540 feet between the locations 
results in an estimated gradient to the northeast of 0.0015 foot/foot (0.0015 = (4.3-3.5)/540). If the 
groundwater elevation is lowered at the Site from 3.5 feet to -13 feet (MSL) due to dewatering, the 
estimated initial gradient will be 0.03, over 21 times the present-day estimated gradient. Groundwater 
velocity is equal to the hydraulic conductivity multiplied times the hydraulic gradient divided by the 
porosity. Therefore, since the porosity and hydraulic conductivity will not change substantially, 
increasing the hydraulic gradient by over 21 times will initially increase the groundwater velocity by over 
21 times. 

Specifically, assuming a hydraulic conductivity value of 100ft/day and a porosity of 0.2 and using the 
current hydraulic gradient of .0015 results in a groundwater velocity of about 0.75 ft/day or 274ft/year. 
Using the projected increased hydraulic gradient of 0.03 results in an initial groundwater velocity of 
about 15ft/day or 5,800 ft/year. Using a hydraulic conductivity of 10ft/day results in a groundwater 

velocity of over 580ft/year and a present-day groundwater velocity of 27ft/year. I realize that 
hydraulic gradients will change with time as pumping ensues and groundwater moves to the Site. 

8-14 
(Cont.) 

8-15 

However, these calculations show that it is likely that groundwater containing PCE could move to the 8-16 
Site and neighboring businesses during the 14 to 16 months of scheduled dewatering17 and/or during 
possible continuous dewatering. While concentrations of PCE will be affected by dilution, degradation, 
adsorption to soil and aquifer materials along the groundwater flow path and changing hydraulic 
gradients, increased groundwater velocities could result in groundwater PCE concentrations that are of 
concern from a vapor intrusion standpoint underneath the Site and neighboring businesses. These 
factors should be further assessed in light of the increased groundwater velocities. 

Because of the potential sphere of influence of the dewatering, there is the potential for affecting the 
hydrology at the Ballona wetlands. Specifically, shallow groundwater levels can be lowered at the 
wetland. This may in turn affect the salinity of the wetland by drawing water of different quality (e.g. 
salinity) into the wetland. 

Vapor Intrusion 

Movement of groundwater containing PCE from the Del Rey Cleaners Site to underneath the Site may 
result in concentrations sufficiently high underneath the proposed building and adjacent buildings to 

]8-17 

result in health challenging levels of vapor intrusion. PCE was detected in soil vapor samples collected 8-18 

17 See footnote 15 

HydroFocus, Inc. 
2827 Spafford Street, Davis, CA 
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beneath the Del Rey Cleaners Site in 2014 at concentrations ranging from 41.7 to 210,000 micrograms 
per liter of soil gas (llg/L), which exceed the California Human Health Screening Level of 0.47 11g/L in soil 
gas beneath residential buildings18

. This suggests a potential threat for vapor intrusion as PCE can 
readily migrate from soil vapor into the indoor air of buildings 19

• This threat should be investigated 
prior to project implementation. 

Summary 

In summary, my analysis demonstrates the potential for significant hydrologic and air-quality impacts 
due to groundwater dewatering and the need for further analysis and data collection prior to project 
approval. If other future projects also dewater, the cumulative groundwater hydraulic effect will be 
larger than I discussed above. Specific impacts and analysis needs follow. 

1. Additional analysis will provide details about hydraulic parameters, potential dewatering rates 

and the geographic extent of hydrologic impacts. 

2. The current project plans will require lowering of the water table and increase movement of 

groundwater towards the site. The extent to which this will induce PCE movement to beneath 

the Site and neighboring businesses requires further analysis. 

3. Further analysis is required to determine the potential for vapor intrusion resultant from 

movement of PCE from the Del Rey Site. 

4. Ballona Wetlands may be impacted by dewatering pumping. The extent ofthis impact and 

effects on wetland water quality require further assessment. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this proposed project. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Deverel, Ph.D., P.G. 
HydroFocus, Inc. 
Davis, CA 

18 
Table 2. Soil-Gas-Screening Numbers for Volatile Chemicals Below Buildings Constructed with Engineered Fill Below Sub-Slab 

Gravel. http:/ /oehha.ca.gov/risk/chhsltable.html 
19 

Hazardous Materials and Waste Management Division Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, 2006, Dry 
Cleaner Remediation Guidance Document. Version one. 

HydroFocus, Inc. 
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STEVEN JOHN DEVEREL 

Steven Deverel has over 30 years of hydrologic problem-solving experience in the western 
United States. Dr. Deverel analyzes groundwater systems, quantifies chemical and physical 
processes in soils and groundwater, and evaluates groundwater- and surface-water quality. He 
is a registered Professional Hydrologist certified by the American Institute of Hydrology, a 
California licensed Professional Geologist and a Texas licensed Professional Geoscientist. 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

February 1996- present 

Consulting Hydrologist in Private Practice and 
Principal Hydrologist and cofounder, HydroFocus Inc. since January 1998 Davis, CA 
Dr. Devere/: 
• Conducts surface and groundwater quality assessments. 
• Develops models to evaluate water movement and solute transport. 
• Quantifies chemical and physical processes in the saturated and unsaturated subsurface. 
• Applies statistical techniques to analyze land and water resources. 
• Determines water sources using geochemical and age-dating techniques 
• Evaluates subsidence and subsidence mitigation 

Recent example experience includes the following: 
• Hydrologic analysis and modeling of proposed urban and suburban development; 
• Groundwater hydrologic and quality analysis related to agriculture; 
• Expert witness for groundwater contamination litigation which includes extensive data 

collection and groundwater flow and solute transport modeling; 
• Expert testimony in Delta island flooding litigation on subsidence-related causes of levee 

failure; 
• Geochemical analysis and groundwater flow modeling of stream aquifer interactions in 

agricultural watersheds in northern California; 
• Evaluation of subsurface flow and seepage- used water isotopes and modeling to determine 

effects, rates and nature of leakage; 
• Evaluation of groundwater supply, flow and quality in relation to land and water 

management practices; 
• Evaluation of processes affecting water quality and measurement and modeling of 

subsidence- Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta; 
• in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta; 

1994 to 1996 

Senior Hydrologist, Hydrologic Consultants, Inc. 

Consulting assignments included the following : 

HydroFocus, Inc. 
2827 Spafford Street, Davis, CA 

530-759-2484 
Fax 530-756-2687 

www.hydrofocus.com 

Davis, CA 
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• Evaluated sea water intrusion, nitrate contamination and flow of groundwater and nitrate 
movement in unsaturated zone- Salinas Valley, California. 

• Analyzed water supply and quality issues- Santa Ynez Valley, California. 
• Developed water resources element of city General Plan - City of Lompoc. 
• Advised California Department of Water Resources on issues relating to subsidence in 

organic soils - Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. 
• Quantified geochemical processes and groundwater flow for gold mining operations -

northern Nevada. 

1991 to 1994 

Supervisory Hydrologist, U.S. Geological Survey, Sacramento, CA 

Assistant District Chief: Guided hydrologic research, investigations and data collection programs 
throughout California: 
• Supervised and planned research of land- and water-management effects on subsidence 

and carbon fluxes - Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. 
• Facilitated interactions among diverse projects and personnel. 
• Developed and maintained projects investigating processes affecting land and water 

resources. 
• Communicated research results to the resource management community and other 

audiences using published reports and oral presentations. 
• Established long range research and data collection activities. 

1984 to 1991 

Research Geochemist, U.S. Geological Survey Sacramento, CA 

Project leader: Directed studies of processes affecting constituent mobility and transport. 
Evaluated transport processes in aqueous and gaseous phases. Conducted regional, 
subregional and local scale studies. Guided an interdisciplinary team that integrated multi
scaled data: 
• Defined water and solute movement to agricultural drainage systems. 
• Identified processes affecting trace element mobility in soil and water. 
• Evaluated and implement statistical methods. 
Directed hydrologic study of water quality, carbon fluxes and subsidence in organic soils -
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta: 
• Identified processes affecting subsidence. 
• Related carbon fluxes from organic soils to subsidence and global carbon balance. 
• Developed water and land management strategies for reducing subsidence. 
• Determined water management effects on drainage water quality. 

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

Ph.D., June, 1983, Soil Science, Department of Land, Air and Water Resources, 
University of California at Davis 

HydroFocus, Inc. 
2827 Spafford Street, Davis, CA 
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BS, December 1979, Agricultural Science and Management, University of California at 
Davis 
Instructor, "Ground -water Solute Transport Concepts", USGS Denver Training Center, 
1988-1993 
Lecturer, Department of Land, Air and Water Resources and Associate in the 
Experiment Station, University of California at Davis, 1988-1992 
Post-graduate dissertation, thesis and oral-exam committee member for University of 
California, Davis Hydrologic Sciences graduate students, 2001 - present 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 

American Geophysical Union 
American Institute of Hydrology- registered Professional Hydrologist 
California Groundwater Resources Association 
International Association of Hydrogeologists 

PUBLICATIONS 

Vadose-Zone Hydrology, Biogeochemistry and Subsidence 

Jaclyn A. Hatala*, Matteo Detto, Oliver Sonnentag, Steven J. Devere/, Joseph Verfaillie, 
Dennis D. Baldocchi, 2012, Greenhouse gas (C02, CH4, H20) fluxes from drained and flooded 
agricultural peatlands in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, Agriculture, Ecosystems and 
Environment , 150,1-18. 

Cathleen Jones, Gerald Bawden, Steven Devere/, Joel Dudas, Scott Hensley, 2011, 
Characterizing land surface changes and levee stability in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta 
using UAVSAR radar imagery, IGARSS2011 Proceedings 

Devere/, S.J. and Leighton, D.A., 2010, Historic, recent and future subsidence, Sacramento
San Joaquin Delta, California, USA, San Francisco Estuary and Watershed Science, 8(2) 
http://www.escholarship.org/uc/item/7xd4x0xw 

Drexler, Judith Z., de Fontaine, Christian S., Devere/, S.J., 2009, The legacy of wetland 
drainage on the peat resource in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, California, USA, 
Wetlands, 29, 372-386 

Deverel, S.J, Thomas, J., Decker, D., Earman, S. and Mihevc, T, 2005, Groundwater 
evaporation estimates using stable isotope and chloride data, Yelland Playa, Spring Valley, 
Nevada, Desert Research Institute Division of Hydrologic Sciences, DHS publication 41219 

D.A. Cohen, S.J. Devere/, L.A. Johnson, 1998, Feasibility Study of Differential SAR 
Interferometry for Subsidence Monitoring in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, IGARSS'98 
Proceedings, pp1629-1631 

Devere/, S.J,, Wang, Bronwen and Rojstaczer, S.A., 1998, Subsidence in the Sacramento-San 
Joaquin Delta, in (Borchers, J.W., ed.) Proceedings of the Joseph Poland Subsidence 
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Symposium, Association of Engineering Geologists, Special Publication No. 8, Star Publishing, 
Belmont, California, pp. 489-502. 

Devere/, S.J., Rojstazcer, S.A. 1996, Subsidence of agricultural lands in the Sacramento-San 
Joaquin Delta, California: Role of aqueous and gaseous carbon fluxes, Water Resources 
Research, 32, 2359-2367. 

Rojstazcer, S.A. and Devere/, S.J., 1995, Land subsidence in drained histosols and highly 
organic mineral soils of California, Soil Science Society of America Journal, 59:1162-1167. 

Rojstaczer, S.A. and Devere/, S.J., 1993, Time dependence in atmospheric carbon inputs from 
drainage of organic soils, Geophysical Research Letters, 20, 1383-1386. 

Fio, J.L., Fujii, R. and Devere/, S.J., 1991, Evaluation of selenium mobility in soil using sorption 
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Steve Devere! 

2824 Spafford Street 

Davis, CA 95618 

Comment No. 8-1 

March2015 

On behalf of the Playa del Rey Guardian Society, I herein describe potential impacts inadequately 
addressed in the Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) for the proposed Legado del Mar project. These 
potential impacts require further investigation and analysis and are summarized in the attached document. 
Thank you for the oppottunity to provide comment on this project. 

Response to Comment .No. 8-1 

Refer to Responses to Comment Nos. 8-2 through 8-19 for specific responses to environmental concerns. 

Comment No. 8-2 

On behalf of the Playa del Rey Guardian Society, I herein describe potential impacts inadequately 
addressed in the Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) for the proposed Legado del Mar project (Figure 
I). These potential impacts require further investigation and analysis and are summarized in the 
following bullets. 

• Dewatering for construction and as specified in the Methane Ordinance 175790 will change the 
groundwater hydraulic gradient (the change in groundwater levels per unit distance) in the area of 
the proposed project. 

Re!;ponse to Comment No. 8-2 

Refer to Master Response 1: Dewatering for a discussion of the effects of temporary, construction-related 
dewatering on the Ballona Wetlands and on the contaminant plume associated with the former Del Rey 
Cleaners site. As described in that discussion, construction measures are available to ensure that no 
impacts would occur. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 

Page 8-1 
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Comment No. 8-3 

• This change in the groundwater hydraulic gradient will accelerate movement of groundwater 

containing high concentrations oftetrachloroethene (PCE) towards the Project Site (Site) from the 

Del Rey Cleaners Site. 

Response to Comment No.S-3 

Refer to Master Response 1: Dewatering and to Response to Comment No. 8-2 for discussion of potential 

effects oftemporary construction-related dewatering. 

Comment No. 8-4 

• Movement of groundwater containing high concentrations of PCE towards the Site may result in 

sufficiently high concentrations of PCE underneath the proposed project structure and nearby 

buildings so as to result in vapor intrusion. 

Response to Comment No. 8-4 

As discussed on page IV-55 in the supplemental environmental analysis attached to the MND, the Soil 

Vapor Survey prepared for the Project site included 6 soil borings at the Project site. Testing of these 

samples showed that all concentrations ofVOCs, including PCE, were detected at levels below laboratory 

limits. Impacts related to VOCs were found to be less than significant. 

For discussion of the potential effects of the Project on groundwater movement, refer to Master Response 

1 : Dewatering. 

Comment No. 8-5 

• Movement of groundwater from the underneath the Del Rey Cleaners Site may result in PCE in 

the discharge water from dewatering at the Site. 

'Response to Comment No. 8-5 

Refer to Response to comment 8-4 and Master Response 1: Dewatering, for a discussion of the effects of 

Project-related construction dewatering on the groundwater gradient. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 8-6 

• Site dewatering may alter the groundwater hydrology at the Ballona Wetlands which in turn may 
result in altered water quality (e.g. salinity) and changes in water levels in the marsh habitat. 

Response to Comment No. 8-6 

Refer to Master Response I: Dewatering for a discussion of the effects of the Project on the Ballona 
Wetlands. 

Comment No. 8-7 

Background 

Project, Location and Relevant Features 

The Legado del Mar Project, located at 138 Culver Boulevard, Playa Del Rey, CA, will include 
residential apmtment units above approximately 14,500 feet of ground floor commercial space. Parking, 
for the proposed project would occur at and below grade. Excavations for the subterranean parking level 
are anticipated to extend to 23 feet below the ground surface, corresponding to a finished floor elevation 
of -13 feet relative to mean sea level (MSL). 

The Ballona Wetlands and the Del Rey Cleaners Site (Figure 1) are key features near the Site. Area B of 
the Ballona Wetlands, a State owned wetland and wildlife preserve, is located approximately 700 feet 
north-northeast of the Site. The Del Rey Cleaners Site, a known and registered cleanup site on 
GeoTracker, is located approximately 540 feet to the northeast. 

Response to Comment No. 8-7 

The comment correctly lists certain natural and other features in the Project Site vicinity. Refer to the 
Responses to Comment Nos. 8-8 to 8-14 for discussion of the specific environmental concerns raised . 

Comment No. 8-8 

Ballona Wetlands 

In 2004, the State of California took title to 600-acres of the remaining Bailon a Wetlands. The property is 
owned by the Department of Fish and Wildlife and the State Lands Commission. The State Coastal 
Conservancy has funding for planning and restoring the property. Together, the three agencies are 
working with stakeholders, scientists and other agencies to develop a restoration plan. 

Geotechnical investigations in Area B of the Ballona Wetlands showed that sediments in the upper 50 feet 
are fine-grained while those below 50 feet are coarse grained; nearly uniform sand and gravel. In the 
western portion of Area B, which is closest to the ocean, deeper sediments are predominantly sand while 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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the shallow sediments are a mix of silt and sand. In contrast, sediments in the eastern portion of Area B 

are rich in clay and silt. 

Response to Comment No. 8-8 

Refer to Master Response 1 : Dewatering and to Exhibit B for a discussion of the potential Project-related 

effects on the Ballona Wetlands. 

Comment No. 8-9 

Methane Zone 

The Site is located within the boundaries of a Methane Zone and a Methane Buffer Zone. According to 

the MND, a permanent methane gas mitigation system may be necessary beneath the proposed building at 

the Site. Methane gas flows to the atmosphere fi·om subsurface geologic formations in the Playa Vista 

area of West Los Angeles where methane mitigation systems have been developed. Ordinance 175790 of 

the Los Angeles Municipal Code states that: "All new buildings and paved areas located in a Methane 

Zone or Methane Buffer Zone shall comply with requirements and the Methane Mitigation Standards" 

(Section 91.7103). All buildings located in the Methane Zone and Methane Buffer Zone shall provide a 

methane mitigation system ..... based on the appropriate Site Design Level (Ordinance 175790 Section 

91.7104.2). Ordinance 175790 states that dewatering shall be used to lower the ground water table to a 

level more than 12 inches below the bottom of the Perforated Pipe Horizontal Pipes for venting methane 

from beneath the building to the atmosphere (Section 91.71 04.2.1.1 ). 

There is no evidence presented in the MND that testing for methane has been conducted as required by 

Ordinance 175790 (Section 91.7104.1). However, previous testing indicates the presence of subsurface 

methane in the surrounding area. Specifically, soil vapor testing conducted in 2009 yielded methane 

results ranging from I 0 to 590,000 parts per million by volume (ppmv). Borings within 1,300 feet of the 

Site yielded methane levels of21 to 28 ppmv. 

Response to Comment No. 8-9 

Regarding methane, refer to page 38 of the MND, which states that the Project site is located within a 

methane zone. The presence of methane in methane zones is mitigated with standard engineering and 

design requirements and measures, which ensure that no significant impacts would occur. 

Comment No. 8-10 

Hydrogeologic Context 

The Site is located on the western edge of the Los Angeles Groundwater Basin. The Site is underlain by a 

thin veneer of artificial fill materials which are further underlain by Holocene Age alluvial deposits 

consisting of varying amounts of poorly graded sand, silty sand, sandy silt and sandy clays extending to 

approximately 50 feet below the existing ground surface. These Holocene Age sediments are underlain 
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by marine and continental sediments of the Pleistocene Age Lakewood Formation, generally consisting of 
sand, silt and gravel. 

The historically highest groundwater level in the area is approximately 5 feet beneath ground surface. 
Groundwater was encountered in Site borings reported in the MND as well as prior Site explorations at 
depths ranging from 7 to 8 feet (elevations of 3 to 4 feet MSL) beneath ground surface. According to the 
MND and based on conditions encountered at the time of exploration and recent data, groundwater is 
anticipated to be encountered during excavation for construction. The MND stated that due to the 
suhterranean nature of the proposed structure and the potential for seasonal fluctuation in the groundwater 
levels, temporary dewatering will be required to mitigate groundwater seepage during excavation. Ifthe 
subterranean portion of the structure is not designed for full hydrostatic pressure, a permanent dewatering 
system will be required to relieve and mitigate the water pressure. The MND also stated that "A 
significant impact may occur if a project includes deep excavations resulting in the potential to interfere 
with groundwater movement .... " (Page 113) 

Response to Comment No. 8-10 

The comment includes statements about geology and groundwater in the Project area and restates 
information from the ISIMND, but the comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding 
the sufficiency of the ISIMND in identifYing and analyzing the environmental impacts of the Project and 
ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. For further discussion of the effects of temporary, construction
related Project-related dewatering, refer to Master Response 1: Dewatering. 

Comment No. 8-11 

Groundwater Quality 

The primary groundwater quality concern is contamination at the Del Rey Cleaners Site about 540 feet 
northeast of the proposed Site. Del Rey Cleaners is a registered cleanup site on GeoTracker contaminated 
with tetrachloroethene, otherwise known as percholorethylene, or PCE. The site was formerly a dry 
cleaning business that operated between 1962 and 2007. Dry cleaning solutions were stored in drums 
inside the building,. No remediation of the soil or groundwater has occurred. Three monitoring wells 
were installed in 2002. The approximate groundwater elevation at the Del Rey Cleaners Site is 4.25 feet 
(MSL). Groundwater samples obtained in 2002 from the three monitoring wells yielded PCE 
concentrations of 160, 2,440 and 43,500 micrograms per liter (J.Lg/L), all above the EPA Maximum 
Contaminant Level (MCL) of 5 J.LgiL. The MND stated that due to the shallow groundwater depth in the 
area, pumping activities could increase the groundwater gradient toward the Project Site, which could 
increase movement of the documented groundwater impacts at Del Rey Cleaners towards the Site 

Response to Comment No. 8-11 

Refer to Response to Comment No. 8-4 for discussion regarding additional groundwater testing and to 
Master Response 1: Dewatering for discussion regarding the potential effects of Project-related 
construction dewatering activities. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 8-12 

Hydrologic 

Due to excavations for the subterranean parking level that are anticipated to extend to depths of 23 feet 

below the ground surface, corresponding to a finished floor elevation of -13 feet MSL, dewatering will 

need to lower water levels to at least this elevation. Based on Ordinance 175790, mitigation for methane 

will likely require continuous dewatering to maintain an unsaturated zone below the bottom elevation of 

the subterranean garage. This dewatering will affect groundwater hydraulic gradients and has the 

potential to draw PCE-laden groundwater to underneath the proposed Site and neighboring businesses 

which include a coffee shop, offices and a planned development at 220 Culver. 

Response to Comment No. 8-12 

Refer to Master Response 1: Dewatering, for a discussion of the effects of Project-related dewatering. 

Comment No. 8-13 

Project Proponents have obtained a permit for a maximum pumping rate of 1.728 million gallons per day. 

However, there is no specific information about how the dewatering system will operate or how this 

volume was calculated. Discussion in the MND offers alternatives which include a drainage system or 

wells. Effective design and analysis of the effects of a dewatering system at the Site will rely on 

determination of hydraulic parameters (hydraulic conductivity and storage properties). The MND also 

describes the potential use of the groundwater for landscape irrigation and indoor use and reinjection. 

These proposed measures will require additional analyses which include the determination of quality of 

the groundwater and its appropriateness for irrigation and reinjection. 

Response to Comment No. 8-J3 

Referred to Master Response 1: Dewatering for a discussion of the estimated dewatering volume. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 8-14 

I preliminarily calculated the spatial extent of the dewatering effects on the water table based on available 
information. l assumed a pumping rate of I 0% of the 1.728 million gallons per day and that the saturated 
thickness of the unconfined aquifer extends to a maximum of 150 feet below land surface in the sandy, 
silty clayey materials consistent throughout the vicinity. Using a hydraulic conductivity value of 100 
ft/day, we estimated the hydraulic influence of a well and an equation presented in Todd to estimate that 
dewatering will result in a hydraulic influence of over I ,000 feet to the northeast. This distance would 
encompass the Del-Rey Cleaner Site and part of the Ballona wetlands. Using 50 % of the estimated 
volume, the distance increases to over 5,400 feet. In light of this potential influence, we conclude that 
groundwater movement will be significantly affected by Site dewatering which will likely result in 
movement of PCE from the Del Rey Site to underneath the Site, nearby businesses and to the discharged 
water. 

Response to Comment No. 8-14 

Refer to Response to Comment 8-4 and Master Response 1 : Dewatering. The assumptions in the 
comment regarding aquifer thickness and hydraulic conductivity are not consistent with physical 
conditions beneath and around the Project Site. When the conditions are properly considered the radius of 
influence is significantly smaller. Additionally, several construction and dewatering methods are available 
to ensure that the groundwater gradient beyond the Project Site and the contaminant plume beneath the 
former Del Rey Cleaners site are not significantly affected. 

Comment No. 8-15 

The overall groundwater hydraulic gradient (change in groundwater elevation with distance) from the Del 
Rey Cleaner Site to the Site will change when dewatering starts. We estimated the present-day hydraulic 
gradient based on groundwater elevations at the Site and the Del Rey Cleaners Site, 3.5 feet and 4.3 feet 
MSL, respectively. Using these values and the distance of 540 feet between the locations results in an 
estimated gradient to the northeast of 0.0015 foot/foot (0.0015 = ( 4.3-3 .5)/540). If the groundwater 
elevation is lowered at the Site from 3.5 feet to -13 feet (MSL) due to dewatering, the estimated initial 
gradient will be 0.03, over 21 times the present-day estimated gradient. Groundwater velocity is equal to 
the hydraulic conductivity multiplied times the hydraulic gradient divided by the porosity. Therefore, 
since the porosity and hydraulic conductivity will not change substantially, increasing the hydraulic 
gradient by over 21 times will initially increase the groundwater velocity by over 21 times. 

Response to Comment No. 8-15 

Refer to Response to Comment 8-14 and Master Response 1 : Dewatering for a discussion of the specific 
effects ofProject-related dewatering. 
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Comment No. 8-16 

Specifically, assuming a hydraulic conductivity value of 100 ft/day and a porosity of 0.2 and using the 

current hydraulic gradient of .0015 results in a groundwater velocity of about 0.75 ft/day or 274ft/year. 

Using the projected increased hydraulic gradient of 0.03 results in an initial groundwater velocity of about 

15ft/day or 5,800 ft/year. Using a hydraulic conductivity of I 0 ft/day results in a groundwater velocity of 

over 580ft/year and a present-day groundwater velocity of 27 ft/year. I realize that hydraulic gradients 

will change with time as pumping ensues and groundwater moves to the Site. However, these 

calculations show that it is likely that groundwater containing PCE could move to the Site and 

neighboring businesses during the 14 to 16 months of scheduled dewatering and/or during possible 

continuous dewatering. While concentrations ofPCE will be affected by dilution, degradation, adsorption 

to soil and aquifer materials along the groundwater flow path and changing hydraulic gradients, increased 

groundwater velocities could result in groundwater PCE concentrations that are of concern from a vapor 

intrusion standpoint underneath the Site and neighboring businesses. These factors should be further 

assessed in light of the increased groundwater velocities. 

Response to Comment No. 8-16 

Refer to Response to Comment 8-14 and Master Response 1: Dewatering for a discussion of the specific 

effects of Project-related dewatering. 

Comment No. 8-17 

Because of the potential sphere of influence of the dewatering, there is the potential for affecting the 

hydrology at the Ballona wetlands. Specifically, shallow groundwater levels can be lowered at the 

wetland. This may in turn affect the salinity of the wetland by drawing water of different quality (e.g. 

salinity) into the wetland. 

Response to Comment No. 8-17 

Refer to Response to Comment 8-4 and Master Response 1: Dewatering for a discussion of the potential 

effects of Project-related dewatering on the Ballona Wetlands. 

Comment No. 8-18 

Vapor Intrusion 

Movement of groundwater containing PCE from the Del Rey Cleaners Site to underneath the Site may 

result in concentrations sufficiently high underneath the proposed building and adjacent buildings to 

result in health challenging levels of vapor intrusion. PCE was detected in soil vapor samples collected 

beneath the Del Rey Cleaners Site in 2014 at concentrations ranging from 41.7 to 21 0,000 micrograms 

per liter of soil gas (J.lg/L), which exceed the California Human Health Screening Level of 0.47 J.lg/L in 

soil gas beneath residential buildings. This suggests a potential threat for vapor intrusion as PCE can 
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readily migrate from soil vapor into the indoor air of buildings. This threat should be investigated prior to 
project implementation. 

Rcspon c to Comment No. 8-18 

Refer to Response to Comment 8-4 for a discussion of soil and groundwater conditions beneath the 
Project site and the lack of any significant vapor intrusion potential. 

Comment No. 8-19 

Tn summary, my analysis demonstrates the potential for significant hydrologic and air-quality impacts due 
to groundwater dewatering and the need for further analysis and data collection prior to project approval. 
If other future projects also dewater, the cumulative groundwater hydraulic effect will be larger than I 
discussed above. Specific impacts and analysis needs follow. 

I. Additional analysis will provide details about hydraulic parameters, potential dewatering rates 
and the geographic extent of hydrologic impacts. 

2. The current project plans will require lowering of the water table and increase movement of 
groundwater towards the site. The extent to which this will induce PCE movement to beneath the 
Site and neighboring businesses requires further analysis. 

3. Further analysis is required to determine the potential for vapor intrusion resultant from 
movement ofPCE from the Del Rey Site. 

4. Ballona Wetlands may be impacted by dewatering pumping. The extent of this impact and 
effects on wetland water quality require further assessment. 

Respon e to Comment No. 8-19 

Refer to Responses to Comments 8-2 through 8-18 for responses to the environmental concerns raised, 
and to Master Response 1: Dewatering, for a discussion of the supplemental analysis regarding Project
related dewatering effects and construction measures. 
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From: Libby DuBay <libb .duba _@nade.l.com> 
Date: Fri, Sep 12, 2014 at 9:52AM 
Subject: Legado Development of 138 Culver 
To: 11 lynda.smith@Jacity.org 11 <lyndasmi th@lacity.org>, 11 darlene.navarette@lacity.org11 

<4l:J:r..l.~P.:~,na varett~@hl.ci !Y.,,Qr.g>, 11 kevin.· on.~§@J. acity .OfE 11 <kevigjgp_~§@laci,!y,g_rg>, 
11j on.fo reman@l~~.i.!Y.gr.g" <jgp, foreman@lacity .org> 
Cc: 11 Ir.!~i.l:J:.,k.~ane@)~9..i:1:Y.,.Qrg 11 <J.)jcia, kean.~@.l~fi.D'..,.Q.r_g>, 11 Fre.Q.,_§. uttq_!!@) aci:t.Y,gr.g 11 

<Freg,_~l!_t!.QQ@.l~~i.~g>, 11 mike.bonjn@Jaci!Y.,.Q!g11 <miJ:ce . .J:?onin@J~cit ,Qig> 

RE: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF 
and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

I am truly surprised that you have approved environmental studies for this plot of land. Who 
builds 2 stories of subterranean parking in a Tsunami zone & a block from the ocean? Have you 
not been watching TV & seen the horrible flooding in Midwestern & Desert areas not even close 
to the oceans -just from their rains. Did you not see the flash flooding California received less 
than a month ago? 

9-1 

For more than just the animals, no one builds in the wetland areas because it is not 
environmentally conducive to that type of construction. ~ 9-2 

I am a homeowner in Playa del Rey. I chose this area over 20 years ago with my first home 
because it was one of the last quaint beach towns. It was tucked away between the channel and 
the airport so it retained a small town personality. I even bought my second home here. There 
are lots of commercial beach cities but Playa del Rey offers the last alternative to all of the busy 
resort towns along the Los Angeles coastline. Over the years I have tolerate airport expansion 
because although it changed my air quality & sound - my community remained intact with its 
local charm. I have seen an increase in traffic flow from the southbay communities as the 
commute to work on the westside as the freeway system became too much to bear. This has 
complicated, congested and inconvenienced our small streets. This will likely continue to 
increase on its own- but you want to exponentially increase this nuisance? Why? We do not 
have the infrastructure to handle that traffic. 

9-3 

Your construction site will block several lanes of Culver/Vista Del Mar which cannot barely J 
handle the traffic flow it currently has. It goes beyond just inconvenience for 12 months, it will 9-4 
not only be a traffic nightmare but it will be unsafe with limited visibility. 

I am not opposed to growth, change or some development but building what is considered a High 
rise by PDR standards is completely out of character and will ruin what 1 have invested in and my 
personal quality of life will be destroyed as well as the property values will see a decline as this 
no longer will be a desirable beach town for its privacy and serenity. My quaint, charming town 

9
_
5 will cease to exist to become another commercial resort. The construction alone will be 

dangerous to navigate. The corner is already over congested in the morning that blocking lanes 
for Trucks, cranes, and equipment will render that corner unsafe & unable to handle the traffic 
flow. Rerouting it through Westchester only adds to the mess and interrupts more people. 
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If you are trying to sell us on the additional people that our local businesses will get with this new 
complex you are sadly mistaken. There is limited parking on sunny summer weekends for 
current fans of the beach or customers for these businesses. With what you have planned there 
will be even less. Their spots will be short term for their on site retail businesses or resident 
use. Why not build us a small 2 story above ground parking Structure with a beach flair 
design? Help our community service more visitors that will frequent our businesses we already 
have. You can even add a few retailers to that- but not 3-4 stories. 

Have you ever seen Sesame Street play their game "One ofthese things just doesn't 
belong?". This building will be that odd lot that doesn't fit in. We aren't European in our 
architectural motifs, nor are we commercial or formal or flashy. 

I understand they are offering financial compensation to "beautify" Playa to help push their 
initiatives. But their examples are all for the area surrounding their building. This is not an 
improvement for Playa overall - it is just a reinvestment into their own development. How about 
fixing the buckling sidewalks in the Playa neighborhoods up on the bluff? How about trimming 
some of the overgrown trees in the neighborhoods so Street signs and signal lights can be seen at 
a safer distance or so street lights will actually shed light onto dark sidewalks. Currently 
overgrown trees block light and sidewalks in many of these neighborhoods are dangerously 
dark. These would be true improvements that would improve all of Playa not just the 200ft 
around this development. 

Do you live in the area? Have you ever spent significant time in the area to experience the 
personality day in & day out? Would you be willing to swap with someone in the area during 
this construction & experience this yourself? Or is this just about money not quality of life for 
your constituents who put you there? 

How much are you getting out of this deal? Will an investigation be needed? You have a 
stewardship responsibility for Playa del Rey. This development doesn't make the best sense for 
Playa del Rey- so something fishy must be going on. 

Libby DuBay 

8505 GulanaAve. #6106 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 
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LETTER NO. 9 - DUBAY 

Libby DuBay 

850 Guiana A venue ft61 06 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 9-1 

March 2015 

I am truly surprised that you have approved environmental studies for this plot of land. Who builds 2 

stories of subterranean parking in a Tsunami zone & a block from the ocean? Have you not been 

watching TV & seen the horrible flooding in Midwestern & Desert areas not even close to the oceans -

just from their rains. Did you not see the flash flooding California received less than a month ago? 

Response to Comment No. 9-1 

The MND prepared and circulated for the Project is part of the required review for any application that 

requires a discretionary land use permit, such as the requested Parcel Map and Coastal Development 

Permit. Regarding flooding and stormwater, refer to Master Response 7: Stormwater and Flooding. 

Comment No. 9-2 

For more than just the animals, no one builds in the wetland areas because it is not environmentally 

conducive to that type of construction. 

Response to Comment No. 9-2 

As discussed on page 31 of the MND, no wetlands are located on the Project site, and no wetlands would 

be affected by the Project. The supplemental analysis provided in Master Response 1: Dewatering also 

discusses the potential effects on the Ballona Wetlands as a result of the temporary, construction-related 

dewatering for the Project. 

Comment No. 9-3 

I am a homeowner in Playa del Rey. I chose this area over 20 years ago with my first home because it 

was one of the last quaint beach towns. It was tucked away between the channel and the airport so it 

retained a small town personality. I even bought my second home here. There are lots of commercial 

beach cities but Playa del Rey offers the last alternative to all of the busy resort towns along the Los 

Angeles coastline. Over the years I have tolerate airport expansion because although it changed my air 

quality & sound - my community remained intact with its local charm. I have seen an increase in traffic 

flow from the southbay communities as the commute to work on the westside as the freeway system 

became too much to bear. This has complicated, congested and inconvenienced our small streets. This 

will likely continue to increase on its own - but you want to exponentially increase this nuisance? Why? 

We do not have the infrastructure to handle that traffic. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 9-3 

As discussed on pages 51 to 53 of the MND and pages IV -116 to IV -148 of the supplemental Initial 
Study, and summarized in Master Response 4: Traffic, the Project would not result in significant traffic 
impacts. 

Comment No. 9-4 

Your construction site will block several lanes of Culver/Vista Del Mar which cannot barely handle the 
traffic flow it currently has. It goes beyond just inconvenience for 12 months, it will not only be a traffic 
nightmare but it will be unsafe with limited visibility. 

Response to Comment No. 9-4 

The comment speculates that construction of the Project "will block several lanes of Culver/Vista Del 
Mar." However, the comment does not provide facts, reasonable assumptions based on facts, or expert 
opinion supported by facts in support of this assertion. Therefore, pursuant to Section 15204(c) of the 
CEQA Guidelines, no further response to the comment is required. Nevertheless, the opinion is 
acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and 
consideration. 

Comment No. 9-5 

I am not opposed to growth, change or some development but building what is considered a High rise hy 
PDR standards is completely out of character and will ruin what I have invested in and my personal 
quality of life will be destroyed as well as the property values will see a decline as this no longer will be a 
desirable beach town for its privacy and serenity. My quaint, charming town will cease to exist to 
become another commercial resort. The construction alone will be dangerous to navigate. The corner is 
already over congested in the morning that blocking lanes for Trucks, cranes, and equipment will render 
that comer unsafe & unable to handle the traffic flow. Rerouling illhrough Westchester only adds to the 
mess and interrupts more people. 

Response to Comment No. 9-5 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character and Views, for a discussion of the Project's effects on these 
resources. As described on pages IV-1 to IV-6 of the supplement to the Initial Study, no significant 
impacts would occur. 

The remainder of the comment asserts that the Project will ruin the quality life in the area and the Project 
construction "will be dangerous to navigate." However, the traffic analysis for the MND (included as 
Appendix G) concluded that no significant traffic impacts would occur, including impacts to vehicle or 
pedestrian safety. Moreover, as described in Response to Comment No. 27-2, supplemental analysis of 
available sight lines indicates that adequate sight lines will be maintained among the roadways 
surrounding the Project site. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
Page 9-2 
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Comment No. 9-6 

If you are trying to sell us on the additional people that our local businesses will get with this new 

complex you are sadly mistaken. There is limited parking on sunny summer weekends for current fans of 

the beach or customers for these businesses. With what you have planned there will be even less. Their 

spots will be short term for their on site retail businesses or resident use. Why not build us a small 2 

story above ground parking Structure with a beach flair design? Help our community service more 

visitors that will frequent our businesses we already have. You can even add a few retailers to that- but 

not 3-4 stories. 

Response to Comment No. 9-6 

Refer to Master Response 3: Parking for a discussion of the Project's provision of significantly more 

parking than required by the City's Municipal Code. 

Comment No. 9-7 

Have you ever seen Sesame Street play their game "One of these things just doesn't belong?" . This 

building will be that odd lot that doesn't fit in. We aren't European in our architectural motifs, nor are we 

commercial or formal or flashy. 

Response to Comment No. 9-7 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character and Views for a discussion of the relationship of the 

Project to its surroundings. 

Comment No. 9-8 

I understand they are offering financial compensation to "beautify" Playa to help push their initiatives. 

But their examples are all for the area surrounding their building. This is not an improvement for Playa 

overall - it is just a reinvestment into their own development. How about fixing the buckling sidewalks 

in the Playa neighborhoods up on the bluff? How about trimming some of the overgrown trees in the 

neighborhoods so Street signs and signal lights can be seen at a safer distance or so street lights will 

actually shed light onto dark sidewalks. Currently overgrown trees block light and sidewalks in many of 

these neighborhoods are dangerously dark. These would be true improvements that would improve all 

of Playa not just the 200ft around this development. 

Resnonse to Comment No. 9-8 

This comment includes statements about non-Project related improvements to the Project area, but the 

comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the MND in 

identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these 

impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision

making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 9-9 

Do you live in the area? Have you ever spent significant time in the area to experience the personality 
day in & day out? Would you be willing to swap with someone in the area during this construction & 
experience this yourself? Or is this just about money not quality of life for your constituents who put you 
there? 

Response to Comment No. 9-9 

The MND considered the effects of construction and traffic on the surrounding residences and other uses. 
As described on pages IV-91 to IV-102 (Noise) and IV-8 to IV-17 (Air Quality), impacts from 
construction would be less than significant. As discussed above in Response to Comment No. 9-5 and 
Master Response 4: Traffic, the MND, after an analysis that conformed to City policy and accepted 
professional practice, determined that significant traffic impacts would not occur as a result of the Project. 

Comment No. 9-10 

How much are you getting out of this deal? Will an investigation be needed? You have a stewardship 
responsibility for Playa del Rey. This development doesn't make the best sense for Playa del Rey - so 
something fishy must be going on. 

Response to Comment No. 9-10 

Again, the Project has not been approved, but is under consideration as a result of the Applicant's 
application to the City for the requested approvals. As described in Response to Comment No. 9-1, this 
MND and the public hearings held for the Project are a required part of that consideration process. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 10 FARR 

From: Thomas Farr <farrout roductions ahoo.com> 
To: chankael <chankael@aol.com> 
Sent: Mon, Sep 15,2014 1:11am 
Subject: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF 
and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

To whom it may concern: 

RE: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and 
DIR-20 12-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

Hi 

I've lived in Playa del Rey since 2003. This purposed construction at 138 Culver Blvd. is a crime 
to history and a small slice of California beach life. Sure, the property need to be build on, the 
owner needs to make money, like all Americans. However, in this case, this building plan needs 
to fit in with the neighborhood and not change the landscape and beauty of this town. Which the 
purposed building will. It will be a gigantic triangle prison strangling this peaceful little town. If 
you drive up to Playa Vista up a few miles away on Jefferson this is the type of building that 
would fit into that neighborhood. Not this neighborhood. It's just too tall and bold. If the 
company wanted to build this building in Malibu the residents would freak out. The triangle 
needs to more like the country mart in Malibu. Bringing beauty to the neighborhood not over 
powering the town. I've heard that there is also an environmental impact with the under ground 
parking structure that also needs to be investigated into. Do we have to pollute the Santa Monica 
Bay even more? Once our oceans are dead ... we are dead! Life is not all about how much money 
you can make all the time. The property can be profitable in a different capacity than the 
proposed building they want to construct. This land is at the heart of Playa del Rey, a quaint 
place, in Los Angeles. It's unique. But Playa del Rey won't be unique anymore. Do we have to 
destroy everything in this town for personal gain? Please have them rethink what they want to 
build on the lot. It can be a beautiful thing. Tasteful. That will bring people into Playa del Rey 
and not ruin the beauty and magic of this town. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Farr 

10-1 
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LETTERNO.lO- FARR 

Thomas Farr 

Comment No. 10-1 

I've lived in Playa del Rey since 2003. This purposed construction at 138 Culver Blvd. is a crime to 
history and a small slice of California beach life. Sure, the property need to be build on, the owner needs 
to make money, like all Americans. However, in this case, this building plan needs to fit in with the 
neighborhood and not change the landscape and beauty of this town. Which the purposed building will. 
It will be a gigantic triangle prison strangling this peaceful little town. If you drive up to Playa Vista up a 
few miles away on Jefferson this is the type of building that would fit into that neighborhood. Not this 
neighborhood. It's just too tall and bold. If the company wanted to build this building in Malibu the 
residents would freak out. The triangle needs to more like the country mart in Malibu. Bringing beauty 
to the neighborhood not over powering the town. I've heard that there is also an environmental impact 
with the under ground parking structure that also needs to be investigated into. Do we have to pollute the 
Santa Monica Bay even more? Once our oceans are dead ... we are dead! Life is not all about how much 
money you can make all the time. The property can be profitable in a different capacity than the proposed 
building they want to construct. This land is at the heart of Playa del Rey, a quaint place, in Los Angeles. 
It's unique. But Playa del Rey won't be unique anymore. Do we have to destroy everything in this town 
for personal gain? Please have them rethink what they want to build on the lot. It can be a beautiful 
thing. Tasteful. That will bring people into Playa del Rey and not ruin the beauty and magic of this town. 

Response to Comment No. 10-1 

Refer to pages IV-3 and IV-4 of the supplement to the MND and to Master Response 5: Visual Character, 
for discussion of the effects of the Project on neighborhood character, and refer to Master Response 1: 
Dewatering, for a discussion of the potential effects of construction-related dewatering associated with the 
proposed subterranean parking structure 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 11 FROST 

From: Jason Frost <Jason@sharififirm.com> 
Date: Fri, Sep 12, 2014 at 12:45 PM 
Subject: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF, 
DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 
To: !<~Y..i..D..JQ!!~.~-£i.1Y,Qf.g 
Cc: j.Q.!!:.fu!:£!!lf.!!l.@lacj_!y,Qig, !:ynda_,~!"!11.!.b.@!ucit .or , purlene.rr!!Y.9I~t!~nci!Y_,Qr.g, 
!ricia.kcane@laci!Y..or.g, fr.~_c:i.,sutton@ Iaci!:y,(?J.g, mi~e.boni lacit:y,_Qrg, chankael@aol.com, 
cigar~I~J:!i~l!Pl.com 

Re: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and 
DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

Dear Counselmember and concerned parties: 

I have lived in "The Jungle" for three years now on Montreal Street around the corner from Jake's 
lot. The parking situation in the area is extremely tight, especially since the coastal commission 
will not allow the neighborhood to have permit parking. The Legado development would make 
parking a nightmare. No study provided by Legado could verily contradict the reality of that 
fact. Further, the development project does not assimilate itself into the community in which it 
desires to situate itself. Instead, it will oppress its surrounding environment by its inappropriate 
scale and gaudy architecture. It is the anthesis of the character and spirit ofthe Playa del Rey 
environment and the majority of its citizenry (especially in The Jungle upon which it will have 
the most corrosive effect). Last, the parking design, defies logic in a Tsunami Zone. This 
project is offensive and constitutes a nuisance to the City of Playa Del Rey and should not be 
allowed. Instead, the City should take appropriate and civic-minded measures to establish proper 
zoning for these properties that will make future issues like these cease to exist. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of this correspondence. I hope your determination in 
this matter will inure to the public good and not the base financial interests of one, sole and 
soulless business entity. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Frost I Attorney at Law 

Los Angeles I Orange I Riverside I San Bernardino I San Francisco 

T: .J2~.:~.4.~ .. ,2.2.9.4.1 F: 323.848.9905 
j~~.Qp@gE:J,f.i_fjfjrm_,9.Q!:P.I w. .. w.w.sharififirm.com 
Toll Free: 866-4-CAR-ACCIDENT (New Clients Only) 
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LETTER NO. 11 - FROST 

Jason Frost 

Comment No. 11-1 

I have lived in "The Jungle" for three years now on Montreal Street around the comer from Jake's lot. 
The parking situation in the area is extremely tight, especially since the coastal commission will not allow 
the neighborhood to have permit parking. The Legado development would make parking a nightmare. 

No study provided by Legado could verily contradict the reality of that fact. Further, the development 
project does not assimilate itself into the community in which it desires to situate itself. Instead, it will 

oppress its surrounding environment by its inappropriate scale and gaudy architecture. It is the anthesis 
of the character and spirit of the Playa del Rey environment and the majority of its citizenry (especially in 
The Jungle upon which it will have the most corrosive effect). Last, the parking design, defies logic in a 
Tsunami Zone. This project is offensive and constitutes a nuisance to the City of Playa Del Rey and 

should not be allowed. Instead, the City should take appropriate and civic-minded measures to establish 
proper zoning for these properties that will make future issues like these cease to exist. 

Re.sponse to Comment No. 11-1 

Refer to Master Response 3: Parking, for a discussion of the parking-related effects of the Project and the 
provision by the Project of parking that significantly exceeds the minimum required by the Municipal 
Code. 

Regarding the character of the Project, refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 12 GLEEMAN 

From: <msvintagestyled@aol.com> Date: Thu, Sep 18,2014 at 4:20PM Subject: The Triangle
Playa del Rey To: Kevin.jones@ lacity.0rg, Darlene.navarette@lacity.org, 
Tricia.keane@laci ty.org, Mike.bonin@lacity.org 

Dear Mr. Bonin, Mr. Jones, Ms. Keane and Ms. Navarette: 

We are the owners of a retail establishment called "ms vintage" located at 314 Culver Blvd. in 
Playa del Rey. We have been in this location since June 2012, and love our store and our 
neighborhood. We are aware that there is a small group of local residents in our neighborhood 
who have rather vocally expressed their desire to stop development in order to preserve the 
community as it has been for over 50+ years. We believe that reasonable local development 
would have a positive effect on our own business and would enhance property values in the 
area. In that connection, we wanted to let you know that we firmly support the development of 
what is referred to locally as "The Triangle" as proposed and modified (to take into account 12-1 
residents' concerns) by Legado Companies. 

Having moved our store from Abbot Kinney two years ago, in part to avoid the traffic problems, 
food trucks and crowds, we understand what it is like to be in a congested and uncomfortable 
environment, but we do not believe that this development would cause undue congestion in our 
community. We believe that the project will be a benefit to the Playa del Rey community and 
look forward to making this a positive development for all of us. 

Kind regards, 

Marsha Gleeman 
Sabrina Brulee 
ms vintage 
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LETTER NO. 12 - GLEEMAN 

Marsha Gleeman 

Sabrina Brulee 

Comment No. 12-1 

March2015 

We are the owners of a retail establishment called "ms vintage" located at 314 Culver Blvd. in Playa del 
Rey. We have been in this location since June 2012, and love our store and our neighborhood. We are 
aware that there is a small group of local residents in our neighborhood who have rather vocally 
expressed their desire to stop development in order to preserve the community as it has been for over 50+ 
years. We believe that reasonable local development would have a positive effect on our own business 
and would enhance property values in the area. In that connection, we wanted to let you know that we 
firmly support the development of what is referred to locally as "The Triangle" as proposed and modified 
(to take into account residents' concerns) by Legado Companies. 

Having moved our store from Abbot Kinney two years ago, in part to avoid the traffic problems, food 
trucks and crowds, we understand what it is like to be in a congested and uncomfortable environment, but 
we do not believe that this development would cause undue congestion in our community. We believe 
that the project will be a benefit to the Playa del Rey community and look forward to making this a 
positive development for all of us. 

Response to Comment No. 12-J 

The comment expresses support for the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 
question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 
of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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From: Marcia Hanscom <weH!!n.9~-©_@earlhHnkAJ.~1> 
Date: Mon, Sep 15, 2014 at 5:10PM 

Comment Letter No. 13 HANSCOM 

Subject: Ballona Institute comments: ENV-2012-3536MND-REC- 138 E. Culver Blvd., Playa del Rey 
To: 9.:M.!~!!~..Jl!!.Y.f!!retg@l_~~Hy,Qr_g 
Cc: daniel.tamm@lacitv.org, tricia.keane@ lacity .org, mult.pelersen@lacily.org, l'retl.sullon@lucity.org, 
debbie.dynerharris@lacity.org, kevin_.j ones@lacity.org, jon.lorcman@lacily.org, lynda.smiU1@ lacity.org 

Hello- I sent this message earlier, but it bounced back because apparently due to incorrect spelling of Ms. 
Navarrete's name- as given to me by a neighbor- since we never received proper notice of this 
environmental review (see attached letter for specifics re: inadequate notice). 

Please see attached comments for a project that we believe will alter the character of the charming beach 
village of Playa del Rey forever. We hope you don't let that happen. 

Marcia Hanscom 
Ballona Institute 
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Comment Letter No. 13 HANSCOM (Cont.) 

The Voice for Natu1·e 011 the Los Angeles Coast 

September 15, 2014 

To: City of Los Angeles Planning Department, attn: Darlene Navarete 
& Kevin Jones, Jon Foreman and Lynda Smith 

The Honorable Mike Bonin, Los Angeles City Councilmember, 11th District 
c/o Tricia Keane, Fred Sutton, Debbie Dyner-Harris 

The Honorable Eric Garcetti, Mayor, City of Los Angeles 
c/o Daniel Tamm (West LA Mayor's office), Matt Petersen (Chief Sustainability Officer) 

re: ENV-2012-3536MND-REC- 138 E. Culver Blvd., Playa del Rey Case #2012-3537-DB
SPR-MEL, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, TT-70786 

Dear City Officials: 

We are writing with comments related to the above referenced project with great concern about 
not only the continual public process not being followed as required by CEQA (California 
Environmental Quality Act), but also by the obvious turning of the City's back on 
sustainability, which we know the Mayor and Councilmember Bonin are committed to in Los 13-
Angeles. This commitment to sustainability appears to not be reflected by an MND being 
submitted by the City Planning Dept. with apparent intention to move an UNSUSTAINABLE 
development forward with permitting. 

First, in spite of numerous comments by our organization to the City- both in writing an in J 
13

_

2 appearance at countless community and public meetings - we were not notified of this MND 
(Mitigated Negative Declaration) as required by law. 

We understand from hearsay (nothing of substance) that this MND possibly was released to 
City Council staff on August 14, according to a message that was posted by a community leader 
on our local PDR (Playa del Rey) neighbors listserve. That message was posted on the listserve 
on September 3, 2014, which is the first time we heard of the existence of an MND related to 

322 Culver Blvd, #317 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 
310.823.7040 

LLO 

more ... 
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Comment Letter No. 13 HANSCOM (Cont.) 
Ballona Institute Comments on MND for Czucker Playa del Rey property- ENV-2012-
3536MND-REC -138 E. Culver Blvd., Playa del Rey Case #2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL, ZA-2014-
2220-CDP, TT-70786 
September 15, 2014 
Page2 

this project proposal. A link to the MND was posted by another neighbor on September 4, 
2014, but again, this was the FIRST we had heard about this environmental document being 
available for review. 13 days to review a document of this length (58 pages) and to comment 
on it is insufficient and not in compliance with the requirements of CEQA. Our not receiving 
notice STILL TO THIS DAY from the lead agency (the City), in spite of the City's knowing we 
are an "interested party," likewise is a violation of CEQA. 

The Czucker-owned properties in Playa del Rey are the most talked about topics of concern in 
our neighborhood, due to the significant amount of acreage and land mass these properties 
include. The potential to alter the character of our community so significantly when the 
Ballona Wetlands Ecological Reserve, Del Rey Lagoon and Ballona Creek are in our midst, 
prompts our concern to be even stronger, as evidenced by the extensive comments that we 
made when Czucker' s predecessor owner of Toe's Beach Dunes was considering developing that 
property. 

It is, thus, shocking to us that every neighbor who has expressed an interest in this proposed 
project that is the subject of the new MND did not receive a notification of the existence of this 
MND, along with proper time given for comment. 

Section 15002 of the California Code of Regulations includes the following requirement: 

13-3 
(Cont.) 

13-4 

U) Public Involvement. Under CEQA, an agency must solicit and respond 13-5 
to comments from the public and from other agencies concerned with the 
project. See Sections 15073, 15086, 15087 and 15088. 

Can you please explain to the public and to our elected representatives HOW the public was 
notified of the existence of this MND? 

We are also perplexed- as other members of the public no doubt are- as to how the second] 
page of the MND could have been dated September 15, 2014, when that is the date that 
comments are due from the public. 

We ask that a full public scoping hearing be called for this project so that the public can bring 
forth numerous topics and issues that need studying in order to determine if an MND or an 
EIR is required. Just to mention some of these topics and issues 

• entire property within a high-risk liquefaction zone 
• entire property in the Coastal Zone (residential not a preferred use) 
• presence of sandy soils which could include presence of sensitive sand dune 
species (a rare dune beetle was found on the adjacent Toes Beach Dunes 
property also owned by the same developer) 

13-6 
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Comment Letter No. 13 HANSCOM (Cont.) 

Ballona Institute Comments on MND for Czucker Playa del Rey property- ENV-2012-
3536MND-REC -138 E. Culver Blvd., Playa del Rey Case #2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL, ZA-2014-
2220-CDP, TT-70786 
September 15, 2014 
Page 3 

• high water table just beneath the surface of the property 
• violations of conditions of previously granted Coastal Development Permit 
(CDP) that widened the road on one edge of the property 
• feasible altermatives that could be more sustainable 

We continue to believe that- due to the unique location of the subject property, the additional 
properties that are contemplated and planned by the same developer/landowners for 

13-7 
(Cont.) 

development, and the unique constraints on this site- if properly analyzed- cry out for 13_ 8 
preparation of a full EIR, including the possibility for the public to offer feasible alternatives 
that an MND would not require in the same manner. 

We also believe that the California Coastal Act, which governs in this area of Los Angeles, is J 
13

_
9 very clear that residential development is not a preferred use, underscoring the need for 

feasible alternatives to the proposed project. 

Additionally, because this open space land is part of the historical marshlands of Ballona, and 
we have photos of the Great Blue Heron being present on this property from time to time, we 
wonder why an EIR and proper scoping of such a significant project is not being undertaken. 
We do not believe that this decision to, instead, complete an MND, is in compliance with CEQA 
regulations or guidelines. 

We also believe that the three or more parcels owned by the Czucker/Legado developers must 
be studied together. To suggest that the developer can get away with this piecemealing for 
whatever reason is ignorant of the proximity of the proposed developments, the long-time 
presence of all of the proposed developments on publicly accessible websites and the spirit and 
letter of CEQA. The previous City Council representative, Bill Rosendahl, was very clear that he 
would not support such piecemealing, and for the purposes of good planning and insurance of 
sustainability of this region of the Los Angeles coast, this clarity is needed once again. None of 
the facts about this have changed; only time has passed with developers hoping memories of 
the neighbors will fade. 

Once again, because of lack of notice to us - a known interested party- as well as lack of notice 
to other known, interested parties, as well as considering that because of this lack of notice and 
our only learning of the existence of this MND on September 3, 2014, we ask that you provide 
an environmental review process that complies more fully with CEQA by: 

13-10 

13-11 

13-12 
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Comment Letter No. 13 HANSCOM (Cont.) 

Ballona Institute Comments on MND for Czucker Playa del Rey property- ENV-2012-
3536MND-REC -138 E. Culver Blvd.; Playa del Rey Case #2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL, ZA-2014-
2220-CDP, TT-70786 
September 15, 2014 
Page 4 

• PROPERLY notice and convene a scoping hearing so the public can bring forth 
additional topics and issues necessary to determine whether an MND is proper 
in this case; 

• Require the developers/ owners to submit applications for the rest of their 
proposed project plans for Czuckerville (formerly and affectionately known as 
Playa del Rey); 

• Provide proper notice for any environmental review- including this MND if 
that is determined to be appropriate and legally sound - that notice would 
include notifying all who have testified in public in previous meetings AND 
provide adequate time for review and comment - at LEAST 30 days, but 
preferably at 60 days 

We cannot comment substantively on the remainder of the MND precisely BECAUSE of the 
time constraints and inadequate notice. This process to date has been a failure in complying 
with one of the most important tenets of CEQA- to engage and inform the public about 
environmental impacts and to solicit public comments on those impacts. 

Thank you for your consideration. We sincerely hope that the City of Los Angeles uses this ~ 
opportunity to make a correction in the way that environmental reviews are undertaken so 
that the spirit and the letter of the law are followed and so that our communities can TRULY be 
moving toward a more sustainable future. 

Sincerely, 

Marcia Hanscom 

Marcia Hanscom 
Executive Director 
Ballona Institute 

Is/ Robert "Roy" van de Hoek lsi 

Robert "Roy" van de Hoek 
President 
Ballona Institute 

13-12 
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Marcia Hanscom 

322 Culver Boulevard #317 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 13-1 

March 2015 

We are writing with comments related to the above referenced project with great concern about not only 
the continual public process not being followed as required by CEQA (California Environmental Quality 
Act), but also by the obvious turning of the City's back on sustainability, which we know the Mayor and 
Councilmember Bonin are committed to in Los Angeles. This commitment to sustainability appears to 
not be reflected by an MND being submitted by the City Planning Dept. with apparent intention to move 
an UNSUSTAINABLE development forward with permitting. 

Re pon e to Comment No. 13-J 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 
question regarding the sufficiency of the ISIMND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 
of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No. 13-2 

First, in spite of numerous comments by our organization to the City -both in writing an in appearance at 
countless community and public meetings - we were not notified of this MND (Mitigated Negative 
Declaration) as required by law. 

Response to Comment No. 13-2 

The City published the MND on August 14, 2014, and the comment period closed on September 15, 
2014. In accordance with City practice, the City published a notice that the MND was available on 
August 14,2014. 

Comment No. 13-3 

We understand from hearsay (nothing of substance) that this MND possibly was released to City Council 
staff on August 14, according to a message that was posted by a community leader on our local PDR 
(Playa del Rey) neighbors listserve. That message was posted on the listserve on September 3, 2014, 
which is the first time we heard of the existence of an MND related to this project proposal. A link to the 
MND was posted by another neighbor on September 4, 2014, but again, this was the FIRST we had heard 
about this environmental document being available for review. 13 days to review a document of this 
length (58 pages) and to comment on it is insufficient and not in compliance with the requirements of 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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CEQ A. Our not receiving notice STILL TO THIS DAY from the lead agency (the City), in spite of the 

City's knowing we are an "interested party," likewise is a violation ofCEQA. 

Response to Comment No. 13-3 

The City published the MND on August 14, 2014, and the comment period closed on September 15, 

2014. In accordance with City practice, the City published a notice that the MND was available on 

August 14, 20 14 in the Los Angeles Times. 

Comment No. 13-4 

The Czucker-owned properties in Playa del Rey are the most talked about topics of concern in our 

neighborhood, due to the significant amount of acreage and land mass these properties include. The 

potential to alter the character of our community so significantly when the Ballona Wetlands Ecological 

Reserve, Del Rey Lagoon and Ballona Creek are in our midst, prompts our concern to be even stronger, 

as evidenced by the extensive comments that we made when Czucker's predecessor owner of Toe's 

Beach Dunes was considering developing that property. 

Response to Comment No. 13-4 

Regarding the character of the community, the commenter is referred to Master Response 5: Visual 

Character. Additionally, as described in Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative Development, 

no development is currently proposed for other properties in the Project Site vicinity owned by the 

Applicant, and one of the properties (220 Culver) is currently offered for sale. 

Comment No. 13-5 

It is, thus, shocking to us that every neighbor who has expressed an interest in this proposed project that is 

the subject of the new MND did not receive a notification of the existence of this MND, along with 

proper time given for comment. 

Section 15002 of the California Code of Regulations includes the following requirement: ( 

j) Public Involvement. Under CEQA, an agency must solicit and respond to comments from the public 

and from other agencies concerned with the project. See Sections 15073, 15086, 15087 and 15088. 

Can you please explain to the public and to our elected representatives HOW the public was notified of 

the existence of this MND? 

Re ponse to Comment No. 13-5 

In accordance with standard City practice and CEQA, notice of the MND was published in the Los 

Angeles Times on August 14, 2014. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 13-6 

We are also perplexed - as other members of the public no doubt are - as to how the second page of the 
MND could have been dated September 15, 2014, when that is the date that comments arc due from the 
public. 

Response to Comment No. 13-6 

The MND is not dated September 15, 2014: the date was intended to indicate when circulation of the 
MND is complete. 

Comment No. 13-7 

We ask that a full public scoping hearing be called for this project so that the public can bring forth 
numerous topics and issues that need studying in order to determine if an MND or an EIR is required. 
Just to mention some of these topics and issues 

• entire property within a high-risk liquefaction zone 

• entire property in the Coastal Zone (residential not a preferred use) 

• presence of sandy soils which could include presence of sensitive sand dune species (a rare dune beetle 
was found on the adjacent Toes Beach Dunes property also owned by the same developer) 

• high water table just beneath the surface of the property 

• violations of conditions of previously granted Coastal Development Permit (COP) that widened the road 
on one edge of the property 

• feasible altermatives that could be more sustainable 

Response to Comment No. 13-7 

Regarding the Project site's location in an area subject to liquefaction, the Project site's location in an 
area subject to liquefaction is discussed on page 35 of the IS/MND. With implementation of Mitigation 
Measures VI-10, Vl-50, and VI-70 would ensure that impacts related to liquefaction would be less than 
significant. 

Regarding the Project site's location in the "Coastal Zone," the proposed land uses (residential and 
commercial) are allowed under the existing land use designation and zoning for the Project site, and the 
Project is subject to discretionary review. 

Regarding sensitive species, a Biological Resource Assessment was prepared for the Project (refer to 
Appendix B of the supplemental IS/MND). As discussed in the assessment and on page 31 of the 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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IS/MND, no sensitive species are located on the Project site, and no off-site sensitive species would be 

affected by the Project. 

Regarding the water table at the Project site, the commenter is referred to Master Response I : 

Dewatering. 

Regarding the purported illegal widening of a roadway, the conditions of all roadways as they exist form 

the baseline of the environmental analysis in the MND. 

Regarding alternatives, because all significant impacts of the Project can be reduced to less than 

significant with mitigation, no alternatives to the Project are required to be analyzed. 

Comment No. 13-8 

We continue to believe that- due to the unique location of the subject property, the additional properties 

that are contemplated and planned by the same developer/landowners for development, and the unique 

constraints on this site - if properly analyzed - cry out for preparation of a full EIR, including the 

possibility for the public to offer feasible alternatives that an MND would not require in the same manner. 

Respo.nse to Comment No. 13-8 

Regarding "the additional properties," the commenter is referred to Master Response 2: Piecemealing and 

Cumulative Development. 

Regarding preparation of an EIR and alternatives, because all significant impacts of the Project can be 

reduced to less than significant with mitigation, preparation of an EIR is not required for the Project, and 

no alternatives to the Project are required. 

Comment No. 13-9 

We also believe that the California Coastal Act, which governs in this area of Los Angeles, is very clear 

that residential development is not a preferred use, underscoring the need for feasible alternatives to the 

proposed project. 

Res))onse to Comment No. 13-9 

The commenter is referred to page 44 of the IS/MND that states the Project would be consistent with the 

development regulations outlined in Chapter Three of the Coastal Act. 

Comment No. 13-10 

Additionally, because this open space land is part of the historical marshlands of Ballona, and we have 

photos of the Great Blue Heron being present on this property from time to time, we wonder why an EIR 

and proper scoping of such a significant project is not being undertaken. We do not believe that this 

decision to, instead, complete an MND, is in compliance with CEQA regulations or guidelines. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 13-10 

Contrary to the comrnenl, lhe Project Site is not "open space land" or part of the existing marshlands of 
Ballona. Environmental effects of the Project are based on existing conditions, and as described on pages 
31 and 32 of the MND and pages IV -7 to IV -26, no wetlands or other jurisdictional area are present on 
the Project site. Because all significant impacts of the Project can be reduced to less than significant with 
mitigation, preparation of an EIR is not required for the Project. 

Comment No. 13-11 

We also believe that the three or more parcels owned by the Czucker/Legado developers must be studied 
together. To suggest that the developer can get away with this piecemealing for whatever reason is 
ignorant of the proximity of the proposed developments, the long-time presence of all of the proposed 
developments on publicly accessible websites and the spirit and letter of CEQA. The previous City 
Council representative, Bill Rosendahl, was very clear that he would not support such piecemealing, and 
for the purposes of good planning and insurance of sustainability of this region of the Los Angeles coast, 
this clarity is needed once again. None of the facts about this have changed; only time has passed with 
developers hoping memories of the neighbors will fade. 

Response to Comment No. 13-11 

Refer to Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative Development for a discussion of the 
relationship among the properties owned by the Applicant and the foreseeability of their development. 

Comment No. 13-12 

Once again, because of lack of notice to us - a known interested party - as well as Jack of notice to other 
known, interested parties, as well as considering that because of this Jack of notice and our only learning 
of the existence of this MND on September 3, 2014, we ask that you provide an environmental review 
process that complies more fully with CEQA by: • PROPERLY notice and convene a scoping hearing so 
the public can bring forth additional topics and issues necessary to determine whether an MND is proper 
in this case; • Require the developers/owners lo submit applications for the rest of their proposed project 
plans for Czuckerville (formerly and affectionately known as Playa del Rey); • Provide proper notice for 
any environmental review- including this MND if that is determined to be appropriate and legally sound 
- that notice would include notifying all who have testified in public in previous meetings AND provide 
adequate time for review and comment- at LEAST 30 days, but preferably at 60 days 

Response to Comment No. 13-12 

As stated in Response to Comment No. 13-5, in accordance with standard City practice and CEQA, notice 
of the MND was published in the Los Angeles Times on August 14, 2014. The City did not believe, in 
light of the circulation of the document for the full required period, that a comment period of 60 days-a 
period which exceeds the required circulation period for an Environmental Impact Report-was 
appropriate in this instance. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 13-13 

We cannot comment substantively on the remainder of the MND precisely BECAUSE of the time 

constraints and inadequate notice. This process to date has been a failure in complying with one of the 

most important tenets of CEQA- to engage and inform the public about environmental impacts and to 

solicit public comments on those impacts. 

Response to Comment No. 13-13 

The City complied with CEQA and with the notice requirements and its standard practice of publication 

in the Los Angeles Times, the newspaper with the greatest circulations in the Los Angeles area. The 

MND was published for comment for the required period under CEQA and provided the public an 

adequate opportunity to review and comment on its substance. 

Comment No. 13-14 

Thank you for your consideration. We sincerely hope that the City of Los Angeles uses this opportunity 

to make a correction in the way that environmental reviews are undertaken so that the spirit and the letter 

of the law are followed and so that our communities can TRULY be moving toward a more sustainable 

future. 

Response to Comment No. 13-14 

This comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the ISIMND in 

identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these 

impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision

making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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From: Thomas Harvey <tmnllarv~_g9J.@gma!J.!..9_Q.!]!> 
Date: Mon, Sep 15, 2014 at 4:07PM 

Comment letter No. 14 HARVEY 

Subject: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF 
and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 
To: g~r.!~_Q~, t}.~varette@lac i ty, Qr.g, lynda.smith@laci .or , kevin.jones@ll!<iliv.:Qrg, 
jon.foreman@lacj_!y.or , Fred.Sut}on@!_a.,~.org, Tricia,keane@lacity_,_9_rg, 
mjke.bonin@lacity.org 
Cc: chankael@ao l.com 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I am writing to call your attention to a proposed development located near the beach in Playa del 
Rey. The development, Legado Del Mar, as proposed by the Legado Companies, calls for the 
construction of 72 apartments on top of commercial and retail space. The structure will be 20 feet 14-1 taller than anything else in Playa del Rey. Due to the size of the project and its proximity to the 
ocean, the site will need to be "de-watered" requiring the discharge of up to 1.8 million gallons of 
ground water per day. 

Remarkably, we have been told that a full Enivironmental Impact Report is not necessary. That is] 
outrageous. A gas station and dry cleaner has occupied the site in the past. Undoubtedly, the de- 14-2 
watering program will likely result in a plume of contaminated soil to migrate elsewhere. 

How is it that a developer can build so close to the water and not be required to study it's impact ~ 14-3 on the local communi ty and the environment? 

At present the proposed site is an empty, dirt lot. It is not pretty to look at,and I am supportive of::J 14-4 the site being developed. Legado Del Mar is just too big. 

Regards, 

Tom Harvey 
419 Redlands St. 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 
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LETTER NO. 14 - HARVEY 

Tom Harvey 

4I9 Redlands Street 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 14-1 

March2015 

I am writing to call your attention to a proposed development located near the beach in Playa del Rey. 

The development, Legado Del Mar, as proposed by the Legado Companies, calls for the construction of 

72 apartments on top of commercial and retail space. The structure will be 20 feet taller than anything 

else in Playa del Rey. Due to the size of the project and its proximity to the ocean, the site will need to be 

"de-watered" requiring the discharge of up to I.8 million gallons of ground water per day. 

Response to Comment No. 14-1 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character for a discussion of the effects of the Project on the visual 

character of the Project site vicinity. 

Refer to Master Response I : Dewatering for a discussion of the potential effects of temporary 

construction dewatering associated with the Project. 

Comment No. 14-2 

Remarkably, we have been told that a full Enivironmental Impact Report is not necessary. That is 

outrageous. A gas station and dry cleaner has occupied the site in the past. Undoubtedly, the de-watering 

program will likely result in a plume of contaminated soil to migrate elsewhere. 

Respon e to Comment No. 14-2 

Refer to Master Response I : Dewatering for a discussion of the potential effects of temporary, 

construction-related dewatering associated with the Project and the construction measures that would 

prevent migration of the contaminant plume at the former Del Rey Cleaners site. 

Further, as discussed in Exhibit A, recent testing adjacent to the former Del Rey Cleaners site indicates 

that, to date, no migration ofthe contaminant plume has yet occurred. Because, as described on pages IV-

66 through IV-7 4 of the supplement to the MND and in Master Response 1: Dewatering, all significant 

impacts of the Project can be reduced to less than significant with mitigation, and preparation of an EIR is 

not required for the Project. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 14-3 

How is it that a developer can build so close to the water and not be required to study it's impact on the 
local community and the environment? 

Response to Comment No. 14-3 

The potential impact of the Project on the environment is the purpose of the MND. The potential 
environmental effects of the Project with respect to aesthetics, biological resources, geology, hazards, and 
hydrology and water quality were addressed in sections IV.l (Aesthetics), IV.4 (Biological Resources), 
IV.6 (Geology and Soils), IV.8 (Hazards), and IV.9 (Hydrology) of the MND, respectively. Based on 
these studies, as well as the supplemental analysis provided with these responses to comments, the MND 
concluded that, with appropriate mitigation, the Project would not result in significant, unavoidable 
impacts on the environment. 

Comment No. 14-4 

At present, the proposed site is an empty, dirt lot. It is not pretty to look at,and I am supportive of the site 
being developed. Legado Del Mar is just too big. 

Response to Comment No. 14-4 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character for a discussion of the potential effects of the Project on the 
visual character of the Project Site vicinity. Further, as described in Section IV.lO (Land Use and 
Planning) of the MND, the Project would be consistent with the applicable zoning and General Plan and 
Community Plan land use designations, objectives, and policies. Accordingly, the MND determined the 
Project, after incorporation of appropriate mitigation measures, would not have a significant effect on the 
environment. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 15 HEDLUND 

From: Nikki Hedlund <nikk ihed lund@yahoo.com> 
Date: Fri, Sep 12,2014 at 3:14PM 
Subject: please STOP the LEGADO Company Project on 138 Culver Blvd. in Playa Del Rey 
To: "kev in.j ones@lacity.org" <kevi.n.jones@lacity.org>, "lynda.smith@lacity.org" 
<J.ypd a. ~m ith@I::t:<::.i!Y,Q!:S>, ''j Ql}, t9.r~m!ill@l!!9_ty_,_Q.r.g" <j Q!l., to reman@! !!9.i..!Y.,Q.r.g>, 
"g_:~:r.!.~.D.~,.!}~yarette@lac ity .or_g" <Q~r! ~.D.~P..~Y.arett~@!.l:l.£ijy,Q.r_g>, "Tri cia. keane@ lac ity_,_Q!'_g" 
<Trig.!!!.,.k~.!!P..~@l::t:<::.iJy,QI&>, "fr~~:L§.Y.!ton@1~9.i.!Y!Q!g" <fred. S uttQ.P.:@!.!!9.I!Y.:.9.X&>, 
"m i_k~_,QQ!.l..in@lf:!.C::i!Y., Q.!:& " <m!k~.,.!?.oni.n@ lacit.y,Qrg> 
Cc: "chankael@aol.com" <chankael@ao l.com> 

Good afternoon everyone, 

As a 7 1/2 year resident of Playa Del Rey I am writing to because I think it's imperative that 
we put a stop to the planned building of the 56ft structure at 13 8 Culver Blvd. First of all, the 
evironmental impact could be devastating to the area. I want to know what studies been done to 
assess the effects from pumping nearly 2 million gallons of water from the ground? What about 
all of the resources that will require? The amount of power needed to do that has got to be 
astronomical. Will that pumping cause noise pollution too? What will happen to the flaura and 
fauna that relies on all of that water to live? Will removing all of that water cause land 
erosion? What about all of the resources (electricity, cable, internet, water, gas ... ect) that will be 
used by the residents of 72 apartments and 14,500 square feet of retail space? Not to mention all 
of the additional garbage, plumbing waste, air pollution from up to 200+ more cars and supply 
trucks being in the area on a daily. 
Also, where are all of those additional cars going to park? Even with an subterranean garage 
those residents will have guests that come to visit or multiple people living in one unit and the 
retail spaces will bring even more cars for workers and supply trucks. Parking in this area is 
already a HUGE problem. Right now I often have to park down the road or up on the hill 
because there are fewer spaces than there are residents with cars. Then on weekends (when non
residents come to the beach) it's even worse. Where will we park? El Segundo? I understand the 
desire to develop the area and I support it, but the Legado Company's structure is not right for this 
area. Let's come up with a better answer. 

15-1 

15-2 

I love Playa Del Rey and that is because it has remained a small town within the HUGE 
metropolis of Los Angeles. Let's not ruin what makes this place special. ~ 15-3 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Nikki Hedlund 
110 Rees St. 
Playa Del Rey 
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LETTER NO. 15- HEDLUND 

Nikki Hedlund 
110 Rees Street 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 15-1 

March2015 

As a 7 112 year resident of Playa Del Rey I am writing to because I think it's imperative that we put a stop 
to the planned building of the 56ft structure at 138 Culver Blvd. First of all, the evironmental impact 
could be devastating to the area. I want to know what studies been done to assess the effects from 
pumping nearly 2 million gallons of water from the ground? What about all of the resources that will 
require? The amount of power needed to do that has got to be astronomical. Will that pumping cause 
noise pollution too? What will happen to the flaura and fauna that relies on all of that water to live? Will 
removing all of that water cause land erosion? What about all of the resources (electricity, cable, internet, 
water, gas ... ect) that will be used by the residents of72 apartments and 14,500 square feet of retail space? 
Not to mention all of the additional garbage, plumbing waste, air pollution from up to 200+ more cars and 
supply trucks being in the area on a daily. 

ResJ)onse to Comment No. 1.5-1 

Refer to Master Response 1: Dewatering for a discussion of the potential effects of temporary, 
construction-related dewatering. 

Regarding the utility resources that would be used by the Project, refer to pages IV -148 through IV -160 of 
the supplement to the MND. As discussed there, with implementation of Mitigation Measures XVII-1 0, 
XVII-20, XVII-30, XVII-40, XVII-60, XVII-80, XVII-90, and XVII-100, project impacts related to 
public utility resources would be less than significant. Cable and internet services are not public services 
and would be supplied to the Project, if demanded. 

Project impacts related to air quality are discussed on pages 27 through 30, and with implementation of 
Mitigation Measure 111-10, the Project would not result in any significant impacts related to air quality. 
Project impacts related to noise are discussed on pages IV -91 through IV -102 of the supplement to the 
MND, and with implementation of Mitigation Measures XII-20, XII-40, XII-60, XII-170, and XII-230 
would not result in a significant effect. 

The potential impacts of the Project to biological resources are discussed on pages IV -17 to IV -26 of the 
supplement to the MND, and concluded that impacts would be no impact. Supplemental analysis of the 
effects of temporary, construction-re"lated dewatering on the Ballona Wetlands is discussed in Master 
Response 1: Dewatering, which concludes that impacts would be less than significant. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 15-2 

Also, where are all of those additional cars going to park? Even with an subterranean garage those 

residents will have guests that come to visit or multiple people living in one unit and the retail spaces will 

bring even more cars for workers and supply trucks. Parking in this area is already a HUGE problem. 

Right now I often have to park down the road or up on the hill because there are fewer spaces than there 

are residents with cars. Then on weekends (when non-residents come to the beach) it's even worse. 

Where will we park? El Segundo? I understand the desire to develop the area and I support it, but the 

Legado Company's structure is not right for this area. Let's come up with a better answer. 

ReSponse to Comment No. 15-2 

As described in Master Response 3: Parking, the Project would provide parking that significantly exceeds 

the minimum amounts required by the Municipal Code. Further, the Project includes a loading dock for 

deliveries, and that loading dock is internal to the Project Site. 

Comment No. 15-3 

I love Playa Del Rey and that is because it has remained a small town within the HUGE metropolis of Los 

Angeles. Let's not ruin what makes this place special. 

Response to Comment No. 15-3 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 

question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 

of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 

record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Additionally, for a discussion of the Project-related effects on the character of the Project Site vicinity, 

refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 16 KAPP 

From: John McKnight <22sboat@sbcglobal.net> To: Kevin Jones <Kevn .jones@ lacity .org>; 
Lynda Smith <Lyndasmith@lacity.org>; "jon. foreman@lacity.org" < jon.foreman@lacity .org>; 
Kathryn Schwertfeger <chnnknel@aol .com>; "noelweiss@c.rr:.com" <noclwciss@c.rr.corn>; 
"22sboat@sbcglobal.net" <22sboat@sbcgJobal.net> Sent: Monday, September 8, 20 I4 II :4I 
AM Subject: 138 Culver Blvd. 

Re:138 Culver Blvd, 90293 

Cases TT-70786, ZA- 20I4-2220-CDP, ENV-20I2-3536-EAF and DIR- 20I2-3537-DB-SPR
MEL 

Good Day Planning Officials 

You have a very important job. I feel that you need my input and those ofthe citizens ofPdR. 

There are several reasons why the Legado Co. should not be granted permits with out an 
EIR The most obvious is that it is tooooo BIG. 

When I applied for various permits to enlarge a bedroom in 1979. the City had many 
requirements. 

You should not consider giving away any public property to accommodate this or any private 
enterprise. 

The 2 levels of underground parking are going to present many problems during high tides and 
rains. That intersection 

often floods. The Condos south ofThe Jungle in 1983 during a storm had the underground 
garages fill to the rooftops of many cars which were rendered useless. I know because I have 
lived here since 1978. 

Dewatering plans should be spelled out and registered with the City. 

There is a Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Sewer Project that has been on the the City 
Projects list since 2000. 

This is a major project that will eventually start in MdR and come under Balloona Creek and up 
Pacific and continue on to Vista del Mar in front of my house at 127 Rees Street. An EIR was 
required for this project and Legado should be required to do an EIR for any and all projects. I 

J 16-1 

J 16-2 

16-3 

16-4 

16-5 

suggest that you check with Department of Public Works to discuss te when where and how as 16-6 
Jim Doty my contact retired recently. These projects should never be allowed to take place at the 
same time. Who know what would happen. The DWP had no Dewatering Plan hen they 
did The Thompson Pumping Plant on Culver in about 1998. It cause havoc for all of us. 

Playa del Rey (Culver area) is a high density zone. The area can not support more density and J 
more expectations of City services sh as water, sewer, Police and Fire Do not let this strain on 16-7 
our community!!!!! 
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Comment Letter No. 16 KAPP (Cont.) 

There are Air Quality issues that will destroy this tranquil area. Noise will be awful. They mus I 16-8 
abide by the City rules. __j 

Geological issues abound. The hill properties and those here in the Jungle appear on City 
Earthquake Maps. This project could trigger in,on or ofTsite Landslides. 

Night work is not an option. Parking for the Legado project must be provided off site and not in 
our community which has so very little parking NOW. The Parking Strip that runs adjacent 
Vista del Mar tro the west and southerly from Montreal to Surf Alley is parking for beach goers 
during and resident at night The parking provides Public Access to the Beach. an EIR is 
mandatory for any Project of this magnitude. 

The City has you to evaluate our needs over those of a Private developer whose aim is money 
andd not the maintenance of Our Quality of Life. 

Sincerely, Carol Kapp 127 Rees St. 

=:J 16-9 

16-10 

~ 16-11 

PS remember that my letter represents those who are unable to take the time to write or lack the I 
16

_
12 skills to say, There Must be3 an EIR and community input. __j 

Lastly, Legado could do a real service to our community by abandoning the project completely I 
and rebuilding the Jakes Restaurant and parking to service the restaurant. . __j 16-13 

Please put me on your contact list 22sboat@sbcglobaJ.net 
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LETTER NO. 16- KAPP 

Carol Kapp 

127 Rccs Street 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 16-1 

You have a very important job. I feel that you need my input and those ofthe citizens ofPdR. 

There are several reasons why the Legado Co. should not be granted permits with out an EIR The most 
obvious is that it is tooooo BIG. 

Response to Comment No. l6-l 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character for a discussion regarding the size of the Project and its 
effects on the character of the Project Site vicinity. 

The MND concluded that, with appropriate mitigation measures, the Project would not result in a 
significant, unavoidable impact on the environment. Because no significant unavoidable impact would 
occur, an EIR is not required and MND remains the appropriate vehicle for CEQA analysis of the Project. 
Further, CEQA Guidelines Section 15064 states that public controversy regarding a project does not, by 
itself, require preparation of an EIR unless there is substantial evidence that the project may have a 
significant unavoidable effect on the environment. 

Comment No. 16-2 

When I applied for various permits to enlarge a bedroom in 1979. the City had many requirements. 

You should not consider giving away any public property to accommodate this or any private enterprise. 

Respon e to Comment No. 16-2 

The comment refers to the requested vacation of the alley on the Project Site and a portion of the Culver 
Boulevard and Pacific Avenue/Trolleyway rights-of-way abutting the Project Site. Vacation of rights-of
way is governed by the Municipal Code and requires a determination by LADOT and the Bureau of 
Engineering that the requested area is not and will not be required for public use for at least 20 years. 
Note, however, that in addition to the requested vacations, the Project also includes dedication of a 
significant area for the widening of Vista Del Mar, despite the lack of a current or future ability to widen 
the roadway beyond the Project Site frontage. This area of dedication-that is, the provision of private 
property to the City to allow for roadway expansion-significantly exceeds the combined area of the 
requested vacations. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 16-3 

The 2 levels of underground parking are going to present many problems during high tides and rains. 

That intersection often floods. The Condos south of The Jungle in 1983 during a storm had the 

underground garages fill to the roof tops of many cars which were rendered useless. I know because I 

have lived here since 1978. 

Response to Comment No. 16-3 

Refer to Master Response 7: Stormwater and Flooding, for a discussion of the effects of the Project on 

storm water runoff and the effects of storm water flows on the proposed subterranean parking structure. 

Comment No. 16-4 

Dewatering plans should be spelled out and registered with the City. 

Response to Comment No. 16-4 

Refer to Master Response 1 : Dewatering for a discussion of the dewatering volumes and procedures 

anticipated with the Project. 

Comment No. 16-5 

There is a Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Sewer Project that has been on the the City Projects 

list since 2000. 

Response to Comment No. 16-5 

Refer to Response to Comment 16-6 for a discussion of the Dual Force Main Sewer Project. 

Comment No. 16-6 

This is a major project that will eventually start in MdR and come under Balloona Creek and up Pacific 

and continue on to Vista del Mar in front of my house at 127 Rees Street. An EIR was required for this 

project and Legado should be required to do an EIR for any and all projects. I suggest that you check with 

Department of Public Works to discuss te when where and how as Jim Doty my contact retired recently. 

These projects should never be allowed to take place at the same time. Who know what would happen. 

The DWP had no Dewatering Plan when they did The Thompson Pumping Plant on Culver in about 

1998. It cause havoc for all of us. 

Response to Comment No. 16-6 

The requirement for an EIR for a project unrelated to the Proposed Project does not indicate a 

requirement for an EIR. Further, according to the EIR for the Dual Force Main Project, that project 

includes drilling, rather than trenching. Moreover, that project, like the proposed Project here, would be 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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required to maintain lateral support, maintain shoring where required, and prevent any loss of support for 
adjacent structures or excavations. 

Further, as discussed in Master Response I: Dewatering, the proposed Project would include construction 
measures to ensure that the required temporary dewatering would not adversely influence groundwater 
hydrology beyond the immediate Project construction boundaries. 

Comment No. 16-7 

Playa del Rey (Culver area) is a high density zone. The area can not support more density and more 
expectations of City services sh as water, sewer, Police and Fire Do not let this strain on our 
community!! ! ! ! 

Response to Comment No. 16-7 

Regarding the utility resources that would be used by the Project, refer to pages IV -I48 through IV -I60 of 
the supplement to the MND. As discussed there, with implementation of Mitigation Measures XVII-1 0, 
XVII-20, XVII-30, XVII-40, XVII-60, XVII-80, XVII-90, and XVII-I 00, Project impacts related to 
public utilities resources would be less than significant. 

Regarding public services that would be used by the Project, refer to pages IV-106 through IV-I IS of the 
supplement to the MND. As discussed there, with implementation of Mitigation Measures XIV -10, XIV-
20, XIV -30, XIV -60, XIV -70, and XIV -80, Project impacts related to public services would be less than 
significant. 

Comment No. 16-8 

There are Air Quality issues that will destroy this tranquil area. Noise will be awful. They must abide by 
the City rules. 

Response to Comment No. 16-8 

Project impacts related to air quality are discussed on pages IV -8 through IV -I7 of the supplement to the 
MND. With implementation of Mitigation Measure III-I 0, the Project would not result in any significant 
impacts related to air quality. 

Project impacts related to noise are discussed on pages IV -9I through IV -102. With implementation of 
Mitigation Measures XII-20, XII-40, XI-II-60, XII-170, and XII-230, the Project would not result in any 
significant impacts related to noise. 

Comment No. 16-9 

Geological issues abound. The hill properties and those here in the Jungle appear on City Earthquake 
Maps. This project could trigger in,on or offsite Landslides. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 16-9 

The comment asserts without any evidence that the Project would trigger an off-site landslide. However, 

the comment does not provide facts, reasonable assumptions based on facts, or expert opinion supported 

by facts in support of this assertion. Therefore, pursuant to Section 15204( c) of the CEQA Guidelines, no 

further response to the comment is required. Notwithstanding the above, as discussed on pages IV-35 and 

IV -36, the development of the Project would not expose people or structures to potential substantial 

adverse effects, including the risk ofloss, injury, or death involving landslides. 

Comment No. 16-10 

Night work is not an option. Parking for the Legado project must be provided off site and not in our 

community which has so very little parking NOW. The Parking Strip that runs adjacent Vista del Mar tro 

the west and southerly from Montreal to Surf Alley is parking for beach goers during and resident at night 

The parking provides Public Access to the Beach. An EIR is mandatory for any Project of this 

magnitude. 

Response to Comment No. 16-10 

The construction of the Project would take place during the hours and conditions specified in the 

Municipal Code. 

Regarding parking, refer to Master Response 3: Parking. 

As described in Response to Comment 16-1, because all significant impacts of the Project can be reduced 

to less-than-significant levels with implementation of mitigation measures, preparation of an EIR is not 

required for the Project. 

Comment No. 16-11 

The City has you to evaluate our needs over those of a Private developer whose aim is money and not the 

maintenance of Our Quality of Life. 

Response to Comment No. 16-ll 

This comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in 

identifYing and analyzing the environmental impacts of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these 

impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision

making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No. 16-12 

PS remember that my letter represents those who are unable to take the time to write or lack the skills to 

say, There Must be an EIR and community input. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to CommetJt No. 16-12 

Refer to Response to Comment 16-1 for discussion regarding the lack of need for an EIR. 

Comment No. 16-13 

Lastly, Legado could do a real service to our community by abandoning the project completely and 
rebuilding the Jakes Restaurant and parking to service the restaurant. 

Response to Comment No. 16-13 

The comment recommends rebuilding the Jakes Restaurant, but the comment does not state a specific 
concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the 
environmental impacts of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment 
is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and 
consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 17 PASTOR 

From: Dara Pastor <g!raelan!!_@gmai)_,~QJ1l> 
Date: Fri, Sep 12, 2014 at I 0:02 PM 
Subject: Community impact Legado project 
To: "Jygg~,~mi!h@l~9ity,grg" <lypg~,~mith@i~f.!!Y,Q!g>, ~~~~yJp,jQp~~@J~9\!y ,grg" 
<~~yjp.jon~~@l~9!!Y.,Qfg>, "jon.foren.:.1.an@l~f! .org" <jon.foreman@J~9!!Y,grg>, 
"@.r!onc .. l.!!!_Y~Iette@luci1,y,,Qrg" <gf~,rlene . nuvurette@1~.<2!!:>.::.org> 
Cc: "Tricia.keane@lacity.org" <Tricia.keane@lacity.org>, "Fred.Sutton@lacity.org" 
<Fred.Sutton@lacity.org>, "mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, 
"chankael@aol .com" <cbankael@aol.com> 

Hello, 

This is in a Tsunami zone the area floods frequently and a 2 story subterranean garage will be 
flooded every other year. Why was there no study of the 1.8 million gallons of water they will 
need to pump out of the ground and into the Santa Monica Bay daily in order to dewater for their 
2 story subterranean garage. A building extending out onto Culver will cause accidents as people 
make left turns onto Culver from Vista Del Mar and their line of sight is blocked. We have no 
extra parking, not a space and this building will add overflow. The alley should be turned into a 
dog park, after all it's public land. I'm for something on this lot, just not something like this. Out 
of character for the neighborhood, too high, too dense, etc. 
Please think twice about this project. We love Playa del Rey and want to see it prosper both for its 
residents and business owners. 

Thank you, 
Dara Pastor 

17-1 
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LETTERN0.17- PASTOR 

Dara Pastor 

Comment No. 17-1 

This is in a Tsunami zone the area floods frequently and a 2 story subterranean garage will be flooded 
every other year. Why was there no study of the 1.8 million gallons of water they will need to pump out 
of the ground and into the Santa Monica Bay daily in order to dewater for their 2 story subterranean 
garage. A building extending out onto Culver will cause accidents as people make left turns onto Culver 
from Vista Del Mar and their line of sight is blocked. We have no extra parking, not a space and this 
building will add overflow. The alley should be turned into a dog park, after all it's public land. I'm for 
something on this lot, just not something like this. Out of character for the neighborhood, too high, too 
dense, etc. 

Please think twice about this project. We love Playa del Rey and want to see it prosper both for its 
residents and business owners. 

Response to Comment No. 17-1 

Regarding the Project site's location in a tsunami zone, refer to page 44 of the IS/MND that states the 
Project site is located within a tsunami inundation zone, and with implementation of Mitigation Measure 
IX-120, impacts related to potential tsunami inundation would be less than significant. 

Refer to Master Response 1: Dewatering for a discussion of the temporary, construction-related 
dewatering associated with the Project and the potential effects of that dewatering. 

Please see Response to Comment No. 27-2 which provides a discussion and figure depicting how the 
Project would not interfere with the line of sight for vehicles on the streets immediately surrounding the 
Project site. 

As discussed in Master Response 3: Parking, the Project would provide parking that substantially exceeds 
the minimum requirement of the Municipal Code and which would be available to the public. 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character for a discussion of the impacts of the Project on the 
character of the Project Site vicinity. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 18 PHILLIPPEE 

From: <lfreemanp@aol.com> 
Date: Mon, Sep 15, 2014 at 9:42AM 
Subject: 138 Culver Blvd Case 
To: keyjJ.:!jQ_IIt:!~@J.aci.ty_, Qig, lyl}g~§.mith@Jac i .or , iQQ..fqreman laci. _,Q~, 
dar_ISl_Q_e.n(i_Y.;!f.~tte@_\~9.iJy,,9J_g, Ir.\.9..i..~ .. kea_!le@luc ity .org, fr.~f!.:§.!!.nQ.!!@!qci . O!g, 
mike.bonnin@ lacity.org 
Cc: chankael@aol.com 

Re: 138 Culver Blvd Cases: TT-70786, ZA=2014-2220-CSP. Env-2012-3536-EAF and DIR 
2012-3537-0B-SPR-MEL 

Please do not approve this project "as is". The scale of this building to too large for the space it I 
18

_
1 is being built upon. A less dense building would fit the community much better. ___j 

There is already serve traffic congestion in the area, and a shortage of parking. This project will J 
only add to the problems. The project is adding 72 apartments, and retail space. It is planning 
underground parking, but not enough to support all of the residents, employees and visitors. 

I agree that the owners should be able to build on their property, but the scale of the building does 
not fit the community. It would block views of many residents, take away limited parking areas 
on Culver, and increase the traffic flow and make it more dangerous for those traveling by 
bicycles to get to the beach bike path. The traffic mitigation presented at one of the community 
meetings suggested diverting traffic up Pershing by adding a second left tum lane. This would 
not be used by the residents of the project so I do not see how it would help the Culver Blvd 
traffic that would be increased by the new residents and retail shops. 

18-2 

18-3 

Please help! We are saying no to deve~opment, but asking that the development is scaled down. ~ 18-4 

Roy & Linda Phillippe 
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LETTER NO. 18 - PHILLIPPE 

Roy and Linda Phillippe 

Comment No. 18-1 

Please do not approve this project "as is". The scale of this building to too large for the space it is being 

built upon. A less dense building would fit the community much better. 

Response to Comment No. 18-l 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character, for a discussion of the Project's size and relationship to 

other nearby uses. 

Comment No. 18-2 

There is already serve traffic congestion in the area, and a shortage of parking. This project will only add 

to the problems. The project is adding 72 apartments, and retail space. It is planning underground parking, 
but not enough to support all of the residents, employees and visitors. 

Response to Comment No. 18-2 

As discussed in Master Response 4: Traffic, the traffic impact analysis prepared for the Project and 

approved by LADOT concluded that the Project's impact would be less than significant. 

As discussed in Master Response 3: Parking, the Project would provide parking that substantially exceeds 

the minimum required in the Municipal Code and which would be available to the Public. 

Comment No. 18-3 

I agree that the owners should be able to build on their property, but the scale of the building does not fit 

the community. It would block views of many residents, take away limited parking areas on Culver, and 

increase the traffic flow and make it more dangerous for those traveling by bicycles to get to the beach 

bike path. The traffic mitigation presented at one of the community meetings suggested diverting traffic 

up Pershing by adding a second left turn lane. This would not be used by the residents of the project so I 

do not see how it would help the Culver Blvd traffic that would be increased by the new residents and 

retail shops. 

Response to Comment No. 18-3 

Regarding the Project's "fit" with the community, refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character. 

Regarding the Project blocking views, the MND acknowledges that the Project would partially obstruct 

the limited available views from the segment of Vista Del Mar that fronts the Project site. In addition, 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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ocean views from Montreal Street would be partially obstructed, but ocean views over the proposed 

structure would remain available (see Figure IV -1, Line of Sight, provided as part of the supplement to 

the MND). However, as discussed on page IV -1 of the supplement to the MND, views from private 

prope1ty are not subject to protection. Futther, the Project would include improvements such as outdoor 

seating along Culver Boulevard and Trolley Place that would increase opportunities for viewing along 

sidewalks associated with these roadways. Therefore, the MND determined that the Project would result 

in a less-than-significant impact with respect to views. 

As described in Master Response 3: Parking, the Project would provide parking that substantially exceeds 

the minimum required by the Municipal Code and that would be available to the public. 

As discussed in Master Response 4: Traffic, and the supplement to the MND, the MND determined the 

Project would not result in significant impacts related traffic hazards, and the supplemental study 

determined that no impacts related to lines of sight would occur. Regarding the mitigation measure 

described in the comment, in response to consultation with the public and with the Planning and Land 

Use Committee of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Neighborhood Council, and prior to the publication of 

the MND, the Project was reduced and use restrictions imposed (no market uses) to reduce Project-related 

traffic and avoid a significant impact to the intersection of Culver Boulevard and Nicholson Drive. 

Consequently, the additional turning lanes at that intersection are not proposed or required by the MND. 

Comment No. 18-4 

Please help! We are saying no to development, but asking that the development is scaled down. 

Response to Comment No. 18-4 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character, for discussion of the relationship of the Project to its 

surroundings. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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From: Reyes, Maria <maria.reyes@emc.c9m> 
Date: Tue, Sep 16,2014 at 12:13 PM 

Comment Letter No. 19 REYES 

Subject: 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-
2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 
To: "lynda.smith@lncity.org" <lynda.smith@lacity.org>, "kcvin.jones@lacity.org" 
<kevin.jones@lacity.org>, "jon.forernan@lacity.org" <jon.foreman@lacity.org>, 
"darlene.navarett @lacity.org" <darlene.navarette@lacity.org> 
Cc: "fre_(!,~uttQ.g@!~9!Y..,org" <fred,§..J:l.tton@lacity.org>, "Tr.i£!a.ke~ne@l~l!y,QI&" 
<Tricia.keane@lacity.org>, "mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacitv.org>, "chankael@aol .com" 
<chan~~~l@!Q),com> 

City Planning Officials, 

On behalf of my family and the citizens of PdR, I would like you to be aware of our significant concerns 
with the Legado Projects planned around our neighborhood. 

There are several reasons why the Legado Co. should not be granted permits without an EIR. We are 
aware of3 separate projects and that they are currently only focusing on the one, Jakes lot project. We 
are well aware there are more than just that one project, however that one project standing alone will have 
a very negative impact to the community. There will be an overwhelming traffic and parking impact for 19-1 
the one vs. all three to our tiny community. This area cannot absorb the number of apartments, parking 
and additional services needed to support these projects. In addition they are going to be building 
underground parking where there are known issues with underground gas. We are in a Tsunami warning 
area that is known to flood. Playa del Rey (Culver area) is a high density zone. An EIR should be 
required and a review to evaluate our needs over those of a Private developer who will have a grave 
impact to our Quality of Life. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Reyes, Vice Presedinet 

West Beach Playa del Rey Property Owners Association 
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LETTER NO. 19 

Maria Reyes 

Comment No. 19-1 

On behalf of my family and the citizens of PdR, I would like you to be aware of our significant concerns 

with the Legado Projects planned around our neighborhood. There are several reasons why the Legado 

Co. should not be granted permits without an EIR. We are aware of 3 separate projects and that they are 

currently only focusing on the one, Jakes lot project. We are well aware there are more than just that one 

project, however that one project standing alone will have a very negative impact to the community. 

There will be an overwhelming traffic and parking impact for the one vs. all three to our tiny community. 

This area cannot absorb the number of apartments, parking and additional services needed to support 

these projects. In addition they are going to be building underground parking where there are known 

issues with underground gas. We are in a Tsunami warning area that is known to flood. Playa del Rey 

(Culver area) is a high density zone. An EIR should be required and a review to evaluate our needs over 

those of a Private developer who will have a grave impact to our Quality of Life. 

Response to Commen t No. 19-1 

As discussed in Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative Development, development on 138 

Culver, 200 Culver, and 220 Culver is unrelated except by ownership, and development on each parcel 

constitutes a separate project under CEQA. Moreover, development on 200 and 220 Culver is uncertain 

and speculative. 

As discussed in Master Response 4: Traffic, the Project will not cause a significant traffic impact, and as 

discussed in Master Response 3: Parking, the Project would provide substantially more parking than is 

required by the Municipal Code. 

Regarding "underground gas," pages IV-58, IV-60, and IV-61 of the supplement to the MND disclose 

that the Project site is located in a methane zone and through compliance with standard design 

requirements, no significant impacts related to methane gas would occur. 

Regarding the Project site's location in a tsunami zone, page IV-73 of the supplement to the MND states 

that the Project site is located within a tsunami inundation zone, and with implementation of Mitigation 

Measure IX-120, impacts relateu tu potential tsunami iuuuuatiuu wuulu be less limn signifil:ant. 

Regarding preparation of an EIR, as described in Response to Comment No. 16-1, because all significant 

impacts ofthe Project can be reduced to less than significant with implementation of mitigation measures, 

preparation of an EIR is not required for the Project. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 20 ROSS 

From: <Cigardenia@aol.com> Date: Mon, Sep 15,2014 at 12:58 PM Subject: 138 Culver 
Boulevard Playa del Rey/Legado Development To: darlene.navarete@ lacity.org Cc: 
kevin.jones@Jacity.org, jon.forema:n@ lacity. org, h:nda.smith@lacity.org, tricin.keane@lucity.org, 
fred.sutton@ lacit:y.org, rnike.bonin@ lacity.org, chankael@aol .eom 

138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-
2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

In reference to the above Cases I am submitting as public comment my attached letter and 
supporting documents. Hard copies will be submitted today to the Los Angeles Planning Dept. 

Thank you for your attention to this. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Ross 
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September 14, 2014 

City of Los Angeles Planning Department 
201 N. Figueroa St. #4 
Los Angeles, CA 

Dear Sirs & Madams: 

As a lifelong Playa del Rey resident I am writing to express my 
opposition to the Legado project at 138 Culver Blvd., Playa del Rey, 
as it is currently proposed. 

Without proper environmental review and oversight it is 
unthinkable to even contemplate approval of this project. To assert 
that proper environmental review and oversight has been 
conducted based on the MND the applicant submitted, is for lack of 
a better word a farce. 

The height, the density, the "need" for SB1818 incentives to make 
the project economically feasible, a two story subterranean parking 
structure in a methane mitigation zone with a 5 ft. water table 
where the site also happens to be in a Tsunami zone that also 
happens to be approximately 500ft. from a known toxic PCE/TCE 
contamination site, all the while being a half a block from the beach 
in a coastal zone community that is already extremely parking 
challenged, with the Ballona Wetlands just across the road .... you get 
the idea. 

Add all of this together and it is almost surreal to think that this is a 
real project that a real developer is contemplating building. 
Were it not for the hundreds of thousands of dollars Legado has 
spent lobbying the Westchester Playa Neighborhood Council/Los 
Angeles Planning Department/Los Angeles City Council either 
directly or through their Lobbyist attorney representative I would 
think this was a fake project. 

Although I have not compiled all Legado lobbyist expenditures to 
the above referenced public bodies I do have per public records, the 
3rd and 4th quarter 2013 Legado lobbyist expenditures for 138 
Culver Blvd. 

J 20-1 

20-2 

20-3 

20-4 
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Q~:~art Firm 
Client 

Client Client Last Case ltemofMun City· Agencies Project l9tal Y:ear Fi~st er Name 
Name 

Middle Name Number Leg Lobbied Amount Am0unt 

City Council 
(incl. Districts 

Entitlements and 
Jeffer for 
Mangels project/138 
Butler & Culver, 
Mitchell Legado Playa del 

3 2013 LLP Companies Rey 

Jeffer 
Mangels 
Butler & 
Mitchell Legado 

4 2013 LLP Companies 

To further put into perspective the lack of environmental 
investigation and oversight conducted for this project I refer to the 
project that the same developer Legado has pending in the City of 
Redondo Beach. 

In this case the MND was prepared by the City of Redondo Beach. 
It is complete and thorough. 

It contains: 
Initial Study and Draft MND (114 pages) 
Appendix A: Site Plans & Elevations (10 pages) 
Appendix B: Visual Impact Study (76 pages) 
Appendix C: Lighting Plan (7 pages) 
Appendix D: Air Quality and GHG Modeling (120 pages) 
Appendix E: Noise Measurements (22 pages) 
Appendix F: Traffic Impact Analysis (2 9 3 pages) 
Appendix G: Geotechnical Engineering Study (87 pages) 
Appendix H: Low Impact Hydrology Analysis (45 pages) 

For your reference below is a link to the City of Redondo Beach's 
public website where the MND is available for viewing. I have also 
attached a CD of the MND which is submitted with this letter to the 
Planning Department in hard copy. 

http: I lwww.redondo.orglnews I displaynews.asp ?N ewsiD= 2 3 57 &T 
argetiD=13 

Committees); 
Building and 
Safety; 
Planning, 
City 

City Council 
(incl. Districts 
and 
Committees); 
Planning, 
City 

19031.15 

127843.65 

20-4 
(Cont.) 

20-5 

20-6 
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Even a brief peruse and comparison of the MND'S for the two 
projects reveals the glaring difference between doing it the right 
way and filling a file with confusing and irrelevant information 
while attempting to obfuscate "in plain sight" what is really wrong 
with this project. 

The community is aware that Legado is requesting that the city 
vacate 10ft. ofland on the south side of Culver Blvd. from Vista Del 
Mar to Trolleyway and an additional 5 ft. of land on the east side of 
Pacific Ave. from Culver Blvd. to Vista Del Mar. All for the benefit of 
enlarging the Legado footprint and denying the public use of that 
land for better and higher purposes such as desperately needed 
parking. 

To address the community's need for additional parking and public 
uses for Culver Blvd. and Pacific Ave. a survey was conducted. Over 
75 surveys were gathered on September 6, 2014 at the 37th annual 
Jungle Clean Up and approximately 5 additional surveys were 
gathered the following week 

The survey is called Public Purposes of Culver Blvd. and Public 
Purposes of Pacific Ave. A copy of the survey is attached to this 
letter and a hard copy is submitted to the Planning Department. 

The survey yielded the following results: 

Public Purpose of Culver Blvd. 
The first preferred use was for marked separate bike lanes with 
head in parking ranked slightly behind. A pedestrian friendly mall 
feature was third for preferred use, curb and center aisle parking 
was next with Metro Bus staging coming in fifth. Giving city 
property to Legado was overwhelmingly last with most responses 
being "NO". Under other, dog park was the preferred use. 

Public Purpose of Pacific Ave. 
The first preferred use was Legal head in parking with Metro bus 
staging being second and giving city property to Legado was 
overwhelmingly last with most responses being "NO". 

An additional use for the Public Properties that the city may wish to 
contemplate would be a dog park There is nowhere in Playa del 
Rey, with the exception of private facilities for our four legged 
family members to play and socialize. Vista Del Mar Alley would be 
an ideal location for a dog park The dog community in Playa del Rey 
is greatly underserved. 

20-7 

20-8 

20-9 
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There have been numerous public vocal references by members of 
the Westchester /Playa Neighborhood Council to "other buildings" 
in Playa del Rey having similar or higher heights than the proposed 
Legado building. I have yet to find any such building. I would like to 
point out the building at 6690 Vista Del Mar (photo hard copy 
submitted to Planning Department), which is optically one of the 
highest buildings in the lower part of Playa del Rey directly behind 
the commercial zone. Per the building permit issued by Building & 
Safety (hard copy submitted to Planning Department), the permit 
for this building is 45 ft issued September 14, 1973. Other 
properties which may have similar heights are located at 6934 
Trolleyway and 6824 Esplanade. Both of these buildings were built 
prior to the enactment of the Coastal Act and prior to the Del Rey 
Lagoon Local Coastal Program, Specific Plan Approved 1982. Since 
1982 the city of Los Angeles Planning Department and the 
California Coastal Commission have subsequently and consistently 
deferred to this for purposes of height. 

In the authorizing resolution, the City Counsel instructed planning 
to do the following: 

"2. That the City Attorney be instructed to prepare the necessary 
Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan in final ordinance form . (In no way 
does the action by the City constitute tacit agreement or 
resolution in any form of the public trust issue in the Del Rey 
Lagoon area." 

"6. That the Council adopted LCP BE RESUBMITIED to the Coastal 
Commission with a written explanation for the resubmittal at 
such time that the public trust issue is resolved." 

"7. That the City Counsel approves in concept the Del Rey Lagoon 
Specific Plan and instructs that this Specific Plan be used in any 
discretionary review process pending adoption oft he final 
ordinance." 

Planning is operating under a ZI which applies this plan to all 
discretionary reviews. 

Please note that ALL of these buildings were permitted prior the 
enactment of the Coastal Act and the above referenced Del Rey 
Lagoon Specific Plan. 

20-10 
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The sheer height of the proposed building, 56 ft. has alarmed the 
community. The developer Legado has shown absolutely no 
willingness to work with the community to present a reasonable, 
respectful and most relevantly, a responsible project. 

It is incumbent upon the city to do their due diligence and require 
the developer Legado to perform a full and complete EIR prior to 
any consideration on the city's behalf for the property located at 
138 Culver Blvd. and any and all additional projects in Playa del Rey 
that the developer Legado has publicly stated to the community that 
they intend to develop. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Julie Ross 
419 Redlands St. 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

20-12 

20-13 
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Public Purposes of Culver Boulevard 

(Why Give Legado Part of Culver When We Can Use It to Make a Great Steet?) 

Mayor Garcetti's first executive proclamation was the Great Streets initiative. The 
program recognizes that the City's streets are its largest public space asset and drive the economic and 
social vibrancy of our neighborhoods. Great Streets support great neighborhoods. The logical extension 
of this idea is that there is no such thing as an over wide right of way. There are only right of ways which 
have not been used to their maximum potential as public space, parking, vehicle lanes and bicycling. 

Nonetheless, City Planning proposes to give Legado 10 feet of Culver Boulevard to facilitate 
building a 56 foot, 72 apartment unit building, with 14,500 square feet of commercial space and a two 
story subterranean garage on Jakes Lot (138 Culver) . The owner of the other side of the street would 
also get 10 feet so the community would lose 20 feet of width on Culver Boulevard. 

In order to allow this the City must find that there is no current or future public use of the 
existing 80 foot width of Culver Boulevard. So we are asking you, the public to whom Culver Boulevard 
was dedicated, what you would like the width of the road used for. Some ideas: marked separate bike 
lanes, head in parking, parking in a center aisle and bike lanes, a pedestrian friendly mall like street 
feature similar to what the City is proposing for Grand Street and other areas designated to be 
pedestrian friendly, Metro staging or something else. The options are not necessarily mutually exclusive 
given the 80 foot width . We have some pictures of the various design features which could be possible. 

Once the City gives the 20 feet away, our options for future community serving uses of Culver 
are forever limited. 

Please rank the options below in order of preference. Your favorite should get a 1, your second 
favorite a 2 and so on. You are free to simply write no in response to an option you don't want. 

____ Marked separate bike lanes 

____ Head in parking 

____ Parking at the curbs and in a center aisle 

____ A pedestrian friendly mall feature 

____ Metro Bus staging 

____ The Legado Building 

Other: ________ _______________________ _ 

Name: _________ _____ _ 

E-mail Address :------------

Address: --------------

Signature:--------------
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Public Purposes of Pacific 

(Why Give Legado Part of Pacific When We Can Use It to Make a Great Street?) 

Mayor Garcetti's first executive proclamation was the Great Streets initiative. The program 
recognizes that the City's streets are its largest public space asset and reflect and drive the economic 
and social vibrancy of our neighborhoods. Great streets support great neighborhoods. The logical 
extension of this idea is that there is no such thing as an over wide right of way. There are only right of 
ways which have not been used to their maximum potential as public space, parking, vehicle lanes and 
bicycling. 

The City proposes to give Legado 5 feet of Pacific to facilitate building a 56 foot, 72 apartment 

unit building, with 14,500 square feet of commercial space and a two story subterranean garage on 

Jakes Lot (138 Culver). The owner of the other side of the street would also get 5 feet so the 

community would lose 10 feet of width on Pacific. 

In order to allow this the City must find that there is no current or future public use of the 

existing width of Pacific. So we are asking you, the public and fee simple owners of most if not all of 

Pacific, what you would like the width of Pacific used for. One idea is to establish head in parking on 

both sides or one side legally consistent with City street design guidelines. Once the City gives the 10 

feet away, our options for future community serving uses of Pacific are forever limited. 

Please rank the options below in order of preference. Your favorite should get a 1, your second 

favorite a 2 and so on. You are free to simply write no in response to an option you don't want. 

____ Legal head in parking 

____ Metro Bus staging 

____ The Legado Building 

Other: __________________________________________ ___ 

Name: ____________________________ __ 

E-mail Address : -----------------------

Address : - -------------------------

Signature: _________________________ _ 
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Why not a bicycle lane, parking, traffic each way and a center lane with a wide sidewalk and park like 
public space landscape feature? 

86~ RO.W, 56' Ro~dWa¥ {Typical) 

Complete Street 

(JI] Bicycle lane and Curbside parking 

Why not head in parking, wide sidewalks, park like areas installed for seating and two lines of traffic 
and a center lane? 
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LETTER NO. 20 - ROSS 

Julie Ross 

419 Redlands St. 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 20-1 

As a lifelong Playa del Rey resident I am writing to express my opposition to the Legado project at 138 

Culver Blvd., Playa del Rey, as it is currently proposed. 

Response to Comment No. 20-1 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 

question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 

of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 

record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No. 20-2 

Without proper environmental review and oversight it is unthinkable to even contemplate approval of this 

project. To assert that proper environmental review and oversight has been conducted based on the MND 

the applicant submitted, is for lack of a better word a farce. 

Response to Comment No. 20-2 

The comment asserts that the proper environmental review has not been conducted for the Project. 

Responses to specific concerns are provided in subsequent comments below. 

Comment No. 20-3 

The height, the density, the "need" for SB1818 incentives to make the project economically feasible, a 

two story subterranean parking structure in a methane mitigation zone with a 5 ft. water table where the 

site also happens to be in a Tsunami zone that also happens to be approximately 500 ft. from a known 

toxic PCE/TCE contamination site, all the while being a half a block from the beach in a coastal zone 

community that is already extremely parking challenged, with the Ballona Wetlands just across the 

road .... you get the idea. 

Response to Comment No. 20-3 

Regarding the Project's height and density, please see Master Response 5: Visual Character. 

Regarding the "need" for Density Bonus incentives and their applicability, refer to Response to Comment 

No. 4-7. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 

Page 20-1 
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Regarding the Project's location in a methane zone, please see Response to Comment No. 19-1. 

Regarding the Project's location in a tsunami zone, please see Response to Comment No. 17-1 . 

Regarding the water table and PCE contamination, please see Master Response 1 : Dewatering. 

Regarding parking, please see Master Response 3: Parking. 

Regarding impacts to the Ballona wetlands, please see Response to Comment No. 1-1 and also Master 
Response 1: Dewatering. 

Comment No. 20-4 

Add all of this together and it is almost surreal to think that this is a real project that a real developer is 
contemplating building. Were it not for the hundreds of thousands of dollars Legado has spent lobbying 
the Westchester Playa Neighborhood Council/Los Angeles Planning Department/Los Angeles City 
Council either directly or through their Lobbyist attorney representative I would think this was a fake 
project. Although I have not compiled all Legado lobbyist expenditures to the above referenced public 
bodies I do have per public records, the 3rd and 4th quarter 2013 Legado lobbyist expenditures for 138 
Culver Blvd. 

Quart Firm 
Client 

Client Client Last case lteln of Mun' City Agencies Project Total Year First 
er Name 

Name 
Middle Name Number Leg Lobbied Amount Amount 

City Council 
(incl. Districts 

Entitlements and 
Jeffer for Committees); 
Mangels project/138 Building and 
Butler& Culver, Safety; 
Mitchell Legado Playa del Planning, 

3 2013 LLP Companies Rey City 19031.15 
City Council 

Jef'fer (Incl. Districts 
Mangels and 
Butler& Committees); 
Mitchell Legado Planning, 

4 2013 LLP Companies City 127843.65 

Re ponse to Comment No. 20-4 

This comment includes a list of lobbyists, but the comment does not state a specific concern or question 
regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts of the 
Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 20-5 

To further put into perspective the lack of environmental investigation and oversight conducted for this 

project I refer to the project that the same developer Legado has pending in the City of Redondo Beach. 

It contains: 

Initial Study and Draft MND (114 pages) 

Appendix A: Site Plans & Elevations (1 0 pages) 

Appendix B: Visual Impact Study (76 pages) 

Appendix C: Lighting Plan (7 pages) 

Appendix D: Air Quality and GHG Modeling (120 pages) 

Appendix E: Noise Measurements (22 pages) 

Appendix F: Trafic Impact Analysis (293 pages) 

Appendix G: Geotechnical Engineering Study (87 pages) 

Appendix H: Low Impact Hydrology Analysis (45 pages) 

For your reference below is a link to the City of Redondo Beach's public website where the MND is 

available for viewing. I have also attached a CD of the MND which is submitted with this letter to the 

Planning Department in hard copy. 

http://www .redondo.org/news/ displaynews.asp?NewsiD=23 57 & TargetiD= 13 

Response to Comment No. 20-5 

The comment references a MND prepared for a project in the City of Redondo Beach, but the comment 

does not state a specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifYing and 

analyzing the environmental impacts of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, 

the comment is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for 

their review and consideration. 

The comment mentions that the text of the Initial Study and MND for the Redondo Beach project is 114 

pages. Although page counts are not necessarily meaningful, the environmental impact analysis section of 

the supplemental Initial Study prepared for the Project is 167 pages, not including technical reports. In 

addition to the text of the MND prepared for the Project, the following technical reports were prepared for 

and have been incorporated into the MND prepared for this Project or provided in the supplement to the 

MND: 

• Line of Sight Study 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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• Air Quality and GHG Modeling 

• Biological Resource Assessment 

• Historic Resource Report 

• Geotechnical Investigation 

• Phase I Environmental Site Assessment 

• Soil Vapor Survey Report 

• Survey of Asbestos-Containing Materials 

• Certificate of Completion and Non-Hazardous Waste Manifest, Asbestos Abatement 

• Suspect Lead-Based Paint Investigation Report 

• Noise Modeling 

• Traffic Impact Analysis Report 

• Supplemental Traffic Impact Analyses 

ln addition to the technical information listed above, site plans and elevations were referenced in the 
MND and supplemental Initial Study, and were available for public review at the Planning Department. 

Comment No. 20-6 

Even a brief peruse and comparison of the MND'S for the two projects reveals the glaring difference 
between doing it the right way and filling with confusing and irrelevant information while attempting to 
obfuscate "in plain sight" what is really wrong with this project. 

Response to Comment No. 20-6 

The comment asserts the MND includes "confusing and irrelevant" information, but does not specify 
which information is considered so. Contrary to the comment, the MND was circulated by and reflects the 
independent judgment of the City and, as stated in Response to Comment No. 20-5, included appropriate 
technical studies to substantiate its conclusions. Further, supplemental information to the MND is 
included with these responses to comments. The City disagrees with the comment and believes the MND 
represents a good-faith effort to evaluate the potential environmental effects of the Project. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 20-7 

The community is aware that Legado is requesting that the city vacate 10 ft. of land on the south side of 

Culver Blvd. from Vista Del Mar to Trolleyway and an additional 5 ft. of land on the east side of Pacific 

Ave. from Culver Blvd. to Vista Del Mar. All for the bent of enlarging the Legado footprint and denying 

the public use of that land for better and higher purposes such as desperately needed parking. 

Response to Comment No. 20-7 

As described in Response to Comment No. 4-6, although as noted in the comment the Project includes a 

request for vacation of existing right-of-way and an alley on the Project Site, the dedications to provide 

additional right-of-way for Vista Del Mar substantially exceed the requested vacations, and the post

dedication and post-vacation Project Site area is reduced by nearly 25 percent from the pre-dedication and 

pre-vacation lot area. 

As described in the same Response to Comment, the purposes of the alley, as provided in the Municipal 

Code, is providing secondary access to commercial properties, and this secondary access will become 

unnecessary with development of the Project. Moreover, parking in the alley is illegal under the 

Municipal Code. However, notwithstanding the illegality of alley parking, the Project would provide 

substantially greater parking than required under the Municipal Code, and that parking would be available 

for public use. Further, the dedication and improvement of Vista Del Mar would still allow street parking, 

and would in fact provide sufficient room for diagonal, head-in parking, at the discretion of LADOT and 

the Bureau of Engineering. 

Comment No. 20-8 

To address the community's need for additional parking and public uses for Culver Blvd. and Pave. a 
survey was conducted. Over 75 surveys were gathered on September 6, 2014 at the 37th annual Jungle 

Clean Up and approximately 5 additional surveys were gathered the following week. 

The survey is called Public Purposes of Culver Blvd. and Public Purposes of Pacific Ave. A copy of the 

survey is attached to this letter and a hard copy is submitted to the Planning Department. 

The survey yielded the following results: 

Public Purpose of Culver Blvd. 

The first preferred use was for marked separate bike lanes with head in parking ranked slightly behind. A 

pedestrian friendly mall feature was third for preferred use, curb and center aisle parking was next with 

Metro Bus staging coming in ifth. Giving city property to Legado was overwhelmingly last with most 

responses being "NO". Under other, dog park was the preferred use. 

Public Purpose of Pacific Ave. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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The first preferred use was Legal head in parking with Metro bus staging being second and giving city 
property to Legado was overwhelmingly last with most responses being "NO". 

An additional use for the Public Properties that the city may wish to contemplate would be a dog park. 
There is nowhere in Playa del Rey, with the exception of private facilities for our four legged family 
members to play and socialize. Vista Del Mar Alley would be an ideal location for a dog park. The dog 
community in Playa del Rey is greatly underserved. 

Response to Comment No. 20-8 

The comment references a survey regarding parking and public use for Culver Boulevard. It is 
acknowledged that this survey has been submitted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision
making bodies for their review and consideration. 

In addition, please see Master Response 3: Parking and Response to Comment 4-6 As described in those 
responses, the Project would provide parking that substantially exceeds Municipal Code requirements and 
that exceeds any loss of parking in the alley. 

Comment No. 20-9 

There have been numerous public vocal references by members of the Westchester/Playa Neighborhood 
Council to "other buildings" in Playa del Rey having similar or higher heights than the proposed Legado 
building. I have yet to find any such building. I would like to point out the building at 6690 Vista Del Mar 
(photo hard copy submitted to Planning Department), which is optically one of the highest buildings in 
the lower part of Playa del Rey directly behind the commercial zone. Per the building permit issued by 
Building & Safety (hard copy submitted to Planning Department), the permit for this building is 45 ft 
issued September 14, 1973. Other properties which may have similar heights are located at 6934 
Trolleyway and 6824 Esplanade. Both of these buildings were built prior to the enactment of the Coastal 
Act and prior to the Del Rey Lagoon Local Coastal Program, Specific Plan Approved 1982. Since 1982 
the city of Los Angeles Planning Department and the California Coastal Commission have subsequently 
and consistently deferred to this for purposes of height. 

In the authorizing resolution, the City Counsel instructed planning to do the following: 

"2. That the City Attorney be instructed to prepare the necessary does the action by the City constitute 
tacit agreement or resolution in any form of the public trust issue in the Del Rey Lagoon area." 

"6. That the Council adopted LCP BE RESUBMITTED to the Coastal Commission with a written 
explanation for the resubmittal at such time that the public trust issue is resolved." 

"7. That the City Counsel approves in concept the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan and instructs that this 
Specific Plan be used in any discretionary review process pending adoption of the final ordinance". 

Planning is operating under a ZI which applies this plan to all discretionary reviews. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Please note that ALL of these buildings were permitted prior the enactment of the Coastal Act and the 

above referenced Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. 

Response to Comment No. 20-9 

As described in Master Response 6: Applicability of the Los Angeles County Regional Interpretive 

Guidelines and Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan to the Project, the Project complies with the City's 

interpretation and application of these documents to development in the Playa Del Rey area. 

Comment No. 20-10 

The sheer height of the proposed building, 56 ft. has alarmed the community. The developer Legado has 

shown absolutely no willingness to work with the community to present a reasonable, respectful and most 

relevantly, a responsible project. 

Response to Comment No. 20-lO 

Regarding the height of the Project, please see Master Response 5: Visual Character. 

Comment No. 20-11 

It is incumbent upon the city to do their due diligence and require the developer Legado to perform a full 

and complete EIR prior to any consideration on the city's behalf for the property located at 138 Culver 

Blvd. and any and all additional projects in Playa del Rey that the developer Legado has publicly stated to 

the community that they intend to develop. 

Response to Comment No. 20-_tJ 

Preparation of an EIR is not necessary, because all significant impacts of the Project can be reduced to 

less than significant with mitigation, preparation of an EIR is not required for the Project. Regarding the 

erroneous claim that the environmental analysis for the Project must also include analyses of uncertain 

and speculative development on 200 and 220 Culver Boulevard, please refer to Master Response 2: 

Piecemealing and Cumulative Development. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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From: <chankael@aol.com> 
Date: Thu, Sep 4, 2014 at 3:42PM 
Subject: 138 Culver Documents Not in Files 
To: beatrice.pacheco@. lacity.org, kevin.jones@lacity.org, Lynda.smith@lacity.org, 
jon, fQT~Ili.~D.@l.~9!Y., Qrn 
Cc: .QQ.~b:Y~i.~.§@ca.rr.com 

Team: 
Based on the response to my public records request, I understand I have receive the whole file 
and all information which will be used to evaluate TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-
3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL. That said, in reviewing the documents, I find 
references to reports which are not included in the documents provided and are important for the 
community to review in order to prepare comments to the Mitigated Negative Declaration 21-1 
("MND") and otherwise participate fully and meaningfully in the upcoming hearings for the 
project. There are also other documents which are integral to the overall project evaluation 
which should exist for the City to make its own evaluations and decisions, which are not in the 
files. 

A brief list of what I know is missing would be as follows: 

1. Any documentation regarding the haul routes. We have a community member who did a 
series of loading and dirt take-off calculations using the haul routes which Legado presented at a 
Neighborhood Council meeting. This resulted in substantially longer construction times than 
Legado was estimating. How long it takes to build is an assumption in the MND noise impacts, 
traffic impacts and air quality impacts and perhaps other calculations. Without the haul routes we 
cannot critique whether or not the impacts, over the course of the construction, are properly stated 
in the MND as not significant. If we don't have the haul routes, we'll use what Legado said at the 21-2 
Neighborhood Council meeting and go from there but if we have haul routes presented to the City, 
we would rather work from there. 

I note that a haul route should have been submitted as part ofthe Tentative Tract Map process 
based on the checklist contained in the Tentative Tract Map file. 1 also note that the export for 
the site reflected on the Coastal Development Permit Application is 29,700 cubic yards. Per the 
application form all projects with more than I 000 cubic yards of expmi are required to complete a 
Haul Route Form. The Haul Route Form is not, however, in the file. 

2. I noted that the Tentative Tract Map checklist also requires the applicant to apply for and 
obtain an official street address of the property from the Street Address Section of the Bureau of 
Engineering. The official street address is indicated on the Subdivider's Statement as 138-142 
Culver Boulevard. The files provided do not include the official street address designation and 
this is critical to determining the allowed FAR. 

3. We have a copy of the Soils Report (or Geotechnical Investigation) issued by Geocon West 
Inc. dated 12/01/2009 which is referenced in the MND. In the tentative tract map file, however, 
there is a Soils Report Approval Letter Inter-Departmental dated March 6, 2013 prepared by Jim 
Tokunaga addressed to Dana Prevost which references a Department Corrections Letter dated 
01/07/2010, Soils Report dated 01/13/2010 by Geocon West, Inc., a Department Approval Letter 
dated 03/22/2010 and an Updated Report dated 01/03/2013. None ofthese documents have been 
provide in the MND and Appendixes made available to the community or are otherwise in the 
files you have provided. The community should have access to the final report and the 

21-3 
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intervening comments to use in assessing the significance of a number of environmental impactj 
discussed in the Geotechnical Report which are deemed not significant or adequately mitigated 21- 4 
by following the recommendations in the Geotechnical Report. (Cont.) 

4. The same Soils Report Approval letter requires compliance with the conditions of the J 
Department Approval Letter dated March 22, 2010 by the letter is not in the file. Again, the 21-5 
adequacy of the conditions and mitigations is at issue in the MND decision. 

5. I note that the last Tract Map provided to the community for review is dated 6/13/2012 and 
does not show the dedication I understand the applicant is being required to make on Vista Del 
Mar by the Bureau of Engineering. My understanding is that the City maintains the dedication is 
required because Vista Del Mar adjacent to the property is classified as a Major Highway, Class 
2. If the road status of Vista Del Mar is being downgraded, such that the dedication is not 21-6 
required or is smaller, the FAR for the project will exceed that allowed on-menu and the approval 
process for the project is completely different. So clarity as to what the road dedications are, and 
the proposed project is, as depicted in the project Tract Map on which the City based the MND is 
essential to the legal compliance element of the CEQA review. 

6. The following documents all describe a project which is not consistent with that described 
in the Master Land Use Application and the MND: 

Site Plan Review Application-still requests approval of a building with 16,000 feet of 
commercial space; 

Affordable Housing Referral Form-still references a project with 16,000 square feet of 
retail; and 

Coastal Development Permit-is the same document submitted with the Master Land Use 
Application in 2012 notwithstanding the project changes. 

Updated information from these documents is essential to the community's ability to participate 
in the decision process including the CEQA legal compliance review. 
At this point, I am requesting immediate access to the documents listed and/or confirmation that 
the documents requested do not exist in the City's files. Please regard this as a public records 
request but given that I am following-up on a request made multiple times, and we are up against 
time constraints for comments, a prompt response is essential. If there is someone else I should 
be contacting to get any of this information, because it is not in your files, please direct me 
promptly. Depending on when the documents are received and their contents, I reserve the right 
to request addition time for the community to comment on the MND. 

Thank you . 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
(310) 985-1581 
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LETTER NO. 21 - SCHWERTFEGER 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 21-1 

March2015 

Team: Based on the response to my public records request, I understand I have receive the whole file and 
all information which will be used to evaluate TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF 
and DIR-20 12-3537-DB-SPR-MEL. That said, in reviewing the documents, 1 tind references to reports 
which are not included in the documents provided and are important for the community to review in order 
to prepare comments to the Mitigated Negative Declaration ("MND") and otherwise participate fully and 
meaningfully in the upcoming hearing for the project. There are also other documents which are integral 
to the overall project evaluation which should exist for the City to make its own evaluations and 
decisions, which are not in the files. 

A brief list ofwhat I know is missing would be as follows: 

1. Any documentation regarding the haul routes. We have a community member who did a series of 
loading and dirt take-off calculations using the haul routes which Legado presented at a Neighborhood 
Council meeting. This resulted in substantially longer construction times than Legado was estimating. 
How long it takes to build is an assumption in the MND noise impacts, traffic impacts and air quality 
impacts and perhaps other calculations. Without the haul routes we cannot critique whether or not the 
impacts, over the course of the construction, arc properly stated in the MND as not significant. If we 
don't have the haul routes, we'll use what Legado said at the Neighborhood Council meeting and go from 
there but if we have haul routes presented to the City, we would rather work from there. 

I note that a haul route should have been submitted as part of the Tentative Tract Map process based on 
the checklist contained in the Tentative Tract Map file. I also note that the export for the site reflected on 
the Coastal Development Permit Application is 29,700 cubic yards. Per the application form all projects 
with more than 1000 cubic yards of export are required to complete a Haul Route Form. The Haul Route 
F orrn is not, however, in the file. 

Re ponse to Comment No. 21-L 

A Truck Haul Route program would be required as part of the City's permitting process. The demolition 
and construction debris and excavated earth that is anticipated would likely be transported to the Rose 
Hills Landfill, located in Pico Rivera. Haul Routes are required to avoid residential streets where possible, 
and routes to and from the Project site are anticipated to include Culver Boulevard and State Route 90 
(Marina Freeway). Further, standard haul route conditions of approval prohibit hauling during peak hours 
for traffic, generally limiting hauling activities from 9:00a.m. to 3:00p.m. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Project impacts related to air quality during construction are discussed on pages 28 and 29 of the MND, 

and on pages IV -9 through IV -12 of the supplemental Initial Study, including modeling of estimated daily 

construction emissions, which includes emissions from demolition and hauling throughout the 

construction period. As demonstrated therein, with implementation of Mitigation Measure III-10, the 

Project would not result in any significant impacts related to air quality during construction. 

Project impacts related to noise during construction are discussed on pages 45 and 46 of the MND, and on 

pages IV-93 through IV-95 of the supplemental Initial Study, including modeling of construction noise 

levels, which includes noise from demolition and hauling throughout the construction period. As 

demonstrated therein, with implementation of Mitigation Measure XII-20, the Project would not result in 

any significant impacts related to noise during construction. 

Finally, Mitigation Measure XVI-1 0 requires the Project Applicant to submit a construction worksite 

traffic control plan to LADOT for review and approval prior to the start of any construction work. The 

submittal and review of this plan would ensure that construction traffic impacts are less than significant. 

Comment No. 21-3 

2. I noted that the Tentative Tract Map checklist also requires the applicant to apply for and obtain an 

official street address of the property from the Street Address Section of the Bureau of Engineering. The 

official street address is indicated on the Subdivider's Statement as 138-142 Culver Boulevard. The files 

provided do not include the official street address designation and this is critical to determining the 

allowed FAR. 

Response to Comment No. 21-3 

The Parcel Map and FAR for the Project is based on the legal description of the Project site and not based 

the street address. The Project Site is located in Height District 1 VL, which permits a floor-area-ratio 

(FAR) of 1.5:1. However, the City's Density Bonus Ordinance, consistent with SB 1818, would allow an 

FAR of up to 3: 1, yielding a maximum allowable floor area of 145,449 square feet. 1 The Project would 

provide a total floor area of 87,292 square feet, yielding an FAR of 1.8, which is less than the maximum 

floor area permitted under the Density Bonus Ordinance. 

Comment No. 21-4 

3. We have a copy of the Soils Report (or Geotechnical Investigation) issued by Geocon West Inc. 

dated 12/01/2009 which is referenced in the MND. In the tentative tract map file, however, there is a 

Soils Report Approval Letter Inter-Departmental dated March 6, 2013 prepared by Jim Tokunaga 

addressed to Dana Prevost which references a Department Corrections Letter dated 01/07/2010, Soils 

Report dated 01113/2010 by Geocon West, Inc., a Department Approval Letter dated 03/22/2010 and an 

Updated Report dated 01/03/2013. None of these documents have been provide in the MND and 

Appendixes made available to the community or are otherwise in the files you have provided. The 

Maximum allowable floor area is calculated by multiplying the FAR by the lot area: 3 x 48,483 sf= 145,449 sf 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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community should have access to the final report and the intervening comments to use in assessing the 
significance of a number of environmental impacts discussed in the Geotechnical Report which are 
deemed not significant or adequately mitigated by following the recommendations in the Geotechnical 
Report. 

Response to Comment No. 21-4 

The MND for the Project did not rely on the reports listed in the comment. However, as requested, those 
documents are attached as Exhibits F .1, F .2, and F .3 to these responses to comments. 

Comment No. 21-5 

4. The same Soils Report Approval letter requires compliance with the conditions of the Department 
Approval Letter dated March 22, 2010 by the letter is not in the file. Again, the adequacy of the 
conditions and mitigations is at issue in the MND decision. 

Rest>On e to Comment No. 21-5 

As stated Response to Comment No. 21-4, the MND did not rely on the report referenced in the comment. 
The comment correctly notes that the Project be required to comply with the final recommendations of 
engineering study; however, the specific recommendations in the Geotechnical Report may change to 
respond to changes that may occur during final engineering design. 

Comment No. 21-6 

5. I note that the last Tract Map provided to the community for review is dated 6/13/2012 and does 
not show the dedication I understand the applicant is being required to make on Vista Del Mar by the 
Bureau of Engineering. My understanding is that the City maintains the dedication is required because 
Vista Del Mar adjacent to the property is classified as a Major Highway, Class 2. If the road status of 
Vista Del Mar is being downgraded, such that the dedication is not required or is smaller, the FAR for the 
project will exceed that allowed on-menu and the approval process for the project is completely different. 
So clarity as to what the road dedications are, and the proposed project is, as depicted in the project Tract 
Map on which the City based the MND is essential to the legal compliance element of the CEQA review. 

Response to Comment No. 21-6 

Contrary to the comment, the Parcel Map in the City's files lists the pre-dedication lot area and the new 
lot area after dedications. This calculation assumes dedications consistent with the requirements for a 
Major Highway, Class 2. The final, dedicated width of Vista Del Mar from the centerline to the Project 
would be 52 feet (40-foot roadway, with a 12-foot curb and sidewalk), These dimensions also are 
provided on pages IV-153 to 154 of the MND, which provi~e a detailed discussion of the required 
dedications and requested roadway vacations. Calculations regarding floor area and unit density are, 
therefore, based on the full dedication requirement. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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However, calculations have shown the resulting lot after dedication is slightly larger than indicated on the 

Parcel Map. The pre-dedication lot area, upon which FAR is based, remains 48,483 s.f. After the required 

dedications, the resulting lot is 32,774 s.f. (increased from 32,711 s.f. originally indicated). Consistent 

with the Municipal Code and City interpretations, floor area ratio is typically calculated on pre-dedication 

lot area; however, whether calculated under pre- or post-dedication area, the Project is consistent with the 

requested Density Bonus incentives: calculating FAR on the basis of the 48,483 s.f. gross lot area yields 

an FAR of 1.8 (87,292 s.f./48,483 s.f.); calculating on the basis of 32,774 s.f. yields an FAR of 2.67 

(87,292 s.f./32,774 s.f.). Both are within the 3:1 FAR requested, and for which the City has determined 

the Project qualifies. 

Comment No. 21-7 

6. The following documents all describe a project which is not consistent with that described in the 

Master Land Use Application and the MND: 

Site Plan Review Application still requests approval of a building with 16,000 feet of commercial space; 

Affordable Housing Referral Form still references a project with 16,000 square feet of retail; and 

Coastal Development Permit is the same document submitted with the Master Land Use Application in 

2012 notwithstanding the project changes. 

Response t:o Comment No. 21-7 

The 16,000 square feet of commercial/retail space refers to a previous version of the Project. The current 

Project, as described on pages 1 of the MND, proposes 14,500 square feet of commercial uses, including 

13,000 square feet of retail space and 1,500 square feet of restaurant space. The applications referenced in 

the comment have been or will be updated, and any approval for the Project cannot exceed the 

development envelope analyzed in the MND. 

Comment No. 21-8 

Updated information from these documents is essential to the community's ability to participate in the 

decision process including the CEQA legal compliance review. 

At this point, I am requesting immediate access to the documents listed and/or confirmation that the 

document requested do not exist in the City's files. Please regard this as a public records request but 

given that I am following-up on a request made multiple times, and we are up against time constraints for 

comments, a prompt response is essential. If there is someone else I should be contacting to get any of 

this information,· because it is not in your files, please direct me promptly. Depending on when the 

documents are received and their contents, I reserve the right to request addition time for the community 

to comment on the MND. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 21-8 

As discussed in Responses to Comments 21-4 and 21-5, the MND did not rely on the technical documents 
listed in that comment, but those documents are provided as part of this response to comments. As 
discussed in Response to Comment 21-6, the information regarding the required roadway dedications was 
included in the City's files and reflected in the MND for the Project. As discussed in Response to 
Comment 21-7, the MND analyzes a reduced project from the original application, the application 
materials referenced will be updated to reflect the Project in the MND, and no approval can occur that 
exceeds the development envelope analyzed in the MND. Accordingly, and contrary to the comment, all 
of the information referenced in the comments above either was available to the public or was not relied 
upon in the analysis, and the public was not deprived of any information that would allow informed 
review of and comment on the MND. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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VIA HAND DELIVERY 

September 15, 2014 

City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 

KATHRYN M. SCHWERTFEGER 
229 MONTREAL STREET 

PLAY A DEL REY, CA 90293 

Attention: Kevin Jones, Jon Foreman, Lynda Smith and Darlene Navarete 
200 North Spring Street, RM 750 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: TT-707Rn, ZA-?.014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I appreciate the opportunity to provide you with comments on a proposed project of significant 
importance to our commm1ity. I have lived in Playa Del Rey for over 18 years. I have lived in 
all different parts of Playa Del Rey, including down on the sand portion of the beach, in the 
Archstone Apartments on Pershing, in the Lagoon Del Rey Apartments on the South side ofthc 22-1 
Marina channel and at my current residence at 229 Montreal Street on the bluffs. I believe this 
gives me insight into how the project will affect a number of different Playa Del Rey residential 
zones. 

We are a small beach community bounded by the Pacific on one side, the Marina on another, the 
Airport on a third and abutting the Ballona Wetlands. As such, we have very limited ingress and 
egress routes and are bombarded with beach visitors. For over thirty-one years, our community 
has followed the Del Rey Lagoon Plan Local Coastal Program Specific Plan, which based on 
Zoning Instruction (ZI) and City Council resolution is applied to all projects subject to 
discretionary review in the zone where the proposed project is located, lower Playa Del Rey. 
More specifically, the proposed project is located in the commercial zone, on Culver Boulevard. 
Because all pr~jects in the area covered by the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plfln ~re also in the dual 
coastal zone, they are all discretionary and subject to the plan. Hence, this plan has kept lot sizes 
small and heights low in an effort to preserve views, provide for surface level, self-parked 
development, to enable beach access and beach visitor serving development and retain the 
historic character of our neighborhood. 
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The proposed project at 138 Culver Boulevard ("Jakes Lot'~) is distinctly out of character for our 
area where for the last 31 years building have been constructed on lots smaller than 10,000 
square feet with maximum heights between 36 and 37 feet. The Jakes Lot project is over-large 
and over-height, fifty-six feet tall, with two 68 foot architectural elements and two stories of 
subterranean parking. But for our area, the key significance of this project, which will only 
partially be reached by this letter and any CEQA analysis, is that there are at least four other 
major lots or blocks of multiple lots under common ownership-all bigger than Jakes Lot which 
are set to follow the Jakes Lot precedent with buildings comparable in height and density. If the 
standards Applicant is seeking to have applied to Jakes Lot are applied to each of the!:le 
buildings, they too will be under parked, add to traffic, frustrate access for the beach-going 
public and otherwise be environmentally disruptive. All this development will take place 
without a "legal" specific plan, and even more importantly without an approved Local Coastal 
Plan to guide the development. I recognize that some of this may not be cognizable in the legal 
planning process, but nonetheless I felt knowing what we are fighting about in the real world is 
important even if it will be mentioned only in this first paragraphs of this letter and for the most 
part nowhere else. 

1. CEQA STANDARDS 

The City of Los Angeles (the "City") has issued a mitigated negative declaration (the "MND") 
for the proposed Jakes Lot project. The following basic principles guide an evaluation of 
whether or not the MND has been issued appropriately and/or an environmental impact review is 
required instead. 

Fair Argnment: If this letter, or any other letter received from the community or a retained 
expert, raises a fair argument that substantial impacts may occur the City must prepare an 
Environmental Impact Report ("EIR"). 

Thresholds Mav Not Preclude Fair Argument: A threshoLd of significance may be useful to 
determine whether an environmental impact normally should be considered significant. (Title 14, 
California Code of Regulations, Division 6, Chapter 3 (hereafter "CEQA Guidelines" or 
"Guidelines"),§ 15064.7, subd. (a).) A threshold of significance is not conclusive, however, and 
does not relieve a public agency of the duty to consider the evidence under the fair argument 
standard. {Protect the Ilistoric Amt1clor Wa/erw(l)!s 1 . Amador Waf 11' Agent )I (2004) 116 
Cal.App.4th 1099. 1108-1109, 11 Cal.Rptr.3d 1 04; Communities for a Better Environment v. 
California /? ?sources Agencv (2002) 103 Cai.AppAU1 98, 110-114, 126 Ca1.Rptr.2d441; see 
Guidelines,§ 15064, subd. (b).) A public agency cannot apply a tlu·eshold of significance or 
regulatory standard "in a way that forecloses the consideration of any other substantial evidence 
showing there may be a significant effect." (Communities fbr a Better Environment, supra, at p. 
114, 126 Ca1.Rptr.2d 441.) (Mejia v. City of Los Angeles (2005) 130 Cal.App.4111 322, 342.) 
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Adequate Factual Basis Required: "The decision as to whether a project may have one or 
more significant effects shall be based on substantial evidence in the record of the lead agency." 
Guidelines § 15064(f). "[E]vidence that is clearly inaccurate or erroneous, or evidence that is 
not credible, shall not constitute substantial evidence." Guidelines §Section 15064(£)(5). The 
purpose of the initial study is to provide the lead agency, in this case the City, with adequate 
information regarding a project to determine the appropriate environmental review document and 
"documentation of the factual basis for the finding in a negative declaration that a project will 
not have a significant effect on the environment." (Ctr.for Sierra Nevada Conservation v. 
County~~ ElDorado (2012) 202 Cal. App. 4th 1156, 1170, citations omitted.) There must be a 

basis within th record H~m'fl. conclusions reached by the initial study. (Lighthouse Field 
Beach Rescue v. City oftimtr:l(2005) 131 Cal.App.41

h 1170, 1201.) "Where an agency ... 
fails to gather infom1atiouru:htttake an adequate e_nvironmental analysis in its initial study, 

a negative declaration is inappropriate." (El Do1·ado County Taxpayers for Quality Growth v. 
County ofEl Dorado (2004) 122 Cal. App. 4th 1591, 1597, citations omitted.) 

Fnilurc to Gather and Provide Ad quat lnfonnation Invalidate th NfND agency 
should not be allowed to hide behind its own failure to gather relevant data." (Sundstrom v. 
County of Mendocino (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296, 311.) 

Evidence Both Ways Requires an EIR: If there is substantial evidence which supports a fair 
argument that there may be a substantial impact and evidence to the contrary, the City must find 
there may be a potential substantial impact and require an EIR. "Said another way, if a 
lead agency is presented with a fair argument that a project may have a significant effect on 
the environment, the lead agency shall prepare an EIR even though it may also be presented 
with other substantial evidence that the project will not have a significant effect. (No Oil, 
Inc. v. City of Los Angeles ( 1974) 13 Cal. 3d 68; Guidelines § 15064(f)(l ). This rule also applies 
to differences between expert sources. In County oflnyo v. YorLy (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 795, 
814, the Court found, "The very uncertainty created by the conflicting assertions made by the 
parties as to the environmental effect ... underscores the necessity of the EIR to substitute some 
degree of factual cettainty for tentative opinion and speculation." 

Mitigation Plnns Must be Concrete and Susceptible of Critique: It is not enough to simply 
punt to a future design of a mitigation measure. The plans for mitigation and the adequacy of the 
mitigation are part of what must be considered in evaluating the MND. An environmental 
document must evaluate the efficacy of mitigation measures. (San Joaquin Rapt or Rescue 
Center v. County of Merced (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 645.) Environmental documents must also 
evaluate any significant impacts caused by proposed mitigation measures. (Guidelines§ 
15126.4.) As a further problem, absent enough infom1ation to support the conclusion that a 
mitigation measure will work and not cause secondary impacts, the MND is also proceeding 
without adequate information both as to the adequacy of the mitigation measures and as to the 
potential secondary impacts. 
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Mitigation Decisions Must Be Made by Elected Officials: Final decisions regarding 
environmental impacts must be appealable to an elected body. (Pub. Resources Code§ 21151.) 
This MND defers detailed definitions of mitigation measures and evaluations ofthe feasibility of 
plan alternatives and mitigation measures to City departments and undefined decision makers. 
In many cases, these decisions are not working within a pre-set regulatory framework against 
known guidelines and criteria. The net effect is an illegal denial of a final appeal to an elected 
body as the final decision is made at the discretion of a body which is not elected and not 
administering a standard or program which was approved by an elected body. 

A Project Must be Evaluated in Light of Cumulative Impacts: CEQA requires consideration 

of cumulative impacts associated with projects, and if a project may have a cumulatively 

considerable impact, a mandatory finding of significance is required and an EIR must be 

prepared. (Pub. Res. Code§ 21083(b); Guidelines§ 15064(h)(1).) "Cumulatively considerable" 

means that the incremental effects of an individual project are significant when viewed in 

connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the effects 

of probable future projects. (Ibid.) 

A Project May Not be Pieccmcalcd to Avoid Full Review: Pursuant to CEQA, a project 

encompasses "the whole of an action." (Guidelines§ 15378.) "The scope ofthe environmental 

review conducted for the initial study must include the entire project. Specifically, '"[a]l phases 

of project plruming, implementation, and operation must be considered in the initial study of the 

projecC" (Tuolumne County Citizens for Responsible Growth, Inc. v. City of Sonora (2007) 155 

Cal.App.4th 1214, 1222~ Guidelines,§ 15063(a)(1).) "A public agency is not permitted to 

subdivide a single project into smaller individual subprojects in order to avoid the responsibility 

of considering the envirorunental impact of the project as a whole." (Orinda Assn v. Board of 

Supervisors(1986) 182 Cal.App,3d 1145, 1171.) 

Public Participation: A core value of CEQA is that the environmental review process serves 
not only the purpose of protecting the environment but also public participation and infonned 
self-governmenl. ''The EIR .. .is a docwuent of accountability ... The EIR process protects not only 
the environment but also informed self-government." (County of Amador v. ElDorado County 
Water Agency) Informed self-government is not possible where the documents circulated 
publically are materially inaccurate, misleading or lack critical disclosure and discussion, 
whether or not some of the citizenry is able to discern the issues or obtain partial supplemental 
documentation. Not all will be able to discern what should have been said but was not said and 
not all will be able to gain access to documents buried in planning files. Hence, a process where 
all participate and future political decisions are influenced by decisions made in the 
environmental review process is subverted if the MND does not contain accurate and sufficient 
discussion-both in terms of what is said and in tern1s of what is not said-within the four 
corners of the document. At the most basic level, I note there are no plan documents in the 
MND. There is no proposed tract map in the MND-yet if the entitlements succeed we are told 
there will be a tract map which transfers public streets and alleys to the applicant. 
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I ask that these standards be used in evaluating this letter and every other letter submitted with 
respect to this project. By way of example, if a community letter raises a fair argument of a 

substantial impact, it raises a fair argument, whether or not it references the standard, because the 
standard is now part of the record. Similarly, if a community letter raises a question as to the 22-9 
sufficiency ofinfonnation presented or considered by the agency, it raises the question as the 
validity of arguments on this basis is now part of the record. I will not go through how each 
standard might apply to other community letters, but the gist is the same. 

I also reserve the right to argue and appeal on the basis of any other letter, testimony or argument J 
submitted to the record, whether or not such letter, testimony or argument is referenced in this 

22
_
1 0 letter, as all ofthe letters, testimony and arguments are part of the record. (Pub. Resources Code 

§ 21177(a).) 

With these standards in mind I have the following comments: 

2. CUMULATIVE IMPACT AND SINGLE PROJECT 

In table IV -32 at page IV -131 of the MND, the Applicant admits that 6819 Vista Del Mar (the 
"Dunes") and 220 Culver (the "Outlaws Lot") are "Related Projects." Applicant states that they 

plan to build 29 single family residences, with 4,000 square feet of retail at the Dunes. Applicant 

states that it plans to build 66 Apartment Units, with 11 ,000 square feet of rctail/phannacy on the 
Outlaws Lot. Elise Slifkin-McClure has provided a letter discussing in more detail the 
information regarding these projects disclosed to the community over the years. She has 
provided a picture which shows the proximity ofthese projects to the 138 Culver ("Jakes Lot") 
project discussed in the MND. Clearly an assessment of cumulative impacts is in order. Of note, 
the Applicant has stated the Outlaws Lot project will be close to 60 feet tall and include 

subten·anean parking. 

However, these three buildings should be considered a single project for analysis purposes. 

Specifically, these projects are all controlled and owned by the Legado Companies, Edward 

Czuker, and are being built within a 300 foot area of each other, with Jakes Lot in the middle. At 22-11 
various times, representatives for Legado Companies have discussed publically the plans for 

these projects. Together these projects will increase density and significantly alter the character 

of a substantial portion of the commercial center of lower Playa del Rey. 

If such a thing is possible, the proposed Jakes Lot and Outlaws Lot projects are even more 
closely rel<'lted. The Applicant's representative stated at a Neighborhood Council meeting that it 
will use the Outlaws Lot as the staging area for the construction on Jakes Lot. So the 
construction uses will be going on simultaneously for these two lots in a cross support effort. 
They are also projects with essentially the same elements, retail and apartment, separated only by 

a very small triangular comer lot. Viewed from across Culver Boulevard, the Applicant's Jakes 

Lot, 200 Culver Boulevard historic building and Outlaws Lot projects run together visually into 

one project. Furthermore, the Applicant has prepared renderings which show the two lots, Jakes 
and Outlaws, designed as a single project which are presented in Ms. Slifkin-McCiure's letter. 
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The design element commonality is unmistakable. While the style of the Jakes Lot renderings 
has changed, making it visually compatible with the historic building located at 200 Culver 
Boulevard-there is no reason to believe that the Applicant will not use the new style for the 
Outlaws Lot building, retaining the appearance of one project. In addition, as to Jakes Lot and 
the Outlaw Lot projects, it makes economic sense for the Applicant to handle the construction 
and design in such a way as to allow the classification of the buildings as one "project" for Mello 
Act purposes. This will allow the "affordable housing" component can be shifted from the 
premier beach address, higher rent building at Jakes Lot, to the slightly less desirable lower rent 
Outlaws Lot. Finally, the Applicant has been systematically vacating the Outlaws Lot and the 
adjacent historic 200 Culver building to enable staging and then construction. 

Clearly these two lots are one project and must be considered as such in any environmental 
review. Presenting or reviewing these lots as "two" projects represents impermissible 
segmentation in violation of CEQ A. 

Generally, the MND does not assess the cumulative impacts of the Dunes, Jakes Lot and 
Outlaws Lots developments. Where it does, it does so without presenting the information 
required to make the assessment of significance of the cumulative impact in a meaningful way. 
For example, the Applicant does not reference in the MND the height and location of the 
Outlaws Lot building which will be further impacting the same views as are affected by Jakes 
Lot. Finally, when the buildings are viewed as one project, certain fundamental analyses change, 
thresholds are triggered and mitigation is required. Traffic is the easiest example to quantify and 
will be discussed below. The Decision Maker, however, over-all lacks sufficient information to 
review lhe ~::umulalive impacts and as appropriate consider the projects as a single project. 
Accordingly, the MND is invalid because it lacks adequate information. The partial infonnation 
which the community is able to provide to supplement the review process does not corre~::t this 
deficiency. The MND, as the document which provides notice to all of the public and the elected 
officials, must be judged within its four corners, and the information presented on cumulative 
impact of Applicant's affiliated proximate buildings is insufficient. 

3 DEWATERING: MITIGATION MEASURES NOT SPECIFIED AND INFORMATION 
NOT PROVIDED TO ENABLE COMMUNITY CRITIQUE 

This development is placing a two story underground garage into grotmdwater located 5 feet 
below ground surface in a Methane Zone. The MND acknowledges that dewatering of a 
substantial magnitude will be required but leaves it to the Department of Building and Safety to 
determine as yet unspecified mitigation measures. The City has not bothered to ask the 
Applicant how much water will be removed in the dewatering process. The City has also not 
bothered to ask if the dewatering will continue post constmction. 

Reality is that the Applicant and its water consultant have previously filed for and received a 
permit to discharge waste water under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(DPDES) program (the "Discharge Pennit") from the California Regional Water Quality Control 
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Board, Los Angeles Region (the "Water Board") for this project which shows dewatering for 
construction at 1.728 million gallons a day for the first six months and thereafter dropping to 1 
million gallons per day for the full operational duration of the project. Kathryn Schwertfeger, 
Folio of Exhibits, Exhibit A (hereinafter the "Folio"). 

This is double all of the dewatering required for Playa Vista Phase 1 if Playa Vista Phase 1 had 
continuous discharge at its maximum amounts. A copy of Playa Vista Phase 1 's Discharge 
Report as prepared by the Water Board is attached as Folio Exhibit B. Playa Vista's 
grow1dwater, as discussed in its EIR, was substantially lower, buildings were designed and 
placed so that deeper garages were where groundwater was lower, and dewatering was seasonal. 
Nevertheless, for Playa Vista Phase 1, the City studied the effects of dewatering and designed 
mitigation measures, through an EIR process, which was open to public review. Issues 
considered included impacts to the wetlands, potential to spread pollutants and subsidence. Yet 
here-where the dewatering is of greater magnitude and given the shallow level of groundwater 
(5 feet) versus the foundation depth (28 feet) certainly to be continuous- the City acknowledges 
the dewatering without even attempting to gauge the magnitude and impact and provides no real 
plan with details and measures to address the environmental impact of the dewatering. 

It is also important to note, that while MND skirts the issue, the dewatering for this project site 
will be continuous post construction. Project plans provided dated May 9, 2014 indicate that the 
project is in a Methane Zone, Level 2. This suggests that there has been some Methane testing at 
the site, but the documents and results have not been provided to the community. Under 
Ordinance 175790, the City's Methane Ordinance, the project will be required to maintain a 
Dewatering System. Ordinance 175790, Table 71, Minimum Requirements. A dewatering 
system is defined as: 

De-watering System shall mean a permanent water removal system, 
consisting of perforated pipes, gravel, sump pumps and pits, designed to 
permanently maintain the ground water level one foot below the sub-slab vent system. 
Ordinance 175790, Section 91.7120, Definitions. 

While the Discharge Pem1it contemplates and requires a reduction of the water discharged 
during construction, the actual application for construction water discharge makes it clear that 
given the tidal influence at the site----<iischarge levels will not decrease. Pure Effect Incorporated 
wrote in the June 29, 2011 Notice ofintent to Comply with Waste Water Discharge 
Requirements: 

Due to the close proximity to the Pacific Ocean there is a significant "tidal influence'' that 
creates a high flow rate estimated to be 1,200 gallons per minute/ 1, 728,000 gallons per 
day which is expected to be constant throughout the 14-16 months of construction 
dewatering. 

The entire application package, as we were able to obtain it through a Public Records Act 
Request is attached as Folio ,Exhibit C. 
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The point is that this site is underwater and will remain so based on the Applicant's own expert 
analysis. Dewatering will be required on a constant basis to maintain ground water one foot 
below the sub-slab vent with a garage planned for 28 feet underground. 

The impacts, absent an effective mitigation measure, of the project dewatering will be 
substantial. Steve Devere}, Ph.D. and Sandra Genis have provided evidence regarding the 
potential impacts on the water system in the environmentally sensitive wetlands. Ms. Genis has 
also provided evidence regarding the impacts on the ecosystem including on plant and animal 
life. We have several federal and state laws which protect the environment which likely will be 
violated ifthe dewatering process is not properly mitigated, if it even can be. At the very least, 
the project has the potential to violate the California Endangered Species Act, as a number of 
sensitive species inhabit the Ballona Wetlands and are dependent upon the existing water and 
salinity levels. In addition to the project's likely significant impacts on hydrology and water 
quality, the project will almost certainly have significant adverse effects on biological resources. 
These impacts must be disclosed, thoroughly analyzed, and mitigated in an EIR. 

Dr. Devere! has also written about the ability of the dewatering process to spread a toxic plume 
(PCE, TCE and vinyl chloride) through lower Playa Del Rey, contaminating properties which are 
not currently affected including restaurants, coffee shops, bars, R-1 residences and the United 
States Post Office and other businesses. The MND admits that there is an open Water Board 
contamination site at the Del Rey Cleaners, 540 feet from the project site. The MND states that 
the site was last tested in 2002. This is not true and is a fact which is required for the City to 
make an adequate analysis. In truth, the site was tested in March 2014 by Bowyer 
Environmental Consulting and is still extremely contan1inated. A copy of the March 29, 2014 
Testing Report is attached as Folio Exhibit D. To summarize the findings at page 4 of the report, 
twenty soil gas probes were installed with related soil matrix sampling. VOCs were detected 
including PCE and related compounds such as TCE and vinyl chloride in both vapor and soil 
samples. PCE was observed in excess of California Human Health Screening Levels in each 
vapor sample collected, with the highest concentration 210,000 micrograms per liter. In this 
regard, the MND is judging environmental impacts without reference to the correct facts, let 
alone adequate facts, when the correct facts are readily available on the Water Board Website. 
The omission of publicly available information vital to the MND's analysis of potentially 
significant impacts due to hazardous waste contamination renders the MND inadequate. 

As to the potential for contaminating all of lower Playa Del Rey as the phune is sucked willy, 
nilly toward the Pacific Ocean, the MND neither discloses the potential for such a plume, nor 
does it provide a detailed, real world mitigation strategy. The strategy obliquely referenced to 
protect the community and the environment is compliance with the discharge requirements of the 
Water Board and its discharge permit process. Yet, as demonstrated by Exhlbit A, the Applicant 
has previously received a discharge permit, without regard to the Del Rcy Cleaners 
contamination. Furthermore, the discharge permit the Applicant received did not require testing 
for PCE, TCE or Vinyl chloride in the discharge water. Folio Exhibit A. Even if the discharge 
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permit had required this testing, as noted by Dr. Devere!, it is extremely unlikely that all of the 
contaminants moved by the dewatering will ultimately reach the project site exactly. Much of 
lower Playa Del Rey, including restaurants, coffee shops, a post-office, real estate office and the 
lower portion of several R-1 lots, including mine, would potentially be contaminated. This 
information must be disclosed and evaluated in an EIR that includes concrete and enforceable 
mitigation measures to address the movement of the toxic plume and impacts on potentially 
affected properties and human health. 

There is a further obvious problem with simply adding testing for these toxins to the discharge 
permit. If the City or Applicant finds contamination, there is no way to store water at the rate of 
1.728 million gallons a day on the project site. The contaminated water also cannot be 
discharged into the existing storm system without violating NPDES requirements. The 
Applicant will need to stop dewatering the project site to address the contamination sucked to the 
project site by dewatering. This will remove the project construction process from the 
parameters of the Geotechnical Report for the project prepared by Geocon West, Inc. dated 
December 1, 2009. This report states at page13, in Section 8.3.1: 

8.3.1 Groundwater seepage was observed in all borings at depths between 7 and 8 
feet (elevations 3 to 4 feet MSL) below the ground surface. The depth of 
groundwater at the time of construction can be further verified during the initial 
dewatering well or shoring pile installation. If groundwater is present above the 
depth of the subterranean level, temporary dewatering will be necessary to 
maintain a safe working environment during excavation and construction 
activities. 

The problem with letting the contamination issue wait for the Water Board is three-fold. 

First, we have no presentation of how the regulations of the Water Board for discharge permits 
address movement of plumes from areas outside the construction site. Based on the MND, we 
cannot assess the adequacy of this regulatory scheme to mitigate the potentially significant 
impact-we don't know what the rules are or how they would apply. 

Second, we have to rely on the Applicant to volunteer information which extends beyond the 
parameters of the Water Board discharge pern1it application and program. Attached as Folio 
Exhibit Dis all of the infonnation which we were able to obtain from the Water Board regarding 
what the Applicant submitted to obtain the prior discharge permit. The discussion of potential 
contamination provided to the Water Board makes no mention of the Del Rey Cleaner's site and 
the potential to change the gradient of the groundwater through dewatering. Rather the 
Applicant submitted the Soil Vapor studies for the project site and called it day. This was 
technically a correct answer to the literal questions posed by the Water Board Intent to Discharge 
Notice. The Water Board does not ask about moving contamination from other properties. 
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Overall, however, the Applicant's approach was irresponsible and misleading. The issue of 
moving the Del Rey Cleaner's plume has been front and center in the Applicant's environmental 
reviews since 2009 Environmental Engineering & Contracting, Inc. issued its Phase I 
Assessment dated November 16, 2009 which is referenced in the MND. On page 5: 

Due to the shallow groundwater depth in the area, it is likely that construction 
dewatering would be required. Pumping activities could increase the groundwater 
gradient toward the Subject Property, which could pull the documented 
groundwater impacts at the Del Rey Cleaners toward the Subject Property. 

Third, the Water Board functions in two departments. One unit is responsible for clean-ups, and 
another unit is responsible for issuing discharge pennits. These separate departments do not 
naturally talk and coordinate. Each department performs a narrow function and follows specific 
procedures which consist of either issuing discharge permits per the discharge permit rules and 
the narrowly framed application or cleaning up the contaminated site, the Del Rey Cleaners. 
When I called the Water Board and asked how to coordinate their efforts so that the discharge 
permit would only be issued if there was no risk of spreading the Del Rey Cleaners plume, the 
Water Board told me that responsibility for assessing and controlling this risk associated with the 
project rests with the Lead Agency for environmental review, i.e. the City of Los Angeles. So 
the third problem with punting the problem to the Water Board as "mitigation" is that the Water 
Board does not have a process to connect the dots and deny or condition the discharge permit. 
The proof is in the pudding. The Applicant previously received a discharge permit with no 
consideration ofthe potential to spread and move the Del Rey Cleaners PCE plume. 

There is no evidence in the MND that the mitigation measures for the over-all dewatering efiect 
(and attendant significant adverse impact on hydrology, water quality, hazards, and biological 
resources) and need to reuse the water generated are adequate. Either they are illusory, or they 
are so vague as to be unenforceable. The mitigation measures are as follows: 

10 

• MM IV-10 states, "the Department of Building and Safety requires, where 
feasible, that applicants modify the structural design of a building so as not to 
need a permanent dewatering system." (MND p. 6.) Since nothing has been built 
on the site yet, it is completely feasible to modify the structure, by reducing the 
building size as required to avoid the need for underground parking. Accordingly, 
this solution is required. Nonetheless, we have no reason to believe that either the 
Applicant or Planning will consider this option seriously, which renders this 
mitigation illusory. Again, we don't know what standard Building and Safety will 
use to determine feasibility and if mitigation is not feasible, and the impact is 
substantial, in the CEQA process there must be a statement of overriding 
considerations approved by an elected body, not a detennination of overriding 
considerations blessed by the Department of Building and Safety. 
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"Extracted groundwater shall be pumped to a beneficial on-site use such as, but 
not limited to : 1) landscape irrigation, 2) decorative fountains or lakes; 3) toilet 
flushing; or 4) cooling towers." We have no information which establishes these 
types of initiatives are included in the plans. There is essentially no landscaping 
in the plans. Even assuming the initiatives, there is no information which 
suggests this will be anywhere near adequate to accommodate the on-going 
volume of water resulting from site dewatering activities. Again, the I. 728 
million to 1 million gallon range is all we have to work from and that is a lot of 
water. 

• The remaining mitigation, a reinjection well, is to be implemented by the 
Department of Building and Safety, with no further definition, criteria or regulator 
guidelines. This begs more questions and suggests more secondary impacts than 
it solves. We have no information to answer any of the following: Where will 
the water go? Will it go to the saltwater lagoon park? Will the admittedly 
brackish to fresh water match that of the park and lagoon? Will this counter the 
dewatering in the wetlands? If the water is injected into the wetlands, will it 
match the characteristics ofthe wetlands waters-salt, pH, and sediment? How 
will reinjection affect the adjacent ~CE plume? As Dr. Devere! explains in his 
letter, we have a complex hydrological engineering problem, which may have no 
real solution and/or may have sizeable secondary impacts, punted to the 
Department of Building and Safety, out of public scrutiny and with the final 
decision not made by an elected body as required by CEQA. An injection well is 
accordingly, not an adequate factually based mitigation measure which can be 
considered and approved at this time. 

Finally, the Outlaws Project will have a cumulative effect both on the dewatering and the 
movement of the plume. Given the project description, the Applicant will be building an 
underground garage. We know from the Water Board file, the Del Rey Cleaners is next door to 
the Outlaws Lot and, accordingly, that ground water is at about 7 feet below the surface. So 
again, we are pumping water and we can only assume the quantities are comparable to those of 
Jakes Lot, leaving us at 4X Playa Vista Phase 1, with no meaningful analysis. The Outlaws Lot is 
even closer to the wetlands than the current project site so the ability to adversely affect the 
wetlands water quality and levels and ecology is greatly exacerbated. Yet we, and more 
importantly, the City's decision makers, are provided no information with which to assess the 
cumulative effect or the ability to effectively mitigate or the secondary effects of mitigating the 
cumulative effect. 

4. AESTHETIC IMPACT 

I have already submitted three letters dated December 13, 2013, December 19, 2013 and 
February 26, 2014 which relate, among other things, to the view impact. I am resubmitting these 
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as Folio Exhibits E, F and G and ask that they be considered part of the record for all decisions 
related to this project, including enviromnental impacts. I have reprinted the pictures I submitted 
in color. In addition, Allen Pacheco has separately filed a letter regarding his balloon studies of 

the visual impact with examples of what we arc losing forever in terms of both private and public 
views. 

I would like to repeat a few points and add a few new points. 

First, the building proposed for Jakes Lot is massive and out of character for the neighborhood. 
Julie Ross has written a letter showing the scale of the buildings in the commercial downtown 
area of Playa Del Rey, including heights which are no taller than 37 feet. Allen Pacheco has 
written a letter and provided pictures which demonstrate the difference in scale between the 
proposed building and the other buildings in the commercial center of Playa Del Rey. This 
building is more than 30 feet taller at the highest points, the two architectural towers. The 
MND's attempts to hide this fact by referencing three and four story buildings in the area without 
regard to height or location in the community is misleading. Applicant is referencing buildings 

outside the commercial center of Playa Del Rey which were built prior to adoption of the Coastal 

Act and the enactment of the Del Rey Lagoon Plan which has defined the character of our area 
for over 31 years. Ms. Ross' letter explains this issue related to the timing of construction and 

locations of buildings in detail. 

Second, the City cannot hide from a fair argument that there is a potentially significant impact 
under the existing case law and CEQA by adopting a narrow threshold of "potential 
significance." The City is doing exactly this when it looks only at designated scenic vistas, 
views from scenic highways and views of coaslal bluffs etc. as set forth in the CEQA screen. 

The controlling law as to how CEQA looks at visual impacts follows a much broader approach to 

what constitutes a reasonable argument of a substantial impact and what is to be protected. 
Specifically, in determining whether an EIR is required, CEQA looks for a "fair argument" that 
"significant impacts may occur." For purposes of this analysis, aesthetic impacts include both 

public and private views, and public views can even be views from a hiking trail-let alone a 
public street. (Ocean View Estates Homeowners Association, Inc. v. Montecito Water District 
(Second District, Division 6 2004) 116 Cal. App.41

h 396, 402 [finding fair argument supporting 

EIR based on subjective expressions of concern regarding view effect of cover on public 

reservoir visible from two homes and a hiking trail].) This topic has been more completely 
addressed in the December 13, 2013 letter on pages 3-5. Folio Exhibit E. 

Third, the views in our area have been a cherished public feature of the community and part of 
its character since the early 1900's. When the area was finally successfully developed in 1925 
by Dickinson Gillespie, they marketed the area for its views and the view they specifically 
marketed is very clearly the Pacific Ocean to Santa Monica Mountains panorama which is the 
Montreal Street, Vista Del Mar, and Montreal StreetNista Del Mar Comer view. They marketed 

the views from the homes but they also marketed the views from the broad public streets, 
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because each is unique, irreplaceable and breathtaking. I have attached some of the historical 
advertising literature as Folio Exhibit H. To quote one charming and lyrical passage among 
many, which l hope will not become a eulogy for the area views: 

This Ancient Mariner's Chart points the way to the one spot where your future joy, 
contentment and happiness is so sure that to deviate from its course is to pass up the 
outstanding opporttmity of your lifetime. It points the way to Palisades Del Rey, where 
the ever-changing panorama of colorful skies, dancing waters, and verdured hills blends 
with an equalized temperature, to make life worth living-Where mile after mile of broad 
avenues weave in and out among the homes overlooking the sea-and at every tum 
reveal enchanting vistas that one can never forget. .. 

For me, this exactly describes the feeling of driving over the hill at the top of Fowling and 
starting down Montreal Street toward the ocean, where the view never fails to take my breath 
away. 

Fourth, the Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan text and Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan 
Ordinance recognize this uniqueness and call for protection of public and private view in our 
area. This is covered in my letter dated December 19, 2013 pages 2-5. Folio Exhibit F. The 
Regional Interpretive Guidelines, South Coast Region, Los Angeles Cotmty issued by the 
Coastal Commission dated October 14, 1980 (the "Regional Guidelines") and the Del Rey 
Lagoon Local Coastal Program, Specific Plan have similar protective language and goals for the 
Playa Del Rey views. Folio Exhibit G summarizes the applicable language. I note, that both the 
Del Rey Lagoon Local Coastal Program Specific Plan and the Regional Guidelines are standards 
and guidelines which implement the Coastal Act and as such are not superseded by SB 1818 or 
the City's Affordable Housing Implementation Ordinance. Not only does the project have a 
stunning visual impact that will destroy a resource which has been cherished by the community 
for nearly 100 years-it does so notwithstanding the fact that the City and the State of California 
have time-and-time again told the residents of Playa Del Rey they intend to protect the views. 
We have a reasonable expectation that the City and the State will act to protect these views. 
Thus, in addition to failing to recognize the project's likely significant aesthetic impacts, the 
MND fails to disclose the significant impact on land use arising from the project's inconsistency 
with the Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan, Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan Ordinance, Del 
Rey Lagoon Local Coastal Program, Specific Plan and the Regional Guidelines. 

Fifth, my private view and those of my neighbors throughout the bluffs are legally unique and 
protected under the Coastal Act and the laws of the City for another reason nul yet mt:nliurwd. 
The Specific Bluffs Ordinance was adopted to protect views, as explained in the prior letter, in 
large part by restricting development of selected downslope residential properties. My property 
and those of my downslope neighbors in Zone 3, are not allowed to be more than 9 feet higher 
than the street at the centerline of the lot. The scheme is draconian but it protects the view ofthe 
upslope lot very well. Perhaps the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan can better explain how to build a 
9 foot tall house-so I'll quote: 
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3. Subarea 3: The maximum Height of a Project within Subarea 3 shall be as 
follows: 

a. Within the area between the front lot line, adjacent to and parallel to the street, 
and an imaginary line located 38 feet toward the rear lot line therefrom, no Project shall 
exceed nine feet in Height. Height shall be measured from the midpoint between the side 
property lines to the highest point of the roof structure or parapet wall. For purposes of 
this Specific Plan, the front lot line of a through lot is the front lot line fronting the street 
at the highest elevation of the lot. 

b. Within any other portion of a Downslope Lot not described in (a) above, Height 
of any Project or portion thereof shall not exceed the elevation of the midpoint between 
the side property lines. 

c. Notwithstanding (a) and (b) above, safety railings enclosing decks may exceed 
the curb level by three feet, or higher if necessary to comply with applicable building 
codes, provided they are constructed of open materials which allow at least 75% 
visibility. Section 5, Paragraph A, 3 on page 4 of the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan. 

To paraphrase, a downslope lot in Zone 3 gets 9 feet of height on a single floor sticking out from 
the hill for 38 feet and then it needs to step down the hill and start another lower floor. What this 
translates to in terms of someone else building an over-height building below is that those ofus 
on the downslope in Zone 3---cannot simply build up to the 45 feet which is otherwise allowed 
on an R-llot and see over the top of the new building. But fair is fair, and the City has restricted 
the lots below me to 36 or 37 feet-be it via the Lagoon Del Rey Plan or the Coastal Bluffs 
Specific Plan. As to an upslope lot, the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan means the City has acted to 
protect their views and they have an expectation of views. I understand that this view protection 
regime is among the most restrictive anywhere. The reference in the Westchester-Playa Del Rey 
General Plan to protecting private views is not a mistake---{)ur City Council knew exactly what it 
had done and owed to the affected homeowners in return. 

This is exactly the circumstance where both the Coastal Act and, ironically, the City by its own 
Coastal Pennit Ordinance, protect private views. 

The City does not have a Local Coastal Plan for Playa Del Rey area. Accordingly, it issues 
permits in the Coastal Zone under dual authority and consistent with Public Resources Code 
Section 30600.5 adopted an ordinance to govern the issuance. That ordinance, Municipal Code 
Section 12.20.2, is clear that the City is separately acting to protect the environment and coast 
and requires that both the Coastal Commission Permit and the City Permit be obtained prior to 
building. The Ordinance further requires the City to make a finding: 

(c) That the Ttllt:l'pt'elati t: uit!eHnes for as lal Pl<umi ng and PennH's as estab lished by"th 
California Coastal Commission dated Febn1ary 11 , 1977 and any subsequent amendments 
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thereto have been reviewed, analyzed, and considered in the Jight of the individual project in 

making its determination. Municipal Code Section 12.20.2, G, 1, C. 

There are some issues with locating the Interpretive Guidelines and which Interpretive 

Guidelines the City follows. 1 I was however successful in finding the actual Interpretive 

Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits referenced in Municipal Code Section 12.20.2, G, 1, 

C. The Interpretive Guidelines dated February 11, 1977 were attached to the Chief Legislative 

Analysts' letter dated March 18, 1977 included in Exhibit Folio L. as Attachment B. With 

reference to View Protection, the Interpretive Guidelines contain the following provision: 

... where most residences in an area have been sited and designed to protect the ocean 

views from other homes, new construction should respect these general planning and 

design standards, and view-blocking houses out of scale and character with the 

surrounding area should not be allowed. 

So not only are the public and private views to be protected under CEQA but they are also both 

protected in this case under the Coastal Act and the City's own environmental protection 

ordinances. 

1 The purpose of the referenced Interpretive Guidelines Is to "interpret, clarify and provide specific 

guidance as to how provisions of the Act [Coastal Act] should be applied." Text of Guidelines. The City 

has retained some of the versions of Guidelines on certain topics and yet, notwithstanding its own 

ordinance, has no copy of various others of the standards. Folio Exh ibit J is my Public Records Act 

correspondence with the City seeking to obtain copies of the Interpretive Guidelines it follows. Folio 

Exhibit K is what the City has retained and follows which are essentially only two of 12 operative 

documents. Even as to the documents retained and followed the City has only partial copies. This 

piecemeal approach to following the law is a per se "abuse of discretion." How can the City review, 

analyze and consider that which it cannot locate? 

Be that as It may, I went back to the Council Flle where Municipal Code Section 12.02.2 was adopted. A 

copy of relevant portion of the file Is attached as Folio Exh ibit L. The file makes the City's reasons for 

losing the Interpretive Guidelines, selectively, very clear. The City opposed the Interpretive Guidelines 

as a "further intrusion into the City's efforts to maintain local control of the coastal land use planning 

prior to certification of the City's local Coastal Program." letter dated March 18, 1977 written by the 

City of Los Angeles, Office of the Chief Legislative Analyst to the Planning Committee, page 3, Folio L. In 

other words, with or without a local coastal program, designed to protect the coast, the City wanted 

autonomy and that is exactly the position it has placed itself in by selectively losing Interpretive 

Guidelines. 
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Sixth, I would like to again call your attention to the sneaky way the MND seeks to minimize the 
description of the visual impacts from Vista Del Mar, Montreal Street and other locations. The 
consultant selected a house, which even in its own photos depict as significantly higher than the 
view point at the comt!r of Vista Del Mar, the public street and sidewalk on Vista Del Mar and 
Montreal Street and the other houses on Montreal Street. Based on a topographical map, the 
house is 60 feet higher than the Vista Del Mar/Montreal Street view corner, more than that 
higher than all of the downhill houses in the 200 block of Montreal, the street and sidewalk in the 
200 block of Montreal. The line of sight study is deliberately misleading and not representative 
of the visual impact across the spectrum of views which are protected-.. -the view down Montreal 
Street from the street and sidewalks, the view of the coastal bluffs from the sidewalk and beach 
below, the view from Vista Del Mar, which is a scenic highway, of the ocean. Since this view 
point was selected to deliberately downplay the project's impacts, the City's conclusions that the 
project would have no significant impacts on protected views lacks the substantial evidence 
required by CEQ A. The City must select 'other viewpoints and fully assess the visual impact of 
the project from all of potentially affected locations and angles. 

If one looks at the MND prepared for Legado Company's mixed-use project in Redondo Beach, 
you will find pictures and visual simulations galore to demonstrate the lack of impact on a 1% 
ocean view for local condominiums. The study is 69 pages long. Instead, here in Los Angeles, 
we are reduced to citizens floating balloons at the project height, subject to the vagaries of the 
wind, taking pictures and photo shopping to provide information to evaluate aesthetic impacts 
that should have been disclosed in the MND. 

Bottom line, the evidence presented in Mr. Pacheco's letter is the only evidence in the record 
regarding visual impact from locations other than a single house which is located 60 feet higher 
than the other uphill houses on Montreal Street and even more than that higher than the downhill 
houses and the street itself. Taken together with the resident testimony and petition, the evidence 
demonstrates stunning visual impacts that are not disclosed - and certainly not mitigated - in the 
MND. Best case, the narrow and misleading line of sight study is viewed as evidence which 
contradicts the balloon studies. However, if there is evidence supporting a "fair argument" that a 
"significant irnpacl" may occur-and evidence supporting a contrary conclusion-an EIR is still 
required. 

Seventh, given the Applicant's admission that it will be building 220 Culver, decision makers 
and the public are entitled to view impacts on a cumulative basis for both the 138 Culver and the 
220 Culver projects. The MND contains no evidence or information from which one can assess 
this cumulative impact. Mr. Pacheco's letter addresses these cumulative impacts by showing the 
effects on the views from the Montreal Street homes and the public street of the 220 Culver 
building. Once again, he floated a balloon to 56 feet and photo shopped in a building. The 
combined effect is the loss of an over 180 degree panoramic view of the ocean, Marina, Santa 
Monica Mountains and the Hollywood sign from my home and the others on the downslope in 
Zone 3 and from the street between the homes. The notion that there is any meaningful view left 
expressed in the MND again may be one position, but there is clearly a fair argmnent of a 
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potentially significant impact. Under CEQA and the legally acknowledged standard which j
22

_
21 considers private views, an EIR is required. 

(Cont.) 

Eighth, even using its own narrow definition of a protected view-the City admits there is a 
visual impact to public views of the ocean from Culver Boulevard, a scenic highway, and Vista 
Del Mar, a scenic highway, both with treasured ocean and sand dune views, the public street and 
residences on Montreal Street and Trolley Place. MND Pg. IV-1. Mitigation 1-10 is proposed 
landscaping for the project to the "satisfaction of the decision maker." It is ridiculous to suggest 
that some undetennined amount of landscaping will off-set the loss of views of the Pacific 
Ocean, sumises and sunsets over the ocean, however, fleeting for those driving on scenic 
highways. Landscaping could never offset the loss of the view for those walking or driving up or 
down Montreal Street. Moreover, the MND lacks a landscaping plan so even if some 
landscaping plan might mitigate the over-all aesthetic losses attributable to the project, the 
information presented to the City in the MND is not sufficient to enable the City to make this 
determination. Instead, the MND punts to "satisfaction of the decision maker." lfby some 
profound lack of taste and judgment the MND's proposed landscaping mitigation is found to 
offset the loss of public and private views and eliminate what is otherwise admittedly a 
significant impact, there must be a final appeal to an elected official available when the "decision 
maker" decides what landscaping will suffice. In addition to being vague, the MND's mitigation 
measures for aesthetic impacts are impermissibly deferred. (Endangered Habitats League v 
County ofOrange (2005) 131 Cal. App. 4th 777, 793-94; Guidelines Section 15126.4(a)(l)(B).) 

5. NOISE 

The noise calculations in the MND show thresholds very close to the maximums, over time, for 
proximate residential property. I note that these calculations are derivative of the EPA standard 
calculations set forth on page IV-93 ofthe MND. United States Environmental Protection 
Agency, Noise from Construction Equipment and Operations, Building Equipment and Home 
Appliances, PB 206717, 1971 (the "EPA Report"). The data used reflects a limited spectrum of 
construction equipment and is old-noise levels have changed for standard equipment types. 
The City should not regard this old data as adequate when new data is available. 

For its pending project in Redondo Beach, Legado (this Applicant) used the Federal Highway 
Construction Noise Handbook, Construction Equipment Noise Levels, from 2010 (the "Federal 
Highway Data"). It analyzed by types and amounts of equipment plam1ed to be used at various 
times during the construction cycle. I suggest a similar mixed use project being developed by 
the same Applicant/Legado Companies sets the bar for "adequate" noise analysis. As 
demonstrated by Legado's environmental review of the Redondo Beach project, this type of 
analysis is feasible. The MND is deficient. 

Using the Federal Highway Data, one would reach a completely different conclusion as to the 
noise levels to be experienced by the sensitive receptors. A copy of the section of the Federal 
Highway Data which identifies Construction Equipment Noise Levels and Ranges is attached as 
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Folio Exhibit M. I cannot detennine construction the noise levels from the equipment types, as 
the Redondo MND does, because I don't know the durations and actual equipment types to be 
used for each phase of construction. Frankly, given that we have been deprived of Geotechnical 
Report data and Haul Route data which will address how the foundation is to be built and the 
travel routes for the heavy equipment---there is no way we could develop a noise calculation. 
However, I do note the EPA Report table on page IV-93, which serves as the starting point for 
the MND analysis, does not include or adjust for the 24-7 dewatering pumping, with two very 
large pumps, as described in the dewatering permit. Folio Exhibit A. The two pumps alone 
create a consistent noise level of 81 dBA at 50 feet each based on actual observed measmements. 
Federal Highway Data Table 9.1. 1 also note that the foundation noise information in the EPA 
Report does not account for pile drivers-which are very loud-showing at 101 actual dBA at 50 
feet. Federal Highway Data Table 9.1. Again, deprived of Geoteclmical Information, I believe 
there is a solid argument that pile drivers may be needed to install the foundation for this site as 
the proposed auger method is impractical. Mr. William Scott will be submitting a letter on this 
point. 

The MND itself states noise levels greater than 85 dBA can cause temporary hearing loss, MND 
page IV-92, and noise levels in excess of75 dBA in violation of the Los Angeles Municipal 
Noise Ordinance are significant. With the incremental noise sources one can quantify through 
the Federal Highway Data, the noise levels for sensitive receptors, even with the proposed 
mitigation exceed the significance thresholds. Furthermore, there is no possibility of limiting 
construction activity on this project to the times allowed under the City of Los Angeles Noise 
Ordinance-dewatering will be a 24/7 affair. Certainly there is a fair argument that a significant 
impact will occur in this regard which has not been adequately mitigated, either in terms of the 
overall noise level or the construction noise occurring constantly at night over a 16 month 
horizon for dewatering pumping. This potentially (and likely) significant impact requires 
analysis in an EIR. 

The EPA Report also points out some potentially significant consequences at much lower noise 
levels including those admitted as likely for sensitive receptors as a result of the project even 
after mitigation in the l\1ND. For example, the EPA estimates levels in the vicinity of 50 dB A 
will disrupt sleep for 40% ofthe people exposed. EPA Report page 88. Speech interference 
effects increase sharply in the range between 40-60 dB A. EPA page 87. (Here we are running 
the pumps 24-7 and have not been told how loud they will be or where they will be positioned as 
they are too big to be on the lot-making the logical location, in the street, close to Trolley Way 
or Convoy.) The threshold of signif1cance cannot be set so low that a "reasonable" argument as 
to a potentially significant impact under CEQA is precluded. Sleep deprivation and interference 
with communication, on a sustained basis over 16 months based on the Applicant's water 
consultant's estimates for foundation construction time (Folio C) are certainly potentially 
significant impacts. Of course, once the foundation is complete construction and noise will 
continue. 

There are no noise calculations for the staging area nor is the staging area identified in the MND 
docwnent. In this respect, the City lacks adequate information to make an informed decision 
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regarding the significance of the noise impacts to the taging area as a secondary impact of 
moving construction activity to the staging area. To the extent that we can discern outside the 
four corners of the MND where the staging area will be--this does not represem adequate 
disclosure to the public or adequate information for the decision maker. 

The applicant publicly stated at a Neighborhood Council meeting the staging area would be 
located 220 Culver Boulevard. This lot abuts R~l property on Montreal Street, including mine, 
at 229 Montreal Street. The MND lacks any analysis of the impact on these sensitive receptors 
and is, therefore, not adequate. Once again, the MND done for the Applicant's Redondo Beach 
project provides a template of how to generate adequate infom1ation on which to make an 
infonued decision by first identifying the staging area and second analyzing the noise impacts 
based on current data. 

There is a fair argument that the noise impact from the staging on the abutting homes will exceed 
that portrayed for the Trolley Way multi-family homes and be a significant impact. The pre
existing ambient road noise is much greater for the Montreal Street homes-they are above 
Culver and the intersection of Vista Del Mar and Culver-both classified as highways and full of 
cars during rush hour. The tables on page IV -96 of the MND establish the Culver and Vista Del 
Mar A.M. and P.M. peak road noise at close to, if not in excess of, 60 dBA CNEL to begin with. 
Hence, the risk or likelihood of hearing loss, based on the standards in the MND, is greater when 
incremental noise is added to what already exists at this location. This cmnulative impact must 
be disclosed and analyzed pursuant to CEQA. (Los Angeles Unified School District v. City of 
Los Angeles (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1119.) It is not hard to reach 75 dBA or 85 dBA when you 
are starting from 60 dBA (and likely much louder in the summer and on the weekend). The 
houses on the Montreal abutting the staging area are also more sensitive receptors because they 
are perched in the air over the staging site-the sound attenuation over "hard" or "soft" ground 
assumptions in the MND do not apply. MND pg. IV-92. The houses on Montreal over the 
staging area are also all glass to the panorama view out over the staging area-so the sound 
attenuation factors associated with stucco or wood sided residential structures with average 
windows referenced in the MND do not apply. MND pg. IV -92. By way of example, I have 
approximately 42 feet of floor to ceiling glass on my top floor, most of which slides open, and 
only slightly less on the floor below, all of which is located directly on top of the staging area. 
The houses of my neighbors on the north side of Montreal are all similar, using glass to capture 
the view. To the extent the MND provides any information about sound attenuation in this 
situation, it suggests Montreal Street will be a very sensitive receptor indeed-with huge open 
windows, perhaps why the staging area is not analyzed or disclosed. 

Yet the mitigation strategy is to shift noise to the "staging" area where it can be as close as 50 
feet to the abutting residtmliallots. 

For the one R-1 lot on Montreal Street which is considered part of the sensitive receptors for 
construction in the MND and slated to bear noise levels above 75 dBA, the staging noise will be 
incremental. MND pg. IV -94. This lot will not be benefited by the mitigation of moving staging 
and there is no calculation of how this lot will be affected by both noise sources-idling in the 
staging area and construction. It is unclear where the sound barrier mitigation measure will be 
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located for this lot to affect both noise sources. Given that the thresholds are exceeded absent the 
mitigation measures, a fair argument exists as to whether this lot will be subject to a significant 
impact. Put even more simply, the MND is not adequate in that it fails to assess the combined 
impacts of construction noise, staging noise and traffic on this one lot. 

It also bears noting that the adverse effects of noise on hearing are cumulative over time. This is 
the reason OSHA requires employees exposed to an average of 85 decibels over an 8 hour basis 
as part of their job to participate in a hearing conservation program, with a baseline and 
thereafter annual audiograrns. United States Department of Labor, OSHA Regulations 1910, G, 
1910.95. The applicant's water const1ltant contemplates a 16 month construction dewatering 
time as the foundation is installed. Folio Exhibit C. Once construction is done at the project, 
Applicant has announced a project on the 220 Culver site-making Montreal Street now subject 
to 16 months of staging noise and direct construction noise, plus constant future dewatering
likely of comparable magnitude to the noise experienced by the construction receptors for the 
current project as portrayed in the MND. In other words, there is a fair argument that the staging 
and construction noise to which Montreal Street will be subject, on a cumulative and prolonged 
basis, will damage hearing, create sleep loss and interrupt speech. There is no consideration of 
this cumulative impact on Montreal Street in the MND even though this exposure may exceed 32 
months of continuous construction noise to get to the point where the foundation is in at 220 
Culver and then we face construction noise as the building goes up. 

Because certain impacts, like noise, are cumulative over time, an MND which does not specify 
the likely duration of construction and provide the haul routes to enable a critique of those 
construction timeline assumptions does not provide adequate information to make an assessment 
or enable public participation and critique. Moreover, in response to multiple file review and 
Public Records Act requests, the City has still not provided the approved haul routes which arc 
supposed to be part of the complete Master Land Use Application file for this project. This 
would enable dirt take-offs and the community's own estimation of how long it will take to get 
the foW1dation in place. The infmmation in the MND is inadequate to enable an informed 
decision and public participation. Furthennorc, the haul route information is relevant to the 
MND's consideration of air quality and health impacts caused by repeated diesel truck trips to 
and from the site, to say nothing of the related traffic impacts of large diesel trucks. 

The following mitigation measures, while they reduce the noise risk to one sensitive receptor 
group, increase the risk to others. Overall, this may result in a larger, significant adverse impact 
that is not properly disclosed in the MND: 

• Construction staging areas shall be as far from sensitive receptors as possible, 
particularly the apartments to the South of Trolley Place ... 

• Equipment wann-up areas, water tanks, and equipment storage areas shall be 
located a minimum of 50 feet from abutting sensitive receptors ... 

The noise impact at the staging site and the noise, including the pumps and pile drivers, must be 
evaluated and appropriate mitigation should be implemented now, as required by CEQA. Sound 
barriers, capable of achieving appropriate levels of sound attenuation and capable ofblocking the 
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line of sight between the noise at the staging area and the receptors on Montreal should be 
designed and required. For the staging area, these sound attenuation barriers will be tall because 
they need only be tall enough to block the line of sight ofthe 220 Culver from the Montreal 
Street homes on the bluff'. This will likely result in significant adverse aesthetic impacts which, 
while temporary, also must be disclosed and mitigated. A noise monitor, with no pre-set plan as 
to what can or will be done reduce the noise levels, is not a mitigation. Rather it's a punt and an 
opportunity for people who believe they are stuck with the noise, and not equipped with decibel 
meters, to lose their hearing slowly over time. Real, concrete and enforceable mitigation 
measures that actually attenuate noise must be designed before this project may be approved in 
compliance with CEQA. 

6. TRAFFIC 

The applicant's original traffic study for the Jakes Lot development, reflected in an August 2013 
MND, showed an increase in traffic resulting from the project over the allowed percentage at an 
"F" intersection (Culver and Nicholson). The applicant was required to perform expensive 
mitigation at this intersection as a condition of the August 2013 MND. Instead, the Applicant 
redesigned the project seeking to stay below the applicable threshold and avoid the required 
mitigation. 

However, when the Outlaws Project and the Jakes Lot Project are viewed as a single "project," 
and not impermissibly segmented, the Applicant finds itself with traffic levels for the "project" 
in excess ofthose described in the August 2013 MND. Absent mitigation at Culver and 
Nicholson the Jakes Lot/Outlaws Lot Project has a significant impact as measured by the City's 
traffic standards and an EIR is required. 

Working with the Applicant's traffic calculation methodology, my calculation of the trip 
generation for the Outlaws Lot is based on the following assumptions: 

*The 11,000 square feet of Pharmacy/Retail are the same as the 6,000 square feet of 
"Other Retail" in the MND, Revised Project Trip Generation, Revised Project Trip 
Generation Table IV -31. 
*The 66 Apartments are treated the same as the 72 Apartments in the MND, Revised 
Project Trip Generation, Table IV -31. 

The net daily trip increase for the 11,000 Square Feet of Pharmacy/Retail at Outlaws Lot is 1.83 
(11/6) times that shown for the "Other Retail" at Jakes Lot in the table. The net daily trip 
increase for the 66 units at Outlaws Lot is .916 (66/72) times that shown for the 72 Units at Jakes 
Lot in the table. 

Resulting in the following additions to Table IV -31 (working only from the numbers as adjusted 
for mixed-use interaction, Walk-in Patronage and Pass-by-Trips): 

Peak AM Peak PM 

Size/Use ! Dai!Y! In I Out I Total I .Jn I Out [!~§!] 
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11,000sf 212 7 2 9 24 24 48 
Retail 
Other 
66 Units 438 6 27 33 30 16 46 ....................... 
Total 650 13 29 42 54 40 94 

As stated on page V-124 ofthe MND, the redesign of the Jakes Lot development resulted in 220 
fewer trips per day than the originally-analyzed project, including decreases of approximately 16 
trips (1 0 inbound, six outbound) during the AM peak hour, and approximalely 3 0 trips (19 
inbound, 11 outbound) during the PM peak hour. MND pg. IV-124. The numbers above show 
the incremental traffic for the Outlaws Lot which vastly exceeds the redesign savings and leaves 
the project worse off from a City traffic threshold analysis perspective than it was in August 
2013. Mitigation at Nicholson and Culver is again required for the Project to avoid causing a 
significant impact under the City's lraffic standards. 

I also note that because the project lacks plans, the Department of Transportation has not been 
able to make final recommendations regarding the project. "This detem1ination does not include 
approval of the project's driveways, intemal circulation and parking scheme. Adverse traffic 
impacts could occur due to access and circulation issues." MND pg. IV-142. Hence, the MND 
lacks adequate information to allow an assessment of whether or not there will be adverse traffic 
impacts to the community. The MND's traffic and safety analysis must be revised to include the 
project's driveways, internal circulation, and parking scheme. This revised analysis should be 
part of an EIR. 

Moreover, some of the matters represented to DOT for purposes of the preliminary analysis, as 
described in the MND, are contradicted by the May 9, 2104 Plans I obtained from Planning. The 
following is a short list: 
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• The MND calls for a separate on-site delivery entrance and loading area. MND IV-145. 
The May 9, 2014 Plans show the area in the Ground Level Planting Plan but do not show 
a driveway for the area in the street level plans. Absent the promised "loading area" 
delivery trucks will double park on Pacific, creating a substantial adverse effect on the 
flow of traffic on Pacific and potentially blocking ingress and egress for safety vehicles, 
if Pacific is narrowed through vacation as proposed by Applicant. This is both a 
significant traffic impact and a significant impact on public services and safety that must 
be disclosed and mitigated in an EIR. 

• The calculations ofthe effects ofthe project driveway on traffic on Pacific Avenue 
assume that there are no "control anns." MND IV-146. The MND quite craftily states: 
"The Project site plans do not indicate any type of access control at the driveway entrance 
from Pacific A venue ... " Page IV -146. The MND makes no promise that there will be 
no such control arms. Yet the May 9, 2014 plans show control arms in the Levell Floor 
Plan. 
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• Similarly, the project has been or may be revised to add a separate driveway for residents 
granting them access to the mezzanine parking level. This will use more of the Pacific 
frontage and remove more community parking. Impacts of this change must be more 
fully analyzed so that any adverse impacts to traffic and safety can be mitigated prior to 
project approval. 

The MND is written without reference to final plans and provides inadequate information to 
assess the environmental impacts associated with the project. To the extent there are drafts of 
plans which have been given to Planning, they variously contradict the MND and/or are 
internally contradictory. This leaving us all in the position that ifthe City approves this project-
no one will know what has been approved. Again, the City punts and leaves it to a department 
to review and approve final plans which affect the impacts of the project on the community at a 
later time -"the modified Project's driveway locations and operations would need to be 
reviewed and approved by LADOT before the Project can begin constructions." The City lacks 
adequate information to assess the impacts of this project and the public lacks the information 
required to participate meaningfully in the review process. The deferral of analysis and 
mitigation renders the MND insufficient. 

7. SEWERCAPACITY 

The MND admits that w1der the City's Sewer Allocation Ordinance, the annual increase in flow 
the Hyperion Treatment Plant is limited to five million gallons per day (mgd). The project 
would need to demonstrate compliance with the monthly allocation prior to issuance of building 
permits. Thereafter, assuming the project obtains permits, it proposes several measures to ensure 
capacity at HTP remains adequate. They are the following Mitigation Measures XVII-80 found 
atpgs. IV-150 and IV-156: 
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• The project shall include a building holding tank large enough to hold three times the 
project daily wastewater flow so that the tank would hold all project wastewater during 
peak wastewater flow periods for discharge into the wastewater collection system during 
off-peak hours. 

• However, the plans provided May 9, 2014 do not provide a location or space for 
this tank. If room for the tank is inserted, is parking reduced? The City cannot 
assess the effectiveness of this mitigation or the secondary impacts of 
implementing the mitigation. Also, if this tank is not placed in a subterranean 
location, potential adverse aesthetic impacts may occur. 

• Offset excess wastewater generation by restricting the wastewater generation of other 
land uses within the same service area (e.g. by dedicating open space) 

• However, it is unclear what open space the Applicant intends to dedicate to 
accomplish this mitigation. The May 9, 2014 plans for its site show lot line to lot 
line construction. The City cannot assess the effectiveness of this mitigation or 
even find that it is likely real. CEQA does not permit speculative mitigation. 

• New wastewater treatment or conveyance infrastructure, or capacity enhancing 
alterations to existing systems. 
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• Again, it is completely unclear how the Applicant would accomplish this J 
mitigation. The City cannot assess the effectiveness of this mitigation, and it is 22-41 
therefore inadequate. (Cont.) 

8. STORM DRAIN CAPACITY 

Page IV-153 of the MND purports to analyze the project's effect on the one local storm drain. 
The analysis looks at runoff from the project roofs and hardscape. However, the analysis does 
not consider the 1. 728 million gallons per day which will be discharged down the storm drain for 
construction dewatering. The analysis also does not factor in on-going dewatering post
construction of an unknown quantity and with an unknown discharge plan. It is entirely possible 
that there will be a large storm and flooding in lower Playa Del Rey, an event which has 
certainly happened in my tenure here. The City has no information to support the conclusion 
that the one stonn drain in lower Playa Del Rey will support the project dewatering, which must 
go on rain or shine, and the needs of the community following a large storm. This is a 
potentially significant impact which should be analyzed. In Playa Vista Phase 1, the City did 
extensive calculations to support the sufficiency of area drainage to accommodate both project 
related dewatering and stonn run-off. A comparable analysis should be made for lower Playa 
Del Rey. This analysis must also take into account any potential impacts on the storm drain 
system caused by sea level rise, as the project is located only two blocks from the Pacific Ocean. 

As noted above, once the project is built, continuous dewatering will be required. The City 
lacks adequate information to analyze the effect ofthis dewatering on the storm drains of lower 
Playa Del Rey or to evaluate the adequacy of alternative strategies for disposing of the water. 
Again the proposed injection well, absent more detail, is not a proven adequate and effective 
mitigation-leaving us with the Hyperion 'freatment Plant (where there is a need to restrict 
discharges as noted in the MND) or the storm drain. These potentially significant impacts with 
regard to hydrology, water quality, and public services must be thoughtfully analyzed and 
mitigated in an EIR. 

9. GEOTECHNICAL 

The information provided to the community and the person approving the MND is that contained 
in a Geotechnical reported dated December 1, 2009 which by its terms was good for only three 
years tmless updated. The City is deciding whether or not there are significant geotechnical 
impacts and whether or not such impacts can be mitigated based on a report that, on its face, 
directly states it is no longer adequate to make a decision. The issues addressed in the 
geotechnical report include earthquake, dewatering, foundation design, foundation installation 
recommendations and potential methane effects. Since this is all of the inforn1ation that must be 
considered prior by the City when approving the project and its environmental review, the 
geoteclmical report must be updated. Otherwise, the City's conclusions approving the project 
and its conclusion that the project will not have significant geotechnical impacts will lack the 
substantial evidence required by CEQA. 
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Ironically, I have been to the City Planning Department on four occasions following the issuance 
of the MND to obtain the "whole" file-defined as everything which will be used to evaluate all 
decisions on the Master Land Use Application, including the MND. I made my trips, both 
informally, as a citizen who is entitled to see the file in order to assess the project within the 30 
day MND comment window and to follow-up on Public Records Requests. I have been assured 
in writing, in response to my Public Records Act Requests, that I now have the whole file. As to 
the project's likely geoteclmical impacts, I clearly don't have the whole file. The following is an 
excerpt from a September 4, 2014 email I wrote to the City Planning Department: 

Team: 

Based on the response to my public records request, I understand I have received 
the whole file and all information which will be used to evaluate TT-70786, ZA-
2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL. 
'!bat said, in reviewing the documents, I find references to reports which are not 
included in the documents provided and are important for the community to 
review in order to prepare comments to the Mitigated Negative Declaration 
("MND") and otherwise participate fully and meaningfully in the upcoming 
hearings for the project. There are also other documents which are integral to the 
overall project evaluation which should exist for the City to make its own 
evaluations and decisions, which are not in the files. . . 

We have a copy of the Soils Report (or Geotechnical Investigation) issued by 
Geocon West Inc. dated 12/01/2009 which is referenced in the MND. In the 
tentative tract map file, however, there is a Soils Report Approval Letter Inter
Departmental dated March 6, 2013 prepared by Jim Tokunaga addressed to Dana 
Prevost which references a Department Corrections Letter dated 01/07/2010, Soils 
Report dated 01/13/2010 by Geocon West, Inc., a Department Approval Letter 
dated 03/22/2010 and an Updated Report dated 01/03/2013. None ofthese 
documents have been provide in the MND and Appendixes made available to the 
community or are otherwise in the files you have provided. The community 
should have access to the final report and the intervening comments to use in 
assessing the significance of a number of environmental impacts discussed in the 
Geoteclmical Report which are deemed not significant or adequately mitigated by 
following the recommendations in the Geotechnical Report. 

The fact that different, corrected information and undisclosed mitigations exist and are kept in a 
file somewhere in the Planning Department make the infonnation in the MND, on which the 
community is to base its comm~nt and the "decision maker" is to make its decision, per se 
inadequate. The MND must be revised to include this updated information. Better yet, this 
information should be incorporated into an EIR prepared for the project. 
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10. VESTING TENTATIVE MAP: LACK OF LEGAL COMPLIANCE 

A. Lack of Final Documents As to What City is Considering 

The MND does not include a proposed tentative tract map. So to the extent that the decision 
maker is deciding the effects of street dedications and street vacations, the decision maker is 
doing so without a final plan. The City does not have adequate information to make a 
determination that there is no potentially significant impact and the community does not have a 
final intormation on which to comment. Impacts include losses of uses, potential uses and 
increased building size relative to the existing land use scheme, lot and street configurations, 
none of which can be auequaldy assessed. The decision maker also does not have information 
required to adequately assess this decision in that the MND does not address whether or not the 
Applicant owns to the "centerline" of any of the streets where it requests vacation. 

The last tentative tract map in the file provided to the community was dated June 13, 2013 and 
does not show the dedications on Vista Del Mar which the Department of Transportation is 
requiring. Whether or not such dedications occur certainly affects the potential future width of 
the road and is material. After several trips to Planning and Public Records Act requests for all 
documents to be considered as part of the Master Land Use decision, including the tentative tract 
map, I have requested a copy of the final tentative tract map to no avail. The following is 
another excerpt from the text of my September 4, 2014 email to Planning: 

A brief list of what I know is missing would be as follows: ... 

5. I note that the last Tract Map provided to the community for review is dated 
6/13/2012 and does not show the dedication I understand the applicant is being 
required to make on Vista Del Mar by the Bureau of Engineering. My understanding 
is that the City maintains the dedication Is required because Vista Del Mar adjacent to 
the property is classified as a Major Highway, Class 2. Ifthe road status of Vista Del 
Mar is being downgraded, such that the dedication is not required or is smallt=r, the 
FAR for the project will exceed that allowed on-menu and the approval process for 
the project is completely different. So clarity as to what the road dedications arc, and 
the proposed project is, as depicted in the project Tract Map on which the City based 
the MND is essential to the legal compliance element of the CEQA review. 

Notwithstanding the lack of adequate information in the MND, I will assmne that the Applicant 
is making the dedication on Vista Del Mar but is asking the City to vacate Vista Del Mar 
Lane/Ocean View Lane (a/k/a the "Alley") as they nm through the project site, five feet on either 
side of Pacific and I 0 feet of Culver Boulevard. I believe this is not a legal action for two 
reasons: first, the applicant is not the owner of the fee simple title underlying much of the 
property where the City is being asked to vacate dedications by the Applicant; and second, the 
City catmot make the finding that there is no public purpose or potential public purpose for any 
of the areas for which Applicant has requested vacation. 
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]. 

In order for the City to proceed with a vacation, either through a vacation application or a 
reversion to acerage and tract map, the Applicant must be the owner of the property where the 
vacation is occurring. (Only an owner can apply for a tract map and the vacation application, 
consistent with law requires this certification.) In theory, the City is abandoning its interest in 
the right of way and the applicant is the owner ofthe underlying fee simple interest. In the 
ordinary case, the Jots which abut the road on either side own fee simple title to the centerline. 
The law is summarized as follows: 

Absent evidence of contrary intent, California law sets forth certain presumptions 
regarding the construction of deeds. Civil Code section 831 establishes a 
rebuttable presumption that "[a]n owner ofland bounded by a road or street is 
presumed to own to the center of the way .... " Section 1112 provides that "[a] 
transfer of land, bounded by a highway, passes the title ofthe person whose estate 
is transferred to the soil of the highway in front to the center thereof, unless a 
different intent appears from the grant." The word "street," as used in section 831, 
includes an alley. (Former Sts. & Hy.Code, § 8304.) Besneatte v. Gourdin (1993) 
16 Cal.App.4th 1277, 1281. 

The City has applied this presumptive rule, without considering evidence which clearly indicates 
that the maker and owner of Tract No. 8301, the project site, did not intend lots within the Tract 
to include ownership to the centerline of either Culver or Pacific. Accordingly, when the owner 
conveyed these lots it did not intend to convey to the center line of the streets. The following 
public records are provided as Folio Exhibits N-Q. Tract Map for Tract No. 8301 dated May 
1925, the project site ("Block C"), Tract Map for Tract No. 8820 dated April1925, the lot to the 
North of Culver opposite the project site ("Block A"), Resubdivision of Portion of Playa Del Rey 
Townsite recorded in the Official Records ofthe County of Los Angeles as Map Book 7, Page 
130 dated July 1905 from which Tract No. 8301 and Tract No. 8820 were resudivided, the 
Indenture between Pacific Electric Railroad and the Beach Land Company dated July 12, 1909. 

2. Tract No. 8301 was a Portion of Block C Declared Corner to Corner and Did 
not Include Pacific or Esplanade (a/k/a Culver) 

The project lots are located in Tract No. 8301 and the deeds for the project reference this Tract 
Map. Folio Exhibit N. Tract No. 8301 was declared from a portion of Block C of Playa Del Rey 
Townsite as follows: 
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TRACT 8301 

BEING A SUBDIVISION OF A PORTION OF BLOCK "C" OF A 
RESUBDIVISION OF PLAY A DEL REY TOWNSITE AS RECORDED IN 
MAP BOOK 7, PAGE 130, RECORDS OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY, 
CALIFORNIA. Tract 8301, Folio Exhibit N. 
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The outside edges of Tract 8301 are defined by the comer markers of Block "C" as follows: 
"Most northerly corner Block C," "[F]ound set stake 4"x4" most westerly corner Block C," and 
"[F]ound 4"x4" set stake most southerly corner of Block C" with a boundary line marked by 
courses and distances between the three corners to the form the triangular Block "C." The 
delineation of Block C, the Tract in which the project lots are located, does not include any ofthe 
Esplanade or Mesmer (alk/a Culver) or Pacific. The northerly and westerly corner markers and 
the course between are south of Mesmer and Esplanade (a/k/a Culver) and the westerly and 
southerly comer markers and course in between is north of Pacific. On its face, a deed to a Jot in 
Tract No. 8301 does not include title to property outside the Tract--or any of Pacific or Mesmer 
and Esplanade (a/k/a culver). 

Consistent with this point, the only public dedication made from Tract No. 8301 is the alley 
interior to the Tract. 

WE HEREBY CERTIFY THAT WE ARE THE OWNERS OF THE LAND 
WITHIN THE SUBDIVISION SHOWN ON THE ANNEXED MAP AND 
THAT WE ARE THE ONLY PERSONS WHOSE CONSENT IS NECESSARY 
TO PASS CLEAR TITLE TO SAID LAND AND WE CONSENT TO THE 
MAKING OF SAID MAP AND SUBDIVISION AS SHOWN WITHIN THE 
COLORED BOARDER LINE AND HEREBY DEDICATE ALL ALLEYS 
SHOWN ON SAID MAP WITHIN SAID SUBDIVISION. Tract 8301, Folio 
ExhibitN. 

This interpretation is further corroborated by the fact that to the North, Tract No. 8820, was 
declared from Block HA": 

BEING A SUBDIVISION OF A PORTION OF BLOCK "A" OF A 
RESUBDIVISION OF PLAY A DEL REY TOWNSITE AS RECORDED IN 
MAP BOOK 7, PAGE 130, RECORDS OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY, 
CALIFORNIA. Tract No. 8820, Folio Exhibit 0. 

Tract No. 8820 does not reflect any corner boundaries of courses for Block "A." Instead, it 
reflects the comers and boundaries of the other Blocks which surround Block "A"-Block "B," 
the stakes for Block "C," and Block "S" which delineate areas which are not part of Block "A" 
Accordingly, Block "A" is everything shown which is not in the boundaries of one ofthe other 
Blocks which surround it. Consistent with this reading of the Tract Map, Esplanade and Mesmer 
(a/k/a Culver) are part of Block "A" and are declared exclusively from Tract 8820. The 
dedication language confinns this interpretation: 
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TO PASS CLEAR TITLE TO SAID LAND AND WE CONSENT TO THE 
MAKING OF SAID MAP AND SUBDIVISION AS SHOWN WITHIN THE 
COLORED BOARDER LINE AND HEREBY DEDICATE FOR PUBLIC 
PURPOSES ALL STREETS, ALLEYS, ESPANADE AND TROLLEYWA Y 
SHOWN ON SAID MAP WITHIN SAID SUBDIVISION. Tract No. 8820, Folio 
Exhibit 0. 

The law is that when a street is declared from one Tract and not from the adjacent Tract, the 
street belongs to the lots that abut the street located in the Tract from which the street was 
declared, abutting the street. Besneatte v. Gow·din (1993) 16 Cal.App.41h 1277, 1282 (owners of 
tract from which alley was declared own entire alley; owners of adjacent tract have no title). 

This point was not lost on the Applicant's original surveyor. If you look at the survey prepared 
by KR Hills Land Surveying & Consulting, Inc. Kevin R. Hills, P.L.S. 6617 dated June 13, 2012 
prepared to show Tentative Tract No. 70786 for the Applicant (the "KR Hil1s Survey and Tract 
Map") found in the City's tentative tract map file for the project, the fee simple title line runs 
along the courses and through the comer stakes on Block "C" and does not include any portion 
of either Culver or Pacific. 

3. Pacific Was Own d By the Rru lroad When Tract No. 830 I Wa Declared and 
the Lots Were Transferred 

If possible, the case as to Pacific is even clearer. To dispel any confusion, I note that throughout 
the MND you see Pacific variously referred to as Pacific and also as Trolley Place. The reason is 
that Pacific is the 30 foot strip in the middle of the road and Trolley Place, abutting the project, is 
the name used for a 10 foot alley which is interior to the corner posts of Block C. There is also 
another 10 foot alley on the other side of Pacific which is also referred to as Trolley Place. 

With this in mind, you Will see that Tract Map No. 8301 specifical1y states that the 30 foot strip 
known as Pacific is not included in the Tract Map. The reason is that the same strip was at the 
time the tract was declared Pacific Electric Railroad in fee simple under Clause 3 of the Deed 
attached as Folio Exhibit Q. Lot 6, the lot on the north-west edge of Block "C" abutting Pacific, 
was transferred by Title Guaranty and Trust Company (the subdivision maker) to Peter and 
Rosina Mauerer on December 2, 1933 and Lot 7, the lot on the south-west edge of Block "C" 
abutting Pacific, was transferred by Title Guaranty and Trust Company to Del Rey Development 
Company on June 26, 1944. Folio RandS respectively. At the time of each transfer, Pacific 
Electric still owned Pacific abutting Block "C" and operated a railroad there. Title Guaranty and 
Trust Company could not have intended to transfer title to the center line of Pacific when it sold 
Lot 6 and Lot 7 because it did not own Pacific at the time the lots were transferred out of the 
subdivision. Lot 6, the lot on the north-west edge of Block "C'' abutting Pacific, was transferred 
by Title Guaranty and Trust Company (the subdivision maker) to Peter and Rosina Mauerer on 
December 2, 1933 and Lot 8, the lot on the south-west edge of Block "C" abutting Pacific, to Del 
Rey Development Corporation on June 26, 1944. Folio Exhibits RandS. 
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4. The Eastern Tip of Block "C" Was Declared Metes and Bounds by Pacific 
Electric and Not Owned by the ubdivider Which Declared the Streets 

The same Deed to the Pacific Electric Railroad from the Beach Land Company transferred the 
''tip" of Block "C" in fee simple by a metes and bound description in Clause 10. Folio Exhibit 
Q. At the time Tract No. 8301 was declared, the portion of Block "C" at the tip was not owed by 
the Title Guaranty and Trust Company, the subdivider, and was not part of the Tract. Folio 
Exhibit N. Where property not under common ownership with street it abuts at the time the 
subdivision declares the street there is no presumption of ownership to the centerline. There is 
no reason to believe that the then owner of Culver Boulevard, Title Guaranty and Trust Company 
intended to give a portion of its property to Pacific Electric Railroad. Moreover, when a lot is 
not under common ownership and is described by metes and bounds ownership to the centerline 
of the abutting road is not conveyed. 

5. Chicago Title Does N t Maintain to the Contrary 

The KR Hill Survey and Tentative Tract Map references a Preliminary Title Report prepared by 
Chicago Title dated September 19, 2011. Because the Planning file does not contain the 
Preliminary Title Report, I ordered one from Chicago Title and received one dated September 
11, 2014. Folio, Ex hi bit T. I note a title report and even a title policy is not legal evidence of 
title-one is a description of a title insurance policy the company is prepared to issue and the 
other is insurance. Nonetheless, as we are working under the relaxed rules of evidence available 
in a Land Use Planning proceeding, I felt pretty certain Planning might consider the Preliminary 
Title Report as evidence contrary to my argument, so I obtained the next best thing-a report by 
the same company. The report is clear that no claim is made regarding title to any street or alley 
as there is declared an exclusion from any title policy ultimately issued for: "Lack of right: ... in 
streets, alleys, or waterways that touch your land." This is also confirmed by the descriptions of 
the lots for which a title coverage is available with the lots which consist of rights in streets 
adjacent to parcels described in a way which begs the question whether or not there is any such 
title. Parcel II is an example, and reads as follows: 

THAT PORTION OF CULVER BOULEVARD FORMERLY KNOWN AS 
ESPLANADE ... WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE 
OF LOTS 3, 4, 5 AND 6 OF LAST MENTIONED TRACT. 

The question begged is what if any portion shall pass with the title oflots 3, 4, 5 and 6. 

6. Title Guaranty and Trust Held Tracts in Separate Trusts for Beneficial 
Owners-Explaining Why Multiple Tracts Were Used with Separate 
Ownership of Sh·eets 

Finally, you might be mystified as to why there are separate tracts with streets declared from 
some and not others. Fritz Burns was Vice President of Dickinson & Gillespie in the 1920's and 
he oversaw the development of Palisades Del Rey, now Playa Del Rey. The Fritz Burns 
Foundation donated his papers to Loyola Marymount University in 1996. Based business 
records maintained in Mr. Burns papers, in 1925 when the subdivisions tracts were created, the 
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Title Guaranty and Trust Company held the separate "tracts" in Playa Del Rey in trust for 
various holders of Dickinson & Gillespie "Units" or different beneficial owners. The ultimate 
financing for the various tracts was separated, effectively an early form ofREIT, with different 
units backed by interests in the different tracts. This explains why the owners and investors in 
one Tract would not want title to the streets created from the property in which they held 
beneficial interests conveyed to the centerline to the benefit of another tract in which they may or 
may not hold a beneficial interest. Folio Exhibit U. 

B. There Are Legilimat Pubic Uses f1 r the P r p rty Applicant Seeks to Have the ity 
Vacate 

Roads, streets, lanes and alleys even when dedicated to the City belong to the State of California. 
Pursuant to Section 8323 of the California State Highway Code, in order to vacate any street, 
alley or lane, the City must make the finding that the area to be vacated has no "public purpose" 
or "potential public purpose." The Vista Del Mar Lane (a/kla the alley), the 5 feet of Pacific and 
the 10 feet of Culver each has a current public purpose and, certainly, a potential public pw·pose. 

1. encrally- real S trcats, omplete Streets, Bicycle Lanes. Beach Ac . ss/Parking 
and Public Space 

I'd like to point out pre-existing City/County/State initiatives to use the City's streets more 
effectively for multi-modal transit and as public spaces. In addition, the Coastal Act embodies a 
notion of beach access which can only be enabled through adequate parking. In this sense, there 
are a number of public policies which support legitimate public purposes for Pacific, Culver and 
Vista Del Mar Lane (a/k/a the Alley) other than giving the right of way to Legado to build a 
bigger, more profitable building. 

Great Streets. Mayor Garcetti's first executive proclamation was the "Great Streets" initiative. 
The program recognizes that the City's streets are its largest public space asset and drive the 
economic and social vibrancy of oUl' neighborhoods. Great Streets support great neighborhoods. 
The logical extension of this idea is that there is no such thing as an over wide right of way. 
There are only right of ways which have not been used w to their maximun1 potential as public 
space, landscaped space parking, vehicle lanes and bicycling. Attached as Folio, Exhibit Vis a 
copy of Mayor Garcetti's announcement. While it may not happen tomorrow on every street, 
the goals are both near term and idealistically long sighted. Giving away public space to 
developers which could in the future be used to improve the community is not consistent with the 
"Great Streets" initiative. 

The Draft Complete Streets Manual published by the Los Angeles Department of City Planning 
is replete with examples of beautiful design for multi-functional "alleys" and "streets." The Los 
Angeles Department of Planning has revitalized neighborhoods, making them safer, more 
economically viable and vibrant communities. The initiative at Spring Street is a beautiful 
example. Recognizing that Culver and Pacific have potential to be and do something more for 
the community based on their width, the community was able to envision and endorse a number 
of existing public uses and "potential public uses." The Complete Streets Manual is beautifully 
illustrated with walking paths, green areas, bicycle lanes, parklets and other vibrant community 
planning ideas. Playa Del Rey's streets where historically marketed as a feature of the 
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community as "wide" and open-to close them down with buildings nearly I 00 years later is 
antithetical to the movement to integrate streets and alleys as public space going on throughout 
the rest of the City. 

Bicycle Plan. The City, County and the State also have an initiative to make the City more 
bikeable. 

The City has adopted the 20 I 0 Bicycle Plan as a component of the General Plan Transportation 
Element (the "Bicycle Plan"). The Bicycle Plan at page I3 sets goals to: 

Goal: Increase the number and types of bicyclists who bicycle 
in the City. 
Goal: Make every street a safe place to ride a bicycle. 
Goal: Make the City of Los Angeles a bicycle friendly 
community. 

The desired result of the bicycle plan is to: 

... increase, improve, and enhance bicycling in the City as a safe, healthy, and 
e~oyable means of transportation and recreation. Toward that end, the 20IO Plan 
establishes policies and programs to increase the number and type of bicyclists in 
the City, to make every street a safe place to ride a bicycle and to transform Los 
Angeles into a bicycle·friendly community. Bicycle Plan pg. 17. 

Parking. The Playa Del Rey community will tell you time and again that "parking" is a number 
one public need. In the analysis of the Land Use Section, I explained that parking is a key part of 
"coastal access'' as contemplate by the Coastal Act. Accordingly, in recognition of the area 
parlGng problems and the need for beach goer parking, the Coastal Commission has established 
Regional Guidelines which call for each new building to self-park and meet higher standards 
than the basis City standard. Even if each new building me this standard, we still don't have 
enough parking for the residents and beach goers. Accordingly, using the width of our streets 
and our other rights of way to enable more parking is consistent with the Coastal Act and overall 
public policy for our area. 

Pubic Space. Among the goals articulated in the Urban Design Section of the Westchester-Playa 
Del Rcy Community Plan are accommodating street furniture, landscaping, making areas 
pedestrian friendly and to creating additional plazas and public space. Westchester-Playa Del 
Rey Community Plan, Section V, pg. 9·11. This is essentially, an earlier and less detailed 
embodiment of Mayor Garcetti's "Great Streets" initiative and is an integral part of our 
Community Plan. 

2. Public Purposeas .Q.et.erm!ned by the People 

In order to further establish legitimate public pmposes or potential public purposes for the 1 0 
feet of Culver and 5 feet of Pacific Applicant has requested be vacated so it can build a bigger 
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building, we conducted a survey. The bulk of the surveys were complete on one day, at the 
"Jungle Clean Up," a community event which has been going on for 37 years. Julie Ross has 
provided a letter summarizing the survey results. Suffice it to say, that the Legado building, lost 
out resoundingly to "marked separate bike lanes," "head in parking," "parking at the curbs and in 
a center aisle," "a pedestrian friendly mall feature," and continued "Metro Bus staging." Each of 
these purposes is consistent with and supportive of public policy as outlined above. Where 
public opinion and public policy agree-it is not possible find no "potential public purpose" and 
give away the State of California's right of ways. 

3. Culver Boulevard 

Culver Boulevard adjacent to the project is wide, which lends a view of the Pacific Ocean from 
the street. In this respect, Culver Boulevard would make an ideal public plaza, street furniture or 
parklet area. In fact, this section of Culver Boulevard was originally dedicated to the City as an 
"Esplanade" or wide walk way-not a street. Tract Map No. 8820, Folio, Exhibit N. So if the 
City reads dedications in an over literal way, one would recognize the City's right to operate a 
street on this section of Culver of any width is questionable. 2 But, I don't believe dedications for 
"public purpose" should be so narrowly construed. However, the label applied to the dedication 
is at least one legitimate public purpose for the area-and as noted above a pedestrian friendly 
mall feature, has more support than the Legado building. 

Culver Boulevard is also designated as a bicycle friendly street in the Bicycle Plan and connects 
to Countywide Planned and Existing bicycle facilities. Appendix D, Bicycle Plan. As a bicycle 
friendly street, based on the Bicycle Plan we should be considering adding separate bicycle lanes 
to Culver, consistent with the engineering design guidelines set forth in the Bicycle Plan as part 
ofthe tool box. Adding bike lanes to Culver would also be consistent with the goal of providing 
street "Equity" for bicycles-which involves expanding the city streets to include bike lanes. 
Bicycle Plan. pg. 53. Moreover, the Metropolitan Transit Authority has identified Culver as an 
existing bicycle route based on the current wide street configuration and bicycling on Culver is 
part of the strategy to solve a regional gap identified in the Metro Bicycle Strategic Plan, Map 
15. Some may assume the Metro's plan is unrealistic given the narrow width of Culver over the 
wetlands. But, even if only the Western part of Culver by the beach has bicycle lanes, this area 
with lanes could be used to safely lead cyclist from the beach to a com1cction via Pershing onto 
Manchester. 

The residents of Playa Del Rey also support the use of Culver for bicycle lanes rather than the 
Legado Building. The idea of marked bicycle lanes was well supported in a resident survey as 
discussed in a letter by Julie Ross. Moreover, Culver Boulevard adjacent to the project is tmique 
in that it cmmects to the City beach bike path and on warm weekend days and in the summer 
generally is overrun with bicycles, cars, skateboards, rollerbladers and beachgoers rubber 
necking for parking. The situation is unsafe as is; would be made safer by bicycle lanes; would 
be made less safe by sticking a large building into the intersection of Vista Del Mar and Culver 

2 In this regard, I note the two easements granted to the City for a road on the Esplanade were both granted based 
on railroad right of way, by the Pacific Electric Railroad (or its predecessor) and have by their terms reverted to the 
original owner when the right of way ceased to be used for railroad purposes. So the City might want to be very 
careful about narrow minded, over literal construction of dedications. 
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and narrowing Culver; and can never be corrected, while optimizing parking and public open 
space, if we narrow the streets to enable Legado's building. See Safety Below. 

Another potential public use of Culver Boulevard's width is to provide more parking by 
restriping the parking as head-in parking. Again, as a matter of public policy, the Coastal 
Commission and the Coastal Act would both prefer for Playa Del Rey's wide beaches to be open 
to more beachgoers and accessible public parking is an integral part of beach access. 

From a CEQA perspective, forever narrowing Culver Boulevard has a significant impact on the 
environment by decreasing the safety of existing uses, reducing the ability to use our streets to 
enable parking and beach access, reducing our ability to usc our streets as pedestrian mall 
features and open space and reducing our ability to use the street for existing and planned bicycle 
routes. 

4. Pacific 

By City Bureau of Engineering Standards, Pacific is 10 feet wider than is required. I note that a 
portion ofthe West side of Pacific (which is really Trolley Way) is already used as head-in
parking by a restaurant in the area. A legitimate public purpose for Pacific, would be to legally 
install head-in parking along an entire side to further the goal of providing beach access as 
described above. This clearly won out over giving 5 feet to the Legado building in the 
community survey. See Julie Ross letter. Also, the Metro Bus varies its staging down to Pacific 
on occasion, and having the extra width allows this to take place without interfering with traffic. 

5. Vista Del Mar Lane (a/k/a the "Alley") 

Vista Del Mar Lane (a/k/a the Alley) on the project site is used by the community for parking. 
Jeffrey Otto has provided a letter documenting the use of the Vista Del Mar Lane for this 
purpose. As discussed above and by a large number of residents who have written separately, I 
am sure, the community needs every parking space it has and many it does not have. To say 
Vista Del Mar Lane has no public purpose or possible public purpose or is "unused"-is just not 
true. 

Ordinarily, when one decides what a legitimate public purpose is for propet1y which has been 
"dedicated" to the City-one looks to the wording of the dedication. Here the dedication is 
"FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES THE ALLEYS SHOWN ON SAID MAP WITHIN SAID 
SUBDIVISION." Folio, Exhibit N, Tract No 830 l. In this case, the word, "ALLEYS," is used 
to describe the area being dedicated-the purpose is any public purpose. The dedication of the 
"Esplanade" (a/k/a Culver Boulevard) is worded exactly the same way and certainly was not 
intended to require use of the area solely as a broad walk path, although the original use was as a 
broad wooden walk path. 

Consistent with this interpretation of the dedication, the City opened the "Alley" as a public 
stTeet initially as Ocean View Lane and then renamed the street Vista Del Mar Lane. City of Los 
Angeles, Ordinance 79, 320, Section 32, Folio, Exhibit W. (The Esplanade was also opened as a 
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public street and then renamed Culver Boulevard.) Teclmically, the "Alley" is still a public 
street. If you look at the KR Hills Survey and Tract Map prepare for Applicant the "Alley" is 
labeled "Vista Del Mar Lane." City Tract Map File. Similarly, if you look at the Preliminary 
Title Report prepared by Chicago Title Company the references to the "Alley" parcels actually 
all explain the area called the "ALLEY" on the Tract Map is now Vista Del Mar Lane. Parcel 4 
is a typical example: 

THAT PORTION OF VISTA DEL MAR LANE, BEING THE NORTHERLY 10 
FEET OF THAT CERTAIN ALLEY, 20 FEET WIDE, AS SHOWN ON THE 
MAP OF TRACT NO. 830 I, RECORDED IN BOOK 1 14. PAGE 79 OP MAPS . 
. . Preliminary Title Report Order No. 00028188-994-X49 Chicago Title 
Company dated September 13, 2014, Folio, Exhibit T. 

Finally, Applicant's own Deed uses the same wording and estops Applicant to deny that the area 
described as the "Alley" on Tract Map No. 8301 is now Vista Del Mar Lane. Folio, Exhibit X. 

The significance is that the general public parks and has parked for years on Vista Del Mar Lane 
(a/k/a the Alley) on the project site. Such use is contemplated by the dedication for "PUBLIC 
PURPOSES" and is a permitted, legal use for a street and, in the case of this community, a very 
significant public purpose. 

Lest the City is somehow convinced that Vista Del Mar Lane is not a street but rather is an 
"Alley," I note that the City allows parking on many areas designated as alleys in the dedications 
on the Tract Maps of this area. The City is also using areas dedicated as alleys, and shown as 
such on the City's own maps, as part of a park. The City cannot play fast and loose with the 
rules and disallow parking as a legitimate use of Vista Del Mar Lane, on the theory it is an alley, 
while allowing the parking and other public park uses on other alleys in the area. To do so, 
would be an abuse of discretion. 

Finally, if the City does not see parking as a fit use for Vista Del Mar Lane, we can use the 
property as a designated alley consistent with the City's "Complete Streets Manual" and the 
Mayor's "Great Streets" program. The "Complete Streets Manual" dated February 2014 calls 
out uses of alleys in Section 6.5 which include the following: 
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[A]lleys can also serve as a versatile public space. Alleys can function as "shared 
streets," emphasizing low-intensity multi-modal travel, green landscaping, and 
recreational and commercial activities. 

Typically narrower than traditional streets, residential alley emphasize 
automobile throughput. Therefore, as a way to complement their slow, safe 
non-motorized nature, residential alleys present an opportunity to incorporate 
sustainable green features into their design. For example, permeable 
pavement with reflective properties can help reduce urban runoff and limit 
the heat island effect. Moreover, planters and bioswales can also absorb 
stormwatcr runoff while providing attractive landscaping elements. 
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Commercial alleys are usually used as loading and unloading zones for delivery 
trucks. However, during non-delivery hours, they can function as vibrant outdoor 
spaces for pedestrians and bicyclists. For example, commercial alleys can be 
enhanced with public art, movable street furniture, and channing facade designs 
to complement activities such as outdoor dining and social gatherings. Complete 
Streets Manual, February 2014, Section 6.5. 

Certainly, the uses detailed in the Complete Streets Manual are potential public purposes. 
Consistent with these purposes, an alley can be used for pedestrian ingress and egress and as a 
landscaped, greenery area. Here, we could landscape Vista Del Mar Lane (alk/a the Alley), 
place a pedestrian walk-way and fence the walk-way off with a gate on either side. With or 
without the fencing, Vista Del Mar Lane could be used as a special pedestrian ingress and egress 
for those who want to walk with their four legged friends without risk of the pels being eaten by 
the local coyotes (it has happened in the last month). Our area souriy lacks a safe dog park. If 
the ingress and egress could be made an off leash zone, so much the better. But if not, those who 
want to walk with their dogs, allow the dogs to interact with other dogs and to avoid dish1rbing 
those who are not walking dogs would have a pub! ic place to, ingress and egress, or walk. 
Throughout the City we have dog parks but none in Playa Del Rey. This suggestion came up 
multiple times at the Jungle Clean Up and I am only sorry I was not smart enough to have 
included it in the survey. What higher potential public purpose could there be than the one that 
keeps coming up unsolicited. 

Finally, a pedestrian walk-way/dog park should not be viewed as inconsistent with a mixed-use 
residential or apartment complex development. "Dog Friendly" is all the rage: Archstone on 
Pershing and Playa Del Oro are just two examples which leap to mind. 

6. }Vhy Not the Legado Building 

There is no public purpose, or frankly lawful purpose, served by giving Legado our right of ways 
and public spaces to build its building. The building is already obscenely profitable and will not 
include one iota more of"affordable housing" with or without our right ofways and public 
spaces added to its scope. The City cannot vacate a right of way unless the City somehow 
benefits. Here, I can see lots ofbeneiit, current and potentially in the future, from hanging on to 
the right of ways, for the City and its citizens, but only one party wins if our right of ways are 
given to Legado. That is Legado. 

SB 1818 is very clear that the definition of "incentive" does not include "public property." 
Accordingly, the City is not required to, nor should the City, give up right of ways, now and 
forever, for the sole benefit ofLegado so they can make even more money. 

11. TRAFFIC SAFETY 

As discussed in Mr. Pacheco's letter, he has been floating balloons on the project site to show 
height and visual impact. In looking at the pictures, I noticed he had also captured what happens 
when you put a large building out into the intersection of Culver and Vista Del Mar. Please note 
the picture assumes that Applicant's project starts about 10 feet back from the existing corner. If 
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Applicant receives 10 feet of Culver, I anticipate the building will move further north 
exacerbating the line of sight issues discussed below. 

In this picture, Vista Del Mar is in the foreground, Culver is in the shaded area and the Esplanade 
is the street in the middle of the shaded area intersecting Culver. This picture clearly shows that 
a person turning left off Vista Del Mar to go West on Culver would not be able to see a car 
turning left off the Esplanade to head East on Culver and vice versa once the project is 
constructed. This presents a dangerous traffic situation which is all the more dangerous during 
the day on a warm weekend when Culver is crowded with beach goers, bicyclist, rollerbladers, 
skate boarders, cars and pedestrians. The MND lacks a line of site traffic safely analysis. There 
is no basis for the decision maker to evaluate the increased probability of accidents at the Vista 
Del Mar/Culver intersection where 5 roads come together to make a series of over 90 degree 
turns when a large, close to the lot line, building is inserted and the intersection is moved 1 0 feet 
west. 

12. COMPLIANCE WITH LAND USE ELEMENT 

I have previously written letters addressing various elements of the land usc plans for Playa Del 
Rey and the non-compliance of the proposed project. Letters from Kathryn M. Schwertfeger to 
Greg Shoop dated December 13, 2013, December 19, 201, January 29, 2014, March 10, 2014 
and February 26, 2014. Folio Exhibits E, F, Y, Z and AA. These letters are an official part of 
the record for purposes of appeal. For CEQA purposes, they capture how this project causes 
substantial impact on the environment by departing from the existing land use plans and how the 
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MND fails to disclose this to the decision maker. 
these deviations. 

An EIR is required to evaluate the impacts of ~ ' 
~ 22-60 

I would like to reiterate some of my concerns a raise a few new ones: 

A. The Coastal Act and SB 1818 

Because many of the land use elements in our area are derivative of and dictated by the 
requirements of the California State Coastal Act or the Federal Coastal Act, it is important to 
understand that the neither SB 1818 (Government Code Section 65915) or the City's SB 1818 
Implementation Ordinance (No. 17968 1) supersede the California State Coastal Act or the 
Federal Coastal Act. 

SB 1818 states in Section (d)(l) that a City may deny "concessions or incentives" based on a 
written finding of substantial evidence that: 

(B) The concession or incentive would have a specific adverse impact, as defined 
in paragraph (2) of subdivision (d) of Section 65589.5, upon public health and 
safety or the physical environment. .. for which there is no feasible method to 
satisfactorily mitigate or avoid the specific adverse impact without rendering the 
development unaffordable to low- and moderate-income households. 

(C) The concession or incentive would be contrary to state or federal law. 
Government Code Section 65915(d)(l)(B) and (C) 

SB 1818 makes it abundantly clear that this discretion relates to the Coastal Act specifically: 

(m) This section shall not be construed to supersede or in any way alter or lessen 
the effect or application of the California Coastal Act of 1976 (Division 20 
(commencing with Section 30000) ofthe Public Resources Code). Government 
Code Section 65915(d)(l)(m). 

As the California Coastal Act is the State of Califomia's certified program for compliance with 
the Federal Coastal Act, the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitutions requires that in 
the event of a conflict between the California Coastal Act and SB 1818, the California Coastal 
Act controls. The Federal Coastal Act even more directly controls over SB 1818 under the 
Supremacy Clause. Included in the elements of the Califomia Coastal Act which are part of the 
certified Federal Coastal Act compliance program are the land use elements governing 
devc.lopment on the coast. 

The City SB 1818 Implementation Ordinance (No. 179681) canno1 override eiilier the Federal 
Coastal Act or the California State Coastal Act. Moreover, the City's SB 1818 Imph:mentation 
Ordinance makes it clear that the Director has discretion to make a finding that a given Incentive, 
even an on-menu incentive, will "have a Specific Adverse Impact upon public health, safety or 
the physical environment" and deny the incentive if the effect cannot be mitigated. Section 
(g)(2)(i)(C). Failure to exercise discretion is an abuse of discretion. Moreover, implementing 
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SB 1818 without regard to the California Coastal Act, Federal Coastal Act and other applicable j 22_61 
environmental laws, including CEQA, violates state and federal law. (Cont.) 

B. The City s Coastal Development Permit Standards 

As noted earlier, the City has adopted a Coastal Development Permit application process. This 
process requires compliance with the Statewide Interpretive Guidelines which the City has for 
the most part lost and also requires compliance with the applicable decisions of the Coastal 
Commission. Municipal Code Section 12.20.2. 

The Platming Department, in a series of determination letters, has made it clear that it seeks to 
achieve this compliance by looking to the General Plan, Zoning and Specific Plan elements for a 
given community which it deems to equate to compliance with the Coastal Act. I disagree with 
this logic and reserve the right to require compliance with Municipal Code Section 12~20.2 as 
written. However, if we follow this approach, we still need to determine which elements of the 
General Plan, Zoning and Specific Plans are designed to implement the Coastal Act, in our area, 
so we can determine when to apply SB 1818 and the SB 1818 Implementation Ordinru1ce blindly 
and when to apply the Coastal Act. 

To do this, we need to look at the derivation of various elements of the Westchester-Playa Del 
Rey General Plan, Zoning and Specific Plans. We also need to look at the derivation of the Del 
Rey Lagoon Local Coastal Program, Specific Plan (the "Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan"). 

The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan could not be more clearly related to the California Coastal 
Act. The Council File which addresses the history of adoption of the Del Rey Lagoon File is 
lost. Council File 72-4317, however, addresses the Local Coastal Plan Budget Revision. A copy 
of the file is attached as Folio, Exhibit BB. The Report of the Chief Legislative Analyst on 
Proposed Project Grant Program/Project, Exhibit A, which is part of this file explains: 

Additions* 

2. Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan: "City Processing" 

Reason: Del Rey Lagoon has been the City LCP's pilot project. Many steps have 
taken additional time to test procedures, and to experiment with the form and 
content of the plan. Other LCP elements should benefit from this. 

The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan is the closest thing to a template for measuring compliance 
with the Coastal Act that the City has for the Playa Del Rey area. Perhaps Mayor Bradley said it 
best, when he transmitted the Plan to the City Council: 
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Transmitted herewith is a proposed ordinance to establish a Del Rey Lagoon 
Specific Plan. The Specific Plan has been prepared for the purposes of 
implementing the goals and policies of the California Coastal Act of 1976. 
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The City Council has instructed that the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan be used on all 
discretionary reviews in the plan area. A Zl is in place which embodies this requirement. I 
requested all planning files addressing whether or not the Department of Planning has followed 
the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan on discretionary review since adoption and received a long 
spreadsheet showing all planning cases in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan area since adoption 
in concept. I have reviewed over 40 cases and the Department of Planning has consistently 
followed the Del Rey Lagoon Plan, including the height restrictions, lot size and parking 
requirements, other than in grandfather circumstances or one case where there was a mistake as 
to the location ofthe project being in Venice. The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan has for 30 
years defined. the character of our neighborhood, which both the Westchester-Playa Del Rey 
General Plan and the Coastal Act require be preserved and protected, and been the standard for 
Coastal Development Permits. 

Because we know what the City thought Playa Del Rey's Local Coastal Plan should look like, 
one must find that two buildings which have the cumulative impact of decimating the Del Rey 
Lagoon Specific Plan blueprint will prevent the City from enacting a local coastal plan for Playa 
Del Rey at a later date. This is a reason to deny the project's Coastal Development Permit both 
under the Coastal Act but also under the City's own Municipal Ordinance governing Coastal 
Development Permits. From a CEQA perspective, the deviation from the Del Rey Lagoon 
Specific Plan is a discretionary act on the part of the City which has significant environmental 
impacts. Remember the director has discretion to deny SB 1818 incentives if he finds a violation 
of environmental law which cannot be mitigated or frankly a violation of federal or state law. 
Here disregarding the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan has significant enviromnental impacts 
which are not considered in the MND and can only be justified through an EIR process and 
statement of overriding concerns. 

As to the other elements of our Westchester Playa Del Rey General .Plan and the Coastal Bluffs 
Specific Plan it goes without saying that the height restrictions and area specific parking 
requirements are derivative of Coastal Act policies including those related to preserving and 
enhancing coastal visual aesthetics and beach access (density, parking and traffic measures). 
Bigger buildings require more parking which we don't have. The original South Coast Regional 
Interpretive Guidelines attached to the Letter of Chief Legislative Analyst dated March 18, 1977 
explain the following for the Playa Del Rey Area: 
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1. To keep lack of parking and circulation problems from precluding public 
access to the beach, duplexes should normally not be allowed on the 30' x 90' 
lots. Height limits (normally 25 feet on the beach, 30 feet on Trolley Way and 
37 feet on the east of the Esplanade) should be required to retain the scale of 
the existing neighborhood. To preclude preemption of on-street parking, 2 to 
1 parking plus one guest space for each seven units of fraction thereof should 
nonnally be required. 
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C. Evaluation of Legado Project Against the Planning Elements 

My prior letters and this letter have detailed how the Legado project fails numerous General 
Plan, Specific Plan, Coastal Commission State Interpretive Guidelines and Coastal Commission 
South Coast Regional Interpretive Guidelines. To list briefly: 

• Height restrictions in the Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan, Del Rey Lagoon 
Specific Plan and South Coast Regional Interpretive Guidelines--the required heights are 
not even being used as the starting place for adding height for the proposed project; 

• FAR ratios specified in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan; 
• Lot size and tract map restrictions specified in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan; and 
• Restrictions on residential property in the commercial zone in the Del Rey Lagoon 

Specific Plan. 

I would like to add one more clear violation. The Legado Building is under parked as against the 
area standards embodied in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan and the Coastal Commission 
South Coast Regional Interpretive Guidelines. A calculation of the parking requirements for the 
138 Culver project is against these standards is attached as Folio, Exhibit CC. The project is 
\mder parked against the area standards by 26 spaces. In addition, as detailed in a letter by 
Jeffrey Otto, the project will subtract approximately an additional30 spaces, including the spaces 
in Vista Del Mar Lane (a/k/a the "Alley"). Leaving the area, which already has an extreme 
parking problem short by an additional 56+ spaces. Parking is a coastal access issue and this 
represents a clear violation of the parking standard for our area. To the extent the project 
provides replacement parking for the public---it is not enough to park the project itself and is not 
free, overnight parking. In fact, we do not know the terms and restrictions which will apply to 
the parking. 

Again, the MND fails to disclose the significant envirorunental impacts arising from the project's 
inconsistency with the Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan, Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan, 
Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, Coastal Commission Statewide Interpretive Guidelines and the 
Coastal Commission South Coast Regional Guidelines. 

D. Tidelands 

If one looks at the NOAA's Historical Map & Chart Collection on line at 
http://historicalcharts.noaa.gov, the official United States Coast and Geodetic Data, for the Playa 
Del Rey Area, 138 Culver Boulevard was clearly underwater at the time California can1e into the 
union. For example, the chart for the Proposed Harbor of Port Ballona, Chrut No. T01791 dated 
1887 clearly shows the Ballona Lagoon covering the project site. One can use the topographical 
feature of the Playa Del Rey Bluffs to make this determination. The project is tidelands, owned 
by the State of California, and subject to a public trust. The trust is administered by the State 
Lands Commission, which as oflast week claimed not to be aware ofthe project, or if the project 
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was not in a Spanish Rancho, administered by the City of Los Angeles under a set of very 
narrow trust guidelines which apply to tidelands property included in the annexation of Venice. 
Under those guidelines, the project could be used as a dock, quay, road or park etc. but not a 
residential building. 

The MND does not discuss the status of the project property as tidelands and the special 
restrictions which accordingly apply. The MND, therefore, does not provide adequate 
information to enable the decision maker to determine the environmental impacts of the project's 
failure to comply with tidelands trust obligations or even the project's compliance with 
applicable land use elements. In addition, the City, as trustee, has fiduciary obligations, 
including working with a surveyor to determine if the project is in a Spanish Rancho. The 
project is located, based on the maps of the Rancho La Ballona and Rancho Sausal Redondo 
posted on the County Public Works Website and the City's own cadastral map for the area on the 
boundary between the two Ranchos and the courses from the stakes, including those disclosed in 
the Tract Map No. 3801, appear not to run exactly the same. 

E. Deed Restrictions 

When Title Guaranty and Trust Company or its successor transferred the lots which comprise the 
project property from the 1925 subdivision, it did so subject to restrictive covenants which 
applied to a number of tracts in Playa Del Rey and by virtue of having been made by the same 
subdivider, at the same time, and which are reciprocal. These covenants prohibited the removal 
of water from the subject property. The Preliminary Title Report, the deeds to Peter and Rosina 
Mauerer and the Del Rey Development Company, Applicant's own deed and the swvey prepared 
for Applicant by Seaboard Surv~yors found in the Tract Map file at the Planning Department all 
reflect this restriction as applicable to the project property. Folio, Exhibits R, S, T and X. The 
MND is inadequate in that it docs not disclose to the decision maker the private covenant 
prohibiting removal of water and provide adequate information regarding the consequences of 
allowing this project and other area prqjects to violate these restrictions. 

13. ECONMIC FEASIBILITY 

Mr. Jeffery Otto has also provided a letter which calculates the economic feasibility of this 
project. Suffice it to say, the project is feasible without an SB 1818 height incentive. You can 
remove every apartment unit on the top floor, still have 8 affordable housing units, and still have 
a highly profitable, feasible project. 

This fact is important for a number of reasons. 

First, as 1 maintained in my February 26, 2014 letter to Greg Shoop (Folio G), the project 
requires waivers of substantially more than three "development standards" (or "Incentives" as 
defined in the City SB 1818 Implementation Ordinance) and is, therefore, "off-menu" under the 
City's SB 1818 Implementation Ordinance. In addition, the project is seeking an off-menu 
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incentive of more than 11 feet for the height (the legal height is 36 feet based on the 
Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan; the zoning is illegal; the project is seeking 20 feet 
more than the legal height). The project's FAR also exceeds the allowed bonus and does not 
qualify for the 3:1 bonus it seeks (the project is not within the Airport zone if one reads the 
General Plan in a way which integrates the depictions with the text of the General Plan and 
avoids rendering the depiction of LAX inside the circle surplusage consistent with the ru1es of 
statutory construction; and if we are reading all ofthe General Plan Elements equally literally the 
project is not adjacent to a Major Highway as depicted in the Transportation Element of the 
General Plan because Vista Del Mar adjacent to the project is not so depicted on the 
Transportation Element Map). This means the project is really off-menu, not on menu, the 
approval process is procedurally more rigorous and the developer must present a pro fonna. The 
decision maker is once again making decisions which have significant impacts on the 
environment without adequate information. 

Second, even if Planning insists the project is "on-menu" under the City SB 1818 
Implementation Ordinance, the Director still has discretion to consider whether or not a given 
incentive is required to make the project economically feasible. If the Director finds, based on 
substantial evidence, that the incentives are not required to make the affordable housing feasible, 
the Director may deny the incentive. Failure to exercise discretion is an abuse of discretion. 
Failure to receive adequate information on which to base a decision which has significant 
environmental impacts violates CEQA. 

Third, the State Mello Act requires the project to provide as much low income housing as is 
economically feasible. Here, the only evidence in the record from which the Director can 
detennine if this standard has been met is Mr. Otto's projection. Based on the projection, if the 
Director grants the affordable housing incentives, he should also require under the Mello Act that 
the building dedicate 33%+ of the apartment units to affordable housing. The project will still be 
outrageously profitable and very feasible. 

Fourth, as to the standards for feasibility, the City commissioned a study by Hamilton, 
Rabinovitz & Alschuler, Inc. dated May 2006 (the "HRA Study"). The Study at page 51 
articulates the standard for retums fot· Apartment developments as fo11ows: 
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In HR&A 's experience, a developer of an apartment project in a market that 
reflects longterm average interest rates and capitalization rates must be reasonably 
certain of achieving at least a 1 0 percent return on the amount spent to develop 
the project (i.e., purchase ofland and all other development costs) by the time the 
project reaches stabilized occupancy (i.e., 95 percent occupied), before 
committing to undertake the project. This is a generally accepted benchmark, 
but also one to which, like all such general mles in the real estate industry, there 
are undoubtedly exceptions due to project or market pmticulars. In fact, in the 
current low interest rate and low capitalization rate environment, and intense 
competition for development and investment opportunities in the Coastal Zone, an 
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acceptable return on cost may be as low as eight percent. We have therefore 
selected nine percent as the threshold tor this analysis, as a compromise 
between long-term trends and current market conditions. 

Based on this standard, and Mr. Otto's model, one can see that the 138 Culver project, even 
without SB 1818 incentives, exceeds by several orders of magnitude, the return required to make 
the project feasible. Further confirmation is found in the fact that the Applicant does not even 
need to use the density incentives available for the project to make the project pencil- a 
technical reading of the statutes does not even make the "incentives" available if they incentives 
are not used to enable the density bonus. There is a difference between making low income 
housing feasible and enabling greed. Here, we have crossed the line at enormous cost to our 
community and the environment. 

Fifth, the developer has admittedly been carrying the projects in Playa Del Rey for a long time. 
However, the developer, sued its Chief Operating Officer, Dereck Jones, in Los Angeles County 
Superior Court in Case No. B492204 (Folio, Exhibit CC). The Complaint made allegations that 
Mr. Jones was negligent in failing to cause all three of Legado's projects in Playa Del Rey to be 
entitled resulting in delay and expense to Legado. As noted in the HRA study, we are entitled to 
evaluate feasibility from the perspective of a reasonable developer who acts in a prudent manner. 

we assume feasibility to mean feasible from the perspective of a private developer 
faced with a decision about whether to seek entitlements for a multi-family 
project in the Coastal Zone. Operationally, this means the perspective of a 
developer who is reasonably skilled in his or her profession, thoroughly familiar 
with the proposed development product, well informed about local market 
conditions and applicable City development regulations, and knowledgeable 
about the social and political climate of building in the City's Coastal Zone. HRA 
Study pg. 39 

Bottom line, Legado should not be allowed to assert its own negligence or the malfeasance of its 
officers to justify a building which is out of character and scale with our community. In 
addition, Legado should not be allowed to assert some unique, unfounded return criteria in lieu 
of the industry standards. 

Finally, from a CEQA perspective to the extent that the MND relies on SB 1818 and the City SB 
1818 Implementation Ordinance to rationalize the project deviations from applicable land use 
requirements, it does so without disclosing that the project does not qualify for the requested 
incentives as they are not required to make the project economically feasible. Because there is 
no economic feasibility information, the decision maker lacks adequate information to assess the 
validity of the Applicant's claim for incentives and in tum whether SB 1818 somehow 
rationalizes violations ofthe Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan, Del Rey Lagoon Specific 
Plan, Statewide Interpretive Guidelines and South Coast Regional Guidelines. 
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Here we have an opportunity to build affordable housing and to build a better project from th] 
perspective of preserving the environment, complying with the Coastal Act and fitting the 
community. I urge you to require the Applicant to do so. 

Very truly yours, 

' 1~~ 
Kathryn M. Sctfwertfesel' 

cc: Mike Bonin 
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Tricia Keane, Esq. 
Fred Sutton 
Noel Weiss, Esq. 
Michelle Black, Esq. 
Doug Carstens, Esq. 
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LETTER NO. 22 - SCHWERTFEGER 

Kathryn M. Schwertfger 
229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 22-1 

March2015 

I appreciate the opportunity to provide you with comments on a proposed project of significant 
importance to our community. I have lived in Playa Del Rey for over 18 years. I have lived in all different 
parts of Playa Del Rey, including down on the sand portion of the beach, in the Archstone Apartments on 
Pershing, in the Lagoon Del Rey Apartments on the South side of the Marina channel and at my current 
residence at 229 Montreal Street on the bluffs. I believe this gives me insight into how the project will 
affect a number of different Playa Del Rey residential zones. 

We are a small beach community bounded by the Pacific on one side, the Marina on another, the Airport 
on a third and abutting the Ballona W et1ands. As such, we have very limited ingress and egress routes and 
are bombarded with beach visitors. For over thirty-one years, our community has followed the Del Rey 
Lagoon Plan Local Coastal Program Specific Plan, which based on Zoning Instruction (ZI) and City 
Council resolution is applied to all projects subject to discretionary review in the zone where the proposed 
project is located, lower Playa Del Rey. More specifically, the proposed project is located in the 
commercial zone, on Culver Boulevard. Because all projects in the area covered by the Del Rey Lagoon 
Specific Plan are also in the dual coastal zone, they are all discretionary and subject to the plan. Ht:nct:, 
this plan has kept lot sizes small and heights low in an effort to preserve views, provide for surface level, 
self-parked development, to enable beach access and beach visitor serving development and retain the 
historic character of our neighborhood. 

Response to Comment No. 22-1 

Regarding the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, reter to Master Response 6, which discusses the 
applicability of the Plan to the Project. 

For a discussion of views as well as well as a discussion of the character of the neighborhood, refer to 
Master Response 5: Visual Character and Views. 

For a discussion of the Project's parking supply, refer to Master Response 3: Parking. 

Comment No. 22-2 

The proposed prOject at 138 Culver Boulevard ("Jakes Lot") is distinctly out of character for our area 
where for the last 31 years building have been constructed on lots smaller than 10,000 square feet with 
maximum heights between 36 and 37 feet. The Jakes Lot project is over-large and over-height, fifty-six 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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feet tall, with two 68 foot architectural elements and two stories of subterranean parking. But for our area, 

the key significance of this project, which will only partially be reached by this letter and any CEQA 

analysis, is that there are at least four other major lots or blocks of multiple lots under common 

ownership-all bigger than Jakes Lot which are set to follow the Jakes Lot precedent with buildings 

comparable in height and density. If the standards Applicant is seeking to have applied to Jakes Lot are 

applied to each of these buildings, they too will be under parked, add to traffic, frustrate access for the 

beach-going public and otherwise be environmentally disruptive. All this development will take place 

without a "legal" specific plan, and even more importantly without an approved Local Coastal Plan to 

guide the development. I recognize that some of this may not be cognizable in the legal planning process, 

but nonetheless I felt knowing what we are fighting about in the real world is important even if it will be 

mentioned only in this first paragraphs of this letter and for the most part nowhere else. 

Response to Comment No. 22-2 

Refer to Master Response 5 for a discussion of the Project's compatibility with the surrounding area. 

Regarding the other lots owned by the Applicant, please refer to Master Response 2: Piecemealing and 

Cumulative Development. 

Regarding the sufficiency of parking, refer to Master Response 3: Parking. 

Refer to Master Response 6 for a discussion of the applicability of the Los Angeles County Regional 

Interpretive Guidelines and Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan to the Project. 

Comment No. 22-3 

1. CEQA STANDARDS 

The City of Los Angeles (the "City") has issued a mitigated negative declaration (the "MND") for the 

proposed Jakes Lot project. The following basic principles guide an evaluation of whether or not the 

MND has been issued appropriately and/or an environmental impact review is required instead. 

Fair Arg11ment: If this letter, or any other letter received from the community or a retained expert, raises 

a fair argument that substantial impacts may occur the City must prepare an Environmental Impact Report 

("EIR"). 

Thresholds May Not Preclude Fair Argument: A threshold of significance may be useful to determine 

whether an environmental impact normally should be considered significant. (Title 14, California Code of 

Regulations, Division 6, Chapter 3 (hereafter "CEQA Guidelines" or "Guidelines"), §15064.7. subd . (a).) 

A threshold of significance is not conclusive, however, and does not relieve a public agency of the duty to 

consider the evidence under the fair argument standard. {Protect the Historic Amador Waterways v . 

Amador Water Agency (2004) 11 6 CaJ. App.4th 1099. 1108-11 09. II Cal.Rptr.3d 104; Communities (or a 

Better Environment v. Cali fornja Resources Agency (2002) l 03 Cai.App.4th 98, J 10- 11 4. 126 

a i.Rptr.2d 44 1: see Guidelines, § 15064. subd. (b).) A public agency cannot apply a threshold of 
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significance or regulatory standard "in a way that forecloses the consideration of any other substantial 
evidence showing there may be a significant effect." (Communities Cor a Better Envimnment. supra. at p. 
11 4. J 26 Cal.Rptr.2d 441.) (Mejia v. City of Los Angeles (2005) 130 Cal.App.41h 322, 342.) 

Adequate Factual Basis Required : "The decision as to whether a project may have one or more 
significant effects shall be based on substantial evidence in the record of the lead agency." Guidelines § 
15064(£). "[E]evidence that is clearly inaccurate or erroneous, or evidence that is not credible, shall not 
constitute substantial evidence/' Guidelines §Section 15064(£)(5). The purpose of the initial study is to 
provide the lead agency, in this case the City, with adequate information regarding a project to determine 
the appropriate environmental review document and "documentation of the factual basis for the finding in 
a negative declaration that a project will not have a significant effect on the environment." ( Ctr. for Sierra 
Nevada Conservation v. County of El Dorado (2012) 202 Cal. App. 4th 1156, 1170, citations omitted.) 
There must be a basis within the record to support the conclusions reached by the initial study. 
(Lighthouse Field Beach Rescue v. City of Santa Cruz (2005) 131 Cal.App.41 h 1170, 120 l.) •'Where an 
agency ... fails to gather information and undertake an adequate environmental analysis in its initial study, 
a negative declaration is inappropriate." (ElDorado County Taxpayers for Quality Growth v. County of 
ElDorado (2004) 122 Cal. App. 4th 1591, 1597, citations omitted.) 

Failure to Gather and Provide Adequate Information Invalidates the MND: "The agency should not 
be allowed to hide behind its own failure to gather relevant data." (Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino ( 
1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296, 311.) 

Evidence Both Ways Requires an ElR: If there is substantial evidence which supports a fair argument 
that there may be a substantial impact and evidence to the contrary, the City must find there may be a 
potential substantial impact and require an EIR. "Said another way, if a lead agency is presented with a 
fair argument that a project may have a significant effect on the environment, the lead agency shall 
prepare an EIR even though it may also be presented with other substantial evidence that the project will 
not have a significant effecl. (No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1974) 13 Cal. 3d 68; Guidelines 
§ 15064(£)(1 ). This rule also applies to differences between expert sources. In County of lnyo v. Yorty 
(1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 795, 814, the Court found, "The very uncertainty created by the cont1icting 
assertions made by the pmiies as to the environmental effect ... underscores the necessity of the EIR to 
substitute some degree of factual certainty for tentative opinion and speculation." 

Response to Comment No. 22-3 

The comment summarizes various points of CEQA doctrine and case law. To the extent these are applied 
in the following comments, responses are provided for each comment. 

Comment No. 22-4 

Mitigation Plans Must be Concrete and Susceptible of Critique: It is not enough to simply punt to a 
future design of a mitigation measure. The plans for mitigation and the adequacy of the mitigation are part 
of what must be considered in evaluating the MND. An environmental document must evaluate the 
efficacy of mitigation measures. (San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County of Merced (2007) 149 
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Cal.App.4th 645.) Environmental documents must also evaluate any significant impacts caused by 

proposed mitigation measures. (Guidelines§ 15126.4.) As a further problem, absent enough information 

to support the conclusion that a mitigation measure will work and not cause secondary impacts, the MND 

is also proceeding without adequate information both as to the adequacy of the mitigation measures and 

as to the potential secondary impacts. 

Re ponse to Comment No. 22-4 

The comment summarizes various points of CEQA doctrine and case law. To the extent these are applied 

in the following comments, responses are provided for each comment. 

Comment No. 22-5 

Mitigation Decision Must Be Made by Elected Officials: Final decisions regarding environmental 

impacts must be appealable to an elected body. (Pub. Resources Code§ 21151.) This MND defers detailed 

definitions of mitigation measures and evaluations of the feasibility of plan alternatives and mitigation 

measures to City departments and undefined decision makers. In many cases, these decisions are not 

working within a pre-set regulatory framework against known guidelines and criteria. The net effect is an 

illegal denial of a final appeal to an elected body as the final decision is made at the discretion of a body 

which is not elected and not administering a standard or program which was approved by an elected body. 

Response to Comment No. 22-5 

The comment correctly notes that CEQA decisions must be appealable to an elected body and asserts the 

MND defers the definition of mitigation measures, but does not specify which mitigation measures are 

deferred. To the extent the comments below specify where mitigation is deferred, detailed responses are 

provided. 

Comment No. 22-6 

A Pr·oiect Must be Evaluated in Light of Cumulative Impacts: CEQA requires consideration of 

cumulative impacts associated with projects, and if a project may have a cumulatively considerable 

impact, a mandatory finding of significance is required and an EIR must be prepared. (Pub. Res. Code§ 

21083(b); Guidelines§ 15064(h)(l).) "Cumulatively considerable" means that the incremental effects of 

an individual project are significant when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the 

effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable future projects. (Ibid.) 

A Project May Not be Piecemealed to Avoid Full Review: Pursuant to CEQA, a project encompasses 

"the whole of an action." (Guidelines§ 15378.) "The scope of the environmental review conducted for the 

initial study must include the entire project. Specifically, "' [a]l phases of project planning, 

implementation, and operation must be considered in the initial study of the project."' (Tuolumne County 

Citizens for Responsible Growth, Inc. v. City of Sonora (2007) 155 Cal.App.4th 1214, 1222, Guidelines,§ 

15063(a)(l).) "A public agency is not permitted to subdivide a single project into smaller individual 
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subprojects in order to avoid the responsibility of considering the environmental impact of the project as a 
whole." (Orinda Assn v. Board of Supervisors (1986) 182 Cal.App. 3d 114 5, 11 71.) 

Response to Comment No. 22-6 

The comment summarizes CEQA case law and some provisions of the statute and CEQA Guidelines. To 
the extent the comment suggests that development on the three properties owned by the Applicant in the 
Playa Del Rey area constitutes a single project, as discussed in detail in Master Response 2: Piecemealing 
and Cumulative Development, any development on the three properties is separate and distinct. 
Moreover, development on two of the properties-200 and 220 Culver Boulevard-is speculative and 
uncertain, and 220 Culver Boulevard is currently offered for sale. 

Comment No. 22-7 

Public Participation: A core value of CEQA is that the environmental review process serves not only the 
purpose of protecting the environment but also public participation and informed self-government. "The 
EIR . . .is a document of accountability . . . The EIR process protects not only the environment but also 
informed self-government." (County of Amador v. El Dorado County Water Agency) Informed self
government is not possible where the documents circulated publically are materially inaccurate, 
misleading or lack critical disclosure and discussion, whether or not some of the citizenry is able to 
discern the issues or obtain partial supplemental documentation. Not all will be able to discern what 
should have been said but was not said and not all will be able to gain access to documents buried in 
planning files. Hence, a process where all participate and future political decisions are influenced by 
decisions made in the environmental review process is subverted if the MND does not contain accurate 
and sufficient discussion-both in terms of what is said and in terms of what is not said-within the four 
corners of the document. At the most basic level, I note there are no plan documents in the MND. There is 
no proposed tract map in the MND-yet if the entitlements succeed we are told there will be a tract map 
which transfers public streets and alleys to the applicant. 

Respon e to Comment No. 22-7 

Site plans and elevations, including plans for each floor level of the Project, were available for public 
review at the Planning Department. Moreover, the Project includes a reversion to acreage and a parcel 
map. A reversion to acreage is a mechanism by which existing parcels are combined into a single parcel. 
Here, that combination occurs in connection with development of a mixed-use commercial and residential 
structure, and final parcel map is reflected in the site plans, which indicate the final widths of Culver 
Boulevard, Pacific Avenue/Trolleyway, and Vista Del Mar, reflecting both the requested dedication of 
land along the Vista Del Mar frontage and the requested vacation of portions of Culver Boulevard and 
Pacific Avenue/Trolleyway, as well as the vacation of the lllley. As shown in the various site plan 
figures, the parcels and other areas that comprise the Project Site are merged into a single lot reflected in 
the MND. Further, the proposed parcel map itself was and remains available for inspection in the City 
file. For all of these reasons, and contrary to the comment, the MND contained sufficient information to 
determine the actions requested by the Applicant. 
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Comment No. 22-8 

I ask that these standards be used in evaluating this letter and every other letter submitted with respect to 

this project. By way of example, if a community letter raises a fair argument of a substantial impact, it 

raises a fair argument, whether or not it references the standard, because the standard is now part of the 

record. Similarly, if a community letter raises a question as to the sufficiency of information presented or 

considered by the agency, it raises the question as the validity of arguments on this basis is now part of 

the record. I will not go through how each standard might apply to other c~mmunity letters, but the gist is 

the same. 

Response to Comment No. 22-8 

The comment references the "fair argument" standard in CEQA and requests its application. 

Comment No. 22-9 

I also reserve the right to argue and appeal on the basis of any other letter, testimony or argument 

submitted to the record, whether or not such letter, testimony or argument is referenced in this letter, as all 

of the letters, testimony and arguments are part of the record. (Pub. Resources Code§ 21177(a).) 

Response to Comment No. 22-9 

The comment reserves the right to rely on any arguments presented in the record for the Project. 

Comment No. 22-10 

2. CUMULATIVE IMPACT AND SINGLE PROJECT 

In table IV-32 at page IV-131 ofthe MND, the Applicant admits that 6819 Vista Del Mar (the "Dunes") 

and 220 Culver (the "Outlaws Lot") are "Related Projects." Applicant states that they plan to build 29 

single family residences, with 4,000 square feet of retail at the Dunes. Applicant states that it plans to 

build 66 Apartment Units, with 11 ,000 square feet of retail/pharmacy on the Outlaws Lot. Elise Slifkin

McClure has provided a letter discussing in more detail the information regarding these projects disclosed 

to the community over the years. She has provided a picture which shows the proximity of these projects 

to the 13 8 Culver ("Jakes Lot") project discussed in the MND. Clearly an assessment of cumulative 

impacts is in order. Of note, the Applicant has stated the Outlaws Lot project will be close to 60 feet tall 

and include subterranean parking. 

However, these three buildings should be considered a single project for analysis purposes. Specifically, 

these projects are all controlled and owned by the Legado Companies, Edward Czuker, and are being built 

within a 300 foot area of each other, with Jakes Lot in the middle. At various times, representatives for 

Legado Companies have discussed publically the plans for these projects. Together these projects will 

increase density and significantly alter the character of a substantial portion of the commercial center of 

lower Playa del Rey. 
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If such a thing is possible, the proposed Jakes Lot and Outlaws Lot projects are even more closely related. 
The Applicant's representative stated at a Neighborhood Council meeting that it will use the Outlaws Lot 
as the staging area for the construction on Jakes Lot. So the construction uses will be going on 
simultaneously for these two lots in a cross support effort. They are also projects with essentially the same 
elements, retail and apartment, separated only by a very small triangular comer lot. Viewed from across 
Culver Boulevard, the Applicant's Jakes Lot, 200 Culver Boulevard historic building and Outlaws Lot 
projects run together visually into one project. Furthermore, the Applicant has prepared renderings which 
show the two lots, Jakes and Outlaws, designed as a single project which are presented in Ms. Slifkin
McClure's letter. 

The design element commonality is unmistakable. While the style of the Jakes Lot renderings has 
changed, making it visually compatible with the historic building located at 200 Culver Boulevard-there 
is no reason to believe that the Applicant will not use the new style for the Outlaws Lot building, 
retaining the appearance of one project. In addition, as to Jakes Lot and the Outlaw Lot projects, it makes 
economic sense for the Applicant to handle the construction and design in such a way as to allow the 
classification of the buildings as one "project" for Mello Act purposes. This wiii allow the "affordable 
housing" component can be shifted from the premier beach address, higher rent building at Jakes Lot, to 
the slightly less desirable lower rent Outlaws Lot. Finally, the Applicant has been systematically vacating 
the Outlaws Lot and the adjacent historic 200 Culver building to enable staging and then construction. 

Clearly these two lots are one project and must be considered as such in any environmental review. 
Presenting or reviewing these lots as "two" projects represents impermissible segmentation in violation of 
CEQA. 

Generally, the MND does not assess the cumulative impacts of the Dunes, Jakes Lot and Outlaws Lots 
developments. Where it does, it does so without presenting the information required to make the 
assessment of significance of the cumulative impact in a meaningful way. For example, the Applicant 
does not reference in the MND the height and location of the Outlaws Lot building which will be further 
impacting the same views as are affected by Jakes Lot. Finally, when the buildings are viewed as one 
project, certain fundamental analyses change, thresholds are triggered and mitigation is required. Traffic 
is the easiest example to quantify and will be discussed below. The Decision Maker, however, over-all 
lacks sufficient information to review the cumulative impacts and as appropriate consider the projects as a 
single project. Accordingly, the MND is invalid because it Jacks adequate information. The partial 
information which the community is able to provide to supplement the review process does not correct 
this deficiency. The MND, as the document which provides notice to all of the public and the elected 
officials, must be judged within its four comers, and the information presented on cumulative impact of 
Applicant's affiliated proximate buildings is insufficient. 

Response to Comment No. 22-10 

The comment speculates that development of two parcels owned by the Applicant is economically 
advantageous and that future development on another lot may use a similar architectural style, and relies 
upon that unsupported speculation to argue that those two parcels must therefore comprise a single 
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project. However, pure speculation regarding architectural similarities or what might provide a more 

desirable economic scenario do not constitute any evidence-let alone substantial evidence-that two 

separate developments should be considered a single development for the purposes of CEQA analysis. As 

described in detail in Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative Development, CEQA generally 

presents four scenarios under which two projects may be deemed sufficiently related that they constitute a 

single action. None of those scenarios are met here, because the only common element between the 

properties is the Applicant's ownership. 

The comment also incorrectly suggests that the analysis in the MND is deficient because it does not 

evaluate the cumulative effects of development on all three properties. However, as also discussed in 

Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative Development, the extent and form of development on 

200 and 220 Culver Boulevard is speculative and uncertain. One of the properties-220 Culver 

Boulevard-is currently offered for sale. No plans exist in either case to permit any meaningful 

assessment of what development might occur, and CEQA does not require analysis of development or 

effects that are speculative or uncertain. Accordingly, analysis of development on the two remaining 

properties owned by the Applicant was properly omitted. 

To the extent the comment asserts that viewshed impacts do not account for structures that affect the 

views evaluated, this is incorrect. The analysis in the MND relied on visual simulations that used 

photographs to depict existing views, as well as existing obstructions to them. Figure IV -1 of the 

supplemental Initial Study illustrates in the impact of the Project from the bluff overlooking the Project 

Site, including the existing structures within that viewshed. Exhibit D to these responses to comments 

provides four additional simulations that also show how development has constrained the views that 

remain, and the effect of the Project on the views that remain. 

Comment No. 22-11 

3. DEWATERING: MITIGATION MEASURES NOT SPECIFIED AND INFORMATION NOT 

PROVIDED TO ENABLE COMMUNITY CRITIQUE 

This development is placing a two story underground garage into groundwater located 5 feet below 

ground surface in a Methane Zone. The MND acknowledges that dewatering of a substantial magnitude 

will be required but leaves it to the Department of Building and Safety to determine as yet unspecified 

mitigation measures. The City has not bothered to ask the Applicant how much water will be removed in 

the dewatering process. The City has also not bothered to ask if the dewatering will continue post 

construction. 

Reality is that the Applicant and its water consultant have previously filed for and received a permit to 

discharge waste water under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (DPDES) program (the 

"Discharge Permit") from the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (the 

"Water Board") for this project which shows dewatering for construction at 1.728 million gallons a day 

for the first six months and thereafter dropping to 1 million gallons per day for the full operational 

duration of the project. Kathryn Schwertfeger, Folio of Exhibits, Exhibit A (hereinafter the "Folio"). 
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This is double all of the dewatering required for Playa Vista Phase 1 if Playa Vista Phase 1 had 
continuous discharge at its maximum amounts. A copy of Playa Vista Phase 1 's Discharge Report as 
prepared by the Water Board is attached as Folio Exhibit B. Playa Vista's groundwater, as discussed in its 
EIR, was substantially lower, buildings were designed and placed so that deeper garages were where 
groundwater was lower, and dewatering was seasonal. Nevertheless, for Playa Vista Phase 1, the City 
studied the effects of dewatering and designed mitigation measures, through an EIR process, which was 
open to public review. Issues considered included impacts to the wetlands, potential to spread pollutants 
and subsidence. Yet here-where the dewatering is of greater magnitude and given the shallow level of 
groundwater (5 feet) versus the foundation depth (28 feet) certainly to be continuous -the City 
acknowledges the dewatering without even attempting to gauge the magnitude and impact and provides 
no real plan with details and measures to address the environmental impact of the dewatering. 

It is also important to note, that while MND skirts the issue, the dewatering for this project site will be 
continuous post construction. Project plans provided dated May 9,2014 indicate that the project is in a 
Methane Zone, Level 2. This suggests that there has been some Methane testing at the site, but the 
documents and results have not been provided to the community. Under Ordinance 175790, the City'S 
Methane Ordinance, the project will be required to maintain a Dewatering System. Ordinance 175790, 
Table 71, Minimum Requirements. A dewatering system is defined as: 

De-watering System shall mean a permanent water removal system, consisting of perforated 
pipes, gravel, sump pumps and pits, designed to permanently maintain the ground water level one 
foot below the sub-slab vent system. Ordinance 175790, Section 91.7120, Definitions. 

While the Discharge Permit contemplates and requires a reduction of the water discharged during 
construction, the actual application for construction water discharge makes it clear that given the tidal 
influence at the site--discharge levels will not decrease. Pure Effect Incorporated wrote in the June 
29,2011 Notice otlntent to Comply with Waste Water Discharge Requirements: 

Due to the close proximity to the Pacific Ocean there is a significant "tidal influence" that creates 
a high flow rate estimated to be 1,200 gallons pc:r minute:/ 1, 728,000 gallons per day which is 
expected to be constant throughout the 14-16 months of construction dewatering. 

The entire application package, as we were able to obtain it through a Public Records Act Request is 
attached as Folio Exhibit C. The point is that this site is underwater and will remain so based on the 
Applicant's own expert analysis. Dewatering will be required on a constant basis to maintain ground 
water one foot below the sub-slab vent with a garage planned for 28 feet underground. 

The impacts, absent an effective mitigation measure, of the project dewatering will be substantial. Steve 
Devere!, Ph.D. and Sandra Genis have provided evidence regarding the potential impacts on the water 
system in the environmentally sensitive wetlands. Ms. Genis has also provided evidence regarding the 
impacts on the ecosystem including on plant and animal life. We have several federal and state laws 
which protect the environment which likely will .be violated if the dewatering process is riot properly 
mitigated, if it even can be. At the very least, the project has the potential to violate the California 
Endangered Species Act, as a number of sensitive species inhabit the Ballona Wetlands and are dependent 
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upon the existing water and salinity levels. In addition to the project's likely significant impacts on 

hydrology and water quality, the project will almost certainly have significant adverse effects on 

biological resources. These impacts must be disclosed, thoroughly analyzed, and mitigated in an EIR. 

Dr. Devere! has also written about the ability of the dewatering process to spread a toxic plume (PCE, 

TCE and vinyl chloride) through lower Playa Del Rey, contaminating properties which are not currently 

affected including restaurants, coffee shops, bars, R-1 residences and the United States Post Office and 

other businesses. The MND admits that there is an open Water Board contamination site at the Del Rey 

Cleaners, 540 feet from the project site. The MND states that the site was last tested in 2002. This is not 

true and is a fact which is required for the City to make an adequate analysis. In truth, the site was tested 

in March 2014 by Bowyer Environmental Consulting and is still extremely contaminated. A copy of the 

March 29,2014 Testing Report is attached as Folio Exhibit D. To summarize the findings at page 4 ofthe 

report, twenty soil gas probes were installed with related soil matrix sampling. VOCs were detected 

including PCE and related compounds such as TCE and vinyl chloride in both vapor and soil samples. 

PCE was observed in excess of California Human Health Screening Levels in each vapor sample 

collected, with the highest concentration 210,000 micrograms per liter. In this regard, the MND is judging 

environmental impacts without reference to the correct facts, let alone adequate facts, when the correct 

facts are readily available on the Water Board Website. The omission of publicly available information 

vital to the MND's analysis of potentially significant impacts due to hazardous waste contamination 

renders the MND inadequate. 

As to the potential for contaminating all of lower Playa Del Rey as the plume is sucked willy, nilly 

toward the Pacific Ocean, the MND neither discloses the potential for such a plume, nor does it provide a 

detailed, real world mitigation strategy. The strategy obliquely referenced to protect the community and 

the environment is compliance with the discharge requirements of the Water Board and its discharge 

permit process. Yet, as demonstrated by Exhibit A, the Applicant has previously received a discharge 

permit, without regard to the Del Rey Cleaners contamination. Furthermore, the discharge permit the 

Applicant received did not require testing for PCE, TCE or Vinyl chloride in the discharge water. Folio 

Exhibit A. Even if the discharge permit had required this testing, as noted by Dr. Devere!, it is extremely 

unlikely that all of the contaminants moved by the dewatering will ultimately reach the project site 

exactly. Much of lower Playa Del Rey, including restaurants, coffee shops, a post-office, real estate office 

and the lower portion of several R-1 lots, including mine, would potentially be contaminated. This 

information must be disclosed and evaluated in an EIR that includes concrete and enforceable mitigation 

measures to address the movement of the toxic plume and impacts on potentially affected properties and 

human health. 

There is a further obvious problem with simply adding testing for these toxins to the discharge permit. If 

the City or Applicant finds contamination, there is no way to store water at the rate of 1.728 million 

gallons a day on the project site. The contaminated water also cannot be discharged into the existing 

storm system without violating NPDES requirements. The Applicant will need to stop dewatering the 

project site to address the contamination sucked to the project site by dewatering. This will remove the 

project construction process from the parameters of the Geotechnical Report for the project prepared by 

Geocon West, Inc. dated December 1,2009. This report states at page 13, in Section 8.3.1: 
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8.3 .1 Groundwater seepage was observed in all borings at depths between 7 and 8 feet (elevations 
3 to 4 feet MSL) below the ground surface. The depth of groundwater at the time of construction 
can be further verified during the initial dewatering well or shoring pile installation. If 
groundwater is present above the depth of the subterranean level, temporary dewatering will be 
necessary to maintain a safe working environment during excavation and construction activities. 

The problem with letting the contamination issue wait for the Water Board is three-fold. 

First, we have no presentation of how the regulations of the Water Board for discharge permits address 
movement of plumes from areas outside the construction site. Based on the MND, we cannot assess the 
adequacy of this regulatory scheme to mitigate the potentially significant impact-we don't know what the 
rules are or how they would apply. 

Second, we have to rely on the Applicant to volunteer information which extends beyond the parameters 
of the Water Board discharge permit application and program. Attached as Folio Exhibit D is all of the 
information which we were able to obtain from the Water Board regarding what the Applicant submitted 
to obtain the prior discharge permit. The discussion of potential contamination provided to the Water 
Board makes no mention of the Del Rey Cleaner's site and the potential to change the gradient of the 
groundwater through dewatering. Rather the Applicant submitted the Soil Vapor studies for the project 
site and called it day. This was technically a correct answer to the literal questions posed by the Water 
Board Intent to Discharge Notice. The Water Board does not ask about moving contamination from other 
properties. 

Overall, however, the Applicant's approach was irresponsible and misleading. The issue of moving the 
Del Rey Cleaner's plume has been front and center in the Applicant's environmental reviews since 2009 
Environmental Engineering & Contracting, Inc. issued its Phase I Assessment dated November 16,2009 
which is referenced in the MND. On page 5: 

Due to the shallow groundwater depth in the area, it is likely that construction dewatering would 
be required. Pumping activities could increase the groundwater gradient toward the Subject 
Property, which could pull the documented groundwater impacts at the Del Rey Cleaners toward 
the Subject Property. 

Third, the Water Board functions in two departments. One unit is responsible for clean-ups, and another 
unit is responsible for issuing discharge permits. These separate departments do not naturally talk and 
coordinate. Each department performs a narrow function and follows specific procedures which consist of 
either issuing discharge permits per the discharge permit rules and the narrowly framed application or 
cleaning up the contaminated site, the Del Rey Cleaners. When I called the Water Board and asked how 
to coordinate their efforts so that the discharge permit would only be issued if there was no risk of 
spreading the Del Rey Cleaners plume, the Water Board told me that responsibility for assessing and 
controlling thi~ risk associated with the project rests with the Lead Agency for environmental review, i.e. 
the City of Los Angeles. So the third problem with punting the problem to the Water Board as 
"mitigation" is that the Water Board does not have a process to connect the dots and deny or condition the 
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discharge permit. The proof is in the pudding. The Applicant previously received a discharge permit with 

no consideration of the potential to spread and move the Del Rey Cleaners PCE plume. 

There is no evidence in the MND that the mitigation measures for the over-all dewatering effect (and 

attendant significant adverse impact on hydrology, water quality, hazards, and biological resources) and 

need to reuse the water generated are adequate. Either they are illusory, or they are so vague as to be 

unenforceable. The mitigation measures are as follows: 

• MM IV -10 states, "the Department of Building and Safety requires, where feasible, that 

applicants modifY the structural design of a building so as not to need a permanent dewatering 

system." (MND p. 6.) Since nothing has been built on the site yet, it is completely feasible to 

modifY the structure, by reducing the building size as required to avoid the need for underground 

parking. Accordingly, this solution is required. Nonetheless, we have no reason to believe that 

either the Applicant or Planning will consider this option seriously, which renders this mitigation 

illusory. Again, we don't know what standard Building and Safety will use to determine 

feasibility and if mitigation is not feasible, and the impact is substantial, in the CEQA process 

there must be a statement of overriding considerations approved by an elected body, not a 

determination of overriding considerations blessed by the Department of Building and Safety. 

"Extracted groundwater shall be pumped to a beneficial on-site use such as, but not 

limited to : 1) landscape irrigation, 2) decorative fountains or lakes; 3} toilet flushing; or 

4) cooling towers." We have no information which establishes these types of initiatives 

are included in the plans. There is essentially no landscaping in the plans. Even assuming 

the initiatives, there is no information which suggests this will be anywhere near adequate 

to accommodate the on-going volume of water resulting from site dewatering activities. 

Again, the 1.728 million to 1 million gallon range is all we have to work from and that is 

a lot of water. 

• The remaining mitigation, a reinjection well, is to be implemented by the Department of Building 

and Safety, with no further definition, criteria or regulator guidelines. This begs more questions 

and suggests more secondary impacts than it solves. We have no information to answer any of the 

following: Where will the water go? Will it go to the saltwater lagoon park? Will the admittedly 

brackish to fresh water match that of the park and lagoon? Will this counter the dewatering in the 

wetlands? If the water is injected into the wetlands, will it match the characteristics of the 

wetlands waters-salt, pH, and sediment? How will reinjection affect the adjacent PCE plume? As 

Dr. Devere! explains in his letter, we have a complex hydrological engineering problem, which 

may have no real solution and/or may have sizeable secondary impacts, punted to the Department 

of Building and Safety, out of public scrutiny and with the final decision not made by an elected 

body as required by CEQA. An injection well is accordingly, not an adequate factually based 

mitigation measure which can be considered and approved at this time. 

Finally, the Outlaws Project will have a cumulative effect both on the dewatering and the movement of 

the plume. Given the project description, the Applicant will be building an underground garage. We know 
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from the Water Board file, the Del Rey Cleaners is next door to the Outlaws Lot and, accordingly, that 
ground water is at about 7 feet below the surface. So again, we are pumping water and we can only 
assume the quantities are comparable to those of Jakes Lot, leaving us at 4X Playa Vista Phase I, with no 
meaningful analysis. The Outlaws Lot is even closer to the wetlands than the current project site so the 
ability to adversely affect the wetlands water quality and levels and ecology is greatly exacerbated. Yet 
we, and more importantly, the City'S decision makers, are provided no information with which to assess 
the cumulative effect or the ability to effectively mitigate or the secondary effects of mitigating the 
cumulative effect. 

Response to Comment No. 22-11 

It is acknowledged in both the MND and supplemental Initial Study (see pages 38 and IV-58 through IV-
61, respectively) that the Project site is located within a methane zone. However, with implementation of 
Mitigation Measure VII-20, it was determined that impacts related to methane are less than significant. 
The comment also incorrectly asserts that permanent dewatering will occur at the Project Site. As 
described in Master Response 1: Dewatering, only temporary, construction-related dewatering would 
occur. Contrary to the unsupported assertions of several comments, construction-related dewatering is not 
necessary within methane zones and methane barrier zones-the required void space and any necessary 
venting systems can be accommodated within the foundation of the building, as is routinely done 
throughout the City. 

As discussed in detail in Master Response 1 and its attachments, comments asserting effects of 
dewatering on the Ballona Wetlands are unsupported and omit significant information, such as the 
hydrologic influence of the Pacific Ocean on the wetlands and the temporary, rather than permanent, 
nature of the dewatering on the Project Site. 

Comments regarding the potential effects of construction-related dewatering on the contaminant plume at 
the former Del Rey Cleaners site also are unsupported, as discussed in Master Response 1 and its 
attachments. These comments also assume permanent dewatering, and fail to recognize the hydrological 
characteristics ofthe Project Site and vicinity, assuming flow rales, and incorrectly stating a depth of the 
relevant groundwater bearing unit far deeper than what actually occurs. As also described in that master 
response, the Project would incorporate any one of a number of dewatering methods that would 
hydraulically isolate the dewatering activities of the Project Site and prevent any influence on the 
contaminant plume at the Del Rey Cleaners (or the Ballona Wetlands), ensuring that no impact would 
occur. 

Regarding the other lots owned by the developer, please see Master Response 2: Piecemealing and 
Cumulative Development. The lack of any information regarding the type or extent of development at 
either of the other two sites precludes any meaningful analysis, and speculation regarding the provision of 
underground parking or the extent of any required dewatering does not constitute substantial evidence of 
piecemealing or the foreseeability of development. 
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Comment No. 22-12 

4. AESTHETIC IMPACT 

I have already submitted three letters dated December 13, 2013, December 19, 20 l3 and February 26, 

2014 which relate, among other things, to the view impact. I am resubmitting these as Folio Exhibits E, F 

and G and ask that they be considered part of the record for all decisions related to this project, including 

environmental impacts. I have reprinted the pictures I submitted in color. In addition, Allen Pacheco has 

separately filed a letter regarding his balloon studies of the visual impact with examples of what we are 

losing forever in terms of both private and public Views. 

Response to Comment No. 22-12 

The referenced submittal is part of the public record for the Project. 

Comment No. 22-13 

First, the building proposed for Jakes Lot is massive and out of character for the neighborhood. Julie Ross 

has written a letter showing the scale of the buildings in the commercial downtown area of Playa Del Rey, 

including heights which are no taller than 37 feet. Allen Pacheco has written a letter and provided pictures 

which demonstrate the difference in scale between the proposed building and the other buildings in the 

commercial center of Playa Del Rey. This building is more than 30 feet taller at the highest points, the 

two architectural towers. The MND's attempts to hide this fact by referencing three and four story 

buildings in the area without regard to height or location in the community is misleading. Applicant is 

referencing buildings outside the commercial center of Playa Del Rey which were built prior to adoption 

of the Coastal Act and the enactment of the Del Rey Lagoon Plan which has defined the character of our 

area for over 31 years. Ms. Ross' letter explains this issue related to the timing of construction and 

locations of buildings in detail. 

Response to Comment No. 22-13 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character for a discussion of the Project's compatibility with the 

surrounding area. Further, the presence of buildings in the Project site vicinity of similar height to the 

Project is, irrespective of age and contrary to the comment, relevant to a meaningful determination of 

compatibility of the Project with its surroundings. 

Comment No. 22-14 

Second, the City cannot hide from a fair argument that there is a potentially significant impact under the 

existing case law and CEQA by adopting a narrow threshold of "potential significance." The City is doing 

exactly this when it looks only at designated scenic vistas, views from scenic highways and views of 

coastal bluffs etc. as set forth in the CEQA screen. 

The controlling law as to how CEQA looks at visual impacts follows a much broader approach to what 

constitutes a reasonable argument of a substantial impact and what is to be protected. Specifically, in 
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determining whether an EIR is required, CEQA looks for a "fair argument" that "significant impacts may 
occur." For purposes of this analysis, aesthetic impacts include both public and private views, and public 
views can even be views from a hiking trail-let alone a public street. (Ocean View Estates Homeowners 
Association, Inc. v. Montecito Water District (Second District, Division 6 2004) 116 Cal. App.4th 396, 
402 [finding fair argument supporting EIR based on subjective expressions of concern regarding view 
effect of cover on public reservoir visible from two homes and a hiking trail].) This topic has been more 
completely addressed in the December 13,2013 letter on pages 3-5. Folio Exhibit E. 

Response to Comment No. 22-1 4 

The comment incorrectly asserts that the MND artificially narrows the discussion of aesthetic impacts by 
evaluating designated scenic views. First, designated scenic views are indicators of views considered 
particularly important to a community or of particular scenic significance. Moreover, the MND 
recognizes and evaluates potential impacts from a variety of locations, including the bluff overlooking the 
Project site and public roadways in the Project site vicinity. Response to Comment Nos. 18-3 and 22-4, 
Master Response 5, and Exhibit D supplement in the analysis in the MND by providing additional 
views-which were specifically requested by the community-from Montreal Street. The City of Los 
Angeles does not-and has not-protected private views nor considered them significant in impact 
analyses. This is consistent with controlling case Jaw under CEQA that when determining whether an 
environmental impact is significant, "the question is whether a project will affect the environment of 
persons in general, not whether a project will affect particular persons." Mira Mar Mobile Community v 
City of Oceanside, 119 Cal.App.4th 477, 492 (2004). Nevertheless, for informational purposes, Response 
to Comment No. 18-3 and Exhibit D provide additional viewshed analyses of the effects of the Project 
when viewed from the residence at the base of Montreal Street, both from window level and from the 
balcony level. These analyses are consistent with and affirm those provided in the MND, that no 
significant impact would occur. 

Further, these analyses are based on detailed dimensions of the Project and on digital elevation models, in 
contrast to the drawings provided in comments with unverified and unverifiable elevations and 
dimensions, which prevent their constituting substantial evidence. Accordingly, and as described in the 
referenced Master Responses and individual responses to comments, tht: wrnrnenl above and those it 
references fail to raise a fair argument, supported by substantial evidence in the record, that a significant 
impact would occur that cannot be mitigated. 

Comment No. 22-15 

Third, the views in our area have been a cherished public feature of the community and part of its 
character since the early 1900's. When the area was finally successfully developed in 1925 by Dickinson 
Gillespie, they marketed the area for its views and the view they specifically marketed is very clearly the 
Pacific Ocean to Santa Monica Mountflins panorama which is the Montreal Street, Vista Del Mar, and 
Montreal Street!Vista Del Mar Comer view. They marketed the views from the homes but they also 
marketed the views from the broad public streets, because each is unique, irreplaceable and breathtaking. 
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I have attached some of the historical advertising literature as Folio Exhibit H. To quote one charming 

and lyrical passage among many, which I hope will not become a eulogy for the area views: 

This Ancient Mariner's Chart points the way to the one spot where your future joy, contentment 

and happiness is so sure that to deviate from its course is to pass up the outstanding opportunity 

of your lifetime. It points the way to Palisades Del Rey, where the ever-changing panorama of 

colorful skies, dancing waters, and verdured hills blends with an equalized temperature, to make 

life worth living-Where mile after mile of broad avenues weave in and out among the homes 

overlooking the sea-and at every tum reveal enchanting vistas that one can never forget. .. 

For me, this exactly describes the feeling of driving over the hill at the top of Fowling and starting down 

Montreal Street toward the ocean, where the view never fails to take my breath away. 

Response to Comment No. 22-15 

As discussed in Responses to Comment Nos. 18-3 and 22-14, the aesthetics analysis included visual 

simulations that determined ocean views would still remain available. This analysis included in pages 24-

25 of the MND and on pages IV -1 to IV -6 of the supplemental Initial Study and concluded that with 

implementation of Mitigation Measure 1-10, impacts to scenic resources would be less than significant. 

Further, as the ocean and horizon would remain visible, panoramic views ofthe ocean and Santa Monica 

Mountains to the west and north would be maintained. This and other factors led the MND conclude, 

based on substantial evidence, a significant impact to views would not occur. 

Comment No. 22-16 

Fourth, the Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan text and Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan Ordinance 

recognize this uniqueness and call for protection of public and private view in our area. This is covered in 

my letter dated December 19, 2013 pages 2-5. Folio Exhibit F. The Regional Interpretive Guidelines, 

South Coast Region, Los Angeles County issued by the Coastal Commission dated October 14, 1980 (the 

"Regional Guidelines") and the Del Rey Lagoon Local Coastal Program, Specific Plan have similar 

protective language and goals for the Playa Del Rey views. Folio Exhibit G summarizes the applicable 

language. I note, that both the Del Rey Lagoon Local Coastal Program Specific Plan and the Regional 

Guidelines are standards and guidelines which implement the Coastal Act and as such are not superseded 

by SB 1818 or the City's Affordable Housing Implementation Ordinance. Not only does the project have a 

stunning visual impact that will destroy a resource which has been cherished by the community for nearly 

100 years-it does so notwithstanding the fact that the City and the State of California have time-and-time 

again told the residents of Playa Del Rey they intend to protect the views. We have a reasonable 

expectation that the City and the State will act to protect these views. Thus, in addition to failing to 

recognize the project's likely significant aesthetic impacts, the MND fails to disclose the significant 

impact on land use arising from the project's inconsistency with the Westchester-Playa Del Rey General 

Plan, Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan Ordinance, Del Rey Lagoon Local Coastal Program, Specific Plan and 

the Regional Guidelines. 
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Re ponse to Comment "No. 22-16 

Refer to Responses to Comment Nos. 18-3 and 22-14 and Master Response 5: Visual Character and 
Views for a discussion of impacts to views as a result of the Project. 

Refer to Master Response 6 for a discussion of the applicability of the Los Angeles County Regional 
Interpretive Guidelines and Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. 

Additionally, the potential for the Project to result in impacts to scenic resources is addressed on pages 
24-25 ofthe MND and on pages IV-I to IV-6 of the supplemental Initial Study. As discussed there, with 
implementation of Mitigation Measure 1-1 0, impacts to scenic resources would be Jess than significant. 

Comment No. 22-17 

Fifth, my private view and those of my neighbors throughout the bluffs are legally unique and protected 
under the Coastal Act and the laws of the City for another reason not yet mentioned. The Specific Bluffs 
Ordinance was adopted to protect views, as explained in the prior Jetter, in large part by restricting 
development of selected downslope residential properties. My property and those of my downslope 
neighbors in Zone 3, are not allowed to be more than 9 feet higher than the street at the centerline of the 
lot. The scheme is draconian but it protects the view of the upslope Jot very well. Perhaps the Coastal 
Bluffs Specific Plan can better explain how tobuild a 9 foot tall house-so I'll quote: 

3. Subarea 3: The maximum Height of a Project within Subarea 3 shall be as follows: 

a. Within the area between the front lot line, adjacent to and parallel to the street, and an 
imaginary line located 38 feet toward the rear lot line therefrom, no Project shall exceed nine feet 
in Height. Height shall be measured from the midpoint between the side property lines to the 
highest point ofthe roof structure or parapet wall. For purposes of this Specific Plan, the front Jot 
line of a through lot is the front lot line fronting the street at the highest elevation of the lot. 

b. Within any other portion of a Downslope Lot not described in (a) above, Height of any Project 
or portion thereof shall not exceed the elevation of the midpoint b~tw~~n lhe side property lines. 

c. Notwithstanding (a) and (b) above, safety railings enclosing decks may exceed the curb level 
by three feet, or higher if necessary to comply with applicable building codes, provided they are 
constructed of open materials which allow at least 75% visibility. Section 5, Paragraph A, 3 on 
page 4 of the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan. 

To paraphrase, a downslope lot in Zone 3 gets 9 feet of height on a single floor sticking out from the hill 
for 38 feet and then it needs to step down the hill and start another lower floor. What this translates to in 
terms of someone else building an over-height building helow is that those of us on the downslope in 
Zone 3--cannot simply build up to the 45 feet which is otherwise allowed on an R-llot and see over the 
top of the new building. But fair is fair, and the City has restricted the lots below me to 36 or 37 feet-be it 
via the Lagoon Del Rey Plan or the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan. As to an upslope lot, the Coastal Bluffs 
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Specific Plan means the City has acted to protect their views and they have an expectation of views. I 

understand that this view protection regime is among the most restrictive anywhere. The reference in the 

Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan to protecting private views is not a mistake-our City Council 

knew exactly what it had done and owed to the affected homeowners in return. 

This is exactly the circumstance where both the Coastal Act and, ironically, the City by its own Coastal 

Permit Ordinance, protect private views. 

Response to Comment No. 22-17 

Contrary to the comment, the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan was not adopted to protect private views. As 

stated in in Section 2.E of the Specific Plan includes among its purposes: 

"To regulate all development, including use, height, density, bulk and other factors in 

order to provide for the protection and enhancement of views of scenic features visible 
from scenic corridors and scenic highways, and to assure that development is 

compatible and in character with the existing community" 

(Specific Plan, p. 1, emphasis added). Thus, private views are not specifically designated or protected, 

and views from scenic corridors or highways are properly considered within the context of an impacts 

analysis regarding views. Nevertheless, as described in Response to Comment Nos. 18-3 and 22-14, as 

well as Master Response 5, Visual Character and Views, the MND considered a range of views in its 

analysis, many of which actually encompassed private views or portions of private views, including views 

available from Montreal Street. Thus, the assertion of the comment that private views are not considered 

is erroneous. 

Refer to Master Response 6 for a discussion of the applicability of the Los Angeles County Regional 

Interpretive Guidelines and Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan to the Project. 

Comment No. 22-18 

The City does not have a Local Coastal Plan for Playa Del Rey area. Accordingly, it issues permits in the 

Coastal Zone under dual authority and consistent with Public Resources Code Section 30600.5 adopted an 

ordinance to govern the issuance. That ordinance, Municipal Code Section 12.20.2, is clear that the City 

is separately acting to protect the environment and coast and requires that both the Coastal Commission 

Permit and the City Permit be obtained prior to building. The Ordinance further requires the City to make 

a finding: 

(c) That the Interpretative Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits as established by the 

California Coastal Commission dated February 11, 1977 and any subsequent amendments hereto 

have been reviewed, analyzed, and considered in the light of the individual project in making its 

determination. Municipal Code Section 12.20.2; G, I, C. 
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There are some issues with locating the Interpretive Guidelines and which Interpretive Guidelines the 
City follows. I was however successful in finding the actual Interpretive Guidelines for Coastal Planning 
and Permits referenced in Municipal Code Section 12.20.2, G, 1, C. The Interpretive Guidelines dated 
February 11, 1977 were attached to the Chief Legislative Analysts' letter dated March 18, 1977 included 
in Exhibit Folio L, as Attachment B. With reference to View Protection, the Interpretive Guidelines 
contain the following provision: ... 

. . . where most residences in an area have been sited and designed to protect the ocean views from 
other homes, new construction should respect these general planning and design standards, and 
view-blocking houses out of scale and character with the surrounding area should not be allowed. 

So not only are the public and private views to be protected under CEQA but they are also both protected 
in this case under the Coastal Act and the City's own environmental protection ordinances. 

Footnote: 1The purpose of the referenced Interpretive Guidelines is to "interpret, clarify and provide 
specific guidance as to how provisions of the Act [Coastal Act] should be applied." Text of Guidelines. 
The City has retained some of the versions of Guidelines on certain topics and yet, notwithstanding its 
own ordinance, has no copy of various others of the standards. Folio Exhibit J is my Public Records Act 
correspondence with the City seeking to obtain copies of the Interpretive Guidelines it follows. Folio 
Exhibit K is what the City has retained and follows which are essentially only two of 12 operative 
documents. Even as to the documents retained and followed the City has only partial copies. This 
piecemeal approach to following the law is a per se "abuse of discretion." How can the City review, 
analyze and consider that which it cannot locate? 

Footnote: Be that as it may, I went back to the Council File where Municipal Code Section 12.02.2 was 
adopted. A copy of relevant portion of the file is attached as Folio E hi bit I. The file makes the City's 
reasons for losing the Interpretive Guidelines, selectively, very clear. The City opposed the Interpretive 
Guidelines as a "further intrusion into the City's efforts to maintain local control of the coastal land use 
planning prior to certification of the City's Local Coastal Program." Letter dated March 18, 1977 written 
by the City of Los Angeles, Office of the Chief Legislative Analyst to the Planning Committee, page 3, 
Folio L. In other words, with or without a local coastal program, designed to protect the coast, the City 
wanted autonomy and that is exactly the position it has placed itself in by selectively losing Interpretive 
Guidelines. 

Response to Comment No. 22-18 

Refer to Master Response 6 for a discussion of the applicability of the Los Angeles County Regional 
Interpretive Guidelines and Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan to the Project. As discussed in Master 
Response 6 and noted in the comment, the City's application of the Interpretive Guidelines has been 
inconsistent, and the City has generally opted not to apply them in their "pure" form. However, 
irrespective of their application by the City, the Interpretive Guidelines are not binding, as stated by the 
Coastal Commission and by the Court of Appeal. Further, as described in Response to Comment No. 22-
17, the MND and the supplemental analysis in the responses to comments considers views that 
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encompass private views as well as public views. The assertion of the comment to the contrary is 

incorrect. 

Comment No. 22-19 

Sixth, I would like to again call your attention to the sneaky way the MND seeks to minimize the 

description of the visual impacts from Vista Del Mar, Montreal Street and other locations. The consultant 

selected a house, which even in its own photos depict as significantly higher than the view point at the 

comer of Vista Del Mar, the public street and sidewalk on Vista Del Mar and Montreal Street and the 

other houses on Montreal Street. Based on a topographical map, the house is 60 feet higher than the Vista 

Del Mar/Montreal Street view comer, more than that higher than all of the downhill houses in the 200 

block of Montreal, the street and sidewalk in the 200 block of Montreal. The line of sight study is 

deliberately misleading and not representative of the visual impact across the spectrum of views which 

are protected-the view down Montreal Street from the street and sidewalks, the view of the coastal bluffs 

from the sidewalk and beach below, the view from Vista Del Mar, which is a scenic highway, of the 

ocean. Since this view point was selected to deliberately downplay the project's impacts, the City's 

conclusions that the project would have no significant impacts on protected views lacks the substantial 

evidence required by CEQA. The City must select 'other viewpoints and fully assess the visual impact of 

the project from all of potentially affected locations and angles. 

Response to Comment No. 22-19 

The City disagrees that the analysis is "sneaky" or attempts to discount effects on views. Refer to Master 

Response 5: Visual Character and Views for a discussion of the Project's impacts with respect to views. 

In addition, and as described in Master Response 5, additional view simulations have been prepared (see 

Exhibit D) which represent with-Project views from the top of Montreal, as well as from mid-way up the 

slope and from a private residence at the base (from both window level and balcony level). As shown in 

both, views of the ocean remain, consistent with the simulation and determination in the MND. 

Comment No. 22-20 

If one looks at the MND prepared for Legado Company's mixed-use project in Redondo Beach, you will 

find pictures and visual simulations galore to demonstrate the lack of impact on a I % ocean view for 

local condominiums. The study is 69 pages long. Instead, here in Los Angeles, we are reduced to citizens 

floating balloons at the project height, subject to the vagaries of the wind, taking pictures and photo 

shopping to provide information to evaluate aesthetic impacts that should have been disclosed in the 

MND. 

Response to Comment No. 22-20 

As described in Responses to Comment Nos. 18-3, 22-19, and 22-14, the MND and responses to 

comments contain significant discussions and exhibits, irrespective of page length, that permit a reasoned 

evaluation of the impacts to visual resources. These studies were based on detailed digital models of the 
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Project and the relevant elevations, and did not force reliance, contrary to the comment, on unverifiable 

and unsupported assertions based on the use of balloons subject to any number of confounding factors. 

Comment No. 22-21 

Bottom line, the evidence presented in Mr. Pacheco's letter is the only evidence in the record regarding 

visual impact from locations other than a single house which is located 60 feet higher than the other uphill 

houses on Montreal Street and even more than that higher than the downhill houses and the street itself. 

Taken together with the resident testimony and petition, the evidence demonstrates stunning visual 

impacts that are not disclosed -and certainly not mitigated -in the MND. Best case, the narrow and 

misleading line of sight study is viewed as evidence which contradicts the balloon studies. However, if 

there is evidence supporting a "fair argument" that a "significant impact" may occur-and evidence 

supporting a contrary conclusion-an EIR is still required. 

Response to Comment No. 22-21 

The comment incorrectly asserts that the purported evidence offered by Mr. Pacheco represents on the 

only evidence in the record regarding effects on views. As discussed in Responses to Comment Nos. 18-

3, 22-19, and 22-14, as well as Master Response 5, the MND included an analysis, supported by visual 

simulations, of the effects of the Project on views. As also described in Response to Comment No. 18-3, 

additional simulations and discussion have been provided to illustrate the effects on additional views from 

Montreal Street, including the private residence at the base of the street. 

As described above, the purported analysis using balloons is unverifiable and inaccurate, and it does not 

constitute substantial evidence to support a fair argument that a significant impact would occur. 

Comment No. 22-22 

Seventh, given the Applicant's admission that it will be building 220 Culver, decision makers and the 

public are entitled to view impacts on a cumulative basis for both the 138 Culver and the 220 Culver 

projects. The MND contains no evidence or information from which one can assess this cumulative 

impact. Mr. Pacheco's letter addresses these cumulative impacts by showing the effects on the views from 

the Montreal Street homes and the public street of the 220 Culver building. Once again, he floated a 

balloon to 56 feet and photo shopped in a building. The combined effect is the loss of an over 180 degree 

panoramic view of the ocean, Marina, Santa Monica Mountains and the Hollywood sign from my home 

and the others on the downslope in Zone 3 and from the street between the homes. The notion that there is 

any meaningful view left expressed in the MND again may be one position, but there is clearly a fair 

argument of a potentially significant impact. Under CEQA and the legally acknowledged standard which 

considers private views, an EIR is required. 

Response to Comment No. 22-22 

Regarding the other lots owned by the Applicant, please refer to Master Response 2: Piecemealing and 

Cumulative Development. The Applicant has not admitted that it would build at 220 Culver: that property 
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is currently offered for sale. Further, there is no evidence-let alone substantial evidence-to support any 

particular development scenario on that property. 

As discussed in Response to No. Comment 22-21, the purported study regarding the balloon is 

unverifiable and inaccurate, and it does not constitute substantial evidence supporting a fair argument. 

Comment No. 22-23 

Eighth, even using its own narrow definition of a protected view-the City admits there is a visual impact 

to public views of the ocean from Culver Boulevard, a scenic highway, and Vista Del Mar, a scenic 

highway, both with treasured ocean and sand dune views, the public street and residences on Montreal 

Street and Trolley Place. MND Pg. IV-I. Mitigation 1-10 is proposed landscaping for the project to the 

"satisfaction of the decision maker." It is ridiculous to suggest that some undetermined amount of 

landscaping will off-set the loss of views of the Pacific Ocean, sunrises and sunsets over the ocean, 

however, fleeting for those driving on scenic highways. Landscaping could never offset the loss of the 

view for those walking or driving up or down Montreal Street. Moreover, the MND lacks a landscaping 

plan so even if some landscaping plan might mitigate the over-all aesthetic losses attributable to the 

project, the information presented to the City in the MND is not sufficient to enable the City to make this 

determination. Instead, the MND punts to "satisfaction of the decision maker." If by some profound lack 

of taste and judgment the MND's proposed landscaping mitigation is found to offset the loss of public and 

private views and eliminate what is otherwise admittedly a significant impact, there must be a final appeal 

to an elected official available when the "decision maker" decides what landscaping will suffice. In 

addition to being vague, the MND's mitigation measures for aesthetic impacts are impermissibly deferred. 

(Endangered Habitats League v County o/Orange (2005) 131 Cal. App. 4th 777, 793-94; Guidelines 

Section 15126.4(a)(I)(B).) 

Response to Comment No. 22-23 

As discussed on pages IV-1 through IV-3 of the supplemental Initial Study, it was determined that views 

would not be significantly impacted as a result of the Project. It was further discussed that the Project 

would not damage any scenic resources. Mitigation Measure 1-10 (preparation and implementation of a 

landscape plan approved by the City) is a standard requirement of all projects in the City and is identified 

as a mitigation measure for the Project in the MND to further ensure that no impacts to scenic resources 

would occur as a result of the Project. The analysis does not rely on that measure for the significance 

determination. 

Comment No. 22-24 

5. NOISE 

The noise calculations in the MND show thresholds very close to the maximums, over time, for 

proximate residential property. I note that these calculations are derivative of the EPA standard 

calculations set forth on page IV-93 of the MND. United States Environmental Protection Agency, Noise 

from Construction Equipment and Operations, Building Equipment and Home Appliances, PB 206717, 
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1971 (the "EPA Report"). The data used reflects a limited spectrum of construction equipment and is old
noise levels have changed for standard equipment types. The City should not regard this old data as 
adequate when new data is available. 

Response to Comment No. 22-24 

The comment implies that the noise level calculations used in the MND are not adequate and that new 
data is available. However, there are several guidance documents from the federal government that are 
commonly used to determine reference noise levels for construction equipment. The EPA's guidance on 
this subject is one of those guidance documents that provides reasonable information from which to 
estimate construction-related noise impacts. 

Comment No. 22-25 

For its pending project in Redondo Beach, Legado (this Applicant) used the Federal Highway 
Construction Noise Handbook, Construction Equipment Noise Levels, from 2010 (the "Federal Highway 
Data"). It analyzed by types and amounts of equipment planned to be used at various times during the 
construction cycle. I suggest a similar mixed use project being developed by the same Applicant/Legado 
Companies sets the bar for "adequate" noise analysis. As demonstrated by Legado's environmental review 
of the Redondo Beach project, this type of analysis is feasible. The MND is deficient. 

Response to Comment No. 22-25 

Refer to Response to Comment No. 22-24 for a discussion of reference noise levels for construction 
equipment. The analysis provided in the MND for this Project also analyzed types and amounts of 
equipment planned to be used at various times during the construction cycle (see Appendix F to the MND 
for noise modeling sheets). The use of a particular analytic method that is considered an acceptable 
professional practice over another such method does not, contrary to the comment, constitute any 
deficiency. Moreover, the comment provides no evidence-let alone substantial evidence-as to why the 
method chosen for the MND is inaccurate or deficient. 

Comment No. 22-26 

Using the Federal Highway Data, one would reach a completely different conclusion as to the noise levels 
to be experienced by the sensitive receptors. A copy of the section of the Federal Highway Data which 
identifies Construction Equipment Noise Levels and Ranges is attached as Folio Exhibit M. I cannot 
determine construction the noise levels from the equipment types, as the Redondo MND does, because I 
don't know the durations and actual equipment types to be used for each phase of construction. Frankly, 
given that we have been deprived of Geotechnical Report data and Haul Route data which will address 
how the foundation is to be built and the travel routes for the heavy equipment-there is no way we could 
develop a noise calculation. However, I do note the EPA Report table on page IV-93, which serves as Lhe 
starting point for the MND analysis, does not include or adjust for the 24-7 dewatering pumping, with two 
very large pumps, as described in the dewatering permit. Folio Exhibit A. The two pumps alone create a 
consistent noise level of 81 dBA at 50 feet each based on actual observed measurements. Federal 
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Highway Data Table 9.1. I also note that the foundation noise information in the EPA Report does not 

account for pile drivers-which are very loud-showing at 101 actual dB A at 50 feet. Federal Highway Data 

Table 9 .I. Again, deprived of Geotechnical Information, I believe there is a solid argument that pile 

drivers may be needed to install the foundation for this site as the proposed auger method is impractical. 

Mr. William Scott will be submitting a letter on this point. 

Response to Comment No. 22-26 

The estimates for maximum noise exposure for sensitive receptors are based on assumptions about the 

off-road equipment to be used by construction phase (see Appendix F to the MND for these assumptions 

and modeling sheets). In the case of this Project, pile drivers were not identified as potential equipment 

for the construction process, and therefore were not included in the analysis. The analysis conservatively 

assumed a reference noise level of 89 dBA for the noisiest equipment, which is louder than the 81 dBA 

suggested as the noise level for the dewatering pumps. Thus, the analysis in the MND provides a 

conservative construction noise estimate for activity that encompasses dewatering. 

Comment No. 22-27 

The MND itself states noise levels greater than 85 dB A can cause temporary hearing loss, MND page IV-

92, and noise levels in excess of 75 dBA in violation of the Los Angeles Municipal Noise Ordinance are 

significant. With the incremental noise sources one can quantify through the Federal Highway Data, the 

noise levels for sensitive receptors, even with the proposed mitigation exceed the significance thresholds. 

Furthermore, there is no possibility of limiting construction activity on this project to the times allowed 

under the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance--dewatering will be a 24/7 affair. Certainly there is a fair 

argument that a significant impact will occur in this regard which has not been adequately mitigated, 

either in terms of the overall noise level or the construction noise occurring constantly at night over a 16 

month horizon for dewatering pumping. This potentially (and likely) significant impact requires analysis 

in an EIR. 

Response to Comment No. 22-27 

Contrary to the comment, the MND does not indicate that significant noise impacts would occur after 

appropriate mitigation. As described on pages IV -93 and IV -94 of the supplement to the MND, 

construction noise levels would be considered significant if noise from construction equipment within 500 

feet of a residential zone exceeds 75 dBA at a distance of 500 feet, or if ambient noise levels are increased 

by 5 dB A or more at a sensitive receptor. As demonstrated in Table IV -19, implementation of Mitigation 

Measure XII-20 would reduce construction noise impacts to less-than-significant levels. 

Any use of dewatering pumps would produce noise levels at the nearest residences on Trolleyway that do 

not exceed the City's noise ordinance or increase ambient noise levels by 5 dBA or more. Mitigated noise 

levels at these receptors would be 56.8 dBA after mitigation, which is a 1.0-dBA increase over existing 

measurements. It should also be noted that these pumps have lower noise levels than the 89 dBA 

equipment that was assumed for the construction process, thus noise levels anticipated actually to occur 

would be lower than those conservatively calculated for the MND. 
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Comment No. 22-28 

The EPA Report also points out some potentially significant consequences at mu.ch lower noise levels 
including those admitted as likely for sensitive receptors as a result of the project even after mitigation in 
the MND. For example, the EPA estimates levels in the vicinity of 50 dBA will disrupt sleep for 40% of 
the people exposed. EPA Report page 88. Speech interference effects increase sharply in the range 
between 40-60 dBA. EPA page 87. (Here we are running the pumps 24-7 and have not been told how 
loud they will be or where they will be positioned as they are too big to be on the lot-making the logical 
location, in the street, close to Trolley Way or Convoy.) The threshold of significance cannot be set so 
low that a "reasonable" argument as to a potentially significant impact under CEQA is precluded. Sleep 
deprivation and interference with communication, on a sustained basis over 16 months based on the 
Applicant's water consultant's estimates for foundation construction time (Folio C) are certainly 
potentially significant impacts. Of course, once the foundation is complete construction and noise will 
continue. 

The thresholds of significance used for gauging noise impacts (see page IV -93 of the supplement to the 
MND) are based on City of LA Noise Ordinance limits and the City of Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds 
Guide. These established and accepted standards include ambient noise levels acceptable in multi-family 
neighborhoods near the Project, as well as the 5 dBA increase that is considered significant by the 
LAMC. 

Regarding the noise from the dewatering pumps, refer to Response to Comment No. 22-27. 

Comment No. 22-29 

There are no noise calculations for the staging area nor is the staging area identified in the MND 
document. In this respect, the City lacks adequate information to make an informed decision regarding the 
significance ofthe noise impacts to the staging area as a secondary impact of moving construction activity 
to the staging area. To the extent that we can discern outside the four comers of the MND where the 
staging area will be-this does not represent adequate disclosure to the public or adequate information for 
the decision maker. 

Response to Comment No. 22-29 

Any staging area activities such as equipment warm-up are expected to produce fewer noise impacts than 
actual grading and building construction activities. Further, Mitigation Measure XII-20 calls for the 
placement of staging areas as far away from sensitive receptors as possible, including the apartments 
south of Trolleyway. 
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Comment No. 22-30 

The applicant publicly stated at a Neighborhood Council meeting the staging area would be located 220 

Culver Boulevard. This lot abuts R-1 property on Montreal Street, including mine, at 229 Montreal Street. 

The MND lacks any analysis of the impact on these sensitive receptors and is, therefore, not adequate. 

Once again, the MND done for the Applicant's Redondo Beach project provides a template of how to 

generate adequate information on which to make an informed decision by first identifying the staging area 

and second analyzing the noise impacts based on current data. 

Response to Comment No. 22-30 

There is no indication that the staging area for the Project would be off-site. Therefore, the noise analysis 

does not speculate about such off-site impacts on other sensitive receptors near the 220 Culver site. 

Comment No. 22-31 

There is a fair argument that the noise impact from the staging on the abutting homes will exceed that 

portrayed for the Trolley Way multi-family homes and be a significant impact. The pre-existing ambient 

road noise is much greater for the Montreal Street homes-they are above Culver and the intersection of 

Vista Del Mar and Culver-both classified as highways and full of cars during rush hour. The tables on 

page IV-96 of the MND establish the Culver and Vista Del Mar A.M. and P.M. peak road noise at close 

to, if not in excess of, 60 dB A CNEL to begin with. Hence, the risk or likelihood of hearing loss, based on 

the standards in the MND, is greater when incremental noise is added to what already exists at this 

location. This cumulative impact must be disclosed and analyzed pursuant to CEQA. (Los Angeles 

Unified School District v. City of Los Angeles (1997) 58 Cai.App.4th 1119.) It is not hard to reach 75 

dBA or 85 dBA when you are starting from 60 dBA (and likely much louder in the summer and on the 

weekend). The houses on the Montreal abutting the staging area are also more sensitive receptors because 

they are perched in the air over the staging site-the sound attenuation over "hard" or "soft" ground 

assumptions in the MND do not apply. MND pg. IV -92. The houses on Montreal over the staging area 

are also all glass to the panorama view out over the staging area-so the sound attenuation factors 

associated with stucco or wood sided residential structures with average windows referenced in the MND 

do not apply. MND pg. IV -92. By way of example, I have approximately 42 feet of floor to ceiling glass 

on my top floor, most of which slides open, and only slightly less on the floor below, all of which is 

located directly on top of the staging area. The houses of my neighbors on the north side of Montreal are 

all similar, using glass to capture the view. To the extent the MND provides any information about sound 

attenuation in this situation, it suggests Montreal Street will be a very sensitive receptor indeed-with huge 

open windows, perhaps why the staging area is not analyzed or disclosed. 

Yet the mitigation strategy is to shift noise to the "staging" area where it can be as close as 50 feet to the 

abutting residential lots. 
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Response to Comment No. 22-31 

There is no indication that the staging area for the Project would be off-site. Therefore, the noise analysis 
does not speculate about such off-site impacts on other sensitive receptors near the 220 Culver site, to 
which the comment refers. 

Comment No. 22-32 

For the one R-1 lot on Montreal Street which is considered part of the sensitive receptors for construction 
in the MND and slated to bear noise levels above 75 dBA, the staging noise will be incremental. MND 
pg. IV -94. This Jot will not be benefited by the mitigation of moving staging and there is no calculation of 
how this Jot will be affected by both noise sources-idling in the staging area and construction. It is unclear 
where the sound barrier mitigation measure will be located for this lot to affect both noise sources. Given 
that the thresholds are exceeded absent the mitigation measures, a fair argument exists as to whether this 
lot will be subject to a significant impact. Put even more simply, the MND is not adequate in that it fails 
to assess the combined impacts of construction noise, staging noise and traffic on this one Jot. 

Response to Comment No. 22-32 

Because the closest home on Montreal Street is 150 feet from the Project site, resulting ambient noise 
increases can be mitigated below a level of significance with implementation of Mitigation Measure XII-
20. The temporary sound barriers required as part of Mitigation Measure XII-20 must be erected along the 
Project site ' s northern property line to break the line of sight to Montreal Street. 

Comment No. 22-33 

It also bears noting that the adverse effects of noise on hearing are cumulative over time. This is the 
reason OSHA requires employees exposed to an average of 85 decibels over an 8 hour basis as part of 
their job to participate in a hearing conservation program, with a baseline and thereafter annual 
audiograms. United States Department of Labor, OSHA Regulations 1910, G, 1910.95. The applicant's 
water consultant contemplates a 16 month construction dewatering time as the foundation is installed. 
Folio Exhibit C. Once construction is done at the project, Applicant has announced a project on the 220 
Culver site-making Montreal Street now subject to 16 months of staging noise and direct construction 
noise, plus constant future dewatering-likely of comparable magnitude to the noise experienced by the 
construction receptors for the current project as portrayed in the MND. In other words, there is a fair 
argument that the staging and construction noise to which Montreal Street will be subject, on a 
cumulative and prolonged basis, will damage hearing, create sleep loss and interrupt speech. There is no 
consideration of this cumulative impact on Montreal Street in the MND even though this exposure may 
exceed 32 months of continuous construction noise to get to the point where the foundation is in at 220 
Culver and then we face construction noise as the building goes up. 
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Response to Comment No. 22-33 

The Project-level and cumulative analysis focus on the Project's incremental impact on ambient noise 

levels and relies on City guidance to define when significant impacts from construction or operational 

activities occur. CalOSHA occupational hazard requirements are not part of the MND's focus on the 

impacts of the Project related to the existing noise environment. 

In addition, as discussed in Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative Development, development 

on 220 Culver Boulevard is speculative and uncertain. The Applicant has not announced any development 

on that site, which is currently offered for sale. 

Comment No. 22-34 

Because certain impacts, like noise, are cumulative over time, an MND which does not specify the likely 

duration of construction and provide the haul routes to enable a critique of those construction timeline 

assumptions does not provide adequate information to make an assessment or enable public participation 

and critique. Moreover, in response to multiple file review and Public Records Act requests, the City has 

still not provided the approved haul routes which are supposed to be part of the complete Master Land 

Use Application file for this project. This would enable dirt take-offs and the community's own estimation 

of how long it will take to get the foundation in place. The information in the MND is inadequate to 

enable an informed decision and public participation. Furthermore, the haul route information is relevant 

to the MND's consideration of air quality and health impacts caused by repeated diesel truck trips to and 

from the site, to say nothing of the related traffic impacts oflarge diesel trucks. 

Respon e to Comment No. 22-34 

Per the City's noise ordinance, Project impacts are based on maximum noise impacts from construction 

and operation, and not on cumulative impacts of construction over time, though the predicted noise levels 

themselves determine the impact on a cumulative basis as well as on a project basis. Regarding the haul 

route, Truck Haul Route program would be required as part of the City's permitting process. The 

demolition and construction debris and excavated earth that is anticipated would likely be transported to 

the Rose Hills Landfill, located in Pico Rivera. Haul Routes are required to avoid residential streets where 

possible, and routes to and from the Project site are anticipated to include Culver Boulevard and State 

Route 90 (Marina Freeway). Further, standard haul route conditions of approval prohibit hauling during 

peak hours for traffic, generally limiting hauling activities from 9:00a.m. to 3:00p.m. 

Project impacts related to air quality during construction, including as a result of diesel trucks, are 

discussed on pages 28 and 29 of the MND, and on pages IV -9 through IV -12 of the supplemental Initial 

Study, including modeling of estimated daily construction emissions, which includes emissions from 

demolition and hauling throughout the construction period. As demonstrated therein, with implementation 

of Mitigation Measure III-I 0, the Project would not result in any significant impacts related to air quality 

during construction. 
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Project impacts related to noise during construction are discussed on pages 45 and 46 of the MND, and on 
pages IV-93 through IV-95 of the supplemental Initial Study, including modeling of construction noise 
levels, which includes noise from demolition and hauling throughout the construction period. As 
demonstrated therein, with implementation of Mitigation Measure XII-20, the Project would not result in 
any significant impacts related to noise during construction. 

Finally, Mitigation Measure XVI-I 0 requires the Project Applicant to submit a construction worksite 
traffic control plan to LADOT for review and approval prior to the start of any construction work. The 
submittal and review of this plan would ensure that construction traffic impacts are less than significant. 

Comment No. 22-35 

The following mitigation measures, while they reduce the noise risk to one sensitive receptor group, 
increase the risk to others. Overall, this may result in a larger, significant adverse impact that is not 
properly disclosed in the MND: 

• Construction staging areas shall be as far from sensitive receptors as possible, particularly the 
apartments to the South of Trolley Place ... 

• Equipment warm-up areas, water tanks, and equipment storage areas shall be located a minimum 
of SO feet from abutting sensitive receptors ... 

Response to Comment No. 22-35 

The intent of the portion of Mitigation Measure XII-20 to which the comment refers is to maximize the 
distance of the staging areas from nearby receptors. Coupled with the other requirements of this measure, 
such as the use of temporary sound barriers, noise mufflers, etc., would ensure that resulting impacts are 
properly mitigated to a less-than-significant level. 

Comment No. 22-36 

The noise impact at the st.llging site and the noise, including the pumps and pile drivers, must be evaluated 
and appropriate mitigation should be implemented now, as required by CEQA. Sound barriers, capable of 
achieving appropriate levels of sound attenuation and capable of blocking the line of sight between the 
noise at the staging area and the receptors on Montreal should be designed and required. For the staging 
area, these sound attenuation barriers will be tall because they need only be tall enough to block the line 
of sight of the 220 Culver from the Montreal Street homes on the bluff. This will likely result in 
significant adverse aesthetic impacts which, while temporary, also must be disclosed and mitigated. A 
noise monitor, with no pre-set plan as to what can or will be done reduce the noise levels, is not a 
mitigation. Rather it's a punt and an opportunity for people who believe they are stuck with the noise, and 
not equipped with decibel meters, to lose their hearing slowly over time. Real, concrete and enforceablt: 
mitigation measures that actually attenuate noise must be designed before this project may be approved in 
compliance with CEQA. 
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Response to Commen·t No. 22-36 

As described in Response to Comment No. 22-30, there is no indication that the staging area for the 

Project would be off-site. As such, noise impacts from staging area activities are expected to be less than 

the impacts from operation of off-road equipment that is closer to off-site receptors than any temporary 

warm-up activities at a staging area that is strategically located to minimize impacts on neighboring 

residences. Further, sound barriers described in the comment are currently required by Mitigation 

Measure XII-20 and, along with muffling/shielding, are both concrete, enforceable, and demonstrated to 

attenuate noise, contrary to the unsupported implication in the comment. 

Comment No. 22-37 

6. TRAFFIC 

The applicant's original traffic study for the Jakes Lot development, reflected in an August 2013 MND, 

showed an increase in traffic resulting from the project over the allowed percentage at an "F" intersection 

(Culver and Nicholson). The applicant was required to perform expensive mitigation at this intersection 

as a condition of the August 2013 MND. Instead, the Applicant redesigned the project seeking to stay 

below the applicable threshold and avoid the required mitigation. 

Response to Comment No. 22-37 

As discussed on pages IV-117 and IV-118 of the supplemental Initial Study, a supplemental traffic 

analysis was prepared as the Project was revised to reduce the overall retail/commercial area, from 16,000 

to 14,500 square feet, including the removal of the previously-proposed supermarket use and the 

reduction of the proposed restaurant/cafe space (from 3,000 to 1,500 total square feet). As described on 

page IV -118, the slightly lower number of Project trips would reduce the previously-identified impact at 

Culver Boulevard and Nicholson Street to Jess than significant, and as a result, the mitigation measure 

originally recommended for this location would no longer be needed. 

Comment No. 22-38 

However, when the Outlaws Project and the Jakes Lot Project are viewed as a single "project," and not 

impermissibly segmented, the Applicant finds itself with traffic levels for the "project" in excess of those 

described in the August 2013 MND. Absent mitigation at Culver and Nicholson the Jakes Lot/Outlaws 

Lot Project has a significant impact as measured by the City's traffic standards and an EIR is required. 

Working with the Applicant's traffic calculation methodology, my calculation of the trip generation for 

the Outlaws Lot is based on the following assumptions: 

*The 11,000 square feet of Pharmacy/Retail are the same as the 6,000 square feet of "Other 

Retail" in the MND, Revised Project Trip Generation, Revised Project Trip Generation Table IV-

31. 
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*The 66 Apartments are treated the same as the 72 Apartments in the MND, Revised Project Trip 
Generation, Table IV -31. 

The net daily trip increase for the 11,000 Square Feet of Pharmacy/Retail at Outlaws Lot is 1.83 (1116) 
times that shown for the "Other Retail" at Jakes Lot in the table. The net daily trip increase for the 66 
units at Outlaws Lot is .916 (66/72) times that shown for the 72 Units at Jakes Lot in the table. 

Resulting in the following additions to Table IV -31 (working only from the numbers as adjusted for 
mixed-use interaction, Walk-in Patronage and Pass-by-Trips): 

Peak AM Peak PM 
Size/Use I Daily I In I Out l Total In I Out I Total I 
11 ,000 sf 212 7 2 9 24 24 48 
Retail 
Other 
66 Units 438 6 27 33 30 16 46 
Total 650 13 29 42 54 40 94 

As stated on page V-124 of the MND, the redesign of the Jakes Lot development resulted in 220 fewer 
trips per day than the originally-analyzed project, including decreases of approximately 16 trips (10 
inbound, six outbound) during the AM peak hour, and approximately 30 trips (19 inbound, 11 outbound) 
during the PM peak hour. MND pg. IV-124. The numbers above show the incremental traffic for the 
Outlaws Lot which vastly exceeds the redesign savings and leaves the project worse off from a City 
traffic threshold analysis perspective than it was in August 2013. Mitigation at Nicholson and Culver is 
again required for the Pr~ject to avoid causing a significant impact under the City's traffic standards. 

Response to Comment No. 22-38 

Refer to Master Response 2: Piecemealing and Cumulative Development for a discussion of the 
relationship between and evaluation of potential development on olher prupt!rlit!s uwnt!d by lhe Applicant. 

Regarding the comment's assertion that mitigation at Nicholson and Culver is required, please refer to 
Response to Comment No. 22-37. 

Comment No. 22-39 

I also note that because the project lacks plans, the Department of Transportation has not been able to 
make final recommendations regarding the project. "This determination does not include approval of the 
project's driveways, internal circulation and parking scheme. Adverse traffic impacts could occur due to 
access and circulation issues." MND pg. IV-142. Hence, the MND lacks adequate information to allow an 
assessment of whether or not there will be adverse traffic impacts to the community. The MND's traffic 
and safety analysis must be revised to include the project's driveways, internal circulation, and parking 
scheme. This revised analysis should be part of an EIR. 
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Re ponse to Commen No. 22-39 

Please refer to Master Response 4: Traffic for a general discussion of the Project's traffic analysis. Also, 

please see Mitigation Measure XVI-10 on pages IV-141 and IV-142 ofthe supplemental analysis attached 

to the IS/MND that requires the Applicant to consult with LADOT regarding site access and circulation. 

The Applicant would be required to incorporate all site access and circulation requirements identified by 

LADOT. Compliance with LADOT's requirements related to site access and circulation would ensure 

that no significant access issues would occur as a result of the Project. 

Comment No. 22-40 

Moreover, some of the matters represented to DOT for purposes of the preliminary analysis, as described 

in the MND, are contradicted by the May 9, 2104 Plans I obtained from Planning. The following is a 

short list: 22 

• The MND calls for a separate on-site delivery entrance and loading area. MND IV-145. The May 9, 

2014 Plans show the area in the Ground Level Planting Plan but do not show a driveway for the area in 

the street level plans. Absent the promised "loading area" delivery trucks will double park on Pacific, 

creating a substantial adverse effect on the flow of traffic on Pacific and potentially blocking ingress and 

egress for safety vehicles, if Pacific is narrowed through vacation as proposed by Applicant. This is both a 

significant traffic impact and a significant impact on public services and safety that must be disclosed and 

mitigated in an EIR. 

• The calculations of the effects of the project driveway on traffic on Pacific Avenue assume that there are 

no "control arms." MND IV-146. The MND quite craftily states: "The Project site plans do not indicate 

any type of access control at the driveway entrance from Pacific Avenue ... " Page IV -146. The MND 

makes no promise that there will be no such control arms. Yet the May 9,2014 plans show control arms in 

the Level 1 Floor Plan. 

• Similarly, the project has been or may be revised to add a separate driveway for residents granting them 

access to the mezzanine parking level. This will use more of the Pacific frontage and remove more 

community parking. Impacts of this change must be more fully analyzed so that any adverse impacts to 

traffic and safety can be mitigated prior to project approval. 

Response to Comment No. 22-40 

The comment incorrectly asserts the Project would rely on street-side loading and delivery. The subject of 

site access is discussed on pages IV-157 and 158 of the supplemental Initial Study. As discussed therein, 

any conflicts or disruptions on adjacent streets as a result of access to the Project are anticipated not to be 

significant. As stated in Mitigation Measure XVI-10, the Project Applicant would be required to consult 

with LADOT for specifications regarding Project site access, which would ensure that impacts related to 

access and circulation are less than significant. Further, the Project includes an internal loading area for 

delivery trucks and does not rely on public streets for loading. 
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Comment No. 22-41 

The MND is written without reference to final plans and provides inadequate information to assess the 
environmental impacts associated with the project. To the extent there are drafts of plans which have been 
given to Planning, they variously contradict the MND and/or are internally contradictory. This leaving us 
all in the position that if the City approves this project--no one will know what has been approved. Again, 
the City punts and leaves it to a department to review and approve final plans which affect the impacts of 
the project on the community at a later time -"the modified Project's driveway locations and operations 
would need to be reviewed and approved by LADOT before the Project can begin constructions." The 
City lacks adequate information to assess the impacts of this project and the public lacks the information 
required to participate meaningfully in the review process. The deferral of analysis and mitigation renders 
the MND insufficient. 

Re ponse to Comment No. 22-41 

The maximum extent of the Project (e.g., building footprint, height, number of units, square footage, floor 
area, etc.) is disclosed in the IS/MND, and impacts were assessed for the Project based on this 
information. The "final plans" for the Project will not be developed until (or unless) the Project is 
approved by the City and must substantially conform to the Project analyzed in the MND. With Project 
approval, the Applicant would meet with all appropriate City departments (e.g., Planning, LAFD, LAPD, 
LADOT, Building and Safety, etc.) to obtain the exact requirements for details such as fire code 
compliance, landscaping, security, driveway location, etc. None of these final details would change the 
conclusions of the IS/MND as the final Project would be bound by the Project envelope and impacts 
identified in the IS/MND. 

Comment No. 22-42 

7. SEWER CAPACITY 

The MND admits that under the City's Sewer Allocation Ordinance, the annual increase in flow the 
Hyperion Treatment Plant is limited to five million gallons per day (mgd). The project would need to 
demonstrate compliance with the monthly allocation prior to issuance of building permits. Thereafter, 
assuming the project obtains permits, it proposes several measures to ensure capacity at HTP remains 
adequate. They are the following Mitigation Measures XVII -80 found at pgs. IV-ISO and IV-156: 23 

• The project shall include a building holding tank large enough to hold three times the project daily 
wastewater flow so that the tank would hold all project wastewater during peak wastewater flow periods 
for discharge into the wastewater collection system during off-peak hours. 

• However, the plans provided May 9, 2014 do not provide a location or space for this tank. If 
room for the tank is inserted, is parking reuut:ed? The City cannot assess the effectiveness of this 
mitigation or the secondary impacts of implementing the mitigation. Also, if this tank is not 
placed in a subterranean location, potential adverse aesthetic impacts may occur. 
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• Offset excess wastewater generation by restricting the wastewater generation of other land uses within 

the same service area (e.g. by dedicating open space) 

• However, it is unclear what open space the Applicant intends to dedicate to accomplish this 

mitigation. The May 9, 2014 plans for its site show lot line to accomplish this mitigation. The 

May 9, 2014 plans for its site show lot line to lot line construction. The City cannot assess the 

effectiveness of this mitigation or even find that it is likely real. CEQA does not permit 

speculative mitigation. 

• New wastewater treatment or conveyance infrastructure, or capacity enhancing alterations to existing 

systems. 

• Again, it is completely unclear how the Applicant would accomplish this mitigation. The City 

cannot assess the effectiveness of this mitigation, and it is therefore inad~quate. 

Response to Comment No. 22-42 

Project impacts to wastewater treatment are determined by assessing whether the Project would require 

the development or expansion of a wastewater treatment facility. As discussed on pages 53-54 of the 

IS/MND, with implementation of Mitigation Measure XVII-80, the Project would not require the 

development or expansion of a wastewater treatment facility, and no significant impacts related to this 

issue would occur. 

Comment No. 22-43 

8. STORM DRAIN CAPACITY 

Page IV-IS3 of the MND purports to analyze the project's effect on the one local storm drain. The 

analysis looks at runoff from the project roofs and hardscape. However, the analysis does not consider the 

1. 728 million gallons per day which will be discharged down the storm drain for construction dewatering. 

The analysis also does not factor in on-going dewatering post-construction of an unknown quantity and 

with an unknown discharge plan. It is entirely possible that there will be a large storm and flooding in 

lower Playa Del Rey, an event which has certainly happened in my tenure here. The City has no 

information to support the conclusion that the one storm drain in lower Playa Del Rey will support the 

project dewatering, which must go on rain or shine, and the needs of the community following a large 

storm. This is a potentially significant impact which should be analyzed. In Playa Vista Phase I, the City 

did extensive calculations to support the sufficiency of area drainage to accommodate both project related 

dewatering and storm run-off. A comparable analysis should be made for lower Playa Del Rey. This 

analysis must also take into account any potential impacts on the storm drain system caused by sea level 

rise, as the project is located only two blocks from the Pacific Ocean. 
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Response to Comment No. 22-43 

Refer to Master Response 7: Stormwater and Flooding for a discussion of the capacity of the existing 
storm drain to accommodate runoff from the Project. 

Comment No. 22-44 

As noted above, once the project is built, continuous dewatering will be required. The City lacks adequate 
information to analyze the effect of this dewatering on the storm drains of lower Playa Del Rey or to 
evaluate the adequacy of alternative strategies for disposing of the water. Again the proposed injection 
well, absent more detail, is not a proven adequate and effective mitigation-leaving us with the Hyperion 
Treatment Plant (where there is a need to restrict discharges as noted in the MND) or the storm drain. 
These potentially significant impacts with regard to hydrology, water quality, and public services must be 
thoughtfully analyzed and mitigated in an EIR. 

Response to Comment No. 22-44 

Contrary to the comment, and as described in Master Response I, permanent dewatering will not be 
required for the Project. The comment also asserts, without evidence, that an injection well for re
charging extracted groundwater is ineffective: in fact, such systems are routinely employed, though their 
need for the Project has not been established. Regarding the capacity of the area storm drains to serve the 
Project, as well as other measures that will be implemented to reduce runoff, please refer to Master 
Response 7: Stormwater and Flooding. As described therein, the area storm drains would have capacity to 
serve the Project. 

Comment No. 22-45 

9. GEOTECHNICAL 

The information provided to the community and the person approving the MND is that contained in a 
Geotechnical reported dated December I, 2009 which by its terms was good for only three years unless 
updated. The City is deciding whether or not there arc significant geotechnical impacts and whether or not 
such impacts can be mitigated based on a report that, on its face, directly states it is no longer adequate to 
make a decision. The issues addressed in the geotechnical report include earthquake, dewatering, 
foundation design, foundation installation recommendations and potential methane effects. Since this is 
all of the information that must be considered prior by the City when approving the project and its 
environmental review, the geotechnical report must be updated. Otherwise, the City's conclusions 
approving the project and its conclusion that the project will not have significant geotechnical impacts 
will lack the substantial evidence required by CEQA. 

Ironically, I have been to the City Planning Department on four occasions following the issuance of the 
MND to obtain the "whole" file-defined as everything which will be used to evaluate all decisions on the 
Master Land Use Application, including the MND. I made my trips, both informally, as a citizen who is 
entitled to see the file in order to assess the project within the 30 day MND comment window and to 
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follow-up on Public Records Requests. I have been assured in writing, in response to my Public Records 

Act Requests, that I now have the whole file. As to the project's likely geotechnical impacts, I clearly 

don't have the whole file. The following is an excerpt from a September 4, 2014 email I wrote to the City 

Planning Department: 

Team: 

Based on the response to my public records request, I understand I have received the whole file 

and all information which will be used to evaluate TT-70786, ZA-_2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-

3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL. That said, in reviewing the documents, I find 

references to reports which are not included in the documents provided and are important for the 

community to review in order to prepare comments to the Mitigated Negative Declaration 

("MND") and otherwise participate fully and meaningfully in the upcoming hearings for the 

project. There are also other documents which are integral to the overall project evaluation which 

should exist for the City to make its own evaluations and decisions, which are not in the files ... 

We have a copy of the Soils Report (or Geotechnical Investigation) issued by Geocon West Inc. 

dated 12/0112009 which is referenced in the MND. In the tentative tract map file, however, there 

is a Soils Report Approval Letter Inter-Departmental dated March 6,2013 prepared by Jim 

Tokunaga addressed to Dana Prevost which references a Department Corrections Letter dated 

0110712010, Soils Report dated 01113/2010 by Geocon West, Inc., a Department Approval 

Letter dated 03122/2010 and an Updated Report dated 01/03/2013. None of these documents 

have been provide in the MND and Appendixes made available to the community or are 

otherwise in the files you have provided. The community should have access to the final report 

and the intervening comments to use in assessing the significance of a number of environmental 

impacts discussed in the Geotechnical Report which are deemed not significant or adequately 

mitigated by following the recommendations in the Geotechnical Report. 

The fact that different, corrected information and undisclosed mitigations exist and are kept in a file 

somewhere in the Planning Department make the information in the MND, on which the community is to 

base its comment and the "decision maker" is to make its decision, per se inadequate. The MND must be 

revised to include this updated information. Better yet, this information should be incorporated into an 

EIR prepared for the project. 

Response to Comment No. 22-45 

As requested, the additional geotechnical reports are attached as Exhibits F.1, F.2, and F.3 to these 

responses to comments. 

Comment No. 22-46 

10. VESTING TENTATIVE MAP: LACK OF LEGAL COMPLIANCE 

A. Lack of Final Documents As to What City is Considering 
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The MND does not include a proposed tentative tract map. So to the extent that the decision maker is 

deciding the effects of street dedications and street vacations, the decision maker is doing so without a 

final plan. The City does not have adequate information to make a determination that there is no 

potentially significant impact and the community does not have a trial information on which to comment. 

Impacts include losses of uses, potential uses and increased building size relative to the existing land use 

scheme, lot and street configurations, none of which can be adequately assessed. The decision maker also 

does not have information required to adequately assess this decision in that the MND does not address 

whether or not the Applicant owns to the "centerline" of any of the streets where it requests vacation. 

The last tentative tract map in the file provided to the community was dated June 13, 2013 and does not 

show the dedications on Vista Del Mar which the Department of Transportation is requiring. Whether or 

not such dedications occur certainly affects the potential future width of the road and is material. After 

several trips to Planning and Public Records Act requests for all documents to be considered as part of the 

Master Land Use decision, including the tentative tract map, I have requested a copy of the final tentative 

tract map to no avail. The following is another excerpt from the text of my September 4, 2014 email to 

Planning: 

A brief list of what I know is missing would be as follows: ... 

5. I note that the last Tract Map provided to the community for review is dated 6/13/2012 and 

does not show the dedication I understand the applicant is being required to make on Vista Del 

Mar by the Bureau of Engineering. My understanding is that the City maintains the dedication is 

required because Vista Del Mar adjacent to the property is classified as a Major Highway, Class 

2. If the road status of Vista Del Mar is being downgraded, such that the dedication is not 

required or is smaller, the FAR for the project will exceed that allowed on-menu and the approval 

process for the project is completely different. So clarity as to what the road dedications are, and 

the proposed project is, as depicted in the project Tract Map on which the City based the MND is 

essential to the legal compliance element of the CEQA review. 

Notwithstanding the lack of adequate information in the MND, I will assume that the Applicant is making 

the dedication on Vista Del Mar hut is asking the City to vacate Vista Del Mar Lane/Ocean View Lane 

(a/k/a the "Alley") as they run through the project site, five feet on either side of Pacific and 10 feet of 

Culver Boulevard. I believe this is not a legal action for two reasons: first, the applicant is not the owner 

ofthe fee simple title underlying much of the property where the City is being asked to vacate dedications 

by the Applicant; and second, the City cannot make the finding that there is no public purpose or potential 

public purpose for any of the areas for which Applicant has requested vacation. 

Response to Comment No. 22-46 

Refer to Response to Comment No. 21-6 for a discussion of the dedication, and Response to Comment 

No. 4-6 for a discussion of the proposed alley vacation. 
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Comment No. 22-47 

1. Applicant Does Not Own to the Centerline of Culver or Pacific-They Are Not A Proper Applicant for 

Vacation or Reversion to Acreage 

In order for the City to proceed with a vacation, either through a vacation application or a reversion to 

acreage and tract map, the Applicant must be the owner of the property where the vacation is occurring. 

(Only an owner can apply for a tract map and the vacation application, consistent with Jaw requires this 

certification.) In theory, the City is abandoning its interest in the right of way and the applicant is the 

owner of the underlying fee simple interest. In the ordinary case, the lots which abut the road on either 

side own fee simple title to the centerline. The law is summarized as follows: 

Absent evidence of contrary intent, California Jaw sets forth certain presumptions regarding the 

construction of deeds. Civil Code section 831 establishes a rebuttable presumption that "[a]n 

owner of land bounded by a road or street is presumed to own to the center of the way .... " 

Section 1112 provides that "[a] transfer of land, bounded by a highway, passes the title of the 

person whose estate is transferred to the soil of the highway in front to the center thereof, unless a 

different intent appears from the grant." The word "street," as used in section 831, includes an 

alley. (Former Sts. & Hy.Code, § 8304.) Besneatte v. Gourdin (1993) 16 Cal.App.4th 1277, 1281. 

The City has applied this presumptive rule, without considering evidence which clearly indicates that the 

maker and owner of Tract No. 8301, the project site, did not intend lots within the Tract to include 

ownership to the centerline of either Culver or Pacific. Accordingly, when the owner conveyed these lots 

it did not intend to convey to the center line of the streets. The following public records are provided as 

Folio Exhibits N-Q. Tract Map for Tract No. 8301 dated May 1925, the project site ("Block C"), Tract 

Map for Tract No. 8820 dated April 1925 , the lot to the North of Culver opposite the project site ("Block 

A"), Resubdivision of Portion of Playa Del Rey Townsite recorded in the Official Records of the County 

of Los Angeles as Map Book 7, Page 130 dated July 1905 from which Tract No. 8301 and Tract No. 8820 

were resubdivided, the Indenture between Pacific Electric Railroad and the Beach Land Company dated 

July 12, 1909. 

Response to Comment No. 22-47 

The comment speculates-without any support-as to the intent of the original grant not to include the 

land to the centerline of the street. 

Comment No. 22-48 

2 Tract No. 830 l was a Portion of Block C Declared Corner to Corner and Did not Include Pacific 

or Esplanade (a/k/a Culver) 

The project lots are located in Tract No. 8301 and the deeds for the project reference this Tract Map. 

Folio Exhibit N. Tract No. 8301 was declared from a portion of Block C of Playa Del Rey Townsite as 

follows: 27 
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TRACT 8301 

BEING A SUBDIVISION OF A PORTION OF BLOCK "C" OF A RESUBDIVISION OF 
PLAYA DEL REY TOWNSITE AS RECORDED IN MAP BOOK 7, PAGE 130, RECORDS 
OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. Tract 8301, Folio Exhibit N. 

The outside edges of Tract 8301 are defined by the comer markers of Block "c" as follows: "Most 
northerly comer Block C," "[F]ound set stake 4"x4" most westerly comer Block C," and "[F]ound 4"x4" 
set stake most southerly comer of Block C" with a boundary line marked by courses and distances 
between the three comers to the form the triangular Block "C." The delineation of Block C, the Tract in 
which the project lots are located, does not include any of the Esplanade or Mesmer (a/k/a Culver) or 
Pacific. The northerly and westerly comer markers and the course between are south of Mesmer and 
Esplanade (a/k/a Culver) and the westerly and southerly comer markers and course in between is north of 
Pacific. On its face, a deed to a lot in Tract No. 8301 does not include title to property outside the Tract-
or any of Pacific or Mesmer and Esplanade (a/k/a culver). 

Consistent with this point, the only public dedication made from Tract No. 8301 is the alley interior to the 
Tract. 

WE HEREBY CERTIFY THAT WE ARE THE OWNERS OF THE LAND WITHIN THE 
SUBDIVISION SHOWN ON THE ANNEXED MAP AND THAT WE ARE THE ONLY 
PERSONS WHOSE CONSENT IS NECESSARY SHOWN ON SAID MAP WITHIN SAID 
SUBDIVISION. Tract 8301, Folio Exhibit N. 

This interpretation is further corroborated by the fact that to the North, Tract No. 8820, was declared from 
Block "A": 

BEING A SUBDIVISION OF A PORTION OF BLOCK "A" OF A RESUBDIVISION OF 
PLAYA DEL REY TOWNSITE AS RECORDED IN MAP BOOK 7, PAGE 130, RECORDS 
OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. Tract No. 8820, Folio Exhibit 0 . 

Tract No. 8820 does not reflect any comer boundaries of courses for Block "A." Instead, it ret1ects the 
comers and boundaries of the other Blocks which surround Block "A"-Block "B," the stakes for Block 
"C," and Block "s" which delineate areas which are not part of Block "A." Accordingly, Block "A" is 
everything shown which is not in the boundaries of one of the other Blocks which surround it. Consistent 
with this reading of the Tract Map, Esplanade and Mesmer (a/k/a Culver) are part of Block "A" and are 
declared exclusively from Tract 8820. The dedication language confirms this interpretation: 

WE HEREBY CERTIFY THAT WE ARE THE OWNERS OF THE LAND WITHIN THE 
SUBDIVISION SHOWN ON THE ANNEXED MAP AND THAT WE ARE THE ONLY 
PERSONS WHOSE CONSENT IS NECESSARY TO PASS CLEAR TITLE TO SAID LAND 
AND WE CONSENT TO THE MAKING OF SAID MAP AND SUBDIVISION AS SHOWN 
WITHIN THE COLORED BOARDER LINE AND HEREBY DEDICATE FOR PUBLIC 
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PURPOSES ALL STREETS, ALLEYS, ESPANADE AND TROLLEYWA Y SHOWN ON 

SAID MAP WITHIN SAID SUBDIVISION. Tract No. 8820, Folio Exhibit 0. 

The law is that when a street is declared from one Tract and not from the adjacent Tract, the street 

belongs to the lots that abut the street located in the Tract from which the street was declared, abutting the 

street. Besneatte v. Gourdin (I 993) 16 Cal.App.4th 1277, 1282 (owners of tract from which alley was 

declared own entire alley; owners of adjacent tract have no title). This point was not lost on the 

Applicant's original surveyor. If you look at the survey prepared by KR Hills Land Surveying & 

Consulting, Inc., Kevin R. Hills, P.L.S. 6617 dated June 13,2012 prepared to show Tentative Tract No. 

70786 for the Applicant (the "KR Hills Survey and Tract Map") found in the City's tentative tract map file 

for the project, the fee simple title line runs along the courses and through the comer stakes on Block "c" 

and does not include any portion of either Culver or Pacific. 

Res ponse to Comment No. 22-48 

The ownership of the roadway does not pertain to and is outside the scope of the analysis in the MND, 

which pertains to the environmental impacts of the Project. However, contrary to the comment, the 

Applicant held fee title to the centerline of the roadways for which vacations are requested. However, the 

Advisory Agency and the Bureau of Engineering will verify, as part of the consideration of the Parcel 

map and vacations, the fee ownership. 

Comment No. 22-49 

3. Pac ific Was Owned By the Railroad When Tract No. 8301 Was Declared and the Lots Were 

Transferred 

If possible, the case as to Pacific is even clearer. To dispel any confusion, I note that throughout the MND 

you see Pacific variously referred to as Pacific and also as Trolley Place. The reason is that Pacific is the 

30 foot strip in the middle of the road and Trolley Place, abutting the project, is the name used for a 10 

foot alley which is interior to the comer posts of Block C. There is also another 10 foot alley on the other 

side of Pacific which is also referred to as Trolley Place. 

With this in mind, you will see that Tract Map No. 8301 specifically states that the 30 foot strip known as 

Pacific is not included in the Tract Map. The reason is that the same strip was at the time the tract was 

declared Pacific Electric Railroad in fee simple under Clause 3 of the Deed attached as Folio Exhibit Q. 

Lot 6, the lot on the north-west edge of Block "C" abutting Pacific, was transferred by Title Guaranty and 

Trust Company (the subdivision maker) to Peter and Rosina Mauerer on December 2, 1933 and Lot 7, the 

lot on the south-west edge of Block "C" abutting Pacific, was transferred by Title Guaranty and Trust 

Company to Del Rey Development Company on June 26, 1944. Folio RandS respectively. At the time of 

each transfer, Pacific Electric still owned Pacific abutting Block "c" and operated a railroad there. Title 

Guaranty and Trust Company could not have intended to transfer title to the center line of Pacific when it 

sold Lot 6 and Lot 7 because it did not own Pacific at the time the lots were transferred out of the 

subdivision. Lot 6, the lot on the north-west edge of Block "C" abutting Pacific, was transferred by Title 

Guaranty and Trust Company (the subdivision maker) to Peter and Rosina Mauerer on December 2, 1933 
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and Lot 8, the lot on the south-west edge of Block "C" abutting Pacific, to Del Rey Development 
Corporation on June 26, 1944. Folio Exhibits RandS. 

Response to Comment No. 22-49 

The ownership of the roadway does not pertain to and is outside the scope of the analysis in the MND, 
which pertains to the environmental impacts of the Project. However, contrary to the comment, the 
Applicant held fee title to the centerline of the roadways for which vacations are requested. However, the 
Advisory Agency and the Bureau of Engineering will verify, as part of the consideration of the Parcel 
map and vacations, the fee ownership. 

Comment No. 22-50 

4. The Eastern Tip of Blo k "c" Was Declared Metes and Bounds by Pacific Electric and Not 
Owned by the Subdivider Which Declared the Streets 

The same Deed to the Pacific Electric Railroad from the Beach Land Company transferred the "tip" of 
Block "c" in fee simple by a metes and bound description in Clause 10. Folio Exhibit Q. At the time Tract 
No. 8301 was declared, the portion of Block "c" at the tip was not owed by the Title Guaranty and Trust 
Company, the subdivider, and was not part of the Tract. Folio Exhibit N. Where property not under 
common ownership with street it abuts at the time the subdivision declares the street there is no 
presumption of ownership to the centerline. There is no reason to believe that the then owner of Culver 
Boulevard, Title Guaranty and Trust Company intended to give a portion of its property to Pacific 
Electric Railroad. Moreover, when a lul is nul under common ownership and is described by metes and 
bounds ownership to the centerline of the abutting road is not conveyed. 

Response to Comment No. 22-50 

The ownership of the roadway does not pertain to and is outside the scope of the analysis in the MND, 
which pertains to the environmental impacts of the Project. However, contrary to the comment, the 
Applicant held fee title to the centerline of the roadways for which vacations are requested. However, the 
Advisory Agency and lhe Bureau of Engineering will verify, as part of the consideration of the Parcel 
map and vacations, the fee ownership. 

Comment No. 22-51 

5. Chicago Title Does Not Maintain to th Contrarv 

The KR Hill Survey and Tentative Tract Map references a Preliminary Title Report prepared by 
Chicago Title dated September 19, 2011. Because the Planning file does not contain the Preliminary 
Title Report, I ordered one from Chicago Title and received one dated September 11, 2014. Folio, 
Exhibit T. I note a title report and even a title policy is not legal evidence of title--one is a description 
of a title insurance policy the company is prepared to issue and the other is insurance. Nonetheless, as 
we are working under the relaxed rules of evidence available in a Land Use Planning proceeding, I 
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felt pretty certain Planning might consider the Preliminary Title Report as evidence contrary to my 

argument, so I obtained the next best thing-a report by the same company. The report is clear that no 

claim is made regarding title to any street or alley as there is declared an exclusion from any title 

policy ultimately issued for: "Lack of right: ... in streets, alleys, or waterways that touch your land." 

This is also confirmed by the descriptions of the lots for which a title coverage is available with the 

lots which consist of rights in streets adjacent to parcels described in a way which begs the question 

whether or not there is any such title. Parcel 11 is an example, and reads as follows: 

THAT PORTION OF CULVER BOULEVARD FORMERLY KNOWN AS ESPLANADE 

WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF LOTS 3, 4, 5 AND 6 OF LAST 

MENTIONED TRACT. 

The question begged is what if any portion shall pass with the title of lots 3, 4, 5 and 6. 

Response to Comment No. 22-SJ 

The ownership of the roadway does not pertain to and is outside the scope of the analysis in the MND, 

which pertains to the environmental impacts of the Project. However, contrary to the comment, the 

Applicant held fee title to the centerline of the roadways for which vacations are requested. However, the 

Advisory Agency and the Bureau of Engineering will verify, as part of the consideration of the Parcel 

map and vacations, the fee ownership. 

Comment No. 22-52 

6. Title Guaranty and Trust Held Tracts in Separate Trusts for Beneficial Owners-Explain ing Why 

M ultip le Tracts Were Used with Separate Ownership of Streets 

Finally, you might be mystified as to why there are separate tracts with streets declared from some and 

not others. Fritz Burns was Vice President of Dickinson & Gillespie in the 1920's and he oversaw the 

development of Palisades Del Rey, now Playa Del Rey. The Fritz Burns Foundation donated his papers to 

Loyola Marymount University in 1996. Based business records maintained in Mr. Burns papers, in 1925 

when the subdivisions tracts were created, the Title Guaranty and Trust Company held the separate 

"tracts" in Playa Del Rey in trust for various holders of Dickinson & Gillespie "Units" or different 

beneficial owners. The ultimate financing for the various tracts was separated, effectively an early form of 

REIT, with different units backed by interests in the different tracts. This explains why the owners and 

investors in one Tract would not want title to the streets created from the property in which they held 

beneficial interests conveyed to the centerline to the benefit of another tract in which they mayor may not 

hold a beneficial interest. Folio Exhibit U. 

Response to Comment No. 22-52 

The ownership of the roadway does not pertain to and is outside the scope of the analysis in the MND, 

which pertains to the environmental impacts of the Project. However, contrary to the comment, the 

Applicant held fee title to the centerline of the roadways for which vacations are requested. However, the 
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Advisory Agency and the Bureau of Engineering will verify, as part of the consideration of the Parcel 
map and vacations, the fee ownership. 

Comment No. 22-53 

B. There Are Legitimate Pubic Uses for the Property Applicant Seeks to Have the City Vacate 

Roads, streets, lanes and alleys even when dedicated to the City belong to the State of California. 
Pursuant to Section 8323 of the California State Highway Code, in order to vacate any street, alley or 
lane, the City must make the finding that the area to be vacated has no "public purpose" or "potential 
public purpose." The Vista Del Mar Lane (a/k/a the alley), the 5 feet of Pacific and the 10 feet of Culver 
each has a current public purpose and, certainly, a potential public purpose. 

Response to Comment No. 22-53 

All roadway vacations, including the alley, require City approval and a determination by LADOT and the 
Bureau of Engineering that the requested areas are not required for public use within the next 20 years. 
This determination of public use pertains to use as a roadway. The fact that a theoretical public use may 
exist for some portion of an over-width roadway does not prevent the required finding for a vacation. 

Comment No. 22-54 

!.Generally-Great Streets, Complete Streets, Bicycle Lanes, Beach Access/Parking and Public Space 

I'd like to point out pre-existing City/County/State initiatives to use the City's streets more effectively for 
multi-modal transit and as public spaces. In addition, the Coastal Act embodies a notion of beach access 
which can only be enabled through adequate parking. In this sense, there are a number of public policies 
which support legitimate public purposes for Pacific, Culver and Vista Del Mar Lane (a/k/a the Alley) 
other than giving the right of way to Legado to build a bigger, more profitable building. 

Great Streets. Mayor Garcetti's first executive proclamation was the "Great Streets" initiative. The 
program recognizes that the City's streets are its largest public space asset and drive the economic and 
social vibrancy of our neighborhoods. Great Streets support great neighborhoods. The logical extension 
of this idea is that there is no such thing as an over wide right of way. There are only right of ways which 
have not been used - to their maximum potential as public space, landscaped space parking, vehicle 
lanes and bicycling. Attached as Folio, Exhibit V is a copy of Mayor Garcetti's announcement. While it 
may not happen tomorrow on every street, the goals are both near term and idealistically long sighted. 
Giving away public space to developers which could in the future be used to improve the community is 
not consistent with the "Great Streets" initiative. 

The Draft Complete Streets Manual published by the Los Angeles Department of City Planning is 
replete with examples of beautiful design for multi-functional "alleys" and "streets." The Los Angeles 
Department of Planning has revitalized neighborhoods, making them safer, more economically viable 
and vibrant communities. The initiative at Spring Street is a beautiful example. Recognizing that Culver 
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and Pacific have potential to be and do something more for the community based on their width, the 

community was able to envision and endorse a number of existing public uses and "potential public 

uses." The Complete Streets Manual is beautifully illustrated with walking paths, green areas, bicycle 

lanes, parklets and other vibrant community planning ideas. Playa Del Rey's streets where historically 

marketed as a feature of the community as "wide" and open-to close them down with buildings nearly 

100 years later is antithetical to the movement to integrate streets and alleys as public space going on 

throughout the rest of the City. 

Response to Comment No. 22-54 

The Project would include the dedication and improvement of Vista Del Mar, in accordance with standard 

LADOT and Bureau of Engineering specifications. The Project would comply with all applicable City 

design and development standards. In addition, as discussed on page IV -86 of the supplemental Initial 

Study, the Project would include distinctive architecture, and would provide pedestrian enhancements, 

outdoor seating, public art, and roadway enhancements to provide a sense of place and distinction. This 

would include improvements such as outdoor seating along Culver Boulevard and Trolley Place that 

would increase opportunities for viewing the ocean. 

Regarding the alley, refer to Response to Comment No. 4-6. 

Comment No. 22-55 

Bicycle Plan. The City, County and the State also have an initiative to make the City more bikeable. 

The City has adopted the 2010 Bicycle Plan as a component ofthe General Plan Transportation Element 

(the "Bicycle Plan"). The Bicycle Plan at page 13 sets goals to: 

Goal: Increase the number and types of bicyclists who bicycle in the City. 

Goal: Make every street a safe place to ride a bicycle. 

Goal: Make the City of Los Angeles a bicycle friendly community. 

The desired result of the bicycle plan is to: 

... increase, improve, and enhance bicycling in the City as a safe, healthy, and enjoyable means 

of transportation and recreation. Toward that end, the 2010 Plan establishes policies and 

programs to increase the number and type of bicyclists in the City, to make every street a safe 

place to ride a bicycle and to transform Los Angeles into a bicycle-friendly community. Bicycle 

Plan pg. 17. 

Re ponse to Comment No. 22-55 

The Project complies with the Bicycle Plan through development of a mixed-use, bicycle-friendly project, 

which reduces vehicle miles traveled and includes 62 short-term bicycle parking spaces and 84 long-term 
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bicycle spaces. In addition, the City is currently considering modifications to Culver Boulevard in and 
around the Project area to add bicycle lanes and/or otherwise reconfigure Culver Boulevard, although no 
specific plans or timelines for any such installation have been identified by LADOT. 

Comment No. 22-56 

Parking. The Playa Del Rey community will tell you time and again that "parking" is a number one 
public need. In the analysis of the Land Use Section, I explained that parking is a key part of "coastal 
access" as contemplate by the Coastal Act. Accordingly, in recognition of the area parking problems and 
the need for beach goer parking, the Coastal Commission has established Regional Guidelines which call 
for each new building to self-park and meet higher standards than the basis City standard. Even if each 
new building me this standard, we still don't have enough parking for the residents and beach goers. 
Accordingly, using the width of our streets and our other rights of way to enable more parking is 
consistent with the Coastal Act and overall public policy for our area. 

Respon e to Comment No. 22-56 

The Project would provide parking that substantially exceeds requirements. Pursuant to LAMC 
12.22.A.25(d), required parking spaces for an affordable housing project, as defined by the Density Bonus 
provisions of the Municipal Code is entitled to reduced Parking Option 1 or Parking Option 2, whichever 
requires less parking. Parking Option 1 permits 1 on-site space for each residential unit with 0-1 
bedroom, and 2 on-site spaces for each residential unit with 2-3 bedrooms. The Project includes 209 
parking spaces (52 retail spaces, 15 restaurant spaces, 84 residential spaces, 58 other/public spaces). The 
209 provided parking spaces also substantially exceed the parking requirements of the standard parking 
provisions of the LAMC, which would rt:4uirt: 178 parking spaces. Therefore, under either scenario, the 
Project would provide parking that completely offsets any loss of parking associated with the alley. 

In addition, alleys are not provided for public parking. Their purpose, as provided in the Municipal Code, 
is solely to provide secondary access to the commercial lots, which becomes unnecessary with the 
provision of direct roadway access via the Project. The use of alleys for parking is contrary to the law. 

Comment No. 22-57 

Pubic Space. Among the goals articulated in the Urban Design Section of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey 
Community Plan are accommodating street furniture, landscaping, making areas pedestrian friendly and 
to creating additional plazas and public space. Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan, Section V, 
pg. 9-11. This is essentially, an earlier and less detailed embodiment of Mayor Garcetti' s "Great Streets" 
initiative and is an integral part of our Community Plan. 

Response to Comment No. 22-57 

As discussed on page IV-86 of the supplemental Initial Study, the Project would include distinctive 
architecture, and would provide pedestrian enhancements, outdoor seating, public art, and roadway 
enhancements to provide a sense of place and distinction. This would include improvements such as 
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outdoor seating along Culver Boulevard and Trolley Place that would increase opportunities for viewing 

the ocean. 

In addition, as discussed on page IV-113 of the supplemental Initial Study, the Project would include 

LAMC-required or above square feet of open space, including common and private open space. The 

Project would provide a total of 5,775 square feet of common open space (62 percent) and 3,600 square 

feet of private open space (38 percent). This is 1,800 square feet above the 7,575 square feet of required 

open space. 

Comment No. 22-58 

2. Public P urpose as Determined by the People 

In order to further establish legitimate public purposes or potential public purposes for the 10 feet of 

Culver and 5 feet of Pacific Applicant has requested be vacated so it can build a bigger building, we 

conducted a survey. The bulk of the surveys were complete on one day, at the "Jungle Clean Up," a 

community event which has been going on for 37 years. Julie Ross has provided a letter summarizing the 

survey results. Suffice it to say, that the Legado building, lost out resoundingly to "marked separate bike 

lanes," "head in parking," "parking at the curbs and in a center aisle," "a pedestrian friendly mall feature," 

and continued "Metro Bus staging." Each of these purposes is consistent with and supportive of public 

policy as outlined above. Where public opinion and public policy agree-it is not possible find no 
"potential public purpose" and give away the State of California's right of ways. 

Response to Comment No. 22-58 

The comment provides opinions about other uses that should be provided for the requested vacated areas. 

These opinions are acknowledged for the record. However, please refer to Response to Comment No. 4-6 

for a discussion of the Applicant's request to vacate the alley, which has been offered for dedication, as 

well as excess right-of-way on Culver Boulevard and Pacific Avenue/Trolleyway. The requested 

vacations would still, as required, leave the full half-width of Culver Boulevard and Pacific 

Avenue/Trolleyway specified in the City's Master Plan of Streets and its design criteria. Note also that the 

dedications provided by the Applicant for Vista Del Mar substantially exceed the requested vacations: the 

pre-project gross lot area is, as stated on page IV -87 of the supplemental Initial Study, 48,483 s.f. After 

dedications and vacations, the final lot proposed on the Parcel Map is 32,774 s.f. That is, even with the 

requested vacations, the Project would still result in a net dedication to the City of nearly one-third the 

total lot area. 

Comment No. 22-59 

3. Culver Boulevard 

Culver Boulevard adjacent to the project is wide, which lends a view of the Pacific Ocean from the street. 

In this respect, Culver Boulevard would make an ideal public plaza, street furniture or parklet area. In 

fact, this section of Culver Boulevard was originally dedicated to the City as an "Esplanade" or wide walk 
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way-not a street. Tract Map No. 8820, Folio, Exhibit N. So if the City reads dedications in an over literal 
way, one would recognize the City's right to operate a street on this section of Culver of any width is 
questionable.2 But, I don't believe dedications for "public purpose" should be so narrowly construed. 
However, the label applied to the dedication is at l~ast on~ l~gitimat~ public purpose for the area-and as 
noted above a pedestrian friendly mall feature, has more support than the Legado building. 

Culver Boulevard is also designated as a bicycle friendly street in the Bicycle Plan and connects to 
Countywide Planned and Existing bicycle facilities . Appendix D, Bicycle Plan. As a bicycle friendly 
street, based on the Bicycle Plan we should be considering adding separate bicycle lanes to Culver, 
consistent with the engineering design guidelines set forth in the Bicycle Plan as part of the tool box. 
Adding bike lanes to Culver would also be consistent with the goal of providing street "Equity" for 
bicycles-which involves expanding the city streets to include bike lanes. Bicycle Plan. pg.53. Moreover, 
the Metropolitan Transit Authority has identified Culver as an existing bicycle route based on the current 
wide street configuration and bicycling on Culver is part of the strategy to solve a regional gap identified 
in the Metro Bicycle Strategic Plan, Map 15. Some may assume the Metro's plan is unrealistic given the 
narrow width of Culver over the wetlands. But, even if only the Western part of Culver by the beach has 
bicycle lanes, this area with lanes could be used to safely lead cyclist from the beach to a connection via 
Pershing onto Manchester. The residents of Playa Del Rey also support the use of Culver for bicycle lanes 
rather than the Legado Building. The idea of marked bicycle lanes was well supported in a resident survey 
as discussed in a letter by Julie Ross. Moreover, Culver Boulevard adjacent to the project is unique in that 
it connects to the City beach bike path and on warm weekend days and in the summer generally is 
overrun with bicycles, cars, skateboards, rollerbladers and beachgoers rubber necking for parking. The 
situation is unsafe as is; would be made safer by bicycle lanes; would be made less safe by sticking a 
large building into the intersection of Vista Del Mar and Culver and narrowing Culver; and can never be 
corrected, while optimizing parking and public open space, if we narrow the streets to enable Legado's 
building. See Safety Below. 

Another potential public use of Culver Boulevard's width is to provide more parking by restriping the 
parking as head-in parking. Again, as a matter of public policy, the Coastal Commission and the Coastal 
Act would both prefer for Playa Del Rey's wide beaches to be open to more beachgoers and accessible 
public parking is an integral part of beach access. 

From a CEQA perspective, forever narrowing Culver Boulevard has a significant impact on the 
environment by decreasing the safety of existing uses, reducing the ability to use our streets to enable 
parking and beach access, reducing our ability to use our streets as pedestrian mall features and open 
space and reducing our ability to use the street for existing and planned bicycle routes. 

Response to Comment No. 22-59 

As discussed on page IV -142 of the supplemental Initial Study, Culver Boulevard is designated as a Local 
Street in the Streets and Highways Element of the City's General Plan, and the standard cross section for 
a Local Street is a 20-foot half roadway within a 30-foot half right-of-way. This segment of Culver 
Boulevard currently consists of a 30-foot half roadway within a 40-foot half right-of-way. The Project 
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requests a I 0-foot wide right-of-way vacation along Culver Boulevard. Since this segment of Culver 
Boulevard will conform to the Local Street Standards even with the requested merger area, LADOT has 
no objection to the requested street vacation. However, as provided in Mitigation Measure XVI-10, the 
Project would be required to reconstruct the half roadway of Culver Boulevard adjacent to the Project site 
to the standard 20-foot width, and construct a new 10-foot wide concrete sidewalk within the new right
of-way limit along this frontage. 

Regarding the comment that bicycle lanes should be placed on Culver Boulevard, the City is currently 
considering modifications to Culver Boulevard in and around the Project area to add bicycle lanes and/or 
otherwise reconfigure Culver Boulevard, although no specific plans or timelines for any such installation 
have been identified by LADOT. Any work would occur with the planned width of Culver Boulevard 
according to standard City design criteria. 

Please see Response to Comment No. 27-2 which provides a discussion and figure depicting how the 
Project would not interfere with the line of sight for vehicles on the streets immediately surrounding the 
Project site. 

The remainder of the comment provides opinions about the preference for bicycle lanes or parking on 
Culver Boulevard. These opinions are acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision
making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No. 22-60. 

4. Pacific 

By City Bureau of Engineering Standards, Pacific is 10 feet wider than is required. I note that a portion of 
the West side of Pacific (which is really Trolley Way) is already used as head-in-parking by a restaurant 
in the area. A legitimate public purpose for Pacific, would be to legally install head-in parking along an 
entire side to further the goal of providing beach access as described above. This clearly won out over 
giving 5 feet to the Legado building in the community survey. See Julie Ross letter. Also, the Metro Bus 
varies its staging down to Pacific on occasion, and having the extra width allows this to take place 
without interfering with traffic. 

Respon e to Comment No. 22-60 

The comment is correct that Pacific A venue/Trolleyway is wider than required by the Streets and 
Highways Element of the General Plan (see page IV -142 of the supplemental Initial Study). The Project 
requests a 5-foot wide right-of-way vacation along Trolleyway, and as Trolleyway would conform to the 
Local Street Standards even with the requested merger area, LADOT has not objection to the requested 
street vacation. The comment provides the opinion that head-in parking should be provided instead, and 
the opinion is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their 
review and consideration. 
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Comment No. 22-61 

5. Vista Del Mar Lane (a/k/a the "Alley") 

Vista Del Mar Lane (a/k/a the Alley) on the project site is used by the community for parking. Jeffrey 

Otto has provided a letter documenting the use of the Vista Del Mar Lane for this purpose. As discussed 

above and by a large number of residents who have written separately, I am sure, the community needs 

every parking space it has and many it does not have. To say Vista Del Mar Lane has no public purpose 

or possible public purpose or is "unused"-is just not true. 

Ordinarily, when one decides what a legitimate public purpose is for property which has been 

"dedicated" to the City-one looks to the wording of the dedication. Here the dedication is "FOR PUBLIC 

PURPOSES THE ALLEYS SHOWN ON SAID MAP WITHIN SAID SUBDIVISION." Folio, Exhibit 

N, Tract No 8301. In this case, the word, "ALLEYS," is used to describe the area being dedicated-the 

purpose is any public purpose. The dedication of the "Esplanade" (a/k/a Culver Boulevard) is worded 

exactly the same way and certainly was not intended to require use of the area solely as a broad walk 

path, although the original use was as a broad wooden walk path. 

Consistent with this interpretation of the dedication, the City opened the "Alley" as a public street initially 
as Ocean View Lane and then renamed the street Vista Del Mar Lane. City of Los Angeles, Ordinance 79, 

320, Section 32, Folio, Exhibit W. (The Esplanade was also opened as a public street and then renamed 

Culver Boulevard.) Technically, the "Alley" is still a public street. If you look at the KR Hills Survey and 

Tract Map prepare for Applicant the "Alley" is labeled "Vista Del Mar Lane." City Tract Map File. 

Similarly, if you look at the Preliminary Title Report prepared by Chicago Title Company the references 

to the "Alley" parcels actually all explain the area called the "ALLEY" on the Tract Map is now Vista Del 
Mar Lane. Parcel 4 is a typical example: 

THAT PORTION OF VISTA DEL MAR LANE, BEING THE NORTHERLY 10 FEET OF 

THAT CERTAIN ALLEY, 20 FEET WIDE, AS SHOWN ON THE MAP OF TRACT NO. 

8301, RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OP MAPS ... Preliminary Title Report Order No. 

00028188-994-X49 Chicago Title Company dated September 13,2014, Folio, Exhibit T. 

Finally, Applicant's own Deed uses the same wording and estops Applicant to deny that the area 

described as the "Alley" on Tract Map No. 8301 is now Vista Del Mar Lane. Folio, Exhibit X. 

The significance is that the general public parks and has parked for years on Vista Del Mar Lane (a/k/a 

the Alley) on the project site. Such use is contemplated by the dedication for "PUBLIC PURPOSES" and 

is a permitted, legal use for a street and, in the case of this community, a very significant public purpose. 

Lest the City is somehow convinced that Vista Del Mar Lane is not a street but rather is an "Alley," I note 

that the City allows parking on many areas designated as alleys in the dedications on the Tract Maps of 

this area. The City is also using areas dedicated as alleys, and shown as such on the City's own maps, as 

part of a park. The City cannot play fast and loose with the rules and disallow parking as a legitimate use 
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of Vista Del Mar Lane, on the theory it is an alley, while allowing the parking and other public park uses 

on other alleys in the area. To do so, would be an abuse of discretion. 

Finally, if the City does not see parking as a fit use for Vista Del Mar Lane, we can use the property as a 

designated alley consistent with the City's "Complete Streets Manual" and the Mayor's "Great Streets" 

program. The "Complete Streets Manual" dated February 2014 calls out uses of alleys in Section 6.5 

which include the following: 

[A]lleys can also serve as a versatile public space. Alleys can function as "shared streets," 

emphasizing low-intensity multi-modal travel, green landscaping, and recreational and 

commercial activities. 

Typically narrower than traditional streets, residential alley emphasize automobile throughput. 

Therefore, as a way to complement their slow, safe non-motorized nature, residential alleys 

present an opportunity to incorporate sustainable green features into their design. For example, 

permeable pavement with reflective properties can help reduce urban runoff and limit the heat 

island effect. Moreover, planters and bioswales can also absorb stormwater runoff while 

providing attractive landscaping elements. Commercial alleys are usually used as loading and 

unloading zones for delivery trucks. However, during non-delivery hours, they can function as 
vibrant outdoor spaces for pedestrians and bicyclists. For example, commercial alleys can be 

enhanced with public art, movable street furniture, and charming facade designs to complement 

activities such as outdoor dining and social gatherings. Complete Streets Manual, February 2014, 

Section 6.5. 

Certainly, the uses detailed in the Complete Streets Manual are potential public purposes. Consistent with 

these purposes, an alley can be used for pedestrian ingress and egress and as a landscaped, greenery area. 

Here, we could landscape Vista Del Mar Lane (a/k/a the Alley), place a pedestrian walk-way and fence 

the walk-way off with a gate on either side. With or without the fencing, Vista Del Mar Lane could be 

used as a special pedestrian ingress and egress for those who want to walk with their four legged friends 

without risk of the pets being eaten by the local coyotes (it has happened in the last month). Our area 

sourly lacks a safe dog park. If the ingress and egress could be made an off leash zone, so much the better. 

But if not, those who want to walk with their dogs, allow the dogs to interact with other dogs, and to 

avoid disturbing those who are not walking dogs would have a public place to, ingress and egress, or 

walk. Throughout the City we have dog parks but none in Playa Del Rey. This suggestion came up 

multiple times at the Jungle Clean Up and I am only sorry I was not smart enough to have included it in 

the survey. What higher potential public purpose could there be than the one that keeps coming up 

unsolicited. 

Finally, a pedestrian walk-way/dog park should not be viewed as inconsistent with a mixed-use 

residential or apartment complex development. "Dog Friendly" is all the rage: Archstone on Pershing and 

Playa Del Oro are just two examples which leap to mind. 
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Response to Comment No. 22-61 

All roadway vacations, including the alley, require City approval and a determination by LADOT and the 
Bureau of Engineering that the requested areas are not required for public use within the next 20 years. 
This determination of public use pertains to use as a roadway. The fact that a theoretical public use may 
exist for some portion of an over-width roadway dues not prevent the required finding for a vacation. 
Further, as described in the Response to Comment 4-6, the Municipal Code provides that alleys are 
intended for secondary access to commercial uses, and that parking-and, by extension other uses 
inconsistent with commercial access-is unlawful. 

Comment No. 22-62 

4. Why Not the Legado Building 

There is no public purpose, or frankly lawful purpose, served by giving Legado our right of ways and 
public spaces to build its building. The building is already obscenely profitable and will not include 
one iota more of "affordable housing" with or without our right of ways and public spaces added to its 
scope. The City cannot vacate a right of way unless the City somehow benefits. Here, I can see lots of 
benefit, current and potentially in the future, from hanging on to the right of ways, for the City and its 
citizens, but only one party wins if our right of ways are given to Legado. That is Legado. 

SB 1818 is very clear that the definition of "incentive" does not include "public property." 
Accordingly, the City is not required to, nor should the City, give up right of ways, now and forever, 
for the sole benefit of Legado so they can make even more money. 

Respon e to Comment No. 22-62 

The comment wrongly conflates the Density Bonus incentives requested for the Project with the roadway 
vacations requested for the Project. Three clear and distinct Density Bonus incentives are requested from 
the City's "menu," established in section 12.22 A.25(e) of the Municipal Code. Although the comment 
correctly notes that SB 1818 does not itself require provision of publicly owned land, the alley and other 
roadways have been offered for dedication and the City does not necessarily hold fee title. Further, as 
described above, where the criteria for a vacation of a roadway are met-and here, those criteria include 
the Jack of a requirement for use as a public roadway-a failure to approve the dedication is arbitrary and 
would thwart a central purpose of both SB 1818 and the Mello Act to provide affordable units, particularly 
within the Coastal Zone. 

Comment No. 22-63 

11. TRAfTIC SAFETY 

As discussed in Mr. Pacheco's letter, he has been floating balloons on the project site to show height and 
visual impact. In looking at the pictures, I noticed he had also captured what happens when you put a 
large building out into the intersection of Culver and Vista Del Mar. Please note the picture assumes that 
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Applicant's project starts about 10 feet back from the existing corner. If Applicant receives 10 feet of 
Culver, I anticipate the building will move further north exacerbating the line of sight issues discussed 

below. 

In this picture, Vista Del Mar is in the foreground, Culver is in the shaded area and the Esplanade is the 

street in the middle of the shaded area intersecting Culver. This picture clearly shows that a person 

turning left off Vista Del Mar to go West on Culver would not be able to see a car turning left off the 

Esplanade to head East on Culver and vice versa once the project is constructed. This presents a 

dangerous traffic situation which is all the more dangerous during the day on a warm weekend when 

Culver is crowded with beach goers, bicyclist, rollerbladers, skate boarders, cars and pedestrians. The 

MND lacks a line of site traffic safety analysis. There is no basis for the decision maker to evaluate the 

increased probability of accidents at the Vista Del Mar/Culver intersection where 5 roads come together 

to make a series of over 90 degree turns when a large, close to the lot line, building is inserted and the 

intersection is moved I 0 feet west. 

Response to Comment No. 22-63 

Please see Response to Comment No. 27-2, which provides a discussion and figure depicting how the 

Project would not interfere with the lines-of-sight for vehicles on the streets immediately surrounding the 

Project site. 

Comment No. 22-64 

12. COMPLIANCE WITH LAND USE ELEMENT 

I have previously written letters addressing various elements of the land use plans for Playa Del Rey and 

the non-compliance of the proposed project. Letters from Kathryn M. Schwertfeger to Greg Shoop dated 

December 13, 2013, December 19, 201, January 29, 2014, March 10, 2014 and February 26, 2014. Folio 

Exhibits E, F, Y, Z and AA. These letters are an official part of the record for purposes of appeal. For 

CEQA purposes, they capture how this project causes substantial impact on the environment by departing 

from the existing land use plans and how the MND fails to disclose this to the decision maker. An EIR is 

required to evaluate the impacts ofthese deviations. 

Response to Comment No. 22-64 

The land uses proposed as part of the Project (residential and commercial) are allowed under the existing 

land use designation (General Commercial) and zoning (C4) for the Project site. As such, no deviation 

from permitted uses would occur and an EIR is not required to address any impact related to "deviation" 

from a permitted use. 

Comment No. 22-65 

A. The Coastal Act and SB 1818 
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Because many of the land use elements in our area are derivative of and dictated by the requirements of 

the California State Coastal Act or the Federal Coastal Act, it is important to understand that the neither 

SB 1818 (Government Code Section 65915) or the City's SB 1818 Implementation Ordinance (No. 

179G81) supersede the California State Coastal Act or the Federal Coastal Act. 

SB 1818 states in Section (d)(l) that a City may deny "concessions or incentives" based on a written 

finding of substantial evidence that: 

(B) The concession or incentive would have a specific adverse impact, as defined in paragraph (2) 

of subdivision (d) of Section 65589.5, upon public health and safety or the physical environment. 

.. for which there is no feasible method to satisfactorily mitigate or avoid the specific adverse 

impact without rendering the development unaffordable to low-and moderate-income households. 

(C) The concession or incentive would be contrary to state or federal law. Government Code 

Section 65915(d)(I)(B) and (C) 

SB 1818 makes it abundantly clear that this discretion relates to the Coastal Act specifically: 

(m) This section shall not be construed to supersede or in any way alter or lessen the effect or 

application of the California Coastal Act of 1976 (Division 20 (commencing with Section 30000) 

of the Public Resources Code). Government Code Section 65915(d)(1)(m). 

As the California Coastal Act is the State of California's certified program for compliance with the 

Federal Coastal Act, the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitutions requires that in the event of 

a conflict between the California Coastal Act and SB 1818, the California Coastal Act controls. The 

Federal Coastal Act even more directly controls over SB 1818 under the Supremacy Clause. Included in 

the elements of the California Coastal Act which are part of the certified Federal Coastal Act compliance 

program are the land use elements governing development on the coast. 

The City SB 1818 Implementation Ordinance (No. 179681) cannot override either the Federal Coastal 

Act or the California State Coastal Act. Moreover, the City's SB 1818 Implementation Ordinance makes it 

clear that the Director has discretion to make a finding that a given Incentive, even an on-menu incentive, 

will "have a Specific Adverse Impact upon public health, safety or the physical environment" and deny 

the incentive if the effect cannot be mitigated. Section (g)(2)(i)(C). Failure to exercise discretion is an 

abuse of discretion. Moreover, implementing B 1818 without regard to the California Coastal Act, 

Federal Coastal Act and other applicable environmental laws, including CEQA, violates state and federal 

law. 

Response to Comment No. 22-65 

As discussed in detail in Master Response 6: Applicability of the Los Angeles County Regional 

Interpretive Guidelines and Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, the Interpretive Guidelines are not binding 

regulations and do not override the authority of the City to regulate land use, though the City has opted to 

incorporate some elements of the Interpretive Guidelines in some enacted plans and policies. The City's 
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Density Bonus Implementation Ordinance was enacted as required by State law, and nothing in the 
Interpretive Guidelines precludes its application. Contrary to the comment, the application of SB 1818 
here would occur-and is occurring-within the context of among other approvals, a Coastal 
Development Permit, which requires findings of consistency with the Coastal Act. Further, the MND 
determined that no significant impacts would occur with implementation of appropriate mitigation 
measures. Thus, the incentives requested would not have a specific adverse impact on the public safety or 
the environment. 

Comment No. 22-66 

B. The Citv's Coastal Development Perm it Standards 

As noted earlier, the City has adopted a Coastal Development Permit application process. This process 
requires compliance with the Statewide Interpretive Guidelines which the City has for the most part lost 
and also requires compliance with the applicable decisions of the Coastal Commission. Municipal Code 
Section 12.20.2. 

The Planning Department, in a series of .determination letters, has made it clear that it seeks to achieve 
this compliance by looking to the General Plan, Zoning and Specific Plan elements for a given 
community which it deems to equate to compliance with the Coastal Act. I disagree with this logic and 
reserve the right to require compliance with Municipal Code Section 12.20.2 as written. However, if we 
follow this approach, we still need to determine which elements of the General Plan, Zoning and Specific 
Plans are designed to implement the Coastal Act, in our area, so we can determine when to apply SB 1818 
and the SB 1818 Implementation Ordinance blindly and when to apply the Coastal Act. 

To do this, we need to look at the derivation of various elements of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey 
General Plan, Zoning and Specific Plans. We also need to look at the derivation of the Del Rey Lagoon 
Local Coastal Program, Specific Plan (the "Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan"). 

The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan could not be more clearly related to the California Coastal Act. The 
Council File which addresses the history of adoption of the Del Rey Lagoon File is lost. Council File 72-
4317, however, addresses the Local Coastal Plan Budget Revision. A copy of the file is attached as Folio, 
Exhibit BB. The Report of the Chief Legislative Analyst on Proposed Project Grant Program/Project, 
Exhibit A, which is part of this file explains: 

Additions* 

Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan: "City Processing" 

Reason: Del Rey Lagoon has been the City LCP's pilot project. Many steps have taken additional 
time to test procedures, and to experiment with the form and content of the plan. Other LCP elements 
should benefit from this. 
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The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan is the closest thing to a template for measuring compliance with the 

Coastal Act that the City has for the Playa Del Rey area. Perhaps Mayor Bradley said it best, when he 

transmitted the Plan to the City Council: 

Transmitted herewith is a proposed ordinance to establish a Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. The 

Specific Plan has been prepared for the purposes of implementing the goals and policies of the 

California Coastal Act of 1976. 

The City Council has instructed that the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan be used on all discretionary 

reviews in the plan area. A ZI is in place which embodies this requirement. I requested all planning files 

addressing whether or not the Department of Planning has followed the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan on 

discretionary review since adoption and received a long spreadsheet showing all planning cases in the Del 

Rey Lagoon Specific Plan area since adoption in concept. I have reviewed over 40 cases and the 

Department of Planning has consistently followed the Del Rey Lagoon Plan, including the height 

restrictions, lot size and parking requirements, other than in grandfather circumstances or one case where 

there was a mistake as to the location of the project being in Venice. The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan 

has for 30 years defined the character of our neighborhood, which both the Westchester-Playa Del Rey 

General Plan and the Coastal Act require be preserved and protected, and been the standard for Coastal 

Development Permits. 

Because we know what the City thought Playa Del Rey's Local Coastal Plan should look like, one must 

find that two buildings which have the cumulative impact of decimating the Del Rey Lagoon Specific 

Plan blueprint will prevent the City from enacting a local coastal plan for Playa Del Rey at a later date. 

This is a reason to deny the project's Coastal Development Permit both under the Coastal Act but also 

under the City's own Municipal Ordinance governing Coastal Development Permits. From a CEQA 
perspective, the deviation from the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan is a discretionary act on the part of the 

City which has significant environmental impacts. Remember the director has discretion to deny SB 1818 

incentives if he finds a violation of environmental law which cannot be mitigated or frankly a violation of 

federal or state law. Here disregarding the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan has significant environmental 

impacts which are not considered in the MND and can only be justified through an EIR process and 

statement of overriding concerns. 

As to the other elements of our Westchester Playa Del Rey General Plan and the Coastal Bluffs Specific 

Plan it goes without saying that the height restrictions and area specific parking requirements are 

derivative of Coastal Act policies including those related to preserving and enhancing coastal visual 

aesthetics and beach access (density, parking and traffic measures). Bigger buildings require more 

parking which we don't have. The original South Coast Regional Interpretive Guidelines attached to the 

Letter of Chief Legislative Analyst dated March 18, 1977 explain the following for the Playa Del Rey 

Area: 

I. To keep lack of parking and circulation problems from precluding public access to the beach, 

duplexes should normally not be allowed on the 30' x 90' lots. Height limits (normally 25 feet on 

the beach, 30 feet on Trolley Way and 37 feet on the east of the Esplanade) should be required to 
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retain the scale of the existing neighborhood. To preclude preemption of on-street parking, 2 to I 

parking plus one guest space for each seven units of fraction thereof should normally be required. 

Response to Comment No. 22-66 

Please refer to Master Response 6 for a discussion of the applicability of the Los Angeles County 

Regional Interpretive Guidelines and Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan to the Project. 

Comment No. 22-67 

C. Evaluation ofLegado Project Against the Planning El ments 

My prior letters and this letter have detailed how the Legado project fails numerous General Plan, 

Specific Plan, Coastal Commission State Interpretive Guidelines and Coastal Commission South Coast 

Regional Interpretive Guidelines. To list briefly: 

• Height restrictions in the Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan, Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan 

and South Coast Regional Interpretive Guidelines-the required heights are not even being used as 

the starting place for adding height for the proposed project; 

• FAR ratios specified in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan; 

• Lot size and tract map restrictions specified in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan; and 

• Restrictions on residential property in the commercial zone in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. 

I would like to add one more clear violation. The Legado Building is under parked as against the area 

standards embodied in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan and the Coastal Commission South Coast 

Regional Interpretive Guidelines. A calculation of the parking requirements for the 13 8 Culver project is 

against these standards is attached as Folio, Exhibit CC. The project is under parked against the area 

standards by 26 spaces. In addition, as detailed in a letter by Jeffrey Otto, the project will subtract 

approximately an additional 30 spaces, including the spaces in Vista Del Mar Lane (a/k/a the "Alley"). 

Leaving the area, which already has an extreme parking problem short by an additional 56+ spaces. 

Parking is a coastal access issue and this represents a clear violation of the parking standard for our area. 

To the extent the project provides replacement parking for the public-it is not enough to park the project 

itself and is not free, overnight parking. In fact, we do not know the terms and restrictions which will 

apply to the parking. 

Again, the MND fails to disclose the significant environmental impacts ansmg from the project's 

inconsistency with the Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan, Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan, Del Rey 

Lagoon Specific Plan, Coastal Commission Statewide Interpretive Guidelines and the Coastal 

Commission South Coast Regional Guidelines. 
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Response to Comment No. 22-67 

Please refer to Master Response 6 for a discussion of the applicability of the Los Angeles County 
Regional Interpretive Guidelines and Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan to the Project. 

Please refer to Response to Comment No. 22-56 for a discussion of the Project's proposed parking supply 
compared to the parking requirements of the Municipal Code. 

Comment No. 22-68 

D. Tidelands 

If one looks at the NOAA's Historical Map & Chart Collection on line at http://historicalcharts.noaa.gov, 
the official United States Coast and Geodetic Data, for the Playa Del Rey Area, 138 Culver Boulevard 
was clearly underwater at the time California came into the union. For example, the chart for the 
Proposed Harbor of Port Ballona, Chart No. TO 1791 dated 1887 clearly shows the Ballona Lagoon 
covering the project site. One can use the topographical feature of the Playa Del Rey Bluffs to make this 
determination. The project is tidelands, owned by the State of California, and subject to a public trust. The 
trust is administered by the State Lands Commission, which as of last week claimed not to be aware of 
the project, or if the project was not in a Spanish Rancho, administered by the City of Los Angeles under 
a set of very narrow trust guidelines which apply to tidelands property included in the annexation of 
Venice. Under those guidelines, the project could be used as a dock, quay, road or park etc. but not a 
residential building. 

The MND does not discuss the status of the prqject property as tidelands and the special restrictions 
which accordingly apply. The MND, therefore, does not provide adequate information to enable the 
decision maker to determine the environmental impacts of the project's failure to comply with tidelands 
trust obligations or even the project's compliance with applicable land use elements. In addition, the City, 
as trustee, has fiduciary obligations, including working with a surveyor to determine if the project is in a 
Spanish Rancho. The project is located, based on the maps ofthe Rancho La Ballona and Rancho Sausal 
Redondo posted on the County Public Works Website and the City's own cadastral map for the area on 
the boundary between the two Ranchos and the courses from the stakes, including those disclosed in the 
Tract Map No. 3801, appear not to run exactly the same. 

Rc ponse to Comment No. 22-68 

The Project site is not designated as tidelands. In addition, as discussed in the Biological Resource 
Assessment, attached as Appendix B to the supplemental Initial Study, no wetland features are present at 
the Project site. Moreover, the interpretation of the comment conflicts with the entire history of 
development in the Playa Del Rey area, as well as the City's regulation of land use there since the area 
entered City jurisdiction. 
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Comment No. 22-69 

E. Deed Restrictions 

When Title Guaranty and Trust Company or its successor transferred the lots which comprise the project 

property from the 1925 subdivision, it did so subject to restrictive covenants which applied to a number of 

tracts in Playa Del Rey and by virtue of having been made by the same subdivider, at the same time, and 

which are reciprocal. These covenants prohibited the removal of water from the subject property. The 

Preliminary Title Report, the deeds to Peter and Rosina Mauerer and the Del Rey Development Company, 

Applicant's own deed and the survey prepared for Applicant by Seaboard Surveyors found in the Tract 

Map file at the Planning Department all reflect this restriction as applicable to the project property. Folio, 

Exhibits R, S, T and X. The MND is inadequate in that it does not disclose to the decision maker the 

private covenant prohibiting removal of water and provide adequate information regarding the 

consequences of allowing this project and other area projects to violate these restrictions. 

Response to Comment No. 22-69 

Even assuming the correctness of the comment's interpretation of the Deed, the status of a private 

covenant is not within the purview of the analysis of the MND, and does not represent a conflict with any 

planning document or zoning for the Project site. 

Comment No. 22-70 

13. ECONMIC FEASIBILITY 

Mr. Jeffery Otto has also provided a letter which calculates the economic feasibility of this project. 

Suffice it to say, the project is feasible without an SB 1818 height incentive. You can remove every 

apartment unit on the top floor, still have 8 affordable housing units, and still have a highly profitable, 

feasible project. 

This fact is important for a number of reasons. 

First, as I maintained in my February 26, 2014 letter to Greg Shoop (Folio G), the project requires 

waivers of substantially more than three "development standards" (or "Incentives" as defined in the City 

SB 1818 Implementation Ordinance) and is, therefore, "off-menu" under the City's SB 1818 

Implementation Ordinance. In addition, the project is seeking an off-menu incentive of more than 11 feet 

for the height (the legal height is 36 feet based on the Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan; the 

zoning is illegal; the project is seeking 20 feet more than the legal height). The project's FAR also exceeds 

the allowed bonus and does not qualify for the 3: 1 bonus it seeks (the project is not within the Airport 

zone if one reads the General Plan in a way which integrates the depictions with the text of the General 

Plan and avoids rendering the depiction of LAX inside the circle surplusage consistent with the rules of 

statutory construction; and if we are reading all of the General Plan Elements equally literally the project 

is not adjacent to a Major Highway as depicted in the Transportation Element of the General Plan because 

Vista Del Mar adjacent to the project is not so depicted on the Transportation Element Map). This means 
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the project is really off-menu, not on menu, the approval process is procedurally more rigorous and the 
developer must present a pro forma. The decision maker is once again making decisions which have 
significant impacts on the environment without adequate information. 

Second, even if Planning insists the project is "on-menu" under the City SB 1818 Implementation 
Ordinance, the Director still has discretion to consider whether or not a given incentive is required to 
make the project economically feasible. If the Director finds, based on substantial evidence, that the 
incentives are not required to make the affordable housing feasible, the Director may deny the incentive. 
Failure to exercise discretion is an abuse of discretion. Failure to receive adequate information on which 
to base a decision which has significant environmental impacts violates CEQA. 

Third, the State Mello Act requires the project to provide as much low income housing as is economically 
feasible. Here, the only evidence in the record from which the Director can determine if this standard has 
been met is Mr. Otto's projection. Based on the projection, if the Director grants the affordable housing 
incentives, he should also require under the Mello Act that the building dedicate 33%+ of the apartment 
units to affordable housing. The project will still be outrageously profitable and very feasible. 

Fourth, as to the standards for feasibility, the City commissioned a study by Hamilton, Rabinovitz & 
Alschuler, Inc. dated May 2006 (the "HRA Study"). The Study at page 51 articulates the standard for 
returns for Apartment developments as follows: 

In HR&A's experience, a developer of an apartment project in a market that reflects long term 
average interest rates and capitalization rates must be reasonably certain of achieving at least a 10 
percent return on the amount spent to develop the project (Le., purchase of land and all other 
developmenl costs) by the time the project reaches stabilized occupancy (Le., 95 percent 
occupied), before committing to undertake the project. This is a generally accepted benchmark, 
but also one to which, like all such general rules in the real estate industry, there are undoubtedly 
exceptions due to project or market particulars. In fact, in the current low interest rate and low 
capitalization rate environment, and intense competition for development and investment 
opportunities in the Coastal Zone, an acceptable return on cost may be as low as eight percent. 
We have therefore selected nine percent as the threshold for this analysis, as a compromise 
between long-term trends and current market conditions. 

Based on this standard, and Mr. Otto's model, one can see that the 138 Culver project, even without SB 
1818 incentives, exceeds by several orders of magnitude, the return required to make the project feasible. 
Further confirmation is found in the fact that the Applicant does not even need to use the density 
incentives available for the project to make the project pencil-a technical reading of the statutes does not 
even make the "incentives" available if they incentives are not used to enable the density bonus. There is 
a difference between making low income housing feasible and enabling greed. Here, we have crossed the 
line at enormous cost to our community and the environment. 

Fifth, the developer has admittedly been carrying the projects in Playa Del Rey for a long time. However, 
the developer, sued its Chief Operating Officer, Dereck Jones, in Los Angeles County Superior Court in 
Case No. B492204 (Folio, Exhibit CC). The Complaint made allegations that Mr. Jones was negligent in 
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failing to cause all three of Legado's projects in Playa Del Rey to be entitled resulting in delay and 

expense to Legado. As noted in the HRA study, we are entitled to evaluate feasibility from the 

perspective of a reasonable developer who acts in a prudent manner. 

we assume feasibility to mean feasible from the perspective of a private developer faced with a 

decision about whether to seek entitlements for a multi-family project in the Coastal Zone. 

Operationally, this means the perspective of a developer who is reasonably skiiied in his or her 

profession, thoroughly familiar with the proposed development product, well informed about 

local market conditions and applicable City development regulations, and knowledgeable about 

the social and political climate of building in the City's Coastal Zone. HRA Study pg. 39 

Bottom line, Legado should not be allowed to assert its own negligence or the malfeasance of its officers 

to justify a building which is out of character and scale with our community. In addition, Legado should 

not be allowed to assert some unique, unfounded return criteria in lieu of the industry standards. 

Finally, from a CEQA perspective to the extent that the MND relies on SB 1818 and the City SB 1818 

Implementation Ordinance to rationalize the project deviations from applicable land use requirements, it 

does so without disclosing that the project does not qualify for the requested incentives as they are not 

required to make the project economically feasible. Because there is no economic feasibility information, 

the decision maker lacks adequate information to assess the validity of the Applicant's claim for 

incentives and in tum whether SB 1818 somehow rationalizes violations of the Westchester-Playa Del 

Rey General Plan, Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, Statewide Interpretive Guidelines and South Coast 

Regional Guidelines. 

Response to Comment No. 22-70 

Refer to Master Response 9 for discussion of a report prepared by Stanley R. Hoffman Associates 

(included as Exhibit E) in response to the report prepared by Jeffrey Otto. As discussed therein, the 

economic analysis provided by Mr. Otto is not supported by substantial evidence, as property value, 

development cost, and profit estimates provided by Otto are not supportable by market data. 

Further, and contrary to the comment, the City's acceptance of the application for Density Bonus 

incentives, and particularly the incentive of a 3:1 FAR, represents the City's interpretation of its own 

ordinances and General Plan maps. The comment also incorrectly asserts and fails to explain how the 

City's interpretation of the General Plan Framework Element Map regarding Major Employment Centers 

(including LAX) renders any provision of the General Plan or Municipal Code as "surplusage." 

FAR is calculated, according to the Municipal Code and City policy, with respect to gross lot area, which 

in this case is 48,483 s.f. As the Project would develop 87,294 s.f., the FAR would be 1.8:1, or within the 

35 percent density bonus to which the Project is entitled (1.5 x 1.35 = 2.025). However, the MND also 

considered FAR with respect to the final lot under the proposed Parcel Map (the corrected lot area is 

32,774 s.f., while the MND stated a value of32,711), which is 2.67:1. Thus, under either calculation, the 

Project would not exceed the FAR permitted by the Density Bonus Incentive. 
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Regarding height, no provision of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan limits height to 36 

feet, and as described in Master Response 6, the rezoning ordinance associated with the 2004 Community 

Plan Update designated the Project Site [Q]C4-l VL. The I VL height district represents the only height 

and density limitation on the Project Site ( 45 feet, three stories, FAR 1.5), and the Density Bonus 

provisions of the Municipal Code apply to both of those limitations. Other properties in the Project 

vicinity were assigned "Q" qualified conditions that limited height, density, and uses to more restrictive 

values than the underlying zoning: the fact that the Project site was assigned no such additional 

limitations demonstrates the City's intent that the height and density restrictions of the underlying zoning 

should prevail. 

Regarding the Mello Act, and contrary to the comment, the City's Interim Mello Act Administrative 

Procedures to not permit an imposition of any number of affordable units the City deems desirable. 

Rather, two options exist for determining cbmpliance, and are selected at the applicant's option: Option 2 

involves the inclusion of at least ten percent of units for Very Low Income households or individuals. As 

the Project would provide 12.5 percent of its units for Very Low Income households or individuals, it 

already satisfies the Mello Act requirement. Further, it is one of very few Projects-and perhaps the only 

project-to do so. Most developments obtain a determination that the provision of inclusionary housing 

units within the Coastal Zone is not feasible. 

Comment No. 22-71 

Here we have an opportunity to build affordable housing and to build a better project from the perspective 

of preserving the environment, complying with the Coastal Act and fitting the community. I urge you to 

require the Applicant to do so. 

Response to Comment No. 22-71 

This comment provides opinion but does not state a specific concern or question regarding the adequacy 

of the analysis of environmental impacts contained in the IS/MND. However, the comment is 

acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and 

consideration. 
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From: Anthony Sensale <~.~D-~_?.1-l~.&@ mail.cQm> 
Date: Tue, Sep 16, 2014 at 2:34AM 

Comment Letter No. 23 SENSALE 

Subject: Re: 138 Culver ENV-2012-3536-EAF, DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL, TT-707786, ZA-2014-
2220-CDP 
To: kevin.jones@lacity.org, Lynda.smith@laci ty.org, jon.foreman@lacity.org, mike.bonin@Jacity.org, 
tricia.keane@lacity . org, fred. Sutton@lacity .org, dar! ene.na varrete@ Ia city .org 

Hello, 

My name is Anthony Sensale, and I come from Italy . 

During the past two years, I had the chance to visit and stay in Playa del Rey on several occasions. Since 
the very first day I arrived in Playa and had the chance to enjoy the breathtaking view of the coast, I felt 
blessed to be in a truly magical place and I suddenly felt closer to home . I come infact from a town 
located right by the famous Sorrento/ Amalfi coast in southern Italy, a popular tourist destination for the 
Campania region and Italy as a whole, able to provide spectacular landscapes and seaviews to its lucky 
visitors. 

I can honestly say that your wonderful beachside community made me feel even luckier. It is an oasis of 
natural beauty, a vibrant community blessed by its unbelievable views and by its unique character, and I 
especially enjoyed the fact that the coastline was visible by many public areas, such as the park. 

Being such an enthusiastic lover of Playa del Rey, I can't help but dwell on the 'Legado del Mar' project 
and feel rather displeased at the idea that the proposed development would disrupt what I find so special 
about this place. Not only would Legado del Mar development be not conducive to the architecture and 
the character of Playa del Rey, but it would surely find opposition by all those who, just like me, decided 
to stay or settle down in one of the last beach towns left undeveloped in the Los Angeles area. 

It's very disappointing to hear that the construction might be allowed to move forward when the 
community is in such obvious disapproval. 

As an is Italian, I feel really confused at the thought . In my country it would never be allowed to 
construct something so close to the sea: as an old country, we realize that natural resources are precious 
and once they're gone, they're gone forever. 

I have enclosed some of the pictures I shot during my last visit, and I hope I'll still be able to shot many 
others like those in the future. 

I deeply thank you for giving me the chance to comment on the proposed Legado Del Mar Project. 

Sincerily, 

Anthony Sensale 

P.S.: 

"Man is the most insane species. He worships an invisible God and destroys a visible Nature. Unaware 
that this Nature that he has been destroying is this God he's worshiping." ~Hubert Reeves 

23-1 

23-2 

23-3 
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LETTER NO. 23 - SENSALE 

Anthony Sensale 

Comment No. 23-1 

During the past two years, I had the chance to visit and stay in Playa del Rey on several occasions. Since 
the very first day I arrived in Playa and had the chance to enjoy the breathtaking view of the coast, I felt 
blessed to be in a truly magical place and I suddenly felt closer to home. I come infact from a town 
located right by the famous Sorrento/Amalfi coast in southern Italy, a popular tourist destination for the 
Campania region and Italy as a whole, able to provide spectacular landscapes and seaviews to its lucky 
visitors. 

I can honestly say that your wonderful beachside community made me feel even luckier. It is an oasis of 
natural beauty, a vibrant community blessed by its unbelievable views and by its unique character, and I 
especially enjoyed the fact that the coastline was visible by many public areas, such as the park. 

Response to Comment No. 23-1 

This comment includes statements about the Project area, but the comment does not state a specific 
concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental 
impacts of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is 
acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and 
consideration. 

Comment No. 23-2 

Being such an enthusiastic lover of Playa del Rey, I can't help but dwell on the 'Legado del Mar' project 
and feel rather displeased at the idea that the proposed development would disrupt what I find so special 
about this place. Not only would Legado del Mar development be not conducive to the architecture and 
lhe character of Playa del Rey, but it would surely find opposition by all those who, just like me, decided 
to stay or settle down in one of the last beach towns left undeveloped in the Los Angeles area. 

It's very disappointing to hear that the construction might be allowed to move forward when the 
community is in such obvious disapproval. 

Response to Comment No. 23-2 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character, for a discussion of the Project's relationship to its 
surroundings. 

The remainder of the comment expresses opposition to the Project, but does not state a specific concern or 
question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 
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of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 

record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No. 23-3 

As an Italian, I feel really confused at the thought. In my country it would never be allowed to construct 

something so close to the sea: as an old country, we realize that natural resources are precious and once 

they're gone, they're gone forever. 

I have enclosed some of the pictures I shot during my last visit, and I hope I'll still be able to shot many 

others like those in the future. 

I deeply thank you for giving me the chance to comment on the proposed Legado Del Mar Project. 

Re ponse to Comment No. 23-3 

Project impacts with respect to biological resources are addressed on pages 31 and 32 of the MND and 

pages IV-7 through IV -26 of the supplemental Initial Study. Impacts with respect to hydrology are 

addressed on pages 40 to 44 of the MND and pages IV -66 through IV-7 4 of the supplemental Initial 

Study. Finally, Master Response 1 provides a discussion of the Project's impacts related to dewatering. 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 

question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 

of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 

record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 
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Comment Letter No. 24 STACEY 

From: Pamela Stacey <pamstacey@gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, Sep 12, 2014 at 11:31 AM 
Subject: Development of Culver Blvd., Playa del Rey 
To: mike.bonin@lacity.org, Trioia.keane@lacity.org, Fred.Sutton@Jacity.org, 
J<:ev injgn.~-~.@l~J!Y:..Q!&, jon. forem an@@9.i!Y,Qrg, !YD_f!l:\_:?.mHh@!ac.HY.., g..rg, 
.Q.arlene.navarette@lacity.or , fpankael aoLfQ_l!! 

Dear Councilman Bonin and City Planning Department, 

I am a 30-year resident of Playa del Rey and very concerned about the plans for development at] 
the end of Culver Boulevard. Over the years we have heard many stories but it seems as though 
the Legado development plans are serious and concerning. 

24-1 

Our area is surrounded by what are often considered urban blight-the airport, sewage treatmen~ 24-2 plant, power plant, residential/commercial density with Playa Vista. 

It is your job to keep this community unspoiled from more degradation which would surely come 
in the form of additional traffic, density, pollution, and spoiled views if development on Culver is 
not moderated and kept within the framework of this community, which is ironically blessed with 24-3 
what is left of threatened natural features of the beach and a degraded, remnant wetlands. It is 
time to do things right. 

I am in favor of using these undeveloped properties in a way that is in character with the J 
neighborhood and will guarantee we are not overrun by too many cars too many people, too 24-4 
much greed, too little oversight, and a lack of concern. 

Please do your job to keep Playa del Rey unspoiled and an example of appropriate development~ 24-5 and city planning. 

Thank you, 
Pam Stacey 
7528 Whitlock A venue 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 
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LETTER NO. 24- STACEY 

Pam Stacey 

7528 Whitlock Avenue 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 24-1 

March2015 

I am a 30-year resident of Playa del Rey and very concerned about the plans for development at the end of 

Culver Boulevard. Over the years we have heard many stories but it seems as though the Legado 

development plans are serious and concerning. 

Response to Comment No. 24-l. 

The comment expresses concern over the Project. Responses to specific concerns raised in this letter are 

provided below. 

Comment No. 24-2 

Our area is surrounded by what are often considered urban blight the airport, sewage treatment plant, 

power plant, residential/commercial density with Playa Vista. 

Response to Comment No. 24-2 

The comment expresses an opinion about the Project area, but the comment does not state a specific 

concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the 

environmental impacts of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment 

is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and 

consideration. 

Comment No. 24-3 

It is your job to keep this community unspoiled from more degradation which would surely come in the 

form of additional traffic, density, pollution, and spoiled views if development on Culver is not 

moderated and kept within the framework of this community, which is ironically blessed with what is left 

of threatened natural features of the beach and a degraded, remnant wetlands. It is time to do things right. 

Response to Comment No. 24-3 

The comment expresses opposition to the Project, and raises general concerns regarding the potential 

effects of development on Culver Boulevard. Refer to Master Response 4: Traffic for discussion 

regarding the traffic impacts of the Project. 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character, for a discussion of the character and scale effects of the 

Project. 
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Regarding pollution, Project impacts related to air quality are discussed on pages 27 through 30. With 
implementation of Mitigation Measure III-10, the Project would not result in any significant impacts 
related to air quality. 

Regarding views, refer to Response to Comment 18-3. 

Comment No. 24-4 

I am in favor of using these undeveloped properties in a way that is in character with the neighborhood 
and will guarantee we are not overrun by too many cars, too many people, too much greed, too little 
oversight, and a lack of concern. 

Response to Comment No. 24-4 

Refer to Master Response 5: Visual Character; Master Response 4: Traffic; and Response to Comment 
18-3 regarding views for discussions of impacts to these issue areas. Additionally, as described on page 
48 of the MND, the population impacts of the Project are within projections for the area, as the Project 
provides substantially fewer than the maximum residential units anticipated by zoning, and impacts 
would be less than significant. 

Comment No. 24-5 

Please do your job to keep Playa del Rey unspoiled and an example of appropriate development and city 
planning. 

Response to Comment No. 24-5 

The comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in 
identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these 
impacts. However, responses to the specific concerns raised in this letter are provided for each comment 
above. 
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From: Julie Ross <cigarden ia@aol.com> 
Date: Wed, Nov 19, 2014 at 9:35PM 
Subject: Toxic trouble in Playa del Rey I The Argonaut Newspaper 
To: kevin.jones@lacity.org 

Hi Kevin: 

Comment Letter No. 25 ROSS 

This article is in Thursday's Argonaut News. 
Julie Ross 
http://argonautnews.com/toxic-trouble-in-playa-del-rey/ J 25-1 

Sent from my iPhone 

Kevin D. Jones 
City ofLos Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot of property information at http ://zimas.lacity.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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Toxic trouble in Playa del Rey I The Argonaut Newspaper http://argonautnews.com/toxic-trouble-in-playa-del-rey/ 

2 ofl3 

Toxic trouble in Playa del Rey An underground chemical plume near the 

Ballona Wetlands complicates an already controversial development slated for 

Culver Boulevard 

Dry cleaning fluid and other hazardous waste has pooled below the former Del Rey 

Cleaners, seen here before it shuttered in 2007 

Photo courtesy of Tom McMahon 

By Gary Walker 

A subterranean plume of potentially carcinogenic chemicals emanating from a former dry cleaner near the Ballona 

Wetlands could spread to surrounding commercial and residential areas if construction goes forward on what would 

be the largest building in Playa del Rey, according to an environmental study. 

The proposed four-story Legado Del Mar development would include 72 apartments and 14,500 square feet of retail 

space on a triangular parcel of vacant land at 138 Culver Blvd., known locally as Jake's Lot. 

Just 540 feet northeast of Jake's Lot at 310 Culver Blvd. is a building that once housed Del Rey Cleaners, which 

operated as a dry cleaner from 1962 to 2007 and has been identified as an ecological hazard site by the State Water 

Resources Control Board. 

In order to provide up to 218 parking spaces for Legado Del Mar, construction plans call for a two-level garage that 

extends 23 feet underground - about 13 feet below the beachside community's mean sea level, according to 

documents. 

The excavation would require pumping groundwater out of the site, which one scientist has flagged as a potentially 

major problem. 

"Because the water table is so shallow, [Legado] has to de-water the site through pumping or drainage, and lowering 
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the water table will create a greater driving force for moving the contaminants" toward the new structure, said Steven 
Devere!, a Davis-based hydrologist who filed the results of his environmental study with the Los Angeles Department 
of City Planning on Sept. 14. 

Deverel was hired to conduct his study by opponents of Legado Del Mar, which due to its size and scope has for 
years drawn the ire of residents concerned with increasing density and traffic as well as the proposed building's 
relatively towering 56-foot height. 

Deverel's report paints a much more alarming picture than the conclusions of a January environmental assessment by 
Brentwood-based CAJA Environmental Services, hired by Legado to fulfill city planning requirements. 

While the CAJA report states that pumping out groundwater "could pull the documented groundwater impacts at Del 
Rey Cleaners toward the [Legado] site," it relies on prior soil and groundwater tests between the two sites to 
conclude that so few contaminants are present that construction "would not result in a significant hazard to the 
public or environment." 

Benjamin Reznik, an attorney representing the Beverly Hills-based Legado Companies, criticized Deverel's report as 
heavy on speculation and light on specifics. He said city regulations would force the developer to test groundwater 
prior to discharging it. 

"If the plume were to migrate toward our project, we would have to clean it up, but there is no evidence that will 
happen," Reznik said. 

Deverel also faults the C.AJA study as failing to take into account the distribution and movement of water if digging 
and removal of groundwater was to occur at Jake's Lot. 

In his analysis of the Jry cleaner's site, Devere! writes that the removal of water during construction could lower the 
high-water table enough to impact nearby areas of the Ballona Wetlands. Estimating a pumping rate equal to 10% of 
the maximum groundwater removal of 1.7 million gallons per day, he calculated "a hyLlraulic influence of over 1,000 
feet to the northeast" of Jake's T .ot, an area that encompasses not only Del Rey Cleaners but a portion of wetlands. 

"Site de-watering may alter the groundwater hydrology at the Ballona Wetlands, which in turn may result in altered 
water quality and changes in water levels in the marsh habitat," Devere! wrote. "Specifically, shallow groundwater 
levels can be lowered at the wetland. This may in turn affect the salinity of the wetland by drawing water of different 
quality (e.g. salinity) into the wetland." 

WHAT LIES BENEATH 

The State \Xlater Resources Control Board lists three toxins - tetrachloroethene, trichloroethylene and vinyl chloride 
- as "contaminants of concern" at the Del Rey Cleaners site. 

Tetrachloroethene, also called perchloroethylene or PCE, is commonly referred to as dry cleaning fluid. 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency classifies tetrachloroethene as likely to be carcinogenic to humans. 

Trichloroethylene (TCE), according to the EPA, is primarily an industrial solvent that some studies have related to 
cancer in humans, with concentrated exposures shown to have adverse effects on the central nervous system. 

The EPA has classified vinyl chloride, used in the production of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plastics and vinyl, as a 
Class A human carcinogen. 
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The CAJA report refers to a 2000 study of soil samples that "concluded concentrations were moderate and consistent 

with 'minor, incidental spills"' of PCE and additional findings that potentially harmful chemical vapors could not be 

found in detectable levels in and around the site. 

A follow-up groundwater investigation did not find a significant level of toxic vapors but recorded PCE 

concentrations of as high as 43,500 micrograms per liter. The State Water Resources Control Board sets the current 

state maximum safe contaminant level for PCE in groundwater at five micrograms per liter. 

A Sept. 15 memorandum by state Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment toxicologist Nathalie Tham 

also raises red flags about the Del Rey Cleaners site. Relying on results of a March 2014 soil investigation that found 

significant levels of PCE contamination, Tham writes that "OEHHA estimated the risk and hazards to workers and 

off-site residents ... exceed common benchmarks for occupational and residential exposure." 

'VAPOR INTRUSION' 

Devere!, who began his career 30 years ago as a research geochemist with the U.S. Geological Survey before entering 

private practice as a consultant and expert witness, writes that if a chemical plume at concentrations documented in 

March were to spread, vapors arising from the soil could pose a threat to residents and businesses above. 

"There is a possibility that this plume could move under the surrounding buildings and go high enough to cause 

vapor intrusion," Devere! said. 

According to the U.S. EPA, vapor intrusion generally occurs when there is a migration of chemicals from 

contaminated groundwater or soil underneath an overlying building. Typically the chemical concentration levels are 

low or, depending on site-specific conditions, vapors may not be present at detectable concentrations. In buildings 

with low concentrations of volatile chemicals, the main concern is whether the chemicals may pose an unacceptable 

risk of chronic health effects due to long-term exposure to these low levels. 

An earlier analysis by Bowyer Environmental Consulting found PCE and related compounds in soil and soil vapor 

"over 

a wide portion" of the former Del Rey Cleaners site. 

In an interview, Deverel expressed concern about the quantity of chemicals there. 

"It is a smaller plume than I have seen at other sites, but the concentration of contaminants is quite high," he said. 

A CHANGING PLAYA DEL REY 

The Legado Companies first announced plans for Legado Del Mar in 2009. 

The issue went before the Neighborhood Council of Westchester - Playa's Land Use and Planning Committee the 

following year, where it was met with strong opposition from residents in the vicinity of the project. Following 

project revisions related to parking and traffic concerns, Legado Del Mar went back to the committee in 2013 and 

found support from a majority of the committee despite increasingly vocal community opposition. 

The full neighborhood council discussed Legado Del Mar in December 2013 but could not reach a consensus. The 

board took up the matter again in February and declined to support the development. 

Meanwhile, the economic landscape of Playa del Rey has been changing. 
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The rustic Outlaws Bar & Grille, a locals-friendly fixture on Culver Boulevard since 1984, shuttered in November 
2013 and remains vacant. That property, at 230 Culver Blvd., is owned by the Legado Companies. The company's 
website lists that parcel as the future site of Legado del Rey, which at one point was envisioned as a mixed-use 
apartment and retail project. The former Outlaws site lies southwest of the former Del Rey Cleaners, between that 
parcel and their proposed Legado Del Mar. 

The Legado Companies' website also contemplates renovation of a historic building between OuLlaws and Legado 
Del Mar that currently houses Tanner's C:offee. 

A fourth project, dubbed Playa Legado, envisions developing a 700-foot stretch of beachfront property at the 
terminus of Culver Boulevard known to locals as Toes Beach. 

Earlier this year, two higher-end dining establishments - Playa Provisions and Bacari PdR- opened along Culver 
near Jake's Lot, adjacent to older neighborhood establishments such as Mo's Place, Cantalini's Salerno Beach 
Restaurant and The Shack. 

NEXT STEPS 

Legado Companies has filed a mitigated negative declaration for Legado Del Mar to satisfy city officials that the 
company does not need to fund a lengthy and costly environmental impact report (EIR). 

Opponents of the project believe an EIR is vital to better understanding the implications of the project. 

A decision is expected from the city Planning Commission next year. 

Deverel said he finds the CAJA environmental study to be inadequate. 

"They don't seem to be concerned about groundwater hydrology. They really need to do more analysis," Devere! said. 
"There are enough red flags there for me to say it needs an EIR." 

Julie Ross - a member of the neigborhuud group Playa del Rey Guardians Society, who paid for Deverel's study
said she was "angry, really ang.ry" upon learning of the toxic plume under the former Del Rey Cleaners through the 
CAJA report. 

"We needed a hydrologist to confirm what we suspected, which was that de-watering for the subterranean parking 
structure could move the PCE/TCE plume from under the Old Del Rey Cleaners down to the project site at Jake's 
Lot, which [Deverel's report] did," Ross said. 

At a community meeting last month, Los Angeles City Councilman Mike Bonin expressed his opposition to Legado's 
height and density but stopped short of asking for an EIR. 

"I stand with the community on their concerns that the project is too tall and out of character with the 
neighborhood. I support their concern and I intend to stand with them," Bonin said. But, "I think what we need to 
do is examine the deficiencies of [Legado's environmental analysis]. It benefits the community if they can 
demonstrate its deficiencies," he said. 

However, Michele Cooley-Strickland, who represents downtown Playa del Rey on the Neighborhood Council of 
Westchester-Playa, is asking the city to require the developer to conduct a more detailed analysis due to concerns 
about the toxic plume. In addition, the city plans to dig west of the Legado Del Mar site next year to install a sewer 
line. 
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'~ full environmental impact report is necessary because of the coalescing of the cumulative impact of these different 

issues. We don't want to raise the issue now and have another environmental evaluation three years or five years 

) later," Cooley-Strickland said. "The toxins that have accumulated over the years where the cleaner was have not been 

addressed, and I think all of the environmental concerns that residents have are symptomatic of this particular 

development not looking at things in their totality." 

6 of13 

Legado Companies attorney Reznik said he sees no reason to produce an EIR. 

"What do you gain by doing an EIR? An EIR doesn't get you any more information than we already have," Reznik 

said. 

In Deverel's view, an EIR may present the Legado Companies with two expensive choices: "They can give up on the 

idea of having an underground garage or they can clean up the site," he said. 

gary@argonautnews. com 
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LETTER NO. 25- ROSS 1 

Julie Ross 

Comment No. 25-1 

This article is in Thursday's Argonaut News. 

Julie Ross 

http://argonautnews.com/to, ic-tmuble-in-p!aya-de!-rey/ 

Response to Comment No. 25-1 

The comment references an article published in the Argonaut News regarding hazardous materials under 
the site of the former Del Rey Cleaners. The plume is acknowledged on page IV -54 of the supplemental 
Initial Study, and supplemental analysis and information is provided in Master Response 1: Dewatering. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 

Page 25-1 
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Comment Letter No. 26 PLAYA DEL REY AD HOC COMMITTEE 

Playa del Rey Ad Hoc Committee on Legado Developments' 

Los Angeles City Planning Department, City Hall 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
Attn: Kevin Jones, Room 621 
Email: kevin.jones@lacity.org 

PROJECT LOL"'ATJON 138 to 142 Culver Blvd and 6911 to 6917South Vista del Mar 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

1bis letter is on behalf of the Playa del Rey Ad Hoc Committee, appointed in 2009 by 
the Honorable Council Member Bill Rosendahl, to advise the Council Office regarding 
the Playa del Rey community issues, concerns or comments with respect to the Legado 
project at 138 Culver Blvd. 

As stated in the Comments, the Committee believes the Mitigated Negative Declaration 
does not adequately address the issues set forth in the Comments and, therefore, should 
not be approved, or only approved if modified in accordance with the Comments. 

Respectfully Submitted: 

£~ ~~-------// JuJ.ie Inouye Chai#,Playa del Rey Ad Hoc Committee on Legado ~evelopment 

COPY OF LETTER ON MND SUBMITTED 9/10/2014 
Playa del Rey Ad Hoc Committee on Legado Developments 

RE: Comments on revised MiJigated Negative Declaration -138 Culver Blvd 

BY: Playa del Rey Ad Hoc Committee on Legado Developments (the "Committee") 

DATE: 9/10/2014 

The following comments are submitted by the Committee, appointed in 2009 by the 
Honorable Council Member Bill Rosendahl, to advise the Council Office regarding the 
Playa del Rey community issues, concerns or comments with respect to the Legado 
project at 138 Culver Blvd., the subject of the revised Mitigated Negative Declaration 
("MND"): 

26-1 

Committee in meetings with the developer and the Council Office. From the very 26-2 
1. The MND does not resolve the most critical issue previously addressed by the l 
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Comment Letter No. 26 PLAYA DEL REY AD HOC COMMITTEE (Cont.) 

Playa del Rey Ad Hoc Committee on Legado Developments - Continued 

beginning, the community has taken the position that the alley/public right of way 
located on the project should not be vacated unless conditioned (the "Condition") 
on the express agreement of the developer/owner to use the vacaled area for the 
same or similar purpose as originally utilized in connection with the site, to wit: 
site access and internal circulation required for off street loading and unloading 
of service and co:mrtlercial vehicles. Any loading docks, etc were to be included 
within that area, and no street loading zones or other use of street 
parking areas were to be used to accomplish this purpose. The developer has 
repeatedly tried to avoid this result. 

If the alley/public right of way on the site is combined pursuant to a reversion to 
acreage by Tract Map No. TT -70786, without the Condition referred to, it will 
result in a substantial impact on the community, which impact does not promote, 
but, is in fact, detrimental to public safety and the general welfare .. The MNI'> 
notes the potential for ''traffic impacts" due to access and circulation issues, but 
leaves resolution to later consideration by DOT. 

The community believes these important issues should be addressed now, and 
that the developer/owner's agreement to adhere to the Condition be part of any 
approval of the MND, the fmal Tract Map, site plan or permits in connection 
with the development of the property. Historically, the alley/right of way has been 
an integral part of the site .access and circulation, which served a public use and 
purpose in that regard. The Condition proposed by the community will insure the 
same public purpose and use in the proposed development, and will promote 
public safety and the general welfare ofthe community. 

2. The MND does not adequately address the identification and resolution of 
traffic problems that may occur during the construction of the project (excavation 
and soil removal, parking of construction vehicles)), as well as the effect of the 
completed project. Too many issues are left for further evaluation 
and resolution by DOT or Planning. 

3. The community believes the scale of the project is not in proportion to the 
existing neighborhood. The building height is over 1 0' higher than any 
other structure, and is inconsistent with the spirit of the Westchester/Playa del Rey 
Plan, to wit: The Playa del Rey Commercial District should be developed as 
a pedestrian friendly beach-oriented district servicing both visitors and the 
local neighborhood; and, The California Coastal Act objective, that 
development should be mostly small scale and compatible with the coastal beach 
environment of the area. 

4. The MND does not address the public safety issues inherent in 
development in the Tsunami Zone. These include issues related to evacuation and 
the potential for flooding of the subterranean parking structure. 

26-2 
(Cont.) 

26-3 

26-4 

]26-5 
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Playa del Rey Ad Hoc Committee on Legado Developments - Continued 

Respectfully submitted: 

/);::_r~ 
~e Inouye, Chair, Playa del Rey Ad Hoc Committee on Legado developments. 

Members: 
ChuckLeib 
Beverly Ponder 
Elliott Prather 
Sam Samara 
William Ballough 
Janice Wiffen 
John Hughes 
Dan Sharkey 
Eric Andres 
Stephen Buck 

Cc: 
Councilmember Mike Bonin 
Planning Director: Tricia Keane 

6508 Vista del Mar 
Playa del Rey, CA.90293 

(310) 702-9239 cell 
julleinouye@me.com 

Chair, Julie Inouye 
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LETTER NO. 26- PLAYA DEL REY AD HOC COMMITTEE 

Julie Inouye, Chair 

Playa Del Ray Ad Hoc Committee on Legado Developments 

6508 Vista del Mar 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 26-1 

March2015 

This letter is on behalf of the Playa del Rey Ad Hoc Committee, appointed in 2009 by the Honorable 

Council Member Bill Rosendahl, to advise the Council Office regarding the Playa del Rey community 

issues, concerns or comments with respect to the Legado project at 138 Culver Blvd. 

As stated in the Comments, the Committee believes the Mitigated Negative Declaration does not 

adequately address the issues set forth in the Comments and, therefore, should not be approved, or only 

approved if modified in accordance with the Comments. 

The following comments are submitted by the Committee, appointed in 2009 by the Honorable Council 

Member Bill Rosendahl, to advise the Council Office regarding the Playa del Rey community issues, 

concerns or comments with respect to the Legado project at 138 Culver Blvd., the subject of the revised 

Mitigated Negative Declaration ("MND"): 

Response to Comment No. 26-1 

The comment provides general introductory information and background regarding the Playa del Rey Ad 

Hoc Committee. Responses to specific concerns are addressed in the corresponding comments below. 

Comment No. 26-2 

1. The MND does not resolve the most critical issue previously addressed by the Committee in meetings 

with the developer and the Council Office. From the very begitming, the community has taken the 

position that the alley/public right of way located on the project should not be vacated unless conditioned 

(the "Condition") on the express agreement of the developer/owner to use the vacated area for the same or 

similar purpose as originally utilized in connection with the site, to wit: site access and internal 

circulation required for off street loading and unloading of service and commercial vehicles. Any loading 

docks, etc were to be included within that area, and no street loading zones or other use of street parking 

areas were to be used to accomplish this purpose. The developer has repeatedly tried to avoid this result. 

If the alley/public right of way on the site is combined pursuant to a reversion to acreage by Tract Map 

No. TT -70786, without the Condition referred to, it will result in a substantial impact on the community, 

which impact does not promote, but, is in fact, detrimental to public safety and the general welfare. The 

MND ,notes the potential for "traffic impacts" due to access and circulation issues, but leaves resolution 

to later consideration by DOT. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 

Page 26-1 
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The community believes these important issues should be addressed now, and that the developer/owner's 

agreement to adhere to the Condition be part of any approval of the MND, the final Tract Map, site plan 

or permits in connection with the development of the property. Historically, the alley/right of way has 

been an integral part of the site access and circulation, which served a public use and purpose in that 

regard. The Condition proposed by the community will insure the same public purpose and use in the 

proposed development, and will promote public safety and the general welfare of the community. 

Response to Comment No. 26-2 

As discussed in Response to Comment 4-6, the comment correctly notes the purpose of the alley to 

provide secondary (including delivery) access to the commercial lots on the Project Site. Further, LADOT 

and the Bureau of Engineering consider specific criteria in deciding whether to vacate any roadway, 

including an alley, and these criteria focus on required future use or need for public roadway purposes. 

While, as correctly noted in the comment, they alley may historically have served the Project Site, it will 

no longer be required to do so with development of the Project. 

The comment incorrectly asserts the Project would rely on street-side loading and delivery. The subject of 

site access is discussed on pages IV-157 and 158 ofthe supplemental Initial Study. As discussed therein, 

any conflicts or disruptions on adjacent streets as a result of access to the Project are anticipated not to be 

significant. As stated in Mitigation Measure XVI-10, the Project Applicant would be required to consult 

with LADOT for specifications regarding Project site access, which would ensure that impacts related to 

access and circulation are less than significant. Further, the Project includes an internal loading area for 

delivery trucks and does not rely on public streets for loading. 

Comment No. 26-3 

2. The MND does not adequately address the identification and resolution of traffic problems that may 

occur during the construction of the project (excavation and soil removal, parking of construction 

vehicles)), as well as the effect of the completed project. Too many issues are left for further evaluation 

and resolution by DOT or Planning. 

Response to Comment No. 26-3 

Mitigation Measure XVI-10 requires the Project Applicant to submit a construction worksite traffic 

control plan to LADOT for review and approval prior to the start of any construction work. The submittal 

and review of this plan would ensure that construction traffic impacts are less than significant. Also, 

standard City conditions of approval require that project hauling occur typically from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 

p.m., or outside of peak traffic periods. 

Comment No. 26-4 

3. The community believes the scale of the project is not in proportion to the existing neighborhood. The 

building height is over 1 0' higher than any other structure, and is inconsistent with the spirit of the 

Westchester/Playa del Rey Plan, to wit: The Playa del Rey Commercial District should be developed as a 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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pedestrian friendly beach-oriented district servicing both visitors and the local neighborhood; and, The 
California Coastal Act objective, that development should be mostly small scale and compatible with the 
coastal beach environment of the area. 

Response to Comment No. 26-4 

Regarding the scale and compatibility ofthe Project, please see Master Response 5: Visual Character. 

Comment No. 26-5 

4. The MND does not address the public safety issues inherent in development in the Tsunami Zone. 
These include issues related to evacuation and the potential for flooding of the subterranean parking 
structure. 

Respon e to Comment No. 26-5 

The Project site's location in a tsunami zone is discussed on page 44 of the ISIMND and pages IV-73 and 
IV-74 of the supplemental Initial Study. The Project would be required to implement Mitigation Measure 
IX-120, which requires the Project to comply with the requirements of the Flood Hazard Management 
Specific Plan, Ordinance No. 172,081. It was determined that with implementation of Mitigation Measure 
IX-120, impacts related to the Project site's location in a tsunami zone would be less than significant. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 

Page 26-3 
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December 5, 2014 

City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 

ALAN B. KERSTEIN 
Chief of Police (ret) 
13214 Fiji Way, #K 

Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 

Comment Letter No. 27 KERSTEIN 

Attention: Kevin Jones, Grizelda Gonzalez, Lynda Smith and Darlene Navarrete 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: 138 Culver Boulevard, Playa Del Rey, CA 

TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220~CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB.,.SPR ... MEL 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I was asked to review the potential traffic impact of the proposed developed at 138 Culver Boulevard, 
Playa del Rey, CA. As a way of introduction, my name is Alan Kerstein, and I am a retired Commander 
with the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD). My last assignment was the second-in-command of 
Operations-West Bureau, and prior to that, I was the Commanding Officer, Pacific Area, the geographic 
police area in which this development is located. As a lieutenant, I was a watch commander for West 
Traffic Division, covering the four west side police Areas, including Pacific Area. I live in proximity to this 
location and frequently drive by this site. 

Pacific Area is the police station with primary responsibility for Playa Del Rey. Accordingly, I am familiar 
with the streets and traffic (automobile, bicycle, rollerblade, skateboard, and pedestrian) in Playa Del 
Rey, including the intersections of Culver Boulevard and Vista Del Mar, and the Esplanade and Culver 
Boulevard. I am also familiar, as a result of my background, with the conditions which make an 27-1 
intersection safe or unsafe and how those conditions contribute to accidents. I have worked as an 
expert witness in traffic safety and accident cases and regularly speak to community and civic 
organizations on traffic safety and enforcement of the California Vehicle Code. 

A unique factor at the Culver Boulevard/Vista Del Mar intersection area is the number of streets which 
come together to form turns which exceed 90 degrees. These types of intersections are uniquely prone 
to line-of-sight problems that contribute to accidents. 

I understand that there is currently proposed at 138 Culver Boulevard in Playa Del Rey a 56 foot tall 
building which will be built essentially lot line to lot line. I also understand that as part of the project the 
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City of Los Angeles 

Department of City Planning 

Page 2 

City has been asked to vacate 10 feet of Culver Boulevard alongside the project on the south side oj· 27-1 
Culver Boulevard. I have been shown the renderings and a plot plan for the building, dated May 2014. (Cont.) 

I have the following opinions· regarding traffic safety: 

1. The building will interfere with line-of-sight for persons heading North on Vista Del Mar and 
turning left (or west) onto Culver Boulevard. As a result, the building, as proposed, is potentially 
unsafe and will be likely to cause or contribute to accidents. 

2. Of particular concern are potential accidents involving those making the described left turn from 
Vista Del Mar onto Culver Boulevard and those turning left (or east) from Esplanade onto Culver 
Boulevard; the proposed building will block line-of-sight for those making both turns. This is 
exactly the situation which contributes to accidents and makes them more likely. 

3. Reducing the width of Culver Boulevard and allowing the building to be built further north will 
exacerbate the traffic safety risk and potentially promote accidents. 

4. I have been told there has been no professional line-of-sight study done to assess this risk. In 27-2 
my opinion, the City should not proceed to authorize a bUilding of this size, intluding a redlic:tion 
of the width Of Culver Boulevard, without a professional line-of-sight study which is provided for 
publiC review and critique. The decision makers are acting without standard information for a 
decision of this type. 

5. The City should requi're the building to be stepped back from the corner o.f Vista Del Mar and 
Culver Boulevard and retain the full width of Culver Boulevard to promote a better line-of-sight 
for drivers and to reduce the risk of traffic accidents, 

6. My concerns are enhanced by what I know about the area and the volume of recreational 
cyclists, rollerbladers, pedestrians, and skateboarders all using Culver Boulevard and the 
adjacent streets on warm weekends. A beach intersection with this type of unstructured use by 
those who are not protected by the body of an automobile is even more prone to a serious 
accident caused by the line-of-sight problems I am describing. 

7. Adding marked "exclusive use" bicycle lanes to this section of Culver Boulevard, instead o] 
narrowing the street to enable a larger building, would enhance traffic safety and prevent 
accidents. 

27-3 
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I apprech:~te yaur.cansld,erlng my profE!f>SiCinal opinion ~refully. 

Very truly yours, 

ALAN B. 'KERSTEIN 

Chl~fQf Police·{Ret) 

ec: Kathryn M, SChwertfeger 
Tricia Keane 
Fred Sutton 
Mil<e Boli)n 
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LETTER NO. 27 - KERSTEIN 

Alan B. Kerstein 
13214 Fiji Way, #K 
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 

Comment No. 27-1 

March 2015 

I was asked to review the potential traffic impact of the proposed developed at 138 Culver Boulevard, 
Playa del Rey, CA. As a way of introduction, my name is Alan Kerstein, and I am a retired Commander 
with the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD). My last assignment was the second-in-command of 
Operations-West Bureau, and prior to that, I was the Commanding Officer, Pacific Area, the geographic 
police area in which this development is located. As a lieutenant, I was a watch commander for West 
Traffic Division, covering the four west side police Areas, including Pacific Area. I live in proximity to 
this location and frequently drive by this site. 

Pacific Area is the police station with primary responsibility for Playa Del Rey. Accordingly, I am 
familiar with the streets and traffic (automobile, bicycle, rollerblade, skateboard, and pedestrian) in Playa 
Del Rey, including the intersections of Culver Boulevard and Vista Del Mar, and the Esplanade and 
Culver Boulevard. I am also familiar, as a result of my background, with the conditions which make an 
intersection safe or unsafe and how those conditions contribute to accidents. I have worked as an expert 
witness in traffic safety and accident cases and regularly speak to community and civic organizations on 
traffic safety and enforcement of the California Vehicle Code. 

A unique factor at the Culver Boulevard/Vista Del Mar intt:rseclion area is the number of streets which 
come together to form turns which exceed 90 degrees. These types of intersections are uniquely prone to 
line-of-sight problems that contribute to accidents. 

I understand that there is currently proposed at 138 Culver Boulevard in Playa Del Rey a 56 foot tall 
building which will be built essentially lot line to lot line. T also understand that as a part of the project 
the City has been asked to vacate 10 feet of Culver Boulevard alongside the project on the south side of 
Culver Boulevard. I have been shown the renderings and a plot plan for the building, dated May 2014. 

Re ponse to Comment No. 27-1 

The comment provides general introductory information and background experience. Responses to 
specific concerns raised in this Jetter are provided below with the corresponding comments. 

Note, however, that although the proposed building would be constructed nearly to the lot lines along 
Vista Del Mar, Culver Boulevard, and Pacific Avenue, the building would not extend to the corners of the 
lot lines at the intersections of Culver Boulevard/Vista Del Mar aud Pat:ific Avenue/Vista Del Mar. 
Further, the finished curbs for the streets surrounding the Project site would have width ranging from 5 
feet on Pacific A venue, to 10 feet on Culver Boulevard, to 12 feet on Vista Del Mar. The sidewalks would 
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extend significantly further at the three intersections surrounding the Project Site, from about 15 feet to 25 
feet, which would provide additional building clearance from the corners. 

Comment No. 27-2 

I have the following opinions regarding traffic safety: 

I. The building will interfere with line-of-sight for persons heading North on Vista Del Mar and turning 

left (or west) onto Culver Boulevard. As a result, the building, as proposed, is potentially unsafe and will 

be likely to cause or contribute to accidents. 

2. Of particular concern are potential accidents involving those making the described left turn from Vista 

Del Mar onto Culver Boulevard and those turning left (or east) from Esplanade onto Culver Boulevard; 

the proposed building will block line-of-sight for those making both turns. This is exactly the situation 

which contributes to accidents and makes them more likely. 

3. Reducing the width of Culver Boulevard and allowing the building to be built further north will 

exacerbate the traffic safety risk and potentially promote accidents. 

4. I have been told there has been no professional line-of-sight study done to assess this risk. In my 

opinion, the City should not proceed to authorize a building of this size, including a reduction of the 

width of Culver Boulevard, without a professional line-of-sight study which is provided for public review 

and critique. The decision makers are acting without standard information for a decision of this type. 

5. The City should require the building to be stepped back from the corner of Vista Del Mar and Culver 

Boulevard and retain the full width of Culver Boulevard to promote a better line-of-sight for drivers and 

to reduce the risk of traffic accidents. 

6. My concerns are enhanced by what I know about the area and the volume of recreational cyclists, 

rollerbladers, pedestrians, and skateboarders all using Culver Boulevard and the adjacent streets on warm 

weekends. A beach intersection with this type of unstructured use by those who are not protected by the 

body of an automobile is even more prone to a serious accident caused by the line-of-sight problems I am 

describing. 

Response to Comment No. 27-2 

The comment states, without evidence, that the Project would interfere with lines-of-sight for persons 

heading north on Vista Del Mar and turning west onto Culver Boulevard. As shown in the attached figure 

prepared by Hirsch Green Transportation Consulting, Inc., even after the proposed vacation of portions of 

the existing excess rights-of-way along the south side of Culver Boulevard (adjacent to the north side of 

the Project), it is important to note that the Project would still be set back from the street by 10 feet (for 

the required sidewalk) and from the Vista Del Mar/Culver Boulevard Intersection by about 25 feet. As a 

result, the Project building would not interfere with the line of sight for vehicles turning left from 

northbound Vista Del Mar onto westbound Culver Boulevard (even when they are sitting at the "limit 
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line" of the intersection waiting to turn), and these vehicles can see southbound vehicles exiting from 
Esplanade, and vice versa, without difficulty and with more than 200 feet of clearance. Further, as the 
northbound vehicles negotiate the left turn, full line of sight remains for both the turning vehicles and for 
those on Esplanade, and as such, no significant conflicts or potential safety issues would occur. 

Comment No. 27-3 

7. Adding marked "exclusive use" bicycle lanes to this section of Culver Boulevard, instead of narrowing 
the street to enable a larger building, would enhance traffic safety and prevent accidents. 

Response to Comment No. 27-3 

The comment provides the opinion that adding exclusive bicycle lanes to this section of Culver Boulevard 
would enhance traffic safety. The City of Los Angeles is currently considering modifications to Culver 
Boulevard in and around the Project area to add bicycle lanes and/or otherwise reconfigure Culver 
Boulevard, although no specific plans or timelines for any such installation have been identified by 
LADOT. Further, as stated in Response to Comment 4-6, LADOT and the Bureau of Engineering are 
required to consider the future need for the roadway in their determinations regarding the requested 
vacation. 

Further, as described in Response to Comment 27-2, no significant vehicle or pedestrian safety impact is 
anticipated as a result of the Project. As such, the opinion is acknowledged for the record and will be 
forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 
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Comment Letter No. 28 GREEN 

From: Jo-Ann Dean <signmat ion@aol.com> 
Date: Wed, Jan 28, 2015 at 12:56 PM 
Subject:: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TT0786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-3536-
MND, ENV-2012-3536-EAF, DIR-2012-3537-DB-SP 
To: kev in. jones@lacily.org 

Dear Mr. Jones, 

I am a resident who has been directly affected by the said property and the proposed 
plans do not support the community and will have severe impact on health and safety of 
all. 

Jo-Ann Dean 
signmation@aof. com 

January 26, 2015 

TO: Kevin Jones, kevin.jones@lacity.org 
Fred Sutton, fred.sutton@lacity.org 
Tricia Keane, tricia.keane@lacity.org 
Councilman Mike Bonin, mike.bonin@lacity.org 
Griselda Gonzalez, griselda.gonzalez@lacity.org 
Lynda Smith, lynda.smith@lacity.org 
JoJo Pewsawang, JoJo.Pewsawang@lacity.org 

Kathy Schwertfeger, kathy@saveplayadelrey.org 

RE: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TT70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-3536-MND, ENV-
2012-3536-EAF, DIR-2012-3537 -DB-SP 
Council# 11 
Plan area Westchester/Playa del Rey 
Zone [Q] c4-1VL 

Dear City of Los Angeles Planning Department: 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality
of-life issues, health, public safety and ecological concerns the development plan, as proposed, 
fails to adequately address. Additionally , there are several process issues between the 
applicant, the planning department and the community that need improvement for the 
permitting process to be fair and unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should not be permitted. 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale to all of . 
neighborhoods around it and should not be permitted. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit 
the pedestrian access and flow. With this anticipated high density plan, increases in the 

28-1 
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pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels due to lack of sidewalk space. Street
level visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the property, the building will impede 
safe traffic visibility. The visibility of a 56' high property will drastically reduce the visibility 
and views of all neighboring and nearby properties. The population density increase as 
anticipated will have drastic impacts to the affected neighborhood, produce severe traffic 
congestion and increase noise and air pollution. 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has 
severe consequences: 

28-2 
(Cont.) 

1. This dewatering plan can cause the suctioning of toxic chemicals from a neighboring 28-3 
property, underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the plan for the 
remediation of toxic chemicals that may leach from this dewatering? 

2. This area is already vulnerable to flooding since the area currently floods regularly when it] 
rains. What is the back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, or are overwhelmed by flooding as 28-4 
this can potentially trap people underwater? 

3. This pumping plan may disrupt water quality in nearby Bellona Creek and can destabilize a~ 
28-5 

fragile ecosystem. In what ways will this be prevented? 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices 
against the community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 
separate hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10, 2014 downtown at 
City Hall Los Angeles, CA. The 2nd hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on 
January 29, 2015 in West Los Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that 28-6 
the hearing remain open to allow submission of additional materials. 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to 
information that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have 
attempted to gain access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the 
information that the applicant apparently receives automatically. 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and 
was still unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with 
this in mind, that it is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming 28-7 
January 29, 2015 Coastal Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community to 
have an opportunity to review prior to the hearing. 

The community should be given fair and adequate time (i.e. mm1mum of 30 days up to 90 
days) to respond to any materials introduced by the applicant at the upcoming Coastal 
Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015 prior to the hearing being closed. 
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3. How are the directors of the December 10, 2014 planning meeting going to communicate and] 
coordinate information with the directors of the January 29, 2015 planning hearing? 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be yielded to the applicant in the form of a J 
street that transects the property. I feel that this takes valuable property away from the 
city and should not be permitted. 

28-8 

28-9 

Please do not grant permits for this project as it is proposed. ~ 28-10 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Best Regards, 

NAME & ADDRESS: Jo-Ann Dean, 329 Pershing Drive, Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Kevin D. Jones 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot ofproperty information at http://zimas.lacity.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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LETTER NO. 28- JO-ANN GREEN 

Jo-Ann Dean 

329 Pershing Drive 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 28-1 

March2015 

I am a resident who has been directly affected by the said property and the proposed plans do not support 

the community and will have severe impact on health and safety of all. 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality-of-life issues, 

health, public safety and ecological concerns the development plan, as proposed, fails to adequately 

address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the applicant, the planning department 
and the community that need improvement for the permitting process to be fair and unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should not be permitted. 

Response to Comm(mt No. 28-1 

Project impacts related to public safety are addressed on pages 48 and 49 of the MND and pages IV -106 

to IV-110 of the supplemental Initial Study. Project impacts related to biological resources are addressed 

on pages 31 and 32 of the MND and pages IV-7 to IV-26 of the supplemental Initial Study. In addition, 

impacts to the Ballona Wetlands from temporary, construction-related Project dewatering are addressed in 

Master Response I. Finally, see Responses to Comment Nos. 28-6 to 28-8 below regarding the permitting 

and hearing process for the Project. 

Comment No. 28-2 

In terms of the size ofthe project, it is completely out of scale to all of the neighborhoods around it and 

should not be permitted. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit the pedestrian access and flow. With 

this anticipated high density plan, increases in. the pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels 

due to lack of sidewalk space. Street-level visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the 

property, the building will impede safe traffic visibility. The visibility of a 56' high property will 

drastically reduce the visibility and views of all neighboring and nearby properties. The population 

density increase as anticipated will have drastic impacts to the affected neighborhood, produce severe 

traffic congestion and increase noise and air pollution. 

Resuouse to Comment No. 28-2 

Regarding the Project's scale, please see Master Response 5: Visual Character. 

Regarding traffic visibility, as discussed in Response to Comment No. 27-2, the Project would not have 

any significant impact on vehicle visibility. 
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Regarding views, please see Response to Comment No. 18-3 . 

Project impacts related to population increase are addressed on page 48 of the IS/MND and pages IV -102 
to IV -1 06 of the supplemental Initial Study. As discussed therein, the population growth associated with 
the Project is consistent with the projected growth for the Project area, and no significant impacts related 
to this issue would occur. The Project would develop significantly fewer units than are permitted by 
zoning. 

Project impacts related to noise are discussed on pages 45 through 48 ofthe MND and on pages IV-91 to 
IV-102 of the supplemental Initial Study. With implementation of Mitigation Measures XII-20, XII-40, 
XI-11-60, XII-170, and XII-230, the Project would not result in any significant impacts related to noise. 

Project impacts related to air quality are discussed on pages 27 through 30 of the MND and on pages IV-8 
to IV-17 of the supplemental Initial Study, and with implementation of Mitigation Measure III-10, the 
Project would not result in any significant impacts related to air quality. 

Traffic impacts of the Project are evaluated on pages 51 through 53 of the MND and on pages IV-116 to 
IV-148 of the supplemental Initial Study, which concluded that no significant impacts would occur. For 
further discussion of traffic impacts, please see Master Response 4: Traffic. 

Comment No. 28-3 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has severe 
consequences: 

1. This dewatering plan can cause the suctioning of toxic chemicals from a neighboring property, 
underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the plan for the remediation of toxic 
chemicals that may leach from this dewatering? 

Response to Comment No. 28-3 

Regarding dewatering, please see Master Response 1 : Dewatering. 

Comment No. 28-4 

2. This area is already vulnerable to flooding since the area currently floods regularly when it rains. What 
is the back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, or are overwhelmed by flooding as this can potentially 
trap people underwater? 

Response to Comment No. 28-4 

Regarding the issue of flooding, please see Master Response 7: Flooding and Stonnwater. 
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Comment No. 28-5 

3. This pumping plan may disrupt water quality in nearby Ballona Creek and can destabilize a fragile 

ecosystem. In what ways will this be prevented? 

Response to Comn1ent No. 28-5 

Regarding the potential effects of dewatering on the Ballona Wetlands, please see Master Response 1: 

Dewatering. 

Comment No. 28-6 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices against the 

community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 separate 

hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10, 2014 downtown at City Hall Los Angeles, 

CA. The 2"d hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015 in West Los 

Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that the hearing remain open to allow 

submission of additional materials. 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to information 

that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have attempted to gain 

access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the information that the applicant 

apparently receives automatically. 

Response to Comment No. 28-6 

The hearings were conducted according to standard City policy, with the exception that, as noted in the 

comment, two hearings instead of one were provided for the Project. The City disagrees that this 

prejudices the community; in fact, holding two hearings provided greater opportunities for public 

comment and consideration by City decision makers. 

Comment No. 28-7 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and was still 

unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with this in mind, that it 

is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming January 29, 2015 Coastal 

Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community to have an opportunity to review prior 

to the hearing. 

Response_ to Comment No. 28-7 

The Applicant did not introduce any new materials at the January 29, 2015, Coastal Development Permit 

hearing. 
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Comment No. 28-8 

3. How are the directors ofthe December 10, 2014 planning meeting going to communicate and 
coordinate information with the directors of the January 29, 2015 planning hearing? 

Response to Comment No. 28-8 

The City staff responsible for preparation of the determinations for the requested approvals will 
communicate and coordinate, as appropriate. The City anticipates issuing determination letters for the 
Parcel Map and the Density Bonus request simultaneously. The determination letter for the Coastal 
Development Permit may issue with those, or may be separately issued. 

Comment No. 28-9 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be yielded to the applicant in the form of a street that 
transects the property. I feel that this takes valuable property away from the city and should not be 
permitted. 

Response to Comment No. 28-9 

The plan evaluated by the City and in the MND is the plan proposed by the Applicant and therefore 
incorporates all aspects of the Project and evaluates the collective effects of the requested actions. As 
described in Response to Comment 4-6, at least some roadway area originated as private property and 
was dedicated to the City for public use, and the City is required to evaluate the future need for any 
vacated roadway or alley area. 

Comment No. 28-10 

Please do not grant permits for this project as it is proposed. 

Response to Comment No. 28-10 

This comment includes opinions about the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 
question regarding the sufficiency of the MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts of 
the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 
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Comment Letter No. 29 CONATY 

From: Lisa Conaty <lc592002@yahoo.com> 
Date: Wed, Jan 28, 2015 at 12:42 PM 
Subject: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TT70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-3536-
MND, ENV-2012-3536-EAF, DIR-2012-3537-DB-SP 
To: "kevin.jones@lacity.org" <kevin.jones@lacity.org>, "fi·ed.sutton@lacity.org" 
<fred.sutton@lacity.org>, "tricia.keane@lacity.org" <tricia.keane@lacity.org>, 
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "griselda.gonzalez@lacity.org" 
<griselda.gonzalez@lacity.om>, "lynda.smith@.lacity .org" <lynda.smith@lacity.org>, 
"JoJo.Pewsawang@lacity.org" <JoJo.Pewsawang@laci.ty.org>, "chankael@aol.com" 
<chankael@aol.com>, "michael@saveplayadelrey.org" <michael@saveplayadelrey.org> 

To all concerned: 

Although I don't live in the Jungle, I have family that does. I grew up coming in and enjoying this 
great little town all my adult life. I just live up the hill in Westchester, a neighboring community that 
truly believes Playa is one of the Best kept secrets around. I spend all my weekends there on the 
beach playing volleyball, visiting friends & family and socializing throughout Playa. I have friends 
that Live, Work & Play in the area and I would hate to see all that change! This Build is NOT a good 
idea for anyone in the area, it will keep people out for many reasons and that's Not what we want as 
a community. We want to share our funky little town and invite everyone to come and enjoy the 
restaurants, the beach and the festivities that this community provides. We work very hard to keep 
this community safe and sound and inviting! 

This is a plead,so Please, don't permit this monstrosity to go up and ruin what we have managed to 
keep going all these years. 

Please Consider all the damage this Build could cause!!! 

Please!!! 

Regards, 

Lisa Conaty 

Kevin D. Jones 
City ofLos Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot of property information at http://zimas.lacity.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
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this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 

29-1 
(Cont.)t 
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Kevin Jones, kevin. jones@lacity.org 

Fred Sutton, fred.sutton@lacity.org 

Comment Letter No. 29 CONATY (Cont.) 
TO: 

Tricia Keane, tricia.keane@lacity.org 

Councilman Mike Bonin, mike.bonin@lacity.org 

Griselda Gonzalez, qriselda.gonzalez@lacity.org 

Lynda Smith, lynda.smith@lacity.org 

JoJo Pewsawang, JoJo.Pewsawang@lacity.org 

Kathy Schwertfeger, chonkael@aol.com 
Michael Masterman-Smith, michael@saveplayadelrey.org 

SUBJECT: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TT70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-3536-MND, 
ENV-2012-3536-EAF, DIR-2012-3537-DB-SP 

Council# 11, Plan area Westchester/Playa del Rey 
Zone [Q] c4-1 VL 

Dear City of Los Angeles Planning Department: 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality
of-life, health, public safety and ecological concerns that the development plan, as proposed, 
fails to adequately address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the 
applicant, the planning department and the community that require some attention before the 
permitting process can be deemed fair and unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should be denied a permit to 
move forward. 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale and character with the 
existing neighborhood and should be denied. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit 
pedestrian access and flow in the commercial district on Culver Blvd ... With this anticipated 
high density plan, increases in the pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels due 

29-1 
(Cont.) 

to lack of sidewalk space. Street-level visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the 29-2 
property, the building will impede safe traffic visibility. The visibility of a 56' high property 
will drastically reduce the visibility and views of all neighboring and nearby properties. The 
population density increase as anticipated will have drastic impacts on the neighborhood, 
produce severe traffic congestion and increase noise and air pollution. 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has 
severe consequences: 

1. According to Legado's own Mitigated Negative Declaration, dewatering of the proposed site 29-3 
has the potential to move a known toxic plume on an adjacent property down the middle of 
Culver Blvd. to the proposed site, underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. 
What is the plan for the remediation for a toxic plume that may result from this dewatering? 

2. This dewatering plan may also disrupt water quality in the nearby Ballona Wetlands. In what~ 
29-4 ways will this be prevented? 
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3. This area, in a Tsunami evacuation route and a liquefaction zone, is already vulnerable to J , 
flooding and floods regularly when it rains. What is the back-up plan for pumps in case they 29_

5 
fail, or are overwhelmed by flooding as this can potentially trap people and vehicles 
underwater? 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices 
against the community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 
separate hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10, 2014 downtown at 
City Hall Los Angeles, CA. The 2nd hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on 
January 29, 2015 in West Los Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that 
the hearing remain open to allow submission of additional materials. How are the directors of 
the December 10, 2014 planning meeting going to communicate and coordinate information with 
the directors of the January 29, 2015 planning hearing? 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to 
information that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have 
attempted to gain access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the 
information that, we were told by the Planning Department, the applicant receives 
automatically. 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and 
was still unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with 
this in mind, that it is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming 
January 29, 2015 Coastal Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community 
having the opportunity to review these materials prior to the hearing. The community should 
be given fair and adequate time (i.e. minimum of 30 days up to 90 days) to respond to any 
materials introduced by the applicant at the upcoming Coastal Development Permit hearing on 
January 29, 2015, prior to the hearing being closed. 

Finally I the plan assumes city property will be given to the applicant in the form of a 
street that transects the property. They are also requesting 10 ft. of Culver Blvd. and 5 
ft. of Pacific Ave. 

29-6 

29-7 

Granting this will permanently remove at least 20 free public parking spaces currently used by 29-8 
the community and visitors to the beach. In an already parking challenged community, this 
diminishes current coastal access and would be inconsistent with the Coastal Act. 

Please deny this project I as it is proposed. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Best Regards, 

----Lisa M Conaty------
---7713 Hindry Avenue-----
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LETTER NO. 29- LISA CONATY 

Lisa Conaty 

7713 Hindry A venue 

Los Angeles, CA 90293 

Comment No. 29-1 

March 2015 

Although I don't live in the Jungle, I have family that does. I grew up coming in and enjoying this great 

little town all my adult life. I just live up the hill in Westchester, a neighboring community that truly 

believes Playa is one of the Best kept secrets around. I spend all my weekends there on the beach playing 

volleyball, visiting friends & family and socializing throughout Playa. I have friends that Live, Work & 

Play in the area and I would hate to see all that change! This Build is NOT a good idea for anyone in the 

area, it will keep people out for many reasons and that's Not what we want as a community. We want to 

share our funky little town and invite everyone to come and enjoy the restaurants, the beach and the 

festivities that this community provides. We work very hard to keep this community safe and sound and 

inviting! 

This is a plead,so Please, don't permit this monstrosity to go up and ruin what we have managed to keep 

going all these years. 

Please Consider all the damage this Build could cause!!! Please!!! 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality-of-life issues, 

health, public safety and ecological concerns the development plan, as proposed, fails to adequately 

address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the applicant, the planning department 

and the community that need improvement for the permitting process to be fair and unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should not be permitted. 

Response to Comment No. 29-1 

Project impacts related to public safety are addressed on pages 48 and 49 of the MND and pages IV-106 

to IV-110 ofthe supplemental Initial Study. Project impacts related to biological resources are addressed 

on pages 31 and 32 ofthe MND and pages IV-7 to IV-26 ofthe supplemental Initial Study. In addition, 

impacts to the Ballona Wetlands from temporary, construction-related Project dewatering are addressed in 

Master Response 1. Finally, see Responses to Comment Nos. 28-6 to 28-8 below regarding the permitting 

and hearing process for the Project. 

Comment No. 29-2 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale to all of the neighborhoods around it and 

should not be permitted. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit the pedestrian access and flow. With 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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this anticipated high density plan, increases in the pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels 
due to lack of sidewalk space. Street-level visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the 
property, the building will impede safe traffic visibility. The visibility of a 56' high property will 
drastically reduce the visibility and views of all neighboring and nearby properties. The population 
density increase as anticipated will have drastic impacts to the affected neighborhood, produce severe 
traffic congestion and increase noise and air pollution. 

Response to Comment No. 29-2 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-2. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-2. 

Comment No. 29-3 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has severe 
consequences: 

1. According to Legado's own Mitigated Negative Declaration, dewatering of the proposed site has 
the potential to move a known toxic plume on an adjacent property down the middle of Culver 
Blvd. to the proposed site, underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the 
plan for the remediation for a toxic plume that may result from this dewatering? 

Response to Comment No. 29-3 

Please see Master Response 1: Dewatering for a discussion of the potential effects of temporary, 
construction-related dewatering on the contaminant plume at the former Del Rey Cleaners site. 

Comment No. 29-4 

2. This dewatering plan may also disrupt water quality in the nearby Ballona Wetlands. In what ways will 
this be prevented? 

Response to Comment No. 29-4 

Please see Master Response 1: Dewatering, for a discussion of the potential effects of temporary, 
construction-related dewatering on the Ballona Wetlands. 

Comment No. 29-5 

3. This area, in a Tsunami evacuation route and a liquefaction zone, is already vulnerable to 
flooding and floods regularly when it rains. What is the back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, 
or are overwhelmed by flooding as this can potentially trap people and vehicles underwater? 

Respon e to Comment No. 29-5 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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The presence of the tsunami zone is acknowledged and discussed on page 44 of the MND and pages IV-

72 to IV-74 ofthe supplemental Initial Study, and as discussed therein, with implementation ofMitigation 

Measure IX-120, impacts would be less than significant. Regarding the issue of flooding, please see 

Master Response 7: Flooding and Stormwater. 

Comment No. 29-6 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices against the 

community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 separate 

hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10, 2014 downtown at City Hall Los Angeles, 

CA. The 2nd hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015 in West Los 

Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that the hearing remain open to allow 

submission of additional materials. How are the directors of the December 10, 2014 planning meeting 

going to communicate and coordinate information with the directors of the January 29, 2015 planning 

hearing? 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to information 

that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have attempted to gain 

access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the information that the applicant 

apparently receives automatically. 

Response to Comment No. 29-6 

As described in Responses to Comment Nos. 28-6 to 28-8, the hearings were conducted in accordance 

with City policies and procedures, and City staff responsible for preparing the determinations regarding 

the Project will coordinate, as appropriate. Regarding the information in the City files for the Project, 

materials relating directly to the Project, such as drawings, maps, and other application materials, are 

provided by the Applicant. Although City staff may provide some information, such as comment letters 

received, as a courtesy, the Applicant must still inspect the City files for information it needs, as with any 

member of the public. 

Comment No. 29-7 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and was still 

unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with this in mind, that it 

is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming January 29, 2015 Coastal 

Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community having the opportunity to review these 

materials prior to the hearing. The community should be given fair and adequate time (i.e. minimum of30 

days up to 90 days) to respond to any materials introduced by the applicant at the upcoming Coastal 

Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015, prior to the hearing being closed. 

Response to Comment No. 29-7 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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The Applicant, just as with any member of the public, may provide materials for inclusion in the public 
record, but has no obligation to do so. Materials provided by the Applicant for the City files are available 
to the public. 

Comment No. 29-8 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be given to the applicant in the form of a street that transects 
the property. They are also requesting 10ft. of Culver Blvd. and 5 ft. of Pacific Ave 

Granting this will permanently remove at least 20 free public parking spaces currently used by the 
community and visitors to the beach. In an already parking challenged community, this diminishes current 
coastal access and would be inconsistent with the Coastal Act. 

Response to Comment No. 29-8 

The plan evaluated by the City and in the MND is the plan proposed by the Applicant and therefore 
incorporates all aspects of the Project and evaluates the collective effects of the requested actions. As 
described in Response to Comment 4-6, at least some roadway area originated as private property and 
was dedicated to the City for public use, and the City is required to evaluate the future need for any 
vacated roadway or alley area. 

Comment No. 29-9 

Please deny this project, as it is proposed. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Response to Comment No. 29-9 

This comment includes opinions about the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concem or 
question regarding the sufficiency of the ISIMND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 
of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 30 MANN 

From: <nukirose@aol.com> 
Date: Wed, Jan 28,2015 at 11:17 AM 
Subject: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TT70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-3536-
MND, ENV-2012-3536-EAF, DIR-2012-3537-DB-SP Council# 11 Plan area Westchester/Playa 
del Rey Zone [Q] c4-1 VL 
To: kevin.jones@lacity.org, fred.sutton@ lacity.org, tricia.keane@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@ lacitv.org, griselda.gonzalez@lacity.org, lynda.smith@Jacity.org, 
JoJo.Pewsawang@ lacity.org, kathy@saveplayadelrey.org 

Dear City of Los Angeles Planning Department: 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. I have live in Playa Del Rey for 8 years and 
have watched it start to evolve. Change is obviously inevitable and some of the changes are great! However, 
there are significant quality-of-life issues, health, public safety and ecological concerns the development plan, 
as proposed, fails to adequately address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the applicant, 
the planning department and the community that need improvement for the permitting process to be fair and 
unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should not be permitted. 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale to all of the neighborhoods around it and 
should not be permitted. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit the pedestrian access and flow. With this 
anticipated high density plan, increases in the pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels due to 
lack of sidewalk space. Street-level visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the property, the 
building will impede safe traffic visibility. The visibility of a 561 high property will drastically reduce the 
visibility and views of all neighboring and nearby properties. The population density increase as anticipated 
will have drastic impacts to the affected neighborhood, produce severe traffic congestion and increase noise 
and air pollution. 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has severe 
consequences: 

I. This dewatering plan can cause the suctioning of toxic chemicals from a neighboring property, underneath 
additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the plan for the remediation of toxic chemicals that 
may leach from this dewatering? 

30-1 

30-2 

30-3 

2. This area is already vulnerable to flooding since the area currently floods regularly when it rains. What is the] 
back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, or are overwhelmed by flooding as this can potentially trap people 30-4 
underwater? 

3. This pumping plan may disrupt water quality in nearby Ballona Creek and can destabilize a fragile~ 30-5 
ecosystem. In what ways will this be prevented? __j 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices against the 
community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Headng into 2 separate hearings. 
The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10, 2014 downtown at City HaJJ Los Angeles, CA. The 2"d 
hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015 in West Los Angeles. In the interim 
the applicant attorney(s) requested that the hearing remain open to allow submission of additional materials. 30-6 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to information that the 
applicant has over the community. When members of the community have attempted to gain access to 
planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the information that the applicant apparently 
receives automatically. 
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2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and was still 
unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 1 0, 2014 meeting. It is, with this in mind, that it is 
believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming January 29, 2015 Coastal Development 
Permit hearing without the benefit of the community to have an opportunity to review prior to the hearing. 

The community should be given fair and adequate time (i.e. minimum of 30 days up to 90 days) to respond to 
any materials introduced by the applicant at the upcoming Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 
2015 prior to the hearing being closed. 

3. How are the directors ofthe December 10, 2014 planning meeting going to communicate and coordinate 
information with the directors of the January 29, 2015 planning hearing? 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be yielded to the applicant in the form of a street that 
transects the property. I feel that this takes valuable property away from the city and should not be permitted. 

Please do not grant permits for this project as it is proposed. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Best Regards, 

Rosangela Mann 
6656 Vista Del Mar Apt. C 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Kevin D. Jones 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot of property information at http://zimas.lacity.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately hy e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 

]30-7 

=.J 30-8 

~30-9 
~ 30-10 
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LETTER NO. 30- ROSANGELA MANN 

Rosangela Mann 

6656 Vista Del Mar Apt. C 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 30-1 

March2015 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality-of-life issues, 

health, public safety and ecological concerns the development plan, as proposed, fails to adequately 

address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the applicant, the planning department 

and the community that need improvement for the permitting process to be fair and unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should not be permitted. 

Respon e to Comment No. 30- L 

Project impacts related to public safety are addressed on pages 48 and 49 ofthe MND and pages IV-106 

to IV-110 ofthe supplemental Initial Study. Project impacts related to biological resources are addressed 

on pages 31 and 32 of the MND and pages IV -7 to IV -26 of the supplemental Initial Study. In addition, 

impacts to the Ballona Wetlands from temporary, construction-related Project dewatering are addressed in 

Master Response I. Finally, see Responses to Comment Nos. 28-6 to 28-8 below regarding the permitting 

and hearing process for the Project. 

Comment No. 30-2 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale to all ofthe neighborhoods around it and 

should not be permitted. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit the pedestrian access and flow. With 

this anticipated high density plan, increases in the pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels 

due to lack of sidewalk space. Street-level visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the 

property, the building will impede safe traffic visibility. The visibility of a 56' high property will 

drastically reduce the visibility and views of all neighboring and nearby properties. The population 

density increase as anticipated will have drastic impacts to the affected neighborhood, produce severe 

traffic congestion and increase noise and air pollution. 

Response to Comment No. 30-2 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-2. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-2. 

Comment No. 30-3 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has severe 

consequences: 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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I. This dewatering plan can cause the suctioning of toxic chemicals from a neighboring property, 

underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the plan for the remediation of toxic 

chemicals that may leach from this dewatering? 

Response to Comment No. 30-3 

The comment is the same as Comment No. 28-3. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-3. 

Comment No. 30-4 

2. This area is already vulnerable to flooding since the area currently floods regularly when it rains. What 

is the back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, or are overwhelmed by flooding as this can potentially 

trap people underwater? 

Response to Comment No. 30-4 

The comment is the same as Comment No. 28-4. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-4. 

Comment No. 30-5 

3. This pumping plan may disrupt water quality in nearby Ballona Creek and can destabilize a fragile 

ecosystem. In what ways will this be prevented? 

Response to Comment No. 30-5 

The comment is the same as Comment No. 28-5. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-5. 

Comment No. 30-6 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices against the 

community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 separate 

hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10, 2014 downtown at City Hall Los Angeles, 

CA. The 2nd hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015 in West Los 

Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that the hearing remain open to allow 

submission of additional materials. 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to information 

that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have attempted to gain 

access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the information that the applicant 

apparently receives automatically. 

Response to Comment No. 30-6 

The comment is the same as Comment No. 28-6. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-6. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 30-7 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and was still 

unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with this in mind, that it 

is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming January 29, 2015 Coastal 

Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community to have an opportunity to review prior 

to the hearing. 

Response to Comment No. 30-7 

The comment is the same as Comment No. 28-7. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-7. 

Comment No. 30-8 

3. How are the directors ofthe December 10, 2014 planning meeting going to communicate and 

coordinate information with the directors of the January 29,2015 planning hearing? 

Re ponse to Comment No. 30-8 

The comment is the same as Comment No. 28-8. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-8. 

Comment No. 30-9 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be yielded to the applicant in the form of a street that 

transects the property. I feel that this takes valuable property away from the city and should not be 

permitted. 

Response to Comment No. 30-9 

The comment is the same as Comment No. 28-9. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-9. 

Comment No. 30-10 

Please do not grant permits for this project as it is proposed. 

Respon e to Comment No. 30-10 

This comment includes opinions of the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 

question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 

of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 

record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 31 HUFF 

From: <Cigardenia@aol.com> 
Date: Wed, Jan 28, 2015 at 1 0:4R AM 
Subject: RE: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TT70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-
3536-MND, 
To: kevin.jones@lat.: ily.org 
Cc: fred .sutton@lacity.org, tricia.keane@lacity .org, mike.bonin@lacity.org, 
griselda.gonza lez@lacity.org, Jynda.smith@lacity.org, JoJo.Pewsawang@lacity.org, 
chankael@ao l.com 

Transmitted at Agnes Huffs request via Next Door to the Planning Commission by Julie Ross 

Agnes Huff from Playa Del Rey Northeast 18h ago 

I can't attend the meeting but you can use the following statement: 

To the Planning Commissioners: 

I am a Playa del Rey resident for almost 20 years and value the small town environment here. 
My family and I are overwhelmingly opposed to the proposed development that is completely 
out of character with our beachside neighborhood. The proposed plan creates unsustainable 31 _1 
congestion, noise, interference with our fragile ecosystem and affects every homeowner's 
lifetime investment and quality of life. The developers need to find an alternate more suitable 
location. 

Agnes Huff 

Billowvista Drive, 

PDR, CA 90293 

310-641-2525 

Kevin D. Jones 
City ofLos Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
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You can find a lot of property information at http://zimas.lacity.orgL-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City ofLos Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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LETTER NO. 31- AGNES HUFF 

Agnes Huff 

Billowvista Drive 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 31-1 

March 2015 

I am a Play del Rey resident for almost 20 years and value the small town environment here. My family 
and I are overwhelmingly opposed to the proposed development that is completely out of character with 
our beachside neighborhood. The proposed plan creates unsustainable congestion, noise, interference 
with our fragile eco system and affects every homeowner' s lifetime investment and quality of life. The 
developers need to find an alternate more suitable location. 

Resr>onse to Comment No. 31-1 

Regarding visual character, please see Master Response 5: Visual Character. 

Regarding traffic congestion, please see Master Response 4: Traffic. 

Project impacts related to noise are discussed on pages 45 through 48 of the MND and on pages IV-91 
through IV -102 of the supplemental Initial Study. With implementation of Mitigation Measures XII-20, 
XII-40, XI-II-60, XII-170, and XII-230, the Project would not result in any significant impacts related to 
noise. 

Project impacts related to biological resources are discussed on pages 31 and 32 of the IS/MND, as well 
as pages IV-17 through IV-26 of the supplemental Initial Study. The analysis incorporates findings from 
the Biological Resources Assessment, prepared by Cooper Ecological Monitoring, which was included as 
Apptmdix B to the supplemental Initial Study. As discussed therein, the Project would not result in any 
impacts related to biological resources. Additionally, Master Response 1: Dewatering, provides 
additional discussion of the potential effects oftemporary, construction-related dewatering on the Ballona 
Wetlands and on local hydrology. 

The remainder of the comment provides opinions about the Project, which are acknowledged for the 
record, and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 32 BROWN 

From: Nancy Brown <NBrown@btlawla.com> 
Date: Wed, Jan 28, 2015 at 10:16 AM 
Subject: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TT70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-3536-
MND, ENV-2012-3536-EAF, DIR-2012-3537-DB-SP 
To: "kevin.jones@lacity.org" <kevin.jones@lacitv.org>, "fred.sutton@lacitv.org" 
<fred .sutton@laci ty .org>, "tricia. keane@lac ity .org" <tricia. keane@lacity .org>, 
"mike .bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "griselda.gonzalez@laci ty.org" 
<griselda.gonzalez@lacity.org>, "Lynda Smith," <lynda.smith@lacity.org>, 
"JoJo.Pewsawang@lacity.org" <JoJo.Pewsawang@lacity .org>, "chankael@aol.com" 
<chankael@aol.com>, "michael@saveplay adelrey.org" <michael@saveplayadelrey.org> 

Dear Planning Department, 

I signed my name to the attached letter and agree with its contents. In particular, I note three 
issues: 

The danger of spreading a toxic plume into the Ballona wetlands, Ballona Creek, and the 
ocean where we live is too great a burden to place on the residents of Playa del Rey to 
accommodate this project. 

2 The underground parking of my condominium complex flooded from the rains just a few 
weeks ago, causing severe damage to the property of the 36 homeowners (and some residents), 
that live here. Several homeowners in my complex called the City many weeks before the rain, 
complaining that a minor rain already showed that the sewers were backed up. In response, the 
City did nothing! Instead, it allowed the severe damage to occur. If the City does not have the 
funds for basic sewer maintenance for our part of the City as it stands now, it certainly does not 
have the funds for the infrastructure (including additional sewer maintenance) for this additional 
huge project. 

32-1 

32-2 

3 The City failed to put up a sand berm this year to protect our property. Again, if the City] 
does not have the funds for such basic protection, why is it exposing us to new dangers. 32-3 

4 The project will be an eyesore as it does not comport with the look and feel of Playa del 1
32

_
4 

Rey. __j 
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Very truly yours, 

Nancy J.W. Brown 

Barbanel & Treuer, P.C. 

1925 Century Park East 

Suite 350 

Los Angeles, CA 90067 

Phone: 131 Ol 282-8088 

Fax: Q_10)2B2-8779 

bt Barbanel & Treuer, P.C. 
A~lofl.lll' 

Kevin D. Jones 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 900 12 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 

Comment Letter No. 32 BROWN (Cont.) 

You can find a lot of property information at http://zima .lac ity.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City ofLos Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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TO: Kevin Jones, kevin. jones@lacity.org 

Fred Sutton, fred.sutton@lacity.org 

Comment Letter No. 32 BROWN (Cont.) 

Tricia Keane, tricia.keane@lacity.org 
Councilman Mike Bonin, mike.bonin@lacity.org 

Griselda Gonzalez, griselda.gonzalez@lacity.org 

Lynda Smith, lynda.smith@lacitv.org 

JoJo Pewsawang, JoJo.Pewsawang@lacity.org 
Kathy Schwertfeger, chankael@aol.com 

Michael Masterman-Smith, michael@saveplayadelrey.org 

SUBJECT: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TT70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-3536-MND, 
ENV-2012-3536-EAF, DIR-2012-3537-DB-SP 

Council# 11, Plan area Westchester/Playa del Rey 
Zone [Q] c4-1 VL 

Dear City of Los Angeles Planning Department: 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality
of-life, health, public safety and ecological concerns that the development plan, as proposed, 
fails to adequately address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the 
applicant, the planning department and the community that require some attention before the 
permitting process can be deemed fair and unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should be denied a permit to 
move forward. 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale and character with the 
existing neighborhood and should be denied. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit 
pedestrian access and flow in the commercial district on Culver Blvd ... With this anticipated 
high density plan, increases in the pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels due 

32-5 

to lack of sidewalk space. Street-level visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the 32-6 
property, the building will impede safe traffic visibility. The visibility of a 56' high property 
will drastically reduce the visibility and views of all neighboring and nearby properties. The 
population density increase as anticipated will have drastic impacts on the neighborhood, 
produce severe traffic congestion and increase noise and air pollution. 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has 
severe consequences: 

1. According to Legado's own Mitigated Negative Declaration, dewatering of the proposed site 32-7 
has the potential to move a known toxic plume on an adjacent property down the middle of 
Culver Blvd. to the proposed site, underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. 
What is the plan for the remediation for a toxic plume that may result from this dewatering? 

2. This dewatering plan may also disrupt water quality in the nearby Ballona Wetlands. In what! 
32

_
8 

ways will this be prevented? __j 
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flooding and floods regularly when it rains. What is the back-up plan for pumps in case they 
32

_
9 

3. This area, in a Tsunami evacuation route and a liquefaction zone, is already vulnerable to] 

fail, or are overwhelmed by flooding as this can potentially trap people and vehicles 
underwater? 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices 
against the community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 
separate hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10, 2014 downtown at 
City Hall Los Angeles, CA. The 2nd hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on 
January 29, 2015 in West Los Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that 
the hearing remain open to allow submission of additional materials. How are the directors of 
the December 10, 2014 planning meeting going to communicate and coordinate information with 
the directors of the January 29, 2015 planning hearing? 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to 
information that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have 
attempted to gain access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the 
information that, we were told by the Planning Department, the applicant receives 
automatically. 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and 
was still unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with 
this in mind, that it is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming 
January 29, 2015 Coastal Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community 
having the opportunity to review these materials prior to the hearing. The community should 
be given fair and adequate time (i.e. minimum of 30 days up to 90 days) to respond to any 
materials introduced by the applicant at the upcoming Coastal Development Permit hearing on 
January 29, 2015, prior to the hearing being closed. 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be given to the applicant in the form of a 
street that transects the property. They are also requesting 10 ft. of Culver Blvd. and 5 
ft. of Pacific Ave. 
Granting this will permanently remove at least 20 free public parking spaces currently used by 
the community and visitors to the beach. In an already parking challenged community, this 
diminishes current coastal access and would be inconsistent with the Coastal Act. 

Please deny this project, as it is proposed. Thank you for your time and consideration . 

Best Regards, 

Nancy Brown 
7301 Vista del Mar B104 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

32-10 

32-11 

32-12 

~ 32-13 
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LETTER NO. 32- NANCY BROWN 

Nancy Brown 

Barbanel & Treuer, P.C. 

1925 Century Park East, Suite 350 

Los Angeles, CA 90067 

Comment No. 32-1 

March2015 

I signed my name to the attached letter and agree with its contents. In particular, I note three issues: 

1. The danger of spreading a toxic plume into the Ballona wetlands, Ballona Creek, and the ocean

where we live is too great a burden to place on the residents of Playa del Rey to accommodate

this project.

Response to Comment No. 32-1 

Regarding the plume, please see Master �esponse 1: Dewatering for additional discussion of the potential 

effects of temporary, construction-related dewatering on the Ballona Wetlands and contaminant plume at 

the for Del Rey Cleaners site. 

Comment No. 32-2 

2. The underground parking of my condominium complex flooded from the rains just a ·few weeks

ago, causing severe damage to the property of 36 homeowners (and some residents), that live

here. Several homeowners in my complex called the City many weeks before the rain,

complaining that a minor rain already showed that the sewers were backed up. In response, the

City did nothing! Instead, it allowed the severe damage to occur. If the City does not have the

funds for basic sewer maintenance for our part of the City as it stands now, it certainly does not

have the funds for the infrastructure (including additional sewer maintenance) for this additional

huge project.

Response to Comment No. 32-2 

Regarding flooding, please see Master Response 7: Stormwater and Flooding, for a discussion of the 

potential etfocts of the Project on stormwater tlows. 

Comment No. 32-3 

3. The City failed to put up a sand berm this year to protect our property. Again, if the city does not

have the funds for such basic protection, why is it exposing us to new dangers.

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 32-3 

This comment discusses sand berms on properties other than the Project site, but the comment does not 
state a specific concern or question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing 
the environmental impacts of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the 
comment is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their 
review and consideration. In addition, please see Master Response 7: Stormwater and Flooding for a 
discussion of the potential effects of the Project on stormwater flows. 

Comment No. 32-4 

4. The project will be an eyesore as it does not comport with the look and feel of Playa del Rey. 

Response to Comment No. 32-4 

The potential impacts of the project related to aesthetics and visual resources were discussed on pages 24 
to 27 of the MND and pages IV-1 to IV-6 of the supplemental Initial Study and concluded that no 
significant impacts would occur. For additional discussion of this issue, please see Master Response 5: 
Visual Character. 

Comment No. 32-5 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality-of-life issues, 
health, public safety and ecological concerns the development plan, as proposed, fails to adequately 
address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the applicant, the planning department 
and the community that need improvement for the permitting process to be fair and unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should be denied a permit to move 
forward. 

Response to Comment No. 32-5 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-1. Therefore, please refer to the Response to Comment 
No. 28-1. 

Comment No. 32-6 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale to all of the neighborhoods around it and 
should not be permitted. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit the pedestrian access and flow. With 
this anticipated high density plan, increases in the pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels 
due to Jack of sidewalk space. Street-level visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the 
property, the building will impede safe traffic visibility. The visibility of a 56' high property will 
drastically reduce the visibility and views of all neighboring and nearby properties. The population 
density increase as anticipated will have drastic impacts to the affected neighborhood, produce severe 
traffic congestion and increase noise and air pollution. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Res ponse to Comment No. 32-6 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-2. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-2. 

Comment No. 32-7 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has severe 

consequences: 

1. According to Legado's own Mitigated Negative Declaration, dewatering of the proposed site has the 

potential to move a known toxic plume on an adjacent property down the middle of Culver Blvd. to the 

proposed site, underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the plan for the 

remediation for a toxic plume that may result from this dewatering? 

Res·ponse to Commen t No. 32-7 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-3. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-3. 

Comment No. 32-8 

2. This dewatering plan may also disrupt water quality in the nearby Ballona Wetlands. In what ways will 

this be prevented? 

Response to Comment No. 32-8 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-4. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-4. 

Comment No. 32-9 

3. This area, in a Tsunami evacuation route and a liquefaction zone, is already vulnerable to flooding and 

floods regularly when it rains. What is the back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, or are overwhelmed 

by flooding as this can potentially trap people and vehicles underwater? 

Response to Comment No. 32-9 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-5. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-5 . 

Comment No. 32-10 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices against the 

community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 separate 

hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10,2014 downtown at City Hall Los Angeles, 

CA. The 2nd hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015 in West Los 

Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that the hearing remain open to allow 
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submission of additional materials. How are the directors of the December 1 0, 2014 planning meeting 
going to communicate and coordinate information with the directors of the January 29, 2015 planning 
hearing? 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to information 
that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have attempted to gain 
access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the information that the applicant 
apparently receives automatically. 

Response to Comment No. 32-10 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-6. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-6. 

Comment No. 32-11 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and was still 
unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with this in mind, that it 
is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming January 29, 2015 Coastal 
Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community having the opportunity to review these 

materials prior to the hearing. The community should be given fair and adequate time (i.e. minimum of 30 
days up to 90 days) to respond to any materials introduced by the applicant at the upcoming Coastal 
Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015, prior to the hearing being closed 

Response to Comment No. 32-11 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-7. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-7. 

Comment No. 32-12 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be given to the applicant in the form of a street that 
transects the property. They arc also requesting 10ft. of Culver Blvd. and 5 ft. of Pacific Ave. 

Granting this will permanently remove at least 20 free public parking spaces currently used by the 

community and visitors to the beach. In an already parking challenged community, this diminishes current 
coastal access and would be inconsistent with the Coastal Act. 

Response to Comment No. 32-12 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-8. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-8. 

Comment No. 32-13 

Please do not grant permits for this project as it is proposed. 

Response to Comment No. 32-13 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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This comment includes opinions about the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 

question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 

of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 

record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 33 EMBREY 

From: Sally Embrey <saJiy. r.embrey@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Jan 29, 2015 at 12:51 PM 
Subject: Please deny the Legado development proposal in Playa del Rey 
To: kevin.jones@lacity.org, fred .sutton@lacity.org, tricia. keane@laci tv .org, 
mike. bonin@lacity.org, griselda.gonzalez@lacity .org, lynda.smith@ lacity.org, 
J oJ o.Pewsawang@Jaci ty .org, chankael @ao l.com, m ichae l@sa vep Ia yadelrey .org 

SUBJECT: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TT70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-3536-MND, ENV-2012-
3536-EAF, DIR-2012-3537-DB-SP 

Council# 11, Plan area Westchester/Playa del Rcy Zone [Q] c4-1VL 

Dear City of Los Angeles Planning Department: 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality-of-life, health, 
public safety and ecological concerns that the development plan, as proposed, fails to adequately 
address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the applicant, the planning department and the 
community that require some attention before the permitting process can be deemed fair and unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should be denied a permit to move forward. 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale and character with the existing 
neighborhood and should be denied. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit pedestrian access and flow in the 
commercial district on Culver Blvd ... With this anticipated high density plan, increases in the pedestrian 
population could be brought to unsafe levels due to lack of sidewalk space. Street-level visibility will be 
reduced and with the geography of the property, the building will impede safe traffic visibility. The visibility 
of a 561 high property will drastically reduce the visibility and views of all neighboring and nearby 
properties. The population density increase as anticipated will have drastic impacts on the neighborhood, 
produce severe traffic congestion and increase noise and air pollution. 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has severe 
consequences: 

33-1 

33-2 

1. According to Legado1s own Mitigated Negative Declaration, dewatering of the proposed site has the 33-3 
potential to move a known toxic plume on an adjacent property down the middle of Culver Blvd. to the 
proposed site, underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the plan for the remediation 
for a toxic plume that may result from this dewatering? 

2. This dewatering plan may also disrupt water quality in the nearby Ballona Wetlands. In what ways will thi~ 33_4 be prevented? ___j 

3. This area, in a Tsunami evacuation route and a liquefaction zone, is already vulnerable to flooding anCJ 
floods regularly when it rains. What is the back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, or are overwhelmed by 33-5 
flooding as this can potentially trap people and vehicles underwater? 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices against the 
community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 separate hearings. 
The first was the Tract Map heru·ing on December 1 0 201 4 downtown at City Hall Los Angeles, CA. The 2 nd 33-6 
hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015 in West Los Angeles. In the interim 
the applicant attorney(s) requested that the hearing remain open to allow submission of additional 
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materials. How are the directors of the December 10, 2014 planning meeting going to communicate and 
coordinate information with the directors of the January 29, 2015 planning hearing? 

I. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to information that the 
applicant has over the community. When members of the community have attempted to gain access to 
planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the information that, we were told by the Planning 
Department, the applicant receives automatically. 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and was still 
unprepared·or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with this in mind, that it is 
believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming January 29, 2015 Coastal Development 
Permit hearing without the benefit of the community having the opportunity to review these materials prior to 
the hearing. The community should be given fair and adequate time (i.e. minimum of 30 days up to 90 
days) to respond to any materials introduced by the applicant at the upcoming Coastal Development Permit 
hearing on January 29, 2015, prior to the hearing being closed. 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be given to the applicant in the form of a street that 
transects the property. They are also requesting 10ft. of Culver Blvd. and 5 ft. of Pacific Ave. 

Granting this will permanently remove at least 20 free public parking spaces currently used by the community 
and visitors to the beach. In an already parking challenged community, this diminishes current coastal access 
and would be inconsistent with the Coastal Act. 

33-6 
(Cont.) 

33-7 

33-8 

Please deny this project, as it is proposed. Thank you for your time and consideration. ~ 33-9 

Best Regards, 

Sally Embrey, 420 Redlands Street, Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Kevin D. Jones 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot ofproperty information at http://zimas.lacity.orgl-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. Ifyou have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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City of Los Angeles 

LETTER NO. 33- SALLY EMBREY 

Sally Embrey 

420 Redlands Street 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 33-1 

March2015 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality-of-life, 
health, public safety and ecological concerns that the development plan, as proposed, fails to adequately 
address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the applicant, the planning department 
and the community that require some attention before the permitting process can be deemed fair and 
unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should be denied a permit to move 
forward. 

Response to Comment No. 33-J 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-1. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-1 . 

Comment No. 33-2 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out ot' scale and character with the existing 
neighborhood and should be denied. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit pedestrian access and flow 
in the commercial district on Culver Blvd .. With this anticipated high density plan, increases in the 
pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels due to lack of sidewalk space. Street-level 
visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the property, the building will impede safe traffic 
visibility. The visibility of a 56' high prope1ty will drastically reduce the visibility and views of all 
neighboring and nearby properties. The population density increase as anticipated will have drastic 
impacts on the neighborhood, produce severe traffic congestion and increase noise and air pollution. 

Response to Comment No. 33-2 

See Response to Comment No. 28-2. 

Comment No. 33-3 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has severe 
consequences: 

1. According to Legado's own Mitigated Negative Declaration, dewatering of the proposed site has the 
potential to move a known toxic plume on an adjacent property down the middle of Culver Blvd. to the 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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proposed site, underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the plan for the 

remediation for a toxic plume that may result from this dewatering? 

Response to Comment No. 33-3 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-3. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-3. 

Comment No. 33-4 

2. This dewatering plan may also disrupt water quality in the nearby Ballona Wetlands. In what ways will 

this be prevented? 

Response to Comment No. 33-4 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-4. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-4. 

Comment No. 33-5 

3. This area, in a Tsunami evacuation route and a liquefaction zone, is already vulnerable to flooding and 

floods regularly when it rains. What is the back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, or are overwhelmed 

by flooding as this can potentially trap people and vehicles underwater? 

Response to Comment No. 33-5 

This comment is the same as Comment 29-5. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-5. 

Comment No. 33-6 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices against the 

community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 separate 

hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10, 2014 downtown at City Hall Los Angeles, 

CA. The 2"d hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015 in West Los 

Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that the hearing remain open to allow 

submission of additional materials. How are the directors of the December 10, 2014 planning meeting 

going to communicate and coordinate information with the directors of the January 29, 2015 planning 

hearing? 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to information 

that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have attempted to gain 

access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the information that, we were told by 

the Planning Department, the applicant receives automatically. 

Response to Comment No. 33-6 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-6. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-6. 

Comment No. 33-7 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and was still 
unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with this in mind, that it 
is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming January 29, 2015 Coastal 
Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community having the opportunity to review these 
materials prior to the hearing. The community should be given fair and adequate time (i.e. minimum of 
30 days up to 90 days) to respond to any materials introduced by the applicant at the upcoming Coastal 
Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015, prior to the hearing being closed. 

Response to Comment No. 33-7 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-7. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-7. 

Comment No. 33-8 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be given to the applicant in the form of a street that 
transects the property. They are also requesting 10ft. of Culver Blvd. and 5 ft. of Pacific Ave. 

Granting this will permanently remove at least 20 free public parking spaces currently used by the 
community and visitors to the beach. In an already parking challenged community, this diminishes 
current coastal access and would be inconsistent with the Coastal Act. 

Re ponse to Comment No. 33-8 

This comment is the same as Comment 29-8. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-8. 

Comment No. 33-9 

Please deny this project, as it is proposed. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Response to Comment No. 33-9 

This comment includes opinions about the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 
question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifYing and analyzing the environmental impacts 
of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 
record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 
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From: Suzanne Sudman <suzanne.sudman@gmai l.com> 
Date: Wed, Jan 28, 2015 at 10:11 PM 
Subject: Case TT70786 

Comment Letter No. 34 SUDMAN 

To: kevin .jones@lacity.org, fred.s utton@Jacity.org, tr icia.keane@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, griselda.gonzalez@Jacity.org, lvnda.sm ith.@lacitv.org, 
J oJ o .Pews a wang@lacity .org, katb y@savep layadel rey .org 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases due to several reasons. Attached 
is my letter in support of the stopping permits for this proposed project. 

Thank you, 

Suzanne Sudman 

Local Neighbor 

7031 Trolleyway, PDR 

Kevin D. Jones 
City ofLos Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot ofproperty information at http://zimas.laci ty.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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Comment Letter No. 34 SUDMAN (Cont.) 

January 26, 2015 

TO: Kevin Jones, Fred Sutton, Tricia Keane, Councilman Mike Bonin, 

Griselda Gonzalez, Lynda Smith, JoJo Pewsawang,Kathy Schwertfeger 

RE: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TT707B6, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-3536-MND, ENV-
2012-3536-EAF, DIR-2012-3537-DB-SP 
Council# 11 
Plan area Westchester/Playa del Rey 
Zone [Q] c4-1VL 

Dear City of Los Angeles Planning Department: 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality
of-life issues, health, public safety and ecological concerns the development plan, as proposed, 
fails to adequately address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the 
applicant, the planning department and the community that need improvement for the 34-1 
permitting process to be fair and unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should not be permitted. 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale to all of the neighborhoods 
around it and should not be permitted. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit the pedestrian 
access and flow. With this anticipated high density plan, increases in the pedestrian population 
could be brought to unsafe levels due to lack of sidewalk space. Street-level visibility will be 
reduced and with the geography of the property, the building will impede safe traffic visibility. 34-2 
The visibility of a 56' high property will drastically reduce the visibility and views of all 
neighboring and nearby properties. The population density increase as anticipated will have 
drastic impacts to the affected neighborhood, produce severe traffic congestion and increase 
noise and air pollution. 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has 
severe consequences: 

1. This dewatering plan can cause the suctioning of toxic chemicals from a neighboring 
property, underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the plan for the 
remediation of toxic chemicals that may leach from this dewatering? 

34-3 

rains. What is the back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, or are overwhelmed by flooding? 
34

_
4 

2. This area is already vulnerable to flooding since the area currently floods regularly when it J 
WE SAW THIS HAPPEN WITH 1 LEVEL UNDERGROUND PARKING IN PLAYA NUMEROUS 
TIMES. 

3. This pumping plan may disrupt water quality in nearby Ballona Creek and can destabilize a I 
34

_
5 

fragile ecosystem. In what ways will this be prevented? __j 
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With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices 
against the community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 
separate hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10, 2014 downtown at 
City Hall Los Angeles, CA. The 2nd hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on 
January 29, 2015 in West Los Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that 34-6 
the hearing remain open to allow submission of additional materials. 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to 
information that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have 
attempted to gain access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the 
information that the applicant apparently receives automatically. 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and 
was still unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with 
this in mind, that it is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming 34-7 
January 29, 2015 Coastal Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community to 
have an opportunity to review prior to the hearing. 

The community should be given fair and adequate time (i.e. minimum of 30 days up to 90 J 
days) to respond to any materials introduced by the applicant at the upcoming Coastal 34-8 
Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015 prior to the hearing being closed. 

3. How are the directors of the December 10, 2014 planning meeting going to communicate and I 
34

_
9 

coordinate information with the directors of the January 29, 2015 planning hearing? __j 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be yielded to the applicant in the form of a street J 
that transects the property. I feel that this takes valuable property away from the city and 34-10 
should not be permitted. 

Please do not grant permits for this project as it is proposed . ~ 34-11 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Best Regards, 

Suzanne Sudman 
7031 Trolleyway, Playa del Rey, 90293 
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LETTER NO. 34- SUZANNE SUDMAN 

Suzanne Sudman 

7031 Trollcyway 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 34-1 

March 2015 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality-of-life, 
health, public safety and ecological concerns that the development plan, as proposed, fails to adequately 
address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the applicant, the planning department 
and the community that require some attention before the permitting process can be deemed fair and 
unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should be denied a permit to move 
forward. 

Response to Comment No. 34-1 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-1. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-1 . 

Comment No. 34-2 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale and character with the existing 
neighborhood and should be denied. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit pedestrian access and tlow 
in the commercial district on Culver Blvd ... With this anticipated high density plan, increases in the 
pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels due to lack of sidewalk space. Street-level 
visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the property, the building will impede safe traffic 
visibility. The visibility of a 56' high property will drastically reduce the visibility and views of all 
neighboring and nearby properties. The population density increase as anticipated will have drastic 
impacts on the neighborhood, produce severe traffic congestion and increase noise and air pollution. 

Response to Comment No. 34-2 

See Response to Comment No. 28-2. 

Comment No. 34-3 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has severe 
consequences: 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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I. This dewatering plan can cause the suctioning of toxic chemicals from a neighboring property, 

underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the plan for the remediation of toxic 

chemicals that may leach from this dewatering? 

Response to Comment No. 34-3 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-3. Therefore, see Response to Comment No. 28-3. 

Comment No. 34-4 

2. This area is already vulnerable to flooding since the area currently floods regularly when it rains. What 

is the back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, or are overwhelmed by flooding? WE SAW THIS 

HAPPEN WITH I LEVEL UNDERGROUND PARKING IN PLAY A NUMEROUS TIMES 

Response to Comment No. 34-4 

See Response to Comment No. 28-4. 

Comment No. 34-5 

3. This pumping plan may disrupt water quality in nearby Ballona Creek and can destabilize a fragile 

ecosystem. In what ways will this be prevented? 

Response to Comment No. 34-5 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-5. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-5. 

Comment No. 34-6 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices against the 

community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 separate 

hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December IO, 20I4 downtown at City Hall Los Angeles, 

CA. The 2nd hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 20I5 in West Los 

Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that the hearing remain open to allow 

submission of additional materials. 

I. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to information 

that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have attempted to gain 

access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the information that, we were told by 

the Planning Department, the applicant receives automatically. 

Response to Comment No. 34-6 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-6. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-6. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 34-7 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and was still 
unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with this in mind, that it 
is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming January 29, 2015 Coastal 
Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community having the opportunity to review these 
materials prior to the hearing. 

Response to Comment No. 34-7 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-7. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-7. 

Comment No. 34-8 

The community should be given fair and adequate time (i.e. minimum of 30 days up to 90 days) to 
respond to any materials introduced by the applicant at the upcoming Coastal Development Permit 
hearing on January 29, 2015 prior to the hearing being closed. 

Response to Comment No. 34-8 

See Response to Comment No. 29-7. 

Comment No. 34-9 

3. How are the directors ofthe December 10, 2014 planning meeting going to communicate and 
coordinate information with the directors of the January 29,2015 planning hearing? 

Response to Comment No. 34-9 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-8. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-8. 

Comment No. 34-10 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be yielded to the applicant in the form of a street that transects 
the property. I feel that this takes valuable property away from the city and should not be permitted. 

Response to Comment No. 34-10 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 28-9. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 28-9. 

Comment No. 34-11 

Please do not grant permits for this project as it is proposed. 

Response to Comment No. 34-11 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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This comment includes opinions of the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 

question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 

of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 

record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 
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Comment Letter No. 35 ROSS 2 

From: Julie Ross <cigardenia@ao l.com> 
Date: Thu, Oct 23, 2014 at 5:09PM 
Subject: Re: TCE/PCE Plume at 130 Culver Blvd. 
To: "Cigardenia@aol.com" <Cigardenia@aol.com> 
Cc: "kevin.jones@lacily.org" <kevin.jones@lacity.org>, "mike.bonin@lacity.org" 
<m ike.bon in@lacity.org>, "tricia.keane@lacitv.org" <tric,ia.keane@lacity.org>, 
"fred .sutton@lacity.org" <fred.sutton@Jacity .org> 

My apology for not signing the previous email. 
Julie Ross 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 23, 2014, at 3:46PM, Cigardenia@aol.com wrote: 

Dear Kevin: 
Regarding the Legado project at 138 Culver Blvd. I have attached a report from 
a certified hydrologist and a brochure from the EPA on how to mitigate PCE vapor 
intrusion. 
This is a very serious issue and we will be discussing it at a public meeting tomorrow 
evening with Councilman Bonin. 
We have discussed with the Water Board the scope of their regulatory authority. 
Essentially, if the PCE moves from the old Del Rey Cleaners site at 310 Culver Blvd. all 
the way to the project site at 138 Culver Blvd. and is extracted as part of the de watering 
process, the Water Board only has authority to require that the extracted water be 
cleaned prior to discharge into the Santa Monica Bay. The Water Board has no 
authority to prevent the movement of the plume between the Del Rey Cleaners and the 
project site nor do they have the authority to deny the water discharge permit on the 
basis that the plume may be moved between the two sites. That authority rests with the 
City of Los Angeles as part of the CEQA process. 
My understanding is that Jeff Brooks at the Regional Water Board, emailed you to 
discuss this issue and has not heard back from you. 
Given the attached materials, the shallow nature of the groundwater and the high level 
of contamination at the Del Rey Cleaners site, we take the potential to suck the plume 
thru lower Playa del Rey and concerns from a vapor intrusion standpoint for the 
neighborhood as a whole very seriously. 
We will be asking the Councilman for his commitment that our community not be 
poisoned as a result of the Leg ado development at 138 Culver Blvd. We believe that the 
City of Los Angeles should impose clear requirements on the Legado development that 
will insure that our community will not be poisoned. 
I understand there are several running files at the Planning Department regarding this 
project and request that a copy of this email along with its' attachments be placed in 
each one of the below listed files. 
138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and 
DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 
<a_ citizens _guide _to_ vapor _intrusion_ mitigation_. pdf> 
<LtrDevere19.14.20 14.pdf> 
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Kevin D. Jones 
City ofLos Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot ofproperty information at http: //zimas. lacity.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City ofLos Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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LETTER NO. 35- ROSS 2 

Julie Ross 

419 Redlands St. 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 35-1 

Regarding the Legado project at 138 Culver Blvd. I have attached a report from a certified hydrologist 
and a brochure from the EPA on how to mitigate PCE vapor intrusion. This is a very serious issue and we 
will be discussing it at a public meeting tomorrow evening with Councilman Bonin. 

Respon e to Comment No. 35-J 

In response to this letter and the attached report, the issue of vapor intrusion at the Project Site is 
discussed in Master Response 8: Vapor Intrusion. 

Comment No. 35-2 

We have discussed with the Water Board the scope of their regulatory authority. Essentially, if the PCE 
moves from the old Del Rey Cleaners site at 310 Culver Blvd. all the way to the project site at 13 8 Culver 
Blvd. and is extracted as part of the de watering process, the Water Board only has authority to require 
that the extracted water be cleaned prior to discharge into the Santa Monica Bay. The Water Board has no 
authority to prevent the movement of the plume between the Del Rey Cleaners and the project site nor do 
they have the authority to deny the water discharge permit on the basis that the plume may be moved 
between the two sites. That authority rests with the City of Los Angeles as part of the CEQA process. 

My understanding is that Jeff Brooks at the Regional Water Board, emailed you to discuss this issue and 
has not heard back from you. 

Response to Comment No. 35-2 

Master Response I : Dewatering provides further information on the potential effects of temporary, 
construction-related dewatering on local hydrology. As discussed in that response, feasible construction 
measures are available to prevent groundwater and plume movement. 

Comment No. 35-3 

Given the attached materials, the shallow nature of the groundwater and the high level of contamination at 
the Del Rey Cleaners site, we take the potential to suck the plume thru lower Playa del Rey and concerns 
from a vapor intrusion standpoint for the neighborhood as a whole very seriously. 

We will be asking the Councilman for his commitment that our community not be poisoned as a result of 
the Legado development at 138 Culver Blvd. We believe that the City of Los Angeles should impose 
clear requirements on the Legado development that will insure that our community will not be poisoned. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 35-3 

Master Response 1: Dewatering provides further information on the potential effects of temporary, 

construction-related dewatering on local hydrology. As discussed in that response, feasible construction 

measures are available to prevent groundwater and plume movement. 

Comment No. 35-4 

I understand there are several running files at the Planning Department regarding this project and request 

that a copy ofthis email along with its' attachments be placed in each one of the below listed files. 

138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-

3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

Response to Comment No. 35-4 

The request that this comment and the attached report be place in each of the Project case files is noted for 

the record. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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From: Julie Ross <cigarden ia@ao l.com> 
Date: Tue, Sep 30, 2014 at 10:02 PM 
Subject: say-no-to-legados-project-as-proposed.pdf 
To: "kevin.jones@lacity.org" <kev in.jone @lac ity.org> 

Hi Kevin: 

Comment Letter No. 36 ROSS 3 

Hope all is well. I've attached a copy of a petition that I started in January of this year. The 
signatures were collected over roughly a 3 month period oftime. There is an additional petition 
stat1ed by another member of our group around the same time that has over twice the amount of 
signatures, during basically the same time frame. That brings the total signatures to around 900. 
That is only a couple hundred fewer than the number that the group that opposed moving the 
runway north garnered. As a point of reference PDR has just around 12,000 residents and 36_1 
Westchester has around 50,000. Granted, the airport effects residents of both communities. Still, 
from the petition you should get a sense of the passion we have for our little beach town and our 
commitment to not destroying our way of life. 
If you peruse the comments you will see how absolutely shocking it is to our community that 
such a structure could even be contemplated. 
That was back in January it is now September/October and our resolve is even stronger. 
I will reiterate what I have said before. The developer has not attempted to work with the J 
community to bring us a building that not only can we live with, they have not attempted to bring 36_

2 us a building that will not destroy our community, our environment, our public views not our 
way of life. 
Sincerely, 
Julie Ross 
Founding Member, 
The Playa del Rey Guardians Society 

Sent from my iPhone 

Kevin D. Jones 
City ofLos Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
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LETTER NO. 36- ROSS 3 

Julie Ross 

419 Redlands St. 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 36-1 

Hope all is well. I've attached a copy of a petition that I started in January of this year. The signatures 
were collected over roughly a 3 month period of time. There is an additional petition started by another 
member of our group around the same time that has over twice the amount of signatures, during basically 
the same time frame. That brings the total signatures to around 900. That is only a couple hundred fewer 
than the number that the group that opposed moving the runway north garnered. As a point of reference 
PDR has just around 12,000 residents and Westchester has around 50,000. Granted, the airport effects 
residents of both communities. Still, from the petition you should get a sense of the passion we have for 
our little beach town and our commitment to not destroying our way of life. 

If you peruse the comments you will see how absolutely shocking it is to our community that such a 
structure could even be contemplated. 

That was back in January it is now September/October and our resolve is even stronger. 

Response to Comment No. 36-1 

The comment references a petition with signatures collected in opposition to the Project. It is 
acknowledged that this petition has been submitted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision
making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No. 36-2 

I will reiterate what I have said before. The developer has not attempted to work with the community to 
bring us a building that not only can we live with, they have not attempted to bring us a building that will 
not destroy our community, our environment, our public views not our way of life. 

Response to Comment No. 36-2 

The Applicant met multiple times with various members of the community, and reduced the Project from 
what was originally proposed. Further, the Planning and Land Use Committee of the Westchester-Playa 
Del Rey Neighborhood Council recommended approval of the Project to the full Council board. As 
described in detail in the MND, the supplemental Initial Study, and these responses to comments, the 
Project would not cause a significant unavoidable effect on the environment. 

Specifically, Project impacts with respect to biological resources are addressed on pages 31 and 32 ofthe 
MND and pages IV-7 to IV-26 of the supplemental Initial Study and impacts with respect to hydrology 
and water quality are addressed on pages 40 to 44 of the MND and pages IV -66 to IV-7 4 of the 
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supplemental Initial Study. In addition, impacts to the Ballona Wetlands as a result of temporary, 
construction-related dewatering are discussed in Master Response I, and impacts related to flooding are 

addressed in Master Response 7. Finally, impacts related to aesthetics are addressed on pages 24 to 27 of 
the MND and pages IV -1 to IV -6 of the supplemental Initial Study, and impacts to public views are 
further discussed in Response to Comment No. 18-3. 
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This petition has collected 
322 signatures 
using the online tools at iPetitio.ns.com 

Printed on 2014-10-01 
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Say NO to Legado's project, as proposed. 

About this petition 

Legado Development is seeking city approval to build an oversized and out of place development 
project in Historic Downtown Playa del Rey on the parcel known as Jake's Lotrrhe Triangle, 138 
Culver Blvd. one block from the beach in a Coastal Zone. 

Their proposal calls for: 

72 apartments 

56 ft. height 

14,500 sq. ft. of retail 

2 levels subterranean parking 

If approved, this project could set the precedent for Legado to develop to the same dense and 
oversized standards two additional parcels they own in Historic Downtown Playa del Rey. 

The community has repeatedly requested that Legado perform an EIR (Environmental Impact 
Report) on 138 Culver Blvd. and their two other parcels. Legado has repeatedly declined. 

CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act) Section 15355 (b) of the environmental statute states, " 
The cumulative impact from several projects is the change in the environment which results from the 
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incremental impact of the project when added to other closely related past, present and reasonable 
foreseeable probable future projects. " 

This is an apt and fitting description of the projects Legado intends to build in Historic Downtown 
Playa del Rey and therefore, an EIR is appropriate. 

We believe Legado's project, as proposed, is in conflict with the Westchester-Playa del Rey 
Community Plan as it relates to preserving land use patterns and providing for a high quality 
residential environment. Their project proposes to put a 56 ft. high multi-use building of a scale and 
mass that surpasses that of surrounding residential and low rise commercial buildings, one block 
from the beach. 

We are for reasonable, responsible and respectful development. 

By signing this petition we are urging our local and state representatives to say NO to Legado's 
proposed project and come back to the community with a project that the community can support. 
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Signatures 

1. Name: Julie Ross on 2014-01-13 03:02:34 
Comments: 

2. Name: Boris Paterok on 2014-01-13 06:21:27 
Comments: social sensibility is the key to successful development 

3. Name: Barry Brault on 2014-01-13 15:20:35 
Comments: 

4. Name: Tara Brashear on 2014-01-13 16:05:02 
Comments: 

5. Name: Alissa Binner on 2014-01-13 16:19:52 
Comments: As a former 20 + year Playa Del Rey resident, I would hate to see such a 
great small beach community turn into every other beach community - too crowded and 
more of a traffic congestion. Leave this beach community alone!!! 

6. Name: Peter Flax on 2014-01-13 17:02:03 
Comments: 

7. Name: Melissa Sodetani on 2014-01-1317:11:56 
Comments: 

8. Name: Sue de Bard-Sanders on 2014-01-13 17:41 :01 
Comments: 

9. Name: Jason Frost on 2014-01-13 18:24:52 
Comments: This project needs to be stopped. The zoning in Playa del Rey should not 
even make it plausible for a project like Legado's to be an issue for the community 

10. Name: Nancy Yeats on 2014-01-1318:26:41 
Comments: 

11 . Name: sherry90293@yahoo.com on 2014-01-1318:37:58 
Comments: We live in Playa because it's a one WY in and out. We love our 
small.business here and our business owners! if I wanted plata to look like the marina I 
would live there who wants the traffic we do not and to lose our beautiful views fir what 
crime and crowds. why are we even talking about this. The people who live here do not 
want thus and the people building this probably do not even live here or they would feel 
the same way. Please save Playa Del Rey!!! 

12. Name: Terri Robinson on 2014-01-13 18:54:37 
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Comments: 

13. Name: Cami luke on 2014-01-13 19:20:18 
Comments: 

14. Name: Nathan Krems on 2014-01-13 19:30:40 
Comments: 

15. Name: Richard Santilena on 2014-01-13 19:34:09 
Comments: Please don't over develop our community! 

16. Name: MaryLynn Shine on 2014-01-13 19:44:38 
Comments: 

17. Name: Dan Atkinson on 2014-01-13 20:07:30 
Comments: PLEASE DON'T Destory our city! 

18. Name: Catherine Atkinson on 2014-01-13 20:08:43 
Comments: Please keep Playa del Rey the peaceful beach city it is. 

19. Name: Derrick Stilwell on 2014-01-13 20:22:08 
Comments: No to this. 

20. Name: Carol Binnington on 2014-01-13 20:23:20 
Comments: Too many cars, polluton, noise already, and would spoil what good we 
already have here. Do not build. Also will destoy views. 

21 . Name: Jackie Woodward on 2014-01-13 21:14:15 
Comments: 

22. Name:blairfrench on2014-01-1321:28:32 
Comments: 

23. Name: David Nedorezov on 2014-01-13 21:29:42 
Comments: 

24. Name: Tony Runestad on 2014-01-13 21:39:11 
Comments: No new developments 

25. Name: Sandi Black on 2014-01-13 21 :41 :52 
Comments: Please do not ruin Playa Del Rey! 
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26. Name: Jen Morra on 2014-01-13 21:43:37 
Comments: No development without an environmental impact report. 

27. Name: Megan Smith on 2014-01-13 21 :46:52 
Comments: 

28. Name: Elizabeth Burson on 2014-01-13 21 :59:08 
Comments: 

29. Name: Stephanie Singletary on 2014-01-13 22:03:31 
Comments: 

30. Name: Bonnie Cullinan on 2014-01-13 22:15:50 
Comments: Yes to site-appropriate development, NO to overdevelopment! 

31 . Name: Scott Singletary on 2014-01-13 22:30:09 
Comments: 

32. Name: Craig Atkinson on 2014-01-13 23:00:15 
Comments: NO! 

33. Name: Steve Mizrahi on 2014-01-13 23:06:48 
Comments: No to Legado's project 

34. Name: Barbara Buenger on 2014-01-13 23:23:29 
Comments: stop the continuing development here! The beach community has already 
had too much development! This is a BEACH town! 

35. Name: Jon Morra on 2014-01-13 23:32:21 
Comments: 

36. Name: Phillip Rogna on 2014-01-13 23:38:09 
Comments: 

37. Name: paula atkinson on 2014-01-13 23:42:21 
Comments: Please don't let this happen. 

38. Name: Summer Runestad on 2014-01-13 23:44:33 
Comments: 

39. Name: Kendall Hebert on 2014-01-13 23:49:37 
Comments: 
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40. Name: james hubka on 2014-01-14 00:07:27 
Comments: 

41 . Name: Janet DeLand on 2014-01-14 00:10:10 
Comments: 

42 . Name: Pam Stacey on 2014-01-14 01:30:47 
Comments: 

43. Name: Elise Slifkin-McCiure on 2014-01-14 02:22:53 
Comments: Legado's proposed massive development would radically alter our historic 
beach community. It would set the precedent for Legado's two other potential 
developments to be huge massive out of character developments as well, plus other "me 
too" out of character developments would follow. We need to stop this now before we 
lose what is precious about our community! 

44. Name: Molly Koehler on 2014-01-14 02:24:08 
Comments: 

45. Name: matt on 2014-01-14 02:44:44 
Comments: Progressive modernism not for the quaint and quiet places. 

46. Name: Jan Aitchison Gomez on 2014-01-14 03:08:32 
Comments: 

47. Name: Jan Gomez on 2014-01-14 03:11:12 
Comments: 

48. Name: Armando Gomez on 2014-01-14 03:13:59 
Comments: 

49. Name: Jodi terhorst on 2014-01-14 03:14:45 
Comments: No new development 

50. Name: Betty Ross on 2014-01-14 03:30:00 
Comments: 

51 . Name: Wendy on 2014-01-14 04:00:08 
Comments: This project is to big and would cause a considerable amount of congestion 
to Playa Del Rey wh 
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52. Name: Michael Gemme on 2014-01-14 04:45:13 
Comments: 

53. Name: Kimberly on 2014-01-14 05:14:04 
Comments: please don't build! 

54. Name: J C Fishbeck on 2014-01-14 05:58:07 
Comments: PLAYA DEL REY, CA. 

55. Name: Joanne Vincent on 2014-01-14 06:37:15 
Comments: Something much better would fit in that space that would serve the 
community in a more colaborative way. This project doesn't match the community. Please 
explore more and better options condusive to the environment. Thanks. 

56. Name: Kathy Laudenback Laidlaw on 2014-01-14 06:39:20 
Comments: This development is a copycat travesty that has been inflicted on countless 
beach communities. Allow PDR to be the small glimpse into what a beach town once 
was before profiteers and big money turned them all into prostitutes. 

57. Name: Mary Killean on 2014-01-14 06:58:51 
Comments: This project is TOO TALL. The way it is proposed will tarnish the beautiful 
sweeping views that make Playa del Ret what it is. I am concerned on what a project this 
large will do to the local environment, beach, wetlands and water table; UNLESS an 
Environmental Study (EIR) is completed. 

58. Name: allen pacheco on 2014-01-14 16:00:02 
Comments: 

59. Name: darla pacheco on 2014-01-14 16:04:04 
Comments: 

60. Name: hilary smith on 2014-01-14 17:35:13 
Comments: NO NO NO! 

61 . Name: sara haemmerlein on 2014-01-1417:38:40 
Comments: 

62. Name: Elizabeth Zellerbach on 2014-01-14 17:41 :05 
Comments: 

63. Name: Julia Greene on 2014-01-14 17:47:30 
Comments: 
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64. Name: Lisa Hamor on 2014-01-14 18:00:42 
Comments: 

65. Name: Heather Alvarez on 2014-01-14 18:08:54 
Comments: 

66. Name: Mark Shoemaker on 2014-01-14 18:12:15 
Comments: 

67. Name: nathaniel I. aldrich on 2014-01-1418:21:22 
Comments: 

68. Name: Victoria Rhodes on 2014-01-14 18:25:40 
Comments: Why do we want to destroy what makes this area unique? No! 

69. Name: Jason Bartos on 2014-01-14 18:35:39 
Comments: 

70. Name: Jennifer Dakoske on 2014-01-14 18:43:07 
Comments: 

71 . Name: Jaclyn Resnick on 2014-01-14 18:45:16 
Comments: 

72. Name: John Ferry on 2014-01-14 18:46:56 
Comments: Why destroy what is left of the California Beach community? It should be an 
historic district. 

73. Name: Rebecca White Ennis on 2014-01-14 18:52:10 
Comments: I completely agree with this petition. It is dramatically out of proportion with 
our neighborhood. 

7 4. Name: Ruth Lansford on 2014-01-14 18:57:04 
Comments: Downtown Playa del Rey cannot expand to accomodate more traffic and 
parking. A combination of the flood control channel (north), the bay (west), the wetlands 
(east) and the airport (south) make our neighborhood unique and also make future 
developments limited, if not impossible. 

75. Name: Jimmie Theoharis on 2014-01-14 19:26:18 
Comments: This proposed building is incongruous with the existing structures and 
character of Playa Del Rey .. 

76. Name: shelley on 2014-01-1419:35:11 
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Comments: 

77. Name: William Ballough on 2014-01-1419:36:13 
Comments: 

78. Name: Heather Hickman on 2014-01-14 19:39:35 
Comments: 

79. Name: bob dunagan on 2014-01-14 19:51:44 
Comments: leave the ground barren, We need more parking ... 

80. Name: Sarah Davidson on 2014-01-14 19:57:43 
Comments: This would make del rey so unaccessible! No more parking and a ton of 
traffic. There's no parking as is on most weekends. I don't think residents in Jungle would 
appreciate more noise or being trapped by traffic. Any modern developer wants to create 
a monstrosity in Jakes Lot to cash in. Del Rey needs a local, born & raised developer that 
cares more about home than making a ton of profit. What about something that coincides 
with area style, but is neighborhood friendly? An Official dog park perhaps? Or an open 
water fountain area with a few small retail places against Vista del Mar side but facing 
beach??? Sushi Bar we can walk to would be great! 

81 . Name: Robert Perryman on 2014-01-14 20:22:21 
Comments: Keep PDR as it is. 

82. Name: Cynthia N Locher on 2014-01-14 20:37:55 
Comments: 

83. Name: Andrea Dixon on 2014-01-14 20:39:05 
Comments: I say NO to Legado's Project. PDR is one of the most beloved places on thise 
earth. This is our growing up town. Money hungry people taking away something dear to 
thousands and thousands of people. We have taken our children there and our grandkids 
and they loved it. Don't take waht we all love away!! 

84. Name: Paul Adams on 2014-01-14 20:51 :08 
Comments: 

85. Name: Carrie on 2014-01-14 21:08:08 
Comments: 

86. Name: Tania Badiyi on 2014-01-14 21 :31:26 
Comments: 

87. Name: Brenda Riemer on 2014-01-14 22:06:52 
Comments: I use to live here and oppose this plan 
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88. Name: Lauren on 2014-01-14 23:36:15 
Comments: 

89. Name: Monika Stansbury on 2014-01-14 23:45:15 
Comments: 

90. Name: Marsha Witten Rybin on 2014-01-14 23:51:18 
Comments: 

91 . Name: David on 2014-01-14 23:53:39 
Comments: 

92. Name: Lorie Chapman on 2014-01-14 23:54:17 
Comments: Cummuting through the intersect at Culver Boulevard and Vista Del Mar 
during busy morning and evening traffic is already too congested. Since there is a cliff at 
east side of Vista Del Mar there is no room for widening nor is there further down where 
the apartment housing already exists. This is too large of a developement to even make 
sense. 

93. Name: Mairead Delaney on 2014-01-15 00:21:37 
Comments: 

94. Name: David Knapp on 2014-01-15 00:37:38 
Comments: NO!!!! Not appropriate for this community 

95. Name: Jack Berlin on 2014-01-15 02:26:24 
Comments: 

96. Name: Tracy Landers on 2014-01-15 02:28:31 
Comments: 

97. Name: Susan Bernstein on 2014-01-15 03:56:46 
Comments: No way! 

98. Name: Michael Branella on 2014-01-15 04:44:23 
Comments: 

99. Name: Diane Brouhard on 2014-01-15 04:46:53 
Comments: 

100. Name: Jana Davis on 2014-01-15 05:00:27 
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Comments: 

101 . Name: Staci Boretzky on 2014-01-15 05:48:59 
Comments: 

102. Name: Jerry Weissman on 2014-01-15 05:56:12 
Comments: Project is out of scale for the area. Occupants of 72 apartments will 
dramatically add to traffic at morning and evening rush hours. 

103. Name: Lydia Salinas on 2014-01-15 06:05:45 
Comments: 

1 04. Name: Kevin Campos on 2014-01-15 06:48:09 
Comments: 

105. Name: Helga Marr on 2014-01-15 09:59:16 
Comments: This is too big for the area. 

106. Name: Germaine Wensley on 2014-01-15 14:07:12 
Comments: Way out of proportion for the area. Projected traffic grid-lock. 

107. Name: Gina Draklich on 2014-01-15 15:24:20 
Comments: 

108. Name: Shawn Becker on 2014-01-15 16:36:57 
Comments: Cannot happen in this area! 

109. Name: jerry jacob on 2014-01-1516:53:59 
Comments: 

110. Name: Greg Craton on 2014-01-15 17:30:34 
Comments: 

111 . Name: Bonnie Cates on 2014-01-1518:25:40 
Comments: This project is not in any way compatible with a small, historic beach town. 
Unfortunately, a town like Playa del Rey would suffer from problems caused by additional 
traffic, density, glare, parking, public beach views blocked, and environmental quality 
changes with this MASSIVE structure. 

112. Name: Kathryn Schwertfeger on 2014-01 -15 18:36:48 
Comments: The project does not fit. The precedent would apply up and down culver and 
if the community plan can be disregarded their are a number of locations in Westchester 
which are affect and can be over built abutting r-1 too. Yes to a quaint upgraded village 
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and no to a cement canyon. 

113. Name: Diana Miranda on 2014-01-1518:44:47 
Comments: 

114. Name: robert mckenzie on 2014-01-15 19:08:47 
Comments: 

115. Name: Bruce Downie on 2014-01-1519:23:18 
Comments: 

116. Name: Eric Berg on 2014-01-15 20:41:52 
Comments: please reduce the size to half 

117. Name: Angela Fairhurst on 2014-01-15 22:41:56 
Comments: 

118. Name: Tina Watkins on 2014-01-15 22:42:23 
Comments: misuse of space for the area! 

119. Name: Fred Kaemerer on 2014-01-15 22:49:18 
Comments: 

120. Name: Mickey Hopkins on 2014-01-15 23:09:13 
Comments: preserve playa del rey 

121 . Name:Kcoulson on2014-01-1523:24:12 
Comments: 

122. Name: Debby Hillman on 2014-01-15 23:31:09 
Comments: 

123. Name: Thomas P. Ryba on 2014-01-15 23:32:45 
Comments: I do not want this project too spoil the small town look of PDR 

124. Name: Sabrina Reilly on 2014-01-15 23:44:40 
Comments: 

125. Name: GARY ALLISON on 2014-01-15 23:44:53 
Comments: No! No! No! 

126. Name: Teri Shober on 2014-01-15 23:54:04 
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Comments: 

127. Name: lngelise Gossman on 2014-01-16 01 :00:27 
Comments: 

128. Name: Debra Lynch on 2014-01-16 03:12:06 
Comments: 

129. Name: Cheryl Charney on 2014-01-16 03:19:29 
Comments: 

130. Name: Richard J . Kamats on 2014-01-16 03:37:14 
Comments: Too much greed not enough green. 

131 . Name: Celerina Miah on 2014-01 -16 04:06:44 
Comments: 

132. Name: Rebecca Wright on 2014-01-16 16:15:38 
Comments: 

133. Name: Peter Flax on 2014-01-16 16:26:25 
Comments: 

134. Name: lloyd unland on 2014-01-16 16:35:33 
Comments: 

135. Name: Derrick Stilwell on 2014-01-16 17:07:36 
Comments: 

136. Name: Christine Thompson on 2014-01-16 20:04:57 
Comments: 

137. Name: PAMELA MAYER on 2014-01-17 01 :20:53 
Comments: WE LOVE OUR SMALL COMMUNITY. WE CANNOT WITHSTAND ALL 
THE TRAFFIC AND PARKING! 

138. Name: melinda nicol on 2014-01-17 02:25:09 
Comments: 

139. Name: Greg Black on 2014-01-17 04:19:10 
Comments: NO! 
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140. Name: sally applin on 2014-01-17 06:07:50 
Comments: NO DEVELOPMENT IN PDR! 

141 . Name: Mallory McMurrough on 2014-01-17 06:09:47 
Comments: 

142. Name: Anna M McGuirk on 2014-01-17 07:00:22 
Comments: 

143. Name: aurelia mark on 2014-01-17 09:26:54 
Comments: 

144. Name: Caitlin Gardner on 2014-01-17 11:27:18 
Comments: This kind of development does not belong here. Please don't destroy our 
town. 

145. Name: Rachel on 2014-01-17 14:41:34 
Comments: 

146. Name: Linda black on 2014-01-17 20:55:14 
Comments: 

147. Name: Pamela Flax on 2014-01-17 22:56:25 
Comments: Go Julie 

148. Name: Dona Mastin on 2014-01-18 06:10:39 
Comments: 

149. Name: William Lansford on 2014-01-18 08:37:06 
Comments: 

150. Name: Kelly P. Garver on 2014-01-18 18:33:23 
Comments: 

151 . Name: Kim Jones on 2014-01-1819:02:28 
Comments: 

152. Name: Gary Acha on 2014-01-18 21:28:32 
Comments: 

153. Name: Jessica Wurts on 2014-01-19 16:17:33 
Comments: 
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154. Name: Jackie underwood on 2014-01-19 23:10:51 
Comments: 

155. Name: Stephen Mayer on 2014-01-20 02:07:36 
Comments: We don't want another Marina del Rey. This is a small town and cannot 
handle the increased population. Not to mention how tall this structure will be. 

156. Name: Scott Snell on 2014-01-20 23:00:04 
Comments: Keep Playa del Rey special! Say no to cookie cutter beach towns ... 

157. Name: Dennis McClure on 2014-01-21 03:20:05 
Comments: 

158. Name: Amy Luker on 2014-01-21 03:47:56 
Comments: 

159. Name: Jason Waggoner on 2014-01-21 16:36:23 
Comments: 

160. Name: Stella Tong on 2014-01-21 17:02:24 
Comments: 

161 . Name: kristen greulach on 2014-01-21 17:04:08 
Comments: 

162. Name: Michael Bohley on 2014-01-21 18:41:04 
Comments: 

163. Name: Amanda Mofield on 2014-01-21 18:45:25 
Comments: 

164. Name: Debby Maffioli on 2014-01-21 19:03:58 
Comments: 

165. Name: Fred Rossmeissl on 2014-01-21 20:10:44 
Comments: Its size/height is overwhelming in this area. 

166. Name: Molly Girardi on 2014-01-21 21:00:02 
Comments: We are all for development of Playa but this will be an eye sore. Do any of 
the people supporting this project actually live in The Jungle - the area that will be 
impacted the most by this structure? Unless they are offering free parking for all, then the 
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parking impact alone will be a huge burden to our neighborhood. Playa does not want to 
become over-developed like Manhattan Beach and other local beach communities. They 
should at least have to perform an EIR, and the fact that they refuse only supports the 
inference that it will, in fact, have a negative impact in our community. 

167. Name: David Pushkin on 2014-01-21 22:49:52 
Comments: They should re-submit a plan that is less dense and certainly not as high. 

168. Name: Nikki Hedlund on 2014-01-21 22:52:55 
Comments: 

169. Name: Leigh Richart on 2014-01-21 22:54:46 
Comments: 

170. Name: Joy Partlow on 2014-01-22 04:06:09 
Comments: 

171 . Name: Leticia Lozano on 2014-01-22 04:30:01 
Comments: Don't allow Playa del Rey to become Marina del Rey!! 

172. Name: Richard Little on 2014-01-22 05:24:48 
Comments: I oppose this project because it is grossly out of scale for the neighborhood. 
too much traffic; not enough parking; it is oppressive and generic in design. 

173. Name: Tim Arendt on 2014-01-22 17:18:37 
Comments: The lot is inappropriate for the scale of the project. Plus the parking 
requirements will eliminate any existing street parking in the entire area. 

174. Name: Judy L Boster-Mark on 2014-01-22 19:58:22 
Comments: 

175. Name: Eileen Walsh on 2014-01-22 21 :51 :58 
Comments: 

176. Name: Trygve Mikkelsen on 2014-01-22 21:53:09 
Comments: 

177. Name: Rob Kraut on 2014-01-22 21 :54:49 
Comments: I live in PDR because things like this don't exist here. Those generic 
McDonald's poorly built apartment structures are always over priced with shoddy 
workmanship. Look at all the others around town, even if they start off not an eyesore, 
they quickly become one. I'm not opposed to Legado developing the space .. . but that will 
destroy what makes PDR so great. Not to mentiont he traffic! Have you tried to travel 
east on Culver in the morning lately? 
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178. Name: Gregg Aniolek on 2014-01-22 21 :55:26 
Comments: I am not against building something there. Just the size. Cut off the top floor 
and bottom floor. 

179. Name: MaryLynn Shine on 2014-01-22 21 :59:23 
Comments: 

180. Name: troy on 2014-01-22 22:03:45 
Comments: 

181 . Name: debra lynch on 2014-01-22 22:06:55 
Comments: 

182. Name: Nancy Yeats on 2014-01-22 22:08:16 
Comments: 

183. Name: Carol on 2014-01-22 22:10:58 
Comments: 

184. Name: Alice Plato on 2014-01-22 22:11:31 
Comments: 

185. Name: Michael Gemme on 2014-01-22 22:16:22 
Comments: 

186. Name: Yvana CHIHA on 2014-01-22 22:21:22 
Comments: 

187. Name: Alisha on 2014-01-22 22:25:38 
Comments: Save our Small Town!! 

188. Name: Maureen Brown Sechrengost on 2014-01-22 22:28:20 
Comments: 

189. Name: sandy banks on 2014-01-22 22:29:14 
Comments: This structure is way too large for the size of the lot and will further impact 
traffic at Culver and Vista Del mar. How will they ever manage a 2 story subterranean 
parking lot in sand at the beach ? 

190. Name: Jon cheng on 2014-01-22 22:29:19 
Comments: 
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191 . Name: Jacqueline Chame on 2014-01-22 22:34:24 
Comments: 

192. Name: Andrea Korpita on 2014-01-22 22:35:24 
Comments: 

193. Name: gloria on 2014-01-22 22:37:43 
Comments: Stop developing. Save our beaches and parks. 

194. Name: Marcia Hanscom on 2014-01-22 22:42:15 
Comments: A full environmental impact report is so important when such a development 
proposal would significantly alter the character of this special beach village community. 

195. Name: Michelle Wilson on 2014-01-22 22:52:42 
Comments: 

196. Name: Dean Kelley on 2014-01-22 22:58:55 
Comments: This development is out of size and out of character for the area. 
Anenviornmental Impact Report will clearly show this and I hereby join my fellow citizens 
in demanding that a Envionmentallmpact Report be performed. 

197. Name: Laurie Sippel on 2014-01-22 23:09:19 
Comments: 

198. Name: Terri Robinson on 2014-01-22 23:23:00 
Comments: Yes to resonable and responsible development in our community. NO to 
Legado's proposed oversized development on Jake's Lot and the 2 additional parcels in 
Playa del Rey that will negatively impact Playa del Rey: environmental issues, 
overwhelming traffic, lack of adequate parking and the general destruction of this small 
beach community. 

199. Name: Lynne Paxton on 2014-01-22 23:32:44 
Comments: 

200. Name: Paul Moody on 2014-01-22 23:32:54 
Comments: 

201 . Name: Andy Fastman on 2014-01-22 23:36:25 
Comments: As a starving architect, even I find this proposal abhorrent. 

202. Name: mario torrico on 2014-01-22 23:38:26 
Comments: 
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203. Name: Dona Mastin on 2014-01-22 23:39:54 
Comments: 

204. Name: Christopher Cornacchia on 2014-01-22 23:51:49 
Comments: 

205. Name: Neil Budde on 2014-01-23 00:06:45 
Comments: 

206. Name: vicky farry on 2014-01-23 00:11:47 
Comments: 

207. Name: Tracy Bagdon on 2014-01-23 00:23:44 
Comments: 

208. Name: David Knapp on 2014-01-23 00:29:24 
Comments: Common sense dictates an EIR 

209. Name: Mark Mitchell on 2014-01-23 00:31:48 
Comments: No more than 30ft tall! 

210. Name: Carol Martin on 2014-01-23 00:48:31 
Comments: 

211 . Name: Catherine Nuslein on 2014-01-23 00:51:38 
Comments: 

212. Name: Adrienne desimone on 2014-01-23 01:52:06 
Comments: Local resident. Loves the quaint vibe and would like to keep huge developers 
out of the last little classic corner of LA. 

213. Name: Jan Haagen on 2014-01-23 02:00:59 
Comments: 

214. Name: Janice M. Edson on 2014-01-23 02:02:17 
Comments: Keep it low or it won't "fit in" here! 

215. Name: Rod Brown on 2014-01-23 02:08:17 
Comments: congrat's to the activists in PDR 

216. Name: Nathan Andersin on 2014-01-23 02:24:58 
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Comments: 

217. Name: Susan Boyce on 2014-01-23 02:35:00 
Comments: 

218. Name: James Doherty on 2014-01-23 03:06:43 
Comments: Leave Playa del Rey as is no developements 

219. Name: Cynthia Nolan on 2014-01-23 03:09:14 
Comments: This is a tradgedy to our quiet beach town. Legado is destroying everything. 
I have lived here for over 30 years. 

220. Name: Danny Russell on 2014-01-23 03:23:58 
Comments: 

221 . Name: Patty Laurie on 2014-01-23 04:13:33 
Comments: Please share 

222. Name: Vince Purtell on 2014-01-23 04:16:03 
Comments: 

223. Name: Marimichael walker on 2014-01-23 04:23:25 
Comments: 

224. Name: Beverly Riley on 2014-01-23 04:46:08 
Comments: Natural beauty and a neighborhood with a long history are worth a lot more 
than new developments without character. 

225. Name: Mio kim on 2014-01-23 06:32:20 
Comments: 

226. Name: Chris Moseman on 2014-01-23 08:36:19 
Comments: This would be a major hammer of destruction to everything Playa is, and has 
been. 

227. Name: Alexandra Reynolds on 2014-01-23 09:53:24 
Comments: 

228. Name: Tracey Colvin on 2014-01-23 13:24:35 
Comments: 

229. Name: Cindy Morales on 2014-01-23 14:21:11 
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Comments: 

230. Name: hilary smith on 2014-01-23 14:34:55 
Comments: Please dent ruin PDR 

231 . Name: Mark Shoemaker on 2014-01-2315:47:43 
Comments: 

232. Name: Maisha Cole Perri on 2014-01-23 16:05:49 
Comments: Keep Playa classy. 

233. Name: Jaime Syngress on 2014-01-23 16:14:49 
Comments: 

234. Name: Shannon morales on 2014-01-23 16:44:52 
Comments: Keep Del Rey the way it is! 

235. Name: Monique Reynolds on 2014-01-23 21:07:36 
Comments: 

236. Name: Lauren on 2014-01-23 21:16:50 
Comments: 

237. Name: Tracy on 2014-01-23 21:28:28 
Comments: 

238. Name: Alison on 2014-01-23 22:33:21 
Comments: 

239. Name: James Wilson on 2014-01-24 03:05:36 
Comments: Wrong location! 

240. Name: Gordon Peay on 2014-01-24 03:37:35 
Comments: excessive development will change the character of the area 

241 . Name: ryan cliver on 2014-01-24 05:08:35 
Comments: 

242. Name: Carol Tanner on 2014-01-2416:42:13 
Comments: 

243. Name: Rick Tanner on 2014-01-24 16:56:11 
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Comments: No, to tall structures in Playa. 

244. Name: Alexandra Chistolini on 2014-01-24 16:57:32 
Comments: 

245. Name: Dana Graner on 2014-01-24 19:20:50 
Comments: 

246. Name: Talar on 2014-01-24 19:39:06 
Comments: 

247. Name: Kevin Topalian on 2014-01-24 21:00:16 
Comments: No Thanks to this idea 

248. Name: Camille Norton on 2014-01-24 21:33:07 
Comments: 

249. Name: Jennifer Jaye Fraser on 2014-01-24 22:57:33 
Comments: 

250. Name: Krisann Petersen on 2014-01-25 00:38:47 
Comments: 

251 . Name: Garret on 2014-01-25 04:18:02 
Comments: 

252. Name: Melissa Ralph on 2014-01-25 08:24:41 
Comments: Call me old fashioned, but I like things the way they are. 

253. Name: Augustus Mosca on 2014-01-25 12:27:39 
Comments: This project is too big and too environmentally insensitive. 

254. Name: Javier & Erin Malaga on 2014-01-25 19:02:51 
Comments: 

255. Name: Kathy Cooley Kissane on 2014-01-25 19:05:18 
Comments: 

256. Name: Jennifer Pontus on 2014-01-25 19:56:06 
Comments: Please keep us upto date! Thanks 

257. Name: Howard winger on 2014-01-25 20:01:32 
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Comments: Too big, increased traffic. Needs to be smaller and community friendly. 

258. Name: Christel Garcia on 2014-01-25 20:07:26 
Comments: 

259. Name: Adam Haussmann on 2014-01-25 20:15:19 
Comments: 

260. Name: Stuart Berkowitz on 2014-01-25 20:28:59 
Comments: No 

261 . Name: John Tuttle on 2014-01-25 20:30:00 
Comments: 

262. Name: Stephen Z. Mahoney on 2014-01-25 20:35:30 
Comments: No way possible should a building this tall be allowed in this beach 
community!, 

263. Name: John cosgrove on 2014-01-25 20:40:57 
Comments: 

264. Name: Shirley cosgrove on 2014-01-25 20:41:58 
Comments: 

265. Name: Beth seidenfrau on 2014-01-25 20:44:26 
Comments: Bethrajah@hotmail.com 

266. Name: Sandra Baloh on 2014-01-25 20:46:53 
Comments: 

267. Name: Jamae Fraser on 2014-01-25 20:52:34 
Comments: 

268. Name: Peter campbell on 2014-01-25 21:02:13 
Comments: This will change our neighborhood in ways you can't imagine. Please stop 
this development before our city is changed forever 

269. Name: Michelle Malone on 2014-01-25 21:04:11 
Comments: 

270. Name: Larry Malone on 2014-01-25 21:05:47 
Comments: 
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271 . Name: David Dichner on 2014-01-25 21:13:37 
Comments: 

272. Name: Craig Eggers on 2014-01-25 21:16:34 
Comments: Oppose based on size and scale. 

273. Name: Lawrence Weber on 2014-01-25 21:26:17 
Comments: 

274. Name: Val Schnabl on 2014-01-25 21:33:42 
Comments: 

275. Name: Robert Oertel! on 2014-01-25 21:38:42 
Comments: I've lived in PDR for many years and I miss the HORSE STABLE ---love the 
wild-life here as well !! ! 

276. Name: Anthony Tucker on 2014-01-25 21:40:13 
Comments: 

277. Name: Jim Streep on 2014-01-25 21:50:49 
Comments: 

278. Name: Tongai Chigwida on 2014-01-25 21:59:43 
Comments: 

279. Name: Joe nevarez on 2014-01-25 22:00:48 
Comments: 

280. Name: Debra Gerson on 2014-01-25 22:01 :44 
Comments: 

281. Name: Steph Gerson on 2014-01-25 22:02:47 
Comments: 

282. Name: Stacy Kahn on 2014-01-25 22:04:08 
Comments: 

283. Name: Michael N. marks on 2014-01-25 22:08:30 
Comments: Too high and the architecture does not fit into our small beach town 
community 
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284. Name: Dina Kraemer on 2014-01-25 22:12:42 
Comments: 

285. Name: Ana hoeppner on 2014-01-25 22:16:35 
Comments: 

286. Name: Jesse Small on 2014-01-25 22:26:29 
Comments: 

287. Name: Bob dunagam on 2014-01-25 22:30:35 
Comments: Don't want the bldg 

288. Name: Patti Salerno on 2014-01-25 22:40:56 
Comments: 

289. Name: W Ronald Seabold on 2014-01-25 23:06:39 
Comments: 

290. Name: Ray on 2014-01-25 23:07:18 
Comments: 

291 . Name: Melinda stansbury on 2014-01-25 23:20:54 
Comments: 

292. Name: Gianpaolo on 2014-01-25 23:27:39 
Comments: 

293. Name: John Murphy on 2014-01-25 23:28:52 
Comments: 

294. Name: Joe Gonzalez on 2014-01-25 23:30:41 
Comments: 

295. Name: Malcolm Miller, Ph.D. on 2014-01-25 23:51:35 
Comments: Have lived in Playa del Rey over 30 yrs., this development is much to large 
for our area. 

296. Name: Bill Ballerini on 2014-01-26 00:46:24 
Comments: 56 ft. Is just too tall. The company is building to sell and maximize their profit 
NOT enhance the community while developing.t 

297. Name: Ann Hadsell on 2014-01-26 06:05:00 
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Comments: 

298. Name: Sabine Klinger on 2014-01-26 16:34:16 
Comments: Please build where people will welcome this development, we don't need 
another cookie town. Folks who want the modern buildings with chain stores have 
endless options to choose from. Please make your money elsewhere legado, that's what 
the drive is all about, isn't it? 

299. Name: Tom Harvey on 2014-01-26 21:29:41 
Comments: Just too big for the beach area. 

300. Name: April House on 2014-01-26 23:19:04 
Comments: 

301 . Name: James Mitchell on 2014-01-27 13:49:48 
Comments: This is too of an overwhelming a proposal and it doesn't synch with the 
current ambiance of the community. I hope money is not the only thing that talks for the 
city. I hope the Playa Del Rey Leadership also has conscience. 

302. Name: Cyndy Chrisman on 2014-01-29 17:14:02 
Comments: please don't compromise the integrety of this special town 

303. Name: sandy on 2014-01-29 17:53:59 
Comments: 

304. Name: John Purcell on 2014-01-30 03:47:24 
Comments: PDR is NOT MDR. .. as a 25 year resident of PDR, our small community 
cannot support such an enormous real estate development on its shore. The project, as 
proposed is simply "unrealistic" for the terrain, ecosystem and residents of this historically 
small, quaint beach community. Such a massive project at this proposed location will 
overwhelm the entire seaside town of PDR and is "non-sustainable". The height alone is 
"OBSCENE" not mention Parking in PDR is non-existent, period. 

305. Name: Lynette Klaesges on 2014-01-30 07:20:37 
Comments: 

306. Name: Wendy Zacuto on 2014-01-31 04:41:20 
Comments: Downsize the project and I'll be ok. It's too big for our peaceful 
neighborhood! 

307. Name: Jessica Wolf on 2014-01-31 10:15:28 
Comments: 

308. Name: Justina Gilleland on 2014-01-31 17:07:10 
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Comments: 

309. Name: Libby DuBay on 2014-01-31 21:29:00 
Comments: This is not reasonable, responsible or respectful of the PDR community and 
those who currently reside there. We are not opposed to improvements but this will 
dramatically change the dynamics and culture that we have developed and invested in 
and Prefer. Also it will interfere and disrupt the quality of life for current residents in 
dramatic ways dureing the development process as well as following. 

310. Name: Pat Walker on 2014-02-07 20:17:44 
Comments: I support any and all petitions against development in Playa del Rey. I moved 
here almost 20 years ago for the simplicity and peaceful atmosphere as well as the 
feeling of a small town .... toatlly against it. 

311 . Name: Janice dugan on 2014-02-09 19:16:34 
Comments: This is to big of a development and would ruin this small town!!!! As it is now 
the traffic is already a major problem with Culver & Vista del Mar already contested and it 
being the only main roads thru the town, Where would all the traffic go??. 

312. Name: AI Garcia on 2014-02-12 00:26:45 
Comments: Leave us alone. Do not exceed current coastal building codes. 

313. Name: AL Garcia on 2014-02-12 01:19:38 
Comments: I grew up in Venice and PDR, they wanna do to PDR wut they did to 
Venice ... NO GOOD! 

314. Name: L. James Roh on 2014-02-12 22:12:56 
Comments: 

315. Name: herb child on 2014-02-13 00:05:49 
Comments: absolutely not! 45 year resident of PDR 

316. Name: Lucy Taylor on 2014-03-01 19:38:18 
Comments: 

317. Name: Rick Garvey on 2014-03-10 21:34:25 
Comments: This project does not conform to the mass, scale and character of the 
neighborhood, please say no! 

318. Name: Kevin Kerslake on 2014-03-10 22:41:07 
Comments: 

319. Name: Nori Takei on 2014-03-11 02:03:19 
Comments: 
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320. Name: George Gineris on 2014-03-12 23:17:19 
Comments: 

321 . Name: Adriana Wianecki on 2014-05-14 05:59:57 
Comments: 

322. Name: Stephen W Mayer on 2014-06-28 14:05:15 
Comments: 
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City of Los Angeles March2015 

LETTER NO. 36- ROSS 3 

Julie Ross 

419 Redlands St. 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 36-1 

Hope all is well. I've attached a copy of a petition that 1 started in January of this year. The signatures 
were collected over roughly a 3 month period of time. There is an additional petition started by another 

member of our group around the same time that has over twice the amount of signatures, during basically 
the same time frame. That brings the total signatures to around 900. That is only a couple hundred fewer 

than the number that the group that opposed moving the runway north garnered. As a point of reference 
PDR has just around 12,000 residents and Westchester has around 50,000. Granted, the airport effects 
residents of both communities. Still, from the petition you should get a sense of the passion we have for 
our little beach town and our commitment to not destroying our way of life. 

If you peruse the comments you will see how absolutely shocking it is to our community that such a 
structure could even be contemplated. 

That was back in January it is now September/October and our resolve is even stronger. 

Response to Comment No. 36-1 

The comment references a petition with signatures collected in opposition to the Project. It is 
acknowledged that this petition has been submitted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision
making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No. 36-2 

I will reiterate what I have said before. The developer has not attempted to work with the community to 

bring us a building that not only can we live with, they hllve not llttempted to bring us a building that will 
not destroy our community, our environment, our public views not our way of life. 

Response to Comment No. 36-2 

The Applicant met multiple times with various members of the community, and reduced the Project from 

what was originally proposed. Further, the Planning and Land Use Committee of the Westchester-Playa 
Del Rey Neighborhood Council recommended approval of the Project to the full Council board. As 
described in detail in the MND, the supplemental Initial Study, and these responses to comments, the 
Project would not cause a significant unavoidable effect on the environment. 

Specifically, Project impacts with respect to biological resources are addressed on pages 31 and 32 ofthe 

MND and pages IV -7 to IV -26 of the supplemental Initial Study and impacts with respect to hydrology 
and water quality are addressed on pages 40 to 44 of the MND and pages IV -66 to IV-7 4 of the 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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supplemental Initial Study. In addition, impacts to the Ballona Wetlands as a result of temporary, 
construction-related dewatering are discussed in Master Response 1, and impacts related to flooding are 
addressed in Master Response 7. Finally, impacts related to aesthetics are addressed on pages 24 to 27 of 
the MND and pages IV-1 to IV-6 of the supplemental Initial Study, and impacts to public views are 
further discussed in Response to Comment No. 18-3. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 37 SCHWERTFEGER 3 

From: <chankael@aol.com> 
Date: Sat, Nov 1, 2014 at 12:39 PM 
Subject: Flooding Reality- 138 Culver Boulevard Cases: TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-
2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 
To: da rlene.navarrete@lacity .org, kevin.jones@lacity.org, lynda.smith@lacity.org, 
jon .foreman@lacity.org, tric ia.keane@lacity.org, fred.sutton@lacity.org, mike. bon in@lacity.org, 
cigardenia@aol.com, noelweiss@ca.rr.com, mnb@cbceatth law.com, dpc(a),cbcearth law.com 

Team: 

I know as part of the comments filed for the MND, you received input on flooding in low 
Playa Del Rey, sea level rise, storm drain capacity (particularly while carrying 1.79 
million gallons a day of construction dewatering) and the wisdom of an underground 
garage. Please consider this incremental information to go with those arguments which 
have already been advanced. 

Last night we received 1/4 to 1/2 inch of rain in the Los Angeles basin. The one storm 
drain in lower Playa Del Rey, which Legado plans to use, was a lake-- all the way to the 
corner of Pacific and Culver. I have attached the picture. Now imagine a 1" storm and 
the Legado garage as the lowest point filling with water through the entrance on 
Pacific. 

Now one might say that this is the result of sand in the storm drain-- but those who live 
down here know that is a chronic or very likely problem-- notwithstanding Fred Sutton's 
best efforts and our own shoveling to boot. The City of LA lacks the manpower and 
budget to keep the drains clean and so we flood easily and frequently. Hence, a 
subterranean garage on Pacific is likely to flood and then need to be drained of dirty 
water while over a hundred cars look to park somewhere ... anywhere ... in a 
neighborhood with no parking. 

A true mess. A likely mess. A frequent mess. A more frequent mess as sea level 
rises. 

Also, a reasonable argument of a probable adverse environmental impact which was 
not adequately assessed in the MND. To the extent the MND considered the issue it 
did so in the abstract based on technical data, not the realities of flooding and 
drainage in lower Playa Del Rey. Certainly, there is a reasonable argument this 
flooding, combined with a subterranean garage, has a potential significant adverse 
impact. If there is evidence both ways-- reality (drains clogged with sand and actual 
flooding) versus abstract flood maps-- an EIR is required. 

Please file this with the record. 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 

37-2 
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Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
{31 0) 985-1581 

Kevin D. Jones 
City ofLos Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot of property information at http://zimas. lacity.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City ofLos Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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LETTER NO. 37- SCHWERTFEGER 3 

Kathryn M. Schwertfger 

229 Montreal Street 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 37-1 

March 2015 

I know as part of the comments filed for the MND, you received input on flooding in low Playa Del Rey, 

sea level rise, storm drain capacity (particularly while carrying 1. 79 million gallons a day of construction 

dewatering) and the wisdom of an underground garage. Please consider this incremental information to 

go with those arguments which have already been advanced. 

Last night we received 114 to 112 inch of rain in the Los Angeles basin. The one storm drain in lower 

Playa Del Rey, which Legado plans to use, was a lake-- all the way to the corner of Pacific and Culver. I 

have attached the picture. Now imagine a 1" storm and the Legado garage as the lowest point filling with 

water through the entrance on Pacific. 

Now one might say that this is the result of sand in the storm drain-- but those who live down here know 

that is a chronic or very likely problem-- notwithstanding Fred Sutton's best efforts and our own 

shoveling to boot. The City of LA lacks the manpower and budget to keep the drains clean and so we 

flood easily and frequently. Hence, a subterranean garage on Pacific is likely to flood and then need to be 

drained of dirty water while over a hundred cars look to park somewhere. . . anywhere. . . in a 

neighborhood with no parking. 

A true mess. A likely mess. A frequent mess. A more frequent mess as sea level rises. 

Response to Comment No. 37-J 

Regarding stormwater and flooding, please see Master Response 7: Stormwater and Flooding. As 

described therein, the Project would not significantly contribute to impacts associated with stormflows 

and would be adequately protected from flooding by elevation and design. 

Comment No. 37-2 

Also, a reasonable argument of a probable adverse environmental impact which was not adequately 

assessed in the MND. To the extent the MND considered the issue it did so in the abstract based on 

technical data, not the realities of flooding and drainage in lower Playa Del Rey. Certainly, there is a 

reasonable argument this flooding, combined with a subterranean garage, has a potential significant 

adverse impact. If there is evidence both ways-- reality (drains clogged with sand and actual flooding) 

versus abstract flood maps-- an EIR is required. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 37-2 

The comment incorrectly asserts that use of specific technical data is not sufficient for an impact 
determination and speculates that the Project may have an adverse effect regarding stormwater. As 
acknowledged in the comment, the MND and Supplemental Initial Study discussed stormwater flows and 
flooding issues on pages 40 to 44 of the MND and pages IV -66 to IV -74 of the supplemental Initial 
Study, and based on specific data concluded that no significant impact would occur. Additionally, Master 
Response 7: Stormwater and Flooding provides additional supplemental analysis that confirms the 
conclusion of the MND. 

Regarding preparation of an EIR, because all significant impacts of the Project can be reduced to less than 
significant with implementation of mitigation measures, preparation of an EIR is not required for the 
Project. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 38 MASTERMAN-SMITH 

Kevin Jones <kevin.jones@laclty.org> 

Fwd: Update: 138 Culver Blvd, Playa Del Rey 
1 message 

Lourdes Green <lourdes.green@laclty.org> Thu, Feb 12, 2015 at 8:24AM 
To: Jose Romero-Navarra <jose.romero-navarro@lacity.org>, Kevin Jones <kevin.jones@lacity.org> 

FYI; there Is a reference to a stop order which I am not familiar with 

-- Forwarded message --
From: Michael Masterman·Smith <masterman@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Feb 11, 2015 at 7:23PM 
Subject: Update: 138 Culvar BM:f, Playa Del Rey 
To: Andrew.willis@coastal.ca.gov, tricia.keane@lacity .erg, lmkhitaryan@ph.lacounty .gov, 
jeff. brooks@waterboards.ca.gov, fred.sutton@lacity .org, lourdes. green@lacity .org 

Dear Honorable Officials: 

Today, February 11, 2015 at 5:45am 3 KVac Environmental Service, Inc. semis (see pies attached) were on the 
property of 138 Culwr Bl\d (aka Jake's Lot) in Playa del Rey. After talking with the drivars, they were apparently 
there to transfer contents from the water storage tanks (placed on the lot for dewatering testing), to be taken to a 
processing facility and the contents 'cleaned' and disposed of. 

Since there was already a stop order and citations by DPW imposed on the dewloper on January 22, 2015 until 
a conditional use permit could be approvad, this came as a surprise to many In the neighborhood. 

I am deeply concerned of today's activity and its effects on the health of the affected neighborhood because it 
indicates some unpermitted pumping was done prior to the stop order. With the geohydrology report from 
September 2014 ofthe area, it has been suggested that dewatering pumping may affect and begin suction of 
toxic substances, namely tetrachloroethylene (TCE, aka perchloroethylene PCE) and \Anyl chloride, and perhaps 
petroleum related contaminants at the drycleaners nearby at 310 Culwr Bl\-d .. Am I wrong to be concerned or 
suspect that toxic materials could haw been intentionally mowd underground in a populated neighborhood 
without permit, transferred into trucks, transported and then evidence of such materials disposed of? 

My follow-up question, which is non-rhetorical and I would appreciate a response to, be It from the Council's 
office, Dept of City Planning or Dept of Public Works, is: 

What activities are allowable under the conditions of the stop order? This is Important in practical terms since it 
saws all inwlwd the need for documenting, querying, emails, etc. If this actll.1ty is not permissible, I would like to 
know what the plan the city has for dealing with unpermitted, unapprowd actl\1ties that take place on 138 Culver 
Bl\d? 

I feel this is going to be an on-going process, given the controwrslal nature of this dewlopment and the added 
potential for toxic contamination of the town due to a developer that seems to haw no respect or regard for the 
city planning process, our elected and appointed officials or the health and welfare of residents of the 
neighborhood they plan to build in. 

Thank you vary much for your time and attention. 

Respectfully, 

https:/lmall.goog le.corrv'malffultY?ul=2&lk>*10242ade1e&,_,fm=pt&search=lnbcnr&lh=14b7e9f14b5f651c&slml= 14b7e9f14b5ffi51c 115 
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Michael Masterman-Smith, PhD 
West Playa del Rey Property Owner's Association, Inc. 
Playa del Rey Guardians Society, Inc. 

Michael Masterman-Smith PhD 
rounder, CEO 
Harmony Biosciences Inc 1 310.804.5761 

IMPORTANT: This email (and any attachments) is only intended fbi' the use of the person or entity to which it is 

addressed, and may contain information that is prMieged and confidential. You, the recipient, are obligated to 

maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Unauthorized redisclosure or failure to maintain 

confidentiality may subject you to federal and state penalties. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

immediately notify us by return email, and delete this message from your computer. 

On Thu, Jan 22, 2015 at 12:55 PM, Michael Masterman.Smlth <masterman@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello: 

To follow up on Kathy Schwertfeger's phone call and email (below) to Andrew Willis, I haw attached images of 

the dual21,000 gallon frac tanks Ms. Schwertfeger is referencing. Image '138 Culwr_PdR_FracTanks1' clearly 

shows these tanks are hooked up to PVC pipes drilled and placed in the previous weeks. I hope this helps you 

in understanding the situation and why the community is rightfully alarmed by this activity. 

Best, 
Michael Masterman-Smith 

Michael Masterman-Snith PhD 
rounder, CEO 
Harmony Biosciences Inc I 310.804.5761 

IMPORTANT: This email (and any attachments) is only intended for the use of the person or entity to which it 
is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged and confidential. You, the recipient, are obligated 

to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Unauthorized redisclosure or failure to maintain 

confidentiality may subject you to federal and state penalties. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

immediately notify us by return email, and delete this message from your computer. 

-Original Message-
From: chankael <chankael@aim.com> 
To: Andrew.willis <Andrew.willis@postal.ca.goV> 
Cc: lmkhitaryan <lmkhitaryan@ph.lacounty.goV>; tricia.keane <tricia.keane@lacity.org>; 

jeff. brooks <jeff.brooks@waterboards.ca.goV>; fred.sutton <fred.sutton@lacity .org> 
Sent: Thu, Jan 22, 2015 10:33 am 
Subject: 138 Culwr Playa Del Rey- Urgent PCE Plume Safety Issue 

Mr. Willis: 

I was glad to speak with you today regarding a lot located at 138 Culver Boulevard 

in Playa Del Rey. The lot is in the dual coastal zone and is a block and half from the 

beach. The lot is also 540 feet from the old Del Rey Dry Cleaners located at 310 

Culver which is an open water board site and contaminated with PCE, TCE and vinyl 

chloride. Since 2009 various environmental consultants and a hydrologist have 

warned that pumping ground water at the 138 Culver Boulevard site could influence 

the gradient of the ground water and move the dry cleaner plume toward the 138 

Culver lot. The problem with this is that movement of the plume in this direction 

https:l/mail.g oog le.comlmai l/u/OI?ui=2&i~f0242ade1e&lllev.=pt&search=l~th= 14b7e9f14b5f651c&sim= 14b7e9f14b51651c 215 
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would be movement through the center of Playa Del Rey, under residences, 
restaurants, a post-office and numerous other businesses. A hydrogeologist, hired by 
the community, Dr. Steven Deveral has express the opinion at los Angeles Planning 
Hearings that the plume represents a vapor intrusion risk given the high 
concentrations of PCE found in the water and shallow depth of the ground water. 

As of yesterday, the owners of the 138 Culver Boulevard have drilled or bored three 
wells to ground water and installed PBC pipes. They did this last week and there was 
substantial seepage, the lot is still wet today. As of yesterday, they had rolled in two 
what appear to be 21,000 gallon Adler Frac Tanks (that's total capacity of 42,000 
gallons) which they are hooking to the wells with additional PBC pipe. They have 
informed the llthdistrict council office in Los Angeles that they intend to "test'' the 
ground water but have not disclosed the volume of water they intend to pump in the 
testing. Our best guess is the number and capacity of the Frac Tanks-but they could 
shunt the water from the Frac Tanks to other tanks and continue pumping so we really 
don't know. My concern is that the pumping will be sufficient to move the plume. 

At this point there is no regulatory oversight of the project and they are using 
unmarked cars for the "consultants" and workers on the project. We don't know 
whose professional license and expertise are on the line and being used to ensure the 
water extraction is safe for the community in this context. 

There is no permit issued by the Water Board. Jeff Brooks, the geologist handling the 
Del Rey Cleaner's site, confirmed that the Water Board does not have jurisdiction 
because the 138 Culver site is not a clean-up site and the water will not be 
discharged-it will be stored, analyzed and disposed of. The County of Los Angeles 
Department of Public Health, Bureau of Environmental Health ordinarily permits non
production wells a category of required permit which Includes all of the following: 
monitoring, water extraction and soil boring into groundwater. According to lusi 
Mkhitaryan no such permit was applied for or obtained. The City of Los Angeles has 
also not issued a permit register, pre Fred Sutton in the 11th District Council Office, 
who checked yesterday. 

That said, I spoke to Amber Dobson, Coastal Program Analyst, yesterday regarding 
whether or not this type of construction activity is a development for purposes of the 
Coastal Act. She said there was no question that the drilling, piping, Frac Tanks and 
pumping are a "development'' and require either a permit or exemption, neither of 
which is on file with the Commission. So, I am asking for your help. I know the 
Executive Director has authority to issue a "Cease and Desist Order'' which will 
function as a stay until a permit or exemption can be obtained. We wantthe ground 
water tested but we also want to know that the work plan has been designed by a 
competent, licensed professional who is aware of all facts and circumstances. If the 
Coastal Commission does not act-we fear an Indefinite amount of pumping, without 
an approved or even reviewed work plan, and no professional responsible for the 
outcome of the testing. 

So name of the owner of the Lot is "Legado del Mar, LLC" and affiliate of Legado 
Companies. Their phone number is (310) 274-0700 and the representative for the 

hlfps:l/rmll.google.com'mall/uiMuic2&i~f0242ade1e&\iew=pl&search=inbax&th=14b7e9f14b51651c&slml=14b7e9114b5r551c 315 
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project is Heather Lee. The project attorney is Ben Reznik at Jeffer Mangel and his 
phone number is (31 0} 201-3572. 

I have also cc:'d Jeff Brooks at the Water Board, Lusi Mkhitaryan at the County 

Department of Public Health, Tricia Keane in the 11th District Council Office and Fred 

Sutton in the 11th District Council Office. This should make It easier for you to contact 
them. 

Jeff Brooks' phone number is: 213-576-6600; Lusi Mkhitaryan's phone number 
is: 626-430-5420; Tricia Keane's phone number is: 213-473-7011 

I believe this is situation where from Leg ado's perspective it is easier to ask 
forgiveness than permission. But we have a real risk here. The easiest way to 
address the situation, on an interim basis, would be for the Executive Director to 
issue a "Cease and Desist'' until someone can get information from Legado as to the 
work plan at 138 Culver and ensure the work is safe, while they are not pumping 
water. 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

229 Montrea I Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
(310} 985-1581 

Michael Masterman-Smt:h PhD 
Founder, CEO 
Harmony Blosciences Inc 1 310.804.5761 

1 IMPORTANT: This email (and any attachments) is only intended for the use of the person or entity to which it 
. is addressed, and may contain information that is pri\11eged and confidential. You, the recipient, are obligated 
· to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Unauthorized redisclosure or failure to maintain 

confidentiality may subject you to federal and state penalties. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately notify us by return email, and delete this message from your computer. 
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LETTER NO. 38- MASTERMAN-SMITH 

Michael Mastennan-Smith 

Comment No. 38-1 

Today, February 11, 2015 at 5:45am 3 KVac Environmental Service, Inc. semis (see pies attached) were 

on the property of 138 Culver Blvd (aka Jake's Lot) in Playa del Rey. After talking with the drivers, they 

were apparently there to transfer contents from the water storage tanks (placed on the lot for dewatering 

testing), to be taken to a processing facility and the contents 'cleaned' and disposed ot: 

Since there was already a stop order and citations by DPW imposed on the developer on January 22, 2015 

until a conditional use permit could be approved, this came as a surprise to many in the neighborhood. 

I am deeply concerned of today's activity and its effects on the health of the affected neighborhood 

because it indicates some unpermitted pumping was done prior to the stop order. With the geohydrology 

report from September 2014 of the area, it has been suggested that dewatering pumping may affect and 

begin suction of toxic substances, namely tetrachloroethylene (TCE, aka perchloroethylene PCE) and 

viny I chloride, and perhaps petroleum related contaminants at the dry cleaners nearby at 310 Culver Blvd 

Am I wrong to be concerned or suspect that toxic materials could have been intentionally moved 

underground in a populated neighborhood without pennit, transferred into trucks, transported and then 

evidence of such materials disposed of? 

Response to Comment No. 38-1 

The comment references photographs of semi-trucks on the Project site. It is acknowledged that these 

photographs have been submitted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for 

their review and consideration. 

The trucks referenced in the comment were associated with additional testing on the Project site to further 

respond to comments by the public. The results of this testing are provided in Master Response I: 

Dewatering. 

Comment No. 38-2 

My follow-up question, which is non-rhetorical and I would appreciate a response to, be it from the 

Council's office, Dept of City Planning or Dept of Public Works, is: 

What activities are allowable under the conditions of the stop order? This is important in practical terms 

since it saves all involved the need for documenting, querying, emails, etc. If this activity is not 

permissible, I would like to know what the plan the city has for dealing with unpermitted, unapproved 

activities that take place on 138 Culver Blvd? 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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All testing activities on the Project site were completed by the time of issuance of the referenced "stop 
work order." The only remaining activity that occurred was the lawful disposal of testing materials. The 
Applicant is working to resolve any outstanding concerns of the Department of Building and Safety. 

Comment No. 38-3 

I feel this is going to be an on-going process, given the controversial nature of this development and the 
added potential for toxic contamination of the town due to a developer that seems to have no respect or 
regard for the city planning process, our elected and appointed officials or the health and welfare of 
residents of the neighborhood they plan to build in. 

Thank you very much for your time and attention. 

Response to Comment No. 38-3 

As described in Responses to Comments 38-1 and 38-2 all testing activities on the Project site have 
ceased, and Master Response I: Dewatering summarizes the results of that testing. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 39 SCHWERTFEGER 4 

-----Original Message-----
From: chankael <chankael@aim.com> 
To: kevin.jones <kevin.jones@lacity.org>; darlene. navarrete <darlene. navarrete@lacitv.org> 
Cc: tricia.keane <tricia.keane@lacity.org>; fred.sutton <fred.sutton@laci ty.org>; mike.bonin 
<mike.bonin@laclty.org> 
Sent: Tue, Feb 10, 2015 1:44 pm 
Subject: 138 Culver Boulevard Visuallmpact--TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and 
DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL Volume 1 of 2 

Team: 

I have attached a letter and portions of the Venice Dual Force Main EIR. The EIR prepared for the City'] 
own project is very enlightening as to what is a protected view under CEQA and what is a significant 39-1 
impact. I am sending this email in two parts given the size of the EIR files. 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

From: <chankael@aim.com> 
Date: Wed, Feb 11, 2015 at 9:45AM 
Subject: Fwd: 138 Culver Boulevard Visual Impact--TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-
2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL Volume 2 of2 
To: kevin. jones@lacity.org, dar lene.navarrete@Jac.ity.org 

Subject: Re: 138 Culver Boulevard Visuallmpact--TI-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF 
and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL Volume 2 of 2 

The second set of attachments which include the DEIR and the visual resource appendix for the Venice~ 
Dual Force Main EIR. __j 39-2 

Kathy 

Kevin D. Jones 
City ofLos Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot ofproperty information at http://zimas.lacity.o.rg/-- check it out! 
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5.12 VISUAL AND AESTHETIC RESOURCES 

5.12.1 Environmental Setting 

In accordance CEQA Guidelines and the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Threshold Guide ( 1998) for 
determining impact significance, this section addresses the potential impacts to Visual and Aesthetic 
Resources (Visual Resources) in the project vicinity which may result from the construction of the force 
main and the significance of such impacts. The visual resources assessment includes the following 
information: 

• Identifies those views potentially affected by the Project over which the public is most likely to express 
concern (critically sensitive public views); 

• Describes the existing character and quality of those potentially affected critically sensitive views; 

• Estimates the intensity of possible adverse visual impacts on those views; 

• Evaluates the significance of the possible impacts; and 

• As applicable, considers possible mitigation measures that could lessen the impacts to negligible levels of 
intensity. 

Visual Sensitivity - Sensitivity is the social setting for visual resources. As applied to visual impact 
analyses, sensitivity refers to public attitudes about specific views, or interrelated views, and is the key to 
assessing how important a visual impact may be and whether or not it represents a significant impact. 

To assess visual sensitivity, indicators of public concern were identified and sensitivity rated accordingly. 
The indicators are listed in Table I of Attachment A in Appendix I and reflect the concepts and methods 
of several federal agencies that treat sensitivity as a function of viewer activity, awareness, values, and 
goals. 

The four levels of sensitivity are high, moderate, low and no sensitivity. 

• High Sensitivity. High sensitivity suggests that at least some part of the public is likely to react strongly to 
a threat to visual quality. A highly concerned public is assumed to be more aware of any given level of 
adverse change and less tolerant than a public that has little concern. A small modification of the existing 
landscape may be visually distracting to a highly sensitive public and represent a substantial reduction in 
visual quality. 

• Moderate Sensitivity. Moderate sensitivity suggests that the public would probably voice some concern 
over substantial visual impacts. Often the affected views are secondary in importance or are similar to 
others commonly available to the public. Noticeably adverse changes would probably be tolerated if the 
essential character of the views remains dominant. 

• Low Sensitivity. Low sensitivity is considered to prevail where the public is expt:clt:u lu havt: litllt: ur uu 
concern about changes in the landscape. This may be because the affected views are not "public" (not 
accessible to the public) or because there are no indications that the public values the affected views. 

• No Sensitivity. There is no sensitivity where the potentially affected views are not "public" (not accessible 
to the general public) or because there are no indications that the affected views are valued by the public. 

Sensitivity of Project Locale - By definition, views from areas serving residential, recreational and 
tourism land uses, as well as from the transportation routes serving those land uses, are considered to be 
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highly sensitive. The public is expected to value such views and to potentially react strongly to adverse 

changes to the visual character and quality of their surroundings. 

The CCC's primary concern over visual resources within the coastal zone is: 

" ... the protection of ocean and coastal views from public areas such as highways, roads, 

beaches, parks, coastal trails and accessways, vista points, coastal streams and waters 

used for recreational purposes, and other public preserves rather than coastal views from 

private residences where no public vistas are involved " 

This assessment considers the collective views throughout the Project area, which are important to the 

consideration of the significance of visual impacts. The following narrative describes the existing visual 
conditions within the Project areas and identifies the various levels of impacts to the visual character 

posed by the Project at each alternative location. 

MARINA DEL REY 

Marquesas WayNia Marina Alignment 

Sensitivity- Figure 5.12-1 shows the viewing positions used in this assessment. There are numerous 

highly sensitive viewing positions within and around Marina Del Rey, given its scenic, recreation and 
tourist-oriented attractions. Foremost among these are views from Via Marina, Admiralty Way and Fiji 

Way, which form a route designated as a scenic highway and also to be designated as a scenic drive 

(Scenic Highway Element, Los Angeles County General Plan; Coastal Plan Policies). Of specific 

importance to the proposed Project is Via Marina, from its intersection with Marquesas Way to where it 
turns sharply to the southwest to parallel the entrance channel for the marina. Along this stretch of road 

there would be cut-and-cover pipeline installation, as well as the construction of receive and push sites for 

micro-tunneling. 

A number of recreation and tourist attractions are to be found in the marina: Burton Chace Park, 

Fisherman's Village, Admiralty Park, Mother's Beach, and the picturesque marina itself. Views from 

these locations, however, are not important to the analysis, as they do not include Project construction 

activities and sites. On the other hand, at the southeast end of Via Marina, where it turns to the southwest, 

there is a small park called Aubrey E. Austin Parle There, too, is the northeast end of the North Jetty 

Promenade, a popular walk along the scenic Marina Del Rey entrance channel. Views from Aubrey Park 

and the Promenade are also, by definition, highly sensitive, and the receive site for the micro-tunneling 

connection to the Marina Del Rey Alignment would be within full view of these recreation resources 

across Via Marina. 

A moderately high-density multi-family residential area lines both sides ofMarquesas Way and the west 

side of Via Marina. Both of these roads serve as the primary access to the residential areas flanking 

Ballona Lagoon and the Grand Canal to the west. The collective views from the residences on Via Marina 

and Marquesas Way are highly sensitive. Because these roads are part of the primary access to these 

residential areas, road-based views would be considered to be highly sensitive. As noted, Via Marina is 

also highly sensitive due to its scenic highway/scenic drive status. 
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Also, some aspects of the Project alternatives would be seen from boats passing along the entrance 
channel, and such views, being recreation oriented, are highly sensitive. 

Critical Views - Critical views are partly defined as those that are the most sensitive, as described in the 
previous section. Where the public is considered to be potentially moderate to highly sensitive to changes 
in visual quality, there is likely to be a substantial concern over noticeably adverse visual impacts. An 
extensive, detailed account is provided in Appendix I. 

Figures 5.12-2 and 5.12-3, show representative views ofMarquesas Way and Via Marina, in the vicinity 
of the two optional push sites for micro-tunneling under Ballona Lagoon to the receive site opposite the 
VPP. Also shown in these figures are optional construction/laydown areas that would support the 
construction and operation of the two alternative push sites. Figure 5.12-4 shows the receive site at the 
VPP, which is in the vacant lot opposite the VPP, as well as push site Option 2, in the vacant lot on the 
east side of the canal. These sites would be within full view from the residences lining the east side of 
Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal across from the plant, as well as those walking along the lagoon/canal or 
boating on it. 

Figure 5.12-5 is a panoramic view from a residence along the east bank of the Grand Canal across from 
the VPP. This view shows the point where the canal becomes "Ballona Lagoon," which is at the left 
corner of the VPP, in the upper image. Recreationists walking along the canal and the lagoon, or boating 
on these waters, would be expected to be highly sensitive to visual impacts. As noted above, the receive 
site for the Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment alternative would be in the vacant lot shown in 
Figure 5.12-5. 

Figure 5.12-6 shows the view from Aubrey E. Austin Park, looking to the northwest along Via Marina. 
This view shows the location of one option for the receive site for the under-channel micro-tunneling 
construction alternative. The site is within the parking lot shown in the upper image, and the 
construction/laydown area would also be within this parking lot. The view shown also represents that 
from the North Jetty Promenade and Via Marina. 

Figure 5.12-7 is u panoramic view from the entrance channel that includes the Via Marina receive site, as 
well as Aubrey E. Austin Park. Views from the channel would not be the most critical, as they would be 
comparatively distant, relative to views from Via Marina, Aubrey E. Austin Park, and the North Jetty 
Promenade. While boats may pass along the northwest side of the channel and be within about 240 feet of 
the nearest Project feature, the North Jetty would block such views. From points nearer the center of the 
channel but within the ocean-bound lane, points from which the Project could be seen; the viewing 
positions would be not closer than about 350 feet or more. By contrast, from Aubrey E. Austin Park and 
Via Marina, one is only about 80 - 90 feet from where the receive site may be within the parking lot 
northwest of the park. Consequently, views from the entrance channel would not be considered further, 
as the focus of the assessment is on the most critical views. 
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Panorama Showing Site for Push Option 2 for 
Marquesas WayNia Marina Cut-and-Cover Alternative, 

Seen from Marquesas WayNia Dolce Intersection (VP 1). 

Figure 5.12-2 
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Views of V!a Marina/Marquesas Way Intersection. the Site for Site Push Option 1 
for Marquesas WayNia Marina Cut-and-Cover Alternative, Seen from, and near, 

Marquesas WayNia Dolce Intersection (VPs 2 and 3). 

Figure 5.12-3 
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(Top): View along the Grand Canal Showing Residences from Which Receive and Push Sites, Cut-and
Cover, or Extraction Shaft Construction Activities Would Be Seen (VP 4) . (Bottom): Hurricane St. at the 

Venice Pumping Plant, Showing Receive and Alternative Extraction Shaft Sites (VP 5) . 

Figure 5.12-4 
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View from Residence on East Side of Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal 
Showing the Venice Pumping Plant, a Receive Site for Micro

Tunneling, and Optional Mined Tunneling Extraction Site (VP 6). 

Figure 5.12-5 
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Panoramic View from Aubrey E. Austin Park, Looking Northwest along Via 
Marina. (Top): The Receive Site and Cut-and-Cover Construction for the Via 

Marina/Marqesas Way Alignment Alternative would be in the Parking Lot (VP 7) 

Figure 5.12-6 
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A Panoramic View from the Marina del Rey Entrance Channel, Show
ing the Locations of the Receive Sites at Pacific Ave. and Via Marina, 
the Entrance to the Grand Canal, and Aubrey E. Austin Park (VP 8). 

Figure 5.12-7 
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VENICE 

Pacific Avenue Alignment 

Sensitivity - In general, the Pacific A venue Alignment Alternative would be within highly sensitive 
public views that include the collective residential views along the alignment, along Hurricane Street and 
Pacific A venue, from Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal, and those from a pedestrian trail lining the east side 

ofthe lagoon. 

The collective residential views along Pacific A venue and Hurricane Street are treated in this analysis as 
highly' sensitive. Cut-and-cover activities would be visible from residences lining the east side of the 

Grand Canal across from the VPP and those along Hurricane Street Residents along Pacific A venue 
south of Hurricane Street to Via Marina would view cut-and-cover construction activities while 
approaching their homes and from their residences as construction progresses along the street. 

Recreational opportunities within the community of Venice occur to the north of the Project site, 
including the famous Venice Beach, bike path and Ocean Front Walk. In general, public recreation use of 
area of the Project is less intensive than that of the North Venice Beach portion. Uses are primarily 
sunbathing, swimming, picnicking, active recreational uses on the sand, and fishing from the Marina 
Channel jetty. The walkways and waterways along the Venice Canals and Ballona Lagoon provide 

opportunities for more passive recreational and educational uses, such as bird watching, nature study, 
strolling, and sightseeing. A Class II Bikeway runs along Pacific A venue, and non-motorized boating is 
permitted in the Venice Canals. Potentially, the Project activities would be seen by boaters along the 
lagoon, those walking along the beach access trail in the vicinity, and bicyclists using Pacific Avenue. 

Also, where Pacific Avenue intersects with Via Marina, there is the North Jetty Promenade, a frequently 
used walkway featuring observation decks from which the entrance channel may be appreciated. Fishing 
is a popular activity below the Promenade. 

The south terminus of the subject alignment may be seen from the numerous pleasure craft that use the 

entrance channel. 

Critical Views - The critical views would be any of those from along the alignment from Ballona 

Lagoon/Grand Canal, pedestrian beach access, Hurricane Street and Pacific A venue and their adjoining 
residences, the bikeway along Pacific Avenue, the North Jetty Promenade, and from the entrance channel. 

Figure 5.12-4 shows the route for the Pacific Avenue Alignment along Hurricane Street, within view of 
residences lining this street. Figure 5.12-5 shows the proximity of Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal to the 

VPP and the north end of the Pacific Avenue Alignment Alternative. Figure 5.12-8 shows the length of 
Pacific A venue from the pedestrian bridge at Lighthouse Street southeast to Via Marina, as well as 

Ballona Lagoon flanking it on the northeast side. The latter figure also shows that residences line both 
sides of Pacific Avenue at its southeast end where it meets Via Marina. 

Figure 5.12-7 discloses the view of the receive site area as seen from the entrance channel, while 
Figure 5.12-9 shows the southeast terminus of this alignment alternative and the receive site for micro

tunneling under the Marina Del Rey entrance channel and Ballona Creek. The receive site would be close 
to the observation platform overhanging the revetment (upper image). 
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(Top): Looking Northwest along Pacific Ave. from the Intersection with 
Via Marina (VP 9). (Bottom): Looking Southeast along Ballona Lagoon 
and Pacific Ave. from the Pedestrian Bridge at Lighthouse St.(VP 1 0). 

Figure 5.12-8 
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(Top) : View of Receive Site and Construction/Laydown Area from the Corner of Pacific Ave . 
and Via Marina, Looking Northeast (VP 9). (Bottom): View along the North Jetty Promenade 

from Observation Platform at End of Pacific Ave. and Via Marina (VP 11) . 

Figure 5.12-9 
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DOCKWEILER BEACH ALIGNMENT 

The cut-and-cover method of construction for this alternative was considered in the EIR but was deemed 
not viable due to numerous construction-related impacts; therefore, it is not detailed in this assessment. 
However, the tunneling method of construction is analyzed in this section 

WESTCHESTERIPLA Y A DEL REY 

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar Alignment 
Sensitivity - At the northerly end of this alignment, the alignment extends to a push site for micro
tunneling under the entrance channel to either the Pacific Avenue or the Via Marina Alternative 
Alignments on the north side of the entrance channel. Here there is a boat launch ramp that may be 
affected due to construction of the push site, a bicycle path, a fishing bridge, and a residential area. The 
construction/laydown area that would support the micro-tunneling activities would be in the parking lot 
along the southwest side of the bridge. Views from areas of recreation and residential land uses, including 
the associated access routes, are highly sensitive. 

The parking lot for Del Rey Lagoon Park provides access not only to the park, but also to Dockweiler 
Beach via a path that leads from the parking lot. Views from Pacific A venue, the residences along it, Del 
Rey Lagoon Park, the parking lot at the park, and the beach access path, are all highly sensitive. 

Critical Views- All of the views noted would be considered critical, as they are of the highest sensitivity 
and would include the proposed Project construction activities within the foreground. Most critical of 
these along Pacific A venue would be the ones from the bicycle path, the fishing bridge, the residential 
area along Pacific Avenue, Del Rey Lagoon Park, and the beach access path. Figure 5.12-10 shows views 
from the bridge over Ballona Creek, looking southeast. The upper image shows the push site area to the 
north of the bridge (left). The lower image is a better view of the residential area along Pacific Avenue. 
The bridge links the bicycle path, which is along the jetty separating the entrance channel and Ballona 
Creek and the stretch ofDockweiler Beach south of the channel and creek. 

Figure 5.12-11 shows the scene from the intersection of 66th Avenue and Pacific Avenue, looking 
northwest and north, which includes the residential area along Pacific Avenue, with a glimpse ofDel Rey 
Lagoon Park. Figure 5.12-12 presents two panoramas of this park, which abuts Pacific Avenue and from 
which details of Project construction activities would be visible. Along Vista Del Mar, there are multi
story residences, as seen in Figure 5.12-13, which presents photographs from the intersection at 
Waterview Street and a representative view from the Vista Del Mar. These street-based views are 
considered to generally represent those from the residences. 

CHANNEL CROSSING 

The launch shafts and the two alternative receptor sites, associated with micro-tunneling under the Marina 
Del Rey entrance channel and Ballona Creek, would be within public view. These sites are addressed 
relative to the cut-and-cover altemative alignments. 
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Views from Pacific Ave. Bridge; (Top): Push Site in Parking Lot for 
Under-Channel Alignment; (Bottom): View to Southeast along 

Pacific Ave., Showing Bicycle Path in Foreground (VP 12). 

Figure 5.12-10 
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(Top) Pacific Ave. and 66th Ave. Looking Northwest, 
and (Bottom) Looking North (VP 13); Del Rey Lagoon 

Park is Seen to the Right. 

Figure 5.12-11 
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Panoramic Views of Del Rey Lagoon Park (Top): 
Looking to the Northwest, and (Bottom): Looking to 

the Southeast (VP 14). 

Figure 5.12-12 
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(Top} Vista del Mar and Waterview St. Looking Northwest to 
North; and (Bottom) Looking East to Southeast 0/P 15) 
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LARGE-DlAI'•'lETER (MINED) TUN ELl 'G ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES 

There are four Mined-Tunnel Alignment alternatives, which would present noticeable disturbance above 
ground at the sites for the starter and extraction shaft sites. These sites are within highly sensitive views 
from beach recreation sites, residential areas, and a designated scenic highway (Vista Del Mar). 

Alternatives I and 2 call for cut-and-cover construction as well, which would also be within recreational 
oriented and/or residential views. 

Alternative 2: LAX- Dockweiler Beach 

Sensitivity - This alternative calls for a mined-tunnel connection from the LAX property launch shaft to 
the extraction shaft on Dockweiler Beach and cut-and-cover connections between the VPP and the 
extraction shaft. The views affected by starter shaft and associated laydown area would be from Vista Del 

Mar (scenic highway) and residences lining the northeast side of Napoleon Street. As noted earlier, 
residential views and those from designated scenic highways are highly sensitive. The sensitive views 

potentially affected by the extraction shaft and the cut-and-cover part of the alignment were described 
relative to Alternative I. 

Critical Views- Figure 5.12-I4, upper image, shows the general area for the starter shaft and laydown 
area for this alternative. Foreground views from the designated scenic highway (Vista Del Mar) and 

residences shown are of the greatest sensitivity and are highly critical. Critical views including the 
extraction shaft site for this alternative and the cut-and-cover part of the alignment are the same as for 

Alternative 1. 

Alternative 3: Direct Mined-Tunnel Connection from LAX Property to Venice Pumping Plant Via 
Dockweiler Beach 
Sensitivity and Critical Views - This alternative alignment would be a mined-tunnel construction 
alternative from the starter shaft on the LAX property directly to the extraction shaft in the vacant lot 
northwest of Hurricane Street and opposite the VPP, via Dockweiler Beach. Views of the starter shaft 
have been discussed relative to Alternative 2. As for Alternative 2, there would be as much as 300 feet of 
cut-and-cover construction from the starter shaft to the junction with the existing CIS under Vista Del 

Mar to the southwest. 

The extraction shaft would be in the vacant lot across Hurricane Street from the VPP, as shown in 
Figure 5.12-5. The sensitivity and critical nature of the affected views potentially affected by the 

extraction shaft have been discussed relative to the Via Marina/Marquesas Way cut-and-cover alignment 

alternative. 
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Views from the Vista del Mar-Napoleon St. Intersection; (Top): 
LAX Site, Looking East to Southeast; and (Bottom): Dockweiler 

Beach and Vista del Mar, Looking Northwest (VP 16). 

Figure 5.12-14 
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(Top) : Extraction Shaft Alternate Sites at 
Dockweiler Beach near Hurricane St. (VP 17); 

and (Bottom) : at Venice Pumping Plant (VP 6) . 

Figure 5.12-'i 5 
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Alternative 4: Direct Mined-Tunnel Connection from LAX Property to Venice Pumping Plant 
Under Ballona Lagoon 

Sensitivity and Critical Views - This alternative alignment would be a continuous mined-tunnel 
construction alternative from the starter shaft on LAX property to the extraction shaft in the vacant Jot on 
the northwest side ofHurricane Street, across from the VPP. The tunnel would be inland from the beach 
and generally under Vista Del Mar, Pacific Avenue and Ballona Lagoon. The starter shaft site and 
associated laydown site areas are shown in Figure 5.12-14, and sensitive and critical views relative to it 
have been described regarding Alternatives 2 and 3. Figure 5.12-15 shows the area within which the 
extraction shaft would be constructed. The laydown area is also expected to be within this vacant lot. The 
sensitivity and criticality of views from residences and the Grand Canal have been discussed relative to 
the Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment and the Pacific Avenue Alternative alignments. 

VISUAL CHARACTER 

In conformance with CEQA, detailed descriptions of the existing visual character and quality of the 
Project vicinity are limited to those views deemed to be "critical," as defined in Section 2.1 of the 
Technical Study (provided in Appendix I). Accordingly, attention is directed primarily to those 
moderately to highly sensitive views that would be most affected by a Proposed Action. Where the 
greatest of impact intensity may occur, low sensitivity views will also be considered. The assessment of 
visual character serves as the baseline for the quality of Visual/ Aesthetic Resources. The estimated visual 
impacts of the Project will be compared with the baseline conditions to assess the degree of adverse 
change (intensity) and significance of the potential impacts to the following: 

• Inherent landscape features; 
• Patterns; and 
• Existing visual conditions. 

Landscape character and existing visual conditions within critical public views are provided in Appendix I. 

5.12.2 Thresholds of Significance 
CEQA defines significant impacts as those having a "substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse 
change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the project, including ... objects of ... 
aesthetic significance" (Article 20, Section 153!12). 

Appendix G of CEQA (Environmental Checklist) more specifically identifies four areas of concern 
regarding a project's potential impact on aesthetics: 

• Substantial, adverse effects on a scenic vista; 
Substantial damage to scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic 
buildings within [view from] a state scenic highway; 

• Substantial degradation of existing visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings; and 
• Creation of a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in 

the area. 

A significant impact is, in accordance with the CEQA definition, a substantial, or potentially substantial , 
adverse change in the visual resources of the affected environment. An adverse "change," relative to 
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visual impact assessment occurs when features are changed, introduced, made less visible, or are 

removed, such that the resultant effect on public views is perceptibly incongruous with their inherent 

character. Changes that seem uncharacteristic are those that appear out of place, discordant, or distracting. 

The intensity of a visual impact depends upon how noticeable the adverse change may be. Noticeability is 

a function of project features and their context and viewing conditions (angle of view, distance, primary 

viewing directions, lighting, etc.). Four levels of visual impact intensity (noticeability) may occur. These 

are termed "Visual Modification Classes" (VM Classes) and are defined in Table 2, Attachment A of 
Appendix I. Significant (substantial) changes (significant visual impacts) are further defined as those that 

would: 

• Result in an inconsistency with laws, ordinances, regulations, and standards (LORS) applicable to the 

protection of visual resources; or 

• Cause a perceptible reduction of visual quality. The perception that visual quality has been reduced is partly 

a function of public sensitivity to adverse visual impacts. Table 2, Attachment A of Appendix I summarizes 

the relationship of impact intensity, sensitivity, and the perceived reduction in visual quality. 

A third criterion is generally applied which stipulates that an impact must endure for greater than 1 year 

before it may be considered to be significant. However, in this assessment, no particular duration is 

stipulated because much of the sensitivity for the potentially affected views is due to recreation activities 

and sites in the vicinity of the Project. 

The value to the public of a single peak-use season is. assumed to be extremely important, and any 

substantial, adverse visual impacts on the aesthetics of the area during this period are considered to be 

significant, even if temporary or short term. Since no information is available regarding when Project 

construction would commence, it is assumed that construction would occur during the late spring and 

summer months. 

According to CEQA, Threshold of Significance is that point where an adverse visual impact is deemed to 

be substantial (i.e., a perceptible reduction in visual quality). CEQA offers no specific criteria for what is 

deemed "substantial." Therefore, criteria from other sources have been used to provide a systematic 

approach to this issue, which is summarized in Table 3, Attachment A of Appendix I. The matrix in the 

table illustrates the relationship of public sensitivity, impact intensity, and what is considered to be a 

substantial visual impact. The criteria are based upon the principles common to the three primary federal 

systems for visual resource management and analysis (United States Department of Agriculture, Soil 

Conservation Service, 1995; United States Department of Interior, Bureau ofLand Management, 1978; 

USDOT, Federal Highway Administration, 1981). This approach has been applied to numerous CEQA

compliant documents over a 15-year period. 

CIT OF LOS A NGELES CEQA THRESHOLDS 

The City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide offers a list of 12 areas of concern to consider in 

assessing the significance of an impact in accordance with the CEQA Checklist. However, no specific 

significance criteria accompany this guideline to use in making that determination. Moreover, the 

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment Alternative is not within the City of Los Angeles, so the City 

Guidelines do not apply to this alignment alternative. 
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In the absence of specific significance criteria in the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide 
or for projects within the County of Los Angeles, the methodology in Attachment A, specifically the 
matrix in Table 3 in Attachment A of Appendix I has been applied to the determination of significam;e. 
Note that all of the City of Los Angeles "Thresholds Guide" issues of concern are considered, as 
appropriate, in this assessment but are grouped relative to the four CEQA Checklist issues. An exception 
occurs for the City's concern over Project-caused shading. The current CEQA Checklist does not require 
consideration of shading. That notwithstanding, this City issue of concern is listed along with the CEQ A
related issues. 

AES-1: Would the proposed Project or its alternatives cause a substantial degradation of existing 
visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings? 
The City of Los Angeles Draft Thresholds Guide directs that; "The determination shall be made on a 
case-by-case basis, considering the following factors:" 

• The amount or relative proportion of existing features or elements that substantially contribute to the valued 
visual character or image of a neighborhood, community, or localized area, which would be removed, 
altered, or demolished; 

• The amount of natural open space to be graded or developed; 

• The degree to which proposed structures in natural open space areas would be effectively integrated into 
the aesthetics of the site, through appropriate design, etc; 

• The degree of contrast between proposed features and existing features that represent the valued aesthetic 
image of an area; 

• The degree to which a proposed zone change would result in buildings that would detract from the existing 
style or image of the area due to density, height, hulk, setbacks, signage, or other physical elements; and 

• The degree to which the project would contribute to the aesthetic value of an area. 

AES-2: Would the proposed Project or its alternatives cause substantial, adverse effects on a 
scenic vista? 
This CEQA issue of concern is interpreted in this assessment as addressing the degree to which Project
related features interfere with a scenic vista, either by obstructing it or interfering with access to it. The 
City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide is relevant to this CEQA issue as follows: 

• The extent of obstruction (e.g., total blockage, partial interruption, or minor diminishment) ofrccognizcd or 
valued views (such as natural topography, settings, manmade or natural features of visual interest, and 
resources such as mountains or the ocean); and 

• The extent to which the Project affects recognized views available from a length of a public roadway, bike 
path, or trail, as opposed to a single, fixed vantage point. 

AES-3: Would the proposed Project or its alternatives cause substantial damage to scenic 
resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view 
from a state scenic highway ? 
One issue expressed by the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide is relevant to this CEQA 
issue: 

• Whether the project affects views from a designated scenic highway, corridor, or parkway. 
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AES-4: Would the proposed Project or alternatives result in a new source of substantial light or 
glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area? 

Relative to the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide, the factors that are to be considered 

in determining whether the Project would have a significant impact through nighttime illumination are: 

• The change in ambient illumination levels as a result of Project sources; and 

• The extent to which project lighting would spill off the Project site and affect adjacent light-sensitive areas. 

AES-5: Would the proposed Project or alternatives result in substantial negative shadow effects 
on nearby shadow-sensitive uses? 

The City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide requires the consideration of the potential impact 

of shading by project-related structures. The current CEQA Checklist does not require consideration of 

shading; however, it did so at the time the Draft Thresholds Guide was prepared and is, therefore, listed 

here as an issue to be addressed. However, the analysis does not address this issue because the Project has 

no potential to create any shading impacts as defined by the City guidelines. 

AES-6: Would the proposed Project or alternatives result in visual impacts that would not be 
consistent with applicable rules and regulations? 

This impact is not expressed in the CEQA Checklist, but is listed in the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA 

Thresholds Guide. As stated above, it is interpreted as asking whether the Project and its alternatives 

would result in any inconsistencies with applicable plans, policies, objectives, standards, ordinances, 

regulations or statutes. 

5.12.3 Environmental Resources Impacts 
The visible changes that would be brought about by the proposed Project and its alternatives, and their 

potential to create aesthetic impacts, are evaluated in detail in this section relative to each alignment 

alternative, as well as relative to the several construction alternatives to the propose Project (Mined

Tunneling Alignment alternatives). The significance of these visual impacts has been determined by 

applying criteria summarized is Section 5.12-2 (and detailed in Attachment A of Appendix I), and the 

guidelines developed by the City of Los Angeles. 

Marina Del Rey Alternative: Marquesas WayNia Marina 

Critical sensitive public views and existing visual conditions are described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this 

Technical Appendix. The methodology for the following impact assessment is presented in detail in 

Attachment A of Appendix I. 

The critical sensitive viewing positions along this alignment alternative include those from: 

• Via Marina, a scenic highway and scenic drive; 
• Aubrey E. Austin Park; 
• North Jetty Promenade, east end; 
• Marina Del Rey entrance channel; 
• Marquesas Way, Via Dolce, and adjoining residences; 

Residences along the Grand Canal near the VPP; 
• Grand Canal; and 
• Residences at the northeast end of Hurricane Street. 
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OVERVIEW: EXlSTING Vrsu R ELATIVE TO PROPOSED PROJECT FEATURES 

Via Marina, Aubrey E. Austin Park, North Jetty Promenade, and Entrance Channel 
The existing visual conditions tor these critical views are all VMC 1: from positions along or within these 
sensitive public roads and areas, features within view have not been noticeably modified unfavorably by 
past activities (see Section 2.2 of the Technical Study provided in Appendix 1). That is, no noticeably 
incongruous features are in sight. These existing views are shown in Figures 5.12-2-5.12-7. The Project 
activities and equipment associated with cut-and-cover pipeline installation and the construction and 
operation of the push and receive sites along this alignment alternative would be industrial in visual 
character. As such, these Project features would be incongruous with the established settings for the 
several potentially affected views. 

From Via Marina, at its intersection with Marquesas Way, for about 0.5 mile to the southeast, cut-and
cover construction would occur in one of the two lanes serving travel to the southeast. At end of the in
street construction, the alignment would angle to the south into a parking lot serving nearby residences 
and proceed for approximately 1,000 feet to the tie-in with the under-channel pipeline at the receive site. 
For the length of the in-street construction, motorists would be restricted to one lane of travel and pass 
close to the cut-and-cover construction activities in the second lane. Where the alignment crosses over 
into the parking lot, one or more mature trees would be removed due to trenching activities and the 
movement of equipment. In the parking lot mentioned, cut-and-cover construction would be within the 
immediate foreground of residences along the southwest side of the lot, as well as in the foreground of 
views from the scenic highway/drive. To a limited extent, such activity would also be noticed from 
Aubrey E. Austin Park and the east end of the North Jetty Promenade. However, it would not be visible 
from the entrance channel due to intervening structures and vegetation. 

The construction activity associated with the receive site would be in the foreground of views from the 
park and promenade, the residences noted, Via Marina, and, to a lesser extent, from the northwest lane of 
the entrance channel. 

Marquesas Way, Via Dolce, and Adjoining Residences 
The existing visual conditions for views from Marquesas Way and the adjoining residences is VMC 1 
(Section 2.2). No incongruous features are within view. 

Under push site Option 1, there would be no construction along Marquesas Way or within the "island" at 
the intersection with Via Dolce. Here, micro-tunneling would occur from the push site northeast of the 
Via Marina/Marquesas Way intersection to the receive site in the vacant lot across from the VPP. A small 
part of the cut-and-cover construction at Via Marina would be briefly in view but would be at a distance 
and not within primary views from most of the residences or along much of the street. An exception 
would occur for motorists driving on Marquesas Way when approaching the stop light at Via Marina. 
Here in-street construction would be seen for a relatively short part of the alignment where it would tie in 
with the micro-tunneling from the ne~trby p~trking lot northe~tst of the intersection. 

Under push site Option 2, however, construction/laydown site for this option would be in the foreground 
of views from Marquesas Way, Via Dolce, and their adjoining residences. It would be located in the 
island defined by the intersection of Marquesas Way and Via Dolce (Figure 5.12-2, lower image). 
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Moreover, a public beach access path starts near the construction/laydown site and runs along the east 

side ofBallona Lagoon to the south. From the beginning of this path, the construction/laydown site would 

be within the foreground. The push site shaft would be in the vacant lot shown in the upper image of 

Figure 5.12-4. The construction activities here would be in the foreground of residences along the 

northeast side of Via Dolce at its intersection with Marquesas Way. 

The activities and equipment associated with cut-and-cover pipeline installation along Marquesas Way, 

the construction/laydown area, and the construction and operation of push site Option 2. The shaft site 

would be screened by an acoustic curtain from 20 - 30 feet tall on four sides. Cranes would be 

substantially in view above these curtains, and truck traffic to and from the sites would occur 

intermittently throughout the construction shifts. As such, these Project features would be incongruous 

with the established settings for these potentially affected views. 

Grand Canal Residences, Grand Canal, and Hurricane Street Residences 

From residences along the east side of the Grand Canal and the Grand Canal itself, the VPP dominates 

views and the existing visual condition is VMC 4. This would also be true for residences along the 

northeast end of Hurricane, for views to the east. Given the visual dominance of the plant, the existing 

visual conditions are rated VMC 4. This means that for the views from the residences noted and the canal 

the existing visual quality is at its lowest. 

Push site Option 2 and the receive site, both shown in Figure 5.12-4, would be in the foreground of the 

residences lining the east side of the canal, the canal itself, and residences at the northeast end of 

Hurricane Street. The receive site, like the push site, would be screened by an acoustic curtain 20 to 30 

feet tall. Cranes would be well in view above these curtains, and truck traffic to and from the sites would 

occur at different points of the day. The curtained construction area and visible equipment would appear 

industrial and be incongruous with the generally residential setting. 

Impact Intensity, Significance and Duration 

The visual impacts for this alignment are discussed and summarized below relative to the thresholds for 

significance noted in Section 5.12.2. 

AES-1 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial degradation of existing 
visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings. The impact would be significant but 
temporary as well as long term. 

Concerning the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-1, the 

visual impacts are summarized as follows: 

• One or more mature street trees, which contribute substantially to the value of the scenic highway/drive 

status of Via Marina, would be removed; 

• No natural open space would be graded or developed; 

• No structures are proposed for any natural open space; 

• There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing features representing the 

valued aesthetic image of the area; 

• No zone change is proposed; or 

• There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic value of the area. 
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Certain critical public views would affected by the Project to the point that the impact would be 
significant. However, the duration would be temporary. Elsewhere, the VPP has adversely affected the 
quality of critical public views to the point that the additional impact of the Project would not 
significantly affect these views. The impact would worsen the existing visual quality, hut the current 
visual condition, due to the VPP, is already at the lowest rating. A more detailed analysis follows. 

Via Marina and Adjoining Residences -As noted, the Existing Visual Conditions for views from this 
designated scenic highway/drive are VMC 1. From this road the following Project features would be 
within foreground views, proceeding from its intersection with Marquesas Way to where it turns to the 
southwest: 

• The 10- 12,000 square feet constructionllaydown area for push site option 1; 

• The push site option 1 shaft construction area within the Via Marina/Marquesas Way intersection; 

• Cut-and-cover construction along 0.5 mile of roadway and approximately 1,000 feet of parking lot; 

• The receive site near the entrance channel. 

These activities and their associated equipment and workforce would dominate views from this road and 
its flanking residences and would be industrial in character and incongruous with the setting. Note that the 
push site would occupy much of the Via Marina/Marquesas Way intersection and would be surrounded 
by an acoustic curtain 20 - 30 feet high. The equipment and activity within the curtains would be 
screened from view, but a crane would be substantially taller than the curtains. The site would have an 
apparent mass of a two- to three-story building due to the curtains. 

The construction/laydown area, if square in configuration, would occupy an area 110 feet on a side. This 
storage of industrial equipment in a parking lot currently serving recreation and commercial uses within 
Marina Del Rey would appear discordant and dominate views. 

Cut-and-cover construction along a 0.5-mile length of Via Marina would be immediately proximate to 
residences and motorists using this scenic highway. The associated activity and equipment would displace 
the current positive aesthetic features along the drive and dominate the views. A separate concern is the 
transition of the in-street constmction to the parking lot, which would require the removal of one or more 
trees on the southwest side of Via Marina. This would be a noticeable loss of a valued visual resource. 

From northwest end of Via Marina to the southeast where it passes by Aubrey E. Austin Park, the visual 
conditions would change from VMC 1 to VMC 4 (dominant), representing an Impact Intensity Level 3 
(Table 3, Attachment A of Appendix 1). Within a highly sensitive view, such an impact would be 
significant. 

The loss of the street tree(s) would be long term, requiring many years to be mitigated by the maturation 
of new plantings. The duration of the other impacts is uncertain, as it is not known to what degree certain 
activities would occur concurrently. The cut-and-cover construction would last for about 3 months, and it 
is likely that most of the push and receive site construction would be completed concurrently. If not, the 
cumulative construction could last for about 5 months. In either case, the time frame would be considered 
to be temporary. Conclusion: the impact would be significant and primarily temporary, except for the loss 
of mature street trees, which would be a long-term impact. 
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Aubrey E. Austin Park, North Jetty Promenade, East End, and Marina Del Rey Entrance Channel 
- The Existing Visual Condition for views from this these critical public viewing areas is VMC 1. The 

most critical of these views is that from the park, followed by those from the promenade and the entrance 

channel. The only Project feature that would affect views from the park and promenade would be the 

5,000 square feet construction/laydown area for receive site for the under-channel tunnel boring and the 

shaft site itself. The cut-and-cover construction would be largely obscured by the intervening street trees 

and hedges (see Figure 5.12-6). 

The receive site would be surrounded by a 20- to 30-foot-tall acoustic curtain and would be peripheral to 

the primary views from the park. Given the parks proximity to the entrance channel, it is assumed that 

views most usually would be directed away from the receive site and toward the boating activity in the 

entrance channel and the ocean to the southwest. This would also be true for views from the North Jetty 

Promenade, which is proximate to the entrance channel. Also, views from the promenade toward the 

receive site are screened by mature trees within the park. Regarding views from the entrance channel, 

they would tend to be focused along the entrance channel either to the northeast or southwest, in the 

directions oftravel. 

The most critical of these views are those from the park. Although most viewing might be away from the 

receive site, the park is oriented for viewing to the northwest as well (toward the receive site). A 
conservative approach would be to assume that substantial attention is directed toward Via Marina and 

the receive site. Accordingly, the site would attract considerable attention to the point of competing with 

other features in view, if not dominating attention. The two- to three-story curtained area would appear 

out of place and discordant, not appearing to be an inherent feature of the largely residential area. The 

resulting visual condition would be VMC 3 (co-dominant). The change in visual conditions would be 

Intensity Level 2. Within a highly sensitive view, such impact intensity would be considered to be 

significant, although the cumulative duration of construction activities at the receive site would be 

7 weeks and, therefore, temporary. 

Due to the primary direction of views from the promenade and the entrance channel, coupled with 

screening by vegetation and attenuation by distance (for the Channel views), the affect of constructing the 

receive site at Via Marina is not expected to be substantial (not significant). 

Marquesas Way, Via Dolce, and Adjoining Residences- The existing visual conditions for potentially 

affected views from these roads and residences is currently VMC 1. From these roads and residences, the 

following Project features would be within foreground views: 

• The I 0- to 12,000 square feet construction/laydown area for push site option 2; 

• The push site option 2 shaft construction area; 

• Cut-and-cover construction along Marquesas Way/Via Dolce that would connect with the push site 

Option 2 shaft site. 

These activities and associated equipment and workforce would dominate views from the roads and 

residences noted. They would be industrial in character and incongruous with the setting. The 

construction/laydown area, if it were square in configuration, would occupy an area up to 110 feet long on 

each side, or an equilateral triangle up to 155 feet on a side (the available space is triangular). It would 
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appear that there is insufficient area in the designated "island" location at the intersection of these two 
streets, as there is less than 6,000 square feet of space there. Use of this space for a construction/laydown 
area is further complicated by the alignment of the cut-and-cover construction needed to bring the 
pipeline to push site Option 2. The alignment seemingly would need to traverse the laydown area in order 
to directly reach the push site, thereby diminishing the area available for laydown. Additional laydown 
space may be available in the vacant lot next to the push site construction area, but that space is limited as 
well. Consequently, some additional part of Via Dolce or Marquesas Way may have to serve as a 
construction/laydown area. 

Using the island for a construction/laydown area would likely cause the damage and removal of the large, 
mature tree, as well as all of the landscape materials in the island. This island (see Figure 5.12-2) is an 
entry statement for residential area and the visual focus of traffic along both streets. The loss of the tree 
and other plantings would cause an irretrievable loss of visual quality. 

The Option 2 push site, the 20 to 30-foot-tall acoustic curtained site would largely fill the vacant lot. This 
two- to three-story curtain wall would be on all four sides of the site, and would look like a featureless 
block structure incongruous with the setting. The crane inside the site would protrude well above the 
curtain walls, and the necessary truck traffic would be visible intermittently throughout the day. 

The effect of cut-and-cover construction would be the same as described for the Via Marina views. Views 
from the roads would be dominated by the proximate construction. Additionally, since open-trench 
construction would need to proceed more or less straight to the push site in the vacant lot, the planted 
island area described above would be traversed by the alignment. The trench construction would 
unavoidably destroy plantings and cut the roots of the mature tree in the island. Using the area as a 
laydown site most likely would damage the tree, and trench constmction would cause further damage. 
Together, the activities could cause the tree to be removed. 

The visual impacts associated with the construction of the Option 2 push site, its operation, the use of the 
intersection island for a laydown site, and cut-and-cover construction would severally and together 
dominate views with features incongruous with the setting. The existing visual conditions would change 
from VMC l to VMC 4, representing and impact intensity of Level 3. Given the sensitivity of the views 
affected, the impact would be significant. 

The duration of the construction activities note is as follows. The Option 2 push site shaft would be 
constructed within about 2 months, and the approximately 500 feet of cut-and-cover construction along 
Marquesas Way that would be required for this push site would take about 3 to 4 weeks. It is assumed that 
shaft construction and cut-and-cover activities would be concurrent, but at worst, if they were not, the 
duration would extend to 3 months instead of 2. The impacts, while significant, would be temporary in 
duration. 

Grand Canal Residences, Grand Canal, and Hurricane Street Residences - The existing visual 
conditions for potentially affected views from these roads and residences is currently VMC 4 due to the 
presence of the VPP. From the residences and the canal, the following Project features would be within 
foreground views: 
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• The Option 2 push site; and 

• The receive site in the vacant lot opposite the VPP. 

These activities and equipment, activity, and workforce associated with the push site and receive site 
would be co-dominant with the VPP. The appearance of the acoustic curtain-enclosed sites, the protruding 

crane, and truck traffic have has been described relative to AES-1. These features would be industrial in 

character and incongruous with the generally residential setting. However, because the Existing Visual 

Conditions are VMC 4, the conditions could not substantially worsen and the impact, while adverse, 

would not be significant. This adverse impact would endure for six weeks of construction for the receive 

site, but this would be concurrent with the construction of the push site, which would last for about 

2 months. The adverse impact would, therefore, be temporary. 

AES-2 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause substantial, adverse effects on scenic 
vistas. The impact would be significant, primarily temporary but to a limited extent long term. 
The impacts of the Project, relative to the two Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are 
grouped under AES-2, are summarized as follow: 

• There would be a significant impact due to partial obstruction of recognized and valued views due roadside 

cut-and-cover construction, construction/laydown areas, and optional push sites. 

• The impact would significantly affect the recognized views currently available from lengths of public 

roadways (Via Marina, Marquesas Way, and Via Dolce). 

Via Marina is a designated scenic highway/drive, and the views from this road represent a continuous 

series of scenic vistas culminating in view of the entrance channel. Also, there are scenic vistas from 

Aubrey E. Austin Park and the North Jetty Promenade, which extend out across the entrance channel, but 

in the case of the park, also extend along Via Marina. Furthermore, the views from the residences lining 

the east bank of the Grand Canal near the VPP are highly scenic vistas, which include the canal and the 

Ballona Lagoon to the southeast. The adverse impact on the views noted has been assessed in detail 

relative to AES-1. That on views from Via Marina and Aubrey E. Austin Park would be significant and 

primarily temporary, excepting the loss of street trees, which would be a long-term impact. The impact on 

views from the Grand Canal residences, the Grand Canal, and Hurricane Street residences would be 

adverse but not significant due to the existing effect of the VPP. 

AES-3 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause substantial damage to scenic 
resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view 
from a state scenic highway. The impact would be significant and long term. 
The Los Angeles City Threshold factor for significance that is under AES-3 is as follows: 

• The Project would significantly impact views from a designated scenic highway. This has been discussed. 

The Project would result in the loss of mature street trees along Via Marina, a designated scenic highway 

(designated by the County of Los Angeles) and one mature tree at the intersection of Via Dolce and 

Marquesas Way. The impact of the loss ofthese trees has been described relative to AES-1, and would be 

significant and long term. 
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AES-4 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in a new source of substantial light or 
glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area. 
No nighttime construction would be required for construction activities along the subject alignment 
alternative. However, if there were, the acoustic curtains would shield such lighting from view. The Los 
Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4 do not, therefore, apply. 

AES-5 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in substantial negative shadow effects 
on nearby shadow-sensitive uses. 
There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the proposed Project or its alternatives. 

AES-6 The proposed Project or alternatives would result in visual impacts that would not be 
consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The impact would, therefore, be significant, but it 
would be temporary. 

The applicable regulatory setting is the Los Angeles County LCP for Marina Del Rey, embodied in the 
Marina Del Rey LUP and discussed in Section 3.2. Policy "e-3" of the Plan established Via Marina as a 
scenic drive, and the Scenic Highway Element of the County General Plan identifies Via Marina as a 
scenic highway. It is assumed that unfettered and access to Via Marina and its continuous enjoyment by 
the public is implicitly a policy of the Plan, as would be the protection from adverse impacts the views 
from this road. The adverse impacts from Via Marina have been described and are deemed in this 
assessment not to be consistent with the Plan. The impact would be temporary, however. 

Venice Alignment Alternatives: Pacific Avenue Alignment 
The critical sensitive viewing positions along this alignment alternative include those from: 

• Hurricane Street and adjoining residences; 

• Pacific A venue and adjoining residences; 

• Bikeway along Pacific A venue; 

• Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal ; 

• Public beach access path along easterly side ofBallona Lagoon; and 

• The North Jetty Promenade. 

Hurricane Street, Grand Canal at Hurricane Slreel, and Adjoining Residences 
The existing visual condition for views from the northeast end of Hurricane Street, the Grand Canal in 
that immediate vicinity, and the residences nearby is VMC 4, as described in Section 2.2 of the Technical 
Study (Appendix I). As noted there, the views are dominated by the VPP. It and the chain-link fenced Jot 
on the opposite side of the street are industrial in character. The VPP and Jot are incongruous with the 
residential context, with the VPP being the subject of the view. 

Cut-and-cover construction would occur in one of the two lanes of Hurricane Street and would be in the 
immediate foreground of motorists and residents along the street. Construction activities would also be 
noticeable from the residences lining the east side of the Grand Canal just northeast of the end of the 
street, as demonstrated in Figures 5.12-4 and 5.12-5. 

Pacific Avenue and Residences, Southwest End of Via Marina, Bikeway, Ballona Lagoon, Beach 
Access Path and North Jetty Promenade 
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From these sensitive viewing positions, the existing visual conditions include no anomalous features 

incongruous with the character of the area and are rated VMC 1. Cut-and-cover construction would be 

within the foreground of views from the streets and residences listed, the bikeway, and the lagoon, but 

would be viewed at a distance of over 270 feet from the beach access path running along the easterly side 

of the lagoon. In addition, this alternative would require that a receive site be constructed along the North 

Jetty Promenade at the intersection of Via Marina and Pacific A venue. To construct the receive site and 

the open-trench pipeline, one lane of Via Marina along the entrance channel and the adjoining public 

parking would be used for a construction/laydown area. 

Impact Intensity, Significance and Duration 

The visual impacts for this alignment are discussed and summarized below relative to the thresholds for 

significance noted in Section 5.12.2. 

AES-1 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial degradation of existing 
visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings. The impact would be significant but 
temporary. 

Relative to the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-1, the 

impacts are summarized as follows: 

• No features contributing to valued visual character or neighborhood image would be removed, altered, or 
demolished; 

• No natural open space would be graded or developed; 

• No structures are proposed for any natural open space; 

• There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing features representing the 

valued aesthetic image of the area; 

• No zone change is proposed; and 

• There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic value of the area. 

Most of the critical public views would be affected by the Project such that the impact would be 

significant. However, the duration would be temporary. For views from Hurricane Street and residences 

at its northeast end, as well as the Grand Canal and residences close to this end of the street, the VPP has 

adversely affected the quality of critical public views to the point that the additional impact of the Project 

would not significantly affect these views. The impact would worsen the existing visual quality, but the 

current visual condition due to the VPP is already at the lowest rating. A more detailed analysis is 

available in Appendix I. 

AES-2 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause substantial, adverse effects on scenic 
vistas. The impact would be significant, primarily temporary but to a limited extent long term. 

Relative to the two Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-2, the 

impacts may be summarized as follows: 

• There would be a significant impact due to partial obstruction of recognized and valued views due to 

roadside cut-and-cover construction, construction/Jaydown areas, and a receive site; and 

• The impact would significantly affect the recognized views currently available from lengths of public 

roadways (Via Marina and Pacific Avenue) and the bike path along Pacific Avenue. 
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Via Marina is a designated scenic highway/drive and the views from this road represent a continuous 
series of scenic vistas culminating in views of the entrance channel. Also, there are scenic vistas from the 
North Jetty Promenade, which extend out across the entrance channel. As well, scenic vistas of the 
Ballona Lagoon from the Class II bikeway along Pacific Avenue would be significantly impacted by cut
and-cover construction within the roadway. The potential adverse impact on the views noted has been 
assessed in detail relative to AES-1 and has been considered to be significant but temporary. 

AES-3 The proposed Project or its alternatives would not cause substantial damage to scenic 
resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view 
from a state scenic highway. 
The Los Angeles City Threshold factor for Significance relevant to this CEQA issue and is summarized 
as follows: 

• The Project would significantly impact views from a designated scenic highway (see AES-1), but would 
not impact any specific scenic resources. 

The Project would not directly damage features contributing to the visual aesthetics of the potentially 
affected views. Rather, the Project would introduce features into these views which are incongruous with 
the established setting and would block specific views (for instance, the receive site would interfere with 
views of the entrance channel from various viewing positions). These impacts have been addressed under 
AES-1 and AES-2. 

Views from a designated scenic highway (Via Marina) would be adversely affected, but aesthetic features 
in view would not, as noted, be adversely impacted. A separate impact not specifically addressed by the 
City of Los Angeles Thresholds is that access to a designated scenic highway would be eliminated, 
temporarily (traffic would be restricted to local residence and controlled along one lane), as would access 
to the Promenade and the entrance channel views by the temporary elimination of public parking in the 
area. In essence, eliminating access to views represents an inetrievable loss of the resource (the scenic 
highway and public parking at least partly serving as access to scenic views) for the period of 
construction. This impact is addressed under AES-6 and would be temporary. 

AES-4 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in a new source of substantial light 
or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area. 
No nighttime construction would be required for construction activities along the subject alignment 
alternative. However, ifthere were, the acoustic curtains would shield such lighting from view. The Los 
Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4 do not, therefore, apply. 

AES-5 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in substantial negative shadow 
effects on nearby shadow-sensitive uses. 
There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the proposed Project or its alternatives. 

AES-6 The proposed Project or alternatives would result in visual impacts that would not be 
consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The impact would, therefore, be significant, hut it 
would be temporary. 
The applicable regulatory documents are the Venice Community Plan and the Venice LCP LUP, as this 
alignment alternative lies entirely within the boundaries ofVenice. Section 5.9 details the applicable plans 
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and policies. Coastal Resources Goal 18 of the Venice Community Plan calls for the preservation of the 

scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas. The policy is to assure that projects are visually compatible 

with the character of surrounding areas. Moreover, design principles set forth in the Venice LUP requires 

that views of distinctive visual resources not be significantly disturbed. As discussed relative to AES-1, 

the Project would introduce features into view that are visually incompatible with the character of the 

affected area. Also, views of the entrance channel would be directly impacted, and the entrance channel 

arguably presents a distinctive visual resource. Because the Project would not be consistent with the 
regulatory setting, the visual impacts described would be considered significant. They would, however, be 

short term, lasting for about 7 months. 

Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment Alternatives: Pacific AvenueNista Del Mar Alignment 

The critical sensitive viewing positions along this alignment alternative include those from: 

• Pacific Avenue Fishing Bridge; 

• Bikeway along Pacific A venue Bridge; 

• Pacific A venue and 62nd Street, including adjacent residences; 

• Del Rey Lagoon and adjacent parking area; 

• Dockweiler Beach Access from Pacific Avenue; and 

• Vista Del Mar (scenic highway) and adjacent residences. 

OVERVIEW: EXISTING VISUAL CONDITIONS RELATIVE TO PROJECT FEATURES 

Pacific Avenue Fishing Bridge, Bikeway, Boat Launch, Pacific Avenue and 62nd Street, Residences 
Along 62nd Street 

The existing visual condition for these critical views is VMC 1, as described in Section 2.2 of the 

Technical Study (Appendix 1). Within views from positions along the bridge and bikeway, in the vicinity 

of the boat launch, at the northwest end of Pacific A venue, and along 62nd Street, there are no noticeably 

incongruous features in sight. The existing views are shown in Figure 5.12-10. In this vicinity, the 

activities and equipment associated with cut-and-cover construction, as well as the construction and 

operation of the push site, would be within the immediate foreground. Such equipment and activities 

would have a decidedly industrial appearance that would be incongruous with the recreation and 

residential land uses and character there. 

Pacific Avenue and Adjoining Residential Area, Del Rey Lagoon Park, Beach Access Path 

From these sensitive viewing positions, the potentially affected views include no anomalous features 

incongruous with the character of the area and are rated VMC 1. On Figures 5.12-11 and 5.12-12, the 

residential area along Pacific A venue, the adjacent Del Rey Lagoon Park, and one of its parking lots are 

shown. Cut-and-Cover construction would be within the foreground of views from the street and 

residences listed, Del Rey Lagoon Park and its parking lot, and the beach access path. Cut-and-cover 

construction would occur in one of the two lanes of Pacific A venue and would be in the immediate 

foreground for park users, local residents, and those using the beach access path leading from the parking 

area along Pacific Avenue that also serves the park. 

Vista Del Mar and Adjacent Residences 

As is the case for the other views from this alignment alternative, the existing visual conditions are 
VMC 1, there being no noticeably incongruous features within view. On Figures 5.12-13 and 5.12-14, the 
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tem1inus of the alignment where the new pipeline would tie in with the t:xisting CIS, as wt:ll as tht: 
character of the residential area and the quality of the ocean views available from this road, are shown. 
Cut-and-cover construction would bt: within one lane of Vista Del Mar and, therefore, be in the 
immediate foreground of views from the street and residences noted. 

Impact Intensity, Significance and Duration 
The visual impacts for this alignment are discussed and summarized below relative to the thresholds for 
significance noted in Section 5 .12.2. 

AES-1 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial degradation of existing 
visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings. The impact would be significant but 
temporary. 
Relative to the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-1, the 
impacts are summarized as follows: 

• No features contributing to valued visual character or neighborhood image would be removed, altered, or 
demolished; 

• No natural open space would be graded or developed; 

• No structures are proposed for any natural open space; 

• There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing features representing the 
valued aesthetic image of the area; 

• No zone change is proposed; and 

• There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic value of the area. 

The critical public views noted would be affected by the Project such that the impact would be significant. 
The affected views are highly sensitive and Project construction activities would be within the immediate 
foreground of these views. Of particular importance is that Vista Del Mar is a scenic highway; and 
therefore, views from this road are especially important. However, the duration of the impacts noted 
would be temporary. 

A detailed impact assessment follows: 

Pacific Avenue Fishing Rriclge, Rikeway, Boat Launch, Pacific Avenue and 62nd Street, Residences 
along 62nd Street 
From these critical viewing positions, the following Project features would be within the foreground: 

• The I 0- to 12,000 square feet construction/laydown area for the push site; 

• The push site; and 

• Cut-and-cover construction at the northwest end of Pacific Avenue south of the entrance channel. 

The activities, equipment, and workforce associated with these Project features would dominate these 
views and be incongruous with the setting, as noted. The push site would be located in the parking lot 
abutting the bridge on its northeast side. It would also have to accommodate some space for 
construction/laydown, as the primary location for this, the parking lot abutting the southwest side of the 
bridge, would be too small. Therefore, it is assumed that the push site would occupy the entire area 
between the boat launch and the bridge, including the northeast end of 62nd Street. The associated 
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construction/laydown site would occupy the entire parking lot flanking the southwest side of the bridge, 

as well. 

As has been noted before, the push site (like the receive sites) would be surrounded by an acoustic screen 

that would be 20 to 30 feet high. A crane would be substantially higher than the curtain, so not all of the 

equipment would be shielded from view. Also, truck traffic required for the delivery of materials and 

supplies and muck hauling would be periodically within the subject views. 

A limited stretch of cut-and-cover construction would affect the views noted, as this aspect of the Project 

terminates at the push site. Here the trenched pipeline would be tied in with the under-channel pipeline. 

Cut-and-cover construction would require a moveable construction/laydown area alongside of the open

trench construction, as well as a portion of the parking lots noted. 

The existing visual conditions would change from VMC I to VMC 4 (dominant, incongruous features), 

representing an impact intensity of Level 3 (Table 3, Attachment A of Appendix 1). Within a highly 

sensitive view, such an impact would be significant. 

The duration of the impact on the subject views, the push site must be completed prior to tunnel boring 

and would require 2 months to construct. Tunnel boring would require from I to 2 months (Section 4.4, 

Project Description). Cumulatively, push site construction and boring would therefore be completed over 

a 4-month period. It is assumed that the short stretch of cut-and-cover construction within the subject 

views would occur within this time frame. Consequently, the visual impact of construction would be 

temporary. 

Pacific Avenue and Adjoining Residential Area, Del Rey Lagoon Park, Beach Access Path 

Relative to these critical viewing positions, it primarily would be cut-and-cover construction that would 

adversely impact the visual quality of the area. However, truck traffic required for the construction and 

operation of the push site, and for delivery of materials for open-trench construction, would also be within 

view and pose an adverse impact. 

The activities, equipment, and workforce associated with pipeline installation, and the truck traffic noted, 
would occur within a few feet of the edge of Del Rey Lagoon Park, the nearby residences, parking for the 

residences and lagoon, and the beach access path. The scale, proximity, contrast, and movement of the 

equipment and workforce would unavoidably draw focused attention and dominate the scene. The 

existing visual conditions would change from VMC I to VMC 4 (dominant, incongruous features), 

representing an impact intensity of Level 3. Within the highly sensitive views noted, such an impact 

would be significant. 

There would be about 2,000 feet of cut-and-cover construction along Pacific Avenue up to where it 

intersects with Vista Del Mar. At the rates of advance described in the summary Project Description in 

Section 4.4, construction along this road would be complete within about 3.5 months. Consequently, the 

visual impact of construction, while significant, would be temporary. 
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Vista Del Mar and Adjacent Residences 
As would be the case for the Pacific Avenue stretch of the alignment, along Vista Del Mar, the primary 
aspect of the Project that would be within view would b~: l;Ul-and-l;over construction within one lane of 
the roadway. The impact of this construction would he as described earlier relative to other foreground 
views. There would be an impact of Level 3 intensity, and it would therefore be significant. The length of 
Vista Del Mar that would be affected would be about 1,600 feet long. At the rate of advance projected, it 
would take about 3 months to complete this part of lh~: alignment. Therefore, the impact, while 
significant, would be temporary. 

AES-2 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause substantial, adverse effects on scenic 
vistas. The impact would be significant, primarily temporary but to a limited extent long term. 
Relative to the two Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-2, the 
impacts may be summarized as follows: 

• There would be a significant impact due to partial obstruction of recognized and valued views due to the 
construction and operation of a push site; and 

• The impact would substantially affect recognized views currently available from a length of a public 
roadway and a portion of a bikeway. 

Vista Del Mar is a designated scenic highway, and the views from this road represent a continuous series 
of scenic vistas of the Pacific Ocean and Dockweiler Beach. Also, there are scenic vistas from the 
bikeway along the South Jetty, the Pacific Avenue Fishing Bridge, and 62nd Street, which extend out 
across the entrance channel. The potential adverse impact on the views noted has been assessed in detail 
relative to AES-1 and has been considered to be significant but temporary. 

AES-3 The proposed Project or its alternatives would not cause substantial damage to scenic 
resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view 
from a state scenic highway. 
One Los Angeles City Threshold factor for Significance is relevant to this CEQA issue and the impact is 
summarized as follows: 

• The Project would significantly impact views from a designated scenic highway (see AES-1 and -2), but 
would not impact any specific scenic resources within view of a scenic highway. 

The Project would not directly damage features contributing to the visual aesthetics of the potentially 
affected views, particularly views from a scenic highway. Rather, the Project would introduce features 
into these views which are incongruous with the established setting. These impacts have been addressed 
under AES-1 and AES-2. 

AES-4 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in a new source of substantial light 
or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area. 
No nighttime construction would be required for construction activities along the subject alignment 
alternative. However, if there were, the acoustic curtains would shield such lighting from view. The Los 
Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4, therefore, do not apply. 
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AES-5 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in substantial negative shadow 
effects on nearby shadow-sensitive uses. 

There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the proposed Project or its alternatives. 

AES-6 The proposed Project or alternatives would result in visual impacts that would not be 
consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The impact would, therefore, be significant, but it 
would be temporary. 

Section 5.9 details the applicable plans and policies. The applicable regulatory document is the Coastal 

Resources chapter of the- Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan. Objective 18-5 is relevant: 

"Preserve coastal visual resources by protecting and enhancing scenic views of the ocean and wetlands 

from designated Scenic Highways, and public view sites." Vista Del Mar is a designated scenic highway. 

Policy 18-5 .I for this objective calls for the following relevant stipulations for siting and designing 

development in order to: 

• Protect public views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas; 

• Be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area; and 

• Retain existing views from designated public view areas and scenic highways. 

Under this policy, "all new development in the Coastal Zone, including public works and recreational 

facilities, should be subordinate to its setting, and minimized in height and bulk to the extent feasible to 

accomplish view protection (emphasis added)." Siting the pipeline construction within a designated 

scenic highway is inconsistent with this policy. Doing so does not protect views to and long the ocean; the 

activities, equipment and workforce needed will be visually incompatible with the character of the 

surrounding area; and closing off one lane of this highway will substantially limit public enjoyment of 

this scenic highway. 

Consequently, the impact of the Project is significant due to its inconsistency with Policy 18-5 .I. The 

duration of the impact would be about 2 months, so, while significant, the impact would be temporary. 

MINED-TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION ALTERNATIVES 

The Mined-Tunnel Construction Alternatives comprise three viable alternative alignments. All require a 

starter shaft on LAX land southeast of the Napoleon Street/Vista Del Mar intersection. Alternative 2 

requires an extraction shaft on Dockweiler Beach at the end of Hurricane Street and cut-and-cover 

construction to tie the pipeline to the VPP. Alternatives 3 and 4 entail direct, continuous tunneling from 

the LAX starter shaft to an extraction shaft in a vacant lot at the northeast end of Hurricane Street across 

from the VPP. Alternatives 3 and 4, relative to aboveground features, would be identical. Rather than by 

alternative, the impacts will be assessed relative to: 

• The starter shaft; 

• The extraction shaft at Dockweiler Beach; 

• The extraction shaft at the VPP. and 

To summarize, Alternatives 3 and 4 would have the potential for significant, but short-term visual impacts 

due to the starter shaft, but would affect primarily private, residential views. Alternative 2 would have 

same "starter shaft" impacts--significant, but short term-but would also have the potential for 
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significant-albeit temporary-"extraction shaft" impacts that would affect private residential views, but 
also public views from Dockweiler Beach. Additionally, Alternative 2 would have the potential for 
significant, temporary visual impacts due to cut-and-cover construction of the Hurricane Street part of the 
alignment. 

There will be no detailed discussion of the Hurricane Street cut-and-cover construction, as the impact on 
residential views along this street has been discussed relative to the Pacific A venue Alternative Alignment 
within Venice. For Alternative 2, cut-and-cover construction would extend from the southwest end of 
Hurricane Street about 785 feet to the VPP, whereas for the Pacific Avenue alignment, it would extend 
about 450 feet from Pacific Avenue to the Plant. The nature and intensity of the impact would be the 
same. The Existing Visual Conditions are VMC 1 until reaching the plant, where they are VMC 4. The 
construction activities, equipment and workforce would dominate views (VMC 4), representing a 
substantial reduction in visual quality for views from most of Hurricane Street (impact intensity Level 3). 
The impact would, therefore, be significant. The 785-foot alignment would be completed in less than 6 
weeks, so it will be temporary in duration. 

AES-1 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial degradation of existing 
visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings. The impact would be significant but short 
term. 
Relative to the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-1, the 
impacts are summarized as follows: 

• No features contributing to valued visual character or neighborhood image would be removed, altered, or 
demolished; 

• Natural open space would be graded or developed; 

• A Structures is proposed for a natural open space; 

• There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing features representing the 
valued aesthetic image of the area; 

• No zone change is proposed; and 

• There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic vuluc of the area. 

The critical public views noted would be affected by the Project such that the impact would be significant. 
The affected views are highly sensitive and Project construction activities would be within the foreground 
of these views. Of particular importance are views from nearby residences and Vista Del Mar, a scenic 
highway. However, the duration of the impacts noted would be short term, lasting for about 2 years. 

A detailed impact assessment follows: 

STARTER SHAFT 

The critical sensitive viewing positions potentially affected by the construction and operation of the 
starter shaft are from: 

• The residences lining the northeast side of Napoleon Street and facing the Site; 
• The beach access path along Napoleon Street; and 

• Vista Del Mar, a scenic highway. 
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The existing visual conditions are VMC 1 for these potentially affected views. The starter shaft site 

would require about 12,000 square feet of space, including space for a construction/laydown site, and 

would be enclosed by a 20- to 30-foot-tall acoustic curtain just as would the push and receive sites 

relative to the bored tunneling construction alternatives. There will be two cranes on site that will be taller 

than the curtains, so these would be visible. The remainder of the facilities within this site would be 

screened from view. However, the 15 daily truck round trips would be noticeable, and there would be as 

much as 300 feet of cut-and-cover construction to tie the pipeline to the existing CIS within Vista Del 

Mar. 

Residences and Beach Access Path 

The beach access path runs along the fence skirting the northerly side of the LAX property along 

Napoleon Street. Views from there are closely similar to those from the residence on the other side of 

Napoleon, except that the residences are multi-story and views from the upper stories would be more 

elevated. Figure 5.12-14 shows the vacant LAX land in which the starter shaft would be sited, seen from 
viewpoint (VP) 16 (see Figure 5.12-1). This land appears substantially natural; there are no structures, but 

there are several unobtrusive roads within this area. The location of the site is approximate in this 
photograph. If it were to be sited as shown in Figure 5.12-1, it would be over 700 feet away from the 

viewing position from which the photograph was taken. By way of contrast, the nearest residence on 

Napoleon Street would be about 224 feet from the center point of this site, as shown in Figure 1. If the 

configuration of the starter shaft site were to be square, the site would be about 110 feet on a side (12,000 

square feet). This means that the edge closest to the residences would be at least 55 feet closer than the 

center of the site, or just 164 feet. Seen at that distance, which is about half the length of a football field, a 

20- to 30-foot-tall "box" 110 feet on a side would attract considerable attention, particularly since the 

open land around the site is featureless and some of the residences are oriented directly toward the site. 

Stated differently, the shaft site would be as tall as the residences from which it would be viewed, but it 

would occupy substantially more square footage. 

Given that the land around the starter shaft site is vacant and that the starter shaft site would command 

attention to the point of at least competing with the ocean views to the southwest. The acoustic curtained 
"box" would not be a feature that would be mistaken for a building. The presence of the cranes extending 

above the curtains and the truck traffic would, together with the screening, lend an industrial character to 

the site. Moreover, it is not clear that all equipment would be within the enclosure. For instance, with a 

construction crew of 20 to 25 persons, 20 to 25 vehicles may need to be parked on site in order to allow 

the pubic to park along Vista Del Mar. Were the site to compete for attention, the visual conditions would 

be rated VMC 3, a reduction by two ratings from the current VMC 1. The impact intensity would be 

Level 2. Given the sensitivity of residential views, the impact would be significant. 

The length of time needed to construct the starter shaft is not known at this time. However, it would be in 

operation for up to about 28 months during the mined tunneling. It is assumed that from the start of 

construction to completion, the shaft would be within view for at least 2.5 years but not longer than 

3 years. The significant impact noted, then, would be short term. 

Vista Del Mar- Views from Vista Del Mar (scenic highway) would tend to be directed toward the scenic 

Pacific Ocean and the beach below the road. The site would be oblique to the directions of travel and 
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peripheral to the main views to the southwest. For most of the public, the starter shaft might have to be 
pointed out to be noticed, given the primary direction of viewing, either along the road (to safely operate 
the vehicle) or toward the ocean, away from the site. In views from this road, visual quality would likely 
not be substantially lessened. 

EXTRACTION SHAFT-DOCKWEILER BEACH 

The critical sensitive viewing positions potentially affected by the construction and operation of the 
starter shaft are those from: 

• The residences lining the Dockweiler Beach; and 

• Dockweiler Beach 

The existing visual conditions are VMC I for these potentially affected views. The extraction shaft site 
would require about 5,000 square feet of space, including the construction/laydown area and would be 
enclosed by a 20- to 30-foot-tall acoustic curtain just as would the starter shaft, and the push and receive 
sites (bored tunneling). There would be a crane on site that would be taller than the curtains, so it would 
be visible. The remainder of the facilities within this site would be screened from view. However, the 
daily truck round trips would be noticeable. 

Apart from the multi-story residences, there is "Ocean Front Walk," a pedestrian beach access running 
along the beach side of the residences. A few feet away from the extraction shaft site is a beach volleyball 
court, and passive beach uses may occur anywhere in the vicinity of the site. The extraction shaft site 
would be much smaller than the starter shaft site, being only 5,000 square feet in size. This would be a 
square 70 feet on a side. However, the site may be within 50 teet or less of the residences and pedestrian 
beach access path. It would inevitably dominate views from the residences with its industrial appearance, 
as it could be as tall as the residences (VMC 4). Moreover, the associated truck traffic would also be a 
distraction. The impact would be intensity Level 3, as the existing conditions are VMC I. Relative to the 
highly sensitive views affected, the impact would be significant. 

The period of its initial construction would be 10 weeks. After it is constructed, all equipment would be 
removed from the site and a steel platt: would be placed over the shaft. It can be expected not to be 
especially noticeable at that point, as sand would naturally tend to cover the plate over time. The shaft 
would become operational at the point that the TBM needs to be extracted from the mined tunnel, which 
would be about 28 months later. The TBM would be extracted, and the pipeline tied into the pipeline 
installed with cut-and-cover construction, over a I-week period. The cumulative 7-week period in which 
the shaft would be constructed and operated would be temporary. 

EXTRACTION SHAFT-VENICE PUMPING PLANT 

The critical sensitive viewing positions potentially affected by the construction and operation of the 
starter shaft are those from: 

• The residences lining the east side of the Grund Conal near the VPP; 

The Grand Canal; and 

• Residences along Hurricane Street at its northeast end. 
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The existing visual conditions are VMC 4 for these potentially affected views. The extraction shaft site 

has been described relative to the Dockweiler Beach extraction shaft site. It would appear industrial and 

be as large as the nearby multi-story residences. The visible part of the crane and truck traffic, coupled 

with the acoustic screened site, would attract considerable attention and compete for it with the existing 

VPP. However, the existing conditions are VMC 4, and while there would be and adverse visual impact, 

no substantial reduction in visual quality would occur. Moreover, the duration of the impact would be 

temporary, lasting cumulatively just 7 weeks. 

AES-2 The proposed Project or its alternatives would not cause substantial, adverse effects on 
scenic vistas 
The Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-2, the impacts may be 

summarized as follows: 

• There would be no significant impact due to partial obstruction of recognized and valued views; and 

• The impact would not substantially affect recognized views currently available from a length of a public 

roadway and a portion of a bikeway. 

Alternatives 2, 3 and 4 would not have the potential to obstruct any recognized or valued views, nor 

would they substantially affect recognized views from a public roadway or bikeway. 

AES-3 The proposed Project or its alternatives would not cause substantial damage to scenic 
resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view 
from a state scenic highway. 

The Los Angeles City Threshold factor for Significance is relevant to this CEQA issue and the impact is 

summarized as follows: 

• The Project would neither significantly impact views from a designated scenic highway (see AES-1 and -2) 

nor significantly impact any specific scenic resources within view of a scenic highway. 

Alternatives 2, 3 and 4 would not significantly impact views from Vista Del Mar, the only scenic highway 

in the vicinity of these alternatives. Moreover, the construction of the starter and extraction shafts would 

not adversely affect any landscape features contributing to scenic quality. 

AES-4 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in a new source of substantial light 
or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area. 

No nighttime construction would be required for construction activities along the subject alignment 

alternative. However, if there were, the acoustic curtains would shield such lighting from view. The Los 

Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4, therefore, do not apply. 

AES-5 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in substantial negative shadow 
effects on nearby shadow-sensitive uses. 

There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the proposed Project or its alternatives. 

AES-6 The Proposed Project or alternatives would result in visual impacts that would not be 
consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The impacts would, therefore, be significant, but 
they would be temporary and short term. 
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Section 5.9 details the applicable plans and policies. The applicable regulatory document is the Coastal 
Resources chapter of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan, relative to the starter shaft site. 
Concerning the two alternate extraction shaft sites, both are in Venice; the relevant regulatory documents 
are the Venice Community Plan and the Venice LCP LUP. 

The Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan, Objective 18-5 is relevant: "Preserve coastal visual 
resources by protecting and enhancing scenic views of the ocean and wetlands from designated Scenic 
Highways, and public view sites." Vista Del Mar is a designated scenic highway. However, views from 
this scenic highway would not be significantly impacted. 

Policy 18-5.1 for this objective calls for the following relevant stipulations for siting and designing 
development in order to: 

• Protect public views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas; 
• Be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area; and 
• Retain existing views from designated public view areas and scenic highways. 

Under this policy, "all new development in the Coastal Zone, including public works and recreational 
facilities, should be subordinate to its setting, and minimized in height and bulk to the extent feasible to 
accomplish view protection (emphasis added)." 

The starter shaft would not interfere with public views to and along the ocean. There are no public view 
areas in the vicinity, and the shaft site would not interfere with scenic highway-based views. However, 
the shaft site would not be visually compatible with the natural open space character of the LAX property. 
Consequently, the impact of the Project would not be entirely consistent with Policy 18-5.1 of the subject 
Plan. The impact, though, would be short term. 

Coastal Resources Goal 18 of the Venice Community Plan calls for the preservation of the scenic and 
visual qualities of coastal areas. The policy is to assure that projects are visually compatible with the 
character of surrounding areas. Moreover, design principles set forth in the Venice LUP requires that 
views of distinctive visual resources not be significantly disturbed. As discussed relative to AES-1, the 
starter and extraction shafts would be visually incompatible with the character of the affected area. 
Because the Project would not be consistent with certain policies and goals of the Venice regulatory 
setting, the visual impacts described would be considered to be significant. They would, however, 
temporary and short term in duration, lasting for 7 weeks in the case of the ~xtraction shaft sites, and less 
than 3 years in the case of the extraction shaft. 

5.12.4 Mitigation Measures 
As noted in Section 5.12.3, the cut-and-cover, micro-tunneling, and mined-tunneling alternative 
construction activities, and their associated equipment and workforce, would all have the potential to 
cause significant visual impacts, to varying degrees, that would primarily be temporary in duration. With 
one exception, the Project or its alternatives would cause no damage to scenic resources (features 
contributing to the positive visual quality of potentially affected views), no new source of light and glare, 
and no negative shadow effects. Instead, depending on the alternative, the impacts would variably be due 
to: 
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• The introduction to views of features not congruent with the existing visual character of the area; 

• Partial obstruction of views, or the limiting of access to the views; 

• Adverse effects on views from scenic highways or the temporary elimination of access to these highways; 
and 

• Inconsistency with one or more regulatory goals, objectives or policies. 

Mitigation measures either entail redesigning a project so as to site it in an area not within sensitive public 

views, screening the Project features from view with landscaping, or re-designing the Project features to 

mimic those that are characteristic of the area. In the case of the Project, the visual impacts are due to 

construction activities, equipment and the presence and movement of the workforce, and not because of 

its appearance once it is complete. Because the visual impacts of construction are all temporary or short 

term, they end with the completion of the Project. No feasible measures can mitigate the impacts of 

construction to a level that is less than significant, for it is assumed that, by definition, such measures 

must occur within the context of undertaking the Project. That is, construction activities must occur. 

Regarding re-siting the alignment of the Project, the alignments are constrained by the starting and ending 

points. The area in between is characterized by dense, residential development, the presence of scenic 

highways, and the attraction of recreation opportunities. It would not be possible to avoid sensitive views. 

Where specific positive landscape features are damaged, obscured, or removed, direct mitigation may 

take the form of adjusting the siting of an aspect of the project to avoid the impact, or replacing the 

feature if it is damaged or removed. In the case of the Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment Alternative, 

several mature street trees will be removed by cut-and-cover construction and/or the use of an area as a 

construction/laydown site. Based on available information, a choice to re-align the pipeline to avoid 

crossing from Via Marina into the parking lot serving the receive site, and re-locating the Option 2 push 

site construction/laydown area at the Via Dolce/Marquesas Way intersection, are not viable. The only 

feasible mitigation measure is: 

AES-1 Replace street trees destroyed by construction activities with very large-diameter, mature 
trees. Depending on the species, this may or may not be possible. 
Where impacts may not be directly mitigated, they may be offset by actions taken elsewhere to 

compensate for the loss of visual quality. It would be speculative to definitively list specific offsetting 

actions at this time. However, such actions generally would include: 

• Landscaping public areas within affected neighborhoods where open space is currently degraded and 
unsightly; 

• Screening from public view existing features that are incongruous with the character of their surroundings 
(such as the VPP); and/or 

• Creating public access to currently unavailable scenic vistas (new beach access routes, paths, bikeways, 
public parking. 

During public scoping meetings, some suggested that the existing VPP could be made to be more 

aesthetically pleasing. Currently, this industrial facility has reduced visual conditions in its vicinity to 

VMC 4. One most obvious measure would be to paint the facility a color matching nearby residences and 

removing the art deco-like treatment of the wall facing the Grand Canal. Plantings which soften the 

VPP's profile or cover its walls with vines might be investigated, ifthere is the physical space available to 
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landscape the perimeter. A walkway abutting the blue wall fronting the Grand Canal (Figure 5.12-5, 
upper image) might be converted into a planter, or several large, decorative planters with tall shrubs or 
small trees might be installed along that part of the walk (since the walk ends here, the loss of this stretch 
of sidewalk would not be important to pedestrians). A small strip of fill at the northeast end of Hurricane 
Street could provide room for large trees that would block some views of the VPP. In the upper image of 
Figure 5.12-4, large trees are growing along the edge of the sidewalk. In the lower image in 
Figure 5.12-5, it is apparent that such plantings could be installed between the chain-link fence along the 
vacant lot and the sidewalk next to it. These trees, in time, would screen the lot and provide a more 
aesthetic edge to the Grand Canal. The residual impact of offsetting mitigations would be inversely 
proportional to the degree of public acceptance of the measures. 

Regarding the improvement of the visual quality in public spaces, Figure 5.12-10 discloses, in the upper 
image, the opportunity to improve the appearance of the parking lot along the bridge in the vicinity of 
where the push site for under-channel tunneling would occur. The bank in the foreground might be 
planted to shield from view the parking lot and conceal or replace the jumbled chunks of concrete riprap. 
Similar plantings on the other side of the bridge along the parking area there (the site for the 
construction/laydown area) would aesthetically frame the bikeway's entrance into Playa Del Rey. 

5.12.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
All of the significant, temporary and short-term impacts described in Section 5.12.3 are unavoidable. 
These impacts will end, however, with the completion of construction. These impacts may be offset by 
actions taken elsewhere within the affected communities to improve the aesthetics of existing views. The 
acceptability of any measures contemplated are best addressed through public involvement. 

The long-term impact of the destruction of mature street plantings along Via Marina and Marquesas Way 
might be improved to the point that the duration would be short term (less than 5 years in duration), if 
trees of a large size are planted. Several years of growth would be required for the trees to approach in 
height those that would be removed. 

5.12.6 Cumulative and Secondary Impacts 
Of the projects listed as related to the proposed Project in the Introduction, Section 1.0, Table 1.7-1, only 
two would be relevant. In neither case would there be significant cumulative impacts. 

Marina Del Rey Tide Gates Project -This Project entails the removal, rehabilitation and improvement 
of portions of the existing outlet structure for the Grand Canal located at the southeast end of the Grand 
Canal where it passes under Via Marina, along with where portions of the proposed Project would also 
occur. The one aspect of construction that would be relevant to cumulative impacts is that the "Gates" 
project may require the closure of one lane of Via Marina Street during construction, with traffic 
controlled by a flagman. The proposed Project also calls for such closure and traffic control. At the time 
of this assessment, no specific time frames for construction of either project had been identified. It can 
only be said that if the projects do not occur simultaneously, sequential construction would result in a 
prolonged period during which views from a designated scenic highway/drive (Via Marina) are 
unavailable to the public; e.g., it would seem likely that traffic along Via Marina would be restricted to 
local residential access because there would be no public parking along the road and, therefore, no place 
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to stop and enjoy the view. The impact of closing one lane due to the proposed Project would, by itself, 

represent a significant, albeit, temporary visual impact. Lane closure due to the Gates project would also 

be a temporary but significant visual impact. If the two projects were to occur sequentially, the combined 

effect would solely be to lengthen the duration of the impact to the point of being short term (1 to 5 years' 

duration). 

To mitigate the impact to visual resources, both projects should be completed within the same time frame 

if it is feasible to do so, thereby limiting the time during which the one lane of Via Marina would have to 

be closed. 

Venice Pumping Plant Sluice Gate Replacement Project - This project involves the temporary 

diversion of sewer flows in order to bypass the VPP while the sluice gate within the VPP is rehabilitated. 

The bypass would be via a pipeline placed above ground along the Grand Canal from Driftwood Street to 

Hurricane Street along the Esplanade. The pumping mechanisms and pipeline would be in place for about 

1 month. This project is relevant to the proposed Project in consideration of cumulative impacts because 

activities associated with the Project would occur in the same area as the southeast end of the "Sluice 

Gate" project (near the VPP). 

The Initial Study for the Sluice Gate project found that there would be no significant visual impacts, 

based partly on their short duration. CEQA does not recognize specific time limits as thresholds of 

significance, nor does the City of Los Angeles Thresholds Guide. However, as noted, the existing visual 

condition for views potentially affected by the Sluice Gate project is VMC 4 due to the presence of the 

VPP. This industrial facility dominates the views from points in its vicinity. For that reason, not due to the 

duration of the impact, the Sluice Gate project would not be a significant impact, as the condition of the 

affected views cannot worsen. Likewise, together with the proposed Project, the Sluice Gate project 

would not cumulatively cause a significant impact, due to the existing condition of the area. 
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VI SUA 

Appendix I 

I ESTHE T C 
RES U CES 

1.0 Overview 
This report assesses the potential for the construction of the Venice Pumping Plant Dual 
Force Main (the Proposed Project) to adversely impact the Visual/Aesthetic Resources 
(Visual Resources) in the project vicinity and the significance of such impacts. The 
analytical approach to addressing these concerns is compliant with the requirements of 
CEQA and addresses the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA 1breshold Guide for 
determining impact significance. Accordingly, the visual resources assessment: 

• Identifies those views potentially affected by the Project over which the public is 
most likely to express concern (critically sensitive public views); 

• Describes the existing character and quality of those potentially affected critically 
sensitive views; 

• Estimates the intensity of possible adverse visual impacts on those views; 

• Evaluates the significance of the possible impacts; and 

• As applicable, considers possible mitigation measures that could lessen the 
impacts to negligible levels of intensity. 

2.0 Environmental Setting 

2.1 Visual Sensitivity 

2.1.1 Technical Approach 
The technical approach to this visual impact assessment is presented in detail in 
Attachment A. The fo11owing is a summary of the approach to assessing Visual 
Sensitivity, the first atn;bute of the affected landscape to be addressed. Sensitivity is the 
social setting for visual resources. As applied to visual impact analyses, sensitivity refers 
to public attitudes about specific Yiews, or interrelated views, and is the key to assessing 
how important a visual impact may be and whether or not it represents a significant 
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impact. To assess visual sensitivity, indicators of public concern were identified and 
sensitivity rated accordingly. The indicators are listed in Table K-1 of Attachment A and 
reflect the concepts and methods of several federal agencies that treat sensitivity as a 
function of viewer activity, awareness, values, and goals. 

The four levels of sensitivity are high, moderate, low and no sensitivity. 

• High Sensitivity. High sensitivity suggests that at least some pat1 of the public is 
likely to react strongly to a threat to visual quality. A highly concerned public is 
assumed to be more aware of any given level of adverse change and less tolerant 
than a public that has little concern. A small modification of the existing 
landscape may be visually distracting to a highly sensitive public and represent a 
substantial reduction in visual quality. 

• Moderate Sensitivity. Moderate sensitivity suggests that the public would 
probably voice some concern over substantial visual impacts. Often the affected 
views are secondary in importance or are similar to others commonly available to 
the public. Noticeably adverse changes would probably be tolerated if the 
essential character of the views remains dominant. 

• Low Sensitivity. Low sensitivity is considered to prevail where the public is 
expected to have little or no concern about changes in the landscape. This may be 
because the affected views are not "public" (not accessible to the public) or 
because there are no indications that the public values the affected views. 

• No Sensitivity. There is no sensitivity where the potentially affected views are 
not "public" (not accessible to the general public) or because there are no 
indications that the a±Tected views are valued by the public. 

Sensitivity of Project Locale 
By definition (Table K-1, Attachment A), views from areas serving residential, 
recreational and tourism land uses, as well as from the transportation routes serving those 
land uses, are considered to be highly sensitive. The public is expected to value such 
views and potentially to react strongly to adverse changes in the visual character and 
quality of their surroundings. 

The Coastal Commission's primary concern over visual resources within the Coastal 
Zone is: 

" ... the protection of ocean and coastal views from public areas such as highways, 
roads, beaches, parks, coastal trails and accessways, vista points, coastal streams and 
waters used for recreational purposes, and other public preserves rather than coastal 
views from p1ivate Tesidences where no public vistas are involved." 

The last statement notwithstanding, this assessment considers the collective views from 
homes within residential areas and those from the roads serving as primary access to 
them to be highly sensitive and important to the consideration of the significance of 
visual impacts. 

The Proposed Project Alternative Alignments are, with one exception, located in the City 
of Los Angeles within what are primarily residential areas in the communities of Venice, 
Westchester and Playa del Rey. The exception is an alternative alignment which would 
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pass through Marina del Rey, an unincorporated area within Los Angeles County. The 
Venice, Westchester, Playa del Rey and Marina del Rey areas also feature commerciaL 
industrial, and tourism/recreation land uses. Views from residential and recreation land 
use areas are highly sensitive (Table K-1, Attachment A), and such areas t1ank, or are 
near, the Venice and Marina del Rey Alternative Alignments, as well as the 
Westchester/Playa del Rey Alignment Alternative 

Large Diameter (Mined) Tunnel alignment alternatives would primarily present limited 
areas of disturbance above ground, these being the Starter and Extraction Shaft sites. 
These sites are ~ithin view of beach recreation sites and residential areas. Also, some 
aspects of the Project Alternatives would be within the field of view of recreation marine 
traffic passing along the Marina del Rey Entrance Channel. Further, certain roads within 
the marina area ap.d one in Playa del Rey are part of routes that have been designated as 
Scenic Highways and, in one case, also as a Scenic Drive. 

Marina Del Rey Alignment 

Marquesas WavNia Marina 

Sensitivity. Figure 1 shows the viewing positions used in this assessment. There are 
numerous highly sensitive viewing positions within and around Marina del Rey, given its 
scenic, recreation and tourist-oriented attractions. Foremost among these are views from 
Via Marina, Admiralty Way and Fiji Way, which form a route designated as a Scenic 
Highway and also to be designated as a Scenic Drive (Scenic Highway Element, Los 
Angeles County General Plan; see Section 3.1, Coastal Plan Policies). Of specific 
importance to the Proposed Project is Via Marina, from its intersection with Marquesas 
Way to where it turns sharply to the southwest to parallel the entrance channel for the 
marina. Along this stretch of road there would be cut-and-cover pipeline installation, as 
well as the construction of receive and Push Sites for micro-tunneling. 

A number of recreation and tourist attractions are to be found in the marina: Burton 
Chace Park, Fishennan's Village, Admiralty Park, Mother's Beach, and the picturesque 
marina itself. Views from these locations, however, are not important to the analysis, as 
they do not include Project construction activities and sites. On the other hand, at the 
southeast end of Via Marina, where it turns to the southwest, there is a small park called 
Aubrey E. Austin Park. There, too, is the northeast end of the North Jetty Promenade, a 
popular walk along the scenic Marina del Rey Entrance Channel. Views from Aubrey 
Park and the Promenade are also, by definition, highly sensitive, and the receive site for 
the micro-tunneling connection to the Marina del Rey Alignment would be within full 
view of these recreation resources across Via Marina. 

A moderately high-density multi-family residential area lines both sides of Marquesas 
Way and the west side of Via Marina. Both of these roads serve as the primary access to 
the residential areas flanking Ba1lona Lagoon and the Grand Canal to the west. The 
collective views from the residences on Via Marina and Marquesas Way are highly 
sensitive. Because these roads are part of the primary access to these residential areas, 
road-based views would be considered to be highly sensitive. As noted, Via Marina is 
also highly sensitive due to its Scenic Highway/Scenic Drive status. 

Also, some aspects of the Project Altematives would be seen from boats passing along 
the Entrance Channel, and such views, being recreation oriented, are highly sensitive. 
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Critical Views. C1itical views are partly defined as those that are the most sensitive, as 
described in the previous section. Where the public is considered to be potentially 
moderately to highly sensitive to changes in visual quality, there is likely to be a 
substantial concern over noticeably adverse visual impacts. 

Critical views also are defined as being those which would be most affected by the 
subject action (e.g., the greatest intensity of impact due to viewer proximity to the 
project, duration of the affected view, the frequency of viewing, etc.). Consideration is 
also given to having the views be representative of the public experience; i.e., that they be 
from viewing positions frequently used by the public and readily located, based on the 
description and photographs presented in the visual impact assessment. The views critical 
to the analysis of visual impacts due to the Marina del Rey Alternative Alignment are 
those from Via Marina, a scenic highway and scenic drive, from Marquesas Way to 
where it turns to the southwest to flank the channel; from the residences bordering this 
road and Marqessas Way; from the residences lining the east side of the Grand Canal 
near the Venice Pumping Plant; from the Grand Canal in this vicinity; from the 
residences at the northeast end of Hurricane St., next to the Pumping Plant; from Aubrey 
E. Austin Park; from the east end of North Jetty Promenade; and from the Marina del Rey 
Entrance Channel. The Proposed construction activities would be in the foreground of 
these views. 

Figures 2 and -3, show representative views of Marquesas Way and Via Marina, in the 
vicinity of the two optional Push Sites for micro-tunneling under Ballona Lagoon to the 
receive site opposite the Venice Pumping Plant. Also shown in these figures are optional 
constructionl1aydown areas that would support the construction and operation of the two 
alternative Push Sites. Figure 4 shows the receive site at the Venice Pumping Plant, 
which is in the vacant lot opposite the Plant, as well as Push Site Option 2, in the vacant 
lot on the east side of the canal. These sites would be within full view from the residences 
lining the east side of Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal across from the Plant, as well as 
those walking along the lagoon/canal or boating on it. 

Figure 5 is a panoramic view from a residence along the east bank of the Grand Canal 
across from the Venice Pumping Station. This view shows the point where the canal 
becomes "Ballona Lagoon," which is at the left comer of the Plant, in the upper image. 
Recreationists walking along the canal and the lagoon, or boating on these waters, would 
be expected to be highly sensitive to visual impacts. As noted above, the receive site for 
the Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment alternative would be in the vacant lot shown 
in Figure 5. 

Figure 6 shows the view from Aubrey E. Austin Park, looking to the no1ihwest along Via 
Marina. This view shows the location of one option for the receive site for the under
channel micro-tunneling construction alternative. The site is within the parking lot shown 
in the upper image, and the construction/laydown area would also be within this parking 
lot. The view shown also represents that from the North Jetty Promenade and Via Matina. 

Figure 7 is a panoramic view from the Entrance Channel that includes the Via Marina 
receive site as well as Aubrey E. Austin Park. Views from the channel would not be the 
most critical, as they would be comparatively distant, relative to views from Via Marina, 
Aubrey E. Austin Park, and the North Jetty Promenade. While boats may pass along the 
northwest side of the channel and be within about 240ft ofthe nearest Project feature, the 
North Jetty would block such views. From points nearer the center of the Channel but 
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Panorama Showing Site for Push Option 2 for 
Marquesas WayNta Marina Cut-and-Covet AlternalJvc. 

Seen from Marquesas WetyMa Dolce lnlerseciion (VP 1 ). 

Figure 2 
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Viev.•s of Via 1>1arin<J/Marquesas Way lniersectlon, the Site for Site Push Option 1 
for t ... larcwesas Way/Via Marina Cut-and-Cover Alternative. Seen lron1. ahd ne;;Jr , 

t.'larcucsels 1Nay:iVia Dotce lntersec;ion (VPs 2 and 3}. 

Figure 3 
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City of Los Angeles (Top): View along the Grand Canal Showin9 Residences from Which Receive and Posh Sites. Cut~and~ 
Venice Purnping Plant Cover. or Extrac~ion S,hafl Constructio,n Aclivili~s Would Be Se.en (VP 4) •. (Bottom): .Hurricane St. at the 
Dual Force Main Project Venice Pumpmg Plant. Showmg ReceiVe and Allernabve ~Xltactron Shart S1les (VP 5). 
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City of Los Angeles 
Venico Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Project 

Vrew from Residence on East Side ofBailona Lagoon/Grand Canal 
Shov,t,lng the Venice Pumping Plant, ~ Receive ~ile r~r Micro

Tuhneling. and Optional Mtned Tunneling Extraction S1le (VP 6). 

Figure 5 
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City of Los Angeles 
Vonice Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Project 

Panoramic View from Aubrey E... Austin Park, Looking Northwest along Via 
Marina. (Top): The Receive Site and Cut-and-Cover Construction for the Via 

Marina/Marqesas Way Alignment Alternative would be In the Parking Lot (VP 7) 
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City of Los Angeles 
Venice Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Pro;ect 

A P3ncramlc View from the Marina del Rey Entrance Channel. Show
ing the Locations or the Receive Sites at Pacific 1\ve. and Via Marirla . 
th& Entrance to the Grand Canal, and Aubrey E Austin Park (VP 8), 

Figure 7 
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City of Los Angeles 
Vonlce Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Project 

(Top): Looking Northwest along Pacific Ave. from the Intersection with 
\jja Marina {VP 9). (Bottom) : Looking Southeasl along Ballona Lagoon 
and Pacific Ave. from 1he Pedes1rian Bridge at Lighthouse St.(VP 1 0)_ 

Figure 8 
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within the ocean-bound lane, points from which the Project could be seen, the viewing 
positions would be not closer than about 350 ft or more. By contrast, from Aubrey E. 
Austin Park and Via Marina, one is only about 80 -90ft from where the receive site may 
be within the parking lot northwest of the park. Consequently, views from the Entrance 
Channel would not be considered further, as the focus of the. assessment is on the most 
critical views. 

Venice Alignment Alternatives 

Pacific Avenue Alignment 

Sensitivity. In general, the Pacific A venue Alignment Alternative would be within highly 
sensitive public views that include the collective residential views along the alignment, 
along Hurricane St. and Pacific Ave., from Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal, and those from 
a pedestrian trail lining the east side of the lagoon. 

The Pacific Avenue Alignment runs west along Hurricane St. to Pacific Avenue and then 
south to Via Marina where it would meet with a receive site for the micro4unneled 
alignment under the Marina del Rey Entrance Channel and Ballona Creek The collective 
residential views along these two streets are treated in this analysis as highly sensitive, as 
noted. Cut-and-cover activities would be visible from residences lining the east side of 
the Grand Canal across from the Venice Pumping Plant and those along Hutricane St. As 
well, residents along Pacific Avenue south of Hurricane St. to Via Marina would view 
cut-and-cover construction activities while approaching their homes and from their 
residences as construction progresses along the street. 

Concerning recreation, most of the highly varied recreation opportumttes within the 
community of Venice occur to the north of the Project site, including the famous Venice 
Beach, bike path and Ocean Front Walk In general, public recreation use of area of the 
Project is less intensive than that of the North Venice Beach portion. Uses are primarily 
sunbathing, swimming, picnicking, active recreational uses on the sand, and fishing from 
the Marina Channel jetty. The walkways and waterways along the Venice Canals and 
Ballona Lagoon provide opportunities for more passive recreational and educational uses, 
such as birdwatching, nature study, strolling, and sightseeing. A Class II Bikeway runs 
along Pacific Ave. (See Section 4.2 of the EIR, Figure 4.2.5-4), and non-motorized 
boating is pefV!itted in the Veni.ce Canals. Potentially, the Project activi ties -would be 
seen by boaters along the Lagoon, those walking a1ong the beach access trail in the 
vicinity, and bicyclists using Pacific Avenue. Also, where Pacific Avenue intersects with 
Via Marina, there is the North Jetty Promenade, a frequently used walkway featuring 
observation decks from which the Entrance Channel may be appreciated. Fishing is a 
popular activity below the Promenade. 

Finally, the south terminus of the subject alignment may be seen from the numerous 
pleasure craft that use the Entrance Channel. 

Critical Views. The critical views would be any of those from along the alignment from 
Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal, pedcsh·ian. beach access, Hurricane St. and Pacifi.c Ave. 
and their adjoining residences, the bikeway along Pacific Ave., the North Jetty 
Promenade, and fl·om the EntTance Channel. 

Figure 4 shows the route for the Pacific Ave. Alignment along Hurricane St., within view 
of residences lining this street Figure 5 shows the proximity of Ballona Lagoon/Grand 
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Canal to the Venice Pumping Plant and the north end of the Pacific Ave. Alignment 
Alternative. Figure 8 shows the length of Pacific Ave. from the pedestrian bridge at 
Lighthouse St. southeast to Via Marina, as well as Ballona Lagoon flanking it on the 
northeast side. The latter figure also shows that residences line both sides of Pacific Ave. 
at its southeast end where it meets Via Marina. 

Figure 7 discloses the view of the receive site area as seen from the Entrance Channel, 
while Figure 9 shows the southeast terminus of this alignment alternative and the receive 
site for micro-tunneling under the Marina del Rey Entrance Channel and Ballona Creek. 
The Receive site would be close to the observation platform overhanging the revetment 
(upper image). 

Dockweller Beach to Pacific Avenue Alignment. 

This alternative was considered in the EIR but was deemed not to be viable and will not 
be dealt with further in· this assessment. 

Dockweiler Beach Alignment. 

As is the case for the previous alignment alternative, this alternative was considered but 
deemed not to be viable and also will not be dealt with further in this assessment. 

Westchester/Playa del Rey Alignment Alternatives. 

Pacific AvenueNista del Mar Alignment 

Sensiti vity. At the northerly end of this alignment, the alignment extends to a Push Site 
for micro-tunneling under the Entrance Channel to either the Pacific A venue or the Via 
Marina Alternative Alignments on the north side of the Entrance Channel. Here there is a 
boat la~nch ramp that may be atiected due to construction of the Push Site, a bicycle 
path, a fishing bridge, and a residential area. The construction/laydoW11 area that would 
support the micro-tunneling activities would be in the parking lot along the southwest 
side of the bridge. Views from areas of recreation and residenti:J.lland uses, including the 
associated access routes are highly sensitive. 

The parking lot for Del Rey Lagoon Park provides access not only to the park, but also to 
Dockweiler Beach via a path that leads from the parking lot. Views from Pacific Avenue, 
the residences along it, Del Rey Lagoon Park. the parking lot at the park, and the beach 
access path, are all highly sensitive. 

To the southwest of the Del Rey Lagoon Park parking lot, Pacific Avenue intersects with 
Vista del Mar. From here this alignment alternative follows Vista del Mar to the junction 
with the existing C.LS. near Waterview St. As has been noted, Vista del Mar is a 
designated scenic highway, and in the vicinity of Waterview St. motorists have an 
elevated and panoramic view of Dockweiler Beach and the Pacific Ocean. Views from 
this road are of the highest sensitivity. As well, the collective views from the residences 
lining Vista del Mar are also highly sensitive, many of which include panoramic ocean 
views. 

Critical Views. All of the views noted would be considered critical, as they are of the 
highest sensitivity and would include the Proposed Project construction activities within 
the foreground. Perhaps the most critical of these along Pacific Ave. would be the ones 
from the bicycle path, the fishing bridge, the residential area along Pacific A vc. , Del Rey 
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City of Los Angeles 
Vonlco Pumping Plant 
Dual Forco Main Project 

(Top): View of Receive Site and Construclion/Laydown Area from the Comer of Pacific Ave. 
and Via Marina, Looking Northeast NP 9). (Bottom)·: View along the North Jetty Promenade 

from Observation Platform at End of Pacific Ave. and Via Marina (VP 11) 

Figure 9 
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City of Los Angel~s 
Venice Pumping Plnnt 
Dual Force Main Project 

Views from Pacific Ave . Bridge; {Top}: Push Site In Parking Lot for 
Under-Channel Alignmenl: (Bottom): View lo Soulheasl along 

Pacific Ave., Showing Bicycle Path in Foreground (VP 12). 

Figure 10 
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City of Los Angeies 
Venice Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Project 

(Top) Pacific Ave. and 66th Ave. Lookmg Northwest 
and (Bottom) Looking Norlh (VP 13); Del Rey Lagoon 

Park Is Seen to the RighL 

Figure 11 
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City of Los Angeles 
Venice Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Project 

Panoramic Views of Del Rey Lagoon Park (Top): 
Looking to the Northwest. and {Bottom): Looking to 

the Southeast (VP 14). 

Figure 12 
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Appendix I: Visual/Aesthetic f~esources 

Lagoon Park, and the beach access path. Figure l 0 shows views from the bridge over 
Ballona Creek, looking southeast. The upper image shows the Push Site area to the north 
of the bridge (1efl:). The lower image is a better view of the residential area along Pacific 
Avenue. The bridge links the bicycle path, which is along the jetty separating the 
Entrance Channel and Ballona Creek and the stretch of Dockweiler Beach south of the 
channel and creek. 

Figure 11 shows the scene from the intersection of 66th Ave. and Pacific Ave., looking 
northwest and north, which includes the residential area along Pacific Ave., with a 
glimpse of Del Rey Lagoon Park Figure 12 presents two panoramas of this park, which 
abuts Pacific Avenue and from which details of Project construction activities would be 
visible. Along Vista del Mar, there are multi-story residential residences, as seen in 
Figure 13, which presents photographs from the intersection at Waterview St. and a 
representative view from the Vista del Mar. These street-based views are considered to 
generally represent those from the residences. 

Channel Crossing 

The Push Site, and the two a1ternative receive sites associated with micro-tunneling under 
the Marina del Rey Entrance Channel and Ballona Creek would be within public view. 
These sites are addressed relative to the cut-and-cover alternative alignments. 

Large Diameter (Mined) Tunneling Alignment Alternatives 

There are fom Mined Tunnel Alignment Alternatives, which would present noticeable 
disturbance above ground at the sites for the Starter and Extraction Shaft sites. These 
sites are within highly sensitive views from beach recreaticiil sites, residential areas, and, 
within view of a designated scenic highway (Vista del Mar). Alternatives 1 and 2 call for 
cut-and-cover construction as well, which would'also be within recreation orienlt!d and/or 
residential views 

Alternative 1: Dockweiler Beaeh Alignment 

Alternative 1 has been considered not to be a viable alternative in the EIR and therefore is 
not addressed in detail in this assessment. 

Alternative 2: LAX - Dockweiler Beach 

Sensitivity. This alternative calls for a Mined Tunnel connection from the LAX properly 
Starter Shaft to the Extraction Shaft on Dockweiler Beach and cut-and-cover connections 
between the Venice Pumping Plant and the Extraction Shaft. The views affected by 
Starter Shaft and associated laydown area would be from Vista del Mar (scenic highway) 
and residences lining the northeast side of Napoleon St. As noted earlier, residential 
views and those from designated scenic highways are highly sensitive. The sensitive 
views potentially affected by the Extraction Shaft and the cut-and-cover part of the 
alignment were described relative to Alternative 1. 

C!itical Views. Figure 14, upper image, shows the general area for the Starter Shaft and 
laydown area for this alternative. Foreground views from the designated scenic highway 
(Vista del Mar) and residences shown are of the greatest sensitivity and are highly 
criticaL Critical views including the Extractibn Shaft site for this alternative and the cut
and-cover part of the alif,rnment are the same as for Alternative 1. 

•• ;!ijf.~ .HC':1t(~~~~:~:~i:f:~:f!~! ~~lllllS~~·~~~ :.-:~~~- l1\lll'!i=Et31!:;f.;!:ali!!IQllllililil!ltt~t.~I-Y~~:~f!~;. 
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Alternative J : Direct Mined Tunnel Connection from LAX Property to Venice 
Pumping Plant Via Dockweiler Beach 

Sensiti itv and Critical View s. This alternative alignment would be a mined tunnel 
construction alternative from the Starter Shaft on the LAX property direct to the 
Extraction Shaft in the vacant lot northwest of Hurricane St. and opposite the Venice 
Pumping Plant, via Dockweilcr Beach. Views of the Starter Shaft have been discussed 
relative to Alternative 2. As for Alternative 2, there would be as much as 300 ft of cut
and-cover construction from the Starter Shaft to the junction with the existing C.I.S. 
under Vista del Mar to the southwest. 

The Extraction Shaft would be in the vacant lot across Hurricane St. from the Venice 
Pumping Plant, as shown in Figure 5. The sensitivity and critical nature of the affected 
views potentially affected by the Extraction Shaft have been discussed relative to the Via 
Marina/Marquesas Way cut-and-cover alignment alternative. 

Alternative 4: Direct Mined Tuhnel Connection from LAX Property to Venice 
Pumping Plant Uhder Ballona Lagoon 

Sensitivity and Critical Views. This alternative abgnment would be a continuous Mined 
Tunnel construction alternative from the Starter Shaft on LAX property to the Extraction 
Shaft in the vacant lot on the northwest side of Hurricane St., across from the Venice 
Pumping Plant. The tunnel would be inland from the beach and generally under Vista del 
Mar, Pacific Ave. and Ballona Lagoon. The Starter Shaft site and associated laydown site 
areas are shown in Figure 14, and sensitive and critical views relative to it have been 
described regarding Alternatives 2 and 3. Figure 15 shows the area within which the 
Extraction Shaft would be constructed. The laydown area is also expected to be within 
this vacant lot. The sensitivity and criticality of views from residences and the Grand 
Canal have been discussed relative to the Marquesas WayNia Marina Alignment and the 
Pacific Avenue Alternative Alignments. 

2.2 Visual Character and Existing Visual Condition 

2.2.1 Introduction 
To address the most important impacts, in conformance with CEQA, detailed 
descriptions of the existing visual character and quality of the Project vicinity are limited 
to those views deemed to be ''critical," as defined in Section 2.1. Accordingly, attention 
is directed primarily to those moderately to highly sensitive views that would be most 
affected by a Proposed Action. Where the greatest of impact intensity may occur, low 
sensitivity views will also be considered. The assessment of visual character and existing 
visual condition serves as the baseline for the quality of VisuaVAesthetic Resources. The 
estimated visual impacts of the Project will be compared with the baseline conditions to 
assess the degree of adverse change (intensity) and si!,'llificancc of the potential impacts. 

Visual Character: Features and Their Patterns of Distribution. 

The landscape is described in tenns of the features inherent to the "character type" which 
lend it its distinctive character. Project features are described in terms of their degree of 
contrast, if any, with those that are part of the affected views. Typically addressed are 
landfom1s, vegetation, water features and the built environment. As relevant, the fom1, 
line, color and texture of the features are described. The scale (apparent size) of features, 
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City of Los Angeles 
Vonicc Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Marn Projec1 

(Top) Vista del Mar and Waterview St. Looking Northwest to 
North; and (Bottom) Looking East fo Sou1heasL (VP 15). 
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City of Los Angeles 
Venice Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Project 

Views ffom ltle Vista del Mar-Napoleon St. Intersection: (Top): 
LAX Site, Looking East to Southeast: and (Bottom): Dockweiler 

Beach and Vista del Mar, Looking Northwest (VP 16). 

Figure 14 
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City of Los Angeles 
Vonic:o Pumping Planl 
Dual Force Main Project 

(Top): Extraction ShaftAJternate Sites at 
Dockweller Beach near Hurricane St. (VP 17); 

and (Bottom): at Vemce Pumping Plant (VP 6). 

Figure 15 
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City of Los Angeles 
Venice Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Mafn Pro]~t 

Clockwise from Top: Construction Equipment for Typical Cm
and-Cover Gonstruclion Sound Barriers. Seen lrom Street and 

from withfn Shaft Construction Area. Shaft. within Sound Barrier. 

Figure 16 
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2.2.2 

Appe-ndix 1: Visual/Aesthetic Resources 

the composition of the affected view, and the breadth of the view (panoramic versus 
focal) often are aspects of some importance. Features of the landscape which make it 
vulnerable to adverse impacts are important too, such as focal point sensitivity (where 
features frame a view or direct attention to a particular area), or proximity to highly 
sensitive viewing positions. The arrangement of landscape features may be important to 
consider, as a Project can disrupt the pattern of their distribution. For instance, ecotones 
might define the distribution of vegetation in a natural setting. Architectural styles or 
density of housing might be defining attributes of a residential area. 

Existing Visual Condition. 

Key to assessing baseline environmental conditions of visual/aesthetic resources is 
"existing visual condition," which is used in this assessment to mean ''visual quality." 
The existing visual condition is described as the degree to which past actions have 
noticeably changed the landscape in ways that appear inconsistent with the inherent 
visual resources of the affected lands. Existing visual conditions serve as the baseline for 
evaluating the magnitude and intensity of potentially adverse changes in the landscape. 
They vary with how noticeable incongruous feattn·es may be within current public views 
and are defined in terms of four Visual Modification Classes (VMC), definecf, in Table K-
1, Attachment A. Landscapes where all features appear compatible with the inherent 
visual resources of the area arc of the highest existing visual condition, while those where 
incompatible features dominate the scene are of the lowest condition. 

Landscape Character and Existing Visual 
Conditions within Critical Public Views 
Marina del Rey Alignment Alternatives 

Marquesas WayNia Marina Alignment 

Character. The critical views relative to this alternative alignment are those from Via 
Marina, Marquesas Way, the residences bordering these toads, the residences lining the 
east side ofthe Grand Canal and Hurricane St. ncar the Venice Pumping Plant, Aubrey E. 
Austin Park, the North Jetty Promenade, and the Marina del Rey Entrance Channel, as 
described in Section 2.1. Figures 2 - 6 show representative views from these locations. 

The character of the subject views is entirely that of a "built" environment of residences 
and infrastructure serving those residences; urban landscaping along Via Marina and 
Marquesas Way, and the water feature alternately referred to as Ballona Lagoon 
(southeast of the pumping plant) and the Grand Canal (from the pumping plant to the 
northwest). The latter is the most striking feature within the potentially affected 
landscape and arguably the most memorable. 

Regarding the views from residences along Marquesas Way and Via Marina, the views 
from these roads are deemed to represent those from the residences, albeit they are from 
ground level and those fi·om the residences include elevated positions on the second 
stories of the homes and apartments. The vegetation along these streets is highly varied 
in species and type (trees, shrubs, groundcover) and presents an interestingly irregular 
pattern as one drives along these roads. The street trees are mature and stately, and, in 
places, represent the visual signature of the area. For instance, the tree in the island 
shown in the lower image of Figure 2 (Marquesas WayNia Dolce intersection) is the 
focus of attention. Those shown in the island and along Via Marina in Figure 6 present 
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memorably sculptural forms. The latter image represents the panoramic view from 
Aubrey E. Austin Park. From the North Jetty Promenade along the southeast side of the 
park, this view of Via Marina is framed by the trees within the park, but the angle of view 
is about the same. Views from the park, being close-up to Via Marina, are more sensitive 
than those from the promenade. 

All the views from the critical viewing positions noted are foreground views that arc 
"focal"; that is, the views are framed by structures and street-side plantings such that 
attention is channeled in the direction of travel. This would not be true for views from the 
apa.rtments and homes, the lines of sight being transverse to the alignment of the roads. 
Focal views are important because potential project impacts, if they occur within such 
views, unavoidably receive maximum attention. 

Figure 5 shows the most critical view from the residences lining the east side of the 
Grand Canal near the Venice Pumping Plant. These residences are partly sho\vn in the 
upper image in Figure 4. Only those residences abutting the plant on its southwest side 
along Hurricane St. would be affected by this alignment alternative, as the receive site 
and tie-in to the plant would be constructed in the vacant lot shown. The view shown in 
Figure 5 is dominated by the Venice Pumping Plant and Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal. 
While trees line the canal to the northwest, in this vicinity vegetation is sparse and 
contributes little to the character of the views. 

Existing Visual Conditions. 

Views from Marquesas Way and Via Marina include no features that would be 
considered incongruous with the visual character of the area. The overall :impression is 
that of highly manicured boulevards and a moderately high-density residential area. The 
views in Figures 2, 3, and 6 show no evidence of past actions resulting in features 
incongruous with the setting. Therefore, the existing conditions are within Visual 
Modification Class 1 (VMC 1; Table K-2, Attachment A). 

Regarding the views from the residences on the east side of the Grand Canal opposite to 
the Venice Pumping Plant, as well as views from the Grand Canal itself, the Venice 
Pumping Plant dominates views toward the southwest (Figures 4 and 5). This is the 
primary orientation for views from the residences. This would also be true for residences 
along Hurricane St., for views to the east. However, the primary viewing direction from 
these homes is more to the southeast, somewhat away from the Plant. The Pumping Phmt 
is an industrial facility within the context of a residential neighborhood. The chain-link 
fence around the vacant lot on the northwest side of Hurricane St. opposite the plant lends 
an industrial character to that parcel, giving it the appearance of a storage yard serving 
the planl. In character the Plant and fenced yard are anomalous within their setting, are in 
the immediate forebrround of the affected views, and, patticularly because of the Plants 
large scale, are the "subject:" of these views. Given the visual dominance of the Plant, the 
existing visual conditions are rated VMC 4. This means that for the views from the 
residences noted and the Canal, visual quality is at its lowest (Table K-2, Attachment A). 

Venice Alignment Alternatives 

Pacific Avenue Alignment 

Character. The critical views relative to the Pacific Avenue Alignment are those from 
Ba11ona Lagoon/Grand Canal, Hurricane Stand Pacific Ave., the residences lining those 
streets, the N01th Jetty Promenade, and those from the Entrance Channel (sec Section 

·ir~1;.:.;~~?!ii .... - ~~•i1!%fk-:;:)t-~;; f'.P.<~;\~,~¥."~;~;.:::1 .·:.s~;.$SeT3:JH ~;i!f.;~:~.c~,7:;·~:~~*-~<.l'f.:t,J';";i l!.1l {.;.;.j~ "! ~,;;.'::!~ 
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2.1). Figure 4 shows Hurricane St. and its adjoining residences. Figure 8 shows Pacific 
Ave. and Ballona Lagoon, from the pedestrian bridge at Lighthouse St., as well as Pacific 
Ave. seen from its intersection with Via Marina. The North Jetty Promenade at the comer 
of Pacific Ave. and Via Marina, and a view along Via Marina from that intersection, are 
disclosed in Figure 9. Views from the Entrance Channel that include the Pacific Ave./Via 
Marina intersection are represented by Figure 7. The intersection of Pacific Ave. and Via 
Marina is especially important because the receive site for one altemative for the under
channel micro-tunneling construction alternative would be proximate to this intersection. 
Note that the views from residences along this alignment are deemed to be represented by 
those from the roads serving as the primary access to them (Pacit!c Ave. and Hurricane 
St.), with the same caveat as discussed relative to the Marquesas Way/Via Marina 
Alignment. 

The character of most of the critical views potentially affected by the Pacific Ave. 
Alignment, as is the case for the Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment, is that of a 
"built'' environment. Along Hurricane St. and Pacific Ave., the visual character is 
predominately residential, the dominant featmes being the multi-story homes and 
apartments along these streets. V cgctation is sparse and contributes little to the visual 
character of the area. But, unlike the nearly all of the Marquesas Way/Via Marina 
Alignment, landforms and water features draw substantial attention. The lagoon and its 
channel (the only landform within the area) present the most memorable positive 
features, given the rarity of waterways within residential areas along the southern 
California coast. Note that the lagoon has been "engineered" to be the linear feature it is 
today. The straight-lined banks are uncharacteristic of natural waterways, but are 
characteristic of built environments. 

From Hurricane St., the views are framed by the nearby residences and are extremely 
focal, being directed along the alignment of the street. Those from Pacif1c Ave. are 
relatively distant, framed to a much lesser degree, but are also somewhat focal. Note the 
converging lines of the lagoon banks and Pacific Ave. in the lower image in Figure 8. 

At the south end of this alignment altemati ve, views include the Entrance Channel from 
points along the North Jetty Promenade. Note in Figures 7 and -9 the observation decks 
along the promenade, which focus attention to the southeast. The character of views from 
Via Marina and the promenade differs significantly from that for views from Hurricane 
St. and Pacifica Ave. While both sets of views are totally engineered (the Chatmel and 
Ballona Creek are both structured features), the vie\vs from the promenade and Via 
Marina are panoramic and distant, while those from the other streets are more limited and 
are focal. Next, the promenade and Via Marina views are dominated by the channel to the 
southeast and ocean in the distance to the west. Also, the views are dynamic, being 
influenced by the coming and going of recreational marine traffic that is itself a focus of 
attention. 

Views from the Entrance Channel toward the alignment alternative, as noted in Section 
2.1, are not the most critical of the views considered and are not addressed further in this 
assessment. 

r.xisting Visual Conditions. Views from the residences along Hunicanc St. at its 
northeast end, those lining the east side of the canal in this area, and those from the Grand 
Canal itself, are dominated by the Venice Pumping Plant. It and the chain-link fenced lot 
on the opposite side of the street are industrial in character (see the discussion of these 
features in the section describing the Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment). The 
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anomalous nature of the Plant is incongruous with the residential area around it and 
dominates views from these residences and from the Grand Canal. Moreover, views from 
Hurricane St. to the northeast focus on the Plant because the views are framed by 

residences, limited to the foreground, and are directed toward the Plant by the converging 
lines of the street. Because the Plant dominates the subject views, the affected views have 
a visual condition of Visual Modification Class 4 (Table K-2, Attachment A). 

Views from Pacific Ave., its intersection with Via Marina, the North Jetty Promenade, 

and the Entrance Channel include no anomalous features introduced by past actions that 
would be considered incongruous with the character of the area. Therefore, the existing 
conditions are within Visual Modification Class 1 (Table K-2, Attachment A). 

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue Alignment 

This alternative was considered in the EIR But was deemed not to be viable and is not 

addressed further in this assessment 

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 

This alignment is considered in the EIR not to be a viable alternative and is not addressed 
further in this assessment. 

Westchester/Playa del Rey Alignment Alternatives 

Pacific AvenueNista del Mar Alignment 

Character. The critical views relative to this alternative alignment are those from the 
bicycle path along the Pacific Ave. "fishing'' bridge, the bridge itself, the residential area 

along Pacific Ave., those from Del Rey Lagoon Park and the nearby beach access route, 
and the views from Vista del Mar, a designated scenic highway. Figures 10, -11, -13 and 
-14 show images representing these potentially affected views. 

The character of landscape within these views is that of a built environment which is 

mostly a residential area with adjoining recreation areas, including parking areas serving 
those sites, a bicycle path, Del Rey Lagoon Park, and Dockweiler Beach. Views from the 

bridge and bicycle path are panoramic across 360 degrees, taking in Ballona Creek and 
the Entrance Channel to the northwest, the Pacific Ocean to the southwest, as well as the 
residential area around the intersection of 62"d St. and Pacific Ave. to the southeast. 

Figure 10 shows panoramic views from the northeast to the southwest, seen from the 
bridge. These views also represent those from the bicycle path on the bridge, and the 
adjoining public parking areas. The dominate features in the views shown are the multi
story residences at the end of Pacific Ave. in the foregrOlmd, and those in the background 

lining the northeast side of Del Rey Lagoon Park to the nmiheast. Unlike the views along 
Via Marina, vegetation plays a minor role in distinguishing the visual character of the 

area, and the only landform is the southeast bank ofBallona Creek. However, these views 
are part of a continuum of the visual experience that includes the views to the northwest 

and southwest noted above, in which the Entrance Channel, Ballona Creek, and are the 

dominant features . 

The views in Figure 11 show the character of the residential area along Pacific Ave. as 
well as the proximity of Del Rey Lagoon Park. One of the parking areas serving the park 

is in the view shown in the lower image. The character of this pmi of the alignment is 
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almost entirely residential, with the somewhat natural character of the adjoining park and 
its lagoon being the focus of attention (Figure 12). At the terminus of this alignment 
alternative, along Vista del Mar near Waterview St., views are panoramic and include the 
Pacific Ocean and Dockweiler Beach to the southwest, and the residences lining the 
northeast side of the street. Figures 13 and -14 are views from points at or near where 
Vista del Mar intersects with Waterview St. and Napoleon St., respectively. Views from 
the homes noted cannot be represented directly, so those from the street are treated as 
representative of those from the residences shown. 

Existing Visual Conditions. From the critical public viewing positions noted there are no 
features or land uses in view that would be considered incongruous with of those inherent 
to character of the area. The overall impression is that of well-maintained urban 
residential area with adjoining public recreation sites (the park and beach). Therefore, the 
potentially affected views have a visual condition of Visual Modification Class 1 (Table 
K-2, Attachment A). 

Large Diameter (Mined) Tunneling Alignment Alternatives 

Alternative 1: Dockweiler Beach Alignment 

This alternative has been deemed in the EIR not to be viable and is not addressed in this 
assessment. 

Alternative 2: LAX - Dockweiler Beach 

haracter. The critical public views relative to the Starter Shaft site for this alternative 
are those from Vista del Mar, Napoleon St., the residences along the northeast side of 
Napoleon St., and a pedestrian access trail which runs along the southwest side of 
Napoleon St. (Figure 14, upper image). Regarding the Extraction Shaft site, the critical 
views would be from residences fronting Dockweiler Beach near Hurricane St., as well as 
those using the beach or playing volleyball at the nearby court (Figure 15, upper image). 
Critical views relative to cut-and-cover construction would be those from Hurricane St., 
the residences along that street, the Grand Canal near the Venice Pumping Plant, and 
from residences lining the east side Of the canal (Figure 4 and -14). 

Views from Vista del Mar, a designated scenic highway, are panoramic across 360 
degrees, taking in the vacant land around the Stm1cr Shaft site (L~'X property) and the 
beach and ocean to the southwest. The LAX property is relatively featureless, being a 
gently sloping area of grassland and low shrubs. There are several paved roads in the 
area, but these are barely visible in the view shown in Figure 14. To the southwest, the 
view takes in Dockweiler Beach, the ocean and distant points along the coast to the 
not1hwest (lower image, Figure 14). 

Views from the residences in the area could not be directly evaluated, but would be ofthe 
same character as those from Vista del Mar. However, the views from Napoleon St. and 
the nearby residences would be panoramic across 180 degrees; given the orientation of 
the residences, views face to the southwest toward the Starter Shaft site. From Napoleon 
St., the views are directed to the northwest and southeast, in the direction of travel. The 
character of these views is the same as that for views from Vista del Mar, primarily 
featureless open land and beach, with the Pacific Ocean seen in the distance. 
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Views including the Extraction Shaft site are panoramic from points on the beach and 
from the nearby residences. The broad expanse of the beach is nearly featureless, except 
for the volleyball "court" shown, lifeguard stands in the distance, and the ocean surface. 

The character of views from Hurricane St. has been described relative to the Pacific Ave. 
Alignment Alternative: the views are focal, being framed by the residences along this 
street, and constrained to the immediate foreground. It is entirely a "built" environment 
defined by the homes in the area, and landscaping is of minor importance, especia1ly as 
compared to that which lines Marquesas Way and Via Marina to the northeast. 

The cut-and-cover construction activities, where they occur near the pumping plant, 
would be within view of residences lining the east side of the Grand Canal and from the 
canal itself. The character of these views was described relative to the Marquesas 
WayNia Marina Alignment. The views are dominated by the Venice Pumping Plant and 
the canal, with vegetation being sparse in this location. 

Existing Visual Conditions. Critical views including the Starter Shaft include no features 
that would be considered incongruous with the visual character of the area. The vicinity 
is relatively featureless open land serving as a foreground for distant ocean views and 
views of the nearby beach. There being no incongruous features, the existing conditions 
are considered to Visual Modification Class 1 (Table K-2, Attachment A). This is also 
true for the critical views which include the Extraction Shaft area and those including 
most of the cut-and-cover construction activities along Hurricane St. The exception are 
those views from this street and the residences on the east bank of the canal which 
include the Venice Pumping Plant. Here the plant dominates the available views and is a 
feature that is incongruent with the residential context and the C'Tt'and Canal. The existing 
conditions are considered to be Visual Modification Class 4. 

Alternative 3: Direct Mined Tunnel Connection from LAx Property Venice 
Pumping Plant Via Dockweiler Beach 

For this alternative, the Starter Shaft would be located in the same place as that for 
Alternative 2, on the LAX property described. The character and existing visual condition 
of the lands within critical public views have been described relative to that alternative. 
The Extraction Shaft, would be located in the vacant lot opposite to the Venice Pumping 
Plant. The character and existing visual conditions for views that include this site were 
described relative to the Marquesas Way/Via Matina Alternative Alignment. 

Alternative 4: Direct Mined Tunnel Connection from LAX Property to Venice 
Pumping Plant 

The Starter Shaft and Extraction Shaft sites for this alternative are the same as those for 
Alternative 3, and the character and existing visual conditions for these sites have been 
described relative to Alternative 2 and the Marquesas WayNia Marina Alternative 
Alignment. 
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3.0 Regulatory Setting 

3.1 City of Los Angeles General Plan 

3.1.1 

3.1.2 

The City of Los Angeles General Plan is an advisory document comprising 11 Citywide 
Elements: TranspoJiation, Infrastructure Systems, Housing, Noise, Air Quality, 
Conservation, Open Space, Historic Preservation and Cultural Resources, Safety, and 
Public Facilities and Services. and the Land Use Element. Of these elements only the 
Transportation and Land Use Elements are relevant to the Aesthetics/Visual Resources 
assessment. The Land Use Element is composed of 35 local area plans, known as 
Community Plans, as well as counterpart plans for the Port of Los Angeles and Los 
Angeles International Airport. The relevant parts of the Transportation Element and 
Community Plans are listed discussed below. 

Transportation Element 
The relevant part of the Transportation Element of the General Plan is the identification 
of Designated Scenic Highways (Map E) within City limits. One such road is of specific 
importance to the Proposed Project, the stretch of Vista del Mar between Culver Blvd. 
and West Imperial Highway. All of the inland Project Alignment Alternatives south of 
the Marina del Rey Channel and Ballona Creek would be constructed within Vista del 
Mar up to the tenninus near Waterview St. Specific Scei1ic Highways Guidelines are 
presented in the Element as interim direction pending the adoption of Scenic Corridor 
Plans. However, none of the guidelines is pertinent to the Proposed Project, inasmuch as 
they address roadway design; grading; planting/landscaping; signs/outdoor advertising; 
and utilities. However, the Vista del Mar's designation as a Scenic Highway is an 
indication that views from this road are of the highest sensitivity ~nd importance to the 
consideration of visual :impacts (See Section 2.1, Visual Sensitivity). Moreover, potential 
intemiption of access to this Scenic Highway would be important in the consideration of 
Visual Impacts. 

Venice Community Plan 
The Alternative Pacific A venue and North Dockweiler Beach Alignments for the 
Proposed Projt::ct are within the community of Vt:nice. Specific goals and policies 
addressing Visual Resources directly or indirectly are found in C:h~pter 3 (Land Use 
Policies and Programs). 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

Coastal Resources Goal 18: Preservation of the Scenic and Visual Qualities of 
Coastal Areas 

The policy supporting this goal is to enhance public access to the coast, but the program 
for implementation also includes preventing development from interfering with ocean 
and scenic coastal areas, minimizing the alt~eration of natural land forms, and assuring 
that Projects are visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas . 
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3.1.3 
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Land Use 

Design Principles for New Development 

Any development within the Venice Coastal zone is regulated by the Venice Land Use 
Plan as well as the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan. TI1e relevant policy is: (e) Views 
of distinctive visual resources (e.g., bluffs, wetlands) will not be significantly distm'bed. 

Coastal Visual Resources 

Four policies are articulated relative to Visual Resources: 

• Protect existing views of the wetlands from the surrounding public streets and 
open space areas. 

• No billboards or off-premise commercial signs will be permitted. 

• Sources of funding shall be sought to allow undergrounding of existing 
transmission lines inland adjacent to the wetlands. 

• Landscaping and plant materials should be used to screen and soften visually 
obtrusive elements. 

Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan 
The inland Alternative Alignments either follow Pacific Avenue to Vista del Mar and end 
at Waterview Street or the LAX Starter Shaft site, depending on the constmction 
alternative, or run under South Dockweiler Beach via deep-tunnel construction to end at 
the LAX site. Specific goals and policies addressing Visual Resources directly or 
indirectly are found in Chapter 3-Land Use Policies and Program. 

Coastal Resources 

The communities of Westchester and Playa del Rey have not yet prepared a Local 
Coastal Program (LCP) to effect the policies of the California Coastal Act (the Act). The 
Coastal Resources section of the Community Plan has as one objective the provision of a 
Land Use guide for implementing the policies of the Act (Objective 18-1). This will 
consist of a Local Coastal Program and Land Use Plan to define local policies and 
ordinances regarding coastal resources. Specific to Visual Resources in this section is the 
following goal: 

Goal18. 

"Protect Westchester-Playa del Rey's unique coastal qualities by maintaining the coastal 
zone in an environmentally sensitive manner and preserving the scenic views of the area, 
while ensuring access and public use of coastal resources." 

The following objective and policy arc relevant to the Project: 

Objeclive 18-5, Policy 18-5.1. Specific to Visual Resource protection is this objective: 
"Preserve coastal visual resources by protecting and enhancing scenic views of the ocean 
and wetlands from designated Scenic Highways, and public view sites." Vista del Mar is 
a designated Scenic Highway from Culver Blvd. toW. Imperial Highway. Aspects of the 
Project alternatives would fall within views from this roadway, as well as trom 
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Dockweiler Beach below this road. This beach, by definition, would be a "public view 
site." Policy 18-5.1 stipulates that: 

• "The scenic and visual qualities of Westchester-Playa del Rey Coastal Zone 
should be protected and enhanced where feasible by siting and designing 
development in order to: 

o Protect public views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas; 

o Minimize the alteration ofnatural landforms; 

o Be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area; and 

o Retain existing views from designated public view areas and Scenic 
Highways. 

• All new development in the Coastal Zone, including publlc works and 
recreational facilities, should be subordinate to their setting, and minimized in 
height and bulk to the extent feasible to accomplish view protection (emphasis 
added)." 

• Under this Policy it is required that any development limit or shield outside 
lighting. 

3.2 Coastal Plan Policies 

3.2.1 

The vicinity of the Project Altematives is entirely within the coastal zone. As noted 
above, Westchester and Playa del Rey do not have a Local Coastal Program and Land 
Use Plan. Those communities, in their Community Plan, have as a policy the preparation 
of such a program and plan. Coastal Zone issues are addressed, for now, solely in the 
Community Plan. 

Venice Local Coastal Progtam Land Use Plan 
The community of Venice, however, does have a Local Coastal Program. The relevant 
parts are found in the Land Use Plan for that Program. This Local Coastal Program 
represents the Venice Community's response to the California Coasta1 Act of 1976 
requirement that local governments prepare land use p.larts and implementing actions to 
effect the policies of the Act. The Coastal Act policies address specific issues which 
include the protection and preservation of visual and scenic resources. The Act 
additionally establishes a framework for prioritizing land uses, with the highest priority 
being accorded to the preservation and protection of natural resources, including prime 
agricultural lands. 

Section 30251. This section of the Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan Policies 
repeats Section 30251 of the Coastal Act, which requires the consideration of scenic and 
visual qualities of coastal areas and their protection as a resomce of public importm1ce. 
Specifically: 

• Permitted development shall be sited and designed to protect views to and along 
the ocean and scenic coastal areas, 

• To minimize the alteration of natural land forms, 
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3.2.2 
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• To be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and 

• Where feasible, to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas. 

• New development in highly scenic areas ... shall be subordinate to the character of 

its setting. 

The Coastal Commission added the following statement regarding this section: 

"The primary concem . . .is the protection of ocean and coastal views from public 

areas such as highways, roads, beaches, parks, coastal trails and accessways, vista 

points, coastal streams and waters used for recreational purposes, and other public 

preserves rather than coastal views from private residences where no public vistas are 

involved ." 

Los Angeles County Local Coastal Program: Marina 
del Rey Land Use Plan 
Coastal Act Policies 

The aspect of the Los Angeles County Local Coastal Program pertinent to the Proposed 

Project is the Marina del Rey Land Use Plan, certified by the California Coastal 

Commission in 1996. Common to all such LCPs are the Policies of the Coastal Act listed 

in Section 30251 of the Act and the LCPs (see Section 30251 of the Venice LCP). The 

Marina del Rey Land Use Plan specifically addresses the protection and maintenance of 

harbor views in conjunction with new development, as we11 as the visual compatibility of 

such development with existing natural and manmade environments. 

The Scenic Highway Element (Los Angeles County General Plan) identifies Via Marina, 

from Pacific Avenue to Admiralty Way as a Scenic Highway. h1cluded in the Element's 

recommendations is the proposal to direct the County departments to give special 

consideration to aesthetics in the planning, design, and construction of public facilities 

along scenic highways. 

Policy "e-1 n 

Pertinent to the Proposed Project is the policy to enhance the ability of the public to 

experience and view the Marina waters and to allow for greater public access to such 

views. Since the part of Via Marina flanking the Marina del Rey Entrance Channel up to 

Pacific Avenue is to become part of an officially designated Scenic Drive (Policy e-3), it 

is assumed that access to--and protection and enhancement of----views of the entrance 

channel are part of this policy, rather than strictly the protection and enhancement of 

views of the marina. Moreover, vantage points from lands adjacent to the Main Channel 

are identified as being among the particularly significant vantage points within the 

Marina area. The pertinence of the Scenic Drive designation is clear for the Marquesas 

WayNia Marina Alignment given that it would be constructed within this street and 

would have both receive and Push Sites for micro-tunneling along the right-of-way. The 

Pacific Avenue Alignment Alternative extends to a receive site at Via Marina, as well. 
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Poliey "e-3" 

This is the policy with establishes the status of Via Marina as a Scenic Drive: 'Through 
appropriate signing, a Scenic Drive shall be designated from Via Marina at Pacific 
Avenue north to Admiralty Way .... " 

4.0 Environmental Impacts 

4.1 Technical Approach 
The assessment was conducted in conformance with the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) documentation requirements. CEQA def]nes significant impacts as 
those having a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the 
physical conditions within the area affected by the project, including ... objects of ... 
aesthetic significance" (Article 20, Section 15382). 

Appendix G of CEQA (Environmental Checklist) more specifically identifies four areas 
of concern regarding a project's potential impact on aesthetics: 

• Substantial, adverse effects on a scenic vista. 

• Substantial damage to scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock 
outcroppings, and historic buildings within [view from] a state scenic highway. 

• Substantial degradation of existing visual character or quality of a site and its 
surro1.mdings. 

• Creation of a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect 
day or nighttime views in the area~ 

The methodology for assessing visual impacts is detailed in Attachment A. The focus for 
this report is to determine whether or not the Project has the potential to cause significant 
visual impacts. A significant impact is, in accordance with the CEQA definition, a 
substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in the visual resources of the 
affected environment. An adverse "change," relative to visual impact assessment occurs 
when features arc changed, introduced, made less visible, or are removed, such that the 
resultant effect on public views is perceptibly incongruous with their inherent character. 
Changes that seem uncharacteristic are those that appear out of place, discordant, or 
distracting. The intensity of a visual impact depends upon how noticeable the adverse 
change may be. Noticeability is a function of project features and their context and 
viewing conditions (angle of view, distance, primary viewing directions, lighting, etc.). 
Fm.u·levels of visual impact intensity (noticeability) may occur. These are termed "Visual 
Modification Classes" (VM Classes) and are defined in Table K-2, Attachment A. 

Significant (substantial) changes (significant visual impacts) are further defined as those 
that would: 

• Result in an inconsistency with laws, ordinances, regulations, and standards 
(LORS) applicable to the protection of visual resources; or 

• Cause a perceptible reduction of visual quality. The perception that visual quality 
has been reduced is partly a function of pub1ic sensitivity to adverse visual 
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impacts. Table K-3 of Attachment A summarizes the relationship of impact 
intensity, sensitivity, and the perceived reduction in visual quality. 

Most usually a third criterion is applied which stipulates that an impact must endure for 
greater than one year before it may be considered to be significant. However, in this 
assessment, no particular duration is stipulated because much of the sensitivity for the 
potentially affected views is due to recreation activities and sites in the vicinity of the 
Project. The value to the public of a single peak-use season is assumed to be extremely 
impot1ant, and any substantial, adverse visual impacts on the aesthetics of the area during 
this period are considered to be significant, even if temporary or short-tern1. Since no 
information is available regarding when Project construction would commence, it is 
assumed that construction may occur during the late spring and summer months. 

4.2 Thresholds of Significance 

4.2.1 

4.2.2 

CEQA 
The threshold for significance, according to CEQA, is that point where an adverse visual 
impact is deemed to be substantial, i.e., a perceptible reduction in visual quality. CEQA 
offers no specific criteria for what is deemed "substantial." Therefore, criteria from other 
sources have been used to provide a systematic approach to this issue, which is 
summarized in Table K-3 of Attachment A. The matrix in the table illustrates the 
relationship of public sensitivity, impact intensity, and what is considered to be a 
substantial visual impact. The criteria are based upon the principles common to the three 
primary federal systems for visual resource management and analysis (USDA-FS, 1995; 
USDI-BLM, 1978; USDOT-FHWA, 1981). This approach has been applied to numerous 
CEQA-compliant documents over a 15-yearperiod (Headley, 1990-2003). 

City of Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds 
The City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide offers a list of 12 areas of 
concern to consider in assessing the significance of an impact in accordance with the 
CEQA Checklist. However, no specific significance criteria accompany this Guideline to 
use in making that determination. Moreover, the Marquesas WayNia Marina Alignment 
Alternative is not within the City of Los Angeles, so the City Guidelines do not apply to 
this alignment alternative. 

In the absence of specific significance criteria in the City Of Los Angeles Draft CEQA 
Thresholds Guide, or for projects within the County of Los Angeles, the methodology in 
Attachment A, specifically the matrix in Table K-3, has been applied to the determination 
of significance. Note that all of the City of Los Angeles "Thresholds Guide" issues of 
concern are considered, as appropriate, in this assessment but are grouped relative to the 
four CEQA Checklist issues. An exception occurs for the City's concern over Project
caused shading. The current CEQA Checklist does not require consideration of shading. 
That notwithstanding, this City issue of concern is listed along with the CEQA-related 
issues. 
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AES-1: Would the Proposed Project or its alternatives cause a 
substantial degradation of existing visual character or quality of a 
site and its surroundings? 

The City of Los Angeles Draft Thresholds Guide directs that; "The determination shall be 

made on a case-by-case basis, conside1ing the following factors:'' 

• The amount or relative proportion of existing features or elements that 

substantially contribute to the valued visual character or image of a 
neighborhood, community, or localized area, which would be removed, altered, 

or demolished. 

• The amount of natural open space to be graded or developed. 

• The degree to which proposed structures in natural open space areas would be 

effectively integrated into the aesthetics of the site, through appropriate design, 

etc. 

• The degree of contrast between proposed features and existing features that 

represent the valued aesthetic image of an area. 

• The degree to which a proposed zone change would result in buildings that 

would detract from the existing style or image of the area due to density, height, 
bulk, setbacks, signage, or other physical elements. 

• The degree to which the project would contribute to the aesthetic value of an 
area. 

AES-2: Would the Proposed Project or its alternatives cause 
substantial, adverse effects on a scenic vista? 

This CEQA issue of concern is interpreted in this assessment as addressing the degree to 

which Project-related features interfere with a scenic vista, either by obstructing it or 

interfering with access to it. The City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide is 

relevant to this CEQA issue as follows: 

• The extent of obstruction (e.g., total blockage, pattial interruption, or minor 

diminishment) of recognized or valued views (sllC:h :=ts n:=ttnrnl topoen;tphy, 

settings, manmade or natural features of visual interest, and resources such as 

mountains or the ocean). 

• The extent to which the project affects recognized views available from a length 

of a public roadway, bike path, or trail, as opposed to a single, fixed vantage 

point. 

AES-3: Would the Proposed Project or its alternatives cause 
substantial damage to scenic resources, including, but not limited to, 
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view from a 
state scenic highway ? 

One issue expressed by the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide is 

relevant to this CEQA issue: 

• Whether the project affects views from a designated scenic highway, corridor, or 
parkway. 
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AES-4: Would the Proposed Project or alternatives result in a new 
source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or 
nighttime views in the area. 

Relative to the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide, the factors that are to 

be considered in detennining whether the Project would have a significant impact 

through nighttime illumination are: 

• The change in ambient illumination levels as a result of project sources. 

• The extent to which project lighting would spill off the project site and affect 

adjacent light sensitive areas. 

AES-5: Would the Proposed Project or alternatives result in 
substantial negative shadow effects on nearby shadow-sensitive 
uses? 

The City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide requires the consideration of the 

potential impact of shading by project-related structures. The current CEQA Checklist 

docs not require consideration of shading, however it did so at the time the Draft 

1nresholds Guide was prepared and is, therefore, listed here as an issue to be addressed. 

However, the analysis does not address this issue because the Project has no potential to 

create any shading impacts as defined by the City guidelines. 

AES-6: Would the Proposed Project or alternatives result in visual 
impacts that would not be consistent with applicable rules and 
regulations? 

This impact is not expressed in the CEQA Checklist, but is listed in the City of Los 

Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide. As stated above, it is interpreted as asking 

whether the Project and its alternatives would result in any inconsistencies with 

applicable plans, policies, objectives, standards, ordinances, regulations or statutes. 

• Applicable guidelines and regulations. 

4.3 Project Description 
This section describes those aspects of the Proposed Project and its Alternatives which 

are pertinent to the assessment of impacts on the visual/aesthetics resources. The 

potential visual impacts of the Project would be due entirely to its construction; there 

would be no aspect of its operation which would be visible. Therefore, the critical aspects 

of the Project have to do with the spatial extent of construction, the equipment and 

activity associated with it, and the duration of the activities from the start of construction 

until Project completion. A general description of Project constnJCtion activities is 

presented in Section 3.1.5 of the DEIR (Construction Alternatives). This section of the 

visual/aesthetic impact assessment summarizes the relevant aspects of construction 

presented in Section 3 .1.5 of the DEIR, while also introducing more detailed information 

that is not found in the DEIR. 
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Micro-Tunneling (Boring) and Cut-and-Cover Construction 

All the Cut-and-Cover Constmction Alignment Alternatives require tunneHng under the 
Marina del Rey Entrance Channel to connect the Playa del Rey alignment with the 
Venice or the Marina del Rey Alignment Alternatives. Additionally, the Marina del Rcy 
Via Marina Alignment Alternative, would require tunneling under the Grand Canal in 
order to connect with the Venice Pumping Plant. The tunneling referred to is alternatively 
termed "Micro~Tunncling'' or "Boring." 

The visible aspect of Boring would be the excavation at the starting and ending points of 
the under-channel and under-canal sections of the alignments. The starting point is 
variously referred to as the "Launch," "Jacking," or "Push" site, while the endpoint is 
referred to as the "Receive Site." There is only one viable Push Site for under-channel 
Boring, and this would be located at the northerly end of the Playa del Rey Alignment 
Alternative, on the south side of the Entrance Channel, along the northeast side of the 
Pacific Ave. fishing bridge . There are two options for push sites for under-canal 
tunneling, as described relative to the Marina del Rey Alignment. 

Also, there would be two alternative Receive Sites on the north side of the Entrance 
Channel. One would be in the parking lot northwest side of the corner where Via Marina 
turns 90 degrees to the southwest, and the other would be at the southeast end of Pacific 
Ave. 

No graphic examples of the above-ground features of "Boring" constmction and the 
construction of the Push and Receive Sites specific to the Proposed Project were 
available at the time of the assessment (photo-simulations or photographs of similar 
construction activities). However, the lower images in Figure 16 shows shaft construction 
on a scale larger than that proposed for the construction of Push and Receive Sites. 

Push Site Equipment 

The major visible elements of the Push Sites would be: 

• Jacking pit (from which the hydraulic jacks push pipes through the ground 
behind a remotely operated Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM). 

• Remote control cabin for operating the TBM. 

• Crane. 

• Support facilities (generator, power pack, bentonite lubrication Lmil) . 

• Slurry separation equipment and tanks. 

• Construction/Laydown area, 10 - 12,000 sq ft in area, for pipe and other 
equipment storage and staging 

• Truck traffic to and from the pit for transporting hmnel muck, pipe sections and 
tunneling equipment. There would be eight truck round trips per day for muck 
removal and material supply. 

• Construction crew. There would be 17 construction crew on site and 17 
passenger-car round trips daily . 
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• Nighttime construction and lighting. It may be required to proceed continuously 
at the end of long drives through sticky soils to prevent the pipe from getting 
stuck short of the receiving site. In such cases nighttime construction would be 
required. It is assumed that there would be a need for lighting at the Push site 
throughout the night, on occasion. 

• Acoustic curtain (sound banier). To minimize the transmission of noise, it is 
proposed that a 20- to 30-ft tall acoustic curtain be installed around the site. This 
curtain would shield from view al1 equipment around the Push Site except for the 
crane. Typical curtains are shown in three ofthe images in Figure 16. 

Push Site Construction Duration 

The two Push Sites would require about two months each to complete and must be 
constructed prior to the start of Boring under the Entrance Channel and the Grand Canal. 
The under-channel tunnel is 1,800 ft long and boring rates range from 30 - 50 ft per 
eight-hour shift. A conservative estimate allows for no nighttime work, so it is assumed 
that there would be one shift per day. Under this assumption, Boring could require from 
36 to 60 days (about one to two months). Cumulatively, Push Site construction and 
Boring would take up to about four months and would be considered to be "temporary" 
(see Appendix A). Even if tunnel Boring were to be sequential to cut-and-cover 
construction activities (see below), the cumulative total construction time would be less 
than one year and would also be considered to be temporary. However, it is assumed that 
Boring and trench construction would be concurrent. 

For under-Canal boring, the rate of advance would be the same as for under-channel 
boring. The tunnel length would range from about 100ft to 500ft, depending on which of 
two alternative Push Sites is used. Tunneling could therefore require from 10 to 16 days 
for the longer route, or 3 to 4 days for the shorter route. It is assumed that there would be 
no nighttime construction. 

Receive Site Equipment 

Construction activity at the Receive Sites would occur during two periods: the initial 
construction of the Shaft, and then, later, when the TBM is extracted from the tunnel and 
the pipeline is either connected at the Receive Sites to the alignment along Via Marina or 
that along Pacific Ave., or, at the north end of the Via Marina alignment, the pipeline is 
tied in to the Venice Pumping Plant. The major equipment that would be utilized at the 
Receive Sites would be: 

• Crane 

• Jacking equipment 

• Const111ction!Laydown site, about 5,000 sq ft in area, for pipe and other 
equipment storage and staging 

• Truck traffic to and from the pit for transporting tunnel muck, pipe sections and 
tunneling equipment. There would be approximately 15 truck round trips per day 
for muck removal and material supply. 

• Construction crew. There would be 25 construction crew on site and 25 
passenger-car round trips daily. 
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• Acoustic curtain. To minimize the transmission of noise, it is proposed that a 20-
to 30-ft tall acoustic curtain be installed around the site . This curtain would shield 
from view all equipment around the Receive Site except for the crane, which will 
extend beyond the top of the curtain. 

Receive Site Duration 

As noted, there would be two alternative Receive Sites along the north side of the 
Entrance Channel. Construction of these Receive Sites would require about six weeks 
each to complete. Then all activity at the sites would cease until under-channel Tunnel 
Boring reaches them. At that point the TBM would be extracted from one or the other of 
the Receive Site shafts and the pipeline would be tied in with either the Via Marina or 
Pacific Ave. cut-and-cover alignment. It is estimated that the extraction and tie-in 
activities would require about one week. 

Similarly, the Receive Site in the vacant lot opposite to the Venice Pumping Plant would 
require six weeks to complete, then would lie dormant until under-Canal Tunnel Boring 
reached the site. One week would be required for TBM extraction and tying the pipeline 
in with the Venice Pumping Plant. 

Cut-and-Cover Construction Site Equipment 

Cut-and-cover construction is a conunon method of linear pipeline construction that 
involves an open trench and sequential activities. The trench would be excavated and 
then shored up with sheet piles that would be installed 200 to 300 ft ahead of the pipeline 
crew. Construction involves excavation, the pouring of a concrete foundation, backfilling 
with a bed of gravel, pipeline installation, backfill and compaction, restoration of c.urbs 
and utilities, and re-paving the affected road. Figure 16 shows one example of a typical 
array of equipment used in cut-and-cover construction along a public street. 

The major visible elements of the Cut-and-Cover Sites would be: 

• Concrete saw 

• Pavement Breaker 

• Pile driver 

• Excavator 

• Rubber tire loader 

• Cranes (2) 

• Backhoe loader/compactor 

• Generator/compressor 

• Soil compactor 

• Asphalt paver 

• Sweeper 

• Water truck 

• Supply truck 
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• Haul/dump truck 

• Minimum of 1 7 to 28 workers on site daily 

• A moving Construction!Laydown area along 1,000-ft stretches of the alignment. 

• A Constructionll.aydown area next to that serving the Push and Receive Site 

constmction activities. 

Cut-and-Cover Construction Duration 

The proposed cut-and-cover construction method of construction would take 12 weeks to 

install approximately 1,800 ft of pipeline, completed to the point that the affected road is 

returned to its pre-construction state (paved). Given that rate of construction, the duration 

of construction for the alignment alternatives north of the Marina del Rey Entrance 

Channel would be about seven (7) months, while that for the alignment south of the 

Entrance Channel (Pacific Ave./Vista del Mar) would also be about seven (7) months. It 

is assumed that cut-and-cover construction north and south of the Entrance Channel 

would occur concurrently. Moreover, it is assumed that the construction and operation of 

the Push and Receive Sites would be concurrent with the cut-and-cover construction. 

However, these assumptions are not critical to the assessment of visual impacts, as 

entirely different public views are affected by north- and the south-Channel alternatives. 

Also, even if the Boring construction activities were sequential to cut-and-cover 

construction, the cumulative total construction time would be less than one year. 

Therefore, the visual impacts would be considered to be "temporary" in duration, 

regardless (see Attachment A). 

Large-Diameter (Mined) Tunneling Construction 

There are four alternative alignments for Mined Tunneling Construction; however, 

Alternative 1 was considered but found not to be viable. While Alternative 2 primarily 

would require mined turmeling, it would also use about 1,000 ft of cut-and-cover 

construction, and Alternatives 2 and 3 would require about 300 ft of cut-and-cover 

construction. Mined tunneling involves a Starter Shaft and an Extraction Shaft. The 

Sta1ier Shaft would be located on LAX property about 300ft nqrtheast of Vista del Mar 

and as close as 220 ft south of Napoleon St. There are two alternative Extraction Sites, 

one on Dockweiler Beach at the southwest end of Hurricane St., and the other at the 

northeast end of Hurricane St. in a vacant lot directly across from the Venice Pumping 

Plant. The lower images in Figure 16 show a shaft site under construction and enclosed 

by an acoustic curtain. The scale of the area shown is similar to that which would be 

required for constmction of the Starter Shaft. The Extraction Shaft would require 

approximately half this area. 

Mined tunneling uses manned TBMs along a continuous alignment that may be of any 

length, so this construction alternative would require just the Starter Shaft and one 

Extraction Shaft. Additionally, two 3-ft diameter escape shafts would be needed, one 

north and one south of the Marina del Rey Entrance Channel, but these would be so 

minimally visible, and their construction would require so little time (a few days), that 

they are not considered further in this assessment. 

Starter Shaft Equipment 

The major visible elements of the Starter Sites would be: 
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• 30-ft diameter Starter Shaft. 

• One 160-ton crane to lift/set the TBM and hoist muck cars. 

• One 35-ton RT crane to handle segments and load segment cars. 

• Office facihties, change houses. 

• Cut-and-cover equipment (see above) for open trench construction. 

• Support facilities (generator for pumps, electrical substation). 

• Construction/Laydown area, 12,000 sq ft in area, for storage of tunnel liner and 
carrier pipe segments throughout the duration of the tunneling. 

• Truck traffic to and from the pit for transporting tunnel muck, pipe sections and 
tunneling equipment. There would be 15 truck round trips per mining shift. 

• Constmctlon crew. There would be 20- 25-man construction crew on site and 
20- to 25 passenger-car round trips daily. 

• Lighting may be required for security of the construction site and nighttime 
construction. 

• Acoustic curtain. To minimize the transmission of noise, it is proposed that a 20-
to 30-ft tall acoustic curtain be installed around the site. This curtain would shield 
from view all equipment around the Extraction Site except for the crane. 

Starter Shaft Construction Duration 

The Starter Shaft would require approximately seven months to construct (see Table 4.2-
7 in the DEffi.), and the tunnel portion of construction would last from 27 to 28 months 
for Alternative 2 and Alternatives 3 and 4, respectively. For Alternative 2, there would be 
1000 ft of cut-and-cover construction. About 700 tt of this would occur along Hurricane 
St., while 300 ft would be needed to tie in the pipeline at the Starter Shaft with the 
existing C.LS. in Vista del Mar. For Alternatives 3 and 4, only the tie-in open trench 
construction from the Starter Shaft to Vista del Mar would be needed. It is assumed that 
cut-and-cover construction would occur during tunnel construction and would not add to 
the duration of constmct1on activities. 

Extraction Site Equipment 

The major visible elements of the Extraction Sites would differ depending on the phase 
involved. The first phase is the construction of the shaft, and the second phase is the 
removal of the TBM and construction of the tie-in with the pipeline that would be 
installed along Hunicane St. For construction of the shaft, the following equipment 
would be needed: 

• 20-ft diameter Extraction Shaft. 

• Muckcars 

• Cranes (2) 

• Cut-and-cover equipment (see above) for open trench construction. 

• Support facilities (generator for pumps, electrical substation). 

• Conslruction/Laydown area, 5,000 sq ft in area. 
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• Truck traffic to and from the pit for transporting tunnel muck, pipe sections and 

tunneling equipment. There would be an estimated 15 truck trips per day for 

muck removal, and about three truck loads per day for supplies. 

• Construction crew. There would be approximately 25 construction crew on site 

and 25 passenger-car round trips daily . 

• Lighting may be required for security of the construction site. 

• Acoustic curtain. To minimize the transmission of noise, it is proposed that a 20-

to 30-ft tall acoustic curtain. be installed around the site. This curtain would shield 

from view all equipment around the Extraction Site except for the crane. 

Extraction Shaft and Cut-and-Cover Construction Duration 

The Extraction Shaft would require 10 weeks to construct and about one week for TBM 

removal after tunnel excavation has been completed. The cut-and-cover construction that 

is part of the Mined Tunnel construction alternative is expected to occur concurrently 

with tunnel construction. 

4.4 Visual/Aesthetics Resources Impacts 

4.4.1 

The visible changes that would be brought about by the Proposed Project and its 

alternatives, and their potential to create aesthetic impacts, are evaluated in detail in this 

section relative to each alignment alternative, as well as relative to the several 

construction alternatives to the Proposed Project (Mined Tunneling Alignment 

Alternatives). The significance of these visual impacts has been determined by applying 

criteria summarized is Section 4.3 (and detailed in Attachment A), and the guidelines 

developed by the City of Los Angeles. Following, in Section 5.0, mitigation measures are 

recommended for changes that have the potential to create significant impacts; and 

evaluations are made of whether these measures are likely to reduce the impacts to a level 

that is less than significant. 

Marina del Rey Alternative: Marquesas WayNia 
Marina 
Overview 

Critical sensitive public views and existing visual conditions are described in Sections 2.1 

and 2.2 of this Tec1mical Appendix. The methodology for the following impact 

assessment is presented in detail in Attachment A. 

The critical sensitive viewing positions along this alignment alternative include those 

from: 

• Via Marina, a scenic highway and scenic drive; 

• Aubrey E. Austin Park; 

• North Jetty Promenade, east end; 

• Marina del Rey Entrance Channel; 

• Marquesas Way, Via Dolce, and adjoining residences; 
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• Residences along the Grand Canal near the Venice Pumping Plant; 

• Grand Canal; 

• Residences at the northeast end of Hurricane St. 

Via Marina. Aubrey E. Austin Park, North Jetty Promenade, and Entrance 
ChanneL 

Relative to Via Marina and the nearby residences, the Project's visual impact would be 
significant and temporary, except for the loss of mature street trees, which would cause a 
long-tenn impact. The Project features potentially causing the impact would be the Push 
Site Option 1 and its related construction/laydown area, the cut-and-cover construction 
along the roadway, and the Receive Site and its constructionllaydown area near the 
Entrance Channel. 

For views from Aubrey E. Austin Park, North Jetty Promenade, and Entrance Channel, 
the Project's visual impact would also be significant but temporary. The impact would be 
due solely to the construction of the Receive Site and the related construction/laydown 
area nearby. The associated activities would be in the foreground of views from the park 
and Promenade, the residences noted, and Via Marina. To a Jesser extent, they would be 
visible from the northwest lane of the Entrance Channel. 

Existing features within view from these sensitive public roads and areas have not been 
noticeably and unfavorably modified by past activities (Section 2.2). These views are 
shown in Figures 2 ·- 7. The industrial character of Project activities and equipment 
associated with cut-and-cover pipeline installation and the construction and operation of 
the Push and Receive Sites along this alignment alternative would be incongruous with 
the established settings for the several potentially affected views. 

To a limited e:x.tellt, in-street and in-parking-lot conslrudion activity might also bt! visible 
from Aubrey E. Austin Park and the east end of the North Jetty Promenade. The 
activities would not, however, be prominent and distracting due to the viewing distance 
and intervening parkway plantings, so the impact would not be significant. Such 
construction activities would not be visible from the Entrance Channel due to intervening 
structw·es and vegetation. 

Marquesas Way, Via Dolce. and Adjoining .. Residen~-~§ .• 

For views from these two streets and the nearby residences, the Project would potentiaUy 
cause significant but temporary visual impacts. These impacts would be due to activities 
and equipment needed under Push Site Option 2, its associated construction/laydown 
area, and cut-and-cover construction activities. The potentially affected views have not be 
adversely affected by past actions such that the effects are noticeably incongruous with 
their setting. By contrast, the industrial character of Project features would noticeably and 
adversely at1ect public views. The construction/laydown site for this option would be in 
the foreground of views from Marquesas Way, Via Dolce, and their adjoining residences. 
Also, a public beach-access path starts ncar the construction/laydown site and runs along 
the east side of Ballona Lagoon to the south. From the beginning of this path, the 
construction/laydown site would be within the foreground. 

The Push Site Shaft would be in the vacant lot shown in the upper image of figure 4. The 
construction activities here would be in the forq,rrmmd of residences along the northeast 
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side of Via Dolce at its intersection with Marquesas Way. The shaft site would be 
screened by ati acoustic curtain from 20 - 30 ft tal1 on four sides. Cranes would be 
substantially in view above these curtains, and truck traffic to and fi·om the sites would 
occur intermittently throughout the constmction shifts . As such, these Project features 

would be incongruous with the established settings for these potentially affected views. 

Grand Canal Residences , Grand Canal, and Hurricane St. Residences. 

The visual impact of the Project on views from these residences and the Grand Canal 
would be adverse but not significant. Push Site Option 2 and the Receive Site, both 

shown in Figure 4, would be in the foreground of the residences lining the cast side of the 
canal, the canal itself, and residences at the northeast end of Hurricane St. The Receive 
Site, like the Push Site, would be screened by an acoustic curtain 20 to 30 ft tall. Cranes 

would be well in view above these curtains, and truck traffic to and from the sites would 
occur at different points of the day. The curtained construction area and visible 
equipment would appear industrial and be incongruous with the generally residential 
setting. 

However, relative to views from residences along the east side of the Grand Canal and 
the Grand Canal itself, the industrial character of the Venice Pumping Plant dominates 
attention. This would also be true for views from residences along the northeast end of 
Hurricane, at least for views to the east. Given the visual dominance of the Plant, the 

existing visual conditions are such that further visual impacts would not noticeably lessen 
the quality of the affected views. 

Impact Intensity, Significance and Duration 

The visual impacts for this alignment are summarized and discussed below relative to the 
thresholds for significance noted in Section 4.3. 

AES-1: The Proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial 
degradation of existing visual character or guallty of a site and its surroundings. 
The impact would be significant but temporary as well as long term. 

Concerning the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under 
AES-1, the visual impacts are summarized as follows: 

• One or more mature street trees which t:ontribute substantially to the value of the 
scenic highway/drive status of Via Marina would be removed. 

• No natural open space would be graded or developed; 

• No stmctures are proposed for any natmal open space; 

• There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing 
features representing the valued aesthetit: image of the area. 

• No zone change is proposed 

• There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic value of the area. 

Certain critical public views would affected by the Project to the point that the impact 
would be significant. However, the duration would be temporary. Elsewhere, the Venice 
Pumping Plant has adversely affected the quality of critical public views to the point that 

the additional impact of the Project would not significantly affect these views. The 
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impact would worsen the existing visual quality, but the cunent visual condition due to 
the Plant is already at the lowest rating. A more detailed analysis follows. 

Via Ma1ina and Adjoining, Residences. Existing visual conditions for views from this 
designated scenic highway/drive are VMC 1. From this road the following Project 
features would be within foreground views, proceeding from its intersection with 
Marquesas Way to where it turns to the southwest: 

• The 1 0~ 12,000 sq ft construction/laydown area for Push Site Option 1; 

• The Push Site Option 1 shaft construction area within the Via Marina/Marquesas 
Way i11tersection; 

• Cut~and-cover construction along 0,5 mile of roadway and approximately 1,000 
ft of parking lot; 

• The Receive Site near the Entrance Channel. 

TI1ese activities and their associated equipment and work force would dominate views 
from this road and its flanking residences and would be industrial in character and 
incongruous with the setting. Note that the Push Site would occupy much of the Via 
Marina/Marquesas Way intersection and would be swToundcd by an acoustic curtain 20-
30 ft high. The equipment and activity within the curtains would be screened from view, 
but a crane would be substantially taller than the curtains. The site would have an 
apparent mass of a two- to three-story building due to the curtains. 

The constructionllaydown area, if square in configuration, would occupy an area 110 ft 
on a side. This storage of industrial equipment in a parking lot currently serving 
recreation a,nd comm~n;:ial uses withit:t Marina del Rey would appear discordant and 
dominate views. 

From Via Marina' s intersection with Marquesas Way, for about 0.5 mile to the southeast, 
cut-and-cover construction would occur in one of the two lanes serving travel to the 
southeast. At end of the in-street construction. the alignment would angle to the south 
into a parking lot serving nearby residences and proceed for approximately 1,000 ft to the 
tie-in with the under-channel pipeline at the Receive Site. For the length of the in-street 
construction, motorists wuu!U bt: rt:slrieted to one lane of travel aud pass iu close 
proximity to the c1.1t-and-cover construction activities in the second lane. Where the 
alignment crosses over into the parking lot, one or more mature trees would be removed 
due lo trenching activities and the movement of equipment. In the parking lot mentioned, 
cut-and-cover construction would be within the immediate foreground of residences 
along the southwest side of the lot, as weB as in the foreground of views from the scenic 
highway/drive. 

Cut-and-cover construction along a 0.5-mile length of Via Marina would be immediately 
proximate to residences and motorists using this scenic highway. The associated activity 
and equipment would displace the current positive aesthetic features along the drive and 
dominate the vie1\'S. A separate concern is the transition of the in-street construction to 
the parking lot, which would require the removal of one or more trees on the southwest 
side of Via Marina. This would be a noticeable loss of a valued visual resource. 

From northwest end of Via Marina to the southeast where it passes by Aubrey E. Austin 
Park, the visual conditions would change from VMC I to VMC 4 (dominant). 
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representing an Impact Intensity Level 3 (Table K-3, Attachment A). Within a highly 
sensitive view, such an impact would be significant. 

The loss of the street tree(s) would be long term, requiring many years to be mitigated by 
the maturation of new plantings. The duration of the other impacts is uncertain, as it is 
not lmown to what degree certain activities would occur concurrently. The cut-and-cover 
construction would last for about three months, and it is likely that most of the Push and 
Receive Site construction would be completed concurrently. If not, the cumulative 
construction could last for about five months. In either case, the time frame would be 
considered to be temporary. Conclusion: the impact would be significant and primari~)l 
temporary!, except for the loss of mature street trees, which would be a long-term impact .. 

Aubrey E. Austln _Fark. North Jetty .Promenade, east end, and Marina del Rev Entrance 
Channel. The existing visual condition for views from this these critical public viewing 
areas is VMC 1. The most critical of these views is that from the park, followed by those 
from the Promenade and the Channel. The only Project feature that would affect views 
from the Park and Promenade would be the 5,000 sq ft construction/laydown area for 
Receive Site for the under-channel tunnel boring and the shaft site itself. The cut-and
cover construction would be largely obscured by the intervening street trees and hedges 
(see Figure 6). 

The Receive Site would be surrounded by a 20- to 30-ft-tail acoustic curtain and would 
be peripheral to the primary views from the park. Given the park's proximity to the 
Entrance Channel, it is assumed that views most usually would be directed away from the 
Receive Site and toward the boating activity in. the Channel and the ocean to the 
southwest. This would also be true for views from the North Jetty Promenade, which is 
proximate to the Channel. Also, views from the Promenade toward the Receive Site are 
screened by mature trees within the Park. Regarding views from the Entrance Channel, 
they would tend to be focused along the Channel either to the northeast or southwest, in 
the directions oftravel. 

The most critical of these views are those from the park. Although most viewing might be 
away from the Receive Site, the park is oriented for viewing to the northwest as well 
(toward the Receive Site). A conservative approach would be to assume that substantial 
attention is directed toward Via Marina and the Receive Site. Accordingly, the Site would 
attract considerable attention to the point of competing with other features in view, if not 
dominating attention. The two- to three-story curtained area would appear out of place 
and discordant, not appearing to be an inherent feature of the largely residential area. The 
resulting visual condition would be VMC 3 (co-dominant). The change in visual 
conditions would be Intensity Level 2. Within a highly sensitive view, such an impact 
intensity would be considered to be significant, although the cumulative duration of 
construction activities at the Receive Site would be seven ·weeks and, therefore, 
temporary'. 

Due to the primary direction of views from the Promenade and the Entrance Channel, 
coupled with screening by vegetation and attenuation by distance (for the Channel 
views), the affect of constructing the Receive Site at Via Marina is not expected to be 
substantial (not significant). 

Marguesas Way. 1a Dolce. and Adjoining ,·esidences . The existing visual conditions for 
potentially affected views from these roads and residences is currently VMC I. From 
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these roads and residences, the following Project features would b.e within foreground 
views: 

• The 10- to 12,000 sq ft construction llaydown area for Push Site Option 2; 

• The Push Site Option 2 shaft construction area; 

• Cut-and-cover construction along Marquesas WayNia Dolce that would connect 
with the Push Site Option 2 Shaft site. 

Activities associated with Push Site Option 1 primarily would not be visible from these 
roads and residences, as there would be no construction along Marquesas Way or within 
the "island" at the intersection with Via Dolce. Here, micro-tunneling would occur from 
this Push site, located northeast of the Via Marina/Marquesas Way intersection, to the 
Receive site in the vacant lot across from the Venice Pumping Plant. A small part of the 
cut-and-cover construction at Via Marina would be briefly in view but would be at a 
distance and not within primary views from most of the residences or along much of the 
street. An exception would occur for motmists driving on Marquesas Way when 
approaching the stop light at Via Marina. Here in-road construction would be seen for a 
relatively short part of the alignment where it would tie in 

On the other hand, the activities, equipment and work force associated with Push Site 
Option 2, the nearby construction Vlaydown area, and cut-and-cover construction would 
dominate views from the roads and residences noted. They would be industrial in 
character and incongruous with the setting. The construction/laydown area, if it were 
square in configuration, would occupy an area up to 110 ft long on each side, or an 
equilateral triangle up to 155 ft on a side (the available space is triangular). It would 
appear that there is insufficient area in the designated "island" location at the intersection 
of these two streets, as there is less than 6,000 sq ft of space there. Use of this space for a 
constructionllaydown area is further complicated by the alignment of the cut-and-cover 
construction needed to bring the pipeline to Push Site Option 2. The. alignment seemingly 
would need to traverse the laydown area in order to directly reach the Push Site., thereby 
diminishing the area available for laydown. Additional laydown space may be available 
in the vacant lot next to the Push Site construction area, but that space is limited as well. 
Consequently, some additional part of Via Dolce or Marquesas Way may have to serve as 
a construction/laydown area. 

Using the island for a construction/laydown area would likely cause the damage and 
removal of the large, mature tree, as well as all of the landscape materials in the island. 
This island (see Figure 2) is an entry statement for residential area and the visual focus of 
traffic along both streets. The loss of the tree and other plantings would cause an 
irretrievable loss of visual quality. 

Regarding the Option 2 Push Site, the constructionllaydown site for this option would be 
in the foreground of views from Marquesas Way, Via Dolce, and their adjoining 
residences. Also, a public beach access path starts near the construction!laydown site and 
runs along the east side of Ballona Lagoon to the sotlth. From the beginning of this path, 
the construction/laydown site would be within the foreground. 

The Push Site Shaft would be in the vacant lot shown in the upper image of Figure 4. The 
construction activities here would be in the foreground of residences along the northeast 
side of Via Dolce at its intersection with Marquesas Way. The 20- to 30-ft-tall acoustic 
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curtain around the Push Site would largely fill the vacant lot. This two- to three-story 
curtain wall would be on all four sides of the site, and would look like a featureless block 
structure incongruous with the setting. The crane inside the site would protrude >veil 
above the curtain walls, and the necessary truck traffic would be visible intermittently 
throughout the day. 

The effect of cut-and-cover constmction would be the same as described for the Via 
Marina views. Views from the roads would be dominated by the proximate constmction. 
Additionally, since open trench construction would need to proceed more or less straight 
to the Push Site in the vacant lot, the planted island area described above would be 
traversed by the alignment. The trench construction would unavoidably destroy plantings 
and cut the roots of the mature tree in the island. Using the area as a laydown site most 
likely would damage the tree, and trench construction would cause further damage. 
Together, the activities could cause the tree to be removed. 

The visual impacts associated with the construction of the Option 2 Push Site, its 
operation, the use of the intersection island for a laydown site, and cut-and-cover 
construction would severa11y and together dominate views with features incongruous with 
the setting. The existing visual conditions would change from VMC 1 to VMC 4, 
representing and impact intensity of Level 3. Given the sensitivity of the views affected, 
the impact would be significant. 

The duration of the construction activities note is as follows. The Option 2 Push Site shaft 
would be constructed within about two months, and the approximately 500 ft of cut-and
cover construction along Marquesas Way that would be required for this Push Site would 
take about three to four weeks. It is assumed that shaft constmction and cut-and-cover 
activities would be concurrent, but at worst, if they were not, the duration would extend 
to three months instead of two. The impacts, while significant, would, therefore, be 
temporary in duration. 

Grand Canal Residences, Gra11d anal, and Hurricane St. Residences. The existing visual 
conditions for potentially affected views from these roads and residences is currently 
VMC 4 due to the presence of the Venice Pumping Plant. From the residences and the 
canal, the following Project features would be within foreground views: 

• The Option 2 Push Site; and 

• The Receive Site in the vacant lot opposite the Venice Pumping Plant; 

These activities and equipment, activity, and work force associated with the Push Site 
and Receive Site would be co-dominant with the Venice Pumping Plant. The appearance 
of the acoustic curtain-enclosed sites, the protmding crane, and truck traffic have has 
been described relative to AES-1. These features would be industrial in character and 
incongruous with the generally residential setting. However, because the existing visual 
conditions are VMC 4, the conditions could not srtbstantially worsen and the impact, 
while adverse, would no/ be significant. This adverse impact would endure for six weeks 
of construction for the receive site, but this would be concurrent with the construction of 
the Push Site, which would last for about two months. The adverse impact would, 
therefore, be temporary. 
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AES-2: The Proposed Project or its alternatives would cause substantial , adverse 
effects on scenic vistas. The impact would be significant, primarily temporarv but 
to a limited extent long-term. 

The impacts of the Project, relative to the two Los Angeles City Thresholds for 
Significance that are grouped under AES-2, are summarized as follow: 

• There would be a significant impact due to partial obstruction of recognized and 
valued views due to roadside cut-and-cover construction, construction!laydown 
areas, and optional Push Sites. 

• The impact would significantly affect the recognized views currently available 
from lengths of public roadways (Via Marina, Marquesas Way, and Via Dolce). 

Via Marina is a designated scenic highway/drive, and the views from this road represent 
a continuous series of scenic vistas culminating in view of the Entrance Channel. Also, 
there are scenic vistas from Aubrey E. Austin Park and the North Jetty Promenade which 
extend out across the Entrance Channel, but in the case of the park also extend along Via 
Marina. Furthermore, the views from the residences lining the east bank of the Grand 
Canal near the Venice Pumping Plant are highly scenic vistas which include the canal and 
the Ballona Lagoon to the southeast. The adverse impact on the views noted has been 
assessed in detail relative to AES-1. That on views from Via Marina and Aubrey E. 
Austin Park would be significant and primarily temporary, excepting the loss of street 
trees, which would be a long-term impact. The impact on views from the Grand Canal 
residences, the Grand Canal, and Hurricane St. residences would be adverse but not 
significant due to the existing effect of the Venice Pumping Plant. 

AES-3: The Proposed Prolect or its alternatives would cause substantial damage 
to scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees. rock outcroppinqs, and 
historic bu ildings, within view from a state scenic highway. The impact would be 
significant and long-term. 

Regarding the one Los Angeles City Threshold factor for Significance that under AES-3: 

• The Project would significantly impact views fi:om a designated scenic highway . 
This has been discussed. 

The Project would result in the loss of mature street trees along Via Marina, a designated 
scenic highway (designated by the County of Los Angeles) and one mature tree at the 
intersection of Via Dolce and Marques as Way. The impact of the loss of these trees has 
been described relative to AES-1, and would be significant and long-term. 

AES-4: The Proposed Project or alternatives would not result in a new source of 
substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the 
area. 

No nighttime construction would be required for construction activities along the subject 
alignment alternative. However, if there were, the acoustic curtains would shield such 
lighting from view. The Los Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4 do not, therefore, 
apply. 

AES-5: The Proposed Project or alternatives would not result in substantial 
negative shadow effects on nearby shadow-sensitive uses. 
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There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the Proposed Pr~ject or its 
alternatives. 

AES-6: The Proposed Prolect or alternatives would result in visual impacts that 
would not be consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The impact would, 
therefore, be significant, but it would be temporary_ · 

The applicable regulatory setting is the Los Angeles County Local Coastal Program for 
Marina del Rey, embodied in the Marina del Rey Land Use Plan and discussed in Section 
3.2. Policy "e-3" of the Plan established Via Marina as a scenic drive, and the Scenic 
Highway Element of the County General Plan identifies Via Marina as a scenic highway. 
It is assumed that unfettered access to Via Marina and its continuous enjoyment by the 
public is implicitly a policy of the Plan, as would be the protection from adverse impacts 
the views from this road. The adverse impacts from Via Marina have been described and 
are deemed in this assessment not to be consistent with the Plan. Therefore, these visual 
impacts would be significant; however, they would be temporary. 

Venice Alignment Alternatives: Pacific Avenue 
Alignment 
The critical sensitive viewing positions along this alignment alternative include those 
frotn: 

• Hurricane St. and adjoining residences; 

• Pacific Ave. and adjoining residences: 

• Bikeway along Pacific Ave.; 

• Ballona Lagoon!C'Jfand Canal; 

• Public beach access path along easterly side ofBallona Lagoon; 

• The North Jetty Promenade 

Overview 

Hurricane St.. Grand Canal at Hurricane St., and Adjoining Residences 

The Project does not have the potential to significantly and adversely impact views from 
this street, the canal or the nearby residences. Cut-and-cover construction would occur in 
one of the two lanes of Hurricane St. and would be in the immediate foreground of 
motorists and residents along the street. Construction activities would also be noticeable 
from the residences lining the east side of the Grand Canal just northeast of the end of the 
street, as demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5. However, the existing visual condition for 
views from these sensitive viewing positions has been adversely affected by the Venice 
Pumping Plant to the degree that a noticeable lessening of visual quality is not possible. 
The views are dominated by the industrial character of the Plant. 

Pacific Ave. and Residences, Southwest End of Via Marina, Bikeway, Ballona 
Lagoon, Beach Access Path and North Jetty Prornenade 

The Project has the potential to cause significant, but temporary, visual impacts relative 
to views from the sensitive viewing positions listed. In these views, no features 
anomalous with the character of the area are currently noticeable. The Project, however. 
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would introduce an industrial character to the affected area. Cut-and-Cover construction 
would be within the foreground of views from Pacific Ave., the bikeway and Ballona 
Lagoon. For the residences along Pacific Ave., those driving along the street, and those 
using the bikeway, construction activity would unavoidably dominate the views. The 
industrial nature of the activity would sharply contrast with the residential character of 
the neighborhood and the semi-natural character of the lagoon. 

In addition, this alternative would require that a Receive Site be constructed along the 
North Jetty Promenade at the intersection of Via Marina and Pacific Ave. To construct 
the Receive Site and the open trench pipeline, one lane of Via Marina along the Entrance 
Channel and the adjoining public parking would be used for a construction!laydown area. 
In essence, Via Marina. in this area would be closed to public use, amounting to 
eliminating public access to a scenic route and the associated views. Also, the three
story-tall Receive Site would interfere with views toward the Entrance Channel from 
sensitive public viewing positions in the vicinity. 

Impact Intensity, Significance and Duration 

The visual impacts for this alignment are discussed and summarized below relative to the 
thresholds for significance noted in Section 4.3. 

AES-1: The Proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial 
degradation of existing visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings. 
The impact would be significant but temporary. 

Relative to the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under 
AES-1, the impacts are summarized as follows: 

• No features contributing to valued visual character or neighborhood image would 
be removed, altered, or demolished. 

• No natural open space would be graded or developed; 

• No structures are proposed for any natural open space; 

• There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing 
features representing the valued aesthetic image of the area. 

• No zone change is proposed 

• There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic value of the area. 

Most of the critical public views would affected by the Project such that the impact 
would be significant. However, the duration would be temporary. For views from 
Hurricane St. and residences at its northeast end, as well as the Grand Canal and 
residences close to this end of the street, the Venice Pumping Plant has adversely affected 
the quality of critical public views to the point that the additional impact of the Project 
would not significantly affect these views. The impact would worsen the existing visual 
quality, but the current visual condition due to the Plant is already at the lowest rating. A 
more detailed analysis follows . 

Hurricane St., Residences, Grand Canal and its Residence~. As noted, the existing visual 
condition for views from the points listed is VMC 4. The cut-and-cover construction 
would be in the immediate foreground of residences along the street, while from the 
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"Grand Canal" residences and the canal itself, the construction activity and equipment 

would be seen at a distance of about 150 ft. 

These construction activities and their associated equipment and work force would attract 

substantial attention first because they would occur in the immediate foreground of some 

views, and second because they would represent a sudden change. Although the Venice 

Pumping Plant is industrial and cunently dominates these views, the construction of the 

pipeline would command more attention from the closest viewing positions (Hunicane 

St. and its residences). Nonetheless, visual quality here is cunently at the lowest rating, 

and the construction activities could not substantially impact the views further. While the 

impact would be adverse, it would not be significant in this case. 

The length of Hurricane St. affected by construction (from the Pumping Plant to Pacific 

Ave.) is about 400 ft, Given the rate of advance expected, the cut-and-cover construction 

would last for about three weeks. The time frame would be considered to be temporary. 

Conclusion: the impact would not be significant and would be temporary 

Pacific Ave. and Residences. Southwest End of Via Marina, Bikeway. Ballona Lagoon, 

Beach Acces Path and North Jetty Promenade. As noted, the existing visual condition 

for views from these critical public viewing areas is VMC I. Relative to views from most 

of Pacific Ave., the bikeway, Ballona Lagoon, and the Beach Access Path, the cut-and

cover construction along about 3,800 ft of Pacific Ave. would be within view. Given that 

the beach access path would be about 270 ft from the construction activity, it is expected 

that the quality of views from the path would not be appreciably affected. Were a person 

to be boating on the lagoon, they could be close to the moving construction site. For the 

residences along Pacific Ave., those driving along the street, and those using the 

bikeway, construction activity would unavoidably dominate the views. The industrial 

nature of the activity would sharply contrast with the residential character of the 

neighborhood and the semi-natural character of the lagoon. The visual conditions would 

change to VMC 4, representing an impact intensity of Level 3. Within a highly sensitive 

view, this change would signal a substantial reduction in visual quality. 

From the southeast end of Pacific Ave. where it intersects with Via Marina, the major 

concern over visual impacts would be the effect of constructing the Receive Site. First, 

Via Marina is a scenic highway/drive, and the North Jetty Promenade is a popular 

recreation facility. To construct the Receive Site, a 10- to 12,000 sq ft 

construction/laydown area would be. required. To accommodate this laydown area, one 

lane of Via Marina and most of the public parking along this road would have to be 

c]osed. This would bring the industrial nature of what amounts to an equipment yard into 

the immediate foreground of views from the Promenade and the road, as well as the 

residences along Via Marina across from the public parking. 

The impact of closing the road to public use and eliminating public parking is addressed 

relative to AES-2, -3, and -6. The Receive Site would be enclosed by an acoustic curtain 

20 to 30 ft high, as noted earlier in the analysis. This box-like structure, apart from the 

tall crane protruding above it, would be featureless and impose upon views toward the 

Entrance Channel from the residences in the vicinity, the southeast end of Pacific Ave., 

what remains of Via Marina during construction, and the North Jetty Promenade. lt 

would be as much as three stories tall, or approximately as high as the neighboring 

residences. Moreover, inte1mittent truck traffic would occur during the work shifts. 

Venice Pllmping Plm1t D11al Force Main Project Em 
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Figure 9 shows a close-up view of the site from the intersection of Pacific Ave. and Via 
Marina, while Figure 7 is a view from the Entrance Channel. The latter view discloses the 
array of residences that would be close to the Receive Site. The curtained site, alone, 
would dominate views that are highly sensitive. But the construction/laydown area would 
also dominate views. Together the laydown area and the Receive site would substantially 
lessen the visual quality of the area, resulting in visual conditions of VMC 4. The 
reduction from VMC I would be an impact of intensity Level 3. For highly sensitive 
views, this impact would be especially significant. 

Concerning the duration of construction, the cut-and-cover operation along the 4,000-ft 
length of the Pacific Ave. would last nearly seven months. During this period, the 
construction/laydown area along Via Marina would be remain. The Receive Site 
construction would require six weeks to construct, then the acoustic curtains would be 
removed and the shaft would be covered by a metal plate. When the under-channel tunnel 
boring is complete, the TBM would be extracted and the pipeline tied to that installed 
along Pacific Ave. This latter activity would last one week. It is assumed that the Receive 
Site Construction and operation would be concurrent with the cut-and-cover construction 
and that construction would be complete and a1l evidence removed at the end of seven 
months. The duration of the impact would, therefore, be temporary. Conclusion: the 
impact would be significant but temporary in duration. 

AES-2: The Proposed Project or its alternatives would cause substantial. adverse 
effects on scenic vistas. The impact would be significant but temporary. 

Relative to the two Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under 
AES-2, the impacts may be summarized as follows: 

• There would be a significant impact due to partial obstruction of. and elimination 
of pubic access to, recognized and valued views because of roadside cut-and
cover construction, constructionllaydown areas, and a Receive Site. 

• The impact would significantly affect the recognized views currently available 
from lengths of public roadways (Via Marina and Pacific Avenue) and the bike 
path along Pacific Ave. 

Concerning the first of these two City of L.A. Thresholds, Via Marina is a designated 
scenic highway/drive, and the views from this road are, therefore, "recognized." Also, 
there are "reC06'Tlized" scenic vistas from the North Jetty Promenade which extend out 
across the Entrance Channel. The closing of Via Marina to public use and eliminating 
public parking would make inaccessible to the public scenic vistas ti:om that road and the 
Promenade that are currently enjoyed by the public. The impact would, functionally, be 
the same as totally obstmcting the views; therefore, impact would be significant. 

Conclusion: The adverse effect on the recognized views from Via Marina, the 
Promenade, Pacific Ave. its Class II bikeway, and Ballona Lagoon, while significant, 
would he temporary, as discussed in detail relative to AES-1. 

AES-3: The Proposed Project or its alternatives would not cause substantial 
damage to scenic resources, including. but not limited to, trees. rock. 
outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view from a state scenic highway. 

One Los Angeles City Threshold factor for Sjgnificance is relevant to this CEQA issue 
and is summarized as follows: 
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• The Project would significantly impact views from a designated scenic highway 
(see AES-1), but would not impact any specific scenic resources. 

The Project would not directly damage features contributing to the visual aesthetics of the 
potentially affected views. Rather, the Project would introduce features into these views 
which are incongruous with the established setting and would block specific views (for 
instance, the Receive Site would interfere with views of the Entrance Cha1mel from 
various viewing positions). These impacts have been addressed under AES-1 and AES-2 . 

Views from a designated scenic highway (Via Marina) would be adversely affected, but 
aesthetic features in view would not, as noted, be adversely impacted. A separate impact 
not specifically addressed by the City of Los Angeles Thresholds is that access to a 
designated scenic highway would be eliminated, temporarily (traffic would be restricted 
to local residents and controlled along one lane), as would access to the Promenade and 
the Enh·ance Channel views through the temporary elimination of public parking in the 
area. In essence, eliminating access to views represents an irretrievable loss of the 
resource (the scenic highway and public parking at least partly serving as access to scenic 
views) for the period of construction. This impact is addressed under AES-6 and would 
be temporary. 

AES-4: The Proposed Project or alternatives would not result in a new source of 
substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the 
area. 

No nighttime construction would be required for construction activities along the subject 
alignment alternative. However, if there were, the acoustic curtains would shield such 
lighting from view. The Los Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4 do not, therefore, 
apply. 

AES-5: The Proposed Project or alternatives· would not result in substantial 
negative shadow effects on nearby shadow-sensitive uses. 

There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the Proposed Project or its 
alternatives. 

AES-6: The Proposed Project or alternatives would result in visual impacts that 
would not be consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The impact would. 
therefore, be significant, but it would be temporary. 

The applicable regulatory documents arc the Venice Community Plan and the Venice 
Local Coastal Program land Use Plan, as this alignment alternative lies entirely within the 
boundaries of Venice. Section 3.0 details the applicable plans and policies. Coastal 
Resources Goal 18 of the Venice Community Plan calls for the preservation of the scenic 
and visual qualities of coastal areas. 'The policy is to assure t11at projects are visually 
compatible with the character of surrounding areas. Moreover, design principles set forth 
in the Venice Land Usc Plan requires that views of distinctive visual resources not be 
significantly disturbed. As discussed relative to AES-1 , the Project would introduce 
features into view which are visually incompatible with the character of the affected area. 
Also, views of the Entrance Channel would be directly impacted, and the Channel 
arguably presents a distinctive visual resource . Conclusion: Because the Project would 
not be consistent with the regulatory setting, !lie visual impacts described would be 
considered to be significanl. They would, however, be short term. lasting for about seven 

months. 
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4.4.3 Westchester/Playa del Rey Alignment Alternatives: 
Pacific AvenueNista del Mar Alignment. 
The critical sensitive viewing positions along this alignment alternative include those 
from: 

• Pacific Ave. Fishing Bridge; 

• Bikeway along Pacific Ave. Bridge; 

• Pacific Ave. and 62"d St., including adjacent residences; 

• Del Rey Lagoon and adjacent parking area; 

• Dockweiler Beach Access from Pacific Ave. 

• Vista del Mar (scenic highway) and adjacent residences. 

Overview 

Pacific Ave. Fishing Bridge. Bikeway, Boat Launch. Pacific Ave. and 62nd St.. 
Residences along 62"d St. 

The Project has the potential to significantly, but temporarily, impact views from the 
public viewing positions listed. Today, within views from positions along the bridge and 
bikeway, in the vicinity of the boat launch, at the northwest end of Pacific Ave., and 
a-long 62"d St., there are no noticeably incongruous [i atures in sight. The existing views 
are shown in Figure 10. fu this vicinity, the activities and equipment associated with cut
and-cover construction, as well as the construction and operation of the Push Site, would 
be within the immediate foreground. Such equipment and activities would have a 
decidedly industrial appearance that would be incongruous with the recreation and 
residential land uses and character there. The appearance of these project features woi1ld 
command attention. 

Pacific Ave. and Adjoining Residenlial Area. Del Rey Lagoon Park, Beach 
Access Path 

li1 the vicinjty of Del Rey Lagoon Park, views from the park, Pacific Ave., the nearby 
residential area and the beach access path would be significantly, but temporarily 
impacted by the Project. From these sensiti\(e viewing positions, the potentially affected 
views include no anomalous features incongruous with the character of the area. Figures 
11 and 12 show the residential area along Pacific Ave., the adjacent Del Rey Lagoon 
Park, and one of its parking lots. Cut-and-cover construction would occur in one of the 
two lanes of Pacific Ave. and would be in the immediate foreground for park users, local 
residents, and those using the beach access path leading from the parking area along 
Pacific Ave. that also serves the park. Such construction would contrast unfavorably with 
the character of the setting and dominate attention. 

Vista del Mar and Adja·cent Resi.9_~.!J.9._~s 

As is the case for the other views from this alignment alternative, the Project would 
significantly, but temporarily affect sensitive public views that cunently have not been 
adversely affected by past actions. Figures 13 and 14 show the tem1inus of the alignment 
where the new pipeline would tie in with the existing C.l.S., as well as the character of 
the residential area and the quality of the ocean views available from this road. Cut-and-
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Cover construction would be within one lane of Vista del Mar and, therefore, be in the 
immediate foreground of views from the street and residences noted. The appearance of 
this activity would be incongruous with the residential st:tting and inconsistent with 
scenic highway status of Vista del Mar. 

lmp(;lct Intensity, Significance and Duration 

The visual impacts for this alignment are discussed and summarized below relative to the 
thresholds for significance noted in Section 4.3. 

AES-1: The Proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial 
degradation of existing visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings. 
The impact would be significant but temporary. 

Relative to the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under 
AES-1, the impacts are summarized as follows: 

• No features contributing to valued visual character or neighborhood image would 
be removed, altered, or demolished. 

• No natural open space would be graded or developed; 

• No structures are proposed for any natural open space; 

• There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing 
features representing the valued aesthetic image ofthe area. 

• No zone change is proposed 

• There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic value ofthe area. 

The critical public views noted would be affected by the Project such that the impact 
would be significant. The affected views are highly sensitive and Project construction 
activities would be within the immediate foreground of these views. Of particular 
importance is that Vista del Mar is a scenic highway, and therefore views from this road 
are especially important. However, the duration of the impacts noted would be 
temporary. 

A detailed impact assessment follows: 

Pacific Ave. Fishing Bridge, Bikeway, Boat Latmch, Pacific Ave. and 62"d St., 
R esidences along 62"d St. From these critical viewing positions, the following Project 
features would be within the foreground: 

• The 10- to 12,000 sq ft construction/laydown area for the Push Site; 

• The Push Site; 

• Cut-and~cover constn.tction at the northwest end of Pacific Ave. south of the 
Entrance Channel; 

The activities, equipment, and work force associated with these Project features would 
dominate these views and be incongruous with the setting, as noted. The Push Site would 
be located in the parking lot abutting the bridge on its northeast side. It would also have 
to accommodate some space for construction/laydown, as the primary location for this, 
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the parking lot abutting the southwest side of the bridge, would be too small. Therefore. it 
is assumed that the Push Site would occupy the entire area betvveen the boat launch and 
the bridge, including the northeast end of 62"d St. As well, the as ouiated 
construction/laydown site would occupy the entire parking lot flanking the southwest side 
of the bridge. 

As has been noted before, the Push Site (like the Receive Sites) would be surrounded by 
an acoustic screen that would be 20 to 30 ft high. A crane would be substantially higher 
than the curtain, so not all of the equipment would be shielded from view. Also, truck 
traffic required for the delivery of materials and supplies and muck hauling would be 
periodically within the subject views. 

A limited stretch of cut-and-cover construction would affect the views noted, as this 
aspect of the Project terminates at the Push Site. Here the trenched pipeline would be tied 
in with the under-channel pipeline. Cut-and-cover construction would require a moveable 
construction/laydown area alongside of the open-trench construction, as well as a portion 
of the parking lots noted. 

The existing visual conditions would change from VMC 1 to VMC 4 (dominant, 
incongruous features), representing an impact intensity of Level 3 (Table K-3, 
Attachment A). Conclusion: Within a highly sensitive view, such an impact would be 
significant. 

Regarding the duration of the impact on the subject views, the Push Site must be 
completed prior to Tunnel Boring and would require two months to construct. Tunnel 
Boring would require from one to two months (Section 4.4, Project Description). 
Cumulatively; Push Site construction and Boring would therefore be completed over a 
four-month period. It is assumed that the short stretch of cut-and-cover construction 
within the subject views would occur within this time frame. Consequently, the visual 
impact of construction would be tempora1y. 

Pacific Ave. and Adjoining Residenrinl Area, Del Rey Lagoon Park, Beach Access Path. 
Relative to these critical viewing positions, primarily it would be cut-and-cover 
construction that would adversely impact the visual quality of the area. However, truuk 
traffic required for the constmction and operation of the Push Site, and that needed for 
delivery of materials for open-trench construction, would also be within view and pose an 
adverse impact. 

The activities, equipment, and work force associated with pipeline installation, and the 
truck traffic noted, would occur within a few feet of the edge of Del Rey Lagoon Park, 
the nearby residences, parking for the residences and Lagoon, and the beach access path. 
The scale, proximity, contrast, and movement of the equipment and work force would 
unavoidably draw focused attention and dominate the scene. The existing visual 
conditions would change from VMC 1 to VMC 4 (dominant, incongruous features), 
representing an impact intensity ofLevel3. Within the highly sensitive views noted, such 
an impact would be significant. 

There would be about 2,000 ft of cut-and-cover construction along Pacific Ave. up to 
where it intersects with Vista del Mar. At the rates of advance described in the summary 
Project Description in Section 4.4, construction along this road would be complete within 
about 3.5 months. Consequently, the visual impact r~( construction. ·while sign~ficanl, 
would he 1emporary. 
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Vista del Mar and Adjacent Residences. As would be the case for the Pacific Ave. stretch 

of the alignment, along Vista del Mar, the primary aspect of the Project that would be 

within view would be cut-and-cover construction within one lane of the roadway. The 

impact of this construction would be as described earlier relative to other foreground 

views. There would be an impact of Level 3 intensity, and it would therefore be 

significant. The length of Vista del Mar that would be affected would be about 1,600 ft 
long. At the rate of advance projected, it would take about 3 months to complete this part 

of the alignment. Therefore, the impact, while significant, would be temporary. 

AES-2: The Proposed Project or its alternatives would cause substantial. adverse 

effects on scenic vistas. The impact would be significant but temporary. 

Relative to the two Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under 

AES 2, the impacts may be summarized as follows: 

• There would be a significant impact due to partial obstruction of recognized and 

valued views due to the constmction and operation of a Push Site. 

• The impact would substantially affect recognized views currently available from 

a length of a public roadway and a portion of a bikeway. 

Vista del Mar is a designated scenic highway, and the views from this road represent a 

continuous series of scenic vistas of the Pacific Ocean and Dockweiler Beach. Also, 

there are scenic vistas from the bikeway along the South Jetty, the Pacific Ave. Fishing 

Bridge, and 62nd St. which extend out across the Entrance Channel. The potential adverse 

impact on the views noted has been assessed in detail relative to AES-1 and has been 

considered to be significant but temporary. 

AES-3: The Proposed Proiect or its alternatives would not cause substantia l 
damage to scenic resources, Including, but not limited to, trees, rock 

outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view from a state scenic highway. 

One Los Angeles City Threshold factor for Significance is relevant to this CEQA issue 

and the impact is summarized as follows: 

• The Project would significantly impact views from a designated scenic highway 

(see AES-1 and -2), but would not impact any specific scenic resources within 

view of a scenic highway. 

The Project would not directly damage features contributing to the visual aesthetics of the 

potentially affected views, pa~ticularly views from a scenic highway. Rather, the Project 

would introduce features into these views which are incongruous with the established 

setting. These impacts have been addressed under AES-1 and AES-2. 

AES-4: The Proposed Project or alternatives would not result in a new source of 

substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the 

area. 

No nighttime construction would be required for constn1ction activities along the subject 

alignment alternative. However, if there were, the acoustic curtains would shield such 

lighting from view. The Los Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4 do not, therefore, 

apply. 
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AES-5: The Proposed Project or alternatives would not result in substantial 
negative shadow effects on nearby shadow-sensitive uses. 

There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the Proposed Project or its 
alternatives. 

AES-6: The Proposed Project or alternatives would re_sult' in visual impacts that 
would not be consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The imp-act would, 
therefore. be significant.. but it would be temporary. 

Section 3.0 details the applicable plans and policies. The applicable regulatory document 
is the Coastal Resources chapter of the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan. 
Objective 18-5 is relevant: "Preserve coastal visual resources by protecting and 
enhancing scenic views of the ocean and wetlands from designated Scenic Highways, and 
public view sites." Vista del Mar is a designated scenic highway. 

Policy 18-5.1 for this objective calls for the following relevant stipulations for siting and 
designing development in order to: 

• Protect public views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas; 

• Be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area; and 

• Retain existing views from designated public view areas and Scenic Highways. 

Under this policy, "all new development in the Coastal Zone, including pubHc works and 
recreational facilities, should be subordinate to its setting, and minimized in height and 
bulk to the extent feasible to accomplish view protection (emphasis added)." 

Siting the pipeliue constJ.uction within a designated scenic highway is inconsistent with 
this policy. Doing so does not protect views to and long the ocean; the activities, 
equipment and workforce needed will be visually incompatible with the character of the 
surrounding area; and closing off one lane of this highway will substantially limit public 
enjoyment of this sct:nic highway. 

Consequently, the impact of the Project is significant due to its inconsistency 1-vith Policy 
18-5.1. The duration of the impact would be about two months, so, while significant, the 
impact would be tempormy. 
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4.4.4 Mined Tunnel Construction Alternatives 
The Mined Tunnel Constmction Alternatives comprise three viable alternative 
alignments. All require a Starter Shaft on LAX land southeast of the Napoleon St.Nista 
del Mar intersection. Alternative 2 requires an Extraction Shaft on Dockweiler Beach at 
the end of Hurricane St. and cut-and-cover construction to tie the pipeline to the Venice 
Pumping Plant. Alternatives 3 and 4 entail direct, continuous tunneling from the LAX 
Starter Shaft to an Extraction Shaft in a vacant lot at the northeast end of Hurricane St. 
across from the Pumping Plant. Alternatives 3 and 4, relative to above-ground features, 
would be identical. Rather than by alternative, the impacts have been assessed relative to: 

• The Starter Shaft; 

• The Extraction Shaft at Dockweiler Beach; 

• The Extraction Shaft at the Venice Pumping Plant. 

To summarize, Alternatives 3 and 4 would have the potential for significant, but short
term visual impacts due to the Starter Shaft, but wbuld affect primarily private, 
residential views. Alternative 2 would have the same "Starter Shaft" impacts--significant, 
but short term-but would also have the potential for significant-albeit temporary-
"Extraction Shaft" impacts that would affect not only private residential views, but also 
public views from Dockweiler Beach. Additionally, Altt:mative 2 would have the 
potential for significant, temporary visual impacts due to cut-and-cover construction of 
the Hurricane St. part of the alignment. 

There will be no detailed discussion of the Hurricane St. cut-and-cover construction, as 
the impact on residential views along this street has been discussed relative to the Pacific 
Ave. Alternative Alignment within Venice. For Alternative 2, cut-and-cover construction 
would extend from the southwest end of Hurricane St. about 785 ft to the Venice 
Pumping Plant, whereas for the Pacific Ave. alignment, it would extend about 450 ft 
from Pacific Ave. to the Plant. The nature and intensity of the impact would be the same. 
The existing visual conditions arc VMC 1 until reaching the Plant, where they are VMC 
4. The construction activities, equipment and workforce would dominate views (VMC 4), 
representing a substantial reduction in visual quality for views from most ofHun·icane St. 
(impact intensity Level 3). The impact would, therefore, be significant. T11e 785-ft 
alignment would be completed in less than 6 weeks, so it will be temporary in duration. 

Impact Intensity, Significance and Duration 

AES-1: The Proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial 
degradation of existing visual character or quality of a site .and its surroundings. 
The impact would be significant but short term. 

Relative to the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under 
AES-1, the impacts are summarized as follows: 

• No features contributing to valued visual character or neighborhood image would 
be removed, altered, or demolished. 

• Natural open space would be graded or developed: 

• A Structures is proposed for a natural open space; 
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• There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing 
features representing the valued aesthetic image of the area. 

• No zone change is proposed 

• There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic value of the area. 

The critical public views noted would be affected by the Project such that the impact 
would be significant. The affected views are highly sensitive and Project construction 
activities would be within the foreground of these views. Of particular importance are 
views from nearby residences and Vista del Mar, a scenic highway. However, the 
duration of the impacts noted would be short term, lasting for about two years. 

A detailed impact assessrm:nt follows : 

Starter Shaft 

The critical sensitive viewing positions potentially affected by the construction and 
operation of the Starter Shaft are those from: 

• The residences lining the northeast side of Napoleon St. and facing the Site; 

• The beach access path along Napoleon St.; and 

• Vista del Mar, a scenic highway. 

The existing visual conditions are VMC 1 for these potentially affected views. The 
Starter Shaft Site would require about 12,000 sq ft of space, including space for a 
constructionllaydown site, and would be enclosed by a 20- to 30-ft-tall acoustic curtain 
just as would the Push and Receive Sites relative to the Bored Tutmeling construction 
alternatives. There will be two cranes on site that will be taller than the curtains, so these 
would be visible. The remainder of the facilities within this site would be screened from 
view. However, the 15 daily truck round trips would be noticeable, and there would be as 
much as 300 ft of cut-and-cover constmction to tie the pipeline to the existing C.I.S. 
within Vista del Mar. 

Residences al'!d beach access path. The beach access path runs along the fence skirting 
the northerly side of the LAX property along Napoleon St. Views from there are closely 
similar to those from the residence on the other side of Napoleon, except that the 
residences are multi-story and views from the upper stories would be more elevated. 
Figure 14 shows the vacant LAX land in which the Starter Shaft would be sited, seen 
from VP 16 (see Figure 1). This land appears substantially natural~ there are no 
structures, but there are several unobtmsive roads within this area. The location of the site 
is approximate in this photograph. If it were to be sited as shown in Figure l, it would be 
over 700 ft away from the viewing position from which the photograph was taken. By 
way of contrast, the nearest residence on Napoleon St. would be about 224 ft from the 
center point of this site, as shown in Figure 1. If the configuration of the Starter Shaft Site 
were to be square, the site would be about 110ft on a side (12,000 sq ft). This means that 
the edge closest to the residences would be at least 55 ft closer than the center of the site, 
or just 164 ft. Seen at that distance, which is about half the leng:Lh of a football field, a 20-
to 30-ft-tall ''box" 110 ft on a side would attract considerable attention, pa1iicularly since 
the open land around the site is featureless and some of the residences are oriented 
directly toward the site. Stated differently, the Shaft Site would be as tall as the 
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residences from which it would be viewed, but it would occupy substantially more square 
footage. 

Given that the land around the Starter Shaft Site is vacant and featureless. the Starter 
Shaft Site would command attention to the point of at least competing with the ocean 
views to the southwest. The acoustic curtained "box" would not be a feature that would 
be mistaken for a building. The presence of the cranes extending above the curtains and 
the truck traffic would, together with the screening, lend an industrial character to the 
site. Moreover, it is not clear that all equipment would be within the enclosure. For 
instance, with a construction crew of 20 to 25 persons,20 to 25 vehicles may need to be 
parked on site in order to allow the pubic to park along Vista del Mar. Were the site to 
compete for attention, the visual conditions would be rated VMC 3, a reduction by two 
ratings from the current VMC 1. The impact intensity would be Level 2. Given the 
sensitivity ofresidential views, the impact would be significant. 

The length of time needed to construct the Starter Shaft would be seven months. 
However, it would be in operation for up to about 28 months during the Mined 
Tunneling. Therefore, from the start of constmction to completion, the Shaft would be 
within view for nearly 3 years. Conclusion: The visual impact would be significant but 
short term. 

Vista del Mar. Views from Vista del Mar (scenic highway) would tend to be directed 
toward the scenic Pacific Ocean and the Beach below the road. The site would be oblique 
to the directions of travel and peripheral to the main views to the southwest. For most of 
the public, the Starter Shaft might have to be pointed out to be noticed, given the primary 
direction of viewing, either along the road (to safely operate the vehicle) or toward the 
ocean, away from the site. Conclusion: In views fi"om this road, visual quality would 
likely not be substantially lessened. 

Extraction Shaft-Dockweiler Beach 

The critical sensitive viewing positions potentially affected by the construction and 
operation of the Starter Shaft are those from: 

• The residences lining the Dockweiler Beach; 

• Dockweiler Beach 

The existing visual conditions are VMC 1 for these potentially affected views. The 
Extraction Shaft Site would require about 5,000 sq ft of space, including the 
constructionllaydown area, and would be enclosed by a 20- to 30-ft-tall acoustic cmtain, 
just as would the Starter Shaft, and the Push and Receive Sites (Bored Tunneling). There 
would be a crane on site that would be taller than the curtains, so it would be visible. The 
remainder of the facilities within this site would be screened from view. However, the 
daily truck round trips would be noticeable. 

Apart from the multi-story residences, there is "Ocean Front Walk," a pedestrian beach 
access running along the beach side of the residences. A few feet away from the 
Extraction Shaft Site is a beach volleyball court, and passive beach uses may occur 
anywhere in the vicinity of the site. The Extraction Shaft Site would be much smaller 
than the Starter Shaft Site, being only 5,000 sq ft in size. This would be a square 70ft on 
a side. However, the site may be within 50 ft or less of the residences and pedestrian 
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beach access path. It would inevitably dominate views from the residences with its 
industrial appearance, as it could be as tall as the residences (VMC 4). Moreover, the 
associated truck traffic would also be a distraction. The impact would be intensity Level 
3, as the existing conditions are VMC l. Conclusion: Relative to the highly sensitive 
views affected, the impact would be significant. 

The period of its initial construction would be 10 weeks. After it is constructed, all 
equipment would be removed from the site and a steel plate would be placed over the 
shaft. lt can be expected not to be especially noticeable at that point, as wind-dtiven sand 
would naturally tend to cover the plate over time. The Shaft would become operational at 
the point that the TBM needs to be extracted from the Mined ·runnel, which would be 
about 28 months later. The TBM would be extracted, and the pipeline tied into the 
pipeline installed with cut-and-cover construction, over a one-week period. The 
cumulative seven-week period in which the Shaft would be constructed and operated 
would be temporary. 

Extraction Shaft-Venice Pumping Plant 

The critical sensitive viewing positions potentially affected by the construction and 
operation of the Starter Shaft are those from: 

• The residences lining the east side of the Grand Canal near the Venice Pumping 
Plant; 

• The Grand Canal; 

• Residences along Hurricane St. at its northeast end. 

The existing visual conditions are VMC 4 for these potentially affected views. The 
Extraction Shaft Site has been described relative to the Dockweiler Beach Extraction 
Shaft Site. It would appear industrial and be as large as the nearby multi-story residences. 
The visible part of the crane and truck traffic, coupled with the acoustic screened site, 
would attract considerable attention and compete for it with the existing Venice Pumping 
Plant. However, the existing conditions are VMC 4, and while there would be and 
adverse visual impact, no substantial reduction in visual quality would occur. Moreover, 
the duration of the impact would be temporary, lasting cumulatively just seven weeks. 

AESv2: The Proposed Prolect or its alternatives would not cause substantial , 
adverse effects on scenic vistas 

Relative to the two Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under 
AES 2, the impacts may be summarized as follows: 

• There would be no significant impact due to partial obstruction of recognized and 
valued views. 

• The impact would not substantially affect recognized views currently available 
from a length of a public roadway and a portion of a bikeway. 

Alternatives 2, 3 and 4 would not have the potential to obstruct any recognized or valued 
views, nor would they substantially affect recognized views from a public roadway or 
bikeway. 
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AES-3: The Proposed Project or its alternatives would not cause substantial 
damage to scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees. rock 
outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view from a state scenic highway 

One Los Angeles City Threshold factor for Significance is relevant to this CEQA issue 
and the impact is summarized as follows: 

• The Project would neither significantly impact views from a designated scenic 
highway (see AES-1 and -2) nor significantly impact any specific scenic 
resources within view of a scenic highway. 

Altematives 2, 3 and 4 would not significantly impact views from Vista del Mar, the only 
scenic highway in the vicinity of these alternatives. Moreover, the constmction of the 
Starter and Extraction Shafts would not adversely affect any landscape feah1res 
contributing to scenic quality. 

AES-4: The Proposed Project or alternatives wou ld not result in a new source of 
substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the 
area. 

No nighttime construction would be required for constmction activities along the subject 
alignment alternative. However, if there were such constmction required for the Statter 
and Extraction Shafts, the acoustic curtains would shield such lighting from view. The 
Los Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4 do not, therefore, apply. 

AES-5: The Proposed Project or alternatives would not result in substantial 
negative shadow effects on nearby shadow-sen·sitive uses. 

There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the Proposed Project or its 
alternatives. 

AES-6: The Proposed Project or alternatives would result in visual impacts that 
would not be consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The impacts 
would, Jherefore. be significant, but they would be temporary and short term. 

Section 3.0 details the applicable plans and policies. The applicable regulatory document 
is the Coastal Resources chapter of the Westchester~Playa del Rey Community Plan, 
relative to the Starter Shaft Site. Conceming the two alternate Extraction Shaft Sites, both 
are in Venice; the relevant regulatory documents are the Venice Community Plan and the 
Venice Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. 

Regarding the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan, Objective 18-5 is relevant: 
"Preserve coastal visual resources by protecting and enhancing scenic views of the ocean 
and wetlands from designated Scenic Highways, and public view sites." Vista del Mar is 
a designated scenic highway. However, views from this scenic highway would not be 
significantly impacted. 

Policy 18-5.1 for this objective calls for the following relevant stipulations for siting and 
clesif,'11ing development in order to: 

• Protect public views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas; 

• Be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area; and 
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• Retain existing views from designated public view areas and Scenic Highways. 

Under this policy, "all new development in the Coastal Zone, including public works and 
recreational facilities, should be subordinate to its setting, and minimized in height and 
bulk to the extent feasible to accomplish view protection (emphasis added)." 

The Starter Shaft would not interfere with public views to and along the ocean. There are 
no public view areas in the vicinity, and the Shaft Site would not interfere with scenic 
highway-based views. However, the Shaft Site would not be visually compatible with the 
natural open space character of the LAX property. Consequently, the impact of the 
Project would not be entirely consistent with Policy 18-5.1 of the subject Plan. The 
impact, though, would be short term. 

Conceming the Venice Community Plan and the Venice Local Coastal Program land Use 
Plan, Coastal Resources Goal 18 of the Venice Community Plan calls for the preservation 
of the scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas. The policy is to assure that projects are 
visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas. Moreover, design principles 
set forth in the Venice Land Use Plan require that views of distinctive visual resources 
not be significantly disturbed. As discussed relative to AES-1, the Starter and Extraction 
Shafts would be visually incompatible with the character of the affected area. Because the 
Project would not be consistent with certain policies and goals of the Venice regulatory 
setting, the visual impacts described would be considered to be significant. They would, 
however, be temporary and short term in duration, lasting for seven weeks in the case of 
the Extraction Shaft Sites, and less than three years in the case of the Extraction Shaft. 

5.0 Mitigation Measures 

5.1 Direct Mitigation Measures 
As noted in Section 4.4.2, cut-and-cover, micro-tunneling, and mined tunneling 
alternative construction activities, and their associated equipment and work force, would 
all have the potential to cause significant visual impacts, to varying degrees, that would 
primarily be temporary in duration. With one exception, the Project or its alternatives 
would cause no damage to scenic resources (features contributing to the positive visual 
quality of potentially affected views), no new source of light and glare, arid no negative 
shadow effects. Instead, depending on the alternative, the impacts would variably be due 
to: 

• The introduction to views of features not congment with the existing visual 
character of the area; 

• Partial obstruction of views, or the limiting of access to the views; 

• Adverse effects on views from scenic highways or the temporary elimination of 
access to these highways; 

• And inconsistency with one or more regulatory goals, objectives or policies. 

Mitigation measures either entail redesigning a project so as to site it in an area not within 
sensitive public views, screening the Project features from view with landscaping, or re
designing the Project features to mimic those that are characteristic of the area. In the 
case of the Project, the visual impacts are due to construction activities, equipment and 
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the presence and movement of the workforce, and not because of its appearance once it is 
complete. Because the visual impacts of construction are a11 temporary or short term, they 
end with the completion of the Project. No feasible measures can mitigate the impacts of 
construction to a level that is Jess than significant, for it is assumed that, by definition, 
such measures must occur within the context of undertaking the Project. That is, 
construction activities must occur. Regarding re-siting the alignment of the Project, the 
alignments are constrained by the starting and ending points. The area in between is 
characterized by dense, residential development, the presence of scenic highways, and the 
attraction of recreation opportunities. It would not be possible to avoid sensitive views. 

Where specific positive landscape features are damaged, obscured, or removed, direct 
mitigation may take the form of adjusting the siting of an aspect of the project to avoid 
the impact, or replacing the feature if it is damaged or removed. In the case of the 
Marquesas WayNia Marina Alignment Alternative, several mature street trees will be 
removed by cut-and-cover construction and/or the use of an area as a 
construction/laydown site. Based on available information, otherwise logical options are 
not viable. These include a choice to re-align the pipeline to avoid crossing from Via 
Marina into the parking lot serving the Receive Site, and re-locating the Option 2 Push 
Site conshuction/laydown area at the Via Dolce/Marquesas Way intersection. The only 
feasible mitigation measure is: 

• Mitigation Measure AES-1: Replace street trees destroyed by construction 
activities with very large-diameter, mature trees. Depending on the species, this 
may or may not be possible. 

Offsetting Mitigations 
Where impacts may not be directly mitigated, they may be offset by actions taken 
elsewhere to compensate for the Joss of visual quality. It would be speculative to 
definitively list specific offsetting actions at this time .. However, such actions generally 
would include: 

• Landscaping public areas within affected neighborhoods where open space is 
currently degraded and unsightly; 

• Screening from public view existing features wruch are incongruous with the 
character of their surroundings (such as the Venice Pumping Plant); 

• Creating public access to currently unavailable scenic vistas (new beach access 
routes, paths, bikeways, public parking. 

During public seeping meetings, some suggested that the existing Venice Pumping Plant 
could be made to be more aesthetically pleasing. Currently, this industrial facility has 
reduced visual conditions in its vicinity to VMC 4. One measure would be to paint the 
facility a color matching nearby residences and removing the art deco-like treatment of 
the wall facing the Grand CanaL Plantings which soften the Plant's profile or cover its 
walls with vines might be investigated, if there is the physical space available to 
landscape the perimeter. A walkway abutting the blue wall fronting the Grand Canal 
(Figure S, upper image) might be convetied into a planter, or several large, decorative 
planters with tall shrubs or small trees might be instal1ed along that part of the walk 
(since the walk ends here, the loss of this stretch of sidewalk would not be impmiant to 
pedestrians). A small strip of fill at the northeast end ofHurricane could provide room for 
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large trees that would block some views of the Plant. In the upper image of Figure 4, 
large trees are growing along the edge of the sidewalk. In the lower image in Figure 5, it 
is apparent that such plantings could be installed between the chain-link fence along the 
vacant lot and the sidewalk next to it. These trees, in time, would screen the lot and 
provide a more aesthetic edge to the Grand CanaL The residual impact of offsetting 
mitigations would be inversely proportional to the degree of public acceptance of the 
measures. 

Regarding the improvement of the visual quality in public spaces, Figure 10 discloses, in 
the upper image, the opportunity to improve the appearance of the parking Jot along the 
bridge in the vicinity of where the Push Site for under-channel tunneling would occur. 
The bank in the foreground might be planted to shield from view the parking lot and 
conceal or replace the jumbled chunks of concrete rip-rap. Similar plantings on the other 
side of the bridge along the parking area there (the site for the constructionllaydown area) 
would aesthetically frame the bikeway's entrance into Playa del Rey. 

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
All of the significant, temporary and shott term impacts described in Section 4.4.2 are 
unavoidable. These impacts will end, however, with the completion of construction. 
These impacts may be offset by actions taken elsewhere within the affected communities 
to improve the aesthetics of existing views. The acceptability of any measures 
contemplated is best addressed through public involvement. 

The long-term impact of the destruction of mature street plantings along Via Marina and 
Marquesas Way might be improved to the point that the duration would be short term 
(less than five years in duration) if trees of a large size are planted. Several years of 
growth would be required for the replacement trees to approach in height that of those 
trees that would be retnoved. 

Cumulative and Secondary Impacts 
Of the projects listed as related to the Proposed Project in the Introduction to the DEIR, 
Section G, Table G-1, only hvo would be relevant. In neither case would there be 
significant cumulative impacts. 

• Marina del Rev Tide Gates Project. This project entails the removal, 
rehabilitation and improvement of portions of the existing outlet structure for the 
Grand Canal. The outlet is at the southeast end of the Grand Canal where it 
passes under Via Marina, so the "Gates" project would occur where aspects of 
the Proposed Project would also occur. The one aspect of conslmction that would 
be relevant to cumulative impacts is that the "Gates" project may require the 
closure of one lane of Via Marina St. during construction, with traffic controlled 
by a flagman. The Proposed Project also calls for such closure and traffic control. 
At the time of this assessment, no specific time frames for constmction of either 
project had been identified. It can only be said that if the projects do not occm 
simultaneously, sequential construction would result in a prolonged period during 
which views from a designated scenic highway/drive (Via Marina) are 
unavailable to the public; e.g., it would seem likely that traffic along Via Marina 
would be restricted to local residential access because there would be no public 
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parking along the road and, therefore, no place to stop and enjoy the view. The 
impact of closing one lane due to the Proposed Project would, by itself, represent 
a significant, albeit, temporary visual impact. Lane closure due to the ''Gates" 
project would also be a temporary but significant visual impact. If the two 
projects were to occur sequentially, the combined effect would solely be to 
lengthen the duration of the impact to the point of being short-term (one to five 
years' duration). 

To mitigate the impact, if it is feasible both projects should be completed within 
the same time frame, thereby limiting the time during which the one lane of Via 
Marina would have to be closed. 

• Venice Pumping Plant Sluic Gcde ReplacemeJII Project. This project involves 
the temporary diversion of sewer flows in order to bypass the Venice Pumping 
Plant while the sluice gate within the Plant is rehabilitated. The bypass would be 
via a pipeline placed above ground along the Grand Canal from Driftwood St. to · 
Hurricane St. along the Esplanade. The pumping mechanisms and pipeline would 
be in place for about one month. This project is relevant to the Proposed Project 
in consideration of cumulative impacts because activities associated with the 
Project would occur in the same area as the southeast end of the "Sluice Gate" 
project (near the Pumping Plant). 

The initial study for the Sluice Gate project found that there would be no 
significant visual impacts, based partly on their short duration. CEQA does not 
recognize specific time limits as thresholds of significance, nor does the City of 
L.A. Thresholds Guide. However, as noted in Section 2.2, the existing visual 
condition for views potentially affected by the Sluice Gate project is VMC 4 due 
to the presence of the Pumping Plant. This industrial facility dominates the views 
from points in its vicinity. For that reason, not due to the duration of the impact, 
the Sluice Gate project would not be a significant impact, as the condition of the 
affected views cannot worsen. Likewise, together with the Proposed Project, the 
Sluice Gate project would not cumulatively cause a significant impact, due to the 
existing condition of the area. 
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Attachment A 

Technical Approach 

Environmental Setting 
Definition of the Resource. 

The visual resources of an area comprise the features of its landforn1s, vegetation, water 
surfaces and cultural modifications (physical changes caused by human activities) that 
give the landscape its visually aesthetic qualities. Landscape features, natural appearing 
or otherwise, form the overall impression of an area. This impression is referred to as 
"visual character." Visual character is studied as a point ofreferenee to assess whether a 
given project would appear compatible with the established features of the setting or 
would contrast noticeably and unfavorably with them. Existing landfonns, water 
surfaces, vegetation, and cultural modifications are treated as an established part of the 
setting if they reflect how the landscape was formed (i.e., ecological processes versus 
human activities), how it functions (i.e., as part of an urban versus agricultural context), 
and how it is structured ("patterns" of development, such as irrigated croplands versus 
natural mosaic of grasslands and woodlands). 

Visual resources have a social setting, which includes public values, goals, awareness and 
concern regarding visual quality. This social setting is addressed as "visual sensitivity," 
the relative degree of public interest in visual resources and concern over adverse 
changes in the quality of that resource (U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Land 
Management [BLM], 1978; U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service [U.S. Forest 
Service], 1977). As applied to visual impact. analyses, sensitivity refers to public attitudes 
about specific views, or interrelated views, and is key in assessing how important a visual 
impact may be and whether or not it represents a significant impact. 

Visual Sensitivity. 

The assessment of visual sensitivity establishes the most important (c1itical) viewing 
positions early in the analytical process. The other attribute, visual character, is assessed 
only in relation to the important, potentially affect~d view.s. Visual impacts subsequcnt.ly 
are evaluated in the context of the character of these views. 

To assess visual sensitivity, indicators of public concern were identified and sensitivity 
rated accordingly. The indicators are listed in Table K -l and reflect the concepts and 
methods of several federal agencies which treat sensitivity as a function of viewer 
activity, awareness, values, and goals (U.S. Forest Service_, l979a; U.S. Department of 
Agriculture - Soil Conservation Service [SCS], 1978; BLM, 1986; U.S. Department of 
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration [FHWAJ, 1980). Certain activities tend 
to heighten viewer awareness of scenic resources, while others tend to be distracting. 
People who are camping, picnicking, or driving for pleasure are more apt to notice the 
surrounding scenery than those commuting in heavy traffic or working at a construction 
site. Viewer awareness may also be heightened where areas are formally classified or 
otherwise designated as being of special interest, such as national historic monuments, 
national and state parks and forests, scenic routes and overlooks, visitor information 
centers, and wildlife refuges. 
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High visual sensitivity is assumed to exist where landscapes, particular views, or the 
visual characteristics of certain features are protected through policies, goals, objectives, 
and design controls in public planning documents. Visual significance is not always a 
function of aesthetic appeal. The public may confer visual significance on landscape 
components and areas that would otherwise appear unexceptional (FHW A, 1980). For 
example, unexceptional landscapes along tertiary roads may be particularly important to 
local residents (Kaplan, 1979) as undesignated open spaces. Other areas may have 
regional or national cultural significance, but not be especially scenic. Nonetheless, their 
visual character may be considered important to their cultural value (FHW A, 1980). The 
three levels of sensitivity are high, moderate, and low: 

• High Sensitivity. High sensitivity suggests that at least some part of the public is 
likely to react strongly to a threat to visual quality. Concern is expected to be 
great because the affected views are rare, unique, or in other ways are special to 
the region or locale. A highly concerned public is assumed to be more aware of 
any given level of adverse change and l~ss tolerant than a public that has little 
concern. A small modification of the existing landscape may be visually 
distracting to a highly sensitive public and represent a substantial reduction in 
visual quality. 

• Moderate Sellsitivity. Moderate sensitivity suggests that the public would 
probably voice some concern over visual impacts of moderate to high intensity. 
Often the affected views are secondary in importance or are similar to others 
commonly available to the public. Noticeably adverse changes would probably 
be tolerated if the essential character of the views remains dominant. 

• Low Se11sitivity. Low sensitivity is considered to prevail where the public is 
expected to have little concern about changes in the landscape. Only a visual 
impact of the greatest intensity would be perceived as substantial (significant). 

• No Sensitivity. There is no sensitivity where the potentially affected views are 
not "public" (not accessible to the general public) or because there are no 
indications that the affected views are valued by the public. 

Identification of Critical Viewing Positions. 

Critical views are partly defined as those that are moderately to highly sensitive. The 
public is considered to have a substantial concern over adverse changes in the quality of 
such views. Criteria used to identity moderate to high sensitivity have been presented in 
Table K-1. 

Critical views also are defined as being those public views that would be most affected 
by the subject action (e.g., the greatest intensity of impact due to viewer proximity to the 
project and project visibility, duration of the affected view, etc.). The approach to 
identifying critical viewing positions starts with an inventory of moderately to highly 
sensitive viewing positions in the project vicinity, using the referenced criteria. A review 
of literature and maps, and an inspection of the project site and the potentially affected 
environs, serves to identify those features and public use areas of cultural, historic, 
recreational, and aesthetic significance. 

The range of sensitive views is then considered and several representative views in which 
the proposed facilities would be most noticeable are selected for detailed analysis. This 
decision is based primarily on proximity and degree of project exposure. Consideration is 
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also given to having the views be representative of the public experience; i.e., that they be 
from viewing positions frequently used by the public and readily located, based on the 
description and photographs presented in this report. 

Visual Character. 

As has been noted, visual character is assessed only relative to those moderately to highly 
sensitive views that may be affected by a proposed action. The visual character of the 
potentially affected landscape typically is described in terms of its landforms, vegetation, 
water features, and the "built'' features of the environment. TI1ere are three objectives in 
assessing visual character: 

• Visual Resources. The first is to identify the types of features considered both to 
be "visual resources," (i.e., features contributing to the positive visual quality of 
the potentially affected lands) and to be inherent to the area. It is usually obvious 
which features are visual resources and which are not. Rarely, features may be 
considered to be visual resources by the public yet have no demonstrable 
aesthetic appeal, as has been noted (Kaplan, 1979). For instance, local laws and 
regulations protecting certain views may indicate high sensitivity, even though 
the aggregate of features may possess no obvious positive visual qualities. 
Features are treated as inherent if they are expressive of the prevailing land uses, 
for instance, in an urban or rural area, or if they are among the physical features 
associated with the physiographic provinces in which a natural appearing 
landscape is located. The more defined the landscape is (i.e., totally natural 
appearing, purely residential, consistently rural), the more opportunity there is for 
introduced features not part of the prevailing character to noticeably contrast with 
those defining the landscape. 

• Patterns. The second objective in assessing visual character is to identify 
patterns or the distribution of features that are characteristic of the affected 
setting. For instance, ecotones might define the distribution of vegetation in a 
natural setting. Architecttrral styles or density of housing might be defining 
attributes of a residential area. 

• Existing Visual Condition. If the analysis of character identifies visual 
resotrrces (an aggregate of features with visually aesthetic qualities}, after 
identifying the characteristic patterns or distribution of the visual resource 
features, the analysis turns to the third objective for assessing visual character. 
This objective is to assess the one parameter of visual quallty that may be 
adversely affected by a proposed action, its existing visual condition. The 
existing visual condition of the landscape is a measure of the degree to which 
past actions have noticeably changed the landscape in ways that appear 
inconsistent with the visual resources of the affected lands. Existing visual 
conditions serve as the baseline for evaluating the magnitude and intensity of 
potentially adverse changes in the landscape. They va1y inversely with how 
noticeable incongruous features may be within c~JITent public views and are 
defined in terms of four Visual Modification Classes (VMC), defined in Table K-
2. Landscapes where all features appear compatible with the inherent visual 
resources of the area are of the highest qwllity, while those where incompatible 
features dominate the scene are of the lowest quality. ln some cases, the character 
of the potential1y affected lands comprise features with no obvious aesthetic 
qualities (i.e., there are no "visual resources"). Here, although all features within 
view may appear compatible with one another, visual quality is low. A purely 
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industrial landscape is an example; there are no visual resources, visual quality is 
low, yet ;ill features are compatible with the setting. For such lands, there is no 
potential for adverse visual impacts and an assessment of existing visual 
conditions is not informative. 

Visual Impact Assessment 
CEQA considers an effect to be a change in any of the physical conditions within the area 
affected by the project (State of California, 1970) but does not delineate specific criteria 
or thresholds for the significance of impacts. CEQA limits the guidance concerning the 
determination of significance to whether or not the effect is both adverse and substantial: 
a significant effect would be " ... a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change 
in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the project, 
including ... objects of.. .aesthetic significance." (Section 15382, Alticle 20). Four specific 
issues of concern over substantial/significant visual impacts are listed in Appendix G of 
CEQA (Environmental Checklist) as follows: 

• Substantial, adverse effects on a scenic vista. 

• Substantial damage to scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock 
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway (sic). 

• Substantial degradation of existing visual character or quality of a site and its 
surroundings. 

• Creation of a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect 
day or nighttime views in the area. 

No further guidance is provided. Apparently it is at the discretion of the investigator, or 
the agency responsible for the EIR, to determine criteria for what constitutes a 
"substantial" effect, damage, degradation, or new source oflight or glare. 

Definition of Visual Impacts. 

This section presents definitions useful in understanding the methodology for identifying 
adverse visual impacts, their intensity, and their significance: 

• Visual Impact. An "adverse change" in aesthetics/visual resources occms when, 
relative to a public view: 

o An action will perceptibly change features of the physical environment 
so that they no longer appear to be characteristic of those inherent to the 
region and/or locale; 

o AI1 action will introduce featw-es to the physical environment that are 
perceptibly uncharacteristic of the region and/or locale; and/or 

o Visual access to the landscape, or the visibility of one or more valued 
features of the landscape, will be adversely affected (e.g., partially or 
totally blocked fl·om view); 

(Features that are, or have become, uncharacteristic are those that appear out of 
place, discordant, or dish·acting.) 

Visual impacts are further defined as follows : 
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• Visual Impact Intensity. The tenns "intensity" and "magnitude" are used 
interchangeably. The magnitude-·--or intensity-Df a visual impact is the degree 
to which existing visual conditions (the baseline for the analyses) would change 
as a result of project construction and operation. Visual Conditions are described 
in terms of Visual Modification Classes (Table K-2) 

Three levels of visual impact intensity may occur. Level 1 is a reduction in 
Visual Conditions by one Visual Modification Class (VMC) rating; Level 2 is a 
reduction by two VMC ratings; and Level 3 is a reduction by three VMC ratings. 

• Temporary Visual Impacts: Those lasting for one year or less. 

• Short-Term Impacts: Those lasting for more than one year but fewer than five 
years. 

• Long-Term Impacts: Those lasting for five years or more. 

• Significant Visual Impact 

The following definition augments the CEQA Guidelines for determining visual 
impacts to be significant. As noted, CEQA considers a significant efTect to be 
" ... a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change .... " Accordingly, 
significant (substantial) changes (significant visual impacts) are defined as those 
occurring for more than one year and which result in: 

o An inconsistency with public laws, ordinances, regulations, plans, 
policies or objectives, or other directives concerning visual resources; 
and/or 

o A perceptible reduction of visual condition (quality). The percephon that 
visual quality has been reduced is partly a function of the observable 
intensity of the impact. However, the context of social conditions, 
including public values, goals, awareness and concern regarding visual 
quality, influences the degree to which the public pt::n.:t:ives a changt: in 
visual conditions as significant and reacts adversely to it. That context is 
referred to as Visual Sensitivity, as noted above. The influence of Visual 
Sensitivity on the perception that a change in visual conditions 
(Intensity) is substantial (significant) is described as follows: 

No SensitiviP(. Where there is demonstrably no public sensitivity, 
particularly where there are no public views of a project w1der 
consideration, it is assumed that there would be no adverse public 
response to visual impacts of even the greatest intensity. 

Low Sensitivity. Where there is low sensitivity, it is assumed that at 
least a minority of the viewing public may have some concern over 
visual quality. This public would notice only the greatest change in 
visual conditions as a substantial (significant) reduction in visual 
quality (lntensity Level 3: a reduction by three Visual Modification 
Classes). 

Modera te Sensitivity. Where there is moderate public sensitivity, a 
change of two or more Visual Modification Classes (to VMC 3, or 4) 
would be considered to be an adverse visual impact of substantial 
(significant) importance, and the public would be likely to react 
negatively to the change. 
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High Sensitiv.iw. Within a highly sensitive view, any change in 
visual conditions (a change of one or more Visual Modification 
Classes to VMC 2, 3, or 4) would be considered to be an adverse 
visual impact of substantial (significant) importance. 

Table K-3 summarizes the relationship of impact intensity, sensitivity, and the perception 

that a reduction in visual conditions is substantial (significant). 

Magnitude (Intensity) of Visual Impacts. 

Instrumental in determining the magnitude of visual impact is the use of Visual 

Simulations. These are realistic computer-generated three-dimensional images of a 

proposed project that simulate project features in their context as they would be seen in 

critical views and tmder specific viewing conditions matching baseline photographs of 

the same views. These conditions include angle of view, distance, time of day, and 

ambient lighting and atmospheric perspective (the attenuation of details due to 

particulates or moisture). The computer imaging is generally restricted to features of the 

project, with the context being represented by a photograph. The image and photograph 

are then blended to realistically portray the project in its context. 

Details about the camera used for the base photograph are recorded and later emulated by 

the computer program used for the simulation. Key infom1ation about the camem 

includes its location, tilt, bearing; lens focal length, time of the photograph, and exposure 

information. A Global Positioning System is used to identify the location and elevation 

of the camera lens in order to correlate the computer image with the photograph. 

The camera data collected in the field is input into a computer program (3d Studio Max, 

an Autodesk product widely used for architectural visualization) that digitally replicates 

the three dimensional world at full scale. The computer simulation can vary in detail 

from a highly detailed architectural model of the project to a simple massing study 

Jacking detail but representing the volume and dimensions of the project. Projects seen at 

a moderate distance, for instance, can he successfully simulated using a massing study 

because details cannot be discerned beyond a certain distance. A closer view would 

justify a more detailed simulation. 

Confirn1ation of scale and position of the computer rendering is often accomplished by 

installing marker poles on site at points correlating with the project plan to provide 

registration points. The preliminary computer image will simulate the project and poles, 

and the image will be positioned and scaled until the simulated poles overlay exactly 

those appearing in the underlying base photograph. Aerial photographs and USGS maps 

are typically used to contlrm locations and angles of view 

The impression of the project can be represented under specific lighting and atmosphmic 

conditions. For instance, the computer can simulate the effect of haze and backlighting 

(where the sun is behind the project) on color. The amount of haze is estimated by 

sampling shadow tones in the foreground and background, comparing the two, and 

arriving at a color and density for the atmospheric haze. Shadows and sun angle are 

derived fi·om the latitude and time of day so they match what appears in the photograph. 

Using visual simulations, the magnitude of the impact may be estimated. The magnitude 

(noticeability) of the potential visual impacts is described in terms of the estimated future 

Visual Modification Class of the affected view. Several factors affecting the context of 

views are considered: viewer activity; primary viewing direction(s); viewing distance; 
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project exposure; duration of viewing; relationship of the subject view to the sequence 
available; the presence of existing features of competing visual interest; and established 
features tending to draw attention toward the project facilities (focal point sensitivity). 

Significance of Visual Impacts 

See the definition of significance at the start of this Section. The magnitude of the impact 
(Visual Modification Class) is compared to the sensitivity of the affected view to 
determine whether a perceptible reduction in visual quality is likely to occur. Table K-3 
presents the relationship of magnitude and sensitivity to a perceptible reduction in visual 
quality. As noted, the perception of lowered visual quality is one of three criteria for 
significance; the other two are duration of the impact and its consistency with laws, 
ordinances, regulations, and standards applicable to the protection of visual resources. 
Note that a perceptible reduction in visual quality is not treated in this methodology as 
significant unless it is estimated to persist for more than one year. Also, an adverse visual 
impact may be significant if it is inconsistent with laws, ordinances, regulations, and 
standards (LORS), whether or not it meets the criteria in Table K-J;,the impact, however, 
must be estimated to last more than one year. 
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TABLE K-1 

INDICATORS OF VISUAL SENSITIVITY 

HIGH SENSITIVITY 

• Views of and from areas the aesthetic values of which are protected in laws, public regulations 
and policies, and public planning documents. 

• Views of and from designated areas of aesthetic, recreational, cultural, or scientific interest, 
including national, state, county, and community parks, reserves, memorials, scenic roads and 
trails, interpretive sites of scientific value, scenic overlooks, recreation areas, designated open 
space, and historic structures, sites, and districts . 

• Views of and from areas or sites of cultural/religious importance to Native Americans, 

• Views from national or state-designated scenic highways or roads, or designated scenic highways 
or roads of regional importance. 

• Views from resort areas. 
• Views from urban residential subdivisions and segments of roads near them that serve as their 

primary access route. 
• Views from segments of travel routes, such as roads, rail lines, pedestrian and equestrian trails, 

and bicycle paths, that are near designated areas of aesthetic, recreational, cultural, or scientific 

interest and which lead directly to them. Views seen while approaching an area of interest may be 

closely related to the appreciation of the aesthetic, cultural, scientific, or recreational significance 

of that destination. 

MODERATE SENSITIVITY 

• Views from segments of travel routes near highly sensitive use areas ofinten!st serving as a 
secondary access route to those areas . 

• Views from highways or roads locally designated as scenic routes and of importance only to the 
local population, or informally designated as such in literature, road maps and road atlases. 

• Views from rural residential areas (groups of four or more homes) and segments of roads near 
them that serve as their primary access route. 

• Views of, and from, undesignated but protected or popularly used or appreciated areas of 
aesthetic, recreational, cultural, or scientific significance at the local, cotmty, or state level. 

• Views from segments of travel routes, such as roads, trails, bicycle paths, and equestrian trails, 
that are near protected or popularly used undesignated areas important for their aesthetic, 
recreational, cultural, or scientific interest, and which lead directly to them. 

• Views of and from religious facilities and cemeteries. 

LOW SENSITIVITY 

• Views from fannsteads, or groupings of fewer than four residences. 

• Views from industrial (i.e., research, development, and manufacturing), commercial, and 
agricultural land areas. 

• Views from travel routes serving as secondary access to moderately sensitive areas, or serving 
primari ly commercial, industrial, or agricultural traffic. 
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VISUAL MODIFICATION CLASS DEFINITIONS 

• VM Class 1 -Not noticeable: changes in the landscape are within the field of view but generally 
would be overlooked by all but the most concerned and interested viewers; they generally would not 
be noticed unless pointed out (inconspicuous because of such factors as distance, screening, low 
contrast with context, or other features in view, including the adverse impacts of past activities), 

• VM Class 2- Noticeable, vis1:1ally subordinate: changes in the landscape would not be overlooked 
(noticeable to most without being pointed out), they may attract some attention but do not compete 
for it with other features in the field of view, including the adverse impacts of past activities, Such 
changes often are perceived as being in the background. 

• VM Class 3 -Distracting, visually co-dominant: changes in the landscape compete for attention with 
other features in view; including the adverse impacts of past activities (attention is drawn to the 
change about as frequently as to other features in the landscape). 

• VM Class 4 -Visually dominant, demands attention: changes in the landscape, are the focus of 
attention and tend to become the subject of the view; such chances often cause a lasting impression of 
the affected landscape. 
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TABLE K-3 

RELATIONSHIP OF IMPACT INTENSITY AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY 
TO PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF AN EFFECT'S BEING A SUBSTANTIAL 

{SIGNIFICANT) ADVERSE IMPACT ON VISUAL QUALITY 

Visual Sensitivity1 

High Moderate Low None 

Lenll s3 N N N 

Intensity of 
Leve12 s s N N 

lmpact2 

Level3 s s s N 

1) High Sensitivity (H): The potential for public concern over adverse change in scenic/visual quality 

is great. Affected views are rare, unique, or in other ways are special and highly valued in the region 

or locale. Any perceptible change in visual conditions would be considered to be a significant 

lessening of visual quality. 

Moderate Sensitivity (M): The potential for pubhc concern over adverse change in scenic/visual 

quality is substantial. Affected views are secondary in importance or similar to views conunonly 

found in the region or locale. A moderately to highly intense visual impact would be perceived as a 

significant lessening of visual quality. 

Low Sensitivity (L): There is little evidence of public concern over, or interest in, scenic/ visual 

resource impacts on the affected area. Only the highest intensity of adverse change in the condition of 

aesthetics/visual resources would be noticed as a substantial (significant) impact on visual quality. 

No Sensitivity (None): The views are not public, or there are no indications of public concern over, 

or interest in, scenic/visual resource impacts on the affected area. 

2) Intensity oflmpact: (Levell) A reduction in Visual Condition by one Visual Modification Class 

3) S: 
N: 

l-82 

rating (Table K-2) 
(Level 2) A reduction in Visual Condition by two Visual Modification Class 

ratings 
(Level3) A reduction in Visual Condition by three Visual Modification 

Class ratings 

Substantial (Significant) Reduction in Visual Quality 

Less than Substantial (No Significant) Reduction in Visual Quality. 
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VIA EMAIL 

February 10,2015 

City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Attention: Kevin Jones and Darlene Navarrete 
200 North Spring Street, RM 750 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RE: 138 Culver Boulevard Visual lmpact--TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-
EAF .and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

The City of Los Angeles recently completed the Venice Dual Force Main EIR. The Final EIR 
document is comprised of the following elements which include sections addressing aesthetic or 
visual impact-Volume 1: Draft Environmental Impact Report; Volume II Final Environmental 
Impact Report including Appendices Part 1 A-E and Appendices Part 2 D-1 (State Clearing 
House Number: 2003031001 )(collectively, the "EIR" but I will reference the Draft EIR as DEIR 
and the Final EIR as the Final EIR to the extent that finding the Section I am referencing is made 
easier). The EIR is located at http://eng.lacity.org/techdocs/emg/venice_pumping_plant.htm. I 
have attached relevant portions and Appendixes for your use. 

The planned Dual Force Main runs through Playa del Rey. In Playa del Rey, the EIR analyzed 
the visual impacts of project alternatives, including the one finally selected, which is a route 
down Pacific, past the Lcgado 138 Culver Boulevard project site and up Vista Del Mar to 
Waterview. The RTR also analyzed the City ofLos Angeles' finally selected micro-tunneling 
method of construction with temporary tunnel shafts (push sites and receiving sites) and 
worksites which could affect the visual aesthetics of the areas where the tunnel shafts and work 
equipment were located. As part ofthis analysis, the City of Los Angeles analyzed what 
amounts to, at most, a very limited duration (less than six months) with two areas with a crane, 
acoustical curtain, 5,000 foot laydown area for pipes and vehicles for up to 25 construction 
workers. Venice Dual Force Main DEIR, Appendix I, pages 39-42 describing construction 
duration and visible equipment. The City concluded that the small-diameter micro-tunnel option 
selected would have significant visual and aesthetic impact under CEQA. Final EIR, Executive 
Summary, Page ES-17, Table 3.3-1. 

The City's conclusion that the Venice Dual Force Main construction will cause a significant 
visual impact in Playa del Rey, compels a conclusion that the Legado project at 138 Culver will 
have a significant visual and aesthetic impact under CEQA. Even more clearly the findings of 
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Department of City Planning 
February 10, 2015 
Page 2 

the Venice Dual Force Main EIR compel a further conclusion that the Legado project at 138 
Culver, viewed cumulatively with the Legado project disclosed as planned for 220 Culver 
Boulevard, and for which cumulative visual impact is analyzed in the Initial Statement, will have 
a significant visual and aesthetic impact under CEQA. The descriptions of both the 138 Culver 
Boulevard project and 220 Culver Boulevard project are contained in my prior September 15, 
2014 letter and the MND at issue but in general the buildings will be lot-line to lot-line builds of 
over an acre built to 56 feet, with towers to 60 feet. 

The City analyzed temporarily placing a "crane" in views with the same fundamental 
characteristics (ocean and mountain), in the same one mile long span, on the same street, in the 
same residential neighborhood, and decided the temporary crane was significant under CEQA. 
Given this conclusion, the Legado IS/MND conclusion that a two permanent 56-60 foot 
buildings built on 1 + Acre sites are not a significant visual impact under CEQA must be 
incorrect. Without a doubt there is a fair argument this conclusion is incorrect and that there 
may be a substantial impace and a full EIR is required. 

Remember, I have been looking at the views affected by both the 138 Culver and 220 Culver 
buildings from my home for over 18 years now. I have walked up and down and driven up and 
down Montreal Street, using the public sidewalk and road, almost every day, for the same 
number of years. I also witnessed Mr. Allen Pacheco's red balloons floating in the view 
simulating the proposed heights of 138 Culver and 220 Culver buildings from various points in 
Montreal Street, the sidewalks ofMontreal Street, from both levels of my home and from 
multiple levels of neighbor's homes and witnessed the effects on the views. So, with this in 
mind, I will apply the methodical analysis which the Bureau ofEngineering did on the Venice 
Dual Force Main in the EIR, to the cumulative visual and aesthetic impact ofthe Legado 138 and 
220 Culver buildings, to demonstrate the impact is significant. 

The IS/MND analysis starts and stops with the narrow wording of the screen checklist and 
applies no analytical framework in reaching conclusions regarding "significance." This is not, 
however, how the City of Los Angeles analyzes visual and aesthetic impact-at least when it 
looks at its own projects. Here's how the City looks at the issue of significance of visual and 
aesthetic impact and the City's own CEQA thresholds: 

According to CEQA, Threshold of Significance is that point where an adverse impact is 
deemed to be substantial (i.e. a perceptible reduction in visual quality). CEQA offers no 
specific criteria regarding what is deemed "substantial." Therefore, criteria from other 
sources have been used to provide a systematic approach to this issue, which is 
summarized in Table 3, Attachment A of Appendix I. The matrix in the table illustrates 
the relationship of public sensitivity, impact intensity, and what is considered to be a 
substantial visual impact. The criteria are based on the principles which are common to 
the three primary federal systems for visual resource management and analysis (United 
States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, 1995; United States 
Department oflnterior, Bureau of Land Management, 1978; USDOT, Federal Highway 
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Administration, 1981 ). This approach has been applied to numerous CEQA compliant 
documents over a 15-year period ... 

The City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Threshold Guide offers a lisl of 12 an:as of 
concern to consider in assessing the significance of an impact in accordance with the 
CEQA Checklist. However, no specific significance criteria accompany this guideline to 
use in making that determination. . . In the absence of specific significance criteria in the 
City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Threshold Guide or for projects within the County of 
Los Angeles, lhe methodology in Attachment A, specifically the matrix in Table 3 in 
Attachment A of Appendix I has been applied to the determination of significance. DEIR 
pgs. 5-157-158. 

The referenced Table 3 is pasted below: 

Visual Sensitivity1 

High Modernte Low None 

Levell S' N N N 

Intensity of L()Vcl2 s s N 
l.mpacf 

Lcvcl3 s s s 
N 

N 

l) High Sensitivity (H): The potential for public concern over adverse change in scenic/visual quality 
is great. Atfected views are rare, unique, or in other ways are special and highly valued in the region 
or locale. Any perceptible change in visual conditions would be considered to be u significant 
lessening of visual quality. 

Moderate Sensitivity (M): The potential for public concern over ad verse dumgc in scenic/visual 
quality is substantial. Affected views uorc secondary iu importance or similar to views conunonly 
lbund in the region or Jocak. A moderately to highly intense visual impact would be perceived as a 
significant lessening ofvisual quality. 

Low Sensitivity (L): TI1c::n: is little evidence of public concern 0''CI', or interest in, scc:nic/ visual 
resource impacl~ on the affected area. Only the highes1 intensity of adverse change in the condition of 
aesthetlcs!visual resources would be noticed ns a substantial (significunt) impact on visual quality. 

No Sensitivity (None): The views are not public, or there are no indications of public concern over, 
or interest in, sceni<.:ivisual res<mrcc impacts on the affected area. 

2) Intensity oflmpact: (Levell) A reduction in Visual Condition by one Visual Modification Class 

3) S: 
N: 

rating {Table K·2) 
(Lcvcl2} A reduction in Visual Condition by two Visual Modification Class 

rutings 
(Le\'el 3} A reduction in Visual Condition by three Visual Modification 

Clnss ratings 

Substantial (Significant) Reduction in Visual Quality 

Less than Substantiul (No Significant) Reduction in Visual Quality. 
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HIGHLY SENSITIVE VIEWS: 

Of note, in assessing the sensitivity ofthe affected view, the Venice Dual Force Main Appendix 
I, explains: 

By definition (Table K-1, Attachment A), views from areas serving residential, 
recreational and tourism land uses, as well as from transportation routes serving those 
land uses, are considered to be highly sensitive ... this assessment considers the 
collective views from homes within residential areas and those from roads serving as 
primary access to them to be highly sensitive and important to the consideration of visual 
impacts. DEIR Appendix I, Section 2.1.2, Page I-2. 

Working with this criteria, the following highly sensitive views are adversely impacted by the 
138 Culver Legado Building or cumulatively impacted by the 220 Culver Legado building: 

• 200 Block ofMontreal Street-Houses on the North and South side ofstreet-138 
Culver Boulevard Legado Building blocking substantial portion of ocean view; 

• 200 Block of Montreal Street-Houses on the North side of street-220 Culver 
Boulevard Legado Building blocking substantial portion of ocean view, Ballona wetlands 
view, Marina view, City view and Santa Monica Mountain View; 

• 200 Block ofMontreal Street-Houses on the North side ofstreet-220 and 138 Culver 
Boulevard Legado Buildings cumulatively substantially blocking 270 panorama of 
Ocean, Ballona wetlands, Marina and Santa Monica Mountains views; 

• 200 Block of Montreal Street-transportation route serving residential area and tourism 
use-138 Culver Boulevard Legado Building blocking Ocean view; 

• 200 Block of Montreal Street-South side sidewalk 138 Culver Boulevard blocking 
expansive ocean view without constraint from vegetation; and 

• 200 Block of Montreal Street-North side sidewalk at west end 138 Culver Boulevard 
blocking expansive ocean view without constraint from vegetation. 

In addition to the "definitional" criteria quoted above, the Venice Dual Force Main EIR 
identified the following additional factors which cause a view to be highly sensitive which apply 
to the views affected by the 138 Culver Boulevard and 220 Culver Boulevard proposed 
buildings: 

• Views of and from areas the aesthetic values of which are protected in laws, public 
regulations and policies, and public planning documents. DEIR, Appendix I, Page I 80. 

My letter dated December 19, 2013 pages 2-5 (resubmitted with my letter dated 
September 15, 2014 as Folio Exhibit F) addresses the view protections and policies 
protecting the views from and of the Playa del Rey Coastal Bluffs founding in the 
Westchester-Playa Del Rey General Plan text and Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan. Attached 
as Exhibit G to my letter dated September 15, 2014 is additional protective language 
found in Regional Interpretive Guidelines, South Coast Region, Los Angeles County 
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issued by the Coastal Commission dated October 14, 1980 (the "Regional Guidelines") 
and the Del Rey Lagoon Local Coastal Program, Specific Plan. 

• Views from segments oftravel routes, such as roads, rail lines, pedestrian and equestrian 
trails, and bicycle paths, that are near designated areas of aesthetic, recreational, cultural, 
or scientific interest which lead directly to them. Views seen while approaching an area 
of interest may be closely related to the appreciation of the aesthetic, cultural, scientific 
or recreational significance of that destination. DETR, Appendix T, page T-80. 

I invite anyone to drive or walk down Montreal Street from the crest toward the beach 
and not appreciate the connection. I have sent multiple petitions signatures, videos and 
emails from pedestrians or just plain tourist who simply stopped to gawk at the view 
while returning from or continuing to the beach. 

REDUCTION IN VISUAL CONDITION 

Based on the standards used in the Venice Dual Force Main EIR, as reflected in Table 3 above, 
any reduction in visual condition, be it a Level 1, 2 or 3 reduction, constitutes a "substantial 
visual impact" under CEQA if the affected view is highly sensitive. Here, from each of the 
considered views on the 200 block of Montreal Street, the Legado building or buildings when 
considered cumulatively become a the primary view focus in lieu of the ocean, wetlands, Marina, 
City panorama or Santa Monica Mountains. From the public street and sidewalk on Montreal 
Street, there is no arguing the Legado building becomes the central focus of the view. 

But if you wanted to argue-because there is no building competing in the view now which is 
the CEQA baseline--you would have to argue the impact all the way down to VM Class 1 to 
avoid a Level of reduction: 

VM Class 1-Not noticeable: changes in landscape are within the field of view but 
generally would be overlooked by all but the most concerned and interested viewers; they 
generally would not be noticed unless pointed out (inconspicuous because of such factors 
as distance, screening, low contrast with context, or other features in view, including 
adverse impacts of past activities). DEIR Appendix I, Table 2, page 81. 

Once again, we are deciding whether a Mitigated Negative Declaration is the proper method of 
proceeding under CEQA for this project. I make reference to the more exact case references in 
my September 15, 2014 letter and note that all I have to do is establish that there is a fair 
argument that there may be a "significant impact" to aesthetic and visual resources and an EIR is 
required. Here the City ofLos Angeles's own methodology for assessing significance of impact 
on visual resources provides a framework for an inescapable argument that the Legado 138 
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Culver Boulevard Building and, on cumulative basis the Legado 220 Culver Boulevard 
Building, will have a significant impact under CEQA. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

cc: Tricia Keane 
Fred Sutton 
Mike Bonin 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE EIR 
An EIR is an informational document which will inform public agency decision-makers and the 

public generally of the significant environmental effects of a project, identify possible ways to 

minimize the significant effect and describe reasonable alternatives to the project1 
. 

This EIR the evaluates the environmental impacts which could occur if the City of Los Angeles 

constructs and operates a new two-mile long, 54-inch diameter force inain sewer pipeline from the 

existing Venice Pumping Plant (VPP) in the community of Venice to a junction structure on the Coastal 

Interceptor Sewer in the community of Playa Del Rey on Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street (the 

proposed Project). The new force main would supplement the existing 48-inch force main between the 

two locations. From the Coastal Interceptor Sewer, effluent would be carried through an existing line to 

the Hyperion Treatment Plant. The EIR provides mitigation measures to avoid or reduce the severity of 

the identified significant impacts. It considers alternatives to the project which could reduce 

environmental impacts while meeting the project objectives. The no project alternative is evaluated and 

the environmentally superior alternative is identified. 

This Executive Summary briefly summarizes the Final EIR and describes areas of controversy and issues 

to be resolved by the decisionmakers including the choice among the project alternatives. 

1 .2 LEAD AGENCY AND DOCUMENT FORMAT 

The City of Los Angeles is the lead agency for the ETR2 and has supervised its preparation. The City of 

Los Angeles City Council has primary responsibility for the certification of the Final EIR and adoption 

and implementation of the proposed Project. 

This EIR is organized into four volumes: 

Volume I. Draft Environmental Impact Report 
Volume II. Final Environmental Impact Report 
Appendices Part One: A through E 
Appendices Part Two: D through I 

The EIR contains all of the components required by the CEQA Guidelines. These requirements and their 

location in the EIR are listed in Table 1.2-1. During the course of the EIR preparation, the City of Los 

Angeles' Department of Public Works consulted with affected agencies and organizations. Responses to 

the City's Notice of Preparation (NOP) are provided in Appendix A in the Draft EIR. Within the 45-day 

public review and comment period on the Draft EIR, the City conducted one public comment meeting 

1 Section 1512l{a) of the State Guidelines for the implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA) California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3 "Guidelines" 
2 Section 21067 ofCEQA 
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(see Appendix J). Agency and public comments on the Draft EIR and the City's written responses to 
these comments are provided in the Final EIR, Section 11, Responses to Comments. 

Table 1.2-1. Required Contents of an EIR- CEQA Guidelines 

Required Analvsis !CEQA Guidelines Section Number) 

Table of Contents (Section 15122) 

Summary (Section 15123) 

Project Description (Section 15124) 

Environmental Setting (Section 15125) 

Environmental Impacts (Section 15126) 

In Draft EIR 

TOC 

2 

3 and 5 

5 
Significant Environmental Effects of Proposed Project [Section 15126.2(a)l 5 
Unavoidable Significant Environmental Effects [Section 15126.2(b)l 5 
Mitigation Measures Proposed to Minimize Significant Effects [Section 15126.41 5 
Alternatives to the Proposed Project [Section 15126.61 4 and 6 
Significant Irreversible Environmental Changes Resulting From Implementation of the Proposed Project [Section 15126.2(c)l 5 
Growth Inducing Impacts of the Proposed Project [Section 15126.2(g)) 7 
Effects Found Not to Be Significant (Section 15128) 

References, Persons Contacted and Preparers of the Draft EIR (Section 15129) 

Cumulative Impacts (Section 15130) 

Required Analysis (CEQA Guidelines Section Number) 

Comments and Recommendations on Draft EIR [Section 15132(b)l 
List of persons, organizations, and public agencies commenting on the draft EIR [Section 15132(c)l 

5 

9 and 10 

5 and 7 

In Final EIR 

11 

11 
Lead Agency Responses to significant environmental points raised in the review and consultation process. [Section 15132(d)l11 

Technical studies were prepared to provide substantial evidence to support this EIR and are provided in 
the appendices to the Draft EIR. Appendix D, Biological Resources is reprinted in full in the Final EIR. 
Other technical reports and studies providing substantial evidence in support of the EIR and its 
appendices are listed in the Draft EIR, Section I 0.0: References and Persons Contacted, and are available 
for public review at the City of Los Angeles' Bureau of Engineering, Department of Public Works at 
1149 South Broadway, Los Angeles, 90015-2237. 

1.3 Focus OF THE EIR 
This is a "project" level EIR3 for the construction and operation of the proposed new force main sewer. 
The EIR is focused on the expected environmental effects that may occur with the approval of and the 
subsequent implementation of the proposed force main sewer project: air quality, biological resources, 
circulation, traffic and transportation, cultural resources, geology, soils and seismicity, hazardous waste 
and materials, hydrology, water quality/stormwater runoff, land use plans, noise and vibration, public 
facilities and services, and visual and aesthetic resources. These issues were identified in the Initial Study 
prepared by the City of Los Angeles (included in Appendix A to the Draft EIR) and reconfirmed after 
considering the comments received on the Draft EIR. Fiscal issues and impacts are not addressed in the 
EIR as such analysis is not required by CEQA. 

3 Section 15180 of the CEQA Guidelines 
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1.4 INTENDED USE OF THE EIR 

The City of Los Angeles City Council, as Lead Agency under CEQA, will consider the Final EIR and 

must certifY it prior to considering approval of the Venice Force Main Sewer Project. Other state, 

regional, and local agencies will also use the Final EIR prior to their consideration of any subsequent 

discretionary approvals (see Section 1.6 below). 

1.5 REVIEWING AGENCIES 

The following agencies will review this Project: 

• Los Angeles County (various departments); 

• California Coastal Commission (CCC); 

• California Department ofFish and Game (CDFG); 

• Department of Conservation; 

• Department of Parks and Recreation; 

• Native American Heritage Commission; 

• State Lands Commission; 

• California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), District 7; 

• National Marine Fisheries Service; 

• United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS); 

• Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), Region 4; 

• South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD); 

• United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE); and 

• Others as determined. 

1.6 PERMITS AND APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS 

Table 1.6-1 identifies the names of agencies responsible for review and approval of the proposed Project 

and the permits required. Others not listed may also apply: 

Table 1.6-1. Permit Requirements 

Agency Permit/Requirement Issues of Concern 

Los Angeles County • Geotechnical/Grading/Hauling Permits . Impacts from dewatering, tunneling . Dept. of Beaches and Harbors; Right- . Staging areas and additional easement 
of-Entry Permit . Right-of-Way (ROW)/Easements for 
construction and future maintenance 
and operations 
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Agency Permit/Requirement Issues of Concern 

Regional Water Quality Control . National Pollutant Discharge Water Quality and placement of discharges 
Board, Los Angeles Region Elimination System (NPDES) associated with dewatering activities. No 

Construction Stormwater Pollution permit required for discharges to sewer. 
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Permit General Permit saves time with RWQCB. . 401 C Section Certification 

United States Defense Section 10 or Section 404 Permit required if • Location, placement and depth of 
Department, Army Corps of excavated material discharged to waters pipeline 
Engineers and construction permit. • Obstruction of navigation or other 

channel activities 

• Channel safety . Impacts to wildlife . Dredging/filling activities 

California Department of Fish 1600 et seq. (Streambed Alteration) Impacts to fish habitat 
and Game 

California Coastal Commission Coastal Development Permit . Obstruction of recreation and beachfront 
facilities . Impacts to animal species and habitat . Impacts to parking and traffic 

California State Lands Possible lease requirement Verification of jurisdiction 
Commission 

National Marine Fisheries Consultation notification Impacts to aquatic and marine life 
Service 

California Department of A construction notification form should be Project is inside administrative bounds of the 
Conservation, Division of Oil, submitted to the Division prior to any Playa Del Rey Oil Field containing numerous 
Gas and Geothermal activity. plugged and abandoned oil wells 
Resources 

State of California Department Project Review for compliance with Title 22, Separation of water and sewer mains 
of Health Services Section 64630 (Conducted through County 

Environmental Services Division) 

United States Fish and Wildlife Notification Impacts to habitat (i.e., least tern) 
Service 

Source: URS CorporatiOn 

1. 7 RELATED PROJECTS 

This EIR evaluates the cumulative impacts of the proposed Project. "Cumulative impacts" refers to two or 

more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or which compound or 

increase other environmental impacts4
• Cumulative impacts may be analyzed by considering a list of past, 

present, and probable future projects producing related or cumulative impacts5
• Table 1.7-1 provides a list 

of related projects in the City and County of Los Angeles within an approximate 2-mile radius of the 

project site at the time of the Notice of Preparation of the EIR. The list includes 15 projects of various 

land uses, including residential, retail, general commercial, and mixed uses. 

Table 1.7-1. Related Projects 

Project Jurisdiction Location Type of Project Status 
No. 

1 County of Los Angeles Bora Bora Way 120 D. U.s; Net decrease of 271 slips; Demolish 4 10/18/2000 
KSF offices (approval date) 

4 CEQA Guidelines Section 15355 
5 CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b)(l )(A). 
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Project 
Jurisdiction Location Type of Project Status No. 

2 County of Los Angeles Tahiti Way Remodel existing apartments (no increase in D.U.s) 10/18/2000 

(approval date) 

3 County of Los Angeles Marquesas Way Net increase of 282 D.U.s; 354 senior apartments; 12/6/2000 
Net decrease of 3.6 KSF retail; Net decrease. of 237 (approval date) 
slips 

4 County of Los Angeles Panay Way 68 D.U.s ; 60 Congregate Care units 6/13/1996 

(approval date) 

5 County of Los Angeles Panay Way Net increase of 250 D.U.s; 47 senior apartments; Net 12/6/2000 
decrease of 41 slips; Demolish 4.4 KSF restaurant (approval date) 

6 County of Los Angeles Panay Way 99 D.U.s; Net increase of 4.94 KSF Yacht Club ; 2.3 10/2/2000 
KSF Office; Transfer of 97 D. U.s from DZ1 to DZ4 (approval date) 

7 County of Los Angeles Palawan Way/ 450 s.f. net retail increase 6/25/2003 
Beach Ave (approval date) 

8 County of Los Angeles Palawan Way/ Net increase of 115 D.U.s 12/10/2003 
Beach Ave (approval date) 

9 County of Los Angeles Admiralty Way Library expansion- 2,454 S.F. 3/5/1997 

(approval date) 

10 County of Los Angeles Mindanao Way 4.7 KSF retail increase To Be 
Announced 
(TBA) 

11 County of Los Angeles Via Marina 11.4 KSF net retail increase, 286 restaurant seats, 1.3 6/16/2004 
KSF reduction in office (approval date) 

12 County of Los Angeles Marina Del Rey Tide Gate Rehabilitation 11/2007 
Tide Gates (permits 

pending) 

13 County of Los Angeles Hotel at Via TBA TBA 
Marina 

14 City of Los Angeles Grand Canal Gates at Washington Street TBA 

15 City of Los Angeles Grand Canal Between Driftwood Street and Hurricane Street 11/2007 

Temporary VPP bypass pipeline for sluice gate (permits 
replacement in VPP pending) 

., Sow ces. Ctly of Los Angeles Planmng Depm tin em, Cmmty of Los Angeles Depa1tmem of Regwnal Plcmmn~. Bw eau of Engmee1mg and Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Works. 

1.8 AREAS OF PUBLIC CONCERN OR KNOWN CONTROVERSY 

A community meeting was held on May 31, 2005, at the Westchester Community Center, to discuss the 
scope of the Draft EIR. The scoping meeting participants were introduced to the EIR process and the 
proposed Project and were invited to provide information and/or comments regarding potential impacts to 
the environment resulting from construction of the proposed Project (see Appendix J, Public 
Participation). During the preparation of the Draft EIR, the City of Los Angeles considered the comments 
received in response to the Notice of Preparation and during the public meeting. The Draft EIR was 
released for a 45-day public review period on February 1, 2006 and a public comment meeting was 
conducted on February 23 , 2006. The public comment period closed on March 17, 2006. Substantive 
comments received on the Draft EIR along with written responses are provided in the Final EIR, Section 
11, Responses to Comments. 

The primary issues and areas of concern identified by the public regarding the proposed Project, which 
are addressed in the EIR, are: 
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• Noise impacts during project construction; 

• Limited on-street parking availability during construction; 

• Aesthetic and visual impacts during construction; 

• Air quality impacts during construction; 

• Possible impacts to the Least Tern and other wildlife during and after construction; 

• Potential impacts to recreational facilities and public events on the beachfront; 

• Staging and operation of construction equipment on existing bike paths, walking trails and bridges; 

• Impacts to water quality in both the Marina Del Rey Channel and Ballona Creek Channel; 

• Impacts to traffic circulation and emergency access during construction; 

• Impacts to residential access to and from housing during construction; and 

• Impacts to structural foundations resulting from construction-related activities. 

1.9 EIR PARTICIPANTS AND PUBLIC REVIEW 

This EIR has been prepared in conformance with the local and state CEQA Guidelines, as amended. URS 

Corporation provided environmental consultation services to the City for the EIR. The City of Los 

Angeles proposed responses to agency comments on the Draft EIR are being provided to public agencies 

and private organizations prior to City of Los Angeles consideration of certification of the Final EIR and 

project approval. 

The City of Los Angeles circulated an NOP for this EIR to responsible agencies on May 2, 2005, to 

solicit comments on issues relevant to their agency or jurisdiction, and for subsequent consideration of the 

proposed Project. The City considered all comments received during the scoping period in the 

preparation of the Draft EIR. The Notice of Availability ofthe Draft EIR was issued on February 1, 2006 

[see Final EIR Appendix J, Public Outreach]. The Draft EIR was made available for a 45-day public 

review period ending on March 17, 2006. The document was made available to the public at the City of 

Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering, Environmental Management Division and at the City of Los Angeles 

Central Library, Venice Branch Library, Westchester Library, and Playa Vista Public Library. The City 

conducted one public community meeting on the Draft EIR February 23, 2006 at the Westchester 

Municipal Building in Westchester, CA. The City provided written responses to all comments received on 

the Draft EIR in the Final EIR (see Final EIR, Section 11.0, Responses to Comments). 

1.1 0 PROJECT LOCATION 

The proposed project is in the City of Los Angeles in the communities of Venice and Playa Del Rey (see 

Figure ES-1, Regional Project Location Map). The City of Los Angeles is proposing to construct and 

operate a new force main sewer extending from the existing Venice Pumping Plant at 140 Hurricane 

Street and the westerly bank of the Grand Canal and the northerly bank of the Ballona Lagoon in the 

community of Venice, and extends southerly under both the Grand Canal and Ballona Creek, to a junction 
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The project's intent is to construct a second force main sewer (54-inch diameter) to be used in tandem 
with the existing force main sewer. The City's three key project objectives include 1) Sewage 

Conveyance Capacity, 2) Pipeline Redundancy, and 3) Ability to Perform Maintenance. These are 

summarized below. 

Sewage Conveyance Capacity 

The Venice Pumping Plant is the largest pumping plant in the City of Los Angeles. It collects sewage 

from the coastal areas of the City through an existing 48-inch pipeline and transports it to the Hyperion 

Treatment Plant in Playa Del Rey (see Figure ES-2). Over the years, the existing pipeline has gradually 

approached maximum capacity placing substantial strain on the system forcing the water level in the wet

well of the Venice Pumping Plant basement to rise. 

The City of Los Angeles first identified the need for additional sewer capacity during the heavy storms of 

1995 when sewage and infiltrated storm water in the sewage system exceeded the capacity of the existing 

48-inch line, creating a potentially serious human and environmental health risk. Although the pumping 

plant had all five pumps running during peak rainfall, the existing downstream sewer force main that runs 

along the beach could only handle approximately 60 percent of the flows that would otherwise run 

through the pumps - the pipeline was serving as a bottleneck in the system. The amount of sewage and 

infiltrated stormwater in the sewage system exceeded its capacity, forcing the water level in the wet-well 

of the Venice Pumping Plant to rise. In an effort to prevent potential sewage spillage as a result of an 

overload situation, the City proposes to install an additional 54-inch pipeline to convey the sewage and 

infiltrated stormwater flows. The new force main would be used in tandem with the existing force main; 

together, the two force mains would provide the necessary capacity to meet current and future peak wet 

weather flow demands. 

Pipeline Redundancy 

The new force main would provide force main redundancy in the case where either one of the pipelines 

was taken out of service for any reason. This redundancy is not provided by the current single force main 

pipeline. The installation of the proposed 54-inch force main bypass capability would also allow repair 

and maintenance of the existing pipeline as described below. 

Ability to Perform Maintenance 

The existing 48-inch pipeline was built in 1958 and has been in continuous operation since then. 

Development of the new 53-inch would allow the first opportunity for rehabilitation of the existing force 

main and future reciprocal cleaning of each force main during dry weather periods. One of the two force 

mains would be taken out of service for maintenance while the second force main would continue to 

convey sewage wastewater to the Hyperion Treatment Plant. 
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2.0 PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES 

The Initial Study for the proposed Project determined that the Project would not result in significant 
effects to the environment during the operations phase of the project. Temporary significant impacts 
resulting from the Project would be directly related to construction activities. This EIR considers a range 
of reasonable alternatives that would meet the project objectives and would also avoid or substantially 
reduce the significant effects of the proposed Project. 

The EIR considers four ( 4) route alignment alternatives, and three (3) alterative construction methods in 
order to balance their ability to meet the project objectives and avoid or substantially reduce the 
significant environmental impacts of the proposed Project. The No Project Alternative is also evaluated in 
the EIR. 

2.1 ROUTE ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES 

The EIR considers three primary alternative pipeline route alignments between the Venice Pumping Plant 
and the Coastal Interceptor Sewer in the community of Playa Del Rey (see Figure ES-2, Alignment 
Alternatives): 

• Via Marina I Pacific A venue 

• Pacific A venue 

• Dockweiler Beach 

Via Marina/Pacific Avenue 

From the existing Venice Pumping Plant on Hurricane Street, the alignment would proceed east under the 
Grand Canal and along Marquesas Way, then southeasterly on Via Marina to the Marina Del Rey 
entrance channel. The route crosses the channel to Pacific A venue. From there, the alignment continues 
south along Pacific A venue to Vista Del Mar to the Coastal Intercept Sewer junction connection near 
Waterview Street. This alignment is about 10,400 feet long. 

Pacific Avenue Alignment 

From the pumping plant on Hurricane Street, the alignment would proceed westerly to Pacific A venue, 
then turn southeast and proceed along Pacific A venue, cross under the Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek 
channels, and continue southeast within Pacific A venue and Vista Del Mar to the junction structure under 
Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street. 

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 

From the pumping plant on Hurricane Street, the alignment would proceed westerly to the existing 
20-foot wide sewer easement in Venice Municipal Beach and Dockweiler State Beach, then turn 
southeast and cross under the Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek channels, and continue south along the 
Dockweiler Beachfront to a point west of the junction structure in Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street. 
From this point, the line runs easterly to the junction structure under Vista Del Mar near Waterview 
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Street. If the mined large-diameter tunnel construction method is used, the construction shaft and staging 

area could be on the Los Angeles Airport property (LAX) slightly further to the southeast. 
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CHANNEL CROSSING 

As noted above each of the alignments under consideration crosses the Marina entrance channel and 

Ballona Creek and would require approximately 1,800 feet of tunneling under the two channels. 

SHAFTS AND LA YDOWN AREAS 

Boring and tunneling operations and pipeline staging and laydown areas would also be required. Boring 

shaft locations along the three alternative routes (that is, locations where construction equipment would be 

used on the surface and visible during the construction of the particular alignment) may be located at any of 

the numbered locations shown on Figure ES-2). 

2.2 CONSTRUCTION METHODS 

The City's project objectives can be achieved by using one or more of three construction methods 
considered in this EIR. These are: 

(1) Cut-and-cover, 

(2) Small-Diameter Micro-tunneling ("Boring"), and 

(3) Large-diameter ("Mined") tunneling. 
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Each method could provide both benefits and issues of concern for the project. A combination of 

construction methods could be used for each of the alternative routes described in Section 2.1 above. The 

construction methods are described below. 

2.2.1 Cut-and-Cover Construction 

Cut-and-cover construction is a very common method of linear pipeline construction (see Figure ES-3, 

Cut-and-Cover Construction Method). The contractor would not work in all areas of the pipeline corridor 

at the same time, but would open relatively short segments of the corridor (about 1,000 feet), install the 

pipeline, and proceed with back-filling, finishing and restoring the segments. Underground utilities that 

conflict with the surface trenched construction would be temporarily relocated as necessary. With this 

approach, major construction activities could be limited to within the relatively short corridor segments. 

During the preparation of this EIR, the cut-and-cover method of construction was considered and 

determined to be not viable for the Dockweiler Beach Alignment because the method would result in a 

relatively shallow sewer, which could be vulnerable to damage from future coastal erosion processes. 

2.2.2 Small-Diameter Micro-Tunneling (Boring) 

Boring is a trenchless construction method, which uses hydraulic jacks located in surface pits to drive 

pipes through the ground behind a remotely operated Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) (see Figure ES-4, 
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Small-Diameter Micro-Tunneling (Boring) Method). Drive lengths are generally limited to about I ,000 
feet, depending upon ground conditions and pipe size; but intermediate jacking stations can be used to 
extend the drive length. Unlike conventional cut-and-cover trenching techniques that require excavation 
for the entire length of pipeline as described in Section 2.2.1 above, excavation for micro-tunneling is 
limited to the endpoints of each drive within designated launching Gacking) and receiving pits. The 
launching pit contains the hydraulic jacks used to push the pipes, and the receiving pit is used to recover 
the TBM at the end of each drive. Tunneling can proceed intermittently; although, it is often necessary to 
proceed continuously, particularly on long drives through sticky soils, to prevent the pipe from getting 
stuck short of the receiving pit. Tunnel advance rates are typically between 30 and SO feet per 8-hour 
work shift, depending on soil conditions and pipe size. 

2.2.3 Large-Diameter (Mined) Tunneling 
In contrast to small-diameter micro-tunnels, which are constructed by remote-controlled TBMs and pipe
jacking, large-diameter tunnels (i.e., minimum excavated diameter = 10 to 12 feet) can be constructed 
with staffed TBMs ) (see Figure ES-5, Large Diameter (Mined) Tunnel Method). In addition to the 
difference in tunnel diameter, the most important difference between these larger TBMs and the micro
tunneling machines discussed in Section 2.2.2 above is that the concrete tunnel liner is erected in 
segments immediately behind the TBM. This type of tunnel liner does not need to be continuously pushed 
Gacked) forward, and there is no length limitation due to frictional resistance building up with increasing 
tunnel length. For tunneling below the groundwater level without the need for dewatering, pressurized
face TBMs are used to stabilize the tunnel face and prevent the water from entering the TBM. 
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 

As stated above, the Initial Study for the proposed project concluded that there would be no significant 

environmental impacts during the operations phase of the project. All potential significant impacts would 

be associated with the construction phase of the project. The summary environmental impact analysis 

below addresses the alternative route alignments and alternative construction methods. The environmental 

effects of the No Project Alternative are summarized. The Environmentally Superior Alternative is also 

identified. 

3.1 SUMMARY OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES 

The potential project alternatives analyzed in the EIR are briefly described in Sections 3 .1.1 and 3 .1.2 

below. The summary of the comparative environmental analysis follows Section 3.2 below. 

3.1.1 New Force Main Sewer Line Alternatives 

A new force main would provide redundancy to the existing sewer, allowing for adequate conveyance 

from the Venice Pumping Plant to the Hyperion Treatment Plant in Playa Del Rey, and would provide the 

ability to periodically shut-down and conduct maintenance on the existing 48-inch force main. 

• Micro-tunneling could be used along the Dockweiler Beach alignment, Via Marina/ Pacific 

Avenue alignment and the Pacific Avenue Alignment (see Figure ES-2 Alignment Alternatives). 

• The cut-and-cover/micro-tunneling method of construction may be used for the Via Marina/ 

Pacific A venue alignment and the Pacific A venue Alignment. Each cut-and-cover alignment also 

involves micro-tunneling under the Marina Del Rey Channel and includes shafts on either side of 

the channel for the purpose entering and/or exiting the tunnel as required to install the sewer pipe 

under the channel. Note that cut-and-cover construction was considered for the beachfront 

alignment initially, but deemed to be not viable because the method would result in a relatively 

shallow sewer, which could be vulnerable to damage from future coastal erosion processes. 

• The Large-diameter tunneling method could be used for the Dockweiler Beach alignments. Under 

this alignment option, the large tunnel could terminate either on the beach west of the Waterview 

Street Junction Structure or at Los Angeles Airport (see Figure ES-2). From these large tunnel 

termination points, cut-and-cover or boring would be used to tie-in to the junction structure. 

Table 3.1, Project Alternative Impact Areas, lists the project areas (streets) subject to environmental 

impact during project construction. The numbers in the table refer to the associated shaft locations for 

tunneling construction along each route depicted on Figure ES-2, Alignment Alternatives. 
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Table 3.1-1. Project Alternative Impact Areas 

Cut and Cover Alternatives 

• Via Marina! Pacific Avenue 

• Pacific A venue 

Micro Tunnel Alternatives 

• Dockweiler Beach Alignment 
• Via Marina! Pacific Avenue 
• Pacific A venue 

Large Diameter Alternatives 

• Beach Alignment 
• Beach Alignment (with cut and cover ends) 
• Inland Alignment 

lmpact Areas/ Associated Shaft Locations 

Marquesas Way, Via Marina Way, Pacific Ave., 
Vista del Mar, and SitesiO, II, I2, 8, 4, 3 

Hurricane Street, Pacific Ave, Vista del Mar, and 
Sites IO, 7, 4, 3 

lmpact Areas/ Associated Shaft Locations 

Sites I 0, 9, 6, 5, 3 
SHes IO, II, I2,8,~3 
Sites IO, 7, 4, 3 

Impact Areas/ Associated Shaft Locations 

Sites I 0, 2, and Beach Alignment 
Hurricane Street, Site 9, Beach Alignment, Site I 
Sites IO, 2, and Inland Alignment 

The EIR provides sufficient analysis of the project alternatives to determine which of the alternatives 

would meet the City's objectives while substantially avoiding or reducing significant environmental 

impacts. The Lead Agency is not required to select the environmentally superior alternative identified in 

this EIR but must provide findings of fact explaining its decision not to select this alternative. 

3.1.2 No Project Alternative 

Under this alternative, no new sewer force main would be constructed and the existing sewer system 

would continue to operate in its current configuration. 

The No Project alternative could result in potentially significant adverse effects to the environment due to 

the lack of conveyance capacity of the existing 48-inch sewer force main downstream of the Venice 

Pumping Plant and the current inability to perform regularly scheduled maintenance on this pipeline. If 

inflows to the Venice Pumping Plant exceed the capacity of the force main leaving the plant, an overflow 

of untreated wastewater into the Ballona Lagoon and other areas in the vicinity of the Venice Pumping 

Plant Force Main corridor could result, causing significant harm to the environment. 

3.2 SUMMARY ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 

3.2.1 Comparative Impact Analysis 

The environmental impacts of each alternative project configuration are summarized in Table 3.3-1. The 

allt:rnativt:s art: lislt:u in lht: row along the top of the table. The first column on the left hand side of the 

table identifies each impact category. A text summary of each alternative's environmental impacts 
follows the table. 
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Table 3.3-1. Environmental Impacts Summary Table 

Cut-and:ccver Smaii·Dfameter Micro-Tunneling (Bor.ihg) Lar:ge-Oiamllter Tunneling (Mjn_ed) 

Beach wl cut & 
_Impact Pa.cjllt Via Marinji. Bea-ch Pacific Vla,'Manna Beach coverenas Pacific 

Air Quality Significant Significant Not Not Not Not Not Not 
Short-term Short-term Significant Significant Significant Significant Significant Significant 

Secondary impact if Secondary impact if Secondary impact if Secondary impact if Secondary impact if Secondary impact if Secondary impact if Secondary impact if 

Biological Resources construction causes construction causes construction causes construction causes construction causes construction causes construction causes construction causes 
turbidity turbidity turbidity; Temporary turbidity turbidity turbidity turbidity turbidity 

risk to least Tern 

Parking Temporary loss of 55 Temporary loss of 52 Temporary loss of 27 Temporary loss of 55 Temporary loss of 52 none Temporary loss of 37 none 
parking spaces parking spaces parking spaces parking spaces parking spaces parking spaces 

Temporary impact to Temporary impact to none Temporary impact to Temporary impact to Temporary impact to Temporary impact to Temporary impact to 
Circulation 4 street segments 3 street segments 4 street segments 3 street segments 1 street segment 2 intersections & 1 1 intersection 

street segment 

Cultural Resources Not Significant with Not Significant with none Not Significant with Not Significant with none none none 
mitigation mitigation mitigation mitigation 

Paleontological Resources Not Significant with Not Significant with Not Significant with Not Significant with Not Significant with Not Significant with Not Significant with 
mitigation mitigation mitigation mitigation mitigation mitigation mnigation 

Geology, Soils Not Significant with Not Significant with Not Significant with Not Significant wnh Not Significant with Not Significant with Not Significant with Not Significant with 
mitigation mitigation mitigation mitigation mitigation mitigation mitigation mitigation 

Seismicitylliquifaction Significant Significant Significant Significant Significant Significant Significant Significant 

Subsidence Risk from dewatering Risk from dewatering If dewatering If dewatering If dewatering If dewatering If dewatering If dewatering 

Nearby OiVGas Wells 14wells 12wells 41 wells 14 wells 12wells 41 wells 41 wells 14wells 

Nearby contamination 5 sites 2 snes 2sites 5 sites 2snes 2sites 2 sites 5 snes 

Hydrology, Water Quality I Dewatering Required Dewatering Required Dewatering not Dewatering not Dewatering not Dewatering not Dewatering not Dewatering not 
Stormwater Runoff required required required required required required 

land Use Plans no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect 

Noise And Vibration 120 82 21 17 40 3 21 7 
Disturbance Factor~' 

Temporary impacts Temporary impacts Temporary impacts Temporary impacts Temporary impacts Temporary impacts Temporary impacts Temporary impacts 
to: Ballona Creek & to: Esplanade East to: Beach access & to: Ballona Creek & to: Esplanade East to: Napoleon Street to: Beach access & to: Napoleon Street 
Dockweiler Beach access, parking at use, Napoleon Street Dockweiler Beach access, parking at foot path use, Napoleon Street foot path 
Bike Path, Del Rey Marquesas Way and foot path Bike Path, Del Rey Marquesas Way and foot path 

lagoon Park Via Marina, Via lagoon Park Via Marina, Via 

Public Facilities & Services parking, Napoleon Marina scenic parking, Napoleon Marina scenic 
Street foot path highway, Aubrey E. Street foot path highway, Aubrey E. 

Austin Park, Marina Austin Park, Marina 
Channel viewpoint, Channel viewpoint, 

Parking, Ballona Parking, Ballona 
Creek & Dockweiler Creek & Dockweiler 
Beach Bike Path, Beach Bike Path, 

6 Approximation of relative amount of disturbance to residents computed as the sum of the number of addresses within 200 feet of construction multiplied by the 
duration of the activitv at that location. 
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Cut-amt-~v,er 
L 

Sm!III-Oiarnet~r Mi~ro-Tunn'eliog (Borin.g) Lar~e;D{ameter Tunnelina (Mined) 

s-.ea .. h WI cut & 
IOl~Ol F!aclfic Ilia Marina Beauh Pac:irib Via Marina Beach cover ends - P.aclnc 

Del Rey Lagoon Del Rey Lagoon 
Park parking, Park parking, 

Napoleon Street foot Napoleon Street foot 
path path 

Degrade existing visual Significant but Significant but Significant but Significant but Significant but Significant but Significant but Significant but 
character temporary from temporary from temporary from temporary from temporary from lemporary from temporary from temporary from 

Construction Construclion Construction Construction Construction Construction Construction Construction 
activities ~tivities; activities activities activities; activities activities activities 

Significant long term Significant long term 
from from 

loss of malure trees loss of mature trees 

Impact scenic vista Significant but Significant but Significant but Significant but none Significant but none 
temporary from temporary from temporary from temporary from temporary from 

Construction Construction Construction Construction Construction 
activities; ~tivities; activities; activities; activities 

Significant long term Significant long term Significant long term Significant long term 
from from from from 

loss of mature trees loss of mature trees loss of mature trees loss of mature trees 

Damage scenic resource not significant Significant long term not significant Significant but none Significant but none 
from temporary from temporary from 

loss of mature trees Construction Conslruction 
activities; activities 

Significant long term 
from 

loss of mature trees 

Add light or glare none none none none none none none 

Shade/shadow none none none none none none none 

Inconsistent with regulations Significant temporary Significant temporary Significant temporary Significant temporary Significant temporary Significant temporary Significant temporary I 
from construction in from oJnstruction in from construction in from construction in 

Scenic Hwy Scenic Hwy ScenicHwy Scenic Hwy 
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M ARQUESA W A N lA MARINA WAY SEG 1E T OF THE VIA MARINA ALIGNMENT 

This alignment and the channel micro-tunnel launching and receptor shafts associated with it are subject 

to impacts associated with construction staging of equipment, parking and related traffic throughout the 

18- to 24-month duration of construction along Hurricane Street, Marquesas Way and Via Marina Way 

respectively. This alternative is within a designated segment of a scenic highway requiring the 

preservation of scenic views, which would be infeasible resulting in a significant and unavoidable impact 

from construction activities during the tourist season. Unavoidable impacts to parking and pedestrian 

traffic would result from micro-tunnel activities on each side of the Grand Canal at the junction with 

Hurricane Street and in the empty lot between residential housing west ofMarquesas Way and leading to 

the sidewalk next to the Grand Canal. 

Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the unintentional release of 

excavated sediments and water into the channel as a result of micro-tunnel activities, although this 

alignment is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals or 

habitat. 

HtJR.R1CA E St n.EET/PAClFlC AVENUE SEGME T OF THE PACIFIC AVENUE ALIGNMENT 

Impacts from this alternative would result from construction-related activities associated with cut-and

cover construction along Hurricane Street and Pacific A venue and at a micro-tunnel receptor shaft at 

Pacific Avenue near Via Marina Way, and at a launching shaft located on the south side of the channel on 

the east side of the Pacific A venue pedestrian bridge. This alternative would cause significant 

unavoidable impacts to visual aesthetics of the vicinity and parking and traffic impacts to residents and 

tourists, who live and visit the area. Access to parks and parking facilities for Dockweiler Beach, the 

pedestrian bridge and public parking facilities at Pacific A venue on the south side of the channel would 

be reduced as a result of construction-related staging, vehicles and mobile equipment for a period of 18 to 

24 months. Noise impacts associated with the proximity of construction-related equipment to residents 

and visual impacts due to equipment staging are also anticipated. 

Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the unintentional release of 

excavated sediments and water into the channel as a result of micro-tunnel activities. This alternative is 

not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals or habitat. 

No permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek, and Grand 

Canal) in the Project area are expected. 

HURRLCANE TREET/DOCKWEILER BEACH SEGMENT OF THE BEACH ALIGNMENT 

The cut-and-cover method of construction for this beach alignment has been considered, but deemed not 

viable; however, deep mined-tunneling construction alternatives are also considered for the beachfront. 

Impacts at the launching shaft in Vista Del Mar would mostly impact traffic, and the receptor shaft at the 

intersection of Dockweiler Beach and Hurricane Street would result in noise, surface vibration, and 

increased human disturbance, as well as potentially attracting predators to the least tern nesting site (i.e., 

crows) located on Dockweiler Beach just north of the channel entrance and the west end of Via Marina 

Way. Construction activities may result in temporary effects on least terns (see Appendix D, Biological 

Technical Report). Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the 
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unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the channel as a result of micro-tunnel 
activities. This alternative is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of 
individuals or habitat. 

This southern extension of Dockweiler Beach alternative is located along the beach of the south side of 
the Via Marina Channel. The cut-and-cover method of construction for this alignment has also been 
considered, but deemed not viable; however, deep-mined tunneling construction alternatives are also 
proposed for the beachfront and are described in Section 4.0. Impacts at the launching shaft in Vista Del 
Mar would mostly impact traffic, and the receptor shaft at the intersection of Dockweiler Beach and 
Hurricane Street would impose noise, surface vibration, and increased human disturbance, as well as 
potentially attracting predators to the least tern nesting site (i.e., crows) located on Dockweiler Beach just 
north of the channel entrance and the west end of Via Marina Way. Visual impacts associated with 
potential construction equipment and activities methane venting. 

PACIFIC AVENUENl TA DEL MAR SEGMENT OF THE VIA MARINA AND PAClF.IC AVENUE 
ALIGNMENTS 

This is the southern extension of both the Pacific A venue alternative and the Via Marina alternative, 
located on the south side of the Marina del Rey and Ballona Creek channels. Construction along Vista 
del Mar, a scenic highway, would have temporarily visual/aesthetic impacts. Monitoring during the 
course of construction would be required to mitigate the potential for impacts to 
historic/cultural/paleontological resources as described in the Cultural Resource section (Section 5.5) of 
this EIR. No permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek, 
and Grand Canal) in the Project area are expected. 

Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the unintentional release of 
excavated sediments and water into the channel as a result of micro-tunnel activities. Although this 
alternative is unlikely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals or 
habitat. 

Each starter shaft and receptor shaft for the deep mined-tunnel construction alternatives have their own 
numeric identifier, shown on Figure ES-2. Construction impacts would be as described above and 
summarized in Table 3.3-1. 

3.2.2 Growth-Inducing Impacts 
Growth-inducing impacts are second~ry, or indirect, impacts that could occur as a result of the project 
that are manifested as changes in land use patterns, population density and growth rates; and related 
effects on traffic, public services, air, water, biological and other environmental resources7

. 

7 Section l5126.2(d) ofthe CEQA Guidelines 
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The VPP Dual Force Main Project would not induce growth in population or changes in land use which 
would not otherwise occur. As summarized below and more fully discussed in Section 7.0 of the Draft 
EIR, no significant growth-inducing impacts are associated with the proposed Project. This section of the 
Executive Summary addresses the role that wastewater conveyance capacity plays in the growth of the 
region. The primary types of growth that occur in the City and vicinity are land use development and 
population. Because these types of growth are distinct, and interrelated, this section examines the 
relationship of sewer conveyance capacity with each type of growth. 

LAND USE DEVELOPMENT AND WASTEWATER CONVEYANCE 

The development of land in the City is governed by General Plan and Zoning land use designations of 
particular parcels. Zoning implements the land use policies contained in the General Plan and is 
consistent with the General Plan. Unless conditional use permits or density transfers are obtained from the 
Planning Department, development must conform to the use type and density designated for that parcel. 
The decision of a land owner to develop a single parcel or numerous parcels of land may be based on 
personal or economic reasons. Whether personal, economic, or both, the availability of wastewater 
conveyance capacity is not likely to be a consideration in the decision to develop. Once the decision to 
develop a parcel has been made, permission to connect to the wastewater collection system must be 
obtained as part of the building permit process. A sewer connection permit can only be obtained if 
adequate capacity to serve the proposed development is available. Sewer connection and other building 
permit fees are charged in proportion to the density of development proposed. The high sewer connection 
fees and other building permit fees associated with the most intensive levels of development increase the 
costs of developing land in the City and can be considered economic disincentives to development. 

In a mature urbanized area such as Los Angeles with sufficient wastewater treatment capacity, the 
provision of wastewater conveyance capacity would not induce land development that would not 
otherwise occur. 

POPULATION GROWTH AND WASTEWATER CAPACITY 

Population within southern California and the City of Los Angeles is anticipated to grow significantly 
over the next 20 years and further into the future. The projected increase in population will come from 
two sources, natural increases and in-migration. SCAG predicts that approximately 60 percent of 
projected future population growth would occur from natural causes (births minus deaths) and 40 percent 
would come from the in-migration of people from other areas. 

Wastewater conveyance capacity is required to accommodate the increases in wastewater flows 
associated with the population increases. The provision of wastewater conveyance capacity will not 
induce either natural population growth or in-migration. SCAG has established the policy that 
conveyance systems, including interceptors, are not subject to its air quality conformity procedures, 
because of the absence of effects on population growth. 

GROWTH MANAGEMENT IN LOS ANGELES 

The Southern California Association of Governments, which includes the City of Los Angeles among its 
member jurisdiction, has prepared the Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide and the Growth 
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Management Plan. These plans address regional growth and related issues. In addition, the City of Los 
Angeles' General Plan governs land use development within its jurisdiction. 

The Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (March 1996) serves as a comprehensive overview of the 
issues and opportunities facing the region. This plan consists of three sections, core chapters, ancillary 
chapters, and bridge chapters. Core chapters include plans such as the Growth Management Plan, the 
Regional Mobility Plan, Air Quality Plan, and other documents that SCAG is required to produce (by 
federal and/or state mandates). Ancillary chapters address such issues as the economy, housing, and 
reflect other plans but serve only an advisory purpose for member governments. Bridge chapters link the 
core and ancillary chapters for other areas of concern. 

The Growth Management Plan presents forecasts and policies for anticipated growth to the year 2020. 
The Growth Management Plan is based upon the amount of growth that is likely to occur and recognizes 
that there are no viable ways in which to control total growth. The Plan, however, seeks to control the 
distribution of growth in order to improve the balance between jobs and housing by encouraging housing 
growth in job rich areas and vice-versa. 

The City's General Plan (comprised of the 35 Community Plans) governs the location and density of land 
use in the City through the zoning process. The Los Angeles City Planning Department revised the 
General Plan and the new plan, termed the "General Plan Framework," is intended to balance land use 
development, transportation, projected future population and projected future employment within the City 
of Los Angeles. The General Plan Framework's options include areas of targeted growth with higher 
land use designations and densities around commuter rail stations and along transportation corridors. 

The planned growth of population along corridors would result in higher demands on infrastructure. 
There would be a need to accommodate greater quantities of wastewater that would be generated. 
Consequently, new wastewater conveyance facilities must be constructed, or existing facilities must be 
improved or upgraded. 

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING GROWTH INDUCEMENT 

Wastewater conveyance capacity is an infrastructure component of the urban environment that is 
necessary to safely accommodate the needs of existing and projected future populations. The provision of 
wastewater conveyance capacity, in and of itself, will not induce population growth or land use 
development. Rather, wastewater conveyance capacity would allow population growth to occur within 
the General Plan Framework while minimizing sewage spills and the associated environmental, health 
and safety problems. Future land uses would generally not occur in densities higher than those allowed 
by the land use planning process. Any development projects beyond the scope of the City's General Plan 
would undergo individual environmental analysis (including impacts to the wastewater system) and 
would have to be approved by the City Council. 

In wastewater planning, the sizing of collection and treatment facilities, as well as the overall system 
configuration, is dependent on the future system-wide flow and the distribution of that flow within the 
system. Since the timing of necessary improvements is partly a function of growth, a realistic estimate of 
the future population to be served is fundamental to effective wastewater system planning. 
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The VPP Dual Force Main Project would not induce growth in population or changes in land 'use which 

would not otherwise occur. No significant growth-inducing impacts are therefore associated with the 

project. 

3.2.3 Cumulative Impact Analysis 

Cumulative impacts refer to two or more individual effects, that when considered together, are 

considerable8
• Cumulative impact assessment considers not only the impacts ofthe proposed Project, but 

also the impacts from other City and private projects, which would occur during the period of 

performance and geographic area of the proposed Project. There would likely be construction activities 

occurring in the vicinity of the VPP Dual Force Main Project as a result of other projects being built in 

the same general time frame. These related projects are listed in Table 1.7-1 above. The VPP Dual Force 

Main Project, along with other construction projects, could contribute to temporary cumulative noise and 

vibration effects. Construction activities may result in cumulative effects of the following nature: 

Noise and Vibration- Local residents in the near vicinity of construction activities would be exposed to 

noise and possible vibration. The cumulative effects, both in terms of added noise and vibration at 

multiple VPP Dual Force Main construction sites, and in the context of other related projects, are not 

considered significant due to the temporary nature of noise increases and the recommended mitigation 

measures. 

Air Quality- The VPP Dual Force Main Project will produce additional emissions of criteria pollutants 

and slightly elevated levels of carbon monoxide during construction. Emission of criteria pollutants 

resulting from the Project's construction would exceed the thresholds established by the SCAQMD, and 

therefore the Project, in conjunction with all other construction activity, would cumulatively contribute to 

the region's non-attainment status during the construction period. The SCAQMD prepared the Air 

Quality Management Plan (2003) to bring the region into compliance with the National Ambient Air 

Quality Standards as set by the EPA under the Clean Air Act Amendments (1990). The Air Quality 

Management Plan is essentially designed to address the cumulative air pollutants released into the South 

Coast Air Basin. Because these construction-related emissions are temporary (18-24 months, depending 

on the construction method) and because the Air Quality Management Plan addresses cumulative air 

pollution in the South Coast Air Basin, the Project would not result in long-term significant cumulative 

air quality impacts. In the short term, cumulative impacts could be significant if the combined emissions 

from the projects exceed the threshold criteria for the individual pollutants. Mitigation measures are in 

place to reduce impacts on air quality. 

Transportation and Circulation - The VPP Dual Force Main Project would involve construction 

activities occurring simultaneously at a number of surface sites along the Project alignment. Construction 

of the VPP Dual Force Main Project may be occurring in the same general time and space as other related 

projects. In these instances, surface construction activities from both sets of Project could produce 

cumulative traffic effects which may be significant, depending upon a range of factors including the 

specific location involved and the precise nature of the conditions created by the dual construction 

activity (see Traffic-Related Project Construction Schedule in Table 4.2-1 of the EIR). Special 

8 Section 15355 ofthe CEQA Guidelines 
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coordination efforts may be necessary to reduce the combined effects to an acceptable level with the 
adoption of mitigation measures. Overall, with implementation of mitigation measures, significant 
cumulative impacts are not anticipated. 

Public Services - The cumulative effects on public services in the VPP Dual Force Main study area 
would cause traffic and circulation inconveniences in some locations due to reduce parking, lane closures 
and potential schedule adjustments to public transportation as discussed in the EIR; however, these 
impacts would be temporary and would be limited to traffic inconveniences discussed above. 

Aesthetics - Construction activities associated with other related projects may be ongoing in the vicinity 
of one or more VPP Dual Force Main construction sites. To the extent that combined construction 
activities do occur, there would be temporary adverse visual effects during construction in some 
locations. However, these impacts would be temporary. 

Beneficial Effects- The VPP Dual Force Main Project would also have long-term beneficial cumulative 
effects with regards to improvements to the City of Los Angeles' wastewater collection system. The 
proposed Project would result in cumulative public health benefits by minimizing or eliminating the 
potential for the public to be exposed to wastewater that could overflow onto streets during rainy weather 
and flow into area channels and the Pacific Ocean. Public safety, in the short and long-term, would be 
improved by minimizing the potential for sewer and street collapses associated with deteriorated sewers. 

3.3 ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE 

Following consideration of public comments on the Draft EIR, the analysis of the various construction 
and alignment alternatives was finalized and the environmentally superior alternative was identified (see 
Section 3.2). 

Based upon the comparative impact analysis for this project and as shown in Table 3.3-1, it has been 
determined that the environmentally superior alternative is the large-diameter (mined) tunnel along the 
inland (Pacific Avenue) alignment from LAX to Venice Pumping Plant (identified as mined tunnel 
alternative 4 in the DEIR). This alternative would impose the least number of impacts to environmental 
resources, and would significantly reduce construction related impacts such as traffic and parking 
congestion, noise and vibration. The proposed alignment as shown on Figure 4.2-2, would begin at launch 
shaft #2 located in Vista Del Mar and run due north toward the pumping plant on Hurricane Street and tie 
in at the # 10 receptor shaft. Although the deep mined tunnel would run directly under existing dwellings 
and facilities in some locations, great care would be taken to insure that wherever possible, the alignment 
would follow existing rights of way. For those portions of the alignment that would require tunneling 
under existing dwellings and/or facilities, the City would provide community outreach to work with those 
who are within the proposed alignment to fully understand the construction methodology, to secure 
proper right of way access, and to provide compensation for the right of way. 
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3.4 MITIGATION MEASURES 

The EIR describes mitigation measures which are expected to avoid or substantially reduce the significant 

environmental impacts of the proposed Project. Table 3.4-1 presents the impacts, recommended 

mitigation measures, and the level of significance after mitigation. 
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Table 3.4-1. Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
--

Impact Environmental Impact Mitigatioo Measure Post Mitigation 
ID - ~ Level of Impact 

Air Quality 

AIR 1 NO, emissions in construction areas. Extend timeline fer construct' on, thereby utilizing less equipment on a daily basis. Less than Significant 

Utilize newer construction equipment that meet tier emissions standards Less than Significant 

Use of alternative fuel such &s biodiesel, liquid natural gas, and propane. Less than Significant 

Adjust engine timing to reduce NO, emissions. Less than Significant 

Biological Resources 

BIO 1 If the Venice Beach/Dockweiler Beach alignment is selected A biological monitor with exp=rience observing and documenting disturbance to least terns shall Less than Significant 
and construclior is to be aboveground, or if tunneling is Jsed be present during at! construction activities within 500 feet of the nesting site to ensure that 
and the ja:king and/or receiving pit is within 500 feet of the construction activities do not adversely affect least terns using the nesting site. In addition, the 
nesting site, and any construction activities are to occur during monitors wit! ensure that wor< crews properly dispose of at! garbage in covered containers. 
the least tern nesting season (April1 through August 31) 

810 2 a: If any tunnelirg activities are to occur during the least tern A water quality specialist or biological monitor shall conduct surveys at tunneling locations a Less than Significant 
nesting season (April1 through August 31) minimum of once daily to ensure that tunneling does not increase water turbidity. 

b: If any turbidi~· from the tunneling activities is discovered in The tunneling activities shall cease until the leak from the tunnel that is resulting in turbidity is Less than Significant 
least tern imaging areas repaired or managed. 

810 3 a: Existing and potential values in environmentally sensi:ive Based on the City of Los Angeles LUP and LCP, restore to ESHAs to previous undisturbed Less than Significant 
habitat areas shall be protected, enhanced, and where condition. 
feasible, restored. If any habitat is disturbed, restore to 
previous Lndisturbed condition. 

b: Marine resources shafl be maintained, enhanced, and Based on the City of Los Angeles LUP and LCP, restore to previous undisturbed condition. Less than Significant 
where feasible, restored. If any habitat is disturbed, restore to 
previous Lndisturbed condition. 

Circulation, Traffic and Parking 

TRA 1 To coordinate with the city to ensure adequate traffic signals For each construction site, a construction traffic management plan shall be prepared and Less than significant 
and controls are in place prior to and during times of submitted to the City for review and approval prior to the start of any construction work. 
construction 

TRA 2 To adequately control traffic to ensure compliance with all local A site-specific cor,struction worksite traffic control plan shall be prepared for each construction Less than significant 
and state safety standards and specifications site and submitted to the City for review and approval prior to the start of any construction work. 

This plan shall include such elements as the location of any lane closures, restricted hours during 
which lane closures would not be allowed, local traffic detours, protective devices and traffic 
controls (such as barricades, cones, flagmen, lights, warning beacons. temporary traffic signals, 
warning signs), access to abutting properties, and provisions to maintain emergency access 
through corstruction work areas. 

Coordinate with emergency service providers (police, fire, ambulance and paramedic services) to 
provide advance notice of any lane closures, construction hours and changes to local access and 
to identify alterna~ve routes where appropriate. 
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Impact Envir~mentallmpact Mitigation Measure Post ~itigation 
10 b.evel oflmpact 

TRA 3 To reduce traffic congestion Fully utilize available street space to minimize lane reductions on affected streets, including Less than significant 
elimination of on-street parking where necessary. Implement left-turn restrictions as appropriate 
on re-striped street segments to facilitate the movement of through traffic. Only eliminate travel 
lanes when absolutely necessary. 

TRA 4 To protect pedestrian and recreational traffic Provide signage indicating alternative pedestrian and bicycle access routes where existing Less than significant 
facilities would be affected. 

TRA 5 To ensure ingress/egress to all properties adjacent to the Provide advance notice to any affected residents, businesses and property owners in the vicinity Less than significant 
project and surrounding areas of each construction site and, where existing property access will be reduced, identify alternative 

means of access. 

TRAG To avoid impacts to public transportation Coordinate with pubic transit providers (MTA, LADOT Commuter Express, Culver City Bus) to Less than significant 
provide advance notice of any lane closures, construction hours and, where necessary, to identify 
sites for temporary bus stops within a reasonable walking distance of any displaced bus stops. 

Cultural ResQurce5/ Paleormllggy 

CR 1 To avoid impacts to areas where cultural resources are known A qualified cultural monitor shall be on site in areas of known cultural finds where grading is to Less than significant 
lo exist occur. 

CR2 When avoidance cannot be achieved, alternate measures suah as surface collecfion and/or Less than significant 
subsurface data recovery of significant sites must be implemented; 

CR3 In the event of the discovery and subsequent recovery of fossil A qualified monitor should halt construction temporarily while remains are analyzed prior to Less than significant 
remains resuming construction. 

CR4 At CA-LAN -{)6 location Monitor all construction in the vicinity of the CA-LAN-66 site located in Vista Del Mar by an Less than significant 
Archaeologist qualified to recognize and assess both prehistoric and historical resources 

CR 5 If new discovery is encountered Develop a contingency plan for addressing unanticipated new discoveries of cultural resources in Less than significant 
the project area, evaluate and report any findings 

CRG If significant cultural resources are found during construction Those significant cultural resources found shall be recovered from the project site, curated by an Less than significant 
archaeologist recommended by the city and offered to an area museum whose collection is 
available for the viewing by the public 

PAL 1 The discovery of paleontology resources may be present in Prior to construction. the services of a qualified vertebrate paleontologist approved by the City of Less than significant 
specific project areas where grading and other excavation Los Angeles and LACMVP will be retained to implement the mitigation program during earth-
activities are to occur moving activities at the project site. 
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lmp~ct £nvfroninenlallmp.ad. 
-

Mitigation Measure Post Mitfgalfon s 

10 Level of 1m pant 
PAL2 The paleontologist will develop a formal agreement with a recognized museum repository, such Less than significant 

as the LACMVP or LACMIP, regarding the final disposition and permanent storage and 
maintenance of any fossil remains and the archiving of associated specimen data and 
corresponding geologic and geographic site data that might be recovered as a result of the 
mitigation program, and the level of treatment (preparation, identification, curation, cataloguing) of 
the remains that would be required before the entire mitigation program fossil collection would be 
accepted by the repository for storage. 

PAL3 The paleontologist or monitor will coordinate with the appropriate construction contractor Less than significant 
personnel to provide information regarding lead agency requirements for the protection of 
paleontologic resources. Contractor personnel also will be briefed on procedures to be followed in 
the event that a fossil site or remains are encountered by earth-moving activities, particularly 
when the monitor is not on si:e. The briefing will be presented to new contractor personnel as 
necessary. 

PAL4 Earth-moving activities will be monitored by the monitor only in those areas of the project site Less than significant 
where these activtties will disturb previously undisturbed strata. Monitoring will be conducted on a 
full-time basis in areas underlain by the Palos Verdes Sand and, once the activities have reached 
a depth 5 feet below grade, on a full-time basis in areas underlain by the coastal deposits and on 
a half-time basis in areas underlain by the dune sand. If fossil remains are encountered by these 
activities, monitoring will be increased to full time, if appropriate, at least in the vicinity of the fossil 
site where the area is underlain by the fossi~bearing rock unit. If no fossil remains are found once 
50 percent of earth-moving a:tivities have been completed in an area underlain by a particular 
rock unit, with City of Los Angeles approval, monitoring can be reduced or suspended in that 
area. 

PALS All fossil specimens recovered from the project site as a result of the mitigation program, Less than significant 
including those recovered as the result of processing fossiliferous rock samples, will be treated 
(prepared, identified, curated, catalogued) in accordance with designated museum repository 
requirements. Sm311 rock samples from the Palos Verdes Sand, dune sand, and coastal deposits 
will be submitted to commerdallaboratories for microfossil, pollen, or radiometric (carbon-14) 
dating analysis. 

PALS Monitoring will consist Jf visually inspecting debris piles and freshly exposed strata for larger Less than significant 
fossil remains, and periodicaly dry test screening sediment, rock, and debris for smaller fossil 
remains. As soon as practicable, the monitor will recover all vertebrate fossil specimens, a 
representative sample of invertebrate or plant fossils, or any fossiliferous rock sample that can be 
recovered easily. If recovery Jf a large or unusually productive fossil occurrence is warranted, 
earth-moving activities will be diverted temporarily around the fossil site and a recovery crew will 
be mobilized as necessary to remove the occurrence as quickly as possible. If not on site when a 
fossil occurrence is uncovered by these activities, the activities will be diverted temporarily around 
the fossil site and the monttor called to the site to evaluate and, if warranted, recover the 
occurrence. If the fossil site is determined too unproductive or the fossil remains not worthy of 
recovery, no further ac:ion will be taken to preserve the fossil site or remains, and earth-moving 
activities wiU be allowed to commence. 

G_e9lbgy/SollslSelsmlc:lty 
----
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--

Impact Envlrtmm·entallmpaot Mitigation Measure Post Mitigation 
10 Level of lmpaJ;t 

GEO 1 Project improvements would be subject to earthquake ground The components of the proposed project will be designed and constructed to the seismic design Less than significant 
shaking requirements for ground shaking specified in the UBC for Seismic Zone 4 at a minimum. 

GEO 2 Liquefaction and differential seismic settlement may occur on Design and construction of the proposed project will include mitigation measures, such as flexible Less than significant 
the project connections that can accommodate differential settlement, compaction grouting to density the 

soils, or structural anchors to secure the pipeline. 

GEO 3 Subsidence may occur to the project area Design and construction of the proposed project will include mitigation measures, such as a Less than significant 
watertight excavation support system to minimize groundwater pumping or construction the 
pipeline in a "wer excavation. 

GEO 4 Methane gas may be detected along the project alignments Design and construction of the proposed project will include active or passive mitigation systems Less than significant 
for methane gas hazards, if necessary. 

GEO 5 Tsunami could strike the project area To mitigate erosion of surficial soils covering the proposed pipeline in the event of a tsunami, Less than significant 
proper design and construction of the project components could include erosion control measures 
or choosing an alternate alignment off of the beach. 

-
Hazardous Waste and Materials 

HAZ 1 Well abandonment may occur in the marina channel areas and For any wells that may need to be re-abandoned, well abandonment should be done in Less than significant 
in various alignment areas accordance with applicable regulations; other subsurface structures may be encountered during 

development work. The soils may contain methane or other gases from previous oil well field 
development. Site chemicals must be handled and disposed in accordance with applicable 
regulations. Hazardous materials would be used and waste generated during the construction 
and operation of the project. 

HAZ 2 Employees may be exposed to hazardous materials during Exposure of construction workers to contaminated materials can be minimized by implementing Less than significant 
construction the measures required by federal, state, and local laws and regulations. As such, potential 

impacts associated with the excavation of contaminated materials would be less than significant. 

HAZ 3 Storage of hazardous materials will occur on the project sites As required in SWPPP and project specifications. Less than significant 

HAZ 4 Methane gas may be located in alignment areas where A surface sweep is a method for measuring combustible vapors which may be emitted from the Less than significant 
tunneling activity is to occur along the project alignment ground surface. When conducting the surface sweep, more attention can be taken in areas where 

underground gas would tend to exit the surface, such as at cracks in the ground. 
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Impact 
:: Environmental Impact Mitigation Measure Post Mitigation 

10 Level of Impact 
HAZ 5 Methane may be present along the project alignments The City of Los Angeles Building Code requires that methane mitigation be implemented when Less than significant 

construction occurs at these sites to ensure public safety. These measures include the installation 
of membrane barriers and vent piping as well as trench dams and electrical seal-offs for each of 
these properties. 

Hydrology/ Water Quality 

HYDRO/ Runoff may occur from the project site during construction A SWPPP shall be submitted for review and approval. The SWPPP shall recommend interim and Less than Significant 
activities permanent improvements to existing drainage features to prevent uncontrolled runoff during 

construction and to accommodate any temporary increase in runoff associated with construction 
activities. 

WQ1 Compliance with the SWPPP shall be demonstrated by obtaining a NPDES construction permit Less than Significant 
for all construction acti~i~es including clearing, grading, or excavation that result in the 
disturbance of at least 1-acre of total land area or activity which is part of a larger common plan of 
development of 1 acre or greater. Copies of said NPDES permit(s) and related SWPPP shall be 
available for inspection at the City and at the construc~on site prior to land disturbing activity. 
Total disturbance area includes the staging and material storage areas. Although this project 
may not total over one acre of actual disturbance area, because of the highly sensitive habitat I 

areas within the project, a SWPPP should be a required mitigation element. 

HYDRO/ Dewatering discharge is expected to occur during the initial Hydraulic isolation of the pits can be accomplished by the contractor by various methods of his Less than Significant 
phase of pit construction choice, including interlocking sheet pile walls, soil cement walls constructed with Deep Mixing 

Methods, or slunry dia~hragm walls. 

WQ2 Water remcved from the pits will be discharged to the storm drain system after proper treatment 
in accordance with local regulations 

Solid particles will be removed by using sedimentation tanks and filtration. If petroleum 
contamination is encountered, free product, if any, will be skimmed off the surface and oil/water 
separators will be used to remove the remaining contamination. Granular activated carbon could 
be used to remove any' dissolved organic or other contaminants. Alternatively, discharged water 
will be shipped to authorized vendors for treatment and disposal. 

I 

Noise and Vibration 

NOI 1 Construction noi>e levels that exceed city and county All construction activities shall be limited to the hours of 7:00a.m. to 9:00p.m. Monday through Less than significant 
standards may be created during project construction Friday, and 8:00a.m. t3 6:00p.m. on Saturday. No construction or construction-related activities 
activities, shall take place on any Sund3y or national holiday. 

NOI 2 Heavy trucks engaged in the removal of muck from tunneling operations off site via heavy trucks Less than signific3nt 
shall be limned to majcr arterial streets and away from residential roadways, to the extent 
practicable. 
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lmpal:t Envrrohmehlallmpact Mitigation Measure Post Mitigation 
ID ·~evel oflrnpact 

NOI 3 All noise-producing project equipment and vehicles using internal combustion engines shall be Less than significant 
equipped with mufflers, air-inlet silencers where appropriate, and any other shrouds, shields, or 
other noise-reducing features in good operating condition that meet or exceed original factory 
specification. Mobile or fixed "package" equipment (e.g., arc-welders, air compressors) shall be 
equipped with shrouds and noise control features that are readily available for such type of 
equipment. 

NOI 4 All mobile or fixed noise-producing equipment used on the project, and that is regulated for noise Less than significant 
output by a local, state, or federal agency, shall comply with such regulation while in the course of 
project activity. 

NOI 5 The erection of temporary soundwall barriers shall be considered where project activity is Less than significant 
unavoidably close to noise-sensitive receptors. 

NOI 6 Electrically powered equipment shall be used instead of pneumatic or internal combustion Less than significant 
powered equipment where feasible. 

NOI 7 Material stockpiles and mobile equipment staging, parking, and maintenance areas shall be Less than significant 
located as far as practicable from noise-sensitive receptors. 

NOI 8 Construction site and haul-road speed limits shall be established and enforced during the Less than significant 
construction period. 

NOt 9 The use of noise-producing signals, including horns, whistles, alarms, and bells shall be for safety Less than significant 
warning purposes only. 

NOI 10 No project-related public address or music system shall be audible at any adjacent receptor. Less than significant 

NOI 11 The on-site construction supervisor shall have the responsibility and authority to receive and Less than significant 
resolve noise complaints. A clear appeal process to the owner shall be established prior to 
construction commencement that will allow for resolution of noise problems that cannot be 
immediately solved by the site supervisor. 

NOI 12 The contractor shall develop a project noise control plan, which shall have been approved by the Less than significar,t 
owner or designated noise control professional and implemented prior to commencement of any 
construction activity. 

VIB 1 Vibration may occur in the project area during construction Installation of instruments throughout a sensitive building, to be used in monitoring and recording Less than significart 
activities building behavior (movements, vibrations) due to adjacent tunneling activities. 

VIB 2 Any physical, chemical or biological method, or any combination of such methods, used to Less than significart 
increase the bearing capacity or decrease the permeability of soils under the foundation of 
existing buildings. 

VIB 3 A specialized form of grouting used to compensate for movements and settlements caused by Less than significant 
tunneling adjacent to or beneath existing buildings. 
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Impact Environmental Impact c-=_ Mitigation Measure Post Mitigation 
ro ;.,_ 

l,J!vel or hnpa~t .. 
2 Re.~t.~ationat R~·ourc"~t.s. .and Facilities 

REC 1 Construction-related activltles may impact areas and facili~es Provide advanced notice to the public, busines.ses, sports/ recreation groups and property owners Less than Significant 
used by the public for sporting events and recreational indicating time and duration of non-use or partial use of facilities/areas to be impacted by 
activities construction. 

~ 

~ 
Vlsuai/Aesthelios 

AES 1 Where impacts may not be direcHy mitigated, they may be The city shall consider landsc;aping public areas within affected neighborhoods where open space Significant short term 
offset by actions taken elsewhere to compensate for the los.s of is currenHy degraded and unsighHy. The city shall consider screening from public view existing 
visual quality. It would be speculative to definitively list specific features, which are incongruous with the character of their surroundings (such as the VPP). The 
offsetting actions at this time. city shall consider creating public acces.s to currenHy unavailable scenic vistas (new beach 

access routes, paths, bikeways, public parking. 

URS 0:\CIP\Venice PP Dual FMIFEIR\FEIR ES Executr~e Summary 071203.doc ES-31 
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11.0 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 

This section ofthe Final EIR includes comments received by the City of Los Angeles on 
the Draft EIR, and responses to these comments. The comments include both written 
comments received by the City and oral comments presented to the City at a public 
hearing on the Draft EIR held on February 23, 2006. As required by the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), responses to comments are provided for the written 
and oral comments received by the City. 

A complete list of commenting public agencies and private individuals is provided below. 
Written comment letters and comments made during the public comment meeting on the 
Draft EIR are provided in Sections 11.3 and 11.4 of this Chapter. Section 11.3 provides 
copies of all written letters submitted to the City, and Section 11.4 provides a complete 
transcript of the public hearing conducted by the City on the EIR. Written responses to 
the comments are provided in Section 11.5 of this Chapter (see page 11-1 00). 

11.1 LIST OF PUBLIC AGENCIES AND INDIVIDUALS PROVIDING WRITTEN 
COMMENTS 

STATE AGENCIES 
Department of Transportation ........ .................................... ....... ......................................... Page 11-9 
District 7, Regional Planning 
IGRJCEQA Branch 
Attn: Cheryl J. Powell 
1 00 Main Street, MS #16 
Los Angeles, CA 90012-3606 
Letter dated: 02/22/06 

California Coastal Commission .. ...... ..... ...... .... ........................ .. ... ........................ .. ...... .. .. Page 11-10 
South Coast Area Office 
Attn: Pam Emerson 
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 
Letter dated: 03/16/06 

LOCAL AGENCIES 
County of Los Angeles ... .. .... ..... .. .......... ........................................................................... Page 11-13 
Department of Public Works 
Attn: Ms. Clarice Nash 
900 South Fremont Avenue 
Alhambra, CA 91803-1331 
www.ladpw.org 
Letter dated: 03/15/06 

URS 11-1 
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PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS 
Brett W. Hawkins, Jr ........................................................................... .. ........................... Page 11-14 
President & Founder 
Global Gaming League 
brett@qgl.com 
Letter dated: 02/09/06 

Carol Kapp ...................................................... .................................................................. Page 11-15 
127 Rees Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
Letter dated: 02/20/06 

Gene Haberman .. .................................... ... ...... .................. .................... ............................ Page 11-19 
genehabe@yahoo.com 
Later dated: 03/04/06 

John B. Kilroy ...................... ..... ............. ........ ....... .... .. .............. ... .......... .... ................. ...... Page 11-20 
5306 Pacific Ave. 
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 
JBKMDR@AOL.COM 
Letter submitted: 03/14/06 

Attachment 1 to John B. Kilroy Letter .............................. ... , ................ .... ... .. ....... Page 11-23 
Marina Peninsula Neighborhood Association 
Attn: Lowell Safire 
11 Mast Street 
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 
Letter dated: 04/09/03 

Attachment 2 to John B. Kilroy Letter ........................ .. ................. ..... ..... ............. Page 11-26 
John S. Perkins 
5209 Ocean Front Walk #101 
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 
Letter dated: 11/27/02 

Don Hollands .......................... ....................... ......... ... .............................................. .. .. ..... Page 11-29 
6400 Pacific Ave., #304 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
don-hol@comcast. net 
Letter dated: 03/16/2006 

Mark Van Gessel, P.E . .. ..... .. ......... .. .. .. ... .... .... ... ............ ..... ...... .. .. .... .... ........................... Page 11-31 
vangessel@comcast. net 
Letter dated: 03/16/06 

URS 11-2 
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COMMENT CARDS FROM PUBLIC MEETING 
Madeline Dinonno .. ... .... .................................................................. .. .......... ... .......... ........ Page 11-49 
Comment dated: 02/23/06 

Susan Papadakis ..................................................... ..... ... ................. .. ....... ...................... Page 11-50 
Grass Roots Venice Neighborhood Council 
Los Angeles, CA 90291 
Comment dated: 02/23/06 

Phil Raider ........................ .. ............................................................................................. Page 11-51 
Grass Roots Venice Neighborhood Council 
Comment dated: 02/23/06 

FEBRUARY 23, 2006 PUBLIC MEETING TRANSCRIPT.. .. .. .... ..... .. .. .. .......................... Page 11-52 

URS 11-3 
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11.2 SUMMARY OF COMMENTS 

Table II-I, below, provides a summary of comments received from the public and 
private agencies on the adequacy of the EIR. Many of the comments relate to the same 
issue, although sometimes in different ways or with a slightly different emphasis. 
Nonetheless, there are redundancies or overlapping of the comments. In summary, the 
comments relate to forty-four ( 44) environmental issues described in Table II-1. 
Responses to these comments are provided in section II.5 and are presented and 
identified by the comment identification number shown in Table II-I. 

Table II-2 notes the comment issue areas raised in the eleven (II) written responses 
received by the City from public agencies and the general public. Finally, Table II-3 
notes comment issue areas raised in the oral and written comments received by the City 
at the February 23, 2006 public hearing. Tables II-2 and II-3 show that many letters 
and oral comments addressed the same issue: for example, three written letters 
commented on construction-related parking impact, which is comment "CON-I"; this 
issue was also raised by two people at the public hearing. 

Table 11-1: Comments on Draft EIR 

Comment Comment Name Comment Description 
ID 

ALGN-I Preferred Alignment - The beach alignment ofthe project is preferred 
Beach because it is the least disruptive to local residents. 

ALGN-2 Preferred Alignment - The beach alignment ofthe project is not preferred 
Non-beach because of potential environmental impacts to the 

coast. 
ALT-I Alternative- No The no-project alternative is preferred because it 

Project Analysis would limit development and growth. 
ALT-2 Alternative - New The EIR should consider additional alternatives . 

Alternative 
ALT-3 Alternative - The City has a bias for the Pacific A venue 

Alternative Bias alignment, and an indep_endent review is necessary . 
ALT-4 Alternative -New Consider a new beach "cut and cover" alternative. 

Beach "Cut and 
Cover" 

AQ-I Air Quality - Odor Will the project cause sewage odors? 
BIO-I Biology What are the construction-related impacts to 

Liulugil:al spel:ies sul:II as ll!e El Segumlu Blue 
Butterfly, Least Tern, and California Brown 
Pelican? 

CLI-I Climate Change Rising sea level and beach erosion need to be 
addressed. 

CON-I Construction - Where will construction equipment be parked 
Parking during construction ofthe project? 

URS 11-4 
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Comment Comment Name Comment Description 
ID 

CON-2 Construction - Can the project construction schedule be met? 
Schedule 

CON-3 Construction - Traffic Which streets will be closed and how will traffic be 
impacted due to construction? Specifically, will the 
intersection of Pacific and Via Marina be closed 
during construction? 

CON-4 Construction - Beach How will construction of the project impact beach 
access access? 

CON-5 Construction - Timing What is the construction schedule and how much 
time will it take for project completion? 

CON-6 Construction - Noise What are the noise impacts due to construction? 
CON-7 Construction- How will construction practices and mitigation 

Management measures be enforced? Can financial penalties be 
imposed if the construction contractor fails to 
implement the mitigation measures? 

CON-8 Construction - What are the vibration impacts due to construction? 
Vibration 

CON-9 Construction - Trench Add a "bullet item" requiring trench covering 
Covering during construction of pipeline. 

EIR-1 EIR - Recirculation Recirculation of the EIR has been requested due to 
lack of sufficient analvsis. 

EIR-2 EIR- Extend Review The review period for the EIR should be extended 
Period because of insufficient time to review the 

document. 
EIR-3 EIR - Piecemeal This is a piecemeal CEQA analysis of a larger 

CEQA Analysis project: 3-4 story development in Venice. 
EIR-4 EIR - Mitigation Do not allow "or equivalent" mitigation measures. 

Measures 
EMG-1 Emergency Access During construction of the project, how will 

emergency services be provided given street 
closures and construction on streets? 

FLD-1 Flooding How will the project handle storm water and other 
flooding events? 

GE0-1 Geology - Settling/ Construction of the project may result in on- or off-
Dewatering site landslides. 

GE0-2 Geology- The project is being constructed in an area where 
Liquefaction liquefaction may occur. 

GE0-3 Geology - Seismic Seismic events may impact the project. 
GRWTH-1 Growth inducing How will the project induce growth in the local 

Impacts area? 

URS 11-5 
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Comment Comment Name Comment Description 
ID 

GRWTH-2 Growth Inducing Can the Hyperion Plant handle the increased flows 
Impacts - Hyperion of the sewer line in addition to the large expansive 
Plant housing projects that the City continues to 

approve? 
NOl-l Noise -Noise Curtain Provide more specificity concerning the noise 

curtain mitigation measure. 
NOI-2 Noise- New Suggest new Noise mitigation measure, NOI-10, 

Mitigation Measure for Pacific Avenue project alignment. 
OS-1 Open Space- Dedicate City owned drill site for public open 

Mitigation space. 
PRMT-1 Permitting Several permits are necessary to proceed with the 

Pacific A venue alignment. 
PROJ-1 Project Related- What is the lifespan of the project, and when will 

Project Life renovation of the project be required? 
PROJ-2 Project Related- Is the pipeline adequate to serve the projected 

Capacity ofForce population? 
Main 

PROJ-3 Project Related - Will the project include plans for shutdown and 
Sewage Spill Plans containment in the event of sewage spill? 

PROJ-4 Project Related - Will the project release untreated sewage into the 
Sewer Capacity_ ocean during heavy rain? 

PROJ-5 Project Related - Regular community updates of the project status 
Project Updates are requested. 

PROJ-6 Project Related - Which project alternative is the safest over the 
Safety long-term? 

PROJ-7 Project Related- Request more detailed project and alternatives cost 
Project Cost information. 

PROJ-8 Project Related- The project has the potential to impact Los Angeles 
Impact to County County facilities. 
Facilities 

TAX-I Tax Reduction Request tax reduction for property owners who are 
affected by proj_ect. 

TRA-1 Traffic Impacts Construction of the proposed project will cause 
disruption to the traffic flow in the area. 

WQ-1 Water Quality Is the pumping plant sending untreated sewage into 
the ocean; and will the plant adversely affect 
groundwater supply? 

URS 11-6 
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Table 11-2: Comment Letters 

II \\ , '11"'1' '" 

NOl- l 

OI-l 

0&- 1 

PRMT-1 

I'RQ.t-1 

PROH 

PRQ~.J 

PROJ-4 

rRo.,-5 
rno.,-6 
PROJ-7 

I'ROJ-8 

'rAX-1 

TRA-1 

WQ-1 • 
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PRMT- 1 

PI'\OJ· I 

PRO.I-2 

PR0~-3 

l'R Q.J-4 

PROJ-S 

l'ltOJ-6 

PR0.J-7 

I' RO.I-8 

'J1 X-1 

TRA-1 

\ Q-1 

Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project Final EIR 

Table 11-3: Public Meeting Comments 

• 
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11.3 Annotated Letters Received by the City on the Adequacy 
of the EIR 

URS 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
I)!STll.llT 1. itWtUN A.l" !'LANNING 
IGJIJC'EQII. a!<AM" tl 
I 00 MAIN STI<I!Itr. M.~ Ill& 
LOS Ar-uf'.LH!i, L~A QtNIIl".l6116 
PHONE It n:o ~4'7· )J41 
r.>\..X: 111\l ....,r.j~\t 

l'clmwry 21. :!006 

MI. J~n~ r~ Ooty 
1--W~ An,gdcs lhn~u of f.nl!iiuccrins 
21XI N Srnns Sln>et, M! 1\~ 
1.()') ""-l."k"S_ CA 900 ll 

IGRJC~QA ~J Ot!U10Mt_ OEIR 
lGRJd.tQA ~- WOJOSAL 
Vt:ni~ l'ulllf!IIIJ! Pl:lrll Du:ll f.,rn· l'lbir, 
Vic:. LA..OltPM 3016 
SCIU: 200:lO)l001 

I 'f'~ \\'II'<"J.'<1U~r( 
do •'"'!";! ~!,l)flnlr' 

Thon.k )IOU for iru:ludina thu CAlifornia Deptutmcnt of Tmnspor1Btion (CilllrUitj) in lhe 
l~n\'lf'(lfl!nlmhll rcviii!W procca~ ror lhe t~bove tl.!l'trcnced project TIIi~ h Q WlhiMI(al~r 
L'otl\'I.')'IU11.'1! pmjc:ctlo incl'¢ll~ Ul~ ~acity or the City'$ sanitary ~ewer ~y~t~ro by pl.aci1J8 
(I .lk'W sewage plptl1rte lu (N&nlllel witb the ell.islilll£ roo:e main that 1.'\111\'cy~ llow rrom the 
Vento.-.: Pwnpill! Pbnt to !he Hyp:ri"a f tilL: l Pilant. 

Sum:n water nm-off n ll ~l!l.itive iijJI)e for Ul\ An~,tt:le!i and Veurura !:0\lnl~. Please he I WQ.I 
mindr11l thM projects Deed to lx! des to di•clt~tg.C cleun nm-uff water, 

/\11)' uan&portntion of hC!l'I'Y construction Cljuipn•cnt Ltnt.Vot matc:rllllll whlt:h 1'1..'\LUires the 
II~C' ,,f nvenized-tnan11port vehicles on Stole highwuy.s will require u Callt'<tns PIWT·I 

trumrortlltion pemlit. We rcc::omm IHI that llltlC ~~l~ truck IJip~ ~ liml1ed to off-pc:~k 
.:ommuae periods. ln .Jdilloa, a CNckJtra(fi~: ..:uruuu~;tioo managem~:ntplllfll" needed for 
lin\~~- lb~ot )'00 r~ lk 'P :.1 •tr 10 .~~.\'; lt''•!t'\VC;d !hi~ 1,')(1:~.~\!. 

If you have uy qoeMion!i, pleuc: kcl ~ IO coni311..'1DY at an, 1!97-'\7~7 ur Alan Lin 
the prnjecl coordinalor at (213) 897-8391 and ref<.•r to IGRICEQA N11. (I(,()~OI!AL 

Sint:Prcly, 

( HER'I'LJ P0\1iEIJ. 
IGR/CEQA Branch Chief 

11-9 
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
Sa.Jtt c..,st Anta ota 
200 Ooo~. ad*l1000 
ung Bea<tl, CA 9011l2..:102 
(562) 5!111-5011 

Jim Doty 
City of Los Angeles 
Bureau of Engineering 
Department of Public Works 
650 South Spring St. 
Suite 11000 
Los Angeles, CA 90014-1918 

March 16,2006 

Subject: Draft EIR, Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project 2003031001 

Dear Mr. Daly, 

Stan of the California Coastal Commission would Ike to provide the following initial 
comments on the Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project. The project would 
replace an existing sewer main that connects the exlsUng Venice pumping plant al 
Hurricane Avenue and lhe Grand Canal with the Hyperlon Treatment Plant. The City has 
provided three a lternative routes and three allernaUve methOds or construction. The s tarr 
provided comments on the initial study several years ago. We unders tand that th e various 
routes could be combined IF the City round a combination or two routes wo uld have less 
environmental Impact. 

In general , the staff agrees with the City's assessment of the risks and potential impacts of 
the various routes , with one exception. Placement of a m ajor sewer line on the beach 
raises significant issues because, in a situation or rising sea level and Increased coastal 
erosion, the sewer line could, in a few years be attacked by waves and require a revetment 
or other ooastal protection structure. Section 30253 of the Coastal Act requires that new 
development shall mln.imize risks to Bfe and property In areas of high geologic, floOd and 
fire risk. New projects must be able lo demonstrate that they have minimized risks over 
the foreseeable life of the development, which, for public works projects can be at least 3D 
to 40 years. During the next 30 to 40 years a combination of beach erosion and rising sea 
levels could result in the proposed line being within the wave run up zone and at great risk ALGN-2 

from both floOding and erosion hazards. Also, the Commission has found it becomes more 
and more difficult to estabHsh new utiltty corridors through upland areas. As a result , even 
though the proposed sewer line may have only a 30- to 40-year expected life, the corridor 
itself may have a much longer expe<:tad life. Use of the beach route now, without any 
future plans to develop safer routes In the future, may great ly reduce opllons for safe and 
efficient management of sewer service in the future. 

The City's assessment of the various routes needs to consider the safety or the sewer line 
under the worst case conditions that can be foreseen for lhe proposed sewer line. For the 
beach route, that would be a 100-year storm event (similar to the 1982-83 storms, or the a..r-1 
1988 storms) , ocourring when tho boach is eroded due to both seasonal beach loss and 
long-term erosion, and when the oceanic conditions are most conducive to wave impacts 
and scour (a oornbination or high tide, atrnospheric forcing and lor1g-tem1 sea level ri!e). 
Since the long-term beach change has been influenced of his toric beach nourishment, the 
beach conditions should be extrapolated "for both conditions or con lin ued beach 
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Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project Draft ElR Comments 
Page 2of 3 

nourishment and conditions or no additional nourishmenL Key points of vulnera bBl!y to the 
line should be considered, such as the higher elevation po-rtions of the line, the channel 
crossing and transilions 1o the crossing, and si tuations Where the fine may have illle or no 
flow and thus could be excessively buoyant. Also, the sewer line is a critical facJtlty and It 
should be examined for risk from soma extreme events, such as a tsunami wllh drawdown 
that would likely be focused in the channel area. 

tn addition lo potential risks from beach erosion, staff would want the EIR to oonsider fully 
the following potential impacts that can result from construction, maintenance, or routine 
operation: 

1) Impacts o n beach access. The three proposed routes are along roads that are used for 
beach access or are located on the beach. Severa l staging areas are located on the sand 
or in the case the Marques as/Via Marina route on a pubfic parking lol Methods of 
construction which require long term closing of beach access routes or occupancy or 
re creation areas will reduce the abDily of the public to get to the beach. The beach and 

CU-1 

recreation areas in question are: CON-4 

a) Dockweiler State Beach (both north and south of the Manna Entrance channel) 
b) The C<Junty parking spaces adjacent to the Marina Entrance Channel at the 
southem ends of Pacific Avenue and Via Marina. 
c) County Parking Lot 131ocaled on Via Marina. 
d) Pacific Avenue in both Venice and Playa de I Ray 
e) Vista del Mar Boulevard, which provides principal access to Dockweiler State 
Beach. 

2) Impacts on the Least Tern nesting colony . The staging area shown for the Venice lero.1 BeaCh small diameter tunnel is located close to the Least Tcm nesting area. We would be 
concerned about impacts of noise and foot traffic on this site. 

3) Visual and noise impacts during construction. While such impacts are temporary, the 
level of impact varies among the methods chosen for oonstruct!on and the location of the 
route ('.hosen. The MarquesasiVia Marina route would have little impact on beach views or 
on major public access routes. All of the alternatives in Playa del Ray would have impacts. 
The tunneling allemalives would seem from your analysis to have the least Impact on 
beach access routes. 

CON.e 
CON-7 

4) Vl/ater quality impacts can potentially occur wiUl any rnajora:>r'ISII'uction projl:tCl; It will be I 
neoessary to design and schedule the project to minimize potential water quality Impacts, wo-1 
lt!Qu ir~ ltttt use of Best Management Practices as well as to knpose strict m~igation 
measures. 

5) AD three routes would traverse liquerlable soils. This geolog ic hazard needs to be 
considered in the analysis of all route and construction alternatives. 

I GE0-2. 

11-11 
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Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project Draft EIR Comments 
Page3of3 

6) Plans for shut~ff and containment in the event of a, sewerage spill should be provided 
for each proposed route. Special care should be taken for the channel crossing, areas 
less than 100 feet from Bellona and Del Ray Lagoons, and with the entire beach route. 

7) There is some finite life to all sewer projects. There should be some consideration in 
the EIR as to the eventual disposal of the sewer line once it reaches the end of its 
economic line. While staff is not reoommending the beach route alternative, should the 
City choose this alternative, there should be some identified triggers that would provide 
sufficient time to plan, finance and oonstruct a replacement line before the beach line 
would be threatened. Triggers Indicative or a future need to replace the line or to install 
shore protection to avoid damage from wave attack in elude beach width change, increased 
damage during storm conditions, or back beach elevation changes. 

Some of the impacts may be mitigated either by locally imposed mitigation measures. or 
by specia l conditions Imposed by local government or the Coastal Commission. However, 
coastal starr would urge the CHy to chose a route and a construction method that 1) avoids 
the beach, Z) minimizes disruption of public access to and use ar the beach and ather 
coastal recreation resources, 3) and does not disturb the least Tam nesting area durilg 
nesting season (mid-March to late August). 

When the final project is submitted to the CQmmlssion for a coastal development permit, 
the staff will undertake a, more through analysis, and if necessary, Impose special 
conditions to assure its consistency with the Gallfornia Coastal Act Thank you for allowing 
us the opportunity to comment on this project at the early stages of planning. 

Sincerely 

Pam Emerson 
Los Angeles Area Supervisor 

I !'ROJ-3 

PROJ-1 

ALGf~2 
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

March t5, 2006 

Mr. James E. Doty 
City of Los Angeles 
Public Works Engineering 
do Public Affairs Office 

~ sotmi-MOIIT 1\\'ENI/1! 
o\1.11 .... \tBilA, Ci\LlFOIIHIJI ~II!Ol•llll 

Tdqlllwc: ~626) 4SI.S JQ} 
www.lutpw .or; 

200 North Spring Street, Room M1S5 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Dear Mr. Doty; 

REVIEW OF DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPAC1 REPORT 
VENICE PUMPING PLANT DUAL FORCE MA1N PROJECT 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

ADIJit!OiS ALL CtlRUSP<»>DElOC!: TO: 
P,Q,BOXH60 

AUIAM~IIA,<.:.\UfOR."'I~ Jl ~-1'19> 

IN REPlY~ 

R£F£RT<>FU> LD-0 

Thank you for the opportunity lo review the Drafi Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) 
for the Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main project. Based on the DElR, this project 
has the potential to impact Los Angeles County racllities. Speclfically, we are PROJ.8 
concerned lpat two of (he pfoposed alignments could have significant construction 
related Impacts to County residents, roadways, and facillties. Public Works 
recommends considering the Pacific Avenue alignment as the preferred alignment since 
it creates the least amount of impact to the County. 

Also, It should be noted that any operational Impacts to the County Infrastructure will 
need to be reviewed and permitted by Public Works, 

If you have any questions regarding these comments, please contact Ms. Clarice Nash 
at (626) 458-5910. 

Very truly yours, 

'ANTONIO 
Assistant !vision Engineer 
Land Development Division 

CRN:jmw~:aa~ICU.Ric:EwENICEPPOil••. 
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I':!: om: 
'.l'o: 
fllol;ol: 
tabjeQt: 

'llrett li;~wkine <:orett@qql. COlli> 
<~vironment8enq.l~city,orq> 

'l'h~a, Pl:!l;l !1, 2006 11:36 JU-1 
Venice Duel Force M$in 

Pm all for qettinq thh overflow ~n<:t repair pt·ol)lem fixedl 

Brett W, liawkine Jr. 
Pre111ident ' rounder 
GloQa.l Gaminq t.e.aq~~e 

+l 310 828 5.2$2 
'$top Playing With '/OI,Irl!l10lfl'' 
www.GGL.com 

11-14 
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127 Rees Street 
Playa del Rey, Ca. 90293 
Feb.20,2006 

Dear James Doty, Environmental Group 
LA City Public Works 

Re: Venice Pumping Plant Force Main Project EIR 

I want to compliment you and the staff. I have read the entire EIR . 
You were very thorough!! 

I am supporting the route which I believe is described, in the EIR,but I 
feel that it should be put in writing so that there is no confusion. 
Using Fig. 6.3-1 l want to support the most straight forward way to 
complete the project. Begin at# 11 go west to #10, west to# 9 and 
south to #6 cross under Marina channel, under Bailon a Creek to #5 
continue on the beach tunneling to #1 oast to #3 south to #2 ::md tic 
into Hyperion plant. 

The route I support would use the Lay down areas to store equipment 
in the existing parking area adjacent 62"d Ave. and the parking east of 
Pacific in the Lagoon area. 

The Lagoon and Jungle areas of Playa del Rey can not 
FUNCTION If the roads are reduced. Using the beach for tunneling 
will disrupt the least of local Residents. We all lived with the 
Thompson Pumping Plant Fiasco in 1998!!!l We can not and will not 
live with or through another Public Works Project that is not 
neighborhood friendly. We come before the Least Tern or any other 
bird or lower species!!! 

The original1958 pipe is laid in the beach. The new pipe can be laid 
next to or in close proximity employing tunneling or open trench 
method. Traffic disruption would be of a minimum. The 
Dockweiler{North and South) Alignment would eliminate traffic and 
parking issues as described for the "Pacific And Vista det Mar" Inland 
route . The residents should not have to live with the negative 

ALGN-1 
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impacts associated with a project of this magnitude. Please put the 
project on the beach for as much as is possible. 

By using the beach route, the pipes can be tied together for future 
use. As the demand Increases, both pipes can be used. if there is a 
big storm, the old pipe can be used so that "nasty" spillage does not 
wash down our beaches. 

By using the beach route, the parking in the lagoon would be 
preserved for those using the Park, Basketball courts or Grand 
Parents attending Little League games, and residents who do not 
r"ave a garage. Parking is at a premium and must be maintained at 
the current level. 

Please note that we recognize the need for the project. We 
want to maintain the current quality of life. The ingress and egress 
for residents, businesses and LAPD and LAFD, and Lifeguards' 
equipment during the short 18-24 month project. 
The beach route would be further away from the bluffs along Vista del 
Mar. Vibrations from equipment could trigger land slides. The hill 

ALGN-1 

properties to the Immediate east of Vista del Mar and those in the GEe-1 
Jungle to the immediate west of Vista del Mar appear on the City GE0-2 

Earthquake maps as being in a liquification zone. The project could 
potentially result in on or off s~e slides, later;;~l spreading, liquificalion 
or collapse. Good planning and engineering can not predict a land 
slide. The La Conchita, in Ventura, 2005 and The June; 2005, Blue 
Bird Canyon ,LaGuna Beach Slides give us all reason to pause and 
Plan very carefully. Planning is the key. Does The City have enough 
Liability Insurance to cover similiar happenings??? The seismic 
shaking and vibrations would be greatly reduced if the 13each route 
were used. 

Throughout the ElR there ware references to moving equipment and 
workers. Arrangements could be made with LA City for workers to 
pa~ at empty areas along Pershing or open the section of Sandpiper 
that was shutoff after the 2001 Terrorists attacks_ The Sand Piper coN-1 

area could be used for parking and a shuttle bus could run 
employees as needed. LA County operates parking on the west side 
of Vista del Mar slighUy south of Waterview-Napoleon. There are 
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in Venice, Marina and Playa del Rey is precious. Careful CON-t 

County Jots inthe Marina that could be used for workers. The parking I 
Consideration should be given to ways to preserve parking in all 
areas affected!!!! 

To make it very clear--The Jungle is a high density residential area. 
The parking area located westerly adjacent Vista del Mar, from 
Montreal South to Surf Alley can not be used in any manner at any 
time during this project This area allows Beach access for visitors 
during ihe day and provides residential parking in the evening. 

I would like to suggest that this Project have an ongoing update bi~ 
weekly in The Argonaut Newspaper. 
This is a local free paper that is widely read in the affected area. 
Additionally, Before the Project really starts, A community meeting 
should be held at the Council office at night and so that the last 
minute changes could be made public. The LAPD, LAFO, Lifeguards, 
and local hospital should be invited. 

Representatives ofWest Beach Playa del Rey Property Owners 
Association will be available to meet with you at night with some 
notice. 

Lastly, Contingency plans must be in place so that our Community 
does not live through a repeat of the Thompson Pumping Plant 
fiasco. The City owes this neighborhood a well planned project 
without any glitches. 

Si~cerel~ 

~/kw--
Carol Kapp Property Owner. Board of directors WB PdR POA 

PROJ-5 
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Gene Haberman <qenehabe6yahoo.com> 
<:env ir0NIIen~8enq. la<;:i,~y.orq;. 
T\le, Mar 1, 200~ 5:20 l>H 

bear ~~r. Ooty, 

I am a Hari~ del ltey ,residotnt involved in revi~lnq a Oraft I!:I~ oil the 
Shores Project propoeed ~o be built on Vi,;~ Marina, Noro;:,h of Har~Ns 
~y. Over 300 additional resideential units are beinq proposed. It 1s 
part of over 2000 residential units nolf bei1><; build or in the planning 
cycle on the wea1: side of ~he ~1ar ina. Are t.heae unit. a served by t.be 
Ven.l.c:e ~pinq Pla·n1;? 

If they are ae.rved by the VPP is there ~mouqh capacity. The reason for 
my concern is 1:he information you furnished :reqardinq the proposed 
Venice P!Jmpinq Pl<lnt Dt.lal Force Main $ewer appe;lrs to indicate tbat the 
sewer eyetem 111 over capac.tl ty duri,nq wet Weilther. Therefo~;e you !lre 
proposinq to add a aewer to ensure continuous safe flolf durinq 
projected ...,t weather and t.o help prevent aew&r ap11uqe onto city 
nreet& a·nd adjacent $1,1r,t:ace Wiltera. !lased on information fJ:"om your 
office, the uwer would be completed in 2011. The Shores Pro:lect., if 
approved, would ~qin occupancy in 2008, Some of the other additional 
~aidential units are currrently under construction. 

PlNse a118wer thia inquiry at. yo11r earliest. convenieno;:e, 'l'be Shores 
Project ie in the ~qional Planninq Co11111iuion hearinq proc;ese. 

Sincerely, 

:blqen~ Haberman 

Marina del Rey 

GRWTH-1 
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JOHN B. 101.10\' 

Matdl 14. 2006 

Attn: J~ E. Duty 
City ofl.(lt Aftleles 
Dqwtmeut oJ Pubh£ Worb Burea~~ ofEnginoerit¥ 
c/o Public A!Tairs Ollico 
2()0 N. Spring S~ 
RoomMI6S 
Los AlJic:l~. CA 90<112 

Ro: Draft t!lR .. Venice Pul'llping Plant Dulll Foree Muin 

Tbt- nwtcr of this Dual f or~e Main has previo1rsly been diliCuiiSI!d with lbe 
~~ of Public Workit in writing and \'crblllly in the 2(]()2 and 200~ 
period durina publiC heaarin8)' lllJd pri\'llte m~lil18'. 

We ..,aU 10 JII'W' atlctllion ;;uch eorro..~d~tu~~ which should bt <'Ill .fllo with 
1he City of Los Angclcs l>ep;lrtment of Public Worts and also cuclosc !etten; 
from Marl ria h:ninlllla N.:i · .A5soc:iatioo to 1M fullowin, dated April 
9,2003; 

• Mr. Chris(ophcr Wos1hof!~ Ci1yAuomey's Office!, Cny of L.oo Angeles 

• Counc:Hwomau Cindy Miscikuwski. Cit~ of Los An~lcs. Di1trict 11 

• Mr. Vi1aly nuylan, City Engineer, City of Los An!/..:11.!~ 

• CommiNioner R01wld I.ow, Dept. of Pllblie Works, Ciiy of Los Angle$ 

• R~ll Rutlins, Depi111lru:nt ofPllblic Worh.City ofl.os Ang~lcs 

1llac lcuara lltld other k~WS lh:nn Mllrina Pcmi1111Uia Nei',!.hborbood 
.r\notialion and the undcn.igncd, Jolm P. Kilroy, t>rovidoll fOOnclational 
documeola; ~It and objections to inm.llalion !lf tutll a Dual F!!rtt Main on 
Pacific Avr:nuc: , 

.HU(i Ph~lfl(; r\V 1; , 
MARlNA J>f.(, 1\fiY, C\ 90292 

JBKMDR@AOI .C'OM 
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A cu~t review of Paci& A.vonuo abowa the followin& addilio1111l f~~ew which 
would have tromenctous imptet uron 00115tructi.on CCII, construction timrt, 
traffic flow and the standard or living and convcniencl\ or 111] OW'Ilel'll and 
mll«S wil.bin the area .from lhc C!ll18-l to liH! Oce1111 Bcoch. 

lbe couttl of driVCWII)'I which cnt« off Pacific Avenue to sint~le·t'amiiy !'It 
multi-family tealdcru inlllb 311. 

The COUDl otllnldS which 011er Pacific Avenue between Galleon Strod to Via 
Marina~ 18. Thole llrCCII- buadrecls or more driVn'IJIS whim 
primarily are ~·family~ ~ys and lhc dri'icW• )'s on Pllcific 
AvS~ue repre9Cidl ' ''" 1 with uNitTptiC.Inl! ~-cr. 'Niter, JU. ~le and 
other services, all o( which )l\lllffere wi1h rapid COIIIUUCiion.. subslalltially 
iuc • ng .cost of&uch 1 Dual FCII'I»M.Hin. 

Pacl lie Avenue Ia the primary aetas lltreei 1» Specdwty, which alto ~ena 
bundrc:ik of rclideneca, 81rol1J05 and .~lated p!Uttin11 with u•'ldurground 
h:mal.latlon. 

Pacific A\'CIIuc i!l a loop DCCCSS nNid to Wuhiftgion Bou lev.nl and VIe Marina 
tOr bus&ciii.IICbOol buues, lrUds. service veaeli Uld can, 'hea~il)' used duriug 
dayliF~ 

'"llU Uy 
il' cnupt • I Ji\'l ll • • 1ht>ru hou!J " '' In• ~ I IJli 
Pw:.iftc AVCI'IUC, .. won u .oostantially i~ng ~ and COMtrUction time. 

Neither the VJ~t Marin~~ J)i'Qpo5!'1i site :itot the propo&ed "-:h insllllllltion 
impose such adv01110 or coetly installati()Ji upon tho roaidcnta 11'111 upon tbe 
construc:Uon iisolffbr :t®h 11longlby time as P11ciflc Avenue, 

AlGN-1 
TRA-t 

There .-e virtu#Uy .no ~b81ruolion~ to rapid anc! .I(;!W•oCIIl,~t ~:O.Min•c,li(ln, n<.lr i11 I 
lhcre suc:h aiOriour p<t~enl•ll IUid likely problem of liqu~o~facuon as there is on GE0-2 
PacifieAYdi!UO. 

Contrary IO prior ~on by a c:omultant 10 the City, lhe width or the 
beach at lhi• ansa rot sewer liDe ba ~ Kc:ft&l...e for many years since 
in:Altllaliull oft~ Cf llld erosion is hiJbly tiOiilcOI~; Environmc:Jitally, 
dlcre llhoukl be oaly ~ llSI.ntcll II lmp6ct. ata~eb IC5S Win !he 
.Pllc:ifie Avc:nue site. 

5306 PACIFIC AVE. 
M.ARINA DilL RllY. CA 90l92 
JB'KMDR.@AOL .C:OM 
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The Via Mwinll site i~ ulfkl ;1 high I}' fa~ontblt' sill! us compared to Paci lie 
/\venue. a short tunnel under the cnnal. a ~horl dhtan;;c 011 Vta I)Qkc;, th~:n 

;tlon~ the Wlllh two-lane of a iour-lane divi<k.l to<~<lway '4ith M dnvcw~)"S to 
OIIIUI-fllltlily cl'!\ ellillg.lo • .illld (iltlt!. if 1111)". !-<:Wcr C01U\<.'<:tiOiti. Willer line:s, 
tcl~hon-. p5 or 11\hcr lines !lbstrueting Tllpid and '''"'·cost ~-..ln.'ilntction along 
the ~uuth side of Viu Marina 

Traffic mrutn~cmcnt on the V1~ Marina four-Jan~ divided roadway is rcJouwl:
.;;,&y, p;~rticulurly in 11icl\' ot' th~: lack of drivcwa}'l', l!arugc~. ood utihtit:ij 
ohs!nJctive 10 high spccJ C<1!181Mldion. 

llt5 simply illog'ical. ~IIIH:tur~ll~· Uns;th:, V.ilh n ht~h incl'<!a.-;<.; of cost in m.,ncy I PROJ-fl 
.tnd lime to cQnsidcr t>.u:ifk A\'c::mtc a~ s ~'" tllr lhc Venice Plant :Du:ll h>r'.: 
\bin. 

1\ll of this j:; aside from rhc ltelllcndou~ imJ'<)Silion urxm hvirl~ w1o.l I 
cnvmmnll."'llnl condition~ d~~nng comlntctkm 11f P~ilic Avema: i r scloctoo IL~ CON-7 

lhe I',Oll~tructinn site. 

Sinco:n:ly. { 

r:~ M11r-k J;w(irt>t·IJ 
Com•"i'l'j'I.('J(h"!r Jlcmllld J.()K: 1'J.:pi 0) P~b.'ll. u;m(., 
n~;/}· .Ui,.·iltth'rh (J~· n.f lrl1 A•J"I''·' {),,..,.., II 
h.~n !i 1\-r&/" • 
R.:,.,1f'fl RJ.J/f11t~~. !'lun~:' u.l £r:gf~e~t!l'ih1! 
·~lXf(,,r . 
Lo•"<:/1.<;,,,1;,~ 'ti'N~ p.,.,.;,J,r.r, 
• iJtJJ., Jt!,._n:t,, ( i_l). £)rJ:;I'Jec!, 
CJ:ri.\'h'f'tr,-, ttt-...,~.rt:-(),1/. ()~~ .iun'"~C::~ 

~)Oio I'J1CII'l<: A\!. 
M..\11.11\A bEL ~bY. C.\ YL;)<,>) 

JflKMDR••'''\(,It l.'tJM 
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Marina Peninsula Ncl2hbothood Auoc::iation 

April 9, 2003 

Mr . Vitaly Troyan, Cily Engineer 
lo<ld City Agency 
City of Los AngaiH 
OUieau of Engioeeriog 
El50 S. Spring street Rm 574 
tos Angeles, CA .00014 
Al1n; Russell Ruffing 

Re: Venice Pumping Plant -Dual Fon:e Main 
1. CEQA - Nottce of PrapDrallon 
2. lnitlal Study- Attkle IV Letwr dated Feb. 25, 2003 
3. Attactun.m - lnues: P~ 5 -17 Inclusive 

We 11ave r •c; tved lh~ <.~lli ached documents t~nd have s.tudled the City's pi'OJ)O!I«< responses to 
the l!>suer. &>clion In d !nil, 

2. &.1Ch 

l 10 'lliOnS Jot - COl'ISII'IJCII r'l of tile \! nic& Pelmplng 
ted bel with the ~o • of lhe nrorrrm 

111~ exi!;~ng Force 1111 on · mce 
c, dt t-Ome put ·nta. 0 • ~181 

Thts rol/ 111 Jl( l!lni!'d ilr11.l ·"'PP ocl1'11 by 

Conllltunrtv Me~ting at the Marriott ~lotel- 15 Octobl'lr' ?002 . 
:3. Al\emallve 111 - Pres1111ied in a vu-gwph presenlation as a rwta around 

the Marina .toymg ournplot ly on Los /I.J oln:. City rig 11 of way. l~ r j1 ·d• ·d 
by the Publ• 01b D •parlment as tnc:hnlatlly un3ountl due to P" ''>!IW 
drops in the sower line 1'4ilhoul lhc cooslructior'l of additioMI J,lUnlp 
slalklns. 

4 A t Ill.< "" 11 rt! in a v-qr , • a route 
rou!e und II ''"" • laying lfll'' t ~~ Los -' 1M City regnt el 
way. Rejech!td by the Public Wor1\z. Oapartmem as techniCally unt.ound 

II M.a.1l Stt«t 
~-l•a~u ,1,1 l!t~_C·\ 'XI~·<t,' 
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Mr. Vitaly T1oyan 
Pa~2 of3 

due to pressure drops In the sewer lne wllhout lhC! COIISirudion of 
additional pump slatloM. 

Lauer lo Commissioner Low Iron John Perltlns- 27 November 2002 
5 Via Marina Allematlvo - Proposed as a solution that would b9 less 

disruptive to Marina traffic, I'M>' be shorter in total ltmgth, would allow 
mom rap4d compiQtlon, and possibly less exp!ll'lslve. 

INe bel~ve anothf:r location stl(l\Jkf also be cortsldorud. That 100 proposed fore& main be 
t;(lflt.lruc.tml by micro tunneling ~hi rig hi of way of the Bollooa Lagoon C;mal. Tho canal 
11> tmroodiatoly adjacent 10 dle pumpaog plalll and extends to the Marina del Roy Channel. 

W" l>llllfM! lh<ll eilher 11'11! be<Jdt loc31ion or the canal location pnJYtdes lhe least disruplive 
lm:nlion. thP. "''~''"'' it:'IC'-"'11~: nnrllh_, rm"l nnllltnniNW'ItRIIy !VIIrnrllrV"..RtlnnR. nod lhn lirNire;J r~ 
locolions Fur1her, !hat the Via M3rlno tor.rsUon is the third most responsll*! IDC'.-.fion aod the 
Pncihc .Avenuo toc;alion is !he rnost disrttptlve, the most costly, the worst enVironmentally. as 
wolt u~ exposing the City to 1ht! gre!ltost potential for serious ongoing liabiMty In connodion wilh 
vrbration damage to homes amJ othor issue$. 

For the purposn of the Initial Siudy, we believe that the staff should bo dlroc:led to prep oro the 
'!ltl;(ly ~fOUo<l fout of the ~bove namoo routea. These are: 

3 Paclfoc Avenue Altemo!M: 

4. Vra MQrfna Alton1111"'" 

lr 1 I I Obi ct!ve Study 
As ,,,. I• ;rd 1e documents p1nvided. Ills bilious that lho City h s 
Plla iJ , • . , nil dc;;lt')ned in5 ltnl ion .• [S aliSO Obvious that the i'lll w I 

C<~se!>. •ncorrect and misr<Jpresenlod krown facts. 

Til(~ C•ty has prep..:ed fin~l or naar llna pbns lor too Pacific Avenuo Allemnllvc It is customary 
thnl II~ design team for soctl n!W' fhal ()( final plans be restricted from involvement in the 
CECA process due to ltoe ptob.abtkly of hk"lS towards 1t1e1r cle$ign. 

We t>el~ve lhat sud1 biGS 1:> cltNUiy !Mdent. We recommend a oow toam be assigned lo 
C{)mplele the EIR 

Wo also recommend that a qualified ndependent Overstght Bollfd be farm&d to assure that 
such lllas does not continue. 
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Mr. Vltaly Troyan 
Page 3 of3 

A rMpoose by the City to specifiC issue:& lor each ol the lour pr locations $hoUkl bel 
provided. This Is es~oniiRI for an equrtablo deterrnlnabon ol lhe m&pecbw benefits ond 
liabllilles tor each Jocallon. 
We have atladlGd a mllrlled up copy ol lhe rssues sections, which 11101e dearly reprosenl£ 
appropriate resporiS()s to tile rssues. 

We agc!Ul empnasae lhfl importanre of accuracy and facts and lhal o separate Jist of issu~ nnd 
respoosc.s shoukl be prepamd fore<!Ol pt~Od locatron. 

Rotomwnd 1 on 
In summary, we request that you assure; 

1. lhc roules !o be studied oro specifiCI:llly idenllflcLl 
2. the a&signment unbiased 5loff to prepare the EIR 
3 Form an Independent Oversight Board to assuro « I' ins lme study 
4. Prepare a specific issoos study for oach site 

Wo kxlk lorword to your ro!;pOn::.c::. Tlmnl< you lor yoor coopc<oliOI'l 

Slncarely. 
M rln P nln ul. N lghborh od As ocl;~tlon 

"/-if/hJ· 
( l ~"' r ~~. Prn•J:tt!NU 

l..L.-~: ... _.....__ 
.John S Perkirr~ 

cc; Cindy Misclk.aw!'.ki, City of Los ~eles District 11 
Comrnis'>IOAAr RoOllld low, Dept. o1 Public W01ks, Crty (If lor. Angeles 
Rus5ell Ruffing, Bureau o1 Enguwarll\g. Enviromnenl91 Group, City ollos Angola& 
Chrl:slopher Westhoff, City Altorr~ey, City ol Los Angt~les 
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2 7 Novemhc:•r 2002. 

Commissioner Ronald Low 
City of l.o$ Angeles 
Bolvd of Public Works 
200 North Spring Stn·cr: Sulll! 361 
tos Aogele$, CA. 90012 

KE: Venice IJual Foret> Main Project 

Dear Commbaloner l.uw: 

5209 Oc:eon Ftont Wlllk #101 
Marina del Rey, CA 90292 

(l10) 301-8018 

Tbe purpose pf tbls lcttef 1$ to make ~ure th<~t you art:' nwarc lhnt otJ1er reasonable 
nHeroatlves exJst for the Venice- Dutil Force Main Project other than thOse currently 
propo&ed iU1d that the il.ddJtlonal alt<'foalivt-1 .are explllrt'd prior tO SUbn\IS~ion 10 tl1e 
community roc commenr. 

111m a Marlnll dei Rt')l Penln.sulil community rN.ident 01nd allt"n<led th<' IS Ocr.obtT 
2001 n tlng h ln th MMina d l.'l t•y ('nut t)":U by M rrlott llot~J. AI the 
Qll lu;Jon of 1 m tiDII I discu .~n th • oll s·natl ' lth the City'~ .Protect 

Manager, Scmn 7.ahNi, In addition tu 111<- four altemati~(.'>S be pr~ted. 

lbg Alternatiye (llcfcn:IK't! AlliidllnNII I) 
Inste-ad of exiting the msrlnl! pumpln~ srath•n and golng ~il't un Hurrtcanc, J would 
3Uggcst that the St'W<:r lin•~ .~hould ,:o trtst. umkt tht• \Jnallt·anal and tlwn eros~ Via 
Dolre and C'ill'ltlnuc ;~long Motrqu!.'sas Way. H would th<'n tum wuth and nan under 
the west si~e of Vl:t Marind I(• the< hannel. I' 1om thl.'rc It rould ronllrJUI.' auoss and 
run on lhl~ east slde of tlw nunmtly tkvelntx•d ;u e-.a. or turn and follow ellhet vr the 
two plans presentl>d for nu~~inr. the 1 hannd In thh ;u('a. 

Whlll'! the rrKistcu('lion almll: Via l'o1Mio;t wrould be nil County rlght-of·w;ty, ln~tNII:I or 
5oltoly ln thl• Chy, the Cmml)' ~hould lw .-~ble "' 'UJ'JXH 1 this pat.h sinn• th<> s~Wl'r 
r m , 1 · from the ma1 In<~ ;tW<1 II,(. Coullty pn•tn•rtyl. Some of tlw hencfll$ of 
lhh 1\Jil!.rnul!: rouu· <tre: 

• The djsnrpllon ()[ 1raUic t•n the p••uuiSUI<t would tw 1\fl'!.llly tM.Iuced. 

• Rl.'slden•:~·s un tlw ~st sldl' l·f Vlil I lnke do not I'm !II un t11c atreet. Access to 
the proJl('rties i\ fr()m oth"~ strt."i''h, in ((fOtrast ro the numN<ms Il'Sic.lences 
em Hunirant> ;md l'acilk Awnue wli .. ~e front doou and driveway$ are on 
the Mret•t, 

• 111e divld<"<l m.r<IW<I\ ot Vl.l ~lann.o "' " ''d ;lllvw t.htt .rrojecr '" ~ .1crek'rated 
while still all 1'111': hH.t wuy lloiVt•l ilh>ll& lht' t'ast ~ltl<' of lb!' road \\itll~ 
l'iH'h oftlw fn111 rnajor wrt.lnns of ruaLI W\'T<: under ;on~tnrrllon. Thl$ area 
aho al'f'{lrth aiH•III.ltfvl' \ln•et~ fell H.'5iderns to 1Eavr the an•a. 
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.1\tl;l ·hm 111 :l: Vi w WC'st oc:ross t-mpty Jot, 1Jnlllll·hannd and down llurncane. 
(Curo ml • pwpo~-cd mure). 

V~nke Pump stauon a<"ross C"bannl'l (In left. 
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Frcm: 
To: 
Date: 
Subje~: 

• Don Hollands" <<;ton-hole comcaat. net> 
~Environment~ <environment8enq~lacity.orq> 

3/16/2006 11:40:26 A~ 
Venice Dual Force ~lain 

Venice ?urnp:i·ng Plant: Dual Force ~lain i?rojec::.. 

Ob~erva -::ions: 

The peale flows to the Venice rumpinq Plant e><ceeding its capacity 1a a result 
of poor City planning; allowing large expansive housing developments prior to 
having the required infrastructure in-place. 

All large expansive housing developments should be put on hold (stoppedl until 
t.he infrastructure is in-place that can support the increased capacity they 
require. These large housing developers should provide significant funds with 
upfront payments to the City for expansion of e><istinq infrastructure. current 
ta><-payers should only be responsible for repairing and maintaining original 
in frast.tucture~ 

The proposed project for expanding the capacity of the pipeline >11ll not 
resolve :.he larger problem; the Hyperion sewerage Treatment Plant is currently 
unable to deal v1th the 1ncreas1ng capacity, ~o~hich has al.ready resulted in 
untreated ~o~aste being released into the sea in •emergency situations'. 

Conrnents: 

1. ~irstly, it is important to reconsider the benefits for existing residents 
and tax pnyers for a 'No Action Alternative'. 

2. In ~he even:: that a second pipe line is installed; as a condominium 
ho:ru=owne:r., ]ocated on Pacific Ave., 1 favor the Oocb-eiler Beach alternative 
being uRed "" the, construction site fo:r south of the ~Iarina Inle.t. This choic:e. 
will reduci! the, impac::. and risks to both h<>meowners and propezties. 'l'he Oraft 

GRWTH-1 
GRWTH·2 

E:IR understates the impact and the major risk to properties, which is the ALGN-1 
Pt).:..,nt.ioJ lot: t.la:nage t.o pt:operty foundaUons e.g. impacts, subsidence, and 
vi brat.l on. The Doc:lcweil~r Beach alternat.ive reduces health hazards, dust, etc. 
aud tho; vulo;uLidl illt ... uuptio<> of utility tiet·vic:es, which occurs whe.n a 
channel, or ~.unni:l construction is in the str.eets e .. q .. Pacific Ave. This 
alternaUve is far safer for the general public and will have the least 
negative affect for accessing the area, e.g. emergency services. 

3. The Draft Report reters ::.o pot.en~ial impacts to recr .. a::.ional facilities ~nd I .ALGN-1 
publl c <>ven~s on the beachfront, howev"r .• the Doclcwe.iler Beach alternative tor. 
fiOU"::.h of. ~larl na Inlet: 
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a) Only imp;tcu a mile of beachfront. and !;>ike path - ve have many, nany more 
miles of "be~chu ;tll(l l;>i ke p;tt,h~J avai4ble for wr recreation. 

!;>) Will allow r.ormal uee by the q~ral p\lblic of the recreational f;u;ilities 
i.n tile Playa ~l Rey Laqoon Park (parka, barbequ<;uJ, basketball court, baseball 
p;lrk, etc,). ALGN-1 

cl 'l'llh al t.11rnHive has the ~st. neqat.ive effect for residentlli a·l'ld the 
general public with fever ~Jtreet closures, lower noise, lower vibration and 
<tllow11 for bet~er re~tident;i~l acce!lill ;md eme;rqe-ncy <ICCeiJe du~:;inq the 
conet!."l!<::tion period. 

4, P.£: Operation of Constr'IICt.ion equipment, l!:qui.pment; la:ydown, (:on8truction 
Worlcere: parkin<;, D1.18t contai·nment, Slifety, 

a) $tronq Cont;ra.et. t.erme; !!hould be Ll!!ed to:> control h<>W tbe co·n!!t.ruction 
company opera.tione; are undertaken an<l manaqed, therel;>y to ;;ma1.1re the lUit. 
amo11nt of diiJ;;:qrbance to local residente. Specul Aneeeme-ntiJ (fined shol.ild 
be :applied for vio4 tiona l;>y t.he construction comp;tny, or 1 ta workers. 

bl 1'r11ck!l c~rr~·i·nq loose materi<~l "' sand, dirt, <ttc. ~thould be reql.iired to 1,1se 
cover I. 

cl There «re m;;ny un\lsed roadw<lya, near Sa.ndPiper Str<let, which 5hould be made 
a.vailable for con~Jtructwn worke:re pa.rllinq, eql.iipment 4ydovn, etc. thi& will 
help <~void our local ~t:reet.s becominq choked by constructwn vehicha and 
equipment. 

Don Hollands: ;.l() 306 8$22. 
HOA ~ Laqi;Jnli ~1 Mar A!!iJR l·nc. 

O:rqaroi&at.ion ~ 

CON-1 
CON-2 
c~ 
CON-7 
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Pram: •mark van qessel" <vangessel9comcaJt.net> 
'lllo: <~mvirorvntmt@enq.lac;:ity.orq>, <carol. amstrong8lacity ,org>, 
<j 1m. doty8lacity.org> 
Dat.: 3il6/2006 8:56:08 PM 
Sl;al)~at: Venice Ouiil Force Milin - Conwnents t.o the E:tl\ 

Attached are my comments on the Venice Dual rorce Hain pro;ect. 

Hark Van Geuel 
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Mnik VnnGcs:.wl's 
Comment~ on Dual Force Main EIR Pngc lof7 

Comments to ElR 

I , General 0.1mment 
a. Tn the alignment for the North area (north ofMarina channel to pumping 

plnnt) you ar.: showilg the following alignment~ 
i. Deep Tunnel PacifiC 

ii. Deep Tunnel Beach 
iii. Cut and Cover Pacific 
iv. Cut ood Cover Marques:~~ 

b. You should have antand Ikac:h alignment 
c. Below is my opinio11 OJlmignmcllt5 when oon.~idcring all the factors 

(environment, monc'j, impacts, time, feasibility) in order 
i. Cut and covcr beach 

ii. Cut ood covcr Marques:~~ 
iii. Cut ood covcr Pacific 
iv. Deep tunnel beach 
v. Deep 1\mncl pacific 

2. Thc.EIR is a very large document (\vith appcndiocs) it is scvcra13 inch 3 ring 
binders. The law require> aminimum review period. \Vhich is what you arc 
providing. It took the City over I year on a full time basis to wriic this document. 
and the City is only providiug a very short (minimum) review period The City 
should not usc the minimun· duration for !ruch a large project. 

a. I request that the Cit:; c.xtcnd the review period to allow enough time to 
review the entire package. 

3. Acid to list shown ini.R 
Impacts to structures and the permanent settlement of ground due to 
dewatering 

• Aocess to homes if cut and cover is the chosen method of eonstructi<m on the 
Venice pcnin~ul.a 

4. In 2.2 Plca~c clarify that the VPP has never had o spill due to capacity issues, 
5. In 2.2 p!c<~sc clarify that the VPP has been upgraded over the years so that the 

pumping capacity now cxce:ds lhC' pipe C<Jp;!city. 
a. As part ofthc EIR the EIR ~hould provide a dclailed analysis oft he 

number of time.~ th.1t the VPP is antK:ipated to c.xoced the capacity of the 
pipe so tho! people can ha~·e a realistic Wldcrstooding of the damage that 
can be done to the environment. 

h. It should al~o be made v.::ty dear that the plant was ncar (but never rclca.<;e 
wastcwat.:r) rclcasin3 wastewater in 1992 and 2004 that the wastewater 
was very diluted compared to normal wastewater. 

c. Please also clarify if other Cit>' sewage fncilitics rcleDSCd wastewater 
during these storms. This is critical in evaluating the no-build option. If 
the rcpolt shows thatufl thut would happen is thnt the incrca.~cd C<Jpacity 
would just pump mO!Ot wn~tcw:ncr to a facility that than docs not have the 
capacity .111 ooo h.1fi done ir. !:hift the problem and not really solved it. If 
311Jt1hing one ahs created a large problem by concentrating nnd incrcnsing 
the w:~~tcw~k•· di.qcJnrgc. 

EtR-2 

I GEOCI 

I CON-3 

I PR~2 
j ~~ 

PR~2 
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Mark Von Gessel's 
Commenl~ on Dual Force Main EIR P.1gc2of7 

6. In 2.3 (Page 2-9) the cut and cover comtruction. The con.muction duration is to 
short for construction on PacifiC the duration would be more in the range l)f 14 to 
l.8month.~. 

ll. For adcwiled discussion please sec other section.~ of com men to;. 
7. In 2.3 (pnge2-9) under stal1er tunnel 

a. Please revise the sentence regarding acoustic curtain. To read 
i. "To minimize ihctrunsmission ofnoi.o;e, the contract will require 

the instal lotion of an acolL~ticol curLilin that is ntll:ost 25 feet high 
and surround~ the entire site, and be closed when ony con.~tmction 
activities occur." 

S. Tn 2.3.1 Projcctaltcrnativc.\: 
a. Why is the cut and covcrnol a feiiSihlc alternative fi1r the hcachfront nrcas 

and is n fea.~iblc alternative for the !ltrcct alignment. 
b. By not including a cur and covel' construction method for the bcachfront 

altcrn:nive you arc not providing an alternative that may he the least 
environmentally friendly and cost effective. 

c. If the initial construction tL~cd to build the 4!1'' line was a cut nnd cover 
oonsttuciion method what hn..~ changed to make that consttuciion method 
not viable. 

d. I also believe that when the projl'CI wa.' first propnscd (several years ag1)) 
the construction method fort he beach alternative wa.~ n cut and cov.:r. 
The City speaker at the time said thatthcy were refusing to COI\.~idcr the 
beach altcmatiyc because they did not wont to deal with the coo~wl 
oommi.'ISion. 

c. A cut and oowr alternative on the beach would he a more environmentally 
friendly and cD!it effect solution than the street :~ltcrnativc for the V en icc 
pcnin.~uln portion of the project. 

f; Please make a clear cha11 showing the options so they con e<~sily he 
Wldcrstood. Since to the chnrt sho\~ll in the prcscnt:nion that showed nil 
the 6 alternatiws. This gel~ expanded since the cut and cover beach 
altcmtivc should he included. 

9. ln4.1.1 · 
a. The a;timatcd durations arc to short. Atkr RO feet of trench is opened the 

mud mat is placed Thnt ha.\ to cure (several days) than the gravel bedding 
i~ placed (this is :n least a 2 day process. I day to place another day to set 
gmdc and compact. The backfill process ago in i.~ several d.1)';~ (m IC.1$t n 
week) especially since the there is no adjacent property to store any 
material 1111d trucks have to work only from one end not along tho r.idc (}f 
the trci'ICh. There is no time for installing the shoring. There is no time 
for removing the shoring. You al!lO have no impcction time by City 
inspection forces. City ha~ to ins.JliX1 bnttom of trench (I Day) City has to 
inspect mud slab (I day) City has to inspect gravel bed (I day). Once the 
trench i.~ backfilll.'d you have to make sub-gmdc City ha.~ to inspect. City 
requires that back c:~n only be in 8'' lift.~ so that takes time. Then the AC 
has to he placl.'d and the City has to insjJCcl. You arc requiring tile street 
to be pavl.'d in very short sections and this is very time consuming. 

NOf-1 

ALT-2 

CON-2 
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Mark VanQ4;5scl's 
Comment~ on Dual Force Main EIR Page 3of7 

b. The production rail! should be in the range of 10 feet a day or lc.~s. Tllai 
would equate to approximately SOO working d:ly5 or 700 calendar d.1ys 
(I. 92 yews). I am civil engineer with over I 0 years in pipeline design :and 
con.~truction and believe that my estimate is very accuralc I could be 
con.~idercd:and exrctt witness on the subject. I can go over your detailed 
work ~chcdule if necessary. 

c. The other street cmstmction wignmcnt Marquesns .I Via Marina way I 
believe i.~ longer thnn ncces.~ry. Thi~ area has a I urger street mld can 
allow construction acce!O.~ adjacent to the trench making con.~tmetion 
quicker and cosier and cheaper. 

I O.lnsection 4 page 4-5 you provide cost 11stimatcs. In order to have a public process 
on the cost estimntcs detailed infonnation on how the cost~ were arrived at need 
to be included. Plcosc proo,.·idc a detailed cost estimate for c;~ch alignment so the 
costscan be publicly di.~t:SScd 

11. More detuilcd cost;; analysi.~ of all alignm~'fll.'( arc required as part of the 
EIR in order forth~ public to comment properly. l'lcascprovide. 

b. You show the Mal'~ucs.~ wny/via mnrin.1 woy alignment hoving the san1C 
cost as the Pacific .I\ venue. alignment. This is not correct. Frmn a!>implc 
oversight review and a ROM estimate the Marques.~ \\o·ay alignment is 
more expensive than the PacifiC Alignmcm by at lea.~t 15%. Please 
provide the dellli led backup data so thot I can shmv where you arc off in 
the estimate. 

c. 'There i~ no cost cs:imote fou cut and cover alignment along the bench. 
Tn the revised document this needs to be include. From a ROM estimate 
the cut and beach :lignm:ntshould be Jess expensive than the PacifiC 
avenue alignm:nL 

1 I. T belic\o'C that the Marina del Rcy and also the beach alignment (cut and cover) 
would be les.~ cn5tly thnn the Pacific Avenue alignment. 

12. Tn the cut ond cover alignment along Pacific A.,·enuc you should discuss thot the 
pipeline would require the shutting down of the corner ofl'aciftc and Via Marina. 
Ina prcviou.~ detailed rc'lli·~ the plans thot have been genc111ted for thi.~ alignment 
T held a meeting and showed the City staff that this alignment would have to shut 
down the street in order for it to be completed l can have a meeting to go over 
this. Also the Bus or large vehicle traffic (Moving van ot' other large true h) will 
noi be able to make the tum when the pipeline is constructed in this area. Fire 
truch would also not be lillc to make the turn when the pipe is under oon.~tmction 
nt thi.~ location. It is anticipated that this constmction would be for at !cost n I 
month if not longer. 

a. I hnvc not seen the fire department comment on thi~ is.~uc. The Fire 
Department should be contacted nboutthis issue ifthi.• nlignmcnt i.~ token 
and have input on constmction and aoccs~ restrictions. 

b. In the event thor a iircoocurs in the neighborhood and fire response is 
limited ;uld cx!radwnagc oocurs would the Ciiy pick up the additional 
WSI~ 

CON-2 

PROJ-7 

CCN-3 
EMG-1 
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Mark Van G~~cl's 
Comment~ on 01L1l F'orcc Main EIR Pagc4of7 

c. 111c comractor should be. rcquiroo to post signs at specific locations 
coordinated with thecomnmnitics that lllrgc vehicle~ c;m not exit and 
mnke the turn at PacifiC and Via Marina 

13. Previously mentioned in the past public hearing prior to the City realizing an EIR 
was required it was discussed that if the beach alignment was cho~cn Additional 
· t :~nd imp.ro~·iltTl nts to the arc would ba c t be incur d driv ing up c 1 • 
Other iry department should not impo, ndd itioMI un-ncc sary improvements 
to one alignment and not the others this appear to make the City look as if they 
arc tiJrcing one li.gnmcnt \I! be chosen over nothcr. If otlv:r city departments or 
aj,1cncics arc r u sung imp:ovemcru for one alignment O\ r another sucl1 
improvement<; should he rcquirod for all alignments. 

14. On page 4-6 
a. J\11 construction duration.~ appear short could the person huvc convcrtoo 

working days directly into calendar dllys. Menning 5 working dllys"' I 
calendar week. Unless the City plans on ha"ing this work be performed 7 
days a week and that is not stated in the EIR. 

b. The duration of Hurricane to Pacific 3 week.'i in short it should be at Jca~t 
9weeks. 

c. Tile length of the pacific aligruncm is approximmcly 5,000 
d. The duration for thcpacificaligruncnt i~ to short and should be 95 week..~ 

based upon the reo;lrK.1ion you slate in the E:.lR 
1.5. On Page 4-6 

a. Please detail whK:h arc receiving pits and which arc the tunnc!i·ng shafts. 
16. In 5-l (page 5-1) you state t:1at there are no signifJCIInt environmental impac~ 

once this project is built. This needs to be revised 
a. lfyou built the PacifiC avenue alignment that alignment has numerous air 

vacuum valves. Th~c valves will release lapped air from the s~tcm into 
the en.,ironment. Th•' air from sewage has methane and hydrogen sulfide 
in it and also other g.~scs with odors. The \vind paitcrn \viii hnve these 
vapors go immediately info the air oft he Ballona rcscrYc. This could 
impact the wildlife. The air could also impact the resident~ in the area 11.<; 

smell and go.~. 
b. Please rev~ the Em to state thnt there permanent cnviroruncntal impacts 

for the pacitic avenue nlignmcnl 
c. 1hc Marqucsa~ f Vi~ rvtari!IO\ way alig:nmcnt cao be pln~XIi (!rep~· an <I 

there arc less pipes and other utilities to cross. The marquesa~ alignment 
lllt\Y not require any air/vnc vlllvc.l> hut. if it. doc.ti they would be less illnd n!lt 
impact thewildlifcR~ervc. 

17. On page 5· 12!\ you provide clear mitigation measure.~. 

CON-2 

CON-2 

AQ-1 
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18. Please include similar bullets for other sections; 
.:1. \'ihration 

Have a clcH vibrlllion spcciftcation simil4r to MT 1\ 's vibration 
specificati<'n. (sec attlehcd) 

ii. Have the Contractor as.o;csscd (5oe attach.cd language) damages if 
he exceeds the vibration limits 

iii. For the Pacitic alignment please have a detailed vibrntion limit. Sc 
an ached sp;cification 

h. For other area~ such as dust and operation hours hove clear bullet points 
that he is required -.o meet 

Opcrlllion hours. As stated in the meeting for the Pacific avenue 
alignment: 

I. No ·:xcavation prior to 10:00 am 
2. No :tl4tc remove of open trenches prior to 10:00 nm 
3 . All trenches shall be plated at end of the shift and than open 

to evening and morning tmtlic 
4. All excavation shall stop by 3:00pm. 

ii. These were verbal statements rnude during the presentation 
regarding the pacific avenue alignment Please incorpomtc these as 
bullet itcrru. in the EJR so that the community will be as..~urcd that 
if the pacifiC avenue alignment is chosen these arc purt of the 
contrnct 

iii. Plcusc include special asscs.~mcnt lnnguage(sec attached) ifthe 
above items nrc not adhered to by the contractor. 

c. There l~ nn di.~cussion on the dewatering and settlentcnt of adjacent homes 
for the Paciftc ave alignment Please expand on this issue on the J)revious 
documents it ~tatcd that dewatcri·ns i~ required to build the pacific ave 
alignment and thlll8clllcment is likely with dewatering . 

t 9. In the EJR for tltc Marquuas I Via M11rillll way nlignmcnt you require that a 
tunnel be required to eros.~ the canal. 

n. In order to allow for easy of construction the EJR should allow this to be 
open cut with a rcquircmcntthntthe contractor should not impact the 
wuter flow. The contractor could construct an cut and cover and divert the 
water around the c:.cavation. This would allow the con.\truction contractor 
alternatives and help reduce costs. 

20. r believe that the Venice C·lll~tal spcciltc plan llnd.lorthc Venice Land usc Plllll 
show.~ the building at lromide (building shaped like 11 ship. Ts a historic building. 
Tilc.i'acific avenue aligmr.cnt l'Ould dwnagc that building. Nether the bcDCh 
al ignmcnt or the M!ITqucs,s alignment would impact that building during 
con struc II on . 

CON-8 

CON-II 

GE0·1 
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Mark Von Gcs.~cl' s 
Comn11:nt~ on nual Force: Main .EIR Pagc6of7 

21. For the Pacific avenue alignment at Pacific and Via MariM (page 5 -43) you 
as.~ume that jacking will he the construction method used to avoid traff"te. 

a. Jack is not f.:'a~i ble forth " jX)ftion the nli_gnment. In pcrv' us meeting 
(2002) Clll th _pacific :wcnw: nlisnm 1t the city engineering group 
oortecdcd that the corner area of pacific and \ia marina would have to be 
completely closed to make the pipe turn. This would have to be an open 
cutcon.~truction. This would greatly impact troffac and nccc~s . 

b. For a period of time (wccla) no acccs.~ l"M: 1!llowcd through pacific nnd vin 
marina. 

c. Please revise nnd di~cu.~~ in detail this impact. 
i. Plcnse {let specific input from fire department regarding Ibis 

ii. Please get specific input from the [X) lice department regarding this 
iii. Plcnse get: specific input from the~ A r •ardin bu.o; uro 
iv. Please get specific input from the City Trnn.~it system (Express 

service) regarding this. 
d. If your rcspon.w is that this comer will not he closed a detailed m~:~:ting is 

required to explain whnt changed from 2002, 
c. If you hold thof con be constructed without closing the corner, please 

maikc is a spccif"tc bullet item in the EIR and state that ifn construction 
breaks such a rule they will get assessed damago:!i for closing the comer. 

22. For the l'acific alignment please Include in the EIR that you hll\lc resident parking 
only in the ncighhorhood during constmction to make it pos.~iblc for residents to 
park due to all the parking thor is being removed during construction. Please sec 
page S-43 where you dL~cu.o;s a lithe parking you arc temporarily removing to 
build this alignment. 

a. If lhc Beach l,)r the Marqucsas 1lligmncnt i~ chosen this is not an issue, 
since those alignment~ do not im)J.1ct parking. 

23. On page 5-128: 
n. NOl-8 This is not adequate for any Qlignmcnt. This should~ revised to 

read: 
i. "The contract shall hav;; detailed noise sp<:cification which will 

Jlrm,idc maximum noise level~ ( instantancou.\ and 8 hour 
avctngcs) Vinlations of the controct sl'l:lll rcsulr in monetary 
assessments to the Contractor." 

h. 1\dd a NOI-10 for pacific avenue alignment 
i. "Truck tmttllng ~bn!l ~tnrt nnr~rlirr tlmn 9:00 nm n.nd end no later 

thnn3:00 pm 
ii. Truck hauling shall he limited toM on day through Friday . 
iii. Truck singing shall no occur on the Marina peninsula 
iv. Only 2 ttuck moy be permitted on the project site at on time. A in 

the operation ofbcing filled or depositing material and n truck 
preparing fo.r .~uch operation. 

v. A contrnci "clause shall bll included in the construction contract that 
each item 3bove that is not oompticd to, each time, shall he spcciru 
ass~'>mcnt to the contractor. 

CON-3 

NOI-2 
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24. On pageS-129 
a Add similar bullet~ for vibration like on the previous page 
b. For the Pociftc avenue alignment please ~:~:vise the EIR to allow the 

oommWlity to unckrstand the vibration !hat they will expect and provide 
ITU!Ximum vihmtio:~limits for this area. This alignment is different than 
any other olignmem siJJCc the cut and cover alignment i$ going to be with 
50 feet of rcsid.ential homes. The EIR need~ to revised and rccircuiDted so 
the community c1111 understand the vibration impacts that could occur if 
this alignment is clloscn. 

25. Onpage5·72 
11, Tfthc PacifiC aven\ltl alignment i~ cho$CilliqueC.CtiQn is !lll issue for the 

pipeline. The pipe will sit immediaie adjacent to a slope thotcan liquefY 
and undenninc the pipe and cause it to break and spill waste into the 
wildlife reserve. l'o other alignment has such iS511eS. A port.ion ofthe 
pacific avenue aliJ11ment h3!1 city owned property that will not be 
developed and anucb ihe property will erode with time making erosion 
and liquefaction a :mjor issue for the pacific avenue alignment. 

i. lfihe City proposed to reinforce this section this \viii drive up costs 
and increase construction time. This makes the MorqueS85 
alignment a better alternative. 

26. I have attached a pust report that discusses seveml items Jq~arding the pacific 
ovcnue alignment. These is..<rues do not nppeorto have been covered in the EIR. 
Please oddress. 

a PageS ofrepon on regarding seismic 
b. PageS of report on liquefilction 
c. Page li of report 011 Groundwater nnd $Citlement 
d. Page 6 of report on Vibration and noise 
e. Page 7 of report on Receiving pit 
f. Page 3 ofthe rcpon on thecorncrofPocific and Via Ml!rina 
g. Page 8 and 9oft he rcpott on the oonsiructionalong Pacific 

GE().2 
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Report on Proposed Sewer Pipeline tn 

the Venice Peninsula 
lly 

Mark V•n G~ud, I'.E. - Civil & Otun Eny,incrr 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

'.!lli• roport l12s h«l• It''" r-~tC'I.I to discuss rJ,., tlint·R11l :141\nm<nt <•ption~ fl>r • propo~ 5 1 i11(h 
funtn.- '"''cr line l'r~•~ nlly only tv.'O ali[vunan• ""'''< bocn prop<>llc<l: 1\ l'~d(io ,h~nuc ol •nmrm •ncl 
Q bc:och >h!,~lttletll o• l\><'t'ftl fu rhc cxisung iC\\'Ct (in '• 

1\f<rr 2 dr12tlt'i l "''i<" ' of thr ovwl4hl mrorn•ollon (Moffin & • i<h•>l «'pr:m ond Dame> & ;.s.,, rr 
( it'(>lt lttll f f} <lrt) lhi.< tq><.>rl ptoY!dl1tl ~~mcinojn <'\'idonC<. Lh~l ~ b~•<h •lf~:nmcnl is • prefL'f:>h(r 
oJIIjRHll:tlt. 

A lx:od1 ~~i~11111 111 is lhr prefc:m:d. :W8f1mt:n• when you comp.tt rhe •lignrncn r>prion• fnt tht 
f<~l win!': oj ue1: "'"·irom~W prolccriQn, (err, rff«tti lo n01ghoo , <ost, on<l mu.:. 

·n, ••r ~hnuld m•"ider r "'"II thrir prt o=d aligtlm<nl toptiun to a b<:ach alignm~nt, which is 
mvnonmenr~Uy btuct, cv•t cfl'cctn•c and =in· 10 coostruct •ml n~>mlain. 

AtJTHOk'S IIACli:GilOUND 

M.111k V~n ""'d h oldJ a .lhdu:lor~ of $&:.,1t'~ io Oman l!ncinunns ond ~ •l•o •· .l..icmtnl Cll'tl 
f'1ofr~lon• l F.nf,lll<cr. He ho WQtko:d m tile fidcl o[ pipclinc/mn.wl.t ~'1' on<l colt.<truni n for o•'"< 
l ll ctoll'l. fe h .. " ked n rltunc""' pmj« with vorying in. .,. r pipes from 4 irtcl>.cs 10 I rg.: • 
I i'l inch pir>tii<l ·~d '"'m~\1$ sin ·tunnels nnd plp~·j•~king prt'l<'<l "I' I<J IG fu:l in dtam 1cr. Thi> 
l«hru!:1.1 h>dcgr()IIIUI ~nrl • n• l wmk aprrlenc< oDn11.1< ltim to prt>••idc n c~ f'f'inlun on t11~ 
prO'Jp 1•cd projr L 

CO).lMEN·rs ON 'rllll MOFFATT & NICHOL REPO'RT 

lklow uc gcncul ronuncn •nd concern• rvg:ardillg thc Mofli>tl & I ltnl rcprm rrcr•• •il hy Russell 
H l'loudro:ou. A ~icw of 1hh ro:po11 ohow that lt nl'lOiru fundamc:ntJt:l erwrs ~~ dl as lm~ma:r ond 
inrQmplrlc infonnouon I hove t•lr.>g d II ommrntJ ioto group•: pr jc 1 k>< 11 "'• pnrni , baclo 
rru~ion. and le.t ).,.·d prcdlctfun II r; oht ••nhor'J 11pinion: rhot the ~ loffo u & Nr h<>l f\"1'10<1 conuitM 
o much iJJrnrrccL nd rniu;ing io(ormo<ktn rhat tr ncc ls. ro ~ compldcl}· ttwnncn nnd C'>nn t ~ uood 

to makC' anr d..ci.ion to diminart.. l.>t.-.rh pipclinc aligmnrnl option. 

Projrct Location: 

'!l1is rcport spccifi"' the lorlltk"l ~$ odj•cent to thr existing 48" ,.., ... ,. '11tc arru•l k>odon <>fa. future 
pipc:ti.nc lu.t OQt l)c<11 lin.dv.nl •nd • ~r-.:~i6< looticm ~hmrld nor b ~n;lpt·d htll • <!"' r•l olignm1:111 
"'th f"''"'l~lr 1<1'-olll.lll$ cthvuld be d.,,,.,,nJ \~'h.ilc rhc olt~:nmcno. >dJ er11 r 1h -18" line. rna hove 
been dr~on d b ' o1h 1h ~ o•n hor h:tO the prof~ioo I obu non ro di..~ rl•• ~bdll) '" oh• ft the 
a~gnmt:nt if >u<h n shif1 mi(ig.ucs <c>l10:~11l• · 

2 
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'J he >brliry Ill lcxnt 1be ptupr « I p•pclinQ IJ nat llmtlt:d 10 rhc med :il.igumrnt nd can ltr. Inn•«! 
Juyv.•lwr~ \11lhln thr. co ntl ,,.,.. lly f lllftlll lhc llli&'lnl<Ul • Jl JU•t 23 1;..,1 " 'UO.Jitf r~m \ ' t th< romuu 
cance.m [v.·hi~h is 11 inc:t>rrcct M l!<f'TTI), Lly hifting rh·· fllp<:ilnr I0021ioo 100 r ••• (± 20 rcer) p,_,. "' 
the ""'""& pipdine tllunerum ... uu o..tliucd 111 the p~p r l\"Drold !)(' uvo\ded Thl5 lhiflin • or tlrc 
alignurcu1 \\c'htld h.-·~ fo.r leo, i.mpocr to rlr~ ~eoth ~nd "'ll prtlVId~ brurr .,.,.,., cttt>tl ><<~ nulun11 
rht· fl"'Jrct ~h""p<r ~od qu•<ku 1 butld plm provide c;~~t·r •«•·ss fer future •••r. '""· 

Permit.: 

Sevcr•l ' '"1 mti~•l pamit.o ,,,..,... "" ' lu~d on lhr , Itt< ttJ)I!rl. It ri rould be noted rhur this n:port 
lfl>k tt ~l't"'•r th•r •>nlj• the bt>oc:h •lij;,nmcn "'ll r~ulle the fl"nnilf 11J:mme.d u1 dor t<p<>rt. This ;, 
in onr"Cf , ,'\JI !he (IUTTIJ rhot •re ~l«lan rlrt report ore rccr:a~rc.:J. for :m; llfi&trmrt~l. 

There ~re a~··~ '"' •ddtUI>OJI pcrmiu th~t are tC>C(UII'l'(l far U.c Pacific A••cnuc lit:nrne!)t 1h~t or~ not 
mcntinn~d •11d 1r~ tnuc:nl in a·J>h.l3 tlng the difrnmr olignmmto. 8 •1""' ~r~ '~'""' pcrmtt• thol' ~ 
nu;uc I •ntl ~uircJ fllr this J>Mjuct. 
r-

Pmni< AJ.Itncy Issue 

Cf.Q1\ City (1( L1\ 11ut prt>J«I fi'<JUirCJ • full En..Uonm<!le>l Jmp:ac:r 
Roport (ill R.} 1 I""'" to be prqnn:d ;, C'tld~r 10 pmcccd. 
Jt must bo ilrd •nil •l>O 211 for pul!ll in pill nd 
tr\·icw. Any [I<C$t01 m«rinv Or d1 1:\liSIOn dQ not 
sub.!dtutc for public ra·i;,w <m~ the report h•s been 
pro:parcd. Addition,.Jiy aU public a>mmt11ta mu~t m 
ft.ddn:uctl. 

NEPA l'cderol 'llm Jlr oj •<:~ ~hoU fte!uitt a rcCJ,,...l do::rnnc;.,, Simil~r 
Govt•rnmr:-nt to the •bove r"i"'rt ond nn pot.,.,ti:lll)' ~ combined, 

Dnr never rhelr,. a NE.PA Oelll2ll« is t«{Uired. 

l'<>lc~e Noi•~ City ofl.A For the Pacific Avm~ Dlignmcnt the project will 
Vori~nn c:x~ecd the .u.,nbk IIOtell lrvol~ and parcnrio.ll)' the 

homll of conotru(lion ~nd sl:loH te<JU~ a ••am nee. 

• This ptnnit. u only ""'luire.J for the pacific ••·cnue 
alij\lii'nent. 

Str(·t't City ofT~-\ A permit ro wmk in we 5Ut!lc!'l i.$ tcquittd. 
f-••tmrnt Additioo•ll rbe City of Los i\n det hu also adde-d • 
Permit >p<ci:al douse to r~uirc the City to (>., reimbursed for 

cutting wd patching w~c" bucd upon cbm•&• doo~ to 
tlu! I I~ tt. R• ~d !1p(>O Jl'l•l ~~ricn <' th · acnount. of 
Pl\'cttrr.~t. hrinr, Trmnved in I hi! rndftc Avenue 
•ltgnmq, h it metre- ('0)0111tl.tC.SJ to remo\'C tmd Tt"J> I•c.~ 
the enUre l f.rCCI, iocJudin~ subgudt, th>n Cn p y th fcc 
-ocutcd 1111h thr cuttin •nd ]>iltcllmg. h lu been 
"•ted, by th~ Cit)·, tlJat oth<-t City agtntiC'S are not 
<xrmptrd from this '"'l"lU'IIltnl .. 

* ·n,;, pcnnir il mo.t btcl)' only ""f'li«d for the 
p•df~~; ~vrnue •Gil'lm~nt. 

··-
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\VInic th~ reputt cUocu~H:d, u1 ""'~ fl"ncrn: t~:rrru, til conc~pl of t.och a $ion it gcncr:olizts an<l 
d:ur1" that ~11 b ... c~ m J<'IOfl~t o~ 'l•ttr goinl! Ill be ~. 'I'hio · inc<>., L 

Tite Army r:orp of E..ttJ9 ll t ...- (Corp:~.; ltu p.,rfonncd • d tlll!co.l "'POrt o£ tltis opccili ""'~ n ed th~ 
ouo:>ri:at(cl b nrh ·~ p•rt of the 1\bnno cl I kr:y OF(dgiog p•~·i t. This I<'JlOn di ruu e.o th~ j1roblcm 
that •• oc!utnn~ along t:l~ •Uelcli of lwo lt. whr;;h io inctlr.ltiOt.l l<dim<nl, no r b<!lch <roolot~ If the 
>urhor uf rhe Unltm ,. NJc:hol rqron had t~iewed th" Ccup•. trp tt they \\·ouh.l ~~~ ''" lw.ol!lt ~blc 10 

I'"'P rly in<tiratc ihnt lht be.>clo for rhiM l'"-'l>'» otl •rw~r pml«t • • 1oaUr 8"' 1inl\ :uul wdl tontinuc 
roclo;o. 

\"'h= d1r: •cporr dJ C'Ull o•l•~r llf't• J of Vc.nin: ne.ch chat arc crodirtg the rep<ort ncgi«tcd to ""' 
tl•e 'P cHic roiJQOI "''"Y tht ero>JO!>n .,..,.. oo;wmnll' U of the feo rurco th~c ·~ c.uotng rite C'f<HtOI• 
d w.•hl:!;r do""'' aist •• rhc ~p"ci o· l•nm tid /(c:y•iu·. 

If the M&N ~lldwt had used the bible ito bt.Om desi8"; '~llle Sho., Ptotrction l\bnll2)" the be;u:h area 
where th i< rrnpn<cd prn;xt j, loc.oted WQUid ~ sbO'I'Il IO be • ~tAble Ol rxpanding beach rn thcr I han a 
<Oillroct.inp. bC!ld1. 

The repon """'18 IQ be updotcd to propt.rly tellett !he •t~k if lhi• bcoch. 

Sea Lc"el Ri~ing: 

In th 1 f oi\ & Ni~ltol r<p rr """ctnl tlnrumcrn JTSII<tlin ' "" !evd e>trlm~t.eo ...... ,. qunt«<. "f'h••c 
documt~H ••~ not cumn t iml~try· uoml.ud 0t wh~t iJ j>J'<SW lly ~><"lug 1 rd in th< p fn1 1 I 
""' wn•ncut to «rinut< fu rm·e • .,. le•·•l tle\·ariont. "llte m1111l>c:D provided and :ur ~ et.l upq•n 
unrca6sric Y:irlgh~. 

juJ:t r ('¢lid , 2«>1, tlu:rcwu o rnnfcretl< on ocnn itnra w hen: m J ·d pr"<<in lmu "'"' p t nled, 
t\1 thor confc:n:nc<' tht nom "'"" "1(i<l1DI <J uoere combined •nd rb .. ch1111 1h11wiog 1~1 infol'n'l Lion is 
pr nu:d below. As n( n sr.: dtt npcno in rl1< litll'l •h ·~«~ that the ""' .lc.•cl ek'\'Oiion ;, 
mt=lnf: but no u•t.crc ru.r 1hr: «rc> r~ rooiiriCYcb not<d in d te M ffoll & Nichol rq><:>rt. 

la.t 
I 
I 
!11A 

-atb 
---· · AtT _., __ ,.,, 
--1\1 

-·~ 
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11tc lllnffou & ic hol repon n«<<s to 1,., r<'\•Jsrd to:> 3Ccunttl)' tt•fl-.·t wh•t is being ,.,. .. ,, in the 
,,, ... r.,..io,.•l Ju<.lumy for fi.1tur< •~ lcYrl rl..-·•u incr<3sH, 

A =•• of the \>'Or>t·c•uc scm:uio •h "''''"the ch~r is • sr• I "el dcvall<tfl incrtllJC' o( I s than 0.9 
mr«:n (lo:S~ th•n r~t) , If the rcp110 ll•t<f>IKh pt per infOi'IIWI<m thr StUCd b«a h ·~!;ttlrtt'Ot "'011Jd 
be fr:ushlc. 

li th e rep n J <;:corr«:t, "'hich i.n my pro t'll'!lrDnal c>p ru rr t "' nut, the propoo"'l I' j«:t r uld 
movhi J\0111 2.1 fret !!an n.nd ;Woid tlrr rro;ton probl<nt. h 10101rl I lm l't'<jllin: tlor S>nuauon ' UKt 10 
'J'<'rform some kirrd o( r<I<>O>Uo" < r p I<'< lion f'WJ ~ ~ f1 r the niuing ~~~ i11ch line. Tbr n:pon ·•.t.o 
nep)ect• w Ill: irllo otv.l\tnt the depth of th l"f,>cJin., ~rrd the- p1r11c tmn (c•1n<re1c en~~ d) l.>eor1K 
prrrpt:>.~nl for t,hr ripdinr. both of which Wt;>rlld 110"' 4 l)<')c;h J11p•Lnr tliy.nment . .1\d<h uoooJJy the 
I C[ m r~ib to Wst\1~~ she positive ottnbutoll ofolla .... in ior th r'i'hd,Tht.!lon uf tlte <>O.OIUI ..... "«line. 

The Moff211 & Nidml ro:port nc<:do 10 be "''"'~d to occur:otdy ¥cflc:c1 th•t the ri•c in tho: s~ k"Y•I 
dn ... tion h nul • Olllccm (nr. any prOJ;'Mrtl bach olignm<nt. 

COIIC~tENTS ON THE 1M!IIES .S. MOORE CllO'fllCIINICAL REPORT 

The o~ ll)t'J & )\ff1()1'1' gtott' lr.n~t;al I port JltOI•Jdc$ ('V<n fl.lrtbCJ C\'Wnec th I l'>d uc 'llcmJC 
Jb~mentl$ tlOI A r l'llniuf, cml cifecn•·e, Or "'"~ll oilgrtm4:!11 ~ llilin ri1~ r :wlrt nnmr.rOIJI itnn.s ~te 
di.KuuCII d oJII •no 1mjvr ronttm• only to • I'J!ofn ,..,. me ~ll(jnmo:.nc llut ort n01 • coo«m with o 
both itllJ9U11tl111 

Due jo the sdmu con """~· l'qucf•cuon, d""~tcdnJ:. t eHI trl<l l \ ond ,·ibrntioo r•sur• 2 r~<ir.c venue 
•UgntHtJit lh®ld be •i»mlonrd. 1llc cor1c<1 I ""'"'L 1 «< upon the o~,.,,_ & Mool'C' n:pon 
1hould lx • be•ch ~nmcnt 

Seitmic: iuura: 

The DA1ne> & Mom,, rqrort dcorly •tatu, in Sution 8.), that ~~•mic octivitits = a ron«>tfl 10 ~~ 
•u:uauroJ. inftgniJ• Q the p1pelrn Jn the t"'Cill of* 11011nl c:\'m l luge <nOU(;h II> d:un:.p,c the prpclin 
.m m..ny O<!:"clvo: tf(, CU 1 th ctrovit<>nmcnt nd the cr.unmuohy W(llr l<l QCCUt: >Oith • l'•ctli<! , \ V<Illill 
thot j, sltouW lx n l b., con l.kn:J . An >Cttr.d r •po n.IJIIUft 11/Qtlld rolrue .,.,... IN'!Ig<! tntn th~ Inca! 
comrnumry and ~.lw tl1o &!lorn l.>g on lullltlg the 'll~ltOifr """ prrnunt:11tly oon~<~.mlnuln~ th~ I• goon. 

U;:pn•<linK 11pou whrl't' • ruptutr OCC\ll' •long ilu' P•d •c .1\wnuc •llJtnmmr tho: obrlll)' 10 "'1''" she 
Jllf*line """'lei ta~c lQnf!.ct tu ,..,p.olt. ·n,~ ~1\"i" cnti~otll.>t'C'~u•c whrl~ tl•c pipeline 1• undtr "f'W ro 
fL'\11 gc l'I7Uitl be rd=<:d ft iWI •he pumpin s r~t im1. Th "'""'" tliot ~ furu.c pipdtue need• ro b., 

ify Ot<"CI,ItlfC to rcpJ.ir in CIUC fa rupture JO U nnl I<) <:•n ~ d>ll l r: lfl 1hc u11dhfc or the Jogoon. 

\"<'hen considering uistnic C(>t'IC<tns a beJKh alignme1.1t i• the prcfi'I'Sbk nli),'1'1ttlrnt. 

The D•rr~ .f\-loorc: rq><>rl ~co n in Section 8 ~ thor liqucf• tlt.n id • rm~tt CQntttn v.-hco dC3tgNn 
••ttl t r lecting rhc alignrrn:n t for rhi• pipdrnc. ' litiJ' pnrt d n 1 c:omplH th~ [\1,'0 ~lignmmts bu r • 
r ' ' JC'W •h , sh~ 1 • l)acilic t\vcnuc 11ignrn1:11r bo ft.r mo rr ""K'" Bin~ pr:oblnm m th<: C'\'cnt of • 
llqu f•ctioo c••cnl Since the Il•cilic: 1\vcuuc .. ~r,nmnll i• •II)Urt'fl l tu tl1r ran~l ond I W"'" • 
liqucf• I.I<Jn 1'\'0111, •ltm 11>~ th po umtiol so c ll>p>c • Jllltllt.on ur Ul t "'"'' •nJ CIU•c the rirelinr (0 

b, om~ e. r•... ond rupsur ·n ~ E><t •llo II the P~ciGc A\'OlUt' "ltj;ll"'""' h., ~n <'<J>OK<l •!opt" 

5 
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th~r ,.,,,..Jd fai l ond provid('s no &uppon in a li<r~<f.,ct>on ('1'f:1'11 ·n,;, p<>ltfli:C.I dues not c<iot for • 
bc.-:tr.l1 ali mment. 

R«:tHnmc:mlcd mhigori'>ll mr>rureo cLtcuunlrn rhc rtport 1n Jude compscu 11 ~ II-lUII . \\luu i• 1101 

di cm;ed with Htnjll'tnon grouun • rb tn\'lttln nu:-<H•I tmpoct of f!'""'m~ rou r wfll m · tal 
tfuo"'lh 1hc ~oJI tnt! ui ll wnloinrucnt !he grotuulw.c.-r ~nd •uo tluw inlt; chc ''goon ror11arninnuns: 

rhc "''lronrn<rll Sptd• l •~cd gro.n such u uhnfln or I K~;·nrrrh•n• " ' l n•Y ~ l<<jtlbc:d w Cl>flUol 

loqur.f•~rlrm Such >J K'd•li~<:d grouu. h••·~ •ro O:Vttl 11'~'" impoc: t un the nvimnnn:nr ond needs to 
:m•lyud. Grnuring •h!nrld not be requite<! (<>< o bench •lignmcnc. 

Gro\ltldwah:r :md Se11Jemen1: 

The Domrs ond Moore ''1"''1, Se«ktn U, d eJJlf <tort• that • l'•cilic A,·...,u~ •l~:nmmt h .. numt-M,. 
probltms when comr•·~·''" .>: b..or h .Jinnmo·nr. 

Dl!WArrrms · rcquir-rd ro I><' pcrrormcd •ml rhe w rcr ., rcqurral to ).., t=trn"" :a.nd dkpo • I uf. 
o • "' • m>jor isouc • ncl ~~~ t'lo)t brcn #ddr wd l'J<•pcr t=un~n• of ll""rndw~ter ond rhr 

IOS!allumn r wdb i~ n I CIJV<r<tl t'lr W$CIWCd '" ~"Y .~ •mrnt [l rl>'"!de<l ., ,. "'J'•fpmenr ncCCUif1' 

r<'<juirto • hrr.• •p.ec .t.lld a r I ...... " no o f .. Joi ,, I II l ~ il~blc in 2 P-o • n \'mur alignmtnc hu t 
is :rnilable C. • l o( h •lignn=•· 
"!be culu:r tn•ior ~. wi~r d.,.,,cring 1. o:ukmcm, ~i '} ""'"~ th•1 orttl<m(nt i ; u~li•Uy 
auociatr.d ~a;th •l•w• •cnns •uivtlic:o.. fn rlo n •od• loo~~e:d wulnn rbt >rN mojor ~•~cmrnt $houltl b., 

apet:oc:d. ~ 'h 11 rhc w•tcr i1 <ffllO\'"d (rom rh~ ~<>[lo thr •n.,ltr ;U .. -ill.. rw~ol tc :unl •e.ttlc. lt lholt ld 
be ndcrpored tht t dTccos from <Mlfemont """'lcl M'tond· be 'Ofld the • t,...,ct too l.he adJ•c.enc t>tOJ>orrtiu 
on bo1h lr! of th< ill<'cl . Thi< ooulcnwnt i~~" i a mojor cor>cen1 pcci>lly with pn>p<:r!la a<lj•ctt1t 
I<> the l.:rt;ot)n In lhRI melt fCillen>Mil 1!.1 U>l-' the •illr<n 10 ~11c umr~ le >.nd e<tlbpoc. ,\ 
IIUJOr rlopc railutc r:ould imp:o I rhe Mln'CI, lbe c<Bting w;tlt:r Unc md rht Prtl[lOS•tl ev.·tr llne. in 
•Jtlidon lo Slru<:turcs. 

Sctdcmc:nt "'ill occur wirh ~ P~<ilic }\venue oligmnctlt :ond ih~ Ciry nceda to ptopcrly plan for 
•d Lic:t=n l. 

Groundw:Ue( ot1d •~tllcment i'l not •n JS<Ue .... ~!h 4 beach alignment. 

Wh~ considering go:mnxlwoter •nd scttlc:menl a bc,.ch •lr~tm<nt i• the prcfcnhlc olignmtnt. 

'Vibu.cinn :and noile dl)e In cunstruc:lion activiliu: 

l n Section 9 <o( the D•m.-s & ·Muor~ <<port it d.-:uly "'"'" that th< Po_cific Avenue •tigumrot 
con rrucaoOr. \I.-ill cr<..>le noi>e and ,,'b tior1 lh•r wiU in>p•ct the neighbors. Wh~r the rcporr r.n. t\l 
discuu. is thr. noJ~e Jmpmtt tc) tht: c:nvi.ronmcn t, 

Due. to the protimity of con•inrction ~il< '" th-r lagoon the consrrucriQt• iiiiJ"<U of a Pacific A'·cnuc 
•lignmenr wiU rcquir<· n>ViMuucnt mitigotion . Such resui<:ri<m~ •tt mon lik~ly going to be f:u- mn~:e 
oncrow. th•n the environmental mitig.ui<,n Jn~\lt(-. ~nd rcstcictions anociored wich 2 l:o.•dt 
alignment. 
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"lin: \"tl..r>t i 11 wsll c:tlc.(;J ,lmf"'"' tho uiJ~< 11 prQ1><'<11<1. .A>Mtruction ocuv t clo ~ to ptoputi"ll 
lu,·c .;,.,Jt., ~·,t ccntl u (1 < f <HIA'!lU'tl l o:rld ~•mmt iuucs. Due 10 ' ''bnril'nl doc I cific ,\ venue 
olignmt-nl l••• • lnj\h potm~•l for t l pc f;WUN, .Wt ll\~c co >djaccnl buil..tioe. >nd ' ""'' 

Sm'h mmc<:ms ""' not c:xisr f<>r • l>Moch olignmcnr. 

When comideting \'ibnlion ond noi•c rhc bc:acl1 >lii\Inn~nt. i:s rhc prc:fcrobl< •lignm•111. 

CO!IIMI!NTS ON THE I'AC:IFIC AVENUE Al.IGNMENT ANIJ COMPARISON WITH 
BF.A.CB AI.JGNMENT 

l.lo•• •l "J:H'tll ll1c Jnform~uoo thot ~>As l ec11 provided tf) m., I h»·c "'"' "I;!J IJJfomuo.ti o ' p• m••dc 
(l<'« opinion trul the Pocili.c A''"""" o·llgnmcnt "" pc~mti)' p<ot~lrs not • connrucu'ble p1ojrct 

•nd i~ &Ub.lllllti:>!Jy more IJ•nso •nd rime. con 1m • thsn • l>nch olif!omml and lrnf10<lt Inc 
C11vimnment for.mCI<'C than • 1><1\ch ~hgruncnL 

1ltc Ps ·c; Avc11uc ollt •rr nmt pr <;1111 htiW'J 1 lt tciving pit for the rupnelin R npcn tio o 1u1der rhe 
rnuin.:a cluumcl. Fm m the lnfnnn~tkl<l prmidetl, i t is obvious 1hot l.hc pcuon \\oh o pr poted this pit 
h>.< """'"' corutrucced o r -orkt -1 ()f1 o hmndln pr t<C1 , 

PadRe A.-rnur Pit; 
• A t«dving pit is I<XI3ngulo.r, nor * citallat. 
• 1ltc me <If rhe pit ;, tDO lllllllllto •Uo~>· or. 1U.nlld rtudlin .. to be tttn<Ved Th•pit lnu&t be: 

.••tee thu 1ao. Bued •rpon c~pcri~ncc ith JUnilor ptoj~• • mJnirnutn r>f a 100..foot pir 
lllt~ttiJ bt1 uo:& 

·rhe l0<11tirm f the l'it C. to dose: to " ' lncolrw>ltt, .\n ~n•lr•" of IJ1e und<rl)i ng l'flllllni•l 
n«:<ls lo be rx:rfcmncd. From dr>~> of the IJ.r,,,k..,.,.U dnign. I hot { M\'e ocm. 1hcrc II 1 
high ll k~llhood th>t bouldcu ... ;u be p.I'<::Jtttl Jll thi. lr tl ..,, A I''' oor be locat.,.J in such ~n 
un Hid nccdJ to l.te: m o ..t lunhor l»clc to m >w c th.ol the brnk·\\'!111 is 1:Uc. 
Hoving ...,..., tutnJ in 1hr pipe at the•. pic i3 not c.on ~lnrctible. pncuc~ l ur odvisoble. 11te pit 
would '",""' ro .-rr <I '"'m further bock b<yond the d t......., •• a mi1Un.mm, to •l~··w for 
COilllniCIIOII of lhf ptp<.-llM. 
A !'roper r>it would require the cnritt CQtncr :ateo to be Jhut to lhruu~h trarCic. 

• Tho di'O\>'il!g r \11)> (O aho-v.· when· .n the dc .. -.tcting &Cib ti<:o '\\ill Lc I ae<u. l11ty utcd lu 
be IOCllt.,d adi• nu 10 1be plt ~l)d ~c addi1iono l a~ce th• 1 i< oot ~v~l>lc. 

• 'l'h11 lt:>nttOil oru•o • b~ e.tlotged ro Do • r n tn !J<, a runodinjj pi1. Theu: iJ ju ~ r n 1 "'""ugh 
: oo111 fr>r • tunneling pit ul il11• rtr. Tunnci!Jtfl fm m rhi• Jidc i 110 1 pauibk 'll.t limin r il~ 
«,ll'tlt.rul;'l1tlfl upthm1. Titk '\\ill kod to ~n overt.i! ed m•dtinc couln11 tno r ttlo u y m 
conslt\Kt 

An amly1i1 of the obility for Ductile Iron Pipe of this size to make :all of the lttm; •~ •h.,..., 
on1l at thr. pr.,.<UCM proposed noah 10 t... prl.n·o.k. l •o •h•• •h~ commtmity olld the 
crnirommnt is p•:c.rccled from • b1 aklng ond l""lo.l lt~ Jllp<!-
NJJ de1ail~ on the: coru:.retc:- mu.sc:d fOr this [)Ortirm o1 crjtical ircm. 

7 
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Br:11t:!IPit: 

A n:cri\oing pit for 2 h<orh •liJlflmcnt <21> be locot..d in the prOj><'t' k.ocotion w cn~ltte th.H it 
"'·oid• the bonld.n th•t tnokc up the breok·wwU and also be locotro f>t nl(oo!;h ba(k to 
pro..Jde proper ~af~y to the brc-ok·w•U. 
Tbc open spore .Uo ...... for P"'f'C" •tt• H) rmwidc the nc-cos .. ry dewot<onng •nd W>l<r 

trutment focilitin thor. orec requitM for sn<h • pit 
The pit would onl)' have • singk ongle pipe atod 1101 the double cu ... ·c m•kinp, the pit >ll~>ller 
•nd the construction ""'irr. 

• By lr.oviog • pit on the beach !he Contnctor "'1U not be:- forc..d to tunnd (rom only one 
direction :llld c<>uld h~ve rhe opri:m ro run~! from t:ither side. 

h should be not..d that the lorl!tioo of tl.< pit, eith~ ot Pa{ific or on t.he lx-:och do...,; not efft:et where 

t.he 1\onnd end• at the oth<r side. The a~ent cnn •uy wherr the Cit}· brlicvcs is bt:st on tlic Souil1 
ii.!t: •• r the Marina channel. ThU\1 any COOlS WOIIth or dlc chonlltl are equal. 

Conaltuctioi.l "' the <:omc:r of Pacific and Vi :a Marina: 

Pudlir: .A ...... u..-.Aiignn~( 
• You have not providt:d 1 d<rail~d di!o~.'UHiott of th~ consuuction ·~~uCilcing •t this corner. 

Based upon th~ .tignment tlut ilu you P"'l""• the WO<IrucUI)n :11 this wm<r .,.;u «quire 

th2t mtire street to be dooc:d in order to complc:tr- 111i1 CQIIIU\O<d<m tannot bt' accompb•hed 

"'ithout shulling down the inteJR«tion for ~ome tim•· 1ni~ i• in contntdiction with your 
Sbtmlc:tlls Oil th• profC:Ct. 

• It will be impo .. ible to aDow bua<S to travd past the constt'Uction •itc- -n.i• Is io1 coll!Jodiction 
..,;th your stotcmc:nl!l on this projocr. 

De;ochA~nt 
Nor problt:ms 

Ther('. are so many ptoblt'1no oru.l dit'l"JCtltri .. that ho\'(' not bern oddreut'll tlat make tloi1 ali~m•nt 
impracrkai mmpar<d to the beach atigmurot that it is im(l(l".\ibl• to ju>ti(y a !••<ilk >vennc •lignrnt'tH 

ov.r. b,ach alignment. Bdow art it~ms tho! ('JU~t in the pad fie ;abgnmt:nl that JCC 1101 pr..-.ent rur the 

h<llch alignmmt. 

• ·n.c Pacific Avcmtc site is requiring a concnt• mc•scmrnt ~• I would gt'""' would a beach 
olignmenr_ '!'he big ditTere:Dce is thor due to narrow <rmcll for the Pacific Av<1111c aligmnt:flt o 
gr<>ut nlis would be requin:d to cniiUrc that the rnllterial could get undc:math the pi[l<. -.l'hi• 
wnukl not be roqui,..,c.lto • b<:~ch alignment h<cOtJR the trench width i• nm rt"wictc:d. Grout. io 3 
times more upcn"" t.han conrrctc. lbis cost i• not rcllt:etM in d1• pre&ent dn.ign r>r wst anolysis. 

Tntffic issun .... nurncrouo comr~:tro to rh-. lH:och oUgru:ncnt. Th=• •r• m mony th•t it WOlllrJ 
toke oc\•eral pogts to Ust them oU. 

o The biggr~t is that the bostd upon thr dnwin!,'ll th•t you r>r<w.i<l~d thrre i• 1>1H •·nouf,>h 
rc>om for buses to tM\'<"1 d01>11 rhr stln't. 

0 You hovc not shouT! the dt:\\~tcring ~.fuipm<.nt or the WOt<"< trutmcnt r.61il)•, 
0 )' OU hO\·c no I provitkd cnoogh lrcllch width IO place 0011crctc around pipe JIOT buiJc.l a 

)ltc>Jl<Ct >OO safe ucnch 
o Yr,u .h~vt: not Mldrcned c<isting utiliti.-. ond how the)· or< homn.,l 
o You h>l•e not pr<l\'idrd t:no"h spoc< for~ crane tho I. i> c•p•hl.- (>( linit~l: •fHlpbo:irlj; tht 

(.1.11'<'5. 
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o You hov~ 1101 l'"'''itkd ~•oup.h widrh for lh~ lnJrb that ddivor 1ht. pip<o pir«•. 
0 Y011 ho<·e Jl (oj th> ''~d lhc (Jet I or lbc a:rc:a 1121ctJ OS ltmpotary rarking . unJ and 

•l<op<'il oml untul tol.>lc for Jl'llkin~: •11il neros to bt imprond ahd such impmvrooc•H ~>ill 
I~"' , . dlu:n n the 6 ollo.1o 1 gom•. 

o The S..:uon Vtt"' " in nr:rrc1 in ch1 the pipe ot P•afic and Vio 1\f;uina is subotonU.IIy 
deeper. 'T'hi• is r•pr<i•lly importonrwhen you contidct the im[»ds of o pir and the llflllh 
of • hmrh >I 1hc aboYe comer. 

a .'1 pro)lilc <>f the pipdinc is t>«<kcl. 
0 'Jlo~ "<C\1 •n dnc:t not •hov.• the (Oncrctc <"IIC>•<d ruscu• cd ill lh< .rr...in!l". 
a Thr dro ... >in • tlclnot •how how thc.K rail irnpacu the trs(Jk and rrukcs the IH\•eiiAhr. ro 

narrow. 

o You nc~«tto pt(>vidc ooaib of cmstruction $tqu~ccs htl\\·rn> Topsoil•nd Via Morina 
••"' h ow •c•• ' 1<.1 rhe East>ide pron;.-ny own en "ill bt pro•·idcd. 

o u n •lt'tt to ot>tc: how you !ll'< •Otn to cnfo~n u:titkr1~l p:.rlong only <«fWrrmrnco a 
I'V>Irh:lion rh>1 wtU not bt pot ihl• ju enforce. 

o Y<>u neglccttd to di.Rtti~ 1he tmpoct to 1M bUds nnd e>th r wildlifc- in the b:illon:o I• n 
ond f'O I<It tiol curmnuccion rntrlrtions due to migr<n ing birds cau; in ate~odnl 
ronstruc-tion duration. 

a Dim"<i011 of pot<ntioUy <OIIlaminat<d •oil under P•cific A.enue cotnparrd to the beach 
ahgnm<n 11Ii arc::t wu • m•jor ll1l <DMtruction •ire in ir I'"'' ond mo" likely contom• 
m monultU<d Oil$ \tthnt':t~ the b.:t<h >ligruncnt dnet not hove •u.:h • problem. 

lcxisting mm·n~l •l lt th he> I$ exactly lhc s~me •hu1 "'1 Ud • tobllinlinn '«l"'"'mtnt~ r; r t"" 
'btach CoJlUtlflllluu kl obu J.x. ' "'lwn:d co lhe ?u. 'fi aVttl\lt' ''""lion. Al'l)' claiuu r.>ilr:J ··~ H'}nired 
to the bcodt '"t but not rc~ for the l'aalic ~le •IT woom:ct. 

II o f th""" ore in u"' f.'>i$1 fnr • P•cilic Avenue ol.ogrunmn :ond do not cxun for • heocb ollgnT""'L 
11te b~·• ch llgnmcnl """ b. done with • cw ond C'twcr V tr<nclt con• tnKIIon rnetl11 d thor r~ 
•llb lanti:oUy lr.n money. 

liHACH AL!GNI'IENT ALONG THE YllNICR PENtNSULA 

While IUU ,. hr (, r d1frcrenr >~gnmc-nlf ~ pr~d btoch o.lignmcn1 h•a for fll'l"<t i " " '' 1hon ony 
'"" ~liJl'ln•m t. ny o!l«m• ";'h on •lignmen :dong rhr Vrnlce rcn•nmb bco.cb ore oll mitig:llllbk 

who'r••• thll 11 no1 1he catJJc fat a P~ciiie ;\,·c:nue li&r'mml. Dosed upon m • apert opinl<>n llu.• 
oUgmncnt J. ~'"' emnomiCI!Iy Eu t.u co.tl ll)' thon comp•n:d ro the porili~ ovcnue :alig11mtt11. l'acl tic 
-'''cnuo •bgruntnl ..,.ou)rJ bo or l co~l twluo "' Ollpm~i>' • u • beacJ1 .Wgumc.fll r.o f(lUoll\11'1. 

This makes • l>c.th ~ligoment thotf)ugh In the V rnicc p<11inauJ. the prrfrrttd alignmenr. 
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'11tcrl• •rr < •·r..,l •·nnt tntW n mr!had' th·.11 <OU•!Id bt: u~ d p~ndl11g upon tho tcmpt;lt<~ry 01\d 

fkln•••H'nt ... FcmmtJ rh~t l."i'ou l•l l,-:- <•b~.tmc:d. 1lrcr <"Oukl indt~<l< • non dtmru tcend11 l':utiolf · 
fha«o;ltr~n~h o r complcl<·ly !horetlt<rtl ch. EVlln with tho most ll.p<'n ~ mot hod of romr•ltt lj· >hon:d 
u-.:n<:h. 11 would r., nl()"' rrunw'l\icol that bmkling 1 ll ~n~h "'11hin tit ! tr«t rlP.}lt o l~wo,. 
C<Jn; tructic~, luu • tltr bc<h " uu t.«.Ullo:; th<'f • "' no rxis tinr. unto., IQ work .,.,,b. 110 

mhiinnlln upm trc:ttch r rrf~ o.JUftll , ~..:let CO!!JihJCtlon tf ~holing • n:qulf<'\L 

EaSMIJcnr: 

\~'htJc on =-rnl•nt 1111~ .. br obuuneJ, fr<MII rny pcD<JtiOJ etpcriCII«' m ubt•irung OR:ffif'jJI. l•lr I llUJ~r 
r«>t<<", ~~~ d!!cmcnl lJ obLOin<lhlc 1" '1 ~ ould e11U' b.: obllll.nrd 10 t•pport my COIUIJU(I>< n tChtlfl t\C'. 
'lltr ruonwru rh•L '""OIJld be rtqult tl CO\rld be stancd dining thr pamittini! rroc • ~ml I><: ~··•il!lblt• 
friUllo·J t•tdy 1ftcr the pcnr>i uny. ~ ho ben> cnmplcrrd ~ nd tliiU '>'r)Uitl nol imp>« o.11y 
"",lrl'"" n 110hcdok. 

Fmm r••• ~XJII'l'!CUCt the COfiJ fo~ !lid! ll ""~mllcflt 1\l't nol Jl<'orlr ., ""J.'cn•• as lhc City is •••tin 
.\- • n1:1!1 ( 1' or r"~t. rq· OJ1d County •S""n<:'ll UIUOII)' wotk ro~;.,l hc.r ~rtd only C!hO'J\C acrual time 
rncurr~d it' ~lo.-y ih;ugcan cmr . 

\X' Iulc tl ~r r e !5 • co11~WI nbout· leunerro, 11~ch ~ ~onccm l. c:aJJy mlll ,t1blc- h)• pul<ing oon•rructirm 
lcXtH~ll<lM.< On the ~Rir.l<"lOt &I> thol tha OOntrn<tor only t:On'lnKI "'ithin 0 p«ificd tflltoll C' or tJtc 
Id ol Inn tdut\c UurU!ft non·nl>ting v.<t5on, Sin~e tlte COI'ISinlction is fAr <:~sln and l'fl tlr« thot Ul the 
p•r.t tc >liilJ1"1"nt lhi! "-'OUI,I n01t to,.., ony ...,.[ ffit t imp net to the con•troctiQrr. Any I'C:'.uon,bl 
I ttrr lroctnr would no t fHll any •dditi tal man<)' fn< lll!Ch ~ ~tricti<m but \IIQUJ(l jnu mokc mrt 10 
ch duk tho" rk. conccrl of/ roustAKtton ,..<:"uld nu1 cx~ur in thol are. dllring tint 11m~. In iutby'• 

moxlern c nnronion [ndu., thl' If ; !lnll'l>.ol oonn ructJtlfl n:t tricti n. lr uooutd <tltla be odviuhlc 10 
dcHj\n the olignmo:nt out•idt of 1h~ ocru~l fcuced of( orrot of lhclcut tum rduge lhus nut disiUrbing 
the hobitol. 

'11ri .. rttlnirtntcru •• not. rrop~• dH ~, not ohould •uch 1 ' "''"AIOffi<'llt he: impouod. Any W!I<:U33JI>n of 
r'ixmg an ab.:tnnmt or h11ving :a Vl'nl fJ<'ni.nJub btlcll 1~U'l.t!1JI 1ncut- more costs: for a southt~m 
pmhcm ~,.., not correct nerd to be d<kt~. 
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Venice Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Project 

COMMENTS 
Please USi this page lo &ubm 1 your comments regardlng too Oren Envlronmantallmpacl Report (EIR) ror the 
Vanlee Pumping Plant Dual Force Mafn Project. You may comment on any aspect uf the report YoiJI Input 
will bltCOme part of1he public record end will be responded 10 In the Final EIR. lr te.celved by 6:00 p.m. on 
Marc;h 17. 2006 (the end ortoo pubUo comment period). 

Organizallo~ (lfony) ,:_ --- - ----- -------------------

Add~,,,·~--------------------------------
Clly; ____________ ___ Sj&Ue: ___________ .Zip; ________ _ 

You may 0'011 youreommonta In tho ~ommonl box altho Cornman~:~ Dlll~on or moll thorn lo the fallowing addreu. All 
comm 111s mmt Ill! mc!!lvt>d no'""" lh~n 6i\1Q p.m. on Mon:h 11. 2006, 

James E. Doly 
City of Los Angeles 

Department of Public Worita Bur liU o1 EngM11!M!flng 
Clo Public: Alia!~ Otlke 

200 N. Spring stroet, Room M165 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

n @epg.lad•rorg 
Subjecl heading should read 'Venice Dual Force Ualtl". 

,J~ D CQIIIlrad~mto• rmder ntlo/1 ~f/J.,. 1fNrtri<:ntLf ,./til Dml/JI/•II<Y Act, rl.c Cit•· u{Lm. ,J•!J!vlo·stlau •ICJI JJI.rrrlm/!ltl(t M ths IKI!IK fl/ 
•fllahl/ity nru! liflnll fi'IJio'l.'.tl, 1o II J)rOI'IIftr ttriSon/Jhl<· q«<llmrmdnl iolllo l'lttl"" ojiiOIII<I:o.n 10 us f>ro/:)·oJ•tt . .r"'• und nclfritltt. 

ft 

\I Printed on recycled paper 
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URS 

Venice Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Project 

COMMENTS 
Please use this page to submit your comments regarding the Draft EnVironmental Impact Report (EIR) for the 
Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project. You may comment on any aspect of the report. Your Input 
will become part of the public record end Will be responded to in the Flnal EIR, If rocclvod by 5:00 p.m. on 
March 17. 2006 (the end of the public comment period). 

When making your comments, please be as specific as possible: 

~l>~kt'/ 
~J r.u. 
s\'v'<-L~ 

I<S ldJv'lK 

(lli'Yl sl-vv r \1 IIV1 

c.LVI cJ ct lle.L\ 

Ov-; t\ \ Yl Bvt ·\{1 ~~ t.:x~ ~15 
s cltv t vlo 0.111d 

C l ~:>Sui((" ~ 

(If neces&<~ry, please use the reverse side of the paper.) 
Plone camplet.lllo bllormallon balow and print clearly to '"'lm! that your commenls are addrauad In lha Final EIR. 

NBme: ,{ \bfL\] PClft!df.t k\ ~ Phontt··_ - --------

Orgeniutlon (If ony): ( .. 'l V tJ(_, 
Alldress: D I S \ '1 d Z 
c~y: L./Pr (vc t-il GR) s1a1e: Zip: Of6J='iJ 
You may drop your commenta in the comment box at tho Comments alai!On or mall fham to the following adcfreat. All 

cornmenl!l mu!J1 be rO~>vlvod no I ! r ~~~n 5:00 p.m. on Much 17, 200&-. 

James!:.. Ooty 
City or Los An gales 

Department of Public Works Bureau of En!;11neeling 
C/o Public Affairs OffiC8 

200 N. Spring Streal, Room M165 
los Angelfls. CA 90012 

eDvifonmcn!@ena lllelly nm 
Subjcot hcccllr~g should reod 'Von lao Dual Force Moin·, 

..IJ a co,..,rtd tnfi~· rtndtr 7111• (J oft/,. .~mtl'ioam wllft DLwbllltie.• Ad, rile Cil)! afl.o.< Alfi...,I<!J.' dtJrSIJOI (//~rl~rlmflr on the hartJ of 
diJab/111)' Dlld "Mm rYIJIII!.t, lf'ill pro•irk "'a:JDitabl• a<:commaJotlr>~t to ""'"" "'{rtol ace•·•·• to its [WOfl,I'ON,., ;!<!n•ic•• ml<f aoiMiio• . 

... 
\I Printed on recycled paper 
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Venice Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Project 

COMMENTS 
!"lease usa this page tD submit your comments regardtng tho Draft Envlronmemal lmpaot Report (EIR) for1ho 
Venice Pimping Plant Dual Fon::e Main Project. You may comment on any s pect of lho roporl. Your Input 
will become part ollhe public record and will be respended lo 1n the Flnal EIR1 If rocelved by 6:00P.m. on 
March 17.2008 (tho end of the public comment period), 

When making your comments, please be as specific as possiblo: 

(If necessary, please use the reve~e side of the paper.} 
Ploaso COII1>1alll the Information below and print clearly to ~nsure !lull your commanlll are addressed In the Final EIR. 

NIJino· "P/41\.. IUlOn\._ Phons· <)/O · ?Aq· ~4q 
Organization (ifony),._: __ .........;(dz;y~!..:=~N....l...~(_~-----------------
Add~~· -----------------------------------------------------------
Cit}t. ___ _______________________ state: ____________ ...,lp: ___________ _ 

You 111B:V drop your commonts In tho com111Dnt box at tho Commonbi aiD lien or m~lllhom to tho following address. All 
eommon\s muaf bo ro~oiY<!!I no I• tor thnn 5;QQ p,m, on M~rcto 171 2006. 

James e. Ooty 
Cilyoflos~ 

Department of Pl.ibllc Works l:iurenu e>f Enginaesiog 
Clo Public Allalnl omce 

200 N. Spring Street. Room 1.1165 
Los Angeles, CA 90012. 

l\\'lronmon!@qnnJ9cltv.org 
Subjecl heading tlhoold toa;q 'Vanice Dual Forcel.4aln·. 

Ar a ~~~· ... r•tfmtlry twkr Tit/~ II of til~ ..lm<rl~<lr" 11•/riJ W.ftsbl/itil:.t Art, tlr. C/1)1 of /.o.• :l•rg•lu rfiJIIJ mll <llsrrllllllla/1! an the' INI:nx of 
clisablf/r.l· rmd 11pcm l'llqlluJ. will {NYJ~Id< ~<ll.ltiJ!Oh/t u~'COOtnzr;.dmlon to t••nrt IU/IIIIfacccSJ' IU II.> prugruuu:, ,1<1/xkc~· ond w:/Mtlt.r 
,... 
\., Printed on !ecyclod paper 
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11.3. ANNOTATED TRANSCRIPT OF FEBRUARY 23, 2006 PUBLIC 

HEARING CONDUCTED BY THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES ON THE ADEQUACY 

OF THE EIR 

URS 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 ClTl' 01' LOS ANGELES -- OI!:PAR'l'ME:NT OF PUBLIC NORKS 

a VEN1C£, ~UHPING PLANT bUAL 'FORCE MAlN PROJECT 

9 

10 

11 

15 

. 16 
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18 

~0 

2t 

22 

25 

PUBLIC BE!\.tUR<; 

FEBRUIIP.'l 23, 2006 A'l' ,6:00 P.M. 

-oonoo-

1 
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1 -ooOoo-

2 HS. DUR~EtL: Good eveninq, Ky na•e is 

J Tonya Our~ell. I'a with the Department of Public 

4 Works, Public Affairs. I am your o:f.ficial public 

!i hearing officer for the evening. I want to point 

6 out that you are here attendin9 • public hearing 

1 for the Venice DUal rorCli! Main Sewe.~: Env,ironmenta:L 

8 Impact Report. 

9 And pleaee exc~ae ~y notea,.but I want to 

10 be sure to cover everything this evening. I hope 

11 that everyone has had an oppo~tunity to aiqn in 

12 tonight, a:nd if you havon't, pleaaa be !JUre to do 

lJ so at the table in the back. 

14 Also, we have an aqencia at the t@le. We 

15 t~ill be 111aking project tea~~ meaber intxocl.uctions in 

16 just a fe~ ~inutes. we also have speaker eards 

17 available if you wish to be haard toni9ht. And if 

18 you Med one throughout the preaentation~ please 

19 just raise your hand and one of our :representative~ 

~D llfil.l be a1a:-e to ;et. one to you. 

21 Yo~ obviously can be heard toniqht so 

22 that all of you~ co~~~n~entG are pa-rt of an officiol 

23 reeord that !Ifill be a part of the final EIR, and 

24 ev~rything that: b being said tonight ~otill be 

25 recorded b.:t our co1,1rt r-eporter who ia here with us 

2 
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l tonight. 

2 I'd like to start, then, with our teem 

3 introductions, We'll atart with Mr. Doty. 

4 MR. DOTY: Neleome. t'lll glad yo\.1 took 

5 ti~e out of you. reQulorly scheduled events to coae 

6 help U$ out on this pro~ect. rt•a very good to see 

7 

e 
g 

10 

11 

12 

13 

H 

lS 

16 

11 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

2.3 

2'4 

25 

you hexe. 

The project we're talkin9 about toni9bt 

is a project th~t·s needed becauso we need 

additional capacity for the Ven.loe Puaping Plant. 

HS. OOAAEt.L: We're qoinq to do other 

inst~uctiona, and th~ we'll c~e back to you, Ji~. 

~. DOTY: I'm ~~- Doty. f am the 

Qlanager tor the l:nviroMental impact Report that 

w ' re discu.ssin9 toni9ht. 

.Hit. DELKHASTE: And I 'II Jon Delkhaste, 

aJtd I'm the p:rojeet enginoor, 

(Additional 111ember 

introductions.} 

MS. DOilRELl.: 1\8 l said before, all of 

the cow.enu will be recorded tonight by a court 

.r~>~(le">:r.t.er and will be put of the final E.IR. As 

wJ,th ;;ny pmj .. et of thh magnlt'l;l,l,i'i!, the 'leniee 

Force Main Project must to~low the .cal~fornia 

Env1·ron111ental Quality Act Guidel.ines, and as part 

3 
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l of that process, we obviously want to hear back 

2 frOM you, the CQmmunity. 

3 We wanl; to s'hare our &xpertise, disclose 

4 analysis, and 'We wa,nt to discover the public 

S concerns and also solicit counter propoaale. So, 

6 obviously, we welc0111e all of your OOIIDIIents. JU.t 

7 ao you know, it ia helpful when your COllllllants 

~ augqest a.dditi.on<~l specific alternativ.es or 

9 mitigation measures. Be sure that your eommants 

10 incl\lde youz naae, your o~:qa:nization, if you•rc 

11 ~epresentlng an organization, and any other 

12 i.nformation includinq a phon• nulllbn. 

13 'l'his publio hearing l:!l your ()J)pO~tunity 

H to be hea.rd. Me are qoing to be listeni.n; tonight 

15 to your concerns. We will not be respOnding to 4ny 

16 questions, but pleaac be asau~d that all o~ your 

11 concerns will be on record, and w. will be 

18 ~eapondJ.ng in writing to YQUr questions and 

19 concerns. 

20 And with th•t, I'd like to DQW introduc~ 

21 Jim Ooty to beg-in tonight' a presentation. 

2~ M~. 001Y: Okay. the reason that we 

23 called you out and the reason that we're doing this 

24 J.s that we need to prov.1de additional capacity for 

2.S th.e VerliC:!i! Pwnpi.nq l'.lant, and the project enqineer 
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1 will go into that in greater detail . 

2 the plant is f:ine. It hu plenty of 

3 capacity, but the Une t)lat leads trorn the plant 

4 down southward toward.s tho Jlyp!;!rion Traatment lllant 

5 does not have sufficient capacity. And also, we 

6 would like to provide redundancy tor that line, 

7 ~cause right now all of th<e sewage cominq out of 

II that phnt goes through one. single line. tie cannot 

9 take it out of service to inspect it. And if 

10 somethinq untowllrd should happen, ~te ha~<>e no· 

U alternative way to handle the sewage. 

12 The goals of C~ are to make sure that 

1~ ~then your decision makers make a dechion wl'lot'her 

14 to construct a project or how to construct a 

15 project, that they are infoner;t of what the 

16 onvironm~~:ntal. consequence11 ol that decision will 

1'1 be. 

16 they also need to know what mHiqatlon 

19 ~easurea are available to reduce tne effects of a 

20 project or what alternatives would nave leaser 

21 effects than tho originally proposed project. And 

33 

23 

24 

25 

dl ot that iii ao that we can 1111lJ:tUi.n oo fl'lllllli t:y 

environment for the ~:M~O'ple ·Of California.. 

The reason we're co!Di.ng to yo\1 is becaueo 

t.'e want to tHI!!elose to you what our analysis. i.s, 

5 
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1 what we have found. We're hopinq that it you have 

2 ex·pertise, you will .share that with us so that that 

3 can improve the quality of th9 work qoing into this 

4 project. tie wan·t you. to check our work, 111ako su.t:tt 

S that it'a accurate, make sura that it's completo. 

6 If there'5 .a=etbinq aissinq, let us know about it. 

1 If you have a counter proposal, most 

8 i~ortantly, we need to tnON what your concerns 

9 an. There illl no way we can tell what your 

10 -eoncarns are other than to cocae to you and a.sll you. 

11 You know your neighborhoods beat, and \Oie need to 

12 know 'lllhat yo1,1 kn<»t. So that • s why we've as'lted you 

U to COllie toniqht. 

14 Wbat. we• ve looked at so far and in a very· 

lS larqe masterful work are three potential aliqn.ents 

16 connecting the dots between the Venice Treatment 

17 £>1ant e~nd the :southern connection point, wn.ere we 

18 noed to go, and three different construction 

19 techniques. So the &IR is rather large because ~e 

20 b~ve this matrix of possibilities that we have 

21 looked at, 

22 With that, John. 

23 MR. b£LKHASTE: Thank you. Basically, 

24 what you see be:re is a map showing all the major 

25 sewers in th.e ~ity. llete, what you see is a map of 

6 
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1 all tbe major ,sewers In tile City of Los Ang&les, 

2 and hero's the valley anti here we are, 

3 Now, all these sewera around the coast 

4 these are the sewers -- 90 here to Hyperion -- I 

S mean, to the Venice Pumping Plant at this point. 

6 because up to this point, it is a 9Tavity £low. 1t 

1 · CJOes down to that point. 

8 Now, to Qet it fro• here, frem venice to 

9 Hyperion Treatment Plant before being discharged 

10 into the ocean, we have a slope 90f.ng up, ~no 

11 that' o why we need the Venice Pmwplng E'lant, Wl\i.ch 

12 is the larqest pumping plant in the City of 

13 Los ~ngelos, 

1( This is acmetbinq you 9UYS are all 

15 finniliar with -- Venice Pu~~~ping Plant. And as you 

Hi can see, one of the alterne.tl?t~~s -- we are 90i1'!9 to 

·11 be qoln9 over the alternatives later on, but this 

18 is the area of ana of the aha.fts. If you choose 

19 onG o! the routes, that's where it'3 qolng to go. 

20 And this b llur.d.~ane Street a$ you al.l are 

21 fo,IQUiar. 

22 T'l;) qi·11e you a very brief -- thoee peop~e 

:u wr.o haven't been here -~ I;:J~·~ef.lyt in 1~28 Von:lce 

24 For~e Main was built, and at that tim.e it was a 

lS 36-inen line. Popu.l.iiUon, increased, and the deJUnd 

7 
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1 went up. Then in 1958, the Venice Fo~ce ~ain 

2 w~s ~- it went up to 48-inch linG, end ~e added one 

3 more ~ump to it. It was four pumps at the time. 

4 And in 1987, aQain, due to population 

5 Jnc::rease and the need !ot l!IOX'e . capacity·, ..- have 

6 another PUIDP, which is the Htth PUIDP we acklo<l. 

7 However, at thilt time they didn't think there was a 

8 nee~ for extra capacity in te~s of the pipe, so 

!l theY kept it aa a -4 B-irtch line. 

10 Now, what hap~nod is in 1995, dUe to 

11 El Nino, we'ha~ heavy :rain. And last year, a9a1n, 

12 due to heavy ra1n, what we discovered was that tho 

13 amount ot sewer that we. were carrying, at the .11allle 

14 t:·l:nte the rain was infiltrating into our sewers, 

15 which happens 1J l .ot of tim.es durin; rain. 

16 But this time, since it was heavy rain, 

11 .it increased it to the poi:nt that tbey had all the 

lEI Uve plllllps workin9 to push the sel(er up the hil.l t·o 

19 ltyperion, and what happened 1.s they found out it 

20 was lik.e a bo.ttleneck. The 48-inc!\ line ttU not 

~1 

22 

23 

24 

2S 

capable to earry all that sewer, &o it was carryinq 

~ybe about 60 percent of lt:. 

The rest of it started b~ek1ng up into 

our marrnoles, and we were really close to disaster, 

Wo ·Wc·ro roa.lly rn!.nut'es away from the SG!,!Ot' 

8 
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1 overflowin9 and golng to the Grand ·eanal an4 onto 

2 th& stteets. So ~.e were lucky then, and we we:re 

3 lucky last year. Tha.t' a the ri!laaon wa really need 

4 what we ara proposing, o !St-inch lle~r. 

5 Now, thle is goln~ to give us -- the good 

6 thing about having the sewer (~ going to give us 

7 the capacity to be able -- during the wet season 

9 that we had, as I mentioned, we ~re goinq to have 

9 the <;:Op$City to have the :sewer going to llyperion 

10 without tearing about the overflow. 

11 And the othell:" thinq that we have to 

12 remellilber is in 19S8 -- tha.t•s when this was 

13 built -- the sewers were -- the eapacft.y wa.an•t 

14 J:eally -- it w;~.s great for the tillll!, but it •a baen 

lS 1958 until now. It's, like, 48 yeat'.S old, and 

Hi these are old. The pipe .i~ old, and I don't know 

11 how long it's going to last. 

18 so we need to pertora so.e ~aintenance 

19 work maybe, but we need to do inap~ction first. In 

20 

21 

22 

~3 

24 

25 

order to !ind out it it really needs rehab or 

not -- and we cannot pe~form any inspection as long 

as the line is il'l operation. 

So now, what we came up w1th so rar, 

before Willi get any eollllll\ents from you -- ISO far what 

we have is three alignments, an.d rtm. ~ure all of 

9 
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1 you are with EI~. so you ere very familiar with 

2 this. Here is Venice Pumping Plant. So from 

3 Hu.r:de6.no Street, onv is going to 99 on Via t!arina 

and then going d01rn hoi!re. Fi."olll here. we ate going 

5 to have -- and than it goes under the Chann 1, 

6 Pacific, end it's going to oontinue on Vista Del 

"1 t>4ar::. 

8 Then we have alternate aliCJII!IIant qoing 

9 west' on H'u['ricana Street, going south on l>a.eific, 

10 under the channel, and conti.nU:inljj to 90 to Viets 

ll Del Har. And all of them end up tbe aame place, 

12 which .is the CIS. that's where they're all qolnq 

13 t:o go. 

H And the third alternative that we have is 

15 g0 ing to gQ to the beach. Fr011 the~:e, down the 

16 Dockweiler, under the channel, and continua. And. 

11 eventually it • .s going to end t.lp in the san~.e pl.ace, 

lB These are the three aliqnments that we 

19 have. 'l'o do this, we have three con1tructlon 

20 methodologies set which lllB are considering. And 

2l one of thetw~ is open cu.t. 

22 As you can see, it's an open trench, and 

23 that's the easiest wey for contractors to do the 

2~ job. Normally, it is the least expensi~e way to dQ 

25 it. That•.s what .it's qe>ing to kind of look Hka in 

10 
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1 your neiQhborhood. And this is the construet~on 

2 you'xe going to see from outside. 

3 And here you ear1 see th() edvantage and 

4 disad,vantage of thl.!J. P:drnadly, the !ilhortes,t 

5 construction time, and the eost is going tQo be the 

6 cheapest -- th~ least eKpensivo, t should say. And 

1 another thing is, this o~ eut, it always pK~ve&. 

8 It is in front of &~one's hOM for a few ~ys. 

9 It can vary ~very week. 

10 It can move about 200, 250 feet or ~are 

11 depending on th~ conditions we are going to )\eve, 

12 whieh meens they are going to be laying the pipes. 

11 As they lay the pipe, they ate going to ca.e back, 

14 fill it, and th~n they are qcinq to put asphalt 

IS right after that. so it 1 s not going to be in front 

1'6 of your hou.se for 11110't:e than only 11 few days. Now, 

17 the thing is, yo1.1:r nei,<;~hbcr is goinq to ha,ve it, 

18 but it'a qoing to move on. So that's the qood 

19 thing ~bo~t it. 

20 

:n 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Now, t.he px:-oblem with this illl, :1 tnow 

that if I'm living there, l don't want work in 

front o t my no use , 'I don't care for it toe meh, 

but most of the impact l:!! •;roing· t:o be on tbil 

surface stt-eet in terms of tratt1c and all tile 

other environmental issues that I don't need to go 

11 
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1 over. 

2 Now, this one is a ~mall tunnel IM!thod. 

3 This o.ne h going to have much les:; interruption on 

• the surface str.et, Pdtn&r.l.ly what it does h ~o~e 

5 have pits here, and thvn we ere qoing to have 

6 jacking and the pipe& -- as you can see we have a 

7 ~chine that is digging under the surface st~eet. 

e And then as it is going, we have jacking that is 

9 goin.g to be pushinq the pipes in. 

10 And as you can $ee, we are not goini to 

11 be cutting the st~eet h•re, however, if your house 

12 h here, this pit is going to .be in front of your 

--13 hoWie for maybe a coupl.e of months. But .1 f your 

14 house is in D.tw .. n, that can be about 1,000 feet, 

15 so you are not going to havo problems. So that's 

16 the· gQod t.hinq about i:hill method.. 

P The Qepths of it h goin9 to vary; for 

18 example, in this case we are going to go -- on the 

1~ street surface is going to be lower. When we 9et 

20 under the ch•nn•l, >1 are going to be at least 

21 2~ feet be~ow the channel. So what happens is this 

.2:2 method -- the drawback of tha:t is, we cannot keep 

23 goinq. life have to have 1,000 teet, and then you 

2• need another pit, so we are not going to be totally 

25 diarupt.i~q the t:raffic flow. 

12 
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1 Now, the r:;Jood thin9 .about it, ~!J I uid, 

2 we a~e going to be avoiding a lot of surface 

3 impact. It's great for the intersection, and the 

4 ainuae.s is duration of i.-pact is longer at the pit 

5 loei.tion4. 

6 Now, the last construction ~thodoiogy 

1 that we are usinq is deep tunnel. And for deep 

B tunnel, we have different alte~:nativee; far 

9 e~Cample, thi.s 1s under Pe~ific -- ean go this 

10 route. Or fro~ bere, Venice Pumpin9 Plant, we go 

ll down by tile Mach and frOlll here going aH the way 

12 down here . 

13 Now, to explain to you a little bit about 

14 deep tunnel, basically, what deep tunnel is, is 

.15 we're goil'\9 to have a starting shaft at th:l..e point 

16 or maybe it is going to be farther here. ~e don't 

11 want to Pe close to the ne.igh!;lorhood because we an 

18 going to be there for a lono ti~, aetu~lly, al•ost 

U during- the lllhole enthe oper·at:l.on. titl don't want 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

to be close to the neighborhood, so right n~w ~t is 

h•re., but it it possible to push it a little 

tal:'ther btlcli:. 

Now, 'this pit lierl!l, tn,e :shAft hi 9oing to 

take a few montns to build., Jl.ft~r tney build it, 

the beauty of this is, then they can go all the way 

13 
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to this point, and from here, tpey can either 90 

large tunnelinq or s~all tunneling or they can have 

open cuts and get to Vonic P.uaapl.ng Plant o.r they 

ean jU#t: go all the way t .o this po.int. w"-thout 

having any inte¥"r.uption on the surface street. 

Thie is how it • s going to lOCilt undet: the 

ground. Ke are talkinq about activity BD feet 

under t~e ground., so you won't really feel 

anything. :sut that 1 11 w:hat the Machine look11 like • 

.And. thi$ is showing the location frQJII outaide. 

This iu how the oper.ation is going to look fro• 

outside. 

'the good thing is, tb.i.a h the 

construction site duri.nq the Whole project. Now, 

as I said, fewer construction •ites. And then the 

11inuses of this at:e i~ac:ta et the insertion eha.ft 

for entire. duration of the ec>natructio.n, 

rights-ot-way, anQ the cost. Of course, th• cost 

is one of the fac:tors, ~rut duration of the 

construction ia the longest than the rest of tbe 

p~ojects. 

Those are the alternative methods; 

howevet, when we have the alternatives, I nave ~o 

add that you see three allqnments, but we can have 

different k.inds of alternativest fo); exa~~~~:~lo, 
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tunneling ean ba combined with open cut· or other 

matho~. so alt09etber1 we can have seven or eiqht 

kinds of alUrl'latives. 

'l'~nk ycu v.ry much. Jim7 

HI!.. DOTY: Thank you. So here we are 

back to that (able we introduced at the beginnit19· 

And just in gross math per.utati¢ne, there would be 

nine alterna.t.lvea, but the Zlll. reell.y concentrates 

on six because the cut and cover conat:ruetion 

aethod down~he ~ch align-.nt, we believe may be 

infeasible f'or environmental reuons. 

lt's not sOII'Iothing that we teel 

c;:omfortabl co!Ung out strongly for, but wo have 

in durinq the public c~ent period, we have 

received SOllie public C>OIIIIIlent in favor o! that 

alignment. 

The small tu.nnel methccl down P.acif.i.c 

Avenue, because of the size of :footprint needed for 

the shaft site for ddvinq those twmela,, we 

~lieve may })e. infeasi:ble for enviroruoental 

reasons. And we did not look in~o detail in a 

lar9e tunnel 9o.inq undet tho V;l,.~ Marina aliqMent 

bect::aue8 it offfl.nd no advantaqea ovo~ the Qthar 

poasible ~lignments for the larqe tunnel, so there 

was no reason to go into that. 

15 
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1 ?his is what the EIR tinds in one page. 

2 First of all, no operational long-term impact. 

3 'that' a kind of a no-brainer. One we Un.\.sh t~e 

4 tunt~el and ~·estore the surface to ita p.tecxisti:ri.CJ 

5 condition, we're out of there. Thera are 

6 construction impacts, and we•ve gone over them e 

1 couple .of ti11.ea already. 

8 Nor~~~o~~~Uy, in a typical proj.ect, )IOU 

9 U$U&lly> !inC! eonatruction i111pacts -- abort-term: 

10 ililp&~ts u 1.ndqnifi~ant because they're ab.ort term 

11 in duration. Because of the' ma9nituda of thia 

12 project:, short term ia no lon9er a co\)ple of weeks 

U or socnethinq. It, ;ilthough tablporary, ~o~1ll. be 

14 t .here for • whU.e. 

15 And because ct. the ee:neitlvities cf the 

16 project area, t<G are c:allin9 those temporary 

17 con~truction impacts siqnifieant. Thls prefect is 

18 not going to affect your land use or plann1f19. 

19 We're ra.ot qoin.q to turn an en.viro11110ntally 

20 sensitive ar.,a i ·nto a Wa.\,-Mart or somethin9. 

21 A whole bunch ot 11'1itigated impacts tha.t 

22 ean be ~itiqated to an acoeptable level. Ai~ 

23 quality: Here we're talkinq mostly about the air 

24 emis~ion:! from construction vel;iQles and Cflist 

25 cau9ed by handling the soils and so on. 
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1. Cultural reeources and paleontolo9ical 

2 resources: \'le have done surveys of the area. 

3 There are no known re,o1,1roes in the a.:e-s tha:t 

C we're looking at, bu.t you juat never lmow because 

5 they're \lnder g~:o·und. 

6 Geoloqy and soils: As you know, th re•e 

7 ea.nd out there. thexe • s oil wells • Me knoW about 

8 the!le things, and we can take care of i.t. i'fe' re 

9 pretty experienced at that. 

10 Sinco I've mentioned oil well.s, we'll qot 

11 to nazarde. and haurdous material.•. tie know th• 

1:2 area is likely t.o be gasey, and we knOW thecre are 

U lots of abandoned ~U wells. Wi! knew~ that there 

U are a few that are not on the !114p. He have 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

tunneled through eueh area before suecessf1,1lly 

knock, knoell:. We can m.itiqate that to art 

acceptable level. 

Biological resources~ ~ kno~ we're in a 

sensitive ar-ea, .!lnd the EIR identities rneasure.:s to 

avoid a bio:>l<>9ical impact, such ae havinq 

knowledgeable monitors cheddng to ma.ke sure that 

sensit1:11'111 ~peci~s do not have: a.n a.dve:r::slill .r.esponse 

to what we're doing. 

And hydxoloqy and. water qoality: There 

are a 11hol.e lot of standard mea!lurea that we do in 
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1 public works projects to address a.nd avoid 

2 :pollution of surface wate:ts. even with that, thera 

3 are a tew subject areas where ~ cannot avoid a 

4 eign!tieant impact, and those are aesthatics. 

5 Bven though there are people t~t re~lly 

6 enjoy big machine3 doin9 biq boy stuff and just 

7 love to come down to our construction sites and 

B wat.ch thin~s happen, lDO&t people who are u.ud to 

9 loold.nljl out to the beach would probably think that 

10 our conetruetion sitee ar·e not a po&i tive, So 

ll we're call.ing that a s1gnl.Ucant i.pact. We will 

12 be out of there when we're down. 

13 l!loise b another. We will reduce noise., 

1t but, iJltl.Ntely, we Clll'onot eliminate noise. We put 

15 up a noise wall to reduce no1$el however, then you 

16 run into the old aesthetics bapact. l'eo~le "'ho 

11 liked looking at the beach and the saUbQat:s 11oing 

19 ln and o~t of the •arina channel are now looking at 

19 what looks like a th~ee•story tall buildinq. 

20 Tiley can sleep .at night, but th~y' x;·e not 

21 gettinq to see the boats. Either way, those two 

2.2 will run against each other and we'll have to do 

23 what we c;m to mitigate them, but: we can't pro~ai5e 

24 to make them go .away. 

Public s ,ervices: Acees:s to the beach, 
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publie recreation event~ at the beaches and parks 

and SQ on, there may be some access probletn:s while 

wetre in the area. And that brinqs us right to 

transportation and traffic. 

lnter-esti.ngly et1.ou4ih, 111ost of the 

alternatives we looked at will have a relatively 

Small i•pac:t CJn traffiC and tnmsportation -- 'IIIUCh 

less then what we •ntic:ipated when we developed the 

scenario and then went to our experts and said, 

"lO\at .do you think?" llut, nor~etheless, there will 

be a signific:a!'lt illlpaet on transp<>rt01tion and 

traffic while We are constructing the project. 

e~ck to our table. T~ese flowers hera 

are just kind of a graph~c way -· there is no way 

in these environmental impacts that you can just 

add up numbers and then come back and identify thh 

as your best ~lternative. 

Fpr instance, es we s_aid before, it we 

choos~ a tunneling method and you're in the middle 

of the p~oject and the tunnol is passing by you, 

you know, 5G teet below 9~ound, you love that 

alternative. .But if you're li.vinc;J ncuc.t 'to the 

tunnel. drivil'lg shaft: o1: the tunnel r:otricving 

shaft, you'';n not. as happy "With it. Yoll just 

can't -- it's not ~ aathematical thing. 
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l So that'& why we've just 90t spots here. 

2 We've got flowera. The More flowers, the lllOt:e 

3 onvh'Ohintl1t~lly superior, the more environmentally 

4 friendly ·that p~rticular alternative is. And the 

5 EIR identifies a l.A~ tunnel roughl.y along the 

6 Pac.if:ic !\venue eliC)nntent as the envil"o~ntally 

7 superior alternative, altho·l.lgh the be~ch alignJael\t 

a would be a close second. 

9 I want to take this opportunity to point 

10 out that this ia id.,ntUied as tll.e enviro~U~~Sntall.y 

11 superior alternative. It is not the r~ca.manded 

12 alternative. At this point we do not ~ve ~ 

13 recolldllended alternative. There is no pro.ject that 

H ·.,.e ·1 re hiding in our pocket that. we' ;te going to come 

15 out with after we qo tht:OI.I!;h Ol.lr .show here and tell 

16 t:.he council people, •Yeah, we told the public." 

17 No. ~eelly, we don't have a ~terr9d 

lB alternative. We wlll nave to develop one, b~t we 

19 need to hear !rom you fi~et because the intoraation 

20 we're going to 90t frOM you ia important to 

21 developing the alternative that we'te qoing to 

22 recommend, We do event~ally have to build 

23 somethlnq, eo we do have to come up with a 

24 reco~endatio~. 

25 Okay. Money: This is ,a, subject th•t I 

20 
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1 llave to ;unit I •m very un<:Olllfox:table with 1 becauee 

2 in environmental analysis, we don't like to get 

3 tied up with dollars. Tonight's meeting is about 

4 protectin9 the environment. There ~ill be other 

S meetings al:>o~t pJ"·otecting the bank account, but 

6 tonight's m•eting is <Lbout protectinq tbe 

1 envirorun.ent. 

8 But during the notice o.f· preparation aru;i 

9 the seeping phas of tllis EIR, ~ got several 

10 

11 

1~ 

13 

u 

lS 

16 

1'1 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

2) 

24 

25 

strong c0111111ents saying we !off(nt to know what the 

relative c:Ost of your alternatives <Lre. 'l'hat's why 

we've got this in here, and you notice there are no 

hii!rd numbers. There are sQIIle concept level numbers 

in the £HI., actual dollar ar!ll:iUtltlil, but we stress 

these ire concept l'evel. 

They .al:e not based em a design. 'l'hey 

will change. But their x-elative size should not 

change. ln other words, the one we're identityinq 

as cheapest in tile EIR should not la.ter turn out to 

be the •ost expensive. So there you are. One 

dollar sign means cheaper, and three dollar si9ns 

mean11 ~ lot more ·C:)Ipcmoivo. 

And then here'& the s~ry·of tho porio4 

of time we would be ¢Ut there. Notice that the 

first two construction methods, eut and cover and 

21 
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1 s all tunnel -- small tunn.el beinq either jactinq 

2 or micrctunnel ox a combination -- both of those 

3 would involve small tunnelinq under tbe marina 

4 channeL 

5 He o.:re not prtopo~inq an open cut methocl 

6 across the •arina channel. I have seen it done. 

"1 You don't actually hold ba.ck: the water. but yo\l d.i9 

8 a trench in the bottom. B~t it's aessy and not 

9 really wo~h it. 

10 cut and eovar! ov rall. project, 12 

11 Mntha. It 90es ~ry tnt.. up to tive days 

12 pas.!llng any particular point alono the route, like, 

13 your house. It can vary, because it depends on the 

14 precise 'conditione in that. ,ll;)c•tion. Cut and cover 

lS would 111ee.n, then, that wo would have a saall tunnel 

16 ah:cstt on the on• lllid.e of tho marina entt:e.nee 

17 channel and a r c:eivinq pit on the other 11idtt of. 

18 the channels. 

19 Sma.ll t1,1nne.l would take longe:r-, about 14 

.20 :11110nths witto u·p to !ou:r monthiJ in 41 particular 

21 loeat:.ion. Aqain, if you're lucky enough t.o be away 

22 from that sha!t, it's a good deal. If yo~·~e at 

23 that ~haft -- and of course, wa would try to plek 

24 shafts that al:'e the moet !d~ndly -- b\lt if yo\l';te 

2S the noarot;t one to that shaft, four months and 

22 
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l you' :re really ql.ad when we' ~e out of tl'u1re, 

2 The l~rge shaft take$ a little longer 

3 36 months. A large portion of that is actually 

4 setting tip the construction as opposed to the 

S actual proceu of driving the big steel digqin<;~ 

6 ~otorfll through the .soil, And we !fol.lld be up to seven 

1 

a 

9 

10 

u 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

2:! 

23 

24 

25 

11\0nth~ at the re~ivi'ng shaft, whieh would be up il'l 

the vicinity of the venice Pumping Plant, so 

naighbors close by. The payback we get with a 

large tunnel ia no surfaeo preeenee in between the 

points. 

So what do we do nelCt? Me're going t:o 

l~unch right into a period where we listen to your 

thoughts and comments, but you don•t have to say it 

all tonight. Thinll: about i:t, Y,ou can write to ~ 

by Mnch 17th. 

J'm giving my a~dress as c/o Public 

Affairs Offiee. I'm not tryin9 to dodge you. Our 

office~, includin9 tbe de~iqn office -~ !fa're Pu~y 

in a ~ave. ~e·r• moving out of our leased space 

downtown to a newly purchased building. The City 

bought on11 t1f tho$~ tow~>r~ for t.hft .Department. o.f 

l'ublio Work•. Todiiy I spotnt gettino <~ll my .at:ufJ 

out of the boxes, but. right now I don't have e-mail 

or anything, and 1 wanted to make s~~e that your 

23 
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1 c.0111111enta ;ot to the riqht place. 

2. So se.nd your cClllllllont~ e/o Public Affairs 

3 Offloe. If yo~'d like to e-mail, there'$ the 

4 &-:mail address. lind it would be helpful if you put 

S in tha subject line, Vel'liec Dllal Force Main, 

6 because wa have a little aortin9 ptoqu:m that will 

7 look, and if it sees that, it wiH send ;it directly 

e to me. It will get to me imm•di•tely. 

9 otherwise, every tew day:~ we go into that 

10 account and we manually look at that. ~ut it will 

11 save a little time if you put that in there. It's 

12 not crltical. You won't be sent to Mar:; or 

13 anything U you torget to do that. 

14 so that'$ all. Thank you ve~ much. 

15 MS. DORRELL: Okay. Thank you, Jillla. And 

16 aa Jilll stated, we are going to get startod with O\lr 

l 7 official public cotnt~~ent period. I did want to 

18 uuJIILiuu that H do, o! cout'.!!l~, haij'e copiell' of the 

1!1- draft EIR et tbe tablo in the ~ac;:k. We also nave a 

20 computer here, .ao if you'd like to :~ublriit your 

21 co11111ents electron1caJ.ly, you can do that as well. 

22 I just want to tell you obout the ground 

23 rules. tie' re going to 1:).e working fro111 speall;or 

24 

2.5 

c.ards, and Julia will c~ll out yo\lr na~. You can 

come here to the microphone, and please .:speak 

24 
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1 clearly. Please state yo!U' :name and. any 

2 or9anization that you are rwpresenti.ng. 

3 Also, we have tl\ree minutea per speaker, 

4 so please try to adhere to that+ So we '11 9et 

5 started with our public c~nt peTiod and 9et the 

6 ti~st person up here. 

1 

8 

MS. ROWN: Carol Kapp, please. 

MS. KAPP: "~· l want to compliment 

~ Jim Ooty and his team. I can tell fro~ the ElR 

lD tbat so~ of our comaents from the May l4th scopinq 

11 meetin9 did show up in t)'e EliL That'.!'l probably 

12 one of tha fhst times in the eitY_ that our 

13 tho!lghts actually made it to paper. So kudos to 

14 you on that. 

15 I !;lo want to .say that liLY nante is 

16 C11rol l<app. I li.ve on Rees Street in Playa Del 

17 Rey, which is adjacent to Vista 1>81 Hllr· And 

l.B because ot that, I want l:o support t:he beach 

19 alig:rlllient all the way, 

20 I el.so want to talk abou.t the faet that 

21 

~2 

7~ 

24 

25 

the reason I'm in favor of the lM!aeh is because the 

part of Vhta bel l~r that we live in has a 

p11 U l!llde, and l ce:rtdnl.Y f;fo not want to see a 

repeat perform~nee of slides, sueh as La Conchita 

in ventura or Blue Bitd canyon, which we al.l saw 

25 
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1 how horrible that was. And 1 believe that the 

2. vibrations from 'this projoet CO'Illd trigqer tho;se 

3 kind ot lateral slides. 

4 There are references in the £IR to ~r~ovin9 

5 equipment and staff. l would l1ke to tell yo~ that 

6 there is a atreet callod sandpiper, and it has been 

7 dosed since 2001 or a littl9 tberes!1;~;~:r beca~lie ot 

8 the terrorist athcb. I think t.tw<t this could M 

9 opened up. You can have }'<>Ur wo:rke:n park there, 

10 and you could .buy a seeond-'hand shuttle bus and run 

11 thBIII back and forth to wherever they'' :r:e doinq their 

12 ltOJ:k. 

13 Also, Los Anqelea County beaches and 

l4 harbors have perkin~a lots in the mari.na, and you 

lS could probably get parking permits from your staff 

16 there and, again, use some sort of a shuttle bus. 

17 So I think that miqbt help with some of those 

18 concerns. 1!.1$0, the county runs a parkinq lot on 

19 Vista Del Mar south o! lbpoleon Street, and that's 

20 another place to look tor parking for your 

21 staffinq, 

22 I don't know w":\et the time is looking 

23 Uke, so the last thinq that I want to Wlake a biq 

24 emphasis on 1s that tt1ere is a parking strip 

25 adjacent to Viata Del Mar fr~ surf Alley nort~ to 

2.6 
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1 Montreal. And that is used tor b.each access 

2 parkin9 during the day and local residential 

3 parking at nivht. 

4 There has !l)e.en no disoussion of using it, 

!i I just want to qo on recol:'d and aay there iii no way 

6 you een look at that to~ eq~ipment lay down or 

7 anythino. So thank you very much. 

8 MS. BROWN: Next we have Mark venGeasel, 

9 H~. VANGESS&L~ I think the c~unity 

lQ first really appreciates the fact that you actually 

11 did an EIR rather than try to pl.lSh through a 

12 project previously in 2D02. 

13 Quick qu&stion that'l think needs to be 

14 addressed to the public toniqht is right now, •··· ~ 

15 9oinq to have COliU1!ents. And it appears to me t.hat 

Hi 

1'1 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

2.3 

24 

25 

it'.s not really COlllplete e~ml ru!!eds to be revUI!Id. 

Oo we get another chance to ~view this, or is the 

City qoinQ to qive us this one ~hance for us to 

review, then make a decision, say that they bed 

public comment, and go forward? 'that way we do not 

know what yoll.r preferred alternative i.e. so we 

t:e~>lly need to onderst<tnd that ftCfll. the City 

tonight. 

In lookinq at this, you clai~ that you 

nave six different alternatives; r•ve re;~~d it in 

2'1 
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1 tha summary, You really only discussed three. It 

2 got pointed out a little later that there were six. 

3 We'll all be t&alistic. You're saying that it's 

t $68 million to do a tunnel versus $45 •illion to do 

5 cut and cover. 

6 The City ia under a budget crisis1 - all 

7 know that , 'the tunnel h not going to be a viabl• 

B option. ~et•s all reali1e that. so the City is 

9 going to qo with the cheaper aethod and do som. 

10 impacts. 

l1 IO'rev.iously in 2002, the City had only two 

12 ali~nmonts. One was a cut and oover along the 

13 beacn, and the :;ccond 1o1aa going down l'ac;ific Avenue 

H with cut and cover. In this EIR, for sotae reason 

15 with no explanation at all, it just says tho cut 

16 and cover method alon; the beach is not vial?le. 

17 That, to 111e, d~B :not pr;,vid• an oKplanation why in 

!8 2002, in ~957, and in 193$, cut and cover wae the 

19 way to go, 

20 Now all of a sudden, it's no longer 

21 allowed. To me, that makes fie sense whatsoever . 

22 C1,1t and cover along t .he beach is one of tbe 

23 quickest w!{J')/:s po.s~d.ble. 

24 l' d like to pdnt out, 1 -- will run out 

25 thg time -~ but the slides they ahowed you on the 

211 
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l trenching are incorrect to 90 down Pilcifie. They 

2 h~ve sl)des there showing trucks going down the 

3 side. That is not 90in9 to be PQUible 1'or Paelfic 

4 and most likely for the Vista Del Mar area either. 

5 biscuss overflOI<': This ia 11on ilflportant 

£ item. PoOJ.)le sho\lld r~alize tl"!at right now duri,ng 

7 the last heavy rain of l~st year, Hyperion had to 

8 dump water, ovcrtlow, whictl 111eans that right now, 

9 this Venic~ plant did not, All it' 8 doing is 

10 literally dumping more of it into the ocean. 

11 So while they're inereasinq capaeity 

29 

12 here, the H}~erion plant still couldn't handle it ~1 

13 a,nyway, and it would dWIIp into the ocean anyway. 

14 So the no-build :alternative actually, to ~m~, s e111t1 

15 like a po~entia1 viable solution until such ti111a 

16 that the loc.lltion whore vou're qoing to send 

11 everything can actually handle it. First, you 

lB build a location, and then you do the upstreet 

l, are.u. 

20 Next thlnq is, you say that there is no 

21 environmental i~paet after the project is built. 

~:! For the PlilciUc 1\venue .eliqnment, cut a.n.;t oover, 

23 that is absolutely false. 

24 FcQplc should ~ealize who live in the 

25 marina area, whetheJ: you live on the beaeh side or 
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1 the ~nal side, after this project is built, they 

2 wi.ll have big air-vac va:ves once every three 

3 111treets to qo underneath utilities. those air·vac 

4 valves will release ha~a:dous gases into tha 

S environment. I hope Jim Doty will explain that. I 

6 can actually show you the drawings that show it 

7 will occur. 

B So the &Ill ia incorrect. Hazardous 

9 gases, &rnelly qa5GS -- w~o's been by Hyperion? 

10 Hhat does ~t smell like? He all know. What is 

11 this pipe p11111pinq? That same material. The qases 

12 that qet trapped in the pipe have to be released. 

U They're 9oing to blow dqht ~>cross t.he c~eek t;o all 

lt of the residents who live on tho other side. And 

l~ anybody who's living ne~t it will actually &rnell 

16 ;l.t, tOQ, 

17 A few deys il'l front of the houses when 

111 they trench -- ebsolutely incorntct. I used. to be 

U COI:llU:t"UCt:I.OI'I lfltHlll91;t' il'l tt\6 Vb.llto~·. Puttit'l~ 

20 12-inch line in front Of SOlllebody' & hause took O~X: 

21 a week. The City has to do inspecti.on after 

22 inspection after inspection. A 12-foot dMp t:rench 

23 will require at least -- at least: two weeks foJ: the 

24 City to physically in~p~et it. 

2Sc Ami if we wan::, I could 90 tbrou9h it, 

30 
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1 because the City has to inspect things. Toey have 

2 to in3pect the concreto that goes down. That take~ 

3 a day. They have t;o inspect the gravel :road that 

~ 90es down, That is what their own document aays. 

5 't 1 m, a 111ana.ger tot MTA Construction. 1' ve 

6 watched this. X know what the in~pection does. It 

1 says when. you backfill., for every 6-inebe~, it has 

8 to come up. So ~f this is in front of your house, 

~ you will be impacted especially ~long Pacific. It 

10 you go along Pac1t1c and do a out and cover, they 

11 wUl have to de-water that trench. so if you live 

12 edjacent to that, your bouse will settle. · 

13 X will say that 1 most likely ran out ot 

H the three minutes, ;md 1 will let other people go, 

l~ but I have nlllliE!rous eom~~~ents, and I will submit 

lEi thetn in writing, And I just hope. that the City 

17 will give us a second round to look at this and 

18 show us what th• preferred alternative is. 

19 

20 

21 

22. 

23 

2f 

25 

MR. DE:,LI<HASTE: Just: for the reco~, e. 

lot of comtent:s thcl,t you made, l totally disagree 

with you. I think a lot of them were inaccurate. 

It waa an incorrect ro~resentation. 

MS. BROWN: Bob Krauch. 

1-!R. t<RAUCH: I do defer my three minutu 

except for the underground luqe t'i-,pe or an.ythinq 

31 
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1 that goes deepe~. Is tb•t ~or• diftie~lt and as 

2 sec::u~ to get the materid that• .a in there back up 

3 to level? That's ay coneern. 

4 Which ot the three ~tbo<ls is tMI lon.gest 

5 range, safe wa.Y to do it? Ia there any refe'rei"'CG 

6 to that~ 

7 MS, BROWN: Yo·lr CCIIDIIent is going to be 

B includ&d in the final, 

9 MR. KRAUCH: T.ne infrairtcuct:u:re a.l.ways 

10 wears out. YOU're talking about 48 years. Is 

11 there any method that is more long range that's 

l:l proposed here than any of the others? 

HS . l!R09tN ~ The next person is Dan 

14 Sharkey. 

15 MR. SIIARI<Er: I'm Dan Sharkey. I live 

16 within •aybe 200 ·meters of all of these people. 

1~ l'd like to echo Carol ~app's comment. ~egardlesa 

U of what happ-6ns, it • • ouy to liLOke pX'Oiilobeo and 

19 it 'a ainoon, l:lu..t onoo l'Ot.l hi;~;~ a oo:ntn011or, we 1 ;re 

20 the victims, 

21 Let's talk aeout parking. We ·don't have 

22 it, and it doesn't help when the City drives a 

23 truck thl!!t says ~contract e.dnlinist:ca.t:ion" l!!round 

24 every 111onth. Whatever you decide, you need to 

25 stick with it. i'le don't have parking. We 1 re a 

PROJ-6 

PROJ-t 
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1 very tiny area. If you drop 11 pin on tho beac::b, ~o~e 

2 ha~ 11 2SO-toot bluff that acts like nothing ~oro 

3 than a large $pllllker ~~~ echo chamber. 

4 We're a very unique geoloq1oal 

5 neighborhood. Mid whatever you do, lfe )l.llilt uk.ing 

6 that you come up ~ith the plan, stick with the 

7 plan, and more importantl.y, force you:r contractors 

8 to stick with tho plo.n, and all t'hoae po,ints about 

9 l<ihich Carol spoke. But primarily, it's parkinq. 

10 Thllt'lJ it. 

11 MS. BROWN: Marcia K<mseom. 

12 HS. HANSCOM: My nall'le .l.tJ 14arcia Hanscom .• 

13 l live in Play.a Del ltey near the Del ltaY Lagoon, 

14 e.nd l'm a~so with the Wetlands Action Network and 

15 the Sicn.•ra Cl® Restoration COI'IIIIIittae. 

16 I have a few c:o~~~~~ents related to -- I 

1"1 haven't actually re'lhwed the draft EIR yet, .but 

18 based on some of the things that were said, t have 

19 some concerns. One is related to wnethe.r or n.ot we 

20 need this end it is sufficient capacity -- yau're 

21 saying that Veniee pumping station is already at 

22 suffici~nt capacity, but the line ~y not be in the 

23 future. 

2~ s~ the question l have is hO\<i does the 

;!5 EIR analyze whether thi:!l i.• a growth inducing plan 

33 
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l and if so, how mueh new development is going to be 

2 handled by thfs. And one of the reasons I have 

3 this concern is I know, like, the Gre.saroots Venice 

4 Neighborhood Council has made develop.ent requast~ 

S to the councilman. 

~ There's a lot ~f concern of over 

7 development on this aide of town, and right now 

8 there's sort of an assuroption that more development 

9 will happen, And all of that, of cour~o, will 

10 affect the traffic a.nd IJ.Iality of life and, of 

11 course, the natural resources. 

12 And I would sugl)eat t:hat the city council 

13 needs to hnve a di5cuasion and a consc:loua dec1o1on 

1.4 about ttl<lt antl a discunion about how much growth 

15 end development 1o1e do w~nt in the future and how 

1~ ~uc:h we oan really handle with public input, so 

17 it's not just saying that it's goin9 to happon, .but 

18 that we actually have a real conscious decision 

1111 :about how muoh .:.nd th_.t .otuff. 

20 1\nd if yo \I don't do ttl.o.t, YQI.l' rl;l really 

21 eliminating your no-action alternative, which is 

2~ :~requi.~ed under the California Environ111ental Quality 

23 Act. Somebody sdd it ~:s goinq to heppen no Matter 

2• what, but if you eliminate the no-action 

25 alternative, that'~ a violation o! th& law. 

GRWTH-1 
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1 

2 

Secondly, Uquehction :iro a eonoern. l'm 

wondering how the construction on this ls <JOinq to 

3 be i~ac'ted by_ that. 'Thit'dly, 1t was talked about 

~ on the south end that you might •ove t.lle site 

5 further into the £1 Sequndo Dunes -~ the 

6 construction site, and I would want to make S\l;t-e 

7 that the El Se9undo J3lue Butter.fly habitat is not 

9 beirtq lo.,~ed at. That is an endangered species, 

9 4nd it's $Qmethinq that you have to look at in 

10 terms ot thl~. 

11 I can tell you that toe coilatal 

12 co~ission has been very concernec about 'that, and 

13 they've ~equired LAX to take out same palM trees 

U that wa:re not ail. owed there. So the kind of 

15 con!!t.ruction impact,s you're talk.in9 about, they 

16 n1ig'ht be very concerned about that. 

1'1 On the north end, I think it's i:lllPOrtant 

18 to note when YoU determine each of these 

35 

81~1 

19 alternatives that yout r• 90ln9 to have a preferred EIR-1 

20 one. And 1 do agree that the draft EIR does have 

21 to be recirculated to show which one of' those ls 

22 preferred before you go to the final Ell!.. 

23 on tbe: north ond, not only is the 

24 C~li!ornia le~se term of concern because it feeds 

2S ric;rht in that channel where y01.1're tallc:ing about 

810-1 
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1 having th• longn terJI iiJII?acts, f'ight by the Venice 

2 pumping station. but also the California brown 

3 peU.;an, which ;l.s also an endangered species, teeds 

4 in that channeL And th.'lt specie&, for some 

5 :reason, is never: thought about or co.nsidered. 

6 Please remember the pelicans as well. 

'1 So you aakecl lor some speeitlc 

8 mitigation& bacau:!lo obviousl.:f, :no lll.atter what. thinq 

9 you ahoos• -- U you do choose one of these and not 

10 the no-action alternative. -- you will have obvious 

11 disruptions to the COmln.llr.ity artd to the 

1.2 environ.~~ent, et.cete:ra. 

13 s~e o~ the ~~~oitigatioos that I would 

U suggest need to be looked a.t is t:.h•t e~tuction 

lS shaft site on Hurricane. That is a city parcel of 

16 lana. If you do this project, and when you're 

17 done., that pa:rcel of land ou9l1t to be rezoned into 

19 o~n space. Don't llell it for IJK)re development. 

19 ~hat a~ea is hlqbly overdeveloped 

20 already. They rtee<l $(111le open space, and the 

21 habitillt thee~ at the lag:>on needs open spaee around 

22 it as well. There are two underdeveloped lots 

2.3 which also could be likewise rezoned for Open 

24 space. They're olso o~ned by the City. 

25 And in the Playa Oel Rey neighborhood, 
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1 yo\1 Qbvioualy an goinq to be causi'i'LfJ some 111ajor 

2 disruptions. One of the biggest concerns wa have 

3 theEe is Toes Beach Dunes, which is threatened by 

4 development, and t.he Patriot HoMs $1te. Perhaps 

5 the City could have some mitigation by helpinCJ pu.t 

G sorne money towerds the :purcha.ee of those sites. 

7 Than~ you. 

8 MS. BROWN: DeDe Audet. 

9 MS. AUDET: Thank you. My name is 

10 Debe }'.udet, and X U.ve in venice, California. I 

11 think what has been 111entioned ·by ~rcia and alluded 

12 to by Ma:rk, we naed to know in considering 

13 environaental impacts e~aetly what density the 

14 current pipe si:r.e and pWIIping is designed for &t'ld 

15 what density the items you are proposing will 

16 provide tor. 

17 I think .l;t's very important iJ'IfOrJJULti.on 

lB in order for peopl.e to make dec::hions. lf we're 

19 going to open up streets or the beac9 or whatever 

:20 it is, let• ~ :make sure we're doing i·t right, and we 

21 don't have to COllie back in 20 years and open i.t up 

22 again. So let's try to look ahead end give the:;;e 

%3 pec>ple that information li!O that they know, because 

26 they're the ones that are i)oing to have to pay for 

ZS it. M.d let them know exactly whet they're going 

i3i 
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1 to vet. 

2 And on the i:;S\18 of flooding, ! don't 

3 know how lonq you fellas ha.va bean around here, but 

4 I can tell you I have eeen :rowboat~ on Washinqton 

5 Street. lie get some p:r.t'ty darn good fl.oods. And FI..D-1 

6 there 06 some very important ~pl~ l~ving down 

1 there off o~ the speedway on both sides of tho 

8 ohan:nel, and I'm. au~tt~ that l will hear fr0111 them Cit 

~ the Gr&ssroota venice Netghborhood Council. 

10 So please, try to 9et ooaprehensivo 

11 in!o:r:mation. That's what we need. Comprehemsive. 

12 &.cause I just don't aee how people Ciln understand 

13 .the environ~entCil !111pa.ct wi,thout knowing what you 

U intend to aerv•. Thank, you.. 

15 HS, BROWN; Roy Van de Hoek. 

16 MR. VAN DE HOEK: I support what she jU3t 

17 said and your other ape;~kera who all see111 to have 

18 an opinion of bei.n; generally opposed to tho 

J~ prnjal'lt. My name is Roy Van de H~k for th~ . 

20 ~ecord. I'm a citi~on and reaident on Vista Del 

Zl Rcy Avenue and will be very clo*e to the ~outes. 

22 I'm also a bioloq1st and £IR expert~in-process. 

23 I would like to see. you do no-action 

~4 alternative that is twiee ns lonq -- written twice 

25 aa many word~, twice as much text as l/0\11' preferred 
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1 alternative. And what I want you to foeu~ on in 

2 your no~~~tion alternative ia how doing no changinq 

3 of the pipes lilill MVe to caua poUU.cians to 

4 ~d4~e~~ no growth, acre density of population ot 

5 people •. 

6 Doin9 a no-action altenl<!tiva tt.o.t shows 

the limit ef now much Bewage can go, will show that 

8 you can't 90 .anymore to t:.xee~atory, four-story, 

9 five-story bu:l.ldings anym:,:t11 aro1,md the DUll dna; 

10 that you can't think about 20 yeers from now 

11 doubling tbe population or triplin9 the populetion 

12: on the w-est s,ide, because tbat • s what this is 

13 facilitating b,y havinl) 1!n!Ci1'1 a large sewage Une 

14 there. 

1.5 tt'a a pieoemoaling. And to define what 

16 ~pieceaeaU.nq" is, when ve first !ilent t:roops in the 

11 • 50s with &isenhower to Vietnam, tl'la.t was just a 

lB fow advisors. Then Kennedy sent •ore1 that ~as the 

19 &econ.d piecemaaiing. Thton:. Johnson. Gli.pand~~ that 

20 was pieceraealinc;. Now Will have 100,000-pll:ls troops 

21 end 70,000 killed. Th•t•s all part of 

piecemeali.ng. 

~nd what you'xe doing here is earlier on 

24 before you started approving the towe~s in the 

marina. an.d started approvin9 :~re and iiiOre 
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1 high-rises all over, t:hiilt • ~;~ causing you now to 1o1e.nt 

2 to do this project. You should heve done this at 

the time when you were <~wroving thaL And that's 

4 how you piocomealed it, and now you have a me.sa. 

S And now you•re going to have an even bigger mass. 

6 If you do this, th only route 1 see 

1 feasible for travel and C)t,her ;rtt!lsons ia to qo down 

9 Via Marina, get rid of tt~t Q!ty tree of 

9 Los Ang-eles in that medle.n and that qru.sy lawn, 

10 and run it right down tht lllicldle of that. Do a cut 

11 and fill, cheaper route. and you ,.,on't affect 

12 trattic. The cars will atill be abl• to 90 back 

13 a.nd tol."t.h • 

l4 U you have to go down to one lane ach 

15 way, it needs to have an i~pact on traffic, If you 

16 try to 90 down Pacific, 1ou•:re only 90in9 to ha.ve 

17 the width of one lane an:i cars won't b4l able to qo. 

18 Once your r~~te hits the arina, it should go at 

19 Whllt:ever flrt.gle is requ!J;ed and then hit the beach. 

20 But that doean''t mean t 'm ;advoc<Lt.ing that 

21 as a prefen:ed alternative. I think the no-action 

22 alternative is my opinion. t think t!:u;~re will be 

23 an abundance o:f biological impacts, and I t.hinlt yo·u 

24 haven't anticipated all of them. 

25 There is goin~ to be a lot of other 
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1 federal listed, state listed, state sensit~ve, 

2 federal. sensitive, other ~'nimals llnd plants that 

3 are proposed for listing in the future. An<l I '11 

4 gtva you more wri tt.en eonto.onts later. 

5 MR. OELI<HI\STE;: Thank you very much, 

6 MS. DURRELL: "fhank you aU. Do we haVII 

"1 any more cQ«<IIIIIent cards? 

8 MR. VANG&S$t~: If you do a cut and cover 

!l .method, they said they CQUld do SO feet a day 

10 ~cavation. I did the edC\Ilatioras for you, and I 

11 ean run them through. Tbat•s 22 construction 

12 trucks 'that they have to get: in between 9:00 a.m,. 

13 and 3~30. 'can't be po~urible. 

14 So they're saylng they can do 50 feet of 

15 exeav11tion a (lay with cut and cover. Technically, 

Hi physically, that's not possible, at leut along 

11 l>acific. The alhrne.tive along Vh Harina, it's 

19 

19 

20 

21 

2.2 

23 

24 

25 

absolutely possible because there i.s a lot ~re 

room. So l could, agai:n, exphin in detail. 

so one of the other ~n.t$ that I'd 

Ul(e to poi.nt out is yot have the Vi~ Marina and 

Pacific: ll.ven.ue cut and r,over at the sa111e exact 

cost: . .s. W:eU., .I don't kn<l'lll o~~nythin; th<~t cQStll 

exactly the same out the~e. Via Marina is 

def.initoly a cheaper method to go, 

CON-:2 
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1 You have it req~ired to do boring 

2 underneath HurriebnO to get across the street 

3 the ciHU'Il'lel. Why you can't do a cut and. cover to 

4 111a.lce that less expii!neive, unknown to me. You can 

S eut of'f that canal 1 have it float around, cut the 

6 other half. We do ~ .t llll the tin~e in construction. 

1 Couple iteiU: If you do cut and covor, 

8 couple of things th••t should be x·equired. As a 

9 minimum, cover all vehicle# aft~r they're filled 

l.O 111ith dirt. 't'hey•n driving through this 

11 ne:iqhborhood. Right now that is not a requirement. 

12 once you go, they use this doc~nt to 

13 write the technical specs. So we want that, and we 

l4 don't want it -- as it ~H'Y' hete 1 "or do soMthin9 

15 else." We want it standard. No "or• allowed. 

16 You have o~ page 5~128 a whole bunc.h of 

11 line iteiiiS. We should make. these ver:y clear so the 

18 people that write the technical :;pees, th•y should 

19 do th.ia, &ve.ryday the t: .. l:'~n.:::hro5 hnvA t;o ba ~1ov•r.tl'd ... 

20 Right now that is not in there as a requirement. 

21 tver:yday, ha-ve your trucking operati~n, as'you 

22 mention and disc~ss, in your construction :method. 

23 ~ke it a requirement. 

2o1 Hake it a bullet item, l;l.ke you s&id --

25 like you said in your construction thing. 9:00 to 
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1 3:30 so it will not illlP<~ct the residents in the 

2 neighborhood. That's what you <!iacussed that you'd 

3 like to see happen, but you don't N.ke i.t a 

4 requirU~ent by ma ldnq U: a bullet ite~. Make it a 

5 bullet ite... We all ltnow in tbe EII\, it becom.ea a 

6 re~uiroment. 

'1 The Cit~ does and dit.ferent orqanhat1ons 

8 have sueh thin9$ n sped.ai. a:ssess~nenta so that U 

9 a contractor br~aks any of these r~:~1ea, he g ta 

10 fJ.nec;i. Ii you, want to make sure, p~:~t it in here as 

ll a req11ire1Dent in the £Ul tllat you will have speeia.l 

12 assessment lanquaqe put into the c6ntract so that 

13 if the contractor breaks any of the~Je rules --

14 doasn' t h.ave his truc:t covered, works outside the 

lS propel' hours, doesn't park in the right l()cation --

16 he qet$ a fine. 

17 Another one is similar thinqs fo.r such 

18 thing.s as noise and vibra.t:l.on to disturb the 

l9 residents. The City may ax:9ue that sueh things 

20 have never been done. I can guaran.tee you -- 1 

21 wo;rk, for HTA. We put it in our jobs because wa 

22 want to ake sure when we build thing$ t.hat the 

23 resident is h:tpp}'. WI! did tllis on the:. ptoj ect to 

24 build the oran.ge 11ne. Me had assess~nents of over 

25 $200,000 to our contreetor when he was annoying the 
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l neighbors. I hope the City do.s the same thing. 

2 MS. DORRtU.: Thank: you. 'ife are going to 

3 conclude our pUblic co~ant period. I'm sorry that 

4 t atnyed aW<~.y f;rQIII the rules. 

5 HR. v~ O& HOEK: rou allowed him to 

6 apeak, ~nd h 90t the lonqest amount of time. I 

1 appreciate that you were ~ica to do that. 

8 HS, DURJU:Lt.: 1 did lay out the 9round 

~ rul s at tbe beginning th~t you had to fill out the 

10 e0111111ent card,, and you. 'had th<lt opportunity. We are 

11 taking cOII1JIIllnU through Mar;ch 17th. 

12 MR. VAN DE HOEi<: I don 1 t believe this it. 

1~ £•1r, This process needa to atatt all over again. 

14 If you're 90in~ to allow on~ person to hAV~ a 

15 second comment, 1 deserve and earn a second 

Hi c.omment. 

17 To add and supplBiiiOI'It ~ doin9 a negative 

U or no-action elternativa and makinq it twice as 

1 g l.on;, 1 1111111\t you to, in that twice aZ~ long, h•ve 

20 ten pages about how our piece of mind wi11 be 

21 heiqhtened by not doinq ~he project; th•t we ~~ll ALT-1 

22 enjoy no new noise. 

23 We will -- all thGae positive thln9s that 

24 ~ill bapperl under no-action th6t none o£ the other 

25 alternatives can co..pare to -- bow it will be 
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1 quiet, how we will ·bit able to continue ou't l!..ves 

2 the way they are right now, that we won't have to 

3 think about ~ore people co.inq, that we'll have 

4 nature and the sunris e a~d dusk, that everythin9 

5 wili be eo much more beautiful and just give it -~ 

6 you call it the no-action alternat!ve, which makes 

7 it sound negative, but the no-action alternative 

a needs to be written ma)'be five ticaes lorager th-an 

9 all the other ol~ernatives t09etber. 

10 And just talk about how beautiful i·t:' s 

11 qo1ng to be if this p~ject doesn•t happen, we now 

12 have the highest number of pelicans a.nywhere in 

13 California, from the Mexican border to Sen Luis 

14 Obispo -- 2,200 ·pelicans. We have -- you add up 

15 all the other pelicans i~ Southern California, and 

16 for six 1110nths of the ye•r• t>laya De.l Rey and 

45 

ALT-t 

17 Me:riniil Oel Rey nave the ~i9hut nwnber of .Pelicans BI0-1 

18 anywhere on the west co;~,t. And that might be 

19 harmed. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

so please do ~ pagee of the brown 

pelicans ecology. And have a team of five brown 

pelican experts who arer.'t paid by you 1 but 

volun.teer to step for~al'd and write independent 

reports fr011\ the Federal govern111ent to say that it 

1<0llld be better not to bave the project a.nd. how 
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1 qood it would be tor nature and for all of us. 

2 11(ll., t>tLKIIA$T.£: Thank you. 

3 t45, DURRELL; Myone else have comments? 

4 MS. KAPP: My name l.s ca~ol Kapp. I 

5 woulcl like to ask about c:ut and cover be1ng l.l8ec;i 

6 along the beach. Then I would like to Jnake a 

7 eouplo of hou.eelleeping ar,ggeations • .b cause l lrnow 

B that s0111ethinq !e gc;~ing tc;~ h ppen. 

9 l; like Marie's idea and Hr. V~m Qe lioek's 

10 about 111aybe nothing, but I believe tha.t th~ 

11 Arqon.'lut newspaper se.J:V&4 OIU' community quite ~11. 

12 And I Wlie\l'a t:nat the staff from this project 

:13 should have to make, at the ndni111~, a bi-weekly 

lt ~eport to the community about what's going on, 

15 about what the contracto::- did or did not do, and 

l(j how contragtual issues are being resolved., .and ju,st. 

17 really keep us up to dat~. I think that would be 

18 really good. 

1.9 I also think t.hat 'M'G n99c:l ~o have anothr.r 

20 eo11111unity 111eeting in this room at night so tnat 

21 whatever th$ last-~inute changes are-- unl -ss we 

22 get a whole notller &I~ -·could .be made public. 

23 And also, th.at the LAPD, the LAF'D, lif:e guards. and 

24 hospital should be invited so that all theae ufety 

25 providing people know what they're 9o!ng to need to 
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1 pollsibly CO'IIll! up ~ot1 th at any tiM du:rinq the thr-ee EIR-1 

2 to five-ye~r program that's going to be qoing on. 

3 And then r would also Uke to ask that: if 

4 this does go by people's hOIIII:!s, that these peopl• 

5 have a tax br-eak. Yes, I think that they should 

ti not have to pay taxes, at least prorated tor the 

7 monthlil that they're put through whatever hell 11:! 

8 going on. And l a~ being very s rious about it. 

9 

10 

Thank you. 

MS. DORRELL: Okay. I thlnlc everyone has 

11 h~d a second opportunity to be heard. He 

12 appreciate that. Again, this -- I'm sony. You're 

13 going to make a stati!IIKint? 

14 MR. KAAUCII: I • d like to take my three 

15 minutes that l earlier relinquished. Carol Kapp 

16 mentioned the Argonaut. Twic:e in''i::he last 25 

17 years,/"the 1\.rgonaut, beca\lse <~f excesaive rainS), 1 

lB have\ read this. And I want s0111ebody up he,re• !liAybe 

19 Doty, t.o 'vr _y "tiii- ;· 

20 A.t Fatragut Avenu~ in C1.1her City, 

21 legally, when it's raining excessively, there's e 

22 legaL right for, the sewer 5yste11, which ccrnee from 

23 the valley through the Hollywood tunnel -- thoy P\1~ 

2~ that in in the '50s. 'l'hey ean release anything, 

25 It the Hyperion reaches an over-co~~,paclty 

TAX-1 
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1 of so much, they open that up, and all the sewage 

2 fro• the "Valley eome3 :dgnt down. Is that true? 

3 Can you explain what is true on that subj eoet;? 

4 MS , DORilE:LL: Okay , We will be on hand • 

5 Again, we nave an En copy he:r;e U you'd like to 

6 review it. we have all kinds ot handout~ for you, 

i Again, th• deadline for your comrnent5 ane 

B w£iting would be Match 17th by the close of 

9 business. we appreeie te you c:Oirlnq out. tie know 

10 hOif illlpOrtant this is to yo11, ~nd we a~rec.iate 

11 your feedback. T.hank you ve:s:y IQUch. 

12 -ooOoo-

13 

14 

15 

16 

11 

18 

19 

20 

41 
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24 
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11.5 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 

Responses were developed by the Lead Agency (City of Los Angeles) in accordance with 
Section 15088 of the CEQA Guidelines. They address environmental issues in the 
comments and follow the comment identification convention found in Table 11-1. 

Response to Comment ALGN-1: Preferred Alignment- Beach 

Several residents in the area of the proposed project indicate their support for the beach 
alternative as the environmentally superior alternative. 

As required by CEQA, the EIR identifies an environmentally superior alternative (see 
Section 6.0, page 6-3 of the Draft EIR). The Draft EIR concludes that: 

"Based upon the outcome of the impact analysis for this project, it has been 
determined that the environmentally superior alternative is the mined tunnel 
Alternative #4 (Inland Alignment). This alternative would impose the least 
number of impacts to environmental resources, and would significantly reduce 
construction related impacts such as traffic and parking congestion and noise and 
vibration. The proposed alignment, as shown on Figure 4.3-10, would begin at 
launch shaft #2 located in Vista Del Mar and run due north toward the pumping 
plant on Hurricane Street and tie in at the # 10 receptor shaft. Although the deep 
mined tunnel would run directly under existing dwellings and facilities in some 
locations, great care would be taken to insure that wherever possible, the 
alignment would follow existing rights of way. For those portions of the 
alignment that would require tunneling under existing dwellings and/or facilities, 
the City would work with those who are within the proposed alignment to fully 
understand the construction methodology, to secure proper right of way access, 
and to provide compensation for the right of way." 

This conclusion is based on an objective analysis based on the documentation and 
analysis provided in the EIR and does not support a preference for the beach alignment. 

CEQA does not require decision-makers to approve the environmentally superior 
alternative identified in the EIR, but does require the decision-maker to determine 
findings that support any decision not to approve the environmentally superior alternative 
identified in the EIR. As noted in the EIR, the City's Department of Public Works has 
not identified a preferred alignment; rather, the Department is relying on the Draft anci 
Final EIR, including public comments on these documents, to provide the City's decision 
makers (the Board of Public Works and the City Council) with information sufficient to 
weigh the effects of each alternative alignment prior to making a final decision on the 
project alignment. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of the 
impacts of alternatives, including the beach alignment. No additional analysis or research 
is necessary regarding impacts due to the beach alignment to the project area. 
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Response to Comment ALGN-2: Preferred Alignment- Non-beach 

The California Coastal Commission stated that its concern with the beach alignment is 
due to the potential for erosion caused by a rising sea level over the life of the project. As 
noted more specifically in response to comment CLI-1, Climate Change, the EIR 
analyzes the potential impacts caused by beach erosion and the potential risk to the force 
main if it is constructed along the beach. The EIR evaluates the potential alignments 
without a recommendation for the selection of one alignment over another. Specifically, 
section 2.3 .1 (page 2-10 of the EIR) notes that: 

"A preferred alternative for the project has not been determined at this time. Equal 
analysis has been given to each alternative associated with the Project, allowing 
for a decision to be made in accordance with CEQA Guidelines, which states that 
sufficient information must be provided to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, 
and comparison of the proposed Project." 

However, as required by CEQA, the EIR identifies an environmentally superior 
alternative, which is not the beach alignment, but the mined tunnel Alternative #4 (Inland 
Alignment); see Section 6.2, page 6-3 in the Draft EIR which states: 

"This alternative would impose the least number of impacts to environmental 
resources, and would significantly reduce construction related impacts such as 
traffic and parking congestion and noise and vibration. . . . Although the deep 
mined tunnel would run directly under existing dwellings and facilities in some 
locations, great care would be taken to insure that wherever possible, the 
alignment would follow existing rights of way. For those portions of the 
alignment that would require tunneling under existing dwellings and/or facilities, 
the city would work with those who are within the proposed alignment to fully 
understand the construction methodology, to secure proper right of way access, 
and to provide compensation for the right of way." 

The concerns of the Coastal Commission are reasonable and consistent with the impact 
analysis provided in the EIR. The City's decision-makers, the Public Works Commission 
and the City Council, will consider the EIR and weigh the comments of the Coastal 
Commission, the public and other agencies in selecting which alternative alignment to 
approve. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of 
potential impacts from all alternatives, including non-beach alignments. No additional 
analysis or research is necessary regarding impacts of this alternative to the project. 

Response to Comment ALT-1: Alternative- No Project Analysis 

The comment asserts that the No Project Alternative would limit future development and 
growth in the area served by the Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project (VPP). 
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Under the No Project Alternative, no new pipelines would be installed and the sewer 
system would continue to operate in the current manner. Neither the No Project 
Alternative nor the other alternatives under consideration and evaluated in the EIR would 
either induce or limit growth. As noted in the EIR, analysis of the No Project Alternative 
(see Section 6.2 of the Draft EIR), the No Project Alternative could result in potentially 
significant adverse effects to the environment due to the existing sewer force main's 
current lack of conveyance capacity and inability to perform regularly scheduled 
maintenance on the existing force main. In addition, an overflow of untreated wastewater 
into the Ballona Lagoon and areas surrounding the project could result from the No 
Project Alternative because of the age and condition of the existing main from the VPP 
which, in turn, could cause substantial harm to the environment. The proposed new force 
main is not designed to accommodate increased development in the areas served by the 
VPP, beyond that contained in approved land use plans; the objective of the proposed 
new force main is to ensure that the outflow from the VPP can be safely conveyed to the 
City's Hyperion Treatment Plan by having a new force main that is less likely to leak 
and/or break which would result in untreated sewage in the area's underground 
environment and, perhaps, the local ocean waterfront and creeks, lagoons, and other 
surface waterways. Finally, the amount of sewage that would flow in the proposed new 
force main would be largely determined by the capacity ofthe VPP. There are no plans to 
increase the capacity of the VPP and therefore, the potential growth-inducing impacts of 
the project are limited. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of a range 
of project alternatives and notes existing conditions, conditions during construction of 
each alternative, and conditions following project completion. No additional analysis or 
research is necessary regarding impacts to the project area from project alternatives. 

Response to Comment ALT -2: Alternative- New Alternative 

Three comments were received requesting consideration of additional alternatives . 

The Department of Public Works has considered and compared a reasonable range of 
alternatives in the EIR. The Department did conduct a preliminary analysis of a larger 
number of alternatives that were screened prior to selection of alternatives for detailed 
analysis in the EIR. These additional alternatives were rejected for various reasons 
including: substantial increased construction costs; non-availability of right-of-way for 
construction; and the need to acquire additional land. The preliminary analysis prepared 
by the City for the project, as presented in the Initial Study, (and provided as Appendix A 
to the Draft EIR), focused on and was limited to feasible alternatives in terms of cost, 
right-of-way, and technical or engineering characteristics. The EIR evaluates and 
compares the alternatives identified in the Initial Study and the EIR scoping process. The 
alternatives analysis in the EIR allows for a decision to be made in accordance with 
CEQA Guidelines, which states that sufficient information must be provided to allow 
meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison of alternatives to the proposed project. 
Based upon the analysis conducted of the alternatives identified in the EIR, the cut-and
cover method of construction for two of the proposed alignments was deemed not viable; 
therefore, a detailed impacts analysis is not provided for them. The environmentally 
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superior alternative is identified as required by CEQA. A matrix displaying the major 
characteristics and significant environmental effects of each alternative is provided in 
Section 8.0 of the Draft EIR, which may be used by the public and decision-makers to 
make comparisons prior to selecting the preferred alternative alignment for the VPP dual 
force main sewer. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions, conditions during construction of the project alternatives, and impacts 
following project completion. No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding 
impacts from project alternatives, and an additional alternative is not required. 

Response to Comment ALT -3: Alternatives- Alternatives Bias 

The Department of Public Works has no bias for one alternative over another. As stated 
in the Draft EIR, there is no preferred alternative at the present time. The purpose of the 
alternatives analysis provided in the EIR is to analyze the impacts of alternatives to 
provide a basis by which the public and decision-makers can compare feasible project 
alternatives that would achieve the project objectives described in the EIR; (see Section 
2.2, page 2-1, of the Draft EIR). The process prescribed by CEQA for the preparation of 
a Draft EIR, and ultimately the Final EIR, provides·for review by objective experts within 
local, regional, state, and federal agencies and the public to ensure that the Draft EIR and 
Final EIR provide accurate, current, and applicable data, as well as ensure that the impact 
analysis is accurate and consistent with state-of-the-art environmental analysis 
methodologies. As noted in other written comments received by the City in response to 
the Draft EIR, these agencies did not find any bias in the analysis, nor did they negatively 
comment on the conclusions reached in the EIR's impact analysis. Finally, as prescribed 
by CEQA, the Initial Study, Draft EIR, and Final EIR are subject to public review and 
commt:nt. Tht: purpose of this public review is to ensure that the documents provide 
answers to substantive comments by the public and that issues of concern to the public 
are not overlooked and are given due consideration. As noted in several public 
comments, the Department of Public Works' EIR process provides an opportunity for the 
public to offer their comments and raise questions. The Department of Public Works has 
seriously considered the comments made during the EIR scoping process and the 
comments made on the Draft EIR. Public concerns have been seriously considered both 
in the preparation of the Draft EIR as well as in the preparation of these responses to 
comments. 

Responses to Comment ALT -4: Alternative - New Beach "Cut and Cover" 
Alternative 

An additional alternative is requested - specifically, the use of the cut-and-cover 
construction method for the beach alignment of the new force main. As noted in the 
Draft EIR (see Section 4.1.1 and Alternatives, Section 6.0), cut-and-cover construction is 
a very common method of linear pipeline construction and replacement. However, with 
the cut-and-cover approach, major construction activities could be limited to within 
relatively short segments of about 1,000 feet at any given time (see Figure 4.1-1, Cut
and-Cover Construction). This alternative was determined to be not viable for the 
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Dockweiler Beach Alignment because the method would result in a relatively shallow 
sewer, which could be vulnerable to damage from future coastal erosion processes. This 
alternative, therefore, is not addressed in the EIR and its inclusion would not result in a 
reduction of project-related impacts. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of 
alternatives to the project. No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding 
impacts to the environment in the project area. 

Response to Comment AQ-1: Air Quality- Odor 

Based on the operational characteristics, the proposed project is not likely to impede the 
progress of the SCAQMD in complying with federal and state ambient air quality 
standards, expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations, or create 
objectionable odors. A significant air quality impact is not expected due to air releases 
from force main valves because they are expected to be rare, involve only small 
quantities of trapped air, and would dissipate quickly. The existing force main in 
Dockweiler Beach, which has been in continuous operation since it was built in 1960, has 
two air release valves (one opposite Culver Boulevard and another opposite Yawl Street). 
These have not caused any significant air quality impact. As noted in Section 5.2.3.2 of 
the Draft EIR (Air Quality Operational Impacts), the proposed project is anticipated to 
emit minimal odors. Once operational, the proposed project would operate with minimal 
need for on-site maintenance under normal conditions. The total amounts of emissions 
from maintenance worker vehicle exhaust are considered negligible and would not have a 
significant impact on air quality. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the Draft EIR provides a detailed description of 
current conditions and conditions during construction ofthe project and following project 
completion. No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding project-related air 
quality impacts in the project area. 

Response to Comment BI0-1: Biology 

Section 5.3.3 (see pages 5-20 through 5-25 of the Draft EIR) provides substantial 
discussion of the plant and animal communities in the project area, including an analysis 
ofthe habitat for both the least tern and the El Segundo Blue butterfly. The identification 
and analysis of potential impacts describes the proximity of their habitat to the 
construction areas of each alternative (including alternative alignments and alternative 
construction methods). Recognizing potential environmental impacts during construction 
of these habitats, a series of mitigation measures are identified to reduce the impacts to a 
less than significant level (see Section 5.3.5 which states that if the mitigation measures 
are implemented successfully, "no unavoidable adverse impacts on biological resources 
are expected as a result of the proposed project."). The City's mitigation monitoring 
program, as a requirement of CEQA, would provide the means to ensure the 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
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In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions, and conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion. No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding impacts to 
biological resources in the project area. 

Response to CLI-1: Climate Change- Rising Sea Level 

The Coastal Commission expressed concern that "in a situation of rising sea level and 
increased coastal erosion, the sewer line could, in a few years, be attacked by waves and 
require a revetment or other coastal protection structure." The City acknowledges this 
possible impact to the beach and the potential impact on both the existing force main and 
the potential alignment of the new force main on the beach. Such beach erosion would 
be comparable to that resulting from a tsunami. The Draft EIR (page 5-74) notes the 
potential beach erosion could result from a tsunami: 

"It is wel1 known that a tsunami can cause substantial erosion and scour on the 
shore. For example the 1960 Chilean tsunami scoured out the port entrance by 
more than 30 feet at Kesen-numa Port in Japan. Although the pipeline would be 
buried at depths no shallower than 1 0 feet below the surface, the possibility of 
damage to the proposed pipeline cannot be disregarded. A catastrophic tsunami 
could result in erosion of the surficial soils covering the proposed pipeline, 
primarily along the proposed Dockweiler Beach Alignment alternative." 

The potential short-term impact to the beach from a tsunami would be comparable to the 
potential long-term effects from a rise in sea level. The existing line has been in use for 
nearly 50 years (since 1958) and the proposed new force main is expected to have a 
comparable life-span. If sea levels do rise in the next 30 to 50 years, the City would take 
necessary sl~ps to develop a new route for the force main. The Coastal Commission's 
concerns are addressed in the Tsunami Analysis in the EIR. As noted in the Draft EIR 
(see Section 5.6.4, page 5-77), the potential damage to the proposed force main cannot be 
disregarded and mitigation measure GE0-5 is recommended: 

"GE0-5 Tsunami -A tsunami could result in erosion of the surficial soils 
covering the proposed pipeline, primarily along the proposed Dockweiler Deach 
Alignment. Proper design and construction of the Project components, including 
erosion control measures or choosing an alternate alignment off of the beach, 
would reduce impacts from a tsunami to less than significant levels." 

In addition, consideration of potential beach erosion contributes to the conclusion in the 
EIR that the Beach Alignment Alternative is not the environmental1y superior alternative. 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions, and conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion. No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding impacts from beach 
erosion in the project area. 

Response to Comments CON-1: Construction- Parking 
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The EIR includes an analysis of construction-phase parking impacts for each alternative 
alignment. For example, on page 5-43 of the Draft EIR the analysis states that "During 
construction, two-way traffic could be maintained along Hurricane Street by displacing 
parking along Hurricane Street (approximately 17 spaces on the north side and 10 spaces 
on the south side) and northbound traffic would be detoured to Speedway A venue where 
necessary. One-way traffic would be maintained along the west side of Pacific A venue 
(southbound movement). Temporary closure of the northbound lane on Pacific A venue 
would require northbound traffic to use Outrigger Street or another parallel east-west 
roadway to reach Speedway A venue." 

The identified impacts would be mitigated to less than significant levels by the measures 
identified in the Draft EIR (see page 5-52). The mitigation measures relating to the 
identified potential parking impacts include: 

"TRA-1: For each construction site, a construction traffic management plan shall 
be prepared and submitted to the City Department of Transportation for review 
and approval prior to the start of any construction work. This plan shall include 
such elements as the designation of haul routes for construction-related trucks, the 
location of access to the construction site, any driveway turning movement 
restrictions, temporary traffic control devices or flagmen, travel time restrictions 
for construction-related traffic to avoid peak travel periods on selected roadways, 
and designated staging and parking areas for workers and equipment 
(emphasis added). Where construction would occur within a public street ROW, 
including during the open-trench construction activities for all six combinations of 
Marina Del Rey and Playa Del Rey alignment alternatives and at the short cut
and-cover portion on both ends of the two full-length tunnel alternatives 
(Dockweiler Beach alignment and Dockweiler Beach to LAX Shaft alignment), 
the following mitigation measures would also apply:" 

With the implementation ofthese mitigation measures, the parking-related impacts ofthe 
project's construction would be reduced to less than significant levels. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions, future conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion. No additional analysis is necessary regarding construction-related parking 
impacts. 

Response to Comment CON-2: Construction - Schedule 

The construction schedule (again, as provided in the Draft EIR in Table 4.2-1) has been 
developed by the City's Department of Public Works and reflects the complexity of the 
project. The schedule is a realistic projection of the time to complete each phase of 
construction. Specifically, as noted in the Draft EIR (see page 4-6), "In an effort to 
provide accurate information regarding the length of time associated with these impacts, 
Table 4.2-1 outlines the estimated duration of time it would take to install the sewer for 
each ofthe proposed alignment alternatives. 
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As presented in the Draft EIR (page 7-4), the "VPP Dual Force Main Project would 
involve construction activities occurring simultaneously at a number of surface sites 
along the Project alignment. Construction of the VPP Dual Force Main Project may be 
occurring in the same general time and space as other projects in the area. In these 
instances, surface construction activities from both sets of projects could produce 
cumulative traffic effects which may be significant, depending upon a range of factors 
including the specific location involved and the precise nature of the conditions created 
by the dual construction activity (see Traffic-Related Project Construction Schedule in 
Table 4.2-1). Special coordination efforts may be necessary to reduce the combined 
effects to an acceptable level. Overall, significant cumulative impacts are not 
anticipated." 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of 
construction schedules under for the proposed project and no additional analysis is 
necessary regarding construction schedules. 

Response to Comment CON-3: Construction- Traffic 

The information requested in this comment is provided in the Draft EIR. Regarding 
Pacific Avenue, the Draft EIR notes that "construction of the proposed (3,000-foot-long) 
Pacific A venue alignment would involve both open-trench construction and tunnel
boring. As noted in the Draft EIR (see Section 5.4.3.3, page 5-43), the temporary 
localized impacts on the transportation system would occur due to the combined effects 
of additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways, leading to 
reductions in roadway capacity. The open-trench construction method would be 
performed to construct the Pacific A venue alignment, including the intersection of Pacific 
A venue and Via Marina. As further described in the EIR, during construction one-way 
traffic would be maintained along the west side of Pacific A venue (southbound 
movement). Temporary closure of the northbound lane on Pacific A venue would require 
northbound traffic to use Outrigger Street or another parallel east-west roadway to reach 
Speedway A venue. 

The City's Initial Study, provided as Appendix A to the Draft ElR, identified impacts 
related to street closure for construction of the new force main, regardless of alignment; 
such impacts include short-term rerouting of traffic around construction sites. 
Specifically, as noted in the Draft EIR (see Section 5.4.3.3, Project Impacts) "the 
construction-period impacts for each ofthe build alternatives are assessed in this section. 
This analysis includes general traffic impacts caused by construction traffic and reduction 
of roadway segment capacities, if any, and localized impacts related to access, pedestrian 
movement, bus routes and stops, and on- and off-street parking in the vicinity of each of 
the construction sites." The identification and analysis of impacts included evaluation of 
impacts related to alternative force main alignments and alternative construction 
methods. 

The following summarizes the impact analysis provided in the Draft EIR for each 
alignment and for each construction method; see Section 5.4.3 for the full text of the 
impact analysis: 
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Marquesas WayNia Marina Alternative Alignment: It was assumed that the 
entire Marquesas WayNia Marina alignment would be performed simultaneously 
by two teams of construction workers (for trench and tunneling) as the worst-case 
scenario, resulting in peak trip generation estimates of 45 worker trips and no 
construction truck trips during the morning and afternoon peak hour. The 
projected incremental change in V /C ratio during construction of the 
MarquesasNia Marina alignment for the nine analyzed intersections and 23 
analyzed roadway segments are identified in Appendix E of the Draft EIR. Project 
trips generated by the construction of the entire Marquesas Way/Via Marina 
alignment in combination with either ofthe two Playa Del Rey alignments would 
not result in an adverse impact at any of the four study intersections north of the 
Marina Del Rey Channel in Marina Del Rey, but adverse impact could occur at 
Via Marina south of Tahiti Way (one of the 23 analyzed roadway segments) in 
Marina Del Rey with a southbound lane closure. 

Pacific Avenue Alternative Alignment: Similar to the development of project 
trip generation estimates for the other two alternative Marina Del Rey alignments, 
the projected incremental change in V /C ratio during construction of the beach 
alignment for the nine analyzed intersections and the 23 analyzed roadway 
segments would not result in adverse construction-period impacts at any of the 
analyzed study intersections or roadway segments north of the Marina Del Rey 
Channel in Marina Del Rey. 

Channel Segment: The Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek channels would be 
crossed using the tunnel-boring method. For any combination of north and south 
alignments, the launching shaft would be on the southern shore of the channel, 
while the receiving shaft would be located on the northern shore. Depending on 
which combination of north and south alignments is selected, the channel crossing 
would be about 1,300-1,900 feet long. As the tunnel-boring would occur at the 
same time as the open-trench construction, a discussion of the project impacts for 
the channel segments is included in the discussion above and in the Draft EIR's 
discussion of the two project alignment alternatives in the Playa Del Rey segment. 

Regarding the traffic impacts associated with the alternative construction methods, the 
analysis provided in the Draft EIR, beginning on page 5-49, addresses each alternative 
and concludes the following: 

URS 

(1) Cut-and-Cover Construction - A discussion of the project impacts due to 
the cut··and-cover construction method is included in the Draft EIR for each of the 
three project alignment alternatives in the Marina Del Rey area and for each of the 
two Project alignment alternatives in the Playa Del Rey area. This method would 
be used in conjunction with the tunnel-boring method in several project 
alternatives and would result in greater circulation impacts than the large-diameter 
tunneling alternatives. 
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(2) Tunnel-boring- A discussion of the project impacts due to the tunnel-boring 
construction method is included in the EIR for each of the three project alignment 
alternatives in the Marina Del Rey area and for each of the two project alignment 
alternatives in the Playa Del Rey area. This method would be used in conjunction 
with the cut-and-cover method in several project alternatives and would result in 
greater circulation impacts than the large-diameter tunneling alternatives. 

(3) Large-Diameter Tunneling - A discussion of the project impacts due to the 
use of large-diameter tunneling is included in the alternatives in the EIR for each 
of the four proposed larger tunnel alignment alternatives. These alternatives 
would result in fewer circulation impacts than those employing cut-and cover and 
tunnel-boring methods. Based on this analysis, the project alternatives are not 
expected to result in significant impacts to the transportation system upon 
completion of the proposed sewer facilities. The construction of the sewer 
facilities, however, could result in temporary adverse impacts on traffic and 
parking, the introduction of temporary bicycle, pedestrian, or vehicular safety 
hazards, and the temporary relocation of access points to public transit. During the 
various construction phases of each project alignment, travel by construction 
workers and truck hauling of supplies and disposal would generate trips on the 
regional and local transportation system surrounding each construction shaft site 
or zone. These trips would represent a temporary increase during defined phases 
of construction and, upon completion of construction, would cease. Adverse 
short-term impacts could result, but because they would be of limited duration, 
they are not considered to be significant. In addition, temporary lane closure due 
to open-trench construction activities for the six project combinations of Marina 
Del Rey and Playa Del Rey alignment alternatives and the short open-and-cut 
section for the Dockweiler Beach full-length tunnel alternative and the 
Dockweiler Beach-LAX Shaft full-length alternative would result in adverse 
impacts on up to four streets. Surface construction, however, would result in only 
temporary transportation disruption, which while adverse, would not be 
considered significant. Similarly, during the construction period at locations 
where construction activity would occur within public street Right of Way 
(ROW) or in areas accessible to the public (i.e., locations other than within the 
site of the VPP), increased safety risks to vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians 
could result from open-trench construction activities within or adjacent to affected 
sites due to narrowed lanes, altered travel patterns, and temporarily obstructed 
sidewalks. Adverse short-term impacts could result, but because they would be of 
limited duration, they are not considered to be significant for any of the 10 project 
alignment alternatives. Finally, construction of 8 of the 10 proposed alignment 
alternatives involving the open-trench method and tunnel-boring method would 
result in temporary loss of parking spaces either at the public parking lot adjacent 
lu lht: l:hannd or al on-street locations. This would be considered adverse, but not 
significant because of the temporary nature ofthe impact. 

As shown above, the EIR presents a detailed analysis of traffic impacts of the proposed 
project. For each of the impacts identified in the analysis, the mitigation measures 
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provided in Section 5.4.4 would reduce potential significant impacts to less than 
significant levels. Key mitigation measures to reduce impacts to less than significant 
levels are summarized as follows (the full text of the mitigation measures is provided in 
the Draft EIR, page 5-50): 

URS 

TRA-1 For each construction site, a construction traffic management plan shall be 
prepared and submitted to the City Department of Transportation for review and 
approval prior to the start of any construction work. This plan shall include such 
elements as: 

• the designation of haul routes for construction-related trucks; 
• the location of access to the construction site; 
• any driveway turning movement restrictions, temporary traffic 

control devices or flagmen; 
• travel time restrictions for construction-related traffic to avoid peak 

travel periods on selected roadways; and 
• designated staging and parking areas for workers and equipment. 

Where construction would occur within a public street ROW, including during the 
open-trench construction activities for all six combinations of Marina Del Rey 
and Playa Del Rey alignment alternatives, and at the short cut-and-cover portion 
on both ends of the two full-length tunnel alternatives (Dockweiler Beach 
alignment and Dockweiler Beach to LAX Shaft alignment), the following 
mitigation measures would also apply: 

TRA-2 A site-specific construction work site traffic control plan shall be prepared 
for each construction site and submitted to the LADOT for review and approval 
prior to the start of any construction work. This plan shall include such elements 
as: 

• the location of any lane closures; 
• restricted hours during which lane closures would not be allowed; 
• local traffic detours; 
• protective devices and traffic controls (such as barricades, cones, 

flagmen, lights, warning beacons, temporary traffic signals, 
warning signs); and 

• access to abutting properties, and provisions to maintain 
emergency access through construction work areas. 

TRA-3 Fully utilize available street space to minimize lane reductions on affected 
streets, including elimination of on-street parking where necessary. Implement 
left-turn restrictions as appropriate on restriped street segments to facilitate the 
movement of through traffic. Eliminate travel lanes only when absolutely 
necessary. 

TRA-4 Provide signage indicating alternative pedestrian and bicycle access 
routes where existing facilities would be affected. 
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TRA-5 Provide advance notice to any affected residents, businesses and property 
owners in the vicinity of each construction site, and, where existing property 
access will be reduced, identify alternative means of access. 

TRA-6 Coordinate with emergency service providers, (police, fire, ambulance 
and paramedic services), to provide advance notice of any lane closures, 
construction hours and changes to local access, and to identify alternative routes 
where appropriate. 

TRA-7 Coordinate with pubic transit providers to provide advance notice of any 
lane closures, construction hours and, where necessary, to identify sites for 
temporary bus stops within a reasonable walking distance of any displaced bus 
stops. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions and conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion. No additional analysis is necessary regarding construction-related traffic 
impacts. 

Response to Comment CON-4: Construction -Beach Access 

The beach is a valuable asset in the Venice community. The EIR addresses the short-term 
impacts to beach access as well as impacts to views of the beach during project 
construction. The analysis and documentation in the Draft EIR (Section 5.11.3, page 5-
132) notes that "although the proposed Project would not involve permanent adverse 
impacts to recreational facilities and public resources, site-specific adverse impacts may 
occur during the construction period. Beach access at Hurricane Street would be atTected 
by the extraction shaft, and cut-and-cover-construction along Hurricane Street. This area 
is used for passive recreation and volleyball." 

The EIR evaluates the short-term construction impacts and notes that "a public beach 
access path starts near the construction/laydown site and runs along the east side of 
Ballona Lagoon to the south. From the beginning of this path, the construction/laydown 
site would be within the foreground. The push site shaft would be in a vacant lot. The 
construction activities here would be in the foreground of residences along the northeast 
side ofVia Dolce at its intersection with Marquesas Way." 

Public access to the beach would be directed around any construction sit, and therefore 
beach access would not be interrupted, limited or made impossible during the 
construction phase of the project. No additional analysis or mitigation is necessary as the 
impact of construction on beach access would be less than significant. 

Response to Comment CON-5: Construction -Timing 

See response to Comment CON-2, Construction Schedule, regarding the schedule for the 
phases of project construction. The Draft EIR (Table 4.2-1) provides detailed 
information regarding the time of each phase and the relationship between the schedules 
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for each phase. No additional information is necessary to describe the planned schedule 
for the project. The schedule would be used by the Department of Public Works and the 
contractor(s) selected by the City to construct the new force main to monitor the progress 
of the project. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of the 
timing of phases of construction. No additional analysis is necessary regarding 
construction timing. 

Response to Comment CON-6: Construction -Noise 

The EIR provides a detailed analysis ofthe existing noise environment in the area ofVPP 
and each of proposed alignments and construction methods being considered by the City 
for the new force main (Section 5-10 ofthe Draft EIR). A part ofthe analysis, the criteria 
to determine a construction-related noise impact is presented, noting the following: 

• Depending upon the method of construction chosen, short-term increases in noise 
from construction would result from the operation of heavy equipment needed to 
construct the tunnels or cut, dig and re-fill the trenches and insert the pipeline for 
the Project. The City of Los Angeles regulates noise from construction, and the 
contractor would be required to adhere to these regulations. 

• The City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance (L.A.M.C. Section 112.03) regulates 
construction noise by referencing Section 41.40 of the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code. Section 41.40(a) prohibits use of any noise-producing device or powered 
equipment for construction or repair work on any building or structure between 
the hours of9:00 p.m. and 7:00a.m. on weekdays. Section 41.40(c) prohibits non
emergency grading or construction, other than by an individual homeowner on 
his/her own single-family residence, on or within 500 feet of residential land 
before 8:00 a.m. and after 6:00 p.m. on Saturdays and national holidays, and at 
any time on Sundays. These sections also prohibit operation, repair, or servicing 
of construction equipment and job-site delivering of construction materials during 
those hours. 

• The County of Los Angeles addresses noise from construction activities in 
Section 12.08.440. The operation of any tools used for construction or related 
activities such that a noise disturbance is created at a residential or commercial 
land use is prohibited on weekdays between 7:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. or at any 
time on Sundays or holidays. The noise standards listed in Table 5.10-5 are 
applicable to construction activities conducted within the unincorporated County. 

In addition to the analysis of construction-related noise impacts, the Draft EIR also 
identifies and evaluates impacts relating to operations and construction vibration; 
(Section 5.1 0.2, page 5-119). The City of Los Angeles does not have a quantified 
standard or threshold for vibration that is applicable to the construction or operations 
phase of this Project. The County of Los Angeles addresses vibration in Section 
12.08.560 of the County Code. Any device is prohibited that creates vibration above the 
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threshold of perception at a distance of 150 feet from the source if the source is on a 
public space or public ROW. The threshold of perception is defined as 0.01 inch per 
second over the range of 1 to 1 00 Hertz. 

To reduce construction-related noise impacts and post-construction noise impacts to lt:ss 
than significant levels, the EIR states that "potential construction noise mitigation 
measures may include limiting the hours of noisy construction activities to daytime hours 
near residences and other sensitive receptors. Other measures could include limiting the 
number of construction equipment operating at any one time." Following are the specific 
project-related construction noise mitigation measures (page 5-128 of the Draft EIR) that 
should be followed, to the extent feasible: 

• NOl-l Trucks shall be limited to designated truck routes and shall avoid 
residential streets to the extent practicable. 

• NOI-2 Temporary soundwall barriers shall be erected for launch and receiving 
pits and large-diameter tunnel shaft work areas. Such soundwall barriers shall be 
of a sufficient height, length, and configuration so as to provide substantial noise 
reduction and effectively block the line-of-sight between nearby noise sensitive 
receivers and the work zone. 

• NOI-3 Electrically powered equipment shall be used instead of pneumatic, or 
internal combustion powered equipment where feasible. 

• NOI-4 Material stockpiles and mobile equipment staging, parking, and 
maintenance areas shall be located as far as practicable from noise-sensitive 
receptors. 

• NOI-5 Construction site and haul-road speed limits shall be established and 
enforced during the construction period. 

• NOI-6 The use of noise-produ<.:ing signals, induding horns, whistles, alarms, and 
bells shall be for safety warning purposes only. 

• NOI-7 No project-related public address or music system shall be audible at any 
adjacent receptor. 

• NOI-8 The on-site construction supervisor shall have the responsibility and 
authority to receive and resolve noise complaints. A clear appeal process to the 
Bureau of Engineering shall be established prior to construction commencement 
that will allow for resolution of noise problems that cannot be immediately solved 
by the site supervisor. 

• NOI-9 The contractor shall develop a project noise control plan, which shall have 
been approved by the owner or designated noise control professional and 
implemented prior to commencement of any construction activity. 
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Since no vibration impacts are predicted for operation of the pipeline, no mitigation 
measures are recommended or necessary for the operational phase of the project. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions, future conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion. No additional analysis is necessary regarding construction-related noise 
impacts. 

Response to Comment CON-7: Construction- Management 

The City's future contractor for the construction of the proposed new force main would 
prepare a construction management program that would, among other requirements of the 
City, identify a project manager and support staff to direct all phases of construction. 
The City would approve the contractor's project management staff based on the 
construction manager's experience, qualifications and commitment to the assignment. 
The construction management program would also identify the communications between 
the City and the contractor during all phases of project construction to ensure that the 
City is kept informed of construction activities, any problems or delays encountered by 
the contractor, and adherence and compliance with the agreed-upon schedule for 
completion of the project. In effect, the construction management plan is an assurance to 
the City, its residents, and in particular to those who live and work in proximity to the 
project area that the project is proceeding as planned and that City-imposed mitigation 
measures are implemented at appropriate phases of construction. 

Response to Comment CON-8: Construction- Vibration 

As noted in more detail in response to comment NOI-1, the EIR includes an extensive 
analysis of potential vibration impacts due to project construction; see the noise and 
vibration analysis is provided in Section 5.10.3 beginning on page 5-119 of the Draft 
EIR. To address these impacts, several mitigation measures are recommended (see Draft 
EIR, page 5-128). With the implementation of these mitigation measures, noise and 
vibration impacts will be reduced to a less than significant level. No additional analysis 
or research is necessary to identify measures to reduce construction noise-related impacts 
to less than significant levels. 

Response to Comment CON-9: Construction- Trench Covering 

The description of trench covering for the various alignments under consideration is 
provided in the Draft EIR; for example, in page 5-43 it is noted that the Pacific A venue 
alignment would involve both the open-trench construction and tunnel-boring. The EIR 
further notes that the "temporary localized impacts on the transportation system would 
occur due to the combined effects of additional construction traffic and closure of travel 
lanes on roadways, leading to reductions in roadway capacity." The analysis provided in 
the EIR notes that the "open-trench method would be performed to construct the Pacific 
A venue alignment in Marina Del Rey, beginning at the VPP on Hurricane Street, 
proceeding west to Pacific A venue, and turning south and proceeding along Pacific 
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A venue and ending at the receiving shaft for the tunnel-boring construction at the 
southern end of Pacific A venue on vacant land west of the Los Angeles County parking 
lot." 

The potential construction-related impacts to local streets and circulation due to the cut
and-cover construction method can he reduced to less than significant levels by the 
implementation of mitigation measures identified in the. EIR, including TRA-1, TRA-2 
and TRA-3. The combined effects of these three mitigation measures would reduce 
potential significant impacts to a less than significant level by requiring that the City 
prepare for each construction site a construction traffic management plan, and that the 
plan be prepared and submitted to the City Department of Transportation for review and 
approval prior to the start of any construction work. 

In conclusion, the EIR addresses the issue of construction impacts, including trench 
covering methods, providing an analysis and documentation of the impact and identified 
mitigation measures so that the potential impact is reduced to a less than significant level. 

Response to Comment EIR-1: Recirculation ofEIR 

CEQA requires the recirculation of a EIR in cases in which the EIR needs to be revised 
extensively to address substantial new information that may require additional analysis, 
to provide additional analysis of issues not addressed in the EIR, when there are 
substantial changes in the project description, and when there have been errors in the 
noticing and distribution of the EIR for public review. None of these reasons for 
recirculation of the EIR are relevant to this EIR. As shown in the comments on the 
adequacy of the EIR and in these responses to com.t;nents, no additional analysis is 
required to respond to comments; these responses to comments on the EIR result in 
clarification of information already contained in the EIR and do not require any 
substantive change in the project description or the analysis of issues addressed in the 
EIR. 

Response to Comment EIR-2: Extend Review Period of EIR 

CEQA specifies a minimum review period of 30 days for a Draft EIR. For this project, 
and as permitted by CEQA, the City provided a longer review period of 45 days. In 
addition, the public review and the opportunity to provide comments to the City on the 
adequacy of the Draft EIR also included the public hearing on the Draft EIR, which was 
held on February 23, 2006. In essence, the public was provided ample opportunities to 
review and comment on the Draft EIR. In addition, and again consistent with CEQA, the 
City would hold public hearings on this Final EIR. This process provides additional time 
for public review and comments on the EIR, and proposed Responses to Comments well 
beyond the 45-day review period for the ETR. 

Response to Comment .ElR-3: Piecemeal CEQA Analysis 

The EIR has been prepared consistent with the state's CEQA Guidelines that ensure that 
impact analysis in not piecemeal, but is comprehensive in both the description of the 
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proposed project and the analysis of impacts. Specifically, the City prepared an Initial 
Study to identify potential environmental impacts; this analysis provided the basis for the 
City to identify potentially significant impacts and also provided a basis for the Notice of 
Preparation (NOP) of the EIR. The Initial Study was also used by the City in the public 
scoping meetings for preparation of the EIR. Both the NOP and the public scoping 
meeting provided opportunities for public comment on the range of environmental issues 
to be analyzed in the EIR. The EIR provides analysis of all issues identified in the Initial 
Study as well issues identified by public agencies in response to the NOP and issues 
identified by the public at the public scoping meeting. For example, at the scoping 
meeting the public requested that the EIR address the issue of risk to pedestrians and 
bicyclists during the cut-and-cover phase of project construction. This issue is evaluated 
in the EIR. The impact analysis is not piecemeal nor is it selective. The project 
description provides a substantial description of the project's objectives, needs and 
purpose, an identification of alternatives to achieve the objectives and analysis of the 
alternatives, and all other requirements of CEQA. Based on the project description, no 
analysis has been deferred. 

One commentor has suggested that the proposed project is part of a larger project, the 
continued development of 3-4 story residential development in Venice. This new 
development is consistent with the General Plan for the area. The General Plan has been 
subject to previous environmental review, prior to its adoption. The environmental effects 
of the 3-4 story residential development now occurring in the Venice area were analyzed 
the General Plan EIR. Thus, the Venice Force Main Project does not represent piecemeal 
CEQA analysis of the larger General Plan build-out. 

Response to Comment EIR-4: Mitigation Measures 

The state's CEQA Guidelines allow lead agencies to substitute mitigation measures 
during project's development. In brief, a lead agency, such as the City of Los Angeles, 
may substitute one mitigation measure for another if: (a) the new measure is equivalent or 
more effective; (b) the City considers the matter at a public hearings; and (c) the City 
adopts a written finding that the new measure is equivalent or more effective, and that the 
new mitigation measure would not cause a significant effect. At this time no substitution 
is proposed or is being considered. The mitigation measures provided in the EIR are the 
measures that the City proposes to implement to reduce project-related impacts to less 
than significant levels. 

Response to Comment F.MG-1: Rmergency Access 

At the public workshop conducted by the City during the scoping period tor the EIR the 
issue of emergency access during construction was raised by several people. The EIR 
acknowledges that during construction roadways may be narrowed to accommodate 
construction equipment and that lanes may be closed on a temporary basis. To address 
this, the EIR includes a mitigation measure to ensure that emergency access is not 
interrupted during project construction; specifically, mitigation measure TRA-2 provides 
that: 
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"A site-specific construction work site traffic control plan shall be prepared for 
each construction site and submitted to the LADOT for review and approval prior 
to the start of any construction work. This plan shall include such elements as the 
location of any lane closures, restricted hours during which lane closures would 
not be allowed, local traffic detours, protective devices and traffic controls (such 
as barricades, cones, flagmen, lights, warning beacons, temporary traffic signals, 
warning signs), access to abutting properties, and provisions to maintain 
emergency access through construction work areas." 

With this measure, potential adverse impacts would be reduced to a less than significant 
level and no further analysis or mitigation is necessary. No additional analysis is 
necessary to describe the potential impacts of the project on emergency access. 

Response to Comment FLD-1: Flooding 

Flooding is a potential event throughout the City during major storms. Low-lying coastal 
areas and communities, such as Venice, are especially subject to flooding. The proposed 
project would not affect existing areas subject to flooding, nor increase the amount of 
water that would aggravate or increase flooding risks, frequency or areas subject to 
flooding by contributing to surface water sources. The project would not increase the 
impervious ground coverage in the area which could contribute to flooding. The existing 
force main and the proposed new force main are underground utilities and the proposed 
project would be protected from the effects of surface flooding. In extreme and unusual 
circumstances, the VPP may be shut-down in major flooding events. Therefore, the risks 
to the project from flooding, and the risks to the community of an increased flooding risk 
due to the project, would be less than significant. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions and conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion. No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding flooding impacts in 
the project area. 

Response to Comment GE0-1: Geology- Settling and Dewatering 

Page 5-75 of the Draft EIR provide a description of the potential for settling/landslides in 
the area and potential effects on the proposed project. As noted in the Draft EIR the: 

URS 

"The potential for landslides induced by seismic shaking is not anticipated to pose 
a significant seismic hazard to the proposed Project. The proposed Project lies in a 
relatively flat-lying area where landslides would not be expected to occur. In 
addition, the Potential Liquefaction Hazard Zone map for the Venice quadrangle, 
referenced as Figure 5.6-4, indicates that the Project elements do not lie within 
areas designated as having the potential for earthquake-induced land sliding 
(CDMG, 1999). These are areas where previous occurrence of landslide 
movement, or local topographic, geologic, geotechnical and subsurface water 
conditions indicate a potential for permanent ground displacement during a 
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seismic event. Landslides from other mechanisms are discussed further in this 
section." 

To reduce the risk of landslides related to the project; the following mitigation measures 
have been identified in the Draft EIR (page 5-76) with emphasis added to note the 
specific relationship to landslides and settling: 

"GE0-2 Liquefaction and Differential Seismic Settlement - Mitigation 
measures with respect to liquefaction and differential seismic settlement 
hazards are considered necessary for the proposed Project. Site-specific 
geotechnical and geological investigations that focus on these potential hazards 
will be performed as part of the design studies. Design and construction of the 
proposed Project will include mitigation measures, such as flexible connections 
that can accommodate differential settlement, compaction grouting to densify 
the soils, or structural anchors to secure the pipeline. The mitigation measures will 
reduce impacts from liquefaction and differential seismic settlement to less than 
significant." 

Regarding dewatering, the Draft EIR's analysis (see pages 5-74 and 5-75) notes that: 

"... dewatering of the excavations made during construction of the proposed 
Project could result in potentially damaging subsidence adjacent to the 
construction area. The Project area is in proximity of the Playa Del Rey oil field, 
which is used by the Southern California Gas Company as a natural gas storage 
facility. Although a detailed study has not been performed for this report, it is 
anticipated that the continued operations at the natural gas storage facility would 
not result in measurable subsidence in the Project area, barring such extraction in 
the future. Because of the potential for subsidence to occur as a result of 
construction dewatering, subsidence is considered a potential geologic hazard to 
the proposed Project." 

The mitigation measure relating specifically to subsidence and dewatering-related 
impacts is as follows: 

"GE0-3 Subsidence -Mitigation measures with respect to subsidence as a result 
of construction dewatering are considered necessary for the proposed Project. 
Site-specific geotechnical and geological investigations that focus on this 
potential hazard will be performed as part of the design studies. Design and 
construction of the proposed Project will include mitigation measures, such as a 
watertight excavation support system to minimize groundwater pumping or 
constructing the pipeline in a "wet" excavation. The mitigation measures will 
reduce impacts from subsidence to less than significant." 

In conclusion, the EIR addresses the issues of settling and landslides, providing 
documentation and analysis of the potential risk, and identifying mitigation measures so 
that the potential impact is reduced to a less than significant level. 
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Response to Comment GE0-2: Geology - Liquefaction 

The identification of liquefaction as a project-related risk was identified by the City in the 
proposed project's Initial Study. The City's Venice Community Plan identified 
liquefaction as a risk to persons and property, including the proposed project and similar 
utilities, The EIR provides and extensive discussion of liquefaction potential in the 
Venice community and the potential effect ofliquefaction on the proposed project. 

The description of the liquefaction risk in the Draft EIR (page 5-74) provides a clear 
analysis for the public and decision-makers of the potential risk. As noted in the Draft 
EIR: 

"Liquefaction is defined as significant and relatively sudden reduction in stiffness 
and shear strength of saturated sandy soils caused by a seismically induced 
increase in pore water pressures. Recent geotechnical studies performed for the 
proposed project encountered saturated sandy soils at relatively shallow depths 
along most of the Pacific A venue alignment (URS, 2000a; 2000b ). Standard 
Penetration Test (SPT) blow counts indicate the consistency of some of these 
sandy soils is relatively loose and therefore prone to liquefaction. 

"The California Geological Survey has identified the project area as being in a 
potential liquefaction hazard zone (CDMG, 1999). Because of the combination of 
sands and shallow groundwater in the project area, liquefaction is considered a 
significant potential seismic hazard along all of the alternative alignments for the 
Project." 

In addition, the EIR (page 5-74) notes that: 

"The potential for landslides induced by seismic shaking is not anticipated to pose 
a significant seismic hazard to the proposed Project. The proposed Project lies in a 
relatively flat-lying area where landslides would not be expected to occur. In 
addition, the Potential Liquefaction Hazard Zone map for the Venice quadrangle, 
referenced as Figure 5 .6-4, indicates that the Project elements do not lie within 
areas designated as having the potential for earthquake-induced land sliding 
(CDMG, 1999). These are areas where previous occurrence of landslide 
movement, or local topographic, geologic, geotechnical and subsurface water 
conditions indicate a potential for permanent ground displacement during a 
seismic event." 

The Draft EIR (page 5-76) identifies two mitigation measures that address the potential 
significant impact of liquefaction on the proposed project: 

URS 

"GE0-2 Liquefaction and Differential Seismic Settlement -Mitigation 
measures with respect to liquefaction and differential seismic settlement hazards 
are considered necessary for the proposed Project. Site-specific geotechnical and 
geological investigations that focus on these potential hazards would be 
performed as part of the design studies. Design and construction of the proposed 
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Project would include mitigation measures, such as flexible connections that can 
accommodate differential settlement, compaction grouting to densify the soils, or 
structural anchors to secure the pipeline. The mitigation measures would reduce 
impacts from liquefaction and differential seismic settlement to less than 
significant. 

"GE0-3 Subsidence -Mitigation measures with respect to subsidence as a result 
of construction dewatering are considered necessary for the proposed Project. 
Site-specific geotechnical and geological investigations that focus on this 
potential hazard will be performed as part of the design studies. Design and 
construction of the proposed Project will include mitigation measures, such as a 
watertight excavation support system to minimize groundwater pumping or 
constructing the pipeline in a "wet" excavation. The mitigation measures will 
reduce impacts from subsidence to less than significant." 

With the implementation of proper engineering practices and mitigation measures prior to 
and during construction, no unavoidable or adverse impacts on the geologic footprint of 
this area from the project are expected. In addition, cumulative impacts on the geologic 
footprint of this area are not expected from the project with the implementation of proper 
engineering practices and mitigation measure prior to and during construction. No 
additional analysis is necessary to address the potential impact, nor are additional 
mitigation measures necessary to reduce the potential liquefaction impacts to less than 
significant levels. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions and conditions during construction and following project completion. No 
additional analysis or research is necessary regarding liquefaction, seismic settlement and 
subsidence impacts in the project area. 

Response to Comment GE0-3: Geology - Seismic 

As with the analysis provided in the EIR of liquefaction risk (see previous response to 
Comment GE0-2), the EIR provides extensive analysis and documentation of seismic 
risks to the project and the surrounding area. The EIR documents that the potential 
seismic risks are potentially significant and require mitigation measures. The following 
measure is proposed to mitigate potentially significant geologic hazards to less than 
significant levels for the project components. No unavoidable adverse impacts that cannot 
be mitigated have been identified for any of the project components. The mitigation 
measure is more accurately described as a project design feature and is presented in the 
Draft EIR (page 5-75), and are repeated again below for clarity: 

URS 

"GE0-1 Earthquake Ground Shaking -The proposed Project and associated 
facilities will likely be subjected to moderate or strong earthquake motions in 
their lifetime. The components of the proposed project will be designed and 
constructed to the seismic design requirements for ground shaking specified in the 
UBC for Seismic Zone 4 at a minimum. Proper design and construction of the 
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Project components will reduce impacts from ground shaking to less than 
significant." 

Response to Comment GRWTH-1: Growth-inducing Impacts 

As required by CEQA, the EIR provides an analysis of the potential for the project to 
induce growth in the area. In simple terms, a project would induce growth if an obstacle 
or barrier to future growth is removed. That is not the case with the proposed new force 
main from the VPP. As noted in the Draft EIR discussion of growth-inducing impacts 
(Section, 7.1 Growth-Inducing Impacts), Section 15126.2(d) of the CEQA Guidelines 
requires a discussion of the growth-inducing impacts of the proposed project. Growth
inducing impacts are secondary, or indirect, impacts that could occur as a result of the 
project that are manifested as changes in land use patterns, population density and growth 
rates, as well as related effects on traffic, public services, air, water, biological and other 
environmental resources. Over the past several decades, the Bureau of Engineering has 
designed and constructed numerous wastewater conveyance system projects. The issue of 
potential growth inducement resulting from an increase in sewer conveyance capacity has 
been raised in the past by various individuals and organizations. The primary issue is 
whether the provision of sewer capacity induces growth, which would otherwise not 
occur. 

The proposed project would not change permitted land use in the community and 
surrounding areas; the project is the construction of new force main from the VPP to the 
Hyperion Treatment Plant. The size of the proposed force main is based on the existing 
and projected flow of sewage from the VPP and is not based on achieving an increase in 
capacity to address future growth that is not consistent with the City of Los Angeles' land 
use plans for the area. The development of land in the City is governed by the land use 
and zoning designations of particular parcels. Unless conditional usc permits, density 
transfers or variances are obtained from the Planning Department, development must 
conform to the type and density designated for that parcel. Zoning reflects the land use 
policies contained in the General Plan. Again, no change in the permitted land uses, or 
density of development, is part of the proposed project. 

As noted in the Draft EIR (see Section 7.1, page 7-1), the decision of a land owner to 
develop a single parcel or numerous parcels of land may be based on personal or 
economic reasons. Whether personal, economic or both, the availability of wastewater 
conveyance capacity is not likely to be a consideration in the decision to develop. Once 
the decision to develop a parcel has been made, permission to connect to the wastewater 
collection system must be obtained as part of the building permit process. A sewer 
connection permit can only be obtained if adequate capacity to serve the proposed 
development is available. Sewer connection and other building permit fees are charged in 
proportion to the density of development proposed. The high sewer connection fees and 
other building permit fees associated with the most intensive levels of development 
increase the costs of developing land in the City and can be considered economic 
disincentives to development. In a mature, urbanized area such as Los Angeles which is 
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adequately served by sewage treatment facilities, the provision of wastewater conveyance 
capacity would not induce land development that would not otherwise occur. 

Wastewater conveyance capacity is required to accommodate the increases in wastewater 
flows associated with the population increases. The provision of wastewater conveyance 
capacity would neither induce natural population growth nor in-migration. The Southern 
California Association of Governments (SCAG), the regional planning agency, has 
established the policy that conveyance systems, including interceptors, are not subject to 
its air quality conformity procedures, because of the absence of their effects on 
population growth. 

SCAG, which includes the City of Los Angeles among its member jurisdictions, has 
prepared the Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide and the Growth Management Plan. 
These plans address regional growth and related issues. In addition, the City of Los 
Angeles' General Plan governs land use development within its jurisdiction. 

The Los Angeles City Planning Department revised the General Plan and the new plan, 
termed the "General Plan Framework," is intended to balance land use development, 
transportation, projected future population and projected future employment within the 
City of Los Angeles. Wastewater conveyance capacity is an infrastructure component of 
the urban environment that is necessary to safely accommodate the needs of existing and 
future populations. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
water quality conditions, future conditions during construction of the project and 
following project completion and no additional analysis is necessary regarding 
construction-related wastewater related growth inducing impacts. 

Response to Comment GRWTH-2: Hyperion Plant 

The com mentor asks if the Hyperion Plant can handle the increased flows of the sewer 
line in the context of the large expansive housing projects that the City continues to 
approve. As noted in response to comment GRWTH-1, above, and in the EIR the 
provision of wastewater conveyance capacity, in and of itself, would not induce 
population growth or land use development. Rather, wastewater conveyance capacity 
would allow population growth to occur consistent with the City's adopted General Plan 
Framework while minimizing sewage spills and the associated environmental and health 
and safety problems. Future land uses would be at densities consistent with the 
Framework and generally not occur in densities higher than those allowed by the City's 
land use planning process. Any development projects beyond the scope of the City's 
General Plan would undergo subsequent environmental analysis (including analysis of 
impacts to the wastewater system) and would have to be approved by the City Council. In 
wastewater planning, the sizing of collection and treatment facilities, as well as the 
system's overall configuration, is dependent on the future system-wide flow and the 
distribution of that flow within the system. The VPP Dual Force Main Project would not 
induce growth in population or changes in land use which would not otherwise occur. No 
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significant growth-inducing impacts are, therefore, associated with the project and no 
additional research or analysis is necessary to address this issue. 

Response to Comment NOI-1: Noise- Noise Curtain Mitigation Measures 

The Draft EIR analyzes the noise and vibration impacts that would result from project 
construction (see Section 5.1 0.3 beginning on page 5-119). The construction phase 
would produce significant noise impacts on sensitive receptors in the vicinity of 
construction. To address these impacts, several mitigation measures are recommended 
(see Draft EIR, page 5-128). With the implementation of these mitigation measures, 
noise and vibration impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level. Other 
mitigation measures, such as the noise curtain recommended in this comment, are not 
necessary to mitigate impacts that would otherwise be mitigated by less costly and even 
more effective measures. Therefore, no additional. research or analysis is necessary to 
identify measures to reduce construction noise-related impacts to less than significant 
levels. 

Response to Comment NOI-2: Noise- Pacific Avenue Noise Mitigation Measures 

Potential project-related noise impacts are analyzed in detail in the EIR. The Draft EIR 
(page 5-118) notes that existing City noise requirements and standards would be met 
during the project's construction. 

"If any Project alignment alternative exceeded the relevant noise criteria for 
impact, then noise abatement actions would be considered. Noise from any 
Project alignment alternative, that is predicted to exceed the criteria for impact 
under CEQA, would result in a significant adverse effect. In such a case, 
feasible/effective noise mitigation measures would need to be considered. If 
feasible/effective mitigation actions were not available, then unavoidable adverse 
impacts would occur if the particular alternative were to be selected." 

To ensure that the City's noise standards are met during project construction, mitigation 
measures are provided in the EIR that are applicable to all project alternatives, including 
both alternative alignments and alternative construction methods. The Pacific A venue 
alignment alternative, if selected by the City, would be subject to noise mitigation 
measures NOI-1 to NOI-9. These measures would reduce potential significant impacts to 
less than significant levels. No additional analysis is necessary to identify, analyze and 
mitigate noise impacts from the proposed project. 

Response to Comment OS-1: Open Space- Mitigation 

Section 5.9.1 of the Draft EIR describes existing land uses in the project area, clearly 
describing the open space resources present (such as the beach, the lagoon, and other 
water ways). Specifically, the Draft EIR notes that: "Existing land uses within the 
Venice area, extending north from Via Marina Way on the south, consist of six major 
land-use designations: single- and multi-family residential, commercial, industrial, open 
space, and public utilities. The proposed alignments north of the Marina Del Rey Channel 
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and on the southeast side of the Ballona Lagoon are in areas zoned single and multi
family residential. Areas to the west are zoned open space along the Ballona Lagoon and 
low to medium residential. The area surrounding the VPP is primarily zoned multi-family 
residential to the north, and open space on the south along the Ballona Lagoon. Along the 
alternative alignments south of the channel, and under consideration by the City, the 
zoning is also primarily residential and light commercial." 

The analysis presented in Section 5.9.3 notes that "Because this is a municipal project 
providing improvements to public facilities through the City of Los Angeles Department 
of Public Works, this Project would adhere to all local and regional regulatory 
requirements necessary for the construction of the sewer." The impact analysis further 
notes that the "Project is not a land use, nor does it require a change/variance in land use; 
therefore, there are no impacts to land uses within the Project areas." The analysis 
concludes that the "Project could impose temporary construction impacts in the Coastal 
Transportation Corridor Specific Plan area due to construction-related transport to and 
from construction areas north of the Marina Del Rey/Ballona Lagoon channels." 

In conclusion, there would be no loss of open space during project construction and no 
mitigation measures are, therefore, proposed or required. 

Response to Comment PRMT-1: Permitting 

Section 1.6 of the Draft EIR provides an extensive list of permits for the proposed project 
in Table 1.6-1. The list of permits includes permits that are necessary for all alignments 
and construction alternatives evaluated in the EIR, including permits necessary for the 
Pacific A venue alignment. 

Response to Comment PROJ-1: Project Related- Project Life 

The existing force main is nearly 50 years old. One objective of the proposed project is 
to supplement that existing force main with a new line that has more carrying capacity 
but which would also be more reliable in handling maximum flows without leaking or 
breaking which would result in significant contamination of the area's groundwater and 
surface water resources. The Department of Public Works anticipates the new force main 
would have a life-span greater than 50 years. Following development of the new force 
main the Department would be able to inspect the existing line to determine what repairs 
can be made to extend its life further. With the proposed project, adequate carrying 
capacity would be provided for more lhan 50 years. There is little likelihood that 
additional c.onstruction to the force mains would be nec.essary for at least 50 years. 
Therefore, the impacts identified and analyzed in the EIR are the only impacts that can be 
reasonably foreseen at this time. 

Response to Comment PROJ-2: Project Related- Capacity of Force Main 

The EIR provides detailed information regarding the capacity of the existing force main, 
the capacity of the proposed new force main and the reasons why the City has proposed 
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the use of a tandem system of forces mains from the Venice Pumping Plan. As noted on 
page 2-1 and page 2-5 ofthe Draft EIR: 

"The VPP is the largest pumping plant in the City of Los Angeles. It collects 
sewage from the coastal areas of the City through an existing 48-inch pipeline and 
transports it to the Hyperion Treatment Plant in Playa Del Rey (see Figure 2.2-1). 
Over the years, the existing pipeline that conveys sewage to the treatment plant 
has gradually approached maximum capacity placing substantial strain on the 
system forcing the water level in the wet-well of the VPP basement to rise. 

"The City of Los Angeles first identified the need for additional sewer capacity 
during the heavy storms of 1995 when sewage and infiltrated storm water in the 
sewage system exceeded the capacity of the existing 48-inch line, creating a 
potentially serious human and environmental health risk. Although the pumping 
plant had all five pumps running during peak rainfall, the existing downstream 
sewer force main that runs along the beach could only handle approximately 60 
percent of the flows that would otherwise run through the pumps - serving as a 
bottleneck in the system. The amount of sewage and infiltrated storm water in the 
sewage system exceeded its capacity, forcing the water level in the wet-well of 
the VPP to rise. In an effort to prevent potential sewage spillage as a result of an 
overload situation, the City proposes to install an additional 54-inch pipeline to 
convey the flows." 

Based on these events that clearly indicate the need for the City to address the capacity of 
the existing force main, the City proposes the Venice Force Main project. As further 
noted on page 2-5 of the Draft EIR: 

"In addition to the need to provide pipeline capacity to manage peak flows, the 
new 54-inch force main would be used in tandem with the existing force main; 
together, the two force mains would provide the necessary capacity to meet 
current and future peak wet weather flow demands. The project's intent is to 
construct a second force main to be used in tandem with the existing force main 
for the purpose of fulfilling two objectives: expand the capacity of the Coastal 
Interceptor Sewer's force main segment from the VPP to a connection in Playa 
Del Rey in the vicinity of Waterview Street, such that all projected wet weather 
flows can be safely conveyed without future threats of spilling onto city streets 
and adjacent surface waters; and to provide force main redundancy to allow for 
maintenance and rehabilitation of the existing force main and future reciprocal 
cleaning of each force main during dry weather periods." 

In addition, a critical consideration by the Department of Public Works is the recognition 
that "the existing 48-inch pipeline was built in 1958 and has been in continuous operation 
since then. The installation of the proposed 54-inch force main would provide bypassing 
capability allowing repair and maintenance of the existing pipeline, which is currently not 
possible" (page 2.5 of the Draft EIR). 
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In conclusion, the information provided in the EIR clearly describes the reasons why the 
City is proposing to increase the capacity of force mains from the VPP. No additional 
analysis is necessary to describe the purpose of the project, its benefits and its 
characteristics. 

Response to Comment PROJ-3: Project Related: Sewage Spill Plans 

The proposed project seeks to reduce the existing risk of sewage spills (discharge) that 
may result from the existing force main. First, as noted in the Draft EIR (see Section 7.1, 
page 7-3) "it is technically infeasible that completion ofthe proposed Project, within any 
of the proposed three alternative locations, would cause any unwarranted discharge that 
would affect the current surface water quality condition. Unless there is a catastrophic 
event (e.g., high magnitude earthquake) the proposed Project is designed to provide 
additional mitigation of possible sewage spills from the existing pumping station/sewer 
main system. Additional wastewater conveyance capacity would allow population growth 
to occur within the General Plan Framework while minimizing sewage spills and the 
associated environmental, health and safety problems. 

Second, the Department of Public Works requires that all construction projects include 
requirements that the contractor meet all applicable, local, state and federal requirements 
to reduce the risk of spills and/or discharge during project construction. This is a contract 
provision that is supervised by the City on all construction contractors. No additional 
information or analysis is necessary to illustrate or demonstrate how the City would 
impose conditions to ensure that sewage spills and/or discharge related impacts would not 
occur during project construction. 

Response to Comment PROJ-4: Project Related: Sewer Capacity 

See previous responses to comments PROJ-2 regarding the need to ensure adequate 
capacity of the force mains from the VPP. In addition, the project is limited to 
construction and operation of an additional force main from the VPP. The project does 
not provide for additional sewer capacity in the project area nor is the project proposing 
increasing the capacity of the City's wastewater treatment system, specifically the 
Hyperion Treatment Plant. 

Response to Comment PROJ-5: Project Related- Project Updates 

The comments relate to the public's interest in being kept informed of the status of the 
project's planning, design and construction. Although not a CEQA-related requirement 
nor necessary to reduce or otherwise mitigate environmental impacts, the City would 
make available to the public brief summaries of project status and periodic mitigating 
monitoring reports completed by City staff that would indicate status of the project's 
progress, the status of the mitigation measures as they are implemented, and the 
remaining work to be completed by the City and/or its construction contractor. 

Response to Comment PROJ-6: Project Related -Safety Concerns 
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The EIR addresses a wide variety of issues identified through the City's preparation of 
the Initial Study (provided in full in Appendix A to the Draft EIR) and issues raised by 
the public at the scoping sessions/workshops prior to the preparation of the EIR. There 
are a variety of safety concerns; for example, in a broad sense, the protection ofthe area's 
biological communities and habitat is a safety concern. Specific mitigation measures 
have been identified to reduce those impacts to less than significant levels. Further safety 
concerns relate to seismic risks and these too have been analyzed in the EIR and 
mitigation measures have been identified to reduce or mitigate these impacts to less than 
significant levels. The EIR also describes construction activities, such as exposed 
trenches and the presence of construction equipment in the project area. Again, 
mitigation measures have been identified to reduce safety-related issues to less than 
significant levels. As a result, the issue of public safety has been addressed among the 
full spectrum of environmental issues and mitigation measures have been identified to 
reduce safety-related risks to less than significant levels. No additional research or 
analysis is necessary to address this issue. 

Response to Comment PROJ-7: Project Related - Project/Alternatives Cost 
Information 

The purpose of an environmental impact report is to identify and evaluate the 
environmental effects of the propose project, to identify means to mitigate those impacts, 
to address alternatives which would meet most of the project objectives and would reduce 
environmental effects, and above all else, to provide the public and decision-makers with 
information about the project and project impacts. An environmental impact report is not 
a cost-benefit study, nor is it intended to provide a detailed cost analysis of the project 
and project alternatives. Specifically, the effects analyzed under CEQA must be related 
to a physical change in the environment. Economic and social effects, including costs 
associated with the proposed project and its alternatives, are not considered 
environmental effects under CEQA (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064, 15131, et al.). 
These effects need to be considered in EIRs only if they would lead to an environmental 
effect. The order of magnitude cost estimates provided in the EIR are intended to give 
the public and decision-makers information on the comparative feasibility of the 
alternatives. The EIR, therefore, does not provide information beyond that required by 
CEQA and no additional information is provided in the Final EIR. 

Response to Comment PROJ-8: County Facilities 

The proposed project would not require modification to County facilities or operations in 
the area, such as the in the unincorporated Marina Del Rey area. The County would be 
informed as the project construction progresses and would be notified of any change that 
could affect County facilities. Permits to construct and operate the new force main are 
included in the EIR and, as required for the permits, the County would be notified. 

Response to Comment TAX-1: Property Tax Relief 

The costs to plan, design, engineer and construct the proposed new force main would be 
born entirely by the City of Los Angeles' Department of Public Works. It has long been 
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the policy of the City not to provide tax relief to businesses, neighbors, residents and 
property owners in proximity to a public works projects in the form of property tax relief 
or other monetary compensation for environmental effects of City projects. Rather, as 
identified in the EIR, it is the City's responsibility to pay for the implementation of the 
mitigation measures to reduce adverse impacts to less than significant levels where 
feasible. The implementation of the mitigation measures would reduce impacts to 
acceptable levels. As a result, there would be no impacts anticipated from the proposed 
project that would create financial hardship on the area's businesses, residents and 
property owners and no property tax relieve is proposed. 

Response to Comment TRA-1: Traffic 

The comments raise questions regarding the breadth of the traffic impact analysis 
provided in the EIR and if the analysis accounts for the specific characteristics of the 
local street system. As described in the Draft EIR (see Circulation, Traffic and 
Transportation, Section 5 .4.1, Environmental Setting), the analysis is based on the 
existing street network in the area, the current traffic conditions (volume and capacity), 
and proposed improvements to the street system. The issues raised in this comment are 
addressed in this section of the EIR. Based on the existing street network, the impacts of 
the proposed project - particularly the short-term construction impacts of the alternative 
non-beach alignments- are addressed in detail, including description of potential street 
and/or lane closures during construction on vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians. The 
potentially significant short-term construction-related traffic impacts can be reduced to a 
less than significant level by the circulation and traffic mitigation measures in the Draft 
EIR (see Section 5.4.4, beginning on page 5-50). In conclusion, the concerns raised in 
the comments are consistent with the impacts identified and analyzed in the EIR and 
these impacts can be mitigated to less than significant levels. 

Response to Comment WQ-1: Water Quality 

One of the objectives of the proposed project is to reduce the potential contamination of 
the local surface and subsurface water resources that may occur from sewage spills, leaks 
and, in an extreme case, a break in the existing main leading from the VPP to the 
Hyperion Treatment Plant. The existing main from the VPP is old and may collapse or 
rupture creating substantial contamination ofthe local ground and/or surface water. 

As noted in the EIR, all proposed alternatives would cause similar construction and 
operations impact to the project boundary and adjacent area. The completed project 
would be in compliance with the NPDES Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System 
(MS4) Permit and meet the necessary sanitary sewer service standards. Without the 
installment of the new sanitary sewer main, the current sanitary system would continue to 
deteriorate and run a high risk of overflowing the system, causing a potential break in the 
system, and causing a potential health risk to the local waterways. From a hydrology and 
water quality perspective, all alternatives cause a similar temporary disturbance to the 
current site conditions. All three proposed alignments cross under the Marina Del Rey 
Channel and Ballona Creek via tunneling, and the Marquesas Way alignment crosses 
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under the Grand Canal via tunneling. Tunneling would occur below the bottom of these 
waterways, and have no effect on the waterways. 

The following mitigation measure to the project contained in the EIR would minimize the 
proposed Project's impacts on water quality and hydrologic conditions. 

• H/WQ-1 Appropriate Best Management Practices (BMP) measures (sandbags, 
plastic lining covering storm water inlets, temporary detentions basins, etc.) 
would be implemented during the construction period to retain excavated soil 
material on site and minimize the potential risk of contaminated soil being 
removed off site. Also, monitoring activities would be conducted during the 
installation of the BMP measures and throughout the construction period. 

Provided that all federal, state, and local regulations pertaining to project activities are 
followed accordingly and storm water prevention plans are implemented and monitored, 
then the potential for significant or long-term adverse impacts would be avoidable. 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
water quality conditions, future conditions during construction of the project and 
following project completion. No additional analysis is necessary regarding 
construction-related water quality issues or impacts. Moreover, as noted in the EIR, the 
project area is not within a sensitive environmental setting. Change to the existing site 
conditions would be temporary and the site would be restored back to a similar pre
construction condition. Pre- and post-construction hydrologic conditions would be similar 
and any change in condition would be minimal. All proposed alternatives have similar 
construction applications and procedures. Therefore, there are no foreseen hydrologic or 
water quality cumulative or secondary impacts. 
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12.0 CLARIFICATIONS AND REVISIONS 

This section of the Final EIR is intended to clarify certain elements of the Draft EIR and 
to identify revisions made after circulation of the draft. 

12.1 CLARIFICATIONS 

The Environmental Impacts Summary Table presented in the Executive Summary (Table 
3.3-1) is intended to provide a simpler and clearer summary than provided in the Impact 
Analysis Table published in the Draft EIR (Table 6.3-1 ). 

12.2 REVISIONS 

During internal review, we discovered that some pages were omitted from Appendix A 
(Notice of Preparation), C (Air Quality Analysis) and D (Biological Resources), which 
were published in Appendices Volume I. Therefore, Appendices Volume I has been 
corrected and reissued with a cover date of December 2007. This correction does not 
introduce new information, since the information in the appendices was presented in the 
Draft EIR volume itself. In fact, we received no comments from reviewers expressing 
concern about the missing pages. 
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City of Los Angeles 

LETTER NO. 39- SCHWERTFEGER 4 

Kathryn M. Schwertfger 
229 Montreal Street 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 39-1 

March 2015 

I have attached a letter and portions of the Venice Dual Force Main EIR. The EIR prepared for the City's 
own project is very enlightening as to what is a protected view under CEQA and what is a significant 
impact. I am sending this email in two parts given the size of the EIR files 

Response to Comment No. 39-1 

It is acknowledged that portions of the Venice Dual Force Main EIR have been submitted for the record 
and they will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Comment No. 39-2 

The second set of attachments which include the DEIR and the visual resource appendix for the Venice 
Dual Force Main EIR 

Response to Comment No. 39-2 

It is acknowledged that portions ofthe Venice Dual Force Main EIR and visual resource appendix have 
been submitted for the record and they will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review 
and consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 

Page 39-1 
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From: Kevin Jones [mailto:kevin.jones@lacity.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2015 3:45PM 
To: heather@legado.net; Brower, Neill 

Comment Letter No. 40 ROSS 4 

Subject: Fwd: Legado Compaines Case No. ZA 2014-2220(CDP)/CEQA No. ENV 2012-3536 (MND) 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: <Cigarde.n ia@aol.com> 
Date: Tue, Feb 10, 2015 at 3:20PM 
Subject: Legado Compaines Case No. ZA 2014-2220(CDP)/CEQA No. ENV 2012-3536 (MND) 
To: kevin.jones@lacity.org 
Cc: griselda.gonza lez@ lacity.org 

Dear Kevin & Griselda: 
As you know there was a Coastal Development Permit hearing for the above referenced case on J 
Thursday January 29th. The hearing officer is Lourdes Green. At that hearing the following 
attached information was presented verbally and in writing. We would like it to be part of the 40-1 
administrative record for the Advisory Agency and Director of Environmental decisions. 
Thank you for your attention to this. 

Best Regards, 

Julie Ross 
419 Redlands St. 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 
310 614-8464 

Kevin D. Jones 
City ofLos Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot ofproperty information at http://zimas.lacity.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City ofLos Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. lfyou have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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January 29, 2015 

Coastal Development Hearing/January 29, 2015 9:00AM 

RE: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TI70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-3536-MND 

COASTAL ACT NOT TRUMPED BY SB1818 

I want to be clear that the Coastal Act is not trumped or superseded by SB 1818 requirements for 

affordable housing incentives. SB 1818 itself reads: 

Nothing in this Section shall be construed to supersede or in any way alter or lessen the effect or 

application of California Coastal Act ... Government Code Section 65915(d)(1)(m). 

The City affordable housing implementation ordinance also allows that health, safety and other state 

laws are grounds to deny "affordable housing" incentives. A City ordinance cannot override a State 

ordinance like the Coastal Act anyway. 

Key Goals ofthe Coastal Act are: preserving visual ascetics, coastal access (including parking and traffic 

issues), health and safety in the coastal environment and preserving the character of coastal 

communities. So to the extent that the General Plan and local plan provisions we are discussing, 

including the Del Rey lagoon Specific and the Regional and Statewide Interpretive Guidelines, are the 

City's way of measuring our standards for compliance with the Coastal Act-these provisions are not 

required to be waived or modified to accommodate an SB 1818 building. legado's building does not 

meet these coastal standards and should be denied for this reason. 

Specifically, the building does not meet the following: 

36 foot standard in the General Plan (which was put there expressly to protect views in the Coastal 

Zone). 

37 foot height standard in the Del Rey lagoon Specific Plan. 

The parking requirements in the Del Rey lagoon Specific Plan. 

The Regional Interpretive Guidelines ( lot size not exceed 10,000 square feet if the project will result in 

traffic which crosses a Level of Service "F" intersection), Nicholson and Culver is an F intersection as 

admitted by the applicant in their MND. as admitted in their MND. 

The Coastal Development Permit and therefore, the project should be denied for these reasons and the 

other aesthetic and health and safety issues the community is raising. 
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January 29, 2015 

Coastal Development Hearing/January 29, 2015 9:00AM 

RE: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TI70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 2012-3536-MND 

HOW THE COASTAL COMMISSIONS' PRIORITIES FIT TOGETHER: 

The City Coastal Permit Ordinance requires the City to follow Coastal Commission precedent. The 

Coastal Commission has addressed how affordable housing elements are supposed to fit with other 

Coastal Act priorities and requirements. The key word is to "harmonize" not place one higher over the 

other. The Commission's vision of harmony is, not allowing over large affordable housing buildings to be 

built in locations in the Coastal zone where they functionally trump all other priorities ofthe Coastal 

Commission and damage coastal resources. The Coastal Commission explains this in its Local Coastal 

Program Update Guide dated July 31, 2013. Given that Los Angeles will need to comply with this 

guidance if and when it ever gets around to certifying a local coastal plan, this guidance is certainly 

precedent to be considered under the Los Angeles Coastal Development Permit Ordinance. 

The Coastal Commission Local Coastal Program Update Guide reads as follows: 

State law allows density bonuses for some affordable housing projects. Your updated LCP could 

incorporate such provisions, but be careful not to supersede the protective policies of the Coastal Act . 

. Your goal should be to harmonize the state statutory requirements. 

By way of example, the Commission offers the Humboldt County LCP Amendment. The Commission 

explains that the reason the amendment works in granting affordable housing incentives is that it does 

not do so where the incentives will have "an adverse effect on coastal resources." Language denying 

affordable housing incentives where the grant of incentives would damage other coastal resources and 

priorities runs throughout the amendment. The entire document is referenced in the Local Coastal 

Program Update Guide. 

Legado's proposed take on the Coastal Act is not to harmonize but to override. Here the price on the 

community and the coastal resources is just too great; there is no balance. 

Therefore a Coastal Development Permit for this project should be denied. 
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LETTER NO. 40- ROSS 4 

Julie Ross 

419 Redlands St. 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 40-1 

As you know there was a Coastal Development Permit hearing for the above referenced case on Thursday 

January 29th. The hearing officer is Lourdes Green. At that hearing the following attached information 

was presented verbally and in writing. We would like it to be part of the administrative record for the 

Advisory Agency and Director of Environmental decisions. 

Response to Comment No. 40-1 

The comment references materials submitted at the Coastal Development Permit hearing. These materials 

relate to the Coastal Commission and the Los Angeles County Regional Interpretive Guidelines. It is 

acknowledged that these materials have been submitted for the record and will be forwarded to the 

decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. In addition, see Master Response 6 for a 

discussion ofthe applicability of the Interpretive Guidelines to the Project. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 

Page 40-1 
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Comment Letter No. 41 SCHWERTFEGER 5 

From: <chankael@aol.com> 
Date: Tue, Feb 10, 2015 at 10:56 AM 
Subject: Fwd: PDR Flood Photos- 11/30/2014- Legado Compaines Case No. ZA 2014-
2220(CDP)/CEQA No. ENV 2012-3536 (MND) 
To: kevin.jones@lacity.org, darlene.navarrete@lacity.org 
Cc: tricia.keane@lacity.org, .fred.sutton@laci.ty.org 

Kevin: 

Some of the materials coming in at the Coastal hearing are even more dramatic than 
the pictures submitted in the Advisory Agency hearing. I also understand that you are 
looking at a neighborhood under water but may not be able to understand exactly what 
location is depicted. I'd like to walk you through some of the pictures to orient you 
relative to the 138 Culver lot: 

Picture 1: The chain link fence is the corner or the Leg ado 138 Culver lot at Pacific 
(a/k/a Trolleyway) and Culver looking east. 
Picture 2: Penguini's Restaurant directly across from Legado 138 Culver lot at the 
corner of Pacific and Culver. 
Picture 3-5: A home slightly west of Pacific on Culver. 41-1 
Picture 6: The water collected at the one storm drain at the west end of Culver where 
the all the water needs to drain out of this part of lower Playa del Rey through a pipe 
under the beach. You will note that the beach is rising, relative to where the storm drain 
is located, so the water is backing up into lower Playa del Rey, creating a lake. 
Picture 7: Water on Culver--the building is the restaurant on the North/East corner of the 
intersection of Pacific and Culver--Legado 138 Culver is across the street. 
Picture 8: A car driving through the same intersection which shows the water depth. 

Thought you should have these for the file too because they show the depth of the 
water. 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

From: JON TEITELL [mailto:teitell@ca.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2015 7:40 
To: 'lourdes.green@lacity.org' 
Subject: FW: PDR Flood Photos- 11/30/2014- Legado Compaines Case No. ZA 
2014-2220(CDP)/CEQA No. ENV 2012-3536 (MND) 

Dear Ms. Green: 

As discussed at the Zoning Administration Hearing held on January 29, 2015, 
I am sending you the photos of the Playa del Rey flood of 11/30/2014. One 
thing I forgot to tell you at the hearing is that after the storm drain 
manholes "popped up" and we flooded in Playa del Rey, it took over 4 hours 
before LA County Dept of Public Works came down to Playa del Rey to help all 
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of us who were stuck in our homes, watching the downstairs flooding, with 
nowhere to go but stay on higher ground on the second floors. The water was 
smelly and putrid, as one can imagine if the storm drains are backing up. 
I promised you the photos, so here they are. Please check into this issue 
with respect to the proposed development. I am afraid that if this project 
goes through, then our homes down-stream from theirs will be wiped out. 
Please require an EIR before any approval of this project. There are many 
issues of this PDR neighborhood that have not been addressed by Legado, as 
you know. 
Thank you. Lindsey Duro 

-----Original Message-----
From: JON TEITELL [mailto:teitell@ca.rr.coml 
Sent: Saturday, January 31, 2015 7:06 PM 
To: 'johnmcglasson@aol.com' 
Subject: PDR Flood Photos & Video 
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Kevin D. Jones 
City ofLos Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street R.tn 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot of property information at http://zimas. lacity.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City ofLos Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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City of Los Angeles 

LETTER NO. 41 -SCHWERTFEGER 5 

Kathryn M. Schwertfger 

229 Montreal Street 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 41-1 

March 2015 

Some of the materials coming in at the Coastal hearing are even more dramatic than the pictures 

submitted in the Advisory Agency hearing. I also understand that you are looking at a neighborhood 

under water but may not be "able to understand exactly what location is depicted. I'd like to walk you 

through some of the pictures to orient you relative to the 138 Culver lot: 

Picture 1: The chain link fence is the corner or the Legado 138 Culver lot at Pacific (a/k/a Trolleyway) 

and Culver looking east. 

Picture 2: Penguini's Restaurant directly across from Legado 138 Culver lot at the corner of Pacific and 

Culver. 

Picture 3-5: A home slightly west of Pacific on Culver. 

Picture 6: The water collected at the one storm drain at the west end of Culver where the all the water 

needs to drain out of this part of lower Playa del Rey through a pipe under the beach. You will note that 

the beach is rising, relative to where the storm drain is located, so the water is backing up into lower Playa 

del Rey, creating a lake. 

Picture 7: Water on Culver--the building is the restaurant on the North/East corner of the intersection of 

Pacific and Culver--Legado 138 Culver is across the street. 

Picture 8: A car driving through the same intersection which shows the water depth. 

Thought you should have these for the file too because they show the depth of the water. 

Response to Comment No. 41-1 

The comment references photographs depicting images of flooding in the Project area. It is acknowledged 

that these materials have been submitted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making 

bodies for their review and consideration. Stormwater and flooding impacts are discussed on pages 40 to 

44 ofthe MND and pages IV-66 to IV-74 ofthe supplemental Initial Study, and additional information is 

provided in Master Response 7: Stormwater and Flooding. These analyses concluded that the Project 

would not result in a significant impact. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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From: Janet Lorenz <jelorenz53@att.net> 
Date: Sat, Jan 31,2015 at 10:46 AM 
Subject: Playa del Rey 
To: kevin.jones@lacity.org 

Comment Letter No. 42 LORENZ 

SUBJECT: 138 Culver Blvd. Case TT70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, CEQUA # EVN 
2012-3536-MND, ENV-2012-3536-EAF, DIR-2012-3537-DB-SP 

Council# 11, Plan area Westchester/Playa del Rey 
Zone [Q] c4-1VL 

Dear City of Los Angeles Planning Department: 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality-of-life, 
health, public safety and ecological concerns that the development plan, as proposed, fails to 
adequately address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the applicant , the 
planning department and the community that require some attention before the permitting process 42_

1 
can be deemed fair and unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should be denied a permit to move 
forward. 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale and character with the 
existing neighborhood and should be denied. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit pedestrian 
access and flow in the commercial district on Culver Blvd ... With this anticipated high density plan, 
increases in the pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels due to lack of sidewalk 
space. Street-level visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the property, the building 42-2 
will impede safe traffic visibility. The visibility of a 56 1 high property will drastically reduce the 
visibility and views of all neighboring and nearby properties. The population density increase as 
anticipated will have drastic impacts on the neighborhood, produce severe traffic congestion and 
increase noise and air pollution. 
The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has 
severe consequences: 

1. According to Legado 1 sown Mitigated Negative Declaration, dewatering of the proposed site has 42-3 
the potential to move a known toxic plume on an adjacent property down the middle of Culver Blvd. 
to the proposed site, underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the plan 
for the remediation for a toxic plume that may result from this dewatering? 

2. This dewatering plan may also disrupt water quality in the nearby Ballona Wetlands. In what ways 1
42

_
4 will this be prevented? _l 

3. This area, in a Tsunami evacuation route and a liquefaction zone, is already vulnerable to flooding J 
and floods regularly when it rains. What is the back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, or are 42-5 
overwhelmed by flooding as this can potentially trap people and vehicles underwater? 
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Comment Letter No. 42 LORENZ (Cont.) 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices 
against the community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 separate 
hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10, 2014 downtown at City Hall Los 
Angeles, CA. The 2nd hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015 in 
West Los Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that the hearing remain open 
to allow submission of additional materials. How are the directors of the December 10, 2014 42-6 
planning meeting going to communicate and coordinate information with the directors of the 
January 29, 2015 planning hearing? 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to 
information that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have 
attempted to gain access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the 
information that, we were told by the Planning Department, the applicant receives automatically. 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and was 
still unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with this in 
mind, that it is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming January 29, 2015 
Coastal Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community having the opportunity to 
review these materials prior to the hearing. The community should be given fair and adequate time 
(i.e. minimum of 30 days up to 90 days) to respond to any materials introduced by the applicant at 
the upcoming Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015, prior to the hearing being 
closed. 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be given to the applicant in the form of a street 
that transects the property. They are also requesting 10ft. of Culver Blvd. and 5 ft. of 
Pacific Ave. 
Granting this will permanently remove at least 20 free public parking spaces currently used by the 
community and visitors to the beach. In an already parking challenged community, this diminishes 
current coastal access and would be inconsistent with the Coastal Act. 

42-7 

42-8 

Please deny this project, as it is proposed. Thank you for your time and consideration . ~42-9 
Best Regards, 

Janet Lorenz 
856 N. Spaulding Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90046 

Kevin D. Jones 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
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(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot ofproperty information at http://z imas. lacitv.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City ofLos Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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City of Los Angeles 

LETTER NO. 42- LORENZ 

Janet Lorenz 

856 N Spaulding Avenue 

Los Angeles, CA 90046 

Comment No. 42-1 

March2015 

I am writing in opposition to the permitting of the above cases. There are significant quality-of-life, 

health, public safety and ecological concerns that the development plan, as proposed, fails to adequately 

address. Additionally, there are several process issues between the applicant, the planning department 

and the community that require some attention before the permitting process can be deemed fair and 

unbiased. 

The proposed development as it exists is seriously flawed and should be denied a permit to move 

forward. 

Response to Comment No. 42-1 

This comment is the same as Comment Letter No. 28-1. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 

28-1. 

Comment No. 42-2 

In terms of the size of the project, it is completely out of scale and character with the existing 

neighborhood and should be denied. It assumes a footprint which will inhibit pedestrian access and flow 

in the commercial district on Culver Blvd .. With this anticipated high density plan, increases in the 

pedestrian population could be brought to unsafe levels due to lack of sidewalk space. Street-level 

visibility will be reduced and with the geography of the property, the building will impede safe traffic 

visibility. The visibility of a 56' high property will drastically reduce the visibility and views of all 

neighboring and nearby properties. The population density increase as anticipated will have drastic 

impacts on the neighborhood, produce severe traffic congestion and increase noise and air pollution. 

Response to Comment No. 42-2 

See Response to Comment No. 28-2. 

Comment No. 42-3 

The system of dewatering to pump groundwater out of 2 levels of underground parking has severe 

consequences: 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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1. According to Legado 1s own Mitigated Negative Declaration, dewatering of the proposed site has the 
potential to move a known toxic plume on an adjacent property down the middle of Culver Blvd. to the 
proposed site, underneath additional adjacent private and city properties. What is the plan for the 
remediation for a toxic plume that may result from this dewatering? 

Response to Comment No. 42-3 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-3. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-3 . 

Comment No. 42-4 

2. This dewatering plan may also disrupt water quality in the nearby Ballona Wetlands. In what ways will 
this be prevented? 

Respon e to Comment No. 42-4 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-4. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-4. 

Comment No. 42-5 

3. This area, in a Tsunami evacuation route and a liquefaction ;wne, is already vulnerable to flooding and 
floods regularly when it rains. What is the back-up plan for pumps in case they fail, or are overwhelmed 
by flooding as this can potentially trap people and vehicles underwater. 

Response to Comment No. 42-5 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-5. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-5. 

Comment No. 42-6 

With respect to the hearing process there are issues that allow for potential prejudices against the 
community: 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department divided the Legado Planning Hearing into 2 separate 
hearings. The first was the Tract Map hearing on December 10, 2014 downtown at City Hall Los Angeles, 
CA. The 2nd hearing is the Coastal Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015 in West Los 
Angeles. In the interim the applicant attorney(s) requested that the hearing remain open to allow 
submission of additional materials. How are the directors of the December I 0, 2014 planning meeting 
going to communicate and coordinate information with the directors of the January 29, 2015 planning 
hearing? 

1. There are inadequately addressed issues with respect to parity and preferential access to information 
that the applicant has over the community. When members of the community have attempted to gain 
access to planning files they have had to exercise vigilance to obtain the information that, we were 
told by the Planning Department, the applicant receives automatically. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 42-6 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-6. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-6 . 

Comment No. 42-7 

2. The applicant has had three months to review the information submitted into the files and was still 

unprepared or unwilling to comment on at the December 10, 2014 meeting. It is, with this in mind, that it 

is believed the applicant will introduce new materials at the upcoming January 29, 2015 Coastal 

Development Permit hearing without the benefit of the community having the opportunity to review these 

materials prior to the hearing. The community should be given fair and adequate time (i.e. minimum of 

30 days up to 90 days) to respond to any materials introduced by the applicant at the upcoming Coastal 

Development Permit hearing on January 29, 2015, prior to the hearing being closed. 

Response to Comment No. 42-7 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-7. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-7. 

Comment No. 42-8 

Finally, the plan assumes city property will be given to the applicant in the form of a street that 

transects the property. They are also requesting 10ft. of Culver Blvd. and 5 ft. of Pacific Ave. 

Granting this will permanently remove at least 20 free public parking spaces currently used by the 

community and visitors to the beach. In an already parking challenged community, this diminishes current 

coastal access and would be inconsistent with the Coastal Act. 

Response to Comment No. 42-8 

This comment is the same as Comment No. 29-8. Therefore, please see Response to Comment No. 29-8. 

Comment No. 42-9 

Please deny this project, as it is proposed. Than'k you for your time and consideration. 

Re ponse to Comment No. 42-9 

This comment includes opinions about the Project, but the comment does not state a specific concern or 

question regarding the sufficiency of the IS/MND in identifying and analyzing the environmental impacts 

of the Project and ways to reduce or avoid these impacts. However, the comment is acknowledged for the 

record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their review and consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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From: <chankael@aim.com> 
Date: Tue, Jan 6, 2015 at 6:34AM 

Comment Letter No. 43 SCHWERTFEGER 6 

Subject: Re: 138 Culver Boulevard--TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and 
DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR 
To: kevin. jones@lacitv.org, griselda.gonza lez@lacity.org, lynda.smith@lacity.org, 
tricia.keane@lacity.org, fi·ed .sutton@lacity.org, mike.bonin@lacity.org, noelweiss@ca.rr.com, 
mnb@cbcearthl aw.com, dparsons@privatehea lth.com, JoJo.Pew awang@lacitv .org 

Team: 
At the conclusion of the hearing for site plan review (including environmental), 
director1s determination, Mello Act review and tract map determination, at the 
applicantls request the hearing was held open and not concluded to allow submission 
of additional materials including promised technical consulting reports. This request for 
additional time was made notwithstanding the fact that the community1s position was 
expressed, in writing, by September 15, 2014 in the responses to the Initial 
Statement/MND. 
This raises two issues: 
1. As I understand it, the Planning Department has been forwarding materials 
submitted by the community in opposition to the project to the applicant via e-
mail. On the other hand, we have made multiple trips to the various City departments 43-1 
to determine if new materials were in the file and then to copy them. At this point, 
could we please have the same cooperation you have shown the applicant and receive 
materials via email as they are submitted by the applicant? If not, could we at least 
have notice that there has been a new submission by the applicant so we can come 
Downtown and copy it? I would appreciate an answer by each hearing officer (Kevin 
Jones (Director1s Office), Griselda Gonzalez (Advisory Agency), and JoJo Pewsawang 
(Zoning Administrator). I expect Planning will be receiving not only the applicantls 
response filing but also additional corrected application materials, as various 
documents, including the Coastal Development Permit application, are outdated and 
describe a different project than the MND. 
2. To the extent that the applicantls response raises critiques, arguments or 
proposed mitigations the community has not had opportunity to address (i.e. not 
previously advanced or explained in the Initial Statement/MND or Master Land Use 
Application), the community should be given an opportunity to respond. Otherwise, 
our first opportunity to present response will be at the City Planning Commission phase 
of the process. I note that the applicant had nearly three months from September 15 
to the hearing to prepare a response to the community position and still requested 43-2 
more time. I request, in fairness, that the community be given some amount of time, 
letls say thirty days, to respond to what in all likelihood will amount to a recirculation of 
the Initial Statement/MND, whether labeled as such or not. Depending on the content, 
I reserve the right to argue that applicantls supplement response materials are in fact a 
recirculation of a revised Initial Statement/MND, requiring both an additional written 
comment period and hearing. 
Finally, I realize the hearings have been held open and all decisions will be made at the 
same time to trigger one appeal clock. However, I continue to maintain that the 
community has been prejudiced by the City 1s failure to follow LAMC Section 12.36 43-3 
which requires all applications for a given project to be filed and heard at the same time 
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Comment Letter No. 43 SCHWERTFEGER 6 (Cont.) 

for the reasons outlined in my December 9, 2014 email. 
part of the record for all decisions. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 
Playa del Rey, CA 90203 

Both emails should be made ,1\43-3 :J (cont.) 
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City of Los Angeles 

LETTER NO. 43 -SCHWERTFEGER 6 

Kathryn M. Schwertfger 
229 Montreal Street 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 43-1 

March2015 

At the conclusion of the hearing for site plan review (including environmental), director1s determination, 
Mello Act review and tract map determination, at the applicant1s request the hearing was held open and 
not concluded to allow submission of additional materials including promised technical consulting 
reports. This request for additional time was made notwithstanding the fact that the community1s 
position was expressed, in writing, by September 15, 2014 in the responses to the Initial Statement/MND. 

This raises two issues: 

1. As I understand it, the Planning Department has been forwarding materials submitted by the 
community in opposition to the project to the applicant via e-mail. On the other hand, we have made 
multiple trips to the various City departments to determine if new materials were in the file and then to 
copy them. At this point, could we please have the same cooperation you have shown the applicant and 
receive materials via email as they are submitted by the applicant? If not, could we at least have notice 
that there has been a new submission by the applicant so we can come Downtown and copy it? I would 
appreciate an answer by each hearing officer (Kevin Jones (Director1s Office), Griselda Gonzalez 
(Advisory Agency), and JoJo Pewsawang (Zoning Administrator). I expect Planning will be receiving 
not only the applicant1s response filing but also additional corrected application materials, as various 
documents, including the Coastal Development Permit application, are outdated and describe a different 
project than the MND. 

Re ponse to Comment No. 43-l 

The Planning Department provided some materials to the Applicant as a courtesy. However, the 
Applicant is still required, like other members of the public, to inspect the record for all materials 
received. 

Comment No. 43-2 

2. To the extent that the applicant1s response raises critiques, arguments or proposed mitigations the 
community has not had opportunity to address (i.e. not previously advanced or explained in the Initial 
Statement/MND or Master Land Use Application), the community should be given an opportunity to 
respond. Otherwise, our first opportunity to present response will be at the City Planning Commission 
phase of the process. I note that the applicant had nearly three months from September 15 to the hearing 
to prepare a response to the community position and stiJI requested mun: time. I request, in fairness, that 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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the community be given some amount of time, let1s say thirty days, to respond to what in all likelihood 

will amount to a recirculation of the Initial Statement/MND, whether labeled as such or not. Depending 

on the content, I reserve the right to argue that applicant1s supplement response materials are in fact a 

recirculation of a revised Initial Statement/MND, requiring both an additional written comment period 

and hearing. 

Response to Comment No. 43-2 

The provision of additional material by the Applicant will occur at the Applicant's option, but will be 

available for review by any member of the public. Upon consideration of the public comments received, 

as well as any information provided by the Applicant, the City will determine whether any additional 

action regarding the MND is necessary. 

Comment No. 43-3 

Finally, I realize the hearings have been held open and all decisions will be made at the same time to 

trigger one appeal clock. However, I continue to maintain that the community has been prejudiced by the 

City1s failure to follow LAMC Section 12.36 which requires all applications for a given project to be filed 

and heard at the same time for the reasons outlined in my December 9, 2014 email. Both em ails should 

be made part of the record for all decisions. 

Response to Comment No. 43-3 

All materials provided by the public are included in the record of proceedings. The City disagrees that 

providing two public hearings instead of one prejudices the public; rather, two hearings provided 

additional opportunity for public comment. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 44 TEITELL 

From: JON TEITELL [mailto:teitell@ca.rr.coml 
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2015 7:40 
To: 'lourdes.green@lacity.org' 
Subject: FW: PDR Flood Photos- 11/30/2014- Legado Compaines Case No. ZA 
2014-2220(CDP)/CEQA No. ENV 2012-3536 (MND) 

Dear Ms. Green: 

As discussed at the Zoning Administration Hearing held on January 29, 2015, 
I am sending you the photos of the Playa del Rey flood of 11/30/2014. One 
thing I forgot to tell you at the hearing is that after the storm drain 
manholes "popped up" and we flooded in Playa del Rey, it took over 4 hours 
before LA County Dept of Public Works came down to Playa del Rey to help all 
of us who were stuck in our homes, watching the downstairs flooding, with 
nowhere to go but stay on higher ground on the second floors. The water was 
smelly and putrid, as one can imagine if the storm drains are backing up. 
I promised you the photos, so here they are. Please check into this issue 
with respect to the proposed development. I am afraid that if this project 

44-1 

goes through, then our homes down-stream from theirs will be wiped out. 
Please require an EIR before any approval of this project. There are many 
issues of this PDR neighborhood that have not been addressed by Leg ado, as 
you know. 

=:J 44-2 

Thank you. Lindsey Duro 

-----Original Message-----
From: JON TEITELL [mallto:teitell@ca.rr. coml 
Sent: Saturday, January 31, 2015 7:06 PM 
To: 'johnmcglasson@aol.com' 
Subject: PDR Flood Photos & Video 
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Kevin D. Jones 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot ofproperty information at http://zimas.lacity.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City ofLos Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. Ifyou have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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LETTER NO. 44- TEITELL 

John Teitell 

Comment No. 44-1 

As discussed at the Zoning Administration Hearing held on January 29, 2015, I am sending you the 

photos of the Playa del Rey flood of 11130/2014. One thing I forgot to tell you at the hearing is that after 

lhe storm drain manholes "popped up" and we flooded in Playa uel Rey, illook over 4 hours before LA 

County Dept of Public Works came down to Playa del Rey to help all of us who were stuck in our homes, 

watching the downstairs flooding, with nowhere to go but stay on higher ground on the second 

floors. The water was smelly and putrid, as one can imagine if the storm drains are backing up. I 

promised you the photos, so here they are. Please check into this issue with respect to the proposed 

development. I am afraid that if this project goes through, then our homes down-stream from theirs will 

be wiped out. 

Response to Comment No. 44-1 

The comment references photographs depicting images of flooding in the Project area. It is acknowledged 

that these materials have been submitted for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making 

bodies for their review and consideration. Storm water and flooding were addressed on pages 40-44 of the 

MND and pages IV -66 through IV -7 4 of the supplemental Initial Study, which concluded that the impacts 

of the Project would be less than significant. Additional information is provided in Master Response 7: 

Stormwater and Flooding, and that information confirms the conclusions of the MND. 

Comment No. 44-2 

Please require an EIR before any approval of this project. There are many issues of this 

PDR neighborhood that have not been addressed by Legado, as you know. 

Response to Comment No. 44-2 

The comment asserts that the Applicant has not addressed certain concerns or issues regarding Playa Del 

Rey, but does not provide specific concerns beyond those raised in Comment 44-1. Because all significant 

impacts ofthe Project can be reduced to less than significant with implementation of mitigation measures, 

preparation of an EIR is not required for the Project. Nevertheless, the opinion that an EIR should be 

required is acknowledged for the record and will be forwarded to the decision-making bodies for their 

review and consideration. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment Letter No. 45 SCHWERTFEGER 7 

From: chankael <chankael@aim.com> 
To: kevin.jones <kevin.jones@lacity.org>; griselda.gonzalez <griselda.gonzalez@lacity.org>; lynda.smith 
<lynda.smith@lacity.org>; tricia.keane <tricia.keane@lacity.org>; fred.sutton <fred.sutton@lacity.org>; 
mike.bonin <mike.bonin@lacity.org>; noelweiss <noelweiss@ca.rr.com>; mnb <mnb@cbcearthlaw.com>; 
dparsons <dparsons@privatehealth.com> 
Sent: Tue, Dec 9, 2014 3:00pm 
Subject: 138 Culver Boulevard--TI-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-
3537 -DB-SPR 

I am objecting to the separate filing of the application and hearing of the Coastal Development 
Permit in this matter. 
LAMC Section 12.36 requires all applications for a given project to be filed and heard at the 
same time. The applications are all supposed to be updated and ready for hearing 
concurrently. This process is not being followed. Here we have only a current Master Land Use 
Application and lack current Coastal Development Permit, Site Plan Review, Mello Act Review, 
Haul Route and Directors Density Bonus Request filings which describe the current project. 
The community is prejudiced in that the only place where the applicant is required to disclose 
development costs is in the Coastal Development Permit Application and the community can 
use these cost figures to prove the applicant does not need density bonus incentives to make 
the affordable housing component of the project feasible. We are left working with the old 
cost data, from the applicant1s 2012 Coastal Development Permit filing, and then will likely see 
our models criticized on this basis. 

45-1 

45-2 

The community is further prejudiced because the haul route data is integral to the 
environmental review including noise, traffic and air pollution calculations. ~45-3 
Finally, in this instance, the community is prejudiced because the comments for site plan 
review, environmental review, director1s determination and reversion to acreage overlap with 
the Coastal Development issues. Testimony given in the first hearing is integral to the decisions 
which will be made at the second hearing, and vise versa. The community, however, is not able 
to cross utilize the efforts of citizens to appear during a working day and must either build the 
same record twice or simply have arguments which could have applied in a number of context 
available for some decisions but not others and heard by some decision makers but not 
others. At a minimum, without waiving any rights, the audiovisual of the first hearing should 
serve as part of the record on the Coastal Development Permit decision. The audiovisual of the 
Coastal Development hearing should serve as part of the record for the first hearing. 
To list a few examples of the overlap: 
1. The public uses for property the City is being asked to vacate are influenced by Coastal 
Act policies which address Coastal access<parking and traffic. Furthermore, the vacations 
require a Coastal Development Permit, in and of themselves, yet they are being considered 
without reference to the Coastal Development hearing, unless the Advisory Agency attends 
both hearings. 
2. The director1s determination is supposed to consider countervailing health, safety and 
environmental issues and also countervailing state law. Issues related to each of these issues 
are part of the Coastal Development permit hearing as are related objective standards. In 
other words, by not considering the information in the Coastal Development hearing to reach 
the required findings on the affordable housing incentives, the director fails to use his 
discretion and consider relevant arguments and hence abuses discretion. 

45-4 

45-5 

45-6 
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Comment Letter No. 45 SCHWERTFEGER 7 (Cont.) 

Finally, the ordinance is also designed to create one initial decision maker. Here we I 
45

_
7 appear to have three. · __j 

I note that the Coastal Development Permit ordinance does allow later hearing and 
separate application but it was adopted prior to the Multiple Approval Ordinance. The 
rules of statutory construction are that when two ordinances are in conflict, the more 45_8 
recent ordinance supersedes. 

I reserve all rights. 
Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Kevin D. Jones 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Rm 621 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 
(213) 978-1361 
Fax (213) 978-1226 
You can find a lot ofproperty information at http://zimas.lacity.org/-- check it out! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information 
from the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, which may be confidential or 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine. If you are not the 
intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of 
this information is prohibited. Ifyou have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without reading or 
saving in any manner. 
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LETTER NO. 45- SCHWERTFEGER 7 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

229 Montreal Street 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Comment No. 45-1 

March2015 

I am objecting to the separate filing of the application and hearing of the Coastal Development Permit in 
this matter. 

LAMC Section 12.36 requires all applications for a given project to be filed and heard at the same 
time. The applications are all supposed to be updated and ready for hearing concurrently. This process is 
not being followed. Here we have only a current Master Land Use Application and lack current Coastal 
Development Permit, Site Plan Review, Mello Act Review, Haul Route and Directors Density Bonus 
Request filings which describe the current project. 

Response to Comment No. 45-1 

The comment wrongly asserts that application materials for all requested approvals are not on file with 
the City, and that all hearings must be held simultaneously. Section 12.36 of the Municipal Code (also 
known as the "Multiple Approvals Ordinance") was provided to streamline project review and limit the 
number of public hearings, appeals, and decision time for a single project. As described in Response to 
Comment No. 28-6, the additional hearings and multiple appeal opportunities provide opponents more 
opportunity to be heard regarding the Project. Further, the MND was prepared to address all aspects of the 
Project, including the Coastal Development Permit, Density Bonus Request, and Parcel Map. 

Comment No. 45-2 

ThF- r.nmmnnity is pn,.judiced in that the only place where the applicant is required to disclose 
development costs is in the Coastal Development Permit Application and the community can use these 
cost figures to prove the applicant does not need density bonus incentives to make the affordable housing 
component of the project feasible. We are left working with the old cost data, from the applicant1s 2012 
Coastal Development Permit filing, and then will likely see our models criticized on this basis. 

Response to Comment No. 45-2 

As described above, the appropriate applications are on file and associated with the appropriate case 
numbers. Further, any development costs disclosed on applications are general in nature, and do not 
provide sufficient information for an economic analysis. As a result, the public is affected by no 
prejudice. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Comment No. 45-3 

The community is further prejudiced because the haul route data is integral to the environmental review 

including noise, traffic and air pollution calculations. 

Response to Comment No. 45-3 

See Response to Comment No. 21-1 regarding the haul route and associated impacts related to noise, 

traffic, and air pollution. As described there, the MND considered construction-related impacts, and 

standard haul route conditions limit hauling to periods outside peak traffic hours and therefore do not 

result in significant traffic impacts. 

Comment No. 45-4 

Finally, in this instance, the community is prejudiced because the comments for site plan review, 

environmental review, director1s determination and reversion to acreage overlap with the Coastal 

Development issues. Testimony given in the first hearing is integral to the decisions which will be made 

at the second hearing, and vise versa. The community, however, is not able to cross utilize the efforts of 

citizens to appear during a working day and must either build the same record twice or simply have 

arguments which could have applied in a number of context available for some decisions but not others 

and heard by some decision makers but not others. At a minimum, without waiving any rights, the 

audiovisual of the first hearing should serve as part of the record on the Coastal Development Permit 

decision. The audiovisual of the Coastal Development hearing should serve as part of the record for the 

first hearing. 

Response to Comment No. 45-4 

The City disagrees that any prejudice occurs, as the additional hearings provide greater opportunity for 

public comment and consideration. Further, in addition to consultation among City staff responsible for 

preparing the determinations regarding the Project, the MND and all comments on the MND apply to all 

approvals and are considered by all decisionmakers for the Project. 

Comment No. 45-5 

To list a few examples of the overlap: 

1. The public uses for property the City is being asked to vacate are influenced by Coastal Act 

policies which address Coastal access<parking and traffic. Furthermore, the vacations require a Coastal 

Development Permit, in and of themselves, yet they are being considered without reference to the Coastal 

Development hearing, unless the Advisory Agency attends both hearings. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Respon e to Comment No. 45-5 

As described in Response to Comment No. 28-8, City staff responsible for preparation of the 
determination letters for the approvals will consult, as appropriate, during their deliberations regarding the 
Project. This does not represent any prejudice to the public. 

Comment No. 45-6 

2. The director1s determination is supposed to consider countervailing health, safety and 
environmental issues and also countervailing state law. Issues related to each of these issues are part of 
the Coastal Development permit hearing as are related objective standards. In other words, by not 
considering the information in the Coastal Development hearing to reach the required findings on the 
affordable housing incentives, the director fails to use his discretion and consider relevant arguments and 
hence abuses discretion. 

Response to Comment No. 45-6 

As described in Response to Comment No. 28-8, City staff responsible for preparation of the 
determination letters for the approvals will consult, as appropriate, during their deliberations regarding the 
Project. Further, the MND and all comments on the MND apply to all approvals and will be considered 
by all decisionmakers. This does not represent any prejudice to the public. 

Comment No. 45-7 

Finally, the ordinance is also designed to create one initial decision maker. Here we appear to have three. 

Response to Comment No. 45-7 

The comment incorrectly asserts that only one decisionmaker would consider the Project. As required by 
the Subdivision Map Act, the Deputy Advisory Agency must consider Parcel Map applications. Further, 
as a matter of City practice, although the Multiple Approval Ordinance specifies a "lead" decisionmaker, 
multiple staff from different departments attend the hearing and consider different aspects of the Project. 
Thus, even if only one joint hearing occurred, more than one decisionmaker would consider the Project. 

Comment No. 45-8 

I note that the Coastal Development Permit ordinance does allow later hearing and separate application 
but it was adopted prior to the Multiple Approval Ordinance. The rules of statutory construction are that 
when two ordinances are in conflict, the more recent ordinance supersedes. 

I reserve all rights. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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Response to Comment No. 45-8 

As described in Response to Comment 45-1, the City disagrees that this represents a prejudice, as the 

additional hearings provide greater opportunity for public comment and consideration. Further, as 

described in Response to Comment 45-7, multiple City decisionmakers would consider the Project even if 

a single, joint hearing occurred. 

Legado Del Mar Responses to Comments 
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1.0 lNTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

CITADEL REPORT NO. 0702.1002.0 

DEWATERING TESTING REPORT 
200 CULVER BOULEVARD 

PLAYA DEL REY, CALIFORNIA 
MARCH 10, 2015 

Citadel Environmental Services, Inc. (Citadel) is pleased to provide this dewatering report 
consisting of monitoring groundwater fluctuations and limited geochemistry from two 
groundwater monitoring wells located at 200 Culver Boulevard in Playa Del Rey, California (Site). 
This monitoring was conducted along with the dewatering pump test performed by Hydroquip 
Pump & Dewatering Corporation (HPD) at an adjacent property located at 138 Culver 
Boulevard. A Site Vicinity Map, Site Location Map, and Site Plan are included in Appendix A. 

Northeast of the Site is the former Del Rey Cleaners, located at 310 Culver Boulevard, 
approximately 540 feet of a proposed development Site at 138 Culver Boulevard. On behalf of 
the former Del Rey Cleaners, Targhee, Inc. Environmental Consulting (Targhee) installed three 
groundwater monitoring wells at the dry cleaning facility and collected groundwater samples in 
2002. Tetrachloroethene (PCE) was reported in the samples collected from each well ranging 
from 16 to 43,500 microgram per liter (ug/L). From the groundwater data, Targhee determined 
groundwater flow to the southeast at a nearly flat gradient of 0.005 feet per foot (Targhee, 
2002). According to documents reviewed by Citadel, no groundwater data or samples have 
been collected at this location since 2002. A copy of this report is included as Appendix B. 

Citadel understands that groundwater samples were collected from 200 Culver Boulevard in 
2009 using a truck mounted Geoprobe unit and hydropunch collection system. The Site appears 
to lie approximately 220 feet southwest of the former Del Rey drycleaners and is between the 
proposed project at 138 Culver Boulevard and the former Del Rey drycleaners. No PCE or other 
contaminants associated with dry cleaning operations were reported in groundwater from that 
investigation. 

Citadel understands that on October 2, 2014, a community complaint was submitted to the 
California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal EPA) through the ENVIROSTAR on-line 
database regarding environmental concerns relating to the proposed development. The 
complainant included an assessment report, prepared by Hydrofocus, responding to a 
proposed project mitigative negative declaration (MND). The Hydrofocus report alleged 
adverse impacts to the community if significant construction dewatering was to occur without 
additional analysis. 

In January 2015, Citadel installed two nested monitoring wells at 200 Culver Boulevard to 
evaluate current groundwater conditions including groundwater elevations, soil lithology, 
geochemistry, and the presence of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The monitoring wells 
were installed to approximately 20 and 45 feet bgs and identified as Legado monitoring wells 1 -
20 (LMW 1-20) and LMW 1-45; and LMW 2-20 AND LMW 2-45. Soil samples were obtained at 
five foot intervals to a depth of 50 feet below ground surface (bgs), followed by collection of 
groundwater samples. No VOCs were reported by the laboratory above the method detection 
limit (MDL) for soil. 

VOC's in groundwater included 2.33 ug/L of cis-1,2-Dichloroethene (1,2 DCE), 
Bromodichloromethane, Bromoform (Tribromomethane), and Dibromochloromethane 1 ,2-DCE is 
a known breakdown product of trichloroethene(TCE), a solvent used in drycleaning. The source 
of 1 ,2-DCE is unknown, but may be associated with the former drycleaner. The reported 
concentrations for these VOC constituents were below the established maximum contaminant 
levels (MCLs) for each compound. The source of the remaining compounds is unknown and are 
not commonly associated with dry cleaning operations. 

0702-100 2-0_Legado_Monitorin~Review _Report WRLI I_M 03_ WRLzz.docx • 
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2.0 

2.1 GEOLOGY 

GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY 

CITADEL REPORT NO. 0702.1002.0 

DEWATERING TESTING REPORT 
200 CULVER BOULEVARD 

PLAYA DEL REY, CALIFORNIA 
MARCH 10, 2015 

The Site is located approximately 500 feet south of the Ballona Wetlands. The alluvial sediments 
of Ballona Wetlands are underlain by the early Pleistocene age San Pedro Formation to a depth 
of approximately 200 feet. Below depths of 200 feet lies a 5,800-foot sequence of Tertiary age 
sedimentary rocks which overlie metamorphic basement rocks of Mesozoic age Catalina Schist. 
Portions of the area are underlain by oil deposits created by organic matter deposited long ago 
and subsequently covered by layers of rock and other sediments. 

The Site is shown on the Geologic Map of the Venice and Inglewood Quadrangles as being mid 
Pleistocene aged, older alluvium described as gray to light brown pebble-gravel, sand, and silt
clay (Dibblee and Minch, 2007). Subsurface soils encountered during drilling activities for the 
monitoring well installation are generally described as unconsolidated alluvium consisting of an 
upper silty SAND layer underlain by alternating layers of clayey SAND, sandy CLAY, and SILT, 
which is then underlain by a slightly silty, poorly graded coarse SAND. 

Upon review of monitoring data and boring logs taken during installation of monitoring wells at 
the 200 Culver Boulevard Site, and compared with boring logs provided in the Targhee report , 
and the Geocon West Inc., (Geocon) Geotechnical Investigation for 138, 140, 142, and 17 4 
Culver Boulevard (Geocon, 2009), a general subsurface profile was compiled. Three 
hydrogeological cross-sections were generated a cross the local vicinity consisting of: 

• Line A - Between the 138 Culver Boulevard development site (Geocon B-1) and Del Rey 
Cleaner location (Targhee MW-3), which includes the 200 Culver Boulevard parking lot 
(Citadel LMW-1) 

• Line B - Between the Del Rey Cleaner location (Targhee MW-1 and MW-3) and the 
eastern portion of the 200 Culver Boulevard parking lot (Citadel LMW-2). 

• Line C - Between the eastern and western portions of the 200 Culver Boulevard parking 
lot (Citadel LMW-1 and LMW-2). 

The subsurface soils in the project vicinity can be grouped into three significant units: 

• The upper zone of alluvial material generally consists of silty SAND (SM) with varying 
thk:knP.ssP.s between locations. The groundwater elevation exists within this material and 
has a general flow gradient to the northwest and west. 

• Beneath the silty SAND unit there is a noticeable increase of clay within all borings 
reviewed. This unit has alternating layers of silty, clayey SAND and varying amounts of silty 
sandy CLAY and SILT (SC, CL. ML). Thickness of the unit varies between 10-20 feet 
throughout the area. This unit represents a potential barrier or confining layer between 
the upper and lower zone of water bearing material. 

• At approximate depths between 30-40 feet bgs, the amount of CLAY significantly lessens 
revealing a slightly silty to well graded SAND unit (SM-SP) extending to the final depth of 
all borings reviewed. Citadels monitoring wells LMW-1-45 and LMW-2-45 were both 
installed within this unit. 

The hydrological cross sections are presented in Figure 4, Appendix A. 

0702·1 00 2·0_Legado_M onitoring_Review _Report WRLII_MD3_ WRLzz.docx 
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2.2 HYDROLOGY 
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MARCH 10, 2015 

The Site is identified on the California Department of Water Resources (DWR), Groundwater Bulletin 
118 Map as being within the Coastal Plain of Los Angeles Groundwater Basin, Santa Monica 
Subbasin (DWR, 2004). The Santa Monica Subbasin underlies the northwestern part of the Coastal 
Plain of Los Angeles Groundwater Basin. It is bounded by impermeable rocks of the Santa Monica 
Mountains on the north and by the Ballona escarpment on the south. The subbasin extends from 
the Pacific Ocean on the west to the Inglewood fault on the east. Ballona Creek drains surface 
waters to the Pacific Ocean. The Pacific Ocean is the most dominant hydrologic feature in the 
near vicinity. 

Holocene age alluvium forms much of the surficial deposits for the central part of the subbasin and 
fills the Ballona gap, an erosional channel cutting into and across the Inglewood fault. These 
deposits include the clay-rich Bellflower aquiclude and underlying gravels of the productive 
Ballona aquifer. The Silverado aquifer within the San Pedro Formation is another main productive 
unit in the subbasin, with well yields to 4,700 gallons per minute. Additional fresh-water bearing 
units lie below the San Pedro Formation, but are not widely produced. Specific yield of the 
sediments in this subbasin ranges from one to 26 percent. Groundwater in the Santa Monica Basin 
moves mainly southward toward the Ballona gap, and then flows toward the ocean (DWR, 2004) . 

The groundwater elevations at the Site range from 3.58 feet above mean sea level (AMSL) in 
LMW-1 to 3.94 feet AMSL in LMW-2. Based on the constructed cross sections, local groundwater 
flow direction appears to be to the northwest at an approximate gradient of 0.0025 ft/ft across 
the Site. 

3.0 GROUNDWATER ELEVATIONS 

Monitoring the shallow groundwater elevations was conducted for LMW-1-20 and LMW-2-20 
using Solinst Levelogger (Gold Series) submersible pressure transducers between January 9 and 
January 27, 2015 at 200 Culver Boulevard in Playa del Rey, California. HPD conducted their 
pump test on January 22, 2015. 

The pressure transducers were installed at a fixed depth in each well. As pressure changes occur 
in the well, response to these changes in the water column, or height, are measured by the 
transducer and recorded internally. The transducers were programmed to collect relative water 
elevation and temperature at 10 minute increments to document any water level fluctuations. 
Data collected from January 9 to 8:00 a.m. to January 22, 2015 when the dewatering pump test 
began established the groundwater elevation baseline. Transducer data collected from 8:00 
a.m. until completion of the pump drawdown test (6:00 p .m. on January 22, 2015) provides 
information during dewatering; and data collected from 6:00 p.m. January 22 through January 
27, 2015 provides post dewatering information. 

3.1 BASELINE DATA 

Groundwater elevations did not fluctuate greater than 0.34 inches during any single day for 
LMW-1-20 and 0.16 inches for LMW-2-20 prior to testing at 138 Culver Boulevard. The maximum 
fluctuation observed during the entire baseline testing in LMW-1-20 was 0.50 inches and 0.40 
inches for LMW-2-20, respectfully. 

0702-1002-0_Legado_Monitoring_Review_Report WRLil_MD3_WRLzz.docx • 
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Table 1: Maximum 24-hour groundwater elevation change 
January 7 to January 22, 2015 (8:00 a.m. 
Monitoring WefiiD Maximum Total Fluctuation 

Dall:x: {lnches)LDate 

LMW-1-20 0.34 inch/ January 20 

LMW-2-20 0.16 inch/ January 11 

Table 2: Maximum groundwater elevation change 
January 7 to January 22, 2015 (8:00a.m. 
Monitoring Well 10 Maximum Total Fluctuation 

Dall:x: (Inches) 

LMW-1-20 0.50 inch 

LMW-2-20 0.40 inch 

3.2 DEWATERING TEST DATA 

CITADEL REPORT NO. 0702.1002.0 

DEWATERING TESTING REPORT 
200 CULVER BOULEVARD 

PLAYA DEL REV, CALIFORNIA 
MARCH 10. 2015 

Minor groundwater fluctuations varied in each well, however these fluctuations did not exceed 
0.5 inches as shown in the following table. 

a e T bl 3 G roun d t El wa er r eva ton c h ange unng ew enng es eno d" · D at " TtP"d 
Total Fluctuation During H:tdrogui!;! Pum!;! Testing lntervais1 

Monitoring Well 10 Test l (2 Hours) Test 2 (1 .5 Hours} Test 3 {0.5 Hours) Test 4 {2.33 Hours) 

LMW-1-20 · 0.38 inches -0.26 inches -0.21 inches -0.06 inches 

LMW-2-20 +0.16 inches -0.47 inches -0.42 inches2 +0.17 inches 

3.3 POST DEWATERING TEST DATA 

Groundwater elevations did not fluctuate greater than 0.26 inches for LMW-1-20 and 0.16 inches 
for LMW-2-20 following the dewatering test at 138 Culver Boulevard. The maximum fluctuation 
observed during the period following the dewatering test in LMW-1-20 was 0.36 inches and 0.38 
inches for LMW-2-20, respectfully. 

Table 4: Maximum ground r wa er e eva ton c h angewt n -"thl 24 h ours o f llowing the dewatering test 
Monitoring Well iD Maximum Total Fluctuation 

Dall:x: {lnches}LDate 

LMW-1-20 0.26 inches/ January 23 

LMW-2-20 0.16 inches/ January 23 

1 
Does not included data recorded when transducers were removed, along with recharge period of approx. 45 minutes 

2 
Start time taken 0.5 hours prior to dewatering test due to transducer remova l. 

0702-1002-0_Legado_Monitoring_Review Report WRLII_MD3 WRLzz.docx •• 
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Table 5: Maximum groundwater elevation change during four days of post-monitoring data 
collection 

Monitoring WeiiiD Maximum Total Fluctuation 
Dall~ (Inches} 

LMW-1-20 0.36 inches 

LMW-2-20 0.38 inches 

Groundwater elevation monitoring data is included in Figure 5 of Appendix A of this report . 

4·.0 PROJECTED DRA WDOWN 

The projected drawdown influence at groundwater monitoring wells located at 200 Culver 
Boulevard needs to be estimated to determine whether YOC-impacted groundwater 
associated with the Del Rey Cleaners could be affected by dewatering activities. Figure 5 
shows the location of the dewatering and monitoring wells at 138 and 200 Culver Boulevard and 
at the former Del Rey Cleaners, and the monitoring data collected during the January 22, 2015 
dewatering test. As shown in the chart on Figvre 5, the groundwater levels in monitoring wells 
LMW-1 and LMW-2 were not affected by the water drawdown at TW-1. However, the 
dewatering test only occurred for approximately three hours at 120 gpm. During the 
construction phase, the project site is anticipated to be dewatered for an extended period of 
time; i.e. several months. 

Given the known occurrence of the YOC-impacted groundwater associated with the Del Rey 
Cleaners, the dewater test completed on January 22, 2015 provides a basis for the duration and 
rate of pumping. From this basis, the projected drawdown at LMW-1 was estimated using the 
Theis equations. The estimated drawdown was calculated several times by changing three 
variables, hydraulic conductivity (K), Storativity (S), and duration of pumping (t). The drawdown 
(h-ho) ranges from approximately two feet to 14 feet. 

5.0 GR OUNDWATER QUALITY MONITORING 

Citadel performed monitoring for groundwater quality during the dewatering test activities, with 
results presented in Section 5. In order to collect groundwater samples from the wells, the 
transducers were removed for approximately 10-15 minutes. The transducers were replaced 
following collection of the water samples back into the wells for continued monitoring; however 
it was observed that the well recharge was relatively slow (approximately 45 minutes) during this 
sampling. Three rounds of water quality monitoring took place within each well throughout the 
day. The transducers were removed from the wells at the following times: 

• LMW-1-20: 08:46-08:58; 11 :55-12:02; and 14:03-14:13. 
• LMW-2-20: 09:50-09:59; 12:23-12:30; and 14:34-14:54. 

Upon removal of the transducers in the shallow wells, water samples were collected from all four 
wells using a dedicated plastic bailer. Water was placed in five gallon buckets and subsequently 
tested by submerging a calibrated Horiba U-50 multi-parameter water meter and subsequently 
recorded for pH, temperature, oxidation-reduction potential, conductivity, turbidity, dissolved 
oxygen, and total dissolved solids (TDS). 

0702-1002-0_Legado_Monitoring_Review_Report WRLII_MD3_WRLzz.docx -
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Groundwater collected from the wells was placed into 55-gallon DOT approved drums for later 
off-site transport and recycling at a permitted disposal facility. 

5.1 GROUNDWATER QUALITY MONITORING RESULTS 

Field observations for the shallow monitoring wells showed minimal water quality fluctuations 
during the monitoring period. During the test period, groundwater quality in LMW-1-20 
transitioned from an oxidizing environment to a reducing environment. For LMW-1-20 the overall 
turbidity increased during the groundwater drawdown. The remaining monitoring wells were 
relatively stable. The minimal variation in water quality does not appear to be associated with 
the dewatering test, and appear to be general variations in field water quality sampling. 

It should be noted that groundwater from the shallow wells appear to be brackish, while 
samples collected from the deep wells appear to be non-brackish. 

Tables 7 through 10 provides the groundwater quality monitoring data for each well. 

T bl 7 G a e roun wa er ua ny on ormg a a or - -d t Q rt M it . D t f LMW 1 20 
Date and Time 

1/22/15 1/22/15 1/22/15 
0900 1203 1418 

Temp c• 18.0• 18.46° 20.59° 

pH 7.66 7.99 8.20 

ORP 280mV -73mV -165 mV 

Conductivity 2.13 mS/cm 2.11 mS/cm 2.05 mS/cm 

Turbidity 75 NTU 249 NTU 210 NTU 

DO mg/L 3.31 mg/L 4.72 mg/L 3.41 mg/L 

DO% 36.2% 51.2% 36.7% 

TDS 1.36 g/L 1.35 g/L 1.31 g/L 

0702-1002-0_Legado_Monitoring_Review_Report WRLII_MD3_WRLzz.docx 
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T bl a e 8: G roun d rt M 't . t f L W wa er Qua ny om onng Da a or M -1-50 
Dote and Time 

1/22/15 1/22/15 1/22/15 
0912 1215 1427 

Temp c• 18.0• 20.01° 20.71° 

pH 7.83 7.78 8.25 

ORP 86mV 82mV 39 mV 

Conductivity 0.710 mS/cm 0.987 mS/cm 1.26 mS/cm 

Turbidity 12.9 NTU 8.6 NTU 8.8 NTU 

DO mg/L 5.10 mg/L 2.55 mg/L 2.21 mg/L 

DO% 56.2% 28.3% 25.1% 

TDS 0.451 g/L 0.632 g/L 0.805 g/L 

Table 9: Groundwater Quality Monitoring Data for LMW-2-20 
Dote and Time 

1/22/15 1/22/15 1/22/15 
0940 1235 1455 

Temp c• 17.13° 20.49° 20.55° 

pH 11.6 12.44 12.32 

ORP -85 mV -127mV -134 mV 

Conductivity 5.22 mS/cm 5.58 mS/cm 5.96 mS/cm 

Turb1dlty 118 NTU 171 NTU 58.4 NTU 

DO mg/L 3.20 mg/L 4.20 mg/L 4.44 mg/L 

DO% 34.4% 47.5% 50.3% 

TDS 3.28 g/L 3.54 g/L 3.75 g/L 
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T bl 1 G a e 0: d roun wa er ua ny Mom onng a a or - -Q l't "t . D t f LMW 2 45 
Date and Time 

1/22/15 1/22/15 1/22/15 
0951 1247 1508 

Temp c• 18.20° 2o.os• 20.39° 

pH 8.59 8.55 8.47 

ORP 94mV 79 mV 59 mV 

Conductivity 0.80mS/cm 0.862 mS/cm 0.862 mS/cm 

Turbidity 33.1 NTU 6.9 NTU 15.6 NTU 

DO mg/L 3.58 mg/L 3.15 mg/L 1.60 mg/L 

DO '7o 39.5% 35.5% 18.3% 

TDS 0.515 g/L 0.552 g/L 0.552 g/L 

6.0 HYDROOUIP PUMP AND DEWATERING TESTING REPORT REVIEW 

Citadel reviewed the Temporary Dewatering Testing Report prepared by HPD. Their report is 
included in its entirety as Appendix C of this report. The high points of that report are included 
here. 

• HPD slaled that a perched groundwater condition exists beneath the proposed project 
site, where the saturated sandy soils are resting on top of the firm and drier clay unit 
encountered at approximately nine feet bgs. 

• HPD noted groundwater would not be surrendered from these underlying hard materials 
and extreme care should be taken not to extend dewatering to levels deeper than 
approximately 55 feet bgs to avoid encountering and pumping deeper groundwater. 

• The dewatering test included four separate test intervals throughout the day. While the 
pumping occurred only within well TW-1, the static water level was continuously 
monitored in TW-1, TW-2 and P-3 during the test. 

• The drawdown effects of pumping TW-1 at a rate of 120 gpm produced drawdown to 38 
feet bgs as measured in the same well (TW-1). 

• HPD noted that in well P-1 approximately 2 feet of drawdown was observed. 

• HPD concluded that the total stabilized system discharge volume will be approximately 
4,000 gpm and gave the opinion that a radial influence of approximately 125-150 feet 
around the exterior of the site will stabilize when the site if effectively dewatered. 

• In order to dewater the site for foundation construction, HPD recommended that a system 
of approximately 21-22 temporary dewatering wells be installed on 40 foot centers and 
placed outside of the shoring and lagging or sheet pile line, and centered between 
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soldier piles and/or tie backs in all areas where possible to pull groundwater away from 
and below the excavation for collection and pumping by the wells. 

• The wells should be equipped with pumps capable of uninterrupted, long term pumping 
and should be capable of producing > 180 gpm each at the design head. 

• HPD recommended that the wells should be installed and operated for a minimum of 5-6 
weeks before the shoring and excavation processes begin. 

• Several interior wells were also recommended to be installed to reduce the groundwater 
volume left standing in the interior of the site due to the perching conditions. Interior 
gravel filled trench type dewatering would also be required in most areas to collect minor 
seepages which will emanate and migrate into the excavation from the tops of the 
impermeable or less permeable lenses above the subgrade level. 

REVIEW COMMENTS 

Aquifer Test 

Based on the findings from the HPD dewatering test, Citadel believes that significantly reducing 
the estimated dewatering volume would provide a safety factor from altering the natural local 
hydrology; provide significant cost savings for the treatment and disposal of groundwater; and, 
address community concerns. The most efficient means of addressing these questions is to install 
an engineered barrier around the development and place a smaller number of dewatering 
pumping wells inside the barrier. 

According to Mr. Jerry King of HPD, a similar groundwater barrier application is expected to 
reduce groundwater dewatering by at least 80%. A similar reduction at the Legado Site would 
require dewatering only 1 ,200,000 gpd. To meet this performance standard, Citadel suggests a 
soil-bentonite slurry wall keyed into the 50-foot clay -silt layer. 

DEWATERING BARRIER 

VOC contamination exists in the groundwater beneath the former Del Rey Cleaners. To ensure 
that potentially contaminated groundwater from the former dry cleaning property does not 
migrate towards the proposed project property from dewatering activities, The recommended 
remedy for limiting potential gradient changes or exposure to contaminated groundwater 
would be to install a subsurface vertical barrier, such as an in-situ mixed soil/cement/bentonite 
slurry wall or similar engineered system around the proposed project. Dewatering activities 
would then take place within the barrier instead of outside the barrier as recommended by HPD 
to minimize the effects of potential groundwater migration. Any one of the vertical barrier 
systems described in the literature would be effective in restricting groundwater movement to 
the proposed project boundary. 

In order to minimize influential changes to the local hydraulic gradient, dewatering activities are 
performed within the boundaries of a vertical barrier system instead of the typical installation of 
dewatering wells outside the perimeter of the Site, as recommended in the HPD report. 

To meet the performance standard of impermeability and significantly reducing the potential for 
local hydrological changes, a segregated environment would be created by installing a vertical 
cutoff wall encompassing the boundaries of the Site. The following are potential techniques and 
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systems regularly used to shore construction sites for dewatering, any of which can be employed 
at the proposed project: 

Soii-Cement-Bentonrte (SCBl Slurry Wall 

The segregated environment would be created by installing a slurry wall or non-structural vertical 
cutoff wall constructed using a slurry trench installation method. A SCB Slurry wall is typically 
excavated with a long reach excavator equipped with a slurry trenching bucket. The SCB Slurry 
Wall is an in-situ mixing technology that completely homogenizes all of the soils and bentonite 
from top to bottom in a continuous linear wall to allow foundation construction to take place. 
This system allows the excavation to proceed to almost any depth, even well below the water 
table. The vertical depth of the excavation should not extend past the less permeable clay unit 
to minimize seepage from the bottom. The area within the segregated boundary would then be 
dewatered. 

This method uses in-situ mixing by homogenizing the in-place soils with the mixing chain while 
adding the prescribed bentonite and water to form the soil-bentonite mixture. This method 
eliminates many of the steps required with conventional techniques such as using bentonite 
slurry, mixing ponds as well as QC testing for these various steps, reducing the amount of spoils 
and work platform needed for this installation which translates into faster installations. 

The SCB slurry wall will meet the 1.0 x 1 Q-7 em/sec. specification for impermeability. A product 
and installation specification is included in Appendix D. 

Secant Pile Wall 

Various drilling techniques are used to construct overlapping concrete cylinders through 
saturated soils, extending well below the water seepage elevation. Sequenced drilling and 
concreting of the individual cylinders that make up the finished barrier allows the concrete to 
cure, ensuring a tight seal between the cylinders for complete water cutoff. 

Diaphragm Concrete Wall 

Diaphragm walls are subsurface reinforced concrete structures formed and cast in slurry 
trenches. Excavation is accomplished by digging panels along temporary guide walls using 
either a long reach excavator or a mechanical clamshell attached to a Kelly bar, and then 
connecting the panels to form continuous walls. Bentonite or polymer based slurries are used 
during construction to prevent soil incursions into the trenches. Structural concrete is placed with 
reinforced cages resulting in a structural wall system which provides temporary earth support 
and a groundwater barrier, but also provides the permanent foundation system. Diaphragm 
walls are typically two to four feet wide and can be constructed in excess of a hundred feet 
deep. 
Cofferdams- Sheet Pile Wall 

A cofferdam is a watertight enclosure consisting of steel sheet piling and structural bracing 
components which will permit subsurface construction. The installation of a sheet piling wall 
system is typically a two- or three-step process: 

• Use a vibro hammer to drive the beams or king piles as far as possible. 
• Use an impact hammer to drive the beams to the designed toe depth (if necessary) . 
• Set the intermediate sheet piling (with attached connector) between the king piles. 
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If needed, a permeable reactive barrier (PRB) con be installed to approximately 40 feet bgs 
across the 200 Culver Boulevard property to treat contaminants migrating in groundwater. This 
treatment method is a commonly used and effective system for mitigating harmful VOC's in 
groundwater. As groundwater flows through the barrier, the VOC's ore reduced to less harmful 
compounds. A PRB is a zone of reactive material that extends below the water table to 
intercept and treat contaminated groundwater. Reactive material is placed in the subsurface 
within a narrow trench where a plume of contaminated groundwater must move through it as it 
flows. 

Typical treatment media used in PRBs includes granular iron, activated carbon, engineered 
bacteria, chemicals, and special cloys. Slurry walls could also be used to funnel the 
groundwater plume toward the PRB. Depending on the reactive material, contaminants ore 
removed through different processes. Contaminants react with the reactive material to form less 
harmful ones. 

An alternative to installing a PRB would be to inject biodegradeable food-grade material into 
the groundwater to treat VOCs migrating through the material. 

A small array of groundwater monitoring wells will be used to monitor the contaminant migration 
within the groundwater and evaluate the success of the PRB. 

7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Minor fluctuations in the oxidizing environment and turbidity of the shallow monitoring wells at 
the Site were observed while monitoring during the dewatering test activities. These minor 
fluctuations appear to be general variations in field parameters. 

With the final selection of a vertical barrier system, specific aquifer properties not included with 
the findings from the dewatering test can be determined. These properties would allow Citadel 
to provide an accurate assessment of the potential drowdown away from the proposed 
development. The data collected during the aquifer test will characterize the aquifer properties 
and allow for the construction of a groundwater model which could/will be used to model the 
proposP.rl rlP.wotP.ring odivitiP.s of thP. sitP. <WP.r thP. rlurotion of thP. c:onstn Jdion. The model will 
allow for the dewatering plans to be tested including various scenarios and potential remedial 
options. 

The aquifer test should be at least 24 hours in duration at a constant pumping rote, and the 
pumping well and all of the monitoring wells (deep and shallow) should be monitored with 
pressure transducers and augmented with manual readings. The transducers should be installed 
at least seven days prior to the test and stay in the wells for at least 48 hours after the test to 
record the recovery data. Both the shallow and deeper monitoring wells will be monitored to 
determine the connectedness of the two aquifer systems. In addition to the aquifer test, the 
monitoring wells should be slug tested prior to the aquifer test to collect a hydraulic conductivity 
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values. Prior to and at the end of the test a water quality sample should be collected and tester 
for the analytes associated with seawater intrusion. The data collected from the aquifer test will 
provide the information, which is currently deficient, to construct a model and properly assess 
the potential of the VOC plume migration as a result of the dewatering activities at the Site. 

HPD determined a pumping rate to dewater the proposed project at 4,000 gpm. Without 
barriers in place, may affect the natural groundwater hydrology in the vicinity. Based upon the 
predicted drawdown associated with the dewatering over the life of the dewatering project, an 
adverse change in the groundwater gradient may occur in the vicinity of the former dry cleaner. 

Based on experience with similar projects Citadel does not believe that the recommended 
pumping rates will be required for continuous discharge and will be used less as phases of 
subsurface barrier protection and construction are completed. This will minimize the overall 
need for discharging (and treating) large volumes of groundwater. 

Once a vertical barrier is in place around the 138 Culver Boulevard property, the project 
drawdown outside of the proposed project will be minimal and not change the natural 
groundwater conditions. Therefore Citadel recommends that the dewatering operations be 
contained within the 138 Culver Boulevard property. 
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Ms. Wendy Liu 
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, 

Los Angeles Region 
320 West 4th Street, Suite 200 
Los Angeles, California 90013 

Re: Gr:ounqwater In··,~stiqati.on and 
Quarterly Moni~oring Report 
tiel Rey tleaners 
310 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 
SLIC No . . 997 

Dear Ms. Liu: 

.. ~ , 12. .,., 01 (n 
t: \L -

...., ,.., 
co 
N 

Ta r ghee, Incorporated is pleased to provide you with the 
atta che d Groundwa ter I nvestigation and Quarterly Monito r ing Report 
for the above- r e f erenced property. 

Please contact the undersigned if you have any questions or 
comments regarding the enclosed report. 

cc : Mr. Barry Moeschel 
D~l Rey Cleaners 
310 Culver Boulevard 

Sincerely, 

Debra Bechtold 
Project Manager 
Registered Environmental Assessor II 

~~~ 
Paul N. McCarter 
Registered Geologist #5243 
Certified Hydrogeologist #HG 543 

Playa Del Rey, California 90293 
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INTRODUCTION 

This repor t details Targhee , Incorporated's activities, 
findings, and conclusions with respect to De l ~ey Cleaners located 
at ::no Culver Boulevard., Playa De1 Rey, California ~02 93 
(Attachment A) . The California Regic.11al Water Quality Control 
Board ( 11 CRWQCB'') requested a groundwater investigation to define 
the extent of groundwater contamination at the subject property. 

The following activities were conducted pursuant to Targhee's 
Groundwat·er Investigation Workplan , da.ted October 31, 2001, for the 
subject site and in accordance with CRWQCB correspondence dated 
November 6, 2001. 

This report has been prepared using the CRWQCB 11 General 
Requirements for Subsurface Investigations (Well Investigation 
Program) '' and "Requirements for Groundwater Investigation (Well 
Investigation Prog:ram) ". 

SITE INFORMATION 

The responsible party and property owner for the site is Mr. 
Barry Moeschel, 310 Culver Boulevard, Lomita, California 90293, 
phone number (310)823-0206. The subject site is an existing dry 
cleaners. The dry cleaning equipment at the facility is a self
contained unit which has been in use since about 1984. Prior to 
1984, other methods of dry cleaning were utilized, 

BACKGROUND 

The subject property has operated as a dry cleaners for 
approximately 30 years. Results of previous soil investigations 
have been documented in reports prepa red by other consultants and 
previously submitted to the CRWQCB . The soil sample results 
identified concentrations of Perc hloroethene ( 11 PCE'') ranging up to 
2,300 micrograms per kilogram (ug/kg, or parts per billion) at five 
feet below ground surface ( "bgs") . Groundwater was reporte d by 
this consultant to be a t approximately ten feet bgs. 

ll ()Pine Av,~nue. Suite l)2) • l.1111g 1-k<ich. C;\ I)()X02-.f-t26 • (5<12J 435-XOXO FAX (562) 590-8795 
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A facility map is 
the equipment location 
and adjacent streets. 
are unknown. 

provided as Attachment B. This map depicts 
and includes a north arrow, property lines, 
Dates of completion of buildings or pavings 

SITE HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN 

A site-specific Health and Safety Plan, c0mmensurate with the 
scope and nature of '.Yurk was prepared and was providt:d as 
Attachment c· to Targhee' s October 2001 Workplan. A meeting was 
held with all field personnel prior to initiation of field work. 
Documentation of the meeting is provided as Attachment C of this 
report. 

REGISTERED PERSONNEL 

Mr. Paul McCarter of Targhee, a California Registered 
Geologist and Certified Hydrogeologist, was on 'Site to direct the 
investigation and personally supervised and/or actually conducted 
the work associated with this project. The report contains a wet 
ink signature by the registered geologist. 

HYDROGEOLOGY 

The hydrogeology of the site and vicinity was determined from 
available published literature, regulatory agency data, and 
observations made during the well installation operations. The 
geologist's report provided in Attachment D describes the hydrology 
of the site and vicinity. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

On January 8, 2002, three groundwater monitoring wells were 
completed at the subject site. The October 2001 workplan describes 
the construction of the three onsite monitoring wells. The 
locations of the groundwater monitoring wells are depicted on 
Attachment B. 

Prior to the initiation of this workplan, permits were 
obtained from the Los Angeles County Department of Health Services 
and the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works. Copies of 
the permits are provided as Attachment E. 
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The drilling, sampling, well installation and development were 
performed under the direct supervision and/or were personally 
supervised by Mr. Paul McCarter of Targhee. A complete description 
of the Soil bo ring and we ll cons.truc t i on procedure s is pr3-vided as 
t e geo logist's report whi c h is containe d in Attachment~· 

Drilling and Sampling ~ 
The drilling was co·;rrpleted using a hollow-stem auC)er drill 

rig. Undisturbed soil samples wer e col l e cted f rom each b•:Jring 
beginning at a depth of 5 feet below ground surface ( "bgs 11 ) and 
continuing to the final completed depth of the boring for logging 
purposes. The boring logs are complete and legible and include a 
description of e a rth materials, conditions, and classifications per 
the Unifi ed Soil Classi f i c at i on Sys tem ( "USCS" ) ; lithographic 
column wit h uses abbreviat ions and symb ols; s a mp le dep th in feet; 
blow counts and percentage of samp l e r e covered; and, vapor readings 
of samples usin g a pho t oionization det ector. A complete 
description of the drilling and sampling proceedures is provided in 
the geologist's report contained in Attachment D. 

Monitoring Well Construction 

Following soil sampling procedure s, each of the soil borings 
was converted to a groundwater moni t oring well. The geologist's 
report provided in Attachment D describes the monitoring well 
construction. 

Well Development 

Prior to initiating well development, each well was gauged tn 
determine the static water level. Following gauging, each of the 
wells was subjected to development procedures consisting of a 
combination of surging and pumping. Good recharge was observed in 
the wells. 

All development equipment was steamed cleaned and rinsed 
between wells. The well development waste water was disposed in 
accordance with regulatory requirements. 

Well Surveying 

On January 29, 2002, each of the wells was surveyed to a 
common datum plane by a licensed surveyor, Psomas of Los Angeles. 
A copy of the survey is provided as Attachment F. 
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Groundwater Sampling 

Groundwater sampling occurred on January 15, 2002. Prior to 
purging and sampling, the monitoring wells were measured to 
determine the water levels. Water-level measurements were 
completed in each of the wells using a Keck Interface Probe. No 
free product was present in any of the wells. The water levels 
were used to determine the volume of water present in the wells as 
well as th~ direction and gradient of the.= gro~mdwater flo,.; at the 
site. 

Following the completion of water level measurements and prior 
to the collection of groundwater samples, approximately 55 gallons 
of water were purged from each of the wells using a submersible 
pump. The temperature, pH, conductivity, and turbidity were 
obtained by Targhee after the removal of each well volume. Each of 
the testing instruments (Hanna Temperature-Conductivity-pH Tester 
and LaMotte Model 2008 Turbidity Meter) were calibrated prior to 
use. The measurements of these parameters are shown on the Well 
Sampling Data Logs contained in Attachment H. Measurements were 
within 10% of each other following the removal of five well volumes 
in each of the wells. 

Groundwater samples were collected from each well using a 
clean PVC disposable bailer. A new bailer was used for each well. 
The sample was transferred from the bailer to laboratory supplied 
containers and stored in an iced cooler at 4°C for transportation 
to a State-certified laboratory. 

Standard Chain-of-Custody procedures were maintained on all 
samples. The Chain-of-Custody Record with a request-for-analysis 
was initiated in the field by Targhee. Each time responsibility 
for custody of the samples changed, the receiving and relinquishing 
custodians signed the record and entered the date and time of 
transfer of the samples. The laboratory signed for the receipt of 
the samples and returned a copy of the Chain-of-Custody Record to 
Targhee. 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Soil and groundwater samples were analyzed by American 
Scientific Laboratories, California DHS ELAP #2200. 

Soil Analytical Data 

All of the soil samples were prepared for analysis and were 
analyzed using EPA Method 82608 for Volatile Organic Compounds 
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("V0Cs 11

) The positive results, in parts per billion ( 11 J..Lg/~g 11 ) 
presented in the following table. The laboratory report for 
soil sampling analyses are included as Attachment G. 

Soil Sa.Inple Results in ppb 

Sample No. PCE DCE Benzene Ethyl- Xylehes Naph ha- Toluene 
benzene l e ne f---- ·---- ;-- -

MWl ·; . ~ : J;D 18 ND 7 ND ND ND 

MW2-6.5' 3,590 ND ND ND ND ND ND 

MW2-10.5' 3,110 ND ND ND ND ND ND 

MW3-6.5' ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

MW3-10 . 5' ND ND 16 5 7 130 4 

MW3-15.5' ND ND ND ND ND NO ND 

NO - None Detected 

are 
the 

Sample MW3~10.5 also contained acetone at 71 ug/kg, sec
butylbenzene at 45 ug/kg, isopropylbenzene at 79 ug/kg, and n
propylbenzene at 128 ug/kg. 

Groundwater Analytical Data 

Each groundwater sample was analyzed for VOCs using EPA Method 
8260B. The groundwater samples were also analyzed for sulfate, 
nitrate, ferrous iron, dissolved oxygen, Redox potential, and 
methane. The analytical results for VOCs are presented in the 
following table. The laboratory report for the groundwater 
sampling event is provided as Attachment I. An isoconcentration 
contour map of PCE is included as Attachment J. 

January 15, 2002 Results 
(J..Lg/L) 

Sample No. PCE 

MWl 2,440 

MW2 160 

MW3 43,500 
TCE - Tr1chloroeth e ne 
MCL - Maximum contaminant Level 
ND - None Detected 

TCE 

134 

ND 

ND 

MCL 

5 

5 

5 
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The groundwater monitoring wells were also sampled and 
analyzed for General Mitierals Content. The results &represented 
below. 

Sa mpl e No . 
Analvte 

Alkalinity, Total 190 100 170 
Bic;arbonate :!.~0 J_OQ 170 
Carbonate ND :r:-m ND 
Hydroxide ND ND ND 
Chloride 108 99.2 83.6 
Conductivity 944 953 838 
Fluoride 10.8 2.54 9.77 
Hardness 179 57.4 149 
Nitrate 9.78 11.4 9.84 
pH 7.60 7.56 7.72 
Sulfate 110 142 103 ~ .... \(;'') 
Surfactants 0.08 0,08 0.30 

L'- t., 
-...1 ~ H . ' I, I ! "" Total Dissolved Solids 572 574 501 ..... , .. ') I ( ) calcium 34.8 7.44 25.9 ( / r,_ . 

Copper ND ND ND 
Iron 1. 05 0.13 1. 55 
Magnesium 22.4 9.42 20.4 
Manganese 0.023 0.017 0.039 
Potassium 6.8 7.81 6.82 
Sodium 117 156 114 
Zinc ND ND ND 

DISPOSAL OF NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE 

During the coarse of this investigation, soil cuttings and 
purged groundwater were removed from the site on a daily basis. 
The drummed waste was handled by Prime Environmental Services of El 
Monte, California. The non-hazardous waste manifests a:r·e included 
as .Attar.:hme.nt K. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Targhee conducted a groundwater investigation at Del Rey 
Cleaners, 310 Culver Boulevard, Playa Del Rey, California to 
determine the impact to groundwater from the use of PCE at the 
facility. The investigation consisted of installation of three 
groundwater monitoring wells and groundwater sampling. The 
monitoring results indicate that the depth to water ranges from 

. \ 
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about 4 to 13 feet bgs from north to south across the property and 
that the groundwater gradient is directed to the southeast. 

As depicted on the Site Plot Plan, the monitoring wells were 
located to the north, south, and west of the facility. Monitoring 
well MW2 is located in close proximity to the equipment and former 

PCE storage area inside the building. Soil samples collected at 
6. 5 and 10. 5 feet bgs at ~(jring MW2 cor-.tained concent::--C!t ions of PC::: 
of 3,590 and 3,110 ug/kg, respectively. 

PCE was not encountered in the soil samples collected from 
monitoring wells MWl and MW3. 

Minor concentrations of aromatic petroleum hydrocarbons were 
identified in several of the soil samples. Aromatic hydrocarbons 
at these low concentrations do not pose an impact to human health 
or the environment. However, the presence of the aromatic 
hydrocarbons is an indication of historic uses that have not been 
clearly defined at this time. 

The groundwater analytical results identified elevated 
concentrations of PCE at moni taring well MWl, : ·_u:pgradient of the 
possible source area. The concentrations of PCE encouht~red in 
wells MW2 and MW3 are significant and represent a major impact to 
groundwater. However, the highest concentration was identified at 
monitoring well MW3 which is cross-gradient to well MW2. Based on 
the gradient and PCE concentrations the source area(s) cannot be 
fully determined at this time. 

The General Minerals analyses indicates that there is very 
little, if any, influence on the groundwater due to the sites 
proximity to the coast. 

The next groundwater monitoring event is scheduled for late 
March 2002. 
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Building 
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8~ Previous soil boring 

: • Drum storage area 
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TARGHEE, INC. 
ENVIRONMEN'IAL CONSUlTING 

GROUNDWATER WELL INSTALLATION REPORT 

Del Rey Cleaners 
310 Culver Boulevard 

Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

INTRODUCTION 

On January 8, 2002. Targhee, Incorporated performed a 
groundwater monitoring well installation program at the Del f<.e}' 
Cleaners property at 310 Culver Boulevard in Playa Del Rey, 
California. The program consisted of the installation of three 
off-site monitoring wells (MW1, MW2, and MW3) at the site. 

The installation of the wells was performed by Gregg Drilling 
and Testing of Signal Hill, California. The procedures were 
performed under the supervision of a California Registered 
Geologist/Certified Hydrogeologist. Well construction details are 
contained on the well logs in Attachment A. 

METHODOLOGY 

Wells MW1, MW2, ahd MW3 were installed on the site as 2-inch 
diameter wells. Well MWl was located in the parking lot north of 
the building, well MW2 was located in the planter south of the 
building, and well MW3 was located in the parking lot west of the 
building. The locations of the wells are shown on Attachment B. 

Each of the wells was completed using a Marl MST limited
access drill rig. The methodology involved with obtaining soil 
samples from the initial borings and the installation of the wells 
is contained in the following sections. 

Soil Sampling Methodology 

Each of the wells was initially drilled as a soil boring using 
a Marl MST limited-access hollow-stem auger drill rig equipped with 
6-inch outside-diameter augers. Soil samples were obtained at 5-
foot depth intervals throughout the initial well borings until 
heaving sands in groundwater prevented the collection of viable 
samples. 

Soil samples were · obtained at interval lengths of 1. 5 feet 
through the hollow-stem augers using a modified California split
spoon sampler. The split-spoon sampler was advanced into the 
ground using a hydraulic hammer. Samples were numbered with 

110 Pino\Vl'llllC, Suite 925 • Long Beach, CA 90H02-4426 • (562l 435-SOXO fAX (562) 590-~795 
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respect to the boring number and the sample depth. 
the sample interval in each case corresponded to the 
of the sample number. For example, sample MW2-10.5 
from a depth of 10.5 feet bgs in the initial boring 

The bottom of 
depth portion 
was collected 
of MW2. 

Following collection of the samples from each of the initial 
borings, the brass sampling rings were removed from the sampler. 
The lowermost of the brass sampling rings was retained for sampling 
purposes. Soil . samples designated for analysis for volatile 
organic compounds ( i•vocs") were obtained using the samplic9 
methodology detailed in SW-846 Method 5035. A 5-gram sample was 
collected and placed in a pre-weighed, labeled 40 ml VOA vial with 
a septum sealed screw cap. The vial, which contained a stirring 
bar and a sodium bisulfate preservative solution, was sealed 
immediately upon the soil being placed into it. The vials were 
immediately stored in an iced cooler at 4°C prior to transport 
within 24 hours to a laboratory certified by the California 
Department of Health Services. 

Standard Chain-of-Custody procedures were maintained on all 
samples. The Chain-of-Custody Record with a request for analysis 
was initiated in the field by Targhee, Incorporated. Each time 
responsibility for custody of the samples changed, the receiving 
and relinquishing custodians signed the record and entered the date 
and time of transfer of the samples. The laboratory signed for the 
receipt of the samples and returned a copy of the Chain-of-Custody 
Record to Targhee. 

A portion of each soil interval was used for soil 
classification purposes and for field estimation of VOCs using a 
MiniRAE Plus Photoionization Detector ( "PID''). The PID, which 
contains a 10.6 eV lamp, was calibrated prior to field use. To 
perform this field test, approximately one cubic inch of soil was 
taken from the remaining brass rings and placed into an air-tight 
plastic; hr=lg for approximately five minute$. The bag was 
subsequently perforated, the tip of the PID was inserted into the 
perforation, and the value of the VOCs in parts per million ( "pptn") 
was read directly from the instrument. It should be noted, 
however, that this field screening technique is a qualitative 
measurement only, and it is not a substitute for laboratory 
analyses. 

All samples were collected by a California Registered 
Geologist/Certified Hydrogeologist who entered the information 
concerning the soil sampling intervals, PID readings, and soil 
lithology onto the well logs. Well logs are contained in 
Attachment A. 
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We ll Ins tallation Methodology 

Following the completion of the drilling and sampling 
procedures, each of the initial borings was converted into a 2-inch 
diameter groundwater monitoring well. Each of the borings was 
overdrilled using 8-inch outside-diameter hollow-stem augers. 

Wells MWl and MW3 were initially drilled to a total depth of 
30.5 feet below ground surface (bqs''), a~d the wells were set at a 
total depth cf 30 feet bgs. Well MW2 was initially advanced to a 
depth of 35.5 feet bgs; however, the lithology in this well 
indicated that a clay layer was present between 30 and about 33 
feet bgs. As a result, the portion of the boring between 30 and 
35.5 feet bgs in well MW2 was backfilled with bentonite through the 
6-inch diameter augers concurrent with their removal from the 
boring. Well MW2 was ultimately set at a depth of 29.5 feet bgs. 

Due to the topographic variation of the surface of the site 
and the levels at which groundwater was encountered in the initial 
borings, wells MWl and MW3 were screened between a depth of 5 and 
30 feet bgs. Groundwater was initially encountered at a depth of 
7 feet bgs in MWl and 19 feet bgs in MW3. Prior to overdrilling of 
well MW3, however, it was noted that the water level had risen 
above a partially confining clay layer to a level of about 8 feet 
bgs, and it was determined that the top of the screened interval 
should be placed at a depth of 5 feet bgs. The water level in well 
MW2 was encountered at a depth of 14 feet bgs, and the top of the 
screened interval in this well was set at 9.5 feet bgs. Well MW2 
is located at an elevation of about 9 feet higher than well MWl. 

Upon completion of the well drilling procedures, 2-inch, 
Schedule 40, slotted PVC casing (0.02" slot size) was placed inside 
the augers within the lower portion of the wells, and the upper 
portion of the wells was completed with 2-inch Schedule 40, blank 
PVC casing. 

Clean, kiln-dried No. 2/12 sand was used as a filter pack and 
was placed in the annular space between the augers and the casing 
as the augers were sequentially removed from the boring. The sand 
was placed to a depth of approximately one to two feet above the 
top of the slotted casing. Hydrated bentonite chips (Enviroplug 
Medium) were placed in the annular space above the filter pack to 
a depth of about 1. 5 feet bgs. A concrete surface seal with a 
flush-mounted well box was placed in the upper portion of the well 
above the bentonite. The materials schedule for each of the wells 
in feet bgs is as follows: 
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I MATERIALS II MWl I MW2 I MW3 I 
Slotted Casing 5 - 30 9.5 - 29.5 5 - 30 

Blank Casing 0 - 5 0 - 9.5 0 - 5 

Filter Pack 4 - 30 7.5 - 29.5 4 - 30 

Bentonite Seal 1.5 - 4 1.5 - 7 5 1.5 - 4 
!--······ _., .. ,r ···-··-- --

Surface Completion 0 - 1.5 0 - 1.5 0 - 1.5 

HYDROGEOLOGY 

The hydrogeology of the site and vicinity was determined from 
available published literature, regulatory agency data, and 
observations made during the well installation operations. 

Regional Hydrogeology 

The regional geology of the vicinity of the site is contained 
in the following publications: 

o California Department of Water Resources, 1961 (Reprinted 
1990) : Planned Utilization of the Ground Water Basins of 
the Coastal Plain of Los Angeles County, Appendix A 
Ground Water Geology, Bulletin No. 104. 

o Poland, J.F., Garrett, A.A., and Sinnott, Allen, 1959: 
Geology, Hydrology, and Chemical Character of 
Groundwaters in the Torrance-Santa Monica Area, 
California, U.S. Geological Survey Water-Supply Paper 
1461, 425 p. 

o U.S. Geological Survey, 1964 (Photorevised 1981): 
Venice, California 7~ Minute Topographic Quadrangle, 
1:24,000. 

According to the above-referenced publications, the site is 
located in the southwestern corner of the Ballona Gap along the 
margin of the El Segundo Sand Hills. Based on information 
contained on the "Venice, California 7}2 Minute Topographic 
Quadrangle 11

, which was published by the U.S. Geological Survey in 
1964 and photorevised in 1981, the site is at an approximate 
elevation ranging from less than 5 feet above mean sea level 

( 11 msl") in the north to more than 15 feet above msl in the south. 
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The land surface at the site slopes to the north at a gradient of 
about 250 feet/mile. 

The site is underlain by Older Dune Sand deposits of Upper 
Pleistocene age which directly overlie gravels, sands, silts, and 
clays of the San Pedro Formation of Lower Pleistocene age. 
Alluvial deposits of Recent age may be present along the northern 
margin of the site. The site is located in an area where the 
Ballona Aquifer, which i:J located in the Recent-aged alluvia~. 
sediments, and the underlj·:..ng Silverado Aquifer, which is located 
in the San Pedro Formation, become merged and are close to the land 
surface. The groundwater in this aquifer has been subjected to 
salt-water intrusion. 

Groundwater data for the general area were obtained from the 
County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works. Well #1243B, 
which is located approximately 1,500 feet northwest of the site, 
encountered groundwater at a depth of 11. 7 feet bgs which is 
equivalent to an elevation of 1.4 feet above msl during the gauging 
event on April 27, 1999. 

Site Hydrogeology 

The soils in the upper 35 feet of the subsurface at the site 
can be subdivided into three general units which appear to be 
dipping toward the east. These units appear to be gradational with 
each other and are described as follows: 

o Silty Sand and Sand 

This unit directly underlies the parking lot and consists 
partly of reworked natural fill materials within the 
uppermost 3 feet. It is thickest in MW2 which is located 
at a higher elevation than the other two wells. It is 
about 8 feet thick in MWl which is the well at the lowest 
elevation. This unit is characterized by a yellowish 
brown fine- to medium-grained silty sand and sand. A 
clay lens was noted in this unit between 4 and 5 feet bgs 
in MWl. 

o Clay and Clay ey Sand 

This unit is approximately 8 to 12 feet in thickness and 
directly underlies the Silty Sand and Sand Unit. It is 
grayish brown to dark gray in color and has been impacted 
by hydrocarbons in MW1 and MW3. The sand content of this 
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unit increases toward the south. This unit is saturated 
in MWl and MW2; however, it appears to act as a partial 
confining layer in MW3. 

o Sand 

This unit underlies the Clay and Clayey Sand unit and 
extends to the bottom of each of the wells. It consists 
of a yellowish brown, fine- to coarse-grained sapd. It 
is gray in color where it has been impacted by 
hydrocarbons in MWl. This unit is saturated in all of 
the wells. A partly confining clayey silt lens was noted 
in MW2 at 30 feet bgs; however, this lens is less than 5 
feet thick and is not continuous. 

PID readings obtained from the soil samples indicated the 
presence of hydrocarbons in the soil. Readings as high as 37 ppm 
were noted in the soils which were visibly impacted by 
hydrocarbons. 

Groundwater was encountered within the Clay and Clayey Sand 
Unit and the underlying Sand Unit. The Clay and Clayey Sand Unit 
is saturated in MWl and MW2. This unit is dryer in MW3 and appears 
to act as a partially confining layer to the underlying groundwater 
as evidenced by the upward directed head of the water table once 
this well was installed. The Clay and Clayey Sand Unit does not 
appear to be an effective barrier to groundwater movement across 
the site, however, and is clearly the host to the groundwater in 
MW1 and MW2. The lowermost portion of the upper Silty Sand and 
Sand Unit in MWl and MW2 is within the groundwater zone. 

Groundwater elevations were measured in monitoring wells MWl, 
MW2, and MW3 on January 14, 2002, and the groundwater parameters of 
the wells are as follows: 

Surface Elevation Water Depth Water Elevation 
Well No. (·feet above msl) (feet bgs) ( feet above msl ) 

MW1 8.40 3.990 4.410 
MW2 16.99 12.955 4.035 
MW3 11.64 7.300 4.340 
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The groundwa t er conditiou~:J beneath the site were c;q.lcul a,ted on 
the bas.ts of the above groundwa;ter parameters and are. :shown on the 
map contained in Attachment ·B. on January 14, 2002, groundwater at 
the site was flowing S 50° E· -at a gradient of 0 . ODS: feet/foot or 
a·bout 26 feet/mile. This: dire¢tion b'f groundwater flow is toward 
the hilhlide and {tt;ay ;r:epre:sent ~egion(3;1. flow conditions or possible 
t i dal influence. 
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TAI~GliEE, INC. 
PROJECT: 

Del Rey Cleaners 
310 Culver Boulevard 

uo l'lne A•'enue, Suit~ 9ZS Playa Del Aey; CA 90293 
Long Deacb, t'A 911!102 

...,_ _______ <s_u_,_ .. _Js_-~~_o_"o _____ .... L oa GER: Paul McCarter 

DATE: January 8, 2002 

DRILLING COMPANY: 

Gregg Drilling & Testing, Inc. 
Signal Hill, California 90806 

DRILL: Marl M5T Limited Access 

Jesse Costa 
WELL LQCA TJON: 

North of building in parkjng lot. 

PAGE 1 

WELL 
NUMBER: 

MW1 

SAMPLING METHOD: 

1.5'' X 18" California Modified 
Split Spoon Sampler 

BORING DEPTH: 30.5 

10 

15 

20 

TOC • 8.40 msl WELL DEPTH: 30' 

SOIL/LITHOLOGY LOG SAMPLB DATA AlR WELL DATA 

SANDY CLAY: yellowish brown (10YR, 5/4), natural, 
up to 30% line-to medium-grained sand, somewhat 
plastic, slightly moist. 

SILTY SAND: brown (10YA, 4/3) changing to very 
gray (2.5Y, N31) @ 6.5 feel, fine- lo medium-grained, 
moderate hydrocarbon odor at color change, 
medlum·den6e, slightly moist. 

.Q!AX: gray (2.5Y, N5/), plas11c, moderate gasoline/ 
hydrocarbon odor, soft, wet (saturated), water@ 7'. 

S!L TV CLAY: dark gray (2.5Y, N4/), somewhat plastic, 
moderate gasoline/fetid odor, soft, wet. 

CLAYEY SILT: very dark gray (2.5Y, N31}, moderate 
hydrocarbon/fetid odor, very soft, wet. 

SAND WITH SILT: dark gray (2.5Y, N4/), fine· to 
medium-grained, up to 10% fines, moderate 
hydrocarbon/fetid odor, medium-dense, wet. 

medium-dense, wet. 

SAMPLE 

NUMBER 

0 

22 100 

12 

7 

~ 
=s = < 
~ ..- Aush-mounled woU e11vur e whh Concrele 1Ur11011 .. al 

e~ ~ 
~.e 

Benton lie 
Envtroplug 
Medium 

2' Sohedule -40 
PVC 1louod 
vaelng (0.02") 

Mon1oroy 112112 
aand llltor 
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WELL: -
. FN\'IRt)NMENTA I CUN.'il i l TJt'<li Del Rey Cleaners 

no f'inc t\•eaue, Suite 915 310 Culver Boulevard MW-1 -... 
Long Uucb, CA 90802 Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 ~- (~421 435-110110 

SOIL/LimOLOGY LOG SAMPLE DATA AIR WELL DATA -+-1' 

·~ ~ (!) >' ~ Eo- ~ ~ e .. ~ ~ z .J 

~ ;J ~ SAMPLE < 0 Cl > = > u < 0 < 
=-· 

..,j 

~ .~ ~ =-
u 

=-u NUMBER "' l";i;'l a ~ a 
= v.i E-< ; ~~ ~~ ;;.) ~ ~ ~ 

25 , ... ,.. Monto,..y 112/12 •§, . .::: - .... aand Otter pacl, 
·· ~ . 

==~= - :::: 2' s~hadule 40 ~ .... PVC 11onod - :::c ca1lng (0.02')-........ ~ ;: .... .. .. - , ... ~ ~ I ... Endoap--:::: == · 
30- heaving sand In boring, no. recovery. ::!: 

~ . 
.;.:.__ ----

35-

----
40-----
45-

----
so-

---
-

55-
---

I -
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TARGHEE, INC. 
FNVIIHlNMrNTAl . l'ONIH'LTINI; 

PR OJECT: 

Del Aey Cleaners 
310 Culver Boulevard 

uo l"ine Menue, Suite 91~ Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
Lora~e B~ocb, C A qll802 

~ ...... ~----(-s6_z_f .. _.:~_5--"o_s_o ----~LOGGER: Paul McCarter 

DA. TE: January 8, 2002 

DlliLLlNG COMPANY: 

Gregg Drilling & Testing, Inc. 
Signal Hill, California 90806 

DRILL: Marl M5T Limited Access 

DRILLER: Jesse Costa 

South of building in planter. 

PAGE 1 

WELL 
NUMBER: 

MW2 

SAMPLING METHOD: 

1.5" X 18" California Modified 
Split Spoon Sampler 

ELEVATION: BORING DEPTH: 36.5 

s 

10 

15 

20 

TOC • 16.99 msl 
WELL D EPTH: 29.5' 

SOIL/LITHOLOGY LOG 

brown (10YR, 4/3), possibly natural. 

dark yellowish brown (10YR, 4/4), medlum.gralned, 
loose to medium-dense, very moist. · 

up to 20% tines, loose to medium-dense, very moiSt. 

water@ 14'. --very little recovery, brown (1 OYR, 4/3), loose, wet. 

SAND WITH SILT; dark gray (2.5Y, N4/), tine-to 
medium-grained, up to 10% fines, roots, medium
dense, wet. 

CLA YEV SAND: grayish brown (2.6Y, 612), fine- to 
medium-grained, up to 40% fines (mostly clay), 
medlum·dense, wet. 

SAMPLE DATA 

~ SAMPLE 

t 
< NUMBER 

~ 

AIR WELL DATA 

Flueh·moun!Dd weU c:ovor 
~oncrtt• turface eeel 

Benronhe 
Envho;~plug 
Medium 

""' 
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/~ TARGHEE, INC. 
PROJECT: 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

Del Rey Cleaners 
110 l'ine A•eaue, Suit~: 925 
Long Beacb, CA 1111802 
15621 43!-801'10 

310 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

SOIL/LITHOLOGY LOG 

SAND: light olive brown (2.5Y, 5/a). medium· to 
coarse~gralned, up to 6% fines, medium-dense, wet. 

ClAYEY SILT: light olive brown (2.5V, 5/4}, 
micaceous, up to 5% very fine-grained sand, very 
stiff, slightly moist. 

SAND: pale yellow (2;5Y, 7/3), fine· .to coarse-grained, 
modlum·derise, wet. 

SAMPLE DATA 

NA 

PAGE 2 

WELL: 

MW-2 
AIR WELL DATA 

Bantonfte 
EnViroplug 
Mod!um 
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TARGliEE, INC. 
Fr-.\liHI:\1\!l N L\1 ( O'iS{ L1tN<; 

1111 f'ln~ ,\ I'CDI.IC, Suite 9:ZS 
Lon~t DeNeb, CA ':101102 
(51tl I 4.l!i-!IOKO 

DATE: January 8, 2002 

DRILLING COMPANY: 

Gregg Drilling & Testing, Inc. 
Signal Hill, California 90806 

DRILL: Marl M5T Lim"ed Access 

PROJECT: 

Del Rey Cleaners 
31 0 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Paul McCarter· 

Jesse Costa 
WELL LOCATION: 

West of building in parking lot. 

PAGE 1 

WELL 
NUMBER: 

MW3 

SAMPLING METHOD: 
1.5" X 18" California Modified 
Split Spoon Sampler 

ELEVATION: BORING DEPTH: 30.5 

5 

10 

15 

20 

TOC •11.64 msl WELL DEPTH: 30' 

SOIL/LITHOLOGY LOG SAMPLE DATA AIR WELL DATA 

dark yellowish brown (1 OYR, 4/4), up to 15% fln"s, 
natural(?), medium-dense, sUghiiY moist to moiGt. 

brown (2.5, 3/2), up to 25% fines, slight hydrocarbon 
odor, medium-dense, moist to very moist. 

.Ql.AY: very dark gray (2,5Y, N3/), trace ·very flne
grafned sand, micaceous, moderatedhydrocarbon 

odor, medium-stiff, moist. 

CLAYEY SANQ: dark gray (2.5Y, N31), tine-to 
medium-grained up to 30% fines, moderate 
hydrocarbon/fetid odor, medium-dense, very m918t, 
but not saturated. 

SAND: very little recovery, sand ramne.nlln sampler, 
fine- medlum·gralned, water @ 19', wet. 

~ 

no recovery, heaving sands; wet. 

~~ SAMPLE = ;: 
~· 

~ 

NUMBER 

MW3·6.5 

MW3·10.5 

MW3~15.5 

NA 

2 
NA 

37 

NA 2 00 

~ =- Flush-mounted wei cover a with concrete eurfece tell eo. 
a.-! 

Benton he 
Envlroplug 
t.!odlum 

2" Schedule 40 
PV~ a lolled 
~u ng (0 .02') 

Monterey 112112 
11nd filter 
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~ 
~ = 

TAR(illEE, INC. PROJECT: 

110 Pin~ ,\veaue, Sull~ !llS 
Lon~ Beach, CA 9081)2 
(!1621 435-!10110 

SOIL/LITHOLOGY LOG 

Del Rey Cleaners 
310 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

SAMPLE DATA 

PAGE Z 

WELL: 

MW-3 
AIR WELL DATA 

25-+--------------------------~~~----~-+~--~~--+-----~~~ 

30 

3! 

40 

45 

so 

ss 

SAND: light yellowish brown (2.5Y, 8/3), fine~ to 
coarse-grained, medium-dense, wet. 

30 
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Building 

84 • 
• • 

4.41 • MW1 

Previous soli boring 

Drum storage area 

Groundwater monitoring well showing 
groundwater elevation In feet above msl 

"'"/ Groundwater contour in feet above msl 
/ showing groundwater elevation 

Direction of groundwater flow 

TAf{G EE, lNC. 

0 20 

Groaadr:t11tu /J !Jowl~& 5 Jff Bat 1 pdlut FEET 
of U05 kttlfoot or 26 ftdfa llr. 

GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS 
JANUARY 14 2002 
DEL RAY CLEANERS 

310 CULVER BOULEVARD 
PLAYA DEL RAY CALIFORNIA 90293 
ATIACHMENT B FEBRUARY 20, 2002 
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ATTACHMENT E 
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~PPLIC.HION FOR WELL PERMIT 
:NVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 2525 Corporate Place Monterey Park, Ca 91754 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES 

DATE 

'/-o'l-0 I 

z 
0 
~ 
!!: 
a: 
(.) 
tn w 
c 

z 
0 

~ 
0 
0 
~ 

TYPE OF PERMIT (CHECK) 

~ NEW WELL CONSTRUCTION 

D RECONSTRUCTION OR RENOVATION 

D DESTRUCTION 

TYPE OF WELL 

0 PRIVATE DOMESTIC 
0 PUBLIC DOMESTIC 
D IRRIGATION 

;g"OBSERVATION/MONITORING 

0 CATHODIC 
0 INDUSTRIAL 
0 GRAVEL PACK 
D TEST 

TYPEOFCASIN:z ~~ ~ .>dd.uh 4o {?Vc;, 
METHOD OF S~ ad ~ 

METHOD OF DESTRUCTION 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

t 
N 

· ~ IJ ( ~ ·' • 0: .11·,. ( ~I • I • 

I hereby agree to comply in every respect with all 
regulations of the County Preventive/public. Health 
Services and with all ordinances and laws of the County 
of Los AngF.!Ies and of the State of California. pertaining to 
well construction. reconstruction and destruction. Upon 
completion of well and within ten days thereafter, I will 
furnish the County Preventive/Public Health Services with 
a complete log of the well, giving date drilled, depth of 
well, all perforations in casing, and any other data deemed 
necessary by such County Preventive/Public Health 
Services. 

--ra, f...t..e., Applicant's Signature 5"'f12-~t) 

11~ ,>tWJ -lf'iJ-Z?qomZ--

:·r;.o. f} t18 
· ~ ' i ·nov ~i 91; ;,~_. ~:; 

DISPOSITION OF APPLICATION: (For Sanitarians Use Only) 

APPROVED 0 OENIED 

n APPROVED WITH GONOITIONS 

It denied or approved with conditions, report reason or conditions 
here: 
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SERVICE APPLICATION AND FEE COLLECTION 
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES- DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES 

PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAMS- ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 

SERVICE REQUEST APPLICATION 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Check the TYPE OF SE AVICE requested and attach the required non-refundable fee to the applica
tion. Make money order or check payable to LOS ANGELES COUNTY TREASURER, DO NOT 
SEND CASH. This application is nontransferable. 

FEE REQUIRED* TYPE OF SERVICE 

0 MONITORING WELL CONSTRUCTION/DESTRUCTION 

D WELL CONSTRUCTION, RENOVATION OR DESTRUCTION PERMIT 
Complete and attach a Well Permit Application 

C PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION PERMIT 

C PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM RENOVATION/EXPANSION 
0 INSPECTION OF MOUNTAIN CABIN SITE as required by the 

United States Forest Service 
0 INSPECTION OF EXISTING PRIVATE SEWAGE SYSTEM as required 

by FHA/VA 
0 WATER SUPPLY TEST AND CERTIFICATION as required by U.S. 

Department of Agriculture 

2. Check with Contact Office stamped below for requirements or information. 

3. Complete the required information or deliver the completed application, money order or check with 
the forms indicated. 

to: County of Los Angeles 
Department of Health Services 
Public Health Prograllls 
Environmental Health 
2525 Corporate Place 
Monterey Park, Ca 91754 
(213) 881-4147 

*Refer to Schedule of Fees 
for current fiscal year. 

NOTE: FIELD PERSONNEL CANNOT ACCEPT FEES. 

4. Phone Contact Office noted below, after you have received your receipt, to request an inspection. 

Service/Job Location Address Date 

Owner/Applicant's Name Address Phone No. 

Contractor's Name Address Phone No. 

Co. Engineer Plan Check No ____ Tract No. Lot No. No. Bedrooms __ 
(Complete line above for Private Sewage Disposal System Construction or Rer1ovation Application) 

CONTACT OFFICE DEPARTMENT STAMP 

.AJ~IT~ r'L-ll~t=. r-ncv r·oMo.ov .alODI Lrar..Jr rnov niNLol · '=.~-1'\JLnr.J l''t"lPV 
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ATTACHMENT F 
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February 5, 2002 

Ms. Debbie Bechtold 
Targhee, Inc. 
110 Pine Avenue, Suite 925 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4426 

Subject Monitor Well Locations at 310 Culver Boulevard, Los Angeles 
Psomas Job No 1TAR0401 

Dear Debbie: 

llifurnmtion qnd Enginttring Solutions 

Below are the locations for the three wells as surveyed by Psomas. I have also included a sketch 

of the wells. Please note that the names of the wells as marked in the field differed from the 
markup that Psomas had previously been provided. 

Datums: 
Horizontal: NAD83, California Coo~dinate System, Zone 5 (HPGN 1994.9) 
Vertical: NGVD 1929, City of Los Angeles, 1985 Adjustment 

· Well Locations: 
Well Northing 
MW-1 1807993.21 
MW-2 1807959.62 
MW~3 1807954.40 

Basting 
6426022.29 
6426090.58 
6426006.82 

Elev 
8.40 

16.99 
11.64 

Marked location on well 
Marked location on well 
Marked location on well 

If I can be of any flll1her assistance, p1ease feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

John Chiappe Jr~. 
Project Manager 

JDC:jdc 
attachment 

1 tarll4Dl.weiL\oC:s 

11444 West Olympic Bll'd 
Suite 750 
West Los Angeles. CA 91lre4-1549 

310.954.3700 
310.954.3m Fill! 
www psomas.cDm 
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J 

) 

1oo· 50' o· 100' 

\_MW-02 

Monitor Well Locations 
at 310 Culver Boulevard 

for Tar gee Inc 
200' P 50 A 5 

DATE: 01/24/02 REVISED ON: 
NOTE: For reduced size prints. original scale is in inches. JOB No: 1 TAR0401 

PI-W~II 
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ATTACHMENT G 
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AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, LLC 
. ····;.,r S"'""'l·,., ~(' 

4 '• ·' 
1 

• I._:, (; ' L- t: ..J 

:!5::0 .\'. San Fmwm/o Rd., Lo.1· Angele.l'. CA 90065 Tel: (323) 123-9700 Fax: ( 3:!3 1 223-9500 

Ordered By 

Targbe e, Inc. 

,e:CEIVEL 

JAN 2 3 2002 

110 Pine Ave. Ste. 925 

Long Beach, CA 9080.2 

Telephone 
Attn 

(562)435-8080 
Debra ~echtold 

Proj eat I D: 310 CULVER 
Pro j eo t Name: Del Rey Cleaners 

Si t e : 31 0 Culver 
Playa Del Rey 

Number of Pages 10 
Date Received. 
Date Reported. 

Job Number 

12874 

01/09/2002 

01/16/2002 

Ordered 

01/09/2002 

Enclosed are the results of analyses on 6 samples analyzed as specified on 

attached chaih. of custody. 

Wendy Lu 

Organics Supervisor 

~,~i&. ~!ffl-
t (/ 
Rojert G. Araghi 

Laboratory Director 

Client 

TARGHE 

Americ•n S icm•'fic L>boF.Itorics. LLC (ASL) a~cepts »ruple materi•ls from clients for onolysis with the assumptioo that all of Ute inlonnation pru,'idc<l 10 ASL ,·emally or in 

writing by our clients (ami/or their ogents), regarding samples ·being submiued to ASL. is contpiete and atcur.ne. ASL acceplS all samples subject to the following co:nditimi.~: 

I) ASL is not responsible for veril)ins any clicnt~proviueu infom1.1rion regarding oily SaiJllles submincd to the laboratory. 

2) 1\SL is not responsible for any conscqw:nc~ rcsuhiniJ trom any inoccuracics, omissions, or misrepresentations contained in clicnt-pro,idcd infoml:ltion rcgardiu~; 

santples submil!ed to theloboratory. ---- ---
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830

)!:~ AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, LLC 
Page __L Of _(_ 

25"211 N_ Srm Fcrnwu/o Rd . Lo.1· l\llgt•lc.~. CA !){)065 Td: (313) 223-Y700 Fac (323) 223-Y500 

ASL JOB# \)_ 2 'i-S 
Company: '%.rt ~- Report To: }JkW}J I .. . ,, . . . I. ! ' 

Add,.ss ~~ A;i/-'jzg Proje~ C/./~ Address:~t:j Mt_ I - -- (/_/) .(.,11./ .. 

'·~~6~ff'$fs-~ofc;4 
Site ':3d~iJ: {/,11 ~ lnvoi~o: ~JW/J I /, ·c~L~./ 

11dl1t~. dd ~~ Address~q/{U I 
1.1- -- ~ 6:::: .59od7£? 5 
SpccJallnstruction: Project/D.~/~ ~~ / 1.\i)Q 
- 'V 

Project ?:>6~ P. ~;.~· t -IAf Ail'~ I 90 Manaqer: · 

I LAB USE ONLY SAMPLE DESCRIPTION Container(s) 

T Matrix Preservation Remarks 

E Lab ID Sample ID Date Time # Type 

M 
---

I 

\ ']"~(~b ~ /U?Il_l- (p . 5 3 
,l.vt'~ 

I~' I ~~ / 1~¢ 1-f,OL I bYa4GJ • te.J. 

"1·j_}. 5_ {)1_?1)).- t. ~ ~ 
v ( / -; l .~v'/JA-S' 

-
'-· --- t 
~ 7-~lf_L (J2_t{)_ ;?.~ _ _!Q, s ]' 2~5 I / Mh<v'U 

1 :;,:; s~ 
!'~11.() 

/ 

\; 7-lit:7- J'M)3, &. s I 3 

s --;-q~{a__ {)'J(J)3 -/tJ, 5 1 5 
/ 

/ 

I 7Cr)69 {JJkQ~-~z:s 
J; 3 ~ ,v ./ ll 

t . 

... 

- - , . ---- - --·----- ·-

I 

c,J!Gcted By: !Jeblt'L~ j ~tf ___ Oa~: / -.{~o).. ~~= Relinquished By: Date T1me TAT 
- --- ~ 

ILt,nquisiJed EJrj}ti;~---Da~e- /-'1-a l::__Ti~~~J k,~ Received , . ·- Normal 

Fo' Labo,ato'y l~ (b0:_ Date I fi~ T•me L~ sv l 
----- ilR h 

' :· . . r:;ir(JOII · ·-~, lfllp/e. ~X f3J/i!f;'? <::;(~·.' / &,l;(c~- f<. i}. K Uca_ / \ I . -. . ~ . . ... liS 

U \\H1.\~ ! b~ :Cj!J~·::~ _.y J.;\.vJ~-- C:· ~ 

I 
I 

c 
H 

A 

I 

N 

0 

F 

c 
u 
s 
T 

0 

D 
y 

R 

E 

c 
0 

R 

D 
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AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES. LLC 
·· . .,..._._ .. t /.' .'':! Su.r-...·ices 

~5211.\'. San Fa!!!llldt~ IM. Los Anl/<'ic.r. Cl 900()5 Td· (323) 223-<J70U Fa.r: t323; :!23 .r;5rHJ 

Ordered By 

Targhee, Inc. 

110 Pine Ave. Ste. 925 

Long Beach, CA 90802 

Telephone: (562)435-8080 

Attn: Debra Bechtold 

Page: 2 

Ptoject ID: 310 CULVER 

Project Name: Del Rey Cleaners 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Site 

1310 Culv" 
Playa Del Rey 

Job Number 
128 74. 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 

Batch No: 011002-1 

Our Lab l.D. 79364 79367 

Sample ID MWl-6.5 MW3-6.5 

Date Samp~ed 01/08/20 02 01/08/2002 

Date Extracted 01/10/2002 01/10/2002 

Preparation Method 

Date Analyzed Ol/10/2002 01/10/2002 

Matrix Soil Soil 

Units uglkg uglkg 

Detection Limit Multiplier I 1 

Analytes PQL Re:;~ults Results 

Acetone so.o ND ND 

Benzene 2.00 ND ND 

-=--· Bromobenzcnc (Phenyl bromide) 10.00 ND ND 

Bromochloromethane (Ch lorobromomethane) ~0.00 ND ND 

Bromodichloromethanc (Dich lorobromomethanc) 10.00 ND ND 

Bromoform (Tribromomethanc) 50.00 ND ND 

Bromomethanc (Methyl bromide) 30.00 ND ND 

2-Butanone (MEK, Methyl ethyl ketone) 50.00 ND ND 

n-Butylbenzene 10.00 ND ND 

sec-Butyl benzene 10.00 ND ND 

tcrt-Butylbcnzene i 10.00 ND ND 

Carbon disulfide 10.00 ND ND 

Carbon tetrachloride (Tctrachloromcthane) 10.00 ND ND 

Ch !oro benzene 10.00 ND ND 
·----

Chloroethanc 30.00 ND ND 

2-Chlorocthyl vinyl ether so.oo ND ND 

Chloroform (Trichloromethane} I 10.00 ND ND 

Chloromethane (Methyl chloride) I 30.00 ND I ND 

4-Ch lorotolucne ( p-Chloroto I ucnc) i 10.00 ND ND 

2-Ch lorotolucne ( o-Chloroto I ucnc} 10.00 ND ND 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane (DBCP) 50.00 i ND ND 

Dibromochloromcthanc I 10.00 ND ND 
' 

1,2-Dibromocthane (EDB. Ethylene dibromidc) 
'· 

I 10.00 ND ND 

Dibromomethanc I 
10.00 I ND ND I 

1.2-Dichlorobcnzcnc (o-Dichlorobcnzcnc.) 10.00 ND ND 

Orde r Date Client 

01 / 09/200 2 TARGHE: 

79369 J 

MW3-15.5 I 
01/08/2002 J 
01/10/2002 

01/10/2002 

Soil I 
uglkg 

I I 

Results I 
ND ! 
ND I 
ND 

I 

ND I 
ND 

' 
ND 

ND 

ND ' ·- -
ND 

ND I 
ND I 
ND l 
ND 

ND 

ND I 
""' 

NO 

ND I 

ND I ' 
ND f 
ND 

U OHO 

ND 

ND 
·--

ND 
' 

I 
,_, -· -·-

NO I ,k ___ 

ND -
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AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES. LLC 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Page: 
Project ID: 
Project Name: 

3 
310 CULVER 
Del Rey Cleaners 

Job Number I Order Date 
12874 01/09/2002 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 

Batch No: 011002~1 
- "'M"H/., ., 

I i Our Lab I.D. 79364 I 79367 I 79369 

I Sample ID MWI-6.5 l MW3-6.5 MW3-15.5 

Date Sampled 01/08/2002 01/08/2 002 I 01/08/2002 

jAnalytes 
... 

PQL Results Results Results 
1 1 ,3-Dichlorobenzcnc (m-Dichlorobcnzcnc) I 10.00 I ND I ND Nil 

~4-Dichlorobcnzene (p-Dichlorobenzcnc) I 10.00 ND I ND I ND 

DichlorodiOuoromcthonc 30.00 ND ND ND 

1.1-Dichlorocthanc I 10.00 ND ND i ND I 

1 1 .2·D.i_:~!.~!.oethanc 10.00 ND ND i ND 

I, 1-Dicb lorocthenc ( 1, 1-Dich lorocthy1cne) 10.00 ND ND ! ND 

cis-1.2-.Dichloroethcne I 10.00 18 ND I ND : 
; tr:ms-1.1-Dichloroc thcm: 10.00 ND ND ND 

1.2-Dichloropropanc 10.00 ND ND • . ND 
,,_ ,, 

1 ,3-Dichloropropanc I 10.00 ND ND ND 

, 2.2-Dichloropropanc I 10.00 ND I ND ND 
I 

i i.I-Dichloropropenc I 10.00 ND NO ND 

cis-1 ,3-Dichloropropcnc 10.00 ND NO ! ND 

. trJ.ns- l,J-Dichloropropcne 10.00 ND I NO ND 

J Ethylpcn7.cnc 2.00 7 ND ' ND 

Hcxachlorobutadicnc ( 1 ;3-Hcxachlorobutadicnc) 30.00 NO I NO I ND 

2"Hcxanonc I 50.00 ND : NO I NP 
--~l.Mio 

. 
lsopropylbcnlenc 10.00 ND . ND i ND 

I 

p-lsopropyltolucne (4-lsopropyholucne) 10.00 ND ND l ND 

MTllE s.oo NO I NO ND 

4-Mcthyl-2-pcntanonc (M IBK, Methyl isobutyl ketone) 50.00 ND I ND ND 

1 Methylene chloride (Dichloromcthane, DCM). 10.00 ND I ND I ND 

1 Naphthalene I 10.00 ND \ NO I ND 

n-Propylbcnzenc 10.00 ND I ND i ND 

Styrene 
., 

10.00 ND Ml I ND 

I, 1.1 .:!-Tetrarhlorocth:mc I 10.00 NO ND ND 

1.1.2,:!-Tctru~hlorocthanc 10.00 ND ! NO 
I 

ND 

I Tctrachlorocthcnc (Tctrachlorocrhylcnc) 10.00 ND I NO ND 

Toluene (Methyl bcnzc~c) l 2.00 ND ND ND 
' 

I ,.2 J -Trlchlorobcrizcnc 1 10.00 ND I ND 
.. 
ND 

1 . .2.4-Trichlorobcnzcnc I 10.00 Nn I ND ND 
~ . . 10.00 ND I, 1.1-1 nchlorocthanc 

I. 1,::!-Trichlorocthanc 

Trichlorocthcnc !TCE) 

Trichlorofluororncth:mc 

------------·------------+--------~ 
~-1 
ND I 

ND 

ND 10.00 NO 

10.00 ND 

10.00 ND 

1.::!.3-Trichloropropunc 10.00 liD 
0 00 0 00000 00 0o 00 00 0 0 0R--~-

10.00 ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

NO 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

I 

I 

I 

OM" 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

Client 

TARGHE 

I 
I -
! 

I I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

i 

---
I 

I 

I 

' 

·-·-·--

I ·-,- -
I 

I 
I ·-r···- --·-··· 
I 
1 

I .2.4-Trimcthylbcnzcnc 
--------~------

I.J.5-Tr imcthylbcnzcnc 
Vinyl occtatc -----
\'inyl chlor~~~~.Chloroc.:_~r~_:,l 

10 . 00 

50.0 

30.00 
. ············-·-.................. ~--------

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

NO 

ND 

ND 
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AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, LLC 
, .. ) ·,·: :: 1<7 C(;, J ., .,·c··o ,. 
, ..-• .• I II,~'-., J I l,;..o.J 

:!5.;.(! .\'. Sill/ /-"('1'!11/lldo Rd. Lr•s An ~t'!l'.\', C.\ <)(){.1()5 Tel: r 323) 223 .1}700 F(l.\': ( 3231 223-IJ5fili 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Page: 
Project ID: 
Project Name: 

4 
310 CULVER 
Del Rey Cleaners 

Job Number Order Date Client 

12874 01/09/2002 TARGHE 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 

Batch No: 011002-1 

Our Lab J.D. I 79364 79367 79369 I 
Sample ID i MWI-6.5 MW3-6.5 MW3- 15.5 

I -
Date Sampled \01/08/2002 01/08/2002 01/08/2002 l 
Analytes PQL [ Results Results Results I 
o-Xylenc 2.00 I ND m> ND ' 

m- &·p-Xylenes 4.00 I ND ND ND . 
Our Lab I.D. 79364 79367 79369 I 
Surrogates Con.Limit lis Rec. lis Rec. lis Rec. J 
Surrogate Percent Recovery 

I 

I 

Bromofluorobenzene 70-120 11.!1 111 120 I 

Dibromofluoromcthane 70-120 I 96 97 103 I I 
Toluenc-d8. 70-120 96 .!17 95 I 

QUALITY CONTROL REPORT 

Batch No: 011002-1 
MS MSDUP RPD MS/MSO MSRPD 

I Anatytes %REG %REC % %Limit %Limit 

Benzene l 103 i 90 13.5 75-120! 15 I 
Chlorobcnzcne 97 88 9.7 75-120 15 I 
I, 1-0ichloroethene 103 90 13.5 75-120 15 

I ( 1, 1-Dichloroethylene) 

MTBE 90 i 78 ! 14.3 75-120 15 . 
Toluene (Methyl benzene) 96 i 86 11.0 75-120 15 I 

Trichlorocthcnc (TCE) 99 90 9.5 75-120 15 ! 
..... ,. 



LEG834

AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES. LLC 

Ordered By 

; Targhee, Inc. 
: 110 Pine Ave. Ste. 925 
:Long Beach. CA 90802 

Telephone: (562)435-8080 
Attn: Debra Bechtold 

Page: 5 

Project ID: 310 CULVER 

Project Name: Del Rey Cleaners 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Site 

1310 Culve< 
Playa Del Rey 

Job Number 
12874 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 
Batch No: 011002-2 

Our Lab J.D. 

Sampl~ ID 
· Date Sampled 

: Date Extracted 

Preprm.tion Method 

Date Analyzed 

Matrix 
Uni ts 

· Detection Limit Multiplier 

jAnalytes 
AcNonc 

i Benzene 
Bromo benzene (Phenyl bromide) 
Bromochloromcthane (Chlorobromomctllane) 
Bromodichloromethane (Diehlorobromomethanc) 
Bromoform (Tribromomcthane) 

, Bromomcthane (Methyl b.romide) 
2-Butanone (MEK, Methyl ethyl kewnc) 
n-B'u1ylbcnzenc 
sec-Butyl benzene 

...... - ·--· 
tcrt-Butylbcnzcne 
Carbon disulfide 
Carbon tetrachloride (Tetrachloromerhanc) 
Ch lorobcnzcne 

.... .. ~ .. 
Chlorocthanc 
J. . _ Ch lorocth} I vmyl ether 
Chloroform (frichlorom thune) 
Chloromethane (Methyl chloride) 
4-Ch!orotolucnc (p-Chlorotolucnc) 

· -·---·-·-0Mooo0~0"'-·-·-·--·· 

1-Chlorotolucnc (o-Chlorotolucnc) 
1.:: - Dibl~orno-3-chloropropanc (DBCP) 

I 
I 

I 

l 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 79368 

MW3-10.5 

Ol./08/200.2 

101/U/2002 

I 
01/U/2002 : 

Soil 

ug/kg I 
I 

PQL Results 
50.0 7l I I 

2.00 16 I 
10.00 ND 

10.00 ND 

10.00 ND 

so.oo ND 

30.00 ND 

50.00 ND 

10.00 ND I ! 
10.00 45 

-I 10.00 ND 

10.00 ND 

10.00 ND 

10.00 ND I 

30.00 ND I 
t 

50.00 ND 

10.00 ND 

30.00 ND 

10.00 ND 

10.00 ND 

50.00 ND 

10.00 NO 

10.00 ND 

Date Client 
2002 TARGHE 

! 

I 

~ 

I 
"~"~""" 

I 

l 

.......... 

··- ---· 
Dibromomcthanc l.O. 00 ND 

10.00 ND 1.2·Dichlorobcnzcnc (o-Dichlorobcnzcnc) 
--~----------~-----------------------



LEG835

AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, LLC 
.;~ .. '.':'rh1g Services 

:25711 V S1111 {:!'~'~~•"'"" Rd .. Lox Augele.1·. CA CJ0065 Tel: !3231 :!:!J-9700 Fax: !3231 22.l-'J500 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Page: 
Project ID: 
Project Name: 

6 
310 CULVER 
Del Rey Cleaners 

Job Number Order Date Client 

12874 01/09/2002 TARGHE 

Method: 82608, Volatile Organic Compounds 
Batch No: 011002~2 

Our lab J.D. 79368 

Sample ID MW3-10.5 

Date Sampled jOl/oe72ao2 
·~·· 

. - .. 

Analytes PQL Results 

1,3-Dich taro benzene (m-Dichlorobenzene) I 10.00 ND 

I I ,4-Dichlorobenzcne (p-Dichlorobcnzene) 10.00 ND 

Dichlorodifluoromethane 30.00 ND I 
J ,1-Dichlorocthane 10.00 ND 

I ,2-Dichlorocthane 10.00 ND 

1,1-Dichloroethene (I, 1-Dichloroethylene) 10.00 ND I 
cis- J ,2-Dichlorocthenc 10.00 ND 

trans-1,2-Dichlorocthene· I 10.00 ND 

I ,2-Dichloropropane 10.00 ND 

I 

I 
! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
! 

-~ 

! 

I ,3~Dichloropropane 10.00 ND ---, 
2,2-Dichloropropane 10.00 ND I 
I, 1-Dichloropropcne 10.00 ND I 
cis- J ,3-Dichloropropeile 10.00 ND I 
trans-1 ,3-Dichloropropene 10.00 ND ! 
Ethyl benzene 2.00 5 I 
Hcxachlorobutadiene (I ,3-Hexachlorobutadicne) I 30.00 ND I 
2-Hexanone 50.00 ND I 
Isopropyl benzene 10.00 79 --~ p-lsopropyltoluene ( 4-lsopropyltoluene) 10.00 ND ! 
MTBE 5.00 ND ! 
4-Methyl-2-pentanone (MIBK, Methyl isobutyl ketone) 50.00 ND I 

Methylene chloride (Dichloromcthane, DCM) 10.00 ND I 
Naphthalene 10.00 130 

' n-Propylbenzcnc 10.00 128 l 
Styrene 10.00 ND I 1 

I, I, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane I .10. 00 ND I I 
I, 1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 10.00 ND I 
Tctrachlorocthcnc (Tctrnchlorocthylcne) l .O. 00 ND I 
Toluene (Methyl benzene) 2.00 • i 
1,2.3-Trichlorobcnzcne I 10.00 ND I 
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzcne 10.00 ND I 

J, I, 1-Trichloroethane 10.00 ND 
. 
• 

1,1 ,2-Trichlorocthane 
-,-·· 

' 
10.00 ND . 

,_, .. ,_. 

Trichlorocthcne (TCE) i 10.00 ND I ,._ 
Trichlorotluoromcthanc I 10.00 I ND I I 
I ,2,3-Trichloropropanc 10.00 ND I 
I ,2,4-Trimcthylbcnzcne 10.00 ND I ·--
I ,3,5-Trimcthylbcnzene 10.00 ND l I 

-
Vinyl acetate l 50.0 ND I I 
Vinyl chloride cChlorocthcnc) 30.00 ND I I 
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AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES. LLC . . . 
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ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Page: 
Project JD: 
Project Name: 

7 
310 CULVER 
Del Rey Cleaners 

Job Nwnber Order Date Client 

12874 01/09/2002 TARGHE 

Method: 82608, Volatile Organic Compounds 

Batch No: 011002-2 
,----·····••····-.. ,.--" 

Our Lab J.D. 79368 I 
' 

Snmple ID I MW3-IO.S 

Date Sampled 01)08/2002 

Analytes PQL Results I 

: o-Xylcnc 2.00 2 I 
m- & p-Xylencs 4.00 5 I I I 

Our Lab I.D. 79368 I I 
Surrogates Con. Limit % Rec. I 
Surrogate Percent Recovery I 
Bromofluorobcnzcne 70-120 120 ; 
Dibromotluo~mcthane 

·-·--"'" 70-120 84 ' ..... _j 

Tolucnc-d8 70-120 120 

QUALITY CONTROL REPORT 

Batch No: 011002-2 

I MS MS OUP I RPD MS/MSD MSRPD 

I 1 Analytes %REC %REC % %Limit % Umil 

:Benzene 77 85 I 9.9 75-120 15 ! I I 
I Chlorobcnzcne 89 i 

I 1oo 1 11.6 75-120 15 i I 
:I, 1-Dichlorocthcnc I 83 79 

I 
4.9 75-120 15. 

I 1 (I. I-Oirhlnrnrr hylc11C) I I 

MTBE 80 i 92 I 14.0 75-120 15 I I ! 

1 Toluene {Methyl benzene) 78 i 86 9.8 75-120 I 15 I ' 
I I 

f'i~'ich lorocthc~~ {TCE) I 91 l 
104 13.3 75-120 15 I I I I 

,_, ___j 



LEG837

AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, LLC 
.. · ·· ·r , .. ,;.J,; So•1·1·.,.,f.:JC" 

• I I ,j' (.,:l 6 ¥••'·'· .... -::- ~J """ •.> 

~510 N. Sw1 ,.-,.,-,,cmdt~ I? d .. Los Allg£•h•s. CA 90065 Tel: r _l]_? I ~::!3-9700 Fox: r 323 J :!:!3-<J500 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Ordered By Site 

i Targhee, Inc. 

: 110 Pine Ave. Ste. 925 

, Long Beach, CA ~~8_0_2 _ __________ _J 1

310 Culver 

Playa Del Rey 

Telephone: (562)435-8080 

Attn: Debra Bechtold 

Page: 8 
Project ID: 310 CULVER 

Project Name: Del Rey Cleaners 

Job NUlllber 

12874 

Method: 82608, Volatile Organic Compounds 

Batch No: 011102-1 

Our Lab I.D. 79365 79366 

Sample ID MW2-6.5 MW1-10.5 

Date Sampled 01/08/2002 01/08/2002 

Date Extracted 01/11/2002 Ol/ll/2002 

Preparation Method 

Date Analyzed 01/11/2002 01/11/.2002 1 

Matrix Soil Soil 

Units uglkg uglkg 

Detection Limit Multiplier 5 5 

Analytes PQL Results Results 

Acetone 2SO NO NO 

Benzene 10 NO NO 

Bromobenzene (Phenyl bromide) 50 NO NO 

Bromochloromethanc (Chlorobromomethane) 50 NO ND 

Bromodichloromcthanc ( Dic hlorobrumomcthan~) 50 NO NO 

Bromofom1 (Tribromomethane) 250 Nl) NO 

Bromomethane (Methyl bromide) 150 NO ND 

2-Butanonc (MEK, Methyl ethyl ketone) 250 Nl) NO 

n-Butylbcnzcne 50 NO NO 

scc-Butylbenzenc 50 NO NO 

lert-Butylbcnzenc I so NO NO 

Carbon disulfide 50 NO Nll 

Carbon tetrachloride (Tctraehloromcthunc) 50 NX> NO 

Chlorobenzene so NO NO 

Chlorocthanc 150 NO ND 

j2-Chlorocthyl vinyl ether 250 NO NO 

' Chloroform (Tnchloromcthane) I so NO NO . 
Chloromethane (Methyl chloride) 150 NO NO I 
4-Chloroto I ucnc ( p-Ch lorotol ucnc) 

......... 

I 50 NO NO I 
' 

2-Chlorotolucnc (o-Chlorotolucnc) 50 ND ND 

i I ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane (DBCP) 250 NO NO l 
, Dibromochloromethane I 50 NO NO I 
1 I ,2-Dibromoethane (EDB. Ethylene dibromidc) I 50 NO NO 

Order Date Client 

01/09 / 2002 TARGHE 

I 

I 

I 

i 

I 

.... , __ , 

... 

I 

I 

l I 
I 
I 

---

I 

' 

·-

'"' 

·-

·-

-
·---· 

i Dibromomcthanc so ND ND I I 

~:~ich .l~~?.?enzcnc (o-Did1lorobcnzcne) 50 NO ND 
' -



LEG838

AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES. LLC 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

9 
310 CULVER 
Del Rey Cleaners 

Job Number Order Date Client 
Page: 
Project ID: 
Project Name: 

12874 Ol/09 / 200 2 TARGHE 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 

Batch No: 011102-1 
...... 

Our lab J.D. 79365 79366 

Sample ID MW2-6.5 I MW2-10.5 I I ·--
Date Sampled 01/08/2002 01/08/2002 I I I 

Analytes PQL Results Results I r 
)1.3 ·Dictllorobcnzcne (m-Dichlorobenzene) 50 I ND ND j I 

I ,4-Dichlorobcnzenc (p-Dichlorobenzcne) 50 ND ND 1 ! I . 
Dichlorodilluoromcthanc 150 ND ND I 

l,l·Dichloroethanc I 50 ND ND : 
! I ,2-Dichlorocthanc 50 ND ND 

1,1-Dichlorocthcnc (I, 1-Dichlorocthylenc) I so ND ND ! I 
cis- 1,2-Dic:hlorocthcnc 50 ND ND I 
~.~ns-1,2-Dichloroethenc so ND 1m 

1.2-Dichloropropanc 50 ND ND __ ] 
:1·:3 -Dich I oro propane 50 ND ND 

"" . - . 

12,2-Dichloropropnnc 50 ND ND 

1,1-Dichloropropenc 50 ND ND I 
ei s- l ,J -Dlchloropropc~·e-· 50 ND ND 

I trans-! ,3-Dichloropropcnc 50 ND ND 
' I 

.. f-... 
Ethylbcn7.cnc 10 ND ND I 
I Hcxachlorobutadicnc_ ( 1,3-Hcx:tchlorobuwdienc) 150 ND 1m ' 
i 2-Hexanone 250 ND ND 

l.sopropylben:z.cnc 50 
... 

.:J ND ND 

p-lstipropyltolucne ( 4-lsopropyltol ucne) 50 ND ND 

1MTBE 25 ND lm I 

I 

4-Methyl-:!-pentanone (Ml BK. Methyl isobutyl ketone) I 250 ND ND ' I 
Methylene chloride ( Dichloromcthane, DCM) 50 ND ND I 
Napht~.nlcnc 50 ND ND 

,_,_ 

· n-Propylbcnzcnc I 50 ND ND l 
:Styrene 50 ND ND I I 

I 

: 1, 1,1 ,2-Tctrachloroethanc 50 ND ND I I I 

1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 50 ND Nil I ; 

r.::--· .... , 
. Tctrnchlorocrhcnc (Tetrachloroethylene) so 3590 3110 i I 
Toluene (Methyl benzene) 10 I NJ3 I 

~ 

ND ! I 

I ,2J-TrichlorC)bcnzcnc l 50 I ND I ND I I 
; 1 ,2 .4 -Trh:hlorobcrr.~:ene ! 50 I ND I ND· 1 

u oMio~O 

I, 1.1-Trichlorocthanc so I ND I ND I I I 
""" '"'"--···--~·~-- · 

.,,,.,, _ ___ , 
T ' """-

I, 1,2-Trichlorocthanc 50 : ND ND I 

Trichlorocthcnc (TCE) 50 ND ND 

Trichloronuoromcthanc 50 ND ND 
~ ..... - ·-·--·-"-
1.2,3-Trichloropropanc 50 ND ND 

1.2.4-Trimcthylbcnzcnc so ND ND 
·-·-··--

I J .5-Tri mcthylbcnLcnc so ND 

Vinyl ~cct:ltc 250 ND ND 

Vinyl ~·;;·f~ritlc ( Chlor;;[hcnc ) ........ _ ..... 150 ND ND 
- --- '"""""'"--'""---·-----·- -
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AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES. LLC 
.. ; ........ '.' . ·~;·''/· , .. ,;~,. 
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ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Page: 
Project ID: 

Project Name: 

10 
310 CULVER 

Del Rey Cleaners 

Job Nuxnber Or der .Date Client 

01/09/2002 12874 TARGHE 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 

Batch No; 011102-1 

Our Lab 1.0. 
79365 79366 I 

Sample ID 
MW2-6.5 MW2-10.5 I 

' 

Date Sampled 
01/0B/2002 01/08/2002 

• I 

Analytes 
PQL Results Results l 

a-Xylene 
10 ND ND ··i 

m- & p-Xylencs I 20 ND ND 

Our Lab I.D. 
79365 79366 I l 

Surrogates 
Con.Limit % Rec. !Is Rae. 

-I 

Surrogate Percent Recovery 
I 

Bromofluorobenzene 
70-120 108 ];06 I 

DibromoOuoromethllne 
70-120 78 80 

.._.., 
i 

Tolucne-d& 
70-120 B7 88 i 

QUAL1TY CONTROL REPORT 

Batch No: 011102-1 

MS I MS DUP RPD MS/MSD I MS RPD 
I 

Analytes % REC % REC % % Limit % Limit 

Benzene 
102 I 98 4.0 75-120 1 15 ' 

Chlorobcnzene 106 
; 94 12.0 75-120 1 15 
I 

. 
I, 1-Dichloroethcnc 107 I 97 9.8 75-120 I 15 I 

I 

(I , 1-Dichloroctnylcne) I I ' 

MTBE ! 
103 101 2.0 75~120 l 15 

Toluene (Melhyl benzene) I 110 ~OS 4.7 1s~12o 1 15 

Trichloroethcnc (TCEl I 111 I 
98 12.4 75-120 ! 15 

,--~ 
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LEG841

·-
..... WELL SAMPUNG DATA LOG 

QA!E.: '- J ~.I D L wru. NO: fMJJ I 
WE!.L DAU\: 

Total pe-ot:.!l: 1.9. f/ !2at:e/Time Met=~sure~: j ... J<f.- t. z_. 
Pe~t.!J to Wat:;;-: 3. qtJ 1 Daee/Time Measures: /-It(__. & ·z_ 
Yolume of Wat:e~ in Well: feet~ gallons J!€1L PURGING DATA: 

. 
.P_uraino- Me!:hog! >«J;f't[ 
Time St:arted :. Jj· .. 45· 

volume of Wat:e~ ~u~ed: 

Time Como 1 et eg : 

Im.t.iall Fir.IC Seccmci Third Fcurth,Fift.tl Reading Volume Volume Volume Volume Vol.ume 
Time II',Lf'i 1(:~~ H ·. S1 \\ ·. ~3 \\'·~\., . \\'· t;q Temperature ~~. \ ~~. ~ ~~.9 l,;.~ ~~-' ~ ~- () Ccnduc:i vity .~f .. ~¥' ·"' . ~~ I~ (( .~f 

pH I.e;+ 1-~L 1 . ~D 1· ?;o '1.1-~ ,, ~() 
' 

' 
! Tur.biciity 

:J. 0 tl-

SAMPT ·E COLW!C'!'IQN OAT}\ : 

[a~le C'QnUine:;-s: 3 YDA> ,) \ L. f67 
Anal vse: P~!"'forrne~: ~)A.!;/~' eer--
Wateo Quality: ~oJ 



LEG842

WELL SAMPUNG DATA LOG 

~ " PROJE:C"!': ;.AO ~-i. t.~ L 

I![LL OATA: 

( 
I,otal Qeoth: c1 f, Jt_i Dat:e/Time Measured: I -;4- o -~ t 
Pe!Jt~ to Wate;- : 1?-,qS pate / Time Measure,g: J 

1 f-- D 2-. 
Yolume of Wate~ in Well: 

g:allons 
WELL PURGING DATA: 

Pu~ina Me~hod~ ~~~ 
Iime Started: Jo: M 

Volume of Wat:e:- Pur:red: ~tl ~ 
Time C'O'I'I'I!:)leeeg: l 0 ·. tf$' 

Parsme!:e:-s: 

Initial/Firs: Reaciing- Volume 
Second, "rhirci 
Vclume Volume 

Time /6 .' ). '/ /0: 7o I0!~3 /6.' ~ (, 
Temperature ',, tt &f~ (,It .I ~'5. {o 
C:cnduc:ti vity 0 .. /~ ,If v ~11 ~ 11 
pH 715 1¥ K I 1 I g1 11.11 
Tur~id'ity 

Ecruipme!'!t Used: ~ lt ~Hu 
SAMPT._E COL!£CTION OAIA : 

Sa;,le .S:ontaine:;-": g '-( OfJrs o? \ L.fo ~~~ 
Anal vses Pe!"forrned: 8 ')-& 0 j Cr/,v}. fl.~ 
Wat:e;- Quality: fV\l,{.r!IH};J/ 

Fourth Fiftll 
Volume Volume 

/0: ~1 \0',~~ 
~~~ 0 &~· 
~ ?/ ,-1! 
1.1r 1 8( , l r;·. u 1 



LEG843

WELL SAMPUNG DATA LOG 

fROJ£h:: 3\ V ~.{ j3tV r) 

nn: [-\'t-o·~ WW-L NO: t\{A)J_? 
WAAL OATA: 

Tot: a 1 pent!;: J q. G ~ ' 
I Pe~t~ to Waee~: 1. ,0 

Xolume of Waee~ in Well: 

WELL PU'RG:WG OATh: 

Dat·e/Time Me""sureg: 1- I~- o 2-

Daee/Time Me:tsurr:S: /-llf~ 0 L 
feet~ gallons 

E.u~ina Met;hod! ~~~ 
Iime Started:. )1:~ 

Volume of Wat:er Puree~= £'50 'fj.J.o 
Time C'orrmlet;;er;;h 1\: 0 5 

I.aitia.l Fir.s1: SeconciiTllirtl Fourth,Fifth I Read.inq Volume Volume Volume . Volume Vo~ume. 
Time I\ : 7A !(·v'"'> _\l·.tk t\'. b0 l,·.r?. \\·~ 
Temperature lo~ .~ t~tt·~ ~·'. () ~J.v &~ . ·],- ~~- () 
Conductivity 0.(9~ 4~1 .~/? . (t-5 .~~ .~o'? 
pH 'V"tt> '1-~~ f),{b 

' 
1.~~ 1) .. <1 IJS.K' 

Tur~icfity 
r 1./ s I . 

Ecruipme~t 'C'sed: ~ l.,._ ((\.otCi 

SAM~E COLLECTION OATA; 

Samt:lJe Contaipe;-s: Iime: 
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AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, LLC 
.. ·' T .:'sring S<!JI'ices 

:!5::!0 .V Sau Femawlo Rd .. l.oJ Ang,•le.1·. C A 90065 Tt•l: I 323 I 2:!.3 ·9700 Fdx: 13:!3 I 2;~CEJVE L 

JAN 3 0 2002 
: ordered By 

Targhee, Inc. 
110 Pine Ave. Ste. 925 

Long Beach, CA 90802 

: Telephone 
Attn 

(562)435-8080 
Debra Bechtol.d 

Project ID1 310 CULVER 
Project Name: Del Rey Cleaners 

site: 310 Culver 
Playa Del Rey 

Number of Pages 12 

Date Received 01/14/2002 

Date Reported Ol./24/2002 

Job Number Ordered 

12902 01/14/2002 

Enclosed are the results of analyses on 3 samples analyzed as specified on 

attached .chain of custody. 

Client 

TARG HE 

molk MOLKY Brar 
Laboratory Manager 

";t c. -~C!jl' 
Rojert G. Araghi 

Laboratory Director 

Amcritall Scientific Laboriliorics. LLC (ASL) accepts sample n1.111:rials from clients for aMlys~ with lhc assuii1JUOn that nil of the infom111tion pro,;~~ to ASJ, \'crb31ly or In 

writinH by our clients (andior their ~~~cnts), regarding samples ~in~ submitted to AS!.. is co1111letc and ae<:wutc. ASl. accepcs nil somplcs subject to the following conditions: 

I) ASL i~ not responsible for \'crif~ing any client-provided int(Jmlation rc~ording ony !amph:s submincd to the lobor.nory. 

2) ASl is nol rcspousible for any ~OI\5cqucuccs n:sulting from any inaccuracies, omissions. or misreprescn~ation5 con~aiucd in cticnt·pro,.i~cd infom~tion rcg.ar<.ling 
samples submitted to Uu: laboratory, 

I 
I 

j 
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846

)!:~ ArvtERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, LLC 

2520 N. Scm Fmumclo Rd .. Lo.l" An}ieit'.l, CA 90065 Td: {323) 223-9700 Fa:c:: (323) 21.1-9500 

Company: JCVY~,AL( ReportTo: D~ 

4d~~e;~· f/ !L{I ./\ CL~ lj,? 5 Project Name: &I & cu~P Address: 7MqAd I 
L~~f'A Site A?;~s: LuM~ Invoice v:- sd.., ~fib_/ I 

i · ·fuJ'Jt~:mU 
F/M/1{ ctu4t-t_ Address7;j Yl!,ij( / 

. 
r""d il: ·--- .. ./ to Special Instruction: Project ID:3 /CJ ~e-{! :;t -

Project /) /)e/__A'.a/.£JJ 
p ~};; (11/ .lA" e-'v- .~ 

Manaoer: ..LJ .v 

I LAB USE ONLY SAMPLE DESCRIPTION Container(s) 

T Matrix Preservation 
E Lab lD Sample JD Date Time # Type 

M 
· - - -

\ 3-£1~ l9. . (flw L I -J1;..o 1- I:;.5 ~ lt{;W__ L{JG. / i/ 

l-~l5J--0 f).)Z f j:/(7 5 ~ .I .,/ 
7 
{ -

) ]g ').__\ ._{)_1uJ ~ ~. /-'If 5 ~~ ,v !/" ./ . --s 
-

·-· 

--

J 

Collected By: ,L1f;Jt~ Date/-/ V-fJ z- Time Relinquished By: 
·----·-.. 

fl<>linqnished uyfo_ . ---- -- Date I -;i_tJ ;--Time 
Rece11ied 
For LiJborato!Lt\~ 
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Ordered By 

Targhee, Inc. 
110 Pine Ave. Ste. 925 

Long Beach, CA 90802 

Telephone: (562)435-8080 
Atth: Debra Bechtold 

Page: 2 

Project ID: 310 CULVER 

AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, LLC 

~520 .\'. St~n Ft·mmrdo !?d .. Los Angclt·s. CA 90065 Tt'/: (323 J 223-9700 Fax: ( 323) 223-'J500 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Site 

1

310 Culver 
Playa Del Rey 

Job Number Order Date Client 

Project Name: Del Rey Cleaners 12902 01 /14/ 2002 TARGH.E 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 
Batch No: 011602-2 

Our Lab I. D. 79520 

Sample ID MW2 I I I 
I 

Date Sampled 01/14/2002 I 

Date Extracted 01/16/2002 I 
I 

Preparation Method ! 
Date Analyzed 101/16/2002 

Matrix Groundwater 

Units ug/L 

Detection Limit Multiplier I 
I 

Analytes PQL Results 
Acetone I 5.00 ND 

Benzene 1.000 ND j 
Bromo benzene (Phenyl bromide) I 1.000 ND I 
Bromochloromethane (Chlorobromomethanc) 1.000 ND 

I 
Bromod ich loromethane (Dichlorobromomcthane) 1.000 ND I 

I 
I I 

Bromofomi (Tribromomcthane) I 5.000 ND I 

Bromomcthanc (Methyl bromide) I 3.000 ND I I I 

2-Butanonc (MEK. Methyl ethyl ketone) 5.00 ND I ' 
n-Butylbcnzene 1.000 ND 

scc-Butylbenzenc 1.000 ND I J ! 
tert·Butylbcnzene 1.000 ND I 
Carbon disulfide 1.000 

... _ 
!-···-""""" 

I ND 

Carbon tetrachloride (Tetrachloromethanc) 1.000 ND -~] 
Chlorobenzcne 1.000 ND I I 
Chlorocthanc 3.000 ND I I I ' 
2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether 5.000 ND I ' 
Chloroform (Trichloromcthailc) I 1.000 ND I I 

--I 

Chloromethane (Methyl chloride) 3.000 ND I t 

4-Chlorotolucnc (p-Chlorotolucne) I 1.000 I ND I I 
" " - '" 

J2-Chlorotolucne (o-Chlorotoluenc) 1.000 ND I 1 I .. _ 
I ,:!-Dibrorno-J-ch loropropane (DBCP) s.ooo ND ' I 
Dibromochloromethane I 1. 000 ND I 

" --
l I ,2-Dibromoethanc ( EDB, Ethylene dibromidc) 1. 000 ND I ···--------.. ··~ .. -

Dibromomcthanc ' l.. 000 ND I I 
I ,2-Dich lorobcnzcnc ( o-Dich lorobcnzenc l 1. 000 ND I l -
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ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Page: 
Project ID: 
Project Name: 

3 
310 CULVER 
Del Rey Cleaners 

Job Nwnber Order Date Client 

12902 01 / 14/2002 TARGHE 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organi~ Compounds 
Batch No: 011602-2 

Our Lab 1.0. 79520 I I ·--
1 
Sample ID MW2 1 I I 
Date Sampled 101 / H/2002 j I I 
Analytes PQL Results I 

I I ,J-Dichlorobcnzcnc (m-Dichlorobenzene) 1.000 I NO i I 
I ,4-Dichlorobcnzcnc (p-Dichlorobcnzene) 1.000 1 NO I j 

I 

i DichlorodiJluoromcthanc 3.000 NO I 
;JJ:o;·~hlorocthanc 1. 000 NO I I 

I ' , 1 ,1-Dichlorocthanc 1.000 NO I ! I 

, I, 1-Dichlorocthcnc (I, 1-Dichlo,rocthylcne) 1.000 NO I I I 

cis-1.2-Dichloroethenc 1.000 NO I I I I I 
trans-1.2-Dichlorocthcne 1.000 NO I I ! I ' 
I ,2-Dichloropropanc 1.000 I NO I i i 

--~ 

I,J-Dichloropropanc 1.000 I NO I I I r---- I I 

, 2,2-Dlc.hloroprop::mc 1.000 NO i I 
"' 

I I 

I 

i 1,1-Dichloropropene I 1 .• ooo 1 NO I 
1 cis-1.3-Dichloropropcnc 1.000 i ND ! I 
trans-! ,3-Dichloropropcnc 1.000 I ND ! I I 
Ethylbcnzcnc l.. 000 I ND ~ I I 

Hcxachlorobutadicnc (I ,3-Hcxachlorobutadicnc) 3.000 ND I I 
2-Hcxanonc 5.000 i ND I I 
Isopropyl benzene I 1.000 I ND : I 
p-lsopropyltolucne ( 4-Isopropyltoluene) I 1.000 

I 
ND . I I 

MTBE I 2.000 ND 
' I I I 

4-Methyl-2-pcntanonc (MIBK. Methyl isoburyl ketone) 5.00 I NO I I 
I I 

Methylene chlor.idc (Dichloromcthanc, DCM) 1.00 I ND I I I 
Naphthalene I 1.000 ND 

' I I i 
n-Prupy l bct~z~ nc 1.000 ND 

' I 
: .~.~r.r.:~ c I 1.000 I 

ND 
' i I i 

I, I, I ,2-Tctrach lorocthanc I 1.000 I I -· --· 
I NO 

I 

1.1 ,2.2-Tetrachloroethane 1.000 NO I . 
Tctr:~ch lorocthcnc (fctrachlorocthylcnc) 1.000 I 160 I I 

' 
Toluene (Methyl benzene) I 1.000 I NO 

I .:U-Trichlorobcnzcnc I l. 000 NO I 
-- -

; I 

. 1.2..:1·Trichlorobcm:cnc 1.000 : NO I I i 
I, 1.1-Tnchlorocthanc 1.000 NO 

1.1.2-Trichlorocthanc l. 000 NO 

Trichlorocthcnc (TCE) l. 000 ND 

Trichlorolluoromethanc l. 000 ND 

1.2.3-Trich loropropanc l. 000 NO 

1.2.~-Trimcthylbenzcnc 1.000 NO 

· u.5 ~T.~imcthylbcnzcnc __ .... 
" " " " " " 'M0 __ , 

1. 000 ND 

Vi r1 ~ I :•c~ tatc 5.00 NO 

Vinyl chlotidc (Chlorocthcnct 3.000 NO 
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ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Page: 
Project ID: 
Project Name: 

4 
310 CULVER 
Del Rey Cleaners 

Job Number Order Date Client 
12902 01/14/2002 TARGHE 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 
Batch No: 011602-2 

Our Lab I. D. I 79520 I I 
Sample ID I MW2 I l 
Date Sampled I 01/14/2002 I ! 
Analytes I PQL Results I I 
o-Xylene i 1. 000 ND 1 I 
m- & p-Xylenes l 2.000 ND 1 J 

Our Lab I.D. 79520 I 

Surrogates Con.Limit % Rec. 
Surrog11te Percent Recovery 

Bromofluorobenzene i 70-120 90 I I 
Dibromotluoromethane 70-120 84 

--· 
Toluenc-d8 70-1.20 81 

QUALITY CONTROL REPORT 

Batch No: 011602-2 

MS MS DUP RPD MS/MSD MSRPD 

! Analytes %REC 
' 

% REC % %Umil %Limit 

Benzene 90 93 i 3.3 75-1.201 15 ' I 
1 Chlorobenzenc 91 95 

I 
4.3 75-1.20 1.5 I ! 

I, 1-Dichloroerhene 107 1.11 

I 
3.7 75-1.20 15 

I (I, l-Dichloroethylene) ! 
MTBE 

' 
75 1 86 13.7 75-120 1.5 I 

Toluene (Methyl benzene) 87 ' 90 I 3.4 75-120 15 ; I 
Trichloroethene (TCE) 86 1 91 5.6 75-UO 15 I .... ~ .. --
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Ordered By 

Tnrgh~e, Inc. 
I 10 Pine Ave. Ste. 925 
Long Beach, CA 90802 

Telephone: (562)435~8080 
Attn: Debra Bechtold 

Page: 5 
Project ID: 310 CULVER 

ANAL Y'ITCAL RESULTS 

Site 

1

310 Culver 
Playa Del Rey 

Job Number 
Project Name: Del Rey Cleaners 12902 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 
Batch No: 011602-2 

Our Lab l.D. 79519 

Sample ID MWf 

I Date Sampled 
_U_M __ ,,_ 

01/14/2002 

Date Extracted 01/H/2002 I 
I 

l Preparation Meth(!)d I 
I Date Analyzed 01/16/2002 I 
I Matrix Groundwater I 
Units I ug/L 

Date Client 
2002 'rARGHE 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

: 
! 
I 
I 

Detection Limit Multiplier 10 - -1 
Analytes PQL Results I 
Acetone 50 ND I I 
se·nzene 10 ND I I 
Bromobenzene (Phenyl bromide) 10 ND I I I 

'Bromochloromcthanc (Ch lorobromomethanc) 10 ND I I 

B romodichloromcthanc ( Dich lorobromomcthonc) I 10 ND 
~ 

Bromoform (Tribromomethanc) 50 ND I 
I 

, Bromomc:thane (Methyl bromide) 30 ND ! 
2·Butanonc (MEK; Methyl ethyl ketone) 1 50 ND I I r 
n-Burylbcnzcnc I 10 ND I I I 
scc-Butylbcnzcnc 10 ND I ' 
tcrt-Butylbcnzcnc 10 ND I 

· Carbon disulfide I 10 ND I I I 

' Carbon tctr<~chloride (Tctrachloromcthanc) I 10 ND I I I 
Ch lorobcnzcnc I 10 i ND I I 

""' 
Ch loro~thanc 30 ND 

:!-f'hlorocrhyl vinyl ether 50 f ND I 
.. 

Ch loroforrn ( Trichlororncth<~nc) 10 l ND 

Chloromethane ( M~thyl chloride) 
"' -· · f- ... 

30 I NO 

-~:·Chlorotolucne (p::-Chlorotolucnc) I 
'"'"""' 

I 
, ...... -· 

10 NO 

2-Chlorotolucne (o-Chlorotoltlcnc) 10 ; NO I ; 

1,1-Dibromo-3-chloropropnnc (DBCP) 50 . ND ; 

--
Dlbromochloromath:~ne 10 I ND 

~~~-Dibromocthanc ( EDI3. EthYl~c dib·~~·~;;-d·~·j ......... .. 

Dibromomcthrmc 
-- · -- ·~------~~~------------------------~----~------------~-----------------1.2-Dichlorobcnt.cnc (o-Dichlorobcn~:cnel 10 NO 

--------------------------~-------------------~ 
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Page~ 

Project ID: 
Project Name: 

6 
310 CULVER 
Del Rey Cleaners 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Job Number 
12902 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 
Batch No: 011602-2 

Our Lab I. D. 79519 

Sample ID MWI 

Date Sampled I Ol/14/2002 

AI'lalytes PQL Results 
I ,3-Dichlorobenzene (m-Dichlorobcnzene) 10 ND 

I ,4-Dichlorobenzene (p-Dichlorobenzene) 10 ND 

Dichloroditluoromethane 30 ND 

l, 1-Dichloroethane 10 ND 

I ,2"Dichloroethane 10 ND 

1.1-Dichloroethene (1, 1-Dich loroethylenc) 10 ND 

cis- I ,2-Dichloroethene 10 ND 

trans-] ,2-Dichloroethene 10 ND 

I ,2-Dich loropropane 10 ND 

I ,3-Dichloropropane 10 ND 

2,2-Dichloropropane 10 ND 

I, 1-Diehl oropropene 10 ND 

cis-! ,3-Dichloropropcne 10 ND 

trans- I ,3-Dichloropropene 10 ND 

Ethyl benzene 10 I ND 

Hexachlorobutadicnc (I ,3-Hcxachlorobutadicnc) 30 ND 

2-Hcxanone 50 ND 

Isopropyl benzene 10 ND 

p-Isopropyltolucne ( 4-lsopropyltolucnc) 10 ND 

MTBE 20 ND 

4-Methyl-2-pentanone (MIBK, Methyl isobutyl ketone) 50 ND 

Methylene chl.oride (Dichloromethane, DCM) 10 ND 

Naphthalene 10 ND 

n-Propylbenzene 10 ND 

Styrene 10 ND 

I, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane 10 ND I 
I, I ,2;2-Tetrachloroethane I 10 ND i 
Tetrachloroethene (Tetrachloroethylene) 10 2440 

Toluene (Methyl benzene) I ~0 ND I I 
1.2,3-Trichlorobcnzcne 10 ND 

I ,2A-Tr'ich)orobcnzcne 10 ND I I 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 10 ND I 
1,1 ,2-Trichloroethane 10 ND 

Trichloroethene (TCE) I 10 134 I 
Trichloronuoromethanc ! 10 ND I 
I ,2,3-Trich loroprop::mc 10 ND I 
I ,2,4-Tnmethylbenzenc 10 ND 

I ,3 ,5-Tri mcrh ylbenzcn c 10 ND 

Vinyl acetate 50 ND 

1 Vinyl chloride (Chlorocrhenc) 30 ND 

Order Date Client 
01/14/2002 TARGHE 

I 
I 

I I 

l 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

1 
I 

I 

' I 
. 
I 
I 

! 

I 
! 
I 

I 

: 

! 
I 

1 

' I 
I 

' 

I 
I 

I 

I 
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A ALYTICAL RESULTS 

Page: 
Project ID: 
Project Name: 

7 
310 CULVER 

Del Rey Cleaners 

Job Number Order Date Client 

12902 01/14/ 2002 TARGHE 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 

Batch No: 011602-2 

Our Lab J.D. 795l9 I I 

Sample lD 
MWI I ' ' 

Date S:~mp!ed 
Ol/l4/2002 I ·---

Analytes PQL Results I ' I 

;o-Xvlcnc 10 ND 

ylenes 20 ND 

! Our Lnb I. D. 79519 I 
Surrogates Con.Limit .% Rec. I 

Surrogate Percent Recovery I 

Bromofluorobenzcnc 70-120 91 ; 

Dibromotluoromethanc 70-120 8:3 I I 

, Toluene-dB 
70-120 eo I I 

QUALITY CONTROL REPORT 

Batch No: 011602-2 

MS I MSDUP RPD MS/MSD MS RPD I l 
Analytes % REC %REC % %Limit %Limit 

1Benzcne 90 I 93 I 3. 3 75-120 15 I 
ChI oro benzene 91 i 95 4.3 75-120 15 J I I 

. 1.1-Dichlorocthcnc 107 I ll.1 3.7 

I 
75-120 15 

l i ' :J. 1.1-Dichloroethylcnc} 

' MTBE 75 86 I 13.7 i 75-120 15 ! 
' 

, Toluene (Methyl bcn:tcne) 87 I 90 3. 4 I 75-120 15 I 
~~-~.oroethen~ (TCE) 86 ' 91 5 . 6 I 75-120 15 I I I 

M•--
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Ordered By 

Targhee, lnc. 
110 Pine Ave. Ste. 925 

Long Beach, CA 90802 

Telephone: (562)435-8080 

Attn: Debra Bechtold 

Page: 8 
Project ID: 310 CULVER 

Project Name: Del Rey <:;leaners 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Site 

1310 CulvO< 
. Playa Del Rey 

Job Number 

12902 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 

Batch No: 011102~2 

Our Lab J.D. 79521 

Sample ID I MW3 I 
Date Sampled 01/14/2002 

Date Extracted 01/17/2002 

Preparation Method 

Date Analyzed 01/17/2002 

Matrix Groundwater J I 
Units ug!L 

Detection Limit Multiplier 200 

Analytes PQL Results 

Acetone 1000 ND 

Benzene I 200 ND 

Bromobcnzene (Phenyl bromide) 200 ND 

Bromochloromethane (Chlorobromomcthane) 200 ND I 
Bromodich I oro methane ( Dich lorobromomethanc) 200 ND 

Bromoform (Tribromomethane) 1000 ND 

Bromomethane (Methyl bromide) 600 I ND 

2-Butanone (MEK, Methyl ethyl ketone) 1000 ND 

n-Butylbcnzene 200 ND 

scc-Butylbenzene 200 ND 

tert-Butylbenzcne 200 ND 

Carbon disulfide 200 I ND 

Carbon tetrachloride (Tetrachloromethunc) 200 ND f 

Chi oro benzene 200 ND I 
Chloroethane ! 600 ND I 

2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether 1000 ND I 
Chloroform (Trichloromethane) 200 ND 

f----· . 
Chloromethane (Methyl chloride) 600 ND 

4-Chlorotoluene (p-Chlorotolucnc) I 200 ND I 
2-Chlorotoluene ( o-Chlorotolucnc) 200 ND 

I ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropnnc (DBCP) 1000 ND ' I 
Dibromochloromethane I 200 ND I I 

I ,2-Dibromoethane (EDB. Ethylene dibromidc) 200 ND 

Dibromomcthonc 200 I ND l I 
I I ,2-Drchlorobcnzcnc (o-Dich lol'obcnLcnc) 200 ND 

Date Client 
2002 TARGRE 

I I 

. 
--· 

I 

I 

I 

I ~. 

I 
! 
I 

H "O I 
I ' 

i 
[ 

-~ --- -
I I 

' 
I 
' I 
. 
. 
' , 

i 

! 
-

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

J 

I 

I 

·-
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ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Page: 
Project ID: 
Project Name: 

9 
310 CULVER 
Del Rey Cleaners 

Job Number Order Date Client 
12902 01/14/2002 TARGHE 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 
Batch No: 011702-2 

' Our Lab I. D. 79521 !----· 
Sample ID MW3 l I 
Date Samph!d Ol/14/2002 I I 

__! I 
Analytes PQL Results I I 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzcnc (m-Dichlorobcnzcne) 200 r ND I I 
t I ·--I ,4-Dichlorobcnzcne (p-Dichlorobenzenc) 200 [ ND I I Dichlorodifluoromcthane 600 ND I J---. .... I 1,1-Dichlorocthanc 200 ND I 1,2-Dichlorocthanc 200 ND I 1.1-Dichlorocthcnc ( l.I-Dichlorocthylcnc) 200 ND I I i cis-1.2-Dichloroethcnc 200 ND I l I trans-1 .2-Dichlorocthcnc 200 ND I 1,2-Dichloropropanc 200 ND I ··- - -' I ,3-Dich!oropropnne 200 ND 

12,2-Dichloropropanc ! 200 ND 

1,1-Dichloropropcnc 200 ND 
, cis- I ,3-Dichloropropene 200 ND 

trans- I J-Dichloropropenc 200 ND I I 1---· ' -- .... ~. Ethyl benzene 200 ND 

Hcxachlurobutadicnc ( 1,3-Hcxnchlorobutadicne) GOO ND 
~ .. ·~ · 2-Hcxanone 1000 ND 

l lsopropylbcnzenc 200 ND I 
I p-Isopropyho1ucnc ( 4-l sopropyltolucne) 200 I ND I I MTBg 400 ND 

4-Mcthyl-2-pent:lnonc (MIBK, Methyl isobutyl ketone) 1000 ND I Methylene chloride (Dichloromcthane, DCM) 200 j ND 

Naphthalene 200 I ND 

n-P ropy! benzene 200 ND 

1 
Styrene 200 ND I I 11,1,1 ,2-T~trachloroctha~c I 200 ND I ' 1.1 ,2.2-Tetrachloroethane 200 [ ND I .. -Tclrach lorocthcne (T ~ruch 1orocrhylcnc) 200 ;4 3500 I Toluene (~! et hyl benzene) 20Q I ND 

I -----
I.~.J-Trichlorobcnzcne 200 ND I 
1.2,4-Trichlorobcnicnc I 200 I ND I ! 
1.1,1-Trichloroethane 200 ND ! I - --.. 

OU M OM U M o0 1.1,2-T rich lorocthanc 200 I ND I I 

_ Trichlorocthcnc (TCE') --· 
200 ND 

I I I _. ' 1 nchloronuoromcthanc 200 ND 
~.2.~-Trichloropropane 200 ND 
1,2.4-Trimcthylbcnzcnc 200 ND 

· 1.3.5-Trimcthylbenzc~-~---- 20-:::-0-- --::ND;;:-- ..-- ----L------!------- ---
Vinyl acetate 1000 ND Vinyl chl-or-td7c-:(c;:C:;-h7"lo-ro-c-.th_o:_n_c ,:---- - -----____:--::67070 - - --=ND=--_ _:__ ____ _:_ _ ___ _!__ _ _ ___ _ 

------ --·-"""" ___ ,_ - - ----'----·-·--
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ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Page: 
Project ID: 
Project Name: 

10 
310 CULVER 
Del Rey Cleaners 

Job Number Order Date Client 
12902 01/14/2002 TARGHE 

Method: 8260B, Volatile Organic Compounds 
Batch No: 011702-2 

Our Lab I.D. 79521 I I 

!Sample ID MW3 I l ' 
J Date Sampled 

·-· oi)i4/2oo::i- - I -· -'----i 

Analytes PQL Results I 
a-Xylene I 200 NO i 
m- & p-Xylcncs 400 ND I 1 

Our Lab I.D. 79521 I 
Surrogates Con.Limit Ill Rec. l 
Surrogate Percent Recovery I 
Bromotluorobcnzene 70-120 91 I I 

I 

Dibromotluoromethanc 70-120 73 I I --·-· 
Tolucne-d8 70-120 83 I 

QUALITY CONTROL REPORT 

Batch No: 011702-2 
MS MSOUP RPO MS/MSO MSRPO 

I I Analytes %REC %REC % %Limit %Umit 

Bcm:cnc 107 107 <1 75-120 j 15 I ! 
Chlorobenzcne 111 107 3.7 75-120 15 I 

I, 1-Dichlorocthenc 109 104 4.7 75-120 15 I 

(I, 1-Dichloroethylene) 
I 

I 
I 

MTBE 108 120 10.5 75-120 15 -- ... " 

Toluene (Methyl benzene\ 110 110 I .::1 75-120 15 I 
Trichlorocthcnc (TCE) 106 103 2-9 75-120 15 I I I 
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Ordered By 

Targhee. Inc. 
110 Pine Ave. Ste. 925 
Long Beach, CA 90802 

Telephone: (562)435-8080 
Attn: Debra Bechtold 

Page: 11 
Project ID: 310 CULVER 

Project Name: Del Rey Cleaners 

Our lab I.D. 

Sample TD 
Date Sampled 

r-·-
Dale Extracted 

i Preparation Method 

Date An.a ly-l.ed 

Matrix 

Uni !S 

Detection Limit Mulliplicr 
Analytes 
Conventionals 

Alkalinity,Total 

Bicarbonate (as CaC03) 

Carbonate (as CaC03) 

Hydro.xidc (as CaC03) 

Chloride 

CondQctivity (\!mho/em @77F) 

I Fluoride 

I Hardness (Ca,Mg) as CaC03 
· Nitrate as N 

~· 

, PH 
1 Sul ftllc 

1 Surfactants(MBAS) 

I Total Dissolved Solids(rDS ) 
l lCP Metals 

Cnlc1um 

Copper 
- - - .. IIII>> ... , ... , ___ , .......................................... ...... . .. ......... M .. M0-0 

Iron 

Magncs1um 

Manganese 

Pot:~ssium 

Sod1Um 

Zmc 

.~ f ,~ l .. <:/1 ... / i _ ....... 

ANALYTICAL RESJlLIS 

Site 

1310 Culver 
~laya Del Rey 

Job Number 
129 0 2 

Method: 600, General Minerals 

79519 79520 

I MWI MW2 

79521 
MW3 

I 01/14/2002 Ol/14/2002 ;o1/14/2002 

Ol /15/2002 Ol/15/2002 01/15/2002 

I 
01/15/2002 01/15/2002 01/15/2002 

Groundwater Groundwater i Groundwater 

mg/L mg/L I mg/L 

I I I 

PQL Results Results Results 

I 
I 

10 I 190 100 170 

10 190 100 170 
I 10 ND ND ND I 
1 10 ND ND ND 

I 10 108 99.2 83.6 
I 

I 1.oo 9H 953 838 

0.10 I 10.8 2.54 9.77 

10 17!1 57.4 1.49 

I 0.1 !1.78 11.4 9.84 

I l. 00 7.60 7.56 7.72 

10 f 110 142 103 

0.05 0-08 o.os 0.30 

10 572 574 501 

0.25 34.8 7.44 25-9 
0. 010 ND ND 

0.10 1 .05 0.13 

0.25 22.4 9.42 

0.010 0.023 0.017 

0-50 6.80 7 . 81 6.82 

0 .50 117 156 114 

0-010 ! ND N'O ND 

Client 
TARGHE 

I 

I 

I 

i 
J 

I 

I 

I 
J 
I 

: 

! 
I 

i 
I 

-~ 
I 
I 

I 
I 
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AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, LLC 
!.:-.:-.. · .. r·;ni:?c::,·ul Tt!sting Servjces 

.. .I* , ... - ~ · - ' , ...,.....1'....,_~_,--_, ., , 2520 ,V. S<1111--enw11do Rd .. Los A11ge!es. C:\ IJ0065 Tt:l: 1323) 223-9700 Fe/.\': (3231223-9500 

Page: 12 
Project ID: 310 CULVER 

Project Name: Del Rey Cleaners 

LCS 

Analytes %REC 

Conventional& 

Alkalinity, Total l.OO 

Bicarbonate (as CnC03) 1.00 

Carbonate (as CaC03) 100 

Hydroxide (as CaC03) I 100 

Chloride 100 

Conductivity (umho/cm @77F) 101 

Fluoride 1.02 

Hardness (Ca,Mg) as CaC03 100 

Nitrate as N 113 

pH I 100 

Sulfate I 106 

Surfactants(M BAS) ll.O 

Total Dissolved Solids(TDS) I 90 

ICP Metals 

Calcium 99 

Copper ~l.O 

Tron 106 

Magnesium 103 

Manganese 104 

Potassium I 92 

Sodium 120 

Zinc 1.02 

I 

I 

I 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Job Number Order Date Client • 
r---~~~---r~~~~~~~--~~-----J 12902 01 /14/2002 TARGHE 

Method: 600, General Minerals 
QUALITY CONTROL REPORT 

LCS/LCSD 

%limit 

80-l..ilO 

80-1.20 

80-120 

80-120 

80-1.20 

80-120 

80-120 

80-1.20 I 
80-120 I 
80-1.20 

80-120 

80-120 I 
80-120 

80-120 ! 
80-1.20 ' I I 
80-120 i I 
80-120 

80-120 I 
80-1.20 I 
80-1.20 I 
80-120 I 

l 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I i 
I 

I 
···~- .. 

l 
I I 

I 
' I 

! 

! 
I 
J 

I 

I 

' I 
: 
I 

I 

I 

---

I 
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Building 

Asphalt 

SYMBOLS 

B~ Previous soil boring 

: • Drum storage area 

1,440 Groundwater monitoring well showing 
e PCE concentration in f.I.Q/1 

MW1 

"::.~.,-. PCE Isopleth In f.I.Q/1 
I 

Direction of groundwater flow 

I 

TAI~GHEE, JNC. 

I Ill I•ine A• enue, Suit~ •ns 
Lon~: Heuch, (' 1\ qlll!O:Z 

1 ~lt2) ~.15-IIUHO 

0 20 

GrooBdwatu JJ floftiDJ S 5rl Est • fTidlut FEET 
of 0.001 feet/toot or U ftaJ/alk. 

PCE ISOCONCENTRATION MAP 
JANUARY 14 2002 
DEL RAY CLEANERS 

310 CULVER BOULEVARD 
PLAYA DEL RAY, CALIFORNIA 90293 
A TI ACHMENT J FEBRUARY 20, 2002 
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. ··~ ~·~' .~· ~~ .-· .. · ... ... 

11. Wasta Shipping Nama and DasctlpUon 

'NoN-HAZARDOUS WASTE SOLD> 

D. Additional Descriptions for Malo rials Usted Abovo 

a. !Ai991tl6 IOJ-II.U. SOIL Y 'K_ S \j 

' .. ..,. 
-' . 

. Generator's US EPA ID No . 

. A.D.9 .8 -1.6.3 .4.4.4.7 

US EPA 10 Number 

.A .L.9.3.1 .0.2 .4~ .3 .8 
US EPA 10 Number 

10. US EPA 10 Number 

.A.D.0.8 .8 .5 .0 .4.8.8 .1 

16. Spedal Hondllng lr~struollons and AdditlonoJ lnlormarion 

C011013 

24 Hour Emergency Response 1....:877-217-7463 

Signature 

19. Discrepancy Indication Space 

~ •• .. • J 

Transporter's Phone • 
626-442-7200 

Tnansporter's Phone 

Factlliy's Phone 

E~ Handling Codos for Wa.stns Uatad Above 

20. Facility owner or Operator: Certification of receipt of waste m1.1terials covered by this manifest except as noted In Item 19. 

Pr1ntedfTyped Name Signature 

ORIGINAL- RETURN TO GENERATOR 
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04/04/96 
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U8:~u ~AA J~u 4Jo 7o~u 'ttY uw-

Envirorunental Services 

,.. Pursuant lo St:etion 66264.124, Appendix IX.. R.c:strid.ion. Notilicatioa &. Certi.ficafioa Requircment.s 

NON RCRA LAND DISPOSAL RESTRicnON NOTIFICATION 

~:~;-:;5(, N~ir=o]i,QUC~PA ID# CtfifW/0xhlt1=t-Manire.sYD1.~ 3~ Pro me#~ I 
···~·········································································· Tbo ~·) idc!ll.il'ocd on lhc aheM: rcfem'!Ud monil'011 1M barin& !he C.lit'omia ,..lc nllr!lba1!ldcatiliod ~it .,.&jtct Ill doc Un4 ~ r...nctiono CJ( 

• :.,· -:::eu~:=o:::.=npleleStd;onC. _Lv,. _No. \ t 
. ·· . .. · ··:.:~i =~ ··································:··~···············-············r···r········· · ·; .. ' : · .: A. WASTE IDENTIFICATION Cahforma Waste Numbers_-----------

: ~- -': ·~·:.;.: Check the appropriate boxes. 
· ~ ' " :: ( I :· · \ •. Noq..JlCJtA raiiiAJ~ A4'H"'U ..,.... iolcnllliod ill 2l CCIU6l6L 107(•). 

~· ~:;:: .;· >: ( ,) :'· PCB -ldeati.liedlll ll CCR 6rui.IIO. •· 

{) 

() 

() 

() 

Non-ltOA mcr.ol o:oni.IWna .o&d ....... idonl.iGtnl irl 2l 66UU06(o) (.l). Pnlho~n '~ ukl l/119~. 

Non-RCR.A "'l""""" and &quHI..uto c.im11rini11& any OYJanic ~ ldcnli5csl br EPA T...t Mllllloclo 1010, 1140, 1150, C240 aadloc-
ll.70 id.cnlilicd in Zl CCI. IS6Uii.J ll. PmhibOiioo ctrCJOIM cl>lc llti9S. · 

.~ 

,.ron·R.Ot.A ao6clw,...c c:onW..U.. •")' ~·Ilk compe,".!cl meaurcd by Mdhocb IOlO, ll-40, 1150. 1240 andlot mo identilicd in l1 CCR 
&62.CSI.ll3. Pn:thibirlon ACI:otelM data 111195. · 

B. HANDLING METHOD 
Check the appropriate box. 
( ) - The w.l4 Odcnliticd •bo-wl mUll boo ll'~!ed to m .. l lho •ppliubk oWl~ in 2l CCR.. DMaio<l 4.5, Cluf>l<r II, Ntlcl• 11. 

() Tho WI&& ickntllicd abo""' - tho ""!'llc.obk tn:;UmcallliHI<b<d, "" :wldi!ional Trc:olmcftl ~ 22 CCil $cdioa 66051.7(1)(1) 
"[ ...nlr)' and or !""•II.)' o·r lllw LkaL l r""omoll7 louo u"m'l..-.1 a01d ,., faMiliar wllh tlM -.u 11>ni111h auljNI -...4 \loJJnc or o..-.op 
Jo,owl..lc• of U1o wuto 1.a oupport lhb <llf1lncsUon !ltal U\o .....tc .....,,.u .. wlllo I he Ins!_, otanobnfo apo<:llled l11 CcR Tll.la U. tiltt.Joa 
"-S, Ch.opl&f' II, Anld•li .... ollar>pllcablo prwhlblt._.Ht fortl. 1ft CCR ntJe U ae.:uo. 66061.31 arRCRA 11Cct'-l014(d) U.S.C. . 
Sc~ 69lA(d) t bdl..,. th•l the lnrormoU4t1 lo11bnlltt1<1 It lnM; accanC.IIIId COMRpld.L I..,. .-.lha.l.lllcll an olclllncont paoallle& rar 
nobcniUJ~WC • raise cutlnatlall, lllcllldlftl 11M pas~ I bill I)',, nne ..... &.npri:IOftBICIII. .. 

( ) Tba '111111& D rubjCCIIO 1 ~ Tho c:zpU.o!lon dale af lhe wNncc D indicolal ____ __,. __ , 

· .... ·;:-.:·.'~·.C. GENERATOR CERTIFICATION~ 
·. · · _:": ::. This notification & ccrtific.aLion i.s based on the followi w~te stream information: . , 
· ..... • .. · :· _(A) Chemical/Physical Analysis of the waste; (B) Genc:rator knowledge of the waste; or f _(C) Both 

. .'·. _.._1·.·.;~ :.. • . 

:. :;. ,:·· .-.· I huehy certify that all information supplied above and on aU associated documt!llts is 
. -· =.:.: ·: ·•• conrplt!.te and accurate to the bf!St of my knouilcdge and that no omissions or erron e:xlst. 

· .. · _ .- . : · ·~ · · -~&( . 1-rf-o?-
. SiP}l'ature Tille Date 

•' • . ... 
·:: ·.'- NQ'I'!.: ll ill the ~n rcsponaibility 1.a ~T~J~inlain LOR copies r(l(' five yean 

.•. . . DL'II9ttll u:lband!'or 

1610 West 17th Street, Long Beach, California 90813 

(310) 432-5445 (800) 8 CROSBY FAX (310) 436-7540 
j· 

\ 

-· 
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January19, 2015 

Legado Companies 

HYDROQUIP PUMP lk DEWATERING CORP. 
9355 Stewart lk Gray Road Downey, CA 90241 

562-921-1768 Fax 562-923-5162 

121 South Beverly Dr. 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

Attention: Theresa Borel 

Re: Temporary Dewatering Testing Report 
138 Culver Drive 
Playa Vista, CA 

Dear Theresa, 

Thank you so much for your patience in receiving the results of our testing 
program. In our many discussions with members of the team and our 
understanding of the preliminary methods of excavation and shoring proposed 
for this site we have prepared this report of the testing of this site we 
performed to more closely define the conditions which will allow us to propose 
the appropriate dewatering technique. In addition, there are considerable 
ancillary issues surrounding this project including a known contaminant plume 
at the Del Rey Cleaners site. 

BACKGROUND 

Per our review or Lhe available information including the Geotechnical 
Investigation Reports by Geocon dated 12/1/2014, the very preliminary 
plans and specifications for the project which we have thoroughly reviewed, 
several reports prepared by others on the team and opponents of the 
project, our inspection and examination of the site, our extensive experience 
in this immediate area on several very nearby projects and our now 
completed dewatering specific testing program, we offer and recommend the 
following. 

An examination of the Geotechnical data for this project reflects conditions 
very similar to those we have encountered on several nearby projects. As we 
have discussed, the present information reflects conditions that include the 
interception of groundwater in more permeable materials at multiple levels 
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above the planned excavation level. It has been our experience on nearby 
projects and it is our interpretation of the conditions on this project that this 
water is standing in a lensatic or "perched" condition and temporary 
dewatering is obviously indicated and will be required during construction. 

Without proper dewatering water intrusion induced caving, sloughing of the 
excavation walls, and wet and/or unstable yielding and pumping of the 
subgrade will result under these conditions. Also during construction under 
the weight of excavation equipment groundwater related problems are 
normally encountered up to several (2-3) feet above the static water table at 
approximately 8-9 feet BGS and the movement of machinery and equipment 
within this zone will result in floating and pumping of the soils, and the 
inability to achieve a dry, suitable, and stable subgrade. Continuing to work 
without the installation of the proposed dewatering at this level will continue 
to degrade and worsen the subgrade conditions. These elements are also 
reflected in the Geocon Report for this project. 

PROCEDURE 

Under direction and a proposal dated 12/19/2014 with Legado Companies 
Hydroquip mobilized to the site on 1/19/2015 and installed 3 each gravel 
packed, cased dewatering wells in locations selected to best represent the 
entire site and allow the installation of the devices and the protection of the 
devices relative to the tentative locations of 2 new elevator pits under the 
current design (see Plate Test Well Layout Plan attached). In addition HPD 
installed a piezometer well P-1 to the extreme north end of the site to attempt 
to ascertain how far the drawdown effects would radiate from a pumped well. 
As opposed to soil borings fully developed wells (see plate Typical Dewatering 
Well enclosed) are very accurate indicators of actual groundwater levels and 
fluctuations, if any. In all areas significant sand lense profiles, significant 
lenses of very low or impermeable materials, water levels well above 
excavation subgrades, and groundwater intrusion induced caving were 
encountered and therefore the requirement for pre-installed, pre-pumped 
wells is clearly indicated with their design, number, and operational time 
frames carefully coordinated with the final shoring and excavation plans. 

All borings encountered severe caving, bellying, and the inability to advance 
the borings due to groundwater and soil intrusion at approximately 8-9 feet 
below the existing ground surface. A clean water head and the addition of a 
drilling gel was required to advance all borings to differing and appropriate 
depths (see plate Test Well Layout Plan attached). While somewhat difficult, 
the borings were advanced to representative dewatering levels of 45-55 feet 
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below the existing ground surfaces. As noted, all borings required that we use 
a clean water head and a biodegradable drilling fluid additive to eliminate 
caving, were constructed as dewatering wells, and pumped clean to fully 
develop the well construction materials, measure flows, and produce accurate 
water levels. We have attached a series of color photos depicting the 
conditions at the various levels and as we are primarily concerned with those 
materials surrendering groundwater and those impermeable zones which act 
as aquacludes or aquitards we defer the soils classifications and 
characterizations to those qualified to make these clarifications. Depending 
upon the final shoring layout (only a tentative shoring plan was available to us 
but not surveyed in) to of these wells may possibly be used as part of the 
dewatering system thereby returning some of their cost. The drilling spoils 
were left on site and spread slightly to dry and not exported from the site. All 
test pumped groundwater and the water head used in the borings is contained 
in the containers still on site for later handling and discharge under an NPDES 
General Permit which will be secured for this site. Water testing for this 
permit was directed to be deferred at this juncture by Legado Companies. 

LAYOUT AND CONSTRUCTION 

No formal survey was used for the well layout, however, the ground surface is 
relatively flat and it can be assumed that any levels or depths indicated are +-
1 foot in accuracy relative to the ground surface elevations. The wells are 
noted as TW1 and TW2 in the order in which they were drilled. All wells were 
installed using 8-inch PVC casings and fully packed with #4 (3/8") washed 
well pack as noted above. The wells are suitable for additional pumping, 
monitoring, sampling, and activation for dewatering. In addition a developed 
and gravel packed piezometer was installed at the extreme north end of the 
site to approximately 118 feet from the pumped well to ascertain the greatest 
extent of the drawdown effects of the pumped well. All devices included 
drilling with a truck mounted bucket drilling rig utilizing a 36 inch nominal 
diameter bucket with exclusion flaps designed for drilling in groundwater. A 
continuum of the drilling conditions and depths can be observed by viewing 
the attached drill logs with photos. As noted the drilling logs, photographs, 
and informal notes were kept as the drilling proceeded (see attached "Drill 
Log"). 

CONDITIONS 

The conditions essentially confirmed the soil types and encountered levels 
anticipated and as reflected in the Geocon Report for this site. Hydroquip's 
experience in this immediate area has encountered very similar conditions. 
All borings encountered dry materials to approximately 8-9 feet BGS. At this 
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level the materials were sandy and loose as anticipated from the materials 
noted in the Report and as directly observed. At 9 feet BGS all wells exhibited 
caving due to the loose soils conditions and/or groundwater intrusion as 
directly observed and a clean water head and drilling fluid was added and kept 
at ground surface level and no further caving was experienced. In effect the 
sandy, wet materials are confined by dry materials above and supported on 
top of or "perched" upon dry, hard materials below. This perched water 
condition is typical of this immediate area. No groundwater will be 
surrendered from these underlying hard materials and extreme care should be 
taken not to extend dewatering to levels deeper than approximately 55 feet 
BGS to avoid encountering and pumping deeper groundwater which is not of 
concern to this project. 

TEST PUMPING 

Development pumping (cleaning of the well pack) was conducted 
immediately after the installation of the wells. This procedure includes the 
use of the development water from one well being used as a water source 
for the drilling of the next well, and so on. The test pumping consisted of 
the installation of a submersible pump capable of approximately 80 gpm 
installed at the bottom of TW-1 after carefully monitoring the groundwater 
level in each of the 3 devices. The flows were constantly monitored via a 
totalizing flowmeter on the pump discharge. The pump was supported by a 
quiet portable generator set. The pump was continually operated at all 
times during the testing. This is the desired and required condition in a 
dewatering well and includes the use of a pump capable of discharging a 
greater volume than the well is producing, therefore "over pumping" the 
well. This pump at this volume and vertical head could not achieve this over 
pumped condition. This drawdown is observed as a drawdown curve or 
"cone of depression" of the groundwater table (see plate Typical Dewatering 
Section enclosed) surrounding the pumped well. A larger pump capable of 
approximately 140 GPM was installed in TW-1. The static water level was 
continuously monitored in TW-1 and TW-2 and P-3 during the test. The 
drawdown effects of pumping TW-1 at a rate of 140 gpm produced 
drawdown to 38 feet below ground surface in TW-1 and was reflected in the 
other devices as depicted on the attached Plate Legado Pump Test Data 
attached. The dewatering system design was the main target of this testing 
and it is now known that this site, for an excavation level of approximately 
30 feet, will produce a high volume. Note that as each well is activated an 
"interference effect" is achieved wherein the drawdown curve from one well 
intercepts the curves from the adjacent wells (see plate Typical Dewatering 
Section attached). This condition includes each well assisting the adjacent 
well with time and the total, overall discharge volume will normally 
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decrease with time. All wells should be very similar in productivity to TW1. 
As this is a relatively large site with a deep excavation we project that 21 
perimeter wells will pump slightly in excess of 4,000 gpm after stabilization. 
Note that in P-1 only 2 feet of drawdown was observed. 

DEWATERING 

The conditions encountered always dictate the proper approach to the 
dewatering of any site. On this site the relatively high permeable materials 
will freely and quickly drain and surrender groundwater to pre-installed, pre
pumped dewatering wells. A system of approximately 21-22 temporary 
dewatering wells should be installed on 40 foot centers and placed outside of 
the shoring and lagging or sheet pile line, and centered between soldier piles 
and/or tie backs in all areas where possible. This translates to wells acting to 
pull groundwater away from and below the excavation for collection and 
pumping by the wells. The wells should be equipped with pumps capable of 
uninterrupted, long term pumping and should be capable of producing > 180 
gpm each at the design head. No float controls or other switches should be 
installed on the pumps and they should act to keep all wells in cavitation or 
pumped down state at all times. This translates to approximately a 5-7.5 H.P. 
pump per well. The wells should be installed and operated for a minimum of 
5-6 weeks before the shoring and excavation processes begin. All wells 
should be manifolded into a common discharge header line and transported to 
the storm drain system. It will be required to secure an NPDES General 
Permit for this site and pre-testing of the groundwater and continual testing to 
assure compliance will also be required. Every possible effort and redundant 
system should be included in the pre-dewatering system to avoid any system 
shutdowns. Careful and full, routine monitoring and maintenance should be 
considered an important and critical element of the dewatering system. In 
addition standby, automatically activated generator set(s) to activate during 
any power outage is very common on projects with high output volumes such 
as this site and we urge that these are considered essential. Several interior 
wells should also be installed to reduce the groundwater volume left standing 
in the interior of the site due to the perching conditions presented by 
impermeable lenses, and to emphasize drawdown near deeper, internal areas 
such as elevator pits, etc. Due to the nature of the on-site soils regardless of 
the number of wells or the length of their operation a very low volume of 
groundwater will remain "perched" on top of the very low or impermeable 
submerged materials and surrender very slowly to the open excavation as it 
proceeds downward, resulting in the need for internal "mop up" sump 
pumping with gravel trenches and moveable sump pumps. This process 
includes the continual installation of shallow trenches filled with the proper 
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gravels installed at the internal base of the lagging as it proceeds downward. 
Perched groundwater emanating from the face of the lagging should not be 
allowed to migrate across the site and further degrade the conditions in the 
bottom of the excavation. In effect the trench intercepts this perched water 
for collection and pumping immediately when/where/if it enters the site. This 
condition will require that the referenced trenching and interior pumping 
"follow" the lagging installation process to the bottom of the excavation as it 
proceeds. The proper techniques and adjustments under these conditions 
includes the installation and adequate, extended pre-pumping of the 
referenced series of wells on the exterior perimeter of the site, coupled with 
interior groundwater collection and "sump pumping", often referred to as 
French draining. As referenced as the excavation advances to approximately 
12 feet BGS the perched groundwater will begin migrating downward with 
the lagging and excavation procedures . At this juncture the interior trenches 
and gravels should be placed at the base of excavations where this intrusion 
occurs. This interior "mop up" trenching or French draining will be required 
in the interior of the site to collect and control minor groundwater volumes. 
This procedure must be carefully coordinated and extend with the lagging 
procedure to the bottom of the lagging installation. With adequate re
planning and coordination this activity causes little delay or negative 
impacts. 

The temporary dewatering should continue uninterrupted until it can be 
deactivated and groundwater allowed to return to its' original elevation with 
no harm to the structure per the Structural Engineer's recommendations. We 
conclude that due to the projected rapid rebound of the groundwater and its 
shallow original level that the structure will need to resist the hydrostatic 
pressure with water seated at the ground surface. On all HPD projects HPD is 
responsible for the maintenance and operation of all dewatering system 
components. 

DISCHARGE AND PERMITTING 

The discharge of groundwater to the storm drain system in any area is 
governed by the NPDES General Permit issued by and governed by the 
California Regional Water Quality Control Board. The permit requires initial 
groundwater analytical testing for compliance with the permit during any 
discharge, as well as continuous testing and verification of the suitability of 
the groundwater for discharge during the duration of the discharge per the 
Monitoring and Reporting Plan which will be received as part of the final 
permit. 
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OPTIONS 

HPD has investigated some alternatives to temporary dewatering which may 
reduce these potentials and costs. One alternative we explored rather 
extensively is a technique known as ground freezing. It involves the pumping 
of frozen brine through refrigeration units and small diameter piping into and 
out of the ground and passing through the refrigeration units. With time the 
process actually freezes the groundwater in the soil/groundwater matrix. In 
many cases this technique can actually provide such a solid mass of soil/water 
that it can also act as and replace the shoring system. One drawback to this 
procedure is that often the frozen mass becomes very difficult to excavate 
with all but the largest of heavy duty equipment available and difficulties with 
the loading of these large masses of soil and ice into trucks. 

Additional techniques which are more common is the use of slurry walls, cutoff 
piles (secant piles) or sheet piles, however, we cannot verify the 
appropriateness of this technique for this project site. 

SUMMARY 

In summary the groundwater at this site is standing at very close to a level of 
8' BGS. The upper water bearing stratas are encountered at 8-10 feet BGS 
site wide and should be considered as a major aquifer and groundwater 
bearing formation per the test drilling/pumping. The conditions include 
materials accurately represented in the Geocon's Report but essentially 
consist of intermittent lenses or layers of water bearing (permeable) 
sands/gravels and low water or non-water bearing (impermeable) materials. 
Each of these will drain at their own rate and to a level dictated by the 
permeability. The dewatering should consist of a series of approximately 21-
22 pre-installed, pre-operated shallow dewatering wells on the exterior 
perimeter on +-40 foot centers. Each well wifl stabilize at a volume of 
between 140 and 180 gpm. In addition interior gravel filled trench type 
dewatering will be required in most areas to collect minor seepages which will 
emanate and migrate into the excavation from the tops of the impermeable or 
less permeable lenses above the subgrade level. The total stabilized system 
discharge volume will be approximately 4,000 gpm. It is our opinion that a 
radial influence of approximately 125-150 around the exterior of the site will 
stabilize when the site if effectively dewatered. 
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CLOSURE 

Please contact the undersigned if you require any additional information or 
clarification of any of the information contained herein. 

Sincerely, 
JerryK~ 
Jerry L. King 
President 
Cell 562-755-5802 

enclosures: 4 
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LEGADO DRILL LOG 

LOCATION: 138 Culver Blvd. Playa Del Rey 
DATE: Tuesday, January 13,2014 

TWl 

TWl 

1' Sandy Top Soil 
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6" Beach Sand 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 7.7"H20 

10" Firm Clay 

25" Silty Sand 
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36' Gravel in Silt Matrix 

38' Silty Sand 

45' Set 8" Casing 
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TW2 

TW2 

1' Silty Sand 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 7.6' H20 

11' Stiff Clay 
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30' Silty Sand 

36' Gravel in Silt Matrix 

38' Silty Sand 
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50, Set 8" Casing 
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Pl 

1' Sandy Top Soil 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 8.7'H20 

12' Firm Clay 
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32' Gravel in Silt Matrix 

34' Silty Sand 

40' Set 2" Piezo 
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HYDROQUIP 
Pump & Dewatering 

LEGADO PUMP TEST DATA 

1/22/201S 

Time Pump Pump Depth Flow TW1 TW2 
Test 1 8:00 2hp so 70 9.S3 8.90 

9:00 2hp so 70 22.00 10.7S 
10:00 2hp so 70 21.91 10.SO 

Test 2 11:30 2hp + 2hp Booster so 100 
12:00 2hp + 2hp Booster so 100 24.6S 10.85 
1:00 2hp + 2hp Booster 50 100 24.S2 10.48 

Test3 3:00 3.Shp 43 110 29;60 12.36 
3:30 3.Shp 43 110 29.20 12.6S 

Test4 3:40 3.5hp 43 120 32.40 13.00 
3:SO 3.5hp 43 120 36.21 13.16 
4:00 3.Shp 43 120 3S.90 12.23 
4:10 3.5hp 43 120 3S.67 13.36 
4:20 3.5hp 43 120 35.69 13.44 
4:40 3.5hp 43 120 35.39 13.53 
4:40 3.Shp 43 120 36.10 13.58 
4:50 3.5hp 43 120 36,58 13.60 
S:OO 3.5hp 43 120 36.70 13.66 
5:10 3.5hp 43 120 36.86 13.70 
5:20 3.5hp 43 120 37.00 13.72 
S:30 3.5hp 43 120 37.00 13.75 
5:40 3.5hp 43 120 36.90 13.76 
5:50 3.5hp 43 120 36.95 13.76 
6:00 3.5hp 43 120 37.00 13.76 

~ Pump was removed and intake screen was cleaned between tests 3 & 4. 
~ All pumping was done from TW1 
~ Tw2 is located 40' from TW1 
~ P1 is located 113' from TWl 

P1 Runln 

11.37 None 
12.00 None 

11.96 None 

11.80 None 
11.62 None 

12.20 None 
12.32 None 

12.49 29.00 

12.62 31.20 
12.68 33.S1 
12.70 33.72 
12.88 33.65 
12.98 33.62 
12.99 33.50 
13.04 33.55 

13.10 33.60 
13.10 33.6S 

13.12 33.58 
13.12 33.62 

13.12 33.70 

13.12 33.68 
13.12 33.69 
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DEWIND ONE-PASS TRENCHING- TECHNICAL SUMMARY 
SOIL-BENTONITE CUTOFF WALL INSTALLATION 

May 13,2014 

This Technical Summary has been developed for the Soil-Bentonite (SB) Low Permeability 
Barrier installation at . The purpose of this document is to describe the method of 
installation using DeWind's One-Pass Trenching Technology. The De Wind One-Pass Trenching 
Technology uses in-situ mixing by homogenizing the in-place soils with the mixing chain while 
adding the prescribed bentonite and water to form the soil-bentonite mixture. Our method 
eliminates many of the steps required with conventional techniques such as using bentonite 
slurry, mixing ponds as well as QC testing for these various steps, reducing the amount of spoils 
and work platform needed for this installation which translates into faster installations. 

Figure I. Trencher ussembleJ with 75 feet long boom 

The De Wind One-Pass Trenching method has been successfully implemented on many projects 
across the USA and Canada in all types of non-consolidated soil types such as sand, silt, clay and 
weathered bedrock. All of our systems are installed in a single pass under the water table. 
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SOIL BENTONITE WALL INSTALLATION PROCEDURE 

The SB wall will be installed with a One-Pass Trencher outfitted with a sufficient length cutting 
boom as needed to reach the proposed bottom elevations of_ ft. below ground surface. The 
cutting chain for these depths is typically 27-inch wide. We can offer different widths if needed. 
All of our widths will meet the 1.0 x 10-7 em/sec. specification. If the bottom depth varies more 
than about 10 ft. the crew will simply add or remove boom lengths to the trencher to increase or 
decrease the depth. Since the barrier depth at this project is constant, we do not anticipate 
changing boom depths. 

1.0 PRE-INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES 

Mix Design 
Mix design testing is recommended prior to start of work to determine the percent bentonite to 
mix with the in-place soils. This work performed by Others. De Wind will install the hydraulic 
barrier to a maximum permeability of 1.0 x 1 o-7 em/sec with our soil-mix installation. 

Site Preparation 
Before installation, the general contractor's surveyor will stake the site and the location of the SB 
wall on the surface at 25-ft offsets to the trench centerline. At 50-ft intervals the existing 
elevation at the station stake, and a cut in feet to the designed trench bottom from the soil 
borings. This work may be performed prior to De Wind's mobilization to the site. 

The earthwork contractor shall begin clearing the site grades to construct the work platform that 
is level (side to side) along the trench alignment. The work platform needed is about 20 feet 
wide for De Wind to install the SR cutoff wall at the proposed depths. This is the outside 
dimension of the Trencher tracks and is the minimum required. The Trencher can handle grade 
changes along the alignment as long as the tracks are level side-to-side. Please discuss vertical 
grades with DeWind prior to final design. We understand the site is fairly flat so we do not 
anticipate this work to be extensive. Pavements and building slabs or other site features such as 
sidewalk may need to be removed and replaced by Others, depending on the desired SB wall 
alignment. The support equipment that will aid the Trencher during installation will need to get 
along side of the Trencher to load bentonite into the hopper, so we need an extra 30 - 40 ft. to 
one side of the work platform if possible. We anticipate utilizing the interior portions ofthe site 
for this support equipment. 

2.0 MOBILIZATION 

De Wind will mobilize to the site in approximately 4-5 semi-loads. The existing grades at the site 
appear to be adequate for the mobilization and assembly for this project. With the assistance of 
an excavator and loader provided by the general contractor, we will begin assembly of the 
Trencher. Assembly will take approximately 2 days to complete. The assembly and staging is 
generally within close proximity to the trench alignment so the trencher can track to the work 
area. The cutting chain contains hundreds of carbide rock cutting bits to break up the soils into 

2 
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small particle sized pieces to achieve a homogenous wall. We will outfit the Trencher with a 
custom delivery system to supply the dry bentonite for in-situ mixing. As a contingency plan, 
pre-burying bentonite and a slurry pump tank are also available for bentonite delivery. All of 
these systems eliminate the need for messy mixing ponds and suspending the trench in a 
"slurry". 

During the assembly phase, De Wind will provide the water line for this project. The water line 
will be fused together and laid out to the necessary lengths to reach the on-site water source. The 
bentonite powder will be delivered in supersacks and stationed along the alignment by De Wind. 
This work will be performed with a DeWind supplied telescopic material handler. This is the 
only piece of moving equipment on the site during installation, resulting in greater safety than 
conventional methods with many pieces of equipment trafficking the site. The QC manager will 
check the on-site bentonite materials to ensure they comply with the specification sheets. For 
small sized projects the schedule will likely require the bentonite to be shipped prior to 
De Wind's arrival, which may require some assistance from on site staffto unload in our absence. 

3.0 SOIL-BENTONITE WALL INSTALLATION 

At the start of the SB wall the One-Pass Trencher will be positioned on the alignment with the 
boom above grade. The Trencher's cutters will start rotation and cut a 27-inch wide trench as the 
boom and bentonite delivery system move into the vertical position. Once vertical, the bentonite 
delivery system will be started. 

During installation, De Wind will be adding dry powdered bentonite in quantities based on the 
provided mix-design test results or as directed by the Client. We do not anticipate performing 
additional mix design tests. Dry bentonite will be fed via our dry bentonite delivery system 
down a tube attached to the cutting boom into the soils below grade. DeWind will then use our 
One-Pass Trencher to homogenize the native soils and dry bentonite to the required SB Wall 
depths. During installation water will be fed through the water line into the cutting chain and 
added as necessary to maintain a slump of 4-7 inches in the resulting soil-bentonite mixture. 
These steps happen simultaneously and continuously throughout the installation. 

The installation of SB wall will follow the profile depths as shown on the plans. The Trencher 
boom will extend from grade to the bottom of the proposed wall. This is beneficial as it 
eliminates the possibilities of voids or more permeable "windows" in the slurry wall. Another 
added benefit is stability for dam and slope applications, as the trench is not excavated resulting 
in greater safety and stability for the site and personnel. 

3 
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Figure 2. SB Wall installation under the groundwater on a tight sight 

The trencher will follow the staked alignment to install the SB wall. At comers we prefer to 
make round radius turns rather than sharp intersecting comers. This eliminates the need to 
withdraw and reinsert the boom in to the ground at each comer. Keeping the boom in the ground 
results in greater safety and more consistent mixing for better quality control of the SB wall. 

If the SB wall depth or locution is not within project specifications, the machine will be 
immediately adjusted so the installation returns to within project specifications as detailed on the 
project drawings. The Trencher operator can raise or lower the boom up to about 1 0 feet 
vertically from the cab to adjust for the bottom confining layer profile, as marked on the survey 
stakes and on the profile drawings. Beyond 1 0 ft. of elevation change the crew may add or 
remove boom sections to provide the correct cutoff wall depth. The SB wall depths will be 
measured using the laser guidance system and recorded as needed along the construction path, or 
continuously by physical measurement. 

The spoils generated from the site will be minimal due to the in-situ mixing technology from the 
One-Pass Trencher (see Figure 3). These soils will be properly placed as needed by the 
earthwork contractor. Soil cap and additional restoration also provided by Others. 

4.0 DECON AND DEMOBILIZATION 

Upon completion of the installation De Wind will powerwash our equipment on site. Special 
decon requirements are to be provided by Others. After the equipment is cleaned, it will be 
broken down and loaded onto our trucks with the support equipment used during assembly. We 
anticipate about 2-3 days to decon our equipment, teardown and demob. 

4 
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Figure 3. SB Wall Installation with minimal spoils 

5.0 DOCUMENTATION AND QUALITY CONTROL 

The design drawings will be kept in the field and any deviations or changes will be marked on 
the field drawing copies. The record will be legible and accessible to allow ease in verifying 
installation activities and addressing future questions that may arise concerning as-built records. 

DeWind will provide the necessary submittals for materials and QC documentation. Due to in
situ mixing, bentonite slurry testing is not available (i.e. Marsh Funnel tests). Slump testing and 
mud balance testing as well as soil-bentonite permeability sampling will be available on site. 
Soil-bentonite samples will be collected by De Wind's patented sampling device. This sampler 
attaches to the chain and is lowered to the exact depth as determined by the Engineer. The 
samples will be provided to the Engineer for testing. The QC program will be formulated for the 
One-Pass system in conjunction with the Engineer, if selected. 

We look forward to working with you on this project. Please feel free to contact me with any 
questions. 

Sincerely, 

Charlie Krug 
Project Manager/Estimator 
De Wind One-Pass Trenching, LLC. 
(616) 875-7580 
ckrug@dewindonepass.com 

5 
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Exhibit B: 

Groundwater Report 
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Project No. 2860 
October 14, 2014 
Revised: November 13, 2014 

Ms. Heather Lee 
LEGADO COMPANIES 
121 S. Beverly Hills Drive 
Beverly Hills, California 90212 

POTENTIAL GROUNDWATER LOWERING AT BALLONA WETLANDS 
DUE TO TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION DEWATERING 
138 CULVER BOULEVARD DEVELOPMENT 
PLAY A DEL REY, CALIFORNIA 

Dear Ms. Lee: 

In accordance with your request and our proposal dated September 26, 2014, TerraCosta 

Consulting Group (TCG) is pleased to present the results of our preliminary assessment 

of the potential for groundwater lowering at the Ballona Wetlands during construction at 

the 138 Culver Boulevard Development project located in Playa Del Rey, Los Angeles 

County, California. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

As we understand, Legado Companies proposes to construct a mixed-use development at 

138 Culver Boulevard in Playa Del Rey, which will include the construction of 

subterranean parking. This construction will likely require temporary dewatering during 

construction to lower the groundwater table sufficiently to permit construction of the 

below-grade portions of the project. We understand that the preliminary (lowest) 

basement finished floor elevation is approximately -11 feet MSL. We anticipate that the 

groundwater table within the excavation will need to be lowered to an approximate 

elevation of -15 feet MSL in order to accommodate construction ofthe basement slab and 

any under-slab systems. Furthermore, we understand that there are no permanent 

dewatering systems planned for this project. 

3890 Murphy Canyon Road, Suite 200 _. San Diego, California 92123 _. (858) 573-6900 voice A (858) 573-8900/ax 
www.terracosta.com 
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The 138 Culver Boulevard Development is located along the coast at the intersection of 

Culver Boulevard, Pacific A venue, and Vista Del Mar. The project site is located 

approximately 2,000 feet south of Ballona Creek, approximately 1,000 feet east of the 

Pacific Ocean, and approximately 800 feet southwest of the Ballona Wetlands. More 

specifically, the site is located on the USGS Venice Quadrangle at 33.9578 north latitude, 

33.9578 west longitude. A vicinity map, general geomorphic conditions near the site, 

and a site plan are shown on Figures 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

We understand that various parties have expressed concerns relating to potential 

dewatering impacts on the groundwater conditions at the Ballona Wetlands. This study 

was conducted to provide an assessment of the potential impact on groundwater levels 

near the Ballona Wetlands. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

For this study, TCG performed the following scope of work: 

1. Reviewed preliminary geotechnical reports for the 138 Culver Boulevard 

Development project, as well as for several adjacent sites. 

2. Reviewed public comments by Dr. Steven Devere! of HydroFocus, Inc. 

(HydroFocus) as presented in his undated letter, by Ms. Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

as presented in her September 15, 2014, correspondence, and by Ms. Nikki 

Hedlund in her September 15, 2014, email to the City of Los Angles Department 

of City Planning. 

3. Reviewed additional subsurface data from the GeoTracker database as it pertains 

to groundwater conditions in the area. 

4. Reviewed readily available literature concerning the groundwater conditions 

locally and within the Ballona Wetlands. 

N:\28\286012860 TCG Lellers\2860 LOI REV Legado ·138 Culver Blvd. doc 
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5. Developed a conceptual model of the groundwater conditions from the site to the 

Ballona Wetlands using available published data. 

6. Developed opinions regarding the potential drawdown impact on the Ballona 

Wetlands. 

7. Prepared this summary report of our assessment of groundwater lowering due to 

construction dewatering at the site. 

Hydraulic conductivities of subsurface soils, as well as other groundwater 

characteristics, used for our assessment were based on available data. Where data 

gaps existed, groundwater flow parameters needed for our assessment were based on 

assumptions founded on the descriptions of the subsurface conditions. Lastly, 

simplified aquifer models were used to evaluate the drawdown effects of construction 

dewatering within the vicinity ofthe site. 

GEOLOGIC AND HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTING 

Regional Geology 

The project site is located at the northwesterly edge of the Los Angeles - Orange County 

Coastal Plain Basin of Southern California. Over the millennia, this basin has been 

infilled with sediments that are reported to be as thick as 30,000 feet in some areas ofthe 

basin. Stratigraphically, the basin has been infilled with a sequence of upper Cretaceous 

marine sedimentary rocks, a thick section of Tertiary marine and volcanic rocks, and 

marine and non-marine Quaternary deposits (Bilodeau, 2007). 

Locally, the area around Playa Del Rey is underlain by Pleistocene- and Holocene-age 

sediments. Seismic Hazard Zone Report 036 (Division ofMines and Geology, 1998) has 

mapped (Figure 4) and described the units in some detail, as indicated below: 

"The oldest geologic unit mapped in the Venice Quadrangle is the Pleistocene 
San Pedro Formation (Qsp), a predominantly marine sand and gravel deposit 
exposed in the Baldwin Hills in the northeast corner of the quadrangle. A 

N:\28\2860\2860 TCG Lcttcrs\2860 LOI REV Lcgodo ·138 Culver Bl vd.doc 
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resistant, locally pehhly and gravelly, silty sand (Qoa) overlies the San Pedro 
Formation and caps some of the ridges in this area. 

Pleistocene older marine (?) sediments (Qom?) forming the southernmost part of 
the Ocean Park plain extend into the Venice Quadrangle from Santa Monica. 
These deposits are composed of medium- to coarse-grained sand. 

Quaternary sediments exposed on the elevated plain south of Ballona Creek 
include Pleistocene older alluvium (Qoa) composed of medium- to coarse-grained 
sand and gravel that interfingers with near-shore marine sediments of similar 
composition. These deposits are overlain by laterally extensive, stabilized, older 
eolian deposits (Qoe), which consist of well-sorted, medium- to coarse-grained 
sand. 

Younger alluvium and floodplain deposits (Qyal and Qya2) are exposed in the 
low-lying areas of Ballona Gap and Centinela Creek. They generally consist of 
very fine- to medium-grained sand intermixed with silt and clay. 

Prior to the development of Marina Del Rey, extensive estuarine deposits (Qes) 
were present at the mouth of Ballona Creek. Remnants of these deposits, which 
consist of organic tidal mud interbedded with floodplain sediments, are mapped 
around the edges of the marina along with areas of artificial fill (aj). 

Modern eolian deposits (Qe) form a quarter- to half-mile-wide strip along the 
coastline adjacent to the modern beach. The eolian deposits are composed of 
very well-sorted, fine- to medium-grained sand. Modern beach deposits (Qm), 
which consist of well-sorted, medium- to coarse-grained sand, form the shoreline 
of Santa Monica Bay. " 

Local Geologic Conditions 

Locally, the site area is underlain by artificial fills and eolian deposits, estuarine deposits, 

younger alluvial deposits, and older alluvial deposits at depth. During the last glacial 

maximum about 21,000 years ago, sea level was approximately 400 feet lower than it is 

today. During that time, the local coastline was dissected by numerous drainages 

draining upland areas of the region. 

During the most recent interglacial period, as the sea level began to rise, small 

embayments formed within these drainages, which became backfilled with sediments 

N:\28\2860\2860 TCG Lcnm\2860 LOI REV Lcgado -138 Culver Blvd doc 
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debauched from the rivers and creeks, forming coastal salt marsh and lagoonal 

environments as shown on Figure 2. 

Hydrogeologic Setting and Groundwater 

From a hydrogeologic perspective, the project site is located within the coastal subbasin 

of the Santa Monica Basin of the groundwater basins of the Coastal Plain of Los Angeles 

County. In addition, the site is located at the foot of the Ballona escarpment within the 

Ballona Gap near the boundary between the Santa Monica Basin and the West Coast 

Basin. 

The topographically prominent drainage between the Beverly Hills and Baldwin Hills, 

known as the Ballona Gap, was formed by the ancestral westward-flowing Los Angeles 

River (Poland, et al., 1959). Incised into the upper Pleistocene Palos Verdes Formation 

to a base level substantially more than 50 feet below current sea level, the Ballona Gap is 

an erosional channel that cuts into and across the Inglewood fault and is believed to 

extend well seaward ofthe present coastline. 

As reported by Poland, et al. (1959), with respect to water-bearing units, the most 

important deposits of recent age are fluvial deposits consisting of sand, gravel, silt, and 

clay extending as tongues to the coast through the Ballona Gap, as well as the underlying 

main-water bearing layer of the Pleistocene-age deposits of the San Pedro Formation. 

These Pleistocene deposits are referred to as the Silverado aquifer (California Department 

of Water Resources, 1961). 

The youngest deposits include Holocene-age alluvial deposits that form much of the 

surficial deposits of the Santa Monica Basin that infill the Ballona Gap. Poland, et al., 

divides these rec.ent deposits into two layers, identified as the upper division and the 

lower ciivision. Tn i'!ciciition, heilch l'lnci ciune cieposits thilt form the barrier beach are 

believed to extend several tens of feet below sea level and likely provide a direct conduit 

for the movement of ocean water into the coastal margins of the main water-bearing 

zones ofthe coastal aquifers. 

The upper division of the recent Holocene deposits is comprised of fine sands and silts 

with lesser amounts of gravels and clay. The lower division is referred to as the "50-foot 

N:\28\2860\2860 TCG Le~crs\2860 LOI REV Legado -I 38 Culver Blvd.doc 
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gravel" by Poland, and as the Ballona aquifer in the 1961 Department of Water 

Resources (DWR) study (California Department of Water Resources, 1961). The "50-

foot gravel" got its name from the fact that within the Ballona Gap, there is a relatively 

thin, irregular gravel deposit that ranges in depth from approximately 40 to 80 feet below 

the land surface, with an average depth of about 50 feet (Poland, et a!., 1959). These 

gravels range from 10 to 40 feet in thickness. During early development of the area, this 

gravel layer was commonly tapped by several wells for use as a local water supply. 

However, because of heavy use and the decline in water levels, this water-bearing zone 

became contaminated due to sea water advancing inland beyond Lincoln Boulevard. 

According to borings at the site, gravels interpreted to be the Ballona aquifer were 

encountered at an elevation of approximately -50 feet. 

From a hydrogeological perspective, the Santa Monica Basin includes the Bellflower 

aquiclude and the Ballona and Silverado aquifers. Portions of the older Holocene-age 

deposits of the Ballona aquifer are located within the Lakewood Formation, whereas the 

Silverado aquifer is located within the upper Pleistocene San Pedro Formation and the 

Pliocene Pica Formation. 

According to Appendix A of the State Department of Water Resources Bulletin No. 104 

(1961), the project site is underlain by the Ballona aquifer having an estimated thickness 

of 330 feet, which is in turn underlain by the Silverado aquifer having an estimated 

thickness on the order of 100 feet. 

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENT 

As part of our work, we reviewed comments from the public that were submitted to the 

City of Los Angeles Department of Planning. We reviewed three sets of comments, 

presented by Dr. Devere! of HydroFocus, Ms. Kathryn M. Schwertfeger, and Ms. Nikki 

Hedlund, as they pertained to potential groundwater lowering of the Ballona Wetlands. 

A summary oftheir comments is presented below: 

• HydroFocus presents a series of opinions concerning potential impacts associated 

with dewatering of the site. Most germane to our study is their opinion that 

dewatering of the site may alter the groundwater hydrology at the Ballona 

N:\28\2860\2860 TCG Lctlcrs\2860 LOI REV Lcgado -138 Culver Blvd doc 
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Wetlands, which may result in altered water quality (e.g., salinity) and changes in 

water levels in the marsh. HydroFocus's opinion is based on estimating a radius 

of influence for a given dewatering scenario, and they conclude that because 

portions of the Ballona Wetlands lie within the "radius of influence" of 

dewatering at the proposed development site, the dewatering could potentially 

impact the wetlands. However, HydroFocus does not quantify to what extent, if 

any, that impact would be and states that those impacts require further 

assessment. 

• Ms. Schwertfeger's correspondence of September 15, 2014, presents various 

comments concerning the proposed development. As it pertains to impacts to the 

Ballona Wetlands, she cites two studies, one of which is HydroFocus's study 

discussed above. The other study, by Ms. Sandra Genis, was not available for 

our review. Ms. Schwertfeger alleges that impacts related to dewatering absent 

effective mitigation will be substantial. However, the basis of her statement is 

unclear. She cites the two studies mentioned above as supporting documents to 

her allegations. Dr. Deverel's assessment, as provided in HydroFocus's study, is 

based on the likelihood that the wetlands lay within a radius of influence of the 

dewatering efforts. As for Ms. Genis's assessment, no specific details were 

provided and, based on Ms. Schwertfeger's statements, it appears that 

Ms. Genis's emphasis focused on the potential impacts to the ecosystem. Further 

comment concerning Ms. Genis's assessment cannot be made until the actual 

study is reviewed. Be that as it may, Ms. Schwertfeger's concerns seem to be 

related to having dewatering mitigation measures specified and a lack of 

information that would permit community critique. 

• Ms. Nikki Hedlund's email of September 15, 2014, expresses concern that the 

dewatering efforts for the proposed project may result in unspecified significant 

environment impacts. 

N:\28\2860\2860 TCG Lcuers\2860 LOI REV Lcgndo .JJ8 Culver Blvd.doc 
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In order to assess the potential impact of dewatering on groundwater levels within the 

vicinity of the project site, we implemented the following methodology for our analyses: 

1. Reviewed available data from provided reports and available literature. 

2. Developed a hydrogeologic model of the site and vicinity based on the 

stratigraphic conditions described in the literature. 

3. Based on our hydrogeologic model, assessed data gaps and the variability of key 

parameters of the model. 

4. Compared our simplified model to a series of classical aquifer models. 

5. Evaluated the potential groundwater impacts within the area of influence. 

Hydrogeologic Model 

A hydrogeologic model should describe the subsurface stratigraphy in terms of the 

relationship between each stratigraphic unit in relation to other units, as well as the 

hydrogeologic characteristics of each stratigraphic unit, including whether or not the unit 

is an aquifer (confined, unconfined, or mixed), aquitard, or aquiclude. In addition, the 

model should describe groundwater sources and sinks and their relationships to the 

various stratigraphic units. 

In assessing changes to groundwater conditions, one needs to assess under what 

conditions one wants to examine those changes. There are two conditions by which 

changes in groundwater conditions can be evaluated. These are: under transient 

conditions and under steady-state conditions. While construction dewatering is 

temporary and, as such by definition, represents a transient condition, our interests when 

assessing potential impacts related to dewatering are concerned with the worst-case 

condition. In order to assess the worst-case scenario, our analyses will be based on an 

assessment of groundwater changes due to a steady-state condition. Steady-state analyses 
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evaluate changes in groundwater levels with sustained pumping over a long period of 

Lime. 

In steady-state analyses, the two key hydrogeologic properties of interest for each 

geologic unit of significance (aquifer) are the radius of influence and the saturated 

hydraulic conductivity ofthe unit: 

• Radius of influence is a term that attempts to characterize the distance over which 

variations in groundwater removal could result in changes to groundwater levels 

within an unconfined aquifer and changes in groundwater hydraulic gradients (or 

pressures) in confined aquifers. Radius of influence is a term that is assumed to 

be constant in steady-state conditions. In other words, the hydraulic radius 

delineates areas adjacent to the point of groundwater removal where there is the 

potential to affect groundwater flows to the degree that there might be a 

significant impact. However, the potential impacts to the groundwater regime 

within the radius of influence diminish with distance from the point of removal. 

Thus, the relative impact is greater near the point of groundwater extraction than 

at a distance closer to the radius of influence. 

• Hydraulic conductivity is a term that characterizes the relative ability of the 

stratigraphic unit in question to convey groundwater. 

Having estimates for the radius of influence and hydraulic conductivity of a unit enables 

one to estimate the steady-state response of an aquifer due to groundwater pumping, such 

as occurs in dewatering operations. 

For this project, we estimated the radius of influence and hydraulic conductivity of the 

various aquifers based on the desc.riptions ofthe grain-size. c.harac.teristics ofthe aquifers. 

The hydraulic conductivities of the aquifers were hased on reporteci vah1es, as well as 

empirical relationships such as Hazen's equation, which is based on particle grain sizes. 

From our estimates of hydraulic conductivity, we used Sichardt's equation (Leonards, 

1962) to estimate hydraulic radius. Table 1 presents estimated hydraulic conductivities 

and range in radius of influence for each unit ofthe model. 
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The first step in the development of a hydrogeologic model is the development of a 

generalized interpreted geologic cross section. For this project, we have prepared two 

interpreted geologic cross sections that illustrate the geologic conditions relevant to this 

project (Figure 5 -exaggerated scale; and Figure 6- true scale). 

From these cross sections, we developed a schematic representation of the general 

hydrogeologic model (Figure 7) to illustrate site conditions. Included in Figure 7 are a 

general description of a given hydrogeologic unit and its characteristics in terms of type 

of unit (confined, unconfined, or mixed), radius of influence, approximate hydraulic 

conductivity, and relative hydraulic conductivity. 

As shown on Figure 7, the generalized hydrogeologic model is comprised of a near

surface, unconfined aquifer comprised of the upper division of the recent Holocene 

deposits consisting of interbedded sands and silty sands with lenses of silts and clays that 

has an estimated hydraulic conductivity of0.02 em per sec (K1), and an underlying 10- to 

40-foot-thick gravel layer of the Ballona aquifer that has an estimated hydraulic 

conductivity of 0.3 em per second (K2) that is in turn underlain by the Silverado aquifer 

located within the San Pedro Formation, a significant water-bearing unit consisting of 

interbedded sands and gravels. We have assumed that the Silverado aquifer has the same 

hydraulic conductivity as gravels of the Ballona aquifer. The Ballona Creek wetlands are 

represented as a separate system comprised of a relatively shallow near-surface layer of 

fine-grained soils consisting of interbedded silts and clays with some sands. Using the 

estimated hydraulic conductivity (K 1) of the nel'!r-snrface unconfined aquifer, the relative 

hydraulic conductivity (K2/K 1) of the wetland soils is estimated to be approximately 

11147, as permeable as the upper division of the recent Holocene deposits. The 

underlying Ballona aquifer and Silverado aquifer relative hydraulic conductivities 

(K3/K 1) as compared to the upper division of the recent Holocene deposits is estimated 

to be approximately fifteen times as permeable. From this comparison, the wetlands 

behave more functionally as an aquitard in their relationship to the upper division recent 

Holocene deposits and the underlying Ballona and Silverado aquifers. In other words, 

the groundwater conditions within the wetlands and within the upper division recent 

Holocene deposits and the Ballona and Silverado aquifers are not significantly 

interconnected and, as such, the wetlands as compared to the other three water-bearing 

zones can, for the most part, be considered separate systems. 
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The second step in developing a model from which dewatering impacts can be estimated 

pertains to the identification of recharge sources, groundwater sinks, and the location of 

impermeable boundaries. 

For the 138 Culver Boulevard Development, there are no nearby groundwater sinks. A 

groundwater sink is a feature where groundwater is withdrawn from the groundwater 

system. An example of a sink is a groundwater well. For this project, the dewatering at 

138 Culver Boulevard would be considered a sink, as groundwater will be pumped from 

the ground during dewatering operations. As such, the dewatering efforts at 138 Culver 

Boulevard will alter the groundwater table near 138 Culver Boulevard. However, there 

are several recharge sources. These include the Ballona Creek (located approximately 

2,000 feet north of the site), the Pacific Ocean (located approximately 1,000 feet west of 

the site), and the Ballona Wetlands (located 700 feet from the site- Figure 3). In addition 

to these surface sources, our review and interpretation of site conditions suggest one other 

source of potential importance, which are the underlying Ballona and Silverado aquifers. 

We have considered these two stratigraphic units as being essentially the same and, as 

such, have treated them as a single unit. The Ballona and Silverado aquifers, in our 

opinion, act as an underground recharge source for the upper division of the recent 

Holocene deposits, given their areal extent, their likely connection to the Pacific Ocean, 

and their hydraulic heads being reported to correspond to mean sea level (Poland, 1959). 

Given the depth of the excavation, this underground source is located approximately 35 

feet below the bottom of the excavation. 

In terms of other boundary conditions that may affect the response of groundwater to the 

proposed construction dewatering operations, the nearby terraced sloped of the Ballona 

escarpment form a potential impervious boundary to the upper divisions of the recent 

Holocene deposits and may result in portions of the Silverado aquifer that underlay the 

Ballona escarpment acting as a contined aquiter. According to the 1%1 UWR report, the 

Ballona aquifer does not extend south of the Ballona escarpment. However, for our 

purposes, we have assumed that these terraced slopes do not form an impervious 

boundary that would affect local groundwater flows. 

As mentioned above, we have identified that relative to the upper division of recent 

Holocene deposits and the Ballona and Silverado aquifers, the wetlands are more like an 

aquitard than an aquifer; the implication being that the link between an aquitard and 
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aquifer is imperfect and, as such, they behave somewhat independently, meaning that 

changes in one system can impact the other. However, that impact is mitigated by other 

factors and, as such, changes in one system may or may not experience significant 

changes. In an attempt to illustrate this point, let us consider the wetlands as its own 

groundwater system with its own boundary conditions. The groundwater conditions 

within the wetlands are potentially affected by changes in the boundary conditions of the 

wetlands. We can think ofthose boundary conditions as being either sinks or sources; in 

other words, boundaries that either add water to the wetlands (sources) or extract water 

(sinks) from the wetlands. The potential sources to the groundwater system of the 

wetlands include the Ballona Creek (adjacent to wetland), the upper division of the recent 

Holocene deposits, direct rainfall, and runoff into the wetlands. Potential sinks to the 

groundwater system wetlands include the underlying upper division of the recent 

Holocene deposits, evaporation from the wetlands surface, and surface runoff from the 

wetlands. Note that the upper division of the recent Holocene deposits could act either as 

a source or as a sink, depending upon the groundwater levels near the interface between 

the upper division of the recent Holocene deposits and the wetlands. 

The next step, after having identified the relevant hydrogeologic units and their 

relationship to each other and the relevant sources and sinks, is the development of a 

simplified groundwater model to evaluate changes to groundwater levels for various 

scenarios. Given the radius of influence of the upper division of the recent deposits and 

the Ballona and Silverado aquifers, and the distances to the various points of interest 

(wetlands), we considered two basic models. Both models are variations of flow in an 

unconfined aquifer. The first model considered that the Ballona and Silverado aquifers 

are not a source, but still could act as an unconfined aquifer, along with the upper 

division of the recent Holocene deposits, or, in other words, a uniform near-surface 

unconfined aquifer with a depth on the order of I 00+ feet. Thus, flow of water into the 

excavation due to dewatering is just due to groundwater lateral flows. The second model 

considered that the Ballona and Silverado aquifers do act as a recharge source to 

groundwater extracted from the upper division of the recent Holocene deposits. 

We evaluated the first model (no underground recharge source form the underlying 

gravels) using plan view-derived flownets and an effective radius of influence of 800 

feet. For this model, groundwater flows are summed to move laterally with no significant 

vertical component. To account for the irregularity of the excavation, a plan view 
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flownet was used in order to model the effects related to the shape of the excavation. 

When using a plan view flownet in an unconfined aquifer, the drops in "equipotential" 

lines common to most flownets represent equal drops in the difference between the 

square of the hydraulic head of the groundwater system unaffected by the lowering of the 

groundwater table and the square of the hydraulic head in the dewatered excavation 

instead of equal drops in hydraulic head. 

To evaluate the second model, we used a vertical or cross section flownet to account for 

the nearness of the underlying groundwater source. The Ballona and Silverado aquifers 

tend to dominate the flow patterns near the excavation. For this examination, we 

considered a radius of influence of 400 feet. The smaller radius of influence is self

evident, given the predominance of groundwater flow from the underlying gravels, which 

dampen the influence of groundwater lowering at distance. 

Flownet Analyses Results 

The results of our flownet analyses are as follows: 

1. From our plan view flownet for Case 1 (no recharge from underlying gravels; see 

Figure 8), the drawdown within the wetlands is negligible, given that the wetlands 

are located beyond the radius of influence of dewatering for the proposed 

excavation. For groundwater lowering to occur within the wetlands, the radius of 

influence for the upper division of the recent Holocene deposits would need to be 

greater than estimated. Moreover, if the radius of influence of the construction 

dewatering was greater, any drawdown of the groundwater table would be 

mitigated by recharge from sources within the radius of influence ofthe wetlands. 

2. From a review of our cross-sectional flownet for Case 2 (recharge from 

underlying gravels; see Figure 9), the flows into the excavation are dominate.d by 

the flows from the underlying Ballona and Silverado aquifers. In addition, flows 

from the underlying gravels serve as a source of recharge in areas external to the 

excavation, thereby mitigating the drawdown effects due to pumping at the 

excavation. The mitigation effect is a result of the recharging or groundwater 

flowing into the upper sands from the underlying gravels, replacing the lost 

groundwater due to dewatering. As such, the drawdown at the edge of the radius 
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of influence is much less than what would be anticipated if the groundwater from 

the Ballona and Silverado aquifers did not feed the upper division of the recent 

deposits. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results of our flownet analyses and review of the hydrogeologic conditions 

of the wetlands, we have the following conclusions: 

1. For drawdown to occur at the wetlands, the wetlands need to be located within the 

radius of influence of the dewatering efforts. Estimates for the soils comprising 

the near-surface portions of the upper division of the recent Holocene deposits 

indicate that the wetlands are located beyond the effective radius of influence for 

dewatering of the proposed excavation (see Figures 3 and 8). As such, the 

drawdown within the wetlands due to the lowering of the groundwater level in the 

upper division of the recent Holocene deposits as a result of the construction 

dewatering ofthe excavation is negligible. 

2. For the condition where significant recharge occurs from the Ballona and 

Silverado aquifers (see Figure 9), flows from these sources will mitigate 

groundwater drawdown in the areas adjacent to the excavation as groundwater 

drawdown due to dewatering is replaced by the upward flows from these recharge 

sources. This recharge reduces the potential drawdown in the wetlands as the 

Ballona and Silverado aquifers replace the groundwater that is lost from the upper 

division of the recent deposits as it is pumped from the excavation. To illustrate, 

consider the following hypothetical. Assume that the groundwater at the bottom 

of the wetlands has, for whatever reason, been lowered by 1 foot; the approximate 

gradient of flow to the excavation is on the order of 0.001 ft/ft. Given the location 

of the underlying gravels, a 1-foot drop in hydraulic head would result in a 

vertical gradient on the order of 0.02 to 0.03 ft/ft. As such, the upward flow of 

water from the gravels being roughly 25 times that of the gradient would result in 

no groundwater due to dewatering. The loss ofwater flowing from the wetland to 

the excavation would quickly be replaced by water from the Ballona and 

Silverado aquifers, such that little or no loss of groundwater would occur. 
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3. The wetlands are comprised of fine-grained soils and have a relative permeability 

of 1/147 of that of the upper division of the recent Holocene deposits. As such, 

any loss of water from the wetlands for any reason into the underlying Ballona 

and Silverado aquifers would require a significant relative gradient difference 

between flow in the upper division of the recent Holocene deposits and flow from 

wetland. We estimate that the groundwater gradient in the wetland would need to 

be on the order of approximately 14 7 times the gradient within the upper division 

of the recent Holocene deposits. Thus, potential changes in groundwater level 

within the wetlands would be significantly slower than corresponding changes in 

the upper division of the recent Holocene deposits. 

4. As we understand, the Ballona wetlands have internal drainage channels that are 

fed by Ballona Creek and other off-site sources. In addition, recharging of the 

wetlands occurs as a result of seepage through the levees containing Ballona 

Creek into the wetlands. As such, groundwater changes within the wetlands are 

mitigated due to these surface sources of recharge waters. These recharging 

waters reduce potential impacts associated with changes in groundwater levels 

within the underlying upper division of the recent Holocene deposits, thereby 

further reducing the impacts that the proposed construction dewatering operations 

might induce. 

5. Given that the estimated radius of influence of a point within the wetlands is on 

the order of 50 to 100 feet, changes in the groundwater table outside of the 

wetlands only conceptually impact a limited and short distance into the wetland. 

Thus, for points located 100 feet and greater from the edge of the wetland, 

changes in the groundwater table at the boundary of the wetlands have no impact 

on the groundwater levels within the wetlands. 

6. Givt:n Lht: abuvt:, Lht: prupust:u ut:walt:riug al Lhe 138 Culver Buulevaru 

Development will not result in an impact to the groundwater table in the wetlands. 

7. Lastly, groundwater within the wetlands will be recharged by seepage from 

Ballona Creek and local fresh water runoff into the wetland drainage ditches. 
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The above study is an assessment of groundwater lowering of Ballona Creek wetlands. 
This study employed simplified groundwater models to evaluate potential impacts. In 
addition, this study was based on subsurface data collected by others. This report is 
intended for no other purpose. 

Professional judgments presented herein are based partly on our evaluation of the 
technical information gathered, and partly on our general experience in the geotechnical, 
geologic, and hydrogeologic fields. We have conducted no field investigations for this 
project, and have relied on the description of site and vicinity conditions developed by 
others. We have interpreted this data for purposes ofthis study. 

The study is not a basis of design for a dewatering system and should not be used for the 
design of a dewatering system. 

The conclusions and findings presented in this report may change depending upon the 
extent of new data presented for assessment and evaluation. No warranty or guarantees 
are implied pertaining to the performance of the proposed project. 

CLOSURE 

We appreciate the opportunity to work with you on this project. If you have any 
questions or require additional information, please give us a call. 

Very truly yours, 
TERRACOSTA ON ULTING GROUP, INC. 

Ma hew W. Eckert, Ph.D., Director of 
Engineering, R.C.E. 45171 , R.G.E. 2316 

MWE/GAS/jg 
Attachments 
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ESTIMATED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (K) AND 
RADIUS OF INFLUENCE (R) FOR EACH HYDRAULIC UNIT 

(K) ill 
Upper Division aquifer (K1) (R1) 200 X 10-4 em/sec 400 to 800 feet 

Ballona aquifer (K2) (R2) 3,000 x 10-4 em/sec 1,600 to 3,200 feet 

Silverado aquifer (K2) (R2) 3,000 x 10-4 em/sec 1,600 to 3,200 feet 

Wetland (Estuarine) Deposits (K3) (R2) 1.4 x 10-4 em/sec 50 to 100 feet 
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Preliminary Stormwater Analysis 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 

December 9, 2014 

To: Ms. Heather Lee, Vice President Development 
Legado Companies 
121 S. Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

From: Leo Juarez, P.E. 

CC: Neil Brower 
Michael Choi, P.E., LEED AP 

Subject: 138 Culver Blvd, Playa Del Rey, CA 
Preliminary Stormwater Analysis 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this preliminary analysis is to investigate and document the existing and 
proposed stormwater runoff. County of Los Angeles methods are used to calculate 
preliminary flows based on the vacant land and proposed mixed use development. 
Additionally, site topography, record storm drain plans and flood maps were reviewed for 
potential flooding hazards to the project. 

APPROACH 

• Review current topography of the site to show that the street grades provide natural 
overflow with lower downstream elevation compared to the proposed finished floor 
elevation of the building. 

• Prepare preliminary drainage analysis comparing pre and post site discharge. 
• Conduct a preliminary volume calculation for rainwater harvesting system to meet 

current Low Impact Development (LID) requirement that potentially reduces proposed 
stormwater runoff volume for the project site. 

ANALYSIS/RESULTS 

Topography Analysis: 

The existing project site includes several high points along the street curb and gutter. There 
is a high point (HP-1) located just north of the Trolley PI at Vista Del Mar intersection. Existing 
flow at HP-1 drains north and west to existing County of Los Angeles catch basins. There is 
an additional high point (HP-2) located along Culver Blvd on the north side of the project site. 
Existing flow at HP-2 drains south and east to existing County of Los Angeles catch basins. 
See attachment A for topographic survey and location of high points. 

The proposed project includes 2 driveways located along Trolley Pl. One driveway will serve 
to access the mezzanine level and the other driveway will provide access to the subterranean 
levels. Elevations at the back of walk located at the driveways will be roughly set at about 15-
inches above the existing catch basin curb and gutter flow line. Based on this height 
difference, flooding occurring within the building is minimal to negligible for the 50 year storm 
event. The project site is also located outside the 100 year storm event flood zone (see 

k1mley-horn .corn 660 South Figueroa Street, Su11e 1040. Los Angeles, CA 90017 
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reference documents firm map and navigate Ia map). Additionally, the existing topography 
indicates that runoff will drain towards south of Culver Blvd before any flooding can occur at 
the project site. The elevations south of Culver Blvd. are lower than the curb and gutter 
elevations along trolley which indicate any flooding overflow will naturally drain south of 
Culver Blvd. Elevation of back of driveway will roughly be set at 1 0.40'. Existing elevation at 
overflow is roughly 10.27'. See attachment A for elevations. 

Preliminary Hydrology & Low Impact Analysis: 

The existing site is currently vacant and contains mostly pervious areas. Naturally, any 
proposed development would increase the flow rate. The proposed development will increase 
the total flow for the site as shown in the hydrology summary table on Attachment B. As 
shown, existing sub-area 1 will generate a total existing 50-year flow rate of 1.94 CFS. 
Proposed sub-area 1 will generate 2.25 CFS which is higher than the existing flow rate. This 
calculation does not take into consideration the volume being held on site. Actual runoff 
would be equal or less once the volume reduction is applied. We anticipate that with the 
addition of stormwater storage and time of concentration, the total flow rate will be reduced. 
This could be achieved with rain water harvesting system. 

The project will potentially mitigate the storm water requirements by introducing a rain water 
harvesting system to the project. The rain water harvesting system can be designed to hold 
the% inch rain event volume as required by the City of Los Angeles to satisfy the LID. Based 
on the calculations on Attachment B, the rain water harvesting system would be sized to hold 
a total of 2,124 CF. Holding this amount of runoff will reduce the total 50 year volume (by 382 
CF) that is discharged into the County storm drain system. By reducing the total volume 
discharge the project will help reduce flooding in the area. 

County Storm Drain System: 

Record plans indicate that there is an existing 72-inch reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) 
running along Culver Blvd and out letting into the ocean. There are existing catch basins 
located north and southwest of the project site along the project perimeter. There can be 
flooding occurring related to this storm drain system due to events out of the projects control. 
Some of the items that could contribute to flooding are as follows: 

• Downstream Storm System Clogging 
• Sea Level Rising 
• County Storm Drain System Not able to accommodate unusually high (100-Yr or 

over) storm event. 

Sincerely, 

KIMLEY-HORN AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Leo Juarez, P.E. 
Project Engineer 

kimley-horn com 660 South Figueroa Street, Su1te 1040, Los Angeles, CA 90017 

2 
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ATTACHMENT 8 

HYDROLOGY & LID SUMMARY: 

lA COUNlY HYDROLOGY MAP: 

50-YEAR 24-HOUR ISOHYET: 

VENICE 1-H1.7 

5.0 

003 SOIL ClASSIFICATION lYPE: 

lAND USE DESCRIPTION: MID-RISE APARTMENTS, CONDOMINIUMS AND 
TOWNHOUSES 

PROPORTION IMPERVOUS %: 86 

EXISTING CONDITIONS: 

SUBAREA AREA AREA % Impervious 
SOFT ACRES 

1 37,505.16 0.861 27 

PROPOSED CONDITIONS: 

SUBAREA AREA AREA 050 
SOFT ACRES CFS 

1 43,124.40 0.99 2.25 

Total Existing 50-Year Storm Volume= 12,197 CF 

Total Proposed 50-Year Storm Volume= 13,939 CF 

Total Rain Water Harvesting Tank Size = 2,124 CF 

050 Volume 
CFS AC-FT 

1.94 0.28 

Volume OM 
AC-FT CFS 

0.32 0.175 

VM 
CF 

2,123.9 

Project will reduce total volume discharge by 382 CF to county storm drain system by introducing 
rain water Harvesting and holding the% inch rainfall on site. 
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APPENDIX H VOLUME & FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS 

A.1 METHOD FOR CALCULATING STANDARD URBAN STORMWATER MITIGATION PLAN 
FLOW RATES AND VOLUMES BASED ON 0.75-INCHES OF RAINFALL: WORKSHEET 

PROJECT NAME: 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Proposed Conditions 

. ) 
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APPENDIX H VOLUME & FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS 

PROVIDE PROPOSED PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS 

Atolal 0.99 Acres 

Type of Development Residential/Mixed Use 

Predominate Soil Type# 3 

%of Project Impervious 86.0% (in percent without percent sign) 

% of Project Pervious 14.0% (in percent without percent sign) 

% of Project Contributing 
Undeveloped Area 0% 

At 0.851 Acres 

Ap 0.139 Acres 

Au 0.000 Acres 

Length 350 feet 

Slope 0.0200 
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APPENDIX H VOLUME & FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS 

DETERMINING THE PEAK MITIGATED FLOW RATE (QPM): 

In order to determine the peak mitigated flow rate (QpM) from the new development, use the Los Angeles 
County Department of Public Works Hydrology Manual. Use the Modified Rational Method for calculating 
the peak mitigation QPM for compliance with the Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP). Use 

delete Table 1 for all maximum intensity (lx) values used. 

By trial and error, determine the time of concentration (T c). as shown below: 

CALCULATION STEPS: 

Iteration #1 Iteration #2 Iteration #3 

1. Assume an initial T c value between 5 and 30 minutes. 

15 minutes 20 minutes 22.0 minutes 

2. Using Table 1, look up the assumed T c value and select the corresponding lx intensity in inches/hour. 

lx 0.267 inches/hour 0.233 inches/hour 0.223 in./hr. 

3. Determine the value for the Undeveloped Runoff Coefficient, Cu. using the runoff coefficient curve 

curve corresponding to the predominant soil type. 

0.100 0.100 0.100 

4. Calculate the Developed Runoff Coefficient, C 0 = (0.9 *Imp.)+ [(1.0- Imp.)* Cu] 

5. Calculate the value for C0 * lx 

Co *lx 

6. Calculate the time of concentration , T c = 10-0
·
507 * (C0 * lxf0

·
519 * Length0

.4
83 

• Slope-0·
135 

Calculated T c 20.067 minutes ~1 . 537 minutes 22.033 minutes 

7. Calculate the difference between the initially assumed T c and the calculated T c· If the difference is 

greater than 0.5 minutes, use the calculated T c as the assumed initial T c in the second iteration. If the 

T c value is within 0.5 minutes, round the acceptable T c value to the nearest minute. 
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APPENDIX H VOLUME & FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS 

TABLE FOR ITERATIONS: 

Iteration Initial lx Cu Co Co*lx Calculated Difference 

No. Tc (in/hr) (in/hr) Tc (min) (min) 

(min) 
1 15.000 0.267 0.100 0.788 0.210 20.067 5.067 
2 20.000 0.233 0.100 0.788 0.184 21.537 1.537 
3 22.000 0.223 0.100 0.788 0.176 22.033 0.033 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Acceptable T c value 22.0 minutes 

Co 0.788 

lx 0.223 in/hr 

ATolal 0.9900 acres 

Cu 0.100 

8. Calculate the Peak Mitigation Flow Rate, 
QPM = Co * lx * A Total * ( 1. 008333 te -hour I acre-inches-seconds) 

0.175 cfs 
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APPENDIX H VOLUME & FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS 

In order to determine the volume (VM) of stormwater runoff to be mitigated from the new 
development, use the following equation: 

VM = ( 2722.5 ft3 I acre ) * [( A1 )( 0.9 ) + ( Ap +Au )( Cu )] 

AI= 0.851 

Ap = 0.139 

Au= 0.000 

Cu = 0.100 

VM = 2123.877 ft;s 

VM = 15887 Gallons 
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Visual Impact Study 
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VISUAL IMPACT I Site Plan 

138 Culver Visual Impact Study 

This study investigates the visual impact of new develcpment 

from Montreal Street towards the Pacific Ocean over the 

intended 138 Culver Blvd. site. 

138 Cui'.•er Bt·.:d I Vis;.;~t l:::p-1ct 

Site Plan 

H-3r::h . ;en 5 I P.:;g~ 
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Exhibit E: 

Economic Review 
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S TANLEY R. H OFFMAN ----------------
A s s o t; , A T a 11661 San Vicente Boulevard Suite 306 

Memorandum 

Los Angeles, California 90049 
P: 310.820.2680, F: 310.820.8341 

www.stanleyrhoffman.com 

To: Mr. Kevin Jones, City Planner, Project Implementation Section, City of Los Angeles 

cc: Mr. Jose Carlos Navarro, City Planner, Division of Land Section, City of Los Angeles 
Ms. Heather Lee, Vice President ofDevelopment, Legado Companies 

From: Stanley R. Hoffman, President 

Date: February 20, 2015 

Subject: Economic Review of Jeffrey L. Otto's Economic Feasibility Study, Development at 138 
Culver Blvd 

Job No: 1291 

Introduction 
The City of Los Angeles received a project proposal for a five (5) story, mixed-use development 
at 138 Culver Blvd. The development will consist of retail on the ground floor (14,500 square 
feet), mezzanine parking, and residential units on floors three (3) through five (5) (72, 792 square 
feet) and common areas, plus two (2) floors of underground parking. With 24 units per floor, 
there are a total of 72 apartment units planned, eight (8) of which will be Very Low Income 
affordable housing units. 

An economic feasibility study concerning the potential costs to the local community was 
submitted by Jeffrey L. Otto, CPA. Stanley R. Hoffman Associates has been retained by Legado 
Companies to review the validity and applicability of Mr. Otto's analysis. In this memo, we will 
evaluate his specification of the project description, his key cost and market assumptions, his 
methodology, and his conclusions based on his letter of September 14, 2014. 

Stanley R. Hoffman Associates, Inc. is an urban economics consulting firm located at 11661 San 
Vicente Blvd., Suite 306, Los Angeles, CA 90049. Mr. Stanley Hoffman, president, established 
the firm in 1981 and incorporated in 1984. Over this 34 year period, he has consulted on the 
feasibility of numerous development projects throughout Southern California. He specializes in 
the fiscal and financial feasibility of specific projects for developers and on similar project 
developments as part of General and Specific Plans for city and county governments. 

Summary 

Our purpose has been to evaluate Otto's analysis and opinion to determine if his findings and 
conclusions are reliable and a reasonable basis for decision-making by the land use regulator. 
We have not been retained to provide a project feasibility analysis for Legado Companies. In 
summary, our general conclusion is that property value, development cost, and profit estimates 
provided by Otto are not well supported by market data and are significantly different enough 
from our own estimates to raise serious questions about the appropriateness and reliability of 
Otto's analysis. Further, we find that some of his methodological and qualitative judgments 
about the project are not based on accepted real estate market and financial analysis practice and 
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arc speculative. Our approach has been to follow accepted professional practice and usc widely 
accepted and reliable data sources to document the market and financial assumptions identified 
in this memorandum. 

The major issues that have been evaluated as part of Otto's analysis and findings include: 

1) Use of an appropriate capitalization rate ("cap rate"); 

2) Market assumptions underlying the calculation of Net Operating Income ("NOI"); 

3) Combined effect of cap rate and NOI adjustments; 

4) Comparison of project cost estimates; 

5) Otto's estimation and use of an Internal Rate ofReturn ("IRR"); and 

6) Otto's estimation ofprofit. 

Our analysis and findings are summarized below and discussed in greater detail in the 
subsequent sections ofthis memorandum: 

Capitalization (cap rate) Rate. Using data from two widely accepted and reliable real estate 
industry sources indicates a cap rate range of 5.1% to 5.6% from Real Estate Research 
Corporation (RERC) and an average cap rate of 5.1% from CoStar, which may be compared to 
Otto's estimate of 3.5%, a difference of 160 to 210 basis points. The resulting reduction in the 
indicated property valuation, based on these different cap rates, ranges from $25,271,072 to 
$30,206,829 less than the Otto estimated property value. 

Net Operati ng Income (NOt) . The NOI is estimated at $2,819,304 annually by Otto and can be 
compared against our annual estimate of NOI at $2,332,587, a difference of $486,726 per year, 
(17%) less than the Otto NOI estimate. 

Combined Effect of Cap Rate and Net Operating Income CNOI) Adjustments. The combined 
effects of the cap rates and the NOI difference yields a significant reduction in the indicated 
property value. This reduction in value ranges from is $34,814,545 to $38,898,205 less than the 
Otto estimated property value. 

Comparison of Project Construction Cost Estimates. Our estimated project construction costs, 
using widely accepted data sources for estimating construction costs, total $33,612,800. This 
estimate is $17,612,800 higher (11 0%) than Otto's estimated construction costs of $16,000,000. 

Estimated lntern al Rate of Return (JRR). The IRR calculation is an accepted and well-defined 
analytical real estate evaluation method. Otto, however, provides no evidence or analysis that 
relates his qualitatively estimated IRRs to this particular project, and his conclusion is therefore 
speculative and not an appropriate basis for decision-making about this project. 

Estimation of Profit. Otto suggests that the development profit is $56.0 million. Based on the 
widely accepted and reliable data sources we have used, including Real Estate Research 
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Corporation, REIS, and CoStar, our analysis suggests Otto has grossly overstated development 
profit. 
Evaluation of Key Issues 

Capitalization (cap rate) Rate. The Otto report uses a cap rate of 3.5% "derived from discussion 
with an associate at Marcus & Millichap, National Multi Housing Group," although there is no 
market data, or any data, to substantiate this assertion. The use of his cap rate generates his 
estimated project value of$80,551,555. The cap rate is the division ofthe Net Operating Income 
(NOI) by the Property Value, and can be estimated by actual market sales data (among other 
means). In Table 1, we have calculated two alternative indications of property value based on 
estimated cap rates from two reliable and widely used data sources: 1) RERC's cap rates for 
fu·st-tier investment prope1tie.s (new or newer quaJity apartment construction in prime to good 
locations) throughout Los ngeles, 3rd Quarter 2014; and 2~ CoStar s estimated cap rates for the 
Venice-Marina del Rey-Piaya del Rey submarket through 4t Quarter 2014. 

Using these two sources yields an estimated cap rate range of 5.1% to 5.6% from RERC and an 
estimated average cap rate of 5.1% from CoStar. As shown in Table 1, the choice of the 
appropriate cap rate is very important because variations in this assumption can yield significant 
changes in the indicated property value. The table shows the change in property value by 
comparing Otto's estimated cap rate of 3.5% ($80,551,543) with the indicated property value 
range when using the upper RERC cap rate estimate of 5.6% ($50,344, 714) and the lower CoStar 
and RERC cap rate of 5.1% ($55,280,471). As shown in Table 1, the indicated property values 
are $25,271,072 to $30,206,829 lower than Otto's estimated property value. 

Net Operating Income (NOI). NOI consists of gross apa1tment rental revenues from the market 
rate and affordable rental units and the gross retail rental revenues, less an allowance for vacancy 
and credit loss and annual operating expenses (see Table 2). The NOI is estimated at $2,819,304 
annually by Otto, and can be compared against our estimate of NOT at $2,332,587, an amount 
$486,726 lower than Otto's estimate. 

Our estimate of market rent is based on the average rent ranges for 1-bedroom and 2-bedroom 
units as reported by RBIS Reports through 4th Quarter 201 4 for the greater Marina del Rey 
market area and by CoStar thro ugh 4th Quarter 201 4 for the Venice-Marina del Rey-Piaya del 
Rey submarket. As shown in Table 3, the rental range that Otto uses is from $3,900 (1-
Bedroom) to $5,900 (2-Bedroom), and is higher than the REIS report range of $3,000 to $3,900 
for 1- and 2-Bedroom units, respectively. It is also higher than the CoStar report range of $2,900 
to $3,600 for 1- and 2-Bedroom units, respectively. Otto indicates in his letter that he bases his 
rent estimates "per realtors consulted" but provides no documentation or market data. 

In our NOI analysis (Table 2), we have used the REIS report range (slightly higher than the 
CoStar range and therefore more conservative) in our gross rent calculation. For affordable 
units, based on a City of Los Angeles affordable housing rent schedule, we have used the 
maximum allowable rent for Very Low Income Units of $621 for !-Bedroom units and $699 for 
2-Bedroom units. For our estimated vacancy and credit loss allowance, we have used the recent 
CoStar estimate of 3.6% (slightly lower than Otto's estimate of 4.1 %). We have used an 
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operating expense estimate of 32% to reflect the higher expected operating costs associated with 
luxury apartments and their high level of service and amenities. This can be compared to a 30% 
factor in the Otto Report (combining his 28% rate operating expense rate, with an additional 2% 
adjustment). 

We have used an average of$4.50 per square foot per month based on data from CoStar for retail 
rent ($54 per square foot annually). This rate is just slightly lower than the weighted average of 
$4.66 from the Otto Report. We differ further in using an estimated 10% vacancy factor for the 
retail space (compared with Otto's estimate of 4.1% for the entire project). Our higher estimate 
of retail vacancy and credit loss is based on the fact that Playa del Rey is not as proven a retail 
location as the Marina del Rey area, or other retail areas in Venice and Santa Monica, where the 
surrounding community trade area is much stronger, and pedestrian foot traffic is much greater. 

Our analysis of NOI yields an annual estimate of $2,332,587, or $486,726 per year lower than 
the Otto NOI of $2,819,304. 

Combined Effect of Cap Rate and Net Operating Income (NOI) Adjustments. In Table 4, the 
combined effects of the cap rates derived from the REIS Report and Costar, and our own 
calculation of the indicated NOI (see Table 2) is presented. As shown in Table 4, Otto's estimate 
of property value of $80,551,543 (using a cap rate of 3.5% and an NOI of $2,819,304) is 
compared to our indicated property value ranging from a low of $41,653,338 (cap rate of 5.6% 
and NOI of$2,332,586) to a high of $45,736,998 (cap rate of 5.1% and an NOI of$2,332,586). 

As shown in Table 4, the indicated property value, again calculated using data from widely 
accepted and reliable real estate industry sources, ranges from $34,814,545 to $38,898,205 less 
than the Otto property value estimate. 

Comparison of Project Construction Cost Estimates. Otto's estimate of the project's profit uses a 
total projected project construction cost estimate of $16,000,000, excluding land costs. For 
comparison purposes, we have prepared a preliminary construction cost estimate (at build out in 
today's dollars) as presented in Table 5. As shown in Table 5, our estimated construction costs 
are $33,612,800. This is $17,612,800 higher than Otto's estimate. 

For the total building costs (87,292 sq. ft. project), we have used an estimated average cost of 
$250 per sq. ft., based on the widely used Marshall Valuation Service and RS Means 2014 
Square Foot Costs 1 publications to yield a building construction cost estimate of $21,823,000. 
Additionally, for the 209 parking spaces that will be provided (58 spaces greater than the 151 
spaces required for the project by the City of Los Angeles), the cost estimate was $5,770,000. 
This includes 163 subterranean spaces at an estimated cost of $30,000 per space, 34 mezzanine 
spaces at $25,000 per space, and 12 surface spaces at $2,500 per space. These average cost 

1 Marshall Valuation Service and RS Means are construction cost estimating publications used across the United 
States by appraisers, real estate analysts and property tax assessment offices to estimate the cost new of buildings 
and site improvements. 
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estimates for structured parking are also based on the Marshall Valuation and RS Means 
publications cited above. 

In addition to direct building construction costs, there are also other construction costs for the 
project, including soil dewatering costs (estimated by the developer at about $2,000,0002

), street 
beautification ($688,800), and indirect costs such as insurance, financing, marketing and project 
management). These indirect costs are estimated at 11% of total direct costs based on the size of 
the project, and the typical percentage allocations we have observed in other like multi-family 
projects. 

Estimated Internal Rate of Return (IRR). Typically, an Internal Rate of Return analysis (IRR) is 
prepared when more is known about the timing of both project costs and project revenues, and 
these cash flows over time are then discounted back to a present value using an appropriate 
discount rate. Internal Rate of Return is defined as "The annualized yield rate or rate of return 
on capital that is generated or capable of being generated within an investment or portfolio over a 
period of ownership. Alternatively, the indicated return on capital associated with a projected or 
pro forma income stream. '3 

At this time, there is not sufficient information about the timing of development revenues, 
expenses and cash flows to prepare a reliable IRR analysis. Otto recognizes this limitation when 
he states in his analysis: "There is not enough information to project an accurate IRR (internal 
rate of return)." However, he then violates his own observation by proposing an unsupported 
estimate of an IRR " .. .if the developer paid all cash ... " and an even higher IRR "At a 50% 
leverage ... "and concluding: "Both ofthese are exceptionally high returns." But because Otto 
provides no evidence or analysis that relates his estimated IRRs for this project, his conclusion is 
entirely speculative and not a valid basis for drawing any conclusions about the financial 
performance ofthis project. 

2 Dewatering costs are related to pumping out the ground water that will seep into the site upon excavation during 
the construction of the underground parking. 
3 

The Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 51
h Ed., c 2010, pg 103. 
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Table 1 
Indicated Property Valuation 

Using Alternative Cap Rate Assumptions 

A. Otto Cap Rate 

Otto Estimated Cap Rate1 

Otto Estimated NOI 

Otto Estimated Property Value 

B. RERC Cap Rate 

RERC Estimated Cap Rate2 

Otto Estimated NOI 

Indicated Property Value 

Difference from Otto 

C. CoStar Cap Rate 

CoStar Estimated Cap Rate3 

Otto Estimated NOI 

Indicated Property Value 

Difference from Otto 

3.5% 

$2,819,304 

$80,551,543 

5.6% 

$2,819,304 

$50,344,714 

-$30,206,829 

5.1% 

$2,819,304 

$55,280,471 

-$25,271,072 

1. Otto's cap rate estimate derived from discussions with an associate 

at Marcus & Millichap, National Multi Housing Group, according to 

his letter, but is unsupported by an evidence. 

2. Real Estate Research Corporation's terminal cap rate estimate for 

new or newer quality construction in prime to good locations 

throughout Los Angeles, 3rd Quarter 2014, at project completion. 

3. Estimated average capitalization rate for the Venice Beach-Marina-del 

Rey-Piaya del Rey submarket area, CoStar Realty Information Inc., 2014. 

Source: Stanley R. Hoffman Associates, Inc. 
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Table 2 
Indicated Total Net Operating Income (NO I) 

138 Culver Blvd Proposed Development 

Market Rate 

Units1 

Affordable 

Units2 
Total Units 

A. Residential Analysis 

Max Monthly Rent/Unit 

Estimated Monthly Gross Rent 

1 bdrm Units 

2 bdrm Units 

1 bdrm 

2 bdrm 

1 bdrm 

2 bdrm 

Total Monthly Gross Rent 

Total Annual Gross Rent 

Vacancy Rate 

Estimated Vacancy Loss 

Effective Gross Income (EGI) 

Operating Cost Factor 

Estimated Operating Cost 

Net Residential Operating Income 

B. Retail Analysis 

Vacancy Rate 

Retail SF 

Annual Rent/SF 

Estimated Annual Gross Rent 

Estimated Vacancy Loss 

Net Estimated Rent Retail Income 

C. Indicated Total Net Operating Income 

53 

11 

$3,000 

$3,900 

$159,000 

$42,900 

$201,900 

$2,422,800 

3.6% 

$87,221 

$2,335,579 

32% 

$747,385 

$1,588,194 

14,500 

$54 

$783,000 

10% 

$78,300 

$704,700 

$2,292,894 

7 
1 

$621 

$699 

$4,347 

$699 

$5,046 

$60,552 

3.6% 

$2,180 

$58,372 

32% 

$18,679 

$39,693 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 

$39,693 

1. Estimated market value rental ra te assumptions are based on data from REIS Report 
and CoStar Report through 4th Quarter 2014, as shown in Table 4. 

2. Maximum rents for Very Low Income units by 1- and 2-bedroom are based on the 
City of Los Angeles Housing Rent Schedule for affordable units. 

Source: Stanley R. Hoffman Associates, Inc. 

60 

12 

$163,347 

$43,599 

$206,946 

$2,483,352 

$89,401 

$2,393,951 

$766,064 

$1,627,887 

$2,332,587 
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Table 3 
Estimated Market Rents Based on Alternative Data Sources: 
Otto Study Compared with REIS Report and CoStar Report 

Rent/Unit Unit Size (Sq. Ft.)1 Asking Rent/SF 

Min Avg. 2 
Max Min Max Min Max 

A. Otto 

1 Bedroom $3,500 $3,900 $4,200 674 785 $5.19 $5.35 

2 Bedroom $4,700 $5,300 $5,800 1,106 1,270 $4.25 $4.57 

B. Reis Report Rent Camps (1-Mile Radius)3 

1 Bedroom $2,335 $3,000 $3,610 832 1,147 $2.81 $3.15 

2 Bedroom $2,998 $3,900 $4,805 1,284 1,374 $2.33 $3.50 

C. CoStar Rent Comps (Venice-Marina del Rey-Piaya del Rey)4 

1 Bedroom $2,289 $2,900 $3,513 714 1,28~1 $3.21 $2.73 
2 Bedroom $2,996 $3,600 $4,256 1,091 1,392 $2.75 $3.06 

1. psted unit sizes correspond with the developments referenced in REIS Report 

and CoStar Report for the Venice-Marina Del Rey-Piaya Del Rey submarket. 

2. Average estimated rent per unit is used in the pro forma analysis in Table 3. 

3. Properties from the Reis Report are in Class A buildings. 

4. Properties in the CoStar Report are classified as 4- or 5-Star. 

Source: Stanley R. Hoffman Associates, Inc. 
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Table 4 
Indicated Property Value 

Using Alternative Capitalization (Cap) Rates and 
Indicated Net Operating Income (NOI) 

A. Otto Ca p Rate & NOI 

Otto Estimated Cap Rate1 

Otto Estimated NOI 

Otto Estimated Property Value 

B. RERC Cap Rate & Alternative NOI 

RERC Estimated Cap Rate2 

Indicated NOI 4 

Indicated Property Value 

Difference from Otto 

C. CoStar Cap Rate & Alternative NOI 

CoStar Estimated Cap Rate3 

Indicated NOI4 

Indicated Property Value 

Difference from Otto 

3.5% 

$2,819,304 

$80,551,543 

5.6% 

$2,332,587 

$41,653,338 

-$38,898,205 

5.1% 

$2,332,587 

$45,736,998 

-$34,814,545 

1. Otto's cap rate estimate derived from discussion with an associate at 
Marcus & Millichap, National Multi Housing Group, according to his 

letter, but is unsupported by any evidence. 

2. Real Estate Research Corporation's terminal cap rate estimate for new or 
newer quality construction in prime to good locations throughout Los 

Angeles, 3rd Quarter 2014, at project completion. 

throughout Los Angeles, 3rd Quarter 2014, at project completion. 
3. Estimated average capitalization rate for the Venice Beach-Marina del 

Rey submarket area, CoStar Realty Information Inc., 2014. 

4. The indicated Net Operating Income (NOI) is based on market 
researched assumptions as presented in Table 3. 

Source: Stanley R. Hoffman Associates, Inc. 

Real Estate Research Corporation, 2014 
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-------------·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-.... -·-·----

Table 5 
Total Estimated Construction Costs 

138 Culver Boulevard, Playa del Rey, CA, 90293 

Apartments (72) 
Retail 
Restaurant 
Common Area 

Area Type 

Total Building Costs 

Parking Spaces 
Mezzanine 
Subterrean 
Grade 
Total Parking Costs 

Other Costs3 

Dewatering 
Street Beautification 
Total Other Costs 

Total Direct Costs 

Indirect Costs4 

Total Estimated Construction Costs5 

(Direct + Indirect Costs) 

Sq. Ft. 
63,783 
13,000 

1,500 
9,009 

87,292 

Spaces 
34 

163 
12 

209 

Est. Percent 

Est. Cost/SF1 

$250.00 
$250.00 
$250.00 
$250.00 

Cost/Space2 

$25,000.00 
$30,000.00 

$2,500.00 

11.0% 

Est. Cost 
$15,945,750 

$3,250,000 
$375,000 

$2.252,250 
$21,823,000 

Est. Cost 
$850,000 

$4,890,000 
$30,000 

$5,770,000 

Est. Cost 
$2,000,000 

$688 ,800 
$2,688,800 

$30,281,800 

$3,331,000 

$33,612,800 

1. Estimated average construction costs per Marshall Valuation Service and RS Means 
2014 Square Foot Cost publications. 

2. Estimated average parking space costs per publications cited in footnote 1. 

3. Other costs, including dewatering and street beautification costs provided by Legado Co. 

4. Estimated indirect costs include such factors as: architecture & engineering, other 
consultants, project marketing & management, permits & fees, insurance, sales 
commissions, and other incidental costs and are based on typical soft cost estimates. 

5. Numbers rounded to the nearest 1 OOs. 

Source: Stanley R. Hoffman Associates, Inc. 
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VIA OVERNIGHT DELlYERY 

Mr. Derek Jones 
138 Culver Investors, LLC 
8383 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 630 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

Subject: 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION 
PROPOSED PLAY A LOFTS MIXED-USE BUILDING 
138,140, 142, & 174 CULVER BOULEVARD 
PLAY A DEL REY DISTRICT 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
TRACT: 831 LOTS: FR 1, VAC 85-404556,2 TO 6 
TRACT: A PORTION OF PLAY DEL REY TOWNSITE BLOCK: CLOT: FR 

In accordance with your authorization of our proposal dated August 4, 2009, we have performed a 
geotechnical investigation for the proposed Playa Lofts mixed-use development located at 138 Culver 
Boulevard in the Playa Del Rey District of the City of Los Angeles, California. The accompanying 
report presents the findings of our study, and our conclusions and recommendations pertaining to the 
geotechnical aspects of proposed design and construction. Based on the results of our investigation, it 
is our opinion that the site can be developed as proposed, provided the recommendations in this 
report are followed and implemented during construction. 

If you have any questions regarding this report, or if we may be of further service, please contact the 
undersigned. 

Very truly yours, 
GEOCON WEST, INC. 

,~~'"'"'-j 
J 
Jelisa Thomas 
R.C.E. 74946 

(5 + ICD) 
(1) 
(I) 
(1) 
(3) 

Addressee 

Neal D. Berliner 
G.E. 2576 

John Labib & Associates, Attn: John Labib 
Burnett & Young, Inc., Attn: Don Young 
GMP Architects-LA, Attn: Donald Getman 
City of Los Angeles (submitted by Geocon) 

3303 N. Son Fernando Blvd., Svita 100 • Bvrbonk, California 91504-2531 • Telephone 918.841.8388 • Fox 818.841.1704 
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GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION 

1. PURPOSE 

This report presents the results of a geotechnical investigation for the proposed Playa Lofts mixed-use 

development located at 138 Culver Boulevard in the Playa Del Rey District of the City of Los Angeles, 

California (see Figure 1, Vicinity Map). The purpose of the investigation was to evaluate subsurface 

soil and geologic conditions throughout the area of proposed development and based on conditions 

encountered, to provide conclusions and recommendations pertaining to the geotechnical aspects of 

proposed design and construction. 

The scope of our investigation included a site reconnaissance, a field investigation, laboratory testing, 

engineering analysis, and the preparation of this report. The site was explored on September 4, 2009 by 

drilling two 5-inch-diameter borings utilizing a rotary wash drilling machine. The borings were 

conducted to depths between 60Y2 and 65Y2 feet below the ground surface. The approximate locations of 

the exploratory borings are depicted on the Site Plan, Figure 2. A detailed discussion of the field 

investigation, including boring logs, is presented in Appendix A. 

Laboratory tests were performed on selected soil samples obtained during the investigation to determine 

pertinent physical soil properties. Appendix B presents a summary of the laboratory test results. 

The recommendations presented herein are based on analysis of the data obtained during the 

investigation and our experience with similar soil and geologic conditions. References reviewed to 

prepare this report are provided in the List of References section. 

2. BACKGROUND REVIEW 

A previous geotechnical investigation was performed at the subject site by Irvine Geotechnical, Inc., on 

June 18, 2009, which included the excavation and logging of four hollow stem-auger borings and the 

advancement of four Cone Penetrometer Tests (CPT's), the locations ofwhich are indicated on the Site 

Plan (see Figure 2). Borings and CPT's were extended to maximum depths of 50 feet below the existing 

ground surface. Groundwater was encountered at a depth of 7 feet below the existing ground surface. 

Laboratory tests were performed on selected soil samples obtained during the exploration. Copies of the 

prior explorations and laboratory test results are included in Appendix C. 

The recommendations presented herein are based on analyses of data obtained from the investigation by 

Irvine Geotechnical Inc., as well as our own geotechnical investigation. In addition, Geocon West, Inc. 

assumes responsibility for the utilization of the exploration and laboratory data prepared by Irvine 

Geotechnical, Inc., which is included in Appendix C of this report. 
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3. SITE DESCRIPTION 

The subject property is located at 138 Culver Boulevard in the Playa Del Rey District of the City of Los 

Angeles, California. The property consists of an irregularly-shaped parcel which is currently vacant. 

The property is bounded by Culver Boulevard to the north and west, by Pacific A venue to the south, 

and by Vista del Mar to the east. The site is relatively level with no significant highs or lows. Surface 

water drainage at the site appears to be by sheet flow along the existing ground contours to the city 

streets. Vegetation onsite consists of weeds and shrubs. 

Information concerning the proposed development was furnished by the client and is preliminary in 

nature. It is our understanding that the proposed development will consist of a new four-story mixed

use development, consisting of 3 levels of multi-family residential construction over one level of 

commercial space, over two levels of subterranean parking (see Site Plan, Figure 2). Excavations for the 

subterranean parking level are anticipated to extend to depths of 23 feet below the ground surface, 

corresponding to a finished floor elevation of -13 feet MSL (mean sea level). 

Based on information provided by John Labib & Asso.ciates, Inc., the project structural engineer, 

column loads for the proposed structure will be up to 750 kips (dead+ live load) and wall loads will be 

up to 15 kips per linear foot (dead+ live load). These loads will all be distributed into a mat foundation 

system. Based on analyses performed by the project structural engineer, it is estimated that the proposed 

mat foundation will impart an average pressure of less than 2,000 psf, with locally higher pressures up 

to 4,000 psf. 

Once the design phase and foundation loading configuration proceeds to a more finalized plan, the 

recommendations within this report should be reviewed and revised, if necessary. Any changes in the 

design, location or elevation of any structure, as outlined in this report, should be reviewed by this 

office. Geocon should be contacted to determine the necessity for review and possible revision of this 

report. 

4. GEOLOGIC SETTING 

The site is located at the southwestern edge of the Ballona Gap. During the upper Pleistocene period 

(approximately 15,000 to 40,000 years before present), streams draining the Santa Monica Mountains 

as well as the Los Angeles River cut through the northern portion of the El Segundo Sand Hills (located 

immediately to the south of the site). As sea levels changed, coastal sand bars cut off the stream 

channels and formed lagoons and playas, such as the adjacent Del Rey Lagoon and Playa Vista 

wetlands (California Department or Water Resources, 1961 ). 
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Regionally, the site is located in the western edge of the Los Angeles Basin. The Los Angeles Basin is a 

coastal plain between the Santa Monica Mountains to the north, the Puente Hills and Whittier fault to 

the east, the Palos Verdes Peninsula and Pacific Ocean to the west, and the Santa Ana Mountains and 

San Joaquin Hills on the south. 

The Los Angeles Basin is located in the northern portion of the Peninsular Ranges geomorphic province 

and is a northwest-trending alluviated lowland plain, sometimes called the Coastal Plain of Los 

Angeles. The basin is underlain by a deep structural depression which has been filled by both marine 

and continental sedimentary deposits, which rest on a basement complex of presumably igneous and 

metamorphic composition (Yerkes, et al., 1965) prominent structural features within the Los Angeles 

Basin include the central lowland plain, the uplifted Palos Verdes Hills, and the northwest trending line 

of low hills and mesas (underlain by the Newport-Inglewood Fault Zone). 

5. GEOLOGIC MATERIALS 

Based on our field investigation and published geologic maps of the area, the site is underlain by a thin 

veneer of artificial fill materials which ~re further underlain by Holocene Age alluvial deposits 

consisting of varying amounts of poorly graded sand, silty sand, sandy silt and sandy clays extending 

approximately 50 feet below the existing ground surface. These Holocene Age sediments are underlain 

by marine and continental sediments of the Pleistocene Age Lakewood Formation, generally consisting 

of sand, silt and gravel (California Department of Water Resources, 1961 ). Detailed stratigraphic 

profiles are provided in the Boring Logs in Appendix A. The soil and geologic units encountered at the 

site are discussed below. 

5.1 Artificial Fill 

Minor amounts of artificial fill were encountered throughout the area of proposed development. The fill 

was observed in the current as well as prior field explorations to a maximum depth of 4 feet below 

existing ground surface. The artificial fill generally consists of brown to dark brown silty sand with 

minor amounts of gravel and construction debris. The artificial fill is characterized as slightly moist and 

medium dense. The fill is likely the result of past grading and demolition activities at the site. Deeper 

fill may exist between excavations and in other portions of the site that were not explored. 

5.2 Alluvium 

The artificial fill materials are underlain by relatively flat-lying Holocene age alluvial flood plain 

deposits generally consisting of interbedded, fine-grained poorly graded sand, silty sand, sandy silt, and 

clay. The soils are primarily moist to saturated and medium dense to dense or soft to stiff. Within the 

alluvial deposits, a 3- to 20-foot thick zone of soft silt and clay was encountered in Boring I as well as 

CPT-3 and CPT-4. 
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The top of the soft zone varies from depths between 11 and 13 feet below ground surface and is 

underlain by relatively dense sand and silty sand. The alluvial deposits are derived from stream channel 

and flood plain deposits from the nearby Ballona Creek, Baldwin Hills, and Santa Monica Mountains. 

6. GROUNDWATER 

Based on a review of the Seismic Hazard Zone Report for the Venice 7.5 Minute Quadrangle, Los 

Angeles County, California (California Division of Mines and Geology, 1998), the historically highest 

groundwater level in the area is approximately 5 feet beneath the ground surface. Groundwater 

information presented in the referenced document is generated from data collected in the early 1900's 

to present. The California Division of Mines and Geology changed its official name to the California 

Geological Survey and the above referenced report was prepared prior to the name change. 

The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works maintains various wells in the vicinity of the 

subject site. The closest active well is Well No. 1243B located approximately 0.43 miles north

northwest ofthe site. Review of the groundwater level measurements between 1963 and 2008 for Well 

No. 1243B indicates that the groundwater level has fluctuated between 1.6 and 15.1 feet below the 

existing ground surface (LADPW, 2008). The most recent groundwater level measurement for Well No. 

1243B was measured in April2008 at a depth of 11.1 feet below the existing ground surface (LADPW, 

2008). 

Groundwater was encountered in our current borings as well as the prior site explorations by others at 

depths ranging from 7 to 8 feet (elevations 3 to 4 feet MSL) beneath the ground surface. It is not 

uncommon for groundwater levels to vary seasonally or for groundwater conditions to develop where 

none previously existed, especially along impermeable fine-grained silts or clays, areas which are 

heavily irrigated or after seasonal rainfall. Proper surface drainage of irrigation and precipitation will be 

critical to future performance of the project. Recommendations for dewatering and drainage are 

provided in the Dewatering Section (see Section 8.3 and Section 8.4) of this report. 

7. GEOLOGIC HAZARDS 

7.1 Surface Fault Rupture 

The numerous faults in Southern California include active, potentially active, and inactive faults. The 

criteria for these major groups are based on criteria developed by the California Division ot Mines and 

Geology (CDMG) for the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone Program (Hart, 1999). By definition, 

an active fault is one that has had surface displacement within Holocene time (about the last 11,000 

years). A potentially active fault has demonstrated surface displacement during Quaternary time 

(approximately the last 1.6 million years), but has had no known Holocene movement. Faults that have 

not moved in the last 1.6 million years are considered inactive. The location of the site with respect to 

local active and potentially active faults is shown on Figure 3, California Fault Map. 
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The site is not within a currently established Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone for surface fault 

rupture hazards. No active or potentially active faults with the potential for surface fault rupture are 

known to pass directly beneath the site. 

Therefore, the potential for surface rupture due to faulting occurring beneath the site during the design 

life of the proposed development is considered low. The site, however, is located in the seismically 

active Southern California region, and could be subjected to moderate to strong ground shaking in the 

event of an earthquake on one of the many active Southern California faults. 

The closest active fault to the site is the Palos Verdes Fault Zone located 4.8 miles southwest of the site. 

Other nearby active faults include the Newport-Inglewood Fault Zone, the Santa Monica Fault, the 

Malibu Coast Fault, and the Hollywood Fault located 5.6 miles east, 6.1 miles north, 7.6 miles 

northwest and 9.2 miles north-northeast of the site, respectively (Ziony and Jones, 1989). The active 

San Andreas Fault Zone is located approximately 43 miles northeast of the site. 

The closest potentially active faults to the site are the Charnock Fault and the Overland Fault located 

approximately 3.4 miles east, and 4.5 miles east of the site, respectively (Ziony and Jones, 1989). 

Several buried thrust faults, commonly referred to as blind thrusts, underlie the Los Angeles Basin at 

depth. These faults are not exposed at the ground surface and are typically identified at depths greater 

than 3.0 kilometers. The October I, 1987 Mw 5.9 Whittier Narrows Earthquake, and the January 17, 

1994 Mw 6. 7 Northridge Earthquake were a result of movement on the buried thrust faults. These thrust 

faults are not exposed at the surface and do not present a potential surface fault rupture hazard; 

however, these active features are capable of generating future earthquakes . 

. 7.2 Seismicity 

As with all of Southern California, the site has experienced historic earthquakes from various regional 

faults. The seismicity of the region surrounding the site was formulated based on research of an 

electronic database of earthquake data. The epicenters of recorded earthquakes with magnitudes equal 

to or greater than 4.0 within a radius of 60 miles of the site are depicted on Figure 4, California 

Seismicity Map. A number of earthquakes of moderate to major magnitude have occurred in the 

Southern California area within the last 100 years. A partial list of these earthquakes is included in the 

following table. 
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LIST OF HISTORIC EARTHQUAKES 

Earthquake Distance to Direction 
Date of Earthquake Magnitude Epicenter to 

(Oldest to Youngest) (M iles) Epicenter 

Lake Elsinore area May I5 , I9IO 6.0 63 ESE 
San Jacinto-Hemet area April21 , 1918 6.8 84 E 
Near Redlands July 23, I923 6.3 69 E 
Long Beach MarchIO, 1933 6.4 36 SE 
Tehachapi July 2I, I952 7.5 79 NNW 
San Fernando February 9, I971 6.6 31 N 
Whittier Narrows October I, I987 5.9 22 ENE 
Sierra Madre June 28, I99I 5.8 33 NE 
Big Bear June 28, 1992 6.4 94 ENE 
Northridge January I7, 1994 6.7 I8 N 

The site could be subjected to strong ground shaking in the event of an earthquake. However, this 

hazard is common in Southern California and the effects of ground shaking can be mitigated if the 

proposed structures are designed and constructed in conformance with current building codes and 

engineering practices. 

7.3 Estimation of Peak Ground Accelerations 

The seismic exposure of the site may be investigated in two ways. The deterministic approach 

recognizes the Maximum Earthquake, which is the theoretical maximum event that could occur along a 

fault. The deterministic method assigns a maximum earthquake to a fault derived from formulas that 

correlate the length and other characteristics of the fault trace to the theoretical maximum magnitude 

earthquake. The probabilistic method considers the probability of exceedance of various levels of 

ground motion and is calculated by consideration of risk contributions from regional faults. 

7 .3.1 Deterministic Analysis 

Table I provides a list of known faults within a 60 mile radius of the site. The maximum earthquake 

magnitude is indicated for each fault. In order to measure the distance of known faults to the site, the 

computer program F.QF' A UT.T, (Rhth, ?.000), w::~s ntilizP-cl 

Principal references used within EQFA ULT in selecting faults to be included are Jennings (1994), 

Anderson (1984) and Wesnousky (1986). For this investigation, the ground motion generated by 

maximum earthquakes on each of the faults is assumed to attenuate to the site per the attenuation 

relation by Sadigh et al. ( I997). The resulting calculated peak horizontal accelerations at the site are 

indicated on Table I. These values are one standard deviation above the mean. 
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Using this methodology, the maximum earthquake resulting in the highest peak horizontal accelerations 

at the site would be a magnitude 6.6 event on the Santa Monica Fault. Such an event would be expected 

to generate peak horizontal accelerations at the site of 0.61 g. 

While listing of peak accelerations is useful for comparison of potential effects of fault activity in a 

region, other considerations are important in seismic design, including the frequency and duration of 

motion and the soil conditions underlying the site. 

The site could be subjected to moderate to severe ground shaking in the event of a major earthquake on 

any of the faults referenced above or other faults in Southern California. With respect to seismic 

shaking, the site is considered comparable to the surrounding developed area. 

7 .3.2 Probabilistic Analysis 

The computer program FRISKSP (Blake, 2000) was used to perform a site-specific probabilistic seismic 

hazard analysis. The program is a modified version of FRISK (McGuire, 1978) that models faults as 

lines to evaluate site-specific probabilities of exceedance for given horizontal accelerations for each line 

source. Geologic parameters not included in the deterministic analysis are included in this analysis. The 

program operates under the assumption that the occurrence rate of earthquakes on each mapped 

Quaternary Fault is proportional to the faults' slip rate. The program accounts for fault rupture length as 

a function of earthquake magnitude, and site acceleration estimates are made using the earthquake 

magnitude and closest distance from the site to the rupture zone. 

Uncertainty in each of following are accounted for: (I) earthquake magnitude, (2) rupture length tor a 

given magnitude, (3) location ofthe rupture zone, (4) maximum magnitude of a given earthquake, and 

(5) acceleration at the site from a given earthquake along each fault. After calculating the expected 

accelerations from all earthquake sources, the program then calculates the total average annual expected 

number of occurrences of the site acceleration greater than a specified value. Attenuation relationships 

suggested by Sadigh et al. (1~~'/) were utilized in the analysis. 

The Maximum Considered Earthquake Ground Motion (MCE) is the level of ground motion that has a 

2 percent chance of exceedance in 50 years, with a statistical return period of 2,500 years. According to 

2007 California Building Code and ASCE 7-05, the MCE is to be utilized for the design of critical 

structures such as schools and hospitals. 

The Design-Basis Earthquake Ground Motion (DBE) is the level of ground motion that has a 10 percent 

chance of exceedancc in 50 years, with a statistical return period of 475 years. The DBE is typically 

used for the design of non-critical structures. Based on the computer program FRISKSP (Blake, 2000), 

the MCE and DBE is expected to generate motions at the site of approximately 0.79g and 0.55g, 

respectively. Graphical representation ofthe analysis is presented on Figure 5. 
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7.4 Seismic Design Criteria 

The following table summarizes site-specific design criteria obtained from the 2007 California Building 

Code (CBC; Based on the 2006 International Building Code [IBC]), Chapter 16 Structural Design, 

Section 1613 Earthquake Loads. The values were derived using the computer program Seismic Hazard 

Curves and Uniform Hazard Response Spectra, provided by the USGS. The short spectral response uses 

a period of 0.2 second. 

CBC SEISMIC DESIGN PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value CBC-07 Reference 

Site Class D Table 1613.5.2 
Spectral Response- Class B (short), Ss 1.500g Figure 1613.5(3) 
Spectral Response- Class B (1 sec), S1 0.600g Figure 1613.5(4) 

Site Coefficient, F. 1.0 Table 1613.5.3(1) 
Site Coefficient, Fv 1.5 Table 1613.5.3(2) 

Maximum Considered Earthibake ~ectral 
Response Acceleration (s 01t} MS 

1.500g Section 1613.5.3 (Eqn 16-37) 

Maximum Considered Earth(uake S§ectral 
Response Acceleration- 1 sec), MI 

0.900g Section 1613.5.3 (Eqn 16-38) 

5% Damped Design Shectral Response 
Acceleration (s ort), Sos 1.000g Section 1613.5.4 (Eqn 16-39) 

5% Damped Design Stectral Response 
Acceleration ( sec), S01 

0.600g Section 1613.5.4 (Eqn 16-40) 

Conformance to the criteria in the above table for seismic design does not constitute any kind of 

guarantee or assurance that significant structural damage or ground failure will not occur if a large 

earthquake occurs. The intent of the code is "Life Safety," not to completely prevent damage to the 

structure, since such design may be economically prohibitive. 

7.5 Liquefaction Potential 

Liquefaction is a phenomenon in which loose, saturated, relatively cohesionless soil deposits lose shear 

strength during strong ground motions. Primary factors controlling liquefaction include intensity and 

duration of ground motion, gradation characteristics of the subsurface soils, in-situ stress conditions, 

and the depth to groundwater. Liquefaction is typified by a loss of shear strength in the liquefied layers 

due to rapid increases in pore water pressure generated by earthquake accelerations. 

The current standard of practice, as outlined in the "Recommended Procedures for Implementation of 

DMG Special Publication 117, Guidelines for Analyzing and Mitigating Liquefaction in California" 

requires liquefaction analysis to a depth of 50 feet below the lowest portion of the proposed structure. 
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Liquefaction typically occurs in areas where the soils below the water table are composed of poorly 

consolidated, fine to medium-grained, primarily sandy soil. In addition to the requisite soil conditions, 

the ground acceleration and duration of the earthquake must also be of a sufficient level to induce 

liquefaction. 

According to the State of California Seismic Hazard Zone, Venice Quadrangle Map ( 1999) and the City 

of Los Angeles Seismic Safety Element (1996) the site is located within an area identified as having a 

potential for liquefaction. 

Liquefaction analysis of the soils underlying the site was performed using the spreadsheet template 

LIQ2_30.WQI developed by Thomas F. Blake (1996). This program utilizes the I996 NCEER method 

of analysis. 

The liquefaction potential evaluation was performed by assuming a conservative historic high 

groundwater table of 5 feet, a magnitude 6.6 earthquake, and a peak horizontal acceleration of 0.55g 

(DBE). This semi-empirical method is based on a correlation between values of Standard Penetration 

Test (SPT) resistance and field performance data. 

The liquefaction analyses for Borings I and 2 (included herein as Figures 6 through 9) indicate that the 

soils below the lowest subterranean level would be prone to less than I inch of total settlement during 

DBE ground motion, respectively. 

7.6 Landslides 

According to the State of California Seismic Hazard Zone, Venice Quadrangle Map (1999) the site is 

not within an area identified as having a potential for slope instability. Additionally, according to the 

County of Los Angeles Seismic Safety Element (Leighton, I990) and the City of Los Angeles Seismic 

Safety Element (I996) the site is not located within an area identified as having a potential for seismic 

slope instability. There are no known landslides near the site, nor is the site in the path of any known or 

potential landslides. We do not consider the potential for a landslide to be a hazard to this project. 

7.7 Earthquake-Induced Flooding 

Earthquake-induced flooding is inundation caused by failure of dams or other water-retaining structures 

due to earthquakes. Review of the Los Angeles County Safety Element (Leighton, 1990) indicates that 

the site is located within a potential inundation area for an earthquake-induced dam failure from the 

Lower Franklin Dam, the Stone Canyon Dam and the Hollywood Dam. However, these dams, as well 

as others in California, are continually monitored by various governmental agencies (such as the State 

of California Division of Safety of Dams and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) to guard against the 

threat of dam failure. 
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Current design and construction practices and ongoing programs of review, modification, or total 

reconstruction of existing dams are intended to ensure that all dams are capable of withstanding the 

maximum considered earthquake (MCE) for the site. Therefore, the potential for inundation at the site 

as a result of an earthquake-induced dam failure is considered low. 

7.8 Tsunamis and Seiches 

Tsunamis are waves generated by fault displacement or major ground movement below the ocean. 

Based on a review of the County of Los Angeles Seismic Safety Element (Leighton, 1990), the City of 

Los Angeles Seismic Safety Element (1996), and Eisner et al. (2001), that the site is located in a 

tsunami inundation area and could be prone to hazards of a tsunami. 

Seiches are large waves generated in enclosed bodies of water in response to ground shaking. No major 

water-retaining structures are located immediately up gradient from the project site. Flooding from a 

seismically-induced seiche is considered unlikely. 

According to the Los Angeles County All Hazard Mitigation Plan, the site is location within a 

designated 50-year flood plain area. Measures should be taken to minimize the effect of flooding on the 

proposed development. 

7.9 Oil Fields & Methane Potential 

Based on a review of the California Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) Oil and 

Gas Well Location Map W 1-5, the site is not located within the boundaries of an oil field. No oil wells 

are located in the immediate vicinity of the site. However, due to the voluntary nature of record 

reporting by the oil well drilling companies, wells may be improperly located or not shown on the 

location map. Other wells could be encountered during construction. Any wells encountered will need 

to be properly abandoned in accordance with the current requirements of the DOGGR. 

The site is located within the boundaries of a methane zone and a methane buffer zone, as defined by 

the City of Los Angeles (2004). A permanent methane gas mitigation system may be necessary beneath 

the proposed building at the site. It is recommended that a methane gas consultant be retained for the 

evaluation and design of such a system if required. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

8.1 General 

8.1.1 It is our opinion that neither soil nor geologic conditions were encountered during the 

investigation that would preclude the construction of the proposed development provided the 

recommendations presented herein are followed and implemented during construction. 

8.1.2 Up to 4 feet of artificial fill was encountered during site exploration. Excavations for the 

proposed subterranean levels are expected to penetrate through the existing fill and expose 

alluvium throughout the majority of the excavation bottom. 

8.1.3 The enclosed liquefaction analyses and seismically-induced settlement calculations indicate 

that the site soils below the lowest subterranean level could be prone to settlement as a result 

of the DBE ground motion. The differential settlement at the lowest subterranean level is 

anticipated to be less than Y:z inch over a distance of 50 feet. The grading and foundation 

recommendations presented herein are intended to mitigate the potential for settlement. 

8.1.4 Groundwater was encountered in all borings at depths between 7 and 8 feet (elevations 3 to 4 

feet MSL) below existing ground surface. Excavation for the lowest subterranean level is 

anticipated to extend to a depth of at least 23 feet below ground surface, corresponding to a 

finished floor elevation of -13 feet MSL. Therefore, based on conditions encountered at the 

time of exploration and recent groundwater data, groundwater is anticipated to be 

encountered during excavation. Due to the subterranean nature of the proposed stmcture and 

the potential for seasonal fluctuation in the groundwater level, temporary dewatering 

measures will be required to mitigate groundwater seepage during excavation. If the 

subterranean portion of the structure is not designed for full hydrostatic pressure, a permanent 

dewatering system will be required to relieve and mitigate the water pressure. 

Rt:l:U111111t:llllaliuHS ful Lt:llliJUiaiY alllliJt:llllallt:IIL ut:walt:riug art: uis~.:usst:u ill St:~.:Liuu 8.3 auu 

Section 8.4 of this report. 

8.1.5 Based on the relatively high nature of groundwater at the subject site, infiltration of storm 

water into the ground is not feasible and is not recommended for this development. 

8.1.6 Soft alluvium will likely be exposed in the northern area of the excavation bottom (see 

Boring I (Geocon) and CPT-3 (Irvine Geotechnical, Inc.), and all ofthe alluvial soils exposed 

at the excavalion bullorn will likely be very rnoisl anu could be subjecL Lo excessive pumping. 

Operation of rubber tire equipment on the subgrade soils may cause excessive disturbance of 

the soils. Excavation activities to establish the finished subgrade elevation must be conducted 

carefully and methodically to avoid excessive disturbance to the subgrade. 
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Stabilization of the bottom of the excavation will likely be required in order to provide a firm 

working surface upon which heavy equipment can operate. Recommendations for bottom 

stabilization and earthwork are provided in the Grading section of this report (see Section 

R.5). 

8.1. 7 Based on the presence of shallow groundwater, the nature of the earth materials that will be 

exposed at the excavation bottom, and the potential for seismically induced settlements it is 

recommended that the proposed structure be supported on a reinforced concrete mat 

foundation system. The mat foundation should derive support in the undisturbed alluvial soils 

or stabilized subgrade at the excavation bottom. It is recommended that the ramp for the 

subterranean parking garage be supported on the mat foundation. 

8.1.8 Foundations for small outlying structures, such as property line walls or trash enclosures, 

which will not be tied-in to the proposed structures, may be supported on conventional 

foundations bearing on a minimum of 12 inches of newly placed engineered fill. Where 

removal and recompaction cannot be performed, such as adjacent to property lines, 

foundations may bear in the undisturbed native soils at or below a depth of 2 feet. If the soils 

exposed in the excavation bottom are soft, compaction of the soft soils will be required prior 

to placing steel or concrete. Compaction of the foundation excavation bottom is typically 

accomplished with a compaction wheel or mechanical whacker. 

8.1.9 Where new paving is to be placed outside the building footprint area, it is recommended that 

all existing fill and soft alluvial soils be removed and properly recompacted for paving 

support. The client should be aware that removal and recompaction of all existing fill and soft 

alluvial soils in the area of new paving is not required; however, paving constructed over 

existing uncertified fill or unsuitable alluvial soils may experience increased settlement 

and/or cracking, and may therefore have a shorter design life and increased maintenance 

costs. As a minimum, the upper twelve inches of soil should be scarified and properly 

compacted for paving support. Paving recommendations are provided in Preliminary 

Pavement Recommendations section of this report (Section 8.13). 

8.1.1 0 Uue to the nature of the proposed design and intent for subterranean levels, waterproofing of 

sublerraueau walls allll slaus is suggesleu. Pa1 Lkula1 ~,;are shuulu ue Lak.eu iu Lhe uesigu auu 

installation of waterproofing to avoid moisture problems, or actual water seepage into the 

structure through any normal shrinkage cracks which may develop in the concrete walls, floor 

slab, foundations and/or construction joints. The design and inspection of the waterproofing 

is not the responsibility of the geotechnical engineer. A waterproofing consultant should be 

retained in order to recommend a product or method, which would provide protection to 

subterranean walls, floor slabs and foundations. 
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8.1.11 

8.1.12 

Due to the depth of the excavation and the proximity to the property Jines and city streets, 

excavation of the proposed subterranean levels will require shoring measures in order to 

provide a stable excavation. Where shoring is required it is recommended that a soldier pile 

shoring system be utilized. Typically where excavation depths exceed 12 feet or surcharges 

are imposed on the shoring system, raker braces or tie-back anchors may be required in 

conjunction with the soldier piles. The need for lateral bracing and the acceptable shoring 

deflection should be determined by the project shoring engineer. 

Once the design phase and foundation loading configuration proceeds to a more finalized plan, 

the recommendations within this report should be reviewed and revised, if necessary. 

8.2 Soil and Excavation Characteristics 

8.2.1 The in-situ soils can be excavated with moderate effort using conventional excavation 

equipment. Some caving should be anticipated in unshored excavations, especially in 

granular soils. 

8.2.2 It is the responsibility of the contractor to ensure that all excavations and trenches are 

properly shored and maintained in accordance with applicable OSHA rules and regulations to 

maintain safety and maintain the stability of adjacent existing improvements. 

8.2.3 All onsite excavations must be conducted in such a manner that potential surcharges from 

existing structures, construction equipment, and vehicle loads are resisted. The surcharge area 

may be defined by a 1: 1 projection down and away from the bottom of an existing foundation 

or vehicle load. Penetrations below this 1:1 projection will require special excavation 

measures such as sloping and shoring. Excavation recommendations are provided in the 

Temporary Excavations section of this report (see Section 8.19). 

8.2.4 The soils encountered at the lowest subterranean levels are primarily granular in nature and 

are considered to be "non-expansive". The recommendations presented in this report assume 

that foundations and slabs will derive support in these materials. 

8.3 Temporary Dewatering 

8.3.1 Groundwater seepage was observed in all borings at depths between 7 and 8 feet (elevations 

3 to 4 feet MSL) below ground surface. The depth to groundwater at the time of construction 

can he further verified during initial dewatering well or shoring pile installation. If 

groundwater is present above the depth of the subterranean level, temporary dewatering will 

be necessary to maintain a safe working environment during excavation and construction 

activities. 
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8.3.2 It is recommended that a qualified dewatering consultant be retained to design the dewatering 

system. Temporary dewatering may consist of perimeter wells with interior well points as 

well as gravel filled trenches (french drains) placed adjacent to the shoring system and 

interior of the site. The numhcr ;md locations of the wells or french drains can be adjusted 

during excavation activities as necessary to collect and control any encountered seepage. The 

french drains will then direct the collected seepage to a sump where it will be pumped out of 

the excavation. 

8.3.3 The embedment of perimeter shoring piles should be deepened as necessary to take into 

account any required excavations necessary to place an adjacent french drain system, or sub

slab drainage system, should it be deemed necessary. It is not anticipated that a perimeter 

french drain will be more than 24 inches in depth below the proposed excavation bottom. If a 

french drain is to remain on a permanent basis, it must be lined with filter fabric to prevent 

soil migration into the gravel. 

8.3.4 Geocon can assist with water quality testing as well as obtaining discharge permits required 

for dewatering. 

8.4 Permanent Dewatering 

8.4.1 If the subterranean portion of the structure is not designed for hydrostatic pressure based on a 

historic high groundwater depth of five feet below the ground surface, a permanent 

dewatering system must be implemented to prevent the groundwater table from impacting the 

structure. A subdrainage system consisting of perforated pipe placed in gravel-filled trenches 

may be installed beneath the subterranean slab-on-grade to intercept and control groundwater. 

This system can be combined with the perimeter retaining wall drainage system provided 

backflow valves are installed at the base of the wall drainage system. 

8.4.2 A typical permanent sub-slab drainage system would consist of a twelve-inch thick layer of 

%-inch gravel that is placed upon a layer of filter fabric (Miami SOOX or equivalent), and 

vibrated to a dense state. Subdrain pipes leading to sump areas, provided with automatic 

pumping units, should drain the gravel layer. The drain lines should consist of perforated 

pipe, placed with perforations down, in trenches that are at least six inches below the gravel 

layer. The excavation bottom, as well as the trench bottoms should be lined with filter fabric 

prior to placing and compacting gravel. The trenches should be spaced approximately 40 feet 

apart at most, within the interior, and should extend along to the perimeter of the building. 

Subsequent to the installation of the drainage system, the waterproofing system and building 

slab may then be placed on the densified gravel. A mud- or rat-slab may be placed over the 

waterproofing system for protection during placement of rebar and mat slab construction. 
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8.4.3 Recommendations for design flow rates for the permanent dewatering system should be 

determined by a qualified contractor or dewatering consultant. 

8.5 Grading 

8.5.1 Earthwork should be observed, and compacted fill tested by representatives of Geocon. The 

existing fill and alluvial soils encountered during exploration are suitable for re-use as an 

engineered fill, provided any encountered oversize material (greater than 6 inches) and any 

encountered deleterious debris is removed. 

8.5.2 A preconstruction conference should be held at the site prior to the beginning of grading 

operations with the owner, contractor, civil engineer and geotechnical engineer in attendance. 

Special soil handling requirements can be discussed at that time. 

8.5.3 Grading should commence with the removal of all existing vegetation and existing 

improvements from the area to be graded. Once a clean excavation bottom has been 

established it must be approved by the Geotechnical Engineer (a representative of Geocon 

West, Inc.) and the City of Los Angeles Inspector. Deleterious debris such as wood and root 

structures should be exported from the site and should not be mixed with the fill soils. 

Asphalt and concrete should not be mixed with the fill soils unless approved by the 

Geotechnical Engineer. All existing underground improvements planned for removal should 

be completely excavated and the resulting depressions properly backfilled in accordance with 

the procedures described herein. 

8.5.4 Due to the potential for high-moisture content soils at the excavation bottom, or if 

construction is performed during the rainy season and the excavation bottom becomes 

saturated, stabilization measures may have to be implemented to prevent excessive 

disturbance the excavation bottom. Should this condition exist, rubber tire equipment should 

not be allowed in the excavation bottom until it is stabilized or extensive soil disturbance 

could result. 

8.5.5 If a permanent dewatering system is to be installed, subgrade stabilization may be 

accomplished by placing a one-foot thick layer of washed, angular 3/4-inch gravel atop a 

stabilization fabric (Mirafi 500X or equivalent), subsequent to subgrade approval. This 

procedure should be conducted in sections until the entire excavation bottom has been 

blanketed by fabric and gravel. Heavy equipment may operate upon the gravel one~ it has 

been placed. The gravel should be compacted to a dense state utilizing a vibratory drum 

roller. The placement of gravel at the subgrade level should be coordinated with the 

temporary or permanent dewatering of the site. 
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The gravel and fabric system will function as both a permeable material for any necessary 

dewatering procedures as well as a stable material upon which heavy equipment may operate. 

It is recommended that the contractor meet with the Geotechnical Engineer to discuss this 

procedure in more detail. 

8.5.6 Where temporary or permanent dewatering is not required, an alternative method of subgrade 

stabilization would consist of introducing a thin lift of three to six-inch diameter crushed 

angular rock into the soft excavation bottom. The use of crushed concrete will also be 

acceptable. The crushed rock should be spread thinly across the excavation bottom and 

pressed into the soils by track rolling or wheel rolling with heavy equipment. It is very 

important that voids between the rock fragments are not created so the rock must be 

thoroughly pressed or blended into the soils. All subgrade soils must be properly compacted 

and proof-rolled in the presence of the Geotechnical Engineer (a representative of Geocon 

West, Inc.). 

8.5.7 All fill and backfill soils should be placed in horizontal loose layers approximately 6 to 8 

inches thick, moisture conditioned to near optimum moisture content, and compacted to at 

least 90 percent relative compaction, as determined by ASTM Test Method D 1557 (latest 

edition). 

8.5.8 All imported fill shall be observed, tested, and approved by Geocon West, Inc. prior to 

bringing soil to the site. Rocks larger than six inches in diameter shall not be used in the fill. 

Imported soils should have an expansion index less than 30 and soil corrosivity properties 

that are equally or less detrimental to that of the existing onsite soils. 

8.5.9 Where new paving is to be placed, it is recommended that all existing fill and soft alluvial 

soils be excavated and properly compacted for paving support. As a minimum, the upper 

twelve inches of soil should be scarified and compacted to at least 92 percent relative 

compaction for paving support. Paving recommendations are provided in Preliminary 

Pavement Recommendations section of this report (see Section 8.13). 

8.5.1 0 Utility trenches should be properly backfilled in accordance with the requirements of the 

Green Book (latest edition). The pipe should be bedded with clean sands (Sand Equivalent 

greater than 30) to a depth of at least one foot over the pipe. The remainder of the trench 

backfill may be derived from onsite soil or approved import soil, compacted as necessary, 

until the required compaction is obtained. Utility trenches constructed below the mat 

foundation system may be bedded in and shaded with the 3/4-inch gravel. 
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8.5.11 All excavation bottoms must be observed and approved by the Geotechnical Engineer (a 

representative of Geocon), prior to placing fill, steel, gravel or concrete. 

8.6 Shrinkage 

8.6.1 Shrinkage results when a volume of material removed at one density is compacted to a higher 

density. A shrinkage factor of between 5 and 15 percent should be anticipated when 

excavating and compacting the existing earth materials on the site to an average relative 

compaction of 92 percent. 

8.7 Mat Foundation 

8.7.1 Subsequent to the recommended grading and bottom stabilization, if required, a reinforced 

concrete mat foundation may be utilized for support of the proposed structure. The reinforced 

concrete mat foundation may derive support in the undisturbed alluvial soils and/or the 

stabilized subgrade. 

8.7.2 Based on information provided by the project structural engineer, the proposed mat 

foundation will impart an average pressure of less than 2,000 psf, with locally higher 

pressures up to 4,000 psf. The recommended maximum allowable bearing value is 4,000 

pounds per square foot. The allowable bearing pressure may be increased by up to one-third 

for transient loads due to wind or seismic forces. 

8.7.3 It is recommended that a modulus of subgrade reaction of 70 pounds per cubic inch (pci) be 

utilized for the design of the mat foundation bearing on undisturbed alluvium. If the subgrade 

is stabilized in accordance with the recommendations provided in the Grading section of this 

report a modulus of subgrade reaction of 100 pounds per cubic inch (pci) may be utilized. 

8.7.4 The thickness of and reinforcement for the mat foundation should be designed by the project 

structural engineer. If the proposed structure is to be designed for full hydrostatic pressure, 

the recommended floor slab uplift pressure to be used in design would be 62.4(H) in units of 

pounds per square foot, where "H" is the height of the water above the bottom of the mat 

foundation in feet. For design purposes the water table may be assumed at 5 feet below the 

existing ground surface. 

8.7.5 The utilization of post-grouted vertical anchors, secured to the proposed reinforced concrete 

mat foundation system, is considered feasible for resistance against potential uplift forces. 

Recommendations for vertical anchors are provided in the Polit-Gruuted Vertical Anchorli 

section (Section 8.8). 
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8.7.6 For seismic design purposes, a coefficient of friction of 0.35 may be utilized between the 

concrete mat and undisturbed alluvium or stabilized subgrade without a moisture barrier, and 

0.15 for slabs underlain by a moisture barrier. 

8.7.7 Foundation excavations should be observed by the Geotechnical Engineer (a representative of 

Geocon West, Inc.), prior to the placement of reinforcing steel and concrete to verify that the 

exposed soil conditions are consistent with those anticipated. If unanticipated soil conditions 

are encountered, foundation modifications may be required. 

8.7.8 Waterproofing of subterranean walls and slabs is recommended for this project. Particular 

care should be taken in the design and installation of waterproofing to avoid moisture 

problems, or actual water seepage into the structure through any normal shrinkage cracks 

which may develop in the concrete walls, floor slab, foundations and/or construction joints. 

The design and inspection of the waterproofing is not the responsibility of the geotechnical 

engineer. A waterproofing consultant should be retained in order to recommend a product or 

method which would provide protection to subterranean walls, floor slabs and foundations. 

8.7.9 This office should be provided a copy of the final construction plans so that the 

recommendations presented herein could be properly reviewed and revised if necessary. 

8.8 Post-Grouted Vertical Anchors 

8.8.1 The utilization of post-grouted vertical anchors embedded into the very dense sands is 

considered feasible for resistance against potential uplift forces. The connection between the 

anchors and the foundation and the number and spacing of the post-grouted vertical anchors 

should be determined by the structural engineer. 

8.8.2 Where post-grouted vertical anchors are utilized, pressure grouting and post-grouting 

techniques will result in the formation of grout bulbs along the length of the anchor shaft. The 

more permeable the soil, such as coarse grained sand and gravel, the larger the formation of 

the grout bulb. Utilizing post-grouting techniques, it is anticipated that grout bulbs, with an 

assume~ effective diameter of 24 inches, will be achieved along the anchor shaft in some of 

the more permeable granular layers underlying the site. 

8.8.3 The bonded length of the vertical anchors should start at a depth of I 0 feet below the bottom 

of the proposed reinforced concrete mat foundation, and should have a minimum bond length 

of 40 feet (equivalent to an embedment depth of 50 feet below mat foundation bottom). 
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8.8.4 Based on a depth of embedment of 50 feet below the proposed structural mat foundation 

system (bonded length of 40 feet), the maximum allowable upward capacity of the post

grouted vertical anchors is 190 kips (FS = 3). The vertical anchor capacity calculation is 

provided on Figure I 0. 

8.8.5 All anchor installations must be continuously observed by personnel of this firm to verify 

adequate penetration into the recommended bearing materials and all vertical anchors will be 

tested to at least 150 percent of their design capacity. The capacity presented is based on the 

strength of the saturated alluvial soil (values have been reduced for buoyant forces). 

8.8.6 Where anchor groups are required, the anchors should be spaced at least 2\12 diameters (based 

on 24-inch post-grout diameter) on center to be considered isolated. If so spaced, there will be 

no reduction in the upward capacity of the . piles due to group action. Although not 

anticipated, closely spaced anchors will require a reduction due to group efficiency and will 

be addressed as necessary as the design progresses. 

8.8.7 Caving of the anchor shafts, particularly within saturated sand and gravel deposits, should be 

anticipated during installation and provisions should be implemented in order to minimize 

such caving. It is suggested that hollow-stem auger drilling equipment be used to install the 

anchors. The anchor shafts should be filled with concrete by pumping from the bottom up. In 

order to minimize the chances of caving, it is recommended that the portion of the anchor 

shaft above the bonded zone (1 0 foot zone below bottom of proposed reinforced concrete mat 

foundation) be backfilled with sand before testing the anchor. This portion of the shaft should 

be filled tightly and flush with the face of the excavation. The sand backfill should be placed 

by pumping; the sand may contain a small amount of cement to facilitate pumping. 

8.9 Miscellaneous Foundations 

8.9.1 Foundations for small outlying structures, such as property line walls, planter walls or trash 

enclosures, which will not be tied-in to the proposed structures, may be supported on 

conventional foundations bearing on a minimum of 12 inches of newly placed engineered fill. 

Where removal and recompaction cannot be performed, such as adjacent to property lines, 

foundations may bear in the undisturbed alluvial soils at or below a depth of 2 feet. 

Miscellaneous foundations may be designed for a bearing value of 1 ,000 pounds per square 

foot, and should be a minimum of 12 inches in width, 24 inches in depth below the lowest 

adjacent grade and 12 inches into the recommended bearing material. Should the soils 

exposed in the excavation bottom be soft, compaction of the soft soils will be required prior 

to placing steel or concrete. Compaction of the foundation excavation hottom is typically 

accomplished with a compaction wheel or mechanical whacker. As an alternative, 

excavations should be deepened as necessary to extend into satisfactory soils. 
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8.9.2 Foundation excavations should be observed by the Geotechnical Engineer (a representative of 

Geocon West, Inc.), prior to the placement of reinforcing steel and concrete to verify that the 

excavations and exposed soil conditions are consistent with those anticipated. 

8.10 

8.10.1 

8.10.2 

8.10.3 

8.10.4 

8.10.5 

8.11 

8.11.1 

Foundation Settlement 

It is anticipated that the proposed mat foundation will impart an average pressure of less than 

2,000 psf, with locally higher pressures up to 4,000 psf. If the bearing value is limited to 

2,000 psf, settlement of the reinforced concrete mat foundation is expected to be negligible 

based on the equivalency of the overburden load that will be removed during excavation for 

the subterranean levels and the anticipated load of the proposed structure. 

If the maximum bearing value of 4,000 psf is used, the concrete mat foundation should be 

expected to undergo static settlements of less than 1 inch upon completion of the proposed 

construction. Differential settlement between the center and corner of the mat is not expected 

to exceed% inch, and settlement between adjacent columns is not expected to exceed ~inch 

over a distance of 20 feet. 

The seismically-induced settlement calculations indicate that the site soils could be subject to 

up to 0.6 inches of total settlement as a result of DBE ground motion. Differential settlement 

at the ground surface and the subterranean level is anticipated to be less than ~ inch over a 

distance of 50 feet. This settlement is in addition to the static settlements indicated above and 

must be considered in the structural design. 

Based on these considerations is it recommended that the proposed structure, designed with 

an allowable bearing value of 2,000 psf, be designed for a combined static and seismically 

induced differential settlement of ~ inch over a distance of 20 feet. It is recommended that 

the proposed structure, designed with a maximum allowable bearing value of 4,000 psf, be 

designed for a combined static and seismically induced differential settlement of 1 inch over 

a distance of 20 feet. 

Once the design and foundation loading configuration proceeds to a more finalized plan, the 

recommendations within this report should be reviewed and revised, if necessary. 

Lateral Design 

Resistance to lateral loading may be provided by friction acting at the base of foundations, 

slabs and by passive earth pressure. An allowable coefficient of friction of 0.35 may be used 

with the dead load forces in the alluvial soils, stabilized subgrade, or properly compacted 

engineered fill. 
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8.11.2 

8.12 

8.12.1 

8.12.2 

8.12.3 

8.12.4 

8.13 

8.13.1 

Passive earth pressure for the sides of foundations and slabs poured against the alluvial soils, 

stabilized subgrade, or properly compacted engineered fill may be computed as an equivalent 

fluid having a density of 180 pcf with a maximum earth pressure of 2,000 pcf (these values 

have been adjusted for buoyant forces). When combining passive and friction for lateral 

resistance, the passive component should be reduced by one-third. 

Exterior Concrete Slabs-on-Grade 

Exterior slabs, not subject to traffic loads, should be at least 4 inches thick and reinforced 

with No. 3 steel reinforcing bars placed 24 inches on center in both horizontal directions, 

positioned near the slab midpoint. Prior to construction of slabs, the upper 12 inches of 

subgrade should be pre-moistened to near optimum moisture content and properly compacted 

to at least 92 percent relative compaction, as determined by ASTM Test Method D 1557 

(latest edition). 

Crack control joints should be spaced at intervals not greater than 10 feet and should be 

constructed using saw-cuts or other methods as soon as practical following concrete 

placement. Crack control joints should extend a minimum depth of one-fourth the slab 

thickness. The project structural engineer should design construction joints as necessary. 

The recommendations of this report are intended to reduce the potential for cracking of slabs 

due to settlement. However, even with the incorporation of the recommendations presented 

herein, foundations, stucco walls, and slabs-on-grade may exhibit some cracking due to 

minor soil movement and/or concrete shrinkage. The occurrence of concrete shrinkage cracks 

is independent of the supporting soil characteristics. Their occurrence may be reduced and/or 

controlled by limiting the slump of the concrete, proper concrete placement and curing, and 

by the placement of crack control joints at periodic intervals, in particular, where re-entrant 

slab corners occur. 

Slabs-on-grade that may receive moisture-sensitive floor coverings or may be used to store 

moisture-sensitive materials should be underlain by a vapor retarder. The vapor retarder used 

should be specified by the project architect or developer based on the type of floor covering that 

will be installed. The vapor retarder design should be consistent with the guidelines presented in 

Section 9.3 of the American Concrete Institute's (ACI) Guide for Concrete Slabs that Receive 

Moisture-Sensitive Flooring Materials (ACI 302.2R-06). 

Preliminary Pavement Recommendations 

Where new paving is to be placed in non-building areas, it is recommended that all existing 

soft or unsuitable alluvial soils be removed and properly recompacted for paving support. The 
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8.13.2 

8.13.3 

8.13 .4 

client should be aware that removal and recompaction of all existing fill and soft alluvial soils 

in the area of new paving is not required; however, paving constructed over existing 

uncertified fill or unsuitable native soils may experience increased settlement and/or 

cracking, and may therefore have a shorter design life and increased maintenance costs. As a 

minimum, the upper twelve inches of paving subgrade should be scarified and properly 

compacted to at least 92 percent relative compaction, as determined by ASTM Test Method 

D 1557 (latest edition). 

The following pavement sections are based on an assumed R-Value of 20. Once site grading 

activities are complete, a representative sample of the subgrade material should be obtained 

and the R-Value verified by laboratory testing prior to placing pavement. Pavement 

thicknesses were determined following procedures outlined in the California Highway 

Design Manual (Caltrans). It is anticipated that the majority of traffic will consist of 

automobile traffic. 

PRELIMINARY PAVEMENT DESIGN SECTIONS 

Location Estimated Traffic Asphalt Concrete Class 2 Aggregate Base 
Index (TI) (inches) (inches) 

Automobile Parking 3.5 3 5 

Driveways 5 3 9 

Trash Truck & 
7 4 12 

Fire Lanes 

Asphalt concrete should conform to Section 203-6 of the "Standard Specifications for Public 

Works Construction" (Green Book). Class 2 aggregate base materials should conform to 

Section 26-1.02A of the "Standard Specifications of the State of California, Department of 

Transportation" (Caltrans). 

Unless specifically analyzed and designed by the project structural engineer, concrete slabs

on-grade subject to vehicle loading, such as loading aprons for trash trucks or fire department 

vehicles, should be a minimum of 6 inches thick and reinforced with No. J steel reinforcing 

bars placed 18 inches on center in both horizontal directions. The concrete paving should be 

underlain by a minimum of 4 inches of aggregate base and a properly compacted subgrade. 

The subgrade and base material should be compacted to at least 92 and 95 percent relative 

compaction, respectively, as determined by ASTM Test Method D 1557 (latest edition). 
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8.13.5 

8.14 

8.14.1 

8.14.2 

8.14.3 

The performance of pavements is highly dependent upon providing positive surface drainage 

away from the edge of pavements. Ponding of water on or adjacent to the pavement will 

likely result in saturation of the subgrade materials and subsequent cracking, subsidence and 

pavement distress. If planters are planned adjacent to paving, it is recommended that the 

perimeter curb be extended at least 12 inches below the bottom of the aggregate base to 

minimize the introduction of water beneath the paving. 

Retaining Walls 

The recommendations presented below are generally applicable to the design of rigid 

concrete or masonry retaining walls having a maximum height of 25 feet. In the event that 

walls significantly higher than 25 feet are planned, Geocon should be contacted for additional 

recommendations. 

Assuming that proper drainage and permanent dewatering is maintained, retaining walls with 

a level backfill surface that are not restrained at the top should be designed utilizing a 

triangular distribution of pressure (active pressure) of 45 pcf. 

Restrained walls are those that are not allowed to rotate more than 0.001H (where H equals 

the height of the retaining portion of the wall in feet) at the top of the wall. Assuming that 

proper drainage and permanent dewatering is maintained, where walls are restrained from 

movement at the top, walls may be designed utilizing a triangular distribution of pressure (at

rest pressure) of 65 pcf. 

8.14.4 The wall pressures provided above assume that the retaining wall will be properly drained 

preventing the buildup of hydrostatic pressure. If retaining wall drainage is not implemented, 

the equivalent fluid pressure to be used in design of undrained walls is 90 pcf. The value 

includes hydrostatic pressures plus buoyant lateral earth pressures. 

8.14.5 Additional active pressure should be added for a surcharge condition due to sloping ground, 

vehicular traffic or adjacent structures and should be designed for each condition as the 

project progresses. 

8.14.6 In addition to the pressures provided above, retaining walls that are higher than 12 feet in 

height should also be designed for the seismic lateral force presented in Section 8.16. 

8.15 Retaining Wall Drainage 

8.15.1 Retaining walls should be provided with a drainage system extended at least two-thirds the 

height of the wall. At the base of the drain system, a subdrain covered with a minimum of 12 
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inches of gravel should be installed, and a compacted fill blanket or other seal placed at the 

surface (see Figure 11). The clean bottom and subdrain pipe, behind a retaining wall, should 

be observed by the Geotechnical Engineer (a representative of Geocon), prior to placement of 

gravel or compacting backfill. 

8.15.2 As an alternative, a plastic drainage composite such as Miradrain or equivalent may be 

installed in continuous, 4-foot wide columns along the entire back face of the wall, at 8 feet 

on center. The top of these drainage composite columns should terminate approximately 18 

inches below the ground surface, where either hardscape or a minimum of 18 inches of 

relatively cohesive material should be placed as a cap (see Figure 12). These vertical columns 

of drainage material would then be connected at the bottom of the wall to a one-cubic-foot 

rock pocket drained by a 4-inch subdrain pipe. 

8.15.3 

8.16 

8.16.1 

Moisture affecting below grade walls is one of the most common post-construction 

complaints. Poorly applied or omitted waterproofing can lead to efflorescence or standing 

water. Particular care should be taken in the design and installation of waterproofing to avoid 

moisture problems, or actual water seepage into the structure through any normal shrinkage 

cracks which may develop in the concrete walls, floor slab, foundations and/or construction 

joints. The design and inspection of the waterproofing is not the responsibility of the 

geotechnical engineer. A waterproofing consultant should be retained in order to recommend 

a product or method, which would provide protection to subterranean walls, floor slabs and 

foundations. 

Dynamic (Seismic) Lateral Forces 

The maximum dynamic active pressure is equal to the sum of the initial static pressure and 

the dynamic (seismic) pressure increment. The seismic increment in lateral earth pressure on 

the retaining side of the structure is applied to check the overall sliding resistance of the 

structure. In accordance with the 2007 California Building Code, the pressure is applicable 

where retaining walls are higher than 12 feet. 

8.16.2 If seismic loading is to be applied, we recommend a seismic active soil pressure equivalent to 

the pressure exerted by a fluid density of 24 pounds per cubic foot (pet) applied as an 

inverted triangular distribution. This equivalent fluid pressure is in addition to static soil 

pressures. The seismic active pressure is for horizontal backfill behind the wall and does not 

account for an inclined backfill surface. The resultant seismic earth pressure acts at 

approximately 0.6H from the bottom of the wall (H is height of wall). The seismic loading is 

based on an acceleration of Y2 of the DBE ground motion (0.28g). 
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8.17 

8.17.1 

8.17.2 

8.17.3 

Elevator Pit Design 

The elevator pit slab and retaining wall should be designed by the project structural engineer. 

The slab and retaining walls should be designed in accordance with the recommendations 

provided in Sections 8.7 and 8.14 ofthis report. 

Additional active pressure should be added for a surcharge condition due to sloping ground, 

vehicular traffic or adjacent foundations and should be designed for each condition as the 

project progresses. Once the design becomes more finalized, an addendum letter can be 

prepared addressing specific surcharge conditions throughout the project, if necessary. 

If retaining wall drainage is to be provided, the drainage system should be designed in 

accordance with the Retaining Wall Drainage section ofthis report (see Section 8.15). 

8.17 .4 It is suggested that the exterior walls and slab be waterproofed to prevent excessive moisture 

inside of the elevator pit. Waterproofing design and installation is not the responsibility of the 

geotechnical engineer. 

8.18 

8.18.1 

8.18.2 

8.18.3 

Elevator Piston 

If a plunger-type elevator piston is installed for this project, a deep drilled excavation will be 

required. It is important to verify that the drilled excavation is not situated immediately 

adjacent to a foundation or shoring pile, or the drilled excavation could compromise the 

existing foundation support. 

Casing will be required if caving is experienced in the drilled excavation, especially if the 

excavation is conducted below the groundwater level. The contractor should be prepared to 

use casing and should have it readily available at the commencement of drilling activities. 

The contractor should also be prepared to mitigate buoyant forces during installation of the 

piston casing. Continuous observation of the drilling and installation of the elevator piston by 

the Geotechnical Engineer (a representative of Geocon West, Inc.) is required. 

The annular space between the piston casing and drilled excavation wall should be filled with 

a minimum of I lh-sack slurry pumped from the bottom up. As an alternative, pea gravel may 

be utilized. The use of soil to backfill the annular space is not acceptable. 
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8.19 

8.19.1 

8.19.2 

8.19.3 

8.19.4 

8.20 

8.20.1 

8.20.2 

8.20.3 

Temporary Excavations 

Excavations on the order of 23 to 28 feet in vertical height may be required for excavation of 

the subterranean levels, including foundation depths. The excavations are expected to 

penetrate artificial fill and alluvial soils, which are not suitable for vertical excavations in 

excess of 5 feet. 

Excavations will require sloping and/or shoring measures in order to provide a stable 

excavation. Shoring data is provided in Section 8.20 of this report. 

Where sufficient space is available, temporary unsurcharged embankments could be sloped 

back at a uniform 1: 1 slope gradient or flatter. A uniform slope does not have a vertical 

portion. 

Where sloped embankments are utilized, the top of the slope should be barricaded to prevent 

vehicles and storage loads at the top of the slope within a horizontal distance equal to the 

height of the slope. If the temporary construction embankments are to be maintained during 

the rainy season, berms are suggested along the tops of the slopes where necessary to prevent 

runoff water from entering the excavation and eroding the slope faces. Our personnel should 

inspect the soils exposed in the cut slopes during excavation so that modifications of the 

slopes can be made if variations in the soil conditions occur. All excavations should be 

stabilized within 30 days of initial excavation. 

Shoring - Soldier Pile Design and Installation 

The following information on the design and installation of shoring is preliminary. Review of 

the final shoring plans and specifications should be made by this office prior to bidding or 

negotiating with a shoring contractor. 

One method of shoring would consist of steel soldier piles, placed in drilled holes and 

backfilled with concrete. Where maximum excavation heights are less than 12 feet the soldier 

piles are typically designed as cantilevers. Where excavations exceed 12 feet or are 

surcharged, soldier piles may require lateral bracing utilizing drilled tie-back anchors or raker 

braces. The need for lateral bracing and the acceptable shoring deflection should be 

determined by the project shoring engineer. 

The design embedment of the shoring pile toes must be maintained during excavation 

activities. The toes of the perimeter shoring piles should be deepened to take into account any 

required excavations necessary for foundations or adjacent drainage systems. 
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8.20.4 Drilled cast-in-place soldier piles should be placed no closer than 2 diameters on center. The 

minimum diameter of the piles is 18 inches. Structural concrete should be used for the soldier 

piles below the excavation; lean-mix concrete may be employed above that level. As an 

alternative, lean-mix concrete may be used throughout the pile where the reinforcing consists 

of a wideflange section. The slurry must be of sufficient strength to impart the lateral bearing 

pressure developed by the wideflange section to the soil. For design purposes, an allowable 

passive value for the soils below the bottom plane of excavation may be assumed to be 250 

pounds per square foot per foot for the portion of the pile above the water table, and 150 

pounds per square foot per foot for the portion of the pile below the water table (value has 

been reduced for buoyant forces). The allowable capacity may be doubled for isolated piles 

spaced more than twice the diameter. To develop the full lateral value, provisions should be 

implemented to assure firm contact between the soldier piles and the undisturbed soils. 

8.20.5 

8.20.6 

Groundwater was encountered during exploration and the contractor should be prepared for 

groundwater during pile installation. Piles placed below the water level require the use of a 

tremie to place the concrete into the bottom of the hole. A tremie should consist of a rigid, 

water-tight tube having a diameter of not less than 6 inches with a hopper at the top. The tube 

should be equipped with a device that will close the discharge end and prevent water from 

entering the tube while it is being charged with concrete. The tremie should be supported so 

as to permit free movement of the discharge end over the entire top surface of the work and to 

permit rapid lowering when necessary to retard or stop the flow of concrete. The discharge 

end should be closed at the start of the work to prevent water entering the tube and should be 

entirely sealed at all times, except when the concrete is being placed. The tremie tube should 

be kept full of concrete. The flow should be continuous until the work is completed and the 

resulting concrete seal should be monolithic and homogeneous. The tip of the tremie tube 

should always be kept about 5 feet below the surface of the concrete and definite steps and 

safeguards should be taken to insure that the tip of the tremie tube is never raised above the 

surface of the concrete. 

A special concrete mix should be used for concrete to be placed below water. The design 

should provide for concrete with an unconfined compressive strength psi of 1,000 pounds per 

square inch (psi) over the initial job specification. An admixture that reduces the problem of 

segregation of paste/aggregates and dilution of paste should be included. The slump should 

be commensurate to any research report for the admixture, provided that it should also be the 

minimum for a reasonable consistency for placing when water is present. 
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8.20.7 

8.20.8 

8.20.9 

Casing will likely be required since caving is expected in the saturated and/or granular soils. 

If casing is used, extreme care should be employed so that the pile is not pulled apart as the 

casing is withdrawn. At no time should the distance between the surface of the concrete and 

the bottom of the casing be less than five feet. Continuous observation of the drilling and 

pouring of the piles by the Geotechnical Engineer (a representative of Geocon West, Inc.), is 

required. 

The frictional resistance between the soldier piles and retained soil may be used to resist the 

vertical component ofthe anchor load. The coefficient of friction may be taken as 0.35 based 

on uniform contact between the steel beam and lean-mix concrete and retained earth. The 

portion of soldier piles below the plane of excavation may also be employed to resist the 

downward loads. The downward capacity may be determined using a frictional resistance of 

275 pounds per square foot (value has been reduced for buoyant forces). 

Continuous lagging between soldier piles will be required. It is recommended that the 

exposed soils be observed by the Geotechnical Engineer (a representative of Geocon West, 

Inc.), to verify the presence of any cohesive soils and the areas where lagging may potentially 

be omitted. The time between lagging excavation and lagging placement should be as short as 

possible. As a minimum, the upper five feet of lagging should be backfilled with minimum 

two-sack slurry. 

8.20.1 0 Soldier piles should be designed for the full-anticipated pressures. Due to arching in the soils, 

the pressure on the lagging will be less. It is recommended that the lagging be designed for 

the full design pressure but be limited to a maximum of 400 pounds per square foot. 

8.20.11 Assuming that a permanent dewatering system is implemented just outside the shoring 

system, and that pumping is continuously maintained throughout the excavation and 

construction process it is recommended that an equivalent fluid pressure based on the table 

below, be utilized for shoring design with a level backfill surface. 

HEIGHT OF EQUIVALENT FLUID EQUIVALENT FLUID 
CANTILEVERED PRESSURE PRESSURE 

SHORING (Pounds Per Cubic Foot) (Pounds Per Cubic Foot) 
(FEET) (ACTIVE PRESSURE) (AT-REST PRESSURE) 

Up to 28 40 60 

8.20.12 It is very important to note that active pressures can only be achieved when movement in the 

soil (earth wall) occurs. If movement in the soil is not acceptable, such as adjacent to an 

existing structure, the at-rest pressure should be considered for design purposes. 
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8.20.13 Where a combination of sloped embankment and shoring is utilized, the pressure will be 

greater and must be determined for each combination. Additional active pressure should be 

added for a surcharge condition due to sloping ground, vehicular traffic, or adjacent 

structures. 

8.20.14 In addition to the recommended earth pressure, the upper ten feet of the shoring adjacent to 

the street should be designed to resist a uniform lateral pressure of 100 pounds per square 

foot, acting as a result of an assumed 300 pounds per square foot surcharge behind the 

shoring due to normal street traffic. If the traffic is kept back at least ten feet from the 

shoring, the traffic surcharge may be neglected. 

8.20.15 It is difficult to accurately predict the amount of deflection of a shored embankment. It should 

be realized that some deflection will occur. It is recommended that the deflection be 

minimized to prevent damage to existing structures and adjacent improvements. Where 

public right-of-ways are present or adjacent offsite structures do not surcharge the shoring 

excavation, the shoring deflection should be limited to less than I inch at the top of the 

shored embankment. Where offsite structures are within the shoring surcharge area it is 

recommended that the beam deflection be limited to less than ~ inch at the elevation of the 

adjacent offsite foundation, and no deflection at all if deflections will damage existing 

structures. The allowable deflection is dependent on many factors, such as the presence of 

structures and utilities near the top of the embankment, and will be assessed and designed by 

the project shoring engineer. 

8.20.16 Because of the depth of the excavation, some means of monitoring the performance of the 

shoring system is suggested. The monitoring should consist of periodic surveying of the 

lateral and vertical locations of the tops of all soldier piles and the lateral movement along the 

entire lengths of selected soldier piles. 

8.21 

8.21.1 

Tie-Back Anchors 

Tie-back anchors may be used to resist lateral loads. Friction anchors are recommended. For 

design purposes, it may be assumed that the active wedge adjacent to the shoring is defined 

by a plane drawn 35 degrees with the vertical through the bottom plane of the excavation. 

Friction anchors should extend a minimum of 20 feet beyond the potentially active wedge 

and to greater lengths if necessary to develop the desired capacities. The locations and depths 

of all offsite utilities should be thoroughly checked and incorporated into the drilling angle 

design for the tie-back anchors. 
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8.21.2 The capacities of the anchors should be determined by testing of the initial anchors as 

outlined in a following section. Only the frictional resistance developed beyond the active 

wedge would be effective in resisting lateral loads. Anchors should be placed at least 6 feet 

on center to be considered isolated. Based on the height of the proposed excavation, two rows 

of anchors may be required. For preliminary design purposes, it is estimated that drilled 

friction anchors constructed without utilizing post-grouting techniques will develop average 

skin frictions as follows: 

8.21.3 

8.22 

8.22.1 

• Up to 7 feet below the top of the excavation - 300 pounds per square foot 
(value has been reduced for buoyant forces). 

• Up to 15 feet below the top of the excavation - 500 pounds per square foot 
(value has been reduced for buoyant forces). 

Depending on the techniques utilized, and the experience of the contractor performing the 

installation, it is anticipated that a friction capacity in excess of 2.2 kip per linear foot could 

be utilized for post-grouted anchors. The maximum allowable friction capacity is 3.5 kips per 

linear foot (for a 20 foot length beyond active wedge). Only the frictional resistance 

developed beyond the active wedge should be utilized in resisting lateral loads. 

Anchor Installation 

Tied-back anchors are typically installed between 20 and 40 degrees below the horizontal; 

however, occasionally alternative angles are necessary to avoid existing improvements and 

utilities. The locations and depths of all offsite utilities should be thoroughly checked prior to 

design and installation of the tie-back anchors. Caving of the anchor shafts, particularly 

within sand and gravel deposits or seepage zones, should be anticipated during installation 

and provisions should be implemented in order to minimize such caving. It is suggested that 

hollow-stem auger drilling equipment be used to install the anchors. The anchor shafts should 

be filled with concrete by pumping from the tip out, and the concrete should extend from the 

tip of the anchor to the active wedge. In order to minimize the chances of caving, it is 

recommended that the portion of the anchor shaft within the active wedge be backfilled with 

sand before testing the anchor. This portion of the shaft should be filled tightly and flush with 

the face of the excavation. The sand backfill should be placed by pumping; the sand may 

contain a small amount of cement to facilitate pumping. 
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8.23 

8.23.1 

Anchor Testing 

All of the anchors should be tested to at least 150 percent of design load. The total deflection 

during this test should not exceed 12 inches. The rate of creep under the 150 percent test load 

should not exceed 0.1 inch over a 15-minute period in order for the anchor to be approved for 

the design loading. 

8.23.2 At least ten percent of the anchors should be selected for "quick" 200 percent tests and three 

additional anchors should be selected for 24-hour 200 percent tests. The purpose of the 200 

percent tests is to verify the friction value assumed in design. The anchors should be tested to 

develop twice the assumed friction value. These tests should be performed prior to 

installation of additional tiebacks. Where satisfactory tests are not achieved on the initial 

anchors, the anchor diameter and/or length should be increased until satisfactory test results 

are obtained. 

8.23.3 The total deflection during the 24-hour 200 percent test should not exceed 12 inches. During 

the 24-hour tests, the anchor deflection should not exceed 0.75 inches measured after the 200 

percent test load is applied. 

8.23.4 For the "quick" 200 percent tests, the 200 percent test load should be maintained for 30 

minutes. The total deflection of the anchor during the 200 percent quick tests should not 

exceed 12 inches; the deflection after the 200 percent load has been applied should not 

exceed 0.25 inch during the 30-minute period. 

8.23.5 After a satisfactory test, each anchor should be locked-off at the design load. This should be 

verified by rechecking the load in the anchor. The load should be within 10 percent of the 

design load. A representative of this firm should observe the installation and testing of the 

anchors. 

8.24 

8.24.1 

Internal Bracing 

Rakers may be utilized to brace the soldier piles in lieu of tieback anchors. The raker bracing 

could be supported laterally by temporary concrete footings (deadmen) or by the permanent, 

interior footings. For design of such temporary footings or deadmen, poured with the bearing 

surface normal to rakers inclined at 45 degrees, a bearing value of 1,000 pounds per square 

foot may be used, provided the shallowest point of the footing is at least one foot below the 

lowest aqjacent grade. 
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8.25 

8.25.1 

8.25.2 

8.25.3 

8.25.4 

8.26 

8.26.1 

The client should be aware that the utilization of rakers could significantly impact the 

construction schedule do to their intrusion into the construction site and potential interference 

with equipment. In addition, it is extremely important the project structural engineer and 

project shoring engineer review each others plans for potential foundation conflicts. 

Surface Drainage 

Proper surface drainage is critical to the future performance of surface improvements. 

Uncontrolled infiltration of irrigation excess and storm runoff into the supporting soils can 

adversely affect the performance of the planned improvements. Saturation of supporting soils 

can cause it to lose internal shear strength and increase its compressibility, resulting in a 

change in the original designed engineering properties. Proper drainage should be maintained 

at all times. 

All site drainage should be collected and transferred to the street in non-erosive drainage 

devices. Drainage should not be allowed to pond anywhere on the site, and especially not 

against any foundation or retaining wall. 

Positive site drainage should be provided away from structures, pavement, and the tops of 

slopes to swales or other controlled drainage structures. 

Based on the relatively high nature of groundwater at the subject site, a storm water 

infiltration system is not recommended for this development. It is our understanding that a 

storm water containment tank will be utilized. 

Plan Review 

Grading, foundation and shoring plans should be reviewed by the Geotechnical Engineer 

prior to finalization to verify that the plans have been prepared in substantial conformance 

with the recommendations of this report and to provide additional analyses or 

recommendations, if necessary. 
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LIMITATIONS AND UNIFORMITY OF CONDITIONS 

I . The recommendations of this report pertain only to the site investigated and are based upon 

the . assumption that the soil conditions do not deviate from those disclosed in the 

investigation. If any variations or undesirable conditions are encountered during construction, 

or if the proposed construction will differ from that anticipated herein, Geocon West, Inc. 

should be notified so that supplemental recommendations can be given. The evaluation or 

identification ofthe potential presence of hazardous or corrosive materials was not part ofthe 

scope of services provided by Geocon West, Inc. 

2. This report is issued with the understanding that it is the responsibility ofthe owner, or of his 

representative, to ensure that the information and recommendations contained herein are 

brought to the attention of the architect and engineer for the project and incorporated into the 

plans, and the necessary steps are taken to see that the contractor and subcontractors carry out 

such recommendations in the field. 

3. The findings of this report are valid as of the present date. However, changes in the 

conditions of a property can occur with the passage of time, whether they are due to natural 

processes or the works of man on this or adjacent properties. In addition, changes in 

applicable or appropriate standards may occur, whether they result from legislation or the 

broadening of knowledge. Accordingly, the findings of this report may be invalidated wholly 

or partially by changes outside our control. Therefore, this report is subject to review and 

should not be relied upon after a period of three years. 
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102. s &2.? Inl-1''1. 0, 7)1 O.JB NOtl-Llt:J , 

.80 .l 62.7 Lnt in. 0. 728 0,331 Ncn - Licr-
'79. 8 62. '7 Infin. (1. 723 0 .lJG Non - .LiQ. 
75 .2 G2 . 7 Infin , 0 . 719 0. 334 Non-Liq. 
1fl ~ 6 62.7 lnf! n . o. 71•1 O.Jll Ncn - Liq. 
19 . 1 G2. 7 !nt:!n. 0. jll(l 0 .JJl )!on-r.ia. 
'7'7. 5 62.7 lllfin. 0.105 D ,"3J".9 NDn-W.Q . 
77.0 62. '7 Intin , 0. 701 o.3n Non-t.>Q . 

'' · 5 
G2.'/ Infin. 0 ' 696 0. 326 Non-Lia. 

7!i . o 6:1 .. 7 l.nt::J.n. O. li!1 0. 32~ Nmt-Liq. 
15.5 n.7 In.fln . a . &S7 o.J:U S"On· L.l-1:1. 
7~ . 0 &2. 7 ret in. 0 682 O.lll N.o:n-U.tq. 

Figure 7 
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Client: 
File No. 
Boring 

LIQUEFACTION SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 

NCEER (1996) METHOD 
EARTROUAIIE INFORMl\TION: 

IIPtmk Hor11 . Acct~ltnnt on (q.1 
IIC.:L cul.at.l!d M3Q. Wtq- P.act.o:r: 
IIH1 .otoric Hiqh Gro\.lnd\i:il t er J 

Ut:I-'TH I:!LUVV VVt:l 

TO COUNT DENSITY 
BASE N (PCF) 

BaBe Ctl SPT ») t4t . (Dcf) 

1 1 9 1 27.6 
.a 1 9 1n .s 
3 1 9 126 -~ 
~ ~9 12B.l 
5 19 128.2 
6 19 ],28. 2 ., 1 9 1 28.2 
8 ., 1 28.2 
9 7 128 . 2 

10 ., 128.2 
11 7 104 , 8 
ll 4 104.8 
13 4 1 04 .8 
H • 10< . 9 
l.5 ~ 10L 8 
1 6 4 1 00 . 5 
1 7 ol. •oo .s 
1a 4 100 .s 
19 6 1 nn .s 
2 0 6 100 . 5 
l l 6 1DD. 5 
n l 100 . s 
2l 3 l OD.S 
2.; 3 1DO .s 
25 ) lOO.S 
26 J 100 . 5 
l7 3 1 00.5 
H J 1 00 .5 
29 1 0 130.4 
30 1 0 130 . 4 
3.1 1 0 130 . 4 
32 J(, 13 0 .4 
33 26 130 , 4 
34 2G llD.4 
15 26 130.4 
l& 26 HD,4 
37 l6 ),30 ' ~ 
38 26 1 l2.1 
39 2!A . U. l 
40 26 122.1 

41 26 122.1 
42 55' 131.9 
4l 55 U1 . 9 

~· 55 1 31.9' 
-15 55 J31.9 
46 ss 131.9 
47 55 31.9 
48 55 131.9 
49 42 131.9 
50 42 136 . 2 
Sl 42 136.2 
S:i 4;! 136.2 
53 42 136.2 
5 4 •• 136.2 
55 ... 136 .2 
56 ~2 U6 .2 
57 ... lll 
56 42 1H 
59 54 ll3 
60 54 13:1. 
61 5·1 132 
62 54 132 
63 54 132 

•• S4 132 
65 54 132 . , 54 132 
61 ~· U2 
65 54 132 
iiS s• 1]2 
70 54 132 

(SATURATED SAND AT INITIAL LIQUEFACTION CONDITION) 

6. 6 
0.55 

s . 0 

TOTAL EFFt:CT REL. AUJU:SI LIUUt:~ 1"\v II VI' 

STRESS STRESS DEN. BLOWS SAFETY 
O(TSF) O'(TSF) Dr(%) (N1)60 Tav/0', FACTOR 

I!Ot.b ltll! eo~h (1:5f l ~ l (Nll fiD iVALUE! St1fn. Filet. . 
0. 032 0. 032 43 0. 358 -
0 . 096 0 . 096 43 0. 358 -
O.HO O.HO 43 0. 358 -
0.224 O."ll<'t <l 0 . 358 -
0.288 0.17 n D, 3"/8 -
0 ' 352: 0 .lOS 39 0 .412 -
0 .416 a. J 3 B l6 O. HO -
0.480 0 .371 u D , 4 ~3 -
O. SH 0 .> 0 4 12 0.4112 -
0 . 608 0 .<13'1 12 o. •98 -
0. 667 0 . 4fi4 ll 0.514 -
0. 719 0 . 485 7 0 . 530 -
0. 771 0.506 7 0 . 54 5 -
0 . 8H 0 . 527 7 0 558 -
0 • .117~ O.SH G 0 , 571 -
0. 928 0.569 6 o.sn -
o.na a. sae 6 0. 595 -
1 . 0 lB 0.6cr7 6 0. , 0 5 -
LO?R O.G"' 10 o. n& 
1.129 0. G<iS, 10 O.G26 -
1 ~ 1 79 0. 664 9 D. 635 -
l. 229 0. 683 5 0.643 -
1.279 0. 702 5 D. 651 -
1.330 0. 721 5 0 . 659 -
l.HD 0 . ?40 5 0 . 666 -
~ .C.JO 0. 1 5 9 5 0 . 673 -
l.UO 0.178 5 o. Gao -
1.531 0 . 197 .5 0 . 086 -
1. sea 0 .112~ 57 16 o. 689 D . 4 1 
1.653 0.658 57 16 0 . 689 0 . 41 
1 . 719 0. 892 57 16 0 . 689 0.41 
1, 784 0. 926 88 39 0 . 689 Non - Lia. 
l. 849 0. 960 88 38 0 . 689 Non-Lia . 
l.9H 0. 994 88 38 0 , 689 Nan-Lia . 
1. 9'/9 l. 02! 88 38 0 . 688 Non-Lia. 
•. 0~5 1.062 u l7 D. 688 Non-Liq. 
2...11 0 1.096 Bfi l7 0 . GB& NOn - ~iq. 
•. 17l 1.128 85 3G 0 . 689 Nr.~n-Laio. 
2 .23< 1.1.58 85 l6 0 . 690 Non- Liq -. 
2. 29 5 :L 'l l7 85 l6 0.691 Ncn -Liq_. 
2 . 356 l. 217 B5 35 0 . 692 Nan-Li<I . 
1 . 42Q 1.250 l.l.!l 74 0 . 692 Nan-Liq. 
~ . 486 1.:184 119 '/] 0 . 692 Non-Liq. 
2 . ss;r l .ll9 ll~ 71 0.691 Non-Lia. 
'1 . 617 1.35'< 119 72 0 . 691 Non-Licr. 
2. Gal 1.3&9 119 n D. G91 Non·L!q. 
2 .749 l.. • B ll~ 10 0.691 son-r.lq . 
l. 8lS l. 45 6 11.9 70 0 . 690 Non-t.Iq. 
2. 891 l.Ul 97 Sl 0 . 690 Non- Lio. 
2. 948 1. 529 97 &2 0.689 Non-L lo. 
3,016 l. 566 97 52 0.689 Nc::m -t ia, 
3 . 085 l. 603 97 51 0 . 686 Non- l.d-a. 
3.BJ. l. 639 97 51 0 . 68 7 Non- Liq. 
3. 221 I. ~?6 97 50 0 . 687 son-L io. 
3.289 1. 713 97 so 0 . 686 son-L i<l. 
:3.35'1 1. 750 97 50 0 . 681i Non-Liq. 
3 .4.24 1. 78 6 9? 49 o ~ ~.as Nan~ t,lQ, 

3.490 1.8<1 n 49 0 . 685 Non~Lia, 

:l . 556 1..856 103 62 0 . 6 85 son-L iq. 
3.622 l,UD 103 62 0 . 6RS Hon-Li" . 
3 . 68B 1 . 925 103 G:l 0 . 685 Nwa-L lq_. 
3 . 754 1.960 U3 61 O.bSS Non-Li<J, 
3. 820 1 ,995 103 61 0 . 685 Non -.Lic. 
3. 886 2.030 103 60 0 685 Non-Lia . 
3.952 2.064 103 60 0 . 684 Non-Lia. 
~ . 01 8 2 . O!!S 103 59 0 6 84 Nan-Lio . 
~ . 064 , .134 103 >9 0 . 684 Non Lia . 
<.150 2. 1 ~9 103 59 0. GB4 Non - Li <!. 
.;, .Jl£ ~ .2<J.4 103 58 0 . 684 Non-L1Q . 
4.282 2 ' l3! lol 58 0. &84 Non-Liq_. 

138 CULVER INVESTORS, LL 
A8704-06-01 
1 

vorumetnc t:U. 

Strain SETTLE. 
[e,.J ('A>) Pe (in.) 

0. DO 0 . 00 
0. 00 0 , OD 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . 00 0 .00 
0. 00 0 , DO 
0. 00 0 . DO 
O. DD 0 . 00 
0 . 00 n.oo 
0.00 0 . DO 
0 .DO o. oo 
O.DD 0.00 
0.00 0. DO 
0.00 0 . 00 
0 . 00 o.oo 
0 . 00 0,00 
o. oo 0 . 00 
0 . 00 0 . 0 0 
D. DO 0 . DO 
0. DO 0.00 
0.00 0 . 00 
o. 00 0 . DO 
Q , DO 0.00 
0. DO O.D D 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
o. no o. nn 
0 . 00 0. 00 
O. DO 0. 00 
O. OD 0. 0 0 
l. 7 0 0 .20 
1 .70 0 .2·0 
l. 70 0 .20 
0 . 00 D. OD 
0.00 D .OD 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
o. oo 0 . 00 
0. DO 0 .oo 
0.00 0. DO 
D. 00 0 .00 
o.oo o.oo 
0 . 00 0. 00 
0 . 00 o .on 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . 00 0. 00 
0 . 0 0 0. 00 
0.00 0. 00 
0 . 00 0. 00 
o. oo 0. DO 
O,DO 0.0 0 
0' 00 0. 00 
0. 00 0 , DO 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
a .oo D. DO 
0 . 00 0. 00 
0 . 00 0. 00 
0 . 00 0. 00 
0. 00 0 . oo 
o. on G. OO 
0. DO 0 . 00 
D.OD 0.00 
0.00 0. 00 
o.oo Q , QO 

0.00 0.00 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 , 00 0 . 00 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . 00 0.00 
0 . 0 0 0 . oo 
0.00 0 . 00 
D, 00 o.oo 

TOTAL SETTLEMENT ~ 0.6 INCHES I 

Figure 8 
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Client: 
File No. 
Boring 

LIQUEFACTION SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 

NCEER (1996) METHOD 
E:ARTHOUAK o HICQRM;\T J: ON : 

calculated Maq , WtQ . Fact<>r, 
Hi.ct:c:r ic Hic:~h O:t:cund.w."l t l!r ! 

Ut:t'IH I>LUVV vvt:l 

TO COUNT DENSITY 

BASE N (PCF) 

1 28 l48 .9 

• 2B H8.9 
3 l8 148 . 9 
4 28 148 . 9 
5 28 148.9 
6 11 143 
7 11 143 
8 11 143 
9 11 143 

10 10 l4l 
11 10 143 
12 10 !<J 
13 10 14 3 
l.4 l7 134 
1 5 17 lH 
16 1' lH 
1 7 n 1 30 
18 n 'J.J.i 
19 s no . 6 
20 s lJO .G 
n s lJO . (, 
ll 26 l)Q . ~ 

:u Z6 UC , fi 

2< 26 1J O. 6 
as 65 lJO , b 

-~ 65 .lJO . G 
27 65 l lO' . • 
l8 65 uo . & 
:n 65 130.6 
JC 65 lJO . G 
31 65 1 30 .6 
32 Jl 130 . 6 
33 31 lJO .G 
34 31 J,.3Q . fi 
JS 31 130 . 6 
36 31 130 . 6 
37 31 130 . 6 
38 31 125 ~ 1 
39 31 125.1 
40 31 125.1 

41 ll 1.25,1 
n J1 125.1 
4l n 125 . 1 
<14 76 125 , 1 
45 76 125 , 1 
46 76 125 . 1 
47 76 125 , 1 

48 76 125 . 1 

49 76 125 . 1 
!>U lb U!> . l 
51 76 125 . 1 
Sl 7~ us 
51 '/ ~ 1 25. J 
5-1 09 '1. 25. 1 
55 H9 1"5. 1 
56 89 .1.25 • .1. 
57 89 1 2S..l. 
58 •• 1 25 .l 
5~ 81l l2S .1 
60 70 l. ~s . 1 
61 70 l2S . .l 
~2 •o l2S.l 
63 7 0 1 25 ,1 
6~ 70 1.25 . l 
fi 5 ; o 125 , 1 
66 70 125 , 1 
(, 1 7 0 125 . 1 
68 70 125 , 1 
69 70 125 , 1 
70 7 0 125.1 

(SATURATED SAND AT INITIAL LIQUEFACTION CONDITION) 

••• 
0.55 

IU IAL t:~~~l Kt:L. AUJU::il Ll 'lUt:I-AI.,; I IUN 

STRESS STRESS DEN BLOWS SAFETY 

0 (TSF) O'(TSF) Dr(%) (N1)60 Tav/0', FACTOR 

0 . 037 0. 037 63 0.358 -
0 . 112 0.112 63 0 . 358 -
0.186 0 , 186 63 0 , 358 -
0.261 0 . 261 63 0 . 358 -
0 . 335 0 1319 63 0 . 375 -
0.408 0 . 361 22 0 ~ 4 04 -
0.480 0 , 402 21 0 ~ 427 -
0 . 551 0.112 20 0 . 146 -
0 , 623 0 . 482 19 O.H2 -
0 . 694 0 . 52..2 1? 0.475 -
0. 766 0 . 563 16 0.48& -
0.837 0 . 603 16 0 . 496 -
0 .909 0 . 643 16 o.sos -
0 .!?R 0. fiSl. 29 C.Sl3 -
l.O~S 0 . 717 29 0. ~21 -
1.11.2 0 . ; ,5) 28 0 . 528 -
1 . .11!) 0, "JB.9 28 0 . 5 3 -i -
1. 24G 0 , 825 n 0 . 540 -
~.31.2. 0.8~0 B O.SH -
~ .3 ~7 0.~9· 0 0 .551 -
1 . •1 4 3 O • .!J~Q • C. !i5f.i -
l.SO~ 0.962 8S ., 0 . 5 60 Non-LiS!_. 
1.51.3 0 , 936 89 n 0. 5 65 llon·- Liq_. 
1.635 l. 030 69 •o 0.5!i9 llon- l:.l. q. 
1. 70< 1. . O.f;iJ1 l.l5 105 o.sn tJo.n - Lia. 
l.'IG' l,O,U IJS 1 CJ 0.5 G Non-Lia. 
1.~ 3~ 1.13~ us 102 0.579 Non-Liq. 
1. 9 00 1.1/iG 1J 5 101 O.SB2 Non-Liq. 
1. 965 l. 201 135 9S 0. 585 Non-Lio . 
2 . 030 .l.235 ;LJS 98 0. 588 ll0n-Liq . 
:1.0~& 1. ~69 lJS 9 7 0. 590 Non-Lia. 
~.iGl 1.203 88 H 0. 593 Non-Lia ~ 

3. 226 1.3'17 80 u 0. 595 Non-Liq . 
~- 291 LJ7l 8B 45 0. 598 Non-Lia. 
2.357 1. 405 88 45 0.600 Non-Liq . 
2 . 422 1.439 88 44 0. 602 Non-Liq . 
2 . 487 1.473 88 44 0. 604 Non-Liq . 
2 , 551 1.506 88 43 0. 606 Non-Li q .. 
2.614 1.537 88 43 0.608 Non-L.iq . 
2 . 676 l. 569 88 42 0.610 Non-Liq. 

2.139 l.G OO 88 42 0. 612 Non-Liq. 
2.801 l. 631 88 42 0 . 614 Non-Liq. 
2.864 1 . 663 88 41 0 . 616 Non-IJ.Q. 
2.927 l. 694 130 100 0 ~ 618 Non-LJ.q. 
2.989 1.725 130 99 0.619 Non-L.iq. 
3.052 1.757 130 98 0.621 Non-Liq. 
3 , 114 1 , 788 130 97 0 . 623 Non-Lia . 
3.177 1.820 130 96 0.624 llon Liq. 
3 . 239 1.851 130 95 0.626 Non-Lia . 
j , jUJ 

l. ~~- ljU 
~· u. b:l'l uon - t.u.a . 

3 . 364 1.914 130 H 0 . Gl .!) Non-:kicr, 
3 .~27 1 ~ ·~ ~ 130 H 0. 630 llcm-!;ia . 
3 . -IA9 1 .976 HO 92 0. 631 ll<m·W.<r . 
3.552 2 .000 1)] 10? o.n1 l'!Orl-Lia . 
3 ;HS >. 03 9 l H lO G O. GH lli:m·L~g_. 
3 .~ 77 2. 070 l..ll lOS 0 .635 lion- LiD. 
3. HO 2~ 102 1n Hl :l 0 . 636 llon - L~q. 
3 . aD2 3.133 lll 10~ O.G.:i l J.!Mn ·Li..!). 
3 . 86 5 3.16~ llJ 1 03 0 .638 Non-Liq . 
3.927 2.196 115 so 0.639 1-lcn-L l q. 
3 . 990 :>. .2.27 H> 80 0 . 640 Non-Liq. 
4.052 2.258 115 19 0, 641 lion- Li<!. 
4.lB 2.290 l"lS 79 0. 642 Non-Liq. 
4.178 2 . 321 115 78 0. 643 Non-Liq. 
4.240 2 , 352 115 78 0 . 644 Non-Liq. 
4.303 2. 384 1l.5 77 0 . 645 Non-Liq. 
4.365 2. 415 115 76 0. 646 Non-Liq , 
4.428 2.447 115 76 0.647 Non-Liq . 
4 . 490 2.478 115 75 0-648 Non.-L.iq . 
•l.SSl 2 . 509 115 15 0 ,&4 9 Nan-Liq 

138 CULVER INVESTORS, Ll 
A8704-06-01 
2 

volumetric t:U. 

Strain SETILE. 
(e,.) (%) Pe (in) 

o.oc 0.00 
o. 00 0.00 
0 . 00 0.00 
0. 00 0.00 
0 .. 00 0 . 00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 o.oo 
D.M 0. 0 0 
o,oc 0. 00 
0 . 00 0. 00 
O.OrJ 0 . 00 
0.00 0. 00 
o.oo o. 00 
0.00 0 . 00 
0.00 0 . 00 
0.00 o. oa 
0.00 0. 00 
0 . oo 0 . 00 
0 . 00 0. 00 
o. no 0. 00 
0. 0 0 a .. oo 
0. 00 0. DO 
0. 00 0. 00 
0. 00 0. DO 
0.00 0. DO 
o. oo 0. 00 
0 , 00 0 ,0[] 
0.00 0.00 
O. r!O D.M 
0 .00 0.00 
0. 00 0.0 0 
0. 00 0.00 
0. 00 <1 . 00 
0 . 00 0.00 
0. 00 0.00 
0 . 00 0.00 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
Q. OO 0 .00 
0.00 0 .00 
0.0 0 0 . 00 
0 .00 o. oo 
0 .00 0 . 00 
0 .oo o .. oo 
0. 00 0.00 
0.00 D. 00 
0.00 0 . 00 
o. oa o . c o 
o.ga o.oo 
0. c o D.DD 
u.uu 0. 00 
a. oo o. oo 
0.00 0. 00 
0. 00 0.00 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
0. 0 0 0.0 0 
0 . 00 0.00 
0.00 o.oo 
0 . 00 o.no 
0 . 00 0.00 
0 . 00 O.OD 
o .oa 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0 .00 0 . 00 
0 .00 c.oo 
0 .oo 0 . 00 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 . oo 0 . 00 
0. 00 0 . 00 
0.00 0.00 
o. oo 0.00 

TOTAL SETTLEMENT = 0.0 INCHES II 

Figure 9 
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REFERENCE: NAVFAC DM 7.3, PAGE 96, FIGURE 6 

POST-GROUTED ANCHOR CAPACITY OF GRANULAR SOIL 

Tult = 1.5 *La* TAN ( cp) *PI * b *Po 

WHERE: 

La = Bond Length (ft) 
¢ = soil friction angle 

b = post-grouted anchor diameter (ft) 
Po = effective pressure at midpoint of bond zone (psf) 

Ob = bouyant density of soil (pcf) 

ASSUMPTIONS: 

-IGNORE OVERBURDEN PRESSURE CONTRIBUTION 
FROM SOIL TO BE REMOVED FOR 25 FOOT 
SUBTERRANEAN EXCAVATION 

-BONDED ZONE OF ANCHORS WILL START AT OR BELOW 
A DEPTH OF 1 0 FEET BELOW BOTTOM OF 
PROPOSED MAT FOUNDATION 

CALCULATION: 

La = 50 feet - 1 0 feet = 40 feet 

b = 2 feet 

¢ = 35 degrees (see Figure B1) 

Po = Ob *depth to midpoint of bond zone 

Ob = 70 pcf 

Tult = 1.5 *La* TAN ( cp) *PI * b *Po 

Tult .. ( 1.5 * 40 feet* TAN (30) *PI * 2 feet* (70 psf * (1 0 + (4012))) I 1000 

Tult = 554 kips 

Tall= Tult/ F.S. 

Tall = 675.6 I 2 = 277 kips 

PROPOSED 
SUBTERRANEAN 

EXCAVATION 

30' I ', 

~ 

I. ,. 

~ 

10'1 
I 

'-:· 40' 
;; 
'. 

' .. 

IMAGE DEPICTED IS FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSED ONL '1 

GEOCON 
W E S T , I N C. 

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOTECHNICAL MATERIALS 
3303 N. SAN FERNANDO BLVD.- SUITE 100- BURBANK, CA 91504 
PHONE (818) 841-8388 - FAX (818) 841-1704 

JMT I I 8000 

VERTICAL ANCHOR CALCULATION 
PLAYA LOFTS MIXED-USE BUILDING 

138 CULVER INVESTORS, LLC 

138 CULVER BOULEVARD 

PLAYA DEL REY DISTRICT OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

DEC 1' 2009 I PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 I FIG. 10 
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a • ~ 
a 

<I'~ • MAT f.9UND~TION .. 

GEOCON 
W E S T, I N C . 

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOTECHNICAL MATERIALS 
3303 N. SAN FERNANDO BLVD.- SUITE 100- BURBANK, CA 91504 
PHONE (818) 841-8388 - FAX (818) 841-1704 

NOB 8000 

GROUND SURFACE \ 

OPTIONAL 

314" CRUSHED 
ROCK 

L..__ FILTER FABRIC ENVELOPE 
MIRAFI 140N OR EQUIVALENT 

-"" 4" DIA PERFORATED ABS 
-£_____ OR ADS PIPE- EXTEND TO 

DRAINAGE SYSTEM 

NO SCALE 

RETAINING WALL DRAIN DETAIL 
PLAYA LOFTS MIXED-USE BUILDING 

138 CULVER INVESTORS, LLC 
138 CULVER BOULEVARD 

PLAYA DEL REY DISTRICT OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

DEC 1, 2009 PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 FIG. 11 
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GROUNDSURFACE \ 

" <I • "' <I 
. . . 

n ~ --"------------t-__j _l PROPERLY 
COMPACTED 

BACKFILL 

BASEMENT ~f-----1 
RETAINING WALL '--...... 

I 
FILTER FABRIC LAYER 
MIRAFI SOOX OR EQUIVALENT 

MAT FOUNDATION 

314" CRUSHED ROCK (DENSIFIED) 

NOTE: TOP OF DRAINAGE PANEL NOT MORE THAN 
18 INCHES FROM GROUND SURFACE 

GEOCON 
W E S T , I N C. 

I 

DRAINAGE PANEL (J-DRAIN 1000 
OR EQUIVALENT) 

~z_____ WATER PROOFING 
!-' BY ARCHITECT 

L__ 314" CRUSHED ROCK 
(1 CU. FT./FT.) 

~----, L_ FILTER FABRIC ENVELOPE 
' :.:: • .'~· ,_. MIRAFI140N OR EQUIVALENT 

~ ·.~ 4" DIA. SCHEDULE 40 PERFORATED 
1, p ;'i PVC PIPE EXTENDED TO APPROVED 
~-'-d OUTLET 

OPTIONAL 

NO SCALE 

RETAINING WALL DRAIN DETAIL 
PLAYA LOFTS MIXED-USE BUILDING 

138 CULVER INVESTORS, LLC 
138 CULVER BOULEVARD 

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOTECHNICAL MATERIALS 
3303 N. SAN FERNANDO BLVD.- SUITE 100- BURBANK, CA 91504 
PHONE (818) 841-8388 - FAX (818} 841-1704 PLAYA DEL REY DISTRICT OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

NOB I I 8000 DEC 1' 2009 I PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 I FIG. 12 
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Project No. A8704-06-01 

GEOCON TABLE 1 
FAULTS WITHIN 60 MILES OF THE SITE 

DETERMINISTIC SITE PARAMETERS 

!ESTIMATED MAX. EARTHQUAKE EVENT 
APPROXIMATE 1--------------------- ---------

ABBREVIATED DISTANCE I MAXIMUM I PEAK EST. SITE 
FAULT NAME mi (km) !EARTHQUAKE ! SITE INTENSITY 

I MAG. (Mw) I ACCEL. g MOD.MERC. 
=========~~~~====;=====~==== ======~=~== ! =~==~~== ! =====~=~ ~===~== 

PALOS VERDES 
SANTA MONICA 
NEWPORT-INGLEWOOD (L.A.Basin) 
MALIBU COAST 
HOLLYWOOD 
PUENTE HILLS BLIND THRUST 
UPPER ELYSIAN PARK BLIND THRUST 
ANACAPA-DUME 
RAYMOND 
NORTHRIDGE (E. Oak Ridge) 
VERDUGO 
SIERRA MADRE 
SIERRA MADRE (San Fernando) 
SANTA SUSANA 
WHITTIER 
SAN GABRIEL 
SIMI-SANTA ROSA 
CLAMSHELL-SAWPIT 
HOLSER 
OAK RIDGE (Onshore) 
SAN JOSE 
SAN JOAQUIN HILLS 
SAN CAYETANO 
CHINO-CENTRAL AVE. (Elsinore) 
NEWPORT-INGLEWOOD (Offshore) 
CUCAMONGA 
SAN ANDREAS - 1857 Rupture M-2a 
SAN ANDREAS - Mojave M-1c-3 
SAN ANDREAS - Whole M-1a 
SAN ANDREAS - Cho-Moj M-1b-1 
OAK RIDGE(Blind Thrust Offshore) 
CHANNEL IS. THRUST (Eastern) 
ELSINORE (GLEN IVY) 
VF.N'T'flRA - PT'T'AS POTN'T' 
SANTA YNEZ (East) 
SAN ANDREAS - Carrizo M-1c-2 
OAK RIDGE MID-CHANNEL STRUCTURE 
M.RIDGE-ARROYO PARIDA-SANTA ANA 
CORONADO BANK 
RED MOUNTAIN 
SAN JACINTO-SAN BERNARDINO 
SAN ANDREAS - SB-Coach. M-1b-2 
SAN ANDREAS - San Bernardino M-1 1 
SAN ANDREAS - SB-Coach. M-2b I 

5. 0 
5. 6 
5. 8 
6. 9 
9. 0 

11. 6 
13. 9 
14. 2 
17. 2 
18. 1 
18. 5 
22. 9 
23. 0 
24. 3 
24. 8 
26. 7 
27. 7 
29. 9 
30. 2 
32. 2 
33. 0 
34. 7 
37. 6 
38. 0 
39. 8 
42. 7 
45. 3 
45. 3 
45. 3 
45. 3 
45. 5 
46. 9 
47. 1 
47. R 
50. 0 
51. 3 
51 . 6 
54.2 
56 . 3 
56 . 6 
57.5 
59.1 
59.1 
59.1 

( 8 .1 ) I 
( 9. 0 ) I 
< 9. 4 l I 
(11.1 ) I 
< 14. 5 ) I 
(18. 6 ) I 
(22. 4) I 
(22. 8) I 
(27. 7 l 1 
(2 9 .1 ) I 
(2 9. 8 ) I 
(3 6. 9 ) I 
( 37. 0 ) I 
( 3 9 .1 J I 
( 3 9. 9 ) I 
( 42. 9 ) I 
( 4 4. 6 ) I 
( 48.1 J I 
( 48. 6) I 
(51. 9 ) I 
(5 3 .1 ) I 
(5 5. 9 ) 
(60.5 ) 
( 61. 2) 
(64.0) 
( 68.7) 
(72. 9) 
(72. 9) 
(72. 9) 
(72. 9) 

(73.2) 
(75. 5) 
(75. 8 ) 
(77. O.l 
(80.4 ) 
(82. 5) 
( 83 .1) 
( 87. 2) 
( 90. 6) 
(91.1 ') 
(92. 5) I 
( 95.11 I 
( 95.11 I 
( 95 .1) I 

7.3 
6.6 
7.1 
6.7 
6.4 
7.1 
6.4 
7.5 
6.5 
7.0 
6.9 
7.2 
6.7 
6.7 
6.8 
7.2 
7.0 
6.5 
6.5 
7.0 
6.4 
6.6 
7.0 
6.7 
7.1 
6.9 
7.8 
7.4 
8.0 
7.8 
7.1 
7.5 
6.8 
Ei.g 
7.1 
7.4 
6.6 
7.2 
7.6 
7.0 
6.7 
7.7 
7.5 
7.7 

0.567 
0.610 
0.507 
0.550 
0.412 
0.434 
0.282 
0.444 
0.242 
0.285 
0.267 
0.254 
0.195 
0.183 
0.147 
0.169 
0.184 
0.128 
0.127 
0.154 
0.106 
0.113 
0.128 
0.106 
0.100 
0.103 
0.140 
0.106 
0.159 
0.140 
0.109 
0.140 
0.067 
o.oRg 
0.075 
0.091 
0.066 
0.094 
0.094 
0.076 
0.048 
0.095 
0.082 
0.095 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

IX 
X 

IX 
IX 
IX 
IX 

VIII 
VIII 
VIII 
VIII 
VIII 
VIII 
VIII 
VIII 

VII 
VII 

VIII 
VII 
VII 
VII 

VIII 
VII 

VIII 
VIII 

VII 
VIII 

VI 
VTT 
VII 
VII 
VI 
VII 
VII 
VII 
VI 
VII 
VII 
VII 

•••••• • •• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
44 FAULTS FOUND WITHIN THE SPECIFIED SEARCH RADIUS. THE PALOS VERDES FAULT IS CLOSEST 
TO THE SITE. IT IS ABOUT 5.0 MILES (8.1 km)AWAY. LARGEST MAXIMUM-EARTHQUAKE SITE 
ACCELERATION: 0.6102 g 
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APPENDIX A 

FIELD INVESTIGATION 

The site was explored on September 4, 2009 by drilling two 5-inch-diameter borings utilizing a mud
rotary drilling machine. The borings were conducted to depths between 60\l:z and 65\l:z feet below the 
ground surface. Representative and relatively undisturbed samples were obtained by driving a 3-inch, 
0. D., California Modified Sampler into the "undisturbed" soil mass with blows from a 140-pound 
hammer falling 30 inches. The California Modified Sampler was equipped with l-inch by 23/s-inch 
brass sampler rings to facilitate removal and testing. Standard Penetration Tests (SPTs) were 
performed in selected borings. 

The soil conditions encountered in the borings were visually examined, classified and logged in 
general accordance with the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). Logs of the borings are 
presented on Figures A-I and A-2. The logs depict the soil and geologic conditions encountered and 
the depth at which samples were obtained. The approximate locations of the borings are shown on the 
Site Plan, Figure 2. 

Project No. A8704-06-0l Revised December 1, 2009 
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PROJECT NO A8704-06-01 

-

-

-

-

1-

DEPTH 

IN 

FEET 

0 

2 

4 

6 

-
-

-
-

SAMPLE 

NO. 

81@2.5' 

81@5' 

8 - 81@7.5' 

-
10 - 81@10' 

-

12 -

- 81@12.5' 

14 -

- 81@15' 

16 -

-
18 _ 81@17.5' 

-

20 - 81@20' 

-

22 -
_ 81@22.5' 

24 -
- 81@25' 

26 -

-
28 - 81@27.5' 

-

>
(!) 
0 
...J 
0 
J: 
1-
::::; 

·-.~.; 

0:: 
UJ 
1-

BORING 1 
~ SOIL 

0 CLASS ELEV. (MSL.) --'-1-'-1 __ DATE COMPLETED_9_/4_:.:_/_:.:_09::__ __ ~ (USCS) 
0 
0:: 
(!) 

SP-SM 

EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY BY:CHL 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 

FILL 
Silty Sand, dense, slightly moist, brown, fine- to medium-grained, trace 
gravel 

ALLUVIUM 
Sand with Silt, poorly graded, medium dense, slightly moist, brown to dark 
olive brown, fine-grained with trace medium-grained, trace gravel 

-Light brown to yellowish brown 

-Loose 

1-

1-

<;!I. 

1-

1- 19 

1-

1--

1- 52 

1-

1-- 7 

1-
----1------ ----------------- ----------- I--- -Clay, soft, very moist, dark grayish green, trace fine-grained sand, strong !-

organic odor, some shell fragments 
1-- 7 

1-

CL - 4 
-Light olive gray, no sand, trace carbon deposits 

- Abundent carbon deposits, olive gray to light gray to dark brown 

-Light brown 

----1----------- ------------ -----------i-----Clay with Sand, soft, wet, dark grayish brown, fine-grained, some shells, 
trace carbon deposits, moderate organic odor 1- 6 

----1------------------------------------ - -Fat Clay, soft, very moist, light gray to light olive gray, strong !-
organic odor, trace carbon deposits 

11 

CH 3 

-Trace sand 1-

- ---I- -------- -------------------------1----Sand, poorly graded, loose, wet, light brown, fine-grained with trace 

l!Q 1\ 

110.7 

71.7 

79.3 

---

-

---

--

-

w~ 
0::~ 

=>l
I-z 
(/)UJ 
-1-oz 
~0 

u 

1\ 7 

15.2 

15.8 

23.2 

46.1 

26.7 

- --
11.8 

----

--

3.2 

Figure A-1, A8704-0S.01 BORING LOGS.GPJ 

Log of Boring 1, Page 1 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
D ... SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

U ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

liiiiJ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

•... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

.!. ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED. IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 
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PROJECT NO. AB704-06-01 

DEPTH 

IN 

FEET 

r- 30 

1-

- 44 

46 

48 

50 

r- 52 

r- 54 

~ 

56 

58 

f--

-

-
-

-

-
-

-

-

-

-
-

-
-
-

-

-

SAMPLE 

NO. 

>

" 0 
...J 
0 
~ 
~ 

B1@30' .. . : ·: : ·~ :_: ~ . : · .· 

B1@45' 

:~:· ·:·>~ ·:';. 
·. :· .- .-

B1@50' 

B1@55' 

a: 
UJ 1- BORING 1 Z LU • 

~ SOIL 

Ou...., 
i=zli: 
~~Vi Cl CLASS ELEV. (MSL.) 11 DATE COMPLETED 9/4/09 tJ.jtll5 z 

::l (USGS) 
0 

------- ----------
2 UiO 
LUUliiJ 
o..cr ~ a: 

" 

SP 

EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY BY: CHL 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 

medium-grained, trace shells 

-Dense, light yellowish brown, fine- to medium-grained with trace 
coarse-grained 

-Medium dense, dark gray, fine-grained with trace medium-grained 

10 
r-

1--
1- 77 

1- 26 
-------------------------------------- 1----Silty Sand, medium dense, wet, dark greenish gray, fine-grained 1--

SM l-

----r-------------- - ------------------ - 1-----
Sandy Silt, stiff, wet, dark greenish gray, fine-grained 1- 28 

ML 
--------------------------------------1-----

SM Silty Sand, medium dense, wet, dark greenish gray, fine-grained 
----1--------------- - ---------------- - - ___26.-

Sand, poorly graded, dense, wet, light yellowish brown, fine-grained with 
some medium-grained 1-

-Fine- to medium-grained 1--
SP 1- 53 

1-

1-- 55 

1-
r-

1--

-Fine-grained with trace medium-grained 

50(6'') 

1- 42 

-Light grayish brown 

~ w~ 
(ij..-,. a:~ 

::ll-zu.. t-Z 
~~ ti)LU 

>-!::. 
-I-
oz 

a: :2:0 
Cl l.) 

24.3 

101.2 28.9 

16.7 

92.8 31.6 

115.4 14.3 

14.6 

115.9 17.5 

18.6 

Figure A-1, AB704-0S-01 BORING LOGS.GPJ 

Log of Boring 1, Page 2 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
D ... SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

IJ ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

liiJ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

.... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

~ ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED. IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 

I 
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PROJECT NO. AB704-06-01 

0:: BORING 1 z UJ. ~ w~ >- UJ 
1- Ou"" 

DEPTH l!) 

~ SOIL i=zt;: Cii--:- 0::~ 

0 zu.. :::ll-
IN SAMPLE ...J ~~~ UJ' t-Z 

0 Cl CLASS ELEV. (MSL.) 11 Cl~ C/lUJ 
NO. z DATE COMPLETED 9/4/09 1-C/l -I-

FEET J: ~Ciig >-e:. 1- :::l (USCS) oz 
::::; 0 UJUJaJ 0:: ::!:0 

0:: EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY BY:CHL a..O::~ Cl u 
l!) 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 
1- 60 

B1@60' . . -· 74 110.5 19.5 . . 
- _· .:~·: ·.: ._: . 1-. . · .. 

1- 62 - -:- :::: .• i;.' 
1--.. . . 

:.·. ;·.: ·.: 
1- - . . .. 1--.. .... . ·.· .-:: .-.. :' 

64 - -:: .·- .. : -. ; · .- .. 
-Fine- to medium-grained ·: ~ .. · : ._. 

- B1@65' .. .. . · .. ··. 1- 54 - 19.3 ··:·:. ;:· 
End at 65.5 feet. 
Fill to 3 feet. 
Groundwater encountered at 8 feet. 
Boring backfilled with grout. 
Capped with concrete. 

• Penetration resistance for 140 pound hammer falling 30 inches. 

Figure A-1, AB704-0S-01 BORING LOGS.GPJ 

Log of Boring 1, Page 3 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
D ... SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

(] ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

liiJ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

. ... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

~ ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED. IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 
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PROJECT NO A8704-06-01 

1-

1-

1-

1-

1-

1-

1-

DEPTH 

IN 

FEET 

0 

-

SAMPLE 

NO. 

2 
- B2@2.5' 
-

4 -

-
B2@5' 

6 -

-
B2@7.5' 

8 -
-

10 -
B2@10' 

-

12 - . 
8 2@ 12.5' 

-
14 -

-
B2@15' 

16 -
-

8 2@ 17.5' 
18 -

-
20 -

B2@20' 

22 -
82@22.5' 

-

24 -
-

B2@25' 
26 -

-
B2a 7.5' 

28 -
-

Figure A-2, 

I . 

>
(!) 
0 
-' 
0 
::r: 1-
::::; 

---

.: ·:· :-.: 

·- ·. 

~::~ ~-:.:; <~~ 
. \· .. :- . 

a:: w 1-
~ SOIL 

Cl CLASS 
z 
::J (USCS) 
0 
a:: 
(!) 

BORING 2 

ELEV. (MSL.)_1_1 __ DATE COMPLETED_9_/4_/0_9 __ 

EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY BY: CHL 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 

FILL 
Sand with Silt, medium dense, slightly moist, yellowish brown, fine-grained, 
trace glass and concrete fragments 

Zw- ~ w ~ ou -:-
i=zt;: Ui --:- a:: ~ 

::J I-
~<(- z u.. 1- z 1-U) w . 
U)~ Cl ~ U) w 

- I-
2 cno >- e:. O z 
wwaj a:: ~ 0 
c.. I:!:- Cl t) 

- 28 4.2 
-

----1---------------- - ----------------- t- --- --- ----
Sand, poorly graded, medium dense, moist, yellowish brown, fine-grained, 
some gravel, some asphalt and concrete fragments t-

39 120.3 23 .8 

SP 

ALLUVIUM 
Sand, poorly graded, loose, dark olive brown, fine-grained, some shell 
fragments 

-Black, strong hydrocarbon odor, oil in sample 

- Fine- to medium-grained 

- Light grayish brown, fine- to medium-grained with trace coarse-grained, 
trace gravel 

-Fine- lo medium-grained, no gravel 

r II 

1-

1-

r 12 

1-

1- 10 

r 

1-

1- 25 

1-

1- 17 

r 

----t- ------------------------------ - -- 1--- -
Sandy Clay, soft, very moist, brownish gray to reddish gray, fme-grained 

CL 1-
----~------- - --------- - --------------- 1--~t""-· 

Sand, poorly graded, medium dense, wet, light yellowish brown, fine- to 
medium-grained with trace coarse-grained, trace gravel 

SP 1- 26 

t-
----1--------------- ------------------- l----Sand with Silt and Gravel , poorly graded, dense, wet, light yellowish brown, 1-

fine- to medium-grained 

SP-SM 
r 

81 
t-

----1- - ----------------- - -------------- r---Sand with Clay, well graded, dense, wet, light brown, some gravel 1-
65 

SP-SC 
r 

1-

17.3 

123,6 15.7 

38.5 

109.3 22.6 

- 21.2 

--- ---

-rt)j', l -zzt:~ 

- 15.2 

-- - - --

12.5 

A8704-0&-01 BORING LOGS.GPJ 

Log of Boring 2, Page 1 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
0 .. SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

(] ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

liiiJ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

• ... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

~ ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED, IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 

I 
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PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 

-

DEPTH 

IN 

FEET 

30 

32 

34 

36 

-

-

-

-
-

-

-

SAMPLE 

NO. 

B2@30' 

B2@35' 

[? 
0 
-' 
0 
I 
I
:; 

0:: 
IJ.J 
I-
~ SOIL 

Cl CLASS 
z 
::::> (USCS) 
0 
0:: 
(.!) 

BORING 2 

ELEV. (MSL.)_1_1 __ DATE COMPLETED_9_/4_/0_9 __ 

EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 

- Rock in sampler 

BY:CHL 

50(6'') 
f-
I-

I-

--------------------------------------1-----
Sand with Silt, poorly graded, dense, very moist, light yellowish brown, 

SP-SM fine-grained 1-- 31 

~ 
Ui--:
zu. 
UJ" 
Cl~ 
>-~ 
0:: 
Cl 

---------------- --------------- ------- 1----- f----
Silt with Sand, stiff, moist, light reddish brown to light reddish brown, to !-

ML f--
dark yellowish brown 

38 
.. . .. : : - 1-- -------------------------------------- 1- - --· 

Sand, poorly graded, dense, very moist, light yellowish brown, fine-grained, f.--

-

40 -
B2@40' 

-

42 -
-

44 -

- B2@45' 

46 -

-
48 -

-

50 -
B2@50' 

-

- 52 -

-

f- 54 -

f- _ B2@55' 

I- 56 -
I- -

f- 58 -
f- -

·. :; . ·. 
·.- : . . 

. ·: :" :. ::· 
·._: ·::_ ::_ ~: 
·. :; . ·. 
~ -:· :-· : -: · .. 

-·:: _ 
·.: -.: :-" : 
.. · .. 
::-:: :-: .· 
: . ; ; :: . 

:: :·_: -_: 
. ·: .. ... :. ·-·· ._.-. -: .. :: 

:-:- ~:_.·: <·: 

. ·: .. 
:::· .. . :·
_.· .. -~: .=: 
.... : . 

-::- ~- ~-~ •i ;-
.. -·: . 

trace silt 
I-

SP I- 50(6'') 99.3 
f-

I-

f-
-Fine-grained with trace medium-grained 

f-

I- 76 

I-

f-

f-

f-
- Medium-grained with trace coarse-grained 

f-
55(6'') 

I-

I-

I-

- Fine· to medium-grained 
f-

I- 89 

f-

wcf. 
0::~ 

::::>f--1--z 
CI)IJ.J -foz 
::!:0 

(.) 

30.9 

26.0 

19.4 

19.1 

18.7 

Figure A-2, A8704-06-01 BORING LOGS.GPJ 

Log of Boring 2, Page 2 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
0 ... SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

IJ ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

~ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

.... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

~ ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOIIVN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED. IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 
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PROJECT NO. AB704-06-01 

c:: BORING 2 2:up ~ LU ~ I LU ~ I- ou-:-
DEPTH (!) 

~ SOIL 1=2:1;: li5-:- c::~ 

SAMPLE 0 
~<(- 2;U. ::JI-

IN -I 
~-~ LU" t--2: 

0 0 CLASS ELEV. (MSL.) 11 DATE COMPLETED 9/4/09 lllC/l 0~ cnLU 
FEET NO. J: 2: 

~e:. 
-I-

I- ::J (USGS) 2:cng 02: 
:::; 0 LUwcc c:: ~0 

c:: EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY BY:CHL a.C::~ 0 u 
(!) 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 
1- 60 I R?tn~,;n• .. -

7n 10 7 .. --
End at 60.5 feet. 
Fill to 6 feet. 
Groundwater encountered at 8 feet. 
Boring backfilled with grout. 
Capped with concrete. 

• Penetration resistance for 140 pound hammer falling 30 inches. 

Figure A-2, AB704-06-01 BORING LOGS.GPJ 

Log of Boring 2, Page 3 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
0 ... SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

IJ ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

liiiiJ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

• ... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

~ ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED. IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 
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APPENDIX B 

LA BORA TORY TESTING 

Laboratory tests were performed in accordance with generally accepted test methods of the American 

Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) or other suggested procedures. Selected samples were 

tested for direct shear strength, consolidation and expansion characteristics, atterburg limits, in-place 

dry density and moisture content. The results of the laboratory tests are summarized in Figures B I 

through B3. The in-place dry density and moisture content of the samples tested are presented on the 

boring Jogs, Appendix A. 

Project No. A8704-06-0I Revised December I, 2009 
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7.0 ---~ - -

DRY INITIAL FINAL 
SAMPLE SOIL TYPE DENSITY MOISTURE (%) MOISTURE (%) ' 

82@ 15' SP 109.3 22.6 19.8 
82@ 20' SP 105.1 24.3 21.7 

81@ 32.5' SP 101.2 28.9 18.2 
6.0 

....-.. 
u. 5.0 ---·---
(/) 

82@ 15' 0 
~ ....._., 

..c 

/ +-' 4.0 
C) 

81@ 32.5' 4 c 
Q) 

2 !.... 
+-' 
(/) 

3.0 
!.... 82@ 15' 4 ~~0~ ro ~· 
Q) ~~ 

..c 81@ 32.5' 4 • <( 

(/) 
2.0 

82@~ 

/ 
/ 1.0 82@ 15' • 

81@ 32.5' 4 v 82@~~ 

k;;:F 
0 --

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 

Normal Pressure (KSF) 
• Direct Shear, Saturated 

GEOCON e DIRECT SHEAR TEST RESULTS 
WE S T , I N C. PLAYA LOFTS MIXED-USE BUILDING 

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOTECHNICAL 
138 CULVER INVESTORS, LLC 

MATERIALS 
138 CULVER BOULEVARD 3303 N. SAN FERNANDO BLVD.- SUITE 100- BURBANK, CA 91504 

PHONE {818) 841-8388 - FAX {818) 841-1704 PLAYA DEL REV DISTRICT OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

JMT I I 8000 DEC 1, 2009 I PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 I FIG. 81 
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80 

70 - -
~ / ~ 

1'\ 60 
~ / ~ 

/ 

~ 
50 

CH I ~ / 
~ 40 

l~y/ ~ 
~ u 30 -----b~ 
~ CL V OHar ctMH ~ 
r/1 20 / 

j ) v 
-\CL ML 

~ 10 
'\ v 
'\ I 1J 

0 1MLa ct OL 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 

LIQUID LIMIT, LL 

BORING DEPTH TEST LL PL PI DESCRIPTION 
NUMBER (FEET) SYMBOL 

Bl 20 0 39.3 24.1 15.2 CL 
Bl 25 6. 74.4 45.7 28.7 CH 
B2 20 D 39.6 17.4 22.2 CL 
B2 30 -- N-P N-P N-P SP 

B2 32.5 -- N-P N-P N-P SP 

* N-P indicates a Non-Plastic Soil Behavior 

GEOCON ~ 
ATTERBERG LIMITS 

W E S T, I N C . PLAYA LOFTS MIXED-USE BUILDING 
138 CULVER INVESTORS, LLC 

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOTECHNICAL MATERIALS 138 CULVER BOULEVARD 
3303 N. SAN FERNANDO BLVD.- SUITE 100- BURBANK, CA 91504 
PHONE (818) 841-8388 - FAX (818) 841-1704 PlAYA DEL REV DISTRICT OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

JMT I I 8000 DEC 1, 2009 I PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 I FIG. 83 
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WATER ADDED AT 2 KSF 

I :-1---
82 @ 20' 

0 -- -I-
r--r-

i-r--r-1---
2 I r-r---

-r--- i--. 4 
,_ 

F'r---. ,_ -. 
~ 6 - I 

0 ...... 
~ - - 1-1-
"'0 0 

82@ ~2.5' ...... I -0 r---r:J'j 2 
~ I -r--,-r-
0 

,_ 
u 4 

~ 1-

Q) 6 1-:-
C) 
~ 
Q) 

~ 
0 

2 

4 

6 - ·-
I 

.I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 2 3 4 5 6 10 

Consolidation Pressure (KSF) 

GEOCON ~ 
CONSOLIDATION TEST RESULTS 

WE S T , I N c . PLAYA LOFTS MIXED-USE BUILDING 
138 CULVER INVESTORS, LLC 

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOTECHNICAL MATERIALS 138 CULVER BOULEVARD 3303 N. SAN FERNANDO BLVD.- SUITE 100- BURBANK, CA 91504 
PHONE (818) 841-8388 - FAX (818) 841-1704 PLAYA DEL REY DISTRICT OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

JMT 8000 DEC 1, 2009 I PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 I FIG. 82 
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Project No. A8704-06-0I 

APPENDIX C 

PRIOR EXPLORATIONS 

AND 

SUPPLEMENTAL LABORATORY DATA 

Revised December I, 2009 
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IRVINE 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 
r-

Z CHN/CAL Inc 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 
SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level pad 

BORING 1 Page 1 of 3 
)jj ~ ·2 :E:c 

<: <: <ll ~..c~ 0 
0.8_ a.am c...., 

"'~ ~~ 
(/) <ll ~Z' ..Cz-

"' 0 ~~ ::> .Q> 0 u-g (11 <ll Ci.<ll Lithologic Description E » ~<llJ!! ~.E &~.e 
~ 0 >J!! <llJ!! «<I- o~ :::1~ 3u (/)Cl~ (;j <ll~ c~ (/) co :!! [ij (/) 

SM 11.0 0 FILL: Silty Sand, light brown, slightly moist, loose 
to dense 

10.0 1 

9.0 2 
ALLUVIUM: Sand, fine to medium grained, grey-

8.0 3 brown, moist, medium dense 

7.0 4 

R 5 6 5.5 101.7 23 sw 6.0 5 

5.0 6 

4.0 7 -~~9Y~P~~~~~---~ -------------
3.0 8 

2.0 9 

R 10 42 17.7 109.3 91 SM 1.0 10 --------------------------------
Silty Sand, fine to medium grained, green-grey, 

0.0 11 wet, dense 

-1.0 12 

-2.0 13 

-3.0 14 

R 15 7/9/11 -- - -- SP -4.0 15 --------------------------------4 Sand, medium grained, green-grey, wet, dense. 
-5.0 16 shell fragments 

-6.0 17 

-7.0 18 

-8.0 19 

SPT 20 7/7/8 -- - - SP -9.0 20 
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I 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level 

BORING 1 P 2 of3 

~ I!! ~ .... 
c: 

CD .!.J::_ 0 
Q.~ c....., 

"'~ :5~'13 ~;? 
(/) CD c....- .... (.)"'0 E c.. CD rn o 'ti)~ E >- ('IICD,S! ~.E ·oL ~CDC.. :::>~ (/) 0 

tJlf- C/)o~ 
::iE 0~~ 1ii ::>U 

iii (/) 

SPT 20 7n18 

SPT 25 3/3/4 

SPT 30 20/25/28 sw 

SPT 35 17/18/18 sw 

SPT 40 12/13/1 

c: 
~:;:--
('II CD 
~g 
w 

-9.0 

-10.0 

-11.0 

-12.0 

-13.0 

-14.0 

-15.0 

-16.0 

-17.0 

-18.0 

-19.0 

-20.0 

-21.0 

-22.0 

-23.0 

-24.0 

-25.0 

-26.0 

-27.0 

-28.0 

-29.0 

.r:.~ 

Q.Q) 
CD,S! 
o~ 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

Lithologic Description 

Clayey Sand, fine to medium grained, green-grey, 
medium dense, shell fragments 

Silty Sand, charcoal grey, wet, medium dense, 
shell fragments 

Gravelly Sand, charcoal grey to brown, wet, very 
dense, gravel to 1.5" 

--------------------- ----------Sand with gravel, brown, wet, very dense, gravel 
to 1.5", some shell fragments 
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IRVINE 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC ..... -
DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
GEOTECHNICAL Inc DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level pad 

BORING 1 PaQe 3 of 3 

Qi ~ ~:Cc-
c: c: 

~ Cll ~..c- 0 
C/) Cll .Q Z' a._ 

"'~ ~~ 
.t::~ 

c. c. c.--
<!) 0 ::> .2> 0 l)'O iii Cll am Lithologic Description E c. <ll u;~ E » ma>~ ~.E ·o~ ;3~.9: :;:,!!.,. C/) 0 >.S! Gl,S! 

~I- CI)CI~ iii ::>U <ll~ c~ 

iii :E C/) w 

SPT 40 12/13/13 - -- -- SM -29.0 40 Silty Sand, fine grained, tan to light brown, dense 

-30.0 41 

-31.0 42 

-32.0 43 

-33.0 44 

SPT 45 23/50 - -- -- sw -34.0 45 ~-------------------------------
Sand, medium grained, light brown, wet, very 

-35.0 46 dense 

-36.0 47 

-37.0 48 

-38.0 49 

SPT 50 25/50 - - - SP -39.0 50 -------------------------------- -
Sand, medium grained, light brown, wet, very 

-40.0 51 dense 

-41.0 52 

-42.0 53 

-43.0 54 

SPT 55 25/50 - SP -44.0 55 -------------------------------- -- Sand, medium grained, orange-brown to brown, 

-45.0 56 wet, very dense 

-46.0 57 

-47.0 58 

-48.0 59 

SPT 60 27/50 --- _, __ - SP -49.0 60 END 81 @ 60': Water at 7', Fill to 2' 
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IRVI 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level 

BORING 2 

SM 

R 5 6 5.0 98.1 20 

R 10 7 

SPT 15 2/3/3 

SPT 20 2/3/3 

c: 
.Q :;:;
iii Q) 
>,2! 
Q)~ w 

Lithologic Description 

11 .0 o FILL: Silty Sand, light brown, slightly moist, loose 

10.0 

9.0 2 

8.0 3 

7.0 4 
ALLUVIUM: Sand, orange-brown, moist, medium 

6.0 5 dense 

5.0 6 

4.0 7 QBQ~~p~~TF~-- ---~---- -- - - ---

3.0 8 

2.0 9 

1.0 10 
Silty Clay, green-grey, wet, stiff, shell fragments 

0.0 11 

-1.0 12 

-2.0 13 

-3.0 14 

-4.0 15 ------- ------- ----- - - - ------ ---
Silty Clay, green-grey, soft to firm, shell fragments 

-5.0 16 

-6.0 17 

-7.0 18 

-8.0 19 

-9.0 20 
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LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 
DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 
LOG DATE 6/18/2009 
LOGGED BY DP 
DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 
SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 
DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 
SURFACE CONDITIONS Level 

BORING 2 
.... c: c: II) ~-'=-
II) !!! . ..: - 0 

~=' C.8_ c._ 
"'~ :5:§>'5' !ie 

CJ) II) .r:.~ 

E >- Ea. G) Ul 0 u;~ o-g ~~ ij Lithologic Description 
~~-- rum~ ~.e ·o- 5~.9: :::l~ ~0 CJ)c~ iii II)~ c~ 

ili ::!: CJ) [j 

SPT 20 2/3/3 -9.0 20 Silty Clay, dark grey, moist, firm, shell fragments 

-10.0 21 

-11.0 22 

-12.0 23 

-13.0 24 

SPT 25 2/2/2 -14.0 25 ----- -- --- -- ------- -- -- --- -- ---
Layers of Silt, Silty Sand and Clayey Sand, dark 

-15.0 26 green-grey, slightly dense, shell fragments 

-16.0 27 

-17.0 28 

-18.0 29 --- ----- -- - -- -- -- - -- --- --- - ----
Silty Sand, dark green-grey, wet, medium dense, 

SPT 30 5/6/8 SM -19.0 30 shell fragments 

-20.0 31 

-21.0 32 

-22.0 33 

-23.0 34 

SPT 35 2/3/6 SM -24.0 35 -- --- - --- --------------- ---- - - -
Silty Sand, dark green-grey, medium dense, shell 

-25.0 36 fragments 

-26.0 37 

-27.0 38 

-28.0 39 

SPT 40 4/5/8 SM -29.0 40 
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IRVIN 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC -L DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
GEOTECHNICAL Inc DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level pad 

BORING 2 Page 3 of 3 

Cii ~ 
c: c: 

Cl) ..9,!.c:~ c._ ·c :c c 0 
(/) Cl) g:;:;-- .c:~ - Cl) c.-- "' ~ ~ ~ Q.Ci) c. c. E c. Cl) (/) 0 u; ~ :::> .!2> 0 (.)'0 Rl Cl) Lithologic Description E >- ~.8 

~ ~ (/) 0 >~ Cl)~ 
Rlf- <'OQ)~ ·o e..... 2:-CI)C. "' ~ :::>U (f)o~ o3:~ 1;j Cl)~ o~ 
(/) 

ai ::iE iii (/) 

SPT 40 4/5/8 - - - SM -29.0 40 Silty Sand with layers of Silt and Clayey Sand, 
dark green-grey, wet, medium dense, shell 

-30.0 41 fragments 

-31 .0 42 

-32.0 43 

-33.0 44 

SPT 45 7/13/14 -- - --- SP -34.0 45 -------------- ------------------
Sand, medium grained, orange-brown, wet, dense 

-35.0 46 
~,. 

-36.0 47 

-37.0 48 

. -38.0 49 

SPT 50 10/14/15 -- - --- SP -39.0 50 --- ---- ---- -- --------------------
Sand, dark grey, wet, dense 

-40.0 51 

-41.0 52 

-42 .0 53 

-43.0 54 

SPT 55 10/14/16 - - --- sw -44.0 55 ~ ---- ------- - --- - ----- -- ----- - --
Sand, dark grey, wet, dense 

-45.0 56 

-46.0 57 

·: -47.0 58 

-48.0 59 

SPT 60 9/14/21 - -- --- -49.0 60 END 82@ 60': Water at 7', Fill to 4 feet 
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IRVINE 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level 

BORING 3 1 of 1 
Qj !!! 

c: c: 
Q) ..9!.r: ·c: :E C' 0 

~:;:;-Q.~ 
c._ 

::::.~ ~~ 
(/) Q) .r:~ c.o_ 1/) 0 .1!!~ :::> .2' 0 (.)"C nl Q) O.Q) Lithologic Description E >- E Q) ~.E 6~Eo 

~ 0 (/) 0 >.21 ~~ c?.l ..... c?.lO o~ ~- ::>U Cll~ 

ffi :!: (/) iii 

SM 11.0 0 FILL: Silty Sand, light brown, slightly moist, loose 

10.0 1 

9.0 2 
ALLUVIUM: Sand, orange-brown, moist, slightly 

8.0 3 dense, mostly fine shell fragments 

7.0 4 

R 5 12 48.5 69.0 92 sw 6.0 5 

5.0 6 

4.0 7 
GROUNDWATER 

3.0 8 

2.0 9 

R 10 8 29.4 86.7 86 1.0 10 --------------------- -- --------
Sandy Clay, dark green-grey, firm, wet 

0.0 11 

-1 .0 12 

-2.0 13 

-3.0 14 

SPT 15 2/2/2 -4.0 15 ----------- ------------- --------
Sandy Clay/Sandy Clay, dark green-grey, firm, 

-5.0 16 moist to wet, loose, odorous, medium grained 
shell fragments 

-6.0 17 

-7.0 18 

-8.0 19 

SPT 20 4/4/4 -9.0 20 END 83@ 20': Water at 7', fill to 2' 
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IRVINE 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 
r ~ 

ZCHNICAL Inc 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level pad 

BORING 4 Page 1 of 1 

lii 2! ~l:c 
c: c: 

Q) 
~=-

0 en Q) ~Z' s::.~ a.:g_ 0.-- o._ 
"~ ~~ (.)"'C ~j E o. Q) tJI 0 U)~ ::::l .Ql 0 cu Q) Lithologic Description E>- ~.E 5~.8; 

~ 0 en o >~ C'UG)~ ·o~ :::>~ c?JI- eno~ Cii ::::l(.) Q) ~ o~ 

al :::!; en [i 

SM 11.0 0 FILL: Silty Sand, light brown, slightly moist, loose 

10.0 1 

I ~'" 'j 9.0 2 -

ALLUVIUM: Sand, orange-brown, moist, slightly 

8.0 3 dense 

7.0 4 

R 5 10 NO REC0\1 ERY sw 6.0 5 

5.0 6 

4.0 7 g~gy~p~~TF-~--- - - -- -- ------- --
3.0 8 

2.0 9 

R 10 19 20.6 101.0 86 sw 1.0 10 -------------------------------Sand, medium brown, dense 

0.0 11 

-1.0 12 

-2.0 13 

-3.0 14 

R 15 1/1/1 --- --- ---

~~~ 
-4.0 15 --------------------------------

Silty Clay, dark green-grey, wet, soft to firm, odor, 

-5.0 16 shell fragments 

~~ 
-6.0 17 

-7.0 18 

-8.0 19 

·~t R 20 4/5/5 --- -- -- -9.0 20 END B4@ 20': Water at 7', Fill to 2' 
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g 
.r:. 
a. 
Q) 

0 

K~ Kehoe Testing & Engineering 
T Office: {714) 90--7270 
E Fax: {714) 901-7289 

rich@kehoetesting.com 
skehoe@msn.com 

Sleeve Stress 

0 

Tip Stress COR 

(Is f) 600 0 (tsf) 10 

o~~r---r---r-~r-~r--. 

15r ~ l [ l 

301 ... 
~ I ~~~ 

CPT Data Date: 18/Jun/2009 
30 ton rig Test ID: CPT-1 

Project: PlayaDeiRey 
Customer: hvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

Pore Pressure Ratio COR SBTFR 

-1 (tsf) 8 0 (%) 8 2 (Rob.1986) 12 
I I I I I I I ~ I I I I 0 

l IT l r ~ l ~anrl 115 

-I 1-"\ -1 1- ~ -1 """'"' I 30 

45 L ...---- .. ----... J L~ J U j 1-l -1 1- I -I 145 

60 - -i 160 

75~--._--~--~--~--~--~ 1 1 I I I I I I I I I ' 75 

Maximum depth: 60.21 (It) 
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g 
.r: c. 
Q) 

0 

K~ Kehoe Testing & Engineering 
T Office: (714) 901-7270 
E Fax: (714) 901-7289 

rich@ kehoetesti ng.com 
skehoe@msn.com 

Sleeve Stress 

0 

Tip Stress COR 

(tsf) 600 0 (tsf) 10 

o .---r--"T""-"""T'"-....,..---.---. 

15 

30 1--~ -1 ~ -1 

. ~ . -

I~ I I ~ I 

45 1-- "'""\. -1 1--.;;- -1 

so l ~ PJ 

75 L--.l...--....I.....--'--....L.---L---1 

Maximum depth: 60.07 (f:) 

CPT Data Date: 18/Jun/2009 
30 ton rig Test ID: CPT-2 

Project: PlayaDeiRey 
Customer: Irvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

- - - - ~ 

Pore Pressure Ratio COR SBTFR 

-1 (tsf) 8 0 (%) 8 2 (Rob. 1986) 12 

I I I I I EJ I I I ~ I 0 

- 15 

lh -I ~----~ -1 1-- ~ -1•·,---. • '- '""- .. ,. I 30 

I I ~ 

H I ~ I I s ,. ~Sand 145 
C!' ... _ ... 

~ J ~ J l ~ 
~ana 

Gr Slincf· 
SAml 

Or Sand 
60 

1 1 1 1 1 I ! I I I I I 75 
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g 
~ a. 
Q) 

0 

0 

K~ Kehoe Testing & Engineering 
T Office: (714) 901-7270 
E Fax: (714) 901-7289 

rich@kehoetestilg.com 
skehoe@msn.com 

Tip Stress COR 

(tsf) 600 

Sleeve Stress 

o (tsf) 10 

Or---T-~~---.--~---,---, 

15 

30 

45 

60 

75~--~--~--~--_.--~--~ 

Maximum deplh: 60.23 (fl) 

CPT Data Date: 18/Jun/2009 
30 ton rig Test ID: CPT-3 

Project: PlayaDeiRey 
Customer: Irvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

Pore Pressure Ratio COR SBTFR 

-1 (tsf) 8 0 (%) 8 2 (Rob. 1986) 12 

~,-rT,_~~~------~0 

15 

30 

45 

Sand 

"""1----------i 60 

LL~~~~~~-------75 
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g 
.r:: 
a. 
Q) 

Cl 

0 

K~ Kehoe Testing & Engineering 
T Office: (714) 901-7270 
E Fax: (714) 901-7289 

rich@kehoetesting.com 
skehoe@msn.com 

Tip Stress COR 

(tsf• 600 

Sleeve Stress 

0 (tsl) 10 

0 I I =::::;:: I I 

60 

75 L_~---L--~--~~--~ 
Maximum depth: 60.13 (t") 

CPT Data Date: 18/Jun/2009 
30 ton rig Test ID: CPT-4 

Project: PlavaDeiRev 
Customer: Irvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

Pore Pressure Ratio COR SBTFR 

-1 (tsf) 8 0 (%) 8 2 (Rob. 1986) 12 

rT...,-,-r-T""T'...,-,-r-r------, 0 

15 

30 

45 

I I I I I I t I I I I '75 
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~~SOl L 
SHEAR DIAGRAM B-1 

· ·• LABWORKSuc 
JN: SLQB.BH CONSULTANT JAl 

CLIENT: lrvine/EMC~138 Culver Boulevard 

EARTH MATERIAL: ALLWIUM 

PEAK ULTIMATE Average Moisture Content 24.8% 
Phi Angle 35 32 degrees Average Dry Density (pcf} 99.6 
Cohesion 75 30 psf Percent Saturation 99.5% 

DIRECT SHEAR TEST • ASTM D-3080 
3.0 

1 
• 82-5' - Peak 
o 82-5' - Ultimate 

• 84-10' - Peak 
2.5 r- 0 84-10'- Ultimate 

~ 2.0 
/ 

v U) 
~ 

f//1 -J: 
...... 
C) 

ffi 1.5 
~ 

/~ v t-
U) 

£II! • ; b 
U) 1.0 

·p/ 
. 

I 

::v 
dp 
~ 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
NORMAL PRESSURE (KSF) 
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Exhibit F2: 

Soils Report Approval Letter 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE 

SOILS REPORT APPROVAL LETTER 

March 6, 2013 
LOG# 79604 
SOILS FILE- 2 

To: Jim Tokunaga, Deputy Advisory Agency 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street, 71

h Floor, Room 750 

From: Dana Prevost, Engineering Geologist III 
Department of Building and Safety 

Tentative Tract: 
LOT(S): 

70786 
1 

LOCATION: 138-142 Culver Blvd. 

CURRENT REFERENCE REPORT 
REPORT/LETTER(S) No. 
Update Report A8704-06-0 1 

PREVIOUS REFERENCE REPORT 
REPORTILETTER(S} No. 
Dept. Approval Letter 69405-01 
Soils Report A8704-06-01 
Dept. Correction Letter 69405 
Soils Reporl A8704-06-0l 

DATE(S) OF 
DOCUMENT 
01/03/2013 

DATE(S) OF 
DOCUMENT 
03/22/2010 
01/13/2010 
01107/2010 
12/01/2009 

PREPARED BY 
Geocon West Inc. 

PREPARED BY 
LADBS 
Geocon West, Inc. 
LADBS 
Geocon West, Inc. 

The Grading Division ofthe Department of Building and Safety has reviewed the Tentative Tract 70786 
filed with Los Angeles Department of City Planning receipt stamp dated January 13, 2013 and the 
referenced report providing an update for the previously proposed and approved construction of a Playa 
Lofts Mixed use development that will consist of 3-levels of multi-family residential construction over 
one level of commercial space, over two levels of subterranean parking. This development was approved 
in a letter dated March 22, 2010 (log# 69405-01). The Tentative Tract 70786 and the referenced update 
report is acceptable, provided the following conditions are complied with during site development: 

(Note: Numbers in parenthesis ( ) refer to applicable sections of the 2011 City of LA Building Code. 
P/BC numbers refer the applicable Information Bulletin. Information Bulletins can be accessed on the 
internet at LADBS.ORG.) 

1. All conditions of the Department approval letter dated march 22, 2010 (log # 69405-01) shall 
apply except as specifically modified herein. 

2. All recommendations ofthe report by Geocon West Inc., signed by Jclisa M. Thomas, GE 74946, 
which in addition to or more restrictive than the conditions contained herein shall also be 
incorporated into the plans for the project. (700'6.1) 

PC/pc 
Log No. 79604 
213-482-0480 
cc: Legado Del Mar LLC, Owner 

Geocon West Inc., Project Consultant 
WL District Office 
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Exhibit F3: 

Response to City Letter 
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GEOCON 
W E S T , 1 N C . 

GEOTECHNICAl • ENVIRONMENTAL • MATERIAlS 

Project No. A8704-06-01 
January 13, 2010 

Mr. Derek Jones 
138 Culver Investors, LLC 
8383 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 630 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

Subject: 

References: 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

RESPONSE TO CITY OF LOS ANGELES CORRECTION LETTER 
PROPOSED PLAY A LOFTS MIXED-USE BUILDING 
138,140, 142, & 174 CULVER BOULEVARD 
PLAY A DEL REY DISTRICT 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
TRACT: 831 LOTS: FR 1, VAC 85-404556, 2 TO 6 
TRACT: A PORTION OF PLAY DEL REY TOWNSITE BLOCK: CLOT: FR 

Geotechnical Investigation, by Geocon West, Inc., Project No. A8704-06-01, dated Revised 
December 1, 2009; 

City of Los Angeles Correction Letter, Log #69405 dated January 7, 2010. 

This letter has been prepared in response to the January 7, 2010 City of Los Angeles Correction Letter, for the 
above referenced December 1, 2009 revised geotechnical report. The City letter indicates that 4 comments be 
addressed. A copy of all City correspondence is appended herein. 

Comment 1: Provide three complete copies of the referenced report (see pg 1) by Irvine Geotechnical, Inc. 
dated 06/18/2009. 

Response 1: Acknowledged. Please be aware that there was a typographical in the December 1, 2009 
Geotechnical report by Geocon. The correct date of the report by Irvine Geotechnical, Inc., is July 9, 2009 and 
copies are included herein. 

Please be aware that Geocon West, Inc. does not agree with the analyses or recommendations presented in the 
report by Irvine Geotechnical, dated July 9, 2009. As stated in the December 1, 2009 report, Geocon West, Inc. 
utilized and considered the exploration and laboratory data prepared by Irvine Geotechnical, Inc., to obtain a more 
comprehensive understanding of the underlying geology, ground water levels, etc. 

Comment 2: Provide calculations for liquefaction potential based on all exploration data performed at the site. 

Response 2: The liquefaction potential analysis presented in the December 1, 2009 report is based primarily 
on Geocon ' s two mud-rotary wash borings (with auto-hammer) supplemented with CPT data collected by Irvine 
Geotechnical. 

3303 N. San Fernando Blvd., Suile 100 • Burbank, California 91504-2531 • Telephone 818.841.8388 • Fax 818.841.1704 
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The additional explorations were purposefully located in close proximity to two of the prior borings conducted by 
Irvine Geotechnical, which were conducted by utilizing a hollow stem auger drilling machine. Based on the 
presence of shallow groundwater at the site (depths of 7 to 8 feet below ground surface), it is our opinion that the 
use of a hollow stem auger drilling machine in shallow groundwater does result in accurate blow count data. 

By conducting additional borings with a rotary wash drilling machine at locations in close proximity to the 
previous Irvine Geotechnical borings, it was our intent to obtain more reliable SPT data that could be used in 
place of the previous data, as well as perform proper laboratory of the soils to assess potential for liquefaction. 
The SPT-based liquefaction potential analyses presented in the December 1, 2009 Geocon report relies on the 
SPT data collected during the supplemental mud-rotary exploration by Geocon, as well as laboratory testing of the 
soils. Our use of information from the prior borings conducted by Irvine Geotechnical was limited to a 
comparison of the subsurface conditions encountered in adjacent borings. 

During preparation of our liquefaction potential analyses, the CPT logs presented in the Irvine Geotechnical 
report were utilized to further define the depths of the soil layer transitions, as well as corroborate some of the 
SPT data. 

It is our opinion that the liquefaction analysis based on the SPT data obtained during the rotary wash drilling 
machine explorations, supplemented with information collected by the CPT explorations performed by Irvine 
Geotechnical, as well as our own laboratory test results, is a very thorough and accurate representation of the 
anticipated liquefaction potential. 

Comment 3: CPT and SPT data shall be correlated in order to check that the CPT results and interpretations 
are reasonable for the project site. 

Response 3: See Response 2 above. Please note that based on the site conditions and shallow groundwater, the 
most accurate and applicable SPT blow count data is obtained utilizing the mud-rotary wash drilling method 
which was performed by Geocon. Geocon did consider the CPT data to further define the depths of the soil layer 
transitions which was factored into the liquefaction analyses. It is our opinion that the liquefaction analyses 
presented in the December 1, 2009 Geocon report are very comprehensive and suitable as presented. 

Comment 4: Provide revised recommendations as necessary based on the above. 

Response 4: No additional recommendations are necessary at this time. 

Sincerely, 
GEOCON WEST, I N 

( 
Jclisa Thomas 
R.C.E. 74946 

Enclosures: 

(2/0T) 
(3/Hand Del) 

c_-2~ 
Neal D. Berliner 
G.E. 2576 

(3) Copies of Report by Irvine Geotechnical, Inc. dated July 9, 2009 
A Copy of City Correction Letter 

Addressee 
City of Los Angeles, Submitted by Geocon 

Project No. A8704-06-0I - 2 - January 12, 2010 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report has been prepared per our agreement and summarizes findings of Irvine 

Geotechnical's geotechnical engineering exploration performed ontheslte. The purpose of this 

study is to evaluate the nature, distribution and engineering properties of the earth materials 

underlying the site with respect to Tentative Tract Map No. 70786 and redeveloping the site 

with a mixed-use retail/residential development. 

INTENT 

It is the intent of this report to assist in the design and completion of the proposed project. The 

recommendations are intended to reduce geotechnical risks affecting the project. The 

professional opinions and advice presented in this report are based upon commonly accepted 

standards and are subject to the general conditions described in the NOTICE section of this 

report. 
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EXPLORATION 

Thescopeofthefield exploration was determined from our initial site visit and consultation with 

the client and the design team. The preliminary plans prepared by GMP Architects-LA were 

considered prior to beginning work on this project. Exploration was conducted using techniques 

normally applied to this type of project in this setting. This report is limited to the area of the 

exploration and the proposed project as shown on the Site Plan. Conditions affecting portions 

of the property outside the area explored, are beyond the scope of this report. 

Exploration was conducted on June 18, 2009 with the aid of a hollow-stem auger drill rig and 

an electronic cone penetrometer (CPT) rig. It included drilling four borings and advancing four 

CPT soundings to a maximum depth of 60 feet. Samples of the earth materials were obtained 

and delivered to the soi Is engineering Ia bora tory of Soil La bworks, LLC for testing and ana lysis. 

The borings were logged by the staff engineer. 

Office tasks included laboratory testing of selected soil samples, researching records on file at 

the City of Los Angeles, reviewing h istorica I topographic maps and aeria I photographs, pre paring 

the Site Plan and performing engineering analysis. Earth materials exposed in the borings are 

described on the enclosed Log of Borings. Appendix I contains a discussion of the laboratory 

testing procedures and results. Appendix II contains a description and interpretation of the CPT 

testing and data. The proposed project and the location of the borings and CPT soundings are 

shown on the Site Plan. 

14:" N. Sierra Mad rc Blvd., Suite 12 • Pasaderu1 • California • 91107 • Phone: 626-~·U-6641/Fax: (126-604-0394 
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RESEARCH - PREVIOUS WORK 

The building and grading records of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety 

were researched prior to preparing this report. The records do not contain previous 

geotechnical reports prepared for the subject property. 

PROPOSED PROJECT 

Information concerning the proposed project was provided by the client. The preliminary plans 

prepared by GMP Architects-LA were a guide for exploring the site and preparing this report. It 

is proposed to subdivide the property and create Tentative Tract Map No. 70786, which will be 

suitable for development with a mixed-use retail/residential building. The lower, parking level 

of the building will be subterranean and occupy most of the footprint of the property. The ground 

level of the building consist of retail stores. Four levels of Type V construction will be built over 

the retail level and contain 63-unitsofapartments. Building loads are expected to be moderate 

to high. 

Formal plans have not been prepared and await the conclusions and recommendations of this 

report. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

The subject property consists of 15 contiguous parcels, in the Playa Del Rey section of the City 

of Los Angeles, California. The property is locatedjustsouth of Ballona Creek and the entrance 

to Marina Del Rey,just inland from DockweilerState Beach and is bounded by Culver Boulevard 

on the west and north, Vista Del Mar on the east and Pacific Avenue on the south. The site is 

J4:i N. Sicn·a Madre Blvd., Suite 12 • Pasac..lenn • California • I) II 07 • J>hom•: 626-H44-M41 /Fax: (l26-604-llJ94 
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vacant except for a dilapidated wood-framed building at the southeast corner of the property. 

At one time, the Pacific Electric Railway track was present along the eastern boundary. The 

surrounding area is developed restaurants, apartments, single-family residences and City and 

State parks. 

The study area is generally level with an elevation of 10.5 to 11.5 above mean sea level. Past 

grading on the site has consisted of placing fill to create the level site, railway bed and 

surrounding streets. Vegetation consists of scattered weeds and grasses. Surface drainage 

generally is by sheet flow runoff down the contours of the land toward the west. 

GROUNDWATER 

Groundwater was encountered during exploration in all of the CPT soundings and borings at a 

depth of 7 feet (elevation 3.5 to 4 feet). Historically highest groundwater in this area of Playa 

Del Rey is estimated to be 5 feet below the ground surface (Plate 1.2, Historically Highest 

Groundwater Contours and Borehole Log Data Locations, Venice 7~ Minute Quadrangle in 

Seismic Hazard Zone Report for the Venice Quadrangle, SHZR-036). 

EARTH MATERIALS 

Fill 

Fill, associated with previous site grading, underlies portions of the site to a maximum observed 

thickness of 24 to 48 inches in the borings. The fill consists of silty sand that is grey to light 

brown, slightly moist to moist and medium dense. 

'- 1-t::l N. Siena Vlatlre Bl\'d., Suit<.· 12 • Pasadena • California • 91107 • Phone: 626-844-6641/Fax: 626-6114-0Jt).:J 
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Alluvium 

Natural alluvial and marine deposits were encountered to the total depth ofthe borings and CPT 

soundings. For simplicity, the soil deposits are referred to herein as alluvium. The upper 10 to 

20 feet of alluvium consists of sand and silty sand that is fine to medium grained, moist to wet 

and medium dense. Below 10to 20feet, the alluvium consist of thin to thick layers ofsiltyclay 

mixed with layers of sand, clayey sand and silty sand. The clayey alluvium is green-grey, wet, 

and soft to firm. Below 25 feet, the alluvium consists primarily of sand and gravelly sand that 

is medium to coarse grained, dense to very dense and wet. The alluvium also contains 

abundant shell fragments that locally were deposited in thick layers (lag deposits). Generally, 

the amount and thickness of clay increases from south to north toward Ballona Creek. 

GENERAL SEISMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Southern California is located in an active seismic region and numerous known and 

undiscovered earthquake faults are present in the region. Hazards associated with fault rupture 

and earthquakes include direct affects such as strong ground shaking and ground rupture, as 

well as secondary affects such as liquefaction, landsliding and lurching. The United States 

Geological Survey (USGS), California Geologic Survey (CGS), Southern California Earthquake 

Center(SCEC), private consultants and universities have been studying earthquakes in southern 

California for several decades. Early studies were directed toward earthquake prediction and 

early warning of strong ground shaking. Research and practice have shown that earthquake 

prediction is not practical or sufficiently accurate to benefit the general public. Also, several 

recent and damaging earthquakes have occurred on faults that were unknown prior to rupture. 

Current standards and the California Building Code call for earthquake resistant design of 

structures as opposed to prediction. 

145 N. Sierra Madre Bini., Suite 12 • Pasndcna • C:1lifornia • 91107 • Phone: 626-844-66-'1/Fax: 626-60-'-039-' 
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Building Code Seismic Coefficients 

Seismic design parameters within the Building Code include amplification oftheseismicforces 

on the structure depending on the soil type, distance to seismic source and intensity of shaking. 

The purpose of the code seismic design parameters is to prevent collapse of structures and loss 

of life during strong ground shaking. Cosmetic damage should be expected. 

The following table lists the applicable seismic coefficients for the 2008 Building Code. 

SEISMIC COEFFICIENTS (2008 Los Angeles Building Code) 

Latitude= 33.95783°N 
Short Period (0.2s) One-Second Period 

Longitude = 118.448986 ow 
Earth Materials and Site Class Alluvium- S0 from Table 1613.5.2 and Section 1613.5.2 

Seismic Design Category D 
from Table 1613.5(1) and 1613.5(2) 

Spectral Accelerations s = 1.500 (g) s1 = 0.600 (g) 
from Figures 1613.5(3) and 1613.5{4) s 

Site Coefficients FA= 1.0 Fv = 1.5 
from Tables 1613.5.3 (1) and 1613.5.3 (2) 

Spectral Response Accelerations 
from Equations 16-37 and 16-38 

SMS = 1.50 (g) SM1 = 0.90 (g) 

Design Accelerations 
from Equations 16-39 and 1640 

Sos = 1.00 (g) Sol = 0.60 (g) 

Seismic Hazards 

The principal seismic hazard to the subject property and proposed project is strong ground 

shaking from earthquakes produced by local faults. Modern, well-constructed buildings are 

145 :"i. Sien·a Madre Bini., Suite 12 • J)asmlcna • California • 911(17 • Phone: 626-S44-6Ci4l/Fax: 62f•-604-039..J 
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designed to resist ground shaking through the use of shear panels, moment-resisting frames 

and reinforcement. Additional precautions may be taken to protect personal property and 

reduce the chance of Injury, including strapping water heaters and securing furniture and 

appliances. It is likely that the subject property will be shaken by future ea rthq ua kes produced 

in southern California. 

Alquist-Priolo Fault Rupture Hazard Study Zone 

California faults are classified as active, potentially active or inactive. Faults from past geologic 

periods of mountain building, but do not display any evidence of recent offset are considered 

"inactive" or "potentially active." Faults that have historically produced earthquakes or show 

evidence of movement within the Holocene (past 11,000 years) are considered "active faults." 

Active faults that are capable of causing large earthquakes may also cause ground rupture. The 

Alquist-Priolo Act of 1971 was enacted to protect structures from hazards associated with fault 

ground rupture. No known active faults cross the subject property and the site is not located 

within an Alquist-Priolo Fault Rupture Hazard Study Zone. The ground rupture hazard at the site 

is considered nil. 

Seismic Hazard Zones 

The California State Legislature enacted the Seismic Hazards Mapping Act of 1990, which was 

prompted by damaging earthquakes in California, and was intended to protect public safety 

from the effects of strong ground shaking, liquefaction, landslides, and other 

earthquake-related hazards. The Seismic Hazards Mapping Act requires thatthe State Geologist 

delineate various "seismic hazards zones." The maps depicting the zones are released by the 

California Geological Survey. 

145 ~. Siena Mat! re Bini., Suite 12 • Pasadena • C:11ifornia • 91107 • Phone: 626-844-6641/Fax: 626-604-0394 
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The Seismic Hazards Mapping Act requires a site investigation by a certified engineering 

geologist and/or civil engineer with expertise in geotechnical engineering, for projects sited 

within a hazard zone. The investigation is to include recommendations for a "minimum level of 

mitigation" that should reduce the risk of ground failure during an earthquake to a level that 

does not cause the collapse of buildings for human occupancy. The Seismic Hazards Mapping 

Act does not require mitigation to a level of no ground failure and/or no structural damage. 

Seismic Hazard Zone delineations are based on correlation of a combination of factors, 

including: surface distribution of soil deposits; physical relief; depth to historic high 

groundwater; shear strength of the soils; and occurrence of past seismic deformation. The 

subject property is located within the United States Geologic Survey, Venice Quadrangle. 

Seismic hazards within the Venice Quadrangle were evaluated by the CGS in their report, 

"Seismic Hazard Zone Report for the Venice 7.5-minute Quadrangle, Los Angeles County, 

California, Seismic Hazard Zone Report 036." According to the Seismic Hazard Zones Map, the 

subject property is within an area that has been subject to, or may be subject to liquefaction. 

Ground Motion 

The latest California Geological Survey, Special Publication 117 A, (Guidelines for Evaluating and 

Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California, 2008) states that previously used ground motion 

values contained in the Seismic Hazard Zone reports should not be used for liquefaction 

studies. Based upon the 2007 California Building Code (1802.2.7), the Peak Ground 

Acceleration (PGA) used for liquefaction studies may be assumed to be S0sf2.5, which for the 

site is 1.00/2.5 = 0.40g. 

14:i N. Siert·a Madre Blvd., Suitl•l2 • Pasadena • California • 9110'7 • Phone: 626-R44-6ti41/Fax: 626-6114-11394 
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Liquefaction 

Liquefaction is a process that occurs when saturated sediments are subjected to repeated 

strain reversals during an earthquake. The strain reversals cause increased pore water 

pressure such that the internal pore pressure approaches the overburden pressure and the 

shear strength approaches zero. Liquefied soils may be subject to flow or excessive strain, 

which can cause settlement. Liquefaction occurs in soils below the groundwater table. Soils 

commonly subject to liquefaction include loose to medium dense sand and silty sand with low 

plasticity. Predominantly fine-grained plastic soils, such as silts and clay, are less susceptible 

to liquefaction. Generally, soils with a clay content of greater than 15 percent andjor a fines 

content (percent passing the 200 sieve) greater than 30 percent, are not considered subject 

to liquefaction. 

Soils and data collected in the borings and CPT soundings were utilized to quantify the 

liquefaction potential of the site. A ground acceleration of 0.40g and a design magnitude 

earthquake of 7.5 were used for the analyses. It was assumed that the groundwater will be at 

the base of the subterranean parking level (10 feet below ground surface). 

The stresses, strains, and safP.tyfactorfor lifluefaction WP.rP. r.alculatP.d usingthA mP.thortologiP.s 

by T.L. Youd, et. al., (Liquefaction Resistance of Soils: Summary Report from the 1996 NCEER 

and 1998 NCEER/NSF Workshops on Evaluation of Liquefaction Resistance of Soils, 1998), 

P.K. Robertson (Cyclic Liquefaction and its Evaluation Based on the SPT and CPT, 1997), P.K. 

Robertson, 2009, (Guide to Cone Penetration Testing for Geotechnical Engineering), 

"Recommended Procedures for Implementation of DMG Special Publication 117, Guidelines 

for Analyzing and Mitigating Liquefaction in California" (Southern California Earthquake Center, 

2002), California Geological Survey, Special Publication 117A, (Guidelines for Evaluating and 

l.f5 ~.Sierra Madre Blvd., Suitt.• 12 • PaslJdenn • California • 911117 • Phone: 626-S44-Mi41/Fax: 626-6114-0394 
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Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California, 2008) and R. B. Seed, et. al., 2003, (Recent Advances 

in Soil Liquefaction Engineering: a Unified and Consistent Framework). 

The last column of "Liquefaction Analysis Using SPT Data" and "Liquefaction Analysis Using CPT 

Data" lists the calculated safety factor of the soils encountered in the borings and CPT 

soundings. For the CPT data, the tip resistance was converted to an equivalent SPT N60 blow 

count using published correlations and following the recommendations of SP117A. 

The liquefaction potential across the site is variable because of the inter-fingering nature of the 

clayey and sandy alluvium. Liquefaction is precluded above the high water table, by definition. 

Therefore, soils shallower than 10 feet are not subject to liquefaction because the basement 

mat foundation will extend to that depth. The table below summarizes the layer intervals that 

have a potential for liquefaction.ln general, soils between the bottom of the basement and 25 

to 35 feet are soft with a moderate to high potential for liquefaction. Grain size analyses show 

that the soils between 10 and 20 to 25 feet have a clay content that is more than 15 percent. 

Based upon the "Chinese criteria" the clayey soils are too plastic and not subject to liquefaction. 

LAYER INTERVALS WITH LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL (FS < 1.2) 

Boring 1 CPT 1 CPT 2 Boring 2 CPT3 CPT 4 
(depth-feet (depth-feet) (depth-feet) (depth-feet) (depth-feet) (depth-feet) 

20-25 12-23 10-27 10-25 10-48 11-29 

32-35 30-37 25-35 33 

36-38 42 38-43 

145 N. Sierra Mac.Jre Bini., Suite 12 • Paslld~na • California •911()7 • Phone: (i26-S4-t-6641/Fax: 626-604-039-t 
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Due to the depth and thickness of layers that may be subject to liquefaction, deepened 

foundations or ground improvements will be required tp mitigate the hazard to an accepatble 

level. 

Lateral Spreading Hazard 

Saturated soils that have experienced liquefaction may be subject to liquefaction where located 

adjacent to free-faces, such as slopes, channels, and rivers. The site is remote to free-faces 

and the lateral spreading hazard at the site is low to nil. 

Dynamic Settlement 

Dissipation of excess pore pressure after liquefaction can result in settlement. The volumetric 

strain and accompanying settlement of saturated soils was estimated using procedures 

developed by Ishihara and Yoshimine. Because of the thickness of layers that are subject to 

liquefaction, the total and differential dynamic settlement potentials exceed 3.0 and 1.5 inches, 

respectively. Deepened foundations that derive support in the dense sands below the 

liquefiable layers are recommended to support new structures. 

1-15 :"i. Sit'n·a Madre Blvd., Suite 12 • Pasadena • California • 91107 • Phunt': 626-S44-6641 /F:n:: 626-6114-11394 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

General Findings 

The conclusions and recommendations of this exploration are based upon four borings, four 

CPT sounding, research of available records, consultation, years of experience observing similar 

properties in similar settings and review of the development plans. It is the finding of Irvine 

Geotechnical that Tentative Tract Map No. 70786 and construction of the proposed project is 

feasible from a geotechnical engineering standpoint provided the advice and recommendations 

contained in this report are included in the plans and are implemented during construction. 

The recommended bearing material is the dense, alluvial deposits, which are present between 

23 and 50 feet of existing grade. Between the bottom of the proposed parking level and depths 

of 23 to 50 feet, the soils are subject to liquefaction and excessive consolidation under static 

and dynamic loading. Deepened foundations are recommended to support the proposed 

structures. 

Precast concrete piles, driven through the soft soils and into the dense sands we.uld be 

acceptable for structural support. However, pile driving machines may not be acceptable in this 

area of Playa Del Rey. Non-resonating, vibratory drivers may be feasible. Steel displacement 

piles and cast-in-place concrete displacement piles have been used successfully in Playa Vista 

and Culver City on sites with similar soils. Displacement piles consist of thick-walled, tapered, 

steel piles that have auger like tips. They are augered into the ground similar to cast-in-place 

concrete piles, except that these piles displace the earth and no cuttings are brought to the 

surface. The hollow interior is then filled with concrete. Some large diameter displacement 

piles have the ability of accepting steel reinforcing cages. Otherwise, the designer will have to 
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demonstrate the design life of the steel piles are acceptable from a corrosion standpoint, or 

provide corrosion protection. 

Geotechnical Issues 

Geotechnical issues affecting the site include: deepened foundations, temporary excavations 

along the public right-of-way required to construct the subterranean parking level, high 

groundwater, and excessive static and dynamic settlement. 

Deepened foundations are recommended to mitigate dynamic settlement hazards associated 

with liquefaction. In the event of a Design Basis Earthquake, differential settlement of the 

exterior ground relative to the building should be anticipated. Flexible couplings or connections 

between wet and dry utilities should be considered where pipes enter the building from the 

exterior. 

The existing groundwater level is at a depth of 7 feet, and the historically high groundwater is 

considered 5 feet below the ground surface. De-watering will be required to construct the lower 

parking level. A de-watering contractor should be consulted to determine the feasibility of 

lowering the groundwater in order to facilitate conntruction. Also, a mat foundation and 

hydrostatic design of basement walls will be required for portions of the structure below a depth 

of 5 feet. 

Shoring will be required to support excavations adjacent to the public right-of-way. The near 

surface soils consist of sand, which is subject to caving. Also, groundwater will be encountered 

below a depth of 7 feet. The shoring system will likely consist of sheet piles. 
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FOUNDATION DESIGN 

General Conditions 

The following foundation recommendations are minimum requirements. The structural 

engineer may require footings that are deeper, wider, or larger in diameter, depending on the 

final loads. 

Deepened Foundations - Driven or Displacement Piles 

End-bearing, driven or cast-in-place concrete displacement piles are recommended to penetrate 

the soft and liquefiable soils to support the proposed structures in the dense sand at depths 

of 23 to 48 feet. In general, the depths to the approved bearing material increases toward the 

north. The capacity and settlement characteristics of typical driven piles was estimated using 

the computer program ALLPILE7 version 7.12e developed by Civil Tech Software. It is assumed 

that the piles are driven 8 feet into the approved bearing material. Zero skin friction was 

assumed between the base of the building and the bearing materials for layers that are subject 

to liquefaction. Negative skin friction was assumed for non-liquefiable layers above the 

recommended bearing material. The pile capacities are a function of the N60 blow count data 

determined for the materials for the liquefaction analysis. The results of the ALLPILE analysis 

are contained in Appendix Ill. 

The following table lists the depths to the recommended bearing material, pile capacities and 

expected static and dynamic settlement potentials. 
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Location 

CPT1 

CPT2 

CPT3 

CPT4 

PILE SUMMARY CHART 

Axial Pile Uplift Pile 
Depth to Bearing 

capacity Capacity 
Material 

(kips)* (kips)* 
(feet) 

23 206 14 

38 384 24 

48 182 51 

29 221 17 

Settlement 

Dynamic Static 
(inches) (inches) 

0.71 0.20 

0.0 0.32 

0.0 0.14 

1.09 0.18 

* Net allowable values and include effects zero and negative skin friction (down drag) from 
liquefaction. 

Higher capacities are possible, but will require full scale field testing of the piles before 

construction. 

Foundation Settlement 

Settlementofthefoundatlon system Is expected to occur on initial application of loading. Total 

settlements unrlerst~tir. r.onciitions are expected to be less th~n 1!? inr.h. OiffenmtiFll settlement 

under static loads should not exceed 114 inch. Total dynamic set~lement of the foundation 

system is expected to be up to 1.09 inches. According to SP117A, differential settlement as 

a result of liquefaction could be up to% the total settlement, or 0.73 inches. The total and 

differential settlement under static and dynamic conditions are withing State and City 

guidlelines. 
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RETAINING WALLS 

General Design 

Cantilevered retaining walls up to 10 feet high that support alluvium and approved retaining 

wall backfill, may be designed for an equivalent fluid pressure of 35 pounds per cubic foot. 

Restrained basement walls that are pinned at the top by a non-yielding floor or structural deck 

should be designed for an at-rest soil pressure. The recommended design at-rest earth 

pressure on restrained basement wall is an equivalent fluid pressure of 60 pet. Retaining walls 

extending below at depth of 5 feet below existing grade should be designed for a hydrostatic 

pressure and addition to the soil pressure. 

Retaining walls that are outside of the building and above the water table should be provided 

with a subdrain or weepholes covered with a minimum of 12 inches of 3/4 inch crushed gravel. 

Basement retaining walls surcharged by existing foundations should be designed to withstand 

the surcharge. Irvine Geotechnical would be happy to assist the structural engineer in 

evaluating the surcharge pressure and the point of application. 

Backfill 

Retaining wall backfill should be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent of the maximum 

density as determined by ASTM D 1557-07. Retaining wall backfill should be capped with a 

paved surface drain or a concrete slab. 
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TEMPORARY EXCAVATIONS 

Temporary excavations will be required to construct the proposed retaining walls and mat 

foundation for the parking level. The excavations will be up to 10 feet in height and will expose 

fill over sand. All excavations should be trimmed to 1:1 or supported. 

Where trimming is not feasible, or where vertical excavations remove lateral support from the 

public right-of-way, temporary shoring will be required. 

Shoring 

Temporary shoring should be designed for an equivalent fluid pressure of 30 pounds per cubic 

foot. Shoring will likely consist of sheet piles. Shoring should derive lateral capacity in the 

alluvium below the base of the excavation. Piles may be assumed fixed 3 feet below the base 

of the excavation. 

Shoring that is surcharged by traffic, cranes and other construction equipment should be 

designed to withstand the surcharge. Irvine Geotechnical would be happy to assistthe shoring 

engineer in evaluating the surcharge pressure and the point of application. 

Shoring extending below the water table should be designed for a hydrostatic pressure in 

addition to the soil pressure. 

Resistance to lateral loading may be provided by passive earth pressure within the alluvium 

below the base of the excavation. Passive earth pressure may be computed as an equivalent 
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fluid having a density of 250 pounds per cubic foot. The maximum allowable earth pressure 

is 4,000 pounds per square foot. 

Earth Anchors 

Earth anchors (tie backs) may be employed to assist the shoring system. Pressure grouted 

friction anchors are recommended. For design purposes, it is assumed that the active wedge 

adjacent to the shoring is defined by a plane drawn at 30 degrees with the vertical through the 

bottom of the excavation. Friction anchors should extend at least 10 feet beyond the potential 

active wedge, or to a greater length if necessary to develop the desired capacities. 

The anchors should be tested and the capacities verified following the recommendations of the 

shoring engineer and in conformance with City of Los Angeles standards. Irvine Geotechnical 

would like to review the shoring design, assumptions and testing procedures. 

For preliminary design purposes, it is estimated that cast-in-place friction anchors will develop 

an average value of 150 pounds per square foot. Post or pressure grouted anchors will develop 

much higher friction capacities. Only the frictional resistance developed beyond the active 

wedge would be effective in resisting lateral loads. If the anchors are spaced at least six feet 

on center, no reduction in the capacity ofthe anchors need be considered due to group action. 

The anchors may be installed at angles of 20 to 40 degrees below the horizontal. Caving and 

sloughing of the anchor hole should be anticipated and provisions made to minimize such 

caving and sloughing. To minimize chances of caving and sloughing, that portion of the anchor 

shaft within the active wedge should be backfilled with sand before testing the anchor. This 

portion of the shaft should be filled tightly and flush with the face of the excavation. The sand 
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backfill should be placed by pumping; the sand may contain a small amount of cement to 

facilitate pumping. 

The installation of the anchors and the testing of the completed anchors should be observed 

by a deputy grading inspector under the direction of the geotechnical engineer. 

Deflection Monitoring 

Prior to construction and excavation for the parking level. it is recommended that the existing 

conditions along the property lines be documented and surveyed. Documentation should 

include photographs and descriptions of the offsite structures and conditions. Survey 

monuments should be affixed to representative structures and to points along the property line 

and offsite. The survey points should be measured prior to construction to form a baseline for 

determining settlement and/or deformation. Upon installation of the shoring system, survey 

monuments should be affixed to the tops of representative piles so that deflection can be 

measured. 

Some deflection is expected for a well designed and constructed cantilevered shoring system. 

Where offsite structures and the public right-of-way are located more than 10 feet of the shored 

excavation, it is recommended that deflection be limited to 1 inch. Where offsite structures and 

the public right-of-way are located within 10 feet of the shored excavation, it is recommended 

that the deflection be limited to 1!2 inch or less. 

The shored excavation and offsite structures should be visually inspected everyday. Survey 

monuments should be measured once a month during the construction process. Should the 

surveys reveal offsite deformation or excessive deflection of the shoring system, the shoring 
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engineer and geotechnical engineer should be notified. Excessive deflection may require 

internal bracing to restrain the shoring system. 

A representative ofthe geotechnical engineer or geologist should be present during grading to 

see temporary slopes. All excavations should be stabilized within 30 days of initial excavation. 

Water should not be allowed to pond on top of the excavations nor to flow toward them. No 

vehicular surcharge should be allowed within three feet of the top of the cut. 

Excavation Characteristics 

The borings and CPT sounding did encounter hard layers of gravel and shell fragments. The 

gravel and shell layers are generally present at depths of 30to 33 feet and below 38 to 50 feet. 

The CPT soundings and borings were able to be advanced through the layers to a depth of 60 

feet. Caving sand should be anticipated for all basement excavations and drilled shafts. Casing 

will be required for drilled shafts, if any. Groundwater should be anticipated for all excavations 

deeper than 7 feet. 

CONCRETE DECKING AND PAVING 

Concrete decking and paving that is outside the building footprint should be placed over an 

approved compacted fill cap. The existing fill should be removed to expose firm alluvium, the 

exposed grade then scarified to a depth of 6 inct1es, moistened as required to obtain optimum 

moisture content, and recompacted to 95 percent of the maximum dry density, as determined 

by ASTM D 1557-07. At a minimum, the over-excavation should include the upper 24 inches 

of soils. 
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Slabs should be at least 4 inches thick and reinforced with a minimum of #4 bars on 16 inch 

centers, each way. Care should be taken to cast the reinforcement near the center of the slab. 

Slabs which will be provided with a floor covering should be protected by a polyethylene plastic 

vapor barrier. The barrier should be covered with a thin layer of sand, about two inches, to 

prevent punctures and aid in the concrete cure. 

Decking that caps a retaining wall should be provided with a flexible joint to allow for the normal 

one to two percent deflection of the retaining wall. Decking that does not cap a retaining wall 

should not be tied to the wall. The space between the wall and the deck will require periodic 

caulking to prevent moisture intrusion into the retaining wall backfill. 

It should be noted that cracking of concrete floor slabs is very common during curing. The 

cracking occurs because concrete shrinks as it dries. Crack control joints which are commonly 

used in exterior decking to control such cracking are normally not used in interior slabs. The 

reinforcement recommended above Is Intended to reduce cracking and its proper placement 

is critical to the slab's performance. The minor shrinkage cracks which often form in interior 

slabs generally do not present a problem when carpeting, linoleum, or wood floor coverings are 

used. The slab cracks can, however, lead to surface cracks in brittle floor coverings such as 

ceramic tile. A mortar bed or slip sheet is recommended between the slab and tile to limit, the 

potential for cracking. 

Slabs should be protected with a polyethylene plastic vapor barrier placed beneath the slab. 

This barrier is intended to prevent the upward migration of moisture from the subgrade soils 

through the porous concrete slab. It should be noted that vapor barriers are penetrated by any 

number of elements including water lines, drain lines, and footings. These barriers are therefore 
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not completely watertight. It is recommended that a surface seal be placed on slabs which will 

receive a wood floor. The floor installer should be consulted regarding an adequate product. 

DRAINAGE 

Control of site drainage is important for the performance of the proposed project. Pad and roof 

drainage should be collected and transferred to the street or approved location in non-erosive 

drainage devices. Drainage should not be allowed to pond on the pad or againstanyfoundation 

or retaining wall. Planters located within retaining wall backfill should be sealed to prevent 

moisture intrusion into the backfill. Drainage control devices require periodic cleaning, testing 

and maintenance to remain effective. 

WATERPROOFING 

Interior and exterior retaining walls are subject to moisture intrusion, seepage, and leakage and 

should be waterproofed. Waterproofing paints, compounds, or sheeting can be effective if 

properly installed. For retaining walls not part of the building and designed for a hydrostatic 

pressure, should have a subdrain that daylights to the atmosphere. The subdrain should be 

covered with %inch crushed gravel to help the collection of water. Yard areas above the wall 

should be sealed or properly drained to prevent moisture contact with the wall or saturation of 

wall backfill. 

PLAN REVIEW 

Formal plans ready for submittal to the Building Department should be reviewed by Irvine 

Geotechnical. Any change in scope of the project may require additional work. 
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SITE OBSERVATIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

Please advise Irvine Geotechnical at least 24 hours prior to any required site visit. The agency 

approved plans and permits should be at the jobsite and available to our representative. The 

project consultant will perform the observation and post a notice at the jobsite of his visit and 

findings. This notice should be given to the agency inspector. 

During construction, a number of reviews by this office are recommended to verify site 

geotechnical conditions and conformance with the intent of the recommendations for 

construction. Although not all possible geotechnical observation and testing services are 

required by the reviewing agency, the more site reviews requested, the lower the risk of future 

problems. It is recommended that all grading, foundation, and drainage excavations be seen 

by a representative of the geotechnical engineer PRIOR to placing fill, forms, pipe, concrete, or 

steel. Any fill which is placed should be approved, tested, and verified if used for engineering 

purposes. Temporary excavations should be observed by a representative ofthe Geotechnical 

Engineer. 

The following site reviews are advised or required. Should the observations reveal any 

unforeseen hazard~. thP. gP.oloei~t/P.neineer will rP.commend treatment. 

Pre-construction meeting 
Temporary excavations 
Shoring installation 
Bottom excavation for removals 
Subdrains 
Compaction of fill 
Foundation excavations 
Slab subgrade moisture barrier membrane 
Slab subgrade rock placement 
Slab steel placement 
Subdrain and rock placement behind retaining walls 

Advised 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Advised 
Advised 
Advised 
Required 
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Compaction of retaining wall backfill 
Compaction of utility trench backfill 

Required 
Advised 

Irvine Geotechnical requires at least a 24 hour notice prior to any required site visits. The 

approved plans and building/grading permits should be on the job and available to the project 

consultant. 

FINAL INSPECTION 

Many projects are required by the agency to have final geologic and soils engineering reports 

upon completion of the grading. 

CONSTRUCTION SITE MAINTENANCE 

It is the responsibility ofthe contractor to maintain a safe construction site. When excavations 

exist on a site, the area should be fenced and warning signs posted. All pile excavations must 

be properly covered and secured. Soil generated by foundation and subgrade excavations 

should be either removed from the site or properly placed as a certified compacted fill. Soil 

must not be spilled over any descending slope. Workers should not be allowed to enter any 

unshored trench excavations over five feet deep. 

GENERAL CONDITIONS 

This report and the exploration are subject to the following NOTICE. Please read the NOTICE 

carefully, it limits our liability. 
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NOTICE 

In the event of any changes in the design or location of any structure, as outlined in this report, 
the conclusions and recommendations contained herein may not be considered valid unless 
the changes are reviewed by us and the conclusions and recommendations are modified or 
reaffirmed after such review. 

The subsurface conditions and excavation characteristics described herein have been projected 
from excavations on the site as indicated and should in no way be construed to reflect any 
variations that may occur between these excavations or that may result from changes in 
subsurface conditions. 

Fluctuations in the level of groundwater may occur due to variations in rainfall, temperature, 
irrigation, and other factors not evident at the time of the measurements reported herein. 
Fluctuations also may occur across the site. High groundwater levels can be extremely 
hazardous. Saturation of earth materials can cause subsidence or slippage of the site. 

If conditions encountered during construction appear to differ from those disclosed herein, 
notify us immediately so we may consider the need for modifications. Compliance with the 
design concepts, specifications or recommendations during construction requires the review 
of the geotechnical engineer during the course of construction. 

THE EXPLORATION WAS PERFORMED ONLY ON A PORTION OF THE SITE, AND CANNOT BE 
CONSIDERED AS INDICATIVE OF THE PORTIONS OF THE SITE NOT EXPLORED. 

This report is issued and made for the sole use and benefit of the client, is not transferable and 
is as ofthe exploration date. Any liability in connection herewith shall not exceed the fee for the 
exploration. No warranty, expressed or implied, is made or intended in connection with the 
above exploration or by the furnishing of this report or by any other oral or written statement. 

THIS REPORT WAS PREPARED ON THE BASIS OF THE PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
FURNISHED. FINAL PLANS SHOULD BE REVIEWED BY THIS OFFICE AS ADDITIONAL 
GEOTECHNICAL WORK MAY BE REQUIRED. 
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Irvine Geotechnical appreciates the opportunity to provide our service on this project. Any 

questions concerning the data or interpretation of this report should be directed to the 

undersigned. 

Respectful submitted, 
Irvine Geot 

1 

chnical, Inc. 
\ 
\ 

on A. Irvine : 
.G. 1 91/R.C.E. 55005 
:\ ICpro.Jf \ IC09036 EMC 138 Culver\IC09036 138 Culver Report.wpd 

E : 

1 

ijdlx 1 - Laboratory Testing by Soil Labworks 
Shear Test Diagram (Plate B-1) 

xc: 

Grain Size Analysis Graphs 
Appendix 11-lnterpretation of CPT Data and Liquefaction Analysis 

Liquefaction Analysis Using SPT Date- Borings 1 & 2 (2 Pages) 
Liquefaction Analysis Using CPT Data (8 pages) 
Graphic Logs and CPT Data (4 pages) 
SPT/CPT Correlation Graphs (2) 
Dynamic Settlement Graph 
NAVFAC Density Chart 

Appendix Ill - Pile Capacity Analysis 
Vicinity Map 
Log of Borings (8 Pages) 
Probabilistic Peak Ground Acceleration (Figure 3.3) 
Predominant Earthquake Magnitude (Figure 3.4) 
Historically Highest Groundwater Contou·rs (Plate 1.2) 

Site Plan 

(3) 
(7) 

Addressee 
GMP Architects-LA Architects 
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY- SOIL TESTING BY SOIL LABWORKS, LLC 

Laboratory testing by Soil Labworks, LLC was performed under the supervision of the 
undersigned engineer. Irvine Geotechnical and Jon A. Irvine has reviewed referenced laboratory 
testing report dated June 30, 2009 and the results appear to be reasonable for this area of 
Playa Del Rey. Irvine Geotechnical and the undersigned engineer concurs with the findings of 
Soil Labworks, LLC and accepts professional responsibility for utilizing the data. 

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY- ELECTRONIC DATA BY KEHOE TESTING 

CPT soundings and data collection were performed by Kehoe Testing and Engineering of 
Huntington Beach, California. The soundings were performed under the observation of the 
engineer. Irvine Geotechnical and Jon A. Irvine has reviewed referenced electronic data 
collected on June 18, 2009 and the results appear to be reasonable for this area of Playa Del 
Rey. Irvine Geotechnical and the undersigned engineer accepts professional responsibility for 
utilizing the data. 
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Irvine Geotechnical 
145 N. Sierra Madre Boulevard 
Suite 12 
Pasadena, California 911 07 

Subject: 

Site: 

Job: 

Laboratory Testing 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 

Irvine/ EMC 

SL09.874 
June 30, 2009 

Laboratory testing for the subject property was performed by Soil Labworks, LLC., under 

the supervision of the undersigned Engineer in conjunction with a geotechnical 

investigation. Samples of the earth materials were obtained from the subject property 

by personnel of Irvine Geotechnical and transported to the laboratory of Soil Labworks 

for testing and analysis. The laboratory tests performed are described and results are 

attached. 

Services performed by this facility for the subject property were conducted in a manner 

consistent with that level of care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the 

profession currently practicing in the same locality under similar conditions. 

Respectfully Submitted: 

SOIL LAB RKS, LLC 

\ . 
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Sample Retrieval • Drill Rig 

APPENDIX 

Laboratory Testing 

SL09.874 
June 30, 2009 

Samples of earth materials were obtained at frequent intervals by driving a thin-walled steel 
sampler conforming to ASTM D 3550-01 with successive drops of the a 140 pound hammer 
falling 30". The earth material was retained in brass rings of 2.416 inches inside diameter and 
1.00 inch height. The central portion of the sample was stored in close-fitting, water-tight 
containers for transportation to the laboratory. 

Moisture Density 

The field moisture content and dry density were determined for each of the soil samples. 
The dry density was determined in pounds per cubic foot following ASTM 2937-04. The 
moisture content was determined as a percentage of the dry soil weight conforming to 
ASTM 2216-05. The results are presented below in the following table. The percent 
saturation was calculated on the basis of an estimated specific gravity. 

Test Sample Dry Moisture Percent 
Pit/Boring Depth Density Content Saturation 

No. (Feet) Soil Type (pcfl (percent) · (Gs=2.65) 
B1 5 Alluvium 101.7 5.5 23 

B1 10 Alluvium 109.3 17.7 91 

B2 5 Alluvium 98.1 5.0 20 

B3 5 Alluvium 69.0 48.5 92 

B3 10 Alluvium 86.7 29.4 86 

B4 10 Alluvium 101.0 20.6 86 

Shear Strength 

The peak and ultimate shear strengths of the alluvium were determined by performing 
consolidated and drained direct shear tests in conformance with ASTM 03080-04. The tests 
were performed in a strain-controlled machine manufactured by GeoMatic. The rate of 
deformation was 0.01 inches per minute. Samples were sheared under varying confining 
pressures, as shown on the "Shear Test Diagrams," B-Piates. The moisture conditions during 
testing are shown on the following table and on the B-Piates. The samples indicated as 
saturated were artificially saturated in the laboratory. All saturated samples were sheared 
under submerged conditions. 
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Shear Strength (continued} 

Test Pit/ 
Borin No. 

B2 

B4 

Grain Size Distribution 

Dry Density 

10 101.0 

SL09.874 
June 30, 2009 

The grain size distribution of selected soil samples was determined using sieves and a 
hydrometer in conformance with ASTM 0422-63 (2007). The distribution of soil particle size is 
shown on the Grain Size Distribution charts. The test results are also presented on the table 
below. 

Test Pit/Boring Sample Sand Slit Cloy 
No. Depth (Ft) Soli Type (~~ (~~ (%) 
B2 15 Silty Clay 10.7 34.1 55.2 

B2 20 Silty Clay 1.7 43.9 54.4 

B2 25 Silty Sand 64.9 28.0 7.0 

B2 30 Silty Sand 77.0 19.9 3.0 

B2 35 Silty Sand 76.1 19.9 4.1 

B2 40 Silty Sand 58.6 35.4 6.0 

2 
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PEAK ULTIMATE 

SHEAR DIAGRAM B-1 

JN: SL09.874 CONSULTANT JA.l 
CLIENT: lrvinefEMC~138 Culver Boulevard 

EARTH MATERIAL: ALLUVIUM 

Phi Angle 35 32 degrees 
Average Moisture Content 
Average Dry Density (pcf} 
Percent Saturation 

24.8% 
99.6 

99.5% Cohesion 75 30 psf 
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Sample Location: Boring 2 
Sample Depth (feet): 15 
Specific Gravity: 2.53 
Soil Classification: 

10.0000 

GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS 

JOB#: SL09.874 CONSULT: JAI 
CLIENT: IRVINE\138 CULVER LLC 

GRAPH# 1 

Percent Sand(%) 
Percent Silt(%) 
Percent Clay(%) 

SILTY CLAY 

1.0000 0.1000 

Particle Diameter (mm) 

10.7% 
34.1% 
55.2% 

0.0100 0.0010 
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GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS 

JOB#: SL09.874 CONSULT: JAI 

Sample Location: 
Sample Depth (feet) : 
Specific Gravity: 
Soil Classification: 

CLIENT: IRVINE\138 CULVER LLC 

GRAPH# 2 

Boring 2 Percent Sand(%) 

20 Percent Slit(%) 

2.58 Percent Clay(%) 
SILTY CLAY 

1.7% 
43.9% 
54.4% 
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Irvine Geotechnical 
145 N. Sierra Madre Boulevard 
Suite 12 
Pasadena, California 911 07 

Subject: 

Site: 

Job: 

Laboratory Testing 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 

Irvine/ EMC 

SL09.874 
June 30. 2009 

Laboratory testing for the subject property was performed by Soil Labworks, LLC., under 

the supervision of the undersigned Engineer in conjunction with a geotechnical 

investigation. Samples of the earth materials were obtained from the subject property 

by personnel of Irvine Geotechnical and transported to the laboratory of Soil Labworks 

for testing and analysis. The laboratory tests performed are described and results are 

attached. 

Services performed by this facility for the subject property were conducted in a manner 

consistent with that level of care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the 

profession currently practicing in the same locality under similar conditions. 

Respectfully Submitted: 

SOIL LAB RKS, LLC 

\ 

2500 Townsgate Rd., Suite E • Westlake Village, Ca 91 361 • 805.370.1338 • Fax 805.371.4693 
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Sample Retrieval • Drill Rig 

APPENDIX 

Laboratory Testing 

SL09.874 
June 30, 2009 

Samples of earth materials were obtained at frequent intervals by driving a thin-walled steel 
sampler conforming to ASTM D 3550-01 with successive drops of the a 140 pound hammer 
falling 30". The earth material was retained in brass rings of 2.416 inches inside diameter and 
1.00 inch height. The central portion of the sample was stored in close-fitting, water-tight 
containers for transportation to the laboratory. 

Moisture DensHy 

The field moisture content and dry density were determined for each of the soil samples. 
The dry density was determined in pounds per cubic foot following ASTM 2937-04. The 
moisture content was determined as a percentage of the dry soil weight conforming to 
ASTM 2216-05. The results are presented below in the following table. The percent 
saturation was calculated on the basis of an estimated specific gravity. 

Test Sample Dry Moisture Percent 
Pit/Boring Depth Density Content Saturation 

No. {Feet) Soil Type {pcf} (percent) · {Gs=2.65) 
B1 5 Alluvium 101.7 5.5 23 

B1 10 Alluvium 109.3 17.7 91 

B2 5 Alluvium 98.1 5.0 20 

B3 5 Alluvium 69.0 48.5 92 

B3 10 Alluvium 86.7 29.4 86 

B4 10 Alluvium 101.0 20.6 86 

Shear Strength 

The peak and ultimate shear strengths of the alluvium were determined by performing 
consolidated and drained direct shear tests in conformance with ASTM D3080-04. The tests 
were performed in a strain-controlled machine manufactured by GeoMatic. The rate of 
deformation was 0.01 inches per minute. Samples were sheared under varying confining 
pressures, as shown on the "Shear Test Diagrams," B-Piates. The moisture conditions during 
testing are shown on the following table and on the B-Piates. The samples indicated as 
saturated were artificially saturated in the laboratory. All saturated samples were sheared 
under submerged conditions. 

2500Townsgate Rd., Suite E• Westlake Village, Ca 91361• 805.370.1338• Fax 805.371.4693 
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Shear Strength (continued) 

Test Pit/ 
Borin No. 

B2 

B4 

Grain Size Distribution 

Dry Density 

10 

SL09.874 
June 30, 2009 

28.0 

The grain size distribution of selected soil samples was determined using sieves and a 
hydrometer in conformance with ASTM D422-63 (2007). The distribution of soil particle size is 
shown on the Grain Size Distribution charts. The test results are also presented on the table 
below. 

Test Pit/Boring Sample Sand Slit Clay 
No. De~h1Ftl Soli Type (%) (%) (~cJ_ 

B2 15 Silty Clay 10.7 34.1 55.2 

B2 20 Silty Clay 1.7 43.9 54.4 

B2 25 Silty Sand 64.9 28.0 7.0 

B2 30 Silty Sand 77.0 19.9 3.0 

B2 35 Silty Sand 76.1 19.9 4.1 

B2 40 Silty Sand 58.6 35.4 6.0 

2 
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PEAK ULTIMATE 

SHEAR DIAGRAM B-1 

JN: SL09.874 CONSULTANT JAl 
CLIENT: lrvjne/EMC-138 Culver Boulevard 

EARTH MATERIAL: ALLWIUM 

Phi Angle 35 32 degrees 
Average Moisture Content 
Average Dry Density (pcf} 
Percent Saturation 

24.8% 
99.6 

99.5% Cohesion 75 30 psf 

DIRECT SHEAR TEST • ASTM D-3080 
3.0 ~------~--------~------------------~------~---------
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GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS 

JOB#: SL09.874 CONSULT: JAI 
CLIENT: IRVINE\138 CULVER LLC 

GRAPH# 1 

Sample Location: Boring 2 Percent Sand(%) 
Sample Depth (feet) : 15 Percent Silt(%) 
Specific Gravity: 2.53 Percent Clay(%) 
Soil Classification: SILTY CLAY 
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GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS 

Sample Location: 
Sample Depth (feet): 
Specific Gravity: 
Soil Classification: 

JOB#: SL09.874 CONSULT: JAI 
CLIENT: IRVINE\138 CULVER LLC 

GRAPH# 2 

Boring 2 Percent Sand (%) 
20 Percent Slit(%) 

2. 58 Percent Clay (%) 
SILTY CLAY 

. I 

1.7% 
43.9% 
54.4% 

10.0000 1.0000 0.1000 0.0100 0.0010 

Particle Diameter (mm) 
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~SOIL 
GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS 

, LABWORKSur JOB#: SL09.874 CONSULT: JAI 

CLIENT: IRVINE\138 CULVER LLC 

GRAPH# 3 

Sample Location: Boring 2 Percent Sand(%) 64.9% 
28.0% 
7.0% 

Sample Depth (feet) : 25 Percent Silt(%) 
Specific Gravity: 2.47 Percent Clay(%) 
Soil Classification: SILTY SAND 
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JOB#: SL09.874 CONSULT: JAI 
CLIENT: IRVINE\138 CULVER LLC 

GRAPH# 4 

Sample Location: Boring 2 Percent Sand (%) 77.0% 
Sample Depth (feet) : 30 Percent Silt(%) 19.9% 
Specific Gravity: 2.62 Percent Clay(%) 3.0% 
Soil Classification: SILTY SAND 
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GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS 
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JOB#: SL09.874 CONSULT: JAI 
CLIENT: IRVINE\138 CULVER LLC F 

GRAPH# 5 

Sample Location: Boring 2 Percent Sand(%) 76.1% 
Sample Depth (feet) : 35 Percent Silt(%) 19.9% 
Specific Gravity: 2.47 Percent Clay (%) 4.1% 
Soil Classification: SILTY SAND 
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JOB#: SL09.874 CONSULT: JAI 
CLIENT: IRVINE\138 CULVER LLC 

GRAPH# 6 

Sample Location: Boring 2 Percent Sand (%) 58.6% 
Sample Depth (feet) : 40 Percent Silt(%) 35.4% 
Specific Gravity: 2.60 Percent Clay(%) 6.0% 
Soil Classification: SILTY SAND 
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APPENDIX II 

INTERPRETATION OF CONE PENETRATION TEST DATA 

A Cone Penetration Testing (CPT) program was carried out by Kehoe Testing and Engineering 
of Huntington Beach, California using an integrated electronic cone system. The CPT soundings 
were performed in accordance with ASTM standards (D5778-95). A 30 ton capacity cone was 
used for the soundings. This cone has a tip area of 15 square centimeters and friction sleeve 
area of 225 square centimeters. The cone is designed with an equivalent end area friction 
sleeve and a tip end area ratio of 0.85. 

The cones used during the program recorded the following parameters at 2.5 em depth 
intervals: 

-Tip Resistance (Qc) 
-Sleeve Friction (Fs) 

-Dynamic Pore Pressure (Ut) 
-Depth 

-Inclination 

The above parameters were recorded and viewed in real time using a portable computer and 
stored on the computer and back-up device for analysis and reference. 

The pore water pressure element, which is 5.0 mm thick and consists of porous plastic, is 
located directly behind the cone tip. Each of the elements were saturated in glycerine under 
vacuum pressure prior to penetration. A complete set of baseline reading was taken prior to 
each sounding to determine temperature shifts and any zero load offsets. Monitoring base line 
readings ensures that the cone electronics are operating properly. 

The cone was pushed using Kehoe's CPT rig, having a down pressure capacity of approximately 
30 tons. Four CPT soundings were performed on June 18, 2009. All of the CPT soundings were 
advanced to a depth of 60 feet. The test locations and depths were verified in the field by the 
personnel of Irvine Geotechnical. 

The cone penetration test data were averaged into one foot increments using the computer 
program CPTINT, version 5.0 developed byWangand Greig of the Civil Engineering Department 
of the University of British Columbia, 1991. The averaged data were interpreted by the project 
engineer following procedures by P. K. Robertson, 2,009 (Guide to Cone Penetration Testing 
for Geotechnical Engineering). The results are presented in tabular and graphical form. 

1451\. Siena Vladre Blvd., Suitt> 12 • P:tsndemt • Clllifornia • 'JII07 • Phnne: (J26-X44-(}641/1-"a": 626-604-0394 
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Appendix II -Page 2 

Penetration depths are referenced to existing ground surface. The stratigraphic interpretation 
is based on relationships between cone bearing (Qt), sleeve friction (Fs), and penetration pore 
pressure (Ut). The friction ratio (Rf), which is sleeve friction divided by cone bearing, is a 
calculated parameter which is used to infer soil behavior type. Generally, cohesive soils (clays) 
have high friction ratios, low cone bearing and generate large excess pore water pressures. 
Cohesion less soils (sands) have low friction ratios, high cone bearing and generate little in the 
way of excess pore water pressures. It should be noted that it is not always possible to clearly 
identify a soil type based on Qt, Fs and Ut. In these situations, experience and judgement and 
an assessment of the pore pressure dissipation data should be used to infer the soil behavior 
type. 

145 N. Sien·a Madre Bini., Suit(' 12 • Pasadena • California • 91107 • Phone: 626-S-1~-66~1/Fax: c,26-6tl-1-tiJI)~ 

I 
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138 CULVER BLVD LLC SPT BORING 1 - Page 1 IC 09036-1 

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS USING SPT DATA 

Use procedures established by T.L. Youd, et. al., 1996 NCEER-96-0022, SCEC SP117, CGS SP117A, 2008 Guidelines for 

Evaluating & Miti~ating Seismic Hazards & R.B. Seed, et. al., 2003, Recent Advances in Soil Liquefaction Engineering 

Horizontal Ground Accele ~ation (%g) 0.4 Energy Ratio CE (Auto-hammer) 1.25 

Analyzed Groundwater Depth (feet) 10.0 Borehole Diameter C8 (6 - 8") 1.15 

Average Wet Unit Weight (pcf) 125.0 Groundwater Depth in Boring {feet) 7.0 

Design Magnitude Earthquake 7.5 

Magnitude Scaling Factor (MSF) 1.0 

Blow Total Effective Fines Clay NCEER NCEER liquefaction 

Depth Count Stress Stress Content Content 1998 1998 Safely 

Boring (feet) Lithology (N80) {tonslft2) (tonslfi2) FC(%) (%) CR eN rd (N,)eo Cs {N,)&o.,. CSR CRR*MSF Factor 

Boring 1 5 Sand 4 0.3 0.3 0 0.75 1.45 0.99 6 1.10 6 0.2570 0.0787 0.31 

1 10 Sand 26 0.6 0.6 0 0.85 1.27 0.98 41 1.30 41 0.2539 - >1.25* 

1 15 Sand 20 0.9 0.8 0 0.85 1.17 0.97 28 1.28 28 0.3010 0.3873 1.29 

1 20 Sand 15 1.3 0.9 0 0.95 1.08 0.95 22 1.22 22 0.3303 0.2425 0.73 

1 25 Sand 22 1.6 1.1 0 0.95 1.00 0.94 30 1.30 30 0.3495 0.4697 1.34 

1 30 Sand 53 1.9 1.3 0 0.95 0.93 0.93 68 1.30 68 0.3624 - >1 .25* 

1 35 Sand 36 2.2 1.4 0 1.00 0.88 0.89 45 1.30 45 0.3593 - >1 .25* 

1 40 Sand 26 2.5 1.6 0 1.00 0.82 0.85 31 1.30 31 0.3526 0.5349 1.52 

1 45 Sand 73 2.8 1.7 0 1.00 0.78 0.81 82 1.30 82 0.3433 - >1 .25* 

1 50 Sand 75 3.1 1.9 0 1.00 0.74 0.77 80 1.30 80 0.3321 - >1 .25* 

1 60 Sand 77 3.8 2.2 0 1.00 0.67 0.69 74 1.30 74 0.3053 - >1.25* 

CRR 7.5 is not ~elined for (N1)60c:o greater than 30. Soils with (N1)60cs > 30 are considered too dense to liquefy (NCEER Workshop) 

(N,)eo = NMCNCECBCR (N1)socs = K5C5 (N1) 60 C5 (for no sample liner)= 1+(N1)oof100 
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138 CULVER BLVD LLC SPT BORING 2 - Page 1 IC 09036-1 

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS USING SPT DATA 

Use procedures established by T.L. Youd, et. al., 1996 NCEER-96-0022, SCEC SP117, CGS SP117A, 2008 Guidelines for 

Evaluating & Mitigating Seismic Hazards & R .B. Seed, et. al., 2003, Recent Advances in Soil Liquefaction Engineering 

Horizontal Gro~nd Acceleration (% g) 0.4 Energy Ratio CE (Auto-hammer) 1.25 

Analyzed Groundwater Depth (feet) 10.0 Borehole Diameter C6 (6- 8") 1.15 

Average Wet Unit Wei!lht (pcO 125.0 Groundwater Depth in Boring (feet) 7.0 

Design Magnitude Earthquake 7.5 

Magnitude Scaling Factor (MSF) 1.0 

Blow Total Effective Fines Clay NCEER NCEER Liquefaction 

Depth Count Stress Stress Content Content 1998 1998 Safety 

Boring (feet) Lithology (N80) (tonsilt2) (tons/ft2) FC(%) (%) CR eN rd (N,)so Cs (N1)6ocs CSR CRR*MSF Factor 

Boring 2 5 Sand 4 0.:! 0.3 0 0.75 1.45 0.99 6 1.10 6 0.2570 0.0787 0.31 

2 10 Sand 4 O.E 0.6 0 0.85 1.27 0.98 7 1.10 7 0.2539 0.0860 0.34 

2 15 Silty Clay 6 0.!: 0.8 89.3 55 0.85 1.17 0.97 9 1.10 15 0.3010 0.1625 -
2 20 Silty Clay 6 1.3 0.9 98.3 54 0.95 1.08 0.95 9 1.10 16 0.3303 0.1659 --
2 25 Silty Sand 4 1.6 1.1 35 0.95 1.00 0.94 5 1.10 12 0.3495 0.1270 0.36 

2 30 Silty Sand 14 1.9 1.3 22.9 0.95 0.93 0.93 18 1.18 24 0.3624 0.2676 0.74 

2 35 Silty Sand 9 2 ~. .L 1.4 24 1.00 0.88 0.89 11 1.11 17 0.3593 0.1778 0.49 

2 40 Silty Sand 13 2.5 1.6 41.4 1.00 0.82 0.85 15 1.15 23 0.3526 0.2644 0.75 

2 45 Sand 27 2.8 1.7 0 1.00 0.78 0.81 30 1.30 30 0.3433 0.4825 1.41 

2 50 Sand 29 3.1 1.9 0 1.00 0.74 0.77 31 1.30 31 0.3321 0.5298 1.60 

2 55 Sand 30 3.L 2.0 0 1.00 0.70 0.73 30 1.30 30 0.3193 0.4833 1.51 

2 60 Sand 35 3.8 2.2 0 1.00 0.67 0.69 34 1.30 34 0.3053 - >1 25* 

CRR 7 5 is not defined for (N1)60Cs greater lhan 30. Soils with (N1 )60Cs > 30 are considered loo dense to liquefy (NCEER Workshop) 

(N1loo = NMCNCfCaCR (N,Jsocs = KsCs(N1}oo Cs (for no sample liner)= 1+(N1)sof100 
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138 CULVER BlVD LLC CPT 1- Page 1 lC 09036-l 

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS USING CPT DATA 

Use procedures established by T.L. Youd, el. al ., 1996 NCEER-96-0022, SCEC SP117, CGS 
SP117A, 2008 Guidelines for Evaluating & Mitigating Seismic Hazards & R.B. Seed, et. al. , 2003, 

Recent Advances in Soil Liquefaction Engineering 

CPT 1 
Horizontal Ground Acceleration (% g) 0.4 N60 = Qc/5 per SP117A 

Analyzed Groundwater Depth (feel) 10 0 

Groundwater Depth Exploration (feet) 7.0 

Design Magnitude Earthquake 7.5 

Magnitude Scaling Factor (MSF) 1.0 

Unit Total Effective NCEER NCEER Liquefaction 

Depth Qc Weigh I Stress Stress 1998 1998 Safety 

(feet) (tsf) Lithology (pcf} (tons/ft2) (tons/ft2) Neo (N1)so CSR CRR*MSF Factor 

1 83.653 Gravelly Sand 100 0.050 0.050 12 25 0.2594 0.2910 NO WATER 

2 200.888 Gravelly Sand 100 0.100 0.100 31 61 0.2588 - NO WATER 

3 131 .473 Gravelly Sand 100 0.150 0.150 20 41 0.2582 ·- NO WATER 

4 58.740 Sand 100 0.200 0.200 10 20 0.2576 0.2102 NO WATER 

5 37.353 Sand 100 0.250 0.250 7 13 0.2570 0.1444 NO WATER 

6 27.700 Sand 100 0.300 0.300 5 10 0.2564 0.1095 NO WATER 

7 30.440 Sand 125 0.363 0.363 6 10 0.2558 0.1116 NO WATER 

8 36.793 Sand 125 0.425 0.394 7 11 0.2551 0.1240 NO WATER 

9 45.300 Sand 125 0.488 0.425 8 13 0.2545 0 .1401 NO WATER 

10 122.706 Sand 125 0.550 0.457 21 31 0.2692 0 .5230 1 94 

11 11g,447 Sand 125 0.613 0.488 20 29 0.2821 0.4180 1.48 

12 80.127 Sand 125 0.675 0.519 14 20 0.2934 0.2153 0.73 

13 54 .587 Sand 125 0 .738 0.550 10 14 0.3035 0 .1486 0.49 

14 106.950 Sand 125 0.800 0.582 18 24 0.3124 0 .2721 0.87 

15 105.533 Sand 125 0.863 0.613 18 23 0.3204 0.2645 0.83 

16 105.900 Sand 125 0.925 0.644 19 23 0.3277 0.2603 0.79 

17 89.187 Sand 125 0.988 0.676 16 19 0.3341 0.2072 0.62 

18 104.933 Sand 125 1.050 0.707 18 22 0.3400 0.2404 0.71 

19 147.975 Sand 125 1.113 0.738 25 29 0.3453 0.4094 1.19 

20 112.487 Sand 125 1.175 0.770 19 22 0.3501 0.2353 0.67 

21 129.200 Sand 125 1.238 0.801 22 25 0.3545 0.2945 0.83 

22 140.833 Sand 125 1.300 0.832 26 28 0.3585 0.3776 1.05 

23 180.406 Sand 125 1.363 0.863 32 34 0.3621 -- >1.25 

24 278.967 Sand 125 1.425 0.895 48 51 0 3655 ..... >1.25 

25 520.833 Gravelly Sand 125 1.488 0.926 81 84 0.3685 -- >1.25 

26 573.780 Gravelly Sand 125 1.550 o.g57 90 92 0.3713 -- >1 .25 

27 512.588 Gravelly Sand 125 1.613 0.989 84 85 0.3738 - >1.25 

28 465.040 Sand 125 1.675 1.020 81 80 0.3761 - >1 .25 

29 602.940 Sand 125 1.738 1.051 102 100 0.3783 - >1 .25 

30 622.973 Sand 125 1.800 1.083 106 101 0.3803 - >1 .25 

31 272.650 Sand 125 1.863 1.114 53 50 0.3797 -- >1.25 

32 60.827 Sandy Silt 125 1.925 1.145 16 15 0.3789 0.1562 0.41 

33 108.160 Sandy Silt 125 1.988 1.176 25 23 0.3779 0.2646 0.70 

34 139.140 Sand 125 2.050 1.208 29 27 0.3767 0.3286 0.87 

35 204.681 Sand 125 2.113 1.239 41 37 0.3754 -- >1.25 

36 131.787 Sandy Silt 125 2.175 1.270 32 28 0.3740 0.3680 0.98 

37 118.960 Silty Sand 125 2.238 1.302 28 24 0.3725 0.2815 0.76 

38 152 780 Silty Sand 125 2.300 1.333 35 30 0.3708 0.4606 1.24 

39 185.231 Silty Sand 125 2.363 1.364 41 35 0.3690 - >1 .25 

40 212.287 Sand 125 2.425 1.395 45 38 0.3671 - >1 .25 

41 215.080 Sand 125 2.488 1.427 44 37 0.3651 - >1 .25 

42 178.800 Silty Sand 125 2.550 1.458 38 32 0.3631 - >1 .25 

43 43.167 Silty Clay 125 2.613 1,489 14 11 0.3609 0.1229 0.34 



LEG1036

138 CULVER BLVD LLC CPT 1 ·Page 2 IC 09036·1 

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS USING CPT DATA 

Use procedures established by T.L. Youd, et. al., 1996 NCEER-96-0022, SCEC SP117, CGS 
SP117A, 2008 Guidelines for Evaluating & Mitigating Seismic Hazards & R.B. Seed , et. aJ., 2003, 

Recent Advances in Soil Liquefaction Engineering 

CPT 1 
Horizontal Ground Acceleration (o/o g) 0.4 N60 = Qc/5 per SP117A 

Analyzed Groundwater Depth (feet) 10.0 
Groundwater Depth Exploration (feet) 7.0 
Design Magnitude Earthquake 7.5 
Magnitude Scaling Factor (MSF) 1.0 

Unit Total Effective NCEER NCEER Liquefaction 
Depth Qc Weigh! Stress Stress 1998 1998 Safety 
(feet) (tsf) Lithology (pet) (tons/ft2) (tonslft2) N50 (N1l110 CSR CRR•MSF Factor 

44 301 .556 Sand 125 2.675 1.521 59 48 0.3586 - · >1 .25 
45 399.473 Sand 125 2.738 1.552 77 61 0.3563 - >1 .25 
46 432.267 Sand 125 2.800 1.583 82 65 0.3539 - >1.25 
47 457.053 Sand 125 2.863 1.615 85 67 0.3515 - >1.25 
48 433.825 Sand 125 2.925 1.646 83 64 0 3489 - >1.25 
49 468.560 Sand 125 2.988 1.677 89 69 0.3463 - >1.25 
50 446.147 Sand 125 3.050 1.708 81 62 0.3437 - >1 .25 
51 406.207 Sand 125 3.113 1.740 74 56 0.3410 - >1 .25 
52 423.744 Sand 125 3.175 1.771 75 57 0.3382 - >1.25 
53 409.253 Sand 125 3.238 1.802 78 58 0.3354 - >1.25 
54 376.000 Sand 125 3.300 1.834 71 52 0.3326 - >1.25 
55 399.287 Sand 125 3.363 1.865 76 56 0.3297 - >1.25 
56 464.394 Sand 125 3.425 1.896 82 60 0.3267 - >1.25 
57 450.653 Sand 125 3.488 1.928 83 60 0.3238 - >1.25 
58 452.553 Sand 125 3.550 1.959 83 60 0.3207 - >1 .25 
59 500.947 Sand 125 3.613 1.990 89 63 0.3177 - >1.25 
60 453.700 Sand 125 3.675 2.021 83 58 0.3146 - >1.25 



LEG1037

138 CULVER BLVD LLC CPT 2- Page 1 IC 09036-1 

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS USING CPT DATA 

Use procedures established by T.L. Youd, et. al., 1996 NCEER-96-0022, SCEC SP117, CGS 
SP117A, 2008 Guidelines for Evaluating & Mitigating Seismic Hazards & R.B. Seed, at. al., 2003, 

Recent Advances in Soil Liquefaction Engineering 

CPT2 
Horizontal Ground Acceleration (% g) 0.4 N60 = Qc/5 per SP117A 

Analyzed Groundwater Depth (feet) 10.0 

Groundwater Depth Exploration (feet) 7.0 

Design Magnitude Earthquake 7.5 

Magnitude Scaling Factor (MSF) 1.0 

Unit Total Effective NCEER NCEER Liquefaction 

Depth Qc Weight Stress Stress 1998 1998 Safety 
(feet) (tsf) Lithology (pcf) (tons/ft2) (tonslft2) Neo (N,)eo CSR CRR•MsF Factor 

1 106.600 Gravelly Sand 100 0.050 0.050 17 34 0.2594 -- NO WATER 
2 57.681 Sand 100 0.100 0.100 10 19 0.2588 0.2087 NO WATER 

3 28.133 Sand 100 0.150 0.150 5 11 0.2582 0.1220 NO WATER 

4 114.593 Gravelly Sand 100 0.200 0.200 18 36 0.2576 -- NO WATER 
5 76.893 Sand 100 0.250 0.250 13 26 0.2570 0.3023 NO WATER 
6 70.981 Sand 100 0.300 0.300 12 22 0.2564 0.2388 NO WATER 

7 83.707 Sand 125 0.438 0.438 15 22 0.2558 0.2473 NO WATER 

8 22.600 Silty Sand 125 0.500 0.469 5 8 0.2551 0.0922 NO WATER 
9 18.840 Sandy Silt 125 0.563 0.500 5 6 0.2545 0.0826 NO WATER 
10 64.063 Sand 125 0.625 0.531 12 16 0.2540 0.1740 0.69 

11 74.087 Sand 125 0.688 0.563 13 18 0.2654 0.1912 0.72 

12 62.420 Sand 125 0.750 0.594 11 15 0.2757 0.1586 0.58 

13 73.573 Sand 125 0.813 0.625 14 17 0.2850 0.1833 0.64 
14 60.569 Sand 125 0.675 0.657 11 14 0.2934 0.1483 0.51 
15 77.967 Sand 125 0.938 0.688 14 17 0.3010 0.1856 0.62 

16 95.640 Sand 125 1.000 0.719 18 21 0.3080 0.2243 0.73 
17 80.387 Sand 125 1.063 0.751 15 17 0.3143 0.1848 0.59 

18 96.867 Sand 125 1.125 0.782 17 19 0.3201 0.2092 0.65 
19 80.550 Sand 125 1.188 0.813 15 17 0.3254 0.1786 0.55 
20 93.833 Sand 125 1.250 0.844 17 19 0.3303 0.2007 061 

21 100.513 Sand 125 1.313 0.876 19 20 0.3348 0.2144 0.64 

22 37.280 Silty Sand 125 1.375 0.907 8 9 0.3390 0.1006 0.30 

23 51.919 Sand 125 1.438 0.938 11 11 0.3428 0.1236 0.36 
24 128.607 Sand 125 1.500 0.970 22 23 0.3463 0.2542 0.73 

25 92.320 Sand 125 1.563 1.001 18 18 0.3495 0.1914 0.55 

26 96.187 Sand 125 1 625 1.032 19 19 0.3525 0.1995 0.57 

27 135.556 Sand 125 1.688 1.064 25 24 0.3553 0.2784 0.78 
28 218.073 Sand 125 1.750 1.095 37 35 0.3579 --- >1.25 
29 167.473 Sand 125 1.813 1.126 32 30 0.3602 0.5044 1.40 
30 60.773 Sandy Silt 125 1 875 1.157 15 14 0.3625 0.1471 0.41 
31 43.531 Clayey Sill 125 1.938 1.189 12 11 0.3623 0.1221 0.34 
32 75.987 Sandy Silt 125 2.000 1.220 19 17 0.3618 0.1836 0.51 
33 77.940 Sandy Silt 125 2.063 1.251 20 18 0.3612 0.1916 0.53 
34 47.313 Silty Clay 125 2.125 1.283 14 12 0.3604 0.1357 0.38 
35 76.394 Sandy Sill 125 2.188 1.314 19 17 0.3595 0.1805 0.50 
36 61.180 Clayey Silt 125 2.250 1.345 17 15 0.3584 0.1601 0.45 
37 79.387 Clayey Silt 125 2.313 1.377 22 18 0.3572 0.1960 0.55 
38 198.387 Sand 125 2.375 1.408 41 35 0.3558 -- >1.25 
39 236.356 Sand 125 2.438 1.439 49 41 0.3544 - >1.25 
40 201.400 Sand 125 2.500 1.470 41 34 0.3528 - >1.25 
41 173.107 Silty Sand 125 2.563 1.502 39 32 0.3511 - >1.25 
42 56.680 Silty Clay 125 2.625 1.533 17 14 0.3493 0.1513 0.43 
43 350.227 Sand 125 2.688 1.564 67 54 0.3475 - >1.25 



LEG1038

138 CULVER BLVD LLC CPT 2- Page 2 IC 09036-1 

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS USING CPT DATA 

Use procedures established by T.L. Youd, et. al., 1ggs NCEER-96-0022, SCEC SP117, CGS 
SP117A, 2008 Guidelines for Evaluating & Mitigating Seismic Hazards & R.B. Seed, et. al., 2003, 

Recent Advances in Soil Liquefaction Engineering 

CPT2 
Horizontal Ground Acceleration (% g) 0.4 Nso = Qc/5 per SP117 A 

Analyzed Groundwater Depth (feet) 10.0 
Groundwaler Depth Exploration (feet) 7.0 
Design Magnitude Earthquake 7.5 
Magnitude Scaling Factor (MSF) 1.0 

Unit Total Effective NCEER NCEER Liquefaction 

Depth Qc Weight Stress Stress 1gg8 1gga Safety 
(feet) (tsf) Lithology (pcf) (tonslft2) (tonslft2) Neo (N,)IIO CSR CRR•MSF Factor 

44 375.756 Sand 125 2.750 1.596 71 56 0.3455 - >1 .25 
45 3g8,173 Sand 125 2.813 1.627 71 55 0.3435 - >1.25 
46 410.847 Sand 125 2.875 1.658 75 58 0.3414 - >1.25 
47 414.273 Sand 125 2.938 1.sgo 78 60 0.33g2 - >1.25 
48 3g7.450 Sand 125 3.000 1.721 74 57 0.336g -- >1.25 
4g 401.713 Sand 125 3.063 1.752 76 58 0.3346 -- >1.25 
50 413.840 Sand 125 3.125 1.783 77 58 0.3322 -- >1.25 
51 407.633 Sand 125 3.188 1.815 76 56 0.3298 -- >1.25 
52 417.313 Sand 125 3.250 1.846 75 55 0.3273 - >1.25 
53 371 .707 Sand 125 3.313 1.877 68 50 0.3247 -- >1.25 
54 367.og3 Sand 125 3.375 1.gog 71 52 0.3221 -- >1.25 
55 360.413 Sand 125 3.438 1.g4o 70 51 0.31g4 -- >1.25 
56 430.556 Sand 125 3.500 1.g71 80 57 0.3167 -- >1.25 
57 453.660 Sand 125 3.563 2.003 85 60 0.3140 - >1 .25 
58 486.927 Sand 125 3.625 2.034 93 65 0.3112 -- >1.25 
59 612 .553 Sand 125 3.688 2.065 112 78 0.3063 - >1.25 
60 598.144 Sand 125 3.750 2.096 101 70 0.3055 - >1.25 



LEG1039

138 CULVER BLVD LLC CPT 3- Page 1 IC 09036-1 

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS USING CPT DATA 

Use procedures established by T.L. Youd, et. al., 1996 NCEER-96-0022, SCEC SP117, CGS 
SP117A, 2008 Guidelines for Evaluating & Mitigating Seismic Hazards & R.B. Seed, et. al., 2003 , 

Recent Advances in Soil Liquefaction Engineering 

CPT 3 
Horizontal Ground Acceleration (% g) 0.4 N60 = Qc/5 per SP117A 

Analyzed Groundwater Depth (feet) 10.0 
Groundwater Depth Exploration (feet) 7.0 
Design Magnitude Earthquake 7.5 
Magnitude Scaling Factor (MSF) 1.0 

Unit Total Effective NCEER NCEER Liquefaction 

Depth Qc Weight Stress Stress 1998 1998 Safety 
(feet) (tsf) Lithology (pcf) (tonsltt2) (tons/ft2) Nea (N,)60 CSR CRR*MSF Factor 

1 183.587 Gravelly Sand 100 0.050 0.050 27 54 0.2594 - NO WATER 
2 134.219 Gravelly Sand 100 0.100 0.100 20 40 0.2588 - NO WATER 
3 65.407 Gravelly Sand 100 0.150 0.150 10 20 0.2582 0.2216 NO WATER 
4 37.087 Sand 100 0.200 0.200 6 13 0.2576 0.1370 NO WATER 
5 20.613 Sand 100 0.250 0.250 4 8 0.2570 0.0940 NO WATER 
6 19.100 Sand 100 0.300 0.300 4 7 0.2564 0.0866 NO WATER 
7 21 .447 Sand 125 0.438 0.438 4 7 0.2558 0.0853 NO WATER 
8 23.580 Sand 125 0.500 0.469 5 7 0.2551 0.0882 NO WATER 
9 24.033 Sand 125 0.563 0.500 5 7 0.2545 0.0880 NO WATER 
10 23.438 Silty Sand 125 0.625 0.531 5 7 0.2540 0.0863 0.34 
11 29.580 Sand 125 0.688 0,563 6 8 0.2654 0.0974 0.37 
12 23.927 Sandy Silt 125 0.750 0.594 6 7 0.2757 0.0907 0.33 
13 9.827 Clayey Silt 125 0.813 0.625 3 4 0.2850 0.0627 0.22 
14 14.425 Clayey Silt 125 0.875 0.657 4 5 0.2934 0.0717 0.24 
15 10.420 Clayey Silt 125 0.938 0.688 3 4 0.3010 0.0631 0.21 
16 10.707 Silty Clay 125 1.000 0.719 3 4 0.3080 0.0642 0.21 
17 10.147 Silly Clay 125 1.063 0.751 3 4 0.3143 0.0624 0.20 
18 11 .027 Clayey Silt 125 1.125 0782 3 4 0.3201 0.0636 0.20 
19 11.119 Silty Clay 125 1.188 0 813 4 4 0.3254 0.0641 0.20 
20 9.640 Silly Clay 125 1.250 0.844 3 4 0.3303 0.0617 0.19 
21 10.453 Silly Clay 125 1.313 0.876 3 4 0.3348 0.0618 0.18 
22 18.680 Sandy Silt 125 1.375 0.907 5 5 0.3390 0.0715 0.21 
23 22.575 Silly Sand 125 1.438 0.938 5 5 0.3428 0.0748 0.22 
24 25.580 Silty Sand 125 1.500 0.970 6 6 0.3463 0.0790 0.23 
25 15 .273 Sandy Silt 125 1.563 1.001 4 4 0,3495 0.0660 0.19 
26 11.707 Silty Clay 125 1.625 1.032 4 4 0.3525 0.0628 0.18 
27 13.325 Silty Clay 125 1.688 1.064 4 4 0.3553 0.0664 0.19 
28 24.027 Sandy Silt 125 1.750 1.095 6 6 0.3579 0.0776 0.22 
29 53.320 Sand 125 1.813 1.126 11 11 0.3602 0.1189 0.33 
30 58 . 2~0 Silty Sand 125 1.876 1.157 13 12 0.3625 0.1287 0.36 
31 78.969 Sand 125 1.938 1.189 16 15 0.3623 0.1591 0.44 
32 157.800 Sand 125 2.000 1.220 28 25 0.3010 0.3012 0.83 
33 27.707 Sandy Silt 125 2.063 1.251 7 6 0.3612 0.0829 0.23 
34 60.273 Silly Sand 125 2.125 1.283 13 11 0.3604 0.1264 0.35 
35 38.088 Sandy Silt 125 2.188 1.314 9 a 0.3595 0.0979 0.27 
36 31.293 Sandy Silt 125 2.250 1.345 8 7 0.35a4 0.0885 0.25 
37 77 .080 Sand 125 2.313 1.377 16 13 0.3572 0.1447 0.41 
38 82 493 Sand 125 2.375 1.408 17 14 0.3558 0.1531 0.43 
39 56.769 Silty Sand 125 2.438 1.439 13 11 0.3544 0.1209 0.34 
40 39.360 Sandy Silt 125 2.500 1.470 10 a 0.3528 0.0993 0.28 
41 148.380 Sand 125 2.563 1.502 30 24 0.3511 0.2781 0.79 
42 149.214 Silty Sand 125 2.625 1.533 33 26 0.3493 0.3219 0.92 
43 170.903 Sand 125 2.688 1.564 35 28 0.3475 0.3832 1.10 



LEG1040

138 CULVER BLVD LLC CPT 3- Page 2 IC 09036-1 

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS USING CPT DATA 

Use procedures established by T.L. Youd, et. al., 1996 NCEER-96-0022, SCEC SP117, CGS 
SP117A, 2008 Guidelines for Evaluating & Mitigating Seismic Hazards & RB. Seed, et. al., 2003, 

Recent Advances in Soil Liquefaction Engineering 

CPT3 
Horizontal Ground Acceleration (% g) 0.4 N110 = Qc/5 per SP117A 
Analyzed Groundwater Depth (feet) 10.0 
Groundwater Depth Exploration (feet) 7.0 
Design Magnitude Earthquake 7.5 
Magnitude Scaling Factor (MSF) 1.0 

Unit Total Effective NCEER NCEER Liquefaction 
Depth Qc Weight Stress Stress 1998 1998 Safety 
(feet) (tsf) Lithology (pel) (tonslft2) (tonslft2) Nllll (N,)w CSR CRR•MSF Factor 

44 170.620 Sand 125 2.750 1.596 35 28 0.3455 0.3687 1.07 
45 160.912 Sand 125 2.813 1.627 34 26 0.3435 0.3202 0.93 
46 147.107 Sand 125 2.875 1.658 30 24 0.3414 0.2657 0.78 
47 168.487 Sand 125 2.938 1.690 33 25 0.3392 0.3017 0.89 
48 255.962 Sand 125 3.000 1.721 47 36 0.3369 - >1 .25 
49 235.220 Sand 125 3.063 1.752 45 34 0.3346 --- >1.25 
50 200.410 Sand 125 3.125 1.783 40 30 0.3322 0.4731 1.42 
51 210.400 Sand 125 3.188 1.815 42 31 0.3298 - >1.25 
52 225.220 Sand 125 3.250 1.846 44 33 0.3273 - >1 .25 
53 221 .123 Sand 125 3.313 1.877 44 32 0.3247 - >1.25 
54 220.780 Sand 125 3.375 1.909 44 32 0.3221 - >1.25 
55 225.005 Sand 125 3.438 1.940 44 32 0.3194 -- >1.25 
56 233 450 Sand 125 3.500 1.971 45 32 0.3167 -- >1 .25 
57 228.980 Sand 125 3.563 2.003 45 32 0.3140 -- >1 .25 
58 232.440 Sand 125 3.625 2.034 45 32 0.3112 -- >1.25 
59 250.300 Sand 125 3.688 2.065 48 33 0.3083 -- >1.25 
60 252.305 Sand 125 3.750 2.096 47 33 0.3055 -- >1 .25 



LEG1041

138 CULVER BLVD LLC CPT 4. Page 1 IC 09036-1 

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS USING CPT DATA 

Use procedures established by T.L. Youd, et. al., 1996 NCEER-96-0022, SCEC SP117, CGS 
SP117A. 2008 Guidelines for Evaluating & Mitigating Seismic Hazards & R.B. Seed, et. al., 2003, 

Recent Advances in Soil Liquefaction Engineering 

CPT4 
Horizontal Ground Acceleration (%g) 0.4 N60 = Qc/5 per SP117A 

Analyzed Groundwater Depth (feet) 10.0 
Groundwater Depth Exploration (feet) 7.0 
Design Magnitude Earthquake 7.5 
Magnitude Scaling Factor (MSF) 1.0 

Unit Total Effective NCEER NCEER Liquefaction 

Depth Qc Weigh! Stress Stress 1998 1998 Safety 
(feet) (tsf) Lithology (pcf) (tonslft2) (tonslft2) N80 (N,leo CSR CRR*MSF Factor 

1 271 .947 Sand 100 0.050 0.050 49 98 0.2594 -- NO WATER 
2 165.294 Gravelly sand 100 0.100 0.100 26 53 0.2588 -- NO WATER 
3 114.953 Gravelly Sand 100 0.150 0.150 18 37 0.2582 --- NO WATER 
4 54.740 Sand 100 0.200 0.200 9 18 0.2576 0.1952 NO WATER 
5 36.673 Sand 100 0.250 0.250 6 13 0.2570 0.1391 NO WATER 
6 31 .356 Sand 100 0 300 0.300 6 10 0.2564 0 1162 NO WATER 
7 24.240 Sand 125 0.438 0.438 5 7 0.2558 0.0892 NO WATER 
8 38.973 Sand 125 0.500 0.469 7 11 0.2551 0.1187 NO WATER 
g 118.920 Sand 125 0.563 0.500 21 29 0.2545 0.4113 NO WATER 

10 77.813 Sand 125 0.625 0.531 14 20 0.2540 0.2125 0 84 
11 69.793 Sand 125 0.688 0.563 13 17 0.2654 0.1815 0.68 
12 96.447 Sand 125 0.750 0.594 17 22 0.2757 0.2477 0.90 
13 14.927 Sandy Silt 125 0.813 0.625 4 5 0.2850 0.0729 0.26 
14 8.238 Sandy Silt 125 0.875 0.657 2 3 0.2934 0.0576 0.20 
15 9.040 Sandy Silt 125 0.938 0.688 3 3 0.3010 0.0593 0.20 
16 9300 Clayey Silt 125 1 000 0.719 3 3 0.3080 0.0593 0.19 
17 24.120 Silty Sand 125 1.063 0.751 6 6 0.3143 0.0829 0.26 
18 36.467 Silty Sand 125 1.125 0.782 8 9 0.3201 0.1041 0.33 
19 85.600 Sand 125 1.1 88 0.813 16 18 0.3254 0.1907 0.59 
20 87 787 Sand 125 1 250 0.844 16 18 0.3303 0.1901 0.58 
21 83.113 Sand 125 1.313 0.876 16 17 0.3348 0.1804 0.54 
22 48.960 Silty Sand 125 1.375 0.907 11 12 0.3390 0.1304 0.38 
23 81.281 Sand 125 1.438 0.938 17 17 0.3428 0.1827 0.53 
24 32 867 Sandy Silt 125 1.500 0.970 8 8 0.3463 0.0974 0.28 
25 38.987 Silty Sand 125 1.563 1.001 8 8 0 .3495 0.0991 0.28 
26 33.240 Sandy Silt 125 1.625 1.032 8 8 0 3525 0.0952 0.27 
27 45.956 Silty Sand 125 1.688 1.064 11 10 0.3553 0.1149 0.32 
28 125.793 Sand 125 1.750 1.095 24 23 0.3579 0.2532 0.71 
29 188.547 Sand 125 1.813 1.126 33 31 0.3602 -- >1.25 
30 244 1!'i3 Sanc1 P!'i 1.875 1.1 57 42 39 0.3625 -- "'1.25 
31 294.344 Sand 125 1.938 1.189 49 45 0.3623 -- "'1.25 
32 147.540 Sand 125 2.000 1.220 29 26 0.3618 0.3114 0.86 
33 207.113 Sand 125 2.063 1.251 36 32 0.3612 - >1.25 
34 323.967 Sand 125 2.125 1.283 54 48 0.3604 -- >1.25 
35 253.669 Sand 125 2.188 1.314 43 38 0.3595 - >1.25 
36 220.767 Sand 125 2.250 1.345 41 35 0.3564 - >1.25 
37 201.240 Sand 125 2.313 1.377 36 31 0.3572 -· >1.25 
38 83633 Sandy Silt 125 2.375 1 408 20 17 0.3558 0.1833 0.52 
39 142.637 Silty Sand 125 2.438 1.439 31 26 0.3544 0.3185 0.90 
40 132.427 Silty Sand 125 2.500 1.470 30 24 0.3528 0.2601 0 79 
41 32.513 Clay 125 2.563 1.502 11 9 0.3511 0.1059 0.30 
42 39 .080 Silty Clay 125 2.625 1.533 12 10 0.3493 0.1117 0.32 
43 346.853 Sand 125 2.688 1.564 66 53 0.3475 - "'1.25 



LEG1042

138 CULVER BL.VD L.L.C CPT 4- Page 2 IC 09036-1 

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS USING CPT DATA 

Use procedures established by T.L. Youd, et. al., 1996 NCEER-96-0022, SCEC SP117, CGS 
SP117A, 2008 Guidelines for Evaluating & Mitigating Seismic: Hazards & R.B. Seed, et. al., 2003, 

Recent Advances in Soil Liquefaction Engineering 

CPT4 
Horizontal Ground Acceleration (% g) 0.4 Nao = Qc/5 per SP117A 

Analyzed Groundwater Depth (feet) 10.0 

Groundwater Depth Exploration (feet) 7.0 

Design Magnitude Earthquake 7.5 
Magnitude Scaling Factor (MSF) 1.0 

Unit Total Effective NCEER NCEER Liquefaction 

Depth Qc Weigh I Stress Stress 1998 1998 Safety 
(feet) (!sf) Lithology (pcf) (tons/ft2) (tons/ft2) Nso (N,)so CSR CRR•MSF Factor 

44 400.850 Sand 125 2.750 1.596 74 58 0.3455 -- >1.25 
45 404.320 Sand 125 2.813 1.627 77 60 0.3435 -- >1.25 
46 393.120 Sand 125 2.875 1.658 76 59 0.3414 -· >1.25 
47 376.807 Sand 125 2.938 1.690 71 55 0.3392 ·- >1.25 
48 239.356 Sand 125 3.000 1 721 45 34 0.3369 - >1.25 
49 293.487 Sand 125 3.063 1.752 56 42 0.3346 ·- >1.25 
50 348.707 Sand 125 3.125 1.783 65 49 0.3322 -- >1.25 
51 401.560 Sand 125 3.186 1.815 74 55 0.3298 --· >1.25 
52 448.950 Sand 125 3.250 1.846 61 60 0.3273 ·- >1.25 
53 429.993 Sand 125 3.313 1.877 76 55 0.3247 - >1.25 
54 536.120 Sand 125 3.375 1.909 92 66 0.3221 -- >1.25 

55 478.360 Sand 125 3.438 1.940 85 61 0.3194 ·-- >1.25 
56 427.369 Sand 125 3.500 1.971 82 58 0.3167 - >1.25 
57 428.173 Sand 125 3.563 2.003 60 57 0.3140 -- >1.25 
56 436.080 Sand 125 3.625 2.034 79 55 0.3112 --- >1.25 
59 448.300 Sand 125 3.688 2.065 86 60 0.3063 -- >1.25 
60 436.911 Sand 125 3.750 2.096 80 55 0.3055 - >1.25 
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APPENDIX Ill Osummary CPT1 
***************************************************************** 

ALLPILE 7 
VERTICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OUTPUT 

Copyright by CivilTech software 
www.civiltechsoftware.com 

***************************************************************** 
TOTAL LOADS: 

vertical Load, Q: 150.0 -kp 
Load Factor for vertical Loads: 1.0 

Loads supported by Pile cap: 0 % 

PILE PROFILE: 
Pile Length, L= 21.0 -ft 
Top Height, H= 0 -ft 
slope Angle, As= 0 
Batter Angle, Ab= 0.00 Batter Factor, Kbat= 1.00 

SINGLE PILE: 
Deduction factor due to Group Effect, R=Rfront*Rside= 1.00 
vertical Load= 150.00 -kp 

Single Pile vertical Analysis: 
Total Ultimate Capacity (Down)= 402.574-kp Total Ultimate Capacity (Up)= 

22.339-kp 
Total Allowable capacity (Down)= 205.924-kp Total Allowable capacity (Up)= 

13. 487-kp 
weight above Ground= 0.00 Total weight= 4.64-kp *Soil weight is 

not included 
side Resistance (Down)= 27.820-kp side Resistance (Up)= 17.704-kp 
Tip Resistance (Down)= 374.754-kp Tip Resistance (UP)= 0.000-kp 
Negative Friction, Qneg= -0.569-kp, which has been subtracted from Total 

Ultimate Capacity (Down) 
Negative friction does not affect Total ultimate Capacity (up) 

At work Load= 150.00-kp , Settlement= 0.08983-in 
At Work Load= 150.00- kp, secant stiffness Kqx= 1669.79-kp/-in 
At Allowable Settlement= 1.000-in, Capacity= 99999.00-kp 

. work Load, 150.00- kp, OK with the capacity at Allowable settlement= 1.00-in, 
capacity= 99999.00- kp 

wo rk Load, 150.00-kp, OK with the Allowable capacity (Down)= 205.92-kp 

FACTOR OF SAFETY: 
FSside FStip FSuplif FSweight 
1.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 

Note: If the program cannot find a result or the result exceeds the upper limit. 
The result will be displayed as 99999. 
1 1 1 0 1 

Page 1 
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ALL-PILE 

Depth (Zp) 
from 

Pile Top -fl. 
0 

MITech Sollware www cMn.ech..com 

Vertical Stress -kplf2 

-2.00 0 

Licensed to Jon A Irvine Irvine Geotechnical Inc. 

SOIL STRESS, SIDE RESISTANCE, & AXIAL FORCE vs DEPTH 
Based on Ultimate Load Condition 

Side Resistance-kp/f2 Axial Force -kp 
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ALL-PILE 

Ern 

CivtiTech Software www.tivillech oom Licensed to Jon J.. ll'lline ll'lline Geotechnical Inc. 

ALLOWABLE CAPACITY vs FOUNDATION DEPTH 
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Vertical Load vs. Settlement 
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CPT2 Osummary 
***************************************************************** 

ALLPILE 7 
VERTICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OUTPUT 

copyright by civilTech software 
www.civiltechsoftware.com 

***************************************************************** 
TOTAL LOADS: 

vertical Load, Q: 150.0 -kp 
Load Factor for Vertical Loads: 1.0 

Loads Supported by Pile Cap: 0% 

PILE PROFILE: 
Pile Length, L= 36.0 -ft 
Top Height, H= 0 -ft 
slope Angle, As= 0 
Batter Angle, Ab= 0.00 Batter Factor, Kbat= 1.00 

SINGLE PILE: 
Deduction factor due to Group Effect, R=Rfront*Rside= 1.00 
vertical Load= 150.00 -kp 

single Pile vertical Analysis: 
Total ultimate capacity (Down)= 756.398-kp Total Ultimate Capacity (Up)= 

39.607-kp 
Total Allowable capacity (Down)= 383.896-kp Total Allowable capacity (Up)= 

23.777-kp 
weight above Ground= 0.00 Total Weight= 7.95-kp *soil weight is 

not includea 
side Resistance (Down)= 34.181-kp side Resistance (Up)= 31.661-kp 
Tip Resistance (Down)= 722.218-kp Tip Resistance (Up)= 0.000-k~ 
Negative Friction, Qneg= -10.362-kp, which has been subtracted from Total 

Ultimate capacity (Down) 
Negative friction does not affect Total Ultimate Capacity (Up) 

At Work Load= 150.00-kp, settlement= 0.08798-in 
At Work Load= 150.00-kp, Secant stiffness Kqx= 1704.84-kp/-in 
At Allowable settlement= 1.000-in, capacity= 99999.00-kp 
work Load, 150.00-kp, OK with the capacity at Allowable Settlement= 1.00-in, 

capacity= 99999.00-kp 
work Load, 150.00-kp, OK with the Allowable capacity (Down)= 383.90-kp 

FACTOR OF SAFETY: 
FSside FStip FSUplif FSweight 
1.~ l.O 2.0 1.0 

Note: If the program cannot find a result or the result exceeds the upper limit. 
The result will be displayed as 99999. 
1 1 1 0 1 

Page 1 
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FOUNDATION PROFILE & SOIL CONDITIONS 
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Vertical Load vs. Settlement 
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AllOWABLE CAPACITY vs FOUNDATION DEPTH 
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Osummary CPT3 
***************************************************************** 

ALLPILE 7 
VERTICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OUTPUT 
Copyright by civilTech software 

www.civiltechsoftware.com 
***************************************************************** 
TOTAL LOADS: 

vertical Load, Q: 150.0 -kp 
Load Factor for vertical Loads: 1.0 

Loads Supported by Pile Cap: 0 % 

PILE PROFILE: 
Pile Length, L= 50.0 -ft 
Top He i ght, H= 0 -ft 
slope Angle, As= 0 
Batter Angle, Ab= 0.00 Batter Factor, Kbat= 1.00 

SINGLE PILE: 
Deduction factor due to Group Effect, R=Rfront*Rside= 1.00 
vertical Load= 150.00 -kp 

Single Pile vertical Analysis: 
Total ultimate capacity (Down)= 363.910-kp Total Ultimate capacity (Up)= 

91. 705-kp 
Total Allowable capacity (Down)= 181.689-kp Total Allowable capacity (Up)= 

51. 370-kp 
weight above Ground= 0.00 Total weight= 11.04-kp *Soil Weight is 

not included 
side Resistance (Down)= -1.598-kp Side Resistance (up)= 80.669-kp 
Tip Resistance (Down)= 365.509-kp Tip Resistance (Up)= 0.000-kp 
Negative Friction, Qneg= -63.690-kp, which has been subtracted from Total 

Ultimate capacity (Down) 
Negative friction does not affect Total ultimate Capacity (Up) 

At wo rk Load= 150.00- kp , settlement= 0.18384-in 
At wo rk Load= 150.00-kp, secant Stiffness Kqx= 815.92-kp/-in 
At Allowable settlement= 1.000- in, capacity= 99999.00-kp 
work Load, 150.00-kp , OK with the capacity at Allowable Settlement= 1.00-in, 

ca pacity~ 99999.00-kp 
work Load , 150 .00-kp, OK with the Allowable capacity (Down)= 181.69-kp 

FACTOR OF SAFETY: 
FSside FStip FSuplif FSweight 
1.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 

Note: If the program cannot find a result or the result exceeds the upper limit. 
The result will be displayed as 99999. 
0 1 0 0 1 

Page 1 
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FOUNDATION PROFILE & SOIL CONDITIONS 
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Vertical Load vs. Settlement 
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ALLOWABLE CAPACITY vs FOUNDATION DEPTH 
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CPT4 Osummary 
***************************************************************** 

ALLPILE 7 
VERTICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OUTPUT 

Copyright by CivilTech software 
www.civiltechsoftware.com 

***************************************************************** 
TOTAL LOADS: 

Vertical Load, Q: 150.0 -kp 
Load Factor for vertical Loads: 1.0 

Loads supported by Pile cap: 0% 

PILE PROFILE: 
Pile Length, L= 27.0 -ft 
Top Height, H= 0 -ft 
slope Angle, As= 0 
Batter Angle, Ab= 0.00 Batter Factor, Kbat= 1.00 

SINGLE PILE: 
Deduction factor due to Group Effect, R=Rfront*Rside= 1.00 
vertical Load= 150.00 -kp 

single Pile vertical Analysis: 
Total Ultimate Capacity (Down)= 436.778-kp Total ultimate capacity (Up)= 

27. 776-kp 
Total Allowable capacity (Down)= 220.895-kp Total Allowable capacity (Up)= 

16.867-kp 
Weight above Ground= 0.00 Total Weight= 5.96-kp *Soil Weight is 

not included 
Side Resistance (Down)= 15.038-kp side Resistance (Up)= 21.816-kp 
Tip Resistance (Down)= 421.740-kp Tip Resistance (Up)= 0.000-k~ 
Negative Friction, Qneg= -10.207-kp, which has been subtracted from Total 

ultimate Capacity (Down) 
Negative friction does not affect Total ultimate capacity (Up) 

At work Load= 150.00-kp , Settlement= 0.10062-in 
At Work Load= 150.00- kp, secant stiffness Kqx= 1490.78-kp/-in 
At Allowable settlement= 1.000- i n capacity= 99999.00-kp 
work Load , 150.00-kp, OK with the Capacity at Allowable Settlement= 1.00-in, 

capacity= 99999.00- kp 
wo rk Load, 150.00-kp, OK with the- Allowable capacity (Down)= 220.90-kp 

t-A(JOK Or SAt-EI'Y: 
FSside FStip FSuplif FSweight 
1.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 

Note: If the program cannot find a result or the result exceeds the upper limit. 
The result will be displayed as 99999. 
1 1 1 0 1 

Page 1 
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All-PILE 

EO] 

• :;viiTech Sollware www.civlltech.com Licensed to Jon A Irvine Irvine Geotechnical In<: 

ALLOWABLE CAPACITY vs FOUNDATION DEPTH 
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ALL-f'ILE Civi!Tech Software www.cNiHech.COITl Ucensed lo Jon _II\ Irvine Irvine Geotechi'W:al Inc 

FOUNDATION PROFILE & SOIL CONDITIONS 

Displacement pile: Higher friction. 
Stinger helps smoothen driving. 
Pile has two sections. H-section 
on tip. 

Depth 
from 
Ground-ft 

FOUNDATION PROPERTIES 

fo 
f.-

5 

10 

15 

20 

,_ 

25 

30 

ru 

Depth 
00 

27 ,0 

Width-in A'-in2 Per.-in l'-in4 
18 497.1 56.5 5931 1 

Concrete {smooth) 

Civi/Tech 
c-,ftware 

E-l<pfo2 
3000 

W -kp/f 
0.331 

---

Batter Angle=O 

Qj__M 
t;+~ ,... 

I I 

j 

u 
(Pile diameter not to scale) 

Depth 
0.0 

18.0 

21.0 

22.0 

y-lb/13 
53.5 

63.5 

60.5 

63.6 

. ·~ ~ ~·- .. · -· ··- ~ 

27.0 59.4 

Surface Angle=O 

SOIL PROPERTIES 

' G-l<p~- k-lbfo3 e50% 
33.4 0. 00 35.9 

Sand/Gravel 

39.2 0.00 128.9 
Sand/Gravel 

------
37.8 0.00 91.3 

Sand/Gravel 

39.2 0.00 129.6 
Sand/Gravel 

.. . 
36.7 0.00 71.2 

Sand/Gravel 

Figure 1 
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ALL-PILE 

Eal 

:.v;rr ecn Software W>NN dviltech com Ucensed to Jon A Irvine Irvine Gooteehnicallnc. 

Vertical Load vs. Settlement 
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1998 

0 

6.6 

(2) 

7.1 

• (2) 

7.1 

• (7) 

7.1 

• (12) 

2.5 

Kilometers 

SEISMIC HAZARD EVALUATION OF THE VENICE QUADRANGLE 

VENICE 7.5 MINUTE QUADRANGLE AND PORTIONS OF 
ADJACENT QUADRANGLES 

10% EXCEEDANCE IN 50 YEARS PEAK GROUND ACCELERATION 

1998 

7.1 

(2) 

7.1 

(2) 

7.1 

(7) 

5 

PREDOMINANT EARTHQUAKE 
Magnitude (Mw) 
(Distance (km)) 

7.1 

• (2) 

7.1 

• (2) 

Department of Conservation 
Division of Mines and Geology 

Figure 3.4 
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0 

SEISMIC HAZA.RD EVA.UJATION OF THE VENICE QUADRANGLE 

VENICE 7.5 MINUTE QUADRANGLE AND PORTIONS OF 
ADJACENT QUADRANGLES 

10% EXCEEDANCE IN 50 YEARS PEAK GROUND ACCELERA T/ON (g) 
1998 
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0 45 
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0.4 't 
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Kilometers 

0 ~5 

0 43 
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ALLUVIUM CONDITIONS 

(t,<\0, 

• 

Department of Conservation 
Division of Mines and Geology 

Figure 3.3 • 
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IRVI E 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 
r- ~ 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
GEOTECHNICAL Inc DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level pad 

BORING 1 Page 1 of 3 
..... 

~ 
c: c: 

4) ~...c:::-
4) 

·2l::c 0 
(/) 4) ~Z' .~::.~ 0.8_ 0.-- a._ ::I ~ ~ ~ (.)"8 ali E o. 4) IJ) 0 ~ ~ :::l .2' 0 <II 4) Lithologic Description E ,., COQ)~ ~.2 a~s ::I ~ 3(.) >,2! 4),2! 

<Ill- (/)o~ a ~ 
(;j 4)~ o~ 

(/) m ~ (/) [j 

SM 11 .0 0 FILL: Silty Sand, light brown, slightly moist, loose 
to dense 

10.0 1 

9.0 2 
ALLUVIUM: Sand, fine to medium grained, grey-

• 8.0 3 brown, moist, medium dense 

7.0 4 

R 5 6 5.5 101 .7 23 sw 6.0 5 

5.0 6 

4.0 7 -~~9Y~P~~~~~ ---~-- -- ---------
3.0 8 

2.0 9 

R 10 42 17.7 109.3 91 SM 1.0 10 -------- ----- -- -- ---- ------- ----
Silty Sand, fine to medium grained, green-grey, 

0.0 11 wet, dense 

-1 .0 12 

-2.0 13 

-3 .0 14 

R 15 7/9/11 - - - SP -4.0 15 ------------ -------------------- · Sand, medium grained, green-grey, wet, dense, 
-5.0 16 shell fragments 

-6.0 17 

-7.0 18 

-8.0 19 

SPT 20 71718 - --- - SP -9.0 20 
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IRVI 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC ,.., 
~ DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

~ECHNICAL Inc 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 

DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level pad 

BORING 1 Page 3 of 3 

Qi ~ ~.:CC' 
c:: c:: 

Q) ~..r:::.- o._ 0 1/J Q) ~z- a:m a.~ 0.-- "' ~ ~~ t)"O E o. cu "' 0 'V.i ~ ::> .2' 0 til Q) Lithologic Description E >- ~.E ·o ~ 5~~ 
~ 0 1/J 0 >~ Q)~ 

~~--
caCD~ .a~ ::>0 1/Jc~ Ql~ c ~ 

iXi ~ til iii 1/J 

SPT 40 12/13/1 3 -- -- - SM -29.0 40 Silty Sand, fine grained, tan to light brown, dense 

-30.0 41 

-31 .0 42 

-32.0 43 

-33.0 44 

SPT 45 23/50 --- - -- sw -34.0 45 -- -- -- ------ ------- --------- ----
Sand, medium grained , light brown, wet, very 

-35.0 46 dense 

-36.0 47 

' -37.0 48 

-38.0 49 

SPT 50 25/50 -- - - SP -39.0 50 ~-- -- ------ - ---- - -------------- - -
Sand, medium grained, light brown, wet, very 

-40.0 51 dense 

-41 .0 52 

-42.0 53 

-43.0 54 

SPT 55 25/50 -- --- - SP -44.0 55 ----- ------- ---- ------------ ---
Sand, medium grained, orange-brown to brown, 

-45.0 56 
wet, very dense 

-46.0 57 

-47.0 58 

-48.0 59 

SPT 60 27/50 -- -- --- SP -49.0 60 END 81 @ 60': Water at 7', Fill to 2' 
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LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level 

BORING 2 

SM 

R 5 6 5.0 98.1 20 sw 

R 10 7 

SPT 15 2/3/3 

SPT 20 2/3/3 

Lithologic Description 

11.0 o FILL: Silty Sand, light brown, slightly moist, loose 

10.0 

9.0 2 

8.0 3 

7.0 4 

6.0 
ALLUVIUM: Sand, orange-brown, moist, medium 

5 dense 

5.0 6 

4.0 7 gBQ~~p~~T~~---- -~-----------
3.0 8 

2.0 9 

1.0 10 
Silty Clay, green-grey, wet, stiff, shell fragments 

0.0 11 

-1.0 12 

-2.0 13 

-3.0 14 

-4.0 15 -------------------------------
Silty Clay, green-grey, soft to firm, shell fragments 

-5.0 16 

-6.0 17 

-7.0 18 

-8.0 19 

-9.0 20 

----- ···----.. ·-- --
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IRVINE 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level 

BORING 2 2 of 3 
.... 

!!! 
c c 

Gl .!!l,s= Gl :t::- 0 
e.g_ c.. .... :::~~ 5§'5" !~ 

(/) Gl :Be .c~ c..- u-g Q.Q) 
E >- E c.. U) 0 

·~~ ~J! Lithologic Description 
c?.ll- Ill Gl ~.e ~~.e. :::l~ 3u Gl,2! 

(/)c :1: lV .91._. c._. 
iii (/) w 

SPT 20 2/3/3 -9.0 20 Silty Clay, dark grey, moist, firm, shell fragments 

-10.0 21 

-11.0 22 

-12.0 23 

-13.0 24 

SPT 25 2/2/2 -14.0 25 ----------- ------ -- ------------
Layers of Silt, Silty Sand and Clayey Sand, dark 

-15.0 26 green-grey, slightly dense, shell fragments 

-16.0 27 

-17.0 28 

-18.0 29 ------ -- ------------- ------ ----
Silty Sand, dark green-grey, wet, medium dense, 

SPT 30 5/6/8 SM -19.0 30 shell fragments 

-20.0 31 

-21.0 32 

-22.0 33 

-23.0 34 

SPT 35 2/3/6 SM -24.0 35 ---- ---- -------- --------- ------
Silty Sand, dark green-grey, medium dense, shell 

-25.0 36 fragments 

-26.0 37 

-27.0 38 

-28.0 39 

SPT 40 4/5/8 SM -29.0 40 
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IRVI E 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 
r- --_, .... 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
GEOTECHNICAL Inc DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level pad 

BORING 2 Page 3 of 3 

lii ~ 
c c 

Cl) Jl.c~ ·c :c c- .2 gz:-a.~ a.~ ::::o~ ~;e 
Cl) Cl) .c ~ 

a.~- (.)-o a a> E a. Cl) U) 0 .~~ :::> .!21 (,) <II Cl) Lithologic Description E >- caQ)~ ~.s .s~-e. ::::0~ Cl) 0 >~ Cl)~ 
~~-- Cl)c~ 

o~ 

iii :>c..> Cl)~ c~ 

iii :; 
Cl) [j 

SPT 40 4/5/8 - - - SM -29.0 40 Silty Sand with layers of Silt and Clayey Sand, 
dark green-grey, wet, medium dense, shell 

-30.0 41 fragments 

-31.0 42 

-32.0 43 

-33.0 44 

SPT 45 7/13/14 -- -- - SP -34.0 45 ~--------------------------------
Sand, medium grained, orange-brown, wet, dense 

-35.0 46 ,, 
-36.0 47 

-37.0 48 

-38.0 49 

SPT 50 10/14/15 --- -- -- SP -39.0 50 --------------------------------
Sand, dark grey, wet, dense 

-40.0 51 

-41 .0 52 

-42.0 53 

-43.0 54 

SPT 55 10/14/16 -- - -- sw -44.0 55 1---------------------------------
Sand, dark grey, wet, dense 

-45.0 56 

-46.0 57 

-47.0 58 

-48.0 59 

SPT 60 9/14/21 -- -- -- -49.0 60 END 82 @ 60': Water at 7', Fill to 4 feet 
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LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level 

BORING 3 1 of 1 

t ~ ~~c 
c c 

Q) ~..c- 0 en Q) :8o .c ~ 0.8_ c.-- c._ :::J~ TJ~ (.)"0 Q.Qi E c. Q) rn o 
~~ 

::::> .!21 (.) Ill Q) Lithologic Description E >- ~.2 ~Q)C. 
~ 0 en o >.2! ~~ ~~~~ C'aQ).2! 

c3:~ 
.a~ ::::>(.) Q) ~ en enc~ 

Cii :E Ill jjj en 

11.0 0 FILL: Silty Sand, light brown, slightly moist, loose 

10.0 

9.0 2 
ALLUVIUM: Sand, orange-brown, moist, slightly 

8.0 3 dense, mostly fine shell fragments 

7.0 4 

R 5 12 48.5 69.0 92 sw 6.0 5 

5.0 6 

4.0 7 ~~9Y~P~~~~~--- ---~------ ----
3.0 8 

2.0 9 

R 10 8 29.4 86.7 86 1.0 10 -------------------------------
Sandy Clay, dark green-grey, firm, wet 

0.0 11 

-1.0 12 

-2.0 13 

-3.0 14 

SPT 15 2/2/2 -4.0 15 -------------------------------Sandy Clay/Sandy Clay, dark green-grey, firm, 

-5.0 16 moist to wet, loose, odorous, medium grained 
shell fragments 

-6.0 17 

-7.0 18 

-8.0 19 

SPT 20 4/4/4 -9.0 20 END 83@ 20': Water at 7', fill to 2' 
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IRVINE 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC ... - DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 
LOG DATE 6/18/2009 
LOGGED BY DP 

GEOTECHNICAL Inc DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level pad 

BORING 4 Page 1 of 1 
Gi ~ .~-

c: c: 
Q) ~.c- 0 en Q) ~~ 0.8_ c._ 

"' ~ 5:§>u- ~~ 
~~ c.-- (.)"0 ~~ Lithologic Description E c. Q) </) 0 Cii~ ~.!! E >- ~.E ·o~ 6~.9; 

~ C> en o 
ro ~ ~, :::.~ CUI- iii ::>0 Q) ~ c~ 

Cl) Cl) iii ::E en [jj 

SM 11 .0 0 FILL: Silty Sand, light brown, slightly moist, loose 

10.0 1 

9.0 2 
ALLUVIUM: Sand, orange-brown, moist, slightly 

8.0 3 dense 

7.0 4 

R 5 10 NO IREC0\1 ~RY sw 6.0 5 

5.0 6 

. 4.0 7 (}~9Y!'I!>~~lE_R _ ______ 'Y__ ------ ---

3.0 8 

2.0 9 

R 10 19 20.6 101 .0 86 sw 1.0 10 ----------------- ------- -------Sand, medium brown, dense 

0.0 11 

-1.0 12 

-2.0 13 

-3.0 14 

R 15 1/1/1 - - --

I 
-4 .0 15 ------------------- ----- ---- ----

Silty Clay, dark green-grey, wet, soft to firm, odor, 

-5.0 16 shell fragments 

II -6 .0 17 

-7 .0 18 

Ill~ -8.0 19 

R 20 4/5/5 -- - -- ~~s -9.0 20 END 84@ 20': Water at 7', Fill to 2' 
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g 
~ c. 
Q) 

0 

K~ Kehoe Testing & Engineering 
T Office: (714) 901-7270 
E Fax: (714) 901-7289 

rich@kehoetesting.com 

15 1- r; 

skehoe@msn.com 
--

Tip Stress COR 

(tsf) 

-

600 

--l 

---

Sleeve Stress 

0 (tsf) 

I+ 

10 

--l 

+ ==--=-
>~ ~> ~ 

45 1- ........ -I 1- ? --l 

60 

75~--~--~--~--~--~--~ 

Maximum dep1h: 60.21 (11) 

CPT Data 
30 ton rig 

Customer: Irvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

Pore Pressure 

-1 (tsf) 

H 

8 

l 

0 

u 

Ratio COR 

(%) 

Date: 18/Jun/2009 
Test ID: CPT-1 
Project: PlayaDeiRev 

SBTFR 

8 2 (Rob.1986) 12 

I I I I I iII ,o 

l r ~ l snnrl 1
15 

l ~ I ~ ~ ~ . _~ar.> .,30 
·_. Siindv '!Iii! ;· 

H -I 1- l -l 1- I -l 145 

--1 -i 160 

1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I f 75 
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g 
.!:. 
ii 
Q) 

0 

K~ Kehoe Testing & Er>~ineering 
T Office: (714) 901-7270 
E Fax: (714) 901-7289 

rich@ kehoetesti ng.com 
skehoe@msn.com 

Sleeve Stress Tip Stress COR 

(tst) 600 o (tsf) 10 

15 

30 f- .,;;;:--- -1 H -1 

I c.- I I ,- I 

I ------ I I <._ I 

451- ~ -1 1- " -I 

60 l ~ ~ J 

75~--._--~--~--_.--~--~ 

Maximum deplh: 60.07 (ft) 

CPT Data Date: 18/Jun/2009 
30 ton rig Test ID: CPT-2 

Project: PlayaDeiRey 
Customer: Irvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

Pore Pressure Ratio COR SBTFR 

-1 (tsf) 8 0 (%) 8 2 (Rob. 1986) 12 

I I I I I I EJ I J I I 0 

f- - 15 

rf\ -1 ..... ~ -1 ..... ~ -lo.-~·.· ,~,~1 30 

I I r 

H} l ~ l I sl G!~ 145 
.,.. _ _ ...iJ 

u ~ -; F'" -I ..... I I -· - 160 

~~~~~~-L------~75 
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g 
~ a. 
Q) 

0 

15 

30 

45 

60 

K~ Kehoe Testing & Engineering 
T Office: (714) 901-7270 
E Fax: (714) 901-7289 

rich@kehoetesting.com 
skehoe@msn.com 

Tip Stress COR 

(tsf) 600 

Sleeve Stress 

o (tsf) 10 

75L_~--~--~--~~--~ 
Maximum depth: 60.23 ("I 

CPT Data Date: 18/Jun/2009 
30 ton rig Test ID: CPT-3 

Proiect: PlavaDeiRey 
Customer: Irvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

Pore Pressure Ratio COR SBTFR 

-1 (tsf) 8 o (%) a 2 (Rob. 1986) 12 

~,-~~~~~------~0 

15 

30 

45 

SIIJ>d 

-; 160 

I 1 I J 1 t J t ! I I I 75 
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ii 
Q) 

Cl 

K~ Kehoe Testing & Engineering 
T Office: (714) 901-7270 
E Fax: (714) 901-7289 

rich@kehoetesting.com 
skehoe@msn.com 

Sleeve Stress 

0 

Tip Stress COR 

(tsf) 600 0 (tsf) 10 

or-~-=~~--,-,-~ 

15 

30 1 ~ I ~ I 

45 1-- .7 -I I- ~ -i 

60 

75 ~--~--~--~----~--~----

Maximum deplh: 60.13 (II) 

CPT Data Date: 18/Jun/2009 
30 ton rig Test ID: CPT-4 

Project: PlayaDeiRey 
Customer: Irvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

Pore Pressure Ratio COR SBTFR 

-1 (tsf) 8 0 (%) 8 2 (Rob.1986) 12 

I I I I C 1 I I I I f I 0 

15 

11~ I t>=- I r- ~ I G<Sard 130 

Hr -I I-I -I I- r -1 sand 1 45 

1 •nt~rt;:;;dded I 6 o 

~~~~~~~--------~75 
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"o, 

LEGEND 

8 1-+ LOCATION & NUMBER OF BORING 

CPT1 ~ LOCATION & NUMBER OF CPT SOUNDING 

4 )~::!PVVI~ frll.l'((: :-:ULN~': . ,J(f:c:( .._ 

.,.. Fd S&T per CEFB 
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LA CITY BLDG & SAFTY 

1!01!,1\DOF 
BUI\.CING ANO SAFETY 

OOMMISSIONE!~S 

MARSHA l BROWN 
PRESIDENT 

VAN AM6ATieLOS 
ViC£-PRESIOBNT 

VICTOR H. CUEVAS 

HELENA JU~ANY 
ELENORE A. WILLIAMS 

Fax:213-482-0497 Jan 11 2010 14 :07 P.01 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
CALIFORNIA 

• ANTONIO R. VILLARAIGOSA 
MAYOR 

OliPARTM!SNT 01' 

BUILDING ANO SAFf;TY 
201 NORTH FI13UeAOA 8'1'ASET 

LOS ANG~LEQ, CA 90012 

AAYMONO s. CHAN. C.!:., S.E. 
1N1'ERIM GENIORA~ MANAGER 

SOILS REPORT CORRECTION LETTER 

January 7, 2010 

13 8 Culver Investors, LLC 
8383 Wilshire Blvd. 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

LOG# 69405 

SOILS/GEOLOGY fiLE • 2 
LIQ 

TRACT: 
BLOCK: 

8301 //A Portion of Playa Del Rey Twonsite (MP 7-130) 

- 1/ C 
LOT(S): FR-1. VAC 85·404556, 2·6// FR 

LOCATION: 138~142 Culver Blvd. //174 Culver Blvd. 

CURRBNTRBFBRENCE 
REPORTILETTER(S) 

Soils Report 

REPORT 
No. 
A8704-06-01 

DATE(S) OF 
DOCUMENI 
12/01/2009 

PREPARED BY 

Geocon West, Inc, 

The Grading Division of the Department ofBullding an.d Safety has reviewed the referenced report 

providing recommendations for the proposed Playa Lofts Mixed uge development, The development 

will consist of3-levels of multi· family residential construction ovor one level of commercial space, 

over two levels of subterranean parking. 

The ~arth materials at the subsurface exploration location:s consist of up to 4 f¢ot of uncertified fill 

underlaln by Holocl;lne age !ll.luvio.l flood plain deposits. 

The consultants recommend to support the proposed structure on mat-type foundations bearing on 

native undisturbed soils. 

The review of the subject repmt(s) can not be completed at this time and will be continued upon 

submittal of an addendum to the report which shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

(Note: Numbers in parenthesis ()refer to applicable section:> of the 2008 City of LA Building Code. 

P/BC numbers refer the applicable Information Bulletin. Information Bulletins can bQ accessed on 

the internet at LADBS.ORG.) 

1. Provide three complete copies of the referenced report (see page 1) by Irvine Geotechnlcal, 

Inc. dated 06/18/2009. 

LAOBS G.s (Rov.Q/09) f>IN E:QUAI.. EMPI..OVM~NT Of5~0Fl.TUJ.JITV. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
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LA CITY BLDG & SAFTY Fax:213-4B2-0497 

Pago 2 
138, 140, 142, & 174 Culver Blvd. 

Jan 11 2010 14:07 P.02 

2. Provide calculations for liquefaction potential based all exploration data perfonned at the 

site, 

3. CPT and SPT data shall be correlated in order to check that the CPT results and 

interpretations are reasonable for the project site. 

4. Provide 1'evised recommendations as necessary based on the above. 

The soils engineer shall prepare a report containing the corrections indicated in this letter. The report 

shall be in the form of an itemized response. It is recommended that once all correction items have 

been addressed in a rosponse report, to contact the report review engineer to schedule a verification 

appointment to demonstrate compliance with all the corrections. Do not schedule an appointment 

until all corrections have been addressed. Bring three copies of the response report, including one 

Wlbound wet-signed original for microfilming in the event that the report is found to be acceptable. 

~~· 
Geotechnical Engineer II 

PC/pc 
Log No. 69405 

213 ·482-0480 

cc, Geooon West, Inc.~ Projeet Consultant 

WL District 
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Exhibit G: 

Phase 1 Assessment 
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PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 

DEPTH 

IN 

FEET 

·o 

-

2 -

SAMPLE 

NO. 

?; 
0 
..J 
0 
J: 
1-
::; 

a:: 
UJ 
1-
~ SOIL 

Cl CLASS 
z 
:::> (USCS) 
0 
a:: 
(!) 

BORING 1 

ELEV. (MSL.)-'-11 __ DATE COMPLETED...::.9..c../4-'-/D_9 __ 

EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY BY:CHL 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 

FILL 
Silty Sand, dense, slightly moist, brown, fine- to medium-grained, trace 
gravel 

r-

1-

~ 
Ui--:
zu.. w· 
Cl~ 
>-e:. a:: 
Cl 

w~ 
a::~ 

:::>1-
t-Z 
cnUJ 
-1-oz 
::i<O u 

_ Bl @2.5' lll!llo\" . . -.i. ~- -~-f--1---+---------------------+-~-1-.J.Jll~Q~ f.f--f.o..1L-J 
,. :. . · ALLUVIUM 

~R 

4 - :.-_::-;_ ·: ·: ·. Sand with Silt, poorly graded, medium dense, slightly moist, brown to dark 

_ B 1 @S' ::\~t :. ::: :! SP-SM olive brown, fine-grained with trace medium-grained, trace gravel 
r-

6 - :~{ ::::.~ 

8 - 81@7.5' ~t, :; y 

10 - BI@IO' 

1- 12 

I-

I- 14 - v / 
1- _ B1@15' l~ 
r 16- ~ 
: 18 - 81@17.5'·~ 
- ~L-

20 - 81@20' l~-

: :: 81~25' ~ 
r 81@25' ~ 

: :: : 81@27.5' ~ 
~~---

r- 19 

r-
-Light brown to yellowish brown ~ 

r- 52 110.7 

1-

-Loose 
~ 7 

c-
----c- - ---------------------------- ----~---

Clay, soft, very moist, dark grayish green, trace fine-grained sand, strong ,__ 
organic odor, some shell fragments 

- 7 71.7 

-
- Light olive gray, no sand, trace carbon deposits 

CL - 4 

-

- Abundent carbon deposits, olive gray to light gray to dark brown 

,... 8 79.3 
-Light brown 

----c----------------------------------~---Clay with Sand, soft, wet, dark grayish brown, fine-grained , some shells, 
trace carbon deposits, moderate organic odor - 6 

-
----c---------------------------------- - --- ~--

Fat Clay, soft, very moist, light gray to light olive gray, strong _ 
organic odor, trace carbon deposits 

_ II --

CH 3 

-Trace sand 

17 

--- --------- ----- -------------------------Sand, poorly graded, loose, wet, light brown, fine-grained with trace 

15.2 

15.8 

23.2 

- ---

46.1 

26.7 

11.8 

3.2 

·- - --

Figure A-1, AB704-05-01 BORING LOGS.GPJ 

Log of Boring 1, Page 1 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
0 ... SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

IJ ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

iJ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

. ... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

,!. ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED. IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 
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PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 

-

-

-

~ 

!-

!-

1-

1-

1-

1-

1-

!-

r-

1-

1-

r-

1-

1-

-
r-

DEPTH 

IN 

FEET 

30 

32 

34 

36 

38 

40 

42 

44 

46 

48 

50 

52 

54 

56 

58 

-

SAMPLE 

NO. 

B1@30' 

_ B1@32.5' 

- B1@35' 

-

-

_ Bl@37.5' 

- B1@40' 

-

-

_ Bl@42.5' 

-
- B1@45' 

-

-

-

-

-
Bl@50' 

-

-

-
-

- Bl@55' 

-
-

-
-

Figure A-1, 

>
(!) 
0 
_J 

0 
:r: 
1-
::::; 

· . · · . -

:-'· :: :' ·~· _:' 

-. =: . · .. 
_:-:: : -;_:' 
.. :·:.-

:.:-::_:.·::·: 
·._: ~.0:: ::_: 

0::: 
UJ 
1-

BORING 1 
~ SOIL 

Cl CLASS ELEV. (MSL.) 11 DATE COMPLETED 9/4/09 z 
:J (USCS) 
0 

------- ----------

0::: 
(!) 

SP 

EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY BY:CHL 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 

medium-grained, trace shells 

- Dense, light yellowish brown, fine- to medium-grained with trace 
coarse-grained 

-Medium dense, dark gray, fine-grained with trace medium-grained 

10 

I-

I- 77 

!-

r- 26 
----r-------- - ---- ----------- --------- 1----

Silty Sand, medium dense, wet, dark greenish gray, fine-grained 1-

SM l-

----f----------------------------------1----Sandy Silt, stiff, wet, dark greenish gray, fine-grained _ 28 
ML 

----1----------------------------------
SM Silty Sand, medium dense, wet, dark greenish gray, fine-grained 

----1----------------------------------1-~-
Sand, poorly graded, dense, wet, light yellowish brown, fine-grained with 
some medium-grained 1-

- Fine- to medium-grained I-

SP I- 53 

55 

!-

1-

1-

- Fine-grained with trace medium-grained 
!-

50(6'') 
1-

!-

1-

r-

1- 42 

1-

r-

1-

- Light grayish brown 
1-

~ 
Ci5--:
zu.. w· 
Cl~ 
>-e:. 
0::: 
Cl 

UJ ~~ I 
0:::~ 

:;:,l
I-z 
(/)UJ 
-1-oz 
~0 

(.) 

24.3 

101.2 28.9 

16.7 

__1.9..8.... 

115.4 14.3 

14.6 

115.9 17.5 

18.6 

A8704-0S.01 BORING LOGS.GPJ 

Log of Boring 1, Page 2 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
D ... SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

IJ ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

liiiJ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

•... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

y_ ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED. IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 
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PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 

0:: BORING 1 z LU • ~ w*' LU >- 1- ou--:-
DEPTH (!) 

~ SOIL i=ztl: iii--:- 0::~ 

SAMPLE 0 
~~en zu.. :JI-

IN -' LU' 1-z 
0 0 CLASS ELEV. (MSL.) 11 DATE COMPLETED 9/4/09 tiJ~~ 0~ C/lLU 

NO. z -I-FEET ::c (USCS) >-e:. oz 1- :J zCil_, 
:J 0 LULU OJ 0:: :2:0 

0:: EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY BY:CHL c..O::~ 0 u 
(!) 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 
60 

B1@60' ·:·:: -~ :: ~ 74 110.5 19.5 
- : ~·. :.: r-. •: .. 

62 - :::· ~·~-:~ -~ :·· 
f-·.: -:::.·.: ... . . 

- . .... 
f-

:::. ~. ~-::.: ;-
64 - . · -. 1-. -":<·.: 

-Fine- to medium-grained .. . . 
B1@65' . . 54 -- 19.3 - ·:-~::. -~ :·· r-

End at 65.5 feet. 
Fill to 3 feet. 
Groundwater encountered at 8 feet. 
Boring backfilled with grout. 
Capped with concrete. 

• Penetration resistance for 140 pound hammer falling 30 inches. 

Figure A-1, AB704-0S-01 BORING LOGS.CJPJ 

Log of Boring 1, Page 3 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
D ... SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

IJ ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

liiiJ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

.... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

~ ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED. IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 
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PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 

1-

1-

r-

DEPTH 

IN 

FEET 

0 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

-

SAMPLE 

NO. 

- B2@2.5' 

-

-
-

B2@5' 
-

- B2@7.5' 

-

-
-

B2@10' 
-

12 -
82@12.5' 

-

r- 14 -
-

B2@15' 
r- 16 -
r-

- 82@17.5' 

1- 18 -
-

r- 20 
B2@20' 

1-

22 
82@22.5' 

24 

- B2@25' 

26 

82@27.5' 

- 28 

>
(!) 
0 
--' 
0 
:r: 
1-
::::; 

---

r:r: 
w 
1-
~ SOIL 
Cl CLASS 
z 
:::> (USGS) 
0 
r:r: 
(!) 

BORING 2 

ELEV. (MSL.)_1_1 __ DATE COMPLETED_9_14_10_9 __ 

EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY BY: CHL 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 

FILL 
Sand with Silt, medium dense, slightly moist, yellowish brown, fine-grained, 1-
trace glass and concrete fragments 

1-

zw• ~ ou--:-
i=z( u;_.,. 
<l;<(- zu.. 
r:r:t-=Ul w · 
t-<n$ ol:! 
~Ciig >-!!:. 
WwaJ r:r: 
a.r:r:~ Cl 

28 

1- ----1---------------------------------- r- - --r----
Sand, poorly graded, medium dense, moist, yellowish brown, fine-grained, 
some gravel, some asphalt and concrete fragments r-

39 120.3 

ALLUVIUM 

:::;:·::·:\ .!: 
Sand, poorly graded, loose, dark olive brown, fine-grained, some shell 
fragments 

1- II 

r-
·.: : ·.: .. · 

··· ···· '; ~ ~. : .: 

.. · 
-- -~·: -~ ·) 

:·.:.-~ :_ :·. ~ . ·: .. ·. 
iCC~ 
.... · .... . ·' ... 
': .. ::. ::: ': 
·. : •, :: ·. .... .. ' .. 
'• :· . '• 

SP -Black, strong hydrocarbon odor, oil in sample 

-Fine- to medium-grained 

- Light grayish brown, fine- to medium-grained with trace coarse-grained, 
trace gravel 

·Fine- to medium-grained, no gravel 

12 

-
10 

1-

r-

1-
25 

1-

1- 17 

1-

----t--------------------------------- -1----Sandy Clay, soft, very moist, brownish gray to reddish gray, fine-grained 
CL r-

----t---------------------------------- 1--~-Sand, poorly graded, medium dense, wet, light yellowish brown, tine- to 
medium-grained with trace coarse-grained, trace gravel 

SP 1- 26 

1-
------- ------------------------ - ---- t- - ---

Sand with Silt and Gravel , poorly graded, dense, wet, light yellowish brown, t-
fine- to medium-grained 

-
SP-SM 81 

------------------------------------------Sand with Clay, well graded, dense, wet, light brown, some gravel 
65 

SP-SC 

123.6 

109.3 

-

---

-rm-.r-

-
---

UJ* 
r:r:~ 

=>I-
t-Z C/Jw 
-I-oz 
::!;0 

u 

4.2 

23.8 

17.3 

15.7 

38.5 

22.6 

21.2 

--·-

"'"2>t3'" 

15.2 

---

12.5 

Figure A-2, A8704-06-01 BORING LOGS.GPJ 

Log of Boring 2, Page 1 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
0 ... SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

(] ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

iJ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

• ... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

~ ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED. IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 

I 
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PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 

DEPTH 

IN 

FEET 

SAMPLE 

NO. 

>
(.!) 
0 
-' 
0 
I 
f
::J 

0:: 
UJ 
f-
~ SOIL 

Cl CLASS 
z 
::l (USCS) 
0 
0:: 
(.!) 

BORING 2 

ELEV. (MSL.) 11 DATE COMPLETED 9/4/09 
------- ----------

EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY BY: CHL 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 
,... 30 

B2@30' :: ~ - Rock in sampler 50(6'') 

- f-

r 

32 - . ·.· ~ 1-

<~ 1-
·.·- ~ 

34 - ;,:.;;. ~ -1- ------ - - ------------ - ------------ - ---- f- - --. l ·:/ ·." : . .: . Sand with Silt, poorly graded, dense, very moist, light yellowish brown, 
- B2@35 :."·:,-. : :, , SP-SM fine-grolned f- 31 

~: -· .. ·- - --------------- -- - - - - - --- - - -- - - - - ----- r----
36 _ Silt with Sand, stiff, moist, light reddish brown to light reddish brown, to r-

1-
dark yellowish brown 

ML 

: . : : . • f- . ------- s~:P~rly gr-;d;d~d;n;,~~ -m;i;, light yello;;.,i;h b~~:fi;e:gr-;i~d;- ~ - - -
· .. :·,:.::.; tracesilt . ·: .. . 

38 

f-

r- 40 
- B2@40 • >W SP 1- 50(6'') 

42 

44 -

_ B2@45 ' 

- 46 -

48 -

50 
- B2@50' 

- 52 -

54 -

_ B2@55' 

56 

-
58 

-

-:: :':·: ::· 

·. ·:- ·. 
~ . ~ . ; .. -· 
_ . . _ .. _. :::_ 

.. ! o r '0 ~ ... ~ ·.:. : . 
. -: .. ·. 
_ . . . : . · .· .. .... .. ·-: .. ;-: ,·:_·.·.-=· .. :.· : .. 
-·- · - .·· . -: . . 
::.~.: :~ ·:':: 

f-

f-

- Fine-grained with trace medium-grained 
1-

f-

f- 76 

1-

f-

- Medium-grained with trace coarse-grained 
1-

f- 55(6'') 

f-

f-

1-

-Fine- to medium-grained 
f-

f- 89 

1-

f-

f-

1-

~ 
Cij .-,. 
z u.. 
UJ ' 
Cl ~ 
>- !:!:. 
0:: 
Cl 

99.3 

w* 
0::~ 

::lf
r-Z 
(/)UJ 
-foz 
:::!;0 

(.) 

30.9 

26 0 

19.4 

19.1 

18.7 

Figure A-2, AB704-06-01 BORING LOGS.GPJ 

Log of Boring 2, Page 2 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
D "' SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

IJ ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

~ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

.... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

,!. ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED. IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 
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PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 

0:: BORING 2 Zw• ~ w~ I >- w 
1- Ou "" 

DEPTH (.!) 

~ SOIL Fzt;: lii"" 
0::~ 

SAMPLE 0 
~~-

zu.. ::~I-
IN ...J 

~~ w · t-Z 
0 0 CLASS ELEV. (MSL.) 11 DATE COMPLETED 9/4/09 0~ C/lw 

NO. J: z -I-FEET 
1- ::I (USGS) zU50 >-e:.. oz 
:::; 0 ww~ 0:: ::ii:O 

0:: EQUIPMENT MUD ROTARY BY:CHL o:.O:: ~ 0 u 
(.!) 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 
- 60 

R 2fnlfi0' : .. .- ~ . :' 70 \Q 7 --
End at 60.5 feet. 
Fill to 6 feet. 
Groundwater encountered at 8 feet. 
Boring backfilled with grout. 
Capped with concrete. 

• Penetration resistance for 140 pound hammer falling 30 inches. 

Figure A-2, AB704-06-01 BORING LOGS.GPJ 

Log of Boring 2, Page 3 of 3 

SAMPLE SYMBOLS 
0 ... SAMPLING UNSUCCESSFUL 

~ ... DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE 

IJ ... STANDARD PENETRATION TEST 

liiiiJ ... CHUNK SAMPLE 

. ... DRIVE SAMPLE (UNDISTURBED) 

~ ... WATER TABLE OR SEEPAGE 

NOTE: THE LOG OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREON APPLIES ONLY AT THE SPECIFIC BORING OR TRENCH LOCATION AND AT THE DATE 
INDICATED. IT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT OTHER LOCATIONS AND TIMES. 

GEOCON 
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APPENDIX 8 

LABORATORY TESTING 

Laboratory tests were performed in accordance with generally accepted test methods of the American 

Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) or other suggested procedures. Selected samples were 

tested for direct shear strength, consolidation and expansion characteristics, atterburg limits, in-place 

dry density and moisture content. The results of the laboratory tests are summarized in Figures B 1 

through B3. The in-place dry density and moisture content of the samples tested are presented on the 

boring logs, Appendix A. 

Project No. A8704-06-0l Revised December 1, 2009 
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7.0 r-

6.0 

...-.... 

SAMPLE 

82@ 15' 
82@ 20' 

81@ 32.5' 

DRY 
SOIL TYPE DENSITY 

SP 109.3 
SP 105.1 
SP 101 .2 

- T 
INITIAL FINAL 

MOISTURE ·(%) MOISTURE(%) 

22.6 19.8 
24.3 21 .7 
28.9 18.2 

u. 5.0 1-----+------+----+-----+-----f------------1 

(/) 
~ 82@ 15' u 
........_, 

..c 
+"" 
0') 

/ 4.0 1-----t-----t------t----- --- --------1--~?-----1 

c 
Q} 
!.... 

+"" 
(/) 
!.... 

3.0 f------t------t------f------ ~x,<c-s'---+-----------j 
82@ 15' 4~v'O <;)<e-.G ro 

Q} ~--
81 @ 32.5' <( ..c 

(/) 82@2~ 

2.0 . / 

1.0 82_@ 1._,5c.._' -T•- --r--/----+/-----f-- - ----+------+-----1 
81@ 32,5' 

( C=::::: I o -- .... 
o 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 

Normal Pressure (KSF) 
• Direct Shear, Saturated 

GEOCON 
W E S T , I N C . 

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOTECHNICAL MATERIALS 
3303 N. SAN FERNANDO BLVD. - SUITE 100- BURBANK, CA 91504 
PHONE (818) 841-8388 - FAX (818) 841-1704 

JMT I I 8000 

DIRECT SHEAR TEST RESULTS 
PLAYA LOFTS MIXED-USE BUILDING 

138 CULVER INVESTORS, LLC 
138 CULVER BOULEVARD 

PLAYA DEL REY DISTRICT OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

DEC 1' 2009 I PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 I FIG. 81 
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80 

70 
~ v P-1 

"' 60 
>< / ~ 

/ Q 50 

~ CH ~( 
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BORING DEPTH TEST LL PL PI DESCRIPTION NUMBER (FEET) SYMBOL 

Bl 20 0 39.3 24.1 15.2 CL 
Bl 25 !:::.. 74.4 45.7 28.7 CH 
B2 20 D 39.6 17.4 22.2 CL 
B2 30 -- N-P N-P N-P SP 

B2 32.5 -- N-P N-P N-P SP 

* N-P indicates a Non-Plastic Soil Behavior 
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PHONE (818) 841-8388 - FAX (818) 841-1704 PLAYA DEL REY DISTRICT OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

JMT I I 8000 DEC 1, 2009 I PROJECT NO. A8704-06-01 I FIG. 83 
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I VINE 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC .. 
DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
GEOTECHNICAL Inc DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 
SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 
SURFACE CONDITIONS Level ~ad 

BORING 1 Page 1 of 3 
~ ~ ·2 l: c 

c: c: Ql ~-'=- 0 
"'5.8_ a._ 

:I~ ~;? 
C/) Ql ~p .~:~ 

~Q.Qi 1/) 0 :!!~ =:1 .!2' l) u-g cu Ql am Lithologic Description E >- coa>.s! ~.E g~s :I~ ~() >,!! Gl,!! CUI- C/)c~ o~ 

iii m~ c~ C/) co :::;: 
C/) iil 

SM 11.0 0 FILL: Silty Sand, light brown, slightly moist, loose 
to dense 

10.0 1 

9.0 2 
ALLUVIUM: Sand, fine to medium grained, grey-

8.0 3 brown, moist, medium dense 

7.0 4 

R 5 6 5.5 101.7 23 sw 6.0 5 
- -- - - - - - - -

5.0 6 

4.0 7 -~~9Y~P~~l~~---~-------------
3.0 8 

2.0 9 

R 10 42 17.7 109.3 91 SM 1.0 10 --------------------------------
Silty Sand, fine to medium grained, green-grey, 

0.0 11 wet, dense 

-1 .0 12 

-2.0 13 

-3.0 14 

R 15 7/9/11 --- - --- SP -4.0 15 --------------------------------· Sand, medium grained, green-grey, wet, dense, 
-5.0 16 shell fragments 

-6.0 17 

-7 .0 18 

-8.0 19 

SPT 20 7/7/8 -- --- - SP -9.0 20 
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IRVIN 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 
L.-.,.-

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
GEOTECHNICAL Inc DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level pad 

BORING 1 Page 3 of 3 

~ [!! ~-
<: <: 

Q) ~.c.- 0 
~~ c.~ 

c._ :J ~ c ..c:: ,;=-
~~ 

en cu ..c::~ c.-- (.)"0 Q.Q) E c. cu "' 0 (ij ~ ::> .S!l 0 
"' Q) Lithologic Description E » C'OQ)~ ~.2 ·o ~ ;s~E; :::>!'!... en o >,!! CU,!! 

~t- eno~ 1ii ::>0 cu~ o~ 

10 :::iE en iiJ 

SPT 40 12/13/13 - -- - SM -29.0 40 Silty Sand, fine grained, tan to light brown, dense 

-30.0 41 

-31.0 42 

-32.0 43 

-33.0 44 

SPT 45 23/50 - -- -- sw -34.0 45 -- --- -- -- ---------- ------------
Sand, medium grained, light brown, wet, very 

-35.0 46 dense 

-36.0 47 

-37.0 48 

-38.0 49 

SPT 50 25/50 -- -- - SP -39.0 50 ---------------------------------
Sand, medium grained, light brown, wet, very 

-40.0 51 dense 

-41 .0 52 

-42.0 53 

-43.0 54 

SPT 55 25/50 - - - SP -44.0 55 t--------------------------------Sand, medium grained, orange-brown to brown, 

-45.0 56 wet, very dense 

-46.0 57 

-47.0 58 

-48.0 59 

SPT 60 27/50 - - - SP -49.0 60 END 81 @ 60': Water at 7', Fill to 2' 
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IRVINE 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 

DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level d 

BORING 2 2 of 3 

Iii I!! ~-
<: <: Q) .!!..c- 0 :8::::-Q.8_ c._ :::J~ 5:§>'13 !~ 

(/) Q) .:::~ 

~Q.Q) Ill 0 
~~ u-g ~.m ~j Lithologic Description E >- ~.E c?,ll- n:JQ.)~ c5~a :::>!!.... ~(.) (/)c~ iii Q)~ c~ 

al ::! (/) iii 

SPT 20 2/3/3 -9.0 20 Silty Clay, dark grey, moist, firm, shell fragments 

-10.0 21 

-11.0 22 

-12.0 23 

-13.0 24 

SPT 25 2/2/2 -14.0 25 -------------------------------
Layers of Silt, Silty Sand and Clayey Sand, dark 

-15.0 26 green-grey, slightly dense, shell fragments 

-16.0 27 

-17.0 28 

-18.0 29 -------------------------------
Silty Sand, dark green-grey, wet, medium dense, 

SPT 30 5/6/8 SM -19.0 30 shell fragments 

-20.0 31 

-21.0 32 

-22.0 33 

-23.0 34 

SPT 35 2/3/6 SM -24.0 35 ------------------ -- -----------
Silty Sand, dark green-grey, medium dense, shell 

-25.0 36 fragments 

-26.0 37 

-27.0 38 

-28.0 39 

SPT 40 4/5/8 SM -29.0 40 
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IRVINE 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 
r" 

ZCHNICAL Inc 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 

DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level pad 

BORING 2 Page 3 of 3 

Q; !!! 
c c 

Ill .9,1..c~ c._ '2 :c: C' .Q (/)Ill .,gz- £z-a.:g_ c.-- ::.~ 1§~ E c. Ill rJl 0 
.~ * :::> .Ql u U"O til Ill C.Gl Lithologic Description E >- ~.2 ~Ill c. (/) 0 >,& lll,2! 

<Ill- ns Q) ~ o~ ::.~ 
::>U (/)o~ 0 o3:~ iU Ql ~ o~ 

(/) iii ::E (/) [ij 

SPT 40 4/5/8 -- -- --- SM -29.0 40 Silty Sand with layers of Silt and Clayey Sand, 
dark green-grey, wet, medium dense, shell 

-30.0 41 fragments 

-31 .0 42 

-32.0 43 

-33.0 44 

SPT 45 7/13/14 - -- -- SP -34.0 45 r--------------------------------
Sand, medium grained, orange-brown, wet, dense 

-35.0 46 

''· 
-36.0 47 

-37.0 48 

-38.0 49 

SPT 50 10/14/15 --- -- - SP -39.0 50 --------------------------------~ 

Sand, dark grey, wet, dense 
-40.0 51 

-41.0 52 

-42.0 53 

-43.0 54 

SPT 55 10/14/16 - -- - sw -44.0 55 r-------------------------------
Sand, dark grey, wet, dense 

! -~ -45.0 56 

-46.0 57 

-47.0 58 

-48.0 59 

SPT 60 9/14/21 --- ...... - -49.0 60 END 82 @ 60': Water at 7', Fill to 4 feet 
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VI 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 

DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 
SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level 

BORING 3 1 of 1 
~ !!! ~~C" 

<: <: 
Cll ..Q:!..c:::- 0 

(/) Cll ~:; a.~ c.-- c._ 
"'~ :;~ (.)-a 

:Sc 
E c. Cll Ul 0 .'!!!* ::> .Ql 0 C.Cil Lithologic Description E >- ~.E ;s~-e: 

~ 0 (/) 0 ~~ ~~ <Ill- C'UCD.! o~ :::>~ ::>0 C/)Cl~ c;; Q) ~ 
(/) ffi ::!: [j (/) 

SM 11.0 0 FILL: Silty Sand, light brown, slightly moist, loose 

10.0 1 

9.0 2 
ALLUVIUM: Sand, orange-brown, moist, slightly 

8.0 3 dense, mostly fine shell fragments 

7.0 4 

R 5 12 48.5 69.0 92 sw 6.0 5 

5.0 6 

4.0 7 
GROUNDWATER ------- ------------ -----------

3.0 8 

2.0 9 

R 10 8 29.4 86.7 86 1.0 10 ------------ ~- -------- - - ------ - -
Sandy Clay, dark green-grey, firm, wet 

0.0 11 

-1.0 12 

-2.0 13 

-3.0 14 

SPT 15 2/2/2 -4.0 15 --------- ---- -------- ---- ------ -
Sandy Clay/Sandy Clay, dark green-grey, firm, 

-5.0 16 moist to wet, loose, odorous, medium grained 
shell fragments 

-6.0 17 

-7.0 18 

-8.0 19 

SPT 20 4/4/4 -9.0 20 END 83@ 20': Water at 7', fill to 2' 
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I VINE 
LOG OF BORINGS 

PROJECT IC 09036 138 CULVER LLC 
t -·z DRILL DATE 6/18/2009 

LOG DATE 6/18/2009 

LOGGED BY DP 
GEOTECHNICAL Inc DRILL TYPE Hollow-Stem 

DIAMETER 81NCHES 

SURFACE ELEVATION 11 feet 

DRILLING CONTRACTOR D & D Construction 

SURFACE CONDITIONS Level pad 

BORING 4 Page 1 of 1 

~ I!! ·E :c en 
c c 

Q) ~.c- 0 
C/) Q) ~=- .&;~ a.:g_ o.-- o._ :::>~ ::::> .Ql ~~ U't:l ltj Lithologic Description E o. Q) til 0 1;)~ ~~ E >- ~.E 5~E> 

~ .. C/) 0 "'G)~ ·o~ :::>~ 

"'~ C/Jo~ (;j ::::>U Q) ~ o~ 
C/) cc :E C/) 

jjj 

SM 11 .0 0 FILL: Silty Sand, light brown, slightly moist, loose 

10.0 1 

.... , 9.0 2 
ALLUVIUM: Sand, orange-brown, moist, slightly 

8.0 3 dense 

7.0 4 

R 5 10 NO RECOV ~RY sw 6.0 5 

5.0 6 
! §~9Y~P~~l~~ ------~- - - ---- - -4.0 7 

3.0 8 
I 

2.0 9 

R 10 19 20.6 101 .0 86 sw 1.0 10 --------------------------------Sand, medium brown, dense 

0.0 11 

-1.0 12 

-2.0 13 

-3.0 14 

R 15 1/1/1 -- - --

~~ 
-4.0 15 --- --- ------------ -- ------------

Silty Clay, dark green-grey, wet, soft to firm, odor, 
-5.0 16 shell fragments 

I .~'~ :.; 
-6 .0 17 

~~ -7.0 18 

19 tD~ -8.0 

R 20 4/5/5 --- --- -- sC. -9.0 20 END 84@ 20': Water at 7', Fill to 2' 
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K~ Kehoe Testing & Engineering 
T Office: (714) 901-7270 
E Fax: (714) 901-7289 

rich@kehoetesting.com 
skehoe@msn.com 

Sleeve Stress Tip Stress COR 

(!sf) 600 0 (tsf) 10 

15 1- .; -f H- --1 

30~ .. c::::;:: I ~~~ 

45L c= 
"' j L~ j ----.... 

60 

75L_~---L--~--~~--~ 
Maximum depth: 60.21 (It) 

CPT Data Date: 18/Jun/2009 
30 ton rig Test ID: CPT-1 

Project: PlayaDeiRey 
Customer: Irvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

Pore Pressure Ratio COR SBTFR 

-1 (tsf) 8 0 (%) 8 2 (Rob.1986) 12 

I I I I I I i I I' I 0 

-1 I+ -f 1- I -f 115 

-f K -1 1- ;::::>--1 """" 130 

lJ j L~ 
:) j L--.c, J 145 

- -; ISO 

1 1 1 I I I I I I I I '75 
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g 
..c 
c. 
Q) 

0 

K~ Kehoe Testing & Engineering 
T Office: (714) 901-7270 
E Fax: (714) 901-7289 

rich@kehoetesting.com 
skehoe@msn.com 

Sleeve Stress 

0 

Tip Stress COR 

(tsf) 600 0 (tsf) 10 

o.----r---.---....,...--.-----,.----. 

15 

30 1~ I ~ I 

45 1- ""'"\. --1 1- .;; -I 

60 

75 ~-._-~-~-_.-~-~ 

Maximum depth: 60.07 (f1) 

CPT Data Date: 18/Jun/2009 
30 ton rig Test ID: CPT-2 

Project: PlayaDeiRey 
Customer: Irvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

-

Pore Pressure Ratio COR SBTFR 

-1 (tsf) 8 0 (%) 8 2 (Rob. 1986) 12 

I I I I I I E5 I I I I 0 

15 

lh I ~~ I I ~ IF~:~·:·~ ] 30 

_,~.·~-~.- ~ -

H) --1 1-f -I I- I -I Gr Sand I 45 

I -· ·- I 60 

1 I I I I I I I I I I I 75 
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K~ Kehoe Testing & Engineering 
T Office: (714) 901-7270 
E Fax: (714) 901-7289 

rich@kehoetesting.com 
skehoe@msn.com 

Tip Stress COR 

(tsf) 600 

Sleeve Stress 

0 (tsf) 10 

Or--.,..--==r---.--,---y---, 

15 

30 

45 

60 

75 '----'---'----L--.i..--..1-----' 

Maximum depth: 60.23 (11) 

CPT Data Date: 18/Jun/2009 
30 ton rig Test ID: CPT-3 

Project: PlayaDeiRey 
Customer: Irvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

Pore Pressure Ratio COR SBTFR 

-1 (tsf) 8 0 (%) 8 2 (Rob. 1986) 12 

I I I I I I I I I i I I 0 

15 

30 

45 

Sand 

-t j 60 

1 r I I I I I I ! I I I 75 
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K~ Kehoe Testing & Engineering 
T Office: (714) 901-7270 
E Fax: (714) 901-7289 

rich@kehoetesting.com 
skehoe@msn.com 

Sleeve Stress 

0 

Tip Stress COR 

(tsf; 600 0 (tsf) 10 

or-~~~~-,.-.--, 

15 

301- -........_ ~ J-1. ~ 

451- 7 ~ 1- ---:;. ~ 

60 

75~--~--_.--~ ____ ._ __ ~--~ 

Maximum depth: 60.13 (17) 

CPT Data Date: 18/Jun/2009 
30 ton rig Test ID: CPT-4 

Project: PlayaDeiRey 
Customer: Irvine Geotechnical 
Job Site: 09036 

-

Pore Pressure Ratio COR SBTFR 

-1 (tsf) 8 0 (%) 8 2 (Rob.1986) 12 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 0 

15 

HI,. ~ H- ~ 1- :::::.~ 130 

Hl ~ 1-') ~ 1- I-I saner 145 

1 tm~~oc~ !Go 

I r I I I I I I I I L I 75 
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~jSOI L 
SHEAR DIAGRAM B-1 

·.· LABWORKSuc 
JN: SL09.BZ~ CONSULTANT JAl 

CLIENT: tmnefEM0~138 Culver Boulevard 

EARTH MATERIAL: ALLWIUM 

PEAK ULTIMATE Average Moisture Content 24.8% 
Phi Angle 35 32 degrees Average Dry Density (pcf} 99.6 
Cohesion 75 30 psf Percent Saturation 99.5% 

DIRECT SHEAR TEST· ASTM D-3080 
3.0 

• 82-5' - Peak 
I 

0 82-5' - Ultimate 

•84-10'- Peak 
2.5 1--

Cl 84~1 0' - Ultimate 

ii:" 2.0 
/ 

'7 Cl) 
~ 

·~·~/1 -:::z:: 

I 
1-
C) 
z 
w 1.5 
0:::: ~· ..... 
Cl) 

0:::: 

/0~ ) L5 
:::z:: 
Cl) 1.0 

·V 
. 

I 

:::v 
d~ 
~ 

I 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 

NORMAL PRESSURE (KSF) 
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Exhibit F2: 

Soils Report Approval Letter 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE 

SOILS REPORT APPROVAL LETTER 

March 6, 2013 
LOG# 79604 
SOILS FILE- 2 

To: Jim Tokunaga, Deputy Advisory Agency 
Depat1ment of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street, 71h Floor, Room 750 

From: Dana Prevost, Engineering Geologist III 
Department of Building and Safety 

Tentative Tract: 70786 
LOT(S): 1 
LOCATION: 138-142 Culver Blvd. 

CURRENT REFERENCE REPORT DATE(S) OF 
REPORT/LETTER(S) No. DOCUMENT 
Update Report A8704-06-01 01/03/2013 

PREVIOUS REFERENCE REPORT DATE(S) OF 
REPORT/LETIER(S) No. DOCUMENT 
Dept. Approval Letter 69405-01 03/22/2010 
Soils Report A8704-06-01 01/13/2010 
Dept. Correction Letter 69405 01101/2010 
Soils Report A8704-06-01 12/01/2009 

PREPARED BY 
Geocon West Inc. 

PREPARED BY 
LADBS 
Geocon West, Inc. 
LADBS 
Geocon West, Inc. 

The Grading Division of the Department of Building and Safety has reviewed the Tentative Tract 70786 
filed with Los Angeles Department of City Planning receipt stamp dated January 13, 2013 and the 
referenced report providing an update for the previously proposed and approved construction of a Playa 
Lofts Mixed use development that will consist of 3-levels of multi-family residential construction over 
one level of commercial space, over two levels of subterranean parking. This development was approved 
in a letter dated March 22, 2010 (log# 69405-01). The Tentative Tract 70786 and the referenced update 
report is acceptable, provided the following conditions are complied with during site development: 

(Note: Numbers in parenthesis ( ) refer to applicable sections of the 2011 City of LA Building Code. 
P/BC numbers refer the applicable Information Bulletin. Information Bulletins can be accessed on the 
internet at LADBS.ORG.) 

1. All conditions ofthe Department approval letter dated march 22, 2010 (log# 69405-01) shall 
apply except as specifically modified herein. 

2. All recommendations ofthe report by Geocon Wt:st Inc., signed by Jelisa M. Thomas, GE 74946, 
which in addition to or more restrictive than the conditions contained herein shall also be 
incorporated into the plans for the project. (700'6.1) 

PC/pc 
Log No. 79604 
213-482-0480 
cc: Legado Del Mar LLC, Owner 

Geocon West Inc. , Project Consultant 
WL District Office 
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GEOCON 
W E S T , I N C . 

GEOTECHNICAL • ENVIRONMENTAL • MATERIALS 

Project No. A8704-06-0l 
January 13,2010 

Mr. Derek Jones 
138 Culver Investors, LLC 
8383 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 630 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

Subject: 

References: 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

RESPONSE TO CITY OF LOS ANGELES CORRECTION LETTER 
PROPOSED PLAYA LOFTS MIXED-USE BUILDING 
138,140, 142, & 174 CULVER BOULEVARD 
PLAY A DEL REY DISTRICT 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
TRACT: 831 LOTS: FR 1, VAC 85-404556,2 TO 6 
TRACT: A PORTION OF PLAY DEL REY TOWNSITE BLOCK: CLOT: FR 

Geotechnical Investigation, by Geocon West, Inc., Project No. A8704-06-0 1, dated Revised 
December 1, 2009; 

City of Los Angeles Correction Letter, Log #69405 dated January 7, 2010. 

This letter has been prepared in response to the January 7, 2010 City of Los Angeles Correction Letter, for the 
above referenced December 1, 2009 revised geotechnical report. The City letter indicates that 4 comments be 
addressed. A copy of all City correspondence is appended herein. 

Comment 1: Provide three complete copies of the referenced report (see pg 1) by Irvine Geotechnical, Inc. 
dated 06/18/2009. 

Response 1: Acknowledged. Please be aware that there was a typographical in the December 1, 2009 
Geotechnical report by Geocon. The correct date of the report by Irvine Geotechnical, Inc., is July 9, 2009 and 
copies are included herein. 

Please be aware that Geocon West, Inc. does not agree with the analyses or recommendations presented in the 
report by Irvine Geotechnical, dated July 9, 2009. As stated in the December 1, 2009 report, Geocon West, Inc. 
utilized and considered the exploration and laboratory data prepared by Irvine Geotechnical, Inc., to obtain a more 
comprehensive understanding of the underlying geology, ground water levels, etc. 

Comment 2: Provide calculations for liquefaction potential based on all exploration data performed at the site. 

Response 2: The liquefaction potential analysis presented in the December 1, 2009 report is based primarily 
on Geocon's two mud-rotary wash borings (with auto-hammer) supplemented with CPT data collected by Irvine 
Geotechnical. 

3303 N. San Fernando Blvd., Suite 100 • Burbank, California 91504·2531 • Telephone 818.841.8388 • Fax 818.841. 1704 
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The additional explorations were purposefully located in close proximity to two of the prior borings conducted by 

Irvine Geotechnical, which were conducted by utilizing a hollow stem auger drilling machine. Based on the 

presence of shallow groundwater at the site (depths of 7 to 8 feet below ground surface), it is our opinion that the 

use of a hollow stem auger drilling machine in shallow groundwater does result in accurate blow count data. 

By conducting additional borings with a rotary wash drilling machine at locations in close proximity to the 

previous Irvine Geotechnical borings, it was our intent to obtain more reliable SPT data that could be used in 

place of the previous data, as well as perform proper laboratory of the soils to assess potential for liquefaction. 

The SPT-based liquefaction potential analyses presented in the December I, 2009 Geocon report relies on the 

SPT data collected during the supplemental mud-rotary exploration by Geocon, as well as laboratory testing of the 

soils. Our use of information from the prior borings conducted by Irvine Geotechnical was limited to a 

comparison of the subsurface conditions encountered in adjacent borings. 

During preparation of our liquefaction potential analyses, the CPT logs presented in the Irvine Geotechnical 

report were utilized to further define the depths of the soil layer transitions, as well as corroborate some of the 

SPT data. 

It is our opinion that the liquefaction analysis based on the SPT data obtained during the rotary wash drilling 

machine explorations, supplemented with information collected by the CPT explorations performed by Irvine 

Geotechnical, as well as our own laboratory test results, is a very thorough and accurate representation of the 

anticipated liquefaction potential. 

Comment 3: CPT and SPT data shall be correlated in order to check that the CPT results and interpretations 

are reasonable for the project site. 

Response 3: See Response 2 above. Please note that based on the site conditions and shallow groundwater, the 

most accurate and applicable SPT blow count data is obtained utilizing the mud-rotary wash drilling method 

which was performed by Geocon. Geocon did consider the CPT data to further define the depths of the soil layer 

transitions which was factored into the liquefaction analyses. It is our opinion that the liquefaction analyses 

presented in the December 1, 2009 Geocon report are very comprehensive and suitable as presented. 

Comment 4: Provide revised recommendations as necessary based on the above. 

Response 4: No additional recommendations are necessary at this time. 

Sincerely, 
GEOCON WEST, ]N 

\~t~~ '""~\ 
( \ 
ieri~a Thomas 
R.C.E. 74946 

Enclosures: 

(2/0T) 
(3/Hand Del) 

Neal D. Berliner 
G.E. 2576 

(3) Copies of Report by Irvine Geotechnical, Inc. dated July 9, 2009 

A Copy of City Correction Letter 

Addressee 
City of Los Angeles, Submitted by Geocon 

Project No. A8704-06-01 - 2 -

please contact the 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report has been prepared per our agreement and summarizes findings of Irvine 

Geotechnical's geotechnical engineering exploration performed on the site. The purpose of this 

study is to evaluate the nature, distribution and engineering properties of the earth materials 

underlying the site with respect to Tentative Tract Map No. 70786 and redeveloping the site 

with a mixed-use retail/residential development. 

INTENT 

It is the intent of this report to assist in the design and completion of the proposed project. The 

recommendations are intended to reduce geotechnical risks affecting the project. The 

professional opinions and advice presented in this report are based upon commonly accepted 

standards and are subject to the general conditions described in the NOTICE section of this 

report. 
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EXPLORATION 

The scope of the field exploration was determined from our initial site visit and consultation with 

the client and the design team. The preliminary plans prepared by GMP Architects-LA were 

considered prior to beginning work on this project. Exploration was conducted using techniques 

normally applied to this type of project in this setting. This report is limited to the area of the 

exploration and the proposed project as shown on the Site Plan. Conditions affecting portions 

of the property outside the area explored, are beyond the scope of this report. 

Exploration was conducted on June 18, 2009 with the aid of a hollow-stem auger drill rig and 

an electronic cone penetrometer (CPT) rig. It included drilling four borings and advancing four 

CPT soundings to a maximum depth of 60 feet. Samples of the earth materials were obtained 

and delivered to the soils engineering laboratory of Soil Labworks, LLC for testing and analysis. 

The borings were logged by the staff engineer. 

Office tasks included laboratory testing of selected soil samples, researching records on file at 

the City of Los Angeles, reviewing historical topographic maps and aerial photographs, preparing 

the Site Plan and performing engineering analysis. Earth materials exposed in the borings are 

described on the enclosed Log of Borings. Appendix I contains a discussion of the laboratory 

testing procedures and results. Appendix II contains a description and interpretation of the CPT 

testing and data. The proposed project and the location of the borings and CPT soundings are 

shown on the Site Plan. 

14:" N. Sierra Mad rc Blvd., Suite 12 • Pasi:tdenu • C~1lifornia • 91107 • Phone: 626-li44-6641/Fux: ()26-604-0394 
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RESEARCH - PREVIOUS WORK 

The building and grading records of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety 

were researched prior to preparing this report. The records do not contain previous 

geotechnical reports prepared for the subject property. 

PROPOSED PROJECT 

Information concerning the proposed project was provided by the client. The preliminary plans 

prepared by GMP Architects-lA were a guide for exploring the site and preparing this report. It 

is proposed to subdivide the property and create Tentative Tract Map No. 70786, which will be 

suitable for development with a mixed-use retail/residential building. The lower, parking level 

ofthe building will be subterranean and occupy most of the footprint of the property. The ground 

level of the building consist of retail stores. Four levels of Type V construction will be built over 

the retail level and contain 63-units of apartments. Building loads are expected to be moderate 

to high. 

Formal plans have not been prepared and await the conclusions and recommendations of this 

report. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

The subject property consists of 15 contiguous parcels, in the Playa Del Rey section of the City 

of Los Angeles, California. The property is located just south of Ballona Creek and the entrance 

to Marina Del Rey,just inland from Dockweiler State Beach and is bounded by Culver Boulevard 

on the west and north, Vista Del Mar on the east and Pacific Avenue on the south. The site is 

145 N. Sicn·a Madre BIYd., Suite 12 o Pasatlenll o California o I) II 07 • J>hon~: 626-S44-M41 /Fax: 626-604-03')4 
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vacant except for a dilapidated wood-framed building at the southeast corner of the property. 

At one time, the Pacific Electric Railway track was present along the eastern boundary. The 

surrounding area is developed restaurants, apartments, single-family residences and City and 

State parks. 

The study area is generally level with an elevation of 10.5 to 11.5 above mean sea level. Past 

grading on the site has consisted of placing fill to create the level site, railway bed and 

surrounding streets. Vegetation consists of scattered weeds and grasses. Surface drainage 

generally is by sheet flow runoff down the contours of the land toward the west. 

GROUNDWATER 

Groundwater was encountered during exploration in all of the CPT soundings and borings at a 

depth of 7 feet (elevation 3.5 to 4 feet). Historically highest groundwater in this area of Playa 

Del Rey is estimated to be 5 feet below the ground surface (Plate 1.2, Historically Highest 

Groundwater Contours and Borehole Log Data Locations, Venice 7~ Minute Quadrangle in 

Seismic Hazard Zone Report for the Venice Quadrangle, SHZR-036). 

EARTH MATERIALS 

Fill 

Fill, associated with previous site grading, underlies portions of the site to a maximum observed 

thickness of 24 to 48 inches in the borings. The fill consists of silty sand that is grey to light 

brown, slightly moist to moist and medium dense. 

USN. Siena Madre Blwl., Suitl' 12 • Pasadcnu • C~11ifornia • 91107 • Phone: 626-844-6641/Fax: 626-604-ll3t>4 
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Alluvium 

Natural alluvial and marine deposits were encountered to the total depth of the borings and CPT 

soundings. For simplicity, the soil deposits are referred to herein as alluvium. The upper 10 to 

20 feet of alluvium consists of sand and silty sand that is fine to medium grained, moist to wet 

and medium dense. Below 10 to 20 feet, the alluvium consist ofthin to thick layers of silty clay 

mixed with layers of sand, clayey sand and silty sand. The clayey alluvium is green-grey, wet, 

and soft to firm. Below 25 feet, the alluvium consists primarily of sand and gravelly sand that 

is medium to coarse grained, dense to very dense and wet. The alluvium also contains 

abundant shell fragments that locally were deposited in thick layers (lag deposits). Generally, 

the amount and thickness of clay increases from south to north toward Ballona Creek. 

GENERAL SEISMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Southern California Is located in an active seismic region and numerous known and 

undiscovered earthquake faults are present in the region. Hazards associated with fault rupture 

and earthquakes include direct affects such as strong ground shaking and ground rupture, as 

well as secondary affects such as liquefaction, landsliding and lurching. The United States 

Geological Survey (USGS), California Geologic Survey (CGS), Southern California Earthquake 

Center(SCEC), private consultants and universities have been studying earthquakes in southern 

California for several decades. Early studies were directed toward earthquake prediction and 

early warning of strong ground shaking. Research and practice have shown that earthquake 

prediction is not practical or sufficiently accurate to benefit the general public. Also, several 

recent and damaging earthquakes have occurred on faults that were unknown prior to rupture. 

Current standards and the California Building Code call for earthquake resistant design of 

structures as opposed to prediction. 

145 N. Sierra Madre Bini., Suite 12 • Pasndcna • California • 91107 • Phone: 626-844-6641/Fax: 626-60..J-0394 
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Building Code Seismic Coefficients 

Seismic design parameters within the Building Code include amplification ofthe seismic forces 

on the structure depending on the soil type, distance to seismic source and intensity of shaking. 

The purpose of the code seismic design parameters is to prevent collapse of structures and loss 

of life during strong ground shaking. Cosmetic damage should be expected. 

The following table lists the applicable seismic coefficients for the 2008 Building Code. 

SEISMIC COEFFICIENTS (2008 Los Angeles Building Code) 

Latitude= 33.95783°N 
Short Period (0.2s) One-second Period 

Longitude= 118.448986°W 

Earth Materials and Site Class Alluvium ·S0 from Table 1613.5.2 and Section 1613.5.2 

Seismic Design Category D 
from Table 1613.5(1) and 1613.5(2) 

Spectral Accelerations s = 1.500 (g) s1 = 0.600 (g) 
from Figures 1613.5(3) and 1613.5(4) s 

Site Coefficients FA= 1.0 Fv = 1.5 
from Tables 1613.5.3 (1) and 1613.5.3 (2) 

Spectral Response Accelerations SMS = 1.50 (g) SM1 = 0.90 (g) 
from Equations 16-37 and 16-38 

Design Accelerations 
from Equations 16-39 and 16-40 

Sos = 1.00 (g) Sol = 0.60 (g) 

Seismic Hazards 

The principal seismic hazard to the subject property and proposed project is strong ground 

shaking from earthquakes produced by local faults. Modern, wei !.constructed buildings are 

145 :". Sien·a Madre Blvd., Suite 12 • Pasadena • California • 91107 • Phone: 626·S44-6Ci4l/Fax: 626-604-039-' 
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designed to resist ground shaking through the use of shear panels, moment-resisting frames 

and reinforcement. Additional precautions may be taken to protect personal property and 

reduce the chance of injury, including strapping water heaters and securing furniture and 

appliances. It is likely that the subject property will be shaken by future earthquakes produced 

in southern California. 

Alquist-Priolo Fault Rupture Hazard Study Zone 

California faults are classified as active, potentially active or inactive. Faults from past geologic 

periods of mountain building, but do not display any evidence of recent offset are considered 

"inactive" or "potentially active." Faults that have historically produced earthquakes or show 

evidence of movement within the Holocene (past 11,000 years) are considered ''active faults." 

Active faults that are capable of causing large earthquakes may also cause ground rupture. The 

Alquist-Priolo Act of 1971 was enacted to protect structures from hazards associated with fault 

ground rupture. No known active faults cross the subject property and the site is not located 

within an Alquist-Priolo Fault Rupture Hazard Study Zone. The ground rupture hazard at the site 

is considered nil. 

Seismic Hazard Zones 

The California State Legislature enacted the Seismic Hazards Mapping Act of 1990, which was 

prompted by damaging earthquakes in California, and was intended to protect public safety 

from the effects of strong ground shaking, liquefaction, landslides, and other 

earthquake-related hazards. The Seismic Hazards Mapping Act requiresthatthe State Geologist 

delineate various "seismic hazards zones." The maps depicting the zones are released by the 

California Geological Survey. 

145 N. Siena Madre Bini., Suite 12 • Pasmlena • Cnliforlli:..l • 91107 • Phone: fl26-844-6641/Fax: 626-()04-0394 
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The Seismic Hazards Mapping Act requires a site investigation by a certified engineering 

geologist and/or civil engineer with expertise in geotechnical engineering, for projects sited 

within a hazard zone. The investigation is to include recommendations for a "minimum level of 

mitigation" that should reduce the risk of ground failure during an earthquake to a level that 

does not cause the collapse of buildings for human occupancy. The Seismic Hazards Mapping 

Act does not require mitigation to a level of no ground failure and/or no structural damage. 

Seismic Hazard Zone delineations are based on correlation of a combination of factors, 

including: surface distribution of soil deposits; physical relief; depth to historic high 

groundwater; shear strength of the soils; and occurrence of past seismic deformation. The 

subject property is located within the United States Geologic Survey, Venice Quadrangle. 

Seismic hazards within the Venice Quadrangle were evaluated by the CGS in their report, 

NSeismic Hazard Zone Report for the Venice 7.5-minute Quadrangle, Los Angeles County, 

California, Seismic Hazard Zone Report 036." According to the Seismic Hazard Zones Map, the 

subject property is within an area that has been subject to, or may be subject to liquefaction. 

Ground Motion 

The latest California Geological Survey, Special Publication 117 A, (Guidelines for Evaluating and 

Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California, 2008) states that previously used ground motion 

values contained in the Seismic Hazard Zone reports should not be used for liquefaction 

studies. Based upon the 2007 California Building Code (1802.2.7), the Peak Ground 

Acceleration (PGA) used for liquefaction studies may be assumed to be S0sf2.5, which for the 

site is 1.00/2.5 = 0.40g. 

145 N. Sicn·a Madre Bini.. Suitt•l2 • Pasadena • Califol'nia • 911117 • Phone: 626-S44-6641/Fax: 626-M14-0394 
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Liquefaction 

Liquefaction is a process that occurs when saturated sediments are subjected to repeated 

strain reversals during an earthquake. The strain reversals cause increased pore water 

pressure such that the internal pore pressure approaches the overburden pressure and the 

shear strength approaches zero. Liquefied soils may be subject to flow or excessive strain, 

which can cause settlement. Liquefaction occurs in soils below the groundwater table. Soils 

commonly subject to liquefaction include loose to medium dense sand and silty sand with low 

plasticity. Predominantly fine-grained plastic soils, such as silts and clay, are less susceptible 

to liquefaction. Generally, soils with a clay content of greater than 15 percent and/or a fines 

content (percent passing the 200 sieve) greater than 30 percent, are not considered subject 

to liquefaction. 

Soils and data collected in the borings and CPT soundings were utilized to quantify the 

liquefaction potential of the site. A ground acceleration of 0.40g and a design magnitude 

earthquake of 7.5 were used for the analyses. It was assumed that the groundwater will be at 

the base of the subterranean parking level (10 feet below ground surface). 

The stresses, strains, and safety factor for liquefaction were c..alculated using the methodologies 

by T.L. Youd, et. al., (Liquefaction Resistance of Soils: Summary Report from the 1996 NCEER 

and 1998 NCEER/NSF Workshops on Evaluation of Liquefaction Resistance of Soils, 1998), 

P.K. Robertson (Cyclic Liquefaction and its Evaluation Based on the SPT and CPT, 1997), P.K. 

Robertson, 2009, (Guide to Cone Penetration Testing for Geotechnical Engineering), 

"Recommended Procedures for Implementation of DMG Special Publication 117, Guidelines 

for Analyzing and Mitigating Liquefaction in California" (Southern California Earthquake Center, 

2002), California Geological Survey, Special Publication 117A, (Guidelines for Evaluating and 

1-'5 ~.Sierra Madre Blvd., Suite 12 • PasiJdenn • California •911117 • Phone: 626-S-14-6641/Fax: 626-(1114-0394 
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Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California, 2008) and R. B. Seed, et. al., 2003, (Recent Advances 

in Soil Liquefaction Engineering: a Unified and Consistent Framework). 

The last co I u m n of "Liquefaction Analysis Using SPT Data" and "Liquefaction Ana lysis Using CPT 

Data" lists the calculated safety factor of the soils encountered in the borings and CPT 

soundings. For the CPT data, the tip resistance was converted to an equivalent SPT N60 blow 

count using published correlations and following the recommendations of SP117 A. 

The liquefaction potential across the site is variable because of the inter-fingering nature of the 

clayey and sandy alluvium. Liquefaction is precluded above the high water table, by definition. 

Therefore, soils shallower than 10 feet are not subject to liquefaction because the basement 

mat foundation will extend to that depth. The table below summarizes the layer intervals that 

have a potential for liquefaction. In general, soils between the bottom ofthe basement and 25 

to 35 feet are soft with a moderate to high potential for liquefaction. Grain size analyses show 

that the soils between 10 and 20 to 25 feet have a clay content that is more than 15 percent. 

Based upon the "Chinese criteria"the clayey soilsaretoo plastic and notsubjectto liquefaction. 

LAYER INTERVALS WITH LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL {FS < 1.2) 

Boring 1 CPT 1 CPT 2 Boring 2 CPT 3 CPT4 
(depth-feet (depth-feet) (depth-feet) (depth-feet) (depth-feet) (depth-feet) 

20-25 12-23 10-27 10-25 10-48 11-29 

32-35 30-37 25-35 33 

36-38 42 38-43 
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Due to the depth and thickness of layers that may be subject to liquefaction, deepened 

foundations or ground improvements will be required tp mitigate the hazard to an accepatble 

level. 

Lateral Spreading Hazard 

Saturated soils that have experienced liquefaction may be subject to liquefaction where located 

adjacent to free-faces, such as slopes, channels, and rivers. The site is remote to free-faces 

and the lateral spreading hazard at the site is low to nil. 

Dynamic Settlement 

Dissipation of excess pore pressure after liquefaction can result in settlement. The volumetric 

strain and accompanying settlement of saturated soils was estimated using procedures 

developed by Ishihara and Yoshimine. Because of the thickness of layers that are subject to 

liquefaction, the total and differential dynamic settlement potentials exceed 3.0 and 1.5 inches, 

respectively. Deepened foundations that derive support in the dense sands below the 

liquefiable layers are recommended to support new structures. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

General Findings 

The conclusions and recommendations of this exploration are based upon four borings, four 

CPT sounding, research of available records, consultation, years of experience observing similar 

properties in similar settings and review of the development plans. It is the finding of Irvine 

Geotechnical that Tentative Tract Map No. 70786 and construction of the proposed project is 

feasible from a geotechnical engineeringstandpointprovidedthe advice and recommendations 

contained in this report are included in the plans and are implemented during construction. 

The recommended bearing material is the dense, alluvial deposits, which are present between 

23 and 50 feet of existing grade. Between the bottom of the proposed parking level and depths 

of 23 to 50 feet, the soils are subject to liquefaction and excessive consolidation under static 

and dynamic loading. Deepened foundations are recommended to support the proposed 

structures. 

Precast concrete piles, driven through the soft soils and into the dense sands would be 

acceptable for structu ra I support. However, piled riving machines may not be acceptable in this 

area of Playa Del Rey. Non-resonating, vibratory drivers may be feasible. Steel displacement 

piles and cast-in-place concrete displacement piles have been used successfully in Playa Vista 

and Culver City on sites with similar soils. Displacement piles consist of thick-walled, tapered, 

steel piles that have auger like tips. They are augered into the ground similar to cast-in-place 

concrete piles, except that these piles displace the earth and no cuttings are brought to the 

surface. The hollow interior is then filled with concrete. Some large diameter displacement 

piles have the ability of accepting steel reinforcing cages. Otherwise, the designer will have to 
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demonstrate the design life of the steel piles are acceptable from a corrosion standpoint, or 

provide corrosion protection. 

Geotechnical Issues 

Geotechnical issues affecting the site include: deepened foundations, temporary excavations 

along the public right-of-way required to construct the subterranean parking level, high 

groundwater, and excessive static and dynamic settlement. 

Deepened foundations are recommended to mitigate dynamic settlement hazards associated 

with liquefaction. In the event of a Design Basis Earthquake, differential settlement of the 

exterior ground relative to the building should be anticipated. Flexible couplings or connections 

between wet and dry utilities should be considered where pipes enter the building from the 

exterior. 

The existing groundwater level is at a depth of 7 feet, and the historically high groundwater is 

considered 5 feet below the ground surface. De-watering will be required to constructthe lower 

parking level. A de-watering contractor should be consulted to determine the feasibility of 

lowering the groundwater in order to facilitate construction. Also, a mat foundation and 

hydrostatic design of basement walls wi II be required for portions of the structure below a depth 

of 5 feet. 

Shoring will be required to support excavations adjacent to the public right-of-way. The near 

surface soils consist of sand, which is subject to caving. Also, groundwater will be encountered 

below a depth of 7 feet. The shoring system will likely consist of sheet piles. 
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FOUNDATION DESIGN 

General Conditions 

The following foundation recommendations are minimum requirements. The structural 

engineer may require footings that are deeper, wider, or larger in diameter, depending on the 

final loads. 

Deepened Foundations· Driven or Displacement Plies 

End-bearing, driven or cast-in-place concrete displacement piles are recommended to penetrate 

the soft and liquefiable soils to support the proposed structures in the dense sand at depths 

of 23 to 48 feet. In general, the depths to the approved bearing material increases toward the 

north. The capacity and settlement characteristics of typical driven piles was estimated using 

the computer program ALLPILE7 version 7 .12e developed by Civil Tech Software. It is assumed 

that the piles are driven 8 feet into the approved bearing material. Zero skin friction was 

assumed between the base of the building and the bearing materials for layers that are subject 

to liquefaction. Negative skin friction was assumed for non-liquefiable layers above the 

recommended bearing material. The pile capacities are a function of the N60 blow count data 

determined for the materials for the liquefaction analysis. The results of the ALLPILE analysis 

are contained in Appendix Ill. 

The following table lists the depths to the recommended bearing material, pile capacities and 

expected static and dynamic settlement potentials. 
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Location 

CPT1 

CPT2 

CPT3 

CPT4 

PILE SUMMARY CHART 

Axial Pile Uplift Pile 
Depth to Bearing 

capacity capacity 
Material 

(kips)* (kips)* 
(feet) 

23 206 14 

38 384 24 

48 182 51 

29 221 17 

Settlement 

Dynamic Static 
(inches) (inches) 

0.71 0.20 

0.0 0.32 

0.0 0.14 

1.09 0.18 

* Net allowable values and include effects zero and negative skin friction (down drag) from 
liquefaction. 

Higher capacities are possible, but will require full scale field testing of the piles before 

construction. 

Foundation Settlement 

Settlement of the foundation system is expected to occur on initial application of loading. Total 

settlements under static conditions are expected to be less than 112 inch. Differential settlement 

under static loads should not exceed 1f4 inch. Total dynamic settlement of the foundation 

system is expected to be up to 1.09 inches. According to SP117A, differential settlement as 

a result of liquefaction could be up to% the total settlement, or 0.73 inches. The total and 

differential settlement under static and dynamic conditions are withing State and City 

guidlelines. 
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RETAINING WALLS 

General Design 

Cantilevered retaining walls up to 10 feet high that support alluvium and approved retaining 

wall backfill, may be designed for an equivalent fluid pressure of 35 pounds per cubic foot. 

Restrained basement walls that are pinned at the top by a non-yielding floor or structural deck 

should be designed for an at-rest soil pressure. The recommended design at-rest earth 

pressure on restrained basement wall is an equivalent fluid pressure of 60 pcf. Retaining walls 

extending below at depth of 5 feet below existing grade should be designed for a hydrostatic 

pressure and addition to the soil pressure. 

Retaining walls that are outside of the building and above the water table should be provided 

with a subdrain or weepholes covered with a minimum of 12 inches of% inch crushed gravel. 

Basement retaining walls surcharged by existing foundations should be designed to withstand 

the surcharge. Irvine Geotechnical would be happy to assist the structural engineer in 

evaluating the surcharge pressure and the point of application. 

Backfill 

Retaining wall backfill should be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent of the maximum 

density as determined by ASTM D 1557-07. Retaining wall backfill should be capped with a 

paved surface drain or a concrete slab. 

145 N. Sien·a Madre Blvd., Suite 12 • J)asadcntl • Cnlifornia • 911117 • Phone: 626-844-6641/Fax: 626-604-0394 
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TEMPORARY EXCAVATIONS 

Temporary excavations will be required to construct the proposed retaining walls and mat 

foundation for the parking level. The excavations will be up to 10 feet in height and will expose 

fill over sand. All excavations should be trimmed to 1:1 or supported. 

Where trimming is not feasible, or where vertical excavations remove lateral support from the 

public right-of-way, temporary shoring will be required. 

Shoring 

Temporary shoring should be designed for an equivalent fluid pressure of 30 pounds per cubic 

foot. Shoring will likely consist of sheet piles. Shoring should derive lateral capacity in the 

alluvium below the base of the excavation. Piles may be assumed fixed 3 feet below the base 

of the excavation. 

Shoring that is surcharged by traffic, cranes and other construction equipment should be 

designed to withstand the surcharge. Irvine Geotechnical would be happy to assist the shoring 

engineer in evaluating the surcharge pressure and the point of application. 

Shoring extending below the water table should be designed for a hydrostatic pressure in 

addition to the soil pressure. 

Resistance to lateral loading may be provided by passive earth pressure within the alluvium 

below the base of the excavation. Passive earth pressure may be computed as an equivalent 

145 N. Sierra Madre Blvd., Suite 12 • Pasadena • California • 91107 • Phone: 626-R44-664 1/F~•x: 626-61l4-0394 
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fluid having a density of 250 pounds per cubic foot. The maximum allowable earth pressure 

is 4,000 pounds per square foot. 

Earth Anchors 

Earth anchors (tie backs) may be employed to assist the shoring system. Pressure grouted 

friction anchors are recommended. For design purposes, it is assumed that the active wedge 

adjacent to the shoring is defined by a plane drawn at 30 degrees with the vertical through the 

bottom ofthe excavation. Friction anchors should extend at least 10feet beyond the potential 

active wedge, or to a greater length if necessary to develop the desired capacities. 

The anchors should be tested and the capacities verified following the recommendations of the 

shoring engineer and in conformance with City of Los Angeles standards. Irvine Geotechnical 

would like to review the shoring design, assumptions and testing procedures. 

For preliminary design purposes, it is estimated that cast-in-place friction anchors will develop 

an average value of 150 pounds persquarefoot. Post or pressure grouted anchors will develop 

much higher friction capacities. Only the frictional resistance developed beyond the active 

wedge would be effective in resisting lateral loads. If the anchors are spaced at least six feet 

on center, no reduction in the capacity of the anchors need be considered due to group action. 

The anchors may be installed at angles of 20 to 40 degrees below the horizontal. Caving and 

sloughing of the anchor hole should be anticipated and provisions made to minimize such 

caving and sloughing. To minimize chances of caving and sloughing, that portion of the anchor 

shaft within the active wedge should be backfilled with sand before testing the anchor. This 

portion of the shaft should be filled tightly and flush with the face of the excavation. The sand 
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backfill should be placed by pumping; the sand may contain a small amount of cement to 

facilitate pumping. 

The installation of the anchors and the testing of the completed anchors should be observed 

by a deputy grading inspector under the direction of the geotechnical engineer. 

Deflection Monitoring 

Prior to construction and excavation for the parking level. it is recommended that the existing 

conditions along the property lines be documented and surveyed. Documentation should 

include photographs and descriptions of the offsite structures and conditions. Survey 

monuments should be affixed to representative structures and to points along the property line 

and offsite. The survey points should be measured prior to construction to form a baseline for 

determining settlement and/or deformation. Upon installation of the shoring system, survey 

monuments should be affixed to the tops of representative piles so that deflection can be 

measured. 

Some deflection is expected for a well designed and constructed cantilevered shoring system. 

Where offsite structures and the public right-of-way are located more than 10 feet of the shored 

excavation, it is recommended that deflection be limited to 1 inch. Where offsite structures and 

the public right-of-way are located within 10 feet of the shored excavation, it is recommended 

that the deflection be limited to 1!2 inch or less. 

The shored excavation and offsite structures should be visually inspected everyday. Survey 

monuments should be measured once a month during the construction process. Should the 

surveys reveal offsite deformation or excessive deflection of the shoring system, the shoring 

I ~5 :'tl. Sierra Mat! re Blvd., Suite 12 • Pasadena • California • 91 I 07 • Phone: 626-844-M"'I /Fax: 626-Ml.:l-0.39"' 
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engineer and geotechnical engineer should be notified. Excessive deflection may require 

internal bracing to restrain the shoring system. 

A representative ofthe geotechnical engineer or geologist should be present during grading to 

see temporary slopes. All excavations should be stabilized within 30 days of initial excavation. 

Water should not be allowed to pond on top of the excavations nor to flow toward them. No 

vehicular surcharge should be allowed within three feet of the top of the cut. 

Excavation Characteristics 

The borings and CPT sounding did encounter hard layers of gravel and shell fragments. The 

gravel and shell layers are generally present at depths of 30 to 33 feet and below 38 to 50 feet. 

The CPT soundings and borings were able to be advanced through the layers to a depth of 60 

feet. Caving sand should be anticipated for all basement excavations and drilled shafts. Casing 

will be required for drilled shafts, if any. Groundwater should be anticipated for all excavations 

deeper than 7 feet. 

CONCRETE DECKING AND PAVING 

Concrete decking and paving that is outside the building footprint should be placed over an 

approved compacted fill cap. The existing fill should be removed to expose firm alluvium, the 

exposed grade then scarified to a depth of 6 Inches, moistened as required to obtain optimum 

moisture content, and recompacted to 95 percent of the maximum dry density, as determined 

by ASTM D 1557-07. At a minimum, the over-excavation should include the upper 24 inches 

of soils. 
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Slabs should be at least 4 inches thick and reinforced with a minimum of #4 bars on 16 inch 

centers, each way. Care should be taken to cast the reinforcement near the center of the slab. 

Slabs which will be provided with a floor covering should be protected by a polyethylene plastic 

vapor barrier. The barrier should be covered with a thin layer of sand, about two inches, to 

prevent punctures and aid in the concrete cure. 

Decking that caps a retaining wall should be provided with a flexible joint to allow for the normal 

one to two percent deflection of the retaining wall. Decking that does not cap a retaining wall 

should not be tied to the wall. The space between the wall and the deck will require periodic 

caulking to prevent moisture intrusion into the retaining wall backfill. 

It should be noted that cracking of concrete floor slabs is very common during curing. The 

cracking occurs because concrete shrinks as it dries. Crack control joints which are commonly 

used in exterior decking to control such cracking are normally not used in interior slabs. The 

reinforcement recommended above is intended to reduce cracking and its proper placement 

is critical to the slab's performance. The minor shrinkage cracks which often form in interior 

slabs generally do not present a problem when carpeting, linoleum, or wood floor coverings are 

used. The slab cracks can, however, lead to surface cracks in brittle floor coverings such as 

ceramic tile. A mortar bed or slip sheet is recommended between the slab and tile to limit, the 

potential for cracking. 

Slabs should be protected with a polyethylene plastic vapor barrier placed beneath the slab. 

This barrier is intended to prevent the upward migration of moisture from the subgrade soils 

through the porous concrete slab. It should be noted that vapor barriers are penetrated by any 

number of elements including water lines, drain lines, and footings. These barriers are therefore 

145 N. Siena \1adrc Blvd., Suite 12 • Pasadena • C;tlifornia • 91107 • Phon<.>: 6UJ-~44-66_.1/Fax: 626-6114-11394 
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not completely watertight. It is recommended that a surface seal be placed on slabs which will 

receive a wood floor. The floor installer should be consulted regarding an adequate product. 

DRAINAGE 

Control of site drainage is important for the performance ofthe proposed project. Pad and roof 

drainage should be collected and transferred to the street or approved location in non-erosive 

drainage devices. Drainage should not be allowed to pond on the pad or againstanyfoundation 

or retaining wall. Planters located within retaining wall backfill should be sealed to prevent 

moisture intrusion into the backfill. Drainage control devices require periodic cleaning, testing 

and maintenance to remain effective. 

WATERPROOFING 

Interior and exterior retaining walls are subject to moisture intrusion, seepage, and leakage and 

should be waterproofed. Waterproofing paints, compounds, or sheeting can be effective if 

properly installed. For retaining walls not part of the building and designed for a hydrostatic 

pressure, should have a subdrain that daylights to the atmosphere. The subdrain should be 

covered with% inch crushed gravel to help the collection of water. Yard areas above the wall 

should be sealed or properly drained to prevent moisture contact with the wall or saturation of 

wall backfill. 

PLAN REVIEW 

Formal plans ready for submittal to the Building Department should be reviewed by Irvine 

Geotechnical. Any change in scope of the project may require additional work. 
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SITE OBSERVATIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

Please advise Irvine Geotechnical at least 24 hours prior to any required site visit. The agency 

approved plans and permits should be at the job site and available to our representative. The 

project consultant will perform the observation and post a notice at the jobsite of his visit and 

findings. This notice should be given to the agency inspector. 

During construction, a number of reviews by this office are recommended to verify site 

geotechnical conditions and conformance with the intent of the recommendations for 

construction. Although not all possible geotechnical observation and testing services are 

required by the reviewing agency, the more site reviews requested, the lower the risk offuture 

problems. It is recommended that all grading, foundation, and drainage excavations be seen 

by a representative of the geotechnical engineer PRIOR to placing fill, forms, pipe, concrete, or 

steel. Any fill which is placed should be approved, tested, and verified if used for engineering 

purposes. Temporary excavations should be observed by a representative of the Geotechnical 

Engineer. 

The following site reviews are advised or required. Should the observations reveal any 

unforeseen hazards, the geologist/engineer will recommend treatment. 

Pre-construction meeting 
Temporary excavations 
Shoring installation 
Bottom excavation for removals 
Subdrains 
Compaction of fill 
Foundation excavations 
Slab subgrade moisture barrier membrane 
Slab subgrade rock placement 
Slab steel placement 
Subdrain and rock placement behind retaining walls 

Advised 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Advised 
Advised 
Advised 
Required 
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Compaction of retaining wall backfill 
Compaction of utility trench backfill 

Required 
Advised 

Irvine Geotechnical requires at least a 24 hour notice prior to any required site visits. The 

approved plans and building/grading permits should be on the job and available to the project 

consultant. 

FINAL INSPECTION 

Many projects are required by the agency to have final geologic and soils engineering reports 

upon completion of the grading. 

CONSTRUCTION SITE MAINTENANCE 

It is the responsibility ofthe contractor to maintain a safe construction site. When excavations 

exist on a site, the area should be fenced and warning signs posted. All pile excavations must 

be properly covered and secured. Soil generated by foundation and subgrade excavations 

should be either removed from the site or properly placed as a certified compacted fill. Soil 

must not be spilled over any descending slope. Workers should not be allowed to enter any 

unshored trench excavations over five feet deep. 

GENERAL CONDITIONS 

This report and the exploration are subject to the following NOTICE. Please read the NOTICE 

carefully, it limits our liability. 
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NOTICE 

In the event of any changes in the design or location of any structure, as outlined in this report, 

the conclusions and recommendations contained herein may not be considered valid unless 

the changes are reviewed by us and the conclusions and recommendations are modified or 

reaffirmed after such review. 

The subsurface conditions and excavation characteristics described herein have been projected 

from excavations on the site as indicated and should in no way be construed to reflect any 

variations that may occur between these excavations or that may result from changes in 

subsurface conditions. 

Fluctuations in the level of groundwater may occur due to variations in rainfall, temperature, 

irrigation, and other factors not evident at the time of the measurements reported herein. 

Fluctuations also may occur across the site. High groundwater levels can be extremely 

hazardous. Saturation of earth materials can cause subsidence or slippage of the site. 

If conditions encountered during construction appear to differ from those disclosed herein, 

notify us immediately so we may consider the need for modifications. Compliance with the 

design concepts, specifications or recommendations during construction requires the review 

of the geotechnical engineer during the course of construction. 

THE EXPLORATION WAS PERFORMED ONLY ON A PORTION OF THE SITE, AND CANNOT BE 

CONSIDERED AS INDICATIVE OF THE PORTIONS OF THE SITE NOT EXPLORED. 

This report is issued and made for the sole use and benefit of the client, is not transferable and 

is as of the exploration date. Any liability in connection herewith shall not exceed thefeeforthe 

exploration. No warranty, expressed or implied, is made or intended in connection with the 

above exploration or by the furnishing of this report or by any other oral or written statement. 

THIS REPORT WAS PREPARED ON THE BASIS OF THE PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

FURNISHED. FINAL PLANS SHOULD BE REVIEWED BY THIS OFFICE AS ADDITIONAL 

GEOTECHNICAL WORK MAY BE REQUIRED. 
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Irvine Geotechnical appreciates the opportunity to provide our service on this project. Any 

questions concerning the data or interpretation of this report should be directed to the 

undersigned. 

Respectful submitted, 
Irvine Geot chnical, Inc. 

\ 

I 

on A. Irvine . 
I 
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY- SOIL TESTING BY SOIL LABWORKS, LLC 

Laboratory testing by Soil Labworks, LLC was performed under the supervision of the 

undersigned engineer. Irvine Geotechnical and Jon A. Irvine has reviewed referenced laboratory 

testing report dated June 30, 2009 and the results appear to be reasonable for this area of 
Playa Del Rey. Irvine Geotechnical and the undersigned engineer concurs with the findings of 

Soil Labworks, LLC and accepts professional responsibility for utilizing the data. 

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY- ELECTRONIC DATA BY KEHOE TESTING 

CPT soundings and data collection were performed by Kehoe Testing and Engineering of 
Huntington Beach, California. The soundings were performed under the observation of the 

engineer. Irvine Geotechnical and Jon A. Irvine has reviewed referenced electronic data 

collected on June 18, 2009 and the results appear to be reasonable for this area of Playa Del 
Rey. Irvine Geotechnical and the undersigned engineer accepts professional responsibility for 
utilizing the data. 
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October 18, 2011 

Ms. Donna Gooley 
US Bank 
Mailcode: LM-CA-ED3J 
474 Executive Dr., 3rd Floor 
San Diego, CA 92121 

Subject: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment 
138 Culver Blvd 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
Partner Project No. 11-81881.1 
RIMS No. 11-006870-02-1 

Dear Ms. Gooley: 

Engineering and Science, Inc. 

Partner Engineering and Science, Inc. (Partner) is pleased to provide the results of the Phase I 
Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) report of the abovementioned address (the "subject 
property"). 

This assessment was performed in general conformance with the scope and limitations of as 
detailed in the ASTM Practice E1527-05 Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: 
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Process. 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide environmental services to US Bank. If you have any 
questions concerning this report, or if we can assist you in any other matter, please contact me at 
(602) 653-6114. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Peacock 
Relationship Manager 

1990 K Grand Ave., Stc. 100, El Segundo, CA 90245 0 Phone 800-419-4923 0 Fax 866-928-7418 
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 Subject Property Description 

Partner Engineedn~ and Science Inc. (Partner) has performed a Phase I Enviror1mental Site 
Assessment (ESA) m genera l accordance with the scope of work and limitations of ASTM Standard 
Practice E1527-05 the Environmental Protection Agency Standards and Practices for All Appropriate 
Inquiries (AAJ) (40 CFR Part 312) and set forth by US Bank for the property located at 138 Cui er 
Boulevard in the Playa Del Rey Los Angeles County California (the "subject property"). Tbe Phase J 
Environmental Site Assessment i designed to provide US Bank with an assessment concerning 
environmental conditions (limited to those issues identified in the rep01t) as they exist at the subject 
property. 

Property Description 
The subject property is located on the east side of Culver Boulevard within a mixed commercial and 
residential area of Playa Del Rey, California. Please refer to the table below for further description of 
the subject property. 

The subject property is currently a vacant dirt lot with an abandoned structure at the southeast corner of 
the larger subject prope1ty lo . The dirt lot contains patches of grown-over asphalt and an over-grown 
asphalt driveway runs along the eastern perimeter of the larger subject property parcel. 

According to available historical sources the subject property was formerly developed with the Del 
Rey Depot station in the northern portion of the parcel from as early as 1918 to circa 1947 developed 
with a restaurant and a "gas and oil" facility in the northern p01tion circa 1950 developed with an auto 
service station in the northern portion from as early as 1965 to circa 1980 and a restaurant to the south 
ofthe service station from as early as 1971 to circa 1992. The subject property was developed with the 
currently existing structure in 1946 and has existed in its current configuration from as early as the 
2000. 

The immediately surrounding propertie consist of restaurants to the north across Culver Boulevard 
and to the north-northeast acros Vista Del Mar Lane; undeveloped land to the east and southeast 
across Vista Del Mar Lane· residences to the southwest and south, across Pacific Avenue· a 
restaurant and residences to the southwest across Pacific Avenue· restaurants to the west across 
Culver Boulevard· and offices and retail shops to the northwest, across Culver DouJevard. 

Bases on topographic map interpretation and information from previous subsurface investigations the 
depth and direction of groundwater in the vici_nity of the subject property is present between 
approximately 6 to 10 feet below ground surface (bgs) and flows to the west. 

1.2 Environmental Report Summary 

Partner has performed a Phase I Env ironmental Site A ssessment of the above referenced properiy. ny 
exceptions to, or deletions from. this practice are described in Section 2.3 of this rep01t. This 
assessment has revea led evidence of recognized environmental conditions in connection with the 
property as discussed in Section 1.4. 
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Report Section Results Recommendations Cost Estimate 
RanS?;e 

1.3 Data Gaps Low-Risk Add. Data Gathering 
3.2 Activity and Use Limitations No Risk None 
4.1 Environmental Liens No Risk None 
5.1 Historical Background Potentially Sig. Risk None 
5.2 Subject Property Low-Risk None 
5.3 Adjoining Properties Potentially Sig. Risk None 
6.0 Federal, State, Local & Tribal No Risk None 

Database ListinS?;s 
7.1 Hazardous Substances No Risk None 
7.2 Unidentified Containers No Risk None 
7.3 Staining No Risk None 
7.4 Stressed Vegetation No Risk None 
7.5 Aboveground Storage Tanks No Risk None 

(ASTs) 
7.6 Underground Storage Tanks 

(USTs) 
Potentially Sig. Risk None 

7.7 Pits, Ponds And Lagoons No Risk None 
7.8 PCB-Containing Equipment No Risk None 
7.9 Solid Waste Disposal No Risk None 
7.10 Wetlands No Risk None 
7.11 Septic System with On-Site No Risk None 

Drainfield 
7.12 Oil/Water Separator No Risk None 
7.13 Dry Wells or Injection Wells No Risk None 
7.14 Contamination of Soil Potentially Sig. Risk None 
7.15 Contamination of Groundwater Potentially Sig. Risk None 
7.16 Vapor Intrusion Potentially Sig. Risk None 
7.17 Use of Pesticides on Site No Risk None 
7.18.1 Asbestos Low-Risk None 
7.18.2 Lead No Risk None 
7.18.3 Radon No Risk None 
7.18.4 Lead in Drinking Water No Risk None 
7.18.5 Mold No Risk None 
7.18.6 All Other Concerns No Risk None 
8.0 Interviews Low-Risk None 

1.3 Data Gaps 

Partner identified the following data gaps during the preparation of this Environmental Site 
Assessment: 

• Interviews with past or current owners, operators and occupants were not reasonably asce1tainable 
and thus constitute a data gap. Based on information obtained from other historical sources (as 
discussed in Section 5.0), this data gap is not expected to alter the findings of this assessment. 

• Partner requested info rmation relative to deed restri ctions and env ironmental I iens, a t it le search, 
and completion of a pre-survey questionnaire from the Report User. This info rmat ion was 11ot 
provided at the time of the assessment. Based on the cumulative results of our review this data gap 
is not expected to alter the findings of this assessment. 

• Partner was unable to determine the property use at 5-year intervals, which constitutes a data gap. 
Information concerning historical use of the subject property was unavailable f rom 1938 to 1950, 
1956 to 1961 and 1982 to mid-1990s. Except for property tax files and recorded land title records, 
which were not considered to be sufficiently useful, Partner reviewed all standard historical sources 
and conducted appropriate interviews. 
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• Partner submitted Freedom of Information Act OlA requests to the Los Angeles Public Health 
Investigation (LACPHl) for information pertaining to additiona!lhistorical addresses at the subject 
property. As of this writing the LACPHI have not responded to Partner's request. Based on 
information obtained from other historical sources this limitation i not expected to alter the overall 
findings of this assessment. lf issues of an environmental concern are identified upon review of 
these documents, Partner will issue and addendum to this repo11. 

1.4 Findings and Opinions 

A recognized environmental condition (REC refers to the presence or likely presence of any hazardous 
substance or petroleum product on a prop rty under conditi.ons that indicate an existing release a past 
release, or a material threat of a release of any hazardous substances or petroleum products mto 
tructures on the property or into the ground, groundwater or surface water of the property. The term 

REC includes hazardous substances and petroleum products even under conditions that might be in 
compliance with laws. The term is not intended to include ''de minimis" conditions that do not present 
a threat to human health and/or the environment and that would not be subject to an enforcement action 
if brought to the attention of appropriate governmental agencies. The following was identified during 
the course ofthis assessment: 

• Based on our review of a Limited Subsurface Investigation Report by EEC, two off-site borings 
were advanced to address the up-gradient Del Rey Cleaners appro -imately 540 feet northeast, 
which repmtedly had a reported concentration of tetrachloroethylene (PCE) of 43 500 micrograms 
per liter. PCE was not detected in the samples obtained from these borings· however the issuing of 
this report is approximately two years since the Phase ll performed by EEC and· therefore 
dependi-ng on flow and plume dynamics, there is potential that the subject property may have now 
been impacted by the Del Rey Cleaners plume and this plume could be a source of vapor intrusion 
in the future. Based on the above-mentioned the Del Rey Cleaner is an off-site recognized 
environmental condition. 

A historicaiTecognized environmental condition (HREC refers to an environmental condition which 
would have been considered a REC in the past but which is no longer considered a REC based on 
subsequent assessment or regulatory closure. The following was identified during the course of this 
assessment: 

• The subject property was fom1el'ly occupied by Jake's restaurant at 138 Cui er Boulevard, which 
reportedly contained USTs. These USTs were not identified in the environmental regulatory 
database repmt. LAFD records indicate that samples were taken along piping/trench and No Fmther 
Action (NFA) status was granted to Former Jake's Restaurant at 138 Culver Boulevard on April12, 
2004. Based on the above-mentioned the former USTs and/or related equipment, these former USTs 
are considered an HREC. 

An environmental issue refers to environmental concerns identified by Partner which do not qualify as 
RECs· however, require discussion. The following was identified during the course of this assessment: 

• According to historical sources, the subject property was formerly developed with a "gas & oil" 
structure (170 Culver Boulevard) in the northern portion from a early as 1950 to circa 1956 and 
developed with an auto service station/gas station (142 Culver Boulevard) in the northern portion of 
the subject property as early as 1964 to circa 1982. Partner reviewed a Phase I Environmental Site 
Assessment and Limited Subsurface Investigation Repmt prepared by Environmental Engineering 
and Contracting, Inc. (EEC) for U.S. Bancorp dated November 16 and December 28, 2009, which 
addressed these features of concern. The Phase I prepared by EEC references two reports titled 
LCA Supplemental Phase 11-1991, BC Closure Report- 1999 and Apex Limited Phase II 
Environmental Site Assessment-2007, and concluded that two gasoline service stations and 
associated USTs and imported fill have not resulted in significant impacts to the subsurface based 
on the analytical results obtained from the investigations performed at the subject property. While 
Partner was not provided with analytical results and sampling locations for these former gas 
stations our review of these previous reports indicates that the former gas station located on site 
have not impacted the subject property 111 the areas previously investigated. However, there is a 
possibility diat impact may still exist in the areas uninvestigated areas. 
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Marina Vista Company. at the subject property (138 Cul ver Boule a.rd, is listed a generating 
8.4280 tons of asbestos-conta ining waste in 1998. No fu ti her infonnation is provided. This listing 
most li ke ly relates to asbestos removal/abatement activ ities at the Jakes Restaurant. Based on the 
regulatory oversight and nature of this listing, it is not expected to represent a significant 
environmental concern. 

• A visual screening for suspect asbestos-containing materials was conducted at the time of the site 
reconnaissance. All of the materials observed appeared to be in good condition. However based on 
the the 1948 construction date of the on-site structure, the presence of asbestos is likely. 

1.5 Recommendations 

Partner has performed a Phase I En ironmenta l Site Assessment in conformance with the scope and 
li mitations of ASTM P ract ice E1527-0S of 138 Culve r Boulevard in the City of Playa Del Rey, Los 
Angeles County Ca li fornia (the "subject propetty"). Any exceptions to or de letions from this pract ice 
are described in Section 1.5 of this report. 

This assessment has revealed evidence of recognized environmental conditions and/or environmental 
issues in connection with the subject property. Based on the conclusions of this assessment, Partner 
recommends no further assessment at this time; however there is potent ial that the subject property 
may h.ave been impacted by the Del Rey Cleaner plume and this plume could be a source of vapor 
intrusion in the funrre. Partner addressi ng potent ial vapor intrusion concern if the site is to be 
developed in the future. Additionally, prior to demolition of the current site structure, an asbestos 
survey is recommended. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Purpose 

As per Section l.1 of the American Society of Testing and Materials ASTM) Standard Practice 
Designation E 1527-05, the purpose of this assessment is to identify recognized environmental 
conditions, as defined in Section 3.3.31 of the same Standard Practice· that is "the presenc or likely 
presence of any hazardous substances or petroleum products on a propetty under conditions that 
mdicate an existing release, a past release, or a material threat of a release of any hazardous substances 
or peh·oleum products into structures on the property or into the ground, ground water or surface water 
of the property". This practice is intended to permit a user to satisfy one of the requirements to qualify 
for the innocent landowner defense to the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and 
Liability Act (CERCLA)· that is. the practices that constitute "all appropriate inquiry into the previous 

wnership and uses of the propetty consistent with good commercial or customary practice" as defined 
in 42 U C § 9601(35 (B. 

2.2 Scope of Services 

The scope of services used in the completion of this report is specified under the Scope of Work 
developed in conjunction with Partner's client and comply with the scope of services noted in ASTM 
Practice E 1527-05. Special Terms and Conditions, Limitations, and Exceptions are presented in 
Appendix D. 

This document has been prepared in accordance with the specifications set forth in the Environmental 
Consulting & Professional Service Agreement entered into on March 18, 2011 and the US Ban corp 
assignment letter dated September 19 201 J for the subject property. 

2.3 Deviations 

No de iations from the recommended scope of ASTM Standard E 1527-05 were performed as part of 
this Phase I ESA with the exception of any additions noted in Detailed Scope of Services. 

2.4 Limitations 

Along with all of the limitations set forth in various sections of the ASTM E 1527-05 protocol, the 
accuracy and completeness of this report may be limited by the following: 

Access Limitations -None 
Physical Obstructions to Observations- None 
OutstandiJlg Information Requests - Attempts to interview with the current subject property owner 
repre entative, Mr. Edward Czuker, was unsuccessful. Partner has yet to hear back from Mr. Czuker. 
Historical Data Source Failure -None 
Other- None 

It should be noted that this assessment did not include a review or audit of operational environmental 
compliance issues, or of any environmental management systems (EMS) that may exist on the 
property. Where required, the documents listed in Appendices A and E were used as reference material 
for the completion of the Phase I ESA. Some of the mfo.rmation presented in this report was pro ided 
through existing documents and interviews. Although attempts were made whenever possible, to 
obtain a minimum of two confirmatory sources of information Pattner in certain instances has been 
required to assume that the information provided is accurate. 

The information and conclusions contained in this report are based upon work undertaken by trained 
professional and technical staff in accordance with generally ace pted engineering and scientific 
practices current at the time the work was performed. The conclusions and recommendation presented 
represent the best judgment of Partner based on the data obtained from lhe work. Due to the nature of 
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investigation and the limited data available, Partner cannot warrant against undiscovered environmental 
li abilities that are beyond the scope of a Phase 1 ESA. A Phase I ESA is not an all encompass ing 
investigation. It a professional investigation with a lirn'ited scope based on reasonably obtainable 
information that an experienced professiona l practicing due care could be expected to obta in or observe 
and evaluate. Conclusions and recommendations presented in this repott shou ld not be construed as 
legal advice. 

Should additional information become available which differs significantly from our understanding of 
conditions presented in this report, we request that this information be brought to our attention so that 
we may reassess the conclusions provided herein. 

2.5 Reliance 

This repmt has been prepared for the sole benefit of the client. The report may not be relied upon by 
any other person or entity without the express written consent of Partner and the client with the 
following exceptions(s): None. 
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3.0 SUBJECT PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 

3.1 Location and Legal Description 

The subject property is located on the east side of Culver Boulevard, north of Pacific A venue and west 
of Vista Del Mar Lane. Information obtained from tbe Los Angeles County Assessor's Depattment 
indicated that the tax assessment parcel number for the subject property is 4116-007-069 (138 Culver 
Boulevard) 4116-007-067, -068 (140 Culver Boulevard) 4116-007-055 -066, -072, -073 (142 Culver 
Boulevard), 4116-007-070 6917 Vista Del Mar Lane.) 

3.2 Activity and Use Limitations 

No activity or use limitations were identified for the subject property during the course of this Phase I 
ESA. 

3.3 Physical Setting 

Topography 
The United States Geological Survey (USG Venice, California Quadrangle 7.5-minute series 
topographic map was reviewed for this ESA. According l the l;Ontour lines on the topographic map 
the subject property is located at approximately 10 feet above mean sea level (MSL . The contour lines 
in the area of the subject property indicate the area is sloping gently to the west. 

Please refer to Figure 2: Topographic Map. 

Hydrology 
Based on topographic map interpretation, the direction of groundwater in the vicinity of the subject 
property is inferred to flow to the west. The nearest surface water in the vicinity of the subject property 
IS the Pacific Ocean located approximately 850 feet west of the subject property. No settling ponds. 
lagoons, surface impoundments wetlands or natural catch basins were observed at tbe subject property 
during this assessment. 

A public water system operated by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (DWP) serves the 
subject property vicinity. A DWP representative informed Pa:ttner that shallow groundwater directly 
beneath the subject property is not utilized for domestic purposes. 

According to information from previous subsurface investigations conducted at the subject property, 
the depth of groundwater in the vicinity of the subject prope.tty is present between approximately 6 to 
10 feet bel.ow ground surface (bgs). 

Geology/Soils 

The subject property lies at the northern boundary of the Los Angeles Basin approximately 6 miles 
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south the base of the southern flank of the Santa Monica Mountains. The geology of the subject 
property is mapped as being Holocene alluvial fa ns derived from the Santa Monica Mountains to the 
north. These sediments are approximately 100 feet thick at their greatest thickness and are 
approximately 10 to 30 feet in thickness in the vicinity of the subject property. These alluvial fans are 
underlain by Pleistocene age shallow marine sediments of the Lakewood Formation, which extends to a 
depth of approximately 350 feet below ground surface (bgs). The alluvial sediments at and near the 
surface are interbedded we ll-graded clayey sands gravels, and gravelly clays. The subject property 
appears to be within 3 miles of the Newport-Inglewood-Rose Canyon Fault Zone. 

Flood Zone Information 
Partner performed a review of the F lood Insurance Rate Map, published by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency. According to Community Pane l Number 06037CJ754F, dated September 26 
2008, the subject property appears to be located ir1 Zone X, an area located outside of the l 00-year and 
500-year flood plains. 

3.4 Subject Property and Vicinity Characteristics 

The subject property is located within a mixed commercial and residential area of Playa Del Rey 
California. During the vic inity reconnaissance, Partner observed the following land use on properties 
in the immediate vicinity of the subject property: 

North: Salerno Beach restaurant (193 Culver Boulevard) 
Northeast: Intersection of Culver Boulevard and Vista Del Mar Lane 
North-northeast: Bistro du Solei! (6805 Vista Del Mar Lane) 
East & Southeast: Undeveloped 
South & Southwest: Residential use 
West-southwest : Caffe Pinguini (6935 Paci fic Avenue) 
West : P'laya Cantina restaurant (119 Culver Boulevard) 
Northwest: Retai I (offices and small eatery) : 143-181 Culver Boulevard 

No adjacent properties were identified in the regulatory database report of Section 4.2. 

3.5 Description of Subject Property Structures and Improvements 

The subject prope11y is mainly undeveloped with the exception of an unoccupied structure 6917 Vista 
Del Mar Lane) located at the southeast corner of the larger subject property lot. According to Chicago 
Title Company, the build ing was reportedly constructed in 1946 with approx imately 880 square feet of 
floor space. The remainder of the subject property consists of a dirt lot with three power poles located 
along the eastern perimeter. 

3.6 Current Uses of the Subject Property 

The subject property is currently undeveloped with the exception of an unoccupied structure located at 
the southeast corner of the larger subject property lot. 
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4.0 USER PROVIDED INFORMATION 

4.1 Environmental Liens 

No environmental liens were reported for the subject property. 

4.2 Environmental Reports or Investigations 

The following information was provided to Partner for review during the course of this assessment: 

Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessme·nt Environmental Engineering and Contracting. Inc. November 
16,2009 

Environmental Engineering and Contracting, Inc EEC) prepared thi report on behalf of U.S . Bancorp 
in 2009. According to the report, the subject property wa vacant, undeveloped and enclosed with a 
chain link fence at the time of the assessment with the exception of small structure located at the 
southeast corner of the subject prope11y lot. 

According to the EEC's report, the subject prope1ty history is as follows: 
From at least the late 1910s the northern portion of the subject property was developed with a 
pas enger rail station. The Pacific Electric pa senger rai.l tracks were located along the eastern 
boundary of the subject property. The central and southern pmtions of the subject property consisted 
of graded and undeveloped areas . By the early 1950s the rail station was replaced with a restaurant and 
an oil tank was added to the notthern portion of the subject property, and an unknown structure was 
constructed in the southeastern corner of the ubject property. By the late 1950s a liquor store/ food 
store was constructed in the northern portion of the subject property a gasoline ervice station was 
constructed along the southern pmiion of the subject property, and an office building replaced the 
structure formerly located in the southeastern corner of the ubject property. Building records from 
1961 indicate thatthe two structures formerly located along the northern portion of the subject property 
were replaced with a gasoline service station and repair garage, including underground storage tanks 
(USTs) and a canopy. Building records from I 962 indicate that a restaurant was constructed in the 
central portion of the subject property. By the mid 1960s a paved driveway was constructed along the 
central 1 ortion of the subject property and the Pacific Electric passenger rail tracks were removed. 
Building records from 1967 indicate that a "lubrication ba " was added to the gasoline service station 
in the noJthem portion of the subject property . Building records from J 972 indicate that an addition to 
the restaurant structure in the central portion of the subject property was constructed. Building records 
from 1973 and 1975 indicate that the structure in the southeastern corner of the subject property was 
converted from a retail structure to a restaurant and that a canopy was added to the structur . Building 
records fi·om 1982 indicate that the gasoline service station in the n01thern portion of the subject 
prope1ty was demolished, the gasoline USTs were removed, and the former area of the USTs was 
backfilfed, although the source of the fill was not identified. Building records from the 1988, 1989, 
I 990, and 1991 indicate that the northern portion of the subject property was used as a seasonal 
Christmas tree sales lot a seasonal activity that appeared to continue until the mid 2000s. Building 
records fi'om 1998 indicate that the former gasoline servic station in the southern portion of the 
subject property had changed to an office building and that this structure, as well as the restaurant 
structure in the central portion ofthe subject property were demolished. The 1998 building records also 
identify an 8 000 gallon gasoline UST was located in the southern portion of the subject prope1ty at the 
time of the 1998 demolition although according to a previous investigation the UST was removed at 
the time of the demolition. By early 2000s, the subject property appeared mostly vacant and 
undeveloped with the exception of the unoccupied structure i_n the southeastern corner of the subject 
property and the temporary use of the nmthern pmtion of the subject property for recreational boat 
storage. 

According to previous reports reviewed by EEC, four borings were drilled along the southern portion 
of the subject property and three of these borings were consequently converted into groundwater 
monitoring wells. A geophysical survey also conducted at this time (LCA Supplemental Phase IL 
1991 which showed several large magnetic anomalies detected in this north and south of the subject 
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property lot. Lab analysis of the above-mentioned samp les did not indicate fuel hydrocarbons in the 
rnvestigated areas. This LCA Supplemental report also references a tank backfill report that states that 
the former gasoli ne and waste oil USTs at the fom1er northern gas station were backfilled with properly 
compacted ti ll in 1982. One soil boring was drilled to a depth of 9 feet adjacent to each of the UST 
excavations and the results indicated no detectable concentrations of fuel or petroleum hydrocarbons 
were present in the former UST excavations. (No groundwater sampling was conducted.) In addition 
to the above-mentioned, LCA's Supplemental Phase 11 also refers to seven borings which were drilled 
in the northern portion of the subject property to a maxim um depth of 20 feet and two of the borings 
were converted to monitoring wells. The monitoring wells were placed in the former UST excavation 
areas. Lab results indicate that concentrations of fuel or volatile aromatic hydrocarbons were noted 
detected; however trace amou nts of petroleum hydrocarbons were detected in the 5-foot samples of the 
monitoring well in the vicinity of the former waste oil UST. The ten-foot samp le of the same 
monjtoring we ll contained no detectable levels of petroleum hydrocarbons. LCA concluded that the 
levels of hydrocarbons present in the underlying soil did not pose a significant environmental impact to 
the subject property. 

A second report, Closure Report by BC (1999), which referenced a former UST located in the southern 
pmtion of the subject property. After a 1998 geophysical survey helped identify magnetic anomalies, 
fi ll lines and vent pipes for a UST were uncovered, though a UST was not found. It is believed that the 
UST was previously removed. Two soil samples were collected from two points along the length of the 
fill line excavation. The resu lts did not reveal detectable levels of VOCs, MTBE and VFH. It was 
concluded that this former southern UST did not impact soil or groundwater at the subject property. 

A Limited Phase II by Apex in 2007, addressed high concentrations of aerially deposited lead (ADL) 
confined in the upper one foot of soil and necessitated the remo al of 225 tons of contaminated soil 
from the subject property. Based on 15 so il ·sample results, the top foot of soil across the subject 
property was not considered lead-contaminated. 

EEC concluded that the two gasoline service stations and associated USTs and imported fill have not 
resulted in significant impacts to the subsurface, based on the analytical results obtained from the 
previous investigations performed at the subject property. 

Finally, EEC reviewed a previous groundwater investigation of Del Rey Cleaners, a drycleaning 
facility located approximately 540 feet northeast of the subject property, in which PCE was detected at 
concentrations as high as 43 500 micrograms per liter (ug/1 in groundwater. According to 
correspondence w ith the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (RWQCB) no 
additional environmental in vestigations had been conducted since 2002. Since no effort had been made 
to remediate the groundwater impacts from this presumably upgradient drycleaning facility, EEC 
concluded that Del Rey Cleaners represented a REC for the Subject Property and EEC recommended 
that a Phase II Groundwater Investigation be prepared to determine if groundwater impact exists at the 
subject property. 

Limited Subsurface Investigation Report. Environmental Engineering and Contract ing. lnc. December 
28,2009 

Environmental Engineering a11d Contracting Inc (EEC) prepared this repOit on behalf of U.S. Bancorp 
in 2009. Thi s report was prepared in response to the recommendations d iscussed above. According to 
tbe rep01i, four borings were advanced at the subject property and two borings were advanced at 200 
Culver Boulevard. (The 200 Culver Boulevard property is located between the Subject Property and 
Del Rey Cleaners . Based on the data collected concentrations of all VOCs, including PCB, were not 
detected above the detection limits and no further action was recommended. 

4.3 Experience of User 

The user did not report any specialized knowledge or experience that suggests an environmental 
concern or recognized environmental conditions in connection with the subject property. 
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5.0 HISTORICAL USE INFORMATION 

5.1 Historical Background 

Historical information identifying the past s ite use was obtained from a variety of sources as detailed in 
Appendix E ofthis report and included: Sanborn Maps, Aerial Photographs, City Directories, Building 
Records, Topographic Maps and Previous Environmental Reports. 

According to available historical sources the subject property was formerly developed with the Del 
Rey Depot station in the northern portion ofthe parcel from as early as 1918 to circa 1947 developed 
with a restaurant and a ''gas and oil" facility in the northern portion circa 1950, developed with an auto 
service station in the northern portion from as early as 1965 to circa 1980 and a restaurant to the south 
of the service station from as early as 1971 to circa 1992. The subject property was developed with the 
currently existing structure in 1946 and has existed in its current configuration from as early as the 
2000. 

HISTORICAL SOURCES 

His to rica I Rcconl Sou rcc Location of lh•cord Sou•·ce Oates of Record Sources R(•vicwcd 
Sanborn Maps. Aerial Photographs EDR 1918-1938 
Sanborn Maps, Aerial Photographs EDR 1950-1956 

City Directories EDR, Sherman Library and 1964-1992 
Gardens, Haines and Company 

Aerial Photographs, City EDR, Los Angeles Building 1964-1992 
Directories, Building Records Department 
Aerial Photographs, Building EDR, Los Angeles Building Mid-1990s-Present 

Records Department 

5.2 Subject Property 

The subject property was formerly developed with a tra in depot in the northern pmiion as early s 1918 
to circa 1938; developed with restaurant followed by a "gas & oil" structure (170 Culver Boulevard) in 
the northern portion as early as 1950 to circa 1956; developed with an auto service station/gas station 
(142 Culver Boulevard) in the northern portion as early as 1964 to circa 19&2 and d veloped with a 
restaurant in the southern p011ion of the lot as early as 1963 to circa 1992; and developed with a 
restaurant 6917 Vista Del Mar Lane) at the southeast corner of the larger subject property lot as early 
as 1970 to circa 1985. The subject property property has been an undeveloped lot as early as the 
mid-1990s to the present 

Aerial Photograph Review 
On September 29, 2011, Partner obtained available aerial J?hotographs of the subject property and 
surrounding area from Environmental Data Resources (EDR). The aerial photographs were reviewed 
for indications of previous uses, as discussed below: 

Date: 1928 

The subject property appears to be mainly undeveloped, though a road is visible in the northern portion 
and around the remainder ofthe perimeter of the property. 

Date: 1938 

No significant change was noted in this aerial photograph with the exception that a structure is visible 
in northern tip of the larger subject property parcel. 

Date: 1947 

No significant change was noted in this aerial photograph. 
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Date: 1956 

The subject property appears to be developed with three structures in the northern portion; one 
presumed commercial structure and corresponding smaller structure and an additional structure to the 
south. 

Date: 1965 

The subject property appears to be developed with three structures; one presumed "auto service station" 
in the north and two presumed commercial structures following to the south. 

Date: 1976 

The subject propetty appears to be developed with five structures; a presum ed "auto er ice stat ion" in 
the north wi th three presumed commercial structures fo llowing southward and a presumed commercial 
structure at the southeast corner of the larger subject property lot. 

Date: 1989 

The subject property appears to be developed as it is today with a structure at the southeast corner only. 

Date: 1994 

There are no significant changes to the subject property from the previous aerial photograph. 

Date: 2005 

There are no significant changes to the subject property from the previous aerial photograph. 

Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps 
Sanborn maps were originally created in the late 1800s and early 1900s for assessing fire insurance 
liability in urbanized areas of the United States. These maps include detailed town and building 
information. 

Partner reviewed Sanborn Fire insurance maps obtained from EDR's collection on September 28, 2011. 

Sanborn maps were available and reviewed for the years 1918 to 1970, as discussed below: 

Date: 1918 
Only the northern portion of the subject property is visible in all Sanborn maps. The subject property is 
depicted as developed with a structure, the "Del Rey Depot," in the north and "Pacifi c Electric Ry Co's" 
is written along the eastern perimeter of the subject property. The "depot" structure is addressed as 24 
& 110 Mesmer A venue. 

Date: 1950 
The subject property is depicted as developed with a restaurant at 176 Cu lver Boulevard, followed by a 
"gas and oil" structure at 170 Culver Boulevard. "Pacific Electric Ry Co's'' is sti ll visible along the 
eastern perimeter of the subject property. 

Date: 1970 
The subject property is depicted as developed with an auto service station at 142 Culver Boulevard and 
an unmarked structure to the south. 

City Directories 

City directories have been produced for most urban and some rural areas since the late 1800s. The 
directories are generally not comprehensive and may contain gaps in time periods. 
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Partner reviewed historical city directories obtai11ed from Sherman Library and Gardens and Haines 
and Company on October 5, 20 II for past names and businesses that were listed for the subject 
property and adjacent propertie . The fi ndings include: 

1964: Jakes at the Shore (138), Liquor 140), Chevron ( 142) 
1970: Jakes at the Shore (138), Liquor 140) Chevron (142) 
1970: Jakes at the Shore (138), Chevron ( 142) The Nal ed Grape (6917) 
1971: Jakes at the Shore (138), Larrys Chevron Service (142) 
1975: Jakes at the Shore (138), Playa Del Rey Chevron (142), Chopin Mon Ami (6917) 
1980: Jakes at the Shore (138), Chevron Station/Playa Del Rey Chevron (142), Chopin Mon Ami 
(6917) 
1982: Jakes at the Shore (138), Chevron Station/Playa Del Rey Chevron (142) 
1985: Jakes at the Shore (138), Chopin Mon Ami (6917) 
1987: Jakes at the Shore (138), Residential (142) 
1988: Gone Bananas (6917) 
1990: Jakes at the Shore (138) 
1991-1992: Jakes at the Shore (138) 
1993: Residential (142) 
1995-1996: No Listing 
2000-2001: No Listing 
2005-2006: No Listing 

Historict1l Topographic Maps 
Partner reviewed historical topographic maps obtained from EDR's collection on September 28, 2011. 
Topographic maps were available and reviewed for the years 1896 to 1981, as discussed below: 
Date: 1896 
The subject property is not pictured. 

Date: 1934 
The subject property is depicted as undeveloped. 

Date: 1948 
The subject property is depicted as undeveloped. 

Date: 1950 
The subject property is depicted as undeveloped. 

Date: 1964 
The subject property is depicted as developed for urban use. 

Date: 1972 
No significant change was noted in this topographic map. 

Date: 1981 
No significant change was noted in this topographic map. 

5.3 Adjoining Properties 

Aerial Photograph Review 
On September 29, 2011, Partner obtained available aerial photographs of the surrounding area from 
Environmental Data Resources (EDR). The aerial photographs were reviewed for indications of 
previous uses, as discussed below: 

Date: 1928 
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The adjacent properties appear to be mainly undeveloped, with the exception of the property to the 
northwest, which is developed for presumed commercial use. 

Date: 1938 

No significant change was noted in this aerial photograph except that railroad tracks, running north to 
south, are vi sible to along the eastern boundary of subject property. 

Date: 1947 

No significant change was noted in this aerial photograph. 

Date: 1956 

The adjacent properties are mainly undeveloped with the exception of presumed commercial use to the 
west and northwest and residential use to the south-southeast. 

Date: 1965 

The adjacent properties appear to be developed for presumed commercial use to the west, northwest, 
north and northeast undeveloped to the east and developed for presumed residential use to the 
southwest and south. 

Date: 1976 

No significant change was noted in this aerial photograph. 

Date: 1989 

No significant change was noted in this aerial photograph. 

Date: 1994 

No significant change was noted in this aerial photograph. 

Date: 2005 

No significant change was noted in this aerial photograph. 

Stmborn Fire In.'fllrtliiCe Maps 
Sanborn maps were orig inally created in the late 1800s and early 1900s for assessing fire insurance 
liability in urbanized areas of tl1e United States. These maps include detailed town and building 
information. 

Partner reviewed Sanborn Fire insurance maps obtained from EDR's collection on September 28, 2011. 

Sanborn maps were available and reviewed for the years 1918 to 1950, as discussed below: 

Date: 1918 

Only the west. north and northeast adjacent properties are vis ible in the Sanborn Maps. The adjacent 
properties are mainly dep icted as undeve loped, with the exception of a store to the northwest of the 
subject property. 

Date: 1950 

The adjacent properties are depicted with stores to the northwest and northeast. 

Date: 1970 
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The adjacent properties are depicted with a store to the northwest and restaurants to the north and 
northeast. 

City Directories 

City directories have been produced for most urban and some rural areas since the late 1800s. The 
directories are generally not comprehensive and may contain gaps in time periods. 

Partner reviewed historical city directorie obtained from Sherman Library and Gardens and Haines 
and Company on October 5, 20 11 for past names and businesses that were listed for the subject 
property and adjacent properties. The findings include: 

1971: La Marina lnn (119), Tops and Bottoms (143), Playa Del Rey Hdwr (177), Chez Del Rey (179), 
Baker, Tom/Baumbch Ralph (18 1 , ZaffMarina Fountain (6805) 
1975: La Marina lnn (119' Focus Optical Lab (143), The Shack (185), Giovannis Salerno/Harbor 
Room (195) Capns Burgers (6805) 
1980: La Marina Inn 119) Kelleher J 0 & Asc 143), Playa Del Rey Hdwr (177), Chez Del Rey (179), 
Cliff House Restaurant (6805) 
1985: La Marina lnn (1 19), J D Kelleher & Asc J43), Dentistry by the Sea/Johnson B/Nippers A Nail 
& Hair/Rezzo Jean M DDS ( 165), The Fitness Studio (177), Sheas (179), Mos ley, Bill (181), The 
Shack (185) CHff House Restaurant 6805 
1990: La Marina lnn (I 1 9), J D Kelleher & Asc 143), Dentistry by the Sea/The Lewis Group/Nippers 
A Nail & Hair!Rezzo Jean M DDS (165) The Fitness Studio (177), Giovanni's Restaurant (195), Cliff 
H0use Restaurant (6805) 
1995-1996: La Marina fnn Restaurant (119) Del Rey Cellular/Dentistry by the Sea/Great CIR 
Software/The Lewis Group/Jean M Rezzo DDS/CA Bar & Gri ll (181), CliffHouse Restaurant (6805) 
2000-2001: Techno Marine 143 , Black Ho le Systems!Dentistry by the Sea/The Lewis Group!Rezzo 
DDS/Tropical Interiors/Western For closures Inc (165 Seaside hotokan (177), C liff House 
Restaurant (6805) 
2005-2006: La Marina Restaurant ( 119 Houston Tyner (143) Pilates/Black Hole 
Systems/Dentistry/Rezzo DDS (165), Seaside h tokan (177), Guitars (181 ), The Shack (185), Cliff 
House Restaurant!Bistro Du So lei! 6805) 
2009-2010: The Del (J 19) Guitars (143) Pilates/Dentistry (165), Shotokan (177), The Shack 
restaurant (185) Salerno Restaurant 193) CliffHouse Restaurant (6805) 

Historical Topographic Maps 

Partner reviewed historical topographic maps obtained from EDR's collection on September 28, 2011. 
Topographic maps were available and reviewed for the years 1934 to 1981, as discussed below: 

Date: 1896 
The adjacent properties are not pictured. 

Date: 1934 
The adjacent properties are depicted as undeveloped. 

Date: 1948 

No significant change was noted in this topographic map. 

Date: 1950 

No significant change was noted in this topographic map. 

Date: 1964 

The adjacent properties are depicted as developed for urban use. 
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Date: 1972 

No significant change was noted in this topographic map. 

Date: 1981 

No significant change was noted in this topographic map. 

5.4 Historically Significant or Environmental Findings 

According to historical sources, the subject property was formerly developed with a "gas & oil" 
structure (170 Culver Boulevard) in the northern portion from as early as 1950 to circa 1956 and 
developed with an auto service station/gas station (142 Culver Bou.l.evard) in the northern portion ofthe 
subject prope1ty as early as .1964 to circa 1982. Partner reviewed a Phase I Environmental Site 
Assessment and Limited Subsurface Inves igation Report prepared by Environmental Engineering and 
Contracting, Inc. (EEC) for U.S. Bancorp dated Novem ber 16 and December 28, 2009, which 
addressed these features of concern. The Phase I prepared by EEC references two reports titled LCA 
Supplemental Phase II-1991 BC Closure Report- 1999 and Apex Limited Phase II Environmental Site 
Assessment-2007 and concluded that two gasoline service stations and associated USTs and imported 
fi ll have not resulted in significant impacts to tbe subsurface, based on the analytical results obtained 
fi·om the investigations performed at the subject prope1i y. While Partner was not provided with 
analytical results and sampling locations for these former gas stations, our review of these previous 
reports indicates that the former gas station located on site have not impacted the subject property in 
the areas previously investigated. However there is a possibility that soil and-or groundwater impact 
may still ex:ist in the areas uninvestigated areas. 
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6.0 FEDERAL, STATE, LOCAL & TRIBAL DATABASE LISTINGS 

Information from standard federal state county and city environmental record sources was provided 
by Environmental Dala Resources, Inc. (EDR . Data from governmenta l agency li sts are updated and 
integrated into one database, which is updated a these data are released. The information contained in 
this report was compi led from publicly available sources and the location of the sites are plotted 
utiliz ing a geographic information system, which geocodes the site addresses. The accuracy of the 
geocoded locations is approximately +/-300 feet. Please refer to the radius map for a complete listing 
Appendix D). 

The ubject property was identified as HAZNET site in the regulatory database report. 
The adjacent properties were not identified in the regulatory database report. 

Federal RCRA Generator List 

The EPA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Program RCRA program identifies and 
tracks hazardous wa te from the point of generation to the point of disposal. The RCRA Generators 
database is a compilation by the EPA of reporting facilities that generate hazardous waste. 
Three RCRA Generator facilities are listed within Y..-mile of the subject property. One site is listed 
within 118-mile ofthe subject and is discussed below: 

• Ritz Discount Cleaners at 217 Culver Boulevard is located 542 feet n01tbeast hydrologically up 
gradient) ofthe subject property. This prope1ty is listed as a small quantity generator ofhazardous 
materials with no violations noted. Based on the~ lack of a documented release and the regulatory 
oversight, this listing is not expected to represent a significant environmental concern. 

The remaining sites are located more than 1/8-mile of the subject property. Based on the relative 
distance, these sites are not expected to represent a significant environmental concern. 

State Leaking Underground Storage Tank List (LUST) and Spills, Leaks, Investigations, 
Cleanups (SLIC) 
The California Regional Water Quality Control Board compiles lists of all leaks of hazardous 
substances from underground storage tanks. 
One LUST and two SLJC sites are listed within Ya-mile of the subject property. The LUST sites is 
located more than Y..-mile of the subject property and the SLIC cases are located more than 1/8-mile of 
the subject property. Based on the relative distance, these sites arc not expected to represent a 
significant environmental concern. 
HAZNET 
The Ca lifornia Environmental Protection Agency maintains facility and manifest data. 
One HAZNET site is listed on or adjacent to tl1e subject property and are discussed below: 
• Marina Vista Company at the subject property (138 Culver Boulevard is li sted a generating 

8.4280 tons of asbestos-containing waste in 1998. No further information is provided. Th is listing 
most likely relates to asbestos removal/abatement act ivities at tl1e subject prope1ty. Based on the 
regulatory oversight and nature of this listing, it is not expected to represent a significant 
environmental concern. 

I Database Target Search < l/8 1/S- 1/4 l/4- l/2 I /2- I > 1 Total 
Property 

1 
Distance Plotted 

' 
NPL 
Proposed NPL 
NPL LIENS 
DELISTED NPL 
CERCLIS 
CERCLIS-NFRAP 
CORRACTS 
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7.0 SITE RECONNAISSANCE 

7.1 Hazardous Substances 

No hazardous substances that constitute evidence of a recognized environmental condition were 
observed at the subject property at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

7.2 Unidentified Containers 

No unidentified containers that constitute evidence of a recognized environmental condition were 
observed at the subject property at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

7.3 Staining 

No staining that constitutes evidence of a recognized environmental condition was observed at the 
subject property at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

7.4 Stressed Vegetation 

No stressed vegetation that constitutes evidence of a recognized environmental condition was observed 
at the subject property at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

7.5 Aboveground Storage Tanks (ASTs) 

No aboveground storage tanks were observed on the subject property at the time of the site 
reconnaissance. 

7.6 Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) 

No evidence of USTs was observed during the site reconnaissance. 

As djscussed in Section 8, the subject property was formerly occupied by Jake's restaurant at 138 
Culver Boulevard which reportedly contained USTs. These USTs were not identified in the 
environmental regulatory database report. LAFD records indicate that samples were taken along 
piping/trench and No Further Action (NF A stat11s was granted to Former Jake's Restaurant at 138 
Culver Boulevard on April 12, 2004. Based on the above-mentioned the former USTs and/or related 
equipment these former USTs are considered an HREC. 
As discussed in Section 5.4 according to historical sources the subject property was formerly 
developed with a "gas & oil" structure (170 Culver Boulevard) in the northern portion :fi·om as early as 
1950 to circa 1956 and developed with an auto serv.ice tation/gas station (142 Culver Boulevard) in 
the northern portion ofthe subject property as early as 1964 to circa 1982. Partner reviewed a Phase I 
Environmental Site Assessment and Limited Subsurface Investigation Report prepared by 
Environmental Engineering and Contracting, Inc. (EEC) for U.S. Bancorp dated November 16 and 
December 28, 2009 which addressed these feat1ures of concern . Th Phase I prepared by EEC 
references two reports titled LCA Supplemental Phase 11-1991 BC Closure Report- 1999 and Apex 
Limited Phase II Environmental Site Assessment-2007 and concluded that two gasoline service 
stations and associated USTs and imported lill have not resulted in significant impacts to the 
subsurface based on the analytical results obtained from the investigations pe1formed at the subject 
property. While Partner was not provid d with analytical results and !>ampling lm:alions for these 
former gas stations our review of these previous rep01ts indicates that the former gas station located on 
s ite have not impacted the subject property in the areas previously investigated. However there is a 
possibility that impact may still exist in the areas uninvestigated areas. 
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7.7 Pits, Ponds, And Lagoons 

No ponds or lagoons associated with onsite processes were observed at the subject property at the time 
ofthe site reconnaissance. 

7.8 PCB-Containing Equipment 

Older transformers and other electrical equipment could contain polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) at a 
level that subjects them to regulation by the U.S. EPA. PCBs i11 electrical equipment are controlled by 
United States Environmental Protection Agency regulations 40 CFR, Part 761. Under the regulati.ons, 
there are three categorie;; into wh ich electrical equi.pment can be classified: I ) Less than 50 parts per 
million (ppm) qfPCBs A- ''Non-PCB;" 2) 50 ppm-500 ppm A- "PCB-Contaminated;" and 3) Greater 
than 500 ppm A- "PCB-Containing." The manufacture process or distribution in commerce or use of 
any PCB in any manner other than in a totally enc losed manner was prohibited after January 1 1977. 

The on-site reconnaissance addressed indoor and outdoor transformers that may contain PCBs. One 
pole-mounted transformer was observed on the subject propetty. The transformer is not labeled 
indicating PCB content. No staining or leakage was observed in the vicinity of the transformer. Based 
on the good condition of the equipment the transformer is not expected to represent a significant 
environmental concern. 

Additionally, no other potential PCB-containing equipment (interior transformers, oil-filled switches, 
hoists, lifts, dock levelers, hydraulic elevators, balers, etc.) was observed on the subject property during 
Partner's reconnaissance. 

7.9 Solid Waste Disposal 

No indications of improper disposal of solid waste or burial activities were noted within the scope of 
this investigation. 

7.10 Wetlands 

A wetlands map for the subject property prepared by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service was 
reviewed online. No designated wetlands were. identified on the subject property. In addjtion no 
natural standing bodies of water or typically hydrophytic vegetation were observed on the subject 
property during the site reconnaissance. 

7.11 Septic System with On-Site Drainfield 

No septic systems were observed or reported on the subject property. 

7.12 Oil/Water Separator 

No drains, sumps or clarifiers were observed on the subject property. 

7.13 Dry Wells or Injection Wells 

No evidence of dry wells, groundwater monitoring wells, or injection wells was observed on the 
subject property during the site reconnaissance. 
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7.14 Contamination of Soil 

No staining or other visual indications of soil contamination were observed during the site 
reconnaissance. 

According to historical sotll'ces the subject property was formerly developed with a "gas & oil" 
structtu·e ( 170 Culver Boulevard) in the northern p011ion from as early as 1950 to circa 1956 and 
developed with an auto service station/gas station {142 Culver Boulevard) in the northern po1tion of the 
subject prope11y as early as 1964 to circa 1982. Partner reviewed a Phase I Environmental Site 
Assessment and Limited Subsurface Investigation Rep011 prepared by Environmental Engineering and 
Contracting, Inc. (EEC) for U.S. Bancorp dated November 16 and December 28, 2009, which 
addressed these features of concern. The Phase I prepared by EEC references two reports titled LCA 
Supplemental Phase II-1991 BC Iasure Report- 1999 and Apex Limited Phase II Environmental Site 
Assessment-2007 and concluded that two gasoline service stations and associated USTs and imported 
fill have not resulted in significant impacts to the subsurface, based on the analytical results obtail1ed 
from the investigations performed at tbe subj ct property. While Partner was not provided with 
analytical results and sampling locations for these former gas stations our review of these previous 
reports indicates that the former gas station located on site ha e not impacted the subject property in 
the areas previously investigated. However, there is a possibility that impact ma still exist in the areas 
uninvestigated areas. 

7.15 Contamination of Groundwater 

Potential groundwater contamination is discussed in Section 5 .4. 

7.16 Vapor Intrusion 

Based on the conclusions of this assessment, Partner recommends no further assessment at this time; 
however there is potential that the subject property may have been impacted by the Del Rey Cleaners 
plume and this plume could be a source of vapor intrusion in the future. Partner addressing potential 
vapor intru~iun concern if the site is to be developed in the future. 

7.17 Use of Pesticides on Site 

No evidence of pesticide use was observed on the subject property at the time of the site 
reconnaissance. 

7.18 Other Concerns 

7.18.1 Asbestos 

A visual screening for suspect asbestos-containing materials was conducted at th time of the site 
reconnaissance. All of the materials ob erved appeared to be in good condition. However based on the 
the 1948 construction date of the on- ite structure, the presence of asbe tos is likely. 

7.18.2 Lead 

A visual screening for lead-based paint was conducted at the time of the site reconnaissance. All of the 
painted surfaces observed appeared to be in good condition. 
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7.18.3 Radon 

Radon is a colorless, odorless, naturally occurring, radioactive, inert, gaseous element formed by 
radioactive decay of radium (Ra) atoms. The US EPA has prepared a map to assist National, State, and 
local organizations to target their resources and to implement radon-res istant building codes. The map 
divides the country into three Radon Zones· Zone 1 being those area with the average predicted indoor 
radon concentration in residential dweHings exceeding the US EPA Action Limit of 4.0 picoCmies per 
Liter (pC.i1L). lt is important to note that the EPA has found homes with elevated levels of radon in all 
three zones; and the US EPA recom mends site-specific testing in order to determine radon levels at a 
specific location. However, the map does give a valuable indication of the propensity of radon gas 
accumulation in structures. 

Radon sa mpling was not conducted as part of th is assessment. Rev iew of the US EPA Map of Radon 
Zones places the subject property. in Zone 2, where average pred icted radon levels are between 2.0 and 
4.0 pCi/L. 

Based upon the radon zone classification, radon is not considered to be a significant environmental 
concern. 

7.18.4 Lead in Drinking Water 

Lead containing materials were banned from use in public water systems, including plumbing 
connection, in 1986. Potable water testing and assessment was not performed on the subject property. 

7.18.5 Mold 

Molds are microscopic organisms found virtuall y everywhere, indoors and outdoors. Mold will grow 
and multiply under the r ight conditions needing only sufficient moisture (e.g.in the form of very high 
humidi ty condeJlSation or water from a leaki ng pipe, etc.) and organic material (e.g., ceiling tile, 
drywall paper or naturaJ fiber carpet padding). Mold growths often appear as discoloration, staining, 
or fuzzy growth on building materials or fu rnishings and are varied colors of white, gray, brow, black, 
ye ll ow and green. In large quantities molds can cause allergic symptoms when inhaled or through the 
toxins the molds emit. 

Partner observed accessible, interior areas for the subject property building/buildings for significant 
vidence of mold growth; however, thi s ESA should not be used as a mold survey or inspection. 

Add itionally this inspection was not designed to assess all areas of potential mold growth that may be 
affected by mold growth on the subject property. Rather, it is intended to give the client an indication 
as to whether or not consp icuous (based on observed areas) mold growth is present at the subject 
property. This eva luation did not include a rev iew of pipe chases, mechanical systems, or areas behind 
enclosed walls and ceilings. 

No obvious indications of water damage or mold growth were observed during Partner's visual 
inspection. 

7.18.6 All Other Concerns 

No other environmental concerns were identified during the course of this assessment. 
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8.0 INTERVIEWS 

8.1 Interview with Owner 
The owner of the subject property was not available to be interviewed at the time of the assessment. 

8.2 Interview with Site Manager 
Due to the undeveloped nature of the subject property, no site manager was named. 

8.3 Interview with Occupants 
Due to the unoccupied nature ofthe subject property, no occupants were interviewed. 

8.4 Interview with State Government Officials 
Partner reviewed building permits for subject property at the Los Angeles Department of Building and 
Safety. According to the LADBS: 

• A 1963 Certificate of Occupancy was issued toR. Burns and Mr. MacGough for a one-story, 25' by 
68', restaurant at 138 Culver Boulevard 

• A 1976 Certificate of Occupancy was issued to Jakes at the Shore for a waiting and cocktail room 
addition to an existing one-story dining room and bar at 138 Culver Boulevard. 

• A 1998 Building Perm it was issued to demolish a one-story commercial building; clear lot at 138 
Culver Boulevard. 

Partner researched the online database maintained by the Department of Toxic Substances Control 
(DTSC) and the California Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR). 

According to the DTSC, no records regarding a release or the presence of AULs were on file for the 
subject property. 

According to the DOGGR online database, no oil or gas wells are located on or adjacent to the subject 
property. 

8.5 Interview with Local Government Officials 
Partner reque::;tecl reco rds from the Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) Hazardous Materials 
Division and Underground Storage Tank (UST) Unit, the Los Angeles D epartment of Public Works 
(LADPW) and the Los Angeles County Public Health Investigation L CPHI for the subject 
property. These records may contain evidence in.di.cating current and/or historical hazardous materials 
usage, storage or releases, as well as the presence ofUSTs. 

According to the reviewed report at LAFD, (LCA's Supplemental Phase II Environmental Site 
Assessment March 22 1992) four borings were drilled along the southern portion of the subject 
prope1ty and three of these borings were consequently converted into groundwater monitoring wells. A 
geophysical survey also conducted at this time hawed several large magnetic anomalies detected in 
this north and south of the subject propetty lot. Lab analysis of the above-mentioned samples did not 
indicate fuel hydrocarbons in the investigated areas. This LCA Supplemental report als references a 
tank backfill report that states that the former gasoline and waste oil U Ts at U1e former northern ga 
station were backfilled with properJy compacted till in 1982. One soil boring was drilled to a depth of9 
feet adjacent to each of the UST excavations and the results indicated no detectab l concent1·ations of 
fuel or petroleum hydrocarbons were present in the former UST excavations. (No groundwater 
sampling was conducted.) In addition to the above-mentioned, LCA refers to seven borings which were 
drilled in the northern portion of the subject property to a maximum depth of 20 feet and two of the 
borings were conv rted to monitoring wells. The monitoring wells were placed in the Fonner UST 
e ' Ca ation areas. Lab resul ts indicate that concentrations of fuel or volatile aromatic hydrocarbons 
were noted detected; however, trace amounts of petroleum hydrocarbons were detected in the 5-foot 
samples ofthe monitoring well in the vicinity ofthe former waste oil UST. The ten-foot sample of the 
same monitoring well COLltained no detectable levels of petroleum hydrocarbons. LCA concluded that 
the levels of hydrocarbons present in the underlying soil did not pose a significant environmental 
impact to the subject property. 
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Additionally, the subject property was formerly occupied by Jake's restaurant at 138 Culver Boulevard, 
which reportedly contained USTs. These USTs were not identified in the regulatory database report of 
Section 6. LAFD records indicate that samples were taken along piping/trench and No Further Action 
(NFA) status was granted to Former Jake's Restaurant at 138 Culver Boulevard on April 12, 2004. 
Based on the above-mentioned the former USTs and/or related equipment, no longer represents a 
significant environmental concern at 13 8 Culver Boulevard. 

No further information regarding additional/historical addresses was available for review at LAFD 
UST Unit. 

No records regarding hazardous materials use or the presence of AULs on the subject property and its 
additional/historical addresses were on file with the LAFD Hazardous Materials Unit and LADPW. No 
records regarding hazardous materials or the presence of AULs on the subject property (138 Culver 
Boulevard) were on file with the LACPHI. 

As of the date of this report, Partner has not received a response from the LACPHI for the 
additional/historical addresses at the subject property. 

8.6 Interview with Others 
No others were interviewed during the site reconnaissance. 
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Aaron Joseph Epstein, PG 
Senior Project Manager 

Education 

B.S., Geological Sciences, University of Oregon 

PA NER 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 

Graduate Studies, Geological Sciences, California State University at Northridge 

Registrations 

Registered Professional Geologist, Pennsylvania 
Registered Professional Geologist, Delaware 
Registered Professional Geologist, Virginia 

Registered Professional Geologist, Florida 
OSHA 1 0-Hour Construction Safety 
Hazardous Waste Site Supervisor 
Confined Space Entry 
OSHA 40-Hour Hazwoper 
OSHA 8-Hour Hazwoper Refreshers, Current 

Summary of Professional Experience 
Mr. Epstein has approximately fifteen years of experience in environmental and geotechnical 
engineering. He has significant experience in due diligence assessments for a variety of property 
types and the needs and requirements of varied number of reporting standards, including ASTM 
standards, EPA's All Appropriate Inquiry (AAI), and customized client formats. Specifically, 
Mr. Epstein has performed Environmental Site Assessments, Phase II and III Subsurface 
Investigations, Characterization and Remediation Design Projects, as well as Geotechnical 
Investigations. 

Mr. Epstein's relevant project experience in the due diligence services has generally been in the 
form of a senior project manager with duties including senior review of design, implementation, 
and reporting of subsurface investigations. Beyond the due diligence, most of his services have 
included management and/or technical specialist of groundwater production and siting projects, 
nearly fifty large projects with state and/or federal agency oversight including five Region 3 
Superfund Sites, three RCRA Facility Investigations for Honeywell, geotechnical investigations, 
permitted and unpermitted landfill projects, Brownfields, and specialized due diligence for 
REITs, Olin Chemical, and ABB. 

Additionally, Mr. Epstein has been a technical and managerial lead for expert opinion and expert 
witness projects related to toxic tort cases. These cases involve multiple types of landfills and 
waste impoundments in throughout the Mid-Atlantic, PCE impacted production wells, and 
multiple projects involving natural gas drilling of the Marcellus Shale. 
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For all of these projects he supervised and conducted investigations, project design, and 
associated calculations. In addition, he was the point contact for regulatory agencies, supervised 
construction documents, work plans, bid documents, contracts, specifications, and performance 
analyses. 

Finally, Mr. Epstein's diversity across federal, municipal, industrial, and commercial 
environments is a major contribution to Partner Engineering and Science's team in the Mid
Atlantic region ofthe United States. 

Project Experience 

• Standard Chlorine of Delaware Superfund Site - As part of a team on a USEPA "fund lead" 
investigation and cleanup, Mr. Epstein was responsible for all hydrogeologic and engineering geology 
activities related to characterization, remedial design and remedial action. Activities included the 
advancement of soil borings, extraction wells and monitoring wells; site wide cone penetration 
borings; aquifer test design; remediation pilot studies; and management of the sampling program. Of 
special significance was Mr. Epstein's contribution to the remedial design by his site mapping of the 
Columbia Aquifer contact of the Merchantville Clay, which was thought to be a north dipping, 
uniformly very thick, low permeability bed. It was determined by Epstein to be dipping to the 
northeast and of greatly varying thicknesses, thus explaining why plume migration was different from 
free-product migration and the presence ofCOCs in the deeper Potomac Aquifer. 

• North Penn 6 Superfund Site - As part of a team on a USEPA "fund lead" investigation and 
cleanup, Mr. Epstein was responsible for all hydrogeologic studies, plume monitoring, the sampling 
program, and remedial strategies. His creativity is expected result in great savings to the USEPA; Mr. 
Epstein designed angled wells for this site with highly developed portions and access limitations, and 
utilized USEPA approved alternative sampling methods in fractured bedrock. 

• North Penn 1 Superfund Site - As part of a team on a USEPA "fund lead" investigation and 
cleanup, Mr. Epstein was project manager of this Superfund Site. Mr. Epstein's major contribution 
was in the completion of an aquifer test, continued characterization and a path forward on continued 
cost efficient sampling. 

• Central Chemical of Maryland Superfund Site - In support of the USEPA Region 3 and State of 
M~ryhmd, Mr. Epstein was responsible for the oversight of much of the Responsible Party's 
characterization and cleanup activities. 

• Fly Ash Impoundment in Western Pennsylvania - In support of pending litigation, Mr. Epstein 
provided expert opinion for a lawsuit regarding the permitted filling of a valley with fly ash generated 
by energy generation. Residents of the area accessed "potable" water from wells located on their 
properties; however, a disproportionate percentage of the population had rare diseases, including 
cancers apparently from impacts to groundwater from precipitation percolating through the fly ash and 
spreading into the used aquifers. 

• Multiple Sites Regarding Marcellus Shale in Pennsylvania - In support of pending litigation, Mr. 
Epstein provided expert opinion for multiple lawsuits against companies exploring and tapping the 
Marcellus Shale for natural gas. Impacts to the surface and groundwater in areas where residential 
wells are common were generally related to undocumented releases of "frac fluids" and construction 
related violations. 

Aaron J. Epstein, PO 
(Continued) 
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• TCE Contaminated Production Well in Southern New Jersey - Mr. Epstein provided expert 
opinion for a pending lawsuit which was eventually dropped. Mr. Epstein represented the owner of a 
high volume production well impacted by TCE from a suspected nearby responsible party with a 
history of TCE spills and environmental violations. Mr. Epstein was able to determine by the 
hydrogeologic conditions and modeling that the TCE plume did not originate at the nearby property, 
but another up-gradient unknown source. 

• Water Street Battery Site- In support of pending litigation, Mr. Epstein provided expert opinion for 
a lawsuit regarding the inefficiencies of an EPA investigation and remedy at a property in central 
Pennsylvania. This property was historically used for battery recycling including smashed battery 
disposal, now developed with residential and farm properties, all of which using private wells for 
irrigation and consumption. 

Aaron J. Epstein, PG 
(Continued) 
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Mary Vercher 
Environmental Scientist 

Education 
Bachelor of Arts, Global Studies, University of California, Los Angeles 

Summary of Professional Experience 
Ms. Vercher has two years project experience in the environmental consulting industry 
conducting Phase I Environmental Site Assessments (ESA), Environmental Transaction Screen 
Reports (ETS), Records Search Risk Assessment Reports (RSRA), Historical Reviews (HRDR), 
Database Reviews (DR), Radon Screenings and Lead and Asbestos sampling. She is familiar 
with all aspects of Due Diligence Property Assessments and the needs and requirements of 
varied number of reporting standards, including the standard ASTM, EPA's All Appropriate 
Inquiry (AAI), Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae and customized client formats and scopes. 

Project experience for Ms. Vercher includes: 

• Phase I Environmental Assessments, Records Search Risk Assessment Reports (RSRAs), 
Historical Reviews (HRDRs), Database Reviews (DRs), Radon Screenings and other 
related environmental assessments for sites including apartment buildings/complexes, 
commercial office buildings, shopping centers, multi-tenant commercial complexes, 
industrial warehouses and manufacturing facilities, gas stations, auto repair operations 
and dry cleaning operations. 

Ms. Vercher has technical experience working for the following institutions: 

• BNB Bank, National Association 

• Capital Matrix 

• Citibank, N.A . 

• Colorado Lending Source 
• Enchantment Land CDC 

• First Republic Bank 

• Hedco LDC 

• JPMorgan Chase Bank 

• Meridian Bank 
• Nevada Commerce Bank 
• Plaza Bank 
• Sovereign Bank 
• Umpqua Bank 
• Union Bank 
• Bank ofthe West 
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Kathryn Peacock 
Regional Manager 

Education 
B.A., Environmental Studies, 1999 
Prescott College, Prescott, Arizona 

Registrations 
OSHA 40-Hour Hazardous Waste Site 
Investigation Training (29 CFR 1910.120) 

Summary of Professional Experience 

~RYNER 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 

Ms. Kathryn Peacock has over ten years of experience in the environmental consulting industry. 
She has extensive experience in due diligence assessments for a variety of property types and the 
needs and requirements of a varied number of reporting standards including ASTM E1527-05, 
ASTM E2600-10, EPA's All Appropriate Inquiry (AAI), U.S. Small Business Administration's 
(SBA) SOP 50 10, and other customized client formats. Specifically Kathryn Peacock has 
project experience in Phase I Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs), Environmental 
Transaction Screens (TSAs), radon screening, asbestos inspections, lead-based paint inspections, 
Phase II and III subsurface investigations, remedial cost estimates, soil vapor surveys, indoor air 
quality assessments, mold assessments, and lead-in-water sampling and analysis. 

Ms. Peacock has technical experience working for the following financial institutions: 

• JP Morgan Chase Bank 

• Wells Fargo Bank 

• California Bank and Trust 

• Union Bank of California 

• Comerica Bank 

• Torrey Pines Bank 
• Bank ofthe West 
• US Bank 

• National Bank of Arizona 

Ms. Peacock has served as an environmental scientist, project manager, or executive senior 
author on over 2,000 real estate transactions. Ms. Peacock's due diligence resume includes 
experience at all levels, advising lenders and real estate investors through the following product 
types: 

• Phase I Environmental Site Assessments 
• Phase II Subsurface Investigations 
• Phase III Site Characterizations 
• Remedial Cost Estimates 
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• Remediation Design and Implementation 
• Environmental Transaction Screens 

Ms. Peacock has conducted and managed Phase I and TSAs on multi-family properties, 
commercial office buildings, retail shopping centers, gasoline service stations, hotels, dry 
cleaning plants, auto repair and auto body shops, industrial warehouse buildings, plating 
facilities, and various manufacturing operations throughout the western U.S. She has also 
managed numerous portfolio projects involving residential properties, hotels, lube changing 
facilities, storage facilities, and gasoline service stations throughout the U.S. 

Ms. Peacock has also managed and conducted Phase II subsurface investigations of gasoline 
service stations, dry cleaning plants, agricultural facilities, and auto repair facilities. 
Additionally, Ms. Peacock has managed numerous asbestos surveys, lead-based paint 
inspections, lead in water sampling, and radon testing projects on residential and commercial 
properties throughout Arizona, Colorado, and Texas. 

Ms. Peacock has extensive experience in testing soil, soil gas, and groundwater in the context of 
a real estate transaction, as well as under the supervision of state and federal regulators. Among 
her specialties is guiding landowners and prospective purchasers through the process of selling 
or acquiring an environmentally challenged site. 

Ms. Peacock has participated in the characterization of groundwater and soil contamination; 
quarterly groundwater monitoring; implementation of various systems such as soil vapor 
extraction systems and soil excavation projects such as tank removals at several clean-up sites in 
Arizona. 

Ms. Peacock also has extensive experience in biological consulting. She has experience working 
as an independent contractor for and in conjunction with the Massachusetts Army National 
Guard and the United States Army. This included: the performance of soil density and 
infiltration tests, vegetative and land use analysis on military bases in California and 
Massachusetts, and the preparation ofNEPA documents. 

Finally, Ms. Peacock's background in the environmental sciences allows her to provide complete 
and thorough assessments and evaluations to serve a client's specific needs. Ms. Peacock's 
diversity across residential, industrial, municipal, and commercial environments is a major 
contribution to Partner Engineering and Science's Associate team in the West and Southwest 
region ofthe United States. 

Finally, Ms. Peacock's background in the environmental sciences allows her to provide complete 
and thorough assessments and evaluations to serve a client's specific needs. Ms. Peacock's 
diversity across residential, industrial, municipal, and commercial environments is a major 
contribution to Partner Engineering and Science's Associate team in the West and Southwest 
region ofthe United States. 

Kathryn Peacock 
(Continued) PARTNER 
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View of subject property from northern tip, looking southward. 

View of subject property from south, along Pacific Avenue. 
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Additional view of subject property, looking northward. 

View of southwest corner of subject property. 
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View of pole-mounted transformer at subject property. 

View of paved road stemming from Pacific A venue northward along 
eastern perimeter of subject property. 
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View of southeast comer of subject property. 

View along eastern perimeter of subject property. 
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View of adjacent intersection to the southeast. 
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View of adjacent property to the north-northeast. 

View of adjacent intersection to the north, beyond which is Salerno Beach 
restaurant. 
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View of adjacent property to the northwest. 

View of adjacent property to the northwest. 
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View of adjacent property to the west-northwest. 
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View of adjacent intersection to the southwest. 

View of adjacent property to the west-southwest. 
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View of adjacent property to the south. 

View of adjacent property to the southwest. 
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138 Culver Blvd, Playa Del Rey, CA 
138 Culver Blvd 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Inquiry Number: 3174319.6 
September 30, 2011 

~EDR® Environmental Data Resources Inc 

440 Wl1eelers Farms Road 
Milford, CT 06461 
800.352.0050 
www.edrnet.com 
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~~---------------TABLEOFCO_N_T_E_N_T_s ________________ ~'l 
SECTION 

Executive Summary 

Findings 

Thank you for your business. 
Please contact EDR at 1-800-352-0050 

with any questions or comments. 

Disclaimer- Copyright and Trademark Notice 

This Report contains certain information obtained from a variety of public and other sources reasonably available to 
Environmental Data Resources , Inc. It cannot be concluded from this Report that coverage information for the target and 
surrounding properties does not exist from other sources. NO WARRANTY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IS MADE 
WHATSOEVER IN CONNECTION WITH THIS REPORT. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA RESOURCES, INC. SPECIFICALLY 
DISCLAIMS THE MAKING OF ANY SUCH WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, MERCHANTABILITY 
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE. ALL RISK IS ASSUMED BY THE USER. IN NO EVENT SHALL 
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA RESOURCES, INC. BE LIABLE TO ANYONE, WHETHER ARISING OUT OF ERRORS OR 
OMISSIONS, NEGLIGENCE, ACCIDENT OR ANY OTHER CAUSE, FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, INCLUDING, 
WITHOUT LIMITATION, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES. ANY LIABILITY ON 
THE PART OF ENVIRONMENTAL DATA RESOURCES, INC. IS STRICTLY LIMITED TO A REFUND OF THE AMOUNT 
PAID FOR THIS REPORT. Purchaser accepts this Report "AS IS". Any analyses, estimates, ratings, environmental risk 
levels or risk codes provided in this Report are provided for illustrative purposes only, and are not intended to provide, nor 
should they be interpreted as providing any facts regarding, or prediction orforecast of, any environmental risk for any 
property. Only a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment performed by an environmental professional can provide 
information regarding the environmental risk for any property. Additionally, the information provided in this Report is not to 
be construed as legal advice. 

Copyright 2009 by Environmental Data Resources, Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any media or format, in whole or in 
part, of any report or map of Environmental Data Resources, Inc. or its affiliates is prohibited without prior written permission. 

EDR and its logos (including Sanborn and Sanborn Map) are trademarks of Environmental Data Resources, Inc. or its affiliates. 
All other trademarks used herein are the property of their respective owners. 
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li.._ _________ EXECUTIVE SUMMARY -------------~~~ 
DESCRIPTION 

Environmental Data Resources, Inc.'s (EDR) City Directory Abstract is a screening tool designed to assist 
environmental professionals in evaluating potential liability on a target property resulting from past activities. 
EDR's City Directory Abstract includes a search and abstract of available city directory data. For each 
address, the directory lists the name of the corresponding occupant at five year intervals. 

RESEARCH SUMMARY 

The following research sources were consulted in the preparation of this report. An "X" indicates where 
information was identified in the source and provided in this report. 

Yuc ~ IE ~d[oining Text Abstract Source Image 

2007 Haines Company X X 
2002 Haines Company X X X 
1993 Haines Company X X X 
1987 Haines Company X X X 
1978 Haines Company X X X 

3174319-6 Page 1 
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[~I ~----~-------------F-IN_o_IN_G_s ____________________ ~'l 
TARGET PROPERTY INFORMATION 

ADDRESS 

138 Culver Blvd 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

FINDINGS DETAIL 

Target Property research detail. 

Yuc J.ag ~ 

2002 No Return Haines Company 

1993 No Return Haines Company 

1987 Jakes At The shore Haines Company 

1978 Jakes At The shore Haines Company 

3174319-6 Page 2 
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~~------------------f-IN_D_IN_G_s __________________ ~'l 
ADJOINING PROPERTY DETAIL 

The following Adjoining Property addresses were researched for this report. Detailed findings are provided 
for each address. 

Culver Blvd 

112 Culver Blvd 

Year Uses Source 

2007 Residential Haines Company 

2002 Residential Haines Company 

1993 Marshall Builders Haines Company 

Ocean Aire Realty Haines Company 

1987 Marshall Builders Haines Company 

Ocean Aire Realty Haines Company 

1978 Marshall Builders Haines Company 

Ocean Aire Realty Haines Company 

114 Culver Blvd 

Yuc ~ ~ 

1978 Residential Haines Company 

119 Culver Blvd 

Year Uses Source 

2007 The Del Haines Company 

2002 La Marina Inn Restrnt Haines Company 

1993 La Marina Inn Haines Company 

1987 La Marina Inn Haines Company 

1978 La Marina Inn Haines Company 

132 Culver Blvd 

Ym' ~ ~ 

2007 Playa Vista Little League Haines Company 

133 Culver Blvd 

Y§SL ~ ~ 

2002 No Return Haines Company 

1993 No Return Haines Company 

1987 Residential Haines Company 

3174319-6 Page 3 
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~ 
I 

l FINDINGS 

142 Culver Blvd 

Year Uses Source 

2002 No Return Haines Company 

1993 Residential Haines Company 

1987 Residential Haines Company 

1978 Chevron Sta Plya Dl Haines Company 

143 Culver Blvd 

YH!: lJ§J:.§. ~ 

2007 Houston Tyner Haines Company 

2002 Houston Tyner Haines Company 

1993 Houston Tyner Haines Company 

1987 gus Mar Co Inc Haines Company 

J D Keller & Asc Haines Company 

1978 Del Rey Beach Fitness Haines Company 

165 Culver Blvd 

Year Uses Source 

2007 Art Of Pilates Inc Haines Company 

Dentistry By The Sea Haines Company 

2002 Office Building (6 Occupants) Haines Company 

1993 Dentistry By The Sea Haines Company 

1987 Del Rey Glass Haines Company 

Dentistry By The Sea Haines Company 

Nippers A Nail & Hair Haines Company 

177 Culver Blvd 

YH!: lJ§J:.§. ~ 

2007 Seaside Shotokan Haines Company 

2002 Seaside Shotokan Haines Company 

1993 Body Physics Haines Company 

1987 Fitness Studio The Haines Company 

TFS Haines Company 

1978 Playa Del Rey Hdwr Haines Company 

3174319-6 Page 4 
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FINDINGS 

TARGET PROPERTY: ADDRESS NOT IDENTIFIED IN RESEARCH SOURCE 

The following Target Property addresses were researched for this report, and the addresses were not 
identified in the research source. 

Address Researched 

138 Culver Blvd 

Address Not Identified In Research Source 

2007 

ADJOINING PROPERTY: ADDRESSES NOT IDENTIFIED IN RESEARCH SOURCE 

The following Adjoining Property addresses were researched for this report, and the addresses were not 
identified in research source. 

Address Researched 

112 Culver Blvd 

114 Culver Blvd 

119 Culver Blvd 

132 Culver Blvd 

133 Culver Blvd 

142 Culver Blvd 

143 Culver Blvd 

165 Culver Blvd 

177 Culver Blvd 

Address Not Identified in Research Source 

No Years Found 

No Years Found 

No Years Found 

2002, 1993, 1987, 1978 

1978 

No Years Found 

No Years Found 

1978 

No Years Found 
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YEAR: 192S - -----
1------l = : o· 

APPENDIX B: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH 

13 8 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Date: 1928 
R 

Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNERcsi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Job Number: 11-81881.1 
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YEAR: 1£1-lB-_ ____ 
r---------1 = .S." 5' 

APPENDIX B: AERJAL PHOTOGRAPHS N 

A 138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Date: 1938 Engineering and Science, In 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Job Number: 11-81881.1 
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APPENDIX B: AERIAL PHOTOGRA 

Date : 1947 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNERcsi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Job Number: 11-81881.1 
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YEAR: 1956 ------
1--------l :-400' 

APPENDIX B: AERIAL PHOTO 

13 8 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Date: 1956 Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Job Number: 11-81881.1 
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APPENDIX B: AERIAL PHOTO 

Date: 1965 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Job Number: 11-81881.1 
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APPENDIX B: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH 

Date: 1976 

13 8 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNERcsi.com 
(XOO) 419-4'123 

Job Number: 11-81881.1 
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APPENDIX B: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS N 

A 138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Date: 1989 Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Job Number: 11-81881.1 
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APPENDIX B: AERIAL PHO 

Date: 1994 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del California 90293 

Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 4 I 9-4923 

Job Number: 11-81881.1 
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YEAR: _2005--'------
1-------1 =ii!ICW 

13 8 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Date: 2005 Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Job Number: 11-81881.1 
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1918 Certified Sanborn Map 

APPENDIX B: FIRE INSURANCE MAPS 
Site Address: 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Date: 1918 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Pro'ect No. 11-81881.1 
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1950 Certified Sanborn Map 

APPENDIX B: FIRE INSURANCE MAPS 
Site Address: 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Date: 1950 

PA NER 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Pro"ect No. 11-81881.1 
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1970 Certified Sanborn Map 

APPENDIX B: FIRE INSURANCE MAPS 
Site Address: 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Date: 1970 

R 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Pro"ect No. 11-8188.1 
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TARGET QUAD SITE NAME: 
N NAME: REDONDO 

i MAP YEAR: 1 8Qil ADDRESS: 

SER1ES: 15 LATILONG: 
SCALE: 1:62500 

APPENDIX B: TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS 
Site Address: 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Historical Topographic Map 

139 Culver Blvd, Pl.>y:> 0"1 CLIENT: Partner Engineering and Science, Jnc. 
Rey,CA CONTACT: Eric Archuleta 
138 Culver Blvd INQUIRY#: 3174319.4 
Playa Del Rey, CA 110293 RESEARCH DATE: Dil/2812011 
33.9579/-118.44{13 

Date: 1896 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Pro"ect No. 11-81881.1 
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TARGET QUAD SITE flAM~: 
N NAME: VENICE 

i MAP YEAR: 1>-34 ADDRESS: 

SERIC:S: a LATiLO.'~G: 

SCALE: 1:.24000 

APPENDIX B: TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS 
Site Address: 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Historical Topographic Map 

!39 Cui'JH Blvd, Playa Del CUENT: Partner Eng in-e€ring and Science, Inc. 

R"Y· CA CONTACT: Eroc Archuleta 

13 8 Cul•,•er Blvd INQUIRY#: 317431\1.4 

Playa Del Rey, CA tl02Q3 RESEARCK DATE: OQ/2812011 

33.9578 / -118.44>-3 

Date: 1934 

R 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.P ARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Pro'ect No. 11-81881.1 
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3&2 363 

! 

-I-

TARGET QUAD SITE NAME: 
N NAME: REDONDO 

i MAP YEAR: 1948 ADDRESS: 

SERIES: 15 lATJLONG: 
SCALE: 1:50000 

APPENDIX B: TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS 
Site Address: 

11R Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Historical Topographic Map 

138 Culv~rSivd, Playa Del CLIENT: Pariner Engi·neering and Science, lnc. 
Rey, CA CONTACT: Eric Archuleta 
138 CulverBflld INQUIRY#: 3174319.4 
Play_. Del Rey, CA 1102113 RESEARCH DATE: DQ/28/201 1 
33.Q~Q I-118.44Q3 

Date: 1948 

ER 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Pro"ect No. 11-81881.1 
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TARGET QUAD SITE NAME: 
N NAME: VENICE 

i MAP YEAR: 1950 ADDRESS: 

SERIES: 7.5 LATILONG: 

SCALE: 1:24000 

APPENDIX B: TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS 
Site Address: 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Historical Topographic Map 

\ 

138 Culver Blvd. Playa 0..1 CUENT: Pil.rtner Engineering and SQence, Inc. 
Rey, CA CONTACT: Eric Archulela 

138 Culver Blvd INQUIRY#: 3174319.4 
Playa Del Rey, CA !l02Q3 RESEARCH DATE: 011/2812011 
33.9579 I -118.4493 

Date: 1950 

~RT R 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Pro"ect No. 11-81881.1 
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TARGETQUAO SlTE NAME: 
N NAME: VENICE 

i MAP YEAR: 1~64 ADDRESS: 

SERES: 7.5 LATILONG: 
SCALE: 1:2-1000 

APPENDIX B: TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS 
Site Address: 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Historical Topogr~phic Map 

138 Culv<>r Blvd. Playa Oel CLIENT: Partner Engineering lnd Scie-nce. Inc. 
Rey,CA CONTACT: Eric Arch ule:a 
138 Culv.,.r Blvd INQUIRY#: 317431~.4 

Playa D"l R"Y· CA Q02Q3 RESEARCH DATE: 0<;11281201 1 
33.Q57Q 1-1 18.44>':> 

Date: 1964 

ER 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.P ARTNERcsi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Pro 'ect No. 11-81881.1 
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TARGET QUAD SITE NAME: 
N NAME: VENICE 

t MAP YEAR: 1fl72 ADDRESS: 
PHOTOREVISED: 1964 
SERIES: 7.5 LAT/LONG: 

SCALE: 1:24000 

APPENDIX B: TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS 
Site Address: 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Historical Topographic Map 

138 Culver Blv<t Play:> Del CLIENT: Partner Engineering and Science, Inc. 
Rey,CA COOT ACT- Eric Archuleta. 
138 Culver Blvd INQUIRY!¥: 31743111.4 

Playa Del Rey, CA 9D293 RESEARCH DATE: 0912812011 
33.9579 I -118.4493 

Date: 1972 

PAR 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.PARTNEResi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Pro'ect No. 11-81881.1 
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TARGET QUAD !;ITE NAME: 
N NAME: VENICE 

i MAP YEAR: WS1 ADDRESS: 
PHOTOREVISE0:1964 
SERIES: ·~ L.O.TILONG: 

SCALE: 1' ~000 

APPENDIX B: TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS 
Site Address : 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, California 90293 

Historical Topographic Map 

1 38 Culver Blvd. Play a Del CLIENT: Partner Engin~ering and Sci-ence, Inc. 
Rey, CA CONTACT: Eric Archuleta 
138 Culver Blvd INQUIRY#: 317431Q.4 

Playa Del Rey, CA 902~3 RESEARCH DATE: 0~/2812011 

3H•57Q /-118.4493 

Date: 1981 

~ 
Engineering and Science, Inc. 
www.P ARTNERcsi.com 
(800) 419-4923 

Pro"ect No.ll-81881.1 
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Appendix E: 

Regulatory Records Documentation 
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138 Culver Blvd, Playa Del Rey, CA 
138 Culver Blvd 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Inquiry Number: 3174319.2s 
September 27, 2011 

~E DR" Environmental Data Resources Inc 

440 Wheelers Farms Road 
Milford, CT 06461 
Toll Free: 800.352.0050 
www.edrnet.com 

FORM-S TO-ROM 
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~~---------------T-A_B_L_E __ O_F_c_o_N_T_E_N_r_s ____________ ~ 
I 

I 
SECTION 

Executive Summary. _______________ • ____ ________________ __ __ _________ ____ _ 

Overview Map _________ _____________________ __________ _________________ ___ _ 

Detail Map ____ ____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Map Findings Summary. ______________ _____ __________ _____________________ _ 

Map Findings ________________________ ________ ___________________________ _ 

Orphan Summary ______________ _____________________ ______________ ________ . 

Government Records Searched/Data Currency Tracking ________ _____ __ ___ _______ _ 

GEOCHECKADDENDUM 

GeoCheck - Not Requested 

Thank you for your business. 
Please contact EDR at 1-800-352-0050 

with any questions or comments. 

Disclaimer- Copyright and Trademark Notice 

PAGE 

ES1 

2 

3 

4 

8 

25 

GR-1 

This Report contains certain information obtained from a variety of public and other sources reasonably available to Environmental Data 
Resources , Inc. It cannot be concluded from this Report that coverage Information for the target and surrounding properties does not exist from 
Other sources. NO WARRANTY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IS MADE WHATSOEVER IN CONNECTION WITH THIS REPORT. ENVIRONMENTAL 
DATA RESOURCES, INC. SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS THE MAKING OF ANY SUCH WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE. ALL RISK IS ASSUMED BY THE USER. IN NO EVENT SHALL 
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA RESOURCES, INC. BE LIABLE TO ANYONE, WHETHER ARISING OUT OF ERRORS OR OMISSIONS, NEGLIGENCE, 
ACCIDENT OR ANY OTHER CAUSE, FOR ANY LOSS OF DAMAGE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES. ANY LIABILITY ON THE PART OF ENVIRONMENTAL DATA RESOURCES, INC. IS STRICTLY 
LIMITED TO A REFUND OF THE AMOUNT PAID FOR THIS REPORT. Purchaser accepts this Report "AS IS". Any analyses, estimates, ra tings, 
environmental risk levels or rlsk codes provided In this Report are provided for illustrative purposes only, and are not intended to provide, nor 
should !hey be interpreted as providing any facts regard ing. or prediction or forecast of. any environmental risk for any propert-y. Only a Phase I 
Environmental Site Assessment performed by an environmental professional can provide information regarding the environmental risk for any 
property. Additionally, the Information provided in this Report is not to be construed as legal advice. 

Copyright 2011 by Environmental Data Resources, Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any media or format, in whole 
or in part, of any report or map of Environmental Data Resources, Inc., or its affiliates, is prohibited without prior written permission. 

EDR and its logos (including Sanborn and Sanborn Map) are trademarks of Environmental Data Resources, Inc. or its affiliates. All other 
trademarks used herein are the property of their respective .owners. 

TC3174319.2s Page 1 
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~~---------------EX_E_c_u_T_IV_E __ s_u_M_M_A_R_v ______________ ~'l 
A search of available environmental records was conducted by Environmental Data Resources, Inc (EDR). 
The report was designed to assist parties seeking to meet the search requirements of EPA's Standards 
and Practices for All Appropriate Inquiries (40 CFR Part 312), the ASTM Standard Practice for 
Environmental Site Assessments (E 1527-05) or custom requirements developed for the evaluation of 
environmental risk associated with a parcel of real estate. 

TARGET PROPERTY INFORMATION 

ADDRESS 

138 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 

COORDINATES 

Latitude (North): 33.957900- 33' 57' 28.4" 
Longitude (West): 118.449300 - 118' 26' 57 .5" 
Universal Tranverse Mercator: Zone 11 
UTM X (Meters) : 366085.9 
UTM Y (Meters): 3758240.0 
Elevation: 19 ft . above sea level 

USGS TOPOGRAPHIC MAP ASSOCIATED WITH TARGET PROPERTY 

Target Property Map: 
Most Recent Revision : 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN THIS REPORT 

Photo Year: 
Source: 

TARGET PROPERTY SEARCH RESULTS 

33118-H4 VENICE, CA 
1981 

2005 
USDA 

The target property was identified in the following records. For more information on this 
property see page 8 of the attached EDR Radius Map report: 

~S~ite~-------------------------- =D~at=a~ba=s~e~(s~) _____________________________ ~E~P~A~I~D ____ _ 

MARINA VISTA CO 
138 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 

DATABASES WITH NO MAPPED SITES 

HAZNET N/A 

No mapped sites were found in EDR's search of available ("reasonably ascertainable ") government 
records either on the target property or within the search radius around the target property for the 
following databases: 

STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS 

Federal NPL site list 

NPL_ ___ ______________ ______ __ National Priority List 

TC3174319.2s EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 1 
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~~----------------EX_E_c_u_T_IV_E __ s_u_M_M_A_R_v ______________ ~'] 
Proposed NPL ____________ :_. Proposed National Priority List Sites 
NPL LIENS ___________________ Federal Superfund Liens 

Federal Delisted NPL site list 

De listed NPL ________________ National Priority List Deletions 

Federal CERCLIS list 

CERCUS ____________________ . Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information System 
FEDERAL FACILITY _________ Federal Facility Site Information listing 

Federal CERCLIS NFRAP site List 

CERC-NFRAP _______________ CERCUS No Further Remedial Action Planned 

Federal RCRA CORRACTS facilities list 

CORRACTS _________________ . Corrective Action Report 

Federal RCRA non-CORRACTS TSD facilities list 

RCRA-TSDF __ ______ __ __ _____ RCRA- Treatment, Storage and Disposal 

Federal RCRA generators list 

RCRA-LQG __________ ________ RCRA- Large Quantity Generators 
RCRA-CESQG ______________ _ RCRA- Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator 

Federal institutional controls I engineering controls registries 

US ENG CONTROLS _________ Engineering Controls Sites List 
US INST CONTROL _________ Sites with Institutional Controls 

Federal ERNS list 

ERNS ________________________ Emergency Response Notification System 

State- and tribal- equivalent NPL 

RESPONSE _________________ State Response Sites 

State- and tribal- equivalent CERCLIS 

ENVIROSTOR _______________ EnviroStor Database 

State and tribal landfill and/or solid waste disposal site lists 

SWF/LF ______________________ Solid Waste Information System 

State and tribal leaking storage tank lists 

INDIAN LUST __ ______________ Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 

State and tribal registered storage tank lists 

UST __________ ________________ Active UST Facilities 

TC3174319.2s EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 2 
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~L ________________ E_X_E_c_u_T_IV_E_s_u_M_M_A_R_v ________________ ~'] 
AST ____________ -------------- Aboveground Petroleum Storage Tank Facilities 
INDIAN UST ••••••.••••••.•.. . Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
FEMA UST _____________ _____ Underground Storage Tank Listing 

State and tribal voluntary cleanup sites 

VCP _______ ______ ___ _________ . Voluntary Cleanup Program Properties 
INDIAN VCP ________ __ ___ ____ Voluntary Cleanup Priority Listing 

ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS 

Local Brownfield lists 

US BROWNFIELDS __________ A Listing of Brownfields Sites 

Local Lists of Landfill I Solid Waste Disposal Sites 
ODL. ________________________ Open Dump Inventory 
DEBRIS REGION 9 __________ _ Torres Martinez Reservation Illegal Dump Site Locations 
WMUDS/SWAT . •.••••••.••• . Waste Management Unit Database 
SWRCY __________ __ ___ ______ _ Recycler Database 
HAULERS ______ _______ ____ __ _ Registered Waste Tire Haulers Listing 
INDIAN ODL. ____ . .. _ .. ______ Report on the Status of Open Dumps on Indian Lands 

Local Lists of Hazardous waste I Contaminated Sites 

US COL __________ ___________ Clandestine Drug Labs 
HIST Cal-Sites ____ ________ ___ Historical Calsites Database 
SCH __ . _. _____________ .. _____ School Property Evaluation Program 
Toxic Pits _____________ _______ . Toxic Pits Cleanup Act Sites 
AOCONCERN _____ ___ . ______ . San Gabriel Valley Areas of Concern 
COL ________________________ . Clandestine Drug Labs 
US HIST COL _______________ National Clandestine Laboratory Register 

Local Lists of Registered Storage Tanks 

CA FID UST __________________ Facility Inventory Database 
HIST UST ____________________ Hazardous Substance Storage Container Database 
SWEEPS UST __ __ ___________ SWEEPS UST Listing 

Local Land Records 

LIENS 2 _____________ _____ ____ CERCLA Lien Information 
LUCIS _______________ __ ••• ___ . Land Use Control Information System 
LIENS ______________________ __ Environmental Liens Listing 
DEED __ ______________________ Deed Restriction Listing 

Records of Emergency Release Reports 

HMIRS ___________ .. ___ . _____ _ Hazardous Materials Information Reporting System 
CHMIRS _______ _____ _________ California Hazardous Material Incident Report System 
LOS _____ ________ .. ...... . ___ . Land Disposal Sites Listing 
MCS ____ ________ _______ ___ ___ Military Cleanup Sites Listing 

Other Ascertainable Records 

RCRA-NonGen _______________ RCRA- Non Generators 

TC3174319.2s EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 3 
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~~----------------E_X_Ec_u_T_I_V_E_s_u_M_M_A_R_v ________________ ~~~ 
DOT OPS ______ ______________ Incident and Accident Data 
DOD _______ __________________ Department of Defense Sites 
CONSENT ________ ___________ Superfund (CERCLA) Consent Decrees 
ROD __________ ______________ Records Of Decision 
UMTRA ______________________ Uranium Mill Tailings Sites 
MINES _________________ ______ Mines Master Index File 
TRIS ___________________ ______ Toxic Chemical Release Inventory System 
TSCA_ ____________ ___________ Toxic Substances Control Act 
FTTS ___________________ ______ FIFRN TSCA Tracking System- FIFRA (Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, & Rodenticide 

Act)fTSCA (Toxic Substances Control Act) 
HIST FTTS ___________________ FIFRAfTSCA Tracking System Administrative Case Listing 
SSTS ________________________ Section 7 Tracking Systems 
ICIS __________________________ Integrated Compliance Information System 
PADS __________________ ______ PCB Activity Database System 
MLTS _____ ___________________ Material Licensing Tracking System 
RADINFO __________ __________ Radiation Information Database 
FINDS ____ -----------· Facility Index System/Facility Registry System 
RAA TS. _____ .. _. _____________ RCRA Administrative Action Tracking System 
CA BOND EXP. PLAN ________ Bond Expenditure Plan 
NPDES ________ ___ ___________ NPDES Permits Listing 
WDS ___ . ______________ -·-·---- _ Waste Discharge System 
Cortese __________________ ____ "Cortese" Hazardous Waste & Substances Sites List 
Notify 65 ______ ___________ ____ Proposition 65 Records 
LA Co. Site Mitigation _________ Site Mitigation List 
WIP __ ___ _______ __ _________ ___ Well Investigation Program Case List 
LOS ANGELES CO. HMS ____ HMS: Street Number List 
EML _______ __ __ ___ _____ _____ Emissions Inventory Data 
INDIAN RESERV _____________ Indian Reservations 
SCRD DRYCLEANERS ______ State Coalition for Remediation of Drycleaners Listing 
FINANCIAL ASSURANCE. ___ Financial Assurance Information Listing 
HWP __ __________________ ___ __ EnviroStor Permitted Facilities Listing 
HWT _______________________ __ Registered Hazardous Waste Transporter Database 
COAL ASH EPA ___ __ ___ ______ Coal Combustion Residues Surface Impoundments List 
PCB TRANSFORMER _______ _ PCB Transformer Registration Database 
PROC ________________________ Certified Processors Database 
MWMP _______________________ Medical Waste Management Program Listing 
COAL ASH DOE __ _________ __ Sleam-Eiectric Plan Operation Data 

EDR PROPRIETARY RECORDS 

EDR Proprietary Records 

Manufactured Gas Plants _____ EDR Proprietary Manufactured Gas Plants 
EDR Historical Auto Stations_. EDR Proprietary Historic Gas Stations 
EDR Historical Cleaners ______ EDR Proprietary Historic Dry Cleaners 

SURROUNDING SITES: SEARCH RESULTS 

Surrounding sites were identified in the following databases. 

Elevations have been determined from the USGS Digital Elevation Model and should be evaluated on 
a relative (not an absolute) basis. Relative elevation information between sites of close proximity 
should be field verified. Sites with an elevation equal to or higher than the target property have been 
differentiated below from sites with an elevation lower than the target property. 
Page numbers and map identification numbers refer to the EDR Radius Map report where detailed 
data on individual sites can be reviewed. 

Sites listed in bold italics are in multiple databases. 

Unmappable (orphan) sites are not considered in the foregoing analysis. 

TC3174319.2s EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 4 
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~~----------------E_x_E_c_u_r_lv_E_s_u_M_M __ A_R_v ________________ ~·~ 
STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS 

Federal RCRA generators list 

RCRA-SQG: RCRAinfo is EPA's comprehensive information system, providing access to data supporting 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) 
of 1984. The database includes selective information on sites which generate, transport, store, treat and/or 
dispose of hazardous waste as defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Small quantity 
generators (SQGs) generate between 100 kg and 1,000 kg of hazardous waste per month. 

A review of the RCRA-SQG list, as provided by EDR, and dated 06/15/2011 has revealed that there are 3 
RCRA-SQG sites within approximately 0.25 miles of the target property. 

Lower Elevation 

RITZ DISCOUNT CLEANERS 
DEL RAY CLEANERS 
LA PUMPING PLANT #48 

Address 

217 CULVER BLVD 
310 CULVER BLVD 
346 CULVER BLVD 

State and tribal leaking storage tank lists 

Direction I Distance Map ID Page 

NE 0 • 118 (0.103 mi.) 2 8 
NE 118 • 114 (0.173 mi.) A3 12 
NE 118- 114 (0.218 mi.) 5 15 

LUST: The Leaking Underground Storage Tank Incident Reports contain an inventory of reported 
leaking underground storage tank incidents. The data come from the State Water Resources Control Board Leaking 
Underground Storage Tank Information System. 

A review of the LUST list, as provided by EDR, and dated 08/09/2011 has revealed that there is 1 LUST 
site within approximately 0.5 miles of the target property. 

Equal/Higher Elevation 

MOBIL #18-GNB (FORMER #11 
Status: Open - Remediation 

Address 

449 MANCHESTER 

Direction I Distance Map ID Page 

ESE 114- 112 (0.402 mi.) 10 18 

SUC: SUC Region comes from the California Regional Water Quality Control Board. 

A review of the SUC list, as provided by EDR, and dated 08/09/2011 has revealed that there are 2 
sue sites within approximately 0.5 miles of the target property. 

Lower Elevation Address Direction I Distance Map ID Page 

DEL RAY CLEANERS 310 CULVER BLVD NE 118- 114 (0.173 mi.) A3 12 
Facility Status: Open - Site Assessment 

DEL REY CLEANERS 310 CULVER NE 118 - 114 (0.173 mi.) A4 15 

ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS 

Other Ascertainable Records 

TC3174319.2s EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 5 



LEG1169

[~ ________________ Ex_E_c_u_r_lv_E __ s_u_M_M_A_R_v ______________ ~'l 
FUDS: The Listing includes locations of Formerly Used Defense Sites Properties where the US Army 
Corps Of Engineers is actively working or will take necessary cleanup actions. 

A review of the FUDS list, as provided by EDR, and dated 12/31/2009 has revealed that there is 1 FUDS 
site within approximately 1 mile of the target property. 

Equal/Higher Elevation Address Direction I Distance Map ID Page 

EL SEGUNDO BATTERY SITE ESE 1/4- 1/2 (0.295 mi.) 9 

HIST CORTESE: The sites for the list are designated by the State Water Resource Control Board [LUST], 
the Integrated Waste Board [SWF/LS]. and the Department of Toxic Substances Control [CALSITES]. 

A review of the HIST CORTESE list, as provided by EDR, and dated 04/01/2001 has revealed that there 
are 4 HIST CORTESE sites within approximately 0.5 miles of the target property. 

Equal/Higher Elevation Address Direction I Distance MapiD 

WESTERN FARM SERVICE 256 MANCHESTER SE 1/4- 1/2 (0.278 mi.) 86 
SHELL 255 MANCHESTER SE 1/4- 1/2 (0.278 mi.) 87 
CHEVRON 256 MANCHESTER SE 1/4- 1/2 (0.278 mi.) 88 
MOBIL #18-GNB (FORMER #11 449 MANCHESTER ESE 114 - 112 (0.402 mi.) 10 

18 

Page 

17 
17 
17 
18 

DRYCLEANERS: A list of drycleaner related facilities that have EPA ID numbers. These are facilities 
with certain SIC codes: power laundries, family and commercial; garment pressing and cleaners' agents; linen 
supply; coin-operated laundries and cleaning; drycleaning plants except rugs; carpet and upholster cleaning; 
industrial launderers; laundry and garment services. 

A review of the DRYCLEANERS list, as provided by EDR, and dated 06/28/2011 has revealed that there is 
1 DRYCLEANERS site within approximately 0.25 miles of the target property. 

Lower Elevation Address Direction I Distance Map ID Page 

RITZ DISCOUNT CLEANERS 217 CULVER BLVD NE 0- 1/8 (0.103 mi.) 2 8 

TC3174319.2s EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 6 
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~~----------------~_xe_c_u_. T_. Iv_. e_._s_u_M_M_A_R_v ______________ ~·~ 
Due to poor or inadequate address information, the following sites were not mapped. Count: 30 records. 

Site Name 

ICON SITE PlAYA VISTA TRACT 49104 
MARINA DEL REY SEWER UPGRADE, PHAS 
UNION OIL SERVICE STATION #420 
PlAYA VISTA 
ARGO FACILITY NO. 05187 
BUDGET RENT-A-TRUCK 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
JEFFERSON AT MARINA DEL REY LP 
JEFFERSON AT MARINA DEL REY LP 
BANK OF AMERICNMARINA DEL REY BRA 
RESINS DEL REY APTS 
STADEL MAR STREE 
ARTISHA BLVD FROM SANTFE TO ATLANT 
ARTISHA BLVD FROM SANTFE TO ATLANT 
14091 NORTH BALBOA BLVD 
CENTURY BLVD CROSSING 
LONG BEACH, CA 
MARINA DEL RAY 
EIB OCEAN BLVD E/0 PIER TIN LONG 
PACIFIC OCEAN, ON THE SOUTHSIDE OF 
BASION A MARINE DEL RAY 
@HYPERION TREAT-PLT/12000 VISTA DE 
NICKLESON & CULVER ST 
1200 VISTA DEL MAR 
DUCK OND, 691 WASHING BLVD 
JEFFERSON AT MARINA DEL REY 
JEFFERSON AT MARINA DEL REY 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS 
PlAYA VISTA 

Database(s) 

NPDES 
NPDES 
CA FID UST, SWEEPS UST 
CERC-NFRAP 
LUST 
LUST 
LUST 
HAZNET 
HAZNET 
HAZNET 
HAZNET 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
ERNS 
FINDS 
LA Co. Site Mitigation 
sue 
sue 
ENVIROSTOR 

TC3174319.2s EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 7 
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* Target Property 

• Sites at elevations higher than 
or equal to the target property 

• Sites at elevations lower than 
the target property 

A. Manufactured Gas Plants 

G:J National Priority List Sites 

~~ Dept. Defense Sites 

SITE NAME: 138 Culver Blvd, Playa Del Rey, CA 
ADDRESS: 138 Culver Blvd 

Playa Del Rey CA 90293 
LA T/LONG: 33.9579/118.4493 

[:.J Indian Reservations BIA 

N County Boundary 

/\/ Oil & Gas pipelines from USGS 

EZJ 100-year flood zone 

IZJ 500-year flood zone 

D National Wetland Inventory 

ffimj Areas of Concern 

This report includes Interactive Map Layers to 
display and/or hide map information. The 
legend Includes only those icons tor the 
default map view. 

CLIENT: Partner Engineering and Science, Inc. 
CONTACT: Eric Archuleta 
INQUIRY#: 3174319.2s 
DATE: September 27, 2011 6:09pm 

CopYfl;ht a 2.011 EO~. I oo. 1b 2010 Tolo All" Ro l. 071'2GG9. 



LEG1172

* Target Property 

• Sites at elevations higher than 
or equal to the target property 

• Sites at elevations lower than 
the target property 

.! Manufactured Gas Plants 

' Sensitive Receptors 

D National Priority List Sites 

0 Dept. Defense Sites 

SITE NAME: 138 Culver Blvd, Playa Del Rey, CA 
ADDRESS: 138 Culver Blvd 

Playa Del Rey CA 90293 
LAT/LONG: 33.9579 I 118.4493 

[J Indian Reservations BIA 

N County Boundary 

/\{ Oil & Gas pipelines from USGS 

r2:J 1 00-year flood zone 

[2J 500-year flood zone 

National Wetland Inventory 

( 

lillJ Areas of Concern 

This report includes I nleraclive Map Layers to 
~isJ,Jiay anll/or tilde map informallon. The 
legend includes only those icons forthe 
default map view. 

CLIENT: Partner Engineering and Science, Inc. 
CONTACT: Eric Archuleta 
INQUIRY#: 3174319.2s 
DATE: September 27, 2011 6:10pm 

Cop!ltlghi ·:O 2011 EOR, I no. c Z010 ielo Allu Re i. 07nOQ9. 



LEG1173

~ 
I 

I 

MAP FINDINGS SUMMARY 

Search 
Target Distance Total 

Database Property (Miles) < 1/8 1/8 -1/4 1/4-1/2 1/2- 1 > 1 Plotted 

STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS 

Federal NPL site list 

NPL 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
Proposed NPL 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
NPL LIENS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 

Federal Delisted NPL site list 

Delisted NPL 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 

Federal CERCLIS list 

CERCUS 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
FEDERAL FACILITY 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 

Federal CERCLIS NFRAP site List 

CERC-NFRAP 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 

Federal RCRA CORRACTS facilities list 

CORRACTS 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 

Federal RCRA non-CORRACTS TSD facilities list 

RCRA-TSDF 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 

Federal RCRA generators list 

RCRA-LQG 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
RCRA-SQG 0.250 1 2 NR NR NR 3 
RCRA-CESQG 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 

Federal institutional controls I 
engineering controls registries 

US ENG CONTROLS 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
US INST CONTROL 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 

Federal ERNS list 

ERNS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 

State- and tribal- equivalent NPL 

RESPONSE 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 

State- and tribal - equivalent CERCLIS 

ENVIROSTOR 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 

State and tribal landfill and/or 
solid waste disposal site lists 

SWF/LF 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 

State and tribal leaking storage tank lists 

LUST 0.500 0 0 1 NR NR 1 
sue 0.500 0 2 0 NR NR 2 

TC3174319.2s Page 4 



LEG1174

~ MAP FINDINGS SUMMARY 

Search 
Target Distance Total 

Database Property (Miles) < 1/8 1/8- 1/4 1/4- 1/2 1/2- 1 > 1 Plotted 

INDIAN LUST 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 

State and tribal registered storage tank lists 

UST 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
AST 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
INDIAN UST 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
FEMA UST 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 

State and tribal voluntary cleanup sites 

VCP 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
INDIAN VCP 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 

ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS 

Local Brownfield lists 

US BROWNFIELDS 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 

Local Lists of Landfill I Solid 
Waste Disposal Sites 

ODI 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
DEBRIS REGION 9 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
WMUDS/SWAT 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
SWRCY 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
HAULERS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
INDIAN ODI 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 

Local Lists of Hazardous waste I 
Contaminated Sites 

US COL TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
HIST Cal-Sites 1 000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
SCH 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
Toxic Pits 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
AOCONCERN 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
CDL TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
US HIST COL TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 

Local Lists of Registered Storage Tanks 

CA FID UST 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
HIST UST 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
SWEEPS UST 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 

Local Land Records 

LIENS 2 TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
LUCIS 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
LIENS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
DEED 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 

Records of Emergency Release Reports 

HMIRS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
CHMIRS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 

TC3174319.2s Page 5 



LEG1175

~ MAP FINDINGS SUMMARY 

Search 
Target Distance Total 

Database Property (Miles) < 1/8 1/8- 1/4 1/4- 1/2 1/2- 1 > 1 Plotted 

LOS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
MCS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 

Other Ascertainable Records 

RCRA-NonGen 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
DOTOPS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
DOD 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
FUDS 1.000 0 0 1 0 NR 1 
CONSENT 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
ROD 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
UMTRA 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
MINES 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
TRIS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
TSCA TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
FTTS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
HIST FTTS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
SSTS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
I CIS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
PADS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
MLTS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
RADINFO TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
FINDS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
RAATS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
CA BOND EXP. PLAN 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
NPDES TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
WDS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
Cortese 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
HIST CORTESE 0.500 0 0 4 NR NR 4 
Notify 65 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
LA Co. Site Mitigation TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
DRYCLEANERS 0.250 1 0 NR NR NR 1 
WIP 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
LOS ANGELES CO. HMS TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
HAZNET X TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
EMI TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
INDIAN RESERV 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
SCRD DRYCLEANERS 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
FINANCIAL ASSURANCE TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
HWP 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 
HWT 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
COAL ASH EPA 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
PCB TRANSFORMER TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 
PROC 0.500 0 0 0 NR NR 0 
MWMP 0.250 0 0 NR NR NR 0 
COAL ASH DOE TP NR NR NR NR NR 0 

EDR PROPRIETARY RECORDS 

EDR Proprietary Records 

Manufactured Gas Plants 1.000 0 0 0 0 NR 0 

TC3174319.2s Page 6 
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~~------------------M_A_P __ FI_N_D_IN_G_s __ s_u_M_M_A_R_v __________________ ~ 
Search 

Target Distance 
Database Property (Miles) 

EDR Historical Auto Stations 0.250 
EDR Historical Cleaners 0.250 

NOTES: 

TP =Target Property 

NR = Not Requested at this Search Distance 

Sites may be listed•in more than one database 

< 1/8 

0 
0 

Total 
1/8- 1/4 1/4- 1(2 1/2- 1 > 1 Plotted 

0 NR NR NR 0 
0 NR NR NR 0 

TC3174319.2s Page 7 
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Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

~~-----------M-AP __ FI_N_D_IN_G_s __________ ~·~ 
EDR ID Number 

Elevation Site Database(s) EPA ID Number 

Target 
Property 

Actual: 
19ft. 

MARINA VISTA CO 
138 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 

HAZNET: 
Year: 
Gepaid: 
Contact: 
Telephone: 
Mailing Name: 
Mailing Address: 
Mailing City,St,Zip: 
Gen County: 
TSD EPA ID: 
TSD County: 
Waste Category: 
Disposal Method: 
Tons: 
Facility County: 

1998 
CAC001273632 
MARINA VISTA CO 
0000000000 
Not reported 
13250 W JEFFERSON 
LOS ANGELES, CA 900660000 
Los Angeles 
CAD009007626 
Los Angeles 
Asbestos containing waste 
D80 
8.4280 
Los Angeles 

HAZNET S103976302 
N/A 

2 RITZ DISCOUNT CLEANERS RCRA-SQG 1000442618 
FINDS CAD981656408 

DRYCLEANERS 
NE 217 CULVER BLVD 
< 1/8 PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 
0.103 mi. 
542ft. 

Relative: 
Lower 

Actual: 
13ft. 

HAZNET 
EMI 

RCRA-SQG: 
Date form received by agency: 09/26/1986 
Facility name: RITZ DISCOUNT CLEANERS 
Facility address: 217 CULVER BLVD 

EPAID: 
Mailing address: 

Contact: 
Contact address: 

Contact country: 
Contact telephone: 
Contact email: 
EPA Region: 
Classification: 
Description: 

Owner/Operator Summary: 
Owner/operator name: 
Owner/operator address: 

Owner/operator country: 
Owner/operator telephone: 
Legal status: 
Owner/Operator Type: 
Owner/Op start date: 
Owner/Op end date: 

PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 
CAD981656408 
CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGER 
217 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 
us 
(212) 827-5400 
Not reported 
09 
Small Small Quantity Generator 
Handler: generates more than 100 and less than 1000 kg of hazardous 
waste during any calendar month and accumulates less than 6000 kg of 
hazardous waste at any time; or generates 1 00 kg or less of hazardous 
waste during any calendar month, and accumulates more than 1000 kg of 
hazardous waste at any time 

MARK SELITSKY 
NOT REQUIRED 
NOT REQUIRED, ME 99999 
Not reported 
(415) 555-1212 
Private 
Owner 
Not reported 
Not reported 

TC3174319.2s Page 8 
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MaplD 
Direction 
Distance 

~L ___________ M_AP __ F_IN_D_l_N_o_s __________ ~ 
EDR ID Number 

Elevation Site Database(s) EPA ID Number 

RITZ DISCOUNT CLEANERS (Continued) 

Owner/operator name: NOT REQUIRED 
Owner/operator address: NOT REQUIRED 

Owner/operator country: 
Owner/operator telephone: 
Legal status: 
Owner/Operator Type: 
Owner/Op start date: 
Owner/Op end date: 

Handler Activities Summary: 

NOT REQUIRED, ME 99999 
Not reported 
(415) 555-1212 
Private 
Operator 
Not reported 
Not reported 

U.S. importer of hazardous waste: No 
Mixed waste (haz. and radioactive): No 
Recycler of hazardous waste: No 
Transporter of hazardous waste: No 
Treater, starer or disposer of HW: No 
Underground injection activity: No 
On-site burner exemption: No 
Furnace exemption: No 
Used oil fuel burner: No 
Used oil processor: No 
User oil refiner: No 
Used oil fuel marketer to burner: No 
Used oil Specification marketer: No 
Used oil transfer facility: No 
Used oil transporter: No 

Violation Status: No violations found 

FINDS: 

Registry ID: 110002739715 

Envirumnental lnteresUinformation System 

DRYCLEANERS: 
EPAid : 
NAICS Code: 

RCRAinfo is a national information system that supports the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) program through the tracking of 
events and activities related to facilities that generate, transport, 
and treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste. RCRAinfo allows RCRA 
program staff to track the notification, permit, compliance, and 
r.nm'!r.live Ar.tir:m <~r.tivities required under RCRA. 

CAD981656408 
333312 

NAICS Description: Commercial Laundry, Drycleaning, and Pressing Machine Manufacturing 
3582 SIC Code: 

SIC Description: 
Create Date: 
Facility Active: 
Inactive Date: 
Facility Addr2 : 
Mailing Name: 
Mailing Address: 
Mailing Address 2: 
Mailing State: 
Mailing Zip: 

Commercial Laundry, Drycleaning and Pressing Machines 
4/10/1987 
Yes 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 
217 CULVER BLVD 
Not reported 
CA 
902937701 

1000442618 

TC3174319.2s Page 9 



LEG1179

MapiD n 
Direction U.__ _________________ __. 

MAP FINDINGS 

Distance EDR ID Number 
Elevation Site Database(s) EPA ID Number 

RITZ DISCOUNT CLEANERS (Continued) 

Owner Name: MICHEL SOLIMAN 
Owner Address: 217 CULVER BLVD 
Owner Address 2: Not reported 
Owner Telephone: 3108275400 
Contact Name: MARY SOLIMAN 
Contact Address: 217 CULVER BLVD 
Contact Address 2: Not reported 
Contact Telephone: 3108275400 

HAZNET: 
Year: 
Gepaid: 
Contact: 
Telephone: 
Mailing Name: 
Mailing Address: 
Mailing City,St,Zip: 
Gen County: 
TSD EPA ID: 
TSD County: 
Waste Category: 
Disposal Method: 
Tons: 
Facility County: 

Year: 
Gepaid: 
Contact: 
Telephone: 
Mailing Name: 
Mailing Address: 
Mailing City,St,Zip: 
Gen County: 
TSD EPA ID: 
TSD County: 
Waste Category: 
Disposal Method: 
Tons: 
Facility County: 

Year: 
Gepaid: 
Contact: 
Telephone: 
Mailing Name: 
Mailing Address: 
Mailing City,St,Zip: 
Gen County: 
TSD EPA ID: 
TSD County: 
Waste Category: 

Disposal Method: 
Tons: 
Facility County: 

Year: 

2005 
CAD981656408 
MARY SOLIMAN 
3108275400 
Not reported 
217 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 902937701 
Los Angeles 
NVR000076158 
99 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 

2004 
CAD981656408 
MARY SOLIMAN 
3108275400 
Not reported 
217 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 902937701 
Los Angeles 
NVR000076158 
99 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 

2001 
CAD981656408 

Not reported 
217 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 902937701 
Los Angeles 
Not reported 
Los Angeles 
Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, 
etc) 
Not reported 
0 
Not reported 

2001 

1000442618 
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Map iD 
Direction 
Distance 

~L ___________ M_AP __ F_IN_D_I_N_G_s __________ ~ 
EDR ID Number 

Elevation Site Database(s) EPA ID Number 

RITZ DISCOUNT CLEANERS (Continued) 

Gepaid: CAD981656408 
Contact: 
Telephone: 
Mailing Name: Not reported 
Mailing Address: 217 CULVER BLVD 
Mailing City,St,Zip: 
Gen County: 

PLAYA DEL REY, CA 902937701 
Los Angeles 

TSD EPA ID: Not reported 
TSD County: Los Angeles 
Waste Category: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, 

etc) 
Disposal Method: 
Tons: 
Facility County: 

Year: 
Gepaid : 
Contact: 
Telephone: 
Mailing Name: 
Mailing Address: 

R01 
0.06 
Not reported 

2001 
CAD981656408 

Not reported 
217 CULVER BLVD 

Mailing City,St,Zip: 
Gen County: 

PLAYA DEL REY, CA 902937701 
Los Angeles 

TSD EPA ID: Not reported 
TSD County: Los Angeles 
Waste Category: 
Disposal Method: 

Unspecified organic liquid mixture 
Not reported 

Tons: 0 
Facility County: Not reported 

Click this hjtp ediok while viewing on your computer to access 
7 additional CA_HAZNET: record(s) in the EDR Site Report. 

EM I: 
Year: 
County Code: 
Air Basin: 
Facility ID: 
Air District Name: 
SIC Code: 
Air District Name: 
Community Health Air Pollution Info System: 
Consolidated Emission Reporting Rule: 
Total Organic Hydrocarbon Gases Tons/Yr: 
Reactive Organic Gases Tons/Yr: 
Carbon Monoxide Emissions Tons/Yr: 
NOX- Oxides of Nitrogen Tons/Yr: 
SOX- Oxides of Sulphur Tons/Yr: 
Particulate Matter Tons/Yr: 
Part. Matter 10 Micrometers & Smllr Tons/Yr: 

1990 
19 
sc 
40719 
sc 
7216 
SOUTH COAST AQMD 
Not reported 
Not reported 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1000442618 
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LEG1181

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

~~-----------M_A_P_F_IN_D_I_N_G_s __________ ~·~ 
EDR ID Number 

Elevation Site Database(s) EPA ID Number 

A3 
NE 
1/8-1/4 
0.173 mi. 
915ft. 

Relative: 
Lower 

Actual: 
12ft. 

DEL RAY CLEANERS 
310 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REV, CA 90293 

Site 1 of 2 in cluster A 

RCRA-SQG: 
Date form received by agency: 09/01/1996 
Facility name: DEL RAY CLEANERS 
Facility address: 310 CULVER BLVD 

EPAID: 
Mailing address: 

Contact: 
Contact address: 

Contact country: 
Contact telephone: 
Contact email: 
EPA Region: 
Classification: 

PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 
CAD981634447 
CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 
09 
Small Small Quantity Generator 

RCRA-SQG 
FINDS 

SLIC 
HAZNET 

EMI 

Description: Handler: generates more than 100 and less than 1000 kg of hazardous 
waste during any calendar month and accumulates less than 6000 kg of 
hazardous waste at any time; or generates 100 kg or less of hazardous 
waste during any calendar month, and accumulates more than 1000 kg of 
hazardous waste at any time 

Owner/Operator Summary: 
Owner/operator name: 
Owner/operator address: 

Owner/operator country: 
Owner/operator telephone: 
Legal status: 
Owner/Operator Type: 
Owner/Op start date: 
Owner/Op end date: 

Owner/operator name: 
Owner/operator address: 

Owner/operator country: 
Owner/operator telephone: 
Legal status: 
Owner/Operator Type: 
Owner/Op start date: 
Owner/Op end date: 

Handler Activities Summary: 

BARRY MOSCHELL 
NOT REQUIRED 
NOT REQUIRED, ME 99999 
Not reported 
(415) 555-1212 
Private 
Owner 
Not reported 
Not reported 

NOT REQUIRED 
NOT REQUIRED 
NOT REQUIRED, ME 99999 
Not reported 
(415) 555-1212 
Private 
Operator 
Not reported 
Not reported 

U.S. importer of hazardous waste: No 
Mixed waste (haz. and radioactive): No 
Recycler of hazardous waste: No 
Transporter of hazardous waste: No 
Treater, starer or disposer of HW: No 
Underground injection activity: No 
On-site burner exemption: No 
Furnace exemption: No 

1000129522 
CAD981634447 
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Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

~~-----------M_A_P_F_IN_D_I_N_G_s __________ ~·~ 
EDR ID Number 

Elevation Site Database(s) EPA ID Number 

DEL RAY CLEANERS (Continued) 

Used oil fuel burner: 
Used oil processor: 
User oil refiner: 
Used oil fuel marketer to burner: 
Used oil Specification marketer: 
Used oil transfer facility: 
Used oil transporter: 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Violation Status: No violations found 

FINDS: 

Registry ID: 110002732133 

Environmental Interest/Information System 

SLIC: 
Region: 
Facility Status: 
Status Date: 
Globalld: 
Lead Agency: 

RCRAinfo is a national information system that supports the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) program through the tracking of 
events and activities related to facilities that generate, transport, 
and treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste. RCRAinfo allows RCRA 
program staff to track the notification, permit, compliance, and 
corrective action activities required under RCRA. 

STATE 
Open - Site Assessment 
01/20/2009 
SL204EN2414 

Lead Agency Case Number: 
LOS ANGELES RWQCB (REGION 4) 
Not reported 

Latitude: 
Longitude: 
Case Type: 
Case Worker: 
Local Agency: 
RB Case Number: 
File Location: 
Potential Media Affected: 
Potential Contaminants of Concern: 

33.946097875 
-118.438309875 
Cleanup Program Site 
RE 
Not reported 
0997 
Regional Board 
Not reported 
Not reported 

1000129522 

Site History: Del Rey Cleaners is located at the southeast corner of Culver Blvd 
and Pershing Drive. A dry cleaning facility was in operation at the 
location for approximately 40 years and impacted groundwater with the 
contaminant PCE. 

Click here to access the California GeoTracker records for this facility: 

HAZNET: 
Year: 
Gepaid: 
Contact: 
Telephone: 
Mailing Name: 
Mailing Address: 
Mailing City,St,Zip: 
Gen County: 
TSD EPA ID: 
TSD County: 

2004 
CAD981634447 
BARRY MOSCHD OWNER 
3108230206 
Not reported 
310 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 902930000 
Los Angeles 
CAT000613893 
Los Angeles 
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LEG1183

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 
Elevation Site 

ijL_ __________ M_A_P_F_IN_D_I_N_G_s __________ ~ 
EDR ID Number 

Database(s) EPA ID Number 

DEL RAY CLEANERS (Continued) 1000129522 

Waste Category: 
Disposal Method: 
Tons: 
Facility County: 

Year: 
Gepaid: 
Contact: 
Telephone: 
Mailing Name: 
Mailing Address: 
Mailing City,St,Zip: 
Gen County: 
TSD EPA ID: 
TSD County: 
Waste Category: 
Disposal Method: 
Tons: 
Facility County: 

Year: 
Gepaid: 
Contact: 
Telephone: 
Mailing Name: 
Mailing Address: 
Mailing City,St,Zip: 
Gen County: 
TSD EPA ID: 
TSD County: 
Waste Category: 
Disposal Method: 
Tons: 
Facility County: 

Year: 
Gepaid: 
Contact: 
Telephone: 
Mailing Name: 
Mailing Address: 
Mailing City,St,Zip: 
Gen County: 
TSD EPA ID: 
TSD County: 
Waste Category: 

Disposal Method: 
Tons: 
Facility County: 

Year: 
Gepaid: 
Contact: 
Telephone: 
Mailing Name: 
Mailing Address: 

Not reported 
H01 
Not reported 
Not reported 

2003 
CAD98163444 7 
BARRY MOSCHD OWNER 
3108230206 
Not reported 
310 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 902930000 
Los Angeles 
CAT000613893 
Los Angeles 
Liquids with halogenated organic compounds >= 1 ,000 Mg./L 
H01 
0.41 
Los Angeles 

2002 
CAD981634447 
CANCELLED BY BARRY MOSCHEL PER 
3108230206 
Not reported 
310 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 902930000 
Los Angeles 
Not reported 
Los Angeles 
Liquids with halogenated organic compounds>= 1,000 Mg./L 
H01 
0.09 
Not reported 

2001 
CAD981634447 
CANCELLED BY BARRY MOSCHEL PER 
3108230206 
Not reported 
310 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 902930000 
Los Angeles 
Not reported 
Los Angeles 
Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, 
etc) 
R01 
0.2 
Not reported 

2001 
CAD981634447 
CANCELLED BY BARRY MOSCHEL PER 
3108230206 
Not reported 
310 CULVER BLVD 
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LEG1184

MapiD 
Direction 
Distance 

MAP FINDINGS 

Elevation Site 

A4 
NE 
1/8-1/4 
0.173 mi. 

DEL RAY CLEANERS (Continued) 

Mailing City,St,Zip: PLAYA DEL REY, CA 902930000 
Gen County: Los Angeles 
TSD EPA ID: Not reported 
TSD County: 99 
Waste Category: Liquids with halogenated organic compounds >= 1,000 Mg./L 
Disposal Method: H01 
Tons: 0.2 
Facility County: Not reported 

CUck this hyped ink while viewing on your computer to access 
8 additional CA_HAZNET: record(s) in the EDR Site Report. 

EM I: 
Year: 
County Code: 
Air Basin: 
Facility ID: 
Air District Name: 
SIC Code: 
Air District Name: 
Community Health Air Pollution Info System: 
Consolidated Emission Reporting Rule: 
Total Organic Hydrocarbon Gases Tons/Yr: 
Reactive Organic Gases Tons/Yr: 
Carbon Monoxide Emissions Tons/Yr: 
NOX -Oxides of Nitrogen Tons/Yr: 
SOX- Oxides of Sulphur Tons/Yr: 
Particulate Matter Tons/Yr: 
Part. Matter 10 Micrometers & Smllr Tons/Yr: 

DEL REY CLEANERS 
310 CULVER 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 

1987 
19 
sc 
18810 
sc 
7216 
SOUTH COAST AQMD 
Not reported 
Not reported 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

915ft. Site 2 of 2 in cluster A 

Relative: 
Lowar 

Actual: 
12ft. 

5 
NE 
1/8-1/4 
0.218 mi. 
1152 ft. 

Relative: 
Lower 

Actual : 
12ft. 

SLIC: 
4 RP.oinn· 

Facility Status: 
sue: 

Site Assessment 
0997 

Substance: PCE 
Staff: RE 

LA PUMPING PLANT #48 
346 CULVER BLVD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90291 

RCRA-SQG: 
Date form received by agency: 03/25/1987 
Facility name: LA PUMPING PLANT #48 
Facility address: 346 CULVER BLVD 

PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90291 
EPA ID: CAD981986813 
Mailing address: 200 N MAIN RM EIGHTH HUNDREDCH 

EDR ID Number 
Database(s) EPA ID Number 

1000129522 

SLIC 5104857338 
N/A 

RCRA-SQG 1000350151 
FINDS CAD981986813 
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LEG1185

MapiD 
Direction 
Distance 

~~-----------M_A_P_F_I_N_DI_N_G_s __________ ~ 
EDR ID Number 

Elevation Site Database(s) EPA ID Number 

LA PUMPING PLANT #48 (Continued) 1000350151 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90012 
Contact: ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGER 
Contact address: 346 CULVER BLVD 

PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90291 
Contact country: US 
Contact telephone: (213) 485-7527 
Contact email: Not reported 
EPA Region: 09 
Classification: Small Small Quantity Generator 
Description: Handler: generates more than 100 and less than 1000 kg of hazardous 

waste during any calendar month and accumulates less than 6000 kg of 
hazardous waste at any lime; or generates 100 kg or less of hazardous 
waste during any calendar month, and accumulates more than 1000 kg of 
hazardous waste at any lime 

Owner/Operator Summary: 
Owner/operator name: 
Owner/operator address: 

Owner/operator country: 
Owner/operator telephone: 
Legal status: 
Owner/Operator Type: 
Owner/Op start date: 
Owner/Op end dale: 

Owner/operator name: 
Owner/operator address: 

Owner/operator country: 
Owner/operator telephone: 
Legal status: 
Owner/Operator Type: 
Owner/Op start date: 
Owner/Op end date: 

Handler Activities Summary: 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
NOT REQUIRED 
NOT REQUIRED, ME 99999 
Not reported 
(415) 555-1212 
Municipal 
Owner 
Not reported 
Not reported 

NOT REQUIRED 
NOT REQUIRED 
NOT REQUIRED, ME 99999 
Not reported 
(415) 555-1212 
Municipal 
Operator 
Not reported 
Not reported 

U.S. importer of hazardous waste: No 
Mixed waste (haz. and radioactive): No 
Recycler of hazardous waste: No 
Transporter of hazardous waste: No 
Treater, starer or disposer of HW: No 
Underground injection activity: No 
On-site burner exemption: No 
Furnace exemption: No 
Used oil fuel burner: No 
Used oil processor: No 
User oil refiner: No 
Used oil fuel marketer to burner: No 
Used oil Specification marketer: No 
Used oil transfer facility : No 
Used oil transporter: No 

Violation Status: No violations found 

FINDS: 
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LEG1186

MapiD 
Direction 
Distance 

~~-----------M_AP __ F_IN_D_IN_G_s __________ ~·~ 
EDR ID Number 

Elevation Site Database(s) EPA ID Number 

86 
SE 
1/4-112 
0.278 mi. 
1470 ft. 

Relative: 
Higher 

Actual: 
142ft. 

87 
SE 
1/4-1/2 
0.278 mi. 
1470 ft. 

Relative: 
Higher 

Actual: 
142ft. 

88 
SE 
1/4-1/2 
0.278 mi. 
1470 ft. 

Relative: 
Higher 

Actual: 
142ft. 

LA PUMPING PLANT #48 (Continued) 

Registry ID: 110002766098 

Environmental Interest/Information System 
RCRAinfo is a national information system that supports the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) program through the tracking of 
events and activities related to facilities that generate, transport, 
and treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste. RCRAinfo allows RCRA 
program staff to track the notification, permit, compliance, and 
corrective action activities required under RCRA. 

WESTERN FARM SERVICE HIST CORTESE 
256 MANCHESTER 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003 

Site 1 of 3 In cluster 8 

CORTESE: 
Region: CORTESE 
Facility County Code: 19 
Reg By: LTNKA 
Reg ld: 102 

SHELL HIST CORTESE 
255 MANCHESTER 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90001 

Site 2 of 3 In cluster B 

CORTESE: 
Region: CORTESE 
Facility County Code: Not reported 
Reg By: Not reported 
Reg ld: Not reported 

CHEVRON HIST CORTESE 
256 MANCHESTER 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003 

Site 3 of 3 In cluster B 

CORTESE: 
Region: CORTESE 
Facility County Code: 19 
Reg By: LTNKA 
Reg ld: 900030125 

1000350151 

S110060971 
N/A 

S105126335 
N/A 

S110060515 
N/A 
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LEG1187

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

~L ___________ M_A_P_F_IN_D_I_N_G_S __________ ~ 
EDR ID Number 

Elevation Site Database(s) EPA ID Number 

9 EL SEGUNDO BATTERY SITE FUDS 1007212239 
N/A ESE 

1/4-1/2 EL SEGUNDO, CA 
0.295 mi. 
1558 ft. 

Relative: 
Higher 

Actual: 
154ft. 

10 
ESE 
1/4-1/2 
0.402 mi. 
2122 ft. 

Relative: 
Higher 

Actual: 
68ft. 

FUDS: 
Federal Facility ID: 
FUDS#: 
INSTID: 
Facility Name: 
City: 
State: 
EPA Region: 
County: 
Congressional District: 
US Army District: 
Fiscal Year: 
Telephone: 
NPL Status: 
RAB: 
CTC: 
Current Owner: 

FUDS Description Details: 

FUDS History Details: 

CA9799F5350 
J09CA0215 
60989 
EL SEGUNDO BATTERY SITE 
ELSEGUNDO 
CA 
9 
LOS ANGELES 
36 
Los Angeles District (SPL) 
2009 
213-452-3920 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 
OTHER 

Los Angeles Antiaircraft Artillery Battery Site No. 61 was located in 
an undeveloped area of the City of Los Angeles. It is now a 
residential area bounded by Campdell and Waterview Streets to the 
north and south, respectively, and Vista Del Mar to th 
he west and Pershing Drive to the east. The site is a 0.55-acre 
parcel. The former site was gradually developed and now supports 
residential development owned by numerous property owners. No visible 
indication of AAA L.A. Site #61 remains. This prope 
erty is known or suspected to contain military munitions and 
explosives of concern (e.g., unexploded ordnance) and therefore may 
present an explosive hazard. 

In December 1941, a six-block undeveloped area of the City of Los 
Angeles was reportedly acquired by the U.S. Army for use as an 
antiaircraft battery. The battery was used for the harbor defense of 
Los Angeles from the end of December 1941 until Octo 
ober 1942. 

FUDS Current Program Details: 

FUDS Future Program Details: 

MOBIL #18-GNB (FORMER #11 
449 MANCHESTER 
PLAYA DEL REV, CA 90293 

CORTESE: 
Region: 
Facility County Code: 
Reg By: 
Reg ld: 

CORTESE 
19 
LTNKA 
902930025 

HIST CORTESE 
LUST 

S104406324 
N/A 
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LEG1188

MapiD 
Direction 
Distance 

~L ___________ M_AP __ FI_N_D_IN_G_s __________ ~'l 
Elevation Site 

MOBIL #18-GNB (FORMER #11 (Continued) 

LUST: 
Region: 
Globalld: 
Latitude: 
Longitude: 
Case Type: 
Status: 
Status Date: 
Lead Agency: 
Case Worker: 
Local Agency: 
RB Case Number: 
LOC Case Number: 
File Location: 
Potential Media Affect: 
Potential Contaminants of Concern: 
Site History: 

STATE 
T0603701354 
33.9559851 
-118.4434289 
LUST Cleanup Site 
Open - Remediation 
12/12/2002 
LOS ANGELES RWQCB (REGION 4) 
MSH 
LOS ANGELES, CITY OF 
902930025 
Not reported 
Regional Board 
Aquifer used for drinking water supply 
Gasoline 
Not reported 

Click here to access the California GeoTracker records for this facility: 

LUST: 
Globalld: 
Contact Type: 
Contact Name: 
Organization Name: 
Address: 
City: 
Email: 
Phone Number: 

Globalld: 
Contact Type: 
Contact Name: 
Organization Name: 
Address: 
City: 
Email: 
Phone Number: 

LUST: 
Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 

T0603701354 
Local Agency Caseworker 
ELOY LUNA 
LOS ANGELES, CITY OF 
200 North Main Street, Suite 1780 
LOS ANGELES 
eloy.luna@lacity.org 
Not reported 

T0603701354 
Regional Board Caseworker 
DANIEL PIROTION 
LOS ANGELES RWQCB (REGION 4) 
Not reported 
R4UNKNOWN 
dpirotton@waterboards.ca.gov 
2135766714 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2005-10-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2008-10-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2009-01-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 

EDR ID Number 
Database(s) EPA ID Number 

S104406324 
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LEG1189

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 
Elevation Site 

~L ___________ M_A_P_F_I_ND_I_N_G_s __________ __ 

MOBIL #18-GNB (FORMER #11 (Continued) 

Date: 2007-04-15 00:00:00 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 
Action: 

Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2011-05-05 00:00:00 
Well Installation Report 

T0603701354 
ENFORCEMENT 
2002-12-12 00:00:00 
Staff Letter 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2010-07-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

T0603701354 
Other 
1950-01-01 00:00:00 
Leak Reported 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2006-10-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2011-06-07 00:00:00 
Soil and Water Investigation Workplan 

T0603701354 
REMEDIATION 
1950-01-01 00:00:00 
Remove free product 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2006-04-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2009-10-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2003-07-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2003-04-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

EDR ID Number 
Database(s) EPA ID Number 

5104406324 
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LEG1190

MapiD 
Direction 
Distance 
Elevation Site 

~~-----------M_A_P_F_IN_D_I_N_G_s __________ ~·~ 

MOBIL #18-GNB (FORMER #11 (Continued) 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2007-10-15 00:00:00 
Action : Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

Globalld : T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2004-01-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: ENFORCEMENT 
Date: 1998-05-13 00:00:00 
Action: Staff Letter 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2007-07-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2004-07-15 00:00:00 
Action : Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

Globalld : T0603701354 
Action Type: ENFORCEMENT 
Date: 2009-06-15 00:00:00 
Action: Staff Leiter 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2008-01-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2005-04-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2008-07-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2004-10-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2005-07-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

Globalld : T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 

EDR ID Nurnuer 
Database(s) EPA ID Number 

5104406324 
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LEG1191

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 
Elevation Site 

~L_ __________ M_AP __ FI_N_D_IN_G_s __________ ~ 

MOBIL #18-GNB (FORMER #11 (Continued) 

Date: 2007-01-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2010-10-19 00:00:00 
Action : Other Workplan 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2002-10-15 00:00:00 
Action : Request for Closure 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2004-04-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2004-04-15 00:00:00 
Action: Other Report I Document 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2005-01-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: Other 
Date: 1950-01-01 00:00:00 
Action : Leak Discovery 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2006-01-15 00:00:00 
Action : Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

Globalld : T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2003-01-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2002-04-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2002-07-15 00:00:00 
Action : Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

Globalld : T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2002-10-15 00:00:00 
Action : Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

EDR ID Number 
Database(s) EPA ID Number 

5104406324 
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LEG1192

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

MAP FINDINGS 

Elevation Site 

MOBIL #18-GNB (FORMER #11 (Continued) 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 2009-07-15 00:00:00 
Action: Monitoring Report- Semi-Annually 

Globalld : T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 
Action : 

2003-10-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

Globalld: 
Action Type: 
Date: 

T0603701354 
RESPONSE 
2011 -01-15 00:00:00 

Action: Monitoring Report - Semi-Annually 

Globalld: T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 
Action: 

2010-01-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report - Quarterly 

Globalld : T0603701354 
Action Type: RESPONSE 
Date: 
Action: 

2006-07-15 00:00:00 
Monitoring Report- Quarterly 

LUST REG 4: 
Region: 
Regional Board: 
County: 
facld: 
Status: 

4 
04 
Los Angeles 
902930025 
Remediation Plan 

Substance: Gasoline 
Substance Quantity: Not reported 
Local Case No: Not reported 
Case Type: Groundwater 
Abatement Method Used at the Site: 
Global ID: T0603701364 
W Global ID: Not reported 
Staff: MSH 
Local Agency: 19050 
Cross Street: PERSHING DR 
Enforcement Type: DLSEL 
Date Leak Discovered: 1/17/1991 
Date Leak First Reported : 
Date Leak Record Entered: 12/7/1991 
Date Confirmation Began: 1/18/1991 
Date Leak Stopped: Not reported 
Date Case Last Changed on Database: 
Date the Case was Closed: 
How Leak Discovered: OM 
How Leak Stopped: Not reported 
Cause of Leak: UNK 
Leak Source: UNK 
Operator: Not reported 
Water System: Not reported 
Well Name: Not reported 

Remove Free Product 

1/18/1991 

7/15/2002 
Not reported 

EDR ID Number 
Database(s) EPA ID Number 

5104406324 
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LEG1193

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 
Elevation Site 

li~ __________ M_A_P_F_IN_D_I_N_G_s __________ ~ 
EDR ID Number 

Database(s) EPA ID Number 

MOBIL #18-GNB (FORMER #11 (Continued) 5104406324 

Approx. Dis! To Production Well (ft): 21588.40469040865467955143299 
Source of Cleanup Funding: UNK 
Preliminary Site Assessment Workplan Submitted: 1/18/1991 
Preliminary Site Assessment Began: 12/31/1991 
Pollution Characterization Began: 8/8/1995 
Remediation Plan Submitted: 12/12/2002 
Remedial Action Underway: 
Post Remedial Action Monitoring Began: 
Enforcement Action Date: 
Historical Max MTBE Date: 
His! Max MTBE Cone in Groundwater: 
His! Max MTBE Cone in Soil: 
Significant Interim Remedial Action Taken: 
GW Qualifier: Not reported 
Soil Qualifier: 
Organization: 
Owner Contact: 
Responsible Party: 

Not reported 
Not reported 
RICHARD STULTZ 

Not reported 
1/18/1991 
5/13/1998 
7/8/1996 
38 
5.4 
Yes 

RP Address: 
Program: 

3700 W 190TH ST, TPT2 
LUST 

Lat/Long: 
Local Agency Staff: 
Beneficial Use: 
Priority: 
Cleanup Fund ld: 
Suspended: 
Assigned Name: 

33.9559851/-1 
PEJ 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 
Not reported 

Summary: REVIEW FOR LRR AFTER FP<0.01'; 6/30/00 2ND QTR GW MON RPT 2000; 
10/12/00 3RD QTR GW MON RPT 2000; 1/5/01 4TH QTR GW MON RPT 2000; 
4/2/01 1ST QTR GW MON RPT 2001 
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LE
G

1194

Count: 30 re=ords. ORPHAN SUMMARY 

City EDR ID Site Name Site Address Zip Database(s) 
-----

LOS ANGELES S108210118 JEFFERSON AT MARINA DEL REY LP 3224 I 3226 THATCHER 90292 HAZNET 

LOS ANGELES S108210117 JEFFERSON AT MARINA DEL REY LP 3217 I 3237 CARTER AVE 90292 HAZNET 

LOS ANGELES S110733864 ICON SITE PLAYA VISTA TRACT 49104 13107 W BLUFF CREEK DR 90045 NPDES 

LOS ANGELES S101617513 UNION OIL SERVICE STATION #420 6601 MANCHESTER BLVD 90045 CA FID UST, SWEEPS UST 

LOS ANGELES S106164663 ARGO FACILITY NO. C5187 8007 MANCHESTER BLVD 90293 LUST 

LOS ANGELES 2000672345 STADEL MAR STREE STATION DEL MAR ST 90293 ERNS 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 2009899893 ARTISHA BLVD FROW SANTFE TO ATLANT ARTISHA BLVD FROM SANTFE TO AT ERNS 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 2008899893 ARTISHA BLVD FROW SANTFE TO ATLANT ARTISHA BLVD FROM SANTFE TO AT ERNS 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 2008896364 14091 NORTH BALBOA BLVD 14091 NORTH BALBOA BLVD ERNS 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 2010931779 CENTURY BLVD CROSSING CENTURY BLVD CROSSING ERNS 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 2009922081 LONG BEACH, CA LONG BEACH, CA ERNS 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 2008868743 MARINA DEL RAY MARINA DEL RAY ERNS 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 2007301765 EIB OCEAN BLVD EIO PIER TIN LONG EIB OCEAN BLVD EIO PIER TIN L ERNS 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 2011968669 PACIFIC OCEAN, ON THE SOUTHSIDE OF PACIFIC OCEAN, ON THE SOUTHSID ERNS 

MARINA DEL REY 1010727569 JEFFERSON AT MARI'JA DEL REY 3217-3221 & 3237 CARTER AVE.- 90292 FINDS 

MARINA DEL REY S103951854 BANK OF AMERICNIIIIARINA DEL REY BRA 4754 ADMIRALTY WAY 90292 HAZNET 

MARINA DEL REY S108245860 JEFFERSON AT MARI'JA DEL REY 3217 3237 CARTER AVE 90292 LA Co. Site Mitigation 

MARINA DEL REY 1008879688 PLAYA VISTA COASTAL PROP NEAR MARINA DEL R 90292 CERC-NFRAP 

MARINA DEL REY S109449720 MARINA DEL REY SEWER UPGRADE, PHAS MARQUESAS WAY 90292 NPDES 

MARINA DEL REY 1000441094 PLAYA VISTA WOF405 SW 90292 ENVIROSTOR 

MARINE DEL RAY 2002628495 BASION A MARINE DEL RAY BASION A MARINE DEL RAY 90292 ERNS 

PLAYA DEL REY 8722500 @HYPERION TREAT-PLTI12000 VISTA DE @HYPERION TREA T-PL Tl12000 VIST ERNS 

PLAYA DEL REY S106387056 SOUTHERN CALIFOR'\IIA GAS COMPANY CULVER 90293 sue 
PLAYA DEL REY S106485641 SOUTHERN CALIFOR'\IIA GAS CULVER BLVD 90293 sue 
PLAYA DEL REY 98455730 NICKLESON & CULVER ST NICKLESON & CULVER ST ERNS 

PLAYA DEL REY S104572855 RESINS DEL REY APTS 8063 RESINS 90293 HAZNET 
PLAYA DEL REY 2007321251 1200 VISTA DEL MAR 1200 VISTA DEL MAR 90293 ERNS 
VENICE 93319572 DUCK OND, 691 WASHING BLVD 691 WASHINGTON BLVD 90292 ERNS 

WESTCHESTER S110654455 BUDGET RENT-A-TRLCK 5560 MANCHESTER AVE 90045 LUST 

WESTCHESTER S110654454 HEWLETT PACKARD 5651 MANCHESTER BLVD W 90045 LUST 
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To maintain currency of the following federal and state databases, EDR contacts the appropriate governmental agency 
on a monthly or quarterly basis, as required. 

Number of Days to Update: Provides confirmation that EDR is reporting records that have been updated within 90 days 
from the date the government agency made the information available to the public. 

STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS 

Federal NPL site list 

NPL: National Priority List 
National Priorities List (Superfund). The NPL is a subset of CERCUS and identifies over 1 ,200 sites for priority 
cleanup under the Superfund Program. NPL sites may encompass relatively large areas. As such, EDR provides polygon 
coverage for over 1 ,000 NPL site boundaries produced by EPA's Environmental Photographic Interpretation Center 
(EPIC) and regional EPA offices. 

Date of Government Version: 03/31/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/13/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/14/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 62 

NPL Site Boundaries 

Sources: 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 07/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/24/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

EPA's Environmental Photographic Interpretation Center (EPIC) 
Telephone: 202-564-7333 

EPA Region 1 
Telephone 617-918-1143 

EPA Region 3 
Telephone 215-814-5418 

EPA Region4 
Telephone 404-562-8033 

EPA Region 5 
Telephone 312-886-6686 

EPA Region 10 
Telephone 206-553-8665 

Proposed NPL: Proposed National Priority List Sites 

EPA Region 6 
Telephone: 214-655-6659 

EPA Region 7 
Telephone: 913-551-7247 

EPA Region 8 
Telephone: 303-312-6774 

EPA Region 9 
Telephone: 415-947-4246 

A site that has been proposed for listing on the National Priorities List through the issuance of a proposed rule 
in the Federal Register. EPA then accepts public comments on the site, responds to the comments, and places on 
the NPL those sites that continue to meet the requirements for listing. 

Date of Government Version: 03/31/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/13/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/14/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 62 

NPL LIENS: Federal Superfund Liens 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 07/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/24/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Federal Superfund Liens. Under the authority granted the US EPA by CERCLA of 1980, the USEPA has the authority 
to file liens against real property in order to recover remedial action expenditures or when the property owner 
received notification of potential liability. US EPA compiles a listing of filed notices of Superfund Liens. 

Date of Government Version: 10/15/1991 Source: EPA 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/02/1994 Telephone: 202-564-4267 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/30/1994 Last EDR Contact: 08/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 56 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 

Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 
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Federal Delisted NPL site list 

DELISTED NPL: National Priority List Deletions 
The National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) establishes the criteria that the 
EPA uses to delete sites from the NPL. In accordance with 40 CFR 300.425.(e), sites may be deleted from the 
NPL where no further response is appropriate. 

Date of Government Version: 03/31/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/13/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/14/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 62 

Federal CERCUS list 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 07/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/24/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

CERCLIS: Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information System 
CERCLIS contains data on potentially hazardous waste sites that have been reported to the USEPA by states, municipalities, 
private companies and private persons, pursuant to Section 103 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 
and Liability Act (CERCLA). CERCLIS contains sites which are either proposed to or on the National Priorities 
List (NPL) and sites which are in the screening and assessment phase for possible inclusion on the NPL. 

Date of Government Version: 02/25/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/01/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/02/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 62 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 703-412-9810 
Last EDR Contact: 09/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

FEDERAL FACILITY: Federal Facility Site Information listing 
A listing of National Priority List (NPL) and Base Realignment and Closure (BRAG) sites found in the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Information System (CERCLIS) Database where EPAa??s Federal 
Facilities Restoration and Reuse Office is involved in cleanup activities. 

Date of Government Version: 12/10/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/11/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 02/16/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 36 

Federal CERCUS NFRAP site List 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 703-603-8704 
Last EDR Contact: 07/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/24/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

CERCLIS-NFRAP: CERCLIS No Further Remedial Action Planned 
Archived sites are sites that have been removed and archived from the inventory of CERCLIS sites. Archived status 
indicates that, to the best of EPA's knowledge, assessment at a site has been completed and that EPA has determined 
no further steps will be taken to list this site on the National Priorities List (NPL), unless information indicates 
this decision was not appropriate or other considerations require a recommendation for listing at a later time. 
This decision does not necessarily mean that there is no hazard associated with a given site; it only means that, 
based upon available information, the location is not judged to be a potential NPL site. 

Date of Government Version: 02/25/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/01/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/02/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 62 

Federal RCRA CORRACTS facilities list 

CORRACTS: Corrective Action Report 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 703-412-9810 
Last EDR Contact: 09/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

CORRACTS identifies hazardous waste handlers with RCRA corrective action activity. 
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Date of Government Version: 03/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/15/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/14/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 91 

Federal RCRA non-CORRACTS TSD facilities list 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 800-424-9346 
Last EDR Contact: 08/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

RCRA-TSDF: RCRA- Treatment, Storage and Disposal 
RCRAinfo is EPA's comprehensive information system, providing access to data supporting the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984. The database 
includes selective information on sites which generate, transport, store, treat and/or dispose of hazardous waste 
as defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Transporters are individuals or entities that 
move hazardous waste from the generator offsite to a facility that can recycle, treat, store, or dispose of the 
waste. TSDFs treat, store, or dispose of the waste. 

Date of Government Version: 06/15/2011 Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/07/2011 Telephone: (415) 495-8895 
Date Made Active in Reports : 08/08/2011 Last EDR Contact: 07/07/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Federal RCRA generators list 

RCRA-LQG: RCRA - Large Quantity Generators 
RCRAinfo is EPA's comprehensive information system, providing access to data supporting the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984. The database 
includes selective information on sites which generate, transport, store, treat and/or dispose of hazardous waste 
as defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Large quantity generators (LQGs) generate 
over 1,000 kilograms (kg) of hazardous waste, or over 1 kg of acutely hazardous waste p.er month. 

Date of Government Version: 06/15/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/07/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/08/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 

RCRA-SQG: RCRA- Small Quantity Generators 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: (415) 495-8895 
Last EDR Contact: 07/07/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

RCRAinfo is EPA's comprehensive information system, providing access to data supporting the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984. The database 
includes selective information on sites which generate, transport, store, treat and/or dispose of hazardous waste 
as defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Small quantity generators (SQGs) generate 
between 100 kg and 1,000 kg of hazardous waste per month. 

Date of Government Version: 06/15/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/07/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports : 08/08/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: (415) 495-8895 
Last EDR Contact: 07/07/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

RCRA-CESQG: RCRA- Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generators 
RCRAinfo is EPA's comprehensive information system, providing access to data supporting the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984. The database 

includes selective information on sites which generate. transport, store. treat and/or dispose of hazardous waste 
as defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Conditionally exempt small quantity generators 
(CESQGs) generate less than 100 kg of hazardous waste, or less than 1 kg of acutely hazardous waste per month. 

Date of Government Version : 06/15/2011 Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/07/2011 Telephone: (415) 495-8895 
Date Made Active in Reports : 08/08/2011 Last EDR Contact: 07/07/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Varies 
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Federal institutional controls I engineering controls registries 

US ENG CONTROLS: Engineering Controls Sites List 
A listing of sites with engineering controls in place. Engineering controls include various forms of caps, building 
foundations, liners, and treatment methods to create pathway elimination for regulated substances to enter environmental 
media or effect human health. 

Date of Government Version: 03/16/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/25/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports : 06/14/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 81 

US INST CONTROL: Sites with Institutional Controls 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 703-603-0695 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A listing of sites with institutional controls in place. Institutional controls include administrative measures, 
such as groundwater use restrictions, construction restrictions, property use restrictions, and post remediation 
care requirements intended to prevent exposure to contaminants remaining on site. Deed restrictions are generally 
required as part of the institutional controls. 

Date of Government Version: 03/16/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/25/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/14/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 81 

Federal ERNS Jist 

ERNS: Emergency Response Notification System 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 703-603-0695 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Emergency Response Notification System. ERNS records and stores information on reported releases of oil and hazardous 
substances. 

Date of Government Version: 04/05/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/05/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/14/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 70 

State- and tribal· equivalent NPL 

RESPONSE: State Response Sites 

Source: National Response Center, United States Coast Guard 
Telephone: 202-267-2180 
Last EDR Contact: 07/05/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Identifies confirmed release sites where DTSC is involved in remediation, either in a lead or oversight capacity. 
These confirmed release sites are generally high-priority and high potential risk. 

Date of Government Version: 08/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/09/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/09/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 31 

State- and tribal • equivalent CERCUS 

ENVIROSTOR: EnviroStor Database 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 09/15/2011 
NP.xt Rr.hP.r1rriP.r1 FnR C:nntilr.t· 11/?1/?011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

The Department of Toxic Substances Control's (DTSC's) Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program's (SMBRP's) 
EnviroStor database identifes sites that have known contamination or sites for which there may be reasons to investigate 
further. The database includes the following site types: Federal Superfund sites (National Priorities List (NPL)); 
State Response, including Military Facilities and State Superfund; Voluntary Cleanup; and School sites. EnviroStor 
provides similar information to the information that was available in CaiSites, and provides additional site information, 
including, but not limited to, identification of formerly-contaminated properties that have been released for 
reuse, properties where environmental deed restrictions have been rtH.:Uided to prevent inappropriate land uses, 
and risk characterization information that is used to assess potential impacts to public health and the environment 
at contaminated sites. 
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Date of Government Version: 08/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/09/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/09/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 31 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 09/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/21/2011 
Data Release rrequency: Quarterly 

State and tribal landfill and/or solid waste disposal site lists 

SWF/LF (SWIS): Solid Waste Information System 
Active, Closed and Inactive Landfills. SWF/LF records typically contain an inventory of solid waste disposal 
facilities or landfills. These may be active or inactive facilities or open dumps that failed to meet RCRA Section 
4004 criteria for solid waste landfills or disposal sites. 

Date of Government Version: 05/23/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/24/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

State and tribal leaking storage tank lists 

Source: Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery 
Telephone: 916-341-6320 
Last EDR Contact: 08/24/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/05/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

LUST REG 9: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Report 
Orange, Riverside, San Diego counties. For more current information, please refer to the State Water Resources 
Control Board's LUST database. 

Date of Government Version: 03/01/2001 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/23/2001 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/21/2001 
Number of Days to Update: 28 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Diego Region (9) 
Telephone: 858-637-5595 
Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/09/2012 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

LUST REG 7: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Case Listing 
Leaking Underground Storage Tank locations. Imperial, Riverside, San Diego, Santa Barbara counties. 

Date of Government Version: 02/26/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/26/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/24/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Colorado River Basin Region (7) 
Telephone: 760-776-8943 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

LUST REG 6V: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Case Listing 
Leaking Underground Storage Tank locations. lnyo, Kern, Los Angeles, Mono, San Bernardino counties. 

Date of Government Version: 06/07/2005 Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Victorville Branch Office (6) 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/07/2005 Telephone: 760-241-7365 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/29/2005 Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 22 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 

Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

LUST REG 6L: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Case Listing 
For more current information, please refer to the State Water Resources Control Board's LUST database. 

Date of Government Version: 09/09/2003 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/10/2003 
r11'ltf! Mi'ldf! Ar.tivf! in Rf!ports: 10/07/2003 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Lahontan Region (6) 
Telephone: 530-542-5572 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

LUST REG 5: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Database 
Leaking Underground Storage Tank locations. Alameda, Alpine, Amador, Butte, Colusa, Contra Costa, Calveras, El 
Dorado, Fresno, Glenn, Kern, Kings, Lake, Lassen, Madera, Mariposa, Merced, Modoc, Napa, Nevada, Placer, Plumas, 
Sacramento, San Joaquin, Shasta, Solano, Stanislaus, Sutter, Tehama, Tulare, Tuolumne, Yolo, Yuba counties. 
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Date of Government Version: 07/01/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/22/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/31/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

LUST REG 4: Underground Storage Tank Leak List 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Central Valley Region (5) 
Telephone: 916-464-4834 
Last EDR Contact: 07/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Los Angeles, Ventura counties. For more current information, please refer to the State Water Resources Control 
Board's LUST database. 

Date of Government Version: 09/07/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/07/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 10/12/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Los Angeles Region (4) 
Telephone: 213-576-6710 
Last EDR Contact: 09/06/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/19/2011 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

LUST REG 3: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Database 
Leaking Underground Storage Tank locations. Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz counties . 

Date of Government Version: 05/19/2003 Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Central Coast Region (3) 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/19/2003 Telephone: 805-542-4786 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/02/2003 Last EDR Contact: 07/18/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 14 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 

Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

LUST REG 2: Fuel Leak List 
Leaking Underground Storage Tank locations. Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa 
Clara, Solano, Sonoma counties. 

Date of Government Version: 09/30/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 10/20/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 11/19/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 30 

LUST REG 1: Active Toxic Site Investigation 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Francisco Bay Region (2) 
Telephone: 510-622-2433 
Last EDR Contact: 09/19/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Del Norte, Humboldt, Lake, Mendocino, Modoc, Siskiyou, Sonoma, Trinity counties. For more current information, 
please refer to the State Water Resources Control Board's LUST database. 

Date of Government Version: 02/01/2001 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/20/2001 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/29/2001 
Number of Days to Update: 29 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board North Coast (1) 
Telephone: 707-570-3769 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

LUST: Geotracker's Leaking Underground Fuel Tank Report 
Leakinq Underground Storage Tank Incident Reports. LUST records contain an inventory of reported leakingunc1ergr01mc1 
storage tank incidents. Not all states maintain these records, and the information stored varies by state. For 
more information on a particular leaking underground storage tank sites, please contact the appropriate regulatory 
agency. 

Date of Government Version: 08/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 0811112011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/1212011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 

LUST REG 8: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: see region list 
Last EDR Contact: 09120/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

California Regional Water Quality Control Board Santa Ana Region (8). For more current information, please refer 
to the State Water Resources Control Board's LUST database. 
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Date of Government Version: 02/14/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/15/2005 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/28/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 41 

SLIC: Statewide SLIC Cases 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Santa Ana Region (B) 
Telephone: 909-782-4496 
Last EDR Contact: 08/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 08/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/11/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/12/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 

SLIC REG 1: Active Toxic Site Investigations 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 866-480-1028 
Last EDR Contact: 09/20/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 04/03/2003 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/07/2003 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/25/2003 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board, North Coast Region (1) 
Telephone: 707-576-2220 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

SLIC REG 2: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 09/30/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 10/20/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 11/19/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 30 

Source: Regional Water Quality Control Board San Francisco Bay Region (2) 
Telephone: 510-286-0457 
Last EDR Contact: 09/19/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

SLIC REG 3: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 05/1 B/2006 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/18/2006 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2006 
Number of Days to Update: 28 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Central Coast Region (3) 
Telephone: 805-549-3147 
Last EDR Contact: 07118/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

SLIC REG 4: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 11/17/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/18/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/04/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 47 

Source: Region Water Quality Control Board Los Angeles Region (4) 
Telephone: 213-576-6600 
Last EDR Contact: 07/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
ni'lti'l RP.IP.i'l!\P. FrP.fliiP.nry Vi'lriP.!\ 

SLIC REG 5: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 
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Date of Government Version: 04/01/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/05/2005 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/21/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 16 

Source: Regional Water Quality Control Board Central Valley Region (5) 
Telephone: 916-464-3291 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

SUC REG 6V: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SUC (Spills , Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 05/24/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/25/2005 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/16/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

sue REG 6L: sue Sites 

Source: Regional Water Quality Control Board, Victorville Branch 
Telephone: 619-241-6583 
Last EDR Contact: 08/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

The SUC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 09/07/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/07/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 10/12/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

sue REG 7: sue List 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Lahontan Region 
Telephone: 530-542-5574 
Last EDR Contact: 08/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

The SUC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 11/24/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/29/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/04/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 36 

Source: California Regional Quality Control Board, Colorado River Basin Region 
Telephone: 760-346-7491 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

SUC REG 8: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 04/03/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/03/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports : 04/14/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 11 

Source: California Region Water Quality Control Board Santa Ana Region (B) 
Telephone: 951-782-3298 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

SLIC REG 9: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SUC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 09/10/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/11/2007 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/28/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 17 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Diego Region (9) 
Telephone: 858-467-2980 
Last EDR Contact: 08/08/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/21/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

INDIAN LUST R10: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in Alaska, Idaho, Oregon and Washington. 
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Date of Government Version: 08/04/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/05/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 39 

Source: EPA Region 10 
Telephone: 206-553-2857 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

INDIAN LUST R1: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
A listing of leaking underground storage tank locations on Indian Land. 

Date of Government Version: 05/05/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/02/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 42 

Source: EPA Region 1 
Telephone: 617-918-1313 
Last EDR Contact: 08/02/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

INDIAN LUST R8: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming. 

Date of Government Version: 08/18/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/19/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 25 

Source: EPA Region 8 
Telephone: 303-312-6271 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

INDIAN LUST R6: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in New Mexico and Oklahoma. 

Date of Government Version: 05/10/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/11/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/14/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 34 

Source: EPA Region 6 
Telephone: 214-665-6597 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

INDIAN LUST R4: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in Florida, Mississippi and North Carolina. 

Date of Government Version: 08/11/2011 Source: EPA Region 4 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/12/2011 Telephone: 404-562-8677 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

INDIAN LUST R9: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in Arizona, California, New Mexico and Nevada 

Date of Government Version: 01/31/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/01/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/21/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 48 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 415-972-3372 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

INDIAN LUST R7: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska 

Date of Government Version: 02/16/2011 
LJate LJata Arnved at I:.LJR: Uti/U:.!/:!U11 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 103 

State and tribal registered storage tank lists 

Source: EPA Region 7 
I elephone: \:l1~-bb1-/UU~ 

Last EDR Contact: 08/02/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 
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UST: Active UST Facilities 
Active UST facilities gathered from the local regulatory agencies 

Date of Government Version: 08/09/2011 Source: SWRCB 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/11/2011 Telephone: 916-480-1028 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/09/2011 Last EDR Contact: 09/20/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 29 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 

Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

AST: Aboveground Petroleum Storage Tank Facilities 
Registered Aboveground Storage Tanks. 

Date of Government Version: 08/01/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/10/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 10/01/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 21 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-341-5712 
Last EDR Contact: 07/08/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/24/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

INDIAN UST R10: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 10 (Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington , and Tribal Nations) . 

Date of Government Version: 08/04/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/05/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 39 

Source: EPA Region 10 
Telephone: 206-553-2857 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

INDIAN UST R9: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 9 (Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada, the Pacific Islands, and Tribal Nations). 

Date of Government Version: 08/04/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/05/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 39 

Source: EPA Region 9 
Telephone: 415-972-3368 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

INDIAN UST R8: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 8 (Colorado, Montana, Norlh Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming and 27 Tribal Nations). 

Date of Government Version: 08/18/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/19/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 25 

Source: EPA Region 8 
Telephone: 303-312-6137 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

INDIAN UST R7: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 7 (Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and 9 Tribal Nations). 

Date of Government Version: 04/01/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/01/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/14/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 13 

Source: EPA Region 7 
Telephone : 913-551-7003 
Last EDR Contact: 08/02/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

INDIAN UST R6: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 6 (Louisiana , Arkansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Texas and 65 Tribes) . 
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Date of Government Version: 05/10/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/11/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/14/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 34 

Source: EPA Region 6 
Telephone: 214-665-7591 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release r-requency: Semi-Annually 

INUIAN u::; I R5: Underground Storage I anks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 5 (Michigan. Minnesota and Wisconsin and Tribal Nations). 

Date of Government Version: 07/01/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/26/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

Source: EPA Region 5 
Telephone: 312-886-6136 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

INDIAN UST R4: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 4 (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee 
and Tribal Nations) 

Date of Government Version: 08/11/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/12/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 

Source: EPA Region 4 
Telephone: 404-562-9424 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

INDIAN UST R1: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 1 (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont and ten Tribal 
Nations). 

Date of Government Version: 05/05/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/08/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 36 

FEMA UST: Underground Storage Tank Listing 

Source: EPA, Region 1 
Telephone: 617-918-1313 
Last EDR Contact: 08/02/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A listing of all FEMA owned underground storage tanks . 

Date of Government Version: 01/01/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/16/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/12/2010 
Number of Days to Update: 55 

State and tribal voluntary cleanup sites 

INDIAN VCP R7: Voluntary Cleanup Priority Lisitng 

Source: FEMA 
Telephone: 202-646-5797 
Last EDR Contact: 07/18/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A listing of voluntary cleanup priority sites located on Indian Land located in Region 7. 

Date of Government Version: 03/20/2008 Source: EPA, Region 7 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/22/2008 Telephone: 913-551-7365 
niltP. MilrlP. Ar.tivP. in RP.Jlnrfs· Ofi/Hl/I'OOR I ast EDR Contact: 04/20/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 27 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 

Data Release Frequency: Varies 

VCP: Voluntary Cleanup Program Properties 
Contains low threat level properties with either confirmed or unconfirmed releases and the project proponents 
have request that DTSC oversee investigation and/or cleanup activities and have agreed to provide coverage for 
DTSC's costs . 
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Date of Government Version: 08/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/09/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports : 09/09/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 31 

INDIAN VCP R 1: Voluntary Cleanup Priority Listing 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 09/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/21/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

A listing of voluntary cleanup priority sites located on Indian Land located in Region 1. 

Date of Government Version: 05/05/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/05/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 70 

ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS 

Local Brownfield lists 

US BROWNFIELDS: A Listing of Brownfields Sites 

Source: EPA, Region 1 
Telephone: 617-918-1102 
Last EDR Contact: 07/05/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Included in the listing are brownfields properties addresses by Cooperative Agreement Recipients and brownfields 
properties addressed by Targeted Brownfields Assessments. Targeted Brownfields Assessments-EPA's Targeted Brownfields 
Assessments (TBA) program is designed to help states, tribes, and municipalities--especially those without EPA 
Brownfields Assessment Demonstration Pilots--minimize the uncertainties of contamination often associated with 
brownfields. Under the TBA program, EPA provides funding and/or technical assistance for environmental assessments 
at brownfields sites throughout the country. Targeted Brownfields Assessments supplement and work with other efforts 
under EPA's Brownfields Initiative to promote cleanup and redevelopment of brownfields. Cooperative Agreement 
Recipients-States, political subdivisions, territories, and Indian tribes become Brownfields Cleanup Revolving 
Loan Fund (BCRLF) cooperative agreement recipients when they enter into BCRLF cooperative agreements with the 
U.S. EPA. EPA selects BCRLF cooperative agreement recipients based on a proposal and application process. BCRLF 
cooperative agreement recipients must use EPA funds provided through BCRLF cooperative agreement for specified 
brownfields-related cleanup activities . 

Date of Government Version: 06/27/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/27/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 78 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-566-2777 
Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/09/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Local Lists of Landfill I Solid Waste Disposal Sites 

ODI: Open Dump Inventory 
An open dump is defined as a disposal facility that does not comply with one or more of the Part 257 or Part 258 
Subtitle D Criteria. 

Date of Government Version: 06/30/1985 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/09/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/17/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 39 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 800-424-9346 
Last EDR Contact: 06/09/2004 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

DEBRIS REGION 9: Torres Martinez Reservation Illegal Dump Site Locations 
A listing of illegal dump sites location on the Torres Martinez Indian Reservation located in eastern Riverside 
County and northern Imperial County, California . 

Date of Government Version: 01/12/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/07/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/21/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 137 

Source: EPA, Region 9 
Telephone: 415-947-4219 
Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/09/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Nu U~UCJle PICJnned 
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WMUDS/SWAT: Waste Management Unit Database 
Waste Management Unit Database System. WMUDS is used by the State Water Resources Control Board staff and the 
Regional Water Quality Control Boards for program tracking and inventory of waste management units. WMUDS is composed 
of the following databases: Facility Information, Scheduled Inspections Information, Waste Management Unit Information, 
SWAT Prugrarn lnforrnaliorr, SWAT Report Summary Information, SWAT Report Summary Data, Chapter 15 (formerly Subchapter 
15) Information, Chapter 15 Monitoring Parameters, TPCA Program Information, RCRA Program Information, Closure 
Information, and Interested Parties Information. 

Date of Government Version: 04/01/2000 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/10/2000 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/10/2000 
Number of Days to Update: 30 

SWRCY: Recycler Database 
A listing of recycling facilities in California. 

Date of Government Version: 06/01/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/21/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 24 

HAULERS: Registered Waste Tire Haulers Listing 
A listing of registered waste tire haulers. 

Date of Government Version: 05/24/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/24/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-227-4448 
Last EDR Contact: 08/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

Source: Department of Conservation 
Telephone: 916-323-3836 
Last EDR Contact: 09/20/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Source: Integrated Waste Management Board 
Telephone: 916-341-6422 
Last EDR Contact: 09/06/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/05/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

INDIAN ODI: Report on the Status of Open Dumps on Indian Lands 
Location of open dumps on Indian land. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/1998 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/03/2007 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/24/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 52 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 703-308-8245 
Last EDR Contact: 08/08/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/21/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Local Lists of Hazardous waste I Contaminated Sites 

US COL: Clandestine Drug Labs 
A listing of clandestine drug lab locations. The U.S. Department of Justice ("the Department") provides this 
web site as a public service. II contains addresses of some locations where law enforcement agencies reported 
they found chemicals or other items that indicated the presence of either clandestine drug laboratories or dumpsites. 
In most cases, the source of the entries is not the Department, and the Department has not verified the entry 
and does not guarantee its accuracy. Members of the public must verify the accuracy of all entries by, for example, 
contacting local law enforcement and local health departments. 

Date of Government Version: 04/08/2011 Source: Drug Enforcement Administration 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/16/2011 Telephone: 202-307-1000 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 Last EDR Contact: 09/07/2011 
Number of n<~ys tn llf1rlAtA· RA NAxt Sr.hArlr riArl FnR r.nntflr.t· 1 ?/1 A/?011 

Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

HIST CAL-SITES: Calsites Database 
The Calsites database contains potential or confirmed hazardous substance release properties. In 1996, California 
EPA reevaluated and significantly reduced the number of sites in the Calsites database. No longer updated by the 
state agency. It has been replaced by ENVIROSTOR. 
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Date of Government Version: 08/08/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/03/2006 
Date Made Active in Reports : 08/24/2006 
Number of Days to Update: 21 

SCH: School Property Evaluation Program 

Source: Department of Toxic Substance Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 02/23/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 05/25/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

This category contains proposed and existing school sites that are being evaluated by DTSC for possible hazardous 
materials contamination . In some cases, these properties may be listed in the CaiSites category depending on the 
level of threat to public health and safety or the environment they pose. 

Date of Government Version: 08/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/09/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/09/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 31 

TOXIC PITS: Toxic Pits Cleanup Act Sites 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 09/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/21/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Toxic PITS Cleanup Act Sites . TOXIC PITS identifies sites suspected of containing hazardous substances where cleanup 
has not yet been completed . 

Date of Government Version: 07/01/1995 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/30/1995 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/26/1995 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

COL: Clandestine Drug Labs 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-227-4364 
Last EDR Contact: 01/26/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 04/27/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

A listing of drug lab locations. Listing of a location in this database does not indicate that any illegal drug 
lab materials were or were not present there, and does not constitute a determination that the location either 
requires or does not require additional cleanup work. 

Date of Government Version: 06/30/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/11/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/09/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 29 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-255-6504 
Last EDR Contact: 08/08/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

US HIST COL: National Clandestine Laboratory Register 
A listing of clandestine drug lab locations. The U.S. Department of Justice ("the Department") provides this 
web site as a public service. It contains addresses of some locations where law enforcement agencies reported 
they found chemicals or other items that indicated the presence of either clandestine drug laboratories or dumpsites. 
In most cases, the source of the entries is not the Department, and the Department has not verified the entry 
and does not guarantee its accuracy. Members of the public must verify the accuracy of all entries by, for example, 
contacting local law enforcement and local health departments. 

Date of Government Version: 09/01/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/19/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/30/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 131 

Local Lists of Registered Storage Tanks 

CA FID UST: Facility Inventory Database 

Source: Drug Enforcement Administration 
Telephone: 202-307-1000 
Last EDR Contact: 03/23/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 06/22/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

The Facility Inventory Database (FID) contains a historical listing of active and inactive underground storage 
tank locations from the State Water Resource Control Board . Refer to local/county source for current data. 

Date of Government Version: 10/31/1994 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/05/1995 
Date Made Ar.tivP. in RP.rorts : 09/29/1995 
Number of Days to Update: 24 

Source: California Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 916-341-5851 
Last EDR Contact: 12/28/1998 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 
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UST MENDOCINO: Mendocino County UST Database 
A listing of underground storage tank locations in Mendocino County. 

Date of Government Version: 09/23/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/23/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 10/01/2009 
Number of nays to llpri<'ltP.: R 

Source: Department of Public Health 
Telephone: 707-463-4466 
Last EDR Contact: 09/06/2011 
NP.xt Sr.heriuled EDR Contact: 12/19/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

HIST UST: Hazardous Substance Storage Container Database 
The Hazardous Substance Storage Container Database is a historical listing of UST sites. Refer to local/county 
source for current data. 

Date of Government Version: 1 0/15/1990 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/25/1991 
Date Made Active in Reports: 02/12/1991 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

SWEEPS UST: SWEEPS UST Listing 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-341-5851 
Last EDR Contact: 07/26/2001 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

Statewide Environmental Evaluation and Planning System. This underground storage tank listing was updated and 
maintained by a company contacted by the SWRCB in the early 1990's. The listing is no longer updated or maintained. 
The local agency is the contact for more information on a site on the SWEEPS list. 

Date of Government Version: 06/01/1994 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/07/2005 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

Local Land Records 

LIENS 2: CERCLA Lien Information 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 06/03/2005 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

A Federal CERCLA ('Superfund') lien can exist by operation of law at any site or property at which EPA has spent 
Superfund monies. These monies are spent to investigate and address releases and threatened releases of contamination. 
CERCUS provides information as to the identity of these sites and properties. 

Date of Government Version : 05/05/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/11/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports : 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 125 

LUCIS: Land Use Control Information System 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-564-6023 
Last EDR Contact: 08/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

LUCIS contains records of land use control information pertaining to the former Navy Base Realignment and Closure 
properties. 

Date of Government Version : 12/09/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/11/2006 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/11/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 31 

LIENS: Environmental Liens Listing 

Source: Department of the Navy 
Telephone: 843-820-7326 
Last EDR Contact: 07111/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/05/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A li::.tino nf rrnrP.rty lnr.<'ltinn::. with P.nvirnnmP.ntalliP.ns for California where DTSC is a lien holder. 

Dale of Government Version: 06/28/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/29/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/08/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 
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DEED: Deed Restriction Listing 
Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program Facility Sites with Deed Restrictions & Hazardous Waste Management 
Program Facility Sites with Deed I Land Use Restriction. The DTSC Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program 
(SMBRP) list includes sites cleaned up under the program's oversight and generally does not include current 
or former hazardous waste facilities that required a hazardous waste facility permit. The list represents deed 
restrictions that are active. Some sites have multiple deed restrictions . The DTSC Hazardous Waste Management 
Program (HWMP) has developed a list of current or former hazardous waste facilities that have a recorded land 
use restriction at the local county recorder's office. The land use restrictions on this list were required by 
the DTSC HWMP as a result of the presence of hazardous substances that remain on site after the facility (or 
part of the facility) has been closed or cleaned up. The types of land use restriction include deed notice, deed 
restriction, or a land use restriction that binds current and future owners . 

Date of Government Version: 06/13/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/14/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 31 

Records of Emergency Release Reports 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 09/13/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

HMIRS: Hazardous Materials Information Reporting System 
Hazardous Materials Incident Report System. HMIRS contains hazardous material spill incidents reported to DOT. 

Date of Government Version: 04/05/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/05/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 161 

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation 
Telephone: 202-366-4555 
Last EDR Contact: 07/05/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

CHMIRS: California Hazardous Material Incident Report System 
California Hazardous Material Incident Reporting System. CHMIRS contains information on reported hazardous material 
incidents (accidental releases or spills). 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/03/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 43 

LOS: Land Disposal Sites Listing 

Source: Office of Emergency Services 
Telephone: 916-845-8400 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

The Land Disposal program regulates of waste discharge to land for treatment, storage and disposal in waste management 
units. 

Date of Government Version: 08/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/11/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/12/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 

MCS: Military Cleanup Sites Listing 

Source: State Water Qualilty Control Board 
Telephone: 866-480-1028 
Last EDR Contact: 09/20/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

The State Water Resources Control Board and nine Regional Water Quality Control Boards partner with the Department 
of Defense (DoD) through the Defense and State Memorandum of Agreement (DSMOA) to oversee the investigation 
and remediation of water quality issues at military facilities . 

Date of Government Version: 08/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/11/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/12/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 

Other Ascertainable Records 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 866-480-1028 
Last EDR Contact: 09/20/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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RCRA-NonGen: RCRA- Non Generators 
RCRAinfo is EPA's comprehensive information system, providing access to data supporting the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984. The database 
includes selective information on sites which generate, transport, store, treat and/or dispose of hazardous waste 
as defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Non-Generators do not presently generate hazardous 
waste. 

Date of Government Version: 06/15/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/07/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/08/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 

DOT OPS: Incident and Accident Data 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: (415) 495-8895 
Last EDR Contact: 07/07/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Department of Transporation, Office of Pipeline Safety Incident and Accident data. 

Date of Government Version: 01/12/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/11/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/02/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 80 

Source: Department of Transporation, Office of Pipeline Safety 
Telephone: 202-366-4595 

DOD: Department of Defense Sites 

Last EDR Contact: 08/09/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/21/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

This data set consists of federally owned or administered lands, administered by the Department of Defense, that 
have any area equal to or greater than 640 acres of the United States, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2005 Source: USGS 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/10/2006 Telephone: 888-275-8747 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/11/2007 Last EDR Contact: 07/22/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 62 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

FUDS: Formerly Used Defense Sites 
The listing includes locations of Formerly Used Defense Sites properties where the US Army Corps of Engineers 
is actively working or will take necessary cleanup actions. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/12/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports: 12/02/2010 
Number of Days to Update: 112 

CONSENT: Superfund (CERCLA) Consent Decrees 

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Telephone: 202-528-4285 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Major legal settlements that establish responsibility and standards for cleanup at NPL (Superfund) sites. Released 
periodically by United States District Courts after settlement by parties to litigation matters. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2010 Source: Department of Justice, Consent Decree Library 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/05/2011 Telephone: Varies 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/14/2011 Last EDR Contact: 07/01/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 70 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Varies 

ROD: Records Of Decision 
Record of Decision. ROD documents mandate a permanent remedy at an NPL (Superfund) site containing technical 
;:mci hP.illth infnrmiltion to flici in thP. r.IP.ilntJp. 

Date of Government Version: 05/31/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/15/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 90 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 703-416-0223 
Last EDR Contact: 09/14/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 
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UMTRA: Uranium Mill Tailings Sites 
Uranium ore was mined by private companies for federal government use in national defense programs. When the mills 
shut down, large piles of the sand-like material (mill tailings) remain after uranium has been extracted from 
the ore. Levels of human exposure to radioactive materials from the piles are low; however, in some cases tailings 
were used as construction materials before the potential health hazards of the tailings were recognized. 

Date of Government Version: 09/14/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 10/21/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/28/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 99 

MINES: Mines Master Index File 

Source: Department of Energy 
Telephone: 505-845-0011 
Last EDR Contact: 08/31/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Contains all mine identification numbers issued for mines active or opened since 1971. The data also includes 
violation information. 

Date of Government Version: 05/06/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/08/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 97 

TRIS: Toxic Chemical Release Inventory System 

Source: Department of Labor, Mine Safety and Health Administration 
Telephone: 303-231-5959 
Last EDR Contact: 09/08/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/19/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Toxic Release Inventory System. TRIS identifies facilities which release toxic chemicals to the air, water and 
land in reportable quantities under SARA Title Ill Section 313. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/17/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/21/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 94 

TSCA: Toxic Substances Control Act 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-566-0250 
Last EDR Contact: 09/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Toxic Substances Control Act. TSCA identifies manufacturers and importers of chemical substances included on the 
TSCA Chemical Substance Inventory list. It includes data on the production volume of these substances by plant 
site. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2006 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: OD/29/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports: 12/02/2010 
Number or Dcty~ lu Update: 64 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-260-5521 
Last EDR Contact: 09/27/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 0'1109/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Every 4 Years 

FTTS: FIFRAI TSCA Tracking System- FIFRA (Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, & Rodenticide Act)/TSCA (Toxic Substances Control Act) 
FTTS tracks administrative cases and pesticide enforcement actions and compliance activities related to FIFRA, 
TSCA and EPCRA (Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act). To maintain currency, EDR contacts the 
Agency on a quarterly basis . 

Date of Government Version: 04/09/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/16/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 25 

Source: EPA/Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances 
Telephone: 202-566-1667 
Last EDR Contact: 08/31/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

FTTS INSP: FIFRAI TSCA Tracking System- FIFRA (Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, & Rodenticide Act)/TSCA (Toxic Substances Control Act) 
A listing of FIFRAITSCA Tracking System (FTTS) inspections and enforcements. 

Date of Government Version: 04/09/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/16/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 25 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-566-1667 
Last EDR Contact: 08/31/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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HIST FTTS: FIFRA!TSCA Tracking System Administrative Case Listing 
A complete administrative case listing from the FIFRA/TSCA Tracking System (FTTS) for all ten EPA regions. The 
information was obtained from the National Compliance Database (NCDB). NCDB supports the implementation of FIFRA 
(Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act) and TSCA (Toxic Substances Control Act). Some EPA regions 
i:lle nuw du:;irry uulre~.;uru:;. Because or lhat, and the fact that some EPA regions are not providing EPA Headquariers 
with updated records, it was decided to create a HIST FTTS database. It included records that may not be included 
in the newer FTTS database updates. This database is no longer updated. 

Date of Government Version: 10/19/2006 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/01/2007 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/10/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 40 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-564-2501 
Last EDR Contact: 12/17/2007 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 03/17/2008 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

HIST FTTS INSP: FIFRA!TSCA Tracking System Inspection & Enforcement Case Listing 
A complete inspection and enforcement case listing from the FIFRA!TSCA Tracking System (FTTS) for all ten EPA 
regions. The information was obtained from the National Compliance Database (NCDB). NCDB supports the implementation 
of FIFRA (Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act) and TSCA (Toxic Substances Control Act). Some 
EPA regions are now closing out records. Because of that, and the fact that some EPA regions are not providing 
EPA Headquarters with updated records, it was decided to create a HIST FTTS database. It included records that 
may not be included in the newer FTTS database updates. This database is no longer updated. 

Date of Government Version: 10/19/2006 Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/01/2007 Telephone: 202-564-2501 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/10/2007 Last EDR Contact: 12/17/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 40 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 03/17/2008 

Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

SSTS: Section 7 Tracking Systems 
Section 7 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, as amended (92 Stat. 829) requires all 
registered pesticide-producing establishments to submit a report to the Environmental Protection Agency by March 
1st each year. Each establishment must report the types and amounts of pesticides, active ingredients and devices 
being produced, and those having been produced and sold or distributed in the past year. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/10/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports: 02/25/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 77 

ICIS: Integrated Compliance Information System 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-564-4203 
Last EDR Contact: 08/18/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

The Integrated Compliance Information System (ICIS) supports the information needs of the national enforcement 
and compliance program as well as the unique needs of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
program. 

Date of Government Version: 01/07/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/21/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/21/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 59 

PADS: PCB Activity Database System 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-564-5088 
Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/09/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

PCB Aclivily Dalaba::.e. PADS Identifies generators, transporters, commercial starers and/or brokers and disposers 
of PCB's who are required to notify the EPA of such activities. 

Date of Government Version: 11/01/2010 Source: EPA 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/10/2010 Telephone: 202-566-0500 
Date Made Active in Reports: 02/16/2011 Last EDR Contact: 07/22/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 98 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Annually 
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ML TS: Material Licensing Tracking System 
MLTS is maintained by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and contains a list of approximately 8,100 sites which 
possess or use radioactive materials and which are subject to NRC licensing requirements. To maintain currency, 
EDR contacts the Agency on a quarterly basis. 

Date of Government Version: 06/21/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/15/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 60 

RADINFO: Radiation Information Database 

Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Telephone: 301-415-7169 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

The Radiation Information Database (RADINFO) contains information about facilities that are regulated by U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations for radiation and radioactivity. 

Date of Government Version: 01/11/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/13/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 02/16/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 34 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-343-9775 
Last EDR Contact: 07/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/24/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

FINDS: Facility Index System/Facility Registry System 
Facility Index System. FINDS contains both facility information and 'pointers' to other sources that contain more 
detail. EDR includes the following FINDS databases in this report: PCS (Permit Compliance System), AIRS (Aerometric 
Information Retrieval System), DOCKET (Enforcement Docket used to manage and track information on civil judicial 
enforcement cases for all environmental statutes), FURS (Federal Underground Injection Control), C-DOCKET (Criminal 
Docket System used to track criminal enforcement actions for all environmental statutes), FFIS (Federal Facilities 
Information System), STATE (State Environmental Laws and Statutes), and PADS (PCB Activity Data System). 

Date of Government Version: 04/14/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/16/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports : 05/27/2010 
Number of Days to Update: 41 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: (415) 947-8000 
Last EDR Contact: 09/13/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

RAATS: RCRA Administrative Action Tracking System 
RCRA Administration Action Tracking System. RAATS contains records based on enforcement actions issued under RCRA 
pertaining to major violators and includes administrative and civil actions brought by the EPA. For administration 
actions after September 30, 1995, data entry in the RAATS database was discontinued. EPA will retain a copy of 
the database for historical records. It was necessary to terminate RAA TS because a decrease in agency resources 
made it impossible to continue to update the information contained in the database. 

Date of Government Version: 04/17/1995 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/03/1995 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/07/1995 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

BRS: Biennial Reporting System 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-564-4104 
Last EDR Contact: 06/02/2008 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/01/2008 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

The Biennial Reporting System is a national system administered by the EPA that collects data on the generation 
and management of hazardous waste. BRS captures detailed data from two groups: Large Quantity Generators (LQG) 
and Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facilities. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/01/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/02/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 62 

Source: EPA/NTIS 
Telephone: 800-424-9346 
Last EDR Contact: 09/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Biennially 
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CA BOND EXP. PLAN: Bond Expenditure Plan 
Department of Health Services developed a site-specific expenditure plan as the basis for an appropriation of 
Hazardous Substance Cleanup Bond Act funds. It is not updated. 

Date of Government Version: 01/01/1989 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/27/1994 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/02/1994 
Number of Days to Update: 6 

WDS: Waste Discharge System 

Source: Department of Health Services 
Telephone: 916-255-2118 
I ast FnR r.onti!r:l: O!l/::11/1 994 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

Sites which have been issued waste discharge requirements. 

Date of Government Version: 06/19/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/20/2007 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/29/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

NPDES: NPDES Permits Listing 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-341-5227 
Last EDR Contact: 08/31/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

A listing of NPDES permits, including stormwater. 

Date of Government Version: 05/24/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/24/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-445-9379 
Last EDR Contact: 08/24/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/05/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

CORTESE: "Cortese" Hazardous Waste & Substances Sites List 
The sites for the list are designated by the State Water Resource Control Board (LUST), the Integrated Waste 
Board (SWF/LS), and the Department of Toxic Substances Control (Cal-Sites). This listing is no longer updated 
by the state agency. 

Date of Government Version: 07/01/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/01/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports : 07/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 14 

Source: CAL EPA/Office of Emergency Information 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 07/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

HIST CORTESE: Hazardous Waste & Substance Site List 
The sites for the list are designated by the State Water Resource Control Board [LUST], the Integrated Waste Board 
[SWF/LS), and the Department of Toxic Substances Control [CALSITES]. 

Date of Government Version: 04/01/2001 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/22/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 76 

NOTIFY 65: Proposition 65 Records 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 01/22/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

Listings of all Proposition 65 incidents reported to counties by the State Water Resources Control Board and the 
Regional Water Quality Control Board . This database is no longer updated by the reporting agency. 

Dale or Government Version: 10/21/1993 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/01/1993 
Uate Made Act1ve 1n Heports: 1111\:111 YY~ 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

Source: State Water Resources Control Ooard 
Telephone: 916-445-3846 
Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/09/2012 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 
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DRYCLEANERS: Cleaner Facilities 
A list of drycleaner related facilities that have EPA ID numbers. These are facilities with certain SIC codes: 
power laundries, family and commercial; garment pressing and cleaner's agents; linen supply; coin-operated laundries 
and cleaning ; drycleaning plants, except rugs; carpet and upholster cleaning; industrial launderers; laundry and 
garment services. 

Date of Government Version : 06/28/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/21/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 21 

WIP: Well Investigation Program Case List 

Source: Department of Toxic Substance Control 
Telephone: 916-327-4498 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Well Investigation Program case in the San Gabriel and San Fernando Valley area. 

Date of Government Version: 07/03/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/21/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/03/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 13 

HAZNET: Facility and Manifest Data 

Source: Los Angeles Water Quality Control Board 
Telephone: 213-576-6726 
Last EDR Contact: 07/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Facility and Manifest Data. The data is extracted from the copies of hazardous waste manifests received each year 
by the DTSC. The annual volume of manifests is typically 700,000- 1 ,000,000 annually, representing approximately 
350,000- 500,000 shipments. Data are from the manifests submitted without correction, and therefore many contain 
some invalid values for data elements such as generator ID, TSD ID, waste category, and disposal method. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/19/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports : 08/16/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 28 

EM I: Emissions Inventory Data 

Source: California Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 916-255-1136 
Last EDR Contact: 07/19/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Taxies and criteria pollutant emissions data collected by the ARB and local air pollution agencies. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/29/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports : 10/18/2010 
Number of Days to Update: 19 

INDIAN RESERV: Indian Reservations 

Source: California Air Resources Board 
Telephone: 916-322-2990 
Last EDR Contact: 06/30/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/10/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

This map layer portrays Indian administered lands of the United States that have any area equal to or greater 
than 640 acres . 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/08/2006 
Date Made Active in Reports : 01/11/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 34 

Source: USGS 
Telephone: 202-208-3710 
Last EDR Contact: 07/22/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

SCRD DRYCLEANERS: State Coalition for Remediation of Drycleaners Listing 
The State Coalition for Remediation of Drycleaners was established in 1998, with support from the U.S. EPA Office 
of Superfund Remediation and Technology Innovation. It is comprised of representatives of states with established 
drycleaner remediation programs. Currently the member states are Alabama, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, 
Minnesota, Missouri, North Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Wisconsin. 

Date of Government Version: 03/07/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/09/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/02/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 54 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 615-532-8599 
Last EDR Contact: 07/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/07/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 
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PROC: Certified Processors Database 
A listing of certified processors. 

Date of Government Version: 06/01/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/21/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 24 

Source: Department of Conservation 
Telephone: 916-323-3836 
Last EDR Contact: 09/20/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

MWMP: Medical Waste Management Program Listing 
The Medical Waste Management Program (MWMP) ensures the proper handling and disposal of medical waste by permitting 
and inspecting medical waste Offsite Treatment Facilities (PDF) and Transfer Stations (PDF) throughout the 
state. MWMP also oversees all Medical Waste Transporters. 

Date of Government Version: 06/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/16/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 29 

Source: Department of Public Health 
Telephone: 916-558-1784 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

COAL ASH DOE: Sleam-Eiectric Plan Operation Data 
A listing of power plants that store ash in surface ponds. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/07/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 10/22/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 76 

Source: Department of Energy 
Telephone: 202-586-8719 
Last EDR Contact: 07/18/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

COAL ASH EPA: Coal Combustion Residues Surface Impoundments List 
A listing of coal combustion residues surface impoundments with high hazard potential ratings. 

Date of Government Version: 08/17/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/03/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/21/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 77 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 09/16/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

HWT: Registered Hazardous Waste Transporter Database 
A listing of hazardous waste transporters. In California, unless specifically exempted, it is unlawful for any 
person to transport hazardous wastes unless the person holds a valid registration issued by DTSC. A hazardous 
waste transporter registration is valid for one year and is assigned a unique registration number. 

Date of Government Version: 07/18/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07119/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 23 

HWP: EnviroStor Permitted Facilities Listing 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-440-7145 
Last EDR Contact: 07/19/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Detailed information on permitted hazardous waste facilities and corrective action ("cleanups") tracked in EnviroStor. 

Date of Government Version: 08/09/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/11/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/20/2010 
Nurnber of Days to Update: 9 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 016-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 09/01/2011 
Next Sct1eduled EDR Contact: '12/'12/20'1'1 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

FINANCIAL ASSURANCE 2: Financial Assurance Information Listing 
A listing of financial assurance information for solid waste facilities. Financial assurance is intended to ensure 
that resources are available to pay for the cost of closure, post-closure care, and corrective measures if the 
owner or operator of a regulated facility is unable or unwilling to pay. 
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Date of Government Version: 03/15/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/16/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/26/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 41 

Source: California Integrated Waste Management Board 
Telephone: 916-341-6066 
Last EDR Contact: 09/14/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/05/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

FINANCIAL ASSURANCE 1: Financial Assurance Information Listing 
Financial Assurance information 

Date of Government Version: 03/01/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/01/2007 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/29/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 28 

FEDLAND: Federal and Indian Lands 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-255-3628 
Last EDR Contact: 08/05/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Federally and Indian administrated lands of the United States. Lands included are administrated by: Army Corps 
of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, National Wild and Scenic River, National Wildlife Refuge, Public Domain Land, 
Wilderness, Wilderness Study Area, Wildlife Management Area, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bureau of Land Management, 
Department of Justice, Forest Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, National Park Service. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2005 Source: U.S. Geological Survey 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/06/2006 Telephone: 888-275-8747 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/11/2007 Last EDR Contact: 07/22/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 339 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 

Data Release Frequency: N/A 

PCB TRANSFORMER: PCB Transformer Registration Database 
The database of PCB transformer registrations that includes all PCB registration submittals. 

Date of Government Version: 01/01/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/18/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/29/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 1 00 

EDR PROPRIETARY RECORDS 

EDR Proprietary Records 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-566-0517 
Last EDR Contact: 08/05/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Manufactured Gas Plants: EDR Proprietary Manufactured Gas Plants 
The EDR Proprietary Manufactured Gas Plant Database includes records of coal gas plants (manufactured gas plants) 
compiled by EDR's researchers. Manufactured gas sites were used in the United States from the 1800's to 1950's 
to produce a gas that could be distributed and used as fuel. These plants used whale oil, rosin , coal, or a mixture 
of coal, oil, and water that also produced a significant amount of waste. Many of the byproducts of the gas production, 
such as coal tar (oily waste containing volatile and non-volatile chemicals). sludges, oils and other compounds 
are potentially hazardous to human health and the environment. The byproduct from this process was frequently 
disposed of directly at the plant site and can remain or spread slowly, serving as a continuous source of soil 
and groundwater contamination . 

Date of Government Version: N/A 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: N/A 
Date Made Active in Reports: N/A 
Number of Days to Update: N/A 

Source: EDR, Inc. 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: N/A 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

EDR Historical Auto Stations: EDR Proprietary Historic Gas Stations 
EDR has searched selected national collections of business directories and has collected listings of potential 
gas station/filling station/service station sites that were available to EDR researchers. EDR's review was limited 
to those categories of sources that might, in EDR's opinion , include gas station/filling station/service station 
establishments. The categories reviewed included, but were not limited to gas , gas station, gasoline station, 
filling station , auto, automobile repair, auto service station, service station, etc. 
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Date of Government Version: N/A 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: N/A 
Date Made Active in Reports: N/A 
Number of Days to Update: N/A 

Source: EDR, Inc. 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: N/A 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

EDR Historical Cleaners: EDR Proprietary Historic Dry Cleaners 
EDR has searched selected national collections of business directories and has collected listings of potential 
dry cleaner sites that were available to EDR researchers. EDR's review was limited to those categories of sources 
that might, in EDR's opinion, include dry cleaning establishments. The categories reviewed included, but were 
not limited to dry cleaners, cleaners, laundry, laundromat, cleaning/laundry, wash & dry etc. 

Date of Government Version: N/A 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: N/A 
Date Made Active in Reports: N/A 
Number of Days to Update: N/A 

COUNTY RECORDS 

ALAMEDA COUNTY: 

Contaminated Sites 

Source: EDR, Inc. 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: N/A 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A listing of contaminated sites overseen by the Toxic Release Program (oil and groundwater contamination from 
chemical releases and spills) and the Leaking Underground Storage Tank Program (soil and ground water contamination 
from leaking petroleum USTs). 

Date of Government Version: 07/21/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/21/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 21 

Underground Tanks 

Source: Alameda County Environmental Health Services 
Telephone: 510-567-6700 
Last EDR Contact: 07/18/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Underground storage tank sites located in Alameda county. 

Date of Government Version: 07/21/2011 Source: Alameda County Environmental Health Services 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/21/2011 Telephone: 510-567-6700 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 Last EDR Contact: 07/18/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 21 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

BUTTE COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility Listing 
Cupa facility list. 

Date of Government Version: 03/29/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/20/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/17/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

COLUSA COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility List 
Cupa facility list. 

Source: Public Health Department 
Telephone: 530-538-7149 
Last EDR Contact: 07/18/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 
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Date of Government Version: 12/01/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/20/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/17/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY: 

Site List 

Source: Health & Human Services 
Telephone: 530-458-0396 
Last EDR Contact: 08/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

List includes sites from the underground lank, hazardous waste generator and business plan/2185 programs. 

Date of Government Version: 08/30/2011 Source: Contra Costa Health Services Department 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/31/2011 Telephone: 925-646-2286 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/19/2011 Last EDR Contact: 08/09/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 19 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/21/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

EL DORADO COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility List 
CUPA facility list. 

Date of Government Version: 03/28/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/13/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 33 

Source: El Dorado County Environmental Management Department 
Telephone: 530-621-6623 

FRESNO COUNTY: 

CUPA Resources List 

Last EDR Contact: 08/22/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/21/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Certified Unified Program Agency. CUPA's are responsible for implementing a unified hazardous materials and hazardous 
waste management regulatory program. The agency provides oversight of businesses that deal with hazardous materials, 
operate underground storage tanks or aboveground storage tanks. 

Date of Government Version: 07/18/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07119/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports : 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 23 

HUMBOLDT COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility List 
CUPA facility list. 

Date of Government Version: 02/08/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/03/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports : 03/24/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 21 

INYO COUNTY: 

Source: Dept. of Community Health 
Telephone: 559-445-3271 
Last EDR Contact: 07/18/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Source: Humboldt County Environmental Health 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 09/27/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 
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CUPA Facility List 
Cupa facility list. 

Date of Government Version: 06/13/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/14/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/19/2011 
N11mhf!r of llily!\ to LJpcliltP-: 35 

KERN COUNTY: 

Underground Storage Tank Sites & Tank Listing 
Kern County Sites and Tanks Listing. 

Source: lnyo County Environmental Health Services 
Telephone: 760-878-0238 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Date of Government Version: 08/31/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/01/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/30/2010 
Number of Days to Update: 29 

Source: Kern County Environment Health Services Department 
Telephone: 661-862-8700 

KINGS COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility List 

Last EDR Contact: 09/13/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

A listing of sites included in the county?s Certified Unified Program Agency database. California?s Secretary 
for Environmental Protection established the unified hazardous materials and hazardous waste regulatory program 
as required by chapter 6.11 of the California Health and Safety Code. The Unified Program consolidates the administration, 
permits, inspections, and enforcement activities. 

Date of Government Version: 06/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/09/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/08/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 29 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY: 

San Gabriel Valley Areas of Concern 

Source: Kings County Department of Public Health 
Telephone: 559-584-1411 
Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

San Gabriel Valley areas where VOC contamination is at or above the MCL as designated by region 9 EPA office. 

Date of Government Version: 03/30/2009 Source: EPA Region 9 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/31/2009 Telephone: 415-972-3178 
Date Made Active in Reports: 10/23/2009 Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 206 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/09/2012 

Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

HMS: Street Number List 
Industrial Waste and Underground Storage Tank Sites. 

Date of Government Version: 03/31/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/09/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2011 
Numher of Days to Update: 6 

List of Solid Waste Facilities 
Solid Waste Facilities in Los Angeles County. 

Source: Department of Public Works 
Telephone: 626-458-3517 
Last EDR Contact: 07/18/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 
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Date of Government Version: 07/25/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/27/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 15 

City of Los Angeles Landfills 

Source: La County Department of Public Works 
Telephone: 818-458-5185 
Last EDR Contact: 07/27/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/07/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Landfills owned and maintained by the City of Los Angeles . 

Date of Government Version: 03/05/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/10/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 29 

Site Mitigation List 

Source: Engineering & Construction Division 
Telephone: 213-473-7869 
Last EDR Contact: 08/23/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/05/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Industrial sites that have had some sort of spill or complaint. 

Date of Government Version: 02/09/2011 Source: Community Health Services 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/09/2011 Telephone: 323-890-7806 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/04/2011 Last EDR Contact: 07/22/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 23 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/07/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Annually 

City of El Segundo Underground Storage Tank 
Underground storage tank sites located in El Segundo city. 

Date of Government Version: 02/03/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/08/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports : 03/03/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 23 

City of Long Beach Underground Storage Tank 

Source: City of El Segundo Fire Department 
Telephone: 310-524-2236 
Last EDR Contact: 07/25/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/07/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Underground storage tank sites located in the city of Long Beach. 

Date of Government Version: 03/28/2003 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 10/23/2003 
Date Made /\clive in Reports: 11/26/2003 
Number of Days to Update: 34 

City of Torrance Underground Storage Tank 

Source: City of Long Beach Fire Department 
Telephone: 562-570-2563 
Last EDR Contact: 05/02/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Underground storage tank sites located in the city of Torrance. 

Date of Government Version: 07/18/2011 Source: City of Torrance Fire Department 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/21/2011 Telephone: 310-618-2973 
Date Made Active in Reports : 08/11/2011 Last EDR Contact: 07/18/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 21 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

MADERA COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility List 
A listing of sites included in the county?s Certified Unified Program Agency database. California?s Secretary 
for Environmental Protection established the unified hazardous materials and hazardous waste regulatory program 
as required by chapter 6.11 of the California Health and Safety Code. The Unified Program consolidates the administration, 
permits, inspections, and enforcement activities. 
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Date of Government Version: 06/07/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/08/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/08/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 30 

MARIN COUNTY: 

Underground Storage Tank Sites 
Currently permitted USTs in Marin County. 

Date of Government Version: 07115/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/25/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 17 

MERCED COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility List 
CUPA facility list. 

Date of Government Version: 06/06/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/06/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

MONTEREY COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility Listing 

Source: Madera County Environmental Health 
Telephone: 559-675-7823 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release rrequency: Varies 

Source: Public Works Department Waste Management 
Telephone: 415-499-6647 
Last EDR Contact: 07/11/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/24/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Source: Merced County Environmental Health 
Telephone: 209-381-1094 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

CUPA Program listing from the Environmental Health Division. 

Date of Government Version: 07/07/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/08/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 34 

NAPA COUNTY: 

Sites With Reported Contamination 

Source: Monterey County Health Department 
Telephone: 831-796-1297 
Last EDR Contact: 08/31/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A listing of leaking underground storage tank sites located in Napa county. 

Date of Government Version: 07/09/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/09/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/31/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

Source: Napa County Department of Environmental Management 
Telephone: 707-253-4269 
Last EDR Contact: 09/06/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/19/2011 
Data ReiCEI3C rrcquency: No Update rlanned 

Closed and Operating Underground Storage Tank Sites 
Underground storage tank sites located in Napa county. 

Date of Government Version: 01/15/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/16/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 02/08/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 23 

NEVADA COUNTY: 

Source: Napa County Department of Environmental Management 
Telephone: 707-253-4269 
Last EDR Contact: 09/06/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/19/2011 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 
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CUPA Facility List 
CUPA facility list. 

Date of Government Version: 08/22/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/23/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/19/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

ORANGE COUNTY: 

List of Industrial Site Cleanups 
Petroleum and non-petroleum spills. 

Date of Government Version: 08/01/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/23/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports : 09/19/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

List of Underground Storage Tank Cleanups 

Source: Community Development Agency 
Telephone: 530-265-1467 
Last EDR Contact: 08/22/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/21/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Source: Health Care Agency 
Telephone: 714-834-3446 
Last EDR Contact: 08/17/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Orange County Underground Storage Tank Cleanups (LUST) . 

Date of Government Version: 05/05/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/20/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 26 

List of Underground Storage Tank Facilities 

Source: Health Care Agency 
Telephone: 714-834-3446 
Last EDR Contact: 08/17/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Orange County Underground Storage Tank Facilities (UST) . 

Date of Government Version: 08/01/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/23/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/16/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 24 

PLACER COUNTY: 

Master List of Facilities 

Source: Health Care Agency 
Telephone: 714-834-3446 
Last EDR Contact: 08/17/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

List includes aboveground tanks, underground tanks and cleanup sites. 

Date of Government Version: 06/20/2011 Source: Placer County Health and Human Services 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/21/2011 Telephone: 530-889-7312 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/08/2011 Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 17 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

RIVERSIDE COUNTY: 

Listing of Underground Tank Cleanup Sites 
Riverside County Underground Storage Tank Cleanup Sites (LUST) . 

Date of Government Version: 07/14/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/22/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 20 

Source: Department of Environmental Health 
Telephone: 951-358-5055 
Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/09/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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Underground Storage Tank Tank List 
Underground storage tank sites located in Riverside county. 

Date of Government Version: 07/20/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/22/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 20 

SACRAMENTO COUNTY: 

Toxic Site Clean-Up List 

Source: Department of Environmental Health 
Telephone: 951-358-5055 
Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/26/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

List of sites where unauthorized releases of potentially hazardous materials have occurred. 

Date of Government Version: 05/02/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/19/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 23 

Master Hazardous Materials Facility List 

Source: Sacramento County Environmental Management 
Telephone: 916-875-8406 
Last EDR Contact: 07/08/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/24/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Any business that has hazardous materials on site- hazardous material storage sites, underground storage tanks, 
waste generators. 

Date of Government Version: 05/02/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/19/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 23 

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY: 

Hazardous Material Permits 

Source: Sacramento County Environmental Management 
Telephone: 916-875-8406 
Last EDR Contact: 07/08/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/24/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

This listing includes underground storage tanks, medical waste handlers/generators, hazardous materials handlers, 
hazardous waste generators, and waste oil generators/handlers. 

Date of Government Version: 08/26/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/31/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/19/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 19 

SAN DIEGO COUNTY: 

Hazardous Materials Management Division Database 

Source: San Bernardino County Fire Department Hazardous Materials Division 
Telephone: 909-387-3041 
Last EDR Contact: 08/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

The database includes: HE58- This report contains the business name, site address, business phone number, establishment 
'H' permit number, type of permit, and the business status. HE17- In addition to providing the same information 
provided in the HE581isting, HE17 provides inspection dates, violations received by the establishment, hazardous 
waste generated, the quantity, method of storage, treatment/disposal of waste and the hauler, and information 
on underground storage tanks. Uneuthori:z:ed Release List- Includes e summery of environment11l contllmin!ltion c11ses 
in San Diego County (underground tank cases, non-tank cases, groundwater contamination, and soil contamination 
are Included.) 

Date of Government Version: 09/09/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/15/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/29/2010 
Number of Days to Update: 14 

Source: Hazardous Materials Management Division 
Telephone: 619-338-2268 
Last EDR Contact: 09/16/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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Solid Waste Facilities 
San Diego County Solid Waste Facilities. 

Date of Government Version: 10/01/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/16/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/25/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 70 

Environmental Case Listing 

Source: Department of Health Services 
Telephone: 619-338-2209 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

The listing contains all underground tank release cases and projects pertaining to properties contaminated with 
hazardous substances that are actively under review by the Site Assessment and Mitigalion Program. 

Date of Government Version: 03/23/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/15/2010 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/09/2010 
Number of Days to Update: 24 

Source: San Diego County Department of Environmental Health 
Telephone: 619-338-2371 

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY: 

Local Oversite Facilities 

Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

A listing of leaking underground storage tank sites located in San Francisco county. 

Date of Government Version: 09/19/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/19/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/29/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 1 0 

Underground Storage Tank Information 

Source: Department Of Public Health San Francisco County 
Telephone: 415-252-3920 
Last EDR Contact: 08/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Underground storage tank sites located in San Francisco county. 

Date of Government Version: 11/29/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/10/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 5 

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY: 

San Joaquin Co. UST 

Source: Department of Public Health 
Telephone: 415-252-3920 
Last EDR Contact: 08/15/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

A listing of underground storage tank locations in San Joaquin county. 

Date of Government Version: 06/27/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/29/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/08/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility List 
Cupa Facility List. 

Date of Government Version: 05/31/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/31/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/08/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 38 

SAN MA I ~0 COUN I Y: 

Source: Environmental Health Department 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/09/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Source: San Luis Obispo County Public Health Department 
Telephone: 805-781-5596 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 
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Business Inventory 
List includes Hazardous Materials Business Plan, hazardous waste generators, and underground storage tanks. 

Date of Government Version: 07/13/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/15/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

Fuel Leak List 

Source: San Mateo County Environmental Health Services Division 
Telephone: 650-363-1921 
Last EDR Contact: 09/19/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/12/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

A listing of leaking underground storage tank sites located in San Mateo county. 

Date of Government Version: 06/20/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/21/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 24 

Source: San Mateo County Environmental Health Services Division 
Telephone: 650-363-1921 

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility Listing 

Last EDR Contact: 09/19/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

CUPA Program Listing from the Environmental Health Services division. 

Date of Government Version: 11/22/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/03/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/24/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 21 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY: 

HIST LUST- Fuel Leak Site Activity Report 

Source: Santa Barbara County Public Health Department 
Telephone: 805-686-8167 
Last EDR Contact: 08/31/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A listing of open and closed leaking underground storage tanks. This listing is no longer updated by the county. 
Leaking underground storage tanks are now handled by the Department of Environmental Health. 

Date of Government Version: 03/29/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/30/2005 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/21/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

LOP Listing 

Source: Santa Clara Valley Water District 
Telephone: 408-265-2600 
Last EDR Contact: 03/23/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 06/22/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

A listing of leaking underground storage tanks located in Santa Clara county. 

Date of Government Version: 07/20/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/11/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/09/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 29 

Hazardous Material Facilities 

Source: Department of Environmental Health 
Telephone: 408-918-3417 
Last EDR Contact: 09/06/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/19/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Hazardous material facilities, including underground storage tank sites. 

DC:Ile ur Guverrunerrl Ver~iUII. 08/31/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/31/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/18/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY: 

Suu11.:e. City ur Sarr Juse Fire De1Jarlllrelll 
Telephone: 408-535-7694 
Last EDR Contact: 08/31/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/28/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 
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CUPA Facility List 
CUPA facility listing. 

Date of Government Version: 08/31/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/31/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/09/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

SHASTA COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility List 
Cupa Facility List. 

Source: Santa Cruz County Environmental Health 
Telephone: 831-464-2761 
Last EDR Contact: 08/31/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Date of Government Version: 08/31/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/31/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/19/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 19 

Source: Shasta County Department of Resource Management 
Telephone: 530-225-5789 

SOLANO COUNTY: 

Leaking Underground Storage Tanks 

Last EDR Contact: 08/31/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A listing of leaking underground storage tank sites located in Solano county. 

Date of Government Version: 06/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/29/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/08/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

Source: Solano County Department of Environmental Management 
Telephone: 707-784-6770 

Underground Storage Tanks 

Last EDR Contact: 09/19/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Underground storage tank sites located in Solano county. 

Date of Government Version: 06/09/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/01/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports : 07/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 12 

Source: Solano County Department of Environmental Management 
Telephone: 707-784-6770 

SONOMA COUNTY: 

Leaking Underground Storage Tank Sites 

Last EDR Contact: 09/19/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

A listing of leaking underground storage tank sites located in Sonoma county. 

Date of Government Version: 04/05/2011 Source: Department of Health Services 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/06/2011 Telephone: 707-565-6565 
Date Made Active in Reports : 05/12/2011 Last EDR Contact: 07/05/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 36 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/17/2011 

Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

SUTTER COUNTY: 

Underground Storage Tanks 
Underground storage tank sites located in Sutter county. 
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Date of Government Version: 06/13/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/14/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 29 

VENTURA COUNTY: 

Source: Sutter County Department of Agriculture 
Telephone: 530-822-7500 
Last EDR Contact: 09/12/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/26/2011 
Dato Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Business Plan, Hazardous Waste Producers, and Operating Underground Tanks 
The BWT list indicates by site address whether the Environmental Health Division has Business Plan (B), Waste 
Producer (W), and/or Underground Tank (T) information. 

Date of Government Version: 07/26/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/26/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/19/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 24 

Inventory of Illegal Abandoned and Inactive Sites 

Source: Ventura County Environmental Health Division 
Telephone: 805-654-2813 
Last EDR Contact: 08/23/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/05/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Ventura County Inventory of Closed, Illegal Abandoned, and Inactive Sites. 

Date of Government Version: 04/01/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/07/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/12/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

Listing of Underground Tank Cleanup Sites 

Source: Environmental Health Division 
Telephone: 805-654-2813 
Last EDR Contact: 08/22/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/24/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Ventura County Underground Storage Tank Cleanup Sites (LUST). 

Date of Government Version: 05/29/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/24/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/31/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 37 

Medical Waste Program List 

Source: Environmental Health Division 
Telephone: 805-654-2813 
Last EDR Contact: 08/23/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/05/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

To protect public health and safety and the environment from potential exposure to disease causing agents, the 
Environmental Health Division Medical Waste Program regulates the generation, handling, storage, treatment and 
disposal of medical waste throughout the County. 

Date of Government Version: 07/26/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/08/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/09/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 32 

Underground Tank Closed Sites List 

Source: Ventura County Resource Management Agency 
Telephone: 805-654-2813 
Last EDR Contact: 08/01/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/14/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Ventura County Operating Underground Storage Tank Sites (UST)/Underground Tank Closed Sites List. 

Date of Government Version: 05/25/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/21/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/13/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

YOLO COUNTY: 

Source: Environmental Health Division 
Telephone: 805-654-2813 
Last EDR Contact: 09/20/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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Underground Storage Tank Comprehensive Facility Report 
Underground storage tank sites located in Yolo county. 

Date of Government Version: 08/15/2011 Source: Yolo County Department of Health 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/23/2011 Telephone: 530-666-8646 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/16/2011 Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 24 Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/09/2012 

Data Release Frequency: Annually 

YUBA COUNTY: 

CUPA Facility List 
CUPA facility listing for Yuba County. 

Date of Government Version: 08/23/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/26/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/19/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 24 

OTHER DATABASE(S) 

Source: Yuba County Environmental Health Department 
Telephone: 530-749-7523 
Last EDR Contact: 08/08/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/21/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Depending on the geographic area covered by this report, the data provided in these specialty databases may or may not be 
complete. For example, the existence of wetlands information data in a specific report does not mean that all wetlands in the 
area covered by the report are included. Moreover, the absence of any reported wetlands information does not necessarily 
mean that wetlands do not exist in the area covered by the report. 

CT MANIFEST: Hazardous Waste Manifest Data 
Facility and manifest data. Manifest is a document that lists and tracks hazardous waste from the generator through 
transporters to a tsd facility. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/26/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 16 

NJ MANIFEST: Manifest Information 
Hazardous waste manifest information. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/20/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

NY MANIFEST: Facility and Manifest Data 

Source: Department of Environmental Protection 
Telephone: 860-424-3375 
Last EDR Contact: 08/26/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/05/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Source: Department of Environmental Protection 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 07/20/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/31/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Manifest is a document that lists and tracks hazardous waste from the generator through transporters to a TSD 
facility. 

Date of Government Version: 08/01/2011 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/09/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/16/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 38 

Source: Department of Environmental Conservation 
Telephone: 518-402-8651 
Last EDR Contact: 08/09/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 11/21/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 
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PA MANIFEST: Manifest Information 
Hazardous waste manifest information. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/01/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 12/14/2009 
Numher of Days to Update: 13 

Rl MANIFEST: Manifest information 
Hazardous waste manifest information 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/24/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/30/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 6 

WI MANIFEST: Manifest Information 
Hazardous waste manifest information. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2010 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/19/2011 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/15/2011 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

Source: Department of Environmental Protection 
Telephone: 717-783-8990 
Last EDR Contact: 09/26/2011 
Next Sc:hP.duled EDR Contact: 01/09/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Source: Department of Environmental Management 
Telephone: 401-222-2797 
Last EDR Contact: 08/31/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 12/12/2011 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Source: Department of Natural Resources 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 09/19/2011 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 01/02/2012 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Oil/Gas Pipelines: This data was obtained by EDR from the USGS in 1994. It is referred to by USGS as GeoData Digital Line Graphs 
from 1 :100,000-Scale Maps. It was extracted from the transportation category including some oil, but primarily 
gas pipelines. 

Electric Power Transmission Line Data 
Source: Rextag Strategies Corp. 
Telephone: (281) 769-2247 
U.S. Electric Transmission and Power Plants Systems Digital GIS Data 

Sensitive Receptors: There are individuals deemed sensitive receptors due to their fragile immune systems and special sensitivity 
to environmental discharges. These sensitive receptors typically include the elderly, the sick, and children. While the location of all 
sensitive receptors cannot be determined, EDR indicates those buildings and facilities -schools, daycares, hospitals, medical centers, 
and nursing homes- where individuals who are sensitive receptors are likely to be located. 

AHA Hospitals: 
Source: American Hospital Association, Inc. 
Telephone: 312-280-5991 
The database includes a listing of hospitals based on the American Hospital Association's annual survey of hospitals. 

Medical Centers: Provider of Services Listing 
Source: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
Telephone: 410-786-3000 
A listing of hospitals with Medicare provider number, produced by Centers of Medicare & Medicaid Services, 
a federal agency within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. 

Nursing Homes 
Source: National Institutes of Health 
Telephone: 301-594-6248 
Information on Medir:are and Meclir:aicl r:ertifiecl ntJrsino homes in the lJniterl Stiltes 

Public Schools 
Source: National Center for Education Statistics 
Telephone: 202-502-7300 
The National Center for Education Statistics' primary database on elementary 
and secondary public education in the United States. It is a comprehensive, annual, national statistical 
database of all public elementary and secondary schools and school districts, which contains data that are 
comparable across all states. 

Private Schools 
Source: National Center for Education Statistics 
Telephone: 202-502-7300 
The National Center for Education Statistics' primary database on private school locations in the United States. 
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Daycare Centers: Licensed Facilities 
Source: Department of Social Services 
Telephone: 916-657-4041 

Flood Zone Data: This data, available in select counties across the country, was obtained by EDR in 2003 & 2011 from the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Data depicts 1 00-year and 500-year flood zones as defined by FEMA. 

NWI: National Wetlands Inventory. This data, available in select counties across the country, was obtained by EDR 
in 2002 and 2005 from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Scanned Digital USGS 7.5' Topographic Map (DRG) 
Source: United States Geologic Survey 
A digital raster graphic (DRG) is a scanned image of a U.S. Geological Survey topographic map. The map images 
are made by scanning published paper maps on high-resolution scanners. The raster image 
is georeferenced and fit to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection. 

STREET AND ADDRESS INFORMATION 

© 2010 Tele Atlas North America, Inc. All rights reserved. This material is proprietary and the subject of copyright protection 
and other intellectual property rights owned by or licensed to Tele Atlas North America, Inc. The use of this material is subject 
to the terms of a license agreement. You will be held liable for any unauthorized copying or disclosure of this material. 
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10/03/2011 09:31 

09-28-11:02:47 

213'3783615 LA CITY FIRE 
12139783615 

_,V.;t n.ugs::1es \...lty li'ire Department 
Tclel'hone (213) 978-3680 Fu (2l3) 97&-3625 

200 'N. Mah:J St., 17th FL, Los An,geles CA 90012 
Request for Information 

lb.za.:r:dous MateriaJa R.ec:ot'ds 

*' COMPLETE ONE FORM FOR EACH ADDRESS 

Request Date: _ ~ /2.--::rf__l~t __ _ 

PAGE 01/131 

# 1/ i 

'R~estor's Name: Mary Vercher 
·--------F~#: (310 )._6__:_1s.4_ • ..:....;S44 ___ _ Company/Agency: Partner Engineering & Sdence 

Ph. #: c310 )._6_15-4_.so_o ___ _ Addr~: 1990 E. GranrJ Ave, 

Unit/Ste. #: _1o_o __ _ City: El Segundo 

Stele:---- Zip: 90245 

Information is requested for 

r Active facilities Only 

Check all that apply: r lnv~mor,y Summary ,x- Review File (appt requir~ 
Business Name: ____________ ..,__ ________ _ 

t~~ Cv\vQ;V' Sl vd 
UnitiStc:. #: ----

City: ___ _,!.?_;_1 01--L.y_q.:_..' _d_~_R_~-..!..-- State: _C_A ____ Zip: C1 oz OJ 3 
Reason for Req~est: Phase I Environmental Sit~ AA&eSSment 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

~0 INFORMATION ON FILE I HARD FILE DESTROYED 

jiJ;fFORMATION AV~ABLE 
Facility l.D, No.; ------/-;---_/-:7-' __ _ 
Request No-. : ______ 

7
,_,'1".q,t:._~'---aTI--:---

Proccssed Pate: ---1-Z¥·+~Jf'7---==rt----APPT. TO REVIEW FlLE: ___ __;___,r-----

Processor Signature: _ L 
A11!1W 5 wor\ting days for processing /11 

Fee Sohedule: 
Inventory Summe..ry $] 1.00 

Request Review File Copies: 
Initial Fee S l.l 0 
#ofpgs. x$0.10 = __ s __ 
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10/11/2011 11:49 
i0-,1-1 \;02:25 

213'3783615 LA CITY FIRE 
2139783615 

.IUU.3 .tUtg~.~es \..;lty Ji'.ire Department 
TeleJ>bone (213) 978-3680 .Fax (213) 978-3615 

200 N. M2..1:1 St., l?tb Pl.,~ AD~lc;, CA 900l2 
Request for Information 

Iiazardous Materials Records 

-~~ COMPL:tTE ONE FORM FOR EACH ADDRESs 
Reql\est Date:_ fO / IO} ~\ ·' 

PAGE 03/03 

# 3/ 3 

Requestor's Name: Mary Verchei • ------------~---Fa)!;#: (310 ),_6_16-4_544 ___ _ 
Company/ Agency: Partner Engineering & Science 

:Ph.#: (310 )_6_15-45 __ oo ___ _ 
Address: 1990 E. Grand Ave. 

Unit/Ste. #: 100 ----City; Et Segundo 

State:---- Zip: 90245 

Information is requested for 

I ActiveFa.cilitie5 Only 

Check all that apply: f lnventocy Swnmary ,x- Review FUe (appt. tequire~ 
Business Name: ---
Storage Address:_ t'-\0- \':1-b( QAJ~ C\Jhl~ 6vd_· __ 

U.rtitiSte. #: ----

City: ~lo\'[q de;t ~ y-- state:_C_A __ Zip: qot..q_3, 
Reason for Request: Phase. J Envfronmen1ai Site Assessment 

FOR OFFICE USE: ONLY 

~0 INFORMATION ON- FILE Fee Schedule: I HARD FD...E DESTROYED Inventocy Summacy Sll.OO 

jJNFORMATION AVAl~LE 
Facility LD. No.:L • 

~~~~~,., W?tl-11 
APPT. TO .~VIEW FILE: JF_-· 
Procee;sor Signatur~: ----<"::--F-=9-~~--
Allow 5 Vt'orking Q'a)'S for proceSSg 

Request ReviGW File Copil!:s: 
Initial Fee S Ll 0 
# ofpgs. x $0.10 = _$..___ 

TOTAL: ~~$----------~ 
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1B/ll/2B11 11:49 

10-11-11 ;02: 25 

2139783615 LA CITY FIRE 

12\39783515 
Los angeles l:ity Fire Department 

Tel~hone (213).978-3680 J!ax (213) 978-3615 
200 N, Maio St., 17th FL, Lo~ Aogole$ CA 90012 

Request for Information 
Hazardous Materials R~ords 

* COMPLETE ON£ FORM FOR EACH ADDRESS 

Request.Date:_ fO{to} \I ----

PAGE B2/B3 

# 21 3 

Requesto~s Name; Mary Vercher • 
----------------Fa;.c #: (310 )._6_;_15-4_644.....:....;.. __ _ 

Company/ Agoncy: Partner En,glneer1ng & Science 
Ph. #: ( 31 o )_6_15-45 __ oo ___ _ 

Address: 1990 e. Grand Ave. 
Unit/~ M: 100 ----

City; _El_s_e..:..gu_n_do _______________ State~-~-- Zip: 90245 

Infonnation is requested for 

l Active faeiliticts Only 

Check 2111 that apply: r Inventory Sun1me.ry 

Business Name:-------------~--------------

Unit/Ste. #: ____ _ 

City: ?to\'( a de\ (2~ ·sw.o: _c f\..:......__ zip: go-z.q 3 
Reason for Request: F>hase I Envircnmen131 Site .A-ssessment 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

~O~O~TIONONF.nX 
-~ HARD mE DESTROYED 

jiNFORMATlON AV AIJASLE 

Facility I.D, No.:---------:----.---
+ Request No. ; -----~~n+..f-L---:--r/--;-r-

Proccssed Date: -----+l...::o/t-=-ti:.r'( };.___..t /_· __ 
APPT. TO REVIEW FILE: ___ ....:( ____ _ 

Prooe,.oc Signe.tuTo: F 
Allow 5 working da s for processin 

- · 

Fee Schedule~ 

Inventory Summary 

Retjl.'le3t Review File Copies: 
Initial. Fee 
# ofp.gs. ___ x ~0.10 = 

lOTAL; f$ 

$11.00 

s 1.10 
$ 
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10/11/2011 11:49 

1 0-1 j -11 ; 01 ; 2 5 
2139783615 LA CITY FIRE 

12139783616 ; 
.1..1v:s .tWgetes (..lty .li'ire Department 

Telepho~e (213) 978-3680 F~a; (213) 978-3615 
200 N. Main St., 17th PI.., Los ~elcs CA 90012 

:Request fol' Information 
Hazardous Materials R.e.::ords 

*COMPLETE ONE FORM FOR EACH ADDRESS 

Request Date: r C) I \ 0 /I ' ----

PAGE Ell/1'13 

# 'I/ 3 

Requestors Name: Mary Vercher • ________________ Fax#: (310 )._~_15-4:_54....,~----

Company/Agency: Pertner ~lnaerine & Science 
Ph.#: (310 ) 615-450o 

--~---Address: 1990 ~.Grand Ave. 

Unit/Ste, #: _100 __ _ 
Cltv· El SegundO 
.. ·---------------- Stt~~: --~- Zip: 90245 

Information is requested for 

r Active: facilities Only 

Check all that apply: r Invent.ory Summaty fj( Review File (appt required; 
Busin.t:ss Name; 

Storage Address;_ tJnit/Ste. #; ___ _ 

Reason for Request: Phase I Environmental Site A6sessmenl 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

~0 INFORMATION ON FILE Fee Schedule: I HARD FILE DESTROYED Inventory Summazy $11.00 

I INFORMATION AV ~A.BLE 

~~~:~ ~o.: L7/: 
Prot~sed D~te: / ~1/, 4 
APPT. TO RE'VTEW FILE:--~-----

Request Review File Copies: 
Initial Fee $ 1.10 
#of pg3. X ,$0.1 0 = __ S _ 

.Proc~sor Signature: . ~· 
Allow 5 working days for pr~mg 

TOTAL: 
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q(~=1-/11 
Los Angeles County Department ofPublic Works 
900 South Fremont Avenue 
Alhambra, California 91803 
Phone: (626) 458-3517 
Fax; (626) 458-3569 

Subject: Records Review Request 

To Whom It May Concern: 

P.01/01 
• • • t 

I atn conducting an environmental site assessment on the following propeny: )}o P,./u 
• r;e C.v \ V{W" lbl vd, \7 lot~ d QA R.J2AJ \ C A· Cfo·2.~ 3 

As part of the investigation, I would like to review any and all records you have for the abovereferenced property pertaining to the following; 

• Current or historical use ofhar.ardous materials andlor hazardous waste 
• CWTent or historical underground/aboveground storage tanks 
• Current or historical clarifiers 

• Violations or Notices to Comply 

lf possible, 1 would like to conduct the file review as soon as possible. Please contact me via 
phone (310-615-4500) or via email (mvercher@partn~rc:si.com) to schedule an appointment. 
Your inunediate assistance is greatly e.ppreeiated. Thank you. 

s~~ 
Mary Vercher 
Enviroxunental Scientist 

1990 East Grand Ave, Suite 100, fl Segundo, CA 90245 0 PhonQ 310-G1S-4SOO O ~aJC 310-SlS-4544 

TDTRL P.01 
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OCT-11-2011 10:11 FROM LADPWV EPD (626))458 3569 TO 913106154544 P.02 

• Engineering and sCience, Inc . 

Los Angeles County Depanment ofPublic Works 
900 South Fremont Av~nue 
Alhambra, Califomia 91803 
Phone: (626) 458-3517 
Fax: (626) 458~3569 

Subject; Records Review Request 

To Whom lt May Cone~: . ).} d ( /t.J 
I am conductmg an enVIronmental stte assessment on the following property: 

, • \ttO- \=tb(.~~ Cvtv~ 'Blvd, PlO.'(C\ deA Q.eA{ ,Cf\ qoz.Cfj 
As pan of the investigation, 1 would like to review any and all records you have for tbc above
referenced propetty pertaining to the follpwing: 

• Current or historical use ofhazardous materials and/or hazardous waste 

• Current or historical Wlderground/aboveground storage tanks 

• Current or historical clarifiers. 

• Violations or Notices to Comply 

If possible, I would like to conduct the file review as soon as possible. Please contact me via 
phone (310-615"4500) or via ern,_jl (mvercher@partneresi .com) to schedule an appointment. 
Your immediate ~sistance is greatly appreciated, Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

J)J~· 
MSly Vercher 
Environmental Scientist 

199D East Grand Ave, Suite 100, El Segundo, CA 90245 0 Phone 310-615-4500 <> FaK 310-61S-4544 

P.l32 
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OCT-11-2011 10:11 FROM LADPW/ EPD (626))458 3569 

Los Angeles County Department of Public Works 900 South Fremont Avenue 
Alhambra~ California 91803 
Phone: (626) 458-3517 
Fax: (626) 458 .. 3569 

Subject: Records Review Request 

TO 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am oonducting an environmental sUe asse!ISIIIenl on the following property: ;)o P,- /e.s • fl'\ l-=t \lt'Sta DQJ Metil Y\~'{et deJ rl~ .c A go2q3 
As part of the investigation~ l would like to review any and all records you have for the abovereferenced property pertaining to the following! 
• Current or historical use of hazardous materials and/or hazardous waste • Current or historical undergroundlaboveground storage tDilk$ 
• C\lJ"tetlt or historical clarifiers 
• Violations or Notices to Comply 

If possible, I would like to conduct the file review as soon as possible, Please contact me via phone (310-615-4500) or via email (roveTcher@partneresi.com) to schedule an appointment. Your _immediate assistance is greatly appreciate~. Thank you. 

Sincerely, -[j.uv· 
Maxy Vercher 
Environmental Scientist 

----. 

t ..--

1gg0 East Gra11d Ave. Suite 100, El Segundo: CA 90245 0 Phone 310-SlS-4SDO 0 fall a10.61S-4544 
P . l'11 
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Engtneenng and sCience, In~~ 

\O(tofll 

Los An.geles County Department of Public Works 
900 South Fremont A venue 
Alhambra, Califonria 91803 
Phone: (626) 4:58-3517 
Fax: (626) 458-3569 

Subject: Records Review Request 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am conducting an environmental site assessment on the following property: 

As part of the investigationJ I would like to review any and all records yotJ have for the above~ 
referenced property pertaining to the follpwing: · 

• CUrrent or historical use of hazardous materials and/or hazardous waste 

• Cunent or historical underground/aboveground storage tanks 

• Current or historical clarifiers 

• Violations or Notices to Comply 

If possible, I would like to conduct the file review as soon as possible, Please C()t.tact me via 
phone (31 0-61 S-4500) or via email (mvercher@partneresi.com) to schedUle an ap_po;,intment. 
Your immediate assistance is greatly appreciated. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Vercher 
Environmental Scientist 

• I 

1990 East Grand Ave, Suite 100. El Segundo, CA 90245 0 Phone 310-615-4500 0 Fallt 3lO·EilS-4544 

TOTAL P.03 
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OCT-03- 20 11 13 :11 PH I ADMTNJSTRATION 

~ ~~:~N~!~~!~~~h 
JONATHAN E.. AELOING, M.D., M.P.H. 
Olrec:;or flnd tieallh 0111a:r 

JONATHAN E. FREEDMAN 
Chief Deputy Olreclor 

LEOLA MERCADEL 
Chlcr, Public Hoalth ln11estigat1on 

5555 Fergueon Drtve, Suite 12o.o4 
Commerce, California 90022 
TiL (323) 89().7801 • FAX (323) 726-0217 

-.publlc:he.lllth.laoounty.gov 

SEPTEMBER 30, 2011 

PARTNER 
1990 EAST GRAND A VENUE SUITE 100 
EL SEGUNDO CA 90245 

Attention: MARY VERCHER 

RE: 138 CULVER BLVD, PLAYA DEL REY CA 90293 

P.001 

BOARD OF SUPEJMSORS 

Glori .. M olin• 
1'1/liOitfllel 

M111C IUdltY·~ 
s->dOhln=t 
:tAIY Y.wv.laYII;y 
TlWd OlrJtlo 

OonKIIIN 
Founh D;.Irk:l 
lilldiMI o. AtllotlO'tleh 
I'M O!altlel 

I. the undersigned, being the Custodian or the Keeper of Records certify that a thorough search for the 
records you requested was carried out under my direction and control. 

Tbis search revealed no .records. 

It should be understood that this does not mean that the records you requested do not exist. It is possible that 
such records may be misfiled; exist under another spelling, name, or classification; or were not located. 
However, with the information furnished to our office, and to the best of our knowledge, no records were 
located. 

If you have any questions regarding your request, please contact our office at (323) 890-7801. 

Very truly yours, 

ROBERT FLORA, Deputy Health Officer 
Public Health Investigation 

yc 
H-3445.11 

1481 • NO Rc;~rds Form 
Rcvisc<l6129109 
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~ 044/073 
LeROY CRANil.Ul. AND ASSOCIAl'ES GeoUJChnical Consultants • One of the Law Companies 900 Grand Central Avenue, OlendaJe, caJifomiQ 91201-3009, Phone (818) 243-4140, Pax (SUI) 246-4308 Offices: OlendaJe • Anaheim • Marioa del Rey • ll.iv2nide • San Olego 

March 22, 1991 

Maguire Thomas Partners 
13250 Jefferson Boulevard 
Los Angeles California 90074 

Attention: Mr. David Spring 

Gentlemen: 

Supplemental Pha5e ll Environmental Sjte Assessment Northern Portion of VistA Del Mar Triangle Vista Del Mar and Culver Boulevard Playa del Rey District , /.: ~ J? / Los Angeles. California / ~-:;; .f' L ,,d_ /. Ed (.1 ~ 

SCOPE 

(LCA L90139.FC) 

This report presents the results of supplemental PhllSe II environmental site assessment work performed at the northern portion of Visla Del Mar Triangle, which is bordered by Vista Del Mar and Culver Boulevard in the Playa del Rey District of Los Angeles. The purpose of this assessment W"dS to determine the presence of possible subsurface contamination at previously identified areas of suspected contamination at the site. The ~cope of work entaiJed drilling seven horings and installing lwo ground wtncr monitoring -wt:ll!i wilbin two of the borings. Selected soil and ground water sample.<; w~re collected ~nd~ chemically analyzed. The loc~tions of our borings and monitoring wells ore shown on Plate 1, Site Plan. 

Our professional services hnve heen pcrConned using that degree of care and skill ordinarily exercised, under similar circumstances, hy rcpulable geotechnical consultants practicing in 
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Maguire Thomas Parmecs 
Page 2 Mareh 22, 1991 

(LCA L90B9.FC) 

implied. This report has been prepared for Maguire Thomas Partners and their consulumts 
to be used solely in evaluating potential environmental implications at the subject site. The 
report has not been prepared for use by other parties, and may not contain sufficient 
information for pUIJ>Ose5 of other parti~ or other uses. 

BYDROGEOLOGICCONPDITONS 

The &ite is located south of Ballona Creek and immediately northwest of the Ballona 
&carpmenl The Ballona Escarpment is an erosional feature formed by the ancient Los 
Angeles River that flowed through the ~aUona Gap. Earth materials beneath the site 
include Holocene alluvial deposits within the Ballona Creek Flood Plain, deposits of the 
upper Pleistocene dune sand, and deposits of upper Pleistocene Lakewood Formation and 
lower Pleistocene San Pedro Formation. The dune sand, Lakewood Formation. and San 
Pedto Formation arc CJ."Posed in the BaUona Escarpmenl 

The site elevation is approximately 10 feet above sea level Ground water occurs beneath 
the site within the underlying alluvium that constitutes a portion of the local ground water 
reservoir. The surficial alluvial deposits beneath the site generally consist of poorly graded 
sand (beach sand) with some sandy clay layers, as encountered in our borings. Ground 
water exists approximately 7 feet below the existing grade, as measured from the ground 
water monitoring wells installed in the pte\liOu$ and current investigations. The following 
lable presents tbe ground water levels based on measurements taken on March 10, 1991. 
The ground water elevations are based on lhe resultS of a weU elevation survey performed 
by Azimuth Boundary Specialists, Inc., on March 10, 1991. 

Ill 045/073 

I ' 
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Mt.guire Thomas Partners 
Page3 

~ 
MWa} 

MW-2 

MW-3 

MW-4 

MW-.S 

GROUND WATER l...EVELS 

DeQth to GJou.nd 
Date Me§Silicd \Vater (feet) 

!-10.91 7.43 

3-10-91 6.S3 

3-10-91 .7.D7 

3-10.91 7.74 

3-10-91 10.13 

~ 046/073 

March 22, 1991 
(LCA L90139.FC) 

Ground Water 
Elevation (f~t) 

3.34 

3.97 

3.93 

3.18 

2.98 

Based on the ground water elevations within the five wells, the localized ground water 
gradient is generally to cbe north-northwest (toward Del Rey Lagoon and Ballona Creek). 
The regional ground water gradient is to the west, toward the ocean. Ground water at the 
site is generaJly considered degraded because of the effects of sea water intrusion. 

BACKGROUND 

We previously performed a Phase I and Phase II environmental site assessment of the site 
(LCA L90139.FO and L90139.FB, respectively), Our Phase I investigation indicated a 
pot.enlial for environmental impainnent at the site. The areas of concern included: 

1. A fanner gasoline station on the southern portion of the site. Jake's at the Shore Restaurant now occupies the former gasoline station. 

2. A fonner Chevron Station located on the northern portion of the site. The [ormer station existed bcrween Jake's Restaurant and the northern tip of the site, which is currenlly used for boat storage. 

Our h1itial Phase II assessment (LCA L9o139.FB) involved drilling four borings and 
converting three of them to monitoring wells on the SO\ltbern portion of the site. A 
geophysical (magnetometer) survey Wt\5 conducted prior to drilling. Several large magnetic 
anomalies were detected immediately north and south of Jake's Restaurant. These 

.. 
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Mar:ch 22, 1991 
(LCA L90139.Fq 

anomalies are believed to represent underground tanla and ~;ubsurface plumbing. Tile 
borings in rhe prior investigs\tion were driiJed adjacent to the potential underground tank 
areas. The locations of Lhe anomalies and previous borings and monitoring wells are shown 
on Plate 1. Chemical analyses perfonned on the soil and ground water samples from tbe 
previous investigation did not indicare fuel hydrocarbons in the inve$ligated areas. 

The area of the former Chevron station located at the northern portion of the site was not 
investigated in our previous Phase II asses~;menL Our previous reports also indicate that 
possibly several other service stations had occupied the same area a5 far back as 1931. In 
oonjunction with our current investigation, we reviewed a previom preliminary hazardous 
materials assessment report prepared by .Schaefer Associates, Inc. (SDA) of the northern 
portion of the site. The SDA report. dated February 2, 1989, referenced a tank backfiiJ 
Tepon by AAXO Geotecbnic::al Engineering Consultants, lnc. (dated May 18, 1982), which 
indicated that gasoline and W8$te oil tank exeavatioos at the former gasoline station had 
been backfilled with properly compacted flll on May 10, 1982. The approximate locations 
of the t~ !ank_ excavations are shown on ~late_j. The SDA report did not state whether 
or not laboratory testing of soil or water was performed prior 10 the backfill of the 
~vations. SDAdid, however, drill one shallow boring to depth o£9 feet adJacent to each 
tank excavation on January 9, 1989. Laboratory results of the boring soil samples indicated 
no detectable concentrations of fuel or petroleum hydrocarbons present in the fanner tank 
areas. No chemical ground water testing, however, was performed by SDA 

INVESTIGATION 
'• · ... 

On March 10, 1991, s~~n boriogs were drilled at the sile to s maximum depth of 20 feet, ~nli 2~11ich::ciiaruete; PVC wells were constructed within two of the borings. The wells, 
MW-4 and MW-5, were placed in the oil and gasoline tank excavationli, respectively. The 
borings were driUed using a truck-mounted, hoJJow-stem flight auger. Soil samples were 
obtained at 5-foot intervals to a mau.;mum depth of 20 feet by driving a split.-spoon sampler 
ahead of the augers into undisturbed soil. The sampler was washed between ~umple 
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Mtguirc Thomas Partne~ 
PageS March 22, 1991 

(LCA L90139.FC) 

intervals to minimize the possibility of cross-contamination. The boring logs are presented 
as Plates 2.1 through 2.7. 

' . All soil samples and cuttings were monitored for the presence of volatile organic vapors 
using an SIP-1000 orgnnic vapor analyzer (OVA) calibrated to SO parts per million (ppm) 
benne. The soil samples were retained in clean brass sleeves, sealed with plastic caps 
placed in a <:hilled ice chest, and transported to NET Analytical Laboratories in Burbank 
for chemical analysis. 

The monitoring wells, MW4 and MW-5, were constructed with 2-inch-diamerer PVC 
(Schedule 40) well casing. The perforated interval of each weU begins at appi"Ol.imateJy 
5 feet below ground surface and extends to the bottom of the welL Lcnestar No. 3 sand 
was placed in the annular space surrounding the perforated casing inteiVBl as a filter pack. 
The annulus was sealed above the sand pack with approximcue(y 2 feet of bentonite 
(holeplug). The remaining &pace was sealed with cortcrete; a Hush-mounted, 8-incb
diameter steel well cover was installed at grade over Monitoring WeD MW 4, and an 8-inch
diameter (raised) steel well protector was installed over Monitoring Well MW-S to protect 
the wells and deter tampering. The construction details of each monitOring well are shown 
on Plates 3.1 aod 3.2. 

Following completion, the wells were developed using a bailer to remove fine-grained 
sediments that collected in the filter pnck and well during consuuct.ion. Approximately 8 
gallons of water were removed from each well during development. Ground water samples 
were obtained using a clean disp05able bailer dedicated to each well. The water samples 
were collected in cleiln glass vials, labeled, placed in a chilled icc chest, and transported to 
NET Laboratories in Burbank for chemical analyses. 

Selected soil samples from the borings were analyzed for petroleum hydrocarbons, total fuel 
hydrocarbons, and volatile aromatic hydrocarbons (benzene, cthylben7.ene, toluene, and 
xy1enc(s) (BETX)) by EPA Methods 418.1, 8015, and 8020, respectively. Ground water 

@ 048/073 
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Magujre Thomas Partners 
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(LCA L90139,FC) 

samples from each well were analyzed for total fuel and aromatic (BETX) hydrocarbons. 
Laboratocy results and Chain-of-Custody documentation are presented in the Appendix. 

FINDINGS 

FIELD FINDINGS 
Poorly gtaded sand was encountered in all the borings drilled ar lhe site. A sandy clay layer 
was encountered in the deeper borings, C-2, C-3, C-4, MW-4, and MW-5, at approximately 
13 feet below the ground surface. The sarurated clay layer contained organic matter and 
exhibited a brackish odor, B8ckfill consisting of poorly graded sand with gravel and asphalt 
fragments was encountered in Boring MW-5 from the ground surface to a. depth of about 
13feet. 

No hydrocarbon-odorous soils were encountered during the drilling of the borings. With 
the exception of Boring MW-4, the samples and cuttings from the borings did not emit 
elevated levels o£ volatile organic vapol'$ when monitored with the OVA The 10-, 15-, and 
20-foot soil samples ftom Boring MW-4 emitted elevated organic vapor levels of 22, 323, 
zsnd 300 paru per million (ppm), respectively. The :samples emiited a strong 
bracJdsb/organic, sewer-like odor, which probably accounts for the elevated organic vapor 
readings. The OVA readings are shown on the boring Jogs. 

LABORATORY fiNDINGS 
Soil Analyses 

uboratory results indiC8te no concentrations of fuel or aromatic (BETX) hydrocarbons in 
the areas investigated. HOwever, trace amounts (58.5 ppm) of petroleum hydrocarbons 
(heavy fraction) were detected in the 5-foot soil sample of Boring MW-4. The 10-foot 
sample of the same boring contained no detectable concentrations of petroleum 
hydrocarbons. The presence of the "heavy" hydrocarbons in the 5-foot sample could 
possibly be related to the former underground waste oil tank, but is most likely attributable 
to decomposed organic m11.Uer (humus) that is prcvnlcm in the area. Either way, the 

~ 049/073 
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(LCA L90139.FC) 

amounts of heavy hydrocarbons present do not pose a nguificant environmental impact to 
thesfte. 

Grouod Water Analyses 

~cy results indicate no fuel-l'(:lated hydrocarbons in the two tested ground water 
58Jilples taken from Monitoring Wells MW -4 and MW-5. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on our investigation, we did not find evidence of significant environmental 
impairment resulting from the operation-of the former gasoline service stations located at 
the DOrthem portion or the si~. Chemical analyses performed on soil and ground :watet samples from our bOrings and monitoring wells did not indicate detectable concentntions of fuel bydroearbons in the investigated Jreas. Trace concentrations of petrole\lm 
hydrocarbons (b~vy fraction) \\'em encountered in tbe 5-foot son sample of Boring MW~. 
The trace heavy hydroearbons eocountered do not pose a significant environmental impact 
to the site. 

-oOo-

rat 050/073 
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Please can if you have any questions regarding Ibis investigation. 

Respectfully submitted. 

v:;~~TFS 
Daniel T. Elliott, R.G. 4129 
Ptoject Geologist 

~/ 
Mervin E. Johnson, · G. 26 
Director of Geological Services 
Vice Presjdent 

R281djg 
( 4 oopie& submitted) 

cc: (1) Maguire Tho.mas Partners 
Attn: Mr. Joel Stensby 

Attachments! 

Plate 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Site Plan 
Plate 2.1 - 2. 7 . . . . . . . . Log of Boring 

.Man:h 22~ 1991 
(LCA L90139~FC) 

Plates 3.1 and 3.2 . . . . . . . Monitoring Well Conatruclioo Dotlil$ 

Appendix - Laboratocy Results and Ghain-Qf~Cu~t.ody 

~ 051/073 
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C1ient Name: Leroy Crandall & Assoc. Client Ref , : Magu1re Thomas 
a NET Job No.; 3925A NET Paclnt, Inc. lab Ser1es : 24127-24140 

Matrix : Soil 

5arple ID C-1@ 5 C-1 @ 10 

ldl t(). 24127 24128 

MW..YTF.S!M£1l{D 

METI{l) ~/8015 ca-tB. 

Date Extracts:t 03-07-91 03-07~91 
Date PMlyzed 03-03-91 03-CB-91 
Rep::lrting Limit 1-\Jltipl ier 1 1 

.AKWmC \Q.ATILES 

Berm:ne tf) ~ 
Etlb'l benzene rf) ~ 
Toluene MJ N) 
XYl enes. tct:a 1 MJ Ill) 

lOT. PET. HYO!rrARlDJS 
as Gasoline til Ml 

9.Jrrogate ~ike-8J20/ED15 
OllorOOenzene 96 81 

NO- Not Detected at the Reporting"Limft 
page: 2 

Date Reported: 03-12-91 
Date Received: 03-05-91 1420 

C-2@ 5 C-2 ~ 10 

24129 24130 

RBJI..TS R.L 

03-07-91 03-07-91 
03-09-91 tB-<B-91 
1 1 

tl) ~ o.os ~ rll Nl o.w ngl~ 
Nl til 0.07 ng/Kg 
Nl ·tt) 0.14 ng/Kg 

t{) Ml 1.0 ng/Kg 

96 00 %Rec 
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Client Name: Leroy Crandall & Assoc. 
Client Ref.: Maguire Thomas 

<~' NET Job No.: J925A NET Paclllc.lnc. Lab Series ! 24127~24140 

Matrix : Soil 

5arp1e 10 c-3@ s c~J@ 10 

Lab ttl. 24131 24132 

A'W..YrES/METlm 

ME1Hll &m/0015 CXML 

Date £xtr!l:ted O.l-07-91 03.07-91 
Date Pnalyzed 03-C»-91 03-03-91 
~rtfng Limit r-t.Jltiplier 1 1 

AIQAATIC \.a.ATILES 

Benzene Nl rf) 
Etll' 1 benzene m N) 
Toluene tn I'll 
XYl enes, r.oml N) Nl 

lOT. PET. HYDI«AAm'6 
as Gasoline I'll N) 

Surrogate SP1ke-8020/Em5 
Ollorobenlene 96 B6 

NO · Not Detected at the Reporting Limit 
page; 3 

' 

Date ~eported:~03~t2~91 
Date Received: 03-05-91 1420 ) 

.~- / 

..,. 
C-4@ 5 C-4@ 10 

24133 24134 

IGJllS R.L. l.Nl1S 

03-07-91 IIHJl-91 
00-<9-91 03-<&-91 
1 1 

NO I'() O.lE rrg/Kg 
N) N) 0.01 ng/Kg m Nl 0.07 ng/Kg 
Ml tl) 0.14 RT1/Kg 

N) N) l.O ng/l(g 

97 00 SRec 
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NET 

Client Name: Leroy crandall & Assoc. Client Ref.: Maguire Thomas · 
e NET Job No.: 3925A Date Reported: 03-12-91 

a! 086/073 

NET P•ciRc.lnc. Lab Series : 24127-24140 Date Received: 03-05-91 1420 Matr1x : Soil 

I..5J l\b. 24135 

#JALYI"B/1£1l{l) 

METJ{X) 8J20/0015 roe. 
Date fXtnl:ted 
Date PnalyZed 
ReportirYJ Limit MJltiplier 

~TIC \AJI..ATILES 

Benzene 
Etl'cY'lbenzme 
Toluene 
XY1enes. total 

lOT. PET.~ as GasOl ire 
Surrogate Spike-0020/0015 
Ch 1 ord:lenzene 

03-07-91 
03-00-91 
1 

N) 
t{) 
m 
Nl 

·~ 

98 

C-5 @ 10 

24136 

03-Q7-91 
03-{S-91 
1 

w 
m 
N) 
w 

t{) 

89 

ND - Not Detected at the Reporting' Limit 
page: 4 

24137 

RES.IllS 

m-07-91 
03-(9-91 
1 . 

t{) 
f() 
M) 
f\1) 

I'll 

97 

r.Y5@ 10 

24138 

03-Q7-9l 
03-CS..91 
1 

I() 
NJ 
t-0 
N) 

t() 

86 

R.L 

O.ffi ltQ/I<g 
0.07 rrg/Kg 
0.07 ng/l(g 
0.14 ag/J(g 

1.0 ng/J(g 

SRec 
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NET 

Client Name: Leroy Cran~all & Assoc. C1fent Ref.; Maguire Thomas 
('l NET Job No.: 39258 NETPacllli:,lnc. Lab Series : 24127-24140 

Matrix : Soil 

Sample lD 

Lab No. 

ANALYTES/HETHOD 

TRPH {han-polar) 418.1 

Method 8020 

Da e Extracted 
Dat e Analyzed 
Reporting Limit Multiplier 
AROMATIC VOLATILES 

Benzene 
Ethy 1 benzene 
Toluene 
Xyl enes. tot a 1 

Surrogate Spike 
Chlorobenzene 

MW4 @ 5 

24139 

RESULTS 
58.5 

03-07-91 
03-09-91 
1 

NO 
NO 
NO 
ND 

98 

NO - Not Detected at the Reporting Limit 
page: 5 

Date Reported: 03-12-91 Date Received: 03-05-91 1420 

MW4 @ 10 

24140 

NO 

03-07-91 
03~09-91 
1 

NO 
ND 
ND 
NO 

92 

R.L. 

10 

0.05 
0.07 
0.07 
0.14 

UNITS 

mg/Kg 

mg/Kg 
mg/Kg 
mg/Kg 
mg/Kg 

% Rec 
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NET 

Client Name! Leroy c~anda11 & Assoc. Client Ref.: Maguire Thomas 
• NET Job No. : 3908 NET P•c:illc, Inc. Lab Ser1 es 24079-24080 

Matri;~e Ground Water 

Sample ID MW-4 

Lab No, 24079 

ANALYTES/HETHOD RESULTS 

METHOD 8020/8015 COMB. 
Date Analyzed 
Reporting Limit Multiplier 

03-09-91 
1 

AROMATIC VOLATILES 

Benzene 
Ethyl benzene 
Toluene 
Xyl enes, total 

TOT. PET. HYDROCARBONS as Gasoline 
Surrogate Spik.e-8020/8015 Chlorobentene 

NO 
NO 
ND 
NO 

NO 

83 

NO - Not Detected at the Reporting Limit 

page: 2 

ltll 072/073 

Oat~ Reported: 03-11-91 Date Received: 03-04-91 1650 

MW-5 

24080 

03-09-91 
1 

NO 
ND 
NO 
NO 

NO 

87 

R.L. UNITS 

0.5 ug/L 
0.5 ug/L o.s ug/L 
0.5 ug/L 

10 ug/L 

s Rec 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

LIMITED SUBSURFACE 
INVESTIGATION REPORT 

at 

Undeveloped Property 
138 Culver Boulevard 

Playa del Rey, California 

Environmental Engineering & Contracting, Inc. (EEC) was retained by EMC Development (EM C) to perfonn 
a limited subsurface investigation (investigation) at 138 Culver Boulevard, Playa del Rey, California (Subject 
Property). The location of the Subject Property is shown on Figure 1. In addition, EEC expanded the 
investigation to include another up gradient property owned by EMC at 200 Culver Boulevard, Playa del Rey, 
California (Figure 1). The purpose of the proposed investigation is to evaluate if dry cleaners solvents, 
specifically Tetrachloroethene (PCE) and its breakdown products, utilized at Del Rey Cleaners (31 0 Culver 
Boulevard) have impacted shallow groundwater beneath the Subject Property. This proposed investigation 
focuses on a Recognized Environmental Condition (REC) that was identified in EEC's Phase I Environmental 
Site Assessment (ESA), dated November 13, 2009. The following sections of this report include: a 
description of the Subject Property, chronology of environmental activities and a description of all field 
activities, findings, conclusions, and recommendations. 

2.0 BACKGROUND 

This section of this report provides a description of the Subject Property and a chronology of the 
environmental activities that have been perfmmed at the Subject Property since November 2009. 

2.1 Site Description 

The Subject Property is located on an area comprised of eight separate tax parcels and encompasses 0.91-acre. 
The Subject Property includes one 880 square foot single story building (6917 Vista del Mar). The vacant 
structure is a stucco covered wood framed construction with an asphalt shingle roof. The building is heated 
and cooled electrically. Water and sanitary sewer services are municipally provided. No cunent or historical 
potable wells or septic systems were identified at the Subject Property. The remainder of the Subject Property 
is vacant, undeveloped, and enclosed in a chain link fence . Overhead power poles are located in the central 
portion of the Subject Property. Former building foundations and pavement (likely related to the former 
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structures located at the Subject Property) were observed on portions of the Subject Property. Historical 
building records indicate that a capped sewer connection is located within the undeveloped pmtion of the 
Subject Property. 

2.2 Chronology of Environmental Activities 

A Phase I ESA was perfonned by EEC on behalfofUS Bank for the Subject Property in November 2009. In 
the Phase I ESA, EEC indicated that a previous groundwater investigation ofDel Rey Cleaners, a drycleaning 
facility located approximately 540 feet northeast of the Subject Property, detected PCE at concentrations as 
high as 43,500 micrograms per liter (ug/1) in groundwater. According to correspondence with the Regional 
Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (RWQCB), no additional environmental investigations 
have been conducted since 2002. Since no effort has been made to remediate the groundwater impacts from 
this presumably up gradient dry cleaning facility, EEC concluded that Del Rey Cleaners represented a REC for 
the Subject Property and EEC recommended that a Phase II Groundwater Investigation be prepared to 
determine if groundwater impacts exist at the Subject Property. 

Additionally, US Bank personnel informed EEC that a subsurface parking structure is currently proposed for 
the Subject Property. Due to the shallow groundwater depth in the area, it is likely that construction 
dewatering 
would be required. Pumping activities could increase the groundwater gradient toward the Subject Property, 
which could pull the documented groundwater impacts at Del Rey Cleaners towards the Subject Property. 

3.0 SITE ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES 

In order to evaluate if shallow groundwater beneath the Subject Property has been impacted by dry cleaning 
solvents from the Del Rey Cleaners, EMC authorized EEC to conduct a limited groundwater investigation in 
accordance with EEC' s Proposal for a Limited Phase II Groundwater Investigation dated November 13, 2009. 

On December 7, 2009, a total of six borings were advanced utilized a truck-mounted direct push drill rig as 
part of this investigation. The borings were advanced by Strongann Environmental, under EEC's 
supervision. Four borings were advanced at the Subject Property and two borings were advanced at 200 
Culver Boulevard. The 200 Culver Boulevard property is located between the Subject Property and Del Rey 
Cleaners. This location is upgradient of the Subject Property and also owned by EMC. 

The following section of this report describes the field activities performed as part of this investigation. 
Detailed below include the boring locations, utility notification, drilling and soil sampling procedures, and 
laboratory analysis. 

3.1 Soil Boring Locations 

Direct-Push Soil Borings 
Borings were advanced into groundwater at the following locations to characterize groundwater conditions 
with regards to volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 

• Boring B-1 was advanced along the northern portion of the Subject Property . 
• Boring B-2 was advanced long the eastern portion of the Subject Property. 
• Boring B-3 was advanced along the southern portion of the Subject Property. 
• Boring B-4 was advanced along the western portion of the Subject Prope1ty. 

2 
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• Boring B-5 was advanced offsite, in the southern portion of a parking lot of a commercial plaza, 
located at 200 Culver Boulevard. 

• Boring B-6 was advanced offsite, in the northern portion of a parking lot of a commercial plaza, 
located at 200 Culver Boulevard and across the street from the former Del Rey Cleaners property. 

The locations of the borings are presented on Figure 2. 

3.2 Underground Storage Alert Notification 

In compliance with Califomia Government Code Section 4216-4216.9, EEC marked the proposed soil boring 
locations with white paint so that the proposed locations were visible to underground surface alert (USA) 
members. USA is a regional notification center that notifies owners and operators of subsurface utilities 
(water, gas, electric, sewer, oil lines, etc.) and informs them of a contractors' intent to perform subsurface 
work. EEC notified USA of the intent to perform subsurface work 48 hours prior to the beginning of the 
onsite activities. Dig Alert was notified on December 2, 2009 and ticket number A93360645 was issued to 
the project. 

3.3 Health and Safety 

Prior to conducting field work, a site-specific health and safety plan (HASP) was prepared for this project. 
The HASP addressed the potential physical and chemical hazards that may be encountered at the Subject 
Property and described basic safety procedures to be followed during site activities. All field personnel were 
required to review and understand the HASP prior to the start of field work. 

3.4 Drilling and Groundwater Sampling 

Direct-Push Drilling 
On December 7, 2009, six borings (borings B-1 through B-G) were drilled using a tluck-mounted direct push 
drill rig at the Subject Property and 200 Culver Boulevard. Groundwater samples were collected at 10 feet 
below ground surface (bgs) in each boring by advancing the Geoprobe™ to approximately I 0 feet bgs. Using 
a Hydropunch ™, groundwater samples were collected after driving the Hydropunch'1'M sampling device to the 
desired depth, and then retracting the solid outer portion of the sampling device and exposing a 4-foot long 
stainless steel screen. Once the screen section was exposed, the borehole was allowed to fill with water for 
several minutes. A new Teflon hose was then pushed through the Geoprobe rods and into the screened 
section. Groundwater was then pumped from the tubing and immediately transferred into preserved volatile 
organic analytes (VOA) sample vials. All sample vials were labeled and placed in a chilled cooler. The 
collected groundwater samples were transferred to Cal Tech Environmental Laboratories (Cal Tech) under 
proper Chain-of-Custody protocol for analyses. 

Borehole Abandonment 
Boreholes were backfilled with granular bentonite. The bentonite was poured into the borehole from ground 
surface. De-ionized water was added to the borehole to hydrate the bentonite pellets for a proper seal. Each 
location was then capped to match the existing surface condition. 

3 
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3.5 Laboratory Analysis 

Groundwater Samples 
Groundwater samples from borings B-1 through B-6 were prepared, preserved, and transported to Cal Tech 
for analysis. Cal Tech is a California State Certified Laboratory located in Paramount, California. The 
groundwater samples were analyzed for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in accordance with 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Method 8260. 

4.0RESULTS 

Concentrations of all VOCs, including PCE, were not detected above the detection limits. Complete 
laboratory data sheets and Chain-of-Custody documentation are presented in Appendix A. 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the groundwater data collected, VOCs were not present at levels in groundwater above the detection 
limits. 

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the investigation results and findings, no further action is recommended at this time. 

4 
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0912-048-1 0912-048-2 0912-048-3 Method 
B-1 B-2 B-3 

I ,2-Dibromoethane(EDB) ND ND ND EPA 82608 
I ,3-Dichloropropane ND ND ND EPA 82608 
Dibromochloromelhane ND ND ND EPA82608 
2-Hexanone ND ND ND EPA82608 
Tetrachloroethene ND ND ND EPA82608 
Chlorobenzene ND ND ND EPA8260B 
I, 1, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND EPA8260B 
Ethyl benzene NO ND ND EPA 8260B 
m.p-Xylene ND ND ND EPA 8260B 
Bromoform ND ND ND EPA 8260B 
Styrene ND ND ND EPA82608 
o-Xylene ND ND ND EPA 82608 
I, 1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND EPA8260B 
I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND ND ND EPA 82608 
Isopropyl benzene ND ND ND EPA 82608 
Bromobenzene ND ND ND EPA 82608 
2·Chlorotoluene ND ND ND EPA8260B 
n-Propylbenzene ND ND ND EPA 82608 
4-Chlorotoluene ND ND ND EPA8260B 
1,3,5-Trimethylbenzcne NO ND ND EPA 8260B 
tert~Butylbenzene NO ND ND EPA8260B 
I ,2~4-Trimethylbenzcne NO NO ND EPA 82608 
sec-Buty1benzene ND ND ND EPA8260B 
1,3.Dich1orobenzene NO ND ND EPA 82608 
1,4-Dichlorobenzene. ND ND ND EPA82608 
p-lsopropyltoluene ND ND ND EPA 8260B 
1,2-Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND EPA 82608 
n-Butylbenzene ND ND ND EPA 82608 
I ,2 Dibromo-3-Chloropropane ND ND ND EPA8260B 
I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND EPA 8260B 
Naphthalene ND ND ND EPA8260B 
1,2,3-Trichlorobcnzene NO ND ND EPA 82608 
Hexachlorobutadicne ND ND ND EPA8260B 
Ethanol ND ND ND EPA 8260B 

ND =Not Detected at the indicated Detection Limit 

I U'RROGATE SPIKE 

Dibromotluoromethane 
1,2 Dichloromethaned4 
Toluene-dB 
8romofluorobenzene 

90 
82 
94 
84 

87 
80 
90 
90 

% SURROGATE RECOVERY 

88 
80 
92 
90 

Units 

ug/L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug/L 

DeJection 
Limit 

0.5 
I 
I 
10 

0.5 
I 
l 
0.5 
0.6 
1 
I 

0.6 
1 
l 
1 

Control Limit 

70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
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0912-048-4 0912-048-5 0912-048-6 Method 
B-4 B-5 B-5 (Dup) 

1,2-0ibromoethane(EOB) NO NO NO EPA 8260B 
1 ,3-0ichloropropane NO ND ND EPA 82608 
Dibromochloromethane ND NO NO EPA 82608 
2-Hexanone NO ND ND EPA 82608 
Tctrachloroethene ND NO NO EPA 82608 
Ch lorobenzene NO NO ND EPA 82608 
l, 1, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane NO ND NO EPA 8260B 
Ethyl benzene NO NO NO EPA 8260B 
m.p-Xyie:ne NO ND ND EPA8260B 
Bromoform NO ND ND EPA 8260B 
Styrene ND ND ND EPA8260B 
o-Xylcne ND ND ND EPA 82608 
1, 1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND EPA8260B 
1 ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND NO ND EPA 8260B 
Isopropyl benzene ND ND NO EPA8260B 
Bromobenzene NO ND ND EPA 82608 
2-Ch1orololuene ND NO NO EPA8260B 
n-Propylbenzene ND NO NO EPA 82608 
4-Chlorotoluene NO ND ND EPA 8260B 
I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene NO ND ND EPA8260B 
tert~Butylbenzene ND ND ND EPA 8260B 
I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene NO NO NO EPA 82608 
sec-Butylbenzene ND ND ND EPA 82608 
I ,3-0ichlorobenzene NO NO NO EPA8260B 
l,~Oichlorobenzene NO ND NO EPA8260B 
p-lsopropyltoluene NO ND NO EPA 8260B 
1,2-Dichlorobenzenc NO NO NO EPA 82608 
n-Butylbenzcne NO ND NO EPA 8260B 
1,2 Oibromo-3-Chloropropnnc ND ND NO EPA 8260B 
I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzcnc ND ND NO EPA 82608 
Naphthalene ND ND ND EPA 82608 
I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND EPA 82608 
Hexachlorobutadienc ND ND ND EPA 82608 
Ethanol ND ND ND EPA8260B 

ND =Not Detected at the indicated Detection Limit 

I SURROGATE SPIKE 

D i bromofl uoromethane 
1,2 Dichloromethaned4 
foluene-d8 
8romofluorobenzene 

86 
80 
97 
87 

85 
81 
92 
87 

%SURROGATE RECOVERY 

84 
80 
93 
89 

Units 

ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug!L 
ug/L 
ug!L 
ug/L 

Detection 
Limit 

0.5 
1 
I 

10 
0.5 
1 
1 
0.5 

0.6 
I 
1 

0.6 
1 

Control Limit 

70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
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0912-048-7 Method 
B-6 

1 ,2-Dibromocthane(EDB) ND EPA8260B 
I ,3-Dicbloropropane ND EPA8260B 
Dibromochloromcthane ND EPA8260B 
2-Hexanonc ND EPA8260B 
T~chloroethenc ND EPA8260B 
Chi oro benzene ND EPA8260B 
1,1,1,2-Tctrachloroethane ND EPA8260B 
Ethyl benzene ND EPA8260B 
m.p-Xyle.ne ND EPA8260B 
.Bromoform ND EPA8260B 
Styrene ND EPA8260B 
~Xylene ND EPA8260B 
I; 1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND EPA8260B 
1 ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND EPA8260B 

· lsopropylbcnieilc ND EPA8260B 
Bromo benzene ND EPA8260B 
2-Chlorotolucne ND EPA8260B 
n·Propylbcnzene ND EPA8260B 
4~Chlorotolucnc ND EPA8260B 
1;3,S·Trimethylbcnzene ND EPA8260B 
tert-Butylbenzene ND EPA8260B 
1 ;2,4· Trimcthylbcnzenc ND EPAB260B 
sec-Butyl benzene ND EPA8260B 
1,3-Dichlorobcnzene ND EPA8260B 
1,4-D!chlorobenzene ND EPA82~B 
p-lsopropyltoluene ND EPA8260B 
1,2-Diclllorobenzene ND EPA8260B 
n-Butylbcnzenc ND EPA8260B 
1,2 Dibromo-3-Chloropropane ND EPA8260B 
1,2,4-Trichlorobcn?~nc ND EPA8260B 
Nnph(ha.lenc ND EPA8260B 
1,2,3-'frichlorobenzene ND EPA8260B 
Hexachlorobutadiene ND EPA8260B 
~!hanoi ND EPA8260B 

ND =Not Detected at the indicated Detection Limit 

I SURROG.t1TE SPIKE %SURROGATE RECOVERY 
Dibromofl uoromethanc 
1,2 Dichlotomethancd4 
Toluene-d8 
Bromofluorobenzene 

G~~_t~ 
Laboratory Director 

81 
80 
9.5 
86 

•The results are base upon the sample received. Soil samples are not homogeneous 

Cal Teclr Environmental Laboratories, Inc. ELAP JD #: 2424 

Units 

ugiL 
ug/L 
ugiL 
ugiL 
ugiL 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ugiL 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ugfL 
ug/L 
uifL 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 

Detection 
Limit 

0.5 
1 
l 

10 
OS 
1 
l 
0.5 
0.6 
1 
1 

o:6 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
l 
[ 

l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 

Control Limit 
70- lJO 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
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1.0 Executive Summary 

1.1 Subject Property Description 

The Subject Property is located on an area comprised of eight separate ta."X parcels and encompasses 0.91-acre. 
The Subject Property includes one 880 square foot single story building (6917 Vista del Mar) . The vacant 
structure is a stucco covered wood framed construction with an asphalt shingle roof. The building is heated 
and cooled electrically. Water and sanitary sewer services are munic ipally provided. No current or historical 
potable wells or septic systems were identified at the Subject Property. The remainder of the Subject Property 
is vacant, undeveloped, and enclosed in a cha in link fence. Overhead power poles are located in the central 
portion of the SubJect Property. Former bu ilding foundations and pavement ( li kely related to the former 
structures located at the Subject Property) were observed on po1tions of the Subject Property. Historical 
building. records indicate that a capped sewer connection is located within the undeveloped portion of the 
Subject Property . 

1.2 Environmental Report Summary 

From at leas.t tbe late l 910s, the northern portion of the Subject Property was developed with a passenger rail 
station. The Pacific E lectric passenger rail tracks were located a long the eastern boundary of the Subject 
Prope11y. The central and southern portions of the Subject Prope1ty consisted of graded and undeveloped areas. 
By the early 1950s, the rail station was replaced with a restaurant and an oil tank was added to the northern 
portion of the Subject Property, and an unknown structure was constructed in the southeastern corner of the 
Subject Property. By the late 1950s, a liquor store/food store was constructed in the northern portion of the 
Subject Property, a gasoline service station was constructed along the southern portion of the Subject Property, 
and an office building replaced the structure formerly located in the southeastern corner of the Subject 
Property. Building records ti·om 1961 indicate that the two structures formerly located along the nm1hern 
portion of the Subject Property were replaced with a gasoline service station and repair garage, including 
underground storage tanks (USTs) and a canopy. Building records fro m 1962 indicate that a restaurant was 
constructed in the central portion of the Subjec.t Property. By the mid 1960s, a paved driveway was constructed 
along the central p01tion of the Subject Property and the Pacific Electric passenger rail tracks were removed. 
Building records from 1967 indicate that a "lubrication bay," which is likely an oil change and automotive 
fluids area, was added to the gaso line serv ice station in the northern portion of the Subject Prope1ty. Building 
records from 1972 indicate that an addition to the restaurant structure in the central portion of the Subject 
Property was constructed. Building records from 1973 and 1975 indicate that the structure in the southeastern 
corner of the Subj ect Property was converted fi·om a retail structure to a restaurant and that a canopy was 
added to the structure. Bu ilding records from 1982 indicate that the gasoline service station in the northern 
portion of the Subject Property was demol ished the gaso line USTs were removed and the former area of tbe 
USTs was backfil led, although the source oftbe fill was not identified. Building records from the 1988, 1989 
1990 and 1991 indicate that the northern portion of the Subject Property was used as a seasonal Cl1ristmas tree 
sa les lot a seasonal activity that appeared to continue unti l the mid 2000s. Building records from 1998 indicate 
that tbe former gaso line serv ice station in the southern portion of the ubject Property had changed to an office 
building and that this structure, as well as the restaurant structure in the central portion of the Subject Property 
were demolished. The 1998 building records also identify an 8 000 gallon gasoline UST was located in the 
southern portion of the Subject Property at the time of the 1998 demolition a lthough accord ing to a previous 
investigation, the UST was removed at the time of the demolition. By early 2000s the Subject Prope1ty 
appeared mostly vacant and undeveloped, with the exception of the unoccupied structure in the southeastern 
corner of the Subject Property and the temporary use of the northern portion of the Subject Propetty for 
recreational hoat storage. Tn 2005, Vista del Mar was widened and the project resullecl in the;;~ qui sition of (l 
southeastern portion ofthe Subject Property by the City of Los Angeles. 

Report Section R esults Recommendations Cost Estimate Ranl!e 
1.3 Data Gaps Low-Risk None 
3.2 Activity and Use Limitations Low-Risk None 
4.1 Environmental Liens Low-Risk None 
5.1 Historical BackJ!round Low-Risk None 
5.2 Subject Property Low-Risk None 
5.3 Adioininf! Properties Low-Risk None 
6.0 Federal, State, Local & Tribal Potentially Sig. Risk Phase II l$7,000 

Database Listinl!s 
7.1 Hazardous Substances Not Applicable None 
7.2 Unidentified Containers Not Applicable None 
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1.0 Executive Summary (continued) 

1.4 Findings and Opinions (continued) 

Additi onally, US Bank personnel informed EEC that a subsurface parking structure is currently proposed for 
the Subject Property. Due to the shallow groundwater depth in the area, it is likeJy that construction dewatering 
would be required. Pumping activities could increase the groundwater gradient toward the Subject Property 
which could pull fhe documented groundwater impacts at Del Rey Cleaners towards the Subject Property. 

The term "historic recognized environmental condition" (HREC) is defined in ASTM Practice E 1527-05 as 
"conditions which in the past would have been considered a REC, but which may or may not be considered a 
REC currently." No HRECs were determined to be associated with the ubject Property. 

Other Considerations: 

Former Undergro.und Storage Tanks (USTs): According to the historical resources reviewed, two gasoline 
service stations and associated USTs were formerly located at the Subject Prop rty and the potential exists for 
the fo rmer U Ts to have impacted the Subject Property. However, according to the analytical results obtained 
from the prev ious investigations performed at the Subject Property, it does not appear that former USTs have 
resulted in significant impacts to the subswface. 

Imported Fill Material: Imp01ied fill used to backfill the UST excavations in the northern portion of the 
Subject Property may have also impacted the Subject Prope11y. However, according to the analytical results 
obtained from the previous investigations performed at the Subject Property and described in Section 4.2, it 
does not appear that the use of imported fill at the Subject Property has resulted in significant impacts to the 
subsurface. 

Asbestos-Containing Materials: A visual screening for suspect asbestos-containing materials was conducted 
at the time of the site reconnaissance. Although the majority of the interior of the structure was inaccessible, 
suspect materials that could be observed at the on-site struch1re include, but may not be limited to ceiling tile 
wallboard/joint compound carpet mastic roofing materials and baseboard masti . During the site 
reconnaissance tbese materials appeared to be in tair to poor condition. This inspection did not [ncJude 
observations for hidden materia'ls such as materials under existing floors or behi·nd walls. Given the 1950s 
construction date of t he Subject Property structure there is a potential that asbestos is present in these 
materials. However, the absence of asbestos can only be confirmed through samp ling and laboratory analysis. 
As such all suspect materials should (or MUST if pre-1 980 be assumed to contain asbestos until testing 
proves otherwise. 

Lead-Based Paint: Lead-based paint samples were not collected for the purpose of this study. Painted 
exterior surfaces appeared to be in fair condition. Given that the 1950s construction of the structure, it is 
possible that lead is present on painted surfaces. However, the pr sence of lead can only be confirmed through 
bulk or wipe sampling, and by laboratory analysis or X-Ray Florescence (XRF) survey. 

Radon: The EPA has designated three zones of classification indicating the predicted average indoor 
scr ening level of radon per county. Los Angeles County, Ca li fornia j.., classified iJl Zone 2. Zone 2 is 
designated as having an indoor average level between 2 and 4 picocuries per liter pCi/L). The EPA has a set 
standard of 4.0 pCi/L as the concentration of radon at which con·ective action is recommended. Based on the 
potential use of the Subject Property (residential), elevated levels of radon may be of concern. However, 
testing is required to determine site-specific radon levels. 

1. 5 Recommendations 

Based on groundwater impacts from Del Rey Cleaners, EEC believes that a Phase II Groundwater 
Investigation should be performed at the Subject Property. 

Based on the observations and records reviewed during this Phase T ESA, EEC believes that sampl ing for 
asbestos-contain·ing materials and lead based paiJlt should be conducted prior to demolition of the structure on 
the Subject Property. If the Su bject Property is utilized for residential u es or other purposes involving 
sensi ti ve receptors radon testing shou ld be conducted to ensure that elevated radon levels are not present at tbe 
Subject Property. 
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3.0 Subject Property Description 

3.1 Location and Legal Description 

The Subject Property is located in Playa del Rey Los Angeles County, California, and is identified as 138 
Culver Boulevard . Information obtained from the Los Angeles County Assessor indicates that the Subject 
Property is in a triangular configuration and comprised of eight tax assessment parcels, which are identified as 
4116-007-055, 4116-007-066, 4116-007-067, 4116-007-068, 4116-007-069, 4116-007-070, 4116-007-072, 
and 4116-007-073. The Subject Property is located southeast of Culver Boulevard, northeast of Trolley Place, 
and west of Vista del Mar, approximately 4 miles west oflnterstate 405. 

3.2 Activity and Use Limitations 

No Act ivity and Use Limitations (AULs) were identified in the environmental lien search conducted by 
Environmental Data Resources (EDR) . A copy of the environmental lien search is included in Appendix D. 

3.3 Physical Setting 

Physiography 
The elevation of the Subject Prop rty is appro imately 20 feet above mean sea level (msl), as depicted on the 
1981 U.S.G.S. 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map ofVen ice, California (Figure 1). The Subject Property and 
vicinity slope gently to the northeast. 

Geologic and Hydrogeologic Setting 
Accord ing to a prev ious environmental in vesti gation earth materials beneath the Subject Property include 
Holocene alluv ial deposi ts within the Ballona Creek Flood Plain, deposits ofthe upper Pleistocene dune sand, 
and depos its of upper Pleistocene Lakewood Form ation and lower Pleistocene San Pedro Formation. The 
surficial alluvial depos its beneath the Subject Property generally consists of poorly graded sand with some 
sandy clay layers. 

Depth to groundwater at the Subject Property ranges from approximately 6.5 to l 0.1 feet below ground surface 
(bgs) as measured by the groundwater moni toring wells installed at d1e Subject Property as part of prev ious 
environmenta l investigation . Based on the groundwater monitoring well elevations, the localized groundwater 
gradient is generally north-northwest. 

Flood Zone 
According to information provided on the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) ~ ebsite, the 
Subject Property is located within the 500-year fl ood zone (FEMA Flood lnsurance Rate Map CPN 
0601370088D). 

3.4 Subject Property and Vicinity Characteristics 

The use ofthe adjoining and nearby properties is summarized below. 

North: The Subject Property is bordered to the north by Culver Boulevard, followed by retail, restaurant, and 
multi-family residential structures. 

East: The Subject Property is bordered to the east by Vista del Mar, followed by a restaurant, undeveloped 
land, and singlc:-family resiuenlial slrul:lures. 

South: The Subject Property is bordered to the south by Trolley Place, followed by multi-family residential 
structures. 

West: The Subject Property is bordered to the west by Culver Boulevard, followed by an unoccupied 
restaurant structure, multi-family residential structures, Pacific Avenue, and Dockweiler Beach. 
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4.0 User Provided Information 

4.1 Environmental Liens 

EEC contracted EDR to conduct a professional environmental liens search for the Subject Property. The 
information provided by EDR confirmed that the Subject Prope1ty is owned by Marina Vista Company LLC 
which acquired the Subject Property in September 1997. No env ironmenta l liens or AULs were identified in 
the env ironmental lien search conducted by EDR. A copy ofthe lien search is included in Appendix D. 

4.2 Environmental Reports or Investigations 

Five prior environmental reports for the Subject Property were provided for EEC's review and are provided in 
Appendix F. The Ieports are discussed below. 

Phase I EnvironmentalSite Assessment, Vista del Mar Triangle, Vista deL Mar and Culver Boulevard, Playa 
del Rey, California, prepared by LeRoy Crandall and Associates LCA) for Maguire Thomas Partners, dated 
April 18, 1990 (LCA Phase I) 

Phase II Environmental Site Assessment, Vista del Mar and Culver Boulevard, Playa del Rey, California, 
prepared by LCA for Maguire Thomas Partners, dated November 19, 1990 (LCA Phase II) 

Supplemental Phase II Environmental Site Assessment, Northern Portion of Vista del Mar Triangle, Vista del 
Mar and Culver Boulevard, Playa del Rey Districl, Los Angeles, California, prepared by LCA for Maguire 
Thomas Partners, dated March 22, 1991 (the LCA Supplemental Phase II) 

At the time of the LCA Supplemental Phase ll, the northern portion of the Subject Property was used for boat 
storage and the southern portion oftht~ Subject Property was occupied by a restaurant (previously occupied by 
a gasoline service station). The purpose of the LCA Supplemental Phase ll was to determine the presence of 
possible subsmface contamination in areas of suspected contamination from former gasoline service stations 
previously identified by the LCA Phase I and LCA Phase ll. The LCA Phase 1 identified two areas of concern, 
wl1ich consisted of two former gaso liJle serv ice stations located in the nmthern and southern pmtions of the 
Subject Property, respective ly. Based on the findings of the LCA Phase I LCA Phase II involved the drilling 
of four bolings and converting three into groundwater monitoring wells along the southern portion of the 
Subject Property and conducting a geophysical survey to determine if underground storage tanks (USTs) were 
stil.l present. Several large magnetic anomalies were detected immediately north and south of the restaurant 
and LCA concluded that the magnetic anomal ies were ·usTs and subsurface piping associated witb the former 
gasoline service station formerly located in the southem pmtion of the Subject Property. Laboratory analyses 
perfonned on collected soil and groundwater samples for the LCA Phase U did not indicate fuel hydrocarbons 
111 the investigated areas. EEC concurs with this finding. 

The LCA Supplemental Phase n aJso summarizes a previous preliminary Hazardous Materials Assessment 
repm1 prepared by Schaefer Associates, lnc. SDA) for the northern portion of the Subject Property (SDA 
HMA' not provided to EEC for review . The SDA HMA, dated February 2, 1989, referenced a tank backfill 
report by AAKO Geotechnical Engineering Consultants, Inc., dated May 18, 1982 (AAKO report; not 
provided to EEC for review) which indicated that the excavations of former gasoline and waste oil USTs at 
the former gasoline servi ce station in the northern portion of the Subject Property were backfilled with 
properly compacted fill on May 10, 1982. However, as described by LCA, the SDA HMA did not state 
whether or not laboratory testi ng of soil or water was performed prior to tbe backfiJJing of the exc.avations. As 
part of the SDA HMA SDA drilled one soil boring to a depth of 9 feet adjacent to each of the UST 
excavations and the re.su lls indiGaled lhal nu Jt:le~.:Labl t: c.;un~.:enlra.Liuns u[ fuel ur petroleum hyJru~.:arbuos were 
present in the former UST excavations. However, no groundwater sampling was conducted by SDA. 

As part of the LCA Supplemental Phase II seven borings were drilled in the northern portion of the Subject 
Property to a ma ·imum depth of 20 feet and two of the borings were converted to monitoring wells. The 
monitoring wells were placed in the former UST excavation areas. Selected soil samples from the borings were 
analyzed for petro leum hyd rocarbons total fuel hydrocarbons, and volatile aromatic hydrocarbons (benzene, 
ethylbenzene toluene, and xy lene(s) (BTEX]) by EPA Methods 418.1, 8015, and 8020, respectively. 
Groundwater samples from each well were analyzed for total fuel and volatile aromatic hydrocarbons (BTEX). 
Laboratory results indicated that concentratio-ns of fuel or volatile aromatic hydrocarbons were not detected. 
However, trace amo unts (58.5 parts per million [ppm]) of petroleum hydrocarbons were detected in the 5-foot 
samples of the monitoring well in the vicinity of the former waste oil UST. The 1 0-foot sample of the same 
monitoring well. contained no detectable levels of petroleum hydrocarbons. LCA attributed the trace amounts 
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4.0 User Provided Information (continued) 
4.3 Experience of User 

The User did not report any specialized knowledge or experience that suggests an environmental concern or 
recognized environmental conditions in connection with the Subject Property. 
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5.0 Historical Use Information (continued) 
5.1 Historical Background (continued) 

1896: Due to the scale of the map, the uses of the Subject Property or the surrounding area could not be 
determined. 

1901: Due to the scale of the map, the uses of the Subject Property or the surrounding area could not be 
determined. 

1934: The Subject Property appears to be largely undeveloped. Railroad tracks are shown along the eastern 
and southern boundaries of the Subject Property. Several roads and structures are located to the north, south, 
east, and west of the Subject Property. The Ballona Lagoon and associated wetlands are located to the north of 
the Subject Property. 

1948: No sign ificant changes are noted for the Subject Property. Pott ions of the Ballona Lagoon and wetland 
area to the north of the Subject Property bas been reconfigured and developed. Ballona Creek has been 
established as a leveed water body further north of the Subject Pmperty. 

1950: The railroad tracks have been removed from the Subject Property. No significant changes are noted for 
the surrounding area. 

1964: The Subject P roperty is shown as developed. Ballona Creek appears to have been widened and Marina 
del Rey has been established north of Ba ll ona Creek. 

1972: No significant changes are noted for the Subject Property or the surrounding area. 

1981: No significant changes are noted for the Subject Property or the surrounding area. 

City Directory Review: 
EEC cont racted EDR to review city directories for the Subject Property . City directories reviewed by EDR 
included the 1974, 1985, 1995, 2003, and 2007 Haine:s Criss-Cross directories. The 1974 directory identified 
the Subject Property as Jakes at the Shore (restaurant) and Lemon Tree BBQ (restaurant) for 138 Culver 
Boulevard and 69 17 Vista del Mar, respectively. The 1985 directory identified the Subject Property as Jakes at 
the Shore and unspecified residential for 138 Culver Boulevard and 6917 Vista del Mar respectively. 

Sanborn Maps : 
BEC contracted EDR to rev i.ew Sanborn F ire Insurance Maps for the Subject Propetty. Fire insurance maps 
were deve loped for use by insurance companies depicting fac ilities properties and thei r uses for many 
locations throughout the United States. 1l1ese maps provide prior land use history and assist in determin ing 
whether there may be potential environmental contamination on or near the Subj ect Property. These maps 
which have been peri od ically updated since the late 19th Century often provide valuable ins ight into hi storical 
propetty uses. A summary of information pertaining to the Subject Propetty and vicinity ascertai ned from the 
maps is listed below. 

1918: One structure is shown in the northern portion of the Subject Property and is identified as Del Rey 
Depot, which appears to be a station for the adjacent Pacific Electric passenger rail line. The exterior of the 
structure appears to be plaster. 

1950: The Del Rey Depot structure appears to have been converted to a restaurant and appears to be 
constructed from cement brick or concrete block. A structure that is labeled as oils is located south of the 
restaurant. A gas and oil line appears along the western boundary ofthe Subject Property. 

1970: The previous structure has been replaced with an automotive service station constructed from iron and a 
second unidentified structure constructed from reinforced concrete block. 

California Department of Conservation, Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) Oil 
and Gas Well Maps: 
According to the DOGGR Online Mapping System, no known oil or gas wells exist at the Subject Property. 
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6.0 Federal, State, Local & Tribal Database Listings 

Regulatory Review 
Several federal, state, and local agencies were contacted for file review as part of this Phase I ESA. All 
available documents are presented in Appendix E and summarized below. 

United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
A file review for the Subject Property was requested from the EPA. No EPA records were found for the 
Subject Property. 

California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) 
A file review for the Subject Property was requested from DTSC -Cypress and Chatsworth offices. No DTSC 
records were found for the Subject Property. 

California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) 
A file review for the Subject Prope1ty was requested fi·om CJWMB. No CIWMB records were found for the 
Subject Property. 

Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) 
A file review for the Subject Property was requested from OEHHA. No OEHHA records were found for the 
Subject Property. 

California Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) 
A file review for the Subject Property was requested from the R WQCB - Los Angeles and Santa Ana 
Regions. No R WQCB records were found for the Subject Property. However, records for Del Rey Cleaners, a 
former drycleaning facility located approximately 930 feet northeast of the Subject Property were reviewed. 

Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, Dry Cleaners, 310 Culver Avenue, Playa del Rey, CA, prepared by 
DCI Services (DCI) for Bank of Yorba Linda, dated May 3, 2000 (the DCI Phase I) 

Limited Phase II Environmental Site Assessment, Dry Cleaners, 310 Culver Avenue, Playa del Rey, CA, 
prepared by DCI for Bank of Yorba Linda, dated May 9, 2000 (the DCI Phase II) 

At the time of the DCI Phase I and Phase II, Del Rey Cleaners was no longer in operation and the facility 
consisted of a vacant commercial property. According to tbe DCJ Phase r, dry cleaning operations had been 
conducted at this facility for nearly 40 years and DCl concluded that additional Lnvestigation ofthe facility was 
warranted to determine if soil was impacted by potential spills associated with the former drycleaning 
operations. DCI subsequently conducted a Phase II investigation to assess the possibility of subsurface 
contamination from f0nner dry cleaning machine and the storage of tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and 
PCE-tainted filters. 

Five soil borings were advanced using direct push technology in April 2000 to a depth of 5 feet bgs. Soil 
samples were collected at depths of 2 feet and 5 feet and analyzed for VOCs by EPA Method 8260. No 
groundwater samples were collected by DCl. Nine of tbe ten samples contained detectable levels of PCE 
ranging from 52 to 2 300 micrograms per kilogram (u.g/kg). DCI concluded that the concentrations were 
moderate and consistent with "minor, incidental spi lls" and that "concentrations would be orders of magn itude 
higher if free product were involved." DCI requested agency closure for this facility. 

Groundwater Investigation and Quarter/ 1 Monitoring Report, Del Rey lem1ers, 310 Culver Boulevard, Playa 
del Rey, California, pn:part:u by Targllt:t:, Inl:. (Targht::t:) fur lhe R WQ B Jah::J Ft::bruary 20 2002 

RWQCB requested a groundwater investigation be conducted at the Del Rey Cleaners facility to define the 
extent of groundwater contamination. 

In January 2002 soil sampling was conducted in three borings, which were subsequently converted to 
groundwater monitoring wells. The drilling was completed usi1ig a hollow-stem auger drill rig. Soil samples 
were collected beginning at a depth of 5 feet bgs and continuing to the complete depth of the boring at 
approximately 4 to 6 foot intervals. The soil samples were ana lyzed for VOCs usi ng EPA Method 8260B. PCE 
was detected in two of the six soi l samples at 3,110 ug/kg and 3 590 ug/kg. Minor concentrations of aromatic 
petroleum hydrocarbons were also identified in two ofthe six soil samples. 
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6.0 Federal, State, Local & Tribal Database Listings (continued) 

Database Target 
Property 

Federal NPL Sites(< 1 0 
mile) 
Federal CERCUS Sites 0 
(< 0.5 mile) 
Federal CERCUS 0 
NFRAP Sites(< 0.5 mile) 
Federal 0 
Engineering/Institutional 
Controls_( <0.5) 
Federal RCRA 0 
CORRACTS Sites(< 1 
mile) 
Federal RCRA TSD 0 
Facilities(< 0.5 mile) 
Federal RCRA SQG 0 
(Target & Adjacent) 
Federal RCRA LQG 0 

I (Target & Adjacent) 
Federal ERNS Sites 0 

I (Target Property Only) 
State NPL-equivalent 0 
Sites(< 1 mile) 
State CERCUS Sites(< 0 
0.5 mile) 
State Landfili/S W 0 
Disposal Sites(< 0.5 
mile) 
State LUST Sites(< 0.5 0 
mile) 
State UST/AST Sites 0 
(Property & Adjacent) 

Site Name: 
Databases: 

Marina Vista Company 
HAZNET 

Address: 
Distance: 
Direction: 
Elevation: 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Subject Property 
Southwest 
Equal 

Search <118 118-114 
Distance 
(Miles) 

1 0 0 

.5 0 0 

.5 0 0 

.5 0 0 

1 0 0 

.5 0 0 

.25 1 2 

.25 0 0 

TP NR NR 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

.5 0 0 

0 0 1 

.25 0 0 

114-112 112- 1 >1 Total 
Plotted 

0 0 NR 0 

0 0 NR 0 

0 0 NR 0 

0 NR NR 0 

0 0 NR 0 

0 NR NR 0 

NR NR NR 3 

NR NR NR 0 

NR NR NR 0 

0 0 NR 0 

0 0 NR 0 

0 NR NR 0 

NR NR NR I 

NR NR NR 0 

Comments: Approximately 8.4 tons of asbestos-containing waste was removed from the Subject Property 
and d isposed in at a land fi ll in Azu.sa, California. No violations associated with the disposal 
were found. 

Site Name: 
Dutubuses: 
Address: 
Distance: 
Direction: 
Elevation: 
Comments: 

Del Rey Cleaners 
FINDS, DRYCLEANERS, HAZNET, RCRA-SQG, SLIC, EMI 
310 Culver Boulevard 
930 
Northeast 
Lower 
Del Rey Cleaners is listed on the FINDS, DRYCLEANERS, HAZNET, RCRA-SQG, SUC, 
and EMI databases. According to the database search report, this facility is a small quantity 
generator of halogenated organic solvents and halogenated solvents. According to information 
from the SWRCB Geotracker database and a conversation with the Mr. Henry Jones, 
Engineering Geologist with the R WQCB - Los Angeles Region, an ongoing site assessment is 
currently underway for PCE impacts to soil and groundwater and that no work has been 
conducted since 2002. This facility is discussed further above. 
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7.0 Site Reconnaissance 

7.1 Hazardous Substances 

No hazardous substances that constitute evidence of a recognized environmental condition were observed at 
the subject property at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

7.2 Unidentified Containers 

No unidentified containers that constitute evidence of a recognized environmental condition were observed at 
the Subject Property at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

7.3 Staining 

No unidentified staining that constitutes evidence of a recognized environmental condition was observed at the 
Subject Property at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

7.4 Stressed Vegetation 

No unidentified stressed vegetation that constitutes evidence of a recognized environmental condition was 
observed at the Subject Property at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

7.5 Aboveground Storage Tanks (ASTs) 

No aboveground storage tanks were observed on the Subject Property at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

7.6 Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) 

Regul atory records review did not indicate the current registration of USTs at the Subject Property, and no 
evidence of vent pipes, fill pipes, or access ways indicating USTs was discovered at the time of the site 
reconnaissance. 

However, as previously mentioned, historical presence of several USTs was uncovered during a review of 
bu ilding records for the Subject Property . The US s are discussed further in Section 5.4. 

7. 7 Pits, Ponds, And Lagoons 

No ponds or lagoons were observed at the Subject Property at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

7.8 PCB-Containing Equipment 

Pole-mounted transformers were observed along the southern portion ofthe Subject Property and appeared to 
be in good conditi0n. lt appears that the transformers are owned and operated by the Los Angeles Department 
of Water and Power (LADWP) wh ich would responsible for cleanup in the event of a spjll OJ" leak. As such, 
the pre:senr.e n f pn le-mn11nte:rl tra n.'\fnnn e:rs rln nnt represent an en v irnnme.ntr~ l cone .rn to the , ubj ect Property. 

'U:J Solid Waste Disposal 

No indications of improper disposal of solid waste or burial activities were noted within the scope of this 
investigation. 

7.10 Wetlands 

A wetland map for the Subject Property prepared by the Uni ted States Fish and Wildlife Service wa 
reviewed onli ne. No des ignated wetlands were identified on the Subject Property. In addi tion no natural 
standing bodies of water or typ ically hydrophytic vegetation were observed on the Subject P rope11y duri ng the 
site reconnaissance. 
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7.0 Site Reconnaissance (continued) 

7.18 Other Concerns (continued) 

7.18.3 Radon 

The EPA has designated three zones of classification indicating the predicted average indoor screening level of 
radon per county. Los Angeles County California is classified in Zone 2. Zone 2 is designated as having an 
indoor average level between 2 and 4 picocurie per liter pCi/L). The EPA has a set standard of 4.0 pCi/L as 
the concentration of radon at which corrective action is recommended. Based on the potential use of the 
Subject Property (residential), elevated levels of radon may be of concern. However testing is required to 
determine site-specific radon levels. 

7.18.4 Lead in Drinking Water 

Lead containing materials were ban11ed from use in public wa.ter systems, including plumbing connection in 
1986. The subject property was constructed prior to 1986. Based on the construction date, the rotential for 
lead in drinking water exists, however as the structure is not e, pected to be used as a residentia buiJding or 
other sensitive use potable water testing and assessment was not performed. 

7.18.5 Mold 

A mold assessment was not performed as part of this assessment. 

7.18.6 All Other Concerns 

No other areas of environmental concern were noted within the scope of this investigation. 
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Appendix A: 

Quali cations 
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Appendix B: 

Figures 
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Looking northwest from the southern portion ofthe Subject Property. 

Looking north from the southern portion ofthe Subject Property . 
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Looking south along the eastern boundary of the Subject Property . 

Concrete foundations from former structures located along the central portion 
ofthe Subject Property. 
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Looking north along the central portion of the Subject Property. 

Multi-family residential uses to the south of the Subject Property. 
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Appendix D: 

Historical Research Documentation 
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EDR Aerial Photo Decade Package 

Environmental Data Resources, Inc. (EDR) Aerial Photo Decade Package is a screening tool designed to assist 
environmental professionals in evaluating potential liability on a target property resulting from past activities. EDRs 
professional researchers provide digitally reproduced historical aerial photographs, and when available, provide one photo 
per decade. 

When delivered electronically by EDR, the aerial photo images included with this report are for ONE TIME USE 
ONLY. Further reproduction of these aerial photo images is prohibited without permission from EDR. For more 
information contact your EDR Account Executive. 

Thank you for your business. 
Please contact EDR at 1-800-352-0050 

with any questions or comments. 

Disclaimer- Copyright and Trademark Notice 

This Report contains certain information obtained from a variety of public and other sources reasonably available to Environmental Data Re5ource5, Inc. 
It cannot be concluded from this Report that coverage information for the target and surrounding properties does not exist from other sources. NO 
WARRANTY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IS MADE WHATSOEVER IN CONNECTION WITH THIS REPORT. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA 
RESOURCES, INC. SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS THE MAKING OF ANY SUCH WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE. ALL RISK IS ASSUMED BY THE USER. IN NO EVENT SHALL 
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA RESOURCES, INC. BE LIABLE TO ANYONE, WHETHER ARISING OUT OF ERRORS OR OMISSIONS, NEGLIGENCE, 
ACCIDENT OR ANY OTHER CAUSE, FOR ANY LOSS OF DAMAGE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES. ANY LIABILITY ON THE PART OF ENVIRONMENTAL DATA RESOURCES, INC. IS STRICTLY 
LIMITED TO A REFUND OF THE AMOUNT PAID FOR THIS REPORT. Purchaser accepts this Report AS IS. Any analyses, estimates, ratings, 
envlro11mental risk levels or risk codes provided in this Report are provided for Illustrative pur-Poses only, and are nol lr,!ended to provide, nor should the~ 
be Interpreted as providing any faols regarding, or prediction or foracast of, any environmental risk for any property. Only a Phase I Envi ronmental Site 
Assessment p·eriormed by an environmental professional can provide information regarding the environmental risk for any property. Addltlonally, the 
information provided in this Report is not to be construed as legal advice. · 

Copyright 2009 by Environmental Data Resources, Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any media or format, in whole or in part, of any report or map 
of Environmental Data Resources, Inc., or its affiliates, is prohibited without prior written permission. 

EDR and its logos (including Sanborn and Sanborn Map) are trademarks of Environmental Data Resources, Inc. or its affiliates. All other trademarks 
used herein are the property of their respective owners. 
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Certified Sanborn® Map Report Enhancements for 2009 

The accompanying Certified Sanborn Map Report reflects a number of enhancements that make it easier for you to 
review these historical maps. EDR has digitally joined together the more than one million fire insurance maps from 
the Sanborn Library collection so that your target property is centered, making it easier for you to review adjoining 
properties. Here is a list of the new features: 

· Your target property is centered on each map. You can quickly locate your target property and view adjoining 
properties. Plus, adjoining properties are included more often, reducing your need to refer to additional maps. 

· All maps are now displayed at a uniform scale. This makes it easier for you to view changes to the property over 
time. 

· We've increased coverage by adding thousands of new maps from 40 cities for years 1994-2007. 

· A new Map Key and Sheet Thumbnails let you reference sheet numbers, year and volume of original Sanborn 
Map panels used for this report. 

For more information about the new enhancements to the Certified Sanborn Map Report, contact your EDR 
representative at 800-352-0050. 

2535630 - 3 page 3 
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1970 Certified Sanborn Map 
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1918 Certified Sanborn Map 
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GOVERNMENT RECORDS SEARCHED I DATA CURRENCY TRACKING 

To maintain currency of the following federal and state databases, EDR contacts the appropriate governmental agency 
on a monthly or quarterly basis, as required. 

Number of Days to Update: Provides confirmation that EDR is reporting records that have been updated within 90 days 
from the date the government agency made the information available to the public. 

STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS 

Federal NPL site list 

NPL: National Priority List 
National Priorities List (Superfund). The NPL is a subset of CERCLIS and identifies over 1 ,200 sites for priority 
cleanup under the Superfund Program. NPL sites may encompass relatively large areas. As such, EDR provides polygon 
coverage for over 1,000 NPL site boundaries produced by EPA's Environmental Photographic Interpretation Center 
(EPIC) and regional EPA offices. 

Date of Government Version: 02/02/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/12/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/30/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 46 

NPL Site Boundaries 

Sources: 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 04/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/27/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

EPA's Environmental Photographic Interpretation Center (EPIC) 
Telephone: 202-564-7333 

EPA Region 1 
Telephone 617-918-1143 

EPA Region 3 
Telephone 215-814-5418 

EPA Region 4 
Telephone 404-562-8033 

EPA Region 5 
Telephone 312-886-6686 

EPA Region 10 
Telephone 206-553-8665 

Proposed NPL: Proposed National Priority List Sites 

EPA Region 6 
Telephone: 214-655-6659 

EPA Region 7 
Telephone: 913-551-7247 

EPA Region 8 
Telephone: 303-312-6774 

EPA Region 9 
Telephone: 415-947-4246 

A site that has been proposed for listing on the National Priorities List through the issuance of a proposed rule 
in the Federal Register. EPA then accepts public comments on the site, responds to the comments, and places on 
the NPL those sites that continue to meet the requirements for listing. 

Date of Government Version: 04/23/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/28/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/19/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 21 

NPL LIENS: Federal Superfund Liens 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 04/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/27/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Federal Superfund Liens. Under the authority granted the US EPA by CERCLA of 1980, the US EPA has the authority 
to file liens against real property in order to recover remedial action expenditures or when the property owner 
received notification of potential liability. USEPA compiles a listing of filed notices of Superfund Liens. 

Date of Government Version: 10/15/1991 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/02/1994 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/30/1994 
Number of Days to Update: 56 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-564-4267 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

TC2535630.2s Page GR-1 
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GOVERNMENT RECORDS SEARCHED I DATA CURRENCY TRACKING 

Federal Delisted NPL site list 

DELISTED NPL: National Priority List Deletions 
The National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) establishes the criteria that the 
EPA uses to delete sites from the NPL. In accordance with 40 CFR 300.425.(e), sites may be deleted from the 
NPL where no further response is appropriate. 

Date of Government Version: 02/02/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/12/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/30/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 46 

Federal CERCUS list 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 04/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/27/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

CERCUS: Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information System 
CERCLIS contains data on potentially hazardous waste sites that have been reported to the USEPA by states, municipalities, 
private companies and private persons, pursuant to Section 103 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 
and Liability Act (CERCLA). CERCLIS contains sites which are either proposed to or on the National Priorities 
List (NPL) and sites which are in the screening and assessment phase for possible inclusion on the NPL. 

Date of Government Version: 01/09/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/30/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 101 

Federal CERCUS NFRAP site List 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 703-412-981 0 
Last EDR Contact: 05/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

CERCLIS-NFRAP: CERCLIS No Further Remedial Action Planned 
Archived sites are sites that have been removed and archived from the inventory of CERCLIS sites. Archived status 
indicates that, to the best of EPA's knowledge, assessment at a site has been completed and that EPA has determined 
no further steps will be taken to list this site on the National Priorities List (NPL), unless information indicates 
this decision was not appropriate or other considerations require a recommendation for listing at a later time. 
This decision does not necessarily mean that there is no haLard associated with a given site; it only means that, 
based upon available infurmaliun , the location is not judged to be a potential NPL site. 

Date of Government Version: 12/03/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/06/2007 
Date Made Active in Reports: 02/20/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 76 

Federal RCRA CORRACTS facilities list 

CORRACTS: Corrective Action Report 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 703-412-9810 
Last EDR Contact: 06/15/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/14/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

CORRACTS identifies hazardous waste handlers with RCRA corrective action activity. 

Date of Government Version: 03/25/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/02/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 39 

Federal RCRA non-CORRACTS TSD facilities list 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 800-424-9346 
Last EDR Contact: 06/01/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

RCRA-TSDF: RCRA- Transporters, Storage and Disposal 
RCRAinfo is EPA's comprehensive information system, providing access to data supporting the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984. The database 
includes selective information on sites which generate, transport, store, treat and/or dispose of hazardous waste 
as defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Transporters are individuals or entities that 
move hazardous waste from the generator offsite to a facility that can recycle , treat, store, or dispose of the 
waste. TSDFs treat, store, or dispose of the waste. 

TC2535630.2s Page GR-2 
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GOVERNMENT RECORDS SEARCHED I DATA CURRENCY TRACKING 

Date of Government Version: 11/12/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/18/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/16/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 118 

Federal RCRA generators list 

RCRA-LQG: RCRA- Large Quantity Generators 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: (415) 495-8895 
Last EDR Contact: 04/23/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

RCRAinfo is EPA's comprehensive information system, providing access to data supporting the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984. The database 
includes selective information on sites which generate, transport, store, treat and/or dispose of hazardous waste 
as defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Large quantity generators (LQGs) generate 
over 1,000 kilograms (kg) of hazardous waste, or over 1 kg of acutely hazardous waste per month. 

Date of Government Version: 11/12/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/18/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/16/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 118 

RCRA-SQG: RCRA- Small Quantity Generators 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: (415) 495-8895 
Last EDR Contact: 04/23/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

RCRAinfo is EPA's comprehensive information system, providing access to data supporting the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984. The database 
includes selective information on sites which generate, transport, store, treat and/or dispose of hazardous waste 
as defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Small quantity generators (SQGs) generate 
between 100 kg and 1 ,000 kg of hazardous waste per month. 

Date of Government Version: 11/12/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/18/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/16/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 118 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: (415) 495-8895 
Last EDR Contact: 04/23/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

RCRA-CESQG: RCRA- Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generators 
RCRAinfo is EPA's comprehensive information system, providing access to data supporting the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984. The database 
includes selective information on sites which generate, transport, store, treat and/or dispose of hazardous waste 
as defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Conditionally exempt small quantity generators 
(CESQGs) generate less than 100 kg of hazardous waste, or less than 1 kg of acutely hazardous waste per month. 

Date of Government Version: 11/12/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/18/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/16/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 118 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: (415) 495-8895 
Last EDR Contact: 04/23/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Federal institutional controls I engineering controls registries 

US ENG CONTROLS: Engineering Controls Sites List 
A listing of sites with engineering controls in place. Engineering controls include various forms of caps, building 
foundations, liners, and treatment methods to create pathway elimination for regulated substances to enter environmental 
media or effect human health. 

Date of Government Version: 03/31/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/22/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/05/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 13 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 703-603-0695 
Last EDR Contact: 06/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 
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GOVERNMENT RECORDS SEARCHED I DATA CURRENCY TRACKING 

US INST CONTROL: Sites with Institutional Controls 
A listing of sites with institutional controls in place. Institutional controls include administrative measures, 
such as groundwater use restrictions, construction restrictions, property use restrictions, and post remediation 
care requirements intended to prevent exposure to contaminants remaining on site. Deed restrictions are generally 
required as part of the institutional controls. 

Date of Government Version: 03/31/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/22/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/05/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 13 

Federal ERNS list 

ERNS: Emergency Response Notification System 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 703-603-0695 
Last EDR Contact: 06/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Emergency Response Notification System. ERNS records and stores information on reported releases of oil and hazardous 
substances. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/30/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/19/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 109 

State- and tribal - equivalent NPL 

RESPONSE: State Response Sites 

Source: National Response Center, United States Coast Guard 
Telephone: 202-267-2180 
Last EDR Contact: 05/12/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Identifies confirmed release sites where DTSC is involved in remediation, either in a lead or oversight capacity. 
These confirmed release sites are generally high-priority and high potential risk. 

Date of Government Version: 05/27/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/27/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 19 

State- and tribal- equivalent CERCUS 

ENVIROSTOR: EnviroStor Database 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 05/27/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/24/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

The Department of Toxic Substances Control's (DTSC's) Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program's (SMBRP's) 
EnviroStor database identifes sites that have known contamination or sites for which there may be reasons to investigate 
further. The dntabnse includes the following site types: Federal Superfund sites (National Priorities List (NPL)); 
State Response, including Military Facilities and State Superfund; Voluntary Cleanup; and School sites. EnviroStor 
provides similar information to the information that was available in CaiSites, and provides additional site information, 
itrduuirry, uulrrullirrriltlu lu, iutlrrlint:crliurr ur rurrrrtJriy-t:urrlcrrrrirrcrll:lr.l IJIUIJI:lllil:l~ llrcrl hcVI:lUI:ll:lrl rl:lii:Ja~I:Jr.J rur 
reuse, properties where environmental deed restrictions have been recorded to prevent inappropriate land uses, 
and risk characterization Information that is used to assess potential impacts to public health and the environment 
at contaminated sites. 

Date of Government Version: 05/27/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/27/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 19 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 05/27/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/24/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

State and tribal landfill and/or solid waste disposal site lists 

SWF/LF (SWIS): Solid Waste Information System 
Active, Closed and Inactive Landfills. SWF/LF records typically contain an inventory of solid waste disposal 
facilities or landfills. These may be active or i nactive facilities or open dumps that failed to meet RCRA Section 
4004 criteria for solid waste landfills or disposal sites. 
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GOVERNMENT RECORDS SEARCHED I DATA CURRENCY TRACKING 

Date of Government Version: 03/09/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/10/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 29 

State and tribal leaking storage tank lists 

Source: Integrated Waste Management Board 
Telephone: 916-341-6320 
Last EDR Contact: 03/10/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 06/08/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

LUST REG 9: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Report 
Orange, Riverside, San Diego counties. For more current information, please refer to the State Water Resources 
Control Board's LUST database. 

Date of Government Version: 03/01/2001 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/23/2001 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/21/2001 
Number of Days to Update: 28 

LUST REG 8: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Diego Region (9) 
Telephone: 858-637-5595 
Last EDR Contact: 04/13/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

California Regional Water Quality Control Board Santa Ana Region (8). For more current information, please refer 
to the State Water Resources Control Board's LUST database. 

Date of Government Version: 02/14/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/15/2005 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/28/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 41 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Santa Ana Region (8) 
Telephone: 909-782-4496 
Last EDR Contact: 05/04/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/03/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

LUST REG 6L: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Case Listing 
For more current information, please refer to the State Water Resources Control Board's LUST database. 

Date of Government Version: 09/09/2003 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/10/2003 
Date Made Active in Reports: 1 0/07/2003 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Lahontan Region (6) 
Telephone: 530-542-5572 
Last EDR Contact: 06/01/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

LUST REG 7: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Case Listing 
Leaking Underground Storage Tank locations. Imperial, Riverside, San Diego, Santa Barbara counties. 

Date of Government Version: 02/26/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/26/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/24/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Colorado River Basin Region (7) 
Telephone: 760-776-8943 
Last EDR Contact: 05/18/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

LUST REG 6V: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Case Listing 
Leaking Underground Storage Tank locations. lnyo, Kern, Los Angeles, Mono, San Bernardino counties. 

Date of Government Version: 06/07/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/07/2005 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/29/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Victorville Branch Office (6) 
Telephone: 760-241-7365 
Last EDR Contact: 06/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

LUST: Geotracker's Leaking Underground Fuel Tank Report 
Leaking Underground Storage Tank Incident Reports. LUST records contain an inventory of reported leaking underground 
storage tank incidents. Not all states maintain these records, and the information stored varies by state. For 
more information on a particular leaking underground storage tank sites, please contact the appropriate regulatory 
agency. 
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GOVERNMENT RECORDS SEARCHED I DATA CURRENCY TRACKING 

Date of Government Version : 04/08/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/08/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 33 

LUST REG 1: Active Toxic Site Investigation 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: see region list 
Last EDR Contact: 04/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Del Norte, Humboldt, Lake, Mendocino, Modoc, Siskiyou, Sonoma, Trinity counties. For more current information, 
please refer to the State Water Resources Control Board's LUST database. 

Date of Government Version: 02/01/2001 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/28/2001 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/29/2001 
Number of Days to Update: 29 

LUST REG 2: Fuel Leak List 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board North Coast (1) 
Telephone: 707-570-3769 
Last EDR Contact: 05/18/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

Leaking Underground Storage Tank locations. Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa 
Clara, Solano, Sonoma counties. 

Date of Government Version : 09/30/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 10/20/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 11/19/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 30 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Francisco Bay Region (2) 
Telephone: 510-622-2433 
Last EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/05/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

LUST REG 3: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Database 
Leaking Underground Storage Tank locations. Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz counties. 

Date of Government Version: 05/19/2003 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/19/2003 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/02/2003 
Number of Days to Update: 14 

LUST REG 4: Underground Storage Tank Leak List 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Central Coast Region (3) 
Telephone: 805-542-4786 
Last EDR Contact: 05/11/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/1 0/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

Los Angeles, Ventura counties. For more current information, please refer to the State Water Resources Control 
Board's LUST database. 

Date of Government Version : 09/07/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/07/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 10/12/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Los Angeles Region (4) 
Telephone: 213-576-6710 
Last EDR Contact: 06/22/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/21/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

LUST REG 5: Leaking Underground Storage Tank Database 
I P.Ftkino llnrlP.rormmrl StQrC~OP. TC~nk locations. Alameda, Alpine, Amador, Butte, Colusa, Contra Costa, Calvenl5;, El 
Dorado, Fresno, Glenn, Kern , Kings, Lake, Lassen, Madera, Mariposa, Merced, Modoc, Napa, Nevada, Placer, Plumas, 
Sacramento, San Joaquin, Shasta, Solano, Stanislaus, Sutter, Tehama, Tulare, Tuolumne, Yolo, Yuba counties. 

Date of Government Version: 07/01 /2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/22/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/31/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

SLIC: Statewide SLIC Cases 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Central Valley Region (5) 
Telephone: 916-464-4834 
Last EDR Contact: 04/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 
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Date of Government Version: 04/08/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/08/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 33 

SLIC REG 1: Active Toxic Site Investigations 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 866-480-1028 
Last EDR Contact: 04/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 04/03/2003 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/07/2003 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/25/2003 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board, North Coast Region (1) 
Telephone: 707-576-2220 
Last EDR Contact: 05/18/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2008 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

SLIC REG 2: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 09/30/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 10/20/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 11/19/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 30 

Source: Regional Water Quality Control Board San Francisco Bay Region (2) 
Telephone: 510-286-0457 
Last EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/05/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

SLIC REG 3: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 05/18/2006 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/18/2006 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2006 
Number of Days to Update: 28 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board Central Coast Region (3) 
Telephone: 805-549-3147 
Last EDR Contact: 05/11/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/10/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

SLIC REG 4: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 11/17/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/18/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/04/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 47 

Source: Region Water Quality Control Board Los Angeles Region (4) 
Telephone: 213-576-6600 
Last EDR Contact: 04/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

SLIC REG 5: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 04/01/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/05/2005 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/21/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 16 

Source: Regional Water Quality Control Board Central Valley Region (5) 
Telephone: 916-464-3291 
Last EDR Contact: 06/28/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

SLIC REG 6V: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 
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Date of Government Version: 05/24/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/25/2005 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/16/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

sue REG 6L: sue Sites 

Source: Regional Water Quality Control Board, Victorville Branch 
Telephone: 619-241-6583 
Last EDR Contact: 06/28/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

The SUC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 09/07/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/07/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 1 0/12/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

SLIC REG 7: SUC List 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Lahontan Region 
Telephone: 530-542-5574 
Last EDR Contact: 06/01/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 11/24/2004 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/29/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/04/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 36 

Source: California Regional Quality Control Board, Colorado River Basin Region 
Telephone: 760-346-7491 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

SLIC REG 8: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is designed to protect and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 04/03/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/03/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/14/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 11 

Source: California Region Water Quality Control Board Santa Ana Region (8) 
Telephone: 951-782-3298 
Last EDR Contact: 06/28/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

SLIC REG 9: Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup Cost Recovery Listing 
The SLIC (Spills, Leaks, Investigations and Cleanup) program is dflsigm~d to prolflct and restore water quality 
from spills, leaks, and similar discharges. 

Date of Government Version: 09/10/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/11/2007 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/28/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 17 

Source: California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Diego Region (9) 
Telephone: 858-467-2980 
Last EDR Contact: 05/26/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/24/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

INDIAN LUST R9: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in Arizona, California, New Mexico and Nevada 

Date of Government Version : 12/15/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/16/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/16/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 90 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 415-972-3372 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

INDIAN LUST R6: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in New Mexico and Oklahoma. 

Date of Government Version: 05/20/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/20/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/29/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

Source: EPA Region 6 
Telephone: 214-665-6597 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

I 
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INDIAN LUST R10: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in Alaska, Idaho, Oregon and Washington. 

Date of Government Version: 06/04/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/05/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/17/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 12 

Source: EPA Region 10 
Telephone: 206-553-2857 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

INDIAN LUST R7: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska 

Date of Government Version: 03/24/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/20/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/17/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 28 

Source: EPA Region 7 
Telephone: 913-551-7003 
Last EDR Contact: 05/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

INDIAN LUST R8: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming. 

Date of Government Version: 06/01/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/03/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/17/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 14 

Source: EPA Region 8 
Telephone: 303-312-6271 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

INDIAN LUST R1: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
A listing of leaking underground storage tank locations on Indian Land. 

Date of Government Version: 02/19/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/19/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/16/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 25 

Source: EPA Region 1 
Telephone: 617-918-1313 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

INDIAN LUST R4: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
LUSTs on Indian land in Florida, Mississippi and North Carolina. 

Date of Government Version: 02/24/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/03/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/05/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 63 

State and tribal registered storage tank lists 

UST: Active UST Facilities 

Source: EPA Region 4 
Telephone: 404-562-8677 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Active UST facilities gathered from the local regulatory agencies 

Date of Government Version: 04/08/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/08/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/14/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 36 

Source: SWRCB 
Telephone: 916-480-1028 
Last EDR Contact: 04/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

AST: Aboveground Petroleum Storage Tank Facilities 
Registered Aboveground Storage Tanks. 

Date of Government Version: 11/01/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/10/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/14/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 63 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-341-5712 
Last EDR Contact: 05/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/27/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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INDIAN UST R1: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 1 (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont and ten Tribal 
Nations). 

Date of Government Version: 02/19/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/19/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/16/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 25 

Source: EPA, Region 1 
Telephone: 617-918-1313 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

INDIAN UST R4: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 4 (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee 
and Tribal Nations) 

Date of Government Version: 02/24/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/03/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/05/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 63 

Source: EPA Region 4 
Telephone: 404-562-9424 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

INDIAN UST R5: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 5 (Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin and Tribal Nations). 

Date of Government Version: 09/08/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/19/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 10/16/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

Source: EPA Region 5 
Telephone: 312-886-6136 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

INDIAN UST R6: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 6 (Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Texas and 65 Tribes). 

Date of Government Version: 05/20/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/20/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/29/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

Source: EPA Region o 
Telephone: 214-665-7591 
Last [DR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

INDIAN UST R7: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 7 (Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and 9 Tribal Nations). 

Date of Government Version: 04/01/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/30/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/16/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 76 

Source: EPA Region 7 
Telephone: 913-551-7003 
Last EDR Contact: 05/22/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

INDIAN UST R8: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 8 (Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming and 27 Tribal Nations). 

Date of Government Version: 06/01/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/03/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/17/2009 
Number of Days to Update: ·14 

Source: EPA Region 8 
Telephone: 303-312-6137 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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INDIAN UST R10: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land . 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 10 (Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington, and Tribal Nations). 

Date of Government Version: 06/04/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/05/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/17/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 12 

Source: EPA Region 10 
Telephone: 206-553-2857 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

INDIAN UST R9: Underground Storage Tanks on Indian Land 
The Indian Underground Storage Tank (UST) database provides information about underground storage tanks on Indian 
land in EPA Region 9 (Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada, the Pacific Islands, and Tribal Nations). 

Date of Government Version: 12/15/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/16/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/16/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 90 

State and tribal voluntary cleanup sites 

INDIAN VCP R7: Voluntary Cleanup Priority Lisitng 

Source: EPA Region 9 
Telephone: 415-972-3368 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

A listing of voluntary cleanup priority sites located on Indian Land located in Region 7. 

Date of Government Version: 03/20/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/22/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/19/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

INDIAN VCP R1: Voluntary Cleanup Priority Listing 

Source: EPA, Region 7 
Telephone: 913-551-7365 
Last EDR Contact: 04/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A listing of voluntary cleanup priority sites located on Indian Land located in Region 1. 

Date of Government Version: 04/02/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/22/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/19/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

VCP: Voluntary Cleanup Program Properties 

Source: EPA, Region 1 
Telephone: 617-918-1102 
Last EDR Contact: 04/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Contains low threat level properties with either confirmed or unconfirmed releases and the project proponents 
have request that DTSC oversee investigation and/or cleanup activities and have agreed to provide coverage for 
DTSC's costs. 

Date of Government Version: 05/27/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/27/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 19 

ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS 

Local Brownfield lists 

US BROWN FIELDS: A Listing of Brownfields Sites 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 05/27/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/24/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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Included in the listing are brownfields properties addresses by Cooperative Agreement Recipients and brownfields 
properties addressed by Targeted Brownfields Assessments. Targeted Brownfields Assessments-EPA's Targeted Brownfields 
Assessments (TBA) program is designed to help states, tribes, and municipalities--especially those without EPA 
Brownfielrls Assessmant Demonstration Pilots--minimize the uncertainties of contamination often associated with 
brownfields. Under the TBA program, EPA provides funding and/or technical assistance for environmental assessments 
at brownfields sites throughout the country. Targeted Brownfields Assessments supplement and work with other efforts 
under EPA's Brownfields Initiative to promote cleanup and redevelopment of brownfields. Cooperative Agreement 
Recipients-States, political subdivisions, territories, and Indian tribes become Brownfields Cleanup Revolving 
Loan Fund (BCRLF) cooperative agreement recipients when they enter into BCRLF cooperative agreements with the 
U.S. EPA. EPA selects BCRLF cooperative agreement recipients based on a proposal and application process. BCRLF 
cooperative agreement recipients must use EPA funds provided through BCRLF cooperative agreement for specified 
brownfields-related cleanup activities. 

Date of Government Version: 1 0/01/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/14/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 12/23/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 39 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-566-2777 
Last EDR Contact: 05/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Local Lists of Landfill I Solid Waste Disposal Sites 

DEBRIS REGION 9: Torres Martinez Reservation Illegal Dump Site Locations 
A listing of illegal dump sites location on the Torres Martinez Indian Reservation located in eastern Riverside 
County and northern Imperial County, California. 

Date of Government Version : 03/25/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/17/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/15/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 28 

ODI: Open Dump Inventory 

Source: EPA, Region 9 
Telephone: 415-972-3336 
Last EDR Contact: 06/21/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/21/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

An open dump is defined as a disposal facility that does not comply with one or more of the Part 257 or Part 258 
Subtitle D Criteria. 

Date of Government Version: 06/30/1985 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/09/2004 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/17/2004 
Number of Days to Update: 39 

WMUDS/SWAT: Waste Management Unit Database 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 800-424-9346 
Last EDR Contact: 06/09/2004 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

Waste Management Unit Database System. WMUDS is used by the State Water Resources Control Board staff and the 
Regional Water Quality Control Boards for program tracking and inventory of waste management units. WMUDS is composed 
of the following databases: Facility Information, Scheduled Inspections Information, Waste Management Unit Information, 
SWAT Program Information, SWAT Report Summary Information, SWAT Report Summary Data, Chapter 15 (formerly Subchapter 
15) Information, Chapter 15 Monitoring Parameters, TPCA Program Information, RCRA Program Information, Closure 
Information, and Interested Parties Information. 

Date of Government Version: 04/01/2000 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/10/2000 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/10/2000 
Number of Days to Update: 30 

SWRCY: Recycler Database 
A listing of recycling facilities in California. 

Date of Government Version: 04/07/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/08/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 33 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-227-4448 
Last EDR Contact: 06/01/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Source: Department of Conservation 
Telephone: 916-323-3836 
Last EDR Contact: 04/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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HAULERS: Registered Waste Tire Haulers Listing 
A listing of registered waste tire haulers. 

Date of Government Version: 05/28/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/29/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 17 

Source: Integrated Waste Management Board 
Telephone: 916-341-6422 
Last EDR Contact: 06/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/07/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

INDIAN ODI: Report on the Status of Open Dumps on Indian Lands 
Location of open dumps on Indian land. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/1998 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/03/2007 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/24/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 52 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 703-308-8245 
Last EDR Contact: 05/26/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/24/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Local Lists of Hazardous waste I Contaminated Sites 

COL: Clandestine Drug Labs 
A listing of clandestine drug lab locations. The U.S. Department of Justice ("the Department") provides this 
web site as a public service. It contains addresses of some locations where law enforcement agencies reported 
they found chemicals or other items that indicated the presence of either clandestine drug laboratories or dumpsites. 
In most cases, the source of the entries is not the Department, and the Department has not verified the entry 
and does not guarantee its accuracy. Members of the public must verify the accuracy of all entries by, for example, 
contacting local law enforcement and local health departments. 

Date of Government Version: 07/01/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 10/31/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 12/23/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 53 

HIST CAL-SITES: Calsites Database 

Source: Drug Enforcement Administration 
Telephone: 202-307-1000 
Last EDR Contact: 03/26/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 06/22/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

The Cal sites database contains potential or confirmed hazardous substance release properties. In 1996, California 
EPA reevaluated and significantly reduced the number of sites in the Cal sites database. No longer updated by the 
state agency. It has been replaced by ENVIROSTOR. 

Date of Government Version: 08/08/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/03/2006 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/24/2006 
Number of Days to Update: 21 

SCH: School Property Evaluation Program 

Source: Department of Toxic Substance Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 02/23/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 05/25/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

This category contains proposed and existing school sites that are being evaluated by DTSC for possible hazardous 
materials contamination. In some cases, these properties may be listed in the CaiSites category depending on the 
level of threat to public health and safety or the environment they pose. 

Date of Government Version: 05/27/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/27/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 19 

TOXIC PITS: Toxic Pits Cleanup Act Sites 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 05/27/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/24/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Toxic PITS Cleanup Act Sites. TOXIC PITS identifies sites suspected of containing hazardous substances where cleanup 
has not yet been completed. 
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Date of Government Version: 07/01/1995 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/30/1995 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/26/1995 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

COL: Clandestine Drug Labs 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-227-4364 
Last EDR Contact: 01/26/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 04/27/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

A listing of drug lab locations. Listing of a location in this database does not indicate that any illegal drug 
lab materials were or were not present there, and does not constitute a determination that the location either 
requires or does not require additional cleanup work. 

Date of Government Version : 09/30/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 10/06/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 10/13/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 7 

Local Lists of Registered Storage Tanks 

CA FlO UST: Facility Inventory Database 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-255-6504 
Last EDR Contact: 05/22/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

The Facility Inventory Database (FlO) contains a historical listing of active and inactive underground storage 
tank locations from the State Water Resource Control Board. Refer to local/county source for current data. 

Date of Government Version: 10/31/1994 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/05/1995 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/29/1995 
Number of Days to Update: 24 

Source: California Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 916-341-5851 
Last EDR Contact: 12/28/1998 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

UST MENDOCINO: Mendocino County UST Database 
A listing of underground storage tank locations in Mendocino County. 

Date of Government Version: 04/07/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/07/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/14/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 37 

Source: Department of Public Health 
Telephone: 707-463-4466 
Last EDR Contact: 06/21/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/21/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

HIST UST: Hazardous Substance Storage Container Database 
The Hazardous Substance Storage Container Database is a historical listing of UST sites. Refer to local/county 
source for current data. 

Date of Government Version: 10/15/1990 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/25/1991 
Date Made Active in Reports: 02/12/1991 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

SWEEPS UST: SWEEPS UST Listing 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-341-5851 
Last EDR Contact: 07/26/2001 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

Statewide Environmental Evaluation and Planning System. This underground storage tank listing was updated and 
maintained by a company contacted by the SWRCB in the early 1990's. The listing is no longer updated or maintained. 
The local agency is the contact for more information on a site on the SWEEPS list. 

Date of Government Version: 06/01/1994 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/07/2005 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/11/2005 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

Local Land Records 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 06/03/2005 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 
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LIENS 2: CERCLA Lien Information 
A Federal CERCLA ('Superfund') lien can exist by operation of law at any site or property at which EPA has spent 
Superfund monies. These monies are spent to investigate and address releases and threatened releases of contamination. 
CERCLIS provides information as to the identity of these sites and properties. 

Date of Government Version: 05/29/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/03/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/17/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 14 

LUCIS: Land Use Control Information System 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-564-6023 
Last EDR Contact: 05/18/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

LUCIS contains records of land use control information pertaining to the former Navy Base Realignment and Closure 
properties. 

Date of Government Version: 12/09/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/11/2006 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/11/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 31 

LIENS: Environmental Liens Listing 

Source: Department of the Navy 
Telephone: 843-820-7326 
Last EDR Contact: 06/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/07/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A listing of property locations with environmental liens for California where DTSC is a lien holder. 

Date of Government Version: 05/15/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/19/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 27 

DEED: Deed Restriction Listing 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 05/04/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/03/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program Facility Sites with Deed Restrictions & Hazardous Waste Management 
Program Facility Sites with Deed I Land Use Restriction. The DTSC Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program 
(SMBRP) list includes sites cleaned up under the program's oversight and generally does not include current 
or former hazardous waste facilities that required a hazardous waste facility permit. The list represents deed 
restrictions that are active. Some sites have multiple deed restrictions. The DTSC Hazardous Waste Management 
Program (HWMP) has developed a list of current or former hazardous waste facilities that have a recorded land 
use restriction at the local county recorder's office. The land use restrictions on this list were required by 
the DTSC HWMP as a result of the presence of hazardous substances that remain on site after the facility (or 
part of the facility) has been closed or cleaned up. The types of land use restriction include deed notice, deed 
restriction, or a land use restriction that binds current and future owners. 

Date of Government Version: 03/30/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/31/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 8 

Records of Emergency Release Reports 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 12/30/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

HMIRS: Hazardous Materials Information Reporting System 
Hazardous Materials Incident Report System. HMIRS contains hazardous material spill incidents reported to DOT. 

Date of Government Version: 03/31/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/16/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/29/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 43 

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation 
Telephone: 202-366-4555 
Last EDR Contact: 04/16/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 
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CHMIRS: California Hazardous Material Incident Report System 
California Hazardous Material Incident Reporting System. CHMIRS contains information on reported hazardous material 
incidents (accidental releases or spills). 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/09/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/20/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 42 

LOS: Land Disposal Sites Listing 

Source: Office of Emergency Services 
Telephone: 916-845-8400 
Last EDR Contact: 05/16/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

The Land Disposal program regulates of waste discharge to land for treatment, storage and disposal in waste management 
units. 

Date of Government Version: 04/08/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/08/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 33 

MCS: Military Cleanup Sites Listing 

Source: State Water Qualilty Control Board 
Telephone: 866-480-1028 
Last EDR Contact: 04/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

The State Water Resources Control Board and nine Regional Water Quality Control Boards partner with the Department 
of Defense (DoD) through the Defense and State Memorandum of Agreement (DSMOA) to oversee the investigation 
and remediation of water quality issues at military facilities. 

Date of Government Version: 04/08/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/06/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 33 

Other Ascertainable Records 

RCRA-NonGen: RCRA- Non Generators 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 866-480-1028 
Last EDR Contact: 04/06/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

RCRAinfo is EPA's comprehensive information system, providing access to data supportin!J the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 and the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1964. The database 
includes selective information on sites which generate, transport, store, treat and/or dispose of hazardous waste 
as defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Non-Generators do not presently generate hazardous 
waste. 

Date of Government Version: 11/12/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/1 8/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/16/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 118 

noT OPS: Incident and Accident Data 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: (415) 495-8895 
Last EDR Contact: 04/23/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Department of Transporation, Office of Pipeline Safety Incident and Accident data. 

Date of Government Version: 05/14/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/26/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/08/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 72 

DOD: Department of Defense Sites 

Source: Department of Transporation, Office of Pipeline Safety 
Telephone: 202-366-4595 
Last EDR Contact: 05/27/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 06/24/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

This data set consists of federally owned or administered lands, administered by the Department of Defense, that 
have any area equal to or greater than 640 acres of the United States, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 
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Date of Government Version: 12/31/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/10/2006 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/11/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 62 

FUDS: Formerly Used Defense Sites 

Source: USGS 
Telephone: 703-692-8801 
Last EDR Contact: 05/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/03/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

The listing includes locations of Formerly Used Defense Sites properties where the US Army Corps of Engineers 
is actively working or will take necessary cleanup actions. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/05/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/23/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

CONSENT: Superfund (CERCLA) Consent Decrees 

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Telephone: 202-528-4285 
Last EDR Contact: 07/01/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Major legal settlements that establish responsibility and standards for cleanup at NPL (Superfund) sites. Released 
periodically by United States District Courts after settlement by parties to litigation matters. 

Date of Government Version: 01/27/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/23/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Nurnber of Days to Update: 18 

ROD: Records Of Decision 

Source: Department of Justice, Consent Decree Library 
Telephone: Varies 
Last EDR Contact: 04/21/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Record of Decision. ROD documents mandate a permanent remedy at an NPL (Superfund) site containing technical 
and health information to aid in the cleanup. 

Date of Government Version: 04/23/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/28/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/19/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 21 

UMTRA: Uranium Mill Tailings Sites 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 703-416-0223 
Last EDR Contact: 06/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Uranium ore was mined by private companies for federal government use in national defense programs. When the mills 
shut down, large piles of the sand-like material (mill tailings) remain after uranium has been extracted from 
the ore. Levels of human exposure to radioactive materials from the piles are low; however, in some cases tailings 
were used as construction materials before the potential health hazards of the tailings were recognized. 

Date of Government Version: 01/05/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/07/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 1 

MINES: Mines Master Index File 

Source: Department of Energy 
Telephone: 505-845-0011 
Last EDR Contact: 06/15/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/14/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Contains all mine identification numbers issued for mines active or opened since 1971. The data also includes 
violation information. 

Date of Government Version: 02/19/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/24/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/05/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 42 

TRIS: Toxic Chemical Release Inventory System 

Source: Department of Labor, Mine Safety and Health Administration 
Telephone: 303-231-5959 
Last EDR Contact: 06/23/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/21/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Toxic Release Inventory System. TRIS identifies facilities which release toxic chemicals to the air, water and 
land in reportable quantities under SARA Title Ill Section 313. 
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Date of Government Version: 12/31/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/09/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/17/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 69 

TSCA: Toxic Substances Control Act 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-566-0250 
Last EDR Contact: 06/16/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/14/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Toxic Substances Control Act. TSCA identifies manufacturers and importers of chemical substances included on the 
TSCA Chemical Substance Inventory list. It includes data on the production volume of these substances by plant 
site. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2002 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/14/2006 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/30/2006 
Number of Days to Update: 46 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-260-5521 
Last EDR Contact: 04/14/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Every 4 Years 

FTTS: FIFRA/ TSCA Tracking System- FIFRA (Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, & Rodenticide Act)/TSCA (Toxic Substances Control Act) 
FTTS tracks administrative cases and pesticide enforcement actions and compliance activities related to FIFRA, 
TSCA and EPCRA (Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act). To maintain currency, EDR contacts the 
Agency on a quarterly basis. 

Date of Government Version : 04/09/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/16/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 25 

Source: EPNOffice of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances 
Telephone: 202-566-1667 
Last EDR Contact: 06/15/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/14/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

FTTS INSP: FIFRN TSCA Tracking System- FIFRA (Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, & Rodenticide Act)/TSCA (Toxic Substances Control Act) 
A listing of FIFRA/TSCA Tracking System (FITS) inspections and enforcements. 

Date of Government Version: 04/09/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/16/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 25 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-566-1667 
Last EDR Contact: 06/15/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/14/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

HIST FTTS: FIFRA/TSCA Tracking System Administrative Case Listing 
A complete administrative case listing from the FIFRA/TSCA Tracking System (FTTS) for all ten EPA regions. The 
information was obtained from the National Compliance Database (NCDB). NCDB supports the implementation of FIFRA 
(Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act) and TSCA (Toxic Substances Control Act). Some EPA regions 
are now closing out recordz. Because of that, and the fact that some EPA regions are not providing EPA Headquarters 
with updated records, it was decided to create a HIST FTTS database. It included records that may not be included 
in the newer FTTS dat<:~b<:~se updates. This database is no longer updated. 

Date of Government Version: 10/19/2006 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/01/2007 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/10/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 40 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-564-2501 
Last EDR Contact: 12/17/2007 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 03/17/2008 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

HIST FTTS INSP: FIFRA/TSCA Tracking System Inspection & Enforcement Case Listing 
A complete inspection and enforcement case listing from the FIFRA/TSCA Tracking System (FTTS) for all ten EPA 
regions. The information was obtained from the National Compliance Database (NCDB). NCDB supports the implementation 
of FIFRA (Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act) and TSCA (Toxic Substances Control Act). Some 
EPA regions are now closing out records. Because of that, and the fact that some EPA regions are not providing 
EPA Headquarters with updated records, it was decided to create a HIST FTTS database. It included records that 
may not be included in the newer FITS database updates. This database is no longer updated. 
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Date of Government Version : 10/19/2006 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/01/2007 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/10/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 40 

SSTS: Section 7 Tracking Systems 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-564-2501 
Last EDR Contact: 12/17/2008 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 03/17/2008 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

Section 7 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, as amended (92 Stat. 829) requires all 
registered pesticide-producing establishments to submit a report to the Environmental Protection Agency by March 
1st each year. Each establishment must report the types and amounts of pesticides, active ingredients and devices 
being produced, and those having been produced and sold or distributed in the past year. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31 /2006 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/14/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/18/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

ICIS: Integrated Compliance Information System 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-564-4203 
Last EDR Contact: 05/18/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

The Integrated Compliance Information System (ICIS) supports the information needs of the national enforcement 
and compliance program as well as the unique needs of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
program. 

Date of Government Version: 03/20/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/20/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/05/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 46 

PADS: PCB Activity Database System 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-564-5088 
Last EDR Contact: 04/13/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

PCB Activity Database. PADS Identifies generators, transporters, commercial starers and/or brokers and disposers 
of PCB's who are required to notify the EPA of such activities. 

Date of Government Version: 02/26/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/20/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/29/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

ML TS: Material Licensing Tracking System 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-566-0500 
Last EDR Contact: 05/04/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/03/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

ML TS is maintained by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and contains a list of approximately 8,100 sites wh ich 
possess or use radioactive materials and which are subject to NRC licensing requirements. To maintain currency, 
EDR contacts the Agency on a quarterly basis. 

Date of Government Version: 04/02/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/24/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/19/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 25 

RADINFO: Radiation Information Database 

Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Telephone: 301-415-7169 
Last EDR Contact: 06/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

The Radiation Information Database (RADINFO) contains information about facilities that are regulated by U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations for radiation and radioactivity. 

Date of Government Version : 04/28/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/29/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 12 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 202-343-9775 
Last EDR Contact: 04/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/27/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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FINDS: Facility Index System/Facility Registry System 
Facility Index System. FINDS contains both facility information and 'pointers' to other sources that contain more 
detail. EDR includes the following FINDS databases in this report: PCS (Permit Compliance System), AIRS (Aerometric 
Information Retrieval System), DOCKET (Enforcement Docket used to manage and track information on civil judicial 
enforcement cases for all environmental statutes), FURS (Federal Underground Injection Control), C-DOCKET (Criminal 
Docket System used to track criminal enforcement actions for all environmental statutes), FFIS (Federal Facilities 
Information System), STATE (State Environmental Laws and Statutes), and PADS (PCB Activity Data System). 

Date of Government Version: 04/28/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/01/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/19/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: (415) 947-8000 
Last EDR Contact: 06/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

RAATS: RCRA Administrative Action Tracking System 
RCRA Administration Action Tracking System. RAATS contains records based on enforcement actions issued under RCRA 
pertaining to major violators and includes administrative and civil actions brought by the EPA. For administration 
actions after September 30, 1995, data entry in the RAATS database was discontinued. EPA will retain a copy of 
the database for historical records. It was necessary to terminate RAATS because a decrease in agency resources 
made it impossible to continue to update the information contained in the database. 

Date of Government Version: 04/17/1995 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/03/1995 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/07/1995 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

BRS: Biennial Reporting System 

Source: EPA 
Telephone: 202-564-4104 
Last EDR Contact: 06/02/2008 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/01/2008 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

The Biennial Reporting System is a national system administered by the EPA that collects data on the generation 
and management of hazardous waste. BRS captures detailed data from two groups: Large Quantity Generators (LQG) 
and Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facilities. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/19/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/22/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 92 

CA BOND EXP. PLAN: Bond Expenditure Plan 

Source: EPA/NTIS 
Telephone: 800-424-9346 
Last EDR Contact: 06/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/07/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Biennially 

Department of Health Services developed a site-specific expenditure plan as the basis for an appropriation of 
Hazardous Substance Cleanup Bond Act funds. It is not updated. 

Date of Government Version: 01/01/1989 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/27/1994 
Date Made Active in Reports: 08/02/1994 
Number of Days to Update: 6 

NPDES: NPDES Permits Listing 

Source: Department of Health Services 
Telephone: 916-255-2118 
Last EDR Contact: 05/31/1994 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No lJprifliP. PlflnnP.r1 

A listing of NPDES permits , including stormwater. 

Date of Government Version: 03/09/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/13/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 26 

CA WDS: Waste Discharge System 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-445-9379 
Last EDR Contact: 06/11/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/07/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Sites which have been issued waste discharge requirements. 
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Date of Government Version: 06/19/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/20/2007 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/29/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-341-5227 
Last EDR Contact: 06/15/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/14/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

CORTESE: "Cortese" Hazardous Waste & Substances Sites List 
The sites for the list are designated by the State Water Resource Control Board (LUST), the Integrated Waste 
Board (SWF/LS), and the Department of Toxic Substances Control (Cal-Sites). This listing is no longer updated 
by the state agency. 

Date of Government Version: 04/20/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/22/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 19 

Source: CAL EPA/Office of Emergency Information 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 04/22/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

HIST CORTESE: Hazardous Waste & Substance Site List 
The sites for the list are designated by the State Water Resource Control Board (LUST], the Integrated Waste Board 
[SWF/LS], and the Department ofT oxic Substances Control [CALSITES]. 

Date of Government Version: 04/01/2001 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/22/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 76 

NOTIFY 65: Proposition 65 Records 

Source: Department of Toxic Substances Control 
Telephone: 916-323-3400 
Last EDR Contact: 01/22/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

Proposition 65 Notification Records. NOTIFY 65 contains facility notifications about any release which could impact 
drinking water and thereby expose the public to a potential health risk. 

Date of Government Version: 10/21/1993 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 11/01/1993 
Date Made Active in Reports: 11/19/1993 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

DRYCLEANERS: Cleaner Facilities 

Source: State Water Resources Control Board 
Telephone: 916-445-3846 
Last EDR Contact: 04/13/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

A list of drycleaner related facilities that have EPA ID numbers. These are facilities with certain SIC codes: 
power laundries, family and commercial; garment pressing and cleaner's agents; linen supply; coin-operated laundries 
and cleaning; drycleaning plants, except rugs; carpet and upholster cleaning; industrial launderers; laundry and 
garment services. 

Date of Government Version: 05/06/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/07/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 4 

WIP: Well Investigation Program Case List 

Source: Department of Toxic Substance Control 
Telephone: 916-327-4498 
Last EDR Contact: 06/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Well Investigation Program case in the San Gabriel and San Fernando Valley area. 

Date of Government Version: 03/31/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/24/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 17 

HAZNET: Facility and Manifest Data 

Source: Los Angeles Water Quality Control Board 
Telephone: 213-576-6726 
Last EDR Contact: 04/24/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Facility and Manifest Data. The data is extracted from the copies of hazardous waste manifests received each year 
by the DTSC. The annual volume of manifests is typically 700,000- 1 ,000,000 annually, representing approximately 
350,000- 500,000 shipments. Data are from the manifests submitted without correction, and therefore many contain 
some invalid values for data elements such as generator ID, TSD ID, waste category, and disposal method. 
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Date of Government Version: 12/31 /2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/17/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 50 

EMI : Emissions Inventory Data 

Source: California Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 916-255-1136 
Last EDR Contact: 05/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/03/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Toxics and criteria pollutant emissions data collected by the ARB and local air pollution agencies. 

Date of Government Version : 12/31/2006 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 10/16/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 11/26/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 41 

INDIAN RESERV: Indian Reservations 

Source: California Air Resources Board 
Telephone: 916-322-2990 
Last EDR Contact: 04/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 04/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

This map layer portrays Indian administered lands of the United States that have any area equal to or greater 
than 640 acres. 

Date of Government Version : 12/31/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/08/2006 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01 /1 1/2007 
Number of Days to Update: 34 

Source: USGS 
Telephone: 202-208-3710 
Last EDR Contact: 05/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/03/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

SCRD DRYCLEANERS: State Coalition for Remediation of Drycleaners Listing 
The State Coalition for Remediation of Drycleaners was established in 1998, with support from the U.S. EPA Office 
of Superfund Remediation and Technology Innovation. It is comprised of representatives of states with established 
drycleaner remediation programs. Currently the member states are Alabama, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, 
Minnesota, Missouri, North Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Wisconsin. 

Date of Government Version: 04/13/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/14/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/17/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 64 

FEDLAND: Federal and Indian Lands 

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 
Telephone: 615-532-8599 
Last EDR Contact: 06/22/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/10/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Federally and Indian administrated lands of the United States. Lands included are administrated by: Army Corps 
of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, National Wild and Scenic River, National Wildlife Refuge, Public Domain L;md, 
Wilderness, Wilderness Study Area, Wildlife Management Area, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bureau of Land Management, 
Department of Ju(;tice, Fore:;! Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, National Park Service. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/06/2006 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/11/2007 
N11mhP.r nf n;,y~ In llr.d<lte· 339 

EDR PROPRIETARY RECORDS 

EDR Proprietary Records 

Source: U.S. Geological Survey 
Telephone: 888-275-8747 
Last EDR Contact: 05/08/2009 
Next SchedLIIed EDR Contact: 08/03/2009 
Data Release Frequency: N/A 

Manufactured Gas Plants: EDR Proprietary Manufactured Gas Plants 
The EDR Proprietary Manufactured Gas Plant Database includes records of coal gas plants (manufactured gas plants) 
compiled by EDR's researchers. Manufactured gas sites were used in the United States from the 1800's to 1950's 
to produce a gas that could be distributed and used as fuel. These plants used whale oil, rosin , coal, or a mixture 
of coal, oil, and water that also produced a significant amount of waste. Many of the byproducts of the gas production, 
such as coal tar (oily waste containing volatile and non-volatile chemicals), sludges, oils and other compounds 
are potentially hazardous to human health and the environment. The byproduct from this process was frequently 
disposed of directly at the plant site and can remain or spread slowly, serving as a continuous source of soil 
and groundwater contamination . 
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Date of Government Version: N/A 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: N/A 
Date Made Active in Reports: N/A 
Number of Days to Update: N/A 

Source: EDR, Inc. 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: N/A 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

EDR Historical Auto Stations: EDR Proprietary Historic Gas Stations 
EDR has searched selected national collections of business directories and has collected listings of potential 
gas station/filling station/service station sites that were available to EDR researchers. EDR's review was limited 
to those categories of sources that might, in EDR's opinion, include gas station/filling station/service station 
establishments. The categories reviewed included, but were not limited to gas, gas station, gasoline station, 
filling station, auto, automobile repair, auto service station, service station, etc. 

Date of Government Version: N/A 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: N/A 
Date Made Active in Reports: N/A 
Number of Days to Update: N/A 

Source: EDR, Inc. 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: N/A 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

EDR Historical Cleaners: EDR Proprietary Historic Dry Cleaners 
EDR has searched selected national collections of business directories and has collected listings of potential 
dry cleaner sites that were available to EDR researchers. EDR's review was limited to those categories of sources 
that might, in EDR's opinion, include dry cleaning establishments. The categories reviewed included, but were 
not limited to dry cleaners, cleaners, laundry, laundromat, cleaning/laundry, wash & dry etc. 

Date of Government Version: N/A 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: N/A 
Date Made Active in Reports: N/A 
Number of Days to Update: N/A 

COUNTY RECORDS 

ALAMEDA COUNTY: 

Contaminated Sites 

Source: EDR, Inc. 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: N/A 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: N/A 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A listing of contaminated sites overseen by the Toxic Release Program (oil and groundwater contamination from 
chemical releases and spills) and the Leaking Underground Storage Tank Program (soil and ground water contamination 
from leaking petroleum USTs). 

Date of Government Version: 04/24/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/28/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 13 

Underground Tanks 

Source: Alameda County Environmental Health Services 
Telephone: 510-567-6700 
Last EDR Contact: 04/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Underground storage tank sites located in Alameda county. 

Date of Government Version: 04/24/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/28/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/14/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 16 

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY: 

Source: Alameda County Environmental Health Services 
Telephone: 510-567-6700 
Last EDR Contact: 04/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 
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Site List 
List includes sites from the underground tank, hazardous waste generator and business plan/2185 programs. 

Date of Government Version: 05/27/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/28/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

FRESNO COUNTY: 

CUPA Resources List 

Source: Contra Costa Health Services Department 
Telephone: 925-646-2286 
Last EDR Contact: 05/26/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/24/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Certified Unified Program Agency. CUP A's are responsible for implementing a unified hazardous materials and hazardous 
waste management regulatory program. The agency provides oversight of businesses that deal with hazardous materials, 
operate underground storage tanks or aboveground storage tanks. 

Date of Government Version: 04/17/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/17/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 24 

KERN COUNTY: 

Underground Storage Tank Sites & Tank Listing 
Kern County Sites and Tanks Listing. 

Date of Government Version: 03/30/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/31/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/09/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 9 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY: 

San Gabriel Valley Areas of Concern 

Source: Dept. of Community Health 
Telephone: 559-445-3271 
Last EDR Contact: 05/04/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/03/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Source: Kern County Environment Health Services Department 
Telephone: 661-862-8700 
Last EDR Contact: 06/15/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

San Gabriel Valley areas where VOC contamination is at or above the MCL as designated by region 9 EPA office. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/1998 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/07/1999 
Date Made Active in Reports: N/A 
Number of Days to Update: 0 

HMS: Street Number List 

Source: EPA Region 9 
Telephone: 415-972-3178 
Last EDR Contact: 04/13/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

Industrial Waste and Underground Storage Tank Sites. 

Date of Government Version : 11/26/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/27/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 71 

List of Solid Waste Facilities 
Solid Waste Facilities in Los Angeles County. 

Source: Department of Public Works 
Telephone: 626-458-3517 
Last EDR Contact: 05/11/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/10/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 
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Date of Government Version: 05/12/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/14/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 32 

City of Los Angeles Landfills 

Source: La County Department of Public Works 
Telephone: 818-458-5185 
Last EDR Contact: 05/12/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/1 0/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Landfills owned and maintained by the City of Los Angeles. 

Date of Government Version: 03/05/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/10/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 29 

Site Mitigation List 

Source: Engineering & Construction Division 
Telephone: 213-473-7869 
Last EDR Contact: 06/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/07/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Industrial sites that have had some sort of spill or complaint. 

Date of Government Version: 02/11/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/23/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 18 

City of El Segundo Underground Storage Tank 

Source: Community Health Services 
Telephone: 323-890-7806 
Last EDR Contact: 05/11/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/10/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Underground storage tank sites located in El Segundo city. 

Date of Government Version: 05/11/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/19/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/12/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 24 

City of Long Beach Underground Storage Tank 

Source: City of El Segundo Fire Department 
Telephone: 310-524-2236 
Last EDR Contact: 05/11/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/10/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Underground storage tank sites located in the city of Long Beach. 

Date of Government Version: 03/28/2003 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 10/23/2003 
Date Made Active in Reports: 11/26/2003 
Number of Days to Update: 34 

City of Torrance Underground Storage Tank 

Source: City of Long Beach Fire Department 
Telephone: 562-570-2563 
Last EDR Contact: 06/03/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Underground storage tank sites located in the city of Torrance. 

Date of Government Version: 02/23/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/24/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/09/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 44 

MARIN COUNTY: 

Underground Storage Tank Sites 
Currently permitted USTs in Marin County. 

Date of Government Version: 02/05/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 02/17/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/09/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 51 

NAPA COUNTY: 

Source: City of Torrance Fire Department 
Telephone: 310-618-2973 
Last EDR Contact: 06/12/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/10/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Source: Public Works Department Waste Management 
Telephone: 415-499-6647 
Last EDR Contact: 04/27/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/27/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 
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Sites With Reported Contamination 
A listing of leaking underground storage tank sites located in Napa county. 

Date of Government Version: 07/09/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 07/09/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/31/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

Source: Napa County Department of Environmental Management 
Telephone: 707-253-4269 
Last EDR Contact: 06/21/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/21/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Closed and Operating Underground Storage Tank Sites 
Underground storage tank sites located in Napa county. 

Date of Government Version: 01/15/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 01/16/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 02/08/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 23 

Source: Napa County Department of Environmental Management 
Telephone: 707-253-4269 

ORANGE COUNTY: 

List of Industrial Site Cleanups 
Petroleum and non-petroleum spills. 

Date of Government Version: 05/06/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/09/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 6 

List of Underground Storage Tank Cleanups 

Last EDR Contact: 06/22/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/21/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Source: Health Care Agency 
Telephone: 714-834-3446 
Last EDR Contact: 06/03/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Orange County Underground Storage Tank Cleanups (LUST). 

Date of Government Version: 03/02/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/27/2009 
Date Made Active In Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 12 

List of Underground Storage Tank Facilities 

Source: Health Care Agency 
Telephone: 714-834-3446 
Last EDR Contact: 06/03/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Orange County Underground Storage Tank Facilities (UST). 

Date of Government Version: 05/06/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/09/2009 
Date Made Aclive in Reports: 06/12/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 3 

PLACER COUNTY: 

Master List of Facilities 

Source: Health Care Agency 
Telephone: 714-834-3446 
Last EDR Contact: 12/02/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

List includes aboveground tanks, underground tanks and cleanup sites. 

Date of Government Version: 04/27/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/28/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 13 

RIVERSIDE COUNTY: 

Source: Placer County Health and Human Services 
Telephone: 530-889-7312 
Last EDR Contact: 06/28/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 
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Listing of Underground Tank Cleanup Sites 
Riverside County Underground Storage Tank Cleanup Sites (LUST). 

Date of Government Version: 04/14/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/15/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 26 

Underground Storage Tank Tank List 

Source: Department of Public Health 
Telephone: 951-358-5055 
Last EDR Contact: 04/13/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Underground storage tank sites located in Riverside county. 

Date of Government Version: 05/06/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/07/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/14/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 7 

SACRAMENTO COUNTY: 

Contaminated Sites 

Source: Health Services Agency 
Telephone: 951-358-5055 
Last EDR Contact: 04/13/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

List of sites where unauthorized releases of potentially hazardous materials have occurred. 

Date of Government Version: 02/04/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/29/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 12 

ML - Regulatory Compliance Master List 

Source: Sacramento County Environmental Management 
Telephone: 916-875-8406 
Last EDR Contact: 04/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/27/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Any business that has hazardous materials on site- hazardous material storage sites, underground storage tanks, 
waste generators. 

Date of Government Version: 02/04/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/29/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 12 

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY: 

Hazardous Material Permits 

Source: Sacramento County Environmental Management 
Telephone: 916-875-8406 
Last EDR Contact: 04/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/27/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

This listing includes underground storage tanks, medical waste handlers/generators, hazardous materials handlers, 
hazardous waste generators, and waste oil generators/handlers. 

Date of Government Version: 04/08/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/08/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 33 

SAN DIEGO COUNTY: 

Hazardous Materials Management Division Database 

Source: San Bernardino County Fire Department Hazardous Materials Division 
Telephone: 909-387-3041 
Last EDR Contact: 06/01/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

The database includes: HE58- This report contains the business name, site address, business phone number, establishment 
'H' permit number, type of permit, and the business status. HE17- In addition to providing the same information 
provided in the HE581isting, HE17 provides inspection dates, violations received by the establishment, hazardous 
waste generated, the quantity, method of storage, treatment/disposal of waste and the hauler, and information 
on underground storage tanks. Unauthorized Release List- Includes a summary of environmental contamination cases 
in San Diego County (underground tank cases, non-tank cases, groundwater contamination, and soil contamination 
are included.) 
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Date of Government Version : 07/16/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 10/29/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 11/26/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 28 

Solid Waste Facilities 
San Diego County Solid Waste Facilities. 

Date of Government Version: 11/01/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/23/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 01/27/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

Environmental Case Listing 

Source: Hazardous Materials Management Division 
Telephone: 619-338-2268 
Last EDR Contact: 07/02/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Source: Department of Health Services 
Telephone: 619-338-2209 
Last EDR Contact: 05/18/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

The listing contains all underground tank release cases and projects pertaining to properties contaminated with 
hazardous substances that are actively under review by the Site Assessment and Mitigation Program. 

Date of Government Version: 01/22/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/31/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 8 

Source: San Diego County Department of Environmental Health 
Telephone: 619-338-2371 

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY: 

Local Oversite Facilities 

Last EDR Contact: 07/01/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

A listing of leaking underground storage tank sites located in San Francisco county. 

Date of Government Version: 09/19/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/19/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/29/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 10 

Underground Storage Tank Information 

Source: Department Of Public Health San Francisco County 
Telephone: 415-252-3920 
Last EDR Contact: 06/01/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Underground storage tank sites located in San Francisco county. 

D<iltl ur Guvtlrnmenl Version : 09/19/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/19/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 10/01/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 12 

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY: 

San Joaquin Co. UST 

Source: Department of Public Health 
Telephone: 415-252-3920 
Last EDR Contact: 06/15/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

A listing of underground storage tank locations in San Joaquin county. 

Date of Government Version: 04/22/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/12/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/12/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 31 

SAN MATEO COUNTY: 

Source: Environmental Health Department 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 04/13/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 
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Business Inventory 
List includes Hazardous Materials Business Plan, hazardous waste generators, and underground storage tanks. 

Date of Government Version: 04/29/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/01/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 10 

Fuel Leak List 

Source: San Mateo County Environmental Health Services Division 
Telephone: 650-363-1921 
Last EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/05/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

A listing of leaking underground storage tank sites located in San Mateo county. 

Date of Government Version: 04/07/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/07/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 34 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY: 

HIST LUST- Fuel Leak Site Activity Report 

Source: San Mateo County Environmental Health Services Division 
Telephone: 650-363-1921 
Last EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 1 0/05/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

A listing of open and closed leaking underground storage tanks. This listing is no longer updated by the county. 
Leaking underground storage tanks are now handled by the Department of Environmental Health. 

Date of Government Version: 03/29/2005 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/30/2005 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/2112005 
Number of Days to Update: 22 

LOP Listing 

Source: Santa Clara Valley Water District 
Telephone: 408-265-2600 
Last EDR Contact: 03/23/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 06/22/2009 
Data Release Frequency: No Update Planned 

A listing of leaking underground storage tanks located in Santa Clara county. 

Date of Government Version: 05/29/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/01/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 14 

Hazardous Material Facilities 

Source: Department of Environmental Health 
Telephone: 408-918-3417 
Last EDR Contact: 06/22/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/21/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Varies 

Hazardous material facilities, including underground storage tank sites. 

Date of Government Version: 06/01/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/01/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/15/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 14 

SOLANO COUNTY: 

Leaking Underground Storage Tanks 

Source: City of San Jose Fire Department 
Telephone: 408-277-4659 
Last EDR Contact: 06/01/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/31/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

A listing of leaking underground storage tank sites located in Solano county. 

Date of Government Version: 03/23/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/07/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 34 

Source: Solano County Department of Environmental Management 
Telephone: 707-784-6770 
Last EDR Contact: 06/22/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/21/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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Underground Storage Tanks 
Underground storage tank sites located in Solano county. 

Date of Government Version: 03/23/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/10/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/14/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 34 

Source: Solano County Department of Environmental Management 
Telephone: 707-784-6770 

SONOMA COUNTY: 

Leaking Underground Storage Tank Sites 

Last EDR Contact: 06/22/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 06/22/2009 
D11ta Release Frequency: Quarterly 

A listing of leaking underground storage tank sites located in Sonoma county. 

Date of Government Version: 04/20/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/21/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/11/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 20 

SUTTER COUNTY: 

Underground Storage Tanks 

Source: Department of Health Services 
Telephone: 707-565-6565 
Last EDR Contact: 04/20/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/20/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Underground storage tank sites located in Sutter county. 

Date of Government Version: 04/01/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/02/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/09/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 7 

VENTURA COUNTY: 

Source: Sutter County Department of Agriculture 
Telephone: 530-822-7500 
Last EDR Contact: 06/29/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/28/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Semi-Annually 

Business Plan, Hazardous Waste Producers, and Operating Underground Tanks 
The BWT list indicates by site address whether the Environmental Health Division has Business Plan (B), Waste 
Producer (W), and/or Underground Tank (T) information. 

Date of GOVt!rlllllt!lll Version: 02/26/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 03/31/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 04/08/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 8 

lnvf!ntory of lllf!Oill AhanrlnnP.rl anrl lni!r.livP. SiiP.R 

Source: Ventura County Environmental Health Division 
Telephone: 805-654-2813 
Last EDR Contact: 06/12/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/07/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Ventura County Inventory of Closed, Illegal Abandoned, and Inactive Sites. 

Date of Government Version: 08/01/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/04/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/18/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 14 

Listing of Underground Tank Cleanup Sites 

Source: Environmental Health Division 
Telephone: 805-654-2813 
Last EDR Contact: 05/17/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/17/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Ventura County Underground Storage Tank Cleanup Sites (LUST). 

Date of Government Version: 05/29/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/24/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/31/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 37 

Source: Environmental Health Division 
Telephone: 805-654-2813 
Last EDR Contact: 06/09/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/07/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 
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Underground Tank Closed Sites List 
Ventura County Operating Underground Storage Tank Sites (UST)/Underground Tank Closed Sites List. 

Date of Government Version: 03/31/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 04/08/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/14/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 36 

YOLO COUNTY: 

Source: Environmental Health Division 
Telephone: 805-654-2813 
Last EDR Contact: 04/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Quarterly 

Underground Storage Tank Comprehensive Facility Report 
Underground storage tank sites located in Yolo county. 

Date of Government Version: 04/21/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/06/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/14/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 8 

OTHER DATABASE(S) 

Source: Yolo County Department of Health 
Telephone: 530-666-8646 
Last EDR Contact: 04/13/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 07/13/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Depending on the geographic area covered by this report, the data provided in these specialty databases may or may not be 
complete. For example, the existence of wetlands information data in a specific report does not mean that all wetlands in the 
area covered by the report are included. Moreover, the absence of any reported wetlands information does not necessarily 
mean that wetlands do not exist in the area covered by the report. 

CT MANIFEST: Hazardous Waste Manifest Data 
Facility and manifest data. Manifest is a document that lists and tracks hazardous waste from the generator through 
transporters to a tsd facility. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2006 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 12/11/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 03/19/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 98 

NJ MANIFEST: Manifest Information 
Hazardous waste manifest information. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2008 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/05/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 05/22/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 17 

NY MANIFEST: Facility and Manifest Data 

Source: Department of Environmental Protection 
Telephone: 860-424-3375 
Last EDR Contact: 06/12/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/07/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Source: Department of Environmental Protection 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 05/05/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/03/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Manifest is a document that lists and tracks hazardous waste from the generator through transporters to a TSD 
facility. 

Date of Government Version: 05/22/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 05/27/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 07/01/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 35 

Source: Department of Environmental Conservation 
Telephone: 518-402-8651 
Last EDR Contact: 05/27/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 08/24/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 
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PA MANIFEST: Manifest Information 
Hazardous waste manifest information. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/200 I 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 09/11/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 10/02/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 21 

Rl MANIFEST: Manifest information 
Hazardous waste manifest information 

Date of Government Version: 06/01/2009 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 06/12/2009 
Date Made Active in Reports: 06/29/2009 
Number of Days to Update: 17 

WI MANIFEST: Manifest Information 
Hazardous waste manifest information. 

Date of Government Version: 12/31/2007 
Date Data Arrived at EDR: 08/22/2008 
Date Made Active in Reports: 09/08/2008 
Number of Days to Update: 17 

Source: Department of Environmental Protection 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 06/08/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/07/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Source: Department of Environmental Management 
Telephone: 401-222-2797 
Last EDR Contact: 06/15/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 09/14/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Source: Department of Natural Resources 
Telephone: N/A 
Last EDR Contact: 07/06/2009 
Next Scheduled EDR Contact: 10/05/2009 
Data Release Frequency: Annually 

Oil/Gas Pipelines: This data was obtained by EDR from the USGS in 1994. It is referred to by USGS as GeoData Digital Line Graphs 
from 1 :100,000-Scale Maps. It was extracted from the transportation category including some oil, but primarily 
gas pipelines. 

Electric Power Transmission Line Data 
Source: PennWell Corporation 
Telephone: (800) 823-6277 
This map includes information copyrighted by PennWell Corporation. This information is provided 
on a best effort basis and Penn Well Corporation does not guarantee its accuracy nor warrant its 
fitness for any partir.ulilr purpose. Such information has been reprinted with the permission of PennWell. 

Sensitive Receptors: There are individuals deemed sensitive receptors due to their fragile immune systems and special sensitivity 
to environmental discharges. These sensitive receptors typically include the elderly, the sick, and children . While the location of all 
sensitive receptors cannot be determined, EDR indicates those buildings and facilities- schools, daycares, hospitals, medical centers, 
and nursing homes- where individuals who are sensitive receptors are likely to be located. 

AHA Hospitals: 
Source: Amcrimm Ho3pitel Association, Inc. 
Telephone: 312-280-5991 
Tt1e database Includes a listing of hospitals based on tl1e Atnerlcatl Hospital Association's annual survey ot hospitals. 

Medical Centers: Provider of Services Listing 
Source: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
Telephone: 410-786-3000 
A listing of hospitals with Medicare provider number, produced by Centers of Medicare & Medicaid Services, 
a federal agency within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. 

Nursing Homes 
Source: National Institutes of Health 
Telephone: 301-594-6248 
Information on Medicare and Medicaid certified nursing homes in the United States. 

Public Schools 
Source: National Center for Education Statistics 
Telephone: 202-502-7300 
The National Center for Education Statistics' primilry diltilbilse on P.lementary 
and secondary public education in the United States. It is a comprehensive, annual, national statistical 
database of all public elementary and secondary schools and school districts, which contains data that are 
comparable across all states. 
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GOVERNMENT RECORDS SEARCHED I DATA CURRENCY TRACKING 

Private Schools 
Source: National Center for Education Statistics 
Telephone: 202-502-7300 
The National Center for Education Statistics' primary database on private school locations in the United States. 

Daycare Centers: Licensed Facilities 
Source: Department of Social Services 
Telephone: 916-657-4041 

Flood Zone Data: This data, available in select counties across the country, was obtained by EDR in 1999 from the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Data depicts 1 DO-year and 500-year flood zones as defined by FEMA. 

NWI: National Wetlands Inventory. This data, available in select counties across the country, was obtained by EDR 
in 2002 and 2005 from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Scanned Digital USGS 7.5' Topographic Map (DRG) 
Source: United States Geologic Survey 
A digital raster graphic (DRG) is a scanned image of a U.S. Geological Survey topographic map. The map images 
are made by scanning published paper maps on high-resolution scanners. The raster image 
is georeferenced and fit to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection. 

STREET AND ADDRESS INFORMATION 

© 2009 Tele Atlas North America, Inc. All rights reserved. This material is proprietary and the subject of copyright protection 
and other intellectual property rights owned by or licensed to Tele Atlas North America, Inc. The use of this material is subject 
to the terms of a license agreement. You will be held liable for any unauthorized copying or disclosure of this material. 
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GEOCHECK ®.PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE ADDENDUM 

TARGET PROPERTY ADDRESS 

138 CULVER BOULEVARD 
138 CULVER BOULEVARD 
PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 

TARGET PROPERTY COORDINATES 

Latitude (North): 
Longitude (West): 
Universal Tranverse Mercator: 
UTM X (Meters): 
UTM Y (Meters): 
Elevation: 

USGS TOPOGRAPHIC MAP 

Target Property Map: 
Most Recent Revision: 

33.95790- 33' 57' 28.4" 
118.4489- 118' 26' 56.0" 
Zone 11 
366122.8 
3758239.5 
20 ft. above sea level 

33118-H4 VENICE, CA 
1981 

EDR's GeoCheck Physical Setting Source Addendum is provided to assist the environmental professional in 
forming an opinion about the impact of potential contaminant migration. 

Assessment of the impact of contaminant migration generally has two principle investigative components: 

1. Groundwater flow direction, and 
2. Groundwater flow velocity. 

Groundwater flow direction may be impacted by surface topography, hydrology, hydrogeology, characteristics 
of the soil, and nearby wells. Groundwater flow velocity is generally impacted by the nature of the 
geologic strata. 
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GEOCHEC~ - PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE SUMMARY 

GROUNDWATER FLOW DIRECTION INFORMATION 

Groundwater flow direction for a particular site is best determined by a qualified environmental professional 
using site-specific well data. If such data is not reasonably ascertainable, it may be necessary to rely on other 
sources of information, such as surface topographic information, hydrologic information, hydrogeologic data 
collected on nearby properties, and regional groundwater flow information (from deep aquifers). 

TOPOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Surface topography may be indicative of the direction of surficial groundwater flow. This information can be used to 
assist the environmental professional in forming an opinion about the impact of nearby contaminated properties or, 
should contamination exist on the target property, what downgradient sites might be impacted. 

TARGET PROPERTY TOPOGRAPHY 
General Topographic Gradient: General West 

SURROUNDING TOPOGRAPHY: ELEVATION PROFILES 
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0' - -o- . Cl • - Q - • o- . -=. - Cl- • .:.. • - """: - - • - • - • - • - .. - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • 

West 

Target Property Elevation: 20ft. 

TP 
0 1/2 

East 

1 Miles 

--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~ 

Source: Topography has been determined from the USGS 7.5' Digital Elevation Model and should be evaluated 
on a relative (not an absolute) basis. Relative elevation information between sites of close proximity 
should be field verified. 
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GEOCHECKID - PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE SUMMARY 

HYDROLOGIC INFORMATION 

Surface water can act as a hydrologic barrier to groundwater flow. Such hydrologic information can be used to assist 
the environmental professional in forming an opinion about the impact of nearby contaminated properties or, should 
contamination exist on the target property, what downgradient sites might be impacted. 

Refer to the Physic<JI Setting Source Map following this summary for hydrologic information (major waterways 
and bodies of water). 

FEMA FLOOD ZONE 

Target Property County 
LOS ANGELES, CA 

Flood Plain Panel at Target Property: 

Additional Panels in search area: 

NATIONAL WETLAND INVENTORY 

NWI Quad at Target Property 
VENICE 

HYDROGEOLOGIC INFORMATION 

FEMA Flood 
Electronic Data 
YES - refer to the Overview Map and Detail Map 

0601370088D 

0601370083D 
0650430905C 
0601370084C 
0601370089D 

NWI Electronic 
Data Coverage 
YES - refer to the Overview Map and Detail Map 

Hydrogeologic information obtained by installation of wells on a specific site can often be an indicator 
of groundwater flow direction in the immediate area. Such hydrogeologic information can be used to assist the 
environmental professional in forming an opinion about the impact of nearby contaminated properties or, should 
contamination exist on the target property, what downgradient sites might be impacted. 

Site-Specific Hydrogeological Data•: 
Search Radius: 1.25 miles 
Status: Not found 

AQUIFLOW" 

Search Radius: 1.000 Mile. 

EDR has developed the AQUIFLOW Information System to provide data on the general direction of groundwater 
flow at specific points. EDR has reviewed reports submitted by environmental professionals to regulatory 
authorities at select sites and has extracted the date of the report, groundwater flow direction as determined 
hydrogeologically, and the depth to water table. 

MAP ID 
1 

LOCATION 
FROM TP 
1/4 • 1/2 Mile ESE 

GENERAL DIRECTION 
GROUNDWATER FLOW 
Varies 

For additional site information, refer to Physical Setting Source Map Findings. 

' t l 1 ~~~~~t:=f~~ ~~~~~~:!~;:~~u~n%;ii~~L~~:ri:~it/~ci~=~=~S~~~;~·(~tfu~tt1 ~fi~!~:i~~~· All of the informntion and opinions presonted ;ue those of the dted EPA rcport(s), which were completed under 
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GEOCHEC~ - PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE SUMMARY 

GROUNDWATER FLOW VELOCITY INFORMATION 

Groundwater flow velocity information for a particular site is best determined by a qualified environmental professional 
using site specific geologic and soil strata data. If such data are not reasonably ascertainable, it may be necessary 
to rely on other sources of information, including geologic age identification, rock stratigraphic unit and soil 
characteristics data collected on nearby properties and regional soil information. In general, contaminant plumes 
move more quickly through sandy-gravelly types of soils than silty-clayey types of soils. 

GEOLOGIC INFORMATION IN GENERAL AREA OF TARGET PROPERTY 

Geologic information can be used by the environmental professional in forming an opinion about the relative speed 
at which contaminant migration may be occurring. 

ROCK STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT GEOLOGIC AGE IDENTIFICATION 

Era: Cenozoic Category: Stratifed Sequence 
System: Quaternary 
Series: Quaternary 
Code: Q (decoded above as Era, System & Series) 

Geologic Age and Rock Stratigraphic Unit Source: P.G. Schruben, R.E. Arndt and W.J. Bawiec, Geology 
of the Conterminous U.S. at 1:2,500,000 Scale- a digital representation of the 1974 P.B. King and H.M. Beikman 
Map, USGS Digital Data Series DDS- 11 (1994). 

DOMINANT SOIL COMPOSITION IN GENERAL AREA OF TARGET PROPERTY 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture's (USDA) Soil Conservation Service (SCS) leads the National Cooperative Soil 
Survey (NCSS) and is responsible for collecting, storing, maintaining and distributing soil survey information 
for privately owned lands in the United States. A soil map in a soil survey is a representation of soil patterns 
in a landscape. Soil maps for STATSGO are compiled by generalizing more detailed (SSURGO) soil survey maps. 
The following information is based on Soil Conservation Service STATSGO data. 

Soil Component Name: 

Soil Surface Texture: 

Hydrologic Group: 

Soil Drainage Class: 

DELHI 

sand 

Class A- High infiltration rates. Soils are deep, well drained to 
excessively drained sands and gravels. 

Somewhat excessive. Soils have high hydraulic conductivity and low 
water holding capacity. Depth to water table is more than 6 feet. 

Hydric Status: Soil does not meet the requirements for a hydric soil. 

Corrosion Potential - Uncoated Steel: MODERATE 

Depth to Bedrock Min: > 60 inches 

Depth to Bedrock Max: > 60 inches 
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GEOCHEC~ - PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE SUMMARY 

Soil Layer Information 

Boundary Classification 

Layer Upper Lower Soil Texture Class AASHTO Group Unified Soil Permeability 
Rate (in/hr) 

1 Oinches 10inches sand Granular COARSE-GRAINED Max: 20.00 
materials (35 SOILS, Sands, Min : 6.00 
pet. or less Clean Sands, 
passing No. Poorly graded 
200), Stone sand. 
Fragments, COARSE-GRAINED 
Gravel and SOILS, Sands, 
Sand. Sands with fines, 

Silty Sand. 
2 10 inches 30inches sand Granular COARSE-GRAINED Max: 20.00 

materials (35 SOILS, Sands, Min : 6.00 
pet. or less Clean Sands, 
passing No. Poorly graded 
200), Stone sand . 
Fragments, COARSE-GRAINED 
Gravel and SOILS, Sands, 
Sand. Sands with fines, 

Silty Sand. 
3 30inches 50 inches loamy sand Granular COARSE-GRAINED Max: 20.00 

materials (35 SOILS, Sands, Min: 6.00 
pet. or less Sands with fines , 
passing No. Silty Sand. 
200), Silty, or 
Clayey Gravel 
and Sand. 

4 50 inches 70inches sand GranuiM COARSE-GRAINED Max: 20.00 
materials (35 SOILS, Sands, Min: 6.00 
pet. or less Clean Sands, 
passing No. Poorly graded 
200), Stone sand. 
Fragments, COARSE-GRAINED 
Gravel and SOILS, Sands, 
Sand. Sands with fines , 

Silty Sand. 

OTHER SOIL TYPES IN AREA 

Based on Soil Conservation Service STATSGO data, the following additional subordinant soil types may 
appear within the general area of target property. 

Soil Surface Textures: coarse sand 
silt loam 
sandy loam 
gravelly - sand 
loamy sand 
clay 

Surficial Soil Types: coarse sand 
silt loam 
sandy loam 
gravelly - sand 
loamy sand 
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GEOCHECKID -PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE SUMMARY 

Shallow Soil Types: 

Deeper Soil Types: 

clay 

fine sandy loam 
gravelly - loam 
sandy clay loam 
sandy clay 

coarse sand 
silty clay loam 
gravelly - fine sandy loam 
stratified 
gravelly - sandy loam 
weathered bedrock 
clay loam 

LOCAL I REGIONAL WATER AGENCY RECORDS 

EDR Local/Regional Water Agency records provide water well information to assist the environmental 
professional in assessing sources that may impact ground water flow direction, and in forming an 
opinion about the impact of contaminant migration on nearby drinking water wells. 

WELL SEARCH DISTANCE INFORMATION 

DATABASE 

Federal USGS 
Federal FRDS PWS 
State Database 

SEARCH DISTANCE (miles) 

1.000 
Nearest PWS within 1 mile 
1.000 

FEDERAL USGS WELL INFORMATION 

MAP ID WELL ID 

No Wells Found 

FEDERAL FRDS PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM INFORMATION 

MAP ID WELL ID 

No PWS System Found 

Note: PWS System location is not always the same as well location. 

STATE DATABASE WELL INFORMATION 

MAP ID WELL ID 

No Wells Found 

OTHER STATE DATABASE INFORMATION 

STATE OIL/GAS WELL INFORMATION 

MAP ID WELL ID 

CAOG60000029118 

LOCATION 
FROM TP 

LOCATION 
FROMTP 

LOCATION 
FROM TP 

LOCATION 
FROMTP 

1/8- 1/4 Mile NNE 
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GEOCHEC~ - PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE SUMMARY 

STATE OIL/GAS WELL INFORMATION 

LOCATION 
MAP 10 WELL 10 FROM TP 

2 CAOG60000028986 1/4 -1/2 Mile East 
3 CAOG60000029081 1/4- 1/2 Mile ENE 
4 CAOG60000029220 1/4-1/2 Mile NNE 
5 CAOG60000029016 1/2- 1 Mile East 
A6 CAOG60000029146 1/2-1 Mile NE 
B7 CAOG60000029251 1/2- 1 Mile NNE 
AB CAOG60000029174 1/2- 1 Mile NE 
B9 CAOG60000029267 1/2- 1 Mile NNE 
C10 CAOG60000029130 1/2-1 Mile ENE 
11 CAOG60000029097 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
12 CAOG60000028928 1/2-1 Mile ESE 
013 CAOG60000029207 1/2- 1 Mile NE 
C14 CAOG60000029139 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
E15 CAOG60000029272 1/2- 1 Mile NNE 
E16 CAOG60000029294 1/2- 1 Mile NNE 
F17 CAOG60000029302 1/2 -1 Mile NNW 
G18 CAOG60000029262 1/2-1 Mile NW 
C19 CAOG60000029154 1/2 -1 Mile ENE 
G20 CAOG60000029254 1/2-1 Mile NW 
21 CAOG60000029246 1/2- 1 Mile NE 
C22 CAOG60000029141 1/2 -1 Mile ENE 
H23 CAOG60000029129 1/2 -1 Mile ENE 
H24 CAOG60000029156 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
G25 CAOG60000029276 1/2-1 Mile NW 
G26 CAOG60000029295 1/2-1 Mile NNW 
G27 CAOG60000029263 1/2-1 Mile NW 
F28 CAOG60000029304 1/2-1 Mile NNW 
029 CAOG60000029226 1/2- 1 Mile NE 
G30 CAOG60000029286 1/2-1 Mile NW 
031 CAOG60000029217 1/2- 1 Mile NE 
032 CAOG60000029219 1/2-1 Mile NE 
G33 CAOG60000029281 1/2- 1 Mile NW 
G34 CAOG60000029303 1/2-1 Mile NNW 
135 CAOG60000029297 1/2- 1 Mile NE 
J36 CAOG60000029205 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
K37 CAOG60000029339 1/2-1 Mile NNW 
H38 CAOG60000029127 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
39 CAOG500000291 12 112- ·1 Mile ENE 
140 CAOG60000029336 1/2- 1 Mile NNE 
L41 CAOG60000029296 1/2- 1 Mile NW 
K42 CAOG60000029316 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
H43 CAOG60000029144 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
J44 CAOG60000029237 1/2- 1 Mile NE 
L45 CAOG60000029299 1/2- 1 Mile NW 
J46 CAOG60000029201 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
L47 CAOG60000029314 1/2- 1 Mile NW 
K48 CAOG60000029354 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
L49 CAOG60000029305 1/2-1 Mile NW 
K50 CAOG60000029343 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
L51 CAOG60000029306 1/2- 1 Mile NW 
L52 CAOG60000029337 1/2-1 Mile NW 
L53 CAOG60000029308 1/2-1 Mile NW 
54 CAOG60000029380 1/2- 1 Mile North 
J55 CAOG60000029225 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
M56 CAOG60000029239 1/2- 1 Mile NE 
N57 CAOG60000029194 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
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GEOCHECI(ID - PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE SUMMARY 

STATE OIL/GAS WELL INFORMATION 

LOCATION 
MAP ID WELL ID FROM TP 

N58 CAOG60000029150 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
M59 CAOG60000029253 1/2- 1 Mile NE 
060 CAOG6000002934 7 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
061 CAOG60000029344 1/2- 1 Mile NW 
M62 CAOG60000029216 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
P63 CAOG600000291 03 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
64 CAOG60000029289 1/2- 1 Mile NE 
065 CAOG60000029360 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
066 CAOG60000029342 1/2- 1 Mile NW 
067 CAOG60000029352 1/2-1 Mile NNW 
N68 CAOG60000029188 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
P69 CAOG60000029095 1/2- 1 Mile East 
Q70 CAOG60000029078 1/2- 1 Mile East 
R71 CAOG60000029377 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
072 CAOG60000029353 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
073 CAOG60000029345 1/2-1 Mile NW 
074 CAOG60000029366 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
075 CAOG60000029359 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
76 CAOG60000029402 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
M77 CAOG60000029240 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
M78 CAOG60000029243 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
M79 CAOG60000029241 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
RBO CAOG60000029384 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
81 CAOG60000029415 1/2- 1 Mile NNE 
M82 CAOG60000029244 1/2-1MileNE 
083 CAOG60000029356 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
84 CAOG60000029390 1/2- 1 Mile NNE 
NBS CAOG60000029227 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
P86 CAOG600000291 08 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
R87 CAOG60000029379 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
888 CAOG60000029350 1/2-1 Mile NW 
089 CAOG60000029369 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
Q90 CAOG60000029068 1/2- 1 Mile East 
091 CAOG60000029362 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
092 CAOG60000029361 1/2-1 Mile NW 
893 CAOG60000029357 1/2-1 Mile NW 
P94 CAOG60000029113 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
P95 CAOG60000029094 1/2 - 1 Mile East 
T96 CAOG60000029189 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
97 CAOG60000029441 1/2 - 1 Mile North 
R98 CAOG60000029385 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
U99 CAOG60000029381 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
T100 CAOG60000029164 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
V101 CAOG60000029060 1/2 - 1 Mile East 
R102 CAOG60000029391 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
W103 CAOG60000029277 1/2-1 MlleNE 
T104 CAOG60000029209 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
105 CAOG60000029230 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
8106 CAOG60000029365 1/2- 1 Mile NW 
8107 CAOG60000029372 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
U108 CAOG60000029392 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
U109 CAOG60000029400 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
U110 CAOG60000029406 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
U111 CAOG60000029401 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
W112 CAOG60000029252 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
R113 CAOG60000029433 1/2-1 Mile NNW 
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GEOCHECI{ID - PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE SUMMARY 

STATE OIL/GAS WELL INFORMATION 

LOCATION 
MAPID WELL ID FROM TP 

114 CAOG60000029447 1/2- 1 Mile NNE 
115 CAOG60000029466 1/2 - 1 Mile North 
X116 CAOG600000291 09 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
U117 CAOG60000029393 1/2-1 Mile NNW 
U118 CAOG60000029386 1/2-1 Mile NNW 
8119 CAOG60000029371 1/2-1 Mile NW 
X120 CAOG60000029092 1/2- 1 Mile East 
121 CAOG60000029432 1/2- 1 Mile NNE 
X122 CAOG60000029116 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
Y123 CAOG60000029375 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
8124 CAOG60000029373 1/2-1 Mile NW 
125 CAOG60000028934 1/2 - 1 Mile East 
Z126 CAOG60000029443 1/2-1 Mile NNW 
127 CAOG60000029382 1/2- 1 Mile NNE 
X128 CAOG60000029120 1/2-1 Mile ENE 
8129 CAOG60000029367 1/2- 1 Mile NW 
AA130 CAOG60000029351 1/2 - 1 Mile NE 
Z131 CAOG60000029457 1/2 - 1 Mile NNW 
U132 CAOG60000029409 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
Y133 CAOG60000029376 1/2- 1 Mile NW 
Y134 CAOG60000029383 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
V135 CAOG60000029070 1/2 - 1 Mile East 
U136 CAOG60000029439 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
137 CAOG600000294 78 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
Y138 CAOG60000029429 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
AB139 CAOG60000029435 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
140 CAOG60000029258 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
Y141 CAOG60000029387 1/2- 1 Mile NW 
Y142 CAOG60000029395 1/2 - 1 Mile NNW 
Z143 CAOG60000029460 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
Y144 CAOG60000029399 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
Y145 CAOG60000029378 1/2-1 Mile NW 
Y146 CAOG60000029427 1/2-1 Mile NNW 
AA147 CAOG60000029368 1/2- 1 Mile NE 
AB14B CAOG60000029437 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
149 CAOG600000294 70 1/2- 1 Mile NNE 
X150 CAOG60000029114 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
151 CAOG60000029404 1/2 • 1 Mile NNE 
152 CAOG60000029126 1/2- 1 Mile ENE 
AB153 CAOG60000029436 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
Y154 CAOG60000029404 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
AB155 CAOG60000029448 1/2- 1 Mile NNW 
AB156 CAOG60000029454 1/2 - 1 Mile NNW 
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PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP- 2535630.2s 

N County Boundary 

N Major Roads 

Contour Lines 

f-,f Earthquake Fault Lines 

lx Airports 

@ Earthquake epicenter, Richter 5 or greater 

® WaterWells 

® Public Water Supply Wells 

• Cluster of Multiple Icons 

SITE NAME: 138 Culver Boulevard 
ADDRESS: 138 Culver Boulevard 

Playa del Rey CA 90293 
LAT/LONG: 33.9579 I 118.4489 

Groundwater Flow Direction 

(ill Indeterminate Groundwater Flow at Location 

([£) Groundwater Flow Varies at Location 

CHID Closest Hydrogeological Data 

• Oil, gas or related wells 

CLIENT: EEC 
CONTACT: Noel Legaspi 
INQUIRY#: 2535630.2s 
DATE: July 08, 2009 12:11 pm 

Co~yr lglll ~ 200! EOR. Inc. e> Z006 Telo Alta• Ral. 0712007. 
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Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 
Elevation 

1 
ESE 
1/4 -1/2 Mile 
Higher 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Si!eiD; 
Groundwater Flow: 
Shallow Water Depth: 
Deep Water Depth: 
Average Water Depth: 
Date: 

902930025 
Varies 
59.96 
60.62 
Not Reported 
03/31/1999 

Database EDR ID Number 

AQUIFLOW 70465 
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Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

1 
NNE 
1/8 -1/4 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

2 
East 
1/4 -1/2 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

3 
ENE 
1/4 -1/2 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714074 
Vidor 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.961122 
-11S.44721 
33.961134 
-11S.44S121 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03713S47 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.957237 
-11S.441135 
33.957249 
-11S.442046 
6094 
34 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

patabase EDR IQ Number 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029118 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1S 
Not Reported 
oos 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG6000002911S 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000028986 

Milham Exploration Co. 
2 
Not Reported 
006 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG6000002S9S6 

OIL_GAS CAOG600000290S1 

TC2535630.2s Page A-12 



LEG 1344

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

4 
NNE 
1/4 • 1/2 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

5 
East 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714055 
Treasure 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.959422 
-11S.440S02 
33.959434 
-11S.441713 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00 :00:00 
1 

03714060 
Vidor 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.963948 
-11S.445792 
33.96396 
-118.446703 
5865 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/3011899 00:00:00 
1 

03713994 
Samarkand 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.957912 
-11S.439216 
33.957924 
-11S.440127 
0 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

S~uuth:tte : 

Comments 1: 
Site ld : 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Southern California Gas Co. 
8 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029081 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029220 

Southern California Gas Co. 
4 
Not Reported 
006 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00 :00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029220 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029016 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 
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LEG 1345

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 34 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029016 

A6 
NE OIL_GAS CAOG60000029146 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03714046 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: So Cal Well no: 1 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 130 
Source: gps 
Latitude27: 33.96253 
Longitude2: -11S.440014 
LatitudeS3: 33.962542 
LongitudeS: -11S.440925 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029146 

87 
NNE OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029251 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 0371405S Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Vidor Well no: 2 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 166 
Source: gps 
Latitude27: 33.965245 
Longitude2: -118.443205 
LatitudeS3: 33.965257 
LongitudeS: -118.444116 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029251 
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LEG 1346

MaplD 
Direction 
Distance 

AB 
NE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

89 
NNE 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

C10 
ENE 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714072 
Vidor 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.962958 
-118.439882 
33.96297 
-118.440793 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03714010 
Del Rey 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
!=lPS 
33.965832 
-118.44396 
33.965844 
-118.444871 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate : 
Comments 1: 
Site id : 

patabase FQR lQ Number 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029174 

Southern California Gas Co. 
16 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG6000002917 4 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029267 

Southern California Gas Co. 
5 
Not Reported 
166 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029267 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029130 
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LEG 1347

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

11 
ENE 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

12 
ESE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714001 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.961S67 
-11S.43S744 
33.961S79 
-11S.439655 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03714002 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.9601S8 
-11S.437696 
33.9602 
-11S.43S607 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

0370608S 
Inglewood Extension Co. 
LOS ANGELES COUNTY 
120 
hud 
33.955488 
-11S.437366 
33.9555 
-11S.43S277 
6673 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate : 
Comments 1: 
Site id : 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Southern California Gas Co. 
29-1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029130 

OJL_GAS CAOG60000029097 

Southern California Gas Co. 
29-2 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029097 

OIL_ GAS 

Chevron U.S.A. Inc. 
1 
Not Reported 
006 

CAOG60000028928 
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LEG 1348

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 34 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord : 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000028928 

013 
NE OIL_GAS CAOG60000029207 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03714069 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Vidor Well no: 13 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 130 
Source: gps 
Latitude27: 33.963463 
Longitude2: -118.439111 
Latitude83: 33.963475 
LongitudeS: -11S.440022 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029207 

C14 
ENE OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029139 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03722921 Opera lor: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: So Cal Well no: 6 
Field: PLAYA UI:::.L KI:::.Y <..:aog m:.! area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 130 
Source: gps 
Latitude27: 33.962405 
Longitude2: -118.438019 
Latitude83: 33.962417 
LongitudeS: -118.43893 
Td : 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029139 
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LEG 1349

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

E15 
NNE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

E16 
NNE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

F17 
NNW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714057 
Vidor 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.965915 
-11S.441S61 
33.965927 
-11S.442772 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714009 
Del Rey 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.966369 
-11S.442705 
33.9663S1 
-11S.443616 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments1 : 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments1 : 
Site id: 

EQR IQ Nymber 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029272 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
166 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029272 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029294 

Southern California Gas Co. 
4 
Not Reported 
166 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029294 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029302 
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LEG 1350

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

G18 
NW 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

C19 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
L<~titude27: 

Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03713835 
Union T.S. 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.966687 
-118.452483 
33.966699 
-11S.453394 
0 
2S 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03713795 
Davidson 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.965787 
-118.45453 
33.965799 
-11S.455441 
0 
2S 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03722905 
So Cal 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.962673 
-118.437943 
33.962685 
-118.438854 
0 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

3pULll.ld!l~ : 

Comments 1: 
Site ld: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

County Of Los Angeles c/o R. A. Del Gu .. 
10 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029302 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029262 

County Of Los Angeles c/o R. A. Del Gu .. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/198S 00.00.00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029262 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029154 

Southern California Gas Co. 
5 
Not Reported 
130 
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LEG 1351

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029154 

G20 
NW OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029254 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03713796 Operator: County Of Los Angeles c/o R. A. Del Gu .. 
Lease: Davidson Well no: 4 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.965466 
Longitude2: -11S.455151 
LatitudeS3: 33.965478 
LongitudeS: -11S.456062 
Td: 0 
Sec: 2S 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029254 

21 
NE OIL_GAS CAOG60000029246 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03714061 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Vidor Well no: 5 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 166 
Source: gps 
Latitude27: 33.964872 
Longitude2: -11S.439905 
LatitudeS3: 33.9648S4 
LongitudeS: -11S.440S16 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029246 
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LEG 1352

MapiD 
Direclion 
Distance 

C22 
ENE 
1/2-1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y cooed: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

H23 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

H24 
ENE 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03722977 
So Cal 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.962437 
-118.437699 
33.962449 
-118.43861 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03714000 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.961861 
-118.43714 
33.961873 
-118.438051 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id : 

patabase EQR IQ Npmber 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029141 

Southern California Gas Co. 
7 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029141 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029129 

Southern California Gas Co. 
27-1 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029129 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029156 
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LEG 1353

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

G25 
NW 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

G26 
NNW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

0371402S 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.962699 
-11S.437618 
33.962711 
-11S.438529 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03713965 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.965963 
-11S.455132 
33.965975 
-118.456043 
0 
2S 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03713792 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.966391 
-11S.454414 
33.966403 
-11S.455325 
0 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Southern California Gas Co. 
F-1 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029156 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029276 

Pacific Oil Investment Co. Ltd. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029276 

OIL_GAS 

J. D. Langford & Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

CAOG60000029295 
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LEG 1354

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 2S 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029295 

G27 
NW 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029263 

Apinumber: 03713S43 Operator: Meier Oil Co., Ltd. 
Lease: Not Reported Well no: 1 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod : 006 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.965795 
Longitude2: -11S.45543 
LatitudeS3: 33.965807 
LongitudeS: -11S.456341 
Td : 5157 
Sec: 2S 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029263 

F28 
NNW OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029304 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03714053 Operator: Southern Colifornia Gas Co. 
Lease: Townsite Well no: 7 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog 1112 area: Nol Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod : 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.966775 
Longitude2: -11S.453645 
Latitude83: 33.966787 
LongitudeS: -118.454556 
Td : 0 
Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029304 
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LEG 1355

Map ID 
Di reclion 
Distance 

029 
NE 
1/2-1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

G30 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

031 
NE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714062 
Vidor 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.964106 
-118.438473 
33.964118 
-118.439384 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03714331 
Cain 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.966194 
-118.455152 
33.966206 
-118.456063 
0 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

patabase ERR lp Number 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029226 

Southern California Gas Co. 
6 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029226 

OIL_ GAS 

Harry Blank 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029286 

OIL_ GAS 

CAOG60000029286 

CAOG60000029217 
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LEG 1356

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

032 
NE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

G33 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
LF~titudP.27: 

Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03723674 
Harlan 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.963SS2 
-11S.43795 
33.963894 
-11S.43SS61 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

037236S1 
Fast 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.963903 
-118.437909 
33.963915 
-11S.43SS2 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

037133S7 
Not Reported 
PLAY A DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.96607 
-118.455623 
33.966082 
-118.456534 
6104 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments1 : 
Site id : 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
oos 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029217 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029219 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
oos 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029219 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029281 

J. D. Dalton & E. F. Sharkey 
2 
Not Reported 
014 
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LEG 1357

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 2S 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG600000292S1 

G34 
NNW OIL_GAS CAOG60000029303 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03714005 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Block Well no: 11 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.96676 
Longitude2: -11S.454736 
LatitudeS3: 33.966772 
LongitudeS: -11S.455647 
Td: 0 
Sec: 2S 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029303 

135 
NE OIL_GAS CAOG60000029297 
1/2-1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03714059 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Vidor Well no: 3 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 166 
Source: gps 
Latitude27: 33.966421 
Longitude2: -11S.440627 
LatitudeS3: 33.966433 
LongitudeS: -118.441538 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029297 
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LEG 1358

MapiD 
Direction 
Distance 

J36 
ENE 
1/2-1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

K37 
NNW 
1/2-1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord : 
Y coord : 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

H38 
ENE 
1/2- 1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714034 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.963443 
-11S.43717S 
33.963455 
-11S.43SOS9 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714052 
Townsite 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.967297 
-118.454024 
33.967309 
-118.4G4935 
0 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id : 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1· 
Site id : 

Database EQR IQ Nymber 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029205 

Southern California Gas Co. 
L-1 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029205 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029339 

Southern California Gas Co. 
6 
Not Reported 
014 

'15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029339 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029127 
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LEG 1359

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

39 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

140 
NNE 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

0371399S 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.961636 
-118.435SS2 
33.96164S 
-11S.436793 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03713997 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.960S44 
-118.43553S 
33.960S56 
-118.436449 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714014 
Del Rey 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.967216 
-11S.441476 
33.96722S 
-118.4423S7 
0 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id : 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Southern California Gas Co. 
24-1 
Not Reported 
oos 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029127 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029112 

Southern California Gas Co. 
23-1 
Not Reported 
166 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029112 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029336 

Southern California Gas Co. 
9 
Not Reported 
166 
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LEG 1360

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 27 
Twn : 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029336 

L41 
NW OIL_GAS CAOG60000029296 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03714241 Operator: J. C. Hansmeyer Oil Co. 
Lease: Not Reported Well no: 3 
Field : PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod : 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.966414 
Longitude2: -11S.455941 
LatitudeS3: 33.966426 
LongitudeS: -11S.456S52 
Td : 0 
Sec: 2S 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029296 

K42 
NNW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029316 

Apinumber: 03714004 O~tlli:llUI : Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Block Well no: 10-R 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.967113 
Longitude2: -118.454892 
LatitudeS3: 33.967125 
LongitudeS: -11S.455S03 
Td : 0 
Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord : 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029316 
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LEG 1361

MapiD 
Direction 
Distance 

H43 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

J44 
NE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

L45 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714035 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.962489 
-118.436123 
33.962501 
-118.437034 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03714064 
Vidor 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.964472 
-118.437501 
33.964484 
-118.438412 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Database EQR IQ Number 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029144 

Southern California Gas Co. 
L-3 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029144 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029237 

Southern California Gas Co. 
8 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029237 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029299 
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LEG 1362

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

J46 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn : 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

L47 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714324 
Wood 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.966599 
-118.456013 
33.966611 
-118.456924 
0 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 

03714036 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.963316 
-118.43634 7 
33.963328 
-118.437258 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03714083 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.967109 
-118.455527 
33.967121 
-118.456438 
0 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Banks and Hansmeyer 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029299 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029201 

Southern California Gas Co. 
L-4 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAUGtlUUUUU2Y201 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029314 

Transcalifornia Oil Co., Ltd. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 
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LEG 1363

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029314 

K4B 
NNW 
1/2 • 1 Mile 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029354 

Apinumber: 03714054 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Townsite Well no: 11 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod : 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.968177 
Longitude2: -118.453391 
Latitude83: 33.968189 
LongitudeS: -118.454302 
Td: 0 
Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029354 

L49 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029305 

Apinumber: 03714327 Operator: David D. Behr 
Lease: Hunter Well no: 1 
Field : PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.966902 
Longitude2: -118.456239 
Latitude83: 33.966914 
LongitudeS: -118.45715 
Td: 0 
Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029305 
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LEG 1364

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

K50 
NNW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

L51 
NW 
1/2 - 1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn. 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord : 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

L52 
NW 
1/2 - 1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714051 
Townsite 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.967513 
-118.455244 
33.967525 
-118.456155 
0 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03713769 
Hunter 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.966977 
-118.456313 
33.966989 
-118.457224 
0 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id : 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id : 

Database ERR 10 Nqmber 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029343 

Southern California Gas Co. 
5 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029343 

OIL_ GAS 

Lyman C. Hisey 
2 
Not Reported 
014 

'ISW 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029306 

OIL_ GAS 

CAOG60000029306 

CAOG60000029337 
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LEG 1365

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

L53 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

54 
North 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714328 
Lovell Comm. 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.967224 
-118.456008 
33.967236 
-11S.456919 
0 
2S 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714245 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.967077 
-11S.456416 
33.9670S9 
-11S.457327 
0 
2S 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714015 
Del Rey 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.96937 
-118.449791 
33.969382 
-11S.450702 
0 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Birch-Royer Oil Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029337 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029308 

J. C. Hansmeyer Oil Co. 
10 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG6000002930S 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029380 

Southern California Gas Co. 
10 
Not Reported 
oos 
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LEG 1366

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spudd<Jte: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029380 

J55 
ENE 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029225 

Apinumber: 03714039 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: McAdams Well no: 2 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 130 
Source: gps 
Latitude27: 33.964081 
Longitude2: -118.436146 
Latitude83: 33.964093 
LongitudeS: -118.437057 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029225 

M56 
NE OIL_GAS CAOG60000029239 
1/2 -1 Mile 

1\pinumbor: 03714063 Operator: Southern Colifornio Gas Co. 
Lease: Vidor Well no: 7 
rield: PLAYA DEL RCY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 130 
Source: gps 
Latitude27: 33.964575 
Longitude2: -118.436521 
Latitude83: 33.964587 
LongitudeS: -118.437432 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029239 
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LEG 1367

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

N57 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

N58 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

M59 
NE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714042 
Pomoc 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.963204 
-11S.435521 
33.963216 
-11S.436432 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03713999 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.962559 
-11S.435141 
33.962571 
-11S.436052 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

patabase ERR lp Number 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029194 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029194 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029150 

Southern California Gas Co. 
24-2 
Not Reported 
008 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029150 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029253 
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LEG 1368

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

060 
NNW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
lone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

061 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCEfniiAP.FINDINGS 

03714066 
Vidor 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.96535 
-118.437171 
33.965362 
-118.43S082 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 

03714090 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.9679 
-1 18.455455 
33.967912 
-118.456366 
0 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03714244 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.967634 
-1 18.456022 
33.967646 
-118.456933 
0 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id : 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spudd<Jtc: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Southern California Gas Co. 
10 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029253 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029347 

George Walters 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOGG0000029347 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029344 

J. C. Hansmeyer Oil Co. 
s 
Not Reported 
014 
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LEG 1369

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spud date: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029344 

M62 
ENE OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029216 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03714038 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: McAdams Well no: 1 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 130 
Source: gps 
Latitude27: 33.963853 
Longitude2: -118.435704 
Latitude83: 33.963865 
LongitudeS: -11S.436615 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029216 

P63 
ENE OIL_GAS CAOG600000291 03 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03713996 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Not Reported Well no: 13-1 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.960364 
Longitude2: -118.433995 
LatitudeS3: 33.960376 
LongitudeS: -118.434906 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG600000291 03 
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LEG 1370

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

64 
NE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

065 
NNW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

066 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714071 
Vidor 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.966251 
-118.437764 
33.966263 
-118.438675 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03714049 
Townsite 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.96844 
-118.454804 
33.968452 
-118.455715 
0 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00 :00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id : 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

patabase EQR IQ Number 

OIL_GAS CAOG600DDD29289 

Southern California Gas Co. 
15 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029289 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029360 

Southern California Gas Co. 
3 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029360 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029342 
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LEG 1371

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

067 
NNW 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

N68 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

037133S9 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.967471 
-11S.456625 
33.9674S3 
-11S.457537 
0 
2S 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714050 
Townsite 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.96S052 
-11S.45563 
33.96S064 
-11S.456541 
0 
2S 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714044 
Scp 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.96315 
-11S.43505 
33.963162 
-11S.435961 
0 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spud date: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Davidson Oil Co. 
5 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029342 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029352 

Southern California Gas Co. 
4 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029352 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029188 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
130 
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LEG 1372

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029188 

P69 
East 
1/2 -1 Mile 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029095 

Apinumber: 03714040 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Merrill Well no: 1 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod : 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.960051 
Longitude2: -118.433787 
Latitude83: 33.960063 
LongitudeS: -118.434698 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id : CAOG60000029095 

Q70 
East 
1/2 -1 Mile 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029078 

Apinumbcr: 03714033 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: King Well no: 1 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 006 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.959244 
Longitude2: -118.433591 
Latitude83: 33.959256 
LongitudeS: -118.434502 
Td : 2714 
Sec: 34 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord : 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029078 
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LEG 1373

Map iD 
Direction 
Distance 

R71 
NNW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

072 
NNW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

073 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03713831 
Union D.R. 
PLAYA DEL REV 
120 
hud 
33.969242 
-118.453307 
33.969254 
-118.454218 
0 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03713846 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REV 
120 
hud 
33.968055 
-118.45608 
33.968067 
-118.456992 
0 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area : 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

patabase FOR !p Number 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029377 

County Of Los Angeles c/o R. A. Del Gu .. 
2 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029377 

OIL_ GAS 

Midway Supply Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029353 

OIL_ GAS 

CAOG60000029353 

CAOG60000029345 
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LEG 1374

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

074 
NNW 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y cuord: 
Zune: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

075 
NNW 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

037139SO 
v 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.967691 
-11 S.4567S7 
33.967703 
-11 S.457699 
0 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1 S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714337 
Bland 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.96S72S 
-118.455212 
33.96S74 
-118.456123 
0 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03714047 
Townsite 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.968414 
-11 S.455854 
33.968426 
-118.456766 
0 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

J. D. Rush Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029345 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029366 

Blue Ridge Oil Co., Ltd. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/19G8 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG600000293t:it:i 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029359 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 
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LEG 1375

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1 96S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029359 

76 
NNW OIL_GAS CAOG60000029402 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03714011 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Del Rey Well no: 6 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.969863 
Longitude2: -118.45196 
Latitude83: 33.969875 
LongitudeS: -11S.452871 
Td: 0 
Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029402 

M77 
ENE OIL_GAS CAOG60000029240 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 037204S2 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: So Cal Well no: 4 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 009 
Source: gps 
Latitude27: 33.964589 
Longitude2: -118.435428 
Latitude83: 33.964601 
LongitudeS: -118.436339 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1S99 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029240 
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LEG 1376

Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

M78 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

M79 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

RBO 
NNW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03720480 
So Cal 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.964663 
-118.435485 
33.964675 
-118.436396 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

03720481 
So Cal 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.964628 
-118.435457 
33.96464 
-118.43G3GB 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1899 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id : 

patabase EDR IQ Nqmber 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029243 

Southern California Gas Co. 
2 
Not Reported 
009 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029243 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029241 

Southern California Gas Co. 
3 
Not Reported 
009 

·J5W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029241 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029384 
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LEG 1377

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

81 
NNE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

M82 
NE 
1/2-1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03713S30 
Union D.R. 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.969467 
-11S.453453 
33.969479 
-11S.454364 
0 
2S 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714023 
Del Rey 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.970064 
-118.4449 
33.970076 
-118.445S11 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714065 
Vidor 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.96484S 
-11S.435603 
33.96486 
-11S.436514 
0 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

County Of Los Angeles c/o R. A. Del Gu .. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG600000293S4 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029415 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1S 
Not Reported 
008 

15W 

12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029415 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029244 

Southern California Gas Co. 
9 
Not Reported 
130 
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GEOCHECK®~ PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029244 

083 
NNW 
1/2-1 Mile 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029356 

Apinumber: 03714230 Operator: Graner Oil Co. 
Lease: Graner Well no: 4V 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.968312 
Longitude2: -118.456236 
Latitude83: 33.968324 
LongitudeS: -118.457148 
Td: 0 
Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029356 

84 
NNE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029390 

Apinumbcr: 03714024 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Del Rey Well no: 19 
Field: PLAYA DCL RCY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 166 
Source: gps 
Latitude27: 33.96964 
Longitude2: -118.442882 
Latitude83: 33.969652 
LongitudeS: -118.443793 
Td: 0 
Sec: 27 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029390 
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Map tO 
Direction 
Distanc·e 

N85 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

P86 
ENE 
1/2-1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

R87 
NNW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714027 
Elliott 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.964129 
-11S.4349S6 
33.964141 
-11S.435S97 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714029 
Harper 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
gps 
33.960478 
-118.43330S 
33.96049 
-11S.434219 
0 
27 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Database EQR IQ Npmber 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029227 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
130 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029227 

OIL_GAS CAOG600000291 08 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
oos 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG600000291 08 

OIL_GAS CAOG60000029379 
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Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

588 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

089 
NNW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

0371404S 
Townsite 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.969345 
-11S.45417 
33.969357 
-11S.4550S1 
0 
2S 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714056 
Troxel 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.96S01 
-11S.45691S 
33.96S022 
-11S.457S3 
0 
2S 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714201 
v 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.968SS6 
-11S.455278 
33.96889S 
-11S.4561S9 
0 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rge: 

Spuddatc: 
Comments 1: 
Site ld: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Southern California Gas Co. 
2 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029379 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029350 

Southern California Gas Co. 
1 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/1 96S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
GAOGoOUOOU293tiO 

OIL_ GAS 

Chevron U.S.A. Inc. 
3 
Not Reported 
014 

CAOG60000029369 
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GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1 899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029369 

Q90 
East OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029068 
1/2 ·1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03714045 Operator: Southern California Gas Co. 
Lease: Scp Well no: 2 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.958881 
Longitude2: -118.432799 
Latitude83: 33.958893 
LongitudeS: -118.43371 
Td: 0 
Sec: 34 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029068 

091 
NNW OIL_GAS CAOG60000029362 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 03714341 Operator: M. H. Bush & W. M. Webb 
Lease: Not Reported Well no: 2 
Field: PLAYA DEL REY Caog m2 area: Not Reported 
Map: 120 Status cod: 014 
Source: hud 
Latitude27: 33.968514 
Longitude2: -118.456388 
Latitude83: 33.968526 
LongitudeS: -118.4573 
Td: 0 
Sec: 28 
Twn: 2S Rge: 15W 
Bm: SB 
X coord: 0 
Y coord: 0 
Zone: Not Reported Spuddate: 12/12/1968 00:00:00 
Abanddate: 12/30/1899 00:00:00 Comments 1: Not Reported 
District: 1 Site id: CAOG60000029362 
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Map ID 
Direction 
Distance 

092 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
LatitudeS3: 
LongitudeS: 
Td : 
Sec: 
Twn : 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

593 
NW 
1/2 -1 Mile 

Apinumber: 
Lease: 
Field: 
Map: 
Source: 
Latitude27: 
Longitude2: 
Latitude83: 
LongitudeS: 
Td: 
Sec: 
Twn: 
Bm: 
X coord: 
Y coord: 
Zone: 
Abanddate: 
District: 

P94 
ENE 
1/2 -1 Mile 

GEOCHECK®- PHYSICAL SETTING SOURCE MAP FINDINGS 

03714339 
Not Reported 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.96S476 
-11 S.456494 
33.96S4SS 
-118.457 406 
4220 
28 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1 S99 00:00:00 
1 

03714076 
Not ReportP.n 
PLAYA DEL REY 
120 
hud 
33.966314 
-11 S.4567S 
33.96S326 
-11 S.457692 
0 
2S 
2S 
SB 
0 
0 
Not Reported 
12/30/1 S99 00:00:00 
1 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod : 

Rge: 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id: 

Operator: 
Well no: 
Caog m2 area: 
Status cod: 

Rytl. 

Spuddate: 
Comments 1: 
Site id : 

Qalabase 

OIL_GAS 

Florence M. Brauer 
2 
Not Reported 
006 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029361 

OIL_ GAS 

FQR 10 Number 

CAOG60000029361 

CAOG60000029357 

Southwest Oil and Development Corp. 
9 
Not Reported 
014 

15W 

12/12/196S 00:00:00 
Not Reported 
CAOG60000029357 

OIL_ GAS CAOG60000029113 
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BOARD OF 
FIRE 

COMMISSIONERS 

CORINA ALARCON 
PIIUIDENT 

JAY H. GORDIN 

Vk:l-PIIEaiDEIIT 

ROLAND L. 
COLEMAN 

LOUISE L. FRANKEL 

TYRONE FREEMAN 

BLANCA GOMEZ
REVELLE$ 

EXECUTlVEASSISTANT 

April 12, 2004 

Mr. Dave Chernik, Manager 
Playa Capital. LLC 

CITY 

5510 Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 100 
Playa Vista, CA 90094 

Dear Mr. Chemik: 

F los ANGELES 

JAMES K. HAHN 
MAYOR 

Former Jake's Restaurant 
138 Culver Boulevard 

Playa Del Rey, California 

DEPARTMENT OF FIRE 

200 NORTH MAJN STREET 
LOS ANGELES. CA 90012 

WILLIAM R BAMATTRE 
FIRE CHIEF 

(213) ~85 · 600J 

http:ltwww.lafd org 

The Fire Department has reviewed the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, Phase II Environmental Site 
Assessment, Supplemental Phase II Environmental Site Assessment and Underground Storage Tank Closure 
Report as dated, April 18, 1990, November 19, 1990, March 22 1991, and September 7, 1999. Respectively 
prepared by LeRoy Crandall and Associates, Brown and Gladwell Consulting. 

Based on information in the above-referenced 'files, and with the provision that the information provided to lhis 
agency was accurate and representative of site conditions, this Agency finds that the site investigahon and 
corrective action carried out at your underground storage tank(s) site is in compliance with the requirements 
of Subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 25296.10 of the Health and Safety Code and that no further action 
related to the petroleum release(s) at the site is required. This notice is issued pursuant to Subdivision (g) of 
Section 25296. 10 of I he Health and Safety Code. Therefore, this Department has determined that no 
further action is required at this site. 

Please note that this correspondence does not exempt you of any liability under the California Health and Safety 
Code or Water Code for past, present or future operations at this site. Additionally. you maintain responsibility 
to correct additional or previously unidentified conditions at the site which cause, or thereafter to cause, 
pollution or nuisance, or otherwise pose a threat to water quality or public health. 

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY· AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
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April12,2004 
Mr. Chemik 
Page2 

If you require additional information from the Los Angeles Fire Department, please contact Case Reviewer 
Marcus Look of the Environmental Unit, at (213} 978-3685. 

Very truly yours, 

WILLIAM R. BAMATTRE 
Fire Chief 

Frank K Comfort, Captain I 
commander, Environmental Unit 

FKC:ML:kmr :138culverblvdl$nfli 

cc: Alison Brown, Brown and Caldwell 
Keith G. Farrell, LeRoy Crandall and AssoCiates 

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY · AFFIRMATIVE AcnON EMPLOYER 
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~@!JJ(JfJ@@f)!]{j\JJ&{)f}V O®(J®o @!h@'aa UGTE UNIT 
disk 2 ugt 1 0·30·92 

STATUS OF TANKS ON SITE ~ D 
A. Have all tanks been abandoned on this site? ~ or NO • How many tanks leh? 

B. Are any tanks going to be installed on this site In the future? YES· How many D or~ 

ROUTING .INSPECTORS • Insert ONE copy in each of the following: 
1. Div 5 package {original) 2. Inspection blue book 3. Data entry 4. Haz Mat Box F.S. Fac. No. 

Inspection District No. 7'f V Division 5 permit No. 7i>ZO 

Action level Misc. comments 

TPH 100 PPM (mglkg) 

Benzene 1 PPM (mglkg) 

Toluene SO PPM (mglkg) 

Xylene SO PPM (mglkg) 

E:1hyuene 50 PPM (mglkg) ackage completion & forwarding date: 

Total lead 0·200 PPM above bkgrd 

Water samples anything detected 
0 Check here for comments on back 
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Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 

March 13, 2015 

Ms. Lourdes Green 
Associate Zoning Administrator 
Development Services and Zoning Administration Division 
200 North Spring Street, 7th Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

Re 8 
138 Culver Boulevard, Playa del Rey, CA 90293 TT-707 6, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-
2012-3536-EAF and DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

Ms. Green: 

Again, I appreciate the care with which you prepared for the recent hearing on short notice. I 
wanted to follow-up on a few points which came-up at the hearing. 

1. 6 Feet, 

. G~n~al Plan LimitsJtiuilgin§ HRJo 3 . . . Below IS lie angaage provt tg ~orm e and a height of 36 feet m the commercial 
district of Playa del Rey found in the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan, a part of the 
General Plan, adopted Aprill3, 2004 (the "Community Plan"), in Section V-Urban Design, 
Design Considerations for Special Areas, C. Playa Del Rey Commercial Areas, Page V-13 to 14 
which reads as follows: 

The commercial district of Playa del Rey should be developed as a pedestrian 
friendly beach-oriented district serving both visitors and the local neighborhood. The 
California Coastal Act requires visitor-serving commercial uses in this area. 
Development should be mostly small-scale, and compatible with the coastal beach 
environment of the area ... 

Specific needs of the area include: 
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Ms. Lourdes Green 
March 13, 2015 

Page 2 

2. The 36 foot Height Limi t is Not Mistake. 

The 36 foot height limit for the commercial district of Playa del Rey is not a mistake. There 

is ample evidence in the Community Plan itself that the 36 foot height limit for the commercial 

district of Playa del Rey is intended to meet and derivative ofthe Coastal Act requirements. In 

my September 15, 2014letter and the related attachments, I detailed a myriad of view protection 

goals for both public and private views in the Community Plan, the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan, 

the South Coast Regional Interpretive Guidelines (the "Regional Guidelines") and the Del Rey 

Lagoon Specific Plan (the "Lagoon Plan"). 

I will quote but a few of the many previously quoted provisions: 

The preservation of existing scenic views from surrounding residential uses, 

pubic streets and facilities, or designated scenic view sites, and the overall visual 

quality of adjacent residential uses public streets and facilities should be a 

significant consideration in the approval of land use changes, conditional use 

permits, variances, divisions of land and other discretionary permits. Westchester

Playa Del Rey Community Plan III-7. 

All development proposals should seek to retain all existing vista points and 

minimize alteration of natural landforms. South Coast Regional Guidelines, Playa 

del Rey, Section A. 2, F and B. 6. 

At the heart of all much of the language I previously quoted is a goal of protecting designated 

public views or scenic vistas. Playa del Rey does not have a local coastal plan which designates 

the protected views but the City Council has on at least one occasion reviewed the public view 

areas on the coastal bluffs and determined exactly where the public view areas are. Attached is 

the Interim Control Ordinance which led to the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan, Ordinance 167,812. 

The Ordinance defines "Existing Public View Area" as an area depicted on Exhibit C which 

"provides views to the public from and of the Bluffs." Exhibit C makes it clear that among the 

public view areas designated by the City Council are the 200 block of Montreal Street itself 

(including the sidewalks and streets), the comer of Montreal Street and Vista del Mar Lane and 

the bluffs on which the 200 block of Montreal Street is perched. I have included the Ordinance 

and an additional copy of Exhibit C with the Montreal Street area circled. Exhibit 1. 

As noted in the IS/MND for the project, Vista del Mar to the East of the project site and the 

West ofthe bluff face in Playa del Rey is designated as a Scenic Highway in the Transportation 

Element of the General Plan. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a copy of a Report by the Los Angeles 

Planning Department to the Planning and Land Use Committee ofthe City Council regarding a 

requested hardship exemption for 6914 Vista Del Mar dated January 7, 1992. The Report, based 

on the Scenic Highway Plan, which designates Vista del Mar a Scenic Highway, and the 

Conservation Plan in the Environmental Element of the General Plan, tinds exactly the same 

bluff face as is depicted on Exhibit C and views of the bluff face and "from the Playa del Rey 

community above" to be protected. Report page 2. The portion of the bluff considered in the 

report is literally at the corner of Montreal Street and Vista del Mar Lane. Report's logic is that a 
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Ms. Lourdes Green 
March 13, 2015 
Page 3 

scenic highway designation creates a scenic view corridor which includes adjacent lots and 
protects views of the landscape features seen from the scenic highway from more than just the 
highway. The logic of the Report regarding the scope of the view protected by a "Scenic 
Highway Designation" and the actual language ofthe Report clearly deems the Montreal Street 
view from the bluff to the Pacific Ocean a protected scenic view. 

The 36 foot height limitation in the Community Plan is there to protect the views of and from 
the bluffs which the City has recognized and declared a goal of protecting. The 45 foot zoning is 
not only superseded by the Community Plan provision by law but is also inconsistent with the 
goals of the Community Plan, the Lagoon Plan, the Regional Guidelines, the Coastal Bluff 
Specific Plan and the Coastal Act (the yardsticks for which, in our area, are found in the other 
documents). 

3. Pacific Legal Foundation and Coastal Conm1ission Regional and Statewide Interpretive 
Guidelines. 

The City issues Coastal Permits for areas without local coastal plans pursuant to Municipal 
Code Section 12.20.2. The ordinance is clear that City is separately acting to protect the 
environment and coast and requires that both the Coastal Commission Permit and the City Permit 
be obtained prior to building. The Ordinance further requires the City to make a finding: 

(c) That the Interpretative Guidelines for Coastal P lanning and Permits as established by 
the California Coastal Commission dated February 11. 1977 and any subsequent amendments 
thereto have been reviewed, analyzed, and considered in the light of the individual project in 
making its determination. Municipal Code Section 12.20.2, G, 1, C. 

In several decisions, the City has relied on the Pacific Legal Foundation v. Coastal 
Commission (1982) 33 Cal.3d 158 for the proposition that the Coastal Commission's Interpretive 
Guidelines have been invalidated and simply considered the City's own General Plan, ·specific 
Plans and zoning in lieu thereof. The actual holding of Pacific Legal Foundation in no way 
supports this analytical approach. In fact the Court found that the challenge to the Interpretive 
Guidelines related to Coastal Access was not "ripe" and declined to invalidate that Interpretive 
Guidelines, let alone all of the Interpretive Guidelines. Id. 167-174. 

4. The General Plan, Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan and Zoning Do Not Eliminate the Need to 
Consider thelnterpretive Guidelines. 

At the hearing, you asked the Applicant how Pacific Legal Foundation should be applied in 
this case. Mr. Benjamin Resnik, counsel for the Applicant, responded that the Applicant was not 
taking the position that Pacific Legal Foundation invalidated the Coastal Commission's 
Interpretive Guidelines but rather that the Community Plan and zoning were adopted after 
considering and applying the Interpretive Guidelines. Accordingly, there was no need to 
separately consider and apply the Interpretive Guidelines. 
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There are five problems with this position. 

First, the actual record and hearings which led to adoption of the Community Plan and 
zoning do not support this assertion. There is not one reference to the Interpretive Guidelines in 
Council File 04-0297 which is the record of adoption for the Community Plan and zoning. 
Given this record, there is no support for the idea that in adopting the Community Plan and 
zoning, the lnterpreti ve Guidelines were considered and their policies and goals were integrated 
into the final outcome. 

Second, the limitations on the scope of the EIR for the Community Plan confirm that the 
Community Plan was not to be used in lieu of the Interpretive Guidelines. The EIR did not 
consider the change in land use element which would have resulted from removal of the 
requirement to consider the Interpretive Guidelines in Coastal Development Permit decisions. 
The EIR references continued compliance with state and other agency requirements. Further to 
this point, the EIR also deferred consideration of visual impacts to individual projects
something an EIR for Community Plan which was intended to override the Interpretive 
Guidelines which protect coastal views, via height restrictions and via general prohibitions on 
losses of vistas, could not do. 

Third, in adopting the Community Plan and Zoning, the City Council did not repeal 
Municipal Code Section 12.20.2, G, 1, C. Specific consideration ofthis decision and a CEQA 
review would have been required to accomplish this result. Government actions, like the 
adoption of the Community Plan and zoning, are, where possible, construed to be in 
conformance with law. So if the City Council did not expressly say it was repealing Municipal 
Code Section 12.20.2, G, 1 C. and conduct the required CEQA analysis-the City Council 
should not be presumed to have done so in violation oflaw. 

Fourth, while there may be some questions as to whether or not the Los Angeles Planning 
Department reviews, analyzes and considers all of the required Interpretive Guidelines (see my 
September 15, 2014letter), in response to my public records act request, the Planning 
Department made it clear that it continues to apply the South Coast Regional Interpretive 
Guidelines referenced above. (See my letter dated September 15, 2014). 

Fifth, Coastal Development Permit decisions of the City and the Coastal Commission 
confirm the continued vitality ofthe Interpretive Guidelines as a yardstick for measuring Coastal 
Act compliance. To list a few decisions which I have found: 

• The Coastal Commission Staff report for a project at 30 Washington Boulevard, 
Application 5-00-198, Appeal Number A5-VEN-00-173, heard August 8, 2000, 
specifically considered the Interpretive Guideline parking standards to evaluate 
Coastal Act compliance of a proposed restaurant, with an off-site, valet parking 
arrangement. The Commission noted that Section 30252 of the Coastal Act 
requires new development to maintain access to the coast by "providing adequate 
parking facilities." The Commission declined to approve the project as proposed 
and imposed conditions which would ensure parking at levels consistent with the 
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Interpretive Guidelines via long-term off-site parking and valet services. See 
Exhibit 2, pgs 7-11. 

• The Coastal Commission Staff report for Stefano Coaloa's proposed project at 
17030 Sunset Boulevard, Pacific Palisades Appeal Number A-5-PPL-13-212 
heard April 11, 2014 noted that the City properly relied upon the Interpretive 
Guidelines as they relate to bluff top construction in denying the project a coastal 
development permit. The Coastal Commission found no substantial issue with the 
permit denial. See Exhibit 3, pg. 8. 

• The Report of the Los Angeles City Planning Department to the City Council 
dated January 7, 1992 addressing the hardship request for 6914 Vista Del Mar 
Lane deferred to the Coastal Guidelines to set the project maximum height at 30 
feet and as requiring preservation of all existing vista points. See Exhibit 4, pg.2. 

So the Interpretive Guidelines are left in place as a yardstick for measuring Coastal Act 
compliance in Playa del Rey. The Legado project falls well short of the Interpretive Guidelines, 
with an under-parked building, over 20 feet higher than the highest proximate commercial 
buildings, obstructing the public coastal view. To be more specific: 

• Height restriction 30 feet landward of Trolley Way (Regional Guidelines 1980, Playa 
Del Rey A.1, 2.b, page 12)(assuming Legado is viewed as residential); 

• Requirement that residential projects not be developed in the areas zoned for 
commercial, which 138 Culver is and was in 1980 (Regional Guidelines 1980, Playa 
Del Rey A.1.2.d). 

• Requirement to preserve all scenic vistas and minimize alteration of natural land 
forms (Regional Guidelines 1980, Playa Del Rey A.1.2.f); 

• Requirement to maintain heights in the commercial district consistent with existing 
commercial development (in the 100 and 200 Culver commercial block, heights are 
one to two stories with a maximum of 36 feet)(Regional Guidelines 1980, Playa Del 
Rey, B.4); and 

• Parking standards (calculations demonstrating inconsistency were presented at the 
hearing Coastal Development Permit hearing by Johnny Davis and Jeffrey Otto and 
with my prior letter dated September 15, 2014) (Regional Guidelines 1980, A.l.2.a 
and B. I.). 

5. The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan ('•Lagoon Plan") is used on "discretionary" reviews 
and has been for 3 1 years to maintain Coastal Compliance. 

Julie Ross is submitting a letter dated March 13, 2015 which addresses this issue as it 
relates to specific City Planning Cases and the lack of any documents which demonstrate repeal 
ofZI 2297 dated 2003 which requires application ofthe Lagoon Plan as disclosed by the 
Planning Department pursuant to a Public Records Act request. 

In this regard, I would like to call to your attention the provisions of the Community Plan, 
which far from substituting the plan and the zoning for the Lagoon Plan, make specific reference 
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to the Lagoon Plan as the continued mechanism for ensuring compliance with the Coastal Act 

pending adoption of a LCP. 

Coastal Act 

Policies 

18-1.1 Prepare a Local Coastal Program for the Westchester - Playa del Rey 
Coastal Zone, to consist of a Land Use Plan defining policy and a Local 
Implementation Plan including implementing ordinances. 

Program: The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan was approved in concept 
by the Los Angeles City Council as a policy document to be considered in 
discretionary approvals. A Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan should be 
prepared to address these issues and implement the goals and policies of the 
California Coastal Act of 1976. 

I would like to add quotes from a number of other Los Angeles City Planning cases 

throughout the years which support the use of the Lagoon Plan as a general yardstick to ensure 

Coastal Act compliance. 

AA-2012-0221-PMLA/ENV-2012-0222 6325 South Vista Del Mar, Playa del Rey, October 

3, 2013, Exhibit 5: 

Page 8 

The subject site is located in the Del Rey Lagoon (Proposed Specific Plan), and the Los 

Angeles Coastal Transportation Corridor specific Plan Area. . .. As conditioned, the 

proposed project complies with the Del Rey Lagoon (Proposed Specific Plan) ... 

CPC 2006-2184 GPA-ZC-HD and City Council Approval250 62nd Avenue, Playa Del Rey, 

Exhibit 6 

Page F-4 to F-5 

5. Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan was adopted in 

concept by the City Council on March 16, 1982, it was not adopted as a specific plan 

ordinance, but as a policy document to be considered on discretionary approvals within 

the area it covers, which includes the subject property in this case. Therefore, it is 

appropriate and consistent with the City Council's intent in adopting the Del Rey Lagoon 

Specific Plan to consider its regulations and policies in the instant zone change action, 

since it is a discretionary approval. 

Where residential development is envisioned in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, there 

is a building height limit of two stories or 3 7 feet, a minimum lot area per dwelling unit 

of 1,200 square feet, and two parking spaces per dwelling unit, plus one guest space per 
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every four dwelling units. However, the subject property is not within any of the 
subareas defined as developable by the Del Rey Lagoon Plan, but, because it is largely 
submerged land, was assumed to be part of Del Rey Lagoon Park. . . 

6. b. The recommended "Q" conditions are necessary for the protection of the sensitive 
coastal environment on and adjacent to the subject property. These conditions are 
consistent with the residential and coastal resources objectives and policies of the 
Westchester Playa Del Rey Community Plan and provision of the California Coastal Act 
of 1976. They will also address the Del Rey Lagoon Plan Specific Plan, a policy 
document approved by the City Council in 1982 (see Finding No.5 above) ... The 
recommended density of 1 ,200 square feet of lot area per unit is identical to residential 
density regulation in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan for properties that have less 
sensitive locations ... As conditioned the building height of the subject property will be 
limited to two stories or 26 feet. .. As conditioned, any development of the subject 
property will require parking at the ratio of 2.5 spaces per dwelling unit ... 

Approved as conditioned. 

DIR-2008-1115-DD 138 Culver Boulevard, Playa Del Rey, Exhibit 7: 

Page2 

The proposed project does not conform to the provisions of the Del Rey Lagoon Specific 
Plan (Council File 81-3400), approved in concept by the City Council on March 16, 
1981. As a discretionary permit process pursuant to LAMC Section 6.03 .2 II B, the 
proposed Above Ground Facility (AGF) is subject to the Specific Plan policies. The 
proposed project would place an unsightly equipment cabinet over five feet high such 
that it would occupy approximately one-half the sidewalk width. As such, it does not 
conform to Section D.1.b.1 of the Specific Plan that requires public rights-of-way to be 
maintained accessible for pedestrian use and prohibits private encroachment into the 
public rights-of-way. The project is also inconsistent with the purposes of the Specific 
Plan set forth in Section A.1, to protect, maintain, enhance and restore the overall quality 
of the Coastal Zone environment and its resources, and regulate all development to be 
compatible with the small scale character of the existing community and provide 
consideration for the aesthetics and scenic preservation and enhancement. 

Denied. 

[IMAGINE THE IRONY IF THE LAGOON PLAN RESULTED IN THE DENIAL OF 
A 5 FOOT CABINENT AT THE 138 CULVER LOCATION BASED ON VIEW 
PRESERVATION AND PUBLIC ACCESS GROUNDS AND YET A 56 FOOT 
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BUILDING, OCCUPYING AN ACRE, AND BLOCKING PUBLIC VIEWS TO AND 

FROM THE BLUFFS COULD BE APPROVED AT THE SAME LOCATION.] 

The Coastal Commission also conditionally approved the Lagoon Plan. The City 

declined to revise the plan to comply with the Coastal Commission' s conditions. Hence, there is 

an impasse as to reaching a certified local coastal plan but on a number of issues an agreed 

format which the Coastal Commission has followed. A few examples: 

• 309/315 Culver, Playa del Rey, Application Number 5-10-295 Approved April13, 2011 for 

two 37 foot, three story office buildings measuring 3,987 and 3,917 square feet each with 16 

tandem (32 spaces) for each building. Exhibit 8. 

The Coastal Commission applied the Lagoon Plan standard of 1 parking space per 225 square 

feet of floor area, or 32 spaces, and approved tandem parking conditioned on a parking attendant 

being on duty during business hours. Exhibit 8,pg. 7. 

The Coastal Commission also applied to the Lagoon Plan standard of 37 feet to comply with 

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act which requires scenic and visual qualities ofthe coastal areas 

to be "considered and protected as resources of public importance." The Coastal Commission 

stated: 

In establishing precedent to determine the appropriate scale of development in the Playa 

del Rey community, the Commission originally required a height limit of 30 feet east of 

Pacific Avenue, including the area along Culver Boult::vard. In response to the 

established height limit for this area and other areas of Playa del Rey, the Cityof Los 

Angeles held numerous community meetings and developed the Del Rey Lagoon 

Specific Plan (draft LCP) for the area. The Specific Plan included a 3 7 foot height limit 

for the community. 

Although the City's Specific Plan was not certified by the Commission, the Plan has 

been used as a guide for appropriate scale for development in the Playa Del Rey area. 

The Coastal Commission has previously approved development at the 37 foot height 

limit (CDP No. 5-92-074) along Culver Boulevard. The proposed project will be 

consistent with the 37 foot height limit as established by the Specific Plan and will be 

consistent with existing development which varies from one to three stories along both 

sides of Culver Boulevard. Therefore, the Commission finds the three-story, 3 7 foot 

high development will be consistent with the height limit for the area and with the scale 

ofthe existing development, and is consistent with Section 30251. Exhibit 8, page 10. 

• #3 66th Street, Playa del Rey, Application Approved March 10, 2012 Hearing, Exhibit 9. 
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The Coastal Commission Staff Report and recommendation adopted in approving a 37 foot 
single family home in the Lagoon Plan area stated that: 

The Commission has consistently required that development along Oceanfront 
Walk to extend no higher than 3 7 feet, as measured from the frontage road. The 
proposed project will be consistent with the 37 foot height limit and will be 
consistent with the scale of surrounding buildings. Exhibit 9, Page 4. 

I have reviewed upward of 40 planning cases and have not found a case which declined 
to apply the Lagoon Plan in the Plan area. This does not mean consistency has been perfect but 
if the Los Angeles Planning Department recognized that it making a discretionary review in the 
Lagoon Plan Area, the Lagoon Plan was applied. (I found one case where planning was 
confused, believing the project was in Venice. I found another case where planning did not 
recognize it was making a "discretionary" review in approving a single family home.) 

My September 15, 2014letter and attachments addressed the myriad ofways in which 
the Legado 138 Culver project fails to meet the criteria of the Lagoon Plan which have been 
consistently applied to measure compliance with the Coastal Act in Playa del Rey. I suspect Ms. 
Julie Ross' letter dated March 13, 2015 will further address this issue. 

6. Coastal Act and View Protection. 

You asked the applicant's council at the hearing if he would like to discuss how the 
Coastal Act approaches view protection. I would like to take a stab at that question in three 
respects. 

Because the actual language of the Coastal Act is very clear, I would like to quote the 
entire Section 30251 of the Coastal Act and then address how the Section applies specifically 
in the Playa del Rey area: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and 
protected as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be 
sited and designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal 
areas, to minimize the alteration of natural/and forms, to be visually 
compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to 
restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas. New 
development in highly scenic areas such as those designated in the California 
Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared by the Department of 
Parks and Recreation and by local government shall be subordinate to the 
character of its setting. Coastal Act Section 30251. 
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First, the highest level of protection is afforded to "highly scenic areas" as designated 

by local government. Ordinarily, the designation of scenic resources takes place in the 

certified local coastal plan-which Playa del Rey still lacks. As noted above, however, 

the views from the Playa del Rey Coastal Bluffs toward the Pacific Ocean and other 

scenic features and of the bluffs have been designated as scenic and protected in multiple 

City and State planning documents including the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan, the Scenic 

Highway Plan of the Transportation Element, the Community Plan, the Interim Control 

Ordinance, the Regional Interpretive Guidelines and the Lagoon Plan. Because the views 

from the Coastal Bluffs and of the Coastal Bluffs are designated-specifically and by 

obvious reference-new development should be "subordinate to the character of the 

setting." In other words, the views trump the Legado project-not the other way around. 

Second, to the extent that the views are in any way deemed already constrained or 

degraded- the views should be restored or enhanced-not blocked. 

The Coastal Commission has specifically addressed this point in its guidance to local 
governments regarding amending and updating their local coastal plans. In the LCP 

Update Guide-Part I- Section 7. Scenic and Visual Resources, dated July 31,2013, the 

Commission explained: "You may wish to identify some locations where visual 
restoration should occur, such as rehabilitating unsightly facilities or creating open view 
corridors as redevelopment occurs." Exhibit 10, Section 7, page 3. Ifthere is a 
redevelopment opportunity, which we have here given that the lot is empty, further 

reducing height and density should be considered to protect the views, not building more 

which then justifies the next building which asks for more and so on and so on. 

A similar point applies to landscaping. Mr. Resnik attempted to argue that the 

Montreal Street public view is largely blocked by mature trees. From the visual evidence 

submitted by Mr. Pacheco and Ms. Ross you can see that this is not true. If this were to 

be true, the solution is not to simply block the view further with a building. Rather the 
solution suggested by the Coastal Commission in the LCP Update Guide is to consider 

landscape restrictions. The LCP Update Guide suggests: "provisions should be updated 

to protect public access and scenic views over the long term, such as: ... Requiring that 

existing landscaping be maintained so as to not block any public views as vegetation 

matures ... Exhibit 10, Section 7, pg 10. 

Third, the Coastal Act generally protects only public views. In this regard, views 
from streets, sidewalks, vista points, trails and other public points like beaches and parks 

all qualify. But, as addressed in my September 15, 2014 letter, the original State 

Interpretive Guidelines dated February 11, 1977, which are referenced as to be 
considered in coastal development permit review in the Los Angeles Municipal Code as 

discussed above, acknowledge that in special residential communities, private residential 

views are also considered. To again quote the relevant language from the Guidelines: 
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... where most residences in an area have been sited and designed to protect the 
ocean views from other homes, new construction should respect these general 
planning and design standards, and view-blocking houses out of scale and 
character with the surrounding area should not be allowed. 

As further explained in my letter dated September 15, 2014, the Coastal Bluff section of 
Playa del Rey is the prototype of a neighborhood to which this requirement applies. Since the 
1920's when the neighborhood was first built, the views have been marketed, cherished and 
protected. More to the point, houses on the bluffs are sited and designed to protect ocean views 
from other homes pursuant to the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan. My house, which is restricted to 
being no taller than 9 feet from the centerline of Montreal Street, illustrates how onerous the 
requirements are. The Coastal Act and the Coastal Commission recognize that fair is fair, and in 
exchange for the rights taken from me, protect my private view. The same holds for my 
neighbors. 

The Coastal Commission as recently as 2015 acknowledged that blocking of residential 
views in Playa del Rey, even by something as small as a wireless telephone antenna pole, would 
not be tolerated. The Coastal Commission has a preference for siting telephone antenna's in
land of scenic highways and areas used by the large numbers of members of the public and 
tourists. However, in Playa del Rey, the Coastal Commission agreed with Verizon's conclusion 
that two of the alternative sites would impermissibly block residential views-precluding an in
land siting-and allowed installation of the facility seaward of Vista del Mar. To quote from 
Staff Report A-5-DRL-14-0023, Verizon Wireless, decided January 2015, Exhibit 11: 

2. South side of Napoleon St. west of Whitlock Ave. and east of Vista Del Mar Lane 
abutting Vista Del Mar Park and open space. . . 2) the utility pole is located within the 
residential neighborhood and is located directly in front of multiple story single family 
residences within their ocean viewshed ... 

3. North of the intersection of Vista Del Mar and Vista Del Mar Lane. 1) Unacceptable 
due to the proximity directly in front of existing multiple story residences with 
unobstructed lines of sight to the ocean ... 

Keep in mind, the Coastal Commission was considering the visual impact of the addition of 
two 17"(w) x 57"(1) x 8"(d) panels to a slightly relocated existing 27' pole. Residential ocean 
views in the Playa del Rey area were seen as too sensitive to be required to bear this burden. To 
avoid potential visual clutter, the Coastal Commission further required location of the "vaults" 
underground, despite concerns with geological stability, and an agreement to allow co-location 
by other companies to avoid compounding visual clutter. As noted above, the City previously 
denied vault and wireless antenna location at 138 Culver on exactly the grounds that views were 
impermissibly impacted in violation of the Lagoon Plan. 
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Again, there is absolutely no logic to protecting residential views from these slight intrusions
while subjecting public and residentialpanoramic views of the Pacific Ocean, the Santa Monica 

Mountains, the Marina, the Wetlands, Cityscape and the Hollywood Sign to near complete occlusion 
by the Legado 138 Culver project and the related 220 Culver project. 
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7. Cumulative Impact-Coastal Act Consideration. 

You indicated at the hearing that for CEQA purposes you would be deferring to Kevin Jones. 
However, I note that on the view and area character arguments, we are talking about redefining the 
character of Playa del Rey and forever changing visual resources and community scale, if you 
abrogate the Coastal Act standards which have governed development for 31 + years. As explained at 
the Coastal Development Permit Hearing, in the Advisory Agency Hearing from which you have the 
transcript, in my letter dated September 15, 2014 and in a letter from Elise Slifkin-McC!ure dated 
September 15,2014, in Playa del Rey, we are facing not one but a minimum of four similar projects 
and likely 5 similar projects, if the Legado 138 Culver project is approved. CEQA has a limited way 
of approaching cumulative impact- requiring a clear intent to build a given project before 
cumulative impact consideration is accorded. The IS/MND acknowledged cumulative impact for the 
Legado owned 220 Culver project but that admission does not encompass the entire development 
onslaught Playa del Rey is facing. When Mr. Jones looks at issues like dewatering, subsidence, 
spreading of existing plumes, visual impacts, parking and traffic-he cannot consider all the 
development which is waiting in the wings for an affirmative decision on the Legado 138 Culver 
project. 

On the other hand, both the Municipal Code Section governing coastal development permits 
and the Coastal Act, recognize that one development permit can lead to a cascade of additional 
decisions and arguments of property owners for equal treatment. Hence, the Coastal Act and the 
Municipal Code both ask whether a given decision will preclude the effective adoption of a local 
coastal plan at a later date. Here, if one building with a two story underground garage, extensive 
dewatering plan, height which exceeds the area standard by 20 feet, inadequate parking and excess 
density is allowed-then a local coastal plan to protect our area consistent with the Coastal Act is no 
longer possible. Again, the Coastal Act priorities include environmental protection, ensuring coastal 
access (parking and traffic), addressing health and safety concerns, preserving visual resources and 
preserving the character and scale of our neighborhood. 

As opposed to Mr. Jones, in a Coastal Development Permit decision you are not required to 
disregard what the community has told you. Namely, in Playa del Rey we are at an inflection point. 
The Legado 138 Culver project will be but the first in a cascade of dominos to fall. Once the fall 
begins, there will be no turning back and no way to enact a local coastal plan, which in any way 
resembles the Lagoon Plan, the wise yardstick which has been used to measure Coastal Act 
compliance and protected our small coastal village for 31 +years. 

8. SB1818 Does Not Trump the Coastal Act. 

The community advanced this position at the Coastal Development hearing. Because there will 
be no literal transcript of all of that hearing, of which I know, I want to make sure the argument is in 
writing. SB 1818 itself reads: 
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Nothing in this Section shall be construed to supersede or in any way alter or lessen the 
effect or application of California Coastal Act ... Government Code Section 
65915(d)(l)(m). 

The City affordable housing implementation ordinance also allows that health, safety and 
other state laws as grounds to deny "affordable housing" incentives. A City ordinance cannot 
override a State ordinance like the Coastal Act anyway. 

The Coastal Commission has consistently conditioned "affordable housing incentive" 
provisions in local coastal plans on meeting the other goals of the Coastal Act. I know a local 
coastal plan with such a restriction imposed by staff was presented at the hearing. I am 
submitting the Half Moon Bay Local Coastal Plan Amendment as it relates to affordable housing 
as Exhibit 12, page 10. The language inserted by staff makes it clear that the affordable housing 
incentives are allowed unless there is a fmding that they cannot be accommodated in a manner 
which otherwise complies with the local coastal plan or the Coastal Act. 

9. Coastal Commission Precedent. 

There is one final standard for your decision found the Municipal Code which I cannot recall 
anyone mentioning at the hearing. Namely, you must find granting a Coastal Development 
Permit for Legado 13 8 Culver is consistent with the precedent and decisions of the Coastal 
Commission. In this regard, granting a Coastal Developm~nt Permit to the Legado 138 Culver 
Project would violate: 

• the Coastal Commission decisions upholding the Regional Guidelines; 
• the Regional Guidelines for Playa del Rey as promulgated by the Coastal Commission; 
• the decisions upholding the parking standards in the Regional Guidelines; 
• the parking standards for Playa del Rey in the Regional Guidelines; 
• the Lagoon Plan as applied by the Coastal Commission; 
• the decisions of the Coastal Conunission applying the height restrictions in the Lagoon 

Plan; 
• the parking restrictions in the Lagoon Plan as applied by the Commission on review; and 
• the Statewide Interpretive Guidelines, precedent regarding local community plan · 

provisions for view protection and decisions of the Coastal Commission which protect 
coastal views to and from bluffs and in Playa del Rey specifically. 

More generally, I maintain that the Coastal Act itself by protecting health and safety in 
the coastal zone prevents the granting of Legado Coastal Development permit: 

• where large scale dewatering poses a threat to move a toxic plume, create 
subsidence, create dewater and create subsidence which is outside the design 
criteria for the adjacent Venice Dual Force Main and alter the water quality and 
habitat in the Ballona Wetlands; and 
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• flooding over the project site will likely result in a hazardous flooded 
subterranean garage. 

Finally, again, I appreciate that the Los Angeles Planning Department has switched staff 
assigned to this case multiple times. You had obviously read an enormous amount, in a short time, 
to get ready for the hearing and were well prepared. I am not sure if you were given all of the 
community's letters or emails prior to the hearing or not. In anticipation of your joining the fray, 
however, I submitted a box at the Coastal Development Permit hearing with all of the September 
2014 letters written by me and others as part of the CEQA review and letters subsequently submitted. 
If you need to cross reference, you will find the materials in the box I gave you. 

Very truly yours, 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

cc: Kevin Jones 
Tricia Keane 
Fred Sutton 
Mike Bonin 
Darlene Navarette 
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Sec ............ ~:9.: ......... ._ ......... The City Clerk shall certify to the passage of this ordinance 
and cause the same to be published by posting for ten days in three public places in the City 
of Los Angeles, to wit: one copy on the bulletin board lo·cated at the Main Street entrance 
to the City Hall of the City of Los Angeles; one copy on the bulletin board located at the 
east entrance to the Hall of Justice in said City; and one copy on the bulletin board located 
at the Temple Street entrance to the Hall of Records in the said City. 

I hereby certify that the foregoing ordinance was passed by the Council of the City of 

Los Angeles, at its meeting oL .......... AP-R---2-·f--t99l........ . 

By ... -..... J!:;_I;:;_;JJ_·_··• 
Deputy. 

Approved ......... J.\.P.R..2.3.J9.9l ........ .. d ·-· - ------- ---~--...... : ..... ··-··--· ., ........ ..... , 
Approved <lS to Form and Legality 

........ IJjtJ!. ... J9.J9.2?.-: ....... -................. .. 
JAMES K. HAHN, City Attorney, 

B~--J~··t-ffu[Izr-.-----o~p~;~y·.--·---·· 
File N( ......... ~-~:'!.~ ........ q-:2_ -O() (j;:) - ~ cj £ 

~ 1- &5'0 l .. r~) ? , 

Ctt~· Clerk Farm 193 

/ 

Mayor. 

PimU"ent to SeC. 97.0 a, the City Ch rl 
epprov .. l of th1s ordi 11 e r 
for the C'ty PI 1 naru:e ~e.;ommendec' 1 ann ng Commos:-. oon .. ..... .. .. 
Sec ett~dled rcporr. 

~~ 
Oirednr t;o( Planning 
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to prevent any inconsistent projects f~om going forward before 

the Westchester Bluffs Specific Plan is completed. Development 

would create potentially irreversible adverse impacts resulting 

from slope instability; damage to a recognized environmentally 

sensitive area related to coastal wetlands; projects 

incompatible with surrounding development; worsened aesthetic 

environment; and lost views. Therefore, this Ordinance shall 

become effective upon publication pursuant to Section 281 of 

the Los Angeles City Charter. 

. . 
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B. Exemption Procedures. 

l. An application for a hardship exemption 

shall be filed with the Department of City 

Planning on forms provided by the Department and 

shall be accompanied by a tee of $250.00. 

2. Prior to the scheduling of a public 

hearing on the hardship exemption application, 

the Department of City Planning shall prepare a 

staff report on the application. 

3. Written notification of the public 

hearing in accordance with the provisions of 

Section 12.24 B 3 of the Los Angeles Municipal 

Code, shall be mailed to all owners and lessees 

of property within a 500-foot radius of the 

proposed site at least 24 days prior to the date 

of the hearing. 

Sec. 9. URGENCY CLAUSE. 

The City Council finds and declares that this 

Ordinance is reguired for the immediate protection of the 

public peace, health and safety, for the following reasons: 

Ordinance No. 166,260 temporarily regulated the issuance of 

building permits to erect or construct new buildings on all 

lots or parcels located in whole or in part in the westchester

Playa del Rey District within the interim regulation area as 

shown in Section 2 of this Ordinance. That Ordinance will 

expire on April 24, 1992. This ordinance is necessary in order 

- 29 -
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conditioning equipment or conduits, or television 

satellite dish antennas, shall be no closer than 

seventy-five feet to the residentially zoned lot. 

Sec. 6. APPLICABILITY OF THE ZONING CODE AND THE 

BUILDING CODE. 

The regulations of this Ordinance are in addition to 

those set forth in the provisions of Chapters 1 and 9 of the 

Los Angeles Municipal Code ana do not contain any rights not 

otherwise granted under the prov{sions and procedures contained 

in those Chapters. 

Sec. 7. SEVERABILITY. 

If any provision of this Ordinance is found to be 

unconstitutional or otherwise invalid by any court of competent 

jurisdiction, such invalidity shall not affect the remaining 

provision of this Ordinance which can be imp~emented without 

the invalid provision, and, to this end, the provisions of this 

Ordinance are declared to be severable. 

Sec. 8. HARDSHIP EXEMPTION. 

A. The City Council, acting in its legislative 

capacity, upon two-thirds vote of the entire council, 

may, by resolution, grant an exemption from the 

provisions of this Ordinance in cases of hardship duly 

established to the satisfaction of the City Council. 

- 28 -
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3. Geologic and Soils Report. The 

applicant shall prepare a geologic and soils 

report for the Project. This ceport shall 

include a slope protection plan, a detailed 

runoff and drainage control plan and an erosion 

restoration plan. The Plans shall include 

protection, control and restorative work as 

necessary. The Plans shall be approved by the 

Department of Building and Safety. 

4. Noise Reduction. For Projects on 

commercially or industrially zoned lots that abut 

a residentially zoned lot, exterior walls of the 

building or structure shall be soundproofed so 

that the noise emanating therefrom, as measured 

from any point on adjacent property, shall be no 

more audible than the noise from the ordinary 

street traffic and from other commercial or 

industrial use measured at the same point on the 

adjacent property. No rooftop parking or open 

areas for dining, drinking or entertainment shall 

be permitted within seventy-five feet of the 

residentially zoned lot. 

5. Equipment. For Projects on 

commercially or industrially zoned lots that abut 

a residentially zoned lot, the location of any 

external mechanical equipment, including 

plumbing, heating, ventilating and air 

- 27 -
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adeguate to protect the Bluffs from further 

erosion, to the specifications and approval 

of th~ City Engineer. The applicant shall 

be responsible for improvements on the 

street adjacent to the lot to the 

satisfaction of the City Engineer. 

3. Geologic and Soils Report. The 

applicant shall prepare a geologic and soils 

report for the Project. This report shall 

include a slope protection plan, a detailed 

runoff and drainage control plan and an erosion 

restoration plan. The plans shall include 

protection, control and restorative work as 

necessary. The plans shall be approved by the 

Department of Building and Safety. 

c. Commercial and Industrial Criteria. 

1. Height. Notwithstandin9 the 

provisions of Sections 12,03 and 12.21.1A of the 

Los Angeles Municipal Code, a Project's maximum 

height shall not exceed thirty-seven feet as 

measured tram the average height of the 

centerline of the frontage road. 

2. Improvements. Improvements shall be 

made by the applicant to the street adjacent to 

the Project to control drainage and erosion as 

required by the City Engineer. 

- 26 -
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street by gravity, and all roof drainage shall 

flow to the street by gravity. Whenever portions 

of the lot or roof of the structure are lower 

than the street grade, no building permit shall 

be issuea until approval is obtained from the 

Department of Building and safety for a method of 

taking all roof and site drainage to the improved 

public right-of-way. 

B. Blufftop Area Criteria. 

1. Height. Notwithstanding the 

provisions of Sections 12.03 and 12.21.1A of the 

Los Angeles Municipal Code, a Project's height 

shall not exceed two stories and a maximum of 

thirty feet as measured from the highest point of 

the roof structure or parapet wall to the natural 

curface of the ground which is vertically below 

the point of measurement. 

2. Improvements. 

a. Improvements shall be made by the 

applicant to the street adjacent to the 

Project lot to control drainage and erosion 

as required by the City Engineer. 

b. Prior to issuance of a building 

permit, that portion of the public 

right-of-way upon which the Project lot 

fronts shall be fully dedicated and 

improved, including provisions for drainage 

- 25 -
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any public dedications. This criteria shall not 

apply to a Project on a lot which is outside the 

Edge of the Bluffs or where the Building ~rea is 

not located on the downslope of the Bluff Face. 

8. Geologic and Soils Report. The 

applicant shall prepare a geologic and soils 

report for the Project. The report shall 

establish the topological condition of the 

Project's lot. This report shall include a slope 

protection plan, a detailed runoff and drainage 

control plan and an erosion restoration plan. 

The plans shall include protection, control and 

restorative work as necessary. The plans shall 

be approved by the Department of Building and 

Safety. 

9. Improvements. Prior to issuance of a 

building permit, that portion of the public 

right-of-way upon which the Project lot fronts 

shall be fully dedicated and improved, including 

provisions for drainage adequate to protect the 

Bluffs from further erosion, to the 

specifications and approval of the City 

Engineer. The applicant shall be responsible for 

improvements on the street adjacent to the lot to 

the satisfaction of the City Engineer. 

10. Drainage. All drainage from the 

Project shall flow to the improved dedicated 

- 24 -
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which less than 50% of the Building Area is 

to be con~tructed on the downslope of the 

Bluff Face, the maximum height on the 

Blufftop portion of the lot shall not exceed 

twenty-five feet as measured from the curb 

level to the highest point of the roof 

structure or parapet wall. The maximum 

height at the rear of the Project shall not 

exceed thirty-six feet as measured from the 

highest point of the roof structure or 

parapet wall to the natural surface of the 

ground which is vertically below the point 

of measurement. 

e. Projects on Upslope Lots. 

Notwithstanding paragraphs a, b, c and d 

above and Sections 12.03 and 12.21.1A of the 

Los Angeles Municipal Code, the maximum 

height of any Project on an Upslope Lot 

shall not exceed thirty-six feet as measured 

from the highest point of the roof structure 

or parapet wall to the natural surface of 

the ground which is vertically below the 

point of measurement. 

7. Lot Coverage. For a Project involving 

new dwelling units, the square footage of the 

Building Area shall not cover more than 50% of 

the square footage of the lot as measured before 

- 23 -
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does not contain any Building Area located 

on the downslope of the Bluff Face shall not 

exceed two stories and a maximum of thirty 

feet as measured from the highest point of 

the roof structure or parapet wall to the 

natural surface of the ground which is 

vertically below the point of measurement. 

c. Additions or Remodeling. 

Notwithstanding paragraphs a and b above and 

the provisions of sections 12.03 and 

12.21.1A of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, 

for an addition to or remodeling of an 

existing structure on a lot of which 50% or 

more of the Building Area is on the 

downslope of the Bluff Face and which will 

add height to the top of the structure, the 

maximum height shall not exceed thirty-six 

feet as measured from the highest point of 

the roof structure or parapet wall to the 

natural surface of the ground which is 

vertically below the point of measurement. 

d. Projects on Lots where less than 

SOi of Building Area on Downslope on Bluff 

Face Area. Notwithstanding paragraphs a, b 

and c above and the provisions of Sections 

12.03 and 12.21.1A of the Los Angeles 

Municipal Code, for a Project on a lot of 

- 22 -
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6. Height. 

a. Projects on Lots where more than 

50% of Building Area on Downslope in Bluff 

Face Area. Notwithstanding the provisions 

of Sections 12.03 and 12.21.1A of the 

Los Angeles Municipal Code, for a Project on 

a Downslope Lot of which 50% or more of the 

Building Area is to be constructed on the 

downslope of the Bluff Face, the height of 

the Project shall not exceed five feet for a 

minimum width of 20% of the length of the 

front lot line, as measured from the curb 

level to the highest point of the roof 

structure or parapet wall. The height for 

the remainder of the Project shall not 

exceed nine feet as measured from the curb 

level to the highest point of the roof 

structure or parapet wall. curb level shall 

be defined pursuant to Section 12,03 of the 

Los ~ngelec Municipal Code. 

b. Projects on Lots not on Edge of 

Bluffs nor on Downslope of BlUff Face. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 

12.03 and 12.21.1A of the Los Angeles 

Municipal Code, the maximum height of any 

Project on a lot which does not contain any 

portion of the Edge of the Bluffs or which 

- 21 -
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to be constructed on the downslope, side 

yard structures may extend higher than the 

curb. In no circumstance shall a side yard 

structure extend into the front yard setback. 

5. contour Map. The applicant shall 

prepare a contour map for the Project. The 

contour map will establish contour lines of the 

natural surface for future measurement of 

heights. The contour map shall be at a scale of 

1 inch = 10 feet, or larger; shall contain 

contour lines at 2 foot intervals; shall show all 

areas with a slope greater than 10%, and shall be 

prepared by a surveyor or civil engineer licensed 

by the State of California. This contour map 

shall include a calculation of the square feet of 

the areas with a slope less than 10% and a slope 

greater than, or equal to 10%. This contour map 

shall determine the location of the Edge of the 

Bluffs, and portions of the lot which are located 

at lower elevations than the Edge of the Bluffs 

shall be considered the downslope of the Bluff 

Face. The results of the geologic and soils 

report prepared pursuant to section 8 of the 

ordinance shall also be used for the purposes of 

identifying the natural surface and nEdge of 

Bluffs.n 

- 20 -
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landscape plan for the Project shall utilize 

plants or trees which, when mature, will 

screen those portions of the structure 

located more than 24 feet below the roof. 

d. All landscape plans shall be 

prepared by a landscape architect or 

landscape contractor and approved by the 

Department of City Planning. 

4. Side yards. 

a. The Project shall have side yards 

of not less than 15 feet cumulatively and 

consisting of no less than 25% of the front 

lot line length. However, if the length of 

the front lot line is less than 50 feet, 

then the cumulative side yard may be reduced 

to a total of 12 feet. Under no 

circumstances shall a side yard be less than 

10% of the front lot line length. 

b. For a Project on a Downslope Lot, 

the Project shall not have a fence, wall, or 

other similar structure located within the 

required side yards which extends higher 

than the curb at the point where the common 

property line between adjacent properties 

intersects the curb. 

c. For a Project on a Downslope Lot of 

which less than 50% of the Building Area is 

- 19 -
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architectural plans to the Department of City 

Planning for its approval indicating the nature 

and location of these features. 

2. Equipment. The Project shall not have 

mechanical equipment, including plumbing, 

heating, ventilating ana air conditioning 

equipment or conduits, or rooftop television 

satellit~ dish antennas exposed to view from 

beyond the boundaries of the lot. 

3. Landscaping. 

a. A landscaping plan shall be 

submitted by the applicant. Landscaping 

shall emphasize the use and management of 

plants native to the Bluffs/wetlands 

ecosystem, and care shall be taken in plant 

selection and placement to avoid situations 

of high flammability either due to the 

plant's intrinsic quality or the cumulative 

effect of dense planting in proximity to 

structures. 

b. Low-growing shrubs and plants and 

groundcover may be placed in side or front 

yards; however, no trees shall be planted in 

these areas which would obstruct any view. 

c. The landscape plans shall provide 

for screening of a structure on a Downslope 

Lot which exceeds 24 feet in height. The 

- 18 -
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c. That the Project is in conformance 

with the criteria set forth in Section 5 of 

this Ordinance. 

5. The application and appeal fees for a 

Project Permit shall be the same as for a 

"Conditional Use by Zoning Administrator Other 

Than Section 12.24 Cl.l, h and m," as set forth 

in Section 19.01 C of the Los Angeles Municipal 

Code. 

c. Coastal Development Permits. For Projects 

requiring a Coastal Development Permit, the 

application for a Coastal Development Permit shall be 

filed and processed simultaneously with and in the 

same manner as the Project Permit. The applicant 

shall not be required to pay application fees in 

addition to those required for a Project Permit. 

Sec, 5. ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS AND DEVELOPMENT 

CONTROLS. 

In order to obtain a Project Permit, the Project shall 

meet the following requirements: 

A. · B'luff .Pace Area Criteria. 

1. Walls. The exterior walls of a 

Project shall contain architectural features such 

as windows, balconies, columns and doors spaced 

not more than 15 feet apart horizontally or 

vertically. The applicant shall submit 

- 17 -
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in approving a conditional use enumerated in 

Section 12.24 Cl.l of the Los ~ngeles Municipal 

Code, including conditions designed to retain 

natural topographic features and existing public 

views. 

3. In support of the application for a 

Project Permit, the application shall include, 

but not be limited to, photographs taken from 

public rights-of-way adjacent to the existing 

PUblic View Area and Culver Boulevard with the 

proposed Project superimposed upon it, or a 

topographic map showing the proposed elevation of 

the Project, design sketches, cross-sections and 

view analysis.~ 

4. The zoning Administrator shall follow 

the procedures and time limits in accordance with 

the provisions of Section 12.24 B 3 of the 

Los Angeles Municipal Code and, in granting a 

Project Permit, shall make the following findings: 

a. That the Project is proper in 

relation to adjacent uses or the development 

of the community and to the various elements 

and objectives of the General Plan. 

b. That the Project will not be 

materially detrimental to the character of 

the development in the immediate 

neighborhood. 
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structure which was damaged or partially 

destroyed by fire, flood, wind, earthquake, or 

other natural disaster, as provided by 

Section 12.23 A 4 of the Los Angeles Municipal 

Code. However, the construction work to replace 

or restore shall be for a building or structure 

which does not increase the height or floor area 

of the original building. 

6. Any Project for which a building permit 

is required to comply with an order issued by the 

Department of Building and Safety to repair an 

unsafe or substandard condition. 

Sec. 4. PROJECT P~R~ITS. 

A. The Office of Zoning Administration shall 

have the authority to issue Project Permits. 

B. Procedures. 

1. Any approval or disapproval of a Project 

Permit by the Office of Zoning Administration 

pursuant to this Ordinance shall be appealable to 

the Boaro of zoning Appeals, ana any action of 

that Board shall be appealable to the City 

Council. 

2. In granting a Project Permit, the zoning 

Administrator, or the Board of Zoning Appeals or 

the City Council on appeal, may impose conditions 

on the same basis the zoning Administrator would 

- 15 -
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B. EXCEPTIONS. 

This prohibition shall not apply to: 

1. Any Project for which a Project Permit 

or hardship exemption has been approved pursuant 

to the provisions of this Ordinance or pursuant 

to Ordinance Nos. 162 1 444; 163 1 687; 165,508; or 

166,260. 

2. Any Project for which architectural and 

structural plans sufficient for a complete plan 

check were accepted by the Department of Building 

and Safety on or before July 21, 1988; and for 

which a plan check fee was collected on or before 

July 21, 1988; and for which no subsequent 

changes are made to those plans which increase or 

decrease the height, floor area, or occupant load 

by more than five percent. 

3. Any addition to or remodeling of an 

existing structure in the Bluff Face Area 

which meets the development requirements in 

Section 5 A 6 of this Ordinance or which will not 

add height to the top of the structure. 

4. Any addition to or remodeling of an 

existing structure in the Blufftop Area which 

meets the development requirements in section 

5 B 1 of this Ordinance. 

5. Any Project for which a building permit 

is required to replace or restore a building or 

- 14 -
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Sec. 3. INTERIM REGULATIONS. 

2 A. Notwithstanding any provision of the 

3 Los Angeles Municipal Code to the contrary, for a 

4 period of three hundred and sixty-five days (365) from 

5 the effective date of this Ordinance, or until the 

6 adoption of a Specific Plan(s) or a Local Coastal 

7 Program(s) for the Westche s ter-Pl a ya del Rey Bl uff s is 

a adopted, whichever occurs first: 

9 1. Except as otherwise provided by this 

10 Ordinance, no building permit shall be issued 

11 after July 21, 1988 for any Project on any lot 

12 located in whole or in part within the area 

13 identified in Exhibit nAn of Section 2 of this 

14 Ordinance unless it conforms with the procedures 

15 and criteria set forth in section 4 of this 

l6 Ordinance. 

17 2. Except as otherwise provided by this 

18 Ordinance, no person shall erect, construct, or 

19 add to any building or structure for any Project 

20 on any lot located in whole or in part within the 

21 area identified in EXhibit "A• of Section 2 of 

22 this Ordinance pursuant to a building permit 

23 issued after July 21, 1988, for which a vested 

24 right has not accrued prior to the effective date 

2s of this Ordinance, unless the permit is issued in 

26 

27 

28 

conformance with the procedures and criteria set 

forth in Section 4 of this Ordinance. 
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on the effective date of this Ordinance. However, for 

subdivisions of more than 35 dwelling units approved 

after November 25, 1987, if a grading plan was 

approved as part of the subdivision approval, then the 

natural surface shall be the finished grade 

established by the approved plan. 

J. Project. The erection or construction of 

or addition to or remodeling of any building or 

structure on any lot located in whole or in part 

within the area identified in Exhibit •A• of Section 2 

of this Ordinance. 

K. Project Permit. A permit issued for a 

Project pursuant to the provisions set forth in 

Section 4 of this Ordinance. 

L. Upslope Lot. Any lot with the average 

elevation of the rear lot line higher than the average 

elevation of the curb of the street on which it fronts. 

Sec. 2. INTERIM REGULATION AREA. 

The provisions of this Ordinance shall apply to any 

lot located in whole or in part within the area shown by 

heavy black lines on the following map identified as 

Exhibit "A": 

- 9 -
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area identified in Exhibit • An of Section 2 of this 

Ordinance. 

c. Blufftop Area. Any lot or portion thereof 

or parcel of land located in whole or in part within 

the area of the Bluffs identified in Exhibit nBa of 

Section 2 of this Ordinance. 

D. Building Area. That area of a lot covered 

by any existing or proposed structure, including any 

dwellings or accessory buildings. 

E. Downslope Lot. Any lot with the average 

elevation of the rear lot line lower than the average 

elevation of the curb of the street on which it fronts. 

F. Edge of the Bluffs. That line along the 

natural surface of the Bluffs at which the average 

gradient is 10% or less, as determined by a contour 

map pursuant to Section 5. A. 5. of this Ordinance. 

G. Existing Public View Area. That area of 

the Bluffs identified in Exhibit acn of Section 2 of 

this Ordinance which provides views to the public from 

and of the Bluffs. ~ 

H. Local coastal Program. Land use plans, 

zoning ordinances, zoning district maps and, within 

coastal resource areas, other implementing actions, 

which when taken together, meet the requirements and 

provisions of the California Coastal Act. 

I. Natural surface. The existing ground level 

prior to any grading, cut or fill on the Project site, 

- 8 -
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WHEREAS 1 on March 26, 1990, Ordinance No. 165,508 

became effective; and 

WHEREAS, on September 12, 1990, Ordinance 

No. 166,260 was adopted to reflect technical changes and 

amendments; and 

WHEREAS, on February 24, 1992, the City Council 

adopted a motion to continue the provisions of Ordinance 

No • 1 6 6 , 2 6 0 • 

NOW, THEREFORE, 

THE PEOPLE OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

DO ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS: 

Section 1. DEFINITIONS. 

The following words, whenever used in this Ordinance, 

shall be construed as defined in this Section. WQrds and 

phrases not defined herein shall be construed as defined in 

Section 12.03 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, if defined 

therein. 

A. Bluff Face Area. Any lot or portion 

thereof or parcel of land located in whole or in part 

within the area of the Bluffs identified in Exhibit 

nan of Section 2 of this Ordinance. 

B. Bluffs. Any lot or portion thereof or 

parcel of land located in whole or in part within the 

- 7 -
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address design and environmental issues within the Bluff areas 

and to establish appropriate and adequate design standards and 

development controls for the Westchester-Playa del Rey Bluffs; 

and 

WHEREAS, the effectiveness of the specific Plan 

which would address these issues as well as slope stability and 

drainage and erosion control would be completely undermined if 

unregulated development were to take place prior to its 

adoption; and 

WHEREAS, on November 25, 1987, the City council 

adopted a motion to instruct the City Planning Department, in 

cooperation with the city Attorney, to prepare an ordinance to 

provide appropriate interim controls on the issuance of 

building permits to erect or construct new buildings on all 

lots or parcels located in whole or in part in the subject 

area; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council adopted Ordinance 

No. 163,938 which expired on March 13, 1999; and 

WHEREAS, on March 15, 1989, the City Council adopted 

a motion to reenact and amend Ordinance No. 163,938; and 

WHEREAS, on February 7, 1990 the City council 

adopted a motion to approve the re-enactment of Ordinance 

No. 163,938; and 

WHEREAS, on March 16, 1990, the City council 

approved a motion to amend Ordinance No. 165,508 to reflect 

technical changes and amendments; and 

- 6 -
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stability of the lots adjacent to Veragua Drive and Berger 

Avenue and a constant maintenance problem for Cabora Drive; and 

WHEREAS, if the existing slope failures are left 

uncorrected, they will continue to grow in size, and support 

for Veragua Drive may be lost; and 

WHEREAS, appropriate long-term slope failure 

mitigations may not be effective if solely confined to single 

lots; and 

WHEREAS, time for additional geotechnical studies 

for slope repair, slope stability, drainage control and erosion 

control is necessary; and 

WHEREAS, if new subdivisions in the Marina and 

Kentwood Bluffs are undertaken without these geotechnical 

studies and additional planning efforts, then public safety and 

geological integrity will be in question; and 

~ WHEREAS, unregulated new development in the Vista 

del Mar Bluffs prior to the completion of the Local Coastal 

Plan for the area would prejudice the City's ability to 

complete such a plan; and ~ 

WHEREAS, unregulated new d~veloprnent on any other 

portion of the Bluffs which may now, or at some future time, 

lie within the Coastal zone prior to the completion of a Local 

Coastal Plan for the area would prejudice the City•s ability to 

complete such a plan; and~ 

WHEREAS, on November 25, 1987, the City Council 

adopted a motion to instruct the City Planning Department to 

proceed with preparation of an expanded Specific Plan to 

- 5 -
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the Marina Bluffs and is designated a Hazard Area by the 

California coastal Commission; and 

WHERE·AS, the portion of the BlUffs between Sepulveda 

Boulevard and Lincoln Boulevard called the Kentwood Bluffs 

overlooks the section of the Playa Vista annexation area called 

"Area D," which is known to contain an industrial toxic waste 

site identified by the California Department of Bealth Services 

as having contaminated local groundwater and being in need of 

regulated clean-up procedures; and 

WHEREAS, if unregulated new development were to 

occur in the Bluffs area without additional planning and zoning 

regulations there would be an irreplaceable loss of scenic 

resources, natural topographic features and qualities unique to 

the Bluffs that enhance the character of the area; and 

WHEREAS, the Bluffs are founded on cohesionless 

sand, with some lenses of gravel, which are subject to erosion 

if not protected; and 

WHEREAS, the entire slope that forms the Bluffs is 

in a state of minor failure due to the slope being too high for 

a continuous slope and too steep for the type of natural 

material exposeo; and 

WHEREAS, long-term stabilization of the Bluffs could 

become impossible if unregulated new development occurs: and 

WHEREAS, there have been nine (9) separate slope 

failures identified on the Marina Bluffs slope between Veragua 

Drive and Cabora Drive which pose a threat to the long-term 

- 4 -
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northward of their westerly portions, providing upland habitat 

necessary to ensure the diversity of wildlife and native plant 

communities of a viable coastal wetlands ecosystem; and 

WHEREAS, the Conservation Plan recognizes that 

visual and aesthetic considerations are important and deserving 

of in-depth study and recommend consideration of modifications 

to the Los Angeles Municipal Code to include regulations 

requiring maximum retention of natural topographic features and 

qualities of scenic, geologic or historic interest and enhance 

the character of an area, including the natural skyline; and 

WHEREAS, the Bluffs are a Scenic Resource visible 

from Culver Boulevard, a designated Scenic Highway, and the 

Scenic Highways Plan provides for the protection and 

enhancement of such views; and 

WHEREAS, an objective of the Westchester-Playa del 

Rey District Plan is to improve the aesthetic environment of 

the District by encouraging the establishment of appropriate 

development criteria; and 

~WHEREAS, the portion of the Bluffs stretching 

southward east of Vista del Mar and west of Nicholson Street 

and Pershing Drive is known as the~ta del Mar Bluf~and is 

designated as a Local Coastal Plan area by the California 

Coastal Commission; ana~ 
WHEREAS 1 the portion of the Bluffs between Pershing 

Drive and Lincoln Boulevard overlooking the section of the 

Playa Vista Annexation called the Ballona Wetlands is known as 

- 3 -
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Cowan Avenue to 77th Street, 77th Street to Denrock Avenue, 

Denrock Avenue to McConnell Avenue, the eastern boundary of the 

Loyola Marymount University campus, the Edge of the Bluffs 

along the northern end of the campus, Fordham Road, 78th 

Stceet, Altavan Avenue and 80th Street to Lincoln Boulevard, 

across to 8lst Street, Rayford Avenue, 80th Street to Gulana 

Avenue, 83rd Street to Calabar Avenue, Calabar Avenue, Tuscany 

Avenue, Rees Street, oelgany Avenue, Rees Walk to Pershing 

Drive; and an area generally bounded by Culver Boulevard from 

the southwesterly boundary of the Playa Vista Annexation area 

near Nicholson Drive to Vista del Mar, Vista del Mar to Vista 

del Mar Lane, Vista del Mar Lane to Rees street, and Rees 

Street to Pershing Drive. 

WHEREAS, there are buildable lots in this 

westchester-Playa del Rey Bluff area which were created by 

subdivisions undertaken in the 19JO•s, or by subdivisions 

currently planned, and are without any special land use 

regulations to protect their scenic qualities as viewed from 

either the Scenic Highway below or the westchester ana Playa 

del Rey communities above; and 

WHEREAS, the Conservation Plan of the Environmental 

Element of the Citywide Plan recommends programs to regulate 

development in hillside and mountainous areas in order to 

minimize grading, preserve the natural terrain, maximize open 

space and to enhance the quality of hillside areasJ and 

WHEREAS, the Bluffs are an environmentally sensitive 

adjunct to the important coastal wetlands lying immediately 

- 2 -
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ORDINANCE NO. 16?812 

~n Ordinance establishing interim regulations relating 

to the issuance of building pe~mits and the e~ection and 

construction of new structu~es on lots located in whole or in 

part in that portion of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey District 

Plan area generally bounded by the southerly boundary of the 

Playa Vista Annexation area (formerly the County line) and 77th 

Street, Arizona Avenue, Riggs Place, Kentwood Avenue, Henefer 

Avenue, the eastern boundary of the Loyola Marymount University 

campus, the Edge of the Bluffs along the northern end of the 

campus, Fordham Road, 78th street, Altavan Avenue and 80th 

Street to Lincoln Boulevard, across to 8lst Street, Rayford 

Avenue, 80th Street to GUiana Avenue, 83rd Street to Calabar 

Avenue, Calabar Avenue, Tuscany Avenue, Rees street, Delgany 

Avenue, Rees Walk to Pershing Drive; and an area generally 

bounded by Culver Boulevard from the southwesterly boundary of 

the Playa Vista Annexation area near Nicholson Drive to Vista 

de! Mar, Vista del Mar to Vista del Mar Lane, Vista del Mar 

Lane to Rees Stre~t, Rees Street to Pershing Drive. 

WHEREAS, Rl-1, R2-l, R3-l, C2-1, C4-l, and Ml-1 

zoning pre~ently exists on lots and parcels between the 

southerly boundary of the Playa Vista annexation area and 77th 

Street between sepulveda Boulevard and Arizona ~venue, Arizona 

Avenue between 77th Street and Riggs Place, Riggs Place to 

Kentwood Avenue, Kentwood Avenue to Henefer Avenue, Henefer 

Avenue to Firebrand Street, Firebrand street to cowan Avenue, 

- 1 -
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AGENCY 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
Filed: 6/27/2000 South Coast Area Office 

200 Oceangate, Suite 1000 
Long Beach , CA 90802-4302 
(562) 590-5071 

49th Day: 8/15/2000 
180th Day: 12/24/2000 
Staff: CP-LB 
Staff Report: 7/20/2000 
Hearing Date: August 8, 2000 
Commission Action: 

STAFF REPORT: DE NOVO & REGULAR CALENDAR 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 5-00-198 APPEAL NuMBER: A5-vEN-oo-173 Tu22e&f 
APPLICANT: 

AGENT: 

PROJECT LOCATION: 
PARKING LOCATION: 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 

LOCAL APPROVALS: 

Clabe Hartley 

Bruno Bondanelli 

30 Washington Boulevard, Venice, City of Los Angeles. 
104 E. Anchorage Street, Venice, City of Los Angeles. 

Construction, use and maintenance of a two-story, 3,800 square foot 
restaurant with second story open dining deck (with valet parking service 
and 120 off-site parking spaces proposed at Westside Leadership Magnet 
School, Los Angeles Unified School District). 

City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit #99-009, 
Conditional Use Permit, Zone Variance and Project Permit (Case No. ZA 
99-0435). ' 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Staff is recommending that the Commission grant a de novo permit (A5-VEN-00-173) and a coastal 
development permit (5-00-198) for the proposed development with special conditions to protect the nearby 
public parking facilities from the parking impacts of the proposed restaurant. See page two for motions. 
The special conditions would require the applicant to: a) secure a long-term (5 years minimum) lease in 
order to ensure the provision of the off-site parking supply as proposed, b) provide the proposed valet 
parking service and off-site parking supply during all hours that the restaurant is open for business, c) 
provide free parking for restaurant employees, d) prohibit encroachments, and e) limit building height and 
signage. The applicant objects to the requirement for a long-term lease of the off-site parking supply and 
the requirement to provide customer and employee parking during all hours that the restaurant is open for 
business. 

The proposed project is located within 300 feet of the beach. Therefore, it is within the coastal zone area 
of the City of Los Angeles which has been designated in the City's permit program as the "Dual Permit 
Jurisdiction" area. Pursuant to Section 30601 of the Coastal Act and Section 13307 of the California Code 
of Regulations, any development located in the Dual Permit Jurisdiction that receives a local coastal 
development permit from the City must also obtain a permit from the Coastal Commission. The City
approved local coastal development permit for the proposed project was appealed to the Commission on 
May 11, 2000 (Appeal No. A5-VEN-00-173). On June 15, 2000, the Commission found that a Substantial 
Issue exists with the City's approval of the proposed project and it's associated off-site valet parking 
program. In order to minimize duplication, Commission staff has combined the de novo appeal permit (A5-
VEN-00-173) and coastal development permit application (5-00-198) into one staff report and one 
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Commission hearing. However, the Commission's approval, modification or disapproval of the proposed 
project will require two separate Commission actions: one action for the de novo appeal permit and one 
action for the coastal development permit application. Staff is recommending that the Commission approve 
both permits with the following identical special conditions and findings. 

SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS: 

1. Commission Staff Report: Substantial Issue for Appeal No. A5-VEN-00-173 (5/24/2000). 
2. City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit No. 99-009 (Hartley). 
3. City of Los Angeles Conditional Use Permit, Zone Variance and Project Permit (ZA 99-0435). 
4. Proposed Venice Land Use Plan, City of Los Angeles Planning Dept., October 1999. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

MOTION 1: "I move that the Commission approve with special conditions Coastal Development 
Permit 5-00-198 per the staff recommendation as set forth below. II 

The staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of the motion will result in APPROVAL of the coastal 
development permit application with special conditions, and adoption of the following resolutions and 
findings. The motion passes only by an affirmative mote of a majority of Commissioners present. 

MOTION 2: "I move that the Commission approve with special conditions Coastal Development 
Permit AS-VEN-00-173 per the staff recommendation as set forth below. II 

The staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of the motion will result in APPROVAL of the de novo permit 
with special conditions, and adoption of the following resolutions and findings. The motion passes only by 
an affirmative mote of a majority of Commissioners present. 

I. Resolution: Approval with Conditions of 5-00-198 

The Commission hereby grants, subject to the conditions below, a permit for the proposed 
development on the grounds that the development, as conditioned, will be in conformity with 
the provisions of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976, will not prejudice the ability 
of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local Coastal Program 
conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, and will not have any significant 
adverse impacts on the environment within the meaning of the California Environmental 
Quality Act. 

II. Resolution: Approval with Conditions of AS-VEN-00-173 

The Commis~ion hereby grants, subject to the conditions below, a permit for the proposed 
development on the grounds that the development, as conditioned, will be in conformity with 
the provisions of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976, will not prejudice the ability 
of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local Coastal Program 
conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, and will not have any significant 
adverse impacts on the environment within the meaning of the California Environmental 
Quality Act. 
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1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall not 
commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized agent, acknowledging 
receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned to the Commission 
office. 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the date this 
permit is reported to the Commission. Development shall be pursued in a diligent manner and 
completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of the permit must be made 
prior to the expiration date. 

3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be resolved by the 
Executive Director or the Commission. 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files with the 
Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit. 

5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be perpetual, and it is 
the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all future owners and possessors of the 
subject property to the terms and conditions. 

IV. Special Conditions 

1. Parking Program 

The following parking program shall be implemented during all hours that the proposed restaurant 
is open for business. The applicant shall provide and maintain a valet parking service and an off
site parking supply (with a minimum capacity of 38 vehicles) for use by the employees and 
customers of the proposed restaurant during all hours that the restaurant is open for business. 
Restaurant employees shall be provided with free parking within the off-site parking supply. 

Off-site Parking Supply: 

Prior to the issuance of the coastal development permit, the applicant shall submit a long-term 
(minimum 5-years) lease agreement, for the review and approval of the Executive Director, that 
secures the applicant's legal ability to access and utilize the proposed off-site parking supply 
located at the Westside Leadership Magnet School (1 04 E. Anchorage Street, Venice, City of Los 
Angeles). The authorization to operate the restaurant granted in the coastal development permit is 
contingent upon the continuing availability of the off-site parking supply to meet the restaurant's 
parking demands during all hours that it is open for business. The proposed restaurant is not 
permitted to operate without the provision of the required off-site parking supply. 

Valet Parking Service: 
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The applicant shall provide a valet parking service, consistent with the following requirements and 

limitations, during all hours that the proposed restaurant is open for business: 

a. Valet Station: One vehicle drop-off/pick-up station, utilizing a maximum of two (2) public on

street parking spaces, is permitted on Washington Boulevard in the immediate vicinity of the 

proposed restaurant (subject to the approval of the City of Los Angeles). All public on-street 

parking spaces located on Washington Boulevard shall be available for use by the general 

public on a first-come, first-serve basis consistent with all applicable City parking regulations at 

all times when the valet parking service is not in operation. 

b. Vehicle Storage: The valet parking service shall store/park all vehicles in the proposed off-site 

parking area located at the Westside Leadership Magnet School (104 E. Anchorage Street, 

Venice, City of Los Angeles). Storage of vehicles by valets is prohibited in the public beach/pier 

parking lots, on public rights-of-way, and in on-street parking spaces (except for loading and 

unloading at the vehicle drop-off/pick-up station described above) . 

c. Cost of Valet Parking Service: The fee charged for the valet parking service shall not at any 

time exceed the rate charged for parking at the Los Angeles County public beach parking lot 

located at the Venice Pier. 

d. Employee Parking: Employees of the proposed restaurant shall have their vehicles 

stored/parked within the proposed off-site parking area located at the Westside Leadership 

Magnet School (1 04 E. Anchorage Street, Venice, City of Los Angeles) during all work hours at 

no cost. 

e. Signage: A double-faced portable sign shall be placed at the valet vehicle drop-off/pick-up 

station during all hours that the valet parking service is in operation. The sign shall clearly 

announce the availability of the valet parking service for customer use and the cost of valet 

parking. Each face of the sign shall not exceed 15 square feet in area, and the sign shall not 

rotate, flash, or be internally illuminated. 

The valet parking service shall be provided consistent with the above-stated requirements and 

limitations. Any change in the operation of the valet parking service shall be submitted to the 

Executive Director to determine whether an amendment to this permit is necessary pursuant to the 

requirements of the Coastal Act and the California Code of Regulations. 

2. Encroachments 

The applicant, leaseholders, tenants, employees and/or operators of the proposed project shall not 

place any object on the sidewalk that exists in front of the proposed structure. Prohibited 

encroachments include, but are not limited to, signs, tables, chairs, displays and merchandise 

racks. 

3. Signs 

Signs placed on the exterior walls of the proposed structure shall not exceed twenty square feet in 

area. There shall be no more than two signs on the exterior of the structure that exceed ten square 

feet in area. Rooftop signs and signs that exceed the height of the structure are prohibited. No 
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sign, or any portion of any sign, shall exceed fifteen feet above the elevation of the fronting right-of
way. No sign shall rotate, flash, or be internally illuminated. No freestanding signs are permitted. 

4. Height Limit 

The top of the roof of the proposed structure shall not exceed 35 feet above the elevation of 
Washington Boulevard. 

5. Deed Restriction 

Prior to issuance of the coastal development permit, the applicant shall execute and record a deed 
restriction in a form and content acceptable to the Executive Director, reflecting the restrictions set 
forth in Special Conditions 1 through 4 of Coastal Development Permits A5-VEN-00-173 and 5-00-
198 stated above. The deed restriction shall include legal description of the applicant's parcel 
(APN 4225-01:-005). The deed restriction shall run with the land, binding all successors and 
assigns, and shall be recorded free of prior liens that the Executive Director determines may affect 
the enforceability of the restriction. This deed restriction shall not be removed or changed without 
a Coastal Commission approved amendment to this coastal development permit. 

V. Findings and Declarations 

The Commission hereby finds and declares: 

A. Project Description 

The proposed project involves the construction and use of a two-story, 3,800 square foot restaurant on a 
vacant 1,890 square foot lot in the Marina Peninsula area of Venice (See Exhibits). The applicant 
proposes to provide a total of 1,752 square f!;let of dining area within the two level structure, including a 
proposed 500 square foot open dining patio on the second level. No sidewalk dining is proposed. 

The C2-1-0 zoned lot, where the proposed restaurant is being built, is situated on the south side of 
Washington Boulevard about one block inland from the Venice Pier (Exhibit #2). Washington Boulevard is 
a commercially zoned street lined with one and two-story restaurants, shops and cafes which cater to local 
residents and the thousands of coastal visitors who are attracted to Venice Beach. Both sides Washington 
Boulevard, where the proposed restaurant is located, are lined with metered diagonal public parking 
spaces. The Venice Pier public beach parking lot, administered by the Los Angeles County Department of 
Beaches and Harbors, is located on the south side of the pier at the end of Washington Boulevard (Exhibit 
#2). The area surrounding the Washington Boulevard commercial corridor consists primarily of residential 
neighborhoods. 
The proposed structure occupies the entire lot. Therefore, no on-site parking is proposed. Instead, the 
applicant proposes to lease property from the Los Angeles Unified School District for an off-site parking 
supply at the Westside Leadership Magnet School, located approximately 200 feet southeast of the 
proposed restaurant (Exhibit #2}. The applicant's proposed parking plan consists solely of a valet parking 
service that would park up to 120 cars on the school site when school is not in session. The applicant has 
proposed no other provisions for parking other than the valet service using the school site to store 
vehicles. 
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Section 30222 of the Coastal Act requires that visitor-seNing commercial uses be given priority over 

residential and other non-priority land uses. Section 30222 of the Coastal Act states: 

The use of private lands suitable for visitor-seNing commercial recreational facilities designed 

to enhance public opportunities for coastal recreation shall have priority over private 

residential, general industrial, or general commercial development, but not over agriculture or 

coastal-dependent industry. 

The proposed restaurant project would provide coastal visitors and nearby residents with sit-down dining 

service. Therefore, the proposed project is consistent with Section 30222 of the Coastal Act because it 

would provide a visitor-serving commercial use on the site. 

The proposed project is also consistent with the land use designation proposed for the site in the City of 

Los Angeles proposed Land Use Plan (LUP) for Venice that has been submitted for Commission 

certification as part of the LCP process. The proposed Venice LUP designates the site, as well as the 

adjoining commercial properties that line Washington Boulevard, with the Community Commercial land use 

designation. The proposed Venice LUP specifically calls for visitor-seNing commercial uses, such as 

restaurants, to be located in the Community Commercial land use designation. Therefore, the proposed 

land use complies with Section 30222 of the Coastal Act and the land use designation proposed for the 

site in the proposed Venice LUP. 

C. Public Access/Parking 

The proposed project is located in the Venice Pier area on the northern edge of the Marina Peninsula 

residential neighborhood (Exhibit #1 ). The vacant 1,890 square foot lot is situated one block inland of the 

Venice Pier, beach and Ocean Front Walk (Exhibit #2). One of the most important coastal planning issues 

for this part of Venice is the issue of parking and the lack thereof. New developments must provide an 

adequate parking supply in order to protect the existing public parking facilities that support public access 

to the many recreational opportunities available at this highly popular coastal area. 

Many of the existing commercial and residential structures in this area were constructed decades ago at a 

time when the parking demands generated by development were significantly less than they are today. 

The restaurants, cafes and shops that line Washington Boulevard have little or no on-site parking to serve 

their employees and customers. Consequently, there is a severe shortage of available parking spaces in 

the area when the demand for parking peaks. Visitors and users of the various commercial, residential 

and recreational uses in the area must compete for the limited number of available parking spaces in the 

area. This situation has negatively impacted the availability of public access to the coast during peak-use 

periods. 

The largest parking reservoirs in the project area are the Venice Pier public beach parking lot 

(approximately 302 spaces) and the metered on-street parking spaces that line Washington Boulevard 

(approximately 50 spaces). The streets of the surrounding residential neighborhoods provide very few on

street parking spaces because most of the streets are walk streets with no vehicular access. Vehicular 

access to the residential areas is provided primarily by narrow alleys with no on-street parking. Therefore, 

the limited public parking reservoirs provide parking not only for beach visitors and customers of the 
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commercial uses, but also for employees of the commercial uses and guests of the area's residents and 
some of the residents themselves. 

The Commission has consistently found that a direct relationship exists between the provision of adequate 
parking and availability of public access to the coast. In order to conform to the requirements of the 
Coastal Act, the proposed project is required to provide adequate parking facilities. 

Section 30252 of the Coastal Act states, in part: 

The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access to the 
coast by ... (4) providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute means of serving the 
development with public transportation .... 

Section 30252 of the Coastal Act requires that public access be protected by ensuring that adequate 
parking be provided to meet the increased parking demand generated by new development. Further 
intensification of uses in the project area will increase the demand for parking. The demand for parking 
already surpasses the supply during peak use periods. The peak use periods in the Venice Pier area are 
primarily summer days when beach attendance increases. Parking demand is lowest when beach 
attendance is low, although the restaurants in the area do generate a significant demand for parking 
during the dinner hours. 

Parking Demand 

The amount of parking that is "adequate" is determined by calculating the parking demand of a specific 
project using a parking standard. The parking standard is typically part of a certified local coastal program 
or zoning ordinance. The Coastal Commission Regional Interpretive Guidelines for Los Angeles County 
(adopted 10/14/80) contain a parking standard table that is often used for guidance when the Commission 
determines what amount of parking is adequate for a proposed project. The parking standards contained 
in the Commission's Interpretive Guidelines were derived from parking studies undertaken by the City of 
Los Angeles Planning Department in the 1970's. The parking studies used field data to determine the 
average parking demand for various types of land uses. While the data used in the 1970's to establish 
parking standards is old, driving behavior in Los Angeles has not changed appreciably (i.e. there has not 
been a significant increase in the public's reliance on pubic transportation or forms of transportation other 
than automobiles). 

In Venice, the City of Los Angeles currently uses the parking standards contained in the Venice Specific 
Plan. The parking standards contained in the Venice Specific Plan are based on the parking standards 
contained in the Coastal Commission Regional Interpretive Guidelines for Los Angeles County which have 
been implemented in Venice for more than twenty years. Prior to the City's 1999 adoption of the Venice 
Specific Plan, the City implemented the same parking standards through the Venice Interim Control 
Ordinance (ICO). Most recently, the City has included the same parking standards in the proposed Land 
Use Plan (LUP) for Venice that has been submitted for Commission certification as part of the LCP 
process. 

The parking standards contained in the Venice Specific Plan and the proposed City of Los Angeles LUP 
for Venice would require the proposed project to provide 38 parking spaces as follows: 

Proposed Use: 3,800 square foot restaurant with 1, 752 
square feet of customer service area. 
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1 space for each 50 square feet of service 
floor area. 

1, 752/50 = 35 Parking Spaces 

Beach Impact Zone1
: 1 space for each 640 square feet ground 

floor area. 
1 ,890/640 =~Parking Spaces 

Total Parking Requirement: 38 Parking Spaces 

The proposed project is located within the Beach Impact Zone (BIZ) of the Venice area as defined in the 

City of Los Angeles Venice Specific Plan and the proposed Venice LUP. The BIZ parking requirements 

apply to new developments in the BIZ area, and are in addition to the standard parking requirements. The 

parking spaces generated by the BIZ parking requirements help offset the cumulative impacts on public 

access opportunities caused by the intensification of commercial enterprises in the Venice area. The City 

allows applicants to pay fees into the Venice Coastal Parking Impact Fund in lieu of providing up to fifty 

percent of the actual number of required BIZ parking spaces. The Venice Coastal Parking Impact Fund is 

administered by the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation. 

Proposed Parking Plan 

In this case, the applicant proposes to implement a parking plan that would provide all of the required 

parking (38 parking spaces) in an off-site parking area leased from the Los Angeles Unified School District 

(Exhibit #4). No parking is proposed on the project site because the proposed restaurant structure 

occupies the entire lot. The proposed off-site parking area is comprised of the parking lot and asphalt 

playground of the Westside Leadership Magnet School which is located approximately 200 feet southeast 

of the proposed restaurant (Exhibit #2). The applicant states that the school grounds can accommodate 

approximately 120 automobiles. 

The applicant has submitted a one-year lease (expires June 11, 2001) agreement with the school district 

that allows valet parking on school grounds when school is not in session2 (Exhibit #4). The terms of the 

school district lease allow valet parking on school grounds on Monday through Friday from 5:30p.m. to 2 

a.m., and on weekends from 7 a.m. to 12 p.m. (sic). Self-parking by restaurant customers or others on 

school grounds is not authorized by the school district. The applicant has proposed no other provisions for 

customer and employee parking other than the proposed valet parking service using the school site to 

store vehicles. 

Valet Parking Service 

1 Venice Specific Plan Section 11 .0/LUP Policy II.A.4 (Parking Requirements in the Beach Impact Zone): 
Commercial and industrial projects in the BIZ shall provide one additional parking space for each 640 square feet of 
floor area of the ground floor. 
2 The applicant invited the Los Angeles Unified School District to be a co-applicant in this coastal development permit 
application. The Los Angeles Unified School District declined to be a co-applicant. 
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The applicant asserts that the proposed parking plan, which consists solely of the valet parking service 
and the school site, provides more than adequate parking for the proposed project. In fact, the proposed 
valet parking service would provide more than the required number of parking spaces for the proposed 
restaurant, and would also increase the overall parking supply for all visitors to the area. The applicant 
states that any person, including beach goers and customers of any other commercial establishment, 
would be able to utilize the proposed valet parking service at the same rate of $4.50 per vehicle. No 
parking validations or discounts are proposed that would give preference to any one group (i.e. restaurant 
customers, beach goers) over another. 

As described by the applicant, the proposed valet parking service would utilize two existing on-street 
parking spaces on Washington Boulevard that the City has designated for 15-minute parking. A valet 
stand would occupy these two on-street parking spaces and use the space for the drop-off and pick-up of 
vehicles. The valet parking service would store the dropped-off vehicles at the Westside Leadership 
Magnet School consistent with the school district lease. No public parking spaces, except for the two on
street spaces utilized for the valet stand, are proposed to be used by the valet parking service for vehicle 
storage. 

Parking Plan Analysis 

As previously stated, Section 30252 of the Coastal Act requires that public access be protected by 
ensuring that new development provide adequate parking to meet the increased parking demand that the 
new development generates. Intensification of existing uses and new uses in the project area will result in 
additional demands on the parking supply that supports public access to Venice Pier and the beach. 
Therefore, the Commission consistently requires the provision of new parking supplies to offset the 
additional parking demand that is generated by new development. 

In Venice, the small lots and non-conforming structures (that provide little or no on-site parking) make it 
very difficult for applicants to provide adequate on-site parking or create new off-site parking. The creation 
of new commercial uses in Venice often depends on the development of creative solutions to the parking 
dilemma. Several proposed projects in Venice have been scaled down or have not been approved due to 
the lack of adequate parking facilities. 

However, the Commission has authorized new commercial development and intensification of existing 
commercial uses that depend on off-site parking to meet new parking demands. Adequate parking can be 
provided at off-site locations, consistent with the requirements of Section 30252 of the Coastal Act, if the 
parking conforms to the following parameters: 

1. The proposed off-site parking supply must provide an adequate capacity to meet the demands 
of the project. 

2. The proposed off-site parking supply must be near the proposed project and be accessible for 
convenient use by the target group that the off-site parking serves. 

3. The proposed off-site parking supply must be available for convenient use during the hours 
that the parking is needed to meet the demands of the project. 

4. The proposed off-site parking supply must be available to meet the demands of the project on a 
permanent or long-term basis. 
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An off-site parking plan that does not conform to the above-stated parameters would result in an increased 
demand on the existing public parking supply and would therefore impede the public's ability to access the 
coast. 

The applicant's proposed parking plan conforms to the first two parameters listed above. First, the 
proposed parking area at the Westside Leadership Magnet School can accommodate up to 120 vehicles . 
Therefore, the capacity of the proposed off-site parking reservoir would exceed the parking requirement 
(38 spaces) for the proposed project. 

Secondly, the proposed off-site parking supply would be close and convenient. The Commission typically 
requires that off-site parking be within 300 feet of the commercial use that it supports. The Commission's 
300-foot standard, however, is more applicable to self-parking areas where people would have to walk 
between the off-site parking and the commercial use. In this case, the proposed off-site parking supply is 
located approximately 200 feet from the proposed restaurant and would be easily accessible for 
convenient use by persons who utilize the proposed valet parking service. People will be encouraged to 
use the proposed valet parking service because: a) the proposed valet parking rate of $4.50 is less than 
the $6-9 charged for using the Venice Pier public beach parking lot, and b) there are very few 
opportunities to park elsewhere. Of course, the on-street metered parking spaces on Washington 
Boulevard (approximately 50 spaces) would likely fill-up first because of the relative convenience of self
parking on the street. 

The applicants proposed parking plan does not conform to the following two parameters that are 
necessary to protect public access to the coast. 

The proposed off-site parking supply must be available for convenient use during the 
hours that the parking is needed to meet the demands of the project. 

The terms of the school district lease allow valet parking on school grounds on Monday through Friday 
from 5:30p.m. to 2 a.m., and on weekends from 7 a.m. to 12 p.m. (sic) (Exhibit #4). The applicant intends 
to open the proposed restaurant daily for lunch and dinner, opening at about 11 a.m. each day and closing 
at about midnight each night. On weekends, the parking supply would be available during all hours that 
the proposed restaurant would be open. On weekdays, however, the parking supply would not be 
available for use until5:30 p.m., leaving customers and employees to compete with beach goers and 

· others for the limited public parking supply. 

The proposed off-site parking supply must be available to meet the demands of the 
project on a permanent or long-term basis. 

The applicant has submitted a one-year lease for the off-site parking that would expire on June 11, 2001 . 
The applicant asserts that the lease will be renewed on an annual basis. There is, however, no guarantee 
that the school district will authorize future extensions of the annual parking lease. The school district may 
need the area for expansion or night school, or there could be a change in the administration of leases 
such as this. In any case, the applicant has no provision to meet the proposed project's demand for 
customer and employee parking other than the proposed valet parking service using the school site to 
store vehicles. The loss of the off-site parking at the school site would leave a parking deficit of 38 parking 
spaces which would result in an increased demand on the existing public parking supply and would 
therefore impede the public's ability to access the coast. 

The lack of available customer parking during all hours of restaurant operation and the lack of a 
guaranteed parking supply after June 11, 2001 may not have an immediate significant negative impact on 
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coastal access. However, the cumulative impact of authorizing similar new development without adequate 
or guaranteed parking supplies would have the effect of further limiting the public's ability to find the public 
parking park that is necessary to support public access to Venice Pier and Venice Beach 

Therefore, the Commission must impose special conditions on the proposed project in order for it to 
conform to the requirement of Section 30252 of the Coastal Act that new development provide adequate 
parking facilities to protect public access to the coast. The special conditions are necessary to mitigate 
the negative impacts to public access that would result if the proposed restaurant and off-site parking plan 
were approved as proposed by the applicant. In order to protect the public parking supply that is 
necessary to maintain public access to the coast, the approval of the coastal development permit is 
conditioned to: 

• Ensure that the proposed off-site parking supply is available to adequately meet the demands of 
the project on a long-term basis (5 years minimum). 

• Ensure that the proposed off-site parking supply is available for convenient use during the hours 
that the parking is needed to meet the demands of the project (All hours that the restaurant is open 
for business). 

• Ensure that the operation of the proposed valet parking service is carried out in a manner that 
provides the required parking supply without negatively affecting public access. 

In addition, employees of the proposed restaurant shall be encouraged to utilize the valet parking service 
through the incentive of free valet parking. A condition also requires a sign program to announce the 
availability of the valet parking service for use by the customers of the proposed restaurant. 

The Commission finds that, only as conditioned, the proposed project would provide an adequate parking 
supply and be consistent with the public access policies of the Coastal Act. 

D. Public Access on the Washington Boulevard Sidewalk 

The Washington Boulevard sidewalk provides direct pedestrian access from inland areas to Venice Pier 
and the beach. Therefore, the proposed project must not inhibit the use of the Washington Boulevard 
sidewalk as a pedestrian sidewalk. The proposed structure directly abuts the public sidewalk with no 
structural setback. In fact, a portion of the proposed roof actually encroaches into the airspace above the 
public right-of-way. The proposed roof encroachment, however, is high enough above the sidewalk that it 
would not inhibit the use of the sidewalk as a pedestrian walkway. 

Other types of encroachments, however, could obstruct pedestrian access along the sidewalk. Therefore, 
the permit is conditioned to protect public access by prohibiting encroachments and the placement of 
objects on the sidewalk. Prohibited encroachments include, but are not limited to, signs, tables, chairs, 
racks, or other objects. Only as conditioned can the proposed project be found to be consistent with the 
public access policies of the Coastal Act. 
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As previously stated, the project site is located on Washington Boulevard, a commercial street that 
terminates at the Venice Pier and Ocean Front Walk at Venice Beach. Venice Beach is a very popular, 
highly utilized public recreation area, and Ocean Front Walk is a popular public walkway (boardwalk). The 
beach is a very wide, sandy beach which can accommodate large numbers of visitors. Venice Beach is a 
popular destination for both international and domestic tourists, as well as Southern California area 
residents. 

As required by the Coastal Act, the visual qualities of this coastal area shall be protected from negative 
impacts such as excessive building heights and bulks, and unnecessary visual clutter. 

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected as a 
resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to 
protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of 
natural land forms, to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas .... 

Building height and bulk can affect the scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas. In order to protect 
community character and visual quality in the Venice area, the Commission has consistently limited 
structural height. The Commission has consistently limited new development in the project area to a 
height of 35 feet measured above the fronting right-of-way. The Venice Specific Plan and the City of Los 
Angeles proposed Venice LUP also limit new development in the project area to a height of 35 feet. 

The proposed project conforms to the 35-foot height limit. The only portion of the proposed structure that 
exceeds 35 feet is a chimney (Exhibit #3). Both the City and the Commission permit specific parts of a 
structure (i.e. chimneys and open roof deck railings) to exceed the height limit if the scenic and visual 
qualities of the area are not negatively impacted. As proposed, the design of the proposed structure 
adequately protects the visual resources of the area. 
In order to ensure that the construction of the proposed project complies with the height limit, the permit is 
conditioned to limit the roof level of the proposed structure to 35 feet above the elevation of Washington 
Boulevard. Only as conditioned above does the proposed project comply with the visual resource policies 
of the Coastal Act. 

The local community and the Commission are also concerned about the design and appearance of the 
commercial structures that line .Washington Boulevard and the inland side of Ocean Front Walk. Exterior 
signs and other advertising on structures can negatively impact the visual quality of the area. Therefore, 
in order to protect against excessive visual impacts caused by signs, the approval of the project is 
conditioned to limit the size and type of exterior signs that are permitted to be attached to the proposed 
structure. 

The size of each sign placed on the exterior walls of the proposed structure shall not exceed twenty 
square feet in area. There shall be no more than two signs on the exterior walls of the proposed structure 
site that exceed ten square feet in area. Rooftop signs and signs that exceed the height of the structure 
are prohibited. No sign, or any portion of any sign, shall exceed fifteen feet above the elevation of the 
fronting right-of-way. No sign shall rotate, flash, or be internally illuminated. No freestanding signs are 
permitted. 
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Therefore, only as conditioned, does the proposed project adequately protect the scenic and visual 
qualities of the Venice area. Only as conditioned is the proposed project consistent with Section 30251 of 
the Coastal Act. 

F. Local Coastal Program 

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a coastal development 
permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction to prepare 
a Local Coastal Program (LCP) which conforms with Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act: 

(a) Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a coastal development permit shall 
be issued if the issuing agency, or the commission on appeal, finds that the proposed 
development is . in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with 
Section 30200) of this division and that the permitted development will not prejudice 
the ability of the local government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in 
conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200). A 
denial of a coastal development permit on grounds it would prejudice the ability of the 
local government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with the 
provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) shall be accompanied by a 
specific finding which sets forth the basis for such conclusion. 

The City of Los Angeles does not have a certified Local Coastal Program for the Venice area. The Los 
Angeles City Council adopted a proposed Land Use Plan (LUP) for Venice on October 29, 1999, and has 
submitted it for Commission certification. Commission certification of the proposed Venice LUP is pending. 
The proposed Venice LUP designates the project site as a Community Commercial land use. 

The proposed project, as conditioned, conforms to the proposed Venice LUP. The proposed project, as 
conditioned, is also consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. Therefore, the Commission 
finds that approval of the proposed development, as conditioned, will not prejudice the City's ability to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program consistent with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, as required 
by Section 30604(a). 

G. California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 

Section 13096 Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations requires Commission approval of a coastal 
development permit application to be supported by a finding showing the application, as conditioned by 
any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any applicable requirements of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 21 080.5(d}(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed development 
from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which 
would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect which the activity may have on the environment. 

The proposed project, as conditioned, has been found consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the 
Coastal Act. All adverse impacts have been minimized by the recommended conditions of approval and 
there are no feasible alternatives or additional feasible mitigation measures available which would 
substantially lessen any significant adverse impact which the activity may have on the environment. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project can be found consistent with the requirements 
of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA. 
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HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92648 
(714) 960-7873 

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 2000 

1:00 P.M. 
1. CALL TO ORDER. 

Page 1 of16 

2. ROLL CALL. 
The Coastal Commission cannot receive comments on any official business by electronic mail unless 

specifically indicated. Any information relating to official business ~hould be sent to the appropriate 

Commission office using U.S. Mail or courier service. 

CLOSED SESSION. At a convenient time during the meeting , the Commission (CCC) will have a closed session to 
discuss items of pending litigation, including: 

Topanga Assn. for a Scenic Community, et al. v. CCC, et al. (Olson, Sayles) (Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2) 
(A)) 

Kirkorowicz v. CCC (Govt. Code § 11126(e)(2)(A)) 
Affinito v. City of Fort Bragg, et al. (Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A)) 
City of Malibu v. CCC, et al. (Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A)) 
Wetlands Action Network v. CCC (Hellman Properties, RPI) (Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A)) 
League for Coastal Protection, et al. v. Commission (Hellman Properties, RPI) (Govt. Code § 11126(e) 
(2)(A)) 

Marine Forests Society, et al. v. CCC, Peter Douglas, et al. (Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A)) 
Encinitas Country Day School Inc., et al. v. CCC (Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A)) 
State of California, et al. v. Babbitt, et al. (Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A)) 
Marine Forests Society, et al. v. CCC, California Dept. of Fish and Game, et al. (Govt. Code § 11126(e) 
(2)(A)) 

Edmundson, et al v. CCC, et al. (Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A)) 
Friends of Ballona Wetlands, et al. v. CCC (County of Los Angeles, RPI) (Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A)) 
La Fe, Inc. v. County of Los Angeles, State of California, et al. (Govt. Code§ 11126{e)(2)(!\)) 
Oceanfront Condominiums, LLC v. City of Imperial Beach, et al. (Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(B) and 
§ 11126(e)(2)(C)) 

The Commission is authorized to discuss these matters in a closed session pursuant to Government Code Sections 
11126(e)(2)(A) and (2)(C). In addition, the Commission may consider matters which fall under Government Code 
Section 11126(e)(2)(B) or (2)(C). 

SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT 

3. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 
amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 
information contact the Commission's San Diego office at (619) 767-2370. 

4. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA HEADINGS. [APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS] 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-8mm.html 3/12/2015 
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4.5 LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM (LCP). See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Carlsbad LCP Amendment No. 1-00A (Steiner rezone). Public hearing and action on request by the City of 

Carlsbad to amend the certified LCP Implementation Program to rezone 3 acre site on north side of Poinsettia Lane, 

just west of El Camino Real, from Limited Control (L-C) to One-Family Residential (R-1-7, 500-Q). (WNP-SD) 

[APPROVED] 

5. NEW APPEAL. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Appeal No. A-6-00-87 (Carlsbad golf course) Appeal by Commissioners Wan & Nava from decision of City of 

Carlsbad granting permit with conditions to City of Carlsbad for 18 hole championship golf course, clubhouse, 

maintenance facilities, driving range, conference center and pads for future industrial or golf-related uses on 397 acre 

site north of Palomar Airport Road and east and west of College Boulevard, Carlsbad, San Diego County. (BP-S D) 

[POSTPONED] 

6. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. Attention: Items appearing in this section of the 

agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 

Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 

Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 

HEADINGS) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 

Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 6-00-49 (Cabrillo Power, Carlsbad) Application of Cabrillo Power I, LLC to repair two small 

segments of existing revetment by recovering migrated stones and replacing them on revetment and placement of 

1,168 tons of new rock, and repair of two eroded segments of adjacent public trail with fill, at north shore of outer basin 

of Agua Hedionda Lagoon, Carlsbad, San Diego County. (BP-SD) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

b. Application No. 6-00-63 (Solana Beach street improvements) Application of City Of Solana Beach to realign 

Nardo Ave. intersection at Stevens Ave., widen part of Stevens Ave. from two to four lanes and install retaining walls, 

curb and sidewalks, at Stevens Avenue south of Genevieve St. to south of Nardo Avenue, Solana Beach, San Diego 

County. (GDC-SD) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

7. PERMIT AMENDMENTS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. An Amendment below may be moved to the Consent 

Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant 

are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be processed like 

other Consent Calendar items (See above) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent 

Calendar by a vote of 3 or more commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it 

originally appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner material amendments are processed. 

a. Permit No. 6-90-219-AB (CDFG & Carlsbad maintenance dredging) Request by California Dept. of Fish & Game 

and City of Carlsbad to amend permit for Batiquitos Lagoon Enhancement Plan to allow maintenance dredging to 

remove 75,000 cu.yds. of beach quality sand from western & central basins of Batiquitos Lagoon and place sand on 

beaches north and south of ocean entrance to lagoon, at Batiquitos Lagoon, Carlsbad, San Diego County. (EL-SD) 

[APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

b. Permit No. 6-99-24-A (McMahon, Solana Beach) Request by McMahon Development Group to amend permit for 

office building to remove riprap from stream bed and banks, construct bridge with grated light openings over Stevens 

Creek, revegetate streambed and banks under bridge and install riprap energy dissipaters in Stevens Creek, at 500 

Stevens Avenue, Solana Beach, San Diego County. (GDC-SD) [POSTPONED] 
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SOUTH COAST DISTRICT 
8. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Application No. 5-99-329 (Catellus, Los Angeles) Application of Catellus Residential Group to re-divide and merge 12 lots into 6 lots within and partially within Coastal Zone and construct 70-ft-wide entrance road off Lincoln Boulevard, partially within coastal zone, remove coastal sage scrub, and restore bluff face including revegetation with coastal sage scrub, construct .32 acre public view park, dedicate open space, remove check dams in large ravine (Hastings Canyon) , and on-site and off-site infrastructure improvements associated with 32 acre 114-lot single-family subdivision outside of Commission's jurisdiction except bluff face and lower part of ravine (Hastings Canyon), at 7501 W. 80th Street, Playa Del Rey, Los Angeles, Los Angeles County. (AP-LB) [AMENDED, APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 
b. Appeal No. A-5-00-77 (Catellus, Los Angeles) Application of Catellus Residential Group for 70-ft-wide entrance road off Lincoln Boulevard partially in coastal zone, 6-ft-wide public trail along bluff partially in coastal zone, removal of coastal sage scrub, restoration of bluff face, .32-acre public view park, dedication of open space, and on site and off site infrastructure improvements (associated with 32-acre 114-lot subdivision outside of Commission's jurisdiction) on 11 .95 acres in coastal zone, at 7501 80th Street, west of Lincoln Blvd., Playa del Rey, Los Angeles, Los Angeles County. (AJP-LB) [AMENDED, APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS) 

The ONE staff report for the both agenda items above is available in PDF (portable document format). Thus, if you have Adobe Reader andfor its plug-in for your browser, you should be able to read and print. !f you do not already have it, you can get it free of charge. To download it, click here, then follow the installation instructions. 

Please remember that any attachments or exhibits we could not provide onlin·e are available for inspection at the offices of the Commission during normal business hours. 

9:00A.M. 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8, 2000 
1. CALL TO ORDER. 

2. ROLL CALL. 

SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 
3. CONSENT CALENDAR. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Application No. 4-00-72 (Cohen , Malibu) Application by Dr & Mrs Martin Cohen to demolish street side deck and construct 28-ft-high 432 sq. ft. addition with new caisson foundation and interior remodel of existing single-family home, at 24858 Malibu Road, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (AAV-V) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 
b. Application 4-00-138 (Santa Barbara Waterfront Dept.) Application of City of Santa Barbara for 50-ft-long 10-fthigh 24-ft-wide temporary sand berm, at Leadbetter Beach, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara County. (MHC-V) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

STATEWIDE 

4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES. 
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5. COMMISSIONERS' REPORTS. 

6. CONSERVANCY REPORT. 

7. SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS CONSERVANCY REPORT. 

8. DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL'S REPORT. 

9. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT including report on legislation. 

a. Agreement with State Water Resources Control Board. Request authorization for Executive Director to enter into 

agreement and any amendments thereto with State Water Resources Control Board to continue staff work 

implementing Plan for California 's Nonpoint Soun;e Pollution Control Program pursuant to Coastal Zone Act 

Reauthorization Amendments of 1990. (JCK-SF) [APPROVED] 

b. Interagency Agreements. Approval of transfer of federal funds to San Francisco Bay Conservation and 

Development Commission for implementation of California Coastal Management Program. (RR-SF) [APPROVED] 

SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

10. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 

amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 

information contact the Commission's Ventura office at (805) 585-1800. 

11 . CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA HEADINGS. [APPROVED WITH 

CONDITIONS] 

12. NEW APPEAL. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Appeal No. A-4-00-154 (Union Pacific RR, Carpinteria) Appeal by Union Pacific Railroad from decision of City of 

Carpinteria denying permit to Union Pacific Railroad for 3,268-ft-long railroad siding within railroad corridor, 

Carpinteria, Santa Barbara County. (SMH-V) [TO CONTINUE] 

13. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. Attention: Items appearing in this section of the 

agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 

Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 

Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 

HEADINGS) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 

Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 4-99-213 (La Chusa Highlands, Malibu) Application of La Chusa Highlands Improvement 

Association for 20-ft-long 6-ft-high electric controlled wrought iron security gate with 3-ft-long 6-ft-high pedestrian gate, 

two key boxes for emergency services, and one electronic: control board at entrance to private street "Avenida de Ia 

Encinal," 88-ft-north of Encinal Canyon Road, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (SNT-V) [WITHDRAWN] 

b. Application No. 4-99-246 (Bird, Malibu) Application of Seymour E. & Annette R. Bird to demolish part of and 

remodel 525 sq. ft. single-family home, with no increase in area or change in footprint, and place temporary residential 

trailer during construction, at 5942 Ramirez Canyon Road, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (SNT-V) [POSTPONED] 

c. Application No. 4-99-269 (Berman, Malibu) Application of Stephen Berman to add 1,564 sq.ft. landward of 2-story 

2,824 sq.ft. single-family home on beach, add 180 sq.ft. to 422 sq.ft. attached garage, and install secondary treatment 

septic system, with no grading, at 27086 Malibu Cove Colony Drive, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (BCM-V) 

[APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 
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d. Application No. 4-00-14 (Newlon, Malibu) Application of Robert Newlon to add riprap to bank of stream at bend in 
Las Flores Canyon Creek below applicant's property, to repair existing streambank protection to stabilize toe of slope, 
just upstream of stream undercrossing at 3550 Las Flores Canyon Road, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (BCM-V) 
[DENIED] 

e. Application No. 4-00-34 (Gray Whale, Malibu) Application of the Gray Whale Restaurant to add 1,756 sq. ft. 
attached 1-story outdoor patio with canvas awning to existing 2-story 2,526 sq.ft. restaurant, and move southern 
exterior patio wall off of existing public access easement, with no grading, at 6800 Westward Beach Road, Malibu, Los 
Angeles County. (BCM-V) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

f. Application No. 4-00-41 (Cook & Gilson, Los Angeles Co.) Application of Marguerite Cook & Michael Gilson to 
combine and adjust five lots into three lots, at 20132 and 20146 ObseNation Drive, Topanga, Los Angeles County. 
(JCJ-V) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

g. Application No. 4-00-61 {Feil, Malibu) Application of William Feil for 18-ft-high 2,827 sq.ft. single-family home, 
attached 2-car garage, detached 629 sq. ft. studio, pool, driveway, septic system, retaining walls, and 2,074 cu.yds. of 
grading, at 34685 Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (AAV-V) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

h. Appeal No. A-4-00-78 (Bauman, Ventura Co.) Appeal by Commissioners Wan & Nava and Ratti Cohen from 
decision by Ventura County granting permit to Vern Bauman to legalize 1 0-acre lot with conditions, south of Pacific 
View Road, west of Deer Creek Road, Santa Monica Mountains, Ventura County. (MEB-V). [TO CONTINUE] 

i. Application No. 4-00-81 (Stevens, Malibu) Application of Lizabeth Stevens to replace concrete scour blanket along 
north slope of property and replace two sets of stairs to beach, at 26110 Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu , Los Angeles 
County. (JCJ-V) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

j. Application No. 4-00-123 (Broad Beach, Malibu) Application of Broad Beach, LLC for 3,599 sq.ft. 28-ft-high single
family home, attached 2-car garage, decks, alternative septic system with protective bulkhead and return wall, 87 
cu.yds. of fill, and offer to dedicate lateral public access easement over southern beachfront part of lot from dripline of 
proposed decks to mean high tide line, at 24616 Malibu Road, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (SNT-V) [APPROVED 
WITH CONDITIONS] 

k. Application No. 4-00-158 {San Buenaventura & 31st District Agricultural Assn.) Application of City of Ventura 

and 31 81 District Agricultural Association (fairgrounds) to place up to 8,000 cu.yds. of cobble material dredged from 
Ventura River (outside of coastal zone) on 450 sq.ft . segment of Surfer's Point Beach off Shoreline Drive, next to 
fairgrounds, Ventura, Ventura County. (MH-V) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

I. Application No. 4-00-162 {Sayles, Malibu) Application of Gerald & Shirley Sayles for 4,592 sq.ft. 2-story single
family home, 3- car garage, swimming pool with alternative water purification system, septic system, landscaping, 
driveway, 1,268 cu.yds of grading, extension of private road, drainage culvert, dissipater runoff filtration system, 
erosion control swales, water main improvements, and temporary construction trailer, at 20580 West Betton Drive, 
Malibu, Los Angeles County. (JCJ-V) [POSTPONED] 

14. PERMIT AMENDMENTS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. An Amendment below may be moved to the Consent 
Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant 
are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be processed like 
other Consent Calendar items (See above) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent 
Calendar by a vote of 3 or more commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it 
originally appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner material amendments are processed. 

a. Permit No. 4-96-25-A3 {Jason, Los Angeles Co.) Request by Mark Jason to construct water well, water storage 
tank, fire hydrant, and connecting pipes to approved single-family home, garage, pool, access road improvements 
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along Betton Drive, Chard and Skyhawk Roads, with grading , all at 20556 Betton Drive, Topanga, Los Angeles 

County. (JCJ-V) [POSTPONED] 

b. Permit No. 4-96-104-A2 (26880 P.C.H., Malibu) Request by 26880 P.C.H., LLC to relocate and reduce size of 

approved single-family home to 4,400 sq.ft., 23-ft-high, with two detached garages each 273 sq.ft. 13-ft-high, new 612 

sq.ft. 18-ft-high solarium, new 12-ft-high pool pavilion, reduce grading to 275 cu.yds. of cut & 275 cu.yds. of fill, at 

26880 Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (JCJ-V) [IMMATERIAL AMENDMENT] 

c. Permit No. 4-98-212-A3 (Enkeboll, Malibu) Request by Stephen Enkeboll to allow 576 sq.ft. concrete slab 

enclosed with 6-ft-high concrete walls & gate for equipment storage (including water filtration system, propane tank & 

generator) and move existing water tank 10 ft. southwest, construct 58-ft-long 2-ft-high concrete block retaining wall 

along east side of driveway, 190 sq. ft. concrete 2Y2-ft-high planter box, 32 sq.ft. concrete slab next to home for 

equipment; and add 120 sq.ft. to approved 120 sq.ft. deck, at 3655 Noranda Lane, Malibu, Los Angeles County. 

(SMH-V) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

15. PUBLIC WORKS PLAN AMENDMENT 1-2000 (Santa Barbara City College). Public hearing and action on 

request by Santa Barbara City College to add 84,304 gross square feet of instructional facilities. (MHC-V) [PART 

APPROVED] 

16. RESCISSION of Permit No. 4-99-164 (Olson, Malibu) Action to vacate permit in accordance with court order 

granted to Marion Olson for 4,000 sq.ft. 2-story single-family home, at 2737 Fabuco Road, Malibu, with 4-car garage, 

swimming pool, septic system, landscaping, extension of private road, water main improvements, and 1,352 cu.yds. of 

grading for home and access road. (JCJ-V) [APPROVED] 

17. FINDINGS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Application No. 4-99-268 (Geffen, Malibu) David Geffen granted permit with conditions for 46-ft-long timber 

bulkhead with concrete caissons and 48-ft-long return wall on east property boundary, at 22108 Pacific Coast 

Highway, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (JCJ-V) [APPROVED] 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT 

18. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 

amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 

information contact the Commission's Long Beach office at (562) 590-5071. 

19. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA HEADINGS. [APPROVED WITH 

CONDITIONS] 

20. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM (LCP). See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Long Beach LCP Amendment No. 3-99. Public hearing and action request for Amendment to implementing 

ordinances (LIP) portion of certified Long Beach LCP to insert new "reasonable accommodation" hearing process for 

compliance with the Federal Fair Housing Act of 1988, and adopt series of corrections and clarifications into the zoning 

ordinance. (CP-LB) [APPROVED WITH MODIFICATIONS] 

21. NEW APPEALS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Appeal No. A-5-00-227 (Cisakowski, Long Beach) Appeal by Joe C. Weissmiller from decision of City of Long 

Beach granting permit to Richard Cisakowski to re-divide two vacant lots (1.83 acres) into 15 individual lots and 

construct 15 single-family homes with variances for building setbacks, floor area ratios, private street designs, and lot 

sizes, at 6051 Azure Way, Long Beach, Los Angeles County. (AM-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 
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b. Appeal No. A-5-00-296 (Rancho Palos Verdes) Appeal of Lois Knight Larue from decision of City of Rancho Palos 

Verdes granting permit with conditions to City of Rancho Palos Verdes to widen access road, construct 15 car parking 

lot, 1,300 sq.ft. restroom structure, 150 sq.ft. gate house, two 625 sq.ft. shade structures, four 81 sq.ft. Palapa 

structures, life guard station, rehabilitate cabana, repair trails, second beach staircase, picnic shelters, outdoor 

showers, drinking fountains, picnic tables, and other on-site amenities, warning signs and educational kiosks at 

tidepools, remove protruding steel, relocate playground, with sand replenishment on beach, land stabilization effo1is 

and 10,070 cu.yds. of grading, at public beach and bluff edge park, Abalone Cove Beach, Palos Verdes Drive, Rancho 

Palos Verdes, Los Angeles County. (PE-LB) [TO CONTINUE] 

22. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. Attention: Items appearing in this section of the 

agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 

Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 

Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 

HEADINGS) except if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 

Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 5-00-59 (Doukoullos & Danner, Hermosa Beach) Application of Demetrius Doukoullos & Fredda 

Caldwell Danner to demolish single-family home and construct 30-ft-high 3,728 sq. ft. home, attached 2-car garage and 

one open guest parking space, on 2,400 sq.ft. beach front lot, at 720 The Strand, Hermosa Beach, Los Angeles 

County. (AM-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

b. Application No. 5-00-86 (Wells, Hermosa Beach) Application of Gary Wells to demolish single-family home, and 

construct 30-ft-high 3,914 sq. ft. single-family home, attached 2-car garage and one open guest parking space, on 

2,544 sq.ft. beach front lot, at 302 The Strand, Hermosa Beach, Los Angeles County. (AM-LB) [APPROVED WITH 

CONDITIONS] 

c. Application No. 5-00-114 (Heuer, Hermosa Beach) Application of Leanne & Jerry Heuer for 25-ft-high 3,724 sq.ft. 

single-family home, attached 2-car garage and one open guest parking space, on 2,400 sq. ft. beach front lot, at 2334 

The Strand, Hermosa Beach, Los Angeles County. (AM-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

d. Application No. 5-00-119 (Lynn, Los Angeles) Application of Jonathan & Rita Lynn for 11'x40' lap pool, concrete 

deck & walkways, retaining wall, and slope rehabilitation & landscaping for previously unpermitted grading, on 

adjacent steep coastal bluff lot, at 17 406 Posetano Road, in Castellammarre area, Pacific Palisades, Los Angeles, Los 

n · eles County. (AM-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

e. Appeal No. A-5-00-173 (Hartley, Los Angeles) Appeal by Executive Director from decision of City of Los Angeles 

granting permit with conditions to Clabe Hartley for 2-story 3,800 sq.ft. restaurant with second-story open dining deck 

(with valet parking service and 120 off-site parking spaces proposed at Westside Leadership Magnet School, Los 

Angeles Unified School District), at 30 Washington Blvd., Venice, Los Angeles, Los Angeles County. (CP-LB) 

[APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

f. Application No. 5-0U-1 !:18 (Hartley, Los Angeles) Application of Cia be Hartley for 2-story 3,8UU sq.ft. restaurant with 

second story open dining deck (with valet parking service and 120 off-site parking spaces proposed at Westside 

Leadership Magnet School, Los Angeles Unified School District), at 30 Washington Blvd., Venice, Los Angeles, Los 

Angeles County. (CP-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

The ONE staff report for the both agenda items above is available in PDF (portable document format). 

Thus, if you have Adobe Reader and/or its plug-in for your browser, you should be able to read and print. 

If you do not already have it, you can get it free of charge. To download it, click here, then follow the 

installation instructions. 
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Please remember that any attachments or exhibits we could not provide online are available for 
inspection at the offices of the Commission during normal business hours. 

g. Application No. 5-00-219 (Santa Monica, preferential parking) Application of City of Santa Monica to continue 
residential preferential parking program between 6 p.m. & 8 a.m. seven days a week along Adelaide Drive and Fourth 
Street, at Adelaide Dr. between Ocean Ave. & 7th St., 4th Sreet between San Vicente Blvd. & Adelaide Dr., Santa 
Monica, Los Angeles County. (AP-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

23. PERMIT AMENDMENT. See AGENDA HEADINGS. An Amendment below may be moved to the Consent 
Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant 
are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be processed like 
other Consent Calendar items (See above) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent 
Calendar by a vote of 3 or more commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it 
originally appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner material amendments are processed. 

a. Permit No. 5-99-227-A (Kleinman, Los Angeles) Request by Alan Kleinman to add 10-ft-high roof access structure 
to permit to demolish two 1-story homes and construct 3,591 sq. ft. 30-ft-high single-family home & attached garage on 
canal front lot, at 458 Carroll Canal, Venice, Los Angeles, Los Angeles County. (AM-LB) [APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS] 

9:00A.M. 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 2000 

1. CALL TO ORDER. 

2. ROLL CALL. 

ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES AND WATER QUALITY 

3. WATER QUALITY WORKSHOP. Workshop on water quality topics, including Commission staff activities related to 
coastal development permits and the implementation of the statewide nonpoint source program plan. (JCK & JHG-SF) 

4. ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES and WATER QUALITY REPORT. Report by the Deputy Director on permit 
waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, matters not requiring public hearings, and status 
report on offshore oil & gas exploration & development. (JCK-SF) 

a. Guadalupe Oil Field Remediation Status Report. Commission briefing on Unocal's petroleum-hydrocarbon 
remediation activities at Guadalupe oil field. (DC-SF) 

5. SONGS Status. Status report on Southern California Edison's progress on SONGS mitigation program. (JJL & 
SMH-SF) 

STATEWIDE 

6. FEDERAL CONSISTENCY REPORT. Report by the Division Supervisor on Negative Determinations issued by the 
federal consistency staff, and status report on other major non-energy federal consistency matters. (MPD-SF) 

7. FEDERAL CONSISTENCY. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 
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a. CD-117-99 (Corps of Engineers, Santa Barbara) Consistency determination by Corps of Engineers for flood

control improvements, Lower Mission Creek, City of Santa Barbara . (JRR-SF) [POSTPONED] 

b. ND-63-00 (U.S. Navy, San Diego) Negative determination by U.S. Navy for modifications to shallow water habitat 

enhancement site southeast and offshore of Naval Amphibious Base in San Diego Bay (part of previously-concurred 

with CVN homeporting project, CD-89-99) to address potential effects from project on recreational boating. (LJS-SF) 

[APPROVED] 

c. CD-72-00 (Corps of Engineers, Orange Co.) Consistency determination by Corps of Engineers for habitat 

restoration, Upper Newport Bay, Orange County. (MPD-SF) [APPROVED] 

d. CD-73-00 (Corps of Engineers, Orange Co.) Consistency determination by Corps of Engineers for deepening of 

Santa Ana River flood control channel, Santa Ana River, Orange County. (LJS-SF) [WITHDRAWN] 

NORTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

8. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 

amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 

information contact the Commission's San Francisco office at (415) 904-5260. 

9. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

9.5 LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM (LCP). See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. San Mateo Co. LCP Amendment No. 2-00 (Timber Harvest Buffer) Time Extension. Public hearing and action 

on extension of time to act on request by San Mateo County to amend its LCP Implementation Plan to establish a 

1 ,000-foot buffer between legal residences in existence as of June 18, 1991 and commercial timber harvest operations 

by adoption of a set of zoning ordinance amendments affecting three zoning districts. (JAS-SF) [TIME EXTENSION 

APPROVED] 

10. NEW APPEAL. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Appeal No. A-2-99-66 (Lee, San Mateo Co.) Appeal by Commissioners Wan & Desser from decision of County of 

San Mateo granting permit with conditions to David Lee for 2-story 6,500 sq.ft. single-family home, attached 4-car 

garage, 600 sq.ft. detached accessory building, lap pool, pond, gazebo with spa, septic system & waterline and 

driveway on 84.49-acre lot, at 2070 Cabrillo Highway (between State Highway One and the Santa Cruz County line, 

next to Afio Nuevo State Reserve), Pescadero, San Mateo County. (JAS-SF) [POSTPONED] 

11. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATION. See AGENDA HEADINGS. Attention: Items appearing in this section of the 

agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 

Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 

Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 

HEADINGS) except if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 

Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 2-00-5 (Marin Co. personal watercraft ban) Application of County of Marin to prohibit use of 

motorized personal watercraft in waters of County, from Sonoma County line to Golden Gate Bridge, including all 

estuaries and bays. (CLK-SF) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

12. NEW APPEALS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 
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a. Appeal No. A-3-00-33 (Hinman & Skees, Santa Cruz Co.) Appeal by Commissioners Wan & Desser, Sierra Club, 
Citizens For Responsible North Coast Planning, and Friends of the North Coast from decision of Santa Cruz County 
granting permit with conditions to Brian Hinman & Suzanne Skees for 15,000 sq.ft . 51-ft-high single-family home, 
detached accessory structure and swimming pool, with over 5,500 cu.yds. of grading for building site, courtyard, 
driveway and access road, % mile inland of State Highway One at Santa Cruz/San Mateo County line, next to Afio 
Nuevo State Reserve, north Santa Cruz County. (DC-SC) [TO CONTINUE] 

The staff report for the agenda items above are available in PDF (portable document format). Thus, if you 
have Adobe Reader and/or its plug-in for your browser, you should be able to read and print. If you do not 
already have it, you can get it free of charge. To download it, click here, then follow the installation 
instructions. 

Please remember that any attachments or exhibits we could not provide online are available for 
inspection at the offices of the Commission during normal business hours. 

b. Appeal No. A-3-00-99 (Stephenson, Santa Cruz Co.) Appeal by Commissioners Wan & Nava and Save Our 
Agricultural Land from decision of County of Santa Cruz granting permit with conditions to John & Brenda Stephenson 
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology Incorporated) to install fences & sheds, move drainage outlet, and grade & and tarp 
manure for unpermitted biomedical livestock use, on both sides of Back Ranch Road at Highway 1, in north coast area 
of Santa Cruz County. (DC-SC) [POSTPONED] 

13. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM (LCP). See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Santa Cruz Co. LCP Amendment No. SCO-MAJ-1-00. Request by Santa Cruz County to amend Land Use Plan & 
implementation portion (IP) of Local Coastal Program with regard to timber harvesting to allow timber harvesting 
subject to Department of Forestry timber harvest plan in Commercial Agricultural zone district as principal permitted 
use; limit location of helicopter staging & loading activities and service areas to parcels being timbered or to adjacent 
parcels, to zoning districts which allow timber harvesting, and within boundaries of approved timber harvest plan; and 
limit timber harvesting within perennial and intermittent riparian corridors. (Staff recommends that this amendment be 
continued to a future meeting.] (RH-SC) [TIME EXTENDED] 

14. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM (LCP). See AGENDA HEADINGS description on page 20. 

a. Huntington Beach LCP Amendment HNB-1-00 (Palm & Goldcnwest). Public hearing and action on request of 
City of Huntington Beach to amend Its local coastal program to create new land use category of "Mixed Use Horizontal 
Integration of Housing" and establish the Palm and Goldenwest Specific Plan as implementation program for the 
affected area bounded by Pacific Coast Highway, Goldenwest, Seapoint, and Palm Avenue, to allow residential 
development on the inland portion (PLC property) and Visitor Serving Commercial development on the portion next to 
Pacific Coast Highway (AERA property) . (SFR-LB) [APPROVED WITH MODIFICATIONS] 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT 

15. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Application No. 5-00-111 (Ballard, San Clemente) Application of Joseph 0 . & Carol A. Ballard for 3, 781 sq.ft. 32-
ft-high split level duplex with two attached 2-car garages on sloping lot, at 108 Capistrano Lane, San Clemente, 
Orange County. (ALK-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

The staff report for the agenda item above is available in PDF (portable document format). Thus, if you 
have Adobe Reader and/or its plug-in for your browser, you should be able to read and print. If you do not 
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already have it, you can get it free of charge. To download it, click here, then follow the installation 

instructions. 

Please remember that any attachments or exhibits we could not provide online are available for 
inspection at the offices of the Commission during normal business hours. 

9:00A.M. 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 2000 

1. CALL TO ORDER. 

2. ROLL CALL. 

CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

3. ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Application No. 3-00-74 (Sivas, Carmel) Application of Paul & Jeanette Sivas to demolish 1664 sq.ft. 1-story 

single-family home to facilitate new home, at southwest corner of Ocean & San Antonio, Carmel, Monterey County. 
(SG-SC) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

b. Application No. 3-00-86 (Whent, Carmel) Application of Thomas Whent to demolish single-family home & 

apartment to facilitate new home, on Lincoln (3 houses northeast of 10th), Carmel, Monterey County. (SG-SC) 

[APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

c. Application No. 3-99-90 (Ocean Harbor House Homeowner's, Monterey) Application of Ocean Harbor House 

Homeowner's Association to extend time period to retain temporary coastal bluff protection until November 1, 2001 
and for sand moving & berming program during this period, at Surf Way in Del Monte Dunes area of Monterey, 

Monterey County. (SM-SC) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

d. Application No. 3-00-93 (Shellooe, Carmel) Application of Mr & Mrs William Shellooe to demolish single-family 

home, on San Antonio Street (2 houses northwest of 12th), Carmel, Monterey County. (SG-SC) [POSTPONED] 

e. Application No. 3-00-100 (Monterey Dept of Public Works) Application of City of Monterey, Dept of Public Works 

for pre-engineered 25'x 50' metal building, concrete building pad & asphalt ramp, and grading, at McCormick Street 
(former Water Pollution Control Plant), Monterey, Monterey County. (KC-SC) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

4. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 
amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 

information contact the Commission's Area office at (831) 427-4863 (Santa Cruz). 

5. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA HEADINGS. [APPROVED WITH 

CONDITIONS] 

6. NEW APPEALS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Appeal No. A-3-00-76 (Santa Cruz Co. Dept. of Public Works) Appeal by Commissioners Wan & Potter and 

Charles Paulden from decision of Santa Cruz County granting permit with conditions to Santa Cruz County Dept. of 

Public Works for road, drainage, sidewalk and streetscape improvements on 30th, 32nd, and 33rd Ave, and Hawes, 

Calla, and East Cliff Drives in Pleasure Point area of Live Oak, Santa Cruz County. (DC-SC) [POSTPONED] 
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b. Appeal No. A-3-00-78 (Seaberg, San Luis Obispo Co.) Appeal by Commissioners Wan & Potter from decision of 

County of San Luis Obispo granting permit with conditions to Christopher Seaberg for 2,570 sq.ft. single-family home 

and paved driveway on 6 acre lot, in Monterey Pine forest, at 2159 Wilton Drive, Cambria, San Luis Obispo County. 

(RB-SC) [POSTPONED] 

c. Appeal No. A-3- 00-79 (Seaberg, San Luis Obispo Co.) Appeal by Commissioners Wan & Potter from decision of 

County of San Luis Obispo granting permit with conditions to Chris Seaberg to adjust lot lines between six lots (0.04, 

0.04, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04 & 6.0 acres) resulting in four lots (0.21, 1.37, 1. 75 & 2.88 acres) in Monterey Pine forest, at 2159 

Wilton Drive, Cambria, San Luis Obispo County. (RB-SC) [POSTPONED] 

d. Appeal No. A-3-00-1 06 (Licursi, Santa Cruz Co.) Appeal by Susan Young from decision of County of Santa Cruz 

granting permit with conditions to Jack Licursi, Trustee to replace commercial structure along inland Highway One 

frontage, Davenport, in north coast area of Santa Cruz County. (DC-SC) [TO CONTINUE] 

e. Appeal No. A-3-00-105 (Tomaselli, Capitola) Appeal by Tim Ryan from decision of City of Capitola granting permit 

with conditions to Bob & Pam Tomaselli to relocate existing home away from edge of coastal bluff and convert 3 

apartments into one apartment reducing units from 5 to 2-units, at 402 Grand Avenue, Capitola, Santa Cruz County. 

(KC-SC) [TO CONTINUE] 

f. Appeal No. A-3-00-11 0 (Elwood, Pismo Beach) Appeal by David Duran & Stephen F. Beck from decision of City of 

Pismo Beach granting permit with conditions to Grant Elwood for 1 ,306 sq.ft. single-family home, at 362 Boeker, 

Pismo Beach, San Luis Obispo County. (KC-SC). [TO CONTINUE] 

g. Appeal No. A-3-00-111 {Elwood, Pismo Beach) Appeal by David Duran & Stephen F. Beck from decision of City of 

Pismo Beach granting permit with conditions to Grant Elwood for 1,306 sq.ft. single-family home, at 366 Boeker, 

Pismo Beach, San Luis Obispo County. (KC-SC). [TO CONTINUE] 

h. Appeal No. A-3-00-112 (Elwood, Pismo Beach) Appeal by David Duran & Stephen F. Beck from decision of City of 

Pismo Beach granting permit with conditions to Grant Elwood for 1,306 sq. ft. single-family home, at 368 Boeker, 

Pismo Beach, San Luis Obispo County. (KC-SC). [TO CONTINUE] 

i. Appeal No. A-3-00-113 (Elwood, Pismo Beach) Appeal by David Duran & Stephen F. Beck from decision of City of 

Pismo Beach granting permit with conditions to Grant Elwood for 1,975 sq. ft. single-family home, at 372 Boeker, 

Pismo Beach, San Luis Obispo County. (KC-SC). [TO CONTINUE] 

7. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. Attention: Items appearing in this section of the 

agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 

Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 

Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 

HEADINGS) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 

Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 3-95-41 (San Luis Obispo Co. Shamel Park riprap) Application of San Luis Obispo County Dept. 

of General Services for grading and placing of riprap for bluff and stream bank protection at Shamel Park, at 5455 

Windsor Boulevard (Santa Rosa Creek & Pacific Ocean), Cambria, San Luis Obispo County. (RB-SC) [APPROVED 

WITH CONDITIONS] 

b. Application No. 3-00-67 (Monterey, trail widening) Application of City of Monterey to widen bicycle & pedestrian 

trail, remove asphalt concrete pavement and install concrete pavement, install retaining walls (up to 3' high on uphill 

side, and 2' to 18' on ocean side), install landscaping, irrigation, drainage and trail lighting, at Monterey Bay Coastal 
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Trail (next to Lighthouse Ave. between Private Bolio and Artillery), Monterey, Monterey County. (SG-SC) [APPROVED 

WITH CONDITIONS] 

8. Determination of Appeal Jurisdiction and Applicable Hearing and Notice Provisions for Coastal Development 

Permit application of Philip & Betsy Bliss to Monterey County for 11 ,400 sq. ft. single-family home, swimming pool, 

grading, septic system, water tank, and 425 sq. ft. pool house, on top of Point Lobos Ridge, east of Highway One and 

south of Point Lobos Ridge Road, in Carmel Highlands Area, Monterey County. (CKC-SC) [DETERMINED TO BE 

APPEALABLE] 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT 

9. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. Attention: Items appearing in this section of the 

agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 

Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 

Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 

HEADINGS) except if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 

Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 5-99-205 (Catalina Express & County of Orange, Dana Point) Application of Catalina Express & 

County of Orange to demolish part of dock and remove one piling, replace with 40-ft-long 12-ft-wide 4-ft-high float, add 

4 new pilings and one 80-ft-long 12-ft-wide 4-ft-high float to accommodate ferry service to Catalina Island, with 100 

leased parking spaces and access to 50 additional spaces for overflow parking, at Dana Point Harbor, Dana Point, 

Orange County. (KFS-LB) [POSTPONED] 

b. Appeal No. A-5-99-301 (Irvine, Orange Co.) Appeal by Commissioners Wan & Nava from decision of County of 

Orange granting permit with conditions to Irvine Community Development Company for mass grading and backbone 
infrastructure and water quality treatment program and approval of vesting tentative tract map for future residential and 

recreational development in Planning Areas 4A, 5, 6, 12C & 17 and open space dedication in Planning Areas 12E & 

12G. Grading and water quality program components in adjacent Planning Areas, in southern coastal Orange County, 
North of Pacific Coast Highway, West of Crystal Cove State Park & East of City of Newport Beach, Irvine Coast, 

Orange County. (TH-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS, MODIFICATIONS BY STAFF, AMENDED] 

The staff report for the agenda item above is available in PDF (portable document format). Thus, if you 

have Adobe Reader and/or its plug-in for your browser, you should be able to read and print. If you do not 

already have it, you can get it free of charge. To download it, click here, then follow the installation 

instructions. 

Please remember that any attachments or exhibits we could not provide online are available for 

inspection at the offices of the Commission during normal business hours. 

c. Application No. 5-00-109 (Brown, San Clemente) Application of Edward & Holly Brown for 1-story, 3253 sq. ft. 
single-family home & attached 842 sq. ft. garage next to Riviera Canyon, at 2308 South Ola Vista, San Clemente, 

Orange County. (ALK-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

d. Application No. 5-00-144 (Orange County Sanitation District, Newport Beach) Application of Orange County 

Sanitation District to rehabilitate and repair 9,500 linear feet of 24 inch diameter sewer line, at Back Bay Drive, 
Newport Beach, Orange County. (KFS-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 
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e. Application No. 5-00-145 (Parrish , San Clemente) Application of William & Carol Parrish for 2-story 5370 sq.ft . 
single-family home, pool & spa, pool house, various hardscape improvements, landscaping and attached 850 sq.ft. 
garage, at 4075 Calle Isabella, San Clemente, Orange County. (ALK-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

f. Application No. 5-00-174 (de Camp, Laguna Beach) Application of Jack D. de Camp to demolish laundry facility 
and install mobile home unit for manager of El Mora Village Mobile Home Park, at 8811 North Coast Highway, Laguna 
Beach, Orange County. (ALK-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

g. Application No. 5-00-179 (Eubanks, Newport Beach) Application of Michael A. Eubanks to demolish single-family 
home, and construct 2,355 sq. ft . single-family home and attached 470 sq. ft . garage, at 409 East Balboa Blvd., 
Newport Beach, Orange County. (KFS-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

h. Application No. 5-00-200 (Shepherd, Newport Beach) Application of Gary Shepherd for 8' x 13' platform supported 
by one 14 inch diameter "T" pile, at 514 38th Street, Newport Beach, Orange County. (KFS-LB) [APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS] 

i. Application No. 5-00-206 (McCoy, Seal Beach) Application of Michael McCoy for 2,030 sq.ft. single-family home & 
attached 390 sq. ft. garage, at A-59 Surfside Avenue (704), Seal Beach, Orange County. (KFS-LB) [APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS] 

10. PERMIT AMENDMENTS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. An Amendment below may be moved to the Consent 
Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant 
are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be processed like 
other Consent Calendar items (See above) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent 
Calendar by a vote of 3 or more commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it 
originally appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner material amendments are processed. 

a. Permit No. 5-96-6-A2 (Capital Pacific, Dana Point) Request by Capital Pacific Holdings, L L C to demolish 103-
space parking lot and construct 103-space parking lot in different location, at Niguel Rd. & Stone Hill Drive, Dana 
Point, Orange County. (KFS-LB) [POSTPONED] 

b. Permit No. 5-98-251-A (21 Bay Drive, Laguna Beach) Request by 21 Bay Drive to demolish additional46.2% of 
2,199 sq. ft. single-family home leaving 12.8%:of seaward side of home, and construct previously approved home and 
50-ft-long shoring wall with drilled pier foundation in place of approved 50-ft-long wall with conventional footings and 
lower garage, at 21 Bay Drive, Laguna Beach, Orange County. (KFS-LB) [POSTPONED] 

9:00A.M. 

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 2000 

1. CALL TO ORDER. 

2. ROLL CALL. 

2.5 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT. 

a. Crowding the Rim Summit. Discussion and possible action on Proposal that the Commission become a 
"Supporting Organization" for an international conference "Crowding the Rim" to be held at Stanford University in 
August 2001, to address geologic hazards in Pacific Rim countries in the context of increasing economic 
interdependence and growing populations, jointly partnered by the U.S. Geological Survey, Stanford University, 
Circum-Pacific Council, and American Red Cross. (MJ-SF) [APPROVED] 

NORTH COAST DISTRICT 
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3. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 

amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 

information contact the Commission's Eureka office at (707) 445-7833. 

4. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA HEADINGS. [APPROVED WITH 

CONDITIONS] 

5. NEW APPEALS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Appeal No. A-1-00-28 (Jones, Mendocino Co.) Appeal by Navarro Watershed Protection Association, Dr Hillary 

Adams & Sierra Club, Mendocino/Lake Group from decision of County of Mendocino granting permit with conditions to 

Bob & Lori Jones for 18-ft-high 2,524 sq.ft. single-family home, attached 612 sq. ft. garage, septic system and 

occupancy of travel trailer, at 31991 Navarro Ridge Road, Mendocino County. (RSM-E) [TO CONTINUE] 

b. Appeal No. A-1-00-33 (Del Norte Healthcare, Crescent City) Appeal by Commissioners Desser & Woolley from 

decision of City of Crescent City granting permit with conditions to Del Norte Healthcare District for 50 rooms of 1 DO

room 57,000 sq. ft. 35-ft-high destination resort hotel and restaurant with parking lot, covered entry, walkway, signs, 

and landscaping, at 100 "A" Street, Crescent City, Del Norte County. (JB-E) [TO CONTINUE] 

6. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. Attention: Items appearing in this section of the 

agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 

Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 

Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 

HEADINGS) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 

Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No.1-99-8 (Wages Creek Campground, Mendocino Co.) Application of Wages Creek Campground, 

LLC for boundary line adjustment and campground improvements including conversion of 75 tent campsites to full 

hook-up RV sites, extension of underground utilities, construction of dump station, interpretive signs, stream bank 

revetment, road improvements, and replacement of seasonal bridge with permanent bridge, at Wages Creek 

Campground, one mile north of Westport, Mendocino County. (JB-E) [POSTPONED] 

b. Appeal No. A-1-00-1 (Bell & Aniline, Humboldt Co.) Appeal by Commissioners Wan & Desser from decision of 

County of Humboldt granting permit with conditions to Kate Bell & Orm Aniline for 4,000 sq.ft. 35-ft-high single-family 

home, 768 sq.ft. attached garage, 36 sq.ft. detached greenhouse, and 180 sq.ft. lap swimming pool, on 5-acre bluff

top lot, at 3524 Letz Road, McKinleyville, Humboldt County. (TST-E) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

c. Application No. 1-00-12 (Arcata Public Works Dept.) Application of City of Arcata Public Works Department for 

4,000 sq.ft. barn & attached 910 sq.ft. canopied storage area, and oil-water separator and perimeter landscaping, at 

600 South "G" Street, Arcata, Humboldt County. (JB-E) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

7. PERMIT AMENDMENT. See AGENDA HEADINGS. An Amendment below may be moved to the Consent Calendar 

for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to takin~ up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in 

agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be processed like other 

Consent Calendar items (See above) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by 

a vote of 3 or more commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears 

on this Meeting Notice and in the manner material amendments are processed. 

a. Permit No. 1-83-223-A (Webber, Mendocino Co.) Request by Gary & Christine Webber to reconfigure orientation 

of single-family home, revise floor plans & elevations, construct entry columns & gate, add deck to existing studio, 

construct 20-ft-high observation deck and 28-ft-high tower, construct pump & water storage facilities, and authorize 
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temporary use of kitchen facilities in existing studio, at 4550 Highway One, Little River, Mendocino County. (TST-E) 
[PART APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS, PART DENIED] 

8. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM (LCP). See AGENDA HEADINGS. 

a. Del Norte Co. LCP Amendment No. 1-00 (Maples) Time Extension. Public hearing and action on request for up 
to one year extension for Commission action on proposed County of Del Norte amendment to certified Coastal Zoning 
Regulations to identify placement of single family residence, manufactured home, or mobile home as the principally 
permitted use in Neighborhood Commercial (C-1) Zoning Districts. (JB-E) [APPROVED] 

Future Meetings: The next meetings of the Coastal Commission will be September 12-15 in Eureka and October 10-
13 in Oceanside. 

See new submittals information (These are items submitted to the Coastal Commission and could be scheduled on 
future meeting agendas). 

Conditions of Use I Privacy Policy I Website Tracking 
Copyright © 2014 State of California 
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STAFF REPORT: APPEAL --NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE 

Local Government: City ofLos Angeles 

Local Decision: Denial 

Appeal Number: A-5-PPL-13-212 

Applicant: Stefano Coaloa 

Project Location: 17030 Sunset Boulevard, Pacific Palisades 

Project Description: Construction of a 49 unit, 84,500 square foot residential project. 

Appellant: Stefano Coaloa 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

The Commission's role at the "substantial issue" phase of an appeal is to decide whether the appeal of 
the local government action raises a substantial issue as to conformity with the Chapter 3 policies of 
the Coastal Act. The staff recommends that the Commission, after public hearing, determine that no 
substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed because the 
project denied by the City is appropriately based on it's adopted findings, which state that the 
proposed development, due to the absence of more detailed analysis could not provide assurances that 
potential hazards related to hydrogen sulfide gas in the soil would be mitigated; lack of geologic 
information to determine location of coastal bluff and appropriate siting of the development. 

Therefore, the City correctly determined that the proposed development could not be found to conform 
with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act because it would assure stability and structural integrity 
of the site. The motion to carry out the staff recommendation is on Page Five. 
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The appellant disagrees with the staff recommendation, asserting that the proposed development is 
consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. 
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I. APPELLANTS' CONTENTIONS 

The appellant, Stefano Coaloa, who is the applicant of the coastal development permit application, has 
appealed the City of Los Angeles denial of Local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA-2010-1726 for 
the proposed development of a 49 unit, 84,500 square foot residential development at 17030 West 
Sunset Boulevard, Pacific Palisades. The appellant's grounds for the appeal, which are attached to this 
report as Exhibit No. 4, are as follows: 

1. City's action fails to determine the site is not on a coastal bluff or cliff. 
2. City's action fails to determine the site is not within 300 feet of a coastal bluff or cliff. 
3. City's action fails to determine the site is not subject to the Regional Interpretive Guidelines. 
4. City's action fails to determine the project is suitable under the Regional Interpretive 

Guidelines, if they were to apply. 
5. City's action fails to determine adequacy of applicant's soils and geology report, approved by 

City's Department ofBuilding and Safety, with regards to third-party geologist concerns. 
6. City's action fails to determine project's compliance with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. 
7. City's action suggests that there is some material potential, unmitigated hazard related to 

hydrogen sulfide, that has been detected on site. 
8. City's action fails to determine if the site is within the single or dual permit jurisdiction zone. 

II. LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTION 

On October 20, 2011, the City ofLos Angeles zoning administrator approved a Coastal Development 
Permit for a new approximately 84,500 square foot residential development consisting ofthree 
buildings containing a total of 49 units in the dual permit jurisdiction of the California Coastal Zone. 

On March 6, 2013, on an appeal, the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission overturned the 
approval and denied the coastal development permit (See Exhibit No.5, Planning Commission 
Determination report). 

III. APPEALPROCEDURES 

Section 30600(b) of the Coastal Act provides that prior to certification of its Local Coastal Program, a 
local jurisdiction may, with respect to development within its area of jurisdiction in the coastal zone 
and consistent with the provisions of Sections 30604, 30620 and 30620.5, establish procedures for the 
filing, processing, review, modification, approval or denial of a coastal development permit. Pursuant 
to this provision, the City of Los Angeles developed a permit program in 1978 to exercise its option to 
issue local coastal development permits. 

Sections 13301-13325 ofTitle 14 ofthe California Code ofRegulations provide procedures for 
issuance and appeals of locally issued coastal development permits. Section 30602 of the Coastal Act 
allows any action by a local government on a coastal development permit application evaluated under 
Section 30600(b) to be appealed to the Commission. The standard of review for such an appeal is the 
Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. [Cal. Pub. Res. Code §§ 30200, 30604 and 30625(b)(l).] 
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After a final local action on a local coastal development permit application, the Coastal Commission 
must be noticed within five days of the decision. After receipt of such a notice which contains all the 
required information, a twenty working-day appeal period begins during which any person, including 
the applicant, the Executive Director, or any two members of the Commission, may appeal the local 
decision to the Coastal Commission. [Cal. Pub. Res. Code§ 30602.] 

Any appeal of the local action is then analyzed to determine if a substantial issue exists as to 
conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act (Sections 30200-30265.5). [Cal. Pub. Res. Code 
§ 30625(b)(l).] Unless the Commission finds that the appeal raises no substantial issue, the 
Commission then holds a public hearing in which it reviews the coastal development permit as a de 
novo matter. [Cal. Pub. Res. Code§§ 30621 and 30625.] 

At this point, the Commission may decide that the appellant's contentions raise no substantial issue as 
to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, in which case the action of the local government 
stands. Or, the Commission may find that a substantial issue exists with respect to the conformity of 
the action ofthe local government with Chapter 3 ofthe Coastal Act if it finds that the appeal raises a 
significant question regarding consistency with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. If the 
Commission finds that a substantial issue exists, then the hearing will be continued as a de novo permit 
request. Section 13321 ofthe Coastal Commission regulations specifies that de novo actions will be 
heard according to the procedures outlined in Sections 13114 and 13057-13096 ofthe Commission's 
regulations. 

IV. DUAL PERMIT JURISDICTION 

Within the areas specified in Section 30601, which is known in the City ofLos Angeles permit 
program as the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area, the Coastal Act requires that the development which 
receives a local coastal development permit also obtain a "dual" coastal development permit from the 
Coastal Commission. For projects located inland of the areas identified in Section 30601 (Single 
Permit Jurisdiction), the City of Los Angeles local coastal development permit is the only coastal 
development permit required, with the exception of major public works projects or major energy 
facilities . Based on the maps in the South Coast District office, the proposed development is located 
within the Dual Permit Jurisdiction. 

V. STAFF RECOMMENDATION ON SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE 

Motion: 

I move that the Commission dctern1inc that Appeal No. A-5-PPL-13-212 raises NO substantial 
issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed. 

Staff recommends a YES vote. Failure ofthis motion will result in a de novo hearing on the 
application, and adoption of the following resolution and findings. Passage of this motion will 
result in a finding ofNo Substantial Issue and the local action will become final and effective. 
The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of the majority of the appointed Commissioners 
present. 
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Resolution: 

The Commission hereby finds that Appeal No. A-5-PPL-13-212 presents a substantial issue 
with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed under§ 30603 of the Coastal 
Act regarding consistency with the certified Local Coastal Plan and/or the public access and 
recreation policies of the Coastal Act. 

VI. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 

A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The appeal involves the denial of a local coastal development permit application for the proposed 
construction of a new approximately 84,500 square foot residential development consisting of 
three buildings containing a total of 49 units, a subterranean parking structure and approximately 
19,000 cubic yards of grading. 

According to the City's staff report the project design consists of three buildings that will cascade 
down the hillside from Sunset Boulevard. The northern building (Building 1), will front on Sunset 
Boulevard and together with Building 2 (middle building) will be built over a subterranean 
parking garage that will have two to four levels with 129 parking spaces, consistent with zoning 
requirements. Building 3, the southern building at the lowest elevation, is constructed over a 
basement level that contains residential amenities. 

The subject site is a downward-sloping, south facing parcel located at the base of the Santa 
Monica Mountains and is located within the dual permit jurisdiction area ofthe California Coastal 
Zone and is within the City's Brentwood-Pacific Palisades Community Plan area. The site is 
currently vacant and zoned [Q]R3-l, Medium Residential. The site contains approximately 
42,538 square feet with approximately 99 feet of frontage on the south side of Sunset Boulevard, 
with a variable depth between approximately 287 feet and 314 feet. The site is located 
approximately 325 feet from Pacific Coast Highway and 400 feet from the shoreline (see Exhibit 
No.l-3). 

B. FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE ANALYSIS 

Section 30625(b)(l) ofthe Coastal Act states that the Commission shall hear an appeal of a local 
government action carried out pursuant to Section 30600(b) unless it finds that no substantial issue 
exists as to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. The term "substantial issue" is not defined 
in the Coastal Act or its implementing regulations. Section 13115(b) of the Commission's regulations 
simply indicates that the Commission will hear an appeal unless it "finds that the appeal raises no 
significant question." In previous decisions on appeals, the Commission has been guided by the 
following fadors. 

1. The degree of factual and legal support for the local government's decision that the 
development is consistent or inconsistent with the relevant provisions of the Coastal Act; 

2. The extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local government; 
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3. The significance ofthe coastal resources affected by the decision; 

4. The precedential value ofthe local government's decision for future interpretations of its 
LCP; and, 

5. Whether the appeal raises local issues, or those of regional or statewide significance. 

Even when the Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, appellants nevertheless may obtain judicial 
review ofthe local government's coastal permit decision by filing petition for a writ of mandate 
pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure, Section 1094.5. 

Staff is recommending that the Commission find that no substantial issue exists with respect to 
whether the local government action conforms with the provisions of Chapter 3 ofthe Coastal Act for 
the reasons set forth below. 

C. SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE A~AL YSIS 

As stated in Section III of this report, the grounds for an appeal of a coastal development permit 
application acted on by the local government prior to certification of its Local Coastal Program (LCP) 
are the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. Any such local government coastal development permit 
may be appealed to the Commission. The Commission shall hear an appeal unless it determines that 
no substantial issue exists as to conformity with Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. In this case, 
staff has recommended that that the Commission concur with staffs conclusion that no substantial 
issue exists. 

The applicant/appellant asserts that the development conforms to the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal 
Act and would not prejudice the ability of the City to prepare a local coastal program that is in 
conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. The applicant/appellant requests that the Commission 
overturn the City's denial of the local coastal development permit application. 

The Commission's standard of review for determining whether to hear the appeal is only whether the 
appeal raises a substantial issue as to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act (hereinafter 
"Chapter 3"). Cal. Pub. Res. Code§ 30625(b)(1); 14 C.C.R. § 13321. The Commission's decision 
will be guided by the factors listed in the previous section of this report (B. Factors to be Considered in 
Substantial Issue Analysis). 

The appeal raises no substantial i5sue ru; to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act (Cal. Pub. 
Res. Code§§ 30200-265.5). 1 The Determination Report issued by the West Los Angeles AJ·ea 
Planning Commission ("Planning Commission") shows that the Planning Commission applied the 
policies of Chapter 3 and concluded that the development, as proposed, would be inconsistent with 
Section 30253 ofthe Coastal Act, which states: 

New development shall: 

1 Unless otherwise indicated, all subsequent statutory references are to sections within the Coastal Act. Cal. 
Pub. Res. Code §§ 30000 et seq. 
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(I) Minimize risks to bfe and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard. 

(2) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to 
erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way require 
the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natura/landforms along bluffs 
and cl(ffs. 

The Planning Commission's analysis appropriately interpreted the standard established by Section 
30253 by finding that there was a lack of information to ensure that the proposed development would 
minimize risks to life and property. The Planning Commission also appropriately relied upon the 
Coastal Commission' s Interpretive Guidelines, adopted pursuant to Section 30620(a)(3) for the explicit 
purpose of assisting local governments "in determining how the policies of [the Coastal Act] shall be 
applied in the coastal zone prior to the certification of local coastal programs." Thus, there is no 
question that the local decision correctly applied the policies of Chapter 3, and the appeal raises no 
substantial issue regarding conformity therewith. 

Applying the five factors listed in the prior section further clarifies that the appeal raises no 
"substantial" issue with respect to Chapter 3, as it shows that, even if Chapter 3 were not correctly 
applied, the nature of the proposed project, the local government action, and the appeal do not 
implicate any Chapter 3 policies to a level of significance necessary to meet the substantiality standard 
of Section 30265(b)(l). 

The first factor is the degree of factual and legal support for the local government's decision that the 
development is consistent or inconsistent with the Coastal Act. As indicated above, the Planning 
Commission's conclusion was supported by substantial evidence. Specifically, the Planning 
Commission's Determination report, attached as Exhibit No.5, explains that based on lack of 
adequate geotechnical information presented to the Planning Commission, the Planning Commission 
could not find the project consistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. The Planning 
Commission's findings state (Exhibit No.5, page F-8): 

... based on testimony at the Commission's appeal hearings on January 16, 2013 and March 6, 
2013, the Commission was not satisfied that the approved soils report adequately responded to 
and addressed the issues raised hy the third party geologist. Specifically, the approved soils 
report did not acknowledged or identify mitigations to address the presence of hydrogen sulfide 
on the site. In the absence of more detailed analysis, the Commissioners concluded that the 
approved soils report did not provide assurances that potential hazards related to hydrogen 
sulfide would be mitigated 

Furthermore, the Planning Commission, based on lack of information presented, could not determine 
the location of the coastal bluff and determine the appropriate and safe siting of the development in 
relation to the bluff edge. The Planning Commission's findings state (Exhibit No. 5, page F-9): 

Based on the site's topography and testimony presented at the huring, there was conflicting 
information as to whether the site was located within a Coastal Bluff as defined in the Coastal 
Act ... 
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In the absence of definitive confirmation from the California Coastal Commission affirming 
whether on not the site was located within a Coastal Bluff, the Commission was unable to 
evaluate or properly consider the proposed development in light of the Regional Guidelines 
pertaining to projects on or near Coastal Bluffs. 

Therefore in this case, based on the technical information provided and the public testimony, the City 
determined that there was not adequate information find the project consistent with the Chapter 3 
policies ofthe Coastal Act. 

The second factor is the scope of the development as approved or denied by the local government. 
Here, the proposed development denied by the local government is a 49 unit residential development, 
not a type of development that is prioritized by the policies of Chapter 3, and the local decision is a 
denial. The posture in which this proposal comes to the Commission is one in which, if the local 
decision is allowed to stand, the scope of development would be nil. Put differently, the scope or 
extent of the development denied is limited to the proposed 49 unit residential development, and that 
denial does not rob the site of any facilities promoted by Chapter 3; and the scope of the development 
approved is none. 

The third factor is the significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision. Again, because 
the local decision is a denial, leaving the local decision in place by declining to accept the appeal 
would not have any significant affect on any coastal resources. Moreover, as also indicated above, 
since residential use is a low priority use under the Coastal Act, and there is no Coastal Act policy 
promoting or protecting residential use, the denial does not represent the loss of any potential 
improvement of coastal resources. If the local decision were an approval, the Commission would need 
to consider the significance of the protection of public coastal resources, such as coastal views, 
community character, coastal access, and geologic hazards, potentially impaired by the development, 
and thus, the decision. However, given the current posture of the decision, if the local decision is 
allowed to stand, the public resources that could have been affected by the proposed development, 
regardless of how significant, will be fully protected. 

The fourth factor is the precedential value ofthe local government' decision for future interpretations 
of its LCP. Although the City has no certified LCP, this decision could nevertheless have a 
precedential impact on future decisions under this governing standard. The City's denial of the 
proposed project is consistent with several precedents relating to location of the development to a 
coastal bluff and minimizing risks to life and property. Approval ofthe proposed project with a lack 
of information addressing the concerns raised by the Planning Commission with regards to bluff 
setbacks and geologic hazards would be a bad precedent that would prejudice the ability of the City to 
prF:pare a local coastal program that is in eonformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. 

The final factor is whether the appeal raises local issues, or those of regional or statewide significance. 
Although proper siting of development along coastal bluffs and minimizing geologic risk are important 
statewide issues, the applicant's appeal ofthe City's denial does not raise any issues of regional or 
statewide significance because the City's denial protects the public resource and it is consistent with 
Commission precedents. 

Therefore, in conclusion, the Commission finds that the City used proper discretion in denying the 
local coastal development permit, finding that the proposed development does not comply with 
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Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Moreover, the local government action does not raise any substantial 
Chapter 3 issues. Therefore, no substantial issue exists with respect to the Chapter 3 policies of the 
Coastal Act. 

Appellant's contentions 

The Commission responds to the appellant's contentions, as follows: 

1. City's action fails to determine the site is not on a coastal bluff or cliff. 

Section 13311 of the California Coastal Commission Regulations state in part: 

A coastal development permit shall be deemed issued (a) when final review has occurred, (b) 
when, if applicable, all local rights of appeal have been exhausted and (c) when findings have been 
made that the interpretive guidelines have been reviewed and that the proposed development 
conforms with the requirements of Public Resources Code. Section 30604(a) and with any 
applicable decision set by the commission pursuant to Public Resources, Section 30625(c). 

The City's coastal development permit ordinance 151.603 states in part that: 

(c) That the interpretive guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits as established by the 
California Coastal Commission dated February 11, 1977 and any subsequent amendments thereto 
have been reviewed, analyzed, and considered in light of the individual project in making its 
determination. 

The Planning Commission staff report states in part that: 

The project site is an exposed downslope lot that sits on a bluff top, however, the project can not be 
properly analyzed in light of Coastal Commission's Regional Interpretive Guidelines concerning 
its location on or near coastal bluffs without proper verification confirming whether the project 
site is within a "Coastal Bluff'' as defined in the Coastal Act. 

The interpretive guidelines are designed to provide direction to decision-makers in rendering 
discretionary determinations on requests for coastal development permits pending adoption of an LCP. 
The guidelines in part pertain to density, landform grading and siting of development within areas of 
coastal bluffs. The location of a coastal bluff can affect density, grading and siting of development. 
According to the Planning Commission's Determination report, the Regional Interpretive Guidelines 
suggest a minimum 25-foot setback from the edge of any coastal bluff. The report states that: 

... based on the site's topography and testimony presented at the hearing, there was conflicting 
information as to whether the site was located within a Coastal Bluff as defined in the Coastal Act. 
In addition, there was conflicting information between the city's maps and the Coastal 
Commission's maps concerning whether the site's location was within the single-permit vs. dual 
permit jurisdiction zone and the map does not contain lot lines to accurately determine the site 's 
location. California Coastal Commission staff conveyed to city staff that verification concerning 
the site's location on a Coastal Bluff or within the single or dual permit jurisdiction zone would 
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require investigation by Coastal Commission geologist and possibly require a topographical 
survey. 

In the absence of definitive confirmation from the California Coastal Commission affirming 
whether or not the site was located within a coastal Bluff, the Commission was unable to evuluute 
or properly consider the proposed development in light of the Regional Guidelines pertaining to 
projects on or near Coastal Bluffs. 

Although the Planning Commission Determination report states that due to lack of information the 
Commission was unable to properly consider the proposed development in light of the Regional 
Guidelines, the City's Planning Commission did consider the Regional Guidelines in making their 
determination and determined that there was a lack of information to find the project consistent with 
the guidelines. Moreover, since the standard of review is the project's consistency with the policies of 
the Coastal Act, not the Regional Interpretive Guidelines, the City found the project inconsistent with 
the Coastal Act based on lack of information to assure that potential hazards would be properly 
mitigated, the determination and location of the coastal bluff was not necessary in the City's denial of 
the proposed development and would not prejudice the City's ability to develop a LCP. Therefore, the 
appellant's contention does not raise a substantial issue with respect to consistent with the Chapter 3 
polices ofthe Coastal Act. 

2. City's action fails to determine the site is not within 300 feet of a coastal bluff or cliff 

The appellant is referring to Section 30601 of the Coastal Act that states in part: 

Prior to certification of the local coastal program and, where applicable, in addition to a permit from 
local government pursuant to subdivision (b) or (d) of Section 30600, a coastal development permit 
shall be obtained from the commission for any of the following: 

(I) Developments between the sea and the first public road paralleling the sea or within 300 feet of 
the inland extent of any beach or of the mean high tide line of the sea where there is no beach, 
whichever is the greater distance. 

{2) Developments not included within paragraph (1) located on tidelands, submerged lands, public 
trust lands, within 100 feet of any wetland, estuary, stream, or within 300 feet of the top of the seaward 
face of any coastal bluff. 

The City found that there was conflicting information between the City's maps and the Coastal 
Commission's maps concerning whether the site's location was within the single-permit vs. dual 
permit jurisdiction zone. The 300 foot distance from a coastal bluff is one of the criteria used to 
determine single and dual permit jurisdiction within the City' coastal zone for purposes of determining 
if a coastal development permit would also be required from the Coastal Commission. Although the 
City found that they could not adequately make a determination as to the location of the single/dual 
jurisdiction line because of the uncertainty of the location of the coastal bluff, this is a procedural issue 
and the City's action in not making a determination as to the development's distance from the coastal 
bluff does not raise any issue with regards to Chapter 3 policies ofthe Coastal Act. 
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3. City's action fails to determine the site is not subject to the Regional Interpretive Guidelines 

Section 13311 of the California Coastal Commission Regulations state in part that: 

a coastal development permit shall be deemed issued ... (c) when findings have been made that the 
interpretive guidelines have been reviewed. .. 

Although the City states that there was inadequate information to consider development in light of the 
Interpretive Guidelines, the standard of review for the local coastal development permit is Chapter 3 
polices of the Coastal Act, not the Interpretive Guidelines. This contention is a procedural issue with 
the City and does not raise any issue with regards to the project's consistency with the Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act. 

4. City's action fails to determine the project is suitable under the Regional Interpretive Guidelines, if 
they were to apply. 

Again, as stated above, the City found there was a lack of information to determine consistency with 
the Guidelines, which are designed to provide direction to local government decision makers. The 
City does not necessarily need to find the project suitable under the Interpretive Guidelines, but is 
required to determine if the project is consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. In the 
City's denial of the coastal development permit the City found, based on lack of information and 
potential adverse impacts, that they could not find the project consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of 
the Coastal Act. 

5. City's action fails to determine adequacy of applicant's soils and geology report, approved by 
City's Department ofBuilding and Safety, with regards to third-party geologist concerns. 

The City found that there was inadequate geologic information to make a finding that the project was 
consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act with regards to geologic hazards. Section 
30253 of the Coastal Act states in part that new development shall: 

(a) Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard. 

(b) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to 
erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way 
require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natura/landforms 
along bluffs and cliffs. 

On appeal to the Zoning Administrator approval of the project, a third party geologist on behalf of the 
appellants, raised several technical questions and identified technical issues that, according to the 
Planning Commission Determination report were not properly addressed by the applicant's soils and 
geology report, which was approved by the City's Building and Safety Grading Division. The 
appellant to this appeal states that the soils and geology report did address the presence of the 
hydrogen sulfide gas. However, the Planning Commission was not satisfied that the approved soils 
report adequately responded to and addressed the issues raised by the third party geologist. Therefore, 
in the absence of more detailed analysis, the Planning Commission concluded that the approved report 
did not provide assurances that potential hazards would be mitigated. Therefore, based on lack of 
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information the project could not be found consistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act and was 
denied by the City. 

The appellant's contention does not raise a substantial issue with respect to consistency with the 
Chapter 3 pulil:es uf lhe Cuaslal Acl. 

6. City's action fails to determine project's compliance with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. 

Although the City's Building and Safety-- Grading Division approved the project's soils and geology 
report, the Planning Commission, as stated above, determined that with the lack of geotechnical 
information the City could not fmd that potential geologic hazards would be adequately mitigated, 
therefore, could not find the project consistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. Therefore, the 
appellant's contention does not raise a substantial issue with respect to consistent with the Chapter 3 
polices ofthe Coastal Act. 

7. City's action suggests that there is some material potential, unmitigated hazard related to 
hydrogen sulfide, that has been detected on site. 

Hydrogen sulfide gas is a highly flammable, explosive gas and can cause possible life threatening 
situations. High concentrations can cause health problems and death. As a highly flammable and 
explosive gas, it is possible that pockets of high concentrations can lead to explosions; however, 
explosions have mainly occurred in man-made structures, such as, pipelines and enclosed buildings. 
Although, unlikely, if a pocket of gas does cause an explosion onsite, there is a potential the explosion 
could cause slope instability or jeopardize development by undermining foundations. 

According to a report prepared by SASSAN Geosciences, Inc, dated January 3, 2013, which was 
prepared for this project and is part of the City's coastal development permit record, hydrogen sulfide 
is a naturally occurring phenomenon in various types of bedrock formations and is not unusual to 
encounter this gas in the Pacific Palisades area. The report states that test borings encountered the gas 
only in borings deeper than 70 feet. The report concludes that the drilling of soldier pile shafts will be 
monitored and safety measures will be followed pursuant to California's Division of Occupational 
Safety and Health requirements. 

According to the Planning Commission Determination report, the Commission determined there was a 
lack of geotechnical information and could not find that potential geologic hazards would be 
adequately mitigated, therefore, they could not find the project consistent with Section 30253 of the 
Coastal Act. The City, during the public hearing process, raised the issue ofthe presence of hydrogen 
sulfide and the potential hazard. Although the City's Building and Safety Division approved the 
applicant's geotechnical report and the applicant submitted a separate report addressing hydrogen 
sulfide on the site, the Planning Commission was not satisfied that the approval letter issued by the 
Department of Building and Safety adequately provided or identified measures to safely address or 
mitigate the presence of hydrogen sulfide on the site, and determined that this issue raised a concern 
with regards to the project's consistency with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. The City determined 
that the issue needed to be fully addressed with the City in order for the City to find the project 
consistent with the Chapter 3 policies ofthe Coastal Act, therefore, the project was denied. Therefore, 
the appellant's contention does not raise a substantial issue with respect to consistency with the 
Chapter 3 polices of the Coastal Act. 
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8. City's action fails to determine if the site is within the single or dual permit jurisdiction zone. 

Section 3 0601 that states in part: 

Prior to certification of the local coastal program and, where applicable, in addition to a permit from 
local government pursuant tn subdivision (b) or (d) ofSection 30600, a coastal development permit 
shall be obtained from the commission for any of the following: 

(1) Developments between the sea and the first public road paralleling the sea or within 300 feet of 
the inland extent of any beach or of the mean high tide line of the sea where there is no beach, 
whichever is the greater distance. 

(2) Developments not included within paragraph (1) located on tidelands, submerged lands, public 
trust lands, within 100 feet of any wetland, estuary, stream, or within 300 feet of the top of the seaward 
face of any coastal bluff 

Within the areas specified in Section 30601, which is known in the City ofLos Angeles coastal 
development permit program as the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area, the Coastal Act requires that the 
development which receives a local coastal development permit also obtain a "dual" coastal 
development permit from the Coastal Commission. For projects located inland of the areas identified 
in Section 30601 (Single Permit Jurisdiction), the City ofLos Angeles local coastal development 
permit is the only coastal development permit required. 

As stated in contention number 2 above, the City found that there was conflicting information between 
the City's maps and the Coastal Commission's maps concerning whether the site's location was within 
the single-permit vs. dual permit jurisdiction zone. 

The 300 foot distance from the top ofthe seaward face of a coastal bluff is one ofthe criteria used to 
determine single and dual permit jurisdiction within the City's coastal zone. Although the City found 
that they could not adequately make a determination because of the uncertainty of the location of the 
coastal bluff, this is a procedural issue and does not raise any issue with regards to Chapter 3 policies 
ofthe Coastal Act. 

Conclusion 

The Commission finds that no substantial issues exist with respect to the grounds on which the appeal 
was filed. Therefore, the applicant's contentions do not raise an issue in regards to consistency of the 
local decision with the Chapter 3 policies ofthe Coastal Act. 
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF u)c'){tT<L c:.:ur,-\:\ · ,., s:~:t:_ 
GOVERNMENT 

Sunset Creations, LLC, appeals the May 22, 2013, Determination (the 
"Determination") of the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission 
ih ~ CASE No. ZA-2010-1726-CDP-MEL-1A, GEQA: ENV 2010-1727-
MND-REC1, pertairii!'ia t:::. (:I 49~unit 84,500 §quare fe~t r~sidenfial 
development of an in-fiH project (the "Project") consisting of three 
buildings at 17030 Sunset Blvd., Pacific Pafisades, CA. . . 

. . . 
S~CTI.ON IV, R~asons Supporting Th i~ Aflp~a f 

1.· Appeal from that part of mandated finding 3 (on pages F-8 and 
F-9 of the Determination), which fails to determine the site is not 
on a Coastal Bluff of Cliff · 

i. The· lack of a proper determination prejudices the 
ability of the City to prepare a looa~ coastal plan 

2. Appeal from that part of mandc.lted findtng 3 (on pages F-8 and 
F~9 of the Determination), which fails to determine the site is not 
within 300 feet of a Coastal Bluff or Cliff. 

3. Appeal from that part of mandated finding 3 (on pages F-8 and 
F~9 gf the Qetermtnation} that fails to qet~rm•ne the site ts not 

. subject to the Regional Interpretive GuideHnes .. 

4 .. Appeal from that part of mandated finding 3 (on pages F-8 and 
F-9 of the Determination) that fails to determine the Project is 
suitable under the Regional Interpretive Guidelines, if they were 
to appty. 

5. Appeal from that part of mandated findings 1.e.3 and 6 (on 
_;--- ..... -~-~---. pages F-7/F-B and F-11, respectively, of the Determination) that 

1 suggests the appHcant's soils and geology report as approved 

California Coas~l Commission 

by building and safety fail to adequately address issues or 
certain questions earlier raised by a third-party geologist. 
Appeal also from any implication the questions are material to 
the determination under mandated finding 1.e.3. 
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6, Appeal from that part of mandated finding 1 ,e.3 (on pages F-7 
and F-8 of the Determination} that faits to find the Project 
complies with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. 

7. Appeal from that part of mandated findings 1.e.3 (on pages F-7 
and F-8 o1 the Determination) that there is some' materi-al, 
potential, unmitigated hazard related to hydrogen sulfide. 

8. Appeal from that part of mandated findings 6 and 9 (on pages 
F-1 0 and F-11, respectfully, of the Determination) that there is 
some material, potential hazard related to hydrogen sulfide that 
would not be mitigated. 

9. Appeal from that part of mandated findlng 3 (on pages F-8 and 
F-9 of the Determination) that faits to determine whether the site 
is within the single-permit or dual-permit jurisdiction zone. 

10. Appeal from that part of mandated finding 3 (on pages F-8 and 
F-9 of the Determination) that fails to determine the site is within 
the single-permit jurisdiction zone. 

11. Appeal from aU of mandated ftndings 6 and 9 on pages F~10 of 
the Determination). 

Synopsfs of Selected Arguments Supporting Appeal 
(Paragr?ph numbers correspond to Appeal Reasons) 

1. & 2. Project not on or within 300 foot of a Coastal Bluff or cliff 
(Contrary to Finding 3) 

--under the Coastal Act definitions, the site is not on, or within 
300 foot of, a Coastal Bluff of Cliff 

--all available information was presented to Commission 
--included copy of map from Coastal Commission office, City's 

Zimas mapping system, photographs, topography maps 
--Commission voted subjeotively i not on Coastal standard 
~-Please Concurrently submitted: Coastal Biuff Determination Question 

prepared by SASSAN Geosciences Inc, 6/5/13. 
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L The lack of determination negatively impacts the ability 
of the City to prepare its LCP. Th.e. l.a.ck qf determinatiqn 
also negatively impacts the ability of the City to evaluate 
projects. 

3. & 4. Project not in violation of Interpretative Guidelines (Contrary 
to Finding 3) 

--the guidelines are not required development standards 
--finding required only as far as decision maker considered 

them but Project not required to adhere to them 
--rtd LCP to conform to 
--City has adopted standards, general and site specific (zoning, 

"Q". conditions, local plan) 

5. Applicant dtd address third party geologist (Contrary to Finding 
1.e.3) 

--City B&S Dept, Grading Division, reviewed appetlant's 
geologist report and applicant's geologist's response and found no 
issues (letter dated July 3, 2012) 

--third party geologist did not present new data 
--applicant has approval of Soils Report for Project and all 

amendment$. 
--on hydrogen sulfide, please see arguments at 7 & 8 below 

6. The Project complies with Coastal Act Section 30253 (Conttary- to 
Finding 1.e.3) 

--The City's Department of Building and Safety approved the 
Project's Soils and Geology Report. · 

--That approval includes the Buildlng and Safety Grading 
Divistorfs updated appmvalletter dated July 3, 2012' 

----Please see, also, the arguments in 1-5 above and 7-11 below 

7. & 8. Presence of hydrogen sulfide ("HS") negligible, analyzed & 
mitigated to extent necessary (Contrary to Findings 1.e.3, 6 and 9) 

--presence of HS recognized by appellant reports/observations 
and addressed 

--HS is heavier than ambient air 
--No methane gas within the Project site (ZIMAS) 
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~-historical pres.~nce of HS locally c:md else.whe.r~, common 
occurrence not r~quiring m[tig8:t io,n_ 

·. . . --:testimony of City· Grading S.taff before Commission 
-reports approved by B&S Grading included HS analysis 

9. & 10. Determination of Single or Dual Permit Jurisdiction (Contrary 
to Finding 3) 

--Announcement at the commencement of March 6, 2013, 
pubUc hearing that the Crty Attorney had indicated the Project in fact 
is; looated in a single penrtit jurisdiction 

--Crty's Zrmas mapprng system had indicated dual jurrsdictron 
--However, Coastal Commission map indicates • t 

u· n• r 
--The arguments rn 1 and 2 above are determinative that the 

Project is not on or within 300 feet of a CoastaJ Cliff 
--Thus the Project is located in a single permit jurisdiction 

11. The Project is entitled to environmental clearance under CEQA 
MND {Contrary to Finding 6) 

~ .. c;ty previously approved and certified envkonmentat 
document under CEQA 

--AppJicant is appealing each element in Finding 6 in derogation 
of the City's prior CEQA approval 

--Sorne eJements in Frnding 6 are outside the CEQA process . 
.... aome elemefits iii Finding a are unsuppor-ted by tlie record. 

--Traffic (access, circulation): 
-DOT did review studies by apphcant's expert 
~-The studies by applicant's expert analyzed and 

considered the site's location on the end of a curve, line of site, and 
other factors in the expert's positive opinion 

--DOT does not review access or internal circulation, until 
tho project design is before DOT in an administrative review process 

--Torrey Pines: 
--Neither the proposed driveways into the project nor any 

deceleration lane requires the removal of the Torrey Pines 
--Applicant wants to preserve the Torrey Pines 
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--The driveways can be raised to provide protection for 
the Torrey Pines 

--Soils. Reports: Please see arguments 5 and 6 above_ 

--Hydrogen Sulfide: Please see arguments 7 and 8 above. 

Background 

On October 20, 2011 the City of Los Angeles approved a Coastar 
Development Permit for a 49-unit 84,500 square feet residential 
pt,tilding consisting of three buildings .. In its. approval the Zoning 
Administrator made affirmative findings as to the California Coastal 
Act pursuant to Chapter 3. 

On May 22,2013, on an appeal. the West Los Angeles Area 
Planning Commission overturned that approval based, in part, on 
not knowing if the Project was located on a Coastai bluff as 
defined by the Coastal Act The Regional tnterpretat.ive GoidaHnes 
contain different development sta-ndards than the Cltyt~t fhe 
City's standards are based on zoning, specifrc site development 
standards ("Q" conditions). and the Brentwood~ Pacific Palisades 
community plan. AU of these have been adopted by the City 
Council . 

The Project is an in~fill project. as favored by the Coastal Act. 
"[T]he proposed Project is l.ocated i.n an area that is already 
developed consisting of single day's family and multiple days 
family residential uses as well as insti:tutional uses, thereby making 
the Project site contihues with, and in close proximity to existing 
developed areas that are able to accommodate it" (Determination, 
mandated finding 1.e.1, page F-5; Section 30250(a) of the Coastal 
Act.) 

The Project is fully compliant with the Mello Act, with all low or very 
low-income residential units on site and included within the 
Project. 

The Project is designed to conform to all of the provisions of the · 
LAM. C. The applicant seeks no relief or deviation from the Los 
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Angeles Municipal Code concerning density., height, floor: area, 
yartis, epeFt spaee, r-etaining walls er- paFkin!}. (BetefffliFtation, 
mandated finding 1.e.2, pages F-6, F-7.) 

The design incorporates a walking path (the "Canyon Trail") 
leading from the foyer of Building one, thefl tMreadtng through 
Buildings two and three, terminating at the common open space 
area to the rear of the rot below BuHding three. (Determination, 
mandated finding 1.e.2, page F-7.) 

The design also incorporates a number of other "green" features 
that will quaHfy it for Leeds certification . 

PROJECT CHRONOLOGY 

The proposed project has undergone an unusuat number of repeated 
reviews and hearings. Repeated reviews include those for geology, 
transportation, traffic, and environmental clearance under CECA. 
Most of these are have been done by the City Department in charge 
of the relevant subject matter. 

Repeated hearings include those by the City of Los Angeles Planning 
Department's West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission (and 
Zoning Administrator). · 

Of particular note is a hearing by the West Los Angeles Area 
Planning Commission on January 16, 2013 where two motions were 
voted upon;· one to deny the appear and one to approve the appear." 
Neither motion received enough votes to carry, letting the Zoning 
Administrator approval to stand. 

At that hearing, one of the Commissioners stated that the project had 
been vetted enough . However an opinion by the City Attorney 
asserted :that Commissioners still had jurisdiction and needed to hold 
another hearing. At that hearing, the Commissioners voted to 
approve the appeal, as reflected in the Determination. 

The following is an abbreviated list of reviews and hearings the 
proposed project has undergone: 

c/t 
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2.14.11 
4.28.11 
8.25.11 

10.20.11 
10.30.11 
11.2.11 
11.16.11 

2.15.12 

4.18.12 

7.18.12 

8.15.12 
10.03.12 

1.16.13 

1.18.13 

3.6.13 
5.22.13 

fssuance of Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) 
Public Hearing by Zoning Administrator (ZA) 
MND Reconsideration issued because haul-route 
mitigations were excluded 
ZA Decision tetter is-sued approving project 
Appeal filed by Amy Greenwood 
Appeal filed by Edgewater Homeowners Assoc 
Comm Hearing continued because City Attorney opinion 
that MND Reconsideration was not property circulated 
Comm Hearing continued because B&S soils review of 
3rd party geologist and project geologist not completed 
Comm Hearing continued because B&S soils review of 
3rd party geologist and project geologist nat completed 
Comm Hearing continued because B&S soils review of 
3rd party geologist and project geologist not completed 
MND Reconsideration Issued based on B&S Soils review 
Comm Hearing continued because of omissions in 
M N 0/Recon_sideration omissions 

· West LA Commission conducts public hearing on Appeat; 
two motions voted, both failed to pass, ZA Decision 
stands 
Opinion by City Attorney that no action was taken by 
Commission requiring that it be returned to Commission 
for another hearing 
Re-Hearing by West LA Area Planning Commission 
Determination Letter Issued by West LA Area Planning 
Commission 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

Concurrently submitted: Coastal Bluff Determination Question 
prepared by SASSAN Geosciences Inc, 6/5/13. This report analyzes 
the proposed project's geology per Coastal Commission standards 
and determines it is not on a coastal bluff. 

Otfier documents ana argumeiits will be provided in support of this 
appeal. 
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WEST los ANGELES AREA PLANNING COMMISSION 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 272, Los Angeles, California, 90012-4801, (213) 978-1300 

www .Ia city .org/PLN/index.htm 

-
Determination Mailing Date: __ MA_Y_~_.'2_2_0u __ _ 

CASE NO: ZA-2010-1726-CDP-MEL.-1A 
CEQA: ENV 2010-1727-MND-REC1 

Applicant: Stephen Coaloa 

Appellants: 1) Amy C. Greenwood 

Location: 17030 West Sunset Boulevard 
Council District: 11 
Plan Area: Brentwood-Pacific mt~~n~~q~~ 

~Eft~~ 't-~ ;J): l ~· t/~i ~ _1 ::: 
Zone: [Q]R3-1 c: ·h r- 0 .-. 5 1· Re,...io·> vour- ...._ · .. .-~ - ,.~., . •. 
District Map: 1268117 · '' 

MAY Z 4 2.013 

2) Edgewater Towers Homeowners Association 
CALifORNiA 

COAST/~ .. L COM/v\lSSION 

At its meeting on March 6, 2013, the follo~ing action was taken by the West Los Angeles Area Planning 
Commission: 

1. Granted the appeals. . 
2. Overturned the Zoning Administrator's Decision and "denied the Coastal Development Permit. 
3. Adopted the Revised Findings. 
4. Did not adopt the environmental clearance ENV-2010-1727-MND-REC1. 

Fiscal Impact Statement: There is no General Fund impact as administrative costs are recovered through 
fees. 

This action was taken by the following vote: 

Moved: 
Seconded: 
Ayes: 
Noes: 

Vote: 

Effective Date 

Commissioner Halper 
Commissioner Donovan 
Commissioners Foster and Martinez 
Lin nick 

4-1 . 

Effective upon the mailing of.this notice 

Rhon a Ketay, Commiss1on Exe tive Assistant 
West Los Angeles Area Plannin Commission 

Appeal Status 
Not further appealable to· City Council 

If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 
1094.5, the petition for writ at mandate pursuant to that section must be tiled no later than the 90th day 
following the date on which the City's decision became final pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure 

EXHIBIT NO. r .re may be other time limits which also affect your ability to seek judicial review. 

t---------7 __ ---lld Findings 
Application Number 

/J.f-P/Ji-13,2.12 
G 
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CASE NO. ZA 2010-1726-CDP-MEL-1A F-1 
West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission Determination 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

After thorough consideration of the statements contained in the application, the plans 
submitted therewith, the statements made at the public hearing on January 16 and March 
6, 2013, all of which are by reference made a part hereof, as well as knowledge of the 
property and surrounding district, The West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission finds 
that the requirements and prerequisites for granting a· coastal development permit as · 
enumerated in Section 12.20.2 of the Municipal Code have not been established by the 
following facts : 

BACKGROUND 

The subject site is a downward-sloping, south facing parcel located at the base of the 
Santa Monica Mountains and is located within the dual permit jurisdiction area of the 
California Coastal Zone and is within the Brentwood-Pacific Palisades Community Plan. 
The site is located within a Hillside Area, a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone and is 
within a Landslide area. 

The site contains approximately 42,539 square feet with approximately 99 feet of frontage 
on the south side of Sunset Boulevard and a variable depth between approximately 287 
feet and 314 feet. The site is located approximately 325 feet from Pacific Coast Highway 
and 400 feet from the shore line. The site is a vacant, unimproved parcel and is zoned 
[Q]R3-1. The 'Q' Qualified Condition on the site imposes the following development 
limitations on the site: (1) the height of any portion of a building or structure within 50 feet 
of property zoned R1 or more restrictive shall not exceed a maximum height of 30 feet and 
or a maximum height of 35 feet for any portion of building or structure within 100 feet of 
property zoned R1 or more restrictive; (2) a 20-foot rear yard is required; (3) a 1 0-foot side 
yard is required for any portion of building within 50 feet of an R1 zoned lot or more 
restrfctive; and (4) guest parking at a ratio of .25 parking space's for each rental dwelling 
unit or .50 parking spaces for each condominium unit is required in excess of code required 
parking. 

Pursuant to the California Coastal Act and to the provisions of Section 12.20.2 of the 
L.A.M.C. and the applicant requested a Coastal Development Permit for the construction of 
a new approximately 84,500 square-foot residential development containing a total of 49 
dwelling units; and, pursuant to Government Code Section 65590 the applicant is 
requesting a Mello Act Compliance Determination. The Mello Act is a statewide law that 
requires local governments to comply with certain provisions designed to preserve and 
increase the supply of affordable housing in California's coastal zone. The Mello Act 
applies to any proposal to convert or demolish existing housing., or to develop new housing 
in the coastal zone. The project is a ·new housing development in excess of nine (9) 
dwelling units and is subject to the Mello Act's requirements concerning lnclusionary 
Residential Units. 

Excavation and earthwork for the proposed development, including the subterranean 
parking structure, is estimated at approximately 19,000 cubic yards. 
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CASE NO. ZA 2010-1726-COP-MEL-1A F-2 
West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission Determination 

Public Hearing: 

The following is a summary of key is~ues raised at the January 16, 2013 and March 6, 
2013 public hearings by appellants and opponents of the project: 

Environmental: 

ENV-201 0-1727 -MND-REC 1 issued for the proposed project is inadequate as· it did 
not adequately analyze the impacts and mitigate the significant impacts associated 
with: 

• Traffic impacts and traffic circulation patterns 
• Hazards due to access to and from the site 
• Presence of hydrogen sulfide on the site and public safety during 

excavation activities. 

Geology/Hazards 

The site is on a landslide and poses a serious danger and safety threat to 
surrounding properties in the event of a landslide. The approved soils report does 
not adequately address drainage or the proposed sewer connections. The approved 
soils report does not acknowledge or identify mitigation measures to address the 
presence of hydrogen sulfide on the site. Questions raised by a third party peer 
review of the geotechnical reports have not been adequately addressed. 

Traffic Safety & Access: 

The project site is located on a dangerous curve and visibility for cars entering and 
exiting the site is not adequate. Traffic on Sunset is fast moving and has a high ratio 
of traffic accidents. There are serious traffic accidents on this curve every year. If 
left turns into the project site are prohibited, this will result in a longer more circuitous 
route to the project site for northbound traffic and vehicles will simply be forced .to 
make unsafe left turns into the project site or u-turns further along Sunset Boulevard. 
This will alter traffic patterns that have not been properly analyzed. 

Off-site improvement to the intersection of Sunset Boulevard and Marquez Avenue 
should be required. 

Coastal Bluff: 

The project site is an exposed downslope lot that sits on a bluff top, however, the 
project can not be properly analyzed in light of the Coastal Commisison's Regional 
Interpretive Guidelines concerning its location on or near coastal bluffs without proper 
verification confirming whether the project site is within a "Coastal Bluff' as defined in 
the Coastal Act. 
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CASE NO. ZA 2010-1726-CDP-MEL-1A F-3 
West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission Determination 

Biological 

Torrey Pine Trees have been planted within the right-of-way along Sunset Boulevard, 
that while not protected trees, are very rare trees that are significant to the 
community. There are at least three Torrey Pine Trees along the site's frontage that 
frame the view on the site and if removed will have an impact on scenic vistas. 

Streets: 

Sunset Boulevard is designated as a Scenic Major Highway Class II dedicated to a width of 
100 feet and is improved with two travel lanes in each direction, street trees, but no 
sidewalk .abutting the subject property. 

Previous zoning related actions on the site/in the area include: 

Subject Property: 

Ordinance No. 170.768- On November 14, 1995, the City Council changed the 
zone of the subject property to [Q] R3-1. The [Q] condition restricts the height of 
buildings within 100 feet of a lot zoned R1 or more restrictive. 

Case No. CDP 714-79 - In 1979; .an application for a Coastal Development Permit 
for a 12-unit condominium was terminated at the request of the applicant. 

Case No. TT-38139- On September 25, 1979, an application was submitted for a 
12-unit condominium. No action was taken. 

Surrounding Properties: 

Case No. ZA 2006-6000(CDP) - On July 11, 2006 an application for a Coastal 
Development Permit in conjunction with a Parcel Map Exemption was filed. 

Case No. ZA 2005-8856(CDP) - On July 7, 2006, the Zoning Administrator 
approved a Coastal Development Permit authorizing the conversion of a 16,816 
square-foot complex to a school for 246 students (preschool, kindergarten, 
grades 1 through 8), within the single permit jurisdiction of the California Coastal 
Zone at 17310 Sunset Boulevard. 

Case Nos. ZA 2000-0648(CDP) and ZA 2000-0647(PAD)- On September 24, 2001, 
the Zoning Administrator approved a Coastal Development Permit authorizing the 
expansion of an existing private 'Club located within the California Coastal Zone, and 
a determination of conditional use status and an Approval of Plans to increase the 
size of an existing private club and to continue the service of a full line of alcoholic 
beverages at 1680 Pacific Coast Highway: 
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· CASE NO. ZA 2010-1726-CDP-MEL-1A F-4 
West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission Determination 

MANDA TED FINDINGS 

In order for a coastal developmel"!t permit to be granted all of the requisite findings 
maintained in Section 12.20.2 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code must be made in the 
affirmative. Following is a delineation of the findings and the application of the facts of this 
case to same. ' 

1. The development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 
of 1976. 

Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act also contains the various policy provisions of such 
legislation. Pertinent to the instant ri3quest are the policies with respect to: 

a. Shoreline Access: The subject property is located on Sunset Boulevard 
which terminates northwest of the site at Pacific Coast Highway adjacent to 
the shoreline. The proposed development is located on the south side of 
Sunset Boulevard and will not interfere with or obstruct any access to coastal 
resources or ocean use. 

b. Recreation and Visitor Serving Facilities: The project site has no adjacent or 
nearby recreational facilities for visitors. 

c. Water and Marine Resources: This project will not impact any marine 
resources. The project is well above the high tide line and will not have any 
identifiable effect on the Pacific Ocean, or on the sandy inter-tidal zone. 

d. Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area. The project site is within a fully 
wbanized area and is not located within or n~ar any Environmentally 
Sensitive Habitat area, Significant Ecological Area, or in an area governed by 
a habitat con~ervation or community conservation plan. The project is 
limited to the boundary of the private property and does not function as part 
of wild life· corridor, does not contain any wetland habitat. The site is 
presently disturbed and there is no native or natural riparian vegetation on
site. 

e. New Development: 

1) Section 30250(a) of The Coastal Act provide~ lllal: 

"New development, except as otherwise provided in this 
division, shall be located within, contiguous, or in close 

. proximity to existing, developed areas able to accommodate it 
or, where such areas are not able to accommodate it, in other 
areas with ~dequate public services and where it will not have 
significant adverse effects, either individually or cumulatively, 
on coastal resources. In addition, land division, other than 
leases for agricultural uses, outside existing developed areas 
shall be permitted where 50% of the usable parcels in the area 

. f/a 
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CASE NO. ZA 2010-1726-CDP-MEL-1A F-5 
West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission Determination 

have been developed and the created parcels would be no 
smaller than the average size of the surrounding parcels". 

The site is one of few remaining vacant, unimproved parcels in the 
area and the proposed project is an infill development within an 
existing developed community. Sunset Boulevard adjoining the site is 
a designated Scenic Major Highway Class II dedicated to a width of 
100 feet and is improved with two travel lanes in each direction. The 
north side of Sunset Boulevard across the project site has no curb or 
sidewalk and the southwest side of Sunset Boulevard along the site's 
frontage is improved with curb only and no sidewalks. 

The adjoining property to the west has approximately 91 feet of 
frontage on Sunset Boulevard and is improved with a two-story 4-unit 
apartment while the adjoining property to the east has 125 feet of 
frontage on Sunset Boulevard and is improved with a two-story 23-
unit apartment. Properties to the north, across Sunset Boulevard, are 
zoned R1-1 and are through lots with frontage on Sunset Boulevard 
and Bollinger Drive. These lots are oriented toward and have their 
access on Bollinger Drive and are improved with single-family 
dwellings. Adjoining properties to the south are zoned RE40-1 and are 
improved with a single-family dwelling to the southeast and a tennis 
court/open space to the southwest. Property further west on Sunset 
Boulevard is improved with a Self Realization Temple. 

Thus, the proposed project is located in an area that is already 
developed consisting of single-family and multiple-family residential 
uses as well as institutional uses, thereby making the project site 
contiguous with, and in close proximity to existing developed areas 
that are able to accommodate it. · 

2) Section 30251 of The Co~stal Act provides that: 

"The scenic and visual qualities of the coastal areas shall be 
considered and protected as a resource of public importance. 
Permitted development shall be sited and designed to. protect 
views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to 
minimize the alteration of landforms, to be visually compatible 
with the ch~racter of surrounding areas, and, where feasible, 
to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded 
areas". 

The proposed development will not result in the obstruction of any 
public scenic views. Sunset Boulevard adjoining the site is a 
designated Scenic Major Highway Class II dedicated to a width of 1 00 
feet and is improved with two travel Janes in each direction. The north 
side of Sunset Boulevard across the project site has no curb or 
sidewalk and the southwest side of Sunset Boulevard along the site's 
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CASE NO. ZA 2010-1726-CDP-MEL-1A F-6 
West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission Determination 

frontage is improved with curb only and no sidewalks. The subject 
site has approximately 99 feet of frontage on the south side of Sunset 
Boulevard. The adjoining property to the north has approximately 91 
feet of frontage on Sunset Boulevard and is improved with a two-story 
4-unit apartment while the adjoining property to the south has 125 feet 
of frontage on Sunset Boulevard and is improved with a two-story 23-
unit apartment. 

While the site affords a view of the Pacific Ocean from a stationary 
position, the site is not known as a significant lookout point that draws 
tourists or visitors and there are no lookout points immediately above 
or below the project site whose views would be obstructed by the 
proposed development. The area surrounding the site is not 
pedestrian friendly due to the lack of sidewalks and is not known for 
high pedestrian traffic. The subject site is one of the few remaining 
vacant undeveloped parcels in the area and Sunset Boulevard is a 
winding street. The site is located on a concave curve such that as 
both north and south bound traffic approach the site, views to the 
Pacific Ocean are generally obstructed by the adjoining two-story 
apartments and by the time a motorist is in front of the site·, Sunset 
curves to the north directing drivers' views away from the shore. 
Thus, vehicular traffic moving along the site's frontage has a very a 
brief and limited view to the Pacific Ocean. Consequently, the view 
from the site's frontage is generally afforded from a stationary 
position. However, as noted above, this segment of Sunset 
Boulevard has no sidewalks and does not have high levels of 
pedestrian traffic and there is no lookout or pull-out on or adjacent to 
the site. 

With respect to p.otential impacts on views from Pacific Coast 
Highway (a designated Scenic Highway) below the subject site, the 
adjoining lots to the rear (south) of the site have their frontage on 
Pacific Coast Highway. The rear lot line of the site is located 
approximately 325 horizontal feet from Pacific Coast Highway and 
400 horizontal feet from the shore line. There is a significant change 
in grade from the rear lot line of the subject site to Pacific Coast 
Highway. The adjoining . properties to the south have a very steep 
down-slope. Due to the topography and based on photo simulations 
furnished by the applicant, it appears that the proposed development 
will not be visible to southbound traffic on Pacific Coast Highway and 
only the upper most portion ot"the proposed buildings will be visible in 
the distance to northbound traffic. Existing improvements in the 
foreground would be more prominently than the proposed 
development. Any retaining walls required for the project will not be 
visible. 

Otherwise, the proposed development is designed to conform to all of 
the provisions of the L.A.M.C. The applicant is not seeking any relief 
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or deviations from the L.A.M.C. concerning density, height, floor area, 
yards, open space, · retaining walls or parking. The proposed 
development consists of three detached buildings that will be terraced 
down the hillside in an effort to reduce massing, minimize grading, 
and to minimize visual impacts to the extent feasible. The combined 
footprint of all three buildings will occupy approximately 54% of the 
site, the remaining 46% of the site is set aside as open areas. 

The building elevations consist of a non-reflective glass fa9ade with a 
venetian stucco finish. The design incorporates a walking path 
("Canyon Trail") leading from the foyer of Building 1 that threads 
through Buildings 2 and 3 terminating at the common open space 
area to the rear of the lot below Building 3. The project will conform 
to the "Q" condition on the site, no portion of Building 3 will exceed 35 
feet within 100 feet of the adjoining RE40 zoned lot and the proposed 
development will maintain a 20-foot rear yard. Otherwise, no 
improvements on the site are within 50 feet from the adjoining RE40 
zoned lot and the proposed development will maintain 7 -foot side 
yards in conformance to the code. · 

3) Hazards 

Section 3025~ of The Coastal Act provides that: 

"Permitted Development shall minimize risks to life and 
property in areas of high geologic flood and fire hazard; and 

Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor 
contribute significantly to erosion, geologic instability or 
destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way 
require the construction of protective devices that would 
substantially alter natural land forms along bluffs or cliffs". 

The project site is a downward-sloping, south facing lot overlooking 
the Pacific Ocean. The northern half of the lot adjacent to Sunset 
Boulevard is generally level and occupied by a vacant pad. The 
southerly half of the lot slopes southerly towards the Pacific Ocean 
and has an overall change in grade of approximately 77 feet from the 
lowest elevation on the site to the highest elevation adjacent to 
Sunset Boulevard with gradients ranging from 2:1 to 6:1. The site is 
located within a designated seismically induced landslide hazard 
zone, as shown bh the "Seismic Hazard Zones" map issued by the 
State of California. 

The Department of Building and Safety Grading Division originally 
issued a Geology and Soils Approval Letter dated July 7, 2009 based 
on a review of a Geology and Soils reports prepared by Sassan 
Geosciences and Ray A. Eastman, CEG dated between May 14, 
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2004 and May 30, 2009. On appeal, a third party Geologist (on behalf 
of the appellants) raised several technical questions and identified 
technical issues that were not properly addressed by the applicant's 
Soils and Geology Report as approved by 13uilding and Safety. After 
review and consideration of the technical issues raised by the third 
party geologist, the Department of Building and Safety Grading 
Division issued an updated approval letter dated July 3, 2012. 
However, based on testimony at the Commission's appeal hearings 
on January 16, ~013 and March 6, 2013, the Commission was not 
satisfied that the approved soils report adequately responded to and 
addressed the issues raised by the third party geologist. Specifically, 
the approved soils report did not acknowledge or identify mitigations 
to address the presence of hydrogen sulfide on the site. In the 
absence of more detailed analysis, the Commissioners concluded that 
the approved soils report did not provide assurances that potential 
hazards related to hydrogen sulfide would be mitigated. 

2. The development will/will not prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to 
prepare a local coastal program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the 
California Coastal Act of 1976. 

Currently, there is not an adopted Local Coastal Program (LCP) for this portion of 
the Coastal Zone. In the interim, the adopted Brentwood-Pacific Palisades 
Community Plan serves as the functional equivalent in conjunction with any pending 
LCP under consideration. The adopted Brentwood-Pacific Palisades Community 
Plan designates the subject property for Medium Density Residential land uses with 
a corresponding zone of R3 and Height District No. 1. The subject site is zoned 
[Q)R3-1. The proposed development of 49 dwelling units i.s otherwise consistent 
with the planned land use and ·l?~rmitted by the underlying zone. 

3. The Interpretive Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits as established 
by the California C.oastal Commission dated February 11, 197~ and any 
subsequent amendments thereto have been reviewed, analyzed and 
considered in light of the individual project in making this determination. 
Such Guidelines are designed to provide direction to decisionMmakers in 
rendering discretionary determinations on requests for coastal development 
permits pending adoption of an LCP. In this instance, the Guidelines 
standards concerning the following are relevant: 

The referenced Interpretive Guidelines are designed to provide direction to decision 
makers in rendering discretiqnary determinations on requests for coastal 
development permits pending adoption of the Local Coastal Program (LCP). The 
guidelines pertain to density, landform grading and development within Coastal 
Bluffs. The proposed development provides the required setbacks in conformance 
to the Municipal Code including a 20-foot rear yard. However, the Regional 
Interpretive Guidelines suggest a minimum 25-foot setback from the edge of any 
Coastal Bluff as well as density limitations. 
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As previously noted, the project site is a downward-sloping lot overlooking the 
Pacific Ocean that sits at the top of a bluff. The northern half of the lot adjacent to 
Sunset Boulevard is generally level and occupied by a vacant pad. The southerly 
half of the lot slopes down towards Pacific Coast Highway and has an overall 
change in grade of approximately 77 feet from the lowest elevation on the site to the 
highest elevation adjacent to Sunset Boulevard with gradients ranging from 2:1 to 
6:1. 

Based on the site's topography and testimony presented at the hearing, there was 
conflicting information as to whether the site was located within a Coastal Bluff as 
defined in the Coastal Act. In addition, there was conflicting information between 
the city's maps and the Coastal Commission's maps concerning whether the site's 
location was within the single-permit vs. dual permit jurisdiction zone. An aerial map 
obtained by the appli9ant from the California Coastal Commission indicates that the 
site straddles the border between the single and dual-permit jurisdiction zone and 
the map does not contain lot lines to accurately determine the site's location. 
California Coastal Commission staff conveyed to city staff that verification 
concerning the site's location on a Coastal Bluff or within the single or dual permit 
jurisdiction zone would require investigation by Coastal Commission geologists and 
possibly require a topographical survey. 

In the absence of definitive confirmation from the California Coastal Commission 
affirming whether or not the site was located within a Coastal Bluff, the Commission 
was unable to evaluate or properly consider the proposed development in light of 
the Regional Guidelines pertaining to projects on or near Coastal Bluffs. 

4. The decision of the per.mit granting authority has been guided by any 
applicable decision ofthe California Coastal Commission pursuantto Section 
30625{c) of the Public Resources Code, which provides that prior decisions of 
the Coastal Commission, where applicable, shall guide local governments in 
their actions in carrying out their· responsibility and authority under the 
Coastal Act of 1976. 

The proposed development conforms with such known applicable decisions and no 
conflict with any past decisions exists. 

5. The development is not located between the nearest public road and the sea 
or shoreline of any body of water located within the coastal zone, and the 
development is in conformity with the public access and public recreation 
policies of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976. 

The project site is not located between the nearest public road and the shoreline of 
any body of water located within the coastal zone. Therefore, the proposed 
development is in conformance with the public access and public recreation policies 
of Chapter 3 ofthe California Coastal Act. In addition, there are no environmentally 
sensitive areas or known archeological or paleontological resources on the site. 
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6. An appropriate environmental clearance under the California Environmental 
Quality Act has been granted. 

The West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission found that the environmental 
clearance issued for the proposed project, ENV-2010-1727-MND-REC1, did not 
adequately analyze or mitigate the proposed project's potential environmental 
impacts with respect to traffic, site access and internal circulation or potential 
presence of hydrogen sulfide. The Commission determined that the traffic 
assessment completed by the Department of Transportation did not consider the 
site's location on a dangerous curve and how the prohibition of left turns into the 
project site by the existing double yellow lane would affect traffic patterns and 
access to the site. Also, the DOT's review of the project did not address the line of 
sight study submitted by the applicant to evaluate safe ingress and egress to the 
site· and did not provide a comprehensive review of the proposed driveway and 
internal circulation plans, which include a deceleration lane partially located within 
the public-right-of~way, which may or may not be feasible. The proposed 
deceleration lane would also potentially require removal of three existing Torrey 
Pine Trees along the site's frontage. The trees were planted by the local community 
along Sunset Boulevard and are a unique feature of the streetscape. The 
environmental document did not consider or adequately analyze the biological 
impacts of removing these trees or provide mitigation measures to address 
biological impacts. 

The Commissioners were also not satisfied that the updated soils approval letter 
issued by the Department of Building and Safety on July 3, 2012 adequately 
responded to the issues raised by a third party geologist and the soils report 
analysis and MND did not provide or identify measure to safely address or mitigate 
the presence of hydrog.en sulfide on the site. . 

7. The project is c·onsistent with the special requirements for low and moderate 
incorne .housing units in the Coastal Zone as mandated by California 
Government Code Section 65590 [Mello Act]. 

The Mello Act is a statewide law which mandates local governments to comply with 
a variety of provisions concerning the demolition, conversion and construction of 
housing units in California's Coastal Zone. All projects that consist of demolition, 
replacement, conversion, and/or construction of one or more housing units located 
within the Coastal Zone in the City of Los AngAIBs must go through a Me.llo A~t 
Compliance review. · 

This compliance review is required by the Mello Act, by the City's Interim 
Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act (Interim Procedures), 
and by the terms of the Settlement Agreement between the City of Los Angeles and 
the Venice Town Council, the Barton Hill Neighborhood Organization and Carol 
Berman concerning implementation of the Mello Act in the coastal zone areas ofthe 
City of Los Angeles. 

The subject site is a vacant, unimproved parcel and no dwelling units, affordable or 
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otherwise, will be demolished on the property. Consequently, no affordable 
replacement units are required. However, the project is a new housing development 
in excess of nine (9) dwelling units and is subject to the Mello Act's requirements 
concerning lnclusionary Residential Units. The Mello Act and the City's Interim 
Procedures require an applicant for a new housing development to comply with 
lnclusionary Requirement Options (IP, Part 5.0). It affords one of two inclusionary 
options: 
Option #1 : reserve at least 20% of all residential units for Very Low or Low Income 

Households. 

Option #2: reserve at least 1 0% of all residential units for Very Low Income 
Households. 

The project consists of the construction of 49 new dwelling units. Condition Nos. 11 
and 12 of this grant require conformance with the applicable provisions of the Mello 
Act. Specifically, Condition No. 11 requires that a minimum of 10 dwelling units be 
reserved for households designated Low Income or Very Low Income, or that a 
minimum of 5 dwelling units be reserved for households designated Very Low 
Income. 

. . 
The site is permitted a maximum density of 53 dwelling units by-right and is eligible 
for a density bonus up to 35% (for a maximum density of 71 dwelling units). The 
applicant has not requested a density bonus to satisfy the Mello Act's lnclusionary 
Zoning Requirement. 

ADDITIONAL MANDATORY FINDINGS 

8. The National Flood lnsura~ce Program rate maps, which are a part of the Flood 
Hazard Management Specific Plan adopted by the City Council by Ordinance No. 
172,081, have been reviewed and it has been determined that the property is 
located Outside the Flood Zone. 

9. On August 25, 2011, the Depa.rtment of City Planning issued a Reconsideration of 
Mitigated Negative Declaration No. ENV 2010-1727-MND-REC1. However, as 
noted in more detail under Finding No. 6 above, the West Los Angeles Area 
Planning Commission determined that the environmental document did not 
adequately analyze or mitigate the proposed project's potential environmental 
impacts with respect to traffic, site access and internal circulation or potential 
presence of hydrogen sulfide 
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
45 FREMONT, SUITE 2000 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105-2219 
VOICE (415) 904- 5200 
FAX ( 415) 904-5400 
TOO (415) 597-5885 

DATE: February 24, 2015 

TO: Coastal Commissioners 

FROM: Charles Lester, Executive Director 

SUBJECT: DRAFT MINUTES of MEETING of APRIL9-11, 2014 
Hyatt Santa Barbara 
1111 East Cabrillo Blvd. 
Santa Barbara, CA 93102 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9, 2014 

EDMUND G. BROWN, JR., GOVERNOR 

1. CALL TO ORDER. The meeting of the California Coastal Commission was called to 
order by Chair Kinsey at 8:30a.m. 

2. ROLL CALL. Present: Chair Kinsey, Vice Chair Zimmer, Bochco, Cox, 
Duclos(altemate), Groom, Howell, McClure, Mitchell, Shallenberger, Tumbull-Sanders, 
Vargas. Non-voting: Jones. 

3. AGENDA CHANGES. 

4. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT. Members of the public addressed the Commission on 
various issues affecting the coast. 

5. CHAIR'S REPORT. Information only. 

STATEWIDE 

6. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT. 

a. Director's Report. Information only. 
b. Budget Update. Briefing. No action taken. 
c. Legislation. No action taken. 

CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

7. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, 
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring 
public hearings, and on comments from the public. There being no objection, Chair Kinsey 
ruled that the Commission concurred. 
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8. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). None. 

9. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs) 

a. City of Capitola LCP Amendment No. LCP-3-CAP-14-0112-1 (Expand Parking 
Meter Zone B to Lower Pacific Cove). Staff recommended concurrence with the 
Executive Director's determination. There being no objection, Chair Kinsey ruled that 
the Commission concurred. 

REPORT OF CLOSED SESSION. In the matter of: 

Security National Guaranty, Inc. v. State of California -The Commission received litigation 
infonnation and advice. 

10. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. 

a. Application No. A-3-SNC-98-114 (SNG Inc., Monterey Bay Shores Resort, Sand 
City) Public Hearing and Discussion only. 

Motion: McClure moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and 
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Bochco. 

Amending motion & vote: McClure moved to substitute applicant's redline of 
conditions dated April9, 2014, in place of conditions recommended by staff with the 
exception of Condition 15 and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Bochco. [Motion 
withdrawn] 

Amending motion & vote: McClure moved to modify Special Condition 1 to substitute 
vesting tentative map sheet 6 with the dune view line shown on conceptual site plan B4.3 
in place of exhibit 8 to the staff report and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Vargas. 
The roll call vote was 9 in favor (Bochco, Cox, Howell, McClure, Mitchell, Turnbull
Sanders, Vargas, Zimmer, Kinsey) and 3 opposed (Duclos, Groom, Shallenberger). 
Approved. 

Amending motion & vote: McClure moved to accept the fire road as proposed hy the 
applicant, omit the language requiring relocation of the parking lot and allowing it as 
originally proposed on the vesting tentative map and to allow the 3 entrances as depicted 
on the vesting tentative map and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Vargas. The roll 
call vote was 10 in favor (Bochco, Cox, Duclos, Groom, Howell, McClure, Mitchell, 
Turnbull-Sanders, Vargas, Kinsey) and 2 opposed (Shallenberger, Zimmer). Approved. 

Amending motion: McClure moved to require the applicant to submit a sign 
design plan to be approved by the Executive Director based on applicable sign standards 
and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Dochco. (Motion withdrawn) 
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Amending motion & vote: McClure moved to modify the condition language regarding 
separation of the pathway from the road and parking lot consistent with the applicant's 
redline of conditions dated April 9, 2014, and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Cox. 
The roll call vote was 7 in favor (Bochco, Cox, Howell, McClure, Mitchell, Turnbull
Sanders, Vargas) and 5 opposed (Duclos, Groom, Shallenherger, Zimmer, Kinsey). 
Approved. 

[Hearing on Item lOa trailed to hear Items JOb and 15.5a.] 

Staff modified the recommended language of Special Condition 1 ( q), changing the last 
phrase of the first sentence to read "and to facilitate removal as required.)", changing the 
second sentence to read "The building foundation or foundations shall be the least 
environmentally damaging feasible alternative, in compliance with current California 
Building Code requirements.", and deleting the third sentence. 

Amending motion & vote: Bochco moved to delete the last sentence of Special 
Condition 1 ( q) and recommended a yes vote, seconded by McClure. Chair Kinsey ruled 
that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved. 

Amending motion: McClure moved to require 35 parking spaces in subterranean lot and 
the balance of 46 spaces on the surface and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Bochco. 
[Withdrawn] 

Substitute Motion: Shallenberger moved to require all parking to be on the surface and 
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Groom. [Withdrawn] 

Amending Motion & vote: Vargas moved to use applicant's red-line language on 
Special Condition 1 Oa regarding hotel overnight units and recommended a yes vote, 
seconded by McClure. The roll call vote was 8 in favor (Cox, Duclos, Howell, McClure, 
Mitchell, Turn bull-Sanders, Vargas, Kinsey) and 4 opposed (Bochco, Groom, 
Shallenberger, Zimmer). Approved. 

Amending motion: Mitchell moved to replace the staff recommendation on sand 
removal with the applicant's proposal and recommended a yes vote, seconded by McClure. 

Substitute motion: Vargas moved to use applicant's recommendation and add that sand 
should not be disposed of in a landfill and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Duclos. 
Commissioner Mitchell accepted this substitute motion as a modification to her amending 
motion. 

Vote on amending motion as modified: The roll call vote was 6 in favor (Cox, Groom, 
McClure, Mitchell, Turnbull-Sanders, Vargas) and 6 opposed (Bochco, Duclos, Howell, 
Shallenberger, Zimmer, Kinsey). Failed. 

[Hearing on Item lOa trailed to hear Items 11 through 14a. Items 16 through 21 trailed 
until Friday, Aprilll, 2014.] 
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Amending motion & vote: Mitchell moved to use the applicant's proposed language tor 
Special Condition 15, but modified to require that the Habitat Protection Plan be modified 
to include standards that address the eight concerns for western snowy plover and each of 
the concerns for Smith's blue butterfly and Monterey spineflower in the U.S. Fish & 
Wildlife leller daled April 7, 2014 and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Bochco. 
Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved. 

Deputy Director Carl recapitulated the changes and amendments to the recommended 
special conditions. 

Staff modified the recommended language of Special Condition 9(f)(2) to require that the 
distance between established reference points and the bluff edge be measured after any 
combination of events causes the bluff edge to erode 1 0 feet since the last measurement 
episode or no less than every five years. 

Matter continued until Thursday, Apri110, 2014. 

b. Application No. A-3-MRB-06-064 (Colmer, Morro Bay) Staff recommended 
approval with conditions. 

Motion & vote: Cox moved to continue the matter and recommended a yes vote, seconded 
by Howell. Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. 
Continued. 

NORTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

11. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, 
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring 
public hearings, and on comments from the public. There being no objection, Chair Kinsey 
ruled that the Commission concurred. 

a. City of HalfMoon Bay LCP Amendment No. LCP-2-HMB-13-0221-2 Part 1 (R-1-
B-3 Standards). Staff recommended that the Commission concur with the Executive 
Director's dctcnnination. There being no objection, Chair Kinsey ruled that the 
Commission concurred. 

b. City of Half Moon Bay LCP Amendment No. LCP-2-HMB-13-0221-2 Part 2 (On
site Alcohol Sales). Staff recommended that the Commission concur with the 
Executive Director's determination. There being no objection, Chair Kinsey ruled that 
the Commission concurred. 

12. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). None. 
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13. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs). 

a. City of HalfMoon Bay LCP Amendment No. LCP-2-HMB-13-0221-2 Part 3 
(Telecommunication Facilities). Staff recommended denial ofthe Implementation 
Plan as submitted and approval with modifications. 

Motion & vote: Groom moved to reject the Implementation Plan as submitted and 
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Howell. Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote was 
unanimous in favor ofthe motion. Certification denied. 

Motion & vote: Groom moved to certify the Implementation Plan if modified as 
suggested pursuant to the staff recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by 
Shallenberger. Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. 
Approved with modifications. 

14. NEW APPEALS. 

a. Appeal No. A-2-HMB-14-0004 (HalfMoon Bay Drainage Maintenance) Staff 
recommended that the Commission determine the appeal did not raise substantial issue 
on the grounds on which the appeal was filed. 

Motion & vote: Groom moved to determine that Appeal No. A-2-HMB-14-004 raised no 
substantial issue on the grounds on which the appeal was filed and recommended a yes 
vote, seconded by Zimmer. Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the 
motion. No substantial issue found. 

15. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. 

a. Application No. A-2-MAR-13-0204 (Rumsey, Marin Co.) [POSTPONED] 

15.5. REVISED FINDINGS. 

a. Application No. A-2-SNF-12-020 (San Francisco Recreation and Park 
Department, San Francisco Co.) Staff recommended approval ofthe revised findings. 

Motion & vote: Groom moved to adopt the revised findings and recommended a yes vote, 
seconded by Zimmer. Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote of commissioners on the prevailing 
side (Bochc.o, Groom, Mc.Clure., Mitchell, Shallenberger, Vargas, Zimmer, Kinsey) was 
unanimous. Approved. 
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STATEWIDE (STATEWIDE ITEMS WERE TRAILED TO FRIDAY'S AGENDA) 

16. APPROVAL OF MINUTES. The minutes of September 2013 and November 2013 were 
approved as written. 

17. COMMISSIONERS' REPORTS. 

18. CONSERVANCY REPORT. 

19. SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS CONSERVANCY REPORT. 

20. SANTA MONICA BAY RESTORATION REPORT. 

21. DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL'S REPORT. 

The Commission recessed for the day at 8:50p.m. 
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THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 2014 

1. CALL TO ORDER. The meeting was called to order by Chair Kinsey at 8:30a.m. by 
Chair Kinsey. 

2. ROLL CALL. Present: Chair Kinsey, Vice Chair Zimmer, Bochco, Cox, 
Duclos(a1temate), McClure, Mitchell, Shallenberger, Turnbuli-Sanders, Vargas. Howell 
arrived at 9:05. Non-voting: Jones. 

3. AGENDA CHANGES 

REPORT OF CLOSED SESSION. In the matter of: 

Security National Guaranty, Inc. v. State of California- The Commission received litigation 
information, advice and gave direction. 

[Item 4 until after item 6a.] 

4. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT. Members of the public addressed the Commission on 
various issues affecting the coast. 

CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

5. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). None. 

6. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. 

a. Application No. A-3-SNC-98-114 (SNG Inc., Monterey Bay Shores Resort, Sand 
City) Dr. Ghandour of SNG stated that the applicant agreed to the special conditions as 
modified on Wednesday, April9, 2014, and that SNG would accept the permit if the 
Commission approves it with those conditions. Continued to Friday, Aprilll, 2014. 

NORTH COAST DISTRICT 

7. ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. 

a. Application No. 1-13-0224 (Hag Fish Corporation, Humboldt Co.) Staff 
recommended concurrence with the Executive Director's determination. There being 
no objection, Chair Kinsey ruled that the Commission concurred. 
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NORTH COAST DISTRICT 

8. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, 
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring 
public hearings, and on comments from the public. There being no objection, Chair Kinsey 
ruled that the Commission concurred. 

9. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). Staff moved 2 items 
[lla, 11 b] to the expanded consent calendar and recommended approval with conditions. 

Motion & vote: Bochco moved to approve the consent calendar pursuant to the staff 
recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Kinsey. Chair Kinsey ruled 
that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with conditions. 

10. NEW APPEALS. 

a. Appeal No. A-1-MEN-14-0009 (McGee, Mendocino Co.) [POSTPONED] 

11. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. 

a. Application No. 1-13-0603 (Noyo Harbor District, Mendocino Co.) Moved by staff 
to the expanded consent calendar. Approved with conditions. 

b. Application No. 1-10-002 (Del Norte Veterans Monument, Crescent City) Moved by 
staffto the expanded consent calendar. Approved with conditions. 

ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES AND FEDERAL CONSISTENCY 

12. ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES and FEDERAL CONSISTENCY. Report by the 
Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments & 
extensions, negative determinations, matters not requiring public hearings, and status report 
on offshore oil & gas exploration & development. There being no objection, Chair Kinsey 
ruled that the Commission concurred. 

13. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regula•· Calendar). Staff moved one item 
[14a] to the expanded consent calendar and recommended approval with conditions. 
[Mitchell recusedJ 

Motion & vote: Zimmer moved to approve the consent calendar pursuant to the staff 
recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Cox. Chair Kinsey ruled that 
the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved. 

14. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. 

a. Application No. 9-14-0563 (Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Humboldt Co.) 
Moved by staff to the expanded consent calendar. Approved with conditions. 
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SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

15. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, 
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring 
public hearings, and on comments from the public. There being no objeetion, Chair Kinsey 
ruled that the Commission concurred. 

a. County of Santa Barbara LCP Amendment No. MAJ-1-12-A (Mobilehome Park 
Closure Ordinance). Certification Review. Staff recommended concurrence with the 
Executive Director's determination. There being no objection, Chair Kinsey ruled that 
the Commission concurred. 

16. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). Staff moved 3 items 
[18a, 20a, 21a] to the expanded consent calendar and recommended approval with 
conditions. 

Motion & vote: Bochco moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and 
recommended a yes vote, seconded by Zimmer. Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote was 
unanimous in favor ofthe motion. Approved with conditions. 

17. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs) 

a. Los Angeles County Land Use Plan Amendment No. LCP-4-LAC-14-0108-4 
(Santa Monica Mountains Land Use Plan). Staff recommended denial of the Land 
Use Plan and approval with suggested modificaitons. 

LUNCH RECESS. The Commission recessed for lunch during item 17a at 12:30 p.m. and 
returned at 1:30 p.m. and resumed item 17a. 

[Mitchell, Howell, McClure out of room] 

Motion & vote: Shallenberger moved to certify the Land Use Plan as submitted and 
recommended a no vote, seconded by Vargas. Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote was 
unanimous in opposition to the motion. Certification denied as submitted. 

[Mitchell, Howell, McClure returnedJ 

Motion: Shallenberger moved to certify the Land Use Plan if modified as suggested 
pmsuant to the stHffrecommendation and recommended a yes vote, secondeci by 
Vargas. 

Amending motion & vote: Shallenberger moved to replace Suggested Modification 3 
language in the staff report with 4 additional changes: 1) to allow owners of 
unpermitted equestrian facilities to apply for a coastal development within two years of 
effective certification of the LCP; 2) to exclude any unpermitted facility which has an 
open enforcement action pending from the program; 3)to require any facility 
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participating in the program that cannot comply fully with LCP requirements due to 
parcel size or onsite resources to comply with all LCP water quality provisions 
regarding livestock management, to establish 25-foot setbacks from all streams and 
drainages, to fence off areas with native trees, to avoid areas with slopes greater than 
3:1, and to record a deed restriction notifying future owners ofprogram requirements; 
4) to require facilities participating in the program to be either relocated or removed 
within twenty years or when the property is conveyed to a new owners, whichever 
occurs first, and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Bochco. Chair Kinsey ruled 
that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved. 

Vote on main motion as amended: Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote was unanimous in 
favor of the motion. Approved with modifications. 

b. Los Angeles Connty Local Implementation Plan No. LCP-4-LAC-14-0109-4 (Santa 
Monica Mountains Local Implementation Plan). Time Extension. Staff 
recommended approval of the time extension. 

Motion & vote: Shallenberger moved to grant the time extension and recommended a yes 
vote, seconded by Howell. Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the 
motion. Approved. 

18. NOTICE OF IMPENDING DEVELOPMENT. 

a. University of California Santa Barbara Notice oflmpending Development No. 
UCS-NOID-0002-14 (Faculty Club Addition and Renovation Project). Moved by 
staff to the expanded consent calendar. Approved with conditions. 

19. NEW APPEALS. 

a. Appeal No. A-4-STB-14-0010 (Brooks Street, Santa Barbara Co.) Staff recommended 
that the Commission determine that Appeal No. A-4-STB-14-0010 did not raise 
substantial issue. 

Motion & vote: Zimmer moved to determine that Appeal No. A-4-STB-14-0010 did not 
raise substantial issue on the grounds on which the appeal was filed and recommended a no 
vote, seconded by Bochco. The roll call vote was 8 in favor (Bochco, Cox, Howell, 
McClure, Mitchell, Vargas, Zimmer, Kinsey) and 4 opposed (Duclos, Groom, 
Shallenberger, Tumbull-Sanders). No substantial issue found. 

20. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. 

a. Application No. 4-12-069 (The Canyon at Peace Park and United World of the 
Universe Foundation, Los Angeles Co.) Moved by staffto the expanded consent 
calendar. Approved with conditions. 
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21. PERMIT AMENDMENTS. 

a. Application No. 5-89-743-A2 (The Canyon at Peace Park and United World of the 
Universe Foundation, Los Angeles Co.) Moved by staff to the expanded consent 
calendar. Approved with conditions. 

The Commission recessed for the day at 8:05 p.m. 
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FRIDAY, APRIL 11,2014 

1. CALL TO ORDER. The meeting of the California Coastal Commission was called to 
order by Chair Kinsey at 8:30a.m. 

2. ROLL CALL. Present: Chair Kinsey, Vice Chair Zimmer, Bochco, Cox, Duclos 
(alternate), Groom, Howell, McClure, Shallenberger, Turnbull-Sandcrs. Vargas arrived at 
8:50a.m; Mitchell arrived at 9:15a.m. Non-voting: Jones. 

3. AGENDA CHANGES. 

4. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT. Members of the public addressed the Commission on 
various issues affecting the coast. 

CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

5. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). None. 

6. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. 

a. Application No. A-3-SNC-98-114 (SNG Inc., Monterey Bay Shores Resort, Sand 
City) Continued from Wednesday's hearing. See item WlOa. 

Vote on the main motion as amended: The roll call vote was 10 in favor (Bochco, Cox, 
Groom, Howell, McClure, Mitchell, Turnbull-Sanders, Vargas, Zimmer, Kinsey) and 2 
opposed (Duclos, Shallenberger). Approved with conditions. 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (ORANGE COUNTY) 

7. ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. Staff recommended concurrence with the Executive 
Director's determination. There being no objection, Chair Kinsey ruled that the 
Commission concurred. 

a. Application No. 5-13-1396 (AT&T California, Newport Beach/Laguna Beach) 
b. Application No. 5-14-0188 (Pedley, Newport Beach) 
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8. CONSENT CALENDAR. Staff recommended the Commission approve the consent 
calendar with conditions. 

a. Application No. 5-14-0161 (Hsu, San Clemente) 
b. Application No. 5-13-0667 (Sabo, Newport Beach) 
c. Application No. 5-13-0962 (Kochis, Newport Beach) 

Motion & vote: Groom moved to approve the consent calendar pursuant to the staff 
recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Bochco. Chair Kinsey ruled 
that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with conditions. 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (Los ANGELES COUNTY) 

9. ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. Staff recommended concurrence with the Executive 
Director's determination. There being no objection, Chair Kinsey ruled that the 
Commission concurred. 

a. Application No. 5-14-0274 (Suryan, Jr., Long Beach) 

10. CONSENT CALENDAR. Staff recommended the Commission approve the consent 
calendar with conditions. 

Motion & vote: Groom moved to approve the consent calendar pursuant to the staff 
recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Bochco. Chair Kinsey ruled 
that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with conditions. 

a. Application No. 5-13-0710 (Shay Properties LLC, Hermosa Beach) 

b. Application No. 5-14-0292 (Whalen and Cross, Pacific Palisades) 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (ORANGE COUNTY) 

11. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR ORANGE COUNTY. Report by Deputy 
Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, 
LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. There being 
no objection, Chair Kinsey ruled that the Commission concurred. 

12. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). None. 
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\3. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. 

a. Application No. 5-13-0507 (City of Newport Beach Pay Station) Staff recommended 
approval with conditions 

Motion: Vargas moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and 
recommended a yes vote, seconded by McClure. 

Amending motion & vote: Vargas moved to modify Special Conditions 1 & 2 to 
eliminate the three-year limit on the duration of the pennit. Any proposals to raise parking 
fees after the first three years of the permit shall be submitted to the Executive Director for 
a determination regarding whether a permit amendment is necessary. The roll call vote was 
11 in favor (Bochco, Cox, Duclos, Howell, McClure, Mitchell, Shallenberger, Tumbull
Sanders, Vargas, Zimmer, Kinsey) and one opposed (Groom). Approved. 

Vote on main motion as amended: The roll call vote was 11 in favor (Bochco, Cox, 
Duclos, Howell, McClure, Mitchell, Shallenberger, Tumbull-Sanders, Vargas, Zimmer, 
Kinsey) and one opposed (Groom). Approved with conditions. 

SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT 

14. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, 
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring 
public hearings, and on comments from the public. There being no objection, Chair Kinsey 
ruled that the Commission concurred. 

15. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). Staff moved one item 
[16a] to the expanded consent calendar and recommended approval with conditions. There 
being no objection, Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. 
Approved with conditions. 

16. PERMIT AMENDMENTS. 

a. Permit No. 6-05-040-A3 (Solana Beach Distillery Parking Time Limits) Moved by 
staffto the expanded consent calendar. Approved with conditions. 
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22. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. 

a. Application No. A-5-LOB-13-0246 (Studio One Eleven, Long Beach) Staff 
recommended denial. 

Motion & vote: Cox moved to continue and recommended a yes vote, seconded by 
Mitchell. The roll call vote was 4 in favor (Cox, Howell, McClure, Mitchell) and 8 
opposed (Bochco, Garcia, Groom, Shallenberger, Turnbuli-Sanders, Vargas, Zimmer, 
Kinsey). Failed. 

Motion & vote: Vargas moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation and 
recommended a no vote, seconded by Groom. The roll call vote unanimous (Bochco, Cox, 
Garcia, Groom, Howell, McClure, Mitchell, Shallenberger, Turnbull-Sanders, Vargas, 
Zimmer, Kinsey) in opposition to the motion. Denied. 

c. Application No. 5-13-1031 (City of Santa Monica California Incline Bridge) Staff 
recommended approval with special conditions. 

Motion & vote: Shallenberger moved to approve pursuant to the staff recommendation 
and recommended a yes vote, seconded by Garcia. Chair Kinsey ruled that the vote was 
unanimous in favor of the motion. Approved with conditions. 

There being no old or new business, the meeting of the California Coastal Commission 
adjourned at 2:15 

Respectfully submitted, 

Charles Lester 
Executive Director 
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17. REVISED FINDINGS. 

a. City of Solana Beach LUP Amendment No. SOL-MAJ-1-13 (Bluff Top 
Development). Staff recommended approval of the revised findings. 

Motion & vote: Cox moved to adopt the revised findings pursuant to the staff 
recommendation and recommended a yes vote, seconded by McClure. The vote of 
commissioners on the prevailing side was 9 in favor (Bochco, Cox, Duclos, Groom, 
McClure, Mitchell, Shallenberger, Zimmer, Kinsey) and none opposed. Approved. 

ENFORCEMENT 

18. ENFORCEMENT REPORT. None. 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (Los ANGELES COUNTY) 

19. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LOS ANGELES COUNTY. Report by 
Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments & 
extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. 
There being no objection, Chair Kinsey ruled that the Commission concurred. 

20. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). None. 

21. NEW APPEALS. 

a. Appeal No. A-5-PPL-13-212 (Coaloa, Pacific Palisades) Staff recommended that the 
Commission find no substantial issue. 

Motion & vote: Mitchell moved to find no substantial issue on the grounds on which the 
appeal was filed and recommended a yes vote, seconded by McClure. Chair Kinsey ruled 
that the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. No substantial Issue found. 

b. Appeal No. A-5-VEN-14-0011 (Kat Trust, Venice) [POSTOPNED] 

REPORT OF CLOSED SESSION. In the matter of: 

Studio One Eleven -The Commission received litigation information and advice. 
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Los Angeles City Planning Department 
Room 561 City Hall 

qa-co4~· 
Council File No. ~ e98S S£ 
CPC No. 91-0440(HE) 

Westchester-Playa del Rey 
District Plan 

Council District No. 6 

DATE: January 7, 1992 

TO: PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

FROM: Melanie S. Fallon, Director of Planning 

SUBJECT: HARDSHIP EXEMPTION REQUEST 
Westchester Bluffs Interim Control Ordinance 
CPC No. 87-331(ICO) 
Ordinance No. 166,260 
Hardship Exemption Application Number 9 

Applicant: Mr. Edmond Shehab 
6321 Esplande 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Represented By: Mr. Sam Samara 
9100 S. Sepulveda Boulevard 
Suite 115 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Property Address: 6914 Vista del Mar 

Legal Description: Lot 2, Block D,· Tract e557 

Existing Zoning: R1-1 

District Plan Designation: low density residential 

Existing Land Use: The subject site is a triangular, corner, 
through lot, which is currently vacant. The block is over 50% 
developed with single family homes. The applicant also owns the 
two adjacent properties to the south which are also vacant and 
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currently is also applying for a hardship exemption for those 
lots as well (see CPC 91-0514(HE) and CPC 9l-0519(HE)). 

Surrounding Land Use: Properties on this block are a series of 
through lots extending from Vista del Mar Lane at the top of a 
steep bluff, to Vista Del Mar at the bottom of the bluff. Lots 
in this location are level for onl~ a few feet before sloping 
steeply off (approximately 1:1 = 45 ~ 100% slope) to Vista del 
Mar. Physical constraints prohibit access to these lots from 
Vista Del Mar, therefore, development of the lots must be 
oriented to Vista Del Mar Lane at the top of the bluff. 

Proposed Site Development: The applicant proposes to build a 
5,000 square foot single family home, with swimming pool, and 
two, attached two car garages. 

Circulation: Vista del Mar Lane is a local hillside street which 
has been vacated on a piecemeal basis in this general location. 
This piecemeal vacation process has served to severely limit the 
options of gaining physical access to the lots. The portion of 
Vista Del Mar Lane upon which this lot fronts (between Montreal 
Street and Fowling Street) is unimproved and largely impassable 
due to adverse terrain. 

Vista del Mar is a major highway which is also designated a 
Scenic Highway. 

Relationship to and Effect Upon City and State Pians: The 
Westchester-Playa del Rey District Plan, which was adopted on 
March 20, 1974, and amended December 18, 1985, designates the 
subject property for low density residential use, consistent with 
the existing Rl zone. 

The Scenic Highways Plan designates Vista del Mar as a 
scenic highway. Lots adjacent to Vista del Mar are within its 
designated scenic corridor. The Playa del Rey Bluffs, on which 
the subject site is located, are a scenic resource visible from 
Vista del Mar. The Scenic Highways Plan provides for the 
protection and enhancement of such views both from the Scenic 
Highways below and from the Playa del Rey community above. 

The Conservation Plan of the Environmental Element of the 
General Plan recommends programs to regulate development. in 
hillside and mountainous areas in order to minimize grading, 
preserve the llaLural ·terrain, maximize open space, and to enhance 
the quality of the hillside areas. The Conservation Plan also 
recognizes that the visual and aesthetic considerations are 
important and deserving of in-depth study and recommended 
consideration of modifications to the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
to include regulations requiring maximum retention of natural 
topographic features and qualities of scenic, geologic, or 
historic interest that enhance the character of an area, 
including the natural skyline. 

The subject site is located in the State of California's 
designated coastal zone. The Local Coastal Program Guidelines 
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for the Westchester-Playa del Rey area limit peight to 30 feet 
above the centerline .of the frontage road. Height pursuant to 
Coastal guidelines is measured along perpendiculars (plumb lines) 
from the elevation of the natural grade to the specified maximum 
height above grade. Coastal guidelines also indicate that 
proposed development should retain all existing vista points and 
minimize alteration of natural landforms. 

Environmental Status: 
exemption on March 13, 
Exemption from coastal 
February 12, 1986. 

The project was issued a categorical 
1991. The project also received a Calvo 
review by the Los Angeles City Council on 

HARDSHIP EXEMPTION REQUEST 

Requirement 

Sec.5.A Environmental Standards 
and Development Controls (Bluff 
Face Criteria) 

4.a. Side yards - 15 feet 
cumulatively and cons~sting of 
no less than 25% of the front 
lot line length. 

6.a. Height - Not to exceed 
5 f~et for a minimum width of 
20% of the length of the front 
lot line, and 9 feet for the 
remainder of the project (as 
measured from the curb). 

Request 

The property has not yet 
been subdivided, the 
applicant does not know 
where the lot lines or 
side yards will be. 
Proposes maximum of 15 
feet cumulatively. 

Varying, 20 to 30 feet 
along front lot line. 

Discussion: The applicant filed a hardship exemption application 
for this lot and the two adjacent properties to the south on 
March 28, 1991. Processing the application was delayed at the 
suggcGtion of the Council District Office and the Planning 
Department until the question of access could be addressed. As 
previously mentioned, the portion of Vista Del Mar Lane adjacent 
to these lots between Montreal Street and Fowling Street is 
unimproved and largely impassable due to adverse terrain. Much 
of the block has been vacated on a piecemeal basis, the subject 
lots have been tied together by covenant pursuant to an approved 
street vacation. The covenant states that the lots, together 
with the area proposed to be vacated shall be held as one parcel 
until such time as a new tract map or parcel map is recorded over 
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the area or until released by authority of the City of Los 
Angeles. The covenant also relinquished the applicant's rights 
of vehicular ingress to and egress from Vista del Mar to the 
above properties. 

On August 8, 1991 the applicant filed a request with the 
city Engineer to approve access to his three lots as well as 
filing a request to release the Covenant. Subsequently, the 
applicant requested that the Planning Department proceed to 
process his hardship request. 

The applicant has proposed access to lots 2 and 3 via a 
private drive from Montreal Street and to lot 4 by utilizing a 
private drive proposed for access to lots 5, 6, 7 and 8. Until 
the issue of access is resolved, only one house can be built on 
the property. To date, this issue has not been resolved and 
after discussions with the Department of Engineering, it does not 
appear that the applicant will get his request. 

NOTICE 

The City Council has the authority to determine if a hardship 
exists. Any action by the City Council should be accompanied by 
findings that support the determination. The city Council may 
also impose conditions to any approvals for hardship exemptions. 

Because the property is still governed by the recorded covenant 
which holds the vacated portion of Vista del Mar Lane and lots 2, 
3, and 4 together as one parcel, the city Council does not have 
the authority to grant the applicant approval to build three 
houses until a parcel map is approved which delineates lot 
boundaries and addressed access. If the City Council grants the 
applicant a hardship exemption subject to future approval of a 
parcel map, it should be aware that there is no certainty as to 
how many parcels might be approved. 

A hardship exemption is not a permit or license and that any 
other approvals, permits and license required by law must be 
obtained from the proper agencies. Furthermore, if any 
conditions imposed as a grant of the hardship exemption is 
violated or not complied with, the exemption shall be subject to 
revocation by order of a City Council resolution to that effect. 

A hardship exemption only exempts the project from those 
requirements specifically identified and granted by Council. The 
project must still comply with all other provisions of the 
interim control ordinance such as, but not limited to: Section 
5.A.1 Walls; Section 5.A.2 Equipment; Section 5.A.3 Landscaping; 
Section 5.A.4 Side Yards; Section 5.A.5 Contour Map; Section 
5.A.7 Lot Coverage; Section 5.A.8 Geologic and Soils Report; 
Section 5~A.9 Improvements; Section 5.A.10 Drainage. 
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COUNCIL VOTE 

17-Mar-99 12:03:48 PM, #12 

ITEM NO. (3 OA) 
Voting on Item(s): 30A 
Roll Call 

ALATORRE 
BERNSON· 
CHICK 
FEUER 
GALANTER 
GOLDBERG 
HERNANDEZ 
HOLDEN 
MISCIKOWSKI 
RIDLEY-THOMAS 
SVORINICH 
*WACHS 
W}\LTERS 
FERRARO 

Present: 10, Yes: 

Absent 
Absent 
Yes 
Yes 
Absent 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Absent 
Absent 

10 No: 0 
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Case Information Summary Sheet 

Case Number: AA-2012-221-PMLA 

Address: 

Primary Zone: 

Planning Area: 

Council Dlstrlct(s): 

Certified Neighborhood 
Council (CNC): 

Area Planning 
Commission (APC): 

6325 S VISTA DEL MAR 

R3-1 

Westchester - Playa del Rey 

11 

Wes~chester - Playa del Rey 

WEST l.OS ANGELES 

Historic Preservation OVerlay Zone: D11ta Not Available 

Historic Cultural Monument: 

Project Description: 

Total Project Area: 

Required Action: 

Client Contact Name: 

Client Contact Phone: 

Other Related Cases 

1. ENV-2012-2.22-CE 

Data Not Available 

PARCEL MAP 

2,700 SF 

Not Known 

Sam Samara 

(310) 322-3535 

LA City Home Page 1 City Planning Home Page I Case Tra~klng Information Home 

J. Q.O'"' J. V.L .& 

_, 2005 Los Angeles City Planning Dept 

http://planning.lacity.org/cts_intemet/index.cfm?urlCaseld=l85896&caseNumber=AA%2D... 6/1/2014 
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DEPARTMENT OF 
CITY PLANNING CITY OF LOS ANGELES EXECUTIVE OFFICES 

200 N. SPRING STREET, RooM 525 
los ANGEW, CA 90012-4801 

AND 
6262 VAN NUYS BLVD,. SUITE 351 

VAN Nuvs, CA 91401 -
CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 

WILUAM ROSCHEN 
P~ESJOENT 

REGINA M. FREER 
VICE-PIWIDfNT 

SEAN 0. BURTON 

CALIFORNIA MICHAELJ. LOGRAND.E 
DIRECTOR 

(213) 978·1271 

ALAN BELL. AICP 
OEPUIY OIREC!UR 
(213) 978-12'12 

USA M. WEBBER, AICP 
DEPUIY DIJIECTOR 
(213) 978-1274 

NA YUAN-MCDANIEL 

DIEGO CARDOSO 
GEORGE HOVAGUIMIAN 

ROBERT LESSIN 
DANA M. PERLMAN 
BARBARA ROMERO 

VACA'>fr 

ANTONIO R. VILLARAIGOSA 
MAYOR 

OEPUIY DIRECTOR 
(213) 978·1273 

. 
JAMES WILUAMS 

COMMISSION EXECUllVE ASSIST-'NT D 
. (213) 978·1300 

Decision Date: October 3, 2013 

Appeal Period Ends: October 18, 2013 

Michael J. Sarlo (0) 
1842 Washington Way 
Venice, CA 90291 

Samara Engineering, Inc. (R) 
9100 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 115 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 

Case No. AA-2012-0221-PMLA 
CEQA: ENV-2012·0222-CE 
Related Case: None 
6325 South Vista Del Mar 

FAX: (213) 978·1275 

INFORMATION 
www. pia nnlng .lacjty.org 

Westchester - Playa del Rey- West Los Angeles 
Planning Area 
Zone : R3-1 
D.M. :0968149, 099A151 
C.D. : 11 
Legal Description: Lot 7, Block PLAYA 

DEL REY TOWNSITE, Tract M.B. 2-63/66, 

In accordance with provisions of Section 17.53 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), the Advisory Agency approved Categorical Exemption ENV-2012-0222-CE as the environmental clearance and Parcel Map AA-2012-0221-PMLA for a maximum two-unit residential condominium parcel. The unit density is based on the R3-1 Zone. The subdivider is hereby advised that the LAMC may not permit this maximum approved density. Therefore, verification should be obtained from the Department of Building and Safety which shall legally interpret the Zoning Code as it applies to this particular property. 

NOTE on clearing conditions: When two or more agencies must clear a condition, subdivider should follow the sequence indicated in the condition. For the benefit of the applicant, subdivider shall maintain record of all conditions cleared, including all material supporting clearances and be prepared to present copies of the clearances to each reviewing agency as may be required by its staff at the time of its review. A copy of the first page of this grant and all conditions and/or any subsequent appeal of this grant and its resultant conditions and/or letters of clarification shall be printed on the building plans submitted to the Department of Building and Safety for purposes of having a building permit issued. 
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PARCEL MAP No. AA-2012-0221-PML.A Page2 

Bureau of Engineering 

1. That a 3-foot wide strip of land be dedicated along Vista Del Mar adjoining the subdivision. 

a. That a 2 feet wide sidewalk easement be provided on Vista Del Mar adjoining the subdivision. 

2. That the following improvements be either constructed prior to recordation of the final map or that the construction be suitably guaranteed: 

a. Improve Vista Del Mar being dedicated and adjoining the subdivision by the 
construction of a new integral concrete curb and gutter; and repair or replace any broke.n or missing sidewalk. 

b. Construct the necessary house connection to serve the subdivision, or 
evaluate the efficiency of the existing house connection. 

Department of Building and Safety-Zoning Division 
Building and Safety approvals are conducted by appointment only- contact Laura Duong at (213}482-0434 to schedule an appointment. Any proposed structures or uses on the site have not been checked for Building or Zoning Code requirements. Plan check mav be required before any construction. occupancy or change of use. Unless filed concurrently and included as part of the hearing notice with this subdivision, any additional deviations from the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) required by the Department of Building and Safety Office of the Zoning Engineer preliminary to the Zoning Engineer clearing the items on the report to the Advisory Agency, shall be separately filed through the City Planning Department Office of the Zoning Administrator. 

3. That prior to recordation of the final map, the Department of Building and Safety, Zoning Division shall certify that no Building or Zoning Code violations exist on the subject site. In addition, the following items shall be satisfied: 
' 

a. Show all street dedication as required by Bureau of Engineering and provide net lot area after all dedication. uArea" requirements shall be re-checked as 
per net lot area after street dedication. A minimum 15-foot front yard and minimum 5,00 sq. ft. lot area shall be required to comply with current code as 
measured from new property lines after dedication. . 

b. The submitted map does not comply with the minimum ~0-foot lot width and minimum 5,000 sq. ft. lot area requirement of the R3 .. 1 Zone in order to 
subdivide. Revise the Map to show compliance with the above requirement 
or obtain approval from the Department of City Planning. 

Notes: The submitted Map may not comply with the number of parking spaces required by Advisory Agency. If the number of parking spaces is insufficient, obtain approval from the Department of City Planning. 
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An appointment is required for the issuance of a clearance letter from the Department of Building and Safety. The applicant is asked to contact Laura Duong at {213) 482-0434 to schedule an appointment 

Department of Transportation 

4. ·A parking area and driveway plan be submitted to the Citywide Planning Coordination Section of the Department of Transport.ation for approval prior to submittal of building permit plans for plan check by the Depart.ment of Building and Safety. In addition, the following items shall be satisfied: · 

Fire Department 
Fire Department approvals and review are conducted in Room 1500, 221 North Figueroa Street. The applicant is further advised that all subsequent contact regarding these conditions must be with the Hydrant and Access Unit. This would include clarification, verification of condition compliance and plans or building pennit applications, etc., and shall be accomplished BY APPOINTMENT ONLY, in order to assure that you receive service with a minimum amount of waiting please call (213) 482-6502. You should advise any consultant representing you of this requirement as well. 

5. Submit plot plans for Fire Department review and approval prior to recordation of this Parcel Map Action. Access for Fire Depal:fment apparatus and personnel to and into all structures shall be required. In addition, the following items shall be satisfied: 

a. No building or portion of a building shall be constructed more than 300 feet 
from an approved fire hydrant. Distance shall be computed along path of 
travel. 

b. No building or portion of a building shall be constructed more than 150 feet 
from the edge of a roadway of an improved street, access road or designated 
fire lane. 

c. No building or portion shall be constructed more than 300 feet from an approved fire hydrant. Distance shall be computed along path of travel. 

Note: The applicant is further advised that all subsequent contact regardi'ng these conditions must be with the Hydrant and Access Unit. This would include . clarification, verification of condition compliance and plans or building permit applications, etc .•. and shall be accomplished BY APPOINTMENT ONLY. In order to assure that you receive service with a minimum amount of waiting, please call (213) 482-6502. You should advise any consultant representing you of this requirement as well. 

Bureau of Street Lighting 

6. · Prior to the recordation of the final map or issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy (C of 0), street lighting improvement plans shall be submitted for review and the owner shall provide a good faith effort via a ballot process for the formation or 
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annexation of the property within the boundary of the development into a Street 
Lighting Maintenance Assessment District. 

Department of City Planning-Site Specific Conditions 

7. Prior to the recordation of the final map, the subdivider shall prepare and execute a 
Covenant and Agreement (Planning Department General Form CP-6770) in a 
manner satisfactory to the Planning Department, binding the subdivider and all 
successors to the following: 

a. Use. Limit the proposed subdivision to a maximum of a 2-unit condominium 
units. 

b. Parking. That a minimum of two parking spaces per dwelling unit shall be 
provided. All exterior parking area lighting shall be shielded and directed 
onto the site. 

c. Fence. That prior to the recordation of the final map, a minimum 6-foot-high 
wood, slumpstone or decorative masonry wall shall be constructed adjacent 
to neighboring residences, if no such wall already exists, except in required 
front yard. The wall may be covered with clinging vines or screened by 
vegetation capable of spreading over the entire wall. 

d. Energy Conservation. That the subdivider considers the use of natural gas 
and/or solar energy and consult with the Department of Water and Power 
and Southern California Gas Company regarding feasible energy 
conservation measures. · 

e. Indemnification. The applicant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless 
the City, its agents, officers, or employees from any claim, action, or 
proceeding against the City or its agents, officers, or employees to attack, set 
aside, void or annul this approval which action is brought within the 
applicable limitation period. The City shall promptly notify the applicant of 
any claim, action, or proceeding and the City shall cooperate fully in the 
defense. If the City fails to promptly notify th~ applicant of any claim action 
or proceeding, or if the City fails to cooperate fully in the defense, the 
applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify, or hold 
harmless the City. 

8. The subdivider shall obtain approval from the Zoning Administrator for a Coastal 
Development Permit, MELLO Findings, and adjustments for reduced lot area {from 
legal non-conforming existing lot area), and reduce front yard setback. 

CONDOMINIUM CONVERSION CONDITIONS: 

9. That prior to issuance of a condo conversion permit the applicant shall establish the 
existing legal number of units of the apartment to be the same as the ·number of 
units approved under Case No. AA-2012-0221-PMLA to the satisfaction of the 
Department of Building and Safety Plan Check Section. · 
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CC-1. That prior to final map recordation, the applicant shall execute and record a covenant and agreement stating that each tenant shall be given at least a 1 80-day written notice of intention to convert, prior to termination of tenancy, due to the conversion or proposed conversion. · (200 North Spring Street, Room 750) Government Code section 66427.1(c). This notification supercedes L.A.M.C. 12.95.2 E 2. 

CG-2. That prior to final map recordation, the applicant execute a covenant and agreement stating that each tenant of the proposed condominium conversion project shall be given written notice of an exclusive right to contract for the purchase of the dwelling unit, occupied by the tenant, upon the same or more favorable terms and conditions than those initially offered to the general public. If a tenant's existing unit is to be combined with an adjacent unit, another unit of comparable size and amenities shall be offered to that tenant. The right shall run for a period of not less than 90 days from the date of issuance of the subdivision public report pursuant to Section 11018.2 of the California Business and Profession Code, unless the applicant ·receive~ prior written notice of the tenant's intention not to exercise the right. (200 North Spring Street, Room 750) (LAMC 12.95.2 E3). 

CC-3. Prior to recordation of the final map, the subdivider shall pay a fee of $1,492 for each unit, prior to the conversion. This fee· shall be paid to the Rental Housing Production Account of the Housing Department in accordance with Section 12.95.2 K of the Municipal Code. (Room 101, City Hall). 

NOTE: All fees collected pursuant to this LAMC 12.95.2 K. shall be deposited and held in the Rental Housing Production Account of the Community Development Department (currently the Housing Department), the account is established to be administered by the Community Development Department (currently the Housing Department) separately from all other money expended by the Department. Money in this account shall be used exclusively for the development of low and moderate income rental housing in the City, pursuant to guidelines carrying out this purpose prepared by the Department and approved by resolution of the City Council. 

CC-4. That prior to recordation of the final map, a Housing Inspection Report, prepared by a Licensed Engineer, shall be submitted to the Advisory Agency. The report shall be prepared by a registered civil or structural engineer, licensed general building contractor, licensed general engineering contractor or architect. As necessary, the inspection shall be conducted by a team of experts certified by the International Conference of Building Officials, ~ith specialty in mechanical, electrical, plumbing and structural engineering. The report shall indicate the condition and estimated remaining useful life of the roof, foundation, plumbing, electrical, heating, air conditioning, other mechanical and structural systems. The report shall show substantial compliance with applicable provisions of Chapter IX of the Los Angeles Municipal Code for existing residential buildings, taking into account nonconforming rights. In addition, prior to inspecting the building, the subdivider or owner shall obtain from the tenants a list of defects and necessary repairs, which in their opinion exist on the site, common areas, unit or apartment structure. Prior to recordation of the final map, any deficiencies determined by the inspection shall be corrected and satisfactory evidence shall be submitted to the Advisory Agency that said 
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corrections have been made. Form CP-6711 will not be prepared unless a Jist of 
deficiencies per the Housing Inspection Report Guidelines and a tenants' list of 
defects are submitted. A certified parking plan shall be required as a part of this 
condition and all spaces shall be in pl~ce prior to recordation. The Advisory Agency 
has Housing Inspection Report Guidelines available at 200 N. Spring Street in 
Room 750 for the preparation of Housing Inspection reports. 

Prior to the issuance of Certificate of Occupancy for condominiums or recordatlbn of 
the Final Map, whichever occurs first, the Department of Building and Safety shall 
certify to the satisfaction of the Advisory Agency that the existing structure meets all 
applicable Codes to its satisfaction for a residential use. 

CC-5. That an acoustical report prepared by a licensed acoustical engineer be submitted 
to the Department of City Planning for approval prior to recordation of the final map 
or concurrently with any required Housing Inspection Report. The acoustical report 
shall indicate (a) the type of construction between dwelling units and the general 
sound attenuation. (Note: The acoustical report may be included in the Housing 
Inspection Report as a separate section.) 

Prior to the issuance of Certificate of Occupancy for condominiums or recordation of 
the Final Map, whichever occurs first, the Department of Building and Safety shall 
certify to the satisfaction of the Advisory Agency that the existing structure meets all 
applicable Codes to its satisfaction for a residential use for sound attenuation. 

CC-6. That the applicant execute and record a Covenant and Agreement (Planning 
Department General Fonn CP-6771) in a form satisfactory to the Advisory Agency, 
binding the applicant and any successor in interest to provide relocation assistance 
in a manner consistent with Section 12.95.2G and 47.06 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code pertaining to rental subsidies for tenants evicted for condominium 
conversions and any additional ordinances that may provide greater relocation 
assistance. The oovenant and agreement shall be executed and recorded within 10 
days after expiration of appeal period (and final action thereon) and a copy provided 
to each tenant within five days of recordation of the covenant and agreement. 
Failure to meet the requirement of this condition- including time limits- may 
be grounds to disapprove the final map. (200 North Spring Street, Room 750) 

CC-7. That prior to final map recordation, the applicant shall execute a covenant and 
agreement stating that proof shall be submitted (Certified mail or Affidavit) to the 
Advisory Agency, indicating that each tenant of the proposed condominium 
conversion project shall be given written notification of the condominium conversion 
within 30 days after final map recordation. 

Prior to issuance of any building permit proof shall be submitted to the Advisory 
agency that written notification of the condominium conversion within 30 days after 
final map recordation was given to each tenant of the proposed condominium 
conversion project. 
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CC-8. That prior to final map recordation, the applicant shall execute a covenant and 
agreement .Q[ provide a receipt, satisfactory to the Advisory Agency, in connection 
with this condominium conversion. The receipt that the subdivider provides shall 
show that a Park and Recreation fee, (or a $200 per unit Dwelling Unit Construction 
tax, if a Certificate of Occupancy was issued more than 5 years before final map 
recordation) and a Residential Development Tax of $300 per dwelling unit has been 
paid. (201 N. Figueroa Street, Room 940) 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

CONDOMINIUM CONVERSION FINDINGS 

THE VACANCY RATE OF THE PLANNING AREA IN WHICH THE PROPERTY IS· 
LOCATED IS LESS THAN 5 PERCENT AND THE PROPOSED CONVERSION PROJECT 
WILL NOT HAVE A SIGNIFICANT CUMULATIVE EFFECT ON THE RENTAL HOUSING 
MARKET IN THE PLANNING AREA IN WHICH THE PROPOSED PROJECT IS 
LOCATED. 

Section 12.85.2-F .6 of the LAMC reads in pertinent part: After considering the following 
criteria the Advisory Agency may approve a tentative map or preliminary parcel map for a 
residential conversion project unless it makes both of the following findings: (1) the 
vacancy rate of the planning area in which the property is located is five percent or less, 
and (2) the cumulative effect on the rental housing market in the planning area of 
successive residential conversion projects (past, present and future) is significant." In 
determining whether there is a significant cumulative effect, the section requires the 

· Advisory Agency to consider certain criteria, including "(d) the adequacy of the relocation 
assistance plan proposed by the subdivider." 

The Advisory Agency has determined that it cannot make the findings set forth in Section 
12.95.2.-F 6, and therefore, the condominium conversion may be approved. 

FINDINGS OF FACT (CEQA): 

The Environmental Review Section of the Planning Department, on January 27, 2012, 
determined that the City of Los Angeles Guidelines for the implementation of the California 
Environmental Quality Act of 1970 designates the subject project as categorically exempt 
under Article Ill, Section 3, Class 15, ENV-2012-0222-CE, since the request is for a 
division of property in an urbanized area zoned for residential use into four or fewer 
parcels, and that the division is in conformance with the General Plan and zoning, no 
variances or exceptions are required, all services and access to the proposed parcels to 
local standards are available, the parcel was not involved in a division of a larger parcel 
within the previous two (2) years, and the parcel does not have i!ln average slope greater 
than 2o·percent. 

In light of the above, the project qualifies for the De Minimis Exception for Fish and Game 
fees (AB 3158). 
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The National Flood Insurance Program rate maps, which are a part ofthe Specific Plan for 
the Management of Flood Hazards adopted by the City Council (see Section 5 of 
Ordinance 172,081), have been reviewed and_it has been determined that this project is 
not located in a hazardous flood area. 

FINDINGS OF FACT (SUBDIVISION MAP ACT): 

In connection with the approval of Parcel Map Number AA-2012-0221-PMLA, the Advisory 
Agency of the City of Los Angeles, pursuant to Sections 66411.1 of the State of California 
Government Code (the Subdivision Map Act), makes the prescribed findings as follows: 

THE REQUIRED IMPROVEMENTS ARE NECESSARY FOR REASONS OF PUBLIC 
HEALTH AND SAFETY AND ARE A NECESSARY PREREQUISITE TO THE ORDERLY 
pEVELOPMENT OF THE SURROUNDING AREA AND NEIGHBORHOOD. 

The proposed division of land complies with such requirements as may have been 
established by the Subdivision Map Act (Government Code Sections 664109 et seq.) or 

. Article 7, Section 17.50 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) as to area, 
irnpr9vement and design, floodwater drainage control, appropriate improved public roads, 
sanitary disposal facilities, water supply availability, environmental protection and other 
requirements of the Subdivision Map Act or said Article. 

PROPOSED MAP IS CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC 
PLANS-. 

The adopted Westchester - Playa del Rey Community Plan designates the subject 
property for Medium Residential density with corresponding zone of R3. The adopted Plan 
zone allows for the proposed subdivision. The subject site is located in Del Rey Lagoon 
(Proposed Specific Plan), and the Los Angeles Coastal Transportation Corridor specific 
Plan Area. The proposed subdivision does not included demolition or construction of 
dwelling units. As conditioned, the proposed project complies with the Del Rey Lagoon 
(Proposed Specific Plan), and the Los Angeles Coastal Transportation Corridor specific 
Plan Areas provisions. 

THE DESIGN AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROPOSED SUBDIVISION ARE 
CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PLANS. 

The existing site is rectangular shaped lot that is to convert an existing two- unit residential 
apartment building Into a two- unit residential condominium, with 4 parking spaces, making 
it consistent with the existing lot cut design found in the surrounding area. The lot is not 
.located in a slope stability study area, high erosion hazard area, or a fault-rupture study 
zone. The proposed subdivision in the subject site conforms to the Del Rey Lagoon 

· (Proposed Specific Plan), and the Los Angeles Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific 
Plan establishment due to the property site does not involve any construction or demolition 
of dwelling units. Therefore, the proposed subdivision is consistent with the intent and 
purpose of the applicable General Plan. 

THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEME;NTS ARE 
NOT LIKELY TO CAUSE SUBSTANTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE OR 

. SUBSTANTIALLY AND AVOIDABLY INJURE FISH OR WILDLIFE OR. THEIR HABITAT. 
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CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION: The project was exempt from environmental review, since it is a division of land with four or fewer parcels and is not requesting any other entitlements. 
The project has identified no protected trees on the Parcel. The site is designated as potentially subject to the following hazard: Liquefaction. However, all structures on the site 
are existing and no new structures are being proposed so no potential adverse impact on 
fish or wildlife resources as far as earth, air, water, plant life, animal life, or risk of upset are 
anticipated as part of the project. 

THE FOLLOWING NOTES ARE FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES AND ARE NOT CONOITIONS OF APPROVAL OF THIS PARCEL MAP: 

Satisfactory arrangements shall be made with the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, Power System, to pay for removal, relocation, replacement or adjustment of power facilities due to this development. The subdivider must ·make arrangements for the underground installation of all new utility lines in conformance with Section 17.05-N of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC). 

As part of the construction of your project, you may wish to make arrangements, with the 
Telecommunications Bureau regarding the cable television franchise holder for this area, 
by calling (213) 847-2775. 

The above action shall become effective upon the decision date noted at the top of this 
letter unless an appeal has been submitted to the West Los Angeles Area Planning 
Commission within 15 calendar days of the decision date. If you wish to appeal, a Master 
Appeal Form No. CP-7769, must be submitted, accepted as complete, and appeal fees 
paid prior to the expiration of the 15-day time~ limit. Such appeal must be submitted at the 
City Planning Department Public Counters, located at: 

Figueroa Plaza 
201 North Figueroa Street 
4th Floor · 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(213) 482-7077 

Marvin Braude San Fernando 
Valley Constituent Service Center 
6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, Room 251 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 37 4-5050 

*Please note the cashiers at tne public counters close at 3:30PM. 
Appeal forms are available on-line at www.planning.lacitv.org. 

Pursuant to Ordinance 176,321, effective January 15, 2005, Parcel Map determinations 
are only appealable to the Area Planning Commission. There is no longer a second level 
of appeal to the City Council for Parcel Map actions of the Advisory Agency. 

The time in which a party may seek judicial ·review of this determination is governed by 
California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. Under that provision, a petitioner may 
seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil 
Procedure Section 1 094.5, only if the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section is 
filed no later than the 90th day following the date on which the City's decision becomes final, including all appeals, if any. 
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No sale of separate parcels is permitted prior to recordation of the final parcel map. The owner is advised that the above action must record within 36 months of the date of approval, unless an extension of time has been requested in person before 5:00 p.m., October 3, 2016. 

No requests for time extensions or appeals received by mail shall be accepted. 

Michael J. LoGrande 

Ad]f~"~ 
JOSE CARLOS ROMERO-NAVARRO 
Deputy Advisory Agency 

MJL:JCRN:DW:th 

cc: Bureau of Engineering - 4 
Valley 
Planning Office & 1 Map 
D.M. 183 B 113 
Bureau of Street Lighting 
Street Tree Division & 1 Map 

CP-1809 (03-01-01) 

Dept. of Building & Safety, Zoning & 2 Maps 
Department of Building & Safety, Grading 
Department of Fire · 
Department of Recreation & Parks & 1 Map 
Department of Transportation, CPC Section 

Room 600, 221 N. Figueroa Street 
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TENl'ATIVE PARCEL MAP L.A. NO. 201 

FOR CONDOMINIUM CONVERSION 

PROlECT ADDREsS; 
Afft 

6325 VISTA DEL MAR, L.A., CA 90293 
4116-005-006 

LEGAL DESCRfPTION: 
LOT 7, BLK. 1 PLAYA DEL REY TOWNSITE TRACT 
M.B. 2- 63/66, LOS ANGELES, CA 

ZONNING; . . 
EXISTING ZONE: R3-1 
PROPOSED ZONE: SAME 

LOT AREA: 
GROSS AREA: 
NET AREA: 
AREA CALCULATED: 

11m 
EXISTING USED: 
ALLOWABLE UNITS. 
PROPOSED USED. 

PARKING 
PARKING REQUIRED 
PARKING PROVIDED 

SEWER DISCHARGE; 

2700.1 SQ. FT. 0.062 ACRES 
2700.1 SQ. FT. 0.062 ACRES 
2700.1 SQ. FT. 0.062 ACRES 

2 UNIT APARTMENTS 
2700 /800 a 3.375 UNITS 
2 CONDOMINIUM UNITS 

2X2=4 PARKING 
2X 2 =4 PARKING 

PUBLIC SEWERS ~ 
M2IE.; ~ 

1. NO OAK TREES ON SITE ::Z 
2. NOT IN A HILLSIDE I FLOOD~ ~ 
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OWNER k MICHAEL J. SARLO 
SUBDIVIDER;. 1842 WASHINGTON WAY, 

VENICE, CA 90291 
TEL. (310)823~63 

ENGINEER: SAMARA ENGINEERING, INC. 

APPLICANT; 

9100 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., STE 115 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90045 
TEL. (310) 322-3535 FAX (310) 322-5562 
E-mail: samaraenglneerlng@speakeasy.net 

KARNAK DEVELOPMENT, INC. 
MAMDOUH MINA. 
9849 E. FLOWER ST., STE "D" 
BELLFLOWER. CA 90706 
TEL. (562) 921}0987 FAX (562) 920.0897 
E·mall: kamakd@msn.com 

SIDEWALK 

~~' 
10' 20' J6• ~ 

SCALE: 1" = 20' 
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los ANGELES CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 532, LosAngeles, California, 90012-4801, {213) 978-1300 

www.lacity .org/PLN/index.htm 

Determination Mailing Date: _ __ M_AY_ 0_2_2_0_0_6 _ _ 

CITY COUNCIL 
Room 395, City Hall 

Applicant: City of Los Angeles 

CASE NO. CPC 2006-2183-GPA-ZC-HO 
Location: 250 62"d Avenue, Playa Del Rey 
Co'uncil District: No. 11 
Plan Area:Westchester-Piaya Del Rey 
Request(s): General Plan Amendment from Medium 
Density Residential to Open Space, and Zone and 
Height District Change from (Q)R3-1XL to R3-1 

At its meeting on April 27, 2006, the following action was taken by the City Planning Commission: 

Approved and recommended the City Council adopt the attached staff recommendation to Rescind the Zone 
Change and Height District Change of Ordinance No. 175891, Subarea 40, from R3-1 to (Q]R3-1XL pursuant to 
instructions from the County of Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BS 091673 . 
Certified that it has reviewed and considered the information contained in the Draft and Final Environmental 
Impact Report No. ENV 2003-1922-EIR (SCH# 2002061090). 
Adopted the attached Findings. 
Advised the applicant that pursuant to State Fish and Game Code Section 711.4, a Fish and Game Fee and/or 
Certificate of Fee Exemption is now required to be submitted to the County Clerk prior to or concurrent with the 
Environmental Notice of Determination (NOD) filing. 

riscallmpact Statement: There is no General Fund impact as administrative costs are recovered through fees. 

This action was taken by the following vote: 

Moved: 
Seconded: 
Ayes: 
Absent: 

Freer 
Kezios 
Cardos.o, lrlando, Kay, Roschen, Usher, Woo 
Hughes 

-0 

~J 

Appeals: If the Commission has disapproved the Zone Change request, in whole or in part, the applicant 
may appeal that disapproval to the Council within 20 days after the mailing date of this determination. 
Any appeal not filed within the 20-day period shall not be consl.dered by the Council. All appeals shall be 
filed on forms provided at the Planning Department's Public Counters at 201 N. Figueroa Street, Fourth 
Floor, los Angeles, or at 6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, Suite 251, Van Nuys. 

The time in which a party may seek judicial review of this determination is governed by California Code of Civil 
Procedure Section 1094.6. Under that provision, a petitioner may seek judicial review of any decision of the City 
pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.5, only if the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to 
that section is filed no later than the 90th day following the date on which the City's decision becomes final. 

Attachments: Conditions, Map(s), Ordinance(s), Findings 
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FINDINGS 

1. Instructions from Los Angeles County Superior Court. Pursuant to County of Los 
Angeles Superior Court Case No. BS 091673, the court has ordered the City of Los 
Angeles to rescind the General Plan Amendment to the Westchester-Playa del Rey 
Community Plan adopted by the City Council on April13, 2004 under CPC 1998-10-CPU, 
Sub Area 40, from Open Space to Medium Density Residential, and to rescind the Zone 
and Height District Change enacted on July 3, 2004 by Ord. No. 175891, Subarea 40, 
from R3-1 (Multiple Dwelling Zone) to [Q]R3-1XL (Multiple Dwelling with Extra Limited 
Height Zone). Both the General Plan Amendment and Zone Change were adopted under 
Council File No. 04-0297, in conjunction with the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community 
Plan Update (CPU) program. 

In the above-referenced case, the court ruled that the City had failed to provide adequate 
public notice to the subject property owner of the 2004 General Plan Amendment and 
Zone and Height District Change, based on an issue regarding the fonnat of mailing labels 
used to mail the public hearing notice, and the court has ordered the City rescind the Zone 
Change. The City has therefore initiated this case: CPC-2006-2183-GPA-ZC-HD, to 
rescind the 2004 General Plan Amendment and Zone Change, in response to the court 
order, and reinstate the Open Space land use designation and R3-1 zone on the subject 
property. 

2. Environmental. An Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was prepared to analyze the 
potential environmental effects that could result from entire Westchester-Playa del Rey 
Community Plan Update program and its related General Plan Amendments and Zone 
and Height District Changes. These included the establishment of a Medium Density 
Residential General Plan land use designation and [Q]R3-1XL zoning on the subject 
property (Subarea 40 of the Westchester CPU). Environmental Impact Report (EIR No. 
2003-1922; State Clearing House No. 2002061090) was completed in compliance with the 
California Environmental Quality Act, the State Guidelines and the City Guidelines, and the 
City Council CERTIFIED that it has reviewed the information contained therein and 
considered it along with other factors related to this project; that this determination reflects 
the independent judgment of the lead agency City of Los Angeles; and that the documents 
constituting the record of proceedings in this matter are located in Council file No. 04-0297 
in the custody of the City Clerk and in the files of the Department of City Planning in the 
custody of the Environmental Review Section; and ADOPTED the Environmental Impact 
Report. 

There are no substantial changes in the proposed action or circumstances under which 
the action is undertaken that will cause any si.gnificant environmental effects or require any 
revisions to the EIR. There is no new information of substantial importance, which was not 
known and could not have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the 
time the EIR was adopted, that shows significant effects either not discussed in the EIR, or 
which will be substantially more severe than shown in the EIR. 

Additional environmental review will be required for any subsequent discretionary actions 
or proposed development on the subject property. 
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3. Fish and Game. The subject project, which is located in Los Angeles County, will not 
have an impact on fish or wildlife resources or habitat upon which fish and wildlife depend, 
as defined by California Fish and Game Code Section 711 .2. The project qualifies for the 
De Minimus Exemption from Fish and Game Fees (AB3158). 

4. Urgency Clause. The recommended Zone and Height District Change is necessary for 
the immediate protection of the public peace, health and safety for the following reasons. 
The recommended Zone and Height District change must be enacted by May 11, 2006, to 
comply with the court-ordered deadline pursuant to County of Los Angeles Superior Court 
Case No. BS 091673. Therefore, the recommended Zone and Height District ordinance 
shall become effective upon publication pursuant to Charter Section 253. 
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LOS ANGELES CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 

LOS ANGELES CITY PLANNING COMMISSION CASE NO. CPC 2006-2183 GPA-ZC-HD 

DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 

April 27, 2006 
after 8:30 a.m. • 
Van Nuys City Hall 
Council Chamber, 2nd Floor 
14410 Sylvan Street 
Van Nuys, California 91401 

General Plan Amendment -Zone Change - Height 
District Change 
CEQA: ENV 2003-1922-EIR 

Location: 250 62nd Avenue, Playa Del Rey 
Council District: 11 
Plan Area: Westchester-Playa Del Rey 
Certified Neighborhood Council: Westchester-Playa 

PUBLIC HEARING REQUIRED 
Del Rey Neighborhood Council 

Plan Land Use: Medium Residential 
Zone: [O)R3-1 XL 
District Map: 998149 

REQUEST: 1. Pursuant to instructions from the County of Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BS 091673, 
RESCIND the General Plan Amendment to the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan for 
the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update (CPU) program, CPC 1998-10-CPU, Sub 
Area 40, which redesignated this subarea from Open Space to Medium Density Residential; 

PROJECT: 

APPLICANT: 

2. Pursuant to instructions from the County of Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BS 091673, 
RESCIND the Zone and Height District Change of Ord. No. 175891, Subarea 40, which rezoned 
th.is subarea from R3-1 (Multiple Dwelling Zone) to [Q]R3-1XL (Multiple Dwelling with Extra Limited 
Height Zone); 

To rescind the General Plan Amendment and Zone and Height District Changes previously adopted 
on the subject property as part of the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update program, 
thereby reinstating the previous General Plan land use designation of Open Space and Zone of R3-
1 on the subject property. No specific development is proposed at this time. 

Initiated by the City of Los Angeles 

RECOMMENDATION: 
1. Approve and Recommend that the City Council Adopt the staff recommendation to RESCIND the General Plan 

Amendment to the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan for the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community 
Plan Update program. CPC 1998-10-CPU, Sub Area 40, from Open Space to Medium Density Residtmlial, 
pursuant to instructions from the County of los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BS 091673. 

2. Approve and Recommend that the City Council Adopt the staff recommendation to RESCIND the Zone and 
Height District Change of Ord. No. 175891, Subarea 40, from R3-1 (Multiple Dwelling Zone) to [Q)R3-1XL 
(Multiple Dwelling with Extra Limited Height Zone), pursuant to instructions from the County of Los Angeles 
Superior Court Case No. 85 091673. 

3. Certify that it has reviewed and considered the information contained in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact 
Report No. ENV 2003-1922-EIR (SCH# 2002061090). 

4. Adopt the attached Findings. 
5. Advise the applicant that pursuant to State Fish and Game Code Section 711.4, a Fish and Game Fee and/or 

Certificate of Fee Exemption is now required to be submitted to the County Clerk prior to or concurrent with the 
Environmental Notice of Determination (NOD) filing. 

S. Gail Goldberg 
Director of Planning 

an, Principal City Planner 
~QA_ 
J f o , Ctty Planner (213) 978-1165 
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Attachments 

Findings 
Staff Report 
Exhibit E-1: 
Exhibit E-2: 
Exhibit E-3: 
Exhibit E-4: 
Exhibit E-5: 

Vicinity Map 
Radius Map 
Aerial Photograph of Subject Property 
Staff Report for related Case No. CPC 2006-2184-GPA-ZC-HD 
Environmental Clearance (EIR attached to the subject case file and previously transmitted to the City Planning Commission) 

ADVICE TO PUBLIC: 'The exact lime this report will be considered during the meeting is uncertain since there may be several other items on the agenda. Written communications may be mailed to the Commission Secretariat. Room 532, City Hrt/1. 200 North Spring Street, Los A11geles, CA 90012 (Phone No. 213-978-1300). While all written communications are given to the Commission for consideration. the initial packets are sent to the Commissioners the week prior to the Commission's meeting date. rr you challenge these agenda items in court, you may be limited to raising only those issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing agendized herein, or in written correspondence on these matters delivered to this agency at or prior to the public hearing. As a covered entity under Title II of the Americans with Disabilil.ies Act, the City of Los Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability, and upon request, will provide reasonable accommodation to ensure equal access to its programs, services and activilies. Sign language interpreters, assistive listening devices, or other auxiliary aids and/or other services may be provided upon request. To ensure availability of services, please make your request not later than three working days (72 hours) prior to the meeting by calling the Commission Secretariat al (213) 978-1300. 
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Background 

This case is directly related to Case No. CPC 2006-2184-GA-ZC-HD, which is also on the City 
Planning Commission agenda for this same date. The Staff Report for Case No. CPC 2006-2184-
GPA-ZC-HD is attached to this report as Exhibit E-4. 

On April 13, 2004, the City Council adopted the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan 
Update program (CPC 1998-10-CPU). As part of this program, the General Plan Land Use of the 
subject property (Sub Area 40) was amended from Open Space to Medium Density Residential, and 
the zone on the property was changed from R3-1 (Multiple Dwelling Zone) to [Q]R3-1Xl (Multiple 
Dwelling with Extra limited Height Zone). The Zone and Height District Changes were effectuated 
by Ord. No. 175891 on July 3, 2004. 

Subsequent to the adoption of the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update program, 
there was litigation regarding the subject property under County of Los Angeles Superior Court Case 
No. BS 091673. As a result of this litigation, the court ruled that the City had failed to provide 
adequate public notice to the owners of the subject property, based on an issue regarding the 
format of mailing labels, and has ordered the City of Los Angeles to rescind the General Plan 
Amendment and Zone and Height District Changes pertaining to the subject property. However, the 
court also stated that the City may rezone the property to any zone it determines to be appropriate, 
once it has provided proper notice as required by law. 

In response to the court order, the City has initiated the instant case, CPC 2006-2183-GPA-ZC-HD, 
to rescind the 2004 General Plan Amendment and Zone Change and reinstate the Open Space land 
use designation and R3-1 zoning that existed on the property prior to adoption ofthe Westchester
Playa Del Rey Community Plan Update. 

The City Planning Department has now corrected the issue regarding the mailing label format and 
provided the legally required notice, and the City is proposing a new General Plan Amendment and 
Zone and Height District Change to reestablish the Medium Residential land use designation and 
the [Q]R3-1Xl zoning on the subject property, as it was previously adopted in conjunction with the 
Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update program. Therefore, the City has initiated 
related Case No. CPC 2006-2184-GPA-ZC-HD, scheduled for City Planning Commission action 
later in this same meeting, to enact those changes. 
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FINDINGS 

1. Instructions from Los Angeles County Superior Court. Pursuant to County of Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BS 091673, the court has ordered the City of Los Angeles to rescind the General Plan Amendment to the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan adopted by the City Council on April13, 2004 under CPC 1998-1 0-CPU, Sub Area 40, from Open Space to Medium Density Residential, and to rescind the Zone and Height District Change enacted on July 3, 2004 by Ord. No. 175891, Subarea 40, from R3-1 (Multiple Dwelling Zone) to [Q]R3-1XL (Multiple Dwelling with Extra Limited Height Zone). Roth the General Plan Amendment and Zone Change were adopted under Council File No. 04-0297 , in conjunction with the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update (CPU) program. 

In the above-referenced case, the court ruled that the City had failed to provide adequate public notice to the subject property owner of the 2004 General Plan Amendment and Zone and Height District Change, based on an issue regarding the format of mailing labels used to mail the public hearing notice, and the court has ordered the City rescind the Zone Change. The City has therefore initiated this case: CPC-2006-2183-GPA-ZC-HD, to rescind the 2004 General Plan Amendment and Zone Change, in response to the court order, and reinstate the Open Space land use designation and R3-1 zone on the subject property. 

2. Environmental. An l::nvironmental impact Report (EIR) was prepared to analyze the potential environmental effects that could result from entire Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update program and its related General Plan Amendments and Zone and Height District Changes. These included the establishment of a Medium Density Residential General Plan land use designation and [Q]R3-1XL zoning on the subject property (Subarea 40 of the Westchester CPU). Environmental Impact Report (EIR No. 2003-1922; State Clearing House No. 2002061 090) was completed in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act, the State Guidelines and the City Guidelines, and the City Council CERTIFIED that it has reviewed the information contained therein and considered it along with other factors related to this project; that this determination reflects the independent judgment of the lead agency City of Los Angeles; and that the documents constituting the record of proceedings in this matter are located in Council file No. 04-0297 in the custody of the City Clerk and in the files of the Department of City Planning in the custody of the Environmental Review Section; and ADOPTED the Environmental Impact Report. 

There are no substantial changes in the proposed action or circumstances under which the action is undertaken that will cause any significant environmental P.ffP.~ts or require any revisions to the EIR. There is no new information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the EIR was adopted, that shows significant effects eilher not discussed in the EIR, or which will be substantially more severe than shown in the EIR. 

Additional environmental review will be required for any subsequent discretionary actions or proposed development on the subject property. 

3. Fish and Game. The subject project, which is located in Los Angeles County, will not have an impact on fish or wildlife resources or habitat upon which fish and wildlife depend, as defined by California Fish and Game Code Section 711 .2. The project qualifies for the De Minimus Exemption from Fish and Game Fees (AB3158 ). 
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4. Urgency Clause. The recommended Zone and Height District Change is necessary for the 
immediate protection of the public peace, health and safety for the following reasons. The 
recommended Zone and Height District change must be enacted by May 11, 2006, to comply 
with the court-ordered deadline pursuant to County of Los Ange.les Superior Court Case No. 
BS 091673. Therefore, the recommended Zone and Height District ordinance shall become 
effective upon publication pursuant to Charter Section 253. 
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CPC 2006-2183 GPA-ZC-HD 

Subject Property 

Existing Land Use: 
Plan Land Use: 
Existing Zone: 
Site Net Area: 

STAFF REPORT 

Vacant land, partially submerged 
Medium Density Residential 
[Q]R3-1XL 
2.39 acres (104,108 square feet) 

Surrounding Land Use and Zoning 

Page S-1 

Adjacent properties to the north and south are designated Open Space and zoned {Q]OS-1 XL, and 
consist of Ballona Creek and Del Rey Lagoon Park respectively. Adjacent properties to the east and 
west are designated Medium Residential, zoned R3-1, and developed with two- and three-story 
multiple residential uses. 

See Exhibit E-2 (radius map). 

Street Classification 

62"d Avenue, adjoining the subject property to the west, is a local street dedicated to a width of 40-
feet and unimproved. Back Bay Place, adjoining the subject property to the west, is a local street 
dedicated to a width of 10-feet and unimproved. Esplanade, adjoining the subject property to the 
east, is a local street dedicated to a width of 16-feet and improved with asphalt pavement only. 

Relevant Cases 

CPC 1998-10-CPU, the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan Update program, amended 
the General Plan Land Use of the subject property (Sub Area 40) from Open Space to Medium 
Residential, and changed the zone from R3-1 to [Q]R3-1XL. It also updated the Community Plan 
text, including land use goals, objectives, policies and programs. It was adopted by the City Council 
on April 13, 2004, and the Zone and Height District Change was enacted on July 3, 2004 by Ord. 
No. 175891. 

REPORTS RECEIVED 

Any reports from other governmental ngcncics arc attached to the subject file. 

Description of Exhibits 

Exhibit E-1: 
Exhibit E-2: 
Exhibit E-3: 
Exhibit E-4: 
Exhibit E-5: 

Vicinity Map 
Radius Map 
Aerial Photograph of Subject Property 
Staff Report for related Ca~e No. CPC 2006-2184-GPA-ZC-HD 
Environmental Clearance (EIR attached to the subject case file and previously 
transmitted to the City Planning Commission) 

C:\Oocumen\s and SeUingsljpooi\Oesk\opiSA-40\CPC ZQ06.2183 staft repof1. 
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Property Information 
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APN: 
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Lot: 
Arb: 
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General Plan: 

250 E 62ND AVE 
4116003004 
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Los ANGELES CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 

LOS ANGELES CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 

DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 

April 27, 2006 
after 8:30a.m.* 
Van Nuys City Hall 
Council Chamber, 2nd Floor 
14410 Sylvan Street 
Van Nuys, California 91401 

PUBLIC HEARING REQUIRED 

CASE NO. CPC 2006-2184 GPA-ZC-HD 
General Plan Amendment- Zone Change - Height 
District Change 
CEQA: ENV 2003-1922-EIR 

Locallon: 250 62"d Avenue, Playa Del Rey 
Council District: 11 
Plan Area: Westchester-Playa Del Rey 
Certified Neighborhood Council: westchester-Playa 

Del R.ey Neighborhood Council 
Plan Land Use: Open Space 
Zone: R3-1 
District Map: 998149 

REQUEST: 1. Pursuant to Section 11.5.6 of the Municipal Code, a General Plan Amendment to the 
Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan from Open Space to Medium Density Residential; and 

PROJECT: 

APPLICANT: 

2. Pursuant to Section 12.32 of the Municipal Code, a Zone and Height District Change from R3-1 
(Multiple Dwelling Zone) to [Q}R3-1XL (Multiple Dwelling with Extra Limited Height Zone). 

To amend the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan and enact Zone and Height District 
Changes to reestablish the General Plan land use designation of Medium Density Residential and 
[Q)R3-1XL Zone on the subject property, as previously adopted as part of the Westchester-Playa 
del Rey Community Plan Update program. No specific development is proposed at this time. 

Initiated by the City of Los Angeles 

RECOMMENDATION: 
1. Approve and Recommend that the City Council adopt a General Plan Amendment to the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan from Open Space to Medium Density Residential. 
2. Approve and Recommend that the City Council adopt a Zone Change from R3-1 (Multiple Dwelling Zone) to 

[Q]R3-1XL (Multiple Dwelling with Extra Limited Height Zone). 
3. Certify that it has reviewed and considered the information contained in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact 

Report No. ENV 2003-1922-EIR (SCH# 2002061090). 
4. Adopt the attached Findings. 
5. Recommend that the applicant be advised that lime limits for effectuation of a zone in the "Q" Qualified 

classification are specified in Section 12.32.G of the Municipal Code, conditions must be satisfied prior to the 
issuance of building permits. 

6. Advise the applicant that, pursuant to California State Public Resources (;ncle Sectidn 21081.6, the Cily shall 
monitor or require evidence that mitigation conditions are implemented and maintained throughout the life of any project and the City may require any necessary fees to cover the l;CI:;l of such moniloring. 

7. Advise the applicant that pursuant to State Fish and Game Code Section 711.4, a Fish and Game Fee and/or 
Certificate of Fee Exemption is now required to be submitted to the County Clerk prior to or concurrent with the Environmental Notice of Determination (NOD) filing. 

S. Gail Goldberg 
Director of Planning 

Jeff o • Crty Planner (213) 978-1165 
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CPC 2006-2184 GPA-ZC-HD Page B-1 

Background 

This case is directly related to Case No. CPC 2006-2183-GPA-ZC-HD, which is also on the City Planning Commission agenda for this same date. The Staff Report for Case No. CPC 2006-2183 GPA-ZG-HD is attached to this report as Exhibit E-4. 

On April13, 2004, the City Council adopted, the recommended changes of Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan Update program (CPC 1998-1 0-CPU). As part of this program, the General Plan Land Use of the subject property (Sub Area 40) was amended from Open Space to Medium Density Residential, and the zone on the property was changed from R3-1 (Multiple Dwelling Zone) to [Q]R3-1XL (Multiple Dwelling with Extra Limited Height Zone). The Zone and Height District Changes were effectuated by Ord. No. 175891 on July 3, 2004. 

Subsequent to the adoption of the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update program, there was litigation regarding the subject property under County of Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BS 091673. As a result of this litigation, the court ruled that the City had failed to provide adequate public notice to the owners of the subject property, based on an issue regarding the format of mailing labels, and has ordered the City of Los Angeles to rescind the General Plan Amendment and Zone and Height District Changes pertaining to the subject property. However, the court also stated that the City may rezone the property to any zone it determines to be appropriate, once it has provided proper notice as required by law. 

In response to the court order, the City has initiated related Case No. CPC 2006-2183-GPA-ZC-HD to rescind the 2004 General Plan Amendment and Zone Change and reinstate the Open Space land use designation and R3-1 zoning that existed on the property prior to 2004. That case was scheduled for City Planning Commission action earlier in this same meeting. 

The City Planning Department has now corrected the issue regarding the mailing label format and provided the legally required notice, and the City is now proposing a new General Plan Amendment and Zone and Height District Change to reestablish the Medium Density Residential land use designation and the [Q]R3-1XL zoning on the subject property, as it was previously adopted in conjunction with the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update program. Therefore, the City has initiated the instant case, CPC 2006-2184-GPA-ZC-HD, to enact those changes. 
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CPC 2006-2184 GPA-ZC-HD Page Q-1 

[Q] QUALIFIED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

Pursuant to Section 12.32.G of the Municipal Code, the following limitations are hereby imposed 
upon the use of the subject property, subject to the "Q" Qualified classification. 

1. The overall density on the property shall be restricted to 1 ,200 square feet of lot area per 
dwelling unit. 

2. The height of any structure(s) on the property shall not exceed two stories or a maximum of 
26 feet. 

3. All buildings adjacent to the Del Rey Lagoon shall face the Lagoon and be sited at least 30 
feet away from its north shore. The front area of these structures shall be maintained as open 
space and attractively landscaped. 

4. The rear or side of any buildings or structures sited on the property shall not be visible from 
the north shore of Del Rey Lagoon. 

5. An area not less than 30 feet in width on each side of the property, abutting Pacific Avenue on 
the west, and Esplande on the east, shall be maintained as open space. No structure shall be 
constructed in these areas, except for the portions of these areas that are used for the 
ingress/egress to and from parking areas on the property. All areas not used for such access 
purposes shall be maintained attractively landscaped. 

6. An area not less than 30 feet in width along 'Ballona Creek (LACFCD) shall be maintained as 
open space. No structure shall be constructed in these areas, and the area shall be 
maintained attractively landscaped. 

7. There shall be a minimum separation of 20 feet among all structures on the property. 

8. All vacant areas not used for buildings, parking, walkways, and improvements such as water 
fountain, ponds, children=s play areas, or any other recreational and commonly used areas, 
shall be attractively landscaped. 

9. Parking shall be provided per LAMC, and sited on the northern portion of the property along 
Ballona Creek (LACFCD), or on the ground floor of any building or structure, or in the middle 
of the property surrounded by different buildings. The ingress/egress to the parking areas shall 
be allowed only through the portions of the property along Pacific Avenue and/or Esplande, as 
determined by the Department of Transportation. The parking area shall be screened from 
public view with appropriate l<:mdscaping approved by the Director uf Planning. 

10. All development on the property shall provide off-street parking on the basis of 2.5 parking 
spaces for each dwelling unit as defined under Section 12.21-A of the Municipal Code. 
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FINDINGS 

1. General Plan Land Use Designation. The Westchester Community Plan was comprehensively updated by City Council action of April13, 2004. The previous update to this Community Plan occurred in 1979. The subject property is located within an area identified as Sub-Area 40 of the 2004 Update Program. The Plan Map from 1979 designated the subject property for Open Space. Corresponding zones would be OS, OS(PV), and A 1, however the 1979 version ofthe Community Plan had inconsistent zoning of R3-1 applied to the subject property. This inconsistency was missed as part of the massive Planning Department zoning consistency effort in the 1980s, related to AB283. This inconsistency between the land use designation and the zoning was identified as part of the 2004 Westchester Community Plan Update program. The recommendation, at that time, was to change this designation to Medium Density Residential in order to have a corresponding zone. Readopting the land use designation of Medium Density Residential will eliminate this inconsistency. 

Reverting back to the Open Space designation was only in order to comply with the court order from the County of Los Angeles Superior Court (Case No. BS 091673) and was related to a procedural matter regarding lack of notice. But the court also stated that the City may rezone the property to any zone it determines to be appropriate, once it has provided proper notice as required by law. The City Planning Department has now provided the required notice, and the instant Case No. CPC 2006-2184 GPA-ZC-HD is intended to reestablish the Medium Density Residential land use designation on the subject property. 

The subject property is approximately 2.3 acres in size and relatively flat. It is currently vacant. Approximately 45 percent of the property (about 45,000 square feet) is actually submerged under the waters of Del Rey Lagoon, not including associated wetlands. Additionally, the location of water on the site varies over. time. and a significant portion of the bank and surrounding terrain are also sensitive habitat area. There is a horseshoe-shaped portion of land, mostly along the north and west edges of the property that is not covered by the Lagoon waters. The subject property is located within the State Coastal Commission's Dual Permit Jurisdiction of the Playa del Rey portion of the Coastal Zone. (Please refer to the attached aerial photograph, Exhibit E-3.) 

Del Rey Lagoon is part of the "Ballona Creek Significant Ecological Area" as designated by Los Angeles County. Ballona Creek is one of the last remaining salt marshes in Southern California. This type of habitat is one of the most productive in the world, and serves as a breeding ground for many marine and terrestrial organisms. Del Rey Lagoon, Ballona Lagoon, Ballona Creek Channel and the salt marsh form an important complex of habitats that are heavily used by migratory birds, including some endangered species. 

Adjacent properties to the north are designated Open Space and consist of Ballona Creek channel and adjacent bank. Adjacent properties to the south are designated Open Space and consist of Del Rey Lagoon Park, including the Lagoon. Adjacent properties to the east and west, and separated from Del Rey Lagoon by dedicated public right-of-ways or the subject 
property. are designated Medium Density Residential and developed with two~ and three-story multiple family residential uses. 

The recommended Medium Density Residential land use designation is consistent with other surrounding properties in the immediate vicinity. The Open Space designation that was reinstated on this property is inappropriate for a privately-owned parcel such as this because the corresponding zones are OS, OS(PV) and A1. It is therefore appropriate for the City to amend the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan to establish a category of Medium Residential designation on the property. The recommended [Q]R3-1XL zoning classification is 
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a further refinement of the zone and will be consistent with the proposed Medium Residential 
designation, and therefore consistent with the General Plan. 

2. General Plan Text. The Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan text includes the 
following relevant land use objectives, policies and programs: 

Residential 

a. Objective 1-1: Provide for the preservation of existing quality housing, and for the 
development of new housing to meet the diverse economic and physical needs of the 
existing residents and expected new residents in the Westchester-Playa del Rey 
Community Plan Area to the year 2025. 

1) Policy 1-1.3: Provide for adequate Multiple Family residential development. 

Program: The Community Plan Map designates land for Multiple Family residential 
development at appropriate locations where it will be compatible with surrounding 
land uses and infrastructure. 

b. Objective 1-3: Preserve and enhance the varied and distinct residential character and 
integrity of existing residential neighborhoods. 

1) Policy 1-3.3: Consider factors such as neighborhood character and identity, 
compatibility of land uses, impact on livability, impacts on services and public 
facilities, and impacts on traffic levels when changes in residential densities are 
proposed. 

c. Objective 1-5: Protect established residential neighborhoods from incompatible uses, 
including multiple family residential uses of substantially higher density, to preserve the 
residential character of these neighborhoods and protect residents from adverse 
environmental impacts caused by such uses. 

1) Policy 1-5. 1: Where possible, do not locate incompatible land uses, including 
higher density multiple residential uses, within or in close proximity to lower density 
residential neighborhoods, except where there are adequate buffers, transitional 
land uses, etc. 

Program: The Plan map utilizes land use designations, which are implemented by 
zoning regulations, to provide for the location of various land uses and residential 
densities where appropriate and compatible with surrounding development. 

Coastal Resources 

a. Objective 18-2: Protect, maintain, and where feasible enhance and restore the quality of 
the Coastal Zone environment and its natural resources. Assure the orderly and 
balanced use and conservation of coastal ecological amenities, taking into account the 
social and economic needs of the people of the region. 

1) Policy 18-2.1: New development should be located in a manner that best 
preserves identified coastal resources, including wetland and support areas . 
. Promote the concentration or grouping of structures to retain larger areas of open 
land. Open space buffer areas should be established between new development 
and sensitive ecological environments. 
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2) Policy 18-2.3: Preserve and enhance Del Rey Lagoon as a community and visitor 
serving park with significant ecolo9ical functions. 

Program: The Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan should include policies to 
protect and preserve Del Rey Lagoon and the surrounding park as an ecological 
and recreational resource . 

3. Recommended General Plan. The recommended land use designation on the subject 
property of Medium Density Residential is in substantial conformance with the purposes of the 
General Plan and accomplishes the policies and objectives of the adopted Westchester-Playa 
del Rey Community Plan. The Open Space land use designation established on the subject 
property by Case No. CPC 2006-2183 GPA-ZC-HD is inappropriate for a privately owned 
parcel. Therefore, it is recommended that the City amend the Community Plan to change the 
land use to Medium Residential, which would accommodate some development. 

The recommended Medium Density Residential land use designation is consistent with the 
land use designations of other privately owned properties in the immediate vicinity. This use 
designation will allow a type of development compatible with surrounding properties and the 
overall pattern of development of this community. It will also allow the development of new 
housing in the community to the extent feasible under the physical constraints of the site. 

Charter Findings • City Charter Sections 556 and 558. 

a. In accordance with Charter Section 556, the recommended action to amend the land use 
designation from Open Space to Medium Residential is in substantial conformance with 
the purposes, intent and provisions of the General Plan, in that it will provide housing in 
the community, and will implement several objectives, policies and programs of 
Community Plan, most notably Residential Objective 1-1: "Provide for the preservation of 
existing quality housing, and for the development of new housing to meet the diverse 
economic and physical needs of the existing residents and expected new residents in 
the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Area to the year 2025," and Policy 
1-1.3: "Provide for adequate Multiple Family residential development." 

b. In accordance with Charter Section 558 (b)(2), the recommended action to amend the 
land use designation on the subject property is directly related to the General Plan, 
specific plans or other plans being prepared by the Department of City Planning. The 
change in the land use designation will provide additional housing consistent with intent 
of the General Plan, and will allow development of the subject property in a manner 
consistent with the surrounding properties in the immediate vicinity as well as the overall 
pattern of development in the community. 

c. In accordance with Charter Section 558 (b)(2), the recommended action to amend the 
land use designation from Open Space to Medium Residential is in substantial 
conformance with the public necessity, convenience, general welfare and good zoning 
practice in that the proposed land use designation will be compatible with the remainder 
of the privately owned properties in the general vicinity, and will allow development of the 
subject property in an appropriate manner compatible with its environmental setting and 
the pattern of development in the surrounding neighborhood. 

4. Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan. The Coastal Transportation Corridor 
Specific Plan became effective September 22, 1993 (Ordinance No. 168,999). The Specific 
Plan has established a mechanism and fee structure for new construction to fund the 
necessary transportation improvements in the area. 
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~5. Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan was adopted in concept 
by the City Council on March 16, 1982. It was not adopted as a specific plan ordinance, but as 
a policy document to be considered in discretionary approvals within the area it covers, which 
includes the subject property in this case. Therefore, it is appropriate and consistent with the 
City Council=s intent in adopting the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan to consider its regulations 
and policies in the instant zone change action, since it is a discretionary approval. 

Where residential development is envisioned in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, there is a 
building height limit of two stories or 37 feet, a minimum lot area per dwelling unit of 1 ,200 
square feet, and at least two parking spaces per dwelling unit, plus one guest space per every 
four dwelling units. However, the subject property is not within any of the subareas defined as 
developable by the Del Rey Lagoon Plan, but, because it is largely submerged land, was 
assumed to be part of Del Rey Lagoon Park. It is included in the area defined as "Tidelands, 
Submerged Lands, Public Trust Lands" in the Post Certification Procedures map in the plan. It 
is also shown on a map in the plan proposing rezoning of various properties, recommended 
for rezoning to A2, the zone lhe Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan proposes for Del Rey Lagoon 
Park. Prior to any development, the property would be required to obtain dual Coastal 
Development Permits from both the City and the State, and compliance with coastal policies > 
would be a part of this review. 

6. Zone Change Findings. 

a. Pursuant to Section 12.32 C 7 of the Municipal Code, and based on these Findings, the 
recommended action is deemed consistent with public necessity, convenience, general 
welfare and good zoning practice. The recommended [Q]R3-1 XL zone is consistent with 
the recommended Medium Density Residential Plan Land Use designation, which lists 
R3 and R3(PV) as corresponding zones. This zoning will allow development of the 
subject property in a manner that is compatible with surrounding properties and the 
environmental setting. Surrounding privately owned properties in the vicinity are zoned 
for R3-1 for medium density multiple residential uses but do not include submerged 
lands. The recommended [Q]R3-1XL zone will allow a similar type of development on 
this property, with qualified "Q'' conditions imposed to minimize impacts unique to this 
property and its relation to the Lagoon and its sensitive environment. 

The subject property is approximately 2.3 acres in size, relatively flat, and is currently 
vacant. However, a significant portion of the property is actually submerged under the 
waters of Del Rey Lagoon, not including associated wetlands. Additionally, the location 
of water on the site varies at different times, and much of the bank and surrounding 
terrain are also sensitive habitat area. The subject property is located within the Dual 
Permi1 Jurisdiction of the Coastal Zone. Tho physical characteristics of the pi'OJJ~tly 
create.significant constraints to its development. There is a horseshoe-shaped portion 
of land mostty along the north and west edges of the property that is not covered by the 
Lagoon. (Please refer to the attached aerial photograph, Exhibit E-3.) 

The recommended [Q]R3-1XL Zone is consistent with the zoning and type of 
development {multi-family residential) on surrounding properties. While other privately
owned properties in the vicinity are zoned R3-1, a number of Q conditions are necessary 
on the subject property to address the constraints created by its unique location and 
physical characteristics, and to prevent adverse impacts to the Lagoon, the sensitive 
environment, and surrounding properties. 

Adjacent properties to the north are zoned [Q]OS-1 XL and consist of Bailon a Creek 
channel and adjacent bank. Adjacent properties to the south are zoned [Q]OS-1 XL and 
consist of Del Rey Lagoon Park, including the Lagoon. Adjacent properties to the east 
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and west are zoned R3-1 and developed with two- and three-story multiple residential uses. These properties are all separated from Del Rey Lagoon by dedicated public rightof-ways and/or by the subject property. 

As conditioned, the recommended zone would permit development of the subject property in a manner compatible with surrounding properties and its environmental setting. Because a large portion of the property is submerged under the waters of Del Rey Lagoon and/or consists of other sensitive habitat area, the proposed Q conditions will limit residential density, require setbacks from the lagoon and property lines, and impose a height limit and parking requirements, to address the unique environmental setting, location and physical constraints of the subject property. Therefore. the recommended [Q)R3-1XL zone is consistent with the objectives and policies of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan. and with public necessity, convenience, general welfare and good zoning practice. 

b. The action, as recommended, has been made contingent upon compliance with the Q conditions imposed herein. Such limitations are necessary to protect the best interests of and to assure a development that is compatible with surrounding properties and the environmental setting, to secure an appropriate development in harmony with the General Plan, and to prevent or mitigate the potential adverse environmental effects of the recommended action. It is recognized that further environmental studies would be necessary to determine potential impacts related to any actual proposed development. The zone and a conditions set the general parameters for development of this unique property. 

The recommended a conditions are necessary for protection of the sensitive coastal environment on and adjacent to the subject property. These conditions are consistent with the residential and coastal resources objectives and polices of the WestchesterPlaya Del Rey Community Plan and provisions of the California Coastal Act of 1976. They will also address policies of the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, a policy document approved by the City Council in 1982 (see Finding No.5 above). 

The proposed a conditions limit the density of future development on the subject property to one dwelling unit per 1,200 square feet of lot area. While an unrestricted R3 zone would allow one unit per 800 square feet, this reduced density is warranted by the sensitive environmental setting and unique physical characteristics of the subject property. The recommended density of 1,200 square feet of lot area per unit is identical to residential density regulation in Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan for properties that have less sensitive locations. This proposed density will also be more compatible with the actual density of development of surrounding residential properties. Staff calculated the actual density of existing residential uses within 500 feet of the subject property, and determined that the average density is approximately 1, 700 square feet of lot area per dwelling unit. In fact, out of 65 other residential properties within 500 feet. only eight (12%) are developed to a density that is 5% or more higher the 1,200 square feet of lot area per dwelling unit recommended on this property. 

As conditioned, building height on the subject property will be limited to two stories or 26 feet. This restriction Is necessary and appropriate because of the close proximity of this property to the waters of Pel Rey Lagoon, the shape of the property, which limits the · ability to transition height, and the unique location of the property between two public open space areas. This recommended maximum height is also consistent with the height requirements of the specific plans for some other sensitive coastal area in the City, such as the Coastal Bluffs and San Pedro specific plans. This height requirement is more restrictive than that on other residential properties in the vicinity, but no other 
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residential properties have the same proximity and direct environmental connection to 
the Del Rey Lagoon and its banks and other sensitive habitat areas as the subject 
property, nor do they bisect public open space and affect public views in the same 
manner. The lower height limit on the subject property serves as a transition between the 
adjacent multiple residential properties to the east and west and the open space of the 
Lagoon and park. 

The recommended Q conditions require a minimum setback of 30 feet from all property 
lines and the north shore of the lagoon, and a 20-foot separation between structures. 
These requirements are intended to reduce the massing and intensity of development on 
the subject property, and are necessary to protect the sensitive environment of Del Rey 
Lagoon and its shoreline and adjacent habitat areas, in accordance with the objectives 
and policies of the Community P·lan, the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, and the 
California Coastal Act of 1976. 

As conditioned, any development of the subject property will require parking at the ratio 
of 2.5 spaces per dwelling unit. This is the standard used for condominiums in parking 
impact areas, and is appropriate. The subject property is located in an area identified as 
having parking impacts by the Department of Transportation. The area has a significant 
shortage of available street parking resulting from its beachfront location, the proximity of 
the Del Rey Lagoon Park and recreation center, and extensive multiple residential 
development in the vicinity. And since the subject property is at the far north end of 
Playa Del Rey, adjacent to Ballona Creek and the Marina Del Rey Main Channel, there 
is only a very limited area of public street parking located in relatively close proximity. 
Ensuring the availability of adequate parking in this area is necessary for the City to be in 
compliance with the coastal access policies of the General Plan and the California 
Coastal Act of 1976. 

7. Mello Act Compliance. The subject property is located in the Coastal Zone, as defined in 
California Public Resources Code, Division 20 (commencing with Section 30000), as depicted 
on the City of Los Angeles Coastal Maps, and is therefore subject to the special requirements 
for low and moderate income housing units as mandated by California Government Code 
Sections 65590 and 65590.1. (Mello Act). However, there is no specific project proposed at 
this time. Therefore, Mello Act compliance will be reviewed when a specific project is 
proposed for construction and reviewed for entitlements. 

8. Environmental. An Environmental Impact Report (E IR) was prepared to analyze the potential 
environmental effects that could result from entire Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan 
Update program and its related General Plan Amendments and Zone and Height District 
Chl'lngP.s. ThP.se included the establishment of the recommended Medium Density 
Residential General Plan land use designation and [Q]R3-1 XL zoning on the subject property 
(Subarea 40 of the Westchester CPU). Environmental Impact Report (EIR No. 2003-1922; 
State Clearing House No. 2002061090) was completed in compliance with the California 
Environmental Quality Act, the State Guidelines and the City Guidelines, and the City Council 
CERTIFIED that it has reviewed the information contained therein and considered it along with 
other factors related to this project; that this determination reflects the independent judgment 
of the lead agency City of Los Angeles; and that the documents constituting the record of 
proceedings in this matter are located in Council file No. 04-0297 in the custody of the City 
Clerk and in the files of the Department of City Planning in the custody of the Environmental 
Review Section; and ADOPTED the Environmental Impact Report. 

There are no substantial changes in the proposed action or circumstances under which the 
action is undertaken that will cause any significant environmental effects or require any 
revisions to the EIR. There is no new information of substantial importance, which was not 
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known and could not have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the EIR was adopted, that shows significant effects either not discussed in the EIR, or which will be substantially more severe than shown in the EIR. 
Additional environmental review will be required for any subsequent discretionary actions or proposed development on the subject property. 

9. Fish and Game. The subject project, which is located in Los Angeles County, will not have an impact on fish or wildlife resources or habitat upon which fish and wildlife depend, as defined by California Fish and Game Code Section 711.2. The project qualifies for the De Minimus Exemption from Fish and Game Fees (AB3158). 

10. Urgency Clause. The recommended Zone and Height District Change is necessary for the immediate protection of the public peace, health and safety for the following reasons. The Zone and Height District changes will establish qualified "Q" conditions that are necessary for protection of the sensitive coastal environment on and adjacent to the subject property, and to prevent or mitigate the potential adverse environmental effects of development of the property on Del Rey Lagoon and the surrounding properties and environment. Without such limitations, development could occur on the subject property in a manner that could cause irreparable harm to the sensitive coastal environment and the community. Therefore, the recommended Zone and Height District ordinance shall become effective upon publication pursuant to Charter Section 253. 
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Subject Property 

Existing Land Use: 
Plan Land Use: 
Existing Zone: 
Site Net Area: 

STAFF REPORT 

Vacant land, partially submerged 
Open Space 
R3-1 
2.39 acres (104,108 square feet) 

Surrounding Land Use and Zoning 

Page S-1 

Adjacent properties to the north and south are designated Open Space and zoned [Q)OS-1XL, and 
consist of Ballona Creek and Del Rey Lagoon Park respectively. Adjacent properties to the east and 
west are designated Medium Residential, zoned R3-1, and developed with two- and three-story 
multiple residential uses. 

See Exhibit E-2 (radius map). 

Street Classification 

62"d Avenue, adjoining the subject property to the west, is a local street dedicated to a width of 40-
feet and unimproved. Back Bay Place, adjoining the subject property to the west, is a local street 
dedicated to a width of 1 0-feet and unimproved. Esplanade, adjoining the subject property to the 
east, is a local street dedicated to a width of 16-feet and improved with asphaH pavement only. 

Relevant Cases 

CPC 1998-10-CPU, the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan Update program, amended 
the General Plan Land Use of the subject property (Sub Area 40) from Open Space to Medium 
Residential, and changed the zone from R3-1 to [Q]R3-1XL. It also updated the Community Plan 
text, including land use goals, objectives, policies and programs. It was adopted by the City Council 
on April 13, 2004, and the Zone and Height District Change was enacted on July 3, 2004 by Ord. 
No. 175891. 

REPORTS RECEIVED 

Any reports from other governmental agencies are attached to the suhject file. 

Description of Exhibits 

Exhibit E-1: 
Exhibit E-2: 
Exhibit E-3: 
Exhibit E-4: 
Exhibit E-5: 

Vicinity Map 
Radius Map 
Aerial Photograph of Subject Property 
Staff Report for related Case No. CPC 2006-2183-GPA-ZC-HD 
Environmental Clearance (EIR attached to the subject case file and previously 
transmitted to the City Planning Commission) 

C:\Docomenls and Se1Ungs1jpooi\Oesl<lop\SA-40\CPC 2006·21 B4 slaH repot1. 
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RE: A PREVIOUS AND REVISED GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT AND ZONE AND HEIGHT DISTRICT CHANGE FOR PROPERTY AT 250 EAST 62ND AVENUE (SUBAREA 40) 

At the meeting of the Council held March 20. 2007, the following action was taken: 

Attached motion (Rosendahl- Reyes) adopted............................. ... .. ......... .. ..................... ........ .. ..... X Attached resolutions adopted . . .... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . ..... .. . X Findings adopted .... . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. ..... . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. ... . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .... .. . .. . .. .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . X Ordinances adopted ... ............................ .... ..... ..... .. ....... .......................... .. ................................. : ....... X Ordinance numbers ... ................ .............................. ............ .. ....... .. ........... .......... .. ......... 178547. 178548. Publication date......... .................... ..... ...... .......... ....... .. ....................................................................... 04-06-07 Effective date ...... .... .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. . . . . . ... . .. .. . . . .... .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . ... . .. .. ... .. . 04-06-07 Mayor approved .. .... .... .. . .. . ... .. . ...... ... . . . .. .... ... ... . ..... . . . . . ... . . . ... .. .. ... . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . ... . .. 03-30-07 

tf-4 K. o/~ 
City Clerk 
jr 
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VERBAL MOTION 

I HEREBY MOVE that Council ADOPT the following recommendations in connection with 
previous and revised General Plan Amendment and zone and height district change for property 
at 250 East 62nd Avenue (Subarea 40), {Item No. 37, CF 06-1015), SUBJECT TO THE 
APPROVAL OF THE MAYOR: 

A. City Planning Case No. 2006-2183 GPA ZC HD 

Recommendations for Council action, SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE MAYOR: 

1. ADOPT the Findings of the City Planning Commission as the Findings ofthe Council. 

2. ADOPT the accompanying RESOLUTION wl\lch rescinds the General Plan 
Amendment and related map adopted by the Council on April13, 2004, for property 
at 250 East 62nd Avenue (Subarea 40 onlY), within the Westchester-Playa Del Rey 
Community Plan Update program from the Open Space land use designation to the 
Medium density Residential land use designation, as shown In the map attached to 
the Resolution, pursuant to Instructions from the Los Angeles County Superior Court 
Case No. BS 091673 to rescind the Council's previous action. 

3. PRESENT and ADOPT the accompanying ORDINANCE effecting a zone and height 
district change for property at 250 East 62nd Avenue (Subarea 40) only, within the 
Westchester Playa Del Rey Community Plan Update program, pursuant to 
Instructions from the Los Angeles County Superior Court Case No. BS 091673 to 
rescind a previously approved zona and height district change from R3·1 to [Q]Rl· 
1XL for this property approved by Ordinance No.175981, and.adopted by Council on 
May 11, 2004 (under Council file No. 04.0297 • Effective date July 3, 2004). The 
property Is approximately 2.39 net acres in size. No development of the site is 
proposed at this time. 

4. DIRECT the Planning Department to revise the Community Plan map and update the 
appropriate zoning maps in accordance with this action. 

CPC 2006·2183 GPAZC HD 

(Environmental Impact Report adopted by Council on April13, 2004) 

Fiscal Impact Statement: The City Planning Commission reports that there is no 
General Fund impact as administrative costs are recovered through fees. 

(Planning and Land Use Management Committee waived consideration ofthe above 
matter) 

TIME LIMIT FILE - MARCH 20, 2007 

(LAST DAY FOR COUNCIL ACTION • MARCH 20, 2007) 

URGENCY CLAUSE • 12 VOTES REQUIRED 
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B. City Planning Case No. 2006-2184 GPA ZC HD 

Recommendations for Council action, SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE MAYOR: 

1. ADOPT the Findings of the City Planning Commission as the Findings of the Council. 

2. ADOPT the accompanying RESOLUTION as recommended by the Mayor, Director of Planning and City Planning Commission, APPROVING the revised ··General Plan 
Amendment to the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan from the Open Space 
land usa designation to the Medium density Residential land use designation for 
property at 250 East 62nd Avenue, as shown In the map attached to the Resolution. 

3. PRESENT and ADOPT the accompanying ORDINANCE effecting a zone and height 
dlsbict change from R3-1 to [Q]R3-1XL for property at 250 East 62nd Avenue, within 
the Westchester Playa Del Rey Community Plan Update program, subject to 
conditions of approval. The property Is approximately 2.39 net acres In size. No 
development of the site Is proposed at this time. 

4. DIRECT the Planning Department to revise the Community Plan map and update the 
appropriate zoning maps in accordance with this action. 

CPC 2006-2184 GPAZC HD 

5. ADVISE the applicant that pursuant to Section 12.32-G 3 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code, that: 

" ••• the Council may decide to Impose a permanent "Q" Condition ... identified on 
the zone change map by the symbol Q in brackets .•. There shall be no time limit on 
removal of the brackets around the [Q] Qualified designation nor on removal of the 
[T] Tentative designation. After the conditions of the permanent [Q] Qualified 
classification have been fulfilled, the brackets surrounding the Q symbol shall be 
removed." 

6. ADVISE the applicant that, pursuant to California State Public Resources Code 
Section 21081.6, the City shall monitor or require evidence that mitigation conditions are implemented and maintained throughout the life of the project and the City may 
require any necessary fees to cover the cost of such monitoring. 

7. ADVISE the applicant that, pursuant to State Fish and Game Code Section 711.4, a Fish and Game Fee and/or Certificate of Fee Exemption Is now required to be 
submitted to the County Clerk prior to or concurrent with the Environmental Notice of Determination filing. 

(Environmental Impact Report adopted by Council on April13, 2004) 

Fiscal Impact Statement: The City Planning Commission reported that there is no 
General Fund Impact as administrative costs are recovered through fees. 
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(Planning and Land Use Management Committee waived consideration of the above 
matter) 

TIME LIMIT FILE - MARCH 20, 2007 

(LAST DAY FOR ~OUNCIL ACTION -MARCH 20, 2007) 

URGENCY CLAUSE -12 VOTES REQUIRED 

(Continued from Council meeting of December 19, 2006) 

March 20, 2007 

CF 06-1015 
CD 11 

0:\Docs\Coun<:ll Ageodas\mk\OG-101S.mot.wpd 

PRESENTEDBY __ ~~~~~~----
Bill ROSENDAHL 
Councilmember, 11th District 

SECONDED BY __________________ __ 

~~ 

ED P. REYES 
Councilmember, 1st District 

~ \ ~ J ~()~ q... (),.cl._~ 

ADO·PTED 
MAR 2 0 2007 

LOS ANGELES Cln COUNCIL 
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City Plan Case No. 2006-2184-GPA-ZC-HD Council District No. 11 

RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS, the Director of Planning has initiated a General Plan Amendment from Open Space to Medium density Residential over the entire site for the property located at 250 East 62nd Avenue, within the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan; and 

WHEREAS, tile City Planning Commission approved the proposed General Plan Amendment and recommended adoption by City Council of a General Plan Amendment from Open Space to Medium density Residential over the entire site; and 

WHEREAS, the City was required by court order pursuant to County of Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BS 091673, to enact a General Plan Amendment from Medium density Residential to Open Space in the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan, and a Zone and Height District Change from [Q]R3-1XL (Multiple Dwelling with Extra Limited Height Zone) to R3-1 (Multiple Dwelling Zone) on the subject property under related Case No. CPC-2006-2183-GPA-ZC-HD, thereby creating an inconsistency between the zoning and adopted Community Plan on the subject property; and 

WHEREAS, a General Plan Amendment is necessary to achieve consistency between zoning and the adopted Community Plan as required by California State law; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of the los Angeles City Charter, the Mayor and the City Planning Commission have transmitted their recommendations; and 

WHEREAS, the requested General Plan Amendment is consistent with the intent and purpose of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan to designate land uses in an orderly and unified manner; and 

WHEREAS, the subject request would provide for a more logical and uniform pattern of planned land use development that is compatible with the private ownership of the subject property and the surrounding land use designations on the General Plan; and 

WHEREAS, the Medium density Residential Plan designation and the [Q]R3-1XL zone and height district change will allow the development of the site in a manner consistent with the Plan and zone, surrounding uses, and the sensitive coastal environment on and around the subject property; and 
WHEREAS, the subject project has a Certified Environmental Impact Report ENV 2003-1922 EIR in accordance with the City's Guidelines for implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) by the Department of City Planning's Environmental Staff Advisory Committee. 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan be amended as shown on the attached General Plan Amendment Map. 

J cmrFY THAlM FOREGOING 
RDOLUTIOH Wf.S ADOPTED BY T1i£ 
COUNCil OF THE CITY Of lOS "ZGEI.ES .., A l AT ITS MEETING OF ~#.,.(!, 2 0 . #( Ou 
BY A MAIORilY OF All ITS MEMBERS. 1 ~ 
~ FIWiK T. MARTINEZ , 
~ CllYWJIK , c J ..t?. ~., 
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City Plan Case No. 2006-2183-GPA-ZC-HD Council District No. 11 

RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS, the Director of Planning has initiated a General Plan Amendment from Medium density Residential to Open Space over the entire site for the property located at 250 East 6200 Avenue, within the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan; and 

WHEREAS, the City Planning Commission approved the proposed General Plan Amendment and recommended adoption by City Council of a General Plan Amendment from Medium density Residential to Open Space over the entire site; and 

WHEREAS, a General Plan Amendment is necessary to comply with the order of the court pursuant to County of los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BS 091673, wherein the court has ordered the City of Los Angeles to rescind its action on the subject property in conjunction with the WestchesterPlaya del Rey Community Plan Update (CPU) program, in which the City Council adopted a General Plan Amendment from Open Space to Medium density Residential to the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan on April13, 2004, and adopted a Zone and Height District Change from R3-1 (Multiple Dwelling Zone) to [Q]R3-1Xl {Multiple Dwelling with Extra Limited Height Zone) on May 11, 2004;and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of the Los Angeles City Charter, the Mayor and the City Planning Commission have transmitted their recommendations; and 

WHEREAS, the subject project has a Certified Environmental Impact Report ENV 2003-1922 EIR in accordance with the City's Guidelines for implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) by the Department of City Planning's Environmental Staff Advisory Committee. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan be amended as shown on the attached General Plan Amendment Map. 

I CERllfY TK4T THE FOREGOING 
RESOUflJOH WAS ADOPTED BY THE 
COUNCil Of THE CfTY OF LOS ANGELES 
AT ITS MErnNG OF Ma rG.h .:l o :;2.. () ~ 7 
BY ~ MAIORilY OF All ITS MEMB.ERS. 1 

A FRANK T. MARllNfl I 
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DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATIONf APPROVAL 
OF PLANS -ABOVE GROUND FACILITY IN 
PUBLIC RIGHT -OF-WAY 

Location: 138 E Culver Blvd 
CEQA: Exempt 
Council District: 11 
Area Planning Commission: West 
Neighborhood Council: Westchester-Playa del 
Rey 
Plan Area: Westchester-Playa del Rey 
Plan Land Use: General Commercial 
Zone: [Q]C4-1VL 

Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 62.03.2 II B, as a designee of the Director of 
Planning, I hereby: 

Deny an Approval of Plans for conformance with the San Pedro Specific Plan (Ordinance No. 
166,352) for an Above Ground Facility (AGF) Installation in the Public Rights-of-Way, consisting of a 
wireless telecommunications facility to include a 64-inch-high, 51-inch-wide, and 36-inch deep 
cabinet to house an Above Ground Facility (AGF), to be located in the public rights-of-way on the 
south side of Culver Boulevard near Trolley Place. 

The project is located within the Coastal Transportation Corridor Sf1P.r.ific Plan (Ordinance #168,999), the Del 
Rey Lagoon Specific Plan (CF-81-3400) and the proposed Culver Boulevard Mixed-Use Incentive I Design 
District (CF-04-0297). I hereby deny the proposed project, and recommend that it be denied by the Board of 
Public Works, based on the findings stated below: 

FINDINGS 

Based on the recommendation of Department of City Planning staff, and in consideration of the plans 
submitted for review to the Planning Department, the Director of Planning makes the following findings: 

In accordance with the Above Ground Facility Installation in the Public Rights-of-Way procedures of 
Section 62.03.2 II B of the LAMC and the Westchester Playa-dei-Rey Community Plan (Ord. No. 
175,981) the application is inconsistent with the General Plan: 

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY- AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
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Case No. DJR~2008~1115~DD 
Page 2of3 

Conformance with the Applicable Specific Plans 

1. The proposed project does not conform to the provisions and regulations of the applicable 
Specific Plans. The project consists of a wireless telecommunications facility to include a 64-
inch-high, 51-inch-wide, and 36-inch deep cabinet to house an Above Ground Facility (AGF), 
to be located in the public right-of-way on Culver Boulevard near Trolley Place. The 
proposed project is located within the Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan 
(Ordinance #168,999), the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plaan (CF-81-3400) and the proposed 
Culver Boulevard Mixed-Use Incentive I Design District (CF-04-0297), and does not conform 
to the provisions of these plans as indicated below. 

2. The proposed project does not conform to the provisions of the Coastal Transportation 
Corridor Specific Plan (Ord. No. 168,999). The Specific Plan does not contain any 
regulations specific to Above Ground Facilities. But as a permanent installation on the 
sidewalk in the public right-of-way, the proposed equipment cabinet could conflict with future 
mitigation measures required under Section 5.D.3 of the Specific Plan, including street 
widenings and dedications, transit improvements, and land dedications. By blocking a 
substantial portion of the sidewalk, the project is inconsistent with the intent of Section 8.B.2 
of the Specific Plan to provide adequate public pedestrian walkways. The project is also 
inconsistent with an update of the Specific Plan the City is currently preparing (Council File 
07-0287), which is expected to include provisions to encourage pedestrian-friendly 
commercial districts and smart-growth measures to reduce vehicular traffic in the Specific 
Plan area. 

3. The proposed project does not conform to the provisions of the Del Rey Lagoon Specific 
Plan (Council File 81-3400), approved in concept by the City Council on March 16, 1982. As 
a discretionary permit process pursuant to LAMC Section 62.03.2 II B, the proposed Above 
Ground Facility (AGF) is subject to the Specific Plan policies. The proposed project would 
place an unsightly equipment cabinet over fiVe feet high such that it would occupy 
approximately one-half of the sidewalk width. As such, it does not conform to Section 
D.1.b.1 of the Specific Plan that requires public rights-of-way to be maintained accessible for 
pedestrian use and prohibits private encroachment into public rights-of-way. The project is 
also inconsistent with the purposes of the Specific Plan set forth in Section A.1, to protect, 
maintain, enhance and restore the overall quality of the Coastal Zone environment and its 
resources, and to regulate all development to be compatible with the small scale character of 
the existing community and provide consideration for aesthetics and scenic preservation and 
enhancement. 

4. The proposed project is not consistent with the proposed Culver Boulevard Mixed Use 
District the City is currently preparing (Council File 04-0297, City Plan Case No. 2007-3280-
GPA-MU-ZC). By blocking a substantial portion of the sidewalk with an unsightly equipment 
cabinet more than five feet high, the project is inconsistent with the provisions and purposes 
of a Mixed Use District pursuant to Section 13.09 LAMC, to promote pedestrian oriented 
development and amenities, design quality, and pleasing and interesting urban form and 
architecture. 

5. The project is not consistent with the prov1s1ons of the Westchester-Playa-del-Ray 
Community Plan, Policy 16-2.3, which states, "Protect and improve existing pedestrian 
oriented street segments." The Department of City Planning is currently preparing design 
regulations for Culver Boulevard to implement and amplify the policies of the Community 
Plan. The proposed AGF facility is located within the proposed overlay District (CPC-2007-
3280-GPA-MU-ZC). The project also does not conform to the provisions and regulations of 
the Westchester-Piaya-dei-Rey Plan. Section V-2.8 states utilities shall be placed 
underground. The AGF is proposed to be located in the public right-of-way, in a cabinet 
measuring 64-inches-high. 
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Case No. DIR~2008~1115~DD 
Page 3 of3 

Applicable Regulations and Provisions 

6. Section 62.03.2 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code [LAMC] establishes Specifications and 
Procedures for Above Ground Facilities (AGF) Installations in the Public Rights~f-Way. 
Section 62.03.2 II B requires approval from the Board of Public Works for facilities to be 
installed above grade in Specific Plan areas (as defined in LAMC Section 11.5. 7), with a 
finding that placing the AGF below grade is technically or financially infeasible and all 
reasonable alternatives have been exhausted. This Section further requires that prior to 
submitting plans to the Bureau of Engineering (BOE) for consideration, if the proposed AGF 
is located within a Specific Plan, "the applicant shall first submit an application to the City of 
Los Angeles Planning Department for approval. The Planning Department approval shall be 
based on the recommendations of the appropriate Design Review Board .... " This 
determination letter serves as the conclusion of this process for the subject project. 

In this case, there are feasible alternatives that would be far less damaging to the visual 
environment There are numerous multi-story structures in the vicinity of the proposed 
project, on which the antennae and electrical equipment could be located in a much less 
conspicuous manner such that they would not be detrimental to the visual environment of 
Playa-dei-Rey and Culver Boulevard, a designated Scenic Highway. 

7. The proposed AGF would be sited directly next to two existing AGFs resulting in a total of 
three AGFs on a block that is less than 375 feet in length. The proposed AGF would result in 
the maximum density threshold of three AGFs per city blocks less than 1,000 feet apart 
(Section 62.03.2 V. H). 

CEQA Determination 

8. The lead City agency, Bureau of Engineering, has determined that the subject project is 
exempt from review under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to the 
City's CEQA Guidelines, as an Above Ground Facility Installation in the Public Rights-of
Way, consisting of a wireless telecommunications facility. 

S. GAIL GOLDBERG, AICP 
Director of Planning 

Reviewed by: Prepared by: 

~PuA ~ chiiStOJ)hefi<OO 
City Planner 

cc: 

City Planning Associate 

Councilmember Bill Rosendahl 11th District 
Board of Public Works 
Westchester Playa del Rey Neighborhood Council 
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714815 REQUEST TO DEMOLISH AN EXISTING 3-~TORY DUI:'LEX AND CONSTRUCT A NEW 3-STORY DUPLEX. 

REQUEST TO REMODEL EXISTING SECOND FLOOR UNIT AND THE ADDITION OF THIRD FLOOR AND.ROOF 
714864 TERRACE. 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA - NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY EDMUND G. BROWN . JR . . G OVERNOR 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
South Coast Area Office 
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 
(562) 590-5071 

W24a 

Filed: 
49th Day: 
180th Day: 
Staff: 
Staff Report: 
Hearing Date: 

STAFF REPORT: REGULAR CALENDAR 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 5-10-295 

APPLICANT: Covespring Partners, LLC. 

AGENT: Mika Design Group 

PROJECT LOCATION: 3e9/315 Culver Boulevard, Playa del Rey 

2/3/11 
3/24/11 
8/2/11 
AI Padilla-LB 
3/16/11 
4/13/11 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Demolition of an existing private school and construction of 
3,987 square foot and 3,917 square foot three-story commercial office buildings with 
a total of 32 tandem parking spaces. 

Lot Area 
Building Coverage 
Pavement Coverage 
Landscape Coverage 
Parking Spaces 
Zoning 
Ht above final grade 

10,000 square feet 
7,904 square feet 

2,096 square feet 
0 

32 
C4---Commercial 

37 feet 

LOCAL APPROVALS RECEIVED: City of Los Angeles Coastal Development Permit No. 
ZA 2009-3122 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff is recommending that the Commission APPROVE a coastal development permit for the 
proposed development with five special conditions addressing: 1) future parking changes; 2) 
lighting plans; 3) water quality; 4) construction and erosion control; and 5) a deed restriction 
against the property, referencing all of the Special Conditions contained in this staff report. 
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I. STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

MOTION: I move that the Commission approve Coastal 
Development Permit No. 5-10-295 pursuant to the staff 
recommendation. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF APPROVAL: 

Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in approval of the permit 
as conditioned and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes 
only by affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 

RESOLUTION TO APPROVE THE PERMIT: 

The Commission hereby approves a coastal development permit for the proposed 
development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as 
conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will 
not prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to prepare 
a Local Coastal Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of the permit 
complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible 
mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any 
significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there are no 
further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen any 
significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 

II. STANDARD CONDITIONS: 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development 
shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signf!d hy thf! J1P.rmittP.e or authorized 
agent, acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and 
conditions, is returned to the Commission office. 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years 
from the date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development 
shall be pursued in a diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. 
Application for extension of the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 

3. Interpretation . Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be 
resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission. 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided 
assignee files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of 
the permit. 
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5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be 
perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all 
future owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 

Ill. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

1. Future Parking Changes 

With the acceptance of this permit, the applicant acknowledges that any change in the 
parking proposed under this permit, including but not limited to elimination of the parking 
attendant service or change in hours that the parking attendant service is available, will 
require an amendment to this permit. 

2. Lighting 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant 
shall submit, for the review and written approval of the Executive Director, a lighting plan 
for the proposed facility. The Plan shall indicate that all lighting from the facility will be 
directed downward and onto the facility, and all light shall be shielded from the surrounding 
areas to the maximum extent feasible by use of hoods, filters, etc. 

B. The permittee shall undertake development in accordanc;:e with the approved plans. 
Any proposed changes to the approved plans shall be reported to the Executive Director in 
order to determine if the proposed change shall require a permit amendment pursuant to 
the requirements of the Coastal Act and the California Code of Regulations. 

3. Water Quality Management Plan 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant 
shall submit for the review and approval of the Executive Director; a Water Quality 
Management Plan (WQMP) for the post-construction project site, prepared by a licensed 
water quality professional, and shall incorporate structural and non-structural Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) designed to reduce, to the maximum extent practicable, 
the volume, velocity and pollutant load of storm water and nuisance flow leaving the 
developed site. In addition to the specifications above, the plan shall be in substantial 
conformance with the following requirements: 

Water Quality Goals 

a. Appropriate structural and non-structural BMPs shall be designed to treat, 
infiltrate, or filter the runoff from all surfaces and activities on the development 
site. 

b. Post-construction structural BMPs (or suites of BMPs) should be designed to 
treat, infiltrate or filter the amount of storm water runoff produced by all storms 
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up to and including the 85th percentile, 24-hour storm event for volume-based 
BMPs, and/or the 85th percentile, 1-hour storm event, with an appropriate safety 
factor (i.e., 2 or greater), for flow-based BMPs. 

c. Runoff from all roofs, parking areas, maintenance areas, and driveways shall be 
collected and directed through a system of appropriate structural and/or non
structural BMPs. Filter elements shall be designed to 1) trap sediment, 
particulates and other solids and 2) remove or mitigate contaminants through 
filtration and/or biological uptake. The drainage system shall also be designed 
to convey and discharge runoff in excess of this standard from the building site 
in a non-erosive manner. 

B. Monitoring and Maintenance 

All BMPs shall be operated, monitored, and maintained for the life of the project and at a 
minimum, all structural BMPs shall be inspected, cleaned-out, and where necessary, 
repaired, at the following minimum frequencies: (1) prior to October 15th each year; (2) 
during each month between October 151

h and April 151
h of each year and, (3) at least twice 

during the dry season (between April16 and October 14). 

a. Debris and other water pollutants removed from structural BMP(s) during clean
out shall be contained and disposed of in a proper manner. 

b. All inspection, maintenance and clean-out activities shall be documented in an 
annual report submitted to the Executive Director no later than June 3oth of 
each year. This report shall be submitted for the first three years following the 
completion of development, biannually thereafter unless the executive director 
determines that no additional reports are necessary. 

c. It is the applicant's responsibility to maintain the drainage system and the 
associated structures and BMPs according to manufacturer's specification. 

C. The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved final plan 
and schedule and other requirements. Any proposed changes to the approved final plan 
shall be reported to the Executive Director. No changes to the approved final plan shall 
occur without a Commission amendment to this coastal development permit unless the 
Executive Director determines that no amendment is required. 

4. Demolition, Grading, Drainage, and Erosion and Siltation Control Plan 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE PERMIT, THE APPLICANT SHALL PROVIDE 
PLANS FOR THE REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR for 
control of the discharge of waste sediments, debris, dusts and pollutants during demolition 
of the existing structures, site preparation, grading and construction. These plans shall be 
prepared by a professional engineer and shall include proposed erosion and sediment 
prevention and control BMPs, both structural and non-structural, and the following 
information: 
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Jurisdiction" area, the applicant has submitted a separate "dual" coastal development 
permit application to the Commission. Development may commence within a dual-permit 
jurisdiction only when a project applicant receives permit approval from both the local 
government and the Commission. 

IV. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS: 

The Commission hereby finds and declares: 

A. Project Description and Location 

The applicant proposes to demolish an existing 4,290 square foot private pre
school/elementary school and construct two 37 foot high, three-story commercial office 
buildings measuring 3,987 square foot and 3,917 square feet each, with 16 tandem 
parking spaces for each building (32 total spaces) with a parking attendant during business 
hours and bicycle parking on site. 

The subject property is a level parcel of land consisting of four contiguous lots totaling 
10,000 square feet with 100 feet of frontage along the north side of Cu.lver Boulevard, in 
the Playa del Rey planning area of the City of Los Angeles (see Exhibit No. 1 & 2). The 
northern property line of the project site abuts tlie Bailon a Wetlands property which is 
owned by the State. The project site is approximately .25 miles from Dockweiler State 
Beach. 

Culver Boulevard is primarily zoned and developed commercially with a mix of multi-family 
residential. The surrounding development is characterized by one to three-story 
commercial and residential uses along the north and south sides of Culver Boulevard. 

B. Coastal Access 

The Commission has consistently found that a direct relationship exists between the 
provision of adequate parking and the availability of public access to the coast. Section 
30211 of the Coastal Act states that: 

Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where acquired 
through use of legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use of dry sand And 
rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. 

Section 30252 of the Coastal Act requires that new development should maintain and 
enhance public access to the coast by providing adequate parking facilities. Section 
30252 of the Coastal Act states in part: 

The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access to 
the coast by . .. (4) providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute means of 
serving the development with public transportation . .. 
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(1) Location of all staging and stockpiling areas; 

(2) Measures to control dust and debris during demolition; 

(3) Locations and cross sections of all proposed retaining structures and temporary and 
permanent cut-and-fill slopes; 

(4) A drainage plan. 

B. The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved final 
plans. Any proposed changes to the approved final plans shall be reported to the 
Executive Director. No changes to the approved final plans shall occur without a 
Commission amendment to this coastal development permit unless the Executive Director 
determines that no amendment is required. 

5. Deed Restriction 

PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant shall 
submit to the Executive Director for review and approval documentation demonstrating that 
the applicant has executed and recorded against the parcel(s) governed by this permit a 
deed restriction, in a form and content acceptable to the Executive Director: (1) indicating 
that, pursuant to this permit, the California Coastal Commission has authorized 
development on the subject property, subject to terms and conditions that restrict the use 
and enjoyment of that property; and (2) imposing the Special Conditions of this permit as 
covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the Property. The deed 
restriction shall include a legal description of the entire parcel or parcels governed by this 
permit. The deed restriction shall also indicate that, in the event of an extinguishment or 
termination of the deed restriction for any reason, the terms and conditions of this permit 
shall continue to restrict the use and enjoyment of the subject property so long as either 
this permit or the development it authorizes, or any part, modification, or amendment 
thereof, remains in existence on or with respect to the subject property. 

STAFF NOTE- DUAL PERMIT JURISDICTION: 

Pursuant to Coastal Act Section 30600(b), any development that receives a local coastal 
development permit from the City must also obtain a second (or "dual") coastal 
development permit from the Coastal Commission if the development is within the areas 
specified in Section 30601 (e.g., within three hundred feet of the beach or sea). The areas 
specified in Section 30601 are known in the Ci_ty of Los Angeles permit program as the 
Dual Permit Jurisdiction area. For projects located inland of the areas identified in Section 
30601 (i.e., projects in the Single Permit Jurisdiction), the City of Los Angeles local coastal 
development permit is the only coastal development permit required. The local coastal 
development permits in both the single and dual jurisdiction areas are appealable to the 
Commission. 

The City approved local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA2009-3122 (see Exhibit No. 
1 0). Because the development is located in the City's and Commission's "Dual Permit 
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Therefore, in order to conform to the requirements of the Coastal Act, the proposed project 
must provide adequate support parking in order not to negatively impact parking for the 
commercial and visitor serving area along Culver Boulevard or for beach parking. 

The applicant is proposing to provide 32 on-site parking spaces for the 7,904 gross square 
foot office development. Based on the Commission's parking standard of 1 parking space 
per 225 square feet of gross floor area, the proposed project requires a total of 32 parking 
spaces. Therefore, the applicant is providing the required parking. However, all 32 
parking spaces are provided in tandem spaces (see Exhibit No.4). The spaces are 
arranged on the ground floor with 16 tandem spaces under each building. Tandem spaces 
tend to discourage public use because drivers are concerned with being blocked if they 
park in the front space and another vehicle parks behind them, therefore, the 32 parking 
spaces will not be fully utilized and a greater demand would be placed on the surrounding 
street parking. However, the applicant is proposing to include a parking attendant that will 
be on-duty during business hours to direct and assist patrons to the available spaces. 

As proposed with a parking attendant, the 32 tandem parking spaces will be adequate to 
support the proposed use. To ensure that the project continues to provide a parking 
attendant Special Condition no. 1 requires placing the applicant on notice that any change 
to the parking, including but not limited to, elimination of the parking attendant service or 
change in hours that the parking attendant service is available, will require an amendment 
to this permit. The applicant and any future owner shall also participate in a transportation 
management plan to encourage use. of alternative modes of transportation. 

To ensure that any prospective future owners of the property are made aware of the 
applicability of the conditions of this permit, the Commission imposes one additional 
condition (Special Condition No. 5) requiring that the property owner record a deed 
restriction against the property, referencing all Special Conditions of this permit and 
imposing them as covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the 
property. Thus, as conditioned, this permit ensures that any prospective future owner will 
receive actual notice of the restrictions and/or obligations imposed on the use and 
enjoyment of the land in connection with the authorized development. The Commission, 
therefore, finds that as conditioned the project will be consistent with Section 30211 and 
30252 of the Coastal Act and with the applicable policies of the City's certified LUP. 

C. Biological Resources 

Section 30230 states: 
Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where feasible, restored. 
Special protection shall be given to areas and species of special biological or 
economic significance. Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a 
manner that will sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and that will 
maintain healthy populations of all species of marine organisms adequate for long
term commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes. 
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The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, 
estuaries, and Jakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine 
organisms and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where 
feasible, restored through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of waste 
water discharges and entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of ground 
water supplies and substantial interference with surface water flow, encouraging 
waste water reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas that protect 
riparian habitats, and minimizing alteration of natural streams. 

Section 30240(a) of the Coastal Act states: 

(a) Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any significant 
disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those resources shall be 
allowed within those areas. 

The proposed project is located adjacent to Ballona Wetlands, in the area known as Area 
B. Currently, the Ballona Wetlands covers an area of approximat~ly 600 acres and are 
remnants of a much larger wetland system that historically covered over 1, 700 acres. 
Area B covers approximately 385 total acres and extends from Lincoln Boulevard west to 
the developed residential properties along Vista del Mar, and north from the Westchester 
bluffs to the Ballona Creek Channel (see Exhibit No. 7). Because of past development 
within Area B, including placement of fill, oil drilling, pipelines, road construction, farming, 
and equestrian activity, only portions of the area contain jurisdictional wetlands and areas 
within the wetlands are degraded: However, all wetland areas within the Ballona Wetland 
area are considered environmentally sensitive habitat areas and must be protected 
consistent with Sections 30231 and 30240 of the Coastal Act. 

Based on historical and recent wetland surveys and staff reconnaissance, the area 
immediately adjacent to the project site does not contain wetlands and is considered an 
upland area consisting of ruderal and non-native vegetation (See Exhibit No. 8. Map of 
wetland areas, based on California Department of Fish and Game wetland determination, 
December 1, 1982). The area adjacent to the project site was formally used as a horse 
corral up unti11987. The closest mapped wetland area is located approximately 200 feet 
to the north. Based on preliminary discussions with the California Coastal Conservancy 
and the group working on restoration plans for the wetlands, the Ballona Wetland area 
abutting the development along Culver Boulevard, because of its close proximity to the 
existing development along Culver Boulevard and its absence of any wetland habitat, 
would be designed as a buffer area between the commercial area along Culver Boulevard 
and the wetland areas (see Exhibit No. 9). 

1. Lighting 

Because the proposed development will be located 200 feet from any wetlands the 
proposed development will not have a significant adverse impact on the wetland habitat; 
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however, lighting from development can disturb nocturnal or secretive species that inhabit 
the area. Exterior lights on the project site and vehicle headlights can shine into the 
wetland area and disrupt the behavior of these species. 

The project will include a 6 foot high cinder block wall along the northern portion of the 
property adjacent to the Ballona Wetland property. The wall will help block lights from 
vehicles from shining into the wetland area. However, the proposed buildings are designed 
to be three stories and exterior lights can potentially illuminate the surrounding Ballona 
Wetland property. The proposed design plans do not include plans illustrating the type and 
location of outdoor lighting. Although the adjacent area does not provide any wetland 
habitat and will serve as a buffer between the existing and future development along Culver 
Boulevard light can adversely impact the behavior of the various species that inhabit the 
surrounding area, such as the upland areas. To ensure that the lighting will minimize 
illuminating the surrounding Ballona Wetland area, including the night sky, the applicant 
shall submit a lighting plan, as required in Special Condition No. 2 showing the location and 
types of exterior lights and measures to be incorporated into the lighting to minimize 
escaping light. As conditioned, the project will not have an adverse impact on the 
wetlands, and is consistent with Section 30231 and 30240 of the Coastal Act. 

2. Water Quality 

The proposed project poses a potential source of pollution due to contaminated runoff from 
the proposed construction, parking areas and other hardscape. The proposed project will 
incorporate best management practices with extensive recommendations and measures to 
reduce or prevent contaminants from running off the site and will incorporate urban runoff 
measures to reduce runoff from the site. Site drainage will be directed to an on-site filtered 
retention basin and then to the street which is then directed to the City's stormdrain 
system. No runoff will be directed to the Bailon a Wetlands. To ensure that the proposed 
project incorporates best management practices, Special Condition No. 3 and 4 are 
necessary to require the applicant to submit a water quality management plan and 
drainage and urban runoff control plan. As conditioned, the Commission, therefore, finds 
that the development will be consistent with Section 30230, 30231, and 30240 of the 
Coastal Act. 

D. Visual 

Section 30251 of the Coastal Acl stale::;: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected as a 
resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to 
protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of 
natural/and forms, to be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding areas, 
and, where feasible, to restore and enhance the visual quality in visually degraded areas. 
New development in highly scenic areas such as those designated in the California 
Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared by the Department of Parks and 
Recreation and by local government shall be subordinate to the character of its setting. 
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Playa del Rey is a small scale community located between Marina del Rey small craft 
harbor entrance channel and the Westchester Bluffs. Since the early 1970's, the 
community has recycled from one and two-story beach cottages to mostly two and three
story single-family residences and duplexes in the residential areas. Culver Boulevard 
consists of a mix of one to three story residential and commercial developments. 

In establishing precedent to determine the appropriate scale of development in the Playa 
del Rey community, the Commission originally required a height limit of 30 feet east of 
Pacific Avenue, including the area along Culver Boulevard. In response to the established 
height limit for this area and other areas of Playa del Rey, the City of Los Angeles held 
numerous community meetings and developed the Del Rey lagoon Specific Plan (draft 
LCP) for the area. The Specific Plan included a 37 foot height limit for the community. 

Although the City's Specific Plan was not certified by the Commission, the Plan has been 
used as a guide for appropriate scale for development in the Playa del Rey area. The 
Coastal Commission has previously approved development at the 37 foot height limit (CDP 
No. 5-92-074) along Culver Boulevard. The proposed project will be consistent with the 37 
foot height limit as established in the Specific Plan and will be consistent with existing 
development that varies from one to three stories along both sides of Culver Boulevard. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed three-story, 37 foot high development 
will be consistent with the height limit for the area and with the scale of existing 
development, and is consistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act. 

E. Local Coastal Program 

Section 30604 (a) of the Coastal Act states that: 

Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a Coastal Development Permit 
shall be issued if the issuing agency, or the Commission on appeal, finds that the 
proposed development is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing 
with Section 30200) of this division and that the permitted development will not 
prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that 
is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3. 

The proposed project is located within the City of Los Angeles' planning areas of Playa Del 
Rey and Playa Vista. The City of Los Angeles does not have a certified Local Coastal 
Program for the Playa del Rey area. The City of Los Angeles submitted its Local Coastal 
Program in March 1981. The Commission denied the submitted LCP on December 18, 
1981. The City has not submitted a revised LCP. As proposed, the project will not 
adversely impact coastal resources or access. The Commission, therefore, finds that the 
proposed project will be consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act and will 
not prejudice the ability of the City to prepare a Local Coastal Program consistent with the 
policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act as required by Section 30604(a). 
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F. California Environmental Quality Act 

Section 13096(a) of the Commission's administrative regulations requires Commission 
approval of coastal development permit applications to be supported by a finding showing 
the application, as conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any 
applicable requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 
21 080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there 
are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available, which would 
substantially lessen any significant adverse effect which the activity may have on the 
environment. 

As conditioned, there are no feasible alternatives or mitigation measures available which 
would substantially lessen any significant adverse impact which the activity may have on 
the environment. Therefore, the proposed project is found consistent with CEQA and the 
policies of the Coastal Act. 
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MICHAEllOGRANOE. 
CHIEF ZONING ADMINISTIUITOfl 

\..;I I T \..Jr L.;.\..J~ .1""'\.1 .... \..:JC.L.C.~ 
CALIFORNIA 

EXHIBIT NO. I 0 
Application Number 

.\S>OOATE ZONING ADMINISTAATORS 

R. NICOlAS BROWN 5·!0- 29j 
SUE CHANG 

LOURDES GREEN 
liNN K. viiYATT (.tv C(}P ;1./c; 

MAYA E. ZAITZEVSKY 

ZJ'/2CC<t- j/~.2. 
California Coastal Commission 

ANTONIO R. VILLARAIGOSA 

August5,2010 

Cove Spring Partners, LP (A)(O) 
4-1"1 East Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Mika·ela Nagler (R) 
Mika Design Group 
12133 Viewcrest Road 
Stuoio City, CA 91604 

~ASE NO. ZA 20Q9.,312Z.(CDP) . 
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 
309-315 East Culver. Boul~vard 
Westcht:lster-Piaya Dei.R~y · 

'Planning Area · · 
Zone [Q]C.4.,.1 D 
D. l'vL 0968149 
Ceo D. ·. 11 . 

: CEQA tNV-2009-3121'-MND· 
Legal Description: Lots 15, 16; ··17 & 18, 

Tract 8557 · 

Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal c 'ode Section 12.20.2, I hereby APPROVE: . . . 

a Coastal Develop~~nt Permit to allow the demolition of'an ·e)(istrr:t~· scho.ol and the 
construction of two three-story buildings on, a lot in the [Q]C4-1 0 Zone located within 
the dual permit jurisdiction of the California Coastal Zone. · 

upon the following additional.terms.and conditions: 

1. All other use, height and area regu!~tions of the Municip~l Code and . ~11 other 
applicaq~e governm~nt/regulat9ry agencies s_hall'be strictly compfied wi.th · In the 
de.velop(ne'nt and . us.e of the. property, ·except as su~h _n~gulations ar~ herein 
specifically varied or required. . · · · · · 

2. The use anct-:development of the property shall b~ in substantial conformance with 
the plot plan submitted with the application and marked Exhibit "A", except as may 
be revised as a result of this action. · ·· 

3. The authorized use shall be conducted at all times with due regard for the character 
of the surrounding district, and the right is reserved to the Zoning Administrator to 
impose additional corrective Conditions, if, in the Administrator's opinion, such 
Conditions are proven necessary for the protection of persons in the neighborhood 
or occupants of adjacent property. . · 

4. All graffiti on the site shall be removed or painted OVflr to match the color of the 
surface to which it is applied within 24 hours of its occurrence. 
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5. A copy of the first page of this grant' and all Conditions and/or any subsequent 
appeal ofthis grant and its resultant Conditions and/or letters of clarification shall be 
printed on the building plans submitted to the Zoning Administrator and the 
Department of Building and Safety for purposes of having a building permit issued. 

6. The applicant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City, its agents, 
officers, or employees from any claim, action, or proceeding against the City or its 
agents, officers, or employees to attack, set aside, void or annul this approval which 
action is brought within the applicable limitation period. The City shall promptly 
notify the applicant of any claim, action, or proceeding and the City shall cooperate 
fully fn the defense. If the City fails to promptly notify the applicant of any claim 
action or proceeding, or if the City fails to cooperate fully in the defense, the 
applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify, or hold harmless 
the City. · 

7. Prior to any sign-off of plans by the Zoning Administrator, the applicant shall submit 
the plot plan for review and approval tq the Fire Department. Said Departin~nt's 
approval shall be included in the form : of a stamp on the plans submitted to the 
Zoning Administrator. 

8. The project shall not exceed 37 feet in height and 7,904 square feet of floor area as 
shown on E~hibit "A". 

9.. The required parking shall be provided in compliance with the code and the 
satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. No varh:mce from the parking 
requirements has been requested or granted herein. 

10. Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, so that the light 
source cannot be seen from adjacent properties. 

11. All mechanical · equipment including but not limited to a water heater as well as 
heatintJ and Rir crmrlitinnino unit~ ·shnll not be placed in the ama that atijoin~ 
habitable rooms of neighboring properties or in the required front and side yards in 
order to mitigate potential noise and aesthetic impacts to the surrounding properties. 
Any mechanical equipment placed on the roof shall not be viewed from the streets 
or neighboring properties and shall be completely shielded by appropriate screening 
devices or walls to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator. 

12. The project shall comply with the following [Q] conditions of Ordinance No. 175,981 
(SA120): 

a. All buildings shall have their primary ground floor pedestrian entrance facing 
Culver Boulevard. If the front ofthe building is setback more than 5 feet from 
the front property line, some type of pedestrian amenity(s) shall be provided 
at the front of the building, such as a walkway, a courtyard, outdoor seating 
a~.~~ . 

b. Residential uses shall be prohibited on the ground floor. 
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c. Pole signs and illuminated architectural canopy signs shall be prohibited. 
d. Exterior security grilles or permanently affixed security bws. or roll-dowtl grilles that conceal storefront windows shall be prohibited. 
e. All areas of the site not developed with structures, parking areas, walkways or other pedestrian amenities shall be attractively landscaped. 
f. No building or structure shall exceed 37 feet in height. 
g. The maximum FAR for the area sht=lll not exceed 1.0:1 as defined in Section 12.21.1(A,5 and 8,4) of the LAMC. 

Prior to the issl.!ance of any bu.ildif!g permit, evidence of compliance with this condition shall be provided to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator, such as sign off from the community planning bureau or the plan approval unit of the Planning Department etc. 

13. Bicycle racks shall be provided on-site ~s proposed by the applicant. 
14. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, a landscape plan including an automatic irrigation plan shall be prepared by a licensed landscape architect to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator. 

15. The following mitigation measures included in ENV 2009-3121-MND shall be complied with: 

a. Aesthetics (Landscaping) 

All open areas not used for buildings, driveways, parking areas, recreational facilities or walks shall be attractiyely landscaped and maintained in accord~nce -wJth a _landscape plan, including an automatic irriga~ion· plan, prepared by a licensei:llanclscape architect tq the satisfaction ofttie Planrling Department. 

b. Aesthetics (Graffiti) 

1) 

2) 

Every building, structure. or portion themof, shall be maintained in a safe and sanitary condition and go0d repair, and free from graffiti, debris, rubbish, garbage, trash, overgrown vegetation or other similar material, pursuant to · M~nicipal Code Section 91.8104. 
The exterior of all buildings and fences shall be free from graffiti when such graffiti is visible from a public ·street or alley, pursuant to Municipal Code Section 91 .8104.1 5. 

c. Aesthetics (Signage) 

1) On-site signs are limited to the maximum allowable under the code. 
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2) Multiple temporary signs in the store windows and along the building 

walls are not permitted. 

d. Aesthetics {light) 

Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, so that the 

light source cannot be seen from adjacent residential properties. 

e. Air Pollution (Stationary) 

An air filtration system shall be installed and maintained with filters meeting 

or exceeding the ASHR~E Standard 52.2 Minimum Efficiency Reporting 

Value (MERV) of 13, to the satisfaction ·of the Department of Buildin§ and 

Safety. 

f. Wildlife Corridor 

1) Habitat Modification (Ne~ting Native Birds) - The project will result in . 

the ' remov?l of vegetation and disturbances to the ground and 

therefore may result in take of nesting native bird species. Migratory 

non-game native bird species are protected by international treaty 

under the Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) of 1918 (50 

C.F.R Section 10.13). Sections 3503, 3503.5 and 3513 of the 

California Fish and Game Code prohihi'l take of all birds and their 

active nests including raptors and other migratory non-game birds (as 

listed under the Federal MBTA). 

a). Proposed project activities. (including disturbances to native 

and non-native vegetation, structures and substrates) should 

take place outside of the breeqiny I.Jird season which generally 

runs from March 1 ~ August 31 (af; P.arly as February 1 for 

raptors) to avoid take (including disturbances which would 

cause abandonment of active nests containing eggs and/or 

young). Take means to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill, or 

attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture of kill (Fish and Game 

Code-Section 86). 

b). If project activities cannot feasibly avoid the breeding bird 

season, beginning thirty days prior to the disturbance of 

suitable nesting habitat the applicant shall: 

i) Arrange for weekly bird surveys to detect any protected 

native birds in the habitat to be removed and any other 

such habitat within 300 feet of the construction work 

area (within 500 feet for raptors) as access to adjacent 

areas allows. The surveys shall be conducted by a 

qualified biologist with experience in conducting 

breeding bird surveys. The surveys shall .continue on a 
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weekly basis with the last survey being conducted no 
more than 3 days prior to the initiation of 
clearance/construction work. 

ii} If a protected native bird is _found, the applicant shall 
delay all clearance/con.structiori disturbance activities 
within 300 feet of suitable nesting habitat {within 500 
feet for suitable raptor nesting habitat) until August 31. 

iii) Alternatively, the Qualified Biologist could continue the 
surveys in order to locate any nests. If an active nest is 
located, clearing and construction within 300 feet of the 
nest (within ~00 feet. for (apt or nests) or as determined 
by a qualified biological liloni.tor, shall be postponed 
until the nest is vacated and juveniles have fledged and 
wll~rt there is no evidence of a second attempt at 
nesting. The buffer zone from the nest shall be 
established ~in the field with flagging and stakes. 
Construction personnel shall be instructed on the 
sensitivity of the area. 

iv) The applicant shall record the results of the 
recommended p~otective measures described above to 
document compliance with applicable State and Federal 
laws pertaining to.the protection of native birds. 

g. Tree Removal (Non-Protected Trees) 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Prior to the issuance of any permit, a plot plan prepared indicating the 
location, size, type and general condition of all existing trees on the 
site and within the adjacent public right(s)-of-way. 

All significant trees (B-inch. or.greater trunk diameter, or cumulative 
trunk diameter if multi_.trunked, .as measured 54 inches above the 
ground) on the site proposed for removal shall be replaced at a 1:1 
ratio with a minimum 24-inch box tree. 

A Landscape Plan shall be prepared, indicating the location of all 
replacement trees, to the satisfaction of the decision-maker. Net, new 
trees, located within the parkway of the adjacent public right(s)-of
way, may be counted toward replacement tree requirements. 

Removal or planting of any tree in the public right-of-way requires 
approval of the Board of Public Works. Contact: Urban Forestry 
Division at 213-485-5675. All trees in the public right-of-way shall be 
provided per the current standards of the Urban Forestry Division of 
the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Street Services. 
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h. Cultural Resources (Archaeological) 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

If any archaeological materials are encountered during the course of 
the project development, the project shall be halted. The services of 
an archaeologist shall be secured by contacting the Center for Public 
Archaeology - Cal State University Northridge, or a member of the 
Society of Professional Archaeologist (SOPA) or a SOPA-qualified 
archaeologist to assess the resources and evaluate the impact. 

Copies of the archaeological survey, study or report shall be 
submitted to the UCLA Archaeological Information Center. 

A covenant and agreement shall be recorded prior to obtaining a 
grading permit. 

(Human Remains) In the event that human remains are discovered 
during excavation activl~ies, the following procedures shall be 
observed: ! 

I 

a) Stop immediately and contact the County-Coroner: 

b) 

c) 

d) 

1104 North Mission Road 
Los Angeles, CA 90033 
323-343-0512 (8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday) or 
323-343-0714 (After Hours, Saturday, Sunday and Holidays) 

The coroner has two working days to examine human remains 
after being notified by the responsible person. If the remains 
are Native American, the Coroner has 24 hours to notify the 
Native American Heritage Commission. 

The Native American Heritage Commission will immediately 
notifY tlie person ifbelieves to be the most likely descendent of 
the deceased Native American. 

The most likely descendent has 48 hours to make 
recommendations to the owner, or representative, for the 
treatment or disposition, with proper dignity, of the human 
remains and grave goods. 

• If the descendent does not make recommendations 
within 48 hours the owner shall reinter the remains in an 
area of the property secure from further disturbance, or; 

• If the owner does not accept the descendant's 
recommendations, the owner of the descendent may 
request mediation by the Native ·American Heritage 
Commission. 
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i. Seismic 

The design and construction of the project shall conform to the Uniform 
Building Code seismic standards as approved by the Department of Building 
and Safety. 

j. Erosion/Grading/Short-Term construction Impacts 

1) Air Quality: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d)' 

e) 

f) 

All unpaved demolition and construction areas shall be wetted 
at least twice daily during excavation and construction, and 
temporary dust cover;:; shall be used to reduce dust emissions 
and meet SCAQMD District Rule 403. Wetting could reduce 
fugitive dust by as much as 50 percent. 

The owner or contractor shall keep the construction area 
sufficiently damperied to control dust caused by construction 
and hauling, and atall times provide reasonable control of dust 

J 

caused by wind. . 

All loads shall be secured by trimming, watering or other 
appropriate means to prevent spillage and dust. 

AI! materials transported off-site shall be either sufficiently 
watered or securely covered to prevent excessive amount of 
dust. 

All clearing, earth moving, or excavation activities shall be 
discontinued during periods of high winds (i.e., greater than 15 
mph), so as to prevent excesSi\(e amounts of dust. 

. General contractors shall maintain and operate construction 
equipment so as to min.imize exhaust emissions. 

2) Noise: 

a) The project shall comply with the City of Los Angeles Noise 
Ordinance Nos. 144,331 and 161,574, and any subsequent 
un.Jirrance::;, wlrit:lt prultiiJilth~ ernis::;iun ur t:realiun of noise 
beyond certain levels at adjacent uses unless technically 
infeasible. 

b) Construction and demolition shall be restricted to the hours of 
7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 8 a.m. to 6 p.m .. 
on Saturday. 

c) Construction and demolition activities shall be scheduled so as 
to avoid operating several pieces of equipment simultaneously. 
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d) The project contractor shall use power construction equipment 
with state-of-the-art noise shielding and muffling devices. 

e) The project sponsor shall comply with the Noise Insulation 
Standards of Title 24 of the California Code Regulations, which 
insure an acceptable interior noise environment. 

3) General Construction: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

k. Liquefaction 

All waste shall be disposed of properly. Use appropriately 
labeled recycling bins to recycle construction materials 
including: solvents, wat~r-based paints, vehicle fluids, broken 
asphalt and concrete, wood, and VE;!getation. Non recyclable 
materials/wastes must be taken to an appropriate landfill. Toxic 
wastes must be discarded at a licensed regulated disposal site. 

Leaks, drips and spills shall be cleaned up immediately to 
prevent contamin7ted soil on paved surfaces that can be 
washed aw<3;y into the storm drains. 

Pavement shall not be hosed down at material spills. Dry 
cleanup methods shall be used whenever possible. 

Dumpsters shall be covered and maintained. Uncovered 
dumpsters shall be placed under a roof or cover with tarp or 
plastic sheeting. 

Gravel approaches shall be used where truck traffic is frequent 
to r~duce soil compaction and the tracking of sediment into 
streets shall be limited. · 

All vehicle/equipment l)laintenance, repair, and washing shall 
be conducted away ·from storm drains.· All . major repairs shall 
be conducted off-site. Drip pans or drop cloths shall be used to 
catch drips and spills. 

1) The project shall comply with the Uniform Building Code Chapter 18. 
Division 1 Section 1804.5 Liquefaction Potential and Soil Strength 
I oss which requires the preparation of a geotechnical report. The 
geotechnical report shall assess potential consequences of any 
liquefaction and soil strength loss, estimation of settlement, lateral 
movement or reduction . in foundation soil~bearing capacity, and 
discuss mitigation measures that may include building design 
consideration_ 
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2) Building design considerations may include, but are not limited to: 
ground stabilization, selection of appropriate foundation type and 
depths, selection of appropriate structural systems to accommodate 
anticipated displacements or any combination of these measures. 

I. Explosion/Release (Methane Gas) 

All commercial, industrial, and institutional buildings shall be provided with an 
approved Methane Control System, which shall include these minimum 
requirements; a vent system and gas-detection system which shall be 
installed in the basements or the lowest floor level on grade, and within 
underfloor space of buildings with raised foundations. The gas-detection 
system shall be designed to au~omatically activate the vent system when an 
action level equal to 25% of the Lower EX'plosive Limit (LEL) methane 
concentration is detected within those areas. 

m. Explosion/Release (Asbestos Co[ltaining Materials) 

1) Prior to the issuance of ,the demolition permit, the applicant shaH 
provide a letter to the Department of Building and Safety from a 
qualified asbestos abatement consultant that no ACM are present in 
the building. If ACM are found to be present, it will need to be abated 
in compliance with the South Coast Air Quality Management District's 
Rule 1403 as well as all other state a lid federal rules a·nd regulations. 

2) Prior to the issuance of any permit for demolition or alteration of the 
existing structure(s), a lead-based paint survey shall be performed to 
the written satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. 
Should lead-based paint materials be identified, standard handling 
and disposal practices shall be implemented pursuant to OSHA 
regulations. 

n. Projects located within or directly adjacent to or discharging directly to an 
environmentally sensitive area: 

1) Project applicants are required to implement stormwater BMPs to 
retain or treat the runoff from a storm event producing 3/4 inch of 
rainfall in a 24 hour period. The design of structural BMPs shall hP. in 
accordance with the Development Best Management Practices 
Handbook Part B Planning Activities. A signed certificate from a 
California licensed civil engineer or licensed architect that the 
proposed BMPs meet this numerical threshold standard is required. 

2) Post-development peak storm water runoff discharge rates shall not 
exceed the estimated pre-development rates and shall not exceed the 
estimated pre-development rate for developments where the increase 
peak stormwater discharge rate will result in increased potential for 
downstream erosion. 
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3) 

4) 

5) 

6} 

7) 

8) 

Concentrate or cluster development on portions of a site while leaving 
the remaining land in a natural undisturbed condition. 

Limit clearing and grading of native vegetation at the project site to the 
minimum needed to build lots, allow access, and provide fire 
p rotectio ri. 

Maximize trees and other vegetation at each site by planting additional 
vegetation, clustering tree areas, and promoting the use of native 
and/or drought tolerant plants. 

Promote natural vegetation by using parking lot islands and other 
landscaped areas; 

Preserve riparian areas and wetlands. 

The owner( s) of the property will prepare and execute a covenant and 
agreement (Planning Dep~rtment General form CP-6770) satisfactory 
to the Planning Department binding the owners to post construction 
maintenance on the structural BMPs in accordance with the standard 
Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan and/or per manufacturer's 
instructions. 

o. Floodingffidal Waves 

'The project shall comply with the requirements of the Flood Hazard 
Management Specific Plan, Ordinance No. 172,081, effective 7/3/98. 

p. Land Use 

1) The applicant shall comply with mitigation measures required by this 
MND. 

2) Exceed 2008 Title 24 minimum building energy efficiency 
requirements by a minimum of 14%. 

3) Only low- and non-VOC-containing paints, sealants, adhesives, and 
solvents shall be utilized in the construction of the project. 

q. Severe Noise Levels (Aircraft ·Noise- Residential) 

All exterior windows shall be constructed with double-pane glass . 

r. Public Services (Fire) 

The following recommendations of the Fim Department relative to fire safety 
shall be incor"porated into the building plans, which includes the submittal of a 
plot plan for approval by 1he Fire Department either prior to the recordation of 
a final map or the approval of a building permit. The plot plan shall include 
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the following minimum design features: fire lanes, where required, shall be a 
minimum of 20 feet in width; all structures must be within 300 feet of an 
approved fire hydrant, and entrances to any dwelling unit or guest room shall 
not be more than 150 feet in distance in horizontal travel from the edge of the 

, roadway-of an improved street or approved fire lane. 

s. Public Services (Police General) 

The plans shall incorporate the design guidelines relative to security, semi
public and private spaces, which may include but not be limited to access 
control to building, secured parking facilities, walls/fences with key systems, 
well-illuminated public and semi-public space designed with a minimum of 
dead space to eliminate areas of concealment, location of toilet facilities or 
building entrances in high-foot traffic areas, and provision of security guard 
patrol throughout the project.sit~ if n~~_ded. Pl~ase refer to De:sign out Crime 
Guidelines: Crime· Preventron Through Environmental Design published by 
the Los Angeles Police Department's Crime Prevention Section (located at 
Parker Center, 150 N. Los Angefes Street, Room 818, Los Angeles, (213) 
485-3134. These measures shallpe approved by the Police Department prior 
to the issuance of building perm1ts. 

t. Increased Vehicle Trips/Congestion 

The site is located within the Los Angeles Coastal Transportation Corridor 
Specific Plan which requires that the Department ofTransportation·establish 
the number of daily trips created by the project and subject the applicant to 
the necessary mitigation measures as referenced in the plan. This is to be 
done prior to the issuance of any building, grading or foundation permit. 

u. Safety Hazards 

Submit a parking and driveway plan that incorporates design features that 
shall reduce accidents, to the Bureau of Engineering and the Department of 
Transportation for approval. 

1) 

2) 

2) 

The applicant shall submit a parking and driveway plan that 
incorporates design features that shall reduce accidents, to the 
l3ureau of Engineering and the Department of Transportation for 
approval. 

Prior to plan check submittal to LADBS, submit a site and/or driveway 
plan, scaled at least 1 inch = 40 feet, to: LADOT Construction 
Services Center, 201 N. Figueroa Street, #400 (Counter No.3), Los 
Angeles, 90012. 

Prior to plan check submittal to LADBS, submit a site and/or driveway 
plan, scaled at least 1 inch = 40 feet! to: LADOT West L.A./Coastal 
Development Review, 7166 W. Manchester Avenue, Los Angeles, 
90045. 
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Two-way driveways shall be 30 feet wide and one-way driveways shall 
be 16 feet wide, exclusive of side slopes.' 

A minimum 20-foot reservoir space (property line to gate/first parking 
stall) at all entrances to lots with up to 100 spaces: a minimum 40-foot 
reservoir is required for lots with 101 to 300 spaces. 

3) Street improvements required per LAMC 12.37-A must be cleared by 
the Bureau of Engineering prior to issuance of LADOT project 
approval. 

v. Utifitie·s (Local or Regional Water Supplies) 

1) 

2) 

3) 

. . 
The. project shall comply with Ordinance No. 170,978 (Water 
Management Ordinance), which imposes numerous water 
conservation measures in landscape, installation, and maintenance 
(e.g., use drip irrigation ahd soak hoses in lieu of ·sprinklers to lower 
the amount of water lost to evaporation and overspray, set automatic 
sprinkler systems to irrigate during the early morning or evening hours 
to minimize water loss due to evaporation, and water less in the cooler 
months and during the rainy season) . 

. If conditions dictate, the Department of Water and Power may 
postpone new water connections for this project until water supply 
capacity is adequate. 

(All New Construction, Commercial/Industrial Remodel, Condominium 
Conversions, and Adaptive Reuse) · 

Unless otherwise required, and to the satisfaction of the Department 
of Building and Safety, the. appli~nt.shall install: 

' . . 
a) High-efficiency toilets (maximum 1.28 gpf), including dual-flush 

water closets, and high~efficiency urinals (maximum 0.5 gpf), 
including no-flush or waterless urinals, in all restrooms as 
appropriate. Rebates may be offered through the Los Angeles 
Department of Water and Power to offset portions of the costs 
of these installations. 

b) Restroom faucets with a maximum flow rate of 1.5 gallons per 
minute. · · · 

Single-pass cooling equipment shall be strictJy prohibited from use. 
Prohibition of such equipment shall be indicated on the building plans 

·and incorporated into tenant lease agreements. (Single-pass cooling 
refers to the use of potable water to extract. heat from process 
equipment, e.g., vacuum pump, ice machines, bypassing the water 
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through equipment and discharging the heated water to the sanitary 
wastewater system.) 

4) (All New Commercial and Industrial) 

Unless otherwise required, all restroom faucets shall be of a self
closing design, to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and 
Safety. 

5)· (Landscaping) In addition to the requirements of the Landscape 
Ordinance, the landscape plan shall incorporate the following: 

a) Weather-based irrigation controller with rain shutoff; 

b) Matched precipitation (flow) rates for sprinkler heads; 

c) Drip/microspray/su?surface irrigation where appropriate; 

d) Minimum irrigation ,system distribution uniformity of 75 percent; 

e) Proper . hydro-zoning, turf minimization and .use of 
native/drought tolerant plant materials; and 

f) Use of landscape contouring to minimize precipitation runoff. 

g) A separate water meter (or submeter), flow sensor; and master 
valve shutoff shall be installed for irrigated landscape ·areas 
totaling 5,000 sf. and greater, to the satisfaction of the 
Department of Building and Safety. 

w. Utilities (Solid Waste) 

1) Recycling bins shall be provided at appropriate locations to promote 
recycling of paper, metal, glass, and other recyclable material. These 
bins shall be emptied and recycled accordingly as a part of the 
project's regular solid waste disposal program. · 

'2) Prior to the issuance of any demotion or construction pennit, the 
applicant shall provide a copy of the receipt or contract from a waste 
disposal company providing services to the project, specifying 
recycled waste service(s), to the satisfaction of the Oepc;~rtment of 
Building and Safety. The demolition and construction contractor(s) 
shall only contract for waste disposal services with a company that 
recycles demolition and/or construction-related wastes. · 

3) To facilitate on-site separation and recycling of demolition and 
construction-related wastes, the _con~ractor( s) shall provide temporary 
waste separation bins on-site during demolition and construction. 
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16. 

17. 

These bins shall be emptied and recycled accordingly as a part of the 
project's regular solid waste disposal program. 

Coastal clearance shall be ol:Jtained from the California Coastal Commission, and 
the use and development of the property shall be in conformance with any 
conditions that may be required by the California Coastal Commission. Prior to the 
issuance of any building permit, evidence of compliance with this condition shall be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator such as a clearance letter 
from the California Coastal Commission, etc. 

Prior to the issuance of any permits relative to this matter, a covenant 
acknowledging and agreeing to comply with all the terms and conditions established 
herein shall be recorded in the County Recorder's Office. The agreement (standard 
master covenant and agreement form CP-6770) shall run with the land and shall be 
bindirig on any subsequent owners, heirs or assigns. The agreement with the 
conditions attached must be submitted to the Zoning Administrator for approval 
before being recorded. After recordation, a certified copy bearing the Recorder's 
number and date shall be provided to the Zoning Administrator for attachment to the 
subject case file. · ; . 

OBSERVANCE OF CONDITIONS - TIME LIMIT - LAPSE OF PRIVILEGES - TIME 
EXTENSION 

All terms and Conditions of the approval shall be fulfilled before the use may be 
established. The instant authorization is further conditional upon the privileges being 
utilized within two years after the effective date of approval and, if such privileges are not 

·utilized or substantia( physical.construction work is not begun within said time and carried 
on diligently to completion, the authorization shall terminc;~te and become void. A Zoning 
Administrator may extend the termination date for one additional period not to exceed one 
year, if a written request on appropriate forms, accompanied by the applicable fee is filed 
therefore with a public Office of the Department of City Planning setting forth the reasons 
for said request and a Zoning Administrator determines that good and reasonable cause 
exists therefore. · · 

TRANSFERABILITY 

This authorization runs with the land. In the event the property is to be sold,leased, rented 
or occupied by any person or corporation other than yourself, it is incumbent upon you to 
advise them regarding the conditions of this grant. 

VIOLATIONS OF THESE CONDITIONS, A MISDEMEANOR 

Section 12.29 of the l.os Angeles Municipal Code provides: 

"A variance, conditional use, adjustment, public benefit or other quasi-judicial 
approval, or any conditional approval granted by the Director, pursuant to . the 
authority of this chapter shall become effective upcm utilization .of any portion of the 
privilege, and the owner and applicant shall immediately comply with its Conditions. 
The violation of any valid Condition imposed by the Director, Zoning Administrator, 
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Area Planning Commission. City Planning Commission or City Council in connection 
with the granting of any action taken pursuant to the authority of this chapter, shall 
constitute a violation of this chapter and shall be subject to the same penalties as 
any other violation of this Code." 

Every violation of this determina.tion is punishable as a misdemeanor and shall be 
punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 or by imprisonment in the county jail for a 
period of not more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. 

APPEAL PERIOD- EFFECTIVE DATE 

The applicant's attention is call~d to the fact that this authorization is not a permit or license 
and ti!Cit any permils and licenses required by law rnust be obtaiued from the proper public 
agency, Furtherrr10re·, if any Condition of this grant'is violated or not'complieci with·, then 
this authorization shall be subject to revocation as provided in Section 12.27 of the 
Municipal Code. The. Zoning Administrator's determination in this matter will become 
effective after AUGUST 19, ·2010, unless an appeal therefrom is tiled with the City Planning 
Department. It is strongly advised that appeals:be filet! early during the appeal period and 
in person so that imperfections/incompleter~ess may be corrected before the appeal period 

I . 

expires. Any appeal must be filed on the prescribed forms, accompanied by the retjuired 
fee, a copy of the Zoning Administrator's action, and received and receipted at a public 
office of the Department of City Planning on or before the above date or the appeal will-riot 
b.e accepted .. Forms are available on-line at htfp://cityj?lanning.lacity.org. Public 
offices ·are located at: · · · · - · 

Figueroa Plaza 
201 North Figueroa Street, 

4th Floor 
Los.Angeles, CA 90012 
(213) 482-7077 

Marvin Braude San Fernando 
Valley Constituent Service Center 

6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, Room 251 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 374-5050 

Furthermore, this coastal development permit shall be subject to revocation as provided in 
Section 12.20.2-J of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, as authorized by Section 30333 of 
the California Public Resources Code and Section 13105 of the California Administrative 
Code. 

Provided no appeal has been filed by the above-noted date, a copy of the permit will be 
sent to the California Coastal Commission. Unless an appeal is filed with the California 
Coastal Commission before 20 working days have expired from the date the City's 
determination Is deemed received by such Curnrnissiun, the City':> adion shalllJe deemed 
final. · 

If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil 
Procedure Section 1 094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be 
filed no later than the 90th day following the date on which the City's decision became final 
pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. There may be other time 
limits which also affect your ability to seek judicial review. 
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NOTICE 

The applicant is further advised that all subsequent contact with this Office regarding this 
determination must be with the Zoning Administrator who acted on the case. This would 
include clarification, verification of condition compliance and plans or building permit 
applications, etc., and shall be accomplished BY APPOINTMENT ONLY, in order to assure 
that you receive service with a minimum amount of waiting. You should advise any 
consultant representing you of this requirement as well. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

After thorough consideration of the statements contained in the application, the plans 
submitted therewith; the report of the Zoning Analyst thereon, the statements made at the 
pub lic hearing on April2·9·, 2010, all of which are by reference made a part hereof, as well 
as knowledge of the property and surrounding district, I find that the requirements and 
prerequisites for granting a coastal development permit as enumerated in Section 12.20.2 
of the Municipal Code have been established py the following facts: 

BACKGROUND i 

The subject property is a relatively level, squc;1re-shaped, interior parcel of land consi~ting 
four contiguous lots totaling 10,000 square feet, having a frontage·of 100 feet on the north 
side of Culver ·aoulevard, and an even depth of 1 oo feet. lhe property is ·presently 
developed with a one-story, 3,200 square-foot commercial building, origiruillly built in 1957. 
and formerly used as a private nursery/elementary school. 

The applicant is proposing to construct two new three-story buildings on an existing 10,000 
square-foot lot. The westerly-most building, 309-311 East Culver Boulevard,' consists of 
3,987 square feet with two levels of offices and one level of parking on grade (Lots 18 and 
19). The easterly-most building, 313-315 East Culver Boulevard, consists of3,917 square 
feet also with two levels qf office~ and one level of ground parking (Lots 16 and 17). A total 
of 3.2 parking spaces will be provided on-site. 

The adj~ining properties potentially most affected include the florist shop, nail shop, .and 
commercial buildings located directly west of the subject property; and the liquor store and 
other commercial establishments located directly east. There is a wide open field locate·d 
directly north of the subject property. This open space area is owned by a local utility 
company, with no plans for further development at this time. · · · 

At the time of the Zoning Investigator's site visit on April 22, 2010, an official Notice of 
Public Hearing was posted on the property, in accordance with the code requirement to 
post the ZA notice at least ten (10) days prior to the scheduled hearin_g date. 

According to information submitted by the applicant: "The ~rea is not designated as a 
''special area", the new project will create a more pleasing visuai "ped!3strian area" with its 
design, replacing the existing "walled in" compound of the old pre-school building. The 
visibility to the west open space will be more pleasing to local neighbors." The Zoning 
Investigator's review of the project plans and on-site observation of the property confirms 
thP :::~hrwP. ~t:'ltP.mP.nt!=; 
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The surrounding properties are primarily zoned [Q)C4-1 D and are characterized by one
and two-story neighborhood-serving commercial uses along the north and south sides of 
Culver Boulevard. Beyond that to the south, properties are zoned R2-1 and R1-1 and are 
characterized by relatively upsci)le multi-family dwellings along Pershing Drive and one
and two-story single-family residences situated on rolling hillsides providing scenic views of 
the Pacific Ocean. The Southern California Gas Company owns a relatively large parcel of 
land (63.4 acres) zoned OS-PV and R3-PV-1VL directly north of the subject property. The 
project is located at the heart of the community of Playa Del Rey, situated along Culver 
Boulevard . 

Culver Boulevard, adjoining the subject property to the south, is a designated Secondary 
Highway dedicated a variable width of 80 to B6 feet and improved with curbs, gutters, and 
sidewalks on both sides: The westbound (north side) of the boulevard has 15 minute 
parkingfrom6:00 a.m. until6:00 p.m. daily (except Sundays), with. no parking from 12 noon 
to 2:30p.m. on Thursdays. The eastbound (south side) has 2 hour parking from 8:00a.m. 
until 6:00 p.m. daily (except Sundays), with n.o parking from 12 noon to 2:30 p.m. on 
VVednesdays. · 

I 

Previous zoning related actions on the site/in the are~ include: 

Subject property: 

Case No. CPC-2005-8252(CA) - On January 11; 2007, the City Planning 
Commission approved a code amendment affecting areas within the Westchester
Playa Del Rey Community Plan and an ordinance establishing permanent 
regulations implementing the Mello Act in the Coastal Zone. 

Case No. CPC-2000-4046{CA) - On M~y 23, 2001, the City Planning Commission 
approved a code amendment affecting areas .within the W~stchester-Piaya Del Rey 
Community Plan. 

Surrounding properties: 

Case No. ZA 2008-3680(CDP).CMEL) - On July 2, 2009, the Zoning Administrator 
approved an application to permit a 6 unit condominium conversion at 6627 South 
Vista Del Mar. 

Case-No. ZA 2007 -0694(CU) - On July 26, 2007, the Zoning Administrator approved 
a conditional use to allow the installation of a wireless facility consisting of 12 
antennas, divided into 3 sectors, and an equipment shelter behind an existing office 
building at 200 Culver Boulevard. 

Case No. ZA 2004-6382(ZAA) - On February 22, 2005, the Zoning Administrator 
approved an adjustment to permit a deck and stairs greater than 6 feet in height in 
the rear yard at 6645 South Vista del Mar. 
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Case No. ZA 2003-6289(CU} - On January 28, 2004, the Zoning Administrator 
approved a conditional use to permit the installation of wireless telecommunication 
facilities in the C2-1 zone at 200 Culver Boulevard. 

Case No. ZA 2001-9980(YV)(ZAA)- On January 10, 2002, ihe Zoning Administrator 
approved a request to remodel an existing second floor unit and the addition of a 
th'ird floor and roof terrace at 6640 Vista del Mar. 

Gase No. ZA 2000-41 22(YV)(ZAA) - On May 2, 2001, the Zoning Administrator 
denied a request to legalize an apartment building from 9 units to 12 units at 6824 
Esplanade Avenue. 

Case No. ZA 95-0105(YV}(ZV) - On April 12~ 1995, the Zoning Administrator 
approved a request for the installation and maintenance of one pool table in an 
existing restaurant and bar in the C2-1 D Zone at 337-339 Culver Boulevard. 

The Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community P,lan Map designates the property for [Q]C4-
1 0 "General Commercial" land uses with corresponding zones of C1.5, C2, C4, CR, RAS3 
and RAS4, and height limited to District No. 1; The "Q~ condition applies to the north and 
south sides of Culver Boulevard between Pershing Drive and Pacific Avenue. Effective 
July 3, 2004, the zoning in the specified area changed from C2-10 to (Q]C4-1VL 
(-Ordinance No. 175,981 ). The property is· not currently within the area of any specific plans 
or interim control ordinances. Howe:ver, the project is located along the Los Angeles 
Coastal Corridor and the proposed Del Rey Lagoon ~pecific Plan. 

The following correspondence was received: [ 

• A letter from the Native American Heritage Commission (dated December 31, 
2009), which determined that Native American cultural resources were not 

· identified within one half mile of the ·"area of potential eff~ct" (APE). 
• A letter from Ms. Cheryl A Burnett, a resident of 6400 Pacific Avenue, Playa 

Del" Rey. In a letter dated January 10, 2010, Ms. Burnett expressed 
disappointment with the quality and accuracy of th~ Environmental Report 
(MND). . 

• A letter dated January 11, 2010, was received from the Sferra Club and the 
Ballona Wetlands with regard to possible errors and discrepancies in the 
MND. 

• An e-mail from Council District 11 to the Zoning Administrator on April 29, 
2010, whi"ch expressed concerns about storm water runoff to the adjacent 
Ballona wetlands. 

All correspondence is enclosed within the case file. It is noted that the discrepancies in the 
MND, which were addressed by the Sierra Club and the Ballona Wetlands and a resident in 
the area were not found in the MND. 

MANDATED FINDINGS 

In order for a coastal development permit to be granted all of the requisite findings 
rn-:>int,;,inorl in ~ortinn 1? ?n ? nf thP I n~ Annolo~ 1\AI mir.in~l r.nrlP. ml J~t hP. mArlP. in thP. 
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affirmative. Fallowing is a delineation of the findings and the application of the facts of this 
case to same. 

1. The development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 
of 1976. 

The applicant is requesting a Coastal Development Permit to allow the demolition of 
an existing nursery school and the construction of two office buildings with 
associated parking on site. The proposed buildings will be 37 feet in height and will 
contain a total of 7,904 square feet of floor area in compliance with the [Q] 
conditions on 10,000 square-foot lots located within a dual permit jurisdiction of Lhe 
California Coastal Zone. 

a. Shoreline Access: The subject property is located within the dual jurisdiction 
of the California . Coastal Zone and wilL not interfere with or obstruct any 
access to coastal resources or ocean use. 

b. Recreation and Visitor Serving Facilities: The project site has no adjacent or 
nearby recreational facilities for yisitors. 

c. Water and Marine Resources~ This project will not impact any marine 
resources. The project is well above the high tide line and will not have any 
identifiable effect on the Pacific Ocean, or on the sa.~dy inter-tidal zone. 

d. Envjtonmentally SensWve Habitat Area. The site is located adjacent to open 
space in close proximity to the Ballona Wetlands. However, the site is 
currently improved with the existing structures, which had been previously 
occupied by a pre-school and is within a fully developed residential and 
commercial commt,Jnity. The project is ·limited to the boundary of the priva'e 
property in an area that is fully developed with residential homes and 
commercial buildings. 

2. the developinent will not prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program in conformity witli said Chapter·3 of the 
California Coastal Act of 1976. 

Currently, there is no adopted Local Coastal Plan (LCP) for this portion of the 
Coastal Zone. In lhe interim, the Cidopled Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community 
Plan seNes as the functional equivalent. The Westchester-Playa Del Rey 
Community Plan Map designates the property for [Q]C4-1 D "General Commercial" 
land uses with corresponding zones of C1.5, C2, C4, CR, RAS3 and RAS4, and 
height-limited to District No·; 1. The "Q" condition applies to the north and south sides 
of Culver'Boulevard betWeer Pershing Drive and Pacific Avenue. Effective July 3, 
2004, the zoning in the specified area changed from C2~1 D to [Q]C4-1VL 
(Ordinance No. 175,981 ) .. The property is not currently within the area of any 
specific plans or interim control ordinances. The subject property is zoned 
[Q]C4., 1 VL and the project is in compliance with the required. [QJ conditions. The 
proposed use is permitted in the C4 zone and plan designation of the Westchester
Playa Del Rey Community Plan. 
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3. The Interpretive Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits as established 
by the California Coastal Commission dated February 11, 1977 and any 
subsequent amendments (revised October 14, 1980) theretp. have been 
reviewed, analyzed and considered in light ofthe individual project in making 
this determination. 

The referenced interpretive guidelines are designed to proviqe direction to the 
decision-making authority when r$ndering discretionary determinations on requests 
for coastal development permits, pending the adoption of a Loc:al Co~~tal Program. 
The project does not conflict with any of the guideline provisions for· the involved 
area. The project will provide parking that is in compliance with·the code and to the 
satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. The project will provide 32 
parking spaces on the site, therefore, minimizing the use of on-street and coastal 
access roads. The guidelines also require visual compatibility with the surrounding 
topography and vegetation. 

Visual compatibility of the proposed project wiU be achieved by maintaining a similar 
roof color and type, similar build in~ design and. window treatment and the 
continuation of similar landscaping with the present vegetation and landscaping in 
the surrounding area. At the public hearing,. which was held on April 29, 2010, a 
resident of 308 Culver Boulevard. st~ted that the proposed project is located 
adjacent to the wetl~nds and will block the ocean view from his prop.erty. The project 
complies with the maximum height required by the code and the [Q] conditions. No 
deviation from the maximum building height permitted on site has been requested or 
granted heri3in. The Coastal Act protect~ public views of the ocean, but not private 
views. No public yiews will be impacted by this project. 

4. The decision of the permit granting authority has been ·guided by any 
applicable decision of the California Coastal Commission pursuant to Section 
30625(c} of the Public Resources Code. 

The CoastaJ.Commissiqn·has consistently indicated concerns fortnecpublic views, 
important·resources; accessibility, and improved access to recreational. opportunities 
for the public and the impacts to marine· resources or sensitive. habitats. No 
outstanding issues have emerged which would indicate a conflict between the 
proposed project and any other decision of the Coastal Commission. Inasmuch as 
the property has no physical connection to the beach or any body of water, there are 
no Commission actions related to marine resources, wetlands, fishing, diving or 
other water related issues. 

5. The development is n.9t locate~ between the nearest public road and the sea 
or. shoreline of any body of water located within th~ coastal zone, and the 
development is in conformity with the public access ·and public recreat'ion 
policies of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976. 

The property is OUTSIDE the area between th.e sea and PaCific Coast Highway, the 
nearest highway. The subject property is located within the dual permit jurisdiction of 
the Californir:l Co8st81 zonP. .. anrl R fP.w milA~ from thP. ~horP.linP. ThP. nrnnn~P.rl 
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development will have no impact on public access or public recreation as described 
in Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 

6. Ari appropriate environmental clearance under the California Environmental 
Quality Act has been granted. 

The ·proposed project will not be materially detrimental to the property or the 
improvements in the same zone or vicinity in which the property is located. The 
proposed office buildings will not cause a traffic/parking increase or any soil or 
environmental problems for local residents. The mitigation measures included in the 
MND are incorporated as the conditions of this grant and shall be complied with 
·including a mitigation measure for potential impacts on storm water through 
implemental ion ·ofthe f?est Man.agement Practice (BMP) and the Standard Urban 
Stormv,rater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP). · · 

7. Meflo Act 
I 

The Mello Act (California Government : Code Sections 65590 and 65590.1) is a 
Statewide law which mandates local .governments to comply with a variety of 
provisions concerning the demolition, conversion, and construction of residential 
units in California's Coastal Zone. The Mello Act requires that very low, low, and 
moderate income housing units that are demolished or converted ·must be replaced 
and that new residential developments must reserve at least 20% of all new 
residential units for low or very low income persons or families or reserve at. least 
1 0% of all new residential units for very low income persons or families. 

Accordingly, pursuant to the settlement agreement between the City of Los Angeles 
and the Venice Town Council, Inc., the Barton Hill Neighborhood Organization, and 
Carol Berman concerning the implementation of the Mello Act in the Coastal Zone 
portions of the City of Los Angeles, the following finding is provided. 

'The proposed project is located in the Coastal Zone, as defined in Californi.a Public 
Resources Code, Division 20 (commencing with Section 30000), as depicted on the 
City of Los Angeles Coastal Zone Maps. The proposed project involves the 
demolition of the existing structures, which were previously occupied by a pre-school 
and the construction of two office buildings with associated parking on site. The 
applicant stated at the April 29 hearing that the prior school had been abandoned 
and thA site ht=!s hP.P.n vr~r.r~nt for 7 to 8 yee1rs. There is no residential dwelling unit on 
site; therefore, the proposed project is not subject to the Mello Act, as set forth in 
Cal ifornia Government Code Section 65590 and 65590.1. 

CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT REVIEW FOR INCLUSIONARY HOUSING 
REQUIREMENT 

Not Applicable - The project does not contain any residential dwelling unit. 
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ADDITIONAL MANDATORY FINDINGS 

8. The National Flood Insurance Program rate maps, which are a part of the Flood 
Hazard Management Specific Plan adopted by the City Council by Ordinance No. 
172,081, have been reviewed and it has been determined that this project is located 
in Zone 8, areas between limits of the 1 00-year flood and 500-year flood; or certain 
areas subject to 1 00-year flooding with average depths less than 1 foot or where the 
contributing drainage area is less than 1 square mile.; or areas protected by levees 
from the base flood. · 

9. On March 8; 2010, a Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV 2009-3121-MND) was 
pr~pared for the proposed project. On the basis of the whole of the record before 

, the. lead agency jncluding any comments received, .. the lead agency finds that with 
imposition of the mitigation measures described in the MND (and identified in this 
determination), there is no substantial evidence that the proposed project will have a 
significant effect on the environment. I hereby adopt that action . This Mitigated 
Negative Declaration reflects the lead a~ency's independent judgment and analysis. 
The records upon which this decision is based are with the Environmental Review 
Section of the Planning Department in1Room 750, 200 North Spring Street. 

SUE CHANG . 
Associate Zoning Administrator 
Direct Telephone No. (213) 978-3304 

SC:Imc 

cc: Councilmember Bill Rosendahl 
Eleventh District 

Adjoining Property Owners 
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9:00A.M. 

APRIL 2011 AGENDA 

SANTA BARBARA BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
105 E. ANAPAMU STREET 

SANTA BARBARA, CA 931 01 
(805) 451-6053 

The phone number will only be in service during the meeting. 

This has been updated at 12:30 p.m., Thursday, April14, 2011. 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13,2011 

1. CALL TO ORDER. 

2. ROLL CALL. 

Page 1 of 10 

Se.e 
P3 . v 

(oveSf'';,j 
~ .. ~ers 
Appl · 
s- Jo,. ;;2.qs-

3. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT. Public comments will be heard at 9 a.m. for no more than 30 minutes. For 
attendees who are unable to attend the early comment period, there will be a second comment period prior to or after 
the lunch break. Agenda items will begin or resume after public comment. 

NORTH COAST DISTRICT 

4. ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Application No. 1-11-2 (Shepherd, Humboldt Co.) Application of Marilyn Shepherd to replace 940 sq. ft. mobile 
home with new 960 sq. ft. single family home, at 3708 Patricks Point Drive, Trinidad, Humboldt County. (MBK-E) 
[APPROVED] 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (ORANGE COUNTY) 

5. ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Application No. 5-10-69 (Steelberg, Newport Beach) Application of Ryan Steelberg for removal of existing "U" 
shaped boat dock and one pile and replacement with new 8' x 30' single finger dock with two new 14" concrete piles, 
existing pier and gangway will remain. The dock system will be composed of Douglas Fir and Trex decking, at 800 So. 
Aayfront, Newport Beach, Orange County. (FSY-LB) [APPROVED] 

b. Application No. 5-10-92 (Pad ova & Allen, Newport Beach) Application of Marilyn Pad ova & Kaki Allen to modify 
dock system consisting of: removing existing 1 0' x 22' finger and install new 8' x 26' finger with attached 8' x 3' lobe; 
remove and replace one 14" pile, install one new 14" pile; re-deck remaining portion of existing dock; replace an 
existing 12 x 13ft pier platform& 31ft. x 3ft pier with a 12' x 12' pier platform and 27' x 3' pier; remove and replace three 
14" 'T' piles under pier; and install new 3' x 24' gangway. The dock system will be composed of steel pipe pile, 
Douglas Fir and Trex decking, at 1209/1211 Bay Front, Balboa Island, Orange County. (FSY-LB) [APPROVED] 

c. Application No. 5-10-193 (Sutherlin, Newport Beach) Application of Mike & Mary Sutherlin to remove pier and pier 
platform, gangway, boat dock float, and piles, and construct new pier and boat dock consisting of 10' x 14' pier 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mmll-4.html 3/12/2015 
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platform with two, 14" diameter "T" piles, a 3' x 24' gangway, and 1 0' x 50' single finger float with three 14 inch 

diameter piles, at 14 Bay Island, Newport Beach, Orange County, (MV-LB) [APPROVED] 

d. Application No. 5-11-009 (Argyros, Newport Beach) Application of George Argyros to remove 38' x 89' long 

U-shaped float, 8 concrete piles, and 4' x 26' wood gangway, and replace with new float, piles, and gangway of same 

dimensions. The dock system will be composed of Douglas Fir and Timber Tech decking, at 31 Harbor Island Dr., 

Newport Beach, Orange County. (JDA-LB) [APPROVED] 

6. CONSENT CALENDAR. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

[An addendum has been appended to the staff report for item 6a below on April 8; 

additional materials have been added on April 11 .] 

a. Application No. 5-10-100 (Walter & Anne Adams, Newport Beach) Application of Walter & Anne Adams to 

demolish single-family home and construct new 5,470 sq. ft. single-family home with 2 garages (total of 3 parking 

spaces totaling 796 sq. feet) . Grading will consist of 2,900 cu.yds. of cut and export of 2,450 cu.yds. of export to 

location outside the coastal zone, at 1232 Polaris Drive, Newport Beach, Orange County. (FSY-LB) [APPROVED 

WITH CONDITIONS] 

SAN DIEGO DISTRICT 

7. CONSENT CALENDAR. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Application No. 6-11-14 (San Elijo Lagoon Conservancy & San Diego County Parks) Application of San Elijo 

Lagoon Conservancy & San Diego County, Parks & Recreation Dept. for multiple openings of San Elijo Lagoon inlet 

for five-year period to remove sand and cobble deposits and place sand on adjacent beach, at mouth of San Elijo 

Lagoon, west of South Coast Highway 101, Cardiff, Encinitas, San Diego County. (ES-SD) [APPROVED WITH 

CONDITIONS] 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (ORANGE COUNTY) 

[An addendum has been appended to the deputy director's report for item 8 below on April 11] 

8. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR ORANGE COUNTY. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, 

emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on 

comments from the public. For specific information contact the Commission's Long Beach office at (562) 590-5071 . 

[APPROVED] 

9. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. [APPROVED WITH 

CONDITIONS] 

9.5. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPS) See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. City Of Laguna Beach LCP Amendment No. LGB-MAJ-1-11 (Hazards & Nonconforming Structures & Other 

Title 25 Changes). Time Extension. Public hearing and action on extension of time limit to act on request by City Of 

Laguna Beach to amend the Implementation Plan to change grading/construction material hauling hours, modify 

threshold for development requiring design review, modify design review noticing requirements, exempt elevator shafts 

from floor area calculation, allow development on nonconforming lots and additions to legal nonconforming structures 

without a variance; establish/clarify what constitutes a 'major remodel' and redefine the term 'kitchen'; update the 

floodplain/hazards ordinance; update residential development guidelines; and revise City hedge height claim process, 

Laguna Beach, Orange County. (KFS/MV-LB) [Time Extension APPROVED] 

10. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section of 

the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 

http:/ /www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg -mm 11-4.html 3/12/2015 . 
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Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 
Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 

CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 
Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 5-09-202 (Burg Family Trust, Newport Beach) Application of Irving X. & Eleanor J. Burg, Burg 

Family Trust to demolish wood bulkhead/seawall and construct new 47 ft.-long fiberglass bulkhead/seawall, in same 

as existing alignment, tied back to new deadman, to protect existing single family home, top elevation of new structure 

will be raised to 9.25 feet MLLW and remove and replace patio, at 2301 Bayside Drive, Newport Beach, Orange 

County. (KFS-LB) [POSTPONED] 

[An addendum has been appended to the staff report for item 1 Ob below on April 8.) 

b. Application No. 5-10-58 (Mahfood, San Clemente) Application of James Mahfood for coastal bluff slope 

stabilization consisting of vertical soldier piles, wood lagging and backfill, tieback anchors at each soldier pile and 

shotcrete wall connected to piles with reinforcing steel to protect existing 9-unit multiple-family residential structure on 

bluff top, at 813 Buena Vista, San Clemente, Orange County. (LR-LB) [Moved to Consent Calendar, APPROVED 

WITH CONDITIONS] 

c. Application No. 5-10-282 (Clarke, Newport Beach) Application of James Clarke to remove existing dock, gangway, 

and 2 of 4 concrete piles (leaving 2 in the water), and install new 1 0.5' x 45.66' dock, 24' x 3' wood gangway, four 16-

in. concrete piles, and one 14-in. concrete pile. The dock system will be composed of Douglas fir, at 127 Harbor Island 
Rd., Newport Beach. (JDA-LB) [Moved to Consent Calendar, APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

11. REVISED FINDINGS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

[An addendum has been appended to the staff report for item 11 a below on April 8.] 

a. City of Dana Point LCP Amendment No. OPT -MAJ-1-1 0. Public hearing and action on request by City of Dana 

Point to revise findings for the approval of the City of Dana Point LCP Amendment No. DPT -MAJ-1-1 0 (Dana Point 

Harbor Revitalization Plan (IP Only) to implement the recently approved (October 2009) Land Use Plan (LUP) 

amendment, replacing, in its entirety, the implementation sections in the Dana Point Specific Plan Local Coastal 
Program relevant to the Dana Point Harbor. (FSY -LB) [APPROVED] 

12. RECONSIDERATION. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

[Correspondence received has been appended to the staff report for item 12a below on April 8; 

additional materials have been added on April11.] 

a. Application No. 5-1 0-32-R (Evensen, Corona Del Mar) Reconsideration of Commission action to deny permit of 

Mr. & Mrs. Christian Evensen to demolish existing 2.5 level single-family home at top of coastal bluff and demolish 
detached 1-story, 3-car garage at toe of bluff and construct new 4,715 sq.ft., 4-story single-family home and tunnel and 

elevator to 1,084 sq.ft., 1-story, 3-car garage. Grading consisting of 944 cu.yds. of cut, 16 cu.yds. of fill and 928 

cu.yds. of export to location outside of coastal zone, at 3225 Ocean Blvd, Corona Del Mar, Orange County. (FSY-LB) 

[Reconsideration DENIED] 

SAN DIEGO DISTRICT 

13. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 

amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 

information contact the Commission's San Diego office at (619) 767-2370. [APPROVED] 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mm11-4.html 3/12/2015 
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14. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

15. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs) See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. City of Carlsbad LCP Amendment No. 3-10A (lnclusionary Housing) and 8 (Municipal Golf Course HMP 
Revisions) Time Extension. Public hearing and action to extend the 90-day time limit for Commission action up to 
one year on request by the City of Carlsbad to first amend its certified Implementation Plan to revise citywide housing 
provisions and then, secondly, amend both the land use and zoning designations on the Municipal Golf Course to 
reflect revisions in the certified Habitat Management Plan. (DNL-SD) [Time Extension APPROVED] 

b. City of Carlsbad LCP Amendment No 1-11 (Non-conforming Buildings and Uses Resubmittal) Time 
Extension. Public hearing and action to extend the 60-day time limit for Commission action up to one year on request 
by the City of Carlsbad to amend several chapters of its certified Implementation Plan (IP), including replacing Chapter 
21.48- Nonconforming Building and Uses in its entirety, and amending other relevant chapters to encourage the 
rehabilitation of nonconforming buildings and uses. (TR-SD) [Time Extension APPROVED] 

16. NEW APPEALS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Appeal No. A-6-PSD-11-6 (CCDC& San Diego Unified Port District, San Diego) Appeal by Kathryn Rhodes, 
Conrad Hartsell, Scott Andrews and Commissioners Shallenberger & Sanchez from decision of Port of San Diego 
granting permit with conditions to CCDC & San Diego Port District to realign North Harbor Drive from B Street Pier to 
south of Broadway Pier eastward resulting in net loss of 146 parking spaces; construct 105-ft. wide esplanade; public 
plaza at foot of West Broadway; shade pavilions; ticket kiosks; information building; walk-up cafe; restroom; median 
improvements on West Broadway between North Harbor Drive and Pacific Highway; restriping to provide additional 
turn lane to Grape Street and North Harbor Drive intersection; & construct public park/plaza in 150-ft. setback from 
Harbor Drive on Lane Field, at North Harbor Drive, from B Street Pier to south of Broadway Pier; Grape Street and 
North Harbor Drive intersection, San Diego, San Diego County. (DL-SD) [SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND, 
APPROVED WITH CONSITIONS at de novo hearing] 

17. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention : Items appearing in this section of 
the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 
Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 
Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 
CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 
Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 
expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 6-10-41 (UCSD, San Diego) Application of University of California, San Diego (Scripps Institution 
of Oceanography) to construct 38,600 sq. ft., 3-story Marine Ecosystem Sensing, Observation, and Modeling (MESOM) 
research and education facility, including laboratories, office, conference and support space, on 2 existing parking lots 
along the west side of La Jolla Shores Drive at Biological Grade Road, Scripps Institution of Oceanography campus, 
La Jolla, San Diego, San Diego County. {TR-SD) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

b. Application No. 6-10-89 (T-Mobile West Corp., San Diego Co.) Application ofT-Mobile West Corp. for after-the
fact permit to install 52.5 ft. monopole with 12 antennas and equipment shelter, at 2144 B Street, Camp Pendleton, 
San Diego County. (TR-SD) [Moved to Consent Calendar, APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

NORTH COAST DISTRICT 

18. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 
amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 
information contact the Commission's Eureka office at (707) 445-7833. [APPROVED] 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-rnm11-4.htrnl 3/12/2015 
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19. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

20. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs) See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Humboldt County LCP Amendment No. HUM-MAJ-4-09 (Barry/Peterson/Chisum). Public hearing and action on 
request by Humboldt County to amend the Certified Land Use Plan to amend Section 3.22-(B)(3) to include a road 
connection between Humboldt Hill Road and Tompkins Hill Road south of Eureka. (MBK-E) [POSTPONED] 

b. County of Del Norte LCP Amendment No. DNC-MAJ-1-10 (Elk Valley Rancheria) Time Extension. Public 
hearing and action on extension of time limit to act on request by County of Del Norte for Land Use Text Amendment 
to the Local Coastal Plan Element for the purpose of allowing the extension of public utilities to Elk Valley Rancheria. 
(JB-E) [Time Extension APPROVED] 

21 . COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section of 
the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 
Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 
Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 
CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 
Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 
expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 1-07-18 (City of Arcata) Application of City of Arcata Samoa Blvd Gateway Improvement project 
entailing conversion of 4-lane roadway to 2 lanes, construct drainage improvements, curbs, sidewalks, ADA ramps, 
drop curb driveways, paving, landscaping, street lights, signage and striping along 5,270 feet of Highway 255 from 
Union Street to V Street, Arcata, Humboldt County. (JB-E) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (LOS ANGELES COUNTY) 

[An addendum has been appended to the deputy director's report for item 22 below on April11] 

22. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LOS ANGELES COUNTY. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, 
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on 
comments from the public. For specific information contact the Commission's Long Beach office at (562) 590-5071 . 
[APPROVED] 

23. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs) See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. City of Long Beach, LCP Amendment No. LOB-MAJ-02-10. Public hearing and action for City of Long Beach, 
LCP Amendment Request No. 2-10. Amendment No 2-10 would amend the Downtown Shoreline Planned 
Development District (PO 6) to remove the 150,000 gross square foot limit on the size of the aquarium allowed in 
Shoreline Park (Subarea 6). (CP-LB) [APPROVED WITH MODIFICATIONS] 

b. City of Long Beach, LCP Amendment No. LOB-MAJ-01-10. Public hearing and action for City of Long Beach, 
LCP Amendment Request No. 1-10. Amendment No. 1-10 would divide Subarea 1 of the Downtown Shoreline 
Planned Development District (PD-6) into Subareas 1 and 1 a, expand the list of allowable land uses (to include office, 
residential, retail and hotel uses) and adopt development standards for Subarea 1a (including a 500-foot height limit), 
and incorporate the Golden Shore Master Plan into the certified LCP. (CP-LB) [POSTPONED] 

24. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section of 
the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 
Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation . If an item is moved to the 
Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 
CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mmll-4.htrnl 3/12/2015 
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commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 

Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 5-10-295 (Covespring Partners, LLC, Playa del Rey, Los Angeles Co.) Application of Covespring 

Partners, LLC to demolish 4,290 sq.ft., 1-story school and construct 3,987 sq.ft. and 3,917 sq.ft., 3-story buildings with 

16 tandem parking spaces for each building, at 309-315 Culver Blvd., Playa del Rey, Los Angeles County. (AP-LB) 

[APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

25. PERMIT AMENDMENTS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. An Amendment below may be moved to the Consent 

Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant 

are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be processed like 

other Consent Calendar items (See above) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent 

Calendar by a vote of 3 or more commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it 

originally appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner material amendments are processed. 

a. Permit No. 5-95-55-A 11 (City of Long Beach) Request by City of Long Beach to expand footprint and facilities of 

existing aquarium use in Shoreline Park, including construction of proposed 23,330 sq. ft. "Pacific Visions" aquarium 

expansion project, at 100 Aquarium Way, Long Beach, Los Angeles County. (CP-LB) [APPROVED WITH 

CONDITIONS] 

STATEWIDE 

CLOSED SESSION. At a convenient time during the meeting, the Commission (CCC) will have a closed 

session to discuss items of pending litigation, including: 

Bay Island Club v. CCC , Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Catanzarite v. City of Newport Beach, CCC , Govt. Code § 11126(e)(2)(A) 

City of Los Angeles v. CCC , Govt. Code § 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Frank v. CCC , Govt. Code § 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Arnold Land Co. LLC v. CCC , Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Baltimore Land Co. LLC v. CCC , Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Fiery et al. v. Dept. of Fish & Game et al. , Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Hyman et al. v. CCC (Crosby, RPI), Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Laguna Terrace Park LLC v. CCC , Govt. Code § 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Loynes et al. v. CCC, Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Malibu Colony Neighbors Alliance et al. v. CCC (Cal. Dep't of Parks & Recreation, RPI), 

Govt. Code § 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Save the Park v. CCC (Colmer, RPI), Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Wetlands Defense Fund et al. v. CCC (Cal. Dep't of Parks & Recreation et al., RPI), Govt. 

Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 

Coalition for Low Income Housing v. CCC Govt.Code section 11126(3)(2)(A). 

Save the Park v. CCC (Colmer, RPI) Govt.Code section 11126(3)(2)(A) 

The Commission is authorized to discuss these matters in a closed session pursuant to Government 

Code Sections 11126(e)(2)(A) and (2)(C). In addition, the Commission may consider matters which fall 

under Government Code Section 11126(e)(2)(B) or (2)(C). The Commission may also consider 

personnel matters which fall under Government Code Section 11126(a). 

26. APPROVAL OF MINUTES. [APPROVED] 

27. COMMISSIONERS' REPORTS. 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mm11-4.html 3/12/2015 
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28. CONSERVANCY REPORT. 

29. SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS CONSERVANCY REPORT. 

30. DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL'S REPORT. 

31 . EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT including reports and possible Commission action on legislation and water 
quality. 

a. 2012 Meeting Dates and Locations.(PD-SF) 

9:00A.M. 

THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 2011 

1. CALL TO ORDER. 

2. ROLL CALL. 

SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

3. CONSENT CALENDAR. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Notice of Impending Development De Minimis No. 6-10 (UC Santa Barbara (Robertson Field Turf Expansion 
Project, Santa Barbara Co.) Public hearing and action on Notice of Impending Development by University of 
California, Santa Barbara to convert existing grass athletic field (Robertson Field) and adjacent dirt berm to 2.2-ac. 
artificial turf field, including relocating utility lines, replace lighting system, install subsurface drainage system and weir, 
addition of 5,800 sq.ft. paved entrance plaza with 100-150 new bicycle parking spaces, remove 15 non-native trees 
and replace with native trees, remove and relocate 25 cu.yds. of topsoil with miniature lupine seedbank to existing 
habitat restoration area, 12,500 cu.yds. of grading (9,250 cu.yds. cut, 3,250 cu.yds. fill, 6,000 cu.yds. export), and 
addition of 2,300 cu.yds. of gravel, located on western edge of Main Campus at University of California, Santa 
Barbara, Santa Barbara County. (KB-V) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES AND FEDERAL CONSISTENCY 

4. ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES and FEDERAL CONSISTENCY. Report by the Deputy Director on permit 
waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, negative determinations, matters not requiring 
public hearings, and status report on offshore oil & gas exploration & development. For specific information contact the 
Commission's Energy, Ocean Resources, and Federal Consistency Division office at (415) 904-5240. [APPROVED] 

5. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section of 
the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 
Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 
Consent Calendar It will be processed In the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGI:::NLJA 
CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calcndur by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 
Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 
expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

[An addendum has been appended to the staff report for item 5a below on April11.] 

a. Application No. E-11-002 (City of Goleta, Santa Barbara Co.) Application by City of Goleta tore-abandon 3 
historic oil wells, abandon 5 non-functioning water wells and remove 1 groundwater monitoring well and conduct 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mrn11-4.html 3/12/2015 
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associated soil remediation in Ellwood Mesa Open Space, in Goleta, Santa Barbara County. (KHH-SF) [APPROVED 
WITH CONDITIONS] 

6. FEDERAL CONSISTENCY. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

[Addtional materials have been appended to the staff report for item 6a below on April 11.) 

a. CD-063-10 (Bureau of Indian Affairs, Del Norte Co.) Consistency determination by Bureau of Indian Affairs for fee

to-trust land acquisition of 3 parcels of land totaling 22.6 acres for Smith River Rancheria, in order to provide trust land 

for the Rancheria to construct residential and commercial/office/retail projects, Del Norte County. (LJS-SF) 
[POSTPONED] 

NORTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

7. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 

amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 

information contact the Commission's San Francisco office at (415) 904-5260. [APPROVED] 

CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

8. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 

amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 

information contact the Commission's Eureka office at (707) 445-7833. [APPROVED] 

9. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs) See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. City of Pismo Beach LCP Amendment No. PSB-1-10 Part 1 (Open Space Landscaping). Public hearing and 

action on request by City of Pismo Beach to amend the LCP to allow for an increase in landscaping for certain open 
space properties. (MC-SC) [APPROVED WITH MODIFICATIONS] 

b. City of Santa Cruz LCP Amendment STC-1-11 (La Bahia Hotel). Time Extension Only. Public hearing and 

action on extension of time limit to act on request by the City of Santa Cruz to amend the LCP to apply a new zoning 

district and site standards for the historic La Bahia building to facilitate redevelopment of the site as a condo-hotel with 
restaurant and conference facilities. (SC-SC) [Time Extension APPROVED] 

c. San Luis Obispo County LCP Amendment No. SLO-MAJ-2-09 Part 2 (lnclusionary Housing). Certification 

Review. Concurrence with the Executive Director's determination that the action by San Luis Obispo County, 

accepting certification of SLO-MAJ-2-09 Part 2 with modifications (changing LCP standards related to inclusionary 

housing requirements), is legally adequate. (MC-SC) [APPROVED] 

d. San Luis Obispo County LCP Amendment No. SL0-3-09 (Framework for Planning Update). Certification 

Review. Concurrence with the Executive Director's determination that the action by San Luis Obispo County, 

accepting certification of SL0-3-09 with modifications (updating the LCP's Framework for Planning), is legally 

adequate. (MC-SC) [APPROVED] 

10. PUBLIC WORKS PLANS (PWPs) See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

[Correspondence received was appended to the staff report for item 10a below on April12.) 

a. Opal Cliffs Public Works Plan (PWP 8-09) (Soquel Union Elementary School District, Capitola). Soquel Union 

Elementary School District's proposed public works plan to guide future preschool and elementary school development 

on a portion of Jade Street Park at 4400 Jade Street in Capitola, Santa Cruz County. (SC-SC) [APPROVED] 

11. NEW APPEALS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mm11-4.html 3/12/2015 
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[An addendum was appended to the staff report for item 11a below on April12.} 

a. Appeal No. A-3-MRB-11-010 (San Luis Coastal Unified School District, San Luis Obispo Co.) Appeal by Julie 
Tacker and Betty Winholtz of City of Morro Bay decision granting permit with conditions to San Luis Coastal Unified 
School District for installation of nine solar arrays with associated structures and mechanical equipment at 235 
Atascadero Road in Morro Bay, San Luis Obispo County. (MC-SC) [SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND, APPROVED 
WITH CONDITIONS at de novo hearing] 

SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

12. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 
amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 
information contact the Commission's Ventura office at (805) 585-1800. [APPROVED] 

13. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

14. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs) See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. City of Malibu Local Coastal Program Amendment No. 3-09 (TDC Program) Certification Review. 
Concurrence with Executive Director's determination that action by the City of Malibu accepting certification of 
Amendment No. 3-09 with modifications, is legally adequate. (DC-V) [APPROVED] 

15. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section of 
the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 
Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 
Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 
CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 
Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 
expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

[An addendum has been appended to the staff report for item 15a below on April 11 .] 

a. Application No. 4-09-047 (Los Angeles County Dept. of Public Works) Application of LA County of Dept. of 
Public Works to replace 5 damaged corrugated metal pipe (CMP) culverts varying in size from 18-in. to 48-in. diameter 
with reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) culvert, including headwalls, wingwalls, metal hand railings, and light class riprap, 
remove 1 sycamore tree and 4 willow trees and reconstruct roadway, along 1/3 mile-long section of Newton Canyon 
Road at Culvert Markers 0.03, 0.06, 0.16, 0.28, and 0.32, Santa Monica Mountains, Los Angeles County. (JJ-V) 
[Moved to Consent Calendar, APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

[An addendum has been appended to the staff report for item 15b below on April 11.] 

b. Application No. 4-10-097 (Bailey, Los Angeles Co.) Application of Robert E. Bailey to combine 31ots into 1 and 
construct 2-story, 35-ft. high, 2,425 sq. ft. single-family home with 492 sq.ft. attached garage, 37 sq.ft. covered porch, 
1,408 sq.ft. of decks, replace septic tank with new 1 ,200-gal. tank, and 165 cu.yds. of grading (7 cu.yds. cut, 158 
cu.yds. fill), located at 26380 Ingleside Way in the Malibu Bowl small lot subdivision, Los Angeles County. (KB-V) 
[APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

16. REVOCATION. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Revocation Request No. R-4-06-163 (Malibu Valley Farms, Inc., Santa Monica Mountains, Los Angeles Co.) 
Request by Save Open Space to revoke COP 4-06-163 granted to Malibu Valley Farms, Inc. for after-the-fact approval 
for equestrian facility used for horse breeding, raising, training, stabling, exercising, boarding and rehabilitation, 
including as-built riding arenas, fencing, dirt access road with two at-grade crossings through Stokes Creek, corrals, 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mrn11-4.html 3/12/2015 
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paddock, mare motel, shelters, covered pipe barns, tack rooms, barn, manure storage areas, and parking lot. The 

project also includes addition of vegetative swales, bioretention basin with riprap pad, and 0.5-ac. riparian restoration, 

and removal of various pipe and covered corrals, cross-tie areas, storage containers, and tack rooms, located at 2200 

Stokes Canyon Road, Santa Monica Mountains, Los Angeles County. (SLG-V) [POSTPONED] 

ENFORCEMENT 
17. ENFORCEMENT REPORT. Report by Chief of Enforcement on Statewide Enforcement Program. (LAH-SF) 

[Items 17.3 and 17.5 below share a single, combined staff report; 

an addendum with additional correspondence received has been appended to the report on April 13.] 

17.3. Consent Cease and Desist Order No. CCC-11-CD-03 (Newport Banning Ranch -Orange County) Public 

hearing and Commission action on proposed Consent Cease and Desist Order authorizing and directing Newport 

Banning Ranch LLC; Aera Energy LLC; Cherokee Newport Beach, LLC; Herman Weissker, Inc.; Southern California 

Edison; and the City of Newport Beach, to cease and desist from engaging in any further development, including but 

not limited to removal of vegetation providing habitat for the federally-designated-as-threatened coastal California 

gnatcatcher, on the properties designated by the Orange County Assessor's Office as Parcel Nos. 424-041-04, 424-

041-10, 114-170-43, and 114-170-79, all of which are located immediately inland of the 5000 block ofW. Coast 

Highway in Newport Beach. Furthermore, Newport Banning Ranch LLC; Aera Energy LLC; Cherokee Newport Beach, 

LLC; and the City of Newport Beach shall remove materials from the areas impacted by the subject unpermitted 

development, including, but not limited to, the following: gravel, concrete, and construction materials. The Consent 

Order also resolves civil liability associated with the unpermitted development addressed by the Consent Order. 

(AJW-LB) [APPROVED] 

17.5. Consent Restoration Order No. CCC-11-R0-02 (Newport Banning Ranch -Orange County) Public hearing 

and Commission action on proposed Consent Restoration Order authorizing and directing: 1) Newport Banning Ranch 

LLC, Aera Energy LLC, Cherokee Newport Beach, LLC, and the City of Newport Beach to restore portions of their 

respective properties designated by the Orange County Assessor's Office as Parcel Nos. 424-041-04, 424-041-10, 

114-170-43, and 114-170-79, all of which are located immediately inland of the 5000 block of W. Coast Highway in 

Newport Beach; such restoration including, but not being limited to, mitigating for loss of habitat by creating or 

enhancing areas of coastal sage scrub that will provide habitat for the federally-designated-as-threatened coastal 

California gnatcatcher at a 3:1 ratio (creation/enhancement area to area impacted by the subject unpermitted 

development); and 2) Herman Weissker, Inc., and Southern California Edison to avoid taking any action inconsistent 

with the purpose of these Orders, including, but not limited to impeding the ability of Newport Banning Ranch LLC and 

the City of Newport Beach to perform and carry out the restoration activities. The Consent Order also resolves civil 

liability associated with the unpermitted development addressed by the Consent Order. (AJW-LB) [APPROVED] 

18. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT. Public comments will be heard for no more than 30 minutes. 

Future Meetings: The next meetings of the Coastal Commission are May 11-13, 2011 in Santa Rosa and June 15-17, 

2011 in Marina del Rey. 

Conditions of Use 1 Privacy Policy 1 Website Tracking 

Copyright© 2014 State of California 
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49th Day: 3/21/10 
180th Day: 7/31/10 
Staff: AI Padilla-LB 
Staff Report: 2/12/1 0 
Hearing Date: 3/10-12/10 
Commission Action: 

STAFFREPORT: CONSENTCALENDAR 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 5-09-221 

APPLICANT: Mr. & Mrs. Mark Appel 

PROJECT LOCATION: #3 66th Avenue, Playa Del Rey, City of Los Angeles (Los 
Angeles County) 

DESCRIPTION: Addition of 900 square feet of interior space, 391 square foot 
roof deck, elevator penthouse, and remodel existing 3 story, 
3,497 square foot single-family residence. Maximum final 
height of structure will be 37 feet above existing grade. 

Lot Area 
Building Coverage 
Landscape Coverage 
Parking Spaces 
Zoning 
Planning Designation 
Ht above final grade 

2,550 square feet 
1,752 square feet 

29 square feet 
3 

R-3-1 
Multiple-Family Residential 
37 feet 

LOCAL APPROVALS RECEIVED: City of Los Angeles Approval-in-Concept dated 
August 27, 2009 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Commission staff is recommending APPROVAL of the proposed project with three (3) 
Special Conditions regarding: 1) future improvements; 2) assumption of risk; and 3) a 
deed restriction against the property, referencing all of the Special Conditions contained 
in this staff report. 
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Staff recommends that the Commission adopt the following resolution to APPROVE the 
coastal development permit application: 

MOTION: I move that the Commission approve coastal development permit 
applications included on the consent calendar in accordance with 
the staff recommendations. 

Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in approval of all 
permits included on the consent calendar. An affirmative vote of a majority of the 
Commissioners present is needed to pass the motion. 

RESOLUTION: 

I. APPROVAL WITH CONDITIONS 

The Commission hereby APPROVES a coastal development permit for the proposed 
development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as 
conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will 
not prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of 
the permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) 
feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially 
lessen any significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there 
are no further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen 
any significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 

II. STANDARD CONDITIONS: 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development 
shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or 
authorized agent, acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the 
terms and conditions, is returned to the Commission office. 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years 
from the date this permit is reported to the Commission. Development shall be 
pursued in a diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. 
Application for extension of the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 

3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be 
resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission. 
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4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided 
assignee files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions 
of the permit. 

5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be 
perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all 
future owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 

Ill. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

1. Future Development 

A. This permit is only for the development described in coastal development permit 
No. 5-09-221. Pursuant to Title 14 California Code of Regulations section 
13250(b)(6), the exemptions otherwise provided in Public Resources Code section 
30610(b) shall not apply to the development governed by the coastal development 
permit No. 5-09-221. Accordingly, any future improvements to the structure 
authorized by this permit, shall require an amendment to Permit No. 5-09-189 from 
the Commission or shall require an additional coastal development permit from the 
Commission or from the applicable certified local government. 

2. Assumption of Risk, Waiver of Liability and Indemnity 

A. By acceptance of this permit, the applicant acknowledges and agrees (i) that the 
site may be subject to hazards from flooding and wave uprush; (ii) to assume the 
risks to the applicant and the property that is the subject of this permit of injury and 
damage from such hazards in connection with this permitted development; (iii) to 
unconditionally waive any claim of damage or liability against the Commission, its 
officers, agents, and employees for injury or damage from such hazards; and (iv) 
to indemnify and hold harmless the Commission, its officers, agents, and 
employees with respect to the Commission's approval of the project against any 
and all liability, claims, demands, damages, costs (including costs and fees 
incurred in defense of such claims), expenses, and amounts paid in settlement 
arising from any injury or damage due to such hazards. 

3. Deed Restriction 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the 
applicant shall submit to the Executive Director for review and approval 
documentation demonstrating that the landowner has executed and recorded 
against the parcel(s) governed by this permit a deed restriction, in a form and 
content acceptable to the Executive Director: (1) indicating that, pursuant to this 
permit, the California Coastal Commission has authorized development on the 
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subject property, subject to terms and conditions that restrict the use and 
enjoyment of that property; and (2) imposing the Special Conditions of this permit 
as covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the 
Property. The deed restriction shall include a legal description of the entire parcel 
or parcels governed by this permit. The deed restriction shall also indicate that, in 
the event of an extinguishment or termination of the deed restriction for any 
reason, the terms and conditions of this permit shall continue to restrict the use 
and enjoyment of the subject property so long as either this permit or the 
development it authorizes, or any part, modification, or amendment thereof, 
remains in existence on or with respect to the subject property. 

IV. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS: 

The Commission hereby finds and declares: 

A. Project Description and Location 

The applicant is proposing to remodel an existing 3,497 square foot three-story single
family residence and add approximately 900 square feet, 391 roof deck with trellis, and 
elevator penthouse. The height of the remodeled residence will be 37 feet from existing 
grade to the top of the trellis and elevator penthouse. The new addition will be located 
on the inland portion of the existing residence, approximately 45 feet from the most 
seaward edge of the existing structure. The single family residence will provide three 
parking spaces within the attached garage. 

The proposed project site is a 2,550 square foot lot developed with a two-story residential 
single-family residence, with attached garage. The lot is zoned R3-1 (Medium Residential). 
The project site is a beach fronting lot located at 3 66th Avenue, Playa del Rey, in the City of 
Los Angeles. The property abuts Ocean Front Walk which is the City's 12-foot wide 
dedicated right-of-way. The lot is located north of Culver Boulevard and south of Ballona 
Creek. The subject lot is located within a row of beach fronting residentially developed lots 
consisting of single and multi-family structures. Vertical access to the beach is available 
adjacent to and to the south along the unimproved terminus of 66th Avenue. 

The Commission has consistently required that development along Oceanfront Walk to 
extend no higher than 37 feet, as measured from the frontage road. The proposed project will 
be consistent with the 37 foot height limit and will be consistent with the scale of surrounding 
buildings. 

Oceanfront Walk's pedestrian walkway is not constructed across all lots and is intermittent in 
its construction along this stretch of beach between Culver Boulevard and Ballona Creek. For 
new development along Oceanfront Walk the Commission has consistently required that 
applicants either keep development out of the right-of-way in order to ensure that the area will 
be available in the future for the development of a public walkway, or has allowed the 
applicants to construct the walkway along the rear of their property. In this case, the 
applicant is proposing an addition to an existing structure and the proposed development 
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does not encroach beyond the property line and is consistent with the City's rear yard setback 
requirements. However, there are existing landscape and patio improvements within the 
City's right-of-way which, in this case, were granted by the City through a revocable 
encroachment permit issued in 197 4. These encroachments are similar to other properties 
along this beach front and will be required to be removed by the City if the City decides in the 
future to improve the walkway to create a contiguous public pedestrian walkway. The 
proposed addition is located along the front the property and will not affect the rear (seaward) 
portion of the property where the existing encroachments are located. 

The beach area in front of the property is a broad beach, approximately 500 feet in width. 
Due to the width of the beach and the location of the jetty for the entrance channel located to 
the north, properties along this area of beach area are generally protected from storm wave 
impacts and have not required shoreline protective devices. 

B. Development 

Development adjacent to the ocean is inherently hazardous. Development which may 
require a protective device in the future cannot be allowed due to the adverse impacts 
such devices have upon, among other things, public access, visual resources and 
shoreline processes. To minimize the project's impact on shoreline processes, and to 
minimize risks to life and property, the development has been conditioned to require a 
future improvements condition (Special Condition No. 1) and to require that the 
landowner and any successor-in-interest assume the risk (Special Condition No. 2) of 
undertaking the development. As conditioned, the Commission finds that the 
development conforms to the requirements of Sections 30235 and 30253 of the Coastal 
Act regarding the siting of development in hazardous locations. 

C. Community CharacterNisual Quality 

The development is located within an existing developed area and is compatible with the 
character and scale of the surrounding area. However, the proposed project raises 
concerns that future development of the project site may potentially result in a 
development which is not consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. To 
assure that future development is consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal 
Act, the Commission finds that a future improvements special condition (Special 
Condition No. 1) be imposed. As conditioned the development conforms with Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act. 

D. Water Quality 

The proposed development does not significantly alter the existing residential structure. 
Existing drainage is directed to area drains that drain to the street. The proposed 
addition will not significantly increase site runoff. Therefore, the Commission finds that 
the proposed development conforms with Sections 30230 and 30231 of the Coastal Act 
regarding the protection of water quality to promote the biological productivity of coastal 
waters and to protect human health. 
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As conditioned, the proposed development will not have any new adverse impact on 
public access to the coast or to nearby recreational facilities. Thus, as proposed, the 
proposed development conforms with Sections 30210 through 30214, Sections 30220 
through 30224, and 30252 of the Coastal Act. 

F. Deed Restriction 

To ensure that any prospective future owners of the property are made aware of the 
applicability of the conditions of this permit, the Commission imposes one additional 
condition (Special Condition No. 3) requiring that the property owner record a deed 
restriction against the property, referencing all of the above Special Conditions of this 
permit and imposing them as covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and 
enjoyment of the Property. Thus, as conditioned, this permit ensures that any 
prospective future owner will receive actual notice of the restrictions and/or obligations 
imposed on the use and enjoyment of the land in connection with the authorized 
development, including the risks of the development and/or hazards to which the site is 
subject, and the Commission's immunity from liability. 

G. Local Coastal Program 

Coastal Act section 30604(a) states that, prior to certification of a local coastal program 
("LCP"), a coastal development permit can only be issued upon a finding that the proposed 
development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the Act and that the permitted development 
will not prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare an LCP that is in conformity 
with Chapter 3. The City of Los Angeles has neither a certified LCP nor a certified Land Use 
Plan for the Playa de Rey planning area. The proposed development is consistent with 
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Approval of the project, as conditioned, will not prejudice the 
ability of the local government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with 
the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. 

H. California Environmental Quality Act 

Section 13096 of the Commission's regulations requires Commission approval of Coastal 
Development Permit applications to be supported by a finding showing the application, as 
conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any applicable 
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 
21 080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed development from being approved if 
there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would 
substantially lessen any significant adverse effect which the activity may have on the 
environment. 

As conditioned, there are no feasible alternatives or additional feasible mitigation 
measures available that would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that the 
activity may have on the environment. Therefore, the Commission finds that the 
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proposed project, as conditioned to mitigate the identified impacts, is the least 
environmentally damaging feasible alternative and can be found consistent with the 
requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA. 
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3-5 66th Ave. Playa Del Rey, CA 90293- Google Maps http://maps.google.com/maps?client=firefox-a&channel==s&hl==en. 

3 
Address 5 66th Ave !Googlemaps Los Angeles, CA 90293 

Get GOogle Maps on your phone 
~~ Text the word "GMAPS"to466453 

-EXHIBIT NO. 

California Coastal Commission 

I ofl 11/5/2009 4:· 
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California Coastal Commission March 2010 Meeting Agenda 

MARCH 2010 AGENDA 

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS CHAMBERS 

701 OCEAN STREET 
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060 

(831) 588-4112 

The phone number will only be in service during the meeting. 

This has been updated at 10:45 a.m., Friday, March 12, 2010. 

10:00 A.M. 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10, 2010 

1. CALL TO ORDER. 

2. ROLL CALL. 

Page 1 of 11 

3. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT. Public comments will be heard at 10 a.m. for no more than 30 minutes. For 

attendees who are unable to attend the early comment period, there will be a second comment period prior to or after 

the lunch break. Agenda items will begin or resume after public comment. 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (LOS ANGELES COUNTY) 

4. ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Application No. 5-09-173 (Erickson, Long Beach) Application of Dave Erickson to remove and replace 44-ft. long 

U-shaped floating boat dock with same sized dock in same location using 3 existing piles, and install new 100-ft. long 

floating boat dock (5-10ft. wide) using existing davits. No new piles, at 5680 Naples Canal, Long Beach, Los Angeles 

County. (CP-LB) [APPROVED] 

5. CONSENT CALENDAR. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

[

a. Application No. 5-09-221 (Appel, Playa Del Rey) Application of Mr. & Mrs. Mark Appel to add 900 sq. ft. of inte~ 
space, 391 sq. ft. roof deck, and remodel existing 3 story, 3,497 sq.ft. single-family home with height of structure at 37 

feet, located at 3 Sixty-sixth Ave, Playa Del Rey, los Angeles County. (AP-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

b. Application No. 5-10-006 (Kalnel Gardens, LLC, Venice) Application of Kaine! Gardens, LLC to demolish 1-story, 

814 sq.ft. single-family home on 3,030 sq. ft. lot, and construct 35-ft. high (with one 38-ft. roof access structure), 5,298 

sq. ft ., 4-level mixed-use structure with 1 retail unit and 9-stall parking garage on ground floor and ·1 residential unit 

above, at 1422 S. Main Street, Venice, Los Angeles, Los Angeles County. (CP-LB) [TO CONTINUE) 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (ORANGE COUNTY) 

6. ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Application No. 5-10-1 (Chrys & Sharon Ritchie, Seal Beach) Application of Chrys & Sharon Ritchie to add new 

5 ft. x 20 ft. second floor deck bordered by etched glass railing associated with existing beach fronting single-family 

home, at A-30 Surfside Ave., Seal Beach, Orange County. (FSY-LB) [APPROVED] 

7. CONSENT CALENDAR. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

http:/ /www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mmx-3 .html 3/12/2015 
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a. Application No. 5-09-157 (Whelan, Corona Del Mar) Application of Mr. John Whelan to demolish single-family 
home and construct new 3-level, 8,354 sq.ft. single-family home with attached 2,321 sq.ft. 7-car garage on coastal 
bluff top lot, including grading of 1,180 cu.yds. of cut, 760 cu. yds of fill, 700 cu.yds. of over-excavation and 420 
cu.yds. of export to location outside of coastal zone, at 157 Shorecliff Road, Corona Del Mar, Orange County. (FSY
LB} [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

8. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 
amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 
information contact the Commission's Ventura office at (805) 585-1800. 

9. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. [APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS] 

10. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs) See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. City of Port Hueneme LCP Major Amendment No. 1-10 (Flood Plain Management). Time Extension. Public 
hearing and action to extend the time limit for action for one year on the request by the City of Port Hueneme to amend 
its LCP to revise its zoning ordinance regarding the Flood Hazard Overlay Zone for the City of Port Hueneme, Ventura 
County. (JJ-V) [APPROVED] 

b. City of Malibu LCP Amendment No. MAJ-3-08 (La Paz). Public hearing and action on request by City of Malibu to 
amend its certified LCP to change the land use and zoning designation of two parcels in Malibu's Civic Center area 
from Community Commercial (CC) to a new, proposed designation of Town Center Overlay (TCO), with specific 
development standards for the new zone and a Development Agreement to allow an increase in allowable floor area 
ratio (FAR) from 0.15 to 0.20 for public benefit, City of Malibu, Los Angeles County. (DC-V) [APPROVED WITH 
MODIFICATIONS] 

11. NEW APPEALS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Appeal No. A-4-MAL-10-013 (Bercu, Los Angeles Co.) Appeal by Hans Laetz of Zuma Impact, LLC from decision 
of the City of Malibu granting permit to Dan Bercu for the remodel and expansion of an existing shopping center 
including the addition of 25,728 sq.ft. of commercial space, new parking lot, new alternative onsite wastewater 
treatment systems, landscaping, with associated variances/site plan review/conditional use permits at 30745 &30811 
Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (DC-V) [POSTPONED] 

12. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section 
of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up 
the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to 
the Consent Cale.ndar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 
CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 
Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 
expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 4-09-036 (Wagner, Los Angeles Co.) Application of the Robert Wagner to construct 28-ft. high 2-
story 4,685 sq.ft. single family home, detached 865 sq. ft. 3-car garage with 749 sq. ft. guest house on second floor, 
pool, spa, retaining walls, driveway, guest parking area, septic system, 660-ft. long existing access road improvement, 
1,400 cu.yds. of cut, 1,900 cu.yds. of fill, 5,600 cu.yds. of removal and recompaction, and import 500 cu.yds. all 
located at 2826 Coral Glen Drive, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (JJ-V) [Moved to Consent Calendar, APPROVED 
WITH CONDITIONS] 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mmx-3.html 3/12/2015 
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[An addendum has been appended to the staff report for item 12b below on March 9.] 

b. Application No. 4-09-068 (Flood Control Dist., Santa Barbara Co.) Application by Santa Barbara County Flood 

Control District to implement flood control activities: removal of 2,000-30,000 cu.yds. of sediment through annual 

desilting, discing in late fall, application of herbicide in spring/summer, and revegetation with non-native grass, along 

35 to 40-ft. wide, 1.4 mile reach of Atascadero Creek, Santa Barbara County. (A T-V) [Moved to Consent Calendar, 

APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (LOS ANGELES COUNTY) 

13. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 

amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 

information contact the Commission's Long Beach office at (562) 590-5071. 

14. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

15. NEW APPEALS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Appeal No. A-5-LOB-10-15 (2H Properties, Los Angeles Co.) Appeal by Commissioners Shallenberger & Wan, 

Los Cerritos Wetlands Trust (Elizabeth Lambe, Executive Director), Thomas Marchese, Heather Altman, Mary Suttie, 

David Robertson, ElDorado Audubon Society (Mary Parsell), and Our Town- Long Beach (Joan Hawley McGrath, 

Sandie Van Horn, Pat Towner, Cindy Crawford, Tarin Olsen, Kerrie Aley, Allan Songer & Brenda McMillan) from 

decision of City of Long Beach granting permit with conditions to 2H Properties to import 1,000 cu.yds. of soil to re

establish and maintain cap over existing landfill (in response to Coastal Commission Emergency Permit 5-09-068-G), 

and to allow weed abatement and remediation, at 6400 Loynes Drive, Long Beach, Los Angeles County. (CP-LB) 

[SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND, de novo hearing TO CONTINUE] 

b. Appeal No. A-5-PVE-1 0-23 (Buxton, Los Angeles Co.) Appeal by Commissioners Shallenberger & Wan of 

decision of City of Palos Verdes Estates granting permit with conditions to Neighborhood Church & David Buxton for 

construction of new 150-ft. long seawall & repair existing 650-ft. long gunite seawall at and along base of bluff adjacent 

to neighborhood church, at 415 Paseo Del Mar, Palos Verdes Estates, Los Angeles County. (GT-LB) [SUBSTANTIAL 

ISSUE FOUND, de novo hearing TO CONTINUE] 

16. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section 

of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up 

the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to 

the Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 

CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 

Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 5-10-8 (Protasevich, Los Angeles) Application of Mr. Alex Protasevich to construct new 3,892 

sq.ft., 3-story, 28-ft.hlgh, single-family home, with attached 2-car garage and 3,000 cu.yds. of grading, at 17632 

Castellammare Dr., Los Angeles, Los Angeles County. (AP-LB) [Moved to Consent Calendar, APPROVED WITH 

CONDITIONS] 

b. Application No. 5-10-21 (Community Corp. of Santa Monica, Santa Monica) Application of Community Corp. of 

Santa Monica to demolish 6 residential structures and construct 2-story, 32 unit affordable housing project, with 54 

parking spaces within underground parking garage, at 430 - 508 Pica Blvd, Santa Monica, Los Angeles County. (AP

LB) [Moved to Consent Calendar, APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mmx-3.html 3/12/2015 
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17. PERMIT AMENDMENTS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. An Amendment below may be moved to the Consent 
Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant 
are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be processed like 
other Consent Calendar items (See above) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent 
Calendar by a vote of 3 or more commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it 
originally appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner material amendments are processed. 

a. Permit No. 5-96-268-A3 (City of Long Beach, Long Beach) Request by City of Long Beach to increase the 
previously approved parking rates and implement a monthly parking permit program for the existing Queensway Bay 
parking structure, at 201 Shoreline Drive, Long Beach, Los Angeles County. (CP-LB) [Moved to Consent Calendar, 
APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

ENFORCEMENT 

18. ENFORCEMENT REPORT. Report by Chief of Enforcement on Statewide Enforcement Program. (LAH-SF) 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (ORANGE COUNTY) 

19. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 
amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 
information contact the Commission's Long Beach office at (562) 590-5071. [APPROVED] 

20. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. [APPROVED WITH 
CONDITIONS] 

21. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs) See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

[An addendum has been appended to the staff report below for item 21a on March 4; additional communications have 
been appended on March 8.] 

a. City of Laguna Beach LCP Amendment No. LGB-MAJ-3-8 (Three Changes). Public hearing and action on 
request by City of Laguna Beach to make 3 unrelated changes to the certified LCP: 1) proposal to land use designate 
and zone the 8.52 acre site at 1900 Laguna Canyon Road (known as ACT V) to Public/Institutional land use 
designation and Institutional zone; 2) amend Land Use Element Policy 12-F regarding existing 500 sq.ft. size limit for 
buildings located in Public Recreation and Parks land use designation; and 3) changes to the Implementation Plan 
effecting how building heights are measured and clarifying parking garage regulations in certain zones (MV-LB) 
[APPROVED WITH MODIFICATIONS] 

b. City of Dana Point LCP Amendment No. DPT-MAJ-1-10 (Time Extension). Public hearing and action to extend 
60-day time limit for action on City of Dana Point LIP Amendment No. 1-10 pertaining to the Dana Point Harbor 
Revitalization Plan. (FSY-LB) [Time Extension APPROVED] 

21.5 NEW APPEALS. 

[An addendum has been appended to the staff report below for item 21.5a on March 4; additional communications 
have been appended on March 8; 

further communications have been linked from the staff report on March 9.] 

a. Appeal No. A-5-LGB-10-39 (Laguna Terrace Park, Laguna Beach) Appeals of decision by the City of Laguna 
Beach to grant coastal development permit 09-36 with conditions to subdivide the Laguna Terrace Mobilehome Park 
into 157 residential lots, and some additional lots, at 30802 South Coast Highway, Laguna Beach, Orange County. 
(KFS-LB) [SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND, de novo hearing TO CONTINUE] 
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22. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section 

of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up 

the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to 

the Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 

CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 

Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process 

[An addendum has been appended to the staff report for item 22a below on March 4.]. 

a. Application No. 5-09-128 (City of Newport Beach, Newport Beach) Application of City of Newport Beach to 

relocate volleyball court and install2 poles to accommodate volleyball net, removal of approximately 100 sq.ft. of 

invasive, non-native ice plant and leveling of sand to accommodate volleyball court (approximately 25-30 cu.yds.), at 

China Cove Beach, Newport Beach, Orange County. (FSY-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

b. Application No. 5-09-249 (City of San Clemente, Public Works/Engineering Div., San Clemente) Application of 

City of San Clemente, Public Works/Engineering Div. for travel lane improvements along segments of El Camino Real 

and Avenida Pica, turning lane improvements, new traffic signal at the intersection of El Camino Real and Avenida 

Estacion, bike lanes and sidewalk extensions and upgrades including: 8-ft. wide sidewalks on both sides of Avenida 

Pi co, 7-ft. sidewalk on coastal side of El Camino Real, 5-ft. and 8-ft. sidewalks on inland side of ECR north and south 

of Avenida Pica respectively, at El Camino Real & Avenida Pica Intersection, San Clemente, Orange County. (LR-LB) 

[Moved to Consent Calendar, APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

SAN DIEGO DISTRICT 

23. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 

amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 

information contact the Commission's San Diego office at (619) 767-2370. [APPROVED] 

a. City of Carlsbad LCP Amendment No. 1-0BB (Legoland Inner Park) Certification Review. Concurrence with the 

Executive Director's determination that the action by the City of Carlsbad accepting certification of LCP Major 

Amendment 1-08B (amending both the Land Use Plan and Implementation Plan to update the Carlsbad Ranch 

Specific Plan to allow for minor improvements within the existing Legoland Park area to be approved administratively) 

with modifications is legally adequate. (TR-SD) [APPROVED] 

b. City of Carlsbad LCP Amendment No. 1-09B (Legoland Hotel) Certification Review. Concurrence with the 

Executive Director's determination that the action by the City of Carlsbad accepting certification of LCP Major 

Amendment 1-09B (amending the certified Implementation Plan to update the Carlsbad Ranch Specific Plan to allow 

hotel and accessory uses as permitted uses within the Outer Park and modify parking provisions at the Legoland Park 

property) with modifications is legally adequate. (TR-SD) [APPROVED] 

24. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

25. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs) See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

[Addenda have been appended to the staff reports for items 25a and 25b below on March 8.] 

a. Carlsbad LCP Amendment No. 2-0SA (Carlsbad Drainage Master Plan). Public hearing and action on request 

by the City of Carlsbad to amend both their Land Use Plan and Implementation Plans to update the City's Drainage 

Master Plan. (TR-SD) [APPROVED] 

b. Carlsbad LUP Amendment 2-0SB (Adams St. Subdivision). Public hearing and action on request by the City of 

Carlsbad to amend its certified Land Use Plan to change the land use designation from Residential Low Medium 
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(RLM) to Open Space on a portion of a 1.08 acre site containing sensitive habitat to facilitate the development of two 
(2) single family homes. The site is located in the 4400 block of Adams Street, along the north shore of Agua 
Hedionda Lagoon. (TR-SD) [WITHDRAWN] 

c. City of Carlsbad LCP Amendment No. 4-09A-E (Various LUP and Code Changes) Time Extension. Public 
hearing and action to extend the 90 day time limit for Commission action on request by City of Carlsbad to revise 
certain land use designations and zoning related to: (A) nonconforming building and uses; (B) height calculations and 
definitions; (C) definitions and location requirements for adult businesses; (D) modifying the land use designation from 
Residential Medium (RM) to Residential Low-medium (RLM) and zoning from Residential Density - Multiple (RD
M-Q) and Limited Control (LC) to One Family Residential (R-1) and Open Space (OS) at north side of Poinsettia Lane 
at westernmost terminus of Lemon Leaf Drive (Tabata Ranch); and (E) modifying the land use designation from Open 
Space (OS) to Residential Low Medium (RLM) and zoning from Limited Control (LC) to Residential1 (R-1) at north
east end of Camino Hills Drive along west side of El Camino Real (Tabata 1 0) . (TR-SD) [Time Extension 
APPROVED] 

d. City of Encinitas LCP Amendment No. 1-09 (Encinitas Ranch Specific Plan Revisions). Public hearing and 
action on request by the City of Encinitas to amend the certified Land Use and Implementation Plans to increase the 
overall maximum floor area for the Regional Commercial Center from 695,000 sq.ft. to 750,000 sq.ft on the property 
located on the west side of El Camino Real between Leucadia Blvd. and Town Center Drive. (GDC-SD) 
[APPROVED] 

26. NEW APPEALS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Appeal No. A-6-0CN-10-04 (Pack, Oceanside) Appeal by Commissioners Wan & Sanchez from decision of City of 
Oceanside granting permit with conditions to Moe Pack to demolish 3 apartments (2 buildings) and construct a 
residential duplex structure (2,344 sq. ft. & 2,636 sq. ft.), including 5 space underground parking garage utilizing 
tandem parking, at 312 South The Strand, Oceanside, San Diego County. (TR-SD) [POSTPONED] 

[An addendum has been added to the staff report for item 26b below on March 8.) 

b. Appeal No. A-6-LJS-10-09 (San Diego Parks temporary rope barrier) Appeal by John Leek, Friend's of 
Children's Pool & The San Diego Council of Divers, from decision of City of San Diego granting permit with conditions 
to City of San Diego Parks and Recreation Dept. to annually install temporary rope barrier and signage during seal 
pupping season (December 15 to May 15), at Children's Pool Beach, La Jolla, San Diego, San Diego County. (LJM
SD) [NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND] 

27. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section 
of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up 
the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to 
the Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 
CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 
Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 
expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

[An addendum has been added to the staff report for item 27a below on March 8.] 

a. Application No. 6-08-123 (Medina & Graham, Carlsbad) Application of Ben & Eunice Medina & David Graham to 
subdivide vacant 1.08 ac. parcel into 4 lots (2 residential, 1 driveway and 1 open space lot) and construct 3,000 sq. ft. 
home on Lot 1 and 3,255 sq. ft. home on Lot 2, at 4400 block of Adams Street along north shore of Agua Hedionda 
Lagoon, Agua Hedionda, Carlsbad, San Diego County. (TR-SD) [POSTPONED] 
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STATEWIDE 

CLOSED SESSION. At a convenient time during the meeting, the Commission (CCC) will have a 

closed session to discuss items of pending litigation, including: 

Citizens for a Better Eureka v. CCC Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A). 

CUE VI, LLC v. CCC Govt. Code § 11126(e)(2)(A). 

Electric Pointe LLC et al. v. City of Los Angeles, CCC Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A). 

Harrington et al. v. CCC Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A). 

Jackson-Grube Family, Inc. v. CCC Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A). 

McNamee et al. v. CCC Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A). 

Professional Engineers in State Government v. Schwarzenegger etl. Govt. Code § 11126 

(e)(2)(A). 

Reddell v. CCC et al. Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A). 

Revell v. CCC (Access for All, RPI) Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A). 

Security National Guaranty, Inc. v. State of California by and through CCC Govt. Code§ 

11126(e)(2)(A). 

Sterling v. CCC Govt. Code § 11126( e)(2)(A). 

In the matter of Ventura County Channel Islands Harbor Public Works Plan NOlO 2-09. 

Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(B) 

Page 7 of 11 

The Commission is authorized to discuss these matters in a closed session pursuant to Government 

Code Sections 11126(e)(2)(A) and (2)(C). In addition, the Commission may consider matters which fall 

under Government Code Section 11126(e)(2)(B) or (2)(C). The Commission may also consider 

personnel matters which fall under Government Code Section 11126(a). 

28. APPROVAL OF MINUTES. 

29. COMMISSIONERS' REPORTS. 

30. CONSERVANCY REPORT. 

31. SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS CONSERVANCY REPORT. 

32. DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL'S REPORT. 

33. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT including report and possible Commission action on legislation and water 

quality. 

a. 2011 meeting dates and locations. 

9:00A.M. 

THURSDAY, MARCH 11, 2010 

1. CALL TO ORDER. 

2. ROLL CALL. 

3. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT. Public comments will be heard at 9 a.m. for no more than 30 minutes. For 

attendees who are unable to attend the early comment period, there will be a second comment period prior to or after 

the lunch break. Agenda items will begin or resume after public comment. 
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4. COMMISSION FIELD TRIP. The Commission will take a field trip to view Arana Gulch and La Bahia in the City of 
Santa Cruz, and other sites in the Santa Cruz County coastal zone beginning at approximately 9:45 a.m. and return ing 
at 12 p.m. The Commission would reconvene at 1:45 p.m. Potential sites include Capitola-by-the-Sea, Pleasure Point, 
Santa Cruz Harbor, and West Cliff Drive. Because space will be extremely limited, members of the public may follow in 
their private vehicles or meet the Commission along the route of the field trip where stops will be scheduled to discuss 
issues. A map of the route and an itinerary of stops for the field trip will be available online or at the Commission's 
Santa Cruz office before the field trip. For more information please call the Santa Cruz office at (831) 427-4863. 

CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

5. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 
amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 
information contact the Commission's Santa Cruz office at (831) 427-4863. 

6. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

7. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section of 
the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 
Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 
Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 
CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 
Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 
expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 3-09-068 (City of Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz Co.) Application of City of Santa Cruz to implement the 
Arana Gulch Master Plan for the 67.7 ac. City-owned greenbelt property. Project includes management and restoration 
of habitat areas; improvements to existing trail system, including paved multi-use path (some over existing trails, some 
new); construction of new bridge over Hagemann Gulch; interpretive displays and trail signage; installation of fencing, 
including to allow limited cattle grazing, at Arana Gulch just inland of the Santa Cruz Harbor in Santa Cruz County. 
(SC-SC) [TO CONTINUE] 

[An addendum has been appended to the staff report for item 7b below on March 10.] 

b. Application No. 3-10-003 (Pebble Beach Co., Monterey Co.) Application of Pebble Beach Co. to construct new 
pedestrian trail segment and improve existing trails to connect Del Monte Forest trail system to Carmel Beach as part 
of the California Coastal Trail (includes trail and new stairway improvements in the Forest, and decomposed granite 
walkway along North San Antonio Ave., new boardwalk, and new stairway access in City of Carmel) near the Carmel 
gate into the Del Monte Forest, Carmel, Monterey County. (KM-SC) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS] 

NORTH COAST DISTRICT 

8. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 
amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 
information contact the Commission's Eureka office at (707) 445-7833. 

9. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

10. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Humboldt County LCP Amendment No. HUM-MAJ-1-8 (Samoa Town Plan). Public hearing and action on 
extension of time limit to act on request by Humboldt County to amend the certified Local Coastal Program to 
redesignate and rezone the industrial designation of the town to a mix of residential, commercial, open space, natural 
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resources and business park uses and extend the urban limit line within the approximately 173 acre Samoa town site 

on the Samoa Peninsula west of Humboldt Bay (RSM-E) [APPROVED] 

b. Humboldt County LCP Amendment No. HUM-MAJ-3-9 (Race Investments, LLC). Public hearing and action on 

request by County of Humboldt to amend the Certified Implementation Plan to rezone 45-acre portion of a 151-acre 

property located off of Mitchell Road, east of Eureka from Coastal Commercial Timberland (TC/F, R) to Timberland 

Production Zone with Flood Hazard Area, Streams and Riparian Corridor Protection combining zones (TPZ/F, R). 

(MBK-E) [APPROVED WITH MODIFICATIONS) 

11. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section 

of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up 

the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to 

the Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 

CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 

commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 

Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 

expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Appeal No. A-1-MEN-08-15 (Bower Limited Partnership, Mendocino Co.) Appeals by Environmental Commons, 

Lori Hubbart & Julie A. Verran from decision of County of Mendocino granting permit with conditions to Bower Limited 

Partnership for construction of 285-ft. long retaining wall to connect to proposed 70-ft. long retaining wall on adjacent 

lot to the south (APN 145-261-05), and associated drainage improvements including installation of 414-ft. length of 

drainpipe, storm drain manhole, and 6-ft. stormwater treatment structure, at 39200 South Highway One, Gualala, 

Mendocino County. (RSM-E) [POSTPONED] 

12. PERMIT AMENDMENTS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. An Amendment below may be moved to the Consent 

Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant 

are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be processed like 

other Consent Calendar items (See above) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent 

Calendar by a vote of 3 or more commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it 

originally appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner material amendments are processed. 

a. Permit No. 1-83-270-A (Bower Limited Partnership, Mendocino Co.) Request by Bower Limited Partnership to 

replace 70-ft. long wood retaining wall with 390-ft. long retaining wall that extends across subject property and 

adjacent property to the north (APN 145-261-13), at 39250 South Highway One, Gualala, Mendocino County. (RSM-E) 

[POSTPONED] 

9:00A.M. 

FRIDAY, MARCH 12, 2010 

1. CALL TO ORDER. 

2. ROLL CALL. 

3. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT. Public comments will be heard at 9 a.m. for no more than 30 minutes. For 

attendees who are unable to attend the early comment period, there will be a second comment period prior to or after 

the lunch break. Agenda items will begin or resume after public comment. 

NORTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 
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4. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 
amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 
information contact the Commission's San Francisco office at (415) 904-5260. [APPROVED] 

5. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

6. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial 
amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 
information contact the Commission's Santa Cruz office at (831) 427-4863. [APPROVED] 

7. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

8. NEW APPEALS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

a. Appeal No. A-3-SL0-07 -035 (Stolo, San Luis Obispo Co.) Appeal by Commissioners Kruer and Shallenberger, 
Kirsten Fiscalini, Landwatch San Luis Obispo County, and Greenspace-The Cambria Land Trust of San Luis Obispo 
County decision granting permit with conditions to Don and Charlene Stolo to allow phased development of winery, 
tasting facility, and related development at 3770 Santa Rosa Creek Road (approximately 1.5 miles east of Main Street) 
in Cambria, San Luis Obispo County. (JB-SC) [POSTPONED per applicant request] 

9. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. Attention: Items appearing in this section of 
the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 
Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the 
Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See AGENDA 
CATEGORIES) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally appears on this Meeting 
Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The purpose of this procedural change is to 
expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process. 

a. Application No. 3-09-049 (Wheeler, Pacific Grove) Application of Steve and Marna Wheeler for lot line adjustment 
and modifications to existing 1,223 sq.ft. single family home (including 617 sq. feet addition, 432 sq.ft. deck, driveway 
reduction, fencing, and native landscape restoration) at 100 Asilomar Avenue in the Asilomar dunes area of Pacific 
Grove in Monterey County. (MW-SC) [POSTPONED] 

10. NOTICE OF IMPENDING DEVELOPMENT. 

a. UCSC Notice of Impending Development UCSC NOID 2. Public hearing and action on Notice of Impending 
Development by the University of California at Santa Cruz pursuant to the certified Coastal Long Range Development 
Plan (CLRDP) to implement the first required five-year Younger Lagoon Natural Reserve Beach Access Management 
Plan, including docent-led tours and monitoring of beach area resources. (SC-SC) [APPROVED] 

ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES AND FEDERAL CONSISTENCY 
11. ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES and FEDERAL CONSISTENCY. Report by the Deputy Director on permit 
waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, negative determinations, matters not requiring 
public hearings, and status report on offshore oil & gas exploration & development. For specific information contact 
the Commission's Energy, Ocean Resources, and Federal Consistency Division office at (415) 904-5240. 
[APPROVED] 

12. FEDERAL CONSISTENCY. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 
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a. CC-075-09 (North County Transit District, San Diego Co.) Consistency certification by North County Transit 

District for construction of 2 miles of second mainline raitroad track, including second railroad bridge over Agua 

Hedionda Lagoon, between Mile Post 229.4 and Mile Post 231 .8 in Carlsbad, San Diego County. (LJS-SF) 

[APPROVED] 

13. REVISED FINDINGS. See AGENDA CATEGORIES. 

[An addendum has been appended to the staff report for item 13a on March 1 0.] 

a. CC-056-09 (City of San Diego, San Diego Co.) Revised Findings for conditional concurrence with resubmitted 

Consistency Certification by City of San Diego for secondary treatment waiver (i.e., Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) Reissuance, under Section 301 (h) of the Clean Water Act, of a modified National Pollutant Discharge 

Elimination System (NPDES) Permit) for Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant Discharges offshore of San Diego, 

San Diego County. (MPD-SF) [Findings APPROVED] 

Future Meetings: The next meetings of the Coastal Commission are April14-16, 2010 in Ventura and May 12-14 in 

Marin. 

Conditions of Use I Privacy Policy 1 Website Tracking 

Copyright© 2014 State of California 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
~5 FREMONT, SUITE 2000 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105- 221? 
VOICE ANO TDD (415) 904- 5200 

FAX (415) 904-5~00 

Review the p.dncipal 
Coastal Act policies 

conceaUrigsc~cand 

visual resources at SectionJ 
30250, 30251 and 30253. 

Thue Jlalu/u can be found at: 
bJtp: llwww.w.rtaMaJiflPftooa 

U1HlJJiJ 

LCP Update Guide 

Section 7. Scenic and Visual Resources 

Protection of the scenic resources of the coastal zone is a central part of local 
coastal programs. Section 30251 of the Coastal Act requires in part that the 
scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas be considered and protected as a 
resource of public importance. In most coastal area~, the scenic qualities of the 
coast have long been cherished by residents and visitors alike. Depending on 
site and surrounding area characteristics, scenic resources can include rocky 
promontories and headlands, rocky shorelines, sandy beaches, coastal bluffs, 
coastal lagoons and marshlands, rural farmlands and pasturelands, and open or 
forested slopes, hillsides, ridgelines and mountain tops, as well as more 
urbanized harbors, marinas and waterfront areas. Cultural features set in 
scenic areas and other historic or natural points of interest visible from public 
viewing areas or scenic corridors may also be considered scenic resources. 

While certified local coastal plans were crafted to protect significant public 
views to and along the shoreline, the subsequent incremental approval of 
individual developments and variances, including minor additions and 
maintenance activities, may have resulted, over time, in the cumulative 
degradation of public views and scenic resources. It is therefore important that 
LCP updates reassess the critical views and scenic landscapes to be protected 
and refine measures necessary to ensure their protection. 

What should an updated Scenic and Visual Resources 
component include? 
o Identification of public scenic view corridors and viewsheds; 

o Identification of highly scenic coastal areas; 

o Identification of special communities and neighborhoods; 

o Descriptions of any development encroachments on public views and 
scenic areas; 

o Descriptions of scenic and visual characteristics to be protected; 

o Coastal view and visual quality protection policies; 

o Land use and zoning designations commensurate with protection of scenic 
and visual qualities ; 

o Measures to ensure that new development will not block views that should 
be preserved; 

LCP Update G11ide- Parl I- Section 7. Scenic and Vima/ Rcso11rces 
]11/y 31, 2013 
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Local Coastal Program Update Guide 
Part I - St!ction 7. Scenic and Visual Resources 

o Measures to ensure that new development shall be visually compatible with 
existing natural features and the character of surrounding areas; 

o Measures to preserve the special values and character of the community; 

o Historic preservation measures; 

o Regulations to ensure that signs and billboards will not degrade significant 
coastal views; 

o Lighting restrictions; 

o Measures to restore and enhance scenic and visual qualities of the site 
and/or shoreline; 

o Considerations for the Design Review process; 

o Grading regulations to minimize alterations of natural landforms; 

o Measures to permanently protect significant views and views required to 
stay unobstructed (e.g., open space or conservation easements); 

o Development and design standards for highway and roadway corridors 
through scenic areas or areas of special character. (e.g. bridge rail/guard 
rail designs and landscaping standards that preserve views and the 
character of scenic or rural areas). 

Where can I read some examples of updated scenic 
policies? 
Examples of some updated Scenic Resource provisions are included in the 
following documents: 

o City of Malibu Land Use Plan, Chapter 6-Scenic And Visual 
Resources, at: http://qcode.us/codes/malibu-coastal/ 

o City of Malibu Local Implementation Plan, Chapter 6 --Scenic, 
Visual, and Hillside Resource Protection Ordinance, at: 
http ://gcode.us/codes/malibu-coastal/ 

a San Luis Obispo County Local Coastal Program Major 
Amendment No. 2-04 (Part 3) Title 23 Coastal Zone Land Use 
Ordinance Amendment, at: 
http:/ /documents.coastal .ca.gov/repOits/2008/7 !fh 16b-7 -2008 .pdf 

a County of San Mateo LCP Amendment No. SMC-MAJ-1-04-A 
(Midcoast Residential Design Standards), at: 
http:/ /documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2009112ffh 18b-12-2009 .pdf 

LCP Update G11ide- Part I -S ectio11 7. S emir a11d Vis11al &so11rm 
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What are some issues to adCJ. 
scenic resource policies? 
An LCP update should identify views that need pL 
policies and ordinances adequately provide the leve1 
In some places a specific focus on special communities • 
destination points may be warranted. In order to apply polk .. 
an update can ensure that visual representations take ad\ 
techniques while remaining accurate (e.g., visual simulations Wh 

aided graphics, designed to show views from public viewpu. 
constructed at proper scale). An update can also incorporate the latest aa . 
in addressing visual impacts from particular sources - e.g., lig. 
telecommunication facilities, signs and billboards. Finally, an update cah 
review how landscape screening policies have worked and make any necessary 
adjustments. 

+ Protected View Identification 

In order to adequately apply Coastal Act policies, local governments should 
identifY public viewsheds and view corridors and their characteristics to be 
protected. LCPs may identifY the public viewshed by vantage point (e.g., as 
what can be seen from major public use areas, scenic roads and highways and 
public recreation areas, such as parks, trails, and beaches), by what is seen 
(e.g., beaches, open water views, forests, hillsides, and historic buildings) or by 
a combination of these approaches. For an example of viewshed 
identifications, see: 

o Carmel Area Land Use Plan, Section 2.2 Visual Resources, at: 
http://www .co.monterey.ca.us/planning/docs/plans/Carmel Area LU 
P complete.PDF 

In the following policies, the term "viewshed" or ''public 
viewshed" refers to the composite area visible from major 
public use areas including 17-Mile Drive views of Pescadero 
Canyon, Scenic Road, Highway I and Point Lobos Reserve as 
shown on Map A. 

An LCP update can ensure that vantage points are specifically identified. For 
example, from which roads do views need protection? An update can also 
t:usure that no significant vantage points or scenic areas have been missed. For 
example, if your jurisdiction has a new trail, roadway or park, then views from 
these locations may need to be added to the list of public viewing points. 
Similarly, buildings that are now recognized as having historic significance or 
shoreline views that have opened up through permitted demolitions or tree 
cutting can be added to the list of visual attractions. You may wish to identifY 
some locations where visual restoration should occur, such as rehabilitating 
unsightly facilities or creating open view corridors as redevelopment occurs. 

LCP Update Guide- Part I- Section 1. Scenic and Visual &sourres 
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Section 30253 (e) 
requires ihat new 

deuelopnmJ/ ... shal~ where 
appropriau, prote" #Jedal' 

· tommrmititi ·and 
neighborhoodJ that because 

of their unique 
rharaf(eristirt, arepopular 
uiritot t/esf!llation.;ppi,J/.1 for 

rettcatiollalt!Jcs. . ,. , . 

Correspondingly, these updated policies could indicate not only locations 
where views should be protected, but also the visual qualities to be protected. 
For some views, such as blue water views, keeping them unobstructed might 
be the goal. For example, Monterey County has designated the Big Sur coast as 
a critical viewshed that warrants the highest level of scenic preservation. See: 

a Big Sur Coast Land Use Plan, p. 14, at: 
http://www.co.monterey.ca.us/planning/docs/plans/B ig ur LUP co 
mplete.PDF 

Critical Viewshed (defined as) everything within sight of 
Highway 1 and mqjor public viewing areas including turnouts, 
beaches and [a number oj] specific locations [identified in the 
LCP]. . 

Big Sur Critical Viewshed policies also require, among other things, that " ... all 
new parcels must contain building sites outside the critical viewshed; 
... clustering of structures, sensitive site design, design control, transfer of 
development credits, and other techniques designed to allow development on 
such parcels outside the critical viewshed ... ; replacement of structures shall ... 
encourage resiting or redesign in order to conform to the Key policy ... [the key 
policy ... ] prohibits all future public or private development visible from 
Highway 1 and major public viewing areas (the critical viewshed), and 
conditions all new development in areas not visible from Highway 1 or major 
public viewing areas on the siting and development criteria of [other viewshed 
policies]. .. " 

In other cases, appropriate viewshed protection could entail limiting the 
amount of human-made encroachment. For more urbanized pubic viewsheds, 
the parameters of the development (e.g., size, design, materials) can be 
specified. An example of an LCP amendment establishing view corridors 
between buildings is: 

a City of Malibu LCP Amendment No. MAJ-1-07 (Broad Beach), at: 
http:/ldocum,ents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/200911 /W 14a-1-2009.pdf 

Once an LCP update determines what views and scenic qualities are to be 
protected, development standards and how they are applied (e.g., through 
design review and variances) can be reviewed and, if necessary revised, to 
correspond to the policy objectives. 

+ Special Communities and Community Character 
During the initial certification process, some LCPs identified popular 
destination points as special communities (see sidebar). Updates to LCPs 
provide a local government the opportunity to reexamine and adjust the 
boundaries of the scenic and special areas that warrant protection. Measures 
used to protect special communities already identified can also be. strengthened 
during an update. 

LCP Update Guide- Part I - Section 7. S cmic and Visual &sources 
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LCP updates also offer an opportunity 
special communities, which because of their 
visitor-destination points for recreational uses 
30253(e). The update process may include exan1. 
local neighborhoods include a variety of characten~ 
special character which in tum makes them popular 
Depending on those characteristics, your LCP can include a 
designed to protect and preserve the special character of tht 
residential design standards, height limits, landscape treatments, 
street and public facility design standards. 

One example of policies designed to protect special communities 
community character is the City of Carmel-by-the-Sea LCP, which includes ... 
comprehensive set of policies and ordinances designed to protect the special 
historic character of Carmel. 

o Carmel-by-the Sea General Plan/Coastal Land Use Plan, Land 
Use and Community Character element, at: 
http://ci.carmel.ca.us/tasks/sites/carmel/assets/File/general plan/Land 
Use. pdf 

o Carmel-by-the-Sea Implementation Plan, Title 17 Zoning, at: 
http://www .codepublishing.com/CA/carmel.html. 

The Carmel example includes a number of policies designed to maintain city's 
community character, which is exhibited through many of its smaller cottages 
and its informal streetscape, and which is a draw for many visitors. Carmel's 
policies require, among other directives: 

assuring priority land uses, including a mix of commercial uses, that are 
compatible with the needs of visitors and the character ofthe area as a 
residential village; 

limiting the location of new commercial activity to present commercial 
and multi-family districts and protecting the established patterns ofland 
use throughout the city while providing for a high-quality pedestrian 
oriented environment; 

adopting standards for development that retain the scale and character 
of the City including requiring design review for new homes and 
additions; 

requiring that new development on each site is compatible and sensitive 
to the surrounding natural features and built environment of the site and 
of surrounding areas and contributes to neighborhood character. 

allowing land uses that are compatible with local resources and the 
natural resources and scenic quality of the area, including preserving 
significant areas of vegetation and open space; 

LCP Update G11ide- Part I - S ution 7. S cmk and Vi.mal &soHrm 
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Other examples of a Special Community include the Town of Mendocino, in 
Mendocino County. The Mendocino County LCP designates the Town of 
Mendocino as a special community and significant coastal resource as defined 
by Coastal Act Section 30251. The Mendocino Town Plan (Chapter 4.13 of 
the Mendocino Coastal Element) recognizes Mendocino as a historic 
residential community with limited commercial services, and calls for the 
preservation of the town's character, while still allowing for orderly growth. 
In Mendocino, the special character is identified as a composite of historic 
value, natural setting, attractive community appearance, and unusual blend of 
cultural, educational and commercial facilities. 

For a description of the Mendocino Town Plan, its planning process, issues, 
and policies, see: 

a Mendocino County LCP, Land Use Section, Coastal Element, 
Chapter 4.13- Mendocino Town Plan, at: 
http://www.co.mendoc.ino.ca.us/planning/pdf/Chapter 4. 13MTP.pdf 

a Mendocino County LCP- Mendocino Town Zoning Code, 
(Division III of Title 20), at: 
http://wwvv.co.mendocino.ca.us/planning/zoning/mendocino/index.ht 
m 

• Visual Assessments 
LCPs should include requirements for permit applicants to use up-to-date 
techniques for identizying critical viewsheds and for assessing the visual 
impacts of any proposed development. An LCP update could strengthen 
requirements in the coastal permit process for documenting existing views, 
such as requirements for staking the location, height and extents of proposed 
structures to assess potential visual encroachment and requirements for 
detailing any proposed screening through the use of vegetation or building 
materials. 

For an example of staking and flagging requirements, see: 

a Monterey County Staking and Flagging Criteria (2009), at: 
http://www.co.monterey.ca.us/planning/docs/forms!RESBOS 09-
360 Staking and Flagging Criteria 0721 09.pdf 

• Night Lighting 

In rural coastal areas where the night sky is generally dark except for the light 
of distant stars, bright lights that shine over the ocean, on ridgelines, open 
hillsides, or along rural roads can intrude into the dark sky, contributing to 
light pollution which can detract from the scenic character of an area. Tall, 
overhead lights along coastal pathways can intrude into the viewshed and 
cause visual clutter in areas that may have previously offered undisturbed 
views of the coast. In sensitive habitat areas, bright lighting can also cause 
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adverse impacts to sensitive species if light is allowed to "leak" beyond the 
intended area or path. Bright lights used for residences and other structures 
located in rural landscapes can sometimes be seen from great distances if not 
directed downward and shielded to light only the intended area around the 
house. New and/or bright lights in previously undeveloped areas visible from 
the roadway can also create a distraction for motorists and the general public in 
the area. 

Local governments should consider updating their Scenic Resource policies to 
protect night skies as part of protecting scenic and visual qualities of the 
coastal area. This can include such policies as prohibiting night lighting of 
certain development or requiring that if any night-time lighting is proposed, a 
lighting plan must be submitted along with demonstration of lights to be used 
onsite, so that an evaluation can be made that night lighting will not have 
significant visual impacts. For example, the City of Malibu LCP contains the 
following provisions to address lighting in environmentally sensitive overlay 
areas and in scenic, visual and hillside resource areas, respectively: 

o City of Malibu Local Implementation Plan, at: 
http://www .coastal.ca.gov /ventura/malibu-lip-final. pdf. 

Section 4.6.2: Exterior lighting (except traffic lights, 
navigational lights, and other similar safety lighting) shall be 
minimized, restricted to low intensity features, shielded, and 
directed away from ESHA to minimize impacts on wildlife. 
Night lighting for sports courts, sports fields, or other private 
recreational facilities in ESHA, ESHA buffer, or where night 
lighting would increase illumination in ESHA shall be 
prohibited. 

Section 6.5.G ... Night lighting for sports courts, sports fields, 
or other private recreational facilities in scenic areas 
designated for residential use shall be prohibited. 

Malibu LCP sections 4.6.2 and 6.5.G both identify that permitted lighting must 
conform to certain standards that require, for example: 

1. The minimum necessary to light walkways used for entry 
and exit to the structures, including parking areas, on the 
site. This lighting shall be limited to fzxtures that do not 
exceed two feet in height, are directed downward, and use 
bulbs that do not e.'cceed 60 watts, or the equivalent, unless 
a higher wattage is authorized by the Planning Manager. 

2. Security lighting attached to the residence that is controlled 
by motion detectors and is limited to 60 watts, or the 
equivalent. 

LCP Update Guide -Part I - Section 7. Scenic and Visual &soums 
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3. The minimum lighting necessary for safe vehicular use of 
the driveway. The lighting shall be limited to 60 watts, or 
the equivalent. 

4. A light, not to exceed 60 watts or the equivalent, at the 
entrance to the (identifY non-residential accessory 
structures). 

5. No lighting around the perimeter of the site, no lighting for 
sports courts or other private recreational facilities, and no 
lighting/or aesthetic purposes is allowed. 

6. Prior to issuance of Coastal Development Permit, the 
applicant shall be required to execute and record a deed 
restriction reflecting the above restrictions. 

While these two Malibu lighting policies were both amended to add provisions 
allowing night lighting for public sports activities at the Malibu High School 
(located outside of ESHA), the LCP amendment {MAL-MAJ -1-11-A) 
approved by the Commission restricts night lighting of sports fields to the main 
sports field of public high schools in the institutional zone (i.e., only Malibu 
High School) as a conditional use, and restricts night lighting after 7:30 p.m. 
PST, except for a maximum of 18 days in a 12-month period when lights at the 
main sports field can be used up to 10:30 p.m. PST. The Malibu LCP also 
requires that field lighting must be minimized, directed downward, and 
shielded using the best available visor technology and pole height and design 
that minimizes light spill, sky glow, and glare impacts to public views and 
wildlife to the maximum extent feasible. The LCP also requires that if night 
lighting is to be used during bird migration periods, an avian bird monitoring 
plan must be developed and implemented to determine if any significant 
adverse impacts to migratory and resident bird species result from the night 
time use of field lights. 

To see more on the City of Malibu LCP Amendment for night lighting at 
Malibu High School, go to: 

o City of Malibu LCP Amendment MAL-MAJ-1-11 Part A, at: 
http :1 /documents.coastal.ca. gov /reports/20 1111 0/W 13a-1 0-20 J 1. pdf 

The coastal permit amendment for Malibu High School is: 

o Coastal Development Permit Amendment 4-99-276-A4 (Malibu 
Unified School District), at: 
http://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2011110/Wl 7a-1 0-201l .pdf 

Another resource for guidance on night lighting ordinances can be found at: 

u International Dark Skies Association, Model Lighting Ordinance, at: 
http://www.darksky.orgLoutdoorlighting/mlo 
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• Telecommunications Facilities 

Telecommunications facilities, including cell towers and electrical supports, 
have become more common as the cellular industry has grown. Cell towers, 
which can reach heights of as much as 75 feet or more, can have significant 
visual impacts, especially in rural areas where tall buildings are not common 
place. Because many LCPs were originally written before cellular phones were 
in common use, some may still not include any policies to deal with this new 
type of development. There are both legal and policy considerations in 
addressing these in an LCP update. By virtue of the Federal 
Telecommunications Act of 1996 (FTA), the Coastal Commission and local 
governments are currently prohibited from regulating telecommunications 
facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio frequency 
emissions. The Commission may, however, regulate other aspects of 
telecommunication facilities to address effects of such facilities (e.g., siting 
and design to avoid visual impacts, particularly such impacts as they relate to 
more rural and undeveloped areas.) Local governments should research 
Federal law to ensure that its LCP provisions are consistent with applicable 
requirements related to siting of telecommunications facilities. 

In most cases, significant visual impacts may be avoided if new cell towers or 
cellular equipment are co-located on or adjacent to existing structures (e;g., on 
top of large buildings, or attached to other industrial or energy towers). Where 
this may not be possible, the visual impact of cell towers might be reduced by 
using a constructed disguise, such as a palm or pine tree design, compatible 
with the surrounding development or natural character. 

Examples of LCPs that have been updated with specific cell tower provisions 
include: 

o Monterey County Coastal Implementation Plan, at: 
http://www.co.monterey.ca.us/planning/docs/ordinancesffitle20/20.6 
4.310.htm 

CJ Santa Cruz County Code, Section 13.10.660--Regulations for the 
siting, design, and construction ofwireless communication facilities, 
at: http://ordlink.com/codes/santacruzco/index.htm. 

Other useful references include: 

a National League of Cities and APA, Siting Cellular Towers, (1997), 
availability information, at: 
http://www2.nlc.org/nlc org/sitelinside nlc/catalog2/showdetl.cfm?l 
D=98 

a B. Blake Levitt, ed., Cell Towers (2000) New Century Publishing. 
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• Signs and Billboards 

Roadside signs and billboards can create visual clutter, especially outside of 
urban areas. Local governments should review applicable state and federal 
laws, such as California Business and Professions Code Section 5412, before 
updating LUP policies related to signs and billboards. It is likely that new 
signs and billboards may be prohibited but there are limits on how existing 
signs and billboards may be treated. 

For examples of policies related to signage, see for example: 

o City of Encinitas LCP Amendment ENC-MAJ-2-08, at: 
bttp:/ /documents. coastal. ca. gov /reports/2009/9/W3 8d-9-2009. pdf 
http://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/20 1 0/5trh l4a-5-20 l O.pdf 

These policies prohibit new billboards and allow non-commercial message 
substitution on existing legal signs without requiring additional approval or 
permits. They also require that City-authorized relocation of any existing legal 
billboard be located outside of the coastal zone. 

• Landscape Screening 

Since many of the LCPs were certified, the long term impact of landscaping 
and maintenance on scenic views has emerged as an issue of concern. LCPs 
often relied on landscape planting to mitigate scenic impacts of development. 
However, over time, the Commission has dealt with issues related to landscape 
screening that actually end up adversely impacting scenic views and in some 
cases public access (i.e., grows wider or taller than expected because of species 
selection or lack of maintenance). To address this, local governments could 
consider policies that ensure that impacts to scenic resources are avoided 
principally through site selection and design alternatives, such as reducing 
height and bulk of structures, instead of relying mainly on landscape screening. 
Where landscape screening is appropriate, provisions could be updated to 
protect public access and scenic views over the long term, such as: 

Requiring approval of landscaping plans that use only low growing 
species that will not obscure or block public views; 

Requiring that existing landscaping be maintained so as to not block 
any public views as vegetation matures while at the same time avoiding 
impacts to any existing environmentally sensitive habitat; 

Require that landscape plans be designed, planted and maintained to 
serve this purpose over the life of the development; 

Require periodic re-evaluation of how well the landscape design is 
working out, and to allow for revisions if changes are needed to fully 
comply with any screening requirements that have been applied to 
protect the scenic and visual resources of the area. 

A source to consult is: 
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□ Wendelyn Martz, Preparing a Landscaping Ordinance (1990),
availability information, at:
http ://w-..vw. planning. org/apastore/Search/Defau I t.aspx ?p=23 60
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STAFF REPORT: DE NOVO AND REGULAR CALENDAR 

Local Government: 

Local Decision: 

Application Number: 

Appeal Number: 

Applicant: 

Appellant: 

Project Location: 

Project Description: 

City of Los Angeles 

Approval 

5-14-0628 

A-5-DRL-14-0023 

Verizon Wireless 

Coastal Commission Executive Director Charles Lester 

On Vista Del Mar between Vista Del Mar Lane and Waterview Street, 
Playa del Rey, City of Los Angeles 

Removal and replacement o:f an existing 27-foot light pole; addition 
of two 17"(w) x 57"(1) x 8"(d) panel antennas; installation of a 2'(w) 
x 3'(1) x 4' (d) underground splice vault and two relocated traffic 
signal vaults 1.4'(w)x 2.5'(1) x 1.5'(d); construction of a 8'(w) x 
18'(1) x 20'(d) underground vault; two 42" high ventilation stacks; 
and a 48" high electrical meter pedestal. 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Verizon Wireless proposes to install and operate a wireless telecommunication facility, which 
includes two antennas flush mounted on a replaced City street light pole, and two underground 
equipment vaults, ventilation stacks and an above ground electrical meter pedestal. Two existing 
traffic vaults will be relocated adjacent to the main vault. The proposed project is located adjacent 
to, and on the seaward side of Vista del Mar, along the edge of a coastal bluff. 

Major Coastal Act issues associated with this project include potential bluff erosion, geologic and 
coastal hazards, and adverse scenic coastal view impacts. The proposed project will be located 
along the edge of a coastal bluff that leads down to Dockweiler State Beach. The bluff is highly 
erodible and placement of any structures could accelerate bluff erosion. Furthermore, the bluffs are 
undeveloped with the exception of pedestrian beach accessways and vehicular entry roads for the 
public beach parking lots located below the bluffs on the beach, and placement of any structures, 
including aerial antennas and utility cabinets interfere with coastal views and detract from the 
scenic value along a heavily used coastal roadway. To address these adverse impacts the 
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Commission staff is recommending Special Conditions 1 requiring the permittee to maintain the 
facility and restore the bluff in the event of future erosion, or provide visual and aesthetic treatment 
to blend the structures with the surrounding bluff, or relocate the facilities. Special Condition 2 
ensures that the applicant is aware that no future shorline or bluff protection device will be allowed. 

Commission staff is also recommending Special Condition 3 for landscaping with native and 
drought tolerant plants, and that the applicant comply with Construction BMPs (Special Condition 
4) and geotechnical recommendations made by their geotechnical consultant (Special Condition 5) . 
Special Condition 6 places the applicant on notice that there arc risks associated with bluff top 
development and that they assume all risk. In addition, Special Condition 7, 8, 9, 10 require the 
applicant to agree to cooperate with other communication companies in co-locating facilities to 
minimize the need for new poles, and in the future, if technological advances allow for reduced 
visual impacts, the applicant agrees to make those changes and is responsible for removing all 
abandoned facilities. The applicant shall agree to comply with all conditions of the permit and any 
future development will require an amendment to the permit or a new permit. 

Commission staff recommends approval. Because this report is a de novo review of an appeal and a 
permit application for a dual jurisdiction permit (see Staff Note below), the approval will include 
two coastal development permits for the proposed development- one on de novo review of an 
appeal of the City's permit action (A-5-DRL-14-0023) and one dual permit application (5-14-0628). 

STAFF NOTE- DUAL PERMIT JURISDICTION 

Within-the areas specified in Section 30601, which is lffiown m-ihe City of Los Angeles peilnit 
program as the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area, the Coastal Act requires that any development 
which receives a local coastal development permit also obtain a second (or "dual") coastal 
development permit from the Coastal Commission. The Commission's standard of review for 
the· proposed development in the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area is the Chapter 3 policies of the 
Coastal Act. For projects located inland of the areas identified in Section 30601 (i.e., projects in 
the Single Permit Jurisdiction), the City of Los Angeles local coastal development permit is the 
only coastal development permit required. 

As a result of the project site being located within three hundred feet ofthe beach, the proposed 
development is located within the Dual Permit Jurisdiction. On April 8, 2014, the applicant 
submitted the required "dual" Coastal Commission coastal development permit application 
(Application No. 5-14:-0628) for Commission review and action. 

In order to minimize duplication, Commission staff has combined the de novo appeal permit (A-
5-DRL-14-0023) and dual coastal development permit application (5-14-0628) into one staff 
report and one Commission hearing. Because there are two permits involved, the Commission's 
approval, modification, or denial of the proposed project will require two separate Commission 
actions: one action for the de novo review ofthe appeal of the City's permit and one action for 
the dual coastal development permit application. Staff is recommending that the Commission 
approve both permits with the following identical special conditions and findings. The 

- --Collllmssion~s..standat:d-oLre¥-ie.w_fo.t:...the...propo.secLdell.elopmentis__the..ChapteLl.p.o.licies__. '-'-'-.LLJ..Io.~---
Coastal Act. 
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I. MOTION AND RESOLUTION FOR A-5-DRL-14-0023 and 5-14-0628 

Motion I: 

I move that the Commission approve with special conditions Coastal Development Permit 
Application A-5-PDR-14-0023 per the staff recommendation. 

Motion II: 

I move that the Commission approve with special conditions Coastal Development Permit 
Application 5-14-0628 per the staff recommendation. 

The staff recommends two YES votes on the foregoing motions. Passage of the motions will result 
in conditional approval of the de novo permit (A-5-DRL-14-0023) and dual coastal development 
permit application (5-14-0628) with identical special conditions, and adoption of the following 
resolutions and findings. Each motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of 
Commissioners present. . 

Resolution 1: Approval with Conditions of A-5-DRL-14-0023 

The Commission hereby approves coastal development permit A-5-DRL-14-0023 and 
adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as conditioned will be 
in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will not prejudice the 
ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local Coastal 
Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Appro val of the 
permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible 
mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any 
significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there are no further 
feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen any significant 
adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 

Resolution II: Approval with Conditions of5-14-0628 

The Commission hereby approves coastal development permit 5-14-0628 and adopts the 
findings set forth below on grounds that the development as conditioned will be in 
r.rmformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will not prejudice the 
ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local Coastal 
Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Approval of the 
permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible 
mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any 
significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there are no further 
feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen any significant 
adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 
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This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions: 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall not 
commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized agent, 
acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned to 
the Commission office. 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the 
date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a 
diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of 
the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 

3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be resolved by 
the Executive Director or the Commission. 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files 
with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit. 

5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be perpetual, 
and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all future owners and 
possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 

III. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions: 

1. Repair and Removal of the Development. By acceptance ofthis Permit, the applicant agrees, 
on behalf of itself and all other successors and assigns, that should any underground 
development approved under this permit, including but not limited to, any individual section of 
any vault or conduit becomes exposed due to structural failure, erosion, or other manmade or 
natural processes, the applicant shall repair the slope using native soil and revegetating the area 
consistent with Special Condition No. 3 below. 

In the event the erosion issue cannot be adequately remediated by refilling and landscaping, the 
permittee shall conduct a study of the structural stability ofthe approved development and an 
analysis of alternatives for correcting any structural deficiencies, including the removal of the 
structure(s). In addition, the permittee shall submit plans to the Executive Director, for review 
and concurrence, that provide for visual and aesthetic treatment of the exposed structures in the 
event remedial regarding is not feasible. The aesthetic treatment shall provide that exposed 
materials match the surrounding terrain to the extent feasible and minimize visual impact of the 
exposed features. The applicant shall identify proposed materials, colors, monitoring, and 
maintenance plans, in conjunction with their submittal. The Executive Director shall determine 
whether the proposed work will require an amendment to this coastal development permit, a 
new coastal development permit, or whether no amendment or new permit is legally required. 
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2. No Future Shoreline Protective Device 

A. By acceptance of this Permit, the applicants agrees, on behalf of themselves and all other 
successors and assigns, that no shoreline protective device(s) shall ever be constructed to protect 
the development approved pursuant to coastal development permit No. A-5-DRL-14-0023 and 
5-14-0628 including, but not limited to, the antennae and support structures, and any future 
improvements, in the event that the development is threatened with damage or destruction from 
sea level rise, flooding, erosion, storm conditions or other natural hazards in the future. By 
acceptance of this permit, the applicants hereby waive, on behalf of themselves and all 
successors and assigns, any rights to construct such devices that may exist under Public 
Resources Code Section 30235. 

B. By acceptance of this Permit, the applicants further agree, on behalf of themselves and all 
successors and assigns, that the permittee shall remove the development authorized by this 
permit, if any government agency· has ordered that the structure poses a public safety hazard due 
to any of the hazards identified above. In the event that portions of the development fall onto 
the bluff before they are removed, the·pennittee shall remove all recoverable debris associated 
with the development from the and lawfully dispose of the material in an approved disposal site. 
Such removal shall require a coastal development permit. 

3. Landscaping Plan. 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant will 
submit, for the review and written approval of the Executive Director, a landscaping plan 
prepared by a qualified biologist or licensed landscape architect. The plan shall include the 
following: 

a. No invasive species will be employed on the site. Invasive plants are those identified in the 
California Native Plant Society, Los Angeles~- Santa Monica Mountains Chapter handbook 
entitled Recommended List ofNative Plants for Landscaping in the Santa Monica Mountains, 
1996 edition, California Exotic Plant Pest Council's Exotic Pest Plants of Greatest Ecological 
Concern in California, published in 1999, and those otherwise identified by the Department of 
Fish and Wildlife or the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. 
b. New vegetation planted on the site shall consist of native (Southern California coastal dunes 
and prairies ) and may include low water use ornamental non-invasive plant species. The 
applicant shall not incorporate invasive plant species anywhere on the project site. 
c. The site shall be stabilized immediately with jute matting or other BMPs after any grading 
occurs to minimize erosion during the rainy season (November 1 to March 31) if plantings have 
not been fully established. 

B. The plan shall include, at a minimum, the following components: 
a. A map showing the types, size, and locations of all plant materials that will be on the site, the 
tempora.ty irrigation system, if any, topography of the developed site, and all other landscape 
features; 
b. A schedule for installation of native plants/removal of non-native plants; 
c. An identification of seed sources and plant communities of the plants planned to be 
employed; 
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C. The permittee shall undertake and maintain the development in accordance with the 
approved final plan and schedule and other requirements for the life of the project. Any 
proposed changes to the approved final plan shall be reported to the Executive Director. No 
changes to the approved final plan shall occur without a Commission amendment to this coastal 
development permit unless the Executive Director determines that no amendment is required. 

4. Construction Responsibilities and Debris Removal. The permittee shall comply with the 
following construction related requirements: (a) No construction materials, debris, or waste shall 
be placed or stored where it may be subject to wave/wind erosion and dispersion; (b) Any and 
all debris resulting from construction activities shall be removed from the project site within 24 
hours of completion of construction; (c) Erosion control/sedimentation Best Management 
Practices (BMP's) shall be used to control sedimentation impacts to coastal waters during 
construction. BMPs shall include, but are not limited to: placement of sand bags around 
drainage inlets to prevent runoff/sediment transport into the storm drain system and the Pacific 
Ocean, use of debris fences as appropriate and no stockpiling of materials in the project area; (d) 
Construction debris and sediment shall be removed from construction areas each day that 
construction occurs to prevent the accumulation of sediment and other debris which may be 
discharged to coastal waters; (e) The applicant shall dispose of all demolition and construction 
debris resulting from the proposed project at an appropriate location. If the disposal site is 
located within the coastal zone, a coastal development permit or an amendment to this permit 
shall be required before disposal can take place. 

5. Conformance of Design/Construction Plans to Geotechnical Report. 

A. All fmal design and construction plans, including foundations, grading and drainage plans, 
shall be consistent with all recommendations contained in the Geotechnical report prepared by 
Geotechnical Solutions, Inc., dated April23, 2013. PRIOR TO THE ISSUANCE OF THE 
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant shall submit, for the Executive Director's 
review and approval, evidence that an appropriate licensed professional has reviewed and 
approved all final design and construction plans and certified that each of those final plans is 
consistent with all of the recommendations specified in the above-referenced geologic 
evaluation approved by the California Coastal Commission for the project site. 

B. The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved final plans. Any 
proposed changes to the approved final plans shall be reported to the Executive Director. No 
changes to the approved fmal plans shall occur without a Commission amendment to this 
coastal development permit unless the Executive Director determines that no amendment is 
legally required. 

6. Assumption of Risk, Waiver of Liability and Indemnity. By acceptance of this permit, the 
applicant acknowledges and agrees (i) that the site may be subject to hazards from erosion, 
landslide, bluff retreat, earth movement, waves, storm waves and sea level rise; (ii) to assume 
the risks to the applicant and the property that is the subject ofthis permit of injury and damage 
from such hazards in connection with this permitted development; (iii) to unconditionally waive 
any claim of damage or liability against the Commission, its officers, agents, and employees for 
injury or damage from such hazards; and (iv) to indemnify and hold harmless the Commission, 
its officers, agents, and employees with respect to the Commission's approval of the project 
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against any and all liability, claims, demands, damages, costs (including costs and fees incurred 
in defense of such claims), expenses, and amounts paid in settlement arising from any injury or 
damage due to such hazards. 

7. Co-Location of Future Antennae. PRJOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL 
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant shall agree in writing, subject to the review and 
approval of the Executive Director, to cooperate with other communication companies in co
locating additional antennae and/or equipment on the project site in the future, provided such 
shared use does not impair the operation of the approved facility. Upon the Commission's 
request, the permitee shall provide an independently prepared technical analysis to substantiate 
the existence of any practical technical prohibitions against the operation of a co use facility. 

8. Future Redesign. PRJOR TO THE ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT 
PERMIT, the applicant shall agree in writing, subject to the review and approval of the 
Executive Director, that where future technological advances would allow for reduced visual 
impacts resulting from the proposed telecommunication facility, the applicant agrees to make 
those modifications which would reduce the visual impact of the proposed facility. In addition, 
if in the future the facility is no longer needed, the applicant agrees to abandon the facility and 
be responsible for removal of all permanent structures, and restoration of the site as needed to 
re-establish the area consistent with the character of the surrounding vegetation. Before 
performing any work in response to the requirements of this condition, the applicant shall 
contact the Executive Director of the California Coastal Commission to determine if a new 
permit or an amendment to this coastal development permit is necessary. 

9. Permit Compliance. All development must occur in strict compliance with the proposal as set 
forth in the application, subject to any special conditions imposed herein. Any deviation from 
the approved plans must be submitted for review by the Executive Director to determine 
whether an amendment to this coastal development permit is necessary pursuant to the 
requirements of the Coastal Act and the California Code of Regulations. 

10. Future Improvements. This permit is only for the development described in coastal 
development permit A-5-DRL-14-0023/5-14-0628. Except as provided in Public Resources 
Code section 30610 and applicable regulations, any future development as defined in PRC 
section 30106, including, but not limited to, a change in the density or intensity of use land, 
shall require an amendment to coastal development permit A-5-DRL-14-0023/5-14-0628 from 
the California Coastal Commission or shall require an additional coastal development permit 
from the California Coastal Commission or from the applicable certified local government. 

IV. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS: 

A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION 

City of Los Angeles approved local Coastal Development Permit No. 13-05 permits the 
replacement of an existing 27-foot light pole with a new light pole of the same height; addition of 
two 1 T'(w) x 57"(1) x 8"( d) panel antennas, which will be flush-mounted to the light pole; 
installation of a 2'(w) x 3'(1) x 4'(w) underground splice vault approximately 10 feet south of the 
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new pole and relocate two traffic signal vaults 1.4'(w) x 2.5'(1) x 1.5'(d); construction of8'(w) x 
18'(1) x 20'(d) underground vault with a three square foot access hatch at ground level; construction 
oftwo 42" high ventilation stacks north of the new vault that will connect to the underground vault; 
and construction of a 48" high electrical meter pedestal south of the vault (Exhibits 3, 4, and 5). 
The pole and both underground vaults would be connected by wiring housed in an underground 
conduit. Native, drought-tolerant shrubs would be planted to shield the ventilation stacks and the 
electrical meter pedestal from view. · 

Verizon contends that this facility is necessary to fill a "significant gap" in coverage. According to 
the applicant, in order to operate efficiently, wireless telecommunication networks are predicated on 
the premise that cell sites must "see" adjacent cell sites. Most cell sites are designed to propagate in 
a 360 degree pattern via a three sector 120 degree standard orientation of service. Other cell sites 
are designed to provide service in a pattern that can be limited to 180 degrees. The more restrictive 
approach is employed when the objective is to cover a roadway along a curvilinear route or where 
there is a topographic or other above grade obstruction or limitation that limits the line of sight. 
Here, Verizon seeks to cover Vista Del Mar, which presents elevation changes upwards of 100 feet, 
while maximizing the efficiency of the site's propagation in order to reduce the need for another 
site. 

The proposed project site is located within a utility easement in the public right-of-way, on the 
seaward (west) side of Vista Del Mar, near the three-way intersection of Vista Del Mar, Vista Del 
Mar Lane, and Waterview Street in the community of Playa del Rey, Los Angeles (Exhibit 1). This 
location is within the Dual Permit Jurisdiction of the Coastal Zone in the City of Los Angeles. 

The proposed development is located along Vista Del Mar in the Playa del Rey planning area of the 
City of Los Angeles. Vista Del Mar runs north/south, between the El Segundo Dunes to the east 
and Dockweiler State Beach and the Pacific Ocean to the west (see Exhibit 1 and 2). The four lane 
roadway is approximately 50 to 55 feet above mean sea level and supported by a sandy bluff which 
rises approximately 25 feet above the beach. Along the base of the bluff within the project area, an 
approximately 20 foot wide asphalt road runs along the sandy beach providing public access to the 
beach parking lots spaced along the beach below the bluff. In addition to the beach parking lots and 
access road, the immediate area is improved with beach maintenance yards, restrooms, concession 
buildings, and a meandering bicycle path. 

According to the City's staff report, Vista Del Mar, in the vicinity of the proposed project site, is 
designated as a Scenic Highway in the Transportation Element of the General Plan for the City of 
Los Angeles. The area to the east of the proposed project site, and on the inland side of Vista Del 
Mar, is a developed residential area, and the area to the West of Vista Del Mar is a vegetated slope 
which leads down to the beach and the ocean. The upper portion of the slope is within the public 
right-of-way and the beach is zoned as an open space area. The slope below the northern portion of 
the proposed project site is developed with an approximately 50-unit, two-story condominium 
complex. The three-way intersection of Vista Del Mar, Vista Del Mar Lane, and Waterview Street 
contains four existing street lights, each supporting a traffic signal. 
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B. HAZARDS 

Section 30253 of the Coastal Act states, in part: 

New development shall do all of the following: 

(a) Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and 
fire hazard. 

(b) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute 
significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or 
surrounding area or in any way require the construction of protective 
devices that would substantially alter natural landforms along coastal 
bluffs. 

The Coastal Act requires that development be stable and structurally secure, and minimize its 
impact on the natural landforms, especially in hazardous areas, as is the case here. This area of 
Playa del Rey has been known to be geologically unstable due to storm damage and erosion. In 
fact, on November 15, 2012, the Commission approved Coastal Development Permit (CDP) No.5-
12-079, which permitted the following: 

To permanently authorize the construction allowed under emergency permit No. 5-
12-189-G for construction of five bulkheads to reinforce portions of existing 
roadway that have collapsed, or are in immediate danger of collapsing, due to soil 
erosion and undermining of roadway. The project will include precast lagging 
panels, four to six sub grade piles per each location, backfilling, pavement repairs, 
pedestrian and vehicular guardrails. 

The collapsed portions of the existing roadway at issue under CDP 5-12-079 are located on Vista 
del Mar, between Napoleon and Imperial Highway, which is immediately south of where Verizon's 
proposed project here is located. The cause of the erosion was due to uncontrolled water runoff 
from the roadway. The coastal slope at issue in that CDP is the same as the one Verizon would like 
to place its extensive vaults and new/replacement pole. Placement of any structure on a coastal 
slope raises a number of Coastal Act issues, but where evidence exists that a particular project 
location is geologically unstable, those Coastal Act issues are magnified. 

According to the Geotechnical Engineering Report for the proposed project, which was prepared by 
Geotechnical Solutions, Inc. of Irvine, CA, the ascending 30-foot high, 3 to 1 slope below the lease 
area is composed of clean, fine to medium sand with occasionally pebbly layers. In addition, the 
report states that the sand dune deposits possess a high degree of strength integrity due to a lack of 
known historic or pre-historic deep seated landslides, and notably, the hills have been standing for 
thousands ofyears. 

Importantly, the Geotechnical Report states that it is "very important that surface cirainaee is 
controlled" because "not only are the site soils very susceptible to erosion but also water allowed to 
infiltrate (by ponding) adds unnecessary weight and should be avoided." Despite this finding, the 
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Geotechnical Report concludes that the site is suitable for the proposed development, provided their 
recommendations are successfully implemented. 

The fact that the proposed project location is on an unstable coastal slope is disconcerting, 
especially given that Verizon is proposing to install/construct underground vaults varying from 2.5 
feet to 20 feet deep along the bluff edge. The City in issuing Coastal Development Permit No. 13-
05 stated, in part, that the project would not affect geologic, flood or fire risks. The City did not 
elaborate on this finding, nor did the City cite the basis for this finding. The City's findings do 
require the applicant to submit plans demonstrating that project activities would not interfere with 
the stability of the roadway bed, prior to project construction. And, during construction, measures 
are to be implemented to control erosion due to construction activities. 

The extensive vault structures required for this project could further destabilize the slope, and 
eventually be exposed due to erosion. The recommendations contained in the submitted 
Geotechnical Report will likely be unable to prevent continued erosion. 

According to the applicant, no viable alternative site locations exist on public or private property in 
the vicinity. Service to the area had previously been provided by a site at the Hyperion Treatment 
Plant, but that lease was terminated and carriers that were at the treatment plant are now looking for 
alternative sites along this section of Vista Del Mar. In addition, the applicant contends that no 
commercial property exists in the area of the gap in coverage to place the facility for the area is 
primarily single- (Rl-1) and multi-family residential (R3-1), as well as open space ([Q] OS-lXL). 
Notably, the applicant contends that the R3 zone located to the north of the subject site are at a 
lower elevation and would not support a design height sufficient enough to close the area's gap in 
coverage. Generally, Commission staff works with communication applicants and encourages the 
placement of equipment and antennas on the inland side of roadways that run along the coast in 
order to preserve views and minimize potential erosion and geologic impacts. The Commission 
also encourages that support equipment be placed underground to minimize view impacts if the area 
is safe from erosional and geologic issues. 

The applicant has considered other alternative sites, including the inland side of the roadway. The 
applicant provided an alternative site analysis, which examined the following alternative site 
locations and explanation why each alternative was not viable: 

1. Intersection of Vista Del Mar and Vista Del Mar Lane. Installation of a new utility pole is 
inconsistent with the City of Los Angeles AGF Ordinance and the Coastal Act policies if a 
new utility pole were to be placed at this location. Wireless carriers are discouraged from 
placing new masts to attach antennas on when existing structures are present and viable 
options; 2) placing a new mast would be an unreasonable proliferation of above grade 
facilities . 

2. South side ofNapoleon St. west of Whitlock Ave. and east of Vista Del Mar Lane abutting 
Vista Del Mar Park and open space. 1) Inability to use the existing utility pole due to its 
failure to meet GO 95 Rule 94 utility separations if the proposed equipment were to be 
installed in the communications level; 2) the utility pole is located within the residential 
neighborhood and is located directly in front of multiple story single family residences 
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within their ocean viewshed; 3) the Right of Way is too narrow to place either above grade 
equipment or a vault within the shoulder Right of Way. 

3. North of the intersection of Vista Del Mar and Vista Del Mar Lane. 1) Unacceptable due 
to the proximity directly in front of existing multiple story residences with unobstructed 
lines of sight to the ocean; 2) no usable area within which to place above grade equipment 
cabinets or vaulted equipment due to prohibitive slope gradients. 

4. East or West side of Vista Del Mar. !)Substructure conflicts with vault placement as a 
large drainage facility extends across this area; 2) there is no eligible existing structure to 
attach the antennas on; 3) the Right of Way width is too narrow to support the placement 
of a new mounting structure, above grade cabinets or vaulted equipment due to ADA 
Compliance Standards; 4) installation of a new utility pole is inconsistent with the City of 
Los Angeles ADF Ordinance and the Coastal Act policies if a new utility pole were to be 
placed at this location. . · 

5. Easement in front of 127 Waterview Lane. 1) Inability to place antennas and equipment 
on the existing utility pole due to GO 95 Ru1e 94 constraints; 2) the utility pole is not 
eligible for the wireless carrier to access due to the location outside the Right of Way; 3) 
the utility pole is located within a single family residential neighborhood less than 15 ft. in 
front of the hom; 4) there is inadequate Right ofWay and limited space behind the curb 
(4'6") to place equipment; 5) there is inadequate space to place equipment due to ADA 
Compliance Standards. 

6. Easement in front of 131 Waterview Lane. 1) Inability to place antennas and equipment on 
the existing utility pole due to GO 95 Rule 94 constraints; 2) the utility pole is not eligible 
for the wireless carrier to access due to the location outside the Right of Way; 3) the utility 
pole is located within a single family residential neighborhood less than 15 ft. in front of 
home; 4) there is inadequate Right ofWay and limited space behind the curb (4'6") to 
place equipment; 5) there is inadequate space to place equipment due to ADA Compliance 
Standards. 

7. Whitlock Ave looking north. 1) No adequate structures to attach antennas on; 2) 
installation of a new utility pole is inconsistent with the City of Los Angeles AGF 
Ordinance and the Coastal Act policies if a new utility pole were to be placed at this 
location; 3) the area is within a single family residential neighborhood; 4) there is no 
available area to accommodate a compound sufficient in size to support the required WTF 
equipment or a monopole due to the narrow Right of Way; 5) there is inadequate space to 
place equipment due to ADA Compliance Standards. 

8. Alley west of Rindge Avenue. 1) Inability to place antennas and equipment on the 
existing utility pole due to GO 95 Rule 94 constraints; 2) a new monopole would not 
provide the adequate line of sight and therefore insufficient signal to close the gap in 
coverage; 3) there is no available area to accommodate a compound sufficient to support 
the required WTF ground equipment or tmderground vault; 4); installation of a new lltility 
pole is inconsistent with the City of Los Angeles AGF Ordinance and the Coastal Act 
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policies if a new utility pole were to be placed at this location; 5) the location is within a 
single family residential neighborhood and other viable options exist 

9. Vista Del Mar Lane at Redlands Street. 1) There are no adequate above grade structures 
to attach the antennas; 2) installation of a new utility pole is inconsistent with the City of 
Los Angeles AGF Ordinance and the Coastal Act policies if a new utility pole were to be 
placed at this location; 3) the area is within a single family residential neighborhood; 4) 
there is no available area to accommodate a compound sufficient in size to support the 
required WTF ground mounted equipment or a freestanding monopole due to the narrow 
Right of Way; 5) there is inadequate space to place equipment due to ADA Compliance 
Standards. 

The applicant also provided a signal coverage map showing signal strength in the area (Exhibit 10). 
The map indicates that the site experiences a moderate to weak signal strength, which results in 
interruption in service or dropped (disconnected) calls. This coverage gap is the basis for the 
applicant's contention that a "significant gap in coverage" exists in this area, which necessitates 
construction of this particular type of facility. The applicant supports their contention, in part, by 
referencing the signal coverage map, which suggests that lack of coverage exists north and south 
along Vista Del Mar and easterly as far as Earldom A venue for all V erizon Wireless voice and data 
services. According to the applicant, this absence of coverage precludes consumers from making or 
successfully carrying calls and establishing data connections. Further, the applicant claims that 
demonstrated difficulties exist in this area for in-building connectivity to Verizon Wireless' 
network. 

The applicant also contends that this project is similar to previously approved projects in other 
Coastal Zone jurisdictions, particularly along Pacific Coast Highway in Ventura County. Notably, 
those projects were mostly approved by the local jurisdictions under a certified LCP, and not the 
Commission itself. The projects cited by the applicant also differ from the project at issue here in a 
number of important ways. First, those telecommunications facilities are located on flatter portions 
ofthe coastal bluff and/or slope than the proposed area here. Second, those existing facilities are 
either setback further from the bluffi'slope, or the slopes on which those existing facilities rest are 
supported by existing revetments, which supports the road. And third, those facilities have 
incorporated drainage features to prevent infiltration of runoff. 

Here, according to the project plans, the larger vault and above ground meter located south of the 
proposed light pole is approximately 10 feet+/- from the top of the slope on a relatively flat portion 
above the bluff. The proposed splice vault (2 'x3 'x 3 '), however, is much closer to, if not on, what 
has been designated as the top of the slope in that area. According to the applicant, the splice vault 
cannot be relocated closer to the area containing the proposed larger vault which has a larger flat 
buildable area, because the splice vault is reducing the size of the coax cables, which accommodate 
the minimal interior diameter from the light standard and the smaller the diameter of the coax the 
less efficient the signal is moving across distances. Thus, due to the reduction in the coax diameter, 
the splice vault must be placed close to the site pole (antennae) to minimize the amount of reduced 
performance. An alternative to having the splice vault subsurface, and minimizing grading along 
the bluff, is to install an at grade foundation pad and place a utility box above grade. The applicant 
however, indicates that although other equipment can be installed above ground, typically splice 
boxes are placed below grade because their size and design of the coax cables it is more efficient to 
have a below grade box, and having it above grade will be visually obtrusive. Furthermore, the 
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splice box is relatively small and consists of a preformed plastic molded box. Therefore, excavation 
and disturbance of the area will be minimal. An alternative to excavating near the bluff and placing 
the vaults underground is to place the vaults at grade. This will minimize disturbance of the bluff 
top; however, the facilities will have a greater visual impact along this view corridor and is 
therefore, not an acceptable alternative in this particular location (see Exhibit 9 for an example of 
an above ground facility that would be similar to one that would be required at this proposed 
location). 

Coastal Act Section 30235 acknowledges that cliff retaining walls and other such structural or 
"hard" methods designed to forestall erosion also alter natural landforms and natural shoreline 
processes. Accordingly, Section 30235 limits the construction of shoreline protective works to 
those required to serVe coastal-dependent uses, or to protect existing structures or public beaches in 
danger from erosion, provided they are designed to eliminate or mitigate adverse impacts on 
shoreline sand supply. The Coastal Act provides these limitations because shoreline structures have 
a variety of negative impacts on coastal resources including adverse affects on sand supply, public 
access, coastal views, natural landforms, adjacent properties, and overall shoreline dynamics. The 
Commission must always consider the specifics of each individual project, but under the standards 
established by Section 30235 of the Coastal Act, it prefers alternatives that avoid the need for 
shoreline armoring. In addition, the Commission has generally interpreted Section 30235 to allow 
the Commission to approve protective devices for existing principal structures when there are no 
more feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would lessen adverse impacts. 

The applicant is not proposing any shoreline or bluff protection structures and under Section 30235, 
as a non-coastal-dependent use, would not be allowed to construct such structures. Alternatives to 
protective structures include: drainage and vegetation measures on the blufi top itself; abandonment 
or relocation of the threatened structures; regrading; other less damaging structural alternatives; and 
combinations of some or all ofthese options. 

At the base of the bluff below the project site there is a 20-25 foot wide County maintenance 
road/pedestrian walk, separate bicycle beach path and a 400 foot wide beach directly below the 
bluff. There is also a condominium complex that is partially below the area of the proposed splice 
box and antennae (light pole) located north of the main vault. Because of the width of the beach 
and existing development below, there is no direct wave attack eroding the toe of the bluff along 
this section of coastal bluff and it would be unlikely that the structures will be in a situatign that 
would require bluff or shoreline protection for the economic life of the structures; however, bluff 
erosion from runoff is a possibility. Therefore, Special Condition 1 requires that any future erosion 
caused by the structures, or if slope erosion exposes the subsurface structures, which can lead to 
further erosion, the applicant shall repair the slope by placing fill and relandscaping areas that have 
been exposed and denuded of vegetation caused by the erosion, and where regrading is not feasible, 
the applicant shall submit a plan to use color /texture treatment to blend the exposed structures with 
the surrounding bluff. Special Condition .2 is also necessary to ensure that the applicant is aware 
that no future shoreline or bluff protection devise will be permitted. Special Condition 3 requires 
landscaping to minimize erosion and to help minimize any visual impact from the above grade 
structures. 
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Conformance with Geotechnical Recommendations 

The City's Department of Public Works, Bureau ofEngineering, prepared a geotechnical design 
memorandum which consisted of field reconnaissance and review of drilling logs and findings for 
similar projects located near the project site. The City found that the subject site is suitable for the 
proposed development provided the recommendations contained in the geotechnical investigation 
(Geotechnical Solutions, Inc., dated April23, 2013) are implemented in design and construction of 
the project. Recommendations include proper drainage, temporary shoring, and proper grading 
practices. Adherence to the recommendations contained in the above-mentioned geotechnical 
investigations is necessary to ensure that the proposed project assures stability and structural 
integrity, and neither creates nor contributes significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or 
destruction of the site or surrounding area. Therefore, Special Condition No.5 requires that the 
applicant conform to the geotechnical recommendations in the above mentioned geotechnical 
investigation. 

Assumption of Risk 

Although adherence to the geotechnical consultant's recommendations will minimize the risk of 
·damage from erosion, the risk is not eliminated entirely. The site is an oceanfront, bluff top site, 
which is inherently hazardous. Given that the applicant has chosen to implement the project despite 
potential risks from bluff erosion and landslides, the applicant must assume the risks. Therefore, 
the Commission imposes Special Condition No.6 requiring the applicant to assume the risk of the 
development. In this way, the applicant is notified that the Commission is not liable for damage as 
a result of approving the permit for development. The condition also requires the applicant to 
indemnify the Commission in the event that third parties bring an action against the Commission as 
a result of the failure of the development to withstand the hazards. In addition, the condition 
ensures that future owners of the property will be informed of the risks and the Commission's 
immunity from liability. As conditioned, the Commission fmds the proposed project is consistent 
with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. 

Therefore, the Commission fmds that the project, only as conditioned, is consistent with the Chapter 
3 policies of the Coastal Act pertaining to avoidance of hazards. 

C. VISUAL RESOURCES 

Section 30251 ofthe Coastal Act states: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected as 
a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed 
to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the 
alteration of natural land forms, to be visually compatible with the character of 
surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual quality in 
visually degraded areas. New development in highly scenic areas such as those 
designated in the California Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared 
by the Department of Parks and Recreation and by local government shall be 
subordinate to the character of its setting. 
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The Commission has been concerned with the cumulative impacts on visual resources created by the 
proliferation of telecommunications equipment as indicated by Coastal Development Pennits: 1) 5-07-
375 (T-Mobile); 2) 5-92-415 (Los Angeles Cellular Telephone Co.); 3) 5-97-130 (Los Angeles 
Cellular); and 4) 4-08-035 (AT&T Mobility). And as demand for wireless communications facilities 
increases, it is likely that other service providers will be interested in placing additional 
telecommunications structures or equipment in the area. Accordingly, the Commission has required 
similar facilities to be the least visually intrusive alternative, and has permitted such proposed 
development only if those facilities cannot otherwise be co-located on an existing site or placed at an 
alternative location. 

In the Substantial Issue proceeding concerning this proposed development, the Commission found 
that a Substantial Issue exists, in part, because the antenna, and other above grade facilities, adds to 
and, therefore, compounds the existing clutter in the coastal viewshed along Vista del Mar. The 
Commission's fmding is supported by the fact that the proposed project is located on the seaward 
side of Vista Del Mar, an area that 'is undeveloped and is heavily utilized by the public for 
commuting, sightseeing, and access to the beach. The only other development on this side of Vista 
Del Mar are other street lights, signal light poles, and traffic and parking signs, therefore, this area 
contains a fairly unobstructed view of the coast. As such, any development, let alone the proposed 
project, could potentially individually and cumulatively obstruct views of the coast and degrade 
visual resources along Vista Del Mar. 

After further review of the proposed project however, the applicant is proposing to use the least 
visually intrusive technology that it can. Notably, the existing light pole will be replaced with a 
stronger pole of the same height and similar design. The antennas, measuring 17 inches in width, 
will be flush mounted to the new pole, which will further reduce any adverse impacts to public 
views of the existing viewshed. And most of the equipment will be located below ground in vaults 
and will be located behind the existing ~.5 foot high roadway metal guardrail that runs along the 
edge of the roadway, therefore, the above grade vents and electrical meter will be partially obscured 
from views from along Vista del Mar. Further, the applicant proposes to landscape the area to 
reduce the visibility of the above ground equipment consistent with Special Condition 3. 

Thus, while cumulative impacts on visual resources remains a concern, the Commission finds that 
the proposed replacement pole and antenna will not significantly adversely impact visual resources. 
However, because of the erodibility of the slope, placing impervious structures on or near bluffs 
could concentrate runoff along the edges of those surfaces and cause erosional gullies to form which 
over time can expose the subsurface facilities which will then be visible from along the bluff and 
along the pedestrian and bicycle pathways and beach below the site. Therefore, Special Condition 
1 is required to ensure that in the future if the underground equipment becomes exposed or causes 
erosion of the bluff, the applicant is required to restore the slope through repairing the eroded bluff 
and relandscaping or provide treatment to blend the exposed structure with the surrounding bluff, or 
if necessary remove the facility from the bluff. 

Commission has also been concerned with reviewing similar wireless communication facilities 
(WCF) projects and potential cumulative impacts. While the proposecl facilities will not have 
significant adverse impacts on the visual quality of the area, the Commission is concerned that 
cumulatively, installation of additional similar projects in the area could have adverse impacts on 
visual resources. When reviewing cellular antenna facility sites, the Commission must assure that 
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the facility is the smallest in size and shortest in height possible, and that it cannot be co-located 
with another existing telecommunication sites nearby, or located elsewhere, in order to reduce any 
potential adverse impacts on visual resources and public views to the ocean. As demand for 
wireless communication facilities increases, it is likely that other service providers will be interested 
in placing additional structures, antennas and equipment in the project area and installation of 
additional similar projects in the area could have adverse impacts on visual resources. Co-location 
is the preferred way to provide future telecommunication services to minimize the proliferation and 
clutter of additional poles and antennas. If co-location is not possible, then the visual impacts of 
such structures must be mitigated either through project design and/or siting so as not to result in 
adverse cumulative visual impacts. As such, Special Conditions 7 and 8 are imposed on this 
permit. Special Condition 7 requires that the applicant submit a written statement agreeing to 
cooperate with other communication facilities in co-locating additional antenna on the proposed 
development, unless the applicant can demonstrate a substantial technical conflict to doing so. 
Special Condition 8 requires the applicant to submit a written statement agreeing to remove the 
structure and restore this site in the future should technological advances make this facility obsolete. 
In this way, it can be assured that the proliferation of these types of facilities can be limited to 
appropriate locations, and that the area will not be littered with outdated and obsolete facilities in 
the future. Therefore, as conditioned, the Commission finds the project is consistent with the 
certified LUP and with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act with respect to protecting visual 
resources. 

Therefore, the proposed project is consistent with Section 3 0251 of the Coastal Act. 

D. WATERQUAUTY 

Section 30231 of the Coastal Act states: 

The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, 
estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine 
organisms and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where 
feasible, restored through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of waste 
water discharges- and entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of 
ground water supplies and substantial interference with surface water flow, 
encouraging waste water reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas 
that protect riparian habitats, and minimizing alteration of natural streams. 

The proposed project is located at the top of a slope with an approximate elevation of 53 feet. 
The face of the slope is undeveloped with the exception of a couple of improved access pathways 
leading from the roadway down to the public access road at the base of the slope. The slope is 
vegetated by mostly non-native, exotic plant species, such as ice plant (Caprobrotus edulis), or 
ruderal weedy plant species. 

The proposed project would result in construction activities that have the potential to cause erosion, 
and sedimentation, to nearby coastal waters. Vegetation clearing and grading activities, for 
example, would result in exposed or stockpiled soils, which would be susceptible to peak 
stormwater runoff flows. The storage or placement of construction material, debris, or waste in a 
location where it could be carried into coastal waters, or any release of sewage, would result in an 
adverse effect on the marine environment. To reduce the potential for construction and 
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post-construction related impacts on water quality, the Commission imposes Special Condition 4 
requiring, but not limited to, the appropriate storage and handling of construction equipment and 
materials to minimize the potential ofpollutants entering coastal waters and to incorporate Best 
Management Practies. Special Condition 3, as discussed earlier, also requires that the impacted 
area be landscaped which will help reduce future erosion. As conditioned, the Commission fmds 
that the development conforms with Sections 32031 of the Coastal Act. 

E. PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION 

One of the basic goals stated in the Coastal Act is to maximize public access and recreation 
along the coast. The public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act require that 
maximum access and recreational opportunities be provided and that development shall not 
interfere with public access. The slope is undeveloped with the exception of a couple of 
unimproved access pathways leading from the roadway down to the public access road at the 
base of the slope. An improved paved accessway is located approximately 90 feet to the south 
(down coast). The proposed project, however, does not block physical access to or along the 
coast or to the nearby public beach. Therefore, the proposed development will not have any 
adverse physical impacts on public access to the coast or to nearby recreational facilities. Thus, 
the proposed development conforms with Sections 30210 through 30214, Sections 30220 
through 30224, and 30252 of the Coastal Act. 

F. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM 

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a coastal 
development permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local government 
having jurisdiction to prepare a Local Coastal Program (LCP) that conforms with Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act: 

(a) Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a coastal development permit 
shall be issued if the issuing agency, or the commission on appeal, finds that the 
proposed development is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing 
with Section 30200) of this division and that the permitted development will not 
prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that 
is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200). A 
denial of a coastal development permit on grounds it would prejudice the ability of the 
local government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with the 
provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) shall be accompanied by a 
specific finding which sets forth the basis for such conclusion. 

Coastal Act section 30604(a) states that, prior to certification of a local coastal program ("LCP"), a 
coastal development permit can only be issued upon a finding that the proposed development is in 
conformity with Chapter 3 of the Act and that the permitted development will not prejudice the 
ability of the local government to prepare an LCP that is in conformity with Chapter 3. The Playa 
del Rey/Airport Dunes planning areas of the City ofLos Angeles have neither a certified LCP nor a 
certified Land Use Plan. As conditioned, the proposed development will be consistent with Chapter 
3 of the Coastal Act. Approval of the project will not prejudice the ability of the local government 
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to prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 of the 
Coastal Act. 

G. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 

Section 13096(a) of the Commission's administrative regulations requires Commission approval of 
Coastal Development Permit applications to be supported by a finding showing the application, as 
conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any applicable requirements of the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 21 080.5( d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a 
proposed development from being approved ifthere are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation 
measures available, which would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect which the 
activity may have on the environment. 

As conditioned, there are no feasible alternatives or mitigation measures available which would 
substantially lessen any significant adverse impact which the activity may have on the environment. 
Therefore, the proposed project is found consistent with CEQA and the policies of the Coastal Act. 

APPENDIX 
Substantive File Documents 

1. City ofLos Angeles Notice of Decision on Local Coastal Development Permit No. 13-05 
2. Coastal Development Permit Application File No. 5-14-0628. 
3. Geotechnical Engineering Report prepared by Geotechnical Solutions, Inc. of Irvine, CA on 

April23, 2013 
4. Vista Del Mar Alternate Site Analysis prepared by Cable Engineering Service for Verizon 

Wireless 
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WEDNESDAY JANUARY 7 20159:00 A.M. 

CALL TO ORDER . 

2. ROLL CALL. 

3. AGENDA CHANGES. 

4. GENERAL P U 8 L I C C 0 M MEN T. Public comments will be heard at 9:00 am for items 
not on the agenda, for no more than 30 minutes. For those unable to attend the early comment 
period, there will be additional comment time available later in the day. Note: Comments made 
during the general public comment period regarding matters pending before the Commission do 
not become part of the official record for those matters. 

5. CHAIR'S REPORT. 

STATEWIDE 

6. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT. 

a. Dire~tor's Report . 

b. Legislative Report. Summary of new laws enacted in the 2014 Legislative Session. 
(CUSC-SF) 

SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT 

7. ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. See Agenda Categories. 

a. Application No. 6-14-1773 (Gilboa Family Trust, Solana Beach) 
ADDENDUM Application of Gilboa Family Trust to construct 1,012 sq. ft. addition to existing 

2,924 sq. ft. single-family home with attached gomge, after the fact approval of pool, free 
standing solar panel array, and detached 185 sq.ft. exercise room on 21,550 sq.ft. lot, at 
617 Ridgeline Place, Solana Beach, San Diego County. (ES-SD) APPROVED 

8. CONSENT CALENDAR. See Agenda Categories. 

a. Application No. 6-14-1798 (Kelley, San Diego) Application of James Kelley to 
demolish 479 sq.ft. single-story-family home and 151 sq.ft. accessory structure and 
construct 1,659 sq.ft. 3-story single family home with attached 460 sq.ft. 2-car garage and 
carport on 1,351 sq. ft. lot, at 710 Windemere Ct., Mission Beach, San Diego, San Diego 
County. (TH-SD) APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

NORTH COAST DISTRICT 

9. DEPUTY DIRECT 0 R' S REP 0 R T. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, 
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public 

1. 
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hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific information contact the Commission's 
Arcata office at (707) 826-8950. APPROVED 

10. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See Agenda 
Categories APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

11. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs). See Agenda Categories. 

a. Mendocino County LCP Amendment No. MEN-MIN-1-8 (Day 
Care Facilities). Time Extension . ADDENDUM Public hearing and action to 
extend 60-day time limit for Commission action up to one year on Mendocino County 
request to amend certified Implementation Plan to modify child day care facilities 
provisions. (JB-A) APPROVED 

12. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See Agenda Categories. Attention: Items 
appearing in this section of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the 
Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in 
agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be 
processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See Agenda Categories) except 
that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally 
appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The 
purpose of this procedural change is to expedite the Commission's coastal development permit 
process. 

a. Application No. 1-13-0489 (California Department of Fish & 
Wild life, Del Norte Co.) Application of Department of Fish and Wildlife to perform 
drainage ditch maintenance to restore rare plant habitat at Crescent City Marsh Wildlife 
Area, Del Norte County. (ND-A) MOVED TO CONSENT CALENDAR 

b. Application No. 1-14-0820 (Border Coast Regional Airport 
Authority, Del Norte Co.) ADDENDUM Application of Border Coast Regional Airport 
Authority to create and restore wetlands as mitigation for previously permitted development 
at Del Norte Airport at various locations within Pacific Shores off of Tell Blvd. and at Bay 
Meadows, off of Lake Earl Drive, Del Norte County. (MBK-A) APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES & FEDERAL CONSISTENCY 

13. ENERGY, OCEAN RESOURCES & FEDERAL CONSISTENCY. Report 
by the Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments & 
extensions, negative determinations, matters not requiring public hearings, and status report on 
offshore oil & gas exploration & development. For specific information contact the Commission's 
Energy, Ocean Resources, and Federal Consistency Division office at (415) 904-5240. 

APPROVED 

14. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See Agenda 
Categories . 

15. FEDERAL CONSISTENCY. See Agenda Categories. 

a. C D-0003-14 (Navy, Coronado) Consideration of findings for Commission's 
November 12, 2014 concurrence with consistency determination submitted by Navy for 
construction of Coastal Campus at Silver Strand Training Complex-South (SSTC-South), 
Naval Base Coronado, San Diego County. (JS-SF) POSTPONED 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mm15-1.html 3/12/2015 
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NORTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

16. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. ADDENDUM Report by Deputy Director on permit 
waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring 
public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific information contact the 
Commission's San Francisco office at (415) 904-5260. APPROVED 

17. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar) . See Agenda 
Categories . 

18. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs). See Agenda Categories. 

a. City of Half Moon Bay LCP Amendment No. HMB-MAJ-1-11. 
Certification Review. Concurrence with the Executive Director's determination that 
the action by the City of Half Moon Bay accepting certification of 1-11 (changed IP review 
proc~ss on site design, historic structures and architectural improvements; changes 
reserving water and sewer capacity for low income housing; repealing restrictions for 
exceptional lots; deleting the Architectural Review and Site and Design Approval chapter 
and including a new chapter on residential density bonuses) with modifications is legally 
adequate. (SR-SF) APPROVED 

19. NEW APPEALS. See Agenda Categories. 

a. Appeal No. A-2-MAR-14-0059 (Barn Project, LLC, Marin Co) Appeal by 
Bridger Mitchell of County of Marin decision granting permit with conditions to The Barn 
Project LLC for construction of accessory structure in Point Reyes Station at 80 Fourth St., 
Marin County. (SF-SF) NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND 

20. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See Agenda Categories. Attention: Items 
appearing in this section of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the 
Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in 
agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be 
processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See Agenda Categories) except 
that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally 
appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The 
purpose of this procedural change is to expedite the Commission's coastal development permit 
process. 

a. Application No. 2-14-1612 (San Francisco Public Utilities 
Commission) ADDENDUM Application of San Francisco Public Utilities Commission to 
conduct soil remediation project involving excavation of contaminated soils and 
replacement with clean imported fill on site of Pacific Rod and Gun Club, at 520 John Muir 
Dr., San Francisco, San Francisco County. (El-SF) APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

21. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, 
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public 
hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific information contact tile Commission's 
Santa Cruz office at (831) 427-4863. APPROVED 

22. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar) . See Agenda 
Categories . 
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23. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs) . See Agenda categories . 

a. Monterey County LCP Amendment No. LCP-3-MC0-14-0841-1-
Part A (Inactive Discretionary Applications). Concurrence with the 
Executive Director's determination that the request by Monterey County to modify the LCP's 
Implementation Plan by adding regulations that would establish notification and hearing 
procedures to address inactive discretionary land use permit applications is minor. (KB-SC) 

APPROVED 

b. Santa Cruz County LCP Amendment No. 3-SC0-14-0817-1 Part 
C (Minor Exceptions) . Public hearing and action on request by Santa Cruz County 
to amend the LCP to extend minor exception and front yard setback provisions to areas 
outside the Urban Services Line, to increase minor exception lot coverage for parcels less 
than 6,000 square feet, and amend garage setback requirements. (KK-SC) APPROVED 

24. NEW APPEALS. See Agenda Categories. 

a. Appeal No A-3-PSB-14-0057 (Silver Shoals LLC, Pismo Beach) 
ADDENDUM Appeal by Sierra Club, Alan Stocker, Marilyn Hansen, and Delwyn Wayner of 

City of Pismo Beach decision granting permit with conditions to Silver Shoals LLC for 
subdivision of 3.7 acre undeveloped bluff top parcel into 19 parcels (10 townhouse and 9 
single-family parcels), as well as one-acre public park and one-way looped road at 2900 
Shell Beach Rd., Pismo Beach, San Luis Obispo County. (BO-SC) 

SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND, de Novo Hearing TO CONTINUE 

b. Appeal No. A-3-MRB-14-0068 (Wammack, Morro Bay) Appeal by Betty 
DeRosa, Alex Beatty, and Jeff Heller of City of Morro Bay decision granting permit With 
conditions to Mel and Marilyn Wammack for construction of new 2 story, 2,935 sq. ft. single
family home with 2 car garage, attached secondary studio unit with 272 sq. ft. porch and 
decking, and related development at 505 Walnut St., Morro Bay, San Luis Obispo County. 
(KK-SC) NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND 

SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT 

25. DEPUTY DIRECT 0 R' S REP 0 R T. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, 
I 

emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public 
hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific information contact the Commission's 
San Diego office at (619) 767-2370. APPROVED 

26. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar) . See Agenda 
Categories APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

27. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs). See Agenda Categories . 

a. City of Carlsbad LCP Amendment No. CAR-MAJ-2-138 (Sign 
Ordinance Revisions) Certification Review. Concurrence with the 
Executive Director's determination that the action by the City of Carlsbad accepting 
certification with modifications to update its sign ordinance is legally adequate. (RC-SD) 

APPROVED 

b. City of Carlsbad LCP Amendment No. LCP-6-CII-14-0597-1 (Car 
Country Initiatives 2 and 4). ADDENDUM Public hearing and action on request 
by the City of Carlsbad to amend the certified LCP Implementation Plan to update the Car 
Country Specific Plan Comprehensive Sign Program, streamline the review process for 
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minor improvements and allow one 50 ft. high freeway-oriented sign. (RC-SD) 
APPROVED WITH MODIFICATIONS 
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c. City of San Diego LCP Amendment No. LCP-6-CCP-14-0826-1 
(2014 Civic San Diego Amendments). Public hearing and action on request 
by the City of San Diego to amend the certified LCP Implementation Plan to revise the 
Marina Planned District Ordinance to change organizational titles and to revise the Centre 
City Planned District Ordinance to change permitted uses, development standards and 
make clarifications. (KB-SD) APPROVED 

d. City of San Diego LCP Amendment No. LCP-6-SAN-14-0825 
(New Industrial Zones) . ADDENDUM Public hearing and action on request by the 
City of San Diego to amend the certified Land Development Code (IP) to adopt two new 
industrial zones (IP-3-1 and IBT-1-1) for possible future application in the coastal zone. 
(TH-SD) APPROVED 

e. City of Chula Vista Revision of Current Adopted Post-LCP 
Jurisdiction Map. Public hearing and action on map depicting areas within the City of 
Cht:Jia Vista that are recommended for transfer of coastal development permit authority and 
retained appeal jurisdiction pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 30613. (JVC-SF) 

APPROVED 

28. NEW APPEALS. See Agenda Categories . 

Items 28a and 28b below share a single, combined staff report 

a. Appeal No. A-6-0CN-14-0066 (823 South Pacific, LLC, Oceanside) 
Appeal of Citizens for Preservation of Parks & Beaches of City of Oceanside granting 
permit with conditions to 823 South Pacific, LLC to convert existing 4,594 sq.ft. single-family 
home with attached 828 sq.ft garage into 2 condominium units and construct 1,572 sq. ft. 
addition on 3,250 sq.ft. lot, at 823 South Pacific St., Oceanside, San Diego County. (ES
SD) NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND 

b. Appeal No. A-6-0CN-14-0067 (825 South Pacific, LLC, Oceanside) 
Appeal of Citizens for Preservation of Parks & Beaches of City of Oceanside granting 
permit with conditions to 825 South Pacific, LLC to convert existing 4,702 sq. ft. home with 
attached 828 sq.ft garage into 2 condominium units and construct 1,741 sq. ft. addition on 
3,250 sq. ft. lot, at 825 South Pacific St., Oceanside, San Diego County. (ES-SD) 

NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND 

c. Appeal No. A-6-0CN-14-0065 (Strands End Limited, LLC and 
Leeds Properties, LLC , Oceanside) Appeal of Citizens for Prescrv<:~tion of Parks & 
Beaches of City of Oceanside granting permit with conditions to Strands End Limited, LLC 
and Leeds Properties, LLC for partial demolition and remodel of 3 existing structures (6 
units total) to convert into 6 condominium units, consisting of 2, 35-ft.-high, 3-story over 
day-lighted basement, triplex structures each 5,823 sq.ft. with 1,320 sq.ft. attached garage 
on 6,500 sq.ft. lot, at 817 and 819 South Pacific St., Oceanside, San Diego County. (ES
SD) NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND 

29. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS . See Agenda Categories. Attention: Items 
appearing in this section of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the 
Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in 
agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be 
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processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See Agenda Categories) except 
that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally 
appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The 
purpose of this procedural change is to expedite the Commission's coastal development permit 
process. 

a. Application No. 6-14-0296 (Cantor, San Diego Co.) Application of California 
Watersports to demolish 170 sq.ft. restroom and construct new 500 sq. ft. restroom; import 4 
cu.yds. of sand to existing upland area, after-the-fact approval of construction of 4 (12' x 
24') covered boat storage tents and removal of non-native vegetation at existing boat rental 
and water recreational facility, at 4215 Harrison St., Carlsbad, San Diego County. (RC-SD) 

MOVED TO CONSENT CALENDAR . 

b. Application No. 6-14-1548 (Public Works Department, San Diego) 
ADDENDUM Application of City of San Diego Public Works Dept. to upgrade Pump Station 

No. 2 by removing office trailers, replacing 2 pump engines, and constructing new 51 .5-ft. 
high, 6,766 sq.ft. generation building, new 25.5-ft.-high, 3,024 sq.ft. storage structure, and 
underground conduits on 2.21 ac. lot at 4077 North Harbor Dr., San Diego County. (BL-SD) 

MOVED TO CONSENT CALENDAR 

c. Application No. 6-14-1574 (JMSM Beachfront Properties, LLC, 
San Diego) Application of JMSM Beachfront Properties LLC to demolish 2-story, 2-unit 
1,220 sq.ft. multi-family home and construct new 3-story, 2-unit, 30-ft.-tall, 3,162 sq. ft. multi
family home with attached 3-car garage on 2,400 sq. ft. lot, at 715 Nantasket Ct., Mission 
Beach, San Diego, San Diego County (AL-SO) APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

30. PERMIT AMENDMENTS. See Agenda Categories. An Amendment below may be 
moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 
Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an 
item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be processed like other Consent Calendar items (See 
above) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of 3 
or more commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally 
appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner material amendments are processed. 

a. Permit No. 6-04-088-A 12 (J.PA Boardwalk, Del Mar) Request by San 
Dieguito River Park Joint Powers Authority to modify permit for wetlands restoration to 
retain existing 1 ,200-ft.-long wooden boardwalk in Fairgrounds South Overflow Lot, at 2260 
Jimmy Durante Blvd., Del Mar, San Diego County. (AL-SO) POSTPONED 

SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

31. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, 
emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public 
hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific information contact the Commission's 
Ventura office at (805) 585-1800. APPROVED 

32. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See Agenda 
Categories APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

33. NEW APPEAL. See Agenda Categories . 

a. Appeal No . A-4-MAL-14-0047 (Ryan Family LLC, Malibu) ADDENDUM 
Appeal by AGB Trust of decision by City of Malibu granting permit to Ryan Family LLC for 
construction of 2,100 sq.ft., 24-ft.-tall single-family home on beach, including concrete pile 
and grade beam foundation, demolition and remodel of residential structure, modifications 
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to onsite wastewater treatment system, demolition of unpermitted beach level work, 
variance to allow offsite parking, and an offer-to-dedicate lateral access easement, at 
28118 and 28126 Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu, Los Angeles County. (ND-V) 

NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND 

b. Appeal No. A-4-STB-14-0073 (CTS Properties, Santa Barbara Co.) 
ADDENDUM Appeal by Commissioners Zimmer and Howell of decision from County of 

Santa Barbara granting permit to CTS Properties for grading and importation of sand to 
create horse pasture and exercise track, involving 6,850 cu.yds. of grading (1 ,650 cu.yds. 
cut, 5,200 cu.yds. fill), importation of 3,550 cu.yds. of sand to amend soil for planting turf 
horse pasture, and installation of new water well for irrigation, at 201 Toro Canyon Road, 
Santa Barbara County. (DC-V) SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND, de Novo Hearing TO CONTINUE 

34. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See Agenda Categories. Attention: Items 
appearing in this section of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the 
Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in 
agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be 
processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See Agenda Categories) except 
that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally 
appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The 
purpose of this procedural change is to expedite the Commission;s coastal development permit 
process. 

a. Application No. 4-13-0632 (Majidi, Los Angeles Co.) ADDENDUM Application 
of Abolhassan Majidi to construct 1,198 sq.ft., 2-story, 31-ft.-high, single-family home with 
attached 360 sq.ft. garage, 2,493-gallon septic system, landscaping, 62-ft.-long retaining 
wall with max. height of 3 feet, 59-ft.~long retaining wall with max. height of 3 feet, and 132 
cu.yds. of grading (66 cu.yds. cut and 66 cu.yds. of fill) at 671 Wonder View Dr., Los 
Angeles County. (MH-V) MOVED TO CONSENT CALENDAR 

b. Appeal No. A-4-STB-14-016 (Carr, Santa Barbara Co.) Appeal by 
Commissioners Zimmer and Bochco of decision from County of Santa Barbara granting 
permit to Lee Carr for development associated with 789 sq.ft. cabana, including: 1) as-built 
foundation reinforcement work, including installation of five 18-in. diameter by 35-ft deep 
concrete caissons and five "dead-man" counter-weights; 2) as-built deck and deck stairway 
repairs; 3) as-built addition of 34 sq. ft. and three-fourth bathroom; 4) as-built addition of 
9.5-ft.-long wetbar; 5) as-built addition of sanitary waste connection from cabana to existing 
septic system, including grinder pump and waste water lines; 6) drainage repairs and 
improvements on bluff face (i.e., repairs on walkway leading to cabana); and 7) less than 50 
cu.yds. grading, at 4353 Marina Dr., Santa Barbara County. (ND-V) POSTPONED 

35. PERMIT AMENDMENTS. See Agenda Categories. An Amendment below may be 
moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to taking up the 
Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an 
item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be processed like other Consent Calendar items (See 
above) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of 3 
or more commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally 
appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner material amendments are processed. 

a. Permit No. 5-88-794-A5 (Kelley, Malibu) Request by Bert Kelley to modify 
permit to include after-the-fact approval for as-built 1 0-in. thick, 900 sq.ft. concrete pad and 
structural retaining wall above concrete pad. Including construction of new concrete slated 
wall above concrete pad; removal of 18 cu.yds. of soil to eliminate as-built unpermitted flat 
landscaping pad area, and removal of as-built unpermitted railroad tie stairway and exterior 
non-structural walls, at 26530 Latigo Shore Dr., Malibu, Los Angeles County. (DV-V) 

MOVED TO CONSENT CALENDAR 
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CLOSED SESSION. At a convenient time during the meeting, the Commission 
(CCC) will have a closed session to discuss items of pending litigation, including: 

Ag Land Trust v. CCC (California-American Water Co.), Govt. Code § 11126 
(e)(2)(A) 
Fiery et al. v. Dept. of Fish & Wildlife et al., Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A)-
see item Wed. 12b 
Hamilton v. City of Solana Beach et al., Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 
Horizontal Development LLC et al. v. CCC, Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 
Khalkhali et al. v. CCC et al. (Svitek et al., RPI), Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 
Lynch et al. v. CCC, Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 
Marina Coast Water District v. CCC (California-American Water Co., RPI), 
Govt. Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 
Pacific Shores Property Owners Assn . et al. v. Dept. of Fish & Wildlife et al., 
Govt.Code§11126(e)(2)(A)-see item Wed. 12b 
Save Our Beach Access et al. v. CCC (Hitzke Development Corp. RPI), Govt. 
Code§ 11126(e)(2)(A) 
Tolowa Nations et al. v. Dept. of Fish & Wildlife et al., Govt. Code§ 11126(e) 
(2)(A)- see item ·Wed. 12b 

The Commission is authorized to discuss these matters in a closed session pursuant to 
Government Code Sections 11126(e)(2)(A) and (2)(C). In addition, the Commission may 
consider matters which fall under Government Code Section 11126(e)(2)(8) or (2)(C). The 
Commission may also consider personnel matters which fall under Government Code 
Section 11126(a). 

36. APPROVAL OF MINUTES. APPROVED 

37. COMMISSIONERS' REPORTS . 

38. CONSERVANCY REPORT. 

39. SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS CONSERVANCY REPORT. 

40. SANTA MONICA BAY RESTORATION REPORT. 

41. DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL'S REPORT. 
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THURSDAY JANUARY 8 20159:00 A.M. 

CALL TO ORDER . 

2. ROLL CALL . 

3. AGENDA CHANGES . 

4. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT. Public comments will be heard at 9:00am for items 
not on the agenda, for no more than 30 minutes. For those unable to attend the early comment 
period, there will be additional comment time available later in the day. Note: Comments made 
during the general public comment period regarding matters pending before the Commission do 
not become part of the official record for those matters. 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (ORANGE COUNTY) 

5. ADMINISTRATIVE CALENDAR. See Agenda Categories. 

a. Application No. 5-14-1708 (Campbell, Huntington Beach) Application of 
Cassie Campbell to demolish 102 ft., 8-in long wooden cantilevered deck and construct 
concrete cantilevered deck and etched glass railing, located at 4001 Morning Star Dr., 
Huntington Beach, Orange County. (LR-LB) APPROVED 

6. CONSENT CALENDAR. See Agenda Categories. 

a. Application No. 5-14-0759 (Shah, Newport Beach) Application of Shirish & 
Sandy Shah to construct 3,997 sq. ft., 29-feet above finished grade, 2-story, single-family 
home with attached 500 sq.ft, 2-car garage on vacant beach fronting lot. Grading consists 
of 393 cu.yds. of cut, 566 cu.yds. of fill and 173 cu.yds. of import, at 1204 West Oceanfront 
Blvd., Newport Beach, Orange County (FSY-LB) APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

1. 
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SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (ORANGE COUNTY) 

7. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR ORANGE COUNTY. Report by 
Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments & extensions, 
LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For specific 
information contact the Commission's Long Beach office at (562) 590-5071. APPROVED 

B. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar) . See Agenda 
Categories . 

9. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs). See Agenda Categories . 

a. City of Huntington Beach LCP Amendment Request No. LCP-5-
HNB-14-0844-1 (Sandover Zone Change). Time Extension . Public 
hearing and action to extend 60-day time limit for Commission action up to one year on City 
of Huntington Beach request to amend the certified Implementation Plan to change the 
zoning of a 0.29 acre area from Residential Agriculture (RA-CZ) to Residential Low Density 
(RL-CZ), at southwest corner of Balsa Chica Street and Los Patos Avenue, in Huntington 
Beach, Orange County. (MV-LB) APPROVED 

10. NEW APPEALS. See Agenda Categories . 

a. Appeal No. A-5-LGB-13-0223 (Meehan, Laguna Beach) ADDENDUM 
Appeal by Commissioners Bochco & Brennan; Mark Nelson, and Bill Rihn from decision by 
City of Laguna Beach granting permit with conditions to John Meehan for construction of 
5,350 sq.ft. single-family home, attached 767 sq.ft., 3-car garage, and 125 sq. ft. storage 
area; and maintain nonconforming site conditions including casita and beach access 
stairway on blufftop lot, at 31381 Coast Highway, Laguna Beach, Orange County. (ZR-LB) 

POSTPONED 

b. Appeal No. A-5-LGB-14-0019 (Longi, Laguna Beach) ADDENDUM 
ADDENDUM 2 Appeal by Devera Hertz, Jackie Gallagher, Audrey Prosser, and Clean 

Water Now (Roger Butow) of City of Laguna Beach's granting permit to Louis Longi for 
construction of 30 unit, 31-ft.-high, artists' work/live project with 17,242 square feet of 
interior work/live area; 11,421 square feet of exterior, communal work area; 513 sq.ft. retail 
art gallery; and subterranean garage with 47 vehicle spaces, at 20412 & 20432 Laguna 
Canyon Road, Laguna Beach, Orange County. (MS-LB) 
SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND, APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS at de Novo Hearing 

c. Appeal No . A-5-DPT-14-0069 (County of Orange Dana Point 
Harbor Department. Dana Point) ADDENDUM Appeal by William Byrd & Bruce 
Heyman from decision by City of Dana Point granting permit with conditions to County of 
Orange - Dana Point Harbor Dept. for construction of Dana Point Harbor commercial core 
project, which includes renovations of existing buildings, phased demolition and 
construction of new commercial buildings reconfiguration of streets and other infrastructure 
improvements, new parking structure, landscaping, parking management plan, master sign 
program and conceptual approval of a dry stack storage building, crane and storm drains at 
24650 Dana Point Harbor Dr., Dana Point, Orange County. (FSY-LB) 

NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FOUND . 

11. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. See Agenda Categories. Attention: Items 
appearing in this section of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the 
Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in 
agreement on the staff recommendation . If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be 
processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See Agenda Categories) except 
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that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally 
appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The 
purpose of this procedural change is to expedite the Commission's coastal development permit 
process. 

a. Application No. A-5-LGB-14-0034 (Laguna Beach Golf and 
Bungalow Village, LLC/The Ranch, Laguna Beach) ADDENDUM 

ADDENDUM 2 Application of Laguna Beach Golf and Bungalow Village, LLC to expand and 
remodel former 64-room Aliso Creek Inn hotel, restaurant, banquet and golf course facility 
on 84 acre site to include addition of 33 hotel rooms, reconfiguration of restaurant and 
assembly areas and additions to existing structures; new spa, fitness center, employee 
lounge; and accessory structures, and establish outdoor event venue at 'Scout Camp', 
located at 31106 Coast Highway, Laguna Beach, Orange County. (EP-LB) 

APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

b. Application No. 5-14-1310 (City of San Clemente Public Works 
Department) ADDENDUM Application of City of San Clemente Publics Work Dept. to 
construct 32 space-paved surface public beach parking lot including hardscape 
improvements, bike racks, entry portal, 3-ft.-tall masonry wall along El Camino Real and 
landscaping on vacant lot, at 1832 El Camino Real, San Clemente, Orange County. (LR
LB) TO CONTINUE 

c. Application No. 5-14-1582 (Capistrano Shores Property, LLC, San 
Clemente) Application of Capistrano Shores Property, LLC to remove and demolish 1 ,440 
sq.ft., 16-ft.-tall single-story mobile/manufactured home and install new 1,248 sq.ft., 16-
ft.-tall single-story mobile/manufactured home, 85 sq. ft. storage shed, patio, 18-inch high 
wood bench, 6-ft. high fence, and minor landscaping, at 1880 N El Camino Real, Space 
#12, San Clemente, Orange County. (LR-LB) POSTPONED 
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FRIDAY JANUARY 9 20159:00 A.M. 

CALL TO ORDER. 

2. ROLL CALL. 

3. AGENDA CHANGES. 

4. GENERAL PUBLIC C 0 M MEN T. Public comments will be heard at 9:00 am for items 
not on the agenda, for no more than 30 minutes. For those unable to attend the early comment 
period, there will be additional comment time available later in the day. Note: Comments made 
during the general public comment period regarding matters pending before the Commission do 
not become part of the official record for those matters. 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (LOS ANGELES COUNTY) 

5. ADMINISTRATIVE CAL EN DAR. See Agenda categories. 

a. Application No. 5-14-1385 (Strausberg, Venice, Los Angeles) Application of 
Mitchell Strausberg to add 123 sq. ft. to detached 2-car garage and construct 1,163 sq. ft . 
second unit over garage at 835 Milwood Ave. Venice, Los Angeles County. (AD-LB) 
APPROVED 

6. CONSENT CALENDAR. See Agenda Categories. 

a. Application No. 5-14-1719 (Grand Prix Association of Long 
Beach and City of Long Beach) Application of Grand PrixAssociation of Long 
Beach and City of Long Beach to install and remove temporary facilities for traffic and 
public accommodations for 2015 Grand Prix including cement barriers (K-rails), security 
and safety fencing, pedestrian bridges across race course, grandstands, concession stands 
and portable toilets, at Downtown Shoreline, Long Beach, Los Angeles County. (ZR-LB) 

APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

ENFORCEMENT 

7. ENFORCEMENT REPORT. Report by Chief of Enforcement on Statewide Enforcement 
Program. (LAH-SF) 

Items FB and F9, below share a single, combined staff report 

a. Settlement Agreement and Settlement Cease and Desist Order No. 
CCC-15-CD-01 (Newport Banning Ranch, LLC, et al., Orange Co.) Public 
hearing and Commission action on proposed administrative order directing respondents to, among 
other things: (1) cease and desist from engaging in alleged unpermitted development, including 
mowing, at properties collectively known as Banning Ranch, located adjacent to 5100 block of 
West Coast Hwy, in unincorporated Orange County; (2) remove certain oil production structures 
and materials that are present on those properties as result of alleged unpermitted activities; and 

1. 
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(3) restore certain areas impacted by the subject activities, and some additional areas, to 
Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area status. (AJW-LB) POSTPONED 

9. Settlement Agreement and Settlement Restoration Order No. CCC-
15-R0-01 (Newport Banning Ranch, LLC, et al., Orange Co.) Public hearing 
and Commission action on proposed administrative order directing respondents to, among other 
things: (1) remove from the properties described below oil production structures and items located 
there as a result of alleged unpermitted activities; and (2) restore certain areas impacted by the 
subject activities, and some additional areas, to Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area status; on 
properties collectively known as Banning Ranch, located adjacent to 5100 block of West Coast 
Hwy, Orange County. (AJW-LB) POSTPONED 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT (LOS ANGELES COUNTY) 

10. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT FOR LOS ANGELES COUNTY. 
Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits, immaterial amendments & 
extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the public. For 
specific information contact the Commission's Long Beach office at (562) 590-5071. APPROVED 

11. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See Agenda 
Categories . APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

12. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs). See Agenda Categories. 

a. City of Long Beach LCP Amendment No. LCP-5-MNB-13-0229-3 
(Sign Code). Time Extension. Public hearing and action to extend 60-day time 
limit for Commission action up to one year on City of Long Beach request to amend the 
Implementing Ordinances regarding signs (Chapter 2.44 LBMC). (CP-LB) APPROVED 

13. COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. SeeAgendaCategories.Attention: Items 
appearing in this section of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the 
Executive Director when, prior to taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in 
agreement on the staff recommendation. If an item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be 
processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items (See Agenda Categories) except 
that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a vote of three or more 
commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it originally 
appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. I he 
purpose of this procedural change is to expedite the Commission's coastal development permit 
process. 

a. Application No. 5-14-0770 (MDR Boat Central, LLP and Los 
Angeles County Department of Beaches and Harbors, Los Angeles 
Co.) ADDENDUM EX PARTE Application of MDR Boat Central, LLP and Los Angeles 
County Dept. of Beaches and Harbors to construct 75 to 82-ft high dry stack boat storage 
facility with 11,600 square feet of water coverage, supported by 22 bearing piles driven 60 
feet below surface of water at Basin H, 13837 Fiji Way, Marina del Rey, Los Angeles 
County. (ZR-LB) APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

b. Application No. 5-13-0639(Girard, Venice, Los Angeles Co.) Application of 
Joseph and Judith Girard to demolish 1,854 sq. ft., 3-unit home and detached garage and 
construct 30-ft. 9-in.-high, 7,452 sq. ft. 3-unit condominium with 7 on-site parking spaces on 
2 adjoined lots on walk street, and improvements on fronting right-of-way, at15- 25th Ave., 
Venice, Los Angeles, Los Angeles County. (SV-LB) POSTPONED 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mm15-1.html 3/12/2015 
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c. Appeal No. A-5-DRL 14-0023/5-14-0628 (Verizon Wireless, Los 
Angeles) Appeal by Coastal Commission Executive Director of City of Los Angeles's permit 
to Verizon Wireless to replace 27-ft. light pole with light pole of same height; addition of two 
(57" X 17" X 7") panel antennas; installation of 4'x 3' x 2' underground splice vault; and 
construct 20'x 18'x 8" underground vault; two 42-in .-high ventilation stacks; and 48-in.-high 
electrical meter pedestal, at Vista Del Mar between Vista Del Mar Lane and Waterview St., 
Playa del Rey, Los Angeles, Los Angeles County. {MS-LB) MOVED TO CONSENT CALENDAR 

STATEWIDE 

14. Future Agenda Items. Discussion of potential future agenda items. (CL-SF) 

COMMISSION Fl ELD TRIP. At the end of the Commission meeting, the Commission will 
take a bus and walking tour of the Venice area on Friday, January 9. The field trip will commence from 
the parking lot of the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium, 1855 Main Street, Santa Monica. Members of 
the public are invited to attend by following in their private vehicles and joining the Commission at 
designated stops. A detailed itinerary will be available at a later date. For more information, please call 
the Commission's South Coast District office in Long Beach at (562) 590-5071. 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mm 15-1 .html 3/12/2015 
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FUTURE 
MEETINGS 

The next meetings of the Coastal Commission are 

February 11-13, in Pismo Beach & 

March 11-13, in San Diego 

http:/ /www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mm 15-1.html 
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AGENDA CATEGORIES 

ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT APPLICATIONS. If a person objects to issuance of an administrative permit or 
permit conditions, that person is allowed 3 minutes to request removal of the application from the 
administrative calendar. If four or more Commissioners vote to remove an item from this calendar, the 
approval is revoked, and the application will be scheduled for action at a later meeting. 

COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS. The Commission may vote at the conclusion of the public hearing, or 
it may continue the matter to a subsequent meeting. Time limits are determined by the Chair but generally 
are 15 minutes combined total time per side. The applicant may reserve some time for rebuttal after the 
opponents speak. 

CONSENT CALENDAR Three minutes will be allowed each side to address the Commission on whether 
to remove an application from this calendar. It takes 3 or more Commissioners to remove an item from the 
consent calendar, in which case it will be scheduled for further hearing & action at a later meeting. 

ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS. Public hearing and action on proposed Cease and Desist Orders, Restoration 
Orders, and recordation of Notices of Violation. 

FEDERAL CONSISTENCY. See time limits under COASTAL PERMIT APPLICATIONS above. 

FINDINGS. Public hearing and vote to approve findings for a previous Commission action. The only issue is 
whether the findings adequately support the previous Commission action. The hearing is not to reargue the 
merits of the prior action. 

LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAMS (LCPs). LCPs consisting of a land use plan and implementation plan are 
prepared by local governments and provide the standards for issuing coastal permits after approval by the 
Commission. Copies of LCP reports are available on request from the Commission office. Oral testimony 
may be limited to 5 minutes or less for each speaker, depending on the number wishing to be heard. 
Copies of all correspondence will be provided to the Commission. 

NEW APPEALS. (Note: This agenda item requires an initial determination of whether the appeal raises a 
'substantial issue' and may not include a de novo public hearing on the merits of the project.) 

When staff recommends 'substantial issue,' a public hearing on the question will only be held if 3 or more 
Commissioners ask for it. If three Commissioners do not request a hearing on 'substantial issue' the matter 
automatically proceeds to de novo public hearing either at this or a later Commission meeting. If staff 
recommends 'no substantial issue,' public testimony will be taken only on the question whether the appeal 
raises a 'substantial issue. ' Generally and at the discretion of the Chair, testimony is limited to 3 minutes 
total per side. 

If the Commission finds "substantial issue" and there is no staff recommendation on the merits of the 
project, the de novo hearing will be scheduled for a subsequent meeting. 

PERMIT AMENDMENTS or EXTENSIONS. Public hearing and action on requests to amend or extend 
permits previously issued by the Commission. 

RECONSIDERATIONS. Public hearing and action to reconsider previous actions. 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mm15-l.html 3/12/2015 
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VOTING on APPLICATIONS. Hearing and action on coastal development permits continued from a 

previous meeting. The time limits are 5 minutes combined total time per side, and the applicant may 

reserve time for rebuttal. 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg~mm15~ 1.html 3/12/2015 
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MEETING RULES & PROCEDURES 

SPEAKER SIGN-UP & TIME LIMITS. If you wish to speak, please fill out a 'Request to Speak' form and 
give it to a staff person. Forms are available near the door to the meeting room. Time limits are indicated on 
the back of speaker sign-up forms, and under 'agenda categories' later in this summary. Generally, the 
Chair will determine time limits for each individual speaker and for organized presentations. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN MATERIALS. Written materials should be submitted to 
Commission staff no later than three working days before the hearing. In the upper right hand corner of the 
first page of your submittal please identify the agenda item number. Please summarize your position in two 
or three pages. You may attach any exhibits you feel are necessary. Please Note: You are discouraged 
from submitting written materials to the Commission on the day of the hearing, unless they are visual aids. 
It is difficult for Commissioners to carefully consider late submittals. 

LOCATION OF MEETINGS. The Commission meets once a month in different locations of the State in 
order to facilitate public participation. Staff attempts, whenever possible, to schedule matters for hearings 
that will be relatively close to the location of a proposed development. However, legal deadlines for action 
may require that the hearing on an item take place in a different area than the proposed project. 

NO FAXs will be accepted at the meeting site. You may be able to make prior arrangements with staff or a 
Commissioner to send a fax, but you will be responsible for paying the hotel or meeting site for its receipt. 

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS. Government Code Section 84308 requires Commissioners to disqualify 
themselves from voting on any matter if they have received a campaign contribution of more than $250 
from an interested party. If you intend to speak on any hearing item, please indicate on your speaker slip 
and/or in your testimony, if you have made campaign contributions of more than $250 to any Commissioner 
within the last year, and if so, to which Commissioners you contributed. 

CONTACTS with COMMISSIONERS . . Written materials sent to Commissioners must also be sent to staff 
at the same time. All non-procedural communications must become part of the record. For a summary of 
these ex parte communication requirements, please visit www.coastal.ca.gov/roster.html#exparte. 

PUBLIC STATEMENTS ABOUT ITEMS NOT ON THIS AGENDA. At the start of the meeting or those 
unable to attend the early comment period, there may be time for public statements about Commission 
work other than items that are pending before the Commission. Persons wishing to speak should fill out a 
sign-up slip, and limit presentations to 3 minutes. You may always submit written comments to the 
Commission office, and copies will be distributed to Commissioners. Please note that on the final day of 
the meeting, public comment will only be heard at some time prior to adjournment for the day. 

WHEN WILL MY AGENDA ITEM BE HEARD? It is not possible to predict how quickly the Commission will 
complete agenda items or how many will be postponed to a later date. The Commission begins each 
session at the time listed on the Meeting Notice and considers each item in the sequence listed, except in 
extraordinary circumstances. The Commission may consider an item even though interested persons are 
not present. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS. A written staff report is available for most items on this agenda. At the end 
of the agenda description the author's initials and a code indicating his/her headquarters office are identified 
(A=Arcata SF=San Francisco SC=Santa Cruz V=Ventura LB=Long Beach SD=San Diego). Staff reports 
are usually distributed 10 days before the meeting. Staff reports for any item on this Meeting Notice are 
generally avatlable on the Commission's website. Paper copies are also available upon request. 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mm 15-l.html 3/12/2015 
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VISUAL PRESENTATIONS/MATERIALS. Powerpoint presentations must be accompanied by a USB flash 

drive, flash memory card, or compact disk. All electronic formats must be PC compatible. Files created on a 

Mac might not be supported. It is recommended that a hard copy of any electronic presentation be 

submitted in case of technical difficulties. A slide projector & laptop will be available from our audio-visual 

technician, and they can assist you in its use. All materials exhibited to the Commission during the hearing 

(slides, maps, etc.) are part of the public record and must be kept by the Commission for 60 days after final 

Commission action on the matter. Your materials will be returned upon written request unless needed for 

judicial review. 

PUBLIC & ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS. Some public records for agenda items are available for 

inspection at the meeting, and are available in the Commission office. Please call to make an appointment 

to see any file you are interested in. If you decide to challenge a final decision of the Commission in Court, 

please request preparation of the administrative record by letter to the Administrative Records Section at 

the Commission office in San Francisco, and indicate in your letter a description of the agenda item and 

date(s) of Commission action. 

CLOSED SESSION. At any time during the meeting the Commission may meet to consider personnel 

matters or litigation in a session closed to the public pursuant to the attorney-client privilege and statutory 

exemption to the Open Meeting Act (Government Code § 11126e). 

ACCESS TO HEARINGS. The hearings are wheelchair accessible. If accommodation for other disabilities 

is required, please call (415) 904-5200. 

http:/ /www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/mtg-mm 15-1.html 3/12/2015 
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Case Number: 

Address: 

Primary Zone: 

Planning Area: 

Council Distrlct(s): 

Certified Neighborhood 
Council (CNC): 

Area Planning 
Commission (APC): 

Case Information Summary Sheet 
ENV-2004-1848-ND 

318 E CULVER BLVD 

[Q]C4-1VL 

Westchester - Playa del Rey 

11 

Westchester - Playa del Rey 

WEST LOS ANGELES 

Historic Preservation Overlay. Zone: Data Not Available 

Historic Cultural Monument: 

Project Description: 

Total Project·Area: 

Required Action: 

Cll~nt contact Na!r~e: 

Client Contact Phone: 

Other Related Cases 

1. ZA-2004-1847-CUB 

Data Not Available 

OFF-SITE ALCOHOL SALES, BEER AND WINE/RETAIL WINE SHOP. 

Data Not Available 

Not Known 

Data Not Available 

Data Not Available 

LA City Home Page 1 City Planning Home Page 1 Case Tracking Information Home 

«D 2005 Loa Angeles City Planning Dept 

http://planning.lacity.org/cts_intemet/index.cfm?urlCaseid=l27958&caseNumber=ENV%2... 6/1/2014 
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·\,;tTY OF LOS ANGELEo 
, ROBE'T JANOVICI 

CHiff ZONING ADMINISTRATOR 

AsSOCIATE ZONING ADMINISTIATORS 

CARY BOOHER 
R. NICOLAS BROWN 

ANIK CHARRON 
EMILY J, GABEl·LUDDY 

DANIEL GREEN 
LOURDES GREEN 

DAVID KABASHIMA 
ALBERT LANDINI 

ION PERICA 

June 25, 2004 

John McKeel (A)(R} 
The Vintage Shoppe 
41 05 Lorraine Road 
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275 

Aaron L. Elmone (0} 
3963 Arden Highway 
Sacramento, CA 95839 

Department of Building and Safety 

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF 
CITY PLANNING 

CON HOWE 
DIRECTOR 

FRANKliN P. EBERHARD 
DEPI.Il'l DIRECTOR 

OFFICE OF 
ZONING ADMINISTRATION 

]AMES K. HAHN 
200 N. SI'RING STREET, 7'" fLOOR 

lOS ANCELES, CA 90012 
(21J)978-1J18 

MAYOR fAX: (21J) 978-1334 

CASE NO. ZA 2004-1847(CUB) 
CONDITIONAL USE 
318 East Culver Boulevard, #B 
Westchester-Playa Del Rey 

Planning Area 
Zone C2-1 
D. M. 0968149 
C. D. 11 
CEQA ENV 2004-1848-ND 
Fish and Game : Exempt 
Legal Description: Lots 34 through 36, 

Block 16, Playa Del Rey Townsite 

Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 12.24-W, 1, I hereby APPROVE: 

a request for a conditional use permit, to permit the sale and dispensing of beer and 
wine only for off~site consumption, 

upon the following additional terms and conditions: 

1. All other use, height and area regulations of the Municipal Code and all other 
applicable government/regulatory agencies shall be strictly complied with in the 
development and use of the property, except as such regulations are herein 
specifically varied or required. 

2. The use and development of the property shall be in substantial conformance with 
the plot plan submitted with the application and marked Exhibit "A", except as may 
be revised as a result of this action. 

3. The authorized use shall be conducted at all times with due regard for the character 
of the surrounding district, and the right is reserved to the Zoning Administrator to 
impose additional corrective conditions, if, in the Administrator's opinion, such 
conditions are proven necessary for the protection of persons in the neighborhood 
or occupants of adjacent property. 

4. All graffiti on the site shall be removed or painted over to match the color of the 
surface to which it is applied within 24 hours of its occurrence. 

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY- AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER llocjellljolllk!nwllt...,nocycloll-@ 
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5. A copy of the first page of this grant and all conditions and/or any subsequent appeal 
of this grant and its resultant conditions and/or letters of clarification shall be printed 
on the building plans submitted to the Zoning Administrator and the Department of 
Building and Safety for purposes of having a building permit issued. 

6. Prior to the issuance of any permits relative to this matter, a covenant acknowledging 
and agreeing to comply with all the terms and conditions established herein shall be 
recorded in the County Recorder's Office. The agreement (standard master 
covenant and agreement form CP-6770) shall run with the land and shall be binding 
on any subsequent owners, heirs or assigns. The agreement with the conditions 
attached must be submitted to the Zoning Administrator for approval before being 
recorded. After recordation, a certified copy bearing the Recorder's number and date 
shall be provided to the Zoning Administrator for attachment to the subject case file. 

7. Approved herein is a conditional use permit to allow the sale and dispensing of beer 
and wine only for off-site consumption, in conjunction with a proposed 663 square
foot retail wine shop having hours of operation from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Tuesday 
through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m on Sunday and closed on Monday. 

8. This grant shall have a life of five years after which the grant shall lapse and the 
applicant shall need to file for and win approval of a new conditional use in order to 
continue the use of land as authorized herein. 

9. Prior to the issuance of any building permits it shall be demonstrated that project fully 
complies with the Los Angeles Coastal Transportation Corridor, the Del Rey Lagoon 
Specific Plan, and the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan to the satisfaction of the Director 
of Planning. The Department of Building and Safety shall make the determination 
if said plans are applicable in this instant case. 

10. Occupancy load shall be limited as determined by the Fire Department which is 
believed to be one person per 1 00 square feet of floor space. The proposed site is 
663 square feet which limits the number of patrons in store at one time at six. 

11. There shall be no entertainment provided on-site such as a piano bar, juke box, 
dancing, live entertainment, movies, etc. 

12. Sale of cups, glasses or other similar containers shall be limited to fine crystal 
stemware. 

13. There shall be no video game machines be available for use on the subject property. 

14 The applicant shall not allow any alcohol to be consumed on any adjacent property 
under their control. 

15. The Vintage Shoppe shall post rules and regulations for alcohol sales and to prevent 
problems such as loitering and theft. 
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16. Any patron who purchases wine and/or other alcoholic beverages from The Vintage 
Shoppe shall be required to present a legally acceptable J.D. which identifies the 
patron to be a minimum of 21 years of age. 

OBSERVANCE OF CONDITIONS ·TIME LIMIT • LAPSE OF PRIVILEGES ·TIME 
EXTENSION 

All terms and conditions of the approval shall be fulfilled before the use may be 
established. The instant authorization is further conditional upon the privileges being 
utilized within two years after the effective date of approval and, if such privileges are not 
utilized or substantial physical construction work is not begun within said time and carried 
on diligently to completion, the authorization shall terminate and become void. A Zoning 
Administrator may extend the termination date for one additional period not to exceed one 
year, if a written request on appropriate forms, accompanied by the applicable fee is filed 
therefore with a public Office of the Department of City Planning setting forth the reasons 
for said request and a Zoning Administrator determines that good and reasonable cause 
exists therefore. 

TRANSFERABILITY 

This authorization runs with the land. In the event the property is to be sold, leased, rented 
or occupied by any person or corporation other than yourself, it is incumbent upon you to 
advise them regarding the conditions of this grant. 

VIOLATIONS OF THESE CONDITIONS. A MISDEMEANOR 

Section 12.29 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code provides: 

"A variance, conditional use, adjustment, public benefit or other quasi-judicial 
approval, or .any conditional approval granted by the Director, pursuant to the 
authority of this chapter shall become effective upon utilization of any portion of the 
privilege, and the owner and applicant shall immediately comply with its conditions. 
The violation of any valid condition imposed by the Director, Zoning Administrator, 
Area Planning Commission, City Planning Commission or City Council in connection 
with the granting of any action taken pursuant to the authority of this chapter, shall 
constitute a violation of this chapter and shall be subject to the same penalties as any 
other violation of this Code." 

Every violation of this determination is punishable as a misdemeanor and shall be 
punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 or by imprisonment in the county jail for a 
period of not more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. 

APPEAL PERIOD· EFFECTIVE DATE 

The applicant's attention is called to the fact that this grant is not a permit or license and 
that any permits and licenses required by law must be obtained from the proper public 
agency. Furthermore, if any condition of this grant is violated or if the same be not 
complied with, then the applicant or his successor in interest may be prosecuted for 
violating these conditions the same as for any violation of the requirements contained in 
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the Municipal Code. The Zoning Administrator's determination in this matter will become 
effective after JULY 12. 2004, unless an appeal therefrom is filed with the City Planning 
Department. It is strongly advised that appeals be filed early during the appeal period and 
in person so that imperfections/incompleteness may be corrected before the app~al period 
expires. Any appeal must be filed on the prescribed forms, accompanied by the required 
fee, a copy of the Zoning Administrator's action, and received and receipted at a public 
office ofthe Department of City Planning on or before the above date or the appeal will not 
be accepted. Forms are available on-line at www.lacity.org/pln. Public offices are 
located at: 

Figueroa Plaza 
201 North Figueroa Street, 

4th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(213) 482-7077 

Marvin Braude San Fernando 
Valley Constituent Service Center 

6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, Room 251 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 374-5050 

The time in which a party may seek judicial review of this determination is governed by 
California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. Under that provision, a petitioner may 
seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil 
Procedure Section 1 094.5, only if the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section 
is filed no later than the 9oth day following the date on which the City's decision becomes 
final. 

NOTICE 

The applicant is further advised that all subsequent contact with this office regarding this 
determination must be with the Zoning Administrator who acted on.the case. This would 
include clarification, verification of condition compliance and plans or building permit 
applications, etc., and shall be accomplished BY APPOINTMENT ONLY, in orderto assure 
that you receive service with a minimum amount of waiting. You should advise any 
consultant representing you of this requirement as well. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

After thorough consideration of the statements contained in the application, the plans 
submitted therewith, the report of the Zoning Analyst thereon, the statements made at the 
public hearing on June 10, 2004, all of which are by reference made a part hereof, as well 
as knowledge of the property and surrounding district, I find that the requirements for 
authorizing a conditional use permit under the provisions of Section 12.24-W have been 
established by the following facts: 

BACKGROUND 

The site consists of three level, rectangular, record lots. The frontage is 75 feet on the 
south side of East Culver Boulevard and the depth varies from 71.8 feet to 75.55 feet. The 
property is located in Playa Del Rey within the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Planning Area. 

It is developed with a row of two-story storefronts with retail on the ground floor and office 
space on the second floor. The storefront which is the subject of this request is currently 
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vacant. There are 4 parking spaces in the rear of the building with access from Pershing 
Drive. 

Adjoining properties to the north are zoned C2-1 D and R3(PV)-1VL and are developed with 
Sam's Custom Tailoring, San dune Liquor and Toibb-Gan Israel Pre-School, Playa Del Rey 
Florist, and a three-story apartment building. 

Adjoining properties to the south are zoned R2-1 and R 1-1 and are developed with two and 
three-story apartment and single-family dwellings. 

Adjoining properties to the east are zoned C2-1 and R2-1 and are developed with Instant 
Shoe Repair, the UPS Store, and Seaside Grooming. 

Adjoining properties to the west are zoned C2-1 and are developed with Playa Hair Design, 
Culver Cleaners, a clothing store boutique and another cleaners. 

Culver Boulevard. adjoining the property to the north is a designated Major Scenic 
Highway, dedicated a variable width of 80 to 86 feet and improved with curb, gutter and 
sidewalk. 

Pershing Drive. adjoining the property to the south is a Local Street dedicated a width of 
60 feet and improved with curb, gutter, and sidewalk. 

Previous zoning related actions on the site/in the area include: 

Subject Property: 

Case No. Zl 1802- This geographical area is not within the definition of Hillside 
Area and is exempt from the Hillside Ordinance No. 168,159. 

Case No. Zl 1911 - Coastal Bluff Specific Plan (Ordinance No. 170,046) Effective 
October 5, 1994, -No permit shall be issued for any grading, construction, addition, 
or alteration of any building or structure within the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan 
boundaries prior to the project being checked for compliance with the provisions of 
the Specific Plan by the Department of Building and Safety. a project does not 
include interior remodeling of an existing residential building that does not increase 
the building height or floor area. 

Case No. ZA 187 4 - Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan Ordinance -
Issue no permit for any project unless all the requirements of the Specific Plan are 
met and clearance is obtained from the Department of Transportation and the 
Bureau of Engineering and any required mitigation measures relevant to the 
building are incorporated in plans. A project is defined as any construction, addition, 
conversion, change of use, or use of land on a lot in the C, M, or P Zones, which 
requires the issuance of a building, grading or foundation permit, and which results 
in an increase in the number of trips as determined by the Department of 
Transportation. Off-site parking areas which serve a project shall be considered a 
part of the project. 
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Case No. Zl 2297 - Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan - Approval in Concept by the City 
Council on March 16, 1982.- Any discretionary actions are subject to the specific 
plan policies "Approval in Concept" by the City Council action of March 16, 1982. 

L. The subject area is in the coastal zone and a discretjonarv_ project includes~ 
Coastal Pevelogment Eermit. If you have any questions regarding this matter, 
please contactthe Community Planning Bureau, West/Coastal Section at (213)978-
1165.'> 

Permit 08181 -Issued on August 19, 1963. Present use of building retail to new use 
of building same and delicatessen. 

Certificate of Occupancy - Issued on October 24, 1963, for delicatessen with 
cooking converted from first floor portion of conforming two-story, Type V, 70 feet 
by 72 feet apartment and store building. 

Surrounding Properties: 

Case No. COP 86-033 - On December 1, 1987, the applicant requested withdrawal 
of the matter from further consideration. the matter was filed without prejudice (200 
Culver Boulevard). 

Case No. COP 86-001 - On July 1, 1986, the applicant withdrew the request to 
remodel the existing living-room space of Unit A to an art studio for producing and 
selling artwork (2013 Ocean Front Walk). 

Case No. ZAI 83-268{E) -On November 3, 1983, advise that in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 12.22 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, the sale of alcoholic 
beverages for on-site consumption at the above-referenced restaurant has been 
determined to be exempt from the requirements of Sections 12.21 and 12.24 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code (230-238 Culver Boulevard) 

BASIS FOR CONDITIONAL USE PERMITS 

A particular type of development is subject to the conditional use process because it has 
been determined that such use of property should not be permitted by right in a particular 
zone. All uses requiring a conditional use permit from the Zoning Administrator are located 
within Section 12.24-W of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. In order for the sale of 
alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption to be authorized, certain designated findings 
have to be made. In these cases, there are specific conditional use categories which have 
additional findings in lieu of the four standard findings for most other conditional use 
categories. 

FINDINGS 

Following {highlighted) is a delineation of the findings and the application of the relevant 
facts to same: 
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1. The proposed location will be desirable to the public convenience or welfare. 

Applicant's Statement 

The applicant believes that The Vintage Shoppe will be desirable to the public 
convenience and welfare of the Playa Del Rey community because it intends to 
offer the finest wines the world has to offer at competitive prices, and become a 
community center for education about the relationship of fine wine and great food. 
Currently, there are no fine wine markets at all within 2.5 miles of Playa Del Rey, 
and residents must travel over 8 miles to find a wine shop that offers educational 
programs. In a community where 88% of the population is over 21, 57% hold a 
bachelors degree or higher, and the average annual income is over $100,000, there 
is a strong demand for a fine wine shop. 

Additional Material Supplied by the Applicant 

g. What are the proposed hours of operation and which days of the week will 
the establishment be open? What are the proposed hours of alcohol sales? 

The proposed hours of operation for The Vintage Shoppe are as follows: 
Tuesdays Saturdays 10 am-8 pm, Sundays 10 am-6 pm, and closed 
Mondays. The Vintage Shoppe intends to sell alcoholic beverages for off-site 
consumption during all hours of operation. 

h. What is tho occupancy load as determined by the Fire Department (number 
of patrons)? What is the proposed seating in all areas? 

The occupancy load as determined by the Fire Department is one person per 
1 00 square feet of floor space. The proposed site is 663 square feet which 
limits the number of patrons in store at one time at six (6). 

i. Is parking available on the site? If so, how many spaces? If spaces are not 
available on the site, have arrangements been made for off-site parking by 
lease or covenant? Where? How many off-site spaces? 

Currently there is street parking available on both sides of the street near 
The Vintage Shoppe. The current certificate of occupancy for the location of 
The Vintage Shoppe does not require any additional parking spaces. 
However, The Vintage Shoppe intends to pursue leases for off-site parking 
as business demands. 

j. Is there to be entertainment such as a piano bar, juke box, dancing, live 
entertainment, movies, etc.? (Specify?) (On-site only) 

No 

k. Is a full line of alcoholic beverages to be served or just beer and wine? 

Only Wine and Beer will be sold. For off-site consumption only. 
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I. Will cups, glasses or other similar containers be sold which might be used 
for the consumption of liquor on the premises? (Off-site only) 

The Vintage Shoppe intends to sell fine crystal stemware for off-site 
consumption only. · 

m. If a cocktail lounge is to be maintained incidental to a restaurant, the required 
floor plans must show details of the cocktail lounge and the separation 
between the dining and lounge facilities. (On-site only) 

No. 

n. Has the owner or lessee of the subject property been suspended from the 
sale of alcoholic beverages on the subject property or fined by the Alcoholic 
Beverage Control Department (ABC) in the last 365 days and if so, for what 
reasons? 

No. 

o. Will video game machines be available for use on the subject property and 
if so, how many such machines will be in use? 

No. 

p. Will you have signs visible on the outside which advertise the availability of 
alcohol? 

Yes. The Vintage Shoppe intends to have a sign with its name. Other 
periodic informative signs containing the word "wine" are not outside the 
realm of possibility. 

q. Will alcohol be sold without a food order? Will there be a kitchen on the site 
as defined in Section 12.03 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code? 

Yes. Only Wine and Beer will be sold. For off-site consumption only. The 
Vintage Shoppe also intends to sell prepackaged foods such as canned 
olives and onions, for off-site consumption only. 

r. Will beer or wine coolers be sold in single cans or will wine be sold in 
containers less than 1 liter (750 ml)? 

Yes. It is The Vintage Shoppe s intention to sell what is called a "half-bottle" 
(375 ml) by wine enthusiasts. Half-bottles are popular ways to explore the 
world of wine at near half the cost of a full bottle (750 ml). However, half
bottles are expected to be a small percentage of The Vintage Shoppe s 
overall inventory and sales. 

s. Will fortified wine (greater than 16% alcohol) be sold? 
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Yes. It is The Vintage Shoppe s intention to make available the finest Ports, 
Sherries, Madeira, and fortified wines that the world has to offer as is 
consistent with a type 20 off-site beer and wine liquor license. Again, 
however, The Vintage Shoppe expects that fortified wines greater than 16% 
alcohol will represent a small percentage of its inventory and sales. 

t. Will off-site sales of alcohol as a secondary use to on-site sales occur (i.e., 
take out)? 

No 

u. Will discount alcoholic drinks or a Happy Hour be offered at any time? 

No 

v. Will security guards be provided and if so, when and how many? 

No 

w. Will alcohol be allowed to be consumed on any adjacent property under the 
control of the applicant? 

No 

x. Will the gross sale of alcohol exceed the gross sale of food items on a 
quarterly basis? 

Yes. Only Wine and Beer will be sold. For off-site consumption only. 

y. Provide a copy of the proposed menu if food is to be served. 

The Vintage Shoppe intends to sell prepackaged foods such as canned 
olives· and onions. For off-site consumption only. 

z. How many employees will you have on the site at any given time? 

Two. The proprietors, John McKeel and Ben Rogers will be the only two 
employees at start up and will be on premises at all times. Additional 
employees will be added as business dictates. 

aa. What security measures will be taken including: ( 1) Posting of Rules and 
Regulations on the premises. (2) To prevent such problems as gambling, 
loitering, theft, vandalism and truancy. (3) Will security guards be provided 
and if so, when and how (4) Other measures. 

The Vintage Shoppe intends to post rules and regulations for alcohol sales 
and to prevent problems such as loitering and theft. 
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bb. Will there be minimum age requirements for patrons? If so, how will this be 
enforced. 

Any patron who intends to purchase wine and/or other alcoholic beverages 
from The Vintage Shoppewill be required to present a legally acceptable I. D. 
which identifies the patron to be a minimum of 21 years of age. 

cc. Are there any schools (public or private and including nursery schools) 
churches or parks within 1,000 ft. of your proposed business? Where? 

Yes. Preschool in the 300 Block of Culver Blvd, but has been closed for more 
than One (1) year. LA City Park on the 300 Block of Culver Blvd. 

dd. For massage parlor or sexual encounter establishment applicants: are there 
any other adult entertainment businesses within 1,000 feet of your proposed 
establishment (i.e., adult arcade, adult bookstore, adult cabaret, adult motel, 
adult motion picture theater, adult theater-? 

No. 

ee. Foroff.;.site sales, where will the alcohol be stored and displayed (indicate on 
floor plan)? 

The Vintage Shoppe s floor plan will be included within the Master Land Use 
application documents. 

Zoning Administrator's Discussion 

The proposed business will sell beer and wine only for off-site consumption, in 
conjunction with a proposed 663 square-foot retail wine shop having hours of 
operation from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on 
Sunday and closed on Monday. 

The project is a proposal to use the existing space for retail sales of fine wines, 
crystal stemware, books, magazines, gourmet pre-packaged cheese and 
chocolates, corkscrews and other food related items. The applicant plans to operate 
an upscale boutique walk in retail wine shop. Beer and wine will be sold for off-site 
consumption and the request does not include wine tasting classes or gatherings. 

The interior floor plans indicates wine stacks which appears to take up most of the 
floor space. There is a book shelf, refrigerators, and a shelf of crystal stemware 
which take up a minimum of space, and there is a counter and sink in the rear of the 
store. 

The permit from 1963 shows the use of the building as a retail store and 
deiicatessen. It does not indicate that there is required parking. The Certificate of 
Occupancy dated October 24, 1963, does not indicate required parking. There is a 
pay parking lot within approximately 100 yards of the site on the 200 block of Culver 
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Boulevard. Street parking is allowed on both sides of Culver Boulevard. It is not 
metered parking and parking availability on the street was good. 

This part of Culver Boulevard has a quaint neighborhood style with the small 
storefront on both sides of the street. The other retail stores adjacent to the 
proposed vintage wine shop offer neighborhood services. The stores include 
Seaside Grooming, Playa Hair Design, Copy Services, Del Rey Cleaners, and an 
Instant Shoe Repair business. 

Across Culver Boulevard, on the north side of the street is. the Sandune Liquor 
store, which also carries a large assortment of wines. Abutting the existing liquor 
store to the west is the Toibb-Gan Israel Pre-School and two-story apartments 
located nearby within 50 feet of the proposed space. Other residential apartments 
are located on the south side of Pershing Drive, which is to the rear of the site. 

John McKeel, the applicant, informed staff that the pre-school has been closed for 
some time and there are no other sensitive uses within 1 ,000 feet of the site. The 
radius map appears to verify that there are no other sensitive uses. 

The establishments listed below are between 600 and 1,000 feet of the proposed 
wine shop. 

La Marina Restaurant 
119 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Cafe Pinquini 
6935 Pacific Avenue 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Szechwan Palace Restaurant 
431 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del R~y, CA 90293 

Full liquor for on-site consumption 

Beer and wine for on-site consumption 

Full liquor for on-site consumption 

According to the State's Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control licensing criteria, 
3 on-site and 2 off-site licenses are allocated to subject Census Tract No. 2781. 
There are currently 11 on-site and 2 off-site licenses in this Census Tract. 

Statistics from the Police Department reveal that in the subject Crime Reporting 
District No. 1472, which has jurisdiction over the subject property, the average 
number of crimes were 184 compared to the Citywide average of 286 crimes and 
the high crime reporting district average of 342 crimes for the same period. These 
numbers do not reflect the total number of arrest in the subject reporting district over 
the accountable year. Thus it can be said that this is a low crime area. 

At the time of report preparation, no public agency had submitted any written 
comments. Correspondence from the general public included a Jetter in opposition, 
from GiGi's Hair Salon, to the proposal citing a concentration of liquor licenses for 
5 businesses selling alcohol and 4 restaurants, which also sell alcohol. 
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In light of all that has been said above the Zoning Administrator can determine that 
the proposed location will be desirable to the public convenience or welfare. 

2. The location is proper in relation to adjacent uses or the development of the 
community. 

3. 

Applicant's Statement 

The Vintage Shoppe will be proper in relation to adjacent uses as the location's 
existing certificate of occupancy is for commercial retail sales. The following 
businesses are in the same building and adjacent to the proposed site: UPS, Shoe 
Repair, Pet Grooming, Dry Cleaning, Wine Storage Lockers, Real Estate Office. 
Originally, this location was a delicatessen. Furthermore, The Vintage Shoppe will 
also be proper in relation to the development of the community as Playa Del Rey 
is growing rapidly as evidenced by the Playa Vista housing development, which is 
soon to begin their second phase of development. Once completed, the Playa Vista 
housing development will have added 5,846 new homes, 175,000 square feet of 
offices, 150,000 square feet of retail shops, 40,000 square feet of community 
buildings and 15,000-20,000 new residents to Playa Del Rey. 

Zoning Administrator's Discussion 

The surrounding area in which the restaurant will be located is largely zoned for 
commercial uses and is well developed for these purposes. The subject store and 
the selling or serving of alcoholic beverages (i.e., beer and wine) will not be 
detrimental to the character of the immediate area and will have a positive impact 
on the economic welfare of the community. The proposed store will serve the needs 
of local business people, shoppers and residents. The surrounding offices and 
shops and incr;easing residential densities in the nearby Hughes development are 
attracting more persons to the area and consequently generating an expanding 
residential base thereby increasing the demand for alcohol sales. This population 
seeks a diversity of services, such as the proposed facility will provide. The 
proposed store will serve this population and the availability of alcoholic beverages 
(beer and wine) will provide a desired amenity. 

The use will not be materially detrimental to the character of the development 
in the immediate neighborhood. 

Zoning Administrator Discussion and Public Hearing 

A City Zoning Administrator conducted a public hearing in the West Los Angeles 
Municipal Building Second Floor Hearing Room on Thursday, June 10, 2004 at 
approximately 10:30 a.m. The applicant was The Vintage Shoppe. 

The purpose of the hearing was to obtain testimony from affected and/or interested 
persons regarding the application. Interested parties were also invited to submit 
written comments regarding the request prior to the hearing. The environmental 
impact was among the matters considered at the hearing. 
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The issue before the Zoning Administrator was a request for a Conditional Use 
Permit, pursuant to the provisions of Section 12.24-W, 1 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code, to permit the sale and dispensing of beer and wine only for off-site 
consumption. in conjunction with a proposed 663 square-foot retail wine shop 
having hours of operation from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday, 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sunday and closed on Monday. 

The involved property was identified as being located at 318 East Culver Boulevard, 
#B, legally described as Lots 34-36, Block 16, Playa Del Rey Townsite, as more 
specifically described in the application. The property is zoned C2-1. 

At the public hearing the project and the instant file were reviewed. In reviewing the 
instant file the Zoning Administrator read the materials contained within said file and 
reviewed the exhibits and radius maps indicating the various land uses within the 
affected radius. After this review the hearing was opened to public testimony and 
the following points were considered: 

History of the site and its ownership 
Need for gourmet beverage sales at this location -- market demand 
Types of activities to be conducted on site - sale of fine beer and wine 
Expected client demand - Playa Vista, Westchester Bluffs, and Hughes 
Parking demand - no spaces required, applicant will seek leased parking 
Hours of operation -- very modest 
No tasting facilities proposed 
Visual and noise impacts of installation on nearby properties -- none 

Following this testimony there was discussion with the applicant and the Zoning 
Administrator determined that the use was appropriate for the location and indicated 
he would act to conditionally approve the applicant's request for a fixed five-year 
time period. 

4. The proposed location will be in harmony with the various elements and 
objectives of the General Plan. 

Applicant's Statement 

The proposed project will be in harmony with the various elements and objectives 
of the General Plan in that the immediate neighborhood is zoned commercial, 
neighborhood & offices (Zoned C-2) and the proposed project is commercial and 
the proposed site is permitted as retail. The proposed site will be in harmony with 
the General Plan, Coastal Transportation Corridor Spec Plan Ordinance #168909 
and the Playa Vista Specific Plan Ordinance #165638. 

Zoning Administrator's Discussion 

The Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan designates the property for 
Neighborhood and Office Commercial land uses with corresponding zones of C1, 
C1(PV), C2, CR, C4, and P, and Height District No. 1. The property is within the 
area of the Specific Plan for Playa Vista Area "B". The Los Angeles Coastal 
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Transportation Corridor, the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, and the Coastal Bluffs 
Specific Plan. The application could be affected. 

This project is in harmony with the goals and the intents of the General Plan 
Elements adopted for this geographical area in that it will allow for optimum use of 
this commercial site without detriment to adjacent or nearby properties. 

5. Additionally the Zoning Administrator has determined that: 

a. The proposed use will not affect the welfare of the pertinent 
community. 

The approval of the Conditional Use for The Vintage Shoppe will not 
adversely affect the economic welfare of the community. Westside Wine 
Lockers, the business next door to The Vintage Shoppe, will see business 
improve. There is a UPS Store two doors away. The other adjacent 
businesses (dog grooming, shoe repair, clothing store, and dry cleaners) 
should benefitfrom increased foot traffic. In fact, The Vintage Shoppe should 
not adversely impact even the two businesses that currently have off-site 
wine sales, Sandune liquors and Gardens Market. Both stores offer 
approximately 150 selections of easy to find, mass-produced wines that are 
all $20 or less. The Vintage Shoppe intends to cater to wine enthusiasts who 
are looking for more selections and expertise than are currently offered by 
existing merchants. 

b. The proposed use will not result in an undue concentration of premises 
for the sale or dispensing for consideration of alcoholic beverages, 
including beer and wine, in the area of the City involved; giving 
consideration to the number and proximity of such establishments 
within a one thousand foot radius ofthe site, the crime rate in the area, 
(especially those crimes involving public drunkenness, the illegal sale 
or use of narcotics, drugs or alcohol, disturbing the peace and 
disorderly conduct), and whether the revocation or nuisance use 
proceedings have been initiated for any use in the area. 

The approval of the Conditional Use will not result in or contribute to an 
undue concentration of such establishments because according to ABC 
regulations, The Vintage Shoppe will contribute to an undue concentration 
of off-site wine sales establishments. However, the applicants representing 
The Vintage Shoppe petition that the approval of the Conditional Use should 
be granted for the sake of a public convenience and necessity. The master
planned community Playa Vista will consist of 5,848 residential units and be 
home to 13,000 new residents, as well as, 150,000 square feet of retail 
space, 175,000 squar~ feet of offices and 40,000 square feet of community 
buildings. 
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List of Nearby Alcohol Establishments 

The establishments listed below are between 600 and 1 000 feet of the 
proposed vintage wine shop. 

La Marina Restaurant Full liquor for on-site consumption. 
119 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Cafe Pinquini Beer & wine for on-site consumption. 
6935 Pacific Avenue 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Szechwan Palace Restaurant Full liquor for on-site consumption. 
431 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

c. The proposed use will not detrimentally affect the nearby residentially 
zoned communities in the area of the City involved giving consideration 
to the distance of proposed use from residences, churches, school and 
other public uses, and other establishments selling and dispensing, -for 
sale or other consideration alcoholic beverage, including beer and 
wine. 

The approval of the Conditional Use will not detriment;;IIIy affect nearby 
residentially zoned properties because the proposed site is zoned 
commercial (C-2) and is for retail occupancy. The mission of The Vintage 
Shoppe Is to become a treasured asset of the Playa Del Rey community. 

The Playa Vista lownhouses are in the $200K-$500K range and Single 
Family homes range from S400K~S1.4M. The Vintage Shoppe Educational 
Programs and hard-to-find wine inventory that appeals to the wine 
enthusiasts, will help keep this upscale population s shopping dollars in the 
Playa Del Rey area instead of surrounding communities. 

ADDITIONAL MANDATORY FINDINGS 

6. The property is not located in an area for which a flood insurance rate map has 
been prepared. 

7. On May 20, 2004, the City Planning Department Environmental Staff Advisory 
Committee (ESAC) issued Negative Declaration No. ENV2004-1848-ND (Article V 
City CEQA Guidelines) and determined that this project will not have a significant 
effect on the environment. I hereby adopt that action. The records upon which this 
decision is based are with the Environmental Review Section in Room 763, 200 
North Spring Street. 
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8. Fish and Game: The subject project, which is located in Los Angeles County, will 
not have an impact on fish or wildlife resources or habitat upon which fish and 
wildlife depend, as defined by California Fish and Game Code Section 711.2. 

ALBERT LANDINI 
Associate Zoning Administrator 
Direct Telephone No. (213) 978-1467 

AL:Imc 

cc: Councilmember Cindy Miscikowski 
Eleventh District 

Adjoining Property Owners 
County Assessor 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
NORTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT OFFICE 
45 FREMONT STREET, SUITE 2000 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94I OS 
PHONE: (4I S) 904-5260 
FAX : (4IS) 904-5400 
WEB: WWW.COASTAL.CA.GOV 

Prepared December 16, 2014 (for January 7, 2015 Hearing) 

To: Coastal Commissioners and Interested Persons 

From: Nancy Cave, North Central Coast District Manager 
Stephanie Rexing, Coastal Planner 

W18a 

Subject: Certification Review for the City of Half Moon Bay LCP Amendment HMB
MAJ-1-11 

On July 11, 2014 the Coastal Commission approved City ofHalfMoon Bay's Local Coastal 
Program (LCP) Major Amendment Number 1-11, provided it was modified per the 
Commission's suggested modifications. This amendment modified the zoning code's definition 
section, the water and sewer capacity allocation chapter, the residential land use standards, the 
development standards applied to "exceptional lots," the use permits chapter, the second 
dwelling units chapter, and the below market rate housing chapter. The amendments also 
relocated the LCP's review process for development associated with architectural improvements, 
historical structures and site design and, finally, added a residential density bonus chapter. 

By ac.tion taken.October .7, 20.14, the. City ofHalfMoon.Bay.adopted theLCP text(seeExhibit 
1) as modified per the Commission's suggested modifications. The Executive Director has 
determined that the actions taken by the City are legally adequate and that the amended LCP 
should be certified. The Executive Director recommends that the Commission concur with this 
determination and that the LCP, as amended, be certified. If the Commission concurs, the 
amended LCP will be certified as oftoday's date (i.e., January 7, 2015), and notification ofthis 
certification and Commission concurrence will be forwarded to the City. 

Motion. I move that the Commission concur with the Executive Director's determination 
that the actions taken by the City of HalfMoon Bay to accept the Commission's approval of 
LCP Amendment HMB-MAJ-1-11 are legally adequate. I recommend a yes vote. 

Executive Director's Recommendation. The Executive Director recommends a YES vote 
on the motion. Passage of this motion will result in certification of the City of HalfMoon 
Bay LCP consistent with the Commission's approval ofLCP Amendment HMB-MAJ-1-11; 
the amended LCP will be certified as oftoday's date (i.e., January 7, 2015). The motion 
passes only by affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 

Exhibits 
Exhibit 1: City's Acceptance of the Coastal Commission's Approval 

1 
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i(l?t9~L!r~;;. ·qtJ:~ :ttf*~1:Qp~~n ·~~~rd5! ·~nd: ·i'ff5!Jl~~rQh:r~. ~~g: ·.~ .:,t.f.l"P,tll:W··.-qr :fe~~ ·•1).tftei 
llit~'.~W.tr~ f~~ ·o/~~~~:4.~!e!'~'~ ·.~~ ·.~.~-·-a·~t.d~r;:d ·:9:.t Jil~.A-~~t~~::~~~ :w~ ~~s:~ ·1_o. ~-~~
a~~lrmz·:'t~.¢1he.a'r:t;t w~r.~;Sbten;:m ~pp·~rtMt:\1.~¥~(};$.1?-~~~\o.rr.~fl~.~~ ~O.ler.l4n.1~l'\~S~-~rrtJ . .. ..... t( - - • • .. ' . . . 

·~t;d:iR;~;. tb~~~tt cQ~ncll.'It~t~.(idue.ed ·o·~di.I'Ulnce- No$ . . C'4S,.W -a·~9:. 1;?.Qf~1-. P~a'ifYtng . 
J!l~·?e::~m.e:n.#tnel¢:$:~:t{llf'f~rrco.~~ -ci it'e~yhf · (l)~tttms c~lild'i:t~e~· ~rrl~0v.erh~~r- ~~rr.2'0j:&:.~n ··Jiii~ 
.. i~i i6~;Jl; . -r.~'e# v~Jy;, ·. ~·o.d· ~a~p,ted: ·,s~i:td: · ;(i>f.$h~n~~- 'duly.:nc,~!c~ · , r,~s~lar ,ffi.~~~ngs ,oh 
oe~ern~~t.-~"2~~:.~nd ·~u~~. 1i61 '¥QPJ~) r'~PQ~!v.~~v~:.~rrd:' · ·. . · ~ 

· .w.biE.RE.~., :r'itle."'-R.c;9.n:stltut~~ :,p~rt of'th~~l!: ltv; s ~e·rtifie.d lt:rCC:i FCocistai~Pia rn-:-~'tf -· 
· amen£rr-riel'lts a,e.stt~Je~·\9· ~~'1ilft~*'h~n · ~v't~e ·-ci;iUf:9inia C.e.a$tar to;,·mis.sion;,tl'le·cr!v 
. s.C:.!bml~~'d th~ d'tdtr;irrt~· (::~ap;1P.·.C!'ri¢ 'C-i08:.i:L".tO:·th¢·.:E:;o~st~l C{:m1trii$st:cm·on Iil~~-~h:l'9.¢r 1!; ------zou :aod t:fi'e.sul]rrH ~t·w~·:n.Qt. e~m~a ·tQmP,I~te:un JI'M~V: ·22~ 4Q.t4l"·l~P Amer1'dm.l!nt HMa~ 
MAJM1"11i(); .a:n'd· at lt-$ headog·cif)uiy. :tl~ 2014; ·the co.a$t~rc~minissloJ'I a,pp.rpVed LCP 
Amendment: HMs·~MN+l~:1i.. wlth,~ugge$1:ed :rno~ iftcafi:ons. 

WHEREAS, 5ectlon>3'pf Ordinan~~ NCi. C715"io and ~e.t;~.i9h 10 .of:ordinan¢e No; ·G,---$,.X:t. 
·provlrle that ~uth o:t.dinance shaU··~ake: ·effe.ct '1\rnm~dl~t~Hy· upon ~ertlfieation :by th¢:C~IIfor~ia 
coastal Commission: .. /'' and ' ,' ' . • ' ' ' .1 " . 

WHEREAS, LCP am~endme:nts· as c.ertlfled by the Co,astal Commission shall' not betaine 
effective ~ft~r dtY. .council. adop~itm ·uptil · the ·a.m.endnie;(.)t is sub'rnit.te(l. pUrsu'l:liit tQ' the 
r~q uitet:neots gf ~e~tipii :J-~~5·~ et ~eq; of.';,th~ Ci:l:llf~:>rFI:ia C.t;de of Begulation:;1 which rJ~~utt.es, 
among other things, that the: .qty .ackr\i:lwledg~ · -r~teip·t the Comrni$sioh's resmiutlpri cif 
<;ertlfii:ation intlti~in~ :arw tetib$. or m¢gifl:c~tions Which· may haye :p.e~n .~·~g.gested -fer firya:J HMB-1_11 
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·certification; accepts and agrees-to any such terrris and modifications and takes whatever 
formal action is required to satfsfy:the terri:ns and ;modifications. 

WH.EREAS, th.e Planhi.rig Cornmlssi·on conducted a dtdY'-hotiCed·public hearing. on August 
:1,2, 20l,;4Where aU. th.6s:e all:th()se in cl:tt¢iidalit:edeslring to be heard were given an opportunity 
to s·peak on the suggested modlficatforis; ari.d 

WHEREASr f,oll.flWfng. the dos~· ~qt the ~l,lellc h~a.ring the p:·lahning Commission 
,oon.sjdereg the'sugg;es-teo·: rnodific-atlops ·and .c~d.op..ted Resolution. P"-1~'-14, re~ommeAdi,ng that 
·.the;'Gity Co~f!.Ci11 ·<'.1~C:ep·t ~119 agr-ee to the s4gg:es1;.~d mocl)fkat-io.ns ~o ~CP Am~odment HM S....MAJ-
lcl1, .as setforth :tl\eteiri,; .and · · 

NOW,-JI:fEREFORE, the.-City .c6u(ic(l.of the City of Half M:O.ori ·8ay d6es-hereby- ordain. :as, 
folloWs: . . 

SeCtion 1. rr.u:orporatton ·of Ordfnance N.os .. ~C4S~10. and .c~oa;.t1• by reference; acc~ptance 
~nd~Agr.~emen~ wlft\':ithe e.tlifornla Coastal Cc;)m~ls~lpn'$ su~ges~~~ _. · 

~~fi~_~ttC?ns• . 

Couo~if -~~~filcrn~~Q-_,tlj~$Q. ~rtd. :~~~fi.J~tn~ot}J~.~~-~~d' .flgf.ei'h ,by t~f~l'.flnc~: an.d·toe ··.Coundl 
-a~~-~.t~/~;o ~gr~elt~'UJ;~_~J!'~~~~m~dlri~tlt)~.tg~~oan:~~l'C~,.s;lo--~u'lqC~,~4+!--r:ec~l~~~ 
from :tf:i.e· :C:q~st~i- Cqr.i;l)flts,s_rpr-j .. _ ;~:s.$:e1.fO.rtlt'~lo'IJ .. 

T~l<t iN sttfk;~tb(~#ijh-:fQrinat·~~~9~·te~-1l~S!t ~h~:'C~ity pr_op·os~-.to ~-E!Iete a,n_d_ text-11;1 -Underlln·e_ 
f.ormat:del4.otes·M t.itbat·.the ·Citv•rif.6p6S.e&.ta add•!lr;r lts-.or.tg.tta-atr~P ameridtneht-·-submitt?l~ T-e~ 
., n-d e ~lila - ~tr1J.u~~u:~-'~6ij 'f-~-;~rpat f!feri"c:Jfes~e>¢to·:pe del¢e.d, th·ro:ug'h' .. thie- e.oa~a-1 ~ofnm Iss fad's: · · -

sugg~sted'n:tod.tfiea:~rorrs.an~tte>cttnW..ubfe ,uncl'erllne· wrm~t ~enote~rte;Xt to be a~~1:!d tfirq.ugn
~he cbast?l' Comfnlssfi?nJ,s s.u~est-ed·. ·rriodlfl~atlons; · · 

sectloiT :z. 
The amend.me~tta~the<deffnltio.h .. E)f 'iExceptlonai.Lot'1 as cont;IIned in SeCtion :18.02.040-of 
Chapter 18:.62 ·ts· modifi~d as-JoJii'i)W$: -- · 

''~ceptlot~~l tot'r m~an$ a tot In the R-'-1·4~-1 or R~1"'B"2 ·z:ohhig dfs.trichhat ·does 
not .n;_~et. th~· minin'UJ'r.h ·.aver<;~ge wiqth· ~nd/or lo~- ,ar~a :requirem~nt for t:he 
-zoning di~r~.t-1~ ·wnfchth¢. p!i,rael is lo:Cateq,_ but. has- an average i9.t·w1dth of~t 
{~astf/ftv teet and prOvides at least fhte thOUsand $QUare· feet ·ih gr(JSS lot :area.~ 
and.was legally -cr;ea,te·d ·a.n,ctcMf9l"Jtilf\g, ei.tbor a·s-u\e re:sldit ·et il :rwb aiv~~i:i ~ap 
r!l_t;Q,:a·e·l P'i.trsuartt ·to .'th~ _ 'r.egui t~mel'rts -of.. the s-ubdiVision .Map 1.\ct; ~· 
ei.sutlen ef. .law, : hqs~ ·a re;idente· 'thi;Jt .was_ eo:nstruttc·€f .aHel ce~pleted 
_(certifi!::cite qf o.c~u~aA.!=Y was Jss~;~ ,ed for thp str._l:l:ct:dr:e or Jhe -structuF.r; •,vas 
~riipleted pF.iO~ · to the ·issuan·ee of cQrtlficate~ bf o_ceup;;HJG\' by t f:le dty) 'prior to 
D~ce.mber 7.,_ 2004-/,.ln _addi~i~.m, a lot may er:ily _be considered gxc::e_p.tr_c;>ga·f i! the 
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let was .regally cl"eated pursuant to 'the Eoa.stal development ~: 
req~:~lr:emern.ts oi th·e.:coastal Act and its predecessor st:-atu:te .. -

. f'rep. ~l'ti~nelit';' .flule. 011, :{Ues\~Uf~n t.~ ~rr_rl 5~j;·e'(elr st;l~star:vh:m4 J:otnu; cf8fj~·ed, 
trer:eiAJ ·~e ~r:op ortiornlljt;· r"~IB requires thllt ~overage .a~d tr~·e.r ar;ea fs r~dtj@@a 
b~·?thc filtie oftli€ ~u:t!Jiil!· l '~.t · ·vh~tR or hit ttnu~ to ·t~g re~qii=Be 'IC!it%ize i·tr t~e 
~ dls.trieti~ ~·.·hi$-t~uda·~ is f~.urut J~ g trltie shall be ~akt!~a ~er bot~ .dnt 

-~ <UHfletJ:Vl~th> 8~~.1@8sllfratl8 .o4'tA.8"t;Niil $hi'll ·b'!f .!'! '~~· ~~~~ . 

· Se&.tiori -~• · JV!odtfi¢atiorts,:t~Am~~-dm~nts t~· C~~pt~r ·l8~0S u\ivatef.and:$~~.er ~~patity 
AHocati_q'n and 'R.e~eivatiQnj~;. 

lh~. am~n¢111~11-t.to ~l'!~i-~m .l:a.os~dit> (?~:19rrtywater .U$.~ def.iri~c! •. :~d~1rtg~a · neW'SliiP~~di.~n .~, 
"t~t~l!ttely ·t~w;. V'e.rv -~aw~ ·a:n-q l:oWAiieom~ .f:fo~~tM~.~ • .i1~m0Wfte4 ;~s .f(;)Uaws_: · 

·E ... ID(tr~m.ehr.Law, W~W 1b6W, : a:ma lov.dncion;u~.· Mouslf.ig •. Jile1Js1:ng units wnvef\t loW: 
ar;id''l6W.· fh£"orns.hiiu~i,hg;~i:ilt~ .~t~ _es·r.~~d~t-e~ ~~i>"t!~~i;ty -nefrdetitra:tl:lse:p~~iu·a~t~ 

.pe,\eJ;Ameet:CC?d:o_.s·e;-etl6tii6~S:@.A nnwevecad-eguCJ:t~JPfi;ijs]h:ittyrg:§r§!trfust :be 
_peserveg !e_("iti f'.€Q~~rjJ 'Act' P~l~·rio/~~i¥~g~ '~O U fjfu!t.i't~il~'!rt ~m~ L:dfrta~_ ~~:¥q;§: aAti • 
.11>t4;., . . . . 

~e¢tfo~ 4~ IY!.odjftc~tiOhs:~a. A·mendtr;~en~$-t~ ~.Go~·j)~~r lif,.~fi: ·~B~~!~ eiitl~f:: ~.-.4· U;s~· .~ft .. J., .. R .. 
-~~ ~~j!l; . . ... . ; . . . •. . . . . 

-; • - c • : • IH • o .. 1 • : .. .... I ~ ~ O o: )> 

t~e·affieMdm.e.ntsit~·c;:fi~P.~et':i~~&.a_r~~rrl'Mifi~4·~~·f#Jhi>.W4:': 
A,. Oel~e F~ott\ot.e #3 f~QYn·'tabt~. ~; . 
a. The-~li'lM~hJen~-to'S~Gti9!1· :1'~.Q.6~asQ~J:ixce~tion~.,tp;cf~y¢1~.Pm~hf:~taod·ar:d5rad~Jng' 

,n~w· . .s~~~eci.f.o~ ;h '1'EX.t$ptlqft:s, f()t Mir.t:<:Jr lhiPl'tiv¢1'Y:l¢ntS. to.· oiSabi~d. Ac.cess, is 
mo:difierf.~Wfollt>ws: · · 

1. Exeeptldn-s fo~r:Minet . Jmp·roven:~ents'fp'r "61s:ab!erl ,'Acoess •... 
2 .. Findlngs· .... 

·g. fA . fe~quest ·for :JLeasonable.aGCommodation under.thls settia:n. rnay. he.apmtoved if 
:It is .tonsistEm~ With :th':__certifl'ed-loca·ll ij~;w$ 1 P'Edgtadi!. :er.)t may b.e c'Pp,ro\!ed and. 
·the City may waiVe ccrrnpliam;e. witil:an-.gtb:epWf:S"e-<app.tlEble pt.Ovision bf:tbe:LoGal 
CQasta! :Pi0grani lf theXi.tyJfiilds bo~~ of:tt1·~-followl6g: jJ .. rhe l'ieguested ··r:easona-ble 
a<rcommocl·a.~ibtl' is . cdnsist~nt. to · the . m·aximv~xteot . feasibie .. with the certifi-ed 
lsc·al :Coa.S"ta'l Program:-and. '21:tl9ere are .. Ao ·fe~'sible ~lter.h<ilirv.e mearrs fot··tjit>'vidi'og an at:§G>r'nriJ@datieM atMre.prriilert'y.··tflatr wawHi fp:bvJd'e gtea'ter.cemsistency ."wifh the 
cer:tifred Leca'l eo.astaf.:,P.roguam I ' 

·h. :rhe{regue.~t fdt reasbriabl~ -atcomtnad~~tion(sl would nCilt .r.eqUire a ·fundamental 
atte·rat!on ' ir:~ ~the·• r:raiur61 .et the. Citv~s ~al!td · Use .a-Mttkortigg .ahd· bwUdl~g iiegwlat.Jons,. 

HMB-1-11 polldes. pradtrc;es ·and ':prm:edur:es·:·ar.rd tt>ie t1tv)ls :rio:cal ·ca}}stefl' Pr:ograrti.. · 
., , • .. - u II Exhibit 1 
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Sedion ·s. 
Permits". 

.Modifit;ations to Amendments. to Chapter 18 .• io "local Coastal Development 

The anienotnentto:Secl:io~ 18.20.07~ Findings is modified as follows: 

F. :l)esjgn Review·Cr.iterial The Community .Oevelopmen~ Qlre'CtOr. Planr.ilng Co'mmission 
o~ .City. t'eoncJI has revlewed.-a.md-Mnslder.ed-each .spedik·case and.a'Oy art·d .ail .of th.e 
fdiio.Wibg -ctlt~rra- fM·tletet:rriiAingth'at tlile followih!faN~h'lh~ctural.:i:l'!!!fJ :$1te a:esituil 
shmdafdS have. §.een -~.atisfactor.uy_a:cfdr-ess~~: 

.1. W6erem,p~iftb_M· pmtkb'rldJryl.}or str.uQ.ur:y will ~¢; ctmst:rircted.the· 
:aft!Jrtettu.fa1 feature~s .';3'rui' lantds"eaptntLtbei:eG£ sha ll ~e tNinm0·riJeu:s. such 
te'attires·Jfl'i::J·tlq;e·fi·elf!bti eleVattdris .. reefs· .. matenlaL ~g16r ar;Jd .appyr.tenances 
2~Wbe·~e · riref.e tlian··olte:slgnwur b·e erected ri>t-di.Splayei!.i Em the·slte. th'~ · s'!tims 
§~~i_l·:~a~~.a-~tp~f.~·m,~_~?,r.I!.Qa:tJl:;r~:d~s ign · anlJ l<?eati.onal p~sl~ i_oq~ a:Ad .stta'iJ.be. 
-hatmSl!JfpllS'> rn;:app.earanae. 
g· :w~n..a.~ed~dextti[e%'t;torl.t£Orl :d eta!!s of. Wllr~~l!chlM'.&~ati_ !leap._ 
ej?_pr~pfila~·;exet~s~h?O_·btlis d~slgn co~e~~ ·<1 rfd';f~nt:t!el)r_afi~'§Ma~l. ~e 
p6rytg:atl_~Je"!ith'tM;MtJ.atrarl) a od n epm l:fori!'1"g' stDuc:t~ t:~s..a;ntt:.tugc£1'!;1,n:s. ·Ce16~s.:pf 
·W@IfieQ~Hogij$rQ'$tiais~b~l t blend-wltfi tA-~ rnattit~:U Ja~~5~t¥e: ahd :b-~: 

·, lfM®\Ii-imarr~,a~~m·eii4te•to :t~aiiln4f.ld9 6t:tbemr~l~:ahtt .exppgS5·tha, 
:prg)~~·~tf.giitfW. _ o ' - - " ! '. ' I 0 

Si.~';fibfi'J?I'Bi:ttfJAfPJQd.Si~i,!J.Bd'fjb_~ varfa~s. ~~lii-~cti~'m.~,and ~trliQings<Qn:thS:J}fe -s-fia (l 
·£~at.e.o cro ati!rtiatlsimge.oii &rxiet 'arithp n:iviaeia~ -Gesirab le· envr~omn~·ntrfer 
b~ifcijjiatitfu iJS&br,&arrri1:lre· geci~ra'lcmmin•mltV. .. -. r - .. ~. -. "' ... , .• ·- - -.. . -

-~·~:fiig ~if~liiii $&aWpFllr;tnif~ ba:rlt!Oal?us-tratJ!iitidr:J ~n - :s~ur ad~ ! bffitliaht'~r:liit.ai:eit 
lo.eated .Elgtween .. ditfet:ent desigh·atea land ·u,Ses. 
t. 'fbe;d)!slgti· sJ:ta ll<he:.GbffipC!fible· With .I$JoW.O· and.:ap_t?rbll,ed· impn~v.~ments 
. and'loduwra tonstroctleq. -bo~h ckLar:td al'f.'the.slte. 
Jh J:h¢ pla1Jyr1ngi!i,)d.s~tlns otthe vftNous..furrtt-kms and ·bu lldiJ.igH>r):l~eslte--shall 
. ereate-@\ liiterricll ·~ense·of-bq:fer~a nd~fitovlde·:ad:Jesira lil-le .e'Aii.lrali$hMa-r. · 
:etcuoants, vfsitor:'sand ·th"e general:t:orrirtH.mit\1. · -· - - · -
· 9;; ·§iutfldlentimcllfacy furi(rt:roris.pr.evrded· t <f1 •support the~ni•drr fw!'!Ctjons .lilt' th-e· 
pttife·ct:Stul'tl':fi>e·.compatlhle:-Witb . .th'A: .ptej~d'$ tl·esigrt.cdt\'tep.f. · · · 
.:llti .. Atde'$s.ttr:trie-;prfope[ty a.nd: ci r.cu latfon ·.system s sh a 1 f b.e-·.safe .. a·nd :eonverileht-
·fat e:q estr;latJs: p-ed'esttlans.•c\lttfists and .vehitle·s. · ' - · ~ 
h. Where fea·sibfe,: .. natural fefJtl!Jr.-es ·shall be· app;ropr:iately prese·rved and 
it\ttegra.ted'wifh tf:le :proiect·. 
:l2. 1he· design stiai.l he ·elilergy -effide·nt.anr.Nncorpor?a:te· r~newabre e@er:g-y -design 
ele:f!len}s:·irneludiCg! .• :bpt , rJ.6t~.lfmited to·:· · · · 

a • .£Xt'er:io.r energy des1gn: eleoj'ents: 

b,,Jr:Jtemaf lighting- se·rvite: ant! climatic control systems: am:i 
·c. B ui)'(il-~f!'Siting.·a r:J d·_·landsca pe -elem-ents;.( 0rd. 8·~·7 §3'/pa~ l. 19971. 
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G. In rev.i·ewingapplk.ation·s,for adclitfons.to, or ext.erior alteration nf <my historic 
_;resol!lrce. the P.lannimrcommissiob ·:Ser-llfmiras~the .Cit\j r.listoric fl reservation. 
Commi·ssion. shall e·e gwided. t>wti;Je.Se,r.etaN·ohtae lnter:ior's '1Standards for 
:Rehabilitation an·d Guidelines for Rehab11itatir<~g 14istOJ;iG Buildings~' al"ld ah-y design 
·ctiter:ia adopted·by ordinanc-e :or r~softJtion ·o{the~cirv~ 

1. The pr-ctposed work is:ao:ns i-ste.nt wltb:·a-n adopted hi·storic resource_ plan: or 
2. fhe .proj?bSed work.ts·nec;esiatyfo'(fhe·.ml;l'it:ltenah¢e nfthe'histork buildiogr 
stru(;;ture. site.or::(l)biect fn . it5 · hi'steriGfo~m ,,or -foi-restoratjon ~to· its: -hjst'orfc.,f6rni: k . - - - . ,. 
3 .. ,II:le.broposed-w.orWis-anil·not· chagge .wnlch :do.es•O(;)f', -affect.:t:he-hiSt'oric fa:t1'ti'c 
P,f'!h~lbciti-di-mir·· srr.·u ctu:r¥;:s,t~~~"·)liejeet-i i ,Q i; . · · - · 
4-. tn·e ;,ro bose([at~-Eirutoti: r.~\:iins,f~¥ e>sf!rlltla 1 ar:thtte~tura 1 -,~!e~.entS;, wf:i lch 
make.i he resourc¢ 11'!llst0rti>ally. valual:ile ... er 
·s,.J!he:pro-pcised·<llteratioh maintailis· :Geotrflulij-and.scalewith~he·m-atetials ar.~d . 
qsft~·~aontei<t .oi-tffi¢~iHrst:tiltfa.~~0urtc~·tb:tm'$ tt~e_~J]jlu))?: e_&~n-t.f~~srbte:_ 
-6·; :th~:nv~o·q.~s¢~a·!5,e~a-~~rr. •as:~p:ndiy¢h.trd • .@~$·po~-<sije,ticantly: .. a·nd:aC.~e~el.y 
~ffe"ttt~l'2 ·fi:lstr#lc: .ar.:eba'et\!lf?~tarcbl_tj!(#~~J.~ot~ e~girneetrng :iflt-egiiltwofthe: 
i esourct!: -· · · · · 

·!· ·"nag-~lf¢hitectupa~±B~teY£{!$trtfu!.W!ee:§fndli!an·nfn'?~~ml¢t~s]~!!:s_~f¥~ns;a~:rhe_ 
hWat~iil' .pr.ese&aHear·e&mmfssJhiil!fiMe-·-J>iwiewed . the pr.e ,etft;.antf:an¥:netess·ary 

. f:ndlilner.C!Jo~l~~ei~6rr@~f6nS;'0f·~FWJ-~t~$ ~een•itic6~Ci1nicdh~ inaf 
prnrect>[>!an~.--r:r-e·9tii6 t:tlp;s_:t_~_d~-l'@.H· , · . · 

l'Jii).~-in~ttqns,t(f\Pirq'lo·~~e"-i~:~ .~b-.Ji,~r.·1~~~~ n:$~s=or:)d::Qw~IIJr;g:mnrt·~~,~ 
. ' . . . . 

A. :rh_~~l:iien~rn·~~t~ti ~-E!ition t8·;~ ·-~3-():,B(!vl~~·:an4 ~p..P.i9\iaf~ :-new s.eci;mif~w-;flip,~ ·.uni.t~ I~ 
mGqlf!eUad~llow.s;: · 

A _l"P. -r:l 'ticfpally!Rer.mltted : _l;Js_~;seriolid aweHfag:uhit.s~:ar::e p·enroittea•iii il!"'lmltter: ei' fti<~t m 
t!he.f.esid'eflt1·ar districts .. ~· · · - -- - · · · · - ·· · ·" -· · · · 
B - Mi~j~rsr;iiffi~·e:vre~ef'Se&orld :D.w:E!IIf.ilg! WQits·r~§eeond.,clw.eUfa~ urnltsf:tall:.r.esut&e;~n 
ad mm istrativ~ ·GO'aSt9fti~v.eloptn~int ' ~~rm lt, -td·nit~l@r...atjif,e Site :and:' Desil£r:~ -.P-er:mit,_ arrd 
a •. s.u 11 dlr:11i t P.ent.ut~ s.u·ch-ar:r. <~ifrni ni~t<iti~.e·,cm:a-st-al .pev.ef0Pm~nt._perm it shall. be. . 
.pliacfess·flci:as .a:iioGal t-&asfal :1:1~v.ei'otfmen1i:Pem'rllt';_-lper" eha·ptet is;~o·.ami:l' 1~.::l3.o4o 
ext'ept :that~th~ P.laoning Director is ttie app.r.o\iar·.a'u.ihqrlty for·tne.:adrri'lhistrath.ie 
Co~!;tai. ·Dev~Jopment ·Per.~·its~'lts . ii&te€fhii~nui @~r:~.~i1-~tte this §e:dr~~.'-i'~n:d:the 
a-~prov.al and ,~· local ap.pear ot"i:rdtrtlnisirative ~CDP.s:fo·r·sec()rid awellthft.-t:J(,Jits.sha!l ·not 
be sl:ib.ject·fm ·a .df~~n~t~~~Hil?t .. pro~~- ·~r - publi'c .h.ear:fng .. .': - -
D. f:l~sifJe"tiiit ®re ... tb bimitatiel:ls S.&e~~d r!;velfi~fi~nlts··shall.n@t k8 e&Midl'lr8el~ ~r. 
s·ijb'jf~c;t to:t~·e ·ap).plicnii~~- ef MeasurB &:, .-cli:~t>;t~·rff4.3:s; ·€:~:ap~~ lV.ai, ·er :Gt~.:loea'l 
~i ~-@'fi~·; er-progfafl'i:H*>at~~~st~ lfrr~lf~~-ife·~1:tal ar@··vf:b~ . 

~. ·rh~:amer;h;lrn~nt<t(')· s~~it:th 1~;~9-94Q App:rov~t ~ai\dc:~~$.-:(Qr :n.ew settpnd:dweUH:}$' ~pit~: i~ 
modifl~d as follows: · · ,. ·, . . .. . . . 
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Ne.W se~and dwelling units sh~il be subjectto the same requirements ~s any $ingle 
fa.mll¥ 
dwelling located on the same parcel. in the same zoning district, including but not 
limited 
to the requirements of a coastal developmel')t di~tricts pertr1its:·~·nd genera! ioning . . . 

provisions with the following differ~nces: 

K. Adequate 'P-'ub'licServiees._artd Jnfr:as'tnicture: .. Se~ond dwellif:H~",. Yn'fts ·sha ll not. be 
·g_pproved absent a find fng- of a deq'uate watersopp IM and wa stewate·r treatriient 
·cabaciw;-rhe secol'ld dwellir.rg unit can;.b.e· a·cc6rnttu1.dated With the, existing water 
s.erviee-al>ld; exi-st:ink ·sewe.UatetaUMofifr as· e.vfden® :js ·pr;9Yi'aed:~nat t he exlstlne wate~ 
:serv-iee-.a nd existi~g -s·~We~ T~t~·ra·r . i]as adeg~ate. cap'acity_to::Ser-V.e 'oorfi the primarv 
res!i:leiJce and second dWell inK tinft. . .. - - . 

0. Confotn:rance- with .certified · ~~P .. AI~· IIl:e\,~tSecOfid ·~wenmg l:lQits ·sha·l,l eonform to.al! 
gp__pllqaole ~tegnJ~err\'ents af tlile. qity.of fh:rlfi£¥1q~n: ~<a¥f~g bJ¢.P,. tfu!~g!g'g .C~de :aJid~th_iS 
~himt-'7.r.<~fietudln g;~th.~t.-t~'~. pr~p:~~~~-~~.aa~·gv;_el.llnj: ~~~ ~YJ nat :adlie-rsg!X (mirai!t aM¥. 
coast3'1 ·r.esour;c::es .. rntludin-g;a·rw:o.f tfre follgwiqg;-

a ~ .~A'tT"f,Qh~~nhJl,rg: Sen:Si\iv.e · HabrtatA_~~- er-Sig~ffle~ptWMetaruoh ~~r;h .as 
p~ti~e tte~e-s. ~hw~:{~~ea~lan;ar.ea~fj wet.li11f'$ .... nw1aa. d[yjetJand.btiff¢ts. u·r 
¥rsu{!ll~cnptntnt~rgs :a)"d"§IQ~thi!f'OE twBJtajti~r:iMiftstWatet · · · 
gesoutC[s~av.er1dyiJV1im, - ·- · :··--· "·-· ·- ::' · ·· ' · -
_b.· Sj.gOJftcarlttopqgrapbip.features;.tnGfud!ng.btJt'ilert<•lirnited ;tcit .steep .slepes . 
.rfdgelll:\e~ · br'bluffl;. watet.co~@e~,.ggeattjs·.at wetlar..-ck.or aqy7_are~_ · ... · 
.·ifeslgnated: or;i the' Geoto£rts.]ia,W,d.s1Jl@.a. · . _ · ·· - · ., _ 
c. ~Ig:!:flfl:ant~pilolre~vl~ws .ffi,lttdlqgJ.lt<Uil'o·~t<J?:?.ffi 'Js;eqt<:::~IJ!$iaes· or.oteah 
¥rews:rr·em 1!1{ghw.gy 1- a$:rJe~l~ted·p6··tb£ry(eu~k~es6i:ttG$i·t'1(ter1ay. M~pt 
:a. Areas of pu.blic.access· to::tb-e :coa$1 tr(({Lar·(beadil ·.ate-as .in~ludtng.those as 
desi~tlated -et1 the·~C"c.ess ·n:nptnvemetJti Map. . ... · 
e. ,Ai-d'i:eolegi'eal .re$0u rrces . 
. f. iri-r:ile agricultulla1 iancf 6r soil. . ·. . 

$E!ction7. Modifications to An;end.tnelits t"o Ch~tpt~r 18~3'5 "~i:!low MarJ<~fftate Ho~Jslr:ig~'. . . . . 

·p@r C•<W@rnm~~t [.lil~ds s~~ticm :555S!?.i'Js . itden.tificatlbh ·of ho.wsln g units-for yery_ loW .a·nd low 
income· hoUSeS is considered:a-pr:io·~fty residential: usedr0We-ver .adequate ·inf.ra:structurefi'rst 
mwst be reserved-·for' a II Coa·~ta-1 -AGt !fltja·rity ·uses, as .. ~mJhrer.ated lA .r.tP lUP.'tabfes ·10"·3 and 
10.4. -

B. the amendm entto Section i8.35;QSO,A incentives:fpr Below Market Rate Housing is 
amended as .folio\!{$:· 

HMB-1-11 
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i. ~rior.ity Use. -r:he ·City shalh;Jr:ovide no_tiflcat1oh t0 the app'litable water and sewer agency· 
idenlifv.lr:~p; :thatthe extt-'et\1"ely low, ver;y low.and low income ho.u1>·ing _ul'llts are cohs_idered a 
pr-io~iw ·r~i'Gient1al us_et)wrsl4r~I1H~ ·c;;o .. _ c;=J:utl8~t Ce'd€ £tH:tien 655 69.7 , however adeqt.~ate 
inf.fa$tru~u-re· flrst must be- resented for all Coastal Act prjor;jty uses. as enumerated .in.lCP 
l:UP·tables i0.3 ahd. 10.4~ 

3. Large Units.Jncen'tiVe'sJor.large ;fthre·e:bedroom or morel renta·l units shall• be provided 
pursuant to· Section 1S:06·.0SO(~l:O fo(. pr.ojects. that .provide 25· per-cent:or. mor.e ·of..tbe Befow 
Maliket Rate Ur:lits· as.:three~'bedr.oom. ifli"rits/w~th a · mi,r:ii~um. threshold of f6ur''Below·rvtarket 
Rate unitiwlt l'l:thn,;e.or. .t:mo.r..e.bedr.ol:)ms. · 

.Seeti.on'B~ •' . 

A. fhe,arr;enqrn'enttt?-~hapt~r lB'.40..o2o Definitfons is mo~!fleo as .follows: 

"Den~lbi·th,b~tis!'· iii.E!aijls·~ · Cieh~iW,; incteiase ever-. 't~~ :ot~e~w:ls:~ . nia~iff:!u~ ~ a.lloy.;~fi-Je . 
te!sfi:ienttal .lJ 'a~s){l,i :as·ilftn~.dii.te: af apPJlMtlot;l<.f),i.tb~·,applkaflt to, the dt\f, .county p.i"·city · 
,and:;cauritSJr lf<a'· tesitr~l'ltla l-:a~v~J~pm§_k-9~.1f1!e~fori a-, dEn"t?lw bdnBs ~~r!d~r bOtb toe. 
'0a!'iferhp) $ve.,nm~~~ .thls . .Sedi!orL tli'er:l' theriwp!itairttnay ·u§(~f.thei::the=. stilt.e or 
'IQEal:!den9ihf ootms;be·ryj$s;.&ut:n-Qt·bsffi' .. 1b'e:grrantlhg .of .lifensi1y· b:enus - ln~nefits ·sni:ill.:m6t1 

)d 1_~~-~f:!t~ff(~~$t,/l:·~"~tf/l'J11~~:~.~eh'ttt\j~hj. zotifng aha9EJJ}'t:>Jc·~l;fer semrr-ate '· ' · ~ 
:~.!SIZ~~ , ~ar;y,:SJpl:fhO-'V_·. . 

B• lfte';JJ'riend~nr~(;) :~ft~pt~r 1~4~~3·q EIU~Jb'ltlty:f<>r b,en~itv :a9h0.~· cHid: l n~r).tives •I$ 
m~.!;l1fi~:tt ~~~ 'fu)'l i!i:W·~! ·· ~ · · · 

. . 
: fj'ot=~1!!1Jlo·ses:.of~lcurattng.l~a'SB deqsft<t •. :afui,ilreMofl'at:ni ·dn-.a ·giVe in· sfte:ti!J~t ·Is; AGt 
poten·tf~iUM-ds&&iml9re tfiie tcjtha~er#S:·oF ·dt!iler •:env'r;io'!!ln'l'er'!tal .~nd r:e5ource·:factor.s 

-. lin¢1yd.ind b~t~~-ot:.limlt"ea;j:O: .af.e~JS of 5eh.Siti.ve:'ha.b1tat ot buffets.te. it;!at~ sensitive_ha:aitat . . r . ·- - . . --- - ... ~ ...... . , ~ " · ~~ 
· steep·:siope$ 'stltbifi-trmKY!tW: ttubltcra;cce·ss w_~vs . -o~ .. ggl;}.lpgidnstahlllty) $ha·ll · rtia~_b'e · 
.:c·bf:lsit:l'eted 1•P dtel!ltlfil Hrd ev.el6pab I¢Jot:ar:ea :an til: sba llrb e .exdu:ded :ft0m Jh ~ 9ps-e·.~ ens it'$ 
· calcUlatlorts .(:!:'E~: .. be§If.'tJ~riSttksbai(::He_d.etE!ti!tltr;r~d i ba·s~'S 'oiily,~H :the· pdtent1a!l:t 
~@:tllitpaftrim ·of a ·m~v~ii .site). 

ln _of:dert6be· E!Ifgiblefd,r:_a - deiisity· o6nus· ~nd ~ther in:cer:~tiv~s as ProV.id_ed I;,y1this ct:lal)ter, a 
@mtms.e'd. pro'iet±.~h:a·u c~mpi1.1 with the .foJioWing·requlr.ememts.ahd sattsfy.: -fl) a·ll ~ 
appiic.abl:e prnv,lslons-of:the.Cetttifled. lUP· ariiil..{2l . .except as ·otberwise·.Brovjded· bvthi~ 
chabter.;.all-apQifcable ·p!'o~fS_Ions .~f~his :Z<ilOittg Cod~#J(CB@t ~~€1r\· 'i&'@ prgVIa~lbv this 

-e~-i:J~l@f-1. 

HMB-1-11 

C,,Any he.Usl!Jg·d'evclQ..e,me_bUj;!prov:Ei!;;Lpu fsucht:to thfs Chapter :sh;a II be conslsfeht, with the. 
ce'ftified loGl:J'I ~Li·P .aoli.oi-es.and 'Wi1l.h all appl'icable deve'ldpmentstandarcfs .. F.utther .- ~11 · 
de\.u~lbp!l!1ent aapr-e~ed ·bulsua'['lt to a, derisity b.oni.is .. o~ - oth-er llile·en~iiie · shalrhe 
tl 'e~eloped :,., a nianoer'mo.s.t protedive ofcoastal r:esour.ces finGiuding·bu-t not lim:ited lo. 
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areas of S'errsjtlye, habitat.. agriculture·. steep sldae-s. significa-nt vj·ews .. pub·lic access· ways. or 
·geologiG:instab.i!ity.)'Jf·the [fty app·royes . de~iefopment With a cfe:nsfty b0r:tlJS.Q[ other 
int:eritive. th'e City. nillst firtd t"hat the dii!vel6pr.nent.·.wi-th ·a-nt:t without the densi.ty bonus or 
0tnet Incentive. woliil'd .bave-:been ftilly ccmsTstehl: with ·the policies of the cNtified LUP. Jf 
the City-determines tha.t.the m.eans ofaccpmmedatl_ng·the density bt'lnus or ofher.incentive 
pt.ot>osed by the applicant .will have an adverse effett on coastal r-esources inconsiStent with 
the LUP or tfue Chapter 3 pdlfCles of:th~ Coastal Ar:f. t:~e. t'.lensity bonus or in-centive shall n·ot 
be aPproved .. 

b: for development .. approved.withfn th.e .Coastal Zone pyFsuantto this .. Cbap.ter. the 
.re·q~ir~d clsnsity i2enu~-and an.y.reguf!sted ·lpceritlvel.TI: conpesslP-nl-sl and/or Waiverts!M 
·r~duttio.n'r~') o( -clEiv~logtn-eni .stai.l·oirds shall he. comSistent; w!i:h th:e. Chapter 3 dolfci&s 
ohhe Coas.tai Acl and a l'l.ap·qll~a·ble tegulre'rtJeng !:iftbe ¢eri:ifled '!:la'lf.Mo0n Bay,LUP. " • ·- - . m " - ·· · .. • 

c. The amerrc.fment to· Cha:pter 1SA0'.040 ~Calclilatiorrtlf Densi.ty a.on us i$· mo'di.fi¢d ~s follows: 

F.9rtbe: pt.Jr.rJttises- .olcal¢.ulafi~·g tdlensi'ty":brm.9?l;tlie:fesld.ei'IHaLu:nits -sha'lllie- an ·contiguous 
. ~it~i-~h~t ate-~~~su9m_c_t_~tC?_m:e.~~~~-~~P-~~if'~p)?ii~!tgryi' ·:~lit;do ;n~t~a~~·-t? .. 6~. bas:~d .up~n 
.~~divi~_'Y.al· ~~~-~l~!.sro~ ~~~~-?t:·~~~~ef_s_._~~-~~~~~TB(~l:'S ~~.alf:·~~~~~!l;J~:~ :J~ .~-~og~~p~i? ~~~~~ . c>:f:'th~ '!ilttl'.tecf~C?~~-'~li~nltll.Efa .eas.. ~~f~~~ ~ e~@~f~~~'~ GW.er m~tom~·tl9J:fse:s.are: 
~ldcafea~ . Any areaS''dee'mect· uflde\i'ela"Palile<tliie; o hag~rd$';rif. dtl:i~nerr.l:ticentrreotal and 
fesouree:factol'.s.-ondi;Jdit:l'g"b.tit .hot:liroited··t.o . .ateas oi-s~nslf1ve hciibitef. steep slowes. 
-slgf1Iftea8t vi.eWs; bUbllC;aaces~ warts .. -Qr .gEW!b¢y· f~stabiHtyt ;shall. h:e:-e:xclud~d ·:ffem the . 
·.d.ev-e'lbpable pto~lons 0hhe .lnt..Sillttabr~'f~r ,der:~Sit;t !~·u':riei[W$: 0\,(er tH_e . maxtrjl1llm .aflowabl~ 
. r..~sid·eritittl :unfts;. · 

Whel'l ah applic<lnt· s·e·el<s.a derisrtv .b"or.iu5:illr s:eeks fe> de'rtat~ land for bousln·g, the City shall 
provlde:'tbe.-appll'cli;nt .w.rthTnceritl~es··er:· osn~M~ror.rs fof .. fhe· pi':otJ w ctiDn. on·.ho using. units· 
and child £are :.f~clllties; ·"TI:ie appllcaRt rn·ust..Strbmlt a der.tsity-.bortu:s .applicatinn, a·s--d:escribed ' 
i,li- Sectioh 18;·42 .. 10.?; identi_f¥1Ag:the sp:ecifi.c-..inceothtes. .0r· cancessTons that the appllc;:ant 
r.eguests. 

· .A.. ·Granting;.Qf l tit:ehtiv~ . 

.4. Tn·e·,jncentive .or concession cannot be accomrnodat€d in· a ·i\1an n·e:r. c'ensistent with the 
Lotal Coa5ta(·Progtam land ·Us~. P~i~n 6rthe Chapter 3. trQIIi:!ie.s·bf .the·CoastaJ Act: 

E. Th~ am~ndmentto ChQpterl·BAo . .oao Apprevals i~d1'1o.difl.e~ as'foUbws: 
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e .. the densit:Y botJUs ·or Jm:entive. shall be gr.antetl ur.~less -the Apm.roving .. Authot-lt¥ finds -t hat 
-it tati hdf be. a'tcom tn a· dated. in a man her consistent .with !the -to~:;.a:l. Coa:Sta f: Pmgra r:n Land 
UseP.Ian 0r the Glia6ter3· .. pollcles of the Coastal Act. " · 

S.ecti'on 9~ · Globall'l1odifications to Title 1.8 Zoning. 

to ~orn~spond with the·amendrnent moving Chapters 18.21 ''An:hitectural R·evieW'?nd Site and 
DE!sign Approval'' ·and -18.39 "Historical Resources Preserv;3tlon", ih th~ir eritir$ty, from Title 18 
Zoning to Title 14 B!-~Hdrn.gs and Construdfo1'l, and adqing·n~w chapters 14.~7 "Architectural 
:Revi·eW··~ na ·Site and: Design Approval'' an·d 14.38 "HI'storic·Re-sources P.reser.vati·on'', a'lr . · 
.r,~f~r.e·r.~ .t::esto 11at¢hlt~H:~L!r-~'t ~evi!'l-W\ il~!te . ana ~e:S-fg!'l. revi~wrJ' ·i:thd r~vrew tor. ~r:.e;er:v-i:rti:oh of 
~~~lstoric -re~~ur:~e.S,D. 1~9P~1A~d tn Tl~l~ ~8 will .b.e· repla:ced with r¢fer.ehc.es. r~quirh1;S::;JU' 
(levelpprn~litap~rqve~.-by a_ny ap·piovlhg quth~rity "tP conforln t¢l:l)e VJsual .llesou rc¢ 
Pt:oteciiot:~· ~ti)ndards of th~pi:er.18~3·7 ~n~ .section: i&.i0,070." · 

. S":tiQdQn ·:t.o.. ·t~li,or~i~ ~nvironm~_nt~l q.u,a.nw Act 

thr~ ·or.d ili'l~ rrc;e:J~ ,sratu-todly. ex~r:n pt. f~om:i; he. rieQ'~ !r~ rn:er.tt's 6f·~~·9.A-~ F1-d~r.:S~.¥troi,. f$.is~: of the. 
:{:?t$A -,Gvf<i·~:m_n~s"':.~.N~h=P.~9Yf~~~ th~~ .G~C¥t~o.~s n.t>~. a=~p IY, ~@: a·~i\ti~t¢:s.and P.PP 119Wiilf~. ~){~n.y 
l~~J:'!89Y.~~·!)'letlt;, ,a~ ~~~~e:ftnSgci!l~n :3-~-~q~; g-f.·-~he.:~4b:lf¢ ·it~·~p.urce-s ft'c?C!-ei.- ri~cessa r;y·&r .t~~ 
.i:t~P.~#l :t~rr ~~·!'l·d a~:qp:iJQ.~ _iJf.:~.J,.q~l ·G:o~·~:r. ~r:'~gr:!r':J.; i,~d~l.~ !hg ... a.~~r!Jdme~~ .. ~ryer,~~~~~,J~4:~ti~ 

·Qfi~l)ii'AiJflitf:t · C-€!~rc!r~t:·fhl~nt~tm'ano~ ·a.met)tffT:leiit inb.~ .e.fo~~·a4~(!itit.~t~:envr~.~il~nt~J 
:d9tull'J~t~~rotrf9tJthl~ : pr,~e~. 

·,5e.~i~n. ~l~ s.~'lle~ijiiiJit¥ 
' . . 

rfanY, ~\Vorti.S:~ rJ.~ .. l;(~e.~d~_r-~:~j'~fop.~ or Sectfgt)~_. of'thls ·R~sg!~~tio.n .a r-,e~·eith~r tl~ermih'~(:l :lb-\!- 'B 
G'~tlfitqf~ ~~nlp~'t~n~Jqr.is~t'r~iG>fitO. !pe ·y.~i_d, .. lnvalld1. urfeiiforG(:l~P.I e:~.·or . pr~emp~~-~ qV ·S.tiJt~~r 
fu'aeraii~W.~h'~n:s~,~~H:.w·o:rd~~-~ Phrases; pr,o.vi.$i.on§,"or s.e.~i.Qns. shall b.~ se:v~red .. fr.om·thl's. 
fi6q1~ti~A· ·ilttd -~l'll'r~e.r.em~l·nirtg werd~, . pn:r$ls.e'li, provisiq,ns, or·seF~fons·ofthis Re~qlytlpn.,shaH 
r~m~li1·i11 fMII mr:ce. c;tij~· .:efi:~~; _ptovi~f!d howeve:iythat.tbe se¥etin.g of s~;~~h ·W'Qrd!i~ p,htas~i 
·pr~v!sJqhli, ·c:)t:secti~ns. d'o~s·.n,~t-f:rij.$;1irat~ the.p·utpq~es.-Qf ~~y-of::th~ re.~alril~~,l~n&u~~e-:~ftnis 
Res OJ ~tfo:n. · 

:se¢tion .:l'i. ,fi,Qblication,. The· city Clerk ofthe City of HalfMoon 'aay is h~reby:direet~d to 
pliblil?h thi$ 0-toinanc.e,.o.r theti:fle.-hereof as~ surilmary, pur.suant to .Governm~ht Code S'~cti6n 
36933; ·o.nce Within fifteen (iS) days a~r its pa~sag_~:ili the H~·lf Mpcm aav ·R~vif:1w,. ~·. . 
news,pa:per of g~heral circ.ulati~Dn pliblishediri th~ city of Half MMn aay. 

INTRO'DU,CEO a,t? regul'a·r meeting·of~he City CounCil ofthe City of Hiilf M()'on B.ay.; ~il. lifornia, 
·~;teld .a.ri th.e 16th da,y .ef Sept.emper; 2o;JA. . ' 

APOP11ED ;3ta,regu.l~r ttieet,ln:g- o.f ~h~ ti:ty Q;ii,mcil.o.f1h¢ !=itY ofHi:rlf-!Vl(:)on eay;' C~Hfo.rnial held• 
on the ih· d~yofOdober, 2014.1,by tHt¢fQ:flo.wingvote: 
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' I • 

Ordilian.¢"e.Acceptlhg Co:a.stal Cqm)nis~ioo·~ecornrnelided 'MQ"dificatioos 
Octob~r7~ 1014 
PagelO bflO 

AVES, Counci1 Mernt:>ers: AUfanorFraser, Kowal¢zyk, P·atridge & Mayor Muller 

NOES, Council Me:rnbers; _____________ _ 

ABSENT, Councii 'Membe:rs;._· _ __,...,.......----,......--------

AB·STAIN; Council, M~rnb~rs:. ______________ _ 

ATTEST: .. ~ r--
. '~.}~\-~--~. ·~:~ 

Slobharr smith, ·crty cler-k 

.Jd" I · 

-~~--
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

ROOM 395, CITY HALL 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012 

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 
PROPOSED MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION I 

~--- . 
1 LEAD CITY AGENCY (I COU-NCii:DISTRICT 

1 CD 11 - MIKE BONIN I . City of Los Angeles 
.... -- -- -~- -- -- ., .... ~ • ··n 

!!CASE NO. i 

.I 
; PROJECT TITLE 
I ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC j DIR-20]2-3537-1?8-SPR-MEL, ZA-?014-2?20-CDP, TT-70786 
' 
PROJECT LOCATION 
138 E CULVER BLVD 

~· 

"' ~ -

-, 

1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION i 
' The project site consists of eight parcels that will be combined; reversion to acreage by Tract Map No. TT-70786. The subject property 
· is approximately 38,743 square feet and incudes the development of a new, 87,294-square-foot mixed-use building consisting of three : 
levels of residential uses over groundfloor commercial uses and parking, and two levels of subterranean parking; the project is subject \ 

1 to a maximum height of 56 feet. The project will provide 72 dwelling units, of which eight are very-low income units, and 218 parking 
i spaces. The total project floor area consists of: 62,588 square feet of residential floor area; 14,500 square feet of commercial floor 
area consisting of 13,000 square feet of retail space and 1,500 square feet of restaurant space; and 10,206 square feet of common 
areas integrated into all four levels of the building. The proposed development is within the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community 
Plan Area, is zoned [Q]C4-1VL, and has a General Plan Land Use Designation of General Commercial. The property is also located j 

·within the Los Angeles Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan and the Coastal Zone boundary. The project includes the export j 
of 29,700 cubic yards of dirt. 1 

! The requested entitlements include a Density Bonus, Site Plan Review, Coastal Development Perm~. and a Mello Acl Determination I 
for a project that will create 10 or more dwelling units. In consideration of providing eight affordable units for very low income 1 

· households, the applicant seeks the following incentives: an increase in floor area ratio from 1.5:1 to 3:1 and an increase in height I 
' from 45 feet and three stories to 56 feet and four stories. Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.22 A.25, no additional height is permitted for 

1 
those portions of the project within 50 feet of the adjacent R-1 zone. 

1 

Attached to this Mitigated Negative Declaration is an Initial Study prepared by CAJA Environmental Services for the Applicant. The l 
1 Initial Study is referenced in this document as well as the additional studies, which are included as Appendices in the environmental I 
: file. 
' 1----------! NAM_E_A_N_D ___ A_D_D_R_E_S_S_O_F_A_P_P_L-IC_A_N_T_I_F_O_T_H_E_R_T_H_A_N_C_I_T_Y_A_G_E_N_C_Y __________________ I 

i Legado Del Mar, LLC i 
270 North Cannon Drive, 2nd Floor j 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210 I 
FINDING: ,I 

The City Planning Department of the City of Los Angeles has Proposed that a mitigated negative declaration be adopted for 
this project because the mitigation measure(s) outlined on the attached page(s) will reduce any potential significant adverse ~~ 
effects to a level of insignificance 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2) 

SEE ATTACHED SHEET(S) FOR ANY MITIGATION MEASURES IMPOSED. 

Any written comments received during the public review period are attached together with the response of the Lead City 
1

j 
Agency. The project decision-make may adopt the mitigated negative declariation, amend it, or require preparation of an EIR. 
Any changes made should be supported by substantial evidence in the record and appropriate findings made. 

THE INITIAL STUDY PREPARED FOR THIS PROJECT IS ATTACHED. 
-~- ·-=-=--· i' 'I 

, NAME OF PERSON PREPARING THIS FORM ' TITLE :]TELEPHONE NUMBER 

I 
1 

; JULIET OH Planning Assistant :\ (213) 978-1186 
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.ADDRESS 

200 N. SPRING STREET, 7th FLOOR 
: LOS ANGELES, CA. 90012 I 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

SIGNATURE (Official) [ DATE 

SEPTEMBER 15, ~() \L\ 
I 
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1-10. 

1-120. 

1-130. 

111-10. 

Aesthetics (Landscape Plan) 
• Environmental impacts to the character and aesthetics of the neighborhood may result from project implementation. 

However, the potential impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measure: 
• All open areas not used for buildings, driveways, parking areas, recreational facilities or walks shall be attractively 

landscaped and maintained in accordance with a landscape plan and an automatic irrigation plan, prepared by a 
Landscape Practitioner (Sec. 12.40-D) and to the satisfaction of the decision maker. 

Aesthetics (Light) 
• Environmental impacts to the adjacent residential properties may result due to excessive illumination on the project 

site. However, the potential impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measure: 
• Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, such that the light source cannot be seen from 

adjacent residential properties or the public right-of-way. 
• All outdoor lighting shall be directed downward and shall be shielded. 
Aesthetics (Glare) 
• Environmental impacts to adjacent residential properties may result from glare from the proposed project. However, 

the potential impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measure: 
• The exterior of the proposed structure shall be constructed of materials such as, but not limited to, high-performance 

and/or non-reflective tinted glass (no mirror-like tints or films) and pre-cast concrete or fabricated wall surfaces to 
minimize glare and reflected heat. 

Air Pollution (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities) 

• 
• All unpaved demolition and construction areas shall be wetted at least twice daily during excavation and construction, 

and temporary dust covers shall be used to reduce dust emissions and meet SCAQMD District Rule 403. Wetting 
could reduce fugitive dust by as much as 50 percent. 

• The construction area shall be kept sufficiently dampened to control dust caused by grading and hauling, and at all 
times provide reasonable control of dust caused by wind. 

• All clearing, earth moving, or excavation activities shall be discontinued during periods of high winds (i.e., greater 
than 15 mph), so as to prevent excessive amounts of dust. 

• All dirt/soil loads shall be secured by trimming, watering or other appropriate means to prevent spillage and dust. 
• All dirt/soil materials transported off-site shall be either sufficiently watered or securely covered to prevent excessive 

amount of dust. 
• General contractors shall maintain and operate construction equipment so as to minimize exhaust emissions. 
• Trucks having no current hauling activity shall not idle but be turned off. 
• Heavy-duty trucks shall be prohibited from idling in excess of five minutes, both on- and off-site. 
• Water or a stabilizing agent shall be applied to exposed surfaces at least three times per day to prevent generation 

of dust plumes. 
• Ground cover in disturbed areas shall be replaced as quickly as possible. 
• Apply non-toxic soil stabilizers according to manufacturers' specifications to all inactive construction areas 

(previously graded areas inactive for ten days or more). 
• Heavy-duty equipment operations shall be suspended during first and second stage smog alerts. 
• Equipment and vehicle engines shall be maintained in good condition and in proper tune per manufacturers' 

specifications. 
• All diesel-powered construction equipment shall meet USEPA Tier 3 or higher emissions standards according to the 

following: o January 1, 2012, to December 31, 2014: All offroad diesel-powered construction equipment greater than 
50 horsepower shall meet USEPA Tier 3 offroad emissions standards. In addition, all construction equipment shall be 
outfitted with BACT devices certified by CARB. Any emissions control device used by the contractor shall achieve 
emissions reductions that are no less than what could be achieved by a CARS-defined Level 3 diesel emissions 
control strategy for a similarly sized engine. 

• All diesel-powered construction equipment shall use CARB Level 3 or higher diesel particulate filters with oxidation 
catalysts that reduce emissions by 20 percent or more. 

• All haul trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials shall be covered (e.g., with tarps or other enclosures that 
would reduce fugitive dust emissions). 

V-20. Cultural Resources (Archaeological) 
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• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to discovery of unrecorded archaeological 
resources. However, the potential impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measures: 

• If any archaeological materials are encountered during the course of project development, all further development 
activity shall halt and: 

• The services of an archaeologist shall then be secured by contacting the South Central Coastal Information Center 
(657-278-5395) located at California State University Fullerton, or a member of the Society of Professional 
Archaeologist (SOPA) or a SOP A-qualified archaeologist, who shall assess the discovered material(s) and prepare a 
survey, study or report evaluating the impact. 

• The archaeologist's survey, study or report shall contain a recommendation(s), if necessary, for the preservation, 
conservation, or relocation of the resource. 

• The applicant shall comply with the recommendations of the evaluating archaeologist, as contained in the survey, 
study or report. 

• Project development activities may resume once copies of the archaeological survey, study or report are submitted 
to: SCCIC Department of Anthropology, McCarthy Hall477, CSU Fullerton, 800 North State College Boulevard, 
Fullerton, CA 92834. 

• Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall submit a letter to the case file indicating what, if any, 
archaeological reports have been submitted , or a statement indicating that no material was discovered. 

• A covenant and agreement binding the applicant to this condition shall be recorded prior to issuance of a grading 
permit. 

V-30. Cultural Resources (Paleontological) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to discovery of unrecorded paleontological 

resources. However, the potential impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measures: 
• If any paleontological materials are encountered during the course of project development, all further development 

activities shall halt and: 
• a. The services of a paleontologist shall then be secured by contacting the Center for Public Paleontology- USC, 

UCLA, California State University Los Angeles, California State University Long Beach, or the Los Angeles County 
Natural History Museum- who shall assess the discovered material(s) and prepare a survey, study or report 
evaluating the impact. 

• b. The paleontologist's survey, study or report shall contain a recommendation(s), if necessary, for the preservation, 
conservation, or relocation of the resource. 

• c. The applicant shall comply with the recommendations of the evaluating paleontologist, as contained in the survey, 
study or report. 

• d. Project development activities may resume once copies of the paleontological survey, study or report are 
submitted to the Los Angeles County Natural History Museum. 

• Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall submit a letter to the case file indicating what, if any, 
paleontological reports have been submitted, or a statement indicating that no material was discovered. 

• A covenant and agreement binding the applicant to this condition shall be recorded prior to issuance of a grading 
permit. 

V-40. Cultural Resources (Human Remains) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to discovery of unrecorded human remains. 
• In the event that human remains are discovered during excavation activities, the following procedure shall be 

observed: 

• a. Stop immediately and contact the County Coroner: 1104 N. Mission Road, Los Angeles, CA 90033. 323-343-0512 
(8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday) or 323-343-0714 (After Hours, Saturday, Sunday, and Holidays) 

• b. The coroner has two working days to examine human remains after being notified by the responsible person. If the 
remains are Native American, the Coroner has 24 hours to notify the Native American Heritage Commission. 

• c. The Native American Heritage Commission will immediately notify the person it believes to be the most likely 
descendent of the deceased Native American. 

• d. The most likely descendent has 48 hours to make recommendations to the owner, or representative, for the 
treatment or disposition, with proper dignity, of the human remains and grave goods. 

• e. If the descendent does not make recommendations within 48 hours the owner shall reinter the remains in an area 
of the property secure from further disturbance, or; 
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Vl-10. 

Vl-20. 

VI-50. 

Vl-70. 

• f. If the owner does not accept the descendant's recommendations, the owner or the descendent may request 
mediation by the Native American Heritage Commission. 

• Discuss and confer means the meaningful and timely discussion careful consideration of the views of each party. 
Seismic 
• Environmental impacts to the safety of future occupants may result due to the project's location in an area of 

potential seismic activity. However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the 
following measure: 

• The design and construction of the project shall conform to the California Building Code seismic standards as 
approved by the Department of Building and Safety. 

Erosion/Grading/Short-Term Construction Impacts 
• Short-term erosion impacts may result from the construction of the proposed project. However, these impacts can be 

mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measures: 
• The applicant shall provide a staked signage at the site with a minimum of 3-inch lettering containing contact 

information for the Senior Street Use Inspector (Department of Public Works), the Senior Grading Inspector (LADBS) 
and the hauling or general contractor. 

• Chapter IX, Division 70 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code addresses grading, excavations, and fills. All grading 
activities require grading permits from the Department of Building and Safety. Additional provisions are required for 
grading activities within Hillside areas. The application of BMPs includes but is not limited to the following mitigation 
measures: 

• a. Excavation and grading activities shall be scheduled during dry weather periods. If grading occurs during the rainy 
season (October 15 through April 1 ), diversion dikes shall be constructed to channel runoff around the site. Channels 
shall be lined with grass or roughened pavement to reduce runoff velocity. 

• b. Stockpiles, excavated, and exposed soil shall be covered with secured tarps, plastic sheeting, erosion control 
fabrics, or treated with a bio-degradable soil stabilizer. 

Geotechnical Report 

• 
• Prior to the issuance of grading or building permits, the applicant shall submit a geotechnical report, prepared by a 

registered civil engineer or certified engineering geologist, to the Department of Building and Safety, for review and 
approval. The geotechnical report shall assess potential consequences of any soil strength loss, estimation of 
settlement, lateral movement or reduction in foundation soil-bearing capacity, and discuss mitigation measures that 
may include building design consideration . Building design considerations shall include, but are not limited to: ground 
stabilization, selection of appropriate foundation type and depths, selection of appropriate structural systems to 
accommodate anticipated displacements or any combination of these measures. 

• The project shall comply with the conditions contained within the Department of Building and Safety's Geology and 
Soils Report Approval Letter for the proposed project, and as it may be subsequently amended or modified. 

Liquefaction Area 
• Environmental impacts may result due to the proposed project's location in an area with liquefaction potential. 

However, these potential impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measures: 
• Prior to the issuance of grading or building permits, the applicant shall submit a geotechnical report, prepared by a 

registered civil engineer or certified engineering geologist, to the Department of Building and Safety, for review and 
approval. The project shall comply with the Uniform Building Code Chapter 18. Division1 Section1804.5 Liquefaction 
Potential and Soil Strength Loss. The geotechnical report shall assess potential consequences of any liquefaction 
and soil strength loss, estimation of settlement, lateral movement or reduction in foundation soil-bearing capacity, and 
discuss mitigation measures that may include building design consideration. Building design considerations shall 
include, but are not limited to: ground stabilization, selection of appropriate foundation type and depths, selection of 
appropriate structural systems to accommodate anticipated displacements or any combination of these measures. 

• The project shall comply with the conditions contained within the Department of Building and Safety's Geology and 
Soils Report Approval Letter for the proposed project, and as it may be subsequently amended or modified. 

Vll-1 0. Green House Gas Emissions 
• The project will result in impacts resulting in increased green house gas emissions. However, the impact can be 

reduced to a less than significant level though compliance with the following measure(s): 
• Only low- and non-VOC-containing paints, sealants, adhesives, and solvents shall be utilized in the construction of 

the project. 
Vlll-20. Explosion/Release {Methane Gas) 
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IX-10. 

IX-20. 

• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to its location in an area of potential methane 
gas zone. However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measures: 

• All commercial, industrial, and institutional buildings shall be provided with an approved Methane Control System, 
which shall include these minimum requirements; a vent system and gas-detection system which shall be installed in 
the basements or the lowest floor level on grade, and within underfloor space of buildings with raised foundations. 
The gas-detection system shall be designed to automatically activate the vent system when an action level equal to 
25% of the Lower Explosive Limit (LEL) methane concentration is detected within those areas. 

• All commercial, industrial, institutional and multiple residential buildings covering over 50,000 square feet of lot area 
or with more than one level of basement shall be independently analyzed by a qualified engineer, as defined in 
Section 91 .7102 of the Municipal Code, hired by the building owner. The engineer shall investigate and recommend 
mitigation measures which will prevent or retard potential methane gas seepage into the building. In addition to the 
other items listed in this section, the owner shall implement the engineer's design recommendations subject to 
Department of Building and Safety and Fire Department approval. 

• All multiple residential buildings shall have adequate ventilation as defined in Section 91 .7102 of the Municipal Code 
of a gas-detection system installed in the basement or on the lowest floor level on grade, and within the underfloor 
space in buildings with raised foundations. 

• Since the Project would include residential uses or other purposes involving sensitive receptors, radon testing shall 
be conducted to ensure that elevated radon levels are not present at the Site. 

• Any oil wells encountered shall to be properly abandoned in accordance with the current requirements of the 
California Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources. 

Groundwater Quantity (Dewatering System) 
• Environmental impacts to groundwater quantity may result from implementation of the proposed project through 

direct additions or withdrawals, or through interception of an aquifer by cuts or excavations, or through substantial 
loss of groundwater recharge capacity. The Department of Building and Safety requires, when feasible, that 
applicants modify the structural design of a building so as not to need a permanent dewatering system. When a 
permanent dewatering system is necessary, the Department of Building and Safety require the following measures to 
mitigate the impacts to a less than significant level: 

• Prior to the issuance of any permit for excavation, the applicant shall, in consultation with the Department of Building 
and Safety, submit a Dewatering Plan to the decision-maker for review and approval. Such plan shall indicate 
estimates for how much water is anticipated to be pumped and how the extracted water will be utilized and/or 
disposed of. 

• Extracted groundwater shall be pumped to a beneficial on-site use such as, but not limited to: 1) landscape irrigation; 
2) decorative fountains or lakes; 3) toilet flushing; or 4) cooling towers. 

• Return water to the groundwater basin by an injection well. 
Stormwater Pollution (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities) 

• 
• Sediment carries with it other work-site pollutants such as pesticides, cleaning solvents, cement wash, asphalt, and 

car fluids that are toxic to sea life. 
• Leaks, drips and spills shall be cleaned up immediately to prevent contaminated soil on paved surfaces that can be 

washed away into the storm drains. 
• All vehicle/equipment maintenance, repair, and washing shall be conducted away from storm drains. All major repairs 

shall be conducted off-site. Drip pans or drop clothes shall be used to catch drips and spills. 
• Pavement shall not be hosed down at material spills. Dry cleanup methods shall be used whenever possible. 
• Dumpsters shall be covered and maintained. Uncovered dumpsters shall be placed under a roof or be covered with 

tarps or plastic sheeting. 
IX-120. Flooding!Tidal Waves 

Xll-20. 

• Environmental impacts may result due to the location of the proposed project in an area which is potentially subject 
to flood hazards. However, any flood hazard that exists will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the 
following measure: 

• The project shall comply with the requirements of the Flood Hazard Management Specific Plan, Ordinance No. 
172081 effective 7/3/98. 

Increased Noise Levels (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities) 
• 
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Xll-40. 

Xll-60. 

• The project shall comply with the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance No. 144,331 and 161,574, and any 
subsequent ordinances, which prohibit the emission or creation of noise beyond certain levels at adjacent uses 
unless technically infeasible. 

• Construction and demolition shall be restricted to the hours of 7:00am to 6:00pm Monday through Friday, and 8:00 
am to 6:00 pm on Saturday. 

• Demolition and construction activities shall be scheduled so as to avoid operating several pieces of equipment 
simultaneously, which causes high noise levels. 

• The project contractor shall use power construction equipment with state-of-the-art noise shielding and muffling 
devices. 

• Construction staging areas shall be as far from sensitive receptors as possible, particularly the apartments to the 
south of Trolley Place. 

• Temporary sound barriers, capable of achieving a sound attenuation of at least 20 dBA (e.g., construction sound wall 
or sound blankets), and capable of blocking the line-of-sight between the adjacent sensitive receptors, shall be 
installed. 

• All powered construction equipment shall be equipped with exhaust mufflers or other suitable noise reduction 
devices. 

• Two weeks prior to the commencement of construction at the Project Site, notification shall be provided to the 
immediate surrounding off-site residential, school, and church uses that discloses the construction schedule, 
including the types of activities and equipment that would be occurring/operating throughout the duration of the 
construction period. 

• Equipment warm-up areas, water tanks, and equipment storage areas shall be located a minimum of 50 feet from 
abutting sensitive receptors. 

• Construction workers shall park at designated locations and shall be prohibited from parking on nearby residential 
streets. 

• A noise disturbance coordinator shall be established to respond to local complaints about construction noise. The 
disturbance coordinator shall determine the cause of the noise complaints and shall be required to implement 
reasonable measures such that the complaint is resolved. All notices that are sent to residential units within 500 feet 
of the construction site and all signs, legible at a distance of 50 feet, at the construction site shall list the telephone 
number for the disturbance coordinator. 

• All residential units located within 2,000 feet of the construction site shall be sent a notice informing the residences of 
the construction schedule of the Proposed Project. A sign shall also be posted at the construction site notifying 
residences of construction activities. All notices and signs shall display the dates of construction activities, as well as 
provide a telephone number where residents can contact the noise disturbance coordinator about the construction 
process and register complaints. 

Increased Noise Levels (Parking Structure Ramps) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to noise from cars using the parking ramp. 

However, the potential impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measures: 
• Concrete, not metal, shall be used for construction of parking ramps. 
• The interior ramps shall be textured to prevent tire squeal at turning areas. 
• Parking lots located adjacent to residential buildings shall have a solid decorative wall adjacent to the residential. 
Increased Noise Levels (Mixed-Use Development) 
• Environmental impacts to proposed on-site residential uses from noises generated by proposed on-site commercial 

uses may result from project implementation. However, the potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant 
level by the following measure: 

• Wall and floor-ceiling assemblies separating commercial tenant spaces, residential units, and public places, shall 
have a Sound Transmission Coefficient (STC) value of at least 50, as determined in accordance with ASTM E90 and 
ASTM E413. 

Xll-170. Severe Noise Levels (Residential Fronting on Major or Secondary Highway, or adjacent to a Freeway) 
• Environmental impacts to future occupants may result from this project's implementation due to mobile noise. 

However, these impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measures: 
• All exterior windows having a line of sight of a Major or Secondary Highway shall be constructed with double-pane 

glass and use exterior wall construction which provides a Sound Transmission Coefficient (STC) value of 50, as 
determined in accordance with ASTM E90 and ASTM E413, or any amendment thereto. 
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• The applicant, as an alternative, may retain an acoustical engineer to submit evidence, along with the application for 
a building permit, any alternative means of sound insulation sufficient to mitigate interior noise levels below a CNEL 
of 45 dBA in any habitable room. 

Xll-230. Increased Noise Levels 
• Environmental impacts to the adjacent residential properties may result due to noise generated on the site. However. 

this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measure: 
• The Proposed Project shall include double-paned windows on all of the exterior windows for each residential unit. 
• All HVAC equipment shall be mounted on the roof of the Proposed Project instead of the ground level. 
• The Proposed Project shall utilize central air conditioning and heating in each new residential unit. 
• The Proposed Project shall include vegetation sound walls for any ground floor residential units (e.g., planting 

vegetation on the exterior of ground floor units to create a natural sound barrier). 
• Construction activities shall utilize rubber tired equipment in place of steel-track equipment whenever feasible. 
• Construction haul trucks shall avoid driving over potholes and dips when arriving at or leaving the project site. 
• The construction contractor shall stage and warm-up construction equipment as far from nearby sensitive receptors 

as possible. 
• Construction staging areas shall be as far from sensitive receptors as possible, particularly the apartments to the 

south of Trolley Place. 
• All powered construction equipment shall be equipped with exhaust mufflers or other suitable noise reduction 

devices. 
• Two weeks prior to the commencement of construction at the Project Site, notification shall be provided to the 

immediate surrounding off-site residential, school, and church uses that discloses the construction schedule, 
including the types of activities and equipment that would be occurring/operating throughout the duration of the 
construction period. 

• Equipment warm-up areas, water tanks, and equipment storage areas shall be located a minimum of 50 feet from 
abutting sensitive receptors. 

• A noise disturbance coordinator shall be established to respond to local complaints about construction noise. The 
disturbance coordinator shall determine the cause of the noise complaints and shall be required to implement 
reasonable measures such that the complaint is resolved. All notices that are sent to residential units within 500 feet 
of the construction site and all signs, legible at a distance of 50 feet, at the construction site shall list the telephone 
number for the disturbance coordinator. 

• All residential units located within 2,000 feet of the construction site shall be sent a notice informing the residences of 
the construction schedule of the Proposed Project. A sign shall also be posted at the construction site notifying 
residences of construction activities. All notices and signs shall display the dates of construction activities, as well as 
provide a telephone number where residents can contact the noise disturbance coordinator about the construction 
process and register complaints. 

• The noise disturbance coordinator shall be responsible for receiving local complaints about construction vibration. 
The noise disturbance coordinator shall determine the cause of the vibration complaints and shall be required to 
implement reasonable measures such that the complaint is resolved. All notices the are sent to the residential units 
within 500 feet of the construction site and all signs legible at a distance of 50 feet, at the construction site shall list 
the telephone number for the noise disturbance coordinator. 

XIV-10. Public Services (Fire) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the location of the project in an area having 

marginal fire protection facilities. However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the 
following measure: 

• The following recommendations of the Fire Department relative to fire safety shall be incorporated into the building 
plans, which includes the submittal of a plot plan for approval by the Fire Department either prior to the recordation of 
a final map or the approval of a building permit. The plot plan shall include the following minimum design features: 
fire lanes, where required, shall be a minimum of 20 feet in width; all structures must be within 300 feet of an 
approved fire hydrant, and entrances to any dwelling unit or guest room shall not be more than 150 feet in distance 
in horizontal travel from the edge of the roadway of an improved street or approved fire lane. 

XIV-20. Public Services (Police- Demolition/Construction Sites) 

• 
• Fences shall be constructed around the site to minimize trespassing, vandalism, short-cut attractions and attractive 

nuisances. 
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XIV-30. Public Services (Police) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the location of the project in an area having 

marginal police services. However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the 
following measure: 

• The plans shall incorporate the design guidelines relative to security, semi-public and private spaces, which may 
include but not be limited to access control to building, secured parking facilities, walls/fences with key systems, 
well-illuminated public and semi-public space designed with a minimum of dead space to eliminate areas of 
concealment, location of toilet facilities or building entrances in high-foot traffic areas, and provision of security guard 
patrol throughout the project site if needed. Please refer to "Design Out Crime Guidelines: Crime Prevention Through 
Environmental Design", published by the Los Angeles Police Department. Contact the Community Relations 
Division, located at 100 W. 1st Street, #250, Los Angeles, CA 90012; (213} 486-6000. These measures shall be 
approved by the Police Department prior to the issuance of building permits. 

XIV-60. Public Services (Schools) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the location of the project in an area with 

insufficient school capacity. However, the potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the 
following measure: 

• The applicant shall pay school fees to the Los Angeles Unified School District to offset the impact of additional 
student enrollment at schools serving the project area. 

XIV-70. Public Services (Street Improvements Not Required By DOT) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the deterioration of street quality from 

increased traffic generation. However, the potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the 
following measure: 

• The project shall comply with the Bureau of Engineering's requirements for street dedications and improvements that 
will reduce traffic impacts in direct portion to those caused by the proposed project's implementation. 

XIV-80. Construction Damage Bond 

• 
• A cash bond or security ("Bond") shall be posted in accordance with terms, specifications, and conditions to the 

satisfaction of the Bureau of Engineering and shall remain in full force and effect to guarantee that any damage 
incurred to the roadway adjacent to the property, which may result from any construction activity on the site, is 
properly repaired by the applicant. 

• Prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy, any damage incurred to the roadway adjacent to the property, 
which may result from any construction activity on the site, shall be properly repaired by the applicant to the 
satisfaction of the Bureau of Engineering. The applicant is hereby advised to obtain all necessary permits to facilitate 
this construction/repair. 

XV-10. Recreation (Increased Demand For Parks Or Recreational Facilities) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to insufficient parks and/or recreational facilities . 

However, the potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measure: 
• (Apartments) Pursuant to Section 21.10 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, the applicant shall pay the Dwelling 

Unit Construction Tax for construction of apartment buildings. 
XVI-10. Increased Vehicle Trips/Congestion 

• An adverse impact may result from the project's traffic generation. An investigation and analysis conducted by the 
Department of Transportation has identified significant project-related traffic impacts which can be mitigated to less 
than significant level by the following measure: 

• Implementing measures detailed in said Department's communication to the Planning Department dated November 
15, 2013 and attached shall be complied with. Such report and mitigation measures are incorporated herein by 
reference. 

• F. Site Access and Internal Circulation This determination does not include approval of the project's driveways, 
internal circulation and parking scheme. Adverse traffic impacts could occur due to access and circulation issues. 
The applicant is advised to consult with DOT for driveway locations and specifications prior to the commencement of 
any architectural plans, as they may affect building design. Final DOT approval shall be obtained prior to issuance of 
any building permits. This should be accomplished by submitting detailed site/driveway plans, at a scale of at least 1" 
= 40', separately to DOT's WLA/Coastal Development Review Section at 7166 West Manchester Avenue, Los 
Angeles 90045 as soon as possible but prior to submittal of building plans for plan check to the Department of 
Building and Safety. 
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• A Application Fee Pursuant to Section 5. C of the CTCSP, the applicant submitted a payment of $6,124.55 for the 
application/traffic study review fee on July 18, 2011. 

• B. Covenant and Agreement Pursuant to Section 5.B of the CTCSP, the owner(s) of the property must sign and 
record a Covenant and Agreement prior to issuance of any building permit, acknowledging the contents and 
limitations of this Specific Plan in a form designed to run with the land. 

• C. Highway Dedication and Physical Street Improvements Pursuant to Section 5.D.2 of the CTCSP, and in order to 
mitigate potential access and circulation impacts, the applicant may be required to make highway dedications and 
improvements to comply with the following street standards: 1. Vista Del Mar is designated as a Scenic Major 
Highway, Class II in the Streets and Highways Element of the City's General Plan. Standard Plan S-470-0 dictates 
that the standard cross section for this road classification is a 40-foot half roadway within a 52-foot half right-of-way. 
The Project will be required to provide a variable-width dedication to complete a 52-foot half right-of-way along the 
entire Vista Del Mar frontage of the Project site, and street improvements must be provided in order to complete a 
40-ft half roadway width along with a 12-foot wide concrete sidewalk within the new right-of-way limit along this 
frontage. 2. Culver Boulevard is designated as a Local Street (in a commercial and multiple residential area) in the 
Streets and Highways Element of the City's General Plan. Standard Plan S-470-0 dictates that the standard cross 
section for a Local Street is a 20-ft half roadway within a 30-foot half right-of-way. This segment of Culver Boulevard 
currently consists of a 30-foot half roadway within a 40-foot half right-of-way. The Project is requesting a 10-foot wide 
right-of-way vacation along Culver Boulevard. Since this segment of Culver Boulevard segment will conform to the 
Local Street Standards even with the requested merger area, DOT has no objection to the requested street vacation. 
However, the Project will be required to reconstruct the half roadway of Culver Boulevard adjacent to the Project site 
to the standard 20-foot width, and construct a new 1 0-foot wide concrete sidewalk within the new right-of-way limit 
along this frontage. 3. Trolley Place (aka, Pacific Avenue) is designated as a Local Street (in a commercial and 
multiple residential area) 

• E. Construction Impacts DOT recommends that a construction worksite traffic control plan be submitted to DOT's 
Western District Office for review and approval prior to the start of any construction work. The plan should show the 
location of any roadway or sidewalk closures, traffic detours, haul routes, hours of operation, protective devices, 
warning signs and access to abutting properties. DOT also recommends that construction related traffic be restricted 
to off-peak hours. 

XVII-1 0. Utilities (Local Water Supplies - Landscaping) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the cumulative increase in demand on the 

City's water supplies. However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following 
measures: 

• The project shall comply with Ordinance No. 170,978 (Water Management Ordinance), which imposes numerous 
water conservation measures in landscape, installation, and maintenance (e.g, use drip irrigation and soak hoses in 
lieu of sprinklers to lower the amount of water lost to evaporation and overspray, set automatic sprinkler systems to 
irrigate during the early morning or evening hours to minimize water loss due to evaporation, and water less in the 
cooler months and during the rainy season). 

• In addition to the requirements of the Landscape Ordinance, the landscape plan shall incorporate the following: 
• Weather-based irrigation controller with rain shutoff 
• Matched precipitation (flow) rates for sprinkler heads 
• Drip/microspray/subsurface irrigation where appropriate 
• Minimum irrigation system distribution uniformity of 75 percent 
• Proper hydro-zoning, turf minimization and use of native/drought tolerant plan materials 
• Use of landscape contouring to minimize precipitation runoff 
• A separate water meter (or submeter), flow sensor, and master valve shutoff shall be installed for existing and 

expanded irrigated landscape areas totaling 5,000 sf. and greater. 
XVII-20. Utilities (Local Water Supplies -All New Construction) 

• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the cumulative increase in demand on the 
City's water supplies. However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following 
measures: 

• If conditions dictate, the Department of Water and Power may postpone new water connections for this project until 
water supply capacity is adequate. 

• Install high-efficiency toilets (maximum 1.28 gpf), including dual-flush water closets, and high-efficiency urinals 
(maximum 0.5 gpf), including no-flush or waterless urinals, in all restrooms as appropriate. 
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• Install restroom faucets with a maximum flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute. 
• A separate water meter (or submeter), flow sensor, and master valve shutoff shall be installed for all landscape 

irrigation uses. 
• Single-pass cooling equipment shall be strictly prohibited from use. Prohibition of such equipment shall be indicated 

on the building plans and incorporated into tenant lease agreements. (Single-pass cooling refers to the use of 
potable water to extract heat from process equipment, e.g. vacuum pump, ice machines, by passing the water 
through equipment and discharging the heated water to the sanitary wastewater system.) 

XVII-30. Utilities (Local Water Supplies -New Commercial or Industrial) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the cumulative increase in demand on the 

City's water supplies. However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following 
measures: 

• All restroom faucets shall be of a self-closing design. 
XVII-40. Utilities (Local Water Supplies - New Residential) 

• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the cumulative increase in demand on the 
City's water supplies. However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following 
measures: 

• Install no more than one showerhead per shower stall, having a flow rate no greater than 2.0 gallons per minute. 
• Install and utilize only high-efficiency clothes washers (water factor of 6.0 or less) in the project, if proposed to be 

provided in either individual units and/or in a common laundry room(s). If such appliance is to be furnished by a 
tenant, this requirement shall be incorporated into the lease agreement, and the applicant shall be responsible for 
ensuring compliance. 

• Install and utilize only high-efficiency Energy Star-rated dishwashers in the project, if proposed to be provided. If such 
appliance is to be furnished by a tenant, this requirement shall be incorporated into the lease agreement, and the 
applicant shall be responsible for ensuring compliance. 

XVII-60. Utilities {Local Water Supplies -Restaurant, Bar, or Nightclub) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the cumulative increase in demand on the 

City's water supplies. However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following 
measures: 

• Install/retrofit high-efficiency toilets (maximum 1.28 gpf), including dual-flush water closets, and high-efficiency urinals 
(maximum 0.5 gpf), including no-flush or waterless urinals, in all restrooms as appropriate. 

• Install/retrofit restroom faucets with a maximum flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute. 
• Install/retrofit and utilize only restroom faucets of a self-closing design. 
• Install and utilize only high-efficiency Energy Star-rated dishwashers in the project, if proposed to be provided. If such 

appliance is to be furnished by a tenant, this requirement shall be incorporated into the lease agreement, and the 
applicant shall be responsible for ensuring compliance. 

• Single-pass cooling equipment shall be strictly prohibited from use. Prohibition of such equipment shall be indicated 
on the building plans and incorporated into tenant lease agreements. (Single-pass cooling refers to the use of 
potable water to extract heat from process equipment, e.g. vacuum pump, ice machines, by passing the water 
through equipment and discharging the heated water to the sanitary wastewater system.) 

XVII-80. Utilities (Water Treatment or Distribution) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the creation of additional demand for local or 

regional water treatment or distribution facilities. However, the potential impacts can be mitigated to a less than 
significant level by the following measures: 

• The project shall include a holding tank large enough to hold three times the project daily wastewater flow so that the 
tank would hold all project wastewater during peak wastewater flow periods for discharge into the wastewater 
collection system during off-peak hours. 

• A grey water system to reuse wastewater from the project. 
• Offset excess wastewater generation by restricting the wastewater generation of other land uses within the same 

service area (e.g., by dedicating open space); and 
• New wastewater treatment or conveyance infrastructure, or capacity enhancing alterations to existing systems. 

XVII-90. Utilities (Solid Waste Recycling) 
• Environmental impacts may result from project implementation due to the creation of additional solid waste. 

However, this potential impact will be mitigated to a less than significant level by the following measure: 
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• (Operational) Recycling bins shall be provided at appropriate locations to promote recycling of paper, metal, glass, 
and other recyclable material. These bins shall be emptied and recycled accordingly as a part of the project's regular 
solid waste disposal program. 

• (Construction/Demolition) Prior to the issuance of any demolition or construction permit, the applicant shall provide 
a copy of the receipt or contract from a waste disposal company providing services to the project, specifying recycled 
waste service(s), to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. The demolition and construction 
contractor(s) shall only contract for waste disposal services with a company that recycles demolition and/or 
construction-related wastes. 

• (Construction/Demolition) To facilitate on-site separation and recycling of demolition- and construction-related 
wastes, the contractor(s) shall provide temporary waste separation bins on-site during demolition and construction. 
These bins shall be emptied and the contents recycled accordingly as a part of the project's regular solid waste 
disposal program. 

XVII-100. Utilities (Solid Waste Disposal) 

• 
• All waste shall be disposed of properly. Use appropriately labeled recycling bins to recycle demolition and 

construction materials including: solvents, water-based paints, vehicle fluids, broken asphalt and concrete, bricks, 
metals, wood , and vegetation. Non recyclable materials/wastes shall be taken to an appropriate landfill. Toxic wastes 
must be discarded at a licensed regulated disposal site. 

XVIII-10. Cumulative Impacts 
• There may be environmental impacts which are individually limited, but significant when viewed in connection with 

the effects of past projects, other current projects, and probable future projects. However, these cumulative impacts 
will be mitigated to a less than significant level though compliance with the above mitigation measures. 

XVIII-20. Effects On Human Beings 
• The project has potential environmental effects which cause substantial adverse effects on human beings, either 

directly or indirectly. However, these potential impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level through 
compliance with the above mitigation measures. 

XVIII-30. End 
• The conditions outlined in this proposed mitigated negative declaration which are not already required by law shall be 

required as condition(s) of approval by the decision-making body except as noted on the face page of this document. 
Therefore, it is concluded that no significant impacts are apparent which might result from this project's 
implementation. 
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LEAD CITY AGENCY: 
City of Lo~_ Angeles 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

ROOM 395, CITY HALL 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012 

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 

INITIAL STUDY 
and CHECKLIST 

(CEQA Guidelines Section 15063) 

!COUNCIL DIST.- RIC.T: 
jiCD 11 -MIKE BONIN 

! RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES: Department of City Planning 
I . - I''-----=--~-=====;;;......--==-==== 
' ENVIRONMENTAL CASE: RELATED CASES: 
ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, TT-70786 

"·- '""' ---~- ...... 

PREVIOUS ACTIONS CASE NO.: i D Does have significant changes from previous actions. 

1 
D Does NOT have significant changes from previous actions 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
DEMOLITION OF A-1 STORY 1,000 SF COMMERCIAL BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION OF A 4-STORY MIXED-USE PROJECT 

r WITH 72 DWELLING UNITS AND 13,000 SF OF RETAIL AREA AND 1,500 SF OF RESTAURANT SPACE 
! ENV PROJECT DESCRIPTION: - - . -
I ' 
The project site consists of eight parcels that will be combined; reversion to acreage by Tract Map No. TT-70786. The subject property : 
is approximately 38,743 square feet and incudes the development of a new, 87,294-square-foot mixed-use building consisting of three ' 
levels of residential uses over groundfloor commercial uses and parking, and two levels of subterranean parking; the project is subject 
to a maximum height of 56 feet. The project will provide 72 dwelling units, of which eight are very-low income units, and 218 parking 
spaces. The total project floor area consists of: 62,588 square feet of residential floor area; 14,500 square feet of commercial floor 
area consisting of 13,000 square feet of retail space and 1,500 square feet of restaurant space; and 10,206 square feet of common 

1 areas integrated into all four levels of the building. The proposed development is within the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community 
: Plan Area, is zoned [Q]C4-1VL, and has a General Plan Land Use Designation of General Commercial. The property is also located 
i within the Los Angeles Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan and the Coastal Zone boundary. The project includes the export 
! of 29,700 cubic yards of dirt. 

The requested entitlements include a Density Bonus, Site Plan Review, Coastal Development Permit, and a Mello Act Determination 
for a project that will create 10 or more dwelling units. In consideration of providing eight affordable units for very low income 
households, the applicant seeks the following incentives: an increase in floor area ratio from 1.5:1 to 3:1 and an increase in height 
from 45 feet and three stories to 56 feet and four stories. Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.22 A.25, no additional height is permitted for 
those portions of the project within 50 feet of the adjacent R-1 zone. 

Attached to this Mitigated Negative Declaration is an Initial Study prepared by CAJA Environmental Services for the Applicant. The 
! Initial Study is referenced in this document as well as the additional studies, which are included as Appendices in the environmental 
i file. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTINGS: 
The subject site is comprised of eight parcels, forming an irregularly shaped triangular lot that is approximately 38,743 square feet. 
The parcel has a frontage of roughly 400 feet on Culver Boulevard with a width of 125 feet on Trolley Place. The property fronts 
Culver Boulevard a Local Street to the northwest, Vista Del Mar a Scenic Major Class II Highway to the east, and Trolley Place 
(Pacific Avenue) a Local Street to the west and south. Although Trolley Place is currently maintained as a Local Street, it includes two 
lots that are zoned [Q]C4-1VL and R1-1. An alley, Oceanview Lane, runs along the eastern edge of the property and through the 
southeast tip of the parcel. 

• The areas immediately surrounding the project site to the south and west are developed primarily with single and multi-family 
: residential uses in the R1-1 and R3-1 zones, respectively. The properties north and west of the site, on Culver Boulevard and Vista 
: Del Mar consist of a retail and restaurant uses in the [Q]C4-1VL zone. 

· The site is located in the Playa Del Rey community of the City of Los Angeles and is within the dual coastal zone jurisdiction due to 
project site proximity to the Pacific Ocean; it is also located within the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan and the Coastal Transportation 
Corridor Specific Plan. The project site is also located less than one mile northwest from the Los Angeles International Airport and is 
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f immediately south of the Ballona Creek Channel. The property is located within a Methane Zone, Liquefaction Zone, and Tsunami I · Inundation Zone I 
- - I 

, PROJECT LOCATION: 

I 138 E CULVER BLVD -. . r::=--=-· - -
1 COMMUNITY PLAN AREA: ' AREA PLANNING COMMISSION: CERTIFIED NEIGHBORHOOD ' 
WESTCHESTER- PLAYA DEL REY ~ WEST LOS ANGELES COUNCIL: i 

·. 

STATUS: WESTCHESTER- PLAYA DEL t 
I I ' : REY ' I ! ,y I 

Does Conform to Plan 

D Does NOT Conform to Plan 
i 

~X. DENSITYnNTENSITY i I 

i EXISTING ZONING: 
LLOWED BY ZONING: l 

i [Q]C4-1VL 1 ! 
! /400sq.ft; 1.5:1 FAR I ' 
. --- .. --·---·-- ----- ··-

li MAX. DENSITY/INTENSITY ! 

GENERAL PLAN LAND USE: ':ALLOWED BY PLAN : LA River Adjacent: 
i NO GENERAL COMMERCIAL DESIGNATION: I 

1/400 sq.ft; 1.5:1 FAR I I t-· 
I PROPOSED PROJECT DENSITY: 

72 du; 3:1 FAR 
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Determination (To Be Completed By Lead Agency) 
On the basis of this initial evaluation: 

0 I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment, and a NEGATIVE 
DEClARATION will be prepared. 

v I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, there will not be a 
significant effect in this case because revisions on the project have been made by or agreed to by the project 
proponent. A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DEClARATION will be prepared. 

0 I find the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
REPORT is required. 

0 I find the proposed project MAY have a "potentially significant impact" or "potentially significant unless mitigated" 
impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has been adequately analyzed in an earlier document 
pursuant to applicable legal standards, and 2) has been addressed by mitigation measures based on earlier 
analysis as described on attached sheets. An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required, but it must 
analyze only the effects that remain to be addressed. 

0 I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, because all potentially 
significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DEClARATION pursuant to 
applicable standards, and (b) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE 
DEClARATION, including revisions or mitigation measures that are imposed upon the proposed project, nothing 
further is required. 

Planning Assistant (213) 978-1186 

Title Phone 

Evaluation Of Environmental Impacts: 
1. A brief explanation is required for all answers except "No Impact" answers that are adequately supported by the information 

sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses following each question. A "No Impact" answer is adequately supported if the 
referenced information sources show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project 
falls outside a fault rupture zone). A "No Impact" answer should be explained where it is based on project-specific factors as 
well as general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive receptors to pollutants based on a project-specific 
screening analysis). 

2. All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as on-site, cumulative as well as 
project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well as operational impacts. 

3. Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur, then the checklist answers must indicate 
whether the impact is potentially significant, less that significant with mitigation, or less than significant. "Potentially Significant 
Impact" is appropriate if there is substantial evidence that an effect may be significant. If there are one or more "Potentially 
Significant Impact" entries when the determination is made, an EIR is required. 

4. "Negative Declaration: Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated" applies where the incorporation of a mitigation 
measure has reduced an effect from "Potentially Significant Impact" to "Less Than Significant Impact." The lead agency must 
describe the mitigation measures, and briefly explain how they reduce the effect to a less than significant level (mitigation 
measures from "Earlier Analyses," as described in (5) below, may be cross-referenced). 

5. Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA process, an effect has been 
adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR, or negative declaration. Section 15063 (c)(3)(D). In this case, a brief discussion should 
identify the following: 
a. Earlier Analysis Used. Identify and state where they are available for review. 
b. Impacts Adequately Addressed. Identify which effects from the above checklist were within the scope of and adequately 

analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and state whether such effects were addressed by 
mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis. 

c. Mitigation Measures. For effects that are "Less than Significant with Mitigation Measures Incorporated," describe the 
mitigation measures which were incorporated or refined from the earlier document and the extent to which they address 
site-specific conditions for the project. 
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6. Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to information sources for potential impacts (e.g., 
general plans, zoning ordinances). Reference to a previously prepared or outside document should, where appropriate, 
include a reference to the page or pages where the statement is substantiated. 

7. Supporting Information Sources: A sources list should be attached, and other sources used or individuals contacted should be 
cited in the discussion. 

8. This is only a suggested form, and lead agencies are free to use different formats; however, lead agencies should normally 
address the questions from this checklist that are relevant to a project's environmental effects in whatever format is selected. 

9. The explanation of each issue should identify: 

a. The significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and 

b. The mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than significance. 
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Environmental Factors Potentially Affected: 
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving at least one impact that is a 
"Potentially Significant Impact" as indicated by the checklist on the following pages. 

, ... -··· - .. ' .................. ~. ,., . ... ,, " •. · ~~~ .. ~· .. ·-·~ '"' ....... ·······•· .... ~·· ·· ,._. __ ,. 
"' 

y AESTHETICS : y GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS D POPULATION AND HOUSING 

0 AGRICULTURE AND FOREST y HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS y PUBLIC SERVICES 
RESOURCES MATERIALS V RECREATION 

V AIR QUALITY ' y HYDROLOGY AND WATER V TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC 

... 
i 

D BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES QUALITY V UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS :: 
·D V CULTURAL RESOURCES LAND USE AND PLANNING 

y GEOLOGY AND SOILS D MINERAL RESOURCES 

v NOISE 
-~ ..... . . .. . ,. .. ~ ...... -~ ~--- ··--· ' . --~- ····· 

INITIAL STUDY CHECKLIST (TobecompletedbytheleadcityAgency) 

Background 

PROPONENT NAME: 

Legado Del Mar, LLC 
APPLICANT ADDRESS: 
270 North Cannon Drive, 2nd Floor 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210 
AGENCY REQUIRING CHECKLIST: 
Department of City Planning 
PROPOSAL NAME (if Applicable): 

V MANDATORY FINDINGS OF 

! SIGNIFICANCE 

... - . 

PHONE NUMBER: 
(310) 432-0800 

DATE SUBMITTED: 
04/01/2014 

... . . . ~ 

r-
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Potentially i 

I significant 

i Potentially unless Less than 
significant · mitigation significant 

impact ' Incorporated impact l D 
' I. AESTHETICS 

a. Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista? ~ .Jl il y 
· b. ' Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees~! lll-yr Jl' 

' rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway? Jl I . .. • ! 
c. Substant!ally degrade the existing visual character or quality of th~ site and its ir-- - !1"" V --~1r=-surroundlngs? II . . :I _ •I __ _ 

, d. Cr. eate a new source of substantial lig-ht or glare which would adversely affe~t !r---j~-=----:i'l-~~~~-:r-~----
, da_y or nighttime views in the area? _ _ _ _ . _ II_ . .. 1l . __ - ! __ 

1 II. AGRICULTURE AND FOREST RESOURCES 

b. : Conftictw~he~stingzoningfuragric-~~tu-r-~~u~s-e-. -o-ra~~~~~lli-am~s-on~A-ct_c_o_n_tr_a_ct~?~ •• l~_-~---~~-----~~~--~~

1
~ ~ ~ 1 

c. Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined v 
in Public Resources Code section 12220(g)}, timberland (as defined by Public 
Resources Code section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production 1 

I (as defined by Government Code section 51104(g))? I I 1 

d. ' Result in the loss of forest land or c~n~~rsion ~f f~rest land to non-forest use? 11 . il v l 
: e. : Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location ' 'l v I 

' or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use or I ,!
1 

jl 

i conversion of forest land to non-forest use? 

Ill. AIR QUALITY I 
a. : Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan? I[ 

1 
y j j 

i b. Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or iir~-----':t----V--=--"'_il.,r -~"=~-"".1 1':--------:1 1 

projected air quality violation? _ :-~---::-1 -·----~1-----=---~ ____ I . I 
c. 1 Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for II V ,1,: 

1
111~-=-which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state I 

ambient air quality standard (including releasing emissions which exceed ! 
' quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)? _ J 

~· d_.~;t~E-xp_o7s_e~s~e-ns~it~iv_e~r~e_ce_p~to~r_s~ro~su~b~s-ta_n_ti_al7p~o-llu_t~a~nt_c~o~n~ce_n~tr~a~ti_on_s~?~------,II1~~---_---~~-----~~~~-~~===V=~~~~RI:r-- -~-. ~--~~ 
e. ! Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people? 

1 

![ y 
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I Potentially i 

~ No impact .• 

I 

significant 
Potentially unless Less than 
significant 

1 
mitigation significant 

impact ! incorporated \ impact 

resource as defined in § 15064.5? .. a. ~ ~~ea~b~~~~w~~a~einfue~-n~~~c-a=n=re=o~f ~a-h_~-~~n~~-a_l --~~~~----~~~~l-~~--~'J. / __ ~_~.~RI1 
1

,
1 

, c. Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resourre or site or 
1 unique geologic feature? 

; d. , Disturb any hu,:,~n ~~mains, including those interred outside of for~al 
1 cemeteries? 

, VI. GEOLOGY AND SOILS 

the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: Rupture of a known earthquake 1 i I 

1 
evidenre of a known fault? Refer to Division of Mines and Geology Special 

- I 
: a. ~ Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including I I ~ . ~~-

fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning [' l.l 

11 

I Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other substantial 

1 ' Publication 42. ~ 'l-------+----::::---"----i :------:I 
, b. Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including !' ~ ~- ~ II ! 

[ the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: Strong seismic ground shaking? . i ! 
, c. 1 Expose .pe .. ople or structures to potential substantial. a. dvers~ effect~. includ. in_g'IC. ~ C . ~i---~--l the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: Seismic-related ground failure, 

including liquefaction? 
1 I , 

1 d. Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including -~ . :II,EJj_ ~ -~~R!'I 
the risk of los~ •. injury, or death involving: Landslides? 1 •·. . . 

! g . . Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform 1r lj 117 I 
:r--r.:Bu~i~ld_in_g...,c,...o.,..d_e_(_1-:99~4-)_, c~r ... ea-;-t .... in_g~s_u,...b ... st~a~nt ... ia __ l ":"ris~k~ __ s7t_o_lif_e_o~r7p~ro_p.,.,e_rty7?_ . ..,..-------'--· :-'-----li------;1 . J _ ' . . 
1 h. , Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or I ~~~--~:~ ~ 1

1 
alternative waste water disposal systems where sewers are not available for I 

i the disposal of w~ste water? . . , ! ! 1 
VII. GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS -.~~----__._ l 

. a. I Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may !:·I lj:-__ v __ ,_1l-~--.,,...---r·------~~. 1 have a significant impact on the environment? 1 1 
il-:i b:-.-i1 I-::C~o~n-=fli:-ct~w~ith~an~a-p~pl:-:-ic~a-:-b-;-ole-p~la_n_,_p_o7.'1ic_y_o_r_r_e_g~ul:-a':':'tio-n~ad~o-p~te-d7f=-o-r""th,-e~pu_r_p_o-se="-11:-l-----,.-i~l Ill ~ 
: · of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases? . l 
~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~----------------------~~------~--------~--------' VIII. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS I 

1 

e. i For a project located wifuin an airport land use plan or, where such a plan !11_:~',·111''Ci:,i~·,c. ~ j.l· · ' has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use . l 
, airport, would the project result in a safety hazard for people residing or 
I working in the project area? 

- ~f~.~~F-or_a_p_ro~je-ct~w~it~h~in~t~h-e-v~ic7in~ity~o~f-a-p-ri~v-at~e-a~ir-s~tr~ip-.-w-o-u~ld~t~he_p_ro~je-c~t-re_s_u~lt~i-n--r--------~if~~~-----~.~- F·l ~ .. '.· 

' a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area? ~ 11 . 

1 g.-1 Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency r l.r-~ • l 
· ' response plan or emergency evacuation plan? I] ,j ' . , 

I a. · Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the !' ;I lj ~ l.-j -----~ 
: ! routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials? , j . l l ; 
J-b-."':1-c-re_a_t_e_a~s-ig-n-ifi-lc_a_n_t-ha_z_a-rd__;,to_t..,.h_e_p_u_b_lic-or_..t_h_e_e_n_v-iro_n_m_e_n_t-th_r_o_u_g_h ____ ;ll--~~--:~~~~;··. ~~-~li1·· I reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of 
r-~11~h_az_a_r_do_u_s_m __ a_te_ri_a..,.ls_i..,.nt_o_t_he-..,.e_nv_i..,.ro.,...n..,.m_e_n_~_. _________ ...,... ______ ~~~--~~1 , 1 1 
i c. il Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous 

1
1 1 •. ,!1'~-

, materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or . l .. 
! proposed school? 1 

:l-i d.,...-I-::B-e~lo_c_a-te-d-:-o-n-a-s7it_e_w~h.,..ic~h..,.i-s-in_c.,..lu_d ... e..,.d_o_n_a...,...lis_t_o-:-f,-ha_z_a-rd~o-u_s_m--at.,...e..,.ri,...a.,...ls-s..,..it-e-s--+·-~--~i jlfi \T _ _,.-·· 
'

liii 1. ·1, •• • . "' _ .i 
compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, 
would it create a significant hazard to the public or the environment? 
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Potentially 
significant 

impact 

1 Potentially ! 
'
I significant ~

unless 
1

•. 
I. mitigation 
r incorporated 

Less than 
significant 

impact 

~~~ i No ;mpact ! 

ljll.'' Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death 1r--11' 11,,··1 
ll J ~r~~~i~; ;~~~:=~~~~~s~~~~~~~!ni~t:~~r:e~i~:~n~~~~~~~~acent to urbanized 

1
[ _ I _ 

II IX.' 1-!YD~GY AND ~TER QUALITY --- - - - - - ·- _ __,_ ____ ...,~,__ ____ ..t....,_ ____ '------

ra:liViolate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements? 1 IJ ~ if . . I 

~~-'~~~s~~:~~~~ ~:=~=i~~~~dt~=:~~~~:~~eu~do~~n~e~:;~~~~f~~n~~~lfte~i~~lume I 1,~· V ~~~~~~ - --~ ~~ ~ ~! 
, or a lowering of the local groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of , 
~preexisting nearby wells would drop to a level which would not support 
1! existing land uses or planned uses for which permits have been granted)? , ir· su. bs-tantially alter the existing drainage patte~nof the sit~ ~r-- a--r~~. includi;g ~~· ~ ~~~-~---~:~- V I I' 

I
. 1 through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which __ ·_ _ _ 

1

.. .· 

1

1 I 

1
1 would result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site? . _ _ _ 

11·0 e:. j Create or contribute r. unoff water--which would exceed the capacity of existing I' ~---~-~~~~·- l j 

1

1 ! or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional 
l1sources of polluted runoff? 

~'a."' Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of ( -I 11 11 v I l value to the region and the residents of the state? 
- h b. Result in the loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource I ' Ill~-~ recovery site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other land I i 

use plan? l f 
l ~ 

XII. NOISE I 
a.: Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards v r--,n ! j 

I ; established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable ' I 
standards of other agencies? i I . If lb. I 

Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundborne vibration or v 
II II groundborne noise levels? 

I 

if• A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project 

II 
v ~ 

i 

vicinity above levels existing without the project? ' i I 

f A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the v r 1]- 1 project vicinity above levels existing without the project? 
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-~~~i: 

Potentially 

l ~o significant 
tentially unless 

l 
Less than 

No ;mpact I nificant mitigation significant 
mpact : incorporated impact 

.ine. i For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan ll'r--~ 'I.; 

•· ' has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use 
ll airport, would the project expose people residing or working in the project 
i area to excessive noise levels? 

~XIII. POPULATION AND HOUSING . . . . .. . . ..... .. 

I 
v I I 

I 

v 

v 

v 

~r· ).I Induce substantial populatio .. n growth in an area, either directly (for. example, -1 

~·~'·' ~ .. ~. ~ .. ~~~~i~~r~:~s h0·o·r~~~.e~ .. ~~. frba··u·s· ~.~.nu~~~~l~ or indirectly. (.for e.x. amp. ~'e. , through ~~-------ll--------11----~...;----=---l 
11 Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the II 

I J construction of replacement housing_ elsewhere? ~~~---ll------l,...._----__..,l----=--___,1 
1iC,J~I Displace su.bstantial . numbers of people, necessitating the construction of 1,.[ 

!I _ ~ rep~cement housing elsewhere? 

l XIV. PUBLIC SERVICES 

I a. fl Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated 
j with the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for 
i new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which 

v 

y II 
I 

i 
I 
i 

I 
v 

i could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable ~· 

I ~~~:~~~~~~s~e~i~~~~~t~~~sn~r other performance objectives for any of the ·:--- - - --' r-- - """":::,...._- --!1------+------l 
l'b.'i Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated ·1 

I
" ! .. with the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for I 

! new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which 

I 
... :.• could cause significant .environmental impacts, in orde.r to main. tain. acceptable I 
1 service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for any of the ,

1

. 
i public services: Police protection? 

XV. RECREATION 

a.-.ji'l' would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional 1
1
: .. ~.~ ... ··,.·. v ~~-·.· ... n .. ~~·.~~·. . •. 

II parks or other recreational facilities such that substantial physical . , . 
'.!deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated? , 

~~b-• ..;~ .. ·'.:1-:::D-o-e~s~t:-he-p-ro~je~c.....,t-:-in~c~l-ud~e-re-c-re-a-:t~io-n-a~l ~fa-c~il:-iti~e-s_o_r-re_q_u-:-ir_e_t:':"'h_e_c_o_n_st-:r-uc-:t.,-io_n_o_r--~.· ~~···:·~· 1·.~.·l . 

i expansion of recreational facilities which might have an adverse physical • 
: effect on the environment? 

XVI. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC 

a. Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of 
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account 
all modes of transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel 
and relevant components of the circulation system, including but not limited to 
intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, 
and mass transit? 
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· b. Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but 
not limited to level of service standards and travel demand measures, or other 
standards established by the county congestion management agency for 
designated roads or highways? 

Potentially 
significant : 

impact 

Potentially 
significant 

unless 
mitigation 

incorporated 

-
i 

'0 Less than 
significant l No impact impact 

c. R~sult in a chang. e in air traffic patterns, including ~it .. h.er an i_n_ c. _rea~e- in traffiC'!·[ " 
• l~vels or a change in location that results in substantial safety r!~k~? . 

d. · Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g. , sharp curves or lfr-=~~---+-----....1}---,-=---+------l 
' dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)? 1 

• e . . Re~ult in inadequate emergency access? . .. .. . . . . . - - :---~:FI ~- ~-~~-----t-----~t--~-~---•1---~--:1 
f. Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, J v 

bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or 1 
. safety of such facilities supporting alternative transportation (e.g., bus II 

· turnouts, bicycle racks)? 
XVII. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS ~---~~~--....s.. ____ ...._ ____ .:~.--~-----'1 

3."1 ~~~~i~~ ;~~t~~f~~;r~~atmentreq~irements of the applicable Regional Water il jl V 
--:1 . I ~-:.1,,_~--=-----t-----+-------:t 

: b. ~ Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment 'I[ _- _!·1 v 
' facilit ies or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could 

cause significant environmental effects? 

' or may serve the project that it has adequate capacity to serve the project's I 
e. J Result in a determination by the wast~water treatment provider which serves lc-~r~ 

· projected demand in addition to the pr?v!dE)r's existing commitments? . . I , 
f. Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate ~r-- ~~---i.,_-----J------'1 

! project's solid waste disposal needs? II II . _ ~ 
. g. i Comply with federal, state, and local statut~s and regulations related to s~lid r II ~ I 
, waste? il._ 1l _ 
i X~II.MANDATORYRNrnNGSOFSIGNIF~ANCE -~-~-------~~~~~~----~~---~~---~ 

.. 

i a. Does the project have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment, '! I'. V i .. ~~~ .. · substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or 
wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a 
plant or animal community, reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare 1 
or endangered plant or animal or eliminate important examples of the major 1 1 ji l 
periods of California history or prehistory? _ I .II , 

b. , Does the project have impacts that are i~dividU'aiiY'iimited, but cumulatively-~~~ ,~-~V--::----:-~: -----:~,~---·~ 
; considerable? ("Cumulatively considerable" means that the incremental . I 1 

! effects of a project are considerable when viewed in connection with the I ' I 
1 effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the effects of i I ' 
. probable future projects)? i l . ! 

, rc.-;r::o~o-e-s-;th:-e-pr-o":"je~c---:-t-:""h-av~e~en-v.o..:-ir_o_n_m_e_n-:-ta-:-l-e~ffe-c--:t-s-w":'h-:-ic":"h-w-:i~ll~c-au_s_e_s_u-:b-s7ta-n~ti~a:-l - - ";:-!' --~--~~~ v 11 .. 1 !_ .. , 

j adverse effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly? 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 21083, 21083.05, Public Resources Code. Reference: Section 65088.4, Gov. Code; Sections 21080, 
21083.05, 21095, Pub. Resources Code; Eureka Citizens for Responsible Govt. v. City of Eureka (2007) 147 Cai.App.4th 357; Protect 
the Historic Amador Watetways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116 Cai.App.4th at 1109; San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown 
Plan v. City and County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cai.App.4th 656. 
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DISCUSSION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION (Attach additional sheets if necessary) 

The Environmental Impact Assessment includes the use of official City of Los Angeles and other government source reference 
materials related to various environmental impact categories (e.g., Hydrology, Air Quality, Biology, Cultural Resources, etc.). The State 
of California, Department of Conservation, Division of Mines and Geology- Seismic Hazard Maps and reports, are used to identify 
potential future significant seismic events; including probable magnitudes, liquefaction, and landslide hazards. Based on applicant 
information provided in the Master Land Use Application and Environmental Assessment Form, impact evaluations were based on 
stated facts contained therein, including but not limited to, reference materials indicated above, field investigation of the project site, 
and any other reliable reference materials known at the time. 

Project specific impacts were evaluated based on all relevant facts indicated in the Environmental Assessment Form and expressed 
through the applicant's project description and supportive materials. Both the Initial Study Checklist and Checklist Explanations, in 
conjunction with the City of Los Angeles's Adopted Thresholds Guide and CEQA Guidelines, were used to reach reasonable 
conclusions on environmental impacts as mandated under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

The project as identified in the project description may cause potentially significant impacts on the environment without mitigation. 
Therefore, this environmental analysis concludes that a Mitigated Negative Declaration shall be issued to avoid and mitigate all 
potential adverse impacts on the environment by the imposition of mitigation measures and/or conditions contained and expressed in 
this document; the environmental case file known asENV-2012-3536-MND-REC and the associated case(s), 
DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, TT-70786. Finally, based on the fact that these impacts can be feasibly 

mitigated to less than significant, and based on the findings and thresholds for Mandatory Findings of Significance as described in the 
California Environmental Quality Act, section 15065, the overall project impact(s) on the environment (after mitigation) will not: 

• Substantially degrade environmental quality. 
• Substantially reduce fish or wildlife habitat. 
• Cause a fish or wildlife habitat to drop below self sustaining levels. 
• Threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community. 
• Reduce number, or restrict range of a rare, threatened, or endangered species. 
• Eliminate important examples of major periods of California history or prehistory. 
• Achieve short-term goals to the disadvantage of long-term goals. 
• Result in environmental effects that are individually limited but cumulatively considerable. 
• Result in environmental effects that will cause substantial adverse effects on human beings. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

All supporting documents and references are contained in the Environmental Case File referenced above and may be viewed in the 
EIR Unit, Room 763, City Hall. 

For City information addresses and phone numbers: visit the City's website at http://www.lacity.org ; City Planning -and Zoning 
Information Mapping Automated System (ZIMAS) cityplanning.lacity.org/ or EIR Unit, City Hall, 200 N Spring Street, Room 763. 
Seismic Hazard Maps - http://gmw.consrv.ca.gov/shmp/ 
Engineering/Infrastructure/Topographic Maps/Parcel Information - http://boemaps.eng.ci.la.ca.us/index01.htm or 
City's main website under the heading "Navigate LA". 

PREPARED BY: TITLE: TELEPHONE NO.: 

JULIET OH Planning Assistant (213) 978-1186 

ENV -20 12-3536-MND-REC 

DATE: 

08/08/2014 
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Impact? Ex lanation 

APPENDIX A: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS EXPLANATION TABLE 

I. AESTHETICS 

a. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project area is characterized as a 
beach community consisting of 
single-family and multiple-family 
residential land uses, retail , and 
restaurant buildings. The residential and 
commercial uses surrounding the project 
site have heights ranging from one to four 
stories. Limited views of the ocean are 
currently available from Vista Del Mar, 
Culver Boulevard, and Trolley Place, as 
well as from Montreal Street on the bluff 
overlooking the project site vicinity. Views 
across the project site from Vista Del Mar 
are narrow and intermittent, as residential 
buildings west of Vista Del Mar, Trolley 
Place, and Trolley Way (some of which 
are up to three stories), and commercial 
and residential buildings north of Culver 
Boulevard, partially or fully obstruct ocean 
views. Some narrow views currently exist 
across the project site from Vista Del Mar 
and broader ocean views are available 
from Montreal Street. Development of the 
project would obstruct the limited 
available views from the segment of Vista 
Del Mar that fronts the project site. Ocean 
views from Montreal Street would be 
partially obstructed, but ocean views over 
the proposed structure would remain 
available. (See also Figure IV-1, Line of 
Sight.) Existing, though narrow, views 
northwest from Trolley Place and west 
from Culver Boulevard would remain. 
However, views from private property are 
not subject to protection. Moreover, the 
project would include improvements such 
as outdoor seating along Culver 
Boulevard and Trolley Place that would 
increase opportunities for viewing along 
sidewalks associated with these 
roadways. As such, these views would 
not be significantly impacted, and a less 
than significant impact would occur as a 
result of the proposed project. 

b. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS A significant impact would occur only 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED if scenic resources would be damaged 

or removed by a project within a 
designated scenic highway. There are 
no identified scenic resources such as 
rock outcroppings or historic 
buildings located on-site, and none of 

ENV -20 12-3536-MND-REC 

1-10 

Mitigation 
Measures 

Mitigation measures will be 
incorporated to ensure the existing 
visual character of the site is not 
substantially degraded and to reduce 
impacts to a less than significant level. 
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Impact? 

c. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

Ex lanation 

the existing vegetation on-site is 
considered a protected species. Vista 
Del Mar is designated as a Scenic 
Major Highway, Class II with sand 
dunes and ocean views (City of Los 
Angeles Transportation Element, 
1999). However, the project would not 
damage scenic resources including 
trees, rock outcroppings, or historic 
buildings, and would replace an 
unimproved vacant lot with 
groundfloor retail uses, public seating 
areas, pedestrian improvements and 
attractive landscaping. The proposed 
project will not damage any scenic 
resources and will comply with the 
required mitigation measures to 
reduce the impact of the new 
four-story building on a vacant lot. 

A significant impact may occur if a 
project were to introduce incompatible 
visual elements on the project site or 
visual elements that would be 
incompatible with the character of the 
area surrounding the project site. The 
project area is characterized as a 
beach community consisting of 
single-family and multiple-family 
residential land uses, retail, and 
restaurant buildings. The residential 
and commercial uses surrounding the 
Project Site have heights ranging from 
one to four stories. The remainder of 
the Playa Del Rey community includes 
additional commercial and single- and 
multi-family residential uses. The 
proposed project would develop 
approximately 72 residential units and 
a total of approximately 14,500 square 
feet of neighborhood-serving 
commercial uses consisting of 13,000 
square feet of retail and 1 ,500 square 
feet of restaurant uses on a site that is 
undeveloped. The proposed project 
would provide neighborhood-serving 
commercial uses and improved 
pedestrian-friendly areas and 
landscaped walkways along Culver 
Boulevard and Vista Del Mar. 
Furthermore, the use of articulated 
facades, architectural details, and 
various building materials will break 
up the massing and reduce the impact 
of the four-story building. 

1-10 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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d. 

lm act? 

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

Explanation 

A significant impact may occur if a 
project were to introduce new sources 
of light or glare on or from the project 
site which would be incompatible with 
the area surrounding the project site, 
or which pose a safety hazard to 
motorists utilizing adjacent streets or 
freeways. The surrounding area is 
illuminated by freestanding 
streetlights, indoor building 
illumination (light emanating from the 
interior of structures that passes 
through windows}, and lighting from 
the surrounding commercial and 
residential uses. Vehicle headlights 
from traffic on local surface streets 
also contribute to overall ambient 
lighting levels. The construction of the 
proposed mixed-use would create 
additional sources of illumination on 
the project site. However, the project 
area is already illuminated, as 
described above. In addition, exterior 
lighting would be shielded and 
directed onto the project site and away 
from adjacent uses to the maximum 
extent feasible. Nighttime light 
pollution shall be minimized by 
shielded lighting. Urban glare is 
largely a daytime phenomenon 
occurring when sunlight is reflected 
off the surfaces of buildings or 
objects. Potential reflective surfaces in 
the project vicinity include 
automobiles traveling and parked on 
streets in the vicinity of the project 
site, exterior building windows, and 
surfaces of brightly painted buildings 
in the project vicinity. However, the 
project would limit reflective surface 
areas and the reflectivity of 
architectural materials used and use 
glass with low-reflectivity and treated 
with a non-glare coating. The issue of 
shade and shadow pertains to the 
blockage of direct sunlight by project 
buildings, which may affect adjacent 
properties. The project would contain 
four levels within a building height of 
51'-0" to the roof and 56'-0" to the 
parapet. Buildings that are less than 60 
feet in height would not be capable of 
producing shadows that would exceed 
the City of Los Angeles Threshold. As 
such, the project would result in a less 
than significant impact. Compliance 
with the following mitigation measures 

1-120, 1-130 

Mitigation 
Measures 

Potential lighting/glare impacts 
created by the project shall be 
mitigated as referenced to reduce 
impacts to surrounding residential 
uses to a less than significant level. 
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would reduce the potential impacts of 
light and glare to a less than 
significant level. 

II. AGRICULTURE AND FOREST RESOURCES 

a. NO IMPACT The California Department of 
Conservation, Division of Land Protection, 
lists Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, 
and Farmland of Statewide Importance 
under the general category of "Important 
Farmland" in California. The project site is 
not included in the Prime Farmland, 
Unique Farmland, or Farmland of 
Statewide Importance category. 
Therefore, the project would have no 
impact on the conversion of farmland to 
non-agricultural uses. 

b. NO IMPACT The project site is not zoned for 
agricultural use and the project will not 
involve any agricultural use. Thus the 
project will not conflict with existing 
zoning for agricultural use or a Williamson 
Act Contract. 

c. NO IMPACT The project site is zoned [Q]C4-1VL, for 
primarily Commercial and Residential 
uses. Neither the Project Site nor 
surrounding parcels are zoned for forest 
land or timberland. As such, no impacts 
related to forest land or timberland would 
occur. 

d. NO IMPACT The project site is vacant and does not 
contain forest land, nor is it surrounded by 
forest land. Therefore, no impact related 
to the loss of forest land or conversion of 
forest land would occur as a result of the 
proposed project. 

e. NO IMPACT A significant impact may occur if a project 
results in the conversion of farmland to 
another non-agricultural use. Neither the 
project site nor surrounding parcels are 
utilized for agricultural uses or forest land. 
No impacts related to the conversion of 
farmland to a non-agricultural use, or 
conversion of forest land to a non-forest 
use, would occur as a result of the 
proposed project. 

Ill. AIR QUALITY 

a. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The applicable air quality plan that lays 
out a strategy to achieve the 8-hour 
ozone (smog) standard is the SCAQMD's 
2012 Air Quality Management Plan 
(AQMP). The AQMP outlines a path to 
attainment of the ozone standard by 2023 
based on population and employment 
growth assumptions from the Southern 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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b. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION IN CORPORA TED 
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California Association of Governments' 
(SCAG) 2012 Regional Transportation 
Plan (RTP)/Sustainable Communities 
Strategy (SCS). The AQMP also identifies 
the strategy to meet the federal 24-hour 
PM2.5 standard by 2014. As a result, the 
proposed project is consistent with the 
AQMP if it is consistent with: a) growth 
assumptions from the RTP/SCS and b) 
the rules and regulations in the Plan itself. 
The proposed residential, retail , and 
restaurant land uses would not conflict 
with the growth assumptions in 
SCAQMD's 2012 Air Quality Management 
Plan. Specifically, the proposed project 
would add 72 residential units to the City 
of Los Angeles. The SCAG RTP/SCS 
forecasts a housing increase of 316,700 
units from 2008 through 2035. Based on 
the Westchester Community Plan's 
estimate of 2.05 persons per household, 
the project could increase the City's 
residential population by 148 persons. 
The SCAG RTP forecast a population 
increase of 550,100 from 2008 through 
2035. All the growth associated with the 
project is well within parameters needed 
to allow attainment of ozone standard on 
schedule. Moreover, the proposed project 
is infill development that helps to ensure 
that the jobs and vehicle travel associated 
with this project have less impact on air 
quality emissions than a project located in 
areas with less residential density and/or 
transportation infrastructure. In addition , 
the project would not conflict with the 
implementation of control measures or 
rules and regulations from the SCAQMD's 
2012 AQMP. For example, the project 
would be subject to Rule 403, which 
governs the control of fugitive dust during 
construction activities. As a result, the 
proposed project would be consistent with 
the SCAQMD's 2012 AQMP and would 
have a Jess than significant impact. 

The analysis of daily construction 
emissions was prepared using the 
CaiEEMod computer model 
recommended by the SCAQMD. As 
indicated by the Air Quality and 
Greenhouse Gas Study prepared by 
DKA Planning, 2013 (CAJA 
Environmental Services, 2014), the 
construction of the proposed project 
would not produce VOC, NOX, CO, 
SOX, PM10 and PM2.5 emissions that 
exceed the SCAQMD's regional 

111-10 

Mitigation 
Measures 

Because of the non-attainment status 
of the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB) 
for airborne particulate matter Best 
Available Control Measures (BACMs) 
shall be used where feasible, and an 
aggressive dust control program will 
be required to control fugitive dust. 
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MITIGATION INCORPORATED 
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thresholds. In addition, 
construction-related emissions of N02 
and CO would not exceed the 
SCAQMD's suggested localized 
thresholds of significance. However, 
on-site PM10 and PM2.5 emissions 
from off-road equipment would exceed 
the suggested thresholds of 5 lb/day 
and 1 lb/day of emissions, 
respectively, during the grading and 
construction phases. The mitigation 
measures in this section will reduce 
any potential impacts related to 
construction activity to a less than 
significant level. These thresholds 
reflect the close proximity of 
apartments directly south of the 
project site. Operational emissions 
generated by both stationary and 
mobile sources would result from 
normal day-to-day activities on the 
project site after occupation: 
consumption of natural gas, 
landscaping maintenance, and vehicle 
travel to and from the site. Based on 
the analysis of daily operational 
emissions (DKA Planning, 2013 based 
on CaiEEMod 2013.2.2 model analysis), 
the project's long-term air quality 
impacts to the region result primarily 
from motor vehicles that are expected 
to access the project site. The project 
could add up to 1,163 more vehicle 
trips to and from the area on its peak 
day, with up to 147 vehicles entering 
and exiting the project site in the peak 
afternoon hour. However, the 
proposed project would not exceed 
any of the SCAQMD's recommended 
regional thresholds of significance. 
Furthermore, compliance with the 
Mitigation Measures in this section are 
expected to reduce any potential 
impacts to a less than significant level. 

The project would not contribute 
cumulatively considerable net 
increases in any criteria pollutant 
emissions. Specifically, growth 
associated with the project would be 
consistent with assumptions from the 
region's 2012 AQMP that addresses 
cumulative regional emissions of 
ozone precursors. Further, the project 
would comply with all applicable 
control measures, rules and 
regulations from the 2012 AQMP. On a 
local level, compliance with the 

111-10 

Mitigation 
Measures 

Because of the non-attainment status 
of the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB) 
for airborne particulate matter Best 
Available Control Measures (BACMs) 
shall be used where feasible, and an 
aggressive dust control program will 
be required to control fugitive dust. 
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mitigation measures would reduce 
construction-related emissions below 
the SCAQMD's local thresholds of 
significance. 

The proposed project would not 
contribute to localized violations of the 
CO or NOx standards, as it would not 
result in emission levels that exceed the 
LST thresholds set by the SCAQMD. 
Emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 could 
result in local exceedances of the 
applicable standards at adjacent 
receptors near the site (DKA Plannng, 
CaiEEMod Analysis). However, the 
required mitigation measures would 
reduce emissions of PM1 0 and PM2.5 
concentrations below LST thresholds. As 
a result, the proposed project would not 
expose sensitive receptors to substantial 
criteria pollutant concentrations. The 
project would locate up to 72 residential 
units, housing approximately 148 new 
residents, in the area. However, these 
residents would not be exposed to 
substantial pollution concentrations: there 
are no substantial upwind sources of 
T ACs or localized criteria pollutants, the 
traffic volumes on nearby Culver 
Boulevard and Vista Del Mar would not 
generate high enough concentrations of 
CO because of the existing and projected 
congestion levels and the substantial 
dispersion of CO emissions from these 
downwind streets away from the project 
site, and the average temperatures in this 
temperate beachside location are not 
conducive to CO hotspots. 

The proposed development of the 
mixed-use project would introduce new 
retail, restaurant, and residential uses to 
the area, but would not result in activities 
that create objectionable odors. It would 
not include any land uses typically 
associated with unpleasant odors and 
local nuisances (e.g., rendering facilities, 
dry cleaners). SCAQMD's Rule 402 that 
governs nuisances can address any 
unpleasant odors from the future 
restaurant uses. As a result, no significant 
odor impacts are expected from the 
proposed project. 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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A significant impact would occur if a 
project were to remove or modify habitat 
for any species identified or designated 
as a candidate, sensitive, or special status 
species in local or regional plans, policies, 
or regulations, or by the California 
Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) or 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS). The subject site is currently 
vacant and lacks vegetation that would 
support any wildlife. According to a 
Biological Resources Assessment 
prepared by Cooper Ecological Monitoring 
INC, dated September 17, 2012, wildlife 
activity was observed to be very low and 
did not exhibit features of any special 
status habitats. Two sensitive plant 
communities are listed for the Venice 
quadrangle (USGS) by CNDDB, Southern 
Dune Scrub and Southern Coastal Salt 
Marsh, however, the habitat at the project 
site itself is reported as being highly 
disturbed and not recognizable as a plant 
community. The project site itself contains 
little suitable habitat for wildlife, and the 
perimeter of the Site is largely occupied 
by residential and commercial urban 
development. No sensitive plant or 
wildlife species would be expected to 
occur on the project site. 

The project site is a flat, vacant, dirt lot 
located at sea level, approximately 300 
meters from the Pacific Ocean coastline. 
The soil where the lot is located is 
mapped as "beach deposits," but due to 
an apparent history of grading, the soil 
present is highly disturbed. No riparian or 
wetland vegetation was observed at the 
project site. The project site is not within 
any Significant Ecologic Area (SEA) of 
the City. The nearest SEA is the Coastal 
Habitant at the Pacific Ocean and the 
County's Ballona Creek. The Project site 
is not within a riparian habitat. Therefore, 
no impact to riparian or sensitive natural 
community would occur. 

No federally protected wetlands (e.g., 
emergent, forested/shrub, estuarine and 
marine deepwater, estuarine and marine, 
freshwater pond, lake, riverine) occur on 
the project site. The nearest wetlands are 
the estuarine and marine of the Pacific 
Ocean, a freshwater pond at Del Rey 
Lagoon Park, and freshwater emergent at 
Ballona Creek. Therefore, the project 
would not result in the direct removal, 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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filling, or hydrological interruption of a 
federally protected wetland as defined by 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, and 
no impact to federally protected wetlands 
would occur. 

No nesting bird habitat is found on the 
project site, and the vegetation adjacent 
to the project site contains limited suitable 
habitat for tree and shrub-nesting avian 
species protected under the Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act and California Department 
of Fish and Game Code. Therefore, the 
project would have no impact with respect 
to nesting birds. 

A project-related significant adverse effect 
could occur if a project would cause an 
impact that is inconsistent with local 
regulations pertaining to biological 
resources. Local ordinances protecting 
biological resources are limited to the City 
of Los Angeles Native Tree Preservation 
Ordinance. No native shrubs or shrubby 
trees are found in the project site, nor at 
the perimeter of the Site. No protected 
biological resources or tree species, such 
as oak trees, currently exist on the Site. 
Therefore, no impact would occur with 
respect to local policies or ordinances 
protecting or preserving biological 
resources. 

No locally designated natural 
communities are known to occur on or 
adjacent to the project site. There are no 
known locally designated natural 
communities on the project site or in the 
vicinity. The project site is not part of any 
Critical Habitat as mapped by the U.S. 
Department of Fish and Wildlife Services 
and is also not within any Significant 
Ecologic Area {SEA) of the City. The 
project site is not within a Habitat 
Conservation Plan (HCP) or Natural 
Conservation Community Plan {NCCP). 
The nearest mapped HCP or NCCP is 
around the Palos Verdes Hills peninsula. 
Therefore, the project would not conflict 
with the provisions of an adopted Habitat 
Conservation Plan, Natural Conservation 
Community Plan, or other approved local, 
regional, or State habitat conservation 
plan. 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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a. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project site is currently undeveloped. 
A previously demolished, vacant, 
commercial building was located at the 
corner of Vista Del Mar and Trolley 
Avenue. According to the 6917 Vista Del 
Mar, Los Angeles, Historic Resource 
Report prepared by Galvin Preservation 
Associates (September 2012), the 
demolished structure previously located 
at 6917 was not designated as a historic 
resources or historic-cultural monument, 
nor would it have been eligible for 
National or State Register. As such, the 
development of the proposed project 
would have no impact on historic 
resources. 

b. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS The project site is located in an 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED urbanized area of the Playa Del Rey 

community of the City of Los Angeles, 
and has been partially disturbed by 
past development activities such as 
grading to construct the structure that 
previously existed on the Project Site. 
In addition, the presence of shallow 
groundwater makes it unlikely that any 
archaeological resources would be 
discovered during construction 
activities. However, the subject site is 
located in the vicinity of an 
Archaeological Site and Survey Areas 
so there is a possibility that 
archaeological resources could be 
discovered (Prehistoric & Historic 
Archaeological Sites & Survey Areas, 
1996). Compliance with the following 
mitigation measure would reduce 
potential impacts to a less than 
significant level. 

c. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS The project site is located in the Playa 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED Del Rey community of the City of Los 

Angeles, and a portion of the Site has 
been disturbed by past development 
activities. The presence of shallow 
groundwater makes it unlikely that any 
paleontological resources would be 
discovered during construction 
activities, however, there is a remote 
possibility that unsuspected vertebrate 
fossil remains could exist below the 
ground and could be encountered 
during excavation necessary or 
grading. 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

V-20 

Mitigation 
Measures 

Environmental impacts may result 
from the project implementation due to 
the discovery of unrecorded 
archeological resources. However, the 
potential impacts will be reduced to a 
less than significant level by 
implementing the cultural resource 
mitigation measures. Discovery of 
potential archeological resources will 
require expert documentation, 
evaluation, and conservation prior to 
the recommencement of work. 

V-30 
Environmental impacts may result 
from the project implementation due to 
the discovery of unrecorded 
paleontological resources. However, 
the potential impacts will be reduced 
to a less than significant level by 
implementing the cultural resource 
mitigation measures. Discovery of 
potential paleontological resources 
will require expert documentation, 
evaluation, and conservation prior to 
the recommencement of work. 
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d. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS The project site is located in an 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED urbanized area of the Playa Del Rey 

community of the City of Los Angeles, 
and has been partially disturbed by 
past development activities. Any 
surficial human remains that may have 
existed at one time have likely been 
previously unearthed or disturbed. In 
addition, the presence of shallow 
groundwater makes it unlikely that any 
human remains would be discovered 
during construction activities. 
Nevertheless, there is still the remote 
possibility that human remains could 
be discovered. Compliance with the 
mitigation measures would ensure that 
impacts related to the discovery of 
human remains are less than 
significant. 

VI. GEOLOGY AND SOILS 

a. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The site is not within a currently 
established Alquist-Priolo Earthquake 
Fault Zone for surface fault rupture 
hazards. No active or potentially active 
faults with the potential for surface fault 
rupture are known to pass directly 
beneath the site. Therefore, the potential 
for surface rupture due to faulting 
occurring beneath the Site during the 
design life of the proposed development 
is considered low. The site, however, is 
located in the seismically active Southern 
California region, and could be subjected 
to moderate to strong ground shaking in 
the event of an earthquake on one of the 
many active Southern California faults. 
The closest active fault to the site is the 
Palos Verdes Fault Zone located 4.8 
miles southwest of the site. The City of 
Los Angeles Building Code, updated 
since the 1994 Northridge Earthquake 
and with which the project would be 
required to comply, contains construction 
requirements to ensure habitable 
structures are built to a level such that 
they can withstand acceptable seismic 
risk. Therefore, the project would have a 
less than significant impact related to 
ground rupture from known earthquake 
faults. 

b. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS The site could be subjected to strong 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED ground shaking in the event of an 

earthquake. However, this hazard is 
common in Southern California and 
conformance with current building 
codes and engineering practices can 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

V-40 

Mitigation 
Measures 

Environmental impacts may result 
from the project implementation due to 
the discovery of unrecorded human 
remains. However, the potential 
impacts will be reduced to a less than 
significant level by implementing the 
attached mitigation measures. 

Vl-10, VI-50 
The Geotechnical Investigation, 
prepared by Geocon West, Inc., dated 
December 1, 2009 is subject to review 
and approval by the Los Angeles 
Department of Building and Safety 
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c. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

d. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
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mitigate the potential impacts of 
strong seismic ground shaking. The 
design and construction of the project 
is required to comply with the most 
current codes regulating seismic risk, 
including the California Building Code 
and the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
(LAMC), which incorporates the 
International Building Code (IBC). 
Compliance with current California 
Building Code and LAMC 
requirements and these mitigation 
measures would minimize the potential 
to expose people or structures to 
substantial risk, loss, or injury; 
reducing the potential impacts to a 
less than significant level. 

According to the State of California 
Seismic Hazard Zone, Venice 
Quadrangle Map (1999) and the City of 
Los Angeles Seismic Safety Element 
(1996) the project site is located within 
an area identified as having a potential 
for liquefaction. Liquefaction is a 
phenomenon in which loose, 
saturated, relatively cohesionless soil 
deposits lose shear strength during 
strong ground motions. Primary 
factors controlling liquefaction include 
intensity and duration of ground 
motion, gradation characteristics of 
the subsurface soils, in-situ stress 
conditions, and the depth to 
groundwater. Compliance with the 
mitigation measures outlined in this 
section and as required by the LADBS 
will reduce any potential impacts to a 
less than significant level. 

A project-related significant adverse effect 
may occur if a project is located in a 
hillside area with soil conditions that 
would suggest a high potential for sliding. 
According to the State of California 
Seismic Hazard Zone, Venice Quadrangle 
Map (1999) the site is not within an area 
identified as having a potential for slope 
instability. Additionally, according to the 
County of Los Angeles Seismic Safety 
Element (Leighton, 1990) and the City of 
Los Angeles Seismic Safety Element 
(1996), the site is not located within an 
area identified as having a potential for 
seismic slope instability. The hillside area 
immediately east of Vista Del Mar is 
indicated as a Landslide Area (ZIMAS, 
NavigateLA), however the 60-foot 

Mitigation 
Measures 

Grading Division. The project shall 
comply with all conditions contained 
in the LADBS Geology and Soils 
Approval Letter. 

Vl-10, VI-50, Vl-70 
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f. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

g. NO IMPACT 
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roadway provides a sufficient buffer 
between the moderate hillside and the 
subject property. The development of this 
project would not expose people or 
structures to potential substantial adverse 
effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or 
death involving landslides. 

A significant impact may occur if a 
project exposes large areas to the 
erosional effects of wind or water for a 
protracted period of time. The project 
with export 29,700 cubic yards of dirt 
and is located on a site with a very 
minimal slope (has a slope of less than 
10 percent). The project site is 
currently undeveloped. Any loose 
topsoil that was previously onsite has 
been removed by wind and water/rain 
erosion, leaving artificial fill. During 
construction, the grading and 
excavation would expose minimal 
amounts of soils for a limited time, 
allowing for possible erosion. 
However, due to the temporary nature 
of the soil exposure during the grading 
and excavation processes, substantial 
erosion would not occur during project 
construction. Adherence to City 
regulations and these mitigation 
measures will reduce any potential 
impacts to a less than significant level. 

A significant impact may occur if a 
project is built in an unstable area 
without proper site preparation or 
design features to provide adequate 
foundations, thus posing a hazard to 
life and property. Although the 
property is located within a 
liquefaction area (ZIMAS) construction 
activities associated with the project 
must comply with the City of Los 
Angeles Building Code, which is 
designed to assure safe construction, 
including building foundation 
requirements appropriate to site 
conditions. Further, the project would 
comply with Mitigation Measure IV-20, 
reducing any potential impacts to a 
less than significant level. 

Expansive soils are clay-based soils that 
tend to expand (increase in volume) as 
they absorb water and shrink (decrease in 
volume) as water is drawn away. The 
soils encountered at the lowest 
subterranean levels are primarily granular 
in nature and are considered to be 

Vl-20 

Vl-20 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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"non-expansive." As such, the project 
would result in no impacts related to 
expansive soils. 

h. NO IMPACT The project site is located in an urbanized 
area within the City of Los Angeles, which 
is served by a wastewater collection, 
conveyance, and treatment system 
operated by the City. No septic tanks or 
alternative disposal systems are 
proposed. 

VII. GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 

a. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS The construction of the proposed 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED project would emit greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions through the 
combustion of fossil fuels from a 
variety of area, mobile, and energy 
sources and processes, including the 
operation of heavy-duty construction 
equipment and vehicle trips generated 
by construction workers traveling to 
and from the project site. These 
impacts would vary day to day over 
the duration of construction activities. 
project-specific mitigation measures 
will be required in order to reduce the 
cumulative impact of the project. 

b. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project would contribute to 
cumulative increases in GHG emissions 
over time in the absence of policy 
intervention. However, the California Air 
Resources Board's (CARB) AB 32 
Seeping Plan provides the basis for 
policies that would reduce cumulative 
GHG emissions within California to 1990 
levels by 2020. As a result, the proposed 
project is judged against its consistency 
with the AB 32 Seeping Plan to determine 
whether it will result in adverse 
cumulative impacts to global climate 
change. The project would be consistent 
with all feasible and applicable strategies 
recommended in the Seeping Plan. As a 
result, the project's cumulative impact on 
climate change is considered less than 
significant. 

VIII. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

a. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The project involves the construction of 
approximately 72 residential units and 
14,500 square feet of commercial space 
including 13,000 square feet of retail and 
1 ,500 square feet of restaurant uses. 
Other than the typical cleaning solvents 
used for janitorial purposes, no hazardous 
materials would be used, transported, or 
disposed of in conjunction with the routine 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

Vll-10 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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day-to-day operations of the project. 
Construction could involve the use of 
potential hazardous materials, including 
vehicle fuels, oils, and transmission fluids. 
However, all potentially hazardous 
materials would be contained, stored, and 
used in accordance with manufacturers' 
instructions and handled in compliance 
with applicable standards and regulations. 
Therefore, the Project would not create a 
significant hazard to the public or the 
environment, a less than significant 
impact would occur. 

According to the Phase I 
Environmental Site Assessment 
prepared by Environmental 
Engineering & Contracting, Inc., dated 
November 16, 2009, the subject site 
previously maintained a gasoline 
service station (1961) and lubrication 
bay (1967). While both uses and 
structures (underground storage tanks 
removed in 1982) are no longer 
present, mitigation measures are 
included to reduce any potential 
impacts to a less than significant level. 
Regulatory records review did not 
indicate the current registration of 
USTs at the site, and no evidence of 
vent pipes, fill pipes, or access ways 
indicating USTs was discovered at the 
time of the site reconnaissance. 
Furthermore, testing of the soil 
showed that the underground storage 
tanks did not result in significant 
impacts to the subsurface. The subject 
site is not located within the 
boundaries of an oil field, but is 
located within a Methane Zone 
(ZIMAS). As such, the project would 
follow all applicable LADBS 
requirements during construction and 
operation. 

There are no schools within 0.25 miles 
(1 ,320 feet) . The nearest school is Paseo 
Del Rey Natural Science Academy 
(LAUSD elementary school grades 1-5), 
approximately 4,100 feet from the Project 
Site. In addition, the project would not be 
expected to emit any hazardous 
substances during construction or 
operation as a residential and commercial 
land use. 

Vlll-20 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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The subject site is currently vacant and is 
not identified as a hazard waste facility 
subject to corrective action nor is it a site 
listed pursuant to Section 253556 of the 
Health and Safety Code. Therefore, it 
would not result in a significant hazard to 
the public or environment. 

The nearest airport to the project site is 
Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), 
approximately 0.9 miles to the south. 
However, the Project is not within the 
boundaries of the governing airport land 
use plan (LAX Specific Plan). In addition, 
the project would include residential and 
commercial spaces, which are land uses 
that already exist in the area. The project 
would not create a unique safety hazard 
for people residing or working in the area. 
Therefore, no impact would occur. 

This question would apply to a project 
only if it were in the vicinity of a private 
airstrip and would subject area residents 
and workers to a safety hazard. There are 
no private airstrips in the vicinity of the 
project site, and as such, no impacts 
would occur. 

Construction of the project would not 
substantially impede public access or 
travel on public rights-of-way and would 
not interfere with any adopted emergency 
response plan or emergency evacuation 
plan. As analyzed in Section XVI 
Transportation, the project would not 
result in significant impacts at any of the 
six study intersections during the morning 
and afternoon peak hours. The nearest 
Disaster Route is along Manchester 
Boulevard (Critical Facilities and Lifeline 
Systems in the City of Los Angeles, 
1996). Therefore, the project's impacts to 
area traffic would have no significant 
impacts on nearby roadways or 
intersections, and would not interfere with 
an emergency response or evacuation 
plan. 

The project site is not located in an area 
of selected wildland fire hazards, 
Mountain Fire District, or Fire Buffer Zone. 
Further, the project site is not located in a 
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone. 
Therefore, no impacts would occur. 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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a. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

b. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

Ex lanation 

Pursuant to the NPDES, the project is 
subject to the requirements set forth in 
the County's Standard Urban Stormwater 
Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) and the City's 
Low Impact Development (LID) section of 
the Development Best Management 
Practices (BMP) Handbook. The project 
would be required to obtain an NPDES 
water quality permit from the LARWQCB. 
Implementation of appropriate project 
design features and compliance with the 
local, State, and federal regulations, code 
requirements, and permit provisions 
would prevent significant impacts related 
to the release of potentially polluted 
discharge into surface water. The project 
would also be required to obtain coverage 
under the General Construction Activity 
Storm Water Permit (GCASP), which 
requires development and implementation 
of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention 
Plan (SWPPP). In addition, construction 
projects that include grading activities 
during the rainy season must also 
develop a Wet Weather Erosion Control 
Plan (WWECP). The project would 
comply with LAMC Chapter IX, Division 
70, which addresses grading, 
excavations, and fills. Compliance with 
the LAMC would ensure that construction 
would not violate any water quality 
standards or discharge requirements, or 
otherwise substantially degrade water 
quality. Therefore, the project would result 
in a less than significant impact related to 
water quality. 

Based on a review of the Seismic 
Hazard Zone Report for the Venice 7.5 
Minute Quadrangle, Los Angeles 
County, California (California Division 
of Mines and Geology, 1998), the 
historically highest groundwater level 
in the area is approximately 5 feet 
beneath the ground surface. 
Groundwater was encountered in 
Geocon's borings (Geotechnical 
Investigation, prepared by Geocon 
West Inc., December 1, 2009) as well 
as the prior site explorations by others 
at depths ranging from 7 to 8 feet 
(elevations 3 to 4 feet MSL) beneath 
the ground surface. It is not 
uncommon for groundwater levels to 
vary seasonally or for groundwater 
conditions to develop where none 
previously existed, especially along 
impermeable fine-grained silts or 

IX-10 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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Impact? 

c. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

d. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

Ex lanation 

clays, areas which are heavily irrigated 
or after seasonal rainfall. Proper 
surface drainage of irrigation and 
precipitation would be critical to future 
performance of the project. 
Environmental impacts to groundwater 
quantity may result from 
implementation of the proposed 
project through direct additions or 
withdrawals, or through substantial 
loss of groundwater recharge capacity. 
Compliance with LADBS requirements 
and these mitigation measures will 
reduce any potential impacts to a less 
than significant level. 

The project site is located in an urbanized 
area of the City of Los Angeles. No 
natural watercourses, including streams 
and rivers, exist on the Project Site. The 
nearest open surface water is the Del 
Rey Lagoon (830 feet north), Ballona 
Creek inlet (2, 100 feet north), and Marina 
Del Rey inlet (4,000 feet north). Drainage 
from the project site currently drains into 
the existing storm drains, via a surface 
flow. Further, the Project would comply 
with LAMC Chapter IX, Division 70, which 
addresses erosion control during grading, 
excavation, and fill activities, as well as 
the SUSMP, which addresses erosion 
control through peak-flow reduction and 
infiltration features. Thus, the project 
would not substantially alter the existing 
drainage pattern of the area surrounding 
the project site such that it would result in 
substantial erosion or siltation on- or 
off-site. 

The construction of new buildings would 
alter the existing drainage pattern of the 
project site by increasing the impervious 
surface area. The project site is currently 
undeveloped and covered with dirt and 
shrubs. However, no natural 
watercourses exist on or in the vicinity of 
the project site, and runoff flows toward 
the existing storm drain system. No 
flooding is expected to occur on- or 
off-site due to the grades of the adjacent 
streets. Impacts related to runoff, 
including through the alternation of the 
course of a stream or river, would 
therefore be less than significant. 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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e. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

f. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

Ex lanation 

Three general sources of potential 
short-term construction-related 
stormwater pollution associated with 
the project are: the handling, storage, 
and disposal of construction materials 
containing pollutants; the maintenance 
and operation of construction 
equipment; and earth-moving 
activities which, when not controlled, 
may generate soil erosion and the 
transportation of pollutants via storm 
runoff or mechanical equipment. 
Activities associated with operation of 
the project would generate substances 
that could degrade the quality of water 
runoff. The deposition of certain 
chemicals by cars in the parking 
garage could have the potential to 
contribute metals, oil and grease, 
solvents, phosphates, hydrocarbons, 
and suspended solids to the storm 
drain system. However, impacts to 
water quality would be reduced, as the 
project must comply with water quality 
standards and wastewater discharge 
BMPs set forth by the County of Los 
Angeles and the SWRCB. Furthermore, 
required design criteria, as established 
in the SUSMP for Los Angeles County 
and cities in Los Angeles County, 
would be incorporated into the project 
to minimize the off-site conveyance of 
pollutants. Compliance with existing 
regulations and these mitigation 
measures would ensure that 
operational water quality impacts 
would be less than significant. 

Three general sources of potential 
short-term construction-related 
stormwater pollution associated with 
the project are: the handling, storage, 
and disposal of construction materials 
containing pollutants; the maintenance 
and operation of construction 
equipment; and earth-moving 
activities which, when not controlled, 
may generate soil erosion and the 
transportation of pollutants via storm 
runoff or mechanical equipment. 
Activities associated with operation of 
the project would generate substances 
that could degrade the quality of water 
runoff. The deposition of certain 
chemicals by cars in the parking 
garage could have the potential to 
contribute metals, oil and grease, 
solvents, phosphates, hydrocarbons, 

IX-20 

IX-20 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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g. NO IMPACT 

h. NO IMPACT 

i. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

Ex lanation 

and suspended solids to the storm 
drain system. However, impacts to 
water quality would be reduced, as the 
project must comply with water quality 
standards and wastewater discharge 
BMPs set forth by the County of Los 
Angeles and the SWRCB. Furthermore, 
required design criteria, as established 
in the SUSMP for Los Angeles County 
and cities in Los Angeles County, 
would be incorporated into the project 
to minimize the off-site conveyance of 
pollutants. Compliance with existing 
regulations and these mitigation 
measures would ensure that 
operational water quality impacts 
would be less than significant. 

The project would include housing, but 
would not be located in a 1 00-year flood 
zone. As such, the project would have no 
impact with respect to placing housing 
within a 1 00-year flood zone. 

The project site is not located within a 
City-designated 1 00-year floodplain. As 
such, the project would have no impact 
with respect to placing structures within a 
1 00-year flood zone which would impede 
or redirect flood flows. 

The surrounding area around Marina Del 
Rey and the Ballona Creek have the 
potential to flood. Nonetheless, these 
areas (including all dams and levees), as 
with other reservoirs and dams in 
California, are continually monitored by 
various governmental agencies (such as 
the State of California Division of Safety 
and Dams and the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers) to guard against the threat of 
dam and reservoir failure. Current design 
and construction practices and ongoing 
programs of review, modification, or total 
reconstruction of existing dams and 
reservoirs are intended to ensure that all 
dams and reservoirs are capable of 
withstanding the maximum credible 
earthquake for the site. Flooding from 
other sources is not expected; thus, the 
minimal risk of flooding from potential 
dam or levee failure would not be 
exacerbated by the development of the 
project, and the project would result in a 
less than significant impact. 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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Impact? 

j. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

X. LAND USE AND PLANNING 

a. NO IMPACT 

b. NO IMPACT 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

Ex lanation 

The project site is two blocks from the 
start of the beach and approximately 
850 feet inland from the Pacific Ocean. 
According to the Los Angeles County 
All Hazard Mitigation Plan, the project 
site is location within a designated 
500-year flood plain area. The site is 
also located in a tsunami inundation 
area and could be prone to hazards of 
a tsunami (ZIMAS, NavigateLA). 
Environmental impacts may result due 
to the location of the project in an area 
which is potentially subject to flood 
hazards. However, compliance with the 
requirements of the Flood Hazard 
Management Specific Plan Ordinance 
No. 172081, effective 7/3/98 (Mitigation 
Measure IX-120) would ensure that 
impacts related to flood hazards 
remain less than significant. 

The project is not of the scale or nature 
that could physically divide an established 
community. The project site is currently 
vacant; no residential uses or 
communities would be divided as a result 
of the project. As such, the project would 
have no impact related to physical division 
of an established community. 

The subject property is currently zoned 
[Q]C4-1VL, with a permitted density of 
400 square feet per dwelling unit (LAMC). 
The proposed project includes the 
development of 72 dwelling units, 8 of 
which are affordable units, and 14,500 
square feet of commercial uses on the 
ground floor. The project also includes an 
on-menu incentive for an increase in floor 
area from the allowed 1.5:1 to 2.025:1 
and an off-menu incentive for an 11-foot 
increase in height through the Density 
Bonus Ordinance (consistent with 
SB1818). The project is consistent with 
the Coastal Transportation Corridor 
Specific Plan, Westchester-Playa Del 
Rey Community Plan, General Plan, and 
all applicable City and Regional Plans. 
The project is also within the Coastal 
Zone and complies with the development 
regulations outlined in Chapter Three of 
the Coastal Act: Coastal Resource 
Planning and Management Policies. 

IX-120 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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c. NO IMPACT 

XI. MINERAL RESOURCES 

a. NO IMPACT 

b. NO IMPACT 

XII. NOISE 

a. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

ENV -20 12-3536-MND-REC 

Ex lanation 

The project site and the surrounding area 
are not part of any draft or adopted 
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural 
Community Conservation Plan, or other 
approved local, regional, or state habitat 
conservation plan. The project site is 
currently undeveloped and is located in 
an urbanized area of the Playa Del Rey 
community of the City of Los Angeles. 
Therefore, no impacts to any adopted 
habitat or conservation plans would occur 
as a result of the project. 

Neither the project site nor the 
surrounding area is identified as an area 
containing mineral deposits of regional or 
statewide significance and is not part of 
any Oil Drilling and Surface Mining 
Supplemental Use District. Furthermore, 
the property is located in an urban setting 
which is already developed with single-
and multi-family residences and is 
therefore not likely to be a suitable site for 
drilling or mining. Therefore, no impact is 
expected. 

The property is located in an urban setting 
which is already developed with single-
and multi-family residences and is 
therefore not likely to be a suitable site for 
drilling. According to the City's 
Conservation Element if the General Plan 
(2001), the primary mineral resources 
with the city are rock, gravel, and sand 
deposits; identified by the MRZ-2 zones 
throughout the City. Furthermore, non 
on-or off-shore mining of beach or ocean 
sand is permitted by the State of 
California within the Coastal Zone 
(Conservation Element, 2001 ). As such, 
the project is expected to have no impact 
on mineral resources. 

During construction, ground clearing, 
grading, structural, and other activities 
at the project site would occur 
between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 
9:00 p.m. in accordance with the City 
of Los Angeles Municipal Code 
(LAMC). These activities would 
increase ambient noise levels above 
75 dBA at the apartments on Trolley 
Place south of the project site, the 
apartments on Convoy Street to the 
west of the proposed project, and at 
the single family residences on 

Mitigation 
Measures 

Xll-20, Xll-40, Xll-60, Xll-170, Xll-230 
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b. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

c. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

ENV -20 12-3536-MND-REC 

Ex lanation 

Montreal Street to the east of the site. 
There would also be an increase in 
ambient noise levels of 5 dBA or more 
at each identified receptor. Long-term 
operation of the project is expected to 
result in an incremental increase in 
ambient noise levels (vehicular noise, 
mechanical equipment, and parking) 
and would locate new noise-sensitive 
receptors at the project site. However, 
compliance with the City's established 
policies and regulations, and the 
following mitigation measures is 
expected to reduce any potential 
impacts to a less than significant level. 

The background vibration velocity 
level in residential areas is usually 
around 50 VdB. The vibration velocity 
level threshold of perception for 
humans is approximately 65 VdB. A 
vibration velocity level of 75 VdB is the 
approximate dividing line between 
barely perceptible and distinctly 
perceptible levels for most people. 
Most perceptible indoor vibration is 
caused by sources within buildings 
such as operation of mechanical 
equipment, movement of people, or 
the slamming of doors. Typical 
outdoor sources of perceptible 
groundborne vibration are 
construction equipment, steel-wheeled 
trains, and traffic on rough roads. The 
proposed project is expected to create 
a temporary increase in groundborne 
noise during the construction phase, 
however, such an increase is 
short-term. The long-term operation of 
the project is not expected to meet or 
exceed the threshold of 75 or more 
dwelling units, 100,000 square feet or 
greater non-residential development, 
or have the potential to generate 1 ,000 
or more average daily vehicle trips. 
Therefore, compliance with the City's 
established policies and regulations, 
and the following mitigation measures 
is expected to reduce any potential 
impacts to a less than significant level. 

As detailed in an Environmental Analysis 
prepared by CAJA Environmental 
Services (2014), the greatest 
project-related noise increase would be 
1.5 dBA Leq along Culver Boulevard 
between Pacific Avenue and Vista Del 
Mar Lane. The project's noise impacts 

Xll-230 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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d. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

e. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

Ex lanation 

would not cause the ambient noise level 
measured at the property line of the 
affected uses to rise to the "normally 
unacceptable" or "clearly unacceptable" 
category or result in any 5-dBA or more 
increase in noise level. As a result, 
vehicular noise would result in a less than 
significant impact. Noise impacts from 
parking would not expose residents or 
future employees to excessive noise 
levels, nor would stationary equipment 
(e.g., air handlers, exhaust fans), which 
would only increase noise levels at 
nearby residential uses by 0.7 dBA after 
mitigation. This incremental increase 
would not be audible, and stationary 
noise would result in a less than 
significant impact. 

A temporary increase in noise levels is 
expected to occur during the 
construction phase, due to the heavy 
construction equipment and related 
activity. Ground clearing, grading, 
structural, and other activities at the 
project site would occur between the 
hours of 7:00a.m. and 9:00 p.m. in 
accordance with the City of Los 
Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC). The 
proposed project would create 
significant increases in ambient noise 
exceeding 75 dBA at the adjacent 
apartments at on Trolley Place. 
However, compliance with the 
mitigation measures outlined in this 
section would reduce construction 
noise impacts at nearby sensitive 
receptors to less than 75 dBA, less 
than a 5 dBA increase from existing 
ambient noise levels; reducing any 
potential impacts to a less than 
significant level. 

The subject property is located about one 
mile northwest from the Los Angeles 
International Airport, a public airport 
operated by Los Angeles World Airports; 
according to the LAX 2009 Third Quarter 
Noise Report, the project lies outside of 
the 65 CNEL contour. While aircrafts 
approaching and leaving the airport do 
contribute to ambient noise levels, the 
predominant noise source for existing 
residents and future workers is vehicular 
traffic. Any such impacts would be 
reduced to a less than significant level by 
the mitigation measures outlined in this 
section. 

Xll-230 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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f. NO IMPACT 

XIII. POPULATION AND HOUSING 

a. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

b. NO IMPACT 

c. NO IMPACT 

XIV. PUBLIC SERVICES 

a. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED 

ENV -20 12-3536-MND-REC 

Ex lanation 

The proposed project is not located within 
the vicinity of a private airstrip. Therefore 
no impacts are expected to occur. 

The proposed project is expected to add 
148 residents, 20 employees, and 72 new 
dwelling units to the Westchester-Playa 
Del Rey Community Plan Area, well 
within estimates of growth for the 
Community Plan Area (CAJA 
Environmental Services, September 
2012). The project would also further the 
goals and objectives of the Housing 
Element by providing additional housing 
stock, of which eight are for very low 
income households. The project would 
not constitute a substantial growth in 
population and would be supported by 
existing infrastructure, as such, a Jess 
than significant impact is expected. 

The subject site is currently vacant, there 
are no dwelling units on the site. The 
project would not result in the 
displacement of any housing units, and as 
such, no impact would occur. 

The subject site is currently vacant, there 
are no dwelling units on the site. The 
project would not result in the 
displacement of any people, and as such, 
no impact would occur. 

The project site is served by the Los 
Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) 
Station No. 67, located at 5451 Playa 
Vista Drive, approximately 1.7 miles 
south of the property. Because the 
response distance exceeds 1.5 miles 
(LA CEQA Thresholds Guide, 2006), 
the structure shall, consistent with 
standard City requirements, include 
automatic fire sprinkler system. 
Emergency vehicle access to the site 
would continue to be provided from 
local and major roadways (i.e. 
Jefferson Boulevard and Culver 
Boulevard). All circulation 
improvements proposed would be in 
compliance with the Fire Code, 
including any additional access 
requirements of the LAFD. 
Additionally, emergency access to the 
project site would be maintained at all 
times during both project construction 
and operation. Therefore, any potential 
impacts would be reduced to a less 

XIV-10 

Mitigation 
Measures 

A review of the proposed project by 

. 

the Los Angeles Fire Department will 
ensure that the proposed project will 
be mitigated to a Jess than significant 
level. 
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than significant level by complying 
with all fire safety requirements of the 
Department of Building and Safety, the 
Los Angeles Fire Department, and 
these mitigation measures. 

b. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS The project site is currently served by 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED the City of Los Angeles Police 

Department's (LAPD) Pacific 
Community Police Station, located at 
12312 Culver Boulevard, which is 
approximately 2.9 miles northeast of 
the property. The Pacific Community 
Police Station is under the jurisdiction 
of the West Bureau, which oversees 
LAPD operations in the Hollywood, 
Olympic, Pacific, West LA, and 
Wilshire areas. The Pacific Community 
Police Station service area 
encompasses approximately 200,000 
persons in approximately 24.1 square 
miles. Development of the project 
would include construction of new 
residential and commercial uses that 
could potentially increase in the 
number of police service calls due to 
an increase in onsite residents, 
employees and customers. However, 
the potential for crime can be reduced 
with site-specific designs and 
features, which would be incorporated 
into the project. These features may 
include, but are not limited to, access 
control to the building, secured 
parking facilities, walls/fences with key 
systems, well-illuminated public and 
semi-public space designed with a 
minimum of dead space to eliminate 
areas of concealment, location of toilet 
facilities or building entrances in 
high-foot traffic areas, and provision 
of security guard patrol throughout the 
project site, if needed. The project 
would include standard residential and 
commercial security measures such as 
adequate security lighting, 
surveillance cameras, anti-theft 
devices in retail stores, and secured 
parking and gate access for residents. 
Therefore compliance with the 
mitigation measures included in this 
section would reduce any potential 
impacts to a less than significant level. 

ENV-2012-3536-MND-REC 

XIV-20, XIV-30 

Mitigation 
Measures 

A review of the proposed project by 
the Los Angeles Police Department 
will ensure that the proposed project 
will be mitigated to a less than 
significant level. 
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c. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS The project site is served by the 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED following Los Angeles Unified School 

District (LAUSD) schools: Paseo Del 
Rey Natural Science Magnet 
Elementary School, Loyola Village 
Elementary School, Kentwood 
Elementary, Wright Middle School, 
Westchester Enriched Sciences 
Magnet, and Venice High School. The 
proposed project would add 72 
residential units and would generate 
approximately 29 students. Payment of 
the required school fees to the Los 
Angeles Unified School District is 
expected to offset the impact of 
additional student enrollment and 
reduce any potential impacts to a less 
than significant level. 

d. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS The proposed project will increase the 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED population density within the area but 

will not require any major acquisition 
or expansion of existing open space 
and parkland. The property is located 
near Del Rey Lagoon, Titmouse Park, 
the Westchester Recreation Center, 
and is one block west of the beach. 
The development of 72 dwelling units 
exceeds the threshold of 50 units (LA 
CEQA Thresholds Guide, 2006), 
however, payment of the City's 
Dwelling Unit Tax (required in Section 
XV.a.) is expected to mitigate any 
increased demand on parkland and 
open space. 

e. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS The project does not propose any 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED significant increase in population 

density that would generate the need 
to require new roads, additional 
infrastructure, or other governmental 
services. However, the property owner 
will be required to make dedications 
and improvements to Vista Del Mar, 
Culver Boulevard, and Trolley Place as 
a result of increased traffic generation. 
Damage may be incurred to the 
roadway adjacent to the property as a 
well. However, compliance with the 
mitigation measures outlined in 
Section XVI. Transportation and this 
section will reduce any potential 
impacts to a less than significant level. 

XV. RECREATION 

ENV -2012-3536-MND-REC 

XIV-60 

Mitigation 
Measures 

Payment of the required school fees to 
the Los Angeles Unified School 
District is expected to offset the impact 
of additional student enrollment at 
schools serving the project area. 

Payment of the City's Dwelling Unit 
Tax (required in Section XV.a.) is 
expected to mitigate any increased 
demand on parkland and open space. 

XIV-70, XIV-80 
A review of the proposed project by 
the Department of Public Works, 
Bureau of Engineering and the 
recommended Construction Damage 
Bond will ensure that the proposed 
project will be mitigated to a less than 
significant level. 
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a. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS The proposed project is anticipated to 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED slightly increase the use of existing 

neighborhood/regional parks and 
recreational facilities, however the 
project is not proposing a significant 
increase in population density that 
would cause or accelerate a 
substantial physical deterioration of 
these resources. Although future 
residents/employees of the project 
may use the existing parks near the 
project, they would also use the 5,062 
square feet of common open space 
and 3,600 square feet of private open 
space provided by the project. 
Payment of the City's Dwelling Unit 
Tax is expected to mitigate any 
increased demand on neighborhood 
and regional parks or other 
recreational facilities. 

b. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The proposed project does not include the 
construction or expansion of public 
recreational facilities. However, should 
the project be revised to include 
additional private recreational facilities 
(beyond that analyzed in this document), 
it will be subject to additional review 
under the California Environmental 
Quality Act. The common and private 
open space provided as part of this 
project are not expected to have a n 
adverse physical effect on the 
environment as they are maintained on 
the property and subject to the standards 
of the Department of Building and Safety. 

XVI. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC 

a. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS The proposed project (identified as the 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED "modified project") includes the 

development of 72 residential units, of 
which 8 are very low income units, and 
14,500 square feet of commercial floor 
area. The proposed project is 
estimated to generate 984 net new 
daily trips, 60 new trips in the A.M. 
peak hour, and 115 net new trips in the 
P.M. peak hour. The trip generation 
rates are based on Appendix A of the 
Coastal Transportation Corridor 
Specific Plan (CTCSP) Ordinance No. 
168,999 and formulas published by the 
Institute of Transportation Engineers 
(ITE) Trip Generation, 8th Edition, 
2008. Although the increase in new 
daily trips and new trips in the peak 
AM and PM exceeds the 500 and 43 
new trips threshold (respectively), 

ENV -2012-3 536-MND-REC 

XV-10 

Mitigation 
Measures 

Payment of the City's Dwelling Unit 
Tax is expected to mitigate any 
increased demand on parkland and 
open space. 

XVI-10 
Compliance with the Project 
Requirements outlined in LADOT's 
letter dated, November 15, 2013 and 
the mitigation measures outlined in 
this document are expected to reduce 
any potential impacts to a less than 
significant level. 
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LA DOT has determined that the 
proposed project will not have 
significant traffic impacts at any of the 
studied intersections (Traffic Impact 
Analysis Report and Supplemental TIA 
for modified project, prepared by 
Hirsch/Green Transportation 
Consulting, September 30, 2013). 
Compliance with the Project 
Requirements outlined in LADOT's 
letter dated, November 15, 2013 and 
the mitigation measures outlined in 
this document are expected to reduce 
any potential impacts to a less than 
significant level. 

The Congestion Management program 
(CMP) regulates and monitors regional 
traffic growth and transportation 
improvement programs; designating a 
transportation network that includes all 
state highways and some arterials within 
the County of Los Angeles. The CMP 
project traffic impact analysis (TIA) 
guidelines require analyses of all CMP 
monitoring intersections where the project 
could add a total of 50 or more trips 
during either peak hour. Based on the 
Traffic Impact Analysis (Hirsch/Green 
Transportation Consulting, Inc., 2013), 
the proposed project would significantly 
exceed CMP's thresholds. Compliance 
with the requirements outlined by LADOT 
and these mitigation measures is 
expected to reduce any potential impacts 
to a less than significant level. 

The project site is located within an 
Airport Hazard Area (ZIMAS) that 
establishes a 200-foot height limit above 
elevation 126 to prevent the obstruction of 
airspace. The proposed project would not 
meet or exceed the 200-foot limit, nor 
would it result in a change in air traffic 
patterns; therefore, no impacts are 
expected. 

The project does not include any sharp 
curves, dangerous intersections, or 
incompatible uses. No off-site traffic 
improvements are proposed or warranted 
in the area surrounding the site. The 
project includes one, two-way driveway at 
the southern far;:ade, facing Trolley Place, 
however all driveways are subject to 
review by the LADOT. Therefore, a less 
than significant impact is expected. 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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The proposed project site is bound on all 
three sides by Culver Boulevard and 
Trolley Place (Pacific Avenue) which are 
designated as a local streets, and Vista 
Del Mar which is a Scenic Major Highway, 
Class II. Although the project is expected 
to generate new daily trips, the Traffic 
Impact Analysis (Hirsch/Green 
Transportation Consulting, Inc., 2013) 
indicated that the estimated traffic 
volumes would not significantly impact the 
study intersections. Further, adherence to 
the requirements and mitigation 
measures outlined in this section would 
result in less than significant impacts. 

According to the 2010 Bike Plan, the 
nearest bicycle facility is an existing bike 
lane on Culver Boulevard from Pacific 
Avenue to Nicholson Street. Development 
of the project site would not impact any 
alternative transportation policies, plans, 
or programs, regarding public transit, 
bicycles, or pedestrian facilities; nor would 
it decrease the performance or safety of 
such facilities. 

The proposed project is located within 
the service area of the Hyperion 
Treatment Plant (HTP), which has been 
designed to treat 450 million gallons 
per day (mgd). The HTP currently 
treats an average daily flow of 
approximately 362 mgd. Thus, there is 
approximately 88 mgd available 
capacity. Prior to the issuance of 
building permits, the project would be 
required to demonstrate compliance 
with the monthly allocation set forth by 
the City's Sewer Allocation Ordinance 
(Ordinance No. 166,060). Further, the 
Project would not be able to connect to 
the City's wastewater system until 
capacity is available and, therefore, 
would not cause LABS to exceed 
LAWQCB treatment requirements. In 
addition, the HTP is a public facility 
and is also subject to the State's 
wastewater treatment requirements. It 
is estimated that the project would 
generate approximately 12,680 gallons 
per day (gpd) (or 0.01268 mgd) of 
wastewater (LA CEQA Thresholds 
Guide, 2006). The wastewater 
generated by the project would be 
similar to commercial and residential 
uses in the area. As described above, 

XVII-80 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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there is adequate treatment capacity 
within the HTP system (approximately 
88 mgd) to treat the wastewater 
generated as a result of the project. 
Thus, the increase in wastewater 
generation would not have a 
significant impact on treatment plant 
capacity. Further, compliance with the 
mitigation measures in this section are 
expected to reduce any potential 
impacts to a less than significant level. 

The project does not propose the 
construction of a new water or 
wastewater treatment facility or 
expansion of existing facilities, the 
project site is located within the 
service area of the Hyperion Treatment 
Plant (HTP), which has been designed 
to treat 450 million gallons per day 
(mgd). The HTP currently treats an 
average daily flow of approximately 
362 mgd. Thus, there is approximately 
88 mgd available capacity. 
Additionally, water conservation 
measures required by City ordinance 
(e.g., installation of low flow toilets and 
plumbing fixtures, limitations on hose 
washing of driveways and parking 
areas, etc.) would be implemented as 
part of the project and would help 
reduce the amount of 
project-generated wastewater. 

Runoff currently flows toward existing 
storm drain system. Development of the 
project would alter the amount by 
reducing the impervious surface. The site 
is currently undeveloped and is covered 
with dirt and shrubs. The project would 
reduce impervious surface area by using 
permeable pavement materials (such as 
pervious concrete/asphalt, unit pavers, 
turf block, and granular materials) where 
appropriate. In addition, the project would 
include an efficient irrigation system to 
minimize runoff. The irrigation system 
would include drip irrigation for shrubs, 
shutoff devices to prevent irrigation after 
significant precipitation, and flow 
reducers. As such, the project would not 
require or result in the construction of 
new storm water drainage facilities or 
expansion of existing facilities, resulting in 
a less than significant impact. 

XVII-SO 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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The City's water supply comes from 
local groundwater sources, the Los 
Angeles-Owens River Aqueduct, State 
Water Project, and from the 
Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern California, which is obtained 
from the Colorado River Aqueduct. 
These sources, along with recycled 
water, are expected to supply the 
City's water needs in the years to 
come. The project would use 0.01508 
mgd, or 17 acre-feet per year (CAJA 
Environmental Services 2014 and LA 
CEQA Thresholds Guide, 2006). The 
2010 Urban Water Management Plan 
projects a supply of 555,477 AFY in 
2015. Any shortfall in LADWP 
controlled supplies (groundwater, 
recycled, conservation, LA aqueduct) 
is offset with MWD purchases to rise 
to the level of demand. Overall, any 
project that is consistent with the 
General Plan has been taken into 
account in the planned growth in water 
demand. Therefore, the project's water 
supply needs have already been 
accommodated within water supply 
projections for the region, and a less 
than significant impact would occur. In 
addition, the project would include an 
efficient irrigation system, and would 
also include high efficiency toilets, 
clothes washers, and dishwashers, as 
well as low flow faucets, which would 
further reduce the water demands of 
the project. Furthermore, compliance 
with the mitigations measures outlined 
in this section is expected to reduce 
any potential impacts to a less than 
significant level. 

The project is expected to generate 
approximately 12,680 gallons per day 
(gpd) or 0.01268 mgd of wastewater, 
which would be accommodated as part 
of the remaining 88 mgd of treatment 
capacity currently available at HTP. 
Compliance with the mitigation 
measures in this section is expected to 
reduce any potential impacts to a less 
than significant level. 

The proposed project is expected to 
generate approximately 187 tons of 
waste during the construction phase, 
0.425 tons of waste per day (CAJA 
Environmental Services 2014). 
However, compliance with AB 939 

Mitigation 
Measures 

XVll-10, XVll-20, XVll-30, XVll-40, XVll-60 

XVll-80 

XVll-90, XVll-1 00 
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would require a minimum of 50 percent 
of demolition and construction debris 
to be recycled, reducing any potential 
impacts to a less than significant level. 
Regular operation of the project is 
expected to generate approximately 
954 pounds (0.48 tons) of solid waste 
per day and 3.36 tons of waste per 
week (CAJA Environmental Services 
2014 and LA CEQA Thresholds Guide, 
2006); which does not meet or exceed 
the threshold of five tons per week. 
Compliance with the required 
mitigation measures is expected to 
reduce any potential impacts to a less 
than significant level. 

g. POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNLESS Solid waste generated on-site by the 
MITIGATION INCORPORATED project would be disposed of in 

compliance with all applicable federal, 
state, and local regulations, related to 
solid waste, such as AB 939. The 
amount of project-related waste 
disposed of at area landfills would be 
reduced through recycling and waste 
diversion programs implemented by 
the City, in compliance with the City's 
Solid Waste Management Policy Plan 
and the Source Reduction and 
Recycling Element. The project would 
also comply with applicable regulatory 
measures, including the provisions of 
City Ordinance No. 171,687. Waste 
generated by the project would not 
alter the projected timeline for landfills 
within the region to reach capacity, 
compliance with mitigation measures 
XVII-90 and 100 are expected to reduce 
any potential impacts to a less than 
significant level. 

XVIII. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE 
a. LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACT The proposed project is a 72-unit 

residential mixed-use building developed 
on vacant land located in a developed 
and urbanized region that is mostly 
segmented and lacks the continuity that is 
consistent with those known to support 
any non-avian candidate, sensitive or 
special-status species. The subject site is 
currently vacant and lacks vegetated 
habitat supportive of wild life. The subject 
site does not contain any riparian habitat 
or other sensitive natural community, 
does not contain any wetlands, and has 
not been identified as being a Significant 
Ecological Area (City of Los Angeles, 
Environmental and Public Facilities Map, 

ENV -2012-3536-MND-REC 
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1996). The subject site is not identified as 
a site nor an area of historical 
significance, therefore it is unlikely that 
the proposed project will have impacts on 
important examples of the major periods 
of California history. The subject site is in 
the vicinity of an Archaeological Site and 
Survey Areas (City of Los Angeles, 
Environmental and Public Facilities Map, 
1996, Prehistoric & Historic 
Archaeological Sites and Survey Areas 
Map). However, the mitigation measures 
proposed in this document are expected 
to reduce any potential significant impacts 
to less than significant. 

A significant impact may occur if a XVIII-10 
project, in conjunction with other 
related projects in the area of the 
project site, would result in impacts 
that are less than significant when 
viewed separately, but would be 
significant when viewed cumulatively. 
The project site is located in an urban 
setting which is already developed 
primarily with residential and 
commercial uses; therefore, the 
possibility of resulting in cumulative 
impacts in the vicinity is not likely. 
Any development activity which may 
occur must comply with all applicable 
federal, state, and City regulations that 
would preclude significant cumulative 
impacts with regard to geology and 
soils, cultural resources, hazards and 
hazardous materials, hydrology and 
water quality, and transportation and 
traffic. Compliance with City 
regulations would ensure that any 
cumulative impacts related to 
aesthetics and land use would be less 
than significant. Furthermore, an 
increase in area population resulting 
from the proposed project and other 
development activity in the area are 
anticipated to be within City and SCAG 
forecasts; therefore, less than 
significant cumulative impacts to 
population and housing are 
anticipated. Similarly, the demands on 
public services such as fire and police 
protection, schools, parks, recreation, 
and solid waste generation resulting 
from the proposed project and other 
development activity in the area are 
anticipated to be less than significant 
with the application of the standard 
mitigation measures proposed in this 

Mitigation 
Measures 
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document. As service providers 
conduct ongoing evaluations to 
ensure that facilities are adequate to 
service the forecasted growth of the 
community, cumulative impacts on 
utilities are concluded to be Jess than 
significant. Overall, with the 
implementation of the proposed 
mitigation measures in the 
environmental review, the project's 
incremental contribution to cumulative 
impacts is anticipated to be less than 
significant. 

A significant impact may occur if a 
project has the potential to result in 
significant impacts, as discussed in 
the previous sections of this 
document. As described throughout 
this analysis, with implementation of 
the recommended mitigation 
measures, the proposed project is not 
expected to result in any unmitigated 
significant impacts. 

Mitigation 
Measures 

XVIII-20, XVIII-30 
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IV. INITIAL STUDY 

Prepared by: CAJA Environmental Services 

1. AESTHETICS 

a) Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact would occur if a project were to introduce 

incompatible scenic elements within a field of view containing a scenic vista or substantially block views 

of a scenic vista. The Project Site is located in the Playa Del Rey community of the City of Los Angeles 

(the “City”), in an area zoned for a mix of uses including commercial and residential uses. The Project area 

is characterized as a beach community consisting of single-family and multiple-family residential land uses, 

retail, and restaurant buildings. The residential and commercial uses surrounding the Project Site have 

heights ranging from one to four stories. The remainder of the Playa Del Rey community includes additional 

commercial and single- and multi-family residential uses. 

Viewsheds refer to the visual qualities of the geographical area that is defined by the horizon, topography, 

and other natural features that give an area its visual boundary and context, or by artificial developments 

that have become prominent visual components of an area. Views in the vicinity of the Project Site are 

largely constrained by the existing commercial and residential structures in the area.  

Public views are those which can be seen from vantage points that are publicly accessible, such as streets, 

freeways, parks, and vista points. These views are generally available to a greater number of persons than 

are private views. Private views are those that can be seen from vantage points located on private property. 

The City of Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds does not protect views available from private vantage points 

such a private offices or homes. 

Limited views of the ocean are currently available from Vista Del Mar, Culver Boulevard, and Trolley 

Place, as well as from Montreal Street on the bluff overlooking the Project Site vicinity. Views across the 

Project Site from Vista Del Mar are narrow and intermittent, as residential buildings west of Vista Del Mar, 

Trolley Place, and Trolley way (some of which are up to three stories), and commercial and residential 

buildings north of Culver Boulevard, partially or fully obstruct ocean views. Some narrow views currently 

exist across the Project Site from Vista Del Mar and broader ocean views are available from Montreal 

Street. Development of the Project would obstruct the limited available views from the segment of Vista 

Del Mar that fronts the Project Site. Ocean views from Montreal Street would be partially obstructed, but 

ocean views over the proposed structure would remain available. (See also Figure IV-1, Line of Sight.) 

Existing, though narrow, views northwest from Trolley Place and west from Culver Boulevard would 

remain. Moreover, the Project would include improvements such as outdoor seating along Culver 

Boulevard and Trolley Place that would increase opportunities for viewing along sidewalks associated with 

these roadways. As such, these views would not be significantly impacted, and a less than significant impact 

would occur as a result of the Proposed Project.   
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Figure IV-1, Line of Sight 
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b) Would the project substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, 

rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a scenic highway? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact would occur only if scenic 

resources would be damaged or removed by a project within a designated scenic highway. There are no 

identified scenic resources such as rock outcroppings or historic buildings located on-site, and none of the 

existing vegetation on-site is considered a protected species. Additionally, the streets serving and 

surrounding the Project Site including Culver Boulevard, Vista Del Mar, and Trolley Place are not officially 

designated State or County scenic highways.1 Culver Boulevard and Vista Del Mar are designated as scenic 

highways within the City’s Transportation Element of the General Plan. However, as described below under 

“Biological Resources” and “Cultural Resources,” the Project would not damage scenic resources including 

trees, rock outcroppings, or historic buildings, furthermore, compliance with the Mitigation Measures in 

this section would result in less than significant  impacts with respect to scenic resources within a scenic 

highway. 

Mitigation Measures 

I-10. Aesthetics (Landscape Plan) 

 All open areas not used for buildings, driveways, parking areas, recreational facilities or walks shall 

be attractively landscaped and maintained in accordance with a landscape plan and an automatic 

irrigation plan, prepared by a Landscape Practitioner (Sec. 12.40-D) and to the satisfaction of the 

decision maker. 

c) Would the project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site 

and its surroundings? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project were 

to introduce incompatible visual elements on the Project Site or visual elements that would be incompatible 

with the character of the area surrounding the Project Site. 

The Project area is characterized as a beach community consisting of single-family and multiple-family 

residential land uses, retail, and restaurant buildings. The residential and commercial uses surrounding the 

Project Site have heights ranging from one to four stories. The remainder of the Playa Del Rey community 

includes additional commercial and single- and multi-family residential uses.  (See also Figures II-5 and II-

6 for photographs of the uses surrounding the Project Site.) 

                                                      
1 California Department of Transportation, Landscape Architecture, Scenic Highway Program, Officially 

Designed Scenic Highways, website:  http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LandArch/scenic/schwy.htm, accessed October, 

2012. 
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The Proposed Project would develop approximately 72 residential units and approximately 14,500 square 

feet of neighborhood-serving commercial uses, including 13,000 square feet of retail and 1,500 square feet 

of restaurant uses on a Site that is undeveloped.2   

The Proposed Project would be four stories in height, which is comparable to the heights of some of the 

surrounding uses. As the Project provides neighborhood-serving commercial uses, it would further connect 

the Project to other surrounding uses, and community residents and patrons could walk between various 

uses in the community. As such, the Project would be consistent with surrounding structures in terms of 

height and compatibility of uses. The Proposed Project would add development to a Site that is vacant 

within a community that is characterized by an eclectic mix of architectural styles. The Project would reduce 

the appearance of the additional massing with an extensively articulated façade and various architectural 

details to avoid a solid, blank appearance. These elements may include use of different colors and materials, 

including tile roofs, wrought iron railing, stucco, wood trellises, custom storefronts, canvas awnings, 

cornice molding, as well as other decorative elements. The addition of the Proposed Project would add to 

the eclectic mix of styles in the vicinity. Further, the Project would develop an underutilized site with a 

high-quality development. Overall, the Proposed Project would generally be consistent with other 

surrounding uses in terms of both height and massing and the Project would contribute to the area’s aesthetic 

value in a positive way. As such, there would be a less than significant impact with respect to architecture 

or visual character.  

Mitigation Measures 

I-10. Aesthetics (Landscape Plan) 

 All open areas not used for buildings, driveways, parking areas, recreational facilities or walks shall 

be attractively landscaped and maintained in accordance with a landscape plan and an automatic 

irrigation plan, prepared by a Landscape Practitioner (Sec. 12.40-D) and to the satisfaction of the 

decision maker. 

d) Would the project create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely 

affect day or nighttime views in the area? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project were 

to introduce new sources of light or glare on or from the Project Site which would be incompatible with the 

area surrounding the Project Site, or which pose a safety hazard to motorists utilizing adjacent streets or 

freeways. 

                                                      
2  One vacant commercial building located near the southern tip of the Project Site was previously demolished, and 

that demolition has been accounted for in the analysis contained in this IS/MND. 
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Light 

The surrounding area is illuminated by freestanding streetlights, indoor building illumination (light 

emanating from the interior of structures that passes through windows), and lighting from the surrounding 

commercial and residential uses. Vehicle headlights from traffic on local surface streets also contribute to 

overall ambient lighting levels. The construction of the proposed mixed-use would create additional sources 

of illumination on the Project Site. However, the Project area is already illuminated, as described above. In 

addition, exterior lighting would be shielded and directed onto the Project Site and away from adjacent uses 

to the maximum extent feasible.  

Though the Project would increase ambient light levels in the vicinity, the increase would not be substantial 

as the Project Site is located in an urbanized location that is already illuminated at night and would be 

compatible with surrounding uses. Further, outdoor lighting would be designed and installed with shielding, 

such that the light source cannot be seen from adjacent residential properties. Therefore, the Project would 

result in a less than significant impact with respect to light.  

Glare 

Urban glare is largely a daytime phenomenon occurring when sunlight is reflected off the surfaces of 

buildings or objects.  Excessive glare not only restricts visibility, but also increases the ambient heat 

reflectivity in a given area. Potential reflective surfaces in the Project vicinity include automobiles traveling 

and parked on streets in the vicinity of the Project Site, exterior building windows, and surfaces of brightly 

painted buildings in the Project vicinity.  Glare from building facades include those that are largely or 

entirely comprised of highly reflective glass or mirror-like material from which the sun reflects at a low 

angle in the periods following sunrise and prior to sunset.  Building surfaces or glass windows have the 

potential to create glare, particularly during the early morning and later afternoon time periods.  

The Project would place buildings, including windows, on a Site that is vacant. This increase in surfaces 

would have the potential to reflect light onto adjacent roadways and land uses.  However, the Project would 

limit reflective surface areas and the reflectivity of architectural materials used. As such, the Project is not 

expected to create unusual or isolated glare impacts. Further, glass that would be incorporated into the 

facades of the buildings would either be of low-reflectivity or accompanied by a non-glare coating. Thus, 

the Project would not result in a new source of substantial glare, and Project impacts would be less than 

significant.   

Shade/Shadow 

The issue of shade and shadow pertains to the blockage of direct sunlight by Project buildings, which may 

affect adjacent properties.  Shading is an important environmental issue because the users or occupants of 

certain land uses, such as residences, recreational/parks facilities, churches, schools, outdoor restaurants, 

and pedestrian areas have some reasonable expectations for direct sunlight and warmth from the sun.  These 

land uses are termed “shadow-sensitive.” 
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Shadow lengths are dependent on the height and size of the building from which they are cast and the angle 

of the sun.  The angle of the sun varies with respect to the rotation of the earth (i.e. time of day) and elliptical 

orbit (i.e. change in seasons).  The longest shadows are cast during the winter months and the shortest 

shadows are cast during the summer months. 

Impact Criteria for City of Los Angeles 

An impact would normally be considered significant if shadow-sensitive uses would be shaded by Project-

related structures for more than three hours between the hours of 9:00 AM and 3:00 PM Pacific Standard 

Time (between late October and early April), or for more than four hours between the hours of 9:00 AM 

and 5:00 PM Pacific Daylight Time (between early April and late October). 

Project Impacts 

The Project would contain four levels within a building height of 51’-0” to the roof and 56’-0” to the 

parapet.3 Buildings that are less than 60 feet in height would not be capable of producing shadows that 

would exceed the City of Los Angeles thresholds, described above.4 As such, the Project would result in no 

impact with respect to shadows.  

Mitigation Measures 

I-120. Aesthetics (Light) 

 Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, such that the light source cannot 

be seen from adjacent residential properties or the public right-of-way. 

 All outdoor lighting shall be directed downward and shall be shielded. 

I-130. Aesthetics (Glare) 

 The exterior of the proposed structure shall be constructed of materials such as, but not limited to, 

high-performance and/or non-reflective tinted glass (no mirror-like tints or films) and pre-cast 

concrete or fabricated wall surfaces to minimize glare and reflected heat. 

2. AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY RESOURCES 

a) Would the project convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide 

Importance (Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and 

Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to non-agricultural use? 

No Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project were to result in the conversion of State-designated 

agricultural land from agricultural use to another non-agricultural use.  The California Department of 

                                                      
3  Oakes & Associates, Architects AIA, November 12, 2013. 
4  City of Los Angeles, LA CEQA Thresholds Guide, page A.3-1, 2006. 
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Conservation, Division of Land Protection, lists Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, and Farmland of 

Statewide Importance under the general category of “Important Farmland” in California.  The Project Site 

is not included in the Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance category.5  

Therefore, the Project would have no impact on the conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses. 

b) Would the project conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act 

Contract? 

No Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project were to result in the conversion of land zoned for 

agricultural use or under a Williamson Act Contract from agricultural use to non-agricultural use.  The 

Williamson Act of 1965 allows local governments to enter into contract agreements with local landowners 

with the purpose of trying to limit specific parcels of land to agricultural or other related open space use.6  

The Project Site does not contain any State-designated agricultural lands or open space.  Thus, the Project 

Site is not subject to a Williamson Act Contract.   

The Project Site does not currently contain any agricultural uses, and thus, would not result in the 

conversion of land zoned for agricultural use to non-agricultural use.  Further, the Project would not result 

in the conversion of land under a Williamson Act Contract from agricultural use to non-agricultural use.  

Therefore, no impact with respect to land zoned for agricultural use or under a Williamson Act Contract 

would occur. 

c) Would the project conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as 

defined in Public Resources Code section 12220(g)0, timberland (as defined by Public Resources 

Code section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as defined by Government Code 

section 51104(g))? 

No Impact.  The Project Site is zoned [Q]C4-1VL; the ‘C” meaning Commercial zone. Neither the Project 

Site nor surrounding parcels are zoned for forest land or timberland.  As such, no impacts related to forest 

land or timberland would occur. 

d) Would the project result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to non-forest use? 

No Impact.  The Project Site is vacant7 and does not contain forest land, nor is it surrounded by forest land. 

Therefore, no impact related to the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land would occur as a result 

of the Proposed Project. 

                                                      
5  State of California Department of Conservation, Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, Los Angeles 

County Important Farmland 2010, Map, website: ftp://ftp.consrv.ca.gov/pub/dlrp/FMMP/pdf/2010/los10.pdf, 

July 19, 2012. 
6  State of California Department of Conservation, Williamson Act Program, website:  

http://www.conservation.ca.gov/dlrp/lca/Pages/index.aspx, October 1, 2012. 
7  One vacant commercial building located near the southern tip of the Project Site was previously demolished, and 

that demolition has been accounted for in the analysis contained in this IS/MND. 
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e) Would the project involve other changes in the existing environment, which due to their 

location or nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use or conversion of 

forest land to non-forest use? 

No Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project results in the conversion of farmland to another 

non-agricultural use.  Neither the Project Site nor surrounding parcels are utilized for agricultural uses or 

forest land.  No impacts related to the conversion of farmland to a non-agricultural use, or conversion of 

forest land to a non-forest use, would occur as a result of the Proposed Project. 

3. AIR QUALITY 

a)  Would the project conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan? 

Less Than Significant Impact. Given the nature of air quality planning in Southern California, there are 

several plans that govern attainment strategies for criteria pollutants.  The applicable air quality plan that 

lays out a strategy to achieve the 8-hour ozone (smog) standard is the SCAQMD’s 2012 Air Quality 

Management Plan (AQMP).  The AQMP outlines a path to attainment of the ozone standard by 2023 based 

on population and employment growth assumptions from the Southern California Association of 

Governments’ (SCAG) 2012 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)/Sustainable Communities Strategy 

(SCS).  The AQMP also identifies the strategy to meet the federal 24-hour PM2.5 standard by 2014.  As a 

result, the Proposed Project is consistent with the AQMP if it is consistent with:  a) growth assumptions 

from the RTP/SCS and b) the rules and regulations in the Plan itself. 

The proposed residential, retail, and restaurant land uses would not conflict with the growth assumptions 

in SCAQMD’s 2012 Air Quality Management Plan.  Specifically, the Proposed Project would add 72 

residential units to the City of Los Angeles.  The SCAG RTP/SCS forecasts a housing increase of 316,700 

units from 2008 through 2035.  Based on the Westchester Community Plan’s estimate of 2.05 persons per 

household,8 the Project could increase the City’s residential population by 148 persons. The SCAG RTP 

forecast a population increase of 550,100 from 2008 through 2035.  All the growth associated with the 

Project is well within parameters needed to allow attainment of ozone standard on schedule.  Moreover, the 

Proposed Project is infill development that helps to ensure that the jobs and vehicle travel associated with 

this Project have less impact on air quality emissions than a project located in areas with less residential 

density and/or transportation infrastructure. 

In addition, the Project would not conflict with the implementation of control measures or rules and 

regulations from the SCAQMD’s 2012 AQMP.  For example, the Project would be subject to Rule 403, 

which governs the control of fugitive dust during construction activities. 

                                                      
8  LA Planning, Demographics and Research Unit, Westchester – Playa Del Rey: Persons Per Renter Occupied 

Unit. 
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As a result, the Proposed Project would be consistent with the SCAQMD’s 2012 AQMP and would not 

jeopardize the region’s attainment of air quality standards.  

b) Would the project violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing 

or projected air quality violation? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A project could have a significant impact where 

project-related emissions would exceed federal, state, or regional standards or thresholds, or where project-

related emissions would substantially contribute to an existing or projected air quality violation.   

Construction Emissions 

To illustrate a conservative estimate of Project emissions that is consistent with the Proposed Project’s 

traffic analysis, this evaluation assumes the Proposed Project would be built over a 22-month period starting 

in early 2014. Construction would include six key phases that would generally be sequential and not 

overlap. Table IV-1 summarizes the sequence of phases and when peak emissions from each phase would 

occur. 

Table IV-1 

Project Construction Phases 

Construction Phase Duration/Start Peak Emissions 

Demolition 2 days/Winter 2013 2014 

Grading 1.5 months/Winter 2013 2014 

Site Preparation 0.7 months/Winter 2013 2014 

Building Construction 16.7 months/Spring 2014 2014 

Finishing 1.5 months/Fall 2015 2015 

       Paving 1.5 months/Fall 2015 2015 

Source: DKA Planning, 2013. 

 

The analysis of daily construction emissions was prepared using the CalEEMod computer model 

recommended by the SCAQMD. As shown in Table IV-2, the construction of the Proposed Project would 

not produce VOC, NOX, CO, SOX, PM10 and PM2.5 emissions that exceed the SCAQMD’s regional 

thresholds.  In addition, construction-related emissions of NO2 and CO would not exceed the SCAQMD’s 

suggested localized thresholds of significance.  However, on-site PM10 and PM2.5 emissions from off-road 

equipment would exceed the suggested thresholds of 5 lb/day and 1 lb/day of emissions, respectively, 

during the grading and construction phases.  These thresholds reflect the close proximity of apartments 

directly south of the Project Site. 

Proposed Mitigation Measures 3-1 through 3-10 would reduce emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 below levels 

that would contribute to localized violations of State and federal standards.  As illustrated in Table IV-3, 
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mitigation measures would also reduce VOC, NOx, CO, and PM10 emissions.  As a result, construction of 

the Proposed Project would neither violate any localized air quality standard nor contribute substantially to 

an existing or projected violation. 

Table IV-2 

Estimated Daily Construction Emissions – Unmitigated 

Construction Phase 

Pounds Per Day 

VOC  NOX CO SOX PM10 PM2.5 

Demolition 

     On-Site Emissions 2 18 14 <1 1 1 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 1 1 <1 <1 <1 

     Total Emissions 2 19 15 <1 2 1 

Site Preparation 

     On-Site Emissions 1 11 17 <1 2 1 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 

     Total Emissions 1 11 17 <1 2 1 

Grading 

     On-Site Emissions 3 34 21 <1 7 4 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 <1 1 <1 <1 <1 

     Total Emissions 3 34 22 <1 7 4 

Building Construction 

     On-Site Emissions 6 33 23 <1 2 2 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 2 6 <1 1 <1 

     Total Emissions 6 35 30 <1 3 2 

Asphalt Paving 

     On-Site Emissions 2 17 11 <1 1 1 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 <1 1 <1 <1 <1 

     Total Emissions 2 17 12 <1 1 1 

Architectural Coatings 

     On-Site Emissions 12 3 2 <1 <1 <1 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 <1 1 <1 <1 <1 

     Total Emissions 12 3 3 <1 <1 <1 

 

Maximum Regional Total 12 35 30 <1 7 4 

Regional Significance 

Threshold 
75 100 550 150 150 55 

Exceed Threshold? No No No No No No 

 

Maximum Localized Total 35 34 23 <1 7 4 
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Localized Significance 

Threshold 
-- 91 664 -- 5 1 

Exceed Threshold? N/A No No N/A Yes Yes 

LST Thresholds assume 1 acre site at 25 meters. 

Source: DKA Planning, 2013 based on CalEEMod 2013.2.2 model analysis, included as Appendix A to this IS/MND. 

Numbers may not reconcile due to rounding. 

 

Table IV-3 

Estimated Daily Construction Emissions – Mitigated 

Construction Phase 

Pounds Per Day 

VOC  NOX CO SOX PM10 PM2.5 

Demolition 

     On-Site Emissions <1 5 7 <1 <1 <1 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 1 1 <1 <1 <1 

     Total Emissions <1 6 8 <1 <1 <1 

Site Preparation 

     On-Site Emissions 1 11 17 <1 2 1 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 

     Total Emissions 1 11 17 <1 2 1 

Grading 

     On-Site Emissions <1 11 18 <1 1 1 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 <1 1 <1 <1 <1 

     Total Emissions <1 11 19 <1 1 1 

Building Construction 

     On-Site Emissions 1 14 20 <1 <1 <1 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 2 6 <1 1 <1 

     Total Emissions 1 16 26 <1 1 <1 

Asphalt Paving 

     On-Site Emissions <1 7 12 <1 <1 <1 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 <1 1 <1 <1 <1 

     Total Emissions <1 7 13 <1 <1 <1 

Architectural Coatings 

     On-Site Emissions 12 1 2 <1 <1 <1 

     Off-Site Emissions <1 <1 1 <1 <1 <1 

     Total Emissions 12 1 3 <1 <1 <1 

 

Maximum Regional Total 12 16 26 <1 2 1 
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Regional Significance 

Threshold 
75 100 550 150 150 55 

Exceed Threshold? No No No No No No 

 

Maximum Localized Total 12 14 20 <1 2 <1 

Localized Significance 

Threshold 
-- 91 664 -- 5 1 

Exceed Threshold? N/A No No N/A No No 

LST Thresholds assume 1 acre site at 25 meters. 

Source: DKA Planning, 2013,based on CalEEMod 2013.2.2 model analysis, included as Appendix A to this IS/MND. 

 

Mitigation Measures 

III-10. Air Pollution (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities) 

 Water or a stabilizing agent shall be applied to exposed surfaces at least three times per day to 

prevent generation of dust plumes.  

 All haul trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials shall be covered (e.g., with tarps or 

other enclosures that would reduce fugitive dust emissions). 

 All unpaved demolition and construction areas shall be wetted at least twice daily during excavation 

and construction, and temporary dust covers shall be used to reduce dust emissions and meet 

SCAQMD District Rule 403. Wetting could reduce fugitive dust by as much as 50 percent. 

 The construction area shall be kept sufficiently dampened to control dust caused by grading and 

hauling, and at all times provide reasonable control of dust caused by wind. 

 All clearing, earth moving, or excavation activities shall be discontinued during periods of high 

winds (i.e., greater than 15 mph), so as to prevent excessive amounts of dust. 

 All dirt/soil loads shall be secured by trimming, watering or other appropriate means to prevent 

spillage and dust. 

 All dirt/soil materials transported off-site shall be either sufficiently watered or securely covered to 

prevent excessive amount of dust. 

 General contractors shall maintain and operate construction equipment so as to minimize exhaust 

emissions. 

 Trucks having no current hauling activity shall not idle but be turned off. 

 Heavy-duty trucks shall be prohibited from idling in excess of five minutes, both on- and off-site. 

 Ground cover in disturbed areas shall be replaced as quickly as possible. 

 Apply non-toxic soil stabilizers according to manufacturers’ specifications to all inactive 

construction areas (previously graded areas inactive for ten days or more). 

 Heavy-duty equipment operations shall be suspended during first and second stage smog alerts. 

 Equipment and vehicle engines shall be maintained in good condition and in proper tune per 

manufacturers’ specifications. 
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 All diesel-powered construction equipment shall meet USEPA Tier 3 or higher emissions standards 

according to the following: 

o January 1, 2012, to December 31, 2014: All off-road diesel-powered construction 

equipment greater than 50 horsepower shall meet USEPA Tier 3 off-road emissions 

standards. In addition, all construction equipment shall be outfitted with BACT devices 

certified by CARB. Any emissions control device used by the contractor shall achieve 

emissions reductions that are no less than what could be achieved by a CARB-defined 

Level 3 diesel emissions control strategy for a similarly sized engine. 

 All diesel-powered construction equipment shall use CARB Level 3 or higher diesel particulate 

filters with oxidation catalysts that reduce emissions by 20 percent or more. 

Operational Emissions 

Operational emissions generated by both stationary and mobile sources would result from normal day-to-

day activities on the Project Site after occupation.  Stationary area source emissions are generated by the 

consumption of natural gas and landscape maintenance. Mobile emissions are generated by the motor 

vehicles traveling to and from the Project Site. 

The analysis of daily operational emissions associated with the Project has been prepared utilizing the 

CalEEMod computer model recommended by the SCAQMD. During the long-term operations of the 

development, the Proposed Project would not exceed any of the SCAQMD’s recommended regional 

thresholds of significance.  As shown on Table IV-4, the Project’s long-term air quality impacts to the region 

result primarily from motor vehicles that access the Project Site.  The Project could add up to 1,163 more 

vehicle trips to and from the area on its peak day, with up to 147 vehicles entering and exiting the Project Site 

in the peak afternoon hour.9  However, regional operational emissions would not exceed SCAQMD 

significance thresholds, and would result in a less than significant impact. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

9 Hirsch/Green Transportation Consulting, “Supplemental Traffic Impact Analyses for Revisions to Approved 

Residential and Commercial Mixed-Use Project at 138 Culver Boulevard in the Playa del Rey Community of the 

City of Los Angeles,” September 30, 2013. 
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Table IV-4 

Estimated Daily Operations Emissions 

Emission Source 

Pounds per Day 

VOC NOX CO SOX PM10 PM2.5 

Area Sources 2 <1 6 <1 <1 <1 

Energy Sources <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 

Mobile Sources 5 12 52 <1 7 2 

Total Operations 7 13 58 <1 7 2 

SCAQMD Threshold 55 55 550 150 150 55 

Exceed Threshold? No No No No No No 

Source:  DKA Planning, 2013, based on CalEEMod 2013.2.2 model analysis, included as Appendix A to this IS/MND. 

Numbers may not reconcile due to rounding. 

 

c) Would the project result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant 

for which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air 

quality standard (including releasing emissions, which exceed quantitative threshold for ozone 

precursors)? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated. The Project would not contribute cumulatively 

considerable net increases in any criteria pollutant emissions. Specifically, growth associated with the Project 

would be consistent with assumptions from the region’s 2012 AQMP that addresses cumulative regional 

emissions of ozone precursors.  Further, the Project would comply with all applicable control measures, rules 

and regulations from the 2012 AQMP. 

On a local level, the Proposed Project would not result in a significant net increase of criteria pollutant 

emissions with implementation of Mitigation Measures 3-1 through 3-10. These measures would help reduce 

construction-related emissions below the SCAQMD’s local thresholds of significance.  While there are other 

development projects in the area that are slated for potential construction during the same two-year period, 

they would be required to meet localized thresholds of significance to avoid any potential cumulative impacts 

on local sensitive receptors in the Playa del Rey community.  Future development that could contribute to 

cumulative localized impacts would be required to address LST thresholds and perform dispersion modeling 

to demonstrate that potential violations of health standards would not occur.  

Mitigation Measures 

III-10. Air Pollution (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities) 
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 Water or a stabilizing agent shall be applied to exposed surfaces at least three times per day to 

prevent generation of dust plumes.  

 All haul trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials shall be covered (e.g., with tarps or 

other enclosures that would reduce fugitive dust emissions). 

 All unpaved demolition and construction areas shall be wetted at least twice daily during excavation 

and construction, and temporary dust covers shall be used to reduce dust emissions and meet 

SCAQMD District Rule 403. Wetting could reduce fugitive dust by as much as 50 percent. 

 The construction area shall be kept sufficiently dampened to control dust caused by grading and 

hauling, and at all times provide reasonable control of dust caused by wind. 

 All clearing, earth moving, or excavation activities shall be discontinued during periods of high 

winds (i.e., greater than 15 mph), so as to prevent excessive amounts of dust. 

 All dirt/soil loads shall be secured by trimming, watering or other appropriate means to prevent 

spillage and dust. 

 All dirt/soil materials transported off-site shall be either sufficiently watered or securely covered to 

prevent excessive amount of dust. 

 General contractors shall maintain and operate construction equipment so as to minimize exhaust 

emissions. 

 Trucks having no current hauling activity shall not idle but be turned off. 

 Heavy-duty trucks shall be prohibited from idling in excess of five minutes, both on- and off-site. 

 Ground cover in disturbed areas shall be replaced as quickly as possible. 

 Apply non-toxic soil stabilizers according to manufacturers’ specifications to all inactive 

construction areas (previously graded areas inactive for ten days or more). 

 Heavy-duty equipment operations shall be suspended during first and second stage smog alerts. 

 Equipment and vehicle engines shall be maintained in good condition and in proper tune per 

manufacturers’ specifications. 

 All diesel-powered construction equipment shall meet USEPA Tier 3 or higher emissions standards 

according to the following: 

o January 1, 2012, to December 31, 2014: All off-road diesel-powered construction 

equipment greater than 50 horsepower shall meet USEPA Tier 3 off-road emissions 

standards. In addition, all construction equipment shall be outfitted with BACT devices 

certified by CARB. Any emissions control device used by the contractor shall achieve 

emissions reductions that are no less than what could be achieved by a CARB-defined 

Level 3 diesel emissions control strategy for a similarly sized engine. 

 All diesel-powered construction equipment shall use CARB Level 3 or higher diesel particulate 

filters with oxidation catalysts that reduce emissions by 20 percent or more. 
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 d)  Would the project expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations? 

Less Than Significant Impact. The Proposed Project would not contribute to localized violations of the CO 

or NOx standards, as it would not result in emission levels that exceed the LST thresholds set by the 

SCAQMD.  However, emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 could result in local exceedances of the applicable 

standards at adjacent receptors near the site.  As shown in Table IV-3, mitigation measures 3-1 through 3-10 

would reduce emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations below LST thresholds. As a result, the Proposed 

Project would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial criteria pollutant concentrations. 

As for exposure of sensitive receptors to toxic air contaminants, the SCAQMD recommends that health risk 

assessments be conducted for substantial sources of diesel particulate emissions (e.g., truck stops and 

warehouse distribution facilities) and has provided guidance for analyzing mobile source diesel emissions.10  

The Proposed Project is not anticipated to generate a substantial number of daily truck trips.  Based on the 

limited activity of TAC sources, the Proposed Project would not warrant the need for a health risk 

assessment associated with on-site activities, and potential TAC impacts are expected to be less than 

significant. 

Typical sources of acutely and chronically hazardous TACs include industrial manufacturing processes and 

automotive repair facilities.  The Proposed Project would not include any of these potential sources.  It is 

expected that the Proposed Project would not release substantial amounts of TACs, and no significant 

impact on human health would occur. 

Localized air pollution impacts from incompatible land uses can occur when polluting sources, such as a 

heavily trafficked roadway, warehousing facilities, or industrial or commercial facilities, are located near a 

land use where sensitive individuals are found such as a school, hospital, or homes.11  None of the uses near 

the Project Site are sources that would be incompatible with Proposed Project. 

Finally, the Proposed Project would locate up to 72 residential units that could house approximately 148 

new residents in the area. However, these residents would not be exposed to substantial pollution 

concentrations for three key reasons.  First, there are no substantial upwind sources of TACs or localized 

criteria pollutants.  Second, the traffic volumes on nearby Culver Boulevard and Vista del Mar would not 

generate high enough concentrations of CO because of the existing and projected congestion levels and the 

substantial dispersion of CO emissions from these downwind streets away from the Project Site.  Finally, 

the average temperatures in this temperate beachside location are not conducive to CO hotspots. 

 e)  Would the project create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people? 

No Impact. The proposed development of the mixed-use project would introduce new retail, restaurant, 

and residential uses to the area, but would not result in activities that create objectionable odors.  It would 

                                                      
10 SCAQMD, Health Risk Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risks from Mobile Source Diesel Emissions, 

December 2002. 
11 CARB, Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A Community Health Perspective, April 2005.  
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not include any land uses typically associated with unpleasant odors and local nuisances (e.g., rendering 

facilities, dry cleaners).  SCAQMD’s Rule 402 that governs nuisances can address any unpleasant odors 

from the future restaurant uses.  As a result, no significant odor impacts are expected from the Proposed 

Project. 

4. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

The following section is based on the Biological Resource Assessment, prepared by Cooper Ecological 

Monitoring, Inc., dated September 17, 2012, and included as Appendix B to this IS/MND. 

Methods 

Analysis of the biological resources associated with the Project Site began with a review of relevant 

literature followed by a field survey. The literature review provides a baseline from which to evaluate the 

biological resources potentially present. Several environmental documents and databases researching topics 

such as topography, soils data, species occurrences, and local/regional policies were also reviewed. 

The primary objective of the field survey was to document the existing conditions on the Project Site and 

to determine the potential presence of sensitive biological resources that may be subject to impacts as a 

result of the Proposed Project. The reconnaissance-level field survey was conducted by biologist Daniel S. 

Cooper on September 6, 2012, from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM. The weather conditions were warm (81 degrees 

F), with no wind and clear skies. During this visit, Mr. Cooper walked around the Project Site noting all 

flora and fauna visible. 

a) Would the project have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat 

modifications, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or 

regional plans, policies, or regulation, or by the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service? 

No Impact.  A significant impact would occur if a project were to remove or modify habitat for any species 

identified or designated as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, 

or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service (USFWS).   

Regulatory Background 

Federal Endangered Species Act 

The USFWS administers the Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA). FESA provides a process for listing 

species as either threatened or endangered, and methods of protecting listed species. FESA defines as 

“endangered” any plant or animal species that is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant 

portion of its known geographic range. A “threatened” species is a species that is likely to become 

endangered. A “proposed” or “candidate” species is one that has been officially proposed by the USFWS 
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for addition to the federal threatened and endangered species list. The USFWS has delineated large areas 

as suitable habitat for certain threatened and endangered species to aid in the recovery efforts of the 

respective species. These areas are classified as “Critical Habitat” and any federal activity proposed in these 

areas are subject to additional scrutiny by USFWS. 

California Endangered Species Act 

The State of California considers an endangered species as one whose prospects of survival and 

reproduction are in immediate jeopardy; a threatened species as one present in such small numbers 

throughout its range that it is considered likely to become an endangered species in the near future in the 

absence of special protection or management; and a rare species as one present in such small numbers 

throughout its range that it may become endangered if its present environment worsens. California Species 

of Special Concern (SSC) status applies to animals not listed under the FESA or CESA, but which 

nonetheless are declining at a rate that could result in listing, or historically occurred in low numbers and 

known threats to their presence currently exist. This designation does not provide specific legal protection, 

but signifies that these species are recognized as vulnerable by the California Department of Fish and Game 

(CDFG). 

California Native Plant Society 

The California Native Plant Society (CNPS) is a statewide resource conservation organization that has 

developed an inventory of California’s sensitive plant species. This inventory is a summary of information 

on the distribution, rarity, and endangerment of California’s vascular plants. This rare plant inventory 

consists of four lists. CNPS presumes that Rank 1A plant species are extinct in California because they 

have not been seen in the wild for many years. CNPS considers Rank 1B plants as rare, threatened, or 

endangered throughout their range. Rank 2 plant species are considered rare, threatened, or endangered in 

California, but are more common in other states. Plant species on lists 1A, 1B, and 2 meet CDFG criteria 

for endangered, threatened, or rare listing. Plant species for which CNPS requires additional information to 

properly evaluate their status are included on Rank 3. Rank 4 plant species are those of limited distribution 

in California whose statewide susceptibility to threat is considered low at the current time. However, they 

are typically treated as having special status species by regulatory agencies, as we have here. 

For the purposes of this analysis, the term “special-status species” refers to all species formally listed as 

candidate, threatened, and/or endangered under FESA or CESA; Federal Species of Concern; California 

Species of Special Concern and California Fully Protected Species; and CNPS listed species. Federal and 

state listed threatened or endangered species, and California Fully Protected Species are legally protected 

under the FESA and CESA. Additional species considered to have special status have no direct legal 

protection, but require a significance analysis under the CEQA guidelines and are tracked by the California 

Diversity Database (CNDDB). 

Existing Conditions 

Vegetation 
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Located in a highly developed urban area, the Project Site itself supports very little vegetation. Vegetation 

observed at the Site consisted exclusively of plant species that are non-native and often invasive. The most 

common plant recorded at the Site was telegraph weed (Heterotheca grandiflora), which was present in 

small numbers, mainly at the periphery of the lot. Also observed at the site were small numbers of the 

following plant species, which are typical of any urban vacant lot in southern California: Iceplant 

(Carpobrotus sp.), Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylifera), spurge (Chamaesyce cf. serpens), nightshade 

(Solanum cf. nigrum), South American horseweed (Conyza bonariensis), common sowthistle (Sonchus 

oleraceus), lance-leaf plantain (Plantago lanceolata), puncture vine (Tribulus terrestris), amaranth 

(Amaranth sp.), tecolote (Centaurea melitensis), wild oat (Avena sp.), cheeseweed (Malva parviflora), and 

common knotweed (Polygonum arenastrum).  

Due to extreme past disturbance, the plant community of the Project Site could not be identified. The native 

herb layer is absent from the entire Project Site, and from much of the surrounding urban landscape. Some 

natural dune and bluff scrub vegetation is located on parcels near the site (e.g., Playa del Rey bluffs to 

south, “Toes Beach” to northwest), but this vegetation is not present on the Site itself.  

Wildlife 

During the survey conducted on September 6, 2012, wildlife activity was observed to be very low on the 

Project Site itself. Mr. Cooper observed approximately seven holes in the soil at the Site, each about 6 cm 

in diameter, which were judged to be abandoned mammal burrows. Though the burrows appeared not to 

have been used for some time, they indicate that a small population of California ground squirrels has 

occupied the Project Site in the recent past. Insects observed at the Site included at least one colony of 

(native) harvester ants, and three small skippers that appeared to be Hylephila phyleus, a species commonly 

encountered in urban areas in southern California. No mollusks or other invertebrates were observed within 

the Project Site. No herptiles or birds were observed in or around the Project Site during the survey. 

Special Status Species 

Plants 

Table IV-5 lists the plant species recorded as occurring in the Venice quadrangle (USGS), according to 

CNDDB. The habitat requirements for each species listed was assessed with respect to the Project Site and 

the likelihood of species occurrence on the site is presented in the table, based on descriptions in Calflora 

(www.calflora.org) and Consortium of California Herbaria (2012). Many of the plant species below are 

restricted to unique habitats that occur within coastal areas of southern California. These include southern 

dune scrub, southern coastal salt marsh and ephemeral vernal pools. The Project Site does not exhibit 

features of any of these special-status habitats. 

Because of the disturbed nature of the Project Site, none of the sensitive plant species known from the area 

would be expected to occur. Based on the Site visit, and the lack of any unique habitats (meadows, vernal 

pools, coastal bluff scrub, coastal dunes) in the vicinity of the Project Site, none of these species would be 

expected to occur in the Project Site, despite being present elsewhere in the coastal strand of the Venice 
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quadrangle (USGS). 

Table IV-5 

Potentially Occurring Special-Status Plant Species 

CNDDB Code 
Latin Name 

Common Name 

Federal 

Status 
CA Status Potential to occur in project area 

PDAST20095 

Chaenactis glabriuscula var. 

orcuttiana 

Orcutt’s pinchusion 

None 1B.1 
None; occurs in coastal bluff scrub and 

coastal dunes 

PDAST4ROP4 
Centromadia parryi ssp. Australis 

southern tarplant 
None 1B.1 None; occurs in wetlands 

PDAST5L0A1 
Lasthenia glabrata ssp. Coulteri 

Coulter’s goldfields 
None 1B.1 

None; occurs in salt marsh, playas, vernal 

pools, and valley and foothill grasslands 

PDBRA10020 
Dithyrea maritime 

beach spectaclepod 
None 

Threatened; 

1B.1 
None; occurs in coastal dunes 

PDCHE091Z0 
Chenopodium littoreum 

Coastal goosefoot 
None 1B.2 None; occurs in coastal dunes 

PDFAB0F7B1 

Astragalus pycnostachyus var. 

lanosissimus 

Ventura Marsh milkvetch 

Endangered 
Endangered; 

1B.1 

None; occurs within reach of high tide, near 

seeps on sandy bluffs, and in coastal salt 

marsh 

PDFAB0F8R2 
Astragalus tener var. titi 

Coastal dunes milk-vetch 
Endangered 

Endangered; 

1B.1 

None; occurs in coastal dunes and coastal 

bluff scrub 

PDHYD0C510 
Phacelia stellaris 

Brand’s star phacelia 
Candidate 1B.1 

None; occurs in coastal scrub and coastal 

dunes 

PDPGN040J1 
Choizanthe parryi var. Fernandina 

San Fernando Valley spineflower 
Endangered 

Endangered; 

1B.1 
None; occurs in coastal scrub 

PDPLM0C0Q0 
Navarretia prostrate 

Prostrate vernal pool navarretia 
None 1B.1 

None; occurs in vernal pools and alkaline 

soils in valley/foothill grasslands 

PDROS1B120 
Potentilla multijuga 

Ballona cinquefoil 
None 1A None; occurs in brackish meadows and seeps 

CNDDB = California Diversity Database 

Status Code: http://www.cnps.org/cnps/rareplants/ranking.php 

1A = Plant presumed extinct in California 

1B =  Plants Rare, Threatened, or Endangered in California and Elsewhere 

Threat Rank – an extension added to the Status and ranges from 1 (most endangered) to 3 (least endangered) 

Source:  Cooper Ecological Monitoring, 9-17-12.  

 

Plant Communities 

Two sensitive plant communities are listed for the Venice quadrangle (USGS) by CNDDB, Southern Dune 
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Scrub and Southern Coastal Salt Marsh (see Table IV-6). However, the habitat at the Project Site itself is 

highly disturbed and not recognizable as a plant community. During the Site visit on September 6, 2012, 

no features of southern dune scrub or southern coastal salt marsh habitat were noted within the Project Site. 

Table IV-6  

Potentially Occurring Special-Status Plant Communities 

Element  Code Name Status Occurrence 

CTT21330CA Southern Dune Scrub None Not present 

CTT52120CA Southern Coastal Salt Marsh None Not present 

Source:  Cooper Ecological Monitoring, 9-17-12.  

 

Wildlife 

Table IV-7 lists the special-status wildlife species recorded as occurring within the Venice quadrangle 

(USGS), according to CNDDB. The habitat requirements for each species listed were assessed with respect 

to the Project Site, and the likelihood of species occurrence on the Site is presented in the table. 

The Project Site itself contains little suitable habitat for wildlife, and the perimeter of the Site is largely 

occupied by residential and commercial urban development. No sensitive wildlife species would be 

expected to occur on the Project Site. 

Table IV-7 

Potentially Occurring Special-Status Wildlife Species  

CNDDB Code 
Latin Name 

Common Name 

Federal 

Status 
CA Status 

DFG 

Status 
Potential to Occur in Project Area 

ABNFC01021 

Pelecanus occidentalis 

Californicus 

California brown pelican 

Delisted Delisted FP None; inappropriate habitat 

ABNME03041 
Laterallus jamaicensis 

coturniculus 

California black rail 

None Threatened FP 
None; inappropriate habitat (no salt 

marsh or wetland features present) 

ABNNB03031 
Charadrius alexandrinus 

Nivosus 

western snowy plover 

Threatened None SSC 
None; inappropriate habitat (no beach 

or wetland at site). 

ABNNM08103 
Sternula antillarum browni 

California least tern 
Endangered Endangered FP 

None; inappropriate habitat (no beach 

strand or coastal estuary at site). 

ABNSB10010 
Athene cucularia 

burrowing owl 
None None SSC 

None; project site of insufficient size 

to support this species 

ABPBJ08081 
Polioptila californica 

californica ‘coastal California 

gnatcatcher 

Threatened None SSC 
None; inappropriate habitat (no coastal 

sage scrub features present) 
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ABPBX99015 
Passerculus sandwichensis 

Beldingi 

Belding’s savannah sparrow 

None Endangered - 
None; inappropriate habitat (no salt 

marsh features present). 

AMABA01104 
Sorex ornatus salicornicus 

southern California saltmarsh 

shrew 

None None SSC None; inappropriate habitat 

AMAFD01042 
Perognathus longimembris 

Pacificus 

Pacific pocket mouse 

Endangered None SSC None; inappropriate habitat 

AMAFF11035 
Microtus californicus stephensi 

south coast marsh vole 
None None SSC None; inappropriate habitat 

ARAAD02030 
Emys marmorota 

western pond turtle 
None None SSC 

None; inappropriate habitat (no 

wetland features present). 

IICOL02101 
Cicindela hirticollis gravida  

sandy beach tiger beetle 
None None - None; inappropriate habitat 

IICOL02121 
Cicindela senilis frosti 

senile tiger beetle 
None None - None; inappropriate habitat 

IICOL4W010 
Onychobaris langei 

Lange’s El Segundo Dune weevil 
None None - None; inappropriate habitat 

IICOL51021 

 

Trigonoscuta dorothea 

dorothea 

Dorothy’s El Segundo Dune weevil 

None None - None; inappropriate habitat 

IIDIP17010 
Brennania belkini 

Belkin’s dune tabanid fly 
None None - None; inappropriate habitat 

IILEM0R390 
Eucosma hennei 

Henne’s eucosman moth 
None None - None; inappropriate habitat 

IILEM2X090 
Carolella busckana 

Busck’s gallmoth 
None None - None; inappropriate habitat 

IILEP84030 
Panoquina errans 

wandering (= saltmarsh) skipper 
None None - None; inappropriate habitat 

IILEPG201B 
Euphilotes battoides allyni 

El Segundo blue butterfly 
Endangered None - None; inappropriate habitat 

IILEPP2010 
Danaus plexippus 

monarch butterfly 
None None - None; inappropriate habitat 

IIMGASJ7040 

 
Tryonia imitator mimic tryonia (= 

California brackishwater snail) 
None None - None; inappropriate habitat 

CNDDB = California Diversity Database 

SSC = Species of Special Concern (State of California), FP (Proposed for Federal Listing) 

Source:  Cooper Ecological Monitoring, 9-17-12.  

 

Conclusion 

No sensitive plant species were observed and none are expected to occur at the Project Site.  

No sensitive plant communities were observed and none are expected to occur at the Project Site. 

No sensitive wildlife species were observed on Site. Given the lack of suitable habitat, none are expected 

to occur within the limits of the Project Site. Therefore, no mitigation measures are suggested. 
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No candidate, sensitive, or special status species identified in local plans, policies, or regulations, or by the 

CDFG or the USFWS are expected to occur on the Project Site.  Therefore, no impact on sensitive or special 

status species would occur as a result of the Proposed Project. 

b) Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive 

natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, and regulations or by the California 

Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service? 

No Impact.  A significant impact would occur if riparian habitat or any other sensitive natural community 

identified in local or regional plans, policies, and regulations or by the CDFG or USFWS were to be 

adversely modified without adequate mitigation.  

The Project Site is a flat, barren dirt lot located at sea level, approximately 300 meters from the Pacific 

Ocean coastline. The soil where the lot is located is mapped as “beach deposits,”12 but due to an apparent 

history of grading, the soil present is highly disturbed. No riparian or wetland vegetation was observed at 

the Project Site. 

The Project Site is not within any Significant Ecologic Area (SEA) of the City.13 The nearest SEA is the 

Coastal Habitant at the Pacific Ocean and the County’s Ballona Creek.  The Project site is not within a 

riparian habitat.14   

Therefore, no impact to riparian or sensitive natural community would occur.  

c) Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined 

by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) 

through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means? 

No Impact.  A significant impact would occur if federally protected wetlands, as defined by Section 404 

of the Clean Water Act, would be modified or removed by a project without adequate mitigation.   

Regulatory Setting 

Jurisdictional Waters and Wetlands 

Impacts to natural drainage features and wetland areas are regulated by the United States Army Corps of 

Engineers (USACE), the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), and CDFG. USACE has 

jurisdiction of waters demarcated by an ordinary high water mark (OHWM) under the Federal Clean Water 

Act (CWA), Section 404. Additionally, USACE has jurisdiction of wetlands as defined by the USACE 

                                                      
12  California Department of Conservation, Geologic Map of the Long Beach 30’ x 60’ Quadrangle, 2003: 

ftp://ftp.consrv.ca.gov/pub/dmg/rgmp/Prelim_geo_pdf/lb_geol-dem.pdf 
13  Navigate LA, Significant Ecologic Area layer: http://navigatela.lacity.org/index01.cfm, September 28, 2012. 
14 U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service, National Wetlands Inventory, Riparian layer, website:    

http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/Data/Mapper.html, accessed September 28, 2012. 
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Wetlands Delineation Manual. RWQCB has jurisdiction of any discharge into waters of the state under the 

Section 401 of the CWA and under the Porter-Cologne Water Act. CDFG has additional jurisdiction of 

state waters and the associated vegetation under CFG Code, Section 1600. 

Project Impacts 

No potentially jurisdictional water or wetland would be impacted by the Proposed Project and no avoidance 

measures or mitigation measures are recommended. 

No federally protected wetlands (e.g., emergent, forested/shrub, estuarine and marine deepwater, estuarine 

and marine, freshwater pond, lake, riverine) occur on the Project Site.15  The nearest wetlands are the 

estuarine and marine of the Pacific Ocean, a freshwater pond at Del Rey Lagoon Park, and freshwater 

emergent at Ballona Creek. 

Therefore, the Project would not result in the direct removal, filling, or hydrological interruption of a 

federally protected wetland as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, and no impact to federally 

protected wetlands would occur. 

d) Would the project interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or 

migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, 

or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites? 

No Impact.  A significant impact would occur if a project would interfere with or remove access to a 

migratory wildlife corridor or impede the use of wildlife nursery sites.   

Regulatory Setting 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act 

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) protects all common wild birds found in the United States except 

the house sparrow, European starling, feral pigeon, and resident game birds such as pheasant, grouse, quail, 

and wild turkey. Resident game birds are managed separately by each state. MBTA makes it unlawful for 

anyone to kill, capture, collect, possess, buy, sell, trade, ship, import, or export any migratory bird including 

feathers, parts, nests, or eggs. The California Fish and Game Code (CFG Code) is administered by CDFG. 

There are particular sections of the CFG Code that are applicable to natural resource management. For 

example, Section 3505 states it is unlawful to take, possess, or needlessly destroy the nest or eggs of any 

bird that is protected under the MBTA. The code further protects all birds of prey, such as hawks and owls 

and their eggs and nests from any form of take. 

                                                      

15  U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service, National Wetlands Inventory, Wetlands layer, website:  

http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/Data/Mapper.html, accessed September 28, 2012. 
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Project Impacts 

Nesting Birds 

No nesting bird habitat is found on the Project Site, and the vegetation adjacent to the Project Site contains 

limited suitable habitat for tree and shrub-nesting avian species protected under the MBTA and CDFG 

Code. Therefore, the Project would have no impact with respect to nesting birds. 

e) Would the project conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological 

resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance (e.g., oak trees or California walnut 

woodlands)? 

No Impact.  A project-related significant adverse effect could occur if a project would cause an impact that 

is inconsistent with local regulations pertaining to biological resources. Local ordinances protecting 

biological resources are limited to the City of Los Angeles Native Tree Preservation Ordinance.  No native 

shrubs or shrubby trees are found in the Project Site, nor at the perimeter of the Site. No protected biological 

resources or tree species, such as oak trees, currently exist on the Site. Therefore, no impact would occur 

with respect to local policies or ordinances protecting or preserving biological resources. 

f) Would the project conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, 

Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat 

conservation plan? 

No Impact.  A significant impact would occur if a project is inconsistent with mapping or policies in any 

conservation plans of the types cited. No USFWS-designated Critical Habitat occurs near the Project Site; 

Critical Habitat for several sensitive plants is found 3-5 kilometers north and east of the Site.  

No Critical Habitat for any plant or animal species is known from the Project Site, and none is likely to be 

designated or identified. Therefore, no avoidance measures or mitigation measures are recommended for 

species protected by a Critical Habitat designation. 

No locally designated natural communities are known to occur on or adjacent to the Project Site.  There are 

no known locally designated natural communities on the Project Site or in the vicinity. The Project Site is 

not part of any Critical Habitat as mapped by the U.S. Department of Fish and Wildlife Services16 and is 

also not within any Significant Ecologic Area (SEA) of the City.17 The Project Site is not within a Habitat 

Conservation Plan (HCP) or Natural Conservation Community Plan (NCCP).18 The nearest mapped HCP 

or NCCP is around the Palos Verdes Hills peninsula.   

                                                      
16  U.S Department of Fish and Wildlife Service: http://criticalhabitat.fws.gov/crithab/flex/crithabMapper.jsp?, 

accessed September 28, 2012. 
17  Navigate LA, Significant Ecologic Area layer: http://navigatela.lacity.org/index01.cfm, September 28, 2012 
18  California Department of Fish and Game, map with Natural Resources – HCP and NCCP layer selected: 

http://imaps.dfg.ca.gov/maps/bios_public/, accessed September 28, 2012. 
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Due to the Site’s proximity to the Pacific Ocean, it is within the Calvo Exclusion Zone, the Coastal Zone 

Commission Authority, and the Dual Jurisdictional Coastal Zone.19 However, these are not related to a 

habitat conservation plan. 

Therefore, the Project would not conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, 

Natural Conservation Community Plan, or other approved local, regional, or State habitat conservation 

plan. 

5. CULTURAL RESOURCES 

a) Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical 

resource as defined in State CEQA Guidelines §15064.5? 

This section is based on the following report: 6917 Vista Del Mar, Los Angeles, Historic Resource Report, 

prepared by Galvin Preservation Associates, September 2012 {included as Appendix C to this IS/MND). 

No Impact.  State CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 defines an historical resource as:  1) a resource listed 

in or determined to be eligible by the State Historical Resources Commission for listing in the California 

Register of Historical Resources; 2) a resource listed in a local register of historical resources or identified 

as significant in a historical resource survey meeting certain state guidelines; or 3) an object, building, 

structure, site, area, place, record or manuscript which a lead agency determines to be significant in the 

architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or 

cultural annals of California, provided that the lead agency’s determination is supported by substantial 

evidence in light of the whole record.  A project-related significant adverse effect would occur if a project 

were to adversely affect a historical resource meeting one of the above definitions.  

Regulatory Setting 

National Register of Historic Places 

To be eligible for listing in the National Register, a property must be at least 50 years of age (unless the 

property is of “exceptional importance”) and possess significance in American history and culture, 

architecture, or archaeology. A property of potential significance must meet one or more of the following 

four established criteria: 

A. Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 

history; or 

B. Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or 

                                                      
19  ZIMAS, City of Los Angeles, Department of City Planning, Parcel Profile Report. 
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C. Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or that 

represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant 

and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or 

D. Yield, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. 

California Register of Historical Resources 

California Register criteria are based upon National Register criteria, but are identified as 1-4 instead of A-

D. To be eligible for listing in the California Register, a property generally must be at least 50 years of age 

and must possess significance at the local, state, or national level, under one or more of the following four 

criteria: 

1. It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 

local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California or the United States; or 

2. It is associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or national history; or 

3. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or 

represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values; or  

4. It has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important in the prehistory or history of 

the local area, California, or the nation. 

The California Register may also include properties identified during historic resource surveys. However, 

the survey must meet all of the following criteria: 

1. The survey has been or will be included in the State Historic Resources Inventory; 

2. The survey and the survey documentation were prepared in accordance with office [California 

Office of Historic Preservation (OHP)] procedures and requirements; 

3. The resource is evaluated and determined by the office [OHP] to have a significance rating of 

Category 1 to 5 on a DPR Form 523; and 

4. If the survey is five or more years old at the time of its nomination for inclusion in the California 

Register, the survey is updated to identify historical resources which have become eligible or 

ineligible due to changed circumstances or further documentation and those which have been 

demolished or altered in a manner that substantially diminishes the significance of the resource. 
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State Office of Historic Preservation Survey Methodology 

The general evaluation categories are as follows: 

1. Listed in the National Register or the California Register. 

2. Determined eligible for listing in the National Register or the California Register. 

3. Appears eligible for listing in the National Register or the California Register through survey 

evaluation. 

4. Appears eligible for listing in the National Register or the California Register through other 

evaluation. 

5. Recognized as historically significant by local government. 

6. Not eligible for listing or designation as specified. 

7. Not evaluated or needs re-evaluation. 

City of Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance 

The Ordinance states that: “For purposes of this article, a Historic-Cultural Monument (Monument) is any 

site (including significant trees or other plant life located on the site), building or structure of particular 

historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, including historic structures or sites in which 

the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, State or community is reflected or exemplified; 

or which is identified with historic personages or with important events in the main currents of national, 

State or local history; or which embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type 

specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period, style or method of construction; or a notable work of 

a master builder, designer, or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age.” 

Determining the Significance of Impacts on Historical Resources 

The State CEQA Guidelines 

 Substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource means physical demolition, 

destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such that the 

significance of a historical resource is materially impaired. 

City of Los Angeles' “L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide” 

 Demolition of a significant resource; 

 Relocation that does not maintain the integrity and (historical/architectural) significance of a 

significant resource; 
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 Conversion, rehabilitation, or alteration of a significant resource which does not conform to the 

Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic 

Buildings; or 

 Construction that reduces the integrity or significance of important resources on the site or in the 

vicinity. 

Secretary of the Interior Standards  

1.  A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change 

to its distinctive materials, features, spaces and spatial relationships. 

2.  The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive 

materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will 

be avoided. 

3.  Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Changes that create 

a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other 

historic properties, will not be undertaken. 

4. Changes to a property that have acquired significance in their own right will be retained and 

preserved.  

5.  Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship 

that characterize a property will be preserved. 

6.  Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 

deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in 

design, color, texture, and where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be 

substantiated by documentary and physical evidence. 

7.  Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means 

possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used. 

8.  Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be 

disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken. 

9.  New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, 

features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work shall be 

differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale 

and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment. 
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10.  New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that 

if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment 

would be unimpaired. 

Project Impacts 

The Project Site is currently undeveloped. However, one vacant commercial building at the corner of Vista 

Del Mar and Trolley Avenue was previously demolished. That building is the subject of the analysis below.  

National Register Eligibility 

Criterion A 

The property was evaluated for its potential significance as part of a historical trend that made a significant 

contribution to the broad patterns of our history. The property was therefore considered for its contribution 

to the history and development of Playa Del Rey.  

Playa Del Rey was largely undeveloped until the mid-1920s. In 1924, the Dickinson and Gillespie Company 

constructed a building at 200 Culver, began to plan some neighborhoods, helped to develop a newspaper, 

and installed water mains, gas lines, sewers, curbs, sidewalks, and roadways in the area. However, very 

little remains of the early development of Playa Del Rey.  

The subject building was moved to the Project Site in 1958. Thus, it is not associated with the early 

development of the area by the Beach Land Company or the Dickinson and Gillespie Company. During the 

late 1950s and early 1960s, Playa Del Rey was a popular location for surfers and many multi-family 

buildings were constructed. However, the subject building on the Project Site did not figure prominently in 

the post-war development patterns of Playa Del Rey. Therefore, the building is not significant under 

Criterion A. 

Criterion B 

The property was evaluated for its potential association with significant persons. The historic ownership of 

the building is unclear. According to the building permit record, the building was moved to its current 

location in 1958 by Charles R. Escallier. However, according to the Los Angeles County Tax Assessor’s 

Office, the owners of the property between 1957 and 1960 were Hans F. and Edel Mueller, Hanson Homes. 

Inc. Although the associations these individuals have with the subject building is unclear, these individuals 

and this company were researched to determine if they were significant. No information was found on the 

Muellers or Hanson Homes suggesting they were significant. Escallier appears to have been a successful 

real estate investor. Although he owned property throughout greater Los Angeles, he does not appear to 

have been significant in the context of real estate development. Therefore, the property does not appear to 

be significant under Criterion B for an associated with the lives of persons significant in our past. 

Criterion C 
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The property was evaluated for its potential to embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or 

method of construction, or representing the work of a master, possessing high artistic values, or representing 

a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack individual distinction. 

The building at 6917 Vista Del Mar was apparently constructed in 1946. The building permit for the original 

construction was not found in association with the original address (16225 Ventura Boulevard) or the 

current address (6917 Vista Del Mar). No historic photographs were found of the building at either location, 

so the original appearance of the building is unknown. It appears to have been a typical example of a 

commercial building constructed in the 1940s. The hipped roof and L-shaped plan suggest that it had a 

residential quality, which would not have been unusual given the fact that it was used as a real estate office. 

At any rate, in its present condition, it does not embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or 

method, of construction. As the original building permit was not found, it was not possible to determine 

whether a master architect designed the building. Based upon its appearance, it does not appear to have 

been the work of a master. Therefore, it is not significant under this aspect of Criterion C. 

The possession of high artistic values generally refers to the articulation of a particular concept of design 

to such an extent that it expresses an aesthetic ideal. The subject building is a typical example of a 

commercial building from its period and does not express an aesthetic ideal or design concept to a greater 

extent than any other property of its type. Furthermore, the building has been substantially altered. The last 

aspect of Criterion C, representing a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack 

individual distinction, refers to historic districts. Since the subject property is not part of a historic district 

and is being evaluated individually, this aspect of Criterion C does not apply. 

Overall, the building does not appear to be significant under Criterion C. 

Criterion D 

Criterion D was not considered as part of the historic resources report, as it generally applies to 

archaeological resources. There is no reason to believe that the property has yielded, or will yield, 

information important to the prehistory or history of the local area, California, or nation. 

Integrity 

The building was examined against the seven aspects of integrity: location, setting, design, materials, 

workmanship, feeling, and association. As described above, the building was moved from its original 

location at 16225 Ventura Boulevard in 1958. Therefore, it does not retain its integrity of location. The 

building has remained at its current location since that time. Since the late 1950s, the setting of the building 

has changed. In terms of the immediate setting, the buildings that once occupied the triangular block on 

which the subject building is located have been removed. The block is now vacant, with the exception of 

the subject building. The broader setting of Playa Del Rey is mostly characterized by low-rise multi-family 

residential buildings constructed in the 1950s through the 1980s. The integrity of the setting has been 

diminished by the removal of the surrounding buildings and construction of newer buildings, but remains 

sufficiently intact. Alterations to the building in the 1970s were substantial. Although the original roof form 
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is visible, the building has essentially been enveloped by additions. As such, the integrity of design, 

workmanship, and materials has been lost. The building no longer retains its integrity of feeling, as it no 

longer feels like a real estate office from the 1940s or 50s. It now feels like a restaurant from a later period 

due to its alterations. As the building is not significant under Criteria A or B, there is no relevant association 

to evaluate. 

Conclusion 

The building at 6917 Vista Del Mar does not appear to be significant under any of the four established 

National Register criteria. Regardless of any significance the building may or may not have, the building is 

ineligible for listing in the National Register because it lacks sufficient integrity. 

California Register Eligibility 

The California Register was modeled on the National Register. The criteria for eligibility for listing in the 

California Register are virtually the same as the National Register. Therefore, the property is ineligible for 

listing in the California Register for the same reasons noted above. 

Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument Eligibility 

The criteria for eligibility for designation as a Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument are similar to the 

National and California Registers. Therefore, the property is ineligible for designation as a Monument for 

the same reasons noted above. 

Historic Resources Conclusion 

The historic resources report prepared for the building located on the Project Site concluded that the 

building is ineligible for listing at the national, state, or local levels because it lacks historical or 

architectural significance, as well as physical integrity. As such, the development of the Proposed Project 

would have no impact with respect to historic resources.  

b) Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological 

resource pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines §15064.5? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  Section 15064.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines 

defines significant archaeological resources as resources that meet the criteria for historical resources, as 

discussed above, or resources that constitute unique archaeological resources.  A project-related significant 

adverse effect could occur if a project were to affect archaeological resources that fall under either of these 

categories. The Project Site is located in an urbanized area of the Playa Del Rey community of the City of 

Los Angeles, and has been partially disturbed by past development activities such as grading to construct 

the structure that previously existed on the Project Site.  In addition, the presence of shallow groundwater 

makes it unlikely that any archaeological resources would be discovered during construction activities. 

Nevertheless, there is still the remote possibility that archaeological resources could be discovered. 
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Therefore, implementation of the Mitigation Measures provided below, would ensure that impacts related 

to archaeological resources are less than significant.  

Mitigation Measure 

V-20. Cultural Resources (Archaeological) 

 If any archaeological materials are encountered during the course of project development, all 

further development activity shall halt and: 

 The services of an archaeologist shall then be secured by contacting the South Central Coastal 

Information Center (657-278-5395) located at California State University Fullerton, or a member 

of the Society of Professional Archaeologist (SOPA) or a SOPA-qualified archaeologist, who shall 

assess the discovered material(s) and prepare a survey, study or report evaluating the impact. 

 The archaeologist's survey, study or report shall contain a recommendation(s), if necessary, for the 

preservation, conservation, or relocation of the resource. 

 The applicant shall comply with the recommendations of the evaluating archaeologist, as contained 

in the survey, study or report. 

 Project development activities may resume once copies of the archaeological survey, study or 

report are submitted to: SCCIC Department of Anthropology, McCarthy Hall 477, CSU Fullerton, 

800 North State College Boulevard, Fullerton, CA 92834. 

 Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall submit a letter to the case file 

indicating what, if any, archaeological reports have been submitted, or a statement indicating that 

no material was discovered. 

 A covenant and agreement binding the applicant to this condition shall be recorded prior to issuance 

of a grading permit. 

c) Would the project directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or 

unique geologic feature? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant adverse effect could occur if 

grading or excavation activities associated with a project would disturb paleontological resources or 

geologic features which presently exist within the Project Site.  The Project Site is located in the Playa Del 

Rey community of the City of Los Angeles, and a portion of the Site has been disturbed by past development 

activities. In addition, the presence of shallow groundwater makes it unlikely that any paleontological 

resources would be discovered during construction activities. However, there is a remote possibility that 

unsuspected vertebrate fossil remains could exist below the ground and could be encountered during 

excavation necessary or grading. Therefore, implementation of the Mitigation Measures provided below, 

would ensure that impacts related to archaeological resources are less than significant. 
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Mitigation Measure  

V-30. Cultural Resources (Paleontological) 

 If any paleontological materials are encountered during the course of project development, all 

further development activities shall halt and:  

o The services of a paleontologist shall then be secured by contacting the Center for Public 

Paleontology - USC, UCLA, California State University Los Angeles, California State 

University Long Beach, or the Los Angeles County Natural History Museum - who shall 

assess the discovered material(s) and prepare a survey, study or report evaluating the 

impact. 

o The paleontologist's survey, study or report shall contain a recommendation(s), if 

necessary, for the preservation, conservation, or relocation of the resource. 

o The applicant shall comply with the recommendations of the evaluating paleontologist, as 

contained in the survey, study or report. 

o Project development activities may resume once copies of the paleontological survey, 

study or report are submitted to the Los Angeles County Natural History Museum. 

 Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall submit a letter to the case file 

indicating what, if any, paleontological reports have been submitted, or a statement indicating that 

no material was discovered. 

 A covenant and agreement binding the applicant to this condition shall be recorded prior to issuance 

of a grading permit. 

d) Would the project disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal 

cemeteries? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant adverse effect would occur if 

grading or excavation activities associated with a project were to disturb previously interred human remains.  

The Project Site is located in an urbanized area of the Playa Del Rey community of the City of Los Angeles, 

and has been partially disturbed by past development activities.  Any surficial human remains that may 

have existed at one time have likely been previously unearthed or disturbed.  In addition, the presence of 

shallow groundwater makes it unlikely that any human remains would be discovered during construction 

activities. Nevertheless, there is still the remote possibility that human remains could be discovered. 

Therefore, implementation of the Mitigation Measures, provided below, would ensure that impacts related 

to the discovery of human remains are less than significant.  
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Mitigation Measure 

V-40. Cultural Resources (Human Remains) 

 In the event that human remains are discovered during excavation activities, the following 

procedure shall be observed: 

o Stop immediately and contact the County Coroner: 1104 N. Mission Road, Los Angeles, 

CA 90033. 323-343-0512 (8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday) or 323-343-0714 

(After Hours, Saturday, Sunday, and Holidays) 

o The coroner has two working days to examine human remains after being notified by the 

responsible person. If the remains are Native American, the Coroner has 24 hours to notify 

the Native American Heritage Commission. 

o The Native American Heritage Commission will immediately notify the person it believes 

to be the most likely descendent of the deceased Native American. 

o The most likely descendent has 48 hours to make recommendations to the owner, or 

representative, for the treatment or disposition, with proper dignity, of the human remains 

and grave goods. 

o If the descendent does not make recommendations within 48 hours the owner shall reinter 

the remains in an area of the property secure from further disturbance, or; 

o If the owner does not accept the descendant’s recommendations, the owner or the 

descendent may request mediation by the Native American Heritage Commission. 

 Discuss and confer means the meaningful and timely discussion careful consideration of the views 

of each party. 

6. GEOLOGY AND SOILS 

This section is based on the Geotechnical Investigation, prepared by Geocon West, Inc., dated 

December 1, 2009, and included as Appendix D to this IS/MND. 

a) Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, 

including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as 

delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State 

Geologist for the area or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault?  Refer to Division of 

Mines and Geology Special Publication 42. 

Less Than Significant Impact. The numerous faults in Southern California include active, potentially 

active, and inactive faults. The criteria for these major groups are based on criteria developed by the 

California Division of Mines and Geology (CDMG) for the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone Program 

(Hart, 1999). By definition, an active fault is one that has had surface displacement within Holocene time 

(about the last 11,000 years). A potentially active fault has demonstrated surface displacement during 

Quaternary time (approximately the last 1.6 million years), but has had no known Holocene movement. 

Faults that have not moved in the last 1.6 million years are considered inactive.  
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The Site is not within a currently established Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone for surface fault rupture 

hazards. No active or potentially active faults with the potential for surface fault rupture are known to pass 

directly beneath the Site. Therefore, the potential for surface rupture due to faulting occurring beneath the 

Site during the design life of the proposed development is considered low. The Site, however, is located in 

the seismically active Southern California region, and could be subjected to moderate to strong ground 

shaking in the event of an earthquake on one of the many active Southern California faults.  

The closest active fault to the Site is the Palos Verdes Fault Zone located 4.8 miles southwest of the Site. 

Other nearby active faults include the Newport-Inglewood Fault Zone, the Santa Monica Fault, the Malibu 

Coast Fault, and the Hollywood Fault located 5.6 miles east, 6.1 miles north, 7.6 miles northwest and 9.2 

miles north-northeast of the Site, respectively. The active San Andreas Fault Zone is located approximately 

43 miles northeast of the Site. 

The closest potentially active faults to the Site are the Charnock Fault and the Overland Fault located 

approximately 3.4 miles east, and 4.5 miles east of the Site, respectively. 

Several buried thrust faults, commonly referred to as blind thrusts, underlie the Los Angeles Basin at depth. 

These faults are not exposed at the ground surface and are typically identified at depths greater than 3.0 

kilometers. The October 1, 1987 Mw 5.9 Whittier Narrows Earthquake, and the January 17, 1994 Mw 6.7 

Northridge Earthquake were a result of movement on the buried thrust faults. These thrust faults are not 

exposed at the surface and do not present a potential surface fault rupture hazard; however, these active 

features are capable of generating future earthquakes. 

Conclusion 

The Project Site is not located within an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone and is approximately 4.8 

miles from the nearest fault. 20 Further, the City of Los Angeles Building Code, updated since the 1994 

Northridge Earthquake and with which the Project would be required to comply, contains construction 

requirements to ensure habitable structures are built to a level such that they can withstand acceptable 

seismic risk.  Therefore, the Project would have a less than significant impact related to ground rupture 

from known earthquake faults. 

b) Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, 

including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: Strong seismic ground shaking? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated. As with all of Southern California, the Site has 

experienced historic earthquakes from various regional faults. The seismicity of the region surrounding the 

Site was formulated based on research of an electronic database of earthquake data. The epicenters of 

recorded earthquakes with magnitudes equal to or greater than 4.0 within a radius of 60 miles of the site are 

                                                      

20  Geotechnical Investigation, Geocon West, page 5. 
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depicted in the California Seismicity Map (Appendix D., Geotechnical Investigation) a number of 

earthquakes of moderate to major magnitude have occurred in the Southern California area within the last 

100 years. A partial list of these earthquakes is included in Appendix D. 

The Site could be subjected to strong ground shaking in the event of an earthquake. However, this hazard 

is common in Southern California and the effects of ground shaking can be mitigated if the proposed 

structures are designed and constructed in conformance with current building codes and engineering 

practices. 

The design and construction of the Project is required to comply with the most current codes regulating 

seismic risk, including the California Building Code and the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), which 

incorporates the International Building Code (IBC).  Compliance with current California Building Code 

and LAMC requirements (formally provided as Mitigation Measure 6-1) would minimize the potential to 

expose people or structures to substantial risk, loss, or injury.  Therefore, impacts related to seismic ground 

shaking would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measure 

VI-10.      Seismic 

 The design and construction of the Project shall conform to the California Building Code seismic 

standards as approved by the Department of Building and Safety.  

VI-50.      Geotechnical Report 

 Prior to the issuance of grading or building permits, the applicant shall submit a geotechnical report, 

prepared by a registered civil engineer or certified engineering geologist, to the Department of 

Building and Safety, for review and approval. The geotechnical report shall assess potential 

consequences of any soil strength loss, estimation of settlement, lateral movement or reduction in 

foundation soil-bearing capacity, and discuss mitigation measures that may include building design 

consideration. Building design considerations shall include, but are not limited to: ground 

stabilization, selection of appropriate foundation type and depths, selection of appropriate structural 

systems to accommodate anticipated displacements or any combination of these measures. 

 The project shall comply with the conditions contained within the Department of Building and 

Safety’s Geology and Soils Report Approval Letter for the proposed project, and as it may be 

subsequently amended or modified. 
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Table IV-8  

List of Historic Earthquakes 

Earthquake (Oldest to Youngest) Date Magnitude 
Distance to 

Epicenter 

Direction to 

Epicenter 

Lake Elsinore area May 15, 1910 6.0 63 ESE 

San Jacinto-Hemet area April 21, 1918 6.8 84 E 

Near Redlands July 23, 1923 6.3 69 E 

Long Beach March 10, 1933 6.4 36 SE 

Tehachapi July 21, 1952 7.5 79 NNW 

San Fernando February 9, 1971 6.6 31 N 

Whittier Narrows October 1, 1987 5.9 22 ENE 

Sierra Madre June 28, 1991 5.8 33 NE 

Big Bear June 28, 1992 6.4 94 ENE 

Northridge January 17, 1994 6.7 18 N 

Source:  Geocon West, December 1, 2009.  

 

c) Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, 

including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: Seismic-related ground failure, including 

liquefaction? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated. Liquefaction is a phenomenon in which loose, 

saturated, relatively cohesionless soil deposits lose shear strength during strong ground motions. Primary 

factors controlling liquefaction include intensity and duration of ground motion, gradation characteristics 

of the subsurface soils, in-situ stress conditions, and the depth to groundwater. Liquefaction is typified by 

a loss of shear strength in the liquefied layers due to rapid increases in pore water pressure generated by 

earthquake accelerations. 

The current standard of practice, as outlined in the “Recommended Procedures for Implementation of DMG 

Special Publication 117, Guidelines for Analyzing and Mitigating Liquefaction in California” requires 

liquefaction analysis to a depth of 50 feet below the lowest portion of the proposed structure. 

Liquefaction typically occurs in areas where the soils below the water table are composed of poorly 

consolidated, fine to medium-grained, primarily sandy soil. In addition to the requisite soil conditions, the 

ground acceleration and duration of the earthquake must also be of a sufficient level to induce liquefaction. 

According to the State of California Seismic Hazard Zone, Venice Quadrangle Map (1999) and the City of 

Los Angeles Seismic Safety Element (1996) the Project Site is located within an area identified as having 
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a potential for liquefaction.21, 22   

Liquefaction analysis of the soils underlying the Site was performed using the spreadsheet template 

LIQ2_30.WQ1 developed by Thomas F. Blake (1996). This program utilizes the 1996 NCEER method of 

analysis. The liquefaction potential evaluation was performed by assuming a conservative historic high 

groundwater table of 5 feet, a magnitude 6.6 earthquake, and a peak horizontal acceleration of 0.55g (DBE). 

This semi-empirical method is based on a correlation between values of Standard Penetration Test (SPT) 

resistance and field performance data. The liquefaction analyses for Borings 1 and 2 indicate that the soils 

below the lowest subterranean level would be prone to less than 1 inch of total settlement during DBE 

ground motion, respectively. 

The grading and foundation recommendations from the Geotechnical Investigation are intended to mitigate 

the potential for settlement, while the dewatering recommendation would mitigation the potential for 

liquefaction (see pages 11 to 32 of the Geotechnical Investigation, included as Appendix D to this IS/MND, 

for the full list of recommendations). In addition, compliance with Mitigation Measure 6-2 would reduce 

the Project’s impacts with respect to liquefaction to less than significant.  

Mitigation Measure 

6-2  VI-10.      Seismic 

 The design and construction of the Project shall conform to the California Building Code seismic 

standards as approved by the Department of Building and Safety.  

VI-50.      Geotechnical Report 

 Prior to the issuance of grading or building permits, the applicant shall submit a geotechnical report, 

prepared by a registered civil engineer or certified engineering geologist, to the Department of 

Building and Safety, for review and approval. The geotechnical report shall assess potential 

consequences of any soil strength loss, estimation of settlement, lateral movement or reduction in 

foundation soil-bearing capacity, and discuss mitigation measures that may include building design 

consideration. Building design considerations shall include, but are not limited to: ground 

stabilization, selection of appropriate foundation type and depths, selection of appropriate structural 

systems to accommodate anticipated displacements or any combination of these measures. 

 The project shall comply with the conditions contained within the Department of Building and 

Safety’s Geology and Soils Report Approval Letter for the proposed project, and as it may be 

subsequently amended or modified. 

                                                      
21  City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, Zoning Information and Map Access System, search for 138 

Culver address, website:  http://zimas.lacity.org/, accessed September 28, 2012. 
22  Los Angeles Safety Element, Exhibit B, Areas Susceptible to Liquefaction in the City of Los Angeles: 

http://cityplanning.lacity.org/cwd/gnlpln/saftyelt.pdf, accessed September 28, 2012. 
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VI-70.      Liquefaction Area 

 Prior to the issuance of grading or building permits, the applicant shall submit a geotechnical report, 

prepared by a registered civil engineer or certified engineering geologist, to the Department of 

Building and Safety, for review and approval. The project shall comply with the Uniform Building 

Code Chapter 18. Division1 Section1804.5 Liquefaction Potential and Soil Strength Loss. The 

geotechnical report shall assess potential consequences of any liquefaction and soil strength loss, 

estimation of settlement, lateral movement or reduction in foundation soil-bearing capacity, and 

discuss mitigation measures that may include building design consideration. Building design 

considerations shall include, but are not limited to: ground stabilization, selection of appropriate 

foundation type and depths, selection of appropriate structural systems to accommodate anticipated 

displacements or any combination of these measures. 

d) Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, 

including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving: Landslides? 

Less Than Significant.  A project-related significant adverse effect may occur if a project is located in a 

hillside area with soil conditions that would suggest a high potential for sliding. According to the State of 

California Seismic Hazard Zone, Venice Quadrangle Map (1999) the Site is not within an area identified 

as having a potential for slope instability. Additionally, according to the County of Los Angeles Seismic 

Safety Element (Leighton, 1990) and the City of Los Angeles Seismic Safety Element (1996),23 the Site is 

not located within an area identified as having a potential for seismic slope instability. There are no known 

landslides near the Site, nor is the Site in the path of any known or potential landslides. The Geotechnical 

Investigation does not consider the potential for a landslide to be a hazard to this Project. 

The Project Site is flat and free from the potential of landslide. Finally, there is a general lack of elevation 

difference slope geometry across or adjacent to the Project Site. Therefore, no impact with respect to 

landslides would occur as a result of the Proposed Project. 

e) Would the project result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project 

exposes large areas to the erosional effects of wind or water for a protracted period of time.   

Geologic Materials 

Based on Geocon’s field investigation and published geologic maps of the area, the Site is underlain by a 

thin veneer of artificial fill materials which are further underlain by Holocene Age alluvial deposits 

consisting of varying amounts of poorly graded sand, silty sand, sandy silt and sandy clays extending 

                                                      

23  Los Angeles Safety Element, Exhibit C Landslide Inventory and Hillside Areas in the City of Los Angeles: 

http://cityplanning.lacity.org/cwd/gnlpln/saftyelt.pdf, accessed September 28, 2012. 
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approximately 50 feet below the existing ground surface. These Holocene Age sediments are underlain by 

marine and continental sediments of the Pleistocene Age Lakewood Formation, generally consisting of 

sand, silt and gravel (California Department of Water Resources, 1961).  

Artificial Fill 

Minor amounts of artificial fill were encountered throughout the area of proposed development. The fill 

was observed in the current as well as prior field explorations to a maximum depth of 4 feet below existing 

ground surface. The artificial fill generally consists of brown to dark brown silty sand with minor amounts 

of gravel and construction debris. The artificial fill is characterized as slightly moist and medium dense. 

The fill is likely the result of past grading and demolition activities at the Site. Deeper fill may exist between 

excavations and in other portions of the Site that were not explored.  

Alluvium 

The artificial fill materials are underlain by relatively flat-lying Holocene age alluvial flood plain deposits 

generally consisting of interbedded, fine-grained poorly graded sand, silty sand, sandy silt, and clay. The 

soils are primarily moist to saturated and medium dense to dense or soft to stiff. Within the alluvial deposits, 

a 3- to 20-foot thick zone of soft silt and clay was encountered in Boring 1 as well as Cone Penetrometer 

Tests (CPT) CPT-3 and CPT-4. The top of the soft zone varies from depths between 11 and 13 feet below 

ground surface and is underlain by relatively dense sand and silty sand. The alluvial deposits are derived 

from stream channel and flood plain deposits from the nearby Ballona Creek, Baldwin Hills, and Santa 

Monica Mountains. 

Project Impacts 

The Project Site is currently undeveloped.24 Any loose topsoil that was previously onsite has been removed 

by wind and water/rain erosion, leaving artificial fill.  

During construction, the grading and excavation would expose minimal amounts of soils for a limited time, 

allowing for possible erosion.  However, due to the temporary nature of the soil exposure during the grading 

and excavation processes, substantial erosion would not occur during Project construction. Furthermore, 

compliance with the Mitigation Measures in this section would reduce any potential impacts to a less than 

significant level.  

Excavation would extend to a depth of 23 feet below the ground surface to include two levels of 

subterranean parking. All grading activities require grading permits from the City of Los Angeles 

Department of Building and Safety, which include requirements and standards designed to limit potential 

                                                      
24  One vacant commercial building located near the southern tip of the Project Site was previously demolished, and 

that demolition has been accounted for in the analysis contained in this IS/MND. 
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impacts to acceptable levels.  In addition, all on-site grading and Site preparation would comply with all 

applicable provisions of LAMC Chapter IX, Division 70, which addresses grading, excavation, and fills. 

The area surrounding the Project Site is completely paved and developed (to the north, south, and west), 

and would not be susceptible to indirect erosional processes (e.g., uncontrolled runoff) caused by the 

Project.  To the east across Vista Del Mar is a bluff topped by residential single-family homes. 

During construction, the Project would be required to prevent the transport of sediments from the Site by 

stormwater runoff and winds through the incorporation of appropriate Best Management Practices (BMPs).  

These BMPs would be detailed in a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), which would be in 

compliance with the latest National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Stormwater 

Regulations and would be approved by the City Engineer. With implementation of the required construction 

BMPs (as described in Mitigation Measure 6-3), the impacts of soil erosion during construction would be 

less than significant. 

Long-term operation of the Project would not result in substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil.  The 

majority of the Project Site would be covered by the proposed structures; thus, no exposed areas subject to 

erosion would be created or affected by the Project.  Therefore, the impacts of soil erosion during Project 

operation would be less than significant. 

Overall, Project impacts of soil erosion would be less than significant. The recommendations from the 

Geotechnical Investigation (see pages 11 to 32 of the Geotechnical Investigation, included as Appendix D 

to this IS/MND, for the full list of recommendations) are intended to further reduce the potential for soil 

erosion, among others. The Mitigation Measures of this section are intended to further reduce the potential 

impact of soil erosion. 

Mitigation Measure 

VI-20.      Erosion/Grading/Short-Term Construction Impacts 

 The applicant shall provide a staked signage at the site with a minimum of 3-inch lettering 

containing contact information for the Senior Street Use Inspector (Department of Public Works), 

the Senior Grading Inspector (LADBS) and the hauling or general contractor. 

 Chapter IX, Division 70 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code addresses grading, excavations, and 

fills. All grading activities require grading permits from the Department of Building and Safety. 

Additional provisions are required for grading activities within Hillside areas. The application of 

BMPs includes but is not limited to the following mitigation measures: 

o Excavation and grading activities shall be scheduled during dry weather periods. If 

grading occurs during the rainy season (October 15 through April 1), diversion dikes 

shall be constructed to channel runoff around the site. Channels shall be lined with grass 

or roughened pavement to reduce runoff velocity. 

o Stockpiles, excavated, and exposed soil shall be covered with secured tarps, plastic 

sheeting, erosion control fabrics, or treated with a bio-degradable soil stabilizer. 
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f) Would the project be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become 

unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading, 

subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project is 

built in an unstable area without proper site preparation or design features to provide adequate foundations, 

thus posing a hazard to life and property. Construction activities associated with the Project must comply 

with the City of Los Angeles Building Code, which is designed to assure safe construction, including 

building foundation requirements appropriate to site conditions. Further, the Project would provide 

mitigation for its potential for liquefaction and is subject to the Mitigation Measures below. Therefore, the 

Project would result in a less than significant impact related to an unstable geologic unit or unstable soil. 

Mitigation Measure 

VI-20.      Erosion/Grading/Short-Term Construction Impacts 

 The applicant shall provide a staked signage at the site with a minimum of 3-inch lettering 

containing contact information for the Senior Street Use Inspector (Department of Public Works), 

the Senior Grading Inspector (LADBS) and the hauling or general contractor. 

 Chapter IX, Division 70 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code addresses grading, excavations, and 

fills. All grading activities require grading permits from the Department of Building and Safety. 

Additional provisions are required for grading activities within Hillside areas. The application of 

BMPs includes but is not limited to the following mitigation measures: 

o Excavation and grading activities shall be scheduled during dry weather periods. If 

grading occurs during the rainy season (October 15 through April 1), diversion dikes 

shall be constructed to channel runoff around the site. Channels shall be lined with grass 

or roughened pavement to reduce runoff velocity. 

o Stockpiles, excavated, and exposed soil shall be covered with secured tarps, plastic 

sheeting, erosion control fabrics, or treated with a bio-degradable soil stabilizer. 

g) Would the project be located on expansive soil, as identified in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform 

Building Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or property? 

No Impact. A significant impact may occur if a project is built on expansive soils without proper site 

preparation or design features to provide adequate foundations, thus posing a hazard to life and property.  

Expansive soils are clay-based soils that tend to expand (increase in volume) as they absorb water and 

shrink (decrease in volume) as water is drawn away.  If soils consist of expansive clays, foundation 

movement and/or damage can occur if wetting and drying of the clay does not occur uniformly across the 

entire area.   

The soils encountered at the lowest subterranean levels are primarily granular in nature and are considered 

to be “non-expansive.” The recommendations presented in the Geotechnical Report assume that 
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foundations and slabs will derive support in these materials. As such, the Project would result in no impacts 

related to expansive soils.  

h) Would the project have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or 

alternative wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of 

wastewater? 

No Impact.  This question would apply to the Project only if it were located in an area not served by an 

existing sewer system.  The Project Site is located in an urbanized area within the City of Los Angeles, 

which is served by a wastewater collection, conveyance, and treatment system operated by the City.  No 

septic tanks or alternative disposal systems are necessary, nor are they proposed.  Therefore, no impacts 

related to alternative wastewater disposal systems would occur. 

7. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 

a) Would the project generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may 

have a significant impact on the environment? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated. Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions refer to a 

group of emissions that are believed to affect global climate conditions.  These gases trap heat in the 

atmosphere and the major concern is that increases in GHG emissions are causing global climate change.  

Global climate change is a change in the average weather on earth that can be measured by wind patterns, 

storms, precipitation and temperature.  Although there is disagreement as to the speed of global warming 

and the extent of the impacts attributable to human activities, most agree that there is a direct link between 

increased emission of GHGs and long-term global temperature.   

What GHGs have in common is that they allow sunlight to enter the atmosphere, but trap a portion of the 

outward-bound infrared radiation and warm up the air.  The process is similar to the effect greenhouses 

have in raising the internal temperature, hence the name greenhouse gases.  Both natural processes and 

human activities emit GHGs.  The accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere regulates the earth’s 

temperature; however, emissions from human activities such as electricity generation and motor vehicle 

operations have elevated the concentration of GHGs in the atmosphere.  This accumulation of GHGs has 

contributed to an increase in the temperature of the earth’s atmosphere and contributed to global climate 

change.  

The principal GHGs are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), sulfur hexafluoride 

(SF6), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), and water vapor (H2O).  CO2 is the reference 

gas for climate change because it is the predominant greenhouse gas emitted.  To account for the varying 

warming potential of different GHGs, GHG emissions are often quantified and reported as CO2 equivalents 

(CO2E).  Large emission sources are reported in million metric tons of CO2E (MMTCO2E).  
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In 2005, in recognition of California’s vulnerability to the effects of climate change, Governor 

Schwarzenegger established Executive Order S-3-05, which sets forth a series of target dates by which 

statewide emissions of GHG would be progressively reduced, as follows: 

 By 2010, reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 2000 levels; 

 By 2020, reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels; and 

 By 2050, reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels. 

In 2006, California passed the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Assembly Bill No. 32; 

California Health and Safety Code Division 25.5, Sections 38500, et seq., or AB 32), which requires the 

California Air Resources Board (ARB) to design and implement emission limits, regulations, and other 

feasible and cost-effective statewide measures, such that greenhouse gas emissions are reduced as follows: 

 2000 GHG emission levels by 2010 (which represents an approximately 11 percent reduction from 

“business-as-usual” [BAU] conditions); and 

 1990 levels by 2020 (approximately 30 percent below BAU conditions). 

As a central requirement of AB 32, the ARB was assigned the task of developing a Scoping Plan that 

outlines the State’s strategy to achieve the 2020 greenhouse gas emissions limit.  This Scoping Plan was 

published in October 2008.  The Scoping Plan proposed a comprehensive set of actions designed to reduce 

overall greenhouse gas emissions in California, improve the environment, reduce the State’s dependence 

on oil, diversify the State’s energy sources, save energy, create new jobs, and enhance public health.   

An important component of the plan is a cap-and-trade program covering 85 percent of the State’s 

emissions.  Additional key recommendations of the Scoping Plan include strategies to enhance and expand 

proven cost-saving energy efficiency programs; implementation of California’s clean cars standards; 

increases in the amount of clean and renewable energy used to power the State; and implementation of a 

low-carbon fuel standard that will make the fuels used in the State cleaner.  Furthermore, the Scoping Plan 

also proposes full deployment of the California Solar Initiative, high-speed rail, water-related energy 

efficiency measures, and a range of regulations to reduce emissions from trucks and from ships docked in 

California ports.  The proposed Scoping Plan was approved by the ARB on December 11, 2008.  

There are currently no applicable adopted thresholds or guidance adopted by the SCAQMD or City of Los 

Angeles to assess the significance of potential impacts associated with greenhouse gases.  In the absence of 

established GHG thresholds, however, the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) nonetheless 

recommends, in its 2008 technical advisory, that lead agencies should make a good-faith effort to calculate, 

model, or estimate the amount of CO2 and other GHG emissions from a project.  In the absence of regulatory 

standards for GHG emissions or other scientific data to clearly define what constitutes a “significant 

impact,” the OPR recommends that individual lead agencies may undertake a project-by-project analysis 

that is consistent with available guidance and current CEQA practice.   
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The construction of the Proposed Project would emit GHG emissions through the combustion of fossil fuels 

from a variety of area, mobile, and energy sources and processes, including the operation of heavy-duty 

construction equipment and vehicle trips generated by construction workers traveling to and from the 

Project Site.  These impacts would vary day to day over the duration of construction activities. 

Table IV-9 

Estimated Daily Construction Emissions – Mitigated 

 

Construction Phase 

Non-Bio CO2 

(Pounds per Day) 

CH4 

(Pounds per Day) 

CO2e 

(Pounds per Day) 

Demolition    

     On-Site Emissions 1,275 <1 1,283 

     Off-Site Emissions 258 <1 258 

     Total Emissions 1,533 <1 1,541 

Site Preparation    

     On-Site Emissions 2,948 1 2,966 

     Off-Site Emissions 66 <1 66 

                                             Total Emissions 3,014 1 3,032 

Grading    

     On-Site Emissions 2,971 1 2,989 

     Off-Site Emissions 105 <1 105 

     Total Emissions 3,076 1 3,094 

Building Construction    

     On-Site Emissions 2,960 1 2,976 

     Off-Site Emissions 972 <1 973 

     Total Emissions 3,932 1 3,949 

Paving    

     On-Site Emissions 1,706 1 1,717 

     Off-Site Emissions 127 <1 127 

     Total Emissions 1,833 1 1,844 

Architectural Coating    

     On-Site Emissions 281 <1 282 

     Off-Site Emissions 140 <1 140 

     Total Emissions 421 1 422 

Maximum Daily Emissions (Grading)   3,949 

Source: DKA Planning, 2013, based on CalEEMod 2013.2.2 model analysis. Calculation sheets are provided in Appendix A to this 

IS/MND. 
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As illustrated in Table IV-9, construction emissions of CO2e following implementation of Mitigation 

Measures in Section III (Air Quality) would peak during the building phase, where 3,949 lb/day of CO2e 

emissions are projected.  There are no quantified thresholds of significance for short-term construction that 

are recommended by ARB, SCAQMD, or the City of Los Angeles.  Moreover, this level of GHG emissions 

is negligible when compared to the 542 million metric tons of CO2e annually that was estimated in 

California alone in 2010.  As a result, the construction-related GHG emissions are not expected to have 

significant impacts on the environment. 

As for the long-term operations, greenhouse gas emissions were calculated for area source, energy, waste, 

water, and mobile vehicle operations.  As shown in Table IV-10, the Proposed Project would result in 1,845 

metric tons of CO2e per year.  This magnitude of emissions is not considered to have significant direct or 

indirect impacts on climate change in light of the policy plans that have been developed by the State of 

California to address cumulative emissions of GHG that could impact global climate change (see Section 

7.b for an evaluation of the Project’s consistency with these policy plans). 

In addition to the GHG emission reductions described above, it is important to note that the CO2e estimates 

from mobile sources (particularly CO2, CH4, and N2O emissions) are likely much greater than the emissions 

that would actually occur.  The methodology used assumes that all emissions sources are new sources and 

that emissions from these sources are 100 percent additive to existing conditions.  Such an assumption is 

appropriate because it is impossible to determine whether emissions sources associated with a project move 

from outside the air basin and are in effect new emissions sources, or whether they are sources that were 

already in the air basin and just shifted to a new location.  Because the effects of GHGs are global, a project 

that merely shifts the location of a GHG-emitting activity (e.g., where people live, where vehicles drive, or 

where companies conduct business) would result in no net change in global GHG emissions levels.  

For example, if a portion of California’s population migrated from the South Coast Air Basin to the San 

Joaquin Valley Air Basin, this would decrease GHG emissions in the South Coast Air Basin and increase 

emissions in the San Joaquin Valley Air Basin, but little change in overall global GHG emissions.  However, 

if a person moves from one location where the land use pattern requires auto use to another that promotes 

shorter and fewer vehicle trips and less energy usage, the new development could result in a net reduction 

in global GHG emissions. 

It is impossible to know at this time whether residents, employees, and customers of the Proposed Project 

would have longer or shorter trips; whether they would walk, bike, and use public transportation more or 

less than under existing circumstances; and whether their overall driving habits would result in higher or 

lower VMT.  Much of the vehicle-generated CO2 emissions attributed to the Project could simply be from 

vehicles at an existing location moving to the Project Site, and not from new vehicle emissions sources 

relative to global climate change. Therefore, the net contribution would likely be much less than the 

estimated emissions. 

The Proposed Project would also incorporate several design elements and programs that can further reduce 

the carbon footprint of the development, including: 
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 Located near residential neighborhoods; 

 Access to several public transportation bus lines; and 

 Inclusion of solar panels which would supplement the electrical power to the common areas. 

 

Table IV-10 

Annual Greenhouse Gas Emissions - Operations 

Scenario and Source 

 

CO2e (Metric 

Tons per Year) 

Area Source 19 

Energy 336 

Mobile Source 1,362 

Waste  29 

Water 74 

Total Emissions 25** 

Construction  1,845 

Total Emissions 19 

Source: DKA Planning, 2013, based on CalEEMod 2013.2.2 model 

analysis, included as Appendix A to this IS/MND. 

**Pursuant to guidance from the AB32 Scoping Plan and SCAQMD, 

construction phase emissions were amortized over the lifetime of the 

project, defined as 30 years, to normalize emissions for comparison 

with long-term operational emissions.  

Mitigation Measure: 

VII-10.      Green House Gas Emissions 

 Only low- and non-VOC-containing paints, sealants, adhesives, and solvents shall be utilized in the 

construction of the project. 

b) Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulations adopted for the 

purpose of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases? 

Less Than Significant Impact. The Project would contribute to cumulative increases in GHG emissions 

over time in the absence of policy intervention.  However, the California Air Resources Board’s (CARB) 

AB 32 Scoping Plan provides the basis for policies that would reduce cumulative GHG emissions within 

California to 1990 levels by 2020.  As a result, the Proposed Project is judged against its consistency with 

the AB 32 Scoping Plan to determine whether it will result in adverse cumulative impacts to global climate 

change.  As shown in Table IV-11, the Project would be consistent with all feasible and applicable strategies 

recommended in the Scoping Plan.  As a result, the Project’s cumulative impact on climate change is 

considered less than significant.  
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Table IV-11 

Project Consistency with AB 32 Scoping Plan  

Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies 

Strategy Project Consistency 

Energy Efficiency.  Maximize energy efficiency 

building and appliance standards and pursue additional 

efficiency efforts including new technologies, and new 

policy and mechanisms.  Pursue comparable investment 

in energy efficiency from all retail providers of 

electricity in California.   

Consistent.  The Project is designed to meet Title 24 

standards and calls for several measures designed to 

reduce energy consumption.  It would also use energy 

form the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, 

which has goals to diversity its portfolio of renewable 

energy sources. 

Diesel Anti-Idling.  CARB limits diesel-fueled 

commercial motor vehicle idling, including 

construction vehicles. 

Consistent.  Construction vehicles and those making 

deliveries to the Site will be limited to idling no more 

than five minutes. 

Heavy-Duty Vehicle Emission Reduction Measures.  

Increased efficiency in the design of heavy-duty 

vehicles and an education program for the heavy-duty 

vehicle sector. 

Consistent.  Construction vehicles would be required to 

meet increasingly stringent Tier 3 and Tier 4 standards 

for engine efficiency. 

Urban Forestry.  A new statewide goal of planting 5 

million trees in urban areas by 2020 would be achieved 

through expansion of local urban forestry programs. 

Consistent.  Landscaping for the Project would result in 

a net increase in planted trees throughout the Project 

Site and include drought tolerant plant species. 

Smart Land Use and Intelligent Transportation Systems.  

Encourage jobs/housing proximity, promote transit-

oriented development, and encourage high-density 

residential and commercial development along transit 

corridors. 

Consistent.  The mixed-use Project would locate 

substantial residential and commercial uses near Metro 

Line 115 that provides connections to the Metro Green 

line light rail line and other municipal bus lines.  It 

would also improve the jobs/housing balance of this 

predominantly residential neighborhood and provide 

more local-serving commercial uses that reduce vehicle 

travel outside of the Playa del Rey community. 

Transportation Emissions Reduction.  Provide shuttle 

service to public transportation. 

Consistent.  Metro Line 115 serves the Project directly 

and provides direct connections to other Metro bus 

lines, municipal bus lines, and Metro Green Line light 

rail service. 

Renewables Portfolio Standard.  Achieve 33 percent 

renewable energy mix statewide. 

Consistent.  The Project would utilize energy from the 

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, which 

has goals to diversify its portfolio of energy sources to 

increase the use of renewable energy. 

Green Building Strategy.  Expand the use of green 

building practices to reduce the carbon footprint of 

California’s new and existing inventory of buildings.  

Reduce energy use in public and private buildings by 

20% by 2015 as compared to 2003 levels. 

Consistent.  The Project calls for several measures 

designed to reduce energy consumption. 

Recycling and Waste.  Reduce methane emissions at 

landfills.  Increase waste diversion, composting and 

other beneficial uses of organic materials and mandate 

commercial recycling.  Move toward zero waste. 

Consistent.  The Proposed Project would participate in 

the City’s waste diversion programs as mandated by AB 

939 to divert 50% of waste to landfills. 

Water.  Continue efficiency programs and use cleaner 

energy sources to move and treat water. 

Consistent.  The Project would use water-efficient 

landscaping including point-to-point irrigation and a 

smart controller drip system to reduce water use. 

Source:  DKA Planning, 2013. 
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8. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

This section is based on the following reports and are included as Appendix E to this IS/MND: 

E.1 Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, prepared by Environmental Engineering & Contracting, 

 Inc., dated November 16, 2009. 

E.2 Soil Vapor Survey Report, prepared by Environmental Engineering & Contracting, Inc., dated 

 November 11, 2011. 

E.3 Survey of Suspect Asbestos-Containing Materials, prepared by BA Environmental, dated 

 February 2010. 

E.4 Certificate of Completion and Non-Hazardous Waste Manifest, Asbestos Abatement, prepared by 

 P.W. Stephens Environmental, Inc., dated September 15, 2011. 

E.5 Suspect Lead-Based Paint Investigation Report, prepared by BA Environmental, dated February 

 19, 2010. 

a) Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the 

routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project would involve the use or 

disposal of hazardous materials as part of its routine operations, or would have the potential to generate 

toxic or otherwise hazardous emissions that could adversely affect sensitive receptors. The Project involves 

the construction of approximately 72 residential units and 14,500 square feet of commercial space including 

13,000 square feet of retail and 1,500 square feet of restaurant uses. Other than the typical cleaning solvents 

used for janitorial purposes, no hazardous materials would be used, transported, or disposed of in 

conjunction with the routine day-to-day operations of the Project.  

Construction could involve the use of potential hazardous materials, including vehicle fuels, oils, and 

transmission fluids. However, all potentially hazardous materials would be contained, stored, and used in 

accordance with manufacturers’ instructions and handled in compliance with applicable standards and 

regulations. There is nothing unique or specific about the Project or its location that would warrant any 

mitigation beyond general compliance. 

Therefore, the Project would not create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the 

routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials and a less than significant impact would occur. 

b) Would the project create significant hazard to the public or the environment through 

reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials 

into the environment? 
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Potentially Significant Impact Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a 

project utilizes hazardous materials as part of its routine operations and could potentially pose a hazard to 

nearby sensitive receptors under accident or upset conditions.  

This subsection is based on the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, included as Appendix E.1 to this 

IS/MND. 

Site History 

From at least the late 1910s, the northern portion of Project Site was developed with a passenger rail station. 

The Pacific Electric passenger rail tracks were located along the eastern boundary of the Site. The central 

and southern portions of the Site consisted of graded and undeveloped areas.  

By the early 1950s, the rail station was replaced with a restaurant and an oil tank was added to the northern 

portion of the Site, and an unknown structure was constructed in the southeastern corner of the Site. By the 

late 1950s, a liquor store/food store was constructed in the northern portion of the Site, a gasoline service 

station was constructed along the southern portion of the Site, and an office building replaced the structure 

formerly located in the southeastern corner of the Site.  

Building records from 1961 indicate that the two structures formerly located along the northern portion of 

the Site were replaced with a gasoline service station and repair garage, including underground storage 

tanks (USTs) and a canopy.  

Building records from 1962 indicate that a restaurant was constructed in the central portion of the Site. By 

the mid-1960s, a paved driveway was constructed along the central portion of the Site and the Pacific 

Electric passenger rail tracks were removed.  

Building records from 1967 indicate that a "lubrication bay," which is likely an oil change and automotive 

fluids area, was added to the gasoline service station in the northern portion of the Site. Building records 

from 1972 indicate that an addition to the restaurant structure in the central portion of the Site was 

constructed. Building records from 1973 and 1975 indicate that the structure in the southeastern corner of 

the Site was converted from a retail structure to a restaurant and that a canopy was added to the structure.  

Building records from 1982 indicate that the gasoline service station in the northern portion of the Site was 

demolished, the gasoline USTs were removed, and the former area of the USTs was backfilled, although 

the source of the fill was not identified. Building records from the 1988, 1989, 1990, and 1991 indicate that 

the northern portion of the Site was used as a seasonal Christmas tree sales lot, a seasonal activity that 

appeared to continue until the mid-2000s.  

Building records from 1998 indicate that the former gasoline service station in the southern portion of the 

Site had changed to an office building and that this structure, as well as the restaurant structure in the central 

portion of the Site were demolished.  
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The 1998 building records also identify an 8,000 gallon gasoline UST was located in the southern portion 

of the Site at the time of the 1998 demolition, although according to a previous investigation, the UST was 

removed at the time of the demolition.  

By early 2000s, the Site appeared mostly vacant and undeveloped, with the exception of the unoccupied 

structure in the southeastern corner of the Site and the temporary use of the northern portion of the Site for 

recreational boat storage.  

In 2005, Vista Del Mar was widened and the project resulted in the acquisition of a southeastern portion of 

the Site by the City of Los Angeles.  

Previous Environmental Reports 

Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments, as well as a Supplemental Phase II Environmental 

Site Assessment, were prepared by LeRoy Crandall and Associates (LCA) in April 1990, November 1990, 

and March 1991, respectively. (These reports are included in Appendix F to the current Phase I ESA, which 

is included as Appendix E.1 to this IS/MND.) The purpose of the LCA Supplemental Phase II ESA was to 

determine the presence of possible subsurface contamination in areas of suspected contamination from 

former gasoline service stations, which were identified in the LCA Phase I and LCA Phase II, and located 

at the northern and southern portions of the Project Site. The LCA Phase II involved the drilling of four 

borings and converting three into groundwater monitoring wells along the southern portion of the Site. 

Laboratory analyses performed on collected soil and groundwater samples from the LCA Phase II did not 

indicate fuel hydrocarbons in the investigated areas. As part of the LCA Supplemental Phase II ESA, seven 

borings were drilled into the northern portion of the Project Site to a maximum depth of 20 feet and two of 

the borings were converted to monitoring wells, which were placed in the former UST excavation areas. 

Selected soil samples from the borings were analyzed for petroleum hydrocarbons, total fuel hydrocarbons, 

and volatile aromatic hydrocarbons. Laboratory results indicated that concentrations of fuel or volatile 

aromatic hydrocarbons were not detected. However, trace amounts of petroleum hydrocarbons were 

detected in the 5-foot samples of the monitoring well in the vicinity of the former waste oil UST. The 10-

foot sample of the same monitoring well contained no detectable levels of petroleum hydrocarbons, and as 

such, LCA attributed the trace amounts to either the former waste oil UST or decomposing organic matter. 

LCA concluded that the levels of hydrocarbons present in the underlying soil did not pose a significant 

environmental impact to the Project Site.   

Recognized Environmental Conditions 

The term "Recognized Environmental Conditions" (RECs) is defined by ASTM as the "presence or likely 

presence of any hazardous substances or petroleum products on a property under conditions that indicate 

an existing release, past release, or a material threat of a release of any hazardous substances or petroleum 

products into structures on the property or into the ground, groundwater, or surface water of the property."  
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One REC was determined to be associated with the Site: 

Del Rey Cleaners: A groundwater investigation of Del Rey Cleaners, a dry cleaning facility located 

approximately 540 feet northeast of the Site, detected tetrachloroethylene (PCE) at concentrations as high 

as 43,500 micrograms per liter (ug/l) in groundwater. According to correspondence with the Regional Water 

Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (RWQCB), no additional environmental investigations have 

been conducted since 2002. Since no effort has been made to remediate the groundwater impacts from this 

presumably up gradient dry cleaning facility, Del Rey Cleaners represents a REC for the Site and the Phase 

I recommends a Phase II Groundwater Investigation be prepared to determine if groundwater impacts exist 

at the Site. 

As discussed under Volatile Organic Compounds, below, in December 2009, Environmental Engineering 

& Contracting (EEC) conducted a Phase II groundwater investigation at the Site.  

Due to the shallow groundwater depth in the area, it is likely that construction dewatering would be required 

for the proposed subterranean parking. Pumping activities could increase the groundwater gradient toward 

the Site, which could pull the documented groundwater impacts at Del Rey Cleaners towards the Site. 

Dewatering recommendation are found on pages 11 to 32 of the Geotechnical Investigation, included as 

Appendix D to this IS/MND. As described under Soil Vapor Survey, below, analytical results for soil vapor 

samples collected from the soil gas probes indicate that VOCs are not present at levels in soil vapor that are 

above laboratory detection limits.  

Historic Recognized Environmental Condition 

The term "historic recognized environmental condition" (HREC) is defined in ASTM Practice E 1527-05 

as "conditions which in the past would have been considered a REC, but which may or may not be 

considered a REC currently." No HRECs were determined to be associated with the Site.  

Former Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) 

According to the historical resources reviewed, two gasoline service stations and associated USTs were 

formerly located at the Site and the potential exists for the former USTs to have impacted the Site. However, 

according to the analytical results obtained from the previous investigations performed at the Site, it does 

not appear that former USTs have resulted in significant impacts to the subsurface. 

Imported Fill Material 

Imported fill used to backfill the UST excavations in the northern portion of the Site may have also impacted 

the Site. However, according to the analytical results obtained from the previous investigations performed 

at the Site, it does not appear that the use of imported fill at the Site has resulted in significant impacts to 

the subsurface. 

Radon 
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The EPA has designated three zones of classification indicating the predicted average indoor screening 

level of radon per county. Los Angeles County, California is classified in Zone 2. Zone 2 is designated as 

having an indoor average level between 2 and 4 picocuries per liter (pCi/L). The EPA has a set standard of 

4.0 pCi/L as the concentration of radon at which corrective action is recommended. Based on the potential 

use of the Site (residential), elevated levels of radon may be of concern. However, testing is required to 

determine site-specific radon levels. 

Because the Project would include residential uses or other purposes involving sensitive receptors, radon 

testing shall be conducted, consistent with standard requirements, to ensure that elevated radon levels are 

not present at the Site (Mitigation Measures, below). 

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) 

This subsection is based on the Soil Vapor Survey Report, included as Appendix E.2 to this IS/MND. 

The 2009 Phase 1 ESA identified the PCE contaminated groundwater released from Del Rey Cleaners, 

located approximately 540 feet northeast of the Site, as a “Recognized Environmental Condition” (REC). 

As a result, it was recommended that a Phase II groundwater investigation be prepared to determine if 

impacted groundwater from the Del Rey Cleaners plume had impacted the Project Site. 

In December 2009, EEC conducted a Phase II groundwater investigation at the Site. A total of six (6) soil 

borings were advanced: four (4) soil borings on the Site and two (2) soil borings at 200 Culver Boulevard, 

between the Site and the Del Rey Cleaners. Groundwater samples were collected at approximately 10 feet 

below ground surface at each boring.   

Laboratory data from this investigation indicated that volatile organic compounds (VOCs) were not present 

in levels above laboratory detection limits. 

Because EEC determined the limits of the plume associated with Del Rey Cleaners (non-detect 100 feet 

down gradient of the cleaners property), soil vapor sampling was determined not to be necessary at the Site 

based on “Plume Test and Critical Distance Determination” presented on page 12 of ASTM E2600 

(Standard Guide for Vapor Encroachment Screening on Property Involved in Real Estate Transactions). 

According to the standard:  

“9.2 Plume Text and Critical Distance Determination – If information related to the boundaries of 

the contaminate plume from known contaminated properties is available , the critical distance test 

can be conducted. The critical distance is the lineal distance in any direction between the nearest 

edge of the contaminated plume and the nearest edge of the contaminated plume and the nearest 

TP boundary, and is equal to 100 ft. (30.5 m) for COC or 30 ft. (9m) for dissolved petroleum 

hydrocarbon COC. The critical distance for petroleum hydrocarbon COC as LNAPL is the same 

as for nonpetroleum hydrocarbon COC (that is, 100 ft. (30.5 m)).” 
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Based on the critical distances set forth by the standard and the definition of the Del Ray Cleaners plume, 

EEC concluded that soil vapor sampling was not necessary. In October 2011, Partner Engineering and 

Science, Inc. (Partner) conducted a Phase I ESA at the Site on behalf of US Bank. In this assessment, Partner 

identified the documented impacts at Del Rey Cleaners as a REC based on the amount of time that had 

elapsed since EEC’s Phase II groundwater investigation. As a result, Partner recommended addressing 

potential vapor intrusion concerns prior to any construction at the Site. 

Soil Vapor Survey 

The soil vapor survey included the advancement six (6) direct push soil borings at the Site using a truck-

mounted direct-push rig. The total depth of each borings extended to a maximum depth of 5 feet below 

ground surface (fbgs), the maximum extent feasible due to the shallow groundwater conditions. Soil boring 

locations are presented in Appendix E, Soil-Vapor Boring Location Map. 

Following the completion of field activities and laboratory sample analyses, the data was reviewed to 

complete the evaluation. Concentrations of all volatile organic compounds (VOCs), including 

tetrachloroethylene (PCE), were not detected above laboratory detection limits. Soil vapor VOC data is 

illustrated in Appendix E. 

The lithology of soil borings SG-2, SG-3, SG-5, and SG-6 was described by Environmental Engineering & 

Contracting’s field geologist as consisting of primarily brown, medium dense, fine grained sand with no 

hydrocarbon staining or odor. Soil in SG-1 and SG-4 was described as grayish-brown, medium dense, fine 

grained sand with a gray sandy clay layer from approximately 4 to 4.5 fbgs. 

Photo ionization detector (PID) readings were taken of soil collected at 2 fbgs and 5 fbgs in each soil boring. 

All soil analyzed returned PID readings of 0.0 parts per million by volume (ppmv). 

Following soil vapor sampling, the six soil gas probes were destroyed by removing the full length of the ⅛-

inch nylaflow tubing and small airstone filter from each borehole and backfilling the boreholes with 

bentonite. The boreholes were then completed to match surrounding conditions. 

Analytical results for soil vapor samples collected from the soil gas probes indicate that VOCs are not 

present at levels in soil vapor that are above laboratory detection limits. Therefore, impacts related to VOCs 

would be less than significant. 

Asbestos-Containing Material (ACM) 

The Project Site is currently undeveloped. One vacant commercial building located near the southern tip of 

the Project Site was previously demolished. That demolition is accounted for in the following discussion. 

A visual screening for suspect asbestos-containing materials in the now-demolished building was conducted 

at the time of the site reconnaissance during the Phase I ESA. Although the majority of the interior of the 

structure was inaccessible, suspect materials that could be observed at the on-site structure included, but 

are not limited to ceiling tiles, wallboard/joint compound, carpet mastic, roofing materials, and baseboard 
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mastic. During the site reconnaissance, these materials appeared to be in fair to poor condition. This 

inspection did not include observations for hidden materials such as materials under existing floors or 

behind walls. Given the 1950s construction date of the Site structure, there was the potential that asbestos 

was present in these materials.  

This following is based on the Survey of Suspect Asbestos-Containing Materials and the Certificate of 

Completion and Non-Hazardous Waste Manifest, Asbestos Abatement, included as Appendix E.4 to this 

IS/MND. 

BA Environmental performed a visual survey of suspect friable and non-friable ACMs. Friable materials 

are materials which can be crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder by hand pressure when dry. Non-

friable materials are materials in which the fibers have been locked in by a bonding agent, coating, or binder, 

and may not release fibers during normal use and handling. Improper handling, such as grinding or sanding 

of non-friable ACMs, will render these materials friable. Suspect ACMs observed and sampled included 

panel board glue (white and black) drywall and joint compound, plaster composite, button board, 2’ x 4’ 

acoustic ceiling panels, stucco, 12” x 12” self-adhesive floor tile and associated mastic, roofing composite 

materials and roofing mastic. Most of the suspect friable and non-friable materials appeared to be in fair to 

poor condition. 

On February 8, 2010, BA Environmental conducted a Survey of Suspect Asbestos-Containing Materials 

(ACMs). A total of 39 bulk samples of suspect ACMs were collected and submitted to the laboratory for 

analysis. Some samples were determined by the analyst at the laboratory to include an additional layer of 

suspect ACMs that required analysis. This made a total of 46 samples of suspect ACMs. Additionally, due 

to the “Positive Stop” request issued to the laboratory, a total of 6 samples were not analyzed. This report 

reflects the 40 samples analyzed. 

Suspect ACMs observed and sampled included panel board glue (white and black) drywall and joint 

compound, plaster composite, button board, 2’ x 4’ acoustic ceiling panels, stucco, 12” x 12” self-adhesive 

floor tile and associated mastic, roofing composite materials and roofing mastic. Most of the suspect friable 

and non-friable materials appeared to be in fair to poor condition. 

Table IV-12 lists ACMs identified during the survey, including the location and estimated total quantity. 

Table IV-12  

Asbestos-Containing Materials 

Material Location 
Friable/Non-Friable 

Location 

Estimated 

Quantity 

Panel Board adhesive (white) Room 1 Non-friable 92 sf 

Roofing Mastic Roof seam between flat roof and concrete roof Non-friable 20 linear feet 

Roofing Mastic Roof at penetration and pitch pockets Non-friable 40 sf 

Source:  BA Environmental, February 2010.  
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BA Environmental recommended several measures regarding ACMs identified at the Site, all of which 

were implemented during demolition of the abandoned structure. A Certificate of Completion and Non-

Hazardous Waste Manifest was issued by P.W. Stephens Environmental, Inc. on September 15, 2011 that 

certifies that the asbestos abatement project has been completed for 6917 South Vista Del Mar. The scope 

of work included removing asbestos containing panel board adhesive from room #1 and removing mastic 

from roof penetration and pitch pockets and seam between flat roof. Therefore, impacts related to ACM 

would be less than significant. 

Lead-Based Paint (LBP)  

The Project Site is currently undeveloped. One vacant commercial building located near the southern tip of 

the Project Site was previously demolished. That demolition is accounted for in the following discussion. 

Lead-based paint samples were not collected for the purpose of Phase I ESA. Painted exterior surfaces 

appeared to be in fair condition. Given that the 1950s construction of the structure, it is possible that lead 

was present on painted surfaces. However, the presence of lead can only be confirmed through bulk or wipe 

sampling, and by laboratory analysis or X-Ray Florescence (XRF) survey.  

The following is based on the Suspect Lead-Based Paint Investigation Report, included as Appendix E.5 to 

this IS/MND. 

BA Environmental conducted a limited investigation of suspected lead-based paint (LBP) at selected areas 

of the now-demolished commercial property located at 6917 South Vista Del Mar in Playa del Rey, 

California. The scope of the assessment included a limited investigation to determine the location(s) of 

accessible LBP and lead-containing paint (LCP) in poor or peeling condition on interior and exterior 

surfaces of the Site proposed for renovations or demolition. 

During the investigation, paint in poor or peeling condition was often observed. One sampling location was 

identified as having LBP. Two sampling locations were identified as having LCP. These sampling locations 

can be seen in Figure IV-5, Limited Lead-Based Survey.  

The LBP and LCP at these locations warrant abatement in the event of demolition or renovation activities 

that will impact the LBP and LCP. The LBP and LCP sampled at the Site were observed to be in poor or 

peeling condition. LBP or LCP were not detected during analysis of the remaining samples.  

Building material surfaces and components with LBP (lead concentrations greater than or equal to 5,000 

parts per million (ppm)), LCP (lead concentrations less than 5,000 ppm and greater than or equal to 600 

ppm) and “lead-safe paint” (lead concentrations less than 600 ppm) that were detected at the Site are 

identified in the Suspect Lead-Based Paint Investigation Report, included as Appendix E.4.  

BA Environmental recommended several measures regarding the LBP and LCP identified at the Site, all of 

which were implemented during demolition of the abandoned structure. Because these measures were 

implemented during construction, and no LBP or LCP remain at the Project Site, impacts related to lead-

based paint would be less than significant. 
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Oil Fields  

The Site is nearby the Playa Del Rey Oil Field.25 Based on a review of the California Division of Oil, Gas 

and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) Oil and Gas Well Location Map W1-5, the Site is not located within 

the boundaries of an oil field. No oil wells are located in the immediate vicinity of the Site. However, due 

to the voluntary nature of record reporting by the oil well drilling companies, wells may be improperly 

located or not shown on the location map. Other wells could be encountered during construction. Any wells 

encountered will need to be properly abandoned in accordance with the current requirements of the DOGGR 

(see Mitigation Measures of this Section). The Project impacts related to the potential for oil wells to occur 

onsite would be reduced to less than significant with mitigation. 

Methane  

The Site is located within the boundaries of a methane zone and a methane buffer zone, as defined by the 

City of Los Angeles (2004). A permanent methane gas mitigation system may be necessary beneath the 

proposed building at the Site. It is recommended that a methane gas consultant be retained for the evaluation 

and design of such a system if required (see Mitigation Measures of this Section). 

The City’s Methane Ordinance administrated by the Department of Building and Safety (LADBS) regulates 

all projects within Methane Zones and Methane Buffer Zones (LAMC Section 91.7011 et seq.) The Project 

would follow all applicable LADBS requirements during construction and operation. The Project impacts 

related to its location in a methane zone would be reduced to less than significant with mitigation. 

Hazardous Substances 

No hazardous substances that constitute evidence of a recognized environmental condition were observed 

at the Site at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

Unidentified Containers 

No unidentified containers that constitute evidence of a recognized environmental condition were observed 

at the Site at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

Staining  

No unidentified staining that constitutes evidence of a recognized environmental condition was observed 

at the Site at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

Stressed Vegetation 

                                                      
25  Los Angeles Safety Element, Exhibit E, Oil Field and Oil Drilling Areas in the City of Los Angeles: 

http://cityplanning.lacity.org/cwd/gnlpln/saftyelt.pdf, accessed October 1, 2012 
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No unidentified stressed vegetation that constitutes evidence of a recognized environmental condition was 

observed at the Site at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

Aboveground Storage Tanks (ASTs) 

No aboveground storage tanks were observed on the Site at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) 

Regulatory records review did not indicate the current registration of USTs at the Site, and no evidence of 

vent pipes, fill pipes, or access ways indicating USTs was discovered at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

However, as previously mentioned, historical presence of several USTs was uncovered during a review of 

building records for the Site.  

According to the historical resources reviewed, two gasoline service stations and associated USTs were 

formerly located at the Site and the potential exists for the former USTs to have impacted the Site. In 

addition, imported fill used to backfill the UST excavations in the northern portion of the Site may have 

also impacted the Site. However, according to the analytical results obtained from the previous 

investigations performed at the Site, it does not appear that former USTs or imported fill have resulted in 

significant impacts to the subsurface. 

Pits, Ponds, And Lagoons 

No ponds or lagoons were observed at the Site at the time of the site reconnaissance. 

PCB-Containing Equipment 

Pole-mounted transformers were observed along the southern portion of the Site and appeared to be in good 

condition. It appears that the transformers are owned and operated by the Los Angeles Department of Water 

and Power (LADWP), which would responsible for cleanup in the event of a spill or leak. As such, the 

presence of pole-mounted transformers do not represent an environmental concern to the Site.  

Solid Waste Disposal  

No indications of improper disposal of solid waste or burial activities were noted in the Phase I ESA. 

Septic System with On-Site Drainfield 

The Site currently maintains capped connections to the municipal sewer system. No records indicating the 

presence of historical septic systems were found during a review of City building permits. 

Oil/Water Separator 

There were no oil/water separators identified at the Site. 
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Dry Wells or Injection Wells 

No wells were observed on the Site or during regulatory file reviews conducted for the Site. 

Contamination of Soil 

No evidence of contaminated soil was observed during site reconnaissance or during regulatory file reviews 

conducted for the Site. 

Contamination of Groundwater 

There is a potential for groundwater impacts from Del Rey Cleaners, a dry cleaning facility located 

approximately 540 feet northeast of the Site. This is discussed in more detail under Volatile Organic 

Compounds. 

Vapor Intrusion 

No evidence of vapor intrusion was identified during site assessment activities. 

Use of Pesticides on Site 

No pesticides are reportedly used at the Site. It does not appear that historical use of the Site involved the 

use of pesticides. 

Mitigation Measures: 

VIII-20.      Explosion/Release (Methane Gas) 

 All commercial, industrial, and institutional buildings shall be provided with an approved Methane 

Control System, which shall include these minimum requirements; a vent system and gas-detection 

system which shall be installed in the basements or the lowest floor level on grade, and within 

underfloor space of buildings with raised foundations. The gas-detection system shall be designed 

to automatically activate the vent system when an action level equal to 25% of the Lower Explosive 

Limit (LEL) methane concentration is detected within those areas. 

 All commercial, industrial, institutional and multiple residential buildings covering over 50,000 

square feet of lot area or with more than one level of basement shall be independently analyzed by 

a qualified engineer, as defined in Section 91.7102 of the Municipal Code, hired by the building 

owner. The engineer shall investigate and recommend mitigation measures which will prevent or 

retard potential methane gas seepage into the building. In addition to the other items listed in this 

section, the owner shall implement the engineer's design recommendations subject to Department 

of Building and Safety and Fire Department approval. 

 All multiple residential buildings shall have adequate ventilation as defined in Section 91.7102 of 

the Municipal Code of a gas-detection system installed in the basement or on the lowest floor level 

on grade, and within the underfloor space in buildings with raised foundations. 
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 Since the Project would include residential uses or other purposes involving sensitive receptors, 

radon testing shall be conducted to ensure that elevated radon levels are not present at the Site. 

 Any oil wells encountered shall to be properly abandoned in accordance with the current 

requirements of the California Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources. 

c) Would the project emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous 

materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school? 

No Impact.  A project-related significant adverse effect may occur if the Project Site is located within 0.25-

mile of an existing or proposed school site, and is projected to release toxic emissions, which would pose a 

health hazard beyond regulatory thresholds. There are no schools within 0.25 miles (1,320 feet). The nearest 

school is Paseo Del Rey Natural Science Academy (LAUSD elementary school grades 1-5), approximately 

4,100 feet from the Project Site. In addition, as discussed above, the Project would not be expected to emit 

any hazardous substances during construction or operation as a residential and commercial land use. 

Therefore, the Project would result in no impacts with respect to hazardous materials within one-quarter 

mile of a school. 

d) Would the project be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites 

compiled pursuant to Government Code §65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a significant hazard 

to the public or the environment? 

No Impact.  California Government Code Section 65962.5 requires various state agencies to compile lists 

of hazardous waste disposal facilities, unauthorized release from underground storage tanks, contaminated 

drinking water wells, and solid waste facilities from which there is known migration of hazardous waste 

and submit such information to the Secretary for Environmental Protection on at least an annual basis.  This 

question would apply only if the Project Site is included on any of the above referred to lists and therefore 

would pose an environmental hazard to surrounding sensitive uses. 

In meeting the provisions in Government Code Section 65962.5, commonly referred to as the “Cortese 

List,” database resources that provide information regarding identified facilities or sites include EnviroStor, 

GeoTracker, and other lists compiled by the California Environmental Protection Agency.  

The Project Site is not listed in either the EnviroStor26 or GeoTracker27 database as being listed on any 

cleanup site, LUST site (Leaking Underground Storage Tank), or SLIC site (Spills, Leaks, Investigation, 

and Cleanup).  

Regulatory Review 

The following is from the Phase I ESA (which is included as Appendix E.1 to this IS/MND): 

                                                      
26  EnviroStor, Department of Toxic Substances Control: http://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov, October 2, 2012. 
27  Geotracker, State Water Resources Control Board: http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/, October 2, 2012. 
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United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

A file review for the Site was requested from the EPA. No EPA records were found for the Site. 

California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) 

A file review for the Site was requested from DTSC - Cypress and Chatsworth offices. No DTSC records 

were found for the Site. 

California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) 

A file review for the Site was requested from CIWMB. No CIWMB records were found for the Site. 

Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) 

A file review for the Site was requested from OEHHA. No OEHHA records were found for the Site. 

California Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) 

A file review for the Site was requested from the RWQCB – Los Angeles and Santa Ana Regions. No 

RWQCB records were found for the Site. However, records for Del Rey Cleaners, a former dry cleaning 

facility located approximately 930 feet northeast of the Site were reviewed: 

 Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, Dry Cleaners, 310 Culver Avenue, Playa del Rey, 

CA, prepared by DCI Services (DCI) for Bank of Yorba Linda, dated May 3, 2000 (the DCI 

Phase I)  

 Limited Phase II Environmental Site Assessment, Dry Cleaners, 310 Culver Avenue, Playa 

del Rey, CA, prepared by DCI for Bank of Yorba Linda, dated May 9, 2000 (the DCI Phase 

II) 

At the time of the DCI Phase I and Phase II, Del Rey Cleaners was no longer in operation and the facility 

consisted of a vacant commercial property. According to the DCI Phase I, dry cleaning operations had been 

conducted at this facility for nearly 40 years and DCI concluded that additional investigation of the facility 

was warranted to determine if soil was impacted by potential spills associated with the former dry cleaning 

operations. DCI subsequently conducted a Phase II investigation to assess the possibility of subsurface 

contamination from former dry cleaning machine and the storage of tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and PCE-

tainted filters. 

Five soil borings were advanced using direct push technology in April 2000 to a depth of 5 feet bgs. Soil 

samples were collected at depths of 2 feet and 5 feet and analyzed for VOCs by EPA Method 8260. No 

groundwater samples were collected by DCI. Nine of the ten samples contained detectable levels of PCE, 

ranging from 52 to 2,300 micrograms per kilogram (ug/kg). DCI concluded that the concentrations were 
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moderate and consistent with "minor, incidental spills" and that "concentrations would be orders of 

magnitude higher if free product were involved." DCI requested agency closure for this facility.  

 Groundwater Investigation and Quarterly Monitoring Report, Del Rey Cleaners, 310 Culver 

Boulevard, Playa del Rey, California, prepared by Targhee, Inc. (Targhee) for the RWQCB, dated 

February 20, 2002 

RWQCB requested a groundwater investigation be conducted at the Del Rey Cleaners facility to define the 

extent of groundwater contamination.  

In January 2002, soil sampling was conducted in three borings, which were subsequently converted to 

groundwater monitoring wells. The drilling was completed using a hollow-stem auger drill rig. Soil samples 

were collected beginning at a depth of 5 feet bgs and continuing to the complete depth of the boring at 

approximately 4 to 6 foot intervals. The soil samples were analyzed for VOCs using EPA Method 8260B. 

PCE was detected in two of the six soil samples at 3,110 ug/kg and 3,590 ug/kg. Minor concentrations of 

aromatic petroleum hydrocarbons were also identified in two of the six soil samples.  

Following soil sampling, each boring was converted to a groundwater monitoring well and samples were 

taken from each well. Each groundwater sample was analyzed for VOCs using EPA Method 8260B. PCE 

was detected in all three wells, ranging from 160 to 43,500 micrograms per liter (ug/L). Groundwater was 

determined to flow to the southeast. 

Targhee concluded that the presence of aromatic petroleum hydrocarbons indicated historic uses of the 

facility that were not clearly defined. Targhee also concluded that the concentrations of PCE in groundwater 

represented a significant impact to groundwater and that the source areas of the PCE at this facility could 

not be determined. According to information from the SWRCB Geotracker database and a conversation 

with the Mr. Henry Jones, Engineering Geologist with the RWQCB - Los Angeles Region, this facility 

remained an open case for tetrachloroethylene (PCE) impacts to soil and groundwater and that no work has 

been conducted since 2002 due to the death of the owner of this facility.  

Since no known remediation to contain groundwater impact has been conducted for this facility and based 

on potential variations in groundwater flow direction, potential impacts to groundwater exist and represents 

a REC for the Site. It was recommended that an additional investigation be prepared to determine if VOCs 

from this dry cleaning facility have impacted groundwater at the Site. 

In December 2009, Environmental Engineering & Contracting conducted a Phase II groundwater 

investigation at the Site. Laboratory data from this investigation indicated that volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) were not present in levels above laboratory detection limits. 

California State Fire Marshall (CSFM) 

A request for pipeline locations for the Site was submitted to the State of California Fire Marshall (CSFM). 

No CSFM records were found for the Site. 
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South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) 

A file review for the Site was requested from SCAQMD. No SCAQMD records were found for the Site. 

Los Angeles County Fire Department (LACFD)  

A file review for the Site was requested from the LACFD. A response has not yet been received.. 

Los Angeles County Public Health Investigation (PHI) 

A file review for the Site was requested from the PHI. No PHI records were found for the Site. 

City of Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) 

A file review for the Site was requested from the LAFD. No LAFD records were found for the Site.  

Database Search 

The Site is not on any Federal NPL Sites, CERCLIS Sites, Federal CERCLIS NFRAP Sites, Federal 

Engineering/Institutional Controls, Federal RCRA CORRACTS Sites, Federal RCRA TSD Facilities, 

Federal RCRA SQG, Federal RCRA LQG, Federal ERNS Sites, State NPL-equivalent Sites, State 

CERCLIS Sites, State Landfill/SW Disposal Sites, State LUST Sites, State UST/AST Sites. 

The Phase I ESA concluded that the nearby Del Rey Cleaners represented a REC and may have 

contaminated groundwater that flows to the Site. The Soil Vapor Survey Report concluded that soil vapor 

samples collected from the soil gas probes indicate that VOCs are not present at levels in soil vapor that are 

above laboratory detection limits.  

Therefore, as the Project Site is not located on a list of hazardous material sites, and would not result in a 

significant hazard to the public or environment, no impact would occur. 

e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been 

adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project result in a safety 

hazard for people residing or working in the project area? 

No Impact.  A significant project-related impact may occur if a project were placed within a public airport 

land use plan area or within two miles of a public airport, and subject to a safety hazard. The nearest airport 

to the Project Site is Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), approximately 0.9 miles to the south.28  

However, the Project is not within the boundaries of the governing airport land use plan (LAX Specific 

Plan).29 In addition, the Project would include residential and commercial spaces, which are land uses that 

                                                      
28  As the crow flies distance, measured from the Project’s southern corner to the nearest runway facility at LAX. 
29 LAX Specific Plan, September 29, 2004: 

http://ourlax.org/docs/lax_SpecificPlan/FinalLAXSpecificPlan_092904.pdf 
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already exist in the area. The Project would not create a unique safety hazard for people residing or working 

in the area. Therefore, no impact would occur. 

f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project result in a safety 

hazard for people residing or working in the project area? 

No Impact.  This question would apply to a project only if it were in the vicinity of a private airstrip and 

would subject area residents and workers to a safety hazard. There are no private airstrips in the vicinity of 

the Project Site, and as such, no impacts would occur. 

g) Would the project impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted 

emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project were to interfere with roadway 

operations used in conjunction with an emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan, or would 

generate sufficient traffic to create traffic congestion that would interfere with the execution of such a plan. 

Construction of the Project would not substantially impede public access or travel on public rights-of-way 

and would not interfere with any adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan. As 

discussed below under Transportation/Traffic, the Project would not result in significant impacts at any of 

the six study intersections during the morning and afternoon peak hours. 

The nearest Disaster Route is along Manchester Boulevard.30 Therefore, the Project’s impacts to area traffic 

would have no significant impacts on nearby roadways or intersections, and would not interfere with an 

emergency response or evacuation plan. As such, a less than significant impact would occur. 

h) Would the project expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death 

involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where 

residences are intermixed with wildlands? 

No Impact. A significant impact may occur if a project is located in proximity to wildlands areas and would 

pose a potential fire hazard, which could affect persons or structures in the area in the event of a fire. The 

Project Site is not located in an area of selected wildland fire hazards, nor Mountain Fire District or Fire 

Buffer Zone.31 Further, the Project Site is not located in a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone.32 

Therefore, no impacts would occur. 

                                                      
30  Los Angeles Safety Element, Exhibit H, Critical Facilities and Lifeline Systems in the City of Los Angeles: 

http://cityplanning.lacity.org/cwd/gnlpln/saftyelt.pdf, accessed October 2, 2012. 
31  Los Angeles Safety Element, Exhibit D, Selected Wildfire Hazard Areas in the City of Los Angeles: 

http://cityplanning.lacity.org/cwd/gnlpln/saftyelt.pdf, accessed October 2, 2012. 
32  Los Angeles Fire Department, Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone map: http://lafd.org/brush/lafd_bcz8x11.pdf, 

accessed October 2, 2012. 
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9. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY 

a) Would the project violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project discharges water which does 

not meet the quality standards of agencies that regulate surface water quality and water discharge into 

stormwater drainage systems.  The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program 

establishes a comprehensive stormwater quality program to manage urban stormwater and minimize 

pollution of the environment to the maximum extent practicable.  Pursuant to the NPDES, the Project is 

subject to the requirements set forth in the County’s Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP).  

The goals and objectives of the SUSMP are achieved through the use of Best Management Practices (BMPs) 

to help manage runoff water quality.  

The City of Los Angeles has adopted the regulatory requirements set forth in the SUSMP of the Los Angeles 

Regional Water Quality Control Board (LARWQCB) under the City of Los Angeles Ordinance No. 

173,494. BMPs typically include controlling roadway and parking lot contaminants by installing oil and 

grease separators at storm drain inlets; cleaning parking lots on a regular basis; incorporating peak-flow 

reduction and infiltration features (such as grass swales, infiltration trenches, and grass filter strips) into 

landscaping; and implementing education programs. The SUSMP identifies the types and sizes of private 

development projects that are subject to its requirements. Requirements of the SUSMP are enforced through 

the City’s plan approval and permit process.  

Low Impact Development (LID) is a stormwater management strategy that seeks to prevent impacts of 

runoff and stormwater pollution as close to its source as possible. It is an ordinance passed in 2011 

amending LAMC Section 64.70 (the City’s stormwater ordinance) and expanding on the City’s existing 

SUSMP requirements. LID is different from the previous SUSMP, requiring a larger scope of development 

and redevelopment projects to comply with stormwater measures, and incorporating new LID practices and 

measures. 

All development and redevelopment projects that create, add, or replace 500 square feet or more of 

impervious area need to comply with the LID Ordinance. Projects must comply with the LID Best 

Management Practices (determined on a case-by-case basis by Public Works), and if not feasible, only then 

do SUSMP BMPs apply. 

The Project would be required to obtain an NPDES water quality permit from the LARWQCB.  

Implementation of appropriate project design features and compliance with the local, State, and federal 

regulations, code requirements, and permit provisions would prevent significant impacts related to the 

release of potentially polluted discharge into surface water. 

Construction activities associated with the Project are subject to City inspection and implementation of 

storm water BMPs.  Further, as construction of the Project would disturb more than one acre of land (the 

total site area is approximately1.12 acres), the Project Applicant would be required to obtain coverage under 
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the General Construction Activity Storm Water Permit (GCASP), which requires development and 

implementation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).33 

In addition, construction projects that include grading activities during the rainy season must also develop 

a Wet Weather Erosion Control Plan (WWECP).  The Project would comply with LAMC Chapter IX, 

Division 70, which addresses grading, excavations, and fills.  Compliance with the LAMC would ensure 

that construction would not violate any water quality standards or discharge requirements, or otherwise 

substantially degrade water quality.  Therefore, the Project would result in a less than significant impact 

related to water quality. 

b) Would the project substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with 

groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the 

local groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a 

level which would not support existing land uses or planned uses for which permits have been 

granted)? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project 

includes deep excavations resulting in the potential to interfere with groundwater movement, or includes 

withdrawal of groundwater or paving of existing permeable surfaces important to groundwater recharge.   

Based on a review of the Seismic Hazard Zone Report for the Venice 7.5 Minute Quadrangle, Los Angeles 

County, California (California Division of Mines and Geology, 1998), the historically highest groundwater 

level in the area is approximately 5 feet beneath the ground surface. Groundwater information presented in 

the referenced document is generated from data collected in the early 1900s to present. The California 

Division of Mines and Geology changed its official name to the California Geological Survey and the above 

referenced report was prepared prior to the name change. 

The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works maintains various wells in the vicinity of the subject 

site. The closest active well is Well No. 1243B located approximately 0.43 miles north-northwest of the 

site. Review of the groundwater level measurements between 1963 and 2008 for Well No. 1243B indicates 

that the groundwater level has fluctuated between 1.6 and 15.1 feet below the existing ground surface 

(LADPW, 2008). The most recent groundwater level measurement for Well No. 1243B was measured in 

April 2008 at a depth of 11.1 feet below the existing ground surface (LADPW, 2008). 

Groundwater was encountered in Geocon’s borings as well as the prior site explorations by others at depths 

ranging from 7 to 8 feet (elevations 3 to 4 feet MSL) beneath the ground surface. It is not uncommon for 

groundwater levels to vary seasonally or for groundwater conditions to develop where none previously 

                                                      

33  California Environmental Protection Agency, State Water Resources Control Board, Storm Water Program, 

Construction Storm Water Program, website:  

http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/stormwater/construction.shtml, October 4, 2012. 
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existed, especially along impermeable fine-grained silts or clays, areas which are heavily irrigated or after 

seasonal rainfall. Proper surface drainage of irrigation and precipitation would be critical to future 

performance of the project.34 Compliance with the Mitigation Measures in this Section would reduce any 

potential impacts to a less than significant level.  

Environmental impacts to groundwater quantity may result from implementation of the Proposed Project 

through direct additions or withdrawals, or through substantial loss of groundwater recharge capacity. The 

Department of Building and Safety requires, when feasible, that applicants modify the structural design of 

a building so as not to need a permanent dewatering system. These measures, with which the Project would 

comply, include use of extracted groundwater for purposes such as landscape irrigation, decorative 

fountains (if included in the Project), and toilet flushing. Overall, the Project would result in a less than 

significant impact with respect to groundwater.   

Mitigation Measures: 

 

IX-10.      Groundwater Quantity (Dewatering System) Environmental impacts to groundwater quantity 

may result from implementation of the proposed project through direct additions or withdrawals, or through 

interception of an aquifer by cuts or excavations, or through substantial loss of groundwater recharge 

capacity. The Department of Building and Safety requires, when feasible, that applicants modify the 

structural design of a building so as not to need a permanent dewatering system. When a permanent 

dewatering system is necessary, the Department of Building and Safety require the following measures to 

mitigate the impacts to a less than significant level:  

 

 Prior to the issuance of any permit for excavation, the applicant shall, in consultation with the 

Department of Building and Safety, submit a Dewatering Plan to the decision-maker for review 

and approval. Such plan shall indicate estimates for how much water is anticipated to be pumped 

and how the extracted water will be utilized and/or disposed of. 

 Extracted groundwater shall be pumped to a beneficial on-site use such as, but not limited to: 1) 

landscape irrigation; 2) decorative fountains or lakes; 3) toilet flushing; or 4) cooling towers. 

 Return water to the groundwater basin by an injection well. 

c) Would the project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, 

including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result 

in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project results in a substantial 

alteration of drainage patterns that would result in a substantial increase in erosion or siltation during 

construction or operation of the project. The Project Site is located in an urbanized area of the City of Los 

Angeles. No natural watercourses, including streams and rivers, exist on the Project Site.  The nearest open 

                                                      
34  Geotechnical Investigation, Geocon West, December 1, 2009, page 4. 
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surface water is the Del Rey Lagoon (830 feet north), Ballona Creek inlet (2,100 feet north), and Marina 

Del Rey inlet (4,000 feet north). 

Drainage from the Project Site currently drains into the existing storm drains, via a surface flow. City of 

Los Angeles storm pipes in the Project vicinity are as follows:35 

 18-inch reinforced concrete pipe – northwest corner of Trolley Place and Culver Boulevard 

 72-inch round reinforced concrete pipe – northwest corner of Trolley Place and Culver Boulevard  

 72-inch round reinforced concrete pipe – along Culver Boulevard 

Further, the Project would comply with LAMC Chapter IX, Division 70, which addresses erosion control 

during grading, excavation, and fill activities, as well as the SUSMP, which addresses erosion control 

through peak-flow reduction and infiltration features.  Thus, the Project would not substantially alter the 

existing drainage pattern of the area surrounding the Project Site such that it would result in substantial 

erosion or siltation on- or off-site.  Therefore, impacts related to erosion would be less than significant. 

d) Would the project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, 

including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate 

or amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on- or off-site? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project results in increased runoff 

volumes during construction or operation of the project that would result in flooding conditions affecting 

the Project Site or nearby properties. The construction of new buildings would alter the existing drainage 

pattern of the Project Site by increasing the impervious surface area. The Project Site is currently 

undeveloped and covered with dirt and shrubs.36 

As discussed in the response to Question 9(c), no natural watercourses exist on or in the vicinity of the 

Project Site, and runoff flows toward the existing storm drain system.  No flooding is expected to occur on- 

or off-site due to the grades of the adjacent streets.  Impacts related to runoff, including through the 

alternation of the course of a stream or river, would therefore be less than significant. 

e) Would the project create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of 

existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of 

polluted runoff? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project 

                                                      
35  Navigate LA, City of Los Angeles, Storm Drains Layer: http://navigatela.lacity.org/index01.cfm, October 4, 2012. 
36  One vacant commercial building located near the southern tip of the Project Site was previously demolished, and 

that demolition has been accounted for in the analysis contained in this IS/MND. 
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would increase the volume of stormwater runoff to a level that exceeds the capacity of the storm drain 

system serving a Project Site. A Project-related significant adverse effect would also occur if a project 

would substantially increase the probability that polluted runoff would reach storm drains.   

Urban runoff discharged from municipal storm drains is one of the principal causes of water quality 

problems in most urban areas.  Oil and grease from parking lots, pesticides, cleaning solvents, and other 

toxic chemicals can contaminate stormwater, which can then contaminate receiving waters downstream 

and, eventually, the Pacific Ocean.  As discussed in the response to Question 9(a), the Project is required 

to comply with the NPDES program as well as the requirements set forth in the LAMC. These regulations 

control water pollution by regulating point sources that discharge pollutants, and are further described under 

Construction and Operation, below. 

Construction 

Three general sources of potential short-term construction-related stormwater pollution associated with the 

Project are: 1) the handling, storage, and disposal of construction materials containing pollutants; 2) the 

maintenance and operation of construction equipment; and 3) earth-moving activities which, when not 

controlled, may generate soil erosion and the transportation of pollutants via storm runoff or mechanical 

equipment.   

Generally, routine safety precautions for handling and storing construction materials may effectively 

mitigate the potential pollution of stormwater by these materials.  The same types of common sense, “good 

housekeeping” procedures can be extended to non-hazardous stormwater pollutants such as sawdust and 

other solid wastes. 

Poorly maintained vehicles and heavy equipment leaking fuel, oil, antifreeze, or other fluids onto the 

construction site are also common sources of stormwater pollution and soil contamination.  Earth-moving 

activities that can greatly increase erosion processes are another source of stormwater pollution 

contamination.  Two general strategies are recommended to prevent construction silt from entering local 

storm drains.  First, erosion control procedures should be implemented for those areas that must be exposed.  

Secondly, the area should be secured to control off-site migration of pollutants.   

Compliance with the NPDES program and LAMC requirements, as well as best management practices 

(BMPs) and the Mitigation Measures below, would ensure that impacts are less than significant. When 

properly designed and implemented, these “good-housekeeping” practices would further reduce the already 

less than significant short-term construction-related impacts, by controlling dust and erosion that may occur 

onsite and leaks from any construction equipment. 

Operation 

Runoff currently flows toward existing storm drain system. Development of the Project would alter the 

amount of runoff the Project Site by reducing the impervious surface. The Project Site is currently 
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undeveloped and covered with dirt and shrubs.37 

Activities associated with operation of the Project would generate substances that could degrade the quality 

of water runoff.  The deposition of certain chemicals by cars in the parking garage could have the potential 

to contribute metals, oil and grease, solvents, phosphates, hydrocarbons, and suspended solids to the storm 

drain system.   

However, impacts to water quality would be reduced, as the Project must comply with water quality 

standards and wastewater discharge BMPs set forth by the County of Los Angeles and the SWRCB. 

Furthermore, required design criteria, as established in the SUSMP for Los Angeles County and cities in 

Los Angeles County, would be incorporated into the Project to minimize the off-site conveyance of 

pollutants.  Compliance with existing regulations would ensure that operational water quality impacts 

would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measures: 

IX-20.      Stormwater Pollution (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities) 

 Sediment carries with it other work-site pollutants such as pesticides, cleaning solvents, cement 

wash, asphalt, and car fluids that are toxic to sea life. 

 Leaks, drips and spills shall be cleaned up immediately to prevent contaminated soil on paved 

surfaces that can be washed away into the storm drains. 

 All vehicle/equipment maintenance, repair, and washing shall be conducted away from storm 

drains. All major repairs shall be conducted off-site. Drip pans or drop clothes shall be used to catch 

drips and spills. 

 Pavement shall not be hosed down at material spills. Dry cleanup methods shall be used whenever 

possible. 

 Dumpsters shall be covered and maintained. Uncovered dumpsters shall be placed under a roof or 

be covered with tarps or plastic sheeting. 

f) Would the project otherwise substantially degrade water quality? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project 

includes potential sources of water pollutants that would have the potential to substantially degrade water 

quality.  Other than the sources described in the response to Question 9(e), the Project does not include 

other sources of contaminants that could substantially degrade water quality.  Therefore, compliance with 

the Mitigation Measures in this Section and Federal, State, Regional, and Local regulations would reduce 

any potential impacts to a less than significant level. 

                                                      
37  One vacant commercial building located near the southern tip of the Project Site was previously demolished, and 

that demolition has been accounted for in the analysis contained in this IS/MND. 
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Mitigation Measures: 

IX-20.      Stormwater Pollution (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities) 

 Sediment carries with it other work-site pollutants such as pesticides, cleaning solvents, cement 

wash, asphalt, and car fluids that are toxic to sea life. 

 Leaks, drips and spills shall be cleaned up immediately to prevent contaminated soil on paved 

surfaces that can be washed away into the storm drains. 

 All vehicle/equipment maintenance, repair, and washing shall be conducted away from storm 

drains. All major repairs shall be conducted off-site. Drip pans or drop clothes shall be used to catch 

drips and spills. 

 Pavement shall not be hosed down at material spills. Dry cleanup methods shall be used whenever 

possible. 

 Dumpsters shall be covered and maintained. Uncovered dumpsters shall be placed under a roof or 

be covered with tarps or plastic sheeting. 

g) Would the project place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood 

Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map? 

No Impact. This question would apply to the Project only if it were placing housing in a 100-year flood 

zone.  The Project would include housing, but would not be located in a 100-year flood zone. As such, the 

Project would have no impact with respect to placing housing within a 100-year flood zone.  

h) Would the project place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which would impede 

or redirect flood flows? 

No Impact. The Project Site is not located within a City-designated 100-year floodplain. As such, the 

Project would have no impact with respect to placing structures within a 100-year flood zone which would 

impede or redirect flood flows.  

i) Would the project expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death 

involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam? 

Less Than Significant Impact. A significant impact may occur if a project were located in an area where 

a dam or levee could fail, exposing people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death.  The 

surrounding area around Marina Del Rey and the Ballona Creek have the potential to flood.   

The Project Site is located within a potential inundation area.38 Nonetheless, these areas (including all dams 

and levees), as with other reservoirs and dams in California, are continually monitored by various 

                                                      
38  Los Angeles Safety Element, Exhibit G, Inundation & Tsunami Hazard Areas Map: 

http://cityplanning.lacity.org/cwd/gnlpln/saftyelt.pdf, accessed September 28, 2012. 
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governmental agencies (such as the State of California Division of Safety and Dams and the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers) to guard against the threat of dam and reservoir failure. Current design and construction 

practices and ongoing programs of review, modification, or total reconstruction of existing dams and 

reservoirs are intended to ensure that all dams and reservoirs are capable of withstanding the maximum 

credible earthquake for the site.  Flooding from other sources is not expected; thus, the minimal risk of 

flooding from potential dam or levee failure would not be exacerbated by the development of the Project, 

and the Project would result in less than significant impacts.  

j) Would the project expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death 

involving inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow? 

Potentially Significant Impact Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a 

project site is sufficiently close to the ocean or other water body to be potentially at risk for the effects of 

seismically-induced tidal phenomena (seiche and tsunami) or if the project site is located adjacent to a 

hillside area with soil characteristics that would indicate potential susceptibility to mudslides or mudflows.  

Seiches 

Seiches are large waves generated in enclosed bodies of water in response to ground shaking. No major 

water-retaining structures are located immediately up gradient from the project site. Flooding from a 

seismically-induced seiche is considered unlikely. Thus, potential impacts related to inundation by seiche 

would be less than significant.   

Tsunamis 

Tsunamis are waves generated by fault displacement or major ground movement below the ocean. Based 

on a review of the County of Los Angeles Seismic Safety Element (Leighton, 1990), the City of Los Angeles 

Seismic Safety Element (1996)39, and Eisner et al. (2001), that the site is located in a tsunami inundation 

area and could be prone to hazards of a tsunami. 

Flooding 

The Project Site is two blocks from the start of the beach and approximately 850 feet inland from the Pacific 

Ocean. According to the Los Angeles County All Hazard Mitigation Plan, the Project Site is location within 

a designated 50-year flood plain area. Measures should be taken to minimize the effect of flooding on the 

proposed development. 

                                                      
39  Los Angeles Safety Element, Exhibit G, Inundation & Tsunami Hazard Areas Map: 

http://cityplanning.lacity.org/cwd/gnlpln/saftyelt.pdf, accessed September 28, 2012. 
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The Project Site is not located within a Hillside Area or an area identified as being susceptible to 

landslides.40   

Environmental impacts may result due to the location of the Project in an area which is potentially subject 

to flood hazards. However, Project compliance with the requirements of the Flood Hazard Management 

Specific Plan (Ordinance No. 172081, effective 7/3/98) would ensure that impacts related to flood hazards 

remain less than significant.  

Mitigation Measures: 

IX-120.      Flooding/Tidal Waves 

 The project shall comply with the requirements of the Flood Hazard Management Specific Plan, 

Ordinance No. 172081 effective 7/3/98. 

10. LAND USE AND PLANNING 

a) Would the project physically divide an established community? 

No Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project were sufficiently large enough or otherwise 

configured in such a way as to create a physical barrier within an established community.  A typical example 

would be a project that involved a continuous right-of-way such as a roadway, which would divide a 

community and impede access between parts of the community. The Project is not of the scale or nature 

that could physically divide an established community.  The Project Site is currently vacant.41 No residential 

uses or communities would be divided as a result of the Project. As such, the Project would have no impact 

related to physical division of an established community. 

b) Would the project conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an 

agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to, a general plan, specific plan, 

local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an 

environmental effect? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project is inconsistent with applicable 

land use plans or zoning designations and would cause adverse environmental effects, which these 

regulations are designed to avoid or mitigate. The following is a list of applicable plans: 

Regional Level 

                                                      
40  City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, Zoning Information and Map Access System, search for 138 

Culver address, website:  http://zimas.lacity.org/, accessed September. 
41  One vacant commercial building located near the southern tip of the Project Site was previously demolished, and 

that demolition has been accounted for in the analysis contained in this IS/MND. 
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 California Coastal Commission (Coastal Zone) 

 Southern California Association of Governments 

o Compass Blueprint Growth Vision Report 

o Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP) 

o 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS)  

 South Coast Air Quality Management District’s (SCAQMD)  

o Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) 

 Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) 

o Congestion Management Plan (CMP) for Los Angeles County   

City of Los Angeles 

 City of Los Angeles General Plan, including Framework Element and Land Use Element 

 Los Angeles Municipal Code 

 Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan 

 Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan (Proposed) 

 Los Angeles Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan 

Consistency with Regional Plans 

California Coastal Commission (Coastal Zone) 

The Project Site is located within the California Coastal Zone and is therefore subject to the regulations of 

the California Coastal Act (Public Resources Code § 30000 et seq.). Local Coastal Programs (LCPs) are 

the preferred method under the Coastal Act for regulating local land uses and activities within the diverse 

coastal zone. The Playa Del Rey community, however, does not have a certified LCP to guide land use 

decisions, which are instead overseen by the Statewide decision-making body (the California Coastal 

Commission). 

Chapter Three of the Coastal Act, Planning and Management Policies, provides guidance for development 

within the coastal zone. The Project would be consistent with the policies contained in the Coastal Act for 

a variety of reasons. First, the Project would not interfere with access to the beach or ocean. The Project 

would also be consistent with all land use regulations governing the Project Site (as described in detail, 
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below) and the Project would not impact any environmentally sensitive habitat areas. Further, the Project 

would develop a new mixed-use Project on a Site that is currently surrounded by both existing residential 

and commercial developments. Finally, the Project would be designed to be visually compatible with the 

surrounding community. The Proposed Project would be generally consistent in height with the surrounding 

buildings, and views from public vantage points would not be significantly compromised by the Project.  

In addition, Sections 30604(f) and 30604(g) encourage the provision of housing opportunities for persons 

of low and moderate income in the coastal zone. The Project would provide eight units (12.5 percent of the 

units proposed) that are restricted to very-low income individuals or families. These units would increase 

affordable housing opportunities within the Playa Del Rey area and the broader Coastal Zone, consistent 

with these policies. Thus, the Project would not prejudice the ability of the City to prepare a conforming 

Local Coastal Program, and would further the purposes and policies of the Coastal Act.  

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) functions as the Metropolitan Planning 

Organization for six counties: Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino, Riverside, Ventura, and Imperial. The 

SCAG region encompasses a population exceeding 18 million persons in an area of more than 38,000 square 

miles. As the federally designated Metropolitan Planning Organization, SCAG is mandated to research and 

create plans for transportation, growth management, hazardous waste management, and air quality. 

Applicable SCAG publications are discussed below.  

Compass Blueprint Growth Vision Report 

The Compass Blueprint Growth Vision, adopted by SCAG as part of its June 2004 Southern California 

Compass Growth Vision Report, is an implementing mechanism for the regional growth strategies outlined 

in the SCAG’s 1996 Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG). The Compass Growth Vision is 

intended to provide a strategy to accommodate the projected 24 million residents expected to live in the 

region by 2035 while balancing valuable quality of life goals. The Compass Vision emphasizes focusing 

growth in existing and emerging centers and along major transportation corridors, creating significant areas 

of mixed-use development and walkable communities, targeting growth around existing and planned transit 

stations, and preserving existing open space and stable residential areas. 

Four principles were established for the Compass Blueprint Growth Vision Report that are intended to 

promote and maximize regional mobility, livability, prosperity, and sustainability. It is SCAG’s intention 

that decisions regarding growth, transportation, land use, and economic development should support and 

be guided by these principles. Specific policy and planning strategies are also provided as a way to achieve 

each of the principles, as summarized below. 

  Principle 1. Improve mobility for all residents. Strategies to support Principle 1 include: (a) 

encourage transportation investments and land use decisions that are mutually supportive; (b) 

locate new housing near existing jobs and new jobs near existing housing; (c) encourage transit-

oriented development; and (d) promote a variety of travel choices. 
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  Principle 2. Foster livability in all communities. Strategies to support Principle 2 include: (a) 

promote infill development and redevelopment to revitalize existing communities; (b) promote 

developments that provide a mix of uses; (c) promote “people scaled,” pedestrian friendly 

communities; and (d) support the preservation of stable, single-family neighborhoods. 

  Principle 3. Enable prosperity for all people. Strategies to support Principle 3 include: (a) provide 

a variety of housing types in each community to meet the housing needs of all income levels; (b) 

support educational opportunities that promote balanced growth; (c) ensure environmental justice 

regardless of race, ethnicity, or income class; (d) encourage civic engagement; and (e) support 

local and state fiscal policies that encourage balanced growth. 

  Principle 4. Promote sustainability for future generations. Strategies to support Principle 4 

include: (a) preserve rural, agricultural, recreational, and environmentally sensitive areas; (b) focus 

development in urban centers and existing cities; (c) develop strategies to accommodate growth 

that use resources efficiently, eliminate pollution, and significantly reduce waste; and (d) utilize 

“green” development techniques. 

The Compass Blueprint 2% Strategy is a guideline for how and where the Growth Vision can be 

implemented. It calls for moderate changes to current land use and transportation trends in 2 percent of the 

land area of the region, known as the 2% Strategy Opportunity Areas. These areas are defined as having a 

high potential to implement projects, plans, and/or policies consistent with the Compass principles that 

would result in the greatest progress towards economic, mobility, livability, and sustainability benefits to 

local neighborhoods.  

Regional Comprehensive Plan 

SCAG has also prepared the 2008 Regional Comprehensive Plan (the 2008 RCP) in response to SCAG’s 

Regional Council directive in the 2002 Strategic Plan to define solutions interrelated to housing, traffic, 

water, air quality, and other regional challenges. The 2008 RCP is an advisory document that describes 

future conditions if current trends continue, defines a vision for a healthier region, and recommends an 

Action Plan with a target year of 2035. The 2008 RCP may be voluntarily used by local jurisdictions in 

developing local plans and addressing local issues of regional significance. The plan incorporates principles 

and goals of the Compass Growth Vision Report and includes nine chapters addressing land use and 

housing, transportation, air quality, energy, open space, water, solid waste, economy, and security and 

emergency preparedness. The action plans contained therein provide a series of recommended near-term 

policies that developers and key stakeholders should consider for implementation, as well as potential 

policies for consideration by local jurisdictions and agencies when conducting project review. 

The 2008 RCP replaced the RCPG (Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide) for use in SCAG’s 

Intergovernmental Review (IGR) process. SCAG’s Community, Economic, and Human Development 

Committee and the Regional Council took action to accept the 2008 RCP, which now serves as an advisory 

document for local governments in the SCAG region for their information and voluntary use in developing 
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local plans and addressing local issues of regional significance. However, as indicated by SCAG, because 

of its advisory nature, the 2008 RCP is not used in SCAG’s IGR process. Rather, SCAG reviews new 

projects based on consistency with the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) (discussed below) and the 

Compass Growth Vision Report. 

2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy 

On April 4, 2012, the Regional Council of SCAG adopted the 2012-2035 Regional Transportation 

Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (the “2012-2035 RTP/SCS”). For the past three decades, SCAG 

has prepared RTPs with the primary goal of increasing mobility for the region’s residents and visitors. 

While mobility is a vital component of the quality of life that the region deserves, it is by no means the only 

component. SCAG has placed a greater emphasis than ever before on sustainability and integrated planning 

in the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS, whose vision encompasses three principles that collectively work as the key to 

the region’s future: mobility, economy, and sustainability. 

The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS includes a strong commitment to reduce emissions from transportation sources 

to comply with SB 375, improve public health, and meet the National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

(NAAQS) as set forth by the Federal Clean Air Act. As such, the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS contains a regional 

commitment for the broad deployment of zero- and near-zero-emission transportation technologies in the 

2023-2035 time frame and clear steps to move toward this objective. This is especially critical for our goods 

movement system. The development of a world-class zero- or near-zero-emission freight transportation 

system is necessary to maintain economic growth in the region, to sustain quality of life, and to meet federal 

air quality requirements. The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS puts forth an aggressive strategy for technology 

development and deployment to achieve this objective. This strategy will have many co-benefits, including 

energy security, cost certainty, increased public support for infrastructure, greenhouse gas reduction, and 

economic development. 

For the first time, the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS includes a significant consideration of the economic impacts 

and opportunities provided by the transportation infrastructure plan set forth in the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS, 

considering not only the economic and job creation impacts of the direct investment in transportation 

infrastructure, but also the efficiency gains in terms of worker and business economic productivity and 

goods movement. The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS outlines a transportation infrastructure investment strategy that 

will benefit Southern California, the state, and the nation in terms of economic development, competitive 

advantage, and overall competitiveness in the global economy in terms of attracting and retaining employers 

in the Southern California region. 

The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS provides a blueprint for improving quality of life for residents by providing more 

choices for where they will live, work, and play, and how they will move around. It is designed to promote 

safe, secure, and efficient transportation systems to provide improved access to opportunities, such as jobs, 

education, and healthcare. Its emphasis on transit and active transportation is designed to allow residents to 

lead a healthier, more active lifestyle. Its goal is to create jobs, ensure the region’s economic 

competitiveness through strategic investments in the goods movement system, and improve environmental 
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and health outcomes for its 22 million residents by 2035. More importantly, the RTP/SCS is also designed 

to preserve what makes the region special, including stable and successful neighborhoods and an array of 

open spaces for future generations. 

The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS also includes an appendix listing examples of measures that could reduce impacts 

from planning, development, and transportation. It notes, however, that the example measures are “not 

intended to serve as any kind of checklist to be used on a project-specific basis.” Since every project and 

project setting is different, project-specific analysis is needed to identify applicable and feasible mitigations. 

These mitigation measures are particularly important where streamlining mechanisms under SB 375 are 

utilized. 

The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS plans to concentrate future development and provide higher intensity 

development, including residential development in proximity to transit hubs in order to reduce vehicle miles 

traveled and thereby reduce GHG emissions from personal vehicles.  

Applicability of SCAG Plans 

The goals and policies of the Compass Blueprint Growth Vision, RCP, and RTP/SCS address projects 

considered to be regionally significant. To monitor regional development, CEQA requires regional 

agencies, such as SCAG, to review projects and plans throughout its jurisdiction.  In the Southern California 

region, with exception of the County of San Diego, SCAG acts as the region’s “Clearinghouse,” and collects 

information on projects of varying size and scope to provide a central point to monitor regional activity. 

The Project is not considered to be a regionally significant project pursuant to SCAG criteria, as it does not 

contain more than 500 dwelling units. As such, the Project would not be required to demonstrate 

consistency with SCAG policies contained in the Compass Blueprint, RCP, or RTP/SCS. Nevertheless, the 

Project would be consistent with the intent and spirit of the SCAG plans described above, as it would 

provide 72 residential units (including eight very-low income units) near existing commercial uses, 

including shops and restaurants, as well as provide additional neighborhood- and visitor-serving 

commercial uses that would reduce vehicle trips of residents. Also, the commercial uses developed by the 

Project would be located within walking distance of other residences, further reducing local vehicle trips. 

The Project Site is located adjacent to Metro Line 115, which has a stop along the Culver Boulevard right-

of-way that borders the Project Site and which connects to other transit lines that serve the greater Project 

area.   

South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) 

AQMP 

The Project is located within the South Coast Air Basin (the “Basin”) and, therefore, falls under the 

jurisdiction of the SCAQMD. In conjunction with SCAG, SCAQMD is responsible for formulating and 

implementing air pollution control strategies.  SCAQMD’s AQMP was updated in 2012 to establish a 

comprehensive air pollution control program leading to the attainment of state and federal air quality 
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standards in the Basin, which is a non-attainment area.  The Project’s consistency with the AQMP is 

discussed in Section 3., Air Quality, of this IS/MND. 

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) 

CMP 

The CMP for Los Angeles County is intended to address vehicular congestion relief by linking land use, 

transportation, and air quality decisions. The CMP also seeks to develop a partnership among transportation 

decision-makers to devise appropriate transportation solutions that include all modes of travel, and to 

propose transportation projects that are eligible to compete for state gas tax funds.  Within Los Angeles 

County, Metro is the designated congestion management agency responsible for coordinating the CMP. 

The Project’s consistency with the CMP is discussed in Section 16., Transportation and Traffic, of this 

IS/MND. 

Consistency with City and Local Plans 

City of Los Angeles General Plan 

State law requires that every city and county prepare and adopt a long-range comprehensive General Plan 

to guide future development and to identify the community’s environmental, social, and economic goals.42  

The City’s General Plan is a dynamic document consisting of 11 elements, including 10 Citywide elements 

(Air Quality Element, Conservation Element, Historic Preservation and Cultural Resources Element, 

Housing Element, Infrastructure Systems Element, Noise Element, Open Space Element, Public Facilities 

and Services Element, Safety Element, and Transportation Element) and the Land Use Element, which 

provides individual land use consistency plans for each of the City’s 35 Community Plan Areas. 

City of Los Angeles General Plan Framework Element 

The General Plan Framework Element is a strategy for long-term growth that sets a Citywide context to 

guide the update of the community plan and Citywide elements.  The Long Range Land Use Diagram in 

the General Plan Framework Element identifies the Project Site as General Commercial. This designation 

applies to a diversity of retail sales and services, office, and auto-oriented uses comparable to this currently 

allowed in the “C2” zone (including residential). These uses are located outside of districts, centers, and 

mixed-use boulevards and occur at the intersection of major and secondary streets, or as low rise, low-

density, linear “strip” development along major and secondary streets. 

                                                      

42 California Government Code Section 65300. 
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Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan 

The Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan, part of the City’s General Plan Land Use Element, sets 

forth specific land use requirements and required entitlements for projects within the Westchester-Playa 

Del Rey Community Plan Area of the City, where the Project Site is located.  

Land Use Designation  

The Citywide General Plan Framework Element generally refers to the Community Plans for specific land 

use locations and entitlements. The Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan designates the Project Site 

as General Commercial. The General Commercial land use designation is a commercial designation located 

mostly near major intersections. General Commercial areas are developed with uses to serve the 

surrounding neighborhood as well as people traveling through on the adjacent highways. Common land 

uses include retail, service stations, office uses, restaurants, auto repair, other services, and multiple-

residential uses. The corresponding zones for the General Commercial designation are CR (Commercial-

Residential), C1.5 (Commercial), C2 (Commercial), C4 (Commercial), and P (Parking).  

The Project consists of the development of a new mixed-use residential and retail project containing 72 

residential apartments (including eight very-low income units) above a total of approximately 14,500 square 

feet of ground floor commercial space including 13,000 square feet of retail and 1,500 square feet of 

restaurant uses.  

The Project would further the principles of the Community Plan with respect to the provision of high quality 

residential development for all economic segments of the community, as the Project would include eight 

residential units for very-low income households. The Project would also serve the needs of the community 

by providing commercial opportunities easily accessible to the surrounding neighborhood. The type of 

development proposed would be consistent with the General Commercial land use designation. Therefore, 

impacts on the existing land use designation would be less than significant. 

Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan Goals 

The Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan contains goals, numerous objectives, and policies to guide 

development and uses planned within the City. Not every goal, policy, or objective in the Community Plan 

is applicable to the Project or the Project Site. The goals of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community 

Plan are as follows: 

1. Provide a safe, secure, and high quality residential environment for all economic, age, and ethnic 

segments of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community. (Residential) 

2. Encourage a strong and competitive commercial sector that promotes economic vitality and serves the 

needs of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community through safe, accessible, and well-designed 

commercial districts, while preserving the historic and cultural character of the community.  

(Commercial) 
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3. Provide sufficient land for limited and light industrial uses with employment opportunities that are safe 

for the environment and workers, and which have minimal adverse impact on adjacent uses. (Industrial) 

4. Provide adequate recreation and park facilities to meet the needs of residents in the Westchester-Playa 

Del Rey Community Plan Area.  (Public and Institutional Land Use) 

5. Provide sufficient open space in balance with development to serve the recreational, environmental, 

health and safety needs of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community, and to protect environment and 

aesthetic resources. (Public and Institutional Land Use) 

6. Facilitate the provision of public schools and adequate school facilities to serve every neighborhood in 

the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan Area. (Public and Institutional Land Use) 

7. Ensure that adequate library facilities are provided for the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community. 

(Public and Institutional Land Use) 

8. Continue to provide the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community with adequate police facilities and 

services to protect its residents from criminal activity, reduce the incidence of crime, and provide other 

necessary law enforcement services. (Public and Institutional Land Use) 

9. Protect the residents of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community through a comprehensive fire and 

life safety program. (Public and Institutional Land Use) 

10. Maintain and operate the Hyperion Treatment Plant in a manner that is safe, unobtrusive, and 

compatible with the surrounding community and environment. (Public and Institutional Land Use) 

11. A system of highways, freeways, and streets that provides a circulation system which supports existing, 

approved, and planned land uses while maintaining acceptable level of service at all intersections. 

(Transportation) 

12. Provide a well-maintained, safe, efficient freeway, highway, and street network. (Transportation) 

13. Discourage nonresident traffic flow on residential local streets, and encourage community involvement 

in determining neighborhood traffic and parking controls. (Transportation) 

14. Develop additional public transit services which improve mobility with efficient, reliable, safe, 

convenient alternatives to automobile travel. (Transportation) 

15. Encourage alternative modes of transportation to reduce single-occupancy vehicular trips. 

(Transportation) 

16. Encourage a system of safe, efficient, and attractive bicycle, and pedestrian routes. (Transportation) 
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17. Provide a sufficient supply of well-designed and convenient off-street parking lots and facilities 

throughout the plan area. (Transportation) 

18. Protect Westchester-Playa Del Rey’s unique coastal qualities by maintaining the coastal zone in an 

environmentally sensitive manner and preserving the scenic views of the area, while ensuring access 

and public use of coastal resources. (Coastal Resources) 

19. Preservation and restoration of cultural resources, neighborhoods, and landmarks which have historical 

and/or cultural significance. (Historic and Cultural Resources) 

20. Coordinate the development of LAX and its ancillary facilities and circulation system with surrounding 

communities to increase its safety, security, and efficient operational capabilities to serve the passenger 

travel and air-cargo demand throughout Los Angeles and the region, while minimizing the potential 

adverse environmental impacts resulting from such activities. (Relationship to LAX) 

Goals 1 and 2, listed above, are applicable to the Proposed Project as a mixed-use development. The 

Project’s consistency with the residential and commercial policies that help further the purposes of Goals 1 

and 2 is examined in Table IV-13. The other goals listed above are not applicable to the Proposed Project, 

as the Project only proposes residential and commercial uses.  

Table IV-13 

Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan Objectives Discussion 

Objectives Discussion 

Objective 1-1. Provide for the preservation of existing 

quality housing, and for the development of new 

housing to meet the diverse economic and physical 

needs of the existing residents and expected new 

residents in the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community 

Plan Area to the year 2025. 

Consistent. The Project proposes 72 one- and two-

bedroom residential apartment units, including 8 units for 

very-low income households. The housing options would 

meet a range of household types and income levels, 

particularly for residents requiring affordable units. One 

abandoned commercial building previously occupied a 

portion of the Project Site. The City declared it a nuisance 

requiring abatement. Consequently, it was demolished. No 

residents were displaced.  Similarly, the Project represents 

an opportunity to provide housing and neighborhood- and 

community-serving commercial uses without demolishing 

any quality or occupied housing units.  Therefore, the 

Project would conform to this objective.  

Objective 1-2. Locate housing near commercial 

centers, public facilities, and bus routes and other 

transit services, to reduce vehicular trips and 

congestion and increase access to services and 

facilities.  

Consistent. The Project would provide 72 residential units 

near existing commercial uses, including shops and 

restaurants, as well as provide additional neighborhood- 

and visitor-serving commercial uses that would reduce 

vehicle trips of residents. Also, the commercial uses 

developed by the Project would be located within walking 

distance of other residences, further reducing local vehicle 

trips. The Project Site is located adjacent to Metro Line 

115, which has a stop along the Culver Boulevard right-of-

way that borders the Project Site and which connects to 

other transit lines that serve the greater Project area.  For 
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Objectives Discussion 

all of these reasons, the Project would conform to this 

objective.  

Objective 1-3. Preserve and enhance the varied and 

distinct residential character and integrity of existing 

residential neighborhoods. 

Consistent. The Project would add residential units to an 

area currently containing both residential and commercial 

uses, and in doing so, add complementary uses to those 

uses that are already existing in the Project vicinity. The 

Project is not located within an established residential 

neighborhood, but is surrounded by City rights-of-way, 

which provide spatial buffers from nearby residences. 

Further, the Project would provide a high degree of 

architectural quality, with articulated facades and other 

design elements that would reduce the apparent massing of 

the structure.  Therefore, the Project would conform to this 

objective. 

Objective 1-4. Provide affordable housing and 

increased accessibility to more population segments, 

especially students, the disabled and senior citizens.   

Consistent. The Project would provide 72 residential units 

of one and two bedrooms and at varying sizes from under 

700 s.f. to over 1,000 s.f.  Moreover, the Project would 

provide eight very-low-income affordable units.  

Consequently, the Project would provide a range of units 

and increased accessibility to housing for those of lower 

economic means and would conform to this objective.  

Objective 1-5. Protect established residential 

neighborhoods from incompatible uses, including 

multiple family residential uses of substantially higher 

density, to preserve the residential character of these 

neighborhoods and protect residents from adverse 

environmental impacts caused by such uses.  

Consistent. The Project is not located within an 

established residential neighborhood, but is surrounded by 

City rights-of-way, which provide spatial buffers from 

nearby residences. Thus, although the project provides 

multiple-family residential units at higher densities than 

nearby single-family residences, it would not insert those 

uses into existing residential neighborhoods.  Rather, the 

Project is located within an area designated both by the 

Community Plan and the LAMC as commercial.  Further, 

the multiple-family residential uses in the Project would 

occur at densities significantly below the residential 

densities permitted by zoning: the project would develop 

the Project Site with 72 units, while the LAMC permits up 

to 121, and the Density Bonus Ordinance permits up to 

163. Also, the Project provides neighborhood-serving 

commercial and restaurant uses for residents of the Project, 

but also within short walking distance of nearby residential 

uses, complementing and serving those uses, and of the 

nearby beach.  Therefore, the Project would conform to 

this objective.  

Objective 1-6. Preserve visual resources in residential 

areas.  

Consistent. The Project area consists of both residential 

and commercial uses. Moreover, the Project would result 

only in some blockage of private views from certain 

residences (which are not protected), and in minor losses 

of views from portions of Culver Boulevard, which is not 

designated by the State or City as a scenic highway or 

roadway, resulting in less-than-significant impacts to 

visual resources.  Therefore the Project would conform 

to this objective.  

Objective 2-1. Preserve and strengthen viable 

commercial development in the community, and 

provide additional opportunities for new commercial 

Consistent. The Project Site is currently vacant and has 

been unoccupied for several years.  The Project would 

develop the Site with a mix of residential and commercial 
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Objectives Discussion 

development and services within existing commercial 

areas.  

uses, providing new opportunities for merchants, service 

providers, and restaurants/cafes that would serve existing 

and proposed residences, as well as beachgoers.  

 

Also, the Project vicinity has experienced and continues to 

experience a notable shortage of public parking, which 

negatively affects the viability of existing commercial 

uses. The Project would help alleviate this shortage by 

providing parking that substantially exceeds LAMC 

requirements.  That is, although the Project, as an 

affordable housing project, is eligible for reduced parking 

requirements (equating to 154 parking spaces), the Project 

not only satisfies standard LAMC requirements (181 

parking spaces), but exceeds that requirement by 20 

percent and provides 218 spaces.  This additional parking 

can serve nearby restaurants and businesses, increasing 

their viability by promoting visits.  Therefore, the Project 

would conform to this objective.  

Objective 2-2. Strengthen and enhance the major 

commercial districts of the community into distinctive, 

pedestrian-friendly areas providing shopping, civic, 

social, and recreational activities.  

Consistent. The Project is separated from surrounding 

uses by roadways, but is located in an area that contains a 

variety of commercial and residential uses. The Project 

would provide additional neighborhood-serving and 

visitor-serving commercial uses, including retail and 

restaurant/café uses, which would be within walking 

distance of residences and the beach.  The Project also 

would include distinctive architecture, and would provide 

pedestrian enhancements, outdoor seating, public art, and 

roadway enhancements to provide a sense of place and 

distinction. Therefore, the Project would conform to this 

objective.  

Objective 2-3. Enhance the land use compatibility, 

visual appearance, design, and appeal of commercial 

development.  

Consistent.  The Project would provide a building of high 

architectural quality, with pedestrian-scale commercial 

uses and pedestrian enhancements and other public 

enhancements.  The multi-family residential uses and 

commercial uses are consistent with development in the 

vicinity.  Therefore, the Project would conform to this 

objective.  

Objective 2-4. Further improve and enhance the 

Century Boulevard/98th Street Corridor as a hotel, 

shopping, and entertainment district serving airline 

travelers and visitors.  

Not Applicable. The Project Site is not located within 

the Century Boulevard/98th Street Corridor.  

Source: Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan. 

 

Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan 

The pending Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan (“Specific Plan”) was adopted “in concept” by the City Council 

(but is not adopted) in 1982, not as a specific plan ordinance. Its regulations and policies are considered 

only in discretionary actions (i.e., coastal development permits, conditional use permits, variances, etc.), 

not in ministerial actions (i.e., building permits). The Specific Plan covers a small area within the Playa Del 
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Rey community. In general, the Specific Plan area is roughly bound by the Pacific Ocean to the west, 

Washington Street to the north, Vista Del Mar to the east, and the Manchester Avenue/Vista Del Mar 

intersection to the south.  

The Specific Plan’s main goals are to: 

 Implement the goals and policies of the California Coast Act of 1976; 

 Protect, maintain, and where feasible, enhance and restore the overall quality of the coastal 

zone environment and its natural and man-made resources; 

 Assure maximum public access to the coast and public recreation area is provided; and 

 Regulate all development, including use, height, density, bulk, signs, and other factors in 

order to be compatible with the small scale character of the existing community and 

provide for the consideration of aesthetics and scenic preservation and enhancement. 

The Specific Plan outlines height, lot area, and parking requirements for both residential and commercial 

zones. The Proposed Project would follow all applicable guidelines set forth with respect to height, lot area, 

parking requirements for both residential and commercial uses and, furthermore, would follow the outlined 

permitted uses for commercial uses. As such, the Proposed Project would be in conformance with the 

Specific Plan. 

Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan 

The Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan Area includes all or parts of the Westchester-Playa Del 

Rey Community Plan Area, the Palms-Mar Vista-Del Rey Community Plan Area, the Venice Community 

Plan Area, and the Los Angeles International Airport Interim Plan Area, generally bounded by the City of 

Santa Monica on the north, Imperial Highway on the south, San Diego Freeway on the east, and the Pacific 

Ocean on the west. 

The goals of the Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan are as follows: 

1. Provide a mechanism to fund specific transportation improvements due to transportation impacts 

generated by the projected new commercial and industrial development within the corridor; and 

2. Establish the Coastal Transportation Corridor Impact Assessment Fee process for new 

development in the C, M, and P Zones and for development on property owned by the 

Department of Airports; and 

3. Regulate the phase development of land uses, insofar as the transportation infrastructure can 

accommodate such uses; and 

4. Establish a Coastal Transportation Corridor infrastructure implementation process; and 
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5. Promote or increase work-related ridesharing and bicycling to reduce peak-hour trips and to keep 

critical intersections from sever overload; and 

6. Avoid Peak Hour Level of Service (LOS) on streets and interchanges from reaching LOS F or, 

if presently at LOS F, preclude further deterioration in the Level of Service; and 

7. Promote the development of coordinated and comprehensive transportation plans and programs 

with other jurisdictions and public agencies; and 

8. Reduce commute trips by encouraging the development of affordable housing at or near job site; 

and 

9. Ensure that the public transportation facilities that will be constructed with funds generated by 

the Specific Plan will significantly benefit the contributor; and 

10. Encourage Caltrans to widen the San Diego freeway for high-occupancy vehicle lanes.  

The Project’s consistency with the Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan is discussed in Section 

16., Transportation and Traffic, of this IS/MND. 

City of Los Angeles Planning and Zoning Code 

Zoning Designation 

The development of the Proposed Project is also governed by the applicable land use and zoning regulations 

of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC). The Zoning Code includes development standards for the 

various districts in the City of Los Angeles. The Project Site is currently zoned [Q]C4-1VL (Commercial 

Zone, Height District 1VL). Pursuant to Section 12.16 of the LAMC, commercial uses such as banks, 

bookstores, cafes, colleges, museums, parking buildings, parking garages, retail stores, and restaurants are 

permitted in the “C4” zone. Residential uses are also permitted. As such, the proposed residential and 

commercial land uses are consistent with the C4 zoning designation on the Project Site. 

 Residential Density 

The C4/R4 zones permit 109 dwelling units per acre (one dwelling unit per 400 s.f.). Therefore, 121 units 

could be constructed on the approximately 1.11-acre Project Site.43 With the 35 percent bonus under SB 

1818, 163 units could be constructed on the Project Site. Therefore, the 72 dwelling units proposed under 

the Project are well below the number of units permitted under the standard LAMC provisions and under 

the Density Bonus Ordinance.  

Floor Area 

                                                      
43  48,483 s.f., divided by 400 s.f., equals 121 dwelling units permitted under the C4 zoning. 
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The Project Site is located in Height District 1VL, which permits a floor-area-ratio (FAR) of 1.5:1. 

However, the City’s Density Bonus Ordinance, consistent with SB 1818, would allow an additional FAR 

of 0.525, for a total FAR of 2.025:1. The maximum allowable floor area is therefore 98,133 square feet.44 

As shown in Table II-3, the Project would provide a total floor area of 87,294 square feet, which is less 

than the maximum floor area permitted under the Density Bonus Ordinance. 

 Height 

Based on the Site’s existing zoning and height district, the current allowable height is 45 feet and three 

stories. However, the height incentives provided by the City's Density Bonus Ordinance, consistent with 

SB 1818, permit an additional 11 feet in height and one additional story,45 for a maximum allowable height 

of 56 feet and four stories. The Project would contain four levels with a building height of 52’-0” to the 

roof and 56’-0” to the parapet, consistent with this limitation.  

Parking 

Parking for the Project would be provided in a multi-level (at grade and subterranean) parking facility 

containing a total of approximately 218 parking spaces (37 more than required under standard LAMC 

provisions, and 64 more than required under the Density Bonus Ordinance). Access to the parking facility 

would be provided via a new driveway along the Site’s Pacific Avenue frontage. The commercial parking 

spaces are provided at-grade, on a mezzanine level, and on a portion of the first subterranean level, while 

residential parking would be provided on the remainder of the first subterranean level and on the second 

subterranean level.  

The required, provided, and green parking counts are shown in Tables IV-14, IV-15, and IV-16, 

respectively. Overall, the Project is required to provide 154 parking spaces under the City's density bonus 

provisions, and 181 parking spaces under standard LAMC rates.  Although the Project qualifies for and 

previously requested reduced parking under the Density Bonus Ordinance, the Project does not need the 

reduced parking requirements and would provide 218 parking spaces, including seven required accessible 

spaces, which would substantially exceed the standard LAMC parking requirements for the uses proposed. 

Table IV-14 

Required Parking 

Type Units Rate 

Required 

Parking 

Residential (Standard LAMC) 

  Studio 3 1 space / unit 3 

  1 bedroom 54 1.5 spaces /unit 81 

  2 bedroom 15 2 spaces / unit 30 

                                                      
44  Maximum allowable floor area is calculated by multiplying the FAR by the lot area: 2.025 x 48,483 sf = 98,178 

sf. 
45  LAMC § 12.22 A.25(f)(5). 
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  Subtotal (residential)   114 

Residential (SB 1818) 

  Studio and 1 bedroom 57 units 1 space / unit 57 

  2 bedroom 15 units 2 spaces / unit 30 

  Subtotal (residential) 72 units  87  

Commercial 

  Retail 13,000 sf 4 spaces / 1,000 sf 52 

  Restaurant 1,500 sf 10 spaces / 1,000 sf 15 

  Subtotal (commercial) 14,500 sf  67 

Total Required (SB1818) 154 

Total Required (Standard LAMC) 181 

Source: Oakes & Associates, Architects AIA, November 12, 2013. 

Table: CAJA Environmental Services, November 2013. 

 

Table IV-15 

Provided Parking 

Type Level P-2 Level P-1 Level 1 Mezzanine Total 

Standard Direct 35 28 3 14 80 

Compact Direct 20 18 6 13 57 

Standard Tandem 15 15 - 7 37 

Compact Tandem 15 15 - 7 37 

Accessible 0 4 3 0 7 

Total 85 80 12 41 218 

Source: Oakes & Associates, Architects AIA, November 12, 2013. 

Table: CAJA Environmental Services, November 2013. 

 

Table IV-16 

Green Parking  

Type Level P-2 Level P-1 Level 1 Mezzanine Total 

Bicycle Parking (Short-Term) 

(5% of 154 spaces = 8 required) 
0 0 31 32 62 

Bicycle Parking (Long-Term) 

(Residential: 1 space/unit = 72 + 10% = 79) 
41 30 4 9 84 

Low-E Fuel Efficient Carpool/Vanpool 

(8% of 154 spaces = 13 required) 
7 7 0 2 16 

Stalls with 220/240 v. 40A grounded outlet 

(5% of 154 spaces = 8 required) 
4 2 0 4 10 

Source: Oakes & Associates, Architects AIA, November 12, 2013. 

Table: CAJA Environmental Services, November 2013. 
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As such, the Project would provide sufficient parking to accommodate the anticipated demands of the 

Project. As a result, the Project would result in a less than significant impact with respect to parking. 

c) Would the project conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural 

community conservation plan? 

No Impact.  A significant adverse effect could occur if a project site were located within an area governed 

by a habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation plan. The Project Site and the surrounding 

area are not part of any draft or adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan, 

or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan.  The Project Site is currently 

undeveloped46 and is located in an urbanized area of the Playa Del Rey community of the City of Los 

Angeles.  Therefore, no impacts to any adopted habitat or conservation plans would occur as a result of the 

Project. 

11. MINERAL RESOURCES 

a) Would the project result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be 

of value to the region and the residents of the state? 

No Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project site is located in an area used or available for 

extraction of a regionally-important mineral resource, or if the Project would convert an existing or future 

regionally-important mineral extraction use to another use, or if the Project would affect access to a site 

used or potentially available for regionally-important mineral resource extraction.   

Neither the Project Site nor the surrounding area is identified as an area containing mineral deposits of 

regional or statewide significance.47 Additionally, the Project Site is not located within an oil field or oil 

drilling area, and is not part of any Oil Drilling and Surface Mining Supplemental Use District.48 

Furthermore, no oil wells exist or are known to have previously existed on the Project Site or the 

surrounding area.49  Should any future mineral resource be discovered on or near the Project Site, 

development of the Project would not preclude the mineral’s extraction.  Therefore, no impacts with respect 

to mineral resources of regional or statewide significance would occur as a result of the Project. 

                                                      
46  One vacant commercial building located near the southern tip of the Project Site was previously demolished, and 

that demolition has been accounted for in the analysis contained in this IS/MND. 
47  City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, Environmental and Public Facilities Maps, Areas Containing 

Significant Mineral Deposits Map, September 1, 1996 and USGS Mineral Resources Data System: 

http://mrdata.usgs.gov/mineral-resources/mrds-us.html, accessed September 29, 2012. 
48  City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, Safety Element Exhibit E, Oil Field and Oil Drilling Areas: 

http://cityplanning.lacity.org/cwd/gnlpln/saftyelt.pdf, accessed September 29, 2012. 
49  State of California Department of Conservation, Division of Oil, Gas & Geothermal Resources, Online Mapping 

System, District 1, website:  http://maps.conservation.ca.gov/doms/index.html, accessed September 29, 2012. 
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b) Would the project result in the loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource 

recovery site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other land use plan? 

No Impact.  A significant impact would occur if a project is located in an area used or available for 

extraction of a locally-important mineral resource and the Project converted an existing or potential future 

locally-important mineral extraction use to another use or if the Project affected access to a site in use or 

potentially available for locally-important mineral resource extraction.   

The Project Site is located in the Playa Del Rey community and is not delineated as a locally important 

mineral resource recovery site on any City plans.  Additionally, as stated in the response to Question 11(a), 

no oil wells exist on or in the vicinity of the Project Site.  Further, should any future mineral resources be 

discovered on or near the Project Site, development of the Project would not preclude the mineral’s 

extraction.  Therefore, no impacts with respect to loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource 

would occur.  

12. NOISE 

Sound is technically described in terms of amplitude (loudness) and frequency (pitch).  The standard unit 

of sound amplitude measurement is the decibel (dB).  The decibel scale is a logarithmic scale that describes 

the physical intensity of the pressure vibrations that make up any sound.  The pitch of the sound is related 

to the frequency of the pressure vibration.  Since the human ear is not equally sensitive to a given sound 

level at all frequencies, a special frequency-dependent rating scale has been devised to relate noise to human 

sensitivity.  The A-weighted decibel scale (dBA) provides this compensation by discriminating against 

frequencies in a manner approximating the sensitivity of the human ear. 

Noise, on the other hand, is typically defined as unwanted sound.  A typical noise environment consists of 

a base of steady “background” noise that is the sum of many distant and indistinguishable noise sources.  

Superimposed on this background noise is the sound from individual local sources.  These can vary from 

an occasional aircraft or train passing by to virtually continuous noise from, for example, traffic on a major 

highway. 

Several rating scales have been developed to analyze the adverse effect of community noise on people.  

Since environmental noise fluctuates over time, these scales consider that the effect of noise upon people 

is largely dependent upon the total acoustical energy content of the noise, as well as the time of day when 

the noise occurs.  Those that are applicable to this analysis are as follows: 

 Leq – An Leq, or equivalent energy noise level, is the average acoustic energy content of noise for a 

stated period of time.  Thus, the Leq of a time-varying noise and that of a steady noise are the same if 

they deliver the same acoustic energy to the ear during exposure.  For evaluating community impacts, 

this rating scale does not vary, regardless of whether the noise occurs during the day or the night. 

 Lmax – The maximum instantaneous noise level experienced during a given period of time. 
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 Lmin – The minimum instantaneous noise level experienced during a given period of time. 

 CNEL – The Community Noise Equivalent Level is a 24-hour average Leq with a 5 dBA “weighting” 

during the hours of 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM and a 10 dBA “weighting” added to noise during the hours 

of 10:00 PM to 7:00 AM to account for noise sensitivity in the evening and nighttime, respectively. The 

logarithmic effect of these additions is that a 60 dBA 24-hour Leq would result in a measurement of 

66.7 dBA CNEL.  

Noise environments and consequences of human activities are usually well represented by median noise 

levels during the day, night, or over a 24-hour period.  For residential uses, environmental noise levels are 

generally considered low when the CNEL is below 60 dBA, moderate in the 60 to 70 dBA range, and high 

above 70 dBA.  Noise levels greater than 85 dBA can cause temporary or permanent hearing loss.  Examples 

of low daytime levels are isolated, natural settings with noise levels as low as 20 dBA and quiet suburban 

residential streets with noise levels around 40 dBA.  Noise levels above 45 dBA at night can disrupt sleep.  

Examples of moderate level noise environments are urban residential or semi-commercial areas (typically 

55 to 60 dBA) and commercial locations (typically 60 dBA).  People may consider louder environments 

adverse, but most will accept the higher levels associated with more noisy urban residential or residential-

commercial areas (60 to 75 dBA) or dense urban or industrial areas (65 to 80 dBA). 

It is widely accepted that in the community noise environment the average healthy ear can barely perceive 

CNEL noise level changes of 3 dBA.  CNEL changes from 3 to 5 dBA may be noticed by some individuals 

who are extremely sensitive to changes in noise. A 5 dBA CNEL increase is readily noticeable, while the 

human ear perceives a 10 dBA CNEL increase as a doubling of sound. 

Noise levels from a particular source generally decline as distance to the receptor increases.  Other factors, 

such as the weather and reflecting or barriers, also help intensify or reduce the noise level at any given 

location.  A commonly used rule of thumb for roadway noise is that for every doubling of distance from 

the source, the noise level is reduced by about 3 dBA at acoustically “hard” locations (i.e., the area between 

the noise source and the receptor is nearly complete asphalt, concrete, hard-packed soil, or other solid 

materials) and 4.5 dBA at acoustically “soft” locations (i.e., the area between the source and receptor is 

normal earth or has vegetation, including grass).  Noise from stationary or point sources is reduced by about 

6 to 7.5 dBA for every doubling of distance at acoustically hard and soft locations, respectively.  Noise 

levels are also generally reduced by 1 dBA for each 1,000 feet of distance due to air absorption.  Noise 

levels may also be reduced by intervening structures – generally, a single row of buildings between the 

receptor and the noise source reduces the noise level by about 5 dBA, while a solid wall or berm reduces 

noise levels by 5 to 10 dBA.  The normal noise attenuation within residential structures with open windows 

is about 17 dBA, while the noise attenuation with closed windows is about 25 dBA.50 

                                                      

50 National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 117, Highway Noise: A Design Guide for Highway 

Engineers, 1971. 
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a) Would the project result in exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of 

standards established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other 

agencies? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated. A discussion of the Project’s noise impacts is 

included below. 

Construction Noise 

Construction-related noise impacts would be significant if, as indicated in LAMC Section 112.05, noise 

from construction equipment within 500 feet of a residential zone exceeds 75 dBA at a distance of 50 feet 

from the noise source.  However, the above noise limitation does not apply where compliance is technically 

infeasible.  Technically infeasible means that the above noise limitation cannot be complied with despite 

the use of mufflers, shields, sound barriers and/or any other noise reduction device or techniques during the 

operation of the equipment. 

Construction of the Project would require the use of heavy equipment for demolition, grading and 

excavation to accommodate the building foundations, the installation of utilities, paving, and building 

fabrication.  Construction activities would also involve the use of smaller power tools, generators, and other 

sources of noise, especially during the building fabrication phase.  During each construction phase there 

would be a different mix of equipment operating and noise levels would vary based on the amount of 

equipment in operation and the location of each activity.   

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has compiled data for outdoor noise levels for typical 

construction activities, which are presented on Table IV-17.  These noise levels would diminish rapidly 

with distance from the construction site at a rate of approximately 6 dBA per doubling of distance.  For 

example, a noise level of 84 dBA Leq measured at 50 feet from the noise source to the receptor would reduce 

to 78 dBA Leq at 100 feet from the source to the receptor, and reduce by another 6 dBA Leq to 72 dBA Leq 

at 200 feet from the source to the receptor. 

Table IV-17 

Typical Outdoor Construction Noise Levels 

Construction 

Phase 

Noise Levels at 50 

Feet with Mufflers 

(dBA Leq) 

Noise Levels at 60 

Feet with Mufflers 

(dBA Leq) 

Noise Levels at 100 

Feet with Mufflers 

(dBA Leq) 

Noise Levels at 200 

Feet with Mufflers 

(dBA Leq) 

Ground Clearing 82 80 76 70 

Excavation, 

Grading 
86 84 80 74 

Foundations 77 75 71 65 

Structural 83 81 77 71 

Finishing 86 84 80 74 

Source: United States Environmental Protection Agency, Noise from Construction Equipment and Operations, Building 

Equipment and Home Appliances, PB 206717, 1971. 
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During construction, ground clearing, grading, structural, and other activities at the Project Site would occur 

between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. in accordance with the City of Los Angeles Municipal Code 

(LAMC).  These activities would increase ambient noise levels above 75 dBA at the apartments on Trolley 

Place south of the Project Site, the apartments on Convoy Street to the west of the Proposed Project, and at 

the single family residences on Montreal Street to the east of the Project Site (Table IV-18).  There would 

also be an increase in ambient noise levels of 5 dBA or more at each identified receptor.  However, there 

are several mitigation measures that can substantially reduce noise impacts during construction.  Therefore, 

increased noise resulting from the construction of the Proposed Project would result in a less than significant 

impact with mitigation incorporated. 

Table IV-18 

Construction Noise Levels 

Sensitive Receptor 

Distance 

from Site 

(feet) 

Maximum 

Construction 

Noise Level  

(dBA) 

Existing 

Ambient 

(dBA, Leq)  

New 

Ambient  

(dBA, 

Leq)  Increase 

Multi-family residences on Trolley Place 62 81.1 55.8 81.1 25.3 

Multi-family residences on Convoy 

Street 135 74.4 58.0 74.5 16.5 

Del Rey Lagoon Park 250 66.0 55.2 66.4 11.2 

Dockweiler State Beach Park 400 64.9 55.8 65.4 9.6 

SOURCE: DKA Planning, 2013. Calculation sheets included as Appendix F to this IS/MND. 

 

Table IV-19 

Mitigated Construction Noise Levels 

Sensitive Receptor 

Distance 

from Site 

(feet) 

Maximum 

Construction 

Noise Level  

(dBA) 

Existing 

Ambient 

(dBA, Leq)  

New 

Ambient  

(dBA, 

Leq)  Increase 

Multi-family residences on Trolley Place 62 58.1 55.8 60.1 4.3 

Multi-family residences on Convoy 

Street 135 51.4 58.0 58.9 0.9 

Del Rey Lagoon Park 250 43.0 55.2 55.5 0.3 

Dockweiler State Beach Park 400 41.9 55.8 56.0 0.2 

SOURCE: DKA Planning, 2013. Calculation sheets are included in Appendix F to this IS/MND. 

 

Following the mitigation measures provided below, construction noise at nearby sensitive receptors would 

be reduced to less than 75 dBA, with less than 5 dBA increases from existing ambient noise levels.  

Consequently, implementation of Mitigation Measures 12-1 through 12-8 would reduce construction noise 

impacts to less than significant levels.  
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Mitigation Measures 

XII-20.      Increased Noise Levels (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities) 

 The project shall comply with the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance No. 144,331 and 161,574, 

and any subsequent ordinances, which prohibit the emission or creation of noise beyond certain 

levels at adjacent uses unless technically infeasible. 

 Construction and demolition shall be restricted to the hours of 7:00 am to 6:00 pm Monday through 

Friday, and 8:00 am to 6:00 pm on Saturday. 

 Demolition and construction activities shall be scheduled so as to avoid operating several pieces of 

equipment simultaneously, which causes high noise levels. 

 The project contractor shall use power construction equipment with state-of-the-art noise shielding 

and muffling devices. 

 Construction staging areas shall be as far from sensitive receptors as possible, particularly the 

apartments to the south of Trolley Place. 

 Temporary sound barriers, capable of achieving a sound attenuation of at least 20 dBA (e.g., 

construction sound wall or sound blankets), and capable of blocking the line-of-sight between the 

adjacent sensitive receptors, shall be installed. 

 All powered construction equipment shall be equipped with exhaust mufflers or other suitable noise 

reduction devices. 

 Two weeks prior to the commencement of construction at the Project Site, notification shall be 

provided to the immediate surrounding off-site residential, school, and church uses that discloses 

the construction schedule, including the types of activities and equipment that would be 

occurring/operating throughout the duration of the construction period. 

 Equipment warm-up areas, water tanks, and equipment storage areas shall be located a minimum 

of 50 feet from abutting sensitive receptors. 

 Construction workers shall park at designated locations and shall be prohibited from parking on 

nearby residential streets. 

 A noise disturbance coordinator shall be established to respond to local complaints about 

construction noise. The disturbance coordinator shall determine the cause of the noise complaints 

and shall be required to implement reasonable measures such that the complaint is resolved. All 

notices that are sent to residential units within 500 feet of the construction site and all signs, legible 

at a distance of 50 feet, at the construction site shall list the telephone number for the disturbance 

coordinator. 

 All residential units located within 2,000 feet of the construction site shall be sent a notice 

informing the residences of the construction schedule of the Proposed Project. A sign shall also be 

posted at the construction site notifying residences of construction activities. All notices and signs 

shall display the dates of construction activities, as well as provide a telephone number where 

residents can contact the noise disturbance coordinator about the construction process and register 

complaints.  
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Operational Noise 

During long-term operation of the Project, noise generated by vehicle travel to and from the Project Site 

was modeled under “future year (2015) no Project” scenario and “with Project” conditions utilizing the 

FHWA TNM 2.5 model.  As shown in Tables IV-20 and IV-21, the greatest Project-related noise increase 

would be 1.1 dBA Leq along Culver Boulevard between Pacific Avenue and Vista Del Mar Lane during the 

PM peak hour.  The Project’s noise impacts neither cause ambient noise levels at the property line of 

adjacent land uses to rise to the “normally unacceptable” or “clearly unacceptable” category nor result in 

any 5 dBA or more increase in noise level.  As a result, vehicular noise impacts from operation of the 

Project would be considered less than significant. 

Table IV-20  

2015 Estimated AM Peak Mobile Source Noise Levels 

Roadway Segment 

Estimated dBA, CNEL 

No Project (2015) Project (2015) Project Impact 

Culver Boulevard from Pacific Avenue to 

Vista Del Mar Lane 60.6 61.1 0.5 

Vista Del Mar from Trolley Place to Culver 

Boulevard 66.6 66.6 0.0 

Vista Del Mar Lane from Culver Boulevard 

Northbound 58.0 58.2 0.2 

Vista Del Mar Lane from Culver Boulevard to 

Montreal Street 57.8 57.9 0.1 

Pershing Drive from Nicholson Street to 

Culver Boulevard 59.2 59.4 0.2 

Pershing Drive from Nicholson Street to 

Manchester Avenue 66.3 66.3 0.0 

Culver Boulevard from Nicholson Street to 

Pershing Drive 65.6 65.7 0.1 

SOURCE: DKA Planning, 2013. Calculation sheets are provided in Appendix F to this IS/MND. 

 

Table IV-21 

2015 Estimated PM Peak Mobile Source Noise Levels 

Roadway Segment 

Estimated dBA, CNEL 

No Project (2015) Project (2015) Project Impact 

Culver Boulevard from Pacific Avenue to 

Vista Del Mar Lane 61.9 63.0 1.1 

Vista Del Mar from Trolley Place to Culver 

Boulevard 66.8 66.9 0.1 

Vista Del Mar Lane from Culver Boulevard 

Northbound 59.1 59.3 0.2 
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Vista Del Mar Lane from Culver Boulevard to 

Montreal Street 57.6 57.8 0.2 

Pershing Drive from Nicholson Street to 

Culver Boulevard 59.8 60.0 0.2 

Pershing Drive from Nicholson Street to 

Manchester Avenue 66.8 66.9 0.1 

Culver Boulevard from Nicholson Street to 

Pershing Drive 65.8 66.0 0.2 

SOURCE: DKA Planning, 2013. Calculation sheets are provided in Appendix F to this IS/MND. 

 

The Project would introduce mechanical equipment capable of producing audible noise during the operation 

of the Project.  Section 41.40 and Chapter XI, Articles 1 through 6, of the LAMC requires that noise 

generated by mechanical equipment not exceed ambient noise levels at adjacent property lines by more than 

5 dBA.  Large ground level heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems typically generate 

noise levels between 50 and 65 dBA at 50 feet.51,52 Roof-top mounted equipment typically produces noise 

levels of up to approximately 56 dBA at 50 feet.53  The nearest sensitive land uses are residences located 

62 feet south of the Project Site that would experience a 3.7 dBA increase in ambient noise if HVAC 

equipment were mounted at ground level, and 0.7 dBA increase if HVAC equipment were mounted on the 

roof of the Proposed Project.  Both ground level and roof mounted HVAC equipment would not result in a 

5 dBA noise increase.  However, because ground level HVAC equipment would result in an audible noise 

increase of over 3 dBA, Mitigation Measures are recommended below.  Because the incremental increase 

HVAC equipment would result in ambient noise increases of less than 5 dBA, stationary noise would be 

considered a less than significant impact. 

Parking noise can typically generate an instantaneous noise level of up to an approximate 58.1 dBA at 50 

feet.54  Given the ambient noise levels of the surrounding sensitive receptors, the increase in noise at each 

sensitive receptor would be less than 3 dBA, and would not be audible.  This potential noise impact is 

considered less than significant. 

Finally, the Proposed Project would locate new noise-sensitive residences at the Project Site.  A 24-hour 

CNEL noise measurement was performed to evaluate whether the existing ambient noise for the Project 

area is compatible for new residential uses.  The existing CNEL in the Project area is approximately 68.1 

dBA.55  The California State Department of Health Services considers this existing sound level to be 

conditionally acceptable, which with conventional building construction and features such as closed 

                                                      
51  Los Angeles Department of City Planning, San Pedro Community Plan Draft EIR, August 2012.  
52  To be conservative, a reference noise of 65 dBA at 50 feet was used in this analysis. 
53  Los Angeles Department of City Planning, Prepared by Impact Sciences, Inc., Androna Avenue Subdivision – 

Tentative Tract No. 53426 Subsequent Draft EIR, February 2010. 
54  Los Angeles Unified School District, Prepared by EDAW/AECOM, Final Environmental Impact Report Bell 

Education and Career Center, October 2009. 
55  Veneklasen Associates, 138 Culver Boulevard Exterior Envelope Acoustical Design Report, April, 2011. 
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windows and fresh air supply system or air conditioning will normally suffice to mitigate impacts, as 

recommended in Mitigation Measures 12-10 through 12-12. This impact is considered less than significant 

with mitigation incorporated.   

Mitigation Measures 

Operation 

XII-40.      Increased Noise Levels (Parking Structure Ramps) 

 Concrete, not metal, shall be used for construction of parking ramps. 

 The interior ramps shall be textured to prevent tire squeal at turning areas. 

 Parking lots located adjacent to residential buildings shall have a solid decorative wall adjacent to 

the residential. 

XII-60.      Increased Noise Levels (Mixed-Use Development) 

 Wall and floor-ceiling assemblies separating commercial tenant spaces, residential units, and public 

places, shall have a Sound Transmission Coefficient (STC) value of at least 50, as determined in 

accordance with ASTM E90 and ASTM E413. 

XII-170.      Severe Noise Levels (Residential Fronting on Major or Secondary Highway, or adjacent 

to a Freeway) 

 All exterior windows having a line of sight of a Major or Secondary Highway shall be constructed 

with double-pane glass and use exterior wall construction which provides a Sound Transmission 

Coefficient (STC) value of 50, as determined in accordance with ASTM E90 and ASTM E413, or 

any amendment thereto. 

 The applicant, as an alternative, may retain an acoustical engineer to submit evidence, along with 

the application for a building permit, any alternative means of sound insulation sufficient to 

mitigate interior noise levels below a CNEL of 45 dBA in any habitable room. 

XII-230.      Increased Noise Levels  

 The Proposed Project shall include double-paned windows on all of the exterior windows for each 

residential unit. 

 All HVAC equipment shall be mounted on the roof of the Proposed Project instead of the ground 

level. 

 The Proposed Project shall utilize central air conditioning and heating in each new residential unit. 

 The Proposed Project shall include vegetation sound walls for any ground floor residential units 

(e.g., planting vegetation on the exterior of ground floor units to create a natural sound barrier). 
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b) Would the project result in exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundborne 

vibration or groundborne noise levels? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  Groundborne vibration is sound radiated 

through the ground.  Groundborne vibration can result from a source (e.g., train operations, vehicles, 

machinery equipment, etc.) causing the adjacent ground to move, thereby creating vibration waves that 

propagate through the soil to the foundations of nearby buildings.  This effect is referred to as groundborne 

vibration.  The peak particle velocity (PPV) or the root mean square (RMS) velocity is usually used to 

describe vibration levels.  PPV is defined as the maximum instantaneous peak of the vibration level, while 

RMS is defined as the square root of the average of the squared amplitude of the level.  PPV is typically 

used for evaluating potential building damage, while RMS velocity in decibels (VdB) is typically more 

suitable for evaluating human response.   

The background vibration velocity level in residential areas is usually around 50 VdB.  The vibration 

velocity level threshold of perception for humans is approximately 65 VdB.  A vibration velocity level of 

75 VdB is the approximate dividing line between barely perceptible and distinctly perceptible levels for 

most people.  Most perceptible indoor vibration is caused by sources within buildings such as operation of 

mechanical equipment, movement of people, or the slamming of doors.  Typical outdoor sources of 

perceptible groundborne vibration are construction equipment, steel-wheeled trains, and traffic on rough 

roads.  If a roadway is smooth, the groundborne vibration from traffic is rarely perceptible.  The range of 

interest is from approximately 50 VdB, which is the typical background vibration velocity level, to 100 

VdB, which is the general threshold where minor damage can occur in fragile buildings. 

Construction 

As shown in Table IV-22, heavy equipment (e.g., vibratory roller) associated with construction would 

generate vibration levels of up to 0.089 peak particle velocity (ppv) at a distance of 25 feet.  The nearest 

residential structures to the Project Site are approximately 62 feet from occasional heavy equipment activity 

and would experience vibration levels up to 0.023 inches per second.  Vibration levels at these receptors 

would not exceed the potential building damage threshold of 0.3 inches per second.  Construction activity 

would create approximately 75 VdB, and could exceed the 75 VdB annoyance threshold for residential land 

uses.   

Table IV-22 

Vibration Velocities for Construction Equipment 

Equipment PPV at 25 feet (Inches/Second)  Approximate LV at 25 feet 

Large Bulldozer 0.089 87 

Loaded Trucks 0.076 86 
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Jackhammer 0.035 79 

Small Bulldozer 0.003 58 

SOURCE: Federal Transit Administration, Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, May 2006. 

 

Mitigation Measures, provided below, would reduce construction related ground-borne vibration.  After 

mitigation, construction activities would create a vibration annoyance level of approximately 74 VdB, and 

would not exceed the 75 VdB significance threshold at nearby sensitive receptors.  Therefore, construction-

related ground borne vibration impacts would result in a less than significant impact with mitigation 

incorporated.  

Mitigation Measures 

Construction 

XII-230.      Increased Noise Levels  

 Construction activities shall utilize rubber tired equipment in place of steel-track equipment 

whenever feasible. 

 Construction haul trucks shall avoid driving over potholes and dips when arriving at or leaving the 

project site. 

 The construction contractor shall stage and warm-up construction equipment as far from nearby 

sensitive receptors as possible.  

 The noise disturbance coordinator shall be responsible for receiving local complaints about 

construction vibration. The noise disturbance coordinator shall determine the cause of the vibration 

complaints and shall be required to implement reasonable measures such that the complaint is 

resolved. All notices sent to the residential units within 500 feet of the construction site and all 

signs legible at a distance of 50 feet, at the construction site shall list the telephone number for the 

noise disturbance coordinator. 

Operation 

During operation of the Proposed Project, there would not be significant stationary sources of ground-borne 

vibration, such as heavy equipment operations.  Operational ground-borne vibration in the Project vicinity 

would be generated by vehicular travel on the local roadways.  However, Project-related traffic vibration 

levels would not be perceptible by sensitive receptors.  Thus, operational vibration would result in a less 

than significant impact. 
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c) Would the project result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the 

project vicinity above levels existing without the project? 

Less Than Significant Impact. During long-term operation of the Project, noise generated by new vehicle 

trips was modeled under future year (2015) no project and with project conditions utilizing the FHWA 

TNM 2.5 model.  As described above, the greatest Project-related noise increase would be 1.5 dBA Leq 

along Culver Boulevard between Pacific Avenue and Vista Del Mar Lane.  The Project’s noise impacts 

would not cause the ambient noise level measured at the property line of the affected uses to rise to the 

“normally unacceptable” or “clearly unacceptable” category or result in any 5-dBA or more increase in 

noise level.  As a result, vehicular noise would result in a less than significant impact. 

Noise impacts from parking would not expose residents or future employees to excessive noise levels, nor 

would stationary equipment (e.g., air handlers, exhaust fans), which would only increase noise levels at 

nearby residential uses by 0.7 dBA after mitigation.  This incremental increase would not be audible, and 

stationary noise would result in a less than significant impact.   

d) Would the project result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise 

levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the project? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated. As noted in Section 12(a), the Proposed Project 

would create significant increases in ambient noise exceeding 75 dBA at the adjacent apartments at on 

Trolley Place.  However, implementation of Mitigation Measures 12-1 through 12-9 would reduce 

construction noise impacts at nearby sensitive receptors to less than 75 dBA, less than a 5 dBA increase 

from existing ambient noise levels.  Therefore, implementation of the Mitigation Measures in this section 

would reduce construction noise impacts to less than significant levels. 

Mitigation Measures 

XII-230.      Increased Noise Levels  

 Construction staging areas shall be as far from sensitive receptors as possible, particularly the 

apartments to the south of Trolley Place. 

 All powered construction equipment shall be equipped with exhaust mufflers or other suitable noise 

reduction devices. 

 Two weeks prior to the commencement of construction at the Project Site, notification shall be 

provided to the immediate surrounding off-site residential, school, and church uses that discloses 

the construction schedule, including the types of activities and equipment that would be 

occurring/operating throughout the duration of the construction period. 

 Equipment warm-up areas, water tanks, and equipment storage areas shall be located a minimum 

of 50 feet from abutting sensitive receptors. 

 A noise disturbance coordinator shall be established to respond to local complaints about 

construction noise. The disturbance coordinator shall determine the cause of the noise complaints 

and shall be required to implement reasonable measures such that the complaint is resolved. All 
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notices that are sent to residential units within 500 feet of the construction site and all signs, legible 

at a distance of 50 feet, at the construction site shall list the telephone number for the disturbance 

coordinator. 

 All residential units located within 2,000 feet of the construction site shall be sent a notice 

informing the residences of the construction schedule of the Proposed Project. A sign shall also be 

posted at the construction site notifying residences of construction activities. All notices and signs 

shall display the dates of construction activities, as well as provide a telephone number where 

residents can contact the noise disturbance coordinator about the construction process and register 

complaints. 

e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been 

adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project expose people 

residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels? 

Less Than Significant Impact. The Proposed Project would be located about one mile northwest from the 

Los Angeles International Airport, a public airport operated by Los Angeles World Airports.  However, 

according to the LAX 2009 Third Quarter Noise Report, the project lies outside of the 65 CNEL contour.56  

While aircraft approaching and leaving the airport do contribute to ambient noise levels, the predominant 

noise source for existing residents and future workers is vehicular traffic.  

As noted in Section 12(a), the Proposed Project would expose existing residents to significant increases in 

ambient noise exceeding 75 dBA at the adjacent apartments at Trolley Place.  However, implementation of 

the Mitigation Measures in this section would reduce construction noise impacts at nearby sensitive 

receptors to less than 75 dBA, less than a 5 dBA increase from existing ambient noise levels.  Therefore, 

implementation of the Mitigation Measures in this section would reduce construction noise impacts to less 

than significant levels and would ensure that any operational noise would be considered less than significant 

for adjacent sensitive receptors. Overall, impacts would be less than significant.   

f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project expose people residing 

or working in the project area to excessive noise levels? 

No Impact. The Project Site is not located in the vicinity of a private airstrip.  As no such facilities are 

located in the vicinity of the Project Site and no impact would occur. 

13. POPULATION AND HOUSING 

a) Would the project induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for 

example, by proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension of 

roads or other infrastructure)? 

                                                      
56 Ibid. 
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Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact would occur if a project would locate new 

development such as homes, businesses, or infrastructure, with the effect of substantially inducing growth 

in the project area that would otherwise not have occurred as rapidly or in as great a magnitude. 

Construction 

Construction job opportunities created as a result of the Project are not expected to result in any substantial 

population growth in the Project area.  The work requirements of most construction projects are highly 

specialized so that construction workers remain at a job site only for the timeframe in which their specific 

skills are needed to complete a particular phase of the construction process.   

Additionally, the construction workers would likely be supplied from the region’s labor pool. The 

unemployment rate for construction jobs was 11.4% in December 2013.57  Construction workers would not 

be likely to relocate their household as a consequence of working on the Project, and as such, significant 

housing or population impacts would not result from construction of the Project.  Therefore, construction-

related population growth impacts would be less than significant. 

Operation 

The Project would develop 72 residential units and 14,500 sf of commercial space including 13,000 square 

feet of retail and 1,500 square feet of restaurant uses.  Employee generation is shown in Table IV-23 and 

population generation is shown in Table IV-24.  It is estimated that the Project would generate an increase 

of approximately 148 residents and an increase of approximately 20 employees.  

Table IV-23 

Project Estimated Employment Generation 

Land Use Size Employee Generation Rates Total Employees 

Commercial 14,500 sf 1.4 employees / 1,000 sf 20 

Note:  sf = square feet 

Source:  LAUSD School Facilities Fee Plan, March 2, 2000.   

Table:  CAJA Environmental Services, November 2013. 

 

Table IV-24 

Project Estimated Population Generation 

Land Use Size Population Generation Rates Total Population 

Residential 72 DU 2.05 persons / DU 148 

Note: DU = Dwelling unit 

Source: LA Planning, Demographics and Research Unit, Westchester – Playa Del Rey: Persons Per Renter Occupied Unit 

Table:  CAJA Environmental Services, September 2012. 

                                                      
57 Bureau of Labor Statistics: http://www.bls.gov/iag/tgs/iag23.htm, accessed January 24, 2014. 
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Localized Growth Forecasts 

Table IV-25 shows the City Planning Department’s planned growth in population, housing, and 

employment to 2025 for the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan.58  

Table IV-26, Population and Housing in the City Los Angeles, shows the California Department of Finance 

population and housing for the City in 2010 and 2013.59 

Table IV-27 shows the 2012 Southern California Association of Government’s (SCAG) planned growth of 

the City of Los Angeles in population, housing, and employment to 2020.  

The Project’s 148 residents, 20 employees, and 72 new dwelling units would be well within estimates of 

growth for the Community Plan Area. The Project would therefore result in a less than significant impact 

with respect to population, housing, and employment growth. 

Table IV-25 

Population, Housing and Employment for Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan 

Condition Population Housing (DU) Employment 

2000 51,255 22,507 62,628 

2025 93,841 46,950 72,551 

Difference +42,586 +24,443 +9,923 

Source: Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update, Draft EIR (SCH No. 2002061090), Table 4.2-2 

Table:  CAJA Environmental Services, September 2012. 

 

Table IV-26 

Population, Housing and Employment of the City of Los Angeles  

 Population Housing (units) Employment (jobs) 

2008 3,770,500 1,309,900 1,735,200 

2020 3,991,700 1,455,700 1,817,700 

Change (2008-2020) +221,200 +145,800 +82,500 

SCAG 2012 Adopted Growth Forecast: 

http://www.scag.ca.gov/Documents/2012AdoptedGrowthForecastPDF.pdf 

Table:  CAJA Environmental Services, August 2013. 

                                                      
58  Westchester Playa del Rey Community Plan Update, Draft EIR (SCH No. 2002061090), Table 4.2-2 
59  State of California, Department of Finance, E-5 Population and Housing Estimates for Cities, Counties and the 

State—January 1, 2011-2013. Sacramento, California, May 2013: 

http://www.dof.ca.gov/research/demographic/reports/estimates/e-5/2011-20/view.php. 
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Table IV-27 

Population and Housing in the City Los Angeles 

 2010 2013 Change 2010-2013 

Population 3,792,621 3,863,839 +71,218 (+1.9%) 

Housing Units 1,412,006 1,425,372 +13,366 (+0.9%) 

2010: Census data, reported 4/1/2010 

2013: Estimate 1/1/2013 

State of California, Department of Finance, E-5 Population and Housing Estimates for Cities, 

Counties and the State—January 1, 2011-2013. Sacramento, California, May 2013: 

http://www.dof.ca.gov/research/demographic/reports/estimates/e-5/2011-20/view.php 

Table:  CAJA Environmental Services, December 2013. 

 

Housing Element 

The City is currently updating its Housing Element portion of the General Plan for the period of 2013-2021. 

A draft dated September 17, 2013 was considered by the City Planning Commission on September 26, 

2013. On November 5, 2013, the Housing Element was recommended for approval at a joint hearing of the 

Planning and Land Use Management (PLUM) and Housing Committers of the City Council (CPC-2013-

1318-GPA).60 On December 3, 2013, the City Council adopted the update to the Housing Element of the 

General Plan.61 

The Housing Element provides the number of housing units each community must plan and accommodate 

during the 8-year period is called the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) allocation. The 

Housing Element does not alter the development potential of any site in the City, nor modify land use of 

the Zoning Code. It also does not undermine, in any way, neighborhood planning efforts such as 

Community Plans, Specific Plans or Historic Preservation Overlay Zones. While the State requires the City 

to evaluate and plan for the existing capacity to accommodate future projected growth, the Housing Element 

does not have any material effect on development patterns, nor specify areas for increased height or 

density.62  

The Housing Element has identified 371 sites (291.7 acres) in the Westchester Community Plan Area as 

having the housing capacity for 12,645 net units.63  

                                                      
60 City of Los Angeles, Housing Element, 2013-2021:  https://sites.google.com/site/lahousingelement/ 
61  City of Los Angeles, Housing Element, 2013-2021:  https://sites.google.com/site/lahousingelement/ 
62  City of Los Angeles, Housing Element, 2013-2021: https://sites.google.com/site/lahousingelement/ 
63  City of Los Angeles, Housing Element, 2013-2021, adopted December 3, 2013, Table 3.1, page 3-4. 
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The Project would add 72 residential units and not conflict with the Housing Element, which requires that 

the City must show it has adequate land zoned to accommodate the RHNA allocation of 82,002 housing 

units for 2013-2021.64 The Project would further the goals and objectives of the Housing Element by 

providing additional housing stock.  

Infrastructure  

The Project Site is currently undeveloped,65 but is surrounded on all sides by paved roads and further 

development in the area, including housing to the south and commercial buildings to the north. 

Thus, the construction of potential growth-inducing roadway or other infrastructure extensions would not 

be required. As development of the Project would not induce substantial population growth and would be 

supported by the existing infrastructure, impacts would be less than significant. 

b) Would the project displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the 

construction of replacement housing elsewhere? 

No Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project would result in the displacement of existing housing 

units, necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. There is no housing on the Site. The 

Project would not result in the displacement of any existing housing units, and as such, no impact would 

occur.  

c) Would the project displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of 

replacement housing elsewhere? 

No Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project would result in the displacement of existing 

occupied housing units, necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. There is no 

housing on the Site. The Project would not result in the displacement of any people, and as such, no impact 

would occur. 

14. PUBLIC SERVICES 

a) Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision 

of new or physically altered government facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental 

facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to 

maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objective for any of the 

following public services: Fire protection? 

                                                      
64  City of Los Angeles, Housing Element, 2013-2021, adopted December 3, 2013, page 3-3. 
65  One vacant commercial building located near the southern tip of the Project Site was previously demolished, and 

that demolition has been accounted for in the analysis contained in this IS/MND. 
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Potentially Significant Unless Mitigating Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if the City of 

Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) could not adequately serve a project, and a new or physically altered 

fire station would be necessary.  LAFD considers fire protection services for a project adequate if a project 

is within the maximum response distance for the land use proposed. Pursuant to LAMC Section 57.09.07, 

the maximum response distance between an industrial/commercial land use and a LAFD station that houses 

an engine company is one mile, and a truck company is 1.5 miles.  If this distance is exceeded, all structures 

shall be constructed with automatic fire sprinkler systems.66  

The Project Site is served by LAFD Station No. 67, located at 5451 Playa Vista Drive, approximately 1.7 

miles south of the Project Site.67 Because the response distance exceeds the 1.5 miles, the structure shall, 

consistent with standard City requirements, include automatic fire sprinkler system. 

Emergency vehicle access to the Project Site would continue to be provided from local and major roadways 

(i.e. Jefferson Boulevard and Culver Boulevard). All circulation improvements proposed would be in 

compliance with the Fire Code, including any additional access requirements of the LAFD.  Additionally, 

emergency access to the Project Site would be maintained at all times during both Project construction and 

operation. Therefore, impacts related to emergency access would be less than significant. 

The adequacy of fire protection is also based upon the required fire flow, equipment access, and LAFD’s 

safety requirements regarding needs and service for the area.  The quantity of water necessary for fire 

protection varies with the type of development, occupancy rates, life hazard, and the degree of fire hazard.  

City-established fire flow requirements vary from 2,000 gallons per minute (gpm) in low-density residential 

areas to 12,000 gpm in high-density commercial or industrial areas.  In any case, a minimum residual water 

pressure of 20 pounds per square inch (psi) is to remain in the water system while the required gpm is 

flowing.68    

As a High Density Residential/Neighborhood Commercial land use, the Project would require 4,000 gallons 

per minute from four fire hydrants flowing simultaneously at a minimum residual water pressure of 20 psi.69 

The following fire hydrants are on the Project Site:70 

 Hydrant (ID 36779, size 2½ x 4D, 6” inch main), southwest corner Trolley Place / Culver Boulevard; 

 Hydrant (ID 37503, size 2½ S, 6” main), east side of Site, on Vista Del Mar. 

Thus additional fire hydrants would need to be installed as part of the Project, to comply with LAFD 

requirements of having four fire hydrants flowing simultaneously. 

                                                      
66  LAFD website: http://lafd.org/prevention/hydrants/division_9_fc.html, accessed July 16, 2012. 
67  LAFD website: http://lafd.org/find-a-fire-station/275-fire-station-locator, accessed September 28, 2012. 
68  LAMC Sec. 57.09.06, Fire Flow: http://lafd.org/prevention/hydrants/division_9_fc.html, October 2, 2012. 
69  LAFD website: http://lafd.org/prevention/hydrants/division_9_fc.html, accessed October 2, 2012. 
70 Navigate LA, City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Engineering, DWP (Fire Hydrants) Layer: 

http://navigatela.lacity.org/index01.cfm, accessed October 2, 2012. 
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As required prior to approval, the Project would submit a request to the City of Los Angeles Department of 

Water and Power (LADWP) to determine whether the pressure in the Project area is sufficient to serve the 

Proposed Project.  If the pressure is insufficient, upgrades to the existing infrastructure would be necessary. 

Mitigation Measures 

XIV-10.      Public Services (Fire)  

 The following recommendations of the Fire Department relative to fire safety shall be incorporated 

into the building plans, which includes the submittal of a plot plan for approval by the Fire 

Department either prior to the recordation of a final map or the approval of a building permit. The 

plot plan shall include the following minimum design features: fire lanes, where required, shall be 

a minimum of 20 feet in width; all structures must be within 300 feet of an approved fire hydrant, 

and entrances to any dwelling unit or guest room shall not be more than 150 feet in distance in 

horizontal travel from the edge of the roadway of an improved street or approved fire lane. 

b) Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision 

of new or physically altered government facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental 

facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to 

maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objective for any of the 

following public services: Police protection? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigating Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project 

creates the need for new or physically altered police facilities, the construction of which could cause 

significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other 

performance objectives. 

The Project Site is currently served by the City of Los Angeles Police Department’s (LAPD) Pacific 

Community Police Station, located at 12312 Culver Boulevard, which is approximately 2.9 miles northeast 

of the Project Site. The Pacific Community Police Station is under the jurisdiction of the West Bureau, 

which oversees LAPD operations in the Hollywood, Olympic, Pacific, West LA, and Wilshire areas.  The 

Pacific Community Police Station service area encompasses approximately 200,000 persons in 

approximately 24.1 square miles.71  

Each police station area is divided into smaller Reporting Districts (RD). The Project Site is within RD 

1472.72 Crime statistics for the Pacific Area and Citywide are shown in Table IV-28. 

                                                      
71 Los Angeles Police Department, Pacific Community Police Station, website:  

http://www.lapdonline.org/pacific_community_police_station/content_basic_view/1738, September 28, 2012 
72   City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, Zoning Information and Map Access System, search for 138 

Culver, website:  http://zimas.lacity.org/, accessed September 28, 2012. 
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Table IV-28 

Reported Crimes in the Pacific Area and Citywide 

Crime 

Pacific1 Citywide2 

YTD 

2012 

YTD 

2011 

% 

Change 

YTD 

2012 

YTD 

2011 

% 

Change 

Homicide 5 6 -17 212 214 -1 

Rape 21 24 -13 570 545 +5 

Robbery  222 213 +4 6,508 7,317 -11 

Aggravated Assaults 168 178 -6 6,216 6,562 -5 

Violent Total  416 421 -1 13,506 14,638 -8 

Burglary 836 899 -7 11,379 12,170 -6 

Grand Theft Auto 590 543 +9 10,514 11,135 -6 

Burglary from Vehicle 1,076 1,037 +4 19,037 18,320 +4 

Personal/Other Theft 1,389 1,601 -13 20,068 19,828 +4 

Property Total 3,891 4,080 -5 61,608 61,453 0 

Crime Total 4,307 4,501 -4 75,114 76,091 -1 

YTD refers to year-to-date: January through the week ending September 22 of that year. 

Percentages with + show an increase in YTD crime 2012 compared to 2011. 

1http://www.lapdonline.org/assets/pdf/pacprof.pdf, access October 2, 2012. 

2http://www.lapdonline.org/assets/pdf/cityprof.pdf, accessed October 2, 2012. 

Table: CAJA Environmental Services, October 2012. 

 

Construction 

Construction sites can be sources of attractive nuisances, providing hazards, and inviting theft and 

vandalism.  Therefore, when not properly secured, construction sites can become a distraction for local law 

enforcement from more pressing matters that require their attention.  

The Project applicant would employ construction security features, such as fencing the perimeter of the 

construction area, which would serve to minimize the need for LAPD services and prevent trespassing and 

theft during Project construction.  This would ensure that impacts to police protection services as a result 

of Project construction remain less than significant.  

Operation 

Development of the Project would include construction of new residential and commercial uses. As such, 

the Project could potentially increase in the number of police service calls due to an increase in onsite 

residents, employees and customers. 

The potential for crime can be reduced with site-specific designs and features, which would be incorporated 

into the Project. These features may include, but are not limited to, access control to the building, secured 
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parking facilities, walls/fences with key systems, well-illuminated public and semi-public space designed 

with a minimum of dead space to eliminate areas of concealment, location of toilet facilities or building 

entrances in high-foot traffic areas, and provision of security guard patrol throughout the Project Site, if 

needed. The Project would include standard residential and commercial security measures such as adequate 

security lighting, surveillance cameras, anti-theft devices in retail stores, and secured parking and gate 

access for residents. Compliance with the Mitigation Measures in this section would result in a less than 

significant impact with respect to police protection services, and the Project would not require the 

construction of a new or expanded police station.  

Mitigation Measure 

XIV-20.      Public Services (Police – Demolition/Construction Sites) 

 Fences shall be constructed around the site to minimize trespassing, vandalism, short-cut attractions 

and attractive nuisances. 

XIV-30.      Public Services (Police) 

 The plans shall incorporate the design guidelines relative to security, semi-public and private 

spaces, which may include but not be limited to access control to building, secured parking 

facilities, walls/fences with key systems, well-illuminated public and semi-public space designed 

with a minimum of dead space to eliminate areas of concealment, location of toilet facilities or 

building entrances in high-foot traffic areas, and provision of security guard patrol throughout the 

project site if needed. Please refer to "Design Out Crime Guidelines: Crime Prevention Through 

Environmental Design", published by the Los Angeles Police Department. Contact the Community 

Relations Division, located at 100 W. 1st Street, #250, Los Angeles, CA 90012; (213) 486-6000. 

These measures shall be approved by the Police Department prior to the issuance of building 

permits. 

c) Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision 

of new or physically altered government facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental 

facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to 

maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objective for any of the 

following public services: Schools? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigating Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project 

includes substantial employment or population growth, which could generate demand for additional school 
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facilities. The Project Site is served by the following Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) 

schools:73 

 Paseo Del Rey Natural Science Magnet Elementary School, located at 7751 Paseo Del Rey; 

 Loyola Village Elementary School, located at 8821 Villanova Avenue; 

 Kentwood Elementary, located at 8401 Emerson Avenue; 

 Wright Middle School, located 6550 W. 80th Street; 

 Westchester Enriched Sciences Magnet, located at 7400 Manchester Avenue; and 

 Venice High School, located at 13000 Venice Boulevard. 

As shown in Table IV-29, the Project would have 72 residential units and would generate 29 students. 

California Education Code Section 17620(a)(1) states that the governing board of any school district is 

authorized to levy a fee, charge, dedication, or other requirements against any construction within the 

boundaries of the district, for the purposes of funding the construction or reconstruction of school facilities.  

The LAUSD School Facilities Fee Plan has been prepared to support the school district’s levy of the fees 

authorized by California Education Code Section 17620. 

Table IV-29 

Project Estimated Student Generation 

Land Use Size Elementary1 Middle2 High3 Total 

Multi-Family 72 DU 15 7 7 29 

Note: sf = square feet; the totals have been rounded to the nearest whole number. 
1Elementary: 0.2042 stu/du 
2Middle: 0.0988 stu/DU 
3High: 0.0995 stu/DU 

Source (rates):  LAUSD, Student Generation Rate Calculation, August 2006. 

Table:  CAJA Environmental Services, October 2012. 

 

The Leroy F. Greene School Facilities Act of 1998 (SB 50) sets a maximum level of fees a developer may 

be required to pay to mitigate a project’s impacts on school facilities.  The maximum fees authorized under 

SB 50 apply to zone changes, general plan amendments, zoning permits and subdivisions.  The provisions 

of SB 50 are deemed to provide full and complete mitigation of school facilities impacts, notwithstanding 

                                                      

73  LAUSD, School Finder: http://rsi.lausd.net/ResidentSchoolIdentifier/, accessed October 3, 2012. 
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any contrary provisions in CEQA, or other state or local law.  Per Government Code Section 65995.5 and 

65995.6, LAUSD has imposed developer fees at a rate of:74 

 $3.87 per square foot of assessable space (residential); 

 $0.47 per square foot of chargeable and enclosed space (commercial/industrial); 

 $0.28 per square foot of chargeable and enclosed space (storage); and 

 $0.07 per square foot of (parking structure). 

Overall, the payment of school fees in compliance with SB 50 would be mandatory and would provide full 

and complete mitigation of school impacts for the purposes of CEQA. Therefore, the Project would result 

in a less than significant impact with respect to schools. 

Mitigation Measures 

XIV-60.      Public Services (Schools) 

 The applicant shall pay school fees to the Los Angeles Unified School District to offset the impact 

of additional student enrollment at schools serving the project area. 

d) Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision 

of new or physically altered government facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental 

facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to 

maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objective for any of the 

following public services: Parks? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact to parks would occur if 

implementation of a project includes a new or physically altered park or creates the need for a new or 

physically altered park, the construction of which could cause substantial adverse physical impacts.  

The City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks (LADRP) manages all municipally owned 

and operated recreation and park facilities within the City.  A half-mile radius is the standard service radius 

for neighborhood parks; a two-mile radius is the standard service radius for community parks.75  Table IV-

30 shows the parks and recreation centers that are located nearby the Project Site according to LADRP’s 

facility locator. 

                                                      
74  Developer Fee Rates within LAUSD, from Developer Fee Program Office, effective October 23, 2011 through 

October 22, 2012. 
75  Los Angeles Citywide General Plan Framework Draft Environmental Impact Report, Chapter 2.14: Recreation 

and Open Space, January 19, 1995, page 2.14-2. 
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In addition, the Pacific Ocean and public beaches are located one block west of the Project Site. The Marina 

Del Rey Harbor (a County facility) is nearby. 

Table IV-30 

Los Angeles Parks and Recreation Center 

Name Address Notes 

Del Rey Lagoon 6660 Esplanade Place Lagoon, Baseball 

Titmouse Park 415 Culver Boulevard 0.23 acres 

Vista Del Mary Park Century and Vista Del Mar BBQ Pits, Picnic, Play Area 

Westchester Recreation Center 7000 Manchester Avenue 

Auditorium, barbecue pits, baseball diamond 

(lighted), basketball courts (lighted/outdoor, 

unlighted/indoor), children’s play area, 

community room, football field (lighted), 

indoor gym (without weights), picnic table, 

seasonal pool (outdoor/ unheated), soccer field 

(lighted), tennis courts (lighted). 

Source: Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks facility locator website: http://www.laparks.org/dos/parks/parks.htm 

Table: CAJA Environmental Services, October 2012. 

 

The City requires developers to dedicate parkland or pay fees in lieu of parkland dedication. If the proposed 

onsite open space and recreation facilities do not fully satisfy the above requirements, the developer would 

be required to pay Recreation and Park Fees to the City to satisfy the balance of its obligations. Pursuant to 

Section 21.10 of the LAMC, the Project Applicant would pay the Dwelling Unit Construction Tax for 

construction of apartment buildings. Therefore, impacts to parks and recreational facilities would be less 

than significant.  

Mitigation Measures (also included in Section 15 Recreation) 

XV-10.      Recreation (Increased Demand for Parks or Recreational Facilities) 

 (Apartments) Pursuant to Section 21.10 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, the applicant shall 

pay the Dwelling Unit Construction Tax for construction of apartment buildings. 

e) Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision 

of new or physically altered government facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental 

facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to 

maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objective for any of the 

following public services: Other public facilities? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project 

includes substantial employment or population growth that could generate a demand for other public 

facilities, such as libraries, which would exceed the capacity of the facility to serve the community. The 
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City of Los Angeles Public Library (LAPL) provides library services throughout the City. The Project Site 

is near two libraries:76 

 Playa Vista Library, located at 6400 Playa Vista Drive; and 

 Westchester-Loyola Village Library, located at 7114 West Manchester Avenue. 

The Project would generate a net increase of approximately 148 residents and 20 employees.  However, 

employees of commercial development do not typically frequent libraries during work hours, but are more 

likely to use libraries near their homes during non-work hours. Based on criteria contained in the Library 

Branch Facilities Plan, the Playa Vista Library has capacity to serve between 35,001 to 50,000 people and 

the Westchester-Loyola Village Library has capacity to serve between 50,001 to 100,000 people. Therefore, 

the additional residents generated by the Project would not substantially affect the libraries, such that a new 

or expanded facility would be required. Therefore, impacts to libraries would be less than significant. 

The project does not propose any significant increase in population density that would generate the need to 

require new roads, additional infrastructure, or other governmental services. However, the property owner 

will be required to make dedications and improvements to Vista Del Mar, Culver Boulevard, and Trolley 

Place as a result of increased traffic generation. Damage may be incurred to the roadway adjacent to the 

property as a well. However, compliance with the mitigation measures outlined in Section 16 

Transportation and this section will reduce any potential impacts to a less than significant level. 

Mitigation Measures 

XIV-70.      Public Services (Street Improvements Not Required By DOT) 

 The project shall comply with the Bureau of Engineering's requirements for street dedications and 

improvements that will reduce traffic impacts in direct portion to those caused by the proposed 

project's implementation. 

XIV-80.      Construction Damage Bond 

 A cash bond or security (“Bond”) shall be posted in accordance with terms, specifications, and 

conditions to the satisfaction of the Bureau of Engineering and shall remain in full force and effect 

to guarantee that any damage incurred to the roadway adjacent to the property, which may result 

from any construction activity on the site, is properly repaired by the applicant. 

 Prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy, any damage incurred to the roadway adjacent 

to the property, which may result from any construction activity on the site, shall be properly 

                                                      

76  Los Angeles Public Library, Branch Map: http://www.lapl.org/branches/branch_map.pdf, October 3, 2012. 
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repaired by the applicant to the satisfaction of the Bureau of Engineering. The applicant is hereby 

advised to obtain all necessary permits to facilitate this construction/repair. 

15. RECREATION 

a) Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other 

recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be 

accelerated? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated.  A significant impact may occur if a project would include 

substantial employment or population growth which could generate an increased demand for public park 

facilities that exceeds the capacities of existing parks and causes premature deterioration of the park 

facilities. The Project would generate 148 residents and 20 employees.  However, employees of commercial 

developments do not typically frequent parks or recreation centers during work hours, but are more likely 

to use parks or recreation centers near their homes during non-work hours.  

The Project would include LAMC-required or above square feet of open space, including common and 

private open spaces. The Project would provide a total of 5,062 square feet of common open space (58 

percent) and 3,600 square feet of private open space (42 percent). This is 1,087 square feet above the 7,575 

square feet of required open space. The second floor would include a 2,166 square foot club and fitness 

room, a pool and spa, and a 2,896 square foot pool area. These recreation and open spaces would be 

available for residents if they choose, rather than visiting nearby parks.  

While the increase in residents as a result of the Proposed Project may lead to physical deterioration of 

facilities or accelerate deterioration, pursuant to Section 21.10 of the LAMC, the Project Applicant would 

pay the Dwelling Unit Construction Tax for construction of apartment buildings. The payment of these 

Recreation and Park Fees would be used to offset the increased demand and provide a fund for future 

recreational facilities provided by the LADRP. Therefore compliance with the Mitigation Measures in this 

Section would reduce any potential impacts to a less than significant level. 

Mitigation Measures (also included in Section 15 Recreation) 

XV-10.      Recreation (Increased Demand for Parks or Recreational Facilities) 

 (Apartments) Pursuant to Section 21.10 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, the applicant shall 

pay the Dwelling Unit Construction Tax for construction of apartment buildings. 

b) Does the project include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion of 

recreational facilities which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project includes the construction or 

expansion of park facilities and such construction would have a significant adverse effect on the 
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environment. The Project would include LAMC-required or above square feet of open space, including 

common and private open spaces.  

While the increase in residents may lead to physical deterioration of facilities or accelerate deterioration, 

pursuant to Section 21.10 of the LAMC, the Project Applicant would pay the Dwelling Unit Construction 

Tax for construction of apartment buildings. The payment of these Recreation and Park Fees would be used 

to offset the increased demand and provide a fund for future recreational facilities provided by the LADRP. 

Therefore, less than significant impacts would occur. 

16. TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC 

The following analysis is based on: 

 Traffic Impact Analysis Report, Proposed 72-Unit Residential and 16,000 Square Foot Commercial 

Mixed-Use Development, prepared by Hirsch/Green Transportation Consulting, Inc, dated March 2011 

(Appendix G.1 to this IS/MND).  

 Supplemental Traffic Impact Analyses for Revisions to Approved Residential and Commercial Mixed-

Use Project at 138 Culver Boulevard in the Playa del Rey Community of the City of Los Angeles, 

prepared by Hirsch/Green Transportation Consulting, Inc, dated September 30, 2013 (Appendix G.2 to 

this IS/MND).  

 City of Los Angeles, Memorandum from Department of Transportation to Department of City 

Planning, November 15, 2013 (Appendix G.3 to this IS/MND). 

Introduction 

The scope of the traffic study was reviewed and approved by the City of Los Angeles Department of 

Transportation (LADOT) to ensure that appropriate analysis methodologies and assumptions were utilized. 

Based on LADOT’s recommendations, the traffic study evaluates the existing (year 2010) and forecast 

future (year 2015) conditions at six signalized intersections adjacent to, or in close proximity to, the Project 

Site during both the AM and PM peak hours. These intersections, listed below, represent the locations most 

likely to be affected by traffic generated by the Proposed Project. 

1. Vista Del Mar/Culver Boulevard and Vista Del Mar/Montreal Street 

2. Culver Boulevard and Nicholson Street 

3. Culver Boulevard and Jefferson Boulevard 

4. Pershing Drive and Pershing Drive/Cabora Drive 

5. Manchester Avenue and Pershing Drive 
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6. Vista Del Mar and Waterview Street 

Additionally, potential Project impacts on Pershing Drive, south of Culver Boulevard, were also 

investigated, due to its potential for use by Project-related traffic as a local street access route between the 

Project Site and the surrounding arterial roadway network.  

Supplemental Introduction 

The Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT)’s assessment letter (dated September 22, 2011) 

confirmed the results of the March 2011 Traffic Study (original traffic study). However, subsequent to 

LADOT’s approval of the original traffic study, the Project was revised to reduce the overall 

retail/commercial area, from 16,000 to 14,500 square feet, including the removal of the previously-proposed 

supermarket use and the reduction of the proposed restaurant/café space (from 3,000 to 1,500 total square 

feet), although the revised Project would continue to provide a total of 72 apartment units, again including 

eight very-low income units. These changes collectively will be called the Revised Project throughout this 

section. Therefore, a supplemental traffic analysis was prepared to analyze the impacts of the Revised 

Project with respect to traffic, and the Revised Project’s supplemental analysis is layered on top of the 

original traffic study in this section of the IS/MND.  

Description of Revised Project 

While the Site’s vehicular access would continue to be provided from Pacific Avenue, it is anticipated that 

the revised Project’s parking scheme could include a new mezzanine parking level, which would be 

accessed via a second driveway, designated for use by Project residents only, along the Site’s Pacific 

Avenue frontage.  

The purpose of the Supplemental Analyses is to provide LADOT with adequate information and supporting 

analyses to make a determination regarding the potential trip generation and its associated traffic impacts 

on the previously-approved March 2011 Traffic Study. 

Although the revisions described above would not substantially change the general Project characteristics 

from those analyzed in the March 2011 Traffic Study, the overall reduction in the Project’s commercial 

component size, particularly the removal and/or reduction in size of the relatively high trip generating 

supermarket and restaurant uses, would result in a decrease in the number of net Project-related trips as 

compared to that noted in the March 2011 Traffic Study.  

This reduction in Project traffic is important, since the originally-analyzed Project resulted in a significant, 

albeit “threshold”, impact (+ 0.023 at LOS D) at the intersection of Culver Boulevard and Nicholson Street, 

requiring an extensive improvement to that location, and to several surrounding roadways, in order to 

mitigate.  

Because the anticipated reductions in Project-generated traffic could be sufficient to reduce the revised 

Project’s incremental impact at the subject intersection to less-than-significant levels, and thereby eliminate 
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the need for any mitigation measure, the supplemental analysis has been prepared to evaluate and document 

the potential traffic effects of the revisions to the Project. To summarize the results of those analyses, the 

revised Project would result in somewhat lower net trip additions to the surrounding roadway system than 

the originally-proposed Project, with approximately 220 fewer daily trips, including 16 fewer (10 inbound, 

six outbound) trips during the AM peak hour, and 30 fewer (19 inbound, 11 outbound) trips during the PM 

peak hour.  

However, this slightly lower number of project trips would reduce the previously-identified impact at 

Culver Boulevard and Nicholson Street to less than significant, and as a result, the mitigation measure 

originally recommended for that location would no longer be needed. No other significant Project-traffic 

related impacts would occur.  

Traffic Impact Analysis Study Area 

Area Transportation Facilities 

The Project area is served by both local and regional transportation facilities, including two freeways, 

although direct access to the immediate Project vicinity is limited due to the presence of LAX and Marina 

Del Rey. North-south regional access through the study area is provided by the San Diego Freeway (I-405), 

while the Marina Freeway/Expressway (SR-90) provides regional access between the San Diego Freeway 

and the Marina Del Rey area immediately north of the Project vicinity. In addition to the regional freeway 

facilities, several major and secondary arterials serve the study area, as does a relatively well-developed 

local street grid, although some roadways are discontinuous due to the area freeways, LAX, Marina Del 

Rey, and other development in the area. 

The following major and secondary highways serve the Project study area: 

 Culver Boulevard 

 Jefferson Boulevard 

 Manchester Avenue 

 Pacific Avenue 

 Pershing Drive 

 Vista Del Mar 

In addition to the major and secondary highways mentioned above, the following local and collector streets 

serve the Project study area: 

 Nicholson Street 
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 Cabora Drive 

 Waterview Street 

Public Transportation 

Although the Project study area is served by a number of bus lines, only one serves the Project Site directly. 

Most of the bus lines within the study area are operated by the Los Angeles County Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority (“Metro”), which is the primary service provider in the City of Los Angeles, 

although other transit providers such as the Santa Monica Big Blue Bus and Culver City Transit also serve 

the area surrounding the Project Site. None of the bus lines operated by these other providers are located 

close enough to the Project Site to be used directly, but most are accessible via transfers from the Metro 

buses. Overall, these bus lines include many local-serving lines providing multiple stops throughout the 

Project vicinity, as well as long distance commuter and express bus lines providing direct or convenient 

regional transit access between the Project vicinity and the larger regional area.  

Metro Line 115 provides the only direct service to the Project Site, running primarily along Manchester 

Avenue/Firestone Boulevard between its western terminus loop along Pacific Avenue/Esplanade in the 

Playa Del Rey area and its eastern terminus loop along Studebaker Avenue at the Norwalk Transit Station. 

In the immediate Project vicinity, Line 115 provides weekday service from approximately 5:45 AM to 

10:15 PM, with approximately 30- to 40-minute headways during the peak hours, increasing to 

approximately one hour during off-peak periods.  

Thus, while the Project Site is not well served by transit operations, Metro Line 115, providing the only 

direct service to the Site, does allow for connections to a number of different public transit facilities serving 

the general area surrounding the Project Site as well as the larger metropolitan Los Angeles area. As such, 

it is possible that some of the Project’s residents, guests, patrons, or employees could utilize these public 

transit facilities. However, in order to provide a conservative analysis of the Project’s potential traffic 

impacts, no significant transit utilization was assumed for the Project beyond those nominal levels 

intrinsically included in the baseline trip generation rates used to estimate Project trips.  

Existing Highway System Improvements 

All of the signalized intersections in the study area, including the six study intersections identified above, 

are improved with LADOT’s Automated Traffic Surveillance and Control (“ATSAC”) as well as the next-

generation Adaptive Traffic Control System (“ATCS”) traffic signal coordination systems. These 

automated and adaptive signal coordination systems enhance the overall capacity of a network of 

interconnected traffic signals by monitoring the traffic flow patterns and vehicular demands at adjacent 

ATSAC/ATCS-equipped intersections and adjusting the signal timing and phasing schemes in real time 

throughout the entire signal network to maximize vehicular throughput and minimize delay along key 

transportation corridors. 

Ongoing or Programmed Future Highway System Improvements 
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Many traffic control enhancements are already implemented at critical points within the existing highway 

network serving the proposed development, including left-turn channelization and other traffic control 

measures, indicating very good use of the existing highway facilities, and as noted above, LADOT has 

implemented ATSAC/ATCS traffic signal synchronization at all signalized intersections in the Project 

vicinity, including each of the six intersections analyzed in the study. No other significant highway 

improvements within the study area were identified in the City of Los Angeles Five Year Capital 

Improvements Program (“CIP”) for implementation by the anticipated 2015 completion date of the 

Proposed Project.  

Project Traffic Generation 

Traffic-generating characteristics of many land uses, such as the residential apartment units and retails uses 

comprising the Proposed Project have been extensively surveyed and documented in studies conducted 

under the auspices of the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). The most recent information is 

available in the ITE 8th Edition Trip Generation manual. The trip generation data contained in the ITE 

manual are nationally recognized, and are used as the basis for most traffic studies conducted in the City of 

Los Angeles.  

However, the Project Site is located within the jurisdiction of the Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific 

Plan (CTCSP, City of Los Angeles Ordinance No. 168,999), which identifies traffic management and 

analysis strategies specifically tailored for the coastal portion of the City of Los Angeles for the area 

generally bounded by the City of Santa Monica on the north, the City of El Segundo on the south, and the 

San Diego (I-405) Freeway on the east. The CTCSP defines PM peak hour trip generation rates for a variety 

of land uses, including the Proposed Project’s apartment, retail, restaurant, and market uses. LADOT 

requires the use of the CTCSP trip generation rates where applicable, and therefore, these rates were used 

in this analysis. Daily and AM peak hour trip generation rates are not identified in the CTCSP, and therefore, 

LADOT recommended using the applicable 8th Edition ITE trip generation rates to estimate the Project’s 

trip generation during these time periods.  

However, the “baseline” ITE trip generation rates are usually derived from actual counts of vehicles 

entering and exiting the driveways of the subject land uses, and do not generally account for factors that 

influence the amount of “net” traffic generation for the developments. For typical mixed-use 

residential/commercial developments, the most pertinent of these factors involve the effects of “internal 

interaction” and/or pedestrian “capture,” and “pass-by” traffic on the estimates of “net” new traffic added 

to the area roadways. 

Internal interaction reflects the use of on-site services and amenities by other patrons or residents of the 

Site. It is expected that some residents of the new development would shop at the Project’s ground floor 

retail and market facilities, or dine in the on-site restaurant/café. This use by residents of the Project itself 

would reduce the number of vehicle trips traveling to and from the Site. The internal interaction adjustment 

also includes consideration of “multi-purpose” trips, where patrons of one retail store shop at other stores 

or fine at the Site during a single trip. This factor reduces the traffic generation of a mixed-use development 
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as compared to that of individual “stand alone” uses, as generally identified in the ITE data. Additionally, 

the Project’s proposed retail, restaurant, and market components would provide local-serving facilities 

within convenient walking distance of nearby neighborhoods. The ability of area non-Project residents to 

walk to nearby shopping and dining establishments reduces vehicle traffic, not only to and from the Site, 

but throughout the area, as area residents no longer need to drive out of the immediate area to shop at other 

stores. For purposes of this analysis, based on the sizes and uses of the Proposed Project’s commercial 

facilities, it was assumed that the Project’s retail and restaurant components would exhibit an approximately 

10 percent reduction in traffic due to the combined effects of Project resident utilization (5 percent) and 

walk-in patronage (5 percent) from nearby residential neighborhoods, while the market component would 

experience an approximately 15 percent total trip reduction (5 percent reduction for Project resident 

utilization and 10 percent reduction for non-Project area resident walk-in patronages). 

The second adjustment acknowledges the effects of pass-by activity on the Project’s traffic generation. The 

concept of pass-by traffic adjustments involves the “capture” of an existing trip passing by the Project Site. 

These existing trips are already on the area roadway network for other purposes, such as a trip to and from 

work, or perhaps to or from other shopping destinations. As these trips pass by the Project Site, the specific 

convenient facilities provided by the Project, or other factors produces a stop at the Site. Such activity is 

considered to be an interim stop along a trip which existed without the development of the Project, and 

therefore, vehicles making these stops are not considered to be newly generated Project-related traffic.  

LADOT has developed a series of recommended pass-by trip reduction percentages for various 

development types and sizes. Based on these recommendations, it was assumed that the proposed ground 

floor retail component of the Project would exhibit an approximately 50 percent pass-by trip reduction from 

the baseline ITE trip generation rates. Similarly, the proposed restaurant/café use would experience 

approximately 20 percent of their total traffic due to pass-by trips, while a 40 percent pass-by trip reduction 

was considered appropriate for the proposed market component of the Project. 

It is also of note that the standard ITE trip generation rates and equations used to develop the trip estimates 

for the proposed residential component of the Project are based on typical “market rate” residential units. 

The ITE does not include specific trip generation profiles for “affordable” or “low income” residential units. 

Although not extensively documented, it is generally acknowledged that low-income residential 

developments generate traffic at a lower “per unit” ratio than do market rate developments, due primarily 

to lower per capita vehicle ownership and a higher reliance on public transit or other non-vehicular means 

of transportation, thereby reducing the actual trip generation of the Project. Therefore, for purposes of this 

assessment, the more conservative trip generation equations for typical (market rate) apartment uses were 

used to calculate the trip generation potential for all of the 72 apartment units proposed for the Project, 

including the eight very-low income units. This assumption is expected to produce a “worst case” 

assessment of the net new traffic from the low-income residential component of the Proposed Project, and 

as a result, for the overall Project as well. 

Revised Project Trip Generation 
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As described in the approved March 2011 Traffic Study, the trip generation rates used to calculate the 

traffic-generating characteristics of the originally-proposed Project were generally obtained from the 

Institute of Transportation Engineers (“ITE”) 8th Edition Trip Generation manual.77 However, as also 

detailed in that earlier study, the Project Site is located within the jurisdiction of the Coastal Transportation 

Corridor Specific Plan (“CTCSP”, City of Los Angeles Ordinance Number 168,999), which identifies PM 

peak hour trip generation rates for a variety of land uses, including the Proposed Project’s apartment uses. 

As required by LADOT, the CTCSP trip generation rates were used to estimate the original Project’s trip 

generation during this time period, although the 8th Edition ITE trip generation rates were used to estimate 

the Project’s trip generation during the daily (24-hour) and AM peak hour time periods. Information from 

the ITE manual was also used to identify the PM peak hour inbound/outbound traffic directional 

characteristics; as noted above, the CTCSP provides the PM peak hour trip rates for various uses, but the 

directional traffic characteristics are not identified.  

Therefore, to provide consistency between the supplemental analysis and the trip generation estimates 

identified in the March 2011 Traffic Study for the previous Project, the appropriate CTCSP and 8th Edition 

ITE trip generation rates and assumptions from that study were again used to calculate the trip generation 

for the modified Project’s “apartment” and “restaurant” uses. As also described in the approved traffic 

study, in order to provide the maximum flexibility for the developer in leasing the development, the 7,000 

square foot “retail” component of the previous Project was evaluated using the most conservative (e.g., 

highest) possible trip generation rate for such uses, and was assumed to be a “shopping center,” resulting 

in a CTCSP PM peak hour trip generation rate of 14.60 trips per 1,000 square feet. 

However, the revised Project is no longer envisioned to operate as a “shopping center” development, and 

would provide more site and local-serving retail and commercial uses than were anticipated as part of the 

originally-proposed Project. As a result, the 13,000 square foot retail floor area for the modified Project 

was assumed to consist of a combination of “specialty” retail (7,000 square feet) and “other” retail (6,000 

square feet) uses, as specifically defined in the CTCSP and/or otherwise accepted by LADOT and the City; 

the Project applicant is aware of and has agreed to abide by these use restrictions. Note that the trip 

generation estimates for the “specialty retail” component of the modified Project utilize the ITE “Specialty 

Retail Center” and CTCSP “Specialty Retail” data, while the “other retail” component is evaluated using 

the ITE “Shopping Center” trip generation rates for the daily (24-hour) and AM peak hour calculations, but 

utilize the CTCSP “Other Retail” trip rates for the PM peak hour trip generation estimates. The ITE and 

CTCSP trip generation rates used in this supplemental study to estimate the number of trips generated by 

the modified Project are summarized below: 

Apartment – per dwelling unit (ITE Land Use 220) 

 Daily Trips:   T = 6.65 (U) 

                                                      
77  Trip Generation, 8th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, Washington, D.C., 2008. 
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 AM Peak Hour:  T = 0.51(U); I/B = 20%, O/B = 80% 

 PM Peak Hour:  T = 0.70(U); I/B = 65%, O/B = 35% 

Specialty Retail Center – per 1,000 gross square feet of floor area (ITE Land Use 814) 

 Daily Trips:   T = 44.32 (A) 

 AM Peak Hour:  T = 1.33(A); I/B = 60%, O/B = 40% (3% of daily trips, per SanDAG) 

 PM Peak Hour:  T = 5.00(A); I/B = 44%, O/B = 56% (CTCSP “Specialty Retail”) 

Shopping Center – per 1,000 gross square feet of floor area (ITE Land Use 820) 

 Daily Trips:   T = 42.94 (A) 

 AM Peak Hour:  T = 1.00(A); I/B = 61%, O/B = 39%  

 PM Peak Hour:  T = 9.60(A); I/B = 49%, O/B = 51% (CTCSP “Other Retail”) 

High-Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant – per 1,000 gross square feet of floor area (ITE Land Use 932) 

 Daily Trips:   T = 127.15 (A) 

 AM Peak Hour:  T = 11.52(A); I/B = 52%, O/B = 48% 

 PM Peak Hour:  T = 10.50(A); I/B = 59%, O/B = 41% 

 Where: T = Trip Ends; U = Number of Residential Units; A = Building Area in 1,000 square feet

 I/B = Inbound Trip Percentage; O/B = Outbound Trip Percentage 

Finally, LADOT’s current traffic study policies allow for up to a five percent (5%) reduction in a project’s 

residential component trips for the provision of on-site “affordable” units. However, such reductions would 

be nominal for the revised Project, and therefore, as with the original Project analyses, no “affordable” 

housing trip reductions were applied to the modified Project. Using these conservative trip generation 

methodologies and assumptions, the trip generation for the revised Project was calculated, and is 

summarized in Table IV-31, Revised Project Trip Generation. 

Table IV-31 

Revised Project Trip Generation 

Size/Use 

Daily 

Trips 

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 

In Out Total In Out Total 

Proposed Project 

72 Unit Apartment 479 7 30 37 33 17 50 

 

7,000 sf Specialty Retail 310 5 4 9 15 20 35 

(Less 5% Mixed-Use Interaction) (16) 0 0 0 (1) (1) (2) 

(Less 5% Walk-In Patronage) (15) 0 0 0 (1) (1) (2) 

(Less 10% Pass-by Trips) (28) (1) 0 (1) (1) (2) (3) 

Subtotal Specialty Retail Trips 251 4 4 8 12 16 28 
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Table IV-31 

Revised Project Trip Generation 

Size/Use 

Daily 

Trips 

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 

In Out Total In Out Total 

6,000 sf “Other” Retail  258 4 2 6 28 30 58 

(Less 5% Mixed-Use Interaction) (13) 0 0 0 (1) (2) (3) 

(Less 5% Walk-In Patronage) (12) 0 0 0 (1) (2) (3) 

(Less 50% Pass-by Trips) (117) (2) (1) (3) (13) (13) (26) 

Subtotal “Other” Retail Trips 116 2 1 3 13 13 26 

1,500 sf Restaurant/Café 191 9 8 17 9 7 16 

(Less 5% Mixed-Use Interaction) (10) (1) 0 (1) (1) 0 (1) 

(Less 5% Walk-In Patronage) (9) (1) 0 (1) (1) 0 (1) 

(Less 20% Pass-by Trips) (34) (2) (1) (3) (2) (1) (3) 

Subtotal Restaurant/Cafe Trips 138 5 7 12 5 6 11 

Subtotal Proposed Project Trips 984 18 42 60 63 52 115 

Less Existing Development 

I Unit Single Family Home (vacant) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Net Project Trips 984 18 42 60 63 52 115 

Net Project Site Trips at Adjacent 

Intersections and Driveways 1,613 23 44 67 79 68 
147 

Source: Hirsch/Green Transportation, Supplemental Traffic Impact Analyses for 138 Culver Boulevard Mixed-Use Project, 
September 30, 2013. 

 

As shown in Table IV-29, once it is completed and fully occupied, the modified Project is expected to 

generate a total of approximately 984 new trips per day, including 60 total trips (18 inbound, 42 outbound) 

during the AM peak hour, and 115 total trips (63 inbound, 52 outbound) during the PM peak hour.  

However, as also shown in Table IV-29, at the “adjacent intersections” of Vista del Mar/Culver Boulevard 

and Vista del Mar/Montreal Street, and Vista del Mar and Waterview Street, where per LADOT policy, the 

assumed pass-by trip reduction factors are not applicable, the revised Project would result in slightly higher 

trips, with a total of approximately 1,163 new daily trips, including 67 trips (23 inbound, 44 outbound) 

during the AM peak hour, and 147 trips (79 inbound, 68 outbound) during the PM peak hour. 

This level of trip generation for the revised Project is approximately 220 fewer trips per day than the 

originally-analyzed Project, including decreases of approximately 16 trips (10 inbound, six outbound) 

during the AM peak hour, and approximately 30 trips (19 inbound, 11 outbound) during the PM peak hour.  
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Similarly, at the two “adjacent intersections,” the revised Project would exhibit approximately 456 fewer 

daily trips, including approximately 27 fewer trips (15 inbound, 12 outbound) during the AM peak hour, 

and of approximately 68 trips (39 inbound, 29 outbound) during the PM peak hour. These lower trip 

generation estimates were then used to evaluate the potential traffic impacts of the modified Project at each 

of the six study intersections and other analyzed locations, as described below. 

Project Trip Distribution 

Next, general geographic distribution of the Project trips was identified, based on several factors, including 

the relative distribution of employment opportunities, shopping and entertainment venues, and locations of 

other services for the residential component of the Project, and the relative distribution of population from 

which employees and patrons of the proposed retail, restaurant, and market facilities at the Project Site 

would be drawn. The resulting general geographic distribution of Project-related trips is summarized below: 

 North (Culver Boulevard) – 35% 

 South (Vista Del Mar/Pershing Drive) – 40% 

 East (Manchester Avenue/Jefferson Boulevard) – 25% 

 West (N/A) – 0% 

Project Traffic Assignment 

The assignment of the anticipated Project trips to the surrounding street and highway system was 

accomplished in several steps. First, the general geographic directional distribution percentages for the 

Project’s traffic were assigned to specific streets and highways serving the Project area. The next step in 

the Project traffic assignment process involved the refinement of the general travel patterns to identify the 

intersection-level turning movements along the key travel routes to and from the Project Site. The final step 

in the Project traffic assignment process was to calculate the number of net new Project trips traveling 

through each of the six signalized study intersections.  

Project Roadway Improvements 

The LAMC requires that all development projects within the City improve the roadways and other 

transportation facilities adjacent to their respective sites to the rights-of-way and street widths appropriate 

to each street’s designation as noted in the Transportation Element of the City of Los Angeles General Plan, 

and per LADOT and City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering standards. Major Highways such as Vista 

Del Mar typically provide a total 104-foot right-of-way width, improved with an 80-foot roadway, or a half 

roadway width (centerline to back of curb) of 40 feet within a 52 foot half right-of-way (centerline to 

property line). Vista Del Mar adjacent to the Project Site is currently dedicated to a 51.5-foot half right-of-

way width, and is improved with an approximately 41.5-foot half street. As such, the existing roadway 

width of Vista Del Mar exceeds the applicable standards by approximately 1.5 feet, and no roadway 
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improvements along this Project frontage are warranted. The Project could be required to dedicate an 

additional one-half foot (six inches) along this Project frontage to provide the full 52-foot half right-of-way, 

although given the current roadway improvements and provision of a full 10-foot sidewalk, the potential 

dedication is unnecessary. 

Local streets, such as Culver Boulevard and Pacific Avenue adjacent to the Project Site, require a total 

dedication of 60 feet, improved with a 36 to 40-foot wide roadway, or an 18 to 20-foot wide half roadway 

within a 30-foot half right-of-way. Culver Boulevard along the north side of the Project Site is currently 

dedicated to provide a 40-foot half right-of-way, and improved with a 30-foot half-roadway. As the existing 

right-of-way for Culver Boulevard exceeds its design requirement, no dedications or roadway 

improvements are required along the Culver Boulevard frontage. 

Pacific Avenue, also a Local Street, is currently dedicated to a half right-of-way of approximately 35 feet 

and improved with a 30-foot wide half roadway along the northern portion of the street between Culver 

Boulevard and the existing (unused) alley. As such, no additional dedications or roadway widenings are 

required, although the City typically requires the provision of a 10-foot sidewalk along most local streets. 

In the event the City would require this condition, the northern portion of Pacific Avenue adjacent to the 

Project Site could be required to provide an additional 5-foot dedication (to a total of half right-of-way of 

40 feet) to construct the appropriate sidewalk. The southern portion of Pacific Avenue between the alley 

and Vista Del Mar is currently dedicated to a half right-of-way width of approximately 30 feet, and is 

improved with a half roadway width of approximately 25 feet, and therefore, no additional dedications or 

widenings are required. However, similar to the northern portion of this roadway, if the City requires the 

provision of a 10-foot sidewalk, the Project could be required to dedicate an additional 5 feet in order to 

provide the necessary sidewalk width. 

Study Area Traffic Volumes 

Existing (Year 2010) Traffic Volumes 

Existing (No Project) Conditions 

Current traffic volumes for the six signalized study intersection analyzed in the traffic study were obtained 

from counts performed in late September of 2010. The data represents typical mid-week conditions, during 

weeks with no holidays or notable special events, and with all area schools, including the nearby Loyola 

Marymount University campus, in full, normal session.  

Existing Plus Revised Project Conditions 

LADOT’s current traffic study policies require an analysis of potential Project-related impacts on existing 

conditions, in order to identify any “immediate” traffic impacts within the Project vicinity which may result 

from development of the Proposed Project alone. The traffic volumes associated with this scenario were 

developed by adding the net Project traffic volumes to the existing (year 2010) traffic volumes described 

above.  
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These “Without Project” and “With Revised Project” traffic volume conditions are the basis for identifying 

the potential “immediate” incremental impacts of the revised Project at each of the study intersections under 

the required “existing conditions” analyses. 

Future (Year 2015) Traffic Volumes 

In addition to the “Existing Plus Project” analyses described above, LADOT also requires an evaluation of 

the effects of the Proposed Project on the forecast future conditions in the area, with the future study year 

reflecting the date when the Project is expected to be completed and fully occupied and operational.  For 

purposes of this study, the Project developer has identified that the Project is expected to be operational by 

the end of the year 2015.  This analysis identifies both Project-specific traffic impacts on the future roadway 

system, as well as the effects of anticipated future traffic growth on area traffic operations, which may be 

exacerbated by development of the Proposed Project. Future traffic volumes in the Project vicinity, and 

indeed throughout the region, are anticipated to increase as a result of a number of factors, although two 

factors contribute most significantly to area traffic growth.  The first of these factors is the result of simple 

ambient increases in the number of vehicles on the roadway system.  This ambient traffic growth occurs on 

both a local and regional basis due to a number of reasons, including but not limited to increases in 

population (not tied to development), additional vehicles for existing households (as children become 

driving age, or new multi-vehicle status for current single-vehicle families), economic factors such as new 

jobs creating new worker trips, and other factors.  

The second factor associated with future traffic growth is new traffic resulting from ongoing and continued 

development.  This factor is generally regarded as more localized than the general ambient growth factor 

described earlier, and is based on information regarding specific development activity within or in close 

proximity to the Project area.  A survey of such development activity in the Project vicinity indicated that 

there are a number of other projects currently either under construction or planned for development which 

would likely contribute to future traffic growth within the study area.    

Therefore, since the Project is not expected to be built and occupied immediately, its traffic, and 

consequently, the impacts of that traffic, will occur on a roadway system that is accommodating more traffic 

than indicated in the discussion of “Existing (2010)” conditions.  For this reason, the analysis of future 

traffic conditions has been expanded to include potential traffic volume increases expected from both 

ambient growth and from traffic generated by projects that have not yet been developed.  These “Future 

(2015) Without Project” volumes represent the forecast traffic conditions in the study area at the time the 

Project is expected to be completed, but prior to its occupancy, and form the “baseline” conditions against 

which the Project’s incremental traffic additions to future roadway and intersection operations are assessed. 

Without Project Traffic Forecasts 

Similar to the “Existing (2010) Without Project” conditions described above, the forecast future (year 2015) 

“Without Project” volumes for the revised Project traffic impact analysis were also taken directly from the 

March 2011 Traffic Study. As described in that document, the future study year 2015 traffic volumes, 

representing forecast area traffic conditions prior to development of either the currently-approved or revised 
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projects, were estimated through the use of a 1.0 percent ambient traffic growth factor, compounded 

annually and applied to the existing year 2010 traffic counts, to develop the baseline traffic volume forecasts 

for the year 2015.  

However, in addition to the assumed 1.0 percent annual ambient traffic growth factor, the forecasts of future 

(year 2015) traffic volumes utilized in the March 2011 Traffic Study also included traffic generated by 26 

“related projects” (ongoing or proposed other development within the study area that could potentially 

affect future traffic conditions in the Project vicinity). The locations and descriptions of these related 

projects, and their effects on future traffic volumes, are discussed in detail in the March 2011 Traffic Study, 

and are incorporated without change into this revised analysis by reference. 

Therefore, the “Future (2015) Without Project” traffic volumes used in this supplemental analysis are 

identical to those from the approved Revised March 2011 traffic study, in order to provide a standard basis 

for the comparison of the potential traffic impacts of the originally-approved and revised Projects.  

With Modified Project Traffic 

Finally, the forecast future year 2015 “With Modified Project” traffic conditions in the study area, 

representing the anticipated traffic volumes at the study intersections following the completion and full 

occupancy of the revised Project, were identified. These conditions were developed by adding the 

incremental net revised Project traffic during both the AM and PM peak hours, to the baseline “Future 

(2015) Without Project” AM and PM peak hour traffic volumes.  

Ambient Traffic Growth 

Based on analyses of the trends in traffic growth in the study area over the last several years, LADOT 

determined that an annual traffic growth factor of 1.0 percent is reasonable. In fact, as identified in the 

current (2004) Los Angeles County Congestion Management Program (“CMP”), actual anticipated growth 

in the “Westside” area encompassing the study area, is forecast to be approximately 0.80 to 0.85 percent 

annually, inclusive of both ambient growth and traffic from cumulative area development. As such, the 

assumed 1.0 percent annual growth factor is expected to be quite conservative. 

This ambient traffic growth factor is used to account for expected increases in traffic resulting from general 

ambient traffic growth in the study vicinity due to ongoing regional population growth, or from potential 

development projects not yet proposed or outside of the study area. The ambient growth factor, compounded 

annually, was applied to the 2010 traffic volumes to develop estimates of the future traffic volumes for the 

future year 2015 baseline conditions. 

Related Projects 

In addition to the 1.0 percent annual traffic growth rate used for the traffic study, a listing of specific projects 

located within the study area – an approximately 1.5-mile radius from the Project Site – were obtained both 

from LADOT (for projects located within the City of Los Angeles) and from the Los Angeles County 
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Department of Regional Planning (for projects within Marina del Rey).  A field survey of the study area 

was also conducted to identify any other potential developments not on these lists.  As noted previously, 

the 1.0 percent annual ambient traffic growth factor is expected to adequately represent all area traffic 

growth within the study period, and as such, the inclusion of traffic due to specific projects in the study area 

in addition to the assumed ambient background traffic growth may tend to overstate cumulative conditions.  

Therefore, so as not to inordinately deteriorate future traffic conditions and to more accurately predict future 

traffic volumes, projects generating fewer than 20 net peak hour trips, along with developments located 

outside the 1.5-mile study radius, were assumed to be included within the 1.0 percent annual ambient traffic 

growth increases, and were not included as specific traffic generators.   

Using these assumptions as guidelines, a review of the LADOT projects lists, plus the field survey 

information, indicated that a total of 26 individual projects near the Project Site might produce additional 

traffic at study intersections.  Potential traffic from these prospective area developments was added to the 

1.0 percent annual ambient traffic growth to produce the estimates of the future 2015 study year traffic 

volumes.  The 26 identified related projects assumed in this analysis are individually listed and described 

in Table IV-32. 

The “Future (2015) Without Project” condition traffic volumes for the analysis were developed by 

combining the assumed ambient traffic growth in the area with new traffic generated by the potential 

cumulative development in the vicinity of the Project Site. As described earlier, these values represent the 

anticipated traffic volumes in the Project vicinity prior to the development of the Proposed Project, and 

form the "benchmark" values for determining and evaluating the Project’s potential traffic impacts on the 

area street system.  

Finally, the net Project traffic volumes were combined with the forecast future “Without Project” 

benchmark volumes to produce the anticipated “Future (2015) With Project" traffic volume estimates, 

which are shown in Appendix G.  These future year (2015) “Without Project” and “With Project” traffic 

volume forecasts were used as the basis for determining the incremental traffic impacts attributable to the 

development of the Proposed Project at the expected time of its completion and occupancy. 

Table IV-32 

Related Projects Descriptions 

No. Land Use/Description Size/Units Address 

1 
Specialty Retail 

Warehouse (removed) 

10,000 sf 

10,000 sf 
585 Venice Boulevard 

2 
Hotel 

Restaurant (High-turnover) 

30 rooms 

2,000 sf 
305 Ocean Front Walk 

3 
Residential 

Retail 

5 units 

5,700 sf 
580 Venice Boulevard 

4 Supermarket 36,800 sf 1600 Lincoln Boulevard 

5 Bank (Walk-in) 2,800 sf 12410 Venice Boulevard 
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Table IV-32 

Related Projects Descriptions 

No. Land Use/Description Size/Units Address 

Specialty Retail (removed) 2,800 sf 

6 
Office 

Specialty Retail 

41,000 sf 

9,500 sf 
11955 W. Washington Boulevard 

7 LADPW Maintenance Yard Expansion  3233 Thatcher Avenue 

8 
Loyola Marymount University 

(student increase) 
2,540 students 1 LMU Drive 

9 Apartment 126 units 7280-7298 W. Manchester Avenue 

10 
Hotel 

Public Park 

288 rooms 

1 acre 
NEC Tahiti Way/Via Marina 

11 

Apartment 

Boat Dock 

Apartment (removed) 

Boat Dock (removed) 

526 units 

168 slips 

136 units 

184 slips 

E/S Via Marina near Marquesas Way 

12 
Apartment 

Apartment (removed) 

544 units 

202 units 
SWC Via Marina/Panay Way 

13 

Retail 

Coffee Shop 

Restaurant 

Office (removed) 

Restaurant (removed) 

Furniture Showroom (removed) 

15,296 sf 

1,797 sf 

5,713 sf 

9,180 sf 

5,713 sf 

7,500 sf 

S/S Washington Boulevard between 

Via Marina and Via Dolce 

14 
Senior Care 

Specialty Retail 

114 units 

3,000 sf 

E/O Palawan Way between Washington 

Boulevard and Admiralty Way 

15 

Apartment 

Retail 

Restaurant 

Restaurant (removed) 

Public Parking Lot (removed) 

351 units 

24,300 sf 

266 seats 

1,067 seats 

191 spaces 

SEC Admiralty Way/Palawan Way 

16 

Commercial 

Marina 

Dry Storage 

91,090 sf 

148 slips 

234 slips 

W/O Admiralty Way between Bali Way 

and Mindanao Way (Parcel 44) 

17 

Storage 

County Office (removed) 

Public Parking Lot (removed) 

375 boats 

2,000 sf 

236 spaces 

Fiji Way, W/O Admiralty Way 

(Parcels 52, GG) 

18 
Retail 

Restaurant 

8,400 sf 

17,546 sf 

Near southern terminus of Fiji Way  

(Parcels 55, 56 W) 
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Table IV-32 

Related Projects Descriptions 

No. Land Use/Description Size/Units Address 

Commercial 

Hotel 

Retail (removed) 

Office (removed) 

Restaurants (removed) 

Boat Slips (removed) 

2,500 sf 

132 rooms 

2,580 sf 

10,404 sf 

16,149 sf 

17 slips 

19 Office 7,994 sf 309-315 E. Culver Boulevard 

20 School (Private K-8) Expansion 25 students 5401 S. Beethoven Street  

21 

Office 

Apartment 

Retail 

Community Serving Uses 

175,000 sf 

2,600 sf 

150,000 sf 

40,000 sf 

S/O Jefferson Boulevard/ 

Westlawn Avenue 

22 

Office 

Condominium 

Retail 

Production and Stage Support 

Community Service Uses 

1,922,050 sf 

3,246 sf 

25,000 sf 

1,129,900 sf 

65,000 sf 

S/O Jefferson Boulevard, E/O Lincoln 

Boulevard (assumed 30% completed and 

occupied) 

23 

Condominium 

Shopping Center 

Shopping Center (removed) 

244 units 

9,000 sf 

21,038 sf 

E/O Lincoln Boulevard between SR-90 

and Maxella Avenue 

24 
Office 

Retail 

31,150 sf 

6,260 sf 
12803 Washington Boulevard 

25 
Single-Family Residential 

Retail 

29 units 

4,000 sf 
6819 Pacific Avenue 

26 

Apartment 

Pharmacy/Drugstore 

Restaurant (removed) 

63 units 

11,000 sf 

4,000 sf 

220 Culver Boulevard 

Sf = square feet 

Source: Hirsch/Green Transportation, 138 Culver Boulevard Mixed-Use Project, March 2011. 
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a) Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures 

of effectiveness for performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of 

transportation including mass transit and non-motorized  travel and relevant components of the 

circulation system, including but not limited to intersections, streets, highways and freeways, 

pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated.  A significant impact may occur if roadways and intersections 

that would carry project-generated traffic would exceed adopted City of Los Angeles Department of 

Transportation (LADOT) thresholds of significance. 

Operational Impacts 

Analysis Methodology and Results 

Based on LADOT’s current traffic study policies, this study uses the Critical Movement Analysis (“CMA”) 

methodology for the analysis and evaluation of traffic operations at signalized intersections under their 

jurisdiction, as detailed in Circular Number 212 published by the Transportation Research Board (“TRB”).  

This analysis technique describes the operating characteristics of an intersection in terms of the "Level of 

Service," based on intersection traffic volume and other variables such as number and type of signal 

phasing, lane geometries, and other factors which determine both the quantity of traffic that can move 

through an intersection (“Capacity”) and the quality of that traffic flow ("Level of Service").    

"Capacity" represents the maximum total hourly volume of vehicles in the critical lanes which has a 

reasonable expectation of passing through an intersection under prevailing roadway and traffic conditions.  

Critical lanes are defined generally as those intersection movement or groups of movements which exhibit 

the highest “per lane” volumes, thus defining the maximum amount of vehicles attempting to negotiate 

through the intersection during a specific time period.  The capacity of an intersection also varies based on 

the number of signal phases for the location; more signal phases generally result in more “lost” or “start 

up” time, as vehicles exhibit slight driver reaction delays when signal indications change from “red” to 

“green.” Additional signal phases introduce more signal indication changes, creating more opportunities 

for lost time during the signal cycle, and reducing the efficiency and thus the capacity of an intersection. 

For the CMA methodology, the intersection capacities for various levels of service are based on the number 

of traffic signal phases, as shown in Table IV-29.  For the intersection evaluation and transportation 

planning purposes of this traffic study, LADOT policy requires that the maximum “baseline” capacity of 

an intersection (without ATSAC/ATCS traffic signal coordination upgrades, as described later in this 

section) equates to the value of Level of Service (“LOS”) E shown in Table IV-33.  This value represents 

the highest volume of traffic that can be adequately accommodated through urban area intersections without 

a breakdown in operations, resulting in unstable traffic flows, high levels of congestion, and long delays.  
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Table IV-33 

Critical Movement Analysis Volume Ranges per Level of Service 

Level of 

Service 

Maximum Sum of Critical Volumes (VPH) vs. Number of Signal Phases 

Two Phases Three Phases Four or More Phases 

A 900 855 825 

B 1,050 1,000 965 

C 1,200 1,140 1,100 

D 1,350 1,275 1,225 

E 1,500 1,425 1,375 

F Not Applicable 

For planning applications only. Not appropriate for operations/design applications. 

Source: Hirsch/Green Transportation, 138 Culver Boulevard Mixed-Use Project, March 2011. 

 

The “Critical Movement” indices at an intersection are determined by first identifying the sum of the critical 

lane traffic volumes at the intersection.  This total traffic volume value, which represents the most critical 

intersection demand, is then divided by the appropriate intersection capacity value (from Table IV-29) for 

the type of signal control at the intersection, to determine the ”CMA value” for the intersection, which is 

roughly equivalent to its volume-to-capacity ratio.  

“Level of Service” (“LOS”) describes the quality of traffic flow through the intersection.  LOS A through 

LOS C exhibit good traffic flow characteristics, with little congestion.  LOS D is typically the level for 

which metropolitan area street systems are designed, and represents the highest level of acceptable 

congestion and delay.  LOS E defines conditions at or near the capacity of an intersection, and is 

characterized by short-duration stoppages and unstable traffic flows at its upper range.  LOS F occurs when 

a facility is overloaded, and is characterized by stop-and-go traffic with long duration delays.  Note that the 

LOS definitions do not represent a single operating condition, but rather correspond to a range of CMA 

values, as shown in Table IV-34.  
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Table IV-34 

Level of Service as a Function of CMA Value or Average Vehicle Delay 

CMA Value 

Ave. Vehicle 

Delay (sec.) 

Level of 

Service Intersection Operation/Traffic Flow Characteristics 

< 0.600 < 10 A No congestion; all vehicles clear in a single cycle. 

> 6.00 < 0.700 >10 – 20 B Minimal congestion; all vehicles still clear in a single cycle. 

> 0.700 < 0.800 >20 – 35 C No major congestion; most vehicles clear in a single cycle. 

> 0.800 < 0.900 >35 – 55 D 

Generally uncongested, but vehicles may wait through more 

than one cycle; no short duration queues form on critical 

approaches. 

> 0.900 < 1.000 >55 – 80 E 
Increased congestion on critical approaches; long duration 

queues form at higher end of range. 

> 1.000 >80 F 
Over capacity; forced flow with long periods of congestion; 

substantial queues form. 

Source: Hirsch/Green Transportation, 138 Culver Boulevard Mixed-Use Project, March 2011. 

 

Using the procedures described above, the “basic” CMA value and corresponding LOS for each of the six 

study intersections were calculated for the required traffic scenarios described earlier; “Existing (2010),” 

“Existing (2010) Plus Project,” “Future (2015) Without Project,” and “Future (2015) With Project.”  These 

“basic” calculations were adjusted, however, to account for the operational improvements resulting from 

the ATSAC/ATCS traffic signal coordination enhancements described earlier, which are not considered in 

the basic CMA analysis methodology.  LADOT has determined that intersections connected to the 

ATSAC/ATCS signal coordination system experience an approximate ten percent increase in capacity as 

compared to non-ATSAC/ATCS locations; per LADOT policy, the basic CMA value calculated using the 

standard methodology was reduced by 0.100 for locations improved with ATSAC/ATCS, in order to 

estimate the effectiveness of the resulting increases in intersection capacity. 

Revised Project Traffic Impact Analysis 

The existing (2010) and forecast (year 2015) “Without Project” and “With Modified Project” traffic 

conditions were then analyzed using the same Critical Movement Analysis (“CMA”) procedures and 

methodologies described in the March 2011 Traffic Study. As such, it is of note that the “Existing (No 

Project)” and “Future Without Project” conditions identified in this supplemental study are identical to 

those from that earlier study, since as described earlier, the traffic volumes for those two scenarios are 

identical to those used in the March 2011 analyses. The results of the supplemental analyses for both the 

“existing” and forecast “future” without and with the modified Project conditions, as well as the 

identification of the potential incremental traffic impacts associated with the revised Project, are 

summarized in Table IV-35(a) and IV-35(b). 
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Table IV-35(a) 

Critical Movement Analysis Summary Existing (2010) Without and With Revised Project Conditions 

No. Intersection 

Peak 

Hour 

Existing (No Project) Existing Plus Revised Project 

CMA  LOS CMA  LOS Impact 

1 
Vista Del Mar/Culver Boulevard & 

Vista Del Mar/Montreal Street 

AM 

PM 

0.667 

0.681 

B 

B 

0.679 

0.699 

B 

B 

0.012 

0.018 

2 
Culver Boulevard & 

Nicholson Street 

AM 

PM 

1.316 

0.760 

F 

C 

1.323 

0.778 

F 

C 

0.007 

0.018 

3 
Culver Boulevard & 

Jefferson Boulevard 

AM 

PM 

0.712 

0.787 

C 

C 

0.717 

0.799 

C 

C 

0.005 

0.012 

4 
Pershing Drive & 

Pershing Drive/Cabora Drive 

AM 

PM 

0.163  

0.553 

A 

A 

0.164  

0.555 

A 

 A 

0.001 

0.002 

5 
Manchester Avenue & 

Pershing Drive 

AM 

PM 

0.456 

0.459 

A 

A 

0.459 

0.465 

A 

A 

0.003 

0.006 

6 
Vista Del Mar & 

Waterview Street 

AM 

PM 

0.331 

0.277 

A 

A 
0.3340.283 

A 

A 

0.003 

0.006 

Source: Hirsch/Green Transportation, Supplemental Traffic Impact Analyses for 138 Culver Boulevard Mixed-Use Project, September 30, 

2013. 

 

Table IV-35(b) 

Critical Movement Analysis Summary Future (2015) Without and With Revised Project Conditions 

No. Intersection 

Peak 

Hour 

Without Project With Revised Project 

CMA  LOS CMA  LOS Impact 

1 
Vista Del Mar/Culver Boulevard & 

Vista Del Mar/Montreal Street 

AM 

PM 

0.736 

0.764 

C 

C 

0.748 

0.783 

C 

C 

0.012 

0.019 

2 
Culver Boulevard & 

Nicholson Street 

AM 

PM 

1.428 

0.852 

F 

D 

1.435 

0.871 

F 

D 

0.007 

0.019 

3 
Culver Boulevard & 

Jefferson Boulevard 

AM 

PM 

0.775 

0.877 

C 

D 

0.781 

0.890 

C 

D 

0.006 

0.013 

4 
Pershing Drive & 

Pershing Drive/Cabora Drive 

AM 

PM 

0.189  

0.604 

A 

B 

0.190  

0.606 

A 

B 

0.001 

0.002 

5 
Manchester Avenue & 

Pershing Drive 

AM 

PM 

0.497 

0.510 

A 

A 

0.500 

0.517 

A 

A 

0.003 

0.007 

6 
Vista Del Mar & 

Waterview Street 

AM 

PM 

0.365 

0.311 

A 

A 

0.367 

0.317 

A 

A 

0.002 

0.006 

Source: Hirsch/Green Transportation, Supplemental Traffic Impact Analyses for 138 Culver Boulevard Mixed-Use Project, September 30, 

2013. 
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Existing (2010) Conditions 

As shown in Table IV-35(a), and previously described in the approved March 2011 Traffic Study, all of the 

study intersections are currently operating at acceptable levels of service for urban conditions (LOS A 

through D) during both the AM and PM peak commute periods, with the exception of Culver Boulevard 

and Nicholson Street, which exhibits undesirable LOS F conditions during the AM peak hour, primarily 

due to high traffic volumes along the northbound (Nicholson Street) and eastbound (Culver Boulevard) 

approaches during this period. 

It is of note that the levels of service shown in Table IV-35(a) represent the highest traffic volumes and 

levels of congestion for the subject intersections, which occurs during typical weekday morning and 

evening commuter traffic periods (generally 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM and 3:00 PM to 6:00 PM).  The 

operations of the study intersections, as well as at other locations throughout the study area, generally 

improve during the off-peak hours, due to reductions in traffic volumes. As with the originally-proposed 

Project, the additional traffic generated by the revised Project would also result in incremental increases in 

the CMA values at each of the study intersections, with the magnitudes of these increases varying depending 

on several factors, including the intersection’s proximity to the Project Site, its location along the 

anticipated Project traffic travel routes, or the specific geometries and/or operating characteristics of the 

intersection. However, as also shown in Table IV-35(a), and similar to the original Project analyzed in the 

March 2011 Traffic Study, the revised Project is not expected to result in the deterioration of the current 

operating conditions (LOS) at either of the study locations during either the AM or PM peak hours.  

Future (2015) Conditions 

As further indicated in Table IV-35(b), anticipated ambient traffic growth and traffic increases from other 

ongoing or proposed developments in and around the study area, unrelated to the development of the revised 

Project, could result in a deterioration of operations at several of the study intersections from the existing 

conditions by the year 2015, as summarized below. 

 Vista Del Mar and Culver Boulevard – LOS B to LOS C (AM/PM) 

 Culver Boulevard and Nicholson Street – LOS C to LOS D (PM) 

 Culver Boulevard and Jefferson Boulevard – LOS C to LOS D (PM) 

 Pershing Drive and Pershing Drive/Cabora Drive – LOS A to LOS B (PM) 

Nonetheless, despite these anticipated changes in operational conditions, each of the six study intersections 

are forecast to continue to exhibit acceptable levels of service (LOS D or better) during both peak hours, 

again with the exception of Culver Boulevard and Nicholson Street, which will continue to operate at LOS 

F conditions during the AM peak hour, prior to the development of the revised Project.   

Table IV-33(b) also shows that, again similar to the results of the analysis of the “Future With Project” 
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scenario contained in the March 2011 Traffic Study, traffic generated by the revised Project is expected to 

result in incremental increases in the forecast future year 2015 CMA values at each of the six study 

intersections, although no further deterioration of the intersection LOS values are expected during either 

the AM or PM peak hours beyond that already anticipated as a result of cumulative traffic growth (ambient 

growth plus related projects’ traffic) in the study area.  

Further, when reviewing the forecast future (year 2015) “Without Project” conditions shown in Table IV-

35(a) and (b), however, it is important to recall that the anticipated traffic volume increases and forecast 

deterioration in levels of service are considered to be a “worst case” projection of future conditions for 

several reasons.  First, not all of the 26 “related projects” identified in the traffic study are expected to be 

built, or may be built to a lesser level than currently proposed.  Additionally, the traffic generated by these 

potential developments was not assumed to exhibit any trip linkages with other existing or new development 

(similar to the “internal interaction” factor described earlier in relation to the project itself, but on a much 

wider scale), which could reduce overall traffic volumes in the Project vicinity.  Finally, some or all of the 

potential related projects may be required to implement trip-reduction programs or construct roadway 

and/or traffic signal improvements in the study area that could further reduce the forecast future traffic 

volumes, or provide additional traffic capacity which could improve the operations of some of the study 

intersections compared to the conditions shown in Table IV-35(a) and (b). 

Once developed, traffic generated by the Proposed Project would add to the future cumulative traffic 

increases expected in the Project vicinity, which could have an effect on the operations of the study 

intersections.  Similar to the situation described earlier in the discussion of the Project’s potential impacts 

to the “existing” (year 2010) conditions, the Proposed Project would result in incremental increases in the 

forecast future (year 2015) CMA values at each of the six study intersections.  However, a comparison of 

the future “Without Project” and “With Project” values shown in Table IV-35(a) and (b) indicates that, 

unlike for the existing year 2010 conditions, the anticipated Project traffic additions to the study area 

roadway system would not result in any further deterioration in the level of service beyond that expected 

as a result of forecast cumulative traffic growth (ambient growth plus related projects’ traffic), and each of 

the six signalized study intersections will continue to exhibit acceptable LOS D or better conditions during 

both peak hours, again with the exception of Culver Boulevard and Nicholson Street, which is forecast to 

continue operating at LOS F during the AM peak hour. 

Intersection Impact Significance Criteria 

However, the potential changes to intersection levels of service described earlier for both the “Existing Plus 

Project” and “Future With Project” scenarios are not the sole standard for evaluating the “significance” of 

a Project’s incremental impacts.  LADOT defines a significant traffic impact attributable to a Project based 

on a “stepped scale,” with intersections at high volume-to-capacity ratios being more sensitive to additional 

traffic than those operating with available surplus capacity.   

A significant impact is identified as an increase in the CMA value, due to Project-related traffic, of 0.010 

or more when the final (“With Project”) intersection Level of Service is LOS E or F, a CMA increase of 
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0.020 or more when the final Level of Service is LOS D, or an increase of 0.040 or more at LOS C.  No 

significant impacts are deemed to occur at LOS A or LOS B, as summarized in Table IV-36, as these 

operating conditions exhibit sufficient surplus capacities to accommodate traffic increases with little effect 

on traffic delays.    

Table IV-36 

City of Los Angeles Significant Traffic Impact Criteria 

LOS Final (With Project) CMA Value Project-Related Increase in CMA Value 

A or B < 0.700 No Impacts 

C > 0.700 < 0.800 > 0.040 

D > 0.800 < 0.900 > 0.020 

E or F > 0.900 > 0.010 

Source: Hirsch/Green Transportation, 138 Culver Boulevard Mixed-Use Project, March 2011. 

 

Using the impact evaluation criteria shown in Table IV-34, the revised Project’s incremental traffic impacts 

summarized in Table IV-35(a) and (b) are not considered to be “significant” at any of the six study 

intersections under either the “existing” year 2010 or forecast future year 2015 conditions, unlike the results 

shown in the March 2011 Traffic Study, which identified a significant impact to the intersection of Culver 

Boulevard and Nicholson Street, although that impact occurred only during the PM peak hour under the 

forecast future 2015 traffic conditions scenario.  

LADOT has determined that the proposed project will not have significant traffic impacts on the studied 

intersections and neighborhood street segments. Compliance with the Mitigation Measures in this Section 

are expected to reduce the potential impacts of the proposed project. 

Modified Project Local/Residential Street Traffic Impact Analysis 

In addition to the intersection impacts summarized above, an examination of the location of the Proposed 

Project and a review of the general traffic circulation patterns within the study area indicates that some of 

the Project traffic would utilize the local/residential street segment of Pershing Drive to travel between 

Culver Boulevard and the segment of Pershing Drive (south of the Pershing Drive/Cabora Drive split) on 

their way to and from the Project Site.  Additionally, it is anticipated that the proposed commercial 

components of the development will attract local patronage, and that some of the Project’s traffic would 

actually be generated within this nearby residential area.  While such locally-generated trips would not 

necessarily produce additional traffic on area roadways – such trips are likely already occurring to other 

more distant facilities, and would simply redirect to the Project – for purposes of this study, these locally-

originating trips were viewed as new trips to and from the Proposed Project, resulting in increased traffic 

on some of the local access streets, including Pershing Drive.  Therefore, an additional analysis was 

conducted to determine the potential for Project impacts on the local/residential portion of Pershing Drive 

(between Culver Boulevard and Pershing Drive/Nicholson Street).  
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Local/residential street traffic impacts, unlike the intersection analyses discussed above, are based on daily 

traffic volumes rather than peak hour volumes.  Within the City of Los Angeles, project traffic impacts on 

local streets are evaluated based on the project’s percentage increase to the street’s existing or forecast 

average daily traffic (“ADT”) volumes.  The general guidelines and local/residential roadway impact 

criteria are identified in LADOT’s “Traffic Impact Analysis Policies and Procedures (December 2010).”  

However, as noted earlier, the Project Site lies within the jurisdiction of the CTCSP, which provides 

local/residential street impact criteria that supersede LADOT’s impact threshold criteria for projects within 

the Specific Plan boundaries, although the CTCSP criteria identify impact criteria for local/residential 

facilities carrying 1,000 or more vehicles per day.  Therefore, in order to provide a comprehensive 

evaluation of potential Project impacts in the study area, the LADOT impact criteria for local/residential 

roadways was used to supplement the CTCSP impact thresholds for roadways exhibiting fewer than 1,000 

vehicles per day.  The local/residential street impact criteria uses in this analysis are summarized in Table 

IV-37 below.  

Table IV-37 

Local/Residential Street Significant Impact Criteria a 

Projected Future ADT (With Project) Project-Related Increase in Future ADT 

Less than 1,000 16 percent or more b 

1,000 or more 12.5 percent or more 

a Per LADOT Traffic Study Policies and Procedures, Revised March 2002. 

b Per CTCSP Ordinance No. 168,999, September 22, 1993. 

Source:  Hirsch/Green Transportation, 138 Culver Mixed-Use Project, March 2011. 

 

New 24-hour traffic counts for the local/residential street segment of Pershing Drive were collected at a 

point just south of Culver Boulevard in September of 2010, at the same time as the previously described 

study intersection counts, in order to establish the existing (year 2010) conditions.  Net daily Project traffic 

volumes were added to these baseline volumes to create the “Existing (2010) Plus Project” conditions, in 

order to identify the potential “immediate” traffic impacts of the Project on this roadway, per LADOT 

requirements.  The future (year 2015) “Without Project” traffic volume forecasts for this portion of Pershing 

Drive were estimated using the same procedures and assumptions described previously for the development 

of the future year intersection volumes, including the application of the 1.0 percent annual “ambient” traffic 

growth factor, and the addition of traffic generated by the 26 related projects.  Finally, the net daily Project 

traffic volumes were then added to the future “Without Project” conditions to form the future year 2015 

forecast “With Project” traffic estimates.  The existing and future forecast traffic estimates for the selected 

local/residential street segments are summarized in Table IV-38. 

Table IV-38 

Local/Residential Street Traffic Impact Analysis Summary 

Existing (2010) and Future (2015) Average Daily Traffic Volumes 

 Existing (2010) Future (2015) 
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Street 

Segment 

 

Existing 

Project 

Traffic  

With  

Project 

Percent  

Increase 

Without 

Project 

With  

Project 

Percent 

Increase 

Pershing Drive, s/o 

Culver Boulevard 
1,742 148 18,90 8.5% 2,068 2,216 7.2% 

Note: Project traffic conditions are the same for both “Existing” and “Future” conditions. 

Source: Hirsch/Green Transportation, Supplemental Traffic Impact Analyses for 138 Culver Mixed-Use Project, September 

30,2013. 

 

As discussed in detail in the March 2011 Traffic Study, approximately five percent (5%) of the Project’s 

“inbound” trips, and approximately one-quarter (25%) of the project’s “outbound” trips are anticipated to 

utilize the subject segment of Pershing Drive as part of their typical travel route.  

Based on these travel pattern assumptions in concert with the Project’s “daily” trip generation values for 

both the residential and commercial/retail components shown previously, the modified Project is expected 

to add a total of approximately 148 net new trips per day to the study segment of Pershing Drive (5% of 

492 daily inbound trips = 25 trips, plus 25% of 492 daily outbound trips = 123 trips), or approximately 33 

fewer trips per day than were anticipated for the original Project. 

Using the same existing (2010) and forecast future (2015) “without project” volumes for Pershing Drive as 

from the March 2011 Traffic Study, the revised Project would result in an “Existing Plus Revised Project” 

total daily traffic volume on this segment of the roadway of approximately 1,890 vehicles per day once it 

is completed and occupied.  

As shown in Table IV-38, these Project traffic additions equate to an incremental increase (over the existing 

volumes) of about 8.5 percent, well below the applicable CTCSP “significance” threshold of 12.5 percent 

(for roadways accommodating 1,000 or more vehicles per day), and as such, the modified Project would 

create no “immediate” significant impacts to this portion of Pershing Drive. Similarly, the addition of the 

net new traffic generated by the revised Project to this local/residential street segment would result in a 

“Future (2015) With Revised Project” total daily traffic volume of approximately 2,216 vehicles per day, 

and a Project-related incremental impact of approximately 7.2 percent, again substantially less than the 

applicable 12.5 percent “significance” threshold.  

City Department of Transportation Assessment 78 

Pursuant to the Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan (CTCSP) Ordinance No. 168,999, the 

Department of Transportation (DOT) issued a traffic assessment on September 22, 2011 for the proposed 

mixed-use residential and commercial Project located at 138 East Culver Boulevard in the Playa del Rey 

area. On September 30, 2013, DOT received a supplemental traffic impact analysis, prepared by 

                                                      
78 City of Los Angeles, Memorandum from Department of Transportation to Department of City Planning, 

November 15, 2013 (Appendix G.3 to this IS/MND). 
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Hirsch/Green Transportation Consulting, Inc., that analyzed changes due to reduction in the Project size 

and other modifications. After a careful review of the pertinent data, DOT has determined that the traffic 

study adequately describes the Project-related traffic impacts of the proposed development. 

Discussion and Findings 

The Revised Project is estimated to generate 984 net new daily trips, 60 net new trips in the A.M. peak 

hour, and 115 net new trips in the P.M. peak hour. 

The originally-analyzed Project resulted in a significant impact at Culver Boulevard and Nicholson Street 

intersection. However, DOT has determined that the Revised Project would not have significant traffic 

impacts at any of the studied intersections.  

In addition, DOT has determined that the Revised Project would not have significant traffic impacts at any 

of the neighborhood street segments analyzed. 

Project Requirements 

DOT recommends that the following Project requirements be adopted as conditions of approval for the 

proposed Project. In addition, these requirements must be completed and/or guaranteed before the issuance 

of any building permits for the proposed Project. 

Mitigation Measures 

XVI-10.      Increased Vehicle Trips/Congestion. Implementing measures detailed in said Department's 

communication to the Planning Department dated November 15, 2013 and attached shall be complied with. 

Such report and mitigation measures are incorporated herein by reference: 

 Application Fee. Pursuant to Section 5.C of the CTCSP, the applicant submitted a payment of 

$6,124.55 for the application/traffic study review fee on July 18, 2011.  

 Covenant and Agreement. Pursuant to Section 5.B of the CTCSP, the owner(s) of the property 

must sign and record a Covenant and Agreement prior to issuance of any building permit, 

acknowledging the contents and limitations of this Specific Plan in a form designed to run with the 

land. 

 Highway Dedication and Physical Street Improvements. Pursuant to Section 5.D.2 of the 

CTCSP, and in order to mitigate potential access and circulation impacts, the applicant may be 

required to make highway dedications and improvements to comply with the following street 

standards:  

o Vista Del Mar is designated as a Scenic Major Highway, Class II in the Streets and 

Highways Element of the City’s General Plan. Standard Plan S-470-0 dictates that the 

standard cross section for this road classification is a 40-foot half roadway within a 52-foot 

half right-of-way. The Project will be required to provide a variable-width dedication to 

complete a 52-foot half right-of-way along the entire Vista Del Mar frontage of the Project 
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site, and street improvements must be provided in order to complete a 40-ft half roadway 

width along with a 12-foot wide concrete sidewalk within the new right-of-way limit along 

this frontage.  

o Culver Boulevard is designated as a Local Street (in a commercial and multiple residential 

area) in the Streets and Highways Element of the City’s General Plan. Standard Plan S-

470-0 dictates that the standard cross section for a Local Street is a 20-ft half roadway 

within a 30-foot half right-of-way. This segment of Culver Boulevard currently consists of 

a 30-foot half roadway within a 40-foot half right-of-way. The Project is requesting a 10-

foot wide right-of-way vacation along Culver Boulevard. Since this segment of Culver 

Boulevard segment will conform to the Local Street Standards even with the requested 

merger area, DOT has no objection to the requested street vacation. However, the Project 

will be required to reconstruct the half roadway of Culver Boulevard adjacent to the Project 

site to the standard 20-foot width, and construct a new 10-foot wide concrete sidewalk 

within the new right-of-way limit along this frontage.  

o Trolley Place (aka, Pacific Avenue) is designated as a Local Street (in a commercial and 

multiple residential area) in the Streets and Highways Element of the City’s General Plan. 

Standard Plan S-470-0 dictates that the standard cross section for a Local Street is a 20-

foot half roadway within a 35-foot half right-of-way. The Project is requesting a 5-foot 

wide right-of-way vacation along Trolley Place. Since Trolley Place will conform to the 

Local Street Standards even with the requested merger area, DOT has no objection to the 

requested street vacation. However, the project will be required to reconstruct the half 

roadway adjacent to the Project Site to the standard 20-foot width and construct a new 10-

foot wide concrete sidewalk within the new right-of-way limit along this frontage. 

 

The applicant shall further consult with the Bureau of Engineering for any other highway dedication 

or street widening requirements. These requirements must be guaranteed before issuance of any 

building permit through the B-permit process of the Bureau of Engineering, Department of Public 

Works. They must be constructed and completed prior to the issuance of any certificate of 

occupancy to the satisfaction of DOT and the Bureau of Engineering. 

 Construction Impacts. DOT recommends that a construction worksite traffic control plan be 

submitted to DOT’s Western District Office for review and approval prior to the start of any 

construction work. The plan should show the location of any roadway or sidewalk closures, traffic 

detours, haul routes, hours of operation, protective devices, warning signs and access to abutting 

properties. DOT also recommends that construction related traffic be restricted to off-peak hours. 

 Site Access and Internal Circulation. This determination does not include approval of the project’s 

driveways, internal circulation and parking scheme. Adverse traffic impacts could occur due to access 

and circulation issues. The applicant is advised to consult with DOT for driveway locations and 

specifications prior to the commencement of any architectural plans, as they may affect building design. 

Final DOT approval shall be obtained prior to issuance of any building permits. This should be 

accomplished by submitting detailed site/driveway plans, at a scale of at least 1" = 40', separately to 

DOT’s WLA/Coastal Development Review Section at 7166 West Manchester Avenue, Los Angeles 
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90045 as soon as possible but prior to submittal of building plans for plan check to the Department of 

Building and Safety. 

b) Would the project conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including 

but not limited to level of service standard and travel demand measures, or other standards 

established by the county congestion management agency for designated roads or highways? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur if the adopted California Department of 

Transportation (Caltrans) and Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) 

thresholds for a significant project impact would be exceeded.  The Congestion Management program 

(CMP)79 was adopted to regulate and monitor regional traffic growth and transportation improvement 

programs.  The CMP designates a transportation network that includes all state highways and some arterials 

within the County of Los Angeles.   

The CMP project traffic impact analysis (TIA) guidelines require analyses of all CMP monitoring 

intersections where the Project could add a total of 50 or more trips during either peak hour. Additionally, 

all freeway segments where the Project could add 150 or more trips in either direction during the peak hours 

must be analyzed. 

CMP Monitoring Intersection Impacts 

The CMP identifies five arterial monitoring intersections within the general study area (approximately 3.0-

mile radius from the Project Site. These CMP arterial monitoring intersections are listed below: 

 Lincoln Boulevard and Venice Boulevard 

 Lincoln Boulevard and Marina Expressway (SR-90) 

 Lincoln Boulevard and Manchester Avenue 

 Sepulveda Boulevard and Manchester Avenue 

 Lincoln Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard 

All of these CMP monitoring intersection locations are within the City of Los Angeles, but are outside the 

immediate study area, and are expected to be beyond the range of identifiable Project traffic impacts, as 

discussed below. 

The CMP requires that detailed analyses be conducted for any of these locations where the Proposed Project 

is anticipated to add 50 or more total trips during either the AM or PM peak hours. A review of the net 

                                                      
79  2010 Congestion Management Program, Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2010. 
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Project traffic additions to the study area indicates that the net new Project traffic through most of the 

“boundary” intersections examined in the Project traffic study (e.g., those locations representing the 

outermost study intersections) are well below the 50 trip threshold at all of the study intersections during 

the AM peak hour, with a maximum of approximately 27 trips (total of both directions along Culver 

Boulevard, east of its intersection with Jefferson Boulevard) traveling outside the immediate study area 

along any of the available travel routes. Net Project trip additions to all other Project access routes would 

be less than this amount (27 trips). During the PM peak hour, total net Project traffic traveling to and from 

the north and east of the Project Site along Culver Boulevard (east of Jefferson Boulevard), is estimated to 

be approximately 51 trips, while at the intersection of Vista Del Mar and Waterview Street, the Project is 

expected to add approximately 54 net new trips. Total net Project traffic additions during the PM peak hour 

along Jefferson Boulevard (east of Culver Boulevard), Manchester Avenue (east of Pershing Drive), and 

Pershing Drive (south of Manchester Avenue) would each be less than 25 vehicles. 

Therefore, net Project traffic additions to only Culver Boulevard and Vista Del Mar outside the study area 

could potentially exceed the CMP’s 50 trip threshold, although only by one trip and four trips, respectively. 

Additionally, it is expected that Project traffic would disperse throughout the area roadway network outside 

the study area, and total Project volume additions to any of the five pertinent CMP arterial intersections 

would be reduced from these near-threshold values. It is estimated that no more than 20 percent of the 

Project’s trips, or a maximum total of approximately 30 net trips (during the PM peak hour), would travel 

through any of the identified CMP arterial monitoring intersections. This level of incremental Project traffic 

additions would not result in significant impacts at any of the CMP locations. This conclusion is also 

supported by the fact that the Project does not significantly impact any of the “boundary” intersections 

where Project traffic is expected to be higher (the only potentially significant impact occurs at Culver 

Boulevard and Nicholson Street, near the Project Site). Therefore, no significant Project-related impacts 

would occur at the more distant CMP arterial monitoring intersections. 

Since the revised Project is expected to result in reduced trip generation levels from that evaluated for the 

original Project (and since all Project-related trip distributions and assignments remain unchanged from 

those in the approved in the March 2011 Traffic Study), it can reasonably be concluded that the revised 

Project would not result in any significant impacts to any of the CMP facilities. 

CMP Freeway Segment Impacts 

An examination was also made of the potential for Project-related freeway impacts within the Project study 

area. As identified under Response to Checklist Question 16(a), above, the Project would generate 

substantially fewer than 150 net new directional vehicles per hour during both the AM and PM peak hours, 

with a maximum of 82 net inbound and 63 net outbound trips during the PM peak hour. Directional trips 

during the AM peak hour are lower, at 28 net inbound and 48 net outbound trips. Additionally, only a 

portion of the Project’s trips are expected to use the nearby San Diego or Marina Freeways as travel routes, 

and as a result, directional peak hour Project trip additions to either of these facilities would be expected to 

be a maximum of fewer than 15 vehicles during any peak hour, well below the 150 trip threshold requiring 
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any detailed analyses. These nominal Project-related freeway traffic additions would not produce any 

measurable effects on any of the regional transportation facilities. 

c) Would the project result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in 

traffic levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks? 

No Impact.  This question would apply to the Project only if it were an aviation-related use.  The Project 

Site does not contain any aviation-related uses and the Project does not include development of any 

aviation-related uses.  As such, due to its nature and scope, development of the Project would not have the 

potential to result in a change in air traffic patterns.  Therefore, no impact related to air traffic patterns 

would occur.  

d) Would the project substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or 

dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project were to include a new roadway 

design, introduce a new land use or project features into an area with specific transportation requirements 

and characteristics that have not been previously experienced in that area, or if project access or other 

features were designed in such a way as to create hazardous conditions. The Project does not include any 

sharp curves, dangerous intersections, or incompatible uses.  No off-site traffic improvements are proposed 

or warranted in the area surrounding the Project Site.  Therefore, no impact resulting from hazardous design 

features would occur. 

e) Would the project result in inadequate emergency access? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project design would not provide 

emergency access meeting the requirements of the LAFD, or in any other way threatened the ability of 

emergency vehicles to access and serve the Project Site or adjacent uses.   

Site Access 

Original Project  

Access to the Project’s primary resident, guest, and patron parking facility would be provided via a single 

two-way driveway along Pacific Avenue, on the western side of the Site, located approximately 80 feet 

northwest of the intersection of Pacific Avenue and Vista Del Mar. A separate on-site delivery entrance and 

loading area would also be provided along Pacific Avenue, approximately 10 feet northwest of the primary 

driveway. Due to the Project’s driveway location along Pacific Avenue, a relatively light trafficked street, 

there are no foreseeable issues with access operations at the Site, and as such, the driveway is expected to 

provide “full service” (left- and right-turn) entry and exit capability. However, to assure that safe operations 

and adequate capacity are provided to accommodate the vehicular access demands of the Project itself, the 

operations of the Project’s driveways were also examined. The total traffic volumes at the Project’s 

driveway were determined using the Project traffic assignment percentages, along with the Project trip 
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generation estimates, provided above, although the Project’s driveway access volumes are slightly higher 

than the net Project trips identified previously. 

As with the Project trip calculations at the Site-adjacent intersections, the pass-by trip reductions for the 

Project’s “retail” component traffic are not considered in the calculation of the Project’s driveway volumes. 

Pass-by trips, while not necessarily new Project trips on the streets and intersections in the general area, 

would actually access the Project Site and are therefore part of the Project’s overall driveway activity. The 

previously discussed retail “internal interaction” and “walk in patronage” trip discounts remain applicable 

in the calculation of driveway trips, since these factors are intrinsic to the Site’s traffic generation, and 

actually remove trips from both the area roadway network as well as from the Project’s driveway access 

locations. 

Therefore, the Project’s total driveway volumes, representing the actual number of vehicles expected to 

enter and exit the Project’s driveways during the typical weekday peak hour periods, including trips 

generated by both the proposed residential and commercial components, would be approximately 1,619 

vehicles per day, including 94 trips (38 inbound, 56 outbound) during the AM peak hour, and 215 trips (118 

inbound, 97 outbound) during the PM peak hour. These driveway volumes are identical to the “no pass-by” 

adjacent intersection trip estimates identified previously. 

The Project site plans do not indicate any type of access control at the driveway entrance from Pacific 

Avenue, such as control arms activated by card keys or ticket dispensers, and as such, the driveway would 

exhibit “uncontrolled” entering and existing capabilities. Typically, uncontrolled driveways provide entry 

capacities of between 750 to 1,000 vehicles per hour per lane. Driveway exit capacities are dependent upon 

the amount of traffic/congestion on the frontage streets. The proposed Site driveway is expected to provide 

an exit capacity of between 400 and 500 vehicles per hour, due primarily to the relatively unimpeded exit 

operations resulting from the nominal amount of non-Project traffic on Pacific Avenue adjacent to the 

Project Site. 

A review of the peak Project driveway volumes indicates that the total peak hour vehicular demand at the 

Project’s driveway for both inbound and outbound traffic would be substantially below these levels during 

both the AM and PM peak periods. As such, adequate entry capacity is provided to minimize any on-street 

vehicular queuing, and exiting capacities are sufficient to accommodate the demands of the Project without 

creating internal vehicular queues or on-site congestion. Therefore, the Project parking access location 

would operate adequately, with no external vehicular queuing on the fronting streets, and no significant 

internal queuing within the parking structure, and no impact would occur.  

Revised Project 

The revised Project’s vehicular access is expected to continue to be provided along its Pacific Avenue 

frontage, although rather than the single, shared commercial and residential access driveway provided by 

the originally-proposed Project, it is possible that a second, Project-resident only driveway would also be 

added, which would provide access to a potential new mezzanine parking level.  
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It is acknowledged that the potential placement of two driveways (along with a potential loading dock 

driveway) along this short segment of Pacific Avenue is not preferred by LADOT, due to potential conflicts 

between the entering and exiting traffic at the driveways, and to minimize any disruption of traffic flows 

on the adjacent streets due to driveway activity. It is expected that any such conflicts or disruptions would 

be minimal, since as detailed in the March 2011 Traffic Study, the subject segment of Pacific Avenue 

exhibits relatively low traffic volumes, and project-related driveway traffic volumes are expected to be 

easily accommodated by the site’s driveway(s).  

In addition, the modified Project’s driveway locations and operations would need to be reviewed and 

approved by LADOT before the Project can begin construction. As such, review and approval of the 

Project’s vehicular access plans would assure that the site’s driveways are acceptable to the City, and as 

such, less than significant access-related impacts are expected. 

f) Would the project conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, 

bicycles, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities? 

No Impact.  A significant impact may occur if a project would conflict with adopted policies or involve 

modification of existing alternative transportation facilities located on- or off-site.   

The City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) provides bicycle paths, lanes, routes, and 

sharrows on City streets. According to the 2010 Bike Plan, the nearest facility is an existing bike lane on 

Culver Boulevard from Pacific Avenue to Nicholson Street.80 In addition, in the vicinity of the Project Site, 

Pershing Drive is listed as a bicycle friendly street. Overall, the Project would not conflict with any 

bikeways or pedestrian pathways.  

Transit Impacts 

As described previously, in order to present the most conservative analysis of the potential traffic impacts 

of the Project to the nearby study intersections, no additional use of public transportation by Project 

residents, employees, or visitors beyond that intrinsically included in the ITE and/or CTCSP trip generation 

rates was assumed. However, for purposes of assessing potential Project-related impacts to the area transit 

system, it was assumed that up to approximately five percent of the total resident, employee, and visitor 

trips to and from the Proposed Project could utilize the convenient bus service serving the Site. The original 

Project resulted in a potential Project-related increase in area transit ridership of approximately 97 persons 

per day, including about six additional riders during the AM peak hour, and about 13 additional riders 

during the PM peak hour. This nominal level of potential new rider demand was not expected to result in 

any significant transit-related impacts to the existing bus service in the area. 

                                                      
80  Los Angeles Department of City Planning, 2010 Bicycle Plan: 

http://planning.lacity.org/cwd/gnlpln/transelt/NewBikePlan/Txt/LA%20CITY%20BICYCLE%20PLAN.pdf, 

accessed March 14, 2013.  
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Using the revised Project trip generation assumption, the number of revised Project trips that might travel 

to and from the Project via the existing transit services was calculated. Based on the revised Project trip 

calculations provided above, it was estimated that approximately 49 daily Project-related trips, including 

approximately three trips (one inbound, two outbound) during the AM peak hour, and approximately six 

trips (three inbound, three outbound) during the PM peak hour, could utilize the area’s transit facilities 

rather than in privately-owned vehicles. 

Applying a typical vehicle occupancy ratio of 1.2 persons per vehicle, and assuming the Project’s entire 

transit utilization would occur due to new bus ridership, it was estimated that the Project could result in a 

maximum increase in area transit ridership of approximately 59 persons per day, including about four 

persons (one inbound, three outbound) during the AM peak hour, and about seven people (four inbound, 

three outbound) during the PM peak hour. Although only one bus line serves the Project Site directly, this 

nominal level of new rider demand would not result in any significant transit-related impacts to the existing 

bus service in the area, and no impact would occur. 

17. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS 

a) Would the project exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional 

Water Quality Control Board? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project 

would discharge wastewater whose content exceeds the regulatory limits established by the governing 

agency. The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (LARWQCB) implements programs to 

protect all waters in the coastal watersheds for Los Angeles and Ventura counties.  LARWQCB’s Water 

Quality Control Plan for the Los Angeles Region (the “Basin Plan”) establishes guidelines for all 

municipalities and other entities that use water and/or discharge into the Santa Monica Bay.81  Wastewater 

reclamation and treatment in the City of Los Angeles is provided by the City of Los Angeles Department 

of Public Works’ Bureau of Sanitation (LABS), which operates two treatment plants (Hyperion and 

Terminal Island) and two water reclamation plants, in accordance with the treatment requirements of the 

LARWQCB and/or water reclamation requirements of the Basin Plan. 

The Project Site is located within the service area of the Hyperion Treatment Plant (HTP),82 which has been 

designed to treat 450 million gallons per day (mgd) to full secondary treatment.83, 84  Full secondary 

treatment prevents virtually all particles suspended in effluent from being discharged into the Pacific Ocean 

                                                      
81 Water Quality Control Plan, Los Angeles Region, Basin Plan for the Coastal Watersheds of Los Angeles and 

Ventura Counties, California Regional Water Quality Control Board Los Angeles Region (4)(adopted June, 1994, 

updated July 2006). 
82 Hyperion Sanitary Sewer System, Sewer System Master Plan, May 2011, pg 5: 

http://www.lasewers.org/ssmp/pdfs/2011/Complete_SSMP_Hyperion-May_2011.pdf 
83  City of LA, Wastewater System: http://www.lacitysan.org/irp/Wastewater.htm, accessed October 4, 2012. 
84  Integrated Resources Plan ,Summary Report,  pg 2-15: 

http://www.lacitysan.org/irp/documents/Summary_Report-Brief_Description_of_Key_Facilities_Planning.pdf, 

accessed October 4, 2012. 
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and is consistent with the LARWQCB’s discharge policies for the Santa Monica Bay.  The HTP currently 

treats an average daily flow of approximately 362 mgd.85 Thus, there is approximately 88 mgd available 

capacity. 

However, the City’s Sewer Allocation Ordinance (Ordinance No. 166,060) limits the annual increase in 

wastewater flow to HTP to five mgd.  Prior to the issuance of building permits, the Project would be 

required to demonstrate compliance with the monthly allocation set forth by the ordinance. Further, the 

Project would not be able to connect to the City’s wastewater system until capacity is available and, 

therefore, would not cause LABS to exceed LAWQCB treatment requirements. In addition, the HTP is a 

public facility and is also subject to the State’s wastewater treatment requirements. 

As shown in Table IV-39, it is estimated that the Project would generate approximately 12,680 gallons per 

day (gpd) (or 0.01268 mgd) of wastewater. The wastewater generated by the Project would be similar to 

commercial and residential uses in the area surrounding the Project Site. No industrial discharge into the 

wastewater or drainage system would occur.   

As described above, there is adequate treatment capacity within the HTP system (approximately 88 mgd) 

to treat the wastewater generated as a result of the Project. Thus, the increase in wastewater generation 

would not have a significant impact on treatment plant capacity. As the HTP complies with the State’s 

wastewater treatment requirements, and as the Project’s wastewater generation is well within the existing 

capacity, the Project would not exceed the wastewater treatment requirements of the LARWQCB. 

Furthermore, compliance with the Mitigation Measures in this Section are expected to reduce any potential 

impacts to a less than significant level.  

Table IV-39 

Project Estimated Wastewater Generation 

Land Use Size Wastewater Generation Rates Total (gpd) 

Commercial 14,500 sf 80 gpd / 1,000 sf 1,160 

Residential 72 DU 160 gpd / DU 11,520 

Total 12,680 

Note:  sf = square feet; gpd = gallons per day. Residential Apartment 2-bedroom rate is used for a conservative analysis. 

Source:  City of Los Angles, L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide, 2006, Exhibit M-2-12.    

Table: CAJA Environmental Services, October 2012. 

 

 

 

                                                      
85 LABS, Wastewater, About Wastewater, Facts and Figures, Treatment Plants, Hyperion Treatment Plant, website:  

http://www.lacitysan.org/wastewater/factsfigures.htm, accessed October 4, 2012. 
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Mitigation Measures 

XVII-80.      Utilities (Water Treatment or Distribution) 

 The project shall include a holding tank large enough to hold three times the project daily 

wastewater flow so that the tank would hold all project wastewater during peak wastewater flow 

periods for discharge into the wastewater collection system during off-peak hours. 

 A grey water system to reuse wastewater from the project. 

 Offset excess wastewater generation by restricting the wastewater generation of other land uses 

within the same service area (e.g., by dedicating open space); and 

 New wastewater treatment or conveyance infrastructure, or capacity enhancing alterations to 

existing systems. 

b) Would the project require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment 

facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant 

environmental effects? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project 

would increase water consumption or wastewater generation to such a degree that the capacity of facilities 

currently serving the project site would be exceeded. 

Wastewater Treatment Facilities and Existing Infrastructure 

The Project Site would be served by the LABS, which provides municipal wastewater services to the City 

of Los Angeles.  As discussed under the response to 17(a), above, the Project is anticipated to generate 

approximately 12,680 gpd of wastewater. 

As the Project Site is surrounded by urban development, it could be adequately served by the existing 

wastewater conveyance system.  However, as part of the building permit process, the lead agency would 

confirm that there is sufficient capacity in local and trunk lines to accommodate the Project’s wastewater 

flows.  If a deficiency or service problem is discovered during the permitting process that prevents the 

Project from an adequate level of service, the Project Applicant shall fund the required upgrades to 

adequately serve the Project.  Implementation of this prescribed mitigation measure would ensure that the 

Project’s impacts with respect to the wastewater conveyance system would be less than significant. 

Wastewater generated by the Project would continue to be conveyed to the HTP. The HTP has a design 

capacity to treat approximately 450 mgd and currently treats an average daily flow of approximately 362 

mgd.  Thus, a remaining capacity of approximately 88 mgd is sufficient to treat the Project’s estimated 

increase of approximately 0.01268 mgd of wastewater.   

Additionally, water conservation measures required by City ordinance (e.g., installation of low flow toilets 

and plumbing fixtures, limitations on hose washing of driveways and parking areas, etc.) would be 

implemented as part of the Project and would help reduce the amount of Project-generated wastewater.  
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Therefore, compliance with LABS and the Mitigation Measures in this Section will reduce any potential 

impacts to wastewater treatment facilities and existing infrastructure to a less than significant level. 

Water Treatment Facilities and Existing Infrastructure 

The City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP), which provides municipal water 

services to the City, is responsible for providing water to the Project Site.  As shown in Table IV-40, 

operation of the Project would result in water demand of approximately 15,079 gpd (or 0.01508 mgd). 

Table IV-40 

Project Estimated Water Consumption  

Land Use Size Water Consumption Rates Total (gpd) 

Commercial 14,500 sf 102.4 gpd / 1,000 sf 1,484.8 

Residential 72 DU 188.8 gpd / DU 13,594 

Total 15,079 

Note:  sf = square feet; gpd = gallons per day. Residential Apartment 2-bedroom rate is used to present a conservative 

analysis. 

Source:  City of Los Angles, L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide, 2006, Exhibit M-2-12.    

Water consumption rates are assumed as 128 percent (nonresidential) and 118 percent (residential of the wastewater 

generation rates. 

Table: CAJA Environmental Services, October 2012. 

 

LADWP owns and operates the Los Angeles Aqueduct Filtration Plant (LAAFP) located in the Sylmar 

community of the City. The LAAFP treats City water prior to distribution throughout LADWP’s Central 

Water Service Area.  The designated treatment capacity of the LAAFP is 600 mgd, with an average plant 

flow of 550 mgd during the summer months and 450 mgd in the non-summer months.  Thus, the facility 

has between approximately 50 to 150 mgd of remaining capacity depending on the season.   

The Project’s water consumption increase of approximately 0.01508 mgd represents approximately 0.03 

percent and 0.001 percent of the remaining capacity currently available at LAAFP during the summer and 

non-summer months, respectively. Therefore, impacts to water treatment facilities would be less than 

significant as a result of the Project. 

LADWP can generally supply water to development project within its service area, except under 

extraordinary circumstances. Additionally, given the incremental increase in water consumption for the 

Project, and compliance with applicable water conservation ordinance and regulations such as California 

Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 20, Section 1604; CCR Title 22; City Ordinances 165,004 and 166,080; 

the Project would not require or result in the construction of new water treatment facilities.  The Project 

would also achieve the following water efficiency standards: 

 Minimum 20% reduction in potable water use within the building through installation of high-

efficiency and very high-efficiency plumbing fixtures and fittings. 
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 Minimum 30% reduction in overall irrigation demand through the installation of a high-efficiency 

irrigation system. 

 Installation of a weather- or soil moisture-based irrigation controller.  

Notwithstanding the above, as part of the building permit process, the lead agency would confirm that there 

is sufficient capacity in the water supply and infrastructure to accommodate the Project’s water needs.  If a 

deficiency or service problem is discovered during the permitting process that prevents the Project from an 

adequate level of service, the Project Applicant shall fund the required upgrades to adequately serve the 

Project. As such, the Project’s impacts to the water conveyance system would be less than significant. . 

Water Supply Assessment 

State CEQA Guidelines Section 15083.5 requires a lead agency to identify water systems to provide water 

supply assessments for projects over specified thresholds.  For any residential subdivision project Senate 

Bill (SB) 221 requires that the lead agency include a requirement that a sufficient water supply shall be 

available to serve the residential development. A residential subdivision is a proposed residential 

development of more than 500 dwelling units.  

Thus, the Project is not subject to SB 221 as it does not include a residential development of more than 500 

dwelling units. The Project includes 72 dwelling units. 

SB 610 requires a water supply assessment to evaluate whether total projected water supplies will meet the 

projected water demand for certain development projects that are otherwise subject to CEQA review.  

Existing law identified those certain projects as follows: 

(a) Residential developments of more than 500 dwelling units; 

(b) Shopping centers or businesses employing more than 1,000 persons or having more than 500,000 

square feet of floor space; 

(c) Commercial office buildings employing more than 1,000 persons or having more than 250,000 

square feet; 

(d) Hotels or motels with more than 500 rooms; 

(e) Industrial or manufacturing establishments housing more than 1,000 persons or having more than 

650,000 square feet of 40 acres; 

(f) Mixed use projects containing any of the foregoing; or 

(g) Any other project that would have a water demand at least equal to a 500-dwelling unit project. 
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The Project is not subject to SB 610, as it does not meet any of the listed requirements, and therefore a 

water supply assessment is not required.  

Mitigation Measures 

XVII-80.      Utilities (Water Treatment or Distribution) 

 The project shall include a holding tank large enough to hold three times the project daily 

wastewater flow so that the tank would hold all project wastewater during peak wastewater flow 

periods for discharge into the wastewater collection system during off-peak hours. 

 A grey water system to reuse wastewater from the project. 

 Offset excess wastewater generation by restricting the wastewater generation of other land uses 

within the same service area (e.g., by dedicating open space); and 

 New wastewater treatment or conveyance infrastructure, or capacity enhancing alterations to 

existing systems. 

c) Would the project require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities 

or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental 

effects? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur if the volume of storm water runoff 

increases to a level exceeding the capacity of the storm drain system serving the project site or if a project 

would substantially increase the probability that polluted runoff would reach the storm drain system.  

Runoff currently flows toward existing storm drain system. Development of the Project would alter the 

amount of runoff the Project Site by reducing the impervious surface. The Project Site is currently 

undeveloped and is covered with dirt and shrubs.86 However, the Project would reduce impervious surface 

area by using permeable pavement materials (such as pervious concrete/asphalt, unit pavers, turf block, and 

granular materials) where appropriate. In addition, the Project would include an efficient irrigation system 

to minimize runoff. The irrigation system would include drip irrigation for shrubs, shutoff devices to 

prevent irrigation after significant precipitation, and flow reducers. As such, the Project would result in a 

less than significant impact with respect to runoff in storm drains.  

d) Would the project have significant water supplies available to serve the project from existing 

entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project were 

to increase water consumption to such a degree that new water sources would need to be identified, or that 

                                                      

86  One vacant commercial building located near the southern tip of the Project Site was previously demolished, and 

that demolition has been accounted for in the analysis contained in this IS/MND. 
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existing resources would be consumed at a pace greater than planned for by purveyors, distributors, and 

service providers. The City’s water supply comes from local groundwater sources, the Los Angeles-Owens 

River Aqueduct, State Water Project, and from the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 

which is obtained from the Colorado River Aqueduct.  These sources, along with recycled water, are 

expected to supply the City’s water needs in the years to come.   

The Project would use 0.01508 mgd (or 17 acre-feet per year).87  

The 2010 Urban Water Management Plan projects a supply of 555,477 AFY in 2015.88 Any shortfall in 

LADWP controlled supplies (groundwater, recycled, conservation, LA aqueduct) is offset with MWD 

purchases to rise to the level of demand. 

Overall, any project that is consistent with the General Plan has been taken into account in the planned 

growth in water demand. Therefore, the Project’s water supply needs have already been accommodated 

within water supply projections for the region, and a less than significant impact would occur. In addition, 

the Project would include an efficient irrigation system (as described under 17(c), above), and would also 

include high efficiency toilets, clothes washers, and dishwashers, as well as low flow faucets, which would 

further reduce the water demands of the Project. Furthermore, compliance with the mitigation measures in 

this section would reduce any potential impacts to a less than significant level. 

Mitigation Measures 

XVII-10.      Utilities (Local Water Supplies - Landscaping)    

 The project shall comply with Ordinance No. 170,978 (Water Management Ordinance), which 

imposes numerous water conservation measures in landscape, installation, and maintenance (e.g, 

use drip irrigation and soak hoses in lieu of sprinklers to lower the amount of water lost to 

evaporation and overspray, set automatic sprinkler systems to irrigate during the early morning or 

evening hours to minimize water loss due to evaporation, and water less in the cooler months and 

during the rainy season). 

 In addition to the requirements of the Landscape Ordinance, the landscape plan shall incorporate 

the following: 

o Weather-based irrigation controller with rain shutoff 

o Matched precipitation (flow) rates for sprinkler heads 

o Drip/microspray/subsurface irrigation where appropriate 

o Minimum irrigation system distribution uniformity of 75 percent 

o Proper hydro-zoning, turf minimization and use of native/drought tolerant plan materials 

o Use of landscape contouring to minimize precipitation runoff 

                                                      
87  1 acre-foot = 325,851 gallons 
88  2010 Urban Water Management Plan, Los Angeles, pg. 20: http://www.ladwp.com/ladwp/cms/ladwp014334.pdf, 

October 17, 2011. 
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o A separate water meter (or submeter), flow sensor, and master valve shutoff shall be 

installed for existing and expanded irrigated landscape areas totaling 5,000 sf. and greater. 

XVII-20.      Utilities (Local Water Supplies - All New Construction) 

 If conditions dictate, the Department of Water and Power may postpone new water connections for 

this project until water supply capacity is adequate. 

 Install high-efficiency toilets (maximum 1.28 gpf), including dual-flush water closets, and high-

efficiency urinals (maximum 0.5 gpf), including no-flush or waterless urinals, in all restrooms as 

appropriate. 

 Install restroom faucets with a maximum flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute. 

 A separate water meter (or submeter), flow sensor, and master valve shutoff shall be installed for 

all landscape irrigation uses. 

 Single-pass cooling equipment shall be strictly prohibited from use. Prohibition of such equipment 

shall be indicated on the building plans and incorporated into tenant lease agreements. (Single-pass 

cooling refers to the use of potable water to extract heat from process equipment, e.g. vacuum 

pump, ice machines, by passing the water through equipment and discharging the heated water to 

the sanitary wastewater system.) 

XVII-30.      Utilities (Local Water Supplies - New Commercial or Industrial) 

 All restroom faucets shall be of a self-closing design. 

XVII-40.      Utilities (Local Water Supplies - New Residential) 

 Install no more than one showerhead per shower stall, having a flow rate no greater than 2.0 gallons 

per minute.  

 Install and utilize only high-efficiency clothes washers (water factor of 6.0 or less) in the project, 

if proposed to be provided in either individual units and/or in a common laundry room(s). If such 

appliance is to be furnished by a tenant, this requirement shall be incorporated into the lease 

agreement, and the applicant shall be responsible for ensuring compliance. 

 Install and utilize only high-efficiency Energy Star-rated dishwashers in the project, if proposed to 

be provided. If such appliance is to be furnished by a tenant, this requirement shall be incorporated 

into the lease agreement, and the applicant shall be responsible for ensuring compliance.  

XVII-60.      Utilities (Local Water Supplies - Restaurant, Bar, or Nightclub) 

 Install/retrofit high-efficiency toilets (maximum 1.28 gpf), including dual-flush water closets, and 

high-efficiency urinals (maximum 0.5 gpf), including no-flush or waterless urinals, in all restrooms 

as appropriate. 

 Install/retrofit restroom faucets with a maximum flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute. 

 Install/retrofit and utilize only restroom faucets of a self-closing design. 
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 Install and utilize only high-efficiency Energy Star-rated dishwashers in the project, if proposed to 

be provided. If such appliance is to be furnished by a tenant, this requirement shall be incorporated 

into the lease agreement, and the applicant shall be responsible for ensuring compliance. 

 Single-pass cooling equipment shall be strictly prohibited from use. Prohibition of such equipment 

shall be indicated on the building plans and incorporated into tenant lease agreements. (Single-pass 

cooling refers to the use of potable water to extract heat from process equipment, e.g. vacuum 

pump, ice machines, by passing the water through equipment and discharging the heated water to 

the sanitary wastewater system.) 

e) Would the project result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which 

serves or may serve the project that it has adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand 

in addition to the provider’s existing commitments? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project 

would increase wastewater generation to such a degree that the capacity of facilities currently serving the 

project site would be exceeded. The Project’s generation of 0.01268 mgd of wastewater would be 

accommodated as part of the remaining 88 mgd of treatment capacity currently available at HTP.  

Compliance with the Mitigation Measures in this Section is expected to reduce any potential impacts to a 

less than significant level. 

Mitigation Measures 

XVII-80.      Utilities (Water Treatment or Distribution) 

 The project shall include a holding tank large enough to hold three times the project daily 

wastewater flow so that the tank would hold all project wastewater during peak wastewater flow 

periods for discharge into the wastewater collection system during off-peak hours. 

 A grey water system to reuse wastewater from the project. 

 Offset excess wastewater generation by restricting the wastewater generation of other land uses 

within the same service area (e.g., by dedicating open space); and 

 New wastewater treatment or conveyance infrastructure, or capacity enhancing alterations to 

existing systems. 

f) Would the project be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate 

the project’s solid waste disposal needs? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project were 

to increase solid waste generation to a degree that existing and projected landfill capacity would be 

insufficient to accommodate the additional solid waste. Solid waste from commercial developments within 

the City is contracted to private waste haulers.  Most waste generated in the City is disposed of at the 

Sunshine Canyon City/County Landfill (the “Sunshine Canyon Landfill”).   
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According to the State permit issued on July 7, 2008 (the next permit review date is July 7, 2013), the 

Sunshine Canyon Landfill is estimated to close in 2037. It has approximately 112.3 million cubic yards (cy) 

of remaining capacity out of a total capacity of 140.9 million cy, and a maximum permitted daily intake of 

12,100 tons per day (tpd).89 For a point of reference, 1.7 cubic yards is equal one ton of solid waste.90 As 

of June 30, 2011, Sunshine Canyon Landfill accepted approximately 9,000 tpd during the week and 3,000 

tpd on Saturday (due to reduced hours of operation).91 Therefore, the Sunshine Canyon Landfill has a 

remaining daily capacity intake of approximately 3,100 tpd during the week. 

Construction  

Construction of the Project would generate minimal amounts of construction and demolition debris that 

would need to be disposed of at area landfills. Construction and demolition debris includes concrete, 

asphalt, wood, drywall, metals, and other miscellaneous and composite materials.  California Assembly Bill 

(AB) 939, also known as the Integrated Waste Management Act, requires each city and county in the State 

to divert 50 percent of its solid waste from landfill disposal through source reduction, recycling, and 

composting. As such, much of this material would be recycled and salvaged to the maximum extent feasible.  

Materials not recycled would be disposed of at local landfills. 

Construction of the 14,500 square feet of new commercial space would generate approximately 58,290 

pounds (29 tons) of construction waste.92 Construction of 72 new residential would generate approximately 

315,360 pounds (158 tons) of construction waste.93 Project construction would generate a total amount of 

construction waste of 187 tons.  

Construction would last approximately 22 months, and therefore, Project construction would generate 

approximately 0.425 tons per day of construction waste.94  

Compliance with AB 939 would require a minimum of 50 percent of demolition and construction debris to 

be recycled. Because of the recycling of most of the solid waste generated by the construction of the Project, 

short-term construction impacts to landfills and solid waste services would be less than significant.  

                                                      
89 State of California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery, Solid Waste Facility Listing/Details Page, 

Facility/Site Summary Details: Sunshine Canyon City/County Landfill (19-AA-2000), website:  

http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/SWFacilities/Directory/19-AA-2000/Detail, accessed October 4, 2012. 
90  Sunshine Canyon Landfill: http://www.sunshinecanyonlandfill.com/home/Future.html, accessed October 4, 2012. 
91 Sunshine Canyon Landfill Newsletter, Volume 7, Issue 2, July 2011, website:  

http://www.sunshinecanyonlandfill.com/home/newsletter/July_2011_Newsletter.pdf, accessed October 4, 2012. 
92 Based on 4.02 pounds of nonresidential construction per square feet  and 4.38 lbs for residential construction 

per square feet (Source:  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Report No. EPA530-98-010. Characterization 

of Building Related Construction and Demolition Debris in the United States, June 1998, Table A-2, page A-1). 
93 Assuming 1,000 sf per unit and residential areas (like common areas and hallways). Based on 4.38 lbs for 

residential construction multiplied by 238,430 sf of new residential (Source:  U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency Report No. EPA530-98-010. Characterization of Building Related Construction and Demolition Debris 

in the United States, June 1998, Table A-2, page A-1). 
94  22 months x 20 working days per month = 440 working days. 187  tons / 40  days = 0.425 tpd. 
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Therefore compliance with the Mitigation Measures in this Section are expected to reduce any potential 

impacts to a less than significant level. 

Operation  

As shown on Table IV-41, the Project would generate approximately 954 pounds per day of solid waste (or 

0.48 tons per day). As discussed above, the Sunshine Canyon Landfill can accept 12,100 tpd (and currently 

accepts 9,000 tpd on weekdays and 3,000 tpd on Saturday), and could therefore accommodate the additional 

approximately 0.48 tpd increase in solid waste resulting from the Project.   

In addition, pursuant to AB 939, each city and county in the State must divert 50 percent of its solid waste 

from landfill disposal through source reduction, recycling, and composting.  

There is sufficient landfill capacity to accommodate the solid waste generated by the Project. 

Table IV-41 

Project Estimated Solid Waste 

Land Use Size Solid Waste Rates Total (lbs/day) 

Commercial 14,500 sf 5 lbs/1,000 sf 73 

Residential 72 DU 12.23 lbs/DU 881 

Total 954 

Note:  sf = square feet;, lbs = pounds 

Source:  CalRecycle Estimated Solid Waste Generation Rates: http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/wastechar/wastegenrates/  

Table:  CAJA Environmental Services, October 2012. 

 

The City has a standard requirement that applies to all proposed residential developments of 4 or more units 

which states that the development must set aside a recycling area or room for onsite recycling activities. 

Therefore compliance with the Mitigation Measures in this Section are expected to reduce any potential 

impacts, related to construction activities and regular operations, to a less than significant level. 

Mitigation Measures 

XVII-90.      Utilities (Solid Waste Recycling)  

 (Operational) Recycling bins shall be provided at appropriate locations to promote recycling of 

paper, metal, glass, and other recyclable material. These bins shall be emptied and recycled 

accordingly as a part of the project's regular solid waste disposal program. 

 (Construction/Demolition) Prior to the issuance of any demolition or construction permit, the 

applicant shall provide a copy of the receipt or contract from a waste disposal company providing 

services to the project, specifying recycled waste service(s), to the satisfaction of the Department 
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of Building and Safety. The demolition and construction contractor(s) shall only contract for waste 

disposal services with a company that recycles demolition and/or construction-related wastes. 

 (Construction/Demolition) To facilitate on-site separation and recycling of demolition- and 

construction-related wastes, the contractor(s) shall provide temporary waste separation bins on-site 

during demolition and construction. These bins shall be emptied and the contents recycled 

accordingly as a part of the project's regular solid waste disposal program. 

XVII-100.      Utilities (Solid Waste Disposal)  

 All waste shall be disposed of properly. Use appropriately labeled recycling bins to recycle 

demolition and construction materials including: solvents, water-based paints, vehicle fluids, 

broken asphalt and concrete, bricks, metals, wood, and vegetation. Non-recyclable materials/wastes 

shall be taken to an appropriate landfill. Toxic wastes must be discarded at a licensed regulated 

disposal site. 

g) Would the project comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to 

solid waste? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project 

would generate solid waste that was not disposed of in accordance with applicable regulations. Solid waste 

generated on-site by the Project would be disposed of in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and 

local regulations, related to solid waste, such as AB 939.  The amount of Project-related waste disposed of 

at area landfills would be reduced through recycling and waste diversion programs implemented by the 

City, in compliance with the City’s Solid Waste Management Policy Plan, which is the long-range solid 

waste management policy plan for the City, and the Source Reduction and Recycling Element, which is the 

strategic action policy plan for diverting solid waste from landfills. 

The Project would also comply with applicable regulatory measures, including the provisions of City 

Ordinance No. 171,687, regarding recycling for all new construction and other recycling measures; the 

provision of permanent, clearly marked, durable, source-sorted bins to facilitate the separation and deposit 

of recyclable materials; and implementation of a demolition and construction debris recycling plan, with 

the explicit intent of requiring recycling during all phases of site preparation and building construction.   

Overall, waste generated by the Project would not alter the projected timeline for landfills within the region 

to reach capacity.  The Project would comply with Federal, State, and local regulations. Compliance with 

the Mitigation Measures in this Section will reduce any potential impacts to a less than significant level.  
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Mitigation Measures 

XVII-90.      Utilities (Solid Waste Recycling)  

 (Operational) Recycling bins shall be provided at appropriate locations to promote recycling of 

paper, metal, glass, and other recyclable material. These bins shall be emptied and recycled 

accordingly as a part of the project's regular solid waste disposal program. 

 (Construction/Demolition) Prior to the issuance of any demolition or construction permit, the 

applicant shall provide a copy of the receipt or contract from a waste disposal company providing 

services to the project, specifying recycled waste service(s), to the satisfaction of the Department 

of Building and Safety. The demolition and construction contractor(s) shall only contract for waste 

disposal services with a company that recycles demolition and/or construction-related wastes. 

 (Construction/Demolition) To facilitate on-site separation and recycling of demolition- and 

construction-related wastes, the contractor(s) shall provide temporary waste separation bins on-site 

during demolition and construction. These bins shall be emptied and the contents recycled 

accordingly as a part of the project's regular solid waste disposal program. 

XVII-100.      Utilities (Solid Waste Disposal)  

 All waste shall be disposed of properly. Use appropriately labeled recycling bins to recycle 

demolition and construction materials including: solvents, water-based paints, vehicle fluids, 

broken asphalt and concrete, bricks, metals, wood, and vegetation. Non-recyclable materials/wastes 

shall be taken to an appropriate landfill. Toxic wastes must be discarded at a licensed regulated 

disposal site. 

18. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE 

a) Does the project have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment, substantially 

reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self-

sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the number or restrict 

the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal or eliminate important examples of the major 

periods of California history or prehistory? 

Less Than Significant Impact.  A significant impact may occur only if a project would have an identified 

potentially significant impact for any of the above issues. The Project is located in a densely populated 

urban area and would have less than significant impacts, with mitigation, with respect to biological and 

cultural resources. The Project would not degrade the quality of the environment, reduce or threaten any 

fish or wildlife species (endangered or otherwise), or eliminate important examples of the major periods of 

California history or pre-history.  Therefore, the Project would result in less than significant impacts related 

to these areas. 

b) Does the project have impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively considerable?  

(“Cumulatively considerable” means that the incremental effects of a project are considerable when 
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viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the 

effects of probable future projects)? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project, in 

conjunction with other related projects in the area of the Project Site, would result in impacts that are less 

than significant when viewed separately, but would be significant when viewed together. The Project would 

not combine with related projects to create a cumulatively significant impact in any of the environmental 

issue areas analyzed in the Draft IS/MND, for the reasons discussed below.  

The locations of the 26 identified related projects assumed in this analysis are described in Table IV-32. A 

majority of the related projects are in the City of Los Angeles, while nine (Nos. 10 through 18) are located 

in Marina Del Rey (unincorporated Los Angeles County). The nearest related projects to the Project Site 

are: 

 No. 19 – Office, 7,994 sf; 

 

 No. 25 – Mixed-Use, 29 single-family homes and 4,000 sf retail; and 

 

 No. 26 – Mixed-Use, 63 apartment units, 11,000 sf pharmacy, and removal of 4,000 sf restaurant. 

 

The 23 other related projects are at least one mile from the Project Site, which ensures that any other 

localized impacts of the related projects would not combine with the Project to result in a cumulative impact.  

Aesthetics 

Increased development associated with buildout of the related projects would alter the visual image of each 

area surrounding those sites.  Development of the Project in conjunction with other development in the 

Project area would result in an intensification of land uses in the City of Los Angeles and the Venice, 

Westchester, Del Rey areas as well as unincorporated Marina Del Rey.  As required by the City of Los 

Angeles, the project design for each of the related projects would be reviewed by the City of Los Angeles 

Planning Department for consistency with applicable City codes and regulations prior to final approval.  

Additionally, a majority of the related projects are not located in close enough proximity to the Project Site 

to either be visible from the Project Site or to see the Project Site from the related project location.   

As described above, the Project would partially obstruct ocean views from Vista Del Mar and Montreal 

Street. While development of Related Project Nos. 25 and 26 (the closest related projects to the Project 

Site) may further obstruct views from Vista Del Mar and Montreal Street, existing views from Culver 

Boulevard and Pacific Avenue would remain. As such, cumulative aesthetic impacts would be less than 

significant, and the contribution of the Project to this impact would not be considerable.  

Agriculture 
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As the development of the project would have no impact on agricultural resources, the Project cannot 

combine with other development in the area to form a cumulative impact on agricultural resources.  

Therefore, no cumulative impact with respect to agricultural resources would occur. 

Air Quality 

As described above in Section 3, Air Quality, the Project would not contribute cumulatively considerable net 

increases in any criteria pollutant emissions. Specifically, growth associated with the Project would be 

consistent with assumptions from the region’s 2012 AQMP that addresses cumulative regional emissions of 

ozone precursors.  Further, the Project would comply with all applicable control measures, rules and 

regulations from the 2012 AQMP. While there are other development projects in the area that are slated for 

potential construction during the same two-year period, they would be required to meet localized thresholds 

of significance to avoid any potential cumulative impacts on local sensitive receptors in the Playa del Rey 

community. Future development that could contribute to cumulative localized impacts would be required to 

address LST thresholds and perform dispersion modeling to demonstrate that potential violations of health 

standards would not occur. In addition, the Project’s estimated operational emissions are based on future 

traffic conditions, which include both the related projects and a 1.0 percent ambient growth factor, which is 

compounded annually. As such, cumulative impacts with respect to air quality would be less than significant. 

Biological Resources 

Biological resources are site-specific, such that each related project would need to be evaluated within its 

own site-specific context for the presence of biological resources. In addition, as described above, the 

Project would result in no impact with respect to biological resources, and as such, would not combine with 

other development in the area to form a cumulative impact on biological resources. 

Cultural Resources 

Development of the Project in conjunction with other development in the City would result in further 

development in an already urban area. Therefore, it is unlikely that archaeological and paleontological 

resources exist on the surfaces of other development sites in the Project area.  Nevertheless, there remains 

the remote possibility that unknown subsurface archaeological and paleontological remains could be 

encountered during excavation or grading for the related projects.  Cultural resources are site-specific, such 

that each related project would need to be evaluated within its own site-specific context. Therefore, periodic 

monitoring during construction is recommended for the related projects, consistent with standard City of 

Los Angeles Conditions of Approval, to identify any previously unidentified archaeological and 

paleontological resources uncovered by related project construction activity. This would reduce potential 

cumulative impacts to less than significant.   

Geology and Soils 

Development of the Project in conjunction with the related projects would result in the further “infilling” 

of various land uses in the City of Los Angeles.  Geotechnical hazards are generally site-specific in nature 
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and there is little, if any, cumulative relationship between development of the Project and the related 

projects.  As such, construction of the related projects are not anticipated to combine with the Project to 

cumulatively expose people or structures to geologic hazards such as landslides and unstable soils, increase 

the potential for soil erosion and the loss of topsoil, or expose additional people to seismic hazards.  

Therefore, no significant cumulative geological impacts are anticipated from implementation of the Project 

and the related projects. 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

CARB’s AB 32 Scoping Plan provides the basis for policies that would reduce cumulative GHG emissions 

within California to 1990 levels by 2020.  As a result, each related project is judged against its consistency 

with the AB 32 Scoping Plan to determine whether it would result in adverse cumulative impacts to global 

climate change. The Project would be consistent with all feasible and applicable strategies recommended 

in the Scoping Plan. As a result, the Project’s cumulative impact on climate change is considered less than 

significant.  

Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

Development of the Project in combination with the related projects has the potential to increase the release 

of hazardous materials into the environment.  However, as described above, the Project’s impacts with 

respect to hazardous materials would be less than significant. With respect to the presence of hazardous 

substances associated with the related projects, each related project would be evaluated for potential threats 

to public safety. This would occur for each individual project, in conjunction with development proposals 

on these properties.  Furthermore, local municipalities are required to follow local, State, and federal laws 

regarding hazardous materials.  Therefore, assuming compliance with local, State and federal laws 

pertaining to hazardous materials, cumulative impacts would be considered less than significant. 

Hydrology and Water Quality 

Development of the Project in conjunction with the related projects would result in the further infilling of 

uses in an already urbanized area. The Project Site and surrounding areas are served by storm drains.  Runoff 

from the Project Site and adjacent urban uses is typically directed into the adjacent streets, where it flows 

to the nearest drainage improvements.  It is likely that most, if not all of the related projects, would also 

drain to the surrounding streets and storm drain system.  Therefore, cumulative impacts to the existing or 

planned stormwater drainage systems would be less than significant.  In addition, all of the related projects 

would be required to implement BMPs and to conform to the existing NPDES water quality program.  

Therefore, cumulative water quality impacts would be less than significant. 

Land Use and Planning 

Development of the Project in conjunction with other projects in the Project vicinity would result in the 

further infilling of uses in the City of Los Angeles and the Venice, Westchester, Del Rey areas as well as 

unincorporated Marina Del Rey. Based on information available regarding the related projects, it is 
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reasonable to assume that development of the related projects would implement and support local and 

regional planning goals and policies. In addition, each of the related projects would be required to 

demonstrate compliance with their respective zoning and land use designations, or request a discretionary 

action in the case of inconsistencies. Overall, the Project would not contribute to a cumulative land use 

impact, and cumulative land use impacts would be considered to be less than significant. 

Mineral Resources 

As the development of the Project would have no impact on mineral resources, the Project would not 

combine with other development in the area to form a cumulative impact on mineral resources.  Therefore, 

no cumulative impact with respect to mineral resources would occur.   

Noise 

Development of the Project in conjunction with the related projects would result in an increase in 

construction-related noise as well as operational noise (primarily from traffic). However, each of the related 

projects located in the City of Los Angeles would be subject to the Section 112.05 of the Los Angeles 

Municipal Code, which reduces construction noise impacts to the maximum extent feasible by prohibiting 

loud, unnecessary, and unusual construction noise within 500 feet from any residential zone, and LAMC 

Section 41.40, which limits the hours of allowable construction activities.  Conformance with these City 

codes would reduce construction-related noise for each of the related projects. Furthermore, “future year 

(2015)” traffic volumes are based on cumulative traffic conditions, which already take into account 

expected development of related projects identified in the surrounding area, as well as a 1.0 percent ambient 

growth factor, which is compounded annually. As a result, cumulative noise impacts from traffic would be 

considered less than significant. Overall, the Project would not contribute to a cumulatively considerable 

noise impact and cumulative noise impacts would be less than significant. 

Population and Housing 

Population and housing growth is not considered to be a direct effect on the environment under CEQA.  

Secondary or indirect impacts, such as increased traffic or noise, may be significant and may result in 

physical changes cause by population and housing growth. The related projects would contribute to 

population and employment growth in the Project vicinity.  However, these projects would be constrained 

by the same restrictions as the Project, and are anticipated to be developed in accordance with the City of 

Los Angeles General Plan (for City of Los Angeles related projects) and Los Angeles County General Plan 

(for the unincorporated Marina Del Rey related projects).  Generally, projects that conform to the General 

Plan have been taken into account in future infrastructure and service projections. As such, no significant 

cumulative impact with respect to population and housing is anticipated to occur. 

Public Services and Recreation 

The Project, in combination with the related projects, would result in the further infilling of an already 

urbanized portion of the City, increasing the demand for public services. With respect to cumulative demand 
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on public services, each cumulative project in the City of Los Angeles would be individually subject to 

review by LAFD and LAPD, and would be required to comply with all applicable safety requirements. 

Further, funding for any new facilities would be funded via existing mechanisms (i.e., sales taxes and 

government funding) to which all cumulative developments would contribute. All City of Los Angeles 

cumulative projects would also be required to pay any applicable developer fees to the LAUSD, and 

Quimby and/or Park and Recreation fees to the LADRP, for development of residential projects.  

The related projects in Marina Del Rey (unincorporated Los Angeles County) would be served by the 

Sheriff’s Department, County Fire, and County Library departments. Thus, these related projects would not 

impact the services of the Project. The LAUSD also serves the County related projects, albeit at a variety 

of schools due to the geographic distribution of projects. Like the Proposed Project and City of Los Angeles 

related project, the related projects located in unincorporated Los Angeles County would be required to pay 

any applicable developer fees to the LAUSD. 

As such, cumulative demands on public services would be less than significant.  

Transportation and Traffic 

The future study year 2015 traffic volumes were estimated through the use of a 1.0 percent ambient traffic 

growth factor, compounded annually. However, in addition to the assumed 1.0 percent annual ambient 

traffic growth factor, the forecasts of future (year 2015) traffic volumes also included traffic generated by 

26 “related projects” (ongoing or proposed other development within the study area that could potentially 

affect future traffic conditions in the project vicinity).95 The Project’s incremental traffic impacts are not 

considered to be significant at any of the six study intersections under either the “existing” year 2010 or 

forecast future year 2015 conditions.96 As such, the Project would not contribute to a cumulative traffic 

impact. 

Utilities and Services Systems 

Impacts with respect to water consumption, wastewater generation, and solid waste generation resulting 

from the Project would be less than significant with implementation of provided mitigation measures, where 

applicable.  These mitigation measures identified for the Project are standard mitigation measures from the 

City that would also apply to the related projects.  

For projects that meet the requirements established in the State Water Code, a Water Supply Assessment 

demonstrating sufficient water availability is required on a project-by-project basis.  Most of the related 

projects are below these requirements (except potentially Related Project Nos. 11, 12, and 22). Additionally, 

similar to the Project, each related project would be required to comply with the City and State water 

                                                      
95  Page 10, Hirsch/Green Transportation, Supplemental Traffic Impact Analyses for 138 Culver Mixed-Use Project, September 

30, 2013. 
96  Page 24, Hirsch/Green Transportation, Supplemental Traffic Impact Analyses for 138 Culver Mixed-Use Project, September 

30, 2013. 
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conservation programs. Therefore, cumulative impacts to water supply would be less than significant. 

Specific sewer and water infrastructure is site-specific and evaluated on a case-by-case basis.   

The Hyperion Treatment Plant has a design capacity to treat approximately 450 mgd and currently treats 

an average daily flow of approximately 362 mgd.97  Thus, there is a remaining capacity of approximately 

88 mgd, which would be sufficient to treat the related projects in addition to the Project. The LAAFP treats 

City water prior to distribution throughout LADWP’s Central Water Service Area.  The designated 

treatment capacity of LAAFP is 600 mgd with an average plant flow of 550 mgd during the summer months 

and 450 mgd in the non-summer months.  Thus, the facility has between approximately 50 to 150 mgd of 

remaining capacity depending on the season, which would be sufficient to treat the related projects in 

addition to the Project.  

According to CalRecycle, the Sunshine Canyon Landfill is estimated to close in 2037. It has approximately 

112.3 million cubic yards (cy) of remaining capacity out of a total capacity of 140.9 million cy, and a 

maximum permitted daily intake of 12,100 tons per day (tpd).98 As of September 30, 2013, Sunshine 

Canyon Landfill accepted approximately 7,800 tpd during the week and 3,000 tpd on Saturday (due to 

reduced hours of operation).99 Therefore, the Sunshine Canyon Landfill has a remaining daily capacity 

intake of approximately 4,300 tpd during each weekday and 9,100 tpd on Saturday. In addition, the Puente 

Hills Intermodal Facility is estimated to be completed in 2014100 and would provide a Materials Recovery 

Facility/Transfer Station for the Waste to Rails system to the Mesquite Regional Landfill in Imperial 

County.101 The Mesquite Landfill can accept 20,000 tons per day, with an overall capacity of 600 million 

tons and a lifespan of 100 years.102 Therefore, there would be sufficient landfill capacity to accommodate 

both the Project and the related projects. 

The overall sewer treatment system (treatment plants), water supplies, and landfills contain adequate 

capacity to accommodate the related projects given their sizes and the amounts of capacity available. 

Therefore, the Project’s incremental contribution to cumulative impacts would be less than significant, but 

the related projects would likely require mitigation measures similar to those required of the Proposed 

Project.  

 

                                                      
97 LABS, Wastewater, About Wastewater, Facts and Figures, Treatment Plants, Hyperion Treatment Plant, 

website:  http://www.lacitysan.org/wastewater/factsfigures.htm, accessed November 22, 2013. 
98 State of California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery, Solid Waste Facility Listing/Details 

Page, Facility/Site Summary Details: Sunshine Canyon City/County Landfill (19-AA-2000), website:  

http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/SWFacilities/Directory/19-AA-2000/Detail, accessed November 22, 2013. 
99 Sunshine Canyon Landfill Newsletter, Fall 2013, website:  

http://www.sunshinecanyonlandfill.com/home/newsletter/fall_2013_newsletter.pdf, November 22, 2013. 
100  County Sanitation Districts, Waste-By-Rail: http://www.lacsd.org/solidwaste/wbr/default.asp, October 16, 

2013. 
101  Puente Hills Landfill: http://www.lacsd.org/civica/filebank/blobdload.asp?BlobID=3708, October 16, 2013. 
102  Mesquite Regional Landfill: http://www.mrlf.org/index.php?pid=5, accessed October 16, 2013. 
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Mitigation Measures 

XVIII-10.      Cumulative Impacts. There may be environmental impacts which are individually limited, 

but significant when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, other current projects, and 

probable future projects. However, these cumulative impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant 

level though compliance with the above mitigation measures. 

c) Does the project have environmental effects, which will cause substantial adverse effects on 

human beings, either directly or indirectly? 

Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated.  A significant impact may occur if a project has 

the potential to result in significant impacts, as discussed in the preceding sections.  As described throughout 

this environmental impact analysis, with implementation of the recommended mitigation measures, where 

applicable, the Project would not result in any unmitigated significant impacts. After implementation of the 

mitigation measures provided above, the Project would not have any significant impacts.  

Mitigation Measures 

XVIII-20.      Effects on Human Beings. The project has potential environmental effects which cause 

substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly. However, these potential impacts 

will be mitigated to a less than significant level through compliance with the above mitigation measures.  

XVIII-30.      End. The conditions outlined in this proposed mitigated negative declaration which are not 

already required by law shall be required as condition(s) of approval by the decision-making body except 

as noted on the face page of this document. Therefore, it is concluded that no significant impacts are 

apparent which might result from this project's implementation. 
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California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
Los Angeles Region 

320 West Fourth Street, Suite 200, Los Angeles, California 90013 

(213) 576-6600 • FAX (213) 576-6640

Matthew Rodriquez 
Secretary for 

http ://www.weterboards.ca.gov/f osengeles 
Edmund G. Brown Jr. 

Governor 
Environmental Protection 

. August 23, 2011 

CERTIFIED MAIL No. 7001 2510 0002 2221 8935 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Mr. Duane Bradley 
Legado Del Mar LLC 
270 N. Cann-on Drive, 2nd Floor 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210 

Dear Mr. Bradley: 

COVERAGE UNDER GENERAL NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION 
SYSTEM AND WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS-LEGADO DEL MAR LLC,· LEGADO 
DEL MAR,. 138 CULVER BOUL�VARD, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA (NPDES NO.
CAG994004, Cl--:9739) 

· . 

We have completed our review of your application for a permit to discharge waste under the 
N?tional Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). 

Based on the attached Fact Sheet and other information provided, we have determined that the 
groundwater discharge meets the conditions to be regulated under Order No. R4-2008-0032, 
General National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System and Waste Discharge Requirements ror 
Discharges of Groundwater from Construction and Project Dewatering to Surface Waters in 
Coastal Watersheds of Los Angeles and Ventura Counties, adopted by this Board on June 5, 
2008. 

Enclosed are your Waste Discharge Requirements,· which also serve as your NPDES permit, 
consisting· of Order No. R4-2008-0032 and Monitoring and Reporting Program No. Cl-9739. 
The discharge limitations in Part V.1. Tables 1 and 1 O of Order No. R4-2008-0032 for the specific 
constituents listed on the Table with the enclosed Fact Sheet are applicable to your discharge .. 
The groundwater discharge flows into Santa Monica Bay Watershed Management Areas. 
Therefore, the discharge limitations in Attachment B of Order No. R4-2008-0032 are not 
applicable to your discharge. 

The Monitoring and Reporting Program requires you to implement the monitoring program on the 
effective date of coverage under this permit. All monitoring reports should be sent to the Regionaf 
Board, ATTN: Information Technology Unit When submitting monitoring or technical reports to 
the Regional Board per these requirements, please include a reference to "Compliance File No. 
Cl-9739 and NPDES No. CAG994004", which will assure that the reports are directed to the 
appropriate file and staff. Also, please do not combine other reports with your monitoring reports. 
Submit each type of report as a separate document. 

California Environmental Protection Agency 

O Recycled Paper
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Mr. Duane Bradley 
Legado Del Mar LLC 

-2- August 23, 2011 

To avoid future annual fees, please submit written request for termination of your enrollment under the general permit in a separate letter, when the project has been completed and the permit is no longer needed. 

We are sending a copy of Order No. R4-2008-0032 only to the applicant. For those on the mailing list, please refer to the Board Order previously sent to you. A copy of the Order will be furnished to · anyone who requests it,· or it can be obtained at our web site address: http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/losangeles/board decisions/adopted orders/. 

If you have any questions, please contact Gensen Kai at (213) 576-6651. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Samuel Unger 
Executive Officer 

Enciosures: 

Order No. R4-2008-0032, General NPDES Permit No. CAG994004 
Fact Sheet 
Monitoring and Repprting Program for No. Cl-9739 

cc: Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9, Permit Section (WTR-5) 
State Water Resources Control Board, npdes_wastewater@waterboards.ca.gov 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services, Division of Ecological Services 
NOAA, National Marine Fisheries Service 

. California Department of Fish and Gam~. Marine Resources, Region 5 
Los Angeles County, Department of. Public Works, Environmental Programs Division 
Los Angeles County, Department of Health Services 
City Manager, City of Los Angeles 
Jae Kim, Tetra Tech 

California Environmental Protection Agency 

~ Recycled Paper 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
CALIFORNIA REOIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 

LOS ANGELES REGION . 
320 West 4th Street, Suite 200, Los Angeles, California 90013 

FACILITY ADDRESS 

138 Culver Boulevard 
Los Angeles, California 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 

FACT SHEET 
WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS 

FOR 
LEGADO DEL MAR LLC 

(LEGADO DEL MAR) 

NPDES NO. CAG994004 
Cl-9739 

FACILITY MAILING ADDRESS 

270 N. Cannon Drive, 2nd Floor 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210 

Legado Del Mar LLC (Discharger) plans_ to construct a commercial building, Legado Del Mar, at 
13~ Culver Boulevard, Los Angeles (See Figure 1 for site location). It is anticipated that the 
excavation for the facility foundation will extend below groundwater table. It will be necessary to 
remove groundwater during the excavation and installation of the building 's subsurface structure. 
Groundwater extracted from the site will be treated by coagulation and filtration systems to 
remove heavy metals prior to discharge. Figt.Jre 2 shows the schematic of the treatment process. 
The Discharger proposes to discharge the 'tre.ated woundwater into a nearby stormwater drain. 

VOLUME AND DESCRIPTION OF DISCHARGE: 

The Discharger proposes to discharge up to 1.728 million g"allons per day (MGD) of treated 
groundwater to a storm drain located at Discharge Point M-001 (Latitude: 33° 57' 36", 
Longitude: 118° 27' 06"), which flows into Sa.nta Monica Bay Watershed Management Are?~S, a 
water of the United States. The high rate of discharge .is .necessary for the construction project 
due to the close proximity to the Pacific Ocean. The maximum rate of discharge becomes 1 
MGD, if the construction dewatering extends over six months. 

APPLICABLE EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 

Based on the information provided in the NPOES _Application Supplemental Requirements, the 
following constituents listed in the Table below. have been determined to show reasonable 
potential to exist in the discharge. The groundwater discharge flows into Santa Monica Bay 
Watershed Management Areas. Therefore, the discharge limitations in Attachment B of Order 
No. R4-2008-0032 are riot applicable to your discharge. 

r 
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Legado Del Mar LLC 
Legado Del Mar 

CAG994004 

This Table lists the specific constituents and effluent limitations applicable to the discharge. 

Constituents Units 
Discharge Limitations 

Daily Maximum Monthly Average 

Total Suspended Solids mg/L 150 50 

Turbidity NTU 150 50 

BODs 20°C mg/L 30 I 20 

Oil and Grease mg/L 15 10 

Settleable Solids mi/L 0.3 0.1 

Sulfides mg/L 1.0 N/A 

Phenols mg/L 1.0 N/A 

Residual Chlorine mg/L 0.1 N/A 

Methylene Blue Active Substances (MBAS) mg/L 0.5 N/A 

Copper ~g/L 5.8 2.9 

Lead ~g/L 14 7 

FREQUENCY OF DISCHARGE: . . 
The groundwater discharge will be intermittent. 

REUSE OF WATER: 

Offsite disposal of the groundwater discharge is not feasible due to high cost of disposal. The 
property and the immediate vicinity have no landscaped areas that require irrigation using the 
groundwater discharge. Since there are no feasible reuse options, the groundwater will be 
discharged to the storm drain in accordance with the attached Order .. 

2 August 23, 2011 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 

LOS ANGELES REGION 

MONITORfNG AND REPORTING PROGRAM NO. Cl-9739 
FOR 

DISCHARGES OF GROUNDWATER FROM CONSTRUCTION AND PROJECT 
DEWATERING 

TO SURFACE WATERS 
IN 

COASTAL WATERSHEDS OF LOS ANGELES AND VENTURA COUNTIES 

FOR 
LEGADO DEL MAR LLC 

(GENERAL NPDES PERMIT NO. CAG994004, SERI.ES NO.: 094) 

This Order was adopted by the Regional Water Board on: June 5, 2008 
This Order shall become effective on: August 23, 2011 
This Order shall· expire on: June 5, 2013 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and the Regional Water Board have 
classified this discharge as a minor discharge. . 

Ordered By: S ~ k U "-~ 
Samuel Unger 

Executive Officer 

Date: August 23. 2011 
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Legado Del Mar LLC 
. Legado Del Mar 
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Legado Del Mar LLC 
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Attachment E- Monitoring and Reporting Program (MRP) 

The Code of Federal Regulations section 122.48 requires that all NPDES permits specify 
monitoring and reporting requirements. Water Code Sections 13267 and 13383 also authorize 
the Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Water Board) to require technical and 
monitoring reports. This MRP establishes monitoring and reporting requirements, which 
implement the federal and California regulations. 

I. GENERAL MONITORING PROVISIONS 

A. An effluent sampling station shall be established for Discharge Point M-001 and 
shall be located where representative samples of that effluent can be obtained. 
Provisions shall be made to enable visual inspections before discharge. In the 
event of presence of oil sheen, debris, and/or other objectionable materials or 
odors, discharge shall not commence until complian·ce with the requirements is 
demonstrated. All visual observatio~s shall be included in the monitoring report. 

B. 

. c. 

D. 

. . 
This Regional Board shall be notified in writing of any change in the sampling 
stations once established or in the methods for determining the quantities of 
pollutants in the individual waste streams. · 

Effluent samples shall be taken downstream of any addition to treatment works 
and prior to mixing with the receiving waters. · 

This Regional Water Board shall be notified in writing of any change in the 
sampling stations once established or in the methods for determining the 
quantities of pollutants in the individualwaste streams. 

E. Pollutants shall be analyz~d using the analytical methods described in 40 CFR . 
§§136.3, 136.4, and 136.5 (revised May 14, 1999); or, where no methods are 
specified for a given po'llutant, by ·methods approved by this Regional Water 
Board or the State Water Board. · 

F. Laboratories analyzing effluent samples and receiving water samples shall be 
certified by the. California Department of Public Health (DPH) Environmental 
Laboratory Ac:creditation Program (ELAP) or approved. by the Executive Officer 
and must include QNQC data in their reports. A copy of the laboratory 
certification shall be provided each time a new certification and/or renewal of the 
certification is obtained from ELAP. 

G. For any analyses performed for which no procedure is specified in the USEPA 
guidelines or in the MRP, the constituent or parameter analyzed and the method 
or procedure used must be specified in the monitoring report. 

H. Each monitoring report must affirm in writing that "all analyses were conducted at 
a laboratory certified for such analyses by DPH or approved by the Executive 
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Legado Del Mar LLC 
Legado Del Mar 
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Officer and in accordance with current USEPA guideline procedures or as 
specified in this Monitoring and Reporting Program". 

I. The monitoring reports shall specify the analytical method used, the MDL, and 
the ML for each pollutant. For the purpose of reporting compliance with 
numerical limitations, perfo·rmance goals, and receiving water limitations, 
analytical data shall be reported by one of the following methods, as appropriate: 

J . 

\ . 
1. 

2. 

An actual numerical value for sample results greater than or equal to the 
ML; or 

"DNQ" if results are greater than or equal to the laboratory's MDL but less 
than the ML; or, 

3. "NO" for sample results less than the laboratory's MDL with the MDL 
indicated for the analytical method used. 

Analytical data reported as "less than" for the purpose of reporting 
COI'TJpliance. with permit limitations shall be the same or lower than the 
permit limit(s) established for the given parameter. 

Current Mls (Attach~ent G) are those published by the State Water · 
Resources Control Board in the Policy for the Implementation of Toxics 
Standards for Inland Surface Waters, Enclosed Bays, and Estuaries of 
California, March 2, 2000. 

Where possible, the Mls employed for effluent analyses shall be lower than the 
permit limitations established for a given parameter. If the ML value is not below 
the effluent limit;:~tion, then the lowest ML value and its associated analytical 
method shall be selected for compliance purposes. At least once a year, the 
Discharger shall submit a list of the analytical methods employed for each test 

·and associated laboratory QNQC procedures. · 

The Regional Water ~oard, in consultation with .the State Water Board Quality 
Assurance Program, shall establish a ML that is not contained in Attachment G 
to be included in the Discharger's permit in any of the following situations: 

1. When the pollutant under consideration is not included in Attachment G; 

2. When the Discharger and Regional Water Board agree to include in the 
permit a test method that is more sensitive than th;:~t specified in 40 CFR 
Part 136 (revised May 14, 1999); 

3. When the Discharger agrees to use an ML that is lower than that listed in 
Attachment G; 
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K. 

4.- When the Discharger demonstrates that the calibration standard matrix is 
sufficiently different from that used to establish the ML in Attachment G, 
and proposes an appropriate ML for their matrix; or, 

5. When the Discharger uses a method whose quantification practices are 
not consistent with the definition of an ML. Examples of such methods 
are the USEPA-approved method 1613 for dioxins and furans, method 
1624 for volatile organic substances, and method 1625 for semi-volatile 
organic substances. In such cases, the Discharger, the Regional Water 
Board, and the State Water Board shall agree on a lowest quantifiable 
limit ·and that limit will substitute for th.e ML for reporting and compliance 
determination purposes. · 

Water/wastewater samples must be analyzed within allowable holding time limits 
as specified in 40 CFR §136.3. All QNQC items must be run on the same .dates 
the samples were actually analyzed, and the results shall be reported in the 
Regional Water· Board format, when it becomes available, and submitted with the 
laboratory reports. Proper chain of custody procedures must be followed, and a 
copy of the chain of custody shall be submitted with the report. 

L. All analyses shall be accompanied by the chain of custody, including but not 
limited to data and time of sampling, sample identification, and name of person 
who performed sampling, date of analysis, name of person who performed 
analysis, QNQC data, method detection limits, analytical ·methods, copy of 
laboratory certification, and ~ perjury statement executed by the person 
responsible for the laboratory. 

M. The Discharger shall calibrate and perform maintenance procedures· on all 
monitoring instruments ahd to insure accuracy of measurements, or shall insure 

. that both equipment activities will be conducted. · 

N. The analytical laboratory shall have an acceptable written quality assurance (QA) 
plan for laboratory analyses. The annual monitoring report shall also summarize 
the QA activities for the previous year. Duplicate chemical analyses must be 
conducted on a minimum of ten percent (10%) of the samples, or at least one 
sample per _sampling period, whichever is greater. A similar frequency shall be 
maintained for analyzing spiked samples. 

0 . When requested by the Regional Water Board or USEPA, the Discharger will 
participate in the NPDES discharge monitoring report QA performance study. 
The Discharger must have a success rate equal to or greater than 80%. 

P. For parameters that both monthly average and daily maximum limitations are 
specified and the monitoring frequency is less than four times a month, the 
following shall apply. If an analytical result is greater than the monthly average 

. limitation, the Discharger shall collect four additional samples at approximately 
equal intervals during the month, until .compliance with the monthly average 
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limitation has been demonstrated. All five analytical results shall be reported in 
the monitoring report for that month, or 45 days after results for the. additional 
samples were received, whichever is later. In the event of noncompliance with a 
monthly average effluent limitation, the sampling frequency for that constituent 
shall be increased to weekly and shall continue at this level until compliance with 
the monthly average effluent limitation has been demonstrated. The Discharger 
shall provide for the approval of the Executive Officer a program to ensure future 
compliance with the monthly average limitation. 

· Q. In the event wastes are transported to a different disposal site during the report 
· period, the following shall be reported in the monitoring report: 

1. Types of wastes and quantity of each type; 

2. Name and address for each hauler of wastes (or method of transport if 
other than by hauling); and 

3. Location of the final point(s) of disposal for each type of..waste. 

If no wastes are transported off-site during the reporting period, a statement to 
that effect shall be submitted. 

R. Each monitoring report shall state whether or nqt there was any change in the 
discharge as described in the Order during the reporting period. 

S. All monitoring reports shall Include the discharge limitations in the Order, tabulated 
analytical data, the chain of custody form, and the laboratory report (including but 
not limited to date and time of sampling, date of analyses, method of analysis and 

. detection limits). 

T. Sample collection requirements (as appropriate) 

1. Daily samples shall be collected each day. 
2. Weekly samples shall be collected on a representative day of each week. 
3. Monthly samples shall be collected on a representative day of each month 
4. Quarterly samples shall be collected in February, May, Aug.ust, and 

November. 
5. Semi-an,nual samples shall be collected in May and November. 
6. Annual samples shall be collected in November. 

U. B~fore commencing a new discharge, a representative sample of the effluent 
shall be collected and analyzed for all the constituents listed in Fact Sheet, and 
the test results must meet all applicable limitations of Order No. R4-2008-0032. 
This is not applicable for existing discharge. 
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II. MONITORING LOCATIONS 

The Discharger shall establish the following monitoring locations · to demonstrate 
compliance with the effluent limitations, discharge specifications, and other requirements 
in this Order: 

Table 1. Monitoring Location 

Discharge Point 
Monitoring 
Location Monitoring Location Description Name 

Name 

Discharge ~oint 1 · M-001 Treated effluent, after treatment and before contact with the 
receiving water and/or dilution b_y_ a!JY other water or waste. 
If more than one discharge point. is authorized under the General 
Permit, compliance monitoring locations. shall be named M-002, 

Discharge Point 2 M-002 M-003, etc. and shall be located so as to 'allow collection of treated 
effluent after treatment and before contact with receiving water 
and/or dilution by any other water or waste. 

III. EFFLUENT MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 

A The Discharger shall monitor the effluent at Discharge Point M-001 as follows: 

Type of Minimum 
Constituent Unit Frequency of Sample Analysis . · 

Total Waste Flow gal/day Totalizer* continuously 

pH pH unit grab monthly 

Temperature OF grab monthly 

Total Suspended Solids mg/L grab monthly 

Turbidity NTU grab monthly 

80Ds20QC mg/L grab monthly 

Oil and Grease mg/L grab monthly 

Settleable Solids milL grab' monthly 

Sulfides mg{L grab monthly 

Phenols mg/L grab monthly 

Residual Chlorine mg/L grab monthly 

Methylene Blue Active Substa'nces (MBAS) mg/L grab monthly 
Copper ~g/L grab monthly** 
Lead ~g/L grab monthly** 

Acute Toxicity %survival grab ·annually 
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* 

•• 

Record the monthly total flow arid report the ,.Galculated daily average flow and 
monthly flow in the quarterly and annual reports, as appropriate.· 

Weekly for the first month and monthly thereafter if no exceedance is observed . 

IV. WHOLE EFFLUENT TOXICITY TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

A. D~finition of Toxicity 

a: 

Acute Toxicity 

The MRP requires an annual test for acute toxicity which measures 
primarily lethal .effects that occur over a 96-hour period. Acute toxicity 
shall be measured in percent survival measured in undiluted (100%) 
effluent. 

Acute Toxicity Effluent Monitoring Program 

1. The . Discharger shall conduct acute toxicity tests on effluent grab 
samples by methods specified in 40 CFR Part 136 which cites USEPA's 
Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Efffuents and Receiving 
Waters to Freshwater and Marine Organisms, Fifth Edition, October 
2002, USEPA, Office of Water, Washington D.C. (EPA/821-R-02-012) or 
a more recent edition to ensure compliance in 100 %effluent. 

2. The fathead minnow, Pimephales promelas, shall be used as the test 
species for fresh water discharges and the topsmelt, Atherinops affinis, 
shall be used as the test species for brackish effluent. The method for 
topsmelt is found in USEPA's Short-term Method for Estimating the 
Chronic Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving Waters to West Coast Marine 
.and Estuarine Organisms, First Edition, August 2395 (EPA/600/R-
95/136), or a more recent edition. 

3. In lieu of conducting the standard acute toxicity testing with the fathead · 
minnow, the Discharger may elect to report the results or endpoint from 
the first 48 hours of the chronic toxicity test as the results of the acute 
toxicity test. 

4. Accelerated Toxicity Monitoring: If the results of the toxicity test yields a. 
survival of less than 90%, then the frequency of analyses shall increase 
to monthly until at least three test results have been obtained and full 
compliance with effluent limitations has been demonstrated, after which 
the frequency of analyses shall revert to annually. Results of toxicity 
tests shall be included in the first monitoring report following sampling. 

5. Effluent samples shall be collected after all treatment proce.sses and 
before discharge to the receiving water. 
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C. Reporting 

\ 

CAG994004 

1. The Discharger shall submit a full report of the toxicity test results, · 
including any accelerated testing conducted during the month as required 
by this permit. Test results shall be reported as % survival for acute 
toxicity test results with the self monitoring reports (SMR) for th.e month in 
which the test is conducted. 

2. If an initial investigation indicates the source of toxicity and accelerated 
testing is unnecessary, then those results also shall be submitted with the 
SMR f?r the period in which the investigation occurred. 

a. The full report shall be Sl:lbmitted on or before the end of the 
month in which the SMR is submitted. 

b. The full report shall consist of (1) the results; (2) the dates of 
sample collection and initiation of each toxicity·test; (3) the acute 
toxicity average limit. 

3. Test results for toxicity tests also shall be reported accor,ding to the 
apprqpriate manual chapter on Report Preparation and shall be attached 
to the SMR. Routine reporting shall include, at a minimum, as applicable, 
for each test: 

a. Sample date(s);· 
b. Test initiation date; 
c. ·Test species; 
d. End point values for each dilution (e.g., number of young, growth rate, 

percent survival); 
e. Any applicable chart~; and 
f. Available water quality measurements for each test (e.g., pH, D.O., 

temperature, conduQtivity, hardness, salinity, ammonia). 

4. The Discharger shall provide ·a compliance summary, whiph. includes a 
summary table of toxicity data from all samples collected during that year. 

The Discharger shall notify by telephone or electronically, this Regional 
Water Board of any toxicity exceedance of the limit or trigger within .24 
hours of receipt of the results followed by. a written report within 14 
calendar days of receipt of the results. The verbal or electronic 
notification shall include the exceedance and the plan the Discharger has 
taken or will take to investigate and correct the cause(s) of toxicity. It 
may also include a status report on any actions required by the permit, 

. with a schedule for actions not yet completed. If no actions have been 
taken, the reasons shall be given. ' 

.T-9 
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Legado Del Mar LLC 
Legado Del Mar 

V. LAND DISCHARGE MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 

Not Applicable. 

VI. RECLAMATION MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 

Not Applicable. · · 

CAG994004 

VII. RECEIVING WATER MONITORING REQUIREMENTS- SURFACE WATER A"'JD 
GROUNDWATER 

Not Applicable. 

VIII. OTHER MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 

Not Applicable. 

IX. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

A. General Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 

1. The Discharger shall comply with all Standard Provisions (Attachment 
D) rel~ted. to monitoring, reporting, and recordkeeping. 

· 2. If there is no discharge during any reporting ·period, the report shall so 
state. 

3. Each monitoring . report ·shall contain a separate section titled "Summary 
of Non-Compliance" which discusses . the compliance record and 
corrective actions taken or planned that may be needed to bring the 
discharge intp full compliance with .waste discharge requirements. This 
section shall clearly list all non-compliance with waste discharge 
requirements, as well as all excursions of effluent limitations. 

. . 
4. The Discharger shall inform the Regional Water Board well in advance of 

any proposed construction activity that could potentially affect compliance 
with applicable requirements. · 

B. Self Monitoring Reports {SMRs). 

1. At any time during the term of this permit,. the State or Regional Water 
Board may 'notify the Discha.rger to electronically submit Self-Monitoring 

· Reports (SMRs) using the State Water Board's California Integrated 
Water Quality System (CIWQS) Program Web site 
(http://www. waterboards. ca.gov/ciwqs/index. html). Until such notification 
is given, the Dischar'gJ?r shall submit hard copy SMRs. The CIWQS Web 
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Legado Del Mar LLC 
Legado bel Mar 

CAG994004 

site will provide additional directions for SMR submittal in the event there 
will be service interruption for electronic submittal. 

2. The Discharger shall report in the SMR the results for all monitoring 
specified in this MRP. The Discharger shall submit SMRs including the 
results of all required monitoring using USEPA-approved test methods or 
other test methods specified in this Order. If the Discharger monitors any 
pollutant more frequently than required by this Order, the results of this 
mon'itoring shall be included in the calculations and reporting of the data 
submitted in the SMR. 

3. Monitoring periods and reporting for all required monitoring shall be 
completed according to the following schedule: 

Table 2. Monitoring Periods and Reporting Schedule 

Sampling 
Frequency 

Continuous 

Weekly 

Monthly 

Quarterly 

Annually 

Monitoring Period Begins On Monitoring Period SMRDue Date 

August 23, 2011 All Submit with quarterly 
SMR 

Sunday following permit Submit with quarterly 
effective date or on permit Sunday through Saturday 

SMR 
effective date if on a Sunday 

First day of calendar month 1st day of calendar month 
following ·permit effective date or Submit with quarterly 
on permit effective date if that 

through la~t day of calendar 
SMR 

date is first day of the month 
month 

January 1 through March 31. 

Closest of January 1, April 1, April ·1 through June 30. 45 days from the end of 
July 1, or·October 1 · July 1 through September 30. the monitoring period 

October 1 through December 31 

January 1 January 1 through December 31 
45 days from the end of 
the monitoring period 

4. Reporting Protocols. The Discharger shall report with each s~mple res.ult 
the applicable Reporting Level (RL) and the current Method Detection 
Limit (MDL), as determined by the procedure in Part 136. 

The Discharger·shall report the results of analytical determinations for the 
'presence of chemical constituents in a sample using the following 
reporting protocols: 

a. Sample results greater than or equal to the RL shall be reported 
as measured by the laboratory (i.e., the measured chemical 
concentration in the sample). 
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Legado Del Mar LLC 
Legado Del Mar 

b. 

CAG994004 

Sampl~ results less than the RL, but greater than or equal to the 
laboratory's MDL, shall be reported as "Detected, but Not 
Quantified," or DNQ. The estimated chemical concentration of 
the sample shall also be reported. · 

For the purposes of data collection, the laboratory shall write the 
estimated chemical concentration next to DNQ as well as the 
words "Estimated Concentration" (may be shortened to "Est. 
Cone."). The laboratory may, if such information is available, 
include numerical estimates of the data quality for the reported 
result. Numerical estimates of data quality may be percent 
accuracy (.±. a percentage of the reported value), numerical 
ranges (low to high), or any other means considered appropriate 
by the laboratory. 

c. Sample results less than the laboratory's MDL shall be reported 
·as "Not Detected," or ND. 

d. Dischargers are to instruct laboratories to establish calibration 
standards so that the ML value (or its equivalent if there is 
differential treatment of samples relative to calibration standards) 
is the lowest calibration standard. At no time is the Discharger to 
use analytical data derived from extrapolation beyond the lowest 
point of the calibration curve. · 

5. The Discharger shall submit SMRs in accordance with the following 
requirements: 

. a. The Discharger shall arrange all reported data in a tabular format. 
The data shall be summarized to clearly illustrate whether the 
facility is operating in compliance with interim and/or final effluent 
lim.itations. The Discharger is not required to duplicate the 
submittal of data that is entered in a tabular format within CIWQS. 
When electronic submittal of data is required and CIWQS does 

not provide for entry into a tabular format within the system, the 
.Discharger shall electronically submit the data in a tabular format 
as an attachment. 

b. The Discharger shall attach a cover letter to the SMR. The 
information contained in the cover letter shall clearly identify 
violations of the WDRs; discuss corrective actions taken or 
planned; and the proposed time schedule for corrective actions. 
ldei')tified violations must include a description of the requirement 
that was violated and a description of the violation. 

c. SMRs must be submitted to the Regional Water Board, signed 
and certified as required by the Standard Provisions (Attachment 
D), to the address listed. below:. 
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Legado Del Mar LLC 
Legado Del Mar 

CAG994004 

c. Notification 

1. The Discharger shall notify the Executive Officer in writing prior to 
discharge of any chemical that may be toxic to aquatic life. Such 
notification shall include: 

2. 

a. Name and general composition of the chemical, 
b. Frequency of use, · 
c. Quantities to be used, 
d. Proposed discharge concentrations, and 

·e. EPA registration numbe'r, if applicable. 

No discharge of such chemical shall be made prior to obtaining the 
Executive Officer's approval. 

The Discharger shall notify the Regional Board via telephone and/or fax 
within 24 hours of noticing an exceedance above the effluent limits in Order 
No. R4-2008-0032. The Discharger shall provide to the Regional Board 
within 14 days of observing the exceedance a detailed statement of the 
actions undertaken or proposed that will bring the discharge into full 
compliance with the requirements and submit a timetable for correction. 

D. Monitoring Frequencies Adjustment 

Monitoring frequencies may be adjusted by the Executive Officer to a less 
frequent basis if the Discharger requests same and the request is backed · 
by statistical trends of monitoring data submitted. 

E. Self Monitoring Reports (SMRs) 

SMRs must be signed and certified as required by the standard prov1s1ons 
(AttaGhment D). The Discharge shall submit the original SMR to the address 
listed· below: · 

California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
Los Angeles Region 
320 W. 41

h Street, Suite· 200 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 
Attention: Information and Technology Unit. 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 

LOS ANGELES REGION 
320 West 4th Street, Suite 200, Los Angeles, California 90013 

FACT SHEET 
WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS 

FOR 
PLAYA CAPITAL COMPANY, LLC 

(PLAYA VISTA DEVELOPMENT PHASE 1) 

NPDES NO. CAG994002 (SERIES 065) 
Cl-7648 

FACILITY MAILING ADDRESS FACILITY ADDRESS 
6775 Centinela Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90230 

12555 W. Jefferson Boulevard, Suite 300 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 

Playa Capital initiated construction of Phase 1 of the Playa Vista Development project in 1996. 
The Playa Vista Development is a residential/commercial development project and part of tl1e 
Playa Vista Freshwater Wetland Project. The dewatering activities include aquifer testing and 
dewatering for construction of various site improvements such as sanitary sewers, storm drains, 
and subterranean parking garages. Dewatering activities may occur concurrently in more than 
one area in the site. Playa Capital expects to discharge permanent subterranean garage 
dewatering flows to the sanitary sewer. 

VOLUME AND DESCRIPTION OF DISCHARGE: 

Playa Capital is authorized to discharge groundwater from dewatering activities to the storm 
drain system at the following locations: 

Outfall Location 

01 Teale ·street, east of Lincoln 
02 NE corner of Bay St./Jefferson Blvd. 
03 SW of Alia Road/Jefferson Blvd. 
04 SE of Lincoln Blvd/Jefferson Blvd. 
05 NW corner of Lincoln and Jefferson 
06 SW corner of Lincoln and Jefferson 
07 Bay Street north of Jefferson 
08 North of Jefferson, east of Lincoln 
09 North of Jefferson, east of Lincoln 
10 South of Jefferson, east of Lincoln 
11 Playa Vista Drive north of Jefferson 

Latitude 

33°58' 15" 
33°58' 26" 
33°58' 30" 
33°58' 20" 
33°58' 22" 
33°58' 20" 
33°58' 34" 
33°58' 13" 
33°58' 12" 
33° 58' 11" 
33° 58' 31" 

Longitude 

118° 25' 30" 
118° 25' 39" 
118° 25' 31" 
118° 25' 47" 
118° 25' 49" 
118° 25' 48" 
118° 25' 37" 
118° 26' 01" 
118° 26' 04" 
118° 26' 03" 
118° 25' 38" 

Maximum 
Daily Flow 
0.500 mgd 
0.086 mgd 
0.029 mgd 
0.029 mgd 
0.001 mgd 
0.001 mgd 
0.021 mgd 
0.021 mgd 
0.170 mgd 
0.021 mgd 
0.021 mgd 
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Playa Capital Company, LLC 
Playa Vista Development Phase 1 
Cl-7846, Fact Sheet 

2 February 26, 2001 

The waste will then flow to Centinela Ditch, through Ballona Wetlands, to Ballona Creek, a water of the United States. 

Areas of the Playa Vista Development Project are also subject to a groundwater cleanup effort under General NPDES Permit CAG834001. The areas proposed for dewatering for this permit are at least 800 feet from the areas of known or possible contamination. However, Playa Capital will maintain settling tank, bag filter, and activated carbon treatment facilities on site for any contamination that may be encountered. Zeolite treatment units would be used as needed. 

FREQUENCY OF DISCHARGE: 

Playa Capital expects that the discharges will be intermittent and that dewatering efforts for the proposed discharge points will not be concurrent. Playa expects the Phase 1 dewatering efforts to be completed by 2005. 

REUSE OF WATER: 

There are no feasible reuse options for the water other than dust control on site. Therefore, the groundwater will be discharged to the storm drain. 
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July 7, 2011 

"Providing Solutions for the Environment" 

601 W. Valencia Dr. Fullerton CA 92832 
Tel: 714-639-7873 Fax: 714-639-8530 

California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
Los Angeles Region 
320 West 4th Street, Suite 200 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 

Attention: Permitting- Attention: Mr. Augustine Anijielo, Chief. 

Regarding: NPDES Application, Legado Del Mar LLC Project, Order R4-2008-0032. 

Dear Mr. Anijielo: 

Please find enclosed the NPDES application package for the Legado Del Mar LLC Project located at 
138 Culver Blvd. Playa Del Rey CA 90293. 

Included are: 

Notice of Intent, Application Supplemental Requirements Listing, Site maps including TOPO map, 
Groundwater Treatment System Summary with the proposed treatment system design, 
comprehensive laboratory reports supporting the application information. We have also enclosed the 
application fee of $6,969. 

We would appreciate a rapid review of this application, and issuance of a NPDES discharge permit. 
Please contact me if you have any questions or comments cell phone 714-715-5753. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Michael E. Slaby 
Principal 
Technical Sales Manager 

End 

lOOG.ED 1H 

DATI .IUL 1 3 2011 
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Michael E. Slaby direct line: 714-639-7873 x 302 mslaby@pureeffect.com www.pureeffect.com 
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State of California 
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region 

Linda S. Adams 
Agency Secretary NOTICE OF INTENT 

Arnold Schwarzenegger 
Governor 

TO COMPLY WITH GENERAL WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS 
AND 

NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM PERMIT 

SECTION I. DISCHARGE STATUS 
Check only one item. 

A. New Discharge lXI B. Material Change D 

Name! Agency 
Legado Del Mar LLC 

Mailing Address 
270 N Cannon Drive, 2nd. Floor 

same as owner. 
Mailing Address 

Address 
138 Culver Blvd. 

C. Existing Discharge D Cl# _____ _ 

Duane Bradley 
Title of Contact Person 

Vice President of Construction 

Tille of Contact Person 

Owner Type (check one) 
1. 0City 2.0 County 3.0 State 4. DFed 5. K!Private 

Contact email address 

. n~ 

dbradley@legadocompanies.com 

1 3 20U 

., 
T1 

(X) .. ? 
ri1 --

:::0 ·~ 

::3 f'T1 
0 

"' 
Notice oflntent 

Page 1 of 3 
Revised: June 16, 2008(AA) 
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SECTION Ill. APPLICABLE GENERAL PERMIT FOR DISCHARGE 
Check only one Item. 

D Volatile Organic Compounds Contaminated Groundwater (Order No. R4-2007-0022), Include Supplemental Analysis 

D Wastewaters from Investigation and/or Cleanup of Petroleum Fuel Pollution (Order No. R4-2007-0021), Include Supplemental Analysis 

D Discharges of Groundwater from Potable Water Supply Wells (Order No. R4-2003-01 08), Include Attachment A- Screening Levels 

~ Discharges of Groundwater from Construction and Project Dewatering (Order No. R4-2008-0032), Include Supplemental Analysis 

D Discharge of Nonprocess Wastewater (Order No. R4-2004-0058) , Include Supplemental Analysis 

D Hydrostatic Test Water (Order No. R4-2004-01 09), Include Attachment A- Screening Levels 

B. NPDES Pcrmit(s) 

SECTION V. OUTFALL AND RECEIVING WATER INFORMATION 

· L:i~t1&~faiL~Iil.dleS:~lVl.g~\'lf..ij~.fiDQ.~{(ri~'e'N~r~;..c_,lian~~i· i~k~~ ·Q!:ieanu~t~-l .. "'~ ~2~i.f~i~~!" 
Outfall Number Latitude Longitude Receiving Water (Name) 

(list) Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec 

513 33 57'28 36 118 26'57 06 Pacific Ocean 

SECTION VI. PROJECT DISCRITION AND TREATMENT PROCESS DESCRIPTION (If applicable) 

Provide description of the project and the discharge requiring NPDES permit. If additives are added to your process, briefly describe their 

composition if the information is available. If treatm ent is necessary prior to discharge, attached a schematic flow diagram and provide 

description of all treatment processes. In addition, Include the proposed maximum dally discharge volume in gallons per day (gpd), the 

approximate start-up date for the project and discharge, and the projected discharge duration. (attach additional sheets, if necessary) 

Construction dewatering will be required at this site to draw down the groundwater table to allow the contractor 

to install subsurface structures. All recovered groundwater will be treated through a engineered groundwater treatment 

system to meet the discharge requirements of Order R4-2008-0032 per the discharge limits in the permit issued for this 

project by the Board. 

See the attached report" Groundwater Treatment System for Dewatering Activities" enclosed for details on the groundwater 

treatment system. 

Due to the close proximity to the Pacific ocean there is a significant "tidal Influence" that creates a high flow rate 

estimated to be 1,200 gallons per minute /1,728,000 gallons per day which is expected to be constant throughout 

the 14-16 months of construction dewatering. 

The property APN is 4116-007-069. 

Proposed Maximum Discharge Flow (gallons per day (gpd)) 

Proposed discharge startup date 

Estimated discharge duration 

1,728,000 

July 15, 2011 

14- 16 months. 

Notice of Intent 
Page 2 of3 

Revised: June 16, 2008(AA) 
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SECTION VII. DISCHARGE QUALITY INFORMATION 
This NOI requires that you obtain and analyze representative influent wastewater sample for the 

pollutants listed on Attachment A. 
Have you Included a completed Supplemental Pollutants Analysis/Measurements Form? .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ........... D51 Yes 

OR: 

Have you included a completed Attachment A -Screening for Potential Pollutants of Concern in Potable Water? 

(Applies only to potable water related discharges.) ......... ... .. .. ........ ..... .. .. ... .. ... .... D Yes 

If No, explain. 

(Note: Include the analytical data from the laboralo(Y with the screening forms.) 

SECTION VIII. OTHER REQUIRED INFORMATION 

0 No 

0 No 

Provide a 7 .5' USGS Quadrangle Map (Scale 1 :24,000) showing the project location and identifying surface water to which you propose to 

discharge. 
Fees: Have you included appropriate filing fee with this submittal? (Applicable to new enrollees only) 

Make checks oavable to the Water Resources Control Board 

SECTION IX. CERTIFICATION AND SIGNATURE endix on who is authorized to si n 
"I certify under penalty of taw that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a 

system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person 

or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the best 

of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, 

including the possibility of fine and imprisonment. In addition, I assure that the provisions of the permit will be complied with." 

Duane Bradley 

Signature 

dent of Construction 
Title 

SECTION X. FORM SUBMITTAL 
Send this completed Notice of Intent to: 

CALI PORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD, LOS ANGELES REGION 

320 W. 41
h Street, Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90013 

Assistance with this form may be obtained by contacting the Regional Board at: 
Phone (213) 576-6600 
Fax (213) 576-6660 

Notice of Intent 
Page 3 of 3 

Revised: June 16, 2008(AA) 
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Project: Lagado Del Mar LLC, 138 Culver ~lvd. Playa Del Rey CA 

NPDES Application Supplemental Requirements 

I. Pollutants Analysis/Measurements 
Analysis/measurement for the following pollutants should accompany the NPDES application for 

discharges of wastewater to surface waters. 

Table I. List of Pollutants Analysis/Measurements 

a Applies to water with Municipal and Domestic Supply (MUN) (Indicated with E and I n the Basin Plan) beneficial uses designations. 

b Applies to all other receiving waters. 

Page 1 of3 
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NPDES Application Supplemental Requirements Page 2 of 3 

Revised April 7, 2004 
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NPDES Application Supplemental Requirements Page 3 of 3 
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34336 Dlethyl phthalate <3.3 23000 120000 10 

34341 Dimethyl phthalate <3.3 313000 2900000 10 

39110 di-n-Butvl phthalate <3.3 2700 12000 10 

34596 dl-n-Octvl phthalate <3.3 - - 10 

34376 Fluoranthene <3.3 300 370 10 

34381 Fluorene <3.3 1300 14000 10 

39700 Hexaohlorobenzene <4.2 0.00075 0.00077 1 

39702 Hexachlorobutadiene <3.5 0.44 50 1 

34386 Hexachloro-cyclopentadiene <2.1 50 17000 5 

34396 Hexachloroethane <3.3 1.9 8.9 1 

34403 lndeno(1 ,2 3,cd)-pyrene <4.0 0.0044 0.049 0.05 

34408 lsophorone <3.4 8.4 600 1 

34438 N-Nitrosodimethvl amine (NDMA) <3.8 0.00069 8.1 5 

34428 N-Nltroso-di-n-propyl amine <3.8 0.005 1.4 5 

34433 N-NitrQsodiphenyl amine <42 5.0 16 1 

34696 Naphthalene <3.3 21 - 10 

34447 Nitrobenzene <3.3 17 1900 10 

39032 Pentachlorophenol <3.1 0.28 7.9 1 
34461 Phenanthrene <3.7 - - 5 

34694 Phenol <1.6 21000 4600000 50 

34469 Pyrene <3.9 960 11000 10 

82698 2 3,7,8-TCDD(Oioxinl <1.3E-08 1.3E-08 1.3E-08 na 

948 Asbestos On fibers/L k,s.) < 7000000 7000000 7000000 na 

Perchlorate <4.0 4 4 na 

1 ,4-Dioxane <3.0 3 3 na 

Methvl teruary butyl ether (MTBE) <5.0 5 5 2 

Di-isopropvi Ether (OIPE) <0.80 0.8 0.8 2 

Ethyl Tertiary Butyl Ether (ETBE) <2.0 2 2 2 

Tertiary Amyl Methyl Ether (TAME) <2.0 2 2 2 

Tertiary Butvl Alcohol (TBAl . <12.0 12 12 10 

Methanol <20 1000 1000 1000 

Ethanol < 20 1000 1000 1000 

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons 100 100 100 

Using both EPA 418.1 and EPA 8015 < 32 ug/L 
(modified) methods 
• Analysis required for petroleum-fuel impacted water only. 

Hardness 255 na. na na 

pH (pH unit) 7.89 na na na 

Suspended solids 9.0 na na na 

BOD520"C < 1.5 na na na 

Oil and grease <1.7 na na na 

Settleable Solids (milL) <0.10 na na na 

Turbidity 8.41 NTU na na na 

Total Dissolved Solids 390 na na na 

Chlorides 68.1 na na na 

Sulfates 81 .9 na na na 

Nitrites+Nitrates (as Nitrogen) 2.55 na na na 

Sulfides <0.1 na na na 

Boron 0.218 na na na 

Note: na = not applicable - - no screening level 

II. Alternative Method of Disposal 
The application should also be accompanied by a feasibility study of reuse of the wastewater, and if 

reuse is not feasible, alternatives for disposal other than surface waters. 

Project: Lagado Del Mar LLC, 138 Culver Blvd. Playa Del Rey CA 
Revised April 7, 2004 
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Project: L. .. -;~ado Del Mar LLC Project. Playo .Jel Rey CA 

Water Treatment System for 
De-watering Activities 

Project: Legado Del Mar LLC 
138 Culver Blvd. Playa Del Rey, CA 

For submittal with NPDES Application under Order 
R4-2008-0032 

PURE EFFECT 
INCORPORATE:D 

puly 7, 20111 

Pure Effect, Incorporated 
601 W. Valencia Dr. Fullerton CA 92832- PH (714) 639-7873 

FAX (714) 639-8530 www.pureeffect.com 
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Project: Lc;~ado Del Mar LLC Project, Playa Jel Rey CA 

Water Treatment 
System 

For 
Dewatering Activities 

• Project overview. 
• Method of treatment and materials. 
• Equipment testing and maintenance. 
• Effluent Water testing. 
• Report Submittals. 
• Laboratory Reports. 

Project Overview 

Legado Del Mar LLC is building the Legado Del Mar residential & retail 

development in Playa Del Rey CA. Construction activities will include 

excavation below the groundwater level that will require de-watering 

and management of groundwater. The project will require treatment of 

this groundwater prior to discharge into the storm drain under ari 

NPDES discharge permit issued by the Los Angeles Regional Water 

Quality Control Board. Legado Del Mar LLC is the owner of the land 

and is the permitee. 

This summary describes this activity and is made as an attachment to 

an NPDES application with the Los Angeles Regioflal Water Quality 

Control Board (LARWQCB) general discharge permit under Order R4-

2008-0032, Discharge of Groundwater from Construction and Project 

Pure Effect, Incorporated 
601 W. Valencia Dr. Fullerton CA 92832- PH (714) 639-7873 

FAX (714) 639-8530 www.pureeffect.com 
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Project: L ~ado Del Mar LLC Project, Playa Jel Rey CA 

Dewatering to Surface Waters in Coastal Watersheds of Los Angeles 
and Ventura Counties. 

Post treated dewatering groundwater will be discharged to a storm 
drain on Culver Blvd. that drains to the Pacific Ocean. 

In April 2011, representative samples of extracted groundwater from 
this site were drawn for the purpose of groundwater characterization 
and treatment system design and engineering. 

Groundwater samples collected from these wells were analyzed for 
chemical and physical constituents as required by the NPDES 
application. Based on those results, the contaminants that exceeded 
the maximum instantaneous discharge concentration are: 

Constituent I Concentration Discharge Limit 
Copper , 3. 0 ug/L 2.9 ug/L 
Lead , 7.0 ug/L 7.0 u_gjl 

Based on the results of raw groundwater laboratory reports, this 
groundwater will require treatment prior to discharge for Copper and 
Lead. In addition most construction dewatering sites generate Total 
Suspended Solids and Turbidity that would exceed the NPDES 
discharge limits therefore we are including those as target treatment 
objectives. 

The projected maximum effluent flow rate for this dewatering project 
is 1,200 GPM (1,728,000 gallons per operating day). The reason for 
the high flow rate is the shallow groundwater levels at this site and the 
tidal influence due to the site's proximity to the Pacific Ocean. 

Method of Treatment and Materials. 

The appropriate treatment for the constituents listed that exceed the 
NPDES permit maximum Discharge Limitations shall be incorporated 
into the groundwater treatment system, including the following: 

Pure Effect, Incorporated 
601 W. Valencia Dr. Fullerton CA 92832- PH (714) 639-7873 

FAX (714) 639-8530 www.pureeffect.com 
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• Holding tanks, 

• Appropriate pump (s) to maintain a steady flow rate. 

• Chemical addition to the holding tank to precipitate copper 
and lead for downstream removal. 

• Mechanical Filtration to remove precipitated Copper and Lead, 
Total Suspended Solids and Turbidity I solids materials. 

• System controls, measuring devices, flow rate measurement 
and sampling ports appropriate to meet the requirements of the 
NPDES Order R4-2008-0032 requirements. 

The treatment system projected to be installed is represented on 
"Attachment A" enclosed with this report, and includes all the above 
components and treatment capabilities. 

Materials: 

• All groundwater treatment equipment/materials to be in 
compliance with NPDES Order R4-2008-0032 and meet 
operational conditions I requirements in the order. 

Equipment Testing and Maintenance. 

• All groundwater treatment equipment/materials to be in 
compliance with NPDES Order R4-2008-0032 and meet 
operational conditions I requirements in the order for Testing, 
Maintenance and Emergency Response. 

Effluent Water Testing 

• All monitoring, sampling and water testing as required by the 
LARWQCB requirements under the NPDES Order R4-2008-0032 
to be the responsibility of the permitee. 

Pure Effect, Incorporated 
601 W. Valencia Dr. Fullerton CA 92832- PH (714) 639-7873 

FAX (714) 639-8530 www.pureeffect.com 
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Report Submittals 

• All report submittals as required by the LARWQCB requirements 
under the NPDES Order R4-2008-0032 to be the responsibility of 
the permitee. 

Laboratory Reports 

Laboratory reports associated with this summary are attached hereto, 
as detailed above. 

Please contact Michael E. Slaby at Pure Effect, Inc. if you have any 
questions or comments regarding this submittal: 

Cell phone: 714-715-5753 
Office: 714-639-7873 x 302 

Pure Effect, Incorporated 
601 W. Valencia Dr. Fullerton CA 92832- PH (714) 639-7873 

FAX (714) 639-8530 www.pureeffect.com 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
ENGINEERING & CONTRACTING, INC. 

501 Parkcenter Drive, Santa Ana, CA 92705 

Phone (714) 667-2300 Fax (714) 667-2310 

Soil Vapor Survey 
Report 

at 

138 Culver Blvd. 
Playa del Rey, California 

Environmental Engineering and Contracting, Inc. (EEC) is presenting this report to riga!!Q C_£mpanies 

(Legado) describing the soil vapor survey conducted at 138 Culver Blvd, Playa · e Rey, California 

(Subject Property). The Subject Property location is presented on Figure 1. The purpose of the survey was to 

evaluate if dry cleaning solvents, utilized at a dry cleaner located hydrologically upgrad:ient of the Subject 

Property (Del Rey Cleaners), have impacted shallow soil vapor beneath the Subject Property. 

2.0 BACKGROUND 

The following section provides a description of the Su~ject Property and a chronology of environmental 

activities that have been performed at the property since 1990. 

2.1 Site Description 

The Subject Property is located at the intersection of Culver Boulevard, Trolley Place, and Vista Del Mar in 

the city of Playa del Rey, California. The property is comprised of eight separate tax parcels and 

encompasses 0.91 of an acre and is currently a vacant dirt lot with an unoccupied 880-square foot building 

located in the southeastern corner. The Subject Property is primarily unpaved; however, some areas consist 

of weathered asphalt and concrete, including a driveway along the eastern side of the property. The vacant 

building is of wood frame construction, and is stucco-covered with an asphalt shingle roof. The building is 

heated and cooled electrically. Water and sanitary sewer services are municipally provided; no current or 

historical potable wells or septic systems were identified at the Subject Property. Historical records indicated 

that a capped sewer connection is located within the undeveloped portion of the property. 

The Subject Property has been developed from approximately 1918 and has contained a passenger rail station, 

a "gas and oil" facility, restaurants, a food mart, an automobile service station, and a seasonal Christmas tree 

lot. The current property configuration has existed since approximately 2000; the building located on the 

southeastern portion of the Subject Property was built around 1946. The current landowners, Marina Vista 

Company, LLC, purchased the Subject Property in 1997. -

1 
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2.2 Chronology of Environmental Activities 

In 1990, LeRoy Crandall and Associates (LCA) conducted Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site 

Assessments (ESAs) and in 1991, LCA conducted a Supplemental Phase II at the property; all investigations 

were conducted for Maguire Thomas Partners. The LCA Phase I identified two areas of concern: two former 

gasoline service stati.ons located on both the northern and southern portions of the Subject Property. As a 

result, LCA conducted a Phase II ESA and drilled four (4) soil bodngs; LCA converted three (3) of the four 

( 4) borings into groundwater monitoring wells. In 199 t, LCA conducted the Supplemental Phase liES A and 

drilled seven (7) soil borings in the northern portion of the Subject Property. Soil and groundwater samples 

analyzed during the investigations did not indicate the presence of petroleum hydrocarbons at the Subject 

Property. 1 

In 1998, a closure report was prepared by Brown and Caldwll (BC) for the Marina Vista Company; the report 

was associated with a former UST located at Jake's restaurant on the southern portion ofthe Subject Property. 

This UST was identified as an area of concern in the LCA Phase I. Ultimately, according to investigation 

activities conducted for the Closure Report, piping and vent lines were identified, but a UST was not found on 

the property. Two (2) soil samples were collected during investigation activities; no fuel hydrocarbons were 

detected. 1 

In 2007, Apex CompaniesLLC (Apex) conducted a limited Phase II ESA at the Subject Property. During this 

assessment, Apex collected fifteen (15) soil samples across the property to determine if aerially deposited lead 

(ADL) contaminated soil was present at the property. Following soil sampling activities, it was determined 

that ADL did not represent a concern to the Subject Property. 1 

In 2009, EEC conducted a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment on the Subject Property on behalfofUS 

Bank. In this assessment, EEC identified the documented tetrachloroethylene (PCE) contaminated 

groundwater released from Del Rey Cleaners, located approximately 540 feet northeast of the Subject 

Property, as a "Recognized Environmental Condition" (REC). As a result, EEC recommended that a Phase II 

groundwater investigation be prepared to determine if impacted groundwater from the Del Rey Cleaners 

plume bad impacted the Subject Property. 1 

In December 2009, EEC conducted a Phase II groundwater investigation at the Subject Property. As a part of 

this investigation, a total of six (6) soil borings were advanced; four (4) soil borings were advanced at the 

Subject Property and two (2) soil borings were advanced at 200 Culver Boulevard, between the Subject 

Property and the Del Rey Cleaners property. HydroPunch TM groundwater samples were collected at 

approximately 10 feet below ground surface (:fbgs) at each soil boring location. Laboratory data from this 

investigation indicated that volatile organic compounds (VOCs) were not present in levels above laboratory 

detection limits.2 Because EEC determined the limits of the plume associated with Del Rey Cleaners 

(non-detect 100 feet downgradient of the cleaners property), soil vapor sampling was determined not to be 

necessary at the Subject Property based on ''Plume Test and Critical Distance Determination' presented on 

page 12 of ASTM E2600 (Standard Guide for Vapor Encroachment Screening on Property Involved in Real 

Estate Transactions). According to the standard: 

1 EEC, 2009, Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Report, US Bank Playa del Rey, 138 Culver Boulevard, Playa 

del Rey, CA; dated November 16. 
2 EEC, 2009, Limited Subsurface Investigation Report at Undeveloped Property, Culver Boulevard, Playa del Rey, 

CA; dated December 28, 2009. 

2 
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"9.2 Plume Text and Critical Distance Determination- If information 

related to the boundaries of the contaminate plume from known contaminated 

properties is available , the critical distance test can be conducted. The critical 

distance is the lineal distance in any direction between the nearest edge of the 

contaminated plume and the nearest edge of the contaminated plume and the 

nearest TP boundary, and is equal to 100ft {30.5 m) for COC or 30ft (9m) for 

dissolved petroleum hydrocarbon COC. The critical distance for petroleum 

hydrocarbon COC as LNAPL is the same as for nonpetroleum hydrocarbon COC 

(that is, 100ft (30.5 m))." 

Noymnbcr 11.20 11 

Based on the critical distances set forth by the standard and the definition of the Del Ray Cleaners plume, 

EEC concluded that soil vapor sampling was not necessary. 

In October 20ll, Partner Engineering and Science, Inc. (Partner) conducted a Phase 1 ESA at the Subject 

Property on behalf of US Bank. In lllisassessment, Partner identified the documented impacts at Del Rey 

Cleaners as a REC based on the amount of time that had elapsed since EEC's Phase II groundwater 

investigation. As a result, Partner recommended addressing potential vapor intrusion concerns prior to any 

construction at the Subject Property .3 

3.0 INVESTIGATION ACTIVITIES 

The following section of this report describes the activities associated with the soil vapor survey performed at 

the Subject Property. 

3.1 Health and Safety 

Prior to conducting field activities, the existing site-specific health and safety plan (HASP) was updated for 

tllis project. The HASP addressed the potential physical and chemical hazards that could be expected at the 

Subject Property and described basic safety procedures to b~ fulluw~u during sjte activities. All field 

personnel were required to review and understand the HASP prior to the start of field work. 

3.2 Underground Service Alert 

In compliance with California Government Code Sections 4216-4216.9, all proposed borehole locations were 

marked with white paint and Underground Service Alert (USA) was notified more than 48 hours prior to 

driUing. USA is an organization that provides information about underground utilities at proposed drilling 

and excavation sites. USA issued ticket number A13060796 for the project. 

3.3 Drilling and Sampling Activities 

The soil vapor survey included the advancement six (6) direct push soil borings at the Subject Property using 

a truck-mounted direct-push rig. The total depth of each borings extended to a maximum depth of 5 fbgs, the 

maximum extent feasible due to the shallow groundwater conditions. Soil boring locations are presented on 

Figure 2. 

3 PARTNER Engineering and Science, 2011, Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Report, 138 Culver 

Boulevard, Playa del Rey, CA; dated October 18. 

3 
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3.3.1 Soil Sampling 
A continuous core soil sample was collected throughout the entire depth of each boring (5 fbgs)- Samples 

were collected by using a percussion hammer to drive a 1.5-inch diameter sampler with a l-inch diameter 

clear acetate sleeve into the undisturbed soil. 

Following sample retrieval, the core was examined for lithologic classification. The soil column description 

was recorded by EEC's field geologist consistent with the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). 

Portions of soil within the filled acetate sleeves were field-screened using a photo ionization detector (PID) to 

evaluate organic vapor content. Soils from 2 fbgs and 5 fbgs were placed in a sealable plastic bag for 

approximately 10 minutes. The organic vapor concentration in the headspace of the plastic bag was then 

measured using a PID. 

3.3.2 Soil Vapor Probe Installation and Sampling 
Following the collection of soil samples, all six (6) soil borings were converted to soil gas monitoring probes. 

Each probe was constructed with a collection point at 5 fbgs. To construct each probe, a1
/ 8-inch nylaflow 

tubing with a small airstone filter was inserted into the open borehole. Six inches of sand pack were placed in the 

borehole to encase the filter. Granular bentonite was then placed in the borehole and hydrated to seal the probe to 

the surface. 

Once the soil gas probes equilibrated for a minimum of one hour after probe installation, soil gas samples 

were collected from inert nylaflow tubing using a 60 cubic centimeter ( cc) syringe connected via a three-way 

valve. A purge volume test (one, three, and five volumes) was performed at the initial sampling location to 

establish the appropriate volume for all of the probes_ All results of the purge volume test returned as non

detect; therefore, upon laboratory recommendation, it was determined that 3 purge volumes would be used to 

sample the soil gas probes. For all subsequent sampling locations, the assigned purge volume was first 

withdrawn from the tubing and flushed out using the three-way valve. The next 60 cc of gas was withdrawn 

in the syringe, plugged, and immediately transferred to a mobile laboratory for analysis within minutes of 

collection. The use of small, calibrated syringes allowed for the careful monitoring of purge and sample 

volumes. This procedure ensured that an adequate sample flow was obtained without excessive pumping of 

air or the introduction of ambient air into the sample. A Dichlorodifluoromethane tracer (1, 1 ,-DF A) was 

introduced to the ambient air around the borehole to determine if leakage from the surface was occurring. 

3.4 Laboratory Analyses 

On November 7, 2011, soil vapor samples were collected from soil gas probes SG-1 through SG-6 using a 60 

cc syringe and were immediately transferred to a mobile laboratory operated by H&P Mobile Geochemistry 

for analysis_ H&P Mobile Geochemistry is a California State Certified Laboratory located in Carlsbad, 

California. A total of nine soil vapor samples were collected; thre€< purge test samples were collected from 

SG-1, one sample each was collected from SG-2 through SG-6, and a duplicate sample was collected from 

SG-5. The soil vapor samples were analyzed for VOCs and fuel oxygenates in accordance with United States 

Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) Method 8260B. The soil vapor samples were also analyzed for 

1,1-DFA as a leak check. 

4 
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3.5 Results & Findings 

Following the completion of field activities and laboratory sample analyses, EEC reviewed the data to 

complete the evaluation. Concentrations of all VOCs, including PCE, were not detected above laboratory 

detection 

limits. Soil vapor VOC data is illustrated on Figure 2. Complete laboratory data sheets and Chain-of

Custody documentation are presented in Appendix A. 

The lithology of soil borings SG-2, SG-3, SG-5, and SG-6 was described by EEC's field geologist as 

consisting of primarily brown, medium dense, fine grained sand with no hydrocarbon staining or odor. Soil in 

SG-1 and SG-4 was described as grayish-brown, medium dense, fine grained sand with a gray sandy clay 

layer from approximately 4 to 4.5 tbgs. 

PID readings were taken of soil collected at 2 tbgs and 5 tbgs in each soil boring. All soil analyzed returned 

PID readings ofO.O parts per million by volume (ppmv). 

3.6 Soil Vapor Probe Destruction 

Following soil vapor sampling, the six soil gas probes were destroyed by removing the full length of the Ys
inch nylaflow tubing and small airstone filter from each borehole and backfilling the boreholes with 

bentonite. The boreholes were then completed to match surrounding conditions. 

4.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Analytical results for soil vapor samples collected from the soil gas probes indicate that VOCs are not present 

at levels in soil vapor that are above laboratory detection limits. 

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the results of the soil vapor survey conducted at the Subject Property, no further action is 

recommended. 

5 
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Order#: 11588781 Client Sample ID Laboratory Method Blank 

Matrix: WATER 

Method Analyte Result DF EQL 

200.7 Chromium ND 0.010 

218.6 Chromium, Hexavalent ND 1 0.3 

314 Perchlorate ND 4 

335.4 Cyanide ND 0.01 

)L =Estimated Quantitation Limit, JI.IDL =Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor 

_ .D =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S = Surrogate outside control limits 

ASSOCMTEDLABORATORIES Analvtiral Rest tits Reoart 

Lab Request 273182 results, page 2 of2 

MDL Units Date/Analyst 

0.002 mg/L 04/12/11 NF 

0.1 ug!L 04/12/11 ww 

0.8 ug!L 04/14/11 NF 

0.001 mg/L 04/12/11 TP 
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d~ ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES 
~\ 806 N. Batavia • Orange, CA 92868 

(714) 771-6900 • Fax: (714) 538-1209 

CHAIN OF CUSTODY RECORD 

Date 4-07-2011 Page 1 of • 

?\Cjfs:'2 
CLIENT Pure Effect, Inc. 

ADDRESS 611 West Pabn Ave PROJECT MANAGER Jeff Sherod I Mike Slaby Samples Intact Yes__ No __ 

Orange, CA 92868 PHONE NUMBER (714) 639-7873 
County Seals Intact Yes__ No __ 

Sample Ambient_ Cooled~ Frozen_ 

PROJECT NAME SAMP~jSia~..-m - Same Day 24Hr. 

Legado- 138 Culver Blvd.- Playa Del Rey 
Regular X 48 Hr. 

-7 

SAMPLE LOCATION ift~e 
SAMPLE TYPE NOOF SUSP. TESTS 

NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
TIME WATER AIR SOLID c~~ CONTAM. REQUIRED 

40711-INF-LC Influent 4/07111 l!Lfro X (£ Total Chromimn 

'-..__../ 
Hexavalent Chromium (218.6) 

Cyanide I 

Total Colifom1 

Fecal Coliform 

Perchlorate 

/ 7 All to MDL/PQL 

I ~~ 
Received by: (Signature) Dat lfTimo/ ff· ?-j !...Lhereby authorize the performance of the above 

p;~_,,) (_A ~ $' &o Lf }\ 1 ' indicated work. 

~qulsh~ntre) 
Received by Laboratory for analysis: Dal etrime 

(Signature) 

DISTRIB~ite~~toAL, 
.Speciallnstfuctlons: PO#: 4072011-JS-LEGADOCULVER-11-231 

L..-

Pink to Courier 
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ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES 

806 North Batavia- Orange, California 92868- 714-771-6900 FAX 714-538-1209 

SAMPLE ACCEPTANCE CHECKLIST 

Section 1 
Client: ____ ----=..,...-+-__,...u~~-r--1"--

Date Received: 
-~~~~-r?=== 

Sample(s) received in e::o 

Ship :)ing lntbrmation: 

Section ·2 

Project: t_ e (/ ~ ( lJ 
Sampler's Nmne: -~ No 

No (Skip Section 2) 

Was the cooler packed with: __ Ice Ice Packs _Bubble Wrap _ Styrofoam 

__ Paper __ None Other _______ _ _ 

Cooler or box temperature: -----')~~~-,-=.;t...,.:.._e.-___ _ 

(Acceptance range is 2 to 6 Deg. C.) 

Section 3 
YES NO 

Was a COC received? 
)'<C 

Is it properly completed'? (IDs, sampling date and time, signature, test) X: 
Were custody seals present? .>::: 
If Yes - were they intact? 

Were all saifl!l_les sealed in plastic bags? 

Did all samples arrive intact? If no, indicate below. x-:-
Did all bottle labels agree with COC? (ID, dates and times) ~-

Were correct containers used for the tests required? X 
Was a sufficient amount ofsamQ!e sent for tests indicated? X: 

Was there headspace in VOA vials? 

\Vere the containers labeled with corTect preservative.s? 

Was total residual chlorine measured (Fish Bioassay samples only)? * 
*: If the answer is no, please infonn Fish Bioassay Dept. Immediately. 

Explanations/Comments I Section 4 

Section 5 
Was Project Manager notified of discrepancies: YIN NIA 

Completed By: Date: 0~ ( ( I I 
1 J 

NIA 

>c 

I 
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ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES 

806 North Batavia- Orange, California 92868- 7141771-6900 FAX 714/538-1209 

CLIENT Pure Effect, Inc. 

ATTN: JeffSherod 

601 W. Valencia Drive 

Fullerton, CA 92832 

PROJECT Legado - 138 Culver Blvd. - Playa Del Rey 

SUBMIT-f-ER Client 

COMMENTS P.O. #40nO.J.I-JS-LegadoCulver-H-2-31 

(10043) LAB REQUEST 273184 

REPORTED 04/2012011 

RECEIVED 04/11/2011 

This laboratory request covers the following listed samples which were analyzed for the parameters indicated on the attached Analytical 

Result Report All analyses were conducted using the appropriate methods as indicated on the report. This cover letter is an integral 

part ofthe final report 

Order No. 

1158881 

1158882 

Client Sample Identification 

40711-INF-LC 

Laboratory Method Blank 

Thank you for the opportunity to be of service to your company. Please feel free to call if there are any questions regarding this report 

or if we can be of further service. 

NOTE: Unless notified in writing, all samples will be discarded by appropriate disposal protocol 30 daysfi'om date reported. 

TI1c reports of I he Associnlcd Laborulories nrc conlidenlial property of our clients Wld 

mny nol be reproduced or used for publication in pru1 or in full wflhout our wrillcn 

permission. This is tor the mutual protection ofthe public, our clients, ond ourselves. 

Lab request 273184 cover, page 1 of I 

TESTING & CONSULTING 
Chemical 

Microbiological 

EnviroHmental 
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Order#: 11588811 ClieiiPSample ID 40711-INF-LC 

lVlatrix: WATER 

ate Sampled: 04/07/2011 
Time Sampled: 14:00 

Method Analyte Result OF 

200.7 Boron 0.218 

2340B Total Hardness 255 

213GB Turbidity 8.41 

2540C Total Dissolved Solids 390 

2540D Total Suspended Solids 9 

2540F Settleable Solids ND 

420.1 Total Phenolics ND 

4500-Cl Chlorine, Total Residual ND 

4500-H+B pH 7 .89 

4500-S-D Soluble Sulfide NO 

4500-S-D Total Sulfide ND 

52 lOB BOD ND 

5540C MBAS ND 

EQL =Estimated Quantitation Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, OF= Dilution Factor 

ND =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S =Surrogate outside control limits 

EQL 

0.05 

0.5 

0.1 

10.0 

5.0 

0.1 

0.005 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

3.0 

0.04 

ASSOCIATED LA BORA TORIES Analvtical Res••lts Rennet 

Lab Request 273 I 84 results, page I of 2 

r)\1 

MDL Units Date/Analyst 

0.009 mg/L 04/1 2/11 NF 

0.2 mg!L 04114/1 I SG 

0.0 NTU 04/11/11 AE 

5.7 mg/L 04/18/11 RY 

2.7 mg/L 04/1311 1 AE 

milL 04/12/11 HK 

0.004 mg/L 04/JS/11 HK 

0.02 mg/L 04/11/11 CM 

NA 04/l Ull HT 

0.1 mg/L 04/11/11 HK 

0.1 mg/L 04/11/1 I HK 

1.5 mg!L 04/11/11 LT 

0.02 myL 04/14111 RY 

a-



LEG 2039

Order#: 11588841 Client ~ample ID Laboratory Method Blank 

Matrix: WATER 

Method Analyte Result OF 

608 4,4 -DDT ND 

608 Aldrin ND 

608 Alpha BHC ND 

608 Beta BHC ND 

608 Chlordane ND 

608 Delta BHC ND 

608 Dieldrin ND 

608 Endosulfan 1 ND 

608 Endosulfan ll ND 

608 Endosulfan sulfate ND 

608 Endrin ND 

608 Endrin aldehyde' - ND 

608 Ganuna BHC (Lindane) ND 

608 Heptachlor ND 

608 Heptachlor epoxide ND 

608 Methoxychlor ND 

608 ·PCB-1016: ND 

608 PCB-1221 ND 

608 PCB-1232 ND 

608 PCB-1242 ND 

608 PCB-1248 ND 

608 PCB-1 254 ND 

608 PCB-1260 ND 

608 Toxaphene ND 

Surrogates 

608 DCB (sur) ] 10 

608 TCMX (sur) 80 

8015 C06- CIO ND 

8015 CJO- C22 NO 
8015 C22 - C36 ND 

Surrogates 

801 5 Triacontane (Sur) 65 

EQL =Estimated Quantitation Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor 

ND =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S =Surrogate outside control limits 

EQL 

0.06 

0.11 

0.04 

0.03 

0.25 

0.03 

0.06 

0.03 

0.06 

0 .06 

0.06 

0.13 

0.03 

0.08 

0.05 

0.57 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

3.13 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES Analvtical Res••lts Renort 

Lab Request 273185 results, page I 0 of I 0 

MDL Units Date/Analyst 

0.017 ug/L 04/J 511 I KA 

0.008 ug/L 04/1511 I KA 

0.005 ug/L 04/ 15/11 KA 

0.005 ug!L 04/15/ 11 KA 

0.1 ug/L 04/15/1 1 KA 

0.006 ug!L 04/1511 I KA 

0.012 ug/L 04/ 15/11 KA 

0.006 ug/L 04115111 KA 

0.011 ug/L 04115/11 KA 

0.012 ug/L 04/ 1 Sill KA 

0.015 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.012 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.005 ug/L 04/15/1 1 KA 

0.008 ug/L 04/15111 KA 

0.010 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.083 ug/L 0~/15/11 KA 
(},049 ug!L · 04/'1:5/11 K:A · 

0.049 ug/L 04/15/1 I KA 

0.060 ug/L 04/ 1 5/Jl KA 

0.031 ug!L 04/15/ll KA 

0.121 'ug!L 04115/1 I KA 

0.017 ug!L 04115111 KA 

0.031 ug/L 04/15/1] KA 

3.13 ug/L 0411'511 1 KA 

Units Control Limits 

% 55- 135 

% 50- 125 

0.066 mg!L 04/12/1] AF 

0.032 mg/L 04/1 2111 AF 

0.073 mg!L 04/ 12/11 AF 

Units Control Limits 

% 60- 140 

8 -



LEG 2040

ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES 

806 North Batavia- Orange, California 92868- 714-771-6900 FAX 714-538-1209 

SAMPLE ACCEPTANCE CHECKLIST 

Section 1 
Client: 

---------=~~~4-~--
-

Date Received: 
--~~~~~~~-

Sample(s) received in co 

Sbip ing lnfonnation: 

Section ·2 

Project: . L ~ ?'~ 
Sampler's Nnm.e: ,~ No 

No (Skip Section 2) 

Was the cooler packed with: Ice Ice Packs _Bubble Wrap _ Styrofoam 

__ Paper __ None Other __________ _ 

Cooler or box temperature: -----~)~/-, -=~=-· .;__c.__ _____ _ 

(Acceptance range is 2 to 6 Deg. C.) 

Section 3 
YES NO NIA 

Was a COC received? 
x · 

Is it properly completed? (IDs, sampling date and time, signature, test) >c 
Were custody seals present? 

;>c 

If Yes - were they intact? x 
Were all samples sealed in plastic bags? J\ 

Did all samples anive intact? If no, indicate below. '?C 

Did all bottle labels agree with COC? (ID, dates and times) ><--
Were cmTect containers used for the tests required? X 
Was a sufficient amount of sample sent for tests indicated? ;x:: 
Was there beadspace in VOA vials? Jc 

\Vere the containers label ed with cotTect preservatives? ¥ 
Was total residual chlorine measured (Fish Bioassay samples only)? * ·c. 

*: If the answer is no, please infonn Fish B1oassay Dept. Immediately. 

Explanations/Comments I Section 4 

Section 5 ~ Was Project Manager notified of disc~pancies: YIN 

J;t, cJ; rv-----z-- 0~ (( I J 
Completed By: Date: 

(I 
I ~ 

I 

I 



LEG 2041

ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES 
806 N01th Batavia- Ora11ge, Califomia 92868- 7141771-6900 FAX 7141538-1209 

CLIENT Pure Effect, lnc. (10043) 

ATTN: Jeff Sherod 

601 W. Valencia Drive 

Fullerton, CA 92832 

PROJECT Legado- 138 Culver Blvd.- Playa Del Rey 

SUBMITTER ···Client 

COMMEN'}:S- P.O. #4072011-JS-begadoCulver-1-1-2-ll-- · 

LAB REQUEST 273182 

REPORTED 04/18/201 1 

RECEIVED 04/1 I /201 1 

This laboratory request covers the following listed samples which were analyzed for the parameters indicated on the attached Analytical 

Result Report All analyses v.ere conducted using the appropriate methods as indicated on the report This cover letter is an integral 

part of the fmal report. 

Order No. 

1158877 

1158878 

Client Sample Identification 

4071 1-INF-LC 

Laboratory Method Blank 

Thank you for the opportunity to be of service to your company. Please feel free to call if there are any questions regarding this report 

or if we can be of further service. 

NOTE: Unless notified in writing. all samples will be discarded by appropriate disposal protoco/30 days from date reported 

The n:ports of the Associated Lnbomtories ere confidential property of our cl!.,nts and 

may not be reproduc"d or used for publicat ion in p!ll1 or in foil witho ut our wrilten 

pennission. This is for the mutual protection of the public, our clients, and ourselves. 

Lab request 273182 cover, page I of I 

TESTiNG & CONSULTiNG 
Chemical 

Microbiological 
Environmental 



LEG 2042

Order#: 11588771 Client Sample ID 40711-INF-LC 

'~atrix: WATER 
I 

.lte Sampled: 04/07/2011 

Time Sampled: 14:00 

Method Analyte 

200.7 Chromium 

218.6 Chromium, Hexavalent 

314 Perchlorate 

335.4 Cyanide 

9221 Colifonn by MTF, Total 

9221 Fecal Colifonn by MTF 

Result DF 

ND 

ND 

NP 

<2 
<2 

EQL =Estimated Quanti tat ion Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor 

ND =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S =Surrogate outside control limits 

EQL 

0.01 

0.3 

4 

0.01 

ASSOCIATED LA BORA TORIES Anahttical Res,,lts Renort 

Lab Request 273182 results, page I of2 

MDL Units Date/Analyst 

0.002 mg/L 04/12/1 1 NF 

0.1 ug/L 04112/11 ww 

0.8 ug!L 04/14/11 NF 

0.001 mg!L 04/12/11 TP 

MPN/10 04/1 Ill I RB 

MPN/1 0 04/ll/11 R.B 



LEG 2043

Method Analyte Result OF 

608 4,4~DDT ND 

608 Aldrin ND 
608 A lphaBHC ND 

608 Beta BHC ND 1 

608 Chlordane ND 1 

608 Delta BHC ND 

608 Dieldrin ND 

608 Endosulfan I ND 
608 Endosu!fan D ND 

608 Endosulfan sulfate ND 

608 Endrin ND 

608 Endrin aldehyde- ND 

608 Gamma BHC (Lindane) ND 
608 Heptachlor ND 

608 Heptachlor epoxide ND 

608 Methoxychlor ND 

608 PCB~1016: . . .- . ~ .. - ND 

608 PCB-1221 ND 

608 PCB~I232 ND 1 

608 PCB~I242 ND 

608 PCB-1248 ND 

608 PCB~t254 ND 1 

608 PCB~1260 ND 1 

608 Toxaphene ND 

Surrogates 

608 DCB (sur) no 
608 TCMX (sur) 80 

8015 C06 -CIO ND I 

8015 CIO- C22 ND 1 

8015 C22 -C36 ND 

Surrogates 

8015 Triacontane (Sur) 65 

EQL = Estimated Quantitntion Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF = Dilution Factor 

ND =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S =Surrogate outside control limits 

EQL 

0.06 

0.11 

0.04 
0.03 

0.25 

0.03 

0.06 

0.03 

0.06 

0.06 

0.06 

0.13 

0.03 

0.08 

0.05 

0.57 
0.5 

0.5 
0.5 

0.5 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

3.13 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES Analvtical Res,,lts Renart 

Lab Request 273185 results, page I 0 of I 0 

MDL Units Date/Analyst 

0.017 ug/L 0411511 1 KA 
0.008 ug/L 04/15/1 1 KA 
0.005 ug!L 04/15/11 KA 
0.005 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.1 ug/L 04/1511 I KA 
0.006 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 
0.012 ug/L 04/15111 KA 
0.006 u!YL 04/15/l] KA· 
0.011 u!YL 04/15/l] KA 
0.012 ug/L 04/15/1 I KA 
0.015 ug/L 04/15/ll KA 
0.012 ug!L 04/15/11 KA 
0.005 ug/L 04/1511 I KA 
0.008 ug/L 04/15/1 1 KA 
0.0 10 ug/L 04115/11 KA 
0.083 ug!L 0~/15/l I KA 
·0·.049• ugll.;- 04/'1:5/11 K:A 
0.049 ug/L 04/1511 1 KA 
0.060 ug!L 04/15/11 KA 
0.031 ug!L 04/1511 I KA 

0.121 ·ugtL 04/1511 I KA 
0.017 ug/L 04115/1 I KA 
0.031 ug/L 04/15/l) KA 

3.13 ug/L 04/15/1 I KA 

Units Control Limits 

% 55- 135 

% 50- 125 

0.066 mg/L 04/12/11 AF 

0.032 mg/L 04/12/11 AF 

0.073 mg/L 04/12111 AF 

Units Control Limits 

% 60- 140 

a-



LEG 2044

Order#: 1158884j Client Sample ID Laboratory Method Blank 

Matrix: WATER 

Method Analyte Result OF 

8270C Benzo(b )fluoranthenc ND 
8270C Benzo(g,h,i)perylene -mJ 
8270C Ben;l.o(k)fluoranthene ND 
8270C Benzoic Acid ND 
8270C Benzyl alcohol ND 
8270C bis(2-Chloroethoxy)methane ND 
8270C bis(2-Chloroethyl)ether ND 
8270C bis(2-Chloroisopropyl) ether ND 
8270C bis(2-Ethylhexyl)phthalatc ND 
8270C Butylbenzylphthalate ND 
8270C Chrysene ND 
8270C Di-n-butylphthalate ND 
8270C Di-n-octylphtbalate ND 
8270C D ibenz( a,h )anthracene ND 
8270C Dibenzofuran ND 
8270C Diethylphthalate ND 
8270C ·Dimethylphthalate · -· -~ · · · ND 
8270C Fluoranthene - . - ND 
8270C Fluorene ND 
8270C Hexachlorobenzene ND 
8270C Hexachlorobutadiene ND 
8270C Hexachlorocyclopentadiene ND 
8270C Hexachloroethane ND 
8270C Indeno(l,2,3-c,d)pyrene ND 
8270C Isophorone ND 
8270C N-Nitroso-d i-n-propylamine ND 
8270C N-N itrosodiphenylamine ND 
8270C Naphthalene ND l 
8270C Nitrobenzene ND 
8270C Pentachlorophenol ND 1 

8270C Phenanthrene ND 1 
8270C Phenol ND I 
8270C Pyrene NO 

Surrogates 

8270C 2,4,6-Tribromophenol (sur) 84 
8270C 2-Fluorobiphenyl (sur) 58 
8270C 2-Fluorophenol (sur) 48 
8270C Nitrobenzene-d5 (sur) 48 
8270C Phenol-d5 (sur) 37 
8270C Terphenyl-d 14 (sur) 81 

')L =Estimated Quantitation Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor 
. ,o =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trnce, S = Surrogate outside control limits 

EQL 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
lO 
10 
10 
10 
10 
ro· 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES Ana lvtical Res1 !Its Rennet 

Lab Request 273185 results, page 7 of I 0 

MDL Units Date/Analyst 

4.3 ug/L 04114/11 GH 
4.3 ug/L 04/14111 GH 
3.8 ug/L 04/1 4/ll GH 
1.1 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
4.3 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
3.2 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
3.8 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
3.4 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
4.6 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
1.8 ug/L 04/1 4/J I GH 
4.3 ug/L 04114/J I GH 
1.8 ug/L 0~/14/11 GH 
3.2 ug!L 04/14/11 GH 
4.3 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
3.0 ug/L 04114/11 GH 
1.5 ug/L 04/14/ 11 GH 
H ·· ug/L - ~ 04~1-4/i I -·GH 
3.9 ug/L 04/14111 GH 
3.4 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
4.2 ug!L 0411411 1 GH 
3.5 ug/L 04/14/JJ GH 
2.1 ug/L 04114/11 GH 
3.3 ug/L· 04/14/1 1 GH 
4.0 ug/L 04/14111 GH 
3.4 ug/L 04/14/lJ GH 
3.8 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
4.2 ug/L 04/14/l 1 GH 
3.0 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
4.1 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
3.1 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 
3.7 ug/L 04/14/1 I GH 
1.6 ug/L 04114/11 GH 
3.9 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

Units Control Limits 
% 10- 123 
% 43 - 116 
% 21- 110 
% 34- 114 
% 10- 110 
% 33 - 141 

8-



LEG 2045

Order#: 11588831 Clielh Sample ID 40711-INF-LC 

Matrix: WATER 

Date Sampled: 04/07/20! I 
Time Sampled: 14:00 

Method Analyte Result OF 

608 4,4 -DDD ND 

608 4,4-DDE ND 

608 4,4 -DDT NO 

608 Aldrin ND 

608 Alpha BHC ND 

608 Beta BHC ND 

608 Chlordane ND 

608 Delta BHC ND 

608 Dieldrin ND 

608 Endosulfan l ND 

608 Endosulfan U ND J-

608 Endosulfan sulfate ND 

608 Endrin ND 

608 Endrin aldehyde ND 

608 Gamma BHC.(Lindane) ND 

608 Heptachlor ·-· - ·· -. - ND 
-· ...... -- ~ -~ 

608 Heptachlor epoxide- NO I--

608 Methoxychlor ND 

608 PCB-1016 NO 

608 PCB-1221 ND 

608 PCB-1232 NO 

608 PCB-1242 ND 

608 PCB-1248 ND 

608 PCB-1254 NO 

608 PCB-1260 ND 

608 Toxaphene ND 

Surrogates 

608 DCB (sur) 98 

608 TCMX (sur) 79 

8015 C06- C10 ND 

8015 C10- C22 ND 

8015 C22- C36 NO 

Surrogates 

8015 Triacontane (Sur) 60 

EQL =Estimated Qunnlitalion Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor 

ND =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S =Surrogate outside control limits 

EQL MDL Units Date/Analyst 

0.06 0.015 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.05 0.013 ug/L 04/1 5/J I KA 

0.06 0.017 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.11 0.008 ug!L 04115/11 KA 

0.04 0.005 ug!L 04/15/11 KA 

0.03 0.005 ug!L 04/15/1 1 KA 

0.25 0.1 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.03 0.006 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.06 O.OI2 ug/L 04/15/ll .KA 

0.03 0.006 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0:06· ·O:OI·l-ug/L - o4/15/lt .KA· 

0.06 0.012 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.06 0.015 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.13 0.012 ug/L 04/J 5/11 KA 

0.03 0.005 ug!L 04115/11. KA .. 

0.08 0.008 ug/L · . ··: .-:--04/ 1·5/11- K.A 

0.05 0.010 ug/L 04/IS/J.l KA 

0.57 0.083 ug!L 04/15/11 KA 

0.5 0.049 ug!L 04/15/11 KA 

0.5 0.049 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 
0.5 0.060 ug/L 04115/1 I KA 

0.5 0.031 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.5 0.121 ug/L 04/IS/I 1 KA 

0.5 0.017 ug/L 04/15/1) KA 

0.5 0.031 ug/L 04115/11 KA 

3.13 3.13 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

Units Control Limits 

% 55- 135 

% 50- 125 

0.2 0.066 mg/L 04/1211 I AF 
0.2 0.032 mg/L 04/12/1 1 AF 

0.3 0.073 mg/L 04/12/I I AF 

Units Control Limits 

% 60- 140 

ASSOCIATED LA BORA TORIES Analvtical Res••lts Reao • ......_ ________ _ 
a 

Lab Request 273185 results, page 5 of 10 



LEG 2046

Order#: 11588831 ClieiiL Sample ID 40711-INF-LC 

Matrix: WATER 

Date Sampled: G4/G7/2Gl1 
~ime Sampled: 14:GG 

Method Analyte Result DF EQL MDL Units Date/Analyst 

827GM I ,4-Dioxane ND 2 G.12 ug/L 04/15111 QN 

826GB I, 1,1 ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 5 0.25 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B l, I, 1-Trichloroethane ND 5 0.38 ug!L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B I ,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 5 0.25 ug!L 04/12/11 AKK. 
8260£ I, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 5 0.25 ug/L 04/12/1 I AKK 
826GB 1,1 ,2-Trich lorotrifluoroethane ND 5 0.29 ug!L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 5 0.32 ug!L G4/12/11 AKK 
8260B 1, 1-Dichloroethene ND 5 0.30 ug!L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B 1, 1-Dichloropropene ND 5 0.25 ug!L G4/12/l I AKK 
8260B 1 ,2,3-Tnclilorobenzene ND 5 o.zs· ug!L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 5 0.16 ug!L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B 1 ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 5 0.27 ug/L G4/12/11 AKK 
8260B 1 ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 5 0.28 ug!L 04/12111 AKK 
8260B 1 ,2-Dibromo-3-ohloropropane ND 5 G.l2 ug/L 04/1-2/11 AKK 
826GB ·· ···I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 5 G:19 ug/L ·04H2/H.: AKK .. a ~ o .. -- ~ 

8260B 1 ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 5 0.26 ugfL 04/12111 AKK 
8260B I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 5 G.2G ug!L 04112111 AKK 
8260B 1 ,2-Dichloropropane ND 5 G.36 ug/L G4/12/11 AKK 
8260B 1 ,3 ,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 5 0.24 ug/L G4/12/ll AKK 
8260B I ,3-Dichlorobenzcnc NO 5 G.34 ug/L 04/12/I 1 AKK 
826GB I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 5 0.19 ug/L G4/1211 I AKK 
8260B I ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 5 0.43 ug/L G4/12/ll AKK 
8260B 2,2-Dichloropropane ND 5 G.32 ug/L G4/12/11 AKK 
826GB 2-Butanone (MEK) ND lOG 0.78 ug/L G4112/ll AKK 
8260B 2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether ND 5 0.23 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B 2-Chlorotoluene ND 5 0.33 ug/L G4/12/II AKK 
8260B 4-Chlorotoluene ND 5 0.31 ug!L . 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B 4-Melhyl -2- Pentanone ND 10 0.12 ug/L 04112/ll AK.K. 
8260B Acetone ND 100 10 ug/L 04112111 AKK 
8260B Allyl chloride ND 5 0.19 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B Benzene ND 0.18 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B Bromobenzene ND 5 0.53 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B Bromochloromethane ND 5 0.17 ug/L 04/1211 1 AKK 
8260B Bromodichloromethane ND 5 0.31 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B Bromoform ND I 5 0.13 ug!L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B Bromometbane ND ] 5 0.68 ug/L 04112/11 AKK 
8260B Carbon tetrachloride ND 5 0.27 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B Chi oro benzene ND 5 0.19 ug/L 04112111 AKK 
8260B Chloroethane ND 5 0.45 ug/L G4112/11 AKK 
8260B Chlorofonn ND 5 0.18 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 
8260B Chloromethane NO 5 0.27 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

~'lL =Estimated Quantitation Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor - -) =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S =Surrogate outside control limits 

8 ASSOCIATED LAB ORA TORIES Aoahdical ~est tits ~eood 
Lab Request 273185 results, page 3 of I 0 



LEG 2047

Order#: 11588831 Clien~ ~ample ID 40711-INF-LC 

Matrix: WATER 

Date Sampled: 04/07/2011 
Time Sampled: 14:00 

Method Analyte Result DF EQL MDL Units Date/Analyst 

1664 Total Oil and Grease ND 5 1.7 mg/L 04/13/11 RY 

300.0 Chloride 68.1 1.0 0.1 mg/L 04/11/1 1 ww 

300.0 Nitrate/Nitrite - N 2.55 0.44 0.3 mgfL 04/11/11 ww 

300.0 Sulfate 81.9 1.0 0.17 mg!L 04/11/11 ww 

8270C I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 10 3.3 ug/L 04713/1 1 GH 

8270C 1 ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND I 10 3.5 ug/L 04113/11 GH 

' 8270C 1 ,3-Dielilorobenzene -··No 1 10 3.3 ug/L 04ll3/l 1 GH 

8270C l ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 10 3.5 ug/L 04/13111 GH 

8270C 2,4,5-Trichlorophenol ND 10 2.8 ug/L 04113/11 GH 

8270C 2,4,6-Trichlorophenol ND 10 2.7 ug/L 04/13/ 1 I GH 

8270C 2,4-Dicb1orophenol ND 10 3.1 ug/L 04/13/1 1 GH 

8270C 2,4-Dimethylpbenol ND 10 3.6 ug/L . 04;/13/J 1 GH 

8270C 2,4-Dinitrophenol ND 10 1.9 ug!L 04/13/1 1 GH 

8270C 2,4-Dinitrotoluene ND 10 2.8 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

8270C 2,6-Dinitrotoluene ND 10 3.1 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

8270C 2-Ch1oronaphthalene ND 10 3.6 ug/L 04/1311 1 GH 

8270C 2· Ch1oropbenol ND 10 3.4 ug/L 04/13/1 I GH 

8270C 2-Melhylnaphtha1ene NO 10 2.8 ug/L 04713/1 1 GH 

8270C 2-Methylphenol ND 10 3.3 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

8270C 2-Nitroanitine ND 50 2.9 ug/L 04/13111 GH 

8270C 2-Nitrophenol ND 10 3.3 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

8270C 3,3-Dichlorobenzidine ND 10 3.3 ug/L 04/13/1 I GH 

8270C 3-Methylphenol ND 10 4.9 ug/L 04/13/1 I GH 

8270C 3-Nitroaniline ND 10 4.8 ug/L 04/13/J 1 GH 

8270C 4,6-Dinitro-2-methylphenol ND 10 3.1 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

8270C 4-Bromophenyl-phenylether ND 10 4.2 ug/L 04/13/1 I GH 

8270C 4-Chloro-3-methylphenol ND 10 2.9 ug/L 04/13/ll GH 

8270C 4-Cbloroaniline ND 10 2.8 ug/L 04/13111 GH 

8270C 4-Chloropheny1-phenylether ND 10 2.8 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

8270C 4-Methylphenol ND 10 4.9 ug!L 04/13/11 GH 

8270C 4-Nitroaniline ND 10 3.1 ug!L 04/1311 I GH 

8270C 4-Nitrophenol ND 10 0.9 ug/L 04!13{) 1 GH 

8270C Acenaphthene ND 10 3.4 ug/L 041'1 3/11 GH 

8270C Acenaphtbylene ND 10 3.1 ug/L 04/13 /11 GH 

8270C Anthracene ND 10 3.9 ug/L 04/1 3/11 GH 

8270C Benzidine ND 10 4.0 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

8270C Benzo(a)anthracene ND 10 3.7 ug/L 04/13/ll GH 

8270C Benzo(a)pyrene ND 10 3.8 ug/L 04/1 3/11 GH 

EQL =Estimated Quantitation Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor 

ND =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S = Surrogate outside control limits 8 
ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES AcahLtical ~E!s11lts BP.no 
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LEG 2048

Method Analyte Result DF 

608 4,4-DDT ND 

608 Aldrin ND 

608 AlphaBHC ND 

608 Beta BHC ND 

608 Chlordane ND 

608 Delta BHC ND 

608 Dieldrin ND 

608 Endosulfan I ND 

608 Endosulfan II ND 

608 Endosulfan sulfate ND 

608 Endrin ND 

608 Endrin aldehyde " ND 

608 Gamma BHC (Lindane) ND 

608 Heptachlor ND 

608 Heptachlor epoxide ND 

608 Methoxychlor NO 

608 ·PCB-1016: NO 1 

608 PCB-1221 ND 1 

608 PCB-1232 ND 1 

608 PCB-1242 ND 

608 PCB-1248 ND 

608 PCB-1254 ND 
608 PCB-I260 ND 

608 Toxaphene ND 

Surrogates 

608 DCB (sur) llO 

608 TCMX (sur) 80 

8015 C06- CIO ND I 

8015 ClO- C22 ND 1 

8015 C22- C36 ND 

Surrogates 

8015 Triacontane (Sur) 65 

EQL =Estimated Quontitation Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor 

ND =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S =Surrogate outside control1imits 

EQL 

0.06 

0.11 

0.04 
0.03 

0.25 

0.03 

0.06 

0.03 

0.06 

0.06 

0.06 

0.13 

0.03 

0.08 

0.05 

0.57 
0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

3.13 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

ASSOCIATED LA BORA TORIES Anahrtiral Res111ts Rennrt 
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MDL Units Date/Analyst 

0.017 ug/L 04/J 5/I I KA 
0.008 ug/L 04/15111 KA 
0.005 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 
0.005 ug/L 04115111 KA 

0.1 ug/L 04/15/J 1 KA 
0.006 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.012 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 
0.006 ug/L 04115/11 KA 
O.Qll ug/L 04/15/ll KA 
0.012 ug/L 04/15/ll KA 
0.015 ug/L 04/15111 KA 
0.012 ug/L 04/15111 KA 
0.005 ug/L 04/15/J I KA 
0.008 ug!L 04115/II KA 
0.010 ug/L 04/15111 KA 
0.083 ug!L 0~/15/1 1 KA 
·0·.049 ugll.; - 04/-1:5/11 KA 

0.049 ug/L 04/15/li KA 
0.060 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 
0.03I ug/L 04/15/11 KA 

0.121 ug/L 04/15/11 KA 
0.017 ug/L 04115111 KA 
0.031 ug/L 04/I511I KA 
3.13 ug/L 04/15/II KA 

Units Control Limits 

% 55- 135 

% 50- 125 

0.066 mg/L 04/I2/11 AF 

0.032 mg/L 04/I2/11 AF 

0.073 mg/L 04/12/11 AF 

Units Control Limits 
% 60-140 



LEG 2049

Order#: 11588841 Client Sample ID Laboratory Method Blank 

Matrix: WATER 

Method Analyte Result DF EQL MDL Units Date/Analyst 

8270M 1 ,4-0ioxane ND 2 0.1 2 ug/L 04/1511 1 QN 

82608 1,1, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 5 0.25 ug!L 04/]2111 AKK 

82608 1, 1, l-Trichloroethane ND 5 0.38 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

82608 1,1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane NO 5 0.25 ug!L 04/12111 AK.K 

82608 I, 1,2-Trichloroethane ND 5 0.25 ug/L 04/12/l I AKK 

8260B I, I ,2-Trichlorotrifluoroethane NO 5 0.29 ug/L 04/ 12/l J AKJ( 

82608 1, 1-0ichloroethane ND 5 0.32 ug/L 04/12/ll AKK 

82608 1,1-Dich loroethene ND 5 0.30 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

82608 I, 1-Dich !oropropene ND I 5 0.25 ug/L 04/UIJ 1 AKK 

"82o08 1 ,2,3-Trich1orobenzene """NO" 1 5 0.28 ug/L 04/12/1 I AKK 

82608 1 ,2,3-Trich1oropropane ND 5 0.16 ug/L 04/12/ll AKK. 

82608 1 ,2,4-Tricblorobenzene ND 5 0.27 ug!L 04/12/II AK.K 

82608 1 ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 5 0.28 ug/L 04/12111 AKK 

82608 1,2-Dibromo-3-cbloropropane ND 5 0.12 ug/L 04/12111 AKK 

82608 -- · 1 ,2~Dibromoethane·· · - , ·· ND 5 0.19 ug!L · 041l21-1 ·1·-,AKK · 

82608 I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 5 0.26 ug/L 04/12'11 ·AKK .. ·-· 

82608 I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 5 0.20 ug/L 04112/11 AI<K 

82608 1,2-0ichloropropane ND 5 0.36 ug/L 04/12/ll AKK 

82608 I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 5 0.24 ug/L 04/12/1 I AKK 

. S260B 1 ,3-0ichlorobenzene ND 5 0.34 ug/1 .. 04/12/l 1 AKK 

82608 I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 5 0.19 ug/L 04/12111 AKK 

82608 1 ,4-0ich Jorobenzene ND 5 0.43 ug!L 04/12111 AKK 

82608 2,2-0ichloropropane NO 5 0.32 ug/L 04/J2/II AKK 

82608 2-Butanone (MEK) ND 100 0.78 ug/L 04/12111 AKK 

82608 2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether ND 5 0.23 ug/L 04/12111 AKK 

82608 2-Cblorotoluene ND 5 0.33 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

82608 4-Ch1oroto1uene ND 5 0.31 ug/L 04/~2/1] AKK 

8260B 4-Methyl -2- Pentanone ND 10 0.12 ug/L 04/12111 AKK 

82608 Acetone ND 100 10 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

8260B Allyl chloride ND 5 0.19 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

82608 Benzene ND I 0.18 ug.IL 04/12/l 1 AKK 

82608 Bromo benzene ND 5 0.53 ug.IL 04/12/11 AKK 

82608 8romochlorometbane ND 5 0.17 ug/L 04/1211 I A1<K 

82608 Bromodichloromethane NO 5 0.31 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

82608 Bromofonn NO 5 0.13 ug/L 04/12111 AKK 

82608 Bromometha11e ND 5 0.68 ug/L 04/121! I AKK 

8260B Carbon tetrachloride ND 5 0.27 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

8260B Chlorobenzene ND 5 0.19 ug/L 04/12/1 1 AKK 

82608 Chloroethane ND 5 0.45 ug.IL 04/12111 AKK 

82608 Chlorofonn ND 5 0.18 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

8260B Chloromethane ND 5 0.27 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

EQL = Estimated Quanlitation Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor · - -
ND = Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S = Surrogate outside control limits a 
ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES Aoahttic:al ees11lts eeood 
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LEG 2050

Order#: 11588841 Cliem Sample ID Laboratory Method Blank 

Matrix: WATER 

Method Analyte Result DF EQL MDL Units Date/Analyst 

1664 Total Oil and Grease ND 5 1.7 mg/L 04/13/11 RY 

300.0 Chloride ND 1.0 0.1 mg/L 04111 / 11 ww 
300.0 Nitrate/Nitrite- N ND 0.44 0.3 mg!L 04/J1/I J ww 
300.0 Sulfate ND 1.0 0.17 mg/L 04/11/11 ww 

8270C 1 ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 10 3.3 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 1 ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 10 3.5 ug/L 04114/ll GH 

8270C l ',J:n ·ichlorobenzene ND 10 3.3 ug!L 0411 4/ ll GH 

8270C 1 ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 10 3.5 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 2,4,5-Trichlorophenol ND 10 2.8 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 2,4,6-Trichlorophenol ND 10 2.7 ug/L 04/ 14111 GH 

8270C 2,4-Dichlorophenol ND 10 3.1 ug/L 04/14111 GH 
8270C -2,4-Dimethylphenol ND 10 3:6 ug/L .. :04/14/1:1 · GH 

8270C 2,4-Dinitrophenol ND 10 1.9 ug!L .. · 04/14/H GH 

· 8270C 2,4-Dinitrotoluene ND 10 2.8 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 2,6-Dinitrotoluene ND 10 3.1 ug/L 04114/11 GH 

8270C 2-Chloronaphthalene ND 10 3.6 ug!L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 2-Chlorophenol ND 10 3.4 ug!L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 2-Methylnaphthalene ND 10 2.8 ug!L 04/14111 GH 

8270C 2-Methylphenol ND 10 3.3 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 2-Nitroaniline ND 50 2.9 ug!L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 2-Nitrophenol ND 10 3.3 ug!L 04/14/I 1 GH 

8270C 3,3-Dichlorobenzidine ND 10 3.3 ug!L 04/14111 GH 

8270C 3-Methylphenol ND 10 4.9 ug/L 04/14111 GH 

8270C 3-Nitroaniline ND 10 4.8 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 4,6-Dinitro-2-methylphenol ND 10 3.1 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 4-Bromophenyl-phenylether ND 10 4.2 ug!L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 4-Chloro-3-methylphenol ND 10 2.9 ug!L 04/14/1] GH 

8270C 4-Chloroaniline ND ]0 2.8 ug!L 04/14111 GH 

8270C 4-Chlorophenyl-phenylether ND 10 2.8 ug/L 04/14/ll GH 

8270C 4-Methylphenol ND 10 4.9 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 4-Nitroaniline ND 10 3.1 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C 4-Nitrophenol ND 10 0.9 ug!L 04/14111 GH 

8270C Acenaphthene ND 10 3.4 ug!L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C Acenaphthylene ND 10 3.1 ug!L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C Anthracene ND 10 3.9 ug!L 04/14111 GH 

8270C Benzidine ND 10 4.0 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

8270C Benzo( a )anthracene ND 10 3.7 ug/L 04/1411 I GH 

8270C Benzo(a)pyrene ND 10 3.8 ug/L 04/14/11 GH 

QL =Estimated Quantitation Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor --
ND =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S =Surrogate outside control limits a 
ASSOCIATED LAB ORA TORIES Acah£tical ees11lts eecod 
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LEG 2051

Order#: 11588831 Client Sample ID 40711-INF-LC 

Matrix: WATER 

Date Sampled: 04/07/2011 

Time Sampled: 14:00 

Method Analyte Result OF EQL MDL Units Date/Analyst 

8260B cis-1 ,2-Pichloroelhene ND 5 0.27 ug/L 0411211 J AKK 

8260B cis-1 ,3-Di.chloropropene ND 5 0.25 ug!L 04/12/11 AKK 

82608 cis- I ,4-Pichloro-2-butene ND 20 0. 17 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

8260B Pi-isopropyl ether (PIPE) ND 1.0 0.20 ug/L 04/12/1 1 AKK 

8260B Dibromochloromethane ND 5 0.21 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

82608 Pibromomethane ND 5 023 ug/L 04/12/1 I AKK 

82608 Pkhlorodifluoromethane NP 5 033 ug/L 04/l 2/11 AKK 

8260B Ethyl benzene ND 5 0.2 1 ug/L 04/12/1 I AKK 

8260B Ethyl-tertbutylether (ETBE) ND 1.0 023 ~giL 04/12/11 AKK 

82608 Hexacblorobutadiene ND 5 0.51 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

8260B lso'propylbenzene (Cumene) ND 5 0.24 ug/L 04/12{]1 AKK 

'BZ60B m and p-Xylene ND 5 0.45 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

8260B Methyl-tert-butylether (MTBE) NP 0.19 ug/L 04/12/'1 I AKK 

8260B Methylene chloride ND 5 0. 16 ug/L 04/12/l I AKK 

8260B n-Butylbenzene ND 5 0.38 ug/L 04/12/l I AKK 

8260B n-Propylbenzene ND 5 0.31 ug/L 04/l211 I -AKK 

82608- Naphthalene . ...... ND 5 .0.25 ug/L __ .. 04/12/ll AKK 

- . ,, .. - ~· 

8260B ·a-Xylene ND 5 0.29 ugfL - . 04/12/11 AKK 

8260B p-lsopropyltoluene ND 5 0.32 ug/L 04/12/l I AKK 

8260B sec-B utylbenzene ND 5 032 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

8260B Styrene ND 5 0.22 ug/L 04/1211 I AKK 

8260H Tert-amylmethylether (TAME) ND 1.0 0.19 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

8260B tert-Butylbenzene ND 5 0.40 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

8260B Tertiary butyl alcohol (T8A) NP 10 5.2 ug/L 04/12111 AKK 

8260B Tetrach loroethene ND 5 0.80 ug/L 04/1211 I AKK 

82608 Toluene ND 5 0.24 ug/L 04/1211 I AKK 

82608 trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 5 0.33 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

82608 trans- I ,3-Dichloropropene ND 5 0.23 ug!L 04/12/11 AKK 

8260B trans-1,4~Dichloro-2-butene 
ND 20 0.1? ug/L 04/12/1 I AK.K 

8260B Trichloroethene NP 5 0.39 ug/L 04/12111 AKK 

8260B Trichlorofluoromethane ND 5 0.25 ug/L 04112/11 AKK 

8260B Vinyl chloride ND 5 0.18 ug/L 04112/11 AKK 

8260B Xylenes, total ND 5 0.45 ug/L 04/12/11 AKK 

Surrogates 
Units Control Limits 

82608 Surrl - Dibromotluoromethane 106 % 70- 135 

82608 Surr2 - I ,2-Dichloroethane-d4 LOB % 70- 135 

8260B Surr3 - Toluene-dB 100 % 70- 135 

8260B Surr4 - p-8romofluorobenzene 109 % 70- 135 

100.1 Asbestos ND 1.1 MFL 04/19/1 I EMS 

EQL =Estimated Quantilation Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, OF= Dilution Factor -

ND =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S =Surrogate outside control limits ~ 
ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES Aoahdical ees11lts eec 
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LEG 2052

\ 

Order#: 11588831 Client ~ample ID 40711-INF-LC 

frix: WATER 

uate Sampled: 04/07/2011 

Time Sampled: 14:00 

Method Analyte Result OF 

8270C Benzo(b )fluoranthene ND 

8270C Benzo(g,h,i)perylene ND 

8270C Benzo(k)fluoranthene ND 

8270C Benzoic Acid ND 

8270C Benzyl alcohol ND 

8270C bis(2-Chloroethoxy)methane ND 

8270C bis(2-Chloroetbyl)ether ND 

8270C bis(2-Chloroisopropyl) ether ND 

8270C bis(2-Ethylhexyl)phlhalate ND 

8270C Butylbenzylphtbalate ND 

8270C Chrysene ND 

8270C Di-n-butylphthalate ND 

8270C Di-n-octylphthalate ND 

8270C Dibenz(a,h)anthracene ND 

8270C Dibenzofuran ND 

8270C Diethylpbtbalate ND 

8270C · Dimethylphthalate ND 

8270C Fluoranthene ND 

8270C Fluorene ND 

8270C Jiexachlorobenzene ND 

8270C Hexachlorobutadiene ND 

8270C Hexach1orocyclopentadiene ND 

8270C 1-Iexachloroethane ND 

8270C lndeno( I ,2,3-c,d)pyrene ND 

8270C Isopborone ND 

8270C N -N itroso-d i -n-propylarnine ND 

8270C N-Nitrosodiphenylamine ND 

8270C Naphthalene ND 

8270C Nitrobenzene ND 

8270C Pentachlorophenol ND 

8270C Phenanthrene ND 

8270C Phenol ND 

8270C Pyrene ND 

Surrogates 

8270C 2,4,6-Tribromopbenol (sur) 84 

8270C 2-Fluorobiphenyl (sur) 73 

8270C 2-Fluorophenol (sur) 52 

8270C Nitrobenzene-d5 (sur) 58 

8270C Phenol-d5 (sur) 46 

8270C Terpbenyl-dl4 (sur) 98 

EQL "" Estimated Quantitation Limit, MDL= Method dcteorion limit, DF =Dilution Factor 

ND =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S = Surrogate outside control limits 

EQL 

10 

10 

10 
10 

10 

10 

10 
10 

10 

10 

10 

10 
10 

10 
10 
10 

10 

10 

10 

10 
10 

10 

10 

10 

10 
10 

10 
10 

10 

10 

10 
10 

10 

ASSOCJA TED LABORATORIES Anahrtical Resto(ls Rennet 
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MDL Units Date/Analyst 

4.3 ugfL 04/13/J 1 GH 

4.3 ugfL 04/13/1 I GH 

3.8 ug./L 04/13/J 1 GH 

l.L ug!L 04/13/ 11 GH 

4.3 ug!L 04/13/11 GH 

3.2 ug!L 04/13/11 GH 

3.8 ug!L 04/1311 I GH 

3.4 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

4.6 ug/L 04/13111 GH 

1.8 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

4.3 ug.IL 04/13111 GH 

1.8 ug/L 04/13/ J I mr 
3.2 ugfL 04/13/11 GH 

4.3 ug.IL 04/13111 GH 

3.0 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

1.5 ug.IL 0.4/13/(. 1 GH 

1.1 ugfL ·- 04/1-3/11 · GH 

3.9 ·Ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

3 .4 ug(L 04/13111 GH 

4.2 ug!L 04/1311 I GH 

3.5 ug.IL 04/13/11 GH 

2.1 ug.IL 04/13/l 1 GH 

3.3 ug.IL 04/13/11 GH 

4.0 ugfL 04/13/1] GH 

3.4 ug.IL 0411 3/l 1 GH 

3.8 ugfL 04/13/1 1 GH 

4.2 ug!L 04/13/11 GH 

3.0 ug!L 04/13111 GH 

4.1 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

3. 1 ug!L 04/13/1] GR 

3.7 ugfL 04/13/11 GH 
1.6 ug/L 04/13/ll GH 
3.9 ug/L 04/13/11 GH 

Units Control Limits 

% 10. 123 

% 43- 116 

% 21-110 

% 34- 114 

% 10-110 

% 33. 141 



LEG 2053

ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES 
806 North Batavia- Orange, California 92868- 7141771-6900 FAX 714/538-1209 

CLIENT Pure Effect, Inc. 

ATTN: JeffSherod 

601 W. Valencia Drive 

Fullerton, CA 92832 

PROJECT Legado- 138 Culver Blvd.- Playa Del Rey 

SUBMITTER Glient 

COMMENTS P.O. #4072011-JS-Legad0Culver-l-l~.;J.1 

(1 0043) LAB REQUEST 273185 

REPORTED 04/28!2011 

RECEIVED 04/11/2011 

This laboratory request covers the following listed samples which were analyzed for the parameters indicated on the attached Analytical 

Result Report. All analyses were conducted using the appropriate meU10ds as indicated on the report. This cover letter is an integral 

part of the final report. 

Order No. 

1158883 

1 158884 

Client Sample Identification 

40711-INF-LC 

Laboratory Method Blank 

Thank you for the opportunity to be of service to your company. Please feel free to call if there are any questions regarding this report 

or if we can be of further service. 

NOTE: Unless notified in writing. all samples will be discarded by appropriate disposal protoco/30 daysji·om date reported 

The reports of the Associated Lobo rotaries are confidential property of our clients and 

may not be roproduca! or used. for pub I icotion in pnrt or in full without our 1vrillen 

pennission. This is for the mutual protection ofthe public, our clients, and ourselves. 

Lab request 273185 cover, page 1 of I 

TESTING & CONSULTING 
Clremical 

Microbiological 
Environmental 



LEG 2054

ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES 

806 North Batavia- Orange, California 92868- 714-771-6900 FAX 714-538-1209 

SAMPLE ACCEPTANCE CHECKLIST 

Section 1 
Client: f U'--4.- ~ f ff-c }-
Date Received: - .-1 
Sample(s) received in cooler: 

Sbi . i ng Intonnation: 

Section 2 

Project: 
· Sampler's Nnm ~: 

No (Skip Section 2~'-----

Was the cooler packed with: ___0ce Ice Packs 
Paper None 

_Bubble Wrap _Styrofoam 

Other 
-- c-,- ------------------

Cooler or box temperature: ---.?~"--..._9 0~-------

(Acceptance range is 2 to 6 Deg. C.) 

Section 3 
Was a COC received? 
Is it properly completed? (IDs, sampling date and time, signature, test) 

Were custody seals present? 

If Yes - were they intact? 

Were all samples sealed in plastic bags? 

Did all samples anive intact? If no, indicate below. 

Did all bottle labels agree with COC? (ID, dates and times) 

Were correct containers used for the tests required? 

Was a sufficient amount of sample sent for tests indicated? 

Was there headspace in VOA vials? 

\Vere tl1e containers labeled with coJTect preservatives? 

Was total residual chlorine measured (Fish Bioassay samples only)? * 
*:If the answer is no, please infonn Fish Bioassay Dept. immediately. 

Explanations/Comments 
I Section 4 

SectionS ~ 

Was Project Manager notified of discrepancies: Y I N ~ 

YES 1 NO 
rJ; 
v I 

../ 

I 
. J 

.; 

.j 

J / 

v 
/ 

t/ 

Completed By: --)---f?r..:;~=--......<.::.-==---==='"''- Date: L/ --'6 ~ ( f 
------~-------------

N/A 

I 
1/ 

/ 
v 



LEG
 2055

d~, ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES 
~ 806 N. Batavia • Orange, CA 92868 

(714) 771-6900 • Fax: (714) 538-1209 

CHAIN OF CUSTODY RECORD 

Date 4-07-2011 Page 1 of_l _ 

CLIENT Pure Effect, Inc. 21'3 I ()0 

ADDRESS 601 West Valencia Drive PROJECT MANAGER Jeff Sherod I Mike Slaby Samples Intact Yes _ _ No __ 

Fu1lerton, CA 92832 PHONE NUMBER (714) 639-7873 
County Seals Intact Yes _ _ No _ _ 

Sample Ambient _ Cooled~ Frozen _ 

PROJECT NAME SAMPLERS: (Signatr~· 
Same 'Day 24 Hr. 

Legado- 138 Culver Blvd.- Playa Del Rey 
Regular 48 Hr. X 

SAMPLE LOCATION 
SAMPLE TYPE NOOF SUSP. TESTS 

NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
DATE TIME WATER AIR SOLID CNTNRS CONTAM. REQUIRED 

40711-INF-LC Influent 4/07/11 [!tP X lY.'"-:3) Antimony 

- Arsenic 

Beryllium 

f 
Cadmium 

Copper 
I 

Lead 

Mercury 

Nickel 

Selenium 

Silver 

Thallium 

Zinc 

AH to MDL/PQL 

Relinguls~) · j (_~ 
Received by: (Signatu·e) D~/:lte b.~ 

I hereby authorize the performance of the above 

#'S: ~?4 A/ / .. ~) ?» 1{; u indicated work . 

. ' 

~ ~Rellnqulshed~a() Re"ceived by ~;borato-y for analysis: D~te!flme { t./. .'']z_ 
(Signature) 

~~ "'6 - Y, --I( 

OISTRIBMHe~tn~loAL, Special Instructions: ~ • v/zk.. v 

PO #: 4072011 -IS-LAGADOCUL -11-231 
Pink to Courier 



LEG 2056

Order#: 11585841 Client '"'ample ID: Laboratory Method Blank 

Matrix: WATER 

Method Analyte Result OF EQL 

200.7 Antimony NO 0.020 

200.7 Arsenic ND 0.005 

200.7 Beryllium NO 0.001 

200.7 Cadmium ND 0.005 

200.7 Copper NO 0.010 

200.7 Lead NO I 0.005 

200.7 Nickel ND 0.010 

200.7 Selenium NO 0.010 

200.7 Silver NO 0.005 

200.7 Thallium NO 0.005 

200.7 Zinc NO O.Dl·O 

245.1 Mercury ND 0.0004 

~L =Estimated Quantitation Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor 

.D =Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S =Surrogate outside control limits 

AS SOCIA TED LAB ORA TORIES Anahttical Res• !Its Renart 

Lab Request 273100 results, page 2 of2 

MDL Units Date/Analyst 

0.016 mg/L 04/11/11 KN 
0.004 mg!L 04/11111 KN 

0.001 mg/L 04/1111 I KN 

0.001 mg/L 04/11111 KN 

0.001 mg/L 04/11/11 KN 
0.004 mg/L 04/lllll KN 

0.001 mg/L 04/1 I/11 KN 

0.004 mg/L 04/1111] KN 
0.002 mg/L 04/11111 KN 

0.003 mg/L 04/11/11 KN 

0:002 mgfb- 04/11/H-K:N 

0.00003 mg/L 04/12/ll MDJ 
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Order#: 11585831 Client 1.3ample ID: 40711-INF-LC 

Matrix: WATER 

Date Sampled: 04/07/2011 

Time Sampled: 12:00 

Method Analyte Result DF 

200.7 Antimony ND 

200.7 Arsenic NO 

200.7 Beryllium ND 

200.7 Cadmium ND 

200.7 Copper 0.003 J 

200.7 Lead 0.007 

200.7 Nickel 0.002 J 

200.7 Selenium ND 

200 .7 Silver ND 

200.7 Thallium ND 

200.7 Zinc 0:035 

245.1 Mercury ND 

EQL =Estimated Quantitntion Limit, MDL= Method detection limit, DF =Dilution Factor 

ND = Not detected below indicated MDL, J=Trace, S = Surrogate outside control limits 

EQL MDL Units Date/Analyst 

0.02 0.016 mg/L 04/IJ/11 TP 

0.005 0.004 mg/L 04/ll/ll TP 

0.001 0.001 mg/L 04/11/11 TP 

0.005 0.001 mg/L 04/11/l I TP 

0.01 0.001 mg/L 04/11/11 TP 

0.005 0.004 mgfL 04/1 l /I I TP 

0.01 0.001 mg/L 04/ll/1] TP 

0.01 0.004 mg/L 04111/11 TP 

0.005 0.002 mg/L 04/11/11 Tl' 

0.005 0.003 mg/L 04/J 1/11 TP 

O:O·J· · 0:002 ·mg!L · 04fllf11 TP 

0.0004 0.00003 mg/L 04/12/11 MDJ 

ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES Analvtical Re!=:ult,.,s .aR""'e"-'nL!Jartu_ _ _ _ _ ____ _ 

Lab Request 273100 results, page 1 of2 
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ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES 
806 North Batavia- Orange, California 92868- 714/771-6900 FAX 714/538-1209 

CLIENT Pure Effect, Inc. 

ATTN: JeffSherod 

601 W. Valencia Drive 

Fullerton, CA 92832 

PROJECT Legado -138 Culver Blvd.- Playa Del Rey 

SUBMITTER Glient 

COMMENTS P.O. #4072011-JS-LegadoCulver-1-1--23-1 

(10043) LAB REQUEST 273100 

REPORTED 04112/2011 

RECEIVED 04/08/20 II 

This laboratory request covers the following listed samples which were analyzed for the parameters indicated on the attached Analytical Result Report All analyses were conducted using the appropriate methods as indicated on the report This cover letter is an integral 
part of the final report. 

Order No. 
1158583 
1158584 

Client Sample Identification 
40711-INF-LC 
Laboratory Method Blank 

Thank you for the opportunity to be of service to your company. Please feel free to call if there are any questions regarding this report 
or if we can be of further service. 

NOTE: Unless notified in writing, all samples will be discarded by appropriate disposal protocol 30 days ji·om date reported. 

ne reports of the Associated Laboratories ore confident in! property of our clients and 
may nat be reproduced or used for publication in part or in full without our written 
permission. This is for the mutual protection of the public, our clients, nnd ourselves. 

Lab request 273100 cover, page I of I 

TESTING & CONSULTING 
Chemical 

Microbiological 
Environmental 
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ASSOCIATED LABORATOJUES 
806 North Batavia- Orange, California 92868- 714-771-6900 FAX 714-538-1209 

SAMPLE ACCEPTANCE CHECKLIST 

Section 1 
Client: 

---------=~~~~~--
Date Received: 

--~~~~-+~~~ 

Sample(s) received in co 
Ship j ng Information: 

Section·2 

P . L-el rOJect: 
Sampler's Name: ··~ 

No (Skip Section 2) 

Was the cooler packed with: Ice Ice Packs _Bubble Wrap _Styrofoam 

__ Paper __ None Other _______ _:_ ___ _ 

Cooler or box temperature: - ----=--):;:,;...1_·
1 

-=,;t~· _;___c__ ___ _ 

(Acceptance range is 2 to 6 Deg. C.) 

Section 3 YES NO 

Was a COC received? ;>:;_· 
Is it properly completed? (IDs, sampling date and time, signature, test) >c 
Were custody seals present? ;:x:: 
If Yes - were they_ intact'! 
Were all samples sealed in plastic bags? X 
Did all samples arrive intact? If no, indicate below. ><:::-
Did all bottle labels agree with COC? (ID, dates and times) >c 
Were correct containers used for the tests requ_ired? ;x: 
Was a sufficient amount of sample sent for tests indicated? x-
Was there headspace in VOA vials? 

\Vere the containers label ed with cotTect preservatives? X 
Was total residual chlorine measured (Fish Bioassay samples only)? * 
*: If the answer is no, please infonn Fish Bioassay Dept. immediately. 

EKplanatwns/Comments 
I Section 4 

Section 5 
Was Project Manager notified of discrepancies: Y I N 

N/A 

X _ 

!>( 

x' 

I 
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RB4 Data Entry Form 
Regulatory Measures -General NPDES Permits 

The IT Unit will use this form and the permit document to update CIWQS. Please complete this 

form and send it via e-mail to Alex Carlos. Thank you 

Discharger Name Legado Del Mar LLC 

Facility Name Legado Del Mar 

Order No. 08-0032 Series No. 094 

Annual Fee 

Watershed 

Waste Type: 
(see options 

below) 

181 Category 1 ($5, 760) - Discharges that require treatment systems to meet 

priority toxic pollutant limits and that could impair beneficial uses if limits are 

violated . 
0 Category 2 ($3,480) - Discharges that require treatment systems to meet 

non-priority pollutant limits, but are not expected to impair beneficial uses if 

limits are violated. Examples of non-priority pollutants include, but are not 

limited to, nutrients, inor anic com ounds, H, and tern erature. 

0 Category 3 ($1 ,200) - Discharges that require treatment systems to meet 

non-priority pollutant limits, but are not expected to impair beneficial uses if 

limits are violated. 
Ballona Creek 
Calleguas Creek 
Channel Islands WMA 
Dominquez Channel 
Los Angeles Harbor/Long Beach Harbor 
Los Angeles River 
Los Cerritos Channel and Alamitos Bay WMA 

Malibu Creek 
San Gabriel River 
Santa Clara River 

Ventura River 
Misc. Ventura Coastal Streams WMA 

WMA: watershed management area 
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FACILITIES INSPECTION REPORT 
OFFICENO: 4 

INSPECTOR: G. Kni 
PCA System Task No: 

Legado Del Mar LLC Legado Del Mar 

WDID NUMBER AGENCY NAME OR PARTY RESPONSffiLE FOR DISCHARGE FACILITY NAME 

9739 270 N~ Cannon Dr., 2nd Floor 138 Culver Blvd. 

CI NUMBER AGENCY STREET FACILITY STREET 

CAG994004 Beverly Hills, CA Los Angeles, CA 

NPDES NUMBER AGENCY CITY AND STATE FACILITY CITY AND STATE 

Duane Bradley SAME 

(YY/MMIDA Y) AGENCY CONTACT PERSON FACILITY CONTACT PERSON 

·11/07/29 310-432-0800 SAME 

ACTUAL INSP. DATE AGENCY PHONE NO. FACILITY PHONE NO. 

(AI) "A" type compliance-- Comprehensive inspection in which samples are taken. (EPA TypeS) 

(Bl) "B" type compliance-- A routine nonsampling inspection. (EPA Type C) 

(02) Noncompliance follow-up -- Inspection made to verify correction of a previously identified violation. 

(03) Enforcement follow-up -- Inspection made to verify that conditions of an enforcement action are being met. 

(04) Complaint- Inspection made in response to a complaint. 

(05) ..X.. Pre-requirement-- Inspection made to gather info, relative to preparing, modifying, or rescinding requirements. 

(06) Miscellaneous -- Any inspection type not mentioned above. 
If this is on EPA inspection not mentioned above, please note type. 

(e.g.- blomonitoring, pe•fullll8.llce nudit, dingnostio, etc.) 

(Type) 

N Were VIOLATIONS noted during this inspection? (Yes/No/Pending Sample Results) 

N Was this a Quality Assurance-Based Inspection? (YIN) 

N Were bioassay samples taken? (N =No. If YES, then S =Static or F = Flowthrough) 

The Discharger has not started the project phase that would need to discharge. 

No discharges were found and no noncompliancies were identified during the inspection. 

INITIALS ---'G..,_K,___ ___ _ SIGNATURE 
DATE _..Lo/_J_/;_/..:._J __ INSPECTOR'S DATA: 

For Internal Use: Reviewed By: (! ), _ _ _ _ _ ___ __ _ (2), _ _ ___ _ _ ___ _ (J), _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ 

Reg. CIWQS Coprdinator 

CIWQS Data Entry Date: __ - ___ - __ _ Regional Board File Number: _ _ ___ _ _ ___ _ _ 
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Plate 1. Project site - 1 

Plate 2. Project site - 2 

Plate 3. Project site - 3 

Cl No.: 9739 

Date: 11/07/29 
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Page 1 of2 

Gensen Kai- FW: 138 Culver Discharge, Playa del Rey Low Flow Diversion 

From: Duane Bradley <dbradley@legadocompanies.com> 
To: "gkai@waterboards.ca.gov" <gkai@waterboards.ca.gov> 
Date: 8/12/2011 3:41AM 
Subject: FW: 138 Culver Discharge, Playa del Rey Low Flow Diversion 
CC: "Mike Slaby (mslaby@pureeffect.com)" <mslaby@pureeffect.com> 

Mr. Kai: Here is the message from County Public Works confirming that the LFD on the storm 
drain we plan to discharge into is located substantially upstream from the proposed discharge 
point. 

From: "Svensson, Joshua" <JSVENSSON@dpw.lacounty,gQY> 
To: "Choi, Michael" <michael.choi@kimley-hom.com> 
Cc: "Hamamoto, Bruce" <BHAMAMO@dpw.lacounty.gov>, "Cervantes, Luis" 
<LCervant@dpw .lacounty.gov>, "Stephenson, Michael" <MSTEP HENSON@dpw.lacounty.go.y>, 
"Teran, Ed" <ETERAN@dpw.lacounty.gov> 
Subject: RE: 138 Culver Discharge, Playa del Rey Low Flow Diversion 

Michael-
After reviewing your proposed dewatering discharge, I do not foresee any problems with 
our Playa del Rey Low-Flow Diversion. The proposed discharge point is approx 850' 
downstream and 3' lower in elevation than the LFD berm. Please check back with us if 
there are any changes to your proposed discharge point, or if any of my details below are 
significantly in error. · · 

Details: 

1. Map of site<http://rnaps.google.com/ma,Ps/ms? 
ie=UTF&msa=O&msid=204213940513535660794.0004aa4130087~51fe8~> 

2. Discharge location: Project 513 CB at STA 2+96, ELEV 1.52 MSL, on 

3. Discharge details: Allowable 1.7 MGD (approx 1,100 GPM), approx 1 year 

4. LFD is located at STA 11+67, top of berm= ELEV 4.56 MSL 

5. Project 513: Sheet 1 <htti>:l/design.dpw.lacmmty.gov/design/drain/PD030650.pdf>, 
Sheet 3<htt,P://design.dpw.la.county.gov/design/drain/PD030652.pdi>, Sheet 
4<ht:tP-://design.dnw.lacotmty.gov/design/drain/PD030653.pdf> 

As I believe you are aware, you may need to obtain a connection permit from our permit 
counter depending on the nature of your dewatering discharge, etc. I have cc'd Luis 
Cervantes from our Land Development Division on this email. 

Ifyou have any further questions, 'please contact me. 

Regards, 

file://C:\Documents and Settings\staff\Local Settings\Temp\XPgrpwise\4E44AOD1Region... 8/17/2011 
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Josh SVENSSON 
Watershed Management Division 
Los Angeles County Dept. of Public Works 
( 626) 4 58-715 7 I j svensson@dgw .lacounty .gov<mailto: j svensson@Q_12w .I a co Lmty. gov> 

From: Hamamoto, Bruce 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 1:49PM 
To: 'michael.choi@kim ley-horn.com' 
Cc: Svensson, Joshua 
Subject: FW: 138 Culver low flow diversion str 

Thank you. I have forwarded this to Josh Svensson of my staff. 

From: michael.choi@kimley-hom.com fmailto:michael.cboi@kimley-hom.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 1:43PM 
To: Hamamoto, Bruce 
Subject: FW: 138 Culver low flow diversion str 

Bruce, 

Here's City map showing the storm drain line in question with our triangle site NE of the 
Culver Blvd and Trolley Place intersection. 

Michael Choi, P .E., LEED® AP 
Kimley-Hom and Associates, Inc. 
WE MOVED! 
Los Angeles Office 
6800 Owensmouth Ave, Suite 410 
Los Angeles, CA 91303 
v)818-227-2790 ±)916-608-0885 
michael.choi@kimley-hom.com<mailto:michael.choi@kimley-hmn.com> 
wwwJcimJey-horn.com<http://www.kimley-born.com/> 

file://C:\Documerits and Settings\staff\Local Settings\Temp\XPgrpwise\4E44AOD1Region... 8/17/2011 
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Gensen Kai - RE: Legado Permit Information 

From: <michael.choi@kimley-horn.com> 
To: <gkai@waterboards.ca.gov> 
Date: 8/9/2011 5:26 PM 
Subject: RE: Legado Permit Information 
CC: <dbradley@legadocompanies.com>, <mslaby@pureeffect.com> 
Attachments: Playa Del Rey.pdf; Sheet 4.pdf; Sheet 3.pdf 

Gensen, 

We've confirmed with the County that the low flow diversion structure is up stream of our project site (400'+ 
at Pershing} and that our dewatering activities should not affect the device. See attached plan from the County 
showing the low flow diversion device and County's record storm drain plans. I am now dealing with Josh who 
works with Bruce Hamamoto at Couhty's Watershed Management Division. His information is listed below for 

· your use. Josh will review few more items and coordinate with his supervisor, Bruce, before providing us with 
his final input within next couple of days. Let us know if this would be sufficient to obtain the permit while the 
County staff are finalizing their review. 

Josh SVENSSON 
Watershed Management Division 
Los Angeles County Dept. of Public Works 
(626) 458-71571 jsvensson@dpw. lacounty.gov 

Thanks, 

Michael Choi, P.E., LEED® AP 
Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. 
WE MOVED! 
Los Angeles Office 
6800 Owensmouth Ave, Suite 410 
Los Angeles, CA 91303 
v)8 :t 8-227-2790 f)916-608-0885 
michael.clloi@kimley-horn.com 
www.kimley-horn.com 
(~ Consider the environment before printing this email. 

'--- ·----------------
From: Gensen Kai [mailto:gkai@waterboards.ca.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:06PM 
To: Michael Slaby 
Cc: Choi, Michael 
Subject: RE: Legado Permit Information 

Mike, 

According to Michael Choi this morning, he is still working with county people to get a clear 

file://C:\Documents and Settings\staff\Local Settings\Temp\XPgrpwise\4E416DEORegion... 8/17/2011 
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picture. As soon as I hear the results from him, we can finalize the permit. 

Thanks, 

Gensen Kai 

********************************* 
Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board 
320 W. 4th Street, Suite 200 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 576-6651 - Phone 
(213) 576-6660 - Fax 
gkai@waterboards.ca .gov 

>>> Michael Slaby <mslaby@pureeffect.com> 8/9/2011 2:56PM >>> 

Hi Gensen: 

- --o- - ~- . 

Did you get all the information you need from the permitee on this and can you issue their NPDES 
permit now? Please advise. 

Best regards, 

Michael E. Slaby, Principal 
Pure Effect, Inc. 
Technical Sales Manager 
714-459-4302 Direct 
714-63 9-PURE x3 02 · 
714-639-8530 Fax 
714-715-5753 Cell 
www ,nureeffect.com 

Our office has moved! Our new address is: 

601 West Valencia Drive 
Fullerton, CA 92832 

Please ma/{e this change in vour records. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 
The information contained in this e-mail (and any attachments) is covered by the Electronics Privacy Act, 18 
U.S. C. §§ 2510-2521. This email constitutes a privileged and confidential communication pursuant to California 
Evidence Code § 952 and California Code of Civil Procedure § 2018. This email is intended only for the 
identified recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that any disclosure, copying, 
distribution or the taking of any action in reliance on this email is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please immediately delete this email, destroy any copies; and, notify Pure Effect, Inc. by responsive 

file://C:\Documents and Settings\staff\Local Settings\ Temp\XPgrpwise\4E416DEORegion... 8/17/2011 
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Page 3 of4 

email, by telephone at 714-639-7873 (PURE) or fax at 714-639-8530. Thank you for your cooperation. 

From: Michael Slaby 
Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2011 6:12PM 
To: 'Gensen Kai' 
Subject: RE: Legado Permit Information 

Hi Gensen, I am waiting for the owner to get back to me, should be tomorrow - I will advise. 

Have a good night! 

Regards, 

Michael E. Slaby, Principal 
Pure Effect, Inc. 
Technical Sales Manager 
714-459-4102 Direct 
714-639-PURE x302 
714-639-8530 Fax 
714-715-5753 Cell 
Y:f_,._,~..,~""'""'= 

Our o(fice has moved! Our new address is: 

601 West Valencia Drive 
Fullerton. CA 92832 

Please make this change in vow· records. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 
The information contained in this e-mail (and any attachments) is covered by the Electronics Privacy Act, 18 
U.S. C. § § 251 0-2521. This email constitutes a privileged and confidential communication pursuant to California 
Evidence Code§ 952 and California Code of Civil Procedure§ 2018. This email is intended only for the 
identified.recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that any disclosure, copying, 
distribution or the taking of any action in reliance on this email is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please immediately delete this email, destroy any copies; and, notify Pure Effect, Inc. by responsive 
email, by telephone at 714-639-7873 (PURE) or fax at 714-639-8530. Thank you for your cooperation. 

file://C:\Documents and Settings\staff\Local Settings\ Temp\XPgrpwise\4E416DEORegion... 8/17/2011 
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From: Gensen Kai [mailto:gkai@waterboards.ca.gov] 

Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2011 6:10PM 

To: Michael Slaby 
Subject: Legado Permit Information 

Mike, 

Please don•t forget the information I requested for the permit. 

Thanks, 

Gensen Kai 

********************************* 
Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board 

320 W. 4th Street, Suite 200 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 576-6651 - Phone 
(213) 576-6660 - Fax 
gkai@waterboards.ca.gov 

Page 4 of4 

+.ld·//f"'.\nn,_,.,.,.,.nt~ !'lnr1 ~P.ttinPs\st~ff\T ,neal Settin!!s\Temo\XPgrpwise\4E416DEORegion... 8/17/2011 
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March 29,2014 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Mr. Daniel Romano 
RCV-1, LLC. 
30629 Palos Verdes Drive East 
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275 

Subject: Limited Investigation Summary 
Former Del Rey Cleaners 
310 Culver Boulevard 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293-7704 

Dear Mr. Romano: 

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

Bowyer Environmental Consulting, Inc. (BEC) has prepared tl:ii.s summary of a recent 
limited investigation (Summary Report) at the request of RCV-1, LLC (RCV). The work 
presented in this Summary Report was conducted at the former Del Rey Cleaners 
facility (Site). The Site is located at 310 Culver Boulevard in Playa Del Rey, California, 
as shown on Figure 1. 

The Report summarizes a soil and soil vapor investigation that was performed at the 
Site at your request. It is our understanding that RCV is considering the purchase of the 
Site. However, in advance of decision making, RCV desired to obtain a better 
understanding of the current Site conditions, and the potential for those conditions to 
represent a potential indoor air risk to future users and/ or neig:qoors. 

SITE BACKGROUND 

The 0.24 acre property is currently vacant. A single story structure occupies 
approximately one half of the Site, as shown on Figure 2. 

17011 BEACH BOULVARD, SUITE 900 - HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIFORNIA 92647-877/232-4620, 714/840-4963 (FAX) 
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Mr. Daniel Romano 
March 29,2014 
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The Site was utilized for dry cleaning purposes for approximately 35 years (between 

1962 and 2007). Prior to that, the property was reportedly (DCI Services, May 3, 2000) 

utilized as an auto repair garage from between 1935 and 1962. 

Based on investigations conducted in 2000 (DCI Services, May 9, 2000), 2002 (Targhee, 

Inc., February 20, 2002) and 2011 (CSC Targhee, Inc., March 3, 2011), tetrachloroethene 

(PCE), a compounds utilized in the dry cleaning process, has been observed at elevated 

concentrations in soil and groundwater beneath the site. In 2012, the Los Angeles Area 

Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) issued an Order pursuant to 

California Water Code Section 13267 (Order). The Order, which was issued to the 

Executor, Estate of Barry Moschel, required the development of a workplan to complete 

the delineation of impacts to soil, soil vapor and groundwater related to releases that 

are believed to have occurred from the former dry cleaning operations. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

There were two concurrent tasks conducted as part of this limited investigation (soil 

vapor and soil matrix sampling). The work was conducted between March 17th and 

March 21st 2014. The methods employed during these investigations are summarized in 

the following subsections. 

Soil Vapor Survey 

Soil Gas Screening Locations 

A total of up to twenty soil gas probes were installed to depths of approximately 5.0 feet 

below surface grade (bgs). One of these points 01-7) was installed at shallower depth 

(approximately 1.5 feet bgs) due to shallow high moisture conditions observed in this 

area. The approximate location of the soil vapor probes is shown on Figure 4. 

Drilling, Sampling and Analyses 

Soil vapor probes were installed, sampled and analyzed in accordance with the 

Department of Toxic Substances Control and California Regional Water Quality Board 

Active Soil Gas Investigations (2012) Guidance. Prior to drilling at locations on 

pavement or a concrete, a surface penetration was made using a wet core drill, or 

equivalent. In turf areas the vegetation was cleared away with a shovel or similar tool. 

Drilling was performed using direct push geoprobe methods. The vapor points were 

installed and left in place for a minimum of 48 hours prior to the collection of vapor 

samples. 

17011 BEACH BOULVARD, SUITE 900- HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIFORNIA 92647-877/232-4620, 714/840-4963 (FAX) 
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Vapor purge tests were performed on the initial samples (V-10) to determine optimum 
recovery rates. Based on these tests it was determined that the optimum pre-sample 
purge consists of the removal of three purge volumes. In addition, leak tests were 
conducted and a duplicate sample was collected from V-14 as a quality 
assurance/ quality control measure. 

Each of the collected vapor samples were analyzed for volatile organic ·compounds 
(VOCs) via USEPA Method 8260B. Copies of the laboratory reports are provided in 
Attachment A. 

Soil Matrix Sampling 

Companion soil samples were collected from each soil vapor location. Head space 
readings were collected and recorded during the drilling program. 

The samples collected from each of the probe locations were subsampled using an 
Encore sampling device. The soil samples and subsamples were stored in a chilled 
container pending transport, under chain-of-custody procedures, to ATL Laboratories, 
Inc. (A TL), a fixed base analytical laboratory. Copies of the laboratory reports are 
provided in Attachment A. 

Support Activities 

Site Restoration 

Vapor sampling will be removed following the completion of sample collection. The 
tubing will be removed by hand and the opening will be backfilled with bentonite. The 
surface at penetrations in paved areas will be patched with field-mixed Portiand cement 
concrete or cold-mix asphalt patch and hand-finished in an attempt to be similar to the 
surrounding pavement. 

Investigation-Derived Waste 

Investigation-Derived waste (IDW) is expected generated during this program included 
two drums of soil and one of wash water. This waste is currently being characterized 
and will be properly disposed of off Site in the near future. 

RESULTS 

The location of soil vapor and companion soil boring locations probes and soil borings 
installed as part of this Study are shown on Figure 2. The results obtained from testing 

17011 BEACH BOULVARD, SUITE 900- HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIFORNIA 92647-877/232-4620,714/840-4963 (FAX) 
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of soil vapor and soil matrix samples during this investigations are summarized on 
Tables 1, and 2, respectively. 

Soil Vapor 

Eight VOCs were detected in collected soil vapor samples. These compounds included 
PCE and related compounds, such as trichloroethene (TCE), cis-1,2-dichloroethene (cis-
1,2-DCE), b·ans-1,2-dichloroethene and vinyl chloride. In addition, low levels of 
toluene, chlorobenzene and chloroform were also observed in a limited number of 
samples. The results were compared to conservative screening criteria (California 
Human Health Screening Levels (CHHSLs]). PCE and TCE were the only compounds 
observed at concentrations in excess of their respective CHHSLs. PCE was observed in 
excess of its CHHSL in each sample collected, with the highest concentration (210,000 
micrograms per liter [ug/1] observed at V-7. 

Soil Matrix 

Four VOCs were detected in collected soil matrix samples. These compounds included 
PCE and related compounds, such as TCE and cis-1,2-DCE. In addition, a low level of 
1,4-dichlorobenzene was also observed in one sample (V -7). The results were compared 
to conservative screening criteria (EPA Region IX Regional Screening Levels [RSLs]). 
PCE was the only compounds observed at concentrations in excess of its RSL, and this 
condition was only observed in one sample (V -7). The highest detected concentration of 
PCE (600,000 micrograms per kilogram [ug/kg]) was observed at V-7. 

CLOSING 

PCE and related compounds were observed in soil and soil vapor over a wide portion 
of the Site. The most elevated concentrations were observed in samples collected from 
near the former dry cleaning machine and near the property boundary on the eastern 
portion of the Site. 

Information has been collected and available information has been analyzed using 
currently accepted assessment techniques and it is believed that the inferences made are 
reasonably representative of the property. However, the scope of the investigations 
was limited, and it is possible that other and/ or additional sources of contamination are 
present at the Site that have not been assessed. The findings and conclusions were 
based solely on the available data. Additional and/ or new information could have a 
significant impact on the findings, conclusions and recommendations. BEC makes no 
warranty, expressed or implied, except that the services have been performed in 

17011 BEACH BOULVARD, SUITE 900- HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIFORNIA 92647 • 877/232-4620,714/840-4963 (FAX) 
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accordance with generally accepted environmental investigation practices applicable at 
the. time and location of the work performed as summarized in this Summary Report. 

If you have any questions or comments, regarding this Summary Report, please feel 
free to call. 

Sincerely, 

~.~ 
Br.ett H. Bowyer, P.G. 
Principal 

17011 BEACit BOUi.VARO, SUITE 900 ·HUNTINGTON BEACH, CAI.IPORNIA 9.2647 • 8.77 /23.2·4620, 714/840·4963 (FAX) 
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Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 17010 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-9-5-5.5 
Lab ID: 1400813-08 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 
(uglkg) 

104% 

PQL 
(uglkg) 

MDL 
(uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78. 125 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 
Analyzed 

03/19/1412:39 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 Page 26 of 56 
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.dowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-10-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-09 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, I, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,1,1-Trichloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,1 ,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,1-Dichloroethene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

1,1-DicWoropropene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2,3-TricWoropropane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1 ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dibromo-3-cWoropropane ND 9.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1 ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

1 ,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1 ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,4-Dich1orobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Benzene NV 4.M NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromobonzono ND 4.8 NA 84C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromochloromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromoform ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromomethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

Chi oro benzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

:hloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

.Woroform ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chloromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19114 14:31 

03119/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19114 14:31 

03/19114 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19114 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19114 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19114 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

OJ/19114 14:3 I 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/1414:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03119/14 14:31 

03/19114 14:31 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2087

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, I 70101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-10-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-09 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (ug/kg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

cis-! ,3-Dichloropropenc NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dibromochloromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Dibromomethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl Acetate ND 48 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl Ether ND 48 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl benzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Freon-113 ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Hexachlorobutadiene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Isopropyl benzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

m,p-Xylene ND 9.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Methylene chloride ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

MTBE ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

n-Butylbenzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

n-Propylbenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Naphthalene NO 4.8 NA B4C0168 03/18/2014 

o-Xylene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

sec-Buty I benzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Styrene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

tert-Butanol ND 96 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

tert-Butylbenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Tetracbloroethene 6.0 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Toluene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

trans-! ,3-Dichloropropene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Trichloroethene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Vinyl acetate NO 48 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Vinyl chloride ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: 1 ,2-Dichloroelhane-d4 143% 63- /67 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 100% 63- 130 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromelhane 114% 75- 146 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dateffimc 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/1414:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/1414:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/14 14:31 

03/19/1414:31 

0311911414:31 

03119114 14:31 

03119114 14:31 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2088

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 17010 l 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-10-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-09 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

SumJgate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(u!¥'kg) 

107% 

PQL 

(u!¥'kg) 

MDL 

(uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78-125 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/19114 14:31 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-98.9-4045 • Fa.y;: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobul.cor1 Page 29 of 56 



LEG 2089

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-11-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-10 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

1,1, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1,1,1-Trichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1,1,2-Trichloroethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1,1-0ich1oroethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,1-D ichloroethenc ND 47 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I,I-Dich1oropropene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1,2,3-Trich1oropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1,2,4-Trichlorobcnzcne NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 9.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2-Dichlorobenzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1,2-Dichloroethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2-Dichloropropane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,>-Dichloropropane NO 4.7 NA R4C:Ol6R 03/18/2014 

1,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

4-Isopropyltoluene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Bromo benzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Bromochloromethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromodichloromethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Bromoform ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromomethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Carbon disulfide NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Chlorobenzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Chloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chloroform NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Datcffimc 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19114 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/1~ 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signul Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.«tlglobaf.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2090

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 l 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-11-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-10 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-1,2-Dichloroethene 17 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

cis-1 ,3-Dichloropropene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dibromochloromethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Dibromomethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Ethyl Acetate NO 47 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

Ethyl Ether ND 47 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Ethyl benzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Freon-! 13 ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Hexachlorobutadiene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Isopropyl benzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

m,p-Xy1ene NO 9.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Methylene chloride NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

MTBE NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

n-Butylbenzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

n-Propylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Naphthalene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

a-Xylene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

sec-Butylbcnzcnc ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Styrene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

tcrt-Dutnnol Nn 94 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

tert-Butylbenzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Tetrachloroethene 150 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/UI/2014 

Toluene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

trans-1,2-0ichloroethene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

trans-! ,3-0ichloropropene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Trichloroethene 6.6 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Trichlorofluoromethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

Vinyl acetate ND 47 NA B4C0368 03/J 8/2014 

Vinyl chloride NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 137% 63-167 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromoj/uorobenzene 98.5% 63- 130 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane lll% 75-146 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03119/14 12:57 

03/19114 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19114 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03119/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03119/14 12:57 

03119/14 12:57 

03119114 12:57 

03/1\1/14 12:57 

03/19114 12:57 

03/19114 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03/19/14 12:57 

03119114 12:57 

03/1911412:57 

03119114 12:57 

0311911412:57 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.etJ1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2091

Bowyt:r Environmt:ntal Consulling 

170 11 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: UelRey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-11-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-10 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(ug/kg) 

108% 

PQL 

(uglkg) 

MDL 

(ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03119/14 12:57 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobtll.co1 Pai!Je 42 <:>f 56 



LEG 2092

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-17-4-4.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-11 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (usikg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, 1,1 ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

1,1,1-Trichloroethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

I, l ,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/1812014 

I, 1-Dich1oroethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

1,1-Dichloroethene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

I, 1-Dich1oropropene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 0311812014 

I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/1812014 

1,2,3-Trich1orobenzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

1,2,4-Trich1orobenzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

1,2,4-Trimethy1benzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 9.0 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

1,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03118/2014 

I ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/1812014 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

2-Ch1orotoluene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

4-Ch1orotoluene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Denzcnc ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/1812014 

Bromo benzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Bromochloromethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Bromoform ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Bromomethane ND 4.5 NA 84C0386 03/1812014 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Chlorobenzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Chloroethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Chloroform ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Chloromethane ND 4.5 NA 84C0386 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03119/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/ 14 20:00 

03/19/1420:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa:t: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Page· 33 of 56 



LEG 2093

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

170 11 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-17-4-4.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-11 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analytt: (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Balch Prt:part:d 

cis-1,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
cis-1,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Di-isopropyl ether ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Dibromochloromethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Dibromomethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Ethyl Acetate ND 45 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Ethyl Ether ND 45 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Ethyl benzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Freon-113 ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Hexach1orobutadiene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Isopropy1benzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
m,p-Xy1ene ND 9.0 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Methylene chloride ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

MTBE ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

n-Buty1benzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
n-Propylbenzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Naphthalene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
o-Xylene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

sec-Buty1benzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Styrene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

tert-Butanol ND 90 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 
tert-Buty1benzene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Tetrachloroethene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Toluene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

trans-1,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

trans-1,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Trichloroethene ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Vinyl acetate ND 45 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Vinyl chloride ND 4.5 NA B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 124% 63 - 167 B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Surrogate: 4-Bromofluorobenzene 102% 63- /30 B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Surrogate: Dibromofluoromethane 103% 75-146 B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03119114 20:00 

03/19/14 20:00 

03/19114 20:00 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa:<: 562-989-4()40 • www.tltlglnlml. co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2094

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 l 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-17-4-4.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-11 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(uglkg) 

105% 

PQL 

(ug/kg) 

MDL 
(ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0386 03/1812014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03119114 20:00 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa:c: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 Page 35 of 56 



LEG 2095

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-18-4-4.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-12 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 82608 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

1, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I, 1, 1-Trichloroethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1, l-Dich1oroethene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1, 1-Dichloropropene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1 ,2,3-Trich1orobenzene ND 4.6 NA D4C0368 03/1812014 

1 ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1 ,2,4-Trimethy1benzene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

I ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 9.1 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1 ,2-Dich1orobenzene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1 ,2-Dich1oroethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1 ,3,5-Trimethy1benzene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,3-Dich1orobenzene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,3-DidtluJ upropane ND ~.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1 ,4-Dich1orobenzene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

2,2-Dich1oropropane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

2-Ch1oroto1uene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

Benzene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromo benzene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Bromochloromethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromoform ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromomethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chi oro benzene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chloroethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Chloroform ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chloromethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03119/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03119/14 13:35 

03/19114 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co'1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2096

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-18-4-4.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-12 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (ug/kg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

cis-! ,3-Dichloropropene NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dibromochloromethane NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dibromomethane ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl Acetate NO 46 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl Ether NO 46 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Ethyl benzene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Freon-113 NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Hexachlorobutadiene NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Isopropyl benzene NO · 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

m,p-Xylene NO 9.1 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Methylene chloride NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

MTBE NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

n-Butylbenzene NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

n-Propy1benzene NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Naphthalene NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

o-Xylene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

sec-Butylbenzene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Styrene ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

tt:ri-Bulauul ND 91 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

tert-Butylbenzene NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Tetracbloroetbene 11 4.6 NA B4CUJ6ll 03/18/2014 

Toluene NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

trans-! ,3-Dichloropropene NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Trichloroethene NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Trichlorofluoromethane NO 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Vinyl acetate NO 46 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Vinyl chloride ND 4.6 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: 1.2-Dichloroethane-d4 141% 63 - 167 B4C0368 03/1812014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromof/uorobenzene 98.8% 63 - 130 B4C0368 03/1812014 

Surrogate: Dibromof/uoromethane 113% 75 - 146 B4C0368 03/1812014 

Dnterrime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 IJ :JS 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19/14 13:35 

03/19114 13:35 

03/1911413:35 

03119/14 13:35 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal. co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2097

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-18-4-4.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-12 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(uglkg) 

106% 

PQL 

(uglkg) 

MDL 

(ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78 - 125 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03119114 13:35 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-.989-4040 • "'"'"'-«tlglobal. cor1 P,age 38 of 56 



LEG 2098

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-19-4-4.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-13 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (u~kg) (ug!kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I, I, 1-Trichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 9.5 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1 ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

I ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bonzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/lli/2Ul4 

Bromobenzene ND 4.7 NA D4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromochloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromoform ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromomethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chi oro benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chloroform ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chloromethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:5J 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signer/ Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2099

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brell Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-19-4-4.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-13 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 82608 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (ug!kg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

cis-1 ,3-Dichloropropcne ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Di-isopropyl ether ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Oibromochloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Dibromomethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Dich1orodifluoromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl Acetate ND 47 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Ethyl Ether ND 47 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Freon-113 ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Isopropyl benzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

m,p-Xylene NO 9.5 NA B4C0368 0311812014 

Methylene chloride NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

MTBE ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

n-Butylbenzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

n-Propylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Naphthalene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 0311812014 

o-Xylene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

sec-Butylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Styrene ND 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

tert-Butanol NO 95 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

tert-Butylbenzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Tetracbloroetbene 13 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Toluene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

trans-! ,3-0ichloropropene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Trichloroethene NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Trichlorofluoromethane NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Vinyl acetate NO 47 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Vinyl chloride NO 4.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

SUITOgale: 1,2-Dichloroelhane-d4 147% 63- 167 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 98.8% 63- 130 B4C0368 03/1812014 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 114% 75-146 B4C0368 03/1812014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 i3:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03119/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19/14 13:53 

03/19114 13:53 

J275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobai.C0/1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2100

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-19-4-4.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-13 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 82608 

Analyte 

Surrogate: 1bluene-d8 

Result 

(ug/kg) 

106% 

PQL 

(ug/kg) 

MDL 

(ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Datetrime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 13:53 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-40-10 • www.atlglobal.co1 Page 41 of 56' 



LEG 2101

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

170 ll Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 17010 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-20-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-14 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (ug/kg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, 1,1,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I, 1,1-Trichloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

I, 1,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

I, 1-D ichloroethene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 8.9 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

1,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/IR/2014 

I .~-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Benzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Bromo benzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Bromoch1oromethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Bromoform ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Bromomethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Chi oro benzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chloroform ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Chloromethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03119/14 14:12 

03119/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03119/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/1414:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19114 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03119114 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/1414:12 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobnl.co1 

Analyst: BD 
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LEG 2102

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-20-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-14 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (ugjkg) (ugjkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cls-1,2-Dicbloroetbene 7.0 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

cis-! ,3-Dichloropropene NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Dibromochloromethane NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Dibromomethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Ethyl Acetate NO 44 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Ethyl Ether ND 44 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Ethyl benzene NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Freon-113 NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

HeKachlorobutadiene NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Isopropyl benzene NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

m,p-Xylene ND 8.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Methylene chloride NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

MTBE NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

n-Butylbenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

n-Propylbenzene NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Naphthalene NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

o-Xylene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

sec-Butylbenzene NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Styrene NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 

tert-Butanol ND R9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

tort ·Butylbenzene NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Tetracbloroetbene 20 4.4 NA B4C03G8 03/1812014 

Toluene NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

trans-! ,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Trichloroethene ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Vinyl acetate ND 44 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Vinyl chloride NO 4.4 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: 1.2-Dichloroethane-d4 146% 63-167 B4C0368 0311812014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 97.5% 63- 130 B4C0368 03118/2014 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane Jl9% 75- 146 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/19114 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19114 14:12 

03/19114 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19114 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19114 14:12 

03/19114 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/1414:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

U3/191l4 14:12 

03/19/1414:12 

03/19114 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/1911414:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03/19/14 14:12 

03119/14 14:12 

03/19114 14:12 

03/1911414:12 

03/1911414:12 

03/19114 14:12 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa:c: 562-98.9-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 

Analyst: BD 
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LEG 2103

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Dt:l Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-20-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-14 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(uglkg) 

108% 

PQL 

(u!Y'kg) 

MDL 

(uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0368 03/1812014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

0311911414:12 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobtll.co1 Page 4:4 of 56 



LEG 2104

Bowyer Envirorunental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

QUALITY CONTROL SECTION 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B -Quality Control 

Annlytc 

Batch B4C0363 - MSVOAS 

Blank (B4C0363-BLK1) 

I, I, 1,2· Tetrachloroethane 

I, I, I· Trichloroethane 

I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 

I, I ,2· Trichloroethane 

I, 1-Dichloroethane 

I, 1-Dichloroethene 

1,1-Dichloropropene 

I ,2,3· Trichloropropane 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene 

I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 

I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane 

I ,2-Dibromoethane 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene 

I ,2-Dichloroethane 

I ,2-Dichloropropane 

I ,3,5· Trimethylbenzene 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene 

I ,3-Dichloropropane 

1,4-Dichlorobenzene 

2,2-Dichloropropane 

2-Chlorotoluene 

4-C:hlorotoluene 

4-Isopropyltoluene 

Benzene 

Bromo benzene 

Bromochloromethane 

Bromodichloromethane 

Bromoform 
Bromomethane 

Carbon disulfide 

Carbon tetrachloride 

Chi oro benzene 

Chloroethane 
Chloroform 
Chloromethane 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene 

cis-! ,3-Dichloropropene 

Result 

(uglkg) 

ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 

ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 

PQL 

{ug/kg) 

5.0 
5.0 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
10 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

5.0 
5.0 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

Spike 

Level 

Source 

Result %Rec 

%Rec 

Limits RPD 

Prepared: 3/18/2014 Analyzed: 3/18/20 14 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

RPD 

Limit Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal ll,ill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 Page 45 of'56 



LEG 2105

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Uel Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 82608- Quality Control (cont'd) 

Result PQL Spike Source %Rec 

Analyte (ug/kg) (ug/kg) Level Result %Rec Limits RPD 

Batch B4C0363- MSVOAS (continued) 

Blank (~C0363-BLK1) - Continued 
Prepared: 3/1812014 Analyzed: 3/18/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether ND 5.0 NR 

Dibromochloromethane ND 5.0 NR 

Dibromomethane ND 5.0 NR 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 5.0 NR 

Ethyl Acetate ND 50 NR 

Ethyl Ether ND 50 NR 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 5.0 NR 

Ethyl benzene ND 5.0 NR 

Freon-113 ND 5.0 NR 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND 5.0 NR 

Isopropyl benzene ND 5.0 NR 

m,p-Xylene ND 10 NR 

Methylene chloride ND 5.0 NR 

MTBE ND 5.0 NR 

n-Butylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

n-Propylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

Naphthalene ND 5.0 NR 

o-Xylene ND 5.0 NR 

sec-Butyl benzene ND 5.0 NR 

Styrene ND 5.0 NR 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 5.0 NR 

tert-Butanol ND 100 NR 

tert-Butylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

Tetrach!oroethene ND 5.0 NR 

Toluene ND 5.0 NR 

trans-1,2-Dichloroethene ND 5.0 NR 

trans-! ,3-D ichloropropene ND 5.0 NR 

Trichloroethene ND 5.0 NR 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 5.0 NR 

Vinyl acetate ND 50 NR 

Vinyl chloride ND 5.0 NR 

Surrogate: l,2-Dichloroethane-d4 58.61 50.0000 ll7 63- 167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromoj/uorobenzene 47.67 50.0000 95.3 63- /30 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 57.04 50.0000 ll4 75-146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 51.71 50.0000 103 78- 125 

LCS (B4C0363-BS1) 
Prepared: 3/18/20 14 Analyzed: 3/18120 14 

I, 1-Dichloroethene 55.7100 5.0 50.0000 Ill 62- 129 

Benzene 56.1200 5.0 50.0000 1\2 82- 121 

Chi oro benzene 54.0100 5.0 50.0000 lOS 83- 132 

RPD 

Limit 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobal.cot1 

Notes 
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LEG 2106

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (coot' d) 

Result PQL Spike Source %Rec 

Anolyte (uglkg) (uglkg) Level Result %Rec Limits RPD 

Batch B4C0363- MSVOAS (continued) 

LCS (B4C0363-BSI)- Continued Prepared: 3/18/2014 Analyzed: 3/1812014 

MTBE 52.9000 5.0 50.0000 106 55- 138 

Toluene 55.9000 5.0 50.0000 112 80- 129 

Trichloroethene 55.8300 5.0 50.0000 112 75- 133 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 55.43 50.0000 1J1 63- 167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 50.B7 50.0000 102 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 57.05 50.0000 114 75-146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 53.16 50.0000 106 7B- 125 

Dupllcate (B4C0363-DUP1) Source: 1400806-24 Prepared: 3/18120 14 Analyzed: 3/18120 14 

1,1-Dichloroethene NO 5.0 ND NR 

Benzene ND 5.0 NO NR 

Chlorobenzene ND 5.0 ND NR 

MTBE ND 5.0 NO NR 

Toluene NO 5.0 NO NR 

Trichloroethene ND 5.0 NO NR 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 60.33 50.0000 121 63 -167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 47.87 50.0000 95.7 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 57.76 50.0000 116 75-146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 53.03 50.0000 106 7B- 125 

Matra Spike (B4C0363-MS1) Source: 1400806-24 Prepared: 3/18120 14 Analyzed: 3/1812014 

1,1-Dichloroethene 51.1400 5.0 50.0000 ND 102 48- 127 

Benzene 50.8200 5.0 50.0000 NO 102 57- 125 

Chlorobenzene 49.8800 5.0 50.0000 NO 99.8 42- 141 

MTBE 49.6400 5.0 50.0000 ND 99.3 44- 137 

Toluene 53.4700 ~.U 50.0000 ND 107 40 IH 

Trichloroethcnc .'i0. 1600 5.0 50.0000 NO 100 47- 148 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroelhane-d4 57.94 50.0000 116 63- 167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 50.77 50.0000 102 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 56.47 50.0000 113 75-146 

Surrogate: Tolttene-dB 54.16 50.0000 108 78-125 

Matrix Spike Dup (B4C0363-MSD1) Source: 1400806-24 Prepared: 3/18120 14 Analyzed: 3/18120 14 

1,1-Dichloroethene 50.3100 5.0 50.0000 ND 101 48- 127 1.64 

Benzene 49.5100 5.0 50.0000 ND 99.0 57- 125 2.61 

Chlorobenzene 48.7200 5.0 50.0000 ND 97.4 42- 141 2.35 

MTBE 48.4400 5.0 50.0000 ND 96.9 44- 137 2.45 

Toluene 51.5300 5.0 50.0000 NO 103 40- 143 3.70 

Trichloroethene 48.8200 5.0 50.0000 NO 97.6 47- 148 2.71 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 57.05 50.0000 114 63- 167 

RPO 

Limit 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa.'C: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 
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LEG 2107

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

170ll Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Clcnners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (cont'd) 

Analyte 

Botch B4C0363- MSVOAS (continued) 

Result 

(ug/kg) 

Matrix Spike Dup (B4C0363-MSD1)- Continued 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 50.44 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 54.71 

Snrrogate: Toluene-dB 52.06 

Batch B4C0368 - MSVOAS 

Blank (B4C0368-BLK1) 

1,1,1 ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 

I, I, 1-Trichloroethane ND 

I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 

I, 1,2-Trichloroethane ND 

I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 

1,1-Dichloroethene ND 

I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 

I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 

I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 

I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 

1,2-Dibromoethane ND 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzcne ND 

I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 

I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 

I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 

I A-Dichlorobenzene ND 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND 

Benzene ND 

Bromobenzene ND 

Bromochloromethane ND 

Bromodichloromethane ND 

Bromoform ND 

Bromomethane ND 

Carbon disulfide ND 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 

Chlorobenzene ND 

PQL 

(ug/kg) 

Spike 

Level 

Source: 1400806-24 

50.0000 

50.0000 

50.0000 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

5.0 
5.0 

5.0 

5.0 
10 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

5.0 
5.0 

5.0 
5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 
5.0 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

5.0 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

Source 

Result %Rec 

%Rec 

Limits RPD 

Prepared: 311812014 Analyzed: 3/1812014 

101 63- 130 

109 75- 146 

104 78- 125 

Prepared: 3/19/20 14 Analyzed: 3/1912014 

NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 

NR 

NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 

NR 

NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 

NR 

NR 

NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 

RPD 

Limit Notes 
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LEG 2108

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 17010 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (cont'd) 

Result PQL Spike Source %Rec 

Anlllyte <~Jwk&> (uwkg) Level Result % Rec Limits RPO 

Batch B4C0368 • MSVOAS (continued) 

Blank (B4C0368-BLK1)- Continued 
Prepared: 3/19/2014 Analyzed: 3/1912014 

Chloroethane NO 5.0 NR 

Chloroform NO 5.0 NR 

Chloromethane NO 5.0 NR 

cis-! ,2-0ichloroethene NO 5.0 NR 

cis-! ,3-0ichloropropene ND 5.0 NR 

Oi-isopropyl ether NO 5.0 NR 

Oibromochloromethane NO 5.0 NR 

Oibromomethane NO 5.0 NR 

Oichlorodifluoromethane NO 5.0 NR 

Ethyl Acetate NO 50 NR 

Ethyl Ether NO 50 NR 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether NO 5.0 NR 

Ethyl benzene NO 5.0 NR 

Freon-113 NO 5.0 NR 

Hexachlorobutadiene NO 5.0 NR 

Isopropy 1 benzene NO 5.0 NR 

m,p-Xylene ND 10 NR 

Methylene chloride NO 5.0 NR 

MTBE 
NO 5.0 NR 

n-Butylbenzene NO 5.0 NR 

n-Propylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

Naphthalene ND 5.0 NR 

o-Xylene 
ND 5.0 NR 

sec-Butyl benzene NO 5.0 NR 

Styrene 
NO 5.0 NR 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 5.0 NR 

tcrt-Butnnol ND 100 NR 

tert-Butylbenzene NO 5.0 NR 

Tetrachloroethene NO 5.0 NR 

Toluene 
NO 5.0 NR 

trans- I ,2-0ichloroethene ND 5.0 NR 

trans- I ,3-0ichloropropene ND 5.0 NR 

Trichloroethene NO 5.0 NR 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 5.0 NR 

Vinyl acetate ND 50 NR 

Vinyl chloride ND 5.0 NR 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 61.64 50.0000 123 63-167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromoj/uorobenzene 46.85 50.0000 93.7 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 53.71 50.0000 107 75- 146 

SumJgate: Toluene-dB 50.78 50.0000 102 78 - 125 

RPO 

Limit 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-~040 • www.atlglobal.co1 
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LEG 2109

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (cont'd) 

Result PQL Spike Source %Rec 

Annlytc (uglkg) {ug/kg) Level R~sult %Rec Limits RPD 

Batch B4C0368- MSVOAS (continued) 

LCS (B4C0368-BS1) Prepared: 3/1912014 Analyzed: 3/1912014 

I, 1-Dichloroethene 56.8500 5.0 50.0000 114 62- 129 

Benzene 54.6000 5.0 50.0000 109 82- 121 

Chi oro benzene 52.4900 5.0 50.0000 lOS 83 - 132 

MTBE 55.8600 5.0 50.0000 112 55- 138 

Toluene 55.0400 5.0 50.0000 110 80- 129 

Trichloroethene 52.5300 5.0 50.0000 lOS 75- 133 

Surrogate: /,2-Dichloroethane-d4 60.08 50.0000 120 63- 167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromoj/uorobenzene 50.45 50.0000 101 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 55.46 50.0000 111 75- 146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 5I.98 50.0000 104 78- 125 

Matrix Spike (B4C0368-MS1) Source: 1400815-02 Prepared: 3/19/2014 Analyzed: 3/1912014 

I ,1-Dichloroethene 51.4500 5.0 50.0000 ND 103 48- 127 

Benzene 49.8400 5.0 50.0000 ND 99.7 57- 125 

Chi oro benzene 48.4100 5.0 50.0000 ND 96.8 42- 141 

MTBE 48.5200 5.0 50.0000 ND 97.0 44- 137 

Toluene 50.6900 5.0 50.0000 ND 101 40- 143 

Trichloroethene 57.5500 5.0 50.0000 ND 115 47- 148 

Surrogate: I, 2-Dichloroethane-d4 61.90 50.0000 124 63- 167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromoj/uorobenzene 51.6B 50.0000 103 63- 130 

Surroxate: Dibromojluoromethane 52.75 50.0000 106 75- 146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 5I.52 50.0000 103 7B- I25 

Matrix Spike Dup (84C0368-MSD1) Source: 1400815-02 Prepared: 3/1912014 Analyzed: 3/1912014 

I, 1-Dichloroethene 50.7000 5.0 50.0000 ND 101 48- 127 1.47 

Benzene 48.5700 5.0 50.0000 ND 97.1 57- 125 2.58 

Chlorobenzene 49.0000 5.0 50.0000 ND 98.0 42- 141 1.21 

MTBE 47.7500 5.0 50.0000 ND 95.5 44- 137 1.60 

Toluene 50.6800 5.0 50.0000 ND IOJ 40- 143 0.0197 

Trichloroethene 53.7700 5.0 50.0000 ND 108 47- 148 6.79 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 5B.91 50.0000 JJB 63- 167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromof/uorobenzene 5I.I2 50.0000 102 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromofluoromethane 52.96 50.0000 106 75- 146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 52.17 50.0000 104 78 ·I 25 

Batch B4C0386 - MSVOAS 

Blank (84C0386-BLK1) Prepared: 3/ I 9/20 I 4 Analyzed: 3/19120 I 4 

I, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 5.0 NR 

I, I, I-Trichloroethane ND 5.0 NR 

RPD 

Limit 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signttl Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglolml.c011 
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LEG 2110

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (coot' d) 

Result PQL Spike Source %Rec 

Analyte (uglkg) (ug/kg) Level Result %Rec Limits RPD 

Batch B4C0386 • MSVOAS (continued) 

Blank (B4C0386-BLK1)- Continued Prepared: 3/19/2014 Analyzed: 3/19/2014 

I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 5.0 NR 

I, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 5.0 NR 

1,1-Dichloroethane ND 5.0 NR 

I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 5.0 NR 

I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 5.0 NR 

I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 5.0 NR 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NR 

I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NR 

I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 10 NR 

1,2-Dibromoethane ND 5.0 NR 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NR 

I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 5.0 NR 

1,2-Dichloropropane ND 5.0 NR 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NR 

I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 5.0 NR 

I ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NR 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND 5.0 NR 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 5.0 NR 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 5.0 NR 

4-lsopropyltoluene ND 5.0 NR 

Benzene ND 5.0 NR 

Bromobenzene ND 5.0 NR 

Bromochloromethane ND 5.0 NR 

Bromodichloromethane ND 5.0 NR 

Bromoform ND 5.0 NR 

Dromomcthano ND 5.0 NR 

Carbon disulfide ND 5.0 NR 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 5.0 NR 

Chlorobenzene ND 5.0 NR 

Chloroethane ND 5.0 NR 

Chloroform ND 5.0 NR 

Chloromethane ND 5.0 NR 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 5.0 NR 

cis-1,3-Dichloropropene ND 5.0 NR 

Di-isopropyl ether ND 5.0 NR 

Dibromochloromethane ND 5.0 NR 

Dibromomethane ND 5.0 NR 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 5.0 NR 

RPD 

Limit Notes 
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LEG 2111

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

l70ll Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Hrett Dowycr 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (cont'd) 

Result PQL Spike Source %Rec 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) Level Result %Rec Limits RPD 

Batcb B4C0386- MSVOAS (continued) 

Blank (B4C0386-BLK1)- Continued Prepared: 3/19/2014Analyzed: 3/19/2014 

Ethyl Acetate ND 50 NR 

Ethyl Ether ND 50 NR 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 5.0 NR 

Ethyl benzene ND 5.0 NR 

Freon-113 ND 5.0 NR 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND 5.0 NR 

Isopropyl benzene ND 5.0 NR 

m,p-Xylene ND 10 NR 

Methylene chloride ND 5.0 NR 

MfBE ND 5.0 NR 

n-Butylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

n-Propylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

Naphthalene ND 5.0 NR 

a-Xylene ND 5.0 NR 

sec-Butylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

Styrene ND 5.0 NR 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 5.0 NR 

tert-Butanol ND 100 NR 

tert-Butylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

Tetrachloroethene ND 50 NR 

Toluene ND 5.0 NR 

trnns-1,2-Dichloroethene ND 5.0 NR 

trans-1,3-Dichloropropene ND 5.0 NR 

Trichloroethene ND 5.0 NR 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 5.0 NR 

Viny 1 acetate ND 50 NR 

Vinyl chloride ND 5.0 NR 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dich/oroethane-d4 54.63 50.0000 109 63- /67 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 48.00 50.0000 96.0 63- /30 

Surrogate: Dibromoj/11oromethane 49.31 50.0000 98.6 75- 146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 51.25 50.0000 102 78- 125 

LCS (B4C0386-BS1) 
Prepared: 3/19/2014Analyzed: 3/19/2014 

1,1-Dichloroethene 49.4500 5.0 50.0000 98.9 62- 129 

Benzene 53.0500 5.0 50.0000 106 82- 121 

Ch1orobenzene 51.6800 5.0 50 .0000 103 83 - 132 

MTBE 52.1900 5.0 50.0000 104 55- 138 

Toluene 53.5800 5.0 50.0000 107 80- 129 

Trich1oroethene 51.1600 5.0 50.0000 102 75- 133 

Surrogate: 1, 2-Dichloroethane-d4 55.92 50.0000 112 63- /67 

RPD 

Limit 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobul.co1 
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LEG 2112

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (cont'd) · 

Result PQL Spike Source %Rec 

Annlytc (ug/kg) (ug/kg) Level Result %Rec Limits RPD 

Batch B4C0386- MSVOAS (continued) 

LCS (B4C0386-BS1)- Continued 
Prepared: 3/19/2014Analyzed: 3/19/2014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 52.59 50.0000 105 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 53.57 50.0000 107 75- 146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 53.78 50.0000 108 78- 125 

Duplicate (B4C0386-DUP1) Source: 1400836-01 Prepared: 3/19/2014 Analyzed: 3/19/2014 

I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 12 NO NR 

Benzene ND 12 2.85000 NR 

Chlorobenzene ND 12 NO NR 

MTBE ND 12 4.60000 NR 

Toluene ND 12 3.65000 NR 

Trichl oroethene ND 12 NO NR 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 52.37 50.0000 /05 63- 167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 4B.70 50.0000 97.4 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 50.14 50.0000 100 75-146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 52.93 50.0000 106 7B- 125 

Matrix Spike (B4C0386-MS1) Source: 1400836-01 Prepared: 3/19/20 14 Analyzed: 3/19/2014 

1,1-Dichloroethene 91.5000 10 100.000 NO 91.5 48- 127 

Benzene 89.9400 10 100.000 2.85000 87.1 57- 125 

Chi oro benzene 77.5800 10 100.000 NO 77.6 42- 141 

MTBE 97.6800 10 100.000 4.60000 93.1 44- 137 

Toluene 85.7400 10 100.000 3.65000 82.1 40- 143 

Trichloroethene 84.5800 10 100.000 NO 84.6 47- 148 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 54.75 50.0000 110 63-167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 49.72 50.0000 99.4 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 52.07 50.0000 104 75- 146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 52.55 50.0000 /OS 711- 125 

Matrix Spike Dup (B4C0386-MSD1) Source: 1400836-01 Propared: 3/19/?.014 Analyzed: 3/19/2014 

1,1-Dichloroethene 84.9400 10 100.000 NO 84.9 48- 127 7.44 

Benzene 80.4800 10 100.000 2.85000 77.6 57- 125 11.1 

Chlorobenzene 64.3200 10 100.000 NO 64.3 42- 141 18.7 

MTBE 98.5200 10 100.000 4.60000 93.9 44- 137 0.856 

Toluene 76.6200 10 100.000 3.65000 73.0 40- 143 11.2 

Trichloroethene 73 .4600 10 100.000 ND 73.5 47- 148 14.1 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 55.84 50.0000 112 63 -167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 49.85 50.0000 99.7 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 52.02 50.0000 104 75-146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 52.18 50.0000 104 78- 125 

RPO 

Limit 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
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LEG 2113

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Notes and Defmitions 

ND Analyte is not detected at or above the Practicnl Quantitntion Limit (PQL). When client requests quantitation against MDL, 

analyte is not detected at or above the Method Detection Limit (MDL) 

PQL Practical Quantitation Limit 

MDL Method Detection Limit 

NR Not Reported 

RPD Relative Percent Difference 

CA2 CA-ELAP (CDPH) 

ORl OR-NELAP (OSPHL) 

TXl TX-NELAP (TCEQ) 

Notes: 
(1) The reported MDL and PQL are based on prep ratio variation and analytical dilution 

(2) The sufftx [2C] of specific analytes signifies that the reported result is taken from the instrument's second column. 

(3) Results are wet unless otherwise specified. 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-.989-4040 •ww•v.atlglobal.co1 fige 54 of 56 
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ADVANCED A TECHNOLOGY 

LABORATORIES 

3275 Walnut Ave., Signal Hill, CA 90755 

Tel: (562) 989-4045 • Fax: (562) 989-4040 

CHAIN OF CUSTODY RECORD 

Page -4- of _:t__ 

Instruction: Complete all shaded areas. 

Method of Transport 

0 0fltt 
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E:mail: 
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. 
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As the authorrze<;!·agent ofthe company above/1 hereby . 

p1,1rchase laboratory services from ATLas shown above and 

hereby guarantee payment as quoted. ~ 
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ADVANCED J.4 'IECHNOLOGY 

LABORATORIES 

3275 Walnut Ave., Signal Hill, CA 90755 

Tel: (562) 989-4045 • Fax: (562) 989-4040 

CHAIN OF CUSTODY RECORD 
Page~of~ 
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As the ai.Jthori~ed agerii: ofthe company above; rnere~y 

purchase laboratory services from ATlas shown above and 

hereby guarantee payment as quoted. 

w\·\~ T&rci~ 
· submi~Print Name · 

ftv 

Date: Time: 
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 

LABORATORIES 

March 25,2014 

Brett Bowyer 

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

ELAP No.: 1838 
CSDLAC No.: 10196 

ORELAP No.: CA300003 

TCEQ No. : Tl04704502 

Tel: (877) 232-4620 

Fax:(714) 840-4963 

Re: ATL Work Order Number: 1400816 

Client Reference : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Enclosed are the results for sample(s) received on March 18,2014 by Advanced Technology 

Laboratories. The sample(s) are tested for the parameters as indicated on the enclosed chain of 

custody in accordance with applicable laboratory certifications. The laboratory results contained 

in this report specifically pertains to the sample(s) submitted. 

Thank you for the opportunity to serve the needs of your company. If you have any questions, 

please feel free to contact me or your Project Manager. 

Sincerely, 

Eddie Rodriguez 

Laboratory Director 

The cover letter and the case narrative are an integral part of this analytical report and its absence renders the report invalid. 

Test results contained within this data package meet the requirements of applicable state-specific certification programs. The 

report cannot be reproduced without written permission from the client and Advanced Technology Laboratories. 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 

www. at/global. com 
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LEG 2117

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

SampleiD 

V-4-5-5.5 

V-12-5-5.5 

V-13-5-5.5 

V-14-5-5.5 

V-15-5-5.5 

V-16-5-5.5 

CASE NARRATH'E 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

SUMMARY OF SAMPLES 

Laboratory ID Matrix Date Sampled 

1400816-01 Soil 3/18/14 7:45 

1400816-02 Soil 3/18/14 8:46 

1400816-03 Soil 3/18/14 8:00 

1400816-04 Soil 3/18/14 9:04 

1400816-05 Soil 3/1/l/14 9:27 

1400816-06 Soil 3/18/14 8:20 

Date Received 

3/18/14 10:36 

3/18/14 10:36 

3/18/14 10:36 

3/18/14 10:36 

3/1/l/14 10:36 

3/18/14 10:36 

All volatile analyses were performed using 5035 preservation requirements. Any high level dilutions were performed on a 

preserved methanol sample unless otherwise noted. 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlgloba/.c.o'1 'PagEl 4 of-29 



LEG 2118

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-4-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-01 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (ug/kg) (ug/kg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I, I, 1-Trichloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I, 1,2-Trichloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

1, 1-Dichloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 10 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

1,2-Dibromoethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2-Dich1oroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,3-Dich1orobenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

4-Ch1oroto1uene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

4-Isopropylto1uene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Benzene ND 5.U NA D4COJ66 03/19/2014 

Bromobenzenc ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromochloromethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromodich1oromethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromoform ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromomethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Carbon disulfide ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Chlorobenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Chloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Chloroform ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Chloromethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03119/14 20: 19 

03/19/14 20: 19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/1420:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/1~ :10:1\1 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co'1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2119

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported ' 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-4-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-01 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 82608 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (u&'kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

cis-! ,3-Dichloropropene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dibromochloromethane NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dibromomethane NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl Acetate NO 50 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Ethyl Ether NO 50 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether NO 5.0 NA D4COJ86 03/1912014 

Ethyl benzene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Freon-113 NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Hexach1orobutadiene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Isopropyl benzene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

m,p-Xylene NO 10 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Methylene chloride ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

MTBE NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

n-Butylbenzene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

n-Propylbenzene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Naphthalene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

o-Xylene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

sec-Buty1benzene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Styrene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-Amy1 methyl ether NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-Butanol ND 100 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-Butylbenzene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Tetrach1oroethene ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Toluene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

trans-! ,3-Dichloropropene NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Trichloroethcnc NO 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Vinyl acetate NO 50 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

Vinyl chloride ND 5.0 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 116% 63- 167 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromofluorobenzene 99.5% 63-130 B4C0386 03/1912014 

Surrogate: Dibromofluoromelhane 97.7% 75- 146 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Datefl'ime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20: 19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20: 19 

03/19/1" 20: 19 

03/19/14 20: 19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20: 19 

03/19/14 20: 19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03119/14 20:19 

03/19114 20:19 

03/19114 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03119114 20: 19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03119114 20: 19 

03/19/14 20: 19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

03/19/1420:19 

03/19114 20:19 

03119/14 20:19 

03/19/14 20:19 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Ftr:~: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobllf.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2120

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-4-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-01 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 
(ug/kg) 

105% 

PQL 

(uglkg) 
MDL 

(ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78-125 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Datc!I'imc 

Analyzed 

03119/14 20:19 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa.~: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal. cot1 Page lot 29 



LEG 2121

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

170 II Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-12-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-02 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (ug/kg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19nOI4 

I, I, 1-Trichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I, 1,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19no14 

I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I, 1-Dich1oroethene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119n014 

I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/I9nOt4 

I ,2,3-Trich1oropropane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 9.8 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119not4 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03t19nol4 

I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19nOI4 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119nOI4 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119nOI4 

1,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 0311912014 

I ,4-Uichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

2,2-Dichloroprop~ne ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19nol4 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

4-Isopropy Ito! uene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119nOI4 

Benzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19not4 

Bromobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/I9nOI4 

Bromochloromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromoform ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromomethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19nOI4 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

Chi oro benzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

Chloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Chloroform ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119n014 

Chloromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Datefi'ime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19114 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/I9/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/1\1/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/I9/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/I9/14 20:38 

03/I9/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/I9/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/I9/14 20:38 

03/I9/14 20:38 

03/19114 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19114 20:38 

03/19114 20:38 

03/19114 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03119/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-.989-4040 • www.nt/g/t)(w/.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2122

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-12-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-02 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

cis-! ,3-DicWoropropene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dibromochloromethane NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dibromomethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl Acetate ND 49 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl Ether ND 49 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl benzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Freon-113 NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

He)(achlorobutadiene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Isopropyl benzene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

m,p-Xylene ND 9.8 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Methylene chloride NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

MTBE NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

n-Butylbenzene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 0311912014 

n-Propylbenzene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Naphthalene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

o-Xylene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

scc-Butylbenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Styrene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-Dutanol ND <Ill NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-Butylbenzene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Tetrachloroethene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Toluene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

trans-1 ,2-Dichloroethene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

trans-! ,3-Dichloropropene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Trichloroethene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Vinyl acetate NO 49 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Vinyl chloride NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 116% 63 - 167 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

SumJgate: 4-Bromoj/!lorobenzene 100% 63 -130 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

SumJgate: Dibromoj/110romethane 105% 75-146 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03/19114 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19114 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19114 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 2U:3M 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19114 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19114 20:38 

03/19/14 20:38 

03/19114 20:38 

03119114 20:38 

03/19114 20:38 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.cot1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2123

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-12-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-02 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(uglkg) 

106% 

PQL 

(ug/kg) 

MDL 

(uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03119114 20:38 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-.989-4040 • www.aflg lobal. co1 Page 8 of 29 



LEG 2124

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-13-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-03 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, I, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

1,1, 1-Trichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

1,1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

1,1,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

1,1-Dichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

1, 1-Dichloropropene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

1 ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

1 ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 9.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

1,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

1 ,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

1 ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Benzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Bromo benzene ND 4.\1 NA D4C0386 03/19/201~ 

Bromochloromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Bromoform ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Bromomethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Chlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Chloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Chloroform ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Chloromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Daterrime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

3:175 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa.t: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal. co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 



LEG 2125

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-13-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-03 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

cis-1,3-Dichloropropene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dibromochloromethane NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dibromomethane NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl Acetate NO 49 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl Ether NO 49 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl benzene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Freon-113 NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Hexachlorobutadiene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

Isopropyl benzene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

m,p-Xylene NO 9.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Methylene chloride NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

MTBE NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

n-Butylbenzene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

n-Propylbenzene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Naphthalene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

o-Xylene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

sec-Butylbenzene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Styrene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-Butanol NO 97 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-Butylbenzene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Tetrachloroethene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Toluene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

trans-1,2-Dichloroethene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

trans-1,3-Dichloropropene NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Trichloroethene NO 4.9 NA R4C0386 03/19/2014 

Trichlorofluoromethane NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Vinyl acetate NO 49 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Vinyl chloride NO 4.9 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Surrogate: 1.2-Dichloroethane-d4 121% 63- 167 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 104% 63- 130 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 101% 75- 146 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03119/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03119/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03/19/14 20:56 

03119114 20:56 

03/19114 20:56 

03/19114 20:56 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Ftr:c: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobal. cot1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Rage 10 Ci>f 29 



LEG 2126

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

ProjectNumber: De!ReyCleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-13-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-03 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(uglkg) 

106% 

PQL 

(uglkg) 

MDL 

(uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Date!fime 

Analyzed 

03119114 20:56 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue .• Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 Page 11 of 29 



LEG 2127

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-14-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-04 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (ug/kg) (ug/kg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 0311912014 
I, I, 1-Trichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 0311912014 
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 
I, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 
I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 
1.1-Dichloroethene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 0311912014 
1,1-Dichloropropene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 
I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 
I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 0311912014 
I ,2,4-Trichlorohem:ene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 
I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 
I ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 9.4 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 
I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 0311912014 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 0311912014 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

1,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 
2,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 0311912014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

4-Isopropy Ito! uene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

Bromochloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromoform ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Bromomethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Chi oro benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

Chloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

Chloroform ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

Chloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Daterrime 

Analyzed 

03119114 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19114 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03119114 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03119/14 21:15 

03/19114 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21: IS 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03119114 21:15 

03/19114 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19114 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/1911421:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03119114 21:15 

0311911421:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03119114 21:15 

03/19114 21:15 

03/19114 21:15 

03/19114 21:15 

03119114 21:15 

03/19114 21:15 

03119114 21:15 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa:t:: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.ca1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Page i2 of 29 



LEG 2128

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V·14·5·5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816·04 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Resull PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

cis-! ,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dibromochloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dibromomethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl Acetate ND 47 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl Ether ND 47 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Freon-113 ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Isopropyl benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

m,p-Xylene ND 9.4 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

Methylene chloride ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

MTBE ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

n-Butylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

n-Propylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

Naphthalene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

a-Xylene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03119/2014 

sec-Butylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Styrene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-B11tano1 ND 94 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-B uty I benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Tetracbloroetbeue 15 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Toluene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

trans-! ,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Trichloroethene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Vinyl acetate ND 47 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Vinyl chloride ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 116% 63 -167 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromoj/tlorobenzene /03% 63- 130 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Surrogate: Dibromoj/11oromethane 104% 75- 146 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Date!rime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03119/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/142l:IS 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21: IS 

03/19/14 2l :IS 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 2l:IS 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19/14 21:1S 

03/19/14 21 : IS 

03119/14 21: IS 

03/19/14 21:15 

03/19/14 21 :15 

03/19114 21:15 

03/19114 21:15 

031191/4 21:15 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.cor1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Pa.ge 1 S of 2S 



LEG 2129

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-14-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-04 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(ug/kg) 

103% 

PQL 
(ug/kg) 

MDL 

(ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03119114 21:JJ 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Ftl.t: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 P~age 14 of 29 



LEG 2130

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-15-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-05 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I, I, 1-Trichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I , I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 9.5 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

1 ,2-Dich1orobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,2-Dichloropropane NO 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

1,4-0ichlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

2,2-0ichloropropane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

4-Tsnprnpyltnlmmll ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromo benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Bromochloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Bromoform ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Bromomethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Chlorobenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Chloroethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Chloroform ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Chloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

D11leffime 

Analyzed 

03119/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21 :34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21 :34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21 :34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21 :34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21 :34 

03/19/14 21 :34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, C4 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Ftrx: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Page 15 of 29 



LEG 2131

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-15-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-05 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 
cis- I ,3-0ichloropropene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 
Di-isopropyl ether ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 
Dibromochloromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 
Dibromomethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 
Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 
Ethyl Acetate ND 47 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl Ether ND 47 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 4.7 NA H4C03H6 03/11)/2014 

Ethyl benzene NO 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Freon-113 ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Isopropyl benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

m,p-Xylene ND 9.5 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Methylene chloride ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

MrBE ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

n-Butylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

n-Propylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Naphthalene ND 4.7 NA D4C0386 03/1912014 

a-Xylene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

sec-Butyl benzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Styrene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

tert-Butanol ND 95 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

tert-Butylbenzene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Tetrachloroethene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Toluene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

trans-1,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/1912014 

Trichloroethene ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Vinyl acetate ND 47 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Vinyl chloride ND 4.7 NA B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Surrogate: 1.2-Dich/oroethane-d4 127% 63- 167 B4C0386 03/1912014 
Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 99.9% 63- 130 B4C0386 03/19/2014 
Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 107% 75- 146 B4C0386 03/19/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/1~ 21:3~ 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19114 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19114 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03119/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03/19/14 21:34 

03119114 21:34 

03119114 21:34 

03119114 21:34 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.allglobal.co'1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2132

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-15-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-05 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(uglkg) 

103% 

PQL 

(uglkg) 

MDL 

(uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0386 03/1912014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 21:34 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal HUI, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Ft'·": 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 Page 17 of 29 



LEG 2133

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

170 II Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 l 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-16-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-06 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (u~g) (u~g) (u~g) Dilution Batch Prepared 

1, I, I ,2-Tetrachl01 odhant: ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
I, I, 1-Trichloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 
I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
I, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
1, 1-Dichloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 
I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 
1 ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
1,2,3-Trichloroberut:ntl ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 
1 ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
1 ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 10 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 
1 ,2-Dibromoethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 
1,2-Dichloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
1,2-Dichloropropane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
1 ,3-Dich1orobenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03119/2014 
1,3-Dichloropropane ND 5.0 NA D4COJ94 03/1912014 
1 ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
2,2-Dichloropropane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
2-Chlorotoluene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
4-Chlorotoluene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 
4-Isopropyltoluene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
Benzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
Bromo benzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 
Bromochloromethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
Bromodichloromethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 
Bromoform ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03119/2014 
Bromomethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
Carbon disulfide ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
Carbon tetrachloride ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
Chlorobenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 
Chloroethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 
Chloroform ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 
Chloromethane ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signtll Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa:~: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobtll.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2134

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 17010 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-16-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-06 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

cis-1 ,3-Dichloropropene ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/1912014 

Di-isopropyl ether ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/1912014 

Dibromochloromethane ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/1912014 

Dibromomethane ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03119/2014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

Ethyl Acetate ND 50 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

Ethyl Ether ND 50 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

Ethyl benzene ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/1912014 

Freon-113 ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 

Isopropyl benzene ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/1912014 

m,p-Xylene ND 10 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 

Methylene chloride ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 

MTBE ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 

n-Butylbenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 

n-Propylbenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 

Naphthalene ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

a-Xylene NO 5.0 NA B4C0394 03119/2014 

sec-Butyl benzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 

Styrene ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/1912014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 

tert-Butanol ND 100 NA 84C0394 03119/2014 

tert-Butylbenzene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 

Tetrachloroethene ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

Toluene NO 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 

trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

trans-1,3-Dichloropropene ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

Trichloroethene ND 5.0 NA B4C0394 03/1912014 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

Vinyl acetate NO 50 NA B4C0394 03/19/2014 

Vinyl chloride ND 5.0 NA 84C0394 03/19/2014 

')urrogate: I.2-Dichloroethane-d4 122% 63- 167 B4C0394 03/19/2014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 97.9% 63- 130 B4C0394 03/1912014 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 101% 75- 146 B4C0394 03/19/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03/20/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03120114 15:22 

03120114 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20114 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03/20114 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20114 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03120/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03/20/14 15:22 

03120/1415:22 

03/2011415:22 

031201/4 15:22 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Ftrx: 562-.98.9-4040 • www.atlglobal.col 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2135

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-16-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400816-06 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(uglkg) 

102% 

PQL 

(uglkg) 

MDL 

(uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0394 03/19/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03/20/14 15:22 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Sigmrl Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa.'(: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 Page 20 of 29 



LEG 2136

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

ProjectNumber : DelReyCleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

QUALITY CONTROL SECTION 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control 

Analyte 

Batch B4C0386 - MSVOAS 

Blank (B4C0386-BLK1) 

I, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane 

I, I, 1-Trichloroethane 

I, 1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 

I, I ,2-Trichloroethane 

I, 1-Dichloroethane 

I, 1-Dichloroethene 

I, 1-Dichloropropene 

I ,2,3-Trichloropropane 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene 

I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 

I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 

I ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane 

I ,2-Dibromoethane 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene 

1,2-Dichloroethane 

I ,2-Dichloropropane 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene 

I ,3-Dichloropropane 

I ,4-Dichlorobenzene 

2,2-Dichloropropane 

2-Chlorotoluene 

4-Chlorotoluene 

4-Isopropyltoluene 

Benzene 

Bromo benzene 

Bromochloromethane 

Bromodichloromethane 

Bromoform 

Bromomethane 

Carbon disulfide 

Carbon tetrachloride 

Chlorobenzene 

Chloroethane 

Chloroform 

Chloromethane 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene 

cis-! ,3-Dichloropropene 

Result 

(uglkg) 

ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 

ND 
ND 

PQL 

(ug/kg) 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
10 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

Spike 

Level 

Source 

R~sult %Rec 

%Rec 

Limits RPD 

Prepared: 3/19120 14 Analyzed: 3/19120 14 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 

RPD 

Limit Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hilf, C4 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa.x: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.c011 Page 21 of 29 



LEG 2137

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (cont'd) 

Result PQL Spike Source %Rec 

Analyto (uglkg) (uglkg) Level Result %Rec Limits RPD 

Batch B4C0386- MSVOAS (continued) 

Blank (B4C0386-BLK1)- Continued Prepared: 3/19/2014 Analyzed: 3/1912014 

Di-isopropyl ether ND 5.0 NR 

Dibromochloromethane ND 5.0 NR 

Dibromomethane ND 5.0 NR 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 5.0 NR 

Ethyl Acetate ND 50 NR 

Ethyl Ether ND 50 NR 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 5.0 NR 

Ethyl benzene ND 5.0 NR 

Freon-113 ND 5.0 NR 

Hexachlurullutadiene ND 5.0 NR 

Isopropyl benzene ND 5.0 NR 

m,p-Xylene ND 10 NR 

Methylene chloride ND 5.0 NR 

MTBE ND 5.0 NR 

n-Butylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

n-Propylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

Naphthalene ND 5.0 NR 

o-Xylene ND 5.0 NR 

sec-Butyl benzene ND 5.0 NR 

Styrene ND 5.0 NR 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 5.0 NR 

tert-Butanol ND 100 NR 

tert-Butylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 

Tetrachloroethene ND 5.0 NR 

Toluene ND 5.0 NR 

trans-1,2-Dichloroethene ND 5.0 NR 

trans-1,3-Dichloropropene ND 5.0 NR 

Trichloroethene ND 5.0 NR 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 5.0 NR 

Vinyl acetate ND so NR 

Vinyl chloride ND 5.0 NR 

Sltrrogate: J,2-Dichloroethane-d4 54.63 50.0000 /09 63- 167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromof/uorobcnzcnc 48.00 50.0000 96.0 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromof/uoromethane 49.31 50.0000 98.6 75. 146 

Surrogate: Toluene-d8 51.25 50.0000 102 78. 125 

LCS (B4C0386-BS1) Prepared: 3119/20 14 Analyzed: 3119/2014 

I, 1-Dichloroethene 49.4500 5.0 50.0000 98.9 62- 129 

Benzene 53 .0500 5.0 50.0000 106 82- 121 

Chi oro benzene 51.6800 5.0 50.0000 103 83- 132 

RPD 

Limit 

3275 Wttlnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4(}4() • www.atlglobal.conJ 

Notes 

Page 22of29 



LEG 2138

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (cont'd) 

Result PQL Spike Source %Rec 
Annlytc (ugtk.g) (ug/kg) Level R~:sull %Rec Limits RPD 

Batch B4C0386- MSVOAS (continued) 

LCS (B4C0386-BS1)- Continued Prepared: 3/1912014 Analyzed: 3/1912014 

MTBE 52. 1900 5.0 50.0000 104 55- 138 
Toluene 53 .5800 5.0 50.0000 107 80- 129 
TricWoroethene 51.1600 5.0 50.0000 102 75- 133 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 55.92 50.0000 112 63- 167 
Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 52.59 50.0000 105 63 -130 
Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 53.57 50.0000 107 75- 146 
Surrogate: Toluene-dB 53.7B 50.0000 10B 7B- 125 

Duplicate (B4C0386-DUP1) Source: 1400836-01 Prepared: 3/19/2014 Analyzed: 3/19/2014 

i, 1-Dichloroethene ND 12 ND NR 
Benzene ND 12 2.85000 NR 
CWorobenzene ND 12 ND NR 
MTBE ND 12 4.60000 NR 
Toluene ND 12 3.65000 NR 
Trichloroethene ND 12 ND NR 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 52.37 50.0000 105 63- /67 
Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 48.70 50.0000 97.4 63- 130 
Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 50.14 50.0000 100 75- 146 
Surrogate: Toluene-dB 52.93 50.0000 106 7B- 125 

Matrix Spike (B4C0386-MS1) Source: 1400836-01 Prepared: 3/1912014 Analyzed: 3/19/2014 

I, 1-DicWoroethene 91.5000 10 100.000 ND 91.5 48- 127 
Benzene 89.9400 10 100.000 2.85000 87.1 57- 125 
Chi oro benzene 77.5800 10 100.000 ND 77.6 42- 141 
MTBE 97.6800 10 100.000 4.60000 93.1 44- 137 
Toluene 85 .7400 10 100.000 3.65000 82.1 40- 143 
Trichloroethene 84.5800 10 100.000 ND 84.6 47- 148 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 54.75 50.0000 llO 63- 167 
Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 49.72 50.0000 99.4 63- 130 
Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 52.07 50.0000 104 75- 146 
Sr~rrogate: Toluene-dB 52.55 50.0000 105 78-125 

Matrix Spike Dup (B4C0386-MSDI) Source: 1400836-01 Prepared: 3/19/2014Analyzed: 3/19/2014 

I, 1-Dich1oroethene 84.9400 10 100.000 ND 84.9 48- 127 7.44 
Benzene 80.4800 10 100.000 2.85000 77.6 57- 125 11.1 
Chlorobenzene 64.3200 10 100.000 ND 64.3 42- 141 18.7 
HBE 98.5200 10 100 000 4.60000 93 .9 44- 137 0.856 

ioluene 76.6200 10 100.000 3.65000 73 .0 40- 143 11.2 
Trichloroethene 73.4600 10 100.000 ND 73.5 47- 148 14.1 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 55.B4 50.0000 112 63- 167 

RPD 

Limit 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobal.cot1 

Notes 
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LEG 2139

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

170 II Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 0312512014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (cont'd) 

Analyle 

Batch B4C0386- MSVOAS (continued) 

Result 

(ug/kg) 

Matrix Spike Dup (B4C0386-MSD1)- Continued 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 49.85 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 52.02 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 52.18 

Batch B4CG394- MSVOAS 

Blank (B4C0394-BLK1) 

I, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 
I, I, 1-Trichloroethane ND 
I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 
I, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 
I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 
I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 
I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 
I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 
I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 
l ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 
I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 
I ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 
I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 
I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 
I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 
I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 
I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 
I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 
I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 
I ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 
2,2-Dichloropropane ND 
2-Chlorotoluene ND 
4-Chlorotoluene ND 
4-Isopropyltoluene ND 
Benzene ND 
Bromobenzene ND 
Bromochloromethane ND 
Bromodichloromethane ND 
Bromoform ND 
Bromo methane ND 
Carbon disulfide ND 
Carbon tetrachloride ND 
Chi oro benzene ND 

PQL 

(ug/kg) 

Spike 

Level 

Source: 1400836-01 

50.0000 

50.0000 

50.0000 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
10 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

Source 

Result %Rec 

%Rec 

Limits RPD 

Prepared: 3/19/2014 Analyzed: 3/1912014 

99.7 63- 130 

/04 75- 146 

104 78- 125 

Prepared: 312012014 Analyzed: 3/20/2014 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 

RPD 

Limit Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa:~: 562-.989-4040 • www.atfo/oba/.co1 Page 24 of"29 



LEG 2140

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (coot' d) 

Result PQL Spike Source %Rec 
Anrllyte (uglkg) (ug/kg) Level Result %Rec Limits RPO 

Batch B4C0394- MSVOAS (continued) 

Blank (B4C0394-BLK1)- Continued Prepared: 3/20120 I 4 Analyzed: 3/2012014 
Chloroethane NO 5.0 NR 
Chloroform NO 5.0 NR 
Chloromethane NO 5.0 NR 
cis-1,2-0ichloroethene ND 5.0 NR 
cis-! ,3-0ichloropropene ND 5.0 NR 
Oi-isopropyl ether ND 5.0 NR 
Dibromochloromethane ND 5.0 NR 
Oibromomethane NO 5.0 NR 
Oichlorodifluoromethane ND 5.0 NR 
'lthyl Acetate NO 50 NR 
ithyl Ether ND 50 NR 
Ethyl teet-butyl ether ND 5.0 NR 
Ethyl benzene ND 5.0 NR 
Freon-113 ND 5.0 NR 
Hexachlorobutadiene ND 5.0 NR 
Isopropyl benzene NO 5.0 NR 
m,p-Xylene ND 10 NR 
Methylene chloride NO 5.0 NR 
MTBE NO 5.0 NR 
n-Butylbenzene NO 5.0 NR 
n-Propylbenzene NO 5.0 NR 
Naphthalene ND 5.0 NR 
o-Xylene ND 5.0 NR 
sec-Butylbenzene ND 5.0 NR 
Styrene ND 5.0 NR 
teet-Amyl methyl ether ND 5.0 NR 
lt:ll-BultuiUl ND !UU NR 
tert-Butylbenzene NO 5.0 NR 
Tetrachloroethene ND 5.0 NR 
Toluene ND 5.0 NR 
trans-1,2-0ichloroethene NO 5.0 NR 
trans-1,3-0ichloropropene NO 5.0 NR 
Trichloroethene NO 5.0 NR 
Trichlorofluoromethane NO 5.0 NR 
Vinyl acetate ND 50 NR 
Vinyl chloride ND 5.0 NR 
Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 55.81 50.0000 112 63- 167 

trrogate: 4-Bromoj/uorobenzene 48.92 50.0000 97.8 63- 130 
oJ'urrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 48.78 50.0000 97.6 75- 146 
Surrogate: Toluene-dB 51 .91 50.0000 104 78- 125 

RPD 

Limit 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 

Notes 
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Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 82608- Quality Control (cont'd) 

Result PQL Spike Source o/oRec 

Ar)alyte (ug/kg) (ug/kg) Level Result o/oRec Limits RPO 

Batch B4C0394- MSVOAS (continued) 

LCS (B4C0394-BS1) Prepared: 3/20/2014 Analyzed: 3/2012014 

I, 1-0 ichloroethene 47.7300 5.0 50.0000 95.5 62- 129 

Benzene 51.3500 5.0 50.0000 103 82- 121 

Chlorobenzene 50.9400 5.0 50.0000 102 83 - 132 

MTBE 50.0900 5.0 50.0000 100 55- 138 

Toluene 52.2000 5.0 50.0000 104 80- 129 

Trichloroethene 50.6100 5.0 50.0000 101 75 - 133 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 54.08 50.0000 108 63- 167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 52.40 50.0000 105 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 52.27 50.0000 105 75-146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 51.48 50.0000 103 78- 125 

Duplicate (B4C0394-DUP1) Source: 1400832-02 Prepared: 3/20/20 14 Analyzed: 3/20/2014 

I, 1-0ichloroethene NO 5.0 NO NR 

Benzene NO 5.0 NO NR 

Chlorobenzene NO 5.0 NO NR 

MTBE NO 5.0 NO NR 

Toluene NO 5.0 NO NR 

Trichloroethene NO 5.0 NO NR 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 54.63 50.0000 109 63- 167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 48.11 50.0000 96.2 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 50.20 50.0000 100 75- 146 

Surrogate: 1bluene-d8 50.75 50.0000 102 78- 125 

Matrix Spike (B4C0394-MS1) Source: 1400832-02 Prepared: 3/20/2014 Analyzed: 3120/2014 

I, 1-0ichloroethene 44.6000 5.0 50.0000 NO 89.2 48- 127 

Benzene 48.4200 5.0 50.0000 NO 96.8 57- 125 

Chlorobenzene 49.0300 5.0 50.0000 NO 98.1 42- 141 

MTBE 51.3500 5.0 50.0000 NO 103 44- 137 

Toluene 49.6700 5.0 50.0000 ND 99.3 40- 143 

Trichloroethene 46.7800 5.0 50.0000 NO 93.6 47- 148 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 55.34 50.0000 111 63- 167 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 51.28 50.0000 103 63- 130 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 51.94 50.0000 104 75- 146 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 51.65 50.0000 103 78- 125 

Matrix Spike Dup (B4C0394-MSD1) Source: 1400832-02 Prepared: 3/20/20 14 Analyzed: 3/20/20 14 

I, 1-0ichloroethene 43.4000 5.0 50.0000 ND 86.8 48- 127 2.73 

Benzene 48.0500 5.0 50.0000 ND 96.1 57- 125 0.767 

Chi oro benzene 48.3300 5.0 50.0000 NO 96.7 42- 141 1.44 

MTBE 50.2100 5.0 50.0000 NO 100 44- 137 2.24 

Toluene 48.9100 5.0 50.0000 NO 97.8 40- 143 1.54 

RPO 

Limit 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.cor1 
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Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B- Quality Control (cont'd) 

Analyte 

Batch B4C0394- MSVOAS (continued) 

Result 

(ug/kg) 

Matrix Spike Dup (B4C0394-MSD1)- Continued 

Trichloroethene 47.6800 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 

Surrogate: 4-Bromofluorobenzene 

Surrogate: Dibromofluoromethane 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

55.27 

52.38 

52.14 

51.53 

PQL 

(ug/kg) 

Spike 

Level 

Source: 1400832-02 

5.0 50.0000 

50.0000 

50.0000 

50.0000 

50.0000 

Source 

Result %Rec 

%Rec 

Limits RPD 

Prepared: 3/20/20 14 Analyzed: 3/20120 14 

ND 95.4 47- 148 1.91 

111 63- 167 

105 63- 130 

104 75- 146 

103 78- 125 

RPD 

Limit 

20 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 !?age 27 ef 29 
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Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Notes and Definitions 

ND Analyte is not detected at or above the Practical Quantitation Limit (PQT ,) When client requests quantitation against MDL, 
analyte is not detected at or above the Method Detection Limit (MDL) 

PQL Practical Quantitation Limit 

MDL Method Detection Limit 

NR Not Reported 

RPD Relative Percent Difference 

CA2 CA-ELAP (CDPH) 

ORl OR-NELAP (OSPHL) 

TXl TX-NELAP (TCEQ) 

Notes: 
(1) The reported MDL and PQL are based on prep ratio variation and analytical dilution. 
(2) The suffix (2C] of specific analytes signifies that the reported result is taken from the instrument's second column. 
(3) Results are wet unless otherwise specified. 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 56:2-989-4045 • F«.t: 562-.989-4040 •www.tltlglobal.cot, Page 2~ of29 
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TABLE1 
Volatile O'fllnic Compounds in Soil Vapor 

Fotmef' Del Rey Cleaners 

Playa Del Rey, Caltfomla 

I\AmJIJ ll:wvlh tim 
l!l!lnpl~tc!.~PII ,..,,,.~ . ~~J Odo..ibol-

·. 

V·I-S l/21/211 1< ~ 

V-:1.-IJ l/21/2111< u 
V-3-5 3/ll/2014 s 
V-1-5 l/21f'l)l4 5 

v.s.s 3/21/l014 5 

V.().S 3/21/21114 5 

V-7·1 3 21/lll14 2 

Y-&.5 l/21 llll4 5 

V.Q.S l/21/2014 5 

V-1 0.5 J/;D/lll14 s 
v.n.:; ' lJ lOU • 
V-12..$ Jn1/lll l< 5 

v.u.s ' 21/llJ14 5 

V-14..$ l / 21/ lOU 5 

V-14..$ RI!P 3/~/:'011 5 

V-15-5 3/11/ 2014 5 

V· ll>-5 Jtn/lllll 5 

V-17.5 l/11/2014 5 

V·lll-4 J 21l2llt( 4 

v.t;_s 3/21/2011 5 

v.:>G-S ' l l /2014 5 

Sauntn.: Cdta:la. 
CllHSt. Co:mmudAI/ Jndualrial 

--·-lnoalllip-r•"'"'ll'(/1.) 
NOCO.o:B · N~illl~.-orlhWit thell.!.1ed~lnaUmll . 

. • No l&aNIIrd -.blWwd. 

llol. • VaU. > &:n.nins Crtt.Y . ....................... 
NA•NotONiyood 

NO<O,OOII 

ND<OJXII 
Nl><O.ooB 
Nl><O.ooB 
ND<OOOII 

0.012 
0.118 

ND<OJXlll 
ND<IIOOII 
ND<O.ooB 
ND<O.WII 
Nl><Q.OIII 

ND<O.OOII 
ND<O.ulll 
NO<~ 
ND<o.JXlS 
ND<OJlll! 
ND<O.tn'l 
ND<O.OOS 
NO<OJXItl 
ND<O.OI18 

O.IOII!!<fnnl 

ND<I).Oil! 

ND<OJXII 
ND<~UXlll 

ND<IUOI 

"'D<<JXll 
O.l\'13 
O.QIS 

ND<WXII 
0.05) 
!).1m 

woo 
ND<O.OOII 
ND <O.DOII 
ND<OOOI 
ND<OlXJI 
ND<0008 
Nl><O.OO! 
NO<O.OO!I 
ND<Il.OCII 
ND<Il.OCII 
ND<O.GOII 

Volotii•O<fl!'\<&<nn~(EI'A~""""824011) 

a.,T.<> Ilk~-:::!... 'I'Ctrodtl-~nw Toi•C'IIt 
Dtchl....,~•,. 

'Nl><O,OOI ND<OJXII 193 Nl><O.IIJII 

ND<OOOII ND<UJXII 112.5 ND<U.OOI 

ND<0.008 ND<O.W! 123 ND<Il.008 

NO<O,OOII NO<O.IDI 57.6 ND<O.ooll 

0.017 NO<II.IXII 7.15 ND<Wl08 

0.86:1 0.2.87 UI,3CO ND<O.OI18 

ND<0.008 ND<O.OOII 2111,000 o.o~ 

3111 O.Oilll '1.2111 ND<U.IXIIl 

9.2.8 1.17 t.:UO ND<0.008 

16.C 7.24 <,160 ND<O,!Xi6 

41.7 U l 908 NI><OJlll 

ND<WXI! ND<II.tnl !56.50 ND<O.OO! 

NI><"O.OOII Nl><ll.ll08 41.7 ND<ODOII 

O.Cl\5 O.DI~ :rn. NO<Illll8 

0.076 0Jl50 J'l5 ND<O.OI18 

ILl U/1 122 ND<Il.W6 

NO<O.ro4 ND<01X18 774 ND<OOOII 

11«>0 02•0 Ul o.ou 
0~ ND<O,IXII l 'll!O 0.031 

17.2 OA!(II L7l0 0.0011 

25.0 11.971 <,.320 0.019 

120 WI 1.6 1190 

OfHSL. C&Uiom&a HutnM H•kh~ una. lot C'Oin.INfdiiVftt-rlal J'"lf»r1Y UIB •I '-'lldlnp with "'linN red fill bbw alab gravel (OfHHA. january. 2005). 
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TABLE2 
Volatile Organic Compounds in Soil 
Former Del Rey Cleaners 
Playa Del Rey, California 

S.mplt liA"!~"'o.e•h _ o\fvl.lolllr O'l'lilc Cilmro~nfl' 
rdliullft~lln: llo<Uplr D•l~ ,-{i"ff!!lll&,~l 1/l·tllchlot:~~b~·· I• 'T"etr><ljf<m!fl~tl'< Td<ldO~~~ 

V-I.S.S-S 3/.'fl/H 5 N1><4-~ 
il-2-ti-5 3/-17/H 4.5 Ntl<-1.0 
V.J.S..S.5 3/ 1 1/1~ 5 N0<~.2 

V-'l.s-5.5 J/18/ 1•1 5 ND<:i.O 
V-54.5-5 l/17/a 4.5 Nl><4.ll 
V-645-5 3/'17/14 4.5 NO<-l,J ---V-7-15-2 l/17/14 1.5 'lO 
V-1-ti-5 3/17/14 4.5 N1><4,8 
V-9--5-.5.5" J/11/1~ :; ND<U 
V-11»-li.S l/1'1/14 5 ND<-1,8 
V-11-4.5-:i l/17/1<1 4.5 ND<-I.l' 
V-11-:;,5.5 l/18/H s NO<U 
V-134-5.5 l/18/14 s ND<4_.9 

V-14-s-S.S '3/lil/14 s ND«.7 
V-IS.S:S.S l/18/14 5 N1><4 .7 
V-16-5-5.5 l/18/14 s ND<5.0 
V-1744.5 l/17/H 4 NO<-I.S 
V-IS--1--1.5 Jf\7/14 ~ NO<U 
V-1'1--4-4.5 3/17/H 4 N0<4.l' 
Vc20-4.5--5. 3/17{14 -!.5 ND-<4.4 

Scr<.aiA~ Crit<d• 
CHHSl. C""""""!.~/lnd~<Lrl-11 

lllill-:fcnAI Scroenlny,lcvcl.u • lnd1Utri41 I 11.000 -tt.ullll g&wn In mlcrograiN per kilogram (usfkB). 
ND<4.0• Notdetec-' •tor•bow lha lllled raporllns llmiL 
• • No1tmwblrd ... bllMod. 
Bold • V•laa. ~ Scrw.lng CriWrlll. 

bp • below sround IUrfM~t 
NA • Not onolyud 
CHHSL • Callfomll Human ~lth Soeanlng lAval• 
~IScroming IAwat • US EPA ScreM!ng Crlt.rLI (April 2012) 

9.1 Nl><4.4 
ND<-1.0 N0<4.U 

~.0 ND<-4..2 
NDG.O NDG,U 

llU ND<-4.8 
19 ND<-4.~ 

600.0011 ND<1.7 
u ND<4.~ 

u ND<-4., 
6.0 N0<411 
150 6.6 

ND<-1 .9 ND«.9 
ND«.9 ND<4.9 

15 N0«.7 
ND<43 ND<-1.7 
NO<S . .D NIJG.O 
ND<4..5 ·- ND<4.5 

11 ND«4.6 
IJ N0<4,7 
71.1 NIJ<4.4 

llll.OOO MOO 

P•a•lofl 

Cb.!ii'PirHflu~•dlfrt~r 

NO«.{ 
Ntl<4.0 
ND<.!.l 
NO® 
ND-o!JI 
N0-<4.3 
ND<3.7 
NI><4JI 
ND-ol.9 
NO«.I! 

17 
N0<4.9 
ND-<4.9 
N1><4.7 
ND<-1 ,7 
NOG.O 
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LEG 2150

Client: 
Client Address: 

Attn: 

Project Name: 
Project Address: 

ANALYSES REQUESTED 

P.O. BOX 53871 FULLERTON, CA 92838 
(714) 449-9937 FAX (714) 449-9685 

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL 

LABORATORY RESULTS 

Bowyer Environmental Consulting, Inc. 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 
Huntington Beach, CA 9264 7 

Willy Parish 

Former Del Ray Cleaner 
310 Culver Drive 
Playa Del Ray, CA 

Report date: 
JEL Ref. No.: 

Date Sampled: 
Date Received: 
Date Analyzed: 
Physical State: 

3/21/2014 
E-0074 

3/21/2014 
3/21/2014 
3/21/2014 
Soil Gas 

I. EPA 8260B - Volatile Organics by GC/MS + Oxygenates 

Sampling- Soil Gas samples were collected in glass gas-tight syringes equipped with Teflon plungers. Tubing placed in the ground 

for soil gas sampling was purged three different times as recommended by DTSC/R WQCB guidance documents. This purge test 

determined how many purges of the soil gas tubing were needed throughout the project. One, three and ten purge volumes were 

analyzed to make this determination. 
A tracer gas mixture of n-propanol and n-pentane was placed at the tubing-surface interface before sampling. These 

compounds were analyzed during the 8260B analytical run to determine if there were surface leaks into the subsurface due to 

improper installation of the probe. Non-propanol or n-pentane was found in any of the samples reported herein. 

Tbe sampling rate was approximately 200 ccfmin except when noted differently on the chain of custody record using a gas 

tight syringe . .l... purge volumes were used since this purging level gave the highest results for the compound(s) of greatest interest. 

Prior to purging and sampling of soil gas at eacb point, a shut-in test was conducted to check for leaks in the above ground 

fittings. The shut-in test was performed on the above ground apparatus by evacuating the line to a vacuum of I 00 inches of water, 

sealing the entire system and watching the vacuum for at least one minute. A vacuum gauge attached in parallel to the apparatus 

measured the vacuum. If there was any observable loss of vacm1m, the fittings were adjusted as needed until the vacuum did not 

change noticeably. The soil gas sample was then taken. 
No flow conditions occur when a sampling rate greater than 10 mL!min cannot be maintained without applying a vacuum 

greater than 100 inches of water to the sampling train. The sampling train is left at a vacuum for no less than three minutes. If the 

vacuum does not subside appreciably after three minutes, the sample location is determined to be a no flow sample. 

Analytical- Soil Gas samples were analyzed using EPA Method 8260 that includes extra compounds required by DTSC/RWQCB 

(such as Freon 113). Instrument Continuing Calibration Verification, QC Reference Standards, Instrument Blanks and Sampling 

Blanks were analyzed every 12 hours as prescribed by the method. In addition, Matrix Spike (MS) and Matrix Spike Duplicates 

(MSP) were analyzed with each batch of Soil Gas samples. A duplicate/replicate sample was analyzed each day of the sampling 

activity. All samples were injected into the GC/MS system within 30 minutes of sampling. 

Approval: 

Steve Jones, Ph.D. 
Laboratory Manager 



LEG 2151

lQNM~ NTP I~ P.O. BOX 53871 FULLERTON, CA 92838 
(714) 449-9937 FAX (714) 449-9685 

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LADORA TORY RESULTS 

Client: Bowyer Environmental Consulting, Inc. Report date: 3/21/20I4 

Client Address: I70 II Beach Blvd., Suite 900 JEL Ref. No.: E-0074 

Huntington Beach, CA 9264 7 

Attn: Willy Parish Date Sampled: 3/21/2014 

Date Received: 3/21/2014 

Project: Former Del Ray Cleaner Date Analyzed: 3/21/2014 

Project Address: 3I 0 Culver Drive Physical State: Soil Gas 

Playa Del Ray, CA 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

Sample ID: V-10-5' lP V-10-5' 3P V-10-5' lOP V-7-2' V-11-5' 

JELID: E-0074-01 E-0074-02 E-0074-03 E-0074-04 E-0074-05 
Practical 

Quantitntion Units 

Analytes: Limit 

Benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Bromo benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.lg/L 

Bromodichloromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Bromoform ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

n-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 ).lg/L 

sec-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

tert-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Carbon tetrachloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Chlorobenzene ND ND ND 0.118 ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Chloroform 0.036 0.035 0.038 0.068 0.030 0.008 f.lg/L 

2-Chlorotoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

4-Chlorotoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.lg/L 

Dibromochloromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 ).lg/L 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1,2-Dibromoethane (EDB) ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Dibromomethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 flg/L 

1,2- Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.lg/L 

1,3-Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.lg/L 

1,4-Dichlorobenzene NO ND ND ND ND 0.008 flg/L 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1, 1-Dichloroethane ND ND NO ND ND 0.008 f.lg/L 

1,2-Dichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1, 1-Dichloroethene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 14.2* 16.4"' 9.25"' ND 41.7* 0.008 flg/L 

trans-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 2.35 2.24 2.62 ND 2.31 0.008 J.lg/L 

1 ,2-D ichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1,3-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 flg/L 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND NO ND NO ND 0.008 f.lg/L 

1, 1-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

ND= Not Detected 

2 



LEG 2152

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY RESULTS 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

SampleiD: V-10-5' lP V-10-5' 3P V-10-5' lOP V-7-2' V-11-5' 

JELID: E-0074-01 E-0074-02 E-0074-03 E-0074-04 E-0074-05 
Practical 

Quantitation Units 

Analytes: Limit 

cis-1 ,3-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

trans-1,3-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Ethyl benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Freon 113 ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 J.lg/L 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Isopropyl benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Methylene chloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Naphthalene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

n-Propylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Styrene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1, 1, 1 ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1,1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Tetrachloroethylene 1560* 2160* 1270* 210000* 908* 0.008 J.lg/L 

Toluene ND ND ND 0.025 ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1 ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 ).lg/L 

1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1, l ,2-Trichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Trichloroethylene 7.55* 11.3* 0.500* 5.80 29.7* 0.008 J.lg/L 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

l ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 ).lg/L 

Vinyl chloride ND ND ND ND 0.008 0.008 J.lg/L 

Xylenes ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

MTBE ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 J.lg/L 

Ethyl-tert-butylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 ).lg/L 

Di-isopropylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 J.lg/L 

tert-amylmethylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 ).lg/L 

tert-Butylalcohol ND ND ND ND ND 0.400 J.lg/L 

TIC: 
n-propanol ND ND ND ND ND 0.080 J.lg/L 

n-pentane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

'Dilution Factor l/250• l/2SO• l/250* 1/2500• 11100• 

Surrogate Recoveries: QC Limits 

Dibromofluoromethane 108% 106% 107% 110% 102% 75- 125 

Toluene-d8 
100% 98% 97% 86% 97% 75- 125 

4-Bromofluorobenzene 104% 104% lOS% 96% 106% 75- 125 

E2-032114- E2-032114- E2-032114- El-032114- E2-0321 14-

E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 

ND= Not Detected 

• =Dilutions for these compound(s); first number for all others 

3 



LEG 2153

lQlNMENTf l~ P.O. Box 5387 I FULLERTON, CA 92838 
(714) 449-9937 FAX (714) 449-9685 

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY RESULTS 

Client: Bowyer Environmental Consulting, Inc. Report date: 3/21/2014 

Client Address: 17011 Bench Blvd., Suite 900 JEL Ref. No.: E-0074 

Huntington Beach, CA 9264 7 

Attn: Willy Parish Dntc Sampled: 3/21/2014 

Date Received: 3/21/2014 

Project: Former Del Ray Cleaner Date Analyzed: 3/21/2014 

Project Address: 310 Culver Drive Physical State: Soil Gas 

Playa Del Ray, CA 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

Sample ID: V-8-5' V-9-5' V-6-5' V-5-5' V-2-4.8' 

JELID: E-0074-06 E-0074-07 E-0074-08 E-0074-09 E-0074-10 
Practical 

Quantitation Units 

Analytes: Limit 

Benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Bromo benzene NO ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Bromodichloromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Bromoform ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

n-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

sec-Butyl benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

tert-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Carbon tetrachloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Chlorobenzene ND ND 0.012 ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Chloroform ND 0.053 0.083 ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

2-Chlorotoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

4-Chlorotoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Dibromochloromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg'L 

1,2-Dibromoethane (EDB) ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Dibromomethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,2- Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,3-Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,4-Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,1-Dichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,2-Dichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1, 1-Dichloroethene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

cis-1,2-Dichloroethene 3.07 9.28* 0.863 0.017 ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

trans-1,2-Dichloroethene 0.088 1.17 0.287 ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,2-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,3-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1, 1-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

ND= Not Detected 

4 



LEG 2154

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY RESULTS 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

SnmpleiD: V-8-5' V-9-5' V-6-5' V-5-5' V-2-4.8' 

JELID: E-0074-06 E-0074-07 E-0074-08 E-0074-09 E-0074-10 
Practical 

Quantitation Units 

Analytes: 
Limit 

cis-1 ,3-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jig/L 

trans-1,3-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jig/L 

Ethy\benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jig/L 

Freon 113 ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 f.Lg/L 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

Isopropyl benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jig/L 

4-Isopropyltoluenc ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jig/L 

Methylene chloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jig/L 

Naphthalene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 ~tg/L 

n-Propylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

Styrene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

1, 1, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

1,1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND NO ND ND 0.008 Jig/L 

Tetrachloroethylene 4200* 1350* 13300* 735* 62.5* 0.008 Jig/L 

Toluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

1 ,2,3-Trichlorobcnzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

1 ,2, 4-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.lg/L 

1,1, 1-Trichloroethane ND ND ND ND NO 0.008 Jig/L 

1, 1,2-Trichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

Trichloroethylene 4.81 15.4* 7.54 1.27 ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

1,2,3-Trichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jig/L 

1,3,S-Trimethylbenzene ND ND NO ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

Vinyl chloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

Xylenes ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

MTBE ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 f.Lg/L 

Ethyl-tert-butylether ND ND NO ND ND 0.040 f.Lg/L 

Di-isopropylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 Jig/L 

tert-amylmethylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 Jig/L 

tert-Butylalcohol ND ND ND ND ND OAOO Jig/L 

TIC: 
n-propanol ND ND NO ND ND 0.080 Jig/L 

n-pentane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.Lg/L 

Dilution Factor 11100* 111 oo• l/2SOO* 1/100* 1110* 

Surroe:ate.Recoveries: 
QCLimits 

Dibromofluoromethane 113% lOS% 107% 106% 109% 7S - 12S 

Toluene-ds 107% 97% 96% 101% 102% 7S- 125 

4-Bromofluorobenzene 109% 110% 108% lOS% 104% 75- 125 

El-032114- E2-032114- E1-032114- El-032114- El-032114-

E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 

ND= Not Detected 

• =Dilutions for these compound(s); first number for all others 

5 



LEG 2155

lQJ~t~,~ P.O. BOX 53871 FULLERTON, CA 92838 
(714) 449-9937 FAX (714) 449-9685 

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY RESULTS 

Client: Bowyer Environmental Consulting, Inc. Report date: 3/21/2014 
Client Address: 17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 JEL Ref. No.: E-0074 

Huntington Beach, CA 9264 7 

Attn: Willy Parish Date Sampled: 3/2112014 
Date Received: 3/21/2014 

Project: Former Del Ray Cleaner Date Analyzed: 3/21/2014 
Project Address: 310 Culver Drive Physical State: Soil Gas 

Playa Del Ray, CA 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

Sample ID: V-1-5' V-3-5' V-4-5' V-13-5' V-12-5' 

JELID: E-0074-11 E-0074-12 E-0074-13 E-0074-14 E-0074-15 
Practical 

Ounntitntion Units 
Analytes: Limit 
Benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
Bromo benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
Bromodichloromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
Bromoform ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
n-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
sec-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
tert-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
Carbon tetrachloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
Chlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
Chloroform ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
2-Chlorotoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
4-Chlorotoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
Dibromochloromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
1,2-Dibromoethane (EDB) ND ND ND NO NO 0.008 J.lg/L 
Dibromomethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
1,2- Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND NO 0.008 J.lg/L 
1 ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND ND NO ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
1,4-Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
Dichlorodifluoromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
l, 1-Dichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
1,2-Dichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
1, 1-Dichloroethene ND ND ND NO ND 0.008 J.lg/L 
cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 jlg/L 
trans- I ,2-Dichloroethene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.!g/L 
1,2-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 jlg/L 
1,3-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 jlg/L 
2,2-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 jlg/L 
1, 1-Dichloropropene ND ND ND NO ND 0.008 jlg/L 

ND= Not Detected 



LEG 2156

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY RESULTS 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

Sample ID: V-1-5' V-3-5' V-4-5' V-13-5' V-12-5' 

JELID: E-0074-11 E-0074-12 E-0074-13 E-0074-14 E-0074-15 
Practical 

Quantitation Units 

Analytes: Limit 

cis-1 ,3 -Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

trans-1 ,3-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.ig/L 

Ethyl benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.ig/L 

Freon 113 ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 J.lg/L 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.ig/L 

Isopropyl benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Methylene chloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Naphthalene NO ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.ig/L 

n-Propylbenzene NO ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Styrene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1, 1, 1 ,2-Tetrachloroethane NO ND NO ND ND 0.008 J.ig/L 

1, 1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Tetrachloroethylene 193"' 123"' 57.6"' 41.7"' 56.5"' 0.008 J.ig/L 

Toluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1 ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND ND NO ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane NO ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.ig/L 

1, 1,2-Trichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Trichloroethylene 0.058 0.133 0.029 0.222 NO 0.008 J.lg/L 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND ND NO ND ND 0.008 J.ig/L 

1,2,3-Trichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1 ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND ND NO ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Vinyl chloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.ig/L 

Xylenes NO ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

MTBE ND ND NO ND ND 0.040 J.lg/L 

Ethyl-tert-butylether ND NO NO ND ND 0.040 J.lg/L 

Di-isopropylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 J.ig/L 

tert-amylmethylether ND ND NO ND ND 0.040 jlg/L 

tert-Butylalcohol ND ND ND ND ND 0.400 J.ig/L 

TIC: 
n-propanol ND ND NO ND ND 0.080 J.lg/L 

n-pentane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Dilution Factor 11100"' 1/100"' 1/10* 1/10* 1/10* 

Surrogate Recoveries: 
QCLimits 

Dibromofluoromethane 107% 105% 106% 106% 106% 75- 125 

Toluene-d8 
98% 100% 100% 101% 98% 75- 125 

4-Bromofluorobenzene 105% 106% 105% 104% 105% 75- 125 

E2-032114- E2-032114- E2-032114- E2-032114- E2-032114-

E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 

ND= Not Detected 

*=Dilutions for these compound(s); first number for all others 

7 



LEG 2157

lQ!~LP,~ P.O. Box 53871 FULLERTON, CA 92838 
(714) 449-9937 FAX (714) 449-9685 

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY RESULTS 

Client: Bowyer Environmental Consulting, Inc. Report date: 3/2112014 
Client Address: 17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 JEL Ref. No.: E-0074 

Huntington Beach, CA 9264 7 

Attn: Willy Parish Date Sampled: 3/21/2014 

Dale Received: 3/21/2014 
Project: Former Del Ray Cleaner Date Analyzed: 3/21/2014 
Project Address: 310 Culver Drive Physical State: Soil Gas 

Playa Del Ray, CA 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

Sample ID: V-20-4' V-19-4' V-16-5' V-14-5' V-14-5' REP 

JELID: E-0074-16 E-0074-17 E-0074-18 E-0074-19 E-0074-20 
Practical 

Quantitation Units 
Analytes: Limit 
Benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
Bromo benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 jlg/L 
Bromodichloromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 jlg/L 
Bromoform ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
n-Butylbcnzcne ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 jlg/L 
sec-Butyl benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
tert-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
Carbon tetrachloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
Chlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
Chloroform ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
2-Chlorotoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
4-Chlorotoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
Dibromochloromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
I,2-Dibromocthanc (EDB) ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
Dibromomethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
1,2- Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
1,3-Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llg/L 
1 ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
Dichiorodifluoromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
1, I-Dichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
I,2-Dichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 jlg/L 
I, I-Dichloroethene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 25.0* 17.2* ND 0.035 0.026 0.008 llg/L 
trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene 0.971 0.804 ND 0.048 0.050 0.008 llw'L 
I,2-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
1,3-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 jlg/L 
2,2-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 
1, I-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 jlg/L 

ND= Not Detected 
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LEG 2158

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY RESULTS 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

Sample ill: V-20-4' V-19-4' V-16-5' V-14-5' V-14-5' REP 

JELID: E-0074-16 E-0074-17 E-0074-18 E-0074-19 E-0074-20 
Practical 

Quantitation Units 
Analytes: Limit 

cis-1,3-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 l!w'L 
trans- I ,3-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

Ethyl benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

Freon 113 ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 J..Lw'L 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

Isopropyl benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

Methylene chloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lg/L 

Naphthalene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lg/L 

n-Propylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

Styrene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 
1, 1, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 l!w'L 

1, 1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

Tetrachloroethylene 2320* 1720* 274* 272* 395* 0.008 J..Lw'L 

Toluene 0.019 0.009 ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

1 ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 ~w'L 
1, 1,2-Trichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

Trichloroethylene 10.4* 4.50* 2.05 3.30* 3.68* 0.008 J..Lw'L 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

1 ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

1 ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J..Lw'L 

Vinyl chloride ND 0.061 ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 

Xylenes ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 llw'L 

MTBE ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 llw'L 

Ethyl-tert-butylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 llw'L 

Di-isopropylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 llw'L 

tert-amylmethylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 llw'L 

tert-Butylalcohol ND ND ND ND ND 0.400 llw'L 

TIC: 
n-propanol ND ND ND ND ND 0.080 l!w'L 

n-pentane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 f.!g/L 

Dilution Factor l/250* 1/250* 1/100* 11100• 1/100* 

SurrogAte Reeoveries: QC Limits 

Dibromofluoromethane 108% 104% 106% 105% 101% 75. 125 

Toluene-d8 95% 97% 99% 97% 97% 75- 125 
4-Bromofluorobenzene 103% 108% 105% 103% 104% 75 • 125 

E1-032114- E1-032114- E2-032114· E2-032114- E2-032114-
E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 

ND= Not Detected 
• =Dilutions for these compound(s); first number for all others 
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LEG 2159

Client: 
Client Address: 

Attn: 

Project: 
Project Address: 

SampleiD: 

JELID: 

Analytes: 
Benzene 
Bromo benzene 
Bromodichloromethane 
Bromoform 
n-Butylbenzene 
sec-Butyl benzene 
tert-Butylbenzene 
Carbon tetrachloride 
Chlorobenzene 
Chloroform 
2-Chlorotoluene 
4-Chlorotoluene 
Dibromochloromethane 
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane 
I ,2-Dihromoethane (F.DR) 
Dibromomethane 
1,2- Dichlorobenzene 
1,3-Dichlorobenzene 
1,4-Dichlorobenzene 
Dichlorodifluoromethane 
1, 1-Dichloroethane 
1,2-Dichloroethane 
1, 1-Dichloroethene 
cis-1,2-Dichloroethene 
trans-1,2-Dichloroethene 
1,2-Dichloropropane 
1,3-Dichloropropane 
2,2-Dichloropropane 
1, 1-Dichloropropene 

ND= Not Detected 

P.O. Box 5387 I FULLERTON. CA 92838 
(714) 449-9937 FAX (714) 449-9685 

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY RESULTS 

Bowyer Environmental Consulting, Inc. Report date: 3/2112014 
17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 JEL Ref. No.: E-0074 
Huntington Beach, CA 9264 7 

Willy Parish Date Sampled: 3/2112014 
Date Received: 3/2112014 

Former Del Ray Cleaner Date Analyzed: 3/2112014 
310 Culver Drive Physical State: Soil Gas 
Playa Del Ray, CA 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

V-18-4' V-17-5' V-15-5' 

E-0074-21 E-0074-22 E-0074-23 
Practical 

Quantitation Units 
Limit 

ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND O.OOR Jlg/T. 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

0.805 0.664 11.1* 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND 0.240 2.38* 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 
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LEG 2160

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY RESULTS 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

Sample ID: V-18-4' V-17-5' V-15-5' 

JELID: E-0074-21 E-0074-22 E-0074-23 
Practical 

Quantitation Units 

Analytes: Limit 

cis-1,3-Dichloropropene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

trans-1 ,3-Dichloropropene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Ethylbenzene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Freon 113 ND ND ND 0.040 J.lg/L 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Isopropylbenzene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lgiL 

Methylene chloride ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Naphthalene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

n-Propylbenzene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Styrene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1, 1, 1 ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1, 1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Tetrachloroethylene 1790* 134* 122* 0.008 J.lg/L 

Toluene 0.031 0.013 ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1 ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1 ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1, 1,2-Trichloroethane ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Trichloroethylene 6.09 1.28* 14.1* 0.008 Jlg/L 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1,2,3-Trichloropropane ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

1 ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1 ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Vinyl chloride ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Xylenes ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

MTBE ND ND ND 0.040 J.lg/L 

Ethyl-tert-buty\ether ND ND ND 0.040 J.lg/L 

Di-isopropylether ND ND ND 0.040 Jlg/L 

tert-amylmethylether ND ND ND 0.040 J.lg/L 

tert-Butylalcohol ND ND ND 0.400 J.lg/L 

TIC: 
n-propanol ND ND ND 0.080 J.lg/L 

n-pentane ND ND ND 0.008 J.lg/L 

Dilution ••actor l/2SO• 112:!'1' 11100' 

Surro~~:ate Recoveries: QC Limits 

Dibromofluoromethane 107% 105% 98% 75- 125 

Toluene-de 97% 103% 98% 75- 125 

4-Bromofluorobenzene 106% 104% 107% 75- 125 

El-032114- El-032114- E2-032114-
E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 

ND= Not Detected 

• =Dilutions for these compound(s); first number for all others 
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LEG 2161

lQ~Lf,~ P.O. Box 53871 FULLERTON, CA 92838 
(714) 449-9937 FAX (714) 449-9685 

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LADORA TORY RESULTS 

Client: Bowyer Environmental Consulting, Inc. Report date: 3/2112014 

Client Address: 17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 JEL Ref. No.: E-0074 

Huntington Beach, CA 9264 7 

Attn: Willy Parish Date Sampled: 3/21/2014 

Date Received: 3/21/2014 

Project: Former Del Ray Cleaner Date Analyzed: 3/21/2014 

Project Address: 310 Culver Drive Physical State: Soil Gas 

Playa Del Ray, CA 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

Sample ID: 
METHOD SAMPLING METHOD SAMPLING METHOD 
BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 

JELID: E-0074-24 E-0074-25 E-0074-29 E-0074-30 E-0074-34 
Practical 

Qunntitation Units 

Analytes: Limit 

Benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.1g/L 

Bromo benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.1g/L 

Bromodichloromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Bromoform ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

n-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

sec-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

tert-Butylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Carbon tetrachloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Chi oro benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Chloroform ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

2-Chlorotoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

4-Chlorotoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.1g/L 

Dibromochloromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,2-Dibromo-3-ch\oropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,2-Dibromoethane (EDB) ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Dibromomethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,2- Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,3-Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,4-Dichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.1g/L 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.1g/L 

1, 1-Dichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1 ,2-Dichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1, 1-Dichloroethene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.1g/L 

cis- I ,2-Dichloroethene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

trans-1,2-Dichloroethene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

l ,2-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,3-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1, 1-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 J.1g/L 

ND= Not Detected 
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LEG 2162

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LADORA TORY RESULTS 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS + Oxygenates 

Sample ID: 
METHOD SAMPLING METHOD SAMPLING METHOD 

BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 

JELID: E-0074-24 E-0074-25 E-0074-29 E-0074-30 E-0074-34 
Practical 

Quantitntion Units 

Analytes: Limit 

cis-1,3-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

trans-1,3-Dichloropropene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Ethyl benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Freon 113 ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 Jlg/L 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Isopropyl benzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Methylene chloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Naphthalene ND NO ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

n-Propylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Styrene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1, 1, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1, 1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Tetrachloroethylene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Toluene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1 ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1, 1,2-Trichloroethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Trichloroethylene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

1 ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 j.lg/L 

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 j.lg/L 

1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Vinyl chloride ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 j.lg/L 

Xylenes ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 j.lg/L 

MTBE ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 Jlg/L 

Ethyl-tert-butylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 j.lg/L 

Di-isopropylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 Jlg/L 

tert-amylmethylether ND ND ND ND ND 0.040 j.lg/L 

tert-Butylalcohol ND ND ND ND ND 0.400 j.lg/L 

TIC: 
n-propanol ND ND ND ND ND 0.080 Jlg/L 

n-pentane ND ND ND ND ND 0.008 Jlg/L 

Dilution Factor 

Surro~ate Recoveries: ~c Limits 

Dibromofluoromethane 105% 103% 109% 100% 102% 75 - 125 

Toluene-ds 101% 106% 100% 100% 99% 75 - 125 

4-Bromofluorobenzene 105% 105% 105% 104% 102% 75 - 125 

E1-032114- E1-032114- E2-032114- E2-032114- E2-032114-

E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 E-0074 E-0074_2 

ND= Not Detected 
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LEG 2163

P.O. BOX 53871 FULLERTON, CA 92838 
(714) 449-9937 FAX (714) 449-9685 

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL 

QUALITY CONTROL INFORMATION 

Client: 
Client Address: 

Attn: 

Project: 
Project Address: 

Bowyer Environmental Consulting, Inc. 
17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 
Huntington Beach, CA 9264 7 

Willy Parish 

Former Del Ray Cleaner 
310 Culver Drive 
Playa Del Ray, CA 

Report date: 
JEL Ref. No.: 

Date Sampled: 
Date Received: 
Date Analyzed: 
Physical State: 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

Sample Spiked: 

JELID: 

Parameter 

Vinyl Chloride 
1, 1-Dichloroethylene 
Cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 
Benzene 
Trichloroethylene 
Toluene 
Tetrachloroethene 
Chlorobenzene 
Ethylbenzene 
1,2,4 Trimethylbenzene 

Surrogate Rccoverv: 

Dibromofluoromethane 
Toluene-de 
4-Bromofluorobenzene 

Method Blank= Not Detected 

MS = Matrix Spike 
MSD = Matrix Spike Duplicate 

Ambient Air 

E-0074-27 

MS 
Recovery(%) 

99% 
97% 
97% 
94% 
94% 
89% 
101% 
99% 
101% 
96% 
95% 

98% 
101% 
105% 

E-0074-28 

MSD 
Recovery(%) 

103% 
106% 
99% 
99% 
100% 
95% 
105% 
105% 
106% 
100% 
100% 

103% 
103% 
102% 

RPD =Relative Percent Difference; Acceptability range for RPD is$ 15% 

14 

GC#: 

RPD 

4.1% 
8.9% 
2.2% 
5.8% 
5.7% 
6.8% 
3.5% 
6.1% 
5.5% 
3.5% 
5.1% 

El-032114-E-0074 

Acceptahility 
Range(%) 

60-140 
60-140 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 

75-125 
75-125 
75-125 

E-0074-26 

LCS 

101% 
102% 
102% 
97% 
98% 
94% 
102% 
100% 
102% 
96% 
97% 

97% 
102% 
105% 

3/21/2014 
E-0074 

3/21/2014 
3/21/2014 
3/21/2014 
Soil Gas 

Acceptability 
Range(%) 

60-140 
60-140 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 

75-125 
75-125 
75-125 



LEG 2164

P.O. BOX 53871 FULLERTON, CA 92838 
(714) 449-9937 FAX (714) 449-9685 

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL 

QUALITY CONTROL INFORMATION 

Client: 
Client Address: 

Attn: 

Project: 
Project Address: 

Bowyer Environmental Consulting, Inc. 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Willy Parish 

Former Del Ray Cleaner 
310 Culver Drive 
Playa Del Ray, CA 

Report date: 
JEL Ref. No.: 

3/21/2014 
E-0074 

Date Sampled: 3/21/2014 

Date Received: 3/21/2014 
Date Analyzed: 3/21/2014 
Physical State: Soil Gas 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

Sample Spiked: 

JELID: 

Parameter 

Vinyl Chloride 
1, 1-Dich1oroethylene 
Cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 
Benzene 
Trichloroethylene 
Toluene 
Tetrachloroethene 
Chlorobenzene 
Ethyl benzene 
1,2,4 Trimethylbenzene 

Sun-ogate Recoverv: 

Dibromofluoromethane 
Tol\lene-do 
4-Bromofluorobenzene 

Method Blank= Not Detected 

MS = Matrix Spike 
MSD = Matrix Spike Duplicate 

Ambient Air 

E-0074-32 

MS 
Recovery(%) 

102% 
102% 
109% 
106% 
102% 
101% 
101% 
99% 
103% 
105% 
101% 

107% 
100% 
105% 

E-0074-33 

MSD 
Recovery (%) 

96% 
102% 
106% 
105% 
101% 
100% 
96% 
100% 
102% 
103% 
99% 

107% 
101% 
103% 

RPD = Relative Percent Difference; Acceptability range for RPD is ~ 15% 
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GC#: 

RPD 

6.1% 
0.5% 
2.4% 
1.1% 
0.4% 
1.7% 
4.3% 
0.5% 
1.2% 
2.1% 
2.5% 

E2-032114-E-0074 

Acceptability 
Range(%) 

60-140 
60-140 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 

75-125 
75-125 
75-125 

E-0074-31 

LCS 

102% 
95% 
99% 
101% 
96% 
97% 
97% 
95% 
101% 
101% 
95% 

105% 
101% 
105% 

Acceptability 
Range(%) 

60-140 
60-140 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 

75-125 
75-125 
75-125 



LEG 2165

P.O. Box 5387 I FULLERTON, CA 92838 
(714) 449-9937 FAX (714) 449-9685 

JONES ENVIRONMENTAL 

QUALITY CONTROL INFORMATION 

Client: 

Client Address: 

Attn: 

Project: 

Project Address: 

Bowyer Environmental Consulting, Inc. 
17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Willy Parish 

Former Del Ray Cleaner 
310 Culver Drive 

Playa Del Ray, CA 

Report date: 
JEL Ref. No.: 

Date Sampled: 
Date Received: 
Date Analyzed: 
Physical State: 

EPA 8260B-Volatile Organics by GC/MS +Oxygenates 

Sample Spiked: 

JELID: 

Parameter 

Vinyl Chloride 
1, 1-Dichloroethylene 
Cis-1,2-Dichloroethene 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 
Benzene 
Trichloroethylene 
Toluene 
Tetrachloroethene 
Chlorobenzene 
Ethyl benzene 
1,2,4 Trimethylbenzene 

Surrogate Recovery: 
Dibromofluoromethane 
Toluene-de 
4-Bromofluorobenzene 

Method Blank= Not Detected 

MS = Matrix Spike 
MSD = Matrix Spike Duplicate 

Ambient Air 

E-0074-36 

MS 
Recovery(%) 

123% 
127% 
110% 
99% 
103% 
101% 
99% 
103% 
110% 
100% 
95% 

101% 
100% 
104% 

E-0074-37 

MSD 
Recovery(%) 

120% 
131% 
113% 
99% 
109% 
106% 
103% 
109% 
109% 
104% 
100% 

106% 
96% 
102% 

RPD =Relative Percent Difference; Acceptability range for RPD is~ IS% 
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GC#: 

RPD 

2.5% 
2.9% 
3.1% 
0.2% 
6.0% 
4.7% 
3.4% 
6.1% 
0.6% 
4.4% 
4.8% 

£2-032114-E-0074 2 

Acceptability 
Range(%) 

60-140 
60-140 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 

7S-12S 
7S-12S 
7S-12S 

E-0074-35 

LCS 

103% 
111% 
99% 
99% 
110% 
103% 
90% 
94% 
106% 
100% 
112% 

lOS% 
9S% 
109% 

3/2112014 
E-0074 

3/2112014 

3/21/2014 

3/2112014 

Soil Gas 

Acceptability 
Range(%) 

60-140 
60-140 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 
70-130 

7S-12S 
7S-12S 
7S-12S 
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~c;; , a;· () 

Sample Sample Laboratory /J"t ~ ;'1\ ! _g 
SamPle ID Purge Purge Date CODection Analysis Sample $ ~ I U> §· RemarkSISpeciallristiuctions Number Vo.lume llme TllT1e Number <Gi (jj ~ :<f 
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~ 
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0
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J.Q~Lf.~ 
P.O. Box 5387 

Fullerton. CA 92838 
{714) ¥9-~~7 

Fax (714) A49'-9685 
www.jonesenlifronrneiltallab.CO/T1 

cl~~ 'ftU" tn-i\rao~n~ \ (cnsu.. \:\1":\.~ Datil 3 /7,.1/llj 
ProJectName "' CDent Projact:# 

Chain-of-Custody Recor 
SOIL GAS JEL Project I 

Pulge Nulllb!lr: 0 1 P )ia_P 0 i:P 0 lOP AnaJr,1ts Requested 

E-oo1"tt ~e Rata: "'lOa Ctlmltl -tr "'" 1-o"(~ b~\ ~ Ci~vu..r-- Shut r1 rest@ 1.1 ci r::> . 
Pagez_ of s-Pmjecl Atldress Tracer. ~ .-\..~ 

3lO C.~.;v\vw- tx-\ ~ TUm Around Reqa~: ~-propanol '!3 0 Immediate Atlerition :i)l!ntane 
. ., (:5 0' labUseOnly 

Oilush24-48 Hours 
~:::;;: J" ~\o.yo.. 1:&..\ \)-C~Aj 1 c f\ 0 1,1-DfA· "' Sample .Condition D Rush n-96 itrur:s Dliellum 

~ .;- l as Received: ~.j 
Project Contq_cl 0~ 0 ~ · I :$ ChiDed o yes~ w. \\.y PC).. <'~'5 h.. ~lel.ab 

,;.· "' f"\4 :§I ., 
Sealed~ Dilo ~'j t\, cJ 

-$<;; # (;-
'Sample Sample Laboratory /!S~~ 

~ .... 
Purge Purge ~ ~ ·Sample ID 

Nul'flber Volume Date Collection Analysis Sample # I Re~pecial lilstructions Time Time Number ·v- 1--2, \) \ L- SJt-\ C11LtY ~l\\, s~ 'f.. q 

' q\a<;;,~ ~~~~ s:yr1~ \1---~- $' 3 31-~ ~(1,\ o9so 0951\ E" -0<31-~-o=r 13-' ~ LZ 2 u '-J v v 

V --~-Sr Dl L 3h, 011% j6o \ ~ ·~ 
t..z_ \ co 

~ 

v.,.(p-!b' 3 ?IRl} 3/z-~ JbO<\ 1ar2 f..-OOr\.{- Cd ~~ ff( ~1- .-2.__ 

v-s---s-' ~ ~"T~! 3Jz\ 1o~o )61.\ {.o-007'1-0~ I~ '7'- ~2 £... 
V- ~-S' i)yL ~1'1.\ ]Q?..,~ \03{) I~ .)' l'l l 
v ,.,_ r' 'D\ L 3("2' t:l'5't' '~~_:;, s" r L2 ~ 
\J -L"~~Cb' ~ 31S'S 3;2\ fuY.I ) Of./ Z. E-oo't'i- J() ~ y... tf 1-
\j -~- $' 1) ) L 

..,. 

~ ~2 ..?(-z..\ lb~t.- )0~~ f-. \ 
V-\-S{ ·~· 31-~t $/7,\ \oss- nov ~.cf1-\1-\ \_ ~ "' ~l. z_ \j ozsh ~~ -·~ )/zJA.q f)~{~>-7 L/ 

. 7 /~./'//\ 
0

~u/JY TotafNuniber of.G'Onfalners 

eo~ny ~? (_ ., It~ , · '~/' 11765/o The delivery of ~mples'an.d the stgoatur~ on LJe~ . thiS Oialrf Of CustQ_dy ionn constitut~ 
& Rell~bYCsi91"18)Ure) Date e Reee.~ by l:;lib6i$iy(~) Date authoiizatfon to ~erfonn 1he analysesoSpecified 

alioY& Under 1M Terms and·Cooifrfiilns set 

Company lime COn\j)aiiy Time fQrth on .1he ba"pk h~re_of. 
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lQJ~if,~ 
P.O. Box .~ 

Fllller1on, CA 92.83l! 
{714) 449-9937 

Fax (114J 44s-ss8s 
www:jonesemiitonmenfaliab.com Chain-of-Custody Record 

Client ,- Data SOIL GAS · JEL Project fl 
'6<Jwyet"" Lhvio~(\~ \ [on~\ti01~ 3/2..\(('-{ Purge Number. ~ a 7P o 10P AnaJysi$ Raq-~ 

[;0()7 '-1 Pr~Neme '-1 
Client ProJect# Puiga Rate:"-'"2-0 celmln tf ~ ·; o(t'¥£.( ~e,( ~'£ C\~V\R/ Sh~ in res(~," N c!~ 

Page 3 of $-PrSAddross Ji;r. ·~ -c., 
Tum Around Requested: 

~propallOI · .;$' 
\0 Cv--hlf .. 1("" \K~-~ 0 lmmedla!e AUenlion ·~ <:5 

6' lab Use Only 
0 Rush 24-48HoUTS 

pen1ane ~~ i!" 0 1,1-DFA § 
Sample Condltioll f'l 0.. 'I<A "Dz \ flo.y c A- '<Lt> ~ 

0 Rush 72-96 Houts D1:1e11um ~-~ it G as Received: 

Pro}ec~\\\ \j ? C\ r\ ~ h 
0NormaJ D - I i Chilled . O.yes ~ 
~bile lab ffl,~ :§' 8 

Sea~~es Dno /$of ~ £J 
sample SamPle Laboratory ,@~ 

1 ~0 
SampleiD 

Pu.rge Purg·e 
Date Collection AnalysiS Sample - ~ !{) &·· I 

Re~peciru Instructions N1Jmber Volume Tune Tune Number c-;"' $ ~ 

V-~-$' 3 3~ yz., llo& i\2\ f .-ccr-r"\- \2 ~ 'I- ~ 2 ~~~ ~~st# sy(tl\.j& 

V- 2-Lf,~' DiL- 3/'L\ l\2-0 t;'~ 'f.. L2 1;. ._) '-J v v 

I\\\ 

\/ -- \ ,_ S' !) I L 3Jz\ 1f)] \ l1?'t ~ " ({... \ ~ 

\{ --V\. ~$' 3 ~1~& 3/1-\ '~~ )A:b.\ t: --<l() 1'~ -i 3 lS'- 'A 2 1_ ., , ...... n :) " 

V- 3--~· VIL .3(2-\ \t$1} t lS" s~ A. ~2._ \ 
V-\'5-s-/ 3 3l&S 3JL..\ \~L,~ \2~\ t '"- 00)~-l 4 ~(r 'f... IQ ~ 
v-1- s' 01 L J~ 1---1 1131~ l1Jf~ f)b, -fo_ 2- j 
\J.., ~ --S' 1)\L.. 3/7,·\ )~_5 J3D7 ~ "f..... /z - •' 1 
\} .... \? -s-' ~ 3~ 3(£..\ \3\~ \~~ C-OOl-'}- IS' ~ /(_ ~z 2 
v-\1..-s' D\ '- 3;'2;{ ~~ t..t ~ l~~ r-7 .!{L -4 L2 2.... ~ _,..- . 

I~ . 

~~ r~ . 3/c_tJ<t ~,LL //. / 

- ~/JYr~ 
Da,. 
~ ~}/"! Total NUihber of CoittalnetS 

Compp· f5 £; c 1~~:n;' ~J~ ~v -- 11mbs l >~ lhe delivery of samples aild the Signatnre on 
1hiS 'Chain otC!JStodytQtni t~l:!StiMeS 

$ Relfl)lpstled by (SigrilitUre) ()$ Q ~by~(slgOa!uie) Date qlithorization to perfonn'the analys~pedfled 
9bove-untler the ienns and ·comfrtlons set 

Co~ lJme ~ · Tune· flirlf!Or! the .~q(• ~e~eof. 

- - --
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J.QJ~U~.~ 
Pn~x~7 

Funooon, CA 92838 
{714) 449,-9937 

Fax l714) :4-49:9685 
YIWW.~Virorifiieriialllib-.eom Chain-of-Custody Record 

Clll!lll Date 

\3o y f/lv~onc\'-l\1\.\-?..\ Loi'\Sl.llfi '5/ 2-- I PurJJeNumb~2::~P. 07P o10P 
ProJec.tName .· . \ 0 -. ' c·\ Client Project# Purge Rahl:n cc/mln ":t=ofof'N..N ~ J-OV/ RJA'(\,JJ.( ShuttnTesv 1 N 

E Pro~t Address \ , ~ - _ ...t> r11m Ai'ounQ R!!quested: rollCIIllll 
J \ () C,v.. ~ .vr " 1 ~ 0 lmmediale.Altention entane 

(i) 0 Rush 24-48 HOurs 0 1.1-DFA \ j· v-. C A 0 Rush 12-96 Hours 0 Helium 
Project Contact . ~9Jormal 0 ____ _; 

W '\ \\ )4Mobife lab 

SOIL GAs 

Sample Laboratory 
Date Co.Uection Sample 

Time Number v /'10~'17 ~ lt>1121-'6/'2--\ll~ 5S""I \4 o 1-lf ...(}~- \ \p Bo'"-
V-,q-~' 3 l3:tt21 t>12\ ll4 or I \11 ~0 If -ool4 -lrPC:tl ;<.. 
\[,. L.O-'i I J) \L ~~,I t~·vb I \\.-\V\o I ~ ~ 
V-\ 1-~· DlL 7;~, I \'1~-=J-·IIl-ist I .fS(;I~ 
V-\\s,-5' 313SI3;~,- Il4£"~1 tvtS£;,. I E-oor~~t&ls<Jt-

\/-JL{-5 J ~ Js7g~j:Zlz,,ll50t'l ,s,t..t 1 e...oo!lf1ti:& .. Jx 
'J'-.- \ L\ -S"'' ~i :, 13~ 3/z.,l '~u.ltS3, \ I e-oo-=t'1~24su,l ]{ 
v- \ 'i):.. 1\ 313-r-r2J 3;'7_;, I ts-l ~ I rs-\-=t- I E-oortt-z' ~~It-
\}- \1'-s' b l318g I 3/2-\ I ~~~511)3(., 1£-dO-}-l\-L~~ 
V "'\\o -S"~l)\ L 

~d~ -/~ 
'3(1,1 It S'1(o liS~- ~~ 1' 
~kr//¥ '4~~~ 

1~/~c 1lr~s--" ~-.:T~L_ e: , 
t) Relinquished by (slgna!urei Date Q Recclv~fby taboratory ($igoature) 

Company llrile Company 

Analysi!l Requesled 

!:> 
~ 
~ g 
~ 

.3· 
§ 
~ 

JEL ProJect .# 

E~O'ot y· 

Page lf otS 
lab Use Only 

Sample Condltfon 
as Received: 
ChiDed o yes }(no 
Sealed~s 0 no 

RemarkS/Spe<;lill lrislructlons 

(, I Uq/ad5 cp.sfrqflt .Syy;,,~ ..,, p v\ \.J o £L-,J 2-. 
rztlf 
L21l 

-- -- -

LZlZ., 

WI~ 
L\T2 
ILLI z. .. 
122l(.., 
LlJ \ v 
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C' 
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J,Qo~Lf.~ 
P.O. Box 5387 

Fullerton, CA·92838 
(714) 449-9937 

i=ax (7i4)·449=9685 
www.jonesenvtronmentallab.com Chain-of-Custody Record 

cne~o\.\1 "-fR.r' [nv~ f\l~l'\. \-1 Co.~ lt1"\ ~~ Date 3/2\ jr ~ SOIL GAS JEL Project I 
PurgeNvmber: 0 1P jdP 07P 0101" Afla!Ysis Re!ll;ested 

E-ocn-~ Pro),ecl Name . '-' Client Pr~,~ject # 
Purge Rata: ,.;2. 0 ° cc/min f;1 

h, \--o { rNU' "De\ 12-o.y Cl ~ ~y- Shut in Test(P I N r!J/Q. :;s 
Page~ of K Project Adi:lress I 

~ ~~ 
Tum Around Requested: co '"t, 

~\0 C~.A \\JU 1:/(: ~ Prl!panol 

~~\ 0 Jmrriediate·Attenlkil ~pell12ne lab Use Only 

Q '()._ )'D\. 'De.-\ 'fl.. o...y ) c A-
0 Rush 24-48 HaUl$ 0 1,1-0FA ?/" 

Sample Con!lilion 
0 1\lSh n-96 Hours ,.}'~ ~ ~ 

0Helium § .! as Received: 

Project Contact • '? _ ~~ a - .~- ~ .g .s ChiAed o yes ~ _,. 8 
Seaied~O no W\\\\1 e(t~ ~ ile Lab ~ ~ · (, (j 

'$$ ~ ~ 
Sample Sample Labo(atOry !J~~ 

~ ~ 

Sample ID Purg: Purge Date CoDection AnalySis Sample ~ ... ' ' & ~· 
Num r Volume lime Tune Number 

co ;g --.J.j . :1 ~ RemiJrl(s~Spacial Instructions 

V-IY-5' Dl L 3Jz.\ 15'42 lS50 s~ .'K_ t.; I q toss _ go..S~OJ ht- svri'~ 
V---1 '1- 5 \ 12Ef ))LI. .. "Sjz' lSLiE> \<ool- 0~ y:._ ~ ' ~ 

v v , 1/ 

V-\ ~--~I 1)iL q/2-\ IS5~ \(o I) ~ 1'--- c.z \ -;:: 

V ..... \ 1-- g' D 1L .. 3j"l\ \ ~ \\ l~~ 1'- ~b. t-- F2 I v "\s--~' '5 3~ 3/"i.J lbl'i Ito 1,.~ t" _,..,O<Jt ~ -2.3 t:G, -y.... C.[_ z 
V ~ \'5- s\ DrL !.Vl, l(oz_~ \bY'-\ 5~ f.... L2 ) .. v-

....? 
_,.,- L_ 

0 zshe<IM"~tuT~ 
~~ . ·oa~h ~~~ 1 ·Zf ll/ 

f}~y 
1(,_ ;, ~ ~L7 - . PJ/2!)~ r~I·Humber o(Comaiilers 

ecmp31)y /f~£c fbi0 I ~·E::L_ C--f::::? 
Trrne 

lhe deliveJY·of samples al1d tl:le signature o_n JV:-56. l,ills .Gh;iln oj GUstu.dy form ·c~mstiMes 
9 Relinquished by (signature) o-are e Rei;elved by l8b0ra!O!Y '~' 0819 autborizati.on to:p.erforJ'll the analyses specified 

above under the Terms. and Conditions set 

Company TI!TMt ·~ 'lline fOrth. on the baCk hereof. 
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
LABORATORIES 

March 25, 2014 

Brett Bowyer 
Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

170 ll Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

ELAPNo.: 1838 
CSDLACNo. : 10196 
ORELAP No.: CA300003 
TCEQ No. : Tl04704502 

Tel: (877) 232-4620 

Fax:(714) 840-4963 

Re: ATL Work Order Number: 1400813 

Client Reference : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Enclosed are the results for sample(s) received on March 17, 2014 by Advanced Technology 
Laboratories. The sample(s) are tested for the parameters as indicated on the enclosed chain of 
custody in accordance with applicable laboratory certifications. The laboratory results contained 
in this report specifically pertains to the sample(s) submitted. 

Thank you for the opportunity to serve the needs of your company. If you have any questions, 
please feel free to contact me or your Project Manager. 

Sincerely, 

Eddie Rodriguez 

Laboratory Director 

The cover letter and the case narrative are an integral part of this analytical report and its absence renders the report invalid. 
Test results contained within this data package meet the requirements of applicable state-specific certification programs. The 
report cannot be reproduced without written permission from the client and Advanced Technology Laboratories . 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 
www. atlglobal. com 

Page·1 of 56 
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Certificate of Analysis 

Bowyer Environmental Consulting Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 Report To: Brett Bowyer 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 Reported : 03/25/2014 

SUMMARY OF SAMPLES 

Sample ID Laboratory ID Matrix Date Sampled Date Received 

V-1-5-5.5 1400813-01 Soil 3/17/14 8:25 3/17/14 15:22 
V-2-4.5-5 1400813-02 Soil 3/17/14 8:00 3/17/14 15:22 
V-3-5-5.5 1400813-03 Soil 3/17/14 8:40 3/17/14 15:22 
V-5-4.5-5 1400813-04 Soil 3/17/14 10:05 3/17/14 15:22 
V-6-4.5-5 1400813-05 Soil 3/17/14 11:01 3/17/14 15:22 
V-7-1.5-2 1400813-06 Soil 3/17/14 9:00 3/17/14 15:22 
V-8-4.5-5 1400813-07 Soil 3/17/14 11:36 3/17/14 15:22 
V-9-5-5.5 1400813-08 Soil 3/17114 9:47 3/17/14 15:22 
V-10-5-5.5 1400813-09 Soil 3117/14 10:22 3/17/14 15:22 
V-11-4.5-5 1400813-10 Soil 3/17/14 11:16 3/17/14 15:22 
V-17-4-4.5 1400813-11 Soil 3/17/14 13:50 3/17/14 15:22 

V-18-4-4.5 1400813-12 Soil 3/17/14 13:26 3/17/14 15:22 

V-19-4-4.5 1400813-13 Soil 3/17/14 13:12 3/17/14 15:22 
V-20-4.5-5 1400813-14 Soil 3/17/14 12:52 3/17/14 15:22 

CASE NARRATIVE 

All volatile analyses were performed using 5035 preservation requirements. Any high level dilutions were performed on a 
preserved methanol sample unless otherwise noted. 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa.--c: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobtrl. co1 Page 2 of 56 
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Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-1-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-01 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, I, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I, 1,1-Trichloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 8.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

1,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

I ,4-Dichlorobcnzcnc ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

2,2-Diohloropropune ND 4.4 NA D4C0363 03/1812014 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Benzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Bromobenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Bromochloromethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Bromoform ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Bromomethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Chi oro benzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Chloroethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Chloroform ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Chloromethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18114 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18114 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

.1275 Wal11ut A11e11ue, Sig11al Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fu;~: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Page 3 of 56 
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Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 17010 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-1-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-01 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (ug/kg) (ug/kg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.4 NA 84C0363 03/1812014 

cis-! ,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether ND 4.4 NA 84C0363 03/1812014 

Dibromochloromethane ND 4.4 NA 84C0363 03/1812014 

Dibromomethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 4.4 NA 84C0363 03/1812014 

Ethyl Acetate ND 44 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

Ethyl Ether ND 44 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 4.4 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

Ethyl benzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Freon-113 ND 4.4 NA 84C0363 03/1812014 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Isopropylbenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

m,p-Xylene ND 8.8 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

Methylene chloride ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

MTBE ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

n-Butylbenzene ND 4.4 NA 84C0363 03/1812014 

n-Propylbenzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Naphthalene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

o-Xy1ene ND 4.4 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

sec-Buty1benzene ND 4.4 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

Styrene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.4 NA 84C0363 0311812014 

tert-Butanol ND 88 NA 84C0363 03/1812014 

tert-Buty1benzene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Tctrach1orocthcnc 9.1 ~A NA B~C0363 03/18/2014 

Toluene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

trans-! ,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Trichloroethene ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Vinyl acetate ND 44 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Vinyl chloride ND 4.4 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Sun'Ogate: 1,2-Dich/oroethane-d4 150% 63- 167 B4C0363 03/1812014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromoj/uorobenzene 99.1% 63- /30 B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Sun'Ogate: Dibromojluoromethane 124% 75- 146 B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Daterrime 

Analyzed 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03118114 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03118/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18114 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18114 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03118/14 17:58 

03118/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18/14 17:58 

03/18114 17:58 

03//8114 17:58 

03/18114 17:58 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.cot1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Page 4ei 56 



LEG 2175

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-1-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-01 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(ug!kg) 

104% 

PQL 
(uglkg) 

MDL 

(ug!kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03118114 17:58 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Aveflue, Signal Hlll, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa:~: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 Page .5 af 56 



LEG 2176

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-2-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-02 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

1, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

1, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

1, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

1, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

1 , 1-D ichloropropene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

1 ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

1 ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

1 ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 8.0 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

1,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

1 ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

1,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Benzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Rromohllm:ene NO 40 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Bromochloromethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

Bromoform ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Bromomethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Chlorobenzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

Chloroethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Chloroform ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Chloromethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/1811418:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03118/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18114 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03118/14 18:17 

03/18114 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18114 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18: 17 

03/18114 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18114 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/1418:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/1418:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signer/ Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa;~: 562-.989-4040 • www.lltlglobal.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

f>age 6 af56 



LEG 2177

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

170 II Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-2-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-02 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (ug/kg) (ug/kg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis- I ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
cis-1,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Di-isopropyl ether ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Dibromochloromethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Dibromomethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethyl Acetate ND 40 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethyl Ether ND 40 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Ethyl benzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Frcon-113 ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/ll!/2014 
Hexachlorobutadiene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Isopropyl benzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
m,p-Xylene ND 8.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Methylene chloride ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
MTBE ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
n-Butylbenzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
n-Propylbenzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Naphthalene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
o-Xylene NV 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
sec-Butyl benzene ND 4.0 NA B~C0363 0311812014 
Styrene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
tert-Butanol ND 80 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
tert-Butylbenzene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Tetrachloroethene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Toluene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
trans-! ,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Trichloroethene ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Trichlorofluoromethane ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
Vinyl acetate ND 40 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Vinyl chloride ND 4.0 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Surrogate: 1.2-Dichloroethane-d4 138% 63- /67 B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Surrogate: 4-Bromoj/ltorobenzene 95.7% 63- I 30 B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Surrogate: Dibromoj/11oromethane JJ9% 75- 146 B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18114 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/!8/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/1418:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/1418:17 

03/18114 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/1418:17 

03/18/1418:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

03/18/14 18:17 

031181/418:17 

03//811418:17 

0311811418:17 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signull/ill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fu:c: 562-989-4040 • www.tztlglobtll.co'1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Page 7 of 56 



LEG 2178

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

170 11 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-2-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-02 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 
(ug/kg) 

102% 

PQL 

(uglkg) 

MDL 

(uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03118/14 18:17 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglobtrl. co1 Page 8 of 56 



LEG 2179

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-3-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-03 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

1, 1, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I, I, 1-Trichloroethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I, I ,2-Trichloroethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I, 1-Dichloroethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I, 1-Dichloroethene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I, 1-Dichloropropene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,2,3-Trichloropropane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene NU 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane NO 8.4 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
1,2-Dibromoethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,2-Dichlorobenzene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,2-Dichloroethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,2-Dichloropropane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,3-Dichlorobenzene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,3-Dichloropropane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
1,4-Dichlorobenzene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
2,2-Dichloropropane NO 4.2 NA D4COJ63 03/1812014 
2-Chlorotoluene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
4-Chlorotoluene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
4-Isopropyltoluene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Benzene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Bromo benzene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Bromochloromethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Bromodichloromethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Bromoform NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Bromomethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Carbon disulfide NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Carbon tetrachloride NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Chlorobenzene NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Chloroethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Chloroform NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Chloromethane NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/lR/1418:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18114 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlg/(lbtll.cm1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Page 9 of 56 



LEG 2180

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

I7011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/20I4 

Client Sample ID V-3-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-03 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (ug/kg) (uglkg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
cis-! ,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Di-isopropyl ether ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
Dibromochloromethane ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
Dibromomethane ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethyl Acetate ND 42 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
Ethyl Ether ND 42 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethyl benzene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Freon-113 ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
Hexachlorobutadiene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Isopropyl benzene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
m,p-Xylene ND 8.4 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
Methylene chloride NO 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
MTBE ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
n-Butylbenzene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
n-Propylbenzene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
Naphthalene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
o-Xylene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
sec-Butylbenzene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
Styrene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
tert-Butanol ND 84 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
tert-Butylbenzeno ND 4.2 NA D4COJGJ 03118/2014 
Tetracbloroetbene 9.0 4.2 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
Toluene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
trans-! ,3-D ichloropropene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Trichloroethene ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
Trichlorofluoromethane ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
Vinyl acetate ND 42 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
Vinyl chloride ND 4.2 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

Surrogate: 1.2-Dichloroethane-d4 138% 63- 167 B4C0363 0311812014 
Surrogate: 4-Bromofluorobenzene 95.3% 63- 130 B4C0363 0311812014 
Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane l/9% 75- /46 B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03118114 18:35 

03118/14 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03/18114 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03/18114 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03/18114 18:35 

03/18114 18:35 

03/18114 18:35 

03/18114 18:35 

03/18114 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03/18114 18:35 

03/18114 18:35 

03118/14 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03/18114 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03/18114 18:3~ 

03118114 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03118/14 18:35 

03/18/14 18:35 

03118/14 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03118114 18:35 

03118114 /8:35 

031/81/4 /8:35 

031/8114 18:35 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signt1/ Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobnl.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Page 10 of §6 



LEG 2181

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-3-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-03 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(uglkg) 

102% 

PQL 

(uglkg) 

MDL 

(uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- I 25 B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Datefl'ime 

Analyzed 

03118114 18:35 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3175 Walm1t A1•en11e, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • FtJ."<: 562-989-4040 • www.tJtlglobtll.co1 Page 11 of .. §6 



LEG 2182

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-5-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-04 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, l, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
1, I, I-Trichloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
I, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/I8120I4 
I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/I8120 I4 
1 ,2,4-Trich1orobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I ,2,4-Trimethy1benzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
1 ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 9.6 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
I,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18120I4 
I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,2-Dich1oroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I ,2-D ichioropropane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I,3-Dich1orobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/I8/20I4 
I ,3-Dichioropropane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I,4-Dich1orobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
2,2-Dich1oropropane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
2-Chloroto1uene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
4-Ch1orotoluene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
4-lsopropyltoluene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Bt:lUtlllt: ND 4.8 NA l:l4CU3b:3 UJ/ll!/2014 
Bromo benzene Nn 48 NA B4C0363 03118120111 
Bromochloromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Bromodichloromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Bromoform ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Bromomethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Carbon di sui fide ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/I812014 
Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/20I4 
Chi oro benzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/I8/20 14 
Chloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18120I4 
.::hloroform ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18120I4 
Chloromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03/I8114 18:54 

03118114 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03118/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03118114 I8:54 

03/I8/14 I8:54 

03/I8/14 I8:54 

03118/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 I8:54 

03/I8/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/I4 I8:54 

03118/14 18:54 

03/I8/I4 I8:54 

03/I8/I4 I8:54 

03/18/14 I8 :54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/I8/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/I8/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/IS/1, 18:54 

03/I8/I4 I8:54 

03/I8/14 18:54 

03118114 18:54 

03/I8/I4 I8:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03118/14 I8 :54 

03118114 I8:54 

03/I8/14 I8:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18114 18:54 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, C4 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa:": 562-989-4040 • www.atlglahlll.c:o1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Pag~ 1~ 9t ss 



LEG 2183

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

170 II Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-5-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-04 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (uglkg) (ug/kg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-1 ,2-Dich1oroethene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
cis- I ,3-Dich1oropropene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Di-isopropyl ether NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Dibromochloromethane NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
Dibromomethane NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Dichlorodifluoromethane NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethyl Acetate NO 48 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Ethyl Ether NO 48 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethyl tert-butyl ether NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethyl benzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Freon-113 NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
Hexachlorobutadiene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Isopropyl benzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
m,p-Xylene NO 9.6 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Methylene chloride NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

MTBE NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
n-Butylbenzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
n-Propylbenzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
Naphthalene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
o-Xy1ene NO 4.8 NA H4C0363 U3/llSI2UI4 

sec-Butylbenzene NO 4.8 NA R4C0363 03/1812014 

Styrene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
tert-Amyl methyl ether NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

tert-Butanol NO 96 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
tert-Butylbenzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Tetrachloroethene 110 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Toluene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
trans- I ,2-Dichloroethene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

trans-1,3-Dichloropropene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
Trich1oroethene NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Trichlorofluoromethane NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Vinyl acetate NO 48 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
Vinyl chloride NO 4.8 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroefhane-d4 142% 63- 167 B4C0363 03118/2014 
Surrogate: 4-Bromoj/uorobenzene 94.0% 63- 130 B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane JIB% 75- 146 B4C0363 03/1812014 

Date!fime 

Analyzed 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18114 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03118/14 18:54 

03/18114 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18114 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03118/14 18:54 

03/18114 18:54 

03/1~/14 1~:54 

03118114 18:54 

03/18114 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03118114 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03118/14 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03/18114 18:54 

03/18114 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

03118114 18:54 

03/18/14 18:54 

0311811418:54 

03118114 18:54 

0311811418:54 

3175 WalnutA.~·enue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • IVII'w.atlglobal.c011 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2184

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-5-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-04 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(ug/kg) 

104% 

PQL 
(u&'kg) 

MDL 

(u&'kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Datefl'ime 

Analyzed 

03/1811418:54 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa-~: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 Page 14 of 56 



LEG 2185

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-6-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-05 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (uglkg) (ug/kg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, 1,1 ,2· Tetrachloroethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
1, I, I-Trichloroethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
I, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
1, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I, I-Dichloroethene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
I, I-Dichloropropene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 0311812014 
I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
I,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.3 NA H4C0363 03118/2014 
I,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 8.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
I,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
1,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 
I,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

I,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
I,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 
2,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.3 NA B~C0363 03/18/2014 

2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

4-Isopropyltoluene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Benzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Bromobenzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Bromochloromethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Bromoform ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812.0 14 

Bromomethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Carbon disulfide ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Chlorobenzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

Chloroethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Chloroform ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Chloromethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Datefrime 

Analyzed 

03118/1419:12 

03/18114 19:12 

03/18/1419:12 

03/I8114 19: 12 

03/I8114 19:I2 

03/18/14 I9:12 

03118114 19: I2 

03/18114 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03118114 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/I8/14 19:I2 

03/I8114 19:12 

03/18/14 I9:I2 

03/18/14 I9:12 

03118114 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18114 19:12 

03/I8114 19:12 

03/18114 19: 12 

03/18/14 I 9:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18114 19:12 

03/18/1419:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:I2 

03/18/1419:12 

03/18114 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/1419:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03118114 19:12 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.utlglobul.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Page 15 of 56 



LEG 2186

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Nwnb~r : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-6-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-05 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-1,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.3 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

cis-! ,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether ND 4.3 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

Dibromochloromethane ND 4.3 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

Dibromomethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 4.3 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

Ethyl Acetate ND 43 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Ethyl Ether ND 43 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Ethyl benzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Freon-! 13 ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Isopropyl benzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

m,p-Xylene ND 8.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Methylene chloride ND 4.3 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

MTBE ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

n-Butylbenzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

n-Propylbenzene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Naphthalene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

o-Xylene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

sec-Butylbenzene ND 4.3 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

Styrene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

tert-Butanol ND 87 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

l~:1l-Buly 11J~IIL.~Il~ ND 4.3 NA D4COJCiJ OJ/1012014 

Tetrachloro!ltbeoe 19 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Toluene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.3 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

trans-! ,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Trichloroethene ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 4.3 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Vinyl acetate ND 43 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Vinyl chloride ND 4.3 NA 84C0363 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dich/oroethane-d4 139% 63- 167 B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 96.2% 63- I 30 B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 121% 75-146 B4C0363 03/1812014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/1419:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/1419:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

OJ/10/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/18/14 19:12 

03/1811419:12 

0311811419:12 

03/1811419:12 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobnl.cor1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Page 16 of 56 



LEG 2187

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cle11ners, 170 I 0 I 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-6-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-05 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 82608 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(uglkg) 

103% 

PQL 

(uglkg) 
MDL 

(ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 84C0363 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/1811419:12 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Jli/1, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal. co'1 Page 17 of 56 



LEG 2188

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

170 II Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-7-1.5-2 

Lab ID: 1400813-06 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (ug/kg) (ug/kg) (ug/kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

I, 1, 1 ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I, I, 1-Trichloroethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I, 1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

I, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I, 1-Dichloropropene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

I ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

I ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

I ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 7.5 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

I ,3-Dichloropropane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

1,4-Dlchlorobenzene 4.0 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

2,2-Dichloropropane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

2-Chlo.rotoluene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

4-Chlorotoluene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

4-Isopropy Ito! uene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Benzene ND 3.7 NA B4C03t53 03113/2014 

Bromobenzene ND l7 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

Bromochloromethane ND .. 3.7 NA B4C0363 03118/2014 

Bromodichloromethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Bromoform ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Bromomethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Carbon disulfide ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Carbon tetrachloride ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 0311812014 

Chlorobenzene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Chloroethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

.;htoroform ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Chloromethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/1812014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03118/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/1419:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18114 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03118/14 19:31 

03/18114 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18114 19:31 

Ol/18/14 19·l1 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/1419:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18114 19:31 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signlll Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fll:~: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobul.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

Page 18 0f 56 



LEG 2189

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-7-1.5-2 

Lab ID: 1400813-06 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (ug!kg) (ug!kg) (ug!kg) Dilution Datch Prepared 

cis-1,2-Dichloroethene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
cis-1,3-Dichloropropene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Di-isopropyl ether ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Dibromochloromethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Dibromomethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethyl Acetate ND 37 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethyl Ether ND 37 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Ethylbenztme ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Freon-113 ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Hexachlorobutadiene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Isopropyl benzene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
m,p-Xylene ND 7.5 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Methylene chloride ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
MTBE ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
n-Butylbenzene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
n-Propylbenzene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Naphthalene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
o-Xy1ene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/ 18/201~ 

sec-Butyl benzene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Styrene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
tert-Amy1 methyl ether ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
tert-Butanol ND 75 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
tert-Butylbem:ene ND 3.7 NA B~C0363 03/18/2014 
Tetrach1oroetheoe 600000 20000 NA 5000 B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Toluene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
trans-1,3-Dichloropropene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Trich1oroethene ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Trichlorofluoromethane ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Vinyl acetate ND 37 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Vinyl chloride ND 3.7 NA B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Sum~gate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 107% 63- 167 B4C0386 03/18/2014 
Surrogate: 1,2-Dich/oroethane-d4 152% 63- 167 B4C0363 03/18/2014 
Surrogate: 4-Bromoj/uorobenzene 99.5% 63- 130 B4C0386 03/18/2014 

Date!fime 

Analyzt:d 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/!8/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/IR/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/!8/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:3\ 

03/18/14 19:31 

03118/14 19:31 

03118/14 19:31 

03/19/14 19:42 

03/18114 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03118/14 19:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03/18/1419:31 

03/18/1419:31 

03/18/14 19:31 

03119114 19:42 

03118114 19:31 

03119114 19:42 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signtll Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Ft1x: 562-989-4040 • www.lltlglohal.cl.l1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2190

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number: Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-7-1.5-2 

Lab ID: 1400813-06 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B' 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

Surrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 106% 63-130 B4C0363 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: Dibromofluoromethane 129% 75-146 B4C0363 03/1812014 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 99.0% 75-146 B4C0386 03/1812014 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 106% 7B- 125 B4C0386 03/1812014 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 105% 7B- 125 B4C0363 03/1812014 

Analyst: BD 

Date/Time 

Analyzed Notes 

0311B/14 19:31 

03/1B/14 19:31 

03/19114 19:42 

03/19114 19:42 

0311811419:31 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa:~: 562-989-4040 • www.atlg fnb(l/. co1 Page 20 ef 56 



LEG 2191

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-8-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-07 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

1, I, I ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.8 NA 84C0368 03118/2014 
I, I, 1-Trichloroethane ND 4.8 NA 84C0368 03/18/2014 
1, 1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.8 NA 84C0368 03/18/2014 
I, I ,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.8 NA 84C0368 03/18/2014 
I, 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.8 NA 84C0368 03/18/2014 
I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 0311812014 
I , 1-Dichloropropenc ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 
1 ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
1 ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1!1/2014 
I ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 9.7 NA B4C0368 0311812014 
I ,2-Dibromoethane ND 48 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 
I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.8 NA 84C0368 03/18/2014 
I ,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
I ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene ND 4.8 NA 84C0368 0311812014 
I ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.8 NA 84C0368 03118/2014 
1,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
I ,4-Dichlorobenzene NV 4.11 NA 84C0368 03/18/2014 
2,2-Dichloropropane Nn 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/20 I~ 
2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.8 NA 84C0368 03/18/2014 
4-Chlorotoluene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
4-Isopropyltoluene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 0311812014 
Benzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 
Bromobenzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Bromochloromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Bromodichloromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 
Bromoform ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 0311812014 
Bromomethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Carbon disulfide ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Chi oro benzene ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Chloroethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 
Chloroform ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
Chloromethane ND 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03119/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/I9/14 12:20 

03119114 12:20 

03/I9/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03119/14 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/I9114 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03119114 12:20 

03119/14 12:20 

03/I9/l4 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/!9114 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19114 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-.989-4040 • www.atlglubul.cu1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2192

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170 I 01 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported: 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-8-4.5-5 

Lab ID: 1400813-07 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (uglkg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-1,2-Dichloroethene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
cis-! ,3-Dichloropropene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
Di-isopropyl ether NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Dibromochloromethane NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Dibromomethane NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Dichlorodifluoromethane NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Ethyl Acetate NO 48 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Ethyl Ether NO 48 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Ethyl tert-butyl ether NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Ethyl benzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
Freon-113 NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
Hexachlorobutadiene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
Isopropyl benzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
m,p-Xylene NO 9.7 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Methylene chloride NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 
MTBE NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
n-Butylbenzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
n-Propylbenzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Naphthalene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
o-Xylene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
sec-Butylbenzene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Styrene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
tert-Amyl methyl ether NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
tert-Butanol NO 97 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
tort. Butylbcru:cnc NO 4.8 NA H4C036!1 03/18/2014 
Tetrachloroetbeoe 8.8 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/201~ 
Toluene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
trans-1,3-Dichloropropene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Trichloroethene NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Trichlorofluoromethane NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Vinyl acetate NO 48 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Vinyl chloride NO 4.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
'lurrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 141% 63- 167 B4C0368 03/18/2014 
)urrogate: 4-Bromojluorobenzene 103% 63- 130 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane ll7% 75- 146 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Datefl'ime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03119/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/1')/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03/19/14 12:20 

03119/14 12:20 

0311911412:20 

03119/14 12:20 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signul Hill, C4 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa.~: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.co1 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 
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LEG 2193

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Drett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 14 

Client Sample ID V-8-4.5-5 
Lab ID: 1400813-07 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Analyte 

Surrogate: Toluene-dB 

Result 

(uglkg) 

104% 

PQL 

(uglkg) 

MDL 
(uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

78- 125 B4C0368 03/1812014 

Date/Time 

Analyzed 

03/1911412:20 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

3275 Wa/nutA••enuc, Signal Ilill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fa.'(: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobul.co1 Page 23 of 56 



LEG 2194

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach , CA 9264 7 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Number : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/20 I 4 

Client Sample ID V-9-5-5.5 
Lab ID: 1400813-08 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 
Analyte (ug/kg) (uglkg) (uglkg) Dilution Batch Prepared 
1, 1, 1 ,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 I, 1, 1-Trichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03118/2014 1, I ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 1, 1,2-Trichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 1 , 1-Dichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 I, 1-Dichloroethene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 1, 1-Dichlorop;opene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 I ,2,3-Trichloropropane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 1 ,2,3-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 I ,2,4-Trichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 ,2,4-Trimethyl benzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 1 ,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane ND 9.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 1 ,2-Dibromoethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 I ,2-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 I ,2-Dichloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 1 ,2-Dichloropropane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/!8/2014 1 ,3,5-Trimethy1benzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 1 ,3-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 1,3-Dichloropropane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 I ,4-Dichlorobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 2,2-Dich1oropropane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 2-Chlorotoluene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 4-Chloroto1uene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 4-Isopropyltoluene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 Benzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 Bromo benzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 Bromochloromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Bromodich1oromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
Bromoform ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Bromomethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Carbon disulfide ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
Carbon tetrachloride ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 
Ch1orobenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 
"llloroethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

!oro form ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 Chloromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Daterrime 
Analyzed 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03119/14 12:39 

03119/14 12:39 

03/19114 12:39 

03119114 12:39 

03119/14 12:39 

03/19114 12:39 

03/19114 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19114 12:39 

03119114 12:39 

03119/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03119114 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19114 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19114 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglobal.cor1 

Analyst: BD 

Not~s 
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LEG 2195

Bowyer Environmental Consulting 

17011 Beach Blvd., Suite 900 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Certificate of Analysis 

Project Nwnber : Del Rey Cleaners, 170101 

Report To : Brett Bowyer 

Reported : 03/25/2014 

Client Sample ID V-9-5-5.5 

Lab ID: 1400813-08 

Volatile Organic Compounds by EPA 5035/EPA 8260B 

Result PQL MDL 

Analyte (ug!kg) (uglkg) (ug!kg) Dilution Batch Prepared 

cis-1,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

cis-\ ,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Di-isopropyl ether ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dibromoch1oromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dibromomethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dichlorodifluoromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/!8/2014 

Ethyl Acetate ND 49 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl Ether ND 49 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Ethyl tert-butyl ether ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Ethyl benzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Freon- I \3 ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Hexachlorobutadiene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Isopropyl benzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/!812014 

m,p-Xylene ND 9.8 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Methylene chloride ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

MTBE ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

n-Butylbenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

n-Propylbenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Naphthalene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

o-Xylene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

sec-Butylbenzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Styrene NO 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

tert-Amyl methyl ether ND 4.9 NA B4C03tiR 03/1812014 

tert-Butanol ND 98 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

tert-Butyl benzene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Tetrachloroetheoe 8.5 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Toluene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

trans-! ,2-Dichloroethene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 031!812014 

trans-! ,3-Dichloropropene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Trichloroethene ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Trichlorofluoromethane ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Vinyl acetate ND 49 NA B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Vinyl chloride ND 4.9 NA B4C0368 03/1812014 

Surrogate: 1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 140% 63- 167 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Surrogate: 4-Bromoj/uorobenzene 96.8% 63- /30 B4C0368 03/1812014 

Surrogate: Dibromojluoromethane 111% 75- 146 B4C0368 03/18/2014 

Dateffime 

Analyzed 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/!4 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

03/1911412:39 

03/19/14 12:39 

3275 Walnut Avenue, Signal Hill, CA 90755 • Tel: 562-989-4045 • Fax: 562-989-4040 • www.atlglubul.t.·u1 

·. 

Analyst: BD 

Notes 

I 
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LEG 2196

VIA E-MAIL 

Mr. Greg Stroop 
Planner 

KC!thryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

December 13, 2013 

Los Angeles Department of City Planning 

Re: 138 Culver Blvd. 

Dear Greg: 

I understand you were the planner on Case Number CPC-2012-3537-DB-CDP
SPR-MEL, TT-70786 and Environmental Project ENV-2012-3536-MND related to 138 
Culver Blvd. applicant Legado Del Mar LLC. I also understand, based on your 
communications to me and statements made by the applicant's counsel and 
Councilman Bonin's Planning Deputy, Tricia Keane, at a public Neighborhood Council 
meeting, that the applicant has pulled their application and will be refilling in the near 
term for essentially the same building envelope and development of 72 apartment units, 
with commercial first floor and 56 feet in height (with building systems above that line). 1 
would like to ensure my comments are part of the public record for the refilled 
development application. Councilman Bonin's Office suggested I simply begin filing my 
comments now to avoid missing deadlines. 

Please include these comments in the record for consideration in connection with 
applicant's application to allow a low income housing density bonus and incentives, for 
a tentative tract map, for a Coastal Development Permit and any proposed mitigated 
negative declaration and any other decisions or actions initially taken by the City 
Planning Department or Planning Commission which are discretionary or subject to 
appeal. 

1. The City's Record'·s and the Prior Mitigated Negative Declaratipn lncorr~ct!v. 
Keflect the Height Restrictions on the Development Lots. 

The City ZIMAS system and the issued proposed Mitigated Negative Declaration 
dated July 18, 2013 reflect the zoning on the development lots as subject to a 45 foot 
height limitation in a height district 1VL. This is based, I assume, on Ordinance 175,918 
enacted July 3, 2004 which amended the zoning map where the subject property is 
classified as [Q]C4-1VL. 



LEG 2197

Mr. Greg Stroop 
December 13, 2013 
Page 2 

However, the enacted zoning map does not conform to the Westchester Playa 
Del Rey Community Plan, a Part of the General Plan for the City of Los Angeles (the 
"Community General Plan") adopted April 13, 2004. Specifically, the Community 
General Plan, Section V-Urban Design, Design Considerations for Special Areas, C. 
Playa Del Rey Commercial Areas, Page V-13 to 14 provides: 

The commercial district of Playa del Rey should be developed as a 
pedestrian friendly beach-oriented district serving both visitors and the local 
neighborhood. The California Coastal Act requires visitor-serving commercial 
uses in this area. Development should be mostly small-scale, and compatible 
with the coastal beach environment of the area. 

Many of the design standards listed in the commerciai"Site Planning" section 
and the "Pedestrian-oriented, Building Height and Design" section earlier in this 
Chapter, should be implemented in this area. Specific needs of the area 
include: ... 

5. Limit building height to a maximum of 36 feet. 

The General Plan controls over all zoning decisions and inconsistent actions are 
invalid. The applicable development property is in the commercial district of Playa del 
Rey, as described in the Community General Plan, and is therefore limited in height to 
36 feet. 

2. The City of Los Angeles Affordable Housing Ordinance Does not Provide for a by 
Right Height Increase Incentive Over the 36 Foot Limit Set Forth in the Community 
General Plan. · 

Subdivision 25 of Section A of Section 12.22 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
(the "City Affordable Housing Ordinance") established procedures for implementing 
State Density Bonus Requirements as provided in California Government Code 
Sections 65915-65918. Available "Incentives" which a developer may request under the 
ordinance are defined to be "a modification to a City development standard or 
requirement of Chapter I of this Code (zoning)." Section f. allows a project to request 
and receive on menu "Incentives," including an 11 foot increase over the zoned height. 
But for the commercial district of Playa Del Rey, the applicable height restriction is 
imposed by the Community General Plan, not by Chapter I of the Municipal Code 
(zoning). Hence, the City Affordable Housing Ordinance does not afford a height 
Incentive for the applicant's project 

3. In the Alternative--The 36 Foot Height Limit is the Starting Place for Application of 
Any Height Low Income Housing Height Incentives. 

If despite the clear language in the City Affordable Housing Ordinance, the 
Planning Department/Planning Commission determines a height increase beyond 36 
feet set forth in the Community General Plan is available for the development, the 
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starting place for applying the height incentive should be 36 feet consistent with the 
Community General Plan, not the 45 feet set forth in the zoning ordinance. The reason, 
again, is that the Community General Plan controls over the specific zoning ordinances. 

4. Discretionary Relief is not Available .. 

In the proposed Mitigated Negative Declaration issued for the project as originally 
prepared, there was a finding that the project was in compliance with applicable land 
use elements. This is not true in that the proposed project specifically violates the 
height restriction in the Community General Plan. While the Planning Department, 
Planning Commission et. al. have discretion to grant conditional uses or waive 
development standards, they do not have discretion to waive express requirements of 
the Community General Plan. So the proposed height of the project cannot be allowed 
through the conditional use process or the discretionary provisions of the City Affordable 
Housing Ordinance. 

5. CEQA Initial Study and Checklist Incorrect 

I also note that in the CEQA Initial Study and Checklist supporting the proposed 
Mitigated Negative Declaration issued for the initial project, the Planning Department 
improperly found the proposed project was in compliance with existing Community 
General Plan. Given the non-compliance with the 36 foot height requirement, the 
finding should be revised. Furthermore, substantial deviation from the height restriction 
in the Community General Plan, which cannot be modified by right for the applicant 
under the City Affordable Housing Act, is a "Potentially Significant Impact" and should 
be noted as such in Section X.b of the Screening Checklist. 

More on the scenic vistas and public views found to exist in the Community 
General Plan and the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan will follow in a later letter. However, 
to ensure the argument is preserved, I note that both documents contain clear findings 
by the Los Angeles City Council that the views from the Playa Del Rey bluffs and the 
views of the Playa Del Rey bluffs are scenic and provide both public and private vistas. 
The view down Montreal Street toward the ocean is enjoyed by the public looking 
toward the ocean over the applicant's project site. I have personally observed over the 
years hundreds of strangers standing on the sidewalk, stopped in the street or parked 
looking at the view of the ocean or watching sunset. Just last night, on the lowest part 
of Montreal Street a car with a man inside stopped on the road and two other men 
standing on the sidewalk were watching sunset. None of these people were my 
Montreal Street neighbors. 

I have previously provided you with photos with markings showing the affect on 
the view of a 56 foot height and request they be incorporated into the record. Where 
you simply see balloons floating, they are balloons on the project site set to approximate 
the project height with appurtenances. Where you see a red line it is set at 56 feet over 
the project site. Where all you see is phone poles, they are approximately 45 feet and 
you can extrapolate from there. I have reattached the photos for your reference and 
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included some additions. Please note that just as when you go on vacation and take 
pictures of a view-photos never do a panoramic view justice. But, as the photos 
capture a substantial portion of the view is blocked by the project built at 56 feet with 
appurtenances and sunset is lost. The views are dramatic, white water ocean and not 
already blocked and even less blocked as you walk up the public sidewalk on Montreal. 

I note that no pole study has been performed by the applicant so any slight 
imperfections in the way the effect is depicted should not be held against the evidence 
and photos submitted. In fact, the applicant knows the impact on scenic vistas is simply 
stunning and has declined to perform a poh~ study when asked to do so at a 
Neighborhood Council meeting stating through counsel that such a study would be 
"inciteful" (if that is even a word). 

For purposes of determining whether and EIR is required, CEQA looks for "fair 
argument" that "significant impacts may occur." For purposes of this analysis, aesthetic 
impacts include both public and private views and public views can even be views from 
a hiking trail-let alone a public street. Ocean View Estates Homeowners Association , 
Inc. v. Montecito Water District (Second District, Division 6 2004) 116 Cai.App.41h 396, 
402 (finding fair argument supporting EIR based on subjective expressions of concern 
regarding view affect of cover on public reservoir visible from two homes and a public 
hiking trail). Sufficient evidence to trigger an EIR requirement was found based on the 
subjective reaction of members of the public-questions, comments and expressions of 
concern were deemed sufficient evidence. A pole or line of sight study, photographs or 
testimony of an expert surveyor were not required to establish a fair argument of a 
potential substantial impact on a view. ld. 402. 

The Ocean View Estates case made it very clear that, while there may be no 
common law right to a private view, this does not mean that the impact on private views 
is not considered in determining whether there is a potential significant impact which 
requires an EIR under CEQA. 

The District argues that private views are not environmentally 
significant under CEQA. The District cites Noronha v. Stewart (1988) 199 
Cai.App.3d 485. 492, 245 Cai.Rptr. 94, for the proposition that there is no 
common law right to an unobstructed view. But Noronha is not a CEQA 
case. The District cites nothing in CEQA that relieves it from considering 
the impact of the project on private views. To say there is no common law 
right to a private view, is not to say that the District is relieved from 
considering the impact of its project on such views. ld. at 402. 

The CEQA screen should be revised to reflect a "potential significant impact" in 
the aesthetic category and there should be an EIR. Here, there has been substantial 
outcry over the view impact-both public and private-at Neighborhood Council 
meetings with multiple parties decrying the visual impact. There is nothing in the CEQA 
law which supports the City's narrow approach of limiting the review based on 
designated or registered scenic view points. Even if such a standard could be 
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supported, two enactments of the Los Angeles City Council have already found the 
views from the Playa Del Rey bluffs to be scenic vistas. But again more on the views 
later and from more members of the public, this presentation is just to preserve the 
record to avoid missing important deadlines. 

Finally, this is a formal request to be on the interested parties list and to receive 
all mailings, notices and information about the project. If you are notifying thG applicant 
as materials related to the project are filed, I ask the same courtesy of notice of filings. 

V[;o;:~ 
Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

cc: Nate Kaplan 
Tricia Keane 
Darlene Navarette 
Daryll Mackey 
Los Angeles City Attorney 

----
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Greg Shoop 
City Planner 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
(310) 985-1581 

December 19, 2013 

Re: 138 Culver Boulevard, Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Dear Greg: 

I'm writing again regarding the 138 Culver Project anticipated to be refiled by the 
applicant. I have not heard from you regarding opportunity to review the file. That said , 
please place my comments in the file for all purposes including the director's evaluation 
of low income housing incentives offered off-menu, coastal permit application, tentative 
tract map application, site plan review and environment review. In my prior letters, I 
failed to mention the Director's site plan review and would like my letters included there 
also. 

This letter will refocus on two issues raised in my prior letter dated December 13, 
2013 and start on the conformance of the project to the Community Plan on aspects 
other than height and the Coastal Permit standards. 

1. THE PUBLIC VIEW FOR CEQA PROTECTION PURPOSES 

On Saturday, December 14, 2013, Kane Dossett-Siavins, Darla Haun and I stood 
at the lowest point of Montreal Street before it turns down to the intersection of Vista Del 
Mar and Culver. The location is above the Cafe Del Sol. I have attached a map and 
placed an X where we were standing. We stood there approximately three hours and 
stopped persons who were on the street. We asked them whether they found the view 
beautiful and whether they wanted the view obstructed by a development. We showed 
them the now famous balloon photos of the proposed development with the view 
blocked at around the 57 foot height (laser level etc.) from slightly higher up the street. 
The point being, the obstruction at the location where we were standing would be more, 
not less. The reaction was nearly unanimous in support of the idea that the view is 
beautiful, essentially unobstructed and should not be blocked by a development. Most 
of the people we spoke to were amazed that City Planning Department had found the 
view was obstructed and not worthy of protection. 
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We spoke to few neighbors we already knew who were walking up and down the 
street but the vast majority of the people to whom we spoke were strangers. We did 
not arrange for anyone to come to the location for purposes of signing the petition so 
the individuals surveyed were a representative sample of those using the lower 
Montreal Street that day. Individuals from Santa Monica, Los Angeles, Culver City, 
Cincinnati, Santa Monica and Lawndale were included in our sample. While standing at 
the location, we obtained 48 signatures confirming the scenic nature of the view and 
affirming that development blocking the view was not desirable. This is more than a 
few people expressing comments, questions or concerns regarding the view in a very 
short snapshot of time. I'm certain Tricia Keane can attest to the outcry over the height 
and the view impact at the public meetings. 

I have attached the petitions for your reference. 

Needless to say, my private view is also adversely affected by the proposed 
development. I was astounded when I saw the balloons floating over the sight. My 
house at 229 Montreal Street has an approximately 250 degree ocean, marina and city 
vista view. Based on the balloon study and looking at the approximately 45 foot tall 
light poles located on the sight, I believe approximately 40 degrees of my view on both 
my upper and lower story would be obstructed by the proposed project. My top floor is 
lower than the location from which the now infamous balloon photos were taken. The 
portion of the view which is blocked is over half my pure ocean view and most of my 
white water sand ocean view. This is a substantial aesthetic deterioration in my eyes. 
This must also be considered in determine the requirement for an EIR and 
consideration of feasible mitigation measures on the aesthetic impact portion of your 
CEQA Screen. 

Finally, I promised to summarize all of the provisions of the Coastal Specific 
Bluffs Ordinance and the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan, a Part of the 
General Plan, adopted by the City Council declaring the Playa Del Rey Coastal bluffs 
and the views to and from the bluffs to be scenic, public views and private views and, 
based on such findings, acting with the purpose of protecting such views both public 
and private. So here it goes: 

Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan, a Part of the General Plan (the 
"Community Plan"): 

Page 1-2: The Bluffs in this area are significant natural features that provide dramatic 
views of the Los Angeles Basin while being visual features of Playa del Rey. 

Page 1-2: The Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan was established October 5, 1994 to guide 
residential and commercial development in the Playa del Rey Bluffs. The purposes of 
the regulations are to protect, maintain and enhance the overall quality of the coastal 
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environment by regulating development on the bluffs. Regulations include provisions on 
height, yards, lot coverage, and other parts of construction projects. 

Page 1-4: Opportunities 

• Physical beauty of the coastal bluffs in Playa del Rey and the views provided by these 
natural features. 

Page 111-6: Objective 1-6 Preserve visual resources in residential areas. 

Policies 1-6.1 The preservation of existing scenic views from surrounding 
residential uses. public streets and facilities, or designated scenic view sites should be a 
significant consideration in the approval of zone changes, conditional use permits, 
variances, divisions of land and other discretionary permits. 

Program: The possible impacts to existing scenic resources, designated scenic 
highways or public view sites, and the overall visual quality of adjacent residential areas 
shall be considered in the approval of all discretionary permits. 

1-6.2 Protect the public views and scenic quality of the highly unique residential 
areas in this community, such as those located along the coast and on the Westchester 
Bluffs. 

Program: The preservation of public views in coastal areas is a major objective of the 
California Coastal Act of 1976, and will be implemented through Local Coastal 
Programs required by State Law to be prepared by the City, and certified by the 
California Coastal Commission. 

Program: The Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan provides restrictions on height of structures 
and other measures to protect public views and the scenic quality of the Westchester 
Bluffs.[Sic--The Bluffs subject to the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan are in Playa Del Rey.] 

Page Ill-51: The residential blufftop area in Playa del Rey, south of Culver Boulevard 
and north of the Airport property consists of one- and two-story single family dwellings. 
The area is elevated from the heavy traffic on Culver Blvd. and Vista Del Mar, and 
adjacent commercial areas. Many homes enjoy scenic views, and some streets provide 
public coastal views. 
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Page V-14 Playa Del Rey Commercial District 

5. Limit building height to a maximum of 36 feet. .. 

Implementation 

These measures should be implemented through the future Coastal Land Use Plan 
(LUP) to be prepared for this area, and through zoning conditions in the interim. 

Lest there be debate about where the Playa Del Rey Commercial District is, 
Page 1-1 "Commercial uses are located along Culver Boulevard, Pershing Drive and 
Manchester Avenue. The commercial areas are neighborhood serving in nature, 
characterized by smaller, individually owned lots on a block face." 

Coastal Bluff Specific Plan: 

Page 1: The purposes of this Specific Plan are as follows: ... 

E. To regulate all development, including use, height, density, bulk and other 
factors in order to provide for the protection and enhancement of views of scenic 
features visible from scenic corridors and scenic highways, and to assure that 
development is compatible and in character with the existing community. 

G. To preserve and protect the unique and distinctive landforms within them 
Specific Plan area by requiring sensitive site design. 

Page 9: Urgency: The City Council finds and declares that this ordinance is required 
for the immediate protection of the public peace, health and safety. This ordinance will 
prevent potentially irreversible development to occur which creates problems of soil 
erosion, slope instability, destruction of scenic resources and excessive building height 
and bulk in the Specific Plan area. The ordinance is necessary to protect 
environmentally sensitive coastal bluffs and wetlands and to prevent irreversible 
development pending its adoption. 

I believe the findings of City Council in both Plans are significant in two other 
respects. 

First, the significance of negatively impacting both the public and private views is heightened for CEQA purposes because the City Council has recognized the views and 
stated its intent to protect the views. 
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Second, and I've not yet spent much time writing about the Coastal Act, the City 
Council made it clear that it intended to protect the views in the Coastal Land Use Plan 
ultimately adopted for the area. Part of the review for the City Coastal Permit is whether 
or not the approval will prejudice the ultimate preparation of a certified coastal plan for 
the area. Here, the City Council has found one element which should be included in the 
plan is view and land form protection for the Playa Del Rey Bluffs, set a height limit of 
36 feet to protect these coastal resources, and announced its intent to ultimately include 
this protection in a final coastal plan. So, how could allowing a building of this scale at 
56 feet on a huge portion of lower Playa Del Rey, between the bluffs and the ocean, not 
prejudice the City's ability to adopt an appropriate coastal plan? 

2. WHY THE GENERAL PLAN HEIGHT RESTRICTION OF 36 FEET IS THE 
APPLICATION RESTRICTION FOR APPLYING AFFORDABLE HOUSING HEIGHT 
INCENTIVES UNDER THE CITY ORDINANCE--IF THERE ARE ANY AVAILABLE TO 
DEVIATE A GENERAL PLAN HEIGHT RESTRICTION 

As you know, under Municipal Code Chapt. 1 Section 16.05 B.2, the project as 
explained by the applicaht and described in the prior mitigated negative declaration is 
~~discretionary" for a number of reasons. Without seeing the refiled master planning 
application, the list is as follows: parcel map, tentative tract map, coastal development 
permit and density bonus greater than the minimums under Government Code Section 
65915. The project is subject to Site Plan Review because it creates more than 50 
residential units. Municipal Code, Chapt. 1, Section 16.05 C.1 (b). Because the project 
is discretionary, it is not exempt from site plan review under Municipal Code, Chapt. 1, 
Section D.1 (related to size of projects). For the same reasons, the project is subject to 
CEQA review. 

A site plan review requires the Director or the City Planning Commission to find 
that the "purpose, intent and provisions of the General Plan, applicable community plan . 
. . "Municipal Code, Chapt. 1, Section F.1. Here, as noted above, the 36 foot height 
restriction in the commercial zone where the project is located, is an integral part of the 
scheme adopted to protect the scenic resources and character of the community. The 
highest the project could be built, given the purposes and intent of the Community Plan, 
following a Site Plan Review, would be 36 feet. Hence, the starting place for 
application of automatic low income housing height incenlives under the City's 
Affordable Housing Incentive Act is 36 feet (assuming such automatic incentives are 
available at all to deviation height declared in the Community Plan). 

3. OTHER DEVIATIONS FROM THE COMMUNITY PLAN. 

I also note that there are a host of reasons the proposed project does not 
comport with the Community Plan which are not related to height per se. I will write 
more on this issue but want in the record, combining a large number of lots into a single 
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parcel, enables development which is not consistent with the "village'' character, small lot store front shopping character of Playa Del Rey which the Community Plan was enacted to preserve. This is another reason why the project should not pass site review. Case law has upheld the right of communities to retain open space in face of 1818 challenges, and for the same reason, why cannot a community retain small lot sizes as part of its Community Plan. Carmel by the Sea is a beautiful City. It has small store fronts and a village feel. The Community Plan lays the framework for Playa Del Rey to develop similarly. There is nothing wrong with this vision. 

Please consider these additional comments. 

Very truly yours, 

~~ 
Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

cc: Nate Kaplan 
Tricia Keane 
Darlene Navarette 
Daryll Mackey 
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138 Culver Boulevard Petition 
(Signed from Montreal Street) 

I am currently standing on Montreal Street at the bend above Cafe Del Sol. I drive or 
walk or run or bike or walk my dog or park or just use this street but don't own a house 
in the 200 Block of Montreal. I love the view from here and as I walk up or down 
Montreal facing toward the ocean. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder and the view 
from here is beautiful. While there are some buildings I can see the sand and the ocean 
and the sunset from here. I don't want to see the view forever blocked by a 
development. I want you to know that this is a scenic vista in my book and I am the 
public. 

Those who are willing should include their e-mail so we can contact you with additio~, 
information but this is not required. We will be submitting this petition to Councilm ~"a•\ 
Bonin's Office and the Los Angeles Department of City Planning. , 
December 14 or 15, 2013. \ 

Name Signature 

~\ f\1. 

Home Address E-mail and 
Phone 
Number 

- l 
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138 Culver Boulevard Petition 
(Signed from Montreal Street) 

I am currently standing on Montreal Street at the bend above Cafe Del Sol. 1 drtve or 
walk or run or bike or walk my dog or park or just use this street but don't own a house 
in the 200 Block of Montreal. I love the view from here and as I walk up or down 
Montreal facing toward the ocean. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder and the view 
irom here is beautiful. While there are some buildings I can see the sand and the ocean 
and'the sunset from here. I don't want to see the view forever blocked by a 
development. I want you to know that this is a scenic vista in my book and I am the 
public. 

----·~-

Those who are willing should include their e-mail so we can contact you with additional 
information but this is not required . We will be submitting this petition to Councilman 
Bonin's Office and the Los Angeles Department of City Planning. 

December 14 or 15, 2013. 

Name Signature Home Address 
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138 Culver Boulevard Petition 
(Signed from Montreal Street) 

I am curre•htly standing on Montreal Street at the bend above Cafe Del Sol. I drive or 
walk or run or bike or walk my dog or park or just use this street but don't own a house in the 200 Block of Montreal. I love the view from here and as I walk up or down 
Montreal facing toward the ocean. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder and the view 
from here is beautiful. While there are some buildings I can see the sand and the ocean and the sunset from here. I don't want to see the view forever blocked by a 
development. I want you to know that this is a scenic vista in my book and I am the public. 

Those who are willing should include their e-mail so we can contact you with additional information but this is not required. We will be submitting this petition to Councilman 
Bonin's Office and the Los Angeles Department of City Planning. 

December 14 or 15, 2013. 

Name 

...l 0 ~~J'V\5 0 
Hom.e Ad ess .. 
, 011 l ~r.A 01:::-

44 f/fl 

E-mail and 
Phone 

.Number 

I I 
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138 Culver Boulevard Petition 
(Signed from Montreal Street) 

I am currently standing on Montreal Street at the bend above Cafe Del Sol. I drive or 
walk or run or bike or walk my dog or park or just use this street but don't own a house 
in the 200 Block of Montreal. I love the view from here and as I walk up or down 
Montreal facing toward the ocean. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder and the view 
from here is beautiful. While there are some buildings I can see the sand and the ocean 
and the sunset from here. I don't want to see the view forever blocked by a 
development. I want you to know that this is a scenic vista in my book and I am the 
public. 

Those who are will ing should include their e-mail so we can contact you with additional 
information but this is not required . We will be submitting this petition to Councilman 
Bonin's Office and the Los Angeles Department of City Planning. 

December 14 or 15, 2013. 

Name Signature E-mail and 
Phone 
Number 
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138 Culver Boulevard Petition 
(Signed from Montreal Street) 

I am currently standing on Montreal Street at the bend above Cafe Del Sol. I drive or 
walk or run or bike or walk my dog or park or just use this street but don't own a house 
in the 200 Block of Montreal. I love the view from here and as I walk up or down 
Montreal facing toward the ocean. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder and the view 
from here is beautiful. While there are some buildings I can see the sand and the ocean 
and the sunset from here. I don't want to see the view forever blocked by a 
development. I want you to know that this is a scenic vista in my book and I am the 
public. 

Those who are willing should include their e-mail so we can contact you with addition6) 
info~mation. but th is is not required. We will be subm!tting this. petition to Councilman J 
Bomn's OffiCe and the Los Angeles Department of City Planmng. ~ r. I ~a (___,.-_ 
December 14 or 15, 2013. \r'V'-
Name Signature Home Address 

y~t!JQ~~ 
~~~~~~-~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~. 

'-"" 
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Greg Shoop 
City Planner 

February 26, 2014 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Re: 138 Culver Blvd.--How to Make a Building Disappear-Visual Impact 
Proposed MND 

Dear Greg: 

Again, please view this as formal comment on the proposed Mitigated Negative 
Declaration and submitted for consideration at Site Plan Review and Coastal Permit 
Review. 

CAJA Environmental, LLC prepared a report dated January 2014 for the City of 
los Angeles on which I am basing my comments. 

The initial proposed Mitigated Negative Declaration dated August 19, 2013 was 
not issued or published by the City, as the applicant withdrew the project. However, 
the proposed Mitigated Negative Declaration was on the City website and determined 
that there was no impact to views due pre-existing constraints. In response, I filed: 

(1) a Jetter dated December 19, 2013 which reviewed the City Council's prior 
findings of public and private vistas on the Playa Del Rey Bluffs, explained that 
the Westchester Playa Del Rey Community Plan was written in part to protect 
both public and private views and presented a petition from the public collected in 
short time on one weekend day explaining that the view from lower Montreal 
street was beautiful and should be protected; and 

(2) a letter dated December 12, 2013 with pictures from a balloon study performed 
by the neighbors demonstrating the character of the view from Montreal Street 
and the impact of a 56' building. 

I note that the applicant is now planning a 66' building which makes our old 
balloon studies off by 1 0 feet-so the impact is more dramatic and affects even more of 
the public street views on Montreal Street. 

CAJA's report supporting the current mitigated negative declaration takes a 
completely different tact The report admits that public views of the ocean exist from 
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Montreal Street but attempts a study demonstrating that views will only be partially 
obstructed and that the ocean will still be visible over the project site. 

I want to make you aware of the ways in which applicant's counsel has previously 
participated in trying to make tall buildings disappear in presentations to Planning. 1 
recently went to the archives downtown to review the City Council file for the adoption of 
the Westchester Playa Del Rey Community Plan (the "Community Plan"). I have 
attached correspondence from John A. Henning, Esq. dated March 19, 2004 and a 
letter and animation of visual impacts by Mr. Mark Hall, Ph.D. dated March 19, 2004 for 
your reference. Exhibit A and B. A brief recap of the tale is in order because in the 
January 2014 Initial Study prepared by CAJA to support the proposed mitigated 
negative declaration, we see an exact repeat performance. 

As part of the Community Plan process, Mr. Ben Resnick's firm, Jeffer Mangels, 
represented Westchester Industrial Tract ("WIT"). Mr. Resnick is also currently 
representing Legado. WIT wanted Subareas 800, 802, 804 and 806 zoned for 
development at 75 feet. As the letters explains, WIT's counsel's tactics included: 

1. Misrepresenting the height of the Westchester Bluffs and stating the nearest 
residences were approximately 200 vertical feet above the Subarea, then back pedaling 
to generally 100 to 120 vertical feet when challenged; 

2. Survey data submitted to the City ultimately revealed that "at-grade" elevation 
of the Bluff Jots on Arizona ranged between 35 and 60 feet above sea level; and 

3. Counsel for WIT tried to persuade the City that views would not be degraded 
by a 60 foot building through a flawed and self-serving "independent" line of sight aerial 
survey from two Jots on the Westchester Bluffs. Essentially, the lots selected were the 
highest on the Bluff and the definition of a preserved view was the ability to see a 
freeway over pass in the distant horizon. 

The ways in which WIT and its counsel tried to trick the City are enumerated on 
pages 7-9 of Mr. Henning's Jetter. 

Westchester Bluff was fortunate to have an expert, Dr. Hall, who put all this 
nonsense to bed by performing a scientific visual simulation of the view impacts and 
superimposing the buildings into the view line. Dr. Hall's analysis demonstrated beyond 
a doubt the visual and aesthetic impacts and the impacts on privacy. 

I raise this point because at the "line of sight study" presented by CAJA/Resnick 
which purports the views from the Playa Del Rey Bluffs are only partially obstructed has 
the same flaws. The study in CAJA's report was performed from the first house on the 
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bluffs which happens, by chance, to be built at the top of the hill up a long steep 
staircase. All of the other houses, save one, on the portion of Montreal Street from 
Fowling down where the view is affected are built from street level up or street level 
down. The street itself, from which the public has a view, is also lower than the house 
CAJA/Resnick selected. The view spot at the bottom of Montreal Street, from which we 
conducted our previously submitted petition, is slightly downhill from the bottom of the 
staircase or more than 63 feet lower. 

We used the staircase and the riser heights to estimate how much higher the 
house used in the "line of sight study" is than the view spot, all but one of the other 
houses on Montreal Street and the street itself. Using the staircase, which has 63 steps 
with 1' risers, you get height increase of 63 feet from the sidewalk of Montreal Street. 

To give you a real perspective of the sleight of hand afoot, I have attached a 
photo showing a side view of the bluff, from Culver Blvd-across from the 138 Culver 
Blvd. site. Exhibit C. In the picture, you see, the first house on Montreal, a green house 
with white Window trim, which is the house used by CAJA/ Resnick to measure visual 
impact. If you follow the balloon string up on the highest of the two balloons-you will 
see Beige House-· · which is the first house built from the curb up on Montreal Street or 
the up~hill side of the street. You will also see a row of houses from that house which 
are a number of the rest of the up-hill houses on Montreal Street. If you follow the 
balloon string up on the lower balloon, you will see a cement retaining wall, that is the 
public view spot, where we conducted our survey, and then you will see a Brown 
House, with interesting balconies which is the first house built down from the street on 
Montreal, with a row of downhill houses showing in the picture. As you can see, the 
house selected by CAJA/Resnick is no accident and is substantially higher up the hill, 
resulting in less visual impact on a line of sight study. 

In addition, CAJA/Mr. Resnick have defined a view-as ability to see the ocean. 
From their perspective, a sliver of ocean, is a view so there is no visual impact. I object 
to this definition-seeing the sand, the ocean and the horizon is a whole di.fferent 
aesthetic experience from seeing a sliver of ocean. That said, even using their 
definition, even using a 56' building you lose the entire ocean, for the public from the 
street starting at 220 Montreal Street down as demonstrated by the balloons floating in 
the attached picture. Exhibit D. I have previously submitted photos, with balloons, 
demonstrating the loss of the view at lower elevations, such as the public view spot with 
a 56' building. We will reballoon for a 66' building and there will be more impact on 
more of the street and the public view spot at the bottom of Montreal Street, a virtual 
walling off of the view. 

' , 
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So to avoid mitigating the visual impact CAJA/ Resnick having simply attempted 
to vanish a 66' building by starting at the highest spot they can and repeating old tactics. 
I again request a pole study, which will show the actual visual impact and an EIR 
addressing the substantial visual impact. Mr. Resnick has declined the pole study-- in 
part because the visual impact will be utterly undeniable and there will be no way to 
hide the aesthetic impact of a 66' building on the project site. If Mr. Resnick does not 
perform a pole study, you need to think critically about his "line of sight study." Rest 
assured, the balloons on strings floating upward at approximately 56' and the 45' light 
pole, measured by laser level, and the actual pictures taken with these objects in the 
line of sight, from Montreal Street, to demonstrate the porti0ns of the view blocked by 
the project building, are a lot more reliable evidence of aesthetic impact, than the line of 
sight study. One might quibble about 56 or 56.5 feet on the balloon string and 45 or 
45.5 feet on the pole, but one cannot hide a whole building estimating the visual impact 
by using these objects for reference. 

I would also like to comment on what is the City of Los Angeles CEQA threshold 
is for our neighborhood specifically. In my December 19, 2103, letter I quoted from 
several findings and requirements by the City of Los Angeles City Council. The 
applicant maintains that loss of private views is not considered a substantial impact 
under City CEQA standards. However, those standards are general and the 
expressions of the City of Los Angeles City Council regarding the significance of 
protecting both the public and private residential views in our neighborhood should be 
c.onsidered as the threshold of significance for our community. To repeat just a small 
part of the prior letter quoting from the Westchester Playa Del Rey Community Plan as 
adopted by the Los Angeles City Council: 

Page 111-6: Objective 1-6 Preserve visual resources in residential areas. 

Policies 1-6.1 The preservation of existing scenic views from surrounding 
re.sidential uses, public streets and facilities, or designated scenic view sites should be a 
significant consideration in the approval of zone changes, conditional use permits, 
variances, divisions of land and other discretionary permits. 

Program: The possible impacts to existing scenic resources, designated scenic 
highways or public view sites, and the overall visual quality of adjacent residential areas 
shall be considered in the approval of all discretionary permits. 

1-6.2 Protect the public views and scenic quality of the highly unique.residential 
areas In this community, such as those located along the coast and on the Westchester 
Bluffs. 

Program.· The preservation of public views in coastal areas is a major objective of the 
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California Coastal Act of 1976, and will be implemented through Local Coastal 
Programs required by State Law to be prepared by the City, and certified by the 
California Coastal Commission. 

Program: The Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan provides restrictions on height of structures 
and other measures to protect public views and the scenic quality of the Westchester 
Bluffs.[Sic·-The Bluffs subject to the Coastal Bluffs Specific Plan are in Playa Del Rey.] 
Page 111-51: The residential blufftop area in Playa del Rey, south of Culver Boulevard 
and north of the Airport property consists of one- and two-story single family dwellings. 
The area is elevated from the heavy traffic on Culver Blvd. and Vista Del Mar, and 
adjacent commercial areas. Many homes enjoy scenic views, and some streets provide 
public coastal views. 

But even if you disregard the City Council's specific instructions regarding our 
neighborhood and use the applicant's definition, loss of view of the ocean, we have a 
substantial visual impact from public view spots. The proposed mitigated negative 
declaration should be revised accordingly and proper CEQA procedure followed from 
there. 

Finally, to the extent that CAJA was willing to present a line of sight study which 
was so deliberately deceiving, the entirety of the January Initial Study is suspect and 
flawed. For this reason, a real EIR with seeping, public comment and review should be 
required-to avoid having Planning proceeding on deliberately misleading data. 

Very truly yours, 

{jfffil /1-.:...:------~ ... 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
(31 0) 985-1581 

cc: Nate Kaplan 
Tricia Keane 
Darlene Navarette 
Daryll Mackey 
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John A. Henning, Jr. 
ATIORNEY AT LAW 

March 19, 2004 

F\tCE~tEO 
CITY CLEHK'S OFFICE 

ZIDQ MkR 22 AM 8: 03 

CITY CLERK 

BY----ro850i'Y 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 

City Council 
Planning and Land Use Management Committee 
City of Los Angeles 
City Hall, Room ~~10 
200 N. Spring St. 
Los Angeles, CA 9001 2 

Re: Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update (CPC 98-0010 CPU) 
PLUM Committee Hearing Date: March 24, 2004 

Gentlemen: 

I represent United Neighborhoods of Westchester ("UNOW") in connection with the 

pending Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update (CPC 98-0010 CPU) and 

associated plan amendments and zone and height district changes. 

The PLUM Committee is presented here with a simple dispute. On one side are 

community members seeking to preserve their privacy, views, property values and quality oflife. 

On the otJ]er is an neighboring .e,vmer of industrial property who seeks the right to replace 

.existing low-rise industr.ia:l structures with 4-story or taller office buildings, and who, in an effort 

to ·acconrplish t.iu~t re$tilt, -h.~s repeatedly· and seriously misrepresented the size of the intervening 

bluffs and the resulting impacts on the residents. 

UNOW consists of Westchester homeowners who live in the neighborhood that adjoins 

and overlooks Arizona Circle, an existing industrial park. The park, which appears in the 

proposed Plan Update as Subareas 800, 802, 804 and 806, is primarily controlled by an 

investment partnership known as Westchester Industrial Tract ("WIT") and related entities. 

The residents, as they have throughout the planning process for the Update, strongly 

encourage the PLUM Committee to recommend that the Arizona Circle parcels be subject to a 

30-foot height limit-(lXL). This would allow the WIT partnership and other property owners in 

the subareas to almost double the height of the existing single-story buildings, and is sufficient to 

permit full development of all of the parcels within the designated 1.5 floor-area ratio (FAR). 

A 30-foot height limit would constitute a substantial sacrifice by the homeowners. It 

would substantially impinge on views from the blufftop homes, both downward and to the 

125 North Sweetzer Avenue Los Angeles, CA 90048 Phone 323 655-6171 Fax 323 655-6109 
jhenning@planninglawgroup.com 
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horizon. It would also affect the residents' quality of life, and would likely have a negative 
impact on property values throughout the neighborhood. Still, the residents are willing to accept 
this as a compromise between their needs and the desires of the property owners to maximize 
their development rights. 

The aesthetic impacts posited by the residents are not based upon conjecture. Rather, the 
residents are fortunate that one of their neighbors is an expert who has the skills and the 
opportunity to put together a comprehensive and rigorous visual simulation, one that was 
presented to both the Area Planning Commission and the citywide Planning Commission. 

The residents were accordingly disappointed when the Planning Commission on 
November 13, 2003 voted to approve a rezoning of Arizona Circle that would allow the existing 
buildings to be almost tripled in size, to 45 .feet. Visual simulations performed by the residents' 
expert show that this height limitation would severely degrade the views from homes and have 
serious effects on the residents' privacy. Undoubtedly, this would cause a serious ripple effect on 
property values throughout the neighborhood. 

Moreover, it appears that the WIT partnership is not satisfied even with this 45-foot limit. 
Throughout the Update process, WIT's attorneys have tried to persuade City staff and the area 
and citwide planning commissions to permit even greater height limits, i.e., up to 60 feet or 
greater. Buildings of that height would simply wall off the views from several of the homes. 

UNOW is also dismayed that during these proceedings WIT's attorneys, in an effort to 
maximize development rights and understate the resulting impacts on views from the bluffs, have 
repeatedly submitted false data about the height of the bluffs. They have also presented a 
selective, self-serving analysis of view impacts to the City. Indeed, staff accepted the most recent 
submittals as truthful, and accordingly proposed to the Planning Commission that it allow height 
limits of up to 60 feet on portions of Arizona Circle. 

Fortunately, the revision proposed by staff was opposed by City Councilperson Cindy 
Miscikowski, and unanimously rejected by the Commission. Still, UNOW is concerned that 
WIT's misrepresentations will lead the City Council to conclude that the 45-foot limit is a 
reasonable "compromise" between conflicting positions, and would not seriously harm the 
residents. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

Accordingly, UNOW respectfully requests that the Commission adopt the Planning 
Commission's recommendation, but impose the following: (1) a 30-foot height limit (1-XL) on 
Subareas .800 through 806; (2) a [Q] condition providing for the inclusion all manmade 
structures, including but not limited to, "roof structures," in that height limit; (3 ) a [Q] condition 
providing that for purposes of compliance with the height limitations the height of a building or 
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structure shall be determined as the vertical distance above a fixed 35 feet above sea level; and 
(4) [Q] conditions concerning heliports, noise-generating devices, and crime prevention. 

Background 

Arizona Circle area is a horseshoe-shaped series of streets that empty onto Centinela 
Avenue near the intersection with Sepulveda Boulevard. The area is presently developed with 
several light industrial buildings each approximately 15 feet in height. On the bluffs above 
Arizona Circle is a crescent-shaped neighborhood of several dozen homes, mainly on Riggs 
Place but some also on Kentwood Court, that date from the 1950s. These homes look over 
Arizona Circle and beyond to the north and east. 

In the spring and summer of2003, as part ofthe Update to the Westchester-Playa del Rey 
Commwtity Plan, the Planning Department initially defined the Arizona Circle area as a single 
subarea (Subarea 800) and proposed to rezone the area from Ml (Limited Industrial) to MRl 
(Restricted Industrial). This rezoning would slightly alter the permitted uses, including the 
elimination of freestanding office and retail uses. This is consistent with the objective of the 
Community Plan to preserve the City's limited industrial base. Staff also initially proposed a 45-
foot height limit (1 VL) for Subarea 800. 

Beginning with the earliest Open House Workshop on the Plan Update in June 2003 and 
continuing through the public hearing process, the residents supported the change to MRI 
zoning. However, they objected to the proposed 45-foot height limit, and presented petitions, 
correspondence and testimony advocating a 30-foot height limit as more appropriate given the 
close proximity to residential uses and the effect on views and privacy that taller structures would 
cause. 

Meanwhile, the WIT partnership's attorneys have consistently argued for more intensive 
zoning and substantially greater height limits, or no limits at all. On June 26, 2003, in 
correspondence presented at the public hearing held by Planning Department staff, WIT's 
attorneys argued for Ml zoning with no height limit, and argued there would be no visual impact 
on the neighborhood because "the nearest residences are situated approximate~v 200 vertical 
feet above the Subarea." 

Several months after this staff-level public hearing, and just before the West Los Angeles 
Area Planning Commission ("APC") met to consider the Update, WIT's attorneys lobbied staff 
to inc~ease the recommended height limit and to propose a zon.ing designation that would allow 
for construction of freestanding offices, which are not allowed in the MRl zone. In a letter to 
the APC dated October 7, 2003, WIT's attorneys requested a 75-foot height limit and asked that 
the Ml zoning be preserved, subject to a [QJ condition limiting uses to MRl uses, plus 
freestanding offices. The revision would thereby allow much of the park to be converted to 6-
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story office buildings, notwithstanding the stated purpose of the community plan to preserve 
industrial uses. Further, the Ml zoning would also provide the landowners with other · 
development advantages over MRl, including smaller setbacks. 

By the time the October 7 letter was written, WIT's statement that the bluffs were 200 
feet high had been exposed as pure fiction. Hence, in their October 7letter, WIT's attorneys 
backpedaled and changed their contention, stating that ''the nearest homes are situated 
approximately 100 to 120 vertical feet above the Subarea ... " 

At the October 15, 2003, APC hearing, Ken Klausner, the manager of WIT's holdings in 
Arizona Circle, testified that a professional survey had confirmed WIT's estimate: 

"The average height of most of those homeowners' backyards is 
[sic] about 135 feet above sea level and there's very little variance, 
It varies by a few feet among that whole bluff area. The average 
height above sea level at street level, or where the buildings aTe, is 
34 feet. So you have a 100 to 110 foot difforence between the 
homeowners' backyards and the base of the buildings. So, our 
thinking is with that 100 to 105 foot difference, somewhere in the 
neighborhood of75 feet would be reasonable for everybody 
moving forward." 

At the APC hearing, Planning staff revised its recommendation that the zoning be revised 
to follow WIT's request to allow office uses, and proposed to revise the zoning to [Q]Ml. 
However, staff maintained its recommendation to the APC that the entire area be subject to a 45-
foot height limit. 

The neighbors, meanwhile, pressed the APC for a 30-foot height limit. In support of their 
position, they presented testimony by one of the homeowners, Dr. Mark Hall, Ph.D. Dr. Hall 
happens to be a computer graphics expert whose profession involves overlaying computer
generated objects, including buildings, onto real-life photo8raphy for the movie industry. Dr. 
Hall perfonned highly rigorous simulations of how 30-foot, 45-foot and 60-foot structures would 
look from numerous residential lots on the bluffs. 

The results of the simulations were awe-inspiring. As can be seen from the photographs 
attached to Mr. Hall's letter to the PLUM Committee dated March 19, 2004 (submitted 
90ncurrently herewith), the escalation of height beyond 30 feet, either to 45 feet or to 60 feet, 
would have a dramatic effect on views and privacy for homes throughout the neighborhood. If 
45-foot structures are built, the residents' views wotdd be severely degraded, while 60-foot 
buildings would simply wall off the view from several of the homes on the bluff. 
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. After considering the foregoing testimony, the APC on November 5, 2003, approved the 
Update as proposed by staff, with a 45-foot height limit, and sent its approval as a 
recommendation to the citywide Planning Commission. 

WIT's attorneys were still not satisfied with the 45-foot height limit, and in the days 
before the citywide Plruming Commission considered the matter, they continued lobbying the 
Planning Department to recommend an increase in the limit, this time to 60 feet. In 
correspondence to the Plruming Commission dated November 6, 2003, WIT again argued that 
this limit would have no substantial impacts on views from the bluff homes. They supported this 
argument with a new, more qualified contention about the height of the bluffs, i.e., that the 
"nearest homes are generally situated approximately 100 to 110 vertical feet above the grade of 
the Subarea." 

--' In addition, in their November 6 letter WIT's attorneys submitted a paid expert's aerial 
surve1..and "line-of-sight" analysis from two homes on the bluffs, which purportedly showed that 
the homeowners' views would not be degraded by 60-foot tall structures.' 

Also, before the Planning Commission hearing WIT's attorneys made a new request to 
expand uses in Subarea 800, and requested that the [Q]Ml zoning be amended to allow not only 
office uses throughout the Subarea, but, in addition, retail uses on a 3-acre portion adjoining 
Centinela Boulevard. 

In accordance with WIT's request~ at the November 13, 2003, Planning Commission 
hearing, staff gave a supplemental report revising its proposal and proposed to break Subarea 800 
into multiple subareas (800, 802, 804, and '806), with height limits ranging from 60 feet in 
Subarea 802 (one of the two Subareas closest to the bluffs), to 50 feet in Subarea 800, to to 45 
feet in Subareas 804 and 806. Kevin Jones, the planner responsible for the Update, expressly 
stated that the recommended height revisions were made based on the data supplied by WIT's 
attorneys: 

"The evidence that we received was a topography survey prepared 
by a surveyor that had contour lines and provided a sight line. It 
was with this that we revised our original recommendation .... 
Originally it was our recommendation that this be a [Q]Ml with a 
1-VL which would limit heights to 45 feet, but we have since 
revised our recommendation to reflect a consideration of the sight 
line evidence that was supplied by the owners of the property of 
Subarea 800." 

Staff also proposed, consistent with WIT's request, to amend the [Q]Ml zoning on 
Subarea 806 to allow C4 uses (i.e., retail and office) in addition to MRI uses. 
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In yet an·other .effort ta convince the City to raise the height limitation, WIT's attorney in . 

his presentation to the Pl1;1.11ning Commission made another nuanced -- and misleading -- revision 

to prior estimates of the size ofthe bluffs: 

"The grade of the business park is effectively a uniform 35 feet 

above sea level. The average elevation of the home sites on Riggs 

Place south of Kentwood Avenue is between 130 and 135 feet. 

North of Kentwood Avenue to Kentwood Court it becomes slightly 

lower, but that's consistent with the more restrictive height 

limitations that are being proposed for those parcels nearer to 

Centinela A venue and also nearer to those points on the bluffs 

where residents are situated somewhat lower ... These are not 

special effects, these are real numbers." 

Dr. Hall then gave his presentation again. On behalf of the neighbors, he again requested 

a 30-foot height limit. And, he debunked the rnistruths perpetuated by WIT's attorneys. 

In particular, Dr. Hall pointed out that notwithstanding the testimony of WIT's counsel 

that some homes were "slightly lower" than 130 to 135 feet, the 11 homes at the north end of 

Riggs Place and on Kentwood Court were in fact much lqwer than the other 21 homes on the 
southern end of Riggs (i.e., with low points b~tween ~00 and 105 feet). He noted tbat'the 

topographic maps and line-of-sight analysis presented by W1T's-attorneys had inexplicably 

excluded those homes even though WIT's surveyor had suppJjed it,s attorneys' with top:ogntphic 

data for those homes, and even though those homes were flllly 30 feet lower than any. heme used 

in the line-of sight analysis. (The surveyor's data was supplied in raw form directly to Dr. Hall 

before the hearing.) 

In other words, Dr. Hall showed that WIT's attorneys had received a complete set of data 

for the neighborhood from its surveyor; picked the highest homes on the bluff to support its 

argument; submitted only this partial data to City staff and the planning commission; and ignored 

the rest of the homes. 

One of the commissioners called Mr. Hall's presentation "heroic." Another 

commissioner said that it was a "splendid job" and "amazing." Indeed, in the three months that 

have elapsed since Dr. Hall's presentation to the Planning Commission, there has been no 

attempt by the WIT partnership or its attorneys or experts to rebut those conclusions. Given the 

resources at WIT's disposal, it is fair to asswne that this is because they were not rebuttable. 

Following Mr. Hall's presentation, Councilperson Miscikowski's representative appeared 

before the Commission and stated the Councilperson's concurrence with the changes proposed 

by staff, except for the increased height limits. The councilperson requested that the 45-foot 
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height limit be maintained across all four of the new subareas. The residents, in another effort to 
reach a reasonable middle ground with WIT, did not object to the adjustment of zoning to allow 
office and retail uses. However, the residents repeated their request that all four subareas be 
subject to a 30-foot height limit (1-XL). 

After some debate, the Planning Commission unanimously adopted the Update 
substantially in accordance with the Councilperson's position, i.e., with M-1 zoning (subject to 
[Q] conditions) and a 45-foot height limit. 

WIT· Hml Repeafcilly Misled the City About the Effects of Greater Height Limits 

In contrast to the rigorous analysis done by Dr. Hall, the WIT partnership and its 
attorneys have supported their request for greater height limits with misrepresentations and bad 
science. On June 26, 2003, in their initial letter to the Planning Department, the attorneys 
contetfded that "the nearest residences are situated approximately 200 vertical feet above the 
Subarea." 

Then, in October, after residents had disproven this patently false statement in the first 
public hearing, WIT's attorneys changed their tune, and told the APC that ''the nearest homes are 
situated approximately 100 to 120 vertical feet above the grade of the Subarea." On that basis the 
attorneys insisted that the residents' views would be unaffected by 75-foot buildings. 

Finally, in November, the attorneys revised their story again, and said that "the nearest 
homes are generally situated approximately 100 to 11 0 vertical feet above the grade of the 
Subarea." They asked the citywide Planning Commission to allow 60-foot buildings in the 
industrial park. 

The numbers used by WIT's attorneys to describe the bluffs have been sinking gradually 
during this debate, but the bluffs themselves have not been. Rather, as each statement has been 
exposed as an untruth or half-truth, WIT's attorneys have simply' inched closer and closer to 
telling the truth. 

Unfortunately, WIT's attorneys still have not told the truth about the bluffs. The truth, as 
shown by WIT's own survey data submitted to the City, is this: 

(1) The "at-grade" elevation of the lots on Arizona Circle (i.e., the elevation 
used in the Municipal Code as the baseline for maximum building height) 
ranges between 35 and 60 feet above sea level, with elevations increasing 
as the lots approach the toe of the slope. 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

. ..-(_ 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The lowest at-grade elevation of the existing buildings in the portion of the 

WIT industrial park directly adjoining the residences ranges between 35 

and 40 feet. 

The lowest point on the residential lots on the bluff.<; is l 05 feet above sea 

level at the end of Kentwood Court (closest to Centinela), and increases 

gradually to about 135 feet above sea level at the southeastern end of 

Riggs Place (closest to Sepulveda). 

Even at the higher elevations of the bluffs on Riggs Place, the difference 

between the lowest elevation on the residential lots and the lowest at-grade 

elevation of the adjoning lot in Arizona Circle from which height limits 

could conceivably be measured (i.e., the portion closest to the street curb) 

is no greater than 9 8 feet. 

The difference is smaller as the bluffs become lower, and, at the lower 

portions of the bltJffs on Kentwood Court, the difference between the 

lowest elevation on the residential lots and the lowest possible at-grade 

elevation of the adjoining industrial lot is onlv 70 feet. 

If structures in Arizona Circle were to be built toward the rear of the 

industrial lots, where they meet the toe of the slope, the elevation 

difference between the residential and industrial lots would be even 

smaller. For example, at the end of Kentwood Court, where the bluffs are 

only 105 feet high, the adjoining Arizona Circle lot has a buildable portion 

at 60 feet elevation. Hence, at this location the difference is only 45 feet. 

At no location is the difference between the at-grade elevation of the 

industrial lots and the lowest elevation of the residential lots 200, or 120, 

or 110, or even 100 feet, as WIT's attorneys have contended in their 

various submittals to the City. 

This, of course, explains why, notwithstanding WIT's representations about the height of 

the bluffs, Dr. Hall's visual simulations produced substantial visual impacts even at a 30-foot and 

45-foot height limits, and a virtual "walling-off' effect at 60 feet. 

The bluff height issue is not the only part of this debate in which WIT's lawyers have 

misled the City. WIT's "independent" aerial survey that purports to show that that sight lines 

from two selected parceis would not be degraded by 60-foot and taller buildings on Arizona 

Circle is also corrupt. Indeed, as shown by Dr. Hall's letter, just as the bluff height estimates 

were bad numbers, the survey is simply bad science. 
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To begin with, the survey's conclusion rises and falls on a self-serving and utterly 
unreasonable assumption devised by WIT's attorneys about what homeowners should be able to 
see from their homes and backyards. 

At the request of WIT's attorneys, the survey company drew a line of sight from each of 
the two homes to an arbitrary point on the nearby horizon, which in both instances was a distant 
freeway overpass. The implication of the analysis was that if it was possible to see this highest 
poin:t from each house, then a stmcture that blocked the remainder of the view would not degrade 
the view. 

In sum, WIT contends that the neighbors should be indifferent between the highly 
textured city views they now enjoy, and a view of the sides of 60-foot buildings. The 
homeowners disagree. Indeed, no reputable expert on aesthetics could possibly claim that the 
twd ~ds of views are objectively equivalent. 

Indeed, notwithstanding the claims of WIT's attorneys to the contrary, the residents have 
never considered preserving the line of sight to the 90 and 405 freeways to be the a valid goal of 
the line-of-sight analysis. As Dr. Hall noted in his testimony to the Planning Commission, if that 
were the case, about half of the views now enjoyed by residents would be replaced with the sides 
of the buildings, and there would be a "total loss of privacy" because people on the upper floors 
of the neighboring office buildings would be looking straight back at the homes. 

But WIT's line-of-sight analysis was not corrupted only by this self-serving assumption 
a:bout aesthetics. As explained by Dr. Hall in testimony and in his most recent letter -· and for 
reasons never explained to the City-- WIT's expert chose for the sight-line analysis two homes 
on the highest portion of the· bluffs, and conveniently ignored the homes on the lowest part of the 
bluffs, which are as much as 30 feet lower. Th~ lower homes, of course, would presumably 
suffer the greatest impingement on their views. · 

In other words, WIT presented the City with "best-case" examples but mislabeled them as 
"representative" ones. 

T JNOW understands that the City is ill-equipped to do its own 'field surveys to test the 
data and analysis provided by a well-funded property owner and its cadre of attorneys and 
experts. Thus, it is surely reasonable for the City to accept such analysis at face value if it 
appears well-grounded, in good faith, and is not controverted by other evidence. However, in 
this instance the data submitted by the WIT partnership was, at best, manipulated to arrive at a 
predetermined result, and, at worst, was completely false. It therefore should not be used as a 
basis for the City's policy· decision here. 
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The Rezoning Should Include a (QJ Condition That Height Limits Include Roof Structures 

The homeowners request that in addition to the 30-foot height limit, the rezoning of 
Arizona Circle should be subject to a [Q] condition providing that all manmade structures, 
including but not limited to "roof structures" as deiined in the Code, be included in the height 
limit. Under existing regulations (Muncipal Code sec. 12.21.1 (B)(3)(a)), when height is limited 
to 30 feet or 45 feet, "roof structures," such as elevator shafts, tanks, skylights, towers and 
chimneys may add up to 10 additional feet to the height of buildings without further discretionary 
approvals, and there is no limitation on how much of the rooftop may be occupied by such 
structures. 

UNOW recognizes that the Municipal Code includes a setback requirement for roof 
structures. However, such setbacks only mitigate view impacts when a structure is viewed from 
th~• street level, by making the roof structures more difficult to see. Where, as here, the impacted 
view"'f!i from a home that is upslope from the structure, the structures are seen frotn the side. 
Thus, the structures have the same capacity to degrade the view as the main structure itself. The 
proper remedy is therefore to include a [Q] condition requiring that all manmade structures, 
including but not limited to "roof structure" as defmed in section 12.21.1 (B)(3 )(a), be included in 
the height limit. · 

Tile R_e;liouiog Sh'ould'lnclude a [01 C()nditi·on TbntH'ei'gltt is-Ba84ld Upon n 35 Foot Grade· 

Although there is some dispute as to the exact elevation of the base of the existing 
buildings in the WIT industrial tract, WIT's attorney has contended before the Planning 
Commission that "[t]he grade of the business park is effectively a uniform 35 feet above sea 
level.'' Even assuming this is true, there are portions of several parcels where the elevation 
increases to as much as 60 fe·et. Hence, when the parcels are redeveloped, there is a risk, 
however hypothetical, that buildings could be constructed toward the rear, more elevated portion 
of the lot, or that multiple buildings on the same lot could "step up" the sloping lots toward the 
adjacent r.esidential neighborhood. Such buildings would thus interfere even more substantially 
with residents' views and privacy than the structures as alr~ady modeled by Dr. Hall. 

In order to avoid development that might begin at a base substantially higher than the 
curb elevation, UNOW requests that the rezoning be subject to a (Q] condition that provides that 
notwithstanding any contradictory provision in the Municipal Code, for purposes of compliance 
with the height limitations the height of a building or structure shall be determined as the vertical 
distance above a fixed 35 feet above sea level. 
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Other Conditions 

In order to protect their quality oflife, the residents also seek to have a small number of 

additional [Q] conditions imposed on all of the subareas. These are: 

1. Heliports are forbidden. 

2. Bells, alarms, horns, loudspeakers, sirens, and other noise-generating devices shall 

comply with the City's noise ordinance and the noise from same shall not be 

audible beyond property lines. 

3. 

Condusion 

Design of any development shall comply with the City's LAPD "Design Out 

Crime Guidelines" or equivalent in place at the time any application for building 

pennits or relevant land use approvals is made. 

In the formulation of the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update, the 

Westchester community has engaged in a good faith effort to balance their concerns with the 

reasonable wishes of the property owners to develop their land. From the beginning, they have 

proposed a height limit in Arizona Circle that would almost double the size of existing buildings. 

Unfortunately, WIT's attorneys have taken the community's proposal as some sort of"opening 

bid" and have engaged in a strategy that uses misinformation and bad science to nudge up 

allowable building heights, without regard for the actual impacts to the homeowners. 

Accordingly, UNOW respectfully requests that the PLUM Committee uphold the 

Planning Commission's recommendation, with the following revisions: (I) impose a 30-foot 

height limit (1-XL) on Subareas 800 through 806; (2) impose a [Q] condition providing for the 

inclusion all manmade structures, including but not limited to, "roof structures," in that height 

limit; (3) impose a [Q] condition providing that for purposes of compliance with the height 

limitations the height of a building or structure shall be determined as the vertical distance above 

a fixed 35 feet above sen level; and (4) impose [Q] conditions concerning heliports) noise

generating devices, and crime prevention. 

Thank you for you consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

j~A~ 
John A. Henning, Jr. 
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cc (via hand delivery): Hon. Ed P. Reyes 
Hon. Tony Cardenas 
Hon. Jack Weiss 
Hon. Cindy Miscikowski 
Renee Scillacci 
Gerald Gubitan 
JimDantona 
Kevin Keller 
Jeff Pool 
Kevin Jones 
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rf!ar~ .J/a/1, Pft. ::lJ 
6435 f<iggo Place 

1o!J ..AfUJele&, e..A 90045 

March 19, 2004 

City Council 
Planning and Land Use Management Committee 
Clty of Los Angeles 
City Hall, Room 1 01 0 
200 N. Spring St. 
Los Angeles, CA 9001 2 

Re: Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Update (CPC 98-0010 CPU) 
PLUM Committee Hearing Date: March 24, 2004 

Gentlemen: 

I live on Riggs Place, in one of the bluff homes that would be seriously affected by the 
development of Arizona Circle (Subareas 800, 802, 804, and 806) with industrial or 
office buildings. I am extremely concerned about how 45-foot or taller buildings would 
affect my privacy, views, and quality of life. Also, my home is my main asset and I betTev.e 
my property values would be dramatically affected by buildings of this size. 

At the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission hearing and subsequent citywide 
Planning Commission hearing, I appeared and gave testimony that graphically portrayed 
what various height restrictions would mean to the homeowners. I have also submitted 
letters to the rec.ord prior to each of those hearings, to which I attached numerous 
computer graphics simulations portraying the impacts. 

In this letter I will touch on the high points of my earlier testimony. I will also respond to 
some of the misconceptions that have been presented by the Westchester Industrial Tract 
("WIT .. ) partnership concerning the difference in elevation between the residential lots and 
the Industrial lots, and a deceptive "line of sight" analysis that WIT presented to the City. 

I have been using computers to draw buildings since 1983. I have a PhD {1992) in 
Computer Science from Rice University in the area of computer graphics, a Masters in 
ElectriCal Engineering from Rice ( 1982), a B.S. in Electrical Engineering ( 1981) and a 
B .. A. fn Computer Science (1981) from Rice. 
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I started working In the field of computer graphics in 1982. I did my first rendering of 
building using a computer in 1983. For the last 10 years I have worked in the movie 
business, where my job has been to place computer generated objects correctly Into live 
action photography. 

Among the things 1 do in my present job at Sony is to overlay three-dimensional computer
generated buildings onto photographs of existing buildings and landscape. These are called 
visualizations. For the visualizations to work properly, the size, shape and position of the 
computer-generated buildings must be precisely defined, using survey data for the existing 
buildings and landscape. This is a routine task and we have exceptional software and 
hardware for this purpose . 

. , ln analyzing the effect of various heights of buildings on the residents on Riggs Place and 
' Kentwood Court, I used the same computers, programs, and procedures that my 

colleagues and I use every day at work. These are not artist's conceptions, guesses, or 
"special effects." Rather, the visualizations I did are an exact and realistic p.ortrayal of what 
various height restrictions mean. 

I have attached several exhibits to this Jetter. These are numbered in the right hand corner 
l through 25. 

Exhibit 1 shows an aerial view of th~ homes ;md Arizona Circle below. 

Exhibits 2, 3; 4 and 5 show the views of existing, 30 foot, 45 foot and 60 foot structures, 
respectively, from 6343 Riggs Place, which is toward the high end of the bluffs. 

Exhibits 6, 7, 8 and 9 show the same four views from 6429 Riggs Place. This Is my 
neighbors Lee and Jackie Brookshire's yard. Note that they have a concrete pad with a 
table and chairs set up so that they can enjoy their view. They've lived In this house for 
30 years. 

Exhibits 10, 11, 12 and 13 show the same four views from 6457 Riggs Place. This Is Jack 
and Sandy McDaniel's yard, taken from beside their pool. 

Exhibits 14, 15, 16 and 17 show the same four views from 6936 Kentwood Court. This 
is Dean Matsuda's house. At that location, the base of the current Industrial building is 
only 60 vertical feet below the homeowner's yard. 

In each of the visualizations, 'where you see the side of a building, that means the office 
workers at their desks will be looking into the houses, and yards. This is especially true 
because of the downward sloping nature of most of the residential lots, which allows people 
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In the office buildings below to look up toward the bluffs and still see the residents' 
backyards. 

To illustrate this privacy impact, please see Exhibit 1 8. 

WIT has made many different statements about the difference in height of the residential 
lots versus the industrial lots. As WIT's own survey data shows, the low point on the 
highest residential lots is about 1 33 feet, and the low point on the adjoining industrial lots 
is 35 feet or greater. That is a difference of 98 feet, and it goes down from there. At the 
end of Kentwood Court, the difference is as little as 70 feet. 

Exhibits l 9, 20, 21 and 22 show all of the homes on the bluffs and the neighboring 
~ndustriallots. The relevant low points on each have been circled and written in larger 
lyp.e for ease of reference. 

As this survey data show, at no point is the bluff even 100 feet above the low point on 
Arizona Circle, much less the '200 feet' or 'minimum of 1 00 to 11 0 feet' or 'average of 
1 00 to 1 20 feet', as WIT has claimed repeatedly. 

When you're deciding between 30, 45, and 60 foot limits, believing exaggerations of this 
magnitude could be catastrophic. 

Also, there is no assurance that development on the industrial lots will be measured from 
the low point on the Jots. The lots generally slope upward to the "toe" of the slope, which 
in some cases is at elevation 60 feet or greater. Thus in some places, there is only a 45 
foot vertical difference between the low point of the residential lot and the high point of 
the Industrial lot. To illustrate this, see Exhibit 23, which is derived directly from WIT's 
survey data. 

WIT did a line of sight "analysis" that purported to show that homeowners' views would 
not be harmed by 60~foot or taller buildings. However, the entire premise is flawed. It 
presupposes that if a homeowner can see the freeway, their view is preserved. This bolls 
down to allowing half the level view from the homeowners' yards to be of buildings. I have 
talked to dozens of affected homeowners, and none agree that this Is sufficient. 

Also, in the line~of~sight analysis presented to the City, WIT removed the lowest third of 
the bluff houses from the maps, They presented an analysis of the 21 homes at the highest 
end of the street, which have back yards 30 feet above houses at the low end of the street. 
(See Exhibit 24.) When I asked for a copy of WIT's raw survey data, I discovered that 
they had surveyed, but omitted, the 11 houses at the lower end of the street. The full 
survey area is shown on Exhibit 25. These lower homes, of course, are the homes that are 
most seriously affected by the development of taller buildings on Arizona Circle. 
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·' 

In sum, WIT's history indicates that their analyses should be viewed skeptically. 

I favpr a 30-foot height limit on all of the Subareas In Arizona Circle, and a Q condition 
providing that it will include manmade structures. In addition, I support a Q condition 
stating that building heights would be measured from the 35-foot...above-sea-level, which 
WIT itself has claimed Is the average height of the industrial lots. That way homeowners 
wouldn't have to worry that buildings would climb up the hill. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

'lilt»~- l4at/ 
Mark Hall, Ph.D -. 
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C,harting Your Future 
.. .-. . .. 

~
Fils' ~nc.icnt '·Mariner!• Cll!Ut poin\f the way to 
the ont~ spni \\l1~c·fe yoitr f'""r-c joy~ COllt ~~hii ent 
-W l i-Ul{>pincss is SQ.__6w·c thali' to dilviatc fnJm its 

course is to pass tip the outstanding oppo rttmity of. yo'ur 
li"ktim,c. It points the way to Pol ~sodcs Del Rcy ,. whe ~e 
an cvcr-chan~ing panorama of colorful skic:~ . danci~g 
waters, and •;crdur~d bills blc::nds \Vith an cqlJal·izccl tcm~ 
p£ ratur~ to make life worth the living--\Vhere mile aftct: 
!n,il.~·e(-b"roacl a\'cnues w.:ave in a11d otit among' the l_wmes 
OvCrl9ok!ng the• ~ca-nnd at every turn reveal enchant
ing ~·isia _s which one_ Can never forgct-\iVhcrc nature so 

' morldccl
1

.thc terrain that yo ~t might find' that particul~r 
slope atop t! \~ crcs( wherc yon may fashion that "Home' 
0' the Sea" of yours. 

PALISADES DEL REY 

C(,)ME _w_ith me atop the crest at Eali
~~~~dcs ,Del Rey and •greet the 11Ros · 
fingere,P. .D@wn" who .. painli 1Jie sf'; 

and brings the encircling hillS to life. ·watch 
Los Angeles emerge from its slumbers. Now 
turn toward t he limitless blue of the Pacific
There's Catali ii'a Island, glistening in the dis
tance, and the Palos Verdes Hills, and Re
gondo, Hermosa .~ and Nianhattan Beaches, 
a nd El Segundo-\\·hiH: above stretch V en
ice, Ocean Park and Santa Monica, all 
crowded cities with their crowded beaches, 
and beyond rise the steep, precipitous bluffs 
of tht Pacific Palisades and the Santa l'vlo11ica 
Mountains. 

Here, but a half hour from downtown Los 
Angeles, let •US rear our home place, ovcr
l:ooking this ever-to-be-studied panorama of 
bills and valleys, and from our seclusion, 
watch with interest the pleasure-mad throngs 

"· i•n all the beach cities below us. 

Beiore us stretches over more than two 
miles of beach, ours to enjoy whe11evcr• we 
wish, a beach which is preserved for us as 
natur~ in'tended-a beach devoted exclusively 
to residential purposes, 

And at eveni'ng .let us, after the day's work 
is over, drink in the splendor of the descend
ing sun, a ball of fire, dropping behind the 
jagge:i peaks of the Santa .Monica Mountains 
in a profusion of pinks and reds and purples 
~·nd yellows, all blending into the blue of sky 
~.nd \vater and the greens of .the plains and 
valley§. 
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Los Angeles Times; Nov 2,-1928 

~ . ·~ . .. I p~t ,m.ymongyin,s_tol~l!s 
I -~~·~ ~~ d n· · · 1·R 4!t • .. ·. '-~~,;_Si:::r.~ n_ JSa . es . e . ey.4 . 

I I Wa"EN a Man 
puts a thousand. dol.liml in real estate 

:he expects to eee it grow into two thou• 
sand Within- a _short tiine. 
But don't blaine ~ man for expecting 
so much. · ·.' 
Blame real euate. Real e11tate got its 
reputatio_n for beilig a sound, safe in
vestment paving enotmous returns by 
earo,ing it... . . . ., . ., ., ., 

A PROJEcr lib Paliaadea Del Rey is jWt 
the ldDd &hac _wiD11 and '&olds 11uc;h a fine 

l'epataticm. for. nal' enatc. 

A m1111 can't in•esdgate this developmeotwith• 
out feeUQg that it 1.1 one-of, the beat plw:!ea for 
hia JllOftey inside or ourai~e of real eatate. 

If it'll acdvity that intereeu you, take a look at 
the PaliUct.·Del Reyaalumap~ and get a~ 
iD. sec,ing aome of the fa&t~t aeUlng real eatate 
iD. the United States. See where 5,000 families 
h.a.ve pv:rdiaaed ovcs: $10,000,000 worth of in• 
come and raldautial aita. 

If you lll'e a careful inveator and like some -
IIUI'aDcel of .ucceu before buying you•n find 
plenty at ~ea Del Rey. 

First iof all, ·get the facta on the •tardini( in· 
cnasea in -.aluea tbat have ·ab:eaay accrued for 
p~ of beaCh and: OCCIID•ttOnt llitea bL 
the_euly uida. · · 

., ., ., ., 

P ALISADES DEL REY a.. ocel~D>oview prop
erty .of the _bighi:lt: type. 'Ihe scarcest ofall 

realty. The lut of the Loa Angelea beached 
'I'be 1aat few blocka of oceaa&ond You bow 
what the last of azi:ytbing desirable mean~~o 

It ia the cloaelt &eaCh to the heart of the dty. 

It ia the cleaneat beach, ~oUed by hasty qr 
pzemature development. -Nothing along 'the 
entire threc-mile&ttetcb tom~ the be.auty and 
value of the newcoUliDliDl.ty; Nothing to con
d-. NothJn~ to iear out. All &e5b, dean,re· 
atricted development. InteWgcndy zoned. The 
Inspiring ldnd. of oceaa..-frout development ao 
wwmaJ, 10 neeeiiiii'Y for I.oe M gelea. 

Palis:adcs Pel Rev b tb.e ocean front of an un
-developed white .Pot n=;aching &om the city to 
the sea. Ezpuudou and development areswc:~
ing down this white spot ~Urely, ateadily. 

Pal~c:s Del Rey ia the focal point of Bix m.aior 
boulevard• ia. vadous stages of conetructio.n. 
No other Loa ADgell!ll se:asbore comm.unity ia 
ao.fortun:.tc.. You know.wbatjwt on.e major 

. boulevard will .do for reat ·eacatc values. Pall· 
aade1 Del Rev ....nl have riL 

....-HE ~t oa.m. 1n 4• noel£. -.rkcl Jaa- --• 
. • __.e lllllCD to -wouer U tL.a~ loia"t du. place Eo.- daclr 
· -DCY~ A _._ .. q~~a~tio.D. to ..t... WJum:.e .,.._.. b a .cti.Y• 
ity. -.oaey ~ ovCII' • ..!c• Lciq ._..._..._.. yo• 
SD.I ·--cLotly ••kin• a 11..08t. H I~"• acd .. t:r aad •-'
Ia daa~ atuact yow. we call yosuo. a:tteatloa to Pal.ba.Lr. 
-Del Rey. --.Enuat --.1 t:date. Nai aced to .. .,... ........ 
t1ut .tori- of dac CGIID.tlue f~ --..t. Ia -..1 criak. 
'l'lt.ey caa't .Le auneLed ~L..ft.. -Aaa wL- it -
w coalPa..r.iD.I Cl:acie of Jreal e.tau. we ~ ltelieYe 
you ~at _.tela -~ olla:cd. • So.:tJ..-~ 

fonda Ia 11DADY a day 'With P.U.ad.ce Del Rcy. 

'p~J!S~:~~ !!::'!:... 
bach clth« ... tho ...... of x- ,_ 
ploo .. tlao -•ofpopulodcm. Jtb 
Jwot 13 mila~ ol• -....., 14 .... a 
mlloo from7tlo01lc1B....dway.AD..., 

lS...W.Uto ~ .. ~ M\IOo 

SC.C MaJor Boulaoard. 
PALISADES DBi:. :IUIY ·i. tlae local 
.,...... ofllmaJoollouleooanloiD-
•tiiiM of CCIIUti'Uc:dOD fnHa IDJtl.aJ.Ie
pl procoedlnp ID liDiohed. oecd....., 
ODd .. J> ... . fuli'>' 'COII>plo:ooll, -CQt 
•• _...,._ 1oca1 'FIA• of aailie .... 
the LOll ~ew HUh~ : 

I. Culwr (Dol Rrr) Baal........_ Z. Jof. 
,......, 'n.:nd...t.l. 3. ~
lonrd. 4- c:a.a..y&uJ-.1. !J,. Bdl ... 
'lrlcorlloul-.1. II. Roaocodc eo.. 

Hlah....,liDkOild bnDChu. 

Lon Few Bloclcaol OU<~nFnmt 
'IHE .....u.bla ohare U... af Greater 
Loo Aap:lco ........... 54.1 mllco. !17% 
af thlo ohcmi !Ina ba> .w.ady beoo 
u1:tlbed fol' amuaemcnt «Dun. mu.. 
nldpal ~ hoW.. •partmcata and 
andpdntclaD:zat. Palll•duDelltey 
II lhe Lut of lh.o. hentafora undcvcl• 

' opec!, clalnhla bach uulOCCOD ftot>t -· 

'I'bis new .ocean &ont community bu more 
modern improvemcntl than moat of the city, 
includlng uiufCEJII'Oundcouduitl for telepbpne 
and eleciridty,ll&lli~ eowcn IIDii storm -
en,eoncretepaviDa,eJedzoUen,. water, gas and 
slde'I'FI&lke. ~t il ~eautiflllly Lm.dacap'ed, pla.nted 
and boulevarded with wmdiDg atteem. It h:u 
parka, tiridle patha, recreation centen. 

A miUion dollar improvement program. fa now 
well over half completed in Palisades Del Rey. 
Over four million dolladwortb ofhomea have 
been finiahed.· 
The $S,~.OOO Loyola Ullivr:niry,now build. 
lag m the pet Rey hlllil ia jwt o.ue uwre of the 
many aeaarapc:e• of aucceaa for l'alieades Del 
Rev. 

, ., , ·" 
A NEW Wtlt-tbe UNIT SVPREMB-wlll 

shortly be pubUcl,-offued at Paliu.dea Del 
Rey. h contains aU the a.dvant:agu aad lm
provemc:oa foup.d in thcprmous.quickRIUng 
unlra. 

'IheUDWUalSticcen.oftbc eulie:r lll'aetllmaka ' 
the UNIT SUPREME douiUy aure of eucceu. 
Relitrictedreaiden~al andincollle>'prope.rtyaltea 
are a~blc in thil new wnt at original tr..ct 
pncea. Pre~ole·reaervalioos are n'ow bciag 
.l:nad.e. -Dickinson &. GWeaple 1UWnUilly low 
terma pre-n -15% down and 111 IOQJ:'III five 
yean on the balance. · . ..., .,. ., ~ 

COME Ot}T. I.ooktheprop~over. Talk to 
a Dlcldn&on&.Gillesple man. Let him. cxplaia 
the ~tire proj~t to you. Let- blrn helP you 
c:hooaethe Bites ~vfi.a:d:l to your plans and 
dealn!a. You'll find the·Dicldnllon. &. Gilleapie 
m:an an intellipnt b"*e" man well versed 
in real catn1e and capable of lielping you make 
a wise invl!!'tme:o.t. 

How to. Gee There · 
a, Aura-Dd .. ·w ... - Wut&W..- 1Jo<>!c...-.f-o~ ID 
lhCI ~ nc.a IIOUid. twO mill:• IQ Pa11nAcll Od 'B•Y"· • 

:!:!"~-F~!t=:o~~s~~~s;'&il .ur.c• Dd R.try.. • • 
O..T~MC..W:JIBI. 

[ .. -...,_ ...................... _,., .... _,.._] .............. .....-~.-........ ~ ................ -. 
... aa.c .... ~ .... ._. .... , ... w .. ,... .s....-,...._..., 
~ ... -e...,~ ....... ~ 

·&~ICKINS!!M~<i.!J:LESPIE. 
~ ,,..,..,.o.c.-' . . . . Z.O. Anccla 0/liCCJ: 557·559 SOi.JTH l'IGUEROA STREET 
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P AiisADEs -DEL REY . ~ 

C
. OME ""ith me atop the crest at ·palj. 

sades De(:Rey aod gr~nhe "Rosy· 
•F.iligered Dawn" y.>ho· paints the sky 

and bring! 'the encircling hills to life. Watch 
JAs.Angeles emerge from its slumbers. Now 
turn toward the lim.itleS! blue of the Pacific
There's Catalina Island, glistening in the dis
tl!nce1 and .!h,e ?alos Verdes Hills, and Re
dondo, Hermosa and :Mao.hattan Beaches, 

·and El Segu~dg_:_while above stretch Ven
ice, . O~ean Park and Santa Monica, all 
croy,:ded cities with th~ir crowd~d beach es, 
a_nd beyond rise the steep, precipitous bluffs 
of the Pacific Palisades and the Santa Monica 
lVlountains. 

Here, but a half hour: from l:iowntown Los 
Angeles, let ;us rear our hoine place, over
looking this evcr-to-be"studied panorama of 
hills an·d valleys, and from our' seclusi on·, 
watch with interest thc ' plcasure-mad throngs 
in all the beach cities ·below us .• 

Before us stretches over more than two 
miles -of beach, ours to ~njoy whenever· ,:;c 
•yish, a beach which is ·preserved for us 8S 

nature intended-a .beach devoted exclusivelv 
to residential purp~cs~ · ' 

And at.evening ·lct m, after the a;y's wo.rk 
is over, dr ink, in the splendor- of tlie descend
ing sun, a ball of fire, dropping behind the 
jagged peaks 'of the Santa Monica Mountains 
in a profusion of pinks al}d re~·s 2.nd purples 
and yellows, all blending into the .blue of sky 
and ~vater and the~grcc6~ ob the plains and 
vallei s. 
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OC~AN FRONT

PALI9ADES Ill!!. -REY In~ 
dud.Jucr the Unit _.pr"'"'~ •• 
• , thn:o-~110 •h'd.C.h o£ d. a 
finiCllt OCCAD fmnt f'UidcntJal 
1tad lncom.c pmpcrrr Ia 'or 

..... ~ l.o• A..lt:fdc,. UI?Pii1l:i .~you were a '~<U~:te.sisful' . 
rcal«:ar:atc:mD.D.wltbaomcavail.• ·

,looking for a likely · · 
de'II'CIO:P• 
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age Courtesy of Archives and Special Collections, William B. Bannon Library, Loyola Marymount University 
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Los Angeles Times; Nov 2, 1928 

__....,}put mon~in~stot~s 

I WHENaMan 
puts a thousand. dollars in real estate 

: be expects to see it grow into two thou
sand Within a .short tiine. 

But don't blaiae the man for expecting 
so much. . · . _· 

Blame real estate. Real estate got its 
reputation for being a sound, safe m.. 
vesP!l~nt· paying enormous return5 by 
eammgu.. 

APiio,JECT like PaliPdet Del Rey is jilii: 
the ldlid that wins and lloldJJ ew;h a fine 

reputa~n for· real' Cltatc. . 

Ama.a.can'tiu'9'c.d~th1sdevelopmeutwltli• 
out fce~g thM it is' o,ne.of,the halt pia"- for 
his money Uuide a, outside of real eetate. 

II it's activity that intere1ts you, tllke a look at 
the Pali8adea·Del Reyaulesmape and get a ~II 
in seeing aODLe of the &&teet 1cl1ing real e.l.a.tc 
in the' Uoited State&. See whc:~:e 5,000 fa&DlHel 
have poKhaaed ova: $10,COO,OOO worth of In• 
come and n:sidellltial aita. 

If ynu &Jt'e a c;u-~ invcatoz smd like eome ... 
mranca of .w:a:ss before buying you'U find 
plePtv at P~des Del Rey. 

Fsrat of all, ·get: the f.il:tll on the lltartling In• 
aea&U in mua that have 'oheady ac:c:rucd fo~ 
~ of beaCh. aDd.'.CM:C&D-fiont ate. in 
che. cady ui:Ute. · · ., ., ~ ., 

PALlSADES DEL REY ia oc:ean-'Vie'w prop
ucv.of t~ hi~~ type. The IIC:UCCrt ofall 

realty. The ta:lt of the Loa Angel~ beac.heal 
The last lew blOcks of ocean &ood Yon know 
what the last of-anythmg desirable means. 

It is the closeat beaCh to the bean of the city. 

It is the cleancet beach, uoep(Jiled by haety qr 
prematun: dcvelopmeDr. ·Nothing along the 
cn.tire three-mile IUI'etch to mar the beauty and 
vala.eof the new co~ Nothing to con• 
~Nothing co teAr our.-All &c.h,clcan,n
lltrlcted development. ID.tclligendy zoned. The 
iwpiriog kind of ocean-front. develOpment so 
unUsual. 10 DeccelllliV for Loa Angeles. 

PaJi.t;adet Del Rev b ~ oeeao &ont of IUl Un. 
dev..lopcd white sPot resu:hing fllom the city to 
the •ca. E:q>aoaionand developmcntoreewcepo 
ing down thia white spot mn:J.y, steadily. · 

Palis;a.des Del Reyia the focal point of six major 
boulevards in various alllgea of corutruction. 
No other Los Angela seashore coDUDunltv is 

. ·•u .. fortuDute. You know. what juilt one roo.jor 
. boulev.anl will. do for l"ea.l 'estate values. Pali
•adea D~l Rey will have aiL 

Gll~tau'-c~.Del Hey}' 
1 HE zccca~ 0~ in da.c .tock ~ Jaaye ea.......I 

· . ~e - 'to -nde:r if ~ ~,~ da.tt place for their 
· liiiUIDey. A Data!ral qa.e.tiOJJ. 'fo ..k. WL.a-c daeEe u ad:iy .. 
i-t¥. IIBGDey ~over • ..lc. LcU..a -aa&~-dc:re ,.oa 
s...t -e!tod.sr -·Irina a profit. H ~t••adi.ij.y and pzof
iu 4.t a-ttlract yo-. -e call your. dfca.tioa -to Pdaadee 
·Del Resr. -f:roa-t real CW~AU. No aecd -to "z.e-La.J.. .. 

. ~_,..:de. o! dae eoaadu. &n-- -....le iD. xad cna-te. 
TLey _ .. ., .lte aaa-telaecl _,_.L.cft,.. . .A.& wlaaa It -
w eoaapa:rhq a-act. of real e.tau. -we ainceJrCiy J.e'lieye 

yoU --ot liiiUUcL. -~ oH.c::.red m Saud..- C.U.. 
fonda in -.y a clay -wi-th Pali.~d.ee Dd Rcy.· 

.cro-a .r..o. A.n,icra BarcP. 
' PAI.JSADJ!S DEL :RBr .. che ck...c 
_.. o:lthU eo tho loan« I.oo ~ 
adco- the C<OCI:I'oF-'atlon. lc I• 
J>Nt 13 ...a .. "' ... aDd oaJ,. 14 ..,.,. 
IDIIa 6om.7ch.oad BroadWOOF.AI> aop 

'~.*' .. ~.p..._ 

Sbc M11iar Boulsdnb 
l'AI.tsADBS DsL :RBr ·io ch.c r-.1 
pota.c or 6_,.,.,--...a. ... --
-of co ... -- - taklaJ le
pl ~ 10 &.lch.cd. ..... - .. 
..... ..-.. ruu,. ·-pldod, -t 
ch.e.__. b:al '&>ala,t oE lhlliC on 
ch.e I.oo .ADplco- : 

I. Oolyg ~·~Boulenont. %.]~ = ~C::~::!d."T~ 
-Baulcwud. 6.ltoooeftlt c

HI ... WOOFIWtaDd'b....doa. 

~rt F'I!WBLxk• afOccma Fronl 
'I'HI! nollobla obora llAe a( G<eatu 
Loo AD.,.loo- 54.1 mlhs. 97% 
or thlo - u.... .... olreadr lb«:D 
urtl.t&c:cl lctr am.l.dancne CICA~ .:DU
a,lc4>d·-- lloulo, ._ .. ....s 
....Spd.....,~ l'all.,.dcoDdR..,. 
Ia choJootofohc . ...,.a>fo"' UD<I.-.cl• 

'Oped. deat<abla 'belch IIJid-~· -· 

This new .ocean front c:omuw.nity has &Dare 
III10dcrn bnprovcsncna than molt of the city, 
including und.etground conduiU for telephone 
and clcctric:ity, .anieuy ecwcn aad storm Bcw.. 
eras, conCTete pavina, el«tl""hers. watel", gu and 
eidewalb. It ie beautifully landecaped, planted 
and bo~.WardCd with winding •treeta. It has 
parka, bridle path., Raeation cencen. 

A milliondoUuimprovanentprogram.bnow 
well over baU completed in Palhadee Del Rey. 
Over four m.Wio.n dollar&' worth of homea have 
been finl.lhed. 
The $5,000,000 Loyola Univenity now build,. · 
ing in the pel Key hWe u juat o.ne mo~:e of th.e 
DlllDV USUJ."aJ.\C:CS of mc:cea1 for Pa1Uades Del 
Rey. 

., ., ., ·" 
ANEW unit-the UNIT SUPREME-will 

shortly be publicly offered at Paliadee Del 
Rey. It cODtaioa all the advantages and im· 
:::;..emenl'IJ foupdio the prerioas.quick.sdllag 

The ~nwualmccea of the wlie.r tracts makC. . 
the UNIT surnEME dou&ly81UC of mcceaa. 
Rc:atrictedreaideutj.al and lncome•propertvelcee 
are available in this DCW' QUit at Ori8:lna1. uact 
prices. Prc-sale ·re.ecvatiooa are now bema 
inade. .Dlcldoson &. Gillaple unusually low 
tcnuaprevall-15~ down anda. long-me 
yean on che balance. . · "' ., ., " . 
COMB OVT. Look the property over. Talk to 
a Dlddnson &. Gillespie DliiD- Let him. esplaln 
the entire project to you. Let him. helP you 
choose the eite8 ~., fitb:S to your plaDS and 
deSires. You'll fiDd the·Dickinson &. Gillespie 
man an intelligeoJ: bl,l&in.en man well vented 
In~ !'tate and mpablc of lielpi.Dg you make 

. a wue !B'ft!ltmCilt. 

.. 6,1)ICKINS!!N.!L.Q.J!.LESPIE .• 
o w.on.a.o.eon.. . . ' ' LM ;Angela 0/fi.:uz 557-559 SO~ FxGVEROA S'1'1U!lrr Tcfqlione MUblal318l ~ 
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EXHBIIT I 

REGIONAL INTERPRETIVE GUIDELINES, SOUTH COAST REGION, ADOPTED OCTOBER 14, 1980 

PLAYA DEL REY: pages 12-14 Citations are to Sections of the Coastal Act 

A. RESIDENTIAL 
1., 2. Single Family Dwellings and Multiple-Family Dwellings: 

·~· · .Seaward of Trolley Way, the he.ight limit is 25 feet above the centerline of the frontage road 
(CFR•). · Inland of lrolley Vjay, the height limit is 30 feet above CFR, except for lots fronting on or 
ihiC!nd·ofthe Esplanade where heights of 35 feet above CFR may be permitted. (30251, 30252) 

d. No residential projects should be developed in areas presently zoned for commercial uses. 
(30222, 30255) 

e. Proposed development should be demonstrably compatible with the existing and restorable 
wetlands and habitat areas. (30230, 30231, 30240) 

f:; Altd~velopnient proposals should.retain all existing vista prillltsand minimize alteration of 
:naturra I)~ n~; f9rm.s . . S.ee Alter:atio.r:rof: .~a n.dform Jn :Appe:ndix.:(am2s1, ~0~$2) 

g. See Hazardous and Special Area Development Appendix 

h. See Habitat Protection Append ix 

B. COMMERCIAL 

1. See Parking Appendix ... 

4t \:Resld.en.ti~l: qeveiqpment shaW b.~·tpiisistehHn:;st.a.le 'W.l~h :eidstlng'cemmer'cial aeveloprnent; 

6i·•Ail:~ev~.l~p'in~ritiptQpq$als .shbuld :se~k:ta·f~~ainall 'e~Istlng·vist~(p~lnts c:~rid : rnlnhfiize 
alter-ation pf.natui:ailandforms. See Alteration ·of Landform Appen~ix • .(~0251, 30252) 

.,A ro.P,osed develoRroent should be d.emonsttabiy compatibh~ wlth ·t~e exl5tl~g ~~~X~$.t9raQie 
,W,etla11ia~ and ha~i t-ci{area~ {30240) 

ALTERATION OF LANDFORM Appendixes pg. 2 

OiJscaqi'£lg, project design shoqld be Utili~ed ·in new·~evelo'ptllElhts along scenic rou~e.s or 'ihiisual 
dbtr~siV.e 'as' methods-to: bleild :the :proposal wlth:the· surroundingt(!)p~graphy~ {30251, oz·sa) '. . .. . . 

HABITAT PROTECTION: Appendixes pg. 11 
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Permitted development in or near "significant ecological areas" should minimize the amount of 
land vegetation altered to avoid unnecessary impact on life resources with particular regard to 
the cumulative Impact of potential build out. (30240, 30230, 30231, 30250} 

Development that disturbs or destroys shoreline or intertidal habitats or dun vegetation should 
not be allowed. (30230, 30231, 30240) 

DEL REV LAGOON LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM, Specific Plan-Approved in Concept 3/16/82 

Page 3k: Section D., 3. B 

b. Notwithstanding any provision of Section 12.21.1 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code to the 
contrary, no building or structure shall be erected, enlarged, or maintained which exceeds 
either the total floor area or the height limits hereinafter specified: 

(1) o building ar structure shall ·exceed 37ft. in height; the total floor area contained in all 
main buildings on a lot shall not exceed: 
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Page 1 of 1 

j From: chankael <s!!nnkaul~> 
To: b&atrice.pacheco <bP,.alric§ pacJloco@laclty.om> 
Sent: Sun. Moy 25. 2014 2!59 pm 

r Subjoct: 138 Culver Public Rcocrds Act Requaut- Follow-<Jp Coastal Act Guidelines and Economic Feasibilily 

Beatrice: 

I thank you for providing me with the Guidelines which the City considers in reviewing dual Coastal Permit Applications. That said, the documents did not seem 
complete. So I am making a follow-up request to which you may respond that I have everything you apply or there are no such documents in the City records. 1 have 
numbered my requests to facilitate your response. 

I 

I 
1. Reading the Regionailnterpretlve Guidelines, South Coast Region, Los Angeles County, adopted October 14, 1980, 1 noted the following which, other 
than the la5t item 11, appear to be missing and am making a public records request for each of the additional Guidelin~s which are described as follows: 

"In addition to locally prepared LCP documents and guidelines contained under this cover. [sic] Statewide Interpretive Guideline~ must be consulted when 
j applying the policies of the Coastal Act. Statewide Guidelines address the following issues and are available under separate cover: 

l 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Geological Stability of Blufftop Development; 
VIew Protection; 
Public Rights of Access; 
Public Trust Lands; 
Housing Opportunities; 
Siting New Development; 
Definitions; 
Public Access; 
Condominium/Stock Cooperative Conversions; 

10. Housing/New Construction; and 
11. Wetlands and Other Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area." 

2. If the City has made a decision regarding which of the 11 Statewide Guidelines it applies and which it disregards, I am making a Public Records Act 
request for copies of the documents reflecting this dedslon and the reasons for the decision. 

3. I also received a copy of the Statewide Interpretive Guidelines for Wetlands and Other Wet Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas, dated December 16, 
1981, Sections Rescinded June 13, 2000 (the "Wetlands Guidelines") as noted. However, the copy was incomplete In that the following Appendices were 
missing: 

A. Applicable Coastal Act Policies; 
B. Resources Agency Wetland Polley; 
C. Summary of Federal and State Regulatory Involvement Regarding Development In Wetlands and Other Wet Environmental Sensitive Habitat Areas .. . 

I am making a Public Records Act request for the missing Appendices. 

4. If the City has made a decision to apply the Wetlands Guidelines without regard to the missing Appendices, I am making a Public Records Act request for any 
and all documents which discuss or document this decision. 

As separate and new Items of Public Records Act requests, I am seeking: 

5. Any documents which represent or discuss the standards which the City uses to evaluate whether or not a development project requires incentives, 
bonuses, waivers or concessions In order to make the provision of affordable units or the development project Itself economically feasible. 

6. Any discuss the situations under which the City evaluates economic feasibility of a development project or the provision of affordable units prior to 
granting Incentives, bonuses, waivers or concessions for the project. 

I Again, I am asking for copies of electronic records Including emalls In addition to hard copies of documents. 

I 

I 
I 

I hank you tor your assistance. 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

http:/ /mail.aol.com/3 8727 -416/ao1-6/en-us/Suite.aspx 9/14/2014 
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SENT VIA EMAIL TO CHANKAEL@AIM.COM, NOT FOLLOWED BY U.S. MAIL 

Ms. Schwertfeger: 

RE: Public Records Act Request- 138 Culver Blvd •. Follow-up Coastal Act Guidelines 

this lett~r is a follow up to our extension letter dated June 12, 2014, and a response to your 
request dated May 25,2014, received on June 2, 2014, seeking records from the Department of 
City Planning pursuant to the California Public Records Act (CPRA) regarding the above. 

Be advised that this Department has done a thorough research and has found the following: 

For No. 1 of your request, our department has no resp~nsive records. It is suggested ·you request 
this from the County of Los Angeles and also the State Coastal Commission Office in Long 
Beach for copies of the Statewide Coastal Guidelines. 

For Nos. 2 through 4 of your request, ,our d_epartment has no responsive records . 

. For No.5 of your request, our department has no responsive records however, a query can be 
done by our Systems' staff which would give you a list of all Density Bonus cases·:which you 
could theri use to do further research. The cost-to perform this query is $166.92 which you 
would be responsible for· and will have to be received prior to having the work performed. 
Please advise us if you would be interested in having thi"s query performed so we can give you 
the information for remittance of payment. 

For No.6 of your request, we are gathering emails and reviewing them to ensure they are for 
public disclosure. These would be available beginning July 10, 2014. Please call me at the 
number below to set up a date and time of when you would like to review them. 
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2nd Page- PRA Request for 138 Culver Blvd. Follow-up Coas'tal Act Guidelines 

If you have any questions, you may reach me at (213) 978-1260 

Sincerely, 

~R~ 
Mark Lopez 
Custodian of Records 

ML:bp 
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/ ... 
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/ 

A 

oUth_ Co~st Region 
LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

. . .... . 
~ 0 . ... ..... - · • ••• • ~ •• -

The Los Angeles County. Interpretive Guidelines were adopted· by the · 
California Coastal Commission t6 supp1ement the Statewide Guidelines. 
Both regional and statewide gu~idelines, pursuant to Section 30620(b) . 
of the Coastal Act, are "designed to assist local governments, the 
regional commissions, the commission, and person~ subject to the 
provisions of this chapter in determining how the policies of this 
division shall bf~ Jpplied in the coastal zone prior to certification 
of lo:al coastal progrc1ms." 

The guidelines should assist in applying various Coastal Act policies 
to permit decisions; they in no case supersede the provisions of the 
Cbastal Act nor enlarge or diminish the powers or authority of the 
Commissions or other public agencies. · 

ADOPTED 
OCTOBER 14, 1980 
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·"'" 

MAL!:BU 

See Malibu CuidelL~es ~der !e~arate cover · . . · . . 

PACIFIC PALISAD!S 

A. JU: S WtN'!I.A.t. 

1., 2. Single-Family ~Jellings nd Multiple-Family ~llings: 

a. See Pa=king Ap~endix. 
-

b. See Blu:£ Top Develo~men~ A~~en~ix. 

c,. Development shculd be vistUl~y c:otc.pat:ible wit~ local 
topog=aphy and vege~~t:i~n an~ sho~ld ma~t:a~ nat:ural land 
forms. See Alte=ation of Landfo=m A~~endiX. 

d. Any development in the ~develo?ed areas o~ the Santa 
Monica Mountains •hould be ~ermit~ed onlv when ad~acent ~o 
already oeveloped a=eas. Ail development aho~ld be compatible 
~:h ehe neig~bcr~g Topanga Sta~e Pa=k. (30250) 

•. See ~zardous and SDecial Area nevelo~ment A~~er.dix. 

f. Residenti•l development on ehe ~isttng ccmme=ciall~ 
zoned parcels with~ one-quar~er mile of :~e beach wi~l net 
l>e allowed. (30.222, 30252, SOZSS) 

g. New comce=cia~. rec=aat:i~al. institutional apd resid~tial 
developments of 10 or 'CIO=e c::hJelling -.mits in the Santa Monica 
Moun::air..s should be requ'!=a.d as a concitic~ of. a.-p.,roval, ~c 
ded::.caee access trails and parking areas fo= •ris::!.:ors eo 
Top~~ga Sta:e.Park. ~ese shall be prcvided in a ~~ner dee~ed 
appropriate by the ~ssion. (30210. 30213, 302l~.S) 

h. · Koad. cons trw:~~= or improvemene.a •boulr1 Jae hued aD t11a. 
tui:abil!ty of the area to 1Dc:-ea~ed access. lnle-n il:for:nat:l.on 
on t~e en~ro~ent:al ca~~~~ capac::!.ry ~f coas~al resources is. 
available, ro,ads anc other s~ppo~ f&c~!~~ies sho~~~ be k~F~ 
vit~~ ehat capacity. (30240, 30243, 30250) 

i. The c!ensi:y of nev nsi<iential cievelopment should 'be limi:ed. 
to a maximum of 24 uni:s per ere g=o•• (city calcula~ions re 
in gross) .. FoT method of calcu~ation, refer to ~e~si~v Ca~c~
lations A~~endix. (30250, 30252) 

j. See Hi!ls!de ~weilir.E ~r.!: ~ensitv Ap~endix. 

k. No residential de~lo~ent ahould be perm!:~ed tn T.mescal 
Canvon. . -

! . CCJMMDC :.AI. 

1. Comme~cial est:&bl~ahments should be ~bl~= ree~ea~ior. ~c 
recreat::!.on auppor~iva or oehe~-ise c:oas:ally r latec fac::!.lit::.es. 
(30222 1 30255) 

.. 1-

~ 
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Beach Front: 

1. New development of beach front property ahoud be restricted 
to. lo~ cost, public, visitor-aerving facilities and public 
works improvements. (30211, 30255, 30213) . ~ . . . : 

I " • • ::.. 

2. See Parking Appendix. (30210, 30252(4)) 

3. The Santa Monica Pier should retain its character s 
~ historical landrlark. Further development should p;-eaerve 

recreational opportunities, including pier fiahing~ (30251, 
30221, 30253) 

·4. Developm~nt should not encroach further onto andy beaches. 

S. A unique habitat upon Which rare and endangered species ~e 

dependent is in the ilmnediate area.. See Section C on page S. 

North Santa Monica: 

A. JU:SIDE~"'''IAL 

l., 2. Single-r~ily Dwellings and MUltiple-Family Dwellings: 

a. See Parking A~pendtx. (30210, 30252(4)) 

b. Max~ height •hould be 40 feet abOve the centerline of 
the frontage ro~d (CFR) .. (30251, 30252) 

c:. Curb cuts ahould be nermitted only where .no fea.sible 
alternative exists. {30210) 

! . CCHiERCIAL 

1., As ~er city zoning. (30251, '30252) 

2. See Parking Appendix. (30210, 30252(4)) 

Ocean Avenue: 

A. US IDEN"l'IAI. 

1. Multiple Family ~ellings =· 

a. Maximum height of atruetures ahould be 55 feet above 
centeTline of the frontage Toad (CFR) with no top appara~ 
extending higher than 65 feet above eenterline of the frontage 
road (CFR). Structures may cover 40 percent of the lot area. 
A ~xtur~ in height. scale, and intensity of developments 
along Ocean Avenue ahould be aought to enhance the appearance 
and diversity of the ar a. Taller 1tructures ahould be offset . 
by greater open apace. (30251, 30252) · 

b. S e Parking· Appendix. (30210, 302Sl(4)) 
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LEG  2273

B. 

c. 

b. See Parkinz Appendix. (10210. 30252{4)) 
~ 
~ .... .., 

c. Lot consolidations should be liDdted to maximum of two (2) ~ 

lots. and in no case should they exceed 100 feet of street E 
frontage. (30251, 30213) . . E .. c ... 
d. In applications for multiple-family unitl, preference · · · : ·. ~ 

ahould be given to rent 1 unita over co·ndominiums. (302l3) · ... 
~ 

e. In no case ahould residential density exceed 33 du/ c net. 
See Density Calculations Appendix. ~· 

f. Comprehensive landsc ping plans and on-•ite recre tional 
and open space 1hould be provided in new multiple-family 
development. (30251, 30252) ... 

g. Density incentives will be considered for low/moder te 
housing p'!"t:'\p~$alc;. 

COMMERCIAl. 
.. 

1. See Parking Appendix. 

HAZARDOUS AliD SPECI.AI. AREA I>EVEI.OPHL'tt 

1. On the north aide of the pier in the vicinity of the 
breakwater there is a unique habitat area which has been 
id~ntified by the State Lands Co~ssion as a critical 
feeding habitat for endangered species, auch as, the Least 
Tern. Development in the area •hould not 1ignifieantly 
impact upon this.unique resource area. (30230) 

VENICE 

For ease of intarpretation, the Venice area (Uidelines consist 
of six sub-areas as follows: . 

North Venice: area from the mean high tide line aouth of 
the Sarita Moniea City boundary, Yest -of 'Hampton/ 
Elec~ric and ~est ~ashington Boulevard, north ~= 
South Venice Boulevard, and ~eluding the area 
veat of Strongs Drive and uor:h of Waahin&ton Street. 

Oakwood: 

Milwood: 

Canals: 

-.. ... -~-----~ - ·-

area between the Santa MOnica City boundary, Lincoln 
Boul.evard, California Avenue, liest Washington Boule
v rd and Hampton/Electric Avenue. 

area between California Avenue, Lincoln Boulevard, 
North Ven~ce Boulevard, and Electric Avenue. 

• 

Lots immediAtely ad_i acent to Grand, Sherm&n, Ho"to."land, 
L.innie and C~rroll Canals. nord-: of tJashinr,ton Street. 

). 

-s-
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LEG  2274

3. In existing commercial reas (such a s those on West Wash

ington Street and W_indward Avenue), the xisting nature of the 

Btreet with small shops and community institutions should be 

preserved. (30251, 30252) 

4. Common-wall construction should extend over no more than 60 feet of 

street frontaQe or two 1 ots. A siX foot break should bP. provided for eacti . 

50-foot width of buildings. Ground level entryways and.windows should be 

protected. (30251) 
C.:.. PUBLIC SERVICES 

•· · 

l. Walk-streets hould be preserved as walk-streets. (30251) 

Oakwood: . . 

A. :Rl:SIDENTIAL 

1., 2. Sinqle-Family Dwellings and Multiple-Family Dwellings: 

a. Height of single-family ~welling structures should net 

exceed 25 feet above centerline of frontage road (CFR} . 

Multiple-family structures should not exceed 30 feet above 

the centerline of the frontage road (CFR~. (30213, 30251) 

b. Density incentives will be consi~er~ for low/moderate 

housing proposals. See Parking Appendix (30210, 30252(4)) 

e. Multiple-family honsing &hould be limitec to three units 

per lot. (30210, 30252) A density bonus of one addtional unit may be 

pennittea for low and very 'lo." income housing proposals. (30~10. 30252) 

B. COMME:RC!.Al. 

l. See Parking A~pen~ix: (30210, 30252(4)) 

' 

2. Height· of new structures shoul~ be limited to 30 feet 

above centerline of the frontage road (CFR). (30251) 

C. PUBLIC SERVICES 

1. Small-acale community facilities (e.;., nursery schools, 

grocery store, ete.) serving the needs of the ~eighborhood 

ahould be preserved and encouraged. (30251) 

~-~ .......... __ .:_. 

A. RESIDE:N'l'IAL 

1., 2. Single-Family Dwellinqs and Multiple-Family Dwellings: 

• Height of-•inqle-family dwelling •tructures ahould not 

exceed one atory or a maximum height of 25 feet above center

line ·of frf)ntage roa.d (CM) 1 and 30 feet above CFR for 

IIIUltiple-family c!wel.linq • (30213 1 30251) 

~. Se Parking !ppen~ix. 
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LEG  2275

g. Private deve~opment on city property ( .q •• as a ment , 

right-of-way, etc.) hould. be limited to removable fences 

less than three and c _ne-half feet high that do :not impede 

access along the sidewalka. (30252, 30251, 30211) 

h. See Deed Appendix. 

1. Only sinqle-family dwellings, public park, an~ public 

parking should be developed in this area. (30251) 
.. 

Marina Peninsula: 

A. RESIDENTIAL 

. , . . ·. ·: ·. 

l., 2. Sin;le-Family Dwellings and Multiple-Family nwellinqs: 

a. See Parking Appendix. 

b. Residential develo~ment should be limited to a maximum 

height of 35 feet above the centerline of the frontaqe road. 

(30250, 30252) 

c. Paving and access drives ahould be provided from lleywaya. 

(30252) 

d. Common-wall . construction may be permitted: common-wall 

const=uction projects should be desiqned to avoid appearance 

out of character with the neighborhood. Common-wall 

construction should not extend over more than 60 feet cf 

s~ree~ frontage or two lots. A 8ix foot break should De 

provided for each SO foot width of buildin;s. Ground level 

entryways and w~naows should be ~rov1~eae (30231, l02Sl) 

e. Along the frontaqe to the canal north of Ironsides Avenue, 

a minimu:n 2 0 foot setback should be provided for all structures 

with a min~um 15 feet to any paved surface. New development 

must also include a French drain which prevents any runoff 

into the canal L~d disposes of all but the heaviest s torm 

flows. (302,0) ... . . . . . ·-

See the Venice Canal aub-area . qui4elines for French drain 

apecifica t.i .:. : . .:: . 

f. Submit a deed rentriction preventinc; all construction 

except the walkway fcmces (less than three anc! one-half feet 

in heiqht) or pervio1.15 decks between the line of the 20-foot 

setback (patios, concrete, and/or brick ••teps are considered 

to be construction). (30240, 30251) · 

9· canal frontaqe walks should be improved in a manna% which 

will not drain into the canal, as part of any new construc

tion. (302~0, 30211, 30251) 
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LEG  2276

- .. - - ~ . . . 

For all classes of d velopmen~: 

l. ~ew develop~nt should inc~• se oppor~uniti~s for the 

general public to have ceess to and along che ~atera of ~he 

harbor. (30222, 30211, 3D220, 30224) ... - ·J- :;·.:-·. 

Existing park and b ach ar 
given to lower cost public 
~rina and adjacent a~aas. 

as shoUld be iata!ned and priority 
recr aticnal dev ldpmant in th• 

(30213. 30220) ' .. ... 
2. To preserve tbe beach and water areas fer public 

recreation, no atruc=ures should be built on pilir.JS (except 

docks) or otherwise over the water. (30211, 302Sl) 

Existing parking spaces that suppon 'boat-launch r~s •. 

slings, ar.d beach use shoul~ be retAined, as should t~e 

boa: =entals and public-~4~Ch ramp. (30211. JC224. 30~20) 

Nev development should ensure :hat open water for a ail~g 

and wind patterns are unimpeded. (30220, 302:4) 

3. Offices and general commercial uses should not pre~t 

areas usable for public or commercial :ecreatian or mar~e 

re!ated facili:ies. (30255, 3C224} 

4. kly new boating fac:iliti"es should i:lclude puhlic:-la1.mch 

ramps. •mall boat heists, be~~ r~tals, ~d slip si:es thaL 

provide fo~ boats purs~~L to docamenre~ d~d and fo= 

tishing boats, as vell u for dry s~orage. {30213, 30214) 

M&:-:!.ne supper: !~c:ili:!es should be g:.ven prloriry anci 
incorporated with~ multiple-uSe de~elo~men~s. (30255, 3022~) 

. 
s. Public pax-king and beat storage lhould be ziven priori:y 

in new developments. (30252, ·30224, 30212.S) 

6. See ?a~ki~g A'O'Oendix. 

7. Any propoaed changes in dle chmmel raveCDE1: should be 

designed to eliminate an7 ad-ve:-sa ef!ect' u;>on 1anci movement. 

Any proposed ~~ecge to the Ballona C=eek Flood Co~::-ol Channel 

1hould c~sider :he af!ec: of :he prcposed mo~ificatioc upon 

Leasr Te~ (a rare ar.~ enc~se=ed species) :~ec:.~g. therein. 

(30230, 3023S, 30240) 

!. Residential development proposals should ~eceive the 

lowest priority in thi• area. (30Z34, 30221, 30255) 

9. See Vi~oint P~ovisian Ap~endix. 

10. Develop:z~en'C should be permit:ed only vhen it is c!e.c.on

Dtra:ed 1:0 be c:onsiste:r~ wi.~"l loc 1 a't:-eet ~d h.ignway 

capac!:ias vi:h allaw~ce for recrea:ional traffic. (30252, 

302~3) 
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LEG  2277

-
c. To guarantee cQntinuanc~ of public ccesa, any fureher ·- ~ 

development of the undeveloped wetland or seafront lands ~ 

should provide public ccess ways a s a condition of develop- m 

ment~ Public access &sementa should not be opened without .. E 

resource management plan implemented unless public diarup•. , _: · · .. I 
tion to resource value ia found inconsequent! 1. (30210, ~ 

30211. 30212) - ~ ~ 

:. d. No residenti 1 projects should be developed 1n:.areas 

presently zoned for commercial u.es. (30222, 30255) 

e . Proposed development 1hould be demonstr t ably comp tible

with the existing and restorable ~tlands and habita t areas. 

(30230, 30231, 30240) 

f. All development proposals should retain all existing · 

vista points and min~ze alteration of natural land fo~. 

See Alteraeion of Landform in . the Appendx. (30251, 30252) 

g. See Hazardous and Special Area Development Appendix. 

h. See Habitat Protection Appendix. 

B • COMMERC IA1. 

1. See ~arking Apuendix. (30210, 30252(4)) 

2. To guarantee continuance of public access, any further 

development of the undeveloped wetland or seafront lands 

should provide public access vays as a condition of develop

ment. Public access easements should not be opened ~thout 

a resource management plan implemented unless public dis· 

ruption to resource value ·i found inconsequential. (30210, 

30211. 30212) 

3. To protect beach areas for long-term recreational needs, 

only visitor-serving facilities (such as r~strooma o~ .nack 

bars) ahould be developed on aandy beaches. (30221. 30222) 

4. ·Residential development shall be consistent in scale vith 

existing commer~ial development. 

S. To protect the few visitor-serving commercial reereation 

facilities on or near the beach front, especi lly aouth of 

Culver Boulevard, existing visitor-aerving commercial 

recreation facilities ahould be preserved. (30212.5, 30213. 

30221, 30222) 

6. All develop~nt proposals should seek eo ~etatn all 

existing vista point& and minimize alteration of natural 

landfo~. See Alteration of Landform Appendix. (30251, 

30252) 

7. Propoaed development hould be d~strablv comDatible 

with the existing and re tor ble wetland and habitat reas. 

(30240) 
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LEG  2278

d. See Deed Appendix .. 

B. · COMMERCIAL . , ~ - .. 

~ 1. See Parking Appenc!ix. (30210. 30252(4)) 

MANHA'rl' AN B!:ACH 

A. RESIDEN'l'IAL 

1., 2. Single-Family Dwellings and Multiple-Family DwelliDqs: 

a. on half-lots, construction of a ainqle-family dwelling 

with a ma.xi.m.um of 1400 quare feet (including parki.nq) ahould 

be permitted. (30213, 30252) 

b. See Parking Appen~ix. (30210. 30252 (4)) 

e. The height of a atructure bould be no greater than 30 

feet above the grade elevation apecified in the attached Ap• 

pendix. See Measurement of Height ADpendix for grade reference 

points and the methOd of calculation. (36251, 30252, 30253(5)) 

d. See peed Appendix. 

B. COMMERICAL 

1. See Parking ApperuH.x. (30210, 30252 (4)) 

2. Local and tourist aupport businesse which are primarily 

pedestrian oriented should be permitted in appropriately 

zoned areas. The predominant street level retail pattern 

abould be maintained if adequate parking ia available. 

(30222, 30253(5)) 

3. New commerical developments which provide adequate on-aite 
. -· 

parking may· be permitted up to two at~ries and a maximum heiqht 

of thirty ( 30) feet above the. grade elevation specified in the 

attached Appendix. See Meaaurement of Height ~pendix for 

9rade reference point• and the methOd of cal~liticn. (30210, 

30251, 30252) 

HERMOSA B!:ACH 

A. ltESIDEN'l'IAL 

· See City Zoning Regulation• an~ Local Coaatal Program Policies. 

B. COMMERCIAL 
- /. 

1. -See Pa..rkinq Appendix .. 

-15-
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LEG  2279

c. PUBLIC ACCESS TO COASTAL RESOURCES 

1. New development vhich 1 located on the coast-side 

G.l 
4-J 
115 
E 

E 
115 ... 
ot 
0 

of the· nearest public road to the coast should inco~orate 

a view corridor. Said view corridor ahall bt! subject to 

deed restriction. Where appropriate, phyaical access' 

should be provided the public. See Vertical Access 

Appendix. (30210,30211,30251) 

. ' . .. ~ 

Development shall be consistent with the certified Local Coastal 

Program. 

PALOS VF.RDES ESTA'ttS 

Development shall be consistent vith the certified_ Local Coastal 

Program. 

1. See Parking Appendix. 

RANCHO PALOS VERDES 

Development shall be consistent with the certified Local Coastal 

Proqram. 

SAN PEDRO 

A. RESIDENTIAL 

1., 2. Single-Family Dwellings and Multiple-Family Dwel~nqs: -

a. See Parking Appendix. (30210,30252(4)) 

b. Ma..xilnum heiqht is two stories, but in no case should the 

structure rise higher than 25 feet &bov ~e centerline of 

the frontage road. (30251,30252) 

Structur•a in the area bounr1ed by Carolina St.r8t, Pacific 

Avenue, 39th Street and 26th Street •hould not r~ae higher 

than 25 feet above the grade elevation specified 1n the 

attached Appendix. See Measurement of Beiqht Appendix for 

qrade reference points and the methOd of calculation. 

·( 30251, 30252) 

c. No truetures ahoulc! be built em or extend over sandy 

beaches. ( 30213, 30221, l02S1) 

c!. See Bluff 'l'op Development .Appendix. 

•· Where faamible, access should be provided to bluff 

viata point• above pocket beaches as a condi ticn of naw 

dev~lopment on bluff top lots. (30251, 30212) 

f. See Deed Appendix. 

g. If tr ding ill involved, plan 4esignatinq the borrow 

and 4i poaal ites y be required. (30251, 30253) 

-11-
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LEG  2280

Development not ubject to the Ceri~ied. Port Ma..ster Plan 

shall be consistent wi~h the California Coast~! Act of ~976. 

CATALIN~ !SLAND 

To protect Catalina'• historical function of providinq public 

recreation, to enhance opportunities for public use of the 

exis~ing ca~alina Conservancy and to reeoqnize Santa Catalina 

Island as a unique environment for educational and rese&rch 

~ti·tities, priority will be give to tr..e developrDent cf pro

jee~s whieh .will enhance these goals during this interim 

period. No major project~ L~ the unincorporated areas should 

be pproved prior to the certification of the LC?. 

A. RES~OENTIAL 

.. . 

l., 2. Sinqle-Family Dwellinqs and Multiple-Family OWeliinqs 

a. Lane use &s per zoning (June 30. 1977) within the Avalcn 

c~ty limits. (30250) 

b. L~~ed residential development. pr~rily ~o bouse existin& 

Island employees and prima~ily low· and moderate·ir.co~e. should 

be allm~ed in the Two HarborJ area. 

c. Cons tructi::m. shoU:d ensure the physical anc! visual ~res.erv -

tion of natural ~hysical features. See Alteration of Landfor= 

Aopendix. (30251, 302.53 (2)) 

d. Applicant abould demonstrate the availability of public ser

vices and ~tilities a dequate to meet project ~eeds ~thout pre

cluding an adequate a~!il&bility (in ~ither quanti:y or quality) 

of sue~ service and utilities to serve tourists. (30~5~. 3C255. 

30213) 

e. · See Deed Ao~endix. 

f. 1~~ere develop~ent is located adjacent to !he shoreline the 

applican~ shall demonstrate that public access iJ ava~lable to 

and ~lo~g the ahoreline. 

B. COM!'!E:RC!AI. 

1. ~ourist co~~rcial facilities ~y be constructed as per 

zoning (June 30, 1977). vithin the Avalon City limits. (30250, 

30253) 

2. Commercial-industrial facilities of a ?ublic utility/ 

public aervice a~ture may be developed adjacent to exi~ting 

development in the Pebbly Beach area. See Section 1:, Public 

ierviees, follcvinq. (30250, 30254) 

3. SO!tte addi tior:.s to existing structures may be permitted 

t~ithin the Two Ba.r~rs comznunity and within -existinc; cam?s 

to provide for the needs of the residents and visiting public. 

Major developme-.""lt .ahoulci not commence until t.he LCP is 

cer~ified. ( 30222, 30223, 3025a) 

•. A.l~ developme.nts llllxould ensure the p~ysical and visual 

preservation of natural phys~cal features. See Alteratior. 

of Landfo~ in the Appendix. (302Sl, 30253(2)) 
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-- - . :-

A P P E N D I X E S 

(LOS ANGELES & ORANGE COUNTIES) 

ALTERATION OF LANDFOIU-15 

BLUFF TOP DEVELOPMENT 

DENSITY CALCULATIONS 

DEED 

PAGE -

A-2 

A-2 

·A-2 

A-2 

- HAZARDOUS & SPECIAL AREA DEVELOPMENT (l~AITING APPROVAL BY 
THE STATE COMMISSION) 

ACCESS 
A-3 

STRING LINE 

LOW AND/OR MODERATE INCOME HOUSING 
STRUCTURAL AREA (DEFINITION) 

PARKING GUIDELINES 

HABITAT PROTECTION 
HILLSIDE DWELLING UNIT DENSITY 
SIGN CRITERIA . 

MEASUREMEN'I' OF HEIGHT 

A-3 

A-4 
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LEG  2282

HAZARDOUS AND SPECIAL AREA DEVELOPMENT: 
0 • • 

ACCESS: 
~. ~ . . . . 

See COASTAL ACCESS: STANDARDS AND RECOfflENDATIONS 

(adopted by State Commission. August 5, 1980). • 

STRING LINE: 

In a developed area where new construction is generally infilling and 

is otherwise consistent with Coastal Act policies, no part of oa pro

posed new structure, including decks, should be built further onto a 

beach front than a line drawn between the nearest adjacent corners of 

the adjacent structures. Enclosed living space in the new unit should 

not extend farther seaward than a aecond line drawn between the most 
0 

aeaward portions of the nearest corner of the enclo•ed living apace of 

the adjacent structure. (30210, 30251, 30211, 30212) 

• 0 

Existin~ 

'r-1 t . • ..... - - - - -
.r:.A s 1..ng • • • • • k • 

r----0--,·· • •... I Dec ' 

1 Deck a 1 
•••• • •• • • • I ....... ..,..._ ... 

Existing 

Structure 

SUBJECT 

0 PARCEL Structure 
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. . ~· . . . . .. 

STRUCTURES AND USE:S OFF-STREE:T PARKING REQUIRED.-.. · 

RESIDENTIAL USES: ... : ' 

All Residential DWelling Units 2 spaces for each dwelling unit. :~: · ~~ 
. .., ... 

MObile Home Parks 2 apaces for each mobile home space . . 

All Multiple-Fal!lily-Residential Dwellin'gs shall provide -a minit:rrum of 
l (one) guest parking space for each 7 (seven) units (or fraction 
thereof), except as specified below. 

In the following areas guest parking shall be provided at the rate~f 
one space for each 4 (four) units (or fraction thereof): 

Pacific Palisades, Los Angeles 
Ocean Avenue, Santa Monica 
North Venice (seaward of Pacific), Los Angeles 
Marina Peninsula, Los Angeles 
Marina del Rey, Los Angeles County 
Playa del Rey, Los Angeles 
Manhattan Beach 
Hermosa Beach . 
San Pedro (seaward of Paseo del Mar, Shepard Street, Stephen 

White Drive, and Bluff Place), Los Angeles 

Hotel 

Motel' or Motor Hotel 

Boarding and Lodging Houses, 
Student Housing, Dormitories 
and Fraternity or Sorority 
Houses 

2 spaces, plus 
2 spaces for each dwelling unit, plus 
1 space for each guest roam or auite of 

rooms for the first 30; 
l apace for each 2 guest rooms or suites 

of rooms in excess of 30 but not 
exceeding 60; 

1 space for each 3 guest rooms or suites 
of rooms in excess of 60, plus 

1 space for each 100 sq. ft. of gross 
-floor area ued for consumption_ of 
·food or beverages, or public recrea
tion areas, plus 

1 space for each 5 fixed aea~s· and for 
every 35 sq. ft. of seating area 
where there are no fixed seats in 
meeting rooms or other places of 
assembly. 

1 space for each guest room, plus 
2 spaces for each dwelling unit. 

2 spaces for each 3 guest rooms, plus 
2 spaces for each dwelling unit. In 

dormitories, each 100 aq. ft. of 
gross floor area ah 11 be considered 
equiv lent to one guest room. 

continued ... 
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STRUcnJRES AND USES OFF -STREET PARKING ltEQUIRED 

PLACES OF ASSEMBLY AND RECREATIONAL USES: 

Golf Driving Range, Open to 
the Public 

Golf Course (Regulation) Open 
to the Public 

Miniature or "Par 3" Golf 
Gourse, Open to the Public 

Swimming Pool, Commercial 

Tennis Cour~. Open to the 
Public 

Private Golf Course, Country 
Club, Swim Club, Tennis Club, 
Recreation Center, or Similar 
Use 

1% spaces for each 10 linear ft. ·of ·. ·· 
driving range. 

8 spaces for each hole, plua 
1 apace for each employee. 

2 spaces for each hole, plus 
1 apace·for each employee. 

1 space for each ·100 sq. ft. of water 
surface, plus 

1 apace for each employee, but not less 
than 10 spaces for any such use. 

2 spaces for each court. 

1 apace for each 4 persons, based upon 
maximum capacity of all facilities 
capable of atmultaneous use as deter
mined by the staff. plus 

1 space for each 2 employees. 

OFFICE;. USES: 

Commercial Bank, Savings and 
Loan Offices , 011:ber Financial 
Institutions, Public or Private 
Utility Office, Mutual Ticket 
Agency, Other Simi~ar Window. 
Service Offices. 

Professional Offices of 
Doctors, Dentists or Similar 
Professions 

-- General Office and Other Busi-
ness, Technical Service, 
Administrative, or Profes1ional 
Offices 

1 apace for each 225 sq. ft. of gross 
floor area of the main floor. Ron
bank uses within a bmtk structure 
shall provide parking pursuant to 
specific use ·guidelines. 

1 apace for each 150 jq. ft. of gross 
floor area. 

1 space for each 25~ _ ,. .. _ 
~~ .. . 

floor area. 

BUSINESS AND ~OMMERCIAL USES: 

Beauey Shop or Barber Shop 3 spaces for each of the first 2 beauty 
or barber chair•, plus 

1\ .1paces for each additional chair. 

continued ..• 
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.. STRUCTURES AND USES OFF-ST~T .PARKING REQUIRED/ 

BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL USES : .7 . . _ · 
Other Personal Service Estab· 
lishments. Including Cleaning 
or Laundry Agency or Similar Use 

General Retail Stores. Except 
as Otherwise Provided 

Shopping Centers 

Food Store, Grocery Store, 
Supermarket, or Similar Use 

Restaurants, Night Cl~bs, Bars 
and Similar Establishments for 
the Sale and Consumption of.Food 
or Beverages on the Premises 

Drive-In and Window Service 
Restaurants Providing Outdoor 
Eating Area or Walk-Up or Drive
Up Windo~ Service 

1 apace for each 250 sq. £t: -~f gr~~& 
floor area. . :.::.. ~ : ·. - ~; ·._ .. · 

1 space for each 225 
floor area. 

.. ...: . .::: . ;.~ : .:. .:. • ~ l .. ·.~'k~ . --~~-~ . 

q. ·£e: ~£ .• ~~j;··: ·: _ 

. - . . -, . 
S apaces for each 1000 •q. ft. ~f gross 

floor area within the cente~; or apaces 
a s required for each individ~al u e 
within the center. To qualify for the 
.. •hopping center" criteria {5/1000) a 

well balanced mixture of uses within 
the center must be demonstrated. Where 
there is an tmbalanc~ of high intensity 
uses. restaurants, theaters, bowling 

lleys, billiard parlors, beauty 
achools and other usch uses and/or 
long-term parking uses, parking calcu
lations will be based totally or 1n 
part on an individual basis. · 7 

1 space for each 225 aq. ft. of gross 
floor area. 

1 apace for each 50 sq. ft. of service 
area. 

1 space for each 50 sq. ft. of gross 
floor area, but not less than 10 spaces 
for any such use. The above may be 
modified for walk-up facilities with 
no seating rea (and beach-front walk
up ~th seating) depending upon the 

-·- particulars of -t:h~ ~divi~-~- ~Ue--.:<:~\:0:"· ' 

Laundromats and Coin Operated 
Cleaners 

Automobile Service St tions 

Auto Wash, Except Self-Service 

Auto Wash.- Self-Service 

1 apace for each 2 machines. 

2 apaces for e cb lubrication atall, 
rack, or pit, plus 

1 a~ace for each gasoline pump outlet. 

Reservoi.r (line-up) parking equal to 5 
times the capacity of the auto wash. ln 

determining capacity, e cb 20 linear ft
of wash line shall equal one car length. 

S spaces for each 2 w ah talls. 
continued ... 1 • 
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STRUCTURES AND USES OFF-STREET PARKING REQUIRED 

MANUFACTURING AND RELATED USES: 

·Warehouse or Storage Building 1 space for each 1000 aq. ft. of gross 
floor area. but not less than .. : : . 

1 space for each employee. ., . 
'' 

.4 • •. • 

. .. .. - - . . - ---

Public Utility Facilities. .1 apace for each employee, but not less 
than Including Electric. Gas, Water, 

Telephone, and Telegraph, · 
Facilities Not Having Business 
Offices on 'the Premises 

2 spaces for each such facility. 

General: 

1.· Parking Space, 9 ft. by 19 ft. 

2. Aisle width 90° parking • 25 ft. (reduce proportionally for angle. 

3. Residential parking should be on-site. 

4. Commercial parking may be within 300 ft. of site when on~site park

ing is infeasible. 

5. Generally parking should take access from alleys or secondary 
streets. 

6·. Parking management districts which provide adequate parking for 
existing and proposed uses shall be acceptable. 

7. Tandem parking shall be considered on a ease by cas~ ~asis. 

8. ·compact spaces will be considered on a case by case basis. 

HABITAT PROTECTION: 

Development in "significant ecological areas" should be permitted only 

when. it can be demonstrated that no significant and cumulative disrup

tion of habitat value or environmental damage will occur. (3~~~~. 

30230, 30231, 30250) 

Permitted development in or near "aignifieant ecological areas" •bould .. .. . 

minimize the amount of land vegetation altered to avoid unnecessary 

impact on life resources with particular regard to the cumulative impact 

of potential buildout. (30240, 30~30, 30231, 30250) 

.A minimum 50-foot buffer atrip (measured from the outer limit of riparian 

vegetation; or if the waters are estuarian, ~ minimum of 100 feet from 

the outer ltmit of the estuarian vegetation) shall be . required in new 

development to protect habitat value of riparian areas where the oppor

tunity exists. (30251, 30240, 30230, 30231) 

New developm~nt should restore the life resource value of the parcel if 

the opportunity exists. (30001.5) 

Development that disturbs or destroys shoreline or intertidal habitats 

or dt.me vegeta tiC·n lhould not be llowed. (30230. 30231 I 30240) 
continued ... 

-11-
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Where: S ~ lL/AxlOO 
S .. Average natural slope in percent ·· ·- - ·· ··- - -·-··-
1 cz Contour interval in feet. mt not greater than 25-foot ·,·~-= 

interv-als, resulting in at least 5 contour lines : · · · · 
L • Total accumulated length of 11 contours of interv 1- '~'.' ·., ·_. · 

in feet .. -· 
i: :~- -. . .• ..'~-· . ,.._. . • 

A • The area being considered in mquare feet . . ·.:. -~:· . .., -· 7.~;- · ::-·<:~~- . - : ~ 

Slope may also be computed by 500 feet grid increments, s ·ahawn· On the 
Los .Angeles City Engineer'• topographic mapa or by the entire,parcel -
area. 

Example: 

A 100-acre parcel of vacant hill1ide land ia proposed for development. 
It is determined that the land lies within • Hillside Area and is desig
nated for Minimum Density Housing on the adopted community plan for the 
area. The developer's engineer bas prepared a topographic map with 
25-foot contour intervals and has measured the leng~h of these contours. 

The average natural.slope must first be computed and then applied to 
the slope/density formula to determine the allowable dwelling unit .den
sity as follows: 

A. Compute average natural slope: 
Contour Interval (I) % Length 

Average natural slope in ~ (S) • of all contours (L) 

Area of Site (A) 

(1) Contour InterVal: I - 25 feet 
(2) Measure lengths of all contour lines of "I" interval within 

the subject 100-acre parcel: L • 41,818 feet 

(3) Multiply item (1) by item (2): 25 x 41.818 • 1.045,450 

(4) Calculate •rea of the subject parcel in square feet 
(43,560 sq. ft. • 1 acre): A • 100 x 43,560 • 4,356.000 

(5) Divide item (3) by item (4): S • 1,045,450/4,356,000 • .24 

(6) Multiply item ·(5) by 100 ~o convert to 1. slope: .- :.:.: 
. S • .24 x 100 • 24l average natural a1ope 

. . ... . ________ ... 
·------

B. Compute allowable density/acre: 
Example 

Density • 50 - Slope (t) D • SO - 24 • ~ .74 du/gross acre 
35 ~C\ ,; 

cg Compute total dwelling units: 

Tot 1 dwelling units: T • A (in aeres) x D 
T 100 X .74 
T • 74 dwelling units 

The gubdivider ia llawed a maximum . of 74 dwelling units on his 100 acres. 

•'13-
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•. • . • - "':"" ':':'5:' - ~ ~ • . • . 

The first of these, the sp~cified maximum heigh~. will .be found within · · 

the preceeding rea apecific ection of thee guidelines.~ . The second, 

the required building aetback lines for ·the ·lot. re those-available 

from the local planning and building department s they are modified . 

(e.g. • bluff tops. setbacks) within the preceeding area pecific ..s.·ee.-:: 

tion of those guidelines. The .third piece of da~a. the grade level: from 

which the height ahall be measured can be determined as follows: ;,, _"'..,;:·r.:- : . 

1. 

.:..! 

t 
•• "' - • • 

Measurement •hall be from one of the following two grade elevations, 

depending upon the c:haracteriatic:s of the project site: · · ·· ' 
__ '~::::._:.::=:-...~· :' . 

) Grade Elevation #1 -

Lot Characteristics: 

If the lot is: a) within an existing rea. and 
b) contains an existing graded building pad of sufficient 

size upon which to construct the proposed atructure, then 

height shall be measured as follows: · 

Calculation Qf Height: 

Height shall be measured along perpendiculars (plumb lines) 

from the existing pad elevation (finished g~ade) to ~he· ·· 

guideline specified maximum height above gr de. 

b) Grade Elevation #2 -

Lot Characteristic:a: 

If the lot has Characteri1tics other than those described 

under Grade Elevation #1. above, then height shall be 
measured as follows: 

Calculation of Height: 

Height ahali be measured along perpendiculars (plumb lines) 

from the elevation of the natural grade to the guideline 

specified maximum height above crade. 

B. Putting it all together to form the buildable envelope. 

The above three pieces of data for the parcel can be combined to develop 

the buildable envelope of the •ite. A buildable envelope shall ·be situ

ated upon one of the above two Grade Elevations and will h ve the follow

ing characteristics: 

Side Surfaces: 
The aide of the envelope are eDt bli hed by the aetback 

lines of the lot. 

Figure 1 

• 
-15- . 
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~~ot:es: Minor irregularities; of parcel grade 
case by case basis. 

hall be considered on a 

Development may occur riyWhere within the boundari s defined by the 
maximum envelope perimeter and height, however, the building site on·· 

larger parcels should be chosen o as to minimize, s much as p~e~~~al, 
disruptions of signific nt views and viat s from public placer; ~: t~· .-: 
maximize the preservation of significant •ite features. · · :-;· :·--:i : · 

. •: ~ ~'1 

On extr~ely steep lots ome llowance may be made on a case by ~ e 

basis for overlapping atructural blocks. In any c se, the · exposed 
height of wall sections should be no greater than the maximum guide

line height of ~he area . 

- . .. .. . .. . .. .. . ..... . 

-17-
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CALIFORNIA 

COASTAL COMMISSION 

ST.ATEWIDE 
INTERPRETIVE GUIDELINES 

These Statewide Interpretive Guidelines were adopted by the Califo~ia 
Coastal Co~ission pursuant to Public Resources Code Section. 30620 (b) 
and are "designed to -assist local governments, the commission, and 
pe~sons subject to the provisiQns of this chapter in determining how 
the policies of this division shall be applied in the coastal zone 
prior to certification of local coastal programs." 

The guideli.nes should assist in applying various Coastal Act policies 
to permi~ decisions; they in no case supersede the provisions of the 
Coastal ·Act nor enlarge or diminish the powers or authority of the 
Commission or other public agencies. 

Interpretive guidelines for the six districts are published separately. 

AS OF DECEMBER 16, 1981 

(SUPERSEDES MAY 5, 198 t EDITION) .. 

{_J;,f.crtaY\5 ResciAI D£D June. {":>1 ~ as No ISO) 
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STATEWIDE. INTERPRETIVE GUIDELINE FOR WETLANDS 
AND OTHER WET ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE HABITAT AREAS 

(Adopted 2/-4/81) ( ~~~e.d,_ ie(i?ojoo) 
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(continued) 
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STATEWIDE INTERPRETIVE GUl'DELlNE FOR WETLANDS AND OTHER \VET ENVIVIRONMENTALLY 
SENSITIVE HAB ITAT AREAS (Adop .. ted 2/4/81) ' 

I. l}ITRODUCTION 

The commission adopted this guideline as a decision of the Commission after 
receiving extensive publi"c testimony and comments and holding t;en public 
hearings at numerous locations in the coastal zone. ln addition, the Regional 
commissions provided valu.able comments and information as a result of an 
approximately equal number of hearings which they held. Guidelines should be 
viewed as a tool in reviewing coastal permit applications and LCPs for wetlands 
and adjacent areas. The Commission intends local governments to use the 
guideline when developing LCPs but believes that more flexibility may be 
appropriate in aD. LCP than in an individual permit decision. Guidelines of 
necessit:y must focus on issues primarily of statewide concern. The LGPs will 
f ocus in depth on regional wetlands issues. For example, the Humboldt County 
Northcoast Area Land Use Plan addressed farm~d wetlands in detail, a subject 
only footnoted in this guideline. It adopted explicit. criteria for identifying 
farmed wetlands and designated the areas exclusive·agriculture. The Commission 
certified the LUP as consistent with the policies of Chapter 3, even though such 
specific criteria are not contained or endorsed in this guideline. This- example 
illustrates that the guideline is a valuable tool, but only a tool, to be· used 
in conjunction with permit and planning decisions. 

A. What Are "Wetlands"? 

The coa~:;ta.l Act defines wetl~nds as land "which may be covered periodically 
or permanently with shallow water." ~vet'land areas, such as marshes, mudflats 
and lagoons, serve many functions: to absorb pollutants and stoDn energy; to 
serve as nutrient sources . and genetic reservoirs; and to provide some of the 
world's richest wildlife habitats. 

Wetlands are highly diverse and productive. The combination of shallow and 
deep water, and the variety of vegetation and substrates produce far greater 
possibilities for wildlife feeding, nesting and resting than is found in less 
diverse areas. Individual wetlands may be inhabited by hundreds of species of 
birds, mammals, fish and smaller org_anisms. Abundant microorganisms serve as 
food for crabs, clams, oysters, and mussels which live· in the tidal flats. 

Wetlands' natural abundance draws people for recreation such as clamming, 
bird watching and fishing. Fish such as the king and'silver salmon and 
steelhead trout live much of their lives in the ocean but return to freshwater 
to spawn. Commercially important fish such as her.ring, anchovy and California 
halibut are also found in California•s estuaries. 

Food for ocean fauna is supplied from California•s coastal estuaries. 
Estuarine productivity therfore contributes to a complex ocean food web. For 
example, a significant amount of the net areal primary productivity of the 
Tijuana Estuary is exported · in_the form of dissolved carbon which can be taken 
up and used by oysters, bacter1a and phytoplankton, which may in turn be eaten 
by other creatures. Perhaps more importantly, estuaries provide habitat for 
organismB t o use that food, therefore making these habitats important for man, 
:!:or example, as ,aquaculture sites. 
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Migratory animals feed a-nd -rest in California's coastal wetlands in. larae 

-~ough numbers to make the wetlands invaluab}e habitat areas. Most waterfowl 

d shorebirds found in North Ame~i~a, such as ducks, gees e, sandpipers, and 

dunlines, are migratory. They nest · in Ala~ka or Canada in tbe swmner, and 

winter in the U.S. or points south. ·nw:ing the fall and spring migrations, 

millions of these birds move along well-defined routes called flyways. The 

California coast, part of the. Pacific Flyways, was assigned third highest 

priority (out of a total of 33 areas nationally) for wintering habitat 

preservation by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Wetlands also serve as rich laboratories for ecological studies. 

B. How the Coastal Act Protects Wetlands 

Since wetlands are so valuable from both an economic and biologic 

standpoint, the California Coastal Act, and many other Federal and state 

statutes and regulations, mandates governmental regulation ·of these areas. 

Section 30001 of the Coastal Act states (in part) that the Legislature finds and 

declares as follows: that the California coastal zone is a distinct and 

valuable resource and exists as a delicately balanced ecosystem; that- the 

permanent protection of the state's natural resources is of paramount concern to 

present and future residents of the state and the nation; and that it is 

necessary to protect the ecological balance of the coastal zone and prevent its 

deterioration and destruction. Therefore, the Act requires that- the 

biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, 

~ stu.aries, and lakes be maintained and, where feasible, restored. Sections of 

e Act provide general policies for development in and adjacent to wetlands, 

and specific policies for protecting these areas. 

In order to apply Codstal Act policies on wetlands to specific areas and 

developments, the Commission has adopted this interpretive guideline. The 

guideline integrates ecological concepts and policies found in many sections of 

the Act into a consistent whole, explains policies for protecting natural 

resources, defines technical terms, and facilitates application of the policies 

by the State and regional commissions. Since many of the natural resource 

policies in the Coastal Act overlap, this guideline distinguishs the relative 

import:ance of the policies and thei:!:" interrelationships. Statutory provisions 

which govern all environmentally sensitive habitat areas are laid out and 

specific development standards and crite·ria are explained for particular habitat 

areas (e.g. 
1 

wetlands, estuaries, open coastal waters, lakes and streams). 

Wet:·lands are not isolated, independently functioning systems, and they 

depend upon and are highly influenced by their surroundings. Therefore, the 

guideline includes· standards for the review and evaluation of proposed projects 

adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas. 

The State Department of fish and Game is the authorized custodian of 

California's fish and wildlife resources and serves as the Commission's 

principal const].lt·ant on all matters related to these resources. This 

res ponsib ili ty includes. but is not limited to: determinat·ion of project impacts; 

~dequacy of technical dat a ; and identification of appropriate mitigation or 

storation measures for a ffected habitat. 
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c. use of the Guideline and Its Relationship to LCPs 

This guideline is meant t~ 'a~sist the public and the Commissions in 
applying Coas'tal Act policies for-~wet ·environmentally sensitive habitat areas 
and is in no way meant to supersede those policies. The guideline should be 
viewed as a tool in reviewing coastal permit applications and LCPs for wetlands 
and adjacent areas as explained above. 

~he question of the relationship between interpretive guidelines and Local 
coastal Programs (LCPs) has been hotly debated and underscores the importance of developing a comprehensive, consistent approach to these valuable coastal areas, bUt the LCPs (such as Humboldt County example discussed above) become the 
standard of review after certification. This guideline is a decision of the commission, and therefore, it does serve as a tool or guide to local governments 
in preparing their LCPs as specified in Section 30625 (c) of the Act and in Section 00113 of the LCP Regulations. 

I:I. WHAT ARE "ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE HABITAT AREAS"? 

The coastal Act defines "environmentally sensitive area" in Section 30107 .s 
.as follows: 

"'Environmentally seusi ti ve area' means any 
area in which plant or animal life or their 
habitats are either rare or especially valuable 
because of their special nature or role in an 
ecosystem and which could be easily disturbed 
or degraded by human activities ~d 
developments." 

The term "environmentally sensitive ha?itat area" is also used in Section 
30240 of the Coastal Act. The two terms are synonymous. 

The commission generally considers wetlands, estuaries, streams, riparian habitats, lakes and portions of open coastal waters to be environmentally 
sensitive habitat areas because of the especially valuable role of these habitat areas in maintaining the natural ecologi~al functioning of many coastal habitat areas and beca~se these· areas are easily degraded by human developments. In 
acting on an application for . development one of ~~~se areas, the Commission 
considers ~11 relevant information. The following specific policies apply to these habitat areas: Sections- 30230; 30231 ;_ 30233; and 30236. Section 30240, a 
more general policy, also applies, but the. more specific langua~ in the former sections· is controlling where- aonf.l i cts exist wi:th .. :gene:raL:erov-isionst of Section 
30240 (e.g., port f acilities may be penn:i.tted. in. wetlands under Section. 30233 even though they may not· be re·sour.ce, dependent).· This guideline addresses wet 
environmentally sensitive habitat areas only. The· discussion. in this section and in section VII is not intended to describe or include all environmentally sensitive habitat areas which may fall under Section 30240 of the Coastal Act. 
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As stated in the "INTRODU<;:TION, l'i wetlands are not isolated, independently 

functioning systems. Rather, they depend upon and are highly influenced by 

their associated watersheds and' upland transition areas. Therefore, when the 

Commission determines that any adj~ent area is necessary to maintain the 

functional capacity of the wetlanA, the Commission will require that this area 

be protected against any significant disruption of habitat values consistent 

with Section 30240(a). These areas may be protected either by inclusion in a 

buffer area subject to land use restrictions or through provision of a buffer 

area around the ecological related adjacen~ · area itself, or through other means. 

Section VII of this guideline discusses the use of buffers. 

A. "Wetlands" 

The coastal Act defines "wetland~' in Section 30121 as follows: 

"'Wetland' means lands within the coastal zone which tnay 

be covered periodically or permanently with shallow water 
and include sal~~ater marshes, freshwater marshes, open or 

closed brackish water marshes, swamps, mudflats and fens." 

This is the definition upon which the Commission relies to identify 

"wetlands." The definition refers to lands " ••• which may be peri.odi.cally or 

permanently ccvered with shallow. water ••• " However, due to hi.g'hly variable 

environmental conditions along the length of the California coast, wetlands may 

include a variety of different types of habitat areas. For .this reason, some 

wetlands may not be readily identifiable by simple means. In such cases, the 

CommLssion also wi.ll rely on the presence of hydrophytes and/or the presence of 

hydric soils as evidence tha~ an area may be periodically or permanently covered 

with shallow water. These are useful indicators of wetland conditions, but the 

presence or absence of hydric soils and/or hydrophytes alone are not necessarily 

determinative when the Commission identifies wetlands under the Coastal Act. In 

the past, the Commission has considered all relevant information in making such 

determinations and relied upon the advice and judgement of experts before 

reaching its own independent conclusion as to whether a particular area will be 

considered wetland· under the Coastal Act. The Commission intends to continue to 

follow· this policy. The discussion in "APPENDIX D" provides. more detail and 

further guidance on wetland identification. 

B. "Estuar ies" 

· An "estuary" is a coastal water body usually semi-enclosed by land, but 

which has open, partially obstructed, or intermittent exchange with the ocean 

and in which ocean water is at least occasionally diluted by fresh wate~ runoff· 

from the· land. The salinity may be periodically increased. above th~ open ocean 

by evaporation. In general, the boundary between "wetland." and "estuary" is the· 

line· of extreme low· water (see Appendix D for . a more complete· discussion of. 

wetland/estuary boundaries). 
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c. "Streams" . .. aw:i "Ri~erS!" 

,.:.: .· 

A "stream or a "river" is a natural watercourse as designated by a, solid 

line or dash and three dots symbol sh~n on the United States Geologi.cal S.urvey 

map most recently published, or any well-defined channel with distinguishable 

bed and bank that shows evidence of having contained flowing water as indicated 
by scour or deposit of rock, -sand, gravel, soil, or debris. 

D. "Lakes" 

A "lake" is a confined, perennial water body mapped by the United States 
Geologic Survey on the most current 7.5 minute quadrangle series. 

E. "Open Coastal Waters" and "Coastal Waters" 

The terms "open coastal waters" or "coastal waters" refer to the open ocean 
overlying the continental shelf and its associated coastline. Salinities exceed 

30 parts per thousand with little o.r no dilution except opposite mouths of 

estuaries (see Appendix D). 

Some portions of open coastal waters, generally areas without especial·ly 

significant plant or animal life, may not be cons~dered environmentally 
sensitive habitat areas. Environmentally sensitive habitat areas within open 
coastal waters may include "Areas of Special Biological Significance", as
identified by the state water Resources Control Board, habitats of rare or 

endangered plant and animal species, nearshore reefs, rocky intertidal areas 
{such as tidepools), and kelp beds. 

F. "Riparian Habitats" 

A "riparian habitat" is an area of riparian vegetation. This vegetation is 

an association of plant species which grows adjacent to freshwater watercourses, 
including perennial and intermittent streams, lakes, and o~er bodies of fresh 
water (see Appendix D). 

III. WHEN IS DEVELOPMENT PERMITTED IN AN ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE HABITAT 
AREA? 

"Development" is defined in Section 30106 of the Coastal Act, and includes· 

the placement of fill; construction or alteration of any structure or facili.ty; 
discharge· of any waste material; dredging or extraction of any materials; change 
in the density or intensity of use, of land; removal or harvest of major vegeta

tion except for agricultural purposes; and other alterations to the ' land and 
water in the coastal zone (see Appendix A). 
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A. Requirements For All Development Prooosals in Envirorunentally Sensitive 
Habitat Areas 

Under the Coastal Act, there ara two basic steps in deter.mining if 
development is permitted in an environmentally sensitive habitat area. First, 
the type of development proposed must be a permitted use under ~,e applicable 
section of the Coastal Act. For example, any development proposed in a wetland 
must be specifically described in Section 30233(a) of the Act. The permitted 
developments allowed in each type of environmentally sensitve habitat area are 
dis~Jssed in subsequent sections. Additional permitted developments in 
environmentally sensitive habitat areas are projects which depend on the natural 
resources in that habitat area and therefore require a site in that particular 
type of environmentally sensitive habitat area in order to function. 

Second, any permitted use must also meet' all general requirements. For 
example, before development could be approved in a wetland, the Commission must 
find that there is no feasible, less environmentally damaging alternative, that 
feasible mitigation measures have been provided to minimize adverse 
environmental effects, and that the functional capacity of the wetland is 
maintained or enhanced. These requirements are discussed in subsequent 
sections. 

B. Requirements for Additional Project Information . 

To meet ~~e statutory requirements of Sections 30230, 30231, 30233, 30236, 
~nd 30240 o£ the Coastal Act, an applicant fo~ a pa.mit to devalop ~ithin or 
near an environmentally sensitive habitat area may be ~equired to submit 
supplemental information, including any or all of the maps described below. 
The size of the study area will depend upon natura~ topoqraphic features~ 
location of existing development, and potential biological siguificance of 
adjacent lands. In undeveloped areas, the required study area may extend 500 
feet or more around the environmenta'lly sensitive habitat area, but the 500 foot 
distance is not an absolute standard. It is recommended that this information 
be developed before the application comes before the Commission, but the 
Comm1ssion may require additional information as a part of its permit process. 

When there is a dispute over the adequacy of the information, the Commission 
will request the S~ate Department of Fish and Game to review the material and 
submit written comments to the Commission. A qualified private professional 
acceptable to the applicant may be employed by tho Commiocion to aasiot in thic 
review or to provide additional information. The Commission may require the 
applicant to reimburse it for any reasonable expenses incurred in providing 
additional information or in the review of the applicant's information. 

1.. Maps 

a. Topographic base map. The base map should be at a scale suf
ficiently large to permit clear and accurate depiction· of vegeta
tive associations and soil types in relation to any and. alL 

proposed development (normally the scale required will be· 1"=200'). 
Contour intervals should be five· feet, and the map should contain a 
north arrow, graphic bar scale, and a citation for the source 
of the base map (including the date}. The map should show the 
following information: 
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1 ) BoWldary lines of the applicant 1 s property and adjacent 
property, includ±ng assessor's parqel numbers, as well as the 
boundaries of any ·t:L:delands, submerged lands or public trust 
lands. 

2) Names and locations of adjacent or nearby roads, streets or 
highways, and other important geographic, topographic and 
physical features. 

3) Location and elevation of any levees, dikes or flood 
control channels. 

4) Location, size and invert eleva:tion of any culverts or t;i.de 
gates. 

b. Inundation map. For nontidal wetlands, a map should be 
prepared indicating permanent or seasonal patterns of inundation 
(including sources) in a year of nor.mal rainfall. 

c. Vegetation map. Location a~d names of p.l:ant species '(e. g., 
Salicornia· v.irqinica) and vegetation associations (e.g., 
saltmarsh). This map should be prepared by a qualified ecologist 
or botanist based upon the technical criteria provided in Appendix -
D. 

c. S~ils· map. If no soil survey is available, a soil9 map should 
be prepared ~ a qualified soils scientist, and should show the 
location of soil ·types and include a physical description of their 
characteristics llased upon the t:.echnical critl::!riC:I. provided in 
Appendix o. 

2. Supplemental information 

A report should be prepared which demonstrates that all of the 
criteria for development in environmentally sensitive habitat areas 
have been met. The report should investigate physical and 
biologica~ features existing in the habitat area and evaluate the 
impact of the development on the existing ecosystem. The 
infor.mat~on should be prepared by an ecologist or professional 
environmental scientist with expertis& in ~~e ecosystem in which 
the develo~ment is proposed.. For example, in preparing such ~ 
report for a proposed development in a salt marsh, the expertise of 
a qualified wetland ~cologist, botanist, ornithologist, 
hydrologist, sci~ scientist or other· technical professional may be 
~equired~ The report should. be based on an on-site investigation, 
in addition to a· review of the existing informatio~ on the area, 
and should be sufficiently· detailed to enable the Commission to 
determine- potential immediate and long· range- impacts' of: the 
proposed project. 
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The report should describe and analyze the following: 

a. Present extent of the habitat, and if available, maps, 
photographs. or dra~fr:igs showing historical extent: of the habitat 
area. 

b. Previous and existing ecological conditions. 

c. 

1) The life history, ecology and habltat 
requirements of the relevant res~urces, such as plants, fish 
and wildlife, in sufficient detail to permit a biologist 
familiar wit~ similar systems to infer functional 
relationships (the maps described in above may supply part of 
this information). 

2) Restoration potentials. 

Present and potential adverse physical and biological impacts 
on the ecosystem. 

d. Alternatives to the proposed development, inclu~ing different 
projects and off-site alternatives. 

e. Mitigation measures, including restoration measures and 
propos.ed buffer areas (see pp. 14-17 and pp. ·20-23) . 

f. If the project includes dredging, explain the following: 

1) The purpose of the dredging. 

2) The existing and proposed depths. 

3) The volume (cubic yards) and area (acres or square 
feet) to be dredged. 

4) Location of dredging (e.g., estuaries, open coastal 
waters or streams). · 

5) The location of proposed spoil disposal. 

6) The grain size distribution of spoils. 

7) The on·currence of any pollutants in the dr.edg_e spoils. 

g. If the project includes filling, identify the type of fill 
material to be- used, including pilings or other structures, and 
specify the proposed location for the. placement· of the fill, the 
quantity to be used and the· surface area. to be- covered. 
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h. If the pr.oject includes diking, id~ntify on a map 
the location, S'ize. (length, top and base width, depth and 
elevation of the propo_!ied di-ke(s)) as well as the location, size 
and invert e~evation of any existing or proposed culverts or 
tide gates. 

i. If the project is adjacent to a wetland and may cause mud 
waves, a report shall be prepared by ~ qualified geotechnical 
engineer which explains ways to prevent or mitigate the problem. 

j. Benchmark and survey data used to locate the project, 
the lines of highest tidal a~tion, mean high tide, or other 
reference points applicable to the particular project. 

k. Other governmental approvals required and obtained. 
Indicate the public notice number of Army Corps of Engineers 
permit if applicable. 

Any maps or technical data submitted by the applicant w.ill be subject to re
view by the State Dep·artment of Fish and Game, the State Lands Commission, or 
other applicable agencies who may submit comments to the Commission. 

IV. DEVELOPMENTS PERMITTED IN WETLANDS AND ESTUARIES 

Of all the environmentally sensitive habitat areas mentioned specifically in 
the Coastal Act, wetlands and estuaries are afforded the most stringent pro
tection. In order to approve a project involving the diking, ~illingl, or 
dredging of a wetland or estuary, the Commission must first find that the pro
ject is one of the specific, enumerated uses set forth in Section 30233 of the 
Act (these developments and activities are listed in section A. and B. be-
low). The Commission must then find that the project meets all three 
requirements of Section 30233 of the Act (see pp. 14-17). In addition, 
permitted development in these areas must meet the requirements of other 
app~icable provisions of the Coastal Act. 

A. Developments and Activities Permitted in Wetlands and Estuaries 

1. Port facilities. 

2. Energy facilities. 

l The Coastal Act defines "fill" as ". . . earth or an,y other substances or 
material, including pilings placed for the purposes of erecting structures 
thereon, placed in a submerged area" (Section 30108.2). 
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3. Coastal-dependent i'i:r.dustrial facilitie 6 2, such as commercial 

fishing facilities. -•' ~:. 

4. Maintenanc.e of existing or restoration of previously dredged depths 

in navigation channels, turning basins, vessel berthing and mooring 

areas, and ·boat launching ramps. 

5. Incident-al pub lie service purposes which temporarily impact the 

resources of the area, which include, but are not limited to, burying 

cables and pipes, inspect·ion of piers, and maintenance of existing 

intake and outfall lines (roads do not qualify)3. 

6. Restoration projects.4 

(continued on next page) 

2 For the- purposes of this guideline, a coastal-d·ependent industrial facility 

is one which requires a site on, or adjacent to •. the sea to function. See also 

Sections 30260 ~hrough 30264. 

3 When no other alternative exist.s, and when consistent with the other pro

visions of this section, limi.ted expansion of roadbeds and bridges necessary to 

maintain existing traffic capacity may be: permitt.ed. Activities described in 

the Commission Is Guideline on Exclusions from Pe·rmit Requirements applicable to 

roads also ::;ho.uld be consulted. 

4 Restoration projects allowable under Section 30233 are discussed in detail 

on pp. 13-14. 
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7. Nature study, aquaculture,5 or similar resource-dependent 
activities6 

8. In wetland areas, only entrance channels for new or expanded boating 
facilities7 may be constructed, except that in a degraded 
wetland,8 other boating facilities may be permitted according to the 
requirements of Section 30411 discussed on pp. 23-27. 

9. New or expanded boating facilities in estuaries. 9 

5 Aquaculture is not defined in the Coastal Act. The definition contained ~n 
Public Resources Code, Division 1, Chapter 4, Section 828 will be used for the 
purposes of this guideline. " .• 'aquaculture' means the culture and 
husbandry of aquatic organisms, including, but not limited to, fish, shellfish, 
mollusks, crustaceans, kelp and algae. Aquaculture shall not mean the culture 
and husbandry of commercially utilized inland crops, including, but not limited 
to, rice, watercress, and. bean sprouts." Aquaculture activities could only be 
sited in a wetland or estuary if they depended upon the resources of the. wetland 
or estuarj to be able to function at all. Support facilities which could be 
located on upland sites (e.g., parking lots, buildings) would not be permitted 
in the wetland or estuary. This requirement is not intended to discoura-ge 
aquaculture project~; nr tn prohibit vertical access. '!he Coastal Act encourages 
aquaculture. 

6 For the purposes of this guideline, similar resource-dependent activities 
include scientific research, hunting and fishing (where otherwise permitted). In 
ad_dition, when wetlands are seasonally farmed, the continued use of agriculture 
is allowed. Expanding farming operations into non-farmed wetlands by diking or 
otherwise altering the functional capacity of the wetland is not permitted. 
Farm-related structures (including barns, sheds, and farm-owner occupied 
housing) necessary for the continuance of the existing operation of the farmed 
wetlands may be located on an existing farmed wetland parcel,'only if no 
alternative upland location is available for such purpose and the structures are 
sited and designed to minimize the adverse environmental effects on the farmed 
wetland. Clustering and other construction techniques to minimize both the land 
area covered by such structures and the amount of fill necessary to protect such 
structures will be required. 

~ Boating facilities include, but are not limited to, boat landings, boat 
launching ramps, and mar~nas. 

8 The term "degraded wetland" (emphasis added) is discussed on pp. 24-25. 

9 The list of developments permitted in wetlands and estuaries is the same 
except that new or expanded boating facilities are permitted in estuaries but 
are not permitted in wetlands. 
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I , 

B. Special Limitations on DeveJopment in Those Coastal Wetlands Identified 

by the Department of Fish an1i .Game. 

Pursuant to Section 30233(c) of the Act, the type and amount of development 

in the coastal wetlands identified by the Department of Fish and Game is even 

more limited than those developments set forth in section A. above. 

Not all coastal wetlands are identified by the Department of Fish and Game; 

rather, only 19 are identified for acquisition purposes in their report, 

"Acquisition Priorities for the Coastal Wet,lands of California." However, the 

DepartmeJ:!.t of Fish and Game may identify additional coastal wetlands pursuant to 

Section 30233{c}. If the Department elects to identify additiona.l wetlands 

pursuant to Section 30233(c), the Commission recommends that the Department 

develop standards and procedures for doing so. Wetlands not identified by the 

Department of Fish and Game are still protected by the Coastal Act, because 

development in any wetland as defined in the Coastal Act (see section II. A., 

above) must meet the requirements of Section 30233 and other applicable sections 

of the Act. The coastal wetlands identified for acquisition purposes to date 

are as follows: 

1. Lake Earl 11. Carpenteria Marsh 

2. Ten Z~ile River 12. Upper Newport Bay 

3. Big River 13. Agua Hedionda Lagoon 

4. Bodega Bay 14. Batiquitos Lagoon 

s. Estero Americana 15. San Elijo Lagoon 

6. Estero de San Antonio 16. San Dieguito Lagoon 

7. Pescadero Marsh 17. Los Penasquitos Lagoon 

a. Elkhorn Slough 18. South San Diego Bay. 

9. Morro Bay 19. Tijuana River 

10. Santa Maria River 

Development.permitted in the wetland portions of those areas named above is 

limited to the following: 

1. Ver<.J minoz: incidenta~ public fac:ilit;i,es wh.i.ch temporarily iJnpact 

r-he resources of the area, such as the inspection of piers, and the 

maintenance of existing intake and outfall lines (see footnote i3). 

2. Wetland restoration. 

3. Nature study. 

4. Commercial fishing facilities in Bodega Bay (the meaning of this 

phrase is further. define·d i:m Section 30233 (c)). 

5. Development in already developed parts of south San Diego Bay. 
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C. Restoration Projects Permitted in Section 30233 SechGV\ ReScA.-V\~ 
~[t'"SJ()c.J 

Re toration projects which are a permitted deve opment in Section 30233 
(a)(7) re publicly or privately financed projects in which restoration is the 

ose of the project. The Commission foun in its decision on the Chula 
that projects which provide mitigation for non- permitted development 

may not b broadly construed to be restoration ejects in order to avoid the 
strict lim~ ations of permitted uses in Section 30233. 

Restoratio projects may include some fi l for non-permitted uses if the 
wetlands are sm 11, extremely isolated and . capable of being rest-ored. This 
limited exceptio to Section 30233 is base on the Commission's growing 
experience with w tlands restoratio"9-. Sm l extremely ~solated wetland parcels 
that are incapable of being restored to b ologically productive systems may be 
filled and develope for uses not ordina ily allowed only if such actions 
establish stable and logical boundaries et~een urban and ~etland areas and if 
the applicant provide funds sufficieo to accomplish an approved re~toration 
program in the same ge ral region. 1 the following criteria must be 
satisfied before this e. eption is 

1. The wetland to be filed is so small (e.g., less than 1 acre) and 
so isolated (i.e.J at -ontiguous or adjacent to a larger wetland) 
that it is not capab e of recovering and maintaining a high level of 
biological productivi without major restoration activities. 

provide significant habitat value·to wetland 
and must not be used by any species which 

is rare or endanger d. r example, such a parcel wpuld usually be 
completely surroun ed by co ercial, residential, or industrial 
development which · tible with the existence of the wetland 
as a significant 

3. Restoration f another wetla d to mitigate for fill can most 
feasibly be ach · eved in conjuncti 11 with filling a small wetland. 

4. parcel to mitig te for the fill (see pp. 14-17 
for details ab ut required mitigation must occur at a site which is 
next to a lar er, contiguous wetland ar a providing significant 
habitat valu to fish and wildlife which auld benefit from the 
addition of ore area. In addition, such estoration must occur in 
the same ge eral region (e.g., within the ge eral area surr~unding the 
same stream, Lake or estuary where the fill o 

5. The Department of Fish and Game· and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service have determined that the propos~d restoration project can be 
successfully carried out. 
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Additional flexibiliJ:y .. will ~owed for restoration projects located in 
wetlands which are degraded C that term is used in Section 30411 of the 
Coastal Act). Section VIIL . _sc es the requirements of such projects. 

D. Requirements for All Permitted Development 

Any proposed project. which i's a permitted develo-pment lDllst also meet the 
three statutory requirements enumerated below, in the sequence shown: 

1. Diking, filling or dredging of a wetland or estuary will only 
be permitted if there is no feasible10 less environmentally 
damaging alternative (Section 30233(a)). The Commission may require 
the applicant to s~bmit any or all of the information described in 
section III. B. above. 

2. If there is no feasibie less environmentally damaging alternative, 
feasible mitigation measures must be provided to minimize adverse 
environmental effects. 

a. If the project involves dredging, mitigation measures must 
include at least the following (Section 30233(b)): 

1) Dredging and spoils disposal must be plan~ed and carried 
out to avoid significant disruptionll to wetland 
habitats and. to water circulation. 

2) Limita-tions may be imposed on the timing of the oper
ation, the type of operat·ion, the quantity of dredged mater
ial removed, and the location of the spoil site. 

3) Dredge spoils suitable for beach replenishment shall, 
where feasible, be transported to appropriate beaches or into 
suitable longshore current systems. 

10 "Feasible" is defined in Section 30108 of the Act to mean " .•. capable of 
being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, 
taking into acco!!nt economic, environmental, social, and technological factors." 
A feasible less environmentally damaging alternat·ive may involve a location for 
the proposed development which is off the project site on lands not owned by the 
applicant. Feasible under the Coastal Act is not confined to economi~ 
considerations. Environmental, social and technological factors also~ shall be 
considered in any determination of_ feasibility. 

11 To· a.v:oid: significant· dis.ruption to wetland habitats and to wate-r 
;irculation·trre functional capacity of a wetland or estuary must be maintained. 
Functional capacity is discussed on page 17. 
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4) Other mitigation measures may include opening up areas to 
tidal action, removing dikes, improving tidal flushing, or 
other restorat~on measures. 

The Executive Director or the Commission may request the 
Department of Fish and Game to review dredging plans for 
developments in or adjacent to wetlands or estuaries. The 
Department may recommend measures to mitigate disruptions to 
habitats or to water circulation. 

b. If the project involves diking or filling of a wetland, re
quired minimum mitigation measures are the following:12 

1) If an appropriate restoration sit~ is available, the 
applicant shall submit a detailed restoration plan which 
includes provisions for purchase and restoration of an 
equivalent area of equal or greater biological 
productivity13 and dedication of the land to a public 
agency or otherwise permanently restricts its use for open 
space purposes. The site shall be purchased before the dike 
or fill development may proceed. 

2) The applicant may, in some cases, be permitted to open 
equivalent areas to tidal action1 4 or provide other sources 
of surface water. This method of mitigation would be 
appropriate if the applicant already owned filled, diked 
areas which themselves were not environmentally sensitive 
habitat areas but would become so, if such areas were opened 
to tidal action or provide~ with other sources of surface 
water. 

12 Mitigation measures shall not be required for temporary or short-term fill 
or diking, if and only if a bond or other evidence of financial responsibility 
is provided to assure that restoration will be accomplished i·n the shortest 
feasible time. For the purposes of this guideline, short-term generally means 
that the fill or dikes would be. removed immediately upon completion of the 
construction of the project necessitating the short-term fill or diking (Section 
30607.1}. 

13 For an area to be of "equal or. greater bi~logical producti vi_ty," it must 
provide equivalent or greater habitat values to the same type and variety of 
plant. and animal species which use the area affected by the proposal. 

14 "Opening up equivalent area·s to tidal action" means to permanently open to 
tidal action former intertidal wetlandS capable of providing equaL or greater 
biological productivity. Mitigation measures should restor·e· areas. which aie· no 
longer funct·ioning in a manner beneficial to wetland species. For example, 
returning a diked-off, formerly saltwater, but presently freshwater marsh to 
tidal action weuld not constitute mitigation. However, improving tidal flushing 
by rem.av.i:-ng~ tide- gates, digging tidal channels and clearing culverts might 
qualif.y, if the Commission determines that such actions would restore an area to 
equal or grea,ter habitat value than the· area lost·. 
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3) However, if no appropri"ate restoration sites under 

options 1 and 2 are available, the applicant shall pay an 

in-lieu fee of· su_fficient value to an appropriate public 

agency for the purchase and restoration of an area of 

equivalent productive value, or equivalent surface area. 

This third option would be allowed only if the applicant is 

unable to find a willing seller of a potential restoration 

site. The public agency may also face difficulties in 

acquiring appropriate sites even though it has the ability to 

condemn property. Thus, the in-lieu fee shall reflect the 

additional costs of acquisition, including litigation, as 

well as the cost of restoration. If the public agency's 

restoration project is not already approved by the 

Commission, the public agency may need to be a 

co-applicant for a coastal development permit to provide 

adequate assurance that conditions can be imposed to assure 

that the purchase of the mitigation site shall occur prior to 

issuance of the permit. In addition, such restoration must 

occur in the same general region (e.g., within the same 

stream, lake, or estuary where the fill occurred). 

A preferred ~estoration program would r~move fill from a formerly 

productive wetland or estuary which is now biologically 

unproductive dry land and would establish a tidal prism necessary 

to assure adequate flushing. Few if any restoration projects have 

been ~plemented for a sufficient length of time to provide much 

guidance as ~o the long-tenn restorability of such areas. Since 

such projects necessarily involve many unce-rtainties, restoration 

should preceed the diking or filling project. At a minumum, the 

permit will be conditioned to assure that restoration will occur 

simultaneously with project construction. Restoration and 

management plans shall be submitted with the permit application. 

The restoration plan should generally state when restoration work 

will commence and terminate, should include detailed diagrams 

drawn to s.cale showing any alterations to natural landfo·rms, and 

should include a list of plant species to be used as well as the 

method of plant introduction (i.e., seeding, natural succession, 

vegetative transplanting, etc.). 

The management plan would constitute an agreement between the 

applicant and rhe Commission to guarantee the wetland ic restored 

to the extent. established under stated management objectives and 

within a specified time frame. 

The plan should describe the applicant's responsibilities in 

maintaining the restored area to assure the C9mmission that· the 

project will be successful. The management plan should generally 

include provisions for a monitoring progr~ and for· making any 

necessar.y repairs- or modifications to the mitigation site. 
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The applicant should periodically submit reports on the project 
which give in;fbnna_:t:i_.on on the followin·q: 

- distribution arid-type of vegetation established 

- benthic invertebrate abundance 

- bird useage and establishment of endangered species 

- fish and other vertebrate abundance 

3. Diking, filling or dredging of a wetland or estuary must maintain 
or enhance the funtional capacity of the wetland or estuary [Section 
30233(c)]. Functional capacity means the ability of the wetland or 
estuary to be self-sustaining and to maintain natural species 
diversity 15 • In order to establish that the functional capacity is 
being maintained, the applicant must demonstrate all of the following: 

a. That the project does not alter presently occurring plant and 
animal populations in the ecosystem in a manner that would impair 
the long-ter.m stability of the ecosystem1 i.e., natural species 
diversity, abundance and composition are essentially unchanged as 
a result of L~e project. · 

b. That the project does not ha·z:m or destroy a species or habitat 
that is rare or endan.gered. 

c. That the project does not harm a species or habitat that is 
essential to the natural biological functioning of the wetland or 
estuary. 

d. That the project does not significantly reduce consumptive 
(e.g., fishing, aquaculture and hunting) or nonconsumptive (e.g., 
water quality and research opportun·i.ty) values of the wetland or 
estuarine ecosystem. 

15 The intention here is to convey the importance of not only how ~ny species 
there are but also .the size of their populations (abundance) and the relative 
importance of the different species to the whole system (compos~tion). It cannot 
be overemphasized that the presence of a species by itself is an in~dequate 
indicator ~f the condition of· a natural system. In a "healthy" wetland 
ecosystem, the absolute number of individuals of a: species and the relative 
number compared to other species will depend on the· size of· th~ organism and its 
place in the food web (what it feeds on, what feeds on it, and what competes 
with it for· the same food or other resources). Major changes in absolute or 
relative numbers of some species will have far-reaching consequences for the 
whole ecosystem because of their interactions with other species. 
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E. Provisions Aoplicable to Prooosed Develooment in Wetlands and 

Estuaries Within l?ort Jurisdictions 

Development within these portions of the Ports of Hueneme, Long Beach, Los 

Angeles, and San Diego Unified Port District lying within the coastal zone is 

generally governed by the provisions contained in Chapter 8 of the Coastal Act. 

However, wetlands and estuaries which have been identified on the Commission's 

Port Jurisdiction Maps (adopted by the Commission on April 6, 1977 pursuant to 
Section 30710) are not governed by the provisions of Chapter 8, but instead are 
subject to Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act as described above in this 

section (Section 30700). 

Chapt~ 8 treats all other "water areas" (term used in this Chapter only) 
without regard to whether such areas may be considered "wetland," "estu.a.%y .. or 

"open coastal waters" as described in this guideline. 

The diking, filling o~ dredging of any water area. ~ithin one of these ports 
is lLmited by the following sections of the Coastal Act= 30705, 30706· and 30708 

(these sections are provided in full in Appendix A) • The diking, filling or 
dredgi.ng of ~y wetlands or estuaries lying within any port or harbor district 
or authority not named in Chapter B (e. g., Humboldt Bay IIarbor., Recreation and 
Conservation District and Moss Landing Harbor District) is subject to Chapter 3 

policies of the Coastal Act as described above in this seCtion. 

V. DEVELOPMENTS PERMl:'rrED IN OPEN COASTAL WATERS AND LAKES 

Section 30233 lists the types of developments for which diking, filling or 
dredging may be permitted in open coastal waters and lakes. This Section also 
states requirements for determining when those developments are permitted. The 
types of development id~ntified below are the only ones that are permitted in 
open coastal waters and lakes, and may only be permitted if consistent with the 
development requirements for these habitat areas. 

A. Developments and Activities Permitted in Open Coastal Waters and 

~ 

1. Al~ developments allowed in wetlands and estuaries described as 
.Items 1-7 (section IV. A): 

2. New or expanded boatinq facilities. 

3. In. portions of· open coastal waters that are not environmentally 
sensitive habitat areas, 16 sand or· gravel may be extracted. 

16 It shall be• the: responsi.bill ty of the· permit applicant to provide: evidence 

that the area. is not an environmentally sensitive~ habitat area. The Executive 
Director or the· Commission ~ill. usually require: an applicant: for a: permit. to 

extract minera·ls: from: open coastal waters to submi.t supplemental. information. 
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B. Requirements for All Permitted D~velo~en~s 

Any proposed project which ~·first is a permitted development as listed above 
must also meet the two statutory:''re.quirements enumerated below in the sequence 
shown. 

1. Diking, filling or dredging of open coastal waters or lakes will 
only be permitted if there is no feasible less environmentally damaging 
alternative (Section 30233(a)). 

2. If there is no feasible less environmentally damaging alternative, 
feasible mitigation measures must be provided to minimize adverse 
environmental effects (Section 30233(a)). 

VI. DEVELOPMENTS PERMITTED IN STREAMS AND RIVERS 

Sections 30236 and 30233 of the Coastal Act list all permitted developments 
in streams and rivers, incl.uding dams, channelizations, or other substantial 
alterationsl7. 

A. Permitted Developments in Streams and Rivers 

1. Neces·sary water supply projects. 

2. Flood control .projects. 

3. Developments · where the primary function is the improvement 
of fich and wildlife habitat. 

4. New or expanded boating facilities. 

B. Requirements for All Development 

Any proposed project which is a permitted development must also meet the 
following statutory requirements: 

1. All channelizations, dams, or other substantial alterations 
of rivers and streams shall incorporate th·e best mitigation 
measures feasible to minimize adverse environmental effects. 

17 Substantial alterations shall include channelizations, dams, or comparable 
projects which significantly disrupt the· habitat value' of a particular river or 
stream. A development which does not significantly disrup~ the habitat value of 
a particular river or stream is one which maintains or enhances the· functional 
capacity of that river or stream. Roads and bridges. necessary to cross streams 
an·d rivers may be permitted if there is no feasible less environmentally 
damaging alternative and if feasible mitigation measures have been provided to 
minimize adverse environmental effects. 
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2. Flood control projects shall be subject to both of the 
following conditions (Section 30236); 

'\ ... 
a. The project must be:necessary for public safety or 
to protect existing development. 

b. There must be no other feasible method for 
protecting existing structures in the floodplain. 

3. Boating facilities constructed in streams are subject to the 
same requirements as boating facilities constructed elsewhere. 

VII. STANDARDS FOR SITING DEVELOPMENT ADJACENT TO ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE 
HABITAT AREAS 

The general policies for development adjacentlB to envi.rorunen.tally 
sensitive habitat areas appear in Section 30240(b) of the Coastal Act; 

"Development in areas adjacent to environmentally 
sensitive habitat areas and parks and ~ecreation areas 
shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which wo~ld 
significantly degrade such areas, and shall be compatible 
WJ.th the contJ.nuance of such habitat areas." (emphasJ.s 
added) 

A. Criteria for Reviewing Proposed Development Adjacent to Environmentally. 
Sensitive Hab1tat Areas 

As with development located in environmentally sensitive habitat areas, the 
key standard for evaluating development adjacent to such areas is the extent tn 
which the proposed development maintains the functional capacity of such areas 
(the standards to evaluate whether the functional capacity is being maintained 
are l9cated on page 17). A development which does not significantly degrade an 
environmentally sensitive habitat area will maintain the functional capacity of 
that area. The type of proposed development, the particulars of its design, 
location in relation to the habitat area, and other relevant factors all affect 
the determination of functional capac~ty. 

18 Adjacent means situated near or next to, adjoining, abut~ing or juxtaposed 
to an environmentally sensitive habitat area. This will usually mean that any 
development: proposed in an undeveloped area within a distance of up to 500 feet 
from an environmentally sensitive habitat area will be considered to be adjacent 

) that habitat area. In developed areas factors such as the nature, location 
_nd extent: of existing development will be taken into consideration. 
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Accordingly, the Commiss'fon may set limits and conditions to development 
adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas based upon any or all of the 
following sections of the Coasta~ A~t: 30230; 30231; 30233; 30236; and 30240. 
The Commission has required_ the follC"'!ing types of mitigation measures: 
setbacks; buffer strips; noise barriers; landscape plans; pervious surfacing 
with drainage control measures to direct storm run-off away from environmentally 
sensitive habitat areas; buffer areas in permanent open space; land dedication 
for erosion control; and wetland restoration, including off-site drainage 
improv~ents. This section only discusses the requ±ements for establishing the 
width of buffer areas. It does not discuss any other measures as noted above 
which may also be necessary and more appropriate to ensure that the development 
is compatible with the continuance of the habitat area~ 

B. Criteria for Establishing Buffer Areas 

A buffer area provides essential open space between the development and the 
environmentally sensitive habitat area. The existance of this open space 
ensures that the type and scale of development proposed will not significantly 
degrade the habitat . area (as required by Section 30240). There~ore, development 
allowed in a buffer area is limited to access paths, fences necessary to protect 
the habitat area, and similar uses which have either beneficial effects or at 
least no significant adverse effects on the environmentally sensitive habitat 
area. A buffer area is not itself a part of the environmentaly sensitive 
habitat area, but a "buff.er" or "screen" that protects the habitat area from 
adverse environmental impacts caused by the development. 

A buffer area should be established ~or each development adjacent to 
environmentally sensitive habit·at ar.eas based on the standards enumerated below. 
The width of a buffer area will vary depending 1.1pon the analysis. The buffer 
area should be a minimum of 100 feet for small projects on existing lots (such 
as one single family home or one commercial office building) unless the 
applicant can demonstrate that 100 feet is unnecessary to protect the resources 
of the habitat area. If the project involves substantial improvements or 
increased human impacts, such as a subdivision. a much wider buffer area should 
be required. · For this reason the guideline does not recommend a uniform width. 
The appropriate width will vary with the analysis based upon the standards. 

For a wetland, the buffer area should be measured from the landward edge of 
the wetland (Appendix D). For a stream or river, the buffer area should be 
measured landward from the landward edge of riparian vegetation or from the top 
edge of the bank (e. g., in channalized streams). Maps and supple!l!-ental 
information may be required to determine these boundaries. Standards for 
determining the appropriate width of the buffer area are as follows: 

1. Biological significance of adjacent lands. Lands adjacent to a 
wetland, stream, or riparian habitat area vary in the degree to which 
they are functionally related to these habitat areas. That is, ' 
functional relationships may exist if species associated with such 
areas spend a significant portion of their life· cyc~e on adjacent 
lands. The degree of significance would depend upon the habitat· 
requirements· of the species in the ha·bitat area (e.g., nesting, 
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feeding, breeding or 'resting). 7his determination requires tne 
expertise of an eco l ogis.t,_ wildlife biologist, ornithologist or 
botanist who is f amiliar wi~h the particular type of habitat involved. 
Where a significant functional relationship exists,·the land 
supporting this relationship should also tie considered to be part of 
the environmentally sensitive habitat area, and the buffer area should 
be measured from the edge of these lands and be sufficiently wide to 
protect these functional relationships. Where no significant 
functional relationships exist, the buffer should be extended from the 
edge of the wetland, stream or ~iparian habitat (for example) which is 
adjacent to the proposed development (as opposed to the adjacent area 
which is significantly related ecologically), 

2. Sensitivity of species to disturbance. The width of the buffer 
area should be based, in part, on the distance necessary to ensure 
that the most sensitive species of plants and animals will not be 
disturb~d significantly by the permittted development. Such a 
determination should be based on the following: 

a. Nesting, feeding, breeding, resting or other habitat 
requirements of both resident and migratory fish and wildlife 
species. 

b. An assessment of. the short-term and long-term adaptibility of 
various species to human disturbance. 

3. Susceptibility of parcel tc erosion, The width of the buffer 
area should be based, in part, on an assessment of the slope, soils, 
impervious surface coverage, runoff characteristics, and vegetative 
cover of the parcel and to what degree the development will change 
the potential for erosion. A sufficient buffer to allow. for the 
interception of any additional material eroded as a result of the 
proposed development should be provided. 

4-. Use of natural topographic features t:o locate developmen t . Hills 
and bl u ffs adjacent to environmentally sens~tive hab~tat areas should 
be used, where· feasible, to buffer habitat: areas. Where otherwise 
permitted, development should be located on the sides o( hills away 
from environmentally sensitive habitat· areas. Similarly, bluff faces 
nhould not be developed, but should be included in the buffer area. 

5. Use of existing cultural features to locate buffer zones. 
Cultural f eatures, ( e.g., ro~ds and dikes) sh ould be used, wh ere 
feasible, to buffer habitat areas. Where feasible, development 
should be· located on the side· of roads, dikes, in;igation can·als, 
flood control channels, etc., away from· the· environmentally sensitive 
habitat area. 
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6. Lot configuration and location of existing development. Where an 
existing subdivision or other development is largely built-out and 
the buildings are a riniform distance from a habitat area, at least 

that same distance wilx b~ required as a buffer area for any new 
development permitted. However, if that distance is less than 
100 feet, additional mitigation measure~ (e.g.r planting of native 
vegetation which grows locally) should be provided to ensure 
additional protection. Where development is proposed in an area 
which is largely undeveloped, the widest and most prote~ive buffer 

area feasible should be required. 

7. Type and scale of development proposed. The type and scale of 
the proposed development will, to a large degree, determine the size 
of the buffer area necessary to protect the environmentally sensit·ive 
habitat area. For example, due to domestic pets, human use and 
vandalism, residential developments may not be as compatible as light 
industrial developments adjacent to wetlands, and may therefore 
require wider buffer areas. However, such'evaluations should be made 
on a case-by-case basis depen.ding upon the resources involved, and 
the type and d~nsity of development on adjacent lands . 

17Il:I . HES'l'OR.l'11'1:0N .M~D MaiNTENANCE UE' WE'l'LAND BABI!'A'f AliA:~ 
Se.ctlOV\ Reset ncteJ 

Ce/l~f.oo 

y there were approximately 3 00,000 acres of coastal wetlands in 
there are about 79,000 cre s (excluding San Francisco Bay). In 

addition to thos acres lost, many wet ands have been severely altered through 
filling and/or entation. The Co s tal Commission encourages public agencies ... . 
and Landowners wor~towards resto at~on and enhancement of these altered 

wetlands. ~ 
'-, 

Restoration o~ habitat ar s i strongly encouraged in the Coastal Act. The 
Legislature found that the prate i on, maintenance, and, where feasible, 
enhancement and restoration of n t\h:.,al resources is a basic goal of the Act 
(Section 30001.5). Section 302 r~hires that marine resources be maintained, 
enhanced, and restored . where f sible ; -~t special protection be given to areas 
and species of special biologi a l or ,econo~c significance~ and that uses of the 
marine environment be carried out in a manne~at will sustain the biological 
productivity 19 of coastal wa e rs and will mainta~ "healthy populations"2 0 
of all species of marine er g nisms. Section 30231 't•~res that the biological 
productivity and the quality of coastal waters, stre~ wetlands, estuaries, 

and lakes appropdate to mal.ntain "optimum populations"Z~ine organisms 

19 In general, biological productivity means the amount of organic material · 
produced per unit time. For the purposes of this guideline, the· concept of 
biological productivity also includes the degree to which a particular habitat 
are~ is being used by fish and wildlife species. Thus, an area supporting more 
species of· fish and wildlife would be considered mor.e- productive· than an area 
supporting fewer species, all other factors (e.g., the· amount of vegetative 
cover, the· presence or absence o:E endangered species·, etc.) being equal. 

2 0&21 These phrases refer generally to the maintenance of natural species 
diversity, abundance, and compositon. 
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be maintained and r e feasible restored, through, amen~ 4 h er means, 
encouraging waste r reclamation, maintaining naturalJC;;etation buffer areas 
that protect riparian habi tats,_. and minimizing alterat d n of natural streams. 

section IV C previ a 1sly discussed "restoration ;9Looses," a permitted use in 
Section 30233 {a) ( 7). jects which qualify for cr.ideration as a "restoration 
purpose" will be solely estoration projects,i 'nc u ding only those permitted 
uses listed in Section 30 33(a). Such projects ay be carried out on wetlands 
which have not been dete ' ned to ' be degraded the Department of Fish and 
Game. It is anticipated t t public or priva agencies performing restoration 
of wetland habitat areas by restoring tidal ~ction, removing fill, establishing 
appropriate contours, and pe forming other 7~~lar activities will be p~rmitted 
under Section 30233. / 

This section discusses a s~cond alte~ative approach to wetland restoration, 
applicable only to wetlands f a l ly det~rmined by the Department of Fish and 
Game to be degraded and in need of maj~i restoration activities, according to 
the procedures and requirements f Seciion 30411. By including Section 30411 in 

I 
the Coastal Act, the Legislature pr~v ded the Commission and the Department with 
a means to encourage landowners a: d . ubl ic agencies to develop restoration 
projects which can be implemented w th public or pricate funds. Restoration 
projects under this approach may i 1c lude uses that are not permitted in Section 
30233 if the project meets all o~/ he other requirements of Section 30233 and 
30411. I 

The Commission has clos;Eely ~x~ e d the relationship of the two alternative 
approach.es to restoration. T e Coas a l Act expressf.y distinguishes degraded 
from non-degraded wetlan~s. rhe imp t ance of the distinction is related to the 
flexibility in consideratio of permi ted uses. Thus, Section 30233 allows the 
Commission to consider s everi e numerat permittad uses in all wetlands without 
the mandatory involvement 6£ the Depa e nt of Fish and Game. Section 30233 
expressly allows only one / additional u , a boating facility, in wetlands which 
the Department has dete~ned to be de aded and in need of major restoration. 
In making this determination, the Depar e nt must consider all "feasible ways" I 
other than a boating fa{ility to a ccompl sh restoration of degraded wetlands. 
The Commission interpr~ts the boating fa lities reference in Section 
30233(a) (3} to includJ the "other feasib l ways'' of restoration which the 
Department must cons~er in Section 30411 b )(3). The remainder of this Section 
addresses the requi~ments of Section 3041 1. 

A. I dentitica,ion of De 

The Departme ~ of Fish and Game must i d ntify degraded wetlands. 
Generally, c oas l wetlands are considered ~graded if they were formerly tidal 
but their prets t resource value has been gr atl y impaired becaus·e they are 
presently dike or otherwise modified and, a a result, tidal influence has 
ceased or is eatly diminished. The Departm nt has not yet transmitted to the 
Commission it . criteria or procedures for identifying degraded wetlands, but the 
Commission cops iders the following factors rel~vant to determining whether o r 
not a particular wetl and is degraded. \ 

1. Amount and elevation of filled ar.eas. 
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Number and location of dikes and other ar.t!ificial impediments to 
tidal action and freshwater flow and thej~ase of removing them to 
al·low tidal action to' resume. / 

/ 
Degree of topographic alterations to the wetland and associated 

/ 
/ a ter quality. 

/ 

s quality. I 
I 

.. 

of encroachment from ad1acent urban land uses. 

I 
Compar son of historical environmental conditions with current 
condi ti ns, including chanJ~s in both the physical and biological 
environm nt. / 

Chemical 
quality 
etc. 

I 
1 

n of current' altered wetland co~ditions and their 
ibution to' coastal wetland wildlife resources with 

p tential/restoration measures. 

I 
capabilities of the wetland including. water 
t!, nutrient accumulation, nutrient recycling, 
! 

I 
/ 

As part of this identififation 
must be identified with pr7~ision. 

rocess, the extent of wetlands on the site 

I 

B. Requir emt.mts Ao ~cable tc All ects 

I 
Under the Act, thejDepart:ment of Fish · nd Game, in consultation with the 

Commission and the Department of Boating an Waterways, is responsible for 
identifying those de'qtaded wetlands which ca most feasibly be restored in (a). 
If the Department ~ertakes a study, it shal include facts supporting the 
following dete~n~i~ns: 

( 1) The wetland is so severely degraded · ts natural processes are so 
substan~ally impaired that it is not · cap le of recovering and 
maintaining a high level of biological pro ctivity without major 
res~or1tion activities. 

(2) Rest ration of the wetlands' natural values, in luding its biological 
pro ctivity and wil4life habitat features, can st feasibly ac~ieved 
ant maintained in conjunction with a boating facility. 

(3) There are no other feasible ways22 besides a boating facility to 
restore .the wetland. 

22 "Other feasible ways" includes only less environmentally damaging 
alternative restoration projects; but ~y include uses not permitted in Section 
30233(a)(3) according to priorities discussed herein. 
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/ 
c. Requi ement s app licable to Restoration of Degraded Wet and s J..O 

explicitly provides for the construction of boating facilities 

when this is the ost feasible and least environmentally amagi ag means to 

restore a particul r degraded wetland. Recognition of b ating facilities as a 

use in Section 3041 is consistent with the Coastal Ac s emphasis on promoting 

recreational use of t he shoreline (see Section 30224) . The specific 

requirements for boa ing facilities are discussed in ov erlapping portions of 

Sections 30233 and 30 11 as follows: 

1. At least 75% o the degraded wetland area be restored and 

maintained as a highly productive wetlan in conjunction with the 

boating facilit i s project (Section 304 l(b)(2)). 

2. The size of the w land area used for the boating facilities, including 

berthing space, tu ni ng basins, nee sary navigation channels, and any 

necessary support s rvi ce facilitie , cannot be g~eater than 25 percent 

of the total area to be restored ( ection 30233(a)(3)). 

D. Requirements Applicabl 
Pro j ects Other Than Boa 

of Degraded Wetlands Us ing 

Section 30411 does not expli "t identify the other types of restoration 

projects. However, such projects e encouraged if they promote the restoration 

of degraded areas and if boating cilities are not feasible. An ex~ple would 

include flood control projects u e t aken by a public agency. Such projects may 

be permitted under Section 3041 if t hey restore channel depths, are designed to 

en~ance the functional capacit~ of t e wetland area, and are the least 

environmentally damaging alt e~ a tive o achieve restoration. 

Boating facilities ma~y compatib e with a wetland ecologically if they 

provide increased tidal f lu bing and de~p-~ater habitat, but nonetheless it may 

not be physically or econo i cally feasi~ e to locate such facilities in a 

particular wetland. On t e other hand, ating facilities may be feasible, but 

may be more environment a ly damaging than other feasible means. For example, 

they may displace scare intertidal habita ·s, introduce toxic substances, or 

damage natural estuari e channels by causi g excessive scouring due to increased 

current velocities. 

According to Se 30411, at least 75 percent of a degraded wetland area 

must be restored i conjunction with a boati g facility, and Section 30233 

requires that a bo ting facility cannot exc ee 25 percent of the wetland area. ~o 

be restored. How ver, this may still result n the net loss of 20 percent of 

the wetland area The Coastal Act allows this tradeoff because additional 

boating facilit" e s in the coastal zone are a.P~ ferred coastal ~ecreation use 

and the· Coasta l Act explicitly provides for this type of wetland restoration 

project. Pro· •ct s permitted under Section 30411 other than boating facilities 

should resul t in no net loss of the acreage of wetland habitat located on the 

site as a mi;iimum. However, projects which result in a net increase in wetland 

~abitat arefis are greatly preferred in light of Coasta~ Act policies on wetland 

restoration and Senate Concurrent Resolution 29 which calls for an increase Ln 

wetlands by 50% over the next 2.0 years. For example, .. it has been the 
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\\ 
Commission 1 s experience in re·:vi·ewing vegetation and says information available 
for degraded w tlands in Southern·California that so~etime~ wetland and upland 
sites are inte ixed on a parcel. Sin~e Section 3~'11 discusses percentage of 
wetland area as he standard of review for required restoration, the Commission 
will consider res oration plans which consolidat/ the upland and wetland 
portions on a site in order'to restore a wetland area the same size or larger as 
the total number of cres of degraded wetland/ existing on the site. 

I 
The first priority for restoration pr~jects is restoration as permitted 

under Section 30233(a)( ). Other prefe?ted options include restoration in 
conjunction with visitor erving comm~cial recreational facilities designed to 
increase public opportuni ' e s for co2$tal recreation. Thus, the priority for 
projects used to restore de raded wetlands under the Coastal Act in a lis.t are I 
as follows: I 

1. 11Restoration purposes'/ nder 30233(a)(7). 

2. Boating facilities~£ the the tests of section C. (above). 

3. Visitor serving commercial re reational facilities and other priority 
uses designed ~~nhance publi opportunities for coastal recreation. 

4. Private ret.id ntial, general indu trial, or general commercial 
development. 

The Coastal Ac does not require the Depar~ent of Fish and Game to 
undertake studie/ which would set the process d cribed in this section in 
motion. Likewi.se, the Commission has the indepen nt authority and obligation 
under Section}0233 to approve, couditiun ur deny p o jects which the Department 
may have recymmended as appropriate under the require ents of Section 304l.l. 
This section is, however, included to describe, clarif and encourage, public 
and private{ agencies to formulate innovative restoration projects to accomplish 
the legislative goals and objectives described earlier. 

Adopted February 4, 1981 

·. 
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APPENDIX D. TECRNJCAJ' .. ClUTE~ FOR IDENTIFYING AND MAPPING WETLANDS .AND OT!:IER 

WET ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE HABITAT AREAS 

The purpose of this discussion i~.to provide guidance in the practical ap

plication of the definition of "wetland" contained in the Coastal Act. The 

Coastal Act definition of ''wetland" is set forth in Section 30121 .of the Jl:ct which 

states: 

SEC. 30121 

"Wetland" means lands within the coasta·l zone which 

may be cover~d periodically or permanently with 

shallow water and include saltwater marshes, 

freshwater marshes, open or closed brackish water 

marshes, swamps, mudflats, and fens. 

This is the definition upon which the Commission relies to identify 

"wetlands." The definition refers to lands ", •• which may be periodically or 

pennanently covered with shallow water •••• " Howeve-r, due to highly variable 

enviroillllental conditions along the length of the California coast, wetlands may 

include a variety of different types of habitat areas. For t;h.is reason, some 

wetlands .may not be readily identifi~ble by simple means. In such cases, the 

Commission will also rely on the presence of hydrophytes and/or the presence of 

hydric soils. The rationale for this in general is that wetlands are lands where 

saturation with water is the dominant facto~ determi..ning the nature of soil 

development and the types of plant and animal communities living in the soil and 

on its surface. For th2s reason, the single feature that most wetlands share is 

soil or substrate that is at least periodically saturated with or covered by 

water, and this is the feature used to describe wetlands in the Coasta~ Act. The 

water creates severe physiological problems for all plants and animals except 

those that are adapted for life in water or in saturated soil, and therefore only 

plants adapted to these wet conditions (hydrophytes) could thrive in these wet 

(hydric) soils. Thus, the presence or absence of hydrophytes and hydric soils 

make excellent physical parameters upon which to judge the existence of wetland 

habitat areas for the purposes of the Coastal Act, but they are not the sole 

criteria. In some cases, proper identification of wetlands wilL require the 

skills of a qualified professional. 

The· United States Fish and Wildlife Service has officially adopted a wetland_ 

cla$sification syst~* which defines and classifies wetland habitats in these 

terms. Contained in the classi~ication · ~ystem are specific biolo~cal ~riteria 

for identifyin~watlands and establishing their upland l~ts. Since the wetland 

definition used in the classificat-ion system. is based upon a feature identical to 

that contained in the Coasta~ Act definitions, i.e., sci~ or substrate that· is. at 

least periodically saturated or covered by water, the Commission will use the 

*' "Classification of Wetlands and Deep-Water Habitats of the United Stat·es." By 

Lew.is M. Cowardin, et al, United States Department of the Interior, Fish and 

Wildlife Service, December 1979. 
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classification system as a guide in wetland identification. Applying the same set 
of biological criteria consistently should help avoid confusion and assure 
ce:;:-tainty in the regulatory process. 'This appendix discusses the adapation of 
;his classification system to the Coastal Act definition of "wetland" and other 

terms used in the Act, and will form the basis of the Commission's review of 
proposals to dike, fill or dredge wetlands, estuaries or other wet habitat areas. 

I. u.s. Fish and Wildlife Classification System: Upland/Wetland/Deep-water 
Habitat Distinction 

The United States Fish and Wildlife Service classification is hierarchical, 
progressing from systems and subsys'tems, ·at the most general levels, to classes, 
subclasses, and dominance types. The term "system" refers here to a complex of 
wetland and deep-water habitats that share the influence of one or more dominant 
hydrologic, geomorphologic, chemical, or biological factors. 

The Service provides general definitions of wetland and deep-water habitat and 
designates the boundary between wetland and deep-water habitat and the upla~d 
limit of a wetland. The following are the Services' definitions of wetland and 
deep-water habitats: 

A. Wetlands 

"Wetlands are lands transitional between ter
restrial and aquatic syst~ where the water 
table is usually at or near the surface or the land' 
is covered by shallow water. For purposes of 
this classification, wetlands must have one or more 
of the followinq three attributes: (1) at 
least periodically, the land supports 
predominantly hydrophytes; (2) the substrate is 
predominantly undrained hydric soil; and ( 3) the 
substrate is nonsoil and is saturated with water or 
covered by ~hallO'~ water at some time during the 
grow.ing season of each year. 

Wetlands as defined here include lands that are 
identified under other cateqories in some 
land-use classifications. For· example, 
wetlands and farmlands are not necessarily ex
clusive. Many areas that we define as wetlands 
are farmed durinq dry periods, but if they are 
not tilled or planted to crops, a practice that 
destroys: the natural vegetation, they will support 
hydrophytes. * 

~· For the purposes of identifying wetlands using the technical criteria con
tained in this guideline, one limited exception will be made. That is, drainage 
ditches as defined herein will not be considered wetlands. under· the Coastal Act. 
-r.. drainaqe· ditch shall be defined as· a narrow. (usually less than 5-feet wide), 
~de nontidal ditch excavated from dry land. 
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Dra1ne d hydric·soils that are now incapable 
of supporting!hydrophytes because·of a 
change i~ water regime are not considered 
wetlands by our definition. These drained 
hydric soils furnish a yaluable record of 
historic wetlands, as'well as an indication 
of areas that may be suitable for restora
tion. 

The upland limit of wetland is designated as 
( 1 ) 'the bouz:tdary between land with 
predominantly hydrophytic cover and land 
with predominantly mesophytic or xerophytic 
cover; (2) the boundary between soil that is 
predominantly hydric and soil that is 
predominantly nonhydric; or (3) in the case 
of wetlands without vegetation or soil, the 
boundary between land that is flooded·or 
saturated at some time each year and land 
that is not." 

Wetlands should be identifed and mapped only after a site survey by a qualified botanist, ecologist, or a soil scientist (See section III. B. of the guideline fpr a list of required informa~ion)•. 

:a. Deepwater Habitats 

"Deepwater habitats are permanently.flooded 
lands lying below the deepwater boundary of 
wetlands. Deepwater habitats 
include environments where surface water 
is permanent and ~ften deep, so that 
water, rather than air, is the principal 
medium within which the dominant organisms 
live, whether or not they are attached to 
the substrate. As in wetlands, the 
dominant plants are hydrophytes; however, 
the substrates are considered nonsoil 
because the water is too deep to support 
emergent vegetation (U. s. Soil 
Conservation Service, Soil Survey Staff 
1975)." 

..,. Further de,tails regarding the standards and criteria. 1:or mapping wetlands usi.nq. the· Service '.s classification system may be found in the following, "Mapping Conventions of the National Wetland. Inventory 1 " (undated) 1 published by the U.S.F.W.S. The document may be obtained from the U.S.F.W.S., Regional Wetland Coordinator, Region 1, ·Portland, Oregon. 

iii 
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"The boundary between wetland and deep-water 
habitat in the Marine and Estuarine Systems 
(i.e., areas subject to tidal influence) 
coincides with the ~levation of the extreme 
low-water of spring t;-ide (ELWS); permanently 
flooded areas are conSidered deep-water 
habitats in these systems. The boundary 
between wetland and deep-water habitat in 
the Riv~rine, Lacustrine and Palustrine 
Systems lies at a depth of 2m (6.6 ft.) 
below low-water; however, if emergents, 
shrubs or trees grow beyond this depth at 
any time, their deep-water edge is the 
boundary." 

II. W~tLand/Estuary/Open Coastal Water Distinction 

For the purposes of mapping "wetlands" under the Coastal Act's definition of wetlands, and of mapping· the other wet environmentally sensitive habitat areas referred to in the Act, including• "estuaries," "streams," "riparian habitats," "lakes" and "open coastal water," certain adapations of this classification system will be made. The followin~ is a discussion of these adaptations. 

"Wetland," as defined in Section 30121 of the Coastal Act, refers to land covered by "shallow- water," and the examples given in this section include fresh, salt and brackish water marshes, mudflats and fens. A distinction between "wetland" and the other habitat areas in the Act, for example, "estuary," must be made acause the Act's policies apply differently to these areas, and because the Act does not define some of these .terms (such as "estuary"). A reasonable distinction can be made between "wetland" and "estuaJ:y" on the basis of. an interpretation of the phrase "shallow water." Using the service 1 s classification system, "shallow watern would be water that is above the boundary of deep-water habitat, which 
would be the line of extreme low-water of spring tide* for areas subject to 
tidal influence and 2 meters for non-tidal areas. Therefore, wetland begins at extreme low-water of spring tide and "estuary" or "open coastal water" is anything deeper. The Coastal Act definition of "wetlands" would include the wetland areas of Estuarine, Palustrine, and Lacustrine ecological systems defined by the Fish and Wildlife classification system. 

*While the Service's: classification system uses "extreme low-water of 
spring tide" as the· datum to distinguish between "shallow-water" and "dee1=1-water habitat," such datum is- not readil.y available· for the California coast. 
Therefore, the lowest historic tide recorded on th~nearest available tidal bench mark established by the o. s. National Ocean Survey should be used as the datum. 

Data. for such bench marks are published separately for ~ach station in 
loose-l-eaf form by the National Ocean Survey, Tideland· Water. Levels, D9-tum and Information Branch, {C23), Riverdale, MD 20840. These co~ilations include the 
rtescription of· all bench marks at each tide stat·ion (for· ready identification on 

e ground), and their elevations above· the basic hydrographic or chart datum for -c.he area, which is mean lower low-water on the Pacif.ic coast·. The date and length 
of the tidal series on which the· bench-mark elevations are based are also given. 

iv 
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For the purposes of the· ~oastal Act~ an "estuary" is a coastal water body usu
ally semi-enclosed by land, bu~ which has open, partially obstructed, or 
intermittent exchange with the open ocean and in which ocean water is at least 
occassionally diluted by fresh wafer runoff from the land. The salinity may be 
periodically increased above that of .the open ocean by evaporation. 

"Open coastal water" or "coastal water" as used. in the Act refers to the open 
ocean overlying the continental shelf and its associated coastline with extensive 
wave action. Salinities exceed 30 parts per thousand with little or no dilution 
except opposite mouths of estuaries. 

III. Wetland/Riparian Area Dis~inction 

For the purpose of interpreting Coastal Act policies, another important dis
tinction is between "wetland" and ''riparian habitat." While the Service's clas
sification system includes riparian areas as a kind of wet-land, the intent of the 
Coastal Act was to distinguish these two areas. "Riparian habitat" in the Coastal 
Act refers to riparian vegetation and the animal species that require or utilize 
these plants. The geographic extent of a riparian habitat would be the extent of 
the riparian vegetation. As used in the Coastal Act, 11riparian habitat 11 would 
include the "wetland" areas associated with Palustrine ecological systems as 
defined by the Fish and Wildlife Service classication system. 

Unfortunately, a complete and universally acceptable definition of riparian 
vegetation has not yet been developed, so determining the geographic extent of 
such vegetation is rather difficult. The special case of determining consistent 
boundaries of riparian vegetation along watercourses throughout California is 
particularly difficult. In Southern California these boundaries are usually ob
vious; the riparian vegetation grows ~ediately adjacent to watercourses and only 
extends a short distance away from the watercourse. In Northern California, how
ever, the boundaries are much less distinct; vegetation that occurs alongside a 
stream may also be found on hillsides and far away from a watercourse. 

For the purposes of this guideline,. riparian vegetation is defined as that 
association of plant species which grows adjacent to freshwater watercourses, 
including perennial and intermittent streams, lakes, and other freshwater bodies. 
Riparian plant species and wetland plant species either require or tolerate a 
higher level of soil moisture than dryer upland vegetation, and are therefore 
generally considered hydrophytic. However, · riparian vegetation may be 
distinguished fr~ wetland vegetation by the different kinds of plant species. At 
the end of this appendix, lists are provided of some wetland hydrophytes and 
riparian hydrophytes. These lists. are partial, but giv~ a. gen~ral indication of 
the representative plant species in these habitat areas and should be sufficient 
to generally distinguish between the two types of plant communities. 

The upland limit of a riparian habitat, as with the upland limit of vegetated 
wetlands, is determined by the extent of vegetative cover .. The upland limit of 
riparian habitat is where riparian hydrophytes are· no longer predominant. 

v 
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As with wetlands, r~parian habitats should be identified and mapped only after 
a site survey by a qualified·. botanist, freshwater ecologist, or soil scientist.* 
(See pp. 6-9 of the guideline for a list of information which may be required of 
.1e applicant). 

IV. Vernal Pools 

Senate Bill No. 1699 (Wilson) was approved by the Governor on September 13, 
1980 and the Bill added Section 30607.5 to the Public Resources Code to read: 

30607.5. Within ' the City of San Diego, the commission shall not impose 
or adopt any requirements in .conflict with the provisions of the plan 
for the protection of vernal pools approved and adopted by the City of 
San Diego on June 17, 1980, .following consultation with state and 
federal agencies, and approved and adopted by the United States Army 
Corps of Engineers ~n coordination with the United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service. 

The Commission shall adhere to Section 30607.5 of the Public Resources Code in all 
permit and planning matters involving vernal pools within the City of San Diego. 

All vernal pools located within the city of San Diego in the coastal zone are 
depicted on a map attached as Exhibit 1 to a letter from Commission staff to Mr. 
James Gleason, City of San Diego (4/29/80). While "vernal pool" is a poorly 
defined regional term, all information available to the Commission suggests that 
~11 vernai pools in the coastal zone are located in the City of San Diego. It is 

1portant to point out, however, that ve.rnal pools are distinct from vernal ponds 
and vernal lakes, which exist in·other pa·rts of the coastal zone (e.g. Oso Flaco 
Lakes in San Luis Obispo County). The Commission generally considers these 
habitLlt areas to be wet L:nH\s for the pur pus ~s of the Coast·al Act, and therefore 
all applicable sections of the Coastal Act will be applied to these areas. 

* Identific~tion of riparian habitat areas in Northern California presents 
peculiar difficulties. While in Southern California riparian vetetation generally 
occurs .in a narrow band along streams and rivers, along the· major rivers in 
Northern California it may be found in broad floodplains, abandoned river channels 
and the bottoms adjacent to the channels. In forested areas, the overstory of 
riparian vegetation may remain similar to the adjacent' forest but the· understory 
may contain a variety of plant species adapted to moist or wet substrates. For 
example, salmonberry, bayberry, willow, twinberry and lady fern, may all be . more 
common in the understory of riparian habitat areas than in other types of forest 
habitat areas. 

v~ 
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V. Representative Plant Species Ln Wetla~ds and Riparian Habitat Areas 

This is a list of ''repre~·ez:.tativeH species that can be expected 
the various habitat areas indicated. Not all of them will be found 
of the State, and there are nume:t'ous_ others that could be included. 
list should suffice to generally dis-tinguish between these types of 
communities. 

A. Salt Marsh 

Pickleweed (Salicornia virginica) 
Glasswort (S. subterm~oalis) 
s·altgrass (Distichlis spicata) 
Cordgrass (SpartLna foliosa) 
Jaumea (Jaumea carnosa) 
S~ltwort (Batis ~ar~t~a) 
Alkali heath (Frankenia grandifolia) 
Salt cedar (Mooanthochloe littorabs) 
Arrow grass (Tr~gloch1n mar1t~mum) 
Sea-blite (Suaeda cal1forn1ca var pubescens) 
Marsh . rosemary (Limon1um californicum var mexicanum) 
Gum plant (Grindel1a stricta) 
Salt Marsh fleabane (Pluchea purpurescens) 

B. Freshwater Marsh 

Cattails (Typha spp.) 
Bulrushes (sdrpus spp.) 
Sedges (Carex spp.) 
Rushes (Juncus spp.) 
Spikerush (Heleochais palustris) 
'p::mdweeds ('Potamogeton spp. ) 
Smartweeds (Polygonum a .) 

Water lilies (Nuphar spp.) 
Buttercup (Ranunculus aquatilis) 
Water-cress (Nasturt~um off1c~nale) 
Bur-reed (Sparganium eurycarpum) 
Water parsley (Venant.he sarmentosa) 
Naiads (Na .) 

c. Brackish Marsh 

"Alkali bulrush (Scirpus robust us) 
Rush (Juncus balt1cus) 
Brass · buttons tCotula coronopifolia) 
Fat-hen (Atriplex patula var hastata) 
Olney's bulrush (ScLrpus olneyi) 
Common tule (Scirpus acutus) 
Common reed (Phragmites communis) 

vii 

to be found in 
in all areas 
However, this 

plant 
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D. Riparian 

Willows (Salix· spp.) 
Cottonwoods (Populus spp. ) ~. 
Red alder (Alnus rubra) 
Box elder (Acer negundo) 
Sycamore (Platanus racemosa) 
Blackberry (Rubus vitifolia) 

-85-

So. Black walnut (Juglans californica) (so. Calif.} 
California Bay (Umbelularia californicum) (So. Calif.) 
Bracken fern (Pteris aguilinum) (Cen. Calif.) 
Current (Ribes spp.) 
Twinberry (Lonicera involucrata) (No. Calif.) 
Lady fern (Athyrium felix-femi.na) 
Salmonberry (No. Calif.) 
Bayberry (No. Calif.) 

E. Vernal Pools 

Downingia (Down.ingia sp.) 
Meadow-foxtail (Alopecurus howellii) 
Hair Grass ( Deschampsia danthonioides) 
Quillwort. (Isoetes sp.) 
Meadow-foam (Limnanthes sp.) 
Pogogyne (Pogogyne sp.) 
Flowering Quillwort (Lilaea scilloides) 
Cxyptantha ( Cryptantha sp. ) 
Loosestrife (Lythrum hyssopifolium) 
Skunkweed (Navarretia sp.) 
Button-celery (E;yngium sp.) 
Orcutt-graas (Orcuttia sp.) 
Water-starwort (Callitriche sp.) 
Waterwort (Elatine sp.) 
Woolly-heads (Psilocarpus sp.) 
Brodiaea (Brodiaea sp.) 
Tillaea (Crassula aquatica) 

viii. 
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APPENDIX E. GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Aquaculture 

11 'aquaculture' means the cu1ture and husbandry of aquatic organisms, 

including, but not limited to: fish, shellfish, mollusks, crustaceans, kelp 

and algae. Aquaculture shall not mean the culture and husbandry of 

commercially utilized inland crops;. including, but not limited to: rice, 

watercress and b,ean sprouts." (Public Resources Code, Division 1, Chapter 4, 

Section 828) (See also footnote #5 on page 11). 

Biological productivity 

Biological productivity generally refers to the amount of organic material 

produced per unit time (see also footnote 19 on page 23) 

"Coastal-dependent development or use" 

(see APPENDIX A [Section 30101)) 

Coastal-dependent industrial facility 

A coastal-dependent industrial facility is one which requires ~ site on, or 

adjacent to, open coastal waters to function. 

"Development'' 

(see APPENDIX A [Section 30106]) 

"Energy facility" 

{see APPENDIX A [Section 30107)) 

"Environmentally sensitive area" 

(see APPENDIX A [Sect~on 30107.5]) 

Estuary 

As estuary is a coastal.water body usually semi-enclosed by land, but which 

has open, partially obstructed, or inte~ttent exchange with the ocean and in 

which ocean watl!r ia at least occasion"llly diluted by fresh water runoff from 

the land (see also page 4 and APPENDIX D). 

"Feasible" 

(see APPENDIX A [Section 30108)) 
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Fen 

A fen is a poorly defined -xegional .teJ;m for a type of marsh (see APPENDIX o) 
usually said to be formed on peat that is circumneutra1 or alkaline in pHi 
vegetation is marked by high species diversity. A fen is equivalent to the 
sedge-meadOW' of many .areas. (N:ote: To date the only fen known t .o exist in 
the coastal zone is .Inglenook Fen in Mendocino County). 

Fill 

(see APPENDIX A (Section '30108]) 

Functional capacity 

Functional capacity refers to the ability of a particular ecosystem to be 
self-sustaining and to maintain natural species diversity (also refer to page 
17). 

Healthy population~ 

The phrases, 11
• • • • healthy populations of all species of marine organisms 

and 11
• • • optilllum populations of marine organisms • • • 11 (Sections 3 0230 

and 30231, respectively) refer generally to the maintenance of natural species 
diversity1 abundance, and composition. 

Hydric soi l 

Hydric soils are soils that for a significant period of the growing season 
have reducing conditions* in the major part of the root zone and are 
saturated** within 25 em of the surface. Most hydric soils have properties 
that reflect dominant wetness characteristics, namely, they have immediately 
below 25 em dominant colors in the matrix as follows: 

1. If there is mottling, the chroma is 2 or less. 

2. If there is no mottling, the chroma is 1 or less. 

("Wet Soils of the United States" (draft· copy), January 9, 1980, United 
States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service.) 

* ' Reducing conditions means soil solution is virtually free of dissolved oxygen. 

'*'*" A soil . is considered saturated at the depth at which water stands in an 
~lined borehole or when alL pores are filled with water. Soils (temporarily) 
~atuxated as a result of controlled flooding or irrigation are excluded from 
.ydric soils. 

ii 
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Rydrophytic plant 
-88-

Any plant growing in water. or on a substrate that is at least periodically 
deficient in oxygen as. a result of excessive water content (i.e., plants 
typically found in wet haB',;i.tats) . 

... : ... 

Lake 

A lake is a confined, perennial water body mapped by the United States 
Geologic Survey on the 7.5 quadrangle series, or identified in a local coastal 
program. 

Mesophytic plant 

Any plant growing where moisture and aeration conditions lie between 
extremes (i.e., plants typically found in habitats with average moisture 
conditions, not usually dry or wet). 

Optimum populations 

(see definition of "healthy populations" above) 

Riparian habitat 

A riparian habit·at is an area of riparian vegetation and associated animal 
species. !his vegetation is an association of plant species which grow 
adjacent to freshwater watercourses, including perennial and intermittent 
streams, l~kes, and other bodies of fresh water (see also APPENDIX D). 

River or Stream 

A 11river or· stre1ilDl" is a natural watercourse as designated by a solid line o.r 
dash and three dots symbol shown on the United States Geologi~al Su~1ey map 
most recently published, or any well-defined channel with distinguishable bed 
and bank that shows evidence of having contained flowing water as indicated by 
scour or deposit of rock, sand, gravel, soil, or debris. 

Vernal pool 

A vernal pool may be defined generally as " .•. a small depression, usually 
underlain by some subsurface layer which prohibits drainage into the lower 
soils profile, in which, during tne rainy season, wate~ may stand for periods 
of time sufficient to prohibit zonal vegetation from developing. The habitat 
is intermediata in duration or inundation between marshe£ (never or only 
rarely dry) and most zonal communities (never or only rarely submerged). 11 

("The Vegetation of Vernal Pools:· A Survey." By Robert F •. Holland~ 
Department of Agronomy & Range Science, University of California, ·navis. 
Published in, Vernal Pools: Their Ecology and Conservation . A Symposium 
Sponsored by the Institute of Ecology, University of Cal1fornia. Davis, May 
1-2, 1976). 

Wetland 

(see APPENDICES A and D [Section 30121]) 

Xerophytic plant 

Any plant growing 1n a habitat in which an appreciable portion of the rooting 
medium dries to the wilting coefficient at frequent intervals (i.e., plants 

- .... - ..l--
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DEFINITIONS 

Where used in the specific guidelines, the following definitions of terms should apply: 

1. Canyon Setback. :n situations where other Interpretive Guidelines or Coastal Act policies do not apply, ~ adequate setback, generally no less than 10 feet in highly developed urban areas, from the crest of the slope of 'a canyon. 1.Jhere ~xi sting structures are already built closer than this to the canyon rim, new structures shall not encroach on the line of primar,r canyon vegetation. 

2. Strineline Method of Preventing Beach Encroachment. In a developed area where new construction is generally i.n:filling and is· otherwise consistent with Coastal Act policies, no part of a proposed new . · structure; ~eluding decks, shall be built farther onto a.beachfront than a line drawn between the most seawa.:rd portions of the adjoining structures~ Enclosed living space in the new un:Lt should not extend farther seaward than a second line drawn between the. most sea-ward portions of the enclosed living space of the adjoining structure. 

Adopted May 3 , !977 

.. .:i 
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ZONING INFORMATION FLOW CHART 

POTRERO CANYON RIM PROPERTIES 

A Zl number is short for Zoning Information Number. This numbering 

system has been used by Building and Safety since the days of paper 

zoning maps to create a method of communicating information about a 

particular property or properties to City Staff and the Public. 

The Planning Department has taken over maintaining the various Zl 

numbers as part of ZIMAS. (see handout). 

Goal - Create a Zl number that will alert the General Public and City Staff 

that there are special requirements for developing either new single family 

dwelling, substantial additions and/or accessory uses such as pools, spas 

and buildings along the Potrero Canyon Rim properties. 

The Zl would either have links or additional pages of information informing 

any potential or existing property owner that a City Coastal Development 

Permit and a Environmental Assessment Form are required to be filed and 

obtained for any construction of new single family dwelling, substantial to 

additions and/or accessory uses such as pools, spas and buildings. 

The Zl would link to Planning's Webpage that explains the COP process 

and highlight that the State Coastal Commission can appeal the City's 

approval of a COP and make changes. 

The Zl would contain development guidelines that encourage, but not 

mandate developers to: 

Build within the existing graded pads. 

Keep structures and pools of the slope or at least away from the toe of the 

slope. 

Build lower retaining walls and fewer retaining walls. 
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Planting that will help screen any structures built on the slope and comply 

with the Canyon planting palette and Fire Department standards. 

The guidelines could take advantage of other City Department's 

requirements such as maintaining a 15 foot retaining wall setback from the 

toe of the slope (H/3). The Coastal Commission' Regional Interpretive 

Guidelines for the area could also be referenced. 
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CITY OF los ANGELES 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF LEGISLATIVE ANALYST 

F'IL'ED C C . 
CITY Ci..f:iY"S OFFICE ITY OUNCIL 

I NO£ X 1.. • 'v'1SI.;N 

KEN SPIKER 

C~IIEF LEGISLATIVE ANALYST ,977 MAR 21 PM 1 5 0 

REX E. LAY TON • 
r'.'' ,? ,QJ'IY CL ERK . March 18, 1977 
~ '~ DEPUTY 

Honorable Members of the 
Planning Conunittee 

Honorable Members: 

This report is ' to assist your Committee in considera·tion 
of a possible action relative to the Public Hearing Draft of 
"Interpret:ive Guidelines" for Coastal Planning and Permits, dated 
February 11, 1977. These guidelines have been: proposed by the 

·California Coastal Commission (State Conunission). pursuant. to the 
California Coasta~ Act of 1976. 

The City Planning Department has ·submitted proposed revisions 
(.hti.:achment A) , which the Department proposes as a Los Angeles City 
resr:o~se to portions of the s ·t.ate COITL'Tiission' s guidBlineB. Ecs2nti.J.lly, 
the Department's proposed revisions seek to modify the State 
Commission 1 s draft (A·t·tachmeht B) , to allow the . City maximum flexi
bility, under the law with regard to maintaining local control 
(home rule),consistent with existing ~ity planning procedures. 

We have reviewed the Department's proposals. Our recommenda
tions include endorsement of the Department's version of· tfie '!·.Inter
pretive Guidelines." 

The purpose of the State guidelines is to "interpret, clarify 
and provide specific guidance as to how provisions of the Act should 
be applied." The "Interpretive Guidelines" that have been adopted 
by the State Commission, on an· interim basis, are to ·"assist local 
government.s; the State and -Regional .commissions, development applicants, 
and the general public in processing development applications prior 
to the certification of local coastal programs, and also act as an 
initial indication of coastal issues to be addressed iri . local coastal 
program." A "local coastal program" is a special plan and imple:rh.entary 
actions for the Coastal Zone which is mandated by the Coastal Act. 

It appears that the :'Interpretive Guidelines" are severely 
restrictive and would be difficult to implement as noted below. 

ROOM 255, CITY HALL, LOS ANGELES, 90012- 485~3327 

.. 
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The Public Hearing Draft of "Interpretive Guidelines" 

consists of two types. The f irst type consists of provisions 

~eferred to as "general statewide guidelin~s"; these are applicable 

to selected general areas in the Coastal Zone e.g., Los Angeles 

anc~ Orange Counties. The second type referred to as "site specific 

guidelines" consists of provisions ·intended to apply to specific 

portions of the Coast e.g., Pacific Palisades, Venice, the Marina 

Peninsula, Playa del Rey and San Pe.dro. 
• I 

The •; g·eneral statewide guidelines" for Los Angeles and 

Orange Countie s contain a provision which establishes density 

criteria of 1.5 and 1.1 for small lots in urban areas. The 1.5 

criteria means 1.5 times the buildable lot area depending on 

location and concentration of low and moderate income residential 

housing. 

Under the present Los Angeles Zoning Code, the areas indicated 

above could be developed within a rang·e o f two to three times the 

buildable lot area, according to pre liminary estimates of the City 

Planning Department. Moreover, restrictions of 1.1 and 1.5 times 

the buildable lot area appear to conflict with the stated goal o f 

the Coastal Act to provide low and moderate income housing in · the 

areas of the City that are located within the Coastal Zone. Such 

restrictions would limit housing to single family residences 

because most low and moderate income families could not afford 

hous ing in the Coastal Zone, without a subsidy, given modern 

construction and property costs. 

ThP- "Hite specific guidelines" (South Coast Regional Commission's 

guidelines) establish the size of structures and developments, in 

general, ±or those a:r·eas of the Ci.ty located in thP. Coastal zone. 

The Planning Department comments (Attachment A) are addressed 

to the site specific portion of the guidelines. As an example, 

the Department indicates that State draft guidelines for Playa 

del Rey specificall.y eliminate duplexes on 30 ft./90 ft. lots 

(substandard) because of the parking problem which exists in this 

area. Present Los Angeles zoning provisions in these areas allow 

dupl~xes in any multiple family residential zone (RDI.5, RD2, R3). 

Further, the State's draf.t guidelines for the City, require a 

"break" in ,.,-alls every 50 ft. for a ccess. There is no · such re

quirement under present Los· Angeles zoning. This provision would 

be unnecessarily restrictive in certain Coastal Zone areas where 

access to the beach is not an issue. 
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· It appears· that implementation of guidelines provisions, 

as described in paragraphs above, would result in additional direct 

administrative or. planning costs to the Ci·ty. As indicated in 

Attachment C, existing law and related administrative rules and 

regulations which implement or interpret the Act, provide that 

local.governments are eligible for reimbur~ement for direct 

adl\lin.istrative and planning costs mandated by the Coastal Act. 

Recommendations 

1. '!'hat the Planning Department in cooperation with the 

· city Administrative Officer and City Attorney be instructed to 

estimate the direct adminis·trative and planning costs which would 

be incurred by the City under the State's proposed "Interpretive 

Guidelines", and submit such preliminary es·timated cost impact 

information to your Cornmi ttee for review and possible fonvarding 

to the State. This procedure would indicate !!lOre explicitly<the 

monetary effect of the guideline~ on City government. 

2-. That · your Committee OPPOSE the Public Hearing Draft of 

"Interpretive Guidelines". dated February 11, 1977, as proposed 

by the California Coastal Commission, since in thE:.ir present 

form, the "Interpretive Guidelines" would appear to be a further 

intrusion on the City's efforts to maintai~ local control df 

coastal land use planning prior to certification of the City's 

Local Coastal Program. 

3. That your Corrunittee ·SUPPORT the City·Planning Depart

ments' 'proposals to the State Commission's draft Public Hearing 

"Interpretive Guidelines'', including provisions as presented in 

Proposed Revisions to South Coast Guidelines,·dated March 4, 1977. 

4. That by March 25, 1977 _the Proposed Revisions along 

'\11ith this. report, be sent to both the South Coast 'Regional and 

the California Coastal Commissions; and that representatives of 

·the Planning Department and City Attorney be instructed to present 

the proposed amendments to the joint meeting of the Sta·te and 

South Coast Regional Conunissions at the public hearing on March 

28, 1977. ' 

Sincerely yours, 

\~~~ .Cit~~ 
Ken Spiker 
Chief Legislative Analyst 

KS:dt 

Attachments 

. cc: Councilman Marvin Braude 
Councilman John S. Gibson, Jr. 
Councilwoman Pat Russell 

' • 
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SOUTH COAST 

r-AALIBU 

1.' Recreation and Public Access to the Shoreline 

a. As a general rule , provide a ver:tical accessway between the nearest 

public roadWC!-Y and the mean high . tide line at least every half mile along the 

IVIalibu shoreline, through dedications or other appropriate means. 

b·: Provide lateral public access up to 25 feet inland from the mean high 

tide line but in no case nearer than 5 feet to a proposed development through 

dedications or other appropriate means. 

c.4 Limit the seaward extent of structures onto dry sandy beaches by 

restricting development to the landward side of a line drawn between the 

corners of adjacent structures. A similar "stringline11 should limit the 

seaward extent of any decks.- - However, . new struc"b..1res should normally 

not extend beyond the wave ru11:-up line. 

d~ Vvhere feasible, provide ;;tppropriate parking and support facilities 

to serve Malibu beaches inland of Pacific Coast Highway or Malibu Road, 

but withi.rt reasonable distance of the shoreline~ 

e~ Where su.itable, illcrease sttrf-launched boating facilities ?..n.d 

storage areas in Malibu. 

f. Increase the boatmg support capacity of lVJ:al~bu and Paradise Cove 

Piers; consi.stent with the protection of marine resources. 

2. ;a:iglw,ray Cap a~ity and .Residential Qe~elppment 

a. Divisions of land to create additional residential lots or multiple

family residential development should be permitted only if (a) the cumulative 

.. effects of such increased development on traffic congestion along Pacific 

Coast Highway are outweighed by improvements in public access to the coast 

provided by the development or (b)· other adequate means are developed to 

provide public transportation to the Malibu beaches. 

b. Ensure that an adequate percent age of the remammg capacity of 

Pacific Coas-t Highway is available for shoreline recreation use and access. 

· c. Require new private development to provide adequate on-site 

parking~ at least two standard 10' x 20', to prevent priv~te use of public 

parking areas and street parking that would othervvise be available to the 

public. 

d. New access roads off Pacific Coast Highway_, through sensitive 

coastal resource areas, or through .steep terrain normally should not be 

permitted. 

' . Fl 
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3. Non-Residential Development. 

a. A potential exists for the intensification of urban non-residential 
development at Topanga Beach, Malibu Civic Center, Fernwood_, Topanga 
and Old Topanga, Point Dume. Trancas Beach, Monte Nide, and Cal Amigo. 
Such development should be guided by the following: 

{1) Concentrate new employment opportunities in already-developed 
areas. 

(2) Restrict additional development in Malibu Civic Center until the 
conflicts between pos.sible need for a community service center and 
the need to protect the natural, scenic, and educational resources 
of Malibu Creek and Lagoon are resolved. 

(3) Encourage the development of neighborhood com.mercial 
facilities clustered inland of Pacific Coast Highvvay. 

{4) Encourage _the development of comm.ercial facilities east of 
Point Dume to accommodate tourists. 

(5) Condition further non-residential development on the provlSl.Oll 
or_ extension of non-autornobile transit services .. unless such devel
opment will reduce existing traffic congestion on Pacific Coast 
Highway. 

4,. Scenic Resources. 

a. Retaih ail presently unaltered bluffs and cliffs visible from the 
shoreline or Pacific Coast Highway. 

b. Proposed developrnent on undeveloped ridgelines or hilho;ides should 
be sited and designed to minimize visual impacts on these pr.ominant natural 
features. · 

c. 1\llinimize interference with bcean views from Pacific Coast Highway 
and from any other designated scenic coastal routes such as Malibu R.oad. 
Dum~ Kanan Road. 

d. Establish public vista points as a condition of development proposals 
where a site is large enough to accommodate such a feature. 

, ' 

. 
PACIFIC PALISADES 

Recreation and Public Access 

1. Encourage projects providing public recreation and ensur~ that new 
development will not eliminate any existing recreation. Recreational uses 
are defined as existing beaches. hiking trails. bicycle paths and community 
type parks. · 

'·· ,. F2 
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2~ · Encourage develop1nent of visitor· facilities on existing commercially 

zoned lots within half a mile of the shoreline of recreational areas, addi

tional food-serving facilities for beach users, the devefopment of' hostels 

or camping sites near the shoreline area, and the establishment of a park 

and ride system to the beach if such a system can be fea sibly imElemented,~ 

3 ... .: ..ReseJ:\te. .highway _capacity. .for xac.r_eatiol1.al.u~~ .Jzy_li.lutti.ng .9~Y~lQPJtl~IJt 

that-_wottl:d-further -cong-est ~i:c- 8eas1:- tHg11way. 

4. Discourage removal of existing on-street parking spaces. 

5. The City should assess the adequacy of parking and transit for recrea

tion areas. , -and- -r..em.eay -a-.n.y. -GGf-iGi-ancy- ~9:~;~ -:r..e.s.i.c;1e t.ir.l-0.~ .n.o.n..-.c.oast 

rek>:tea -Ele~~l~FJl:n:an.ts- aE'l -al.l@weGJ.- that- .wou.l~1 If it is found that there are 

deficiencies. t.hese deficienCies should be · m;i.tigated priOr~ to cont1numg 

a~ve~~pmen~ of non-coastal related development that wotild generat~ 

stgnLflcant amounts of traffic on coastal access routes. 

Residential Deyelopment and Geologic Hazard~ 

1. Canyon development should be permitted only when in proXimity to 

already developed areas. Any canyon development shol,ll<;l be compatible 

with the neighboring Santa Monica Mountains Park. ' 

2. New residential development should not be allowed in cominercially-

zoned areas within half a mile of the shoreline. · · · 

3. Single-family residential construction in the Castellamar~ c:~,rea should 

not exceed 2!) feet in height where a higher structure would .jnterfere with 

the coastal viewshed. 

Scenic Resources and Sensitive Areas 

1.. Views , to the shpreline and the Santa Monica Mountains from public 

:t;oads should be protected; new development should be visually ·compatible 

with local topography and vegetation and should maintain natural landforms. 

2.. The Santa Monica Mountains should generally be protected as an 

environmentaJ.ly sensitive habitat area; new development in the l'viountain8 

should not destroy habitat values. 

SANTA MONICA 

1. Beachfront Area: To maintain the Santa Monica Beach and pier as 

major recreational assets and to increase the use of beaches north and south 

of the pier: 
· 

a. Priority should be given to jncreasing parking spaces north of the 

pier to the northern city limit and to perhaps making multiple use of parking 

' . F3 
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lots (e. g •. , for recreational vehicles and overn ight campers). Additional 

upland parldng areas should be provided~ and the development of a bus or 

shuttle system to move people to the beach should be considered .. 

b. The Santa 1\1onica Pier should be designated as a historical land

mark as a part of any further development. . To provide for a balanced 

mixture of recreational and commercial fishing uses on t he pier, permits 

for recreational development should include oppo1 tunities for additional 

commercial fishing facilities on the pier• 

c. New development seaward of Palisades Beach Road, Appian '.J.lay~ 

Ocean Avenue, and Barnard ~Ray should be limited to visitor facilities. 

Developn1ent. should not encroach onto sandy beaches • . 

d. Because ownership of some portionG of the beach areas that hav_e 

accreted since 1921 is in dispute, thus li:In iting public access, 2.11.d because 

e:>...rtensive ex:cavating fo r development has furthel~ limited access, dedication 

of public access . easements or clarification of existing public rights should 

be required a.s a condition of any additiona.l developn1ent -in such areas. 

: e. Addition in size~ capac1i:y, or usage of facilities dr alterations of 

the breakwater in the harbor should be consis tent with a coordine.ted plan· 

for the breakwater/harbor area and the beacbfront area, ru1d approved by 

the Regional Commission or Commis.sion. 

2. Urb-an Concentraho~: Development should be concenh .. at cd iL1 t.he 

already-t.U'l.:>anized sect10ns of Santa Wionica north of F ico Eoul<::val'U. Ac~di

tional commercial developme11t in dov.rnto \>vn Senta Ntonica should be 

encouraged. 

3. Ocean Avenue: A mh. .. rture in the height, scale, and intensity of 

developments along Ocean Avenue · should be sought to enh311ce the 

appearance and diversity of the area. . Taller str uctures shoUld be offset by 

greater open space. Professional or other office space should not be 

provided along Ocean Avenue. 

4. Ocean Park Area: To proteet the scale of the existing community and 

to maintain ·opportunities for low- and moderate-income housing :in Ocean 

Park: 

a. New multi,ple-fru.nily developments should be limited to a den.sii:y 

range df not more than 30 uriits per net acre, confJistent with e:.J.5ting 

community densities; height should not exceed three stories • 

. h. In applications for multiple-family tmits, preference should be 

given to rental units over condominiums. 

c. An extensive program of housing rehabilitation should be · given 

priodty in Ocean Park, especially . ip those locations vthere single-family 

units are prevalent. lVIultiple-fan'lily developments should not be allowed 

to intrude into pred01:ninantly single-farnily home blocks. 

d. On ::mb~tandard lots, the 1. 5 criteria should be applied, and the 1. 1 

criteria should be applied in the Sunset tract. 

F4 
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e. Cmnprehensive la..l'ldscaping plan-s and on-site recreational and open 

space shot+ld be provided in new multiple-f.m.nily developmentD. 

VENICE 

Overall Guidelines 

New develop1nent should be geared toward maintainh1g and, wher·e 

possible, L.'TI.proving pl!blic ac.cess to the coast and recreational opportun

ities by: (a) lilniting the intensity of developrnent so tha·i: traJfic congestion 

will not further obstruct access to the beaches for inner-city residents; 

(h) preserving on-street parking, improving public pal"'king, and req11i.r:ing 

adequate off-street parking for new or intensified developme11ts; (c) mai.'t'l

taining adequate pedestrian and visual access to an d along oceanfront and 

coastal areas; (d) giving fi r st pdority on the oce anfront to commercial 

recreation and support £acUities servjng prilnarily day users and some 

overnight tourists, rather than t-o resid~ntial deve-lopment; and (e} 

preservi.t"'lg existing lm,;r and raoderate-i.ncom.e housi.Tlg. 

The unique neighborhood qualitieG of Venice, includL.'1.g low sca.J.e, 

predominantly small, individually-designed residences, pedestrian 

orientation, and visual cormections to the beaches_, canals, and lag...,ons, 

should be maintained. 

The remaining natural resources of the area, the canals.. lagoon, and 

strand areas. ohould be protected from adverse impacts on water quality, 

wildlife habitat, and recreation. 

Low and 1noderate income hous:ing should be encour -p-ed wherever· fea

sible. Iii determinine housu1g costs for 1ovv an mo er , e u1come peop e 111 

this area, it should be taken into account that in this ~rea ho~s:ing costa 

generally are between g5o/o and 50% of tlie family incom.e. --·Another means . 

of' providiuz moderately priced housing_ is tq permit "move-ons!' that med 

city code requir~;n:nents : and are of an apP,roprlate size and scale' so as -to fit 

into the surrounding neighborhood. 

In order to encourage senior citizen and low income housing develop

ments in the Venice area, it is recomtnended that a ma:J-dmum of six stories 

01" 75 feet be permitted to be built on Benior citizen and low an.d moderate 

income parcels in tlie North Beach area. It ia further rP-commenclecl thaf 

parcels . deveioyed for senior citizen hoilSing be allowed a greater density 

at the expense of 17 ~~ of the required parking area ana-bea:Irowed a 40 llu/ 

acre density in any zone regardless of the underlying· zone or pla.pned 

designation except in the "Crafts Arto areas. 

The following guidelines. are for areas within Venice: 

Oakwood (Areas between Santa 1'.1:onica boundary; Lincoln .Blvd., Mihyood 

Ave., 

1. .Maintenance and rehabilitation of residential structures ahould be 

encouraged. New residential ctructu.res chould be limited to a height, bulk, 

and scale compatible ·with other struchtres on the block, l:rRI:r -in- no- ease 

~~1Ql:l1cl. g;rG:;;s -3-t.:'J,tCttu~aJ.- ...a,r·-e-a- exaeeG- -1-.-1- -tirnes- -tl:le -ea-HG.able- ±et- ttT€s.-aeP 
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should height exceed 24 feet,; in accordance with the Local Coastal Program 

for this area. Recycling to highe!:- dens_tlCs cr· coi:lstruction of new mt~ Lti- .... 

fa1nily developmeDts, up to a gross stn~ctural. 2.:rea of 1. 5 times buildable 

lot area and up to 27 feet in height. sh01..;tld be permitted only li a sub~tantial 

percentage of the new units are provided at. :>.~ent;:-,ls avaEable to low and 

moderate income families. may e allowed to d2veloi_J to a significantly 

h.i her level of density if a sub3 tanti .,.l perce~1.tage of 'Ch~ new uriits · (at least 

5tY 0 are provider ai. ren{als ~vailabw ·l;o lon ancrmocterate mcome ±~ 

2. Small E;cale corrunercial and community fetcilitie s Gervjng the needs of 

the neighborhood should be pre s e r v'?d and encouraged. ; they should be 

displa c ed only if suitable reloc?.ti.on within the a~ea, a t com.parable rents, 

is available. 

Milwood (Area between Milwood Ave... N. Venice Blvd .• Electdc and 

Lincoln Bhrds .. ) 

1. The same guidelines as for Oa~twood should a1; ply except that maximum 

height for single - family h on s es should be one .:~to ry (in no case exceeding 

20 feet); anc1 multipl e -family houses should be limited to bvo units per lot 

and to 1. 5 criteria ; with height not to · exceed 22 feet. limited to conform 

1vith exi oting developrneut aud multiple-family housing should not exceed two 

stories. 

2. No driving should be permitt~d on walk street. All dx·iveways should 

be from all3yways. 

SoHth Ven.J.ce (Area between 'le:nice Blvd., Lincoln Blvd .• Oce;m Ave .• and 

vvashington Marina ..: not i.11cluding the canals area) 

-1;- - Sing1.e ~fami-ly-houses-,- ·dup}~x~,- -e:';!):(} -m·uU·ipl:e--fnm:i·ly- units- ·sh.vt.ltd-be

Hmi:t-ed- tcr-]:-.-5- -crit-eria -(1?;-r-o-s~- stnrctt:tral- ·a-r-ea:-nct- e~eeecling ... {-; 5-liJ.=nz.s- -the 

bttH-dt!b~(; ··lot- -ar.-ea·k -2-:1- of.f- sh-ect- ~::~.1"1-d:ng- -shm:al-d· .::W.. -p-.!'tlv±ded-;- heigh-t-- ::tncl 

-set:b-a:c-~ -sh~t1ld· -b-e- -in- eea-l-e- -.vHh· -oth eP -stF'tletu-r-e-s-ea -blelek; "· b12l"' -fu ·no- ea5 e 

t:i.hcnl-d· hei-g-ht- exe e ecl: -2 5-f'eeJ:. • - -Mu~ H ~ J:.€--f9.:t:nHy ··clevel. er,nn<..->nts -shou{cl-p•ro,r-iB. e 

u;3abl:€· el:'en-sp-s:c-e-f-o-r-Pefli-d-ents~-

, 1. R.esidential d eveloprn ent shoulo be limited to infiiling to Mediurr .. -density 

housing jn or der to provide an increased housing s t ck v..rith the pos!:libii.ity 

of increased housi.<J.g :for low a!.ld moderate iu.come famili es. New construe

tion should confo rm e~sentiady in height and setbacks to ex::.sti'Ju 

aevelopment. Increased clensity should be permittea :Zor developer::; wh~ 

provTcle- for a substantial portion (50%) of their units to be utilized by tow 

and rooder:-ate incom.e families. ·· 

2. To r.-eta::ia encourage low and 1noderate income h ousing in this area, 

new multipl.e-family developments should b e p ermit-~ed a higher density only 

if they prc·r.' ::le a significant m .. 1mber of un5.ts accessible to low and m.oderate 

income families. 

3. · On comme:::-cial streets. new commercial developments should provide 

par~dng in accordance with overall parking guidelines (see Appendjx ); height 

should be in scale with other struclu1 es on the comme!'cial street f rontage · 
;> > 

s igns should be small. limited 5.n beig~1t, and on-premise only. 
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4. Circulation and parking should be designed to minimize conflicts with 

bike and pedestrian paths and residenees. 

North Venice (Area between Santa Monica botmdary~ VJ. Washington Blvd., 

Hampton/Electric .Ave., and Venice, Strongs Drive3 and V/ashington) 

1. Single-family houses; duplexes, and multiple-family units should be 

limited to ::1-.-5- .c-~ii.:e'l:'-ia ~~ sa~ scale a~L.!~.~ .. surrourid~""' neigh~orhood .even 

if lots are combrned. -",..:1- -0t.t...--r.;.:tPfi.~t. -p.a.r.lnng -~.ma_ be _p:i:O.V..27:'teo,. _ w1tl1.. a. 

==rnaKi:n•l.tH1r ·of .fen=tF...C..fHV.J-peF -2.5......3D-1oot- wid~ .. lot. Off street parking require

lnentn should be flexible so as to allow additional off . street parldn({, beyond 

the minimum code requirements. ·wherever l)ocsible, Heie-ht and setback 

should be in scale vrith other struct11res on the block • .b.v±-in.no_cas.e_shoulcl 

irc:ight -exceed ·2£-reet. · 

2-.-- .PC"r-- ··bot.LJ.- - l:~e side-hi"i:a:l- ·- GU~G - -G:Offiffi-&IlCcla1 ... -st~tJGR.LL~,.-- CQmm.Oll-::VlalL 

-construet=i.e>:rl- sh0ulti- -n<>-t- e r:i:end:- -o=-v-e~"-B:.lo.r:.e- .:t!:J.a.a-iM-"\CG. -lGt&;- a.. EJi.~'-~fcot .br.e.aJ{ 

-slj;()a-lcl·· -be·-prev--idefi ... .fa?- ea.el-1·· SQ -:foot- .::rv-irlth- -G~ -"buil.clin.g...a .. -...: G.:rm.md- le\!aL 

-e-nti:'Y'I"~"v-ays-a·:n:d "-r.l..E.Elews- s~Gt-li-d- -be- -p·l~olT-ig~c-1- (.no. -ol.anl~,.- ~ln.t-.sub±er..:J::.a.neru."l.. 

-waHs}. 

Nevr conGtruction that extends over ti.vo lots or fifty feetJ whichever iG 

great~r, should be requ1r<tdto pi'oviae acceas t o the· beach or 'any-a'{l"]aCenf 

recreation' area, vvhere appropriate. TI-iw applies to bot h residential and 

comrnercial construction. 

2. On portions of v.·aE -ntreet:;:: that ret<:\in the small Gcal , r.:i."lgle-fcunily 

character of the original devdopment in the area., nevr dev7 clopme11t should 

provide front setbacks that ru:-e essentially consistent \>vith and in char.acter 

with the e:x.istjng setbacks and reSIC'feiitraroevelopment 

3. No driving should be allowed on ·walk streets. 

drives should be provided from alleys. 
Parking and access 

4. In the VI . Washington com1nercial area, the existing nature of the street 

with small shops an.:! community :i.nGtitutions should be preserved. V7all 

paintings and visual a.ccess to them should be preserved. Heights of new 

structures should be limited to two stories. Off -street parking should be 

provided at 2:1 for units, 1 space/250 sq. ft. for studios, and in accordance 

with overall parking guidelines (see Appendix) for new restaurant ... , bars, 

or other uses. Signs should be limited t9 maximum 24 sq. ft., on-premise 

only. 

5. Iri the beachfront area along Ocean Front V/alk, all existing structures 

should be preserved and existing commercial rental spaces maintained. 

Any new construction along the beacbfront should be liinited to a height of 

three stories; retain all existing parking (until City provides more public 

parking) in addition to providing adequate parking for nevv development and 

provide ground floor commercial space to serve beach users. 

6. Existing beachfront amenities and street furniture should be maintained 

and nevv bike racks, benches, etc., provided where appropriate vlith new 

development. 
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CAI<TALS 
• ' 1 lo I;, I I • 

1. B~fdg~s- ihat ' ca~ be rehabiiit~ted~ cartal bank's, · and rafting opportunities 

should be preserved. TIJxisting accesmr..-ay.s to canals should be maintained, 

and GideVIalks· alone ·canals improved but vvithout destroying natural canal 

banks. Buck and bird . nesting and feeding areac and rare snail habitats 

should be protected. Exten_nive dredging and filling of canals ohould riot 

be allow·ed. This does not preclude .the local government from rehabilitating 

the Canalo. -

2. Existing residential structures should be preserved wherever 

pnssible and feasible and rehabilitated as necessary. 

3. NeVI residential structures should be limited to a density and size that 

is p.ot t'Jut of Gcale \vlth ex:i.stirtg development J.:::.-1 ·Ci"it~r.-ts.-{g:c0ss-s-tj,~t-tetu-:r'al

ar+ft ... llet- J:Keet:!cli:tYJ- .J..'; i. -t-iffiefi -the- l:n:t:klasJ.)l:e- -l ei; -a-:r,eah parking shall be pro 

vided il1 accordance ·with existing parldng requirements oTtEe locru 

governr11ent, subject t o more · strinrrent requirements should they be 

neces..,ary to provide adequate off-street parkL."1g . ru'l.cl -lr.eiff~1i; -sl'ieu-lt:l.- be 

-l.im-ii'ed-t-o- a-m-93!:im=t.HE ·of-2-5- feet, 

4. S~tbacks: 

(a) A rear setback (from the alley or road) of not less than 9 feet or 

~tl.1.er provis ion -for guest parking. 

(b} .. A pervious front yard adjacent to the canal equivalent i.n size to a 

15-foot setback. . Tn achieve variation, one oortion of the structure up 

to 15 feet wide may extend to within 1 0 feet -of the canal prop erty line 

as 16ng as a yard area of at least 450 sq. ft. is. maintained along the 

canal frontage free of all structures except fences less thail 3 1/2 feet 

high o.nd pervious decks at grade •. 

(c) Along canal frontage, al1 portions of the second story should Le set 

back a m inimurn of 25 feet from the canal pr·operty line ~ except that on 

cot"ner lots (bounded tm two sides by canals) an uncovered deck at least 

5 feet wide along the longest canal frontage may substitute for 5 feet 

of the second story setback along the narroweot canal frontage. 

5.; Cnnstruction ori city proper'bJ should be lin1ited to removable fences 

less than 3 1/2 feet high that do not impede access along the sidewalks. 

6. Drainage plans for new development should dispose of all but the 

heaviest stonn flows on-site :in a French drain (gravel-filled well). 

Marina Peninsula (Are a fron1. Vl ashingion Street to Marina del Rey entrance 

Channel; •-rest of Grand Canal) 

1. Residential development should be limited to a density and size that 

is nnt Aut qf scale with existing development. l .. 5 ~GrJ.te.oaJg:ros·s_s.tructw::.aJ 

-a,{'-ea-a.Gt- eKeeeiiHng- Of-. -5-H.F.lh.~ -tfie -hui'lEiasle- ±et· -a'l:'esJ;- ~ :-1- eff--st:Peet-r>ar-lcing

·oh~ild -be-13FGV:ideth height and parking shall be provided in accordance ·r-1ith 

existing parking requiremento of the loca1 government .subje ct w · more 

stringent requirements should it be nece-ssary to provide adequate off-street 
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parld11g; heigbt ap.d setbacks should be in scale vvith other s-tructures on 

the block, but-in- BQ-G.aSe- sl::iGHl.d-£c:.lig.b.:t-e-3roee'l_S5. .fsGt.. Ground level entries 

and windows should be provided encouraged where appropriate (.n0- Nam.l.;; 

\'",.eaJ.l.& 0 F -Gat;'lfaJ_'!4 S)... 
... 

2. No drivmg should be allowed on walk streets. Driveway s and parking 

should be ~rom alleys ·wherever ff;asible. Frovisions .should be m.ade to 

eliminate the need to bacl< autos out onto Pacif~c Avenue vrlierever posoible . 

Ba£kmg. d .v@'Hru.:e:ci- e1~·1:o- :P.S.di=ie Aven:t..o.e- sllelild- ae1c- tJe-alleweEl. 

3. Alo~1g the frontage to Ule ca..l'lal, a minimum 20-foot setback should be 

provide d fpr 0.11 structures, with a, m1nimum of 15 feet to any paved surfe.ce·. 

Lot cornbmations may be necessary to 1neet setbacl-::c and protect canal 

ban:l:::s from erosion~ Gcnnl~.n:on ""\.va.li- coitsi.'t"'t~cti"On- i:>houl-d- be -l-imited,- w-Hb -a: 

s:tx--.feoi- ..1.n-ei.,\, ..... pr5v:i:decl- f.or -ea-ch- -5{)- for::rt- -vridL -of -buLd:i:nrrs-at- a-rrri.n~rn:un"!.

'llhere lot.s :--- · rnmhined and there is cmnmon all construction, Hhere 

appropi late the d~-eloper must :Eisure that there is adequate access to -t ne 

coe.s E.. 
------

--
4. Drainage plans for nevv development ~hould di::-;posc of all but the 

heaviest storm flovrs on-site in a French drain (gravel-filled well). 

5 ;- - -Al-ong- - :fJ:"Ol'!tage- -to- Ocean- 'f:'h•ont- -1' alic-,- "'l"Ie'\7- deve1opmorrt- -should - not 

pP0eeed tmtil-t~1e -walk- :i:g- pf!..veel ""ili:ld- i-mp.rovecl.- -The-po1:enii-ai -:for -com..m""e"rcial

s1:1pp0J?-t-- eeve}op:n'i8I'it-- -shettld -be- evaluatecl - be:foi-e- -pe:t'"nli:th:n .. ;?- -residci·rti~.]: 

Elevel-(}1-_t>mant- fl.:fl-!7i£ft~J.e. pai~ee¥...,. Tempora17 parking should be developed on 

city -owned lots 1intil a bus system1s in operation. i~~i .. ;ht ~1hen:1B bc-{in.ritc& 

to- i.ig-4€et - ·-·-~-·---· 

Paving and improving Ocean Pront 'v7alk should be encm.1rar,ed, and ·where 

feasible, sfioUia take place prior to o.llowing nevr developn1el1l--:-'The feasi' 

'5Iilly of tempora..ty parking on City owned lots should l)e evalua·~ed as a stop

gap measure l?rwr to tfie development oran operative bu s s ystem. Height 

should be linuted to a scale that is appropriate and conforms vnth t.."ie scale 

or the surrounding neighborhood. 

1\IIA,.RINA DEL REY 

' ' 

1. New development should jncrease opportunities for the general public 

to have access to and along the vraters of the harbor. Existing park and 

beach areas should be retained and priority given to lower cost pt~blic 

recreational f]~vP.lopment in the marina and adjacent areas. 

2. - To pres-erve the beach and water areas for public recreation, no 

structures should be built on pilings or otherwise over the water. Existing 

parl ing spaces that support boat launch ramps, s~ings. and beach use should 

be retained, as sho 1ld tile boat rentals and public launch ramp. :New 

development should ensure that open vtater for sailing and vvi..J.d patterns 

a.re unjn1peded. 

3. The cum:ulative effect of any development proposal on traffic congestion 

should be evaluated and any Gignificant overall increase Ll1 traffic 

generation should not be allovred unless out-,Neighe d by improvements in 

public access to be provided by the proposed new development or by other 

F9 
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BEACH AREA 

1. To pro-te-ct access to Dockweiler Beach, l'H3W-used- extensi-vely- by -i.nn~r~ 

.eit-y-- -m.hK:-r·~-~:,= -g-r0'!:!!3S·, all project.s should provide sufficient parking, in 

accordan~e with Exioting regula'!.:!.Oi1S, t o ensure that those utiliZihg the newly 

cbnstructccCprOJ '= Cts wiiC!lot impaCT"b'each parking lacflities. hv:.Gl. ,:to_oue 

pa.r.kL"lg:.. for: _ each- .. csT.:O~~±•.i.:!.- ~::.::.{£ -2.-D!l- -C.!(.!,.i-\m@r-C-i~T: pa:Pl.:;ing- P-e.r-- -Regional: 

cttteria. __ .P. .. JJ:y: . . p.r:'J.p.:).<J e,..., -d..'.?.:-r...ek~:::J.:n .en:t ..:that. -WGt\ld- t2J<..e. \.tfl ...sp.a.c~f.J-rw:w ..u.oed-9y 

b ee-.r.b .Yisitors- shC'uJ.~ In:ovitl-'i- · .;.p_?~~Qf,n~ia:t~ -l'!Bp.la~(,n:;,'1-e.;1t -Qt-: .otBGl! -~::aitig:at·iGB. 

Develop1neht that wm~ld "tc.ke u, b~ach pa ~J-jn~· should not be permitted. · 

·----- - ·- _.. --~-- ... - --
2. To~ ro~cd. heacl1 ar8~.8 for long-tei~m re c.~. eational needs, only v i s it or

serving fuciliti.es Ur:.1ch as r.:=stTOOL1S O ;.. snac;:k bar·s ) should be allowed on 

ss.ndy b each 9r presenEy 1ndeveJ.oped b~ach f:cont areas. 

3. To gual~a"D-I;~c conHm.1~~ce of pubEc access , any further develop1nent of 

the "Burns p:ropei.~ty " or Ballo:n-2.. Vfe~:l2.nds should prqvide public access·ways 

as a condition of develop~ent . 

4. Becc:.use the sandy b eachen are un.derutilized due to inadequate parking, 

parking should be inventoried 211d tbe crec_tion of new parking areas 

considec1 as 2. condhio11 oi c1e-.r0lopn~.:mt fo m.ajOl' projects . 

5. Residenti8l projects should not be allowed in areas presently zoned for 

commercial servkeo. 

6. To protect the few vis ~:tor- servicing commercial recreation fac1litie s 

on or ne2r the beach f ro!lt_. G8pecially soutb. of Culv-er Boulevard, e ... dstmg 

visitor serving co1nmercial rccreatio~1 fac iHt ies sho1.1ld be protected or their 

loss mitigated wherever pcs8i. le . · 

7. Since the Ballona Creel IT{ etl ondG and Laeocn are restorable and may 

b~ affected · by de .. relopmen.t dec isions h1 · Play::"_ del Rey, proposed uses abut 

ting the Hughes Prcpert y shot~lcl be assessed for c01n p atibility with 

restorable vretlru:od arcti~ 2.nd c~J.y ti10se propos2.ls approved that would not 

degrade the wctlaTid. 

8. ~g -p-r~'l<!!nt -0......-=>magG- to -t~re- -env-it-'Gl~l'n-ental:ly- -seBs~:ti:t"e-Airpc·::-· ~:· -Dtm:es-. 

There are two Ee ci:i.ons of J.:he b.irpo::.~t Dunes urea ; that p_ortion which has 

always been n<'!turrJ sand ( unes c:_r •. ct 3h.~t :)o:;_·t:i.on which had house s constructed 

o-n it. That p0rtj.on whicb b:>.e llous>cs cons~ructed on it should be developed 

v;rith a.c1:iv~_rec'.' e::J.H0!1C'~1 W~£l~ti2::::!:. __ 2.!'3 b. co.nfo~man.ce :vith the intent of the 

c.alifm:nia C.9as·c-=J A ct of ~iJ, 'l(:i, rf;'__9 _ _Ri'ev en:: damaf{e to that portion of the 

dunes that hac: ah.J:~~Y.~.J2~E'~L B?.J.:d du!.~~~ cmd 2.r·e c r.ar:;i dered cnvir onmentally 

sensitive or Bcllor..t. LagC'o~-:: ;~ :i.lcJ: Creel-: w~ti::.tnd s areas, no use should be 

permitted that woulc~ C3.,_we poL~utio::.1 of rr.:•otmd water~ eY..:cessive or noxious 

runoff into wetland, o :.· l!XCQS~ive noir::e.l yJb,e\e fe a..slble. 

9. To protect the ocenk aur! vimw.1 qunlities of Playa del Rey, which i s 

situated on sandy dun~s a~ r]. p:..•ovicles m any types of shoreline and water 

oriented vi~vri.ng~ inclw:.1i::::.g :-es~.d'::!ntial Etreets used by the public for 

viewing, 2.U. deye~opmen+. prc; ,::;~als ~b ould !'ctain o.ll existing vantage points, 

minimize alt8rc::.tion - of n::t~lrc.l 1 ;:-~ndforr!ls, retain scale of existing 

development in ~5.:nz:!.2-f::_"TliJy dw2lling s, a::Jd Emit H1.e height of development 

:=:;eaw2.rd of .D-:ll Rey L2.goon c:: .~c.l V:.s+.a D e:', Niar. 

·. ,. 
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10. Froposalc for expansion of existing petrochemical facility should meet 

all criteria of Section 30263 of the Coastal Act. ·but with special attention 

to such m:i.tigating rneasures as sufficient buffer areas because of this 

area's high recreational usage. lilly expansion of the Scattergood steam 

plant pursuant to a determination by the State Energy R.esources Conserva-

tion and Development Commission should incorporate niitigation measures 

to the 1naxilnum. extent feasible to maintain this location as a desirable 

public recreation are::.~. . Landscapin g and other mitigation measures should 

be r equired as part of any expansion of existing utility installations. 

SOUTH BAY: EL POHTO, IVl.AtllJ.AT.TAN BEACH, HERMOSA BEACH 

HEDONDO BEACH, TORHAJ:TCE 

1. Residential Developme11t: New development should conform to existing 

densities and scale of development. · Retain existing low and moderate

income housing; .encourage rehabilitation of existing housing, 

2. Parking: Future commercial development should provide sufficient 

off.:.street parking for employees and patrons, either on-sit e or in shared 

facilities to be available for use before such development is occupied, 

3. Commercial Recreation Support: New commercial deve lopm.ent within 

walking diEtc~L.Ce of the public oeaCh (normally at least 1 I 4 mile) shou:!.d 

be limited to recrea.tion-support . uses_ such as restaura.,.its .. smr ll shops. 

etc. 

4. King Harbor , Redondo Beach: Because of the commitn1ent of King 

Harbor to Ieasin[{ facilities for private use ·such as yacht clubs. and to 

achieve an equitable balance between private and public use. future develop

ment in King Harbor should be for public use. 

PALOS V:E:.RDES-PALOS VERDES ESTATES 

Guici~l:i.nes: To protect extremely valuable views and scenic areas , 

development proposals should incorporate such measures as high,.~ray 

turnc;>uts , provision of public view points .. and possibly glider flying areas. 

In subdivided lots with decent pads, creation of view corridor to white water 

over 1 /3 of each lot. 

Construction on already-.::uLdivided lots Ghould provide adequr-tte view 

corridors to the sea. 

Nevv development should provfde easements for accessvvays and for a 

coastal trail whet e appropriate J norm.al.ly immediately seaward of Palos 

Verdes Drive Vfest and South. On larger sites incorporating headlands , 

view areas should also be provided. Priority should be given to develop

ment that would provide recreation. 

F12 . 
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SAN PEDRO 

1. Existing public recreation in the coastal and harbor areas should be 

retained, incLuding parks__, b~n.ches, bod rentals, public launching ramps, 

and sight-seeing areas. V!herever possible, public recreational areas 

should be expanded, and priority should be given to the p rovision of 

additional low and ·moderate cost reereational developments . Exis t ing 

parking to serve boat areas and beach use should be retained and, where 

necessary, eA~anded. 

2. . Until the cumulative effects of new or intensified development on the 

traffic on coastal acc ess routes has been evaluated , development that 'Jould 

s ignificantly increace such traffic should be a.llowed only if mitigated py 

such meano a.s transit improven1ent programs . Priority in th8 use of 

remain:h'-s -·C""'J:'l::r~ .;t:::t":;-··· rd~-r.T?. · r ~ ,_.!-.:,· :·~ ::-~· ~ · .t: . . public cr comm.erci2.l recreation 

or marine -related facilities. 

3. New d evel opments should provide :increa.sed physical and visua l access 

for the general public to and atong the ocean and harbor. -where fea sible, 

access should be provided to bluff vista points above pocket beaches af; a 

condition of ne"v development on btufftop lots. 

4. No structures should be built on or extend over pandy beaches ·:J r blu;ff 

formations. Adequat~ setback ·o r buffer .areas should be provided to offs et 

potential safety hazards ai!d to protect public recreation, habitat. and ·visual 

resource -values of the.se . areas. . Paved surfaces shm.1ld be set back 

adequatel.y fro1n bluff edges, and drainage should be planned t o minimiz 

erosion or harmful runoff into watercourses. Channelization or rem~val 

of vegetation in remaining natural watercourses should not be permitted. 

5. · I.u the area of San Pedro irnmediately adjoining the Port of Los Angeles, 

any necessary expansion of coastal-dependent, · port-related commerdal and 

:industrial deve lopment should be sited and designed to minimiz e advnrse 

effects on residential neighborhoods. 

6. __ The _dens.ity _of _new_ .r.esidentiaL _deJT..e.lopment _should _he. _liro_iled _to. _a. 

ma-ximu-m- of -20- -unit-s- -pet"- -aere; -er -re- ~he +est;er-den-s-ity·a:ll:ovi~ed by~ei-ther 

i:he ozt>tll:ng ~ g-efl.eral- -pl-3t1;- 'tVhieh:ever- 4B- -tft.e -rn-e're- ~est-riel:-ive::--- -Gn -l~~e 

of -l-ess- -fu:a:n- -4-,-000- ~-~ft.-,- -1:he- -.1:-.-5- -el"i4: .... r:ta- -shou-lcl- be -: 'fl.pp i:i · d- ·(grc:>e:s 

st:n..I'Ctttrl:tl:- ~t'ea "':1."1'(){;-to- e~c-eed-1: 5 -tim-es-t':h:e- buHd.abl:e- bt-a.re<:!'h 

6. The density of new residential devel0pment should be limited to that 

which w d es1gnated by tha 1'0'C'any adopted general plan. 

7. Existing low and moderate-income hcusing should be maintained and, 

where feasible, increased. 

Fl3 
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_ Q~AL STA'l'E',fiDE GLTIDELI.R:-3 

1. .9-et?)-ogic Sta.bili t:L.Q.£_ Bluffton DeveJ..onmcnts 

. Section 30253 of the 1976 Coastal Act provides th.2.t "~JeH Dcyelopmcnt 

shall: (1) HirJ.Jnzc risks to life and property in creas of l:igh · g~logic 1 

flood and fire h~sarcJ.; (2) Assure stabili.ty and s t ructureJ. i!Tt.egrity, end 

neither c:re?.,te. nor conb•ibute signific <.~.ntly to eros:i.on, geologie instability, 
rJ t L • f' J.h , t '• • . ' th 

or .... es rUCL.l:Jn o .., e Sl e or surrm.mcn.ng .::1rea or ill a11,Y Hey rer_luu·e e 

construction of protective devices that i·:ould substantially <JJ.ter n.3.tural 

'landforms nlong bluffs a."ld ·c:liffs 11 • 

Blu_ff and cl.; ff developments mu.st thus be subj act to mee.su::.'es tr\t~t 

v:i.ll r..sSti.rc sta.bi.J..ity and structural i ntegrity for their e~-cpect cd. cconoraic 

J.ifesp.ans . Bluf f and c2iff d e relopme_n ~ s ( including 2ny stor m r ur.-Jff, foot 

· traffic! grading, irrig2..tion, or septic t.ank ccms~~lw::tion' t!tat m~-,;- be a pa:ct 

of them) _must r:ot. be n.llov1e:l. to create or to contribute sit,"!li.ficCL.~tJ.y to . 

· problews of erosion or geologic ir.stability on the oite or on su:·rouming 

proper-ty. 

Destruction of cliffs curl bluffs by excavation or otht:>..r means shouJ..d 

not be permitted. Clii'f retaining Halls should·· .. be allowed orLly 'N'hen re--...ruirsd. 

(1) to m2J.2.1tain public-recreational areas or ··ilec:essr . .ry public se!"".r5.ces -

(such as protection of coastal h.:i..gh;·mys 9r 'energy faciliti es ) or to p:;,·ot.ect 

po~ a.reas, when there is no less . eny-!~on.r:JentaiJy--damc..ging altern~:i:.iye; o1:- · 

(2) to protect. principal structures in· existing dc\~clopmcnt.s th.?.~ are in d 716er 

from erosion CL"'ld ~·:here there is no-).ess environ:nentally-damagjng a.lt!?:rn:::tiver 

or (3) i.'1 Los Angeles, Or;:mge, ai1d . san D:Lego counties, to iJ'I_fill f;ii!all s~c-· 

tions of ;.,.all in st.'lbdivisions where a 'predominant portion of a '"~ is all·~J.:::.li.y 

in place, JX'uviu~d the Will'ing uould have no substant.ial ad.'rerse envil'OT"i;lfm7 al 

effects~ · \. ~) \ \ < ·· .. ·· 
• -..... , \ >' 

/-·~ . \ ..... . ,, .... , \,. . 
. Ord::i...nari.J.Yf ,...t,\1e.,app+icant _.for a permit for ne1-r blufftop development 

should be r equired ··to· C.e2bnst-rate site stability and thorcugh c.on.sidc.r::d: .. :ton 

of geologic ha~<:r.:cds ·by' ·--filing .:(report prepared by a regist.e.red geologist, 

a professional engi1·1eer ~~ecializing L"1 soils engineering, or n. registered 

engineering geologist (or· ··some combination of these specialties e.2.ch w'itr•; 1;. 

his or her al'ea of expertise) and based on· an on-site evaJ.nation rather than 

on a revieH li.rr.ited to the general character of an area, 'l"he report should 

consider (1) historic cliff erosion, ( 2) ~lii'f geometry 7 (.3) geologic condi- _ 

tiorJ..S, :L."lclud.i.ng soi 1 and rock characteristics 1 ( 4) la_l'ldslid.es, ( 5) ·..,.;av·e and 

tidal action, (6) ground &'1d S~face Hater conditions and variat.icns (7) poten-· 

tial ~ffects of ea:.~hquakes, (3) the erosion potential of the proposed 

deYclopment including l3ndscaping and d.rainnge measures 1 w..d (9) a:ny other 

factors tbat may, affect slope stabj_lity. The report should express a pro

fessional opinion as to whether the site and development '..rill meet the o.boYe 

stru-!dards durj_"lg a1J. foreseeable no.t1nal and unusual conditions, iY1clu.ding ground 

saturetion nnd maxir.m:n 100-yeu.r probable Deismic fo1·ccs (using be3t ava:Llable 

information), throughout the lifespan of the project. The report should use 

c:t cur:::·ently e.ccept<'lble engineering stabi.lit;{ analysis method a!'ld. sl:ould also 

describe t.he l..irrLi_tat.ion in this professional judgment due to assu::nptions Md 

un.~'11mms i.n the analysis. The degree of analysis rcr;_'Uire:d should be appropriate 

to the d·~c;rec of po~;et;.tial risk presented by the site and the proposed proj cct. i 

no significant risk to hmnan life should be acceptable. 
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As a general rule, the are e. of demonstratj_on should. include the base, 

face', and top of all bluffs ar.d cU.f.fs (of 10 feet in hei ght or grea.ter 

measured from the toe · of the cliff f ace) e.xte:!1cii.n.g inl and t o .:>.. li.'1e for:IJed 

by a 20-degree angle from the borizontal plane ·at the base of the cliff or 

blUff (a 2. 75:1 slope ) or 50 feet from the top edge of the cJ H'f 1 \·Ihichever. 

is greater. HO\ .. re--rer, the Com.r.ri.s s:Lons may designate a lesser area of 

demonstration 1.n sped.fic .?..r8c:!S Of JmOHI) eeologic stab:i.J..itj'" ( as dete!~J.ed 

by adequate geologic evaluation and hJ.s~oric ovidenc~?-) or i•rh~1·e ad~q,~c..te 

protective Harks alrec-.dy e:tist, and may desi~at.e a grer:ter are.a of demon·~ 

stration and/ or · an area of absol ute development. exclusion i:1. 3s.·eas of lmo ·m 

hi.gh instabiJ.ity •. 

Where &ppropriate in areas of geologic hazard devel opment pe~·IT'.:Lt s 

mc:1y be i::;sued only upon C...Tl applicant 1 s sign:l....11g a 'i'iaiver o:f.' all claim against 

the public · for· futm·e liabiJ.ity OA. dc?.ma.ge !.~esuJ.ting fl~orn the per-:aission 

to build. 

2. Vie~.; Prot ection 
~----· ,..,_ .. ' ... __ _ 

The· 1976 Coasta( Act provide~ in Section 30251 that "Per:ni'tt ed 

development shall be sited and des:~gned to. protect v:ieHs to ar'>.'i .:J.on.g the 

ocean and scerric coastal areas ~ • • u The nrim.:J.TI co11.cerri U11der t.his 
.. - - .. 

policy is vrlth protection of ocean and ·coaGtal vie\•s f:::crn pubJ..:Lc :~·i ghvray.; , 

roads, vista. points, and ·other such a.rr~ as.7 . r r:.th"'r them ·vr:t.t.h res oJ.,':i.:l~ 

neighbo!'hocd vie'.i dispute's Hhen no public vistas are irrtrol vro . In general, 

houever 1 i·;hcre most. :residences in an area have been sited and d.esizned. to 

protect the ·ocean vie\'ls from other homes 1 nei·f corrstruction. shc-.Ll.d respect 

these general planning a...":!d design standa!""l:=>, and vie•,r-bloc1ci..ng houses 

out of scale Cl.nd character wi~h thE? su.rrcuncti..ng area should not be alJ.m·1ed .. 

Thus, this policy should be applied to priva.te view-s cn.ly when it io 

1.miforrnly appliq1ble to a large rn:..mbcr ·of houses or lots in an area ;:n.d not 

t.o plotect the views from a single ' residence in· isolated casssu 

.> 

Sectiom 3021.3 of the 1976 Coa.stal Act provides that vr1ov1er cost 

visitor and rec1~at:Lo11al. facilities , and ·hous:L.'1g opport:unft:l.t!~ for person .. ~ 

· of lm-1 and modery.ta income , sha.Ll be protected, encouraged , and, 'l'rhere 

feasible, protid.ed •••• Ne·d housL11g in the coarrtal zone shall be 

developed in conformity Hith the standards, policies, and goals of local 

housing eJ.eo1ents · adopt ed in accordance ·o~ith the requir ements of subdivision 

(c) of Section ~5302 of the Govern;nent Code." · 

To meet the requirements of this policy: 

1. \fuere nevT residential development is planned, priority should be 

given to deveJ.opments that include provision for lm,r-income and riloderate-incorr:e 

tmits. 
2. Existing housing occupied by persons of lew a~d QOderate D1come 

should be protected, a.~d, to the extent that pubLi.c or private f.1.::.ul.s at'e 

• j 
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available, should be reuabilitated Hhen necessary rat'_, ... _) than demolished 

for replacement by more expensive u~~ts. To the extent that public or 

pri vate funds are avai.lable to build neH lcvr -· and moderate - cost _ 

housing, new· hc:rusing of this type should be r eq1.1ired us a ccnclition 

of approvi....ng the demoli't.ion of ar..y such e.x:Lsting housing, Tt.~.is 

requirement should not apply 1 hm·re·'ler 1 to single-far.li.ly tomes occupied by the 

mmer or the o~·mer 1 s immediate f21n.ily. · 

. 3. ·The local governments and Commissions should 'r.'ork closely with the 

Stat.e Department ·of Hous:i..rtg and Com:-mm:Lty Development to :L."1sure tha.t full . 

advantage . is t;:ucen of_ a.r::;:r FederaJ. or State hou3ing programs that oay in 

the future become aveilable. · 
. 4. Whether -a local housing element has been e.doptcd accoFuiilg to the 

guidelines i[:. S'l~ed by the Department of Hou5ing c.rld Corr.r: rJ.city Developnent 

flhauld be. dete:n:d.ned by that Department p:c:Lor to approval of Emy 

local coastaJ. progre.m • . 
. 5. Rental uni4

.:.S that provide housing for persons of lew an'd mod.erc-.te 

income shou.ld .~-: C<:>'~~o.rer~~d to condomi.:llUiil~> or'l.ly if (a) ten~mts are first . 

g:Lven at lea::;t 90 deys notice of the p roposed conversion,.. (b) cu.:rrent 

ten«nts are Diven the fh·st option to pu.r diase units 7 ( t) the lJt.lilding 

meets current standa.'r'Cts in building codes 1 safety codes, et<;. 1 c>.nd meets 

current off-street park:i ng requ.irement3 1 and (d) other units are avail:able 

~n the same general coc.stal area at ccriipa.r<!.ble rer:ts (for e)~ple 7 the 

rental · vc.cancy rate in the coastal zone of the local jurisdiction 1:.aE3 

remained above 3 percent for the 6 mm1ths precec:Jj_qg tpe corwersiori). 
. . . . ·. 

4. lo v.<- and Hoderf.,t e-Cost HousL'1~ : Redevelournent Pr?J ects. 

1. In arr;r redevelopment project w-ithin th'c coc:.sta.J. zone that includes e. ho"J.sine; 

component, no less than Z) percent of the housing should be for per~: on~:; and 

families of loH- and moderate income. 

2. Arry redevelopment project w-:Lthin t'he coastal zone that disple.ces lo·~r- and 

mocierate-L"'lcorile housing units should not' 'ue pel'lnitted tml ess at least an 

equivalent number of replacement units are provid ed within the coastal zone. 

The replacement units need not necessaril;'{ be \-d.thin the project area . 

. --

.. Section 3CC01.5 ·of the 1976 Coastal Act provides that :i.t is a basic 

goal of the state to n ••• maximize public recreationaJ. opport~.r..ities in the 

coastal zone •• ~" and Section 302ll provides that "DeYe1oprnent sh alJ. not 

interfere Hith the public'S right of access to the sea \iher8 e.cq \.l.J.!'ed through 

use or legislative authorization, includ:Lng, but . not limited. ,to., the use of 

dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first. line of terrestrial 

vegetation. 

Public prescriptive rights, therefore, should be protected "rherever 

the;:,r exist. Hhere such rights are thought to exist,, and v;here a proposed 

development could interfere Hith them, the conunis sions should, 1o1ith th::; 

· assistance of the AttorrH7 General's office, seek to protect the possible 

rights by whatever means appropriate. Unt il the question is resulved, ne w 

deyelopment should not be perrd.tted to adversely ai'f ect those public rights. 

Such rights can be preserved through recordation of the right, or it fil a::.J be 

:possi.ble to site and design a develo~)ment so as not to interfere. \-rlth pnblic 

rights. Hhcre appropriate, the Attor:1ey General's office should be requested 

to inyestigate end advj_sc the cor.unission on '"hat action~'>, such as litigation 

to quiet title in the public 1 should be taken. 
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Public Trust L:Ll'1ds. 

Section 30601 a.."ld 30603 of the 1976 Coastai' Act retain L"'1 th8 Ccm:rrission 

.Jurisdiction over t:Ldelands, submerged. lands , and public trust l2...-xis eve:1 after 

local goYe!':r..ments hE>.ve ta~en over ·the coe>_stal dcvelopr.w!'!t. permit syste.:-:.; o ... • hc.ve 

received. ~ertification of their local coastal progra'ils. This cl·~a!'ly e..':lphasizes 

st.ate;,d.de public ir:rporta.'l.ce of these areas. Section 3COL 5 states that amor.g 

th~ be.sic goals of the state are to ";::a.:d.mize public e.cccss oppo::-tumties ~ n 

the coastal zone consist e~t -w"ith sou:<d resources cons ervat.ion principles .•. " 

and "As.:nJ.t'e priority for coastal-dependent d~velopments, •• 11 

1'hu:5, developm-ent proposals that mcy L.volve pr-ase:;;:~ or historic tide

l ands r :::ubmerged l;;.r.ds 1 aDd p~J.blic trust lands shouJ.d be perr..itted chUY E ccn-· 

sistcnt ~-; th the. pu2D.c trust . \~'here publie t1:...ust. status is th'.::. 1;.,5hJ~ to e.z::ist 1 

and 1·here e.. proposed" developr.~ent could int.erfe!'e yith it, · the Co!T,fll:i.~sion.s .. 

shOl.lld, trl th the assistance of t.he Attorne:~- Genera]_ 1 ~ office 2...;d the State 

Lands Co1=nission, see-'~( t.o r esolve the question pro.nptzy. Ur.til th e q_•.;.estion 

is resolyed, nei·r d~velopme...YJ.t shouJ.d not be pe::'~nitted thd. is :Lnco~ist c:1t •,ith 

the pubLi..c trust_. 

Basic Po1i..cv for Siti!:"'.2 New DeveloJJment~ .;;;..;:;~;;;;:;.. __________ ,_______ .... 

Se.ct.ion 30/;50(a) oi the 1976 Coa5tc:>.l Act p.;_~oyides that !! ~eH deyeJ.oprr;ent, 

except l'.s ot;hentis e provided Lrt tbis division, shall be loc =.ted. \·C.thi.."l, 

cc:mtiguou .. .:;; vrith, or i..'1 cl6se pro:d!ni.ty to 1 e;d_st+-ng d.::velc?ed. .:~rea.s able to 

accoE1moda.te it orr where such areas ere not abl e -t.o accc:n-;:oda.te it, in other 

ax·eas ... r.Lt.h adeq1iate public services w.nd. \<here it ~-dll r:ot have si,;~·:i.ficant 

zdve!'sc e.:!.'fects, d.t!:J.er ir.di.v"i.::l'..!.::!J.ly or cuzulat2.·rcJ,/ , en coas-!:.2.1 ::-oscUY-:: os . 

I,n adr!;.ti.o~, land divisions, other than l f.'a.3eS for ag:ricultill·al ases, o'-.rtside 

erlsti.rJg de-veloped a"t"eas shaD. b e p·ermitted only •..rhore 50 percent of the usable 

parcels LI'L the ?re2. have been developed and. the created. parcels \\Jt:ld be no · 

s.maller t,han the a~rerc>.ge size of sm·-rolmding pa.rcel.s. n 

A. Concentrab.o.n of Develoument · 

The basic purp~se of this r.;ection is :to provide for the O!'derly progression 

-of development L"1 the coastal z.one 7 consistent \-rith the protectio!) of coastc?~ 

·resources a."1d of public access to the coast. Accord.if!...gl:,r, the poliC"J estab

lishes that develop:nerrt. in the coastal zone shouJ.d f:u·st.. be char..n.Pi e~ to e.x:tst

ing urbcn areas able to . accoffi.'iiodate it, i.e., \·rhere road~ •,;a.ter supply, arJi other 

urban services e.re available 1 .?.rid >vhe.re fu:..rther d0velopme..."Lt. will rr~t impair 

coastal resources or public acceo::> Lo the coa:Jt. ~brrr:alJ.y ;~nen s;1~h trrb2n 

areas cu•e subst.anticlJ.:t~ built up; d~vP.lcpn:cnt shocld ne.:d:, be ch.:!..:."111"1 ~-d to the 

im!nediate pe..-iphe:rJ of these areas 1 and should not be periTlitted to sprai·il in 

a leapfrog mar..ner int0 open areas. ~·iher e such peripheral d-evelopment "r!Ould. 

conflict 'hith provisions of the Co2..stal Act ( e .g,, because a pheri.pbcra.l area 

might be one of exceptional geologic hazard, natll.!"ti habitat value, or public 

recreational potential), development in more dist~r..t, areas could take place. 

For purposes of this policy, appropri.:;te areas for urban infilling and. 

rcdevelopnent. , 2.nd for carefully-phased expansions fr ·1m develope·:! 'Jrb2::1 ar -~as 

should b~ identified as follol·r"": (1) l ands upon Hh:ich Ul'ban develop.-r.en~ pre

sently exists (lands generally developcj to a density of tv.D or more t:~-d.ts per 

acre) <:md (2) adj2.cent or closely proxim.::t.e l arids \,:here de· elopment ;,-u~Lld pro

vide a lo c;:ical, resom·cc-ccnscr-vin~o:; extension of the pr\"~sent urban de'.rc\opment 

be;co.Usc: (a) co.'!stal resou.rc cg l·tithin the e:<:pa11sion c.1.rea '.10uld be pern1::. :1er:~,ly 

A I 
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protect ed j (b) the lanu :::: are r elatively near emplO:[ill(: c entes: (c) adequ.:2te 

public serrlc es (i.. e . r o<:ds, 1.,rat er seHage disposal) ar e either avai.J_able 01., can 

be provided \-: i t hout s i 5 rrii'ic. a!2·:,;. d e.m·:::.ge to coa.stal .::·esourc es Oi.~ to acc ess to 

the co.?.f.lt b'J the ge er2i public; (d) alt ernat i v e sit es for u2,ban c~evelopr.:ent 

'~uuld :.Lnvol ve g!'e.s.te· da!uag e t o natural res m.ttc es, coastal or inland ; e.r.d 

(e) development proposed for the area· is consi stent ~-;ith other Coastal Act 

requ"Lrements. 

T'ne gcner<:l p;rov.Lsicns of t his s ection shoul.cl not r.ormaJ.J.y apply to irxli.,ri·

dual lets zoned as of.' t h e ef fectiYe dat e of ·the 1976 -Coasta2. Act for s:i.ngls'

f amily r esider:c es 1 -;·lh~:::-e th e o ~t~ner holds o!!ly one ouch lot and '1-.TICJ.'e t her· e ~:.rr.-e 

no physical. i:.1pedi.,c!1t.5 ( such c:.s l andslide haza.r·ds) to cor~.str"C..ction 7 nnl'ess 

the tot..;~ ai .. our.:.t OJ. developm~nt permi s sible L11 an area w:de1· this g\Ji.deb.De. 

"Hould be irlc.:>n!5 l steat 1·r:it h t he Coc.stru. Act. 

, Hor shoulcl th:l.s gr::neral. provi s i on c-·pply t o devG:l.opmen'Ls li.st ecl :La -ub·-

p ~·· · f.l<,.,. ~.,.., ,,s f ·b) .::.·,- --1 (c;\ o:t"' S""~" ~··i on '2Q2r.O· -J· e l1n zardouc i ,-. ,~, ~-t--r.: al d:>-'"n1o't'\._ 
..:.u c.: .. 0 • C }'" "' \ .......,. ,\, ., v- v • .,..; ... ,~ , .o , ,,. c .. - · :::.J ---.,..J..~ ~Vu- ..l- -..... . J • • _...r--

. merrt;s and. co :s.stal vi;;itor---ser~J i.ng d ev elopments 1 nor to coastal -deper!dent 

d evelopment s s •r..: h as b each fa:ciJ.it.ies and f i sh hatcher·ies tl' et. muEt of neces

sity b s· at p.?l"ticular sit N;, Public fe.c i lit ies necef;sa17 to serYe deyelol>-· 

men:t. i -'1 thes e c:~·e as shquld a1.s c_1 not be sub,i ect to thi::; gen.cr<.~l p:r·ov-:i. .. sion. 

B. I~~1d. D:.t:v-.i.sior:s in Ru::·al Areas. 
~·-.-.. ·--·--....-----·---_.... ... .-..--
Section 30250 (a) provides th3t laJ;.d citvisions outside of ex:l.stil~g 

dev-elop ed· ar ec:.s shaLl b e p e:.r..'rn j_tt c:.d only ~-.1e.re 50 pcrce!Tt of t he 'U.S abl-~ parcels 

:'u1 the ru:· e2. ha.Y ::' b e en d evel op ed ar!d the size o.f the t.o-be-crea.t ed. par.· ::::!.s 

I·IOtU.d l) i?. no s;n~JJ r:.- t.!l~n t he average s :Lze of th e sur round""'e- !?·?.l'Cels . 'I'bis 

prevision r einfor-ces th e mai n policy of cone ent r ati!1g deY·)l(Jpwent · ill or n.c.::.:(" 

urba..'Tl ar eas " '!'he provision l:i.mits spr a1rl and pr ~·:natu.re de'.relop::1ent. s -i 11. ra"c-l 

ax•sas th8t, :Lf UI~·eg-Jlc:c cd 1 1-IOU.'ld under!!ri.ne the ~e.sic p9licy , Accordi.rJ.gl.y, 

the lar..d.-clhi.sion provision shoUld not appzy to subdivision~ i :1 alr~~~r·-~l1.'C2..!l 

areas ar..d t.o c.rec.s approved fo~r.- expw.sionv but should apply to land d.."i.. v:!.s :Lcms 

pr-oposed .for generBJJ.y rural parts of the coast •. 

To det;e.1~n~.ne the number of usable parcels in em area that ha.ye been 

d eveloped 1 the foD. m!ir..g f actors should be considered: (a) 11 area" E:h01.Lld r:.ot 

include any lanC.S mcet ir;,g t he requirements of Section A above, out shouJ.d be· 

large e!lough . to include l a..."lds gen eraJ.J.y considered. to be in the same· mc:!..!'ket 

area becaus e of cooparable prox:L'TI-q~y to· ~mployment centers , r ecreatior;2.1 

resources 1 and use of the same •,;at er St..'!;)pl~-, ror:..ds, or ot !'leY" :::n.!.i-Jl.i.c s er~.rices; 

(b) "usab1en should be determined on the basi s of p.e.rcels that can be pbysic<:>_lly 

developed unge.r applicable l am us e regulations1 (c) "developed•t should meat1 t~z.t 

a p~cel of land has on it a habitable d~vellir1...g or other substc.nti:;.l struct~ e. 

To determine the "avere.ge s:Lze of surrou..'1d:L'1g parcels," ell pe..rcelG lyir.g all 

or pa..-rrtl y .·Iithi11 one--f ourth mile of the p orimeter of a parcel shou..ld be con~· 

sidered unJ.es s clear topogr e,phics.l factors (such. as a ridge) ma-lce clear that 

.. a parc el id .thi_'l one-.. f c '!.l!'til m:U.e is clearly distinct from the parcel under 

conside..r a.tion. T.1e d.et ermination should e.xclude arr:.r por-tions of a develop-

ing area identi_fied pu-...·SL.J.Mt to Section A above that lie rlithi:1 the one-fourth 

mile. Meeting these cr iteria! however, does not exclude d.iv:Lsior!S of land frcrn 

·the other req'.:d.r ements of tl':le Coastal Act • L e. a propose:i l.ot split 1:, ~:, met tJ--v. 

rcqtl.i_'J:' e~ne~lts of Section B i'i'au.ld als o have to be consis t ent wit h l ;;vcls of 

development tl'w.t 1-101il.d not adversely -3ii'ect public access to the coast. 
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pEFDHTIONS 

Where used· in the specific guidelines abo~ 

terms should auoly: 
. -.. ' 

:-·) 

the fo.u..md . .r...r~ definitions of 

1. ye-rti cp.l ~~~~~: A recm·ded ded.icc.tion or ec..sement grc.Lt.J..r!g to the 

public the pri<r:Ucge end -..· i ght to p2.ss end repc.ss ove:r ded:icc.tor' s reaJ. 

property from a pu1:llic roc.d to t he meM high tide line. 

2~ Lateral Acc ess, A recorded decl.icat.ion or easement gr<mt.ir..g t.o the 

public therigl·l"t~· r;··pas s ar:d repass over ded.:Lcator' s rec:d propert;)r gel1e.L';:.1ly· 

pm'a11el to, ~'""'-d 1..1.p to 25 fee·C, :L11land from 1 the mean high tide l:Lne, but ir1 

no case alloi·ring the public_ the right to_pa.ss near·cr than five feet to cTif 

living w.it on th ~: pr:Jpcrt.y. 

3. .Q.<:'f~-:9.!:!. _.~..:..!:":!-~~S:.\ ~· .4n adeqw.J.te s ct,back, gc!TC~: ~.lJy no l es s than 10 feet 

in highl y devel .c:pei J.:J.'b2.n e.r eas 1 from t he crest of t h e s l op[; of a CC:0:;)'on , 

Hh ere e:dsti.r:i~ :;ri.:.r-uctm es <'.r e alr· ~;;ad,;,. built clos er t'h 2-11 this to th e CB.!'"v Ol! r.:!.m, 

n.e•·r st..:.·uct tu'eS sbuJ.l not cnc:coach on th~ ~;..i.ne of p:cimary · ca.n:ton veget c.t.ion. 

4. St.rht--~1 ~ r:.e:: Hctn~d o f Pr <:. .re nt.i t~£ :>.each F.:Jcro r~cL::-: e nt. I n a d eYrlo_p :.:d 

area where1;:e;;-·c-;o:>1st1·uction is gen;,-;-~1:;--inr"il i .; 1;~-z-,--no part of a p~opos ::;L ne;-r 

structm~ e , i ncl udin . .:; deck ', shall be built. feu-t he!' o~to a b ::~ac r.._;:'.ront thc.u1 a 

line drc:.im b et-.-;een th e most s ea;•r2.l~d portions of th ·! adj o:i.r::ir;_g ~;tru.c:,u;::·e~ . 

rpclosed liYing sp.=..c e in t h e n e~o; Ul,; t s hould r..ot extend f a_rth P.- s ea :.,·c..rd t.h~ 

a s econd li.:1<; dl··a;m bet\·tee:-1. t he most s e a Hax·d por tions of t he er~clos ed livi.;:.g 

spac e o.f t h e e.dj oi1j_.ng s t ru.ct u::' es ,_ · 

5.. l~or Los lt!:~el es c.nd Orang8 Counties · · 1..5 <'-'"!d Ll Cr it .:; l--:la :tm.- ~r. :a l.:.l_ 

10 .... c: .; Il U··)·:b-;---n .. X ~;";;~S--·;::;::- ·J~-C:... : - .- l·r:i -~ h~-~l-::,~::. ,~ C, .:· 1 ;~ _:-·:Ll-:_-:-_:-·4-- C·?,---;·:::·,--;~r• .:. f.~ ::::--~· ·,1·-

,_._ -1.. - - .. .. ... _ \...> ~ c \.ilL .. li ... "J -1.1 "' w... c.: .. ... - . .L. t:: .... . ~ v .:..c..J J. 7 _,, ...., " •"-- - ....,.._.._ - -

ill-ban' are3.5'oi' Los---:.w.geles end Orange Cou.:lti.. .. s' t !>..B gi'OSS rrt:..!"'JC.tcr~ 2l' i:E.S of a 

resid.errt i 111 bullci..U1.g s hall on::l.:irnrily not E:'.X.(~ ~er..l L. 5 or 1.,1 t :iJr:~s t ~a ·-~tli.ld.E:. .Jl e 

a r ea oi' t he l ot.. Gr·oss stract.u.ral area ; ncludes t he t otal ~q1:.a.re lOSJt a;e c.f .::: 11. 

structUl.'eSr j_J1Cludi.n.g enclosed Or open par!dn.g garages Or ca.':;:'Ports 1 is rne.s.su.~· ed. 

from t he out si des of i·lc>..ll s t o t he outsicl.es of op-s:;-osite walls 9 end j_,'1cll'.:i ·:.s 

mezzanines ar.d stairm~lls but not onen retioso d ecks or atritu::!s. The bu.ild.abl e . . ' 

area of a lot mean s the totc:l s quare foot age of the p3.rcel l es s t he a r ea of 

any required setbo..cks .. 

6. For IDs fngeles and Orange Counties: Residential Parkin.g Guideline: 

Exc CJ?tions. 

Stuciio·-·bachelor u.l"Ji.ts 

One bed.:coom tmits 

Tt:o bedroom unit s (or more) 

Hu.Uiple units guest parking 

1":1 
2:1 
2:1 
1 space per 7 units 

l. In NeHport Beach when · one unit of a ·duplex is under 800 sq. ft. and is 

one bedroom, three parking spaces may be allo• . .,.ed. 

Iri des:i.gmt ed Jreas \·there congestion affects beach access 1 h.D spaces per 

unit (r·egardlcss of size) should be provided. Additional guest parkir.g may 

be required ;.,-!1er-c appropriate. 

3. For reqtti.rcments for other uses, see Appendix. 

! 
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7. fsL. .. ,?2.n__[Q.e.,o Cou.11.tv: Parking Gt.ti.<;lelirte: F..xcept where more specific 

criteria are st.:!ted else~·;here in the San Diego gu:Ldelines: 

a, R=:sid.ential: Same. as general L:l s ft.!'.g,el es and Ore.nge Cot.illties ratios 

b. Com.rnercit:Ll: 1 space p er 300 Sq. f t . of gross floor area 

c. Restaur.:u1ts: 1 space per 100 sq. ft. ·of (:>ross floor c.re9. 

d. ~ .. lotels: 1 space per 1mit. Units Hith kitchen sa:ne as geneL~C'.l 

residentic:U standard. 

8 . li'o.·l~ _:::.-.'l1 __ p_ .;_R~f7 .. 0 _CCllJ:.'(1'1'Y"· I <>ndc·can·i 1'1(7 G,·u' d"'li no· · 
Uu J. - _. _ _ v .Jv .•• u ·' -~ To. v ·-· '-'' 

a. Residential: 

b. Commercial/ 
Industrial: 

35-4.0%. Common patios , pools and. ot.her com:T:on 

r ecre.?.t ional f acilities mq.y be co!lsi clered as landscapin~, 

15-20%. :m;lphasis on s creening builili.ngs and paved areas, 

and breal-il tg-up l arge 'surfac e pc:rking areas . 

9. !:gi::_.~<'ln D:f.e<;o_ Co~nty!.._,_On:-s=b.t~~ Si ~(r;~: On premise 5ign.:~ should be designed &'3 en 

· :i.ntt.:(;ra1 part oi nev.• devclop:nent. In add2.tion: 

·- Each business should be entitled to one facade sign. 

Each shopping complex should have ·one director; sign. 

-· l·1ont.unent sign height. including · mounding should not exceed 8 feet. 

'I'al1 lree-stand.:i.n~ and roof signs should- not be a.llo-~·red. 

Oi.'f-·prernise .:.>it:,ns shoi.lld not be allo\·red. 

··:v 

A ? 
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SOTJrH COAST 

HAL.TBU 
~-~ .... ---:-

a. 
public 
Na~i.bu 

As a general rule, pro v-ide a. veri~ic a1 accessway bet ·.-reen the nearest 

road·,.,r2Y fu1d the me 2.r. high tide li.ne ·at least, every half. r.ri.le a.lol"'..g the 

shoreJJ.ne , through d~dications or other C.?propriate mec.ns. 

b. Provide l2.te11 al pubU..c access up to 25 feet :i.nl.c> ... ,'.1d f r om the me;:m hign 

tide ~lJ_ne but in no case ne~!Te:::· than 5 feet to a proposed c.i c.velo"'Jle'"''~ t>-.· ... ou· .,. ~ · 
- - .. ~ 1~l • .4v . ... '- o-' 

declicc.:::t:i.ons or other appropr·ia'c e moans. 

c. I.im:i.t t.he . se~ ward extent of sti'uctures or1.to c:ry ~laney ueac:-tcs by rc~~ 

stricti.ng deY..:J.opmen.t to the l G.ndwaxcl. s i de of & JJ.ne •Lr avm bet Heen t.b e nr·~..re :s t. 

corn~:\~ ... of <:~.dj r.:.c c:ut st.ructu~ .;s. A simi_l£:r ' ;st1:i ~ .gl.:i. n e" ehou.Jd lim_i. t i;.h.:; sec'l ·,;a..·cl 

e:xt en..t. of e.n;r clcckG , I-!owever , ne H st.:r:·l;.ctlu' es :-;houJ.d. nux :. ;;:LlJ.jr not. exf~ c·J.d. 

beyond the i·w.ve I'U:.H.:tp line. <' ,( j ,.. . .. · 1 

. .... ...... .. .... _/· ,·· "' . ~ ~ 

da Hhere .foe.s:Lble , p :7ov:i.d.e C'.pi):copriat c p.s.rkl. D~i and supr;or.t ' .facilit i es to 

serve Hab.bu be.::;.clw s inland of Pc1cif:L(: Coa::/· High1·;=;r or Hal.ibu iloc.d 1 but "ri.th-

il1 l~c&SalY'ble dis t.ancc o.f th e shor eb .... '1.0. ._ 
··• .... ... / 

. , r ., ... 

e. },!here suitable, increase ~iUJ.'f-·lD11nched boating .facilities and s·coro.ge 

a~eas in Halibu. 
/ /'·l 
I/ . 

f. Increase ·[.he boating s upport. c2.pf~.cit.y· of ~·1a.:U.bu a.nd Pe.r;J.cl:i.se Cove 

Pic1·s, cor.;.oi~~~c:rt, )·::i.th the; prote~t:.ioG of tr.c::..t:Lnc l:=csoi.u~ ces" 

2. 

a. Divisions of 1and to create ad.ditiona1 residerrt.i2l tots or mu.J.tiple

fami..ly resider;ti !l..:J.. development should be per;nitted oP-J..y if ( .:!. ) the curmu.ati~.re 

e.ffect.s of such j_ncreased dev-elopment on t r affic cor.gest.icin r..long Pacific 

Coast Hi gh'\'rey a1.1 e o1.tt'\-:eighed by imp1·ovemtnt.s in public access to the coast 

pro-dde-d by the dE:. ... relopment. or (b) other ac.lequat e rae.2.Ils are deYeloped to 

provid e public tr-ansportation to the I't::Jj.bu beaches. 

b. Ensure that an adequate pe:r.c~ntage of the remc.i.nir~ capad.t:r of 

Pacific Coast HighHay is available for shorel.i.:.""le recreation use and access. 

c. Require new private develop-.. :wnt Lo provide «dcqucte on-site pnrkir.gf 

at lecwt t\'ro ~Lc-mdard 10 1 x 3)' spac es 1 to prev~nt pr ivate use of public p~rkin.g 

areas and· street parking th.at would oth~? .. :rwise be ayailable to the public. 

d. Ne•,r access roads off Pacific Coa.st H.ighway r through sensit.ive coastal 

resom·ce areas, or thro~b steep terrain normally should r.:Ot be pe.-ry,ri,tt.:d. 

a. A potenti.il. e:cists for the intensifice.t:Lon of urba:.1 no!l.-residenti.al 

deveJ .. opmcnt at Topa..'lg.:'. Be<lch, Hali.bu Civ·ic Center, FernHoocl9 Topar: .. sa, Poi!Tc 

Dume, and Trancas.. Such development should be .g~i.ded by the foJ~m·r ....... n.g: 
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4. 

(1) Concentrate new employment oppor~..l.mities in already-developed areas. 

(2) Restrict additional development in 1-ialibu Civic Center u.r1til the 

conflict.s beh:een possible need for a corrunmti.ty service center and the 

need to protect the n.::~tlll·al, · scenic, and ec!uc<Jtior:al resources of 

Halibu Cr~ck and Lagoon are resolved. 

(3) Encour2.ge the devel,)!)me>""t of nsie;hborbood corm:1erci2-l facilities 

clustered inland of Pacific Coast rLighHay. 

(1+) 1·Tnere .;:·casible encourage the deYelopmcnt of commercial f2.c-il ities on 

commercially zoned parcels e2.st of Point Doo8 to accornmoda.te tom·istso 

(5) C:oncliticn further non-residcnt:i c.l deve..lopr;18r:t on the provision or 

extension of non--a.utomo~Jile trc.nsit St':.I'"\rj.ces 1 unless such development 

\.rill reduce existing traffic congestion on Pe.c:Lfic Coast Higln:cy, 

Sc em.c Hcsom·c e3, 
·-·- .. ---
a. Retain. "c>J_l presently unaJ.tered blui'fs and cbf.fs visible fro;:1 the 

shoreU .. ne or Pacific Co;1st High..,.,.sy. 

b. Proposed development on UJ1G.eV"c1opcd ridgelir..os or hills ides shc·cJ.ld be 

sited ar~d. designed to rfLi.ni mize v:tsuDJ. impacts on these pror:tin.:..r).t natm"al fe2.t-w:·ef>, 

c. Hir'..imize interference -vlith ocean vie\.;s fro:;, Paei.f'ic Coast Highvray and. 

from a[\Y· other d.esj.gnated scenic coast.? .. l routes such <1S U3.l.i..bu HDad, Dume-· 

!(c.n::m I(oad.-

d, Establish public vista points as a condition of d.evel.Qpment. proposa~Ls 

Hhe1•e & site is large enough to o..ccorr.mode.te such a feature. 

1.. Encm.1r2.ge projects pro1.d.ding public recreation and enSUl'e that neiv development 

\·Till not elimi11ate any existing recreation. 
j 

2. Encourage development of visitor facilities on corn;;:ercially-zoned lots v1ithin 

hc.J.f a mi..le of the shoreline, additional food-serving faciJ.:i.ties for beach users, · 

the development of hostels or camping sites near the shoreline area, and the 

est~.blishment of a park:-and-·ride system to the beach. 

3. Reserve highway capacity for recreationcl. use by li.InitL'lg developrp.ent that 

Hould further congest Pacific Coast Highway .. 

4. Discourage removal of e:xisti.'1g on-street parlci.:ng spaces. 

5. The City should assess the ade'1_uac:r of pnrk :i.Ju,?; and t!.~a:n.sit for -recreation ar 2n.s 

and remedy any deficiency before resj_dcntiaJ. or non-co::!.Gt-relat ed deve.lopr.;cuts 

<:.re alloHed that \·lOuld generate si.£nificant ~tmounts of traffic on coastal accc::;s 

routes. 
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') 

1. · Canyon development should be permitted only vrhen in pro).."icity to already 
developed areaso Any canyon developme:nt should be compc.tibJ..e with the neig.:~bor
ing S~nta Honica Hountains Parko 

2o · Nm·l resid.enti.2.l devel.o:)r::ent should not be allo-.·red in cor:->.:1el·cially-z.or:ed. areas 
'.vithin half a rr::i.le of the shoreline~ 

J. .All deve.lopmeirt, n:'l; as 1·:ell as addiU.o115 to e;-:isti.I!,g s:!ngle-fa:'Tlil:f c:,.;elliil~s 
in the Castel.lar;-:J7lctl~e arec! 1 should not be 2J..lo1-1.::d i;1 locations of geological 
instabD.it.y id8nt.ified b~· the U oS .. Arrey Cor·ps of E:~gineers t.eclmica.1 repen-ts 6 

In those areas ·..zhere deveJ.op!:!ent is pc:r:;ri.~'siblcf i.:;c. 1 ~·iithin 2CO f~:;e.i:, of the 
areas :i.dc.nti.fj_cd by the U"'So luTry Co:t'})3 1 aJ .. ong e.::myon ec~~es, o::.· on slopes 3:1 
or less in grade, a geology rspor·t sho1;ld be :required demmlstrating that the 
de"~t~lop:nent will cau..se no adverse e:~fects to the site or to adjacent l<.u·icl .. 

Scenic Resourc8:=; ~~nd Sensi~:.iYe A"r..·ec-~s ___ ... _..,.,.._....._ __ . -~-..,,~ .. .--c--·-... ~-·~-----·-• 

lo V:i e~;s to the shoreb_ne e.nc! Ule ~nta Honica H01.mtai.ns fro:-~1 public ro?:JS shouid 
be protected; nc·;.~ de-.ralopment sh.:Ju2.d be v:i...su.al~y CC)rr.patible t-rit.h J.ocal topot;-;:sphy 
and vegetation o.nd should m;..:intain natv:r.al la.nd.forms. 

2., ~:'he Sc:mta Honica Nountains shot.Lld ge:-1era!_l;:r be protect··Aas an enyil·onmentally 
sen~:i:.:.ive habitc-~t a:cea; ne,·r development i11 the How1te.i.ns slwuld not destro:r hab
itat values., 

1< .£eact££.0'"l~:-6-r..£..s! To maintain the Santa Hor;.:Lca Beach ar.::l. pier as major 
recreational assets and to increa;;.e the use of beaches north and south of the 
pier: 

a.. Priority should be given to :i.ncreasing parki.1Jg spc>.ces north of the pier 
to the northern city lirn_i_t and to perhaps rr:alr.i.r.l.?:; multiple use of pa:t'kir1g lots 
south · of the pier (e.g.r for recreational vehicle::. and overn.i.g,~t campers) .. 
Additioncl uplc.r~d parking areas should be proiric!ed1 and the development of a 
bus or shuttle system to r.1ove people to the beach should be: considered~ 

b. The Santa Honica Pier should be designated as a histor:LcaJ. lan.::lmark 
as a part of any furt!'ler development. To provide for a br~a.nc ed mi.xtl ... Te of 
recreational end COi;iiilercia1 fishing uses on the pier, pern'.its for rec1:eational 
development sh.ou.ld include opportunities for adciitior..al coin;nercial fishing 
facilities on the pier. 

c. New development sec.·..rard of Palisades Bea.ch Road, Appic-..1> \'fay, Ocean 
Avenue, and Barnard Hay sho•.:.ld be JJ.:nited to v:Lsitor faci1J.ties. Developiner;t 
should not encroach further onto sa..YJ.dy beaches beti·ICen e:d~sting struct1.rres. 

d. Because OhTie.rsr.ip of some portions of the beach are:-!S that ·he.ve 
accreted since 192.1 is in c!ispute, thus lir,,itii\-:s p:.1blic accefis, and because 
extensive excavati:1g fo1· dcveJ.oprnent has further li;rited. e.cc~ss, dQdication 
of p1.2blic nee e.:;s eas (~menU; or cla.rific.J.tion of c;d.sti:;.g public :~ights s_hculd. be 
recp.ir·ed as a condition of e.n,y addit.ion:~J. cieveJ.opmcnt in such are.:ts. 
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e. Additions in. size, capacity, or usage of facilities or e~t er<;.tions of 

the break1-1ater in the harbor should .be consisted·, i-rith a coordir~at ed plan for 

the break..:c.te::.'/harbor e.rea and the beachfront area and adjacent co:.:;-,ercial 

district, and approved by thz Region?~ Co~T'l:tssion. 

2. ·Urban Con~~1J.!- rati9Q: Dr::·,-elopme:1t s~ould be. concentr"':t ed in the al:'e ad~r

urbani zed sec l. ions of S2J'.ta K:mica r_orth of Pica Blvd . Add.it.ions.l co:rnE:rcial 

den:lopment in do;.;ntm-m Santa Monica sho~d be encouraged. 

3. 9ccD.n Av~.::!.l~ : A mixture in the h eight, scal e , aml intensity of c!. ev e.lop

ment s alonG 0 . ~ .1n Ave.nue s hculd be so L~hL.. t.o enhe.nce the appse.rc..,'1.c:G ar.::l 

div.:.rsi tv of t:--, e c>rca . Tf!J~sr structur es should be offset. b·{ 2re::.t::.:l' one.n 
J 

' ~ . .l • 

sp<'l.ce, Prof'es s.i.onv.=!. or· other office space should not be provided 21.;:,)11£ Oce.:m 

Avenue. 

4. 0 ean Par k l.r e~ : To prot.ect the s<:ale of the _e...usting cor:~-ntLnity 2Ed to 

m<d.n:'.:.:J.:u1 oppor~.~-:;ITt ~s for lo·,·r- anO. modcrate~-income housing in Ocei1 f.cTk: 

a. Ne11 rnu.ltiplC:.~f~niJ.y dev:3lop:nents should be l.i!:-.ite:d t.o a de:1s:~ty rent~e 

of not. more than 30 units per net acre, consistent •,.,i.th ,eYistil:g corrslUl1.j_'vy

densJ.tleSj hc:LghL shoulcl not exceed three stories. 

b. L'1 applications for multiple-family U..'1its, preference shou..ld 'be giv·en 

to rentaJ. u..rri.ts over conriom.i.niums. 

c. An &ccnsiv e program of housing rehabilitation r:>hould be give:1 

pr i or i ty i n Oc ean Park 1 esp.:::cially i n _ those locations Hhere siq;;le-fe;;:ily 

units r:r e prevzJ.. ~nt . ?1ultipl e-far:r.i.ly developments shou1d not be allo~ied to. 

int.rnd.e into pl'Gd~;nine.nt1;y- singl e-f&"lily home l.Jlocks. 

d; On su'Jstanic..rd lots, the 1. 5 criteria should be a.pplic:d, and the 

1.1 criteria s~wuld be applied in the Sunset tract. 

e~ Compr ehens ive landscaping plans and ·On-site recreational a.-·1d open space 

should be provided in ne'd mult:i.ple-f a:ni~ developments. 
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VENICE 

Overall GUidelines 

Ne\·t development shou.ld be e;eured tm·Tard maintaiY'j.r~g and, whc!"e 
possible, i1nprov.ing public access to the coas·~ and :r·ecreationC\.1 cppcrtur:itiss 
by: (a) lir.~iting the intensity of develorxr:ent· so th :1t traffic cor:gestion 11ill 
not furt!"ler obstruct access to the beaches for inne:r~c:i.ty residents; (b) 
preserving on--street parki.ng, improving .public parki.ng, and requ:\.r:i.ng 
adequate off-street parlr..ing for ne:;v 'or intensified developments i (c) 
ma:i.ntai.Ding adequate pedestrl.2D and visua2. <:.ccess to and alone oc,~.: ... n·-front 
and canal m·c :~s; (d) g:\:v-ing first priority 0!1 the occ.:mfront. to 
com:nerciaJ.-·recreatj.o;-1 and SUDTJort fac:l.J.i.t:i.cs servi.~ : ;:: "(l!.'irnarilv day users <.md 
some ovcrni.c:ht. tou.x-:L::::t s 1 r~~th~r than to x·esidE:ntic:~l· developrr,e~t; ar;d (e) 
preservirlg existing low 21:d ·moderate-incor;:e housh1g. · 

~he un:ique pcigl_ibo~h~Jod q'J.Jliti~s of Ven~~e, including l?\·1 :::;c~.er . 
p:cecbm.115.11t1y sr;w.lJ.l lnclJ.v-J.rhalJ.~'· ~deslened rc;sJ.Q',~Dces, pede3tn.an cr·J.e.nt,<~.tlon ~ 
and visueJ. connections -t.o:the beaches, canals, .:!nd J..::.goons, should he 
mai..ntru.ncd. 

The remaining n~tm·a.l resources of the area, th8 cc>..na.ls 1 lagoor1: aEd 
strand. arec,s, shou.ld be protected from· adverse impacts on h'ate:r. ql:c....lity > vlildJ.j_.f.'e 
habitats and recreation. 

· The folJ .. oHing gu.idelj,..nes a:ce for arc2.s ~-rithin Venice: 

.Q.§k:~~od (Ar~a bet ~:;een Santa t-ionica bound:Jry 1 Lincoln Blvd, H:i.li·.'O:Jd Ave. 1 
and . ~am t.:m/Electri.c Ave.) . · · · : 

1. Haintenance· and rehabilitation of residential structures shmLl..d be · 
encouraged~ Ue1·r residential structures should be limited to a height, 
bulk, and scale compatible ~·Tith other structures on ·the block, but in no case 
should gross structural area exceed 1.1 times the buildable lot .:~rea nor 
should height exceed 2h feet. Recycling t.o higher densities or CC!1Structicn 
of r.evl multi-·f2.mily developments, up to a gross stTuctural area of l. 5 times 
buildable lot area and up to 27 feet in height, should be permitted onl.y if a 
substantial percentage of the ne\·r u...'1its are provided at rentals an:.:i.lable to 
lo·~~~d-moderate inco~e f~~lies. 

2. Small-scale corrunercial and cor.ununity .facilities serving the needs of the 
neighborhood should be preserved o.nd encouraged; they 3hould be displaced 
only if suitable relocation rrithin the area 1 at comparable rents, is available. 

/ 

l•!i11-rocd (AI·ea behreen. ~!ilwood Ave. 1 N. Venice Blvd, Electric, and Lincoln 
Bh~.l 

.,_ 

1. The same guidelinc·s as for Oakwood should apply except that· rna..ximurn 
heisht for single family houses should be oflc story (in >lo case ex.ceed:i.ng 
20 feet); and multiple-fr,mily housing should be limit~d to to-w ur,it,s per 
lot a.'1d to 1.5 criteri.:1; with height r.ot to exceed 22 feet. 

2. No drivir.g should be perm.i.tted on walk street. .Hl driveH.:tys should 
be from alleyHays. 
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, 
) · 

-
Sout h~"""t Ver4.s.::. (Area beb1ecn Venice Blyd.,· Li.<'l.coln Blvd~, 

and. 1:]ashi:;sto:1. N.o1.ri.:m.-not includ-ing the cwcls area) 
Oc ca...'1· Ave~, 

1. Single-f.?JlLily houses I duplexes I ·a.'ld mu_,_tj_ple-family writs sr,ou~d be limited 

to L 5 criteria (gross structw:·2l area not. exceedhJe l. 5 t imes the blLildable 

lot area); 2:1 offs·i:.::'eet parking should. be prov-ided; height a1~d setbacks should 

be in scz:Ue l·rit.h other structure~:> on block 1 bllt in no cs.se shm.tld height 

exceed 25 feet. l•t.Lltiple---fa:-nily dev~!lopments should prcvi.d e usabl8 open 

spe.ce fo:r residents. 

2. To ret..Jin lCJ'.-r nnd mcderate-income housin.:; in th·i s 2rea 1 ncv: rwlt.iple

famil:,r developments should be permitted only if they provlcle a s~_gaificant 

number of w-Li.. ts accessible to lo'.i to mo~eratc income fwnilies. 

3. On commercial str<.;et s 1 ne\·1 c:c:n:!lercial development.~.; shou~d pJ~ovide p a r}d ng 

.in accon~ance -;dth ovcrcJl.l pa:dd.ns guidelines (see Appendix); h-~~icrr(. sholtld. 

be in scale \·r.i.t.h o+ber c;+"uctu.,....,s on the C0""'1Cr~ ·i "' 1 ,-J-1'"'''{- fr·.-,n+ ., ..... f'' s·i U7tlq 
'.I ~ ~ ~4 ..L...., • .1. n .. , \..,.J.t:i..L u ~· \:·C:.-v 'v' .•• u :;-_... 6 _, 1 • -L 0 .. '-" 

should b_e sme~LJ., limited in heif;ht, and on~pre:r1ise onJ.y .. 

4. Circulation c: .. ;--:d pa:cki.ng should be desigr~ed to rrti.nir:;ize co:-1.fJ.ids Hith 

bike and v::d.estri<m paths c.u1d residences. 

Ngrth,_!~.si:_~~ (Are e. bet\-;e en Se.nt..a Nonie a bmJ.::ide_ry, \·1 . Ha~1hington Blyd., 

Hampton/Electric Ave., <!Ed Veni~e, Strong~ Iiri \•e , a.:1d ~;ashingto:1). 

l. _Singlc--:fmrd.ly· houses, duplexes, and multiple-fami1y units shoclJ.d be Jimit:.ed 

to L5 criteria, ev8n if lots are:: combinsd. 2.~1 off;;J.:.:n::et. par·k:i.~1g 

should be provided, ,.r:i_ th a ma,'\:ir.:um of fours cars per 25--JO foot ·.dd0 lot. 

Height and setback 5ho'.lld be in scale Hit.h other structu.res on block, 

but in no case should height exceetl 28 feet. 

2o To r~t.aia lm•.1 ~'i.d r.J.Oderate--:L!come .housi!'_g in th:Ls area, ne~·l 
fnmi:L:,r deyelopr.Jents should be permitted only :Lf they provide a 

number of units acce5s ible to lol·l to moderate income famiJ.ies. 

multiple-

· 3. For both resider,tial and commercial structures, com.·non-vlall construction 

should not. extend over more than t\-ro lot.s; 2. six-foot break should be 

provided for each 50-fco~ width of buildings. Ground level ent:r';f',;c>.:rs and 

\\rindoHs should be prmrided (no blank, semi-subterranea.11 walls). 

4.. On portions of walk-streets that retain the small-scale , singlc-f.:.mily 

character of the origir:.aJ. development in the area, neu dcvelop:1:cnt shculd 

prov~i..de front setbacks consistent with existing development. 

5. No driving should be allo1-:ed on ;·talk streets. Parking ar1d access 

drives should be prc-..rid.ed from alleys. 

6. In the \·[. i~ash:i.r!6rtcn comrnerciel a.rea, (.he e::cLstj_ng nature of the 

street \-rith srillll shop::; e.r:d cor:1rnunity institutions sb.ould be p!.'eserved. 

Han paintinf; t> and visual 2.ccess to them shouJ.d be preserved. P.e:i..ghts 

of neH structures ::-:hov.ld be lir.Jited to tHO stories. Offstreet parking 

should be proyj_ded 2-t 2:1 for U...'1i.ts, l space/250 sq. ft. for s t.t!dios, 2 .. .nd in 

accoT'da'1cc •-:j_th overall parking ~.delj_nes (see Ap?~ ilcl:i. ::x: ) for nm.; restaurants 1 

bars; or other useB. Signs shouJ.d be limited to ma:d.n;um 24 so.· .ft. 1 on

prcm:Lse only. 
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?o Jn the beacbfront. arM along Oc ean Front Halk. all ex:izb.ng struct ures 

should be pres e:r·ved and exi..5'1Jing corr.m f..rcial r ental S?aces r.1a:Lntained... A-!lY 

nm·/ cons truction a1.ong the beachfront s hould be lir:1it ed to s. he i ght cf t!'u:·ee . 

stor-i.es; rcte..i..'1 a.ll e:>::i.stins pc::.rki.ng ( u::rl:.:U. Cit.y provides r::or e pt:.blic J::.;.rk-· 

ing) in a cld.i.tion to providjJl.g adt:quute park:in.g f or n e•..r development i cr. pro-v-ide 

grC\und·-floor coriJ;:e.rc iaJ. space to ~erve beach-u:>ers .. 

8. E..xisting beac h:front. ·amenities and c·t.reet f'urnitm·e should be n!C.i;'lta:i:ned 

and ~8\·J' bike rt:::ck •. 1 benches 1 etc • t provided '.-!here appropriet e Nith n e;·i 

de.ve1opment o 

Ca.na.1.s 

1 .. Bridges 
1 

docks 1 
c anal benLs 1 and ).·afting OlJporlun..i.t:L es .,. j1mlJ.d 

be p r e ' · -~rYed.. I~:dstin.g HC(:es5v:a;ys to ca1 als s hould be f.IJ..1.n t 2.incd , and 

sid e':r::;.lks clong c 2111als i::rm~oved but h"i t.hout c!.cst.ray·.i..iJg nat u;, .d canal bm-l.c:3. 

Duel' and bi:::·d n·.;;~~t.ing and feccli .ng arc<J.s r..r.d rar~ · ::-•nail habit at s shou.ld b 

prot~ ctccie. Drett<:\ine a.nd fi JJing o.f carw.ls shou.l..d not be al1m·.o::;d. 

2. E:!::Lst:il'lg. res:denti.sl structures shoi..lid be preserved viherever possible and 

rehab~UJ.te.ted O::lfj nF.:;cessary. 

3o To r etui..'1 l ::w1 and moderc::.te-:inco n~e hO'J.Sin.g in this area, ncH 1:1'!.llt:Lp1 e

farrjJ.y developments should be per mitt ee. only if the~r provide a signiiic.::.nt 

nurri'be:r: of units accessible to J. o··1 to ;,1oderatc inco:ne f.:uni:''-i. eo,, 

~ Nm't ref3idcntial structure[> sho~d be li.Il'.it ed to 1.1 crit eria (gross 

structtu'al a:-rea not exceeding l.l tir:1cs the buildabl e lot .:tl'er.t) ; 2:1 cffstreet 

parki..•1g should be prov-ided; w.:.d height should be limited to .a ma.Aiir.u.m oi' 25 · 
feet, 

... 

Setbacks: 
(a) A rear setback (.from the alley or road) of not less than 9 feet 

or other provision for guest pa:.' ld ng. · 

(b) A pel~\rious front yard adjacent to the ca'1al equivalent in size to 

a 15-foot setback. To tlChie·ie variation, OJ!e portion of the structure 

up to 15 feet wide rna.y extend to vr.i.th.in 10 fe.st of the Ce.nal prope1'ty' 

line as long as a yard c.rea of at le!!.st 1..50 sq. ft. is rr.aint ained along 

- the canal frontage free of all structvres excer,t fences less than Ji feet 

h..i.gh and pervious decks at grade. 
(c): Jliong car1al fronte>.ge, all portions of the second sLury shou.l.d be 

set back a mirri.nnlm of 25 feet frorn the ca.rial property linc·1 except 

that on corner lots (bounded on tHo sides by c·c>.nals) an U!1.covered deck 

at least 5 feet \·ride along the longest canal frontage 

may substitute for 5 feet of the second. sto:rJ setback along the 

narrm'iest conal frontc.ge. 

6. Construction on city prop"Cnty should be limited to removable fences 

less than J{- feet high that ·do not impede access along the side~·ralks. 

7 ~ · Drainage pl.:::.r.s for neH development should <;t~~.pose of all but the heaviest 

storm flO!·ls on-s:L te in a French dr~n (gravel--filled well). 
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- .. . -

~~en:i1.1~fu (lu·ca from rlashington Street to l·farina del Rey entrance 

Channel, \·test. . of Grand Canal) 

1. Residentia2. development shou.ld be limited to L 5 criteria (gross 

structural a_rea not e~ceeding 1. 5 times the buildable lot area); 2:1 offstreet 

par·king shouJ..d be p:::·ovided ; height and setbacks should be in scale l!:ith 

ot-her structtu es on block, but in no case should hc;ight e:-:ceed .35 f eet. Grolmd 

level entrlP.n and Hindo,,;s should be prov"i.ded (no blt=-J:k Halls or catMalks). 

2. No dr:i.v5_ng should be allm·1ccl on \ialk streets. · D:!:·ive~Tays and parla...n.g 

should be f rom alleys. Backing of vehicles onto Pa.ciiic: Avenue shnd.d. not· 

be allm-ted. 

3o Along the front age to the canal~ a mini.mum 20-foot; set.back should be 

prov:i.d ed for aU. struetures, Hith min:lz:mm o:f 15 feet to any p<wc-:1 surfa.ce. 

IJJt combi.l1ation rney be r!.l.cessary t.o meet sE:U~~~.cks l;!.tld prct:ect Cl.lnal bc:.:1..l<B 

f rom m·osion~ Gorr.'Tlon- ue.U construc-i:.ion should .be hmit <:.d , Hith ~ :<::ix.-r.oot br-cc!-:: 

provj_o.ed for ec.;.ch : 50--f oat ' \·rJ.dt h of bu.i.lci:J. n ··s at a rninJrm. ·n. Hei:.~ht shouJ.d b{;: 

b.lilit~:;d to tv.'o stories... Canal f.:roni·.age HaJJ< ~h0u.ld be i.r::prmred as pm:-t. of 

ne"YI constru.ct.ion. 

}._. Dra:L.l"lage plans f'oz- ne"~<r development shoul d di.spooe of all but the heav-.;.ast. 

storm flm·m on-s:i. te in o. French drain (gJ.·a.vel·-filJ_ed \'iGll). 

5. · Along f1~ontage to Ocean Front \·ialk, neu development should not proceed 

until the ;·mJ.k is pe:rrc~ and i mproved . 'fhe potenLi"uJ. fo:r commer>:!i , ... _ support; 

development should be cv.lluated before pe1·:1d.tt ing residEmtial developtn eri~ 

on sizable parcels. Tempo .. ?.-,:y parking should be develcped on d.ty---o~med. 

lots UJ.'ltj_l a bu~ system is in operation. Height should be limited to 

35 fe.et. 
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M.A...J.t.?.DIA DEL REY ... __._ 

1. Ne\'r development should increase oppo:t·tup.ities for the general publ.i.c to 
have <~ccess to an::l .::Llong the waters of the h2rbor. F..xisti.:J.g p2.rk and beach 
areas shm.1ld be ret.a:i.Iied and pdori.ty given to lo·.rer cost public recreation.:li 
development in the me.ri.na cmd adj .:cc er.r'G areas. 

2. To :preser11e the beach and Hater areas for public rccrea~~:l.on, no structures 
should be built on· p:Lli.n.s5 or othc:l'""rr.i.[.;e O\·er the 1-r2.ter. E:cist:i.n.g parkiq~ speces 
th a+ C''lDn··,~·-t bt) .. ,.:- l, t•nro 'n r , •.. ,,..,s ~ 1 ~ ,.,,...., -·J'd be "'Ch U"""" C' ~, ... , 1 rl b 0 r "'1·. •o .: .,..,ed .., ,.. 

~ • l.# ~o.} L.:. :- ..J.l C. .. \.I • ~ .. ~.0. ._ d.J:1~ f ._-,.~.l ...... o-.."J t C.!.. .,::.._ .J ~ -....; • .:.v L!..-l..._., "-" \_....I C.~'-'·' "- 1 0..~ 

should the boat renta1s and public lauJ.Lch r81np. Nevr development should ens1u'e 
that. open HB.tcr for sailing and wind patterns are ur..:Unp::;decl. 

3. Ths Cl.H~mlattv-e effect or. an,;r development l;ropos~~.l em traffic co:ng~st5on 
shou1d be e-:r.:Ll.uated <::n::l cUW si[;ni.fj_c2...!lt. OVE:!'<'ll increase in trc.i'fj_c gene.r·at:l.on 
shoulci ~"ot b8 e · ~ ·!_c,,-:_ u.n~l_::c::~r::: our,o..rr;i::;hed by ~i..rnpl~o·rent:r.ts :Ln pu~Jl.ic e:.c:ces~1 to be 
provided by the p::.~oposed. !leH development Ol~ by other ICie::illS. St:cb d.S a t1•ans:i.t 

-:.mf'I'Ovc·. :-,.:')r-'· I'·roG"~~~ 07f'·'t Cr>S ~,-,a" ( ·~ r.l'''Pr 01 1 cor•J'i\'i'.rc.! al uc:(:·~· ~ho", ci l""'O.;.. p-:,.,-:'lo ,T·'' ·f. 
.< 1 J .,,,_,.!L• -· ~'· ' "'·"'• . ... ... .. , C'...L> • b'""" '·'·- ' .... •.:;. .Lc .•.. • ~ - • .. o.LJ.. •. ., v :'.!. '"" ''l)v 

areas usable for public or COi:-"'Tierc:L:iL recr·catj_o::J. or 1:1arine relute:d fac:Uities. 

h. An:r ne\r boatil:..s f c.dJ5t.ies should ir~clucle public le.1.mch :r.arr;ps ~ bast 
rental:s 1 e.r~cl. slip sizes that prov~Lde for the g-reRtcst nuJ;~oer of boa:.s, aa well 
as for d.ry stor2.ge.. :-!a:ctne support faci:Li.tics · should be giv.cn p:riority a.;.d 
incorporated 'n'ithin r:mltiple use developments. 

5. Pul)J..ic parking a.r .. d boat storage should be given px·iorj_ty i11 ne>.,. dev·eJ.opmeuts, ... 
6.. Any proposed changes i."'1 the revc:tment shou..l.cl. be desit;ned to elind.ns.te (!:...ny 

adverse efi'EY.:t upon sand movement a 

1. Any" nel·l development should protect the Ballona ~·retland as a valuable habita.t 
area. Buffer .:~reas should be provided and any harmful effects of dredgi.r..g dis
charge of stm·m ~~a.te1•s, or traffic r;-.i nimzed to the greatest extent possible. 
Priority should be given to land uses, such as continuc:!tion of the ex.i.st:i.ng 
agriculture, that "I'TOuld be most compc..tible i·rlth the i'letla.nd •. 

LL 
VIA HARn;A ______ ......_ 

/l 

L Residential development should conform to size, scale, character, and density 
of existing development. 

2a In ne\·1 commercic>~ development, priority sh01.•ld be given to visitor-scr';ing 
and marina support facilities and ccrr::1w1ity services. 
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1" 'fo keep laek of p2.rking CJncl circulation problems from precluding publJ.c 
a.ccc~;s to the beech 1 duplexes should normeJJ.y nat be aJ~lm·;od on the 30 1 x 90r 
lots., Hci~lrc l:i.::tii-s (n.ona.::;.lly 25 .fe;:•.t on the beach, 30 feet on Trolley Hay 
and 3'7 feet 0~1 ;:,nd c.:.::r~ of the Esplanade) shc·JUl.d be ::.·equ.ired to re:tftin the 
sc?J.e o.f tho e;d.z;t.:; .r:.g ntd...ghbori·loocL To pn;clu.d:J prec:nipi:.:Lon of on-t>t:ceet pc:. .. rk-· 
:i.ng, 2 to 1 p.:::.::.·kir~.c; plus one t:;uest space for each seven units or f-:ce.ction thm'E>-
of should nor~r;o.l1;J'' be 'required .. 

' 
2 a To pl'cvent. p:;:·e.:::mp1:.:Lon of' p\1bJ.ic be;:ich spac cf lK>'f dcvelopm8n+.n e:ho~Jld · 

devote adequ.c\·\;c lot ttre.c~ to g-row!d levc::l open spc~c c suitable for tG1l.<lnt 
rec.r·oat.iono 

1.. 'l'o pi•otec:t <:.tcecs~.:; to Dockweiler Bc::.-..chf all projects shoul.cl pr-o\ride 
t~w to ccw pc;rld:dj; fo:t• each residenti.::-1 tmit m:c.l commerci;.u_ pc.2·Y....i.:~g per• :Seg:i.onEJl 
crite:ria, Acy Fc·opo~~c:d dcvelopme::1t t.hat \'lO"Lllcl tc::..ke up spn.ces lKti: used by be.::c:h 
vis:i.tor·s sbouJd. pr·ovide ;~pproprif1te repJ..acGnm:.t m· other mitigation., 

2.. To pr·ctc.\ct teach areas. fol· long-term r·ecreat:i.onal needs t only 
~,....;,...•\tO,._C1CI'''''l,')~ -"··c-ll·'·t-•1 '"' (cllCll .,c. ·,· .. ·:.c{·,·'Oo'··,,. r,.;'l' S'1"Ck b·::>·~c:) c:i'u···.J·Ia' be Y..L.Q.. ·' '•·' ·.'I .i (, .l<:! ••• ..!. • •• !:.-.~ ._,. .. uO.:I _ ~i:.>wJ. d.<) •••• :::.L • ~ •• •." ,__., ··--

allO\·Jed on sa.ncl~r beach ox· presently tmd.evcJ.op:;d beach front are"-if::. 

3. To gtl<:!J.'~-,i-.tee continuance of public access, a.ny further devclopnient 
of the "Burns propertyn' or Bal1cna 1·/('!tla.nc.h> shm.1.ld provide _public aecess 
\·lays as a condition of development. 

h· Bec&use the sandy beaches are underut:Llized due to inadequate parking,. 
parking should be inventor::Led and the creation. of neTt~ parki.ng areas 
considered as a cond:i.tion of development for major pro,jects. · 

5. Residential pl~ojects should not be aJ~o;·red :in arec1s presently 
zoned for comftlm~cial services. 

6. 'l'o protect the few vi.sitor-·serving co:rrnercial recreation fac-ilit5..er5 
on or neo.r the beach front, especially south of Culver Boulevard, existi11g 
visitor S8!'ving corrunercia1 recreation facilities should be protected 
or their loss mitigated vlherever possibJ.,e. 

7. Since the Ballona Creek Hetlands and Lagoon are restorable and may 
be affected by development decisions in P1c?.ya del Rey, proposed uses 
abutting the- Hughes Property should be assessed for cor:rpatibility 
with restorable wetland area, and only those proposals approved th-3-t 
WO"llld not d egra.de the .,.,,etland. 

8. To prevent damage to the environrncntally sensitive Airport Dunes 
orBc?,llonaLagoon a11d Creek 1-ietlands 2reas, no use · should be pc_rmitted 
that '.-lou.ld cause pollution of ground. \·!aterr excessive or nox:iou..s runoff 
into Hetland. 
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·' 

9. To protect the scenic and visual qualities of Playa del Rcy, ~rhich 

is situated on s a..r1dy dunes and provides many types of shoreline e.nc!. ~'later oriented 

vim·r.:i .. ng , inslud:Lng resid.e:1tial s treets used by the public for v'i e;ringJ all 

d~ve1op:r.cnt pro;1osals should ret ain al.l exi::;ting vant.:l.ge poin:- s, mi.:.iix.ze 

~teration of ne.turt,.;l l ru t.Lf orms, ·r o::..nin scale ·of e~d. sting deYelopmcnt in 

single-fc:.rn:U.y d:1el lings, ond l."Lmic the height of: development :.; zawar.: oi' 

Del Hey k gocm · ..:ni IJ:Lsts. Del Har. 

10" P::.~ooocals fOi..' cxoansion o.f m"".is ting petrocher.·d.cal fadJ.i.t)' 

shoul d meet nil cr i te:ria of sccti 0.1 3026.3 of· tho Coast.al Act 1 but 

\'rlth sp cciaJ. i;::Vt .. en'tion. t o such m.:i.:..~.f'a · j..11g mea:;;iJ.res as sufficient bt1.ff8r 

areas becau.::c of t his c:.J.':;;<.;_' a high rc~c:r~ot:i.ona1 Uf:ag•Jo l\IiJ" _e:xp ..::!11sion of 

t.hc Sc. atter[;ood steein pl.:mt purs:.12"1t t o ·a dete:>::rrJ.nation by the State 

l1'ne l~£iY Hesct~.rces Con_se :v nt:Lon cmct. Development Cor::.rrj.ssion · sho;.1ld inco:qx..,:cate 

nd.t.:\.o •.U.on r:-: eam.!.::.~es to t l1e me.:d.ln1..1Jil t::zC.ent fer..sible to maint-e.in this 

locat:i.on a .. s c. dc--:::;i r-abl e publ ic :recr-'~! -".tiorl area. La.ndscapj.!lg and other 
• 1 l ' • i I t• • • f • t' 

mitigation t:W3.su.::.·es s.noti..~Cl oe requ.:1rsc as pnr·c o any e-xpa.ns~on o ex1.s ·mg 

utD.ii:.y installatioris · 
~ , _ 
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') 

1. Residenl:.~:_Dl Dev':.l(;.nm~nt: NeH de·relopment should conform to existing 

densiti"es and_ SC:Jle oT development. Retaj_n existing lO\>.'- and mode.rate-~inco:ne 

housing j E:ncov!."<:!.,Se rehabilitation of ex:isti.ng hous:i_n.g. 

2. Parh_-j !1~ : Futu-re comme1·cicl development ·should p;_·ovide sufj7ic i·:mt off-~ 

stre:et pa1:!r.ing f or erapl8y.ee.s a.nd patronn 1 either on--s:Lt.e or in sha;~ ed. :: :..c:Lli t.ies 

to be ava::.lable for HS e bd'ore such d evelop:ncnt i s occupi ed . P(; iphcral 

pa k:in{; f.:\_ j_lities 'tlitb ... 1u l:.tle servic .- to eoh,gested a:teas 5hould be e1: -::ourae ed . 

3. Corrrnerciel Re..,r~at.J.on Sun-:Jort : llcu coir~rn ercial - devclonmr:;'r!t Hith:5.n ;-:alkina; 

dist·~~ri:ce . oi" ·::l1.3 "':i)uL~:i-:fc-h~l.il<-r;;~rnuLy at l east 1/' ~· r,1:Lle). sho·.t1d b~ lj"-;!i.t ul ·~o 

r ecl·eatiol1:· ·3l.'.r~rxn-t. \ ~~s 1 ·mch 2.s re5t.aura:n:t.~· ~ t>maJJ. shoi:>5t etc . 

f..t.. , !~:l}g_.l:~t~0}' ,_F:2~~~'.!];1~!J~~;:e[l: Decav.se of the con:mit.r.-~C:;nt of r.:::i >.::, L~.rbor to 

l easing J.a.::i.:.Litie::: f o .. m ·::.v.::.te u"'a s uch as· vacht. cl!:~.b s, ~md to nct ieve c::.n 

equ:.i.tc:lJlC J:.::>J.G.t !CG bt:.t''~~::n p ·i.v-ate and publi~~ use 1 fut ·ore clcvc.'l.q :;:~:Jt in K:i.ng 

Har·bor should be 1or pL;bLi..c use. 

j?XIDS \ .:.:"IJJ:I,S E'Ti!: ''l'?:~ /r..t 1-.CH-0 PAIDS HTmES 
---... ~.'lo,..,..,_,_..._ , :oo-•-"' ' ___ ;....,, .. - · .... -... ...... -··-·~ 6.o...r.- •~.;.-·r '*('"_..._ 

1. 'l'o prot e ... t e. ·trc!!ie1y valuable id .. m·JS and :::c enic . area c. 1 deYe.lop-

ment proposals should :i.ncorpcr2.te such measu.::cs a s h:i.dl;·;ay tt. .. :nm.:LD, provision 

of publi c viel'! pointsr and possiblys t U der i'ly:i.21g c:;_~;e.s .. 

2. In subd:Lv·j_d;:;:d lots \·l ith 80 foot \-:iclths or f:-;r'e2,t,err vi e~-1 cor:r.idol' s 

to the o •.:: e <!.n shou.J.d h r: pro•rj_dedt normaJJ.:r over appro;-d.Jl!ately o:ne third of e<:Lch 

lot a 

J. Construction on clrea&..r-subdiviclect lots should proYicle adequate vie;·r con·:\ d.ors 

to the sea, 

4. New development should provide easements for acc css\v<:!ys and f or a co.?.sta.l 

trail Hhere appropriJ:te, nor:nally irruned..i:'\teJ.y sea\·J<-Lrd of Palos Verdes Drive 

~lest and. South.. On larger sites jncorpo:ra:ting hea dlands, vic•oJ arec..s should 

also be p-r·ovid:=.d.. Pr·iority should be given to development that Kould oro-

vide recreation.. • 
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IDNG BEACH 

Do :-mtown (Area from lo;:; Angeles River to Alamitos Avenue and from Ocean 

Blvd.· to t!1e high tide lir:e). 

1. NeH d evelop:nents shou2.d. provide parking fo.r all comi"!lcrd.al , r esic:cntial , or 

recreational uses in acc o:!.~du.;''1Ce v.i.th t he Gener<Jl Parki ruJ G1,!idelines c>.b<Jv€'i a.r. 

integrat ed pe.rb.ng ma ... "l.ag e~J (.!lit progr a1/trEt.nSport.c:tion systf:m should be. d·z.·..rdoped. 

2. I n t he tidele.nds t.rt:.s t area of Paci f i c · Terrac e , bee.ch access .:>. . • cl full pub~i.c 

use ar"ld recre2.ti0n should b~ maintained and ir.:arov-ed . D ·Jv~lo:::.r. :ents shot.'.ld be 

liil'ited t o public recreation.al.. or i r\stitutionn.i public- oricrr'c ~-:d. uses, ~-!~·.-~ 

dev.:!loprr.Dct shou1d be :.:.cc~"H:'.par:ied b;>~ implement . .::.t:Lc of plmmed public pu:· k!3 , 

No c;dcli.tional lf~'1d should b'"' used f r parking. Th e; p ublic l[!Unchil<,~ r- c:mp ne ::t.r 

Q-1.1een 1 s i{ay L2.nd.ing should be maintained at le-3.st lli"1til replaceiitcr:t f ac i J.it. ies 

<",.,..~,...;r.rr tt..,.. S"'m,... · . - ~ ~ ... , .... ·.· .. ; , . 
.;:,] \:...-. v ..!- '"D u._ c ~ .... t....- ...., ._ ~ · "J r- - . -- . : ~ 

(Area from fi.l 2m:tos A·renuar alone Second Street to Bj_xby Park 1 then aJ.ong 

Broad.H<W to Nieto/I.:i.:vin,:;tozi ·Street). 

l. Becaus e of t he limit~d str eet capacity se!'v:ing this area -2..nd t~~ r!eed to 

r ese:t·ve _adequate :;:- ec:::·eatio:-1.:-li acc ess , recycli:1g C!t higb.e!.' der:sities sh.o•.tld be 

limited. To t he extent cons i s t ent ' ~>::ith t raffic capaciti e~; 1 n eH mediwiJ·-rise. 

d ev eJ.opment should be permitt ed l·res;t of Bixby Park. 

2. In the area east of Bixb~r Park, hi storical ly and c.rchitectur,ll:r signU i

cant structw·es that enhence the coastal env-i_ronme:lt should b e pr eser v·_d acd, 

where nec essco...r;r, r ehabilitated. New d evelopment should ne t b ~ at hlghe~ den

sity 1 hei ght , or scC!.le than exist~ development. 

3. lower-cost visitor facilities and public-servir.g uses should be encouraged. 

4. Shorefront visual and pedestrian access and s t rip parks shoUld be maintained. 

Adcti.tional pedestr:i.C!Il acc ess from bluff park and s·tt·eet ends to 'th _ be.?.ch 

belcH should be provided but the existing bluff con..figuration should no:. be 

altered. 

Belmo ~&t Shore 

(Area f r·om the Belmont Pier, L:i.'tingston Dr. /Nieto Ave. 1 along Harine 

Stadium a...'1d Alasnitos Bay, to the high tide line). 

1. To protect and maintain the stable balanc e of res idee1tial and neighborhood 

commercial develop:nent, the height, scale, a.Yld density of ne1·r d evelopment. shouJ.d 

be con~istent with the exist ing charact er of the ar ea. Rehabilit ation of 

e..'Ci.sting structures, where nee ~ssary 1 should be encO'I.rraged. 

2. To avoid further congestion and loss of recreaticn-ser1ring traff:i.c capacity 

on 2nd Street , co:;Lrnercial and professional office developr:1er.t should be in 

scale a.lld charact er '.·rit h existing development, and f:'l.a inl cm>..nce or e!lhance:nent 

of local and touris t support bu.sines3es should be ehcourc:t;ed. Arc!-:itscttrral 

and si.:,--n controls should be developed to improve the appca.ranc e of this cont::tal 

access route. 
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SAN ?T..i:DP.O --------
1., EJ::isting public r~ree.ti.on i..'l! the coc-tstal <:'ncl harbor areas should be retained.1 
includiJ·tg parkst be:.ehesr boc.t rentals, public J.<;.unchj. 1-~[~ ram-_t)s, and sj.;bt--seei.:: . .; 
areas·.. i':rt0rever possible, pub~U.c recrc,:d.:Lon.::.l a~·c[•uS should be expanded·~ tmcl 

P
_ .. _,.·t~ ··11 ,, .. \...-. -.,-· ... ""Y"' ,l.o '·h x, ·.,,·o.,. ,;" . .,d,,~LJ·-~ ·L ~' 1 d 1 ... 
..~.lO.,.l 'j :::;. Q._. __ (t Ut.: b.I.Vvu v 1:. .C p 0\Tlo~. ~1 O.L .: .. ~.J.u -~.h.<l. .LO•!- aTICt mo cel"C:."uC-.COSu 

recreatior'!Cl deYclopments,; E:d.st:i.nG p.:;..r1d.:.:g to ~;e:;.~.r.i.cc boat areas and beach USR 

sho·u.ld be retainr-;d. ;:~-..d~- , 1·ib e:r e nee es;;,; a:cy, e~:pancledo 

2., Unt:n the cm;:ul~·.tive effects of nc'IV' or· inte:n.sifj_cd d8v,.:lcpmcnt on ·(,he trafi':i.c 

on coastul acce~>s t'ou.tes h -s~; b-:.en evDJ t1.:~tedv dovfJ.op::!ont tb.at 1·m1.t"Ld sj.Q1ifier.\.nt:J.y-

i.llcreE:.se s-t.J.ch t:r<!i':Cic :;:;ltonld b.:; 2."llo~·red. o ·.11~y- if m:i:U.[;o.t.c;.~. by su·:.:h 
irrro', ()V~" J .-.. rrc rrr;::->''·'':·;·: Pl':i o:r.· ·U·. ··· i n Jrlv' '\; ~'0 of' I''·'~':>~n:i:'"" C.="'"' ~· c·1 ·). ·1r.-·"-' 

.6. .L. ,OJ, '-'- .;.I '- (..~'._ {.;,, .,<:;_,.., a~ • • • •.) ; ,1- '-' 
0 

...J • .,., , l .. ,. _l _ .LQ '•'·!.-~ ... J....L./ - ... -..~...., 

to pubJ.ic or cc:::mel'·cj_cQ r ec: l" f:l .E~t-· on C1r m:=.l':1. y.te··-rda.ted fac:ll:l:ties~ . . 

nH?.dT"".l~3 as ·C:cr~;sit, 

shouJ_d be gi.vr-:n 

3 ·~·-Tr.\1,/ c1n,l"(.•lO'I''1<'·~··+"' c-:hc:'uc·] I)'"O"'l'do .. •LI"I''" 1·'~"'"'~1 
, . ,;.,_,.., • • ; ; •• ,-, !<nd ;6c::n••l ocrr~< .. ~."'.·· fc:Jr i-J.Ie 

(f . .._,, ·""'"'-- 1.-'! ...... 1 ........ "-· ... 11., • • .J. , ......... _;..,J... . .,. ...... .~ .... w 1 .. .. JJ~J .:-•_. c. •. - \,. ...... . . J-~- ..... c. ... c.. -\.... .J v 

genercl public t.o c.!!.d along the oce~;n <.m.:'t h3r'Jm~, \··."!Cl'~ .fr::~siblc: , acce::>8 should 
be pro•.rldcd. to bJ.uff v5.sta pc•ints above pocb::"l::. bc.-~'.chcs a:3 .:!. condition of nb; devel.op·

ment on blu.f.f.top lots .. 

4.. No stn1ct:uTcs shmu.d. be bu_iJ.t on or. extend ov·er . ~; andy beaches or 'bluf.f foi~i:la

tionsQ Adequ.:tte set."baclc or btLffe:::· areas ·~,hmJJ.d. br~ pi·ovicled to of.fE3st pot.errt.ieJ. 
safety hazar·dD and to protect pu1Jlic rccrcc.ticmt hcb:i.t.a.t.~ E:Jld ·vit>u'\1 re0ourc e 
values of t.he~e cu·c;:~s.. PaYcd sm•f2:.ces slwv.ld b~! set b.?.ck c.dcqt<.:.tcl.y L·o~n bluff 
edges, and. ch-ain:::.ge should. be pli:'!rmcd to rnird.r,rb;e erosion or h:n·mfvJ. l't.'::"loff i·::to 
lv·ate:r·com·ses.. Cha.I' ... ru::J.ization or removal of vcc;ot.n.tion in roma.i1·;in.g n.att·t·al 1·mter
cour·ses should not be pern:::.i.1~ted. 

5o In the (;.ztea of· San Pedro i.n:mediately a<l,joJ.nJ.Hg l:.he Port of ·Los Angeles, ill'.:Y 
necessary e.AJJansion of coo.stal-dependent, port--related cc;rm·arci.:LL and :lndustri.sl 

development .should be sited and designed t.o minind.ze c>.o.'verse effects on resident~ial . . 
nelghborhoods. 

6. The density of ne>;-r residential development should be li_rrrited to a. max:L'!l:LUD 
of 20 units per e.cre9 or to the lesser density allowed by either t.J.~e zoP.i.."lg or 
g~~e!."'al. plan, i1hicheve>.r is the more restr:i..ctiYe. On lots of less than 4, CCD sq .. 
ft., the 1.,5 criteria should be applied (g1·oss structural area not t.o e..xceed 

1.5 times the buildable lot area). 

7. Existing lo~'~'- and moderate-income housing should be rnainta:ined ru1d., \mere 
feasible, i..'1Creasedo . 

8. If the Federal goverP .... T.ei"lt relinquishes its 0 1,o,Tiership of the Fort :t-1acA.rthur 

reserve parcels, reus~ shm.ud stress recreation or \'later-related use of the 

majority of the site. 
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Nanles· 
_.....~--

(The island surrounded. by Alamitos Bay a.11ct Hr..rine Stadiwn) 

1. The stable, estab1-Lshed neighborlioocl. character of this D.rea should be main
taii1e->d a.'"ld prese:r-·l~d by keJping ne1·i structl'l' es j_n sca1e >·:ith the· su.rrou.:1d:.i.. _g5. 
RecycliiJ.g aLd 1:-el:-JabiJ.itation should occur at s ar.; .:: density. klts should not be 
consolidated .fo1.· le.rger structures. 

2. E);:-i~tL"}g public acr!ess opportUJ.'.:i.t:~es to the .A.lar.TI.tos Ec>.y shoreline should 
be ma.intained w.d , ~~here possible,· itr:prmred '~r.i.th additional parkLng. 

Eas t J.tm.C! Beach •• __ .......... ,.....,.,.,.._i.,-.\. ___ .. 

(f .. re;c... i'nJf1r l ·Jf~rine Stad:l.u.m, Hlon[; Colorado St:r cet. to P2cific Coast PJ.gh•ray t 
e~st 011 T~-~n'1.e.<:: t'·,o Sari G-ab,··.·i···l R·.J.'ver, ,_. _-l"!(~_,,_u.cJ-in,,. S'J-" n..,·1nco ... ·D01'3.J"c:d Cour·-1-,,.. l 'a.r'd ~ JJ.)J ~ ~ -l. -'-' • .I - _...._."<) 'i!J<:, ...._....._ • .1, •' . ,, ~ U '~ •'-',) • 

in oiJ .. production). 

1. '111e der..sity of new dc:velopm 211t in this area should be JJJ:ri.ted to prevent 
adverse lmpactg on recreational accE:ss on the a.lreac.ty-ccngcsted Pacii'ic Coa.st 
Hi.ghwa;y-·. 

2. N~m development on any i>raterfront should. :LncJ.ucle public access and, ~-mere 
feasibler pub1 -i c .r.0crcatio.n. PreserY<!.liion.; restoration, fJ:esh Hate:- d.1.·ai.na.ge, 
and adequate !w.bitat buffer areas shm&..ld be afforded the Si.r:1' s. Pond area. 

3. No po:L1uted runoff from e;d.sting oil residues or from f'ut,ure urban cl.cainage 
should be allowed into the estuarine uc>.ters. 

l~. Cer-ritos t?e1•1Cind 1..s a. valuable habitat resource and should be protected. 
Remove o:ll-related stru.cture:3 as oil sources are deplet8d and give priority 
to land u.ses thai. would be compatible N·ith the wetland .. 

' ' 
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1. To protect Catalina 1 s historic ftmction of providing public recreation and 

to ei'.hance opportu.11ities for public use of the eristing Con:serv?Dcy for the 

·island, give priority to projects providing pub~ic and tourist·-corr~11ercial 

facilities. 

2. In alloc ating CataJ..ina' s li;1lited supply of fresh \,•ater, give p:rior~ty to 

tourl.st-cor;•nerci.:U development over neH, permanc;mt res i d ential use, 

3. Ensul'e preservation of nature:.~ phys:Lc.~.l features· (canyons, rid;es 1 slopes) 

as a condition of aJ.l developm~nt. 

4. To retai 11, the cx.i:.;tfng cha.'.'act er and scaJe of development 1 er~courage re

habiJite:Lion of older structures; in neH co~st.:ruction, give -priority to pro

jects that. ~::u'e compatible in style, color, text-ux·e, sizq: 1 etc., "h'ith ex; sting 

dev-elopment. 

5. Encourage e.x:pe.m;~_on of smalJ passenger van tra,nsi£ service as an alterna

tive to inc:t: e<we.ci dependence on the priv-ate automobile. 

6. Pendi!!-0 resolution of the automcbile j_mpa~t problem, perhaps by· a ban, 

req\J.ire provision of on-sit-e pD.rking in nm.; d.evelop:nents; if more than 50 per-

cent of c.n e;:isting house is bein0 rehabilitated, l'equ:i..re proYision of one 

on-site parl--:'~ng place, 

7. Permit no perrr:anent development, othe.r than tourist-·CO!Tl!llGrc:ial facilities 1 

outside the currer!t city 1im.i.ts of Ayalon. 

SAN CIF.,fENTE IST.J..ND 

1. In the event that the federal goverrunent relinquishes :Lts claim .on San 

Cl t I , d the l. <,,·]_:.>!'d. shouJ.d remain in .uublic m·mership for recreation 
emen e S..!.a.n 1 ~· 

or open space. 

r-- ? !"" _____ _,.. 

~ , . I • ,. 

. .... 
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PRC . -'-··-
~ttachm,en t c 

(d) Independent b::tscline studies of the existiflg 

marine system should be ·conducted in the area tlu.t could 

be affected by ::1 n~w or cx p~'!nci cd 1nc1ustri~~I hcility usi!lg 

·sea\V<.l.ter in ackance of the carn·ing out of the 

de\'elopmen t. · ... 

(g) Adequntcly trcJ.ted recbimed water should, 

\.\.·here fcasi.!Jl .. :', b~.~ nwd(• av;iilab!e to supplement existing 

surface and underground supplies ~1nd to assist in 

meeting future \\';_~ter requirements of the coc.stal zone, 

and that consideration. in st~tte1.,:ide programs of financi;Jl 

assistance for \\·~~ter pollution or water quality control, 

shall be gi·~ ·cn to prO\·iding optirrtum water recbmation 

~md USe or reclaimed \Vater. 

c::p,c or.· c t · · 16 f " t B'Z'f \., 1277 . 
4J•~ ··· . . Go. .x:c 10n o uens e r , o. zs 

an1_ended to read: 
. ' 

SEC. 16. There is no appropri:1tion made by this. act 

---------
/for the 1976--77 fiscal rear pursuant tc6.sction 2~f the 

Revenue and T:.1xation Code. However, the 'Cigislature 

acknowledges th:1t there m:1y be ~&.12J.illJ.U.i.!1g and 

vadministrati\·e costs as set forth i 1\..~ct,i.or:. ,Zi:~:Q.i/ of the 

Revenue and T:.1xation Cede as a result of this act in the 

1976--7'7 fiscal year. but that such costs ~lre indeterminable 

at this time. It is tht: intent of the Legislature that such 

costs to local gO\·ernment sh:.lll be reiinbursed by the 

-state. If such state-mandated local costs result frorn the 

enactment of this act . or from executive orders issued 

pursuant to this act in the 197&-77- fiscal" year or 

subsequent v ·).,tS.....J..e.im.Purscment shall be pro\·idcd 

;a./pursuant t S.ection 223 1 \o f the Revenue and Taxation 

Code in the annuu state budget process. except that 

claims for such costs which' n1ay be incurred in the 

1976-77 fiscal vear shall be sub1nitted to the State 

Controller by October 31, 197i. · ~ 

·>- ~' If the Legisl:.lture fails to provide full funds for 

.. . state-mandated local costs <lppro\'ed by the St::1te Nj 

· . Contrd!er as. costs qt!:.Ilificd for reimbursement under ~j 

Section 2.231 of the Revenue ar~d Taxation Code in the co' 

. annual state bud;;et process or in special legislation 

· during the 1976--77 fiscal year and each year subsequent in 

which state-mandated iocal costs have been so approved, 

.• 
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the dates specified for the submission of the lcc<1l coast1l 

progr.1m. the implementation of <1 locul coastal pro~ram, 

\,.AIUd the perform:H;>-e-Of ... a.nr othe.( duty required of local 

f..,...~overnment or atl(£..~utl\'C order o be performed after 

January 1, 1977, under t 1C pro\·isions of Division 20 

(commencing with Section 30000) or the Public 

Resources Code, sh .. dl bf' postponed by- ·the number of 

· years elapsing bet,\·een the date the loc~l coastal prograrn 

implementing act or duty is to be performed and the ye:.1r 

in which such funds are pro\·idcd. In the event that 

state-rn;:mcbted cmts are not funded bv the Legislature, 

the provisions of s-:~ction 30.518 of the. Public Resources . 

Code shall not be affected, except that any local 

government whose costs are net f,_mded mav ek~ct that 

i:he Caiiforr~b' Co<.1stal Comrnis.:;ion- i!nplen1ent either 

subdivision. (a) or (b) of Se.ction. ;m518 of the Pubtic 

Resources Code. 
It is the policy of the st:::1te that a m:1jor portion of the 

funds, but in no e \·ent less than 50 perce-nt , received by 

t he state from the fP.deral gO\·ernment fo.r the period 

follo\vin g July 1, 1977, purstnnt to th e feder ~1l Co ~\S t 8.l 

Z one}.{anagenlent Act of 1972 (16 U.S.C. 1451, et seq.), 

shall be used for the de\·elopmen~ and in1plementa tion of:> 

local coastal programs. tc 

Funds appropriate d by the ,P.gislature for the purpose 

of, and pursuant to, this section toge ther \Vith no lc>ss than N 

50 percent ofany federal funds legally available for such ... 

purposes, sh~ll be deposited in a local ~overnment co~<st.il 

planning assistance account in the General Fund. The 

commission shall review and analyze all claims submitted 

and shall submit to the State Controller its 

recommendation. The State Controller shall consider the 

report of the commission and review clai1ns submitted by 

any loc3l government pursuant . to this section to 

determine whether such claim planning and 

administrative ·costs are directlv attributable to the 

operation of this act. .-\ny such cla:imed costs found to be 

directly attribulable to the operation of this act shall, 

when appropri:-tted by the Legislature, be charged 

against and paid frorn the local government coastal 

planning assistance account. · 

-MoRE-

' . " .. . .. . ~ 

• , 
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( 

SEC 29. 'Section 17 of Senate Bill iVO. 1277 is 
arner1ded td read: · 

SEC. 17.· The coastal. zone, as generally def~ned in > 
Section 30103 of the Pubhc Resources Code, shaliHndude tc 

the land and water areas as shO\\tn on the tlHtwhed map N 

prepared by the California Coastal Zone Consern1tion ~ 
Con!mission· titled "California Coast:'\l Zone.. dated CXl 

Au~ust 11, 1976, and on file \Vith the Secretary of State. 
:.:. . . . . . ··-

SEC. 30. This act Shi1ll become effectit·e on~v if~ 
Sen2te Bill.\(:>. 1277 is enacted bv the Le!:fisb.ture at its 
1975-76 Rr:guia.r Session. and 1i1 ~uch Ci.ls'e. at the sa.Jne ~ 
time as Sena.te Bill 1\'0. 1.277 takes effeC.;t.. . ~ 

SEC. 31. IF any pronsion of this act of. the application. 
thereof to any per.:J·on or circumsta.tJces is held int·alid, 
such iin·ali'dity sba.l/ not affect other provisions or 

a.pp!ic::Jtions of the :.zct which can be ,gir,.·,~n effect without 
the il1Fi.Jiid pro ~ ision or applicution, :.1nd to th1s eiJd tbr:> 
pro1·isio11s of this act are sel·er:zb!e. 

··-MORE,-

; 

' ""·· .. 
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REVENUE AND TAXA'l'ION CODE § 2?.rt.O 
r.~t:..JVtJ 

§ 2205. Cc~ts mandated by the federal covornmont 
"Costs m:mdntcd by the federal govertuneut" mcnns liU Y iucrcnscd cos t~ mn.udatcd UJ!0ll :t local n~;cmcy after Ja1.11.1!1TY 1, 1073, in order to compi.J• ·ith rcqutr · mcllli; of fnc! e-rr: J ::;u~tutc or regulation. "Cc!;ll:i olnl!datctl hy t.ltc federa l r.cYel·nrucnt" docs not include co~ts wllicll ar.: ::;pcci flcally r !Juburscc r f1mdcu Ly Lhe federal o;: H: nln [;OYCTI HI1(!ll t. · · 

(.u!dc j l,'Y Stats. 97~ . c. 3:;s, p. 780, ~ 3, urg- u r. c!!. A111;. 3:l, 1M3.) 
Ll b:· r.. ry r~~:_, rj! rtct·:: 

ll!uni< lt.al Cc;r;·orl< ll n a c,~fiG l. · C.,Y.S. 1·1llnl<.'i;l!l.l Corpora llor,s § 1n92 e;t SC;q. 

1. In r.crwr;:l 
1\fuh•l .:: n.l l ~Ce nreas row1t1 l!r;<do::l' '\Yn.tcr C. § 12in ~··r: M:lJ.I·~C L to lite ,,, :..xtmum tax rate l!.mi ltoti.>:J.'• il:JJ:•o!:efl l.•r ~~ 2~C3 a.ll'j 22GC, a•~ •l to thl.' c ;o;:lwl l ll!er ;: f,rc Ina 'l!!l.~~d co~;ts o( l':l t> lT\tcn DJlCO Mlcl' JDJI'L::LI ')' l. ~9'/:l , 

wh!ell o.r r~<)ulrcr,l t n he Illu .. h\" ri\\C h 1< 1-' lluloll!tnCI.' :•••: a:. In t~rl~tr· f o C>.!tliph· wltll th(! J·ecf·•aircm,!: <l!: to ~ 11 fc.\~'1':\ 1 >;utt:lt~ ~ .t lrrulu l on . lh~ . !:•; ht-:T~u.:-,cd c,:;:1t:.:; u.r~ "co~ t u tn anrln.tu lt ~, i ,!\.'! r.d J; . ., \·\!rnnH"ltl" n:t t1~ fln 'd l.•Y ~~'Iii •·:hl -:oi • ( :1 1\ ••:l th!il th·• nurvfow o( ~ ~~71 untl>;r which un IHllillion·d l.::o.: r<t tc Is ;c•qt; IJ'CU f •l !J•! lr:\·l •J tl In ord.:l l' l<t r.'l <H. 1: \IC'h frwr.: l!.!"<i <'OS l.S. G7 0 . . A ll)•. Ge:n. 3:11, 7-;o-'H. 

§ 220€.5 Co:sts m::!.r.llatcrl by lnltlntl1•o c:u:tct:J!ont 
"Co:;(· n~nn clntcll by iniliar.ii'C enncttncn l' ' lllC!ln.> 1111.\' incr.:>::.~~d co::;t :o EJ.i\ndr<.t<:.d npoi.l n local n r,~ucy' nfler $ * • Sl'ptcrul.•cr J, J \ITr. . !··y :m)· c;U:tnh: '1 

" or 1111y nmendnwnt to the Stnlc Con~tltntil)l, adopted or CJt<lct.ctl pur'.-LH\Ht tG tlw JH·o,•i s i tm.~ of. Sccllon ''2. ot .1:. r t it:lu JV or the 8 1 lte C<•ll~ ti tnlion . "Co:;~.; mond:!.tctl 11~· llliti r,tl\·! cnnc.tmeut" tl(• li 110t hlcll!d t! c-o::(·s ' ·Juch :u·c ·r~d ncully r (•iwliu t :m!.l Or fun ilcd - the t.CTIIlS (l~ SUCh i.llJtinti\'e Crc:ICtlliCO!t. (A.dd•.'d b:; !:1- ~at, .JO'fU, c. <lSI'J, p. ·-, § 1.7, m·gcncy, r:!f. l-';c L .~. 107u. AUJ·:>Il tlec1 l>y 8tat.a.Jfl'{(3, c. lOi'O, p. -, ~ 75.) 
Llbr 1')1 n-;,fc;·e t i~CII 

li.Junlc !f'!l l c.;,,~pomtJons ~~Gl . 

• 
C.J.S. E 1:n! t. lpaJ Corpo;:~ l! o ;·,IJ § 1992 ct llCQ,. 

-./§ 2207. Coo man rlaterl by tho ~iato 

'· 
,;. '· : ., 

:._. "C<ists m:uo,tlntcd by tlie stntc" means :1ny lncrease<l cost:'; \Yh.icb a 'local agency o1· n schoo) dis t rict is rcqu in:d to in<'m ns n result of the followinr.: : 
·(n) Ally Jaw ennctetl after JanurtJ'Y 1, 1un:, which IUllnrl::i.tt•s :1. n~w progrnm nr ll.ll htcl·c~.s!!d level of sen•icc of rtn exif;t.inp, Jirngram i 
(b) Any executive ortler issued nftet· January 1, .lf!73, which mnndntes n new 

executive orcle.l' ls$11Cd nCtcr Janu~H'~' 1, HJi3, y;-hie!t (i) impl:~ment~ or 'n te rprctF.J lL srnte stntul'l! nn!I (i!), b,· such implementation or intcrJ)l'Ct:<tic.n, increas~s pro;rram levels abo;·c the Jeye1s required prior to .Tunn:uT 1, 10'/3. (Addec;l b~· Stnts.1975, c. <!SG, J>. -, § LS, urgency, cf!. Sept. !'!, 10"(5.), 
Ll rnrY RClfo.:t·c:1cen · 1 MunJc.l p:~l •cn·J;·Orntlon s C:;>OGl. C.J.S. lJunlclr,:t l Corpol'l\ tlons § l992 ct • SCQ. 

1. In ocncral 
Sccllcn 22ll nnd thls "rtctlr.m rcquh·e the state to relmum·se a local agency .!ot· "costs 

§ 2208 .• County 

mu.ndl~tll (l hv :tl lll " wh·~ther or not' the l tl· <:a\ !I&'CI:C:f !Ul' ~<!\'C::.li!C EOUI'C(!.'I OlhCl' than propQrly IQ XC!l wh ich mi:;:ht 1Jc ll l!(!d to Pll}' such ·m:uvial~s. 0JJ . .L'.:c-. 'ouns8. 'iS A..~. GS:l9. 

"ComJty" meaus any chnrtered or gcu~rnl law couut.y. "County'~ lnclades a clty and couu'ty. 
(Added by Htnts.1973, c. 3GB, p. 780, § 3, urgency, err. Aug. 31, J.S73.) C!brary J•cferencea 

Counllen (,<;;:,1. 
C .. T.S. Co 11\ll ea § 1 ct seq. ... 

§ ·220fl. Executl\'o order 
"ExccutiYC "' • ortlcr" means <- nlly ord!!r, ;1lan, requirement, rulr~ or regulation issued: 

(11) Hy the Governor, or 

Astorl~l:s 0 "' " lntlic~ta dclolloos .bY .:\ll:ll:ltlmcnt 
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REVENUE AND 'l'AXA'l"ION CODE 

(b) By nny officer or official l;Crvi!:g at the pleasure' oJ: the Go7crnor, or 
(c) By nn:r a1:ency, dcp::trluwnt, board or Cl)l:\oni~~ioa or state ~~oret·nment; pro

videii'tTtat the term "exccutil-e order" shall l!Ol inc!ll(!e auy oro:ier, pi ~.u, requi.rc
rueut, cul e or regulation issued IJ.r the State Water J.{c·sources Co:J.trol Hoard or~:: 
any regional water quality coutrol • ~ IJonr:cl llUl'Sllfdlt to ~ ~ Di\·ision 7 
~1mr.nc:ing with S£,ctiori J:JOQD) of C:e Wfltcrcocte. 

It is tlJC intent of the LcgisblU!'C " • "' that the State Water I:esourcc•c; (',ont;:ol Iloard and r('r~ion;-,1 \\'fllPt· <inaliiy <:oHtrol loo:a·ds wm noi: adopt enfore•~ruent orders against vub1Icl.\' 0\n!l'd disel:wrgt':!r~:. wl'.dch. ma.:Hln.te wa,illl: wast(! water treatment facility coustrnctio:1 costs unlL•::::; fc'r.lL' l':l! finnncid nsdstmtce n.ud state fiuanci1:1l assisl:r.uce rnu .:;unnt to the Clean \Yater Dc;l:l A.ct of urto aml HJ7·1, ls slmu.Hnneousl.r mudc avnil:llJic; 
"J ln.jor" l'll l'!'lllS eithe!' H !l CW tnw. tmeni; facility OJ: flll nd :Jition. to l.lll CXiStiU[: 

facitit~·. t.llc ('OSt of \\liid1 is i1 e .n:t·~s of ~'0 perci!ut G~ Ute cos ': of repluc:!nr, t.lle fnciHt: . 
(J'I.:ddc<' by Slnt~.1C7·1, c. <J!J4', p. ltrl!l, § ~:. J..nwncled by StnhJG'i':S, ':. 1GC<, p. --, § 2, m:gencr, ef.f.. Se_,ll'. ?., JD'I5.) 

§ 2~10. L.aw enacted rdtat January I, 1913 
"Ln.\·r cnnctcd :Uter: J'anwu·y 1, J.9'i':{" m:)nns nny :;tntutt; c·nncted !Jy t!Jc Lcgi.sIaturc aftel' Jann:11;y 1, J.ll73. 

(Added by f:itats.19'1'::i, c. <;..SG, p. -·-·, § ::], urgency, E!~f. ~l'[)t. 2, 19ni.) 

fi 22/ f. l..oc~l a.ncncy 
"Local ar;o~ncy'' mer, ns any cl ty, count~· ox: special dis( l'ict. 

{Added by f>latsJ()73, c. Hf.i8, p. 7SO, § 3, Hri!.l~llcy, e£L i_••_t!J. :~1, 1fl73.) 
Library rafllr n eG 
'COHUl\£:~1 G='>l. 
C.J .. ; . Cti'q:-:.iJCJ § 1 ct seq. 

1. I ll oen ~1·.~ 1 
A lo.:n l fir e Jlr~tr r.; Lion dlst1·l c t m a x r n!so: Hn t a..-.; rntc wltl:out \'<' t e r :t fd ! o~· n l l <> comf•c nsl\.lO for l n~ r ·cnso:> !' Ju worl<!!.l'S ' cornpcn

s~U on co,·~ror:-c. s-.!!<lml col< t3 fc>r " r:11"t ·cnir.::l " ll!'.b llity ltnc\.~r c. r.:;!lr enlitr d l!l:.t.n. 1nc1·c;:v;ed t' CI!I llj li11UaHdlltl. IJy 0. S .II.A. r l!-

Cl\l:r~:~'Cnt -.;. h~ C""rr n -<"r. f.!l nH"rlicnJ 1 ''::\tt 'tt TlC'H~ 
r·r~·o f·' ' '1 ~ ~ • "t '~ ... ... , ... ~ ·- ·' ('C . . ... . ., . . . I i l'ltl! i.!d COZJ~~ ~~\'~1~;~( by-~.~~·-ritU!.l c ~·~~ rt·~:;.t! ~; · !S!lU Cd 
~' (tcJ: :1~ nu:.l!·. • l, l ~'t'J.. ..t\ci.c!~d J't: \ 'CO ue (}c .. ri\'Cd ~ro!ll n t ax t·:lL!l [ll'•lC<l<lurc ;.o!tlllh t-.:l 
fi (:;l t ll , 1'-'llUl . l! t•n a n1l co:.r,t c f Jl\·ilr:r i <: cr·otU;e:.i P."Ul\' b~ U!JCd frt r pur;t:-;teH fl l h"!-1' ll•tu1 l ncr~i!ro~·: c:nv lo;eo t'Otil lJtu.u liC\n, 5S OpF .. Alty.Gen. u'i~ . ll-U-75. ' 

§ 2212. Porcenta!]o cltatige In tho cost of livir:u 
"Percentage clt:m~c ju the c.:.s l of living" mcnm: tlJe p~rccntnge ch nu;;e fa:om A.prll l of tlle prior y<>ar lo ,P.prlf 1 of tl1c cun·cnt y •nr in tl iC Cr.l ifu.rniv. Con· f:l!lllet· PL'ic•: Index for nli itcllls , ns <lctcrmiucd. lly lbc Cnl.iforn.!n De]JRc!·mcnt !lf Ind tr·tr:inl Itcl n Uous. 

(Added. !Jy Stn.ts.1973, c. 3:JS, p. 780, § 3, ' urgency, eft . Aug. 31, Hrt3.) 
LIIJ r~ l')' •·eferc rJccn • 

liiunlclpn.,l Corporations e=>l. 

§ 2213. Prcporty tax rate 

C.J, S . Mun1clp~.l Corpomtlons U 1, 3, 4, 
~ ·1. 

"I'rop::'rty tn ... x rute" me:1n" nuy rn e of t:u: V'r assef.sment w11ich Is Iovlccl pe t· uni t of nss:!SS~d v!l.lue ol' pt·opc rty. "l?l'opcr t,v tn.'x rnto::" includcr; aur t':ttr. OJ' ns~<·!;smcnt which Is Jc,·icd on the mluc of. l:w:J cmly, us " ·clt m; any rate ot· nss<:!ssmeuf: which lslc \•icd Oll t l.! raluc of Jautl r.nrl illHll'iJ\'Pmcnlil. 
(A.dded lry ~ t:ttl;.l()i3, c. 358. p. 730, § 3, ur;:<: t C?, ft. AHg. 31, 1973.) 
Libral')' rcrcrc l>c-~s 

Mun:cfpn( CC;l'porn.!!on3 ~971(1 ). 
O.J.S. l';iun,lclpal COI' I)UJ'tltl on~ ~ 21H2 el 

llNj. 

1. In {.ICilCr<l l 
Co3.ts oi formntfon nnd ot·lg!nat plan ot ro::cla1n Won luvln(l. by nlfsl:s!lmcnt by <!. r·cc-

l u.m:~.Uon district (10 no.t C:: ll wilhl!l (he r.ur\ ' lcw of tl:is !lectf .>n ~e n:; to r cq 11lrc n \'O!f! 
prl(,Jr to Ore lc\'Y o! :trt asses311l ~nt. 58 O;•s.Atty.Gcr,, 20~ . 3-ZC-75. 
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i . REVENUE AND TAXATION CODE § 2231 
fun.d nud !tlinll ue O(lptopri !tl~tl in th~ s::un m a nner nnd for tl1 c s ame purposes !;pcc:Hi~rl Jo ~:c·: l· i c n ~9::i31 ot l11c Oo\' l'wneut olk (b) lO: itrhty pN'r:l•a t or the lctc:t1 net loss ~ltnll loc c!lstri.hutccl to citi0s :m d cotwl!cs Ln tho SltoH! l'itt!o tl :i p r O\ idcd il l f'cctloa :10~(;2 for the <li~tri !J uLi oll or " 1110 11(::~':'; frcm th(l CJgnrc t t•:- '.I' a:.: F nnd. 

Tl.J_ Cllstr!hullc·n of rrj mburscmcnt moneys ptiTSLirwt to till s :,:cc tl on ~; il n ll IJc niR~lc nt the ~;nmc time 1111J In tl it· Sl>nlc :un rtu oL' :H; JH'OYJtlcd in f'cctio u 30402 t ut· L!w distributi on or lll OllC;I' !'i £1•om tlt :;; Cl&11 rr:ttf: '.!'a~: I• ll ll!l . . For PUillO~;~,s o.f. t llis sccti-:J ll t.hl' r irCCtl'll' ;t f .Fin:JUCC !;l!Jtll C:·:t imnt. tbe :\llfl\1 (\1 llt!L los.-; of n ··.-cnuc t o IOcl! l :lgt:,l~<: ! c:-:. J 11 t he~ cttsi! Cif lc ,l sl :>.(in, hil1s whic h p!'rJ· \'ide for ~~ :w lcs or use tax ~}X<! I! 'Pl i o n, lllc T.l irl•dor of Fil!:~ ucu xll : J1 fli'C!!IIlrl! il ll cstinrnt of the :111nunl nC;t Io:>:; cC re ·•nu,, ! u Jnc:!l l nge nt.ics <lll ring tJ:c initi..l iis r::tl yea r· in '': hlch Ulc bi ll IJccrm:cs cflr:dih. An nppropl'i:niou Ctl ll t:: i s l~n t wit·h l\UCII estlmn lc ~>1~nll be lnci.u~kr1 l:1 f11 c bill. Jn StlhWI [\!CJI~ fisc:li y C:C! I'i< l.tu nppr·oprir~tion to r t11m lm r!>¢ I<J(.;fll ~~-·c ttrh'l, n • I'{!Q lli l' •u by t ili!i !iC'Clim! 8hrt11 llu im:ilah!d In tltc: St:tl.c JJudgct. Tit MIOll llt i.ul'l mi!:rl cnclt : car i t\ tir .- f:\Wt::- 13udt,ttl !.:lJa ll I; .clmngttl !Jj' l he {'!Jlim:u.(;•. pcn:£1nt:LJ;c <'h :IAtN fr·.h:Jl tltc !)r!\•t· y.~ r. 1·; I!! l h l~ f!JUv t.II t o£ l' i'C! Htl<~ tli :~ tJ·Umtt•d to d ! !cs and co:mti c::; punmaut r.o Prt~t 1.:1 (cou:Ll"au nclnr; with f-l ection 720:1) of Di.,·ini 11 2. 
l<'or put'J11) .e;,; o!! th.is scr;tin the nnt lofls <tf. 1 c vC;uu r: dm~s ltO ~ in c1udt· (!) pot(·>~ Ha l 1 '~\' C·n u!:l from t he a!:. or us t: ( >'f l re>p cl"ly n( a cnu• \V hi cll wn~; n <rl l ulnt.; t n:-.C'tl ;m ~nr:wn·y 1, lD'i3, cr (ii) tlw 1\rr:au nt wl d •h wm:ltl hrn·e br.l' !l t! >du t: c;,(: !l .'' Lhe llo:'.l'U of L:quulizl! lion pur·inW.nt to 8~r.wm 'r!!(t-1.,, f-o1· th t~ (\OS I: (I[ rtr)mlniJ>tr; rl,nr; I:J nl S!tlcs a nd us~ tnx orcli !l311Cc:::. 
Jo lieu or <tistdun:.i n!f :·(.du:l.•ur .. <•lll<:l! L n•rr·nue 111: JH·o\'ldcll in tlil!; :-.octiou , t!.llr s tatu te c:s:t>ru ]J~ l.H . ., pr.;, u:-ty truro sn lc!> ( •J' · u:;c !'ax mnr JH·oyid t! an nlteru~llivc prorNlu rc rvr ~; uch c'li s trilrul'iQll. 

(L,ddcd by Stuts.l GI'i::t, c. 3:)$, p. 782, ~ 3, m•;uucy, (•.rr .• nr;. 31, !173. ) Proh!b tlon R.!/~ rv~t t'Cintbur:HH\H~nt , \oc.n ! :q;cn~lcs undm· M c tlorl l! t£1. ~ (l '~l >l•c l rlu !•:,· S:c.~6.IS;·~. c . ;t;;8. N'>W, I hl f.! t;ecUon ) l o r CO!:Sls !ncurt'~ tl in trnp )tli\"tHtth:g r-.an.:.••d· 

rn e t~!R b.•· s l (l. l.~ .1ll 'o':> . <'.k, l e t·:. S'/ , &~. r.·~ ·> ll<·l ·:'~t \U~:!l:~:~ V ch!ch1 C· ~ ~:\ ;} 3-101.0 . 2 7 ·~tJ . fl':" r i v;~ U ~H!: F<) '1Tn1 :: .!i -:.'l': !~c :~ ;; :: \ G.l . ::1C t :. o :1c<1 Lw Stnt~.1 972 , ,~ . ;:(tu, v. 2~Gl . 1 H.7. 

§ 2231. Stato·m r nrl:<.tcfl co·sts; rcl m ll!ll"S~me n t for· Initial fl •c?.l ycc.r; a(tjlronrl e·· tlons In su bscquen~ yeRrG; c!aims 
(n) 'l'l:c st:a( · f;))UlJ l't'•imbl(rSe l'IH!il )OC:Jl ( :!.'; IICJ' ru 1· nil "COSt K lll!tml:J.tct1 by the SI"J\I.c", M dcflucl1 iu Scctlon ?.2(11. ~'lio s t; tl! nbnU r~imiJu n;t;) l'ac!J .sel:ool <liSl1'ie t only .for thi)SC "C:Nl t S Jn:HrdlltCd by tho s lu lc'' I>J.'Ccifl<:cl In Sl!Utli vlt>! 1\ (H) or ~cctiou 2207. 
(b) ]for t l;c initial fJsc1~l ~·enr duriul~ wlli<:l t su.:tb ('OSts a te incnn ctl. n•lmbu rscmcnt fnnrls !ihn11 oo tH·o..-ldecl as follow s : {1) nor !·!n tu tc IAl:tndnting such costs s.hnJl !ll'O· vi<lc till nppl'opr in tlora UJ('rcfor. oud (2) ~my c;xautiYc order ut:mrln tillt~ fi 1.1Ch costs slinll b~ nccor aptlll!cd .hy n !J i ll nppn1Jl t'i :l.t in~~ the i' unc!s t.l!ct•a fo r, or, nl.tt•r nntll·oly, ll lt . UJllH'OJl 'il tion for such funds sbull he inclutlcd in the Budge t Dill fc1· llle JH!X1. fol-lowing fiscal ycnr. 

. ·-Tn !:lllJscquc.nt fls<"al years !lf)Jll'n~::-int lons lor such costs sh. II be incl.uQcd. iu the Stntc ludgct nnd in tllc Butlgct Hill. . (c) The nmount. 1.\liJltopr iA.Led [or s uch purpo~cs shnll be :tJ>li i'OIJti:ttc!l to tlie Oon· troller for dh:bu 1·.~~mcat. 
, (c.l) Tltt:! Conll·ullc •· !tlwtl clil'IJm·se rcianuur;; •urcnt · ~\1nds to loctll ngcnci~s ns fol· lows: 

(1) !~or rhc Initial fl scnl .n'nl' dttrin t: whlcllt:u,~ h costs wJU 1,c ill Clil'l'ecl, t>nch locJt l :-J!;enc.1· ot· stlrool <.l i:-; tdct tu 1\"lalcll the maud oiCC is ltp l)licablc s ha l !>; ubUJit to tlHl Controlle r, wllhlll 4!i days of the opl:'rntil·e U:'!t•~ oC the mnndalt·., :l cl:-t im fot· l'C· imhu rscmeut us weU ns Hs cslimnt~ of li.K• co!l!s r·cquh·cd hy "md• m:au.lntc fo1· the cuta'I.'Ht Ciscul ~·oar. 'J'he Contmllt!r :<11 1111 pa)· sue·!! c:l;tinrs from the tu• uis appropria t ~tl thc rC!for, Jl!'OI' idt'l.l Lh:lt lie (il uuty au,lit llr{: rcr.o1·tls vr nuy JoNd n~cner · or school di s trict lu 1·cr·iJy tlic nch111l HllrOuut or Ill ~ llr a tHl:ttcu co:;t, IIIHI (ill l uuy reduce w1y clnim which Ire dc!t••r·nliii('l; is cxce:;~ i\'IJ <H' tlll!'ca smwh!c. · (:~) lu !!uh;;("f'l<'lit fiscul YNLr:· PnclL l >ca l HfW ilC)' or '"~lioo l distl'ict ;;ltnll sul.nuit Slrch claims to the C'cJn lr·ull\•r hy Octol.tN· :n. 'J 'hl' C:uutroll<'c ;;hall pay s.uch cln inu; from l:U!tds nppro:nitll ii.cl thcn~for, pro,·itlcd thM. I.e ( I) mny nndJ t the I'~ C< •I'cls or auy 1\s lol·isks e. * 0 lntlleulo llcl e ll ons lly amcndrnout 
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§ 2231 rmVENUE AND TAXATION CODE 

l
locnl n:.;cu ~y or schoc; i !lis I rict to verify the actual amount of the man<lntcd cost, 
(ii) wa~· rt·cluce nuy dailll, -,,·hiclr lu~ <letl•rmlnc,; i.s cxcl·~sh·c or unrensona!Jle, nr:cl 
(iii) sll:\11 :\ (Jju~t: tile pa~·mcnt to correct for illlJ" uud c rjlaymcnts or orcrpnylllents 
wllicl! N·curn:d in ll•.e previous fisc·al y0ar. 
(A<lrle:d hy S tat.~.l!J7:3 , c. ·JSG, p. - ·, § '7, tu· ~·~ncy, eff. Sept. 2, 1975.) 

hwmcr l 2~31, ndllcil lJ)' Slo.l,.ln~. c. 358, 
p . ·~~~::, § 3, dcrlv ,d fn,.11' fOl ' l nc~r· § 21 G;'.:{, 
ad!kd !>:: ~: ( :Hs. 197 :'. c. 1-: 0G, p. 2:1GJ., ~ H.?. 
~ ·~ Jr i U!1~; to f-(ilnila.r subj·~~~t_ rnath~r. \Yns r..::
Pl:7leil hr. ::~~~l."";.1~17fi.t /~: ·!SG, l'· ·-, § G, ur
I~ 'll::.•·. <·I I . · •~'J'L •. . l ~ f7,. 

l nat rl•l: t::t lli.l ity nr fle-~ t iCilt 21G·1.~ ( r cp-::s,~Jell 
b ,\· l!17:~ ~l<I.G;. c . ::! 5$. .~.:,,:~w, thi[.; ·~r: ~ 'on) 
COP h1~r t.'..r.u.:." in fo ,;; i,IJl' L'.;.t rn unde-1· ~:f. als. 
1!17~. c. r,~; • . c;cc note niHh:r \~"r·JL &. Insl.C. 
§ I I ?..; 1.1. 
D~r ivt:ii~Hl: Fornu.;r ~\'.c~\on 2U.i;1.3, adt.~ed 

hlr !)t:_\.l:-;,]!17:~. c.. J .• nr , p. ::;·,~1. ~ l•L'/ .. 
. F~'~:~~·;_~r ,.~:~cUvn 2:t ~ l. ~.c.i,::~.:: ll b>=-- Sia.t:-;.1~73, 

•.· 3c·t·, J•. ',,3, ~ 3. 
Libl':\ry I'Cfl: !'~llCC'S 

st~tt·~!; c. -:.>1:~~. 
C .. L:.;, St:~ tt:.::: ~ 15{\, 

1. Jn n:·:ocr:d 
. Pro\·i:.iu:l or this cee;t~C.J! thnt .. The stati~ 

slHLlJ p :.: ~,· t<1 (·. ~1.c h ,.o ... u.:.~- . <l'Y and c-:l·.;,~~Y. 
cit.~· ~;l( zp~·cir'..l ci . !; l~k. t t'..ll :tluO\IIJt to 
rcinllJ• u .. ,..:.• • '" <o fc11· 1.h~ full c-o:;ts, 
v;hi.:-lt ~~·;; n1~•.n<l::ted l1y r•e;t~' f'iJ': •• ·:l('d nftc1· 
.l lUHH\.l'J' .1, l ~· ' i:t, .;1r rtn~· i\~W nl:tti".-·•!II!.L..nt.lu.t•c,t\, 
J'~ r\Jr, t 'f'. I H (I[ ' 1\l\ ,\' 1\h•n_;:~:t:f~d l ~ \ (: \ (1f f.~r \' i·t'•:: C)[ 
~n -._xf !. U11 ;'~ nH~nrJh.tcd Jf;'C'l~' r ·ta\'' i!' J\C' l it· 
.r t.: tr ''COU iJHI!J~I~ I' !)PI',) I• t l:I ~ !")H, " hut 
r·nli!''l', fnt ·lhQr· Jct;if.:l::ti'-''~ action !.-:; n:~ · 
(JUi f (n:i. CJ it.tn(";'o C·:.•l<nty y. J.i'lo ~u·ll OY 
(1!17•i) 117 !.~J.J . Hptr. ~~·f, ·i~ C.A.2d IJtJS. 
"'"•·<1~, "(• nadc~J nfler ,l:cnu:..ry 1. l.f1r:':" 

\YltiJin tlli:-5 !.;~ction pi·oyidi!ll; thnt "'file 

~l" le ~hall t>::y to cn.clt county, cily a net 
Cvur.ty, cily n.11d ~{lf:CiH.l t.li."">ll'iCt nn rdtlG\!~~~t. 
to rc-itnJJ\U'£::C " .;. • for th~ (ill\ C:·•-~t~. 
w hkh :tn.l I J: ~tn cl:l t otl hv .'l.c l s I!IHI<"t ·•.1 :~.ft f' t· 
J :<n\t:t t·)· l. ln3. Qf :m:.ncw st.'l l\. • ln:u:~ !:•io!tl 
p t ·nl;r~·~~\ or~-,~- hh':J·,. , _ ... ~fl l c- \· (~ 1 or ~ ·(" t' \'t •..: • c- r 
:~u t'!Xi~th 1~ I ;U~ t,da:., .... J progrrt.tn" 'l~~ Pv L 
tne :u1 "~ f r .... t: U~· L · t•itc- t· \1 • ru~>trr 1. J!li:::· h.L 

In.~rc:~;~~d <·.:.,~ t.~ inr:L~n·t:-c.l Uy loc-al l'td i:~- of 
r;rr\·\~rnn1::·nl tn rnt:·et st~tc rcc~ul~""!.tion:·. f:::r 
,,-,,~tc trc:-~tll•('l\t ~ll!d \H::no:;n.l f:::. c~Oilh::-: ::.rc 
nut SUttC-n\:.UHbcLl:'d r.o:Jt.;, with\11 ll'1 1 ~ J:1(:f·.n
inr•: t llc. ll~g-b:.:l:l tur•~ ~ntc~icle\l til~ l'hr:\/.f~ U.• 
h;:lvc and nrc ti·.~~rt.:f(~J·~ nc·t rcimhH!' :•::·~J.h~ 
by· Uw stat£'. :,. .~ 0!.\·~ . . ·\ tty.Ceu. 111, ~-·i-i·.~ . 

. Ar.y result:ltl~ ·int·ro:~:~~e<l countv C0:·;L c:o:'L'-''.
~d-clllC:d hy cn:;t of 1i·d:1~: .'1L~~\istinent~ l""<l.!dl! 
l,,~· n::~·n!:.;.ti•lil!! n:: rl' lh··~'"l to l '" ln . .:.. ~ • -=- d in 1:·7~: 
hy "\Velf. tl~. )~;:.-. t-.1.:, ~ ll-i; •. 1 ~n:\d •,1 i·: F···: 
nrc l!Ol iucrrr•~.:·:' f! c•)\H"l iY ,~,> ~ ts Jn:-.!\· lrtc ... ll-:·· 
t.lt~~ ~:tate wit!::n t!ll} 1n·.::~~:-1ing· \J( i.i'"c .. . : S··~:
tl<H1 f~:Hl th~·· i·~~·:tt2.' ]:l th.;·I'(•[f•rC n('t !.'L·~·pli!f·J 
to r.JiUJb\lr:-:.0 t 1;•:: r.•JU!lti::..•!; fot· :u1y i!l('l' •:',-::_::ed 
<':0:::ls ,,due !O :-~::r.)l .. :.c c1ju::.lul~l·· u:. ;,·1 <.liJ:i, 
.·dlV.\..rCrl . .{:)]. ~ - lJ-· r •!. 

~:E..:otinn ~::~·)1" t~til.] ttli'.i .~.er:tic~·:1 l•.'·.!llir L: tlk 
~tn.:•· to 1~Q-h l'l l•t, !'f,( (~ )·~·~ ::- 1 1\r., . r~C).' f0~· '· .... r.~. u~ 
IH-l r:.C;•. tej lty !J\. !"l te'' \".J~ H~\h i1 l' Clr l""!t t\ ill ... ! ·, .. 

c,;. l !tr.-cn.::y h:• . .:-; l '~Y C.lll l f" ~ .r,ur~c.:; 111 j,. ;· l h :.!ll 
Ju·,-.p ~rlS:' t tLx.u:~ \·:hh~ h znir·l ll. b~ t l!,t. :1 to i J !~Y 
.:m,:h m n n dat<·r; . Clt d .,r:J:. (..!OIJt12 td. ·, ;. -·~.J. 
G529. 

Any i. un~J~ r ereiYC'Cl h~.· n Jocn.l nt.;<?uc:\' · pur:::n!~tit io t11e p.rc.r·rh: iO!l ~~ cd t fl~~ ( : L'~~l l ~ v·i · 

llliQ' br• u:;ed for an~· p:1h!ic p:n·i'ose. 
(Atld<•cl by f·~lllt11.197:1, c. :ns, Jl. ISJ; §a, urg-c>ncy, E:.Cf.. A\l f{. 31, lf.o7:>,) 

Dcri\-" ation: Fonner .C:f·~tiun !HG4.5, a clUed 
by Stats.H•7:' , c. 1401;, p. :<%1, ~ 1-1.7. 

22:~3. Ck:lms anri l!ayl ; ;~nts; amount 

l'\o el:lim !;hall be uwcl c pw·,;unnt to f( c·ct.inns 2:129 -nnu 2~~1 nor slwll nnr pa~:nent . 
be mat1e on claims f<ui:rm i tted ptu'stwnt to Sections ?.~~2D and :!231 Hnlc~s ,:tdl 

clnim.~ exceed fiftT llullnt·;; 1$00). 
(Aclr!ecl l;:; Stat;;.Hii'il, c. "j03, 11 • ....:.._, § 1.) 

· For cworher § 2238, acldecl. by Stat:U:915, c. 486, p . ...:._, § 8, see§ 22.13, 7Jost. 

Llht·:. r·y R~f!)r-an c.<' s 
Jlllll t~<: l~. r. l Co::p(";mtlo;uJ G;;>!I M (]). 

· C.J·.s. M.un :ctp:tl Ccil·pora t!•>ns § 200G ct 
seq . 

2233. Pr·oratlon of c!airr.s fly contr·ollt!i'; Tllports 

In the eYent t.ltnt I!J(! amount n.ppwprin.l"cd fol' reimbnr;;emcnt purposes pur"t:ant 
lo fectiou 2~31 Is not l>Utficieilt to pa~· all o! the clttiins !l]lill"O'.'Cd l;y the Cuut roll.~r, 
the C•Jll~ l'oller shall ] l J " c.•r.·nt<~ daim.~ in pt· ;.•pQ•:tioJt to thr• clollar nmn11nt of: rl!ll/ l'OYC:d 

clniliJS Umely filed and o11 lwnd at the: t.iJHC <•( p;·oration. 'l'h::! CoHtroller slra!l Ml

junt pr·omt<:cl (']nim~l H ::;upp!emcntnr:.• funt1u nrc !lJlproprint~ cl for thi~ !Hll'!lOoC. 

In t!Jc eYcnt that IIJr• Controller find;; it ncer.ssary to promte claims us pl"OYiJc,i 
by tliis s•~ct i ou, lte shall immediately r<•port well :!.Ction to the lkpnrtmcEt o1: Fi
mmce :md to the chairJ•J:ln M the r~_;,pr:c l in~ committees in each house of the LPgis
latnl'e which consider liJliJI'OlJrintious. 
(Added by f>t·n ts.l!HJ, c. •1$0, Jl. --, § 8, urgency, cff. Sept. 2 , 19"75.) 

Po1· cmoihcr § 223J, a_da'cd Vy Btote.1975, c. 105, p. --, § 1, sec Q 22S.'J, 
ani c. 

l.lbri\ry ll cf.~ J ·o::nce& 
st.~ to:·~ <;;:;oJ :~ ~
c.J.s. Sl~tca § lG~ 

lGO 
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9.0 Construction Equipment Noise Levels and Ranges- Handbook- Construction Noise- ... Page 1 of 16 

About Programs Resources Briefing Room Contact Search FHWA 

Highway Traffic Noise 
Construction Noise Handbook 

9.0 Construction Equipment Noise Levels and Ranges 

9.1 Equipment Type Inventory and Related Emission Levels 

Noise levels generated by individual pieces of construction equipment and specific construction operations 
form the basis for the prediction of construction-related noise levels. A variety of information exists related 
to sound emissions related to such equipment and operations. This data transcends the period beginning in 
the 1970s thru 2006. This Information exists for both stationary and mobile sources and for steady, 
intermittent, and impulse type generators of noise. 

Stationary equipment consists of equipment that generates noise from one general area and includes items 
such as pumps, generators, compressors, etc. These types of equipment operate at a constant noise level 
under normal operation and are classified as non-impact equipment. Other types of stationary equipment 
such as pile drivers, jackhammers, pavement breakers, blasting operations, etc., produce variable and 
sporadic noise levels and often produce impact-type noises. Impact equipment is equipment that generates 
impulsive noise, where impulsive noise is defined as noise of short duration (generally less than one 
second), high intensity, abrupt onset, rapid decay, and often rapidly changing spectral composition. For 
impact equipment, the noise is produced by the impact of a mass on a surface, typically repeating over 
time. 

Mobile equipment such as dozers, scrapers, graders, etc., may operate in a cyclic fashion in which a period 
of full power is followed by a period of reduced power. Other equipment such as compressors, although 
generally considered to be stationary when operating, can be readily relocated to another location for the 
next operation. 

9.2 Sources of Information 
Construction-related equipment and operation noise level data may be provided by numerous sources, 
including suppliers, manufacturers, agencies, organizations, etc. Some information is included in this 
document, and many web-based links are given for equipment manufacturers. 

9.3 Specifics of Construction Equipment and Operation Noise Inventories 
Details included in each specific inventory of construction equipment and operation noise emission levels are 
often variable in terms of how data is represented. Some inventories include ranges of noise l~vels while 
others present single numbers for each equipment type. Others provide levels for specific models of each 
type of construction equipment. Often, different noise descriptors are used, such as LAeq, Lmax, L10, sound 
power level, etc. As such, the array of data does not readily lend itself to being combined into a single table 
or easily compared. As such, this Handbook attempts to summarize a variety of such inventories and 
provide links to each, thereby providing the reader with a variety of sources from which to choose the 
appropriate levels for use in his or her respective analysis. 

9.4 Summaries of Referenced Inventories 
Included below are examples of several inventories of construction-related noise emission values. These 
and additional inventories are included on the companion CD-ROM. 

Equipment and operation noise levels in this inventory are expressed in terms of Lmax noise levels and are 
accompanied by a usage factor value. They have been recently updated and are based on extensive 
measurements taken in conjunction with the Central Artery/Tunnel (CA/T) Project. Table 9.1 summarizes 
the equipment noise emissions database used by the CA/T Project. While these values represent the 
"default" values for use in the RCNM, user-defined equipment and corresponding noise levels can be added. 

Table 9.1 RCNM Default Noise Emission Reference Levels and Usage Factors. 
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Equipment Impact Acoustical Spec. 721.S60 Actual Measured Lmax Number of Description Device? Usage Factor Lmax @ SO feet @SO feet (dBA, Actual Data 
(%} (dBA, slow) slow) (Samples Samples 

Averaged) (Count) 
~ 

All Other Equipment No 50 85 N/A 0 > 5 HP 

Auger Drill Rig No 20 85 84 36 
Backhoe No 40 80 78 372 
Bar Bender No 20 80 N/A 0 -- ·----
Blasting Yes N/A 94 N/A 0 
Boring Jack Power No 50 80 83 1 
Unit 

Chain Saw No 20 85 84 46 
Clam Shovel Yes 20 93 87 4 
(dropping) 

Compactor No 20 80 83 57 
(ground) 

Compressor (atr) No 40 80 78 18 

Concrete Batch No 15 83 N/A 0 
Plant 

Concrete Mixer No 40 85 79 40 
Truck 

·- -··-
Concrete Pump No 20 82 81 30 
Truck 

Concrete Saw No 20 90 90 55 ,_ ........ . .... , ........... , __ f---.... 
Crane No 16 85 81 405 

Dozer No 40 85 82 55 

Drill Rig Truck No 20 84 79 22 

Drum Mixer No 50 80 80 1 

Dump Truck No 40 84 76 31 

Excavator No 40 85 81 170 

Flat Bed Truck No 40 84 74 4 

Front End Loader No 40 80 79 96 

Generator No 50 82 81 19 

Generator No 50 70 73 74 
( <25KVA, VMS 
Signs) 

Gradall No 40 85 83 70 

Grader No 40 85 N/A 0 ... ........ 
Grapple (on No 40 85 87 1 
backhoe) 

Horizontal Boring No 25 80 82 6 
Hydraulic Jack 

Hydra Break Ram Yes 10 90 N/A 0 

Impact Pile Driver Yes 20 95 101 11 

Jackham rner Yes 20 85 89 133 1----·-------r-···--·· 
Man Lift No 20 85 75 23 
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Mounted Impact Yes 20 90 90 212 
Hammer (hoe ram) 

'""'"""""'"'-
_ , ___ U RU 

_ ..,NOU "' OY"-"""'"""'"" ,_, .... .. .. ... w. 
··~ · ... ·--·-·--

Pavement Scarifier No 20 85 90 2 

Paver No 50 85 77 9 

Pickup Truck No 40 55 75 1 

Pneumatic Tools No 50 85 85 90 

Pumps No 50 77 81 17 

Refrigerator Unit No 100 82 73 3 
""' 

.... _ .. ·- ...... .. .... ·-·-·-
Rivit Yes 20 85 79 19 
Buster/Chipping 
Gun 

··!----·--··"""""-t---- - · ·-""'"''"'""'"'""'"--'·---.. --- '' ' '"'"''"'"M 

Rock Drill No 20 85 81 3 

Roller No 20 85 80 16 

Sand Blasting No 20 85 96 9 
(single nozzle) 

Scraper No 40 85 84 12 

Sheers (on No 40 85 96 5 
backhoe) 

Slurry Plant No 100 78 78 1 

Slurry Trenching No 50 82 80 75 
Machine 

Soil Mix Drill Rig No 50 80 N/A 0 

Tractor No 40 84 N/A 0 

Vacuum Excavator No 40 85 85 149 
(Vac-Truck) 

'!'"'-- OM UU U MU .... 

Vacuum Street No 10 80 82 19 
Sweeper 

Ventilation Fan No 100 85 79 13 --- -~---···- -·-
Vibrating Hopper No 50 85 87 1 

Vibratory Concrete No 20 80 80 1 
Mixer 
__ , __ oO---.JM- _,_,_, f- .. - ....... ---·-· 
Vibratory Pile No 20 95 101 44 
Driver 

Warning Horn No 5 85 83 12 

Welder/Torch No 40 73 74 5 

For each generic type of equipment listed in Table 9.1, the following infnrmntion ic; provided: 

• an Indication as to whether or not the equipment Is an Impact device; 
• the acoustical usage factor to assume for modeling purposes; 

• the specification "Spec" limit for each piece of equipment expressed as an Lmax level in dBA "slow" 
at a reference distance of 50 foot from the loudest side of the equipment; 

• the measured "Actual" emission level at 50 feet for each piece of equipment based on hundreds of 
emission measurements performed on CA/T work sites; and 

• the number of samples that were averaged together to compute the "Actual" emission level. 

A comparison of the "Spec" emission limits against the ''Actual" emission levels reveals that the Spec limits 
were set, in general, to realistically obtainable noise levels based on the equipment used by contractors on 
the CA/T Project. When measured in the field, some equipment such as pile drivers, sand blasting, 
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demolition shears, and pumps tended to exceed their appl icable emission limit. As such, these noisy devices 
needed to have some form of noise mitigat ion in place in order to comply with the Spec emission limits. 
Other equipment, such as clamshell shovels, concrete mixer trucks, truck-mounted drill rigs, man-lifts, 
chipping guns, ventilation fans, pavers, dump trucks, and flat bed trucks, easily complied. Therefor~, the 
Spec emission limits for these devices could have been reduced somewhat further. It is recommended that 
the user review the RCNM User's Guide contained in Appendix A for detailed guidance regarding application 
of values contained in Table 9.1. 

Appendix A of the 1977 Handbook provides tables of construction equipment noise levels and ranges. The 
majority of the data were provided by the American Road Builders Association. These data were taken 
during a 1973 survey in which member contractors vvere asked t:o secure readings of noise exposure to 
operators of various types of equipment. Additionally, the contractors were asked to take readings at SO 
feet from the machinery. These 50-foot peak readings are provided in Tables 9.2 through 9.8. Though the 
data were produced under varying conditions and degrees of expertise, the values are relatively consistent. 

Table 9.2 Construction Equipment Noise Levels Based on Limited Data Samples - Cranes. 

----· 
Manufacturer Type or Model Peak Noise Level (dBA) Remarks 

'""'" 

Northwestern SOD 77 Within 15m 1958 mod --
Northwestern 8 84 Within 15m 1940 mod 

Northwestern 6 72 Within 15m 1965 mod 

American 7260 82 Within 15m 1967 mod 

American 599 76 Within 15m 1969 mod 

American 5299 70 Within 15m 1972 mod 

American 4210 82 Within 15m 1968 mod 
MMO~~- .. --·-·-.. 

Buck Eye 4SC 79 Within 15m 1972 mod 

Buck Eye 308 74 Within 15m 1968 mod 

Buck Eye 30B 73 Within 15m 1965 mod 

Buck Eye 30B 70 Within 15m 1959 mod 
_,,,., 

Link Belt LS98 76 Within 15m 1956 mod 

Manitowoc 4000 94 Within 15m 1956 mod 

Grove RF59 82 Within 15m 1973 mod 
"-- ----

Koehr 605 76 Within 15m 1967 mod 
·-·-

Koehr 435 86 Within 15m 1969 mod 

Koehr 405 84 Within 15m 1969 mod 

Table 9.3 Construction Equipment Noise Levels Based on Limited Data Samples - Backhoes. 

Manufacturer Type or Model Peak Noise Level (dBA) Remarks 

Link Belt 4000 92 Within 15m 1971 mod 

John Deere 609A 85 Within 15m 1971 mod 

Case 680C 74 Within 15m 1973 mod 

Drott 40 yr. 82 Within 15m 1971 mod 
·-· 

Koehr 1066 81 & 84 Within 15m 2 tested 
..................... , 

Table 9.4 Construction Equipment Noise Levels Based on Limited Data Samples - Front Loaders. 

Manufacturer Type or Model Peak Noise Level (dBA) Remarks - ·--
Caterpillar 980 84 Within 15m 1972 mod 
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Caterpillar 977K 79 Within 15m 1969 mod 

Caterpillar 977 87 Within 15m 1971 mod 

Caterpillar 977 94 Within 15m 1967 mod -
Caterpillar 966C 84 Within 15m 1973 mod 

Caterpillar 966C 85 Within 15m 1972 mod 
.,_,_, .. - -·-" ,, ·-·-N ·-

Caterpillar 966 81 Within 15m 1972 mod 

Caterpillar 966 77 Within 15m 1972 mod .. _ 
Caterpillar 966 85 Within 15m 1966 mod .... ..--··-................ , .... , 
Caterpillar 955L 90 Within 15m ;1973 

mod ,_, ___ , ____ ,_ 

Caterpillar 955K 79 Within 15m 1969 mod 

Caterpillar 955H 94 Within 15m 1963 mod 

Caterpillar 950 78 &80 Within 15m 1972 mod 

Caterpillar 950 75 Within 15m 1968 mod 
.... 

Caterpillar 950 88 Within 15m 1967 mod 
·-· " _ .,, .. ,_,_ 

Caterpillar 950 86 Within 15m 1965 mod 

Caterpillar 944A 80 Within 15m 1965 mod 

Caterpillar 850 82 Within 15m 1968 mod 

Michigan 75B 90 Within 15m 1969 mod 

Michigan 475A 96 Within 15m 1967 mod 
f---·-·- ,_ .. ..-.. ·- -

Michigan 275 85 Within 15m 1971 mod 

Michigan 125 87 Within 15m 1967 mod 
..... 

Hough 65 82 Within 15m 1971 mod 
·-- ---!---·-~---" 

Hough 60 91 Within 15m 1961 mod 

Hough 400B 94 Within 15m 1961 mod 

Hough H90 86 Within 15m 1961 mod 

Trojan 3000 85 Within 15m 1956 mod .. _ 
.. ---~ 

Trojan RT 82 Within 15m 1965 mod 

Payloader H50 85 Within 15m 1963 mod 

Table 9.5 Construction Equipment Noise Levels Based on Limited Data Samples - Dozers . 

..... 
Manufacturer Type or Model Peak Noise Level (dBA) Remarks 

Cdler j.Jilldr 05 83 Wllhln 15m 1967 mod 

Ci!!terpillar OG 85 Within 1S111 1967 111ut.l 

Caterpillar 06 86 Within 15m 1964 mod 

Caterpillar 06 81 Within 15m 1967 mod 

Caterpillar 06B 83 Within 15m 1967 mod 

Caterpillar 06C 82 Within 15m 1962 mod 

Caterpillar 07 85 Within 15m 1956 mod 

Caterpillar 07 86 Within 15m 1969 mod 

Caterpillar 07 84 Within 15m 1969 mod 

Caterpillar 07 78 Within 15m 1970 mod 
-·-
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Caterpillar D7 78 Within 15m 1972 
mod !--·-··-· ,_,_ , ......... - ... .. .. __ ,R,_, ___ ' 

Caterpillar D7E 86 Within 15m 1965 
mod 

Caterpillar D7E 78 Within 15m 1970 
mod 

Caterpillar D7E 84 Within 15m 1973 
mod 

Caterpillar D7F 80 Within 15m 1972 
mod 

Caterpillar DB 92 Within 15m 1954 
mod 

Caterpillar DB 95 Within 15m 1968 
mod 

Caterpillar DB 86 Within 15m 1972 
mod 

""'" --·---· 
Caterpillar DBH BB Within 15m 1966 

mod 

Caterpillar D8H 82 Within 15m 1972 
mod 

Caterpillar D9 85 Within 15m 1972 
mod __ , -

Caterpillar D9 94 Within 15m 1972 
mod 

Caterpillar D9 90 Within 15m 1963 
mod 

Caterpillar D9 87 Within 15m 1965 
mod 

Caterpillar D9 90 Within 15m 1965 
mod 

Caterpillar D9 88 Within 15m 1968 
mod 

Caterpillar D9 92 Within 15m 1972 
mod 

'""'" 

Caterpillar D9G 85 Within 15m 1965 
mod 

Allis Chambers HD41 93 Within 15m 1970 
mod 

International TD15 79 Within 15m 1970 
mod 

International TD20 87 Within 15m 1970 
mod 

International TD25 90 Within 15m 1972 
mod 

·-· ___ .. ,_ .... -·------·---· 
International TDB 83 Within 15m 1970 

mod 

Case 1150 82 Within 15m 1972 
mod 

John Deer 350B 77 Within 15m 1971 
mod ·- _____ ., ... _._ .... __ ,_, __ ,_ --· ,, ____ 

John Deer 450B 65 Within 15m 1972 
mod 
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Terex 8230 70 Within 15m 1972 
mod '-------·-·-.. ··· ~--""' '"""'" """'--OUHOUU ·-·-·--···"' 

Terex 8240 93 Within 15m 1969 
mod 

Michigan 280 85 Within 15m 1961 
mod 

Michigan 280 90 Within 15m 1962 
mod 

-
Caterpillar 824 90 Within 15m 1968 

mod 

Table 9.6 Construction Equipment Noise Levels Based on Limited Data Samples - Graders. 

Manufacturer Type or Model Peak Noise Level (dBA) Remarks 

Caterpillar 16 91 Within 15m 1969 mod 

Caterpillar 16 86 Within 15m 1968 mod 

Caterpillar 140 83 Within 15m 1970 mod 

Caterpillar 14E 84 Within 15m 1972 mod 
··----,___, __ ·-·--·-·-·····-·- " --

Caterpillar 14E 85 Within 15m 1971 mod 

Caterpillar 14C 85 Within 15m 1971 mod 
""' 

Caterpillar 14B 84 Within 15m 1967 mod 

Caterpillar 12F 82 Within 15m 1961-72 mod 
"" ·-

Caterpillar 12F 72-92 Within 15m 1961-72 mod 

Caterpillar 12E 81.3 Within 15m 1959-67 mod 

Caterpillar 12E 80-83 Within 15m 1959-67 mod .. _ 

Caterpillar 12 84.7 Within 15m 1960-67 mod 

Caterpillar 12 82-88 Within 15m 1960-67 mod 

Gallon T500 84 Within 15m 1964 mod 

Allis Chambers 87 Within 15m 1964 mod 

Table 9. 7 Construction Equipment Noise Levels Based on Limited Data Samples - Scrapers. 

Manufacturer Type or Model Peak Noise Level (dBA) Remarks 

Caterpillar 660 92 Within 15m -· ..... -· ·---· 
Caterpillar 641B 85 Within 15m 1972 mod 

Caterpillar 641B 86 Within 15m 1972 mod -- - ·--" 
Caterpillar 641 80 &84 Within 15m 1972 mod 

·- -·-·------
Caterpillar 641 83 & 89 Within 15m 1965 mod 

Caterpillar 637 87 Within 15m 1971 mod 

Caterpillar 633 87 Within 15m 1972 mod 

Caterpillar 631C 89 Within 15m 1973 mod 
·- -· 

Caterpillar 631C 83 Within 15m 1972 mod 

Caterpillar 631B 94 Within 15m 1969 mod - ..... ,.__ .... 

Caterpillar 631B 84-87 Within 15m 1968 mod 

Caterpillar 85 avg. Within 15m 1968 mod 

Caterpillar 621 90 Within 15m 1970 mod 
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Caterpillar 621 86 Within 15m 1967 
mod 

~··-·- .. ·-·-· ~ .... - ·•·"t-- ,_, _____ ·--·---~~ 

Caterpillar 613 76 Within 15m 1972 
mod 

Terex TS24 87 Within 15m 1972 
mod 

Terex TS24 84-91 

Terex TS24 82 Within 15m 1971 
mod 

Terex TS24 81-83 Within 15m 1971 
mod 

Terex TS24 94 Within 15m 1966 
mod 

Terex TS24 92-98 Within 15m 1966 
mod 

Terex TS24 94.7 Within 15m 1963 
mod 

Terex TS24 94-95 Within 15m 1963 
mod 

....... ,_ 

Terex TS14 82 Within 15m 1969 
mod 

·-· Terex S35E 84 Within 15m 1971 
mod 

Table 9.8 Noise Levels of Standard Compressors. 
,_,_ '-··--· ·- ·-Manufacturer Model Silenced or Type Type Test Avg. Avg. Cond. Noise Lev. 

Standard Eng. Comp. Con d. (cfm.psi) (dBA) at 
(cfm.psi) 7m* 

-·-·--·~"- 1----· _,,_,_, 
"'" ·------·---Atlas ST-48 Standard Diesel Reciprocal 160,100 83.6 

Atlas ST-95 Standard Diesel Reciprocal 330,105 80.2 
Atlas VSS-170Dd Silenced Diesel Reciprocal 170,850 70.2 
Atlas VT-85M Standard Gas Reciprocal 85,100 81.4 

·-·-·"···- - ·-·-" Atlas VS-85Dd Silenced Gas Reciprocal 85,100 75.5 

Atlas VSS-125Dd Silenced Diesel Reciprocal 125,100 70.1 .... 
Atlas STS-35Dd Silenced Diesel Reciprocal 125,100 73 .5 

Atlas VSS-170Dd Silenced Diesel Reciprocal 170,100 

Gardner- SPWDA/2 Silenced Diesel Rotary- 1200,000 73.3 
Denver Screw 

Gardner- SPQDA/2 Silenced Diesel Rotary- 750,000 78.2 
Denver Screw 

Gardner- SPHGC Silenced Gas Rotary- 185,000 77.1 
Denver Screw 

·-
Ingersoll-Rand DXL 1200 Standard Diesel Rotary- 1200,125 92.6 

Screw 

Ingersoll-Rand DXL 1200 Standard Diesel Rotary- 1200,125 
(doors open) Screw 

Ingersoll-Rand DXL 900S Silenced Diesel Rotary- 900,125 76.0 
Screw .,, ____ ,_._ .... _ ...... _ .. ,_ ... ·--r···-•-·--·--·--Ingersoll-Rand DXL 900S Silenced Diesel Rotary- 900,125 75.1 
Screw 
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Ingersoll-Rand DXLCU1050 Standard Diesel Rotary- 1050,125 90.2 __ j Screw L-.c .... .. ~ ... ..... ··----.. ·-· -w-----oo-••-
., __ .. 

"--·-· Ingersoll-Rand DXL 900S Silenced Diesel Rotary- 900,125 75.3 
Screw 

Ingersoll-Rand DXL 900S Silenced Diesel Rotary- 900,125 75.0 
Screw 

Ingersoii-Ra nd DXL 900 Standard Diesel Rotary- 900,125 89 .9 
Screw 

"'"""' ··-·--........ 
Ingersoll-Rand DXL 750 Standard Diesel Rotary- 750,125 87.7 

Screw 

Jaeger A Standard Gas Rotary- 175,100 88.2 
Screw 

Jaeger A( doors Standard Gas Rotary- 175,100 
open) Screw 

Jaeger E Standard Gas Vane 85,100 81.5 
" " ' ... 

Jaeger E(doors Standard Gas Vane 85,100 
open) 

Worthington 60 G/2Qt Silenced Gas Vane 160,100 74.2 
· - · 

Worthington 750-QTEX Silenced Diesel Rotary- 750,100 74.7 
Screw 

*Data taken from EPA Report - EPA 550/9-76-004. 

9.4.3 FT A Noise and Vibration Assessment Procedure 
Chapter: 12 of the FTA Transit Noise and Vibration Guidance Handbook discusses construction noise 
evaluation methodology and contains the noise emission levels for construction equipment displayed in 
Table 9.9. 

Table 9.9 FTA Construction Equipment Noise Emission Levels. 

Equipment Typical Noise Level (dBA) 50ft from Source* 

Air Compressor 81 

Backhoe 80 _______ ,,,, 
Ballast Equalizer 82 

Ballast Tamper 83 
..... 

Compactor 82 

Concrete Mixer 85 

Concrete Pump 82 

Concrete Vibrator 76 

Crane Derrick 88 

Crane Mobile 83 
...... .. - - -· --, , ___ .. 

Dozer 85 

Generator 81 

Grader 85 

Impact Wrench 85 
·- .. -----····-·-

Jack Hammer 88 

Loader 85 
·-·-----.. ~--

Paver 89 

-
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Pile Driver 101 
(Impact) 

..,.,uh- "''' '' ' " "'"'"""'-· .......... _ ,,,, .... , ........... _,__,..,, __ 
Pile Driver (Sonic) 96 

Pneumatic Tool 85 

Pump 76 

Rail Saw 90 

Rock Drill 98 

Roller 74 
·---- ... , .. "'''''w--•-• 

Saw 76 

Scarifier 83 

Scraper 89 
·······--

Shovel 82 

Spike Driver 77 
---

Tie Cutter 84 

Tie Handler 80 
-~·--'""'-' 

Tie Inserter 85 

Truck 88 

*Table based on EPA Report, measured data from railroad construction equipment taken during Northeast Corridor improvement project and other measured data. 

9.5 Links to Equipment Manufacturers 
Table 9.10 contains web-based links to manufacturers of construction equipment. While few of these links contain noise-related data associated with the equipment, they provide descriptions and/or specifications related to the equipment, as well as sources for possibly obtaining additional information related to the equipment. Information in this table is by no means all-inclusive and does not represent any type of 
endorsement of the manufacturers, suppliers, or equipment. Users are hereby advised that the referenced websites may have certain restrictions, copyrights; etc., associated with any use of data contained therein. 

Table 9.10 Equipment Manufacturers and Websites. 

Equipment Manufacturer Website Address 
·- -"-''"""' 

Arrow Boards 

North Star httg: U notthstar-traffic.comLiodex.cfm ?SC= 14&PT = 1 
""' 

Trafcom b!;l;g:Uwww.trafc:on.com 

Allmand httg: Uwww .al!mand .comLMB%20AB%2Qgage. htm 
'"'"' -·-· ·-·-·"· 

Articulated Trucks 

Case httg :Uwww. casece .comLgrod uctsLgroducts.asQ?RL= NAE&id= 196 
·-· 

Hitachi httQ: LLwww, bitach 1-c-m .comLgloba ILgrod uct2LacticulateLindex. html 

Terex httg :Lt.www , terex. comLmain .QhQ 
"" 

Caterpillar httg :LLwww .cat. comtcdaLia~out?m = 37840&x= 7 -
Volvo h ttQ: LLwww. volvo . comLcon~tructlonegu i gmen!;L naL en-u sLg rod uctsLartlcu Ia ted ha ulersL 

Asphalt Saws 

Allied httQ: Uwww. allledcg,comLgrod uctsLrotocut. as g .. , ·--· .. -·-------·-.. ··"-· 
Augers - See Drills I Augers 

Backhoes- See Loaders/Backhoes 

Boring Equipment- See Pile Drivers/Boring Equipment 
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Compaction Equipment 

Allied httQ: l_lwww. allledcQ .com[QroductsLcom (;!actor .asg 

Compressors 

Sullair httg:Uwww.sullgir.comlcoq~ldeta l ls[0 ,10294,CLI1 DIV61 ETIS714,00.html 

Com pair httQ: iLWWW .CO[!! (;!aiq;om[Products(~ortable ComQressorli.asgx 
-· 

Concrete and Asphalt Batch/Mixing Plants and Equipment 

Con-E-Co httQ: LLwww .con-e-co.com[grod ucts. cfm 

Terex httg:LLwww.terex.comLmaln .QlJQ 

Gunter & httQ: LLwww .g untert.comLconcrete mobilebatchlng .asQ 
Zimmerman 

Rex Con ht!;Q;LLwww.rexcon.com 
"~' ···-· .,,,,,_,,_~OH"M" 

Concrete Breakers/ Hydraulic Hammers/Hydraulic Breakers 

Drillman httQ: Uwww .dri llmanindia.com[!,;On!:;rete-breaker. html 

Hydro Khan httg: Lwww .sangl.co.krLenglish[g Qroductl 2 .QhQ 

Stanley httg; UWww .s~ nle')'- h'td ra ullc-tools. comLHand 0/Q20Held[NoAm breakers. htm 

Lynx h!;:!;Q: Uwww .stanle't-hlld raullc-tools. comLL'tn2SLbreakers. htm 

Concrete Chain Saws 

Lynx httQ;{.lwww.stanlg't-hydraulrc-toQis.comLLynxLconcrete-saws.htm 
·-· ........ ..! ......... ·---·- --· 

Concrete Core Drilling Machines 

Multiquip httQ :LLwww.multiguiQ.comLmultiguiQL318 ENU HTML.htm 

Concrete Cutters 

Vermeer httQ: LLwww. vermegcmfg .comLvcomrrrench lng EguiQmentLUne, jsQ?PrdlniD-3§ 18 

Concrete/Material Pumps 

Multiquip htto:LLwww.multlguiQ.comLmultigu!QL309 ENU HTML.htm 
.. 

Reed httQ:LLwww.reedQUmQs.comL 

Concrete Mixer Trucks 

Oshkosh httQ; LLwww. osh koshtruck .com[ concreteLQrQducts..,overview.vhome. cfm 

London httQ:LLwww.lml.caLmlxers.cfm 

Terex/ Advance httQ:LLwww.advancemixer.com 

Concrete Saws 
·~---- ·-· 

_____ , ___ , ..,___. __ 

Multiquip httg: LLwww .multiguig.comLmultiguiQ[JlS ENU HTML.htm 

Diamond Core bttl2: Uwww. diarnooQQ[Oducts.comLdg home.htm 
Cut 

Concrete Screeds 

Multiquip httQ :Uwww .multlguiQ.comLmultiguiQL317 ENU HTML.htm 

Concrete Vibrators 

Multiquip httQ: LLwww. multlguiQ. comLmultiguiQL313 ENU HTML.htm 
'"~"""' ---

Sullair httg:Uwww.:;;yllair.comL;;orgLdetallliLQ,10291,CU1 DIV61 ETIS722,00.html 

Cranes 

Malcolm www.malcolmdrllllng.com 
Drilling 

Link-Belt h!;l;g: LLwww .lin k!2gl t,cQmLIItL (;!rod uctliLfra [!!!;lQrod ucthome. btm 
,,_, 

Casagrande bttQ: LlWWW. Cji!Sggrangegroy(;!. COm 

http:/ /www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/noise/ construction_ noise/handbook/handbook09 .cfm 9/8/2014 
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Liebherr httQ :Lt.www .llebherr.comLemLen£3538l.asQ ... ..... 
Terex httQ: L{_www .terex.comLmaln.QhQ 

Crawler Tractors· See Dozers/Crawler Tractors 

Crushing and Screening Equipment 

Cedarapids httQ: Uww'!J. .cedarsmids.comLcrushscr. btm 

Hitachi httQ: Ll'!J.WW. hi tach 1-c-m. comL 

Komatsu httQ: (Lwww. komatsu .comLq~LQroductslmobile cru~hers. hiJ:I!I 

Terex httg;Uwww.terex.com[mgjn.QhQ 

Crushers/Pulverizers 

Hydro Khan httQ :(Lwww .sangl .co. krLengllshLe [lroduct3.QhQ 

Cutoff Saws 
1---.. ---- ···-·-,----...... --.. _,, -·-·---Multiquip httQ: (.LWW':!J. . multiguig.comLm ultlgulgL309 ENU HTML.htm -- ........ ! 

Lynx httQ: LLwww .stan l!;l~-h':ldraullc-tools. comLL~nxLcutQff%20saw . htm 
··- ' ---Dozers/ CrawlerTractors 

John Deere httQ:{Lwww.deere.comLen USLddLconstruction/_deere const[crawlersLdeere dozer select ·-· --· __ ... -
Caterpillar httQ: {.Lwww .cat.!;;om[cdaLia':lout?m=37840&x-7 

Case httQ: LLwww .~;;gsece .comLQrQductsLtlrOducts.asQ ?RL= NAE&Id= 2 

Komatsu httQ:Uwww. komatsu .comLceLtlroduc~Lcrawler dozers. html --·-·- - - .. -
Dewatering Pumps 

Multiquip httQ: LLwww .multlguiQ.comLmultiguiQl371 ENU HTML,htm 

Drills I Augers 

Malcolm www.malcolmdrilling.com 
Drilling 

Casagrande www .~;;asagcaodegrouQ . !;;Q!!l 

Soilmec httQ; Uwww .sollmec.comL vti gi techno.a~QJSZmsta=4 .. .... ,_ -
Terex httQ: /.L'J:!.WW . terex.com[maln.QhQ 

Excavators 

Hitachi httQ: (Lwww .hitachi-e-m .comLglobai[QroductsLexcavatorLindex. html 

Caterpiller htt(;l : LLwww .cat. comLcdaLia'iOUt?m =37840&x= 7 

Volvo h ttQ: LLww':fi. val vo. com[ constructionegu I QmentLna[en-usLQroductsL~om ga~texcavatorsL 
" ' , _,. .... 

httQ: L{_www. volvo.comL constru~tlooegu I Qment[naL en-us[QrQductsLwh eeledexcavatorsL 

httQ : Uwww. volvg. com[cgostructloneg uiQmentL na[en-UliLQrog uctsL craw lerexcavatorsL 

John Deere httQ:LLwww .deere.comLen USLcfdlconstructiooLdeere constLexcavatorsLdeere excavatQr 

Liebherr httQ:Uwww.llebherr,comLem[en[18891 .asQ 

Soilmec httQ :Uwww .sollmec.comL vtl gl t02.asQx?r(:!stci=29 

Gehl httQ:LLwww.gehl.com 

Case httQ:L{_www.casece.comLQroductsLQrodUcts.asQ?RL=NAE&Id=216 
·-·---

Komatsu httQ: [Lwww. komatsu .comLceLQroductsLcrawler excavators.html 

httg: [Lwww. komatsu .comLceLQroductsLwheel excavators. html 

Terex httQ:LLwww.~rex.comLmaln.QbQ 

Link-Belt httQ:Uww'!:J. .Ibxco.com[lx serles.asQ 

Gradall httQ: LLww':!J..gradall. comL 

http://www .fhwa.dot.gov/environment/noise/ construction_ noise/handbook/handbook09 .cfm 9/8/2014 
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I Badger 
Daylight!~~-I http: 1/w~.~. b~-~~.~~::c.com/ 

-·--·-~~----'""" _ ____ , ____ " ""' 
... ___ 

Fork Lifts - See Lifts I Variable Reach Fork Lifts/ Material Handlers 
·-· Generators 

Terex bttrJ :Uwww .terex.comLmaln.QhQ 

Multiquip httQ :Uwww .multlguiQ.comLmultiguiQL212 ENU HTML.htm 

Sullair httQ :Uwww .syllai r.!;;omt.cor,;!LdetallsLO ,10291,CU1 DIV61 ETIS714,0Q.html 
"'" 

Baldor httg: Uwww, ba ldO[,COmLQrod ucts£generators£ts.asg -"-·-·--- '"""'mmo ,..,,_, ...... ~-... ·-··· ........... ~,--~ .. ~··· 
Graders 

Case httQ: LLwww. case!;;e. comLQrod ucts(Qrod u~.a:;Q ?RL= NAE!l!,IQ = 190 

Volvo httl2: Uwww. vQivo .com£ con:;tructiQneg u I QmentLnaL~n -u:!LI."!rQdU!;;~LMQtQrGrad~r:;L 

Komatsu h!;!;Q :L(www, komat~u.com£cgt.Qrod uQ;sLmotor graders.html 

Terex htt.Q :LL'tJ.wW .terex.comLmaln .Qhp 

Hand Compaction Equipment 
·-·-· .... --... 

Terex httQ:Uwww.terex.comLmain .QhQ 
...... __ ,,..,, 

Multiquip bttQ:LLwww.multigujQ.comLmultiguiQ£56 ENU HTML.htm 

Hydraulic Hammers/Hydraulic Breakers -See Concrete Breakers/ Hydraulic Hammers/Hydraulic Breakers 

Jackhammers- See Rock Drilling Equipment/Jackhammers 

Lifts 1 Variable Reach Fork Lifts/ Material Handlers 

Genie Lift www.genlelift.com 
_,,_ ....... H M UUU ~. ··-

Sky Track www .kjrbY:-smlth.comL 

Ingersoi-Rand 'f!.WW.ingersollrand .com 

Terex httg:Uwww.terex.comt.main.QhQ 

Road tee h ttQ: t..Lwww. roadtec.comLwww t. docs/.1 0 2Lm tv-materlal-transfer-veh lcleL 

Light Towers 

Bald or httl2: LL'f!.WW. baldor. com{.produ~tsLgeneratorst.mlt.asQ 

Multiquip httQ:f.lwww . multjguiQ . cQmLmulti~uiQ£293 ENU HTML.btm 
·-· 

Allmand httQ : £LWww , allmand. com£Night%20Lite%20Pro% 20page. btm 

Loaders/Backhoes 
·-

Case httQ:t.t.www.casece.comt.products£Qroducts.asQ?RL=NAE&id=S4 

Caterpillar http :L£www .cat.com{.cdat.laY:out?m =37840&x= 7 

Volvo httQ: U'f!.WW, volvo. com£ coo structionegui Qm entt. nat. en-us{.Qrod uctst.backhoetoaderst. 

John Deere httQ :t.t.www .deere.LCJ 11 1Le11 USt.Lft.lb.:ull!>ll ut.LIQII[deere constt.backhoes[deere backhoe SE 

Komatsu httQ:t.t.www . kQml!tsy.com{.cgLQrogur;tst.ba~kho§; lodyt:!r~,l1trnl 

Material Handlers - See Lifts I Variable Reach Fork Lifts/ Material Handlers 

Milling Machines 
--·-.. -· 

Wirtgen httQ :t.t.www. wlrtgenamerlca .comLusL 

Mining Trucks - See Rigid Dump Trucks/Mining Trucks 

Pans- See Scrapers/Pans 
--··--·--·-

Pavers/Paving Equipment 

Caterpillar/ bttQ: Lt.www .cat.comt.cdat.laY:oUt?m = 37840&x= 7 
Barber Greene 

,,_,_,_,, , .. ,,, ___ , .......... , .. ___ , .... _,_ ·-·-·-· .. -··-" -" 

http:/ /www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/noise/ construction_ noise/handbook/handbook09 .cfm 9/8/2014 
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Rasco httg :I_Lwww .leebo~ .com[roscoL 

Bomag bttQ : Uwww. bomgg .com[americas£1ogex .aSQX7&La ng =4 78 

Gehl httg ; U'.t:!.WW .gehl.com[const[Qrodgg aQ.html 

Lee boy httQ : Uwww .leebo~ . com[leebo~L 

Terex htt12: t.Lwww . t~rex .com[mg In .QhQ ......... · .. 
Ingersoll-Rand httl2; Uw'.t:!.W. road-geveiQQDJ~mt.lrco .cQmlQefau lt.asQx7Men uitem ID- 12 

Vogele bttQ; lL':iJ.WW. vogeleamerica .com[noflasb. html 

GOMACO httQ:Uwww.gomaco.com[lndex.html --- ............................ ~. -· ··-· .... , .. __ , 
-~ ...... - .... --

Roadtec httQ :awww. road tee. com 

Pile Drivers/Boring Equipment 

Soilmec h!;!;Q :L[www .soilmec.coml vti g1 t0S!.aSQX7rQSt[Y= 29 

Leffer httQ:L[W'!:J.'/:!..Ieffgr.com[hme.html 

Bauer httg : U..www. bauer .de[eolmaschinenbau[grodukteld reh bohrgeraete[bg r~lhe[usbg1Sh.htr -· .... -· .. ·-· ...... ·- ·-Pipelayers/Trenchers 

Liebherr httQ: Uwww .llebherr.comLem[en[l8908.asQ 

Caterpillar httQ: Lt.www .cat.comLcdaLia~out?m =37840&x= 7 

Case httQ: U't!:.WW. casece.com[Qrod ucts[Qroducts.asQ?RL-N AE&id = 28&archived -1 

Vermeer httg :Uwww. vermeermfg .comLvcom/TrenchlngEgul Qment[trenching-egul gment.htm 

Ditch witch httQ: L£www .dltchwltch .com[dwcomLProduct[ProductVtewl115 

Eagle btto:Lt.www .guntert.!:;Q[!l[tcenchers home.asQ 
··-· ·-·--.. 

Profilers- See Roadway Planers/Profilers 

Rammers 

Multiquip httQ: t.Lwww. multigulg.com[mu ltiguig£56 ENU HTML.htm 

Rebar Benders/Cutters 
r--· '"' ... , ___ , ......... 

Multiquip httQ: L/..WWW . mL•ltiguiQ ,comLm ultigu iQ[ 131§ ENU HTML.htm 

Recyclers- See Stabilizers/Recyclers 

Rigid Dump Trucks/Mining Trucks 
r---·· 

Hitachi httQ: awww. hitachi-e-m .com[globaiLQroductsLrigidLindex. htmt 

Caterpillar h!!l2: Uwww .cat .. comL!;;daLlg~out?m =3Z810&x = 7 

Liebherr tlttl2; ll':i1.':i1.'!1.. liebherr.com[em[enL 18898. asQ 

Komatsu httg: a www. kornatsu .comt:ceLgrQdurulg!Jml2 tr!J!,;~:l . html 

Terex httQ:Uwww.terex.com[maln .QhQ _, 
Roadway Planers/Profilers 

Terex httg:L[www.terex .com[maln.QhQ 

Road tee http://www. roadtec.com/products/cold_pla ners/default. htm _ , , , _ 
Rock Drilling Equipment/Jackhammers 

Drillman httg:l[www.drlllmanlndla.!:;Om[rock-drilling-machlne.html 

Whaker httg:l[WW'f:!..wackergrouQ.com(webaQQ[wcs(storesLservlei;L 

Sullair htt12: Uwww. sullaj[.comLcorgLdeta llsLO ,1 0294,CLI1 DIV61 ET15721,00.html 
r-· 

Allied httQ:[lwww.alliedcQ.com[Qroducts[hammers.asQ 

Rollers - See Tampers/Rollers 
~ 

Scrapers/ Pans 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/noise/construction_noise/handbooklhandbook09.cfm 9/8/2014 
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I Terex I httQ:Uwww.tecex.cQm[main.ghQ 

Screening Equipment - See Crushing and Screening Equipment 
Slabbuster 

Allied httQ:Uwww.allledcQ.com[groducts[slabbyster.asQ 

Slip Form Pavers 

Huron httQ :Uwww .huronmanufacturing.comL 
·--"'"' 

Guntert & httQ: Uwww .gun tert. comLconcreteSII Qform Pavers .asQ 
Zimmerman 

--
Stabilizers/Recyclers 

Bomag bttQ: Uwww. bomag .comLamericas[index .asQx?&La ng-4 78 

Komatsu httg:[Lwww.komatsu.com[ce[Qroducts[mobile crushers.html 
'""'-'"' 

Terex httg:L[www.terex.comLmain.QhQ 

Wirtgen httQ :Uwww. wlrtgenamerica .comLusL 

Road tee httQ:L[www.roadtec.com 

Sweepers 

Elgin ht.t;Q :LLwww .elg!nswgeQer.com 

Johnston bttQ: [Lwww .johnstonsweeQerS.!;QmL 

Tampers/ Rollers 
'" ... - .. 

Bomag httg:{j_WY'J.W.bomag.comLamericasLindgx.asgx?&Lang=478 

Komatsu httQ: awww. komatsu .comLce[grod ucts[vibratot:Y rollers .html 

Whaker httg: [lwww. wackern rouQ. com[we baQQ[wcs(storesLserv let[ 
I Lynx httg:Uwww.stanle~-h~drayllc-tools.comLL~o~Ltamggc.htm I 

... 
Multiquip httg:U'f!.ww.multigulg.comLmultlguiQL181 ENU HTML.htm 

Ingersoll-Rand httg :L[www. road -devglogment.i rco.com[Default.asgx? MenurtemiD= 15 
·----

Trenchers - See Pipelayers/Trenchers r---· """ -·-· , .. ·---Trucks - See Articulated Trucks, Concrete Mixer Trucks, Rigid Dump Trucks/Mining Trucks 
Vacuum Units 

·---· 
Advanced www .arsrec~cling.comL 
Recycling 
Systems 

·---Vacmasters httQ: Uwww. v§!cmasters .comLalrs~stm. htm 

Vector htt12 : Uwww. vector-vacu ums.comL 

Variable Message Signs 
' ''" " '"' '~ 

_ ,, 

Allmand httQ: lj_www .allmand .comLM B% 20ool~%20gage . htm r---·-- -·M~ .... - """'" ·-
North Star httg; Uoorthstar-trafflc.comllngex.cfm?SC-13&PI-1 

Trafcom httQ:l[www.trafcon.com 

Daktronics htt(2:L[www.daktron!!;s.com[vms grog[dak vms groduc~.cfm 

Vibratory Rammers 

Whaker httg :t.Lwww.wackergrou(2.comLweba g(2(wcs[storesLservletL 

Welders/Welding Equipment 
"~~~·· '""- ·~ ... , 

Airgas www .airgas.com 

Multiquip htt(2:Uwww.multiguig.comL!I!ultlguiQL408 EN!.! HTML.!:lt!!l 

Miller hUQ: Uwww. millerwglds. comt'groductsL 

http://www.thwa.dot.gov/environment/noise/construction_noise/handbooklhandbook09.cfm 9/8/2014 
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\ Lincoln I http ://www.myllncolnelectrlc.com/Cata loq/equipmentserles.asp?browse=lOll400l 
Wheel Loaders 

Hitachi http : LLwww, hitat;hl-c-rn .cQmLglobai[QrQdUCt:i[loadecLindex. html 
Case h!;!;Q:LLwww.cas~ce.t;omloroduQ;sLQroducts.asQ?RL=NAE&id=30 

Caterpillar httQ :LL'ti.WW .Ci;!t.comLcdaLiayout?m =37840&x -7 

Volvo 

Terex 

Komatsu 

TCM 

http: LLwww. volvo.com[constructioneguipment[na[en- us[Qroducts[wheelloadersL 
http:[Lwww.terex.comLmaln.Qho 

http: L/_www. kornatsu .comLce[products[wheel loaders.html 

http l [Lwww .tcmqlobal. netLproductsLrnain02. html 

Privacy Policy I Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) I Accessibility I Web Policies & Notices I No Fear Act 1 Report Waste, Fraud and Abuse 
u.s. DOT Home 1 USA.gov I WhiteHouse .gov 

Federal Highway Administration I 1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE I Washington, DC 20590 I 202·366-4000 

-
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.. · 

I, POR.Tf.R. H. ALBI21~HT, HE.Iaf~V cr=enr-Y .THt;\T I AM A CIVIL J:N6JNE:f:R AND 
THAT .THIS MAP, C.ON515TING- OF- OHf= .!:>HE:E:T, CpR.R:E.CT!-Y Rf=PR,£:5E:NT5 A .SURVI':V ·MADE: ~NDJ:R MV .SUPE.RVI510N MAY 1925 AND Tt-#AT AlL . l'i10NUMf;NT.S .SHOW~ HE:I:t!=-ON ACTUALLY E:X.IST AND THEIR P051TION5 ARE: CORRECTLY .5H9\o./l"f. 

(.2~~4~ . ---- -------------------- C.llll'- ~NCrl!iE:e:R-

~TAT!"= QF- 1;.'1\I.IF-ORNIA · l sr.. . 
C.OUN rt OF- 1..0::0 ANC:.E.L.t::Sf 

, Ott ']Jfl:.j4_DAV o..=:~_IN THI: '(F:Afl ONE: TliOU.$1'>NO NINE; 1-!UNDRI':D 
ANP_,..A!... __ e.e.F-OI"lE: Me1J::.'.::..~J.,_.:.t~- A t'\OTA~V pue.L.IC. .ll't ANO ~Oil 
~AlP COUMiY OF- L.O:O AMC,I!:t.:.~, ~TATE: 01'- CALif-O.I<NIA, Rc.~IDIHC, Ttti!:~E:IN 1 D~LV COMMI~SIONe-D A1"4o ·,:,woRI'i, ~eRSoNAU.V APPE:ARco POI<.TE:Ii! H. AL~RI«lrHT, 
KNOWii TO 'Mf; To e>E: THI::' PE:Ia50H 'WHO~E: NAME: 15 ~UI!)~C:.Rie=o TO THI: 
WITHIN IH.STRUMe.NI, AND ACKNOwL.e:OCrE:.D TO M~ THAT HI!: f:XE:C:UTe,D THI':: 
SAME:.. 

IN WITNE-.S$. WHC:RI!:Of- I HAllE: Hf:~e:UMTO ~E.T MV HAND AND AF-F-IXI:D MY 
·.OF-I"IC.IAL ~~AI.. THE: DAY AND Vt:AR IN THI.!> C.ERTIF-IC:ATE: riR::>T Ar>OVF= ME:NTIONeO • 

. · .. , - \ '~' . I r -~ ,( ' W . ----~~"L9-- ~.....:.._....:..:...~..:::..v __ _ 
NOTAil'f PUDL.IC:. 11'1 ~ND fOR L.O:Io Al'iCi~I.!!:O C.OUHTV, CAj.IF-OR.Itll\. 

.·i • .. .:.;, 
. .. . .• 

' :. ;•-:- ·.· .. - . . .. .... 

;.. ... 
'• 

. ... . 
.. . . · . 
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. P.l . 
I.. I HE. 

NOTE. : THE. BE.ARI'N6 OF- Tl-\f: CE.NTEI<! LINE. OF- M~ME.~ A~NUE. A5 !7HOW~ 
0\-\ lv\AP. 0~ T2AC.T N£ 6557, MAP.5 103-1 ET ~'E.Q . / 'WAf> TAKE:N AS THE SA!31!> 
OF THE ·eEA~INuS SHOWN UPON TH\5 MAP. 

I HeRE;6Y CE:RTIF.Y THAT TH!:: f)OARD OF- TRU.::>Tf:e:.~ Or . 
THE CITY OF:- Vf:NIC.f: OY . R.~50LUTION ADOPTE:D_b.tL---L_lf~ 
APPROVe'o. TH,E: ATTAC:H,E.P NtAP ' ACiD AC.Cf:PT!:D OH'·BE:HALF-Or THE: 
PUBLIC :THE: ALLE':Y.S .SHOWN .ON SAID I>'IAP AND TtiE:RE:Iti OF-FE:I<.E:D 

·--oR oaotCATtott. . . . ·&Y ~ · ___ 21_ __________ _ 
C:.L&::.R\4 Qf- TtH;. C.ITV OF- VE:-r-.ICE;,, 
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FOVND 4•,4' .!>TA\<:.'E. AT INT£:.10!..:. 
.SEC.T!ON OF- .50UTH E.~ LV L_L l-IE OF- E:.SPLA'HADE.. 'WITH NOt:lTHERLY ~\HE 0~ AL.LE.Y A!:> .SHO\JN ON 
MAP OF- IE!AC.T W!!. 8573, MAPS 103-19, .?.0 
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HUND'Rt:D 
~ND F-OR. 

r~~v 
IWI'I ... TO~E: 
J5T COMPANY. 
IOW,N TO ME: 
F',.. ·•1-iow-

1 • .iMV 
Me.HTIONED• 

TRACT 83·0 .. 1 
·IN . TUE: C.tTY Of VE:NI.CE 

BE:ING A .SUBDlV1.510N Or A POR.TI O.N Or BLOCK -c~ Of A 12E:.5UBDIVI.j10N Or A PORTION Or PLAYA DE:L RtY TOWNSITE: A5 RE:CORDE:D IN MAP ·E!OOK 7, PAGE. 130. RE:.COgD.S Or L03 ANGE:LE:$ . COUNTY, CALIF-ORNIA. 

.SC. ALE:. - liN " 60F-T. 

POR'l"E:R J..l. ALeiRIGHT 
-c.'ovll ... I!H(fii'II!ER-

\JE:. ·I-IE:QE:.BY C E:Q.TifY THAT W'E:. .AI2E: THE: OW'NE:R5 0.r 0R INTf:.RE:,STE:D IN THE: LA.N[) lt4CI.:.UDE:D \JITHIN THE= .5U8.- · DIYI.S'ION !IHOWN ON THE: ANNcXE:.O ·MAP AND THAT \.IE: A~E: THE:.. ONlY Pf:RSON5 W'I-WSE: C.ON5ENT .1.:; NE:CE:55ARY TO PASS ACU:AR TITLE: TO .SAID LAND "AND 'WE:CONSE:NT TO THE:. MAKINC:, OF- .sAID MAP AND' ,5U6DIVISION AS .5HOVJN 'WITI-I.II'I THE:: C.OLORE:D BO.I2DE:R LlttE:. AND l-lcRE:e.Y OE:DIC.ATE:. TO PUBLIC. USE:. ALL :AL.I.,...C..Y-5 51-/0\..v'~ ON .5AID MAP WITHIN .5·Aip ·5Uf!)DIVISION. 

TITLE GUAR 

• • •••••• • • 
• • •••••• . . 

•••• • •••• 
• ••• • 

••• • ... 
•• 

• • • ••• • •••• 
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TRACT NQ. 8820 
IN TilE. CITY Of' VE.Nii:.E. 
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RJIJNO ,z;'z.7_,7:'~1(c AT ANGLE PIOINT. 11'1 
E.ft.5TEI?I.Y LtNE OF. .·E.5PLAN~DE .A..5 .. 

.· 

~HOWH OIV.'M;J.·p · OF 'REJUB: OP' ·A PORTitJl'( . 
, ~~· Pf.~Y.-4 . Oe/.. .. .e~-y: . row_NSIT/5; ~~.P_.> 7..- 130 

' .. . . . ' 

G!i?.IF--FITH 

AVeNUE. 

' 1'\0rARY . Pc:lllt..IC:. 

( • · ... .· .. . . 

.· ·····-·. : .. . ···' . •: .. . 

,•· . . . ··. 
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·' . 

- ~ · 

\ ~ 
. . . . . 

11(\~:~~ -Gro~~v:cA~'~ - :-,A:· · 
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·" . . 
. . . . .. . . 

,1: .. .... . . 

.. .· .. 

. · • .t. - f •• 

· .-~ : . 

I ' o I 

~::· ._::_. ·::·<.·· ... . __ · . .-··:·· <. -.. :·. _: ... ,..R'-A:.,..:-r: ... N· ·. ·=-t>-·, .. A.·.Q:_~0-... · .. · ·: . .. . .- : .. _: : . ·· .. -· . ·. · .. ·. · .. ·:·=• . . Hv·.•· · ·· · - -~. ·. «;3.0·'~ · , ,• . ... .· ·. · ' .. ' . . . .. · .. 

'I 

IN T.HE.-:·crrY Or· V-E:.NICE. 
NOIZf:D . . 

ID ~ _o:ra · BE. lNG .. 'A 5JUBDIVI.Sl0.N Of A PORT tON· . Or 

·: ... :·:·· ... .. ::.:·:: 
.... ··· , .. 

. ; ,. 

.. . 
. ··•···· .. .::· :· ·· .4 · :,; · .. . - . . 

. •. ······ .... :~ ... ~ .. 'i .... . 
.· ~· ·~ .. . 

• ••• • 
I • •,. f .. =~··=· · .... . .. . 
. ... ~.-~ ~ .. 
• • ••••• 

?~, ~UL'( . · <t,..-.._ __ . 

'N TO Ml:- . 
;,T COMPANY 
I<IN' ::ro M 'E. 
,KNOW-.:_ · 

f?LOC..K . "A,. Of ·A .R~qVt;>DIVI ·3IO.N OF A PO~TlON OF
PLAYA f>t:.L RE.Y TO'WN!:>ITE:.. A!:> RE.CORDE.D IN MAP .BOOK· . . . 
1~ · PA6E. ~~o, Rr:c.o~?.'D.5 ·oF- ·Los AN~c.1r.s c.ouNTY, cAu- : 

..... . ......... : . ' . . . 

· .. 

E:'o , MY 
I E.N1'i,ON£.D. 

FORNtA. 

APR:IL 19Z.5 
' • 

'w'E: WE:12EciY CE.12TIFY T.I-MT. WB A-RC. T~E. OWN£:125 . OF-
:012 INTtRf:.5T.cD IN l'J:IE: LAND INC.LVof.o wrTJ..IIN T.1.ic su8-
orvrsr.oN · 51-lOWN ON T~tf:' ~NNEXt:D MAP AND TWAT 'WE AI2E:
TI-IE- DNL Y P,E.1250N5 W'l-IOSE: COI'I..SE:NT . I 5 NECE:5SAeY TO 
PASS A CLf:,AI2 TITLe TO 5A/D UrND AND W'E CONSE;NT TO TUE: M_A.KJNG 9F- SAID MAP AND svBprvrsroN .as .SI-IoWN 
WI'TI-HN Tl-lf: COLO/i2f:D BO/i2DE:R urtl:. AND ·J;..JE:2E:.B-Y 
DE.DICATE. TO Puet:.n:. us'e ALL sT:~E..E.T.s, ALLfiY..S; AN·D E5PlANAOE:, AND TeOLL~YWAY. S 1-40 WN drf -5:410 MAP WI-T,...IN SAIO sue'orvrs's"oN. ' 

·. . . ,,..... . ·-'·-.... · b:!~.,~~· i 

. ·. 

': . . 

·-
. . .. . . 
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. . . . . .. r;•zt?;, q: ~ 

'A" COURTo-;;;iJ'// I~ 
.' ~· I") • • ~::.~~ ·. . . . ~ I ,, I 

. • ' -~, • ·, f(J 0) . . . .. I ~~~""!. . . . - ,·~~~;~ · · · ffo . ' ·: • ffl(~ 

i:-to.:S r. _.};(!)UTH,I!RLY ' CO;ti?NE~· . ~b~ t·· ·o,: BJ,OCK .C , ·J:.EE,SUB! . O~A. -
0 

l(j . ; 
PORTION 'OF· PJ..AYA DEL. .::· _ 1j 
if'EY T.oWNSIT;i=, ' MAPJ .7_·13(J .. J~ . ' .. · • • .·.' • , . ~f · I 

•••• ! ... "' 

·. 

· ·: ; . 

. ~ r · '!"' -~· • ... . · ... •: 
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> 
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·NOTE;:.: THE. BE~R..IH6 Of'-. THE. C.ENTE;~. LINE; OF. M~5MER. AVE.NU.E. A.e> .SHOW · 0~ MAP OF -,:RAC..T N!?- 85.57, M.A;P5 103-leT .se.q., W~~ TA~E.N AS. THl:. BA! OF- THE. BE.ARIHC:il!> .5HOWN UPDI-: TH15 MAP. ' 
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· --~-_....-
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/"! ' 
'"') ,' 
/- .. :~ ' 

· ... : 

•' 

pl,JeL..u: .. i:H'E:: 
?';AND 1"HEREIN 

. . ,_ ..... 

·':" . 

, . 
-·.: .· 

I, P012Tt.R . ~. AL6RIGI-IT, .• I-I. ~~~ BY .C.f.R:Tif'i" TUAT I AM A . C:\VI;L cN61Nf;E:.fi! -Af':I_D 
TH~T T.~l5 ·.M .AP, c.:QNSISTING ;OF-_ ONE: 51-!E:E:T, C<?R.RE..~TLY RE:RI<!f:!;>l:Nl"5 A . 5UI2VE.Y 
MADe UNOE.~ MY 5UPERVf5fON APRIL 19Z.S A~r: TI-IAT .ALL MOI"WM .E.NTS Si:lOWN 
I-IE.RE:ON AC.TUALLY f:XIST ·AND TI-H:IR POSITIONS ARE: C.OReH.TLY 51-IO',WN·. . . . : . . -

~~ · .· 
-- ._ ·(,L;.: . ~~ _;~ ~z . ~~__;_ ~---- ~--~ 

' ,'-o C.oVIL e:NQINI::eG!.·• .. . .... . 

5TA\I!. C?,F- CI\Lf_FOENIA ( 55 
COUNTY OF- LOS ANC:,E:.L!::~J . 

. 0~ . l'l:fl~ _\:a.~~ DAY 0~-.JN · ~I,I~ Yf:'AR ONf. TJ.IQUSANO ~11'11:. 1-IU~D~t:O 
ANo~E-_...:aer-ora~ Me.- ·, .,...~Ok.~~- .A NoTA12Y ~'l!f3uc.. .IN Ai-to· ·t-oR 
!>_i.\lD <:,OI.:INTY .:oF- "L.OS ANG&U:-5, .STATt OF <.ALIF-OIC!NIA, li!.t"~IDING Ti-I!:IC!f..iN; OUL.Y 
COMMISSIONF:D AND SWOR.N, P!;laSOrtALL'f APP~'AJ<C;O ' P012T.E:I2 ~ ALB~I~j:.IT,. 
KNOWN.TO ME- TO· B E:- Tt-IE: Pf~SON W~OSC' rlf'-ME: 15 .5Ue>5C.R16£:.D 1'0' . .THr:i . 
WITI-II,N. IN~TR:~I"'Ii.NT, AND AO:.l-<NOWLt-DGE:.O TO ME:- THAT 1-i.e.- -~XE:.C.l:J o ~-P :·TI-lE:. 
.5AMI:, · . 

• iN WiTf:tf::-::0:!> Wl-ll:-e~.Of• I· HAVE. 1-41::21!-UI"ITC> . .!.E. T MY ':I ANO AND Af'F 1-/<1:~• 1-'1 Y 
OFI"IC.IAL.· 5f:AL TI-l~ DAY AND VE.Ae IN TI-llS CE:I<!Tif"ICATE.. Fle!>T AE!>OVE. Mi".NriOiiE:.-0' 

-- -----.---~-A~:l-0~~~·-~ 
l'tQTAI'!V PUBL.IC. IN ArlO f-01;! LO!. AN<ji'.• .. O::!> C.OL!NTY, CAI.If'·Oii!NIA . 

. ·,; 

·. 
HE:RE':BY C~RTif'y TI-1AT ,T-He;RE: A.~E tiQ LIE:Ilt'.o f-OR U.l:IPAID 

~!-)r:m:.'JPAl:. TA~E.!::!; "EXC.'!=.P! TAXE:.S . NOT YE:T f'AYABLE:, .AOAINST. 
'ANY: Of ·TI:'IE' LAND· ·II:KLUDE:D ~w'ITHIN THE" !>UBOIVI~IOI'i · 'sHOWN: . , 
91:i -:~~~ ... ~t:i~E-XE:D MAP. .· . .' . ·. 

· .. ~~:?..Z.-19~~---~f/L:..__~~~~--· ./ ~- :· ·.. . C.L.'. E:R~<t OF- "! , o' C.ITY OF-'VE.·l"IICE. • . 

. . 
,•' 

. ' 

.· 

.. . 

-
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1100 ot the N0rth~dy 1in!! of Pl~y.J. Street, ~id 

p-oint of ~ginr.i•!b lJcing Ji!oti:lf,l Svull• 61" 

Q• West along ~id Northerly line anO rh.C-: pr 

longation t crco! ~~~77.97 !cct !rom a 3/~" gas 

pipe set at the iOtcrsection o( SOlid Northerly 
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c;:u.d,m;,p ol 

North 2• 58' 

Crly corrlcr' of BloCk '"<;" 7 t~nc:c North ~D 07 'll" 
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tl:lerco,!". 

or tents or ~T 

co~truction upon 
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• 

• 

•• 

ouuron, ••ulnOa~•. 1'lo .. ,an~ and all .. tor, rl~rlaa and ••~•r rlall\8 uron or 
nan\ to ••~d land ot ~n.tevor na~ura. T~t no port o• Paroal or ••14 pro~art~ onall be : 

convoyed, rentado hued to, uaod or ooouplad ~ any p41toona root ot tba ~hH!I or Cauo••, 
•l•n ~··•; ~he !1'110'. llno or any bu11d1n& uaapUnl! a t•••r• aboU ba ~1.1 r.u baoll. troal, 
tno pro;ort.)' llna or •old landl t~t ·• ·11 bulldliiiJI 11\all bl lalpt 1t 111 tlMa ln tr:•~ 

ropal ·r or~d cond1tlo:o·, oo tnat tne n..e at\.111 not han an abandoned or 411ar:1datod ·~
punnoo ; toJit no ou•f·Dol, .. \.,. olout, tolln or oubaUtuh tiWreton aholll ba •ln• 

to1aad o7 IA'IIIHtad un aold lana unlua (ho n• 1• ot IUoh type u •N•ro\led by tbt 1.1111 

&nsalea Coi:M)' rluUI\ O.parC•at, 1ba' tbe add ri'D1Ut1 h i'aatr1ot41d agoJnat bllllnaat 

1 ;orpoae1; t111 l)rantta ••·real te> I<'.Y tilt 111." al'llt nb ... ,liant hau1 no llp,na, a~ntUh 

lnf! o)' dhlloY• &hall be uoot.ed or •lahlllld 011 tha a.dd pr~ 111t .. aB10oUt \ba o:on .. a$' 
or tiW urontor, 1 n .wr1U11(1 t1ru ol:l.tllllldl tile uuaaor da .. no' •sn• •o tlll'nllh wt .. ~ 
to O.rontee ror clONitlo or •n1 JlllPpou, or It 111. llr1a.w• •tt..U hok to \hi ONt .. l 
.. tor. co...r.any aarvln! tha u1c1 t ·rut, tor •1.\ar nr,l!IIJ tt. Orentjll •. bill~ lo11k h th1 
.;outl\0 rn C1l!toila.i1 :t:d bon co., tor tbt 11rv1a1 or tllotrla1 t;y. ~1:11 IJORV.71n01 1n.ll7•• · 
10 tl\e lla!oetH 01 end bi!Kia ounhe tllreio, tt. halr.t, hrat ... o, devlaeae, odllln11t·r•
ton, onc~tora, auocuaore alid llll ·to~•• 

11: ;,:1'1.~:1 'otli.:l.l::Ot', u!ll Corpoutloa hn a1uae11 su oor~Di'•t• MN eud aeel to 

bO tl'tlxed n&l'Uo eud tli1a lDAtru.at to bl •.auuhd b)' 1\1 l'Ualdtn' and :Jearthr;y 

tntrtun\o dul)i ei.otilot1&ed 1 ~111-'1 Ul\ d 'e~ ot ·YibrUII'Jo 11'44. 

(:. eall ffir,:~I,~t) r.~~r, .. ~o~te'b~T~~== l 
!!1 Chll' lA' II• OllldMII· l'r .. 14en• 
~ Leoa. li• Ool9an :leoretlil')' 

:i'i'li'ri 01· c:;,LHOIWIA, C"lih1'Y OJ' ttiS ,u:oELJ::S)SS. On tl\11 4\h de7 ot l'lbrlltl'y, 11144, 

batclre '"! ~be \llldoulr;.ncid, • Hoh.II':J PubUc 111 end tor nlll <;ouat:r, ptriOna ll;y •PIIUI'Iid· 
Chlrlea r.. :ioldlllin ~nown to •• to ba thl Pualdlllt, tnd l.tont t. Olild•n• if:ooan h,.. 

to be tho Je oro UP)' ot n.t.'tll1:.tlAt ~L\tTY Cc.lfiii.,Tl0111 ttll OOJ'poi'HI 011 tl\0 t UIOI!Ud 

the wl tn.ln an.:l roriroli18' lnat.rllllitat, end ~:.01111 to • to bil tha pereona ""o uecu'ted 

t!\t llthln : natrUIIIIRt on b1hllt ot ~·• lio.rpota~ · oa tl\aroln nt•ci, tnd a.o.-.:oo•ledted 

~o 11•· thl t ~~:en o .orfiortt~on utouttd tile ...... 

;. : ~ ::~ e.y hind and ot.ttoblual, 

C~htOhlTlOH ~T DKID 
ll'i'Lii ll::i~o.,.ll(;:. llhll n;\IST ClilltAlll; 1 oorporaUon, II SUaOtUilr b¥ ll01rear \D nTL~ 

G~AUI\t&r. ;;:.:u 'ffill>T c.~·,~:~. • oor,,orat.soa orpi)Ve4 ulilhr tba h.,• or tll.t St• t• or 
.C.tlltornla, tAd l!n1ug Ua FP!nc!fl'-1 pla ·~ lit bUllae•• 1a ~be Clt7 ot Loi .tion(el••• 
couat.~ ot Lo• aogoha, lltau or ca-UtilraS.., 1a ooa•ldera.-loa at Tea DolliU(fllloOO) $0 

1C la h•n.d peld, tl\a tieD!{~ ilt •bloti· 11 btl'l.bJ 1Gknllllle.!£.1dt \tNI htrObJ fJ'8n\ to 
Pl:i. Jin Dr:VUOF):AilT· collrA:;y, • oorporeuoa, ell tlllt '"1 prorlfCJ ellll•·*• In thl CU7 
or Loa ,.n,ulu, co~nt~ ot Loa "nr.th•, s •n•o ot Cl'lltwri1•• 111d -perUoubrlJ deilor1t.ed 

11 fl!ll,. •• Lou 1, ~,&and •,, :tnd e1l ot S.ot 4-1 l.loapt till\ porUon thartot cteaorlbd 

u r·opo-61 U.t:lrml•OJt • t tlli ·•ur\1\Ut\ aor.ntr ot ••·111 Ln 41 ~lllnto~ Hlll"~hwu·c allllltl 
tiW Notth llna Ll\oroor, \lt•,;)\1 t••c u tile na~ llortb oontr ot aalll l.ot1 tlleao• l>otlth• 

... u elonr tno Wut line ot uld loot 2&otl2 taUJ tlut1101 llouthH.It lU'ioC3 teet, mor.i OJ' 

loU ln • d!tout Une u 11 palnt '1n \til ..,.,, Uat· ot 111:1 looC Clllt ll dlU1at :lautl\ 

cbueon, 2&.211 te•~ tro.: ~~~· 1 Dlllt ot blihalDIJ t.IIIDoo Xonb d"lll nld au l.lno, 

2& •. 211 ru~ to t~ pol11t or blglDAlas• 

and all or J.ot &, uot pt U1at poru oa 'tiernt dii'Orlbfd 11 tol-1011• 1 

1hot s-ortlcon ot ad.d Lot ll 1711111: aoutll .. •wr·l:r ot 'Ill llou,tienhrl:r rrolonsttlen ot 1 
Una ~r-11•1 •l&h end dl11t1nt 2 tu' aouthWI••ter~J •••und •• rlsh.t •!!flu tro• 1ba 

:.ou~baeo\orly Uno ot Lot II or aei.d Ttlllt: ~01 II 0011VI71d U Cl\1 CU:r ot Loa A:nge).u 

b)' deed r.cord•d In Jook 1. 7J3~ ftllt 1.'78 oti:'11l•l AIODI'di,s ili oi lt1d l oca \n Tn.o• 
Ho. 8;5&.1 u r-er ill!~ rooolldell 111 Book lU, J'ISt '7V ot lltpi 1a 'b' ot•tto• ot \b1 Count:r 

rwo~I!"J•• ot u11! countl• l!oubJ·•·:f,:" eoaUC'loa•, •••bll'lO•• uu~v1tlooa an.d 
rlflt\CI ot ••Y ot raoo~. :lub.Jeoe/~o aU ttlllll ·tor 'bl thul j' .. r 1~3··lM4· 

tl\.0\' u,AlJ, noaever, tl\o\ thlt 0onve:rtatl I• •II!• 1nS toatp\ed upo11 nail 111t tbt 
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rollnlliC •••UUeoa, ..... b .. U IPflJ '' 1M .. 11& .. 1 .. epoa \boo P••'-· "*1••, ..................... Ddlldlblrlt .............. . 
(1) 'niH DO II.INillriU II' bMflloel lUll .......... W· •liiMI ... 01 ID7 ln Ill llid ~··• ~o1 •ad '"'-' •• .,,,.,,....s., ... ,.u_ ., .• ., .,.,..,., .... u .t.. ,.....: '"' up1111 •DJ rlt •old lote· •nt1b 11UI pi' ..... llllJ laiM Ill' ... , 111· IIIIJWUI otreetlou aDD"7• ancA to tbo .... ,.,,, It •*• .,..~_,_.,, U. •llt.anr al .. ,. leu: prnlded, b"nu, \hi\ 'bt lpi'N:ttM II. .. ~1 ....... Ul·lf~l • .U•••&UiiU .. DMU• N I p41bllt t'l' P~l· YD\1 , ..... R tn-ol~tlptb<l--1~ .... .-tUQII II WliiiiiU• ltJ' tid I .... u. hoa ll lll.t oper.tl_, \lltnla.'-:>e~taAI'tao•:ll.aaa ... Ntd~ ••• .... ~~~ bel •• ooaduhd u oot· .. _,. ...... .,., ..... ,,.,., •• , • .s .... 

(b) t'lltt Dftl lloaUdliiC II (IIJ>~·la:...W~~·tll IHIIJMtee 111&" .. , .. 1111 ao ... d uwru11 h,. thi'DMH•,ee•tiU:IIIIIISUI..,ft .... • · ..... ""''- It .. ,. oi>Artttlll' otlot.: or ........... ~ 1.,.C:"-**.:US4 .... , IIIIU .. ElaleMCS • , .. u:tor&or •••- bl'lclc, ., ... , .......... ._~il,.-. ... -..... •. tU. • ~,..._., prwtMd, 1\owoYn •tat U' •o u:t..H• wU llf ,,._na• _,.,. 11 e.s.t' ·lMA "' ba.Llt h •h•ot •-'••• •U'- 111 oaunw· ... u..t: .. efJ~t.ae • .._ s.. ._,- •••ll•aurlor ••11• 1DIIIIt1J' •• U b lldlt .S. e~.ah••• .. J.S•11e •U• ..... _. ,. lillllt •• b.U.SIIIIIr ... n~w•·· :1 · """''~; '"'' ;, : ~ .~ .. ·~ 
Col tl»l ••· •S. \lal&tliiii• .... •J15•:-elt,..~•~.., l•l a. •••• Utd .. oep • "llolaa t• .... to.oual ·~~ .. -.~~l!~~~ "•"•• .. , .. ·~ .. WUUlldllWI '"'"'' ' ... urm• ~~til,J wti~rtb •• ••-' 8q!lll· h 0. B ..... fftUJ (.110~00) Poa~U~ a'i.\r-1110 

.. ..... 1 .. 11111-U .... dtb I •lBI- ... , at . · · .. ,a..fh'roo ~~ ·J" ··~ ~ · · t3,ooo.oo. . . . . . >II( U0 '' ' L~ CciJ ,., ao ~~as~sas ~ s•.,"~ snlit ••u 111 ..... 
_ ~'b• la.tllllllDI -. ''"r• no' ~tl• , ... lDIII' 'l'h•-•• .. if1li!I!P.Y•~J .PJ~Mtr1 .. ;ffl' ;. tltt~•lo, ba1ldl•• IDS •ot 

\.....t117 buUtiiiiiiU •IIIII •IIJ doable ' itias.d .~ ..... u ... , •lilt .. tlblJ . ~~ ' . 
~~~~o;;. tte;QqO.OD) ~.U.J'IJ •Dd ,_, 
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RE: 00028188-994-X49 Prelim 

From: Rosales, Martha <martha.rosales@ctt.com> 
To: chankael <chankael@aol.com> 
Cc: Delgado, Gabriela <Gabriela.Delgado@ctt.com> 

Subject: RE: 00028188-994-X49 Prelim 
Date: Fri, Sep 12, 2014 1:13 pm 

Attachments: TitleReport-138CulverBivd,PiayadeiRey,CA90293.doc (666K) 

Hello, 

Attached please fmd the amended report. 

Martha 
Martha Rosales 

Chicago Title Company 

725 S. Figueroa St., Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90017 

(213) 488-4300 Direct 

(213) 488-4377 Fax 

MnrthaRosales@ctt.com 

@ CHICAGO TITLE 
NATlONAL OOMMEN:IAL SERY1CES 

Privileged & Confidential 

From: chankael@aol.com [mai lto:chankael@aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 10,2014 4:31 PM 
To: Rosales, Martha 
Subject: Re: 00028188-994-X49 Prelim 

http://mail.aol.com/38727-416/aol-6/en-us/mail/PrintMessage.aspx 

Page 1 of3 

9/14/2014 
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RE: 00028188-994-X49 Prelim Page 2 of3 

Did I miss something? I wrote back yesterday that I wanted all the parcels in the tract-- which is being sold as one and potentially the road to the centerline. Here is the 138 Culver deed that's what I wanted a title report on. We are still at lots 4,5 and 6 only, Perhaps the transmission was in error. 

Thanks. 

Kathy 

-----Original Message-----
From: Rosales, Martha <martha.rosales@ctt.com,> 
To: chankael <chankael@aol.com>; chankeal <chankeal@aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Sep 10,2014 3:54 pm 
Sllbject: FW: 00028188-99'1-X49 Prelim 

Good afternoon, 

Please see the attached hyperlinked report for the above referenced transaction. To view and/or print the underlying documents referenced in this report, simply click on the blue-underlined documents. Your Adobe Acrobat program should open up and the underlying document should appear. 

Thank you 

Any replies to this email shoud be directed to the Title Unit. 

Chicago Title Company 

725 S. Figueroa St., Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Title Team: 

Dave Balassi, Senior Title Officer 

(213) 488-43941 dnve.balnssi@ctt.com 

http:/ /mail.aol.com/3 8727 -416/aol-6/en-us/mail/PrintMessage.aspx 9/14/2014 
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RE: 00028188-994-X49 Prelim Page 3 of3 

Frank Cruz, Title Officer 

(213) 488-43891 frank.cruz@ctt.com 

John Kemper, Title Officer 

(213) 612-41821 kemoerj<iil.ctt.com 

CHICAGO TITLE 
NATIONAL COMMERCIAL SERVICES 

Privileged & Confidential 

Confidentiality Notice: The infonnation contained in this electronic e-mail and any accompanying attachment(s) is 
intended only for the use of the intended recipient and is non-public in nature and may be confidential and/or privileged. If 
any reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, unauthorized use, disclosure, dissemination or copying is 
strictly prohibited, and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the 
sender by return e-mail, and delete the original message and all copies from your system and promptly destroy any copies 
made of this electronic message. Thank you. 

NOTICE: The infonnation contained in this message is proprietary and/or confidential and may be privileged. If you are 
not the intended recipient of this communication, you are hereby notified to: (i) delete the message and all copies; (ii) do 
not disclose, distribute or use the message in any manner; and (iii) notify the sender immediately. 

http:/ /mail.aol.com/3 872 7-416/ aol-6/ en-us/mail/PrintMessage.aspx 9/14/2014 
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=@Chicago Title Company 

725 South Figueroa Street, Suite 200, Los Angeles, CA 90017 
Phone: (213) 488-4300 • Fax: (213) 488-4377 ! 

Issuing Policies of Chicago Title Insurance Company 

ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 Escrow/Customer Phone: (213) 488-4300 

Kathry Schwertfeger esq. 
229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
ATTN: 
Email: chankeal@aol.com 
Ref: 

Title Officer: Dave Balassi 
Title Officer Phone: (213) 488-4394 
Title Officer Fax: (213) 488-4360 
Title Officer Email: dave.balassi@ctt.com 

PROPERTY: 6917 VISTA DEL MAR AND 138 CULVER BLVD, PLAYA DEL REY, CA 90293 

AMENDED PRELIMINARY REPORT 
In response to the application for a policy of title insurance referenced herein, Chicago Title Company hereby reports that it 
is prepared to issue, or cause to be issued, as of the date hereof, a policy or policies of title insurance describing the land and 
the estate or interest therein hereinafter set forth, insuring against loss which may be sustained by reason of any defect, lien 
or encumbrance not shown or referred to as an exception herein or not excluded from coverage pursuant to the printed 
Schedules, Conditions and Stipulations or Conditions of said policy forms. 

The printed Exceptions and Exclusions from the coverage and Limitations on Covered Risks of said policy or policies are set 
forth in Attachment One. The policy to be issued may contain an arbitration clause. When the Amount of Insurance is less 
than that set forth in the arbitration clause, all arbitrable matters shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or 
the Insured as the exclusive remedy of the parties. Limitations on Covered Risks applicable to the CLTA and ALTA 
Homeowner's Policies of Title Insurance which establish a Deductible Amount and a Maximum Dollar Limit of Liability for 
certain coverages are also set forth in Attachment One. Copies of the policy forms should be read. They are available from 
the office which issued this report. 

This report (and any supplements or amendments hereto) is issued solely for the purpose of facilitating the issuance of a 
policy of title insurance and no liability is assumed hereby. If it is desired that liability be assumed prior to the issuance of a 
policy of title insurance, a Binder or Commitment should be requested. 

The po/icy(s) of title insurance to be issued hereunder will be policy(s) of Chicago Title Insurance Company, a Nebraska 
Corporation. 

Please read the exceptions shown or referred to herein and the exceptions and exclusions set forth in Attachment One of 
this report carefully. The exceptions and exclusions are meant to provide you with notice of matters which are not covered 
under the terms of the title insurance policy and should be carefully considered. 

It is important to note that this preliminary report is not a written representation as to the condition of title and may not 
list all liens, defects and encumbrances affecting title to the land. · ::unq- ,., .. 

Authorized Signature 

CL T A Preliminary Report Form- Modified (11117/06) Page 1 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

AMENDED PRELIMINARY REPORT 

SCHEDULE A 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

EFFECTIVE DATE: August 27,2014 at 7:30a.m., Amended September 10,2014, Amended No.1 

The form of policy or policies of title insurance contemplated by this report is: 

ALTA Ext. Owners, ALTA Ext. Lenders 

l. THE EST ATE OR INTEREST IN THE LAND HEREINAFTER DESCRIBED OR REFERRED TO COVERED 
BY THIS REPORT IS: 

AFEE 

2. TITLE TO SAID ESTATE OR INTEREST AT THE DATE HEREOF IS VESTED TN: 

138 Culver Associates, LLC, a California limited liability company 

3. THE LAND REFERRED TO IN THIS REPORT IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

See Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof. 

CL T A Preliminary Report Form- Modified ( 11/17 /06) Page2 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

EXHIBIT A 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

THE LAND REFERRED TO HEREIN BELOW IS SITUATED IN THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA, AND IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

PARCELl: 

LOT 1, TRACT 8301, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS 
SHOWN ON MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER 
OF SAID COUNTY. 

TOGETHER WITH THE NORTHERLY 10 FEET OF THAT PORTION OF THAT CERTAIN ALLEY, 20 FEET WIDE, 
AS SHOWN ON SAID MAP OF TRACT NO. 830 1, VACATED BY RESOLUTION NO. 84-214 17 OF THE CITY 
COUNCIL OF SAID CITY, ADOPTED JUNE 6, 1984, A COPY OF WHICH WAS RECORDED APRIL 11, 1985 AS 
INSTRUMENT NO. 85-404556, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCE, 
AND ALL WATER UNDERLYING SAID LAND; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT SUCH RESERVATION SHALL 
NOT BE DEEMED TO GIVE ANY RIGHT TO ENTER UPON ANY OF SAID LOTS SOLD FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCE, AS RESERVED BY TITLE GUARANTEE 
AND TRUST COMPANY IN DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 7329, PAGE 117, OF OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

APN: 4116-007-073 

PARCEL2: 

THAT PORTION OF BLOCK "C" OF THE RESUBDIVISION OF CERTAIN BLOCKS OF PLAYA DEL REY 
TOWNSITE, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER 
MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 7. PAGE 130 OF MAPS, RECITED AS CLAUSE 10 IN DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 
3805, PAGE 107 OF DEEDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER, AND DESCRIBED THEREIN AS 
FOLLOWS: 

BEGINNING AT THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER OF SAID BLOCK "C"; THENCE SOUTH 45 DEGREES 51' 
WEST 52.87 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE TO THE LEFT, HA VTNG A RADIUS OF 255.26 FEET; 
THENCE ALONG SAID CURVE TO THE LEFT 47.13 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 54 DEGREES 43' 44" EAST 21.07 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 86 DEGREES 33' EAST 46.14 FEET TO A POINT IN THE EAST LINE OF SAID BLOCK "C"; 
THENCE NORTH 3 DEGREES 27' EAST 87.67 FEET TO THE BEGINNING. 

APN: 4116-007-055 

PARCEL3: 

THAT PORTION OF CULVER BOULEY ARD, FORMERLY KNOWN AS "ESPLANADE" AS SHOWN ON THE MAP 
OF TRACT NO. 8301, RECORDED IN BOOK 11 4, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, AND THAT PORTION OF CULVER 
BOULEVARD, FORMERLY KNOWN AS MESMER A VENUE, AS SHOWN ON THE MAP OF A PORTION OF 
PLAYA DEL REY TOWNSITE RECORDED IN BOOK 7. PAGE 130 OF MAPS, BOTH IN THE OFFICE OF THE 
COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH WOULD PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF THE 
ABOVE MENTIONED PARCELS 1 AND 2. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION WITHIN THE LAND DESCRIBED IN THAT CERTAIN DEED TO PACIFIC 
ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY, RECORDED IN BOOK 6170. PAGE l. 81 OF DEEDS. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES, 
AND ALL WATER UNDERLYING SAID LAND; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT SUCH RESERVATION SHALL 
NOT BE DEEMED TO GIVE ANY RIGHT TO ENTER UPON ANY OF SAID LOTS SOLD FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 

CLTA Preliminary Report Form- Modified (11117/06) Page 3 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

EXHIBIT A 
(Continued) 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCE, AS RESERVED BY TITLE GUARANTEE 
AND TRUST COMPANY IN DEED RECORDED TN BOOK 7329, PAGE 117 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

PARCEL4: 

THAT PORTION OF VISTA DEL MAR LANE, BEING THE NORTHERLY 10 FEET OF THAT CERTAIN ALLEY, 20 
FEET WIDE, AS SHOWN ON THE MAP OF TRACT NO. 8301, RECORDED IN BOOK 114. PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN 
THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION 
VACATED BY RESOLUTION NO. 84-21417 OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF SAID CITY ADOPTED JUNE 6, 1984, A 
COPY OF WHICH WAS RECORDED APRIL II, 1985 AS INSTRUMENT NO. 85-404556, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCE, 
AND ALL WATER UNDERLYING SAID LAND; PROVIDED HOWEVER, THAT SUCH RESERVATION SHALL 
NOT BE DEEMED TO GIVE ANY RIGHT TO ENTER UPON ANY OF SAID LOTS SOLD FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCE, AS RESERVED BY TITLE GUARANTEE 
AND TRUST COMPANY IN DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 7329. PAGE 117 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

PARCELS: 

LOT 2 OF TRACT NO. 8301, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY 
RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF THAT CERTAIN ALLEY, 20 FEET WIDE, 
AS SHOWN ON SAID MAP OF TRACT NO. 8301, VACATED BY RESOLUTION NO. 84-21417 OF THE CITY 
COUNCIL OF SAID CITY ADOPTED JUNE 6, 1984, A COPY OF WHICH WAS RECORDED APRIL II, 1985 AS 
INSTRUMENT NO. 85-404556, OFFICIAL RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID 
COUNTY. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM THE NORTHERLY 10 FEET, MEASURED AT RIGHT ANGLES, OF SAID ALLEY. 

EXCEPT THE RIGHT TO ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES UNDERLYING SAID LAND BUT WITHOUT THE RIGHT TO ENTER UPON SAID LAND FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES, AS RESERVED BY TITLE 
GUARANTEE AND TRUST COMPANY, A CORPORATION, IN DEED RECORDED AUGUST 3, 1931 IN BOOK 
11046. PAGE 175, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

APNS: 4116-007-066 and 4116-007-072 

PARCEL6: 

THAT PORTION OF CULVER BOULEVARD, FORMERLY KNOWN AS ESPLANADE, (80 FEET WIDE), AS 
SHOWN ON THE MAP OF TRACT NO. 8301, RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF 
THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF THE 
ABOVE PARCEL 5. 

EXCEPT RIGHT TO ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES 
UNDERLYING SAID LAND BUT WITHOUT THE RIGHT TO ENTER UPON SAID LAND FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES, AS RESERVED BY TITLE 
GUARANTEE AND TRUST COMPANY, A CORPORATION, IN DEED RECORDED AUGUST 3, 1931 IN BOOK 
11046. PAGE 1.75, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

PARCEL?: 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

EXHIBIT A 
(Continued) 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

THAT PORTION OF VISTA DEL MAR LANE, FORMERLY KNOWN AS AN ALLEY, AS SHOWN ON THE MAP OF 
TRACT NO. 830 I , RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER 
OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF THE ABOVE PARCEL 5. 

EXCEPT THE RIGHT TO ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES UNDERLYING SAID LAND BUT WITHOUT THE RIGHT TO ENTER UPON SAID LAND FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES, AS RESERVED BY TITLE 
GUARANTEE AND TRUST COMPANY, A CORPORATION, IN DEED RECORDED AUGUST 3, 1931 IN BOOK 
11046, PAGE 17 5, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

PARCELS: 

LOTS 4, 5 AND 6 OF TRACT NO. 8301 , IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 114. PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY 
RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. 

ALSO EXCEPT THE RIGHT TO ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES UNDERLYING SAID LAND BUT WITHOUT THE RIGHT TO ENTER UPON SAID LAND FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES, AS RESERVED IN 
DEEDS RECORDED IN BOOK l2503. PAGE 258, OFFICIAL RECORDS; IN BOOK 21265. PAGE 103, OFFICIAL 
RECORDS; IN BOOK 21198. PAGE 296, OFFICIAL RECORDS; AND IN BOOK 11291. PAGE 45, OFFICIAL 
RECORDS. 

APN: 4116-007-069 

PARCEL9: 

LOT 3 OF TRACT NO. 8301, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 114. PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY 
RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. 

EXCEPT THE RIGHT TO ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSIT OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES 
UNDERLYING SAID LAND BUT WITHOUT THE RIGHT TO ENTER UPON SAID LAND FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES, AS RESERVED IN DEED 
RECORDED IN BOOK 12503. l' AGE 258, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

APNS: 4116-007-067 and 4116-007-068 

PARCEL 10: 

THAT PORTION OF VISTA DEL MAR LANE, FORMERLY AN ALLEY, AS SHOWN ON TRACT NO. 8301 , AS PER 
MAP RECORDED IN BOOK I '14. PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID 
COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF LOTS 3, 4, 5 AND 6 OF SAID TRACT. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION OF SAID LAND LYING EASTERLY OF THE NORTHEASTERLY 
PROLONGATION OF THE NORTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY LINE OF LOTS 7 AND 8 OF SAID TRACT. 

ALSO EXCEPT THEREFROM THE EASTERLY 10 FEET OF SAID LANE, ADJACENT TO THE NORTHWESTERLY 
BOUNDARY LINE OF LOTS 7 AND 8 OF SAID TRACT, BETWEEN THE WESTERLY PROLONGATION OF THE 
NORTHERLY LINE OF SAID LOT 7 AND THE WESTERLY PROLONGATION OF THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF 
SAID LOT 8. 

PARCEL 11: 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

EXHIBIT A 
(Continued) 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

THAT PORTION OF CULVER BOULEVARD FORMERLY KNOWN AS ESPLANADE, AS SHOWN ON 
RESUBDIVISION OF A PORTION OF PLAY A DEL REY TOWNSITE, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN ,BOOK 7, PAGE 
130 OF MAPS, AND ALSO SHOWN ON TRACT NO. 830 I, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 11 4. PAGE 79 OF 
MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE 
LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF LOTS 3, 4, 5 AND 6 OF LAST MENTIONED TRACT. 

PARCEL 12: 
)THAT PORTION OF TROLLEY PLACE, FORMERLY AN ALLEY, AS SHOWN ON TRACT NO. 830\, AS PER MAP 
THAT PORTION OF TROLLEY PLACE, FORMERLY AN ALLEY, AS SHOWN ON TRACT NO. 8301, AS PER MAP 
RECORDED IN BOOK L 14, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, 
WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF LOT 6 OF SAID TRACT. 

PARCEL 13: 

LOTS 7 AND 8 OF TRACT NO. 8301, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 114. PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY 
RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ALL MINERALS, OIL AND OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES LYING IN OR 
UNDER THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL PROPERTY WITHOUT, HOWEVER, THE RIGHT OF ENTRY IN 
THE SURFACE OF THE LAND FOR THE PRODUCTION THEREOF, BUT WITH THE RIGHT TO PRODUCE ANY 
OF THE SAME FROM ANY PORTION OF THE PROPERTY WHICH IS 500 FEET OR MORE BELOW THE GROUND 
SURFACE AND ALSO WITH THE RIGHT TO DRILL UNDER OR THROUGH THE PROPERTY AT ANY POINT OR 
POINTS .500 FEET OR MORE BELOW THE GROUND SURFACE FOR THE PRODUCTION OR TRANSPORTATION 
OF THE SAME. 

APN: 4116-007-070 

PARCEL14: 

THAT PORTION OF TROLLEY PLACE, FORMERLY KNOWN AS AN ALLEY, AS SHOWN ON THE MAP OF 
TRACT NO. 8301, RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER 
OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF LOT 8 OF SAID TRACT. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ALL MINERALS, OIL AND OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES LYING IN OR 
UNDER THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL PROPERTY WITHOUT, HOWEVER, THE RIGHT OF ENTRY IN 
THE SURFACE OF THE LAND FOR THE PRODUCTION THEREOF, BUT WITH THE RIGHT TO PRODUCE ANY 
OF THE SAME FROM ANY PORTION OF THE PROPERTY WHICH IS 500 FEET OR MORE BELOW THE GROUND 
SlTRFAC.F. ANn ALSO WITH THE RIGHT TO DRILL UNDER OR THROUGH THE PROPERTY AT ANY POINT OR 
POINTS 500 FEET OR MORE BELOW THE GROUND SURFACE FOR THE PRODUCTION OR TRANSPORTATION 
OF THE SAME. 

PARCEL 15: 

THAT PORTION OF VISTA DEL MAR LANE, FORMERLY KNOWN AS AN ALLEY, AS SHOWN ON THE MAP OF 
TRACT NO. 8301 , RECORDED IN BOOK 114. PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER 
OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF LOTS 7 AND 8 OF SAID TRACT. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION OF SAID LAND LYING WESTERLY OF THE NORTHEASTERLY 
CONTINUATION OF THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE OF LOT 7 OF SAID TRACT. 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

EXHIBIT A 
(Continued) 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ALL MINERALS, OIL AND OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES LYING IN OR 
UNDER THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL PROPERTY WITHOUT, HOWEVER, THE RIGHT OF ENTRY IN 
THE SURFACE OF THE LAND FOR THE PRODUCTION THEREOF, BUT WITH THE RIGHT TO PRODUCE ANY 
OF THE SAME FROM ANY PORTION OF THE PROPERTY WHICH IS 500 FEET OR MORE BELOW THE GROUND 
SURFACE AND ALSO WITH THE RIGHT TO DRILL UNDER OR THROUGH THE PROPERTY AT ANY POINT OR 
POINTS 500 FEET OR MORE BELOW THE GROUND SURFACE FOR THE PRODUCTION OR TRANSPORTATION 
OF THE SAME. 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

SCHEDULED 

EXCEPTIONS 

AT THE DATE HEREOF, ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED AND EXCEPTIONS TO COVERAGE IN ADDITION 
TO THE PRINTED EXCEPTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IN SAID POLICY FORM WOULD BE AS FOLLOWS: 

A. Property taxes, which are a lien not yet due and payable, including any assessments collected with taxes to be levied 
for the fiscal year 2014-2015. 

B. The lien of supplemental or escaped assessments of property taxes, if any, made pursuant to the provisions of 
Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 75) or Part 2, Chapter 3, Articles 3 and 4, respectively, of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code of the State of California as a result of the transfer of title to the vestee named in Schedule A or as a 
result of changes in ownership or new construction occurring prior to Date of Policy. 

I. Water rights, claims or title to water, whether or not disclosed by the public records. 

2. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in a document. 

Granted to: 
Purpose: 
Recorded: 
Affects: 

Affects: 

City of Los Angeles 
sewer 
January 2, 1924 in Book 2644, Page 286 of Official Records 
That portion of said land as described in the document attached hereto. 

Parcels 1 and 2 

3. Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto, as granted in a document: 

Granted to: 
Purpose: 
Recorded: 
Affects: 

City of Los Angeles 
sewer 
December 26, 1923 in Book 2861. Page 247 of Official Records 
That portion of said land as described in the document attached hereto. 

4. Covenants, conditions and restrictions, except paragraphs (a) through (g) thereof, as contained in the document 

Recorded: in Book 7329 page 117, of Official Records 

Note: Section 12956.1 of the government code provides the following: "If this document contains any restriction 
based on race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status, marital status, disability, national origin, source 
of income as defmed in subdivision (p) of Section 12955, or ancestry, that restriction violates state and federal fair 
housing laws and is void, and may be removed pursuant to section 12956.2 of the Government Code. Lawful 
restrictions under state and federal law on the age of occupants in senior housing or housing for older persons shall 
not be constmed as restrictions based on familial status." 

Said covenants, conditions and restrictions provide that a violation thereof shall not defeat the lien of any mortgage 
or deed of trust made in good faith and for value. 

By deed dated June 29, 1944, recorded August 31, 1944 in Book211 98, page 296, Official Records, Title Insurance 
and Trust Company, a corporation, successor to Title Guarantee and Trust Company, a corporation, conveyed to Del 
Rey Development Company, a corporation, all the reversionary rights and rights of enforcement reserved under the 
above mentioned instrument. Said deed provides that such rights shall remain at all times separate and distinct from 
the title to/or ownership of said lot and shall not be construed as a merger. 

Affects: Parcell 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

SCHEDULE B- EXCEPTIONS 
(Continued) 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

5. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in a document. 

Granted to: 
Purpose: 
Recorded: 
Affects: 

City of Los Angeles 
highway 
in Book 7709, Page 148 of Official Records 
That portion of said land as described in the document attached hereto. 

6. Covenants, conditions and restrictions, except paragraphs (a) through (g) thereof, as contained in the document 

Recorded: in Book 11046 page 175, of Official Records 

Note: Section 12956.1 of the government code provides the following: "If this document contains any restriction 
based on race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status, marital status, disability, national origin source 
of income as defmed in subdivision (p) of Section 12955, or ancestry, that restriction violates state and federal fair 
housing laws and is void, and may be removed pursuant to section 12956.2 of the Government Code. Lawful 
restrictions under state and federal law on tlle age of occupants in senior housing or housing for older persons shall 
not be construed as restrictions based on familial status." 

Said covenants, conditions and restrictions provide that a violation thereof shall not defeat the lien of any mortgage 
or deed of trust made in good faith and for value. 

By deed dated Jtme 29, 1944, recorded August 31, 1944 in Book 21 l 98, page 296, Official Records, Title Insurance 
and Trust Company, a corporation, successor to Title Guarantee and Trust Company, a corporation, conveyed to Del 
Rey Development Company, a corporation, all the reversionary rights and rights of enforcement reserved under the 
above mentioned instrument. Said deed provides that such rights shall remain at all times separate and distinct from 
the title to/or ownership of said lot and shall not he construed ets et merger. 

Affects: Parcel5 

7. Covenants, conditions and restrictions but omitting any covenants or restrictions, if any, including but not limited to 
those based upon race, color, religion, sex, sexual ori.entation, familial status, marital status, disability, handicap, 
national origin, ancestry, source of income, gender, gender identity, gender expression, medical condition or genetic 
information, as set forth in applicable state or federal laws, except to the extent that said covenant or restriction is 
permitted by applicable law, as set forth in the document 

Recorded: November 13, 1931 in Book 11291 page 45, of Official Records 

Said covenants, conditions and restrictions provide that a violation thereof shall not defeat the lien of any mortgage 
or deed of trust made in good faith and for value. 

By deed dated Jtme 29, 1944, recorded August 31, 1944 in Book 21198, page 296, Official Records, Title Insurance 
and Trust Company, a corporation, successor to Title Guarantee and Trust Company, a corporation, conveyed to Del 
Rey Development Company, a corporation, all the reversionary rights and rights of enforcement reserved under the 
above mentioned instrument. Said deed provides that such rights shall remain at all times separate and distinct from 
the title to/or ownership of said lot and shall not be construed as a merger. 

Affects: ParcelS 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

SCHEDULE B- EXCEPTIONS 
(Continued) 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

8. An easement for the purpose shown below and rights incidental thereto as set forth in a document. 

Granted to: 
Purpose: 
Recorded: 
Affects: 

City of Los Angeles 
public street 
in Book 17339 page 178 of Official Records 
That portion of said land as described in the document attached hereto. 

9. Covenants, conditions and restrictions but omitting any covenants or restrictions, if any, including but not limited to 
those based upon race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status, marital status, disability, handicap, 
national origin, ancestry, source of income, gender, gender identity, gender expression, medical condition or genetic 
information, as set forth in applicable state or federal laws, except to the extent that said covenant or restriction is 
permitted by applicable law, as set forth in the document 

Recorded: December 30, 1933 in Book 12503 page 258, of Official Records 

Said covenants, conditions and restrictions provide that a violation thereof shall not defeat the lien of any mortgage 
or deed of trust made in good faith and for value. 

By deed dated June 29, 1944, recorded August 31, 1944 in Book 21.198, page 296, Official Records, Title Insurance 
and Trust Company, a corporation, successor to Title Guarantee and Trust Company, a corporation, conveyed to Del 
Rey Development Company, a corporation, all the reversionary rights and rights of enforcement reserved under the 
above mentioned instrument. Said deed provides that such rights shall remain at all times separate and distinct from 
the title to/or ownership of said lot and shall not be construed as a merger. 

Affects: ParcelS 

10. Covenants, conditions and restrictions but omitting any covenants or restrictions, if any, including but not limited to 
those based upon race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, familial status, marital status, disability, handicap, 
national origin, ancestry, source of income, gender, gender identity, gender expression, medical condition or genetic 
information, as set forth in applicable state or federal laws, except to the extent that said covenant or restriction is 
permitted by applicable law, as set forth in the document 

Recorded: August 31, 1944 in Book 21265 page I 03, of Official Records 

Said covenants, conditions and restrictions provide that a violation thereof shall not defeat the lien of any mortgage 
or deed of trust made in good faith and for value. 

By deed dated June 29, 1944, recorded August 31, 1944 in Book 21 198, page 296, Official Records, Title Insurance 
and Trust Company, a corporation, successor to Title Guarantee and Trust Company, a corporation, conveyed to Del 
Rey Development Company, a corporation, all the reversionary rights and rights of enforcement reserved under the 
above mentioned instrument. Said deed provides that such rights shall remain at all times separate and distinct from 
the title to/or ownership of said lot and shall not be construed as a merger. 

Affects: Parcels l, 8, 9 and 13 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

SCHEDULE B- EXCEPTIONS 
(Continued) 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028I88-994-X49 

11. Covenant and agreement wherein the owners agree to hold said Land as one parcel and not to sell any portion 
thereof separately. Said covenant is expressed to run with the Land and be binding upon future owners. 

Recorded: December 14, 1971 as Instrument No. 2473, of Official Records 

Reference is hereby made to said document for full particulars. 

Affects: ParcelS 

12. An irrevocable offer to dedicate a portion of said land for the purposes stated herein. 

In Favor Of: 
For: 
Recorded: 
Affects: 

City of Los Angeles 
public street 
April26, 1985 as Instrument No. 85-472792, of Official Records 
That portion of said land as described in the document attached hereto. 

Said offer was accepted for public use by a resolution. 

Recorded: November 3, 1987 as Instrument No. 87- 1760758, of Official Records 

Affects: Parcell 

13. A covenant and agreement wherein the owners of said land covenant and agree that said land shall be held as one 
parcel and no portion shall be sold separately, which covenant is expressed to run with the land and be binding upon 
future owners. 

Recorded: April26, 1985 as Instrument No. 85-472794, of Official Records 

Among other things, said document recites: 

"The undersigned also agree to restrict vehicular access to and from Vista Del Mar, but that this restriction does not 
apply to the alley along the easterly side of Lot 2 of Tract No. 8301, as long as it is used for alley access from 
Trolley Place." 

Said covenants, conditions and restrictions provide that a violation thereof shall not defeat the lien of any mortgage 
or deed of trust made in good faith and for value. 

Reference is hereby made to said document for full particulars. 

Affects: Parcels 1 and 2 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE; 

SCHEDULE B- EXCEPTIONS 
(Continued) 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.; 00028188-994-X49 

14. A covenant and agreement wherein the owners of said land covenant and agree that said land shall be held as one 
parcel and no portion shall be sold separately, which covenant is expressed to run with the land and be binding upon 
future owners. 

Recorded: April26, 1985 as Instrument No. 85-472795, of Official Records 

Among other things, said document recites: 

"The undersigned also agree to restrict vehicular access to and from Vista Del Mar, but that this restriction does not 
apply to the alley along the easterly side of Lot 2 of Tract No. 8301, as long as it is used for alley access from 
Trolley Place." 

Said covenants, conditions and restrictions provide that a violation thereof shall not defeat the lien of any mortgage 
or deed of trust made in good faith and for value. 

Reference is hereby made to said document for full particulars. 

Affects: ParcelS 

15. Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto as delineated or as offered for dedication, 
on the recorded map shown below: 

Map of: 
Purpose: 
Affects: 

Tract No. 830 I, in Book 114. Page 79 of Maps 
Alley and public street 
That portion of said land as shown on said map. 

16. Easement(s) for the purpose(s) shown below and rights incidental thereto as delineated or as offered for dedication, 
on the recorded map shown below: 

Map of: 
Purpose: 
Affects: 

Playa del Rey Townsite in Book 7. Page 130, of Maps 
public street 
That portion of said land as shown on said map. 

17. The terms, conditions and provisions of that certain waiver of damages, indemnification agreement, and right of 
ingress and egress to run with the land, 

Recorded: March 4, 2005 as Instrument No. 05-501716, of Official Records 

Affects: All Parcels 

Reference is hereby made to said document for full particulars. 

18. Any rights, claims or interest that may exist or arise by reason of the following facts disclosed by ALTA/ASCM 
Land Title Survey dated June 01, 2007 and last revised July 5, 2007 and July 12, 2007, prepared by or under the 
direction of John Chiappe Jr., PLS 7230, for Psomas, Project No. IPCC070115 TlOO. 

A. There are notes on Sheet I of 2 of the survey in the "Legal Description Notes' that state: "There is an 
overlap between Parcels 10 and 15 of the provided legal description. The location for the delineation 
between Parcels 10 and 12 has been assumed so that there is no gap/overlap and would be dependant upon 
the legal descriptions prepared for any proposed street vacations". 

B. A one story wood building on Parcels 7 and 8 of subject property extends 4.07 feet westerly and 1.57 feet 
onto Pacific Avenue and 0.50 feet and 2.12 feet southerly onto Vista Del Mar. 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

SCHEDULE B- EXCEPTIONS 
(Continued) 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

C. A sign on Parcel 8 of subject property extends 4.16 feet onto Pacific Avenue. 

19. A deed of trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below, 

Amount: 
Dated: 
Trustor: 
Trustee: 
Beneficiary: 
Recorded: 

$8,500,000.00 
July 3, 2007 
138 Culver Associates, LLC, a California limited liability company 
TRSTE, Inc., a Virginia corporation 
Wachovia Bank National Association, a national banking association 
July 17, 2007 as lnstrwnent No. 07- 1 6R5668, OfftciaJ R cords 

The following items affect Deed of Trust recorded July 17,2007 as instrument No. 200716~5668, ofOtlicial 
Records. 

An agreement to modify the terms and provisions of said deed oftrust as therein provided 

Recording Date: January 5, 2010 
Recording No: as Instrument No. 20 I 00006064, of Offic ial Records 

An agreement to modify the terms and provisions of said deed of trust as therein provided 

Recording Date: March 1, 2012 
Recording No: as Instrument No. 20120325809, of Official Records 

An agreement to modify the terms and provisions of said deed of trust as therein provided 

Recording Date: July 29, 2013 
Recording No: as Instrument No. 20 13 1105675, of Official Records 

20. Any rights of the parties in possession of a portion of, or all of, said Land, which rights are not disclosed by the 
public records. 

21. Matters which may be disclosed by an inspection and/or by a correct ALTAI ACSM Land Title Survey of said Land 
that is satisfactory to the Company, and/or by inquiry of the parties in possession thereof. 

END OF ITEMS 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

NOTES 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

Note No. 1: Section L2413.1, California Insurance Code became effective January 1, 1990. This legislation regulates 
the disbursement of funds deposited with any title entity acting in an escrow or sub-escrow capacity. The law 
requires that all funds be deposited and collected by the title entity's escrow and/or sub-escrow account prior to 
disbursement of any funds. Some methods of funding may be subject to a holding period, which must expire before 
any funds may be disbursed. In order to avoid any such delays, all funding should be done via wire transfer. Funds 
deposited with the Company via wire transfer may be disbursed upon receipt. Funds deposited by cashiers checks, 
certified checks, and teller's checks is one business day after the day deposited. Other checks may require hold 
periods from two to five business days after the day deposited, and may delay your closing. The Company may 
receive benefits from such banks based upon the balances in such accounts. Such benefits will be retained by the 
Company as part of its compensation for handling such funds . 

Note No.2: The charge where an order is cancelled after the issuance of the report of title, will be that amount which in 
the opinion of the Company is proper compensation for the services rendered or the purpose for which the report is 
used, but in no event shall said charge be less that the minimum amount required under Section 12404.1 of the 
Insurance Code of the State of California. If the report cannot be cancelled "no fee" pursuant to the provisions of 
said Insurance Code, then the minimum cancellation fee shall be that permitted by law. 

Note No.3: California Revenue and Taxation Code Section 18668, effective Januw-y L, 1991, requires that the buyer in 
all sales of California Real Estate, withhold 3-1/3% of the total sales price as CaUfornia State Income Tax, subject to 
the various provisions of the Jaw as therein contained, and as amended. 

Note No.4: Your application for title insurance was placed by reference to a street address or assessor's parcel number. 
Based upon our records, we believe that the description in this report covers the parcel that you requested. 

To prevent errors, we require written confirmation that the legal description contained herein covers the parcel that 
you requested. 

Note No.5: The plat, (map), which is attached to this report, is to assist you in locating land with reference to streets 
and other parcels. While this plat is believed to be correct, the Company assumes no liability for any loss occurring 
by reason of reliance thereon. 

Note No. 6: The policy of title insurance will include an arbitration provision. The Company or the insured may 
demand arbitration. Arbitrable matters may include, but are not limited to, any controversy or claim between the 
Company and the insured arising out of or relating to this policy, any service of the Company in connection with its 
issuance or the breach of a policy provision or other obligation. Please ask your escrow or title officer for a sample 
copy of the policy to be issued if you wish to review the arbitration provisions and any other provisions pertaining to 
your Title Insurance coverage. 

Note No. 7: The policy to be issued may contain an arbitration clause. When the Amount of Insurance is less than the 
amount, if any, set forth in the arbitration clause, all arhitrahle rn11tt~rs sh111l be arbitrated at the option of either the 
Company or the Insured as the exclusive remedy of the parties. 

Note No.8: Acceptance of the offer to insure provided for in this preliminary report constitutes the proposed insured's 
agreement that the sole and only liability of the company (and the title insurer) related to their actions in recording 
the documents provided to it for the closing of the contemplated transaction and the disbursing of funds acting in 
the function of a subescrow shall be that contained in the policy of title insurance that is to be issued by the 
company. The proposed insured understands and agrees that neither the underwritten company nor the title 
insurance company can guarantee or represent the condition or status of title or any physical condition existant with 
respect to real property. It is understood that no writing or instruction inconsistent with this understanding will have 
any force or effect or impose any liability against the underwritten company or the title insure in the contemplated 
transaction. 
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NOTES 
(Continued) 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

Note: Property taxes, including any personal property taxes and any assessments collected with taxes, are paid. For 
proration purposes the amounts were: 

Tax Identification No.: 
Fiscal Year: 
1st Installment: 
2nd Installment: 
Exemption: 
Code Area: 

4116-007-069 
2013-2014 
$23,680.81 
$23,680.79 
NONE 
0000068 

Note: The Company will require the following documents for review prior to the issuance of any title assurance predicated 
upon a conveyance or encumbrance from the entity named below: 

Limited Liability Company: 138 Culver Associates and Legado Del Mar, LLC 

a) A copy of its operating agreement, if any, and any and all amendments, supplements and/or modifications 
thereto, certified by the appropriate manager or member 

b) If a domestic Limited Liability Company, a copy of its Articles of Organization and all amendments thereto 
with the appropriate filing stamps 

c) If the Limited Liability Company is member-managed, a full and complete current list of members certified 
by the appropriate manager or member 

d) If the Limited Liabilily Company was formed in a foreign jurisdiction, evidence, satisfactory to the 
Company, that it was validly formed, is in good standing and authorized to do business in the state of origin 

e) If less than all members, or managers, as appropriate, will be executing the closing documents, furnish 
evidence of the authority of those signing. 

The Company reserves the right to add additional items or make further requirements after review of the requested 
documentation. 

END OF NOTES 

Dave Balassi/br 

CL TA Preliminary Report Form- Modified ( 11117 /06) Page 15 
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FIDELITY NATIONAL FINANCIAL 
PRIVACY NOTICE 

Fidelity National Financial, Inc. and its majority-owned subsidiary 
companies providlng real estate- and loan-related services (collectively, 
"FNF", "our'' or "we") respect and are committed to protecting yoUI· 
privacy. This Privacy Notice lets you know how and for what purposes 
your Personal fnfonuntion (as defined herein) is being collected, 
processed and used by FNF. We pledge that we will take reasonable 
steps to ensure that your Persona! Information will only be used in ways 
that are in compliance with this Privacy Notice. 

This Privacy Notice is only in effect for any gene~ic infornmtion and 
Personal Information collected and/or owned by FNF, including 
collection through any FNF website and any online features, services 
and/or programs offer-ed by FNF (collectively, the "Website"). This 
Privacy Notice is not applicable to any other web pages mobile 
applications, social media sites, email lists, generic information or 
Personal Information collected and/or owned by any entity other than 
FNF. 

Collection and Use oflnformation 

TI1e types of personal information FNF collects may include, runong 
other Ulings (collectively, "Personal lnfonnation"): ( I) contact 
information (e.g., name, address, phone number, email address); (2) 
demographic information (e.g., date of birth, gender marital status); (3) 
Internet protocol (or IP) address or device IDIUDID; (4) social security 
number (SSN), student ID (SIN), driver's license, passport, and other 
government ID numbers· (5) financial account infonnation; and (6) 
information related to offenses or criminal convictions. 

In the course of our business, we may collect Personal lnfonnation 
about you from the following sources: 

Applications or other fom1s we receive from you or your 
authorized representative; 
lnfonnation we receive from you through the Website; 
Information about your transactions with or services performed by 
us, our affiliates, or others; and 
From consumer or other reporting agencies and public records 
maintained by governmental entities that we either obtain directly 
from those entities, or from our affiliates or others. 

Information collected by FNF is used for three main purposes: 

To provide products and services to you or one or more third party 
service providers (collectively, "Third Parties") who are obtaining 
services on your behalf or in connection with a transaction 
involving you. 
To improve our products and services that we perform for you or 
for Third Parties. . 
To communicate with you and to infom1 you about FNF's, FNF's 
affiliates and third parties' products and services. 

Arlltitionnl Wnys Information is Collected Through the Website 

Browser Log Files. Our servers automatically log each visitor to 
the Website and collect and record certain infonnation about each 
visitor. This information may include IP address, browser language, 
browser type, opemtlng system, domain names, browsing history 
(including time spent at a domain, time and date of your visit), 
referring/exit web pages ru1d URLs, and number of clicks. The domain 
name and IP address reveal nothing personal about the user other than 
the fP address from which the user has accessed the Website. 

Cookies. From time to time, FNF or other third parties may send a 
"cookie" to your computer. A cookie is a small piece of data that is sent 
to your Internet browser from a web server and stored on your 
computer's bard drive and that can be re-sent to the serving website on 

Privacy Notice 
Effective: January 24, 2014 

subsequent visits. A cookie, by itself, cannot read other data from your 
hard disk or read other cookie .files al ready on your computer. A cookie, 
by itself, docs not damage your system. We, our advertisers and other 
third parties may use cookies to identify and keep track of, among other 
things, those areas of the Website and third party websltes that you have 
visilt::d in the past in order to enhance your next visit to the Website. 
You can choose whether or not to accept cookies by changing the 
settings of your Internet browser, but some functionality of the Website 
may be impaired or not function as intended. See the Third party Oot 
Out section below. 

Web Beacons. Some of our web pages and electronic 
communications may contain images, which may or may not be visible 
to you, known as Web Beacons (sometimes referred to as "clear gifs' ). 
Web Beacons collect only limited information that includes a cookie 
number; time and date of a page view; and a description of the page on 
which the Web Beacon resides. We may also carry Web Beacons placed 
by third party advertisers. These Web Beacons do not carry any Personal 
Information and are only used to track usage of the Website and 
activities associated with the Website. See tije Third Party Oot Out 
section below. 

Unique Identifier. We may assign you a unique internal identifier 
to help keep track of your future visits. We may use this information to 
gather aggregate demographic infonnation about our visitors, and we 
may use it to personalize the infonnation you see on the Website and 
some of the electroni.c communications you receive from us. We keep 
this infonnation for our internal use, and this information is not shared 
with others. 

Third Party Opt Out. Although we do not presently, in the future 
we may allow third-party companies to serve advertisements and/or 
collect certain anonymous information when you visit the Website. 
These companies may use non-personally identifiable infonnation (e.g. , 
click stream information browser type, time and date, subject of 
advertisements clicked or scrolled over) during your visits to the 
Website in order to provide advertisements about products and services 
likely to be of greater interest to you. These companies typically use a 
cookie or third party Web Beacon to collect this infollDation, as further 
described above. Through these technologies, the third party may have 
access to and use non-personalized information about your online usage 
activity. 

You can opt-out of online behavioral services through any one of the 
ways described below. After you opt-out, you may continue to receive 
advertisements, but those advertisements will no longer be as relevant to 
you. 

You can opt-out via the Network Advertising Initiative industry 
opt-out at http ://www.network.auvt:rlising;.org/. 
You can opt-out via the Consumer Choice Page at 
www.aboutads.ittfo. 
For those in the U.K., you can opt-out via the lAB UK's industry 
opt-out at www.youronlinechoices.com. 
You can configure your web browser (Chrome, Firefox, Internet 
Explorer, Safari, etc.) to delete and/or control the use of cookies. 

More information can be found in the Help system of your browser. 
Note: lf you opt-out as described above, you should not delete your 
cookies. If you delete your cookies, you will need to opt-out again. 

When Information Is Disclosed By FNF 

Wc may provide your Personal fnformation (excluding infom1ation we 
receive from consumer or other credit reporting agencies) to various 
individuals and compru1ies as permitted by law, without obtaining your 
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prior authorization. Such Jaws do not allow consumers to restrict these 
disclosures. Disclosures may include, without limitation, the following: 

To agents, brokers, representatives, or others to provide you with 
services you have requested, and to enable us to detect or prevent 
criminal activity, fraud, material misrepresentation, or 
nondisclosure in connection with an insurance transaction; 
To third-party contractors or service providers who provide 
services or perform marketing services or other functions on our 
behalf; 
To law enforcement or other governmental authority in connection 
with an investigation, or civil or criminal subpoenas or court 
orders; and/or 
To lenders, Lien holders, judgment creditors, or other parties 
claiming an encumbrance or an interest in title whose claim or 
interest must be determined, settled, paid or released prior to a title 
or escrow closing. 

In addition to the other times when we might disclose information about 
you, we might also disclose information when required by Jaw or in the 
good-faith belief that such disclosure is necessary to: (1) comply with a 
legal process or applicable laws; (2) enforce this Privacy Notice; (3) 
respond to claims that any ma~erials, documen ts, images, graphics, 
logos, design~ audio, video Wld any other information provided by you 
violates the rights of third pruties; or ( 4) protect the rights, property or 
personal safety ofFNF, its users or the public. 

We maintain reasonable safeguards to keep the Personal Information 
that is disclosed to us secure. We provide Personal Information and non
Personal Information to our subsidiaries, affiliated companies, and other 
businesses or persons for the purposes of processing such information 
on our behalf and promoting the services of our trusted business 
partners, some or all of which may store your information on servers 
outside of the United States. We require that these parties agree to 
process such information in compliance with our Privacy Notice or in a 
similar, industry-standard manner, and we usc reasonable eff011s to limit 
their use of such information and to use other appropriate confidentiality 
and security measures. The use of your information by one of our trusted 
business partners may be subject to that party's own Privacy Notice. We 
do not, however, disclose information we collect from consumer or 
credit reporting agencies with our affiliates or others without your 
consent, in conformity with applicable law, unless such disclosure is 
otherwise permitted by law. 

We also reserve the right to disclose Personal Information and/or non
Personal Information to take precautions against liability, investigate 
and defend against any third-party claims or allegations, assist 
government enforcement agencies, protect the security or integrity of the 
Website, and protect the rights, property, or personal safety of FNF, our 
users or others. 

We reserve the right to transfer your Personal Information, as well as 
any other information, in connection with the sale or other disposition of 
all or part of the FNF business and/or assets. We also cannot make any 
representations regarding the use or transfer of your Personal 
Information or other information that we may have in the event of our 
bankruptcy, reorganization, insolvency, receivership or an assignment 
for the benefit of creditors, and you expressly agree and consent to the 
use and/or transfer of your Personal Information or other infonnation in 
connection with a sale or transfer of some or all of our assets in any of 
the above described proceedings. Furthermore, we cannot and will not 
be responsible for any breach of security by any third parties or for any 
actions of any third parties that receive any of the information that is 
disclosed to us. 

Privacy Notice 
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rnformntion from Children 

We do not collect Personal Information from any person that we knov · 
to be under the age of thirteen (13). Specifically, the Website is ri 
intended or designed to attract children under the age of thirteen ( 13 J. 
You affirm that you are either more than 18 years of age, or an 
emancipated minor, or possess legal parental or guardian consent, and 
are fully able and competent to enter into the terms, conditions, 
obligations, affirmations, representations, and warranties set forth in this 
Privacy Notice, and to abide by and comply with this Privacy Notice. In 
any case, you affirm that you are over the age of 13, as THE WEBSITE 
IS NOT INTENDED FOR CHILDREN UNDER 13 THAT ARE 
UNACCOMPANIED BY HIS OR HER PARENT OR LEGAL 
GUARDIAN. 

Parents should be aware that FNF's Privacy Notice will govern our use 
of Personal Information, but also that information that is voluntarily 
given by children - or others - in email exchanges, bulletin boards or 
the like may be used by other parties to generate unsolicited 
communications. FNF encourages all parents to instruct their children in 
the safe and responsible use of their Personal Information while using 
the Internet. 

Privacv Outside the Website 

The Website may contain various links to other websites, including links 
to various third party service providers. FNF is not and cannot be 
responsible for the privacy practices or the content of any of those other 
websites. Other than under agreements with certain reputable 
organizations and companies, and except for third party service 
providers whose services either we use or you voluntarily elect to 
utilize, we do not share any of the Personal Information that you provide 
to us with any of the websites to which the Website links, although we 
may share aggregate, non-Personal Information with those other thirr' 
parties. Please check with those websites in order to determine the 
privacy policies and your rights under them. 

European Union Users 

If you are a citizen of the European Union, please note that we may 
transfer your Personal Information outside the European Union for use 
for any of the purposes described in this Privacy Notice. By providing 
FNF with your Personal Information, you consent to both our collection 
and such transfer of your Personal Information in accordance with this 
Privacy Notice. 

Choices with Your Personal Information 

Whether you submit Personal Information to FNF is entirely up to you. 
You may decide not to submit Personal Information, in which case FNF 
may not be able to provide certain services or products to you. 

You may choose to prevent FNF from disclosing or using your Personal 
Information under certain circumstances ("opt out"). You may opt out of 
any disclosure or use of your Personal Information for purposes that are 
incompatible with the purpose(s) for which it was originally collected or 
for which you subsequently gave authorization by notifying us by one of 
the methods at the end of this Privacy Notice. Furthermore, even where 
your Personal Infonnation is to be disclosed and used In accordance 
with the stated purposes in this Privacy Notice, you may elect to opt out 
of such disclosure to and use by a third party that is not acting as an 
agent of FNF. As described above, there are some uses from which you 
cannot opt-out. 

Please note that opting out of the disclosure and use of your Personal 
Information as a prospective employee may prevent you from beinr 
hired as an employee by FNF to the extent that provision of yoti, 
Personal Information is required to apply for an open position. 
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If FNF collects Personal Information from you, such information will 
not be disclosed or used by FNF for purposes that are incompatible with 
the purpose(s) for which it was originally collected or for which you 
subsequently gave authorization unless you affirmatively consent to 
such disclosure and use. 

You may opt out of online behavioral advertising by following the 
instructions set forth above under the above section "Additional Ways 
That Information Is Collected Through the Website," subsection "Third 
Party Opt Out." 

Access and Correction 

To access your Personal Information in the possession of FNF and 
correct inaccuracies of that information in our records, please contact us 
in the manner specified at the end of this Privacy Notice. We ask 
individuals to identify themselves and the information requested to be 
accessed and amended before processing such requests, and we may 
decline to process requests in limited circumstances as permitted by 
applicable privacy legislation. 

Your California Privacy Rights 

Under California's "Shine the Light" law, California residents who 
provide certain personally identifiable information in connection with 
obtaining products or services for personal, family or household use are 
entitled to request and obtain from us once a calendar year information 
about the customer information we shared, if any, with other businesses 
for their own direct marketing uses. If applicable, this information 
would include the categories of customer information and the names and 
addresses of those businesses with which we shared customer 
information for the immediately prior calendar year (e.g., requests made 
in 2013 will receive information regarding 2012 sharing activities). 

To obtain this information on behalf of FNF, please send an email 
message to privacy@fnf.com with "Request for California Privacy 
Information" in the subject line and in the hody of your messnge. We 
will provide the requested information to you at your email address in 
response. 

Privacy Notice 
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Please be aware that not all information sharing is covered by the "Shine 
the Light" requirements and only information on covered sharing will be 
included in our response. 

Additionally, because we may collect your Personal Information from 
time to time, California's Online Privacy Protection Act requi res us to 
disclose how we respond to "do not track" requests and other similar 
mechanisms. Currently, our policy is that we do not recognize "do not 
track" requests from Internet browsers and similar devices. 

Your Consent to T his Privacy Notice 

By submitting Personal Information to FNF, you consent to the 
collection and use of information by us as specified above or as we 
oth.erwise see fit, in compliance with this Privacy Notice, unless you 
inform us otherwise by means of the procedure identified below. If we 
decide to change this Privacy Notice, we will make an effort to post 
those changes on the Website. Each time we co.llect information from 
you following any amendment of this Privacy Notice will signify your 
assent to and acceptance of its revised terms for all previously collected 
information and information collected from you in the future. We may 
use comments, information or feedback that you may submit in any 
manner that we may choose without notice or compensation to you. 

If you have additional questions or comments, please let us know by 
sending your comments or requests to: 

privacy@fn f.com 

Fidelity National Financial, Inc. 
601 Riverside Avenue 

Jacksonville, Florida 32204 
Attn: Chief Privacy Officer 

(888) 934-3354 

Copyright (C 2014. Fidelity National Financial, Inc. All Rights 
Reserved. 

EFFECTIVE AS OF: JANUARY 24,2014 

LAST UPDATED: JANUARY 24,2014 
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Notice of Available Discounts 

Pursuant to Section 2355.3 in Title 10 of the California Code of Regulations Fidelity National Financial, Inc. and its 
subsidiaries ("FNF") must deliver a notice of each discount available under our cutTent rate filing along with the delivery of 
escrow instructions, a preliminary report or commitment. Please be aware that the provision of this notice does not constitute 
a waiver of the consumer's right to be charged the field rate. As such, your transaction may not qualify for the below 
discounts. 

You are enco~ged to discuss the applicability of one or more of the below discounts with a Company representative. These 
discounts are generally described below; consult the rate manual for a full description of the terms, conditions and 
requirements for each discount. These discotmts only apply to transacti.on involving services rendered by the FNF Family of 
Companies. This notice only applies to transacti.ons involving property improved with a one-to-four family residential 
dwelling. 

FNF Undenvriter FNF Underwritten Title Company 
CTC - Chicago Title Company CTIC - Chicago Title Insurance Company 

Available Discounts 
CREDIT FOR PREl..IMINARY REPORTS AND/OR COMMITMENTS ON SUBSEQUENT POLICIES (CTIC) 
Where no major change in the title has occurred since the issuance of the original report or commitment, the order may be 
reopened within 12 months and aU or a portion of the charge previously paid for the report or commitment may be credited 
on a subsequent policy charge within the following time period from the date of the report. 

FEE REEDUCI'ION SETTLEMENT PROGRAM (CTC and CTIC) 
Eligible customers shall receive $20.00 reduction in their title and/or escrow fees charged by the Company for each eligible 
transaction in accordance with the terms ofthe Final Judgments entered in The People of the State of California. 

DISASTER LOANS (CTIC) 
The charge for a lender's Policy (Standard or Extended coverage) covering the fmancing or refinancing by an owner of 
record, within 24 months of the date of a declaration of a disaster area by the government of the United States or the State of 
California on any land located in said area, which was partially or totally destroyed in the disaster, will be 50% of the 
appropriate title insurance rate. 

CHURCHES OR CHARITABLE NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (CTIC) 
On properties used as a church or for charitable purposes within the scope of the normal activities of such entities, provided 
said charge is normally the church 's obligation the charge for an owner' s policy shall be 50% to 70% of the appropriate title 
insurance rate, depending on the type of coverage selected. The charge for a lender's policy shall be 40% to 50% of the 
appropriate title insurance rate, depending on the type of coverage selected. 

EMPLOYEE RATE (CTC and CTIC) 
No charge shall be made to employees (including employees on approved retirement) of the Company or its underwritten 
subsidiary title companies for policies or escrow services in connection with financing, refmancing, sale or purchase of the 
employees' bona fide home property. Waiver of such charges is authorized only in connection with those costs which the 
employee would be obligated to pay, by established custom, as a party to the transaction. 

CA Discount Notice Effective Date: 1-10-2010 
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Notice 

You may be entitled to receive a $20.00 discount on escrow 
services if you purchased, sold or refinanced residential 
property in California between May 19,1995 and 
November 1, 2002. If you had more than one qualifying 
transaction, you may be entitled to multiple discounts. 

If your previous transaction involved the same property that 
is the subject of your current transaction, you do not have 
to do anything; the Company will provide the discount, 
provided you are paying for escrow or title services in this 
transaction. 

If your previous transaction involved property different 
from the property that is the subject of your current 
transaction, you must inform the Company of the earlier 
transaction, provide the address of the property involved in 
the previous transaction, and the date or approximate date 
that the escrow closed to be eligible for the discount. 

Unless you inform the Company of the prior transaction on 
property that is not the subject of this transaction, the 
Company has no obligation to conduct an investigation to 
determine if you qualify for a discount. If you provided the 
Company information concerning a prior transaction, the 
Company is required to determine if you qualify for a 
discount. 
Effective through November 1, 2014 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
YOUR REFERENCE: 

Chicago Title Company 
ORDER NO.: 00028188-994-X49 

Request for $20.00 Discount- CA Settlement 
Use one form for each qualifying property. 

To: Chicago Title Company, 725 South Figueroa Street, Suite 200, Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Date: 

From: 
(name) 

Current Address: 

I believe that I am qualified for the $20.00 discount pursuant to the coordinated stipulated judgments 
entered in actions filed by both the Attorney General and private class action plaintiffs. I have not 
previously received a cash payment or a discount from another Company on the property described 
below: 
Signed: Date: 

Address of 
qualifying 
property: 

Approximate date 
of transaction 

TIDS SECTION IS FOR COMPANY USE ONLY. 

D The above referenced party is entitled to receive a $20.00 discount on escrow services or title insurance 
pursuant to the coordinated stipulated judgments entered in actions filed by both the Attorney General and 
private class action plaintiffs. 

OR 
D The above referenced party does NOT qualify for the $20.00 discount pursuant to the coordinated 

stipulated judgments entered in actions filed by both the Attorney General and private class action 
plaintiffs for the following reason: 

D The party has previously received credit for the transaction described above. 
D The transaction described above did not occur in the time period allowed by the stipulated 

judgmenis-May 19, 1995 to November I, 2002. 
Fax this response to: 

Escrow No.: 00028188-994-X49 

Escrow Officer: 

Fax Number: 
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ATTACHMENT ONE (Revised 06-03-11) 

CALIFORNIA LAND TITLE ASSOCIATION 
STANDARD COVERAGE POLICY -1990 

EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE 
The following matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this policy and the Company will not pay loss or damage, costs, attorneys' fees or expenses which arise by reason of: 
1. (a) Any law, ordinance or governmental regulation (including but not limited to building or zoning laws, ordinances, or regulations) restricting, regulating, prohibiting or relating (i) the occupancy, usc. or enjoyment of the land; (ii) the character, dimens ions or location of nuy improvement now or hereafter erected on U1e land; (ii i) a separation in <>wnership or a change in the dimensions or nrea of the land or any parcel of which the land is or was a part; or (iv) environmental protection, or the effect of nny violation of these laws, ordinances or governmental regulations, except to the extent that a notice of the enforcement thereof or a notice of a defect, lien, or encumbrance resulting from a violation or alleged violation affecting the land has been recorded in the public records at D ate of Policy. (b) Any governmental police power not excluded by (a) above, except to the extent that a notice of the exercise thereof or notice of a defect, lien or encumbrance resul ting fTom a violation or aHcgcd violation affecting the land has been recorded in the public records at Date of Policy. 
2. Rights of eminent domain unless notice of the exercise thereof has been recorded in the public records at Date of Policy, but not excluding from coverage any taking which has occurred prior to Date of Policy which would be binding on the rights of a purchaser for value without knowledge. 
3. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters: 

(a) whether or not recorded in the public records at Date of Policy, but created, suffered, assumed or agreed to by the insured claimant; (b) not known to the Company, not recorded in the public records at Date of Policy, but known to the insured claimant and not disclosed in writing to the Company by the insured claimant prior to the date the insured claimant became an insured under this policy; (c) resulting in no loss or damage to the insured claimant; 
(d) attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy; or 
(e) resulting in loss or damage which would not have been sustained if the insured claimant had paid value for the insured mortgage or for the estate or interest insured by this policy. 

4. Unenforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage because of the inability or failure of the insured at Date of Policy, or the inability or failure of any subsequent owner of the indebtedness, to comply with the applicable doing business laws of the state in which the land is situated. 5. Invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage, or claim thereof, which arises out of the transaction evidenced by the insured mortgage and is based upon usury or any consumer credit protection or truth in lending law. 
6. Any claim, which arises out of the transaction vesting in the insured the estate of interest insured by this policy or the transaction creating the interest of the insured lender, by reason of the operation of federal bankruptcy, state insolvency or similar creditors' rights laws. 

EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE- SCHEDULE B, PART I 
This policy does not insure against loss or damage (and the Company will not pay costs, attorneys' fees or expenses) which arise by reason of: 1. T axes or assessments whiel1 are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority U1at levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records. 

Proceedings by a public agency which may result in taxes or assessments, or notices of such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of such agency or by the public records. 
2. Any .facts, rights, interests, or claims which are not shown by the public records but which could be ascertained by an inspection of the land or which may be asserted by persons in possession thereof. 
3. Easements, liens or encumbrances, or claims thereof, not shown by the public records. 
4. Discrepancies, conflicts in boundary lines, shortage in area, encroachments, or any other facts which a correct survey would disclose, and which are not shown by the public records. 
5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are shown by the public records. 
6. Any lien or right to a lien for services, labor or material not shown by the public records. 

CLTA HOMEOWNER'S POLICY OF TITLE INSURANCE (02-03-10) 
ALTA HOMEOWNER'S POLICY OF TITLE INSURANCE 

EXCLUSIONS 

In addition to the Exceptions in Schedule B, You are not insured against loss, costs, attorneys' fees, and expenses resulting from: 1. Governmental police power, and the existence or violation of those portions of any law or government regulation concerning: a. building; 
b. zoning; 
c. land use; 
d. improvements on the Land; 
e. land division; and 
f. environmental protection. 
This Exclusion does not limit the coverage described in Covered Risk 8.a., 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20,23 or 27. !. The failure of Your existing structures, or any part ofthem, to be constructed in accordance with applicable building codes. This Exclusion does not limit the coverage described in Covered Risk 14 or 15. 

3. The right to take the Land by condemning it. This Exclusion does not limit the coverage described in Covered Risk 17. 
4. Risks: 

a. that are created, allowed, or agreed to by You, whether or not they are recorded in the Public Records; b. that are Known to You at the Policy Date, but not to Us, unless they are recorded in the Public Records at the Policy Date; 
Attachment One (06/03/11) 
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c. that result in no loss to You; or 
d. that first occur after the Policy Date- this does not limit the coverage described in Covered Risk 7, 8.e., 25, 26, 27 or 28. 

5. Failure to pay value for Your Title. 
6. Lack of a right: 

a. to any land outside the area specifically described and referred to in paragraph 3 of Schedule A; and 
b. in streets, al leys, or waterways that touch the Land. 
This Exclusion does not limit the coverage described in Covered Risk 11 or 21. 

7. The trans(er of the Title to You is invalid as a preferential transfer or as a fraudulent transfer or conveyance under federal bankruptcy, state 
insolvency, or similar creditors' rights laws. 

LIMITATIONS ON COVERED RISKS 

Your insurance for the following Covered Risks is limited on the Owner's Coverage Statement as follows: 
• For Covered Risk 16, 18, 19, and 21 Your Deductible Amount and Our Maximum Dollar Limit of Liability shown in Schedule A. 

The deductible amounts and maximum dollar limits shown on Schedule A are as follows: 

Covered Risk 16: 

Covered Risk 18: 

Covered Risk 19: 

Covered Risk 21 : 

Your Deductible Amount 
1.00% of Policy Amount Shown in Schedule A 

or 
$2,500.00 

(whichever is less) 
1.00% of Policy Amount Shown in Schedule A 

or 
$5,000.00 

(whichever is less) 
1.00% of Policy Amount Shown in Schedule A 

or 
$5,000.00 

(whichever is less) 
1.00% of Policy Amount Shown in Schedule A 

or 
$2,500.00 

(whichever is less) 

AMERICAN LAND TITLE ASSOCIATION 
RESIDENTIAL TITLE INSURANCE POLICY (6-1-87) 

EXCLUSIONS 

Our Maximum Dollar Limit 
of Liability 

$10,000.00 

$25,000.00 

$25,000.00 

$5000.00 

In addition to the Exceptions in Schedule B, you are not insured against loss, costs, attorneys' fees, and expenses resulting from: 
1. Governmental police power, and the existence or violation of any law or government regulation. This includes building and zoning ordinances 

and also laws and regulations concerning: 
*land use 
• improvements on the land 
• land division 
• environmental protection 
This exclusion does not apply to violations or the enforcement of these matters which appear in the public records at Policy Date. 
This exclusion does not limit the zoning coverage described in Items 12 and l3 of Covered Title Risks. 
2. The right to take the land by condemning it, unless: 
• a notice of exercising the right appears in the public records 
• on the Policy Date 
• the tnking happened prior to the Policy Date and is binding on yuu if you bought the land without knowing of the taking 
3. Title Risks: 
• that are created, allowed, or agreed to by you 
• that are known to you, but not to us, on the Policy Date- unless they appeared in the public records 
*that result in no loss to you 
• that first affect your title after the Policy Date- this does not limit the labor and material lien coverage in Item 8 of Covered Title Risks 
4. Failure to pay value for your title. 
5. Lack of a right: 
• to any land outside the area specifically described and referred to in Item 3 of Schedule A 

OR 
• in streets, alleys, or waterways that touch your land 
This exclusion does not .limit the access coverage in Item 5 of Covered Title Risks. 

2006 ALTA LOAN POLICY (06-17-06) 
EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE 

The following matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this policy, and the Company will not pay loss or damage, costs, attorneys' fees, 
or expenses that arise by reason of: 
1. (a) Any law, ordinance, permit, or governmental regulation (including those relating to building and zoning) restricting, regulating, 

prohibiting, or relating to 
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(i) the occupancy, use or enjoyment of the Land; 
(ii) the character dimensions or location of any improvement erected on the Land; 
(iii) the subdivision of land; or 
(iv) environmental protection; 
or the effect of any violation of these laws, ordinances, or governmental regulations. This Exclusion !(a) does not modify or limit the coverage provided und.er Covered RiskS. 

(b) Any governmental police power. This Exclusion l(b} does not modifY or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk 6. 2. Rights of eminent domain. This Exclusion does not modifY or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk 7 or 8. 3. Defects, liens, encumbrnnces, adverse claims, or other mutters 
(a) created, suffered, assumed, or agreed to by the Insured Claimant; 
{b) not Known to the Company, not recorded in the Public Records at Date of Policy, but Known to the Insured Claimant and not disclosed in writing to the Company by the Insured Claimant prior to the da.re the Insured Claimant became an Insured under this policy; (c) resulting in no loss or damage to the Insured Claimant; 
(d) attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy (however this does not modify or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk II, 13 or 14)· or 
(e) resulting in loss or damage that would not have been sustained ifthe Insured Claimant had paid value for the Insured Mortgage. 4. Unenforccability of the lien of the Insured Mortgage because of the inability or failure of an Insured to comply with applicable doing business laws of the-state where the Land is situated. 

5. Invalidity or unenforceability in whole or in part of the lien of the Insured Mortgage that arises out of the transaction evidenced by the Insured Mortgage and is based upon usury or any consumer credit protection or truth-in-lending law. 
6. Any clai m, by reason of the operation of federal bankruptcy, state insolvency, or similar creditors' rights laws, that the transaction creating the lien of the Insured Mortgage, is 

(a) a fraudulent conveyance or fraudulent transfer, or 
(b) a preferential transfer for any reason not stated in Covered Risk 13(b) of this policy. 

7. Any lien on the Title for real estate ta.xes or assessments imposed by governmental authority and created or attaching between Date of Policy and the date of recording of the Insured Mortgage in the Public Records. This Exclusion does not modify or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk ll(b). 
The above policy form may be issued to afford either Standard Coverage or Extended Coverage. In addition to the above Exclusions from Coverage, the Exceptions from Coverage in a Standard Coverage policy will also include the following Exceptions from Coverage: 

EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE 
This policy does not insure against Joss or damage (and the Company will not pay costs, attorneys' fees or expenses) that arise by reason of: 1. (a) Ta.xcs or assessments that are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the Public Records; (b) proceedings by a public agency t hat may result in taxes or assessments, or notices of such proceedings, whether or not shown by the records of such agency or by the Public Records. 
2. Any facts, rights, interests, or claims that are not shown by the P11blic Records but that could be ascertained by an inspection of the Land or that may be asserted by persons in possession of the Land. 
3. Easements, liens or encumbrances or claims thereo·f, not shown by the Public Records. 
4. Any encroachment, encumbrance, violation, variation, or adverse circumstance affecting the Title that would be disclosed by an accurate and complete land survey ofthe.Land and not shown by the Public Records. 
5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water, whether or not the mutters excepted under (a), (b), or (c) are shown by the Public Records. 
6. Any lien or right ~o a lien for services, labor or material not shown by the Public Records. 

2006 ALTA OWNER'S POLICY (06-17-06) 
EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE 

The fo Uowing matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this policy, and the Company will not pay loss or damage, costs, attorneys' fees, or expenses that arise by reason of: 
I. (a) Any law, ordinance, permit, or governmental regulation (including those relating to building and zoning) restricting, regulating, 

prohibiting, or relating to 
(i) the occupancy, use, or enjoyment of the Land; 
(ii) the character, dimensions, or location of any improvement erected on the Land; 
{iii) the subdivision of land; or 
(iv) environmental protection; 
or the effect of any violation of these laws, ordinances, or governmental regulations. This Exclusion 1(a) does not modifY or limit the coverage provided under Covered RiskS. 

(b) Any governmental police power. TI1is Exclusion I (b) does not modify or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk 6. 2. Rights of eminent domain. This Exclusion does not modify or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk 7 or 8. 
3. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims, or other matters 

(a) created, suffered, assumed, or agreed to by the Insured Claimant; 
(b) not Known to the Company, not recorded in the Public Re_cords at Date of Policy, but Known to the Insured Claimant and not disclosed in writing to the Company by the Insured Claimant prior to the date the Insured Claimant became an Insured under this policy; 
(c) resulting in no loss or damage to the Insured Claimant; 
(d) attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy (however, this does not modifY or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk 9 and IO); or 
(e) resulting in loss or damage that would not have been sustained if the Insured Claimant had paid value for the Title. 4. Any claim, by reason of the operation of federal bankruptcy, state insolvency, or similar creditors' rights laws, that the transaction vesting the Title as shown in Schedule A, is 
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(a) a fraudulent conveyance or fraudulent transfer; or 
(b) a preferential transfer for any reason not stated in Covered Risk 9 of this policy. 

5. Any lien on the Title for real estate taxes or assessments imposed by governmental authori ty and created or attaching between Date of Policy 
and the date of recording of the deed or other instrument of transfer in the Public Records that vests Title as shown in Schedule A. 

The above policy form may be issued to afford either Standard Coverage or Extended Coverage. J11 addition to the above Exclusions from Coverapthe Exceptions from Coverage in a Standard Coverage policy wil l also include the fo llowing Exceptions from Coverage: 

EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE 

This policy does not insure against loss or damage (nnd the Company wi ll not pay costs, attorneys' fees or expenses) that arise by reason of: 
I. (a) Taxes or assessments that arc not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that levies taxes or assessments on real 

property, or by the Public Records; (b) proceedings by a public agency that may result in taxes or assessments, or notices of such proceedings, 
whether or not shown by the records of such agency or by the Public Records. 

2. Any facts, rights interests, or claims tllat are not shown in the Public Records but that could be ascertained by an inspection of the Land or that may be asserted by persons in possession of the Land. 
3. Easements, liens or encumbrances or claims thereof, not shown by the Public Records. 
4. Any encroachment, encumbrance, violation, variation, or adverse circumstance affecting the Title that would be disclosed by an accurate and 

complete land survey of the Land and that are not shown by the Public Records. 
5. (a) Unpatented min ing claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b). or (c) are shown by Lhe Public Records. 
6. Any lien or right to a lien for services, labor or material not shown by the Public Records. 

ALTA EXPANDED COVERAGE RESIDENTIAL LOAN POLICY (07-26-10) 
EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE 

The foiJowing matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this policy and the Company will not pay loss or damage, costs, attorneys' fees ot, expenses which arise by reason of: 
1. (a) Any law, ordinance, pennit, or governmental regulation (including those relating to building and zoning) restricting, regulating, 

prohibi ting, or relating to 
(i) the occupancy, use, or enjoyment of the Land; 
(ii) the character, dimensions, or location of any improvement erected on the Land; 
(iii) the subdivision efland; or 
(iv) environmental protection; 

or the effect of any violation of these laws, ordinances, or governmental regulations. This Exclusion l(a) does not modify or limit the 
coverage provided under Covered Risk 5, 6, 13(c), 13(d), 14 or 16. 
{b) Any governmental police power. This Exclusion l(b) does not modify or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk 5, 6, 13(c),13(d 

14 or 16. 
2. Rights of eminent domain. This Exclusion does not modify or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk 7 or 8. 
3. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims, or other matters 

(a) created, suffered, assumed, or agreed to by the Insured Claimant; 
(b) not Known to the Company, not recorded in the Public Records at Date of Policy, but Known to the Insured Claimant and not disclosed in 

writing to the Company by the Insured Claimant prior to the date the Insured Claimant became an Insured under this policy; 
(c) resulting in no loss or damage to the Insured Claimant; 
{d) attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy (however, this does not modify or limit the coverage provided under Covered Risk 11, 16, 

17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27 or 28); or 
(e) resul ting in loss or damage that would not have been sustained if the lnsu.red Claimant had paid value for the Insured Mortgage. 

4. Uncnforceability of the lien of the Insured Mortgage because of the inability or failure of an Insured to comply with applicable doing business 
~aws of the state where the Land is situated. 

5. Invalidity or unenforceability in whole or in part of the lien of the Insured Mortgage that arises out of the transaction evidenced by the Insured 
Mortgage and is based upon usury, or any consumer credit protection or truth-in-lending law. This Exclusion does not modify or limit the 
coverage provided in Covered Risk 26. 

6. Any claim of invalidity, unenforceability or lack of priority of the lien of the Insured Mortgage as to Advances or modifications made after the 
Insured has Knowledge that the vestee shown in Schedule A is no longer the owner of the estate or interest covered by this policy. This 
Exclusion does not modify or limit the coverage provided in Covered IR.isk L 1. 

7. Any lien on the Title for real estate taxes or assessments inlposed by governmental authority and created or attaching subsequent to Date of 
Policy. This Exclusion does not modify or limit the coverage provided in Covered Risk ll(b) or 25. 

8. The failure of the residential structure, or any portion of it, to have been constructed before, on or after Date of Policy in accordance with 
applicable building codes. This Exclusion does not modify or limit the coverage provided in Covered Risk 5 or 6. 

9. Any claim, by reason of the operation of federal bankruptcy, state insolvency, or similar creditors' rights laws, that the transaction creating the 
lien of the Insured Mortgage, is 
(a) a fraudulent conveyance or fraudulent transfer, or 
(b) a preferential transfer for any reason not stated in Covered Risk 27(b) of this policy. 
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· SUBDl\USIONS .St:JCCESSFULLY MARKETED 

-<II{ Los Angeles and Vicinity OnJ~ }44>-

Alhambra Highlands 
Orange Blossom Manor 
Hlllttecl CLrcl~ 
Whl~er W11lnut Manor· 
J:lo lywood. Law:clg~ove 
iPoppyfields 

xwell Laurel Terrace 

Lincoln Park Manor 
Southlook Manor 
Lankershim Center 
La_urel Woodlands 
Highwa:y l'!i;bbnds 
IL:tw:el o9d li!lll• 
Boiver~l City Cenlcr 
AlliJ!mbra Hill Crest 

Glendale Manor 
~oulevard Manor 
Holtydale Gardens 
Edison Square 
Alhambra T erracc 
Residence Park 
Altadena Terrace 
Alta Manor 

PALiSADES DEL REY and SURFRIDGE ESTATES 
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Subject: 

Introduction 

ERIC GARCETTI 
MAYOR 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE NO. 1 

Issue Date: October 10, 2013 

Great Streets Initiative 

Los Angeles must carefully consider how to leverage and invest our scarce resources, 
and we must strategically coordinate our investments in a manner that has the most 
meaningful impact on the City and its residents. 

Our street network stretches 6,500 centerline miles, making it the largest municipal 
street system in the United States. As the City's largest public space asset, covering 
approximately 13% of our land area, streets reflect and drive the economic and social 
vibrancy of our neighborhoods. 

Accordingly, I am launching the City of Los Angeles Greats Streets Initiative. This 
Initiative will focus on developing Great Streets that activate the public realm, provide 
economic revitalization, and support great neighborhoods. 

Great Streets will support the following six goals: 

• Increased Economic Activity 
• Improved Access and Mobility 
• Enhanced Neighborh.ood Character 
• Greater Community Engagement 
• Improved Environmental Resilience 
• Safer and More Secure Communities 
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These six goals support my priority citywide outcomes: 

Mayor Eric Garcetti 
Executive Directive No. 1 

Page 2 of 3 

1. Promote good jobs for Angelenos all across Los Angeles 
2. Restore the City services that make our neighborhoods livable and 

attractive 
3. Make our communities 'the safest in the nation 
4. Create a more sustainable and livable city 

Composition 

I hereby create the City of Los Angeles Great Streets Initiative. 

This initiative will be led by my Deputy Mayor of City Services, and is composed of the 
General Managers, or their designees, of the following City Departments in a Great 
Streets Working Group: 

• Department of City Planning 
• Department of Cultural Affairs 
• Department of Transportation 
• Department of Public Works 

Bureau of Engineering 
Bureau of Street Services 
Bureau of Street Lighting 
Bureau of Sanitation 

• Economic & Workforce Development Department 

I also expect the Working Group to closely coordinate with the Los Angeles Department 
of Water and Power as well as the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority (MTA). 

I request that all other City Departments, Bureaus, Agencies, Boards, and Commissions 
support the Great Streets Working Group as needed. 

Great Streets Action Plan 

I am directing the Great Streets Working Group to develop a Great Streets Action Plan, 
which will produce the following deliverables: 

1. Criteria and strategy for identifying streets to be included in the 
Great Streets Program 

2. Candidate list of 40 potential streets 
3. Comprehensive matrix of project elements and associated costs 
4. Strategy for the coordination of city services to Great Streets 
5. Project implementation timeline 
6. Funding strategy 
7. Metrics and benchmarks to evaluate and track project impacts 
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Mayor Eric Garcetti 
Executive Directive No. 1 

Page 3 of 3 

This Action Plan will include an internal strategy that paves the way for implementation. 
The immediate focus is on improvements that are achievable in the near term, while 
laying the foundation for a long term funding, design development, management, and 
implementation strategy to install improvements and recommend policy that activates 
the public realm and stimulates economic revitalization. 

I also direct the Working Group to partner with MTA on retrofitting our existing transit 
stops and station areas as well as better coupling of urban design interventions with 
MTA construction projects. 

The Working Group will also coordinate with Council Offices and other stakeholders to 
define and identify the candidate streets across the City. There will be an additional 
focus on benchmarks, metrics, measurability, and replicability for any policy and 
implementation recommendations that are developed. 

~~ a 
Executed this JQ_ day of CT()IJ{E(( 2013 

ERIC GARCETTI 
Mayor 
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This page is part of your document- DO NOT DISCARD ·' -:a 20071685667 ~gr., 

TITLE(S) : DEED 

Assessor's Identification Number (AIN) 

~ 11m1 IIIII IIIII IIIII Ill~ 1111111111 ~1111111111~ IIIII 11111111= 
Recorded/Flied In Official Records • 

Recorder's Office, Los Angeles County, Fee. 52·00 

California Tax: NFPR 

07/17/07 AT 08:00AM 
other: 0.00 I 
Total: NFPR I 

Title Company 
_] 

To be completed by Examiner OR Title Company In black Ink. Number of AIN's Shown 

THIS FORM IS NOT TO BE DUPLICATED 
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CHICAGO TillE COMPANY I 

07117/07 
RECORDING REQUESTED BY, 
WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO, 
AND MAIL TAX STATEMENTS TO: I 111111111111111~ Ill~ Ill~ 1111111111111111111111~11111111111111 ~ 
c/o EMC Development 
8383 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 630 
Beverly Hills, California 90211 
Attention: Edward M. Czuker 

' 20071685667 ) 

(Space Above for Recorder's Use) 

APN: 4116-007-073, 4116-007-055;·4116-007-060, 
4116~007-072, 4116-007-069, 4116·007-067, 
4116~007-068 and 4116-007-070 

The undersigned Grantor declares: 

I TRANSFER TAX f 
NOT A PUBLIC RECORD Documentary Transfer Tax not shown pursuant to 

Section 11932 ofthe Revenue and Taxation Code, as amended. 

GRANT DEED 

FOR V ALUABLECONSIDERA TION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, MARINA 
VlSTA COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company ("Grantor'') (which is doing 
business in the State of California under the name "Playa Marina Vista Company, LLC"), does 
hereby GRANT to 138 CULVER ASSOCIATES, LLC, a Calif<>mia limited liability ("Grantee"), 
all of that certain real property in the City of Los Angeles, County of Los Angeles, State of 
California, as more particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof (the 
"Land"), together with any and all structures and improvements located thereon, and all of Grantor's 
right, title and interest in and to the rights, benefits, privileges, easements, tent:ments, hereditaments, 
and appurtenances to the extent belonging or appertaining to the Land (collectively, the "Property"). 

The foregoing grant is subject to: 

1. All real property taxes not yet due and payable, if any. 

2. All other liens, easements, encumbrances, covenants, conditions, restrictions and 
matters of record. 

3. All facts and matters that an accurate survey or physical mspection of the Property 
would disclose. 

Matl tax statements to: 
62984891 SAME AS ABOVE 

) 

7/o7oSZ.Z..-XS2 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has executed this instrument as of .::Ju \~ 11 , 2007. 

62984891 

GRANTOR: 

MARINA VISTA COMPANY, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company 
(doing business in the State of California under the 
name "Playa Marina Vista Company, LLC") 

By: 
Name· 
Its: 

By: 
Name· 
Its: 

~.b.~ 
~~ 

S-or. V. P./ c,Fo 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 
) 

COUNTY OF ~ ~~ ) 

On ~A-'t.L o2S .1_ ~ , a Notary 
Public, person~t'iy-~pPeared tl , personally known to me ~ 
prnvt•d to me on the ba!:is of ::;atidactory evidence) o e the person~ whose nameW is/aM
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/shel-tl:le;' executed the same 
in his/heFlthetr authorized capac tty~, and that by htsAler/taeiF stgnature(.at on the instrument 
the person(B}, or the entity upon behalf of which the person~ acted, executed the instrument. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

Signature ~t--_______, (Seal) 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

COUNTY OF rJtu ~ ~ 
On~ rl..S" ,2007,bef~oeme, -~ ,aNotary Public, pers6'riallyappeared ~ , personally known to me (er-

·provcd to aue on the basis nf s~tisfactorf tt ·idcncc) to be the person~ whose namefs-) is/Me-
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/shettae.y executed the same 
m hisfflerltheil' authorized capacity~, and that by hisJhetrttheir-signaturcW on the instrurmml 
the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person~ acted, executed the instrument. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal 

Signature 

6298489 I 

(Seal) 
-.......: 
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EXHIBIT A 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

THAT CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY LOCATED IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, AS MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 

PARCEL 1: 

LOT I, TRACT 8301, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA, AS SHOWN ON MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE 
OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. 

TOGETHER WITH THE NORTHERLY I 0 FEET OF THAT PORTJON OF THAT CERTAIN ALLEY, 20 
FEET WIDE, AS SHOWN ON SAID MAP OF TRACT NO. 830 I, VACATED BY RESOLUTION NO. 84-
214 I 7 OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF SAID CITY, ADOPTED JUNE 6, I 984, A COPY OF WHICH WAS 
RECORDED APRIL II, 1985 AS INSTRUMENT NO. 85-404556, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCE, AND ALL WATER UNOERL YING SAID LAND; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT SUCH 
RESERVATION SHALL NOT BE DEEMED TO GIVE ANY RIGHT TO ENTER UPON ANY OF SAID 
LOTS SOLD FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTIIER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCE, AS RESERVED BY TITLE GUARANTEE AND TRUST COMPANY IN DEED 
RECORDED IN BOOK 7329, PAGE 117, OF OFFICIAL RECORDS 

PARCEL 2: 

THAT PORTION OF BLOCK "C" OF THE RESUBDIVISION OF CERTAIN BLOCKS OF PLAY A DEL 
REY TOWNSITE, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 7, PAGE 130 OF MAPS, RECITED AS CLAUSE 10 
IN DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 3805, PAGE 107 OF DEEDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY 
RECORDER, AND DESCRIBED THEREIN AS FOLLOWS: 

BEGINNING AT THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER OF SAID BLOCK "C"; THENCE SOUTH 45 
DEGREES 51' WEST 52.87 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE TO THE LEFT, HAVING A 
RADIUS OF 255.26 FEET; THENCE ALONG SAID CURVE TO THE LEFT 47.13 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTH 54 DEGREES 43' 44" EAST 21.07 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 86 DEGREES 33' EAST 46.14 FEET 
TO A POINT IN THE EAST LINE OF SAID BLOCK "C"; THENCE NORTH 3 DEGREES 27' EAST 
87.67 FEET TO THE BEGINNING. 

PARCEL 3. 

THAT PORTION OF CULVER BOULEVARD, FORMERLY KNOWN AS "ESPLANADE" AS SHOWN 
ON THE MAP OF TRACT NO. 8301, RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, AND THAT 
PORTION OF CULVER BOULEVARD, FORMEIU. Y KNOWN AS MESMER AVENUE., AS SHOWN 
ON THE MAP OF A PORTION OF PLAYA DEL REY TOWNSITE RECORDED IN BOOK 7, PAGE 130 
OF MAPS, BOTH IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH 
WOULD PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED PARCELS I AND 
2 

6298489 I 
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EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION WITHIN THE LAND DESCRIBED IN THAT CERTAIN 
DEED TO PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY, RECORDED IN BOOK 6170, PAGE 181 OF 
DEEDS. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES, AND ALL WATER UNDERLYING SAID LAND; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT 
SUCH RESERVATION SHALL NOT BE DEEMED TO GIVE ANY RIGHT TO ENTER UPON ANY OF 
SAID LOTS SOLD FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER 
HYDROCARBONSUDSTANCE,ASRESERVEDBYTITLEGUARANTEEANDTRUSTCOMPANY 
IN DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 7329, PAGE 117 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

PARCEL4· 

THAT PORTION OF VISTA DEL MAR LANE, BEING THE NORTHERLY I 0 FEET OF THAT 
CERTAIN ALLEY, 20 FEET WIDE, AS SHOWN ON THE MAP OF TRACT NO. 830 I, RECORDED IN 
BOOK 114, PAGE 790F MAPS, INTHEOFFICEOFTHECOUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, 
EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION VACATED BY RESOLUTION NO. 84-21417 OF THE CITY 
COUNCIL OF SAID CITY ADOPTED JUNE 6, 1984, A COPY OF WHICH WAS RECORDED APRIL II, 
1985 AS INSTRUMENT NO. 85-404556, OFFICIAL RECORDS 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCE, AND ALL WATER UNDERL YJNG SAID LAND, PROVIDED HOWEVER, THAT SUCH 
RESERVATION SHALL NOT BE DEEMED TO GIVE ANY RIGHT TO ENTER UPON ANY OF SAID 
LOTS SOLD FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCE, AS RESERVED BY TITLE GUARANTEE AND TRUST COMPANY IN DEED 
RECORDED IN BOOK 7329, PAGE 117 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

PARCELS. 

LOT 2 OF TRACT NO. 830 I, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE 
OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED fN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF 
THE'COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF THAT 
CERTAIN ALLEY, 20 FEET WIDE, AS SHOWN ON SAID MAP OF TRACT NO 830 I, VACATED BY 
RESOLUTION NO 84-21417 OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF SAID CITY ADOPTED JUNE 6, 1984, A 
COPY OF WHICH WAS RECORDED APRIL II, 1985 AS JNSTRUMENTNO. 85-404556, OFFICIAL 
RECORDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM THE NORTHERLY 10 FEET, MEASURED AT RIGHT ANGLES, OF SAID 
ALLEY. 

EXCEPT THE RIGHT TO ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES UNDERLYING SAID LAND BUT WITHOUT THE RIGHT TO ENTER UPON SAID 
LAND FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON IZl SUBSTANCES, AS RESERVED BY TITLE GUARANTEE AND T~UST COMPANY, A 

'"" CORPORATION, IN DEED RECORDED AUGUST 3, 1931 rN BOOK 11046, PAGE 175, OFFICIAL 
RECORDS. 

1 .... 
tn PARCEL6: 
co 
IJl 
1)1 
O'l 

"' 6298489 I 
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~ 

THAT PORTION OF CULVER BOULEVARD, FORMERLY KNOWN AS ESPLANADE, (80 FEET 
WIDE), AS SHOWN ON THE MAP OF TRACT NO. 8301, RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF 
MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS 
WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF THE ABOVE PARCEL 5 

EXCEPT RIGHT TO ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OlL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES UNDERLYING SAID LAND BUT WITHOUT THE RIGHT TO ENTER UPON SAID 
LAND FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES, AS RESERVED BY TITLE GUARANTEE AND TRUST COMPANY, A 
CORPORATION, IN DEED RECORDED AUGUST 3, 1931 IN BOOK 11046, PAGE 175, OFFICIAL 
RECORDS. 

PARCEL 7: 

THAT PORTION OF VISTA DEL MAR LANE, FORMERLY KNOWN AS AN ALLEY, AS SHOWN ON 
THEMAPOFTRACTNO. 8301,RECORDEDIN BOOK 114, PAGE 790FMAPS, rN THE OFFICE OF 
THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WJTH THE LEGAL 
CONVEYANCEOFTHEABOVEPARCEL5 

EXCEPT THE RIGHT TO ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OJL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES UNDERLYING SAID LAND BUT WITHOUT THE RIGHT TO ENTER UPON SAID 
LAND FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES, AS RESERVED BY TITLE GUARANTEE AND TRUST COMPANY, A 
CORPORATION, IN DEED RECORDED AUGUST 3, 1931 IN BOOK 11046, PAGE 175, OFFICIAL 
RECORDS. 

PARCELS: 

LOTS 4, 5 AND 6 OF TRACT NO. 8301, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS 
ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, 
rN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY 

ALSO EXCEPT THE RIGHT TO ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSITS OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER 
HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES UNDERLYING SAID LAND BUT WITHOUT THE RIGHT TO 
ENTER UPON SAID LAND FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER 
HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES, AS RESERVED IN DEEDS RECORDED IN BOOK 12503, PAGE 
258, OFFICIAL RECORDS; IN BOOK 21265, PAGE l 03, OFFICIAL RECORDS; IN BOOK 21 I 98, PAGE 
296, OFFICIAL RECORDS; AND IN BOOK 11291, PAGE 45, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

PARCEL9· 

LOT 3 OF TRACT NO. 830 I, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE 
OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF 
THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. 

''t EXCEPT THE RIGHT TO ONE-HALF OF ANY DEPOSIT OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES UNDERL YJNG SAID LAND BUT WITHOUT THE RIGHT TO ENTER UPON SAID 

1.- LAND FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANY SUCH OIL, GAS OR OTHER HYDROCARBON 
11) SUBSTANCES, AS RESERVED IN DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 12503, PAGE 258, OFFlCIAL 
c'9 RECORDS. 1n 
17) 

'"' ·~ 6298489 I 

1 
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PARCEL 10 

THAT PORTION OF VISTA DEL MAR LANE, FORMERLY AN ALLEY, AS SHOWN ON TRACT NO 
8301, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE 
COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE 
OF LOTS 3, 4, 5 AND 6 OF SAID TRACT 

EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION OF SAlD LAND LYING EASTERLY OF THE 
NORTHEASTERLY PROLONG A TrON OF THE NORTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY LINE OF LOTS 7 
AND 8 OF SAlD TRACT. 

ALSO EXCEPT THEREFROM THE EASTERLY 10 FEET OF SAID LANE, ADJACENT TO THE 
NORTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY LINE OF LOTS 7 AND 8 OF SAID TRACT, BETWEEN THE 
WESTERLY PROLONGATION OF THE NORTHERLY LINE OF SAID LOT 7 AND THE WESTERLY 
PROLONGATION OF THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF SAID LOT 8. 

PARCEL Jl· 

THAT PORTION Of CULVER BOULEY ARD FORMERLY KNOWN AS ESPLANADE, AS SHOWN 
ON RESUBDIVISION OF A PORTION OF PLAYA DEL REV TOWNSITE, AS PER MAP RECORDED 
IN BOOK 7, PAGE 130 OF MAPS, AND ALSO SHOWN ON TRACT NO. 8301, AS PER MAP 
RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF 
SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WITI-1 THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF LOTS 3, 4, 5 AND 6 OF 
LAST MENTIONED TRACT. 

PARCEL 12: 

THAT PORTION OF TROLLEY PLACE, FORMERLY AN ALLEY, AS SHOWN ON TRACT NO. 830 I, 
AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY 
RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE OF LOT 6 
OF SAID TRACT. 

PARCEL 13: 

LOTS 7 AND 8 OF TRACT NO. 830 I, IN TilE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 79 OF MAPS, IN THE 
OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ALL MINERALS, OIL AND OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES LYING 
IN OR UNDER THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL PROPERTY WITHOUT, HOWEVER, THE 
RIGHT OF ENTRY IN THE SURFACE OF THE LAND FOR THE PRODUCTION THEREOF, BUT 
WITH THE RIGHT TO PRODUCE ANY OF THE SAME FROM ANY PORTION OF THE PROPERTY 
WHICH IS 500 FEET OR MORE BELOW THE GROUND SURF ACE AND ALSO WITH THE RIGHT TO 
DRILL UNDER OR THROUGH THE PROPERTY AT ANY POINT OR POINTS 500 FEET OR MORE 
BELOW THE GROUND SURF ACE FOR THE PRODUCTION OR TRANSPORTATION OF THE SAME. 

PARCEL 14: 

.... 62984891 
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THAT PORTION OF TROLLEY PLACE, FORMERLY KNOWN AS AN ALLEY, AS SHOWN ON THE 
MAP OF TRACT NO 8301, RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE790FMAPS,IN THE OFFICE OF THE 
COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL CONVEYANCE 
OF LOT 8 OF SAID TRACT 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ALL MINERALS, OIL AND OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES LYING 
IN OR UNDER THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL PROPERTY WITHOUT, HOWEVER, THE 
RIGHT OF ENTRY IN THE SURFACE OF THE LAND FOR THE PRODUCTION THEREOF, BUT 
WITH THE RIGHT TO PRODUCE ANY OF THE SAME FROM ANY PORTION OF THE PROPERTY 
WHICH IS 500 FEET OR MORE BELOW THE GROUND SURF ACE AND ALSO WITH THE RIGHT TO 
DRILL UNDER OR THROUGH THE PROPERTY AT ANY POINT OR POINTS 500 FEET OR MORE 
BELOW THE GROUND SURFACE FOR THE PRODUCTION OR TRANSPORTATION OF THE SAME. 

PARCEL 15: 

THAT PORTION OF VISTA DELMAR LANE, FORMERLY KNOWN ASAN ALLEY, AS SHOWN ON 
THEMAPOFTRACTNO 8301, RECORDED IN BOOK 114, PAGE 790F MAPS,INTHEOFFICEOF 
THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, WHICH SHALL PASS WITH THE LEGAL 
CONVEYANCE OF LOTS 7 AND 8 OF SAID TRACT . 

. EXCEPT THEREFROM THAT PORTION OF SAID LAND LYING WESTERLY OF THE 
NORTHEASTERLY CONTINUATION OF THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE OF LOT 7 OF SAID TRACT. 

EXCEPT THEREFROM ALL MINERALS, OIL AND OTHER HYDROCARBON SUBSTANCES LYING 
IN OR UNDER THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED REAL PROPERTY WITHOUT, HOWEVER, THE 
RIGHT OF ENTRY IN THE SURFACE OF THE LAND FOR THE PRODUCTION THEREOF, BU1:; 
WITH THE RIGHT TO PRODUCE ANY OF THE SAME FROM ANY PORTION OF THE PROPERTY 
WHICH IS 500 FEET OR MORE BELOW THE GROUND SURFACE AND ALSO WITH THE RIGHT TO 
DRILL UNDER OR THROUGH THE PROPERTY AT ANY POINT OR POINTS 500 FEET OR MOREl 
BELOW THE GROUND SURFACE FOR THE PRODUCTION OR TRANSPORTATION OF TilE SAME. 

APN: 4116-007-073, 4116-007-05 5, 4116-007-066, 4116-007-072, 
4116-007-069, 4116-007-067, 4116-007-068 and 4116-007-070 

END OF LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

62984891 
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Greg Shoop 
City Planner 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
(310) 985-1581 

January 29, 2014 

Re: 138 Culver Boulevard, Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Dear Greg: 

Help. I read the recent DOT letter on the project and am concerned the road 
designations are wrong. 

There are a number of different classifications (variouslyl Major Highway. Class II, 
Secondary Highway and Collector Street) of Vista Del Mar along the East side of the 
project in the City's published maps and the text of Community Plans. I have been 
round with DOT and Bureau of Engineering which all point back to Planning as the 
source of the information for the various road designation maps which ultimately control 
the road designation and the dedications required by Engineering. (I am not addressing 
the scenic designation on which all maps agree.) 

Essentially, the published data is as follows: 

1. The map on the Community Plan for Westchester Playa Del Rey Community 
Plan Web Site-Attached Screen Shot 1 : 

The Westchester Playa Del Rey Community Plan was adopted in 2004. The 
map posted on the Department of Planning Web Site is a compilation for the LAX 
Specific Plan Amendment study dated 2013 (lower left corner). It is not an 
original source document and indicates that Vista Del Mar from Imperial North to 
Culver is a "Major Highway, Class II." This is the map Bureau of Engineering, 
Edmond Yew, tells me he used to determine the dedications for the project. He 
explained to me that the map adopted as part of the Community Plan controls the 
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Mr. Greg Shoop 
January 29, 2014 
Page 2 

road designations-but this is not the map as adopted with the plan but rather a 
subsequent special purpose compilation. 

In point of fact, the Westchester Playa Del Rey Community Plan refers to the 
road designations, as specified in the General Plan, as being operative subject to 
a Transportation Improvement Management Plan which is described in the text of 
the Community Plan. The text of the Community Plan provides no reference to 
changing the designation of any portion of Vista Del Mar from the designation in 
the General Plan. (There is a designation of downgrading "Vista Del Mar Lane" 
from a Secondary Highway, to a Collector Road but that is not the "Vista Del 
Mar'' which runs adjacent to the project.) There is no road designation map as 
part of the Community Plan or the ordinance adopted later in the year to 
implement zoning changes. 

The Community Plan Text starting at pages Ul-36 through Ul-37 regarding 
Highway and Street reclassifications is as follows: 

Program: HIGHWAY AND STREET RECLASSIFICATIONS 
Highways and Streets in the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community 
Plan Area are classified as: Freeways; Major Highway Class I; Major 
Highway Class II; Secondary Highways; Collector Streets; and Local 
Streets. 
The following reclassifications and deletions are made in this plan: 

Airport Boulevard From Secondary Highway to Collector Street: 
Between 74th Street and La Tijera Boulevard. 
• Falmouth Avenue From Secondary Highway to Collector 
Street: Between Cabora Drive and 92nd Street 
• Howard Hughes Parkway From Collector Street to Secondary 
Highway: east of Sepulveda Boulevard to 1-405 - San Diego 
Freeway Off and On ramps. 
• Loyola Boulevard From Secondary Highway to Collector Street: 
Between 80th Street and Manchester Avenue. 
• Manchester Avenue From Secondary Highway to Collector 
Street: Between Vista del Mar Lane and Pershing Drive. 
• Sepulveda Eastway From Secondary Highway to Collector 
Street: Between La Tijera Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard. 
• Sepulveda Westway From local Street and Secondary Highway 
to Collector Street: From Manchester Avenue to Westchester 
Parkway. 
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Mr. Greg Shoop 
January 29, 2014 
Page 3 

• Vista del Mar Lane From Secondary Highway to Collector 
Street: From Manchester Avenue to Vista del Mar 
• Arizona Avenue Delete from Generalized Circulation Map: 
Arizona Place to Riggs Place. 
• Falmouth Avenue Delete from Generalized Circulation Map: 
Cabora Drive to Culver Boulevard. 

2. Navigate LA says the designation for Vista Del Mar from Imperial North to Culver 
is "Major Highway, Class II." Mr. Yew tells me this is logical because the 
information is derived from the map which is on the Westchester Playa Del Rey 
Community Plan web page (i.e. the 2013 map referenced in #1 above). 

3. General Plan, Transportation Element, Maps, Highways and Freeways map
Upper Right Hand Comer-Attached Screen Shot 2 and Shot 3: 

Classifies Vista Del Mar going north from Imperial to ManchesterNista Del Mar 
Lane as a Major Highway and then from ManchesterNista Del Mar Lane to the 
intersection with Culver as a '*Secondary Highway." Hence, the portion of Vista 
Del Mar next to the project site shows as "Secondary Highway." 

If you look at the current LAX General Plan maps you will see the same mixed 
designation for Vtsta Del Mar is operative. 

4. I looked for ordinances reclassifying the portion of 'Vista Del Mar" adjacent to the 
project from a Secondary Highway as it shows on the General Plan Map to a 
Major Highway, Class II and found none. 

This leaves me concluding to project is located on a Secondary Highway for 
purpose of various planntng determinations. 

If I am wrong, can you please teU me the ordinance or other mechanism which 
modified the General Plan designation and made the relevant part of Vista Del 
Mar a "Major Highway." 

Thanks. 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey. CA 90293 
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Mr. Greg Shoop 
City Planning 

March 10, 2014 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Re: 138 Culver Boulevard-Affordable Housing Incentive Request 

Greg: 

Please include this letter in the file for Mitigated Negative Declaration, Site Plan, 
Coastal Permit, Tract Map and Affordable Housing Incentive reviews. 

I wanted to object to the applicant's attempts to use certain on-menu incentives 
and failure to request other incentives required to address the ways in which their 
project fails to conform to applicable development standards. While the applicant may 
be able to request off-menu incentives in each of these regards, a clear record as to 
what the Community and the City are actually giving to facilitate the building of 8 
affordable housing units should be maintained. This is important to ensure that the 
decision making procedures, transparency and opportunity for public input outlined in 
the City's Affordable Housing Incentive Implementation Ordinance are followed in 
reaching decisions regarding the requested incentives. This is also important to enable 
an evaluation of whether or not the waivers or modifications of development standards 
were required to make the Restricted Affordable Units economically feasible. 

I find the applicant's Master Land Use Application (a copy of which was provided 
to the Community via the Neighborhood Council website), highly misleading in its 
attempt to characterize the project as essentially on-menu and even in recounting which 
development standards are being waived if the City allows the project to proceed as 
proposed. 

This project is in an odd circumstance in that there is one standard for a 
"ministerial project," which is the project zoning, and a whole other set of standards for a 
"discretionary review" (the zoning, Westchester Playa Del Rey Community Plan and Del 
Rey Lagoon Plan). This project is subject to discretionary review because it has more 
than 50 housing units (Site Plan Review), is in the dual coastal zone (Coastal Permit) 
and has requested a tentative tract map. So at the end of the day, both the zoning, and 
the development standards which apply to a discretionary review, are applicable to this 
project. 
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Mr. Greg Shoop 
March 10, 2014 
Page 2 

For purposes of the City of Los Angeles Affordable Housing Incentive Ordinance, 
"Incentive" is defined as a waiver or modification of a "development standard" or 
provision of the "zoning code." The rules the City applies to limit density, height, bulk 
etc. are commonly understood to be "development standards"--the rules applied in a 
community for years at the direction of the City Council qualify as "development 
standards." The Del Rey Lagoon Plan and the Community Plan have a whole host of 
development standards for which the applicant is not requesting a waiver via the 
affordable housing incentives request but which the City will need to waive if the project 
is to be built as proposed. Essentially, the developer has started with the least 
restrictive of the applicable standards, in each case, and requested a waiver from there. 
As a result, they have not requested enough incentives to waive all the applicable 
development standards which must be waived to get the project through Site Plan and 
Coastal Permit review. 

So by my count, assuming that the standards described can be waived given 
their origins in City's efforts to meet the requirements of the Coastal Act, the applicant in 
reality needs at least the following additional "Incentives" in the form of waivers or 
modifications of standards, to make the project work: 

1. The 11 feet of on-menu height incentive is not adequate. The applicant 
needs a 20 foot off-menu incentive. 

The applicant Is asking to build a 56 foot building. They assert this is the 45 foot 
zoning plus 11 feet of height incentive. 

In reality,· the applicant needs 20 feet of height Incentive to build a 56 foot 
building. 

As previously noted, at Site Plan Review, the Westchester Playa Del Rey 
Community Plan which has a 36 foot height limit on Culver Blvd. will need to be applied. 
A waiver of 20 feet is required to reach the 56 height limit. While the "zoning" was 
completed two months later at 45 feet, the Community Plan still says what it says and is 
the most restrictive development standard from which a waiver is required to allow a 56 
foot building. To the extent that applicant's Master Land Use Application attempts to 
assert that the "map" attached to the Community Plan, contradicts the text of the 
Community Plan, and allows 45 feet, I note that the only "Map" which is part of the 
Community Plan, as adopted by City Counsel, was "Exhibit C" which specified zones 
but not any heights. So the adopted Community Plan has a maximum height for this 
site of 36 feet. 

Moving beyond this, the Del Rey Lagoon Plan is also applicable to the project 
site in any discretionary review and. has a maximum height of 37 feet for the subject 
property. A waiver or incentive of 19 feet would be required to allow the proposed 
project. 
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Mr. Greg Shoop 
March 10, 2014 
Page 3 

2. The applicant needs also needs a waiver of the City transitional height rules 
as acknowledged in their application. 

3. The applicant needs more than an on-menu 35% FAR waiver. 

Working with applicant's numbers, the FAR for the project is 1.8:1. Applicant has 
requested an on-menu incentive on the grounds that the starting FAR is 1.5:1 based on 
the zoning. The more restrictive FAR requirement is again found in the Del Rey Lagoon 
Plan and is 1:1. An on-menu waiver of 35% is not sufficient when you work with the 
development standard in the Del Rey Lagoon Plan as it would allow a maximum FAR of 
1.35:1. 

The applicant is also requesting an alternative finding that the allowed FAR is 3:1 
based on the City's Affordable Housing Incentives Ordinance, LAMC Section 12.22-A, 
25(f). The relevant Section of the Code provides two criteria: 

• 50% or more of the project must be within Major Employment Center; and 
• The project must front on a Major Highway. 

This project does not meet either prong of the requirements. 

First, the project is not within 1500 feet of a "Major Employment Center." The 
definition of a "Major Employment Center" is: 

"(4) The boundaries of the following three major economic activity areas, 
identified in the General Plan Framework Element: Downtown, LAX and the port 
of Los Angeles." LAMC 12.22-A, 25(f)(4) 

Looking at the General Plan Framework Elements, the LAX economic activity area is 
described as verbally as follows: 

"In addition, the City must take advantage of the critical role of the Port of Los 
Angeles and the Los Angeles International Airport in supporting the local 
economy. These facilities are major generators of economic activity, both in their 
immediate vicinity and throughout the entire Southern California region. Under 
the Charter of the City of Los Angeles, these facilities are operated by City 
departments each directed by a Board of Commissioners. The Harbor 
Department and the Department of Airports are proprietary and self-supporting 
departments of the City that prepare, control, and administer their own budgets 
and have substantial authorities over the properties that they manage. 
As a result of the crucial role they play in economic development and their unique 
organizational status, these areas can benefit from and will require additional City 
actions form those designed to assist other market-linked areas. In addition to 
receiving incentives initiated in other market-linked areas, such actions as 
expansion of the City's foreign trade zone, permit facilitation and regulatory relief, 
and other programs appropriate to these facilities should be investigated to 
facilitate economic activity throughout the City. Such actions will support all of the 
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critical industrial sectors (trade, tourism/entertainment, transportation, and 
technology) upon which the future economy will be based." General Plan, 
Framework Elements, 7. Economic Development. 

Clear throughout this definition is the idea that when the General Plan refers to 
LAX as an economic center is referencing the "facility" or the identified "market-linked" 
area. Where the market-linked area/facility known as LAX is located is depicted on 
diagram 7-1, with other market-linked areas and other economic designated areas. On 
the diagram, there is a circle which shows where LAX is, and then there is a depiction of 
the LAX market-linked area inside the circle. (Why insert the odd shaped image inside 
the Circle at all if the Circle itself is the controlling definition of LAX.) When you read the 
text of the plan, the reason for identifying LAX separately from other "market-linked" 
areas, by circling it on the diagram, is to highlight the area as one of particular concern, 
not to make the circle the definition of LAX. This point is further supported in that the 
LAX General Plan has a clear depiction of LAX and it is consistent with the odd shaped 
depiction of the market-linked area on the diagram. Even more to this point, is the fact 
that if the "circle" is truly the "definition of LAX" for purposes of special economic 
consideration, you have an economic zone, administered by a proprietary and self
supporting department of the City, LAWA, which per the General Plan should be 
considered as a free trade zone, which is actually a large swath of R 1 zoned 
Westchester. 

If you calculate from the outside edge of the LAX Specific Plan Area for the 
airport, where employment is generated, you have a project more than 1500 feet from 
the Major Employment Center. On this basis, the original Mitigated Negative 
Declaration issued by the City found the project was 0.9 miles from the Airport-or more 
than 1500 feet. 

Second, the project is not on a Major Highway. As referenced in my letter to you 
dated January 29, 2014, the last official designation Vista Del Mar adjacent to the 
project site was in the General Plan Transportation element. The relevant portion of the 
Vista Del Mar was designated a Secondary Highway. As requested in my letter, I 
interested in seeing any City Council action or DOT action or other legal basis on which 
the designation was changed. Having received no response in over a month, I maintain 
the compilation map on the Community Plan website dated 2013 on which DOT is 
basing its conclusions is in error. 

4. The applicant needs a waiver or modification of the traffic requirements in the 
Del Rey Lagoon Plan . 

A special traffic study standard applies on discretionary review under the Del Rey 
Lagoon Plan. No approval can be granted if traffic will be added to an "F" intersection 
(Nicholson and Culver is an "F" under the applicant's study) if the lot involved is more 
than 10,000 feet (here we have a project on a lot of more than 10,000 feet). To 
approve the project, the City must waive or modify this standard but the applicant does 
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not seem to be requesting this waiver as part of the affordable housing incentives 
request. 

5. The applicant needs a waiver or modification of the standard requiring that 
residential space not exceed 50% of the floor space. 

Similarly, under the Del Rey Lagoon Plan, at the applicable discretionary 
reviews, no more than 50% of the floor space at site plan review (where Del Rey 
Lagoon Plan applies) can be residential. The planned building has more than 50% of 
the floor space as residential. Again, this is another development standard which the 
applicant will need waived but they don't have to ask for it as or count it as an affordable 
housing incentive. 

6. The Alley. 

The applicant is also making other requests of the City to enable the project. 
Specifically, the applicant is requesting abandonment of the "alley" which bi-sects the 
project site and a new tract map which includes the alley in the applicant's lot. This is a 
requested concession from the City to enable the project and should be counted as an 
incentive. 

So by my count, I have at least 6 waivers, modifications or incentives which the 
applicant needs to build the project as proposed (as distinct from to provide the 8 units 
of affordable housing). None of the incentives are on-menu under the City of Los 
Angeles Affordable Housing Incentive Ordinance. An application which makes all of the 
applicable requests and properly characterizes the requests should be required as a 
precursor to moving forward. 

Very truly yours, 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
(31 0) 985-1581 

cc: Nate Kaplan 
Tricia Keane 
Darlene Navarette 
Daryll Mackey 
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Greg Shoop 
City Planner 

February 26, 2014 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 

Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

Re: 138 Culver Blvd.-Traffic Impact Standard--Proposed MND 

Dear Greg: 

Again, please view this as formal comment on the proposed Mitigated Negative 
Declaration and submitted for consideration at Site Plan Review and Coastal Permit 
Review. 

To review, the traffic study submitted by the applicant shows Nicholson/Culver as 
an "F" intersection. The applicant resized the project to avoid having to pay for a very 
expensive mitigation at that intersection which was referenced in the initial traffic study 
and quasi-official proposed mitigated negative declaration dated August 2013. 
Essentially, the project trip count was reduced to just below the significance threshold 
based on the City's normal CEQA Standards. However, this project is located in the 
Commercial Zone of the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan (the "Lagoon Specific Plan") 
which is applied to all projects requiring discretionary review in the plan area. This 
project requires discretionary review because it has more than 50 residential units 
(triggering Site Plan Review); it is located in the dual Coastal Zone (triggering a City 
Coastal Permit review); and is seeking a tentative tract map. 

The Lagoon Specific Plan requires a different threshold of significance and 
requires mitigation for this project. Specifically, the Lagoon Specific Plan requires for 
projects in the commercial zone, which this one is, with more than 10,000 sq. feet 
involved, which this one has, the following: 

(4) Any application for a preliminary parcel map, tentative tract map, or 
building permit involving a site which exceeds 10,000 sq. ft. of lot area and 
the proposed use for which requires more parking than that required for 
the existing use and structure as specified in this subdivision shall be 
accompanied by a traffic study approved by the Department of 
Transportation, conducted wholly at the expense of applicant, assessing 
the. traffic and circulation impact of the proposed project on the 
surrounding streets within the specific plan area. No approval shall be 
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Greg Shoop 
Page 2 
February 26, 2014 

granted for any such application unless sufficient mitigation is provided 
such that the project would not individually or cumulatively cause any 
street or intersection to operate at, or further adversely impact any street 
or intersection already operating at a Level of Service of "E" or "F" as 
determined by the Department of Transportation approved study. Lagoon 
Specific Plan, 0.3.c. 

Note the "adverse impact" is not measured by a threshold percentage of 
the total trips at the intersection. Rather the key factors are the size of the lot, 
increase cars (as measured by parking requirements), an "F" intersection and 
traffic generate by the project over the intersection. Because Nicholson/Culver is 
in the Lagoon Specific Plan area, this project cannot be built as proposed. 

Moreover, this standard is not required to be waived under SB 1818 
because: 

1. Playa Del Rey is in a tsunami zone and the declared escape route for 
the community is over Culver and over this "F" intersection, hence a 
health and safety issue is previously documented, and objectively 
measured. SB 1818 does not compel modification. 

2. The entire Lagoon Specific Plan is derivative of the City of Los 
Angeles' considered efforts, as a dual jurisdiction agency, to comply 
with the Coastal Act. To quote Mayor Bradley in transmitting the plan: 
uThe Specific Plan has been prepared for the purpose of implementing 
the goals and policies of the California Coastal Act." Having found 
what is required for coastal access under the Coastal Act, the City 
should maintain the standard. SB 1818 does not compel modification. 

Very truly yours, 

~ 
Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
(310) 985-1581 

cc: Nate Kaplan 
Tricia Keane 
Darlene Navarette 

Daryll Mackey 
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RELATIVE TO THIS MATTER. 
REFER TO FILE NO . 

72-4317 

CD 

March 17, 1981 

TOM BRADLEY 

MAYOR 

Honorable Tom l3radley, Mayor (with file) 

RE: LOCAL COASTAL PLAN-BUDGET REVISION 

At th~ meeting of the Council held March 17, 1981 
following action was take~: 

Attached r~port adopted .................................. . 

, the 

" mot.ion " ( ) ........ ---- --
Ordinance adopted ............................. · ........... . ---=--- -Mot;i,.on adopted to approve attached rep~rt .................. · >( " " .. " " communication ... · ...... . 

--'""7"-=---To the Mayor- for concurrence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X To. the Mayor FORTHWITH ................................... . ------Mayor concurred ............ ;· ......... ... .................. . ------Appointment confirmed ......... ............................. . Appointee has taken the Oath of Office~ ................. ~.---------Finqihgs adopted ..................•..............•.•...... Negative Declaratio-n adopted ..... · .......... ~ .............. -----Categorically e?Cempt ..................................... . ------EIR certifiec ................. . .. . ... .... . ..... .... .... .. . - - - - - -Tr~ct. map approved . for filing with the County RPcorder ... Parcel " " " 11 11 
" " " ••• Bond approved . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. ·-----Bond is No. of Contract . Resolution of acceptance of future street to be known ------

as _____ ~~--~~~---~--~~--~~--~a~d~o~p~t~e~q · · · · · · · · · · ·--- ---. Agreement mentioned therein is/ar~ No. -~~\ of Contracts . ---,,... .. ..,.., ~-'-----------"7__________ ...... . ~. ~·\ \ ~(' .~ ............... ------
\ '{'~(' ';~~t'( : 

City Clerk 
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AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM 

SUMMARY OF BUDGET REVISIONS 

Project 

Geology Study 

Housing Study 

San Pedro Plan Amendments 

San Pedro Specific Plan 

Del Rey Lagoon Specific 
Plan 

Airport Dunes Study 

Venice Plan Amendments 

Prior 
Budget 

$ 3,200 

44,000 

1,120 

38,800 

29,400 

7,520 

1,120 

North Venice Specific Plan 30,400 

Canals/Peninsula Specific 37,280 
Pl. an 

Oakwood/Millwood Specific 24,000 
Pl. an 

Pacific Palisades Specific 
Plan 24,160 

Headlands Specific Plan 26,240 

Pacific Palisades/West
chester Plans Amendments 

General Costs 

Citizen Advisory Commit
tees Work 

Transportation 

Reproduction, mailing, 
postage 

2,720 

33,600 

7,000 

16,900 

Interagency coordination 10,000 

Totals $337,460 

Deletions 

12,620 

1,500 

1,700 

1,000 

26,240 

7,300 

$50' 360. 

*These figures incorporate "City Processing" funds NAdditions" (see following pages) 

Additions 

5,106• 

15,806* 

4,325* 

7,266* 

12,206* 

2,826* 

2,825* 

lew 
Budget 

$ 3,200 

31,380 

1,120 

42,406 

43,506 

11,845 

1,120 

37,666 

48,486 

28,826 

26,985 

0 

2,720 

33,600 

7,000 

16,900 

2,700 

$ 50,360 $337,460 

item 7 under 

,, 
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Additions* 

1. San Pedro Specific Plan: "Access" 

Reason: Tasks required more effort than antici
pated. 

2. Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan: "City Processing" 

Reason: Del Rey Lagoon has been the City LCP's 
pilot project. Many steps have taken additional 
time to test procedures, and to experiment with 
the form and content of the plan. Other LCP 
elements should benefit from this. 

3. Airport Dunes Study 

Reason: Tasks required more effort than 
anticipated. 

$2,280 

'$12, 980 

$1,500 

4. North Venice Specific Plan: "Visual Resources, etc." $4,440 

Reason: Tasks have required more effort than anti
c~pated. 

5. Canals/Peninsula Specific Plan: "Environmentally 
Sensitive Habitat Areas" 

Reason: Tasks required more effort to complete 
than anticipated. 

6. Canals/Peninsula Specific Plan: "New Development" 

Reason: Tasks required more effort to complete 
than anticipated. In particular, the Canals/ 
Peninsula questionnaire involved considerable 
manual processing and will serve as the pilot 
for any future questionnaires. 

7. "City Processing" for these seven specific plans: 

San Pedro 
Del Rey Lagoon 
Airport Dunes 
North Venice 
Canals/Peninsula 
Oakwood/Millwood 
Pacific Palisades 

$2826 
$2826 
$2825 
$2826 
$2826 
$2826 
$2825 

Reason: City processing costs were substantially 
under estimated in the budget. All LCP elements 
will benefit from additional allocations. 

Total Additions 

$600 

$8,720 

$19,780 

$50,360 

*If the full deletions amount is not available, all the 
proposed additions except No. 7 should be fully effected. 
Whatever money which remains should then be equally divided, 
in accordance with the intent of No. 7. 
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ITEM NO.: ~8' 

,·· 
! 

REPORT OF CHIEF LEGISLATIVE ANALYST 
ON PROPOSED GRANT PROGRAM/PROJECT 

816-9 

DATE: 3-6-81 

TO: Grants, Housing and Community Development Committee 

FROM: Chief Legislative Analyst 

SUBJECT: Local Coastal Plan-Budget Revision 

The Planning Department has transmitted for consideration budget 
revisions to the final request for reimbursement to the California 
Coastal Commission for the Local Coastal Program 1979-80 grant. 

PROJECT FINANCING/COST 

Project 

Local Coastal 
Program 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Coastal 
Act Funds 

1979-80 

$337,460 

City 
Share 

-0-

Total 
Program 

Cost 

$337,460 

The Local Coastal Program grant agreement between the City and the 
California Coastal Commission (CCC) expired on December 31, 1980. 
The Planning Department is in the process of submitting a final 
request for reimbursement to the CCC. 

The Local Coastal Program grant agreement includes thirteen (13) 
individual projects with corresponding dollar limits for each 
project. The Department states that the original budget allocations 
for the individual projects do not accurately reflect actual program 
experience. Therefore, the Department is proposing revisions in 
the amount of $50,360 to the original budget. If the budget revisions 
are not approved, the City would not be able to recover the expended 
City funds and the funds allocated for this activity would revert 
back to the CCC. Exhibit A is a summary of the budget revisions 
and reasons for the budgetary additions and deletions. No additional 
funds are requested. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 

That the City Council, subject to the approval of the Mayor: 

1. Approve the budget revisions, as per Exhibit A, to be submitted 
to the California Coastal Commission for the Local Coastal 
Program, subject to City Attorney approval as to form and 
legality. 
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CITY CLERK 
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CALIFORNIA 
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CITY CLERK 

LOS ANGELES. CALIF . 90012 

WHF.N ~AK.ING INQUIRIES 
RELATIVE TO THIS MATTEA, 
REFER TO FILE NO. 

72-4.317 

CD 

March 17, 1981 

TOM BRADLEY 
MAY 0 R 

Honorable Tom Bradley, Mayor (with file) 

RE: LOCAL COASTAL .PLAN-BUDGET REVISION 

At the. meeting of the Council held March 17, 1981 
following action was taken: 

Attached r~port adopted ....•......•....................... 

48!5-!170!1 

, the 

----- -" motion " ( ) ........ -~----Or(J'irtance adopted •........... · ......•........... · ......••..•• ---=--- -Motion adopted to approve attached report ................. · >( 
" " " " " comm1,1nica tion ......... . ---,-......,...--To the Mayor for concurrence. . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 

TO. the May·or FORTHWITH ................................... . ------Mayor concurred ............ •· ......•....................... 
Appointment confirmed ......... ..................•.......... ------
Appointee has taken the Oath of Office~ ...•............. ~.-----
Findihgs adopted .........................................• 
Negative Dec lara tio.n adopted .•... · ......................... - - ---
Ca tegorica~ ly e?rCempt •••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ____ _ 
E I R c e r t i f i e·C . • . . . · . . . . • . • • • . . • . • . . . . . ~ • • .. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . •• ---- - -
Trac~ map approved . for filing with the County Recorder ... 
Parcel •• " " " 11 

" " 11 •• • 

Bond approved ................................. . . ........ ·-----Bond is No. of Contract . 
Resolution of acceptance of future street t.o be known ------

. as adopted· · · · · · · · · · · ____ _ Agree~ent mentioned therein is/are No.. ·¥ ~\ f c t t ---~.~<'~~----------- ----,----------0 on rae s .......... ,r·~ '· .............. ·------''"" . ,.,..\,\. 

City Clerk 
cf 
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AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
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CITY HALL 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012 
(213) 465-3311 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR TOM BRADLEY 
MAYOR 

March 2 3, 1981 

California Coastal Commission 
631 Howard Street, Fourth Floor 
San Francisco, California 94105 

Attention: Joan Sestak 

Until December 31, 1980, the City of Los Angeles was preparing 
its Local Coastal Program under California Coastal Commission Grant 
LCP 5-154. To conclude transactions on that grant, the Planning 
Department submitted a final request for reimbursement to the Coastal 
Commission on January 28, 1981. 

A critical element of that request was that the Coastal Commission 
approve revisions to the original budget. Those proposed revisions would 
shift $50,360 from certain projects to others. The City understands that if 
the individual project budgets are not so adjusted, the City will not receive 
reimbursement for the cost ovenuns in some projects, while unused funds 
for other projects cannot be used. 

The City Council adopted the recommended budget revisions on 
March 17, 1981. The revisions and the reasons for making them are attached. 
We request that the Commission approve these revisions as soon as possible, 
to facilitate reimbursement to the City. Your consideration in this matter is 
greatly appreciated. 

TB:llg 

;:1~~ 
TOM BRADLEY 7 

Mayor 

''AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER" 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM 

SUMMARY OF BUDGET REVISIONS 

Project 

Geology Study 

Housing Study 

San Pedro Plan Amendments 

San Pedro Specific Plan 

Del Rey Lagoon Specific 
Plan 

Airport Dunes Study 

Venice Plan Amendments 

Prior 
Budget 

$ 3,200 

44,000 

1,120 

38,800 

29,400 

7,520 

1,120 

North Venice Specific Plan 30,400 

Canals/Peninsula Specific 37,280 
Plan 

Oakwood/Millwood Specific 24,000 
lan 

Pacific Palisades Specific 
Plan 24,160 

Headlands Specific Plan 26,240 

Pacific Palisades/West
chester Plans Amendments 

General Costs 

Citizen Advisory Commit
tees Work 

Transportation 

Reproduction, mailing, 
postage 

2,720 

33,600 

7,000 

16,900 

Interagency coordination 10,000 

Totals $337,460 

Deletions 

$ 

12,620 

1,500 

1,700 

1,000 

26,240 

7,300 

$50,360 

' ese figures incorporate "City Processing" funds 
~dditions" (see following pages) 

Additions 
Bev 
Budget 

$ 

5,106* 

15,806* 

4,325* 

7,266* 

12,206* 

2,826* 

2,825* 

$ 3,200 

31,380 

1,120 

42,406 

43,506 

11,845 

1,120 

37,666 

48,486 

28,826 

26,985 

0 

2,720 

33,600 

7,000 

16,900 

2,700 

$ 50,360 $337,460 

item 7 under 

,, 
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( 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES January, 1981 

LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM Reference No.'s 

BUDGET REVISIONS City Council File 72-4317 

Agreement No. LCP 5-154 

Deletions* 

1. Housing Study: "City Processing" 

Reason: Housing provisions within the LCP will be 
processed through approval and adoption steps via 
individual geographic specific plans. Separate 
processing time will not be usable. 

2. Housing Study: "Hethods of Funding (C2)" 

Reason: Task has been completed. 

3. Housing Study: "Review District Plans, etc. (C4)" 

Reason: Task will not require budget allocated to 
complete. 

4. San Pedro Specific Plan: "Visual Resources" 

Reason: Most of tasks completed. Will not require 
all of remaining budget to complete. 

5. Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan: "New Development" 

Reason: Tasks have been completed. 

$8020 

$2200 

$2400 

$150-0 

$1700 

6. Canals/Peninsula Specific Plan: "Water and Marine $1000 
Resources" 
Reason: Tasks have been completed. 

7. Headlands Specific Plan: entire project $26,240 

Reason: California Coastal Commission granted a 
categorical exclusion for proposed development 
within project area which stipulated in detail 
the density limits and other controls. Remain
ing minor issues (grading and trails) can be 
controlled via conventional city subdivision 
processes. Project appears to be no longer 
necessary. 

B. Interagency Coordination 

Reason: This category was used primarily in Canals/ 
Peninsula project. Foresee no significant future 
need for it. 

$7,300 

Total Deletions $50,360 

*Due to changes over time in salary rates and indirect costs, this 
amount may no longer be available in full. In that case, the pro
posed deletions should be effected to the maximum amount available. 
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Additions* 
( 

1. San Pedro Specific Plan: "Access" 

Reason: Tasks required more effort than antici
pated. 

2. Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan: "City Processing" 

Reason: Del Rey Lagoon has been the City LCP's 
pilot project. Many steps have taken additional 
time to test procedures, and to experiment with 
the form and content of the plan. Other LCP 
elements should benefit from this. 

3. Airport Dunes Study 

Reason: Tasks required more effort than 
anticipated. 

$2,280 

$12,980 

$1,500 

4. North Venice Specific Plan: "Visual Resources, etc." $4,440 

Reason: Tasks have required more effort than anti
c~pated. 

5. Canals/Peninsula Specific Plan: "Environmentally 
Sensitive Habitat Areas" 

Reason: Tasks required more effort to complete 
than anticipated. 

6. Canals/Peninsula Specific Plan: "New Development" 

Reason: Tasks required more effort to complete 
than anticipated. In particular, the Canals/ 
Peninsula questionnaire involved considerable 
manual processing and will serve as the pilot 
for any future questionnaires. 

7. "City Processing" for these seven specific plans: 

San Pedro 
Del Rey Lagoon 
Airport Dunes 
North Venice 
Canals/Peninsula 
Oakwood/Millwood 
Pacific Palisades 

$2826 
$2826 
$2825 
$2826 
$2826 
$2826 
$2825 

Reason: City processing costs were substantially 
under estimated in the budget. All LCP elements 
will benefit from additional allocations. 

Total Additions 

$600 

$8,720 

$19,780 

$50,360 

*If the full deletions amount is not available, all the 
proposed additions except No. 7 should be fully effected. 
Whatever money which remains should then be equally divided, 
in accordance with the intent of No. 7. 
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'· 

TO THE COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY· OF LOS ANGELES 

Y04-32 · 

File No. 72-4317 

GRANTS, HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE reports as 
follows: 

The Grants, Housing and Community Development Committee RECOMMENDS 
that the recommendations contained in the attached report relative 
to budget revisions to the 1979-80 Local Coastal Program grant from 
the California Coastal Commission BE APPROVED. 

Respectfully submi.tted, 

GRANTS, HOUSING AND COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPM~ c~~TEE .£._ L 
~~c -- <1/"~61 
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REPORT OF CHIEF LEGISLATIVE ANALYST 
ON PROPOSED GRANT PROGRAM/PROJECT 

816-9 

ITEM NO.:~~ DATE: 3-6-81 

TO: Grants, Housing and Community Development Committee 

FROM: Chief Legislative Analyst 

SUBJECT: Local Coastal Plan-Budget Revision 

The Planning Department has transmitted for consideration budget 
revisions to the final request for reimbursement to the California 
Coastal Commission for the Local Coastal Program 1979-80 grant. 

PROJECT FINANCING/COST 

Project 

Local Coastal 
Program 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Coastal 
Act Funds 

1979-80 

$337,460 

City 
Share 

-0-

Total 
Program 

Cost 

$337,460 

The Local Coastal Program grant agreement between the City and the 
California Coastal Commission (CCC) expired on December 31, 1980. 
The Planning Department is in the process of submitting a final 
request for reimbursement to the CCC. 

The Local Coastal Program grant agreement includes thirteen (13) 
individual projects with corresponding dollar limits for each 
project. The Department states that the original budget allocations 
for the individual projects do not accurately reflect actual program 
experience. Therefore, the Department is proposing revisions in 
the amount of $50,360 to the original budget. If the budget revisions 
are not approved, the City would not be able to recover the expended 
City funds and the funds allocated for this activity would revert 
back to the CCC. Exhibit A is a summary of the budget revisions 
and reasons for the budgetary additions anu deletions. No auuitiona.l 
funds are request·ed. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 

That the City Council, subject to the approval of the Mayor: 

1. Approve the budget revisions, as per Exhibit A, to be submitted 
to the California Coastal Commission for the Local Coastal 
Program, subject to City Attorney approval as to form and 
legality. 
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-2-

2. Authorize the Mayor to submit said budget revisions to the 
California Commission on behalf of the City. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Project Description 

The California Coastal Act of 1976 requires local governments to 
develop a long-range Coastal Plan establishing policies which will 
govern future growth, development and preservation of their coastal 
areas. The Act also provides that the State shall reimburse each 
government for work done in preparation of its plan. 

The Planning Department has organized the Coastal Plan to address 
issues as shoreline access, recreation and visitor-serving facilities, 
housing, water and marine resources, dredging, filling and shoreline 
structures, commercial fishing and recreational boating, environ
mentally sensitive habitat areas, agriculture, hazards, foresting 
and soils resources, locating and planning new development, public 
works, and industrial and energy development. 

On December 29, 1980, the City Council approved two (2) applications 
which total $261,654 to the CCC to continue the Local Coastal 
Program through June 30, 1982. 
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t 
\ EXHIBIT A 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM 

SUMMARY OF BUDGET REVISIONS 

Project 

Geology Study 

Housing Study 

San Pedro Plan Amendments 

San Pedro Specific Plan 

Del Rey L~goon Specific 
Plan 

Airport Dunes Study 

Venice Plan Amendments 

Prior 
Bud g et 

$ 3.200 

44,000 

1,120 

38,800 

29,400 

7,520 

1,120 

North Ve~ice Speci~ic Plan 30,400 

Canals/Peninsula Specific 37,280 
Plan 

Or ~od/Mill~ood Specific ' 24,000 
z. ....... n 

Pacific Pali~ades Specific 
Plan 24,160 

Headlands Specific Plan 

Pacific Falisades/~est
chester ?lar-s Alliend=ents 

General Costs 

Citizen Advisory Co~~it
tees i;ork 

Transportation 

Re~roduction, mailing, 
postage 

26,240 

2,720 

33,600 

7,000 

16, 900 

~nteragency coordination 10,000 

Totals $337,4 60 

Deletions 

$ 

12,620 

1,500 

1,700 

1,000 

26,240 

7,300 

$50,360 

*'I: ..... _se figures incorporate "City Processing" funds 
wAdditions" (see following pages) 

Additions 
Nev 
Budget 

$ 

5,106* 

15.806* 

4,325* 

7,266* 

12,206* 

2,826* 

2,825* 

1,120 

42,406 

43,506 

11,845 

1,120 

37,666 

48,486 

28,826 

26,985 

0 

2,720 

33,600 

7,000 

16,900 

2,700 

$ 50,360 $337,460 

item 7 under 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES January, 1981 

LOCAL COASTAL PROGRA!-1 Reference No. 's 

BUDGET REVISIONS City Council File 72-4317 

Agreement No. LCP 5-154 

Deletions* 

1. Housing Study: "City Processing" 

Reason: Housing provisions within the LCP will be 

processed through approval and adoption steps via 

individual geographic specific plans. Separate 

processing time will not be usable. 

2. Housing Study: "Uethods of Funding (C2)" 

Reason: Task has been completed. 

3. Eousing Study: "Review District Plans, etc. (C4)" 

Reason: Task will not require budget allocated to 

coraplete. 

4. San Pedro Specific Plan: "Visual Resources" 

Reason: Most of tasks cornoleted. Will not reouire 

all of remaining budget to.complete. • 

5. Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan: "New Development" 

Reason: Tasks have been completed. 

$8020 

$2200 

$2400 

$1500 

$1700 

6 . Canals/Peninsula Specific Plan: "Water and Marine $1000 

Resources" 
Reason: Tasks have been completed. 

7. Headlands Specific Plan: entire project $26,240 

Reason: California Coastal Commission granted a 

categorical exclusion for proposed development 

wi th in project area '\'lhich stipulated in detail 

the density limits and other controls. Remain

ing minor issues (grading and trails) can be 

controlled via conventional city subdivision 

processes. Project appears to be no longer 

necessary. 

8. Interagency Coordination 

Reason: This cat~gory was used primarily in Canals/ 

Peni nsula project. Foresee no significant future 

need for it. 

$7,300 

Total Deletions $50,360 

*Due to changes over time in salary rates and indirect costs, this 

amount may no longer be available in full. In that case, the pro

posed deletions should be effected to the maximum amount available. 
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CITY PL~~ CASE NO. 29293 (SP) DECISION DATE: 6-4-81 

RECOHl.ffiNDATION OF DIVIS!O!J Cr.IEF 

(~I concur in the recommendation 

I do not concur 

I concur, except 

( ) See at~ached report 

-1-

Arch D. Crouch, Prinicipal Planner 
Co~~unity Planning & bevelopment Division 

May 13, 1981 

.. 
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Additions* 

1. San Pedro Specific Plan: "Access" 

Reason: Tasks required more effort than antici
pated. 

2. Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan: "City Processing" 

Reason: Del Rey Lagoon has been the City LCP's 
pilot project. Many steps have taken additional 
time to test procedures, and to experiment with 
the form and content of the plan. Other LCP 
elements should benefit from this. 

3. Airport Dunes Study 

Reason: Tasks required more effort than 
anticipateC.. 

$2,280 

$12,980 

$1,500 

4. North Venice Specific Plan: "Visual Resources, etc." $4,440 

Reason: Tasks have required more effort than anti
ClpateC.. 

5. Canals/Peninsula Specific Plan: "Environnentally 
Sensitive Habitat Areas" 

Reason: Tasks required more effort to complete 
than anticipate~. 

6. Canals/Peninsula Specific Plan: "New Development" 

Reason: Tasks required more effort to complete 
than anticipated. In particular, the Canals/ 
Peninsula questionnaire involved considerable 
manual processing and will serve as the pilot 
for any future questionnaires. 

7. "City Processing" for these seven specific plans: 

San Pedro 
Del Rey Lagoon 
Airport Dunes 
North Venice 
Canals/Peninsula 
Oakwood/Millwood 
Pacific Palisades 

$2826 
$2826 
$2825 
$2826 
$2826 
$2826 
$2825 

Reason: City processing costs were substantially 
under estimated in the budget. All LCP elements 
will benefit from additional allocations. 

Total Additions 

$600 

$8,720 

$19,780 

$50,360 

*If the full deletions amount is not available, all the 

proposed additions except No. 7 should be fully effected. 
'Nhatever money which remains should then be equally divided, 

in accordance with the intent of No. 7. 
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Following the presentation of the Committee report, 

the President stated that inasmuch as said report was 

submitted with only one signature, a Motion is in order 

at this ttme to consider same. 

Whereupon Mr. Cunningham moved, seconded by 

Mr. Wachs, that the recommendations of the Chief 

Legislative Analyst, contained in report attached hereto, 

be. adopted. 

Which motion was adopted by the following vote: 

Roll 

MAR.l '11981 
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GRANTS, HOUSING AND~~ 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT \~ COMMITTEE . 

File No. 7;{- ~3 It 

Meeting Date ----~3~-~6_-~f~l--~~~~~·~-------
COUNCIL DATE ..3- 17- il Yes No Out CUNNINGHAM 

~ "' 
t~ACHS 

~ 
SNYDER 

X !' 
PLEASE CALL CHARLOTTE 57 0 f when ready. -
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TO THE COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

( 

File No. 72-4317 

GRANTS, HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE reports as 
follows: 

The Grants, Housing and Community Development Committee RECOMMENDS 
that the recommendations contained in the attached report relative 
to budget revisions to the 1979-80 Local Coastal Program grant from 
the California Coastal Commission BE APPROVED. 

. Mayor (with file) 

Respectfully submitted, 

GRANTS, HOUSING 
DEVELOPME COM 

~ 

LOS ANGELES CITY COUNCIL 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

CITY f'LANNING 
C0 ..... 1!5510N 

,. '· r ~ : r · · T 

·' c... , n r c: r R 
'• •:.. J I ,.. I '· • [ "oT 

~,£.,r .... ~-,~:pJ~GTON 
':A'· ~ U~~TCN 

Sc.']L•'[ t,[ I MAN 

p~-.,.__c• .. o I ro~OAM.AN 

S' Pr••P• 

Jt.:.ly 16, 1981 

Honorable City Council 
City of Los Angeles 
Room 395, City Hall 

CALIFORNIA 

TOM BRADLEY 

M"VOR 

CITY PLAN CASE NO. 29298 - COUNCIL DISTRICT NO. 6 

D[ .. A .. TiioU:NT 0,. 
CITY PLANNIN~ 

581 CITY HALL 
Loa ANOil'-tr•. CA ecc,-

CALVIN S HAMILTON 
Dl"llC:TO" 

F".&.NK .. LOMaA .. OI 
I>ECUTIVIl O'rtC:IIilt 

Transmitted herewith. is a proposed ordinance to establish a 
Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. The Specific Plan has been pre
pared for the purpose of implementing the goals and policies 
of the California Coastal Act of 1976. 

~s noted in the attached report and record of its action, the 
City Planning Conur.ission on July i, 1981, recommended that this 
proposed ordinance be adopted by the City Council in conformity 
with ·the submittec draft, dated July 2, 1981. 

Cl~LVIN· S. HAMILTON 
Director of Planning 

~<V-<-·~~;f{;."'-A........_...,.._<-. 
Raymond~~ ~orrna~, Secretary 
City Plannin'g Commission 

RIN:mrn 

... 
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PDR Development problems 

·Total'iparik.ing spaGes ,ne~ded.-p:er code: 235 

Standards: 

STRUC'l'URES AND US:ES OFF .. STJ'tEET PARKINC JtEQUIR£1)_ 

Al.l 1ile idential ~elling Unita 

MObile Home Parks 

..:. 

2 a paces for each ctwellin& unit. :.t.: .; .. , 

All Mult:iple-'Fami.ly-Residential Dwellings aball provide .. mini'QIIJI!l of 
1 (one) &uest parking apace for each 7 (seven) units (or fract.ion 
thereof). except as speclf1.ed below. 

7n the following areaa ~eat parkift& ahall be provtdad At the rateoof 
one •pace for aac::h 4 (four) unita (or .fraction the-reof): 

Pacific Palisades, Los Angeles 
Ocean Avenue. San~a MOnica 
North Veni:cie. ( eavard of Pacifi.e). Loa .Angles 
Marin FeninGUlA, 'Loa Ang lea 
Ha~~a del Rey, Los An&ele& County 
Playa d 1 Rey. Los Angel s 
Manhattan Be ch 
B rmosa Beach 
San Pedro (aeaward of PAaeo del Mar. Shep rd Street, Stapheu 

White Drive. ~d Bluff Place), Loa Angeles 

2 per unit 2x72= 

plus 1 per every 4 units guest parking 72 X 1/4= 

Total 

144 

18 

162 

BUSINESS ANn COHHEilCIAI. usts~ \:7' .. , 
Other P reonal Servic• Eatab• 1 apace 
liahmenta. Including C1eanin& £loor 
or Laundry Ag ncy or S~lar Uae 

for each 250 aq. ft ~· 'of .&.z:osjj 
area. • • ,;: • • '!. • ' !' -·· .. 

•• ' • --·~ 1:- • - '· ··~· - • 

General Retail S~ore•. ~c«p~ 
as O~herw1ae Provided 

. ,.. :- ·- ' : .. :-_,. ... . "" . ~·~.· 

1 apac far eac:b 225 •q. ·ft.. Df .sroii' · · · 
.flocr area. 

Commercial space 

1 space per 225 sq ft 

Accepting their restaurant #'s 
13ooo I 22 58 

15 
73 

Important note: This does not include the impact to the community 

of losing parking areas within this plan currently being used. 

.. 

v' 
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Legado Plan: 

PARKING SUM/tAARY 

• 
• 
• 
• 

1..00.. P-2 11\11 P-1 lML 1 Lf.\Q 2 

STM.l. ~ row. 

wm » 32 ' 10 eo 
a:JIF;J1f IIRECJ 2l 20 s 14 • 

·~ Wl8r 14 ' 14 ... 3 31 
....._,._ ~ 14 '"' - l 31 
fPlOf.W 0 4 3 4 ., 
terN: &1 eo 12 M 20S 
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I . 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

lit 10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

' 21 

II: 22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
~ 
~~ 27 
~: 
t'l• 28 
'· ~· til 

G. Christian Roux (State Bar No. 1 02272) 
Jesus (Jesse) M. Jauregui (State Bar No. 129586) 
ALSTON & BIRD LLP 
333 South Hope Street 
Sixteenth Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90071 
TeletJhone: (213) 576-1000 
Facstmile: (213) 576-1100 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
LEG ADO COMPANIES and 

FILED 
SUPi;i\IOR COURTOFCAUFOhNIA 

COtii\'T\' Of I.OS t\~GELES 

SEP t4 Z01Z 
John A. Clu Executive OfficcrfClerk 
13Y Deputy 

EDWARD M. CZUKER n . t") ~ t~I/.++-D--N yY)llV\t\~t ~ ~lf\YJ\U.,t~ 
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

LEGADO COMPANIES, a California 
coi,'Poration, EDWARD M. CZUKER, an 
ind1vidual 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

B·C 4 9 2 2 0 4 
Case No.: 
Assigned to: 

COMPLAINT FOR: 
(1) INJUNCTIVE RELIEF; 
(2) FRAUD AND DECEIT; 
(3) LEGAL MALPRACTICE BASED 

ON NEGLIGENCE; 
DEREK J. JONES, an individual, JONES PLC, a (4) ATTORNEY'S CONSTRUCTIVE 
professional corporation; INES FRAUD; 
KUPERSCHMIT, an individual; BLUERIDGE, (5) BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 
also referred to as BLUERlDGE OWED TO FORMER CLIENT; 
OPPORTUNITY FUND I LLC, a California (6) FRAUD & DECEIT UNDER CIVIL 
corporation, BLUERlDGE TRUST, a business CODE§ 1710 BY ATTORNEY FOR 
enttty of unknown fonn, and DOES 1 through 50 NON-DISCLOSURE; 
Inclusive (7) BREACH OF CONTRACT; 

Defendants. 
(8) NEGLIGENCE; 
(9) INTENTIONAL 

MISREPRESENTATION; 
(10) NEGLIGENT 

MISREPRESENTATION; 
(11) CONVERSION; 
(12) ACCOUNTING; ~ ~ ~ ~ 9 .. 
(13) EQUITABLE INDEMNi~ ~ ~ 
(14) INTERFERENCE Wl:Iilil~ ~ ~ ~ 

PROSPECTIVi il);~~T XG'I~7 
(15) COMMON LA~D~R~ 

INFRINGEMEN'f; -- ~ ~ g ~ 
(16) FEDERAL UNFAIR g ~ ~ ~ 

COMPETITION (15 G.S.C. r;; ~ ~ 
§1125(a)); o 2 ~;;;; 

(17) CYBERSQUATTIN~(15 U~:c;s 
§1125(d)); t:J •• 

(18) VIOLATION OF BUS. &~~OF. 
CODE§ 17200, ET SEQ.;<anll 

----------------' (19) UNJUST ENRICHMENT 

COMPLAINT 
LEGAL02/33634328v2 
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14 
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Plaintiffs Legado Companies ("Legado") and Edward Czuker (collectively referred to 

herein as "Plaintiffs") allege and state as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This lawsuit concerns two attorneys and members of the California State 
Bar, Derek J. Jones and Ines Kuperschmit, who have engaged in (and are continuing to 
engage in) acts of fraud, false impersonation, misappropriation of client assets, documents, 
files, trademark infringement, and interference with business opportunities. Over the past 
five years, Defendant Jones, who served as an attorney for Legado, utilized his position of 
trust with Plaintiffs in order divert business opportunities away from Legado for his own 
personal benefit. He orchestrated his plan, with the assistance of his wife Defendant 
Kuperschmit, by among other things, falsifying documents, holding himself out as the 
"Principal" of Legado to third parties for his personal gain, misappropriating Legado's 
financial assets, misappropriating Legado's trademark to solicit third parties to invest in 
bogus real estate development portfolios, and posing as Plaintiff Edward Czuker in emails 
and in documents in an effort to obtain financing for his separate projects. In essence, Jones 
has fraudulently assumed the identity of a principal of Legado and the identity of Edward 
Czuker to further his separate interests. 

2. Plaintiffs' ultimately severed their relationship with Defendant Jones when 
they were alerted that he failed to perform certain legal services he had represented he had 
performed. Following his departure from the company, Plaintiffs learned that Defendants 
were engaged in a web of deceit. Defendants have ignored Plaintiffs' repeated demands to 
cease and desist their wrongful conduct. As described more fully below, Plaintiffs' ability to 
conduct their business has been paralyzed by the actions of these attorneys and their 
affiliated entities. 

PARTIES TO THE ACTION 

3. Plaintiff Legado Companies (hereinafter "Legado" or "the Company") is a 
California corporation that is qualified to do business in California with its principal place of 

COMPLAINT 
LEGAL02/33634328v2 
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business at 270 North Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, California. Legado is a real estate 

2 development company that has developed numerous residential and mixed-use 

3 (residential/retail) real estate projects in southern California. 

4 4. Plaintiff Edward Czuker ("Czuker") is an individual who resides in Beverly 

5 Hills, California. Czuker is the Chief Executive Officer of Legado and is responsible for the 

6 day to day management of Legado and its affiliated companies. 

7 5. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that at all relevant 

8 times defendant Derek Jones ("Jones") was, and still is, an individual residing in the City of 

9 Los Angeles, State of Ca1ifornia. Jones is an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of 

10 California. Jones' California State Bar number is 209803. 

11 6. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and allege at all relevant times 

12 defendant Ines Kuperschmit ("Kuperschmit") was, and still is, an individual residing in Los 

13 Angeles County, California and is an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of 

14 California. Kuperschmit's California State Bar number is 224562. 

15 7. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that at all relevant 

16 times defendant Jones PLC ("Jones PLC") was, and still is, a professional corporation 

17 registered as doing business at 270 N. Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, California. Plaintiffs are 

18 informed and believe and thereon allege that at all relevant times, Jones was, and still is, the 

19 principal of Jones PLC. 

20 8. Plaintiffs are informed and believe that at all relevant times defendant 
IIi 
~ 21 BlueRidge aka BlueRidge Opportunity Fund I LLC is a California corporation with its 

!I 

22 principal place of business at 270 N. Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, California. Plaintiffs are 

23 informed and believe and thereon allege that at all relevant times defendants Jones and 

24 Kuperschmit were, and still are, principals ofBiueRidge. 

25 9. Plaintiffs are informed and believe that at all relevant times herein, 

26 defendant BlueRidge Trust was, and still is a business entity of unknown form operated by 

~ 27 Defendants Jones and Kuperschmit within the County of Los Angeles . 
..; 
HI !11128 
'· ~ 2 l'il 

COMPLAINT 
LEGAL02/33634328v2 
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10. Plaintiffs are infonned and believe and thereon allege, that Defendants, and 
each of them, in committing the acts and omissions alleged in this Complaint, acted as agents 
and servants of the other Defendants, acted within the scope of their authority as agents and 
servants of the other Defendants, acted in concert with the other Defendants with a design 
and for the purposes of injuring Plaintiffs, and of unlawfully benefiting some or all of the 
Defendants, or, in the alternative, approved and ratified the acts and omissions of the other 
Defendants or third parties, and have conspired to, inter alia, wrongfully attribute their own 
failures, mismanagement, mishandling, and breaches to Plaintiffs. 

11. Doe Defendants 1 through 50 named herein are other individuals or entities 
that Legado believes joined with Defendants in engaging in the wrongful conduct described 
herein, and acted as agents and servants of the other Defendants, acted within the scope of 
their authority as such agents and services of the other Defendants, acted in concert with the 
other Defendants with a design and for the purposes of injuring Legado, and of unlawfully 
benefiting some or all of the Defendants, or, in the alternative, approved and ratified acts and 
omissions of the other Defendants. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

12. Legado, or its corporate predecessors and affiliates, including but not 
limited to Jan Development Company and EMC Financial Corporation, have been in the real 
estate development business since the early 1960's. Legado' s principal business involves the 
purchase or leasing of real property and the development of that real property into residential 
and mixed use (residential/retail) projects. The Company was founded by Jan Czuker who 
was its Chief Executive Officer until his death in 201 0, whereupon, Plaintiff Edward Czuker 
assumed the position of Chief Executive Officer. Over its history, the Company has 
developed more than fifty projects throughout southern California and it has plans to develop 
several additional projects which are discussed throughout this Complaint. 

13. Legado is the owner of various trade and service marks used to identify 
Legado's business and various real estate projects. For example, Legado has been using the 
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mark "Legado Companies" (hereinafter "Legado Mark") since at least as early as September 

2008. Legado's use of the Legado Mark has been continuous and exclusive. At no time has 

Plaintiff Legado authorized or consented to Defendants use of the Legado Mark in 

connection with any projects or activities unrelated to Plaintiff Legado. 

14. In approximately November 2007, Jones was hired as a land use attorney 

and independent contractor to assist Legado with the entitlement and permitting of its real 

estate development projects. Jones, a fonner real estate and entitlement lawyer with a 

prominent Los Angeles law finn was hired to act as the Company's in-house entitlement 

lawyer. In addition to these tasks, Jones also provided general legal services to the Company 

and essentially acted as the Company's general counsel. Jones billed Legado for the majority 

of his services through his law firm entity Jones PLC. From November 2007 through 

August 28, 2012, when Legado tenninated Jones' services, Jones was the person principally 

responsible at Legado for securing entitlements for all of Legado's projects. Throughout that 

time, Jones maintained an office within the Company's Beverly Hills corporate office and he 

was identified on the Company's website as Legado's Chief Operating Officer. At such time 

and place Jones accepted such a position and agreed to perform such services for Legado. 

15.1n or about 2008, at Plaintiffs' direction, Defendant Jones was asked to 

register the domain name legadocompanies.com and related URLs in Plaintiffs' names to 

ensure that no third party could reserve them in its own name, domain names that 

incorporated any part of the Legado Mark. Plaintiffs further requested that Defendant Jones 

register the domain names of various Legado-related entities. Jones registered said domain 

names with GoDaddy.com. and maintained for himself alone access to these accounts. He 

also reserved Legado named domains on behalf of Legado, and other domain registration 

entities, including, but not limited to me.com and other registrations unknown to Plaintiffs at 

this time. 

l 6. During Jones, tenure working with the Company, Legado was pursuing 

several real estate development projects including but not limited to "Legado Encino" in 
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Encino, California; "Legado Crossing" in Culver City, California, "Legado del Mar" in 

Playa del Rey, California; "Legado del Rey" in Playa del Rey, California; "Legado Marina" 

in Marina del Rey, California; Legado Redondo in Redondo Beach, California, Legado 

Pacifica in Playa del Rey, California, and Legado Harbor" in Ventura County, California. 

Each of these projects was either multi-family residential projects or mixed use projects. 

Legado formed single purpose limited liability corporations to develop each of these 
properties. 

17. The Legado Harbor project was planned to be a large mixed use project 

built along Channel Island Harbor. The property on which the Legado Harbor project was to 

be built is owned by the County of Ventura and Legado had the right to develop and lease 

the property pursuant to a lease with development obligations with the County of Ventura. In 

or about July 2012, Legado received notice from the County of Ventura that the County was 

terminating Legado's rights because, in the County's view, Legado had not prosecuted the 

development of the property in a timely manner. With the County's termination of Legado's 

involvement with this project, Legado lost a significant financial opportunity in addition to 

the loss of significant monies that Legado had expended in pursuing entitlements for the 

project. 

18. Jones was principally responsible for prosecuting the development of the 

Legado Harbor project. After Legado learned that it had been terminated, Plaintiff Czuker 

and others within the Company started making inquiries of Jones concerning the status of 

entitlements on other Legado projects. In his responses to these inquiries, Jones was evasive 

and/or dismissive and in several instances he gave responses that were determined only by 

further Company investigation to be inaccurate or outright fabrications. 

19. Among the false representations made by Jones was that on the Playa 

del Mar project he represented to Edward Czuker that he had retained an environmental 

consultant, Dudek Consultants ("Dudek"), on behalf of Legado to assist Legado to obtain a 

Mitigated Negative Declaration ("MND'') for that project. He specifically represented that 
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the MND had been circulated and was beyond the appeal period. However, Legado only 

recently learned that neither Dudek nor any other consultant was in fact retained to provide 

those services, and that no MND was ever obtained for the Legado del Mar project. He 

also falsely represented to Edward Czuker that he had obtained Coastal Commission 

approval on two projects, Legado del Mar and Legado del Rey, when in fact no 

applications had ever been filed seeking these approvals. In addition, Jones represented to 

Czuker that he had secured a "Street Vacation" critical to the placing of the Legado del 

Mar site, when in fact it turns out that Jones never even filed the application for this 

entitlement. Jones also represented to Czuker that no hearings were required to secure 

entitlements on the Legado Crossing and Legado del Mar projects. However, since Jones 

termination, Plaintiffs have learned that multiple hearings will be required to secure these 

entitlements. 

20. In addition, Jones made the representation that he had secured a lease, lease 

extension, Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU"), and option agreement with the County 

of Los Angeles on the Legado Marina project. Again, Legado recently learned that these 

representations are not true. In fact, while there is a lease executed for a portion of the 

project, there is no lease extension, MOU or option agreement with the County. 

21. The false representations referenced in paragraphs 19 and 20 above are just 

some of Jones' misrepresentations that have been discovered since the tennination of 

Legado's lease of the property involved in the Legado Harbor project. Legado believes that 

defendants Jones and Jones PLC, and each of them failed to timely prosecute entitlements on 

all Legado projects and Legado's rights with respect to those projects are currently in 

jeopardy as a result of defendants' misfeasance. 

22.ln addition to the damages suffered by Legado due to the loss of the Legado 

Harbor project, and the jeopardy it finds itself in on the other Legado projects, Legado has 

incurred significant costs and damages resulting from Defendants failure to timely obtain 

project entitlements. Those damages include but are not limited to interest expense and loan 
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extension fees that Legado has paid to various banks that were required because project 
entitlements were not obtained within projected schedules that Jones developed and 

communicated to said banks. In addition, substantial monies were paid for architectural and 

environmental services which became stale due to the delays in the prosecution of 

entitlements. Plaintiffs are further informed and believe that said delays in obtaining project 

entitlements resulting directly from Defendants' acts and omissions, have also harmed 
Plaintiffs Legado~s and Czuker's existing relationships with various banking institutions. 

The Mermaid Fraud 

23. Jones is or has been involved in the purchase of a $20 million dollar 

property located at the Strand & Pier Avenue in Hermosa Beach, California, commonly 

referred to as "The Mermaid" property ("the Mermaid Property"). Legado recently learned 

that on or about March 19, 2012, defendant Jones, seemingly on behalf of Legado, but 

without Legado's knowledge or authorization, entered into a letter of intent to purchase the 

property. Neither Edward Czuker nor anyone else at Legado authorized Jones to enter into 

this transaction and Legado has never participated in or had any involvement with the 

purchase of the Mermaid Property. 

24. Subsequently, Jones formed his own corporate entity, "One Pier Avenue 

LLC", to pursue the purchase of the Mermaid Property. In order to attempt to entice other 

investors to invest in this transaction, Jones represented to third parties that Legado was 

investing in the transaction through Blue Ridge, which was absolutely false. In addition, on or 

about August 27, 2012, Jones used an existing email address "Edward@Legado.net" 

belonging to Edward Czuker and falsely impersonated Plaintiff Czuker by communicating to 

potential lender, Karlin Real Estate, who was seeking a borrower reference for defendant 

Jones, as if he, Derek Jones was Edward Czuker. Plaintiff Czuker did not have knowledge of 

said email communications and never authorized Jones to send any emails under Czuker's 

name. 
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25. In said fraudulent email, Jones falsely communicated that Legado, through 

its investment in one of Jones' separate business entities, the "Blue Ridge Opportunity 

Fund," was indirectly investing in the Mermaid Property purchase and that Legado was 

doing three deals with BlueRidge. These statements were completely false and were made 

without the knowledge or consent ofCzuker. 

26. In his further efforts to entice third parties to invest in the Mermaid 

Property transaction, Jones misappropriated Plaintiff Czuker's personal bank statement, 

obscured the "Account Holder" designation of Edward Czuker, and replaced that designation 

with "BlueRidge"- a company owned by Jones and/or Kuperschmit which was purportedly 

participating in the purchase of the Mennaid Property. Plaintiffs are informed and believe 

that Jones forwarded that fraudulent bank statement by email to third parties, including 

Karlin Real Estate, in an effort to establish the bona fides of BlueRidge and to entice third 

parties to participate in the financing of that property. 

27.Jones' use of the Legado.net domain name to communicate with third 

parties was also unknown to Plaintiffs until recently and was done without the consent of 

Plaintiffs. 

Tbe Legado Communities Fraud 

28. Legado Communities LLC is an affiliated company of Plaintiff Legado. 

This corporate entity was established in August 2008, but was reserved for future Legado 

real estate projects. To date, Legado Communities LLC has not conducted any business 

authorized by Plaintiffs. 

29. Plaintiffs recently discovered that Jones amended the original Operating 

Agreement for Legado Communities LLC, which is signed by Jones as the "Co-Managing 

General Partner" on behalf of "Legado Holdings LP, Manager" of Legado Communities 

LLC. This fraudulent Amended Operating Agreement purports to change the ownership 

interest in Legado Communities LLC from Legado Holdings LLC having 100% interest to 

Legado Holdings LLC having only 10% interest and the balance owned by an unnamed 
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entity. This document redacts the name of the purported new majority interest owner, which 

Plaintiffs on infonnation and belief and thereon alleges is BlueRidge or another one of Jones 

and Kuperschmit's -owned separate businesses. Plaintiffs' information and belief is based 

on recent discovery of Jones' and Kuperschmit's solicitations for investment on the bogus 

portfolio for Legado Communities LLC (as alleged in paragraph 29 of this Complaint) were 

sent out under letterheads for Legado Communities LLC and BlueRidge. Plaintiffs are 

further informed and believe that Jones stole Legado Holdings' 90% ownership interest in 

Legado Communities LLC for his own benefit and to validate Jones' and/or Jones-owned 

businesses' interests in Legado Communities LLC, so as to enable Jones and/or Jones-owned 

businesses to sell participation shares in the Legado Communities LLC's bogus portfolio of 

projects. Exhibit B to this Amended Operating Agreement lists this bogus portfolio of 

projects, of which five are Legado's projects, the sixth being "Legado Santa Monica", a 

sham project. Plaintiffs never authorized or consented to the marketing of any of its projects 

under Legado Communities LLC . 

30. Within the past several days, Plaintiffs learned of another fraud perpetrated 

by defendant Jones and defendant Kuperschmit. Unbeknownst to Plaintiffs and without their 

authorization, over the past two years, Jones and Kuperschmit have developed marketing 

materials describing a portfolio of real estate development projects that were marketed under 

the Legado Communities LLC name. This portfolio of projects included 1) projects in which 

Legado had no interest, and 2) Legado projects that were planned for development under 

separate single purpose Legado corporate entities. Those fraudulent marketing materials 

have been used to solicit investment in Legado Communities LLC, again without Plaintiffs' 

knowledge or consent. Plaintiffs are infonned and believe and on that basis allege that Jones 

and Kuperschmit have committed the above-referenced fraudulent acts to attempt to obtain 

and convert money from prospective third party investors by "offering" participating 

interests in Legado Communities LLC. 
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31. Plaintiffs recently discovered a "Membership Interest Purchase Agreement" 

between Legado Communities LLC and Industry Property and Design LLC (the Membership 

Interest Purchase Agreement is hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement"). This Agreement 

was executed by Jones as "President and COO of Legado Communities LLC." Pursuant to 

that Agreement, Industry Property and Design LLC paid $100,000 to purchase a 

participation share of Legado Communities LLC. 

32. Plaintiffs did not authorize nor were aware that any business was being 

conducted by Legado Communities LLC. In addition, defendant Jones was and never has 

been the President and COO of Legado Communities LLC. Finally, Legado has no record of 

ever receiving the $100,000 payment relating to this transaction. Plaintiffs are further 

informed and believe that defendants, and each of them, solicited additional individuals and 

entities to invest in Legado Communities, again without the knowledge or consent of 

Plaintiffs. 

33. In addition, Plaintiffs are informed and believe and on that basis allege that 

Jones established a separate bank account for Legado Communities LLC and exerted 

dominion and control over that bank account without Plaintiffs knowledge and approval. 

34. Defendant Jones entered into these agreements without the knowledge, 

authorization or consent of Plaintiffs. 

The Newport Bay Marina Fraud 

35. Subsequent to the termination of Defendants' services, Plaintiffs discovered 

that Defendant Jones has entered into agreements, purportedly on behalf of Legado, with an 

entity by the name of Etco Homes with respect to a project referred to the "Newport Bay 

Marina" project in Newport Beach, California. In those agreements, Jones represented 

himself as a "Principal" of The Legado Companies. Legado has no interest or participation in 

the Newport Bay Marina project. 

36. Jones has never held any ownership or equity interest m or been a 

"Principal" with Legado or any of its affiliated companies. 
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The Ala mar Ranch LLC Fraud 

37. Shortly after Jones' termination, among Jones' files, Legado discovered a 
document entitled "Limited Liability Company Operating Agreement of Alamar Ranch, 
LLC", dated March 24, 2008 (hereinafter "the Alamar Operating Agreement"). The 

Secretary of State registration indicates that Alamar Ranch LLC was formed for the purpose 
of acquiring, holding, developing, owning and operating certain real property located in the 

City of Santa Barbara and it lists Defendant Jones as a principal of that entity. The A lamar 
Operating Agreement contains the signature of Edward M. Czuker, who is identified as the 

Manager of Legado LLC, the general partner of Legado Holdings LP. That signature was 

forged as Edward Czuker never signed this document nor authorized anyone to utilize his 

signature. Moreover, neither Edward Czuker, Legado LLC nor Legado Holdings LP has any 

relationship with Alamar Ranch LLC. 

38.1n addition to the Alamar Operating Agreement, Plaintiffs recently 
discovered a document in Legado's files entitled ''LLC Membership Interest Purchase 
Agreement" dated December 19, 2010 between Equity Trust Company and Alamar Ranch. 

This document identities Plaintiff Czuker as the "Managing Member" of Alamar Ranch 

LLC. Plaintiff Czuker is not nor ever has been the Managing Member of Alamar Ranch 

LLC. 

39. The signatures of Plaintiff Czuker affixed to the Alamar Operating 

Agreement and the LLC Membership Interest Purchase Agreement are forgeries. Neither 
Legado L.P. nor Legado LCC has ever had any interest in Alamar Ranch LLC. Furthermore, 

Plaintiff Czuker never signed either of these documents. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, 
and on that basis allege that Defendant Jones, Defendants, and each of them, lifted Czuker's 

signature from another document and affixed it to the Alamar Operating Agreement and the 

Membership Interest Purchase Agreement for the purpose of enticing third parties to invest 

in Jones' business. 
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Misappropriation of Attorney-Client Trust Funds 

40. Legado, through its authorized affiliate, Legado Marina LLC, controls a 

leasehold interest in a restaurant property located at 4201 Admiralty Way, Marina del Rey, 

California (the "Restaurant Property"). On or about April 29, 201 1, Legado entered into 

letter of intent with Killer Shrimp Marina del Rey LLC ("Killer Shrimp") to lease a portion 

. of the Restaurant Property. Jones negotiated and drafted this Letter of Intent which fails 

entirely to protect Legado's interests. In connection with that Letter of Intent, an on-site 

"Type 4 7" liquor license was to accompany the lease. As part of that lease agreement, Killer 

Shrimp agreed to pay $100,000 which is made up of a security deposit and the cost of its 

purchase of certain fixtures, furniture and equipment (FFE). That money was paid to Jones to 

be deposited in the Jones PLC Attorney-Client Trust Account and held in trust on behalf of 

Killer Shrimp and Legado and was to be released to Legado Marina LLC upon the 

occurrence of certain contingencies. 

41. In February 23, 2012, these parties entered into an additional agreement in 

which Killer Shrimp agree to purchase the liquor license currently associated with the 

Restaurant Property for sums that were necessary to remove certain liens imposed by the 

California Franchise Tax Board up to a maximum of $75,000. Killer Shrimp paid Jones an 

additional $75,000 to be deposited into the Jones PLC Attorney-Client Trust Account to be 

held in trust and said monies were to be released and paid to the Board of Equalization and 

the Franchise Tax Board upon determination of the amount of the liens, interest and other 

charges associated with the liquor license. 

42. Of the $175,000 paid to Jones, only $50,000 has been released to Legado. 

The majority of the balance is to be used to satisfy the liens and other charges associated 

with the liquor license, and any money remaining is to be paid to Legado Marina LLC. Killer 

Shrimp's temporary liquor license expires on September 23, 2012. Plaintiffs are informed 

and believe that Killer Shrimp has made demand upon Jones to pay the monies for the liquor 

license, and Legado has also made such a demand upon Jones and Jones PLC. As of the date 
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e e 
of the filing of this Complaint, Defendants Jones and Jones PLC have failed to release said 

monies and has failed to account for these monies. Killer Shrimp has advised Legado that it 

will hold Legado responsible for its failure to comply with the terms of its agreements unless 

the monies are paid and the liquor license is obtained prior to the expiration of its current 

temporary license. Plaintiffs are informed and believe that said monies were not deposited in 

the Jones PLC Attorney Client Trust Account or if they were deposited, they were 

misappropriated by Jones and/or Jones PLC. 

Jones Unauthorized Use of Legado Facilities for His Separate Business 

43. When Jones began providing services to Legado, as a condition of 

Legado's retaining Defendants, Jones committed to devote one-hundred percent (100%) of 

his working days to Legado business. However, throughout the time that Jones worked with 

Legado, he engaged in a variety of separate personal business ventures which significantly 

interfered with his duties, responsibilities and work for Legado. In fact, Jones spent a 

substantial amount of time working on his own separate projects in Legado's offices utilizing 

Legado's facilities to further those separate business opportunities in which Legado had no 

interest. 

44. Defendant Jones utilized Legado's corporate name, registered websites and 

emails to pursue opportunities purportedly on behalf of Legado and thereafter usurped and 

converted those Legado-opportunities to his own personal gain through Jones-owned 

separate business entities. 

45. Beginning on or about July of 2012, Plaintiffs received invoices for 

architectural services for real estate development projects that were not Legado projects and 

had nothing to do with Legado's business. In particular, Legado received invoices from 

David Von Oeyen -AlA Architect charging it for design studies for a property located at 201 

Wilshire Boulevard in Santa Monica as well as for a building located at 11900 Santa Monica 

Boulevard and properties located at 14333. Ventura Boulevard, Sherman Oaks, California 

and 1920 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, California. These services were never authorized 
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by Legado and are not Legado projects. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and on that basis 

allege that two above-referenced projects are separate projects being pursued by Jones and 

that Jones intended to defraud Legado by having it pay for these projects. Von Oeyen has 

made demand for payment on Legado and, despite Legado's communication to him that 

these are not Legado projects and Legado lacked any knowledge of and did not authorize 

these services, Von Oeyen has communicated that he holds Legado responsible for payment 

of those services. 

Misappropriation of Legado Property and lntellectual Property 

46. During his tenure working with Legado, Jones was provided with two 

laptops, several hard drives, cell phones and other property of Legado. In addition, Jones 

performed much of his work for L~gado "off-line," that is, off of the Legado server. On 

August 28, 2012, the day Jones' services were terminated, Legado demanded that Jones 

return all of Legado's property and all of Legado's documents, or files (hard copy and 

electronic) in Jones' custody, control or possession no later than August 31, 2012. On 

September 12, 2012, Jones returned a hard drive to Plaintiffs. However, this is but a fraction 

of the equipment, documents, tiles and information that belong to Legado which have not 

been returned to Legado. Notwithstanding, Jones' obligation under the California State Bar 

Ethical Rules to return such property, documents and tiles, Jones has failed to return that 

property. 

47.During his tenure at Legado, Jones utilized various business names that 

incorporate the Legado Mark, without Plaintiffs' authorization or consent, in an effort to 

create confusion as to the source, affiliation, sponsorship, and relationship between Jones' 

unauthorized entities and Plaintiffs. 

48. During his tenure working with Legado, Jones purchased a number of 

internet domain names through GoDaddy.com for existing and planned Legado corporate 

entities and for Plaintiff Edward Czuker. These domain names include, but are not limited to 

the following: waterfrontci.com, waterfrontmdr.com, waterfrontcih.com, waterfrontpdr.com, 
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2 legadoco.com, 1egado.org, legado.info, legado.net, 1egado.us, emcdevelopment.com, 

3 emcdevelopmentllc.om, jan building.com, jandev .com, legadoharbor.com, 

4 ·legadodelmar.com, legadomarina.com, legadooakview .com, legadocrossing.com, and 
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49. Jones is identified as the registrant of the Domain Names and is the only 

person who has access and control to the Domain Names. Plaintiffs are infonned and 

believe and on that basis allege that at the time Jones registered the Domain Names in his 

name he had bad faith intent to misappropriate the business opportunities of Plaintiff Legado 

and to otherwise engage in other wrongful acts. Indeed, Jones utilized his unfettered access 

to these Domain Names to set up various email accounts that incorporated the business name 

of Legado and/or the name of its principal, Edward Czuker. Jones thereafter utilized these 

various email addresses and sent emails and documents to third parties including financial 

institutions in an effort to create the impression that Plaintiffs were somehow affiliated with 

the projects or investment opportunities for which Plaintiffs had no knowledge. 
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50. Following his termination with Legado, Plaintiffs are infonned and believe 

that Jones continued to hold himself out and represent that entities not affiliated with Legado 

were somehow associated with Plaintiffs. 

51. Concurrently with the termination of Jones' services, Legado attempted to 

obtain control of the Domain Names, including Legadocompanies.com, the Company's 

current website. In response to that attempt, GoDaddy.com advised Legado that defendant 

Jones was the registered agent for those domain names and it could not transfer control 

without Jones' consent. 

52. Legado has demanded that Defendant Jones remove himself as the named 

registered agent for the Domain Names and to transfer control of said Domain Names to 

Legado. Defendant Jones has refused and/or failed to transfer control of this intellectual 

property to Legado. As a result, Legado's current website continues to identify Jones as the 
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Chief Operating Officer of Legado and Legado is unable to modify its website to remove 

Defendant Jones from the website. As a result ofLegado's lack of control of its website and 

its reference to Jones as its Chief Operating Officer, Legado is suffering real and imminent 

harm as third parties will continue to associate Jones with the Legado corporate entities. 

Misappropriation of Legado Business Opportunities 

53. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that during the time 

that Defendants Jones, worked with and was paid by Legado, Jones, with the assistance of 

Kuperschrnit, diverted business opportunities that were presented to him as a representative 

ofLegado to his separate businesses, including but not limited to BlueRidge. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

(As against All Defendants) 

54. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth m this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs I through 53 above. 

55. Beginning on or about November of 2007, and continuing to the present 

date, Defendants, and each of them, wrongfully and unlawfully have taken actions injurious 

to Legado and Czuker including, among other things, the false impersonation of Czuker in an 

attempt to secure financing and/or equity for a real estate acquisition; the forgery of Czuker's 

name on critical documents; misrepresentation to third parties that Legado is involved in 

particular projects when in fact it has no interest or participation in such projects; failure to 

account for escrow trust account funds belonging to the tenant of real property in which 

Legado has a financial interest; failure to release control of Legado's website and domain 

names; and diversion of business opportunities that were presented to him as a representative 

of L~gado to his separate businesses, including but not limited to BlueRidge. These actions 

described in detail in paragraphs 19 through 53 of this Complaint (and incorporated by 

reference as if fully detailed here), and many more that have not yet become known to 
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Plaintiffs, constitutes the invasion of, infringement on, or interference with Plaintiffs' 

protectable rights and interests. 

56. Defendants' conduct has caused, and threatens to cause, irreparable harm to 

Plaintiffs. If Defendants' conduct is permitted to continue, Plaintiffs will be, and continues 

to be, injured by Defendants' failure to return critical documents and information that belong 

to Plaintiffs and by Defendants' maintaining control ofLegado's website and domain names, 

paralyzing Legado's current ability to do business and causing immediate and irreparable 

harm upon Plaintiffs and their reputations. 

57. Despite Plaintiffs' demand that Defendants stop their wrongful conduct as 

described above in paragraphs 19 through 53 of this Complaint, Defendants, and each of 

them, have refused and still refuse to refrain from their conduct. 

58. Defendants' wrongful conduct, unless and until enjoined and restrained by 

order of this court, win cause great and irreparable injury to Plaintiffs as Defendants 

maintain control over Defendants' property, critical documents, domain names and websites, 

such that Legado has no access to or control over such property, critical documents. domain 

names and websites belonging to Legado. 

59. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law for the injuries currently being 

suffered and/or that are threatened as it will be virtually impossible for Plaintiffs to 

determine the precise amount of damage that they will suffer if Defendants' conduct is not 

restrained and/or Plaintiffs wiJl be forced to institute a multiplicity of suits to obtain adequate 

compensation for their injuries. 

60. As a proximate result of Defendants' wrongful conduct, Plaintiffs' business 

of developing real property through proper entitlements has been damaged, which the full 

amount of this damage is not now known to Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to 

state this amount when it becomes known to them or on proof of the damages. Plaintiffs will 

be further damaged in a like manner so long as Defendants' conduct, i.e., Defendants do not 
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return the subject critical documents belonging to Plaintiffs and release their control over 

Legado's domain names, corporate names and websites, continues. 

61. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law in this regard. Without an 

injunction preventing Defendants from further use of Legado's critical documents, domain 

names and websites, the injury to Plaintiffs will continue indefinitely, adding to Legado's 

lost business opportunity and business interruption damages as well as to Czuker's reputation 

damages. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR FRAUD AND DECEIT 

(As against Defendants Derek Jones, Jones PLC, Kuperschmit and DOES I t~rough 50) 

62. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

63. As described in detail above in paragraphs 19 through 45 of this Complaint, 

Defendants suppressed material facts concerning the entering of certain agreements and 

deals, purportedly on behalf of Legado, in which Plaintiffs have no actual interest or 

participation of the underlying project. 

64. Additional facts to support the fraudulent activities by Defendants and each 

of them are within the knowledge of Defendants and will be obtained through additional 

investigation and discovery. 

65. When Defendants and each of them concealed these facts from Plaintiffs, 

those Defendants knew these facts existed and deliberately concealed them from Plaintiffs 

and/or further knew that these facts were not known to Plaintiffs and were not reasonably 

discoverable by Plaintiffs. Defendants concealed these facts with the intention to deceive and 

defraud Plaintiffs and to induce Plaintiffs to act in reliance thereon in the manner hereafter 

alleged, or with the expectation that Plaintiffs would so act. 

66. Plaintiffs, at the time Defendants concealed these facts from Plaintiffs, were 

ignorant of the existence of the facts that Defendants suppressed and failed to disclose. 
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67. As a proximate result of Defendants' fraud and deceit and the facts herein 
alleged, Plaintiffs were induced to expend sums, including but not limited to loan extension 
fees and interest paid to various banks for Jones' failures to secure entitlements within 
projected scheduled timelines, and payment to third parties for services not authorized or 
known to Plaintiffs at any time prior to, during or after such services were rendered by the 
third parties, by reason of which Plaintiffs have been damaged. 

68. As a further proximate result of Defendants' fraud and deceit and the facts 
alleged herein, Plaintiffs have incurred costs as attorney's fees to obtain a temporary 
restraining order against Jones, Kuperschmit and Jones PLC and their related companies, 
including but not limited to Jones PLC and BlueRidge, and incurred costs as attorney's fees 
to detennine, among other things, what agreements have been entered into on behalf of 
Legado without the express authorization of Plaintiffs; examine and authenticate the 
forgeries by Jones, and trace bank accounts and funds of Legado's affiliated companies that 
were set up by Jones on behalfofLegado. The full amount ofthis damage is not now known 
to Plaintiffs, and Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to state this amount when it becomes 
known to them or on proof of the damages. 

69. Jones intentionally concealed the aforesaid material facts known to him 
with the intention of thereby depriving Plaintiffs of property and/or legal rights and causing 
reputational damage to Plaintiffs, and Plaintiffs are entitled to punitive damages. 

70. The aforementioned conduct of Defendants was intentional 
misrepresentation, deceit or concealment of a material known fact and/or facts known to 
Defendants and each of them with the intention, on the part of those pefendants and each of 
them, of thereby causing injury and damages to Plaintiffs in an amount to be proven at trial. 

71. The Defendants' fraud and deceit was willful, wanton, and/or in reckless 
disregard of Plaintiffs' rights and therefore Plaintiffs are entitled to punitive damages in an 
amount to be proven at trial. 
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR LEGAL MALPRACTICE BASED ON NEGLIGENCE 

(As against Defendants Derek Jones, Jones PLC and DOES 1 through 50) 

72. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and reallege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

73. At all times thereafter Defendants Jones and Jones PLC failed to exercise 

reasonable care and skill in undertaking to perfonn such legal services for Plaintiffs, in that: 

a) Defendants did not diligently secure entitlements for the 

development of numerous Legado projects (as described above in paragraphs 14 through 22 

of this Complaint), although they had been specifically retained as an experienced 

entitlement-lawyer to secure entitlements for these various Legado projects; 

b) Defendant Jones falsely impersonated Czuker in communications 

with third parties and forged Czuker's name on email communications with third parties, 

forged Czuker's signature on documents, and conducted unauthorized business transactions 

under the Legado name using Legado domain names and websites without any authority 

from Legado and/or Czuker (as described above in paragraphs 19 through 42 of this 

Complaint); 

c) Defendants misappropriated attorney-client trust funds, Legado 

personal property and intellectual property, and Legado business opportunities, all of which 

Defendants had access, control, custody and possession over by virtue of Defendants' 

relationship with Plaintiffs as their attorney (as described above in paragraphs 23 through 44 

and paragraphs 46 through 53 of this Complaint); 

d) Defendants failed to timely return client documents and files; and 

e) Used Legado facilities for his separate business without the 

authorization from Legado and/or Czuker (as described above in paragraphs 43 through 45 

of this Complaint). 
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74. Had Defendants exercised proper care and skill in the foregoing matters, 

Plaintiffs would have been able to prosecute the development of the various Legado 

projects in a timely manner with proper entitlements on these projects, would not have 

been exposed to potential and actual liability for not securing such entitlements on these 

projects, and would not be exposed to potential and actual liability on contracts and 

agreements for which Plaintiffs have no knowledge. 

75. As a proximate result of such negligence by Defendants, Plaintiffs have 

suffered the following damages: 

a) Significant costs and damages resulting from Jones' failure to timely 

obtain project entitlements, including but not limited to various bank loan interest and loan 

extension fees required when the project was not completed according t<? the projected 

schedule provided by Jones to the various banks; 

b) Have not secured the proper entitlements to several projects, 

exposing Plaintiffs to potential and actual liability to third parties for improper permitting, 

approvals, and due diligence in developing the properties of these Legado projects; 

c) Potential liability to honor contracts and !}greements for which 

Plaintiffs did not enter and to provide interests in certain properties to third parties who 

believed they were entering into such agreements and contracts with Legado and/or one of 

its affiliated companies; 

d) Potential and/or actual liability to pay third parties for services that 

Plaintiffs had never authorized or received; 

e) Lost ability to use monies, personal property and intellectual 

property, that belong to it but is still being held by Defendants; and 

f) Lost business opportunities that belong to Plaintiffs, 

all to Plaintiffs' damage, which the ful1 amount of this damage is not now known to 

Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to state this amount when it becomes known 

to them or on proof of the damages. 
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR ATTORNEY'S CONSTRUCTIVE FRAUD 

(As against Defendants Derek Jones and DOES 1 through 50) 

76. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

77. By virtue of the attorney-client relationship that existed between 

Defendants Jones and Jones PLC and Plaintiffs, Defendants owed to Plaintiffs a fiduciary 

duty, and by virtue of Plaintiffs having placed confidence in the fidelity and integrity of 

Defendants and in entrusting Defendants with securing entitlements for various Legado 

projects as Plaintiffs' counsel concerning entitlements and with all other in-house legal 

services of the Company, a confidential attorney-client relationship existed at all times 

herein mentioned between Defendants and Plaintiffs. 

78. Despite having voluntarily accepted the trust and confidence of Plaintiffs 

with regard to securing entitlements for various Legado projects as the Company's in-house 

entitlement attorney and providing all in-house legal services to the Company, and in 

violation of this relationship of trust and confidence, Defendants abused the trust and 

confidence of Plaintiffs: 

a) By not diligently securing entitlements for numerous Legado 

projects (as described above in paragraphs 14 through 22 of this Complaint); 

b) By making misrepresentations to Legado that he had pursued and 

prosecuted development of Legado projects in a timely fashion (as described above in 

paragraphs 19 through 20 of this Complaint); 

c) By further perpetuating fraud and deceit against Plaintiffs in falsely 

impersonating Czuker in communications with third parties, forging Czuker's name on 

email communications and other documents with third parties and conducting unauthorized 

business transactions under the Legado name usi~g Legado domain names and websites 
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without any authority from Legado and/or Czuker (as described above in paragraphs 19 
through 39 ofthis Complaint); 

d) By failing to return client documents and files; and 

e) By misappropriating attorney-client trust funds, Legado property and 
intellectual property, and Legado business opportunities (as described above in paragraphs 
40 through 42 and paragraphs 46 through 53 of this Complaint); and · 

f) By his unauthorized use of Legado facilities for his separate business 
(as described above in paragraphs 43 through 45 of this Complaint). 

79. Plaintiffs in fact placed confidence and reliance in Jones and Jones PLC 
until on or about August 28, 2012, when Plaintiffs terminated Defendants' independent 
contractor service agreement with Plaintiffs after Plaintiffs discovered the true facts 
concerning Defendants' failure to diligently prosecute entitlements, Defendants' actions in 
competition and against Plaintiffs' interests while pretending to represent Plaintiffs' interests 
in business transactions with third parties, and Defendants' misappropriation of Legado's 
and/or Czuker's property, monies, and interests, as alleged above. Plaintiffs reasonably 
relied on Defendants in view of their attorney-client relationship given that they had 
specifically hired Jones and Jones PLC to secure entitlements for Legado projects and to 

provide all other in-house legal services on behalf of the Company. 

80. As a result of Defendants' aforementioned breach of fiduciary duties to 
Plaintiffs, Jones and Jones PLC gained the following advantages: 

a) Receipt of payment for services Defendants did not render to 
Plaintiffs as they had agreed to do; 

b) Receipt of profits and other investments and interests by third parties 
who may have been enticed to conduct business with Jones, Jones PLC and his other 
affiliated companies based on Jones' misrepresentations to the third parties that Legado had 
an interest in such agreements when in fact neither Legado nor Czuker had authorized or 

~I 27 entered into any such agreements; 
~~ 28 
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c) Use of and control over attorney-client trust account monies 

belonging to Legado (and Killer Shrimp); 

d) Use of and control over Legado's property and intellectual property 

that Defendants had access to and control, custody and possession over as Plaintiffs' 

attorney and which Defendants have to date not returned to Plaintiffs; 

e) Use of the Legado facilities, resources, and funds for Jones' separate 

businesses, including but not limited to BlueRidge; 

f) Receipt of business opportunities belonging to Legado and which 

was only presenled to Jones as a representative ofLegado. 

81 . Jones and Jones PLC performed the acts herein alleged with the intent to 

deceive and defraud Plaintiffs, and Jones employed the following devices, among others, to 

conceal from Legado these acts: misrepresenting to Legado that he had performed certain 

services (e.g., retained an environmental consultant, secured an extension, secured approvals, 

etc); omission of facts of entering into agreements; establishing a bank account without 

Plaintiffs' knowledge or approval (as detailed above in paragraph 32). Jones and Jones PLC 

performed these acts with the intent to induce reliance by Plaintiffs in the continuing fidelity 

of Jones and Jones PLC as their attorneys. 

82. As a proximate result of Defendants' breach of fiduciary duties to 

Pt'aintiffs, Plaintiffs have suffered the following damages: 

a) Significant costs and damages resulting from Defendants' failure to 

timely obtain project entitlements, including but not limited to various bank interest and 

loan extension fees required when the project was not completed according to the projected 

schedule provided by Jones to the various banks; 

b) Has not secured the proper entitlements to several projects, exposing 

it to potential and actual liability to third parties for improper permitting, approvals, and due 

diligence in developing the properties of these Legado projects; 
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c) Potential liability to honor contracts and agreements for which 
Plaintiffs did not enter and to provide interests in certain properties to third parties who 
believed they were entering into such agreements and contracts with Legado and/or one of 
its affiliated companies; 

d) Potential and/or actual liability to pay third parties for services that 
Plaintiffs had never authorized or received; 

e) Lost ability to use monies, personal property and intellectual 
property, that belong to it but is still being held by Defendants; and 

t) Lost business opportunities that belong to Plaintiffs, 

all to Plaintiffs' damage, which the full amount of this damage is not now known to 
Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to state this amount when it becomes known 
to them or on proof of the damages. 

83.As a further proximate result of Defendants' negligence herein alleged, 
Plaintiffs have incurred costs as attorney's fees to obtain a temporary restraining order 

against Jones, Kuperschmit and their related companies, including but not limited to Jones 

PLC and BlueRidge and have incurred costs as attorney's fees to determine, among other 
things, what agreements have been entered into on behalf of Legado without the express 
authorization of Plaintiffs; examine and authenticate the forgery by Jones, and trace bank 
accounts and funds of Legado's affiliated companies that were set up by Jones. The full 
amount of this damage is not now known to Plaintiffs, and Plaintiffs will amend this 

complaint to state this amount when it becomes known to them or on proof of the damages. 

84.ln doing the acts herein alleged, Defendants Jones and Jones PLC acted 

with oppression, fraud, and malice, and Plaintiffs are entitled to exemplary damages. 
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Ill 
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FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY OWED TO FORMER CLIENT 

(As against Defendant Derek Jones, Jones PLC and DOES 1 through 50) 

85. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the aHegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

86. By virtue of the attorney-client relationship that existed between 

Defendants Jones and Jones PLC and Plaintiffs, Defendants owed to Plaintiffs a fiduciary 

duty, and by virtue of Plaintiffs' having placed confidence in the fidelity and integrity of 

Defendants and in entrusting Defendants with securing entitlements for Legado's projects as 

the Company counsel concerning entitlements. and with all other in-house legal services of 

the Company, a confidential relationship existed at all times herein mentioned between 

Plaintiffs and Defendants, and Defendants owed to Plaintiffs a fiduciary duty even after the 

attorney-client relationship was terminated on August 28, 2012. 

87. Despite having voluntarily accepted the trust and confidence of Plaintiffs 

with regard to securing entitlements for Legado's projects as the Company counsel 

concerning entitlements and with all other in-house legal services of the Company, and in 

violation of this relationship of trust and confidence after the termination of the attorney

client relationship by Defendants have failed to relinquish control of critical documents, 

information and Legado websites and domain names acquired during Defendants' 

representation of Plaintiffs without Plaintiffs' consent or authorization. 

88. As a result of Defendants' aforementioned breach of fiduciary duties to 

Plaintiffs, Jones and Jones PLC gained the foBowing advantages: 

a) Have retained control and possession of critical documents, 

information and property, including but not limited to Legado's domain names and 

websites, monies held in trust belonging to a tenant of Legado's for which Legado has an 

interest; 
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b) Have received the benefit of the use of Legado's facilities for his 
personal and separate businesses; 

c) Have retained control and possession of client files and documents 
that belong to Plaintiffs; and 

d) Have the ability to exercise and transact business using the Legado 
name using the Legado domain names, websites and bank accounts over which he retains 

control and/or possession. 

89. As a proximate result of Defendants' breach of fiduciary duties owed to 

Plaintiffs after tennination of the attorney-client relationship, Plaintiffs are paralyzed from 

conducting their business freely in their inability to access Legado's domain names, 
websites, monies held in trust by Jones and Jones PLC, and other critical documents and 
information in the current possession, custody and control by Jones and Jones PLC, to 
Plaintiffs' damage, the full amount of which is unknown to Plaintiffs at this time. Plaintiffs 
will amend this complaint to state this amount when it becomes known to them or on proof 

of the damages 

90. As a further proximate result of Defendants' negligence herein alleged, 

Plaintiffs have incurred costs as attorney's fees to obtain a temporary restraining order 

against Jones and his related companies, including but not limited to Jones PLC and 

BlueRidge and have incurred costs as attorney's fees to determine, among other things, what 
agreements have been entered into on behalf of Legado without the express authorization of 

Plaintiffs; examine and authenticate the forgery by Jones, and trace bank accounts and funds 

of Legado's affiliated companies that were set up by Jones. The full amount of this damage 

is not now known to Plaintiffs, and Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to state this amount 

when it becomes known to them or on proof of the damages. 

91. In doing the acts herein alleged, Defendants, and each of them, acted with 
oppression, fraud, and malice, and Plaintiffs are entitled to exemplary damages. 
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SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR FRAUD AND DECEIT UNDER CIVIL CODE§ 1710 

BY ATTORNEY -NONDISCLOSURE 

(As against Defendant Derek Jones, Jones PLC, and DOES 1 through 50) 

92. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

93. As described in detail above in paragraphs 16 through 53 of this 

Complaint, Defendants Jones and Jones PLC suppressed material facts concerning their 

failure to timely, diligently and effectively prosecute Legado's development projects, their 

misappropriation of funds, property, and business opportunities belonging to Legado, and 

their diversion of business opportunities, monies and other resources of Legado for Jones' 

personal and separate businesses including but not limited to Jones PLC and BlueRidge, in 

connection with Defendant's representation of Plaintiffs for securing entitlements and 

otherwise providing in-house legal services to the Company. 

94. At the time Defendants Jones and Jones PLC failed to disclose the above

described tacts to Plaintiffs, Defendants knew that these facts existed and deliberately 

concealed them from Plaintiffs and/or further knew that these facts were not known to 

Plaintiffs and were not reasonably discoverable by Plaintiffs because Defendants knew that 

Plaintiffs had entrusted Defendants to secure the entitlements for Legado' s various 

development projects, and to provide other legal services to Plaintiffs, without constant 

supervision or communication to Plaintiffs. 

95. The suppression of the information that Defendants Jones and Jones PLC 

had concealed (i.e., the misappropriations, their use of Legado property and facilities for 

Jones' personal businesses, and Defendants' failure to follow-through and diligently secure 

entitlements on various Legado projects, etc.) was likely to mislead Plaintiffs and did in fact 

mislead Plaintiffs into believing that Jones and Jones PLC had followed-through with their 

contracted services for legal advice and securing entitlements. 
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96. Jones and Jones PLC made the aforesaid representations and suppressed the 
aforesaid facts with the intent to induce Plaintiffs to entrust Jones and Jones PLC with 
Plaintiffs' monies, property and reputation in reliance thereon. 

97. Plaintiffs, at the time these failures to disclose and suppressions of fact 
occurred, and at the time Jones and Jones PLC took the actions herein alleged, were both 
ignorant of the existence of the facts that Jones and Jones PLC suppressed and failed to 
disclose. If Plaintiffs had been aware of the existence of the facts not disclosed by Jones or 
Jones PLC, Plaintiffs would not have entrusted Jones and Jones PLC with their monies, 
property and reputation. 

98. Plaintiffs were justified in their reliance upon Jones and Jones PLC because 
Plaintiffs had contracted for such legal services and securing of entitlements for Legado's 
development projects through Jones and Jones PLC. 

99. As a proximate result of Defendants' fraud and deceit and the facts herein 
. alleged, Plaintiffs were induced to expend sums, including but not limited to loan extension 

fees and interest paid to various banks for Defendants' failures to secure entitlements within 
projected scheduled timelines, by reason of which Plaintiffs have been damaged. 

100. As a further proximate result of Jones' fraud and deceit and the facts 
alleged herein, Plaintiffs have incurred costs as attorney's fees to obtain a temporary 
restraining order against Jones and his related companies, including but not limited to Jones 
PLC and BlueRidge and have incurred costs as attorney's fees to determine, among other 
things, what agreements have been entered into on behalf of Legado without the express 
authorization of Plaintiffs; examine and authenticate the forgery by Jones, and trace bank 

accounts and funds of Legado's affiliated companies that were set up by Jones. The full 
amount of this damage is not now known to Plaintiffs, and Plaintiffs will amend this 
complaint to state this amount when it becomes known to them or on proof of the damages. 

1 01. Defendants, and each of them, intentionally concealed the aforesaid 
material facts known to them with the intention of thereby depriving Plaintiffs of property 
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and/or legal rights and causing reputational damage to Plaintiffs and, as such, Plaintiffs are 

entitled to punitive damages. 

102. In doing the acts herein alleged, Defendants, and each of them, acted 

with malice and/or subjected Plaintiffs to cruel and unjust hardship in conscious disregard of 

Plaintiffs' rights and, as such, Legado is entitled to punitive damages. 

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT 

(As against Defendant Derek Jones, Jones PLC, and DOES 1 through 50) 

103. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and reallege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

104. On or about November 30, 2007, Plaintiffs and Defendants Jones and 

Jones PLC entered into an agreement, partly oral and partly written, whereby Plaintiffs' 

corporate predecessors agreed to hire Jones and Jones PLC as independent contractors for 

legal services related to the securing entitlements for the Company's development projects 

and to otherwise provide general legal services to the Company essentially as its general 

counsel. Many of the tenns and conditions of this independent contractor relationship were 

memorialized in a written memorandum from Jones to Czuker based on the parties' oral 

agreement and subsequent email request from Jones finalizing the terms and conditions of 

his independent contractor relationship with Plaintiffs. [True and correct copies of Jones' 

July 2, 2007 email requesting certain terms of the relationship, as well as Jones' written 

memorandum dated November 30, 2007, are collectively attached hereto as Exhibit A.] 

I 05. Plaintiffs have performed all conditions, covenants, and promises 

required on their part to be performed in accordance with the terms and conditions of the 

contract including but not limited to payment of compensation for the legal services that 

were to be provided by Jones and Jones PLC. 

106. Since July 2012, Plaintiffs have been informed and believe and thereon 

allege that Jones and Jones PLC has repeatedly breached the oral agreement by their failure 
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to competently and timely seek entitlements for several Legado projects. Jones and Jones 
PLC were retained for the specific purpose of obtaining the necessary entitlements that 
would be required for Legado to construct several real estate development projects. During 
Jones and Jones PLC's five years of continuous retention by Plaintiffs, Jones and Jones PLC 
failed to entitle even one single project. Jones and Jones PLC further failed to progress 
entitlements on the Legado Harbor project which resulted in the County of Ventura 
terminating Legado's lease of the subject property. 

107. As a result of Jones' and Jones PLC's breach of the contract, Plaintiffs 
have incurred significant costs and damages, including, but not limi~ed to, loss of 
opportunities to develop real estate properties with the proper entitlements; loan extension 
fees and interest that Plaintiffs have had to pay to various banks because entitlements were 
not obtained within projected schedules; and attorney's fees to determine, among other 
things, what agreements have been entered into on behalf of Legado without the express 

authorization of Plaintiffs, examine and authenticate the forgery by Jones, and trace bank 

accounts and funds of Legado's affiliated companies that were set up by Jones. The full 

amount of such damages is not now known to Plaintiffs, and Plaintiffs will amend this 
complaint to state this amount when it becomes known to them or on proof ofthe damages. 

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR NEGLIGENCE 

{As against Defendants Derek Jones, Jones PLC, and DOES 1 through 50) 

108. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53, and paragraph I 04, above. 

109. As discussed in previous paragraphs 14 and 104 in this Complaint, 
Plaintiffs and Jones and Jones PLC had a contractual relationship memorialized in writing 
(Exhibit A) whereby Plaintiffs agreed to hire Jones and Jones PLC as independent 
contractors for legal services related to the securing entitlements for the Company's 
development projects and to otherwise provide general legal services to the Company 
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essentially as its general counsel. During the course of Jones' and Jones PLC's work for 

Plaintiffs, Jones was entrusted with and had a duty to protect Legado's financial interests in 

securing entitlements on Legado's development projects. Jones PLC and Jones (in both his 

individual and directorial/managerial capacities) negligently failed to competently and timely 

seek and secure entitlements on Legado's development projects; negligently made 

representations to Plaintiffs regarding the status of securing entitlements that Jones and/or 

Jones PLC knew or should have known to be false; negligently concealed the fact of their 

failure to diligently and timely seek and secure entitlements on the various Legado projects 

to Plaintiffs' detriment; and negligently presented bills and invoices for their legal services 

and entitlement work that they did not actually render on behalf of Plaintiffs. By engaging in 

such negligent acts and omissions, Jones and Jones PLC breached their respective duty of 

care to Plaintiffs thereby directly and proximately causing damage to Plaintiffs as alleged 

herein. 

110. As a direct and proximate cause of Defendants' negligent conduct, 

Plaintiffs have incurred significant costs and damages, including, but not limited to, loss of 

opportunities to develop real estate properties with the proper entitlements; loan extension 

fees that Plaintiffs have had to pay to various banks because entitlements were not obtained 

within projected schedules; and attorney's fees to detennine, among other things, what 

agreements have been entered into on behalf of Legado without the express authorization of 

Plaintiffs, examine and authenticate the forgery by Jones, and trace bank accounts and funds 

of Legado's affiliated companies that were set up by Jones. The full amount of such 

damages is not now known to Plaintiffs, and Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to state this 

amount when it becomes known to them or on proof of the damages. 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 
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NINTH CAUSEl OF ACTION 

FOR INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION 

(As against Defendant Jones and DOES I through 50) 

Ill. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs I through 53 above. 

112. As described in detail above at paragraphs 19 and 20 of this Complaint, 

Jones made several representations to Legado, specifically to Czuker, regarding how Jones 

had specifically performed certain tasks on several of the Legado projects. 

113. The representations made by Jones were in fact false. The true facts, 

among others, were that Jones had not retained an environmental consultant; had not 

circulated a MND for the Legado del Mar project; and had not signed a lease, lease 

extension, MOU or option agreement for the Legado Marina project and not obtained a other 

entitlements that Jones represented were in hand. 

1 J 4. When Jones made these representations, he knew them to be false and 

made these representations with the intention to deceive and defraud Legado and to induce 

Legado to act in reliance on these representations in the manner hereafter aJJeged, or with the 

expectation that Legado would so act. 

115. Legado, at the time these representations were made by Jones and at the 

time Legado took the actions herein alleged, was ignorant of the falsity of Jones' 

representations and believed them to be true. In reliance on these representations, Legado 

was induced to believe that Jones had timely prosecuted the entitlements on these projects 

and, as a result, Legado did not independently pursue the entitlements for these projects. 

Had Legado known the actual facts, it would have secured these entitlements by obtaining 

the necessary consultants, agreements, and following through with the prosecution of these 

entitlements. Legado's reliance on Jones' representations was justified because Legado had 

specifically hired Jones to use his attention, skills and experience to secure these entitlements 

on Legado's behalf on these and other Legado projects. 
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116. As a proximate result of the fraudulent conduct of Jones, as herein 

2 alleged, Legado has incurred significant costs and damages resulting from Jones' failure to 

3 timely obtain project entitlements, including but not limited to loan extension fees and 

4 interest, by reason of which Legado has been damaged, which the full amount of this damage 

5 is not now known to Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to state this amount 

6 when it becomes known to them or on proof of the damages. 

7 117. The aforementioned conduct of Jones was an intentional 

8 misrepresentation, deceit, or concealment of a material fact known to Jones with the 

9 intention on the part of Jones of thereby depriving Legado of property or legal rights or 

10 otherwise causing injury, and was despicable conduct that subjected Legado to a cruel and 

11 unjust hardship in conscious disregard of Legado's rights, so as to justify an award of 

12 · exemplary and punitive damages. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION 

(As against Defendant Jones and DOES 1 through 50) 

118. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

119. As described in detail above at paragraphs 19 and 20 of this Complaint, 

Jones made several representations to Legado, specifically to Czuker, regarding how Jones 

had specifically performed certain tasks on several of the Legado projects. 

~ 22 

120. The representations made by Jones were in fact false. The true facts, 

among others, were that Jones had not retained an environmental consultant; had not 

circulated a MND for the Playa del Mar project; and had not signed a lease, lease extension, 

MOU or option agreement for the Legado Marina project. 

23 

24 

25 
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121. When Jones made these representations, he had no reasonable ground 

for believing them to be true in that: ( 1) he had not in fact made contact with the 

environmental consultant and had not prepared, reviewed, edited or circulated the MND for 
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the Playa del Mar project; and (2) he had not in fact secured a lease, lease extension, MOU, 
0 

or option agreement on behalf of Legado on the Legado Marina project. 

122. Jones made these representations with the intention of inducing Legado 

to act in reliance on these representations in the manner hereafter alleged, or with the 

expectation that Legado would so act. 

123. Legado, at the time these representations were made by Jones and at the 

time Legado took the actions herein alleged, was ignorant of the falsity of Jones' 

representations and believed them to be true. In reliance on these representations, Legado 

was induced to believe that Jones had timely prosecuted the entitlements on these projects 

and, as a result, Legado did not independently pursue the entitlements for these projects. 

Had Legado known the actual facts, it would have secured these entitlements by obtaining 

the necessary consultants, agreements, and following through with the prosecution of these 

entitlements. Legado's reliance on Jones' representations was justified because Legado had 

specifically hired Jones to use his attention, skills and experience to secure these entitlements 

on Legado's behalf on these and other Legado projects. 

124. As a proximate result of the fraudulent conduct of Jones, as herein 

alleged, Legado has incurred significant costs and damages resulting from Jones' failure to 

timely obtain project entitlements, including but not limited to loan extension fees and 

interest, by reason of which Legado has been damaged, which the full amount of this damage 

is not now known to Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to state this amount 

when it becomes known to them or on proof of the damages. 

125. The aforementioned conduct of Jones was an negligent 
• 

misrepresentation, deceit, or concealment of a material fact known to Jones with the 
intention on the part of Jones of thereby depriving Legado of property or legal rights or 

otherwise causing injury, and was despicable conduct that subjected Legado to a cruel and 

unjust hardship in conscious disregard of Legado's rights, so as to justify an award of 

exemplary and punitive damages. 
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ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR CONVERSION 

(As against all Defendants) 

126. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

127. At all times herein mentioned, and in particular on or about November 

of 2007 through the present, Legado was, and still is, the owner and was, and still is, entitled 

to the possession of the following personal property, namely: 

a) The remaining money from the $175,000 deposited by Killer Shrimp 

into the Jones PLC Attorney-Client Trust Account, which Legado is informed and believes 

and thereon alleges constitutes approximately $125,000; 

b) Any monies paid by Industry Property pursuant to the Membership 

Interest Purchase Agreement, as described in detail in paragraphs 29 and 30 of the 

Complaint; and 

c) Critical documents that Jones executed, controlled or maintained on 

behalf of Legado during his attorney-client relationship with Legado between November of 

2007 and August 28, 2012. 

128. On or about September 12, 2012, and at Beverly Hills, County of Los 

Angeles, California, the property described above had a value of at a minimum $225,000 

(and potentially greater, which cannot be determined until there has been an accounting of 

such funds and information). 

129. On or about August 28, 2012, Defendants took the property described 

above from Legado's possession and converted the same to their own use. 

130. As a proximate result of Defendants' conversion, Legado has suffered 

the following injuries which are the natural, reasonable and proximate results of the 

conversion), all to Legado's damage, which the full amount of this damage is not now 
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known to Plaintiffs, but that Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to state this amount when it 

becomes known to them or on proof of the damages: 

a) Potential liability for failure to comply with tenns of agreements 

with Killer Shrimp if Defendants do not release the monies held in the Jones PLC Attorney

Client Trust Account on behalf of Legado and Killer Shrimp; and 

b) Potential liability for invested interest by third parties who have 

entered into agreements, purportedly on behalf of Legado by Defendants, upon which third 

parties may be anticipating certain interests and payment by Plaintiffs, even though 

Plaintiffs have no interest or participation in such agreements. 

131. Between the time of Defendants' conversion of the above-mentioned 

property to his own use and the filing of this action, Legado has incurred in excess of 

$50,000 in attorneys' fees and costs in pursuit of the converted property, all to Legado's 

further damage in the sum as to be determined by proof at trial. 

132. Defendants' acts alleged above were willful, wanton, malicious, and · 

oppressive, were undertaken with the intent to defraud, and justify the awarding of 

exemplary and punitive damages. 

TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR ACCOUNTING 

(As against Defendant Jones, Jones PLC and DOES 1 through 50) 

133. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

134. As discussed in previous paragraphs, Jones and Jones PLC were 

entrusted to protect Legado's financial interests in connection with securing entitlements for 

various Legado projects. 

135. As alleged above, Plaintiffs are informed and believes that Jones and 

Jones PLC have been involved in misappropriating funds belonging to Legado and/or its 
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tenants and entering into third party agreements purportedly on behalf of Legado without 

Plaintiffs' consent, authorization or participation. 

136. Plaintiffs have demanded that" Jones account for (I) all invoices 

submitted to Legado through Jones and/or Jones PLC; (2) any and all payments made by 

Legado to Jones and/or Jones PLC and (3) any and all payments made to Jones on behalf of 

any Legado entity. Jones and Jones PLC have failed and refused and continue to fail and 

refuse to render an accurate and complete accounting of all invoices submitted to Legado 

through Jones and/or Jones PLC and all payments made by Legado to Jones and/or Jones 

PLC through the Jones PLC Attorney-Client Trust Account. 

137. The total amount of money that must be returned to Legado cannot be 

ascertained without an accounting of the records maintained by Jones and/or Jones PLC. 

138. Plaintiffs hereby request an accounting of all expenses submitted by 

third parties to Legado through Jones and/or Jones PLC and all payments made by Legado to 

Jones and/or Jones PLC. Plaintiffs also request an accounting of all sums paid by Jones 

and/or Jones PLC on behalf of Legado. 

139. Plaintiffs hereby request an accounting of all payments of those 

amounts that Legado paid to third parties through the Jones PLC Attomey.Ciient Trust 

Account. 

THIRTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR EQUITABLE INDEMNITY 

(As against Defendant Jones, Jones PLC and DOES 1 through 50) 

140. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraph~ 1 through 53 above. 

141. As discussed in previous paragraphs, Plaintiffs and Jones and Jones 

PLC have an independent contractual relationship, whereby Jones and Jones PLC agreed to 

provide legal services to Plaintiffs in securing entitlements for development projects and 

other legal services as the Company in-house counsel. (See Exhibit A). As such, Jones and 
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Jones PLC owed a fiduciary duty as Plaintiffs' attorneys. During the course of Jones' and 

2 Jones PLC's services to Plaintiffs, Jones and Jones PLC were entrusted with and had a duty 

3 to protect Legado's and Czuker's financial interests in the reaJ estate development projects of 

4 Legado. Plaintiffs had no other agreements or contracts with any other entity or individual 

5 for performance of these services with respect to Plaintiffs, and Jones and Jones PLC had a 

6 duty to Plaintiffs to control, manage and secure entitlements to these development projects so 

7 as to protect and not damage Plaintiffs through inaccurate and/or fraudulent entitlements or 

8 fraudulent agreements. 

9 142. As described more fully in paragraphs 43 through 45 of this Complaint, 

10 Jones entered into contracts with third parties for his separate business opportunities but 

11 represented to those third parties that the work was being performed for Legado. Now, those 

12 third parties are looking to Legado for payment of those bills that were never authorized by 

13 Legado. Legado is informed and believes and thereon alleges that Jones made other 

14 financial commitments to third parties purportedly on behalf ofLegado without authorization · 

15 or knowledge by Legado and Czuker. At this time, Legado and Czuker are unaware of the 

16 specific of these other financial commitments Jones made to these other third parties. 

17 143. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiffs are entitled to equitable indemnity 

18 from Jones and Jones PLC in an amount that is not now known to Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs will 

19 amend this complaint to state this amount when it becomes known to them or on proof of the 

20 damages. At this time, Plaintiffs also desire a judicial determination of the rights and duties 

21 of Plaintiffs and Defendants inherent in the independent contractual relationship between the 

22 parties and a declaration that Defendants Jones and/or Jones PLC are obligated to indemnify 

23 Plaintiffs for and in respect of any fine, penalty, loss, cost, damage, injury, claim, expense, 

24 demand, settlement or liability incurred by Legado as a result of acts, omissions, or 

25 negligence of Jones and/or Jones PLC as alleged herein in this Complaint. Such a 

26 declaration is necessary and appropriate at this time in order that Plaintiffs may ascertain 
,I 
~I 27 their rights and duties with respect to their claim for damages herein. 
~; 28 
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FOURTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE 

(As against all Defendants) 

144. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs I through 53 above. 

145. As alleged in paragraphs 23 through 39 and paragraphs 43 through 53, 

Defendants obtained property belonging to Plaintiffs, with which Defendants have falsely 

represented to third parties that Defendants are continuing to represent and act on behalf of 

Legado in order to divert business opportunities away from Legado for Defendants' sole 

benefit. While the identities of all of these third parties are unknown to Plaintiffs at this 

time, Plaintiffs have been informed and believe and thereon allege that Defendants have, 

among other things, developed marketing materials under the Legado Communities LLC 

name over a portfolio of projects, some of which Legado had planned for development under 

separate single purpose "Legado" corporate entities. 

146. Defendants knew of the above described relationship existing between 

Legado and these third parties with whom Legado intended to partner with regarding real 

estate development projects, in that Jones and Jones PLC was formerly independent 

contractors and attorneys for Plaintiffs, specifically concerning entitlement for Legado's 

development projects and other general legal services, from November 30, 2007 until August 

28, 2012, and during Jones' and Jones PLC's retention for services had access to and 

knowledge over Plaintiffs interests and pursuit of developmental projects with such third 

parties. On infonnation and belief, Plaintiffs allege on that basis, that Defendant 

Kuperschmit was aware of the relationship between Legado and these third parties because 

Kuperschmit is Jones' wife and obtained information from Jones regarding Legado's 

relationship with those third parties. 

147. As described above in paragraphs 19 through 39, and paragraphs 43 

through 53, of the Complaint, Defendants made the false representations that they were 
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representing and acting on behalf of the Plaintiffs, all with the intent to harm Plaintiffs 

financially and to divert business opportunities away from Plaintiffs to Defendants' separate 

businesses, including but not limited to BlueRidge. 

148. As a proximate result of Defendants' conduct and inability for Plaintiffs 

to gain control over their own websites and legal entities (e.g., Legado Communities LLC), 

Plaintiffs have suffered damages, the full amount of which is not now known to Plaintiffs. 

149. The aforementioned acts of Defendants, and each of them, were willful 

and oppressive, fraudulent and/or malicious. Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to punitive 

damages. 

150. Defendants threaten to and unless restrained from using Plaintiffs' 

identity, documents and information, will disrupt other contracts and/or business 

relationships between Plaintiffs and such third parties whose identities are currently 

unknown to Plaintiffs but whose accounts Defendants also supervised during the period of 

their retention for services with Plaintiffs, to Plaintiffs' great and irreparable injury, for 

which damages would not afford adequate relief, in that they would not completely 

compensate tor the injury to Plaintiffs' business reputation and goodwill. 

FIFTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

COMMON LAW TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT 

(As against all Defendants) 

151. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the aJiegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

152. Plaintiff Legado owns and uses the Legado trademark (hereinafter 

"Legado Mark") and enjoys common law rights to the Legado Mark as set forth above. 

Legado's rights in and to the Legado Mark are superior and senior to any rights that 

Defendants or anyone else may claim to the trademark. 

Ill 

Ill 
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153. PlaintiffLegado's Mark has gained substantial goodwill and recognition 

2 in the real estate development industry and has acquired secondary meaning, as members of 

3 the public associate Plaintiffs' projects and services with the Legado Mark. 

4 154. The acts and conduct of Defendants alleged herein are likely to cause 

5 confusion in the trade as to the source of Defendants' goods and services and are likely to 

6 lead the public to mistakenly believe that Defendants are in some way affiliated with 

7 Plaintiff Legado. 

8 155. Defendants' actions constitute intentional and willful infringement of 

9 Plaintiff Legado's trademark rights in the Legado Mark. Plaintiff Legado has invested a 
10 substantial amount of time, skill and money in development of the Legado Mark. 

11 Defendants' acts and conduct in infringing the Legado Mark were done without the 

12 authorization or consent of Plaintiff Legado at little or no cost to Defendants. 

13 156. The intentional and willful infringement by Defendants has caused and 

14 will continue to cause serious and irreparable injury to the reputation and goodwill of 

15 PlaintiffLegado for which Legado is without adequate remedy at law. 

16 157. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' wrongful acts, Plaintiff 
17 Legado has been injured and damaged, and is entitled to injunctive relief and to damages in 

18 an amount to be proven at trial. 

19 158. Defendants' conduct was fraudulent, oppressive, malicious, and in 

20 conscious disregard of the rights of Legado, and Legado therefore is entitled to punitive 

21 damages against Defendants. 

22 SIXTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

23 FEDERAL UNFAIR COMPETITION AND FALSE DESIGNATION OF ORIGIN 

24 IN VlOLATION OF 15 U.S.C. § l125(a) 

25 (As Against all Defendants) 

26 159. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 
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160. Defendants' acts and conduct constitute a false designation of origin, 

and are likely to cause confusion or mistake, or deceive as to affiliation, connection, or 

association of Defendants with Plaintiff Legado, and as to origin, sponsorship, and/or 

approval of such services and products by Plaintiffs. 

161. Defendants' use in commerce of the Legado Mark, on or in connection 

with its business, products, and/or services, constitutes a false designation or origin and 

unfair competition in violation of Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a). 

162. Defendants' unauthorized use of the Legado Mark on or in connection 

with its business, products, and/or services was done with notice and fu11 knowledge that 

such use was not authorized or licensed by Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, 

and on that basis alleges, that Defendants willfully used and continue to use the Legado 

Mark with the intent to confuse, mislead, or deceive consumers, purchasers, and members of 

the general public as to the origin, source, sponsorship, or affiliation of its business, 

products, and/or services, and with the intent to trade on the reputation and goodwill of the 

Legado Mark. 

163. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' conduct, Plaintiff 

Legado has suffered irreparable harm to the valuable Legado Mark. Unless Defendants are 

restrained from further infringement of the Legado Mark, Plaintiff Legado will continue to 

be irreparably harmed. 

164. Defendants' acts of unfair competition, false designation, description 

and representation are causing Plaintiff Legado irreparable injury. Defendants continue to 

commit such acts, and unless restrained and enjoined, will continue to do so, to Plaintiff 

Legado's irreparable injury. Plaintiff Legado's remedy at law is inadequate to compensate it 

for injuries inflicted and threatened by Defendants. 

165. Because of Defendants' conduct in violation of Section 34(a) of the 

Lanham Act, Plaintiff Legado is being injured and damaged, and is entitled to recover 

damages, Defendants' profits, and costs under 15 U.S.C. § 1117(a). 
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166. Defendants used and are continuing to use the Legado Mark with fuiJ 

knowledge of Plaintiff Legado's rights, and in bad faith with willful and deliberate intent to 

trade on the substantial recognition, reputation, and goodwill of the Legado Mark. In view 

of the willful nature of Defendants' infringement and unfair competition, this is an 

exceptional case within the meaning of 15 U.S.C. § 1117(a). 

SIXTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

CYBERSQUATTING IN VIOLATION OF IS U.S.C. § 112S(d) 

(As Against all Defendants) 

167. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

168. Defendant Jones has registered the Domain Names at issue; 

169. The Domain Names are confusingly similar to the Legado Mark, and 

the other marks, owned by Plaintiff Legado. 

170. Defendant Jones has committed the acts alleged herein with bad faith 

intent to profit from Plaintiff Legado's marks, including but not limited to the Legado Mark. 

171. Defendant Jones' conduct violates Section 43( d) of the Lanham Act, 15 

u.s.c. §1125(d). 

172. By such improper use and registration of the Domain Names Defendant 

Jones has caused and is causing substantial irreparable harm to Plaintiff Legado and will 

continue to damage Plaintiff Legado unless enjoined by this Court. 

173. PlaintiffLegado has no adequate remedy at law. 

174. Plaintiff Legado seeks the forfeiture and transfer of the Domain Names 

to it pursuant to 15 U .S.C. § 1125( d)(C). 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 
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SEVENTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR VIOLATION OF BUSINESS & PROFESSIONS CODE 17200, ET SEQ. 

(As against all Defendants) 

175. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re~allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 

176. As alleged above, Defendants have, among other things, engaged in 

fraudulent conduct, by making false representations to Plaintiffs; misappropriating funds, 

information and business opportunities belonging to Plaintiffs; misappropriating Legado's 

intellectual property rights including but not limited to the Legado Mark in an effort to create 

the impression that Defendants and their associated business are somehow affiliated with 

Plaintiffs; by utilizing Plaintiffs' identity, documents and information without Plaintiffs' 

authorization or knowledge in conducting business transactions with third parties purportedly 

on behalf of Legado without Legado and/or Czuker's authorization or knowledge. 

177. As alleged above, Defendants have violated federal and state laws by 

committing acts of federal unfair competition in violation of the, Lanham Act (I 5 U.S.C. § 

1125(a)), cybersquatting in violation of 15 U.S.C. § 1125(d) and by engaging in acts of 

common law trademark infringement. The acts of Defendants, as described in the preceding 

paragraphs of this Complaint, constitute unlawful and/or unfair business practices in 

violation of California Unfair Competition Law, California Business & Professions Code §§ 

17200 et seq .. 

178. Defendants' conduct as alleged herein violates, and threatens to violate 

consumer protection laws, including trademark laws, and the policy or spirit of such laws, 

and otherwise threatens or harms competition. 

179. Defendants' conduct as aJleged herein is likely to mislead the general 

public and, consequently, constitutes a fraudulent business act or practice within the meaning 

of Section 17200 of the California Business & Professions Code. 
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180. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that Defendants 

performed the above-mentioned acts for the purpose of injuring Plaintiffs and other 

competitors. 

181. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' conduct, Plaintiffs have 

suffered irreparable harm. Unless Defendants are restrained from the unfair business 

practices described herein, Plaintiffs will continue to be irreparably harmed. 

182. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' conduct, Plaintiffs are 

informed and believe that Defendants have acquired excess earnings, profits and benefits 

from using Plaintiffs' name, identity, Domain Names, websites, documents and other 

information obtained from Legado and Czuker during the course of the parties' independent 

contractor and attorney-client relationship. This unjust enrichment continues to accrue as 

Defendants continue to engage in their unfair competition and unlawful business acts and 

practices. 
• 183. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law to compensate them for the 

continued and irreparable harm they will suffer if Defendants' acts are allowed to continue. 

184. Plaintiffs seek injunctive relief under California Business & Professions 

Code §§ 17200 et seq. to remedy the unfair, unlawful and/or fraudulent business practices 

described herein, in addition to restitution and/or disgorgement of unlawful profits obtained 

by Defendants from their unlawful, unfair and fraudulent practices as described herein and 

an order requiring Defendants to cease the unlawful conduct. 

SIXTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

FOR UNJUST ENRICHMENT 

(As against all Defendants) 

185. Plaintiffs incorporate herein and re-allege, as if fully set forth in this 

paragraph, the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 53 above. 
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186. Defendants obtained a benefit as a result of Defendants' fraudulent 
misrepresentations, acts and omissions, as outlined in paragraphs 19 through 39 of this 
Complaint and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth in this paragraph. 

1 87. Defendants also obtained a benefit as a result of their misappropriations 
of monies by retaining the balance of money deposited to the Jones PLC Attorney-Client 
Trust Account, which belongs to Legado and its affiliated companies, as more fully 
addressed in paragraphs 40 through 42 of this Complaint and incorporated by reference as if 
fully set forth in this paragraph. 

188. Defendants also obtained a benefit as a result of their misappropriations 
of Legado property, intellectual property and business opportunities, which belongs to 
Legado and its affiliated companies, as more fully addressed in paragraphs 43 through 53 of 
this Complaint and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth in this paragraph. 

189. Defendants have been unjustly enriched to the detriment of Legado 
because Defendants have benefited from their failure to release such said monies to Legado, 

despite the fact that said monies was deposited and held in trust for the benefit of Legado and 
their affiliated companies. 

PRAYERS FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment as follows: 

1. For an order requiring defendants to show cause, if any they have, why 
they should not be enjoined as set forth in this complaint (and below), during the pendency 

of this action; 

2. For a temporary restraining order, a preliminary injunction, and a 
permanent injunction, aJI enjoining Defendants, and each of them, and their agents, servants, 
attorneys, and employees, and all persons acting under, in concert or participation with, or 
for them, from making any false misrepresentations to third parties concerning their business 
relationships with Plaintiffs; from using the Czuker's signature, identify, or name; and from 
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using Legado name, domain names, websites, documents, and/or information obtained from 

Legado (with or without authorization and knowledge by Legado and/or Czuker) and that 

belong to Legado and/or Czuker; 

3. For an order that Defendants, and each of them, and their agents, 

servants, attorneys, and employees, and all persons acting under, in concert or participation 

with, or for them, be enjoined and restrained permanently from: 

a) Making visible use of the Legado Mark or any other mark 

confusingly similar thereto; 

b) Making any trademark use of the Legado trade name, trademark or 

the Legado Mark; and 

c) Doing any other act or thing likely to confuse, mislead, or deceive 

others into believing that Defendants or their affiliates, employers, contractors, or agents are 

providing any services that come from, art: affiliated with, connected with, sponsored or 

approved by, or associated with Plaintiffs. 

4. For an order finding that Defendant Jones has violated 15 U.S.C. 

§ 1125(d); 

5. For an order requiring Defendant Jones to disclose to Plaintiffs the 

password associated with the Domain Names; 

6. For an order requiring Defendant Jones to transfer to Plaintiffs the 

Domain Names; 

7. For an order that Defendants use and continued use of the Legado Mark 

with full knowledge of Plaintiff Legado's rights was in bad faith with willful and deliberate 

intent to trade on the substantial recognition, reputation,. and goodwill of the Legado Mark 

thereby making this an exceptional case within the meaning of 15 U.S.C. § 1117(a) thereby 

justifying enhanced damages. 
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1 8. For an order that Defendants' acts were willful, wanton, oppressive,' 

2 fraudulent, malicious and/or in conscious disregard of Plaintiff Legado's rights, thereby 

3 justifying an award of punitive damages; 

4 9. For an order awarding Plaintiff damages, Defendants' profits, and costs 

5 under 15 U.S.C. §1117(a) in an amount to be proven at trial; 

6 I 0. For actual and compensatory damages according to proof; 

7 11. For the value of the property converted; 

8 12. For damages for time and money properly expended in pursuit of the 

9 converted property according to proof; 

10 13. For an accounting of the following: 

11 a) All amounts paid by Legado to Jones and/or Jones PLC, including 

12 but not limited to expenses and invoices submitted by Jones to Legado; 

13 b) All expenses submitted by third parties to Legado through Jones 

14 1 and/or Jones PLC; 

15 

16 

c) All payments made by Legado by Jones and/or Jones PLC; and 

d) All sums paid by Jones and/or Jones PLC on behalf of Legado. 

17 14. Legado hereby requests an accounting of all payments of those amounts 

1 \1.8 that Legado paid to third parties through the Jones PLC Attomey-CJient Trust Account 

' 
f9 15. For recovery of indemnity in the sum according to proof; 

23 

. ! 24 

16. For a declaration that Defendants Jones and Jones PLC, and each of 

them, are obligated to indemnify Plaintiffs for and in respect of any fine, penalty, loss, cost, 

damage, injury, claim, expense, demand, settlement or liability incurred by Plaintiffs as a 

result of acts, omissions, or negligence of Jones and/or Jones PLC as alleged herein in this 

Complaint; 

25 

26 

· ~: 27 
"· ' 28 

17. For an order for an accounting, restitution and/or disgorgement of 

unlawful profits obtained by Defendants as unjust enrichment according to proof; 
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18. For a judgment in favor of Plaintiffs for all proximately caused damages 

suffered by Plaintiffs including damages determined by disgorgement of Defendants' 

unlawful profits; 

19. For trebled damages in an amount to be proven at trial; 

20. For reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred m Plaintiffs' 

prosecution of this action; 

21. For exemplary damages according to proof; and 

22. For such other relief as this Court may deem just and proper. 

DATED: September _14, 2012 G. CHRISTIAN ROUX 
JESUS (JESSE) M. JAUREGUI 
ALSTON & BIRD LLP --

WARD M. CZUKER 
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Geralyn Velasco 
---·-----

From: derek@jonesplc.com 

Sent: Monday, July 02, 2007 1:03AM 

To: Edward Czuker 

Subject: questions/requests 

Edward: 

I have very much enjoyed working with you and I look forward to continuing to build our relationship, hopefully into one 
that is even closer and more beneficial to us both. Sincere thanks for presenting me with a unique opportunity to utilize 
my land-use and political acumen while significantly broadening my understanding ofthe real estate development 
business. · 

As promised, I have just a few questions/requests for your consideration. 

1. Iilli.. I'd like to use the title "Vice President and General Counsel." Are you comfortable with that? 

2. ~· While I certainly appreciate your Intent to create an alignment of interests, I don't feel that I'm able to give 
up as much of my current base salary as you proposed (i.e., down from $185,000 to $150,000). I could probably accept 
an annual base salary of $180,000 ··or $7500 per semi-monthly pay period-- with the understanding that I would also 
receive a "kicker" for achieving certain project-specific benchmarks. You once suggested, by way of example, that I 
would receive a kicker of $25,000 for completing the entitlement process for a project and another $25,000 for obtaining 
'building permits. However, because the entitlement process Is generally thornier and more time-consuming than 
resolution of post-entitlement matters, I propose an entitlement kicker of $35,000 and a final pennltting kicker of 
$10,000. This bonus package of $45,000 per project Is reduced slightly from the $50,000 per project that you had 
originally suggested, in consideration of the slightly higher base salary that I'm looking for. 

3. productivity Tools, I propose a one-lime allowance of $2,000 to purchase a laptop with a "docking station" (to connect 
to the network and printers, etc. while in the office), a one-time allowance of $300 to purchase a BlackBerry (since the 
Firm owns the one I've been using), and a monthly allowance of $150 for wireless phone and data service. 

4. Benefit§. Could you please describe the benefits that are currently available to employees of JDC Management? 
Of greatest interest are available retirement plans and healthcare coverage options. I presently have a 401 (k) plan that 
is administered by City National Bank, and a high-deductible PPO plan that is administered by Blue Cross of California 
(and a corresponding Health Savings Account with Wells Fargo). I can certainly do some research on the portability of 
these and other benefits (dental, etc.) but It would be useful .for me to understand what programs you currently have In 
place. Also, it Is likely that I would add my wife (at my expense, presumably) to whatever healthcare plan Is provided for 
me. 

5. Other Team Members. I recognize (happily) that I would be working primarily with you, and I have already enjoyed 
meeting Jing and your father. However, I would really like to meet some of the other folks In the office with whom I might 
be regularly lnteracling. 

6. Trans!Uon nmeline. Ben is in Iceland until July 16. I could give notice as soon as he returns, with the understanding 
that after completing a couple of hearings that are already scheduled for the week of July 23, I could begin working "part
time" with you on or about July 25, with Friday, August 1 0 to be officially my last day at Jeffer Mangels. 

I look forward to discussing these points at your convenience. Once again, thank you Edward. 

Best regards, 

Derek 

7/27/2012 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: EMC 

From: DJJ I 
Date: 30 Nov. 

Re: Year One Terms 

A. Independent contractor relationship, between Jones PLC and EMC/JDC; Jones' 
services are to be exclusive to EMC/JDC. 

B. Base compensation for Year One (Nov. 1, 2007- Dec. 31, 2008): annualized at 
$180,000 (i.e., $7500 per semi-monthly pay period). 

C. Additional compensation: $45,000 for every ufully-entltled project.'' to be allocated 
as follows: 

1. $30,000 for obtaining all discretionary land-use approvals, through end of 
administrative process (i.e., all appeals exhausted). 

2. $15,000 for obtaining all necessary building permits. 

3. Notwithstanding the foregoing, for each of the first two fully--entitled 
projects approved after November 2007, additional compensation will be 
limited to $30,000 ($20,000 for all discretionary land-use entitlements and 
$10,000 for building permits). 

4. Such additional compensation is to be paid at year-end (or on a pro-rata 
basis if relationship is terminated prior to year-end). 

D. EMC/JDC contributes $112 per month for health insurance coverage. 

E. EMC/JDC contributes $100 per month for telephone/data service. 

F. Reimburse business-travel mileage, at 48.5 cents per mile. 

G. On or before·December 1, 2008, Jones and EMC/JDC will meet to discuss the 
terms of Jones' engagement for Year Two and beyond. The parties contemplate 
that such terms may include some 11Vesting" of equity, at or before the end of 
Year Two. 
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0A6021 Unlawful Detainer-Commercial (not drugs or wrongful eviction) 

0A6020 Unlawful Detainer-Residential (not drugs or wrongful eviction) 

0 A6020F Unlawful Detainer-Post-Foreclosure 

D A6022 Unlawful Detainer-Drugs 

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM 
AND STATEMENT OF LOCATION 

c 
Applicable Reasons -

See Step 3 Above 

1., 3. 

1., 2., 3. 

1 .• 2 .• 3. 

1., 2 .• 3. 

1., 2., 3. 

1., 2 .. 3 . 

2., 3. 

1., 2., 3. 

1., 2., 3. 

10. 

2., 5. 

2., 5. 

1., 2., 5. 

1., 2 .• 5. 

2., 5., 6. 

2., 5. 

1 .. 2 .. 5., B. 

1.,2., 3., 5. 

1., 2 .. 3., 5. 

1., 2., 3., B. 

2. 

2., 6. 

2., 6. 

2 .. 6. 

2 .. 6. 

2. , 6. 

2., 6. 

2 .. 6. 

2 .. 6. 

Local Rule 2.0 
Pa e 2 of 4 
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A 
Civil Case Cover Sheet 

Category No. 

Asset Forfeiture (05) 

Petition re Arbitration (11) 

Writ of Mandate (02) 

Other Judicial Review (39) 

Antitrust/Trade Regulation (03) 

Construction Defect (1 0) 

Claims Involving Mass Tort 
(40) 

Securities Litigation (28) 

Toxic Tort 
Environmental (30) 

Insurance Coverage Claims 
from Complex Case (41) 

Enforcement 
of Judgment (20) 

RIC0(27) 

Other Complaints 
(Not Specified Above) (42) 

Partnership Corporation 
Governance (21) 

Other Petitions 
(Not Specified Above) 

(43) 

Q.%ctv 109 (Rev. OJ/11) 

~sc Approved 03-04 

B 
Type of Action 

(Check only one) 

0A6108 Asset Forfeiture Case 

0A6115 Petition to CompeVConfirmNacate Arbitration 

0A6151 Writ ·Administrative Mandamus 

0A6152 Writ • Mandamus on Limited Court Case Matter 

0A6153 Writ • Other Limited Court Case Review 

0A6150 Other Writ/Judicial Review 

0A6003 Antitrusi/Trade Regulation 

0A6007 Construction Defect 

0A6006 Claims Involving Mass Tort 

0A6035 Securities Litigation Case 

0A6036 Toxic Tort/Environmental 

0A6014 Insurance Coverage/Subrogation (complex case only) 

0A6141 Sister State Judgment 

0A6160 Abstract of Judgment 

0A6107 Confession of Judgment (non-domestic relations) 

0A6140 Administrative Agency Award (not unpaid taxes) 

0A6114 Petition/Certificate for Entry of Judgment on Unpaid Tax 

0A6112 Other Enforcement of Judgment Case 

0A6033 Racketeering (RICO) Case 

0A6030 Declaratory Relief Only 

181A6040 Injunctive Relief Only (not domestic/harassment) 

0A6011 Other Commercial Complaint Case (non-tort/non-complex) 

0ASOOO Other Civil Complaint (non-tort/non-complex) 

0A6113 Partnership and Corporate Governance Case 

0A6121 Civil Harassment 

0A6123 Workplace Harassment 

0A6124 Elder/Dependent Adult Abuse Case 

0A6190 Election Contest 

0A6110 Petition for Change of Name 

0A6170 Petition for Relief from Late Claim Law 

0 A6100 Other Civil Petition 

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM 
AND STATEMENT OF LOCATION 

c 
Applicable Reasons -

See Step 3 Above 

2., 6. 

2 .. 5. 

2 .• 8. 

2. 

2. 

2., B. 

1., 2., 8. 

1., 2., 3. 

1., 2., 8. 

1., 2., B. 

1., 2., 3., B. 

1., 2 .• 5 .. 8. 

2., 9. 

2., 6. 

2 .. 9. 

2., B • 

2., 8. 

2 .• 6., 9. 

1 .. 2., 8. 

1 .• 2., 8. 

2., 8. 

1., 2 .. 8 . 

1., 2 .• 8. 

2., 8. 

2., 3., 9. 

2., 3., 9. 

2 .• 3 .• 9. 

2. 

2., 7. 

2., 3., 4., 8. 

2 .. 9. 

Local Rule 2.0 
Page 3 of4 
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VIA EMAIL 

March 13, 2015 

City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Attention: Kevin Jones, Darlene Navarrete and Lourdes Green 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Re: Subsidence. Methane and Water.l38 Culver Boulevard, Playa del Rey. CA 
90293 TT-70786, ZA-2014-2220-CDP, ENV-2012-3536-EAF and 
DIR-2012-3537-DB-SPR-MEL 

Kevin, Darlene and Lourdes: 

Recently, I sent a letter to Mr. Abid Chowdhry, P.E., Civil Engineer, Project Manager, 
Waste Water Conveyance Engineering Division Department of Public Works on which you were 
cc:'d or of which you are receiving a copy by hand today. Essentially, I pointed to the sections 
of the City's own EIR for the Venice Duel Force Main which highlighted: 

• the potential for dewatering to create subsidence by collapsing the pore layers between 
rocks; 

• that the Venice Dual Force Main EIR made a design assumption that high volume 
extractions of"water" and/or petroleum were not occurring near the project route; and 

• that the Venice Dual Force Main EIR took subsidence as a given with any level of 
dewatering. 

To be clear, the Legado project and the other projects to follow in the cascade in lower 
Playa del Rey if the land use rules are changed will result in large scale construction dewatering. 
In addition, given the City's own Methane Ordinance and the high groundwater and Methane at 
the Legado site and lower Playa del Rey generally, on-going dewatering will be required to keep 
the methane remediation pipes under the building "dry." Otherwise, scale will build-up and 
block the pipes. These issue have been addressed in my prior letter. 

So the potential for subsidence in Playa del Rey is at issue- not just as to the Legado 13 8 
Culver Boulevard project but as to the two other large projects Legado owns and admitted as 
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related projects in the IS/MND. Specifically, 6819 Vista Del Mar (the "Dunes") and 220 Culver 
(the "Outlaws Lot") are "Related Projects." Legado states that they plan to build 29 single 
family residences, with 4,000 square feet of retail at the Dunes. Legado states that it plans to 
build 66 Apartment Units, with 11,000 square feet of retail/pharmacy on the Outlaws Lot. 

At least one qualified Geologist, Robert Stone & Associates, has looked at dewatering 
and subsidence for a project located at 200 Culver (including 220 Culver). Again, this is across 
Vista del Mar from the 138 Culver project site. The proposed project incorporated the historic 
200 Culver Building and built a 37 foot hotel, with two stories of underground parking, on the 
220 Culver site. The Geologist predicted project dewatering would be between 200-500 gpm to 
create the require drawdown, keep the site dry for construction and avoid uplift in the clay layer 
underneath the structure-which extrapolates to 700,000 gallons a day (while not 1.728 million 
gallons, this is a huge number again). The Geologist found that the project site itself could be 
designed to avoid settlement problems but that "draw down of the ground water may increase 
settlement of structures and facilities adjacent to the excavation." Pg. 13. 

But, I fear we have a larger cumulative impact issue which must be studied in an EIR. 
Namely, Playa del Rey is connected to the Ballona aquifer, the waters of the Ballona wetlands, 
which is connected to the waters of Playa Vista, much ofwhich is underlain by the Southern 
California natural gas storage field and part of a historic oil drilling operation. Amidst this, we 
have several sources simultaneously removing water. Playa Vista is currently based on its EIR 
for Phase II dewatering for construction. Playa Vista is also dewatering for various buildings to 
support its existing methane remediation systems which per City ordinance consist of pipes 
which are kept clear of groundwater through dewatering. Again, I point you the Playa Vista EIR 
and the City's own "peer review" report for Playa Vista methane mitigation and dewatering. 
And, I'll get to the Ballona Restoration and the gas company later in this letter. 

I have attached a declaration of Dr. Bernard Endres, an engineer and scientific consultant 
with Bachelors, Masters and Ph.D. degrees in engineering and mathematics. Dr. Endres' fields 
of study involve gas migration from oil fields and underground gas storage projects and 
subsidence caused by water and fluid production. Dr. Endres is now deceased but his declaration 
lives on. 

Much of Dr. Endres' declaration is driven toward the effectiveness of the Playa Vista 
Methane Mitgation systems. That is not my focus; the City has an ordinance so be it. But Dr. 
Endres' declaration sets forth several critical facts about subsidence in Playa del Rey which must 
be considered in a full EIR, including the cumulative impacts of Playa Vista, Southern California 
Gas activities and proposed developments plural in Playa del Rey. The declaration establishes a 
fair argument regarding a potential significant subsidence issue as follows: 
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• The interconnection between Playa del Rey and Playa Vista via the Ballona aquifer 
~7 (Dr. Deverel's report also addressed connected hydro-geology). 

• That even Playa Vista's own scientific expert, Dr. Victor Jones ofETI, determined 
that extensive dewatering/degassing at the 50 foot level would be required to protect 
the Playa Vista Methane mitigation systems~l7; 

• Dr. Jones found that dewatering must be evaluated in the context of the findings by 
the US Geological Survey that Playa del Rey, including Playa Vista, is highly prone 
to subsidence ~17; 

• That US Geological Studies have detailed the extent of subsidence which has 
already occurred in the Playa del Rey area and attributed that largest part to 
groundwater extraction in the Playa del Rey area ~18; and 

• That any dewatering at Playa Vista will have a near-immediate impact on the 
ongoing subsidence in the Playa del Rey area, which includes Playa Vista ~20. 

There is good reason to conclude that dewatering for the 138 Culver building alone, at 
much greater levels than Playa Vista Phase I, will result in subsidence based on Dr. Endres' 
Declaration, the City's own Venice Dual Force Main EIR and the findings of Robert Stone & 

Associates. 

Just to make sure we have all the cumulative impacts listed so we can study them in an 
EIR, I also note that the Army Corp. of Engineers is in the process of"restoring" the wetlands 
and will be altering the water flows based on published accounts. Dr. Endres again documented 
the on-going water removal by Southern California Gas to support its gas storage operation. I 
have attached a letter from Dr. Endres to Dana Prevost, of the Los Angeles Planning Department, 
dated February 15, 2001. The letter expounds on the subsidence problem as existing and 
measured and at paragraph 8 explains the role of Southern California Gas through water 
removal. 

I would like to note that a review of City Council files found millions of dollars being 
paid to purchase homes in Playa del Rey as a result of subsidence. The alleged cause was 
defects in the North Sewer Outfall construction but the theory of liability was most interesting. 
Namely, the City Attorney's Office found that if the City was a contributor or at fault for even 
part, it was liable for the whole. Here we have an EIR for the Venice Dual Force Main which 
frankly admits that it will dewater and mitigates the risk to the extent possible. But, nevertheless 
there will be dewatering associated. Legado on the other hand is truly opening the dam and 
pumping like crazy but at the end of the day who will pay? The City will be standing with the 
money and the deep pocket as Playa del Rey sinks. Why expose the City to this type of liability 
for Legado to remodel lower Playa del Rey in violation of the Coastal Act? 
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Finally, I would like to note that the Coastal Act has health and safety components which 

are more effective in assessing cumulative impacts than CEQA. So if we cannot get an EIR via 

CEQA to address all of the related issues, we should be able to require an interconnected study to 

make the findings of compliance with the Coastal Act required to issue a Coastal Development 

permit. I note that the Coastal Commission itself has been very active in dewatering and 

subsidence issues adjacent to wetlands. I cite Shea Homes and Bolsa Chica where the Coastal 

Commission addressed exactly these issues through study and mitigation. The Second 

Addendum to Staff Report dated October 5, 2011 is attached. I am not suggesting that the Shea 

Homes solution would work in a pre-populated area, for the Legado project, for the Playa del 

Rey cumulative impacts or the Playa del Rey soils-just that there is plenty of room for the City 

to assert control over, and understand the whole spectrum, and get it right. 

Very truly yours, 

0~ V11 . 
Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

cc: Mike Bonin 
Tricia Keane 
Fred Sutton 
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Di£CLA.RAIION OF BERNARD ENDRE& 

1, Bernard Endres, declare as follows: 

1. T am a sdf .. employcd engineer and. scientific consultant, and I have been 

employed in this capacity for the pa~t 25 years. 

2. J bold Bachelors, Ma.'Sters and Ph.D. degrees in engineering and mathematics, 

and I have worked professionally in these 11eld3 for the past 45 years. 

3. Since the year l985 I have specialized i~ two areas of engineering tmu.ly::>is and 

::~cientific research. Areal has involyed.gM mjgration from oilfields l!lld undergroutld gas 

(rtorage ·p~ject, including the envlronm~ntuJ hnz.ards t:reated thereby in urban enviromne.nts. 

Area 2 has involved the study of subsidence caused by 'water m1d Jluid production from 

aquifers and oilfields. 

4. Since 1992.. nnd continuing to the prese11t, I have performed detailed studies of 

the gas migration and subsidence hazards in the Playa Del Rey area of the City of Los Angeles~ 

including in rhe immediate ·vicinity of the Playa Vista Real Estate Project. The study resul!s 

have been reported to the City of Los Angeleg 11, b(llh engineering report form and by briefings 

presented to high level personnel affiliated wjth the City ofl.QI.l Angeles .Department of 
.. 

Building and Safety ("LADBS"). 

5. I was instrumental in t-•:onvincing the LADBS of the need to investigate the gas 

migration haz.ard<> existing at the Playa Vista Real r.:state Project, through the use of deep soi.i 

gas probes. J~ADBS, in response, undertook these investiguLions pgjQ~ Grading Permits were 

issued for the initial construction work that took place at. the Playa Vista Real Estate Pwjecr. 

6. The LADBS employed the services of Exploration Technologies, Inc. (ETI) of 

Houston~ Texas, under the direction ofD1·, Victor Jones, to serve as !lcientjfic consultants to the 

-1 .. 
SUPPLEMli:NTAL OliJJt:Cl'TON AND DEMAND 
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City of Los Angeles regarding the ga.~ migration hazards. ETI undertook an extensive .ortudy of 

the Playa Vista soi I ga~ conditions using both l'lhallow and deep soil gas probes. These studies 

identified very haza.rdou.~ soil gas conditions extending to the most severe levels discovered at 

depths of approximately 50 feet below ground level. 

7. These studies confirmed my earlier scientific f'mdiugs, based on hydrology 

studies. that the true gas migration hazards a1 this location were centrally associated with the ~ ._ .. 
~ 

"50 Fool Gravel" or Ilallona Aquiter, that had been extensively researched by Dr. Polland, 

when he worked aq a hydrologist for the State of California. Dr. Polland called tbe primary 

area of concern the ''50 Foot Gravel," because beg1nning at an approximate depth of 50 feet 

below the ground surface, a highly permeable sand and gravel 7.nne begins, and extends 10 a 

depth of several hundred feet. 'Ibis zone was created over geologic time by the flow of the 

original path of the Los Angeles Riverbed. This riverbed flowed in a down-dip direction 

toward the Pacific Ocenn in an upproximately easHo~west directi~)n. 

R. This sand and gravel zone directly ov~':rlies the Playa Del Rey Oilfield, that was 

converted to a very large underground gas storage oper.ati~m beginning in 1942. Billions of 

cubic feet of natural gas are routinely imported from gas supplies located largely in Texas and 

Oklahoma. This gas is pumped 1nto the old (1i1field under very high pressur~ using aurfaoo 

locnted compressors. 

9. Beginning in the 1920's and 1930's hundreds o"foilwells were drilled into the 

Playa Del Rey Oilfield in pursuit of oil and ga~ productiol), Many ()fthese well~ int.ercept the 

gas storage zones that are operated under high pressure, with the pressw·e selected to maxir~_ 

storage capacity, _but~ to _.minimizt; the gas Jellkll that occur along the old wellborcs, largely in 

the permeable zones located between the drill holes and the old steel casings of the oilwells. 

SUPPI,EMEN'l'At. OAJRCTION AND DF.MANU 
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10. 111ese old wellbores intercept the "50 Foot Grovel" :ume, that i.s described 

' above. When the upward leaking gases reach t.he "50 Foot Gravel" they spread out 

lethargit:ally over large areas by migrating up-dip (viz., in nn easterly direction), directly along. 

the alignment of the old 'Los Angeles Riverbed. Much of the gas is tr~pped in localized f'71S 

collector zones that concentrate pressurized gas pockets as numerous undulation areas formed 

between an upper sand and gravel zone and a clay layer exlending to a depth of approximately 

50 :feet, and located: at the interface of the "50 Foot Gravel;' as described above. 

11.. . The above described "gas pockets" were extensively investigated by ETI, on 

behalf of: the City of Los Angeles, and recommendations were prepared by Dr. Victor Jones of 

BTl regarding implementing necessary rrutigation measures. ln summary, he advised the City 

of Los Angeles LADBS that the Playa Vista Real Estate Project could not be built safely unless 

the 50 :Foot Gravel zooes were degassed. Dt. victor Jones proposed m1 extensive water 

"Pump-·and·-Treaf' procedure that would have allowed both the venting of the ftee gas, as well 

as the degassing of the dissolved gas contained within 1he ·~so F~Jot Gravel.'• This was in 

rec-cgnition ~f the. scientific reality that t:he degassing could Otlt be pe.rfonned using merely 

passive vent pipes extended from the surface. into the shallow gas :tones. 

12. The gas migratiozt, hydrology col.lditions, and mjtigau,)n measun~s were found-

lhrougb extertsive investigation- to closely parallel thegns conditions existing below the 

explosion site of the Rost:J Department Store in the Fairfax area of Los Angeles in l985. That 

explosion was caused by a huild~up of gas pressure from leaking oilfield gases fi·01n. the Salt 

Lake Oilfield into n gas pocket located approximately 50 feet below grouncd surface, directly 

helow the explosion site and the continuiug surface Imming of gas thereafter. The "Anthony 

Vent Well" was drilied into the gas pocket relieving the gas pressure, and eventually allowing 

the flames to be extinguished by the City ot'Los Angeles Fire Department. 

S\JP1'LEMF.NTA 1... OBJECTION AND DEMAND 
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13. This 1985 incident led the City of Lo::: Angeles to form a. large Task Force to 

hwcstigate tbc cause of the explosion, <1.!1d develop mitigation measures to prevent a 

reoccurrence. This Task Force developed the detailed d!!si.gn and construction features of the 

"Anthony Venl Well," that UP,OU constructio:n allowed !.he immediate gas hazards to be 

mitigated. 

14. ln 1989 thcie was a near ~ fif the gas hazard conditions that had calJscd the 

1985 explosion nnd gas t1res. The City ofLmJ Angeles discovered that the Anthony Vent Well 

had ~ome ~t~ by the infiltration ofwatc:r and scale build~up in the perforations used at 

the base of the vent well located at a depth of approximately 50 feet. These proble1113 led to the 

fmmatior1 of a second Task Force by th~ City of Los Angeles. The study result.~ identHied the 

extreme criticality ofn..~,:!!, allowing the water table to rise above the vent pipe perforations 

located at ~n approximate depth of SO feet. Also. it was totind critical not to allow §.;:Dl~ 

build-up to occur within the perforatiom ut this depth, lnrgely·ca.used hy microbial activity 

occurring witbin the water nnd gn!'l buhbl~ interieco at this depth . 

l5. F. or the foregoing reasons, and because extensive research has been performed 

on these detailed ga..'i migratit>l.l h.azurds and topics, since the 19&5 explosion, today the 

problt.'m.~ have bet.'Il well docmnented in the scientific literature. Detailed discussions of these 

topics are set forlh in a textbook on Gas Migration that I co-authored. 

16. The above findings and research confirm tha1 degassing of the high-pressure gas 

pockets existing in the "50 Foot Gravel" at Playu Vista £!1.!Jmzt be accomplished by way of 

drill.ing pas~ive ve11t wells into these areas. In particular, the perforations used at the base of 

the vent wells will become dogged with water inl.tUsion and scale buifd .. up in the ~~tme manner 

that the Anthony Vent We.U clogged in the 19&9 t1me period, ~d nearly ca.used a repeat 

explosion of tbe 1985 Ross l)l:)partment Store explosi<ln. 

-4-
SUl'l'LEM"ENiAL OBJ£CTlON AND PEMANf> 
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17. It is necessary to perfon:n extensive dewatering, as dctt--rmined by Dr. Victor 

Jones ofETI, to perform. adequate degassing ofthe 50~Foot Gravel. This dewatering must be 

evaluated in the context that the subject area at Playa Del Rey, in~;luding Playa Vista, has been 

categorized by the United States Geological S\Jrvey as a highly subsidence-prone Hre.a. 

1&. Official studies performed by the State of California have detailed the extent of 

the: subsidence that hns already O?corred Jn thi.~ subsidence-prone a-rea. these studies have 

attributed the largest component of this subsidence to groundwater extraction in the Playa Del 

R.ey area. However, large quantities of fluids thai are being continually produced from the 

Plays Del Rey Oilfie.ld are also a signit1cru1t commingling conb.ibution ofr.he overall 

subsidence pt·oblem recogni1.ed by the United States Geological Survey, in their extensive 

surveying of the area. 

19. l have relied upo~l ad<IJtional survey data gene.rnted by. the Los Angek~$ County 

Survey Teams. who maintain permanent. and ongoing survey markers throughout the .Playa Del 

Rey area. My resultfi hnve been reported to the City ,~fLo:-~ Angeles LADBS, with emphasis 

i.lpon 1he ongoing subsidenc~ in the area of the Playa Vista sire. 

20. These result.o; reveal that f!llY amount of dewate.ring pe1forn1ed as part of tbe 

Playa Vista dcvclopmc:nt will have a ncar·imme<tiat.e impact upon the ongoing subsidence that · 

ha!i been ongoing as described above. 

I dr:clare under penalty of peJjury that the foregoing is true and correct, and if called 

npon to testify would so competently testify to the foregoing. 

DATED: March 28, 2007 

-5-
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BERNARD ENDRES, PH.D. 
3045 TUNA CANYON ROAD 

TOPANGA, CA 90290 

.. 
. .. ··. . .... . .. .. · .. .. ... ... ' 

TELEPHONE (310) 455-0023 * FACSIMILE (310) 455-3618 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING & SAFETY 
201 N. Figueroa, 3rd Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

ATTENTION: DANA PREVOST 

1 5 E'ebruary 2 0 0 1 

Re: REGIONAL GROUND SUBSIDENCE AT PLAYA VISTA, 
PLAYA DEL REY AND THE MARINA PENINSULA, AND 
RELATED GAS MIGRATION PROBJ ... EMS 

Dear Mr. Prevost: 

Pursuant to your recent request, I have prepared this 

letter as a review of issues regarding regional ground subsidence 

and the related gas migration issues in Play~ Vista, Playa del 

Rey and t.~e· : ·Marina Peninsula areas. 

(_ .. 1. SUBSIDENCE IS CAUSED BY FLUID WITHDRAWAL: 

( _ 

Fluid withdrawal from a petroleum reservoir or aquifer 

leads to the ine.vitahle result of causing land subsidence at 

t.he surface, and compaction of sands at the reservoir level. 

The compa.ction is due to a pressure decrease in the reservoir 

or aquifer, and causes the overlying formations and ·the land 

surface ~b sink. This deformation leads to fracturing of the 

geological formations in the surrounding areas, causes movement 

along existing fault structures, and damages the oil and gas 

well casings and seals. This gives rise to the upward migration 

of gas from the petroleum reservoir~ The interaction between 

subsidence a.nd gas migration is illustrated in Exhibit 1. 

~rhe geological deformation is greatest at the reservoir 

level and propagates to the surface as a bowl shaped configuration, 

as illustrated in Exhibit 2. 'l'he maximum subsidence is at. the 

~·enter of the bowl. For a petroleum :reservoir, the extent of 

.the subsidence bowl at the surface is approximately twice the 

areal extent of the reservoir. The cross-sectional distrib~tion 

of compressive and tensile stresses within the subsiding formation 

is also illustrated in Exhibit 2. 

As a gene.ral rule, the amount of subsidence experienced 

at. the surface correlates directly with the volume of fluid 

production with i n the reservoir. A CQnvenient representation 

is to plot cumulative subsidence versus time, and cumulative 

fluid production versus time in order to cha.racterize this 

correlation. The survey data and fluid production history of 

the referenced area supports this correlation. 

3 
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2. FLUID WITHDRAWAL HAS CAUSED SIGNIFICANT SUBSIDENCE AT 

PLAYA VISTA, PLAYA DEL REY AND THE MARINA PENINSULA AREAS: 

~ ,.. Fluid production of oil and brine water from ·the Playa 

\.·:) del ~ey and Venice oil fields caused nearl~ two. fee-~ c;>f. surface 

··- · subs1.dence between 1927 and 1970. The Call.fornJ.a Dl.V.J.sJ.on of 

r 

r 

·. 
I 

Oil and Gas (DOG) documented this in their Sixtieth Annual Re;port 

published in 1974. Exhibit 3 presents the iso-contours of 

subsidence from that report, showing the vertical movement in 

feet during 1937 to 1970 (viz., Figure 3 from the DOG report). 

This figure also i1lustrates the productive limits of the "Del 

Rey Hi 11 s Area, " the n Venice Area" and the "Kids on Area. " 

Exhibit 4 presents the cumulative subsidence in feet for 

the time period 1927 to 1970 for selected bench marks, aJ.ong 

with cumulative oil field production (viz., Figure 4 from the 

DOG report). 'rhese data support the following conclusions: 

1. Surface subsidence directly correlates with the 

fluid production from the oil fields. 

2. Surface subsidence directly correlates with the 

productive limits of the oil fields. 

3. The areal extent. of t .he subsidence extends well 

beyond the productive limits of the o.i.l fields. 

4. Subsidence was continuing unabated at the end of 

the measurement data in 1970. 

/ Although fluid production from these areas has continued 

to the present time, sub~idence monitoring has been ignored. 

Southern California Gas Company (SOCALGAS) has operated an exten-· 

sive oil field dewatering program within the "Del Rey Hills 

Area" and the "Venice Area" for many years. This has been necessary 

since the gas storage operations requires continuous pumping 

of brine water from these a.reas to prevent invasion of the water 

into the p.r.imary storage zone reservoir. 

'!'he average daily production from their dewatering wells 

is approximately 2,500 barrels of brine water per day. This 

would equate to over 90,000 barrels per year, or over 27 million 

barrels of fluid production between 1970 and the present. It 

is inevitable that this has contributed to the subsidence problem, 

additional geological fracturing, and additional damage to the 

oil and gas well casings and seals. 

3. CITY OF LOS ANGELES SURVEY DATA HAS CONFIRMED THE EXISTENCE 

OF A SERIOUS SUBSIDENCE PROBLEM: 

I utilized survey data generated by the City of Los Angeles 

to evaluate the extent of the subsidence problem in the Playa 

Vista Area (near Jefferson Blvd. and Lincoln Blvd.) in the vicinity 

of the Playa del Rey oil field. The data utilized is presented 

in .Exhibt t 5. 

The elevation data for a bench mark at Jefferson and Lincoln 

was as .follows ("STD SUR MON, VEN I~4, ON CENTER LINE INTER 

OF JEFf'ERSON BLVD AND LINCOLN BLVD. **GONE 1972 **"): 

·-2-
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YEAR 

1956 
1960 
1963 
1968 
1970 

TOTAL ELEVATION CHANGE: 

.· 

ELEVATION 
(FEET) 

7.057 
7.006 
6.945 
6.828 
6.790 

-.267 FEET {1956 to 1970). 

This was compared to a bench mark in the Marina l)eninsula 

Area, located near the intersection of Pacific Street and Light

house, that had a history of being a subsidence prone area. 
For example, observe the subsidence contours presented in Exhibit 

3 for this area. 

The elevation data for a bench mark in the vicinity of 

Pacific s ·treet and I .. ighthouse was as follows { .. USC & GS DISK 

MARKED P-767-1945 SET INS CURB OF BRIDGE 26.7 FT E OF CENTER 
LINE ROADWAY OF PACIFIC ST. * 3.5 FT E OF W END OF BRIDGE ** 
GONE 1986 **"). 

YEAR 

1955 
1956 
1960 
1963 
1970 

TOTAL ELEVATION CHANGE: 

ELEVATION 
(FF;Err) 

14 .• 94 7 
i4.877 
14 .. 827 
14.789 
14.682 

-.265 FEET (1955 to 1970}. 

In summary, these data establish that the Jefferson/Lincoln 

area subsided .267 feet over a 14-year interval from 1956 to 

1970. The Pacific/Lighthouse area, a well known subsidence 

prone area, subsided .265 feet over a 15-year interval from 
1955 to 1970. Accordingly, these data confirm that the subsidence 

problems caused by oil field production are widespread, and 

extend to the areas that are under development at. Playa Vista. 

No systematic monitoring of these problems has been undertaken 

since 1970. 

4 . THE SUBSIDENCE PROBLEMS IMPACT THf~ INTEGRI'fY Oft' '!'HE OIL 

AND GAS WELLS THROUGHOUT THE ARE;A: 

Fracturing of t.he geological formation and damage to the 

well casings from subsidence will cause upward migration of 

gas to the surface, exacerbating the near surface soil gas condi

tions. In the referenced area, over 200 oil wells were drilled 

and completed priot· to the onset of the significant subsidence 

discussed in this document. . Accordingly, subsidence must be 
recognized as a major contributor t.o the gas migration problems 
that have been documented at Playa Vista. 

-3-
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Exhibit 6 sets forth the location of the oil and gas wells 

within the Playa de~ Rey and Venice oil field areas. These 

areas are all interconnected with a highly permeable gravel 

zone that was forme:d by the old Los Angeles Riverbed. This 

provides a ready conduit for tlle migration of gas as it leaks 

up the old and cor-roded well casings. 1.'hese wells were dr:i . .lled 

prior to the time that significant subsidence had occurred in 

the oil fields. Accordingly, this subsidence has aggravated 

the well leakage problems. 

SOCALGAS owns all of the mineral rights in this area, 

and has been the oil field operator for many years. As a conse

quence, they have t .. he primary responsibility for monitoring 

for oil field subsidence, but have not done so. Furthermore, 

they have failed to adequately investigate the integrity of 

the many old wells in the area, and have failed to perform adequate 

soil gas studies. 

It is apparent that the gas migration problems at Playa 

Vista are strongly interrelated with the moven1ent of leaking 

gas easterly within these gravel zones as a result of being 

••swept" by the tidal forces and wave energy within these permeable 

zones. 

5 • SURFACE DEFORMATION: 

Deformation due 'to compression and extEmsion at and near 

; the land surface causers fissures in the soil and damages buildings, 

pipelines, and other structures. In the subject areas, these 

problems are complicated by the lOOt liquefaction prone region 

that has been identified in the Seismic Hazards Map published 

by t .h.e Division of Mines and Geology, and by the near surface 

water table. 

Regional water tables will remain at Ot;'!arly the same eleva

tion after local subsidence lowers the land surface. The effect 

is to decrease the depth to the water level. If the water table 

rises (relative to the land surface), higher than the bottom 

slab of a building, the uplift pressure on the structure will 

be noticeably :i.ncrease'd. ~L'his could cause the slab to eventually 

rupture. 

Likewise, the below-slab installation of a gas membrane 

barrier for gas cont.rol pnrposeE:> could be adversely impacted 

by these same uplift pressure condi ti.ons. Since the gas membra.ne 

must perform without failure over the lifetime of the structure 

(viz" exceeding 70 yeand, the long-term consequence.s of the 

subsidence must be evaluated. As a minimum, this would require 

ongoing monitoring of the subsidence problem using dedicated 

bench marks and appropriate surveying techniques. 

'rhese survey techniques have been implemented successfully 

in many oil fields throughout. the world. For example, t he city 

of Long Beach requires continuous monitoring for subsidence 

in the Wilmi ngton Field, and has an elaborate water injection 

program to mitigate the consequences of surface sinking and 

water incursion in this coastal area. 

-4-
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The city of Beverly Hills has imposed a .contractual obliga

tion upon all oil field operators within the city to monitor 

for subsiaence. This has been ongoing for at least the past 

50 years, when it was first imposed upon t 'he Occidental PetroleuJn 

operat.ions within the city. 

The city of Redondo Beach failed to impose such a require

ment on oil field operations conducted under the King Harbor 

Boat Marina. Approximately two feet of subsidence, which occurred 

over a period of 20 years of oil production, cau·ed the breakwater 

rubble barrier; constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 

to sink. A winter storm in 1988 destroyed the rubble barrier, 

and the city of Redondo Beach and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

were held liable for the · millions of dollars of damage~ that 

resulted to the shoreline structures. · They were found to have 

been negligent for failing to monitor for the subsidence and 

for their failure to take protective measures to minimize the 

risk of injury. 

It is significant to point ou·t that the level of subsidence 

measured in the Playa del Rey and Venice coastal areas through 

1970 is similar to the subsidence that ca.used the destruction 

of the King Harbor at Redondo Beach. However, it is alarming 

that this profound example of destruction has ·largely gone ignored 

as it relates to the Playa V.ist.a development. 

'J'he conduct of SOCALGAS in failing to monitor for subsi.oence 

over the past 30 years falls well below the standard of care 

for oil field operators. In addition, their refusal to perform 

approp ·iate soil gas surveys in the area has endangered public 

health and safety. 

6. LESSONS J~EARNED REGARDING SUBSIDENCE PROBLEMS THAT CAUSED 

THE COLLAPSE OF THE BALDWIN HILLS DAM; -

Another example of oil field related subsidence tha't: 

deserves careful review is the failure of the Baldwin Hills 

Dam on December 14, 1963. This facility wa.s designed, constructed 

and operated by the Departmer1t of Water and Power. It \V"as an 

earthen darn that was constructed over tl1e Inglewood oil field, 

and used a spray- on membrane barrier similar to the "lj_quid 

boot" product. The basic design was flawed because it failed 

to account for the moving and unstable soil condit_ions created 

by the subsiding oil field operated by Chevron. 

The reservoir failed so abruptly that there was not enough 

time to evacuate all of the people located in the area. The 

foundation of the dam and the membrane barrier lining ruptured 

and within hours the reservoir was empty. Five persons drowned, 

41 homes were destroyed and another 986 homes were severely 

damaged. 'l'he dam purportedly had a monitoring system capable 

of detecting leakage of water into the area below ·the membrane 

barrier. 

-5·-· 
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An investigation conducted after the dam collapse revealed 

that land subsidence and soil movement had created tears in 

the membrane barrier, allowing some water to escape and undermine 

the integrity of the dam's earthen foundation« 'rhese studies 

also revealed that the subsidence was not uniform, and caused 

differential settling across the diagonal face of the dam. None 

of this movement was monitored or accounted for in the design 

of the dam. 

These lessons learned are especially significant as they 

relate to the gas membrane barrier installed at the Fountain 

Park apartment complex. There has been no showing that this 

membrane barrier will have the capa.bili ty to withstand the geo

logical and hydrostatic forces that can be anticipated to exist 

over the lifetime of t .he structure. 

'l'he problems can be viewed as the reverse of what caused 

the Baldwin Hills Dam disaster. Gas cannot be allowed to leak 

upward through the membrane barrier. However, the membrane 

barrier must survive the forces caused by a combination of move

ments from earthquake liquefaction, oil field subsidence, multiple 

piling penetrations, and the upward pressures from a shallow 

water table. 

The pilings and stone columns have already been demonstrated 

to exacerbate the gas migration problem, placing even greater 

importance on this problem area. 

MONITORING REQUIREMENTS: 

The following conditions require monitoring and evaluation 

of their interrelations: 

1. Surfac(~ vertical an.d horizontal deformations performed 

by leveling surveys, to be conducted on an ongoing 

basis. 

2. An evaluation of fluid product.ion being carried 

out. by SOCALGAS, with an identification of well 

locations and product-ion zones. 

3. An evaluation of gas seepage from well locations 

utilizing soil gas monitoring techniques. 

4. An evaluation of the hydrology conditions existing 

within the ~.fravel aquifers within the vicinity of 

the oil and gas wells. 

5. An evaluation of the dynamic conditions of the water 

table and other piezometric surfaces, including the 

influences of tidal action and seasonal variations. 

6. An evalua·tion of the mechanical condition and well 

leakage information for al.J. of the oil and gas wells 

located i.n the Playa del Rey and Venice oil fields. 

7. Development of a gas mitigation and earthquake risk 

assessment plan consistent wit.h the problems identi

fied by this investigation. 
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•rhe cost burden for these studies should be the responsi

bity of SOCALGAS. They have responsibility for the safe operation 

of the Playa del Rey and Venice oil fields by virtue of being 

the successor in interest to the operations of these fields , 

that first began in the late 192o•s. Also, SOCALGAS has derived, 

and continues to derive, significant economic benefit by the 

continued operation of these fields as part of their gas storage 

operations. 

It is critical tha·t SOCALGAS he required to disclose all 

well record information that is within their possession. This 

is necessary to protect public health and safety, and to fac' l i

tate an independent review of the risks posed by their operations. 

For example, there is over.whelming evidence that SOCALGAS failed 

to disclose to the DOG, and to the public, important information 

regarding well leakage problems. Also, they have falsely repre

sented to the city of Los Angeles that there is no vertical 

gas migration at Playa del Rey. 

8. THEHE IS A HUGE INCOMPA'l'IBII~ITY BE'.fWEEN SOCAJ...GAS OPERATIONS 

AND RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT: 

SOCALGAS currently has an application pending before t.he 

State of California Public Utilities Commission (PUC} seeking 

authorization to sell certain residential lots within the Playa 

del Rey and Marina Peninsula areas. Previously they had sold 

ruany residential lots in these areas without obtaining approval 

from the PUC. The validity of these sales, and possible violations 

of PUC regulations is currently under review by the PUC. 

In many instances, these lot sales have result:ed in homes 

being built directly over old oil ana gas wells_ SOCALGAS has 

taken the position that the city of Los Angeles is solely respon

sible for the permitting and approval procedures regarding ·this 

residential development. On the other hand, SOCALGAS has failed 

to disclose the serious leakage problems they have experienced 

with these wells. Most of the wells that were proclaimed to 

have been abandoned to the current standards of the DOG have 

developed leaks. 

There has been a failure to evaluate the long-term conse

quences of subsidence, well leakage problems and earthquake 

hazards on these real estate developments_ This responsibility 

has been delegated to the city of Los Angeles by SOC.ALGAS without 

adequate disclosure of the public health and safety risks posed 

by their operat.ions. As a consequc='nce, virtually no mi t~igation 

measures have been imposed by the cit"y, and no monitoring pro

cedures have been required. 

The SOCAI.GAS underground gas storage operation in the 

city of Montebello had to be shut down because of well leakage 

problems into homes. Some homes had to be torn down to provide 

access to the leaking wells. In addition, homes built over 

the wells prevented appropriate monitoring of t_he gas migration 

hazards. 

-7-
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Before addition al housing constructi on is allowed in the 

Playa Vista, Playa del Rey and Marina Pe n insula a reas a thorough 

r
~~ investigation o f t he haz a rds to publ i c h ealth a nd safety must 

~~ )be perf ormed. This is dict ate d by the City of Los Angeles Build

-· .... ing Code wbi ch i s primarily intended to protect the r esident s 

t .. 

r 

in these area s who have little or no knowledge of the extreme 

dangers posed by these oil field operations. 

9. CONCLUSIONS: 

Fluid withdra,fla l f r om the Playa del Rc~y and Venice oil 

fields has created regional gro1:1nd subsiden c e that has impac·ted, 

and will continue bo impact, real estate de•velopments at Playa 

Vista, Playa del Rey and the Marina Peninsula areas. Nearly 

two feet of subsidence occurred between 1927 and 1970. However, 

there has been no systematic monitoring fo~ subsidence since 

1970. 

This is an ongoing problem since. SOCALGAS continues to 

produce large volumes of brine water from many wells in the 

area as part. of their underground gas storage operations. 

The subsidence has caused fracturing of the geological 

formation and damage to the well casings causing upward migration 

of gas to the surface, thereby exacerbating the near surface 

soil gas problen•s. 

The long-term consequences of the surface deformation 

will impact the int.egri ty of the gas membrane harriers necessary 

to protect structures from the migrating gas. 

A systems e.n9ineering approaGh is necessary in evaluating 

the interactive consequences of subsidence ,. gas migration and 

movement of gas th.t:ough the near surface aquifers from the loca

tions of the leaking we l ls. Thi s requires a detailed evaluation 

of the hydrology and t he tidal a c t ions tha1: are responsible 

for moving the gases easterly wi-thin the aquifers and under 

the Playa Vista development. 

There is an ur·ge.nt need for SOCAJ.,GAS to disclose all of 

the well record information within the ir possession in order 

to facilitate an independent investiga tion of the public health 

and safety risks posed by the oil fiel d and gas stora ge ope rations. 

A monitoring program needs to be initiated that would 

systematically evaluate the subsidence and gas migration problems 

on a regional basis in order to properly assess the hazardous 

conditions. 

Sincerely yours, 

Bernard Endres, Ph.D. 

--8-
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lnterrelmionships Among Subsidence and Seismic Activity 311 
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Figure 21-1. Schematic diagram of system relationships among the pro

duction of fluids, compaction, subsidence, and seismic activity. (Modified after 

Chilingarian eta/., 1995, fig. 1, p. 41.) 
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Since 1956 Robert Stone & Associates, Inc. 

Corporate Office: 15414 Cabrito Road, Unit A, Van Nuys, CA 91406 • (818) 989-5338 • 28545-82 Felix Valdez Avenue, Rancho California, CA 92390 • (714) 676-8382 

April 1, 1987 

Del Rey Shores, Inc. 
8055 Manchester 
Playa del Rey, California 90293 

Gentleqten: 

Job No.: 2870-01 

We are submitting our "Report of Soils Engineering Investi
gation" for the proposed three to five story hotel over two 
levels of subterranean parking, Culver Boulevard between Vista 
del Mar Lane and Pershing Drive, Playa del Rey, California, for 
Del Rey Shores, Inc. 

The scope of our investigation consisted of subsurface explor
ation, laboratory testing, engineering analysis and recommenda
tions for the proposed development. From a Geotechnical 
Engineering standpoint, it is our opinion that the proposed 
development is feasible provided the conclusions and recommenda
tions presented in the report are incorporated into the project 
design, plans and specifications. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ROBERT STONE & ASSOCIATES, !NCo 

Michael Scullin 
Vice President 

MS:rs 

(6) Del Rey Shores, Inc. 

Engineering Geology • Soil Engineering • Material Testing 
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Since 19.>6 Robert Stone & Associates, lnc . 

.._ Corporate Office: 15414 Cabrito Road, Unit A, Van Nuys, CA 91406 • (818_) 989·5338 • 28545-82 Felix Valdez Avenue, Rancho California. CA 92390 • (714) 676·8382 
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March 17, 1987 

Del Rey Shores, Inc. 
8055 Manchester Avenue Suite 405 
Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

Attention: 

Subject: . 
Mr. George Smart 

SOILS ENGINEERING INVESTIGATION 
Proposed Three to Five Story Hotel 

Job No.: 
Log No.: 

Over Two Levels of Subterranean Parking 
Culver Boulevard between Vista del Mar 
Lane and Pershing Drive 
Playa del Rey, California 

Gentlemen: 

2870-01 
11094 

This report pre.sents the data gathered during the investigations 

and our opinions regarding the soils engineering factors 

affecting the development of the subject site. 

The investigations were performed in March, 1986 and January, 

February and March, 1987 and consisted of field exploration, 

laboratory testing, engineering analysis of the field and 

laboratory data and preparation of this report. . Subsequent to 

the initial investigation, on March 25, 1986 a meeting was held 

at the Architect's office to discuss the preliminary results of 

the investigation. Those present at the meeting were Garo 

Minassian, Architect; Ron Duchaineau, builder; and Robert 

Merrill, Robert Stone & Associates, Inc. It was requested that 

the report not be completed pending further consideration of the 

development. 

Engineering Geology • Soil Engineering • Material Testing 
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Del Rey Shore, Inc 
March 17, 1987 

DESCRIPTION OF SITE 

Job No.: 
Log No.: 
Page'2 

2870-01 
11094 

The site is located on the southerly side of Culver Boulevard 

easterly of Vista del Mar Lane in the Playa del Rey area. The 

site is approximately rectangular in "plan. The site was occupied 

by existing commercial structures, associated developments and 

parking. 

The site is approximately flat from Culver Boulevard southerly 

to near the rear property line. Near the south property line a 

slope ascends at approximately 27 degrees angle to Montreal 

Street. The maximum relief across the site is approximately 37 

feet. 

The existing three-story building located adjacent to Vista del 

Mar Lane will not be involved in the development. The building 

easterly adjacent will remain, also as will the structures 

located on the slope above the site. 

An existing sewer line was observed during the field 

investigation. 

PROPOSED SITE DEVELOPMENT 

The proposed developm~nt will consist of a three to five story 

hotel with two levels of subterranean parking that will occupy 

most of the developed site. Slabs-on-grade for parking is 

anticipated. Building loads are unknown at this time. 

Robert Stone & Associates 
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Del Rey Shore, Inc 
March 17, 1987 

FIELD EXPLORATION 

Job No.: 2870-01 
Log No.: 11094 
Page·3 

Subsurface conditions were explored by drillin~ nine (9) borings 
and a test pit at the locations shown on the Plot Plan. The 
borings were drilled using a truck mounted 8-inch diameter 
hollow stem flight auger and a rotary wash rig using drilling 
mud. 

The drilling of the test borings and excavation of the pit was 
supervised by our field engineer who carefully logged the 
materials brought up from the borings and test pit. Undisturbed 
and bulk samples were collected at depths appropriate to the 
investigation. The undisturbed and bulk samples were sealed 
immediately in watertight containers for shipment to our 
laboratory. The soil sampler utilized in our investigation 
included our 2.62 inch I.D. drive barrel with 1-inch brass 
rings .. 

SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS 

Fill 

Fill was encountered in the e_xploratory borings. The fill as 
encountered in the borings consisted of medium sand with brick 
and asphalt fragments. The fill was moist and moderately .. 
compact. 

Earth Materials 

The natural ground profile consisted of sands and clayey sand, 
silty and sandy clay, claystone, overlying medium to coarse sand 

Robert Stone & Associates 
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Del Rey Shore, Inc 
March 17, 1987 

with scattered gravel. 

Job No.: 2870-01 
Log No.: 11094 
Page.4 

The soils and claystone were slightly 

moist to wet, and soft to hard and dense. 

The claystone was encountered in the borings on the easterly 

side of the site at depths of approximately 20 to 25 feet. 

However, the claystone was not encountered on the westerly side 

of the site. 

For a detailed description of the earth materials encountered in 

the exploratory borings and test pit refer to the Log of Borings 

and Test Pit attached. 

Groundwater 

Ground water was encountered in the borings at depths ranging 

from 5 to 9-1/2 feet below the existing ground surface. The 

ground water was saline and should be influenced by tidal 

changes. 

According to information received from the Harbor Masters office 

at Marina del Rey and the City of Los Angeles Engineers' Office 

the maximum tides are + 7. 2 and -1.8 feet based on a datum of mean 

low tide. The elevations at the site are based on mean seal 

level +1.85 feet above mean low tide. Thus the tide water level 

should have a maximum excursion from elevation +5.4' to -3.6' at 
... 

the site. 

Perched ground water may exist overlying the clay zone at the 

base of the ascending slope. 

Robert Stone & Associates 
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. Del Rey Shore, Inc 
March 1 7, 1 987 

Liquefaction Potential 

Job No.: 2870-01 
Log No.: 11094 
Page.5 

In order to evaluate the liquefaction potential of the on-site 

materials, standard penetration testing was conducted in 

selected borings within designated zones. 

Standard penetration testing consists of driving a standard 

split loan sampler, three consecutive 6-inch intervals with a 

140 lb. hammer dropped through a distance of 30 inches. The 

number of blows of the hammer needed to advance the pentrometer 

for ·each 6 inch interval was recorded and used to determine the 

consistency of the materials. 

The results of the standard penetration testing is shown on the 

Log of Borings. 

LABORATORY TESTING 

Classification 

Soils were classified visually to the Unified Soil 

Classification System. Classifications were supplemented by 

index tests, such as grain size and Atterberg Tests for 

representative samples. Unit weight and moisture determinations 

were performed for selected undisturbed samples • 
... 

Results of density and moisture determinations, together with 

classifications, are shown on the attached Log of Borings and 

Test Pit. 

Robert Stone & Associates 
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Load Consolidation Tests 

Job No.: 
Log No.: 
Page'6 

2870-01 
11094 

To investigate the settlement of the soils under pressure of the 

proposed foundations, load consolidation tests were performed on 

undisturbed samples of the on-site soils. Axial loads were 

carried to a maximum of 8000 lbs/sq.ft. Compressibility of the 

soils within the zone of significant stress was investigated and 

the results considered in our engineering analyses. 

plots of the load consolidation curves are attached. 

Direct Shear Test 

Graphic 

In order to determine the shearing strength of the soils, 

direct shear tests wer·e performed on representative undisturbed 

samples of the on-site soils. To simulate the field conditions, 
the samples were saturated prior to shearing. A graphic summary 

of the test results is attached. 

PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSES 

Particle size distribution tests are described by ASTM Standard 

Method D422. Testing generally takes two forms, the mechanical 

sieve procedure, for coarse grain soils, and the hydrometer 

test, for fine grain soils, procedures. 

Sieve Analysis 

The mechanical sieve analysis is designed for soil particles 

generally larger than No. 200 sieve. Dry soil is placed over a 

stack of standard sieves with known size openings. The stack is 

agitated mechanically to cause the finer soil particles to fall 

Robert Stone & Associates 
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through the larger sieves. 

Job No.: 
Log No.: 
Page'7 

2870-01 
11094 

After shaking, the amount of soil 

retained on each sieve is weighed. Accumulative weights 

retained, expressed as a percentage of the entire sample dry 

weight, are calculated. The results are expressed, as 

percentage passing the individual sieve sizes. 

Hydrometer Analysis 

The hydrometer test is designed to estimate the particle size 

distribution for the fine particles, passing the No. 200 sieve, 

not readily discernible by ordinary sieving. For this test, the 

soil sample is thoroughly whipped by a mixer, similar to a malt 

mixer, into suspension in a water solution. After mixing, the 

specific gravity of the solution is measured at selected 

intervals over a period of 24 hours. 

ATTERBERG LIMITS 

Atterberg Limits, liquid limit, and plastic limit are 

empirically peveloped tests designed to soils with similar 

cohesion characteristics. The limit values are actually 

moisture contents expressed as a percentage of dry weight for 

the given conditions. The Plastic Index is the difference 

between the liquid and plastic limits and represents the range 

of moisture content pver which the soil maintains a plastic 

consistency. Liquid and plastic limit tests are briefly 

described below • 
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The liquid limit test is described by ASTM Standard Method D423. 

A standard grooving tool is used to cut a narrow slot across a 

smothered pat of soil. The dish is t·hen lifted · repeatedly about 

0.4 inches and dropped to a hard rubber base at a rate of about 

two drops per second. The number of drops required to close the 

gap between the soil halves is recorded. The liquid limit is 

that moisture content at which 25 blows are required to close 

the soil gap. 

Plastic Limit 

The plastic limit test is described by ASTM Standard Method 

D424. Soil is rolled out into fine threads on a piece of 

frosted glass. The plastic limit is defined as that moisture 

content at the thread of soil crumbles at a diameter of 1/8 

inch. 

Permeability of Cohesive Soils (USDA 1110) 

Determination of the coefficient of permeability by falling head 

method for flow through cohesive soils. 

Unconfined Compressive Strength (ASTM:D2166) .. 

Determination of the unconfined compressive strength of cohesive 

soil in the undisturbed using either strain-controlled or 

stress-controlled application of the test load. The primary 

purpose of the unconfined compression test is to obtain quickly 
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approximate quantitative values of the compressive strength of 

soil possessing sufficient coherence to permit testing in the 

unconfined state. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOf.1MENDATIONS 

1 • GENERAL 

The proposed development is feasible from a geotechnical 

standpoint providing these recommendation are incorporated 

into the design and construction of the project. 

The completed substrudture will be located below the 

permanent ground water level and the design should include 

the following considerations: 

1. The substructure should be waterproof. This condition 

implies that buoyant forces will act upon all portions 

of the substructure below the water line. 

2. Special techniques and materials may be required for 

construction in this environment. 

3. The maximum buoyant force is estimated to be 

approximate~ 26,000 kgs. 

A number . of major considerations will need ·to be addressed 

in order to successfully construct the proposed 

development. These considerations are discussed in the 

following sections. 

Robert Stone & Associates 
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The proposed excavation for the substructure will extend to 
or close to the property line or existing structures for 
most of the site. On the westerly side, it will be a few 
feet from the existing three-story office building. 
Adjacent to Culver Boulevard and Pershing Drive the lateral 
support for the public right of way will be removed. On 
the easterly side, it will be a few feet from an existing 
off-site structure and on the south it will undercut the 
toe of an existing ascending slope. The planned cuts will 
need to be vertical and consequently will need to be 
supported. Due to the ground water condition at the site, 
the supporting structure may need to be waterproofed. 

Consideration should be given to using slurry walls or 
sheet piling for support of the vertical perimeter cuts. 
These structural elements may need additional internal 
lateral support to resist the temporary soil and possible 

hydrostatic loads. 

In order to provide temporary support for the perimeter 
walls, a wedge of soil may need to be left in place while 
the raker system is installed. It is recommended that the 
slope of the wedge not be steeper than 1-1/2:1 

" {horizontal/vertical) and that the stability of the wedge 
be analyzed. 

Slurry walls may be incorporated into the permanent 
structure. There are report in the literature where 

Robert Stone & Associates 
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careful installation of slurry walls have resulted in 
settlement of approximately 1/2 inch to adjacent existing 
structures. As shown on sections A-A 1 installation of 
slurry wall ?n the rear (easterly side} of the side may be 
complicated due to slope stability considerations. A 
contractor experienced in the installation of slurry walls 
should be contacted for specific information. 

Alternately, interlocking sheet piling may be installed 
around the perimeter of the proposed substructure. Driving 
sheet piling adjacent to the existing structure and public 
right of way may result in increased settlements. A 
contractor experienced in the installation of sheet piling 
should be contacted for more detailed information. 

Regardless of the method of support for the construction 
excavation chosen the existing facilities should be closely 
monitored in order to detect a potential adverse 
settlements lateral movement. 

As shown in the Log of Borings, the slurry wall and sheet 
piling should be installed at a depth of at least 35 feet 
along Culver Boulevard and Pershing Drive and approximately ... 
1/2 way along the westerly side. For the balance of the 
site the slurry wall and sheet piling should be installed 
at a depth of at least 5 feet below the bottom of the 
excavation into firm claystone or mudstone. 

Robert Stone & Associates 
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Because of the soft saturated soils that may be exposed in 

the bottom of the excavation stabilization of the bottom 

may be required. This may be accomplished by placement of 

a few feet of gravel on the soft soil to provide a stable 

working platform. 

3. DEWATERING 

A wide variety of earth materials were encountered in the 

borings and test pit. The materials varied from poorly 

graded sands to claystone/mudstone and many intermediate 

combinations. The estimated permeabili ties showed a wide 

variation. The permeabilities ranged from 9xHr6 em/sec., 

for B-5@23' which is classified as HH, to 2xl0"2 em/sec., 

for B-5@38' which is classified as SP. 

The estimated uplift on the clay zone overlying the sands 

at a depth of approximately 35 feet exceeds the buoyant 

weight of the claystone/mudstone and indicates a potential 

problem with bottom heave. The maximum hydrostatic 

pressure on the bottom of the clay zone should not exceed 

80% of the buoyant weigh~ of the overlying materials. 

Consequently, dewatering of the sands below the clay zone 

will be required. 
' 

In order to provide a clear construction area, the 

dewatering system usually is installed outside the sheet 

piling and typically may consist of a 30 inch diameter well 

with a submersible pump. Depending upon the spacing and 
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draw down required, the well could be capable of discharge 

rates of approximately 200-500 gpm and should be designed 

so that internal piping would be controlled. The design of 

the system including the sp~cing and size of wells should 

be done by an experienced dewatering contractor. Draw down 

of the ground water may increase settlement of structures 

and facilities adjacent to the excavation. 

Discharge of the pumped water into a storm drain would be 

subject to approval by the controlling agency and would 

also require approval by the Water Quality Agency. 

Piezometers should be installed into the sand underlying 

the clay zone, within the construction are, to monitor the 

ground water pressures. 

4. FOUNDATION DESIGN 

A. Type of Foundation 

The structure may be supported on driven piles founded 

in the underlying stiff claystone/mudstone or dense 

sands and gravel encountered in the borings at depths 

ranging from approximately 22 and 35 feet below the 

existing gro~nd surface. The piles should be designed 

for both compression and extension, if indicated by 

the resultant buoyancy. 
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1. Hard driving into the dense sands and gravel 

should be anticipated. 

2. Piles should be designed in accordance with 

the attached Pile Design Chart. 

3. Where piles will act in groups, the single 

pile allowable load should be reduded in 

accordance with the following reduction 

formulae: 

E = 1 -d [ ( m-1 ) n + m ( n-1 ) + /2 ( m-1 ) ( n-1 ) ] 

1T s mn 

Where: E = pile group efficiency 

d = diameter of pile, feet 

m = number of piles per row 

n = number of rows 

s .:: pile spacing c . to c. ; feet 

Piles should be installed not closer than 2-1/2 

diameter center to center. 

Robert Stone & Associat~s 
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Slurry walls may · be supported on the stiff 

claystone/mudstone or dense sands and gravel found at 

depth of approximately 25 and 35 feet in the borings. 

Retaining Wall 

Retaining wall may be supported on dense terrace 

materials as found at a depth of 3 feet in TP-1. The 

footing should be founded at a depth of 2 feet below 

the lowest adjacent finished grade. 

B. Bearing Pressure 

Slurry walls founded as recommended may be designed 

for a maximum bearing value of 2500 pcf for continuous 

footings. 

Retaining wall founded as recommended may be designed 

for a maximum bearing value of 3000 pcf. 

The recommended bearing values may be increased by 1/3 

when designing for wind and seismic forces. 

C. Expected Settlements 

Settlement of slurry wall footings can not be 

estimated using the usual analysis methods. Estimates 
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of settlement should be provided by an experienced 

contractor. 

Settlement of piles drlven into hard or dense 

materials is expected to be nominal. Differential 

settlement is estimated to be approximately 1/4 inch 

between piles with similar loading. When the 

structural configuration and loading has been 

determined, a settlement analysis can be performed if 

requested. 

Retaining walls supporting drained earth may be designed 

for active lateral pressures as follows: 

Surface Slope 
of Retained Mate.rial 

(Ho~izontal to Vertical) 

Level 

3 to 1 

2 to 1 

1-1 /2 to 1 

' 

Equivalent 
Fluid Weight 

(PCF) 

30 

38 

43 

55 

Footings for retaining walls may be designed in accordance 

with "Foundation Recommendations". 
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Perimeter walls of the substructure may be designed for the 
following approximate condition: 

1. Ground adjacent to the wall horizontal; 

a. thirty (30) psf/ft. of depth to the maximum high 
tide elevation. 

b. twenty (20) psf/ft. of depth below the high tide 

elevation plus a hydrostatic loading of 64 

psf/ft. of depth to the lower garage floor 
elevation. 

2. Ground adjacent to ' th~ wall ascending; 

a. one hundred nine (109) psf/ft of depth acting 
parallel to the ground surface as shown on the 
stabi 1 i ty calculations attached. The required 

hydrostatic load should be added to the soil 

load. 

Walls subjected to surcharge loads should be designed for 
the additional lateral pressure as determined in accordance 
with Section 91.2910 (c) of the City of Los Angeles 
Building Code. Walls should be waterproofed. 

6 • FLOOR SLAB 

The floor slab should be designed as a structural slab. It 
should be designed for both compression and uplift due to 
the hydrostatic loads. 
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The lateral resistance for footings founded in stiff 

claystone/mudstone or dense sands and gravel may be assumed 

to be 130 psf/ft. of depth to ·a maximum of 1500 psf. A 

coefficient of friction of 0.3 may be used with the dead 

load. 

The estimated positive and negative moments, depth of point 

of inflection, and zero amount for an 18 inch pile driven 

into hard claystone/mudstone or dense sand is: 1P, maximum 

positive moment; 4p, maximum negative moment; 5 ft., and 18 

feet. These values are for 1/4 inch deflection of a fixed 

head pile cap under the given lateral load, P. 

Lateral resistance for a retaining wall founded on dense 

terrace materials may be assumed to be 400 psf/ft of depth 

to a maximum value of 2000 psf. A coefficient of friction 

of 0.45 ~ay be used with the dead load. 

8. TEMPORARY EXCAVATION 

The temporary su~port for the construction excavation, 

slurry wall or interlocking sheet piling should be designed 

for the following loading: 

1. Along the rear (easterly side) of the property where 

the slope encroaches on the site the perimeter support 

should be designed for a soil load 25 psf/ft. of 
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depth, acting parallel to the ground surface, as shown 

on the stability calculations attached. 

2. Where the ground adjacent to the ~~all is essentially 

horizontal the perimeter wall should be designed for a 

load of 25 psf/ft of depth, to a depth of 10 feet, and 

35 psf/ft of depth, to the bottom of the excavation. 

Temporary supports subject to surcharge loads should be 

designed to include th~ additional surcharge calculated in 

accordance with City of Los Angeles Building Code Section 

91.2910 (c). 

The temporary support should not be surcharged by 

construction equipment; in addition, vehicular traffic 

should be kept at least six (6) feet from the temporary 

support while the excavation is open. All construction 

support should comply with the State of California 

Construc~ion Safety Orders (CAL/OSHA). 

9. LIQUEFACTION EVALUATION 

In order to evaluate the liquefaction potential of the 

site, standard p~netration testing was conducted within 

selected borings. Groundwater was encountered in the 

borings at a depth of approximately 5 feet below the 

existing ground surface. 

The results of the standard penetration testing (SPT) 

indicated that between depth ranging from approximately 10 

feet to 25 or 35 feet the finer grained saturated soils 
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should be subject to liquefaction. The dense and hard 

soils below these approximate depths should not be subject 

to liquefaction. 

The site is shown on page 292, "Evaluating Earthquake 

Hazards in the Los Angeles Region - An Earth Science 

Perspective", u.s. Geological Survey Professional Paper 

1360, and the liquefaction potential is shown between very 

low and very high. 

Due to the high groundwater the soft saturated soils at a 

shallow depths have a very high potential for liquefaction. 

10. SLOPE STABILITY 

The gross and surficial stability of the natural ascending 

slope on the site has been calculated. The calculated 

factors of safety are greater than 1.5. Also, the 

stability of the temporary excavation below the natural 

slope ha~ been calculated. The calculations are attached. 

11. BACKFILL 

All backfill of walls, footings or trenches should be 

compacted to 90 Rercent of the maximum density, and should 

be tested by the soils engineer. The on-site coarse grain 

soils are suitable to use as backfill. 
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Positive drainage away from the foundation, for a distance 

of at least 5 feet, shall be established and maintained. 

Water should not be allowed to pond. 

13. OBSERVATIONS 

Pile driving should be observed by a representative of this 

firm. The pile capacities shall be verified by calculation 

according to the Engineering New Record formulae, or 

equivalent, and additionally by static load testing, 

including uplift if this condition is determined to exist, 

of selected installed piles. 

The construction excavation shall be observed periodically 

by the Soil Engineer to verify the conditions of the site. 

14. SUPPLEMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

Due to the complexity of the project it is recommended that 

an additional investigation be conducted in order to 

provide more specific information on the subsurface 

conditions and further recommendations if required. 

15. REVIEW 

The geotechnical consultant shall review and sign the plans 

and specifications. 
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This report has been prepared for the exclusive use of Del Rey 

Shore, Inc., their design consult~nts and for the specific 

project discussed herein. The report has not been prepared for 

use by other parties and it may not contain sufficient 

information for other parties or other uses. 

The recommendations and opinions expressed in this report 

reflect our best estimate of project requirements based on 

information obtained at the exploratory boring locations on the 

dates indicated. It must be recognized, however, that 

evaluation of subsurface deposits such as those present at the 

site is subject to the influence of undisclosed and unforeseen 

variations in soil and ground water conditions that may occur at 

different times and in unexplored areas. This report has been 

prepared in accordance with generally accepted soils engineering 

practices. No other warranty, either expressed or implied, is 

made as to the professional advice provided under the terms of 

our contract and included in this report. 
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This opportunity to be of service ia sincerely appreciated. If 

you have any questions concerning this report, please do not 

hesitate to contact this office. 

Very truly yours, 

ROBERT STONE & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Ka~ 
Robert A. Merrill, R.C.E. 15274 

RAM:am 

Enclosures: Plot Plan 
Logs of Borings 
Laboratory Test Data 
Cross Section 
Stability Calculations 

Distribution: (6) Del Rey Shore, Inc. 
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3 Cal.App.5th 927 
Court of Appeal, 

Second District, Division 8, California. 

KALNEL GARDENS, LLC, Plaintiff and 
Appellant, 

v. 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES et al., Defendants and 

Respondents. 

B264434 
| 

Filed 9/29/2016 

Synopsis 

Background: Developer filed petition for a writ of 

administrative mandate seeking to overturn the city’s 

decision to halt a previously approved 15–unit housing 

project on grounds that project did not conform to 

California Coastal Act. The Superior Court, Los Angeles 

County, No. BS148403, James C. Chalfant, J., denied the 

petition, and developer appealed. 

  

Holdings: The Court of Appeal, Rubin, J., held that: 

  
[1] denial of relief under the Housing Accountability Act 

(HAA) was reviewable only by writ petition; 

  
[2] Density Bonus Act is subordinate to the California 

Coastal Act; 

  
[3] project was required to comply with Coastal Act even 

if project complied with Mello Act’s affordable housing 

requirements; 

  
[4] city was not required to find that project could not be 

accommodated on chosen site in conformity with the 

Coastal Act when rejecting project on aesthetic grounds; 

and 

  
[5] city’s decision was consistent with city’s land use plan. 

  

Affirmed. 

  

 

 

West Headnotes (7) 

 

 
[1] 

 

Environmental Law 
State preemption of local laws and actions 

 

 A fundamental purpose of the California Coastal 

Act is to ensure that state policies prevail over 

local government concerns. Cal. Pub. Res. Code 

§ 30000. 

Cases that cite this headnote 

 

 

 
[2] 

 

Mandamus 
Decisions reviewable and proper mode of 

review 

Zoning and Planning 
Further Review 

 

 Trial court’s denial of relief under the Housing 

Accountability Act (HAA) was reviewable only 

by writ petition, and thus Court of Appeals 

considering denial of developer’s petition for 

administrative mandamus to overturn city’s 

decision to halt housing project lacked 

jurisdiction on appeal to consider HAA ruling, 

even though it was part of final judgment. Cal. 

Gov’t Code § 65589.5(m). 

Cases that cite this headnote 

 

 

 
[3] 

 

Environmental Law 

Concurrent and Conflicting Statutes or 

Regulations 

 

 Density Bonus Act is subordinate to the 

California Coastal Act such that a project that 

violates the Coastal Act as the result of a density 

bonus may be denied on that basis. Cal. Gov’t 

Code § 65915(m); Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 30000. 

Cases that cite this headnote 

 

 

 
[4] Environmental Law 
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 Concurrent and Conflicting Statutes or 

Regulations 

 

 Housing project was required to comply with 

California Coastal Act, including requirement 

that design of new developments protect scenic 

views and be “visually compatible with the 

character of the surrounding areas,” even if 

project complied with Mello Act’s affordable 

housing requirements. Cal. Gov’t Code § 

65590(a); Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 30007. 

Cases that cite this headnote 

 

 

 
[5] 

 

Environmental Law 
Coastal areas, bays, and shorelines 

 

 City was not required to find that housing 

project, which previously had been granted 

density bonuses, could not be accommodated on 

chosen site in conformity with the California 

Coastal Act when rejecting project on grounds 

that project violated Act’s requirement that 

design of new developments protect scenic 

views and be “visually compatible with the 

character of the surrounding areas.” Cal. Pub. 

Res. Code §§ 30007, 30604(f). 

Cases that cite this headnote 

 

 

 
[6] 

 

Environmental Law 
Coastal areas, bays, and shorelines 

Zoning and Planning 

Family or multiple dwellings 

 

 City’s decision to deny approval of housing 

project, which had been granted density 

bonuses, on grounds that development did not 

conform to the California Coastal Act because 

its size, height, bulk, mass, and scale were 

incompatible with and harmful to the 

surrounding neighborhood, was consistent with 

city’s land use plan; plan was expressly 

designed to protect the visual and scenic 

compatibility requirements of the Coastal Act, 

and plan’s height and density policies, which 

required city to accommodate a project if it 

determined increased density caused conflict 

with Coastal Act, did not apply, as project was 

disapproved for purely aesthetic reasons 

unrelated to its density. Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 

30600.5(c). 

Cases that cite this headnote 

 

 

 
[7] 

 

Zoning and Planning 
Public and low-income housing 

 

 The Mello Act applies in two situations: (1) 

when existing low income units are demolished, 

they must be replaced with new ones, and (2) 

when new developments include low income 

housing, density bonuses apply unless the 

increased density conflicts with the California 

Coastal Act. Cal. Gov’t Code § 65590; Cal. Pub. 

Res. Code § 30000. 

See 12 Witkin, Summary of Cal. Law (10th ed. 

2005) Real Property, § 861 et seq. 

Cases that cite this headnote 

 

 

 

**115 APPEAL from a judgment of the Superior Court of 

Los Angeles County. James C. Chalfant, Judge. Affirmed. 

(Los Angeles County Super. Ct. No. BS148403) 

Attorneys and Law Firms 

Loeb & Loeb, Allan J. Abshez and Elizabeth A. 

Camacho, Los Angeles, for Plaintiff and Appellant. 

Michael N. Feuer, City Attorney, Terry Kaufmann 

Macias, Assistant City Attorney and Michael J. Bostrom, 

Deputy City Attorney for Defendants and Respondents. 

Opinion 

RUBIN, J. 

 

*935 Developer Kalnel Gardens, LLC, appeals from the 

judgment denying its petition for a writ of administrative 

mandate seeking to overturn the City of Los Angeles’s 

decision to halt a previously approved 15–unit housing 
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project in Venice. We dismiss the appeal in part as to the 

developer’s cause of action based on the Housing 

Accountability Act because the developer did not seek 

appellate review by way of a writ petition as required by 

that statute. We affirm as to the remaining causes of 

action because there is substantial evidence that the 

proposed project violated the visual and scenic elements 

requirement of the California Coastal Act, and because 

the Coastal Act takes precedence over statutes awarding 

density and height increase bonuses for proposed 

residential developments that include affordable housing 

units. 

  

 

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

In 2013, City of Los Angeles planning officials approved 

Kalnel Gardens, LLC’s proposed project to tear down a 

two-story, three-unit apartment building at the triangular 

intersection of Mildred and Ocean Avenues and Venice 

Boulevard in the Venice area. The project would include a 

total of 15 housing units: five duplexes and five single 

family homes. Kalnel was allowed to exceed the normal 

density restrictions for that location because two of the 

units would be designated for very low income **116 

households. These “density bonuses” were authorized by 

the Housing Accountability Act (Gov. Code, § 65589.5 

(HAA)), the Density Bonus Act (Gov. Code, § 65915) 

and the Mello Act (Gov. Code, § 65590).1 The low 

income housing units also entitled Kalnel to certain other 

zoning concessions, including a height variance above the 

usual 25–foot limit. As a result, the project included a flat 

roofline height of 33.75 feet and a varied roofline height 

of 40.5 feet. 

  

In addition to approving the density bonuses and height 

variances, city planning officials adopted a mitigated 

negative declaration under the California Environmental 

Quality Act (Pub. Resources Code, § 21000, et seq. 

(CEQA)). Soon after, the City’s advisory agency 

approved the project’s vesting tentative tract map, 

including findings that the project complied with the 

City’s General Plan as well as the Venice Specific Plan. 

The City’s zoning administrator also approved a coastal 

development permit under the Coastal Act (Pub. 

Resources Code, § 30000, et seq.). 

  

*936 In September 2013, a group of neighboring residents 

appealed the planning department’s various approvals 

concerning Kalnel’s project, including the coastal 

development permit. The residents contended the project 

violated the Coastal Act because its height, density, 

setbacks, and other visual and physical characteristics 

were out of step with the existing neighborhood.2 

  

At the December 2013 appeal hearing before the West 

Los Angeles Area Planning Commission (the 

Commission), numerous area residents spoke about how 

the proposed project was out of step with the unique 

character of the Venice neighborhood, which was 

described as artistic and charming. According to the 

residents, one- and two-story structures outnumbered 

taller structures in the area by a ratio of nine to one. The 

visual impact of the few taller structures that existed was 

mitigated by setbacks of as much as 200 feet, while the 

Kalnel project had the same 25–foot setback as did 

one-story homes. Many of the homes were 1920’s era 

one-story bungalows. The project’s three-story height, 

which included rooflines of up to 40 feet, would tower 

over and shadow nearby properties. The design as a whole 

was described as having solid stucco brown walls with no 

windows, articulation, or character of any kind. 

  

These concerns were echoed in a statement by Tricia 

Keane, the planning director for City Council Member 

Mike Bonin. Keane agreed that the surrounding 

neighborhood consisted primarily of one- and two-story 

single and multi-family homes. Few, if any, “reach the 

height, story, scale and mass proposed by this project.” 

The proposed project was not consistent with the 

character of the neighborhood, which she called the 

“gateway to Venice.” A Commission staff member 

confirmed that there were only a few three-story buildings 

near the site of the proposed project, with everything else 

being one story. 

  

Alan Abshez, counsel for Kalnel, said that there was a 

three-story library across the street from the project site, 

and that similar size structures could be found **117 

along nearby stretches of Venice Boulevard and Mildred 

Avenue. At bottom, however, Abshez said this was “all a 

case about affordable housing and density bonus.” Abshez 

contended that the density and height of Kalnel’s project 

were all the result of its compliance with the statutory 

requirement that the project include affordable housing. 

  

Commission Vice President Donovan said that issues 

related to the density bonus were “outside the purview” of 

the appeal hearing, which instead focused on the 

Commission’s discretionary power concerning the 

issuance of *937 coastal development permits under the 

Coastal Act. At Donovan’s suggestion the Commission 

found that the development did not conform to the 

Coastal Act because its size, height, bulk, mass, and scale 

were incompatible with and harmful to the surrounding 

neighborhood and because the setbacks were too small.3 
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Kalnel appealed the Commission’s decision to the City 

Council, which denied the appeal and adopted the 

Commission’s findings. Kalnel then brought an 

administrative mandate action against the City, alleging 

that it had violated the HAA, the Density Bonus Act, and 

the Mello Act.4 

  

Distilled, the trial court found that the City had not 

complied with the HAA and that the density bonus, height 

and setback variations initially approved for the project 

were proper under the housing density statutes and other 

City zoning plans and regulations, including the Coastal 

Commission-approved Venice Land Use Plan. Even so, 

the trial court found that the three housing density statutes 

were subordinate to the Coastal Act and that substantial 

evidence supported the City’s findings that the project 

violated that act because it was visually out of step with 

the surrounding coastal community.5 Kalnel does not 

contend that there was insufficient evidence to support the 

finding that the project violated the Coastal Act. 

Therefore, the primary issue on appeal is whether the 

Coastal Act in fact takes precedence over the various 

housing density provisions. 

  

 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

At issue in administrative mandate proceedings is whether 

the agency acted without or in excess of jurisdiction, 

whether there was a fair hearing, and whether there was a 

prejudicial abuse of discretion. An abuse of discretion 

occurs when the agency did not proceed in the manner 

required by law, its order or decision is not supported by 

the findings, or the findings are not supported by the 

evidence. (Code Civ. Proc., § 1094.5, subd. (b).) 

  

Our role is the same as the trial court’s: we review the 

administrative record to determine whether the City’s 

findings are supported by substantial *938 evidence. 

(Reddell v. California Coastal Com. (2009) 180 

Cal.App.4th 956, 962, 103 Cal.Rptr.3d 383 (Reddell).) To 

the extent interpretation of **118 a statute is involved, we 

exercise independent review and apply the well-settled 

rules of statutory construction. (Automotive Funding 

Group, Inc. v. Garamendi (2003) 114 Cal.App.4th 846, 

851, 7 Cal.Rptr.3d 912.) 

  

The fundamental rule of statutory construction is to 

ascertain the Legislature’s intent in order to give effect to 

the purpose of the law. (Pasadena Metro Blue Line 

Construction Authority v. Pacific Bell Telephone Co. 

(2006) 140 Cal.App.4th 658, 663–664, 44 Cal.Rptr.3d 

556 (Pasadena Metro Blue Line).) We first examine the 

words of the statute and try to give effect to the usual, 

ordinary import of the language while not rendering any 

language surplusage. The words must be construed in 

context and in light of the statute’s obvious nature and 

purpose. The terms of the statute must be given a 

reasonable and commonsense interpretation that is 

consistent with the Legislature’s apparent purpose and 

intention. (Id. at p. 664, 44 Cal.Rptr.3d 556.) Our 

interpretation should be practical, not technical, and 

should also result in wise policy, not mischief or 

absurdity. (Ibid.) We do not interpret statutes in isolation. 

Instead, we read every statute with reference to the entire 

scheme of law of which it is a part in order to harmonize 

the whole. (20th Century Ins. Co. v. Superior Court 

(2001) 90 Cal.App.4th 1247, 1275, 109 Cal.Rptr.2d 611.) 

  

If the statutory language is clear, we should not change it 

to accomplish a purpose that does not appear on the face 

of the statute or from its legislative history. (Pasadena 

Metro Blue Line, supra, 140 Cal.App.4th at p. 664, 44 

Cal.Rptr.3d 556.) If there is more than one reasonable 

interpretation of a statute, then it is ambiguous. (Joannou 

v. City of Rancho Palos Verdes (2013) 219 Cal.App.4th 

746, 752, 162 Cal.Rptr.3d 158 (Joannou).) If so, we turn 

to secondary rules of construction, including maxims of 

construction, the legislative history, and the wider 

historical circumstances of a statute’s enactment. (Ibid.) 

  

 

DISCUSSION 

1. Summary of the Three Housing Density Statutes 

1.1 The Housing Accountability Act (HAA) 

The HAA (§ 65589.5), known as the “anti-NIMBY law,”6 

was designed to limit the ability of local governments to 

reject or render infeasible housing developments based on 

their density without a thorough analysis of the 

“economic, social, and environmental effects of the 

action....” (§ 65589.5, subd. (b).) When a proposed 

development complies with objective general plan and 

zoning standards, including design review standards, a  

*939 local agency that intends to disapprove the project, 

or approve it on the condition that it be developed at a 

lower density, must make written findings based on 

substantial evidence that the project would have a 

specific, adverse impact on the public health or safety and 

that there are no feasible methods to mitigate or avoid 

those impacts other than disapproval of the project. (§ 

65589.5, subd. (j) (1) & (2).)7 
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1.2 The Density Bonus Act 

The Density Bonus Act (§ 65915) is designed to address 

the shortage of affordable housing in California. (Latinos 

Unidos Del Valle De Napa Y Solano v. County of Napa 

(2013) 217 Cal.App.4th 1160, 1164, 159 Cal.Rptr.3d 

284.) When a developer **119 agrees to set aside a 

certain percentage of the units in a housing development 

for low or very low income residents, the local agency 

with approval power over that development must award 

the developer both certain itemized concessions and a 

density bonus that allows an increase in density above 

what the zoning ordinances would ordinarily allow. 

(Ibid.) 

  

Local governments are required to enact ordinances that 

implement the density bonus law (§ 65915, subd. (a)), 

which the City did through Los Angeles Municipal Code 

section 12.22.A.25. The Density Bonus Act also provides 

for judicial remedies if the local agency refuses to grant 

the required density bonus. (§ 65915, subd. (d)(3).) 

  

 

1.3 The Mello Act 

The Mello Act (§§ 65590–65590.1) establishes minimum 

requirements for affordable housing within the coastal 

zone. (Pacific Palisades Bowl Mobile Estates, LLC v. City 

of Los Angeles (2012) 55 Cal.4th 783, 798, 149 

Cal.Rptr.3d 383, 288 P.3d 717 (Pacific Palisades).) It 

does this in two ways: first, by requiring the construction 

of replacement low income housing when existing 

affordable housing is demolished (§ 65590, subd. (b)); 

second, as applicable here, by requiring new affordable 

housing units as part of new developments, either at the 

site of the new development or somewhere else (§ 65590, 

subd. (d)). While a local agency must require replacement 

affordable housing when existing affordable housing is 

demolished within the coastal zone, the agency may reject 

the addition of affordable housing units in a proposed new 

development if those units are found to be not feasible. (§ 

65590, subd. (d)). Feasibility “means capable of being 

accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable 

period of time, taking into account economic, 

environmental, social, and technical factors.” (§ 65590, 

subd. (g)(3).) 

  

 

*940 2. The Coastal Act 

The court in Pacific Palisades, supra, 55 Cal.4th at pages 

793–794, 149 Cal.Rptr.3d 383, 288 P.3d 717, gave a 

detailed description of the Coastal Act, which we 

paraphrase below. 

  

The Coastal Act (Pub. Resources Code, § 30000, et seq.), 

is a comprehensive scheme to govern land use planning 

for the state’s entire coastal zone. As part of its enactment 

the Legislature made several findings: That the coastal 

zone “is a distinct and valuable natural resource of vital 

and enduring interest to all the people”; that permanent 

protection of the state’s natural and scenic resources is of 

paramount concern; that “it is necessary to protect the 

ecological balance of the coastal zone”; and that “existing 

developed uses, and future developments that are 

carefully planned and developed consistent with the 

policies of [the Coastal Act], are essential to the economic 

and social well-being of the people of this state....” (Pub. 

Resources Code, § 30001, subds. (a) and (d).) 

  

The Coastal Act is to be “liberally construed to 

accomplish its purposes and objectives.” (Pub. Resources 

Code, § 30009.) In almost all cases, any development 

within the coastal zone requires a coastal development 

permit in addition to any other permits required by law 

from state or local governments or state and local 

agencies. (Pub. Resources Code, § 30600, subd. (a).) 

  

The Coastal Act relies heavily on local government “to 

achieve maximum responsiveness to local conditions, 

accountability, and public accessibility....” (Pub. 

Resources Code, § 30004, subd. (a).) It requires local 

governments to develop local coastal programs, 

comprised of a land use plan and implementing 

ordinances to promote the Coastal Act’s objectives. ( 

**120 Pub. Resources Code, §§ 30004, subd. (a); 

30001.5; 30500–30526.) In 2001 the Coastal Commission 

certified the City’s Venice Land Use Plan as the local 

coastal program governing the City’s issuance of coastal 

development permits. 

  
[1]Once the Coastal Commission certifies a local 

government’s program, the Coastal Commission delegates 

authority over coastal development permits to the local 

government. (Pub. Resources Code, §§ 30519, subd. (a); 

30600.5, subds. (a), (b) & (c).) Under the Coastal Act, the 

local coastal program and development permits issued by 

local agencies are not just matters of local law. Instead, 

they embody state policy. A fundamental purpose of the 

Coastal Act is to ensure that state policies prevail over 

local government concerns. 

  

 

*941 3. The Appeal Must Be Dismissed in Part Because 

Kalnel Did Not File a Writ Petition as Required by the 

Housing Accountability Act 
[2]Kalnel’s first cause of action was for violation of the 

HAA. Even though the trial court concluded the City had 

violated the HAA, it denied relief under the Coastal Act. 

Nevertheless, Kalnel purports to appeal the denial of its 
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HAA claim. The City contends that we must dismiss that 

portion of the appeal because Kalnel was required to 

obtain appellate review of its HAA claim by way of a writ 

petition. 

  

Subdivision (m) of section 65589.5 provides that actions 

brought to enforce the HAA shall be brought as 

administrative mandate actions. Subdivision (m) also 

provides the mechanism for appellate review in such 

cases: “Upon entry of the trial court’s order, a party shall, 

in order to obtain appellate review of the order, file a 

petition within 20 days after service upon it of a written 

notice of the entry of the order, or within such further 

time not exceeding an additional 20 days as the trial court 

may for good cause allow. If the local agency appeals the 

judgment of the trial court, the local agency shall post a 

bond, in an amount to be determined by the court, to the 

benefit of the plaintiff if the plaintiff is the project 

applicant.” (Italics added.) 

  

Kalnel did not ask for an additional 20 days in which to 

file a writ petition, and did not file a writ petition at all. 

Instead, within 60 days after service of notice that 

judgment had been entered it filed a notice of appeal as to 

the entire judgment. The City contends that we have no 

jurisdiction to consider Kalnel’s challenge to the 

judgment insofar as the HAA cause of action is 

concerned. We agree. 

  

Because the statute mentions appellate review of a trial 

court order, but goes on to require a bond when a local 

agency appeals a judgment, Kalnel contends that the 

statute requires a writ petition only when interlocutory 

relief is sought from a trial court order in an action under 

the HAA. The legislative history of the HAA leads us to 

reject this contention. 

  

As originally introduced, and as first amended, section 

65589.5 did not mention the procedure for seeking 

appellate review in HAA actions. (Legis. Counsel’s Dig., 

Sen. Bill No. 575 (2005–2006 Reg. Sess.).) Subdivision 

(m) was added as part of a June 7, 2005, amendment, and 

provided that, after a trial ended, “[u]pon entry of the trial 

court’s order [denying relief], a party shall, in order to 

obtain appellate review of the order,” file a writ petition 

within 20 days, with the trial court permitted to extend 

that period by up to 20 more days. If the local agency 

appealed the judgment, then the agency would have to 

post a bond. *942 (Legis. Counsel’s Dig., supra, at pp. 

9–10, italics added.) 

  

The only parties who can be denied relief in an HAA 

action are developers such as Kalnel who are challenging 

a local agency’s **121 disapproval of a proposed 

development. Appellate review of an order denying relief 

in such an action must therefore refer to a trial court 

judgment in favor of the local agency whose decision has 

been challenged, not to some unspecified interlocutory 

order. 

  

SB 575 amended subdivision (m) to its current form on 

June 16, 2005, by deleting the limiting phrase “denying 

relief” from the mandatory writ procedure. Just as 

amendments to existing legislation are indicative of 

legislative intent to broaden or restrict the scope of a 

statute (Lockheed Martin Corp. v. Workers’ Comp. 

Appeals Board (2002) 96 Cal.App.4th 1237, 1245, 117 

Cal.Rptr.2d 865), so too is the evolution of proposed 

legislation from its introduction to its final form. 

(Quarterman v. Kefauver (1997) 55 Cal.App.4th 1366, 

1373, 64 Cal.Rptr.2d 741.) Instead of requiring a writ 

petition by only a party denied relief in an HAA 

action—which must mean developers—the Legislature 

must have intended to expand the writ requirement to all 

parties in HAA actions. 

  

Our conclusion is bolstered by the Legislative’s Counsel 

Digest, which is the official summary of the legal effect 

of a bill and is relied upon by the Legislature throughout 

the legislative process. (Joannou, supra, 219 Cal.App.4th 

at p. 759, 162 Cal.Rptr.3d 158.) Although it is not 

binding, the digest is entitled to great weight. (Ibid.) In 

describing every version of SB 575 from the time 

subdivision (m) was first added and then amended to 

delete the “denying relief” language, the digest stated that 

the bill would “specify procedures for appeal of the 

court’s order.” (Legis. Counsel’s Dig., supra, italics 

added.) It appears to us that the Legislature: (1) loosely 

interchanged the term “appeal” as an alternative for 

appellate review by way of writ proceedings; and (2) 

intended “order” to mean the final judgment in an HAA 

action. In other words, the final order in an HAA action 

was not an appealable judgment or order under Code of 

Civil Procedure section 904.1. 

  

The City also contends that the HAA writ review 

provision is substantially similar to the California Public 

Records Act. (§ 6250, et seq.) The losing party in a Public 

Records Act case must also file a writ petition within 20 

days of the trial court’s order (§ 6259, subd. (c).) Under 

that provision, the failure to do so divests the appellate 

court of jurisdiction, a defect that cannot be remedied by 

treating a notice of appeal as a writ petition if the notice 

of *943 appeal was filed after the 20–day writ petition 

deadline. (MinCal Consumer Law Group v. Carlsbad 

Police Dept. (2013) 214 Cal.App.4th 259, 265, 153 

Cal.Rptr.3d 577.) 
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As Kalnel points out, however, section 6259, subdivision 

(c) expressly states that an order of the court in a Public 

Records Act case “is not a final judgment or order within 

the meaning of Section 904.1 of the Code of Civil 

Procedure from which an appeal may be taken, but shall 

be immediately reviewable by petition to the appellate 

court for the issuance of an extraordinary writ” within 20 

days after notice of entry of order is served. Because the 

HAA contains no such express limitation on the right to 

appeal, Kalnel contends that judgments in HAA actions 

are as appealable as any other final judgment. 

  

We agree that the requirement to seek writ relief as the 

only avenue of appellate review in HAA actions would 

have been clearer if the Legislature had chosen the same 

express limiting language found in the Public Records 

Act. Even so, in light of the legislative history of section 

65589.5, subdivision (m), we see no other reasonable 

construction of the statement that a party to an HAA 

action must file a writ petition within 20 days of service 

of notice **122 of entry of the adverse order “in order to 

obtain appellate review.” We therefore dismiss Kalnel’s 

appeal of the HAA order even though it is part of a final 

judgment.8 

  

 

4. The Density Bonus Act Is Subordinate to the Coastal 

Act 
[3]The Density Bonus Act (§ 65915) states: “Nothing in 

this section shall be construed to supersede or in any way 

alter or lessen the effect or application of the [Coastal 

Act].” (§ 65915, subd. (m).) As the City observes, this 

language is a clear expression of legislative intent that the 

Density Bonus Act is subordinate to the Coastal Act. 

  

Kalnel disagrees, relying on a provision of the Density 

Bonus Act stating that the grant of a density bonus or 

concession “shall not be interpreted, in and of itself, to 

require ... a local coastal plan amendment.” (§ 65915, 

subds. (f)(5), (j).) 

  

The language of subdivision (m) could not be clearer: the 

Density Bonus Act does not supersede the Coastal Act or 

in any way alter *944 or lessen its effect. The plain 

language of the provision therefore governs. (Drouet v. 

Superior Court (2003) 31 Cal.4th 583, 593, 3 Cal.Rptr.3d 

205, 73 P.3d 1185.) That the mere grant of a density 

bonus or concession does not require a coastal plan 

amendment does not raise a conflict with, or create an 

ambiguity in, the plain meaning of subdivision (m) or 

otherwise suggest that the Coastal Act takes a back seat to 

the Density Bonus Act. 

  

Kalnel also contends that other legislative provisions 

declaring the vital importance of encouraging affordable 

housing somehow alter the plain meaning of section 

65915, subdivision (m). (§§ 65580, subd. (a) [housing 

availability to persons of all economic means is priority of 

highest order]; 65589.5, subd. (g) [lack of affordable 

housing is a critical statewide problem].) We disagree. 

  

First, we are construing the Density Bonus Act (Gov. 

Code, § 65915), not those other provisions, and, as just 

discussed, under that law the Coastal Act takes 

precedence. Second, the Coastal Act seems to strike a 

balanced pose between the policies of affordable housing 

and coastal protection, stating only that it is “important ... 

to encourage the protection of existing and the provision 

of new affordable housing” within the coastal zone. (Pub. 

Resources Code, § 30604, subd. (g).) As a result, under 

that provision, density bonuses granted under the HAA 

(Gov. Code, § 65985.5) or the Density Bonus Act (Gov. 

Code, § 65915) may be denied if the local agency issuing 

a coastal development permit finds that the project 

“cannot feasibly be accommodated on the site in a manner 

that is in conformity with” the Coastal Act. (Pub. 

Resources Code, § 30604, subd. (f).) We find this 

consistent with the Coastal Act’s statement that protecting 

coastal resources is a “paramount concern” because those 

resources are of “vital and enduring interest.” (Pub. 

Resources Code, § 30001, subds. (a), (d).) 

  

In short, the Legislature appears to have struck a balance 

between the Coastal Act and the Density Bonus Act by 

requiring local agencies to grant density bonuses unless 

doing so would violate the Coastal Act. We therefore hold 

that section 65915 is subordinate to the Coastal Act and 

that a project that violates the Coastal Act as **123 the 

result of a density bonus may be denied on that basis.9 

  

 

5. The Mello Act Is Also Subordinate to the Coastal Act 

Determining the relationship between the Mello Act and 

the Coastal Act is not as clear cut a task. Unlike the 

Density Bonus Act (Gov. Code, § 65915), the *945 Mello 

Act does not state that the Coastal Act supersedes it. 

Instead, the Mello Act states that it “shall apply within the 

coastal zone as defined by the Coastal Act.” (Gov. Code, 

§ 65590, subd. (a).) The Coastal Act also provides that 

“[n]othing in this division shall exempt local governments 

from meeting the requirements of state and federal law 

with respect to providing low- and moderate-income 

housing, replacement housing, relocation benefits, or any 

other obligation related to housing imposed by existing 

law or any law hereafter enacted.” (Pub. Resources Code, 

§ 30007.) 

  

Standing alone, these two provisions might be construed 
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as giving the Mello Act primacy over the Coastal Act. 

However, the Coastal Act also requires that the design of 

new developments protect scenic views and be “visually 

compatible with the character of the surrounding areas.” 

(Pub. Resources Code, § 30251.) That was the basis of the 

City’s decision to reject the Kalnel project, and on appeal 

Kalnel does not contend there was insufficient evidence 

to support that finding. 

  
[4]In the face of an undisputed Coastal Act violation, does 

Public Resources Code section 30007 require that the City 

stand down from enforcing the Coastal Act in order to 

comply with the Mello Act? 

  

We begin with the Mello Act itself, which states only that 

it “shall apply” in the coastal zone. Under Kalnel’s 

interpretation, the Mello Act supersedes the Coastal Act, 

requiring approval of increased density affordable 

housing developments even if they violate Coastal Act 

provisions. However, the Legislature knows how to 

expressly state that one statute supersedes another, but did 

not do so here. In the absence of such an express 

declaration of legislative intent, we will not presume that 

the Legislature intended to do so if we can harmonize the 

Mello Act with the Coastal Act. (Apartment Assn. of Los 

Angeles County, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (2009) 173 

Cal.App.4th 13, 18, 92 Cal.Rptr.3d 441; Sacramento 

Newspaper Guild v. Sacramento County Board of 

Supervisors (1968) 263 Cal.App.2d 41, 54–55, 69 

Cal.Rptr. 480.) As set forth below, we conclude they can 

be harmonized. 

  

We next turn to Public Resources Code section 30007.5, 

where the Legislature has provided interpretive guidance 

in reconciling conflicting Coastal Act Provisions: “The 

Legislature further finds and recognizes that conflicts may 

occur between one or more policies of this division. The 

Legislature therefore declares that in carrying out the 

provisions of this division such conflicts be resolved in a 

manner which on balance is the most protective of 

significant coastal resources. In this context, the 

Legislature declares that broad policies which, for 

example, serve to concentrate development in close 

proximity to urban and employment centers may be  

*946 more protective, overall, than specific wildlife 

habitat and other similar resource policies.” (Pub. 

Resources Code, § 30007.5.) The Coastal Act must “be 

liberally construed to accomplish its purposes and 

objectives.” (Pub. Resources Code, § 30009.) 

  

**124 As discussed above, the Coastal Act states that 

although affordable housing is encouraged within the 

coastal zone, density bonuses may be reduced if the 

increased density is incompatible with the Coastal Act. 

(Pub. Resources Code, § 30604, subd. (f).) As we read it, 

this provision subordinates affordable housing density 

bonuses to the Coastal Act, in apparent contradiction to 

Public Resources Code section 30007. We must resolve 

that conflict in the manner that is most protective of 

coastal resources, and do so through a liberal construction 

that will accomplish the Coastal Act’s purpose and 

objectives. (Pub. Resources Code, §§ 30007.5, 30009.) 

  

As also noted above, this case involves an undisputed 

violation of Public Resources Code section 30251, which 

requires development design that protects scenic views 

and is “visually compatible with the character of the 

surrounding areas.” The Coastal Act contains several 

other directives that could also clash with the Mello Act: 

preventing intrusion into environmentally sensitive areas 

(Pub. Resources Code, § 30240); maintaining public 

access to the coast (Pub. Resources Code, § 30252); and 

in the case of new development, protecting special 

communities and neighborhoods with unique 

characteristics that are popular visitor destination points 

for recreational uses (Pub. Resources Code, § 30253, 

subd. (e)).10 

  

Which interpretation is most protective of coastal 

resources? One that requires Mello Act housing even if it 

blocks coastal access, intrudes into environmentally 

sensitive areas, or is visually incompatible with existing 

uses, or one that requires application of the Mello Act’s 

affordable housing requirements within the coastal zone 

so long as those housing projects abide by the Coastal 

Act’s overall protective provisions? Remembering the 

Legislature’s statements that protecting coastal resources 

is a paramount concern because those resources are of 

vital and enduring interest, it seems clear that the latter 

interpretation must prevail. We therefore conclude that 

Kalnel’s project was still subject to the Coastal Act 

despite its compliance with the Mello Act. Accordingly, 

the City properly rejected the project pursuant to Public 

Resources Code section 30251.11 

  

 

*947 6. The City Was Not Required to Make Findings that 

the Project Could Not Be Feasibly Accommodated Under 

the Coastal Act 
[5]Kalnel contends that, even if the Coastal Act takes 

precedence and its project was incompatible with the 

surrounding community, the City violated the Coastal Act 

by not finding that the project could not be 

accommodated on the site in conformity with that act. 

(Pub. Resources Code, § 30604, subd. (f).) 

  

The trial court rejected that contention, concluding that 

Public Resources Code section 30604, subdivision (f) 
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applied only where the density of a development had been 

reduced, not where, as here, an entire project was rejected 

based on subjective aesthetic considerations that violated 

the Coastal Act. We agree. 

  

**125 Subdivision (f) states that the agency in charge of 

issuing a coastal development permit “may not require 

measures that reduce residential densities below the 

density sought by the applicant if the density sought is 

within the permitted density or range of density 

established by local zoning plus the additional density 

permitted under [section 65915], unless the issuing 

agency ... makes a finding, based on substantial evidence 

in the record, that the density sought by the applicant 

cannot feasibly be accommodated on the site in a manner 

that is in conformity with [the Coastal Act] or the certified 

local coastal program.” 

  

Kalnel contends this provision applies because the City’s 

conduct was the ultimate density reduction of 

disapproving the entire project. As City Planning 

Commissioner Donovan stated during the appeal hearing 

before that agency, the issue was visual compatibility 

under the Coastal Act, not density. We do not believe the 

City would have had to make the feasibility findings had 

it rejected the project because it cut off coastal access or 

intruded into an environmentally sensitive area. In such a 

case density would not have been the issue and no density 

reduction would have been ordered. The same reasoning 

applies here where the City denied the project because it 

was visually incompatible and otherwise out of step with 

the surrounding community. Accordingly, the City was 

not required to make the feasibility findings required by 

Public Resources Code section 30604, subdivision (f). 

  

 

7. The City Did Not Violate the Venice Land Use Plan 
[6]In 2001 the Coastal Commission certified the City’s 

Venice Land Use Plan (VLUP), which is the local coastal 

program governing the City’s issuance of coastal 

development permits. ( *948 Pub. Resources Code, § 

30600.5, subd. (c).) Under that provision, the City shall 

issue a permit if it finds that the proposed development 

conforms to the VLUP. (Ibid.) The trial court found that 

the Kalnel project met the standards of the VLUP, 

leading Kalnel to contend that the City violated both the 

VLUP and the Coastal Act. 

  

Kalnel supports this contention by pointing to provisions 

of the VLUP that: (1) grant additional density and height 

bonuses for housing projects located in multiple housing 

areas near Venice Boulevard, which would include the 

area around the proposed Kalnel project (VLUP Policies 

I.A.13.b & e; V.A.2); and (2) require the City to identify 

all feasible means of accommodating a density increase, 

implement the means most protective of coastal resources, 

and, if it finds that all feasible incentives would have an 

adverse impact, to grant the incentive that is most 

protective of coastal resources (VLUP Policies 1.A.13.c. 

& e). 

  

The City contends that Public Resources Code section 

30600.5 is not applicable because the City did not find 

that Kalnel’s project was compatible with the VLUP. We 

agree. A predicate to the applicability of that section is a 

finding by the local agency that the proposed 

development conforms to its local coastal plan. The City 

overturned the earlier decisions of its planning officials 

concerning compliance and was therefore not compelled 

to issue the coastal development permit under Public 

Resources Code section 30600.5. 

  

As for the trial court’s apparent finding that the Kalnel 

project complied with the VLUP, we make two 

observations. First, the finding is ambiguous to the extent 

the trial court also found that the project violated the 

Coastal Act. Second, because we exercise independent 

review, we are not bound by the trial court’s findings, and 

will instead determine for ourselves whether **126 the 

City acted properly. As set forth below, we conclude that 

the City’s actions were consistent with the VLUP. 

  

The City contends that its decision was consistent with 

the VLUP, pointing to provisions: (1) stating that building 

heights and bulks shall be controlled to preserve the 

nature and character of existing neighborhoods (VLUP 

Policy I.A.1.a); (2) call for the preservation of “stable 

single-family residential neighborhoods” and promote 

new developments that are compatible with those 

neighborhoods (VLUP Policy I.A.2); and (3) require 

yards in the Kalnel project area to accommodate the need 

for fire safety, open space, storm water percolation, and 

on-site recreation consistent with the existing scale and 

character of the neighborhood12 (VLUP Policy I.A.7). 

  

*949 While those VLUP policies tend to support the 

City’s position, they are not conclusive. More persuasive 

to us are the following portions of the VLUP: (1) a 

summary of Venice coastal issues under the heading, 

“Preservation of Venice as a Special Coastal 

Community,” listing the goals of “Preservation of 

community character, scale and architectural diversity[,] 

[¶] “Development of appropriate height, density, buffer 

and setback standards.”; and (2) a policy statement that 

the VLUP was intended to address various coastal act 

policies, including Public Resources Code section 30251, 

which calls for development that is visually compatible 

with the character of surrounding areas. 
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As we see it, the VLUP was expressly designed to protect 

the visual and scenic compatibility requirements of the 

Coastal Act that were the basis for the City’s rejection of 

Kalnel’s project. At best, the handful of height and 

density policies cited by Kalnel set up a conflict with 

those policies. However, a closer examination of the 

height and density policies upon which Kalnel relies 

shows that they are inapplicable here. 

  

Although VLUP policies I.A.13.b, c and e do call for the 

application of density bonuses in accordance with the 

Density Bonus Act (§ 65915), those policies fall within 

the subject heading “Replacement of Affordable 

Housing.” The first policy in that section is also 

captioned “Replacement of Affordable Housing,” and 

states that it applies “[p]er the provisions of ... the ‘Mello 

Act’ [in regard to] the conversion or demolition of 

existing residential units occupied by [low income 

residents]. It prohibits the conversion or demolition of 

such existing units unless they are replaced in accordance 

with the Mello Act.” The section goes on to address 

issues such as the location of replacement housing (VLUP 

Policy I.A.10), the ratio of replacement units (VLUP 

Policy I.A.11), and the right of displaced low income 

residents to priority for the replacement units (VLUP 

Policy I.A.13). The density and height bonus 

requirements that Kalnel relies upon follow as part of the 

same section. 

  
[7]As discussed earlier, the Mello Act applies in two 

situations: (1) when existing low income units are 

demolished, they must be replaced with new ones; and (2) 

when new developments include low income housing, 

density bonuses apply unless the increased density 

conflicts with the Coastal Act. The density and height 

bonus policies that Kalnel relies on are expressly geared 

toward the former circumstance, where existing 

low-income units are demolished. This case involves a 

new development, however, and is not covered by those 

policies. 

  

**127 Even if those policies do apply to proposed new 

developments that include affordable housing, they do not 

assist Kalnel. According to Kalnel, under *950 VLUP 

Policy I.A.13.c, the City was obligated to not only permit 

the increased density and accompanying height 

incentives, but to identify all feasible means of 

accommodating the increased density if the City found 

that the project would have an adverse effect on coastal 

resources. Based on this, Kalnel contends the City 

violated the VLUP by failing to approve the project and 

by failing to identify ways in which Kalnel’s project 

might be feasibly accommodated. 

  

Read in its entirety, this provision states that any housing 

development approved under the Density Bonus Law 

“shall be consistent, to the maximum extent feasible and 

in a manner most protective of coastal resources, with all 

otherwise applicable certified local coastal program 

policies and development standards.” (VLUP Policy 

I.A.13.c.) After describing what steps the City must take 

if a proposed project is consistent with the local coastal 

policies, the provision addresses the City’s obligations if 

it finds “that the means for accommodating the density 

increase ... will have an adverse effect on coastal 

resources....” In such a case, “the City shall identify all 

feasible means of accommodating the 25 percent density 

increase and consider the effects of such means on coastal 

resources. The City shall require implementation of the 

means that are most protective of coastal resources.” 

(Ibid.) “Coastal resources” is defined to mean “public 

access, marine and other aquatic resources, 

environmentally sensitive habitat, and the visual quality 

of coastal areas.” (VLUP Policy I.A.13.f, italics added.) 

  

As we read it, this policy affirms the significance of 

Coastal Act compliance when approving projects with 

affordable housing density bonuses, including the 

provision concerning visual conformity with the 

surrounding area. Most important, however, is the 

policy’s limited applicability to decisions based on the 

effect of a density bonus on Coastal Act compliance. In 

other words, the City’s accommodation obligation applies 

only when it determines that a project’s increased density 

causes a conflict with the Coastal Act. As mentioned 

previously, that is not what occurred here. Instead, the 

project was disapproved for purely aesthetic reasons 

unrelated to its density, making VLUP Policy I.A.13.c. 

inapplicable.13 As the City points out, under Kalnel’s 

reasoning the City was obligated to propose architectural 

design changes to the proposed project, a task beyond the 

reach of planning commissioners or City Council 

members. 

  

Finally, as the City points out, Kalnel’s reliance on 

VLUP Policy V.A.2 has no apparent application here 

because that policy addresses *951 street improvements, 

including taking into account additional density 

considerations for affordable housing. That policy has no 

effect on whether or not a project should be approved in 

the first instance or otherwise complies with the Coastal 

Act. We therefore conclude that the City complied with 

the VLUP. 
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The judgment is affirmed. The City of Los Angeles shall 

recover its costs on appeal. 

  

WE CONCUR: 

**128 BIGELOW, P.J. 

GRIMES, J. 

All Citations 

3 Cal.App.5th 927, 208 Cal.Rptr.3d 114, 16 Cal. Daily 

Op. Serv. 10,588, 2016 Daily Journal D.A.R. 9966 

 

Footnotes 
 
1 
 

All further undesignated section references are to the Government Code. We will sometimes refer to these three acts 
collectively as the housing density statutes, and we will discuss them in more detail in section 1 of our discussion. 
 

2 
 

The residents raised several other challenges to the project, including its effect on traffic, vehicular and pedestrian 
safety, parking, and coastal access. The trial court’s judgment, and our analysis, is limited to the issue of visual and 
scenic compatibility under the Coastal Act. 
 

3 
 

The Commission also adopted findings concerning traffic issues and other concerns. 
 

4 
 

Kalnel also stated two causes of action under federal civil rights law alleging that the City’s actions violated Kalnel’s 
constitutional due process and equal protection rights. (42 U.S.C. § 1983.) The trial court did not address that issue 
and neither do the parties on appeal. As a result, neither do we. 
 

5 
 

The trial court also found that the City’s original issuance of a mitigated negative declaration for the project under 
CEQA had been proper, and rejected two new issues raised by the City at trial: that the project violated the Venice 
Land Use Plan by calling for the consolidation of more than two lots, and that it hinged on the City ceding a certain 
portion of public right of way to the developer. Because we affirm the trial court’s judgment under the Coastal Act, we 
need not reach those issues. 
 

6 
 

NIMBY is the acronym for Not In My Backyard. 
 

7 
 

The trial court found, and the City does not dispute, that it failed to make the required findings under the HAA. 
 

8 
 

We note that in Honchariw v. County of Stanislaus (2011) 200 Cal.App.4th 1066, 132 Cal.Rptr.3d 874, which the 
parties cite for other purposes, the Court of Appeal reviewed the judgment in an HAA action by way of appeal. 
However, the issue of appealability versus writ review was not mentioned in that decision, and it is therefore not 
authority for the proposition that HAA final orders are appealable. 
 

9 
 

Because the HAA similarly provides that it shall not be construed to relieve local agencies from complying with the 
Coastal Act (§ 65589.5, subd. (e)), if we were to reach that issue we would likely conclude that it too was subordinate 
to the Coastal Act. 
 

10 
 

Although the City did not rely on the latter provision, it seems applicable here. 
 

11 
 

At oral argument, counsel for Kalnel contended that our decision would mean that the housing density statutes do not 
apply in the coastal zone. We disagree. While those statutes do apply in the coastal zone, we hold only that they may 
still be superseded by the Coastal Act. While we recognize the importance of encouraging affordable housing, it is for 
the Legislature to strike the balance between that policy and the Coastal Act. 
 

12 
 

The City also contends that this issue was waived because Kalnel did not raise VLUP compliance at trial. We 
disagree. The project’s compliance with VLUP was mentioned in the petition and argued in Kalnel’s trial court points 
and authorities. 
 

13 
 

As counsel for the City conceded at oral argument, Kalnel is free to seek approval of a redesigned project at the same 
density so long as its visual qualities are compatible with the surrounding neighborhood. 
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*6 I. INTRODUCTION 

  

The crux of Kalnel Gardens, LLC’s (“Kalnel”) appeal is that the City allegedly violated the Housing Accountability Act (the 

“HAA”) in denying a proposed development project in the Venice neighborhood of Respondent City of Los Angeles (the 

“City”). This Court, however, lacks jurisdiction to consider Kalnel’s HAA challenge. The HAA sets forth special procedures 

for parties seeking appellate review of a trial court’s decision. A writ petition must be filed 20 days after notice of entry of the 

trial court’s order. Kalnel never filed a writ petition, much less within the requisite 20 days. Its notice of appeal was also filed 

after the 20 day time limit. Thus, the trial court’s ruling rejecting Kalnel’s claim is final. 

  

Even if the Court were to reach the merits, it should reject Kalnel’s appeal. Kalnel argues that in denying its proposed project, 

the City “disregard[ed] three separate statutes designed to address the state’s housing crisis.” (Opening Br. at 7.) The City’s 

denial did not disregard state law, but rather followed it. The City denied Kalnel’s proposed project because its massing and 

height would be out of scale with the community, and because the project would be set back as little as two-and-a-half feet 

from a dangerous triangular intersection that already struggles to accommodate current traffic, much less the increased traffic 

that would result if Kalnel were permitted to increase the density of its property fivefold, as proposed. The California Coastal 

Act requires the City to deny projects that are incompatible with the surrounding coastal community. As Kalnel’s project is 

incompatible with the surrounding Venice coastal community, the City’s denial was proper. The HAA (like the State Density 

Bonus Law) provides that it does not supersede the Coastal Act. 

  

*7 For these reasons, discussed more fully below, the City respectfully requests that the Court deny Kalnel’s appeal and 

affirm the trial court’s Judgment in its entirety. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

A. Regulatory Background 

Kalnel is the owner of real property located at 522 East Venice Boulevard in the City of Los Angeles (the “Property”). (1 AA 

2.1) The Property is less than 17,000 square feet, consists of four separate lots, and is improved with a 3-unit, 2-story 

apartment building. (1 AA 66; 2 AR 169.) The Property is located at the triangular intersection of Venice Boulevard, Mildred 

Avenue, and Ocean Avenue in Venice. (16 AR 2338.) The Property is located within the Coastal Zone, and Southeast Venice 

subarea of the Venice Land Use Plan (the “Venice LUP”), and the Venice Specific Plan (“VSP”) Southeast Venice subarea. 

(1 AA 66.) 

  

1. The Coastal Act 

“The Coastal Act was enacted by the Legislature as a comprehensive scheme to govern land use planning for the entire 

coastal zone of California. “ Pac. Palisades Bowl Mobile Estates v. City of Los Angeles (“Pacific Palisades”), 55 Cal. 4th 

783, 793 (2012) (internal quotation omitted). The Legislature found that (a) “the California coastal zone is a distinct and 

valuable natural resource of vital and enduring interest to all the people”; (b) “the permanent protection of the state’s natural 

and scenic resources is a paramount concern”; (c) “it is necessary to protect the ecological balance of the coastal zone”; and 

(d) “existing developed uses, *8 and future developments that are carefully planned and developed consistent with the 

policies of this division, are essential to the economic and social well-being of the people of this state.” Pub. Res. Code § 

30001. “The Coastal Act is to be ‘liberally construed to accomplish its purposes and objectives.”’ Pacific Palisades, 55 Cal. 

4th at 793-94 (quoting Pub. Res. Code § 30009). Among the Coastal Act’s express objectives is the protection of the “scenic 

and visual qualities of coastal areas … as a resource of public importance.” Pub. Res. Code § 30251. To further this objective 

the Legislature mandated that developments in coastal zones be designed “to be visually compatible with the character of 

surrounding areas.” Id. The concerns addressed by the Coastal Act are considered “paramount” and “vital.” Pacific 

Palisades, 55 Cal. 4th at 805. 

  

The Coastal Act encourages local government to prepare a coastal program to regulate coastal development within its 

jurisdiction: 

A local coastal program includes a land use plan, which functions as the general plan for property in the 

coastal zone; and a local implementation plan, which includes the zoning, zoning maps, and other 

implementing actions for the coastal zone. (§§ 30108.5, 30108.6.) After a local government prepares its 

local coastal program, the [Coastal] Commission reviews it. If satisfied that it conforms to the policies 

and standards of the Act, the Commission certifies it. 

  

  

Hines v. California Coastal Com., 186 Cal. App. 4th 830, 840-41 (2010). 

  

*9 2. The Venice LUP 

The City adopted the Venice LUP “to comply with the California Coastal Act of 1976.” (4 SAR 750.) The Venice LUP was 

adopted “by means of a plan amendment to the Venice Community Plan,” which is part of the City’s General Plan Land Use 

Element. (4 SAR 763.)2 The Coastal Commission certified the Venice LUP on June 14, 2001. (4 SAR 749.) 

  

The Venice LUP sets forth several policies designed to protect the stability of existing residential neighborhoods. For 

example, the Venice LUP contains a policy that “[b]uilding heights and bulks shall be controlled to preserve the nature and 

character of existing residential neighborhoods.” (4 SAR 789.) The Venice LUP also contains a policy of “ensur[ing] that the 
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character and scale of existing single-family neighborhoods is maintained and [to] allow for infill development provided that 

it is compatible with and maintains the density, character and scale of the existing development.” (4 SAR 790.) For the 

Southeast Venice sub-area, the Venice LUP has a policy that “[y]ards shall be required in order to accommodate the need for 

fire safety, open space, permeable land area for on-site percolation of stormwater, and on-site recreation consistent with the 

existing scale and character of the neighborhood.” (4 SAR 790.) Finally, the Venice LUP provides that “[n]o more than two 

lots may be consolidated” in the Southeast Venice area. (SAR 789.) The restriction on lot consolidation was adopted “[i]n 

order to preserve the nature and character of existing residential neighborhoods.” (Id.) 

  

*10 3. The Venice Specific Plan 

The City has also adopted a zoning ordinance called the Venice Specific Plan. (4 SAR 684-743.) The City intended the 

Venice Specific Plan to serve as the local implementation plan in order to have a fully certified local coastal program. (4 SAR 

686.) Kalnel alleges that certification of the Venice Specific Plan “is presently pending before the Coastal Commission.” 

(Opening Br. at 17-18 (citing 4 SAR 684).) The statement is misleading. The Specific Plan does state on its face that 

“Certification by the California Coastal Commission is pending,” but the Specific Plan was adopted on December 2, 2003. (4 

SAR 684.) With the passage of 12 years and no certification, it is evident that the Coastal Commission has declined to certify 

the Venice Specific Plan as the local implementation plan. 

  

Because the City has no certified local implementation plan, it does not have a certified local coastal program. Pub. Res. 

Code §§ 30108.5, 30108.5. 

  

4. The Density Bonus Law 

The State Density Bonus Law generally mandates the approval of density bonuses and incentives for housing developments 

that set aside specified percentages of below-market units, and generally prohibits localities from applying development 

standards mat preclude the construction of such projects. See Gov’t Code § 65915. The Density Bonus Law, however, also 

states that it “shall not be construed to supersede or in any way alter or lessen the effect or application of the California 

Coastal Act of 1976.” Gov’t Code § 65915(m). 

  

*11 The Venice LUP has detailed provisions governing how density bonus applications must be processed in the Venice 

Coastal Zone. In particular, the Venice LUP makes clear that while a density bonus “shall be calculated based on the 

otherwise maximum allowable residential density under the applicable zoning ordinance and land use element of the general 

plan,” in the Coastal Zone, “the otherwise maximum allowable residential density shall mean the maximum density 

determined by applying all site-specific environmental development constraints applicable under the coastal zoning 

ordinances and land use element certified by the Coastal Commission.” (4 SAR 800.) Furthermore, when approving a density 

bonus, “the City must find that the development” without the density increase “would have been fully consistent with the 

policies and development standards of the certified local coastal program.” (Id.) 

  

5. The Housing Accountability Act 

The HAA provides that when a proposed housing development project complies with applicable, objective general plan and 

zoning standards and criteria, including design review standards, a local agency cannot disapprove the project or condition 

the approval at a lower density, unless the agency makes written findings that the project would have a specific, adverse 

impact upon the public health or safety. See Gov’t Code § 65589.5. The HAA also provides that nothing in the Act “shall be 

construed to prohibit a local agency from complying with … the California Coastal Act.” Gov’t Code § 65589.5 (e). 

  

The Coastal Act limits the reach of the HAA in the Coastal Zone. Specifically, the Coastal Act references the HAA, but only 

extends coverage to those projects in the Coastal Zone that constitute “residential development applications for low- and 

moderate-income housing, as *12 defined in paragraph (3) of subdivision (h) of Section 65589.5 of the Government Code.” 

Pub. Res. Code § 30604 (f). Paragraph (3) of subdivision (h) of Section 65589.5 of the Government Code, in turn, defines 
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low-and moderate-income housing to mean that “either (A) at least 20 percent of the total units shall be sold or rented to 

lower income households, as defined in Section 50079.5 of the Health and Safety Code, or (B) 100 percent of the units shall 

be sold or rented to moderate-income households as defined in Section 50093 of the Health and Safety code, or 

middle-income households, as defined in Section 65008 of this code.” 

  

Even where the HAA applies in the Coastal Zone, the Coastal Act does not adopt the HAA’s standard that projects cannot be 

denied unless the agency makes written findings that the project would have a specific, adverse impact upon the public health 

or safety. Instead, the Coastal Act makes clear that such projects must also be denied if “the density sought by the applicant 

cannot feasibly be accommodated on the site in a manner that is in conformity with Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 

30200) or the certified local coastal program.” Pub. Res. Code § 30604 (f). Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act provides, among 

other things, that permitted development shall “be visually compatible with the surrounding areas.” Pub. Res. Code §30251. 

  

B. The Application Process 

1. Kalnel’s first application 

In March 2011, Kalnel applied for “12 market rate single family detached homes ranging in size from 1,393 sq. ft. to 2,487 

sq. ft each with an attached two-car garage in a 12 lot Small Lot Subdivision on .42 net acres after dedication.” (1 AR 61.) 

Kalnel proposed to consolidate its four lots with a 1,035 square-foot piece of City-owned property Kalnel proposed *13 to 

purchase, and a 479-square foot piece of City property on Venice Boulevard that Kalnel requested the City vacate through the 

merger and resubdivision process. (Id.) Among the requested entitlements, Kalnel sought an exception from the prohibition 

on consolidating more than two parcels in Southeast Venice. (Id.) 

  

2. Kalnel’s revised application 

On December 12, 2012, the City’s Department of General Services terminated the negotiations concerning the sale of the 

City’s 1,035 square-foot property. (10 AR 1190.) Thereafter, Kalnel revised its application. In the revised application, Kalnel 

proposed to consolidate its four lots, and resubdivide the resulting lot into 10 new lots “comprised of 5 detached duplexes and 

5 detached single-family homes, for a total of 15 units.” (2 AR 197.) As requested entitlements, Kalnel sought a Specific Plan 

Project Permit Compliance approval, a Small Lot Subdivision approval, a 35% Density Bonus and two incentives, including 

a 35% increase in height in exchange for the set aside of two affordable units, a Coastal Development Permit (“CDP”), and a 

Mello Act approval (the “Project” or “Kalnel’s Project”). (Id.) The revised application did not address the Venice LUP’s 

prohibition on consolidating more than two lots in Southeast Venice. 

  

Although the revised application states that “[a]ll development would take place on the applicant’s current ownership,” (2 AR 

197), subsequent documents demonstrate that the revised application only eliminated the request to purchase the City’s 1,035 

square-foot piece of property; it did not eliminate Kalnel’s request that the City vacate a 479 square-foot portion of South 

Venice Boulevard through the Subdivision Map Act’s merger and resubdivision process. (11 AR 1474.) 

  

*14 3. The CEQA study 

Department of City Planning (“Planning”) staff conducted a CEQA initial study of the revised project on May 22, 2013. (16 

AR 2295-2313.) The initial study noted that the project would have a potentially significant impact on aesthetics by 

substantially degrading the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings (16 AR 2300), but stated that 

the impact could be reduced to a level of insignificance with the adoption of Mitigation Measure I-10(16 AR 2306). 

Mitigation measure I-10 states only that “open areas” shall be “attractively landscaped.” (16 AR 2291.) The initial study did 

not discuss the proposed project’s conflict with the Venice LUP’s prohibition on consolidating more than two lots in 

Southeast Venice. (16 AR 2295-2313.) 
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4. The public hearing on the vesting tentative tract map 

Planning bifurcated its review of Kalnel’s Project. The Planning Director assigned subdivision staff to review Kalnel’s 

application for the small lot subdivision Vesting Tentative Tract Map (“VTT”) and a CDP. (16 AR 2260.) The Planning 

Director assigned Planning Implementation Division staff to review the remaining entitlement requests. (15 AR 2172.) 

  

Subdivision staff held a hearing on the VTT and the CDP on August 14, 2013. (19 AR 2829-2909.) Staff announced that the 

hearing would not cover ”the director’s determination on the density bonus and the project permit compliance,” and that 

those matters would have “a different appeal period and different appeal process.” (19 AR 2834.) However, “just to be fair,” 

staff advised that the Planning Implementation Division would “go ahead and send” those who signed in at the subdivision 

hearing the decision letters on the Density Bonus/Project Permit Compliance/Mello Act *15 items, since “the density bonus 

[decision] only goes out to a certain radius. So make sure if you want the copy of the decision letter on the – on the density 

bonus to also sign in.” (19 AR 2834-35.) 

  

During the hearing, Kalnel’s representative testified that “the project’s density is essentially now by-right and the project’s 

height is by-right.” (19 AR 2842.) The representative also testified that “the project is fundamentally compatible with the 

surrounding development.” (19 AR 2842-43.) Kalnel’s representative noted several three-story structures exist in the vicinity. 

(19 AR 2843-45.) Neighbors speaking in opposition to the project, however, testified that “what [Kalnel’s representative is] 

not showing is - is the view down the street, which are all single-family homes, one-story, with the exception of maybe two 

or three houses … it is a complete neighborhood of single-family homes.” (19 AR 2848.) “The examples that [Kalnel’s 

representative] was showing you were the only examples like that in the area; they were the only ones. The rest of the [] 

buildings are [] family units; they’re not, you know, monstrosities like what he’s planning.” (19 AR 2849.) The neighbor 

further testified that “really what I’m concerned about is the impact it’ll have on my community and [] I live in a small house. 

You know, to have dwarfed by this giant project, it changes the face of the entire neighborhood. It [] will destroy the 

neighborhood.” (19 AR 2850.) 

  

Neighbors also testified about traffic safety concerns. One neighbor testified that for ten years he has driven “past Mr. Kim’s 

food corner and go[ne] down Mildred.” (19 AR 2854.) He expressed concern that the Project would “introduce 30 cars” 

during rush hour. (19 AR 2855.) “On countless occasions I have almost hit a pedestrian because there’s a stop sign there, but 

[] it’s a blind spot” and “as a pedestrian, on countless *16 occasions I have almost gotten hit because it’s a blind spot. And 

I’m not even talking about Fridays when the farmer’s market is there - a lot of people, a lot of people. And then on the 

weekend Mildred is a major bike pathway…bikers going on their way to Venice Beach. So in addition to all that traffic you 

have caravans of bicycles and bicyclists…all I can think of is that there’s gonna be blood on that concrete because with all 

that extra traffic, it’s going to create havoc.” (19 AR 2855-56.) Other neighbors confirmed the traffic safety issue. (See, e.g., 

19 AR 2883 (neighbor testifies about hearing crashes maybe 10 times over the years in front of Kim’s Market, and noting 

that Venice Boulevard “is like Grand Central Station as far as people parking and walking and taking the bus”) and 19 AR 

2856-2865 (additional testimony concerning the scale of the project, and the traffic safety issues).) 

  

Neighbors also testified that the Project’s setbacks are inappropriate. “If you take a look at the block of Venice across 

Washington Way, going east, and take a look at the setbacks on that entire block, I would say that the smallest setback is 10 

feet, many of them are 15, 20, even more and that is largely multifamily houses along that block… [a]nd that’s been the 

character of Venice … and that’s what you see when you come up to this major corner where the library is, which is really 

the gateway to the beach.” (19 AR 2866.) 

  

Finally, a neighbor testified in opposition to Kalnel’s requested street vacation along Venice. The neighbor testified that the 

area is “considered our gateway to the beach;” that “there is a Venice Boulevard planning plan that was designed” and that 

the area should be used for landscaping to “have an elegant gateway that is not only beautiful and appropriate for the City of 

LA but also for the tourists.” (19 AR 2873.) 

  

*17 5. No public hearing was held on the other entitlements 

City law does not require a public hearing on the Density Bonus, Project Permit, or Mello Act entitlements. The Venice 

Neighborhood Council, however, held a public hearing and on August 21, 2013, wrote to Planning staff stating that it had 
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rejected the Project because Kalnel had not done a traffic study to assess project impacts; the Project’s consolidation of “3 

lots into one in a residential zone is in conflict with [VSP] Section 9.A.1.c limiting consolidation to 2 lots in the Southeast 

Venice sub-area3;” and because the Project’s “density, mass and scale are significantly incompatible with the surrounding 

neighborhood.” (2 AR 225-26.) 

  

6. The initial decision 

On September 6, 2013, Planning staff issued a determination approving the Density Bonus, Project Permit, and Mellow Act 

entitlements. (2 AR 158-77.) Planning staff also adopted a Mitigated Negative Declaration as the CEQA clearance for the 

Project. (2 AR 159.) Staff found that the “project substantially complies with the applicable regulations, findings, standards, 

and provisions of the specific plan.” (2 AR 172.) The decision, however, does not discuss the Venice LUP’s prohibition on 

consolidating more than two parcels in Southeast Venice. The determination states that it “will become effective and final, 

fifteen (15) days after the date of mailing of the Director’s Determination unless an appeal is filed with the City Planning 

Department.” (2 AR 176.) No appeal was filed. 

  

*18 On September 20, 2013, subdivision staff approved the VTT and the CDP. (2 AR 250-273, 3 AR 303-311.) In the VTT 

Approval, subdivision staff re-adopted the MND and found that the “proposed map will be/is consistent with applicable 

general and specific plans,” but did not discuss the Venice LUP’s lot consolidation restrictions. (2 AR 269-70.) The 

determination set a September 30, 2013 deadline for filing appeals. (2 AR 273.) 

  

7. The appeal to the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission 

On September 30, 2013, groups of community members filed two appeals of the VTT and CDP approval to the West Los 

Angeles Area Planning Commission (“West LA APC”). The community members stated that they were appealing the 

“entire” decision to approve “the proposed development at 522 Venice Blvd., because we believe it is detrimental to our 

community.” (2 AR 274-276, 12 AR 1530-33.) The appeals raised concerns over traffic safety, lack of a traffic study, 

compliance with the VSP, and lack of compatibility with the existing neighborhood. (Id.) 

  

On October 16, 2013, the West LA APC heard the appeals. Neighbors raised concerns that they had not received notice of the 

Density Bonus/Project Permit/Mello Act determination and thus had no opportunity to appeal those entitlements. (19 AR 

2918-2919.) Subdivision staff stated that he would look into the matter, and noted that while he had received confirmation 

from the Planning Implementation Division that the determination “did go to all the abutting property owners” he was 

“shocked” that the determination was not appealed “given the controversy at the hearing.” (19 AR 2919-2920.) The West LA 

APC did not hear the *19 merits of the appeal, but instead voted to continue the matter to December 4, 2014. (19 AR 

2922-23.) 

  

On October 29, 2013, Planning staff filed a CEQA Notice of Determination for the Project even though the West LA APC 

had not yet heard the merits of the community’s appeal. (2 AR 188.) 

  

Throughout the December 4, 2013, hearing, the Commission heard testimony from community members concerned that the 

Project was out of scale with the community (20 AR 2956-2957, 2968), that the proposed vacation of City land on Venice 

Boulevard was inappropriate because community members had worked for the past 25 years to ensure that Venice Boulevard 

would serve as a “beautiful landscaped path to the ocean” (20 AR 3011), and that the Project will exacerbate the very 

dangerous traffic conditions on Mildred (20 AR 2969-70). 

  

Subdivision staff corroborated some of this testimony. In particular, Commissioner Donavan asked subdivision staff if he 

knew “in the nearby neighborhood what the percentage of structures that are three-story [as] opposed to one and two-story?” 

(20 AR 2944.) Staff responded that “there are not that many three-stories. There’s one, I believe, across the street, the library 

and maybe … some condominium units further down on Mildred. I don’t know if they’re three-stories but they’re probably 

the taller ones. But everything else is one-story.” (20 AR 2944) 
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At the conclusion of the hearing, Commissioner Donavan made a motion to grant the appeal. (20 AR 3071.) Commissioner 

Donavan’s motion proposed findings that the “design and improvement of the proposed subdivision are not consistent with 

the applicable general and specific plans;” and that the “development is not in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California 

Coastal Act of 1976.” (20 AR 3072.) *20 Commissioner Donavan went on to explain: “I’ve always read this that the 

community plans trump the other zoning. They are the bible of the planning in this City. And if a project violates the 

community plan or the specific plans then it shouldn’t be built.” (20 AR 3073.) Specifically, Commission Donavan moved 

that the Commission find that: 

• the Project’s size, height, bulk, mass and scale are incompatible and injurious to the surrounding neighborhood; the Project 

incorporates insufficient mitigation measures to mitigate the negative impact specified in the Project’s Mitigated Negative 

Declaration (“MND”); 

  

• that access to the Project from Mildred Avenue would be unsafe and cause substantial traffic problems; the Project setbacks 

on Venice Blvd. are too small; and 

  

• the Project setbacks on Venice Blvd. are too small; and 

  

• the Project should be rejected for the reasons stated in the Venice Neighborhood Council’s November 22, 2013 letter. 

  

  

(20 AR 3071-3077.) 

  

Commissioner Donavan’s motion carried with a vote of 4-0. (Id.) 

  

The West LA APC issued its written determination on December 23, 2014. (12 AR 1731-39 (VTT Determination), 4 AR 

689-693 (CDP Determination).) Kalnel appealed the West LA APC’s decision to the City Council, but on April 2, 2014, the 

City Council denied the appeal. (19 AR 2816-2819 (VTT Determination), 17 AR 2420-23 (CDP Determination).) 

  

C. The Trial Court Proceedings 

1. Kalnel’s Verified Petition and Complaint 

Kalnel filed a Verified Petition for Writ of Mandate and Complaint for Damages on April 22, 2014. (1 AA 1.) Kalnel’s First 

Cause of Action seeks a writ of mandate based on Kalnel’s allegation that the City’s denial *21 of the VTT and CDP violated 

the HAA. (1 AA 11.) Kalnel’s Second Cause of Action seeks a writ of mandate based on Kalnel’s allegation that the City’s 

denial of the VTT and CDP violated the Density Bonus Law. (1 AA 12.) Kalnel’s Third and Fourth Causes of Action seek 

damages based on Kalnel’s respective allegations that denial of the VTT and CDP violated its right to substantive due 

process, and equal protection. (1 AA 13-15.) 

  

Although not styled as a separate cause of action, the petition also alleges that the City improperly reopened “the previously 

approved and final Mitigated Negative Declaration” without properly making the required findings under CEQA Guidelines 

Section 15162. (1 AA 9.) 

  

2. The trial court’s decision 

On April 2, 2015, the trial court filed its statement of decision denying Kalnel’s petition for writ of mandate. (2 AA 318-42.) 

  

a. The lot consolidation and street vacation issues 

At the outset, the trial court reasoned that it could not consider two of the City’s arguments defending the City’s denial of the 
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VTT and CDP: (1) that Kalnel sought to consolidate more than two lots in violation of the Venice LUP; and (2) that 

notwithstanding the HAA, the City had the right to deny the project because the Project would require the City to vacate the 

public right of way, which the City acquired through grant deed, not easement. (2 AA 332-33.) The trial court reasoned that 

because these two arguments were not referenced in the City’s administrative findings, they could not be raised in the trial 

court to support the decision. 

  

Nonetheless, the trial court determined that it “must still address the City’s point that it cannot be compelled to vacate the 

City-owned right-of-way in front of the Project because it concerns Petitioner’s potential *22 remedy.” (2 AA 333.) The trial 

court determined that the “City has no obligation to vacate the right-of-way and has the discretion to refuse to vacate it.” (2 

AA 334.) However, “if the Project complies with the applicable, objective general plan and zoning standards and criteria 

without the right-of-way, the City is obligated to comply with the Housing Accountability Act.” (Id.) 

  

b. The Housing Accountability Act and Density Bonus Law claims 

With respect to Kalnel’s HAA claim, the trial court noted that “[i]t is undisputed that the City Council made no written 

findings concerning unmitigable adverse impacts on public health or safety.” (Id.) The trial court found that the Project “has 

an appropriate density and height under the Density Bonus Law, and it meets the objective standards of the City’s General 

Plan, Venice Specific Plan, and Venice LUP.” (Id. at 337.) But while “this is sufficient to require approval under the Housing 

Accountability Act, the Coastal Act requires more. As the City contends, Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act specifically requires 

that the Project development ‘be visually compatible with surrounding areas’. Pub. Res. Code §30251.” (Id.) 

  

The trial court found that there is no conflict between the Coastal Act and the HAA’s requirement that objective general plan 

and zoning standards control absent specific findings of unmitigable public health or safety impacts. (Id.) The trial court 

noted that the HAA “expressly states that it does not undermine the Coastal Act,” and further found that “the public policies 

of the two statutes are easily reconciled: 

*23 The Housing Accountability Act prevents a local government’s NIMBY approach using subjective 

compatibility criteria everywhere but the Coastal Zone. There, the Chapter 3 policies may be subjectively 

applied to prevent development if supported by substantial evidence. 

  

  

(Id.) 

  

The trial court concluded that “[m]ost certainly there is” substantial evidence to support the City decision that the project is 

too large and dense to be compatible with the residential community. (Id.) The trial court noted that while the Coastal 

Guidelines are not controlling, “a city can rely on substantial evidence that they have been exceeded to deny a CDP.” (Id.) 

Here, the Coastal Guidelines height limit states that new development should not exceed 25 feet, “a limitation which is 

consistent with the Venice Specific Plan and the Venice LUP.” (Id.) Kalnel’s project would be 33.75 tall if built with flat 

roofs, or 40.5 feet tall if built with stepped rooflines. (Kalnel’s Opening Br. at 21.) Moreover, the neighbors testified “that the 

neighborhood consisted of one-story, single family homes with the exception of maybe two or three houses, that the 

examples of three-story apartments and the library were the only examples like that in the area, and that the Project changes 

the face of the neighborhood.” (2 AA 338.) The trial court also found that the “testimony concerning the large setbacks in the 

area contrasted with the minimal setbacks of the Project support the City Council’s conclusion.” (Id.) Finally, “the 

photographs and map showing the location as a gateway *24 to the beach, setbacks of surrounding structures, and narrow 

Mildred Avenue support the City Council’s conclusion.” (Id.) 

  

c. The CEQA claim 

The trial court also upheld the City Council’s decision that the Project’s MND was inadequate because “[n]o analysis of 

traffic impacts was done, even though the information presented by the community raised a fair argument that a potential 

impact exists.” (Id.) The trial court ruled that under CEQA, the City was entitled to consider resident testimony about traffic 

impacts. “Project opponents who challenge a negative declaration (or MND) often have no expert studies to rely on, but 
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personal observation concerning non-technical matters may constitute substantial evidence under CEQA.” (Id. at 339 citing 

Mejia v. City of Los Angeles, 130 Cal. App. 4th 322, 399 (2005).) 

  

The trial court also rejected Kalnel’s argument that the HAA prohibited the City from requiring more environmental review 

by means of an environmental impact report. The trial court reasoned that the City’s CEQA findings did not represent a 

denial under the HAA. “CEQA is an information statute for agency decision-making” and the City “decided that more 

information in the form of an EIR discussing traffic and safety issues was required before the Project could be approved. It 

did not deny the Project based on the existing environmental analysis.” (Id. at 340.) 

  

Finally, the trial court rejected Kalnel’s argument that the Planning Director’s CEQA determination adopting the MND 

served as res judicata when the City considered the appeal of the CDP. The trial court noted that there was no public hearing 

for the earlier entitlements and no notice of the approval “was provided to those persons who signed up at the VTT/CDP 

hearing even though Planning staff promised that the Planning *25 Implementation Division would do so. This is not a 

situation where res judicata would apply.” (Id. at 341.) 

  

3. The Judgment 

On May 4, 2015, the trial court entered a Judgment in the City’s favor. The Judgment states that the trial court denied 

Kalnel’s First and Second Causes of Action for a writ of mandate. (2 AA 344.) The Judgment also states that as the Third and 

Fourth Causes of Action “are predicated on Kalnel’s allegation that the City wrongfully denied its development project,” the 

Court’s “denial of the Writ Petition renders the Third and Fourth Causes of Action moot.” (Id.) 

  

Also on May 4, 2015, the trial court served notice of entry of Judgment on the parties on the same date. (2 AA 346-47.) 

  

Kalnel did not file a writ petition challenging the trial court’s order within 20 days of notice of entry. Nor did Kalnel request 

leave from the trial court for an extension of time to do so. Instead, Kalnel filed a Notice of Appeal on May 28, 2015. (2 AA 

348-55.) 

  

II. STATEMENT OF APPEALABILITY 

The City disputes Kalnel’s statement that the trial court’s Judgment is appealable under Code of Civil Procedure section 

904.1(a)(1), at least with respect to that portion of the Judgment that addresses Kalnel’s HAA claim. As discussed in Section 

V.A. below, a party seeking appellate review of a trial court’s ruling on a HAA claim is limited to filing a writ petition within 

20 days after service of notice of entry of the trial court’s order. See Gov’t Code § 65589.5(m). 

  

*26 III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

The City agrees with Kalnel that a de novo standard of review applies to an appeal of trial court’s decision on a petition for 

writ of mandate under Code of Civil Procedure section 1094.5. 

  

IV. ARGUMENT 

A. Kalnel’s Appeal of Judge Chalfant’s Housing Accountability Act Ruling Is Improper and Untimely 

The HAA provides that “[u]pon entry of the trial court’s order, a party shall, in order to obtain appellate review of the order, 

file a petition within 20 days after service upon it of a written notice of the entry of the order, or within such further time not 

exceeding an additional 20 days as the trial court may for good cause allow.” Gov’t Code § 65589.5 (m). 
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Here, on May 4, 2015, the trial court entered judgment denying Kalnel’s HAA claim. (2 AA 343-344.) Also on May 4, 2015, 

the trial court served on all parties Notice of Entry of Judgment and Judgment. (2 AA 346-347.) Kalnel, however, has never 

filed a writ petition seeking appellate review of the trial court’s ruling, much less filed a petition within 20 days of the trial 

court’s May 4, 2015 Notice of Entry. Kalnel’s appeal of the trial court’s HAA ruling is, therefore, both improper and 

untimely. 

  

The legislative history of Government Code section 65589.5(m) confirms that a party may only seek appellate review of a 

trial court ruling on a HAA claim through a writ petition filed within 20 days after service of the trial court’s ruling. Indeed, 

subidivision (m) was added as part of an effort to promote affordable housing by closing loopholes under the prior version of 

the Act and expediting the litigation process. 

  

*27 Subdivision (m) of the HAA was added in 2005 with the adoption of Senate Bill (“SB”) 575. (Legislative History for 

Senate Bill 575, City’s Request for Judicial Notice, Exhibit A.) Senator Torlakson sponsored SB 575 “to promote affordable 

housing by closing a number of loopholes in the so-called Anti-NIMBY law.” (RJN, Ex. A at 154.) As originally proposed, 

SB 575 would not only have closed loopholes in the existing law, but also would have required courts to award damages 

against local agencies when wrongfully denying a housing development. (Id. at 3.) 

  

The proposal for damages drew the attention of the California League of Cities, and negotiations between the League and 

Senator Torlakson and various housing advocates ensued.4 The specter of damages was quickly replaced with fines if the 

court found the local agency acted in bad faith. (Id. at 19.) 

  

Housing advocates, however, convinced Senator Torlakson, and ultimately the California legislature, that merely closing 

loopholes and adding court remedies was insufficient. They argued that even when advocates are successful in court 

challenges under the HAA, “they often lose their projects as a result of increases in costs, loss of permits or land, or other 

consequences of the amount of time it took to get through the legal process.” (Id. at 85.) In response to this problem, 

provisions were added to SB 575 to expedite the court process. For example, as amended in the State Assembly on June 7, 

2005, SB 575 required that a court action under the HAA be given calendar preference, and required the local agency to 

prepare and certify the record of proceedings no later than 30 days after the *28 petition was served. (Id. at 26.) This resulted 

in a significant time savings because local agencies ordinarily are not required to prepare a record of the administrative 

proceedings until the petitioner specifically requests it, and after the request is served, the local agency has 190 days to 

complete the task. See Civ. Proc. Code § 1094.5(c). 

  

In addition to accelerating the proceedings before the trial court, the amended bill “would specify procedures for appeal of 

the court’s order.” (City’s RJN, Ex. A at 19.) Under the new provisions, if a local agency sought to challenge an adverse trial 

court decision, it would be required to post a bond. (Id. at 27.) On the other hand, developers who lost their challenge at the 

trial court level would be required to quickly seek appellate review by filing a writ petition. Specifically, the June 7, 2005 

draft provided that “[u]pon entry of the trial court’s order denying relief, a party shall, in order to obtain appellate review of 

the order, file a petition within 20 days after service upon it of a written notice of the entry of the order, or within such further 

time not exceeding an additional 20 days as the trial court may for good cause allow.” (Id. at 26-27, emphasis added.) 

  

A redline draft of the ordinance circulated between the League of Cities and housing advocates indicates that “[t]his 

expedited appeal process is modeled from the Public Records Act.” (Id. at 358.) Indeed, SB 575’s appeal provisions are 

virtually identical to the Public Records Act’s appeal provisions. The Public Records Act provides: 

Upon entry of any order pursuant to this section, a party shall, in order to obtain review of the order, file a 

petition within 20 days after service upon him or her of a written notice of *29 entry of the order, or 

within such further time not exceeding an additional 20 days as the trial court may for good cause allow. 

  

  

Gov’t Code § 6259(c). 

  

Prior to its adoption, SB 575’s appeal procedures were further amended to more closely match the Public Records Act. Like 

the Public Records Act, SB 575 was amended to provide that the writ petition requirement and the 20-day deadline for 

appellate relief apply to any trial court order under the Act, not just those orders denying relief. (See City’s RJN, Ex. A at 37 
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(striking the words “denying relief,” thus making the special appeal procedure applicable to both developers and local 

agencies).) 

  

The expedited appellate review processes were adopted into law, as were the provisions authorizing fines, requiring local 

agencies to post a bond in order to seek appellate review, and requiring local agencies to prepare the administrative record on 

an expedited basis. See Gov’t Code § 65589.5(1), (m).5 

  

Kalnel, however, has not complied with the HAA’s appellate review procedures. It did not file a writ petition challenging the 

trial court’s HAA decision at all, much less within 20 days following notice of entry of the trial court’s Judgment. As a result, 

this court has no jurisdiction to consider Kalnel’s challenge to the trial court’s decision on its HAA claim. 

  

*30 MinCal Consumer Law Group v. Carlsbad Police Dept., 214 Cal. App. 4th 259, 265 (2013) is on point. In that case, the 

Court of Appeal held that it was without jurisdiction to review the petitioner’s challenge to the trial court’s decision on a 

Public Records Act claim because the plaintiff had not filed a writ petition within 20 days as the Act required. See Id. 

(“Where a party fails to file a writ petition within the statutory time limit …, and where that party further fails to request an 

extension of time for filing the writ petition from the superior court, the failure to file the writ petition even by a single day is 

fatal because the time limits for writ review are jurisdictional.”) Additionally, the Court of Appeal held that it could not treat 

the petitioner’s appeal as a writ petition because the notice of appeal was filed after the 20-day statutory deadline to file a writ 

petition. Id. at 265-66. 

  

The same result should be reached here. As noted above, the appeal provisions for the HAA and the Public Records Act are 

virtually identical. Because Kalnel did not file a writ petition within 20 days of the trial court’s order, this Court has no 

jurisdiction to consider its challenge to the trial court’s ruling on its HAA claim. Further, because its notice of appeal was 

filed after the 20-day statutory deadline to file a writ petition, the Court cannot treat the notice of appeal as a writ petition. 

  

B. Kalnels’ Housing Accountability Act Claim Fails on the Merits 

Even if the Court considers Kalnel’s HAA arguments, it should deny them on the merits. 

  

*31 1. The Housing Accountability Act does not trump the Coastal Act 

The City concedes that it did not make the sort of health and safety findings set forth in the Act, but it was not required to do 

so because the City denied the project for failing to comply with the Coastal Act, and the Venice LUP. (17 AR 2405-2408, 

2420-23.) Indeed, in rejecting Kalnel’s application for a CDP under the Coastal Act, the City acted under the delegated 

authority from the Coastal Commission - a state agency - and did not act as a local agency weighing in on local interests. See, 

e.g., Charles A. Apratt Construction Co., Inc. v. California Coastal Com., 162 Cal. App. 4th 1068, 1075 (2008) ( “[u]nder the 

Coastal Act’s legislative scheme, … the [local coastal program] and the development permits issued by local agencies 

pursuant to the Coastal Act are not solely a matter of local law, but embody state policy.”) The HAA only regulates actions 

by local agencies, not state agencies. See Gov’t Code § 65589.5 (j) (limiting actions of a “local agency”). 

  

Kalnel cites North Pacifica, LLC v. City of Pacifica, 234 F. Supp. 2d 1053, 1059-60 (N.D. Cal. 2002) for the proposition that 

when the HAA applies, the health and safety findings in the Act constitute “the only condition under which an application 

may be disapproved.” (Opening Br. at 39.) But federal court decisions interpreting California law are not binding on this 

Court. See Mesler v. Bragg Management Co., 39 Cal. 3d 290, 299 (1985). Moreover, North Pacifica is not even persuasive 

authority here because it did not address a development in the Coastal Zone subject to the Coastal Act. Kalnel also cites 

Honchariw v. County of Stanislaus, 200 Cal. App. 4th 1066 (2011) throughout its brief to support its HAA claims, but that 

case also did not address a project proposed for the Coastal *32 Zone. Nor do any of Kalnel’s authorities address the fact that 

the HAA’s own provisions make clear that nothing in the Act “shall be construed to prohibit a local agency from complying 

with … the California Coastal Act.” Gov’t Code § 65589.5 (e). 

  

If the HAA was not intended to supersede the Coastal Act, and if the Coastal Act was adopted to ensure that developments in 
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coastal zones are designed “to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas” (Pub. Res. Code § 30251), 

then Kalnel’s argument that the City can only employ objective criteria to evaluate its Project fails. Visual compatibility is 

evaluated subjectively, not objectively and here, the trial court correctly found that substantial evidence supports the City’s 

determination that Kalnel’s Project will not be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area. (2 AA 

337-338.) Notably, Kalnel’s Opening Brief does not dispute that there is substantial evidence in the record supporting the 

City’s compatibility determination. 

  

2. The Legislature reconciled the Coastal Act and the Housing Accountability Act through adoption of Public 

Resources Code section 30604(f) 

Kalnel argues that the Coastal Act should not be read to trump the HAA and that the two statutes should be harmonized. 

(Opening Br. at 36-40.) The City agrees that the two statutes can and should be harmonized. Indeed, in adopting Public 

Resources Code section 30604(f), the Legislature set forth precisely how they should be harmonized. That section provides: 

The [Coastal] [Commission shall encourage housing opportunities for persons of low and moderate 

income. In reviewing residential *33 development applications for low- and moderate-income housing, as 

defined in paragraph (3) of subdivision (h) of Section 65589.5 of the Government Code, the issuing 

agency or the commission, on appeal, may not require measures that reduce residential densities below 

the density sought by an applicant if the density sought is within the permitted density or range of density 

established by local zoning plus the additional density permitted under Section 65915 of the Government 

Code, unless the issuing agency or the commission on appeal makes a finding, based on substantial 

evidence in the record, that the density sought by the applicant cannot feasibly be accommodated on the 

site in a manner that is in conformity with Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) or the certified 

local coastal program. 

  

  

By referencing Government Code section 65589.5 (the HAA), and Government Code section 65915 (the Density Bonus 

Law), Public Resources Code section 30604(f) reconciles, the Coastal Act, the HAA, and the Density Bonus Law. 

  

3. The Project is not protected by Public Resources Code section 30604(f) because it is not a “low and moderate 

income project” as defined by Government Code section 65589.5 

Section 30604(f), demonstrates that in the Coastal Zone, protection is only afforded to applications “for low- and 

moderate-income housing, as *34 defined in paragraph (3) of subdivision (h) of Section 65589.5 of the Government Code.” 

Kalnel’s Project does not satisfy this definition. Section 65589.5(h)(3) defines “low-, or moderate-income households” to 

mean “either (A) at least 20 percent of the total units shall be sold or rented to lower income households, as defined in 

Section 50079.5 of the Health and Safety Code, or (B) 100 percent of the units shall be sold or rented to moderate-income 

households as defined in Section 50093 of the Health and Safety code, or middle-income households, as defined in Section 

65008 of this code.” Here, Kalnel only proposes to set aside two of its fifteen units for affordable housing, one unit shy of the 

twenty-percent minimum to qualify for protection in the Coastal Zone. (2 AR 197.) 

  

Kalnel seeks to avoid the plain language of Government Code section 65589.5(h)(3) by arguing that “total units” is defined in 

the Density Bonus law to mean the total number of units excluding the density bonus units. (Opening Br. at 44 citing Gov’t 

Code § 65915(b)(3).) But in adopting Public Resources Code section 30604(f), the Legislature did not refer to the definition 

of “total units” in the Density Bonus law. The Legislature declared that “low- and moderate-income housing” shall be 

defined in Government Code section 65589.5(h)(3) of the HAA. While Government Code section 65589.5(h)(3) uses other 

state statutes to define certain terms, it does not use the Density Bonus law to define the term “total units.” As such, the term 

“total units” carries its ordinary meaning. 

  

While the trial court’s tentative decision states that the term “total units” should be interpreted using the definition in the 

Density Bonus Law, the trial court conceded at oral argument that it had not considered the City’s argument that section 

65589.5(h)(3) does not use “total units” as a defined term, and does not refer to the definition of “total units” in the *35 

Density Bonus Law, even though section 65589.5(h)(3) refers to other State statutes to borrow definitions for other terms. 

(Reporter’s Transcript at 24:17-18.) Unfortunately, the trial court adopted its tentative decision as its final decision 
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wholesale, without correcting this error. 

  

Because Kalnel’s Project is in the Coastal Zone, and because Kalnel has not set aside 20 percent of the total units in its 

Project for low or moderate income households, the HAA’s protections do not apply. 

  

4. The trial court’s Judgment should be upheld even if Kalnel’s Project is covered by Public Resources Code section 

30604(f) because the Project is not compatible with the surrounding community 

Even if the Density Bonus law’s definition of “total units” did apply to Public Resources Code section 30604(f), the trial 

court’s Judgment would still be correct. As noted above, section 30604(f) provides that an “issuing agency” cannot deny a 

qualifying project unless it makes a finding, based on substantial evidence in the record, “that the density sought by the 

applicant cannot feasibly be accommodated on the site in a manner that is in conformity with Chapter 3 (commencing with 

Section 30200) or the certified local coastal program.” 

  

Here, the City has a certified land use plan for Venice (the Venice LUP), which is only the first step in achieving a certified 

local coastal program. It does not have a fully certified local coastal program for Venice. (2 AA 322). Because the City has 

no fully certified local coastal program for Venice, under section 30604(f), the standards in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act 

(commencing with Section 30200) apply. 

  

As noted above, among Chapter 3’s express objectives is the protection of the “scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas… 

as a *36 resource of public importance.” Pub. Res. Code § 30251. To further this objective the Legislature mandated that 

developments in coastal zones be designed “to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas.” Id. 

  

Here, the City specifically found that Kalnel’s Project “is not in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 

1976.” (17 AR 2405-08.) More specifically, the City found: 

[T]he project is too large and dense for the site to accommodate. The project will lead to a lack of on-site open space, 

minimal front yard setbacks much smaller than prevailing setbacks on adjacent blocks of South Venice, minimal front yard 

landscaping, an unsafe driveway entrance, and generate traffic far above the limitations of Mildred Avenue. 

  

The character of the proposed building is not compatible with the surrounding smaller scale neighborhood north of the 

project site in terms of bulk, mass, scale, facade articulation, use of materials and architectural design features. The building 

height and mass will obstruct neighbor’s views, will shade surrounding properties, and will wall off the existing community 

from the rest of the Venice community to the north. 

  

  

(Id. at 2405.) 

  

*37 As the trial court found, there is substantial evidence supporting these findings. The public testimony outlined in Section 

II. B. above constitutes substantial evidence that Kalnel’s Project is not compatible with the surrounding area. See Breneric 

Associates v. City of Del Mar, 69 Cal. App. 4th 166, 176-177 (1988) (“determination of a project’s aesthetic incompatibility 

with the neighborhood does not require expert testimony and that the opinions and objections of neighbors can provide 

substantial evidence to support rejection of a proposed development.”). 

  

Furthermore, in addition to the oral testimony discussed above, the record contains substantial written evidence supporting 

the City’s decision. (See 3 AR 374 (map showing Mildred is one of few egress options for large adjoining residential area); 3 

AR 375 (photographs showing Mildred is too narrow for comfortable two-way travel); 3 AR 376 (photographs of groups of 

cyclists using Mildred); 3 AR 387 (letter outlining Coastal Commission’s history of denying requests to vacate portions of 

Venice Blvd.); 13 AR 1940-1944 (photographs demonstrating the dangerous condition of Mildred); 13 AR 1980-1981 (chart 

showing setbacks in surrounding area exceed 25 feet); 19 AR 2841 (developer’s testimony that setbacks on Venice will range 

from two-and-a-half feet to six feet, and that setbacks on Mildred will range from three to five feet). 

  

Finally, as the trial court noted, the City properly relied upon the Coastal Commission’s Regional Interpretive Guidelines to 

support its decision to deny the Project. (2 AA 337.) The Guidelines “are not controlling, but a city can rely on substantial 
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evidence that they have been exceeded to deny a CDP.” (Id. at 337.) Here, the “Coastal Guidelines height limit states that 

new development should not exceed 25 feet, a limitation which is consistent with the Venice Specific Plan and the Venice 

*38 LUP.” (Id.) Kalnel’s Project, however, would be 33.75 tall if built with flat roofs, or 40.5 feet tall if built with stepped 

rooflines. (Kalnel’s Opening Br. at 21.) 

  

As noted above, Kalnel’s Opening Brief does not challenge the trial court’s decision that substantial evidence supports the 

City’s finding that its Project is not compatible with the surrounding community. Nor did Kalnel raise such a challenge in its 

Verified Petition for Writ of Mandate. (1 AA 1-18.) Thus, any such challenge is waived. Even if it were not waived, case law 

is clear that compatibility under the Coastal Act is a “subjective decision” and the agency’s decision should not be disturbed 

unless no reasonable person could reach the conclusion the agency reached. Reddell v. California Coastal Com., 180 Cal. 

App. 4th 956, 970 (2009). Substantial evidence in the record demonstrates most certainly that a reasonable person could 

reach the same conclusion that the City made. 

  

5. Public Resources Code section 30604(f) did not require the City to redesign Kalnel’s Project on the City Council 

floor during the appeal proceedings 

Kalnel’s Opening Brief argues that the City violated section 30604(f) “by imposing the ultimate reduction of density on the 

Project - disapproval - without any finding that ‘the density sought by the applicant cannot feasibly be accommodated on the 

site in a manner that is in conformity with Chapter 3 … or the certified local coastal program.” (Opening Br. at 44.) 

  

To the extent Kalnel is arguing that the City did not make proper findings under section 30604(f), or that there is no 

substantial evidence to support the City’s findings, that argument has been discredited above. Although Kalnel’s Brief is 

vague on this point, it appears that Kalnel is *39 instead asserting an argument that it raised for the first time at oral argument 

below: namely, that if the City believed that the Project’s design is incompatible with the community, then it should have 

approved the Project, but conditioned the Project by reducing its height, increasing its set backs, or by adopting some other 

set of approval conditions to render it compatible with the community. (See Reporter’s Transcript at 34:16-35:7.) 

  

Kalnel’s argument fails for two reasons. First, Kalnel waived the argument because it did not allege a violation of Public 

Resources Code section 30604(f) in its Verified Petition or in its Opening Brief below. (1 AA 1-17, 59-82.) To the contrary, 

Kalnel argued that the City was mandated to focus exclusively on objective criteria, and only had decision making power 

over the Project to the extent the Project created a health or safety impact. (Id.) This is also the position Kalnel took at the 

administrative level. (See Kalnel’s testimony at 19 AR 2842 (“the project’s density is essentially now by-right and the 

project’s height is by-right.”).) Kalnel cannot raise new claims for the first time on appeal. Simplon Ballpark, LLC v. Scull, 

235 Cal. App. 4th 660, 669 (2015). 

  

Second, even if it were not waived, Kalnel’s argument fails on the merits. The trial court found at oral argument that “there is 

no requirement that they meet and confer with you to try to work it out so that you can develop your project. I mean, it 

sounds good, but I don’t see any authority for that.” (Reporter’s Transcript at 48:23-26.) The trial court was correct. See 

LT-WR, L.L.C. v. California Coastal Com., 152 Cal. App. 4th 770, 801 (2007) (rejecting claim that “rather than denying the 

application, the Commission should have approved the application, subject to appropriate conditions of approval” because 

“the Commission is not required to *40 redesign an applicant’s project to make it acceptable.”); Reddell v. California Coastal 

Com., 180 Cal. App. 4th 956, 971 (2009) (same). 

  

C. Kalnels’ Density Bonus Claim Fails on the Merits 

Kalnel’s Density Bonus claim fails for the same reasons its HAA claim fails. First, like the HAA, the Density Bonus law is 

clear that it “shall not be construed to supersede or in any way alter or lessen the effect or application of the California 

Coastal Act of 1976 (Division 20 (commencing with Section 30000) of the Public Resources Code.” Gov’t Code § 65915 

(m). Furthermore, like the HAA, the Density Bonus law only constrains the actions of a “city, county or city and county.” 

Gov’t Code § 65915(a). It does not purport to limit the City when it acts on behalf of the state Coastal Commission, 

implementing state policies under the Coastal Act. 
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D. Kalnel’s Mello Act Claim Fails 

Kalnel also argues that the City’s denial violated the Mello Act because the Mello Act provides that local agencies “shall 

offer density bonuses or other incentives, including, but not limited to, modification of zoning … requirements.” (Opening 

Br. at 34 quoting Gov. Code § 65590(d).) 

  

The Mello Act, however, is concerned with ensuring that new projects in the Coastal Zone provide some amount of 

affordable housing on site, if feasible. Gov. Code § 65590(d). In order to compensate for the general requirement that 

affordable housing be included in new development, local agencies are required to offer density bonuses or other incentives. 

Id. 

  

*41 The Mello Act, however, places no obligation on the City to approve new development in the Coastal Zone in the first 

instance. Nor does it mandate that the City approve new development that is inconsistent with Coastal Act policies. As the 

City has not yet approved new development on Kalnel’s property, there has been, and could not be any Mello Act violation. 

  

E. The City Properly Determined that the Project Requires Additional Environmental Review 

The City also found that it could not approve the project because sufficient environmental review had not yet occurred. (17 

AR 2407.) The trial court rejected Kalnel’s argument that the HAA precluded the City from relying upon CEQA to deny the 

project. The trial court also rejected Kalnel’s argument that the Planning Director’s CEQA determination adopting the MND 

served as res judicata when the City considered the appeal of the CDP. (2 AA 340-41.) 

  

Kalnel’s Opening Brief does not specifically challenge the trial court’s CEQA rulings. Instead, Kalnel simply notes in its 

Statement of Facts that the Director adopted an MND and then asserts that the MND was not appealed. (Opening Br. at 

22-23.) Kalnel then drops a footnote arguing that a Notice of Determination was filed for the MND on October 29, 2013, and 

because no legal action challenged the MND it “remains a valid CEQA clearance for the project.” (Id.) A footnote arguing 

that the MND remains a valid CEQA clearance for the Project, however, is insufficient to preserve a challenge to the trial 

court’s CEQA rulings. Placer Ranch Partners v. County of Placer, 91 Cal. App. 4th 1336, 1343 n9 (refusing to consider 

argument raised in footnote). Kalnel has, therefore, waived any challenge to the trial court’s CEQA rulings. 

  

*42 To the extent the Court does review the trial court’s CEQA rulings, it should reject Kalnel’s challenge on both factual 

and legal grounds. First, as a factual matter, Kalnel is wrong when it asserts that the MND was not appealed. (Opening Br. at 

22-23.) On September 30, 2013, groups of community members filed two appeals to the West LA APC of the Director’s 

“entire” decision to approve “the proposed development at 522 Venice Blvd, because we believe it is detrimental to our 

community.” (2 AR 247-276, 12 AR 1530-33.) The appeal specifically raised concerns over traffic safety, and the lack of a 

traffic study. (Id.) The West LA APC granted the appeal finding, among other things, that the MND was insufficient, that the 

neighbors had raised a fair argument that the Project would result in significant environmental impact on traffic, and that an 

Environmental Impact Report must, therefore, be prepared. (4 AR 693.) The City Council reached the same conclusion when 

Kalnel appealed the West LA APCs determination. (17 AR 2407.) Thus, the MND was challenged at the administrative level. 

  

Second, as a legal matter, Kalnel is wrong that the original MND remains a valid CEQA clearance just because community 

members did not file an administrative appeal to the City Council pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21151(c), and 

did not file a lawsuit challenging the MND after the City approved a Notice of Determination. As noted above, the 

community appeals were filed on September 30, 2013. (2 AR 247-276, 12 AR 1530-33.) On October 29, 2013, nearly a 

month later, the City’s Planning Department filed a Notice of Determination. (Opening Br. at 23, n7.) At that time, there was 

no need for the community members to file a CEQA appeal to the City Council because the West LA APC had not yet heard 

their appeal. Further, once the West LA APC granted the community *43 members’ appeal, they had no need to appeal to the 

City Council or to file suit. Indeed, the need to file suit never arose because the City Council rejected Kalnel’s appeal, and 

upheld the West LA APC’s decision. (17 AR 2407.) 
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Kalnel cites to Citizens for a Megaplex-Free Alameda v. City of Alameda, 149 Cal. App. 4th 91 (2007) to support its 

argument that the MND is still valid, but that case is inapposite. (Opening Br. at 23 n7.) The court there held that the City of 

Alameda’s filing of a notice of determination for subsequent approvals did not extend the statute of limitations for 

challenging an MND that was the subject of a previous notice of determination for the same project. Citizens for a 

Megaplex-Free Alameda, 149 Cal. App. 4th at 108-110. But that holding has no bearing on this case. Unlike here, there is no 

indication that the community group in that case was still pursuing administrative challenges to the MND before the original 

notice of determination was filed. The City is aware of no case requiring a community group to file suit challenging an 

environmental clearance while its administrative challenge to that very clearance is still pending. Nor would it make sense to 

impose such a requirement. The purpose of exhausting administrative remedies is to avoid litigation if possible, not to require 

community groups to pursue challenges on parallel administrative and judicial tracks. 

  

Kalnel’s Opening Brief says nothing about whether the City correctly decided that the community raised a fair argument 

requiring an EIR for the project. The trial court’s ruling, however, was correct. The evidence set forth by the community in 

this case is indistinguishable from the evidence submitted by the community in Mejia v. City of Los Angeles, 130 Cal. App. 

4th 322, 399 (2005), where the Court found that a fair *44 argument had been raised. (2 AA 339.) See Mejia, 130 Cal. App. 

4th at 399 (community testimony that the roads are already overcrowded with pedestrians, cars, and horses, and that traffic 

accidents had occurred at the location in the past, and that additional traffic caused by the development would add to the 

problem raised a fair argument sufficient to defeat the MND). 

  

F. Kalnel’s New Coastal Act Claim Fails for Procedural and Substantive Reasons 

Kalnel’s Opening Brief attempts to raise a new claim for the first time on appeal: namely, that the City violated the Coastal 

Act in reviewing the CDP for conformance with the Coastal Act’s Chapter 3 policies. (Opening Br. 40.) Kalnel argues that 

pursuant to Public Resources Code section 30600.5(c), once the Coastal Commission certifies a local land use plan, Chapter 

3 policies are no longer relevant and a project must be approved “if th[e] local government or the commission on appeal finds 

that the proposed development is in conformity with the certified land use plan.” Public Res. Code § 30600.5(c). Kalnel’s 

argument should be rejected procedurally and on the merits. 

  

1. Kalnel cannot raise new claims for the first time on appeal 

As noted above, it is settled law that a plaintiff cannot raise new claims for the first time on appeal. See Simplon Ballpark, 

LLC v. Scull, 235 Cal. App. 4th 660, 669 (2015). Here, Kalnel never alleged in its Verified Petition, and never argued in its 

Opening Brief below that the City violated the Coastal Act in considering Chapter 3 policies. Kalnel only alleged and argued 

that the City violated the HAA, the Density Bonus Law, and Mellow Act by employing the Coastal Act’s subjective criteria 

of *45 compatibility with the surrounding community to deny the project. (1 AA 1-17, 59-82.) Kalnel’s new claim is, 

therefore, barred. 

  

2. The City’s finding that Project is not compatible with the surrounding community is supported by several Venice 

LUP policies 

Even if the Court were to consider Kalnel’s new claim, it should reject it because the City did not find that the Project 

conforms with the Venice LUP and, thus, the City had no duty under Public Resources Code section 30604(f) to approve the 

CDP. 

  

As noted above, a land use plan under the Coastal Act “functions as the general plan for property in the coastal zone.” Hines 

v. California Coastal Com., 186 Cal. App. 4th 830, 840-41 (2010). A “project is consistent with the general plan if, 

considering all its aspects, it will further the objectives and policies of the general plan and not obstruct their attainment.” 

Pfeiffer v. City of Sunnyvale City Council, 200 Cal. App. 4th 1552, 1563 (2011) (citations and quotations omitted). Courts 

afford “great deference to the agency’s determination” of whether or not a project conforms with the general plan. Id. In fact, 

the agency’s conformance determination “can be reversed only it is based on evidence from which no reasonable person 
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could have reached the same conclusion.” Id. 

  

Here, the City denied Kalnel’s request for a CDP based on the following finding: 

[T]he project is too large and dense for the site to accommodate. The project will lead to a lack of on-site open space, 

minimal front yard setbacks much smaller than prevailing setbacks on adjacent blocks of South Venice, minimal *46 front 

yard landscaping, an unsafe driveway entrance, and generate traffic far above the limitations of Mildred Avenue. 

  

The character of the proposed building is not compatible with the surrounding smaller scale neighborhood north of the 

project site in terms of bulk, mass, scale, facade articulation, use of materials and architectural design features. The building 

height and mass will obstruct neighbor’s views, will shade surrounding properties, and will wall off the existing community 

from the rest of the Venice community to the north. 

  

  

(Id. at 2405.) 

  

This finding is supported by several policies in the Venice LUP. Policy I.A.1.a. states that “[b]uilding heights and bulks shall 

be controlled to preserve the nature and character of existing residential neighborhoods.” (4 SAR 789.) Policy I.A.2 calls for 

the preservation of “stable single-family residential neighborhoods” and calls on the City to “[e]nsure that the character and 

scale of existing single-family neighborhoods is maintained and allow for infill development provided that it is compatible 

with and maintains the density, character and scale of the existing development.” (4 SAR 790.) Policy I.A.4. states that in 

those “stable neighborhoods characterized by a mix of densities and dwelling types, permitted densities may be reduced to 

levels consistent with the character of the entire area in order to minimize impacts on infrastructure, services, and to maintain 

or enhance the residents’ qualify of life.” (4 SAR 794.) Policy I.A.7 states *47 that for multi-family residential projects in the 

Southeast Venice subarea, “[y]ards shall be required in order to accommodate the need for fire safety, open space, permeable 

land area for on-site percolation of stormwater, and on-site recreation consistent with the existing scale and character of the 

neighborhood.” (4 SAR 797.) 

  

Thus, Kalnel’s claim that the City “ignored the Venice Land Use Plan housing policies and violated the Coastal Act” could 

not be further from the truth. (Opening Br. at 40.) 

  

3. The Venice LUP does not mandate the approval of a CDP for Kalnel’s density bonus Project 

Kalnel is also wrong when it argues that the Venice LUP, and thus the Coastal Act, “directs the grant” of density bonuses and 

incentives. (Opening Brief at 40.) Kalnel cites to Policy V.A.2 to support its argument that density bonus approvals are 

mandatory under the Venice LUP. (Id.) But Kalnel misreads the policy. The policy mandate is that “[s]treets and highways 

shall be designed and improved to adequately accommodate development and to enhance public access to the shoreline.” (4 

SAR 878.) The policy then sets forth implementation strategies. The strategies severely restrict the increase of density 

through zone changes. The policy states that density increases shall not “be effectuated by a zone change unless appropriate 

consideration has been given to adequately accommodate the traffic generated thereby on the local streets and major and 

secondary highways serving the property involved.” (Id.) Further, “[o]nly that density shall be permitted that is consistent 

with this LUP.” (Id.) The policy then states that “[a]dditional density considerations for affordable units shall be permitted 

along or near secondary and major highways.” (Id.) It is apparently this last sentence that Kalnel reads as *48 mandating 

approval of density bonus projects. But that is not what the sentence says. The sentence merely recognizes that the hard and 

fast policies prohibiting density unless streets can serve the traffic caused by the increased density shall not apply for 

affordable units, and that additional policy considerations other than traffic considerations shall be permitted. 

  

Kalnel also cites to Policy I.A.13.b and e. (Opening Br. at 40.) But again, this policy provides no mandatory approval of 

density bonus projects. The policy begins by saying that “the City may grant incentives such as reduced parking, additional 

height or increased density” consistent with the Density Bonus law, not that it must. (4 SAR 800.) Further, the City may only 

do so if the project complies with the certain requirements. (4 SAR 800.) 

  

First, the policy only authorizes a 25 percent density bonus. (Id.) Kalnel’s Project, however, proposes a 35 percent density 

bonus.6 (2 AR 197.) Further, the policy states that a density bonus project should not be approved unless the City finds “that 
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the development, if it had been proposed without the 25 percent density increase, would have been fully consistent with the 

policies and development standards of the certified local coastal program.” (4 SAR 800.) Thus, the City must evaluate all of 

the land use policies in the Venice LUP before granting even a 25-percent density bonus. 

  

The City recognizes that the Density Bonus Law allows for a 35 percent density bonus if the requisite amount of affordable 

housing is set *49 aside (see Gov’t Code § 65915(f)), and that the Density Bonus Law allows for incentives to override 

height and set back zoning requirements (Id. at subds. (a) & (k)), but the question here is not whether the City should issue a 

Density Bonus Law approval for the Project (which it did), but whether the City must approve a CDP for Kalnel’s Project. 

While Kalnel argues that the City has a mandatory duty to approve a CDP where a Density Bonus Law approval has been 

granted, the Density Bonus Law states unequivocally that it “shall not be construed to supersede or in any way alter or lessen 

the effect or application of the California Coastal Act.” Gov’t Code § 65915 (m). Kalnel is correct that the Density Bonus 

Law also states “that the granting of concessions or incentives shall not be interpreted in and of itself to require … a local 

coastal plan amendment.” (Opening Br. at 14 citing Gov. Code § 65915(j).) But read together, paragraphs (j) and (m) of the 

Density Bonus Law mean that agencies should respect and implement Coastal Act policies, but if they find that a density 

bonus project is generally compatible with those policies, they need not be burdened with amending a local coastal plan just 

because a density bonus project does not comply perfectly with each and every single policy or regulation in a local coastal 

plan. The short of it is, agencies have a great deal of discretion on how to proceed. See Pfeiffer v. City of Sunnyvale City 

Council, 200 Cal. App. 4th 1552, 1563 (2013) (“Because policies in a general plan reflect a range of competing interest, the 

government agency must be allowed to weigh and balance the plan’s policies when applying them, and it has broad discretion 

to construe its policies in light of the plan’s purposes.”) 

  

Here, the City did not find that Kalnel’s Project is generally compatible with the Coastal Act’s policies. To the contrary, it 

found that *50 the Project is “too large and dense for the site to accommodate,” that it observes insufficient setbacks when 

compared to surrounding properties, that it will create an unsafe driveway entrance, that it will be incompatible with “the 

surrounding smaller scale neighborhood north of the site in terms of bulk, mass, [and] scale,” and that it “will wall off the 

existing community from the rest of the Venice community to the north.” (17 AR 2405.) As discussed above these findings 

echo explicit Venice LUP policies. Thus, contrary to Kalnel’s argument, the City was not obligated to approve a CDP for a 

project with a 35-percent density bonus that exceeded the Venice LUP’s height limit, and that proposed minimal set backs 

that did not conform with the rest of the neighborhood. 

  

G. Kalnel’s Requests to Vacate the Right of Way and to Merge Four Parcels Provide Additional Grounds to Deny 

Kalnel’s Appeal 

In its Opening Brief, Kalnel requests the Court to set aside the trial court’s Judgment in its entirety and to direct approval of 

the Project pursuant to Government Code section 65589.5(k), (1). (Opening Br. at 45.) For the reasons set forth above, the 

trial court’s Judgment should be upheld in its entirety. But even if this Court finds error, the appropriate remedy is to remand 

the matter back to the City for further consideration. The fact that Kalnel’s Proposed project would require the City to vacate 

the right of way the City acquired by deed (11 AR 1474), and the fact that the Project seeks to merge four separate lots and 

then resubdivide them (2 AR 197) when the Venice LUP limits lot consolidation to two lots (4 SAR 798) may provide an 

additional basis for the City to either deny or condition the Project. Thus, regardless of how this Court rules, Kalnel’s 

requested remedy is inappropriate. See Civ. Proc. Code § 1094.5(f) (a judgment in a *51 writ of mandate action “shall not 

limit or control in any way the discretion legally vested in the respondent”). 

  

V. CONCLUSION 

For all the foregoing reasons, the City respectfully requests that the Court deny the appeal and uphold the trial court’s 

Judgment in its entirety. 

  

Dated: December 22, 2015 

  

MICHAEL N. FEUER, City Attorney 
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Footnotes 

 
1 

 

The City will cite to the Appellant’s Appendix with the volume number first, followed by “AA” and then the page number. The 

City will cite to the Administrative Record (“AR”) and Supplemental Administrative Record (“SAR”) using the same format. 

 
2 

 

The City’s General Plan Land Use Element “consists of 35 community or district plans, each for a separate geographic area.” A 

Local & Regional Monitor v. City of Los Angeles, 12 Cal. App. 4th 1773, 1814 n 17 (1993). 

 
3 

 

The Project actually consolidates four lots into one before the resulting lot is resubdivided. (2 AR 169.) 

 
4 

 

See Legislative History, City’s RJN Ex. A at 60 (“At the request of the League of California Cities, the author has scaled the bill 

back to its current language to facilitate negotiations over the additional provisions.”) 

 
5 

 

The provision granting calendar preference, however, did not survive, apparently due to the Judicial Council’s objection that 

“[t]here are numerous calendar preferences and other case priorities throughout the codes, none of which provide guidance to the 

courts on how to reconcile the competing statutes.” (City’s RJN, Ex. A. at 173.) 

 
6 

 

The policy states that the “City may prepare an LCP amendment for certification by the Commission for specific areas or 

subregions within the planning area where density bonuses in excess of 25 percent may be permitted based on a finding that no 

adverse impacts on coastal resources would result.” No such amendment has been prepared. 

 

 

End of Document 
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TO: Commissioners and Interested Persons 
It u 

December 2, 1981 

FROM: Nancy Lucast. District Director, South Coast 
Dave Loo~is, District Chief Planner, and 
Pam Emerson, Planner 

SUBJECT: City of Los Angeles, Del Rey Lagoon local Coastal Progra~ . 

(Public Hearing and Commission action are scheduled for December 18, 1921. l 

SYNOPSIS 

Th~s staff report includes history, public participation, key coastal pe~its, 
anc analysis of the segmentation request. land use plan, and ir:1plementing or· 
di nances s ubrni tted by the City of Los Ange 1 es for the De 1 Re~· Lagoon area of 
tnc Westchester/Playa del Rey district, City of Los Angeles. This report in· 
eludes a staff recommendation, three resolutions, and findings supporting eac1 
resolution, and conditions with which the Commission can deterr:in that the Lan~ 
Use Plar. is consistent with the policies of'the California Coa-stal Act (Pub1i:: 
Resources Code 30000-30823). 

Staff Recommendation 

Staff reconrnends that the Cor.rnission adopt the follO\'Iing three resolutions tc·: 

1) A~prove segm4ntation; 
2) Deny the to.tal Local Coastal Program as submitted; 
3) ConGitionally certify the total Local Coastal Progra~ with conditions 

. Background 

The City of Los Angeles formed a Citizens' Advisory Committee in June, 1979 and 
held ten C~C meetings, two community meetings, two planning commission hearings 
and one hearing before the Planning Committee of the los Angeles City Council 
on the Specific Plan. In the work program approved in July, 1979, the Specific 
Plan for this area was identified as the best method to deal with Coastal Act 
issues in one step. Following strategy developed in the work progra~ issue 
identification, the City prepared a specific plan to address coastal issues 
and. lm!nded the Conmunity Plan, the Westchester/Playa del Rey COimUnfty-Plan. 
to conform with the proposed Specific Plan. 

The Specific Plan was deemed submitted on October 30. 1931. Tht! Comnission 
opened and continued a public hearing on November 18. 1981. The City has 
waived the time limits for Commission action. 
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Plan Sui"'T1ary 

The Specific Plan and attached documents found necessary to comprise the local Coastal 
."'' Program for th.e De 1 Rey Lagoon Segment: 

1) ldenti fy and preserve existing pubHcly owned vertical accessways and beach parki('•;.· 
ve~~ical accessways cited in the specific plan to "be maintained.and accessible for 
pedestrian use." Public streets or alleys may not be vacated without 1 finding that 
they ·~ not necessary for access. 

2) Provide for vertical accessways over undeveloped beachfront property. 

3) Identify but not preserve existing lateral accessways such as Ocean Front Walk and 
the South Bay bike path. 

4) Recommend new public parking lots outside plan area. 

5} Restrict publicly owned beach land to open space or visitor-serving recreational use. 

6) Downzone Del Rey Lagoon and the adjacent park to A-2. 

7) Propose zoning the remaining beachfront parcel for a mixed hotel and condominiu~ 
use and provides for construction seaward of Ocean Front Walk on 25~ of the property, 
if it. is privately owned. 

B) Limit height, bulk, density and intensity. 

9) Proposes standards to assure that parking provided by new development is adequate to 
keep the automobiles generated by the development of public beach parking. · 

10) Continue existing single family zoning for bluff areas, with the existing gradin~ 
ordinance. 

ll} Provide incentives for low-moderate income housing, and provide replacement for housi1 
demolished or converted within Playa del Rey. 

12) Preserve the visual quality of the area by limiting height, bulk, signs, and certain 
contnercia1 uses. 

13) Suggest post-certification procedures. 

Area Description 

The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan includes the developed urban area. now zoned R-3 and com 
- mercial, that lies south of the Marina del Rey entrance channel at the base of the West

chester dunes (see Exhibit 1). The area includes .a publicly-owned. park and , lagoon, Dock
weiler State Beach, duplexes, some apartment buildings and some snmll shops and restau
rants. Three public parking lots provide parkfng for the beach and lagoon. Walk streets 
and a bftJCle path provide access to the beach itself. The existing residential structur• 
include two and three story structures. Major issues during the past several years have 
been parking, community character and scale, development on the oversteepended bluff face 
development on large parcels on the bEach. -

0 · ~ : : · =-:--:-. - .· 
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;~ary of Conditions 

. Use Condition One strengthens the access and recreation portions of the total Local 

=~-~,al Program. Land Use Condition Two suggests additional standards for hazardous 

'teep slope areas. Lend Use Condition Three reduces the height of ell development per

nitted in the plan area to 1 consistent 37 (thirty-seven) feet above centerline of the 

road and.removes exceptions. Condition Four requires the City to bring post-certification 

procedures f~d maps into consistency with the Coastal Act. 
I I 

Additional Information 

Further information on the Del Rey Lagoon Spfaotific Plan may be obtained from Pam Emerson 

or David Loomis at the South Coast District Office, 666 East Ocean Boulevard, Suite 3107, ·· 

long Beach, CA 90801, telephone: (213) 590-5071. 

SUBSi~NTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS 

1} Los Angeles City: Issue identification work program and staff report. 

2} Los Angeles City: Plan elements, including the Westchester Community Plan. 

3) Vista del Mar Lane Permits: LGA-14; P-4125, P-5433, P-4070. P-2910, P-2195, P-186E, 

A~594-79. 

4) Beachfront Permits: (State appeal) A-77-422, P-76-6642. Permit A-1-129-81. 

~, Westport Beach Club Permits: P-74-4420, P-73-1049, A-24-76, EIR for Westport Beach 

Club. 

6) Permits: LGA-38, P-7394. P-81-7962, S-81-129, P-6708. P-659, P-655. 

7) Permits: Proposition 20: P-8548. P-8550, P-8551, P-5842, P-74-1805. 

8) Ballona Wetlands Marina del Rey LCP, work program. associated reports. 

9) M~ps of original permit jurisdiction; City of Lq? Angeles vs. Venice Peninsula Proper-

tles, LA 31422. · 

lO) Categorical exclusion for Playa del Rey. and staff report. July 1979. 

ll) Westchester Community Plan amendment, Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, Background report 

and executive summary (9-11-81). 

12) Background reports from City of Los Angeles LCP. (Project 1 Geology, Project 2 

Housing). 

13) Correspondence. 

14) Coast:al Conmission InterpretiYe Guidelines for Wetlands and Other Wet Environmentally 

Sens hive Habitats, February 4, l9Sl. 

ll\) Los Angeles City. PlaMing and Zoning Code; Chapter J of the Los Angeles Municipal. Code. 

£uJ Least Tern Recovery Team. Report on Essential Habitat for the Least Tern. 

17} Letter of Timothy Farley to Dr. Ralph Schrieber, October 19, 1981. 
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Pennit History 

For the duration of the Commission, in most of Del Rey Lagoon, the issues have been parking, 

bulk and height of buildings, potential incursion on the beach from new development. and 

geologic stabili~ of steep slopes. Four areas have presented issues that have been ser

ious enough to result in denial of development requests by the Coastal Commission. 

a. The Vijta del Mar bluffs, oversteepened loosely consolidated sand at 66-Z/3~ to 40~ 

slope,Jiranging from 10 to over 100 feet high, have been the site of eight deni.als and 

five conditional approvals. Issues raised were geologic stability, public views from 

the bluff top road, Vista del Mar Lane. Conditional approvals all included height 

limits to preserve views and review of the geology reports by the Division of Mines 

and Geology on •teeper lots. One on the 661 slope included liability waivers and the 

posting of a bond. 

b. One site on Culver Boulevard was proposed for a 70-foot-high mixed commercial and resi

dential building that stretched across ten lots. This was denied by the Los Angeles 

City Coastal Permit Unit in 1980. The Commission found no substantial issue on appeal 

(LGA-38). Grounds for denial were scale, height, and non-conformance with the draft 

local coastal program. 

c. In 1977, the Commission denied residential development on the property identified as 

the "Beachfront" in the Specific Plan. This h approximately three acres lying west 

of Pacific Avenue; the last undeveloped beachfront parcel in Playa. del Rey. Grounds 

for denial included lack of visitor-serving use, commitment of a new area of beach to 

development, encroachment past the stringline. the preservation of the resurgent dunes 

on the property. the blocking of the view from the public street, the strong prescript

ive rights case which has been alleged to exist with respect to the property, and the 

unsettled seaward boundary of the property. 

d. Under the Coastal Initiative of 1972, the tommission approved the construction of 82 

condominium units at the site of the Westport Beach Club at the southerly end of this 

segment. The conditions of approval included ensuring the availability of forty-five 

percent of the units for short-tenn rentals during seven months of the year. Prior to 

approval, the applicant redesigned to include height reductions (18 feet at the beach 

side, 29 feet at the highest point) and beach improvements including a vertical 

accessway. Th~$ project received pennit extensions in 1977, and is now under con

struction. The project does not extend seaward of Ocean Front Walk. 

Staff recommends ~he Commission adopt the following resolutions: . 

\v4_ ,..,- ~l ~\: y IAJ 

{qt Reso 1 uti on I. Sepn.tati on 

The Commission finds that the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan end related documents (see 

Exhibit 1) ~Y be evaluated by itself and that development under the plan affords no 

cumulative impact on access or on resources when combined with other contiguous areas 

within the City of Los Angeles. The Del Rey Lagoon area may therefore be detennined a 

segment of the City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Program. 

Finding_s· for Conditional Se_gmentation: 

The Commission hereby finds and declares as follows: 

The Commission, 1n July, 1979. approved a work program for eight Specific Plan areas in 

four communities 1n Los Angeles. Each Specific Plan was funded for independent submittal 

to the Commission. 
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· the work program, the Westchester/Playa del Rey community contained two Specific Plan 

·r and one area that was not funded for study. The Del Rey Lagoon area. the developed 

!la . • ront area, received an i nter1m grant before the tota 1 work program was approved. 

ae R-1 area on the b 1 uff tops, was not funded for study but remained a part of the pro

' sed segment. The bluff top dune area that was cleared in 1974-75 to reduce the airport 

Jise problem was funded as a separate specific plan (Airport Dunes). The City of Los 

,geles has repuested, at the November 18, 1981 hearing, that the two bluff areas that 

ere origidally part of the Del Rey Legoon specific plan be submitted with the Ballona 

CP and with the Airport Dunes LCP, respectively . 
• 

. The Ballona Bluff area includes the bluff faces and tops from Lincoln Boulevard to 

Persh;ng Drive. beginning at the county line and including the steep slopes and an 

area approximately 25 feet back from the top of the bluffs. These bluffs were in

cluded in the Coastal Zone because of potential geologic hazard problems and poten-

tial impacts on the Ballona Wetlands located below and immediately adjacent. The 

City of los Angeles is preparing an annexation EIR for the wetlands that will in-

clude a coastal land use ·plan prepared for the wetlands by Los Angeles County. The 

State Department of Fish and Game has commented favorably on a draft study that 

identifies these bluffs as a buffer to adjacen·t sensitive habitats and recommen~s ercsic-r 

ana runott control. The City of Los Angeles has proposed· that land use designatiors for 

these bluffs be submitted to the Commission at the same time as the La Ballona a~r.e>

!·tior;, wetland study and land use flan ;s submitted. The City of Los Anoeles an~ 

the County of Los Angeles hav; info~ed us that an annexation request and dra~t 

specific plan for the area makes this possible. 

The bluffs are directly adjacent to the historic wetland area and are more closely 

related to the La Ballona area and resources than they are to the Del Rey lagoor 

area. There is no relation of the two areas in terms of coastal access -- they are 

served by different traffic collector system~. The Commission finds that no cumulative 

effect on coastal resources or an access can be caused by cumulative impact of devel

ooment on the bluffs. The Commission further finds that these issues may be e~a~i~e~ 

separately for their effects on resources; the resources of the bluffs are more relat~r t~ 

the resources of the Ballona wetland. where they have been identified as critical to 

the ecosystem as 1 buffer and uplend, end that it is more important to analyze these 

bluffs in relation to the La Ballona/Merfna del l!y se~nt. 

Pursuant to the City's request for elimination of the Ballona Bluffs fror thf Del Rey 

lagoon segment, the findings on the Ballona bluffs have been removed fro~ thf analysis 

of the Del Rey Lagoon total Local Coastal Program. T~ Ba11ona bluffs in ther~f 1•c~ 

cannot be analyzed as a segnent because their devel(IIDent •:ill have an affec~ on the 

adjacent environmentally sensitive habitat areas. T~e Co~i~sion th
eref~re ffnds 

that the Ballona bluffs have been identified as hav~nr crucial biolo~ical inter~la

tionships with the environmentally sensitive habitat of the adjacent dunes and 

wetlands. and that designations for their use or pre-sea·~i:ltion may be analyzer' most 

appropriately at the same time as the La Ballona/Marina Del Rey se~ent is sttmitted. 

b. Vista Del Har Bluffs The lots on the top of t.he b1ttf'f'~ 'i"U+h of' Pershin" 'lrive arp 

nearl,Y..conpletely built out and separated by the steeo bluff faces f'rom the Oel Rey 

lagoon erea. Because of topography, major beach access transportation routes bypas~ 

t••e bluff top area. Manchester Boulevard. a 111jor collector, dead ends on Vista del 

i·&ar Lane at the top of the bluff. The lots on the seaward side of Vista del Mar lane, 

which afford public views, were included in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan area. 

The City of Los Angeles has requested thlt these lots be planned for with the rest 

of the single fami 1y area wouth and west of Pershing Drive and east of Vista dei i·tar 

lane. There is no cumulative impact on access caused by examining these areas 

s~varately. Vista del Mar Blvd. separates these areas from the beach and no major 
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accessways traverse the bluffs. In pre-application conferences. the City of Los 

Angeles and Commission staff have agreed that existing plans and zoning for the R-l 

area could be submitted with the LCP for the adjacent Airport Dunes, where single

family houses were cleared because of the impact of airport noise. The Airport 

Dunes are the subject of another Specific Plan (and LCP segment) and are physic

graphically closely related to the R-1 single family area. 

The. City has requested that . the Airport Dunes by planned in another segment; the 

Conurrission finds that the dunes should all be analyzed at once to avoid a proliferati.on 

of heat~ngs on an area where the impact on access and coastal resources cannot be 

analyzed separately. The Commission further finds that it is appropriate for the 

Vista Del Ma·r bluffs as described above and the adjacent single family home area 

to be included within the Airport Dunes proposed segment which is located adjacent 

and south of the Del Rey lagoon segment. 

The Commission finds. therefore. that there is no cumulative effect on coastal re

sources or on access potential caused by development in these two ereas. and that the 

Del Rey Lagoon segment can be analyzed independently of the ren0inder of the affected 

jurisdiction. f=/1~~-n . [lhk- a-,J ~tt::J 14 

~ y'P 

The Commission finds that the Westchester/Playa del Rey Community Plan, the Westchester/ 

Playa del Rey Comunity P1an Amendment, the Del Rey Legoon Spec.ific Plan, the Executive 

Su~~y. and the Background Report, together constitute the total Local Coastal Progra~ 

for the Del Rey Lagoon segment of the City of Los Angeles. The total Local Coastal Pro

gram contains both "land use designations and implementing ordinances, including standards 

on height, density incentives. an access ~p. uses, percentages in mixed uses, definitions. 

scale, and other devices. definitions, conditions. and decisions. 

RESOLUilOI\ I I. DENIAL AS SUBMITIED 

The Commission hereby denies the total Local Coastal Program for the specific reasons 

discussed below on the grounds that. as submitted. the Local Coastal Program does not meet 

the requirements of and is not in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal 

Act; is not consistent with applicable decisions of the Commission that shall guide local 

government ect1ons pursuant to Section 30625(c); and approval would have significant ad

verse environmental effects for which feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures 

which would substantially lessen such effects on the environment are available but not 

employed, consistent with the California Environmental Quality Act. 

findings for Denial as Submitted 

The Commission finds and declares as-follows: 

A. Contents of the Land Use Plan, Evaluation of the Specific Plan as a Total Local 

toas ta 1 Program 

In July, 1979, the Commission approved a work program for eight Specific Plan areas 

in four communities in the coastal zone of the City of Los Angeles. For each area. 

a series of tasks were funded to examine issues of scale, traffic. parking, access, 

habitlt. housing, and geology. The mechanism agreed upon to change City of Los Angeles 

standards to conform to the Coastal Act was the Specific Plan. The Commission also 

authorized 10ney to change underlying use designations fn adopted Community Plans, if. 

on the basis of the Coastal Att and infoMmBtion gathered during the wort progrem, the 

underlying use designation in the Community Plan needed to be changed (c.f. Work Pro

gram). A Specific Plan, under Section 65451 of the General Plan Act ... Y include reg

ulations, conditions, standards and criteril that pull together all elements of the 

General Plan. including fn this instance, the Coastal Act: The Specific Plan m~y be 

! I 
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written as an ordinance, and once adopted, overrides zoning and becomes automatic in 

administration. The attraction of this mechanism in the case of the City of Los Angeles 

i~ •hat a Specific Plan can implement work done on a scale and density in previously 

1 ted Community Plans that have not yet been implemented and also add coastal con-· 

terns. such as access and habitats, not generally addressed in Community Plans. A 

Specific Plan, as long as it 1s more restrictive than the C0111nunity Plan, 1s considered 

consistent with it by the city and required no amendment to the entire cumbersome 

structure of plan elements, district plans and general plans. 

• • f 

' 
This sub~ittal contains a Community Plan amendment, an Executive Summary, a Specific 

Plan in ordinance form and a Background Document. Upon review of all four documents 

submitted, it was found that all elements necessary for review of a land use plan were 

present, but that they were scattered throughout the reports. 

The amended Community Plan contains 

height control, and other policies. 

changes as well as a plan note that 

Note 7 states: 

very general policy language that provides access. 

lt contains underlying zoning infonmation and zone 

adopts all Specific Plan designations (Note 7). 

"All previously adopted district plan designations within the Del Rey 

Lagoon Specific Plan, adopted on 
• as contained in 

LAMC Section 15.xxx and in the text of this District Plan." 

l" other words, the Specific Plan will be adopted as the implementation of the Cor-·

munity Plan. 

An atcess map is a necessary part of the land use plan. The access map is in the beck-

,ro~nd document, as is all information on which use designations are based. 

The issues of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act; aacess. land use, housing, and scale. are 

dealt with in det~iled manner in the Specific Plan~ but not in the Community Plan 

Amendment. In order to evaluate the land uses of the plan. it is necessary to com~are 

information from four of the documents: the Data Summation Report; the Community Plar. 

Amendment; the Specific Plan~ and the Executive Summary. 

The resolution from the City Council differs slightly from thh and states that only 

the Community Plan Amendment should be analyzed as the land use plan and the Specific 

Plan as the implementation. 

The council resolution does not mention segmentation; it erroneously states that plans 

and zoning in the other portion of the community have been deemed certifiable with the 

Coastal Act. and it oversimplifies the relationship of·land use decisions and imple

mentation. 

The Com1ssion finds the original i.ntent tQ simplify matter5 by handling both the 

land use portion and the implementation in one step through the Specific Plan process 

is appropriate at this ttme. The tommun1tJ Plan. without the Specific Plan. is not 

suffictently detailed to constitute a land use plan. All four documents must be con

sidered is a total Local Coastal Program to be reviewed for consistency with Chapter 

3 of the Coastal Act. 

B. 8each and lagoon Access 

Coastal Act Sections 30210·13 require ~naxinun acces·s, non interference with the right

of acc~ss to the se•, including use of dry sand coastal beaches to the first line of 

terrestrial vegetat;on, and new 1ccess in new ~velopment. 

• 
! 

I 
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The State of california owns Dockweiler State Beach, the beach in the Del Rey Lagoon 

Specific Plan area. The city owns mst of the land abutting Del Rey Lagoon itself 

and the fee title to about four-fifths of the lagoon. A map found on page 13 of the 

Background Documents shows the beach, the lagoon, vertical accessways along city 

streets and walkstreets, and as dedicated lateral accessways, the Ocean Front Walk 

and the South Bay Bicycle trails. The city ~p indicates that there are private claims 

to pprtions of the sandy beach. 

1. Prf~rvation of Existing Accessways and Beaches 
I 

A policy in the Community Plan forbids the city to vacate streets and alleys 

without 1 finding that they are unnecessary for access. No standards for deter

mining necessity are found in the plan. Therefore, while the intent of the plan 

is to preserve the accessways, it leaves the decision to vacate accessways to be 

nede by an unspecified agency with no reference to the access map found on page 

13 of the Background Document. 

The Specific Plan language preserves the vertical ecces sways, but not a'tces s a 1 ong 

the jetties; lateral accessways are mapped, but not identified for preservation 

from encroachment, an apparent oversight. A vertical accessway established by the 

Commission in Permit A-24-76, but not yet constructed, on the southern part of the 

beach opposite Vista del Mar Lane, is not included in the access ~p. Inclusion 

of this accessway spreads beach users over more portions of .the beach and avoids 

concentration at one point, consistent with Section 30212.5. New accessways 

achieved by the permit authority are not protected in the phn. These should, for 

sake of consistency, be included. The Commission finds that m~ximum access con

sistent with Section 30210 has not been achieved. 

The policies for development of the subarea identified as the Beachfront Area 

include the provision of vertical access and maintenanee of access on the 60-foot 

wide city·owned fonner entrance channel·. The Specific Plan also preserves the 

three existing public parking lots and the street parking for beach access. 

Existing street parking is ~pped in the Background Documents. 

2. Preservation of Beach Access 

One ambiguous feature of the plan is the maintenance of lateral access. Currently 

lateral access exists on all of the sandy beach. There is a dedicated walkway. 

Ocean Front Walk. that runs adjacent to the lots from the entrance channel to 

Culver Boulevard. Most is unimproved. The state owns the beach west of Ocean 

Front Walk (in fee) except in the case of the two parcels identified as the Beach

front and the Westport B~ach Club, and retains title to the beach west of the 

1946 and 1927 mean high tide line. so that lateral access and recreational use 

clearly occur over most of the beach, which is in public hands. The city has iden

tified two parcels with claims of private title west of Ocean Front Walk. There 

is no corresponding enforcement of leteral access on this land, although the city's 

plan also points out that these parcels may be encumbered with prescriptive ease

~nts for public access. The Westport Beach Club, one such parcel, has been devel

oped out to the line of Ocean Front Walk. 

The area known as the Beachfront is undeveloped. There are assertions of pre

scriptive actess rights to the Beachfront area. which includes un~eloped low 

dunes and 1 broad sandy beach. The landowner claims ownership to the mean high 

tide. Public claims include the following: public ownership of lands west of the 

1927 eman high tide line; public ownership of lands filled 1946-47 after construe· 

tion of the Hy~erion Sewage Plan. prescriptive rights over the sandy beach west 

of Ocean Front Walk, and rights, under 30210. 30211, and 30212 of continued access 

to and recreational use of the sandy beach. 
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The Specific Plan deals with this Beachfront area in the following sequence: first 

the Conservancy 1s asked to purchase the parcel. If no purchase is possible, the 

developer must prove to the City Council that the land is privately held. Once 

there is a Council resolution finding the land in private hands, and demonstrat;ng 

a boundary, the developer may construct a hotel and condominium coq,lex. The re· 

quirements include 60 percent of floor area to be visitor-serving recreational 

.wses, ~nd open, public vertical accessways to the beach every 300 linear feet. 

Th< beach west of Ocean Front Walk, tf it is found to be in private hands, may 

then be developed. The Specific Plan allows up to 251 of the area to be developed 

for •visitor-serving recreation". The Speci.fic Plan, therefore. allows sandy 

beach to be developed, and provides no method to maintain public access to and 

recreation on any beach lands found to be in private hands. The applicable Comr..is

sion precedents. permits in Malibu and other parts of the state, that are now 

applied in the MaHbu Guidelines and the Public Access Guidelines, (Standards 

and Recommendations for Coastal Access) are to hold development back of a string· 

line and to re-quire dedication of the beach, ten feet from the development, to 

passive recreational use. In other applicable precedents the Commission required 

access up to the first line of terrestrial vegetation, which in this case is the 

·: line of the dunes, approximately contiguous with Ocean Front Walk-. Without 

reservation of access rights of the public in the event of private developments on 

or adjacent to the sandy beach, the Commission finds that the Specific Plan is not 

consistent with Sections 30210, 30211, and 30213. 

Th~ Coastal Act access policies also apply to publicly-owned land. The Specific 

Plan is quite vague with respect to publicly-owned beach. The beach is zoned R-1. 

The plan mentions that the beach is reserved for public recreation in the Co~~nity 

Plan that has not been submitted for certification. "Recreation" and .. Visitor

serving" are not defined to prevent essentially private uses. 

The City owns a parcel of beachfront land that once was an entrance to Del Rey 

lagoon. The plan designation on this sixty-foot wide parcel, that lies directly 

north of the Beachfront area, is for 11 Visitor-Servina Recreation". The Conrnission 

finds that ''Recreational" and Visitor-Serving" may not necessarUy mean free or 

use for the general public. There is no statement of priority or intent in the 

designation to reserve access for the general public over this land. or to assure 

that public development miintain the appearance and function of public property. 

The Commission further finds that access to the sandy beach is 'i high priority of 

the Coastal Act, and without public access to the beach, the total local coastal 

program cannot be found consistent with Section 30210, 30211, and 30212 of the 

Coastal Act. 
. 

3. -Access to and Over Del Rey lagoon 

Del Rey Lagoon park and lagoon are presently zoned R-3 ana are proposed to be 

zoned A-2. The A-2 zone includes 'parks, playgrounds or community centers owned 

and operated by a government agency'. This protects the publicly owned park. The 

A-2 zone in itself. however, ha~ no requirements for access to private property. 

The Sl zone (Submerged Lands) is .ore appropriate for submerged lands although it 

too needs additional standards to ensure access and public recreatio~ The lagoon 

is connected by a eulvert to the Marina del Rey entrance channel. Currently the 

public can walk along the wudflats all around the lagoon at low tide. and boats 

from the city recreation boat house sail over the entire water area. 

-

r 
I 
' 
I 

I .. 
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The owner of the land adjacent to the northern portion of the lagoon holds fee 

title to the submerged land of approximately the northern fifth of the lagoon. 

At present, there is no impediment to access to the shoreline below mean hign 

tide, but the upland is fenced off. Any construction on the immediate upland 

could interrupt the existing access and impede full public use of the water, unless 

a clearly demarcated access were improved and dedicated. 

Del ~FY lagoon is a portion of the historic Ballona Lagoon tidal system. In pending 

litigation. the State of California has contended that not only do well-recognized 

prescriptive rights exist over present Bellona Lagoon. another part of this 

historic tidal system. but that Ballona Lagoon is subject to public ·trust rights of 

commerce. navigation, and fisheries. This issue has been taken under submission 

by the California Supreme COurt end will be resolved in coming months. The 

public trust principle, if confirmed, would apply to Del Rey Lagoon. 

Del Rey Lagoon is currently used for boating, bird watching. and the like. These 

uses are protected by the Coastal Act. Coastal Act Sections 30210, 30211, 30212. 

and 30233 require preservation of existing wetlands, recreational lands and habi

tat. The current plan does not clearly preserve these uses. Development adjacer.t 

to the lagoon could reduce access and recreation~ but such development may be 

mitigated by preservation of the lagoon. and access to it. As proposed the Comris· 

sion finds that the plan is not consistent with Sections 30210, 30211, an~ 30212. 

4. Parking 

This area was identified in lifegua·rd beach attendance surveys as more lightly 

used than Venice and Point Dume beaches and about as heavily used as Hermosa Beach 

and Manhattan Beach (Background Report: Data Summation Exhibit II; Los Angeles 

County Department of Beaches, annual surveys; Recreation Element). Attendance is 

limited by parking and by transportation-to the beach. On the basis of information 

collected over the course of the writing of the plan. the City of Los Angeles has 

proposed tighter parking standards to ensure that deve1opment does not eliminate 

beach parking. Jt also proposes to preserve existing public parking lots. Street · 

parking lost in development must be replaced by the developer. New lots. with the 

exception of replacement lots. must be located outside the plan area. The Co~is· 

sion finds the parking standards and policies found in the Specific Plan and 

Community Plan amendment conform with Section 30252 and 30210 of the Coastal Act. 

If the proposed parking lots are outside the coastal zone, the Commission has no 

power to certify t not certify their adequacy. The location of new parking lots 

out of the plan area, however, cannot be found consistent with Section 30252. 

C. Recreation 

Coastal Act Sections 30221 (reservation of oceanfront land), 30222 (Priority for visitor

serving on suitable sites), 30233 (reservation of upland areas to support coastal 

recreation), 30212.5 (distribute public facilities to mitigate against overuse of any 

one area) govern Recreation and Visitor-Serving Facilities. 

The piin provides for preservation of existing beach parking and accessways, placement 

of new public parting lots outside the plan area (but not inside the plan area), reser

vation of private beachfront land for 60S commercial recre•tion and reservation of 

public lend for public recreation. Downzoning the laguon and ·the landldjacent to the 

lagoon from residential to agriculture (A·2) fs an attempt to protect this open recre

ational land and water area. Section 30212.5 requires where appropriate and feasible 

the distribution of public parking lots throughout an area. ~ parking lots are 

identified negatively •• outside the plan area. Their exact location is not planned 

nor is any development of them funded (see access section). 

• 
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Oceanfront land suitable for recreation (Section ·30221) and the use of private lands 

suitable for visitor-serving comnercial recreation facilities on suitable sites (Sec-

l 30222) are both applicable to the ocean front lands. The Specific Plan gives 

\ •. ~se sections equal weight and proposes visitor-serving and residential use with 

public recreation use on the present sandy beach. The previous Commission decision on • 

this property {A-77-422), howe~er, established a hierarchy of uses. The first priority 

is to T~serve areas of sandy beach suitable for public recreation. The Commission has 

previou~ly ~ccomplishe
d this fn developed portions of Los Angeles County for coastal 

development permits a stringline, prohibiting further seaward encroachment on the. beach 

than that enjoyed by adjacent development. A sandy beach that is suitable for public 

access and recreation is not suitable for visitor-serving uses. Those portions of the • 

site landward of the stringline may be suitable for visitor-serving facilities and 

hence should be reserved for visitor-serving facilities over other lower priority uses. 

The COfii'Tiission finds that the proposed Local Coastal Program permits private develop

ment on the sandy beach, inconsistent with Section 30222, Sections 30210, 30211. and 

30212 of the Coastal Act. 

Development on publicy owned property is limited to "visitor-serving recreation pur

poses", but "visitor-serving recreation" is not defined in the plan. Structures are 

not explicitly prohibited on the beach, nor is ownership or fee structure discussec. 

One interpretation of the intent would allow private concessions. structures. and eve~ 

private clubs to be constructed on pubHcly owned land. As proposed. the plan allows 

potential restriction of access; the Commission finds this intent inconsistent with 

Sections 30210 and 30222. 

Oesignating the use of the dunes area directly adjacent to the beach for a possible 

otel is consistent with recreation policies reserving land suitabl~ for upland support 

for such purposes (Section 30221). The plan ~llows up to 40~ of the area to be used 

for condominiums, if the area is eventually considered to be private. A previous 

COmmission decision on the Westport Beach Club was to reserve 45~ of the development 

for short-term rentals. The city plan is stricter than that Commission permit. 

Downzoning the lagoon and adjacent area is consistent with Section 30222 since it re

serves areas suitable for recreation for recreational use. Without additional require

ments to preserve access to the lagoon as a whole, however. the Commission finds that 

the lagoon has not been reserved for recreational use and hence the LCP ;s non cons is

tent with Section 30222. 

D. Housing 

Currently the Coastal Act of 1976 requires housing opportunities for low and moderate 

income housing (30213), The City of Los Angeles. in addition~ has an adopted Housing 

Element. The Specific Plan is the vehicle to i~ltment both the Coastal Act and the 

local General Plan elements. This plan provides square footage incentives to the pro

vider of low income housing by means of manipulating bulk and setbacks. Condominium 

conversions and m~jor projects are required to provide low and moderate income housing 

to .. t~tajn access and to maintain consistency with the Housing Eltment and with the 

provision of state law that requires replacement of housing lost 1n the coastal zone 

(AS 626) due to ·conv!rsfons and recycling. The city plan provides a ~thod to make 

such replacement feasible. The density fncentfve units will not create41ny increase 

in height. The bulk incentives are consistent with the present v1riation of bulk and 

scale of old!r structures, so that ~thods chosen to ~ke the plan consistent with 

the Housing Element, A8 626 and Section 30213 of the . Coastal Act do not result in a 

conflict with 30251 and 30253 which require development consistent in scale and 

visual quality with the existing special communities or neighborhoods. The Commission 

finds that the proposed housing policies are consistent with Section 30213. 

· - ... 4 "' --- - · - --·- • • · - . .. .... 
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I. Dredging, Filling, and Shoreline Structures 

Section 30235 limits interference with shoreline processes. The Playa del Rey Beach 

expanded in width after the expansion of the Hyperion Treatment Plan. The Beach itself, 

in a controversial program. is used periodically IS 1 site for dredge spoil during the 

summer months. If dredging occurs fn fall or winter the spoil ~Y be placed in the 

surfljne for beach replenishment. There are no provisions in tht plan to protect the 

beach f~m tampering with natural processes or to regulate disposal of spoil. Without 

such Prttisions tht plan fs not consistent with Section 30235 of the Coastal Acf. 

The existing use designations do not distinguish between the sandy beach, the lagoon 

shoreline, and the water area of the lagoons . . The policy for these areas is not 

specifically related to Coastal Act policies and does not necessarily protect the 

specifically coastal resources. Thus the plan is not consistent with Sections 30230, 

30232, and 30233. 
· 

The areas that have been filled and developed, the areas that are now subject to ero

sion, and the areas still under water are not distinguished by description or policy. 

Without special protection for lands now submerged or subject to tidal action. the 

Commission finds this section is not consistent with Section 30235, which limits 

interference with shoreline processes. 

F. Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas 

The habitat provisions of the Coas·tal Act provide that no development shall be per

mitted that reduces the biological productivity or impairs the functioning of habitat 

(Sections 30231, 30230). Jn addition, Section 30240{a) provides that environmentally 

sensitive habitat areas shall be protected and only uses dependent on those resources 

shall be allowed within those areas. Further. Section 30240(b) requires development 

adjacent to such areas be sited and designed to prevent impacts on those areas. Sec-

tion 30233 limits filling in wetlands. · 

1. Wetlands 

Several portions of this area have been identified as environmentally sensitive, 

others are· directly adjacent to such areas. The beach and immediate offshore 

area are spawning areas for the grunion. according to Fish and Game (Penmit 

A-81-129). Summer and spring depo~ition of spoils into the surfline interfere 

with the spawning cycle of these fish. 

Del Rey Lagoon below higher high water is a wetland. It supports some wading 

birds, although the primary inhabitants a·re domestic ducks and coots. There is 

typical mudflat habitat along the shoreline. The Marina del Rey entrance channel 

is critical habitat for the least tern (Ess~ntial Habitat for the Least Tern. 

Least· Tern Resources Team). According to the recently released Los Angeles Museum 

of Natural History report, directly east of this area there is a freshwater spring, 

dunes, and Salicornia Marsh. Development standards adjacent to wetlands inclu~ing 

standards for lighting, structural heights. and runoff are necessary to minimize 

~acts on habitit 1reas. There are not standards in this plan to preserve habi

tats or provide buffers adjacent to these habitats. nor are the potentially sensi

tive ereas identified_ 1lthough there is one area designated for a subsequent . 

study. The A-2 zonr does not protect the wetland or prevent f11Ung in the wet

land. As presently writte, tht plan is not consist~nt .,; th Section 30240, 30231, 

30233, lftd 30230. 
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2. Dunes 

On the Beachfront area, the Commission. in Permit A-77-422 found that three acres 

of four- to five-foot high dunes provided habitat and dune vegetation. These 

dunes have not been found by the City to provide significant habitat. The dunes 

although ertifically created, support resurgent vegetation. The dunes have been' 

heavily degraded by foot traffic. The plan provides no mechanism to preserve this 

!egetation. The Commission finds that these dunes ere degraded, end do not contain 

· pl-nt, or animal life on their habitats that are either rare or especially valuable. 

Corlsistent with Section 30107.5. development m~y be allowed on ~es~ dunes, al

though the City, under its CUP process, or the Commission ~Y require mitigation 

or offsite restoration upon more detailed examination of the site. consistent with 

Section 30240.• 

G. Hazards 
', 

Coastal Act Section 30253 says that new development shall minimize risks to life and 

property, assure stability, and not require the construction of protective devices that 

woul~ substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs end cliffs .. 

The beach is subject to periodic winter erosion. The beach became wider after 194c. 

Structures on the beach are not in inmediate danger of erosion because of the groir. 

effect of the Marina del Rey upcoast breakwater, but over time_ the beach remains sub

ject to erosion due to sand supply problems (Hazards element, California Coastal Plan. 

1975, County Department of Engineering, Beach Section). 

H. Coastal Visual Resources and Special Communities 

~ec!ion 30251 provides that visual resources shall be protected. ·Much of the Specific 

Plan consists of a lengthy and careful analys1s of the visual quality of the area and 

a determination of what kind of development will be visually compatible with present 

development. As a result of this analysis, a height limit of thirty-seven (37) feet 

was· imposed over the entire community, signs were limited, walkstreets preserved. 

parking standards developed, and lot consolidations limited to preserve scale, an~ 

definitions of height and bulk were meticulously defined. Bulk was manipulated to en

sure access for .ldW and moderate income persons: providers of 1 third onsite unit for 

elderly or special needs low-moderate income persons were given more interior space in 

m~rket unts. Because relatively few present structures do not c~nform to these limits. 

a grandfather clause was inserted fn·the plan to allow the few structures that pres

ently exceed these guidelines to be rebuilt fn the event of disaster loss. The Com

mission finds that there is no significant impact on access or community character 

in view of the limited potential for large numbers of structures to be affected. . 

With all the care devoted in the Plan to heights in established developed areas, the 

visual character of natural features. the beach. and the lagoon were not as metic

ulously protected under Sections 30251 and 30253. There is precedent in previous 

Commission decisions to lower heights on the beach front and to protect areas of open 

beach and water. Within Playa del Rey. the Conrnission has previously found that the 

views.•cross the beach from Pacific Avenue should be protected (~ee substantive file 

doc~nts). The commission. in other beechfront areas. specifically Ma1ibu9 has 

found it appropriate to limit construction on the sandy beach by .eans Gf 1 stringlin~. 

This has preserved the visual quality of the beach and been f~und consistent with 

Sections 30251. 30252, and 30253. 

• I 
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This plan allows a singular inconsistency to one piece of property. designated as the 

Beachfront. While height is limited elsewhere to 37 feet above the frontage road. 

height on the Beachfront may extend to 52 feet. This property is directly on the 

beach. Development on this area may also extend in front of the stringline, and is 

permitted to extend 300 feet laterally with no structural break. Previous development 

of a large property on the beach south .of this area permitted by the Commission was 

limited to the scale of the adjacent duplexes (maximum height of 29 feet) an~ held 

behind \he stringHne (A-24-76). The Conmission finds that development of this beach

front pi~el to the height and intensity permitted would not be consistent with Sec

tion 30251 and 30253. The A-2 zoning on the lagoon also does not limit vfsual intru

sion, filling of the lagoon, or blocking of public views; and thus, without additional 

development standards to protect the lagoon's scenic and visual qualities, the Co~is

sion cannot find the lagoon is protected consistent with Sections 30251 and 30253. 

l. Locating and Planning New Development 

The goals of this policy group with respect to an already urbanized area such as Del 

Rey Lagoon are to afford new development in exis~ing areas (Section 302SO) while pre

serving the character and scale of the present community. and ensuring that public 

parking and access r~in available (Section 30252). 

The extensive and careful parking regulations developed bring the plan into consis

tency with Section 30252. Reservation of the Beachfront area to 60~ visitor-serving 

uses are based on Section 30222. Previous denial of development of this parcel (Per

mit A-77-422) was based in part on the inappropriate nature of residential use on 

this parcel. This use designation. and re-zoning to C-4 allows visitor-serving rec

reational use in the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan Area. Thus, the uses desig·nated are 

consistent with Sections 30250 and 30252 of the Coastal Act. 

The grandfather clause in the plan would allow parking deficient structures to recon

struct if they are destroyed by fire. Any significant expansion in height, however. 

must b! accompanied by parking improved to the proposed plan standards. The Co~is

sion finds the possibility for adverse cumulative impact on access by the replacement 

of burned-out structures is minimal, and the plan is consistent with Section 30252. 

J. Post-Certification Procedures 

After an LCP certification becomes effective, permit authority within that jurisdiction 

is delegated to the local government. However, pursuant to Section 30519 of the Coastal 

Act, the Commission retains permit authority (with certain exceptions) after LCP certi

fication over developments occurring on tidelands, submerged lands, and public trust 

lands. In addition, Section 30603 defines certain areas and types of development for 

wnich developments approved by the local government may be appealed to the Commission. 

Appeal jurisdiction is retained, for example, on lands within 100 feet of streams or 

wetlands, lands subject to the public trust, lands within 300 feet of coastal bluffs. 

beaches, or estuaries, and lands between the sea and the "first public road paralleling 

the sea". 

In the Executive Summary's summary of Provisions (page 21 of both the Executive S~ry 

and Background Report), Subsection F is entitled Post-Certification Procedures. Under 

~hat heading. t•o references are mede to the permit end appeal jurisdicilon Nas 

~napped". WMle this Ny not seem significant on the surface, it raises two problems 

fn that: 1) it assumes the m~pped boundaries are correct (which is not the case);.and, 

2) it impl;es that the areas shown on the map are the only possible areas that can 

Make up these continuing jur;sd;ctions. This latter point is clearly misleading 
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. since the original permit jurisdiction maps have been stamped to indicate that they 

are subject to change, and since some developments will be appealable throughout the 

coastal zone (e.g .• major public works, energy facilities) ~gardless of not being 

~own on even the Commission's Statewide Permit 1nd Appeal Areas Maps. 

Jn the text of the zoning ordinances (pages ll-33 of Appendix H of the Background 

Report and pages 3ff-3gg of the Specific Plan) Section F is entitled Post-Certifi

cation Permit Procedures. Under this heading, 1 description of the permit and appeal 

jurisdic\ion is included. The written descriptions do not match the definitions for 

the pe~ft and appeal areas set forth in Section 30519 1nd 30603 of the Coastal Act, 

and that the m~pped boundaries are incorreci1y delineated as well. Lands within the 

Coastal Commission's original permit jurisdiction have been left out east of Pacific 

Avenue and Trolley Way. The appeal area along the bluff is not shown. Furthenmore. 

a pocket of non-appealable area in the vicinity of Culver Boulevard and Vista del 

Mar is shown-as appealable. 

The Coastal Act and the Commission's regulations provide that the State Commission 

prepare and adopt maps, after public .hearing. of both the post-LCP certification 

appeals and permit areas as part of the final Local Coastal Program certific~tion. 

These areas are comprised of components set out in Sections 30519 and 30603 of the 

Coastal Act and drawn based on criteria set forth in Sections 00175-00199 of the 

Cornr.tission's LCP regulations. Since the adoption of the maps will be made in 

~onjunction with the final LCP certification, and because of the reasons statec 

~bove, the Com~issior. finds that the post-certification procedures as sub~ittec 

D) the City of Los Angeles do not conform to the requirements of Section 30519~b) 

or 3060 3 of the Co as ta 1 Act. #4 ,.."I. ',_,1 ~ ,. 

• " •• ~' t. . ,_t 
........ w . .... 

fhe City of los Angeles has a Coastal P.ennit Unit and has been issueing coastal pennits 

pursuant to 30600{a). The City has submitte~ the existing Coastal Permit procedures 

(Section 12.20.2 of the Municipal Code) and an internal memorandum stating the intent 

to amend in the future the Coastal Permit procedures such that projects that confo~ 

to the Specific Plan and that do not require a variance. exception or conditional use 

permit will not require coastal pennits. In the Executive Summary, this was summar

ized in the following manner: 

"l. Coastal Pennit Area 

Coastal development permits shall be required for development projects 

within the following geographical areas. which are designated on the 

attached ~P entitled Post-Certificatio~ Procedures. 

a. Tidelands, submerged lands, public trust lands. 

b. Ocean. 
c. Sandy beach. 
d. First row of lots with issue$. 

2. Appeal Area 
,_.'-ft~ 

Appeals mly be filed with the California Coastal Commission pursuant 

to Section 12.20.2-N. 2 for development projects within the aret 

defined on the Po$t-Certificetion Procedures Map as the Appealable 

Area." 

I 

• 

I 
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Pursuant to this. the city has also stated an intention to categorically exclude most 

of the Specific Plan area. While development permitted by the Specific Plan as condi

tioned will be consistent with the policies of the Coastal Act, ~st of the Del Rey 

lagoon erea is not legally eligible for a categorical exclusion, since according to 

Section 30610.S(b}, categorical exclusions ~Y not be issued on tidelands, submerged 

lands, public trust lands, the first row of lots .immediately adjacent to the inland 

extent of the beach. Lands subject to original jurisdiction and within the appeal 

area ~Y be categorically excluded if they are not listed in 30610.S(b). In areas 

that I~ 90t Categorically excluded, the local government, after approval Of I local 

coastal program. must issue coastal permits. In those areas in Del Rey Lagoon techni-

cally eligible for a categorical exclusion, the city may request an exclusion after 

certification. The Los Angeles Coastal Permit ordinance has notice and appeal proce

dures which would allow the city to issue permits after certification. These proce

dures must apply in the entire area until a categorical exclusion is granted. Without 

procedures that include notice, a hearing and appeal procedure for the area of the 

Specific Plan. the plan is not consistent with the Coastal Act. 

Post-certification procedures are indicated in the Coastal Act, Sections 30519, 306~3. 

30620.6. and 30660. Section 30501 authorizes the Commission to adopt procedures for 

issuance of permits by local government, and for notice to the public, neiQhbors, and 

the Commission, pursuant to Section 30333 and the Commission adopted LCP Regu1a~ior.s 

Sections 00181-00186. 

The CoiT'ITlission finds that the post .. certification procedures, as proposed, do not con

fonr to the cited sections of the Coastal Act and LCP Regulations. 

llesolution liJ b~'$14t,.~6~ j ·&fh. wp ~ 
CD~~~TJONAL CERTIFICATION OF THE TOTAL LOCAL COASTAL PROGRA~ 

The Co~ission hereby conditionally certifies that the Del Rey Lagoon total Local Coastal 

Prograr is contained in the Westchester/Playa del Rey Community Plan. the Westchester/Playa 

del Rey Community Plan Amendment, the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, the Executive Sumnary; 

and the Bac~ground Report,andas amended by the suggested modifications below. The Com•is

sicn finds that these documents, as modified, contain .both land use designations and imple

menting ordinances. meet the requirements of end are in conformity with the provisions of 

Chapter 3 of the Coas~al Act. The total Local Coastal Program, as modified, contains a 

l)ublic access compon·ent pursuant to Section 30SOO{a), is consistent with the applicable 

decisions of the Commission that shall guide local government action pursuant to Sectior. 

30625(c); and approval of the total Local Coastal Program, as modified, will have no sig

nificant adverse environmental effects for which feasible alternatives or feasible miti· 

gation measures would substantially lessen sueh effects on the environment have been em

ployed consistent with the California Environmental Quality Act. The Commission declares 

that if the Local Coastal Program is revised in conform.ce with the suggested modifications 

. set forth below, the Executive Director's notification to the Commission of the modifica

tion of the total Local Coastal Program and its adoption by the City of Los Angeles, shall 

he effective certification of the Local Coastal ~rogram. 

Conditions: 
, ........ 

1. Beach and Lagoon Access, Recreation, and Visual Quality 

Land use designations and lind use res;;rictions consistent with items l(a) through l(i) 

below shall be applied 1n the Specific Plan and Community Plan to the beach, the Beach

front area. and to the Del Rey Lagoon and adjacent land areas. The beach west of Ocean 

Front Walk shall be designated A·l, with only public uses allowed. The Del Rey 

Lagoon shall be re-zoned SL (Submerged Lands} below higher high water. 
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· -. All vertical and lateral walkstreets, beaches, and recreational accessways. in

cluding the Ocean Front Walk, the jetty, and the bikeway, indicated in Exhibit 2 

below, Access and Recreational Areas (found on page 13 of the Background Report) 

shall be found necessary for beach access and shall remain available and unob

structed for public use by the general publit. (Suggested location for revision: 

Specific Plan, pp. le, 3f, D.l.b.(l).(f!).) 

b) "Exhiblt 2. Access and Recreational Areas Map. shall be amended to .include the 

~ verti~al accessway f~ the corner of Vista del Mar Lane and Vista del Mar re

!~t quired by Commission penmit A-24-76, eny eccessways required by any permit on 

',"~~' the Beach·front Area, ell sandy beaches west of Ocean Front Walk, and the lagoon 

eccess conditioned below. 

~Continuous access to and public recreational use of all portions of the sandy 

-~beach west of Ocean Front Walk shall be ~intained for the general public. No 

development shall be permitted on the sandy beach west of Ocean Front Walk with 

the exception of improvements to existing public recreation support facilities 

. d. 

":!. 

such as restrooms, showers, bicycle paths, volleyball posts, and lifeguard towers, 

with the exception of temporary recreational structur~s erected for a period of 

less than one week. (Suggested revision: Specific Plan, pp. 3e, 3f; D.l.b.(2) l·) 

No construction except for public parking lots, parks, playgrounds, or accessways 

shall occur on publicly owned beachfront property east of Ocean front Walk and 

west of Pacific Avenue. (Suggested location: Specific Plan. pp. 3f, D.l.b.(Z) in 

lieu of "for visitor-serving recreation purposes 11
.) 

Any development of the subarea identified as the Beachfront Area shall include im

provements to Ocean Front Walk and dedication of public access as specified in (b) 

and {c). including vertical accessways across the Beachfront Area listed in the 

Specific Plan, without prejudice to possible public trust rights or prescriptive 

rights. (Suggested location: Specific Plan, pp. 3m-3q; 0.4.f.{4).) 

Any construction adjacent to the Del Rey Lagoon shall include dedication an~ im

provement of a ten-foot wide strip abutting the lagoon at the mean high tide 

line. The strip shall include an improved lateral accessway and a buffer. Saic 

accessway shall conform to design standards set by the Director of Planning. The 

buffer shall protect adjacent mudflat feeding areas and the natural shoreline. 

The dedication of this accessway shall include rights for the public to access, 

boating. $wimming. and/or fishing in the lagoon itself, without prejudice to 

possible public trust rights or prescriptive rights. (Suggested location: Spe-

cific Plen, pp. 0.2 -~·) 
· 

g. -Revetments. breakwaters. groins. harbor channels, seawalls, and other such con

struction that alters natural shoreline processes shall be permitted when re

quired to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing structures or pub-

. li£-beaches in danger from erosion, and when designed to eliminate or mitigate im

pacts on local shoreline sand supply. Such structures shall be designed and con

structed to minimize erosive impacts on ad'jacent unprotected property and minimize 

en~roachment on to the beach. (Suggested revision: Specific Plan p. 3e 0.1.£.) 

fh _'\No. deve 1 opment sha 11 be penmi t ted 1 n De 1 Rey Lagoon except that wh i en is penni tted 

~by Section 30231. Pursuant to this, no development shall occur which involves 

fill ;n the Del Rey Lagoon below the mean high tide line witn the exception of 

docks and floats for public recreation. (SugQested revision: Soecific Plan P. 3e 0.1&.) 

• • ! 

. I 
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i. No deposUion of dredge sroils si.all occur in the ocean within one-half mile of 

the Playa del Rey Beach between March 1 and November 1• in order to protect habi

tat and protect the recreational use of the beach, dredging shall be planned, 

when technically feasible, to occur between November 1 and March 1. (Suggested 

. ~vision: Specific Plan ·D.l.!.·) ~~ ..b.~ r-.b. ? 

2. Bluff Ate~ 
\.:.. ~ot'' ,.o ~--tf..) 

~ All new development on existing parcels adjace~ to the present Los Angeles City/ 

\A. County boundary shall include drainage device~ .f'ttfteff coutro1 fnc1uding phntjn~ 

and flow retention d vices, and grading p ans that allow n siltatio into 

Ba11ona wetland and uffers; or, prior certification o~ the Ball na/Mari na del 

Rey Land Use Plan, nto lands currentlY, within the juris ction of he County of 

Los Angeles. Run ff control plans sh 1 be included in 11 such d velopment that : 

(1) dispose of 1 w flows (less than e inch rain) on ite, and ( ) slow down and 

disperse runoff from larger storms uch that water e ering the etland confo~s 

to Regional W er Quality Control oard standards f turbidity and chemical con-

tents applic le to Areas of Spe ial Biological Si ificance. 

Exterior parking lo lights or illuminated signs on lots nor h of Culver Boulevard 

shall be regulate No such ligh hall be permitted unless the developer demon-

str velopment adjac to the los Angeles City/Los Angeles County line 

.~ 111 not raise the ambient t level in the Los Angeles County unincorporated 

(~ area. Following the cer ~cation of the los Angeles County Marina del Rey/la 

tf ~ Ballona Land U~e Plan commercial development shall not raise ambient light level 

~ in the Ballo wet nd and buffer, but m~y raise ambient light levels in areas 

certified or u~ development under the lUP. (Suggested revision: Specific 

0 Heig:::n~e~t ~!·!::;:ic Avenue i)~ ~ui_ ~ 
Height of new development west of Pacific Avenue shall not xceed thirty-seven (37) 

feet above the centerline of Pacific Avenue. (Consistent with .D.2.a.(l)4; D.3.b.(l); 

[\inconsistent with p. 30; 0.4.c.(l) and (ii).) 

~Post Certification Procedures 

Until and unless a categorical exclusion has been approved by the Commission and ac

cepted by the City. a coastal permit shall be required of all development. following 

the p~sent procedures set forth in Section 12.20.2 of the Municipal Code, including 

application, notice, hearing and appeal procedure, consistent with Section 30519, 

30501, and 30603 of the Coastal Act, amended, when necessary to include application 

of the standards of the Specific Plan. 

--? r."'~ M It:'(;~ 
5. Segmentation 

a. The area identified as the Vista Del Mar bluffs and adjacent R-1 single family 

home ·area (See Exhibit lf ) shall be included within the proposed Airport 

Dunes segment of the City o los Angeles lCP. -

.. 

b. The area identified as the Ballona Bluffs (See Exhibit 18 ) shall be inclu~ed~ 

within the La Ballona - Marina Del Rey se~nt of the tounty of Los Angeles lCP. V 

/ 
.~ . .. 
-;· .. 

.. . 
·' 
\. 

... 

' t . 
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Appropriate agreementr. such as a Joint Powers Authority or Council Resolution frorr, 

the City of Los Angeles shall be executed as a condition of approval of the City 

of Los Angeles Playa Del Rey segment. Any plans developed by the City of los 

Angeles for that portion of the Marina Del Rey - Ballona segment known as the 

Ballona Bluff$ shall be submitted to the Commission concurrently with the land 

use plan documents of Los Angeles County. 

' f • • 

:lNDINGS FOR CONDITIONAL CERTJFJCATJON 

rhe Commission finds that with adoption of the above modifications, the total Local Coastal 

'rogram for Del Rey Lagoon will be conshtent with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, applicable 

:onr.:ission decisions, and the CaHfornia Environmental Quality Act. 

1. Access 

The public accessways identified above are necessary to ~intain access consistent 

with Sections 30210, 30Zll, and 30212. Public rights to the beach and lagoon under 

doctrines of Public Trust and Prescriptive Rights may exist. Without prejudicing 

such rights, the Commission finds that a resolution in favor of the public west of 

Ocean Front Walk, over Del Rey Lagoon and along a ten-foot strip around the lagoon 

will preserve such rights, and maintain consistency with the Public Access (Sections 

30210. 30211, 30213) and Recreation (Section 30222) provisions of the Coastal Act. 

With the inclusion of condition 1 to assure access consistent with the Coastal Act, 

the Co~ission finds the access provisions consistent with Chapter 3. 

2. Diking. Dredging, Filling, and Shoreline Habi~ats 

The Specific Plan contains no language addressing the potential filling of the Del Rey 

lagoon. The proposed zoning is A-2, agricultural-rural zone district that also does 

not address dredging or filling. Condition 1(h) prohibits the filling of Del Rei 

Lagoon for any purpose (consistent with Section 30233). Condition l(i) prohibits 

deposition of dredge spoils on the beach between the months of March and November to 

protect the spawning areas of the grunion consistent with Section 30240. With the 

inclusion of the sugg~sted modifications, the Commission finds that the provisions of 

Chapter 3 are adequately addressed. 

3. Hazards 

The beach re~ins subject to periodic winter storm erosion. Condition l(g} is recorr-

. men~ed in order tu assure that any shoreHne protective devices that maj" be re~uirc:l 

in the future are designed to mitigate or eliminate impacts on the shoreline and 

sand supply consistent with Section 30235. 

4. Sensitive Habitats 

The bl~ffs and sand dunes adjacent to the Bellona wetland are an important portion of 

the Ballona wetlands ecosystem. Conditions 2(a) and (b) are necessary tvprotect the 

habitats along and adjacent to the dunes consistent with Section 30240, and to pro

tect the adjacent sensitive habitat (located east of the Specific Plan area) consistent 

with Section 30240. The Conrnission finds that the proposed IIIDdifications are essential 

to protect the sensitive habitats consistent with Section 30240. Condition l(h) is 

necessary to protect the water 1rea of De1 Rey Lagoon consistent with Section 30240, 

condition 2( f) is necessary to protect the northern n.tdfl ats. 

r 
i 
: 
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S. Visual Resources 

6. 

7. 

Condition 3 is necessary to ensure the visual compatibiHty of new beachfront develop

ment with existing and other permitted new beachfront development. The Commissior. finds 

that the above suggested modification is necessary to find the Specific Plan consistent · 

with Section 30251. 

Post C,~tification Procedures 

Pursuant to Sections 30501 and 30603, the Commission has established regulations and 

procedures for issuance of permits by local jurisdictions after certification. The 

Commission finds that the suggested modifications to the City's Post Certification 

Procedures are essential to conform to all applicable sections of the Coastal Act 

and a11 applicable regulations. 

Segmentation 

The findings necessary for the Ballona Bluffs and the Vista Del Mar b~uffs and 

adjacent R·l single family home area to be included within another segment or 

·an adjacent Local Coastal Program have been elaborated on pages 4-6 of this 

s·taff report. The COITITiission finds that the suggested modifications in conditior 

cS are necessary to ensure that those two areas described are planned for in an 

orderly manner consistent with the the requirements of the Coastal Act a~d Sectio~ 

00J3Z of the LCP Regulations. 

I EXHIBITs 

lA Regional Map 

1 B Segmentation 

1C Subcommunities and Specific Plan Boundary 

2A Access and Recreational AReas 

28 Public Accessway List 

3 Lines of Mean High Tide 

4 Correspondence 
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1. ~~nci Avenue 
'via Spee:vay ar.d PacifJ.e Avenue: 

•o foot decieation: unpaved vest o! Speedway: chai~ across 
roa~ to p~event driving on beach. 

;. Pacific Avenue Bridge 
via Paei!ie Avenue and 62nd Avenue; 

! :. foot dedication: closed to autos: usee! as link in bike 
pa•h. 

~- t.3:~ AveDue 
via Speedway an~ Pacific: Avenue; 

4C !oot de~ication; concrete si~evalk adjacent en Dortr .. 
s~~~h anc vest aide. 

~. 6-1t..:O Ave~ue 
via SFee~way and Pacific Aver.~e: 

•~ !~ot dedication; unpave~ vest o! Speedway an~ ~~eroache: 
te a 10 foot width by ve;etation frc: lot to the no~tr •• 

S. 6St~ Ave~UE' 

via Speed~ar and Pacific Aven~e: 
4C !oot dedication: barrier a~ mid-block vest of Speedway: 
u::;..a·.·e~ ve:st o! barrie: an:: overc;rown with ice p~ant; sma:: 
sa.:-.:::· trai! leads to beach. 

~. E6t!l Avenue 

-•• 

8. 

v;a Spe~~way and Paei!ic Avenue; 
40 foot ·de~ieation; ba:rier along vest edge of Speedway: 

trees anc shrubs encroacb on north and aouth ai4e. 

~~ec:.~ F=~nt Walk 
via 62nc, 6lrd, l•t!l, 1St.."l.66th Avenues an' Culver Bo~le.a·:ar~: 

De~i:ate~ l2 feet but unimpr~ved throughout. 

Cw!ve~ Boulevard 
v1a Paci!ie Avenue an~ Trolleyway: 

40 foot de~icatioD: unpave~ west of ~rolleyvay with b~ri~r 

at ~rolleyva)·. 

t. Mcfttreal Walk Street 
Yia Trol!eyvay: 

10 foot de~ieation: area blac~topped and uaed for ~esidential 

parkiDg. 

10. rowliDg Walk Str .. t 
"i• lfrolleyvay: 

10 foot dedication: aDpaved. 
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11. 

12. 

aeea Walk Street 
via Trolleyvay: 

- 2 -

10 foot dedication; unpaved. 

t ' • iSurf St:eet 
via Trolleyvay: 

25 foot dedication: chain link fence ba=:ier to 

vehicular access; connection to bicycle path. 

J. 

I -

J 
bloelt I 
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Nao~i Sch~artz, Chairman 
California Coastal Commission 
P.O. Box .,450 
Long Beach. CA 90801 

November 18, 

Subject: Del Rey Lagoon Total local Coastal Program 

Dear Co~issioner: 

Suf!f!la Corporation objects to the Del Rey Lagoon Total Local Coast2l 

Prog~ar. on the same bases of its objections to the City of Los Angeles 

Spe:ific. Plan for Del Rey Lagoon. A copy of SumM2's obje=tions to th~ 

City's Specific Plan for Del Rey Lagoon is attached tc this letter. We 

als~ object to the . proposed down zoning of a portion of Summa's property 

~c ar. SL zone {submerged land). 

In addition Summa objects to the inclusion of the bluff area owned by 

Su~r.c Corporation in the Del Rey lagoon Total Local Coastal Progra~ 

b~cause it was heretofore determined that this bluff area would be 

subject to a review as a part of th~ Ballona segment of the 

Marir.a/Sallona LCP. 

A1so it previously had beer. publicly stated by the City t'f Los An9elfs 

that the bluffs were n1>t a part of the Del Rey Lagoon area for LCP 

CO'"!Sideration. 

~e also~r.equest that the public hearing on the Del Rey Lagoon Total 

C<>es!a·l Prograrr be continued to a subsequent date with adequate pu~:;c 

notice-. 

RW:sc 

cc: Coastal Commissioners 
Mr. Michael L. Fischer 
[Kecutive Director 

attachment 

s~.nayely t 
/. • I 

.._.a / -:r(' . ~ 
<-~~<..1.,·~ L "L.4i·c.,...--

R chard E. Webb 
Vice President 

Summe Corporet•on ~5 ScM.Ith Spence, S1rMt. L• Vevn. Ntvedll9109 Area Codt 702 733 0123 

Maohnu Addrtu '011 Off.c:e lo• 1~. L• Veg~, , Nt¥ada 19tr.6 
--..... •w-
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' * PKl:.)UUI\1 &Ui't IU au~ ........ . . . . _ - · . _ . 

FOR THE LOS ANGELES CITY PLAtlfll NG CO~·~'tJ SS l Oil 

OCTOBER 27. l9SO 

Good afternoon. fob' name is Carole Haher and 1 am Director of Playa Vista 

properties for Summa COrporation. I wo~l~ like to addres~ three 1s~ue~ 

today with regards to the proposed Spetlhc Plan for the Del Rey Lagoon 

area. 1 wish to discuss: 1) the arbitrary and c.apridous do\.zn-zoning 

of s~~·s Lot Cat the north end of Del Rcy·Lagoon. 2) ~he detrimental 

impact there will be., to both Sun'lila and the conrnunity. by not allo\.,ing 

lot·cpm~inations and 3) the status of the Del Rey Lagoon properties as 

tidelards. . 

first. Summa's Lot Cat the north end of Del Rey Lagoon. It has been 

· proplsed in the Specific Plan that Lot C ~should be purchased by the • 

California Coastal Conservancy or another public agency for op~n space 

or recreation purposes.M In attempting to meet that goal. Mr. ~ohnson 

is proposing the ar~a be rezoned A2, an agricultural designation. s~a 

Corp~ration feels that this action is arbitrary. unreasonable. capricious. 

and discriminatory and therefore should be voided for the following 

reasons: 
· 

·-1. 

2. 

3. 

The do\·m-zoning of Suntna's property and no other t1ith similar 

existing zoning results in a preferential treatment of others and 

therefore a denial of equal protection of la\·t under federal and 

state constitutions. 

The•·e is an irn~~·opet· legislative motive ir. dcpre!.sing the property 

value as a prelude to condemnation for pad; purposes. 

lhe action constitutes spot zoning bec~use: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

An island is created in the middle of a larger area devoted to 

other uses. This island is m~re severely restricted as to use 

and has less rights than surrounding properties after dm·m

zoning occurs. As can be seen on pictu1·es 1 through 12 this 

- pro-perty i·s surrou-nded- by.-resi.dential st ructures. To arbi

trarily stop resident i a 1 d~ve 1 op;.:ent in one cfrea. ,.,hen it
al ready surrounds the lagoon, is unr~asonablc. 

The size of property is small enough to be considered spot 

zoned. 

At no point is the property presently adjacent to agricultur

ally zoned property,. It 1s edjacent to residentialll' %oned 

property. Its continued residential zoning ,.,ill not adversely 

affect the ~djacent properties of the area. To do\in-zone it 

to agricultural zoning will needlessly injure Summa without 

any compensating benefit to the public. The City cannot 

create an •island" restricted to agricultural us~s surrounded 

by residential (m~ltiple) uses ,.,here no rationi\1 reason exists 

for such classification. Such classifict.tion is discriminatory 

to the owners' detriment. 

. 
~ ·.:.~~-. -. ·: .. :. :-=-:--=~ .... ·. ~·:·.:-:~.:;:.:·~.-. ~-:..·:;-;:.-- --

.. 
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4. The do~-1n-zoning does not serve _any legitimate environ.11ental value. 

a. It does not benefit the public. 

b. It does not serve any social purpo~e. but is contrary to the 

need for aore housing. 

c. Jt does not serve any regulatory purpose. 

14· It does not serve any economic purpose. 

e. It does not better the environment. 

f. lt does not promote the public health, safety. morals or 

general welfare. 

floH to my second point - disallowing lot combinations in the Specific Plan. 

~le realize that the intent of this action \·tas to prevent gigantic. 

rt>ctangular monoliths to be created over several lots thereby ruining 

the asthet ic beauty of the community. But disallo\'ting lot combinations 

does not guarantee that a beautiful structure ttil 1 result. On the 

contrary. given the greatel' flc>:ibil i ty of planning for a larger lot, 

the resulting residence may ver·y \·tell be rnuch more architectut·ally 

pleasing. 

In addition, the reason lot combination~ are beneficial are: 

l. It allm·1s grc~ter fler.ibil ity in m2eting parking requirements. 

Underground Ol' half-und~r parking is possible if lots arc co;nbined. 

As a result m:>re cat·s can be accomm::.dated off-st•·cet . 
. 

2. It allo,·:s for easier access to fJJture residences along Pacific 

Avenue. A tllr ,.,ould be able to enter off a side street to an 

underg!"ound parking at·ea rather than nanuvering on the already well 

trafficked Pacific Aver.ue. 

3. It illo~·IS for a gt·eater potential to establish 10\'1 and moderate 

units in the ·area. It is unreason!ble to assume that the SO lo~·l 

and moderate income units called for in the plan will be developed 

through the incentive program since the lot combination restriction 

forces each R3 lot under ~.ooo sq.ft. to only 2 units. Th~ usual 

R3 zoning with the ability to join lots together ,.zill create a tr.ore 

realistic opportunity for affordable units. 

Ry not allo~·ting lot combinatio:t to occur on Sul'l't1la 's property you are 

denying Sum.":lc'l a right t:hich should be included in the grandfather clause. 

In addition you are creating a sit~ that is out of characte•· with the 

surrounding parcels. As can be seen in pictures.l t~roug~ 12 BOSt of 

th~ surrounding structures ll'e t\·lo to three stor1es tn helght end bu1lt 

on multiple lots . . If pzn-t of the pu1'pose of the plan js to teep integ

rity in the cor.muni ty and the Pacific Avenue area •cons ists. of anostly 

• ·-=-·· ... _ .. .:· .. · ·~·--. ·.:. 
. -. ~- . - ... . .. 
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large•·· n!\·ler structures constructed over two to six lots" as stated in 
the plan. the purpose of the plan is being defeated by not allO\'iing lot 

combinations. 

Finally. I wish to speaJ; brierJy to the tidelands issue. For the 
record: 

1. ~~ is our opinion that the State Coastal Co~ission does not have 
jurisdiction over land ~hich is only claimed to be tidelands as 
compared with land which has actually been determined to be tide
lands as· a matter of law. The proposed exception from thecate
gorical exemption based upon a claim of tidelands by only the 
staffs of the Coastal Commission and the State Lands Commission is 

illegal and void because no portion of the Del Rey lagoon properties 

has been legally detenmined to be tidelznds. 

2. further. the tidelands exemption is void because it constitutes a 
modification of a categorical exemption previously granted by the 
Coastal Co:r.mission itself. The revocation of the exemption is 
pursuant only to an alledged joint claim of tidelands by the staffs 

of the Coastal Coillmission and the State lands Commission. Under 
the Coastal Act the only m~thod by which a categorical exemption 

.. 

c.an be revoked or modified is by official act of the Coastal Com:nission 

efter duly noticed public hearings . 

. 
\ 
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NaoMi Swartz, Chainman 
California Coastal Commission 
P.O. Box 1450 
Long Beach, California 90801 

Subject: Del Rey Lagoon Total Local Coastal Progra~ 

Dear Comr-issioner: 

Sumrr.a Corporation has an additional objection which is as 

follows: it objects to any certific~tion upon conditions 

of the total Local Coastal Program or any segment thereof 

including- the Del Rey Lagoon. 

Condition81 certification is beyond the jurisdiction of 

the Coastal Commission. 

Sincerely, 

Novmeber 18, 19e1 

- . /_ /_ 
t ""' ~ ... _ ·t I ,. 

RW:sc 

cc: Coastal Commissioners 
Mr. Michael L. Fischer 
Executive Director 

I 

/ ' ,, :. 
·-- ---·~ 

Richard E. Webb 
Vice President 

Summt CorPOration 40CS Souttl Sc-~ Str•t. Les V~. N~8d• .109 Ar11 Codf 702 733 0123 

Maiting Addrna 'Oit Otfa Boa 1.aoo. ~ v.,.,, Nevedl 18156 
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Cn'1' MANNING 

COM. INION 

'II:L" ~&•O:IA ••U• DI'T 

J S R"UIGt:• 
'ltiCl·NIU•DI'" 

C&•:.. MA5Tc:""' 

s;.·:tTTI· IIoi:IMA .. 

a&YMONC I Noll"t"'N 

acc•tr,.••" 4 i 

Decer..ber l, l9Sl 

• 

z;a.nc::· Lucast 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
CALIFO .. NIA 

TOM BRADLEY 

MATOI't 

rxec~tive Director 
S~u~~ Coas~ District 
Ca:i!crr.ia Coastal Co~~issior. 
((f East Ocear. Bo~levar~ 
s~ite 3107 
f.C. Box 1~50 
Lo~~ Beach, Califcrnia 906Cl 

OI"A"TMIWT 0' 

CITY ~ANNING 
••• C•T• ..... LL 

L.o• ,.,,.G,~r• e.r. •oo• 2 

CALVI ... 5 MAMILTot-
D••l:TO~ '-

.......... ~ LOM•••:.! 

aacc.•"·"l or•.:.r• 

~~~ Cit~ o! ~cs Anceles recuests that the Vista Del ~ar £lu~!s 

ar.e t~e .. Ballona Blu~fs ir:. the Flay a Del Rey Cor..r.~ur.i ty r:co: :t:.e 

ccnsicerec ty the California Coastal Cor.:r..ission at the sa::-e tir..e 

as the Del Rey La~ocn LCP. 

c~ t:· sta:: ~a\·e already r..ace this request for se~.enta~ic:: tt-.·:.ce 

be!cre- ir:. re:::e::t li·Or.ths. ':hese reqllests were sut.r..ittec ir:. 

CC·r:-es;:or.cerJCe tc you catec Septer..ber 24, 19£1, anc tc !·~c!-.ael 

Fis!'"!e!" catec :;cver..ber 17, 1981. A COFY of each letter is a:ttac~e~. 

Cit:.: sta:: ha\·e been preparing t·he Del Rey Lagoon LCF !or the past 

2 11; years~ .with the full knowledge and cocperaticn of your sta!'f. 

J..t nc tir.•e ·,..·ere these two bluff areas ever included as part o! the 

Del Rer Lac:;oon LCP study area. The bluff areas "'ere not su:t:ject 

to public input as required by the Coastal Act (Sec: 30006) anc 

were not included within our general plan amend~ent public hearir.~s 

~hich are required by General Planning Law. The City cannot, 

therefore, either sub~it those areas for certification at this ti~e 

cr add ther. to our proposed general plar. a~end~ent (lane use plar.) 

· without starting the process all over again. In either case, tbe 

ir..Fler.~entation of the Del Rey Lagoon LCP could be delayec by as 

much aE one year. 

AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION I:OUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOY&IIII 

. ·.•. --.. . 
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i\ar.cy Lucast -2- Decernber l, l9El 

Fqr reasons stated in the attached correspondence, the Ballor.a 

Sluffa can anc should be anal)•zed as part of the Summa Wetlar~c~ 

LCF. 'Like~ise, the ·vista Del Mar Bluffs can and should be 

analyzed either as a separate segment or as a part of the sin~le 

far.:il~· area immediately adjacent thereto. 'l'his is the only ""a:: 

tt.at these areas can be analyzed properly for potential cur..\:.lativ.: 

ifuFacts or. coastal resources or access. 

7he City, a~ain, requests that approval of the Del Rey Lagocn ~CF 

nc~ be contigent UFOn the bluff areas, anc eertificaticn of t~~ 

\"i_sta Oelf·:ar anc Ball<?~ ·· Bluffs be considerec at a later C:a~e. 

. . . ' / ft' 
/ ,.'. --~ ~ 7.£ 

-{ .... ·., ' . . · ~ rt~·u?-. 
. / . 

c;. .. :.x:: :: ~ . H.2\.':::i: L':'O:\ 

~irectc~ c~ Pl~n
nin~ 

cs::: :-:: :.c 
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C.&L'Wfa.. • .,.AV·~Tc• • " ...... : .. 

f"tl& .. l',. L~ .. E:AC.: 

1•r:..· •t t.•• : .. 

::-.~ ::.-::· c: Lc: J,;.~.::es ir:c:t:C::.ir:~ Cc\.:.:::c!~\<-o:;a;. ·Russe!: c~ t~e 

f:.::-::·. :;.s-:!·ic-: ar.t s-:a:: :ror various City De:;:-a:--t.r.er.-t.s ~a·;e 

e::::.: :.:-.e~ "t.!:t. reco~..r -e:-.ca:.io!':s- cf the· Coas"t.a: rc..-::-issicr: sta~: 

:-.:_r:-::.·:£- ~c t~e Z•e::. F:e:· Lac;c-c:-. :...ocal Coas:.a: rroc:rar errt hs .. e 

a ~~=-~e= c: ccr:e~-:s c:- re~uests tc ~a~e: 

:·€. :·.(.rer::· re~:;es-t }:'c- s:.;:,c~e:--er.t o: the Del F:ey Lac:-c-c:-. Loca~ 

Ct ::.~:.::: ; rc- ~:-a:- Cec.:.s.ic-r. !rc-:- t!"le: !;over-J- e:- l~~l Cc~r.:.ss.::.c::-. 

r~E-::.:;r tc :.:-.e: :>e:ce-~.!:..e::.- 1~· ~:: Cc;~issior. r.e:e~i::c- i::-: !..c:-.c

~c ::. c:· .. - :~.e Ci~~- l-:ill "·a:.\-E the necessa::-J" tir£-lirits ... "r";-.. i~ 

is ~c e~c.Lle: the Ci~y to freparc e corFlete an~ ~etailef 

~:-e:se::--.tc.ti.cr. ir-. resror.se to tl1e fincins:-s anc recorrer:ca~:.c!".s 

c~ tte Coas~al staff ~hich we have just recently receive~ • 

..:. • :-:-:E: Ci-::.:· re;::ue~ts that the Coasta! Corr.iss.ior: sta!~ ~ssic-::-: 

• - '1.,. • • .& • t - t ~ .. . h . . . t"~---

c. s::ec~a..:. •. earlr:\- c_-.lcer o concuc a f-U .. -lc eR:-l.nc:' 1r. .. t 

\~eE'tcr~ester-Fla:ya Pe: Rey CoMrrunit~· in aevance o! t:!'le 

Decer..Le:- l ~ :;1 Coas"t.a 1 Co~.r:ission ~eetinc. 

3. City sta~f re~uests that the reeonner.~atior.s o~ the Ccasta~ 

Cc;rissic-r. staff relative to the t"lluff areas (£allona ~lu~!s' 

"'·t.ich are a t-art of the \':estchester Cor.r.:unity anc ~cjcir. the 

Sur...r.·a Corporation property which lies to the north o! the t-1 u~:, 

be incluce~ as a part of the Local Coastal Prograr aeeressir:~ 

the Surv.:a Corporatior. property. This request is particularly 

for. that portion of the eallona 2luffs east of t'ershin~ I'rive. 

As you kno":, as a part of the County's Local Coastal Pro~rar·. 

ad~ressins the SUMrr.a Corporation property, the County eor.

tracted '".-i th t:1e Los Angeles rnusewr. for a stucy headec by Dr. 

Ral~h Schrieber ~ho ioer.tifiec the State ftwetlaner areas anc 

tht- environt"ler.tal balance of the wetlands ane the _anir.al, birc, 

AN AP"P"IIUrlATIVE ACTION I:OUAL o.-.. OftTUNITY I:M.-L.OYEft 
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3. insect, and other such communities. These ~luffs east o: 

Fershing Drive are, according to this study, an integra! 

~art of the flatland, wetland, and upland area. For t~is 

~eason we believe they shoule be inteqrated with the Eur.r.a 

Corporation stud~· ane conditions regar~in~ these bluffs 

shoulc not be ir:1poseu on the Del Rey Laooon LC:F. 

4. Vista Del Mar Blu!fs west from Pershing Drive t~ the eunE 

areas are also includee by Coastal Co~.ission ata!f as a 

-.... 

c. 

part of the Local Coastal Pro~r~ for th~ Del Rey Laooo~ 

area. Ke request that this be consieere~ ~~ a separa~e 

Local Coastal Proqrar Flan since we have net stueiec it ar.= 

ha'\"e not inclucec it in the Del Rey La~oc:-:n ~~eci!ic Fla:-. 

Or~inance. It is qec:-qra~hicelly sPparate !ror: the De! ~e~ 

Lac;?oon "flatla."lc cor.r.;uni ty" ir. te!Tis o~ lane use, zor.i:n~, 

ane physical cha~aeteristics anc requires 3 whole set c! 

specializec s~ucHes "'•hich have not beer. co:-.plete~. ~··e 

rec;:ues-t tt.at ~c t e rerr.:. ttec to trinr these recor-.re:1taticr:!: 

to you i~ 1962. Cc~sequently, we feel that eon~itior.s re~a

tive tc ttis are3 shculf not ~e ir:?ose~ or. the Del Pey La~oc~ 

Fla::. 

City sta!: have siqr.i~ i car. 't Frot-ler:.s witt the fincir.gs an'" 

confiticns writte~ i~ your sta~f report for the ~e! ~ey 

Lagoc~ a~ea i~sel!. r~c~ i~itia~ exa~ination we have !o~~f 

a nurLer o: errcrs i~ !act ccr.tainec ir. the fir.~incs a~c 

u&acce~taLle provisiocs ic the concitions. Ke int~ne to 

C:iscuss ti1ese \dt~ yo~r st.a!f anc cor..r.ent nore !u::.ly c:-. 

t~ese iters cnce we ~a~e haf the o~Dc~tunitv t~ stue~ t~e~ 

r:.cre clcse:::·. - • - -

A rost sigci!ica~t ecn=erc to the City is t~e issue ~~ cc~

tir.ui~s Coasta: Cor.r.issior. j1.:riscict.ion ove~ pnrtions c: 

the Flaya Del Rey an{ blu!! areas. Rerainir.~ local coctrc: 

after t~e LCF is certifieL is a corne~ston~ of the Coas~el 

Act. Your sta!f reco~~eneation prcrcses that, after the 

plan is aC:opteC:, the Conr..issior. retain cr:-r.trc-1 over r ·cre 

areas than that ~hich it controls before the p!a~ is acorte:. 

Clearly this is unacceFta~le. The cateS'orical exclusio~ is 

the rnechanisr to rerr•cdy this si tul'ltior.. ':i'he City requestf' . .: 

in Se~ter~e~ 19Cl that the Corr.ission consicer cur cate~crical 

exclusion proflosal. Your staff has recoJT~r.~encec that this 

action ~e delayecl to sorne unicenti!iec ti~e in the futu~e. 

We do not feel that any postponeT"ent of this request is 

- ~pprot=:riate anC: we again reque!:t that this item be consicere.

at the sane ti~e as the LCr itself. 

I I 
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~e request that your staff be directed to work ~ith City sta!f 

to ciscuss the items identified above. The Citv has mace e 

900c faith effo.rt to prepare a detailed ane co~plete LCP pack ace: 

cornp~aec of (l) Land use rlan; (2) ~pecific Plan Ordinance: ar.= 

(3) C~te~orical Exclusion. The City and the eor:'lr.lunity have 

expendec countless hours in this ""ork. We wish to give it t!".e 

a~tion this fir,st C · ,. o~ Los lulgeles LCP SC' rightly deser\·es. 

~~(foHA.•:IL~e>:: 
Dire:t~ of Plar.nin~ 

c~::: AL'C: r:: ic 

• 

t 
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Planning Commission 
City of Los Angeles 
Room 561, City Ball 
200 N. Spring Street 
~os Angeles, California 90012 

!olt~ Commissioners: 

¥-La:ya ~ ...... _.,., __ _ 

January ll, 1981 

As a membtr or the Del Rey Lagoon Citizens Advisor,y 

Committee, Ilbave been active in planning £or this part 

or Playa del Rey. 

I believe that ~y point or view re~rese~ts the major

ity or the residents, botb owners and renters, in the 

community. And that belief bas been confirmed by the 

results or the poll taken by the city during the tenure 

or the CAC. 

However, there are two "homeowners associations" here, 

tbe Del Rey Lagoon Property Owners Association, and the 

West Beacb Playa del Rey Property Owners Association,· 

wtich, though tbey represent themselves as property owners, 

a~e dominated by developers and speculators. These groups 

have been attempti.ng to raise the height Limit and density 

li~it in tbe Del Rey Lagoon area. In t.he process they tave 

resorted to measures which are at tbe least unethical &Ld 

at the most·rraudulent. 

I am enclosing a petition circulated by the West Beach 

Playa del Rey Property Owners Association and sub~itted to 

the Planning Co~ission and the Department of City Pl~ing. 

As you can see, the petition is basically concerned with 

the loss o~parking on the dirt strip along Vista del Mar 

if that street is widened. However, the last line of the 

petition concerns an entirely different subject. Su~deLly, 

in a typewritten line which does npt match the rest or the 

paragraph (the lett hand margin is uneven and the line slants 

downward) it states that the signers also support a 3?' height 

limit in the area. I round it curious that they should have 

gotten as many signatures as they did, especially when I 

: spotted names or owners vho, I know, do not visb to see t~at 

height, but rather the 30' limit proposed by tbe City Plan

ning department. 

So I called eome o! the sifDers. I round that not o:ly 

were they not aware or the ~? height statement at the end 

~t the petition, but tbat, in aome cases, they bad neve~ 

aigned the petition at all! They bad attended two meetings, 

one a neighborhood watch meeting sponsored by the pro~rty 

owners and the other a neighborhood cleanup,_also aponsored 

t • 
~ 
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by the.associat.ion. At both meetings they had been asked 

to aign in on an attendance sheet. Those signatures ended 

up on the petition. 

I am enclosing their written confirmation or this tor 

7our information. In addition, I ·am enclosing my notes 

-on telephone conversations with others w~o ai~ed but who 

haTe not yet sent me their confirming notes. Some or the 

sitders are very irate and are contemplating legal action. 

I know that it must have been surprising for the Com

mission to find that property owners associations were all 

for an increase in density and height in their co~munitJ. 

That is be·cause :f'OU will find that the d.ocinant forces in 

both organizations are builders, developers and speculators. 

In particular, Hr. Eilertsen· (vbo circulated the petition) 

is a builder, Mr. Cochran is also a builder and developer, 

Mr. Ballougb , though be makes his living as an attorner, 

buys lots and develops them here in Playa del Rey as a 

sideline (among them are the largest, tellest, most densely 

developed projects in the area), ~r. f.atilla is a realtor, 

Y.r. Hyman is also a realtor, Mr. Accosts a mortgage broker, 

etc. Others are dabblers and speculators. Consequently, 

these organizations do not operate as bona !ide property 

owners associations, truly concerned about the neigtborhood 

in wbicb they live ~in !act, Mr. Ballougb lives out o~ tbe 

area). Also, Mr. Sherman Grinberg, vbo works in partne:-

ahip witb Cbarles Gotanda, is closely allied ~~tb these other 

gentlemen and is the largest property o~~er an~ developer 

in the Del Rey Lagoon area. Be ~s co~ple~ing a la~ge condo 

project on tbe Westport Beach Club pro~erty and is t~e o~~e~ 

or the "Fritz Burns" property, called "3eacbfro!lt" in t~e 

ordinance. · 

It is especially distressing that the heigtt limit s~ould 

be pushed to 37' because I believe that it will effectively 

cut any possibile incentive for low and moderate incoce 

housing. Incidently, I am enclosing a state~ent from the 

Del Rey Lagoon Property and West Beach ?.roper~ OWners which 

clearly shows that they have no commitment whatsoever to 

low and moderate income housing. Such phrases as "~is 

area bas never been a haven for low inco~e persons" &:l~ 

"An imposed introduction o! a Dew low incoce element is 

- not acceptable to the community" and "Control or who the 

unit is rented to must be in ~be hands o! the o~er(s) 

or the unit and must include the rig~t to rent -- o~ ~ro

vide it free of charge -- to family aem~ers, relatives, 

£riends, employees or anyone else of their choice ao long 

aa the renter is a separate household a:ld qualities as a 

low-income household." clearly sbow their intent to cir

cumvent the law in any way possible. 

., 
i 

\ 
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I am very much arraid that ~e vill end up witb a higher 
density, with a third unit permitted in an area which barely 
supports the current duplexes and vith no commitment to low 
and moderate income housing. EspeciallJ with the political 
acene as it is today, I am hard put to see a future tor low 
income housing without an ironclad provision for it written 
-it~o the law • 

• 
I am also enclosing some letters !rom owners and renters 

vho support the city height limit or 30' in the Trolley Way 
area, and the Vista del Mar area, and '5' on Esplanade and 
the Pacific Avenue Area. More will be coming. 

Please don't be misled by an extremely vocal minority 
dominated by special interest. 

Another concern or the community is the proposed develop
ment o! the nFritz Burns" property. We do not believe that 
this community can support the large-scale hotel/restaur~t 
complex the owners contemplate. Bot only would it deprive 
us o! much-needed parking, but it would entirely block the 
Del Rey Lagoon Park from an ocean view and sea breezes whicb 
make it such a nice place for the public to gather. It see~s 
iror.ic to spend the money to create a beautiful park and tbe:o 
to impact it on all four sides by buildings. There is cu~re~tl~ 
coastal access at this property and the d~es are o!te~ used 
beach patrons for sunning when the weatbe= is cool. There is 
also parking all along the curb in front of the propert]. All 
this will be gone and in its place we will !ind a hotel catering 
to the rich, discouraging the public !rott using the property 
and providing one more watering bole_ to ~oin the eigbt ba:s . 
in the small Playa del Rey village. Also, there are at least 
11 restaurants in the village, wbicb beach goers patronize. 
Some are casual, like the Cliff Bouse, the Shack, Irvullas, 
the new Mexican take-out place, the Chez del Bey, others are 
more formal, sueb as The Lemon Tree, the Sandpiper, La Marina 
Inn, Jakes at The Shore, the Sanpan, etc. 

We believe that the height limit on this property should 
be the same as on Trolley Way: '0 feet. We strongly urge 
that no building shall be permitted west of Ocean Front ~alk; 
this area is in dispute and is most likely public prope=ty 
on the basis or implied dedication or prescriptive rights. 
In general, we urge that the property sbould not be covered 
by structures to an extent larger than it currently is. 

Sincerel:p 

~~~ 
-RUth Lansford 

encl. 

P.S. When people aay they would like to aee the beigbt remain 

s it is, I hope ~ou are aware that they mean the current 

height or txisting buildings (about 25') and are unaware 

that the current height limit ia ~.1eb bigber. J L,. -

t 
r. 
~-
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2~18214117 IL TDRN PlAYA DEL lEY CA 71 11•17 Ol23A EST~'~-~ ~I 
PIIS C~lrORIIA COASTAL COfiiUSSJOIER RPT DLY IIGN, DLR ~ lto~!C't,:·~-_.7 ~ . 
'''EAST OCEAI IV[ SUIT£ 1107 0: . .... ~~~~Br kJ 
LOIG lEACH CA tOSOl ~ ... ;... . .. 

ATTI IAICY LUCAST . , 

u5 7 

I AN A RESIDE IT or PLA·Ya DEL REY AND OWN PRO PERT 'f tO:RE. AJtPARENTL Y 

YOU HAVE lOT ADDRESSED THE PARKliiG JtROBLE" roR THE VEST PORT BEACH 

AREA. YOUR HEIGHT LlfllTATIONS ARE A''ECTING OILY 25 PERCENT OF TK£ 

OWNERS AID THEREFORE SEE" TO IE IISIGIIl'ICANT. YOUR LOV JICOfl£ 

MOUSI~G REOUIRE"EITS HAVE 1££1 PROVEN TO IE AGAINST THE LA~. I A~ 

GEN£~ALLY OJtPOSED TO THE L.C.P. AS PRESEITED BY THt LOS ANGELES CITY 

STA'F AID ESPECIALLY NR JOHNSON. 

ALAI BROOKES 

lOt SUN,.JDGE ST 

PLAYA DEL REY CA t02Jl 
II IN 

•. u ,., ..... 

t 

I 
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HORMAN R. IL\ YMIE 
28990 PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY SUITE 115 

MALIBU, CALIFORNIA 90265 

(213) 457-9765 

November 18, 1981 

TO: THE CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 

Dear Commissioners, 

I repreaent the owners of a •ubstantial amount of 
property which will be affected by the Del ley Lagoon LCP 
and I am hereby requesting that the public hearing con
cerning the Los Angeles City'• proposal for the LCP be 
extended to the hearing scheduled during the December 
meeting in Los Angeles. 

The reasons for our request for extension are as 
follows: 

1. The Coastal Commiasion's Staff recommendation 
on the subject LCP vas received by the 
.ajority of the people within the area 
o~ly aix days ago. 

2. The location of the hearina in December 
(Los Angeles) 11 clo1er to the public 
located in Playa del ley than todays 
hearing location. 

An extenaion of the hearing vill five every 
interested party the opportunity to rev ew in detail the 
suggestions by the Coastal Staff and thereby be able to 
respond in a more complete and lo&ical manner. 

NRH.:d 

Thank you for your con1ideration of thi• _.tter. 

Sincerely, 

~fl. · ~7·:.~ 
Horm.n I. Haynie 

•r·P·•·r~· .- ·-.., .. , ... .. .. 
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_;r~ A~~ TO YOU A£Ga•ct~G THE 'IRST 'UILtt ~Ea•I~G 'o~ TN~ 

R£Y LAG~~~ ~ttl'lt PLAh ICHEOUL!O ,0. ~OVEMIER II 1'11 1 
. 

•£ ;i\E ~&~L SEV£~AL £''ORTS TO MAY£ T~ll M[&RI~; R£St~£DUL£D TC & 

P~&;~ c~~S[~ TO THE LCP AREA, ~£ ARE DPPDI£0 TO THE ·~~~ 0~ T"£ V[~' 

l&!lS T•&T ~OT ALL OR A~¥ PROPERTY ow~tRS •£•£ ~OTJ,IEC 0' TME 

~-E~•LEe ~ta~I~G, T~E O~L¥ CJTl!£~5 NOTl'l£0 WERE TMOSE WMC "'''E~t: 

J er ~' •T"E ~AtLt~G LIST• CR •£R£ C~ ~ME CJTJZ£~1 ADYJIO•Y CO~~tl~. 

~~E, ''• 0~ OuQ MEMIERS M&YE GO~£ TMI~UGM THE 'ER~lT PROCESS TM~Y 

~&VE BEE~ RlQJIH£~ TO CO~T&CT ALL PAO•ERTY O•~£RS WJTMJ~ A SPEt1'1£~ 

~&,JUS, •LT T"E tDMM1151D~ DOES NOT 'DLLD• JTI OWN GU10£Ll~tl FOA 

11 Jil.lt •E,D;fi!GS, 

•£ PD0'£51 T~lS A~D M£R£RY R!QUEIT TN&T T"II "E&-lNG IE C&~tE~L£0 A~t 

I:•£0JLlD !~ T•E 'UTURE IN A NEIGHIQI~OOD LOCATIO~ DUIJ~G E~E
~J~G 

~JU~S ~••1~' IT ,O.$IILE FOR TME ·~EI;~IOI"ODD RESIDENTS
~ 1C 

'•ATJti••lE J~ THE LCP, 

I£S~EtT,ULLY• 

IIt•aitD t.~ltKEY 

~£51 lEACH PLAYA 
sr-o •£E$ '' 
·~''' OtL lEv CA 

t•u•• [ST 

MGMtD~P. . 

TO AEf"LY IY MAILGIIAM. Ill AfVUIE liD£ FOI' WUTE"N UfiiiON'S TOLL . Fill£ P'HONE NUMIE"S 
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a.o.,aJISJZO 1111'111 ltl l'~JNCI CIP ~IAI 

Zlllll&41' •G¥ TDih 'LAYA Dt~ lEY C& Je• ll•lt Ollt' !IT 

C&Ll'OAJI~ CO&ITAL CDMMJII!ON IOUTN COAST 

DlllllCt &TT~ ~&~CY ~UC&IT 

••• [ DC£&~ ~LV~ IUJT[ JIO' 
L~~- IE&t" C& tOiul 

CE&~ t0•~1SS%0~EQS 

' - ·· 
I A~ •AlfJ~G TO YOU I[G&IC!~G THE DEL I[Y '&tJFlt '~~~. l ~~~~ TC G: 

C~ AEtOiC AS JNSTAUtTJNG YOU TO Tar[ •NO ACTIO~· 0~ T"E 'LA~ ~~~ 

ST&~r 5JGG£5T10~ D~ NQV£MJ[A 18, 'LEAS[ ~&K£ &AR&~G[M[~TS TO M&VE T~E 

~f'~:~w ~l'" CUA ·NEIG"IO.HOCC (AIRPORT MARl~& NQT£Lf 

l 'tE. T~•' T~lS "l&IJNG &PP[&IS TO N&YE lEE~ •C~QR£0GR&P"ED• TO 

S.l~E T~·~u;• ~JTHDUT TM[ 'UILIC NAVI~G ltC£SS TO YOU COMMJISJO~ERS, 

o.taS£ ~CTE T~&T ~OT ALL ,AOP[ITV DwN[IS IN ou• &I[& ~[I[ NOTJ'JEC 

AS~~· T~Is "EA•lNG, l THOUG"T ALL O•~E•S OA I£1JDE~C£ OF A~ ARE& •E~E 

Tj IE ~~TlflEC BY ~AIL OF ANY WE&Al~G I£G&IDJ~G &CTJO~S AfFt
tTJ~G 

A~Ea~ •1T"th A 'R£1tAliED IADJUS, 

T~:s 15 D~T~&GfOuS, A~D ~AD IT I!E~ a 'RlVATf Cl'JI£,, THE P£N~lT 

-~~~e f£ P~T D'F U~TIL ALL THE 'I£Ll~l~AIY R£QU1R£M£~T5 ~E~E 

'JLJ~~Ll0 Sut~ AS T~ll l&ilt ~OTJfltATlD~, 

T~D~•·G"'JU1 TW£ ~OtUM[~T TM[R[ II LANGUAGE AIDIJT ~AJ~T&t~I~G AtCtiS Te 

T~E ~~~t~ AhD MAK(N' lURE TM&T TN£ ~t~ ,U~'JL~ TH£ I~T£~T OF 1~E 

C~£5~&1. ACTS. 

lr Twl STAJF "'0 DO~E ALL TH[JI IEIEARC~ TNEY •OU~D NAVE R£tO••E~O£~ 

1~&1 1WE tJTY Of ~a IE I[QUl•ED TO DEDICATE '"£ CJTY O•~ED LOT T~~~ 

IJ'S ''''~LEL '"D IETWEEN VJITA DEL NAI AND TIO~L[Y ALL[Y 'ROM IUAf 

ITAEEl tO '"E E~D Of TIOLL!Y ALL!Y, 

T~Ii REQU~St •&I MAD[ IN TN£ PDR• D' A 100 llG~AT~RE 'fTJTJO~ G1Vt~ 

Tg •• aiOG[~ &T TM[ PJRIT LA PUILlC N£&R1NG, TM[R[ II ~0 lETT£• ~5E 

'D' TMJI ~&HOI AI IT'I Mil I!£~ UIED ,DR lEACH ACt£15 CP&RKJNG fOR AT 

LE&IT -II f[A.S) 1 PL£&1[ 1£'11 TO 'AG! ll OF •&JlCUTIVl IUMM&RY 

I[VJIEb MaRtH 11•1 NOTE T"[ DOTI IN T~£ ~O•t• l/1 Of TM£ 'AGt I~ THl 

•ou'L£1 AI[&•, PARTJCUI.AILY TME !AIT[RN MOlT DDTII TN£ CITY Jl 

COU~Tl~G T•Eit AI •oN ITIEET P&IKJN;• •o• T"£1• CCITY) 'IOOf 0' 

Elll'l~' PARW1N; YET "'I •oT DfDttA1[D TM[ AI£& AI .,ARKJ~G· ~Nt£ A~D 

roA A~L TJMll AI •1 CJTJIINI MAY! 'lTITlOHED. 

'~fAll M&V[ T"ll 1-CLUDED AI A CONDITION PDR PER•lT, 

llNC[tt[~Y 

TO llE,LY IY MAILGRAM. Ill ltlVlllSl' SIDE ~0" WlSTEilN ~ION'S TOLL · FllU f>MONE NUMBERS 
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~.::.:.:.:c:.·:-. .:.~ Coas:.al Cc;r..issicr. 

c-:· FC\··~=.: ~tree~ 

c;. 

p. • .. r- .. 
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. '·-- ' · .... 
~ . .. 

!!: ::.:.·.· :...=-.Gc•c:: :::..or;.:. cc;..::-;.: r~o~j_,·:: 1.~:: cc·:.~:-;..:. ro~·::!~E=~c:: 

£:.:.; ~ r.:. cc-~:::: :::.=-·:: c·::: 

::-.€- :: ~:· c: LeE J,r.~.;:es ir.c:. ~C:.ir.~ Cc1.:::-:c!~,,.c;a:-. ?..esse!: c: t~e 

~:.:::.:-. :-:.s:.!·ic:. ar.t" s~a:: !ror various City De;-a:-tr.er.ts ta\·e 

e::::.:- ::-.e:~ t:!:e. recc:-:-.r -e::O::a~io!:F cf th£· Coasta::. C"C·r-!"'issicr: sta:: 

=~-r::.:.·.-E:· tc t:!:e ~'e: F:e:· La~cc:-. :::..ocal Coasta::. I'rc~rar ~n( ha .. e 

e. r.:.::- :!.e= c: cc:-~ e-:::.s cr re=:uest.s tc r:-e~~E: 

:·€ ~£:-et~ re~~est FOS~?C~e
~e~t o~ the Del ~ey Larcc~ Loca~ 

Cc~::':.~: ;· :-c- ~:-a:-- t"ec~s~or. ~rc-; t:.e: !:over'.te:- 1~01 Cc:-:-.r-:.ss!c:-: 

r.;~::.::r tc t:-.e ~ece::-.!:..e::.· 1~· £:. Cc::.:-issicr. r.e-e~i::c- i:-: !.c:-.r

~c~~~-- ~~€ Cit; ~ill ~a!ve the ne-cessa:-y tire . lirits.· ~~if 

is :.c e:r.a!.le t .he Ci":.:::· to J:repare a coq:le-te anc C:etailef 

_r.:-ese:-.tat!.cr. i:r. res;:or:se t.o the fincin~= anc recorrer:ca":.:'.c!'.E 

c! tte Coas:.a~ sta!f ~hich we have just recently receive{ . 

..:. :-::e Cit::· re:;uests that the Coasta! Corr.i~sior. sta:~ ~ssic-:-. 

a s;ecia:. ~ea:-ir.~ c!ficer tc conduct a ~ut!ic he~rinr i~ t~e 

\:est.c!"~ester-1-laya ne: Rey CoT"'r.unity in advance o! t~e 

Decer..t.Je:- :1~::;1 Coastal Cor.-.r.ission r.-:eet.inc:-. 

3. City sta~f re~uest& that tht reconner.~atior.s o! the Ccasta: 

Cc:-rissic·r. staff relative to the bluff areas (E.allona Flu:~s~ 

"'·t.ich are a J.-art of the \-:estchester Cor.r.:ur.ity anc acjcir. the> 

Sur.r.·a Corporation property which lies to the north o~ the rl u::, 

be incluce~ as a part of the Local Coastal Prograr accressir.~ 

the Sunr.-:2 Corpora tier. property. This request is particularly 

for . that portion of the E.allona fluffs east of rershint: Drive. 

As you kno~, as a part of the County's Local Coastal Pro~rar 

a~~ressins the SUMrr.a Corporation property, the ~ounty eor.

tracted ".-i th t:1e Los .Angeles museur.. for a stucy headec by Dr. 

Ral~h Schrieber ~ho icle~tifiec the State "wetlanc~ areas ane 

the: environf"ler.tal balance of the wetla nds anc the _anir-al, bire r 

AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EOUAL O .... OJtTUNITY EM .. LOYEJt 
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~~- ~ichael Fisher -2- November 17, 1981 

3. insect, a ne other such communities. These tluffs east o~ 

Fershing Drive are, according to this study, an integral 

~art of the flatland, wetlanc, ane uplane area. For t~i5 

~eason we believe they shoule be inteqrated with the Sur.r. .a 

Corporation study anc conditions regar~in~ these bluffs 

shoulc not be ir.,poset! on the Del Rey Lacoon LC:F. 

4. Vista Del Mar Blu!fs ~est frorn Pershing Drive t~ the cune 

areas are also incluaec by Coastal Co~.ission ste!f as a 

' .... 

( 0 

part of the Local Coastal Pro~r~ for t~~ Del Rey Lacoo~ 

area. Ke re~uest that this be eonsicere~ ft~ a separ~te 

Local Coastal Pro~rar- Flan since ~e have net stuciec it £r.= 

have not inclucec it in the Del Rey La~o~n F~eci!ic Pia~ 

Or~inance. It is c:eoc;rat-hic~lly s~parate !ror. the De! P.e~· 

Laqoon "'flatla:1c cor.-r.uni ty" ir. te!'T"ls o~ lane use, zor:i:v:, 

ane physical cha~acteristics anc requires a whole set c: 

specializec stucies \\'hich have not beer. co!"".plete~. ~··e 

re~uest t~at ~c te rerr.~ttec to trin~ these recorrenc~ticr.~ 

to you i~ 1962. Cc~sequently, ~e feel that con~itior:s re~2-

ti \"E tc t.t:.is are:: shcu.!.t not be ir.?cse~ or. the Del P.ey Lac:-cc:-. 

F 1 a::. 

City sta:f have sic;r:i~icar:t Fro~le~s witt the fin~i~gs ane 

contiticns writte~ i~ your sta~f r~port for the ~e: Rey 

La;oc~ area i~sel!. ~~o~ icitia: exa~i~ation we have !o~~f 

a nur.l,er oi errc.:r s i~ ! act ccn-:.ainec ir. the f ir.~ine s a:1c 

ur.acceFtalle provisior:~ ir. the coneitions. Ke int~nt to 

CiSCU~S these \o.'it~ yo:.:!' St.a:f' anc COt:'J:e~t More !u:!y 0:". 

t~ese ite~s once we ha~e hae the o~pc~tu~!ty t~ stue~ t~e~ 

r..cre close:~·. 

A ~ost sigci!ica~t ccn=er~ to t~e City is t.t:.£ issue ~! cc~

tir.uir.s Coast.a: Cor..r.issioc jcri.sciction ove~ portior:.s c~ 

the Flaya Del Rey anc blu!! areas. Rer~inir.~ local co~trc: 

after tr.e LCF is certifieC is a corne~ston~ of the Coas~c: 

Act. Your stil!f recorrr.encatior. prcrcses that, after t~e 

plan is aC:opteC:, the CoT.lr..issior. retain cr:-r.trC'l over r·cre 

areas thar. that which it controls before the plar: is acorte~. 

Clearly this is unaccepta!::le. '!'he cate~orical exclusior: is 

thE rnechanisr to re~eay this situ~ticr.. The City requestef 

i.n Septer.!:Je:r 19Cl that the Corr.ission consicer ct~r cate~crical 

exclusior. pro~osal. Your staff has reco~encec that this 

action Le delayec1. to sorne unicenti!ied tirne in the futu:-e. 

We do not feel that any postponeJ"''ent o'f this request is 

• ~pprot:riate anc: "'e again requee;t that this ite~ be C'onsicere . ~ 

at the sane tire as the LCJ' itself. 
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P~. Nichael Fisher -3- Nove~er 17, 19el 

~e request that your staff be directec to work ~ith City sta!f 

to ciscuss the items identified above. The City has mace e 

900c faith effort to prepare a detailed anc co~plete LCP pacY.acr

cornp~~ec of (l) Land use rlan; (2) ~peeific Plan Ordinance: a~= 

(3) Ctte~orical Exclusion. The Cit)· and the cot:~r.~unity have 

expendec countless hours in this work. We wish to give it tte 

a~tio:r. this fir,st C · ,. o~ Los Anqeles LCF SCI rightly deserYe.L 

4e~(fo HA.':mo:: 
Dire=t~ of Pla~r.inr. 

c~::: .;~c: r:: ic 

.. 
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Planning Commission 
City o! Los Angeles 
Room 561, City Ball 
200 N. Spring Street 

~os Angeles, California 90012 

Toft~ Commissioners: 

!'.J.&3G ~"'• •• ,..., ' - - -

January ll, 1981 

As a memb~r or the Del Rey Lagoon Citizens Advisory 

Committee, I have been active in planning £or this part 

o! Playa del Rey. 

l believe that ~y point or view represents the major

ity o! the residents, both owners and renters, in tbe 

community. And that belie! has been confirmed by tbe 

results of the poll taken by the city during the tenure 

or the CAC. 

However, there are two "homeowners associations" here, 

tbe Del Rey Lagoon Property Owners Association, and the 

West Beach Playa del Rey Property Owners Association,

wtich, though they represent themselves as property owners, 

a~e dominated by developers and speculators. These groups 

have been attempting to raise tbe beigbt limit and density 

li~it in tbe Del Rey Lagoon area. In ~be process they tave 

resorted to measures wbicb are at tbe least unethical SLd 

at the most'!raudulent. 

I ac enclosing a petition circulated by the West Beach 

Playa del Rey Property Owners Association and sub~itted to 

the Planning Commission and the Department o! City Pl~ing. 

As you can see, the petition is basically concerned witb 

the loss of}parking on tbe dirt strip along Vista del Mar 

if tbat street is widened. However, tbe last line of tbe 

petition concerns an entirely different subject. Su~de~ly, 

in a typewritten line which does n~t match the rest of the 

paragraph {the left hand margin is uneven and the line slants 

downward) it states that the signers also support a 37' height 

limit in tbe area. I round it curious that they should ba,·e 

gotten as many signatures as they did, especially when I 

:spotted names or owners wbo, I know, do not wish to see t~et 

height, but rather the 30' limit proposed by the City Plan

ning department. 

So I called eome o! the sifDers. I round that not o:ly 

were they not aware or the 37 height statement at the end 

~! the petition, but that, in aome eases, tbey had neve~ 

aigned the petition at all! !bey bad attended two meetings, 

one a neighborhood watch meeting sponsored by the pro~rty 

owners and the other a neighborhood cleanup,_also aponsored 

. 

\

·- . 

• ~ 
I 

• 
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by the . associa~ion. At both meetings they had been asked 

to sign in on an attendance sheet. Tbose signatures ended 

up on the petition. 

I am enclosi.ng tbeir written confirmation o! tbis for 

your information. In addition, I ·am enclosing my notes 

-on telephone conversations with others ~~o si~ed but w~o 

baTe not yet sent me their confirming notes. Some or the 

sitrlers are very irate and are contemplating legal action. 

I know that it must have been surprising for the Com

mission to !ind that property owners associations we~e all 

tor an increase in density and height in their co~~it~. 

That is because you will find that the dominant forces in 

both organizations are builders, developers and speculators. 

In particular, Mr. Eilertsen· (who circulated the petition) 

is a builder, Mr. Cochran is also a builder and developer, 

Mr. Ballougb , though he makes his living as an attorne:, 

buys lots and develops them here in Playa del Rey as a 

sideline (among them are the largest, tellest, most densely 

developed projects in the area), Y,r. Y.atilla is a realtor, 

~r. Hyman is also a realtor, Mr. Accosts a mortgage broker, 

etc. Others are dabblers and speculators. Consequently, 

these organizations do not operate as bona !ide property 

owners associations, truly concerned about the neigtborhood 

in wbicb they live \in fact, Mr. Ballougb lives out o£ the 

area). Also, Mr. Sherman Grinberg, who works in partne~

ship ~itb Cbarles Gotanda, is closely allied with these othe~ 

gentlemen and is the largest property o~~er an~ developer 

in the Del Rey Lagoon area. Be ~s co~pleting a l~ge condo 

project on the Westport Beach Club p~o~erty and is t~e o~~e~ 

or the "Fritz Burns" property, called "3eacb:f'ront" in t!le 

ordinance. · 

It is especially distressing that the heigtt limit s~ould 

be pushed to 37' because I believe that it will effectively 

cut any possibile incentive ror low and moderate inco~e 

housing. Incidently, I am enclosing a state~ent from the 

Del Rey Lagoon Property and West Beach Property Owners which 

clearly shows that they have no co~itment whatsoever to 

low and moderate income housing. Such phrases as ":his 

area bas never been a haven ror lo~ incoJ:e persons" &:lc! 

"An imposed introduction or a new low inco~e element is 

- not acceptable to the community" and "Control or who tte 

unit is rented to must be in the bands o! the o~er(s) 

or the unit and must include the rig~t to rent -- o~ ~ro

vide it rree or charge -- to family cem~ers, relatives, 

£riends, employees or anyone else or their choice ao lo~g 

as tbe renter is a separate household and qualifies as a 

low-income household." clearly show their intent to cir

cumvent the law in any vay possible. 

., 
i 

i 
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I am very much afraid that ~e will end up with a higher 
density, with a third unit permitted in an area vhicb barely 
supports the current duplexes and vith no commitment to low 
and moderate income housing. Especially with the political 
scene as it is today, I am bard put to aee a future tor low 
income housing without an ironclad provision tor it written 
-i.t~o the law. 

I 

I am also enclosing some letters !rom owners and renters 
vbo support the city height limit or ~o· in the Trolley Way 
area, and the Vista del Mar area, and 35' on Es~lanade and 
the Paci!ic Avenue Area. More will be coming. 

Please don't be misled by an extremely vocal minority 
dominated by special interest. 

Another concern o! the community is the proposed develop
ment of the "Fritz Burns" property. We do not believe that 
this community can support the large-scale hotel/resta~ant 
complex the owners contemplate. Not only would it deprive 
us or much-needed parking, but it would entirely block the 
Del Rey Lagoon Park !rom an ocean view and sea breezes wbicb 
make it such a nice place !or tbe public to gather. It seems 
iror.ic to spend tbe money to create a beautiful park and the~ 
to impact it on all four sides by buildings. There is cu=re~tly 
coastal access at this property and the dunes are o~ten used 
beach patrons !or sunning when the weatbe= is cool. There is 
also parking all along the curb in front or the property. All 
this will be gone and in its place we will !ind a hotel catering 
to the rich, discouraging the public fro~ using the property 
and providing one more watering bol~ to join the eight ba:s . 
in the small Playa del Rey village. Also, there are at least 
11 restaurants in the village, which beach goers patronize. 
Some are casual, like the Cli!! Bouse, the Shack, Irvullas, 
the new Mexican take-out place, the Chez del Rey, others are 
more formal, sucb as The Le~on Tree, the Sandpiper, La ~arina 

Inn, Jakes at Tbe Shore, the Sanpan, etc. 

We believe that the height limit on this property should 
be the same as on Trolley Way: '0 teet. We strongly urge 
that no building sball be permitted west o! Ocean Front ~alk; 
thiS area is iD dispute and is most likely public prope:ty 
on the basis or implied dedication or prescriptive rigbts. 
ID general, we urge that the property should not be covered 
by structures to an extent larger than it currently is. 

Sineerel~ 

~~~ 
-RUth Leiisford 

encl. 

P.S. When people •ay they would like to see the height remain 

as it is, I hope you are aware that tber mean tbe current 

height or txisting buildings {about 25') and are unaware 

that the current height limit ia ar.1eb bigber. J L .. 
~ 
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JCS l'ltRICZ CS,. 
1131214117 ll TDRN PLAYA DEL REY CA ll ll·ll 

LOIG lEACH CA tOIOI 
ATTI IAICY LUCAST . " 

g~J->' 
1 AN A RESIDENT OF PLAYA DEL REY AND OVN PROPERTY HERE. APPARENTLY 

YOU HAVE lOT ADDRESSED THE PARKING ,.ROBLE" FOR TKE VEST PORT lEACH 

AREA. YOUR HEIGHT LIMITATIONS ARE AFFECTING OILY 25 PERCEll OF TK£ 

oWNERS AND THEREFORE SEEit TO BE IISIGNIFICANT. YOUR LOV JICOM£ 

MOUSitG REOUIRE"EITS HAVE BEEN PROVEN TO BE AGAJIST THE LA~. I ~~ 

GEIE~ALLY O,.POSED TO THE L.C.P. AS PRESENTED BY TKE LOS ANGELES CITY 

STAFF AND ESPECIALLY NR JOHNSON. 

U.11""'··--

ALAtl BROOKES 
lot SUN~IDG£ St 
PLAYA DEL REY CA t0291 

II IN 

.... 1aot-•---

t 

I 
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NORMAN R. HAYNIE 

28990 PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY SUITE 115 

MALIBU, CALIFORNIA 90265 

(213) 457-9765 

November 18, 1981 

TO: THE CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 

Dear Commissioners, 

1 represent the owners of a aubstantial amount of 
property which will be affected by the Del Rey Lagoon LCP 
and I am hereby requesting that the public hearing con
cerning the Los Angeles City's proposal for-the LCP be 
extended to the hearing scheduled during the December 
meeting in Los Angeles. 

The reasons for our request for extension are as 
follows: 

1. The Coastal Commission's Staff recommendation 
on the subject LCP vas received by the 
majority of the people within the area 
o~ly abt days as,o. 

2. The location of the bearing in December 
(Los Angeles) is clo1er to the public 
locAted in Playa del key than today& 
hearing location. 

An extension of the hearing vill give every 
interested party the opportunity to review in detail the 
suggestions by the Coastal Staff and thereby be able to 
respond in a more complete and logical manner. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

~fl. ·~7.;..~ 
No nun R. Haynie 

•r·r·•·r~·' ·-
-.. .. ~ ... .. ~ 

·. 
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a1C~ARD NlCK!Yc•tiT ltAtM ·~&Y& 
. ...-!-1 0 11£5 ,, 
-~ay& OtL lEV CA 02•1 

- I 

~-J5'~l11ll0 li/1./IS Jtl I'MaNtl Cl' LIAI 

l1lllllll' MG~ TORN 'L''' DEL R!Y CA 1•1 ll•l• 0?11' !IT .'r 

.. 

~E~~ cc~ulSSIC~ERSt 

~ .. . 
~; 

. /. 

~ 

'-

' .. ·r··~ 
.... '-..__!,_ 

~~ ~~~ TO YOU A[G&IOt~G TM[ 'JIST 'UILtt Mt&I%~G ,0~ T~~ 

~£Y L•G~~~ ~£C1'1C 'L'~ ICHEDUL!D ,oa NCV[MIEI 11 1•11, . 

•t ;,1\( .. ~&!'L $£V[RAL. £''OATS TO HAVE THIS .. [&IU'-G RESCIIC£DULED TO A 

~~a:f t-~St~ TO T"E LCP &REA, ~£ &RE D'POIED TO TM[ '~'~ D~ TME VE~Y 

•&SIS T•&T ~OT ALL OR &~y 'RDPERTV OW~!RS •£AE ~OTJ,l£0 0' TME 

~f~~L£: ~£&~l~G, T .. E 0~1.¥ CJTJIE~S NOTI'lED ~£•£ THOSE ~HC "'''E~t: 

·~ e~ ~' •t"E ~AILING Ltst• CR ~ERE ON THE C1TJZ£~S ADVliCRY COu~tl~. 

••£' '~' or OuQ MEMBERS H&V£ GONE T"I~UGM THE 'EA"lT 'ACCESS TMt' 

~aVl etE'· ~LQJIWE~ TO tD~T&tT ALL 'RO'ERTY OWNERS WJTMt~ ' SPEC1'1Ew 

a,,lUS, 'l' T"E CONM%5510~ DOES NDT '0L~O• lTI OwN ;Ul0£~1NLI fO~ 

'JI!.,It •E,Dl~GS, 

•• 
• 
• 
•• 

•£ 'DC1£Sl T~lS &~D HEA£RT REQUEST TM&T T"l& ME&-lNG If C&~t£~LED l~t 41 

I:~EO~LtO !~ T~E 'UTURE JN A NElGMIOI~OCD LOC&TlD~ 0UR%~G E~£~I
~G 

~JU~S ~&Kl~G JT ,C,iiiLE 'OR T~£ •NEIG~IOR"DDP a[SlO£~T
s• TC 

P,DTfti•Al£ ~~ THE LCP 1 

4t 

•£S•EtT'UL.LY• 
•Jt•A•D NJtK['t 
•tS1 IEAC:M PLATA 

aro •££5 '' 
'•''' DLL I[T CA 

lt1a• [ST 

"'"4'0 .. ~ . 
·• ·-· . 

.·-·~ . - ... 
. "t---.;,_ • -' '\. ~,.. 

.... ,' ,_.. 
. . .. -

'·c.· . -~ \ . ~ 
., -1 -· .... . ·-.I _., 

. . .., g 
'. · .. ·. '··. ~ ..... 
·v. · .... ' . . - ... -----\\ .. ~ 

TO .E,L.Y IY MAILGUM. Ill "fYIItiE 1101 FOI' WUTlltH UNION'S TOLL . fNE ,..ONE NUMIE"S 
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I 

'A"I. "'•~· 

'.tZ' lt£5 i'T 

'~''' DEL •tv C& •or•& 

a.o,ZlliSJZO 1111•111 Jtl l'~R~tl Cl' ~l&l 

zs)azss~e• MGM TPR~ PLaYA DE~ REY ca s•• aa•l ••s•• tiT 

t&LI'OQJt~ tOaiTAL tO"MIJI!O~ IDUTM CO&ST 

DJITAlCT &TT~ N&~C' LUC&IT 
••• [ Dt[&~ ~LYD IUlT£ JlO' 
L~~• aEat~ ca •oa~s 

0~!~ to•~lSSID~EIS 

- ·· 
1 &~ •OJTI~G TO YOU R[GaaOIN~ T"[ DEL R[Y P&C1'1C 'L'~• l ~~s~ TO G: 

0\ AEt0-0 AS l~STAUCTlNG •ou TO T&~E 1 NO ACTIO~~ 0~ T"E 'L'~ &~v 

STArr SJGG£ST10~ 0~ NOV£M8EA 18 1 'LEASE ~AKE &RRa~GE~E~TS TO MAVE T~E 

~£'~:~~ ~l'" OUA · N£1G~BORwODO CAtRPQRT M&Rlh& MOTEL) 

! rt£~ T~aT T~lS H[&RJNG A'Pta•s TO NAY[ lEE~ •twQ.EOGR&D"£0• TO 

S.ljE '••~u;w ~lT"OUT TH[ 'U8L!C HAVI~G ACCESS TO •au CO~MliSl0~£~5, 

~.EaSE ~CTE T~AT NOT ALL 'RO'EIT' O•NE•S lN ou• ARE& •ERE NOT1'1£C 

&!~-· T~ts "[&Rl~G, l THOUG"T ALL O•~[tS OR I£11D£Nt£ 0, &~ ARE& •E~E 

TO BE ~~Tlrl£0 B' ~AlL OF &NV ~[&RING I£G&ADJ~G ACTIONS AFF~CTI~' 

&-ta~ -1T"J~ A 'R£1tAJIED IAD1US 1 

T~:s IS 0~T~&G!Cu5t A~D NAD IT I[[N A 'RlYATf t1T2ZE~, THE PE~~lT 

~J~~e fE PeT OFF U~TIL ALL T~E PI£Ll~l~A•' REQUli£M
£~TI ~£~£ 

FJLJ~~LED S~t~ AS T~JS lAlit ~DTJ'lC&TlD~. 

'"~O•·G~JUl TW£ ~DtUM[NT TM[R[ tl ~ANGUA&E AIOIJT .. &JNTAINJNG ACCtiS 1C 

T~E l~at~ A~D MAKIN' IUR[ TMAT TM£ Lt' FU~FJL~ THE ~~TE~T DF T~E 

t~AS"AI. ACT$, 

Jr twl ST&'F HIO DOhE ALL TM£1• IEB£&RC~ TWEY WOULD ~AVE REtD••t~DE~ 

T~&l 1~£ tiT¥ Of ~& IE .!Qul•ED TO D!DIC&T£ TM£ CITY D•~£0 ~OT T~&" 

•J~S '&II~LEL AND IETW[[N VliT& DEL MAl AND T-OLLEY ALLE' JROM IUIF 

ITRL£1 10 T"[ [NO 0' TIDLL!Y ALL!Y, 

T~l$ AEQUtST ~AS MAD[ IN TM£ ro~~ Or A 200 ll&~&T~R£ PETITIO~ &IV£~ 

To •R 110,£~ aT THE PIRIT LA PUILZC M[lAJNG, TM£1£ II NO lETT£• U5E 

Jgl T~ti ~&HOI AI lT'I MAl I!£~ UIED r01 lEACH ACtEIS fP&RKlNG fOR AT 

LEAST -II Y[AA$) 1 PL[AIE 1£'£1 TO PAGE II 0' •£1ECUTJV( IUMM&RT 

I£V11£b MAl'~ 11•1 HOT[ TM[ DOTI IN T~E ~O•ER 1/l OF TME ,AG~ IN THL 

•DU,L[X AI[A•, PAATJCULAtLY TME fAIT[R~ MOlT DOTia TM£ CtTY II 

CDU~TlN' TM£1[ AI •oN ITtttT PAaKJ~G· '01 T"£1- (CITY) PaOOf 0' 

[XIIT1~' ,ARKlNG T£T MAl NOT D!01Cl1[0 TME &tEA AS .,,.Kl~G• ~Nt[ A~O 

roR ALL TJM'I AI ~l CJTJI£~1 MA¥! 'lTlTJONEP, 

•~£&SE "'V£ tHJI INCLUDED AI a CONDlTION PDA PEt•tT, 

ll~t!NE~Y 

--·-··--·-----~ ............. ---~---· 
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DE:PA'RTMEN1' OF CI.TY PLANNING 
Room 605, City Hall 
200 North Spring Street 
L.os Angeles., CA 90012 
4'86-5051 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING 

R~COMMENDATION OF COliMtrniT~• PLANNING 
AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 

CITY PLAN CASE NO. 29'298 (s:p) 

Decis·ion pate: June 4, l9fH 
75-Day ExpiratiOl1· Oa·te; (Nohe) 
Cbuneil ·District N~. 6 
District: l'lestchester--iPlaya Pel Rey 

To·: 

From: 

~equested by: 

Subjec:t: 

City Pl:anning Commission 

Community Plannin·g and· Dev'elopmen,t Division 
Commission Hearing Examiner . 

COUNCIL'S OWN INITIA''r'IVE ~ STATE MANDATED 

SPECIFIC P·LAN 

:TABLE 0~ CONTENTS. 

REQUEST AND RE'COfoiMEN'DATION ••••• • ••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••• 
sPEC If, I c p ~N. A ••• ·• •• • ••• • • , • " •••••••••••. ••••••••• • . • . &. ' •••• 
ZON.ING AND LJ\:ND USE ••••.•••• • •• • •• • ·• •••••••••• • ••••••••• •·• • 
SUMMAR~ 0F PUBLIC HEARING ·AND COMHUNICA'L'IONS· •• , ............. . 
erot-~W~TS • •• ~ •• • ••••••••.••••• • ... • •. • • • ••••• ·• • ••. =• • • ~· •· • • •• • • • 
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'This publication wa-s prep.ared 
with financial assistance from 
the u.S. Office_ of Ooas-tal 
-Z0ne Man-a.gement, Nation-alr. 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Admi~ 
ist:r:ati·ol'l, .unc:ler the provisions 
of the Feder-al Coastai Zone 
Man:agernen't l-ict of 19 7 2 , a:s 
arr.ended, and from the Cali.for
:nia Coasta~ Conunission ·under 
the }::lro:visions of· the co·astal 
Act of 19·76. 
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CITY PLAN CAsE ~0. .. 292.98 {SP) 
DECISION IlA'l'E: 6-4-81 

REQUEST AND ·REC.~NDATION· 

P-ROP.ERTY INVO~VED: An arec3: identified as encompassing all property seaward of Vista Del Mar/Culver Boulevard betw·een Waterview Stree·t and ~ichoi.so·n Street and all commercial zone proper.ty fronting on Vista t>eA Mar, . Vis'ta De.l Z.!,i=\r Lane and <;ul ver Boulevard between vista De1 Mar ~d Nicholson sc.reet. 

EXISTING ZONES: R3~l, R4-l, and C2-l. 
l>ROP.OSED ZOt-:ES: n,3·-1, ·c4-l, and A·2-l. 
SUBJEE:T REQlJES'l': E'stabllshment of a S.peci'fic Plan for tlie area involved for the purpose of implementing the goals and .pblicies of the California Coastal Act of ~976. Included are. prov~sions for coastl!ll aecess; provis_i9n:s for low-and lT\oderate-income housing; ·and height, b.ulk and densfty criteria. . · 
RECOMl.m:lDATIO!~: Tha·t the Commission 

·,APPROVE and RECOMMeND the _adoption of the attached · Sp.eci.fic: .Plan ordinance • 
.ADOPT the followin:g findings:: 

1 ·. The . aubj:ect area is: located wi.thin the Wes·tc;;b~ster-·Pl~y.a Del· Rey · Dll.stri,c:t !fo-r which a .Di.str;.iqt P1an w;as adopted by the .city Coun·c~l on Mar·ch to, 1974. The District· Plan desi.gna·tes: :the subject pxoper·ty £or residential ~edd.um .density use l como.erci.al ne-ighborhood• and o,ff·ice use, and recreation use. The recommended change~s of zone are .i,n total oonfomnance with the provisions of .the General Pl:an as reflected in the adopted :we~tchester-Play~ Del Rey D.istrict Plan, and are necessary to implement the· intent and ?revisions cont·ained tl1e·rein. 

2. Access provisiions wil~ mai-ntain ' a.nd . enhance the amount of apcess to the public . ·beaches, without an over-:bu:rd·en on ·the existin.g facilities or a detrtmente:l ef-fe.c.t on -the coanmun"i ty in g.eneral. 
3. The provis.tons for mor.e adequate restrict·.tons 0nr height ancii bulk will ccmt rol further incre~se~ in height and density in order to be ·compatible -with. the small scale. c'haracte·r of the existins communi~y and to penn-i-t dwel-ling un±ts of adequa:te size and squar.e footage. 
4. The esta.blislunen:t. of. adequate on-site . parking provisions will allev.ia.te cong~stion and . .reduce pa rking ·violations on 1oc~l streets and a:l.ley·s, s.erve commer·cial patron_s thus enhancin9 ·the v·; ability of: the commercia:l uses-, and enh~ce access apd p~king opportunities for heac·h vis'itors by reducing competiticm for e~i,sting on-sueet parking -spaces. 

s.. The provisions for mor.e aa_equate restricti.ons oii intensity of comrn~rcial 
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CITY .PLAN CAsE. NO. 29"299 (SP) DECISI.QN DATE: '6-4-Bl (" ' ~ . ' . ' . 

development will maiD.itain the small scale neighborhood orientatio.n, consistent with tbe adopted Westchester·-Pl&ya Del R.ey District Plan. 
6. The ,provisions for more adequate restrictions on the •aeaehfront Ar-ea·" ·will enha:nce access to ·the beach and provide visitor ... serving f ·i'ocilities, consistent w.ith the Carlifornia Coastal Act of 1976. · 

. . 
7. The provis.ions fo1; affordable and low- and moderate~income bousi·ng will pre-vide housing opportunities tor a.ll s.egrnen.ts of the eommun·ity consistent with the Housing Element of the Gene~al Pl·an· • 
. a. The : provi:~ions for more adeqtiate restric'tions on the plac~ent and constru~tion of' on-site si·qn·s wi-ll preserve and enhance the scen.i,c. and visual qualities of tlle coxmuuni ty and beach areas c;pnsist'ent wli:th the pol:icies ·o.f the Scenic Highway~ El~ent cil. t.Pe LQs Angeles Gene~a'il. 'Plan., which i.de:n,ti'fies c .u:I:ver Bqulevard/V:Lsta. Del Mar a·s a deslgna.ted ·Scenic H-.i:gh\-tay. · 
9. Al~ provision.s o-f the Specific :Plan togethex: will sa·tisfy the x:equirements o£ ·th-e California -Coastal Act of 1976·, which ~a.ndates thatr. the goals and polic.ies contai.nd therei~ be implemented by .each l,cx:al · juriscUction for. that portion of the juri~dict.ion within the coast:&l zone, as ma,pped by the st.-ate Legis'lature. . . · 

i 

10 •. ~u:blic 'Resqq.rces Code Section 2108:0.5 ex~pts . l-ocal gove~ent~( " fr.orn' all . CSQA .requirement-s .normal:ly applic;!lbl.e to activitie-s: ·an·d· ·approvals necessa.r~ for th.e prepara-tion and adoption . of ·a i:tocal Coas-ta_l: . Pr.ogram. ·en ·Hay 22, 197:9-, the Sec.1<.etary =tor ~esl)urces cer·tifie'd as an "EIR equivM.erit" the progt:arn of the caiifor:n'ia Co'asta'l Comrnis~ion ,re·gard·i .liq Loc.al _ Coasta;t Proqrams:· 
.11~ The provisions of this ordd.nai:J,ce will aave a posi'tive e.ffect upon 'the General Plan and will be con:si:stent w:ith· the Los Angeles, Genera:l Plan and its Cc::lmponen.t elements. 

12, Based up,on the above findi11gs, the recommended Specific Plan 'iS' deemed consiste-nt with the publi.c ·necessity, convenience, qeneral welfare., and g_ooii zoning p~ac·ti.ce .• 

Prepared 
Edwar.a J. 
Commun·ity · 
Div-ision 

Y' 
hnson.,-Cit,y Planner 
anning & Development· 

. } 
\ 
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CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT .ACTION OF THE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 

CITY PLAN CASE· NO. 29298 DATE: JULY 2, 1981 
Afte.r due consideration and deliberation, the Commission: 
1. Adopted the Staff 'Report and the Findings contained therein as the·report ana findings of the Commission. 
2.. .Approved a proposed ordinance (as revised by the Commission) e.sta·blis.hing the D£:~.1 Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. 
3. The proposed ordinance prepared by the staff was revised as ,follows; 

VOTE: 
1-:o:ved: 

1) Pg. 3'f Sections 0,2 (a,l.) (i). and (ii) wer;e deleted and the words "37 feet" · were added • 
.2) t?g. 3k, Section D,3 (·b,l) was am.ended to delete "30 feet" ·and aCfd "3 7" feet. •• 

3) Pg. 3:o, Section D, 4 (C, l )· ( i) was amended to delete "45 feet" and add "52 feetu. 
·4·) Pg. _3o ,. S¢ction D,4 (C,4) was added to read "S'ection ·12 . 21.1-B,J o-f the Los Angeles .Municipal Code, \'!hich permits additional height: for pentpouses and other spccif.ied roof structures, shall apply .far· not more than 25,% of the roof are.a, and shall n0t i!\J!>ply a;t 

5). 

6) 

all for stru.ctures constru.ct·ed pursuant to item '(1) ('i) above". 

Pgs. 3.r an.d 3s, Section D,.6(a;.l) (;i) was arnendea ·t9 -delet.e the-ent'ire first paragraph. 
P~. 3dd, Section D,9(a,3) was amended to delete ·~ 0 feet" and add "37 feet". 

Seconded: 
Harrington 
Maston. · 
Garcia, Heiman 
Kr!-!ege:r 

Ayes: 
No: .. 

RIN:-mm 

·' 

. ' 
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.· 

CPC 29299 co 6 
TOM anADU!V 

J.l A Yon 
, .. 

.... .. 
I • 

. ' 
~1ar.:<;:h 16., 19 8 2 

t. llo.norable Tom Bradley, Mnyor City ~ttorney (with file} Ci t y Engineer 
De_pa'rl.:men:t Building/~:a f e l.:y . Transporta t:ion nepnr.·t men t, 'l:'raffic Sect:.ion 

ndnr~ of Pub l ic Works 
General Plan Advisory Board 

.city 1\dmi ni!; trative Officer 1? ln11ninq De pn r tment Di .r. ect:or of Planning f'.i.re ' Departmen t $l: t:ee t Openi 1ig/W'i dening ~alifornia Coastal Com1nission 
RE: LOCAL COASTAL PROGIW·I FOR DEL ·REY L(\GOON 

I 
• .. . t ·J\:t l.:he meeting of t:he co·uncil heLd 1·1arch 16, 19.02 --------------~------------------

folLO\old.ng action was taken.: the 1\t ta:ched rep0r't ad0p\.:ed o • a • • o • 'o o • o • £ o • o • • · • ' • 4 6 4 1 • l. I . 4· 4 l 1 6 I ·& l 1 6 • , )( 

" ·motion " (. . 
· ) • • a ••. __ · ___ _ 

'" . r .esolution " ( 
) ',,, •• 

i:dinance ·a.do.pted •.........•....•.••... , ••• •,. •. • • • ••• •,, a, •• ·------=--
Mo~ion adopted fo app ro¥~ attached report ••••. ··•••••1'r••••·· 

n u " " " c~mm:unicattona 11 •• • '•· • • • • •• --

To the Mayor fo·r cohcurrence : .•••••• • ..•.••• i: • . •• , • • • •••. • • · ••••• 
----- ----

'l'o t::be Hayor FOR1'.1JNlTlJ •••••••••••• ,.. , •••• • •••. , ••• • 1 , , , • , 1 .. • , , • · --------~ 

Na yor aoncurred. , •.. ..••.•••••. .••• , .•..•• , ••• • ••• • , ·,, • 1, 1, • ·• , • ; _ __ _ 

1\.p.po'in.tme·nt ce>.n:firmed. · •... •..••••••• , ••.•••••••• , , •,,,. 6,. •,, •• 
Appo.i..nt:.e~ has taken the Oath of Office •.••.• , .... •,. · ~ ., 1 •· .,., .-------

Find.ini!1S adopt-ed •....... ! .••• · •.•••••••••• .• .•••••• .•• ' •••••• ' A.' ;-
~-----:--

Neg :a ti:ve OcC.lnra.tion adop:ted., .. .. .. • · ••••• , •• , 1. ; , , , • . • , ~ • •••• .; . 

Oateigori.eally .e~e-mp ·l: •.••.•••••••••••.•.•••••• 1. ~ .,,;, ••• ,. • • ••• -

G en c r .a 11 y exempt , ••.• , ••••••••••••••••••• 1 , •• , •• , , , , , •• • , 1 , • •• 
---------------

EI.R .certified ...... · ......... • ........... . ......... t •••• •, • • • • a,, •, · - - ----

ll'rac .l: map approved for filing \d th the Co.l.lnty Reco.ra~r. , , 1 , ·• •• 

p <l rce 1 u n '' " ,; " " . n • • 6 , , , •• -

Bot=l.d approve<l: ..................... . ....... , .... • •••• •. • ~ • •• • • •. • •. - ----

ll0:J1d is No. . . 
o.f Con.t:ract.,.,. · - -----

Resolution o.f acceptance of f uture street to be kn0\.rn as --~--~~~----~~~~----~-----------------ad~pted. • •· -----------

\greemen,t men tloned there i n is/are No. 
----------~o~f~·~c~o-t~1Tt~r-a-c7t~s~. 

------------------------------------------------------ - ---------~ .: ?. 
•' ..... c.y Clerk 

.. ga 

~N EQU-'L t:MPLOYMENT o~i'>onTUNI'rY-Af'f>lhMATlVE AcnoN ll:Mt>Lo,vtn 
I 
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I 

.. .._. ~VI.JI11..-lLI Vl' lJit~· .. ·. : .... : . "T'.(.. . . 
' I 

.• 
...... . • ~· 1 

: ,.,,. 0 
• 

... .. . . 
~ry OF' LDS ANGELES ., . . :. ., .. : II ,.; I II • , :, .. . : . • .. .:. :- . ! :··. 

•• • o J I , ' 'o ol t o ' o • ' ·: . . .. ~ ' . . . . . .. -·. 
·: ' . Your l · PLJ\NNJ.HG 1\tiD ENVIRONHENT .. . C()mm.Jltec ·.. :. ~ .. ~ . : . tcpotl..$ n.S follows: 

• : · . ,• 0 .. • . ... . . JU::COI-Il·IENDl\TION: 
": ... · . . ·· :.·. 

1. 'l'ha t:. t:he city Counci 1 by the adoption of this report REFUSE 
to accept nny Coastal Commission .cot~ditions on the Del Hey 
J .. agoou Locul Coastnl Program (LCP). 

. . 2. 'l'hat the City l\:ttorncy be Jnsl:rLlcl:.ecl . t.o pr~p!l.r.e l:he neccnsm:y 
Del lte.y IJa-g.ootl St'ecif:.i. c Plan in flnC!l o.rdinance form. '{rn no 
'rUl'f does the action by t he City c;pnsiti.t-ute: trtcit. agre 0.1n~ nl: oc 
reso,lutio.n in c-my fonn of the ·public ~rusf; issue 1n ·n_e,l Hey 
Lagoon areaJ. 

· 
.. 

3. That the provision~ in said. Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plnn DE 
DELETED ~thich provide for: 

·t (~) chn:nges in the Building and Safety Cod,e which woulc1 pcrm.i,. t. only one e=-d. t in a three s"tory bu-ildit'lg instnad 
'o£ the hlo \<JfiT:Ch are customarily required. 

{b) change_s· in: t.he 13tri.lc1lng and · S'afety Code \<Jhich expand the lind. t:tltions o! a. mezzanine f:rom the= customari-ly 
1 pel:lni t:t~tl ~n~ l.:hlrd of a .r.oor.l to a size equal .t:o orw half « room. 

4. Certified th«t t:hc ·docJ.Unents cotnprising. the functional e~ju!vp;ient of all EIR have been rqvie\o~ed' and conside):ed j n 
the process. of <lpp=rov.ing the plan . 

5. 

G. 

7. 

' . 

. .. . 
. Tha-t· th.e C-ity Planning Dep<ll:- tt!Jen\.: be instruc.ted to w.ork \·dth 

the Depa-rtment of l3llilc1ing nn~1 Sa£et:y and Fire D'cpartmen .l: l:o: 
p:rcpare the rw c ess·nq• f inc;l.ings r\n<l r .es(;)lutions fo-r the <u1opi:.!Qn of the r.oc.!l ;t Cou:stnl P:ro·gram !hcluding the S.pecific 
Pl<m an<l P.lan 1\r.lerrdmen t l<~.hen the F ina 1 ordinance ±s pret~'n·red 
and submitted for ad0ptiou. 
That the Council adopt~d LCP BE HE$UIHUTT~D to the Coasl:n.l 
Conunis.si.on \-dth a \.Jritten e~pl<tnation for the resubrn1t.tal, 
a·t ·such- time ·that the publ.ic trust issue. is resolved.·· 'l'ha.t:. the c'll.:y r.n ;nc.ll apor.ov~s in ~oncept the - ~,el n-~y· LnrJoon 
Srecific Plan "nd .ins l;: ructs that this SpecJ:'fic Pion· be. UsNI in 
<l11;f dicaretio mu:y ·pernit. process pendi~g, adop~!o-n of the final 

.ordinance. 

' I. 

.. · . . · 
'· 

..., continued 

. . . .· .. . : · : ·•· .. , .. . . · . .. 

. ·., · I·. ~ ·· . • 1;. ~ .:.t:· .. ... :. 
,". . 

'· . 

: '4 . '· 

hrm :tlo. •I · . . . 
0 • •• 
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'· 
•• 1 • 

• I 

'+-<J •. . 
.t'ilcNo. CJ.-3400 r. fll ·, ~ ... . 

2 - ·' ·. . : :::. , . ·. : ... I ' , . : : .· . ·. 
: : . : ~ ~: • • • : • • ·;r, •• ~ • ' • • • .... . 

. . . . . . ~ 
. . . 

. .. 
'Yowl PJ.,J\HNII~G 1\HD ENVIRONMEN't . Co1lUn.ltlcc I rcporu as follows: 

' . . . ~UI~-tA rw \ .. 
.• ·.· 

On 1-ltu:ch 9, 1902, your Comfn:i.t·tee ·considered the Coastal C~ ·JIIlnissiclll 
nc'tiq), bt'i l:hc Del i~cy l.ilC.JQ(1Jl Locnl Ct:'i.\S tul Program, ccmsi :: t..ing nf 
n ~p·ec:.tfic plan cn:<li.nuncf!, <m(1 l::hc \·Jcs ·tch es t:ex-~lt~ya Del 1:~y 
Dis't:rJct P l«n <nnendmen t, and reconsideration of l:he T..oc~l. Coasttl'l 
Progratn j>ursua11t t hqr.eto . 

•J1he :!."cpx;csentntivc~ 1'; of tim Planning. Dcpartrhant: explained l he 
pr(lpo:Sall; . . i\lso 1 l: .esent _,.,os the Dep).lty <;:ity. Attorr,1ey ancl t\·lo 
111 teres tc~l ci}:.izen5. Connci lHoniC!ll P.a t HuE;z,cll spoke in S\ipport 
·but expressed conce'r.n al;)Oul;. \:he public. t:rus.t: -issue. · 

,. 

;the c.oromlttee membox·s -in reviml/ing t::his lllut .t~:t:. noted .l:ha~ l:he B~l · 
l~e.y JJngoc,n LocnL Con.ntu:l P·rogt;arn (.LCP) consi-sts of' tf)r.ee .H·m'ns· 0) 
;;t i;peci tic: pl(ln orcHnn11ce ( 2) un .nJnend.ment to. the 1·/es teh('·r-; ·tet-l~) il',' '' . 
Del !ley Dis td.c:t P·l an anr'\ {.J) d9.c\11~en-t.s whi~h coi:f~p+-ise l:llr:! f:).mc._t:i ci Jl'!l i 
cc'Jnlvnlcnt. or <tn RTIL Tho I.CJ.; VIas .<leV.elope<l ~tdth the nss~ :; :ta.n~.c · ~) .[ · n 
Ci p ~en· 1\dv:l. so·t~ y c.ouuui t l:ee, uppoin j.:c:!<l by Coi..mc,l..lh'ciman P·n t Hnc~m .U , 
Hh · c.h conducuec.l -lO 1ne~tin9s t'0 t1iscus.s thr. formuln tion of the pl<:111. 
'J'WO acJd·i li.onc\1 ll.lblic mee l:ings .He;rp. h~J. c:l l,:o pre;>ent: . the p] i"\11 to· t:h (~ 
co!m.nunity ; dl') Oc·l:.QI:><H' 27, 19!30, t:!le city. Pleinr'dng Cornn\lss (on 
.CQI)(l\lct::e·cl a p1tlil.ic hcari.ng v,ncl on J\tlY. l.t 1901 it conGluot'cd a 

:. 

• 
l 

!Jecon_d pHhlic he!cll: ing zmc1 <lpp,j70w:!d l:lre · I..CP. :rhe P'.l.annin~! =•:1d tnv.i.rc:' •'-
men t c 'Qml)li.l:·l;e.e. co11rh1e·ted n p\1b·l.ic hcarill<J on the plnn o'n ;) ul.y ;2). , :1 ~ Rl . , 
ttnd. a.l$~. ·<1pptovcc1 .. •the· plnh on t:hnt:: cl.nbe.· 'l'he Cily council n·uthod. ::f!<l 
t..he t:nmsn~it:l:.al of: t:lac Plan- to. the Cnliforni·a ·co.as·t:al CO'l;tmi.ssion on 
Scpt:~·mber 11; · 1$'8.1. ·.; -

·· ·"· .. JHter ca-reful con~J<lc·);Clti;~m the Colii~lil:b:~e f:eels i:hat. the Ci.t:y's n·i'i J•r · ~~· :· 
ns s.ho1m in the r~commenclC1tlo·n nortion of tlds Com.tnit:tc.e t· ,po.rt ~h".'' 1..-t 
be forwarded t·o thq. CQ\\I'tcJ.l f.or· nd~p!;.i.on. 1.'h.e Gotm!1itt'ee n·ntecl th.-!t· .111··· 
Coun.c11 [i.\lblie hcnd.-ng tin snicl pln.'n amcmdrne,nt: Hill l:ie h el•'l Hhell J.I'H .... 
C.onncil cou$1 ,(_'\a~ the .f:iJ\C\.l orclll\ance. 

. I. 
1\El:mga 
CPC 29296 
CD 6 
3-1.2-82 

·, ..... . . . . ... .. · .: 

~-----·-.. --·--· ··· . . 

. . . 

Respectfully submitted, 
l,IJ1\NNING AND ENVIRONt-tENT COHMITTEE 
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TO THE COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

1 

)' 

true No. 

Your Committee 
PLANNING AND BNVIRONMEWI' reports u follows: 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

V' 
81-3400 and 
91-3512 

As recommended by the Mayor .and the Director of Planning as follows: 
1. That the attached Resolution, which ' transmits .the proposed We.stches·ter-Playa Del Rey District Plan Amendm.ent and the Del. Rey ·Lagoon LOcal COastal Program (LCP) to the Cal.ifornia Coasta:l Commission, BE ADOPTED. 

2. That the City Planning staff be directed to forward the resolution and supporting LCP materials to the Coastal COmmission for its certification. 

SUMMARY 

On July ·21, 1981, th~ Planning and · Envi-ronment Committee a-pproved the Dr.aft Del Rey Lag~n IAlcal Coastal Program (LCP) and ap amendme~t ta 

i 
. 1 

the We.s.tchester-:Playa De:l. . Rey .District Plan. The LCP must now be reviewed by the Coastal Commission for conformance with the California ·Coastal Act of 1,9.76. The ~as tal Commission ' 's det.emination w.ill be ·submi,tt;ed to the PJ..a.nninq and ·Environment CoiiUn-ittee for review and then to. the City Council for · final a.pprov.al.· and adoption. ~ · 
In order to ·transmit the · LCP t .o the Coastal commission for its review, a Resolution mus·t accompa.nny the plan, certifying that ,.it is . •th'e, intent of the City to ado;Ht t.J:le LCP in, conform!:ty vith the Coastal kt.- 'I'he counc,il b.Y this action ·is not 'adopting the plan at the present time. A detailed .consideration will take place after Coastal Commission action. This action of the Council will merely· authoriz·e the tran.smittal of the cU'af.t plan t.o the coastal Commission. 

if 
AE.l1am 
9-:3-81 
CPC 292:9a 
CD6 

' .Attachment 

.._ ..._a 

Reepectfully submitted, 

PLANNING AND ENV·IRONM.ENT · OMMX'l'TEE, 

... , 
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R E S 0 L U T I 0 N ----------
WHEREAS, the California Coastal Act of 1976 lras declared that ·. 

~be California c6as.tal zone is a distinct and valuable resour.ce of 
vital and enduring ·interest to all the people and exists as a 
delicately balanced ecosystem:: and 

WHEREAS, one of the basic goals of the State is to protect, 
maintain, and where feasible, enhance and restore the overall 
~ality· of the · coasta.l zone environment and its natural and manmade 
resources: and 

~HEREAS, the .California Coastal Act of 197"6 r .e.quires each 
local government lying, · in whole or in part, within the coas.t.al 
zone to prepare a local .coas"t;:al. program for that portion o£ the 
coastal zone w.ithin its jur.·isd·iction to assure that maximum public 

.. acces·s to the .coast and public: r~creation areas is provided; con-
sistent. with Chapter 3 O·f the Ac.t; and 

·WHE~AS , . portions of the Westchester-P.laya Del Rey District 
lie within the coastal zone~. as designated by the State Leg:islature; 
and 

WHEREAS, the· Del R:ey Lagoon Area of the Westches:ter:~Playa Del 
Rey Oistrict was identified as' an area of special environmental 
significance which required . zoning regulations beyond that o.f the· 
tradition.al zone code as det.enr.ined after conducting seven public 
meetings in both coastal and inland c.ommunities to ide~tify coastal 
issues of major concern and after .c·onducting numerous public hear,ings 
in both coa·stal and inland communities to de.velop a Work Prog•ram .of 
tasks to add~ess major. issues; and 

.· 

. ' 
! 
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WHEREAS, the D'el R~y Lagoon Work Program was unanimously 
adopted by both . the Los Angeles City Council and the Califo.rnia 
Coastal Commission and a contract subsequently exec.uted requiring 
the City to fulfill ' tlie provisions of the Work Program and to 
prepare the local coastal program and necessary ~oning regulations 
for the Del Rey Lagoon; and 

WHEREAS, the existing zoning and district plan designations 
for all other areas within the coas'tal zone of :the Playa Del Rey 
c.omrnun~i:y of the Westchester..;.Playa Del Rey J;>is·t~ict have been 
deemed by the Cali£ornia Coastal Cornmi,ss:.ion as being certifiable 
as the l.ocal co.a-stal program for those areas; and 

WHEREAS, an am.endrnent to. t :be :l'lestches.ter Playa Del .Rey Dis·trict 
Plan bas been desiqnated· the most appropr_iate mechanism for pre
paring the policy ·portion of. the 1oc~l coastal program;; and; 

WHEREAS., a specific plan, as def'ined by the Los Angeles City 
Charter, has been designated the most appropria:te mechanism for 
pr~paring the implemen.ting or.dinances · of. the .l·ocal coastal program 7 
Gnd 

tc"HEREAS·, the Del Rey Lagoon Local Coastal Program was developed 
with the widest opportunity for public: participation t ;hrough a series 
of Cii:.,izen Advisory Committee ·meetings, pu·blio meetings, and: public 
hearings., conducted in both coastal and inland communities, and 

WHEREAS, all pr.ovisions of the 0~1 Rey Lagoon LOcal Coastal 
P.rog:ram, ~l:thou9h tailored to the particular conditions. and circw:t:
s.tance~ of the loc.al area, are consistent with th:e; qene-ral policies 
of the ado.pte4 Los Angeles General Plan1 spec.ifio~lly, all land lise 

' ., 
• . 
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provisiol).s a're fully consisten-t with th.e standards and ·criteria 
described in"'the Westchester-Playa Del Rey District Plan, all low
and moderate-in_corne housing provisions are fully consistent with 
the Housing Element, and all sign co~trol provisions are ~ully · 
consistent with the Scenic Highways Plan of the Cir·culation Element. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that pursuant to California 
Public Resources Code Se.ction 30510 (a.), the City Co~cil of the' 
City of Los Angeles hereby certifies that the lo.cal coastal, prog.ram 

. is intend·ed to be carried out in a, manner fully in conf.ortni ty 
w;i,.tb the Califorida Coastal Ac't of 1976. 

. BE IT FJJ:RTH'ER RESOLVED that pursuant· to California Public 
.Resour'ces Code Se~tion 30'510 (.b) and to Section 00071 o.f the LCP 
.Reg.ula.tions of the California Coastal Commis.sion., the City council 
herewith submits materials sufficien-t for ·a thor.ough a-nd comple:te 
review of the lQcal coastal program including a land. use plan, 
implementing ordinances, and various staff reports. 

BE I·T FURTHE:R RESOLVED that· the City Council of the City of. 
Los Angeles hereby requests that the Ca-lifornia Coastal Commission 
approve the s1,1:bmi tted land u~e plan and irnplernentin.g ordinances 
as the loc~l coastal program for the Del Rey La:goon Conununity~ and 

. grant a categorical exclusion from all notice, hearing, and appeal 
,requirements for coastal development ·permits as specified in the 
LCP. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVE·D that pursuant to SectJ.Qt1~W.~~~~~~ 
c II o1 the g,y of to, Anllala . Jl s the .LCP regulation,s of the Coastal. Commis.s:ion, th~l.~ktouncil-stib*!.li 

mits its LCP as a program that will require ~itl'Siao/t~g9·1 
after Coastal Commiss'ion approval. ~ Ae< . .E. LA'fTOti Cltv ~·w 
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A.1 Ordinance Establishing a Specific Plan 1or the Del Rey Lagoon Portion o! the Westchester-P1aya Del-Re y District. · 

WHEREAS, the Califorola Coastal Act of 1976 has dec-Jare·d that the California coastal zone is a distinct and val~;~abJe resource o·f vHaJ and enduring interest to all the people and exists as a delicately balanced ecosy.stem; and 

WHEREAS·, one of the bask goals of the State iS t ·o protect, maintain, and, where ·feas·lt>Je, enhance and re·stor.e the overall quality of the coas.tal zone environment and its natural and manmade resoun:es; and 

WHEREAS, the California· Coastal Act of J 976 teqoire:s each local government lying, in whole or in part, with.in the coastal zone to prepare a .local coastal program for that por.tion of the coastal zon.e. wi-thin its juri'sdiCtion to aSS!Jrt~ th_at maximum public access to the coast and publi'c recreation areas is provided, consistent With Chapter ) 'of the Ac_t; and 
WHEREAS, _portions o:f the WestChester-Playa Del Rey Olstilc.t lie wlthin the coas.tal zone; as designated by the State Legislature; arnd 

WHEREAS, the Del ~e.y Lagoon Area of ~he Westchest~-PJqya Del Rey· ·District .was identified as an area of special en vironmentaJ significance which ·required zoning regulations beyond that of the tra-ditional zone code as determif1ed aher c-onducting seven publ'ic meet.ings in both coasta·~ and ,jnlandicommunities to iden.tify coas_tal issues of major concern and after conducting numerous public' h~arings .in h9th coastal and ·inland communities to develop a Work Program of tasks to· addr~s ml:\jor issues; an'd 

w~HEREAS, the De'l Rey L~goon Work Program was unanimously adopted ·by both tl,te Los Angeles City Council and the caJifomia. Goast<H Commi~ion and a contract subsequent!~ exec)J~ed requiring the City to. fo~:iH ~e. provisions of the Work. Progra'm and to prepare the lbcal coa'stal program and nec;essary zoning regulations for the Del Rey l.agoolij ar:~d 
WHEREAS, the existing zor;aing_ and di~trict pJ'aR desl.gnatj'ons for all other areas within th·e c~sta_l :tone of the Playa Del .Rey cornmunitr of the Westcheste!!-P.laY.a Del Rey District have been deemed by th~ California Coastal Commission as b"eing certifiable as the local coastal program for thos~ area·s; and · 

·WHEREAS, a specific plan, .as defi~d· by tti.e 'Los ~geles · City Charter, has been designated the most appropriate- mechanism for preparing a loc~l t~s~l program since it t:ombines land use po11des and .implementing ord.lnances; and 

WHEREAS, the Del"'Rey Lagoon Speci_fic Plan was ~eveloped with the widest opportunity for public P,ar.tkipat'ion thr:-ough a seri-es of Citizen Advisory Commin~ meetings, public meetings, and public hearings. conducted-in both coastal an~ inland co.mfrluniti~s; and 

WHEREAS, all provisions of the Del Rey Lagoon Speeific Plal), althr;mgh -tailored ·to the particular conditions and circumstaoces of th!! local area, are c:ons-isteftt with the gene~l J:?Ol.lC~e.S of the adopted Los Angeles Gen~r~~ Plan;- specifically, all land u·se provisions ar~ fully co~istent with · the standarcfs· aryd ·c;riteria. describ:ed -in the Westchesler-.Playa DeJ Rey District Plan, all .low- and moderate-intome housing provisions are fully consistent with the Hous·ing Element, and aU s.ign. control ·provisions are fully consistent with the Scenic Highways Plan of the Circulation Element~ 

-3a-
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NOW THEREFORE THE PEOPLE OF THE CITY OF' LOS ANGELES DO ORDAIN AS fOLLOWS: , -.~, ·t , i ' . . ....._ . . .. ~ 
,:; 'I SECTION 15.xxx DEL REV LAGOON SPECIFIC PLAN 

' · A. Purposes and Authority .. ' : 

1. Purposes · · 

'2. 

~ I · ~ o. • .. 

The following purposes shall apply In the. De.l RPY t-~goon Spectflc Plan: area. 
. .. ... · :·· a. To implemen~ the go.als and pollc:Jes il'f the Callforrlia Coastal Act of 1976 • 

. .. 
b. To prepare a l~al coastal . pro·graro · for •tbat portloh of the Westchester-Playa Del · Rey Qia~·r.ict .. )·Within .the . coastal" zone; as designated by the State· Legislature •. ,:_..-:·. ·. · ~ . :: -

. , ~- : .· ... ~ 
c. To protect, maintain, ahd, where feasible, enhance and restore the over·au quality of the coastal zooe< envi:ronmenn ·and Its .- naturai and man-made resource.s. . . , .. . 

,· . .. t ;~.: 
d. To· assure tha.~ maximum public ac.ce.as to ~he coast and public. recreation areas Ia provided. . : ;: · .. · : ,. _ . 

" .. .. . 
e. To prepare specific pr~vlelorllS' t'allorild: to the part-Icular co'ndltions and circumstances of the Del ~e.y Lagoary_ are·a, consistent with the gen-eral polioies ·of tbe adop,ted Los Ar)geles •G'ener.nl 'Pleri. : · · · .: 

-=! ·_i; . ,J . · . ~-:-. 
f~ To regulate aU deveippmerit, lncJudJpCJ use,. height, 'density, bul~, signs and other factors· In orde.r : to. be compatible .wlth ·--the small -rcaie character of the . existing co~munlty, .anckprrivJde .for. the' consideration of aestheUca and scenic pr.eser~ationl and enhancement·. 

Relationship to other Pr.ovlsiona of' this Cbapter~ 

b. 

c. 

The regulations of, thi's Sp.e.cl'fic Plan ·are In ·atjtUtlofl t'O those set forth 1':1 Chapter l of the Muo_lclpal Code of . the. C·ity. of L:os Angeles and do not convey any rights- or privileges O(Jt otherwlae gr-anted under the provhlona and pr~cedurea contained: ih eald Chaple~, except as ,!IP'e'C.Ifi'eally provided for herein. 

AH exlsti~ deYelopment. and aU projects.. approved' piJnuant to any action of the Office o.f Zolillng Administration, fhe·~erd. -of Zoning A~eals, .the City. Planning Commlssl'on or. the Clty. CoUf.lCill wlthiri thr.cre .yeare prior to the ~f.fective date of this · ordfnanc~, anafl not be effacte'd' 'by any provisions of this ~~pe .clfit: pl'an, until aoeh :ttme when such dev.elopments cir project.- are altered; -a~ded 'tQ or-.enla~. · · · : . . · 
.'. ,· .'"'!' . 

Wherever this specific plan contaln:ii pro~_iaiona--.. ;different' frtlm or i'r:1 conflict wlth, provisions contained elnwllere In this Chapter:, the apecit:ic plan shall ·aupercede the othe:r provisions.-, Precedures for :the- granting of exceptions to tne requrrements of· :·this Sect len are established' In section ll.5~7-D,. ;provided .that ... the proceth.Jre.s established in . 
Sections 12.24, 12.27 12.32 are ava·iJabl-e for ·aU· provisions of the LAMC not tpeclfically ·superceded by thls·· aection., .. 

f 
' ! 
; 
l • 

.. 
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.. 

J. Authority 
' ' 

T~e auth'ority for ~hfs specific p-lan ~nd ~he provisions herein is the Los Ang~eles 
C1ty Charter Sect1on 97.J, the Scemc Highways Plan and the Housing Element 
of the· LQ~ .. Mgeles General PJan, Section 6.591.5 of the Califor-nia Government 
Code, and the Califomja Coastal Act of 1976 Public Resources Code Sections 
commenc~ with Section 30000. 

B. Establishment of 'Del R~y Lagoon Speeific Plan 

J. Specific. PJan Area (Map) 

The 'eounciJ hereby establishes th'is ~1 Rey Lagoon Specific Plan applicable to 
that area:ot the City of Los Angeles shown within the foHowlng Map: 

2. SpeciJic Plan Subcommunities (Map) 

Those areas of .the Del Rey Lagoon within the heavy lines and .as identified on 
the following map shall hereafter be referred to as: 

a. The DUPLEX AREA 

b. The ESPLA.NADE.AREA 

c. The 'PACIFIC AVENUE AREA 

d. The BEACHFRONT AREA 

C. Definitions 

The f:ollow.lng words and phrase~ . whenever used in thls ordlhaoce shall be construed 
as defined in this subsection. W:ords and phras~s , Mt defined herein shall be cons:trued as 
de'fmed i'n tbe Los AngeJe;; Munidpal Coiie. · 

· Billboard. A sign, s.tructure, or. device 'Used fbr ·outdOor adverUsing purpos~s or· to 
attra·ct the· at'tent:i~n of the pUblic -relat-ive t'o 'produe'ts, ser.vlces or uses other than those 
pro.vl:ded on the premlses. 

Building l~entificat'ton Sfgn~ A sign containing the name and/or address of the 
.bui-Jdin"g to wh.ich the sign ls auached. 

. · Busines.s Identification Sign. A sign containing the name of the business conducted 
and/or the nam·e·s of the- products sold or services olfered on the premises ·where the sign 
is Joca-ted, but excluding any sign located on the exterior window or door· of any premises. 

Building Permi't~ Aoy permit required under the provisions of' Chapter 9, -Article •• of 
·the Los Angeles Munjdpal COde. 

'D-welling Unit·, J.;o.w-lncome... A dwelling .unit made ·available exclusively to 
households with income that' c;lbes not exceed 80~ of Median Incom~. 

Dwelling Unit, Mod'erate-lnc·ome. A dwelling unit made available .exclusively to 
househOlds with income that . Is greater than 80% bot does· not exceed 120% of Median 
Income. 

o ·welling. U.nit,. senior Citizen. A dweJUng unit made available exclusively to low- or 
moclerate-ii1C:ome person·s 62' years of :age or oJder:. 

-3c-
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:Dwelling Unit, Special Cate~o.ry. A d\1/!elling unit made available exclusively to low
or m·Oderate-income persons w o are handicapped as defined in Section .50072 of the 
CaUfomia Health .and Safety 'Code or diSa,-~J~d as defin.ed ln See.tioli 22.l of the Unite~ 
States· Sodal Security Act,· provlded said d,~elling unit has been specifically designed t9 

meet HUD rriinimu.tJ:! property standards for the 'need's of-the handicapped. · 1 

Flopr Plan. A sc·al.e dra·wing or drawing~ showing all areas within the outer walls of 
all structures; 1ndoo1ng but not limited .to :all r~ms, wet bars and other plumbing facility 
locations; kitchen· faci'lities and Joca:tlon's, garages, lofts, und.eifloor a:reas including 
basements and cellars, entry lol{ays, .other . exit s and entrances, s:tairs including exterior 
sta·.irs and side elevations of .tnat ·side oi any buHding wher:e existing or proposed exterior 
stali':Wi\YS ,are to serve a second story or _.above; and other items as specified by the 
reviewing. ~gency, but not insluding any ~oristtuction details as part of. such floor plan, 
unless :otherwlse speclfled.. . - -.. . 

He-ight.. The height of any boildihg or structur-e rriea~ured verti~ally fro~ the point 
Jocat~d along the cent~rli'ne of the .frontager·road midwa.y between the projected side lot 
Jines, to a horizontal plane intersect~~ ~h~-: tugl)est point of the :roof· of the building or 

·structure. . . . . .. · ; 

Housing D.e.vel.opmen.t. The to~al null'!.bpr o~ dwellings on a· site where a building or 
structure iS proposed to .be erected, ~tr;ucturalJy a·lterecj, e~arg~d, maintained or 
c~n:vened to condominiums· :or s.~ock coop!!ratl~~s, Including but not limited to on-site 
marke:t-ra:t:e dw.eiHngs, production lnoentwe dwelling units, as weJJ as any oU-site 
d~IIiog. units provided in conjurctioa ~ilh p~!)duction incentive· d.well'ing uri.lts pllr.suant to 
this ordlnanee. · 

-Household, Low-Income. A. household }he income of whi.ch does not exceed lO 
percent of Med~an Income. 

Household,' Modera-te-Income~ . A household the inc-ome of which iS gre·ater than 80 
percent . ~t..do,es not :exce·ed· )2.0 p-en:e':'~ ' O~ ¥edian Income;. 

Median Income. Median ho45ehold income ·for the Ci~ of ~s Angeles as publ,ished · 
pen·odically ;~y'the, ·U. S. ~pa~f!leO,t o·f ~u~l!'lg and Ur~n ·Qevelopment .or,. if .thi"s tig~re: _ 
c .eases· to ,be available, that f.Jgure for ~ei:!Jan household income used ·by 'the Housmg 
Authority of the Cit¥ ol Los Angeb!s or its successor agency·. 

,Premises., 1!- buil.di~ or ,portio_n ther.~:o~ .together with adjacent yards, courts, and/or 
public parking. areas used. as :a locatJon for ;a si~g~e business. · . . · 

'Production lnc:.entiv.e DweJUng Unit. · .~;tt>.w.;mcome. moderate-income, senior citizen, 
or speeiaJ C;ltegory d.w.elling ·.unit . m~c;te ·available and· admlni$tered pursuant to 
Subdivisions, 6 and 8 of th:ls =ord lfl?-nc: ef. 

. J>r:o jectlng Sign.·_ A slfl\ o.ther than ~ ·.,au sign, su$f:>ended frC?m or supported by a 
buHd.irrg an·d projecting. out ·therefrom. . · . · . . . · 

. Rent. The consideration, ll'l¢1uding any .!>onuS, benefit's pr gra.:tulty, dem~nded by or 
N!Ceived by a landlord for, or· in con11ect.iqn with. the use or occupa~cy of a rental unit, or_ 
tl,le assignment of a lease fo.r such a unit_, ~luding, but not limited ~o, monies dem.~.nd~· 
or paid fqr parking, Jumlsl\ings, housin.g: s~yices of any kind, subletting,, ·or s~u~ty 
desposits, but· n~t locJuding payments for uti!iti~ 
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Roof Sj &!• Any sign erected upon or above a roof or parapet of a building or structure. 
Sign. Any- di_splay board~ ~reen, object, devic~ or part thereof used to visually a:nnoLmce, declar.e, demonstrate, di_splay, identify or otherwise advertise or attract the attention of the pubjjc, lncludlng signs identifyjng seryices or products avaHabl!! on the premises or jdentifying the occupant or premls~s, but excluding restaurant menus. 
Sign · Area,. : The area of the smallest rectangle, circle, and/or triangle (or any; C?IT!binatioo of thes~}' wNcfi wi~J enclose alJ words, l~tters, fjgures, _symb;<>ls, de:si~s and 1 

pJctures, together Wlth all frammg, background matenal, colored· or illurtunated a~ea, and -· attention-aftra_cting devices forr:ning an ihlegral part of the slgn. 
Tempprary; Housing- Accommodations. Any dwelling, towryhousl!,_ hotel, motel, apart_ment ho.use,. a(?art ment hotel, dormitory, guesthouse, guestroom, ligl'!t housekeeping roor:n, .suite; habitable room, or other S~TJ'lHar accom'mOdatipn used for residential ·purpo·ses which "is available for occl.ij)ancy on a short-term basis not to exceed a pedod of J 20 conseCutive days. 

Tempo.racy Sign. Ar1y slgn constru·cted of paper, canvas, or slmHar material and desi-gned' (or use for a limited time;. 

Y,erticaJ, Ac.ces_s. A recorded dedication or· easement granting to .the· pubUc the privileg~ and Tight to ~s,s and repass over dedi.cator's real property from a pubflc -road to 1he m~n hi;gh tide-line or public beach. 

. Wall Sign. AllY slgn_ at~ached to or erected agains,t 'the wall of a buU.ding or !Struct-ure with the exposed face Of the sign. in a plane approx-imately parallel to the· plane of said wall . · · 

. D. Land Use 'Regulations 

~. General Provisions· 

a. Zone Redesignations 

Section 12:04-of the lAMC is herel:!y a,mended by changing the zones and zone boundaries show.n upon a portion of .the zon.iQg ma.p incO"r:porated th~reln anti made a part qf Article 2, Chapter ~. o.f tbe Los _Angeles Muncipal Code, so thal such portion of. the :zoning. map shall be a-s designated on the attached·ma.p. 

b. Access ·standards and Criteria 

U) Public Rights-of·Way 

(iJ EX·isti~ public rights-of-way which J1!:0Vide direct acces~ from Spe~way, PacHic Avenue, Qr Trolleyway to the beach·,. as m~pped on atta~ed Access ·and Recreational -Ar.ea~ M~ps, siJa.ll be · ma~_nt.ained and · shall remain accessible for pedestrian use. Parking wi_thin or along these areas shall be: restricte.d to a~as contajnlng .a minimum w.idth of lfO ft. of righ_t~f-way. Ve,hicular access onto. the beach therefrom shall be . restricted to ·emergency vehldes oAly. Private encroachments into these ri'ghts-of-way shall not be pennitte~.-
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· .. 

(li.l AU walk streets or pedestrian malls shall remain as such and shall ·remain open to public pedestdan use. 

· Ui.iJ No·:.private encroachments shall be permitted onto the 
p\Jblic~ly owned beach. 

(2} Oty-Owned -~cessway 

City-6wned _property. located adjac~nt to the beach and be.tween Pacific Avenu·e and Ocean FrontWalk and· described as a metes' and 
bounds portion of Block A, ·Playa Del · Rey Townsite shall be pennanentJy maintained exclusive~y for pUblic access tQ the beach and for visitor-serving recreation p':Jrposes as determ-ined ~y the Director of Planning which do not in any way impede or otherwi&e 
restrict publiC -access or the public's right to paSs and :repa~ 

2. Residential Zone Regi,Jiations 

AU coAdominium and ~ock-coopetatlve projects -in the Rl ·Zone. shall be s.ubj,ect to the provisions of this Section and Section J .S.xxx-D, 6(c) of this ordinance . unless other.wi~e ~~pHci-tly exempted from the provisions ~hereof by thl$ ordinance. All other ~~HdentiaJ projects within the RJ Zone shall be subject to ~e provisions specified below. · 

Notwl:thstanding any pr:oVJSIOn .of sections r2.1 0 and 12.21.1 of ,the Los . Angeles Mun-lcipal Code (~AMC) to the eon~rary) within 1h~ Del B.e-y Lagoon Specific Plan Area, every lot classified ;ln the R3 :Zone shall conform to the foHoWing- teq~iremenfs. · 

Height . 

(l) No bUilding o~ :Structure ~hall be erected or enlarged which exceeds 
two stories,,nor shall it exceed 37 fee.t. 

(2) In :determlnl:rtg the num'ber of stories: · 

(1) n the lo'NeSt level is used exclusively -for parking purposes It 
shall not be consideed ~ story. 

(H) flny.' tellar .. containing habitable rooms shall be considered a story. 

(3) Notwithstanding any pro.visiqo of the ~partment of Buil,ding and _Safety Rule of General Appli_cation RGA l.i-72 or any o~her provislon o_f- ~he. Los Angeles Municipal Code to the contrary, in a two-$tor:y 
building or structure where parking floor ~ce requlred by this or .any other ordinarx:e is provided in the first story, the area 6f a 
mezzanine floor i'n a second-story room may, at the op~lon of the 
apP.lican~, equal nor more tmn one-half of- the floor area of the ·roam in which the mezzanine is located. 

('f) All allowances for additional bulldifl8 height: as provlded for in the 
fo1Jowlng·sec~ion5 of the LAMC shall not be permitted: 

-(j) Section J:2.2J.J-A,7 wblch otherwise pennits additiona-l height of· 1'4 feet for roofs. 
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Ui) Section 1 2.2l.J-B,2 which otherwise permits additional height of 1.5 feet for structures erected on sloping.lQU. 

(iii) SectJon 12;.2J.J-8,3 which otherwise permits additi'ortal height for penthouses and other specified roof struct·ures; except for .. ·: ·' chimneys· and antennae. . 

b. Area 

No bui.lding or structure nor the enlargement of any building or structure shall be. herea!ter erec~ed within the Specific Plan area unless the fc;>l.lowing lot areas are provided .and tna int~ined i11 connec~ion with such bUilding, structure or enlargement or unless the following regula'tlons governi ng the consolidation of Jots are fully complied with: 

(1) Lot Area 

(i) Every Jot shaH have a minimum width of 30 feet and a mlnlmum . area of 2,000 square feet. 

' (i:j) The minimum :lot area per dwelling .unit shall be 1,200 square feet. 
Provided, that w.here a iot has a width of Jess than 30 fee.t or an area of Jess thar:1 2;000 square feet and was hel.d under separ-ate ownership or ~a·s of reeor.d as of the ef.fective date of this : ord.inance, such Jot may be occupi~ by any use permitted in this sub~ection, except fot: thos.e uses requiTing more. than 2•000-square-feet 9I Jot area, ,and the lot area. per dwelling uni:t · sha.Jl be n.ot · Jess that 1, 2.QO square feet. In no case, however, shall more than two dwellin~ uni·ts be permitted w~re a lot !)as an area of les.s than 4,000:square· feet, nor shall more tl)an one dV{elliJ)g uni:t be pem~itted w~ere. a lot has· an area <Yf Jess tha!l 2,~00 square fe"et. 

(2) Lot Con5oJidatiQOS' 

Notwi.thstanding any provision .of the LAMC to the contrary, . · consolidating any n~mber of recorded adjoining Jo~~ or any portions thereof, 'into one build~ slte is e,xpres~ly prohib~ted, and no building perrri.it shall be issued for any struc~u.re or building thereon nor shall the Advisory· 'Agency approve any prelim.inary parc.el map. or tentative tract ma·p·appJic"ation wh~re Jots are· propos.~ to _be tjed, except: . 
U) Where the maximum nurnber of dwelling un~ts permitted to be built on th·e consolidated parcel does no.t exceed the maximum number. of dwelling units which would be permitted to be built on the laf'$est of the parcels to be -consolidated. 

(ii} Existing lot consolidations. of two or more lots which have been ti·ed and contain at least one main building wh.ic~ crosses the common lo.t line -as of the effective da:te of this ordinance are hereby dedared to be confonning to the provisions of this subparagraph. · 
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(iii) Any building or structure existing on conf'ormlng tied lots as of the 
effective date of this ordinance may be structurally aJtered, 

: · · enlarged• maintained, or rebuilt if for any reason demollshed, 
. pr9vid,ed that such alteration, enlarg·ement, maintenance, or 
:.:::: replacement conforms with aJl other provisions of this ordinance. 

c. Parking 

(l) 

(2) 

(3). 

(4} 

There ·shall be at least two automobile parking spaces per dwelling unit or 
guestroom not in a hote·l or motel. which shall be upon the same Jot with 
six:h d~eHing unit or guestroom.. 

The minimum number of guest parking spaces shall. be one space per every 
four dwelling unlts- ·or gue~room~ not In a hotel or motel, whlch shall be 
upon the same lot with such ·unit or guestroom. 

·Section 1.2.21-A,4 {q) of th~ Los Angeles r~urikipal Code; which otherwi·se 
r.educes the· parking requirement for a single-fanilly dwelling unit located 
on a lot 40 f·t. or less in width and not 'abutting an alley, shaf.J not apply to 
the Specific Plan area. 

One half of all parlqng ·spa~es required for dwellings. under this 
subdivision or at least two spaces, whicnever is greater, shall be .enclosed 
wlt;hln-a private garage. · . 

(}). Pa.rki~ spaces not required to be -endo~ed may· be. op~n and une~losed 
aod notwithst~ndi,~g Sec.tion · l·2 •. 2.1-A,4 (I) of ·ttie LAMe, ~uch spaces may 
o.ccupy any portion of any req~lred side yard or passageway excep~ for a 
three~foot side yard. a~QI)g the side street lot line · of :a comer lot or 
reversed corner lot. . 

{6) Any private garage or ·p;ortion there·of constructed .to be one parking stall 
in width·, whe~her or not including tarldem stalls, and wtalch is . enclosed on 
itS sit:fes and COntains a Separate Vehicular !!lCCess. ~arage). door Of· 
operiing, shaJl be subject to Section 12.21 -A.·' ~(a, I)Ul) o:t i..AMC, whic~ 
irc"rtases the minimum wid~ of a parkl~ stall by I 0. in. when adjoining 
an .obstruction along its longer dimension. 

(7) That portion of the second ·paragraph of Section 12.2"l·C.I (g) of l.AMC, 
which ot.h.erwise provides that not more than '0 percent of a required 
front ·yard shall .~ designed, improved, or. .used ·for access driveways, shall 
not apply. · · 

(8} ~etions 62.JO:j.2 and 62.1.05.3 of the .LAMC, which otherwise regulate 
the- width of drlveway approach aprons and length o.f curb space, shall not 
apply w.lthin the resjdentia·l zone, except that the: City Engi'ne~r· may: 

(i). Lhn.l.t the amount of approach ap.ron ot curb cut "to a maximum of 
30 ft. within any one parcel; and 

(ii) Specify the location from where driveway. access shall be taken, if 
options exist. 
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(9) AH required parking Gpaces shaU be maintained for vehicular parkir:u!J purposes. Storage of materials within, or other use of, required parking spaces which. reduces the number or area of any required parking spaces is strictly prohibited. 

(In) AU garage doors used for vehicular acces.s 11hall be equipped with automatic gara.ge door openers to be inatalled whenever any garage is constructed or structurally altered pursuant to item (4) above, or pursuant to the nonconforming parking provisions in Subsection D-S(a, I and J) of tms section. 
~ 

(11). The eutomebile parking spaces required by this ordinance may be provided by use of vehicle stacking parking machines.provided th.at: 
(i) The certificate of occupancy for the b.ui.Jding or use serviced by any staeking machine ahell be v.alid orily wtiile .such parking machines are being . maintained, and the certificate shall bear a notation to that effect. · 
.CiH Sutisequenli. to the approval ar:~d installation of any vehicle stacking parki!Jg machine witbin a strtJcture, no b.uilding permit shall be issued for that structure unless such machines ere being maintained in ope~rating · condition, ·ea · determined by the Department of Bulldi'ng.and Safe't:y~ · 

(iii) Swch machine has safety approval from the Internstlonal O~nferenc·e of BuHding Officialg and· is subject to Qpproval by ... the Dep~rt.ment o.f Building and Safety .. 

(lv) When used for residential parking, at least one parking apace pe'r dwelling ur'iit- is indlvi dua!Jy and eeslly a.c·cesslble~ . 
' . (v) When used in a public garage or public parking are·a, attendants are 

(vi) 

pr.~vided to park vehicles at all times saic;f garage or ar.ea lo open ·for :use 

No more th.ln two vehicles per machine may= be· atacked. 
(vH) The ~tacking rnacnines are tetolly ob:~eured from public · view at ell times, e~Ccept durlng.pal'king movemento, by _a structure, faced~ Qr· landscepif1g to the ea.tlsfactlon of tne Director of Plann~ng. Within com.mercial zoned areas., stacking machines shall be obscured, to the max-Imum extent fe.aslble, only as viewed from the beech or from stree~s or hi<flwayn withlo the specific plan are·a, unless additional orit:erlo are dete.rmlned by the Director of Plannl'ng to be necessary to carry out the intent of thl s epeciflc plan and the Scenl.£? Highways Plan. · 

(viii) W.hen used to aetlsfy residential parking requirements, height clearance for at least 2-5% of aJJ parking epa·c·es provided by ltackirg machines ahall be ·a minimum o.f 7 feet from the floor or. platform; or at least one additional perking space ohell be provided ql')-slte for every two dweUinga and euch additional apace shall have a minimum clearance o.f 7 feet from floor to ceHir:~g and maybe open: or enclosed. 
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., 

(lx)Stac.king machln~ may not be used to satisfy parking requirements for 
single-family dwellings, e:xcept for condominium or stock cooperatives. 

(12) Notwithstanding any provision of this ordinance or Section 12.21-A, 
.. ~a~J)Ql) of the LAMC, when utilizing verhide stacking parking machines, 
platfo.rm guipe tracks, spindles, supports or ·any other parts o'f ,the 
machine shall not be considered obstructions. 

3. Commerclal Zone Regulations 

All C'ondomlpium a.nd stock-cooperative projects in the C4 Zone (except· wl1hin: the 
BEACHF.RONT AREA) s~U be 5ubject to ·the provjsions ·of this subdivision and Section 1.5.xxx of this ordincmce unless otherwise explicitly ex~mpt~d from the provisions thereof by this ordlnaike, All other projects wittiin 'the C4 z.on.e shalJ be subject to .the · proYislons specified below. · 

Lots located within the ~ll ·s~~CHFRGNT AREA as defliled ln Section J.S.xxxC-2,d· shall be subject tp Subsectjon 0-lf of :trus ~ection, and are not subject .to -the foJ19wing provisions, unless otherwise·speclflcally stated there.ino 

Every lot classlf:ied in the C4 Zone shall conform ·tO ·the requirements of Section J2 .• J6 of the LAMC except as modified by the provisions. of this Subdivi-sion. 

a. USe 

No building,,. structure or land shall .be used· and no buUding or stnJcture shall be ·erected, s tructuraU:y altered, er:tlarge.d ·or maintained., except for the !oll~ wing uses: 

(1) .Any use permitted ln .the C4 commercial zone ln -~Ction 12.1:6 of the LAMC; 
:provided howeve~, 'ihal the following uses shall :be e~pressly prohibited: . 

(1) · Sign: painting: shop. 

(ii) Tire· shop. 

(ill). Any sign unless ·any such s.lgn conform~ to the proviSions of this 
or9.nance. · 

(lv) Drj.veo.in businesses, includ.ing theater~ refreshment" stands, 
reStaurants.. food stores and the like. 

. ' 

(v) PubJ.i.c garages .for retail ~er.vlaes only, including automoblJe repairing, 
paintins, upholstering e:nd.body and fender work. 

(vi) School (elementary or high), educational institutions or private sehool. 

(vii) Trade· sChool. 

(vlii) Wedding ehape.l, rescue misslon or temporary :revival church. 

Qx) Upholstering shop 

(x) Fast-food ou.tJets:. 
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· (2) Notwi-thstanding Section l2.l6-A,2 of the los Angeles Municipal Code, or any provision of the Los Angeles Municipal Code to the contrary, the follawing uses sha.JJ be expressly permitted in the Specific PI.an area: 

(i) ~::aundry, steam or ·wet wash. 

(ii) Second hand store, 

(iii) Automobile servic.e stations, tire and· tube repairing, battery servif'€, 
automobiJe lubrication, except for tire a.nd tube repairing, battery servicing, automoblle h.lbricat.i~n and servioing and maintel)ance .of automobiles when conducted in conjunction with an ~uthorized agency dealing in new a'utomobiles subject to the same limitations and controls as ·specifitaJly set forth jn SeCtion 12.14-A of the LAMC. 

(iv) Boats for hire 

(v) Concession, beach 

(vi)' Gymnasium 

(vii) Handyman .shop 

(3) Residential uses within the commerCial zone shall not be :permitted except: 

(i) On a lot which is vacant, :as of the ef.fectlv.e date of this ordinance; or 

(il) Withi-n a buiJding where: the sum of a:Jl existing ·and proposed residential uses occupies no more -than 'o%· of the· total floor area; or. · 
UliJ On a Jot where not Jess than 1-'~ · of · the- total floor area, ·within all 

buildl~gs was us.~d for residential purposes as Qf the efffective date of this ordinance~ · · · · · 
b. Height. 

NotwUhstandlng any provision of ~ction l2.2l.J · of the Los Ang~les Municipal Code to ·the contrary., no buildiryg or structure shall be erected, enlarged, or maintaine~ wh.l.cn· exceeds either the total fJoor area or th'e·height limits herelnafte.r specif-ied: 

0) No· bullding or structure ~ha~l exceed 37 f-,. in Jiel·gM; the total flOor area contained in all ma-in buildings on a lot ~hall no·t: exceed: 

(1) 

01) 

two and one-ha.J.f times the buildable area wheA the U$e of all main 
bulldi~s is residential only. 

one times the bulldabJe: area when a:U. maln ·buUdings contain any other use or combination of uses permitted by this ordihaoce. 

(2) All allowance-s for additiona-l Qullding height provided in the .fol.owing sections. of the LAMC shaJJ not be perm'ltted in the comm·erclal zones within the Specific Rtan Area: 

(i) section J2.21.1-A,7 which otherwise permits additional height of Jlf f:eet for roofs. 
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c. Area 

. . 
(i.i) Section 12.21.1-6,2 which otherwise permits additional height of 1.5 feet 

for structures erected: .on sloping lot-s; except when that portion of the 
structure which exceeds the height limit iS set back a minimum of .50% 
of the depth of the lot measured from the midpoint of the fr~nt or rear 
Jo.~·~!i.':'e•. whichever ls at the lowest ·point of elevation. 

(l) Notwithstanding any ·provision of the LAMC to the contrary, consolidating two 
-or more ~djoining lots or any portions thereof into one building site wliich 
exceeds .S,OOO sq. ft. for the purposes of constructing residential uses only, or 
consolidating more than two recorded adjacent lots of any size into one buHding 
site for the purposes. of constructing residential use$. only is pr:ohiblted, and no 
building permit shall be issued for any structure or building thereof;~ nor shall 
the Advisory. Agency approve any preliminary . parcel mS:P. or tentatiY.e tract 
map applkatlon where Jots are proposed to be tied. 

(2) Lot consolldations of. two .or more l.ots whiCh have been tied' and contain at 
Jeast .one main building which crosses the common· lot line as of 'the t.ffectiv.e 
date .of thls;orc!'i'flance are hereby deelared to be conforming to the pro.vbions of 
this .subparagraph. · · . 

(3) Any bullding or structure existing on con:fQrm.ing tl~d lots as of the· eJfectiYe 
date· of this orp\nance m(\y be structura-lly alt:ered; erllarged·, maintained or 
rebuHt, if 1c>r . any reason demolished, provided tt\at ~h · alteration, 
.enlargement, malntel\ance or replac.ementc:on!orms with aU other provisions· o! 
this ordinance;. · . · . 

(4:) · Any appl'icatlon for. a p-n!Jiminary parcel1 ,map, tentative ·tract map,, or building 
·. permlt JnvoJ~lng a site w.hicfl e-xceeds l.O,oo.o sq.. ·ft • . ' of Jot· area and the 
propQ.~ed ue;e f~r WhiCh re-qufres more . pa.r.king. than that r.equirec$ !lor :the 
existing use and stn..t.eture as. sp.ecified. in this subcUvisiori shall be accompanred 
by a .traffic study approved by the ~partment of Tra'nsiportation; condUc:ted 
whol~y at the expense of ·th~ applicant, assess~ng the traffic .and clrcul.a~lon · 
impact of the pro.posed project on the surrounding str~:ets wlthln the Specif:ic 

.· Plan area. No .~p.proYa-1 shall be granted for_ ar:~y :sudT dppUcatlon ·unless 
~uf~k:ient mltlga:tioo is provided ~uch that the project would not individu~Uy o'r 
cumulatively cause any street or intf!rsection ·to operate -at, or further 
adversety .fropa-ct any , street or inter.sec~lon al~a·dy op~ting at a Level of 
SerVlci! ."E11 or "F" a-s detennir:t~d. by the. Departm~nt of Tiansportat'lon approved 
study. · · 

.d. ~rking 

(1) Parki~ re_quirements for dwelling units or guestrooms, not in·. a hotel or motei 
shall be as specified in the paragraph ~ntit'Jed Parking within the Residential 
ZQne Regulations. (Section 1.5.-XX:X-D~2(c))' . · 

(2) Parking re<Wir~m~nt's for commercial u~es shall be based on gross f~oor area of 
~e ;buiJdl~ exc-lusive of the floor area used for automobile parking spac.e, for 
basement storage, or for rooms housing mechanica~ ·equipment incidental to the 
Qperatlon of .the buildi~s, shall conform to 'the following standardS: 
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No approval shall pe granted for any structure or bullding to be erecte.:d, or 
substantialJy enlar:ged, nor s·hall any approval be granted for any division of 
land, \,mless ·and until it ·has been determined by the City Council that the 
parcel on which the construction .is t.o· occur .is not ~ubject to a public oW'ner5hip 
oreas'eme.f.lJ pe~ttlng public: use. Any parc~l or portlon 1hereo! deterJTlined to 
be subject to sUch ownership or easement shall be used as open space ·only, as 
defined by the open Space Plan of ·the Los Angeles General Plan, or for 
visitor-serving recreat:ional purposes consistent with the Public Recreation 
Plan of the Los Angeles General Plan. 

b. Use 

No building, structure· or land held in private ownership shall be used and no 
building or structure shall be erected, structurally a·lten~d or enlarged except 
for the fol'lowing •uses: . 

(1) Any use permitted in the C4 commerCial zone . as provided in 
Section 12 .• 16-A of the LAMC, except that the Dlrettor of Planning in 
his capaci~y as Advlsory ~genc:y, ~r the Chief Zoning· Administratpr• 
shall disapprove at:lY u~e or sli~lvision petr:nltt~' therein whlch he 
determines to be inconsistent. with. titre •poJicles ·of the Del Rey Lagaon 
Local Coastal Program .seetion of the Westchester-Playa Del R.ey 
District' Pfan or tile Access St'and.ards and Criteria p.f this ordinance. 

(2) Criteria and. R~ulrem·ents 

(j) NotwHhstand~ng. any pro.vlsion of the L·J\MC to · the ·contrary, 
principal uses shaH pro'vide temporary hou's~ng ·accommodations, 
food and. services for. beach vi.sitors, lnclud}ng such uses. -as 
hotels~ motels, restaurants, shopping a~ea:s and amusement areas. 
Si.Jcll u-ses s11aU occupy at le;ast 60 perc·ent of the total gross floor 
area. Use·s other il:laA'. the .Principal uses described tienn shaH be 
permi.tt~ ·only in projects consistent with the 60 percent 

. criterion and-any prefiminary par:ce~ map, _tentative tract ·map,, or 
· o.ther discretionary act'i'on shall :be· c·onditioned to assure the 
simultaneous phasing of principal and no.n.princlpal uses. 

UU All commercial ~es shall be open to the ~eneral public. 

(iii) The sum of ·all Jirs~ story .gross floor area used for commercial 
puryos·es- shall ~e 5\ibstaritlaUy occ;JJPied by a variety of 
c::oinm·ercial uses, catering· to bea·ch Visi.tor needs 5Ueh as, but- no't 
limited to, indoor ,and outtloor tood and .beverage ;er\rlce, hotel 
servke arid lobl?y a~as.. .beac:;~ lockers, bike rentals, be'ach 
coocessions, sidewall( cafes, ~aC:h equipment rental and the like. 

(iv) In ·no· e.vent shall temporary housing accommodations be made 
available to the same; ·person or persons in excess of ·- 1'20 
consecutive da.y.s; except that such limitation shall not apply to 
item (vi) below. 
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(i) For commercial uses which are pennitted by this ordinance and permit-ted in the CR Zone a·s specified in Section 12.12.2 of the LAMC, there shalJ be at )east· one automobile pa·rlting spat:e for each 300 sq. ft. of floor area wi-thin all buildings on any lot. . 

UU Ftn· · all other commerclaJ uses permitted by. this ordinance, there shaH be at least one automobile parking spac.e for each 200 sq. fto. of floor area w~thi:n aJJ build~s on any lot. 

(iii) Exceptions: 

(a) Medical and d~ntal offices shall provide one automobile parking -space ~or each 200 sq. ft. of gross floor area. 

(b) Ho.teJs or motels shall provlde one ilUtomobile parking space for each _.guestroom or suite of rooms plus two spaG~S for each dwelh;ng.. · 

(c): Restaurants· whlch serve take-o'ut food only .shall provide seven 
automobUe parking 5p11ces for each t,abo sq. ft. of gross floor· area wi'thin all buildings. · 

(dJ AU other restaurants shaU provide 13 automobile parking spaces for each 1,00.0 sq. it. :of gtoss ·noor area within all buildings. 

(e) Other us·es w.hioh may be authorized by a Zoning Administrator or 
through a con~itlonal use permit. pursuant· to Sec.tions l2.-2l.-A,2 or 1:2.24 of the lAMC shall provi'de at· least oiie .. automobi'le parking space for each lOO sq. ft. of gross floor area. · 

(iv) R~quired pa.rl_dng sj,a~e5 may. b.e provided by use ~f vertkle stacking ;parking machines in· conformance wi·th Sections 1.5..xxx-D,2 (11) and (1'2) o1 thls ordinance.. . · 

-4. . Beachfront Area Development Criteria: 

.Wl1hin the area described in Subsection C-2(d) of this section (Establishment of the Del ~ey .Lagoon Specific Pian) and marked _on the plan map as the BI3ACHFRONT }\REA, any application for prelim!nary parcel map or tentative tract w~ o~ for arry bUilding or struc-ture which .is to be erected, strueturally ~ltered Qr enlarged, or .tor which the use is 10 be changed, 5hal1 be reviewed by th·e ·_Olrecto.r of Planni~·g a,5 .to conformance- with tbe provisiohs of this ·subdivision,. prior· -to the -issuance of !lnY permjts. However, the Olre'Ctor of PlanniJ.'lg shall m.&)ke .no recommendation whidi results in more restrictive conditions than autnorized in. this ordinance. 
Any developm·er'it proj~t· _within ·the "BEACHFRONT A~EA"· that is c:xempt fro.m obtaining · a coastal development permit by the ~~tal Act of -1976 9r SeCtion 12.20.2 of the ~5 Al1geJe~ ~\JnJc:lpal Code, ·or is ~ll.gib)!= for an administratlye permit pursuant to Calif.omjfl Coastal Commb~ion ·Reg·utations, Division ~.5, Title 14 of the 'CalifOr-nia .AdmJnist:rativ.e Code, shall n<?t be subject to discretionary attibn by the Director of Planning. 

The foUowi~ regulations shall apply within th~ "BEACHFRONT AREA''· 

a. Determination of Legal Ownership 

-lm .. 
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c. Height 

(v) Twenty-five percent of aJJ resident.lal uses which are not principal uses as J!Pecified in item (i) above, shall be dedicated as. Jow- or moderate-Income, 1mnlor oltizen, or special category use end ahall be subject to Sobdiviaion 8 of thie aubsectio~ . (Admi_nistr·at!on and En!or<:ernent for Production Incent·ive · ~; Qwelhn9 Uri1te) end Subd1vfsJon 6 of this subsection (Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Production) paragraphs e, g ·• nd h, . except that such unlts may be for rent or for .aale. 
(vi) A portion of the tot.al temporary housjng accommodations fJoor area _.hall be m&~de permane ntly available for lowo. or moderat~income persons, lndudlng ienlor citizens, In a manner to be JIPproved by the Director of Planning_ and whlch lS . consistent wl~ :state law. 

(vU) ln at. least one commercial l9~ation !n the Beachfro.At Area, en observation . alte •hall be· avaih:~bJe to the general public for viewing the1 ocean .and nh.oreHne. This s i'te ehall be h(gher than 'the ground fJ'oor, open duri'r)g regular buslneS;S hours, and free of c~~~e to the ptibUc. 

(viii) At intervals· of appro.xim.ately 300 ft., a grou,nd f1oRt accessway ope,n to Ule : alcy, except fur P.edestrian access~ays, · ehal.l be provl~d .for acces~J from Paelfie Avenue to the· beach, ·acc;~asible at no charge' to the general public',. the spac!ng for which ah(!ll be subjec-t. to a site d'eaign review by the Director of Planning on a case-by-case. basi·s. 

(be) A-1~ bulldlngs and uses seaward of Oceanfront Walk shall be limited to those oriented towards beach or v.Jsltor-servlhg recreation only, as approved by the Director of PJann·ing. 

{l) No · building .or structure. shall exceed 3.5 ft. in height, except that the bi'rector .of 'Planning' may .,_pproy.e a· modification of =such .height limit, provided that: 

(2) 

(J) 

(4} 

(=i) In no ev.ent! shall ·a buiJdlng oJ~- ·struct~;~re exc.eed 52 ft., nor oholl such msdlficatllon· B;pply to more than 25" of the total boHdab·Je area of tt:\e "BEACHFRONT AREA". 

(ii) Any building or l>uildings a~aH ~e visually campatible with the character of the aurro~:.~ndlng area, and be sited to facilitate coastal views for the general pwb!ic. 

Section 12.21.1-A,7 of the L·AMC, which otherwise permits additional height of 14 feet for roofs, shall not apply in the "BEACHFRON'r AREA." 
Section: 12.21.1-8,2 of the LAMC, which otherwise permits additional height of JS feet tor structures erecte·d on sloping lots~ shaH not apply in. the "BEACHFRONT AREA." 

~ct(on J2.Zl.l '!B,.3 of t t1e LAMC, which permits additional heigh~ 'for pentho.un·es and other Gpec'ified roof struc.tures, shaH ·apply . for not more th.an 25% of the roof ere·a and al)aU not apply at::-ti. ll f'or str~etures construCte d pursuant to item ( l)(i) above. 

:..Jo-
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·. 

No bullding or. structure shall be .here.after erected, structurally altered or enlarged unless the following yards and lot areas are provided and maint'ained in connecti~-~it_h auch building, atructure or enlargement. 

(l) Front Yard - .The front yard ahaJJ be adjacent to Pacific Avenue and 1.0. fee.t ·Jn width~ No structure or improvement ahalJ be constructed in the front yard area whi'ch hos !l he'ight that exceeds 42 inches. 

(2) Side Yards- Side yards 1halJ be required only for all portions of buildings ere·cled and used for residential purpo~s.. .The width of auch reqoired aide y.ard shall be equal ·to JO" of the width of the. ·Jot, but in no event less than J. feet or greater than 5 feet in width. 

(3) Rear Yards·- The rear y~ ahaU be: adjacent to Oceanfront Walk and n.o aetbacl< shell be required• . . . . 

(4) Lot Ar.ea - The lot area requirements of the R4 .Zone (Sectlrm U.-11 of the LAMC) -shaH apply to ai:i ;portions of buildings erecte.d aAGI used for 

(5) 

resldent:ial pul'poses. · 

BuUdable Area-· 1\!o building or buiJdi~s ahaU cover more than 2~·% 'of the total area of the land he.ld ·in pthiete ownership west of Oceanfront · Wal~ At least o~half ·of ~hat land area not cov.ercd by :a. buil:diag .or. buildings · shall be. used for vlsitor·ser\O'Ing recreational purposes. All vegetafldn intrqduced· by an . oppticarit anywhere wl·thin the "8EA€:HFRONT ·.AREA" shan be !il't:e€1 to minimize. obstru"ction of" public view~ of coastal are as, ·. 

e. . Parkl'ng 

(I) 

(2) 

Ever.y legal or:~-atreet parking_ space w.hich would. b.e re.mov.ed as a result of a building ·or atr.uoture which ls erected, nruoturally altered o~ ·enlarged ~hall be pr9vided by the appllc.eAt w.ittiln or abut:ting to the proposed project sod .shall be available at no charge· for publici use. -This requirement· hi hi add·ltlon to: any other-parking required by this ordinance. 
Parking .reqoir.ementa ihall be aa. epecifl'e1d in fhe p~ragraph entitled Parking·, wi·thin the Corr:arnereial Zone Reguliitrons (Sec. 1 '5.~)(x-0,3(d), except th$t tefAporal)' ho_uslng accommodations., for purposes of provi:dh~ requir~d parking·,, shall not be conaidered as dwelling units, but as· hotel guest rooms.. 

-}p-
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f. Coastal Access 

In the ca$e of any division of land, or any building o.r structure to .be erected, 

structurally altered or enlarged th~ following shall apply: · 

(1} Approxil'nately 10.% of the Jot frontage within the ~EACHFRQNT 

AREA" on Pacific Avenue. as existing as of the eJfective date of this, 

ordinarce, shall provide vertical access· to the public beach. Such 

access~y shaH be open to the s'ky., except for pedestrian crossovers as 

approved by the Director of Planning, · . 

(2) In no event shall all of such access be provided along a side.yard or. yards. 

(3) Such access shaH be guaranteed as permanent public access· satisfactory 

to· the City Attorney and the Director of Planning~ 

g. Circulation 

Any applicat·ion for a preliminary par:cel map, tent~tive. tract map or buHdlng 

permit . shaH be ac~ompariied by a :traUic study apprQved by the City · 

Depart-ment. ,of "Iransportation, conducted wholly at the expense of the 

applicant, assessi.ng- the traff}c .and circ.ulation impact of ~he proposed project 

on the surrounding s-treets w-1:thil") the Plan area. No approval sl)all be granted 

for: any project unless sufficient mitigation is provided ·such that · a· project 

would no't indlvi'dually or c.umulatively cause any stre·et- to opera't'e. at, or 

furt-her adversely impact any -street already operating at a Le:vel of S.ervice "E"' 

or "F" as determined by th'e: Department of Transportation approved study. 

he Exception 

Incentive provisions withi-n the L~w- and. Moderate.Income ,~using Pr.o.ductJon .. 

subdivision (Section 1 ~J*xx-0,6 (a, b, c and d) of .-this ordinance sl')all not ap.pW' 

to the·"SEACHFRONT AREA"• 

Nonconforming BuUdings and Uses 

.Any buildh'lg or structure, the use of any I?.u:ildihg., or the use of Jand existing .as ~f 

the effective" date· of this· ordinance -which does no·t conform to-the provisions. oi this 

or-d_jnaoce shall be granted nonconforming · Stl!tUS . and shall therefore be ~ub}ect to 

Section l2.23 of the L,li.MC, Nonconforming BoilcUngs and Structures; except as 

speciflcalJy modified by the following: 

a. Parking 

Notwi'thstand,ihg any prov;i'sio,n of Section. 1:2.23 of ·LAMC to the contrary, ~n. 

the R zones where the autom,obile par.kl'ng. 5pace b.elng ma·intained on ~ lot m 

coon~tlon wlth a _residential use of a t>uilding or structure at 'th~. ti.me th!s 

ordina'oce beCame ef.fectiv.e is· insuf.fident to meet the' requirements o.f thi5, 

ordlnan::e,. said building or struc:tutt: shall not be alt~ed or enlarged to creat~ 

additional dweUing unit~ flo:or a! ea1, ·height or guest r.oom·s unless :the following; 

pro.visions are met: · 

L 

' 
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(1} 

(2) 

(3) 

For . additional dwelli~ uni.ts or gucst~oo'!ls, addh~onal automob}•Je 
parking spaces shall be provJded and mamtamed on -ttle same Jot wlth 

said dwel~ units or .rooms In co~onnance wl1h the requirements of 
this ordinance for such additiollall dwelling units or guest ·rooms; 

Kbu1lding or structure on a Jot whkh is conforming as to lot area shall 

no.t be lncrea:sed in height unless a minimum of 7 .5~ of the parking 

!paces required by thls ordinance for the .entire buHding are provid~ 
and {Tialntained on the same lo.t with the buildlngor_ structure. 

The total aggregate floor area included in aU sepa~ate additions or 

enlargements shall not exceed fifty peroent of the floor area of a ll 
buildings or .structures existing on the Jot as of the-eff.ective date of thi·s 

ordinance, and no new stories may be co.nstruc:ted or cre·ated withi·n the 
buiJdjng or · .structure, exc~pt ~n all par-king requirements of thi-s 

ordinance for the entire.bullding have been fulfilled. 
. . 

b. Res~or~tion of Damaged Bulldiags 
I .. 

Not.withstanding any provl sion of 'Section 12.23-A,4 of LAMC to the corrtrary,, a 

nonconf,o.rr:rdng buUding or, structure wruc;:h is damag~ or destroyed by f~re, 

flood, wind, ~a:rt~·quake, ·or other calamity or act. of God or the public en~my 

may ~ ~stored a·nd the occupancy or use of such bulldlng, structure or part 

thereof, which e~isted at the time o.f· .. sudl destruc-tion, may be ·c.ontinued or 

r-esumed, prov~ded that th~ permit for such restoration :Shall ,be · filed wW:Un a 

perJocf t;)f one yea-r ifrom the date of suet'! damage or destruc'tion ~ni:1 · is 

. diligf:!ntly _prosecuted, and that a _pennlt for s.uch· r:est'oration ls obtained wi~hin 

a pen·od D'f three years:from the date· of such damage or destruction. 

When the· automobUe parklng space being maintained on th~ Jot in connection 

wilh said destroyed structure was noriconf·orming ast the tiine of damage with :i 
regarCI to . the number of parking spaces required by ·this ordl~nc.e, such· . 

restored' structure may, a.t the opt-ion of the applicant, exceed the floOr area 

. and/or height of the de-st ro.yed structure by no more than 10%, provided tha~ 

pa:rldng ~pace maintained on the lot in connection With the . restored structure 

·conforms -to th~ p:arklng requirements of this• ordinanc'e applicable to . tile entire 

buUding. 

N!' provision· of thb section shalJ be .construed to aUo.w the restoruion or 

continuance of a use v-rhlc~ . was illegally constructed or ·created with.in the 
nonconf'ormlhg bulldi~ or structure in violation of the ceMiftcat'e o·f occupancy 

for the, destroyed building. · 

6. ·Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Production 

a. .. HoU$ing Production Incentive Option -for · Rental Units within Residential Zone$ 

A dens]ty incre ase (production incenUve) of. · not more thim ,q% over the 

otherwise ,permitted number of dwelling unh s provided under the Residential 

Zo·ne Regulations of this ordinance (Sec. U.x-xx•D,2) shall be perm'ltted when ·a.t 
least! one-third of the total number of dwelling units ol a housing. development, 

. -Jr-
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or a minjmum of one dwelling unit, whichever is greater, are provided as senior citizen, low- or mod era te-ipcorT)e, or Jpedal c~t(!gory dwelling units and administered as specified ln the Administration and Enforcement subsection of this ordinance (Sec. 1 ~.xxx-0,8). The exact d.ensity- increase p~n::entage. up t9 the lO% ~a~imum, shall b·e determined by the applica_nt. 

The prodi.Jctioo incentive dwell~ units shall not be inclUded When determhung the otherwise permitted number of dwelling units. 

All other provisions of the Residential Zone Regulations of this ordinarce (Sec. 1 ~.xxx-0,2) shall apply when exercising thi.s ho1.1sing incentive option. except as follows: 

(l). Height 

0) Within the .porHQn of the plan area shown on the plan map as "ESPLANADE A~EA'', a buil~ing or structure may exceed the hei,Rht limits by no more than ,%, if so approved by ~he Director of Planning. · 

UD No. bulldiJ"€ or structure $hall ~xceed three stories. 

(a) ·Jn detennlnlng the number of stories,. -a ·iirst level con:taining produc.tion incentive dwelling units shall not. be considered a story. 

(b) NotwitJistanding Chapter Ix,,· .ArticJ~ 1, DivisioA 1'4, par. 9 J .1.30')(a•), 91.J4.02·(d), or -any other prpvision of the LAMC. to the cont_rary, for structures contaiAing. three or fewe~ d~Uings and thr:ee or fewer stories only one exit facility to a publ'ic way of court shall be requ'ired; provided ~hat the thlrd -story, and any mez_Z.anine within a third story, shaH contain a sprinkler system which. conforms to the provisions o~ Chapter IX, .Article 4a J)iylsion 3, Part ') (Plumbing Code) of the LAMC. 

(c) Floor area within a prodiJc:tion · incenti~e dwelnng · unit 
provided purs.uant to thls s-ec;.tlon shiSH not be consid~red in deterin ining itJ·e-total floor area within a building. 

· Oil) Mezzanine Floors 

NotwUhstanding any provisions of Depar-tment of Buildir:tg and ·Safety-Rule of Genera] Application RGA4-72 or ·any other provision of the J..AM'C to 'th'e c:o·ntracy:, · 

(a) 

(b) 

Any closure of the common ~1 between the edge .of the mezzanine floor and the ceiling of lhe room in whiCh the mezzanine is lQCated may, at the option of the applicant, inc:Jud.e full height partitloRs enclosing bathrooms, provided such closure does not exceed one-half of the width o:f the mezzanine floor. · 

The mezzanine floor shaU not be .consid~red as an additional story provided. there are no more than fi¥e habitable; levels Pf Ty~ V construction a. t any point. · . 

..;Js-
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(2) Af:~!l. 

(c) The area of the mezzanine floor may, at the option of the ·. 
applicant, equal up to one-half of the floor area of the room 
ln which the mezzainine is located. 

The following yard requir.ements shaJJ apply only in those cases where 
they are Jess re$trictive than other yard requir~ments of this or any 
other section of the LAM C.. 

Oi 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Front Yard - There =shall be a front yard of not Jess than ' feet; . 
exc~t within the ~DUPLEX AREA". 

Side Yards - 1)\ere shaH be a side yard on each side of any 
st~ture equal to lD~ of the width of the lot, but in no event 

·less than 3 feet or greater than 5 feet in widm,. 

Passageways - .Notwithstanding any provisir;m of'.Seetlon 12.21-C, 
2(b}. of. the _LAMC to the -contrary -wtlid1 otherwise . requires a 
10-foot passag~way, within the Spedfic Plan area 'there shall be a 
passag.eway not less than 4 feet in width extending from a pubUc -
right-of-~y to one eritranc:e of e.ach dwelling urut in every 
r:esidentiaJ' !~ulldi'ng-; except where .a passagewaY.· of n.~:t ·Jess tllan 

· 3 feet has existed as of the effeet'lve date of this ordinance, in 
wt:U·Ch case such =passage~ay shall be deemed conforming with this 
ordinance: and may be maintaihed and c~ntinued. 

Projections Into Yards -

(a) Not:wl'th.standing_ al)y · pr.ovislOll of Section 1:2.22-c, 20(f) or . .t_. 

any- other •ecti'on of the .. LA_MC to the contrary, stairs not 
more tl:la.n ·eiglit. 'feet · in,...fleighraoove· a-j:Ri'int- ·&-oca-ted-orrttre - -· · ·· · .:. ___ 
centerllof! of the frol)tage road_ a't the midpoint of the 
extension of the side lot Jines may be located and maintained 
in one requ-i-red sicte yard or pass.ag~.Wa.y; _provided such sta:irs 
-donot.extendabove the Je.v.el pf the first floor of the bullding. 

(b) Wl thin the ·"DUPLEX ·AREA" only~_ any level of a building. 
above the: flr;st le~el. m!ly proJect ,.:ot -more than .5 ft._ intO' the 

· ,re'ar y:ard, but shalLn.ot extef"!d i~to th'e pul:ilic right;.of-way • . 

(3) Parking 

(i) Section 12.21-A,.SO,lJ of LAMC, which otherwise prohibits 
. backing ou.t onto a public . street or sidewalk under certain 
circumstances, shall not a:pply. ~n tti~ Sp~i'f~c Plan area· for any 
Jo.t containing not more= than 1hree dwelling unltst eXjcept for a 
lot wher~the·drlve,way ~ccess:is ·to a major or secondary highway, 
i'n which case said section shall apply. 

--)t'-
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{ij) Notwithstanding ~etion J 2.21-A, ~a, l)(ii) of the Los Angeles 
MuniciJ>a) Code or any provision of Subdivision 2 of 'his section 
(Residential Zo,ne RegulationS) to the contrary which under 
certain .clrcumstances increases the minimum wid1h of a parking 
·Stall when adjoining an obstruction, the following shaU apply: 

(a) any. parking area designed to be one parking space wlde, 
whether open or enclosed, ln tandem or not, shall have its 
minimum width increas·ed by at least 'inches on the side of the obstf"\..Ction; · 

(b) where ~quired parking spaces are provided in an· enclosed 
structure designed to be t .wo parkir;,g spaces ab~ast, ih 
tandem or not, with no adj'oihing obstructions be.t~een the 
spac·es on their longer dlmenslon, Section 12.2J-A,5(a,l)(i1) 
shall not apply •. 

Uiij On~ side yard requirement shall be waived wher.~ such area is 
utilized f~r required parking, except as foiiows: 

(a) only the portion of the ~Uding utililed for par:king shall be 
exemp't froQl· said side. yard· reqt,J-irements and any other 
portion of th.e building shall observe all yards otherwise 
reqt~lred ' by thls ordinance. 

(b) The Director of Planning shaH deterrpine which s1de yafd shaH 
be reduced, taking. into consid-eration: the configuration and 
yards of adjacent, corner, or rev.ersed eorner lots. · 

(iv) The parking requirement for all production Incentive dwelli'ng 
units COI)StrU.cted .or crea:ted pursuant to· this subdivlsion (Low
and Moderate-Income Housing Production) and permanently 
administered as senior citizen, low""income; or· special category 
dV>~elling units shall be reduced to one space for each such 
dv.oelling unJt. 

(V) Guest parking spaces shall not be required .for aQy housing 
development prov'idlng pnoduc:tlon incentive dwelling units. 

bo Housing Production mc~tive ·Optlon for· Ren~al Units within COmmercial ,zones 

Whe~ at least 2'% of the total number of dwelling un~~ of .a ~sing 
devei<>pment, or a minirnu.m of one dweJJi,-.g unit, whichever is greater, ar:e 
provided as senior citizen, low- or mod~rate:-i}"ICome or special c_ategory 
dwelling units and administered as specified in this Section, all O:>mmercial 
~e Regulations of this ordinance! (~~_l.S.xxx-0,,3} shall apply; except as 
follows: 

(1) Area. 

For all port ions of build~.s erected and used for residential purposes, 
S.lde and rear yards shalJ be provided anq maintained at the floor level of 
tfie first stor:y used ·for resident'ial purposes as follows: . 

-3u-
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(i) Side Yards - There shall be a side yard on each side of any 
structure equal to 10% of the width of the lot, but ih no event 
less than 3 ~eet or greater than .5 ft. in ~idth. 

(ii) Rear Yards - There shall be a rear yard of not 16s than 10 f.e:et in 
: .:'· : . depth. 

Ulll Lot Area ·- Lot area shall cordorm to Section 12.11-C,4 of LAMC 
exc:ept that for the purposes of computing the numb·er of 
permitted dwe!ling units the requirement that the area per 
d'W'eHing unit ,shal1 "be not less than 800 square feet where ·a lot 
has ·11 width of less than .50 feet or an area less than 
.5,000 square feet shall not apply. 

(iv) Floor ·Area .Ratio - For buildings or structures containing 
production incentive dwelling units,. additional s.quare foo.tage. 
shall b_e permi~ed ov.er that whi'c:h is other,wise per:mltted ·by the. 
flo.or a.rea ratio requirements of. :this ordinance, equal in number. 
to the square ·_foota'ge of that porrl~n of the building or structure . 
used for production incentive dwelling unit purposes, ~ut not 
exceeding ~0% of the square footage o.therwise permitted by the. 
fJoor area rat1o requirements of this ordinance. In calculating the 
sqJ.Jare footage otherwise permitted by t~e floor -area ratio, t .ne 
increased S!iua re footage . aHo wed by this provision shaH n~t be 
included in th:e to'ta.l. · · 

(v) Passageways~ ~o1wlthstanding any provision of Section 12.21-C, 
2(b) of the LAMC to the ctlntrary which otherwise requires a 
10-ft. passageway·, within ·the Sp~lfic Plan ar.:ea there shal l be: a 
passageway at least 4ft • . in wldth extending from a public 
q ·ghto.Of•way to one entrance of ~ch .dwelling unit in every· 
residential or mixed use building; exc·~pt w.h~re a passageway of at 
least 3. ft. has existed as of the eHectJve date of this ordinance, 
wh~reas such .pa_ssag~~Y shall be deemed confor.ming with· this 
ordinance and ·may be maintained a·nd c-onditioned. 

(vi) Projections 'Into Yards· - · Not.withstandi~ any provision of 
Section 12.22-C, 20(f) or ~ny other provision of th·e LAMC to the 
contrary·,. stair's not more 'than 8 feet ln height abo·ve a point 
located on the center-line of the frontag~ road· at t.he midpoint of 
the eiltension ot the side. Jo1 .lines may b.e located and maintained 
in one required side yard . or passageway; provided th·ey do not 
extend above-the level of the first flo·or of the building. 

(2) Parking 

0). One side yard .requirement shall be waive~ when such area is 
utlJlzcd .for requ1red parking except; 

(a)· Only the portion of the building utilized for parking shall be 
exempt from . sald ~ide yard requirements .. and any other 
port:iQn of the bullding_ shaU obse.-ve aU yards otherwise 
required by this ordinance. 
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(b) The Director of Planning shall determine which side yard sha·U be ·reduced taking into consideration the cohfiguration ·and yards of adjacent lots, c~tn~ or reversed comer lo~s. 
Oil. Guest parking spaces for residential uses shall not be ' requir~d for ·· ·. any housing development pro.viding production incent.ive dwelling units. . . 

(ill) For production incentive dwelling units constructeq or created pursuant to this subdivision and permanently administered as Jow-jocome, s.eniOf citizen, or special category dwelling uri.its: 

(a) the ~rking requirement shall be one space per dwelling. 
(b) parking stall dimensions may, ~t · the option of the applicant, . conf.orm to compact stall 3pecifkations. 

·C. Housing Pro.duction Incentive Requirements for CondominJums and Stock Cooperatives 

No:twi1hstandlng any provls'ion of Section 12.3~ ·or any other provision of the J.;AMC t.o the contrary.:· 

(J). 

(2) 

Within the; specifk plan area, ~11 ~entative maps' and prelin:dnary parcel maps fil~d. in connection wi,th the construction of new condomhilums or stock cooper'a tlves, or in connection with condominium or .l5tock cooperatiVe conversions, .shall be required to ' include product.ion ircentive dwell~ units in ·accordance wi1h the :percentages specilied herein. Within the residential z:one, one· third oj the d.weJlings, or a . min.imum of on~· dwelling, whichever is greater; and within tile comrpen:ial zone .2,% of the dwe~lings.,. or a minimum· of one dwelling, :wru&ever ls gr.eater, shall be provided for sUCh purposes. 

This requirement shall be included ·as a condition of approval by the Advi~sory Agency f.or any preliminary pan:el map or. tentatiYe map and s-hall be fulfilled coincident with the' completion of the proposed project. 
(3) The provisions and incentives specified. within paragraph a of this· subs~tion . (~using . Pro(fuctl~f' ~entive Option for Renta-l Units within· R~sidentlal Zones) shall ap,p,y, for condominium or stotk coopera'tive: pr0jects within residential z6nes;: and :the provisions and .fncentives. sp.ecif~ed. ,)Vithil') paragraph b of · this subsection (Housing Production lnc~ntive Optiqn for Rental Units within C<?mmerclal Zones) shall apply fot: con.domirii\Jm or stock coop~ativ.e pro·jects within commercial 'Zones. 
(4) Any d:uld~minjum or stock cooper-ative construc~ion. or conversion which conforms to the provisions of this subdivision will not have a cumulative adver.se eff~t on' the rental housing market o:f the communlty and is therefore exe~pt from the provision of. Section l2.,.2-F,6 of t.he Los Angeles Mu~cipal Code. · 
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d~ Off-Site Production Incentive Dwelling Units. 

When production ircentive dwelling ,units are provided ln conjunction with a 
housing development pursuant to this section, such dwelJing units m~y be 
c:onstruc~ed off-site. In such case, the following regulations shall apply: 

·(l) The oH-site d-wellings shall be located west of the north-south extension 
of Emerson Avenue within areas designated in the Westchester-Playa 
Del Rey District Plan for either commercial or medium density resl.dentlal use·s. 

(2) The exact location for off-site dweHings .shall be identified prior to any 
approval of a preliminary parcel map or tentative tract map for the housing development. 

(3) The density inC:reas~ permitted under this subdMslon for the on-site 
por-tion of the housing de.veJopment shaH. be reduced by the number of 
o!f~si1e production tncentive· d~ell~ u~its. 

(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of the LAMC, parking requirements 
for. off-si·te production incentive dwelling units permanently 
admif1istered as low..:income, _senior ci'tlzen or speCial category dwelHng 
units shall be reduced to one space for- each such QwelHng uriit. 

(.5) All other provisions (incentives) of Pa~;agraR" • or b of this subdivision 
shaH appl-y for the on--sit~ JO(:ation but shal'J not apply· tor the off-sit:e 
J'ocation. Exc~ptiom The incentive proVision~ sp~ified in Subdivision 
6(a) of (b) shall apply -to an off.:.site location withl'n the· specific plan area 
pro.vid.ed thlit .the production incentive dwelling units which are requh:eo 
a:s a 'St·lpulati'On for granting the lncenfives are prqviaed in additiOn to · 
the of.f~lte- product~Qn inc.entlve d'welling unlt~ su'bjec:t 'o tliis paragr~ph 
and al'\y replaceme~t .dwelllngs required '.by item (6). of this. paragraph, 
and ar.~ located wi-tl'lin the ·sarrl'e structure c:ir 'upoo ·the. same lot • 

. (6) The requirement ~or . productio~ incentive dweUirlg units pur-Suant to this 
section shall not be sadsfled at an off-site: Jbcadon :by any .of th~ 
fu~~.mMO . 

(i) by the utilization or dedication of: exi~.tiri,g of1:-site dwelling units 
for wlllch a •certificate of occupancy or tem~raey certificate has 
been issued; or · 

uu on a :lo1 Whete dwelJing UnitS have been demolished Within two 
year.$ prior to . the fillng date for preJi~inary parcel map or · 
tentative tract map aP.proval, unless the demolished ·dwelling-s are 
replaced in kind in addition ·t.o the produclicm incentive. dw.elling 
unit;s; or · 

Uli) ~ any ai;:tion which will cause or result in the :demolition or 
removal from the. housing market of eXisting dwelling .units for 
which a c~iflc:ate of occupancy has been issued, unless the 
dwellings to be derno.lished .or removed are replaced in kind: in 
·addi.ti'on to the pro.duction incentive· dwelling \.tnlts; or 

.-Jx-
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(lv) by the utiJI:ation or dedication of dweJiing units constructed or created .in violation of a certificate of occupancy. 
e. O"weJJing Size 

Tot_al floo.r are8'·f9r pr.oduction Incentive dweUing unlta provided an Jow~lncome, aemor citizen or epec1al catego11y dwelllh1Js shall be a minimum of 500 square feet, and total floor area for thos·e provided as. moderate-Income dwellings shall be a minimum of 700 sq. ft. · 
f. Fee Reduotions 

( l) Park and Recreation Fees 

Notwithstanding any P.rovialon of. the :L·AMC to the contrary, production incentive dwelling units ihell not be cqnsid.ered in determining fees for park end recreation site acquisition Blld de.veJopr:nent (Qu:imby ·fees). 
(2)· Rental Housing Production Fee 

Notwithstanding Section' J2.5.2-K or any othe~ provision of the LAMC to the contrary, n.o . rerita) housi~g production fee ahall be requi'red for any· housfng c,Jevelopment containing a · productlo.n Incentive dwelllng unl,t provided pursuant to .this ·orcfinonce. 

g.. nactlon.s 

When the application of these regulations tesulta In elt!)er tl)e requirement of a fractional production incentive dwe'lllng unit, or the allowance of a fractional prod1,1ctlon incentive density inerease, any fractioA up to ond i.ncludl~ .One-half may be dlsrega·rded and any fractio.n. over one-half shall be construei:l · as requiring ami production incentive dytel.lifl9 unit, or permitMhg one ~ additional bonus dwelling unit. 

'h. ·· Limitation 

The goal, .for the total number of low-income, moderala-incpme, ~en.lor citizen and epeoial category dwelling units provided within the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan area under the prqviBJ!ms of thla Section io eetabliahetl at · 50 dwell!ngs. t,Jpon lasuaree rif the certificate !lf · oc~upar,1cy for the. flftl.eth production lncentivu dw~lling ·unit; the housing Incentive provisions ~Shall be reviewed by the Director of Planning, Jocel res.ide11t8 and P,ropertY. owners and a report submitted within six months to the City Cou.ncil and 8aliforn.la Coasta.l Commie.Sion by the Director of Planning for a determination of further ac~ion. 
i. E~eceptitins 

One-family residences. 

Provielons .of this aubdivloion (Lo~- end Moderate--:Income Housing Produ.ction) aha.ll not apply When Jot 'area .is Jess than .2,400 sq. ft. or wher:~ reSidentio'l tl8es are limited by other provisions of Article 2 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code to one-family dwellings. 

. . 
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7. Cod:e Enforcement 

a. Building Plans 

When filing a building pennit applkat"ion for a bulJdjng or structure to be 
erected;. -s-tructurally altered, or efllarged, and· said bullding cont:ain.s. dwelling 
units, the application and re.quired plan:s shall be accompanied by a.n additional 
scale drawing of the floor plan for ihe total floor area Within all buildings and 
structures on 1he· lot f.or review and 'approval by the Director of ·Planning. Such 
dra;wing· s~ll include el~yation~, a plot plan, plans for aJl bas:ements, cellars, 
a-ttJcs, lofts, and e.nc:losed parking.. The -Director of Planning shall review and 
approve said plans t() verify compliance with. Section 12.21-A,l(b) of the Los 
Angel~s Munidpa'l Code, requiring that J_ot area requirements be based upon the 
hi'ghest number o"f d.welling units obt~:inabfe from any arrangement where a 
dweJJJ.ng can be easily divided into or used for s_eparat~ ap~rtments. One copy 
of said· drawings shall be retidne.d.and kept ·on file by the· D.irector ·of Planning. · 

b. · Certificate of' Occupancy 

c .• 

For. buildings coritalnl~ dwelling units, upon completion. of a new building or 
the enla~gement ~r ah·eration of an existing building; the cenificate of 
occt.Jpanc:y required in conformance with Section 12.26-~J, shall be va'lid only 
whil~ the number of dwelling units do_es not violate the provisions specified1 in 
the certificate and the cert-if:icate shall b.e.ar a notation to that ef;fect. H at 
any .time the number of dwelling units violates· the provislons' .speciii"ed in the 
certific~te,. th~ certificate shaH automa·tically be: cancelled- upon nbt.ffication 
of the owner or owners arid none of the dwellings. within the building Sha:ll 
thereafter :be occupied or used. until. cor>recUv:e act'ion is taken in accordance 
with the prov.isi!)ns h'ereih ·and a : new certTficate- is issued~ 

Recorded Agre errierits. 

For building~ containing d.weUing units, as a prer.equisite t.o th.e issuance. of any 
certificate of occupa·nC:Yt 'the· owner. or owners o.f said building ·sha.U record and 
submit 'to the Director. of Planning an agreement in th·e Office of"the· County 
Recorder of Los Ang1=les ·eounty, California,_ as a covenant running with. the 
land ;for the benefit · of, ~he City of l.Qs: .Angele:s; provl ding that such owner or 
owner:S will not .increase or cause to increas·e .. the number of dwelli'ng units 
within the bUildings 'Or stru.ctu~s, with'o.u.t obt:aioing all required permits and 
approvals. The Director of Planning shaH forward .a cop.y of said agreement to 
the ·Department of ·sulldil'€ and Safety. 

d~ Violations 

Within the · Del Rey Lagoon Specific ·Plan area, dwelling units created or: 
constructed l"n excess of the number of· ~nit~· $tipul~~ed · in the ~eriiflca.te of 
occupancy without · proper permits and· in ·vi9lat-ion of adopted zoniog_ and. 
building codes (bootleg_s) ·shall be deemed .a public nuisance consbt~nt '~With and 
b~ the ~uthori ,ty of Section ·1 J. 00 (m) of the- l.AM C -and shall thf!r.efore be 
declared substandard d:will~ngs. endang.ering the he~Jth, safety and welfare of . . 

-3z .. 
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the general pubJic and the oc~upants o.f such units. Where violations are proved to have!' - cx:cu~d, after proper- notification to the owner and after ·an opportunity to respond is provided to the owner, such violations shall De abated through cor-~ction, repair, reconstruction or: demoHtJon in accordance with appJ~cabj~. !=odes; in addition, a~y or all of the follo .wl·ng provisions and pena.lt'les shall apply: 

(1) UlegaJ units shall be subject to of Chapter XI of the Los. An-geles County Publk Health Code, whlch has ~en adopted by the City of Los AngeJ~s and incorporated into Qlapter ) of the LAMC and which previa~ in Se(:tions 808 and 809 that substandard dwellings endangering t .he safety or· we11are of the public or of the ·occupants shall be abated. As a preventative measure, Section 827 of Chapter 3 of the LAMC further provides that the. Healtli o!fic~r mCiy ~nter ahd lnseect ·any buildings or premises, und~r certain conditions.,- to insu·re compliance with, or p.re¥ent violations ~!, any provision of said Code. 
(2) lllegal units shall be subject to Sections 17299 and 24·f136 • .S of CalHomi'a St-ate Revenue and Taxa.tioo Code whlch provide that income tax .credits shall be eHml~ted for illegal housing units. · 
(3) Pursuant to :Sections 30820 and, -30&21 of the Publi'c Resourc·es Code (Ca'li-fomJa Coastal Act of 1976) ·any person w.ho violates the certificate of oCCt.!paRCy and' th.er~fQre the provfsions of this. ordlnanee by fnc;rea.s1ng the number of unl;ts beyond ttlat which is stlpula.ted in the cert-ificat-e shall be-subject to: t'be .maxim!Jm civii' fine permitted under Section .30&20 ($W,eOOh . Any mohies derived. under these provisions shall, where 'per:mltted by State la-~, be used for aorriinistrat{on. and enforcement: of the provisions herein or by the Ho.usi'ng Authority ·of the City. of Los · A'ng_eles to proYi'de Jow- and moderate- income housing in the coa-s:tal zone in general. · . 

(4) The certificate of occupancy shall be cancelled. 
(5) Vjolations shall be -~bated through correction, repair, 'reconst~uction, or d'emolhlon in accordance with app_Ucable codes.. Proceedings to abate the ~alation s(lalJ c~mme~e within :3Q d~ys of :the :final determination of vioiatiph. · · 

-(6) For excess dwelling units in violation ·of ~he certiflc~te of occupancy ~ere It can ~.e prov.ed that :said excess dwelling or d'Hellings· had. been in exlstenc.e: p£e.vi'ous to Januar:Y 1, 1980' abatement may ~oclude tl)e permanent administration of said dwelling or -dwellings as low-income, senior c;ltiZ.eJ); Qt ~ecial category dwel~ unJts through. a . te<;:o'rded agreem.ent in the ·Of!jce· o:f the .Count)' Rej;order of -Los Ang·eles., CA as. a deed restriction ln sUch fon:n -tt.lat the HousiJ)g A,uthority m_ay ~quire. other prcivislons and requiren;u~nts of thi~ Specific Plan ·and. the: Housing A_u'thori~y of tbe Cit'y of Los ~ngeles to insure the continued availability and enforcement of low-income, senior citizen or specl~l ·category dwelllr€s sl¥!1~ ~.lso be included within the agreement. Thi:5 ·provision ·shaH app~y pnfy after the excess dWelling or dw.elJ,in·gs .have .b-e~n deemed as mel!!tlng mloitnum health and sat:ety codes a's specified by the Housing Authority and the Depart!Tie~t of Buil!:iing and Safety.· Where this: form. of a'bate.ment is exercls~, no o~er p~lty shalJ be assessed. 
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e. Occupanc:y Inspection 

An occupancy inspection to verl!y 'the number of dwelling units: shall be 

requ·lred. The occupancy inspection <shaH be conduct~ at the time of sale of a 

re~ident!!!l building, ·wholly at the expense of the 5eller, by an independent -,
1 

building .inspector, acceptable to the Department of ~lding. and Safety and 

the Director o1 Planning and 1¥:ensed by the State of.~ornla. 

8. Administration and Enforcement for Production Incentive htmng Units 

a. Responsibilities of the HOusir)g Authority · 

Notwithstanding any provision of the ·Los Angeles. M.un'icipal Code to the 

contrary• all production incentive dwelling units pr.rD'lf;ided under the· provisions 

of this section shaH be administered as specific:::l below by the Housimg 

Authority of the Cit·y of Los Ang.eles,. cr other agency a·s designated by tbie 

Cit.y Council; which sb~ll be responsible ior carrying out '!be provisions of t~s 

.zubd ivlsion. 

'0) An production incentive dwelling units shall be tmtalS. 

(i) 

(H) 

Monthly .dwelling unit rent for prod!;.ctiatt inc.entiv~ dwelli:ng uriit5 

shall not exceed the -foflo~ng_: 

(a) · For a low-income . household fef'iiUi1, 25 . percent of the 

ma?Clniurn· monthly lncome allowable .to qualit, 'that househokf 

as· a low-"incam~'~l.,lsehold. 

(b) For a.· m.oderate-ioooi:ne :househ.old tr:aant, 30 per.cent of the' 

maximum morhhly income allowable.tu· . .quatify th~t ho:useholl!; 

as a m~derate-income boU$ehold. . . 

. . . . 
Rent will be pail:! to the dwe111ng unl'l owner. The owner, or oWAer'S 

agent shall forward to .th~ · Housing Authori.ty a .copy of each montti:;, 

rel)-t receipt ior verification ·that maxiiTIUID· alUo wabt-e rents are Art 

exceed~.d .. 

(iii) Tenant selection for production lncentive .dweUing: \mit$- shall be· the 

responsibilit-Y. of the owner or. owners, provlded 'tb;rt; pro~ecti:lve 

tenants have been det-ermined by the Jioolllliilg Authority to 'be 

el~glble for· such ~usin~ 4nder the terms a( this ordinance. 

Gv) PrJoti.ty should be given,: to the extent permiued by law, 'liD 

qualified prospective .te~nts in the followi11g order: 

. (a) Resldents ·displaced 'from the produer.J.Dn incentive d..y~Jlft8 

unit &ite .as a restiJt of the constNCtior• or conversion of •e 

housing· .deYelc)pment · · cootainil"6 the production incent~ 

dw.elUng unit. : 

(b) Re$ldents dl5placed from the specific plan .uea as a: result' of 

·rteW· construction .or a -cc;mdornlnlum or S!oCk cooperatiVe 

conversion since Jaruary 1, l9n. 

(c) Residents of the specifiC .plan area. 
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(d) Residents of the District Plan area. 

(e) AU others. 

(2) Con~inuing Availability of Production Incentive DweUing Units . - . 
m The developer shall execute .such· agr~ements as the Housing Authority may require. to assure that pr~duct_ion incentive dwelting unjts remain permanently available as low- or moderate-ioc:omc; dwel.li~ units. Such agreements shall be binding upon t.he developer and his successors in lnter:est. The agreements s.hill be recorded in the Offic~ o~ the, Couney Recorder of Los Angeles,, Callfor:nla, as a deed restnct10n in such form that the Housing· Autl"\orlty may require. 
<W Contin~ing occupaocy ·o1 production ~r-:erative dweHing units by eligible h9useholcls wiH be ve'rlfied by th~ tJousing Autno'rhy o:f the City of lps Angeles to the sat~slaction of. trye Exec~t.ive 'Director or the Housing Authorjty •. Th.e· administrativ.e cost of this veriiica'tion-.s-tiall be borne.by the Ho·witl.g Authori-ty. · 

(iH) lf "for any reaso.n production iric:entive dwelling 'units become no long·er available within 30 years of th~ date of the certificate of occ~:~parw::y, they shall be replaced in. kihd prior to any other building permit being is.sued for the dw~lllng unit site.. · . 
(iV.) PrOd).JCtion incentive dwelling units shall be occupied only by eljgible· te~!lts a·s determined ~y the Housing. AuthQrity. E~gibie T ery.ants sha,U not lease, rent, assign or -otherwise trans1·er tile premises wittrout the express ·written consent of the, Housing ~uthorify a,nd the owner o.f record •. 

(3) The. developer shc:i:Jf enter jnto an _a_greement that m1 :subsidies or other public funds shaH be accepted which would increase -che rent rece'i'~~ed by the deve.:loper or property owner over: that a;rno.unt affordable as defined ·herein. · 

b. Enforcement 

·· AU produc·ti<;>n iocentive dwelling units ·s.hall be· subject to aU the provis.ioi)S de.scribe.d in Subdivision 7 of this section (Code Enforcement) -~d. itre .agreement executed under ttUs subd.ivision shall specify · that the _Ho1..1.s!D& Authority or its designated r-epresentative may enter and ih~edt ilny prod!J(:tlon 'locenUve dWelli.f€ units prior to issuance of the certificAte of occ:;upancy and whenever thereaft·er necessary to insure comp.li~nc;:_e with, or prevent !Violation of, any proviSion of . the j:Jroduc.tloo _incentive d.weJling ·unit occupancy ~ltl.remen.ts, provided, h<>wever, 1hat no pers-on authorized to eat~r ·and jnspect dwelll~s shalJ do so· betweel'l the hours .of 6 p.m. and a a.m. ~f the succeeding day without the consent of- th'e owner: or occupant, or ln tbe a~ense of such o~ers or occupants wlthoo:t proper wrl'tten ,order ·executed and issued by a' court ha~ing ·jurisdiction to issue such· order. . · 

.. 
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9. 

;. 

c. Violations 

A~:~y violation o.f the .com·:uons or provisions specified in this aectlon shall be 

subjeet ·to all the penalitles speclfl~d·wtthio this section. 

cL Occupancy 
\ 

Occupancy of production l'ncentlv.e dwelling !.!nita shaH be rental only, except 

that for the purposes of management of said units ownership may be 

transf·erred ~o the Housing Authority of the City of Loa Angeles or other 

iimllar housing management agency. or their assignee. · 

e. Production incentive dwelling units offered to t.he Houuing Author!ty at no oo·st 

shaH be accepted by the Housing Authority and m.aln~alned as·· rental &i Those 

dwellings offered to the Ho:usi1"19 Authority at a sales price affordable ·t() low

and moder.ate-income householos, as defined by the U.S. (;)apartment of 

· Housing and Urbao Oev.eJopment; shall .be purchased .by·· the H.ousing Au~horlty7 

where feasible on a high pl:iiol'ity basis a·nd n_'l8intained as. ~ntals. 

f. Record Ke~ping 

Tile Housing Authorl ty shall maintain .r.e~oroa . of the number of .dwelling units 

provided under the ptovl'aions o.f. this ordinance and ehall require the property· 

owner to submit a copy of the certificate of occupancy for such units to the 

f-iouslng Author-Ity. When a total of 50 dwetHng u"its ha:ve been provided wl~hln 

the ape.cific pieR area, the Housing Authority ·rih.all notify the. Direct.o( of 

Plar:i.nif!g and the Department of Building ·and· Safety~ aQd the City CouA.Cl .~. 

The Director of ·PJanning shall then prepare a report advising the Cjty Councl.l 

on further action. 

Signs . · · 

a. Prohibitions 
. ' 

N.o.twl,thstanding any pr.ovi:slors ·of the Los Aog·etes Municipal Code to the 

contrary-, no person shall erect or maintain a aJ·gn or ·atgns wl.thln the · Del Rl.!!y 

La.gpon S~eciflc P.lan Are-a unless it conforms to the foHowlng re:gulations:· 

0) Deleted. 

(2) 

(3) 

No billboards shall be permitted. 

No more than onj:! roof eign 1haH be ~ons.tructed, placed, cre'ated· or 

maintained on any building provided that no roof sign maY, project beyond 

the· face- of the .building c:riore than 12 inchba and further provided that no 

roof aign shall extend beyond 37 ft. ~bove the ground level. · 

... Jdd-
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(4) No Hashing, rotating, or blinking algna lhall be conatructed, placed, 
created, or maintained. · 

(5) No more 'than· one building Identification aJgn 1hal1 be cONtructed, 
place?, cre_ated. or maintained on any building, provided that 8 building 
identaflcatlon SJgn ahaU not exceed 4 aq. ft. in aign area. 

(6) The -total algn ar:ea of aU walL, . proj~cting, fr~e atendlng and roof ai.CTJS 
ahaJJ not ~xceed· two. squ~re f_e~t for:- each lineal foot qf the proper.ty 
St~et frontage on WhiCh the bUSineSS 18 .located. Lin~a[ footage on more 
than one street', alley or public par!<lng area cannot be accurriu'lated for 
tMe pl:IIJlase c;t' sign area determlnatio~ 

(7J No projecting sign shaH project m.ore than 30 inches from the wall to 
which It ls at.tached, nor have a vertlbal dimension whictl exceeds 4 feet. 

(B) No waJl sign shall pro:ject more ·than 12 lnche.s from the face . of the 
buildings to which it is attached. 

(9) No temporary slgn!l shall be placed or maintained on any premises except 
that ,all premises shall be allowed .one temp:orary sign on each exterior 
w:all of a premiSe which abuts a' street, aH~y, ex'it court, or public parkrng 
ore a indicating that a sale ·of goods or ~ervlces is be1ng conducted on said 
premise, provided' that aal,d slgr.i do.e.s:not exceed 10 square feet' in areS; its 
letters, nu.mbers, or .s:ymb.ol.s da not exceed 12 inches lh height; and no 
such sign is maint:ai'ned for more than ::m days in any consecul:ive 18'0 dE!Y 
perioc;j. 

b. ExceptJons 

!he pro.vhions o.f this section shall not apply to: 

(1) 

(2) 

(:J:) 

sJ·gns requ'ired by Jaw, provided· tha.t such signs ahaH not exe&ed the siz.e 
and height Hmltationa of (})_and (6) of the Prohibitions paragraph of this 
subd·ivision, unless otherwise specified by law. 

Signs =owned, operated,· lea~d, or mai11tained b~ or in, affiliation with o 
Cit¥ of . Los Angeles p.ublfc agency,. utiU~y, or official for directlonah 
w.arni'ng1 or public iervice :purp·oseis provided roof ligna do ·not exceed the 
hei'ght ~f the roof .by more _ than 3 feet and aJJ algoa conform to t~ 
prov.islons: of (2), (4), (7) and (B)· of the Prohibitions parugraph of this 
a.ut?cHviaion• · 

Public, .utility aigr1s wh:i cll contain no adverthJlng copy and· which: are 
customeri'ly. utifized in the performance of the utility's' function. 

•)ee-
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(4) 

(.5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

One construction sign located .on a Jot wher~ a building or structure· is 
being erect~ or remodeled and which identifies the archi-tects., engin·e·er-s, ' 
financing ag~nt andfor contractors .ihvolved in the proj~t; · provided, 
however, that such sign shaH not. extend more than eight feet above. 
g~f:l- level, nor· exceed 40 square feet in area. 

Mural decorations intended for ornament or commemoration .which ha,ve .: 
been detennl'ned by the Board of Municipal Arts Commissioners to have . 
artistic merft. 

Temporary politica-l signs and/or temporary signs advertising communuty 
activities; pro~ided, howev.er·, that such signs do not exceed 
20 scware feet and are remo.ved within 1.5 days following the eJection to 
which they relate. 

One temporary real estate :sign on the building fac~ ot ~ch· .premlse 
which ab.uts' a st~:eet·, alley., exit court, or parking Jot, 1ndicating the 
but-lding or land or pr~m.lses ~s .f'or sale1 lease ·or rent; provided sucfi' si·gns 
are l.ocated ~n. th·e property l .o whi'Ch they rela:te and do not exceed' 1 ~ 
square feet in size. · · . · · 

Signs ..Vhlch are contain~d o'n the Jist pf cultural or historical ml)numents 
of the Los Angeles Cultural :Heritage Soard, . 

c:. Abatement of Nonconforming Signs 

Notwithstanding any provision of Section l2.13-C,3 of-the LAMC to. t:t'l'e . contrary, a:Jl 
slgr:ls ,wlilc::h are ·rendered nonconf.orming by reasen of ihis· . seetio~ shaH be completely 
remo.ved .withi.n the f.ollowlJ?S tlflle period, · whicl:\ period shall commence on the 
effective date of this or:dlnance: 

I 

(1.) Temporary sit/'S- 90 ·days. 

(2) All other· nonconfonning sisns -·fivey~ars. . 

1 a .. Severability 

If any provi-sion af this ordinance, or the applic.atitm'.'thereof to any person, property 
or circumstance, b h:e·Jd ,invalid, the remalnder ,of this o!'diriance-, or the application· 
o{ such prch:i·sions =t·o other person~;;property o~ cirC.ums~ances, shall not ~ af.fected 
therebyo. . . · . 

. E. Owner Acknoo,r,:ledgement of Llmi_ta~_lon5 

The Department of 8UlJd~ and .Safety 'Shall ·~5sue no bUildin6 permit for construction 
upon a property wi:tllin the spec.ific plan :area until .such tim~ that the owner of such 
propert-y has recoriledi w.l:th the CU~nty· Recorder and submitted to the Director of 
PJaMing . and the :Department of Building · a~d Safety an :acknowledgement and 
acc.e.ptance of' the contents 11nd Umltatlcm of' thl$ ordinance. · 

F. Post-Certification Permit ProcedureS: .· 

As of the effective da;te of thls ordinance, coastal development permits and ap~l 
procedures shall be as specified in this Section and in Section 12.20.2-N of the LAMC. 

-3ff-
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J. Coastal Perrrilt Area 

CoBStal development permits •hall be required for development projects wlthln 
the following geographical areas, which ere designated on the attached map 
ent.itled Post~Certlficatlon Procedures: 

a. . Tidelands, submerged Janda, public trust lands. 

b.; Ocean 

c~ Sandy beach 

e. ·nnt row of Jots with issues. 

2.. Appeal Area 

Appeals may be file~. with the California Coastal CommfSS'lon pursuant to 
. :S.ec.Uon 12.20.2-N, 2 for development projects within -the ares de.flned on the 

Post-Ceirtlficati'on Procedures Map as the Appealable Area. 

8741C/D2lOA 
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CITY PLAH CASE NO. 29299 (SP) PECISIOlq DATE: 6-4-81 

ZONI~~G AND LAND USE 

Currently ; t:Jle zoning and district plan des·ignate the residential por• tions of the comrrnmity as R3, ~;ledium density (24-40 dwelling units per gross acre) . The ~ j1eig~1t l.imi t is 45 feet. Almost all lots contain l ess than 3,000 sq.ft. of area, where lar~e~ lots are generally a result "of lot consoli9~tions of from two to six .originally subdivided lo.ts. 
The community consists of five physically and eharaeteristically distinct subareas, each with unique circwnstances and development pro.fiies •. 

. THE ·DUPLEX AREA i.s generally deve~oped with older (appr.oximately 2,5 years old) two-un"it s.tructures constructed on single lots at .a height .~.f approxirnate.ly 2·0 feet. 

THE ESPLANAD~ AREA consists of a mixtu-re of •::>lder and recycling construc~.:J.G~n. Some lot conso:lidaltion with newe:c- construction has occurred but the predominate "lot patte·rn remains as it was. •ariginally subdi:vided 1 wi tp mos·t lots held in separa:te ownerships and developed as. duplexes. Median height is ~ppro~d.ma:tely .25 ft. with the· hiq·hes·t structure a·~ . appro:~dma.tely 4 5 feet. 
Tl:IE PA.CIFIC AVEHUE AREA consis-ts of ·mQstly larger, newer .st:ru·ctures. constructed over two to s ·ix lots. Howe.ver, a ·signif.iqant n~er of ·older, si:ngle lot structures ,:r;ema~n, gene:zrally along the. oceanfront. ije·:j.ght·s vary from .20 ft. to appro~dmate'ly 4"0 feet. 
THE COMNERCIAL AREA is zoned c-2, ·highway oriented, wit;h the commu~ity pl/an designa·ting the ·area· for neighhox:hood uses. ·Existing ~ey~l.op~ent is g~nerally t-wo-story, neighborhoQd-oriented COI9lllercial. witp, ne\-7 construction shifting to three-story, multi-lot residenti~l uses. 
THE BEAC·HPRONT AREA :Ls •a parcel of land approxima.tely four acres in area, ·eurrently vacant, except for two· structur.es (a ski shop and a s.ingle-.farn:i.l:y dwellin.g.) ~. · · · • 

on-sit~ parking in all areas is in extremely short supply. Many residential dwellings ,pr.ovide no more: "than one space per d~ellinq unit· a-nd at times even those are not fu·n.ctional due t9 convers.ion. to storag:e areas or ill.egal dwelling!:;. :tn many c·ases, original -stall sizes cannot accommodate lM:"ger }\nlerican cars and therefore such stalls go u:nused. Most conunercial uae·s d~pend .on street parking for whioh beach vis-! tors al.so compete on a firstcor.~e, ~irst-serv:ed basis·: 
Vista Del Mar flows g~neraJ.ly in a nort-south direction and is classified as a major highway. r .t has a dedic.ated wld:t.h varying from 78 to 90 ·feet, . but is improved wit-h two lanes only. Uni.mpLOV'ed ·right-of-way· is currently utilized fo.r local residential parking. Vista Del: Ma-r becomes C-alver~c:mlevard .and flows generally northeast-southwe~t. It is olas·sified as a ·secondary highway and has a . dedicated and improved width of s·o feet. All other streets in the Specific Plan. a.rea are class-ified as local str.eet. 

( 
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CITY' PLAN CASE NO • . 29298 (SP) DECISION DATE: 6-4~81 

REPORTS RECEIVED 

the pro
general. 

The Bureau of Engint!ering: recommends that areas pianned forrezon:ing from 
RJ-1 to Cl-1 and C2:-l to C4-l should be subject to the ·toH.owing conditions 

"'llhat these areas be· placed in a ·~I Ten-tative Class·:if·ication 
until the necessary dedicati.on and irnpli.ovements o£ streets 
and allieys ·and any othe·t: public faci1i£ies are completed or 
guar.antee.d to_· the satisfaction of thE;! City- E.zigineer'". 

I :f pos.s.ible, there should be some provision to extend t ·he nQrmal . three-
. yea-r lirni.t .ati.on for removing the 'Tt. classification. I -t is antic-ipa-ted 
that the entire "up-zoning" .poz:tion will no·t be fully .implemented wit.h:in 
the normal tlme period. 

The Fixe· Department reports ·that additional hyd~ants will be needed as 
develop1o:ent t,a-kes place. 

SUHHARY OF PUBLIC HEARING AND COZ.JMUl-l!CATIONS 

_Public nearing: 

The public hearing concerning this rnatteJ:"· was cpnduct.ed pn .Monday, 
Octob.er 2'7, 19:80, in the Second -Floor Bearing Room of the West Los Angeles 
l1:un·iocip·al Building. ·Mr. EO. Johil.son of the City P1annin.g · Depa:t::trnent, J?re
sented a brief summary of the pu:x;-poses and inten-t of :the Del Rey Lag_oon 

· Spee·i 'f ic Plari. The:r;e were approxima te-1-y 8 o per sons ·±n ~-ttendanoe, with 
six speaking in support of· 'the ·plan and 14 speaking in opposition. N:ine 
letter.s· were received from res.idents CJf the area. during the week of the 
public ·hearing, anc;I .nwuerous ~dditional letters are included in the file 
as a resul; of the DOnths =o~ pre:vio.us. meetinqs with the CAC: in developing 
the -Plan. A petition containing 2'11 !d:gna-tur.es: wa~ presented at the 
bearia·g · expressing con·oe:z;n ·over· the preserv~tion: o'f a park·inq area· a~:jacent 
to Vista del Mar, ~d also supporting, a uniform height limit of 37 feet 
fG:r; ·the t>e.l. Ray Lagoon- a·rea. ' Subsequent. to ;the· hearing, three letters, 
:wer.e recei veo· from per.son::S who.se names appeared on the :petition stating 
that they never signed or supported the petition . 

. ownership. and con-tro-l: 

The subject properties are in a mul t;iplici.ty of ownerships and are 
identified on the ownership list attached to the file. 

'P-~oponen:t' s P.o~nts : _ 
Mr. Ed Johnson, Planning Depal:tment, staff, $tate~ that ·this. was the first 
of six local Coastal Plans being prepar.ed within~ the D~partment. The: 

. ' 
I 

, 
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CITY PLAN CAS~ NO. 29299 (SP) 
DECISION DATE: 6-4-8.1 Planning Department staff has been meeting with a Citizens Advisory Com

mittee, created by the Councilwoman of tl1e District, to develop a Spec_i-· 
fie Plan for the Del Rey Lagoon area. Mr. Johnson has met with the ~C 
on 10 different -occasions in the preparation of the Plan. The Del ~ey 
Lagoon Spe€ific Plan was approved by the General Plan Advisory Board on 
May 21, l98Q. The Plan features the preservation of beach access, height 
limits for new development, incentive.s ·for the constructhm of low and 
medium income housing, and Code en.forcement by the Building and, Safety 
Department. 

· 
Mr. Don Cunningham, reprebentlng the owners of Parcel B . (beachfron~ prc;~per

ties lYiJ:lg nor·therly qf Culv~r Boulevard>.' stated that the Pian is too 
precis~ in languag~ for an area plan. Th~ Plan should present gen~ral 
guide·lines ·to pre.serve its fle~ibility anP. allow for manageable _ 4>,t~rpre-:
tation. As tqe Plan is drafted nOWt any change :in the details ip the 
P_lan_ to permi'b a specific type of deve_ioprnent would reqUire -~ apJ?iica
tion for a Specif~c Plan Exception. The enforcement of this P,lan wil+ 
undoubted~y be complex. Also, will the Coas~al Cdmmission approve · ~~~ 

plan? We are request_ing the rezoning of our pa:r:c-el to the C4 Zone for· 
the pW;pose qf C.onstm1cting ~ hotel development. Al·so, -tl\~ C4 -Zo~e. d.~es 

no·t exclu.de roof structures in determ'ining· ~e.i,ght limits. The prop·oseq 
·parking requirements stated in the P.lan are· excess·ive for hotel uses •. . -Ellie Hpwe, Vice-P;res·ident· of the Playa del Rey Westport Assoc_iat;l9n, 
stated that she was concerneP. over the proposed widening ·of Vista- del 
Mar. Any ~ideni11.g of this highway wa~ld 4ump addi t:l,onal tra;t;_f'ic into . 
Culver· B.dulevard and -w.ould create" a ' liazardous condit'.ion . t will be 
~ubmitting a subsequent letter on the i _ss:ue of five-foot setbacks. J:oe McFadden, stated that he . was conce~ned .over the heig:ht of .fences p.er
mitted in f -r.ont _yazds. These fel'lces should. ·be allowed to be constructeq 
six feet .high for the privacy o; local residents. Virginia Wilson, Chairman of.'· the CAC, stated t;hat ha.J.f· the _coumd,ttee was 

-anti-development and the othe_r half was ·pro~development. The 37-£~ot 
h~:i;ght limi,t with a_p _propriate density controls i:s reasenahle f ·or th·is 
area,. 'The low ·or moderate:-income t:1oul3;i.ng feature should b~ enforc~d by 
a f .edera1 or Sta:te agency •.. Tqe 'beachfront .property (Parcel B:) ·cannot 
s'uppor.t additi.onal hotel and condomin'iwn development. A hotel w'?uld 
~hari(;fe the charac-ter of the area. Neigl)borhood commercial uses would be·, 
howevei;', appropriate. · Let's keep the character and .low-density nature o-f 
the Del Rey. ~agoon. · 
Do.n Haskin, a resident of the ar~a, stated ·that -the Plan cove~s four 
separate areas. · The-se arep.s include the B property'· the Esplanade_, 
th~ Paoi.f'ic A-venue area,_ and the Dup-lex area. I am in. sup.por:t of. the 
37-foot unifq:rm_ height l~it and am 'ill support:· ·of the hotel development• 

-I .do. not feel that you can force low-;l:ncome housing on a dev~loped area. 
P.erhaps the B property can be develope.d to accommoda-te low....,income housing· 
The oupl~x area s~oul,d be pr~_served. with the excepti_on of Trolley Way 
frontages. 

I 

' 
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CITY PLAN CASE NO. 29298 (SP) DECISION DATE: 6•4-Bl 

Prank HersbrnAn-,...a resident of the area, als.o stated his opposition :to 

the widening of Vista del Mar. The _Duplex area should be ·preserved 

and· a 45-~oot height limi.t : fo.r commercial development is too restrictive. 

Points in Oposition: 

lUlliam B"allough, ·President of the Del Rey "Ita'goon Prop.erty OWn~rs( Inc., 

stated that the: City shoul·c;l begin the process of removing Vista del Mar 

frqm the master plan map as a rna.jor highway.. Th'e 37-foot height limit 

should be applied .a~ea-wide and all ?roperty o~ers should be trea~ed· 

a.~i)c.e w.i th regar.d to t!leu pQte.ntial for development of their prop.erties. 

'l'~e 37'""<fO(';)t• l)eigb.t lind t shO!J;l.d.- also apply· to commercial areas. The· 

hE!'ight st~dy col)ducted by ·the city is 10 percent lower than the actu-al 

heights of the structures. which have been constructed in the area. The 

r ·eductiorf· of .pa:ss_ag~way requirements frQJn four feet to three fee·t CBJU)Ot 

be a.ccomplis.betl by a . varianc::e once this plan is adopted. · The "grand

f~ther clau$e" snoul~ h~ve .a s~~ond-year extension of time to permit 

ho.ll\eowners a· .cliance to ~econst,ruc.t damaged or destroyed stl;'uctilre_s • I 

am ~oncerned 0ve:r:: the administratd.on of the low and moderate i"hcome= ·re

g_ula.tions. · Th~ City ij:ousipg A.ut:horit.Y. should enforce Ws porti,on, of 

the Plan at no cost to property owners. Lot consolidation should be 

pertnl t~i;!d for up .to two lots on;Ly. We s~cluld al-!fo lUe to - s~t:: a · tall~r 

struc"ture on Lot B so that ·the .propo.sed hotel deveJ.topmen-t. will occupy' a 

sm~l-l p_erc.entage on · the site. 

hn '1.. • 17 '"d f th . . b i : ) 

Jo . TO.wl..fl., a. . y.eaJ< res:l ent o· · · e . area,. stated ~at he has . een .us J;l9 · 

. t.'le ·b_each for -50 years. · .A_ two-story in ·height comm~rcial ar.ea cnn ~un~~ 

tion welL The ;37-foot uni-forin height limj.t i .s f~j,r. The "grandfat.h~ 

clause"' sho_uld _b_e spelled ou.~ in plain language f _or a"ll t ·q underst·and_. 

The 'B" p'roperty• shoulu he dev:el.ope"Cl with a . tow~r so that ext.ra open space. 

ca{l ·be mad~ available. Tne· boo·-tleg apar.tments ."throughout the . area 

·sho~ld ' _pe · i-nspe9ted and made t;:o c:opform to· cmrrent sti.;indards .• 

Stan Hyman, a resi-dent of· -tbl! ·area, requested a prot:·ess4,onal a.t.u4y: 9f . 

building· heights along Vi~,ta de a. I'.ar to determiz:te t]le exact . heig~t ~t al:+ 

-buil.rding·s. The "-grandfa:tlier elau-se" should be wrJtten in cle~ l~gu~~e,

ana the restoration .o£ 'nonconf0rming structures should be permitted 
' . 

Robert Bile·rtson, a r~sident. qf the area, sta-ted that the Ci.ty-owned lots 

on . tu-lver l3oulevard should be qeveloped for low and ~oderate-income -hc;msin:g. 

The low and mo~era·te-income ·inci:mt.ive· program should be deleted fr.orr. tbe · · 

·Plan as it relates to pr.ivatc pr.operty owners • 

. Richar.d ~ickey I a resident of th~ puplex art:~al s 'tated tl:la·t the OAC_ d1d 

not represent the D!lPlex area, There a,re ni'nety. -structures in this .area 

and t-he owners of, th.e .properti'e·s should not be granted incent:iv.e fe~

tures which would tend to overbuild 'the. a_rea. The DUplex area ·j,~ not. ~ 

area which is· sui-table· fo:r lew or moderate income housing.. The Pla:n as 

proposed is more · restri"ct:ive than the present coastal requirements. 

Carol· .Maher, Director ·of Playa Vista Pr:operties for. the· S~a cotp.oratj,o~. 

submitted ~ aerial ·photograpl) of the Plan are~ -with va.rious e~ampl~s· 

of two and three-story st·ructrires whicl1 presen-tly exist in the area._ The. 

·s~a CorporFttien -is opposed to ~he down-zoning G>'£ their prc:>perty 

l , ., 
. ~ 
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CITY PLAN CASE NO. 29298 (SP) 
DECISION DATE: 6-4:-81 

which consists of Lot C located in 'the northerly portion of the Plan 
area. We also are in suppqrt of lot combinations to P+ovide greater 
flex_ibi li ty i .n. ~esign and development df these properties. We are also 
copce1=ne'd that there has been no legal detertnina·tion made as to ·whether 
or not the Lagoon are-a is in fact a Tidelands and therefore subject to 
special controls. 

Fred Cochran, a property mmer and memb~r of the CAC, stated that he was 
agai~st the: prohibition of l_ot consolidations. I ·support the 37-foot 
u~iform height limit-. for t,he ~ntite area and the ne~d for a. pla-in language 

"grandfather c.lause". Alsq, the Plan· :i.'S too complex in· its language·. Helbert ~ilertsen, stated that the Plan has not been developed in the 
~pirit of the Coastal Act. This plan is a s -i-ck joke. r ha.ve su.b~itted 
a letter to the Planning Department· rel:a-tiv.e to m_y vlews on 'this matte~. Carol Kapp, a resident of' the area and an aiterl).ate to the CAC, stated 

.that she was upset with th~ date and time. of t!'le public l)earing. Th~ . 

selectio.n of the CAC was · not represe.nt~tiye df the area. Th.e OupleJ.{ ~rea 
was not '-Tell....,represented. The ·heig!"lt limit o£ 37 feet should be ci'ppli~d 

to. the · ent_ii'~ Pla.n area. i'lalk streets should. be kept for p,edestria-o us.e 
~nd not opened. for vehicul,ar traffic. There is a nee_d f·or ·s ·ix-foo·j: .high 
fe.p.ces in front yards. I am against reduc'in_g the fro~t, yard ~eth~cik on 
walk.. streets \'li thin tb~ Duplex area. ·I resent beitlg tolO. w~o to "rent:.: 
to ahd for_ ho\-{ much. I support a plain la.I)gUage ~grandfath~r clause" 
with· a ·twQ-'year m_inimwn time pe·r ·iG>d. for repuild.ing .of damag-ed P.F¢Pe'rti~_s. 

Public acqess to the .beach shopld be protected and .tbe cfurrent level ana 
-degr.ee of access should- b~ =maintained. V:i:sta ·del r.tar sho.uid be, remoyed 
f:ro}ii the mast~.t plan ahd ret_a·i,ned. as a local street. I ·s·upport -a ·uf\.f:.fq~. 
~7.-·foot height linlit. over the Plan area:. 
Stuar-t K_aiser, 'lice-Chairman of the ChC, -and Pr~sident of the Westp9rt 
Beach Pro;>erty ~me.rs Ass.ociation, s·tci:ted that he sup.pqr-ted the :31-~'dot 
p,eight limit ·on an a~ea-wide ·basis.. T.he CQITqnunlty suppqrts a uniform 
height- iim~t,a.tion. The commArcial .heig_ht l;j.m-it-s should -tie r:ea~onab'le •. 
I ~upport q. plain· laJ:~.g:\lage "gra:n:dfat.h~i: c],.ause". Do no·t d~scr'ir,~in~te 
aoain·st ·the: .Duplex area just .because it is develope.d. wi.'Cl_l low-de.n.s·ity 
s'truc.b1res QO'I:·T. 1\ 30 fo0t height limitation will doom the ·area .to box-
l:llce ·structut"es.. · 
Hi;irOlli S~erman, a 19-year resident of the Pacific area, agr.eed wit:h pre
~i.Qus sp~ak~rs and regues·ted th~t the P-acif~c area be add-ed to the 3?
foot pvera·11. he'ig~t ],.imit·. I st:ro.ngly urge that anotheJ; public hearlng· 
b~. hel.a, preferably in the evening, ·and iri approximately 3·0. day·s. · Jack Gm;i:lon, ;>rop~rty. owner along Culver Boulevard, ?tqte·$i that .tilie· ~-d~:

.merci~l height reg~lations 'should allo'" £or equal h.~~ght.? on both siaes 
,of Culver Boulevard. This area is in need of reqeyelopment of this 

· .c.omm~rc-ial area. One parking space .per :?00 sq11are ·feet of ·b:uilding area 
is too strict a regula-tion, one space per 500 square feet ,is a more rea
sonable . parking requirement. Fast-food parking · requ·ireJ:nent of· seven 
sa~ces ~e; 1,000 square feet is also tbo ~~stribtiVe. Sherman Grinberg, a resident of O.cean Front Walk, stated t 'hat. new· struc
ture's . are presently 40 feet high. A 40-fo.ot height limit wriu'ld . r .ecogni-ze: 
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the existing developments. I support the hotel project. 

Kathy Mci~tke, stated ~hat she was opposed to any commercial development 
on "B·" parcel. 

STAFF COMr-tt:!rrS 

Following the public hearing on October 27 1 1980, at the direction of 

hearing examiner 'Roger Krogen, staff of the Communi.ty Planning and 
n¢velol?ment Division met . 'With representativeff of; tll~ pormminit;y;, t~e 

C~t·y Attorney's .ot:fice·, · the f:)"epartment of Building ap.d 'S·afety, and . 

othe;r-s to clarify the proposed plan and resol.ve as · many, of the issues 

raised a.t the heariQ.g as possible. The results of those meet;it+CJS., ·and 

t.ne subsequent major coanges to the original draft, are as fo11.6ws: 

Sinqe. the bearing, an Ad Hoc Committee on Specif.ic· Plans., comP.tis~d of 

rt:,p_re~~ntatives from the Community Plan,ning, Cittw·i :d.e Pl,~ing ,ariq. . 
·Land, Us.e Divisi6ns of. City P-lan.nin.g r~omm~ded ~ sti'Uldal;'d ;fopn.at fpr 

· all. specific plans which . was r .evlewed ·and ·tentatively a.pp~_oved by the: 

·PJ..:u:miJ1g Depa'rtro.e.nt management.. .'l'h~ Del Rey ·Lagoon . Speci'fic: P.lan wa~· 

reformated to confo~ to that reco~en~at~on. -~he ma3or change from 

t~ orig·inal draft · plan invdlv.ed ~.Q.e. ~@loyal of· P9l'icles from ·th,~ 

~.ecif.id · p.1an to: ~e placed. in the c;!olliJl\Upity Plan through a COJnnl'.lll~ty. 

Pl.an ·Amendment~ A Comrritmity Plan ·Alnendment oon:taining· .the C0_(3.St.al . 

policie~ from tl':le. De~ ~Y ·Lagoon Specific. -Plan is subsequently s.ub-· 

mi:Jtteq in add.:i,tion to this package for· separate action by tne ·com-
mission. ·· 

Staff met wi'th .represent~:tive.S from the City .Attorney·• s Office and. 

·the DepartrQent of Building an'd ·S-afet;y t0 dis.cmss lanqua,ge, clarity, 

:tntef\t and po.tential legal problems resulting from t4f3· _plan • . ·E'veey 
wo:r!d o£ the ~.pecific plan· was revlewed and discus.sed·.- IW.qq~~~de.d . 

chang~s i~volve. bas~cally clarification of langUage, which was in_cor
·porate'd into ~he Pl~. · 

·auilding !Uid Safety raised one sy.bstantive issue regarding reauc.i.n<;r 

the .nUri\ber of exits .for a three sto~y building from t;wo to. one as· part 
of the inoenti.ve. ·package for providing low i!lld mP<:lerate~income housing. 

T~eir concern w~s t~at this weald ~educe the ~i;~-say.ing capab~l~ty 

oil the struo·t'llre .. Fir'e De pcU:t tment re'presentativca. OJ') th$ Gen~I;a. l P ~an 

~p.v-~sory 'Board, however, :col')ceded that ·if sprinl<;lers :We.re r.e.CJU,ir~d on. 
th.~. thi.rd story then that would be an acceptable trade-off ft:lr the 

seco;nd exit ~· espe.ci,ally s~1==e the secc;md ex·ft ·woull:l pe .wa.ived, only for. 

structures with no more than three Wl·i ts and no more· ~han 3.7· fe·et i.n 

height, anfl ·w6uld be effective only for those structures with low-

and ,mod~a:te-income housing, which would not excee~ 50 in nUjriher 

(the· goal . fol!' ~f.fordabl:e units) . Staff therefore .ad.d.ed t:Q,is .~~~ii;"e

rne.nt for sprin,klers· and continues to~ r~commend the reduce.d number of 

exits as an incentive, which could allow up to several hundred aqu~e 

.feet of additio)lal floor space. · 

• 
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CITY PLAN CASE NO. 29298 (SP) DECISION DATE: 6-4-Bl Remaining Is.sues 

Several issues addressed by the J:llan remain controversial. The 
principle one·a· are described below. 
1. Height limits. 

The Pian recOiliqlends height limits of 30-35 fee-t for d.ifferent 
sub-areas with~~ the ~ommuni~y, depending- on the existing charac
ter ot each sub-area. There is suppor-t for t.{lis approach, but 
many people would ·prefer a unifornt height Hl:Di t of 3 7 feet. 2. Vista bel Mar -''dirt ·strip" parking. Although staff has recom
mended policies and a future ·stu~y to address this issu~, many 
people would like the redesignatio.n of Vista Del. Mar from a -
major higpway, to perin;anently prese·rve the adjacent parking, 
incorporatep in.:to the Pla:n. -

3. Beachfront Prop~rty uses. The Beachfront Pr_oper.ty is approximately 4 a·cres . located immediately 
ad)acent to the beach. Staff or-iginally recomfnende!l. a visitor
serving conmtercial use with a height limit somewha:t consistent 
with the· character of the community. The prope+tY owners request·ed 
that permitted uses for a portio~ of the property include· r~si'den~ 
'tial inste~d df all commercial, .in order to make a P!tQposed--hotel 
proj.ect economica:lly ~easible to constr11ct. C.onseque~tly '· st.aff 
revised the propos~d cr-iteria t;o allow a ml.xed-u·se pt·ojeo~ with 
6 0% visitor-serving facili t ·ies ·and 40% private r~s:tdenti~l. ' 

. Th~ owners aAso requested a he;ight. lirn~t of ~2 feet ~or· .the- coii'II;Ii~r
eial p_ortion of the project instead o.f the 45 feet lirnlt proposed 
:by: staff. Thi~ would be effective for only 25% o£ t,h~· lot area. 
The owners state that t~e ~dded height is need~d to cqmplete the 
fif.~ flo9r ·of the· 11qtel .proposed· for· the s·i~~· The .fif·tl:l floor 
:i:'odms ·are purportedly ~ec::.ess·ar.y for the. econorid,.c yiabi1U.:t:y of the 
hotel. Ii; . should. be noted tl)at thel7e ls ¢onside'rable, disagreement 
wit~in 1;he _Planning Pepartllient rega:r.dirig this ~eight limit. The 
Ifi~~ctor of· Planning does ~ot concu.r · with the sta~f· propos~l and 
-£:eels ·that the 52 feet limit. is appropriate. It. is argued· that t~e 
proposed project would be ··the centerpiece of the CQ.J"Ill'!lUI).ity· and, ~s 
proposed in the project preliminary 4esign·, the added. height would 
have no added effect on views or the· ov~:r:aJ.l ~erceptic;m of. bul~. · However, with the preP.osed 45 feet limit, staff has a~ready ex.ceed'"" 
e.d a Cit-iz~n Advisory CoJ'[IlJli~tee height limit recoJl'Q'l\~ndation of ~'
f -eet. .In . addition; aur.row1ding. height limi-ts are v.ropose):l te> be 
30-35 fe_et, and staff feels that 52 feet liould be .out of character 
.wi:Ch the surrbnnd,tng struc-tures. . Therefore, the proposed limit 
was .not cha~ged at this P<?int,, pending furt;h,er pu.Oli.c debate. Other peopl.e hav.e expre~sed a desire to s:ee the prq.perty remain as 
a beach use only .and othe:rs . have a variety of concerns about the 
apprQpriateness of a hotel us·e, as proposed by the· owners, ln t:his 
community. 

· 
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CITY PLAN CASE NO. 29298 (SP) DECISION DATE: 6-4-81 

Staff from the Code Studies Section of Citywide Planning also reviewed 
the plan in detail and ·offered sugge-stions to clarify lanquage, which 
were incorpor~t;~d .into the Plan. 

Community _Pianning sta-f;E met with community representatives to resolve 
iss.ues rai.s~d at the hearing. Many of ~hose issues were satisf~ctorily 
:t;·esolved.,.. They .included amending the "grandfather clause" to' allow · 
·m9re time to obtain a building pe:nni t in the event of natura~ disaster, 
a'i,nce th.~ coastal permit process is more complex than the ordinary _per
mit pr.oc;:ess. . The City Attorney and Department of Building -imd Sa£·ety 
have reviewed. this provision, as requested by the community, several 
times to insure proper language and intent. 

Deleted from the Plan were provisions for reduced f:ence height· •when 
encro•aching in _the public right-of-wa-y and the repe·al of a building 
line on Vista Del MAr. 

An important i tern of :conce-rn expressed by many was :the admin;i:stration 
of the low and moderate-incom'e un.its. Prov-isions were. thus added to 
the Plan to allow the .owne·r t :o control tenant selection arid :r:ent 
collection with the Housing Authority -verifying eligili.>ilit.¥ criterd.a 
Further provisions were added to 4efine the role of the H·aus±ng Autho
ri-ty and the owner· • 

An' 'issue of stronq concern was the "dirt strip" in the .riqht-of-wa,y 
a~i-ong Vista. ·oe'l N.ar, whic;_h is a ma.jor highway impro:v.eA. -
wi-th orll'y two lan:~s. - Res'iden-t?s wani;ed the highway redesi.gll;a~ed and 
'\:he' strip pre~erv~d as nei.ghbor-hood pa-rk~ng. Staff f .e.els ·-tl\at t,hi~ 

is beyond the sco~e -of this local coas~a~ program but :as parct: Qf the: 
P-lan 1\n\endment has recommended -that , a future· st:udy be .undertaken to 
.r.eso·lve the ·is.sue. I 'n addition, policies ha:v:e been added to t 'he . 
. P1ah Amendh\ent to preserve all current ·parking. area-!? whenever feasi
ble, including the d•irt strip.. 

Other provd.sions ·were a<ided·t.o the Pl!ID_ as a resuit of further ihpu-t 
-reeei ved from va:r:i:Qus source·s. :Additional incent.fves were·· added· tQ 
ihduce the production of· low --and mddeJ;a,te-in~qme. }1ousing i.ncl~ding 
the reductiop. in the nuinbei .c5£, requi:ted· exits-, a's discussed earlie:tr 
a - _provision ·allowing low and moderate-income un.i t.s to be located of-f
site~ · ar1.d a provisiol) tb waiv~ Quimby fees for ahy :unit preserved for 
low and moderate-income households pUrsuant -to this Plan. 

In add:ition, the use of vehicle · stack.~ng parking: lila-chines will be 
allowed to ~educe the 9.round floor area needed £or ·p~king and to 
increase the space a:va_ilable for l.i:viing. This option is avai~abl'e 

£'or any structure. · 

With l'egard to ·the 'incentive pr-ovisions for condolllinium con-v.ersions, 
language was added to t:he Plan to ~xempt convers·:i:ons which are cen~ 

sistent with the ·density :tec~:mnnended by thi-s Plan from any 1ow and 
mo.dera_te-income in·come housing requir.emen:ts of t 'his Plan. 

Lastly, procedures for .issuing permits after the LCP ·is adopted were 
included in the Plan. A map and text describing_ ,where coastal perm.it:s 
will c.on-tinue. to be -requir~ed and which permits can' .be appeal~d to ~he . 
Coastal Comm:l.ssion are included.. These maps and _pro.cedu:res: are, . based 
on •provis-ions in t·he Coa,stal Act a:nd Coastal Com:rr\~ssio.n guidelil)es· on 

post-certificatiC?n proced\lres_. 

n 
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4 . Complexity and enforcement. 
Some residents and C.ity personnel have expressed concerns about 
the comple:i<;.:i't-r of the Plan. The Plan is introducing a very new 
and innov:ati.ve approach to providing low and moderate-income 
housing through an incentive system entirely financed t!u:'ough the 
oriva·te sector. It is ,therefore necessary to examine the e:Kisting 
zon.in-g cGde, itself v.ery complex, in a comprehensive manner to 
ident·ify those items that would 1:·~ : true incen~ives. tUth this type 
of app;--oach, no public subsidies would be .required for con·struct·ion 

. or maintenance of these units. I't is far more cost eff'ective to 
amend th.e zoning c.ode t:ban to forever subsidize low-cost housirig 
'l!he complexity is a direct result .o£ establishing such a sys''tem · 
that works. · 

Enforc.ement and interur·e:tati.on of the Plan will be aided by a ne111 
. Specific Plan Adm:i.nistr·ation unit lo.oated wit~in the Planning 

Department. This unit will zone c:.~eck building permi.t a,pplica·tion.s 
within a :specif·ic plan area for conf·ormance with . the sped .. fic plan. 
The p~eparation. of specific plans 'is becoming t ·he next genetrat:.i;on 
of 'planning tools, one that' will oe very e£':Eective in :implementing 
the generai and conmtunity plans. However, there are going to be 
many d-ifferent specific plan:s ea:c:h: invoiving 'complicated issue:s, 
!;iueh · as . low and moderate-in:come housi'ng. Hav·in·g developed the ·plan:s: 
the Planning !De.partlnent is b.est capable of performin·g the pre.li11dnary 
zone check for : con-formance. This will insure=' proper int~rpre:tation' 
and wi.J.i furt;.he-r · £ac.i1i tate "t~e · '*-mp.1emeritation of the Plan. Thi:s 
approach .ha~ ~he· ~Oil.C:\l'rrance o.f the · Pl-anning· D'epart,ment and 'the 
De:p~r:tmeni! o£ Building and Saf.ety. 

Fol? the purposes of . . enforcement,· several prl:lvis·ions are incluP,ed in 
the P·lan, whi·ch offer t!le Dlepartmen:t of Building an(i s·af.aty a varie·ty of tmols they did not Qrevious~y ·have t .o enfor.ce. the PlaiC These . ' ... prov:I.s1.:ons appear to provide the: basis for a~ · adequate enf.orcement 
program .• 

Conclusions 

Staff. recomxn·en:ds that the Planning Commission, after discuss·ion of at 
least tr.e four issues stateQ. above;;; ap-prove the Plan as submitted and 
r .ecommen<l that the City Counc;J.l adopt the Del Rey Lagoon Local co·as:tal !?roqram. · 

-. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Kalnel Gardens, LLC' s ("Kalnel") opening brief argues that this is a case of nimbyism. Yet 

Kalnel does not have the "right" to a project that violates both local zoning and state coastal laws. 

Kalnel seeks to vacate a 4 79-square foot piece of City land, consolidate it with four lots 

Kalnel owns, tear down the existing triplex, andre-subdivide the resulting 16,575 square-foot lot to 

b~ild 15 three-story units that will be setback between two-and-a-half and six-feet from a triangular 

intersection that is traveled not only by more cars than the intersection can safely accommodate, but 

also by a steady stream of bicyclists and pedestrians seeking access to the beach. 

Kalnel argues that its project is "by-right" and that the City violated the State's Housing 

Accountability Act and Density Bonus Law by rejecting it. It is difficult to imagine. how a private 

development that requires the City to vacate the public right of way could ever be described as "by-

right." But even putting aside Kalnel's vacation request, Kalnel only arrives at its "by-right" base 

density, upon which it seeks to add five additional density bonus units, by consolidating lots that the 

City's General Plan says it may not consolidate. The General Plan states that no more than two lots 

may be consolidated. Here, however, Kalnel seeks to consolidate four lots. Because Kalen's project 

does not comply with the General Plan's objective standards, the Housing Accountability Act and 

Density Bonus Law do not apply. 

Furthermore, while the Housing Accountability Act generally prevents cities from using 

neighborhood compatibility as a basis to reject projects that comply with all objective general plan 

and zoning standards, that rule does not apply when a city is acting on a Coastal Development 

Permit in the Coastal Zone. The Coastal Act prohibits the City from issuing Coastal Development 

Permits for projects that are not compatible with the surrounding neighborhood. Thus, even if 

Kalnel's Project did comply with all of the objective general plan and zoning standards governing its 

property (it does not), the City would still have the power to reject the Project because substantial 

evidence in the reco.rd demonstrates that it is not compatible with the surrounding neighborhood 

given its large scale, height, minimal setbacks, and location on a dangerous, over-crowded 

intersection. 

As explained in greater detail below, Kalnel's Petition should be denied. 

1 
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II. BACKGROUND 

· A. Regulatory Background 

Kalnel's property is less than 17,000 square feet, consists of four separate lots, and is 

improved with a 3-unit, 2-story apartment building. (Kalnel Br. at 4:10-12; AR169.) Kalnel's 

property is located at the triangular intersection of Venice Boulevard, Mildred A venue, and Ocean 

Avenue in Venice (the "Property"). (AR2338.) The Property is located within the·Coastal Zone, the 

. Venice Land Use Plan (the "Venice LUP") and the Venice Specific Plan's ("VSP") Southeast 

Venice subarea. (Kalnel Br. at 4:12-14.) 

1. The Venice LUP 

The City adopted the Venice LUP "to comply with t4e California Coastal Act of 1976." 

(SAR749-50.) The Venice LUP was adopted "by means of a plan amendment to the Venice 

Community Plan," which is part of the City's General Plan Land Use Element. 1 (SAR763.) Thus, 

the Venice LUP is part of the City's General Plan. The Coastal Commission certified the Venice 

LUP on June 14, 2001. (SAR749.) 

The Property "is zoned RDl.S-1-0." (Kalnel Br. at 4:11-12.) As a general matter, the 

RD1.5 zone permits "1 residential unit per 1,500 square feet oflot area" (id.); however, the Venice 

LUP provides that "[n]o more than two lots may be consolidated" in the Southeast Venice area. 

(SAR 789.) The same restriction is set forth in Section 9.A.l.c. of the VSP. (SAR692.) 

2. The Density Bonus Law 

The Density Bonus Law (Government Code section 65915) generally "mandates the 

approval of density bonuses and incentives for housing developments that .set aside stipulated 

percentages of below-market units," and generally "prohibits localities from applying development 

standards that preclude the construction of such projects .... " (Kalnel Br. at 2:1 0-14.) ·The Density · 

Bonus Law, however, also states that it "shall not be construed to supersede or in any way alter or 

lessen the effect or application of the California Coastal Act of 1976." Gov't Code§ 65915 (m). 

1The City's General Plan "consists of 35 community or district plans, each for a separate 
geographic area." A Local & Regional Monitor v. City of Los Angeles, 12. Cal. App. 4th 1773, 1814 
n17 (1993). 

2 
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The Venice LUP also has detailed provisions governing how density bonus applications must 

be processed in the Venice Coastal Zone. In particular, the Venice LUP makes clear that while a 

density bonus "shall be calculated based on the otherwise ma~imum allowable residential density 

under the applicable zoning ordinance and land use element of the general plan," in the Coastal 

Zone, "the otherwise maximum allowable residential density shall mean the maximum density 

determined by applying all site-specific environmental development constraints applicable under the 

coastal zoning ordinances and land use element certified by the Coastal Commission." (SAR 0800.) 

Furthermore, when approving a density bonus, "the City must find that the development" without the 

density increase "would have been fully consistent with the policies and development standards of 

the certified local coastal program." {Jd.) Thus, as applied to Kalnel's Project, the City must 

consider the Venice LUP's lot consolidation restrictions when assessing whether a density bonus can 

be approved. 

3. The Housing Accountability Act 

The Housing Accountability Act (Gov't Code Section 65589.5) provides that when a 

proposed housing development project complies with applicable, objective general plan and zoning 

standards and criteria, including design review standards, a local agency cannot disapprove the 

project or condition the approval at a lower density, unless the agency makes written findings that 

the proJect would have a specific, adverse impact upon the public health or safety. (Kalnel Br. at 

2:18-3:9~) The Housing Accountability Act also provides that nothing in the Act "shall be construed 

to prohibit a local agency from complying with ... the California Coastal Act." Gov't Code 

§ 65589.5 (e). 

The Coastal Act limits the reach of the Housing Accountability Act in the Coastal Zone. 
I 

Specifically, the Coastal Act references the Housing Accountability Act, but only extends coverage 

to those projects in .the Coastal Zone that constitute "residential development applications for low-

and moderate-income housing, as defined in paragraph (3) of subdivision (h) of Section 65589.5 of 

the Government Code." Pub. Res. Code§ 30604 (f). Paragraph (3) of subdivision (h) of Section 

65589.5 of the Government Code, in tum, defines low-and moderate-income housing to mean that 

"either (A) at least 20 percent. of the total units shall be sold or rented to lower income households, 
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as defined in Section 50079.5 of the Health and Safety Code, or (B) 100 percent of the units shall be 

sold or rented to moderate-income households as defined in Section 50093 of the Health and Safety 

code, or middle-income households, as defined in Section 65008 of this code." 

Even where the Housing Accountability Act applies in the Coastal Zone, the Coastal Act 

does not adopt the Housing Accountability Act's standard that projects cannot be denied unless the 

agency makes written findings that the project would have a specific, adverse impact upon the public 

health or safety. Instead, the Coastal Act makes clear that such projects must also be denied if"the 

density sought by the applicant cannot feasibly be accommodated on the site in a manner that is in 

cohfonnity with Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) or the certified local coastal program." 

Pub. Res. Code§ 30604 (f). Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act provides that permitted development shall 

"be visually compatible with the surrounding areas." Pub. Res. Code § 30251. 

B. Procedu~al History 

1. Kalnel's First Application 

In March 2011, Kalnel applied for "12 market rate single family detached homes ranging in 

size from 1,393 sq. ft. to 2,487 sq. ft each with an attached two-car garage in a 12lot Small Lot 

· Subdivision on .42 net acres after dedication." (AR61.) Kalnel proposed to consolidate its four lots 

with a 1,035 square-foot piece of City-owned property Kalnel proposed to purchase, and a 479-

square foot piece of City property on Venice Boulevard that Kalnel requested the City vacate 

through the merger and resubdivision process. 2 (/d.; AR15.) Among the requested entitlements, 

Kalnel sought an exception from the VSP' s prohibition on consolidating more than two parcels in 

Southeast Venice. (AR61.) 

2. Kalnel's Revised Application 

On December 12,2012, the City's Department of General Services tenninated the 

negotiations concerning the sale of the City's 1,035 square-foot property. (AR1190.) Thereafter, 

Kalnel revised its application. In the revised application, Kalnel proposed to consolidate its four 

2 Government Code Section 66499.20.2 authorizes the use of the merger and resubdivision 
procedure as an alternative to the ordinary street vacation process . 
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• • 
lots, and resubdivide the res:ulting lot into 10 new lots "comprised of 5 detached duplexes and 5 

detached single-family homes, for a total of 15 units." (AR197.) As requested entitlements, Kalnel 

sought a Specific Plan Project Permit Compliance approval, a Small Lot Subdivision approval, a 

35% Density Bonus and two incentives, including a 35% increase in height in exchange for the set 

aside of two affordable units, a Coastal Development Permit ("CDP"), and a Mello Act approval. 

(!d.) The revised application did not include a request for an exception from the Venice LUP's and 

VSP's prohibition on consolidating more than two lots in Southeast Venice. 

Although the revised application states that "[a]ll development would take place on the 

applicant's current ownership," (AR197), subsequent documents demonstrate that the revised 

application only eliminated the request to purchase the City's 1,035 square-foot piece of property; it 

did not eliminate Kalnel' s request that the City vacate a 4 79 square-foot portion of South Venice 

Boulevard through the Subdivision Map Act's merger and resubdivision process. (AR1474.) 

3. The CEQA Study 

Department of City Planning staff conducted a CEQA initial study of the revised project on 

May 22, 2013. (AR 2295-2313.) The initial study noted that the project would have a potentially 

significant impact on aesthetics by substantially degrading the existing visual character or quality of 

. the site and its surroundings (AR 2300), but stated that the impact could be reduced to a level of 

insignificance with the adoption of Mitigation Measure 1-10 (AR 2306). Mitigation measure 1-10 

states only that "open areas" shall be "attractively landscaped." (AR2291.) The initial study did not 

discuss the proposed project's conflict with the Venice LUP's and VSP's prohibition on 

consolidating more than two lots in Southeast Venice. (AR 2295-2313.) 

4. The Public Hearing on the Tentative Tract Map 

The Department of City Planning ("Planning") bifurcated its review of Kalnel' s Project. The 

Planning Director assigned subdivision staff to review Kalnel's application for the small lot 

subdivision Vesting Tentative Tract Map ("VTT") and a CDP. (AR2260.) The Planning Director 

assigned Planning Implementation Division staff to review the remaining entitlement requests. 

(AR2172.) . 
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Subdivision staff held a hearing on the VTT and the CDP on August 14, 2013. (AR2829-

2909.) Staff announced that the hearing would not cover "the director's determination on the density 

bonus and the project permit compliance," and that those matters would have "a different appeal 

period and different appeal process." (AR2834.) However, "just to be fair," staff advised that the 

Planning Implementation Division would "go ahead and send" those who signed in at the 

subdivision hearing the decision letters on the Density Bonus/Project Permit Compliance/Mello Act 

items, since "the density bonus [decision] only goes out to a certain radius. So make sure if you 

want the copy of the decision letter on the- on the density bonus to also sign in." (AR2834-35.) 

I)uring the hearing, Kalnel's representative testified that "the project's density is essentially 

now by-right and the project's height is by-right." (AR2842.) The representative also testified that 

"the project is fundamentally compatible with the surrounding development." (AR2842-43.) 

Kalnel's representative noted several three-story structures exist in the vicinity. (AR 2843-45.) 

Neighbors speaking in opposition to the project, however, testified that "what [Kalnel's 

representative is] not showing is- is the view down the street, which are all single-family homes, 

one-story, with the exception of maybe two or three houses ... it is a complete neighborhood of 

single-family homes." (AR2848.) "The examples that [Kalnel's representative] was showing you 

were the only examples like that in the area; they were the only ones. The rest of the [] buildings are 

[]family units; they're not, you know, monstrosities like what he's planning." (AR2849.) The 

neighbor further testified that "really what I'm concerned about is the impact it'll have on my 

community and [] I live in a small house. You know, to have dwarfed by this giant project, it 

changes the face of the entire neighborhood. It[] will destroy the neighborhood." (AR2850.) 

Neighbors also testified about traffic safety concerns. One neighbor testified that for ten 

years he has driven "past Mr. Kim's food comer and go[ne] down Mildred." (AR 2854.) He 

expressed concern that the Project would "introduce 30 cars" during rush hour. (AR2855.) "On 

countless occasions I have almost hit a pedestrian because there's a stop sign there, but[] it's a blind 

spot" and "as a pedestrian, on countless occasions I have almost gotten hit because it's a blind spot. 

And I'm not even talking about Fridays when the farmer's market is there- a lot of people, a lot of 

people. And then on the weekend Mildred is a major bike pathway ... bikers going on their way to 
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Venice Beach. So in addition to all that traffic you have caravans of bicycles and bicyclists .... all I 

can think of is that there's gonna be blood on that concrete because with all that extra traffic, it's 

going to create havoc." (AR2855-56.) Other neighbors confirmed the traffic safety issue. (See, e.g, 

AR2883 (neighbor testifies about hearing crashes maybe 10 times over the years in front of Kim's 

Market, and noting that Venice Boulevard "is like Grand Central Station as far as people parking and 

walking and taking the bus") and AR2856-2865 (additional testimony concerning the scale of the 

project, and the traffic safety issues).) 

Neighbors also testified that the Project's setbacks are inappropriate. "If you take a look at 

the block of Venice across Washington Way, going east, and take a look at the setbacks on that 

entire block, I would say that the smallest setback is 10 feet, many of them are 15, 20, even more and 

that is largely multifamily houses along that block ... [a]nd that's been the character of Venice ... 

and that's what you see when you come up to this major comer where the library is, which is really 

the gateway to the beach." (AR2866.) 

Finally, a neighbor testified in opposition to the requested street vacation along Venice. The 

neighbor testified that the area is "considered our gateway to the beach;" that "there is a Venice 

Boulevard planning plan that was designed" ~nd that the area should be used for landscaping to 

"have an elegant gateway that is not only beautiful and appropriate for the City of LA" but also for 

the tourists." (AR2873.) 

5. No Public Hearing Was Held on the Other Entitlements 

City law does not require a public hearing on the Density Bonus, Project Permit, or Mello 

Act entitlements. The Venice Neighborhood Council, however, held a public hearing and on August 

21, 2013, wrote to Planning staff stating that it had rejected the Project because Kalnel had not done 

a traffic study to assess project impacts; the Project's consolidation of"3 lots into one in a residential 

zone is in conflict with [VSP] Section 9 .A.l.c limiting consolidation to 2 lots in the Southeast 

Venice sub-area; 3" and because the Project's "density, mass and scale are significantly incompatible 

with the surrounding neighborhood." (AR225-26.) 

3 The Project actually consolidates four lots into one before the resulting lot is resubdivided. 
(AR 169.) 
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6. The Initial Decision 

On September 6, 2013, Planning staff issued a determination approving the Density Bonus, 

Project Permit, and Mellow Act entitlements. (AR158-77.) Planning staff also adopted a Mitigated 

Negative I)eclaration for the Project. (AR159.) Staff found that the "project substantially complies 

with the applicable regulations, findings, standards, and provisions of the specific plan." (AR 172.) 

The decision, however, does not discuss the Venice LUP's or the VSP's prohibition on consolidating 

more than two parcels in Southeast Venice. The determination states that it "will become effective 

and final, fifteen (15) days after the date of mailing of the Director's Determination unless an appeal 

is filed with the City Planning Department." (AR176.) No one filed an appeal within that time 

period. 

On September 20, 2013, subdivision staff approved the VTT and the CDP. (AR250-273; 

303-311.) In the VTT Approval, subdivision staff re-adopted the MND and found that the 

"proposed map will be/is consistent with applicable general and specific plans," but did not discuss 

the Venice LUP's and VSP's lot consolidation restrictions. (AR269-70.) The determination set a 

September 30, 2013 deadline for filing appeals. (AR273.) 

·7. The Appeal to the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission 

On September 30,2013, groups of community members filed two appeals to the West Los 

Angeles Area Planning Commission ("West LA APC") of the "entire" decision to approve "the 

proposed development at 522 Venice Blvd., because we believe it is detrimental to our community." 

(AR274-276; 1530-33.) The appeals raised concerns over traffic safety, lack of a traffic study, 

compliance with the VSP, and lack of compatibility with the existing neighborhood. (/d.) 

On October 16, 2013, the West LA APC heard the appeal. Neighbors raised concerns that 

they had not received notice of the Density Bonus/Project Permit/Mello Act determination and thus 

had no opportunity to file an appeal. (AR2918-2919.) Subdivision staff stated that he would look 

into the matter, and noted that while he had received confirmation from the Planning Implementation 

Division that the determination "did go to all the abutting property owners" he was "shocked" that 
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the determination was not appealed "given the controversy at the hearing." (AR 2919-2920.)4 The 

West LA APC did not hear the merits of the appeal, but instead voted to continue the matter to 

December 4, 2014. (AR2922-23.) 

On October 29, 2013, Planning staff filed a CEQA Notice of Determination for the Project 

even though the West LA APC had not yet heard the merits ofthe community's appeal. (AR188.) 

Throughout the December 4, 2013 hearing, the Commission heard testimony from 

community members concerned that the Project was out of scale with the community (AR2956-

2957, 2968), that the proposed vacation of City land on Venice Boulevard was inappropriate because 

community members had· worked for the past 25 years to ensure that Venice Boulevard would serve 

as a "beautiful landscaped path to the ocean" (AR3011), and that the Project will exacerbate the very 

dangerous traffic conditions on Mildred (AR2969-70). Subdivision staff corroborated some of this 

testimony. In particular, Commissioner Donavan asked subdivision staff if he knew "in the nearby 

neighborhood what the percentage of structures that are three-story [as] opposed to one and two

story?" (AR2944.) Staff responded that "there are not that many three-stories. There's one, I 

believe, across the street, the library and maybe ... some condominium units further down on 

Mildred. I don't know if they're three-stories but they're probably the taller ones. But everything 

else is one-story." (AR2944) 

At the conclusion of the hearing, Commissioner Donavan made a motion to grant the appeal. 

(AR3071.) Commissioner Donavan's motion proposed findings that the "design and improvement 

of the proposed subdivision are not consistent with the applicable general and specific plans;" and 

that the "development is not in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976." 

(AR3072.) Commissioner Donavan went on to explain: "I've always read this that the community 

plans trump the other zoning. They are the bible of the planning in this City. And if a project 

4 Although the Advisory Agency stated at the August 14, 2013 public hearing for the VTT 
that the Planning Implementation Division would "go ahead and send" those who signed in at the 
hearing the decision letters on the Density Bonus/Project Permit/Mello Act review, since the density 
bonus decision "only goes out to a certain radius" (AR2834-35), the affidavit of mailing for that 
decision indicates that the Planning Implementation Division failed to do so. (AR0178.) 
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violates the community plan or the 'Specific plans then it shouldn't be built." (AR 3073.) 

Specifically, Commission Donavan moved that the Commission find that: 

• the Project's size, height, bulk, mass and scale are incompatible and injurious to the 

surrounding neighborhood; 

• the Project incorporates insufficient mitigation measures to mitigate the negative 

impact specified in the MND; 

• that access to the Project from Mildred A venue would be unsafe and cause substantial 

traffic problems; 

• the Project setbacks on Venice Blvd. are too small; and 

• the Project should be rejected for the reasons stated in the Venice Neighborhood 

· Council's November 22, 2013 letter. 

(AR 3071-3077.) Commissioner Donavan's motion carried with a vote of 4-0. (!d.) 

The West LA APC issued its written determination on December 23, 2014. (AR1731-39 

(VTT Determination); AR0689-693 (CDP Determination).) Kalnel appealed the West LA APC's 

decision to the City Council, but on April2, 2014, the City Council denied the appeal. (AR 2816-

2819 (VTT Determination); AR 2420-23 (CDP Determination).) 

III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.5, the Court's role is to consider whether 

the agency committed a prejudicial abuse of discretion by examining whether the findings support the 

agency's decision and whether substantial evidence supports the findings in light of the whole record. 

Toigo v. Town of Ross 70 Cal. App. 4th 309 (1999) (upholding denial of subdivision proposal). 

Substantial evidence has been defined as "relevant evidence of ponderable legal significance which is 

reasonable in nature, credible, and of solid value." City of Commerce v. Nat 'l Starch & Chern. <;orp., 

118 Cal. App. 3d 1, 18 (1981). It has also been·defined as '"enough relevant information and 

reasonable inferences from this information that a fair argument can be made to support [the 

agency's] conclusion, even though other conclusions might also be reached."' TM Smith v. County 

of Los Angeles, 211 Cal. App. 3d 188, 199 (1989). The "reviewing court must resolve reasonable 
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doubts in favor of the administrative findings and decision." Dore v. County of Ventura, 23 Cal. App. 

4th 320, 327 (1994). 

IV. ARGUMENT 

A. The City Did Not Violate the Housing Accountability Act 

Kalnel argues that the City violated the Housing Accountability Act because it denied the 

Project without making the requisite health and safety findings set forth·in the Act. (Kalnel Br. at 

9:6-10.) The City concedes that it did not make the sort of health and safety findings set forth in the 

Act, but it was not required to do so because Kalnel has not satisfied the prerequisite for coming 

under the Act's projection: Kalnel has not applied for a project that complies with the "applicable, 

objective general plan and zoning standards an~ criteria." Gov't Code§ 65589.5 0)(1). 

1. The Project Does not Comply with Applicable Lot Consolidation 

Restrictions 

As explained above, the Venice LUP prohibits consolidating more than two lots in the 

Southeast Venice subarea. (SAR 789) This lot consolidation restriction is also set forth in Section 

9.A.l.c. of the VSP. (SAR692.) Here, however, Kalnel's Project will consolidate four lots so that it 

can then resubdivide the resulting lot into ten separate lots. (AR197-99.) 

At the administrative level, Kalnel dismissed this General Plan conflict by arguing that the 

Project only "subdivides the 2 existing lots along South Venice and the parcel along Mildred A venue 

(which is remnant railroad right of way and not a legal lot) into 10 smalllo~s which will be improved 

with 10 detached buildings. The existing lots on South Venice Boulevard are presently tie.d by a 

building that straddles their common lot line." (AR1862.) 

Kalnel's argument is meritless. It is beyond dispute that its Project will consolidate four lots 

(although the consolidation of three lots would be sufficient to violate the Venice LUP).5 Kalnel's 

subdivision application is for the specific purpose of merging all of its lots, vacating the City right

of-way on Venice Boulevard, and then resubdividing the resulting consolidated lot into 10 separate 

lots for the construction of 15 units. Kalnel' s application even says that it is for a "Merger and 

5 See also AR725- 49 (parcel profile reports for the four lots) . 
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Resubdivision." (AR205.) Additionally, nothing in the Venice LUP or VSP excludes remnant 

railroad lots from the prohibition on lot consolidation. 

Moreover, Kalnel obviously knew about the prohibition on lot consolidation because it 

applied for an exception from the prohibition in the first iteration of its Project. At the time, Kalnel 

requests an "exception" "allowing the division of five lots into 12 lots" notwithstanding the lot 

consolidation restrictions set forth in "VSP Section 9 .A.l.c." ( AR61.) The request was for the 

purpose of consolidating five lots because at the time, Kalnel proposed to purchase the City's 1,035 

square-foot piece of property. When Kalnel revised its Project to eliminate the request to purchase 

the City's 1,035 square-foot piece of property, Kalnel inexplicably omitted a request for an 

exception for the remaining four lots it sought to consolidate.6 

The conflict with the Venice LUP is no mere technicality. The Venice LUP states that 

prohibition on lot consolidation was put in place "to preserve the character of the existing residential 

neighborhoods." (SAR789.) Here, the City found that Kalnel's proposed merger and resubdivision 

would harm the character of the existing residential neighborhood, and that finding was supporting 

by substantial evidence in the record as discussed above. 

2. The Project Seeks to Build on City Land 

Moreover, nothing in the Housing Accountability Act states that a local agency is required .to 

vacate publicly owned land in order to make way for a private development. Thus, the fact that 

Kalnel's Project also depends on the City's agreement to vacate 479-square feet of property on 

Venice Boulevard gives the City the power to deny the Project. 

In the administrative hearings, Kalnel argued that the 479-square feet of City land was 

dedicated to the City by its predecessor in title for street purposes, and that the City does not need 

the iand for street purposes any longer. Kalnel will also likely argue in its Reply that the City's 

6 It is also highly doubtful that an exception would be sufficient. Applicants may seek a 
discretionary exception for specific plan standards through a Specific Plan Exception under Los 
Angeles Municipal Code Section 11.5.7, but the prohibition on lot consolidation is also present in the 
Venice LUP, which is part ofthe City's General Plan. (SAR789.) There is no procedure to seek an 
exception from a General Plan requirement; rather, the City must decide to amend the General Plan 
through legislation in order to excuse an applicant's failure to comply with a standard contained 
therein. · 
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Bureau of Engineering recommended approval of the vacation. The Bureau of Engineering 

explained that it typically recommends approval where the right of way exceeds current minimum 

City standards for secondary and major highways. (AR2903.) Yet, the Bureau of Engineering's 

recommendation is just that, a recommendation, and neither the Planning Commission nor the City 

Council is required to follow it. Nor is the Planning Commission or City Council limited to the 

Bureau's narrow focus mi street width standards. In deciding whether to vacate City land, the 

Commission and the Council may properly consider whether retention of the land would benefit the 

City by providing additional open space by means of an increased parkway at a location which, as 

community members testified, is designed to be the "gateway to the beach." (AR2873.) 

Furthermore, as the record demonstrates, the City acquired the land for consideration, albeit a 

modest amount. (SAR1076.) The City has no obligation to vacate land it paid for. Moreover, 

retaining the land for the future development of a landscaped parkway is entirely consistent with 

language in the deed that the land is "to be used for public street purposes." See, e.g., Welton v. City 

of Los Angeles, 18 CalJd 497, 502 n2 (noting that the Los Angeles Municipal Code recognizes that 

"street" means "all that area dedicated to public use for public street purposes and shall include, but 

not be limited to roadways, parkways, alleys and sidewalks.") 

B. The City's Denial of the Project Did Not Violate the Density Bonus Law 

As discussed above, the Density Bonus Law states that it "shall not be construed to supersede 

or in any way alter or lessen the effect or application of the California Coastal Act of 1976." Cal. 

Gov't Code Section 65915 (m). Additionally, the City's Venice LUP, which was certified by the 
. . 

Coastal Commission, provides that for purposes of a density bonus, "the otherwise maximum 

allowable residential density shall mean the maximum density determined by applying all site-

specific environmental development constraints applicable under the coastal zoning ordinances and 

land use element certified by the Coastal Commission." (SAR800.) Furthermore, if the City 

approves development with a density bonus, "the City must find that the development" without the 

density increase "would have been fully consistent with the policies and development standards of 

the certified local coastal program." (!d.) Here, such a finding has not been made, and cannot be 

made because, as discussed above, Kalnel's Project is dependent upon consolidating lots that the 
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Venice LUP says Kalnel may not consolidate. Thus, despite Kalnel's effort to keep an extra density' 

bonus incentive in its "back pocket" in case the need for it should arise (Kalnel Br. at 4), the 

proposed Project cannot be approved without a fundamental redesign. 

C. The Coastal Act Provided the City Additional Authority toDeny the Project 

"The Coastal Act was enacted by the Legislature as a comprehensive scheme to govern land 

use planning for the entire coastal zone of California." Pacific Palisades Bowl Mobile Estates v. 

City of Los Angeles ("Pacific Palisades"), 55 Cal. 4th 783,793 (2012) (internal quotation omitted). 

The Legislature found that (a) 'the California coastal zone is a distinct and valuable natural resource 

of vital and enduring interest to all the people"; (b) "the permanent protection of the state's natural 

and scenic resources is a paramount concern"; (c) it is necessary to protect the ecological balanGe of 

the coastal zone"; and (d) existing developed uses, and future developments that are carefully 

planned and developed consistent with the policies of this division, are essential to the economic and 

social well-being of the people of this state." Pub. Res. Code§ 30001. "The Coastal Act is to be 

'liberally construed to accomplish its purposes and objectives."' Pacific Palisades, 55 Cal. 4th at 

793-94 (quoting Pub. Res. Code§ 30009). Among the Coastal Act's express objectivesis the 

.protection of the "scenic and visual qualifies of coastal areas ... as a resource of public importance." 

Pub. Res. Code § 30251. To further this' objective the Legislature mandated that developments in 

coastal zones be designed "to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas." /d. 

Here, Kalnel' s Brief gives short shrift to the Coastal Act and instead favors the Housing 

Accountability Act and the Density Bonus Law. Yet the California Supreme Court has rejected 

developers' attempts to invoke other state laws in an effort to nullify the Coastal Act's provisions. 

In Pacific Palisades, the Court found that provisions of the Subdivision Map Act requiring a 

truncated and expedited review of mobile home conversion applications did not override "the 

'paramount' and 'vital' concerns of the Coastal Act." 55 Cal. 4th at 805. 

This Court should reach the same result here. As noted above, both the Housing 

Accountability Act and the Density Bonus Law explicitly state that they do not supersede the 

Coastal Act. Gov. Code§§ 65589.5 (e), 65915 (m). Additionally, the Coastal Act itself makes 

reference to the Housing Accountability Act, and extends coverage to only those projects in the 
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Coastal Zone that constitute "residential development applications for low- and moderate-income 

housing, as defined in paragraph (3) of subdivision (h) of Section 65589.5 of the Government Code." 

Pub. Res. Code § 30604 (f). Kalnel's Project does not satisfy this definition. Paragraph (3) of 

subdivision· (h) of Section 65589.5 of the Government Code defines "low-, or moderate-income 

households" to mean "either (A) at least 20 percent of the total units shall be sold or rented to lower 

income households, as defined in Section 50079.5 of the Health and Safety Code, or (B) 100 percent 

of the units shall be sold or rented to moderate-income households as defined in Section 50093 of 

the Health and Safety code, or middle-income households, as defined in Section 65008 of this code." 

Here, Kalnel only proposes to set aside two of its fifteen units for affordable housing, ~me unit shy of 

the twenty-percent minimum to qualify for protection under the Act in the Coastal Zone. (AR0197.) 

For this reason, none of the authorities cited in Kalnel's Brief apply. Honchariw v. County of 

Sanislaus, 200 Cal. App. 4th 1066 (2011) held that under Government Code Section 65589.5 G), the 

Housing Accountability Act's coverage is not limited to affordable housing projects, but also 

extends to market-rate projects. Honchariw, 200 Cal. App. 4th at 1074. But the project at issue in 

Honchariw was not located in the Coastal Zone and, therefore, the court was not called upon to 

review Public Resources Code Section 30604, which limits the scope of the Housing Accountability 

Act in the Coastal Zone. Similarly, Latinos Unidos Del Valle de Napa y Solano v. County of Napa, 

217 Cal. App. 4th 1160 (2013) and Wollmer v. City of Berkeley, 179 Cal. App. 4th 933 (2009) 

addressed the Density Bonus Law in general, not its overlap with the Coastal Act or application to 

projects in the Coastal Zone. 7 

Furthermore, the Coastal Act specifically provides that even where an applicant proposes a 

low or moderate-income housing development in the Coastal Zone, the project may be denied for 

reasons other than the health and safety standards referenced in the Housing Accountability Act. In 
. 

addition to the health and·safety standards, low or moderate-income housing developments in the 

Coastal Zone must still be denied if "the density sought by the applicant cannot feasibly be 

. 
7 The eight density bonus approvals Kalnel cites in its brief were also for projects outside of 

the Coastal Zone. (See SAR 128-527.) 
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• • 
accommodated on the site in a manner that is in conformity with Chapter 3 (commencing with 

Section 30200) or the certified local coastal program." Pub. Res. Code § 30604 (f). Again, Chapter 

~ of the Coastal Act provides that permitted development shall "be visually compatible with the 

surrounding area,s." Pub. Res. Code § 30251. 

Thus, because the Property is located in the Coastal Zone, not only is the City authorized to 

consider whether the Project is compatible with the surrounding neighborhood, it is obligated to do 

so. !d. The public testimony outlined above constitutes substantial evidence that Kalnel's Project is 

not compatible with the surrounding area. See Breneric Associates v. City of Del Mar, 69 Cal. App. 

4th 166, 176-177 (1988) ("determination of a project's aesthetic incompatibility with the 

neighborhood does not require expert testimony and that the opinions and objections of neighbors 

can provide substantial evidence to support rejection of a proposed development."). 

Furthermore, in addition to the oral testimony discussed above, the record contains 

substantial written evidence supporting the City's decision. (See AR 374 (map showing Mildred is 

one of few egress options for large adjoining residential area); AR 375 (photographs showing 

Mildred is too narrow for comfortable two-way travel); AR 376 (photographs of groups of cyclists 

using Mildred); AR 387 (letter outlining Coastal Commission's history of denying requests to vacate 

portions of Venice Blvd.); AR 1940-1944 (photographs demonstrating the dangerous condition of 

Mildred); AR 1980-1981 (chart showing setbacks in surrounding area exceed 25 feet); AR 2841 

(developer's testimony that setbacks on Venice will range from two-and-a-half feet to six feet, and 

that setbacks on Mildred will range from three to five feet). 

It also bears noting that when the City acts .on a CDP, it is standing in the shoes of the 

Coastal Commission-a state agency-and is not acting as a local agency weighing in on local 

interests. See, e.g., Charles A. Apratt Construction Co., Inc. v. California Coastal Com., 162 Cal. 

App. 4th 1068, 1075 (2008)("[u]nder the Coast Act's legislative scheme, ... the [local coastal 

program] and the development permits issued by local agencies pursuant to the Coastal Act are not 

solely a matter oflocallaw, but embody state policy."). The Housing Accountability Act and 

Density Bonus Law, however, only regulate actions by local agencies, not state agencies. See Gov't 
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• • 
Code§§ 65589.5 G) (limiting actions of a "local agency"), 65915 (limiting actions of a "city, county 

or city and county"). · 

D. The City Properly Considered the Coastal Commission's Regional 

Interpretive Guidelines 

Kalnel criticizes the City for using the Coastal Commission's Regional Interpretive 

Guidelines to support its decision to deny the Project. (Kalnel Br. at 14-15.) Kalnel argues that the 

Guidelines are "irrelevant" because the Guidelines are superseded once a Coastal Program is 

certified. (!d.) Yet, Kalnel fails to realize that the City does not have a certified Coastal Program for 

Venice. "A local coastal program includes a land use plan, which functions as the general plan for 

property in the coastal zone; and a local implementation plan, which includes the zoning, zoning 

maps, and other implementing actions for the coastal zone.(§§ 30108.5, 30108.6.) After a local 

government prepares its local coastal program, the Commission reviews it. If satisfied that it 

conforms to the policies and standards of the Act, the Commission certifies it." Hines v. California 

Coastal Com., 186 Cal. App. 4th 830, 840-41 (2010). Here, the Coastal Commission certified the 

Venice LUP on June 14, 2001. (SAR 0749.) The Coastal Commission, however, did not certify the 

VSP as a Local Implementation Plan. (SAR068() Without a certified Local Implementation Plan, 

there is no certified Coastal Program. Cal. Pub. Res. Code§§ 30512, 30513. Thus, the Guidelines 

remain relevant in the Venice Coastal Zone under both the Coastal Act and the City's Municipal 

Code. See, e.g., 14 CCR § 13311 (requiring review of Guidelines for CDP issuance when Coastal 

Program has not yet been certified); LAMC § 12.20.2G.l.(c) (same). 

E. Res Judicata Does Not Apply 

Kalnel also cites Penn-Co v. Board of Supervisors, 158 Cal. App. 3d 1072 (1984) for the 

proposition that the City Planner's finding in the Density Bonus/Project Permit/Mello approvals that 

the·Project is consistent with the General Plan was binding on the West LA APC and Council 

because it was not appealed administratively or challenged in court. (Kalnel Br. at 14 n8.) Penn, 

however, holds that in the land use context, public participation is a key component to finding res 

. judicata, and when community members are not given notice of and are not parties to an 

administrative proceeding, the proceeding will not serve as res judicata. Penn-Co., 158 Cal. App. 3d 
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at 1078-1 080. Here, the record reflects that the Planning Department did not hold a hearing on the 

Density Bonus/Project Permit/Mello approvals, and that the community members who appealed the 

VTT were not given notice of the Density Bonus determination even though subdivision staff 

promised they would be given notice. Furthermore, there would have been no logical reason for the 

community members to challenge the Density Bonus approvals in court when the West LA APC had 

not yet heard their appeal on the VTT and CDP, which are essential Project entitlements. 

F. CEQA Does Not Apply to a Project Denial, and the City Correctly Found 

that the MND Was Inadequate 

Kalnel also argues that the City violated CEQA by determining that the MND was 

inadequate after the Density Bonus decision became final, and that there is no evidence supporting 

the City's decision that the MND was inadequate. (Kalnel Br. at 6; 18-19.) Both arguments are 

meritless. 

First and foremost, the California Supreme Court has conclusively held that CEQA does not 

apply to project denials. Sunset Sky Ranch Pilots v. County of Sacramento, 47 Cal. 4th 902 (2009). 

Second, the City's decision that the MND was inadequate is also supported by facts in the 

record. Kalnel argues that the City's CEQA thresholds do not require a traffic study for projects that 

will add fewer than 43 AM or PM peak hour trips. (Kalnel Br. at 18.) Under CEQA, however, "[a] 

threshold of significance is not conclusive" and "does not .relieve a public agency of the duty to 

consider the evidence under the fair argument standard." Mejia v. City of Los Angeles, 130 Cal. 

App. 4th 322, 342 (2005). In Mejia, the developer argued that there was no traffic impact because 

the project did not trigger the City's CEQA thresholds. The Court of Appeal, however, based on the 

factual testimony of the community members on nontechnical matters and other substantial evidence 

in the record, found a fair argument had been raised establishing the need for an EIR. !d. 

This case is indistinguishable from Mejia. There is substantial evidence in the record that the 

triangular intersection where the Project will be located is already dangerous and has inadequate 

circulation as cars, pedestrians and numerous bike riders compete for space. This is particularly the 

case during the Farmer's Market and on weekends. (AR 2855-56.) Testimony was also given that 

numerous accidents have already occurred, as have countless near misses. (!d., AR 2883 (neighbor 
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testifies about hearing crashes maybe 1 0 times over the years in front of Kim's Market, and noting 

that Venice Boulevard "is like Grand Central Station as far as people parking and walking and taking 

the bus") ~d AR2856-2865 (additional testimony concerning traffic safety issues).) Commissioner 

Linnick summed up the situation well: "[I]t's kind of a crazy, for lack of a better term, intersection .. 

.. [W]ith the busyness of Ocean and how it intersects with Mildred and Venice ... It is, I think, a 

little different than the other properties along Venice." (AR 2938.) 

Finally, in addition to the traffic issues, the City may properly require further environmental 

review to study any environmental impacts resulting from any conflicts with the Venice LUP's and 

VSP's lot consolidation restrictions, as well as impacts resulting from the construction of an out-of-

scale project in this coastal neighborhood. 

V. KALNEL'S PROPOSED REMEDY IS INAPPROPRIATE 

The above demonstrates that the City did not err in rejecting the Project. To the extent the 

Court determines that the City did err, the Court should not require the City to "reinstate the 

Department's approvals of the VTT and the CDP" as Kalnel requests. (Kalnel Br. at 20.) Instead, 

the City should be given the opportunity to correct any error in a manner that is as protective of the 

community as possible. Furthermore, this Court should not in anyway thwart the community's right · 

to appeal any subsequent City action to the Coastal Commission itself. See Pub. Res. Code § 30602 

("any person" may appeal "any action taken by a local government on a coastal development permit 

application"). 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill . 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

For all the foregoing reasons, the City respectfully requests that the Court deny the petition 

for writ of mandate. 

Dated: December 4, 2014 
MICHAEL N. FEUER, City Attorney 
TERRY KAUFMANN MACIAS, Assistant City Attorney 
MICHAEL J. BOSTROM, Deputy City Attorney 

By:~~~~ 
Deputy City Attorney 

Attorneys for Defendants 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES and the CITY COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

m:\real prop_env_land use\land use\rnichael bostrom\kalnel gardens, llc\pleadings\city's opposition to petition for writ ofmandate.doc 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

I, the undersigned, say: I am over the age of 18 years and not a party to the within action or 
proceeding. My business address is 701 City Hall East, 200 North Main Street, Los Angeles, CA 
90012. 

On December 4, 2014, I served the foregoing document described as: CITY OF LOS 
ANGELES'S OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE on all interested parties 
in this action by placing copies thereof enclosed in a sealed envelope addressed as follows: · 

Allan Abshez. Esq. 
Elizabeth A. Camacho. Esq. 
Katten Muchin Rosenmann LLP 
2029 Centurv Park East. Suite 2600 
Los Angeles. CA 90067 
E-Mail: allan.abshez@kattenlaw .com 

' " 

[X] BY MAIL - I deposited such envelope in the mail at Los Angeles, California, with first class 
postage thereon fully prepaid. I am readily familiar with the business practice for collection 
and processing of correspondence for mailing. Under that practice, it is deposited with the 
United States Postal Service on that same day, at Los Angeles, California, in the ordinary 
course of business. I am aware that on motion of the party served, service is presumed invalid 
if postage cancellation date or postage meter date is more than one (1) day after the date of 
deposit for mailing in affidavit; 

[X] BY ELECTRONIC MAIL- I caused the document to be transmitted to the offices of the 
addressee via electronic mail to the E-mail address listed above prior to 5:00 p.m. on 
December 4, 2014. 

[ ] BY PERSONAL SERVICE- ( ) I delivered by hand, or ( ) I caused to be delivered via 
messenger service, such envelope to the offices of the addressee with delivery time prior to 
5:00p.m. on the date specified above. 

[ ] BY FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION- I caused the document to be transmitted to the offices 
of the addressee via facsimile machine at telephone number on the date and time specified on 
the Transmission Report. 

I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this court at whose 
direction the service was made. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct. Executed on December 4, 2014, at Los Angeles, California. 
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WEST LOS ANGELES AREA PLANNING COMMISSION 
200 North Spring Street, Room 532, Los Angeles, California, 90012-4801, (213) 978-1300 

www.planning.lacity.org 

*CORRECTED LETTER OF DETERMINATION* 

Mailing Date: MAR 3 1 2011 

CASE NO.: ZA-2014-1500-CDP-ZAA-MEL-1A 
CEQA: ENV-2014-1501-MND 
Plan Area: Westchester- Playa del Rey 

Project Site: 6401 - 6405 South Ocean Front Walk 

Applicant: Angelo Mazzone 

Council District: 11 - Bonin 

Representative: Brian Noteware, AlA Architect, Inc 

Appellant: Same as Applicant 

At its meeting-of February 1, 2017, the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission took the 
actions below in conjunction with the approval of the following project: 

The demolition of two (2), two-story duplex buildings totaling approximately 4,840 square-feet and 
the construction of a three-story, approximately 10,513 square-foot, and 36-foot 11-inch high 
single family dwelling with an attached five-car garage over a habitable basement on an 
approximately 5,100 squar.e-foot lot located in the Dual Permit Jurisdiction of the California 
Coastal Zone. 

1. Found, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 1507 4(b ), after consideration of the whole 
of the administrative record, including the Mitigated Negative Declaration, No. ENV-2014-
1501-MND ("Mitigated Negative Declaration"), and all comments received, with the 
imposition of mitigation measures, there is no substantial evidence that the project will 
have a significant effect on the environment; found, the Mitigated Negative Declaration 
reflects the independent judgment and analysis of the City; found, the mitigation 
measures have been made enforceable conditions on the project; and adopted the 
Mitigated Negative Declaration and the Mitigation Monitoring Program prepared for the 
Mitigated Negative Declaration; 

2. Granted the appeal and overturned the Zoning Administrator's Determination to deny a 
Coastal Development Permit for the demolition of two (2), two-story duplex buildings 
totaling approximately 4,840 square-feet and the construction of a four-story, 
approximately 10,513 square-foot, 45-foot high, single family dwelling with an attached 
five-car garage over a habitable basement on an ·approximately 5,100 square-foot lot 
located in the Dual Permit Jurisdiction of the California Coast Zone, pursuant to Los 
Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 12.20.2 and the Zoning Administrator's 
determination to deny an Adjustment for a reduced northerly side yard of 3-feet in lieu of 
the 7-feet otherwise required, pursuant to LAMC Section 12.28-A; 

3. Sustained the Zoning Administrator's determination to approve a Mello Act Compliance 
Review; 

4. Adopted the attached Conditions as Modified by the Commission; and 
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Case No. ZA-2014-1500-CDP-ZAA-MEL-1A 

This action was taken by the· following vote: 

Moved: 
Seconded: 
Ayes: 
Nay: 
Absent: 

Vote: 

Merritt 
Newhouse 
Halper 
Margulies 
Waltz Morocco 

3-1 

Page 2 

Fiscal Impact Statement: There is no General Fund impact as administrative costs are 
recovered through fees. 

Effective Date/Appeals: The West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission's actions on this matter are final 
and effective upon the mailing date. 

Notwithstanding, this Coastal Development Permit shall be subject to revocation as provided in Section 
12.20.2 J of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, as authorized by Section 30333 of the California Public 
Resources Code and Section 13105 of the California Administrative Code. 

Unless an appeal is filed with the California Coastal Commission within 20 working days from the date this 
determination is deemed received by such Commission, the West Los Angeles Area Planning 
Commission's action shall be deemed final. 

If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 
1094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be filed no later than the 90th day 
following the date on which the City's decision became final pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure 
Section 1094.6. There may be other time limits which also affect your ability to seek judicial review. 

Attachments: Modified Conditions and Amended Findings 

c: Notification List 
Theodore Irving, Associate Zoning Administrator 
Azeen Khanmalek, City Planning Associate 
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CORRECTED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
(As Modified by the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission on February 1, 2017) 

1. All other use, height and area regulations of the Municipal Code and all other applicable 
government/regulatory agencies shall be strictly complied with in the development and use 
of the property, except as such regulations are herein specifically varied or required. 

2. The use and development of the property shall be in substantial conformance with the plot 
plan submitted with the application and marked Exhibit "A" dated January 2017, except as 
may be revised as a result of this action. 

3. The authorized use shall be conducted at all times with due regard for the character of the 
surrounding district, and the right is reserved to the Zoning Administrator to impose 
additional corrective Conditions, if, in the Administrator's opinion, such Conditions are 
proven necessary for the protection of persons in the neighborhood or occupants of adjacent 
property. 

4. All graffiti on the site shall be removed or painted over to match the color of the surface to 
which it is applied within 24 hours of its occurrence. 

5. A copy of the first page of this grant and all Conditions and/or any subsequent appeal of this 
grant and its resultant Conditions and/or letters of clarification shall be printed on the building 
plans submitted to the Development Services Center and the Department of Building and 
Safety for purposes of having a building permit issued. 

6. Approved herein is the demolition of two existing duplex residential buildings and the 
construction of a new, 36 feet 11 inches, three-story, 10,513 square foot single family 
dwelling over habitable basement; a Zoning Administrator's Adjustments for a reduced 
northerly side yard setback of 3 feet in lieu of the 6 feet otherwise required; and Mello Act 
Compliance Review within the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area of the California Coastal Zone. 

7. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the plot plan shall be reviewed and approval by 
the Fire Department, Hydrants and Access Unit. 

8. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, a Revocable Permit (R-permit) must be obtained 
for the existing concrete driveway and low concrete wall with metal gating adjacent to the 
northerly property line that encroaches into the public Right Of Way known as 641h Street. 
The driveway and wall is shown marked 'Existing Cone. Low Wall AI Metal Fence Above' on 
page A-1 of plans attached as 'Exhibit A'. ' 

9. Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, so that the light does not 
overflow into adjacent residential properties. 

10. The mitigation measures identified in ENV-2014-1501-MND are hereby incorporated as 
conditions of this grant as noted below; 

A. Aesthetics (Landscape Plan) 

1) All landscaped areas shall be maintained in accordance with a landscape 
plan, including an automatic irrigation plan, prepared by a licensed 
landscape architect in accordance with LAMC Sections 12.40 and 12.41. 
The final landscape plan shall be reviewed and approved by the City of Los 
Angeles Department of City Planning during the building permit process. 
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ZA-2014-1500-CDP-ZAA-MEL-1A C-2 

B. Aesthetics (Glare) 

1) The exterior of the proposed structure shall be constructed of materials such 
as, but not limited to, high-performance and/or non-reflective tinted glass (no 
mirror-like tints or films) and pre-cast concrete or fabricated wall surfaces to 
minimize glare and reflected heat. 

C. Objectionable Odors (Commercial Trash Receptacles) 

1) Open trash receptacles shall be located a minimum of 50 feet from the 
property line of any residential zone or use. Trash receptacles located within 
an enclosed building or structure shall not be required to observe this 
minimum buffer. 

D. Erosion/Grading/Short-Term Construction Impacts 

1) The applicant shall provide a staked signage at the site with a minimum of 3-
inch lettering containing contact information for the Senior Street Use 
Inspector (Department of Public Works), the Senior Grading Inspector 
(LADBS) and the hauling or general contractor. 

E. Green House Gas Emissions 

1) Low- and non-VOC containing paints, sealants, adhesives, solvents, asphalt 
primer, and architectural coatings (where used), or pre-fabricated 
architectural panels shall be used in the construction of the Project to reduce 
VOC emissions to the maximum extent practicable. 

F. Creation of a Health Hazard 

1) Prior to the issuance of a use of land or building permit, or issuance of a 
change of occupancy, the applicant shall obtain approval from the Fire 
Department and the Department of Public Works, for the transport, creation, 
use, containment, treatment, and disposal of the hazardous material(s). 

2) Approved plans for the transport, creation, use, containment, treatment, and 
disposal of the hazardous material(s) shall be submitted to the decision
maker for retention in the case file. 

G. Hazardous Substances 

1) Prior to the issuance of a use of land or building permit, or a change in the 
existing occupancy/use permit, the applicant shall provide a letter from the 
Fire Department stating that it has permitted the facility's use, storage, and 
creation of hazardous substances. 

H. Increased Noise Levels (Demolition, Grading, and Construction Activities) 

1) Construction and demolition shall be restricted to the hours of 7:00 am to 
6:00 pm Monday through Friday, and 8:00 am to 6:00 pm on Saturday. 

2) Demolition and construction activities shall be scheduled so as to avoid 
operating several pieces of equipment simultaneously, which causes high 
noise levels. 
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3} The project contractor shall use power construction equipment with state-of
the-art noise shielding and muffling devices. 

I. Inadequate Emergency Access 

1) The applicant shall submit a parking and driveway plan to the Bureau of 
Engineering and the Department of Transportation for approval that provides 
code-required emergency access. 

J. Utilities (Local Water Supplies) 

1) Install/retrofit high-efficiency toilets (maximum 1.28 gpf), including dual-flush 
water closets in all restrooms as appropriate. 

2) Install/retrofit restroom faucets with a maximum flow rate of 1.5 gallons per 
minute. 

3} Install/retrofit no more than one showerhead per shower stall, having a flow 
rate no greater than 2.0 gallons per minute. 

4) Install and utilize only high-efficiency clothes washers (water factor of 6.0 or 
less) in the project, if proposed to be provided in either individual units and/or 
in a common laundry room(s). If such appliance is to be furnished by a 
tenant, this requirement shall be incorporated into the lease agreement, and 
the applicant shall be responsible for ensuring compliance. 

5) Install and utilize only high-efficiency Energy Star-rated dishwashers in the 
project, if proposed to be provided. If such appliance is to be furnished by a 
tenant, this requirement shall be incorporated into the lease agreement, and 
the applicant shall be responsible for ensuring compliance. 

11 . Within 30 days of the effective date of this matter, a separate covenant acknowledging and 
agreeing to use the subject property as a single family residence shall be recorded in the 
County Recorder's Office. The agreement (standard master covenant and agreement form 
CP-6770) shall run with the land and shall be binding on any subsequent owners, heirs or 
assigns. The agreement must be submitted to the Development Services Center for 
approval before being recorded. After recordation, a certified copy of the agreement bearing 
the Recorder's number and date shall be provided to the Zoning Administrator for 
attachment to the subject case file and the Council District office. 

12. Within 30 days of the effective date of this matter, a covenant acknowledging and agreeing 
to comply with all the terms and conditions established herein shall be recorded in the 
County Recorder's Office. The agreement (standard master covenant and agreement form 
CP-6770) shall run with the land and shall be binding on any subsequent owners, heirs or 
assigns. The agreement with the conditions attached must be submitted to the Development 
Services Center for approval before being recorded. After recordation, a certified copy 
bearing the Recorder's number and date shall be provided to the Zoning Administrator for 
attachment to the subject case file. 

13. Prior to the issuance of building permits, the applicant shall meet with the City of Los 
Angeles Department of Public Works (DPW) and Council District 11 to discuss the project's 
anticipated construction schedule in relation to DPW's anticipated construction schedule for 
the Venice Dual Force Main Sewer project in the vicinity of the project. The applicant shall 
avoid scheduling project-related excavation, construction and/or hauling activities that would 
create traffic-related conflicts during the construction of the Venice Dual Force Main Sewer 
along Pacific Avenue. 
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14. INDEMNIFICATION AND REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION COSTS. 

Applicant shall do all of the following : 

A. Defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City from any and all actions against the 
City relating to or arising out of the City's processing and approval of this entitlement, 
including but not limited to, an action to attack, challenge, set aside, void or 
otherwise modify or annul the approval of the entitlement, the environmental review 
of the entitlement, or the approval of subsequent permit decisions or to claim 
personal property damage, including from inverse condemnation or any other 
constitutional claim. 

B. Reimburse the City for any and all costs incurred in defense of an action related to or 
arising out of the City's processing and approval of the entitlement, including but not 
limited to payment of all court costs and attorney's fees, costs of any judgments or 
awards against the City (including an award of attorney's fees), damages and/or 
settlement costs. 

C. Submit an initial deposit for the City's litigation costs to the City within 10 days' notice 
of the City tendering defense to the Applicant and requesting a deposit. The initial 
deposit shall be in an amount set by the City Attorney's Office, in its sole discretion, 
based on the nature and scope of action, but in no event shall the initial deposit be 
less than $50,000. The City's failure to notice or collect the deposit does not relieve 
the Applicant from responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to the requirement in 
paragraph (b). 

D. Submit supplemental deposits upon notice by the City. Supplemental deposits may 
be required in an increased amount from the initial deposit if found necessary by the 
City to protect the City's interests. The City's failure to notice or collect the deposit 
does not relieve the Applicant from responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to 
the requirement. (b) 

E. If the City determines it necessary to protect the City's interests, execute an 
indemnity and reimbursement agreement with the City under terms consistent with 
the requirements of this condition. 

The City shall notify the applicant within a reasonable period of time of its receipt of any 
action and the City shall cooperate in the defense. If the City fails to notify the applicant of 
any claim, action or proceeding in a reasonable time, or if the City fails to reasonably 
cooperate in the defense, the applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, 
indemnify or hold harmless the City. 

The City shall have the sole right to choose its counsel, including the City Attorney's office or 
outside counsel. At its sole discretion, the City may participate at its own expense in the 
defense of any action, but such participation shall not relieve the applicant of any obligation 
imposed by this condition. In the event the Applicant fails to comply with this condition, in 
whole or in part, the City may withdraw its defense of the action, void its approval of the 
entitlement, or take any other action. The City retains the right to make all decisions with 
respect to its representations in any legal proceeding, including its inherent right to abandon 
or settle litigation. 

For purposes of this condition, the following definitions apply: 

"City" shall be defined to include the City, its agents, officers, boards, commission, 
committees, employees and volunteers. 
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"Action" shall be defined to include suits, proceedings (including those held under 
alternative dispute resolution procedures), claims or lawsuits. Actions includes 
actions, as defined herein, alleging failure to comply with any federal, state or local 
law. 

Nothing in the definitions included in this paragraph are intended to limit the rights ofthe City 
or the obligations of the Applicant otherwise created by this condition. 

APPEAL PERIOD -EFFECTIVE DATE 

The applicant's attention is called to the fact that this authorization is not a permit or license and that 
any permits and licenses required by law must be obtained from the proper public agency. 
Furthermore, if any Condition of this grant is violated or not complied with, then this authorization 
shall be subject to revocation as provided in Section 12.27 of the Municipal Code. The West Los 
Angeles Area Planning Commission's determination in this matter will become effective on the 
Mailing Date that appears in the first page of this letter. 

Furthermore, this coastal development permit shall be subject to revocation as provided in Section 
12.20.2-J of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, as authorized by Section 30333 of the California 
Public Resources Code and Section 13105 of the California Administrative Code. 

A copy of the permit will be sent to the California Coastal Commission. Unless an appeal is filed with 
the California Coastal Commission before 20 working days have expired from the date the City's 
determination is deemed received by such Commission, the City's action shall be deemed final. 

If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code ofCivil Procedure 
Section 1094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be filed no later than 
the 90th day following the date on which the City's decision became final pursuant to California 
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. There may be other time limits which also affect your 
ability to seek judicial review. 

OBSERVANCE OF CONDITIONS- TIME LIMIT- LAPSE OF PRIVILEGES 

All terms and conditions of the approval shall be fulfilled before the use may be established. The 
instant authorization is further conditional upon the privileges being utilized within three years after 
the effective date of approval and, if such privileges are not utilized or substantial physical 
construction work is not begun within said time and carried on diligently to completion, the 
authorization shall terminate and become void. 

TRANSFERABILITY 

This authorization runs with the land. In the event the property is to be sold, leased, rented or 
occupied by any person or corporation other than yourself, it is incumbent upon you to advise them 
regarding the conditions of this grant. 

VIOLATIONS OF THESE CONDITIONS, A MISDEMEANOR 

Section 12.29 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code provides: 

"A variance, conditional use, adjustment, public benefit or other quasi-judicial approval, or 
any conditional approval granted by the Director, pursuant to the authority of this chapter 
shall become effective upon utilization of any portion of the privilege, and the owner and 
applicant shall immediately comply with its Conditions. The violation of any valid Condition 
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imposed by the Director, Zoning Administrator, Area Planning Commission, City Planning 
Commission or City Council in connection with the granting of any action taken pursuant to 
the authority of this chapter, shall constitute a violation of this chapter and shall be subject to 
the same penalties as any other violation of this Code." 

Every violation of this determination is punishable as a misdemeanor and shall be punishable by a 
fine of not more than $2,500 or by imprisonment in the county jail for a period of not more than six 
months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. 
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CORRECTED FINDINGS 
(As Amended by the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission on February 1, 2017) 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT FINDINGS 

In order for a coastal development permit to be granted all of the requisite findings maintained in 
Section 12.20.2 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code must be made in the affirmative. Following is a 
delineation of the findings and the application of the facts of this case to same. 

1. The development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976. 
Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act provides standards by which "the permissibility of 
proposed developments subject to the provision of this division are determined". In the 
instant case, Section 30250 of the Coastal Act states that: 

New development, except as otherwise provided in this division, shall be located 
within, contiguous with, or in close proximity to existing developed areas able to 
accommodate it or, where such areas are not able to accommodate it, in other areas 
with adequate public services and where it will not have significant adverse effects, 
either individually or cumulatively, on coastal resources. 

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states that: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected 
as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and 
designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to 
minimize the alteration of natural land forms, to be visually compatible with the 
character of surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual 
quality in visually degraded areas. New development in highly scenic areas such as 
those designated in the California Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan 
prepared by the Department of Parks and Recreation and by local government shall 
be subordinate to the character of its setting. 

Section 30252 of the Coastal Act states that: 

The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public 
access to the coast by ... (4) providing adequate parking facilities or providing 
substitute means of serving the development with public transportation ... " and, 

New development shall (5) Where appropriate protect special community and 
neighborhood which, because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor 
destination points for recreation uses. 

The subject property is located in Playa del Rey, in a small scale community between Marina 
Del Rey's small craft harbor entrance and the Westchester Bluffs. Playa del Rey is a 
recreation destination and a unique beachfront enclave. This urbanized scenic area is 
designated and zoned for low to medium density single and multi-family residential uses. 
The immediate neighborhood is characterized by low density multi-family duplexes, 
apartments and condominium buildings. The subject property is located within and 
contiguous to existing low density multi-family developments, with public infrastructure and 
resources to support small scale developments. The subject property is improved with two 
existing low density multi-family residential buildings. 

Single family residential uses are also located within the immediate vicinity of the subject 
property, as well as concentrated approximately one half mile southeasterly of the subject 
property, along the Westchester Bluffs. The lot sizes of these single family residences range 
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from 4,500 to 7,500 square feet, with the residential floor areas ranging from 1,350 to 5,500 
square feet and typically, feature 3-5 bedrooms and 2-3 bathrooms. Many of the single 
family residences feature amenities such as pools, patios, and/or decks with views of the 
coastline. 

The proposed 10,513 square-foot, 36 feet 11 inches in height single family residence is 
compatible with the existing single and multi-family residential uses in the immediate Playa 
del Rey neighborhood. 

The proposed 10,513 square-foot residential development is within close proximity to an 
existing residentially developed area capable of accommodating it where there would be no 
significant adverse effect, either individually or cumulatively, on coastal resources. The 
surrounding developed area consists of single family residences, as well as individual 
dwellings units within buildings predominantly 2-3 stories, low density multi-family buildings 
on lots averaging 2,500 square feet, while the underdeveloped area consists of public open 
space and facilities. Similar to the project, the single-family residences as well as individual 
dwelling units in the surrounding area feature individual amenities for a household such as 
bedrooms, bathrooms, a dining area, a balcony, and garage space. These dwelling units 
may also share amenities such as a pool, patio, a fitness center, or a roof top open space. 
Visitors to these single family residences and dwelling units are likely to be in small numbers 
and not likely to have a significant impact on coastal resources. 

Also, the applicant is seeking relief from the Municipal Code's side yard setback 
requirement, without which the proposed 10,513 square-foot dwelling could not be 
constructed as designed. The code relief request seeks to allow the 36-foot 11-inch tall 
building to observe a reduced setback to allow it to be situated 3 feet from the public right of 
way in lieu of 6 feet. Typically, a three-story, 36 feet 11 inches tall building would be required 
to observe a 6-foot setback from the property line. However, the existing paved public 
access adjacent to the north of the subject property would not be compromised by the 
requested yard reduction. Accordingly, the proximity of the 10,513 square-foot, 36 feet 11 
inches tall building to the property line and the public right of way would not adversely affect 
the public's access to the light and air of the beach front resource or the public right of ways. 

The scenic and visual qualities of the Playa del Rey coastal area will not be compromised as 
a resource of public importance. Developments in the immediate area have been restricted 
to a maximum height of 37 feet in order to protect views and maintain the small scale 
character of the community. Permitting the proposed 36 feet 11 inches tall development will 
be consistent with the existing height limit and will protect the views to bluffs, along the 
ocean and scenic coastal areas, and the proposed development will therefore result in a 
structure visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas. 

The location and scale of any development should at least maintain, if not enhance public 
access to the coast by providing adequate parking facilities. As stated, the proposed single 
family residence will provide 5 parking spaces, which will accommodate the anticipated 
parking needs of its residents and guests. Therefore, the demand for public parking to 
accommodate the house occupants will not exceed the existing public parking supply in this 
small enclave and will not adversely affect access to the neighborhood and the beach 
resource. 

New development is required to protect special communities and neighborhoods which, 
because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination points for recreation 
uses. The proposed 10,513 square-foot residential project, by being compatible with existing 
development patterns and height limits, and nol impacting existing coastal access, offers 
protection for this unique neighborhood; the project as proposed, may be considered an 
asset to the small enclave. 
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Therefore, it can be said that the proposed 10,513 square-foot single family residential 
project is compatible with the character of the surrounding area, would not adversely affect 
the neighborhood or compromise public access to the coastline. The project will not result in 
any adverse impacts to creation and visitor serving facilities, water and marine resources, or 
environmentally sensitive habitat area. As such, the proposed project is in compliance with 
the development guidelines of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and therefore the single family 
use, is in compliance with development guidelines. 

2. The development will not prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to prepare a 
local coastal program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 
of 1976. 

The City does not have an approved Local Coastal Program for this area. In the interim, the 
City's Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan, a portion of the Land Use Element of the 
City's General Plan, and the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan followed in discretionary review 
in accordance with the City Council instruction, serve as a functional equivalent. The 
Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Map designates the property for Medium 
Density Residential land uses with the corresponding R3 Zone. The proposed project is in 
conformance with the Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan goals and objectives to 
protect established residential neighborhoods from incompatible uses and to preserve and 
enhance the varied and distinct residential character and integrity of existing residential 
neighborhoods. The Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community plan also established the goal 
of protecting the area's unique coastal qualities. The City Council's 1982 instruction 
subjecting discretionary review to the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan is designated as a 
program to support achieving this goal. 

As stated above in Finding No. 1, the project is also in conformity with the California Coastal 
Act, and the Los Angeles County Regional Interpretive Guidelines, which as applied by the 
Coastal Commission and City following approval in concept of the Del Rey Lagoon Plan, 
allow a 37 -foot height. Following the approval of the applicant's request to deviate from the 
required side yard setback, the project's design will comply with the Municipal Code. Also, 
the proposed project is consistent with prior decisions of the Coastal Commission and the 
City of Los Angeles which has consistently limited the scale and height of buildings in the 
area. 

In summary, because the proposed single-family development is consistent with the goals 
and objectives of the community plan, the site's current zoning, and in conformance with the 
Coastal Commission's recent decisions in the subject area, it can be said that the project will 
not prejudice the ability of the City to prepare a Local Coastal Program for the community of 
Westchester-Playa del Rey. 

3. The Interpretive Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits as established by the 
California Coastal Commission dated February 11, 1977 and any subsequent 
amendments thereto have been reviewed, analyzed and considered in light of the 
individual project in making this determination. 

The Los Angeles County Interpretive Guidelines were adopted by the Coastal Commission 
on October 14, 1980. The guidelines are intended to assist local agencies when reviewing 
development projects prior to the certification of their local coastal program. The residential 
guidelines address grading, siting, setbacks from coastal bluffs, height, density, landscaping, 
and parking for developments located in the Coastal Zone. Specifically, the provisions of 
guidelines for residential uses in Play del Rey have been reviewed and considered in 
preparation of these findings. 
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However, the City's determination is based on the cited provisions of the California Coastal 
Act, the prevailing case law (e.g., Pacific Legal Foundation v. Coastal Commission (1982) 33 
Cal.3d 158) and other legally established laws and regulations. The proposed project 
involves the demolition of a two duplexes on adjoining lots for the purpose of constructing a 
10,513 square-foot, single family residence that is projected to be 36 feet 11 inches in 
height. The proposed project is found to be in compliance with the local agency's 
development regulations, and consistent with the prevailing height of the immediate 
neighborhood, or consistent with projects that were previously approved by the Coastal 
Commission . 

4. The decision of the permit granting authority has been guided by any applicable 
decision of the California Coastal Commission pursuant to Section 30625(c) of the 
Public Resources Code, which provides that prior decisions of the Coastal 
Commission, where applicable, shall guide local governments in 
their actions in carrying out their responsibility and authority under the Coastal Act of 
1976. 

The West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission_considered the following recent 
California Coastal Commission cases in reaching a decision in the extant case: cases 5-15-
0457-W (6325 Vista Del Mar), a 2-unit condo conversion 29 feet in height, 5-14-0525-W 
(208 Sunridge), a single family residence 31 feet in height, 5-13-0947 (6991 Trolleyway) , 
single family residence 37 feet in height, 5-13-0529 (6983 Trolleyway), a duplex 33 feet 3 
inches in height and 5-12-343 (6995 Trolleyway), a triplex 32 feet in height. The 
commission's decision, conditions of approval, and report were considered in making the 
extant findings. The West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission has been guided by the 
action of the Coastal Commission in its review of development applications in the area, and 
the approval of the proposed project is consistent with analysis of these decisions. 

5. The development is located between the nearest public road and the sea or shoreline 
of any body of water located within the coastal zone, and the development is in 
conformity with the public access and public recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the 
California Coastal Act of 1976. 

Section 30210 of the Coastal Act states the following in regards to public access: 

In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California Constitution, 
maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and recreational opportunities 
shall be provided for all the people consistent with public safety needs and the need to 
protect public rights, right of private property owners, and natural resources from 
overuse. 

Section 30211 of the Coastal Act states the following in regards to public recreation policies: 

Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where 
acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use 
of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. 

The subject property is located between Speedway, the nearest public road with vehicular 
access, and Ocean Front Walk, a pedestrian-only public right of way that is located between 
the subject property and the shoreline. The property is also immediately south of a paved 
coastal access way proving direct access to the beach, which will not be reduced in width by 
the project Therefore, the proposed 10,513 square-foot, 36 feet 11 inches in height, single 
family residence will not affect access to the shoreline or ocean. 
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The proposed project will provide 5 parking spaced to accommodate anticipated parking 
demand by its residents and guests. The available public parking in the vicinity will not be 
impacted by the occupants or guests of the proposed single family residence and the supply 
of available public parking and the ability of the public to access the parking will not be 
adversely impacted. 

The proposed three-story, 10,513 square-foot single family structure is designed to observe 
a 3-foot side yard setback rather the required 6 feet. The applicant is seeking a Zoning 
Administrator's adjustment from the City's municipal code to allow this reduction in the 
amount of required setback area. Granting such an adjustment request would result in 
establishing a 36 feet 11 inches tall building close to the public right of way than typically 
found, however, the subject property is immediately to the south of an existing paved 
roadway that provides direct access to the beach, and which is wider that the other unpaved 
coastal access ways in the vicinity. The proposed project will observe the same building 
footprint as the existing multi-family structures on the subject property, and will thereby not 
cause any reduction in width of this existing coastal access route. Therefore, the project will 
not reduce the amount of sunlight available to the public access area or otherwise impact 
the public access to or enjoyment of coastal resources. 

Therefore, it can be said that the proposed 10,513 square-foot, 36 feet 11-inch single family 
residence will be in conformity with the public recreation policies of Chapter 3. 

6. An appropriate environmental clearance under the California Environmental Quality 
Act has been granted. 

On June 8, 2015, a Proposed Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV 2014-1501-MND) was 
issued fpr the subject project. The MND addresses issues including, but not limited to, light 
and glare, objectionable odors, hazardous substances, increased noise levels from 
construction activities, public services, and emergency access. The MND includes several 
measures could be considered to mitigate any negative impacts that the subject project may 
create, and compliance with these mitigation measures would have been made a condition 
of this grant. The environmental clearance for the development is appropriate pursuant to 
the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). 

MELLO FINDING 

7. The project is consistent with the special requirements for low and moderate income 
housing units in the Coastal Zone as mandated by California Government Code 
Section 65590 (Mello Act]. 

The project proposes to demolish two existing, duplex residential buildings and construct a 
new 10,513 square-foot single-family residence, resulting the net loss of three housing units. 
According to the Los Angeles Housing and Community Investment Department (HCIDLA) 
letter dated October 20, 2014, no affordable units exists atthe subject property (consisting of 
6401-6403 and 6405-6407 Ocean Front Walk}. Address 6401, a two-bedroom unit averaged 
a monthly housing cost of $3,278; Address 6403, a three-bedroom unit, had average 
monthly housing costs of $4,045; Address 6405, a two-bedroom unit, had average monthly 
housing costs of $3, 125; and Address 6407, a three-bedroom unit, had average monthly 
housing costs of $4,056. The housing costs for all four units exceed the Housing and 
Community Investment Department's definition of affordable, and thus not considered to be 
affordable dwelling units. Therefore, the project is consistent with the special requirements 
for low and moderate income housing units in the Coastal Zone as mandated by the Mello 
Act. 
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ZONING ADMINISTRATOR'S ADJUSTMENT FINDINGS 

In order for an adjustment from the zoning regulations to be granted, all of the legally mandated 
findings delineated in Section 12.28 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code must be made in the 
affirmative. Following (highlighted) is a delineation of the findings and the application of the relevant 
facts of the case to same: 

8. While site characteristics or existing improvements make strict adherence to the 
zoning regulations impractical or infeasible, the project nonetheless conforms with 
the intent of those regulations. 

The subject site is comprised of two sub-standard size parcels zoned R3-1, totaling 5,100 
square-feet of lot area, and currently improved with two two-story, duplex buildings totaling 
approximately 4,840 square feet. The northerly property line is directly adjacent to 641h 

Street, an approximately 43-foot wide public right of way. The applicant is requesting a 
Zoning Administrator's Adjustment to allow a 3-foot northerly side yard setback in lieu of the 
required 6 feet in conjunction with the proposed demolition of the two existing duplex 
buildings and the construction of a new, three-story, 10,513 square-foot single-family 
residence. 

The intent of the zoning regulations is to provide for the health, safety, and welfare in the 
development of communities. The intent of the zoning code's setback regulations are to 
ensure the provision of light, air, and privacy for residential dwellings. In this instance, the 
proposed project will directly abuts an existing public right of way to the north, which 
provides direct coastal access to the public. The proposed project would observed the same 
3-foot side yard setback currently provided at the subject property and there is no reduction 
in the width of the existing paved coastal access way. The proposed 3-foot side yard 
setback is consistent with the existing 3-foot side yard setbacks provided for other single and 
multi-family residences in the vicinity of the project. Therefore, the project will conform with 
the intent of the zoning regulalions. 

9. In light of the project as a whole including any mitigation measures imposed, the 
project's location, size, height, operations and other significant features will be 
compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties, 
the surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, welfare and safety. 

The adjacent 43-foot wide public right of way will not be impacted by the proposed project 
and as such, it will be in conformity with the public recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the 
Coastal Act. Granting such an adjustment request would not result in the public access to 
the beach being made to feel smaller, or result in the shadow from the 36 feet 11 inches tall 
building limiting the amount of sunlight to the public access area. 

In light of the features of the proposed 10,513 square-foot single family residence, its 
building height, and its building footprint remaining in the same location as the subject 
property's current improvements, it can be said that the proposed project will be compatible 
with the adjacent properties, the surrounding neighborhood and the public, health, safety 
and welfare and that it will not affect adjacent properties. 

10. The project is in substantial conformance with the purpose, intent and provisions of 
the General Plan, the applicable community plan, and any specific plan. 

The Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan, a part of the General Plan's Land Use 
Element, sets various goals and objectives for the planning and development of the area, 
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and seeks to guide development so that it may be in character with the community. The 
'Residential' section of the plan sets the following objectives and policies: 

Objective 1-1 

Policy 

Objective 1-3 

Policy 

Objective 1-5 

Policy 

Provide for the preservation of existing quality housing, 
and for the development of new housing to meet the 
diverse economic and physical needs of the existing 
residents and expected new residents in the 
Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan Area to 
the year 2025. 

1-1.2 The City should promote neighborhood preservation, 
particularly in existing single family neighborhoods, as 
well as in areas with existing multiple family residences. 

1-3.3 

1-5.1 

Program: With the implementation of the Community 
Plan residential land uses categories, all zone changes, 
subdivisions, variance, conditional uses, specific plans, 
community plans and neighborhood revitalization 
programs for residential project shall provide for plan 
consistency. 

Preserve and enhance the varied and distinct 
residential character and integrity of existing residential 
neighborhoods. 

Consider factors such as neighborhood character and 
identity, compatibility of land uses, impact on livability, 
impacts on services and public facilities, and impacts 
on traffic levels when changes in residential densities 
are proposed. 

Program: The decision maker should adopt a finding 
which address these factors as part of any decision 
related to changes in planned residential densities. 

Protect established residential neighborhoods from 
incompatible uses, including multiple family 
residential uses of substantially higher density, to 
preserve the residential character of these 
neighborhoods and protect residents from adverse 
environmental impacts caused by such uses. 

Where possible, do not locate incompatible land 
uses, including higher density multiple residential 
uses, within or in close proximity to lower density 
residential neighborhoods, except where there are 
adequate buffers, transitional land uses, etc. 

Program: The Plan map utilizes land use 
designations, which are implemented by zoning 
regulations, to provide for the location of various land 
uses and residential densities where appropriate and 
compatible with surrounding development. 
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The Westchester-Playa del Rey Community Plan designates the subject site as 'Medium 
Residential'. While the proposed single family residential density is less than the multifamily 
density planned for this site, there are nevertheless other objectives and policies that govern 
development of the immediate and adjacent neighborhoods. 

The granting of the adjustment to allow the 36 feet 11 inches, 10,513 square-foot single 
family residence to encroach into the required setback area, would not impact adjacent 
residential properties to the north, across an approximately 43-foot public right-of-way, and 
would therefore not impede the preservation of the existing quality of housing in this small 
beachfront enclave. 

The proposed project's residential use is consistent with the surrounding single family and 
multi-family development pattern in the vicinity and the project 36-foot 11-inch building height 
conforms with the 37-foot height limitation of the Del Rey Lagoon Specific. Therefore, it can 
be said that granting the setback deviation for the proposed 10,513 square-foot single family 
project is in substantial conformance with the purpose, intent and provisions of the General 
Plan and the applicable Community Plan. 

Further, testimony and evidence was provided that the project is in substantial conformance 
with the Community Plan and the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan . With the condition that a 
covenant agreeing to use the property for single family residential purposes only, we find the 
project to be consistent with the objectives of the community plan. 

ADDITIONAL MANDATORY FINDINGS 

11 . The National Flood Insurance Program rate maps, which are a part of the Flood Hazard 
Management Specific Plan adopted by the City Council by Ordinance No. 172,081, have 
been reviewed and it has been determined that this project is located in Zone X, areas 
between limits of the 1 00-year flood and 500-year flood; or certain areas subject to 1 00-year 
flooding with average depths less than 1 foot or where the contributing drainage area is less 
than 1 square mile; or areas protected by levees from the base flood. 

12. On June 8, 2015, the Department of City Planning issued a Mitigated Negative Declaration 
(ENV 2014-1501-MND) for the proposed project. On the basis ofthe whole of the record, 
including any comments received, the lead agency finds that with imposition of the mitigation 
measures described in the MND (and identified in this determination), there is no substantial 
evidence that the proposed project will have a significant effect on the environment. We 
hereby adopt that action. This Mitigated Negative Declaration reflects the lead agency's 
independent judgment and analysis. The records upon which this decision is based are with 
the Department of City Planning located at 200 North Spring Street, Room 750, Los 
Angeles, California 90012. 
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13 8 Culver Boulevard Page 1 of 1 

From: chankael <chankael@aim.com> 

To: beatrice.pacheco <beatrice.pacheco@lacity.org>; greg.shoop <greg .shoop@lacity.org>; noelweiss 
<n oelweiss@ca. rr.com> 

Subject: 138 Culver Boulevard 

Date: Thu, Apr ·10, 20'14 2:14pm 

Attachments: [')P.I RP.y I r~onnn 7oninQ Admin lnstructions.pdf (33K) 

Beatrice: 

This is again a fo1mal public records request and I appreciate your positive attitude arid assistance. 
The documents requested are important to understanding our conmmnity's rights in the context of 
proposed development and the standards the City of Los Angeles applies to developments. 

1. The Interpretive Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Pe1mits as established by the Califomia 
Coastal Commission dated February 11, 1977 and any other written guidelines or standards 
applied by the City of Los Angeles in review Coastal Permit Applications. 

2. Any documents which purport to repeal or modify the attached Zoning Information which 
relates to application of the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan to discretionary actions. 

3. Any documents related to projects subject to discretionary review approved after March 16, 
1982 in the portion of Playa Del Rey where the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan applies which 
were not required to comply with any provision of the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan 
including documents explaining the reason for the variance. 

4. Any documents related to projects subject to discretionary review approved after March 16, 
1982 in the portion of Playa Del Rey where the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan applies where 
project modifications were required to comply with the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. 

Again this request also includes emails and electronic documents. Please let me know when I can 
come look at the documents. 

Thank you. 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 

(310) 985-1581 

https://mail.aol.com/webmai'l-std/en-us/PrintMessage 
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ZONING INFORMATION (Z.I.) 2297 
DEL REV LAGOON SPECIFIC PLAN 

Council File 81-3400 and 81-3512 Approved in Concept March 16, 1982 
Council District: 11 

Instructions: 

Any discretionary actions are subject to the specific plan policies "Approved in Concept" by 
the City Council-action of March 16, 1982. The subject area is in the coastal zone and a 
discretionary project includes a Coastal Development Permit. If you have any questions 
regarding this matter, please contact the Community Planning Bureau, WesVCoastal 
Section at (213) 978-1165. 

Del Rey Lagoon· Zl 2297.wpd 
Rev. 10/2003 

; 

·~ . 
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DEPARTMENT OF 

CITY PLANNING 
200 N. SPIUNG STREET, ROOM 525 

Los ANGELES, CA 90012·4801 
AND 

6262 VAN NUYS BLVD., SUITE 351 
VAN NUVS, CA 91401 

CITY PLANNING COMMISSJON 

RENEE DAKE WILSON 
PRESIDENT 

l'lANA M. PFRI MAN ' 
VICE-PRESIDENT 

ROSERT LAHN 
DAVID 'H. J. AMBROZ • 

MARIA CABILDO 
CAROUNE CHOE 
RICHARD KAlZ 
JOHNW. MACK 
MARTA SEGURA . 

JAMES K. WILLJAMS 
COMMISSION EXECUITVE ASSISTANT ll 

(213) 978·1300 

CITY OF .Los ANGELES 
CALIFORNIA 

ERIC GARCEfTI 
MAYOR 

Aprill6, 2014 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES 

MICHAELJ."LOGRANDE 
DIRECTOR 

(213)978·1271 

ALAN SELl,,AlCP 
DEI'IJTY DIRECTOR 

(213)978·1272 

USA M. WEBBER, AlCP 
DEPliTY DIRECTOR 

(213)978·1274 

JAN ZA TORSKI 
DEPliTY DIRECTOR 
(213)978·1273 

FAX; (213) 978·1275 

INFORMATION 
www.planning.ladty.org 

SENT VIA EMAIL TO CHANKAEL@AIM.COM, NOT FOLLOWED BY U.S. MAIL 

Ms. Schwertfeger: 

RE: Public Records Act Request- Del :Rey Lagoon Specific Plan (138 Cu~v~r Blvd.) 
. 

This letter is in response to your request dated AprillO, 2014, seeking :records froni the 
Department of City Planning pursuant to the California Public ·Records Act (CPRA) regarding 
the' above.· · 

Be aqvised that this Deparbnent :finds that "unusual circuri:tstances" exist with respect to the 
request, as that term is defined in California goverhment code section 6253(c). Unusual 
circumstances exist because of (1). the possible need to search for an~ collect the records from 
field f~cilities or other establishments that are separate from this office, and (2) the possible need 

· to search for, collect, and ,appropriately examine a voluminous amount of separate and distinct 
records in order to respond to the request, and (3) the possible need for consultation with another· 
agency having a substantial interest in the detennination of the request. ·(See Government Code. 
section 6253 (c)(l), (c)(2), and (c)(3). · 

We· expect to make a determination concerning your request on or before April30, 2014 .. If you. 
have any questions, you may reach me at (213) 978-1260. We greatly appreciate your courtesy 
and cooperation in this matter. · 

Sincerely, 

_ L~;-_ ·~PaL-"'U v - Mark Lopez .. · 
Custodian of Records 

ML:l;>p 
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DEPARTMENT OF 

CITY PLANNING 
20j) N. SPRING STREff, ROOM, S2S 

Los ANGELES, CA 90012-4 801 
AND 

6262 VAN NUVS BLVD,. SUITE 3S1 
. VAN Nuvs, CA 91401 

CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 

RENEE DAKE WILSON 
PRESIDENT 

DANA M. PERLMAN 
VICE-PRESIDENT 

ROBERT L AHN 
DAVID H. J. AMBROZ 

MARIA CABILDO 
CAROUNECHOE 
RICHARD KA 1Z 

JOHN W.MACK 
MARTA SEGURA 

· JAMES K. WILUAMS 
COMMISSION El!ECUTM ASSISTANTll 

(213) 978-1300 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
CALIFORNIA 

ERIC·GARCETTI 
MAYOR 

April23, 2014 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES 

MICHAEL!. LOGRANDE 
DIRECTOR 

(213) 978-1271 

ALAN BELL, AICP 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
(213) 978-1272 

LISA M. WESSEll, AICP 
DEPUTY DffiECTOR 
(213) 978:1274 

JAN ZATORSKI 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
(213) 978-1273 

FAX: (213) 978-1275 

INFORMATION 
www.planning.laclty.brg 

SENT VIA EMAIL TO CHANK.AEL@ATiv.f.COM, NOT FOLLOWED BY U.S. MAIL 
. 

Ms. Schw~rtfeger: 

RE: Public Records Ac~ Request....: .Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan (138 ·culver Blvd.) 

This letter a follow up to our ext~nsion letter and is in respo:o.se to your r~quest dated April 10, 
2014, sel?king records frpm the Department of City Planning pursuant to the California Public· 
Records Act (CPRA) regarding the .above. 

· ·Be advis~d that thiR Department has responsive records for #1 of your request. These records 
will be ready for you to review beginning Thursday, April 24, please call me at il3.-978-1260 to 
inake an appointment to view them. If you would like copies of any of the documents at that 
time, the cost will be .1 0 cents per page . .(Lo~ Angeles AClm.inistrative Code section 12.40). 

For request #2, our Department has no responsive doct!ffients .. 

Please be further advised that for #'s 3 and 4 of your request a query would have to be performed 
which would give you a list of case files and their' location,s ·which you wauid th€:m use to do 
further research for the infonnation·you are seeking as the department does not keep records in 
the fashion you are requesting. Further, be advised that you: would be responsible for the cost of 
perforrrilng that query. The cost is $250.40· and payment would need to be received p'rio~ to the 
work being performed. If you are interested in our performing the query, please let me know so I 

. can advise you of where to send the check. . 
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Page 2 - PRA Response Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan 

If you have any questions, you may reach me at (213) 978-1260 · 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
~~Mark Lopez V Custodian of Records 

ML:bp 

.· 
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; From: chonlwel <;i~.!f!n '1!tf~ S!!!U> 
Tn: beelricelpnthoco -=b8.Q1riAA •;~::Mcct81o cl! y qt? 
Sont Sun. Moy 2S, 201~ 2:59 prn 
Subject 136 Culvor Public Re=d• Acl Requosl·· Fallow.up Coastal Act Guideline• and Economic Feasibility 

Beatrice: 

Page 1 of 1 

I thank you for providing me wllli llie Guidelines which the City consider> in reviewing dual Coastail'ermit Applications. That said, the documents did not seem . complete. So I om mal<lng a follo\IJ"UP request to which you may respond that I have everything you apply or there are no such documents in the City records. I have : numbered my rc.quests to facllltilte your response. 

1. Reading the Renlonallnterpretlve Guidelines, South Coast Region, Los Angeles County, adopted October 14, 1980, I noted the following which, other than the last Item 11. appear to be missing and am making a public records request for each of the additional Guidelines which are described as follows: 
, "In addition to loCillly prepar~d LCP documents and guidelines contained under this cover. (sic) Statewide Interpretive Guidelines must be consulted when :.applying the policies of the Coastill Act. Statewide Guideline.\ address the following Issues and are available under separate cover: 

1. Geological Stability of Blufftop Development; 
2. View Protection: 
3. Public Rights of Access; 
4. Public Trust lands; 
5. Housing Opportunities: 
6. Siting New Development; 
7. Definitions; 
8. Public Access; 
9. Condominium/Stock Cooperative Conversions; 
10. Housing/New Construction; and 
11. Wetlands and Other Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area." 

2. If the City has made a decision regarding which of the 11 Statewide Guidelines it applies and which It disregards, 1 am making a Public Records Act 
request for copies of the documents reflecting this decision and the reasons for the dedslon. 

3. 1 also received a copy of the Statewfde lnter.pretlve Guld~llnes for Wetlands and Other Wet Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas, dated December 16, 1981, Sections Rescinded June 13, 2000 (the "Wetlands Guidelines") as noted. However, the copy was Incomplete In that the following Appendices were 
mlsslnfll 

A. Applicable Coastal Act Policies: 
B. Resources Agency Wetland Policy: 
C. Summary of Federal and State Regulatory Involvement Regarding Development In Wetlands and Other Wet Environmental Sensitive Habitat Areas .•• 

I am making a Public Records Act request for the missing Appendices. 

4. If the City has made a decision to apply the Wetlands Guidelines without regard to the missing Appendices, I am making a Public Records Act request for any and illl documents which discuss or document this decision . 

. As sepaf'te and new Items of Public Records Act requests, I am seeking: 

s. Any documents which represent or discuss the standards which the Oty uses to evaluate whether or not a development proJect requires incentives, bonuses, waivers or concessions In order to make the provision of affordable units or the development proJect itself economically feasible. 

6. Any discuss the situations under which the City evaluates economic feasibility of a development project or the provision of affordable units prior to granting incentives, bonuses, waivers or concessions for the project. 

· Again, I am asking for copies of electronic records Including emails in addition to hard copies of documents. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Kathryn M. Schwertfeger 
229 Montreal Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

httn://maiJ.aoJ.com/1R7?.7-41 n/::.nl-n/p,n-n<:/~HitP M•w f\/1 A /,..,r\1 A 



STATE OF CALIFORNIA - NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY EDMUND _G. BBOWN, JR., GOVERNOR 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
South Coast Area Office 
200 Oceangate, S1..ite 1000 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 
(562) 590-5071 

W24a 

Filed: 
49th Day: 
180th Day: 
Staff: 
Staff Report: 
Hearing Date: 

STAFF REPORT: REGULAR CALENDAR 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 5-10-295 

APPLICANT: Covespring Partners, LLC. 

AGENT: Mika Design Group 

PROJECT LOCATION: 309/315 Culver Boulevard, Playa del Rey 

2/3/11 
3/24/11 
8/2/11 
AI Padilla-LB 
3/16/11 
4/13/11 

t& 
~ 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Demolition of an existing private school and construction of 
3,987 square foot and 3,917 square foot three-story commercial office buildings with 
a total of 32 tandem parking spaces. 

Lot Area 
Building Coverage 
Pavement Coverage 
Landscape Coverage 
Parking Spaces 
Zoning 
Ht above final grade 

1 0,000 square feet 
7,904 square feet 

2,096 square feet 
0 

32 
C4---Commercial 

37 feet 

LOCAL APPROVALS RECEIVED: City of Los Angeles Coastal Development Permit No. 
ZA 2009-3122 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff is recommending that the Commission APPROVE a coastal development permit for the 
proposed development with five special conditions addressing: 1) future parking changes; 2) 
lighting plans; 3) water quality; 4) construction and erosion control; and 5) a deed restriction 
against the property, referencing all of the Special Conditions contained in this staff report. 
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I. STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

MOTION: I move that the Commission approve Coastal 
Development Permit No. 5-10-295 pursuant to the staff 
recommendation. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF APPROVAL: 

Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in approval of the permit 
as conditioned and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes 
only by affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 

RESOLUTION TO APPROVE THE PERMIT: 

The Commission hereby approves a coastal development permit for the proposed 
development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as 
conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will 
not prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to prepare 
a Local Coastal Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of the permit 
complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible 
mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any 
significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there are no 
further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen any 
significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 

II. STANDARD CONDITIONS: 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development 
shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized 
agent, acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and 
conditions, is returned to the Commission office. 

2. Expiration . If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years 
from the date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development 
shall be pursued in a diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. 
Application for extension of the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 

3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be 
resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission. 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided 
assignee files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of 
the permit. 
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5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be 
pe~petual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all 
futJre owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 

Ill. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

1. Future Parking Changes 

With the acceptance of this permit, the applicant acknowledges that any change in the 
parking p~oposed under this permit, including but not limited to elimination of the parking 
attendant service or change in hours that the parking attendant service is available, will 
require an amendment to this permit. 

2. Lighting 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant 
shall submit, for the review and written approval of the Executive Director, a lighting plan 
for the proposed facility. The Plan shall indicate that all lighting from the facility will be 
directed downward and onto the facility, and all light shall be shielded from the surrounding 
areas to the maximum extent feasible by use of hoods, filters, etc. 

B. The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved plans. 
Any proposed changes to the approved plans shall be reported to the Executive Director in 
order to determine if the proposed change shall require a permit amendment pursuant to 
the requirements of the Coastal Act and the California Code of Regulations. 

3. Water Quality Management Plan 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant 
shall submit for the review and approval of the Executive Director, a Water Quality 
Management Plan (WQMP) for the post-construction project site, prepared by a licensed 
water quality professional, and shall incorporate structural and non-structural Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) designed to reduce, to the maximum extent practicable, 
the volume, velocity and pollutant load of storm water and nuisance flow leaving the 
developed site. In addition to the specifications above, the plan shall be in substantial 
conformance with the following requirements: 

Water Quality Goals 

a. Appropriate structural and non-structural BMPs shall be designed to treat, 
infiltrate, or filter the runoff from all surfaces and activities on the development 
site. 

b. Post-construction structural BMPs (or suites of BMPs) should be designed to 
treat, infiltrate or filter the amount of storm water runoff produced by all storms 
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up to and including the 85th percentile, 24-hour storm event for volume-based 
BMPs, and/or the 85th percentile, 1-hour storm event, with an appropriate safety 
factor (i.e., 2 or greater), for flow-based BMPs. 

c. Runoff from all roofs, parking areas, maintenance areas, and driveways shall be 
collected and directed through a system of appropriate structural and/or non
structural BMPs. Filter elements shall be designed to 1) trap sediment, 
particulates and other solids and 2) remove or mitigate contaminants through 
filtration and/or biological uptake. The drainage system shall also be designed 
to convey and discharge runoff in excess of this standard from the building site 
in a non-erosive manner. 

B. Monitoring and Maintenance 

All BMPs shall be operated, monitored, and maintained for the life of the project and at a 
minimum, all structural BMPs shall be inspected, cleaned-out, and where necessary, 
repaired, at the following minimum frequencies: (1) prior to October 15th each year; (2) 
during each month between October 151

h and April 151
h of each year and, (3) at least twice 

during the dry season (between April 16 and October 14). 

a. Debris and other water pollutants removed from structural BMP(s) during clean
out shall be contained and disposed of in a proper manner. 

b. All inspection, maintenance and clean-out activities shall be documented in an 
annual report submitted to the Executive Director no later than June 30th of 
each year. This report shall be submitted for the first three years following the 
completion of development, biannually thereafter unless the executive director 
determines that no additional reports are necessary. 

c. It is the applicant's responsibility to maintain the drainage system and the 
associated structures and BMPs according to manufacturer's specification. 

C. The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved final plan 
and schedule and other requirements. Any proposed changes to the approved final plan 
shall be reported to the Executive Director. No changes to the approved final plan shall 
occur without a Commission amendment to this coastal development permit unless the 
Executive Director determines that no amendment is required. 

4. Demolition, Grading, Drainage, and Erosion and Siltation Control Plan 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE PERMIT, THE APPLICANT SHALL PROVIDE 
PLANS FOR THE REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR for 
control of the discharge of waste sediments, debris, dusts and pollutants during demolition 
of the existing structures, site preparation, grading and construction. These plans shall be 
prepared by a professional engineer and shall include proposed erosion and sediment 
prevention and control BMPs, both structural and non-structural, and the following 
information: 
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(1) Location of all staging and stockpiling areas; 

(2) Measures to control dust and debris during demolition; 

(3) Locations and cross sections of all proposed retaining structures and temporary and 
permanent cut-and-fill slopes; 

(4) A drainage plan. 

B. The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved final 
plans. Any proposed changes to the approved final plans shall be reported to the 
Executive Director. No changes to the approved final plans shall occur without a 
Comrrission amendment to this coastal development permit unless the Executive Director 
determines that no amendment is required. 

5. Deed Restriction 

PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant shall 
submit to the Executive Director for review and approval documentation demonstrating that 
the applicant has executed and recorded against the parcel(s) governed by this permit a 
deed restriction, in a form and content acceptable to the Executive Director: (1) indicating 
that, pursuant to this permit, the California Coastal Commission has authorized 
development on the subject property, subject to terms and conditions that restrict the use 
and enjoyment of that property; and (2) imposing the Special Conditions of this permit as 
covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the Property. The deed 
restric:ion shall include a legal description of the entire parcel or parcels governed by this 
permit. The deed restriction shall also indicate that, in the event of an extinguishment or 
termination of the deed restriction for any reason, the terms and conditions of this permit 
shall continue to restrict the use and enjoyment of the subject property so long as either 
this permit or the development it authorizes, or any part, modification, or amendment 
thereof, remains in existence on or with respect to the subject property. 

STAFF NOTE- DUAL PERMIT JURISDICTION: 

Pursuant to Coastal Act Section 30600(b), any development that receives a local coastal 
development permit from the City must also obtain a second (or "dual") coastal 
development permit from the Coastal Commission if the development is within the areas 
specified in Section 30601 (e.g., within three hundred feet of the beach or sea). The areas 
specified in Section 30601 are known in the City of Los Angeles permit program as the 
Dual Permit Jurisdiction area. For projects located inland of the areas identified in Section 
30601 (i.e., projects in the Single Permit Jurisdiction), the City of Los Angeles local coastal 
development permit is the only coastal development permit required. The local coastal 
development permits in both the single and dual jurisdiction areas are appealable to the 
Commission. 

The City approved local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA2009-3122 (see Exhibit No. 
10). Because the development is located in the City's and Commission's "Dual Permit 
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Jurisdiction" area, the applicant has submitted a separate "dual" coastal development 
permit application to the Commission. Development may commence within a dual-permit 
jurisdiction only when a project applicant receives permit approval from both the local 
government and the Commission. 

IV. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS: 

The Commission hereby finds and declares: 

A. Project Description and Location 

The appl cant proposes to demolish an existing 4,290 square foot private pre
school/elementary school and construct two 37 foot high, three-story commercial office 
buildings measuring 3,987 square foot and 3,917 square feet each, with 16 tandem 
parking spaces for each building (32 total spaces) with a parking attendant during business 
hours and bicycle parking on site. 

The subject property is a level parcel of land consisting of four contiguous lots totaling 
10,000 square feet with 100 feet of frontage along the north side of Culver Boulevard, in 
the Playa del Rey planning area of the City of Los Angeles (see Exhibit No. 1 & 2). The 
northern property line of the project site abuts the Ballona Wetlands property which is 
owned by the State. The project site is approximately .25 miles from Dockweiler State 
Beach. 

Culver Boulevard is primarily zoned and developed commercially with a mix of multi-family 
residential. The surrounding development is characterized by one to three-story 
commercial and residential uses along the north and south sides of Culver Boulevard. 

B. Coastal Access 

The Commission has consistently found that a direct relationship exists between the 
provision of adequate parking and the availability of public access to the coast. Section 
30211 of the Coastal Act states that: 

De•telopment shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where acquired 
through use of legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use of dry sand and 
rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. 

Section 20252 of the Coastal Act requires that new development should maintain and 
enhance public access to the coast by providing adequate parking facilities. Section 
30252 of the Coastal Act states in part: 

The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access to 
the co=:~st by . .. (4) providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute means of 
seNing the development with public transportation . .. 
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Therefore, in order to conform to the requirements of the Coastal Act, the proposed project 
must provide adequate support parking in order not to negatively impact parking for the 
commercial and visitor serving area along Culver Boulevard or for beach parking. 

The applicant is proposing to provide 32 on-site parking spaces for the 7,904 gross square 
foot office development. Based on the Commission's parking standard of 1 parking space 
per 225 square feet of gross floor area, the proposed project requires a total of 32 parking 
spaces. -herefore, the applicant is providing the required parking. However, all 32 
parking spaces are provided in tandem spaces (see Exhibit No. 4). The spaces are 
arranged on the ground floor with 16 tandem spaces under each building. Tandem spaces 
tend to discourage public use because drivers are concerned with being blocked if they 
park in the front space and another vehicle parks behind them, therefore, the 32 parking 
spaces will not be fully utilized and a greater demand would be placed on the surrounding 
street par-<:ing. However, the applicant is proposing to include a parking attendant that will 
be on-duty~ during business hours to direct and assist patrons to the available spaces. 

As proposed with a parking attendant, the 32 tandem parking spaces will be adequate to 
support tre proposed use. To ensure that the project continues to provide a parking 
attendant Special Condition no. 1 requires placing the applicant on notice that any change 
to the par-<:ing, including but not limited to, elimination of the parking attendant service or 
change in hours that the parking attendant service is available, will require an amendment 
to this permit. The applicant and any future owner shall also participate in a transportation 
management plan to encourage use of alternative modes of transportation. 

To ensure that any prospective future owners of the property are made aware of the 
applicability of the conditions of this permit, the Commission imposes one additional 
condition (Special Condition No. 5) requiring that the property owner record a deed 
restric:ion against the property, referencing all Special Conditions of this permit and 
imposing them as covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the 
property. Thus, as conditioned, this permit ensures that any prospective future owner will 
receive actual notice of the restrictions and/or obligations imposed on the use and 
enjoyment of the land in connection with the authorized development. The Commission, 
therefore, finds that as conditioned the project will be consistent with Section 30211 and 
30252 of the Coastal Act and with the applicable policies of the City's certified LUP. 

C. Biological Resources 

Section 30230 states: 
Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where feasible, restored. 
Special protection shall be given to areas and species of special biological or 
e-:;onomic significance. Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a 
manner that will sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and that will 
maintain healthy populations of all species of marine organisms adequate for long
term commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes. 
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Section 30231 of the Coastal Act states: 

The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, 
estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine 
organisms and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where 
feasible, restored through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of waste 
water discharges and entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletiqn of ground 
water supplies and substantial interference with surface water flow, encouraging 
waste water reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas that protect 
riparian habitats, and minimizing alteration of natural streams. 

Section 30240(a) of the Coastal Act states: 

(a) Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any significant 
disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those resources shall be 
allowed within those areas. 

The proposed project is located adjacent to Ballona Wetlands, in the area known as Area 
B. Currently, the Ballona Wetlands covers an area of approximately 600 acres and are 
remnants of a much larger wetland system that historically covered over 1,700 acres. 
Area B covers approximately 385 total acres and extends from Lincoln Boulevard west to 
the developed residential properties along Vista del Mar, and north from the Westchester 
bluffs to the Ballona Creek Channel (see Exhibit No. 7). Because of past development 
within Area B, including placement of fill, oil drilling, pipelines, road construction, farming, 
and equestrian activity, only portions of the area contain jurisdictional wetlands and areas 
within the wetlands are degraded. However, all wetland areas within the Ballona Wetland 
area are considered environmentally sensitive habitat areas and must be protected 
consistent with Sections 30231 and 30240 of the Coastal Act. 

Based on historical and recent wetland surveys and staff reconnaissance, the area 
immediately adjacent to the project site does not contain wetlands and is considered an 
upland area consisting of ruderal and non-native vegetation (See Exhibit No. 8. Map of 
wetland areas, based on California Department of Fish and Game wetland determination, 
December 1, 1982). The area adjacent to the project site was formally used as a horse 
corral up until1987. The closest mapped wetland area is located approximately 200 feet 
to the north. Based on preliminary discussions with the California Coastal Conservancy 
and the group working on restoration plans for the wetlands, the Ballona Wetland area 
abutting the development along Culver Boulevard, because of its close proximity to the 
existing development along Culver Boulevard and its absence of any wetland habitat, 
would be designed as a buffer area between the commercial area along Culver Boulevard 
and the wetland areas (see Exhibit No. 9). 

1. Lighting 

Because the proposed development will be located 200 feet from any wetlands the 
proposed development will not have a significant adverse impact on the wetland habitat; 
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however, lighting from development can disturb nocturnal or secretive species that inhabit 
the area. Exterior lights on the project site and vehicle headlights can shine into the 
wetland area and disrupt the behavior of these species. 

The project will include a 6 foot high cinder block wall along the northern portion of the 
property adjacent to the Ballona Wetland property. The wall will help block lights from 
vehicles from shining into the wetland area. However, the proposed buildings are designed 
to be three stories and exterior lights can potentially illuminate the surrounding Ballona 
Wetland property. The proposed design plans do not include plans illustrating the type and 
location of outdoor lighting. Although the adjacent area does not provide any wetland 
habita: and will serve as a buffer between the existing and future development along Culver 
Boulevard light can adversely impact the behavior of the various species that inhabit the 
surrounding area, such as the upland areas. To ensure that the lighting will minimize 
illuminating the surrounding Ballona Wetland area, including the night sky, the applicant 
shall subnit a lighting plan, as required in Special Condition No. 2 showing the location and 
types of exterior lights and measures to be incorporated into the lighting to minimize 
escaping light. As conditioned, the project will not have an adverse impact on the 
wetlands, and is consistent with Section 30231 and 30240 of the Coastal Act. 

2. Water Quality 

The proposed project poses a potential source of pollution due to contaminated runoff from 
the proposed construction, parking areas and other hardscape. The proposed project will 
incorporate best management practices with extensive recommendations and measures to 
reduce or prevent contaminants from running off the site and will incorporate urban runoff 
measures to reduce runoff from the site. Site drainage will be directed to an on-site filtered 
retention basin and then to the street which is then directed to the City's stormdrain 
system. No runoff will be directed to the Ballona Wetlands. To ensure that the proposed 
projec: incorporates best management practices, Special Condition No. 3 and 4 are 
necessary to require the applicant to submit a water quality management plan and 
drainage and urban runoff control plan. As conditioned, the Commission, therefore, finds 
that the development will be consistent with Section 30230, 30231, and 30240 of the 
Coastal Act. 

D. Visual 

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected as a 
resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to 
protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of 
natural/and forms, to be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding areas, 
and, where feasible, to restore and enhance the visual quality in visually degraded areas. 
New development in highly scenic areas such as those designated in the California 
Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared by the Department of Parks and 
Recreation and by local government shall be subordinate to the character of its setting. 
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Playa del Rey is a small scale community located between Marina del Rey small craft 
harbor entrance channel and the Westchester Bluffs. Since the early 1970's, the 
community has recycled from one and two-story beach cottages to mostly two and three
story single-family residences and duplexes in the residential areas. Culver Boulevard 
consists of a mix of one to three story residential and commercial developments. 

In establishing precedent to determine the appropriate scale of development in the Playa 
del Rey community, the Commission originally required a height limit of 30 feet east of 
Pacific Avenue, including the area along Culver Boulevard. In response to the established 
height limit for this area and other areas of Playa del Rey, the City of Los Angeles held 
numerous community meetings and developed the Del Rey lagoon Specific Plan (draft 
LCP) for the area. The Specific Plan included a 37 foot height limit for the community. 

Although the City's Specific Plan was not certified by the Commission, the Plan has been 
used as a guide for appropriate scale for development in the Playa del Rey area. The 
Coastal Commission has previously approved development at the 37 foot height limit (CDP 
No. 5-92-074) along Culver Boulevard. The proposed project will be consistent with the 37 
foot height limit as established in the Specific Plan and will be consistent with existing 
development that varies from one to three stories along both sides of Culver Boulevard. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed three-story, 37 foot high development 
will be consistent with the height limit for the area and with the scale of existing 
development, and is consistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act. 

E. Local Coastal Program 

Section 30604 (a) of the Coastal Act states that: 

Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a Coastal Development Permit 
shall be issued if the issuing agency, or the Commission on appeal, finds that the 
proposed development is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing 
with Section 30200) of this division and that the permitted development will not 
prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that 
is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3. 

The proposed project is located within the City of Los Angeles' planning areas of Playa Del 
Rey and Playa Vista. The City of Los Angeles does not have a certified Local Coastal 
Program for the Playa del Rey area. The City of Los Angeles submitted its Local Coastal 
Program in March 1981. The Commission denied the submitted LCP on December 18, 
1981. The City has not submitted a revised LCP. As proposed, the project will not 
adversely impact coastal resources or access. The Commission, therefore, finds that the 
proposed project will be consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act and will 
not prejudice the ability of the City to prepare a Local Coastal Program consistent with the 
policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act as required by Section 30604(a). 
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F. California Environmental Quality Act 

Section 13096(a) of the Commission's administrative regulations requires Commission 
approval of coastal development permit applications to be supported by a finding showing 
the application, as conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any 
applicable requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 
21 080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there 
are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available, which would 
substantially lessen any significant adverse effect which the activity may have on the 
environment. 

As conditioned, there are no feasible alternatives or mitigation measures available which 
would substantially lessen any significant adverse impact which the activity may have on 
the environment. Therefore, the proposed project is found consistent with CEQA and the 
policies of the Coastal Act. 
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~ASE NO. ZA 2009-.~1Z2(CDP) . 
. COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 

309-315 East Culver Boul.evard 
Westchester-Playa Del Rey 

"Planning Area · 
Zqne : [Q]C.4,.1D 
D. M" : 0968149 
C. D. : 11 

. CEQA : ENV-2009-3121-MND 
; Legal Description: Lots 15, 16; 17 & 18, 
' Tract 8557 · 

Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal c ·ode Section 12.20.2, I hereby APPROVE: 

a Coastal Development Permit to allow the demolition of an existing school <:md the 
co:1struction of two three-story buildings on. a lot in the [Q]C4-1 0 Zone located within 
the dual permit jurisdiction of the California Coastal Zone, 

upon ~he following additional.terms and conditions: 

1. All other use, height and area regulations of the Municipal Code and _all other 
applicable government/regulat9ry agencies span be strictly complied with, in the 
developme"nt and use of the property, except as su~h r(3gulations are herein 
specifically varied or required. 

2. The use anq-:-development of the property shall b~ in substantial conformance with 
the plot plan submitted with the application and marked Exhibit "A", except as may 
be revised as a result of this action. · 

3. The authorized use shall be conducted at all times with due regard for the character 
of ~he surrounding district, and the right is reserved to the Zoning Administrator to 
impose additional corrective Conditions, if, in the Administrator's opinion, such 
Conditions are proven necessary for the protection of persons in the neighborhood 
or occupants of adjacent property. · 

4. All graffiti on the site shall be removed or painted ovF;r to match the color of the 
surface to which it is applied within 24 hours of its occurrence. 

LEG 2842 
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5. A copy of the first page of this grant and all Conditions and/or any subsequent 
appeal of this grant and its resultant Conditions and/or letters of clarification shall be 
printed on the building plans submitted to the Zoning Administrator and the 
Department of Building and Safety for purposes of havfng a building permit issued. 

6. The applicant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City, its agents, 
officers, or employees from any claim, action, or proceeding agajnst the Cjty or its 
agents, officers, or employees to attack, set aside, void or annul this app:-oval which 
action is brought within the applicable limitation period. The City shall promptly 
notify the applicant of any claim, action, or proceeding and the City shall cooperate 
fully fn the defense. If the City fails to promptly notify the applicant of any claim 
action or proceeding, or if the City fails to cooperate fully in the defense, the 
applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify, or hold harmless 
the City. · 

7. Prior to any sign-off of plans by the Zoning Administrator, the applicant shall submit 
the- plot plan for review and approval to the Fire Department. Said Department's 
approval shall be included in the form~ of a stamp on the plans submitted to the 
Zoning Administrator. i 

8. The project shall not exceed 37 feet in height and 7,904 square feet of floor area as 
shown on Exhibit "A". 

9. The required parking shall be provided in compliance with the code and the 
satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. No variance from the parking 
requirements has been requested or granted herein. 

10. Outdoor lighting shall be designee and installed with shielding, so that the light 
source cannot be seen from adjacent properties. 

11. All mechanical equipment including but not limited to a water heater as weH as 
heating and air conditioning units- shall not be placed in the area that adjoins 
habitable rooms of neighboring properties or in the required front and side yards in 
order to mitigate potential noise and aesthetic impacts to the surrounding properties. 
Any mechanical equipment placed on the roof shall not be viewed from the streets 
or neighboring properties and shall be completely shielded by appropriate screening 
devices or walls to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator. 

12. The project shall comply with the following [Q] conditions of Ordinance No. 175,981 
(SA120): 

LEG 2843 

a. All buildings shall have their primary ground floor pedestrian entrance facing 
Culver Boulevard. lf the front ofthe building is set back more than 5 feet from 
the front property line, some type of pedestrian amenity(s) shall be provided 
at the front of the building, such as a walkway, a courtyard, outdoor seating 
area, etc. 

b. Residential uses shall be prchibited on the ground floor. 
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c. Pate signs and illuminated architectural canopy signs shall be prohibited. 

d. Exterior security grilles or permanently affixed security b~rs, or roll-down 
grilles that conceal storefront windows shall be prohibited. 

e. Aff areas of the site not-developed with structures, parking areas, walkways 
or other pedestrian amenities shall be attractively landscaped. 

f. No building or structure shall exceed 37 feet in height. 

g. The maximum FAR for the area shall not exceed 1.0:1 as defined in Section 
12.21.1(A,5 and 8,4) ofthe LAMC. 

Prior to the iss\,lance of any building permit, evidence of compliance with this 
condition shall be provided to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator, such as 
sign off from the community planning bureau or the plan approval unit of the 
Planning Department etc. 

13. Bicycle racks shall be provided on-site as proposed by the applicant 
' 

14. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, a landscape plan including an automatic 
irrigation plan shall be prepared by a licensed landscape architect to the satisfaction 
cf the Zoning Administrator. 

15. The following mitigation measures included in ENV 2009-3121-MND shall be 
complied with: 

LEG 2844 

a. Aesthetics (Landscaping) 

All open areas not used for buildings, driveways, parking areas, recreational 
facilities or walks shall be attractively landscaped and maintained in 
accordc:Jnce -with a landscape plan, including an automatic irrigation plan, 
prepared by a licensed landscape architect to the satisfaction ofthe Pfanning 
Department. 

b. Aesthetics (Graffiti) 

1) Every building, structure, or portion thereof, shall be maintained in a 
safe and sanitary condition and good repair, and free from graffiti, 
debris, rubbish, garbage, trash, overgrown vegetation or other similar 
material, pursuant to Municipal Code Section 91.8104. 

2) The exterior of all buildings and fences shall be free from graffiti when 
such graffiti is visible from a public street or alley, pursuant to 
Municipal Code Section 91.8104.15. 

c. Aesthetics (Signage) 

1) On-site signs are limited to the maximum allowable under the code 
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2) Multiple temporary signs in the store windows and along the building 
walls are not permitted. 

d. Aesthetics (Light) 

Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, so that the 
light source cannot be seen from adjacent residential properties. 

e. Air Pollution (Stationary) 

An air filtration system shall be installed and maintained with filters meeting 
or exceeding the ASHRAE Standard 52.2 Minimum Efficiency Reporting 
Value (MERV) of 13, to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and 
Safety. 

f. Wildlife Corridor 

1) Habitat Modification (Net:tting Native Birds)- The project will result in _ 
the· removal of vegetation and disturbances to the ground and 
therefore may result in take of nesting native bird species. Migratory 
non-game native bird species are protected by international treaty 
under the Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) of 1918 (50 
C.F.R Section 10.13}. Sections 3503, 3503.5 and 3513 of the 
California Fish and Game Code prohibit take of all birds and their 
active nests including raptors and other migratory non-game birds (as 
Hsted under the Federal MBTA). 

a). Proposed project activities_ (including disturbances to native 
and non-native vegetation, structures and substrates) should 
take place outside of the breeding bird season which generally 
runs from March 1- August 31 (as early as February 1 for 
raptors) to avoid take (including disturbances which would 
cause abandonment of active nests containing eggs and/or 
young). Take means to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill, or 
attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture of kill (Fish and Game 
Code-Section 86). 

b). If project activities cannot feasibly avoid the breeding bird 
season, beginning thirty days pr:ior to the disturbance of 
suitable nesting habitat the applicant shall: 

i) Arrange for weekly bird surveys to detect any protected 
native birds in the habitat to be removed and any other 
such habitat within 300 feet of the construction work 
area (within 500 feet for raptors) as access to adjacent 
areas allows. The surveys shall be conducted by a 
qualified biologist with experience in conducting 
breeding bird surveys. The surveys shall cortinue on a 
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weekly basis with the last survey being conducted no 
more than 3 days prior to the initiation of 
clearance/construction work. 

ii) If a protected native bird is found, the applicant shall 
delay all clearance/construction disturbance activities 
within 300 feet of suitable nesting habitat (within 500 
feet for suitable raptor nesting habitat) until August 31. 

iii) Alternatively, the Qualified Biologist could continue the 
surveys in order to locate any nests. If an active nest is 
located, clearing and construction within 300 feet ofthe 
nest (within 500 feet for rapt or nests} or as determined 
by a qualified biological moni.tor, shall be postponed 
until the nest is vacated and juveniles have iledged and 
when there is no evidence of a second attempt at 
nesting. The puffer zone from the nest shall be 
established ~in the field with flagging and stakes. 
Construction personnel shall be instructed on the 
sensitivity of the area. 

iv} The applicant shall record the results of the 
recommended protective measures described above to 
document compliance with applicable State and Federal 
laws pertaining to the protection of native birds. 

g. Tree Removal (Non-Protected Trees) 

1) Prior to the issuance of any permit, a plot plan prepared indicating the 
location, size, type and general condition of all existing trees on the 
site and within the adjacent public right(s)-of-way. 

2) All significant trees (8-inch. or _greater trunk diameter, or cumulative 
trunk diameter if multi...:trunked, as measured 54 inches above the 
ground) on the site proposed for removal shall be replaced at a 1:1 
ratio with a minimum 24-inch box tree. 

3} A Landscape Plan shall be prepared, indicating the location of all 
replacement trees, to the satisfaction of the decision-maker. Net, new 
trees, located within the parkway of the adjacent public right(s)-of
way, may be count~d toward replacement tree requirements. 

4) Removal or planting of any tree in the public right-of-way requires 
approval of the Board of Public Works. Contact: Urban Forestry 
Division at 213-485-5675. All trees in the public right-of-way shall be 
provided per the current standards of the Urban Forestry Division of 
the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Street Services. 
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h_ Cultural Resources (Archaeological) 

1) If any archaeological materials are encountered during the course of 
the project development, the project shall be halted. The services of 
an archaeologist shall be secured by contacting the Center for Public 
Archaeology- Cal State University Northridge, or a member of the 
Society of Professional Archaeologist (SOPA) or a SOPA-qualified 
archaeologist to assess the resources and evaluate the impact. 

2) Copies of the archaeological survey, study or report shall be 
·submitted to the UCLA Archaeological Information Cente~. 

3) A covenant and agreement shall be recorded prior to obtaining a 
grading permit. 

4) (Human Remains) In the event that human remains are discovered 
during excavation activities, the following procedures shall be 
observed: ! 

J ' 

a) Stop immediately and contact the County-Coroner: 

11 04 North Mission Road 
Los Angeles, CA 90033 
323-343-0512 (8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday) or 
323-343-0714 (After Hours, Saturday, Sunday and Holidays) 

b) The coroner has two working days to examine human remains 
after being notmed by the responsible person. If the remains 
are Native American, the Coroner has 24 hours to notify the 
Native American Heritage Commission. 

c) The Native American Heritage Commission will immediately 
notify ttie person it.be!ieves to be the most likely descendent of 
the deceased Native American. 

d) The most likely descendent has 48 hours to make 
recommendations to the owner, or representative, for the 
treatment or disposition, with proper dignity, of the human 
remains and grave goods. 

• If the descendent does not make recommendations 
within 48 hours the owner shall reinter the remains in an 
area ofthe property secure from further disturbance, or; 

• If the owner does not accept the descendant's 
recommendations, the owner of the descendent may 
request mediation by the Native American Heritage 
Commission. 
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L Seismic 

The design and construction of the project shall conform to the Uniform 
Building Code seismic standards as approved by the Department of Building 
and Safety. 

j. Erosion/Grading/Short-Term construction Impacts 

1) Air Quality: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

All unpaved demolition and construction areas shall be wetted 
at Jeast twice daily during excavation and construction, and 
temporary dust covers shall be used to reduce dust emissions 
and meet SCAQMD District Rule 403. Wetting could reduce 
fugitive dust by as much as 50 percent. 

The owner or contractor shall keep the construction area 
sufficiently dampened to control dust caused by construction 
and hauling, and atall times provide reasonable control of dust 

• f 

caused by wmd. 

All loads shall be secured by trimming, watering or other 
appropriate means to prevent spillage and dust. 

All materials transported off-site shall be either sufficiently 
watered or securely covered to prevent excessive amount of 
dust. 

All clearing, earth moving, or excavation activities shall be 
discontinued during periods of high winds (i.e., greater than 15 
mph). so as to prevent excessive amounts of dust. 

. General contractors shall maintain and operate construction 
equipment so as to min.imize exhaust emissions. 

2) Noise: 

a) The project shall comply with the City of Los Angeles Noise 
Ordinance Nos. 144,331 and 161,574, and any subsequent 
ordinances, which prohibit the emission or creation of noise 
beyond certain levels at adjacent uses unless technically 
infeasible. · 

b) Construction and demolition shall be restricted to the hours of 
7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 8 a.m. to 6 p.m . . 
on Saturday. 

c) Construction and demolition activrties shall be scheduled so as 
to avoid operating several pieces of equipment simultaneously. 
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d) The project contractor shall use power construction equipment 
with state-of-the-art noise shielding and muffling devices. 

e) The project sponsor shall comply with the Noise Insulation 
Standards of Title 24 of the California Code Regulations, which 
insure an acceptable interior noise environment. 

3) General Construction: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

k. Liquefaction 

All waste shall be disposed of properly. Use appropriately 
labeled recycling bins to recycle construcron materials 
including: solvents, water-based paints, vehicle fluids, broken 
asphalt and concrete., wood, and vegetation. Non recyclable 
materials/wastes must be taken to an appropriate Jandfi/1. Toxic 
wastes must be discarded at a licensed regulatec disposal site. 

Leaks, drips and spills shall be cleaned up immediately to 
prevent contaminated soil on paved surfaces that can be 
washed away into 'the storm drains. 

Pavement shall not be hosed down at material spills. Dry 
cleanup methods shall be used whenever possible. 

Dumpsters shall be covered and maintained. Uncovered 
dumpsters shall be placed under a roof or cover with tarp or 
plastic sheeting. 

Gravel approaches shall be used where truck traffic is frequent 
to reduce soil compaction ~nd the tracking of sediment into 
streets shall be limited. 

All vehicle/equipment maintenance, repair, and washing shall 
be conduCted away from storm drains. All major repairs shall 
be conducted off-site. Drip pans or drop cloths shall be used to 
catch drips and spills. 

1) The project shall comply with the Uniform Building Code Chapter 18. 
Division 1 Section 1804.5 Liquefaction Potential and Soil Strength 
Loss which requires the preparation of a geotechnical report. The 
geotechnical report shall assess potential consequences of any 
liquefaction and soil strength loss, estimation of settlement, lateral 
movement or reduction in foundation soil-bearing capacity, and 
discuss mitigation measures that may include buiiding design 
consideration. 
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2) Building design considerations may include, but are not limited to: 
ground stabilization, selection of appropriate foundation type and 
depths, selection of appropriate structural systems to accommodate 
anticipated displacements or any combination of these measures. 

I. Explosion/Release (Methane Gas) 

All commercial, industrial, and institutional buildings shall be provided with an 
approved Methane Control System, which shall include these minimum 
requirements; a vent system and gas-detection system which shall be 
installed in the basements or the lowest floor level on grade, and within 
undertloor space of buildings with raised foundations. The gas-detection 
system shall be designed to au~omatically activate the vent system when an 
action level equal to 25% of the Lower EX-plosive Limit (LEL) methane 
concentration is detected within those areas. 

m. Explosion/Release (Asbestos Co!ltaining Materials) 

1) Prior to the issuance of ,the demolition permit, the applicant shall 
provide a letter to the Department of Building and Safety from a 
qualified asbestos abatement consultant that no ACM are present in 
the building. If ACM are found to be present, it will need to be abated 
in compliance with the South Coast Air Quality Management District's 
Rule 1403 as well as all other state and federal rules and regulations. 

2) Prior to the issuance of any permit for demolition or alteration of the 
existing structure(s), a lead-based paint survey shall be performed to 
the written satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. 
Should lead-based paint materials be identified, standard handling 
and disposal practices shall be implemented pursuant to OSHA 
regulations. 

n. Projects located within or directly adjacent to or discharging directly to an 
environmentally sensitive area: 

1) Project applicants are required to implement stormwater BMPs to 
retain or treat the runoff from a storm event producing 3/4 inch of 
rainfall in a 24 hour period. The design of structural BMPs shall be in 
accordance with the Development Best Management Practices 
Handbook Part 8 Planning Activities. A signed certificate from a 
California licensed civil engineer or licensed architect that the 
proposed BMPs meet this numerical threshold standard is required. 

2) Post-development peak storm water runoff discharge rates shall not 
exceed the estimated pre-development rates and shall not exceed the 
estimated pre-development rate for developments where the increase 
peak stormwater discharge rate will result in increased potential for 
downstream erosion. 
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3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

Concentrate or cluster development on portions of a site while leaving 
the remaining land in a natural undisturbed condition. 

limit clearing and grading of native vegetation at the project site to the 
minimum needed to build lots, allow access, and provide fire 
protection. 

Maximize trees and other vegetation at each site by planting additional 
vegetation, clustering tree areas, and promoting the use of native 
and/or drought tolerant plants. 

Promote natural vegetation by using parking lot islands and other 
landscaped areas. 

Preserve riparian areas and wetlands. 

The owner(s) of the property will prepare and execute a covenant and 
agreement (Planning Dep~rtment General form CP-6770) satisfactory 
to the Planning Department binding the owners to post construction 
maintenance on the structural BMPs in accordance with the standard 
Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan and/or per manufacturer's 
instructions. 

o. Floodingffidal Waves 

The project shall comply with the requirements of the Flood Hazard 
Management Specific Plan, Ordinance No. 172,081, effective 7/3/98. 

p. Land Use 

1) The applicant shall comply with mitigation measures required by this 
MND. 

2) Exceed 2008 Title 24 minimum building energy efficiency 
requirements by a minimum of 14%. 

3) Only low- and non-VOC-containing paints, sealants, adhesives, and 
solvents shall be utilized in the construction of the project. 

q. Severe Noise Levels (Aircraft Noise- Residential) 

r. 

All exterior windows shall be constructed with double-pane glass_ 

Public Services (Fire) 

The following recommendations of the Fire Department relative to fire safety 
shall be incorporated into the building plans, which includes the submittal of a 
plot plan for approval by the Fire Depa iment either prior to the recordation of 
a final map or the approval of a building permit. The plot plan shall include 
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the following minimum design features: fire lanes, where required, shall be a 
minimum of 20 feet in width; all structures must be within 300 feet of an 
approved fire hydrant, and entrances to any dwelling unit or guest room shall 
not be more than 150 feet in distance in horizontal travel from the edge of the 
roadway of an improved street or approved fire lane. 

s. Public Services (Police General) 

The plans shall incorporate the design guidelines relative to security, semi
public and private spaces, which may include bu·t not be limited to access 
control to building, secured parking facilities, walls/fences with key systems, 
well-illuminated public and semi-public space designed with a minimum of 
dead space to eliminate areas of concealment, location of toilet facilities or 
building entrances in high-foot traffic areas, and provision of security guard 
patrol throughout the project sit~ if ne~ded; Please refer to Design out Crime 
Guidelines: Crime· P'reventi'on Through Environmental Design published by 
the Los Angeles Police Department's Crime Prevention Section (located at 
Parker Center, 150 N. Los Angetes Street, Room 818, Los Angeles, (213) 
485-3134. These measures shall be approved by the Police Department prior 
to the issuance of building perm(ts. 

t. Increased Vehicle Trips/Congestion 

The site is located within the Los Angeles Coastal Transportation Corridor 
Specific Plan which requires that the Department of Transportation establish 
the number of daily trips created by the project and subject the applicant to 
the necessary mitigation measures as referenced in the plan. This is to be 
done prior to the issuance of any building, grading or foundation permit. 

u. Safety Hazards 

Submit a parking and driveway plan that incorporates design features that 
shall reduce accidents. to the Bureau of Engineering and the Department of 
Transportation for approval. 

1) The applicant shall submit a parking and driveway plan that 
incorporates design features that shall reduce accidents, to the 
Bureau of Engineering and the Department of Transportation for 
approval. 

2) Prior to plan check submittal to LADBS, submit a site and/or driveway 
plan, scaled at least 1 inch = 40 feet, to: LADOT Construction 
Services Center, 201 N. Figueroa Street, #400 (Counter No.3), Los 
Angeles, 90012. 

2) Prior to plan check submittal to LADBS, submit a site and/or driveway 
plan, scaled at least 1 inch = 40 feet! to: LADOT West L.A./Coastal 
Development Review, 7166 W. Manchester Avenue, Los Angeles, 
90045. 
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Two-way driveways shall be 30 feet wide and one-way driveways shall 
be 16 feet wide, exclusive of side slopes.' 

A minimum 20-foot reseNoir space (property line to gate/first parking 
stall) at all entrances to lots with up to 1 00 spaces; a minimum 40-foot 
reservoir is required for lots with 101 to 300 spaces. 

3) Street improvements required per LAMC 12.37-A must be cleared by 
the Bureau of Engineering prior to issuance of LADOT project 
approval. 

v. Utifities (Local or Regional Water Supplies) 

1) The project shall comply with Ordinance No. 170,978 (Water 
Management Ordinance), which imposes numerous water 
conservation measures in landscape, installation, and maintenance 
{e.g., use drip irrigation and soax hoses in lieu of 'sprinklers to lower 
the amount of water lost tp evaporation and overspray, set automatic 
sprinkler systems to irrigate during the early morning or evening hours 
to minimize water foss due to evaporation, and water less in the cooler 
months and during the rainy season). 

2) .If conditions dictate, the Department of Water and Power may 
postpone new water connections for this project until water supply 
capacity is adequate. 

3) (All New Construction, Commercial/Industrial Remodel, Condominium 
Conversions, and Adaptive Reuse) 

Unless otherwise required, and to the satisfaction of the Department 
of Building and Safety, the applicant shall instal!: 

a) High-efficiency toilets (maximum 1.28 gpf), including dual-flush 
water closets, and high-efficiency urinals (maximum 0.5 gpf}, 
including no-flush or waterless urinals, in all restrooms as 
appropriate. Rebates may be offered through the Los Angeles 
Department of Water and Power to offset portio:1s of the costs 
of these installations. 

b) Restroom faucets with a maximum flow rate of 1.5 gallons per 
minute. 

Single-pass cooling equipment shall be strictly prohibited from use. 
Prohibition of such equipment shall be indicated on the building plans 

·and incorporated into tenant lease agreements. (Single-pass cooling 
refers to the use of potable water to extract heat from process 
equipment, e.g. , vacuum pump, ice machines, bypassing the water 
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through equipment and discharging the heated water to the sanitary 
wastewater system.) 

4) (All New Commercial and Industrial) 

Unless otherwise required, all restroom faucets shall be of a self
closing design, to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and 
Safety. 

5)· (Landscaping) In addition to the requirements of the Landscape 
Ordinance, the landscape plan shall incorporate the following: 

a) Weather-based irrigation controller with rain shutoff; 

b) Matched precipitation (flow) rates for sprinkler heads; 

c) Drip/microspray/sul;>surface irrigation where appropriate; 
' 

d) Minimum irrigation ,system distribution uniformity of 75 percent; 

e) Proper hydro-zoning, turf minimization and .use of 
native/drought tolerant plant materials; and 

f) Use of landscape contouring to minimize precipitation runoff. 

g) A separate water meter (or submeter), flow sensor; and master 
valve shutoff shall be installed for irrigated Ia ndscape areas 
totaling 5,000 sf. and greater, to the satisfaction of the 
Department of Building and Safety. 

w. Utilities (Solid Waste) 

LEG 2E54 

1) Recycling bins shall be provided at appropriate locations to promote 
recycling of paper, metal, glass, and other recyclable material. These 
bins shall be emptied and recycled accordingly as a part of the 
project's regular solid waste disposal program. 

2) Prior to the issuance of any demotion or construction permit, the 
applicant shall provide a copy of the receipt or contract from a waste 
disposal company providing services to the project, specifying 
recycled waste service(s), to the satisfaction of the Depl;)rtment of 
Building and Safety. The demolition and construction contractor(s) 
shall only contract for waste disposal services with a company that 
recycles demolition and/or construction-related wastes. 

3) To facilitate on-site separation and recycling of demolition and 
construction-related wastes, the _contractor( s) shall provide temporary 
waste separation bins on-site during demolition and construction. 
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These bins shall be emptied and recycled accordingly as a part of the 
project's regular solid waste disposal program. 

Coastal clearance shall be obtained from the California Coastal Commission, and 
the use and development of the property shall be in conformance with any 
conditions that may be required by the California Coastal Commission. Prior to the 
issuance of any building permit, evidence of compliance with this condition shall be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Zoning Ad min istrator such as a clearance letter 
from the California Coastal Commission, etc. 

Prior to the issuance of any permits relative to this matter, a covenant 
acknowledging and agreeing to comply with all the terms and conditions established 
herein shall be recorded in ttie County Recorder's Office. The agreement (standard 
master covenant and agreement form CP-6770) shall run with the land and shall be 
binding on any subsequent owners, heirs or assigns. The agreement with the 
conditions attached must be submitted to the Zoning Administrator for approval 
before being recorded. After recordation, a certified copy bearing the Recorder's 
number and date shall be provided to the Zoning Administratorfor attachment to the 
subject case file. 

OBSERVANCE OF CONDITIONS -TIME LIMIT -LAPSE OF PRIVILEGES -TIME 
EXTENSION 

All terms and Conditions of the approval shall be fulfilled before the use may be 
established. The instant authorization is further conditional upon the privileges being 
utilized within two years after the effective date of approval and, if such privileges are not 
utilized or substantial physical construction work is not begun within said time and carried 
on diligently to completion, the authorization shall terminate and become void. A Zoning 
Administrator may extend the termination date for one additional period not to exceed one 
year, if a written request on appropriate forms, accompanied by the applicable fee is filed 
therefore with a public Office of the Department of City Planning setting forth the reasons 
for said request and a Zoning Administrator determines that good and reasonable cause 
exists therefore. 

TRANSFERABILITY 

This authorization runs with the land. In the event the property is to be sold, leased, rented 
or occupied by any person or corporation other than yourself, it is incumbent upon you to 
advise them regarding the conditions of this grant. 

VIOLATIONS OF THESE CONDITIONS, A MISDEMEANOR 

Section 12.29 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code provides: 
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"A variance, conditional use, adjustment, public benefit or other quasi-judicial 
approval, or any conditional approval granted by the Director, pursuant to the 
authority of this chapter shall become effective upon utilization of any portion of the 
privilege, and the owner and applicant shall immediately comply with its Conditions. 
The violation of any valid Condition imposed by the Director, Zoning Admir-istrator, 
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Area Planning Commission, City Planning Commission or City Council in connection 
with the granting of any action taken pursuant to the authority of this chapter, shall 
constitute a violation of this chapter and shall be subject to the same penalties as 
any other violation of this Code." 

Every violation of this determination is punishable as a misdemeanor and shall be 
pun:shable by a fine of not more than $1 ,000 or by imprisonment in the county jail for a 
period of not more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. 

APPEAL PERIOD- EFFECTIVE DATE 

The applicant's attention is called to the fact that this authorization is not a permit or license 
and that any permits and licenses required by law must be obtained from the proper public 
agency. t=urtherriiore, if any Condition of this grantis violated or riot'complied with, then 
this authorization shall be subject to revocation as provided in Section 12.27 of the 
Municipal Code. The Zoning Administrator's determination in this matter will become 
effective after AUGUST 19,2010, unless an appeal therefrom is filed with the City Planning 
Department. It is strong-ly advised that appeals:be filed early during the appeal period and 
in person so that imperfections/incompletenesq may be corrected before the appeal period 
expires_ Any appeal must be filed on the prescribed forms, accompanied by the req-uited 
fee, a copy of the Zoning Administrator's action, and received and receipted at a public 
office of the Department of City Planning on or before the above date or the appeal will not 
be accepted. _Forms are available on-line at http:l/cityj:?l_anning.lacity.org. Public 
offices are located at: . . - -- -

Figueroa Plaza 
201 North Figueroa Street, 

4th Floor 
LosAngeles, CA 90012 
(213) 482-7077 

Marvin Braude San Fernando 
Valley Constituent Service Center 

6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, Room 251 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 374-5050 

Furthermore, this coastal development permit shall be subject to revocation as provided in 
Section 12.20.2-J of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, as authorized by Section 30333 of 
the California Public Resources Code and Section 13105 ofthe California Administrative 
Code. 

Provided no appeal has been filed by the above-noted date, a copy of the permit will be 
sent to the California Coastal Commission. Unless an appeal is filed with the California 
Coastal Commission before 20 working days have expired from the date the City's 
determination is deemed received by such Commission, the City's action shall be deemed 
final. 

(f you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil 
Procedure Section 1094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be 
filed no _ater than the 90th day following the date on which the City's decision became final 
pursuart to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. There may be other time 
limits which also affect your ability to seek judicial review. 

LEG 2856 
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NOTICE 

The applicant is further advised that all subsequent contact with this Office regarding this 
determination must be with the Zoning Administrator who acted on the case. This would 
include clarification, verification of condition compliance and plans or building permit 
applications, etc., and shall be accomplished BY APPOINTMENT ONLY, in order to assure 
that you receive se!Vice with a minimum amount of waiting. You should advise any 
consultant representing you of this requirement as well. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

After thorough consideration of the statements contained in the application, the plans 
subiT:itted therewith~ the report of the Zoning Analyst thereon, the statements made at the 
public hearing on April29, 2010, all of which are by reference made a part hereof, as well 
as knoWledge of the property and surrounding district, I find that the requirements and 
prerequisites for granting a coastal development permit as enumerated in Section 12.20.2 
of the Municipal Code have been established py the following facts: 

BACKGROUND i 

The subject property is a relatively level, square-shaped, interior parcel of land consisting 
four contiguous lots totaling 10,000 square feet, having a frontage of 100 feet on th"e north 
side of Culver Boulevard, and an even depth of 100 h~et. The property is presently 
developed with a one-story, 3,200 square-foot commercial building, originally builtin 1957, 
and formerly used as a private nursery/elementary school. 

The appl~cant is proposing to construct two new three-story buildings on an existing 10,000 
scuare-foot lot. The westerly-most building, 309-311 East Culver Boulevard, consists of 
3,987 square feet with two levels of offices and one level of parking on.grade (Lots 18 and 
19). The easterly-most building, 313-315 East Culver Boulevard, consists of3,917 square 
feet also with two levels of offices and one level of ground parking (Lots 16 and 17). A total 
of 32 parking spaces will be provided on-site. 

T~e adjoining properties potentially most affected include the florist shop, nail shop, and 
commercial buildings located directly west of the subject property; and the liquor store and 
other commercial establishments located directly east. There is a wide open field locate-d 
directly north of the subject property. This open space area is owned by a local utility 
company, with no plans for further development at this time. · 

- ' 

At the time of the Zoning Investigator's site visit on April 22, 2010, an official Notice of 
Public Hearing was posted on the property, in accordance with the code requirement to 
post the ZA notice at least ten (10) days prior to the scheduled hearing date. 

According to information submitted by the applicant: "The area is not designated as a 
"special area", the new project will create a more pleasing visual "pedestrian area" with its 
design, replacing the existing "walled in" compound of the old pre-school building. The 
visibili~y to the west open space will be more pleasing to local neighbors." The Zoning 
lnvest1-gator's review of the project plans and on-site observation of the property confirms 

L~8~8sf>mrP ~t:=ttPmP.nt!'; 
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The surrounding properties are primarily zoned [Q]C4-1 D and are characterized by one
and two-story neighborhood-serving commercial uses along the north and south sides of 
Culver Boulevard. Beyond that to the south, properties are zoned R2-1 and R1-1 and are 
characterized by relatively upscale multi-family dwellings along Pershing Drive and one
and twa-story single-family residences situated on rolling hillsides providing scenic views of 
the Pacific Ocean. The Southern California Gas Company owns a relatively large parcel of 
land (63.4 acres) zoned OS-PV and R3-PV-1VL directly north of the subject property. The 
project :s located at the heart of the community of Playa Del Rey, situated along Culver 
Boulevard. 

Culver Boulevard, adjoining the subject property to the south, is a designated Secondary 
Highway dedicated a variable width of 80 to 86 feet and improved witn curbs, gutters, and 
sidewal-ks on both sides~ The westbound (north side) of the boulevard has 15 minute 
parking from6:00 a.m. unti16:00 p.m. daily (except Sundays),. with no parking from 12 noon 
to 2:30p.m. on Thursdays. The eastbound (south side) has 2 hour parking from 8:00a.m. 
until 6:00p.m. daily (except Sundays), with n.o parking from 12 noon to 2:30 p.m. on 
VVednesdays. · 

i 

Pre\'ious zoning related actions on the site/in the area include: 
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Subject property: 

Case No. CPC-2005-8252(CA) - On January 11; 2007, the City Planning 
Commission approved a code amendment affecting areas within the Westchester
Playa Del Rey Community Plan and an ordinance establishing permanent 
r8gulations implementing the Mello Act in the Coastal Zone. 

Case No. CPC-2000-4046(CA) - On May 23, 2001, the City Planning Commission 
approved a code amendment affecting areaswithin the Westchester-Playa Del Rey 
Community Plan. 

Surrounding properties: 

Case No. ZA 2008-3680(CDP)(MEL)- On July 2, 2009, the Zoning Administrator 
approved an application to permit a 6 unit condominium conversion at 6627 South 
Vista Del Mar. 

Case No. ZA 2007 -0694(CU) -On July 26, 2007, the Zoning Administrator approved 
a conditional use to allow the installation of a wireless facility consisting of 12 
antennas, divided into 3 sectors, and an equipment shelter behind an existing office 
building at 200 Culver Boulevard. 

Case No. ZA 2004-6382(ZAA) - On February 22, 2005, the Zoning Administrator 
approved an adjustment to permit a deck and stairs greater than 6 feet in height in 
the rear yard at 6645 South Vista del Mar. 
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Case No. ZA 2003-6289CCU) - On Januarf 28, 2004, the Zoning Administrator 
approved a conditional use to permit the installation of wireless telecommunication 
facilities in the C2-1 zone at 200 Culver Boulevard. 

Case No. ZA 2001 -9980(YV)(ZAA)- On January 10, 2002, the Zoning Administrator 
approved a request to remodel an existing second floor unit and the addition of a 
third floor and roof terrace at 6640 Vista del Mar. 

Case No. ZA 2000-4122(YV)(ZM)- On May 2, 2001, the Zoning Administrator 
denied a request to legalize an apartment building from 9 units to 12 units at 6824 
Esplanade Avenue. 

Case No. ZA 95-01 05{YV)(ZV) - On April 12, 1995, the Zoning Administrator 
approved a request for the installation and maintenance of one pool table in an 
existing restaurant and bar in the C2-1 D Zone at 337-339 Culver Boulevard. 

The Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community P,lan Map designates the property for [Q}C4-
1 D "General Commercial" land uses with corresponding zones of C1.5, C2, C4, CR, RAS3 
and RAS4, and height limited to District No. 1; The "Q" condition applies to the north and 
south sides of Culver Boulevard between Pershing Drive and Pacific Avenue. Effective 
July 3, 2004, the zoning in the specified area changed from C2-1 0 to [Q]C4-1VL 
(Ordinance No. 175,981 ). The property is not currently within the area of any specific plans 
or interim control ordinances. However, the project is located along the Los Angeles 
Coastal Corridor and the proposed Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. 

The following correspondence was received: [ 

• A letter from the Native American Heritage Commission (dated December 31, 
2009), which determined that Native American cultural resources were not 
identified within one half mile of the "area of potential effect" (APE). 

• A letter from Ms. Cheryl A Burnett, a resident of 6400 Pacific Avenue, Playa 
Del· Rey. ln a letter dated January 10, 2010, Ms. Burnett expressed 
disappointment with the quality and accuracy of th~ Environmental Report 
(MNO}. 

• A letter dated January 11, 2010, was received from the Sferra Club and the 
Ballona Wetlands with regard to possible errors and discrepancies in the 
MND. 

• An e-mail from Council District 11 to the Zoning Administrator on April 29, 
2010, whfch expressed concerns about storm water runoff to the adjacent 
Ballona wetlands. 

All correspondence is enclosed within the case file. It is noted that the discrepancies in the 
MND, which were addressed by the Sierra Club andttie Ballona Wetlands and a resident in 
the area were not found in the MND. 

MANDATED FINDINGS 

In order for a coastal development permit to be granted all of the requisite findings 
L~~iffig"'inorl in C:ortinn 1? ?n ? nf tho I n<: A nn~=>IP<: ~.111 mir.inril l.nrlP. m1 Jst hP. m<'lrlP. in thP. 
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affirmative. Following is a delineation of the findings and the application of the facts of this 
case to same. 

1. The development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 
of 1976. 

The applicant is requesting a Coastal Development Permit to allow the demolition of 
an existing nursery school and the construction of two office buildings with 
associated parking on site. The proposed buildings will be 37 feet in height and will 
contain a total of 7,904 square feet of floor area in compliance with the [Q] 
conditions on 10,000 square-foot lots located within a dual permit jurisdiction ofthe 
California Coastal Zone. 

a. Shoreline Access: The subject property is located within the dual jurisdiction 
of the California _ Coastal Zone and will : not interfere with or obstruct any 
access to coastal resources or ocean use. 

b. Recreation and Visitor Serving Facilities: The project si}e has no adjacent or 
nearby recreational facilities _for yisitors. 

c. Water and Marine Resources: This project will not impact any marine 
resources. The project is well above the high tide line and will not have any 
identifiable effect on the Pacific Ocean, or on the sar:dy inter-tidal zone. 

d. Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area. The sjte is located adjacent to open 
space in close proximity to the Ballona- Wetlands. However, the site is 
currently improved with the existing structures, which had been previously 
occupied by a pre-school and is within a fully developed residential and 
commercial commt,mity. The project is limited to the boundaiy of the private 
property in an area that is ·fully developed with residential homes and 
commercial buildings. 

2. The development will not prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program in conformity with said Chapter 3 of the 
California Coastal Act of 1976. 

Currently, there is no adopted Local Coastal Plan (LCP) for this portion of the 
Coastal Zone. ln the interim, the adopted Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community 
Plan serves as the functional equivalent. The Westchester-Playa Del Rey 
Community Plan Map designates the property for [Q]C4-1 D "General Commercial" 
land uses with corresponding zones of C1.5, C2, C4, CR, RAS3 and RAS4, and 
reight limited to District No, 1 . The "Q" condition applies to the north and south sides 
cf Culver Boulevard between Pershing Drive and Pacific Avenue. Effective July 3, 
2004, the zoning in the specified area changed from C2-1 D to [Q]C4-1 VL 
(Ordinance No. 175,981). The property is not currently within the area of any 
specific plans or interim control ordinances. The subject property is zoned 
[QJC4-1 VL and the project is in compliance with the required [QJ conditions. The 
proposed use is permitted in the C4 zone and plan designation of the Westchester-

LEG 2000 Playa Del Rey Community Plan. 
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3 . The Interpretive Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits as established 
by the California Coastal Commission dated February 11, 1977 and any 
subsequent amendments (revised ·October 14, 1980) thereto have been 
reviewed, analyzed and considered in light ofthe individual project in making 
this determination. 

The referenced interpretive guidelines are designed to provide direction to the 
decision-making authority when rendering discretionary determinations on requests 
for coastal development permits, pending the adoption of a Local Coastal Program. 
The project does not conflict with any of the guideline provisions for the involved 
area. The project will provide parking that is rn compliance with the code and to the 
satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. The project will provide 32 
parking spaces on the site, therefore, minimizing the use of on-street and coastal 
access roads. The guidelines also require visual compatibility with the surrounding 
topography and vegetation. 

Visual compatibility of the proposed proJect will be achieved by maintaining a similar 
roof color and type, similar building- design and . window treatment and the 
continuation of similar landscaping with the present vegetation and landscaping in 
the surrounding area. At the public hearing, which was held on April 29, 2010, a 
resident of 308 Culver Boulevard stated that the · proposed project is located 
adjacent to the wetlcmds and will block the ocean view from his property. The project 
complies with the maximum height required by the code and the [Q] conditions. No 
deviation from the maximum building height permitted on site has been requested or 
granted herein. The Coastal Act protects public views ofthe ocean, but not private 
views. No public views will be impacted by this project. 

4. The decision of the permit granting authority has been guided by any 
applicable decision of fhe California Coastal Commission pursuant to Section 
30625(c} of the Public Resources Code. 

The Coastal Commission has consistently·indicated concerns for the public views, 
important resources; accessibility, and improved access to recreational opportunities 
for the public and the impacts to marine· resources or sensitive. habitats. No 
outstanding issues have emerged which would indicate a conflict between the 
proposed project and any other decision of the Coastal Commission. Inasmuch as 
the property has no physical connection to the beach or any body of water, there are 
no Commission actions related to marine resources, wetlands, fishing, diving or 
other water related issues. 

5. The development is not located between the nearest public road and the sea 
or shoreline of any body of water located within th~ coastal zone, and the 
development is in conformity with the public access and public recreat.ion 
policies of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976. 

The property is OUTSIDE the area between the sea and Pacific Coast Highway, the 
nearest highway. The subject property is located within the dual permitjurisdictfon of 

LEG 2861 the Californi8 Coast8l zonP-. ::mrl a fP-w milP.s from thP. shon=!lim'! ThP. nrnnn~P.rl 
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c'evelopment will have no impact on public access or public recreation as described 
in Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 

6. Ari appropriate environmental clearance under the California Environmental 
Quality Act has been granted. 

The proposed project will not be materially detrimental to the property or the 
improvements in the same zone or vicinity in which the property is located. The 
proposed office buildings will not cause a traffic/parking increase or any soil or 
environmental problems for local residents. The mitigation measures included in the 
MND are incorporated as the conditions of this grant and shall be complied with 
. including a mitigation measure for potential impacts on storm water through 
implementation of the ~est Management Practice (BMP) and the Standard Urban 
Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP). · -

7. Merlo Act 

LEG 2862 

' 
The Mello Act (California GovemmeneCode Sections 65590 and 65590.1) is a 
Statewide law which mandates local ,governments to co·mply with a variety of 
provisions concerning the demolition, conversion, and construction of residential 
Lnits in California's Coastal Zone. The Mello Act requires that very low, low, and 
noderate income housing units that are demolished or converted must be replaced 
and that new residential developments must reserve at least 20% of all new 
residential units for low or very low income persons or families or reserve atleast 
10% of all new residential units for very low income persons or famines. 

Accordingly, pursuant to the settlement agreement between the City of Los Angeles 
c.nd the Venice Town Council, Inc., the Barton Hill Neighborhood Organization, and 
Carol Benman concerning the implementation of the Mello Act in the Coastal Zone 
portions of the City of Los Angeles, the following finding is provided. 

"The proposed project is located in the Coastal Zone, as defined in California Public 
Resources Code, Division 20 (commencing with Section 30000), as depicted on the 
City of Los Angeles Coastal Zone Maps. The proposed project involves the 
cemolition of the existing structures, which were previously occupied by a pre-school 
and the construction of two office buildings with associated parking on site. The 
applicant stated at the April 29 hearing that the prior school had been abandoned 
and the site has been vacant for 7 to 8 years. There is no residential dwelling unit on 
site; therefore, the proposed project is not subject to the Mello Act, as set forth in 
California Government Code Section 65590 and 65590.1. 

CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT REVIEW FOR INCLUSIONARY HOUSJNG 
REQUIREMENT 

Not Applicable -The project does not contain any residential dwelling unit. 
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ADDITIONAL MANDATORY FINDINGS 

8. The National Flood Insurance Program rate maps, which are a part of the Flood 
Hazard Management Specific Plan adopted by the City Council by Ordinance No. 
172,081, have been reviewed and it has been determined that this project is located 
in Zone 8, areas between limits ofthe 100-yearffood and 500-yearflood; or certain 
areas subject to 1 00-year flooding with average depths less than 1 foot or where the 
contributing drainage area is less than 1 square mile; or areas protected by levees 
from the base flood . · 

9. On March 8; 2010, a Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV 200~3121-MND) was 
pr~pared for the proposed project. On the basis of the whole of the record before 

, the lead agency jncluding any comments re.ceived, the lead agency finds that with 
imposition of the mitigation measures described in the MND (and identified in this 
determination}, there is no substantial evidence that the proposed project will have a 
significant effect on the environment. I hereby adopt that action . This Mitigated 
Negative Declaration reflects the lead agency's independent judgment and analysis. 
The records upon which this decision is based are with the Environmental Review 
Section of the Planning Department in)Room 750, 200 North Spring Street. 

SUE CHANG 
Associate Zoning Administrator 
Direct Telephone No. (213) 978-3304 

SC:Imc 

cc: Councilmember Bill Rosendahl 
Eleventh District 

Adjoining Property Owners 

LEG 2863 
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138 Culver Boulevard Pagel of 1 

From: chankael <chankael@aim.com> 

To: beatrice.pacheco <beatrice.pacheco@lacity.org>; greg.shoop <greg.shoop@lacily.org>; noelweiss 
<noelweiss@ca. rr.com> 

Subject: 138 Culver Boulevard 
Date: Thu, Apr ·Jo, 2014 2:14pm 

Attachments: f)P.I RP.y ll'lonnn 7oning Admin lns1ructions.pdf (33K) 

Be:~.trice: 

This is again a fonnal public records request and I appreciate your positive attitude and assistance. 
The documents requested are important to understanding our community's rights in the context of 
proposed development and the standards the City of Los Angeles applies to developments. 

1. The Interpretive Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits as established by the California 
Coastal Commission dated February 11, 1977 and any other written guidelines or standards 
applied by the City of Los Angeles in review Coastal Permit Applications. 

2. Any documents which purport to repeal or modify the attached Zoning Infonnation which 
relates to application ofth.e Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan to discretionary actions. 

3. Any documents related to projects subject to discretionary review approved after March 16, 
1982 in the portion of Playa Del Rey where the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan applies which 
were not required to comply with any provision of the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan 
fucluding documents explaining the reason for the variance. 

4. Any documents related to projects subject to discretionary review approved after March 16, 
1982 in the portion of Playa Del Rey where the Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan applies where 
:?Mj~ctmo'ilifications were requrre·a-to comply With the· Del Rey Lagooii Specific Plan. 

Again this request also includes emails and electronic documents. Please let me know when I can 
come look at the documents. 

Thank you. 

Katbryr.. M. Schwertfeger 

(310) 985-1581 

Lh~:.I'Y!tn e.il. aol. com/webmail-std/ en-us/PrintMessage 
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ZONING INFORMATION (Z.I.) 2297 
DEL REV LAGOON SPECIFIC PLAN 

Council File 81-3400 and &1~3512 Approved in Concept March 16, 1982 
Council Distri&t: 11 

Instructions: 

f..rN_.~IsG~~o~.-~ction5;~mi~u~J.e~to'tflajp_eqficpJa,r P..oll~_i_~~::~p.prov.~~:~:P?fi~pf' byi th~::GitY:\CQ.1:11:\cll-actlon ·ofMa(Gh 1~; 1:9.~?.~ T.h~~~~! ~~~ ~- f.r:t the:.c<;>astatzone and;a dlseretlQfi~iY P.l':tiJeCf mclud~:i'i':~!idastal : tleV,eJoplnEifiN5~ffi'il~ . It ·Y9U 'hli~YS"-any-_ ql.}e~tiQns~ ~ga¢1~W-1nre r;p~~ri.I'PJ~a~ :.connrc'Vfh'e,: ctimci,t~ · Pr~n:n!n~ . sur~~u; V.Ve~ti99.~~a:r Section at (213) 978-1165. .. · · -- --

Del Rey Lagoon- Zl 2297.wpd 
Rev. 1012003 
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Los ANGILfS, CJo.. 90012-4801 

AN:> 
6262 VAN NUYS BLVD., SUITE 351 

VM! NUVS, CA 91<401 -
Cll'Y PLAIYNING COMMISSION 

RENEE OAlG WilSON 
PRISICINI 

nAI'lA M. FFRI MAN 
"M:E·PRGID£Hl 

ROBERT -AHN 
DAVID }1. J. AMBROZ • 

M.J,II!A CABILDO 
LtROLJN: CHO£ 
R.'CHARD KATZ 
JOHNW. MACK 
M~RTASEGURA -JAA£5 K. '*'IWAMS 

COMWISS~aj IXECl!IM ASS1STANT n 
[.!13) 973-1300 

CITY OF .Los ANGELES 
CALIFORNIA 

ERIC GARCITTI 
MAYOR 

April16, 2014 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES 

MICHAELJ.'LOGRANOE 
DHCTOA 

(213)978-1271 

AlAN BEL~,A1CP 
DlMY DIRlCJOft 

(213) 978-1272 

us-. M. WEBBER, AICI' 
00111'1 OllliCJOA 

(213) 978-l.Z74 

JAN 2ATORSICI 
DEI'UI'I DIRECJOl 
(213) 978-1273 

FAX: (213) 978·1275 

• INFORMATION 
www.planning.laclty.org 

SENT VIA EMAIL TP CHANKAEL@AIM:COM, NOT FOLLOWED BY U.S. MAIL 
. - -

Ms. Schwertfeger: 

. . . 
RE: Public Records Act Request- Del Rey Lagoon Specific Piau (138 CnJver Blvd.) 

-
This letter is in response to your request dated Aprill 0, 2014, seeking records :from the 
Deparlment of City Planning pursuant to the California Public Records ·Act (CPRA) regarding 
the'above. · · · 

Be aq.vised that this Department finds that "unusual circumstances" exist with respect to the 
request, as that term is defined in California goverimlent code section 6253( c). Unusual 

circumstances ~t because of(l). the possible need to search for an~ collect the records from 
field f~cilities or other establishments that are separate from this office, and (2). the possible need 

· to searc;h for, collect, and ,appropriately examine a voluminous amount of separate and distinct 
records in order to respond to the request, and (3) the possible need for consultation with another' 
agency having a substantial interest in the detennination of the request. ·(See Government Code. 

section 6253 (c)(l), (c)(2), and (c)(3). · 

We· expect to make a determination concerning your request on or before April30, 2014 .. If you_ 

have any questions, you may reach me at (213) 978-1260. We greatly appreciate your courtesy 
and cooperation in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

)nv--- '~~L-u Nfarlc. Lopez . 
Custodian .of Records 

ML:1Jp 

LEG 2818 
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DEPARTMENT OF 
CITY PLANNING 

2Qp If SPitiNG STRI£r, /IOOM 525 
lOSi\NGiiES, CA 90012·4B01 

AND 
6262 VAN NUl'S Blvo • • SUJTE 351 

, VAN Nul'S, CA9140l 

CITY PlANNING COMMISSION 

RENEE OAXE WJtSON 
fWIJINT 

DANA M. PERLMAN 
YIC!-IRE!Y)!HT 
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DAVID H.J.AMIIIIOZ 

MARIA CABTlDD 
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JOHNW,MACK 
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:- JAMES K.WJWAMS 
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MAYOR 
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SENT VIA EMAIL TO CHANKAEL@AIM:.GOM. NOT FOLLOWED BY U.~. MAIL ., 

Ms. Schwertfeger: 
:· 

RE: Public Records Ac~ Request....: _Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan (138 'Culver Blvd.) 

This letter a follow up to our ext~nsion letter and is in respo:gse to your r~quest dated April 10, 
2014, se~king records :frpm the Department of City Planning pursuant to the California Public· 
Records Act (CPRA) regarding the .aoove. · · 

-Be advised that tbls De~artment bas responsive records· for #1 of your request Thes~·records 
will be ready for you to review beginning,Thursday, April24, please call-me at iB-978-1260 to 
inake an appointm~nt to viewthem. ~you would like copies of any of the documents at that 
time, the cost will be .1 0 cents per page . .(Lo~ Angeles Ailininistrative Code section 12.40). 

For request #2, our Department has no responsive doc~ents .. : 

Please be fmther advised that for #'s 3 and 4 of your request a query would have to be performed 
which would give you a liSt of case files and their' Iocatio115 ·which you wouid then use to do 
further research for the infonnation·you are seeking as the department does not keep records in 
the fashion you are requesting. Further, ·be advised that you would be responsible for the cost of 
perfonning that query. The cost is $250.40·and payment would. need to be received prio~ to the 
work being perfbrmed. If you are interest~d in our :perfontrlng the query, please let me know so I 
6an advise you of where to send the check. 

LEG 2819 



hge 2 - PRA Response Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan 

If you have any questions, you may reach me at (213) 978-1260 · 

Sin::erely, 

,f'i ...;.-. . . ~Df\ . 
~~ M>UkLopoz ~ 
V Custodian ofn ,~.,ecords · 

ML:bp 

.· 

'. 

LEG 2820 
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i fiQITI.' -.1 ~~fp.!i1!1!D• T« bt181:•.~ "l>t'fl!i;g IWit!loC!?Q'rsllr ctD> SM. Gun. ~b-/ 25, 2014 2:S!Jl'l!l 
"~= pc t..ttor PubQc Rclci:n!L Acflte.,..&l·· ~ Coaotal Acl Guidelines 11n<1 Economi: F083ibiffi) 

3Eatrice: 

·• I •I)Pnk'IPU for prl>"JJd'lna: mo witH lh·~ Guld~lna wfllcll tht C:iry considtrs in reviewing duai coa, l..i ~ermlt Appllc;;nlons. That said1 11\tt'dj)cum!IJI.ts did not seem . tompi<!U. So I 11m moldrll a fo~aW-lJll.,fl11UC!lHD wklch you m~y r~spcnd th3ll have everythlnnou apply or then ire no rud1 documerts in ·lf!~. City records. I have : numbetc:d my re!!_llellS to f>dlitiltll ·Y,O.IlT ru_p<!!!!,f· 

1. R.eiKfing the Jiei;iOn;;ltnterpretlve <Mdollllils, South Coast Rtl!lon, U.S An&eles County, 'UfopU!d Octolier 1~, 1980, I noted'the fanowlr,l which, other :han the;las.t Item ll;·.~earto be missing and ; m making a public rtCDtc!J requtst fer each o f''hc: addltiOI\lll Guideftnes which are desalbed as follows: 
: "In addition to IOOI~y jil'cpal'lli! lCP doc:umcntnnchuldeRnes Co!ltalnod under this co...er. (sic) SateW!dc Interpretive Guldellnu must be consulted when : .<!f!Piylnl tho pol! des of lfle.Co~ml Act. St11 I!Wid~ Gu ill~ adtl~·the foltJ"vlnB Issues and are av;iilobte on~er separate cover: 

1. Geologic:nl Stabinty of Blufftop Development; 
2. VIew Protection; 
3. Puhnc Rights of Access; 
4. Public Trust Lands; 
s. Housing Opportunities; 
6. Siting New Development; 
7. Definitions; 
8. PubUc Access; 
9. Condominium/Stock Cooperative Conversions; 
10. Houslnz/New Construction; and 
11. Wetlands and Other Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area.• 

2- If the qty has made a decision regarding which of thE 11 Stlltl!wide Guidelines It applies and which it disregards, I am making a Public Records Act request for Cl)ples of the document> reflecUng this decision and the reasons fllr the de<Ulon. :t 
3. I :W:C!' rec-elved ~copy otthc Sta;~de Interpretive Guklcilln.es forWell~pd.s and Other 'Net Envi(onmonQJJy Sensitive H~blt:atArt!:IU, d~ ~ber 16, 191!1, sealons Rescinded June 13, 2000 (IN! ''"WetlilndJ Gllfdellntis") as noted. However, the-mpy was lncomplell! in that the fol(owlng ·.r.p~~ ~e *~ . .. 
A. Applicable Coastal Act Policies; 
B. Resources Agency Wetland Policy; 
C. Summary of Federal and State Regulatory Involvement Regardlna Development ir. Wetlands and Other Wet Environmental Senslt!Ye Hab:tat Areas. .• 
Jam making a Public Records Act request for the missing Appendices. 

4. If the City has made a dedsion to apply the Wetland.< Guidelines without regard to the missng Appendices, I am making a Public Records Act request for any and~~ dorument.s which discuss or documentthi> de<Ulon . 
. As :oepara:e and new Items of Public Records Act requests, I am seeking: 

5. Any doromc11t.s which repreSI!ill or dlsau.s the ~mndards whlc~ lhe:Ot'( us•s to e.aluat~ wheih!!r or not a dwdopment project requires Incentives, bo'liJses, waivers or concessions In older t<fnul<C! the pr<M;ion of alfOfdllhl t units or the de,'\!IOJ'Iflll!iH project itseJr t<Dnomrcally feliSib~. 
6. Any discuss the situations under which the City evaluates economic feasibility of a development project or the provision of affordable units p;ior to sr;nUng incenttves, bonuses, waivers or concessions for the. project. 

Again, I am asking for copies of electronic records Including emails In addition to hard copies of docum•nts. 

Thank you for your assist;nce. 

Ka:hryn M. Schwertf"!!er 
229 Montreal Street 
Pl;,yo Del Rey, CA 90293 

l..EG 2!3,21 
httn:t7ma].aol.com/:\R7?.7-41 n/~r.l-h!P.n-nc::l~nit .. ""'w n/1Af"'1"11A 



STATE OF CALIFORNIA · NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY EDMUND G. BROWN . JR .. G OVERNOR 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
South Coast Area Oftice 
200 Oceangate, Suite 100) 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 
(562) 590-5071 

Filed: 2/3/11 
3/24/11 
8/2/11 

Q . . 

W24a 
49th Day: 
180th Day: 
Staff: 
Staff Report: 
Hearing Date: 

STAFF REPORT: REGULAR CALENDAR 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 5-1 0-295 

APPLICANT: Covespring Partners, LLC. 

AGENT: Mika Design Group 

PROJECT LOCATION: 309/315 Culver Boulevard, Playa del Rey 

AI Padilla-LB 
3/16/11 
4/13/11 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Demolition of an existing private school and construction of 
3,987 square foot and 3,917 square foot three-story commercial office buildings with 
a total of 32 tandem parking spaces. 

Lot Area 
Building Coverage 
Pavement Coverage 
Landscape Coverage 
Parking Spaces 
Zoning 
Ht above final grade 

10,000 square feet 
7,904 square feet 

2,096 ·square feet 
0 

32 
C4---Commercial 

37 feet 

LOCAL APPROVALS RECEIVED: City of Los Angeles Coastal Development Permit No. 

ZA 2009-3122 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff is recommending that the Commission APPROVE a coastal development permit for the 

proposed development with five special conditions addressing: 1) future parking changes; 2) 

lighting plans; 3) water quality; 4) construction and erosion control; and 5) a deed restriction 

agains~ the property, referencing all of the Special Conditions contained in this staff report. 
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I. STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

MOTION: I move that the Commission approve Coastal 
Development Permit No. 5-10-295 pursuant to the staff 
recommendation. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF APPROVAL: 

Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in approval of the permit 
as conditioned and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes 
only by affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 

RESOLUTION TO APPROVE THE PERMIT: 

The Commission hereby approves a coastal development permit for the proposed 
development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as 
conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will 
not prejooice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to prepare 
a Local Coastal Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of the permit 
complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible 
mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any 
significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there are no 
further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen any 
signifcant adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 

II. STANDARD CONDITIONS: 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development 
shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized 
agent, acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and 
conditions, is returned to the Commission office. 

2. Expiration . If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years 
frcm the date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development 
shall be pursued in a diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. 
Application for extension of the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 

3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be 
r:esolved by the Executive Oirector or the Commission. 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided 
assignee files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of 
the permit. 
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5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be 
perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all 
future owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 

Ill. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

1. Future Parking-Changes 

With the acceptance of this permit, the applicant acknowledges that any change in the 
parking proposed under this permit, including but not limited to elimination of the parking 
attendant service or change in hours that the parking attendant service is available, will 
require an amendment to this permit. 

2. Lighting 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant 
shall submit, for the review and written approval of the Executive Director, a lighting plan 

for the proposed facility. The Plan shall indicate that all lighting from the facility will be 
directed downward and onto the facility, and all light shall be shielded from the surrounding 

areas to the maximum extent feasible by use of hoods, filters, etc. 

B. The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved plans. 
Any proposed changes to the approved plans shall be reported to the Executive Director in 
order :o cetermine if the proposed change shall require a permit amendment pursuant to 
the requirements of the Coastal Act and the California Code of Regulations. 

3. Water Quality Management Plan 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant 
shall submit for the review and approval of the Executive Director, a Water Quality 
Management Plan (WQMP) for the post-construction project site, prepared by a licensed 
water quality professional, and shall incorporate structural and non-structural Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) designed to reduce, to the maximum extent practicable, 
the volume, velocity and pollutant load of storm water and nuisance flow leaving the 
developed site. In addition to the specifications above, the plan shall be in substantial 

conforma1ce with the following requirements: 

Water Quality Goals 

a. Appropriate structural and non-structural BMPs shall be designed to treat, 
infiltrate, or filter the runoff from all surfaces and activities on the development 
site. 

b. Post-construction structural BMPs (or suites of BMPs) should be designed to 
treat, infiltrate or filter the amount of storm water runoff produced by all storms 
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up to and including the 85th percentile, 24-hour storm event for volume-based 
BMPs, and/or the 85th percentile, 1-hour storm event, with an appropriate safety 
factor (i.e., 2 or greater), for flow-based BMPs. 

c. Runoff from all roofs, parking areas, maintenance areas, and driveways shall be 
collected and directed through a system of appropriate structural and/or non
structural BMPs. Filter elements shall be designed to 1) trap sediment, 
particulates and other solids and 2) remove or mitigate contaminants through 
filtration and/or biological uptake. The drainage system shall also be designed 
to convey and discharge runoff in excess of this standard from the building site 
in a non-erosive manner. 

B. Monitoring and Maintenance 

All BMPs shall be operated, monitored, and maintained for the life of the project and at a 
minimum, all structural BMPs shall be inspected, cleaned-out, and where necessary, 
repaired, at the following minimum frequencies: (1) prior to October 15th each year; (2) 
during each month between October 15th and April 15th of each year and, (3) at least twice 
during the dry season (between Apri116 and October 14). 

a. Debris and other water pollutants removed from structural BMP(s) during clean
out shall be contained and disposed of in a proper manner. 

b. All inspection, maintenance and clean-out activities shall be documented in an 
annual report submitted to the Executive Director no later than June 30th of 
each year. This report shall be submitted for the first three years following the 
completion of development, biannually thereafter unless the executive director 
determines that no additional reports are necessary. 

c. It is the applicant's responsibility to maintain the drainage system and the 
associated structures and BMPs according to manufacturer's specification. 

C. The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved final plan 
and schedule and other requirements. Any proposed changes to the approved final plan 
shall be reported to the Executive Director. No changes to the approved final plan shall 
occur without a Commission amendment to this coastal development permit unless the 
Executive Director determines that no amendment is required. 

4. Demolition, Grading. Drainage. and Erosion and Siltation Control Plan 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE PERMIT, THE APPLICANT SHALL PROVIDE 
PLANS FOR THE REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR for 
control of the discharge of waste sediments, debris, dusts and pollutants during demolition 
of the existing structures, site preparation, grading and construction. These plans shall be 
prepared by a professional engineer and shall include proposed erosion and sediment 
prevention and control BMPs, both structural and non-structural, and the following 
information: 
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(1) Location of all staging and stockpiling areas; 

(2) Measures to control dust and debris during demolition; 

(3) Locations and cross sections of all proposed retaining structures and temporary and 

:::>ermanent cut-and-fill slopes; 

(4) .A d~ainage plan. 

----____jBo.--I~-~.~be_penni:ttee.shaJLuodectake.dev.eJo.pment..ir:La.Cco.rdan.c_e_w.ith the approved fin a I 

plans. Any proposed changes to the approved final plans shall be reported to the 

Executive Director. No changes to the approved final plans shall occur without a 

Comm ssion amendment to this coastal development permit unless the Executive Director 

determines that no amendment is required. 

5. Deed Restriction 

PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant shall 

submit to the Executive Director for review and approval documentation demonstrating that 

the applicant has executed and recorded against the parcel(s) governed by this permit a 

deed restriction, in a form and content acceptable to the Executive Director: (1) indicating 

that, pursuant to this permit, the California Coastal Commission has authorized 

development on the subject property, subject to terms and conditions that restrict the use 

and enjoyment of that property; and (2) imposing the Special Conditions of this permit as 

covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the Property. The deed 

restriction shall include a legal description of the entire parcel or parcels governed by this 

permit. The deed restriction shall also indicate that, in the event of an extinguishment or 

termination of the deed restriction for any reason, the terms and conditions of this permit 

shall c:mtinue to restrict the use and enjoyment of the subject property so long as either 

this permi~ or the development it authorizes, or any part, modification, or amendment 

thereof, remains in existence on or with respect to the subject property. 

STAFF NOTE -DUAL PERMIT JURISDICTION: 

Pursuant to Coastal Act Section 30600(b), any development that receives a local coastal 

develcpment permit from the City must also obtain a second (or "dual") coastal 

develcpment permit from the Coastal Commission if the development is within the areas 

specified in Section 30601 (e.g ., within three hundred feet of the beach or sea). The areas 

specified in Section 30601 are known in the City of Los Angeles permit program as the 

Qual Permit Jurisdiction area. For projects located inland of the areas identified in Section 

30601 (i.e., projects in the Single Permit Jurisdiction), the City of Los Angeles local coastal 

develcpment permit is the only coastal development permit required. The local coastal 

develc·pment permits in both the single and dual jurisdiction areas are appealable to the 

Comrrission. 

The C ty approved local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA2009-3122 (see Exhibit No. 

1 0). Eecause the development is located in the City's and Commission's "Dual Permit 
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Jurisdiction" area, the applicant has submitted a separate "dual" coastal development 
permit application to the Commission. Development may commence within a dual-permit 
jurisdiction only when a project applicant receives permit approval from both the local 
government and the Commission. 

IV. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS: 

The Commission hereby finds and declares: 

A. Project Description and Location 

The applicant proposes to demolish an existing 4,290 square foot private pre
school/elementary school and construct two 37 foot high, three-story commercial office 
buildings measuring 3,987 square foot and 3,917 square feet each, with 16 tandem 
parking spaces for each building (32 total spaces) with a parking attendant during business 
hours and bicycle parking on site. 

The subject property is a level parcel of land consisting of four contiguous lots totaling 
10,000 square feet with 100 feet of frontage along the north side of Culver Boulevard, in 
the Playa del Rey planning area of the City of Los Angeles (see Exhibit No. 1 & 2). The 
northern property line of the project site abuts the Bailon a Wetlands property which is 
owned by the State. The project site is approximately .25 miles from Dockweiler State 
Beach. 

Culver Boulevard is primarily zoned and developed commercially with a mix of multi-family 
residential. The surrounding development is characterized by one to three-story 
commercial and residential uses along the north and south sides of Culver Boulevard. 

B. Coastal Access 

The Commission has consistently found that a direct relationship exists between the 
provision of adequate parking and the availability of public access to the coast. Section 
30211 of the Coastal Act states that: 

Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where acquired 
through use of legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use of dry sand and 
rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. 

Section 30252 of the Coastal Act requires that new development should maintain and 
enhance public access to the coast by providing adequate parking facilities. Section 
30252 of the Coastal Act states in part: 

The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access to 
the coast by. .. (4) providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute means of 
serving the development with public transportation . .. 
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Therefore, in order to conform to the requirements of the Coastal Act, the proposed project 

must provide adequate support parking in order not to negatively impact parking for the 

commercial and visitor serving area along Culver Boulevard or for beach parking. 

The applicant is proposing to provide 32 on-site parking spaces for the 7,904 gross square 

foot office development. Based on the Commission's parking standard of 1 parking space 

per 225 square feet of gross floor area, the proposed project requires a total of 32 parking 

spaces. Therefore, the applicant is providing the requ ired parking. However, all 32 
parking spaces are provided in tandem spaces (see Exhibit No. 4). The spaces are 

arranged on the ground floor with 16 tandem spaces under each building. Tandem spaces 

tend to discourage public use because drivers are concerned with being blocked if they 

park in the front space and another vehicle parks behind them, therefore, the 32 parking 

spaces will not be fully utilized and a greater demand would be placed on the surrounding 

street parking. However, the applicant is proposing to include a parking attendant that will 

be on-cuty during business hours to direct and assist patrons to the available spaces. 

As proposed with a parking attendant, the 32 tandem parking spaces will be adequate to 

support the proposed use. To ensure that the project continues to provide a parking 

attendant Special Condition no. 1 requires placing the applicant on notice that any change 

to the parking, including but not limited to, elimination of the parking attendant service or 

change in 1ours that the parking attendant service is available, will require an amendment 

to this permit. The applicant and any future owner shall also participate in a transportation 

management plan to encourage use of alternative modes of transportation. 

To ens.Jre that any prospective future owners of the property are made aware of the 

applicability of the conditions of this permit, the Commission imposes one additional 

condition (Special Condition No. 5) requiring that the property owner record a deed 

restriction against the property, referencing all Special Conditions of this permit and 

imposing t1em as covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the 

property. Thus, as conditioned, this permit ensures that any prospective future owner will 

receive actual notice of the restrictions and/or obligations imposed on the use and 

enjoyment of the land in connection with the authorized development. The Commission, 

therefore, finds that as conditioned the project will be consistent with Section 30211 and 

30252 of the Coastal Act and with the applicable policies of the City's certified LUP. 

C. Biological Resources 

Section 30230 states: 

Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where feasible, restored. 

Special protection shall be given to areas and species of special biological or 
economic significance. Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a 

manner that will sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and that will 

maintain healthy populations of all species of marine organisms adequate for long

term commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes. 
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The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, 
estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine 
organisms and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where 
feasible, restored through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of waste 
water discharges and entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of ground 
water supplies and substantial interference with surface water flow, encouraging 
waste water reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas that protect 
riparian habitats, and minimizing alteration of natural streams. 

Section 30240(a) of the Coastal Act states: 

(a) Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any significant 
disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those resources shall be 
allowed within those areas. 

The proposed project is located adjacent to Ballona Wetlands, in the area known as Area 
B. Currently, the Ballona Wetlands covers an area of approximately 600 acres and are 
remnants of a much larger wetland system that historically covered over 1,700 acres. 
Area B covers approximately 385 total acres and extends from Lincoln Boulevard west to 
the developed residential properties along Vista del Mar, and north from the Westchester 
bluffs to the Ballona Creek Channel (see Exhibit No. 7). Because of past development 
within Area B, including placement of fill, oil drilling, pipelines, road construction, farming, 
and equestrian activity, only portions of the area contain jurisdictional wetlands and areas 
within the wetlands are degraded. However, all wetland areas within the B'allona Wetland 
area are considered environmentally sensitive habitat areas and must be protected 
consistent with Sections 30231 and 30240 of the Coastal Act. 

Based on historical and recent wetland surveys and staff reconnaissance, the area 
immediately adjacent to the project site does not contain wetlands and is considered an 
upland area consisting of ruderal and non-native vegetation (See Exhibit No. 8. Map of 
wetland areas, based on California Department of Fish and Game wetland determination, 
December 1, 1982). The area adjacent to the project site was formally used as a horse 
corral up until 1987. The closest mapped wetland area is located approximately 200 feet 
to the north. Based on preliminary discussions with the California Coastal Conservancy 
and the group working on restoration plans for the wetlands, the Ballona Wetland area 
abutting the development along Culver Boulevard, because of its close proximity to the 
existing development along Culver Boulevard and its absence of any wetland habitat, 
would be designed as a buffer area between the commercial area along Culver Boulevard 
and the wetland areas (see Exhibit No. 9). 

1. Lighting 

Because the proposed development will be located 200 feet from any wetlands the 
proposed development will not have a significant adverse impact on the wetland habitat 
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however, lighting from development can disturb nocturnal or secretive species that inhabit 
the area. Exterior lights on the project site and vehicle headlights can shine into the 
wetlan:::J area and disrupt the behavior of these species. 

The project will include a 6 foot high cinder block wall along the northern portion of the 
property adjacent to the Ballona Wetland property. The wall will help block lights from 
vehicles from shining into the wetland area. However, the proposed buildings are designed 
to be three stories and exterior liahts can cotentiallv illuminate the surroundina Ballona 
Wetland property. The proposed design plans do not include plans illustrating the type and 
location of outdoor lighting. Although the adjacent area does not provide any wetland 
habitat and will serve as a buffer between the existing and future development along Culver 

. Boulevard light can adversely impact the behavior of the various species that inhabit the 
surrounding area, such as the upland areas. To ensure that the lighting will minimize 
illuminating the surrounding Ballona Wetland area, including the night sky, the applicant 
shall submit a lighting plan, as required in Special Condition No. 2 showing the location and 
types of exterior lights and measures to be incorporated into the lighting to minimize 
escaping light. As conditioned, the project will not have an adverse impact on the 
wetlands, and is consistent with Section 30231 and 30240 of the Coastal Act. 

2. Water Quality 

The pr:::>posed project poses a potential source of pollution due to contaminated runoff from 
the proposed construction, parking areas and other hardscape. The proposed project will 
incorporate best management practices with extensive recommendations and measures to 
reduce or prevent contaminants from running off the site and will incorporate urban runoff 
measures to reduce runoff from the site. Site drainage will be directed to an on-site filtered 
retention basin and then to the street which is then directed to the City's stormdrain 
system. No runoff will be directed to the Ballona Wetlands. To ensure that the proposed 
project incorporates best management practices, Special Condition No. 3 and 4 are 
necessary to require the applicant to submit a water quality management plan and 
drainage and urban runoff control plan. As conditioned, the Commission, therefore, finds 
that the development will be consistent with Section 30230, 30231, and 30240 of the 
Coastal Act. 

D. Visual 

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected as a 
resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to 
protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of 
natura/land forms, to be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding areas, 
and, where feasible, to restore and enhance the visual quality in visually degraded areas. 
New development in highly scenic areas such as those designated in the California 
Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared by the Department of Parks and 
Recreation and by local government shall be subordinate to the character of its setting. 
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Playa del Rey is a small scale community located between Marina del Rey small craft 
harbor entrance channel and the Westchester Bluffs. Since the early 1970's, the 
community has recycled from one and two-story beach cottages to mostly two and three
story single-family residences and duplexes in the residential areas. Culver Boulevard 
consists of a mix of one to three story residential and commercial developments. 

In establishing precedent to determine the appropriate scale of development in the Playa 
del Rey community, the Commission originally required a height limit of 30 feet east of 
Pacific Avenue, including the area along Culver Boulevard. In response to the established 
height limit for this area and other areas of Playa del Rey, the City of Los Angeles held 
numerous community meetings and developed the Del Rey lagoon Specific Plan {draft 
LCP) for the area. The Specific Plan included a 37 foot height limit for the community. 

Although the City's Specific Plan was not certified by the Commission, the Plan has been 
used as a guide for appropriate scale for development in the Playa del Rey area. The 
Coastal Commission has previously approved development at the 37 foot height limit (COP 
No. 5-92-074) along Culver Boulevard. The proposed project will be consistent with the 37 
foot height limit as established in the Specific Plan and will be consistent with existing 
development that varies from one to three stories along both sides of Culver Boulevard. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed three-story, 37 foot high development 
will be consistent with the height limit for the area and with the scale of existing 
development, and is consistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act. 

E. Local Coastal Program 

Section 30604 (a) of the Coastal Act states that: 

Prior to cerlification of the Local Coastal Program, a Coastal Development Permit 
shall be issued if the issuing agency, or the Commission an appeal, finds that the 
proposed development is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing 
with Section 30200) of this division and that the permitted development will not 
prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that 
is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3. 

The proposed project is located within the City of Los Angeles' planning areas of Playa Del 
Rey and Playa Vista. The City of Los Angeles does not have a certified Local Coastal 
Program for the Playa del Rey area. The City of Los Angeles submitted its Local Coastal 
Program in March 1981 . The Commission denied the submitted LCP on December 18, 
1981. The City has not submitted a revised LCP. As proposed, the project will not 
adversely impact coastal resources or access. The Commission, therefore, finds that the 
proposed project will be consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act and will 
not prejudice the ability of the City to prepare a Local Coastal Program consistent with the 
policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act as required by Section 30604(a). 
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F. California Environmental Qual ity Act 

Section 13096(a) of the Commission's administrative regulations requires Commission 
approval of coastal development permit applications to be supported by a finding showing 
the application, as conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any 
applicable requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 
21 080.5( d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there 
are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available, which would 
suostantic3Tfy less-en any significant adverse effect wnicfitl1e activity may have on tne 
environment. 

As conditioned, there are no feasible alternatives or mitigation measures available which 
would substantially lessen any significant adverse impact which the activity may have on 
the envirorment. Therefore, the proposed project is found consistent with CEQA and the 
policies of :he Coastal Act. 
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CASE NO. ZA 2009-.~1 ZZ(CDP) . . 
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 
309-315 East Culver. Boul.evard 
Westchester-Playa Del Rey · 

·Planning Area · 
Zone : [Q]C.4.,.1.0 
o_·M, : .096B149 
C. D. : 11 

: CEQA : ~NV-2009-3121-MND 
; Legal Description: Lots 15, 16; .. 17 & 18, 
' Tract 8557 · · 

Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code Se_ction 12.20.2, I hereby APPROVE: 

a Coastal Development Pednit to allow the demolition of·an existi~J,g · school and the 
construction of two three-story buildings on, a lot in the [Q]C4-1 0 Zone.located within 
the dual permit jurisdiction of the California Coastal Zone, 

upon the following additional_terms'and conditions: 

1. All other use, height and area regulations of the Municip~l Code and _all oth~r 
applicaq~e government/regulatory agencies s!lallbe. strictly complied wi:th· in the 
develop(ne'nt and use of the property, except as su~h r(3gulatjons ar~ herein 
specifically varied or required. 

2. The use anct~development of the property shall b~ in substantial conformance with 
th~ plot plan submitted with the application and marked Exhibit "A", except as may 
be revised as a result of this action. ·· 

3. The authorized use shall be conducted at all times with due reg'ard for the character 
of :he surrounding district, and the right is reserved to the Zoning Administrator to 
impose additional corrective Conditions, if, in the Administrator's opinion, such 
Conditions are proven necessary for the protection of persons in the neighborhood 
or occupants of adjacent property. 

4. All graffiti on the site shall be removed or painted ovf:r to match the color of the 
surface to which it is applied within 24 hours of its occurrence. 

LEG 2842 
~~~ 
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5. A copy of the first page of this grant and all Conditions and/or any subsequent 
appeal of this grant and its resultant Conditions and/or letters of clarification shall be 
printed on the building plans submitted to the Zoning Administrator and the 
Department of Building and Safety for purposes of having a building permit issued. 

6. The applicant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City, its agents, 
officers, or employees from any claim, action, or proceeding agajnst the-Cjty or its 
agents, officers, or employees to attack, set aside, void or annul this approval which 
action is brought within the applicable limitation period. The Crty shall promptly 
notify the applicant of any claim, action, or proceeding and the City shall cooperate 
fully rn the defense. If the City fails to promptly notify the applicant of any claim 
action or proceeding, or if the City fails to cooperate fully in the defense, the 
applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify, or hold harmless 
the City. · -

7. Prior to any sign-off of plans by the Zoning Administrator, the applicant shall submit 
the plot plan for review and approval tq the Fire Department. Said Departm~nt's 
approval shall be included in the form : of a stamp on the plans submitted to the 
Zoning Administrator. i 

8. The project shall not exceed 37 feet in height and 7,904 square feet of floor area as 
shown on E":{hibit "N. 

9. The required parking shall be provided in compliance with the code and the 
satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. No vari~nce from the parking 
requirements has been requested or granted herein. 

10. Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, so that the light 
source cannot be seen from adjacent properties. 

11. All mechanical · equipment including but not limited to a water heater as well as 
heating and air conditioning units- shall not be placed in the area that adjoins 
habitable rooms of neighboring properties ·or in the requi_red front and side yards in 
order to mitigate potential noise and aesthetic impacts to the surrounding f!roperties. 
Any mechanical equipment placed on the roof shall not be viewed from the streets 
or neighboring properties and shall be completely shielded by appropriate screening 
devices or walls to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator. 

12. The project shall comply with the following [Q] conditions of Ordinance No. 175,981 
(SA120): 

LEG 2843 

a. All buildings shall have their primary ground floor pedestrian entrance facing 
Culver Boulevard. lf the front of the building is setback more than 5 feet from 
the front property line, some type of pedestrian amenity(s} shall be provided 
at the front of the building, such as a walkway, a courtyard, outdoor seating 
area, etc. 

b. Residential uses shall be prohibited on the ground Hoar. 
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c. Pole signs and illuminated architectural canopy signs shall be prohibited. 

d. Exterior security grilles or permanently affixed security b;3rs, or roll-down 
grilles that conceal storefront windows shall be prohibited. 

e. Afl areas of the site not.developed with structures, parking areas, walkways 
or other pedestrian amenities shall be attractively landscaped. 

f. No building or structure shall exceed 37 feet in height 

g. The maximum FAR for the area shall not exceed 1.0:1 as defined in Section 
12.21.1(A,5 and 8,4) ofthe LAMC. 

Prior to the isst.~ance of any bu.ilding permit, evidence of compliance with this 
condition shall be provided to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator, such as 
sign off from the community planning bureau or the plan approval unit of the 
Planning Department etc. 

13. Bicycle racks shall be provided on-site 9s proposed by the applicant 

14. Prior to the issuance of any building perm~. a landscape plan including an automatic 
irrigation plan shall be prepared by a licensed landscape architect to the satisfaction 
of the Zoning Administrator. · 

15. The following mitigation measures included in ENV 2009-3121-MND shall be 
complie·d with: 

LEG 2844 

a. Aesthetics (Landscaping) 

All open areas not used for buildings, driveways, parking areas, recreational 
facilities or walks shall be attractively landscaped and maintained in 
accordance ·with a landscape plan, including an automatic irrigation plan, 
prepared by a 'licensed landscape arGhitect to the satisfaction ofthe Pf::mning 
Department. · 

b. Aesthetics (Graffiti) 

1) Every building, structure, or portion thereof, shall be maintained in a 
safe and sanitary condition and good repair, and free from graffiti, 
debris, rubbish, garbage, trash, overgrown vegetation or other similar 
material, pursuant to Municipal Code Section 91.8104. 

2) The exterior of all buildings and fences shall be free from graffiti when 
such graffiti is visible from a public ·street or alley, pursuant to 
Municipal Code Section 91.81 04. 15. 

c_ Aesthetics (Signage) 

1) On-site signs are limited to the maximum allowable under the code. 
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2) Multiple temporary signs in the store windows and along the building 
walls are not permitted. 

d. Aesthetics (Light) 

Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, so that the 
light source cannot be seen from adjacent residential properties. 

e. Air Pollution (Stationary) 

An air filtration system shall be installed and maintained with filters meeting 
or exceeding the ASHRAE Standard 52.2 Minimum Efficiency Reporting 
Value (MERV) of 1"3," to the satisfaction -of the Department of Building and 
Safety. 

f. Wildlife Corridor 

1) Habitat Modffication {Ne~ting Native Birds)- The project will result in . 
the- remov~l of vegetation and disturbances to the ground and 
therefore may result in take of nesting native bird species. Migratory 
non-game native bird species are protected by international treaty 
under the Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) of 1918 (50 
C.F.R Section 10.13). Sections 3503, 3503.5 and 3513 of the 
California Fish and Game Code prohibit take of all birds and their 
active nests including raptors and other migratory non-game birds (as 
listed under the Federal MBT A). 

a). Proposed project activities_ (including disturbances to native 
and non-native vegetation, structures and substrates) should 
take place outside of the breeding bird season which generally 
runs from March 1..: August 31 (as early as February 1 for 
raptors) to avoid take (including disturbances which would 
cause abandonment of active nests containing eggs and/or 
young). Take means to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill, or 
attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture of kill (Fish and Game 
Code-Section 86). 

b). If project activities canr:ot feasibly avoid the breeding bird 
season, beginning thirty days prior to the disturbance of 
suitable nesting habitat the applicant shall: 

i) Arrange for weekly bird surveys to detect c;ny protected 
native birds in the habitat to be removed and any other 
such habitat within 300 feet of the construction work 
area (within 500 feet for raptors) as access to adjacent 
areas allows. The surveys shall be conducted by a 
qualified biologist with experience in conducting 
breeding bird surveys_ The surveys shall continue on a 
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weekly basis with the last survey being conducted no 
more than 3 days prior to the initiation of 
clearance/construction work. 

ii) If a protected native bird is _found, the applicant shall 
delay all clearance/construction disturbance activities 
within 300 feet of suitable nesting habitat (within 500 
feel for suitable raptor·nesting habitat) until August 31. 

iii) Altematively, the Qualified Biologist could continue the 
surveys in order to locate any nests. If an active nest is 
located, clearing and construction within 300 feet ofthe 
nest (within 500 feet for raptor nests} or as determined 
by a qualified biological ittoni.tor, shall be postponed 
until the nest is vacated and juveniles have fledged and 
when there is no evidence of a second attempt at 
nesting. The buffer zone trom the nest snail be 
established ~in the field with · flagging and stakes. 
Construction personnel shall be instructed on the 
sensitivity of the area. 

iv) The applicant shall record the results of the 
recommended protective measures described above to 
document compliance with applicable State and Federal 
laws pertaining to.the protection of native birds. 

g. Tree Removal (Non-Protected Trees) 

1) Prior to the issuance of any permit, a plot plan prepared indicating the 
location, size, type and general condition of all existing trees on the 
site and within the adjacent public right(s)-of-way. 

2) All significant trees (8-inch. or .greater.trunk diameter, or cumulative 
trunk diameter if multi...:trunked, as measured 54 inches above the 
ground) on the site proposed for removal shall be replaced at a 1:1 
ratio with a minimum 24-inch box tree. 

3) A Landscape Plan shall be prepared, indicating the location of all 
replacement trees, to the satisfaction of the decision-maker. Net, new 
trees, located within the parkway of the adjacent public right(s)-of
way, may be count~d toward replacement tree requirernents. 

4) Removal or planting of any tree in the public right-cf-way requires 
approval of the Board of Public Works. Contact: Urban Forestry 
Division at 213-485-5675. All trees in the public right-of-way shall be 
provided per the current standards of the Urban Forestry Division of 
the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Street Services. 
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h. Cultural Resources (Archaeological) 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

If any archaeological materials are encountered during the course of 
the project development, the project shall be halted. The services of 
an archaeologist shall be secured by contacting the Center for Public 
Archaeology - Cal State University Northridge, or a member of the 
Society of Professional Archaeologist (SOPA) or a SOPA-qualified 
archaeQiogist to assess the resources and evaluate the impact. 

Copies of the archaeological survey, study or report shall be 
submitted to the UCLA Archaeological Information Center. 

A covenant and agreement shall be recorded prior to obtaining a 
grading permit. 

(Human Remains) In the event that human remains are discovered 
during excavation activities, the following procedures shall be 
observed: 

i 
a) Stop immediately and contact the County-Coroner: 

b) 

c) 

d) 

11 04 North Mission Road 
Los Angeles, CA 90033 
323-343-0512 (8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday) or 
323-343-0714 (After Hours, Saturday, Sunday and Holidays) 

The coroner has two working days to examine human remains 
after being notmed by the responsible person. If the remains 
are Native American, the Coroner has 24 hours to notify the 
Native American Heritage Commission. 

The Native American Heritage Commission will immediately 
notifY ttie person it believes to be the mOst likely descendent of 
the deceased Native American. 

The most likely descendent has 48 hours to make 
recommendations to the owner, or representative, for the 
treatment m disposition, with proper dignity, of the human 
remains and grave goods. 

• If the descendent does not make recommendations 
within 48 hours the owner shall reinter the remains in an 
area ofthe property secure from further disturbance, or; 

• If the owner does not accept the descendant's 
recommendations, the owner of the descendent may 
request mediation by the Native American Heritage 
Commission. 
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L Seismic 

The design and construction of the project shall conform to the Uniform 
Building Code seismic standards as approved by the Department of Building 
and Safety. 

J. Erosion/Grading/Short-Term construction Impacts 

1) Air Quality: 

a) All unpaved demolition and construction areas shall be wetted 
at Jeast twice daily during excavation and construction, and 
temporary dust cover;:; shall be used to reduce dust emissions 
and meet SCAQMD District Rule 403. Wetting could reduce 
fugitive dust by as much as 50 percent. 

b) The owner or contractor shall keep the construction area 
sufficiently damperied to control dust caused by construction 
and hauling, and atall times provide reasonable control of dust 
caused by wind. ' 

c) All loads shall be secured by trimming, watering or other 
appropriate means to prevent spillage and dust. 

d) All materials transported off-site shall be either sufficiently 
watered or securely covered to prevent excessive amount of 
dust. 

e) All clearing, earth moving, or excavation activities shall be 
discontinued during periods of high winds (i.e., greater than 15 
mph), so as to prevent excessive amounts of dust. 

f) General contractors shall maintain and operate construction 
equipment so as to min.imize exhaust emissions. 

2) Noise: 

a) The project shall comply with the City of Los Angeles Noise 
Ordinance Nos. 144,331 and 161,574, and any subsequent 
ordinances, which prohibit the emission or creati:::m of noise 
beyond certain levels at adjacent uses unless technically 
infeasible. 

b) Construction and demolition shall be restricted to the hours of 
7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 8 a.m. to 6 p.m . . 
on Saturday. 

c) Construction and demolition activities shall be scheduled so as 
to avoid operating several pieces of equipment simultaneously. 
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d) The project contractor shall use power construction equipment 
with state-of-the-art noise shielding and muffling devices. 

e) The project sponsor shall comply with the Noise Insulation 
Standards of Title 24 of the California Code Regulations, which 
insure an acceptable interior noise environment. 

3} General Construction: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f)" 

k. Liquefaction 

All waste shall be disposed of properly. Use appropriately 
labeled recycling bins to recycle construction materials 
including: solvents, water-based paints, vehicle fluids, broken 
asphalt and concrete, wood, and vegetation. Non recyclable 
materials/wastes must be taken to an appropriate landfilL Toxic 
wastes must be discarded at a licensed regulated disposal site. 

Leaks, drips and spills shall be cleaned up immediately to 
prevent contaminated soil on paved surfaces that can be 
washed away into'the storm drains. · 

Pavement shan not be hosed down at material spills. Dry 
cleanup methods shall be used whenever possible. 

Dumpsters shall be covered and maintained. Uncovered 
dumpsters shalJ be placed under a roof or cover with tarp or 
plastic sheeting. 

Gravel approaches shalf be used where truck traffic is frequent 
to reduce soil compaction and the tracking of sediment into 
streets shall be limited. 

All vehicle/equipment maintenance, repair, and washlng shall 
be conducted away"from storm drains. All major repairs shall 
be conducted off-site. Drip pans or drop cloths shall be used to 
catch drips and spills. 

1) The project shall comply with the Uniform Building Code Chapter 18. 
Division 1 Section 1804.5 Liquefaction Potential and Soil Strength 
Loss which requires tl":e preparation of a geotechnical report. The 
geotechnical report shall assess potential consequences of any 
liquefaction and soil strength loss, estimation of settlement, lateral 
movement or reducticn in foundation soil-bearing capacity, and 
discuss mitigation measures tha;: may include building design 
consideration. 
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2) Building design considerations may include, but are not limited to: 

ground stabilization, selection of appropriate foundation type and 

depths, selection of appropriate structural systems to accommodate 

anticipated displacements or any combination of these measures. 

I. Explosion/Release (Methane Gas) 

II commeicial. industrial. and institutional buildinqs shall be provided with an 

approved Methane Control System, which shall include these minimum 

requirements; a vent system and gas-detection system Which shall be 

installed in the basements or the lowest floor level on grade, and within 

underfloor space of buildings with raised foundations. The gas-detection 

system shall be designed to automatically activate the vent system when an 

action level equal to 25% of the Lower EX-plosive Limit (LEL) methane 

concentration is detected within those areas. 

m. Explosion/Release (Asbestos Co!ltaining Materials) 

1) Prior to the issuance of ,the demolition permit, the applicant shall 

provide a letter to the Department of Building and Safety from a 

qualified asbestos abatement consultant that no ACM are present in 

the building. If ACM are found to be present, it will need to be abated 

in compliance with the South Coast Air Quality Management District's 

Rule 1403 as well as all other state and federal rules and regulations. 

· 2) Prior to the issuance of any permit for demolition or alteration of the 

existing structure(s), a lead-based paint survey shall be performed to 

the written satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. 

Should lead-based paint materials be identified, standard handling 

and disposal practices shall be implemented pursuant to OSHA 

regulations. 

n. Projects located within or directly adjacent to or discharging directly to an 

environmentally sensitive area: 

1) Project applicants are required to implement stormwater BMPs ·to 

retain or treat the runoff from a storm event producing 3/4 inch of 

rainfall in a 24 hour period. The design of structural BMPs shall be in 

accordance with the Development Best Management Practices 

Handbook Part B Planning Activities. A signed certificate from a 

California licensed civil engineer or licensed architect that the 

proposed BMPs meet this numerical threshold standard is required. 

2) Post-development peak storm water runoff discharge rates shall not 

exceed the estimated pre-development rates and shall not exceed the 

estimated pre-development rate for developments where the increase 

peak stormwater discharge rate will result in increased potential for 

downstream erosion. 
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3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

Concentrate or cluster development on portions of a site while leaving 
the remaining land in a naturai undisturbed condition. 

Limit clearing and grading of native vegetation at the project site to the 
minimum needed to build lots, allow access, and provide fire 
protection. 

Maximize trees and other vegetation at each site by planting additional 
vegetation, clustering tree areas, and promoting the use of native 
and/or drought tolerant plants. 

Promote natural vegetation by using parking lot islands and other 
landscaped areas; 

Preserve riparian areas and wetlands. 

The owner(s) of the property will prepare and execute a covenant and 
agreement (Planning Oep~rtment General form CP-6770) satisfactory 
to the Planning Department bindjng the owners to post construction 
maintenance on the structural BMPs in accordance with the standard 
Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan and/or per manufacturer's 
instructions. 

o. Flooding/Tidal Waves 

The project shall comply with the requirements of the Flood Hazard 
Management Specific Plan, Ordinance No. 172,081, effective 7/3/98. 

p. Land Use 

1) The applicant shall comply with mitigation measures required by this 
MND. 

2) Exceed 2008 Title 24 minimum building energy efficiency 
requirements by a minimum of 14%. 

3) Only low- and non-VOC-containing paints, sealants, adhesives, and 
solvents shall be utilized in the construction of the project. 

q. Severe Noise Levels (Aircraft Noise- Residential) 

r. 

All exterior windows shall be constructed with double-pane glass_ 

Public Services (Fire) 

The following recommendations of the Fire Department relative to fire safety 
shall be incorporated into the building plans, which includes the submittal of a 
plot plan for approval by the Fire Department either prior to the recordation of 
a final map or the approval of a building permit The plot plan shall include 
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the following minimum design features: fire lanes, where required, shall be a 

minimum of 20 feet in width; all structures must be within 300 feet of an 

approved fire hydrant, and entrances to any dweJiing unit or guest room shall 

not be more than 150 feet in distance in horizontal travel from the edge of the 

roadway. of an improved street or approved fire lane. 

s. Public Services {Police General) 

The plans shall incorporate the design guidelines relative to security, semi

public and private spaces, which may Include but not be limited to access 

control to building, secured parking facilities, walls/fences with key systems, 

well-illuminated public and semi-public space designed with a minimum of 

dead space to eliminate areas of concealment, location of toilet facilities or 

building entrances in high-foot traffic areas, and provision of security guard 

patrol throughout the project sit~ ifn~~ded. Please refer to· Design out Crime 

Guidelines: Crime· P'revention Through Environmental Design published by 

the Los Angeles Police Department's Crime Prevention Section (located at 

Parker Center, 150 N. Los Angeles Street, Room 818, Los Angeles, (213) 

485-3134. These measures shall be approved by the Police Department prior 

to the issuance of building perm(ts. 

t. Increased Vehicle Trips/Congestion 

The site is located within the Los Angeles Coastal Transportation Corridor 

Specific Plan which requires that the Department of Transportation-establish 

the number of daily trips created by the project and subject the applicant to 

the necessary mitigation measures as referenced in the plan. This is to be 

done prior to the issuance of any building, grading or foundation permit. 

u. Safety Hazards 

Submit a parking and driveway plan that incorporates design features that 

shall reduce accidents. to the Bureau of Engineering and the Department of 

Transportation for approval. 

1) The applicant shall submit a parking and driveway plan that 

incorporates design features that shall reduce accidents, to the 

Bureau of Engineering and the Department of Transportation for 

approval. 

2) Prior to plan check submittal to LADBS, submit a site and/or driveway 

plan, scaled at least 1 inch = 40 feet, to: LADOT Construction 

Services Center, 201 N. Figueroa Street, #400 (Counter No.3), Los 

Angeles, 90012. 

2) Prior to plan check submittal to LADBS, submit a site c:nd/or driveway 

plan, scaled at least 1 inch = 40 feet? to: LADOT West L.A./Coastal 

Development Review, 7166 W . Manchester Avenue, Los Angeles. 

90045. 
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LEG 2853 

Two-way driveways shall be 30 feet wide and one-way driveways shall 
be 16 feet wide, exclusive of side slopes.' 

A minimum 20-foot reservoir space (property line to gate/first parking 
stall) at all entrances to lots with up to 100 spaces; a minimum 40-foot 
reservoir is required for lots with 1 01 to 300 spaces. 

3) Street improvements required per LAMC 12.37-A must be cleared by 
the Bureau of Engineering prior to issuance of LADOT project 
approval. 

v. Utifitie·s (Local or Regfonaf Water Supplies) 

1) The. project shall comply with Ordinance No. 170,978 (Water 
Management Ordinance), which imposes numerous water 
conservation measures in landscape, installation, and maintenance 
(e.g., use drip irrigation and soak hoses in lieu of ·sprinklers to lower 
the amount of water lost tp e:vaporation and overspray, set automatic 
sprinkler systems to inigate during the early morning or evening hours 
to minimize water loss due to evaporation, and water less in the cooler 
months and during the rainy season). 

2} If conditions dictate, the Department of Water and Power may 
postpone new water connections for this project until water supply 
capacity is adequate. 

3) (All New Construction, Commercial/Industrial Remodel, Condominium 
Conversions, and Adaptive Reuse) · 

Unless otherwise required~ and to_the satisfaction of the Department 
of Building and Safety, the applieant ·shaH i~stafl: 

. -
a) High-efficiency toilets (maximum 1.28 gpf), including dual-flush 

water cfc·sets, and high-efficiency urinals (maximum 0.5 gpf), 
including no-flush or waterless urinals, in all restrooms as 
appropriate. Rebates may be offered through the Los Angeles 
Department of Water and Power to offset portions of the costs 
of these installations. 

b) Restroom faucets with a maximum flow rate ot 1.5 gallons per 
minute. 

Single-pass cooling equipment shall be strictly prohibited from use. 
Prohibition of such equipment shall be indicated on the building plans 

·and incorporated into tenant lease agreements. (Single-pass cooling 
refers to the use of potable water to extract heat from process 
equipment, e.g., vacuum pump, ice machines, bypassing the water 
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through equipment and discharging the heated water to the sanitary 

wastewater system.) 

4) (All New Commercial and Industrial) 

Unless otherwise required, all restroom faucets shall be of a self

closing design. to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and 

Safety. 

5)· (Landscaping) In addition to the requirements of lfle Landscape 

Ordinance, the landscape plan shall incorporate the following: 

a) Weather-based irrigation controller with rain shutoff; 

b) Matched precipitation (flow) rates for sprinkler heads; 

c} Drip/microspray/sul;>surface irrigation where appropriate; 

d) Minimum irrigation ,system distribution uniformity of 75 percent; 

e) Proper hydro-zoning, turf minimization and .use of 
native/drought tolerant plant materials; and 

f) Use of landscape contouring to minimize precipitation runoff. 

g) A separate water meter (or submeter), flow sensor; and master 
valve shutoff shall be installed for irrigated landscape ·areas 
totaling 5,000 sf. and greater, to the satisfaction of the 
Department of Building and Safety. 

w . Utilities (Solid Waste) 

LEG 2f54 

1) Recycling bins shall be provided at appropriate locations to promote 
recycling of paper, metal, glass, and other recyclable material. These 
bins shall be emptied and recycled accordingly as a. part of the 

project's regular solid waste disposal program. 

2) Prior to the issuance of any demotion or construction permit, the 

applicant shall provide a copy of the receipt or contract from a waste 

disposal company providing services to the project, specifying 

recycled waste service(s), to the satisfaction of the Department of 

Building and Safety. The demolition and construction contractor(s) 

shall only contract for waste disposal services with a company that 

recycles demolition and/or construction-related wastes. 

3) To facilitate on-site separation and recycling of demolition and 
construction-related wastes, the .con~ractor(s) sha1J provide temporary 

waste separation bins on-site during demolition and construction . 
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17. 

These bins shall be emptied and recycled accordingly as a part of the 
project's regular solid waste disposal program. 

Coastal clearance shall be obtained from the California Coastal Commission, and 
the use and development of the property shall be in conformance with any 
conditions that may be required by the California Coastal Commission. Prior to the 
issuance of any building permit, evidence of compliance with this condition shall be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator such as a clearance letter 
from the California Coastal Commission, etc. 

Prior to the issuance of any permits relative to this matter, a covenant 
acknowledging and agreeing to comply with all the terms and conditions established 
herein shall be recorded in tlie County Recorder's Office. The agreement (standard 
master covenant and agreement form CP-6770).shall run with the land and shall be 
binding on any subsequent owners, heirs or assigns. The agreement" with the 
conditions attached must be submitted to the Zoning Administrator for approval 
before being recorded~ After recordation, a certified copy bearing the Recorder's 
number and date shall be provided to the Zoning Administrator for attachment to the 
subject case file. 

OBSERVANCE OF CONDITIONS -TIME LIMIT -LAPSE OF PRIVILEGES ~TIME 
EXTENSION . 

All terms and Conditions of the approval shall be fulfilled before the use may be 
established. The instant authorization is further conditional upon the privileges being 
utilized within two years after the effective date of approval and, if such privileges are not 
utilized or substantia( physical.construction work is not begun within said time and carried 
on diligently to completion, the authorization shall terminate and become void. A Zoning 
Administrator may extend the termination date for one additional period not to exceed one 
year, if a written request on appropriate forms, accompanied by the applicable fee is filed 
therefore with a public Office of the Department of City Planning setting forth the reasons 
for said request and a Zoning Administrator determines that good and reasonable cause 
exists the,refore. 

TRANSFERABILITY 

This authorization runs with the land. In the event the property is to be sold, leased, rented 
or occupied by any person or corporation other than yourself, it is incumbent upon you to 
advise them regarding the conditions of this grant. 

VIOLATIONS OF THESE CONDITIONS, A MISDEMEANOR 

Section 12.29 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code provides: 

LEG 2855 

"A variance, conditional use, adjustment, public benefit or other quasi-judicial 
approval, or any conditional approval granted by the Director, pursuant to the 
authority of this chapter shall become effective upon utilization of any portion of the 
privilege, and the owner and applicant shall immediately comply with its Conditions. 
The violation of any valid Condition imposed by the Director, Zoning Administrator, 
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Area Planning Commission, City Planning Commission or City Council in connection 

with the granting of any action taken pursuant to the authority of this chapter, shall 

c::mstitute a violation of this chapter and shall be subject to the same penalties as 

any other violation of this Code." . . 

Every violation of this determination . is punishable as a misdemeanor and shall be 

punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 or by imprisonment in the county jail for a 

period of not more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. 

APPEAL PERIOD - EFFECTIVE DATE 

The applicant's attention is called to the fact that this authorization is not a permit or license 

and that any permits and licenses required by law must be obtained from the proper public 
agency. Furtheniiore, if any Coridltfon of this grant 'is violated or riot ·complied with-, then 

this authorization shall be subject to revocation as provided in Section 12.27 of the 

Municip31 Code. The. Zoning Administrator's determination in this matter will become 

effective after AUGUST 19,2010, unless an appeal therefrom is tiled with the City Planning 

Department. It is strong.ly advised that appeals:be filed earl~ during the appeal period and 

in person so that imperfections/incompleter:tess may be corrected before the appeal period 
I -

expires. Any appeal must be filed on the prescribed forms, accompanied by th·e required 

fee, a copy of the Zoning Administrator's action, and received and receipted at a public 

office of the Department of City Planning on or before the above date or the appeal will-not 

be accepted. _ Forms are available on-line at http://cltyplanning.laclty.org. Public 
offices are located at: - . ; 

Figueroa Plaza 
201 North Figueroa Street, 

4th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(213) 482-7077 

Marvin Braude San Fernando 
Valley Constituent Service Center 

6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, Room 251 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 374-5050 

Furthermore, this coastal development permit shall be subject to revocation as provided in 

Section 12.20.2-J of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, as authorized by SeCtion 30333 of 

the California Public Resources Code and Section 13105 ofthe California Administrative 

Code. 

Provided no appeal has been filed by the above-noted date, a copy of the permit will be 

sent to :he ·california Coastal Commission. Unless an appeal is filed with the California 

Coastal Commission before 20 working days have expired from the date the City's 

determination is deemed received by such Commission, the City's action shall be deemed 

final. 

If yoJ seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil 

Procedure Section 1094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be 

filed no later than the 90th day following the date on which the City's decision became final 

pursJant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. There may be other time 

limits which also affect your ability to seek judicial review. 

LEG 2856 
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NOTICE 

The applicant is further advised that all subsequent contact with this Office regarding this 
determination must be with the Zoning Administrator who acted on the case. This would 
include clarification, verification of condition compliance and plans or building permit 
applications, etc., and shall.be accomplished BY APPOINTMENT ONLY, in order to assure 
that you rec~ive service with a minimum amount of waiting. You should advise any 
consultant representing you of this requirement as well. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

After thorough consideration of the statements contained in the application, the plans 
submitted therewith~ the report of the Zoning Analyst thereon, the statements made at the 
public hearing on April29, 2010, all of which are by 'reference made a part hereof, as well 
as knoWledge of the property and surrounding district, I find that the requirements and 
prerequisites for granting a coastal development permit as enumerated in Section 12.20.2 
of the Municipal Code have b~en established py the following facts: 

BACKGROUND I 

The subject property is a relatively level, squ~re-shaped, interior parcel _of land consisting 
four contiguous lots totaling 10,000 square feet, having a frontage--of 100 feet on the north 
side of Culver Boulevard, and an even depth of 100 feet. The property is presently 
developed with a one-story, 3,200 square-foot commercial building, originally builtin 1957, 
and formerly used as a private nursery/elementary school. 

The applicant is proposing to construct two new three-story buildings on an existing 10,000 
square-foot lot. The westerly-most building, 309-311 East Culver Boulevard ," consists of 
3,987 square feet with two levels of offices and one level of parking on-grade (Lots 18 and 
19). The easterly-most building, 313-315 East Culver Boulevard, consists of3,917 square 
feet also with two levels of offices and one level of gr~und parking (Lots 16 and 17). A total 
of 32 parking spaces will be provided on-site. 

The adjoining properties potentially most affected include the florist shop, nail shop, and 
commercral buildings located directly west of the subject property; and the liquor store and 
other commercial establishments located directly east. There is a wide open field locate·d 
directly north of the subject property. This open space area is owned by a local utility 
company, with no pians for further development at this time. · · 

At the time of the Zoning Investigator's site visit on April 22, 2010, an official Notice of 
Public Hearing was posted on the property, in accordance with the code requirement to 
post the ZA notice at least ten {10) days prior to the scheduled hearin_g date . 

. According to information submitted by the applicant: 'The area is not designated as a 
"special area", the new project will create a more pleasing visual"pedestrian a reaD with its 
design, replacing the existing "walled in" compound of the old pre-school building. The 
visibility to the west open space will be more pleasing to local neighbors." The Zoning 
investigator's review of the project plans and on-site observation of the propert:y· confirms 

L~a~8srnvp ~t::ltP.rnP.nls 
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The surrounding properties are primarily zoned [Q]C4-1 D and are characterized by one-~ 

and two-story neighborhood-serving commercial uses along the north and south sides of 

Culver B~ulevard. Beyond that to the south, properties are zoned R2-1 and R1-1 and are 

characterized by relatively upscple multi-family dwellings along Pershing Drive and one

and two-story single-family residences situated on rolling hillsides providing scenic views of 

the Pacific Ocean. The Southern California Gas Company owns a relatively large parcel of 

_____ _____I_Qiacl..lo~d.JJ..l,)~6.8.3L.!4::L.,a.cres} zoned OS-PV aod R3-PV-1VL directly oodh of the subjectps.o_pe ..... rty_....,. ,_._..T_._,h"'"'-e ____ _ 

project is located at the heart of the community of Playa Del Rey, situated along Culver 

Boulevard. 

Culver Boulevard, adjoining the subject property to the south, is a designated Secondary 

High\vay dedicated a variable width of 80 to 86 feet and improved witn curbs, gutters, and 
sidewalks on both sides: The westbound (north side) of the boulevard .has 15 minute 

parking from,6:00 a.m. unti16:00 p.m. dally (except Sundays),.with. no parking from 12 noon 

to 2:30p.m. on Thursdays. The eastbound (south side) has 2 hour parking from 8:00a.m. 

until 6:00 p.m. daily (except Sundays), with n.o parking from 12 noon to 2:30 p.m. on 
Wednesdays. ' 

Previous zoning related actions on the site/in the area include: 

LEG 2858 

Subject property: 

Case No. CPC-2005-8252(CA) - On January 11; 2007, the City Planning 
CJmmission approved a code amendment affecting areas within the Westchester
Playa Del Rey Community Plan and an ordinance establishing permanent 

re;gulations implementing the Mello Act in the Coastal Zone. 

Case No. CPC-2000-4046{CA)- On May 23, 2001, the City Planning Commission 
approved a code amendment affecting areas within the Westchester-Playa Del Rey 

Community Plan. 

SJrrounding properties: 

Case No . .ZA 2008-3680(CDP)(MEL)- On July 2, 2009, the Zoning Administrator 
approved an application to permit a 6 unit condominium conversion at 6627 South 

V.sta Del Mar. 

C3se No. ZA 2007 -0694(CU)- On July 26,2007, the Zoning Administrator approved 
a conditional use to allow the installation of a wireless facility consisting of 12 

antennas, divided into 3 sectors, and an equipment shelter behind an existing office 
building at 200 Culver Boulevard. 

Case No. ZA 2004-6382(ZAA) - On February 22, 2005, the Zoning Administrator 
approved an adjustment to permit a deck and stairs greater than 6 feet in height in 

the rear yard at 6645 South Vista del Mar. 
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Case No. ZA 2003-6289(CU) - On January 28, 2004, the Zoning Administrator 
approved a conditional use to permit the installation of wireless telecommunication 
facilities _in the C2-1 zone at 200 Culver Boulevard. 

Case No. ZA 200 1-9980(YV)(ZAA) - On January 1 0, 2002, the Zoning Administrator 
approved a request to remodel an existing second floor unit and the addition of a 
third floor and roof terrace at 6640 Vista del Mar. 

Gase No. ZA 2000-4122(YV)(ZAA) - On May 2, 2001, the Zoning Administrator 
denied a request to legalize an apartment building from 9 units to 12 units at 6824 
Esplanade Avenue. 

Case No. ZA 95-0105(YV)(ZV) - On April 12~ 1995, the Zoning Administrator 
approved a request for the installation and maintenance of one pool table in an 
existing restaurant and bar in ~he C2-1 D Zone at 337-339 Culver Boulevard. 

The Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community P,lan Map designates the property for [Q]C4-
1 D "General Commercial" land uses with corre'sponding zones of C1.5, C2, C4, CR, RAS3 
and RAS4, and height limited to District No. 1; The "Q" condition applies to the north and 
south sides of Culver Boulevard between Pershing Drive and Pacific Avenue. Effective 
July 3, 2004, the zoning in the specified area changed from C2-10 to [Q]C4-1VL 
(.Ordinance No. 175,981). The property is· not currently within the area of.any ~pecific plans 
or interim control ordinances. However, the project is located along the Los Angeles 
Coastal Corridor and the proposed Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. 

The following correspondence was received: [ 

• A letter from the Native American Heritage Commission (dated December 31, 
2009), which determined that Native American cultural resources were not 

· identified within one half mile o.f the "area of potential effectb (APE). 
• A letter from Ms. Cheryl A Burnett, a resident of 6400 Pacific Avenue, Playa 

Del" Rey. In a letter dated January 10, 2010, Ms. Burnett expressed 
disappointment with the quality and accuracy of th~ Environmental Report 
(MND). 

• A letter dated January ~ 1, 2010, was received from the Sierra Club and the 
Ballona Wetlands with regard to possible errors and discrepancies in the 
MND. 

• An e-mail from Council District 11 to the Zoning Administrator on April 29, 
2010, which expressed concerns about storm water runoff to the adjacent 
Ballona wetlands. 

All correspondence is enclosed within the case· file. It is noted that the discrepancies in the 
MND, which were addressed by the Sierra Club andttie Baltona Wetlands and a resident in 
the area were not found in the MND. 

MANDATED FINDINGS 

In order for a coastal development permit to be granted all of the requisite findings 
L~~iffiteinorl in C:ortinn 1? ?n ? nf tho I nc: AnnPIPc: M11nirin;:JI l.nrlP. ml JSt hP. m;:JrJP. in thP. 
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affirnative. Following is a delineation ofthe findings and the application of the facts of this 

case to same. 

1. The development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of tbe California Coastal Act 

of 1976. 

The applicant is requesting a Coastal Development Permit to allow the demolition of 

an existing nursery school and the construction of two office buildings with 

associr~tF.ci parkin(] on site. The proposed buildings will be 37 feet in height and will 
contain a total of 7,904 square feet of floor area in compliance with the [Q] 

conditions on 10,000 square-foot lots located within a dual permit jurisdiction ofthe 

California Coastal Zone. 

a. Shoreline Access: The subject property is located within the dual jurisdiction 

of the California . Coastal Zone and will : not interfere with or obstruct any 

access to coastal resources or ocean use._ 

b. Recreation and Visitor Serving Facilities: The project site has no adjacent or 

nearby recreational facilities for yisitors. 

c. Water and Marine Resources: This project will not impact any marine 

resources. The project is well above the high tide line and will not have any 

identifiable effect on the Pacific Ocean, or on the sandy inter-tidal zone. 

d. Environmentally SensWve Habitat Area_ The site is located adjacent to open 

space in close proximity to the Ballona- Wetlands. However, the site is 

currently improved with the existing structures, which had been previously 

occupied by a pre-school and is within a fully developed residential and 

commerciai community. The project is limited to the boundaiy of the private 

property iil -an area that is fully developed with residential homes and 

commercial buildings. 

2. The development will not prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to 

prepare a Local Coastal Program in conformity with said Chapter 3 of the 

California Coastal Act of 1976. 

Currently, there is no adopted Local Coastal Plan (LCP) for this portion of the 

Coastal Zone. In the interim, the adopted Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community 

Plan smves as the functional equivalent. The Westchester-Playa Del Rey 

Community Plan Map designates the property for [Q]C4-1 0 "General Commercial" 

lanrl uses with corresponding zones of C1.5, C2, C4, CR, RAS3 and RAS4, and 

reight limited to District No~ 1. The "Q" condition applies to the north and south sides 

cf Culver Boulevard betWeen Pershing Drive and Pacific Avenue. Effective July 3, 

2004, the zoning in the specified area changed from C2-1D to [Q]C4-1VL 

(Ordinance No. 175,981 ). The property is not currently within the area of any 

specific plans or interim control ordinances. The subject property is zoned 

[Q]C4~1VL and the project is in compliance with the required [QJ conditions. The 

proposed use is permitted in the C4 zone and plan designation of the Westchester-

LEG 2&6o Playa Del Rey Community Plan. 
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3 . The Interpretive Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits as established 
by the California Coastal Commission dated February 11, 1977 and any 
subsequent amendments (revised ·October 14, 1980} thereto have been 
reviewed, analyzed and considered in light of the individual project in making 
this determination. 

The referenced interpretive guidelines are designed to provide direction to the 
decision-making authority when rendering discretionary determinations on requests 
for coastal development permits, pending the adoption of a Local Co~stal Program. 
The project does not conflict with any of the guideline provisions for-the involved 
area. The project will provide parking that is 1n compliance with the code and to the 
satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety. The project will provide 32 
parking spaces on the site, therefore, minimizing the use of on-street and coastal 
access roads. The guidelines also require visual compatibility with the surrounding 
topography and vegetation. 

Visual compatibility of the proposed project will be achieved by maintaining a similar 
roof color and type, similar building- design and . windoW tre.atment and the 
continuation of similar landscaping with the present vegetation and landscaping in 
the surrounding area. At the public hearing, which was held on April 29, 2010, a 
resident of 308 Culver Boulevard. stated that the proposed project is located 
adjacent to the wetl?.nds and will block the ocean view from his prop.erty. The project
complies with the maximum height required by the code and the [Q] conditions. No 
deviation from the maximum building height permitted on site has been requested or 
granted herein. The Coastal Act protects public views of the ocean, but not private 
views. No public views will be impacted by this project. 

4 . The decision of the permit granting authority has been guided by any 
appficabfe decision of the California Coastal Commission pursuant to Section 
30625(c) of the Public Resources Code. 

The Coastal-Commission has consistently indicated concerns for the public views, 
important resources; accessibility, and improved access to recreational opportunities 
for the public and the impacts to marine· resources or sensitive habitats. No 
outstanding issues have emerged which would indicate a conflict betw·een the 
proposed project and any other decision of the Coastal Commission. Inasmuch as 
the property has no physical connection to the beach or any body of water, there are 
no Commission actions related to marine resources, wetlands, fishing, diving or 
other water related issues. 

5. The development is not located between the nearest pubfic road and the sea 
or shoreline of any body of water locat~d within th~ coastal zone, and ~he 
development is in conformity with the public access and public recreation 
policies of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976. 

The property is OUTSIDE the area between th.e sea and PaCific Coast Highway, the 
nearest highway. The subject property is located within the dual permit jurisdiction of 

LEG 2861 the California Coastal zonP. . ::mrl r1 fP.w miiP.s frnm thP. shon:~linP. ThP. nrnnnsP.rl 
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cevelopment will have no impact on public access or public recreation as described 
in Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act. 

6. Ari appropriate environmental clearance under the California Environmental 

Quality Act has been granted. 

The proposed project will not be materially detrimental to the property or the 

improvements in the same zone or vicinity In which the property is located. The 
proposed office buildings will not cause a traffic/parking increase or any soil or 

environmental problems for local residents. The mitigation measures included in the 
MND are incorporated as the conditions of this grant and shall be complied with 
including a mitigation measure for potential impacts on storm water through 
implementation ·of the Best Management Practice (BMP) and the Standard Urban 
Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP). · · · 

7. Mello Act 

LEG 2!!62 

I 

The Mello Act (Cal(fornia Govemmen(Code Sections 65590 and 65590.1) is a 
Statewide law which mandates local ,governments to con)ply with a variety of 
provisions concerning the demolition, conversion, and construction of residential 
units in California's Coastal Zone. The Mello Act requires that very low. low, and 
moderate income housing units that are demolished or converted must be replaced 
and that new residential developments must reserve at least 20% of all new 
residential units for low or very low income persons or families or reserve at least 
1 0% of all new residential units for very low income persons or famiJies. 

Accordingly, pursuant to the settlement agreement between the City of Los Angeles 
and the Venice Town Council, Inc., the Barton Hill Neighborhood Organization, and 
Carol Berman concerning the implementation of the Mello Act in the Coastal Zone 
portions of the City of Los Angeles, the following finding is provided. 

'The proposed project is located in the Coastal Zone, as defined in California Public 
Resources Code, Division 20 (commencing with Section 30000), as depicted on the 
City of Los Angeles Coastal Zone Maps. The proposed project involves the 
demolition of the existing structures, which were previously occupied by a pre-school 
and the construction of two office buildings with associated parking on site. The 
applicant stated at the April 29 hearing that the prior school had been abandoned 
and the site has been vacant for 7 to 8 years. There is no residential dwelling unit on 
site; therefore, the proposed project is not subject to the Mello Act, as set forth in 
California Government Code Section 65590 and 65590.1. 

CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT REVIEW FOR INCLUSIONARY HOUSING 
REQUIREMENT 

Not Applicable- The project does not contain any residential dwelling unit. 
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ADDITIONAL MANDATORY FINDINGS 

8. The National Flood Insurance Program rate maps, which are a part of the Flood 
Hazard Management Specific Plan adopted by the City Council by Ordinance No. 
172,081, have been reviewed and it has been determined that this projeet is located 
in Zone 8, areas between limits of the 1 00-year flood and 500-year flood; or certain 
areas subject to 100-yearflooding with average depths less than 1 foot or where the 
contributing drainage area is less than 1 square mile; or areas protected by levees 
from the base flood. · 

9. On March 8; 2010, a Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV 2009-3121-MND) was 
pr~pared for the proposed project On the basis of the whole of the record before 
the -lead agency including any comments re_ceived,_- the lead agency finds that with 
imposition of the mitigatioi'l measures described in the MND (and identified in this 
determination), there is no substantial evidence that the proposed project will have a 
significant effect on the environment. I hereby adopt that action. This Mitigated 
Negative Declaration reflects the lead agency's independent judgment and analysis. 
The records upon which this decision i~ based are with the Environmental Review 
Section of the Planning Department in1Room 750, 200 North Spring Street 

SUE CHANG 
Associate Zoning Administrator 
Direct Telephone No. (213) 978-3304 

SC:Imc 

cc: Councilmember Bill Rosendahl 
Eleventh District 

Adjoining Property Owners 
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The referenced reports concerning proposed development consisting of anew multi-story, mixed-use 
building over one to two levels of subterranean parking, have been reviewed by the Grading Division 
of the Department ofBuilding and Safety. The property is located south of the intersection of Culver 
Boulevard and Pershing Drive. 

The review of the subject reports can not be completed at this time and will be continued upon 
submittal of an addendwn to the report which shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

1. Provide recommendations and revise the plan(s) and cross section(s) for providing the 
required building setback from the ascending slope as specified by Code Section 1805.3.1 
Note: No building setback is shown on cross sections B-B' and C-C' of the 04/14/2011 
report. 

The geologist and soils engineer shall prepare a report containing the correction indicated in this 
letter. It is recommended that once the correction has been addressed in a response report, to contact 
the report review engineer and/or geologist to schedule a verification appointment to demonstrate 

.,:__ -- __ .... ~...:- -- - · ....;; ~- - . 
LADBS G-SC~G· ~~'1. AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY- AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
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Page2 
214-230 E. Culver Boulevard 

compliance with the correction. Brjng three copies of the response report, including one unbound 
wet-signed original for microfilming in the event that the report is found to be acceptable. 

Engineering Geologist II 

SD/JAA:sd/jaa 
Log No. 72190-01 
213-482-0480 

cc: Geocon West, Inc., Project Consultant 
WL District 

.. 

L ~ 
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GEOCON ~ ---f4· , , 
W E S T, I N C . ~-

GEOTECHNICAl o ENVIRONMENTAL 0 MATERIAlS ~ 
Project No. A8788-06-01A 
April 14,2011 

Y!A.&MAlL 

Mr. Kevin Batchelor 
Legado Crossing, LLC 
270 N. Canon Drive, Second Floor 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210 

Subject: 

References: 

RESPONSE TO SOIL REPORT CORRECTION LETTER 

PROPOSED MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT 
214,220,224 & 230 EAST CULVER BOULEVARD 
PLAY A DEL REY DISTRICT . 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
TRACT: TR 8557 I BLOCK: 17 I LOTS: 32, 34, 36, 39, 41, & 42 

Geotechnical Investigation, Geocon West, fuc., dated October 11, 2010, Project No. 

A8788-06-01; 

City of Los Angeles Geology and Soils Report Correction Letter, Log No. 72190, dated 

November 12,2010. 

Dear Mr. Batchelor: 

This letter has been prepared in response to the November 12, 2010 City of Los Angeles Soils Report 

Correction Letter (Log No. 72190), for the above referenced October II, 2010 geotechnical report. The 

City letter indicates that 6 comments be addressed and a copy of all City correspondence is appended 

herein. 

Comment I: Revise the plan and sections B & C to show how all portions of the proposed building 

adjacent to on and off-site ascending slopes will be provided the horizontal building setback required, 

in section 1805.3.1 of the LA City Building Code. Note: The building is proposed adjacent to asce::tding 

slopes on the south side of the property. Figure 2 (Site Plan) or Sections B & C do not show the 

required building setback. 

Response 1: Acknowledged. Since the date of the October 11, 2010 geotechnical report, the project 

development has progressed, resulting in revised project plans. Therefore, the Site Plan and Cross 

Sections A-A' through C-C' have been revised to incorporate the currently proposed plans and are 

attached herein. In addition to the original Site Plan showing the "Basement Level 1" layout (Figure 

2A), a second site plan has been added to show the "First Floor" (Figure 2B). The revised Site Plans 

and Geologic Cross Sections show the horizontal dimensions of the proposed building-slope setback. 

Comment 2: Verify and include in the addendwn the correct legal description for the entire property to 

be developed. This information can be obtained at the address counter of the Department of Public 

Works (Counter 21- Floor 3-201 N. Figueroa St.) 

J 

3303 N. San Fernando Blvd., Suite I()() • Burbank, Calilomia 91504-2531 • Telephone 8 18.8.41.9388 • Fax 8 I 8.841.1704 l 
1810723201l3?ggg 10106232~1156554 

- --
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Response 2: The full legal description of the subject site is: 

214,214, and 230 East Culver Boulevard, Los Angeles, Califomia 
TRACT: TR 8557/ BLOCK: 17/ LOTS: 32, 34, 36, 39, 41, & 42 

Comment 3: Provide anticipated potential settlement of adjacent structures and utilities due to 
dewatering operations. 

Response 3: No appreciable settlement is anticipated as a result of proposed dewatering measures. 
Settlement of adjacent structures and utilities is anticipated to be negligible. 

Comment 4: ClarifY the maximum combined (static and seismic) differential settlement between 
adjacent columns, and the combined settlement of the structure. Note: The report indicates total 
settlement less than 1 inch for static and up to 2.2 inches for seismic and differential settlements up to * 
inches for static and 1.3 for seismic. The Department has combined static and seismic settlement limits 
for the use of mat foundations of 3 inches for total settlements and 1 ~ inches for differential 
settlements. If these limits are exceeded, the Department requires the use of other foundation systems 
and/or ground improvement. 

Response 4: The referenced report indicates that if the maximum bearing value of 4,000 psf is used, the 
concrete mat foundation should be expected to undergo static settlements of less than 1 inch upon 
completion of the proposed construction. The combined total static and seismic settlement is anticipated 
to be less than 3 inches. The combined differential static and seismic settlement for the maximum 
allowable bearing pressure of 4,000 psfis anticipated to be 1 ~inch over a distance of20 feet. 

Comment 5: ClarifY if tiebacks are proposed for resistance of potential uplift forces. Note: Permanent 
tiebacks are not approved for new construction. 

Response 5: Acknowledged. Where additional resistance against uplift forces is required, it is 
recommended that drilled, cast-in-place concrete fi:iction piles be utilized. The piles may be designed in 
accordance with the following recommendations: 

Pile Design 

The utilization of drilled, cast-in-place concrete friction piles into the very dense sands is considered 
feasible for resistance against potential uplift forces. The connection between the piles and the 
foundation and the number and spacing of the piles should be determined by the structural engineer. 

Piles should be a minimum of 36 inches in diameter,. and should be embedded a minimum of 50 feet 
below the bottom of the proposed foundation system. Based on a depth of embedment of 50 feet below 
the proposed foundation system, the maximum allowable upward capacity of the cast-in-place concrete 
fi:iction piles is 190 kips (FS = 2). This capacity has been adjusted for buoyant forces. 

All drilled pile excavations must be continuously observed by personnel of this firm to verifY adequate 
depth and penetration into the recommended bearing materials. The capacity may be increased by one
third for transient loads due to wind or seismic forces. The compressive and tensile strength of the p:le 
sections should be checked to verifY the structural capacity of the piles. 

Project No. A8788-06-0 I A 
1n'!~7 ;.~-:-!"~~ '! 27~~~ 
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Where pile groups are required, the piles should be spaced at least 2-l/2 diameters on center. If so 

spaced. there will be no 1·eduction in the capacity of the piles due to group action. 

Pile lnstallati9n 

Groundwater seepage was observed in all borings at approximate elevations between 0 and 3 feet MSL. 

The depth to groundwater at the time of construction can be further verified during initial dewatering 

well or shoring pile installation. The contractor should be prepared for groundwater during pile 

installation, even if temporary dewatering is utilized at the site. Piles placed below the water level 

require the use of a trernie to place the concrete into the bottom of the hole. A tremie shall consist of a 

water-tight tube having a diameter of not less than 6 inches with a hopper at the top. The tube shall be 

equipped with a device that will close the discharge end and prevent water from entering the tube while 

it is being charged with concrete. The tremie shall be supported so as to pennit free movement of the 

discharge end over the entire top surface of the work and to permit rapid lowering when ne-;::essary to 

retard or stop the flow of concrete. The discharge end shall be closed at the start of the work to prevent 

water entering the tube and shall be entirely sealed at all times, except when the concrete is being 

placed. The tremie tube shall be kept full of concrete. The flow shall be continuous until the work is 

completed and the resulting concrete seal shall be monolithic and homogeneous. The tip of the trernie 

tube shall always be kept about five feet below the surface of the concrete and definite steps and 

safeguards should be taken to insure that the tip of the tremie tube is never raised above the surface of 

the concrete. 

A special concrete mix should be used for concrete to be placed below water. The design shall provide 

for concrete with strength of 1,000 psi over the initial job specification. An admixture that reduces the 

problem of segregation of paste/aggregates and dilution of paste shall be included. The slump sl:all be 

commensurate to any research report for the admixture, provided that it shall also be the mini.."ll.um for a 

reasonable consistency for placing when water is present. 

Due to the granular nature of the site soils, casing will likely be required and the contractor should have 

casing available prior to commencement of drilled pile excavation. If casing is us~ extreme care 

should be employed so that the pile is not pulled apart as the casing is withdrawn. At no time ;;hot:ld the 

distance between the surface of the concrete and the bottom of the casing be less than five feet. 

Continuous observation of the drilling and pouring of the piles by the Geoteclmical Engineer (a 

representative of Geocon West, Inc.), is required 

Closely spaced piles should be drilled and filled alternately, with the concrete pennitted to set at least 

eight hours before drilling an adjacent hole. Pile excavations should be filled with concrete as soo:1 after 

drilling and inspection as possible. lfpossib1e, the holes should not be left open overnight. 

Comment 6: Provide a surcharge pressure magnitude for adjacent foundations for shoring and retaining 

wall design. Include cross-section(s) showing the nwnber of stories, and location of the struc::ure(s) 

adjacent to the excavation. 

Response 6: The anticipated surcharge pressure from the adjacent offsite structure located to the east of 

the project is included herein as Figure 1. The anticipated surcharge pressure should be incorporated 

into retaining wall and shoring design as necessary. Information regarding the depth of existing 

adjacent foundations, the presence of subterranean levels, and actual offsite building loads were not 

Project Jl.o. A8788-06-0IA 
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available at the time this report was prepared; therefore, the surcharge calculations presented herein are 
preliminary and should be reviewed as th.:: design progresses. 

If you have any questions regarding this letter, or if we may be of further service, please contact the 
undersigned. 

Sincerely, 

(2) Addressee 

~eal D. Berliner 
GE2576 

(3) City of Los Angeles, Submitted by Geocon 

Enclosures: Copy of City Correction Letter 
Figure 1, Surcharge Calculatio:1 
Figure 2A and 2B, Site Plan 
Figure 3, Cross-Section A-A' 
Figure 4, Cross-Section B-B' 
Figure 5, Cross-Section C-C' 

Project No. A8788-06-0IA 
"'!~'!!""'!7""'~~n'! '! ~..,.~~~ 
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The load of the adjacent structure was assumed. 

SURCHARGE f( . 
I ON-GRADE 

Horizontal Surcharge Pressure from Line Load (Ref: NAVFAC 7 2-74) I 4-STORY 

Line Load Ql= 5400.00 lbs I 
MULTI-FAMILY 

Height or Cut H= 31.00 ft 
I RESIDENTIAL 

Distance Away X= 7.00 ft I STRUCTURE 

m= 023 '-7'-rs ... '-.-
Elevation (teet) Horizootol Pressure (lbo/11'2) / / 

z n-value ligma(h) I ~onllii .Sllrr;harge A·enure from line load II ,'//// 
31.0 0.00 0.00 

·-· - -+ QI 29.5 0.05 85.97 t-· -- --X=mH // , % 
27.9 0.10 120.515 35 
26.4 0.15 156.90 

24.8 0.20 174.19 ,_ (..) . -0,~ 30 

------ PROPOSED EXCAVATION -! / '/ 23.3 0.25 175.93 r---21 .7 0.30 167.23 ~ 1-' • / ~ 
20.2 0.35 152.79 

25 

LJ 18.8 0.40 136.09 ! 20 
1 :~· / ~ 

17.1 0.45 119.30 
·' '/ / , 

v % ~/ 15.5 0.50 103.62 
0:: 

]l ' 14.0 0.55 89.58 ~ 15 ~~0/' 
/ 

~ ' .... / 
12..4 0.60 77.30 / /. 
10.8 0.65 66.74 10 </</;/J , 

', /~- / / 
~ 

9.3 0.70 57.72 
'-- / 

7.7 0.75 50.08 j 
. / 

5 
... 

6.2 0.80 43.55 I SOLDIER PILE 

4.6 0.85 36.02 
0 

3.1 0.90 33.32 0 50 100 150 200 

1.5 0.95 29.32 Horizontal A'essure (lbslft"2) 
0.0 1_00 25.89 

Maximum Pressure = 175.93 lbs/ft"2 
Total Load perUneal FootofWall = 290026 lbs/ft 

Resultantoccurs atanelevationof 18.68 ft GEOCON ~- CROSS-SECTION/SURCHARGE CALCULATION 

WEST. I N C. SAILI.OFTS 

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOTECHNICAL MATERIALS LEGADO COMPANIES 

:nn N ~ FFRNANOO AI.VI>. ·SUITE 100 · BURBANK. ~ 815CH 220 CULVER BOULEVARD 0 

PHONE (818)841-aJN FAX (BIB)84H704 PLAYA DEL REY DISTRICT OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, 
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for ~4tp~1on, du9li~~· 

1':)-r the i~r.,:,·:r-a~; 

De,Al' t.,te•r. ·::Q.i: ~' -:;, • ; 
.'t;he .. ~ C~ty ~·frlnc ~\\~~.J.d t~:i·lf aay ~. ;~~:t . 

~aps, submitted in your rep9r~ 

No. ; of i::f(l,. J •_n4 t'\:r-._...11 for the 

Iap1"0Yeaen'ts a~f8bf tALIAT ltli;t :!.Of :.Dquglaa 

fltreet betw~en Oolton St.r~~\ltu1 

of other a<Creets and a r1gbt·-ot.· 

Street ~ aad p&rt1oDe 

.. w,w.~,.- · O~J.Jlo.nCe No • 

6).375, 

were adopted, and under another cover I am forwarding same 

to you. 

Respectfully, 

ROBT. DOMINGUEZ, 

-DS 
City Clerk. 

LEG 2873 
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Offtoe a:t the Olty Er.g1neeT 1 

Los Angeles, Ca~ife~nia. 

:Ma:ueh 28 ~ , 19.29. 

~0 tbe Hon. Ci~y Pla~ng Committee, 
Of the Co\1Iic11 ef the City- of Los 

GentJ.:emenz 

T pre~nt he:I;_eYii th, feT yeur C'GD:Sidera>'t"ien 1 an G~din~oe 
establi.sMng the name . of ·Ocean[ Vi:ew Lane fr0m the southerly itn.e ' - . 
of" Lot 1, TiCB.Ict No. 83d'J., to- th'e no~therly :line of. Lot 7, ,_satd: 
Tra:ct Nc:h 830i 1 ana: :r~qm , the ~eutheas;te~J.T ~in~ ., 
soutJteaste:r1y liner, <Of' the 11;ll'Siln alley oou..thea:a·t'erly o::l" ,1D Co')lrt; .. 

"2 r: also e stablrishing t)le ~e .Jef Trolley· ·Place frem. Esplanade teo A 

De13e;t.0Lptions for the opening and widening ot TD~j_l:e;wway 
• I Seoolid Avenue Dis:tcr:t_ot (Venice) ~e now be·ing prepa!red ancf i:t 

that the name o:C. said. s~;re·et·s be " e~ta'blished as ~a•oon -1n order- that saia work~ mity:i be . completed~ 
The' st±ee~'s 'h~ere'Qy esta'b'lished sliewn QG·il.ored: :re.~ on 

the attached sk€t~h• 

A tt"orney-. 

-Said Qrdi·nanete ha·a bee~ ~pp~ved as to re.rm· ijy. the Gtty' 

(·N. 0.) 

Respect17ully submitted, 

By -~~~~~·~~L ~\~A~~~~~~~~~ , I .J , . Engl.neer • B • hince 
' 
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City Planning Committee. 

Greetings: 
. . .. .. .. : .. ·' ·. . ' . j ' • . ..... ! 

At a meeti.D.B. of the Counoil h:el4 Karoh ·28', ., 

1929. aQIUDlUlioatiori t'i•o~ the. ·cit7 '·:lngineer·, tranaiDftt1~ · t~ 
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trom the southerly line of Lot l, !raot SZOl, to the north

erl7 line or i.Ot'. 7' ~ aai'd traot ~ ; .nci af.-·~ •• tabl1'ah1~ :the . 

-name at a po.i-tion ot ~1"0lley Plaoe~· waii referred -to'~ 

your oommi t1iee. 

' iiiJpeottiill7," 
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Cit)" Clerk· 
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O~fice of the City Engineer, 

Los Angeles, CalifQrnia. 

Maroh 28, l92ca. 

To the Hon. Ci~y Planning Committee, 
Of the Council of the Ci ty of Los Angeles. 

Gentlemenz 

I present herewith. ror your consideration, an ordinance 
establishing the name of Ocean View La~ from the southerly line 
ot Lot 1, Tract No. 8301, to the northerly line of Lot 7, said 
Tract No. 8301, and from the southeasterly line of A Court to the 
southeasterly line of the first alley southeasterly of D Court; 
also establishing the ~e of Trolley· Place fran Esplanade to A 
Court. 

Descriptions for the opening and widening at T~olleyway 
and Seoond Avenue District (Venice} :are now being prepared and it 
is. important that the n~ of said streets be established as soon 
as possible, in order that said ~ork may be completed. 

The streets hereby established ~e shown colored red on 
the attached Sketch. 

Attorney. 

~ 
~ 

Said ordinance has been approved as to rorm by the City 

(N. 0.) 

Respectfully submitted, 

By <7' I ,.( \-,d / ~ ~ .. - -
> -

Engl.neer, 

. ~ I --- ELi'C. 
/' -Af" 
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0ffice ~f the C1ty. 'Engtnee 
.:11 

Lc:>s Ange1e·s, "califGrn:La. 

~rQb: 28,, 19'2'9. 

I · pre-sentr he~ew:L't-h • !eo~ :v.;oU:r c.onsi·d:erat10l1i an . .. ' .r es"td:b]ishi]Jg ~t]ie .,name c:>:t Ocean V1rew Lane :from the, sc:>utllerti: ll:he J, 
- • g ( ...... Ui 

- ~ ot Lat 1~, Tdr~t Nc:>. 8301,, to tlie,,..n<:>rthe:~O:ly-~ l:i.Q.e c:>·:t Lot 7~ s-e.'td 
~ 

Tract~ No,. 8301, and :Crom ~he s0utb:easteW' «.-me 
south'easte~ly l1ne

4 
of t:O.e first e.lley aou.tteasterl!y of D Co~t; ~ 

' 
a.lso e etabl:ishi1llg ~11.~ name of Trellley .. Place frdm. Espl.anade t-o A 
Court. -

Desc.njti,e:r;lS : f.or th~ Jepen;_ing_~ and wi'd:ening of ~one~ay 
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is. ~o~tant ·that tge..,. n~e 01:~ said st~eets •pe 

., ' c· .. 
as~ ~osstb'le"', in' e~<le.r , tha~ sai"'"d w0:ck may be completed. ,. 

'l'he s-t;reets he~e"by- established 

.. 
.. Said ordinanc-e has been approved tt~ to form: b~. the Git;y 

A ttrorrley 
(N. 0.) 

Respectfully submitted, 

By 7 . , ... .. ..,. - ~~ 
7 'J. "R . Prince 

Engineer, ivisian of _Stjeet Opening. 
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* •- STATE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AGENCY 

-~ CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 

•

outh Coast Area Office 
00 Oceangate, Suite 1000 
ong Beach, CA 90802-4302 

(562) 590-5071 
Filed: 5/7/02 

6/25/02 

• 

• 

M9h 

RECORD PACKET COPY 

49th Day: 
180th Day: 
Staff: 
Staff Report: 
Hearing Date: 
Commission Action: 

STAFF REPORT: REGULAR CALENDAR 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 5-02-138 

"'\PPLICANT: Sar.dra Graves 

AGENT: Robert K. Rozanski 

PROJECT LOCATION: 112 & 114 Culver Boulevard 

11/03/02 ~ 
AJ P-LB !)/!! -
6/20/02 
7/08/02 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Demolition of a two-story, 1 ,800 square foot residential duplex 
and construction of a three story, 41 foot high, 3,201 square foot residential duplex 
with a tucked-under 687 square foot, four-car garage. 

Lot Area: 
Building Coverage: 
Pavement Coverage: 
Landscape Coverage: 
Parking Spaces: 
Zoning: 
Ht above final grade: 

2,170 square feet 
1 ,443 square feet 

655 square feet 
72 square feet 

4 
C2- Commercial 

41 feet 

LOCAL APPROVALS RECEIVED: Los Angeles City Coastal Development Permit 2001-
3960 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff is recommending APPROVAL of the proposed project subject to special conditions, 
regarding height limitation and water quality . 
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1. Del Rey Lagoon Local Coastal Program, March 1981. 
2. City of Los Angeles Coastal uevelopment Permit No. ZA 2001-3960 
3. Coastal Development Permits: A-4-5-77-557 (Weikum); A-80-7267 (Piacik); 5-

98-334 and 5-98-335 (Diversified Holdings); and 5-01-089 (Stone). 

Staff Note: 

The proposed development is within the coastal zone area of the City of Los Angeles. 
Section 30600(b) of the Coastal Act 1 allows local government to assume permit authority 
prior to certification of a local coastal program. Under that section, the local government 
must agree to issue all permits within its jurisdiction, except as explained in the next 
paragraph. In 1978, the City of Los Angeles chose to issue its own coastal development 
permits. 

J •• 

• 

Within the areas specified in Section 30601, which is known in the City of Los Angeles 
permit program as the "Dual Permit Jurisdiction" area, the Coastal Act requires that the 
development that receives a local coastal development permit pursuant to Section 
30600(b) also obtain a permit from the Coastal Commission. Section 30601 requires a 
second coastal development permit from the Commission on all lands located (1) between 
the sea and the first public road, (2) within 300 feet of the inland extent of a beach, or the • 
sea where there is no beach, (3) on tidelands or submerged lands, (4) on lands located 
within 100 feet of a wetland or stream, or (5) on lands located within 300 feet of the top of 
the seaward face of a coastal bluff. Outside that area, the local agency (City of Los 
Angeles) coastal development permit is the only coastal development permit required. 

The proposed development is located in the dual permit area. For development within the 
dual area, after the local government approves a permit, a second permit is required from 
the Commission under the requirements of section 30601. The City approved Coastal 
Development Permit ZA 2002-3960. The pending application is for the second permit, 
which is to be issued by the Coastal Commission. 

I. STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

The staff recommends that the Commission APPROVE the following resolution with 
special conditions. 

Motion: 

I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit No. 5-02-138 
pursuant to the staff recommendation. 

1 Unless otherwise specified, all subsequent section references are to the Coastal Act. Cal. Pub. Res. Code 
§§ 30000 et seq. • 
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Staff Recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in adoption of the 
following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by affirmative vote of a majority 
of the Commissioners present. 
RESOLUTION FOR APPROVAL WITH CONDITIONS 

The Commission hereby approves a coastal development permit for the proposed 
development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as 
conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will 
not prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of 
the permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) 
feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially 
lessen any significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there 
are no further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen 
any significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 

II. STANDARD CONDITIONS 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development 
shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized 
agent, acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and 
conditions, is returned to the Commission office. 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years 
from the date this permit is reported to the Commission. Development shall be 
pursued in a diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. 
Application for extension of the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 

3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be 
resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission. 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided 
assignee files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of 
the permit. 

5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be 
perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all 
future owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions 
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1. Revised Plans 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the 
applicant shall submit revised plans to the Executive Director for review and 
approval. The revised plans shall show the following changes to the project: 

1. No portion of the structure shall exceed a height of 37 feet above existing 
grade, except for roof railings with an open design and measuring no more 
than 36 inches in height. 

B. The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved 
final plans. Any proposed changes to the approved final plans shall be reported to 
the Executive Director. No changes to the approved final plans shall occur without 
a Commission amendment to this coastal development permit unless the Executive 
Director determines that no amendment is required. 

2. Drainage and Polluted Runoff Control Plan 

A) PRIOR TO THE ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the 

• 

applicant shall submit for the review and approval of the Executive Director a • 
drainage and runoff control plan, including supporting calculations, which 
indicate that drainage and polluted runoff controls shall incorporate structural 
and non-structural Best Management Practices (BMPs) designed to minimize 
the volume, velocity and pollutant load of storm water and other runoff leaving 
the developed site. The plans shall be reviewed and approved by the consulting 
engineering geologist to ensure the plan is in conformance with the geologists' 
recommendations. All design and construction plans, including but not limited to 
grading plans, foundation plans, site plans, floor plans, elevation plans, roof 
plans, landscape and hardscape plans shall be consistent with the final 
drainage and runoff control plan. In addition to the specifications above, the 
plans shall be in substantial conformance with the following requirements: 

(1) Selected BMPs (or suites of BMPs) shall be designed to treat or infiltrate 
the amount of storm water generated by each runoff event up to and 
including the 85th percentile, 24-hour runoff event for volume-based 
BMPs, and/or the 85th percentile, 1-hour runoff event, with an 
appropriate safety factor, for flow-based BMPs. 

(2) Design elements, which will serve to reduce directly connected 
impervious area and maintain permeable space within the development 
shall be incorporated where feasible. Options include the use of 
alternative design features such as concrete grid driveways and/or 
pavers/stepping stones for walkways, and porous material for or near • 
walkways and driveways; 
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(3) Runoff from all roofs, parking areas, driveways and other impervious 
surfaces shall be collected and directed through a system of vegetated 
and/or gravel filter strips or other media filter devices, where feasible. 
The filter elements shall be designed to 1) trap sediment, particulates and 
other solids and 2) remove or mitigate contaminants through infiltration 
and/or biological uptake. The drainage system shall also be designed to 
convey and discharge excess runoff from the building site to the street in 
a non-erosive manner. 

(4) The plan shall include provisions for maintaining the drainage and 
filtration systems, including structural BMPs, in a functional condition 
throughout the life of the approved development. Such maintenance 
shall include the following: (1) the drainage and filtration system shall be 
inspected, cleaned and repaired prior to the onset of the storm season, 
no later than September 30th each year and {2) should any of the 
project's surface or subsurface drainage/filtration structures fail or result 
in increased erosion, the applicant/landowner or successor-in-interest 
shall be responsible for any necessary repairs to the drainage/filtration 
system and restoration of the eroded area. Should repairs or restoration 
become necessary, prior to the commencement of such repair or 
restoration work, the applicant shall submit a repair and restoration plan 
to the Executive Director to determine if an amendment or new coastal 
development permit is required to authorize such work. 

B) The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved 
final plan. Any proposed changes to the approved final plan shall be reported to 
the Executive Director. No changes to the approved final plan shall occur without a 
Commission amendment to this coastal development permit unless the Executive 
Director determines that no amendment is required. 

3. Storage of Construction Materials, Mechanized Equipment and Removal of 
Construction Debris 

The permittee shall comply with the following c'"':struction-related requirements: 

(a) Best Management Practices (BMPs) and Good Housekeeping Practices 
(GHPs) designed to prevent spillage and/or runoff of construction-related 
materials, and to contain sediment or contaminants associated with 
construction activity, shall be implemented prior to the on-set of such activity; 

(b) No construction materials, debris, or waste shall be placed or stored where it 
may enter a storm drain or be subject to tidal erosion and dispersion; 

(c) Construction debris and sediment shall be properly contained and secured 
on site with BMPs, to prevent the unintended transport of sediment and other 
debris into coastal waters by wind, rain or tracking. All stock piles and 
construction materials shall be covered, enclosed on all sides, shall be 
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located as far away as possible from drain inlets and any waterway, and 
shall not be stored in contact with the soil; 

(d) Construction debris and sediment shall be removed from construction areas 
as necessary to prevent the accumulation of sediment and other debris 
which may be discharged into coastal waters. All debris and trash shall be 
disposed of in the proper trash and recycling receptacles at the end of each 
construction day; 

(e) The discharge of any hazardous materials into any receiving waters shall be 
prohibited; 

(f) A pre-construction meeting should be held for all personnel to review 
procedural and BMP/GHP guidelines; 

(g) All BMPs shall be maintained in a functional condition throughout the 
duration of the project. 

(h) Debris shall be disposed at a legal disposal site or recycled at a recycling 
facility. If the disposal site is located in the coastal zone, a coastal 
development permit or an amendment to this permit shall be required before 
disposal can take place unless the Executive Director determines that no 
amendment or new permit is required. 

IV. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 

The Commission hereby finds and declares: 

A. Project Description 

The applicant proposes the demolition of an existing two story duplex and construction of 
a three-story, 41-foot high (as measured from existing grade) 3,201 square foot residential 
duplex with a tucked-under 687 square foot, four-car garage on a 2,170 square foot lot. 
The applicant proposes to place a new retaining wall along portions of the eastern and 
western property lines (see Exhibits No 4-7). 

The p~aposed project has a maximum height of 41 feet, as measured from existing grade 
to the h~i~ht of the roof access penthouse. The . ~~;;in 3 extends to a height of 33 feet 
with the 196 square foot penthouse extending 8 feet above the roofline to the maximum 
height of 41 feet. 

The project site is zoned C2-Commercial Playa Del Rey. The subject property is located 
in the Commercial Area subcommunity of the Del Rey Lagoon planning area in the City of 
Los Angeles (Exhibit No.8). The Commercial Area includes all properties along Culver 
Boulevard from Nicholson Street to the east to Trolley Way to west. The small 5 lot 
commercially zoned block in which this project is located abuts the "Duplex Area" 
subcommunity of the Del Rey Lagoon. Tha lot is four lots c8St of Trolieyway and the first 
row of beach fronting lots. 

• 

• 

• 
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In March 1981, the City of Los Angeles submitted the Del Rey Lagoon LUP for 
Commission approval. The Commission reviewed and approved with modifications the 
Del Rey Lagoon LUP, however, the City did not accept the Commission's approval. 
Therefore, the standard of review for this planning area is the Chapter Three policies of 
the Coastal Act. 

B. Visitor-serving Commercial Recreation 

Section 30221 of the Coastal Act states: 

Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected for recreational use 
and development unless present and foreseeable future demand for public or 
commercial recreational activities that could be accommodated on the property is 
already adequately provided for in the area. 

Section 30222 of the Coastal Act states: 

The use of private lands suitable for visitor-serving commercial recreational facilities 
designed to enhance public opportunities for coastal recreation shall have priority 
over private residential, general industrial, or general commercial development, but 
not over agriculture or coastal-dependent industry. 

The applicant is proposing to demolish an existing residential duplex and construct a new 
residential duplex within a commercially zoned area. The proposed project site is four lots 
inland from Trolleyway and the first row of beach fronting lots. The lot is approximately 
236 feet inland from the beach (see Exhibit No.3). 

In preliminary studies that led to the adoption of the Coastal Act, the Commission and the 
Legislature reviewed evidence that land uses directly adjacent to the beach were required 
to be regulated to protect access and recreation opportunities. These sections of the 
Coastal Act provide that the priority of new development near beach areas shall be given 
to uses that provide support for beach recreation. The Coastal Act requires that public 
Goastal recreational facilities s~ ~u have priority over other types of development on any 
private land suitable for such use. Sections 30221 and 30222 give priority land use to 
visitor-serving commercial recreational facilities and general public recreational use on 
public and private oceanfront and upland areas where necessary. 

Playa del Rey is located south of the Marina del Rey entrance channel. The area consists 
of residential development, mainly duplexes and multi-family dwellings, small 
neighborhood shops and restaurants along Culver Boulevard, a publicly owned park and 
lagoon, and Dockweiler State Beach. 

Public parking is located at the park and lagoon parking lots and at a beach pay lot 
maintained and operated by the County at the northern end of Pacific Avenue. Additional 
public parking is available along the public streets throughout the area. 
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One of the basic Coastal Act goals is to maximize public recreation and access to the 
beaches. Permitting residential development along the beach area is clearly not 
maximizing public recreation and access. However, in considering residential 
development versus visitor-serving commercial development the Commission has taken 
into consideration location, lot size, and surrounding uses. 

The proposed development will be in-fill development in an area that consists of mainly 
single-family and duplexes. The lot to the east, which measures 3,060 square feet, is 
developed with a small restaurant. 

The proposed site is a relatively small lot consisting of 2,170 square feet. Development of 
this lot as commercial or a combination of commercial and residential would be 
impracticable due the lots size and development constraints. One of the constraints in 
developing this lot with a commercial use would be providing support parking. The lot is 
too small to provide adequate on-site parking and there is a lack of potential for 
developing off-site parking because of the built out nature of the area. 

Although there are very few visitor-serving commercial uses in the area, this particular 
property is not suitable for such use. In past permit action the Commission has 
considered the need for visitor serving uses in the area. Just to the north, there is a three 
to four acre beachfronting property, which is design~tP.d as the Beachfront Area in the Del 

• 

Rey Lagoon Plan (see Exhibit No.8). The property is the last undeveloped beachfront • 
parcel in Playa del Rey. In 1977 the Commission denied a permit for residential 
development on the nearby beach fronting parcel property. One of the reasons for denial 
was due to lack of visitor-serving uses for the proposed development. The Del Rey 
Lagoon Plan indicates that the permitted uses for the larger beachfront property would be 
limited to visitor-serving facilities such as hotel, motel, beach-related commercial, or other 
use enhancing public access to the beach. 

The proposed project site, unlike the larger beachfront property directly to the north, is 
small and is not beachfronting and would not be suitable for visitor-serving commercial 
development. Therefore, the Commission finds that t: 1e proposed project is not 
:nconsistent with Section 30221 or 30222 of the Coastal Act. 

C. COMMUNITY CHARACTERNISUAL QUALITY 

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states, in part: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected 
as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and 
designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to 
minimize the alteration of natural/and forms, to be vi~:ually compatible with the 
character of surrounding areas .... • 
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This area of Playa del Rey, is referred to as the "Commercial Area" in the LUP (Exhibit No. 
8). Although it is in the Commercial area, the area consists mainly of older residential 
duplexes and some newer residences on single lots. The lot abutting the proposed lot to 
the east is commercially developed with a restaurant. The pattern of development is a 
mixture of older and some recycling construction, with some newer development. 

The residences on average have a total living area of approximately 3,000 square feet. 
The proposed 3,201 square foot living area of the proposed duplex residence is consistent 
with surrounding development. It is also consistent with the average living area of 
approximately 3,000 square feet for duplex residences identified in the Commission 
approved LUP. 

The first floor has a total floor area of 1 ,431 square feet, composed of a 665 square foot 
ft")ur-car garage and 765 square feet of livable area. The second and third floors have 
1,287 and 1,160 square feet square feet of floor area, respectively. The City considers 
the first floor a basement and does not count as a floor because the garage occupies a 
portion of the floor. Therefore, under the City's approval, and consistent with the Del Rey 
Lagoon LUP, the development is considered a two-story structure. However, the Del Rey 
Lagoon LUP limits development height to a maximum of 37 feet. 

The proposed project has a maximum height of 41 feet, as measured from existing grade 
to the height of the roof access penthouse (see Exhibit No. 5). The roof line extends to a 
height of 33 feet with the 196 square foot penthouse extending 8 feet above the roof line 
to the maximum height of 41 feet. Therefore, the proposed duplex residence exceeds the 
37-foot height limit for Playa Del Rey identified in the Commission approved LUP. 

The City of Los Angeles and the Coastal Commission have approved a limited number of 
coastal development permits in this area, almost all of which came after the City's 
submitted LUPin 1981. In certain cases (COP No. 5-01-089, 5-99-038, 5-97-400, 5-87-
344, 5-86-169, A-4-5-77-557, and A-80-7267) projects were submitted with proposed 
height limits from 25 to 37 feet. Other projects (COP No. 5-98-334 and 5-98-335) were 
~reposed to be higher but were conditioned to reduce the height of the proposed 
development to 37 feet because of the impacts to community character. And, finally, 
certain developments (COP No. 5-01-201 and 5-85-421) were approved by the 
Commission with proposed heights between 39 and 40 feet. 

In the permits that allowed development above the height limit of 37 feet, the Commission 
found that the proposed developments would be consistent with the scale and character of 
the surrounding development in their immediate areas. For example, COP 5-01-201 was 
for the addition of a fourth floor, which would raise the height of the structure to 40 feet. 
The development was located in the Esplanade Area of Playa del Rey. The two adjoining 
residential structures had a height of 41 feet. Furthermore, the Esplanade Area is 
genF~rally developed with three to four story structures varying in height between 35 and 
45 feet. The Commission found that the proposed addition would be consistent with the 
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height of the surrounding development and would be visually compatible with the scale 
and character of the area. 

In the area surrounding the proposed project, the area consists of single-family and 
residential duplexes. Heights range from 20 to 37 feet, with most structures consisting of 
two-stories. An exception to this height and scale is the development located three lots to 
the west of the project site, on the corner of Culver Boulevard and Trolleyway. This 
structure has a pitched roof extending to a maximum height of approximately 45 feet. 

The most recent development approved by the Commission in this area of Playa del Rey, 
was located just south of the project site at 7025 Trolleyway (COP No. 5-01-089). The 
project consisted of the demolition of a duplex and construction of a 3,338 square foot 
duplex, with a maximum height of 35 feet. To ensure that no portion of the structure 
exceeded the 37 -foot height limit, a special condition was added stating that no portion of 
the structure shall exceed 37 feet in elevation above the existing grade. 

In 1976, the Regional Commission approved an 82-unit condominium complex at the 
southern end of Playa del Rey along the seaward side of Vista d~ Mar (COP No. A-24-76 
and 5-82-542). The proposed development was approved with maximum heights of 
approximately 35 feet from natural grade. 

• 

Although the proposed project's roof line is below the 37 foot height, at 33 feet, the 196 • 
square foot roof access stairwell penthouse extends to 41 feet. The penthouse is setback 
approximately 18 feet from the front of the building. However, because of the small scale 
of surrounding development, the penthouse will be visible from the surrounding streets 
and will increase the visual bulk of the building. In order to protect community character 
and visual quality, in past Commission permit action, the Commission has limited 
development to a maximum height of 37 feet. Therefore, in order to protect the 
community character and visual quality of the area, Special Condition No. 1 limits the 
development to a maximum height of 37 feet above the existing grade, except for roof 
railings with an open design and measuring no more than 36 inches in height. The height 
as conditioned will be consistent with the height limit atJproved by the Commission in past 
permit action and in its approval of the LUP. Only C:t;:, Gonditioned is the proposed project 
consistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act. 

D. Water Quality 

Section 30231 states: 

The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, 
estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine 
organisms and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where 
feasible, restored through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of waste • 
water discharges and entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of ground 
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water supplies and substantial interference with surface water flow, encouraging 
waste water reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas that protect 
riparian habitats, and minimizing alteration of natural streams. 

The existing development directs runoff into the surrounding City street system which 
leads to the City stormdrain system. Pollutants commonly found in runoff associated with 
residential use include petroleum hydrocarbons including oil and grease from vehicles; 
heavy metals; synthetic organic chemicals including paint and household cleaners; soap 
and dirt from washing vehicles; dirt and vegetation from yard maintenance; litter; fertilizers, 
herbicides, and pesticides; and bacteria and pathogens from animal waste. This pollutant 
laden water leaves the residential site, enters the storm drain system and is ultimately 
discharged to coastal waters without treatment. The discharge of these pollutants to 
coastal waters can cause cumulative impacts such as: eutrophication and anoxic 
conditions resulting in fish kills and diseases and the alteration of aquatic habitat, including 
adverse changes to species composition and size; excess nutrients causing algae blooms 
and sedimentation increasing turbidity which both reduce the penetration of sunlight 
needed by aquatic vegetation which provide food and cover for aquatic species; 
disruptions to the reproductive cycle of aquatic species; and acute and sub lethal toxicity 
in marine organisms leading to adverse changes in reproduction and feeding behavior. 
These impacts reduce the biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, 
streams, wetlands, estuaries, and lakes and reduce optim1,1m populations of marine 
organisms and have adverse impacts on human health. 

Since the project consists of a complete demolition and rebuild there is an opportunity to 
improve water quality. In order to find the proposed development consistent with the water 
and marine resource policies of the Coastal Act, the Commission finds it necessary to 
require the incorporation of Best Management Practices which are designed to control the 
volume, velocity and pollutant load of storm water leaving the developed site. However, 
critical to the successful function of post-construction structural BMPs in removing 
pollutants in storm water to the Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP), is the application of 
appropriate design standards for sizing BMPs. The majority of runoff is generated from 
small storms because most storms are small. Additionally, storm water runoff typically 
conveys a disproportionate amount of pollutants in the initial period that runoff is 
generated during a storm event. Designing BMPs for the small, more frequent storms, 
rather than for the large infrequent storms, results in improved BMP performance at lower 
cost. The Commission finds that sizing post-construction structural BMPs to accommodate 
(infiltrate, filter or treat) the approximate runoff from a one-year, 24-hour rainstorm runoff 
event, in this case, is equivalent to sizing BMPs based on the point of diminishing returns 
[i.e. the BMP capacity beyond which, insignificant increases in pollutants removal (and 
hence water quality protection) will occur, relative to the additional costs]. 

The Commission finds that sizing post-construction structural BMPs to accommodate 
(infiltrate, filter or treat) the runoff from the 85th percentile storm runoff event, in this case, 
is equivalent to sizing BMPs based on the point of diminishing returns (i.e. the BMP 
capacity beyond which, insignificant increases in pollutants removal (and hence water 
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quality protection) will occur, relative to the additional costs. Therefore, the Commission 
requires the selected post-construction structural BMPs be sized based on design criteria 
specified in Special Condition 2, and finds this will ensure the proposed development will 
be designed to minimize adverse impacts to coastal resources, in a manner consistent 
with the water and marine policies of the Coastal Act. 

In addition, in order to ensure that construction and materials are managed in a manner, 
which avoids impacts to coastal waters, the Commission imposes Special Condition No. 3. 
Special Condition No. 3 requires that construction materials, debris, or waste be placed or 
stored where it will not enter storm drains or be subject to runoff; removal of debris within 
24 hours of completion of construction; implementation of Best Management Practices 
(BMPs) and Good Housekeeping Practices (GHPs) designed such that construction debris 
and sediment are properly contained and secured on site and to prevent the unintended 
transport of sediment and other debris into coastal waters by wind, rain or tracking. 

Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project, as conditioned to incorporate 
and maintain a drainage and polluted runoff control plan and to comply with construction 
phase BMPs, is consistent with Section 30231 of the Coastal Act. 

E. PUBLIC ACCESS/PARKING 

Section 30252 of the Coastal Act states, in part: 

The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public 
access to the coast by ... (4) providing adequate parking facilities or providing 
substitute means of serving the development with public transportation .... 

To assure the development has adequate parking the Commission has required that 
residential development provide two parking spaces per unit. In this case, the proposed 
project provides a four-car garage adjacent to the alley. Therefore, the proposed project 
provides an adequate parking supply for the proposed duplex residence and preserves 
on-street public parking. The proposed project is consistent with prior Commission 
decisions ror Playa Del Rey that required two parking spaces per residential unit. The 
Commission finds that, as proposed, the project is consistent with Section 30252 of the 
Coastal Act. 

F. LOCALCOASTALPROGRAM 

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a coastal 
development permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local government 
having jurisdiction to prepare a Local Coastal Program which conforms with Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act: 

• 

• 

• 
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Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a coastal development permit 
shall be issued if the issuing agency, or the commission on appeal, finds that the 
proposed development is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 30200) of this division and that the permitted 
development will not prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a Local 
Coastal Program that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing 
with Section 30200). A denial of a Coastal Development Permit on grounds it 
would prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a Local Coastal 
Program that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with 
Section 30200) shall be accompanied by a specific finding which sets forth the 
basis for such conclusion. 

The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan, which encompasses the Westchester-Playa del Rey 
area, was approved by the General Plan Advisory Board of the City of Los Angeles on 
May 21, 1980. Revisions were incorporated into the plan based on comments from 
Citizen Advisory Committee meetings on July 9, 1980 and October 21, 1980, a public 
meeting on July 22, 1980, and a City Planning Commission hearing on October 27, 1980. 
The policy portion of the plan was reformatted into a District Plan Amendment and 
approved by the General Plan Advisory Board on March 4, 1981. The Commission 
reviewed and approved with modifications the Del Rey Lagoon LUP, however, the City did 
not accept the Commission's approval. Neither the Land Use Plan nor the Implementation 
Plan portions of the Local Coastal Program are certified. 

The proposed development as conditioned is consistent with the public access, recreation, 
and community character policies of Chapter Three of the Coastal Act. The Commission 
finds that approval of the proposed development, as conditioned, will not prejudice the 
City's ability to prepare a certified Land Use Plan or a Local Coastal Program consistent 
with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, as required by Section 30604(a). 

G. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 

Section 13096 Title 14 of the California Code of Regulatic""s requires Commission 
approval of a coastal development permit application to be 5u....,ported by a finding showing 
the application, as conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any 
applicable requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Cal. Pub. 
Res. Code§§ 21000 et seq. Section 21080.5{d)(2){A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed 
development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation 
measures available, which would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that 
the activity may have on the environment. 

The proposed project, as conditioned, has been found consistent with the Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act. All adverse impacts have been minimized and there are no 
feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially 
lessen any significant adverse impact that the activity may have on the environment. 
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Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project can be found consistent with 
the requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA. • 

• 

• 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA - THE RESOURCES AGENCY   EDMUND G. BROWN, Governor 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
South Coast Area Office 
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 
(562) 590-5071 

Th12.5a 

STAFF REPORT: REVISED FINDINGS 

Application Number: A-5-VEN-15-0026

Applicant:  422 Grand Blvd LLC 

Agents:  Rosario Perry, Melinda Gray, Fred Gaines, Sherman Stacey 

Project Location:  418-422 Grand Boulevard (Lot Nos. 7 & 8, Block 3, Tract
9358), Venice, City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County
(APN Nos. 8614-017-003 and 4232-013-004).

Project Description: Construct three-story, 35 foot high, 3,913 square foot single-
family home, two-car garage, and swimming pool; and 
consolidate two lots at 418-422 Grand Boulevard. 

Commissioners on Mitchell, Turnbull-Sanders, Uranga, Cox, Groom, Howell, 
Prevailing Side:  McClure, Kinsey 

Staff Recommendation: Adopt the revised findings. 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION COMMISSION ACTION 

Staff is recommending that the Commission adopt the following revised findings in support 
of the Commission’s action on August 12, 2015 to deny Coastal Development Permit 
Application No. A-5-VEN-15-0026.  

At a public hearing on June 11, 2015, the Commission found that the appeal of local Coastal 
Development Permit No. ZA-2014-1358-CDP-1A, issued by the City of Los Angeles, raised a 
substantial issue with respect to the proposed project’s consistency with Chapter 3 of the Coastal 
Act. The Commission is now required to hold a de novo hearing on the merits of the project. 

Filed:      4/17/15 
Denied:      8/12/15 
Staff:                        Z. Rehm-LB
Staff Report:      5/26/16 
Hearing Date:      6/9/16 
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As originally proposed, the structure was inconsistent with the size and mass of neighboring 
residential structures and with the character of the community. In consultation with Commission 
staff, the applicant has revised the proposed plans to reduce the size of the structure by 
approximately 600 square feet. The applicant has redesigned the front façade to feature a stepped 
back design, reducing the mass of the structure by removing approximately half of the front 
portion of the third story which fronts Grand Boulevard. The applicant has also proposed a three-
foot high fence and drought tolerant non-invasive landscaping in the front yard in an effort to 
provide a more pedestrian-friendly scale consistent with the community character. 

In its action at the de novo hearing on August 12, 2015, the Commission determined that, 
even as modified, the proposed single family home was not consistent with the visual 
resources and minimization of adverse impacts policies of the Coastal Act. In particular, 
the proposed home, especially when considered in combination with the related 
development proposed at 416 Grand Boulevard, was inconsistent with the scale, mass, and 
character of the surrounding residential neighborhood. Additionally, the Commission 
found that approval of the application would have an adverse cumulative effect on the 
special coastal community of Venice and would prejudice the ability of the City of Los 
Angeles to prepare a certified local coastal program for Venice. 

Staff recommends approval of Coastal Development Permit Application No. A-5-VEN-15-0026 
with special conditions requiring the applicant to implement construction best management 
practices, provide drought tolerant non-invasive landscaping, rain cisterns, and a pool cover, 
minimize fence height, and undertake development in accordance with the approved final plans. 
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I. MOTION AND RESOLUTION

Motion: 

I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit Application No. A-5-
VEN-15-0026 pursuant to the staff recommendation. 

I move that the Commission adopt the revised findings proposed by staff in support of 
the Commission’s action on August 12, 2015 to deny Coastal Development Permit 
Application No. A-5-VEN-15-0026. 

Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in approval of the permit as 
conditioned and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by 
affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 

Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of the motion will result in the adoption of revised 
findings as set forth in this staff report. The motion requires a majority vote of the 
members from the prevailing side present at the August 12, 2015 hearing, with at least 
three of the prevailing members voting. Only those Commissioners on the prevailing side of 
the Commission’s action are eligible to vote on the revised findings. 

The Commissioners on the prevailing side are: Mitchell, Turnbull-Sanders, Uranga, Cox, 
Groom, Howell, McClure, and Kinsey. 

Resolution: 

The Commission hereby approves a coastal development permit for the proposed 
development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as 
conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and 
will not prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of 
the permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) 
feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially 
lessen any significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there 
are no further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially 
lessen any significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 

The Commission hereby adopts the findings set forth below for the denial of Coastal 
Development Permit Application No. A-5-VEN-15-0026 on the grounds that the 
findings support the Commission’s decision made on August 12, 2015 and accurately 
reflect the reasons for it. 
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II. STANDARD CONDITIONS 
 
This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions: 
 
1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall not 

commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized agent, 
acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned 
to the Commission office. 
 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the 
date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a 
diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of 
the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 
 

3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be resolved by 
the Executive Director or the Commission. 
 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files 
with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit. 

 
5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be perpetual, 

and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all future owners and 
possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 

 
 
III. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
 
This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions: 
 
1. Landscaping and Irrigation.  By acceptance of this permit, the permittee agrees that: 

 

A. Vegetated landscaped areas shall consist of native plants or non-native drought tolerant 
plants, which are non-invasive. No plant species listed as problematic and/or invasive by 
the California Native Plant Society (http://www.CNPS.org/), the California Invasive 
Plant Council (formerly the California Exotic Pest Plant Council) (http://www.cal-
ipc.org/), or as may be identified from time to time by the State of California shall be 
employed or allowed to naturalize or persist on the site. No plant species listed as a 
“noxious weed” by the State of California or the U.S. Federal Government shall be 
utilized within the property. All plants shall be low water use plants as identified by 
California Department of Water Resources (See: 
http://www.water.ca.gov/wateruseefficiency/docs/wucols00.pdf). 
 

B. The permittee shall maintain the proposed rain cisterns in a functional state over the life 
of the development. If the rain cisterns cease functioning, the permittee shall replace 
them.  
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C. If using potable water for irrigation, only drip or microspray irrigation systems shall be 
used. Other water conservation measures shall be considered, such as weather based 
irrigation controllers. 

 
D. The swimming pool shall include a pool cover, which shall be maintained in a functional 

state over the life of the development.  
 

2. Water Quality.  By acceptance of this permit, the permittee agrees that the approved 
development shall be carried out in compliance with the following BMPs:     

 
A. No construction materials, debris, or waste shall be placed or stored where it may be 

subject to water, wind, rain, or dispersion; 
 

B. Any and all debris resulting from construction activities shall be removed from the 
project site within 24 hours of completion of the project; 

 
C. Construction debris and sediment shall be removed from construction areas each day that 

construction occurs to prevent the accumulation of sediment and other debris which may 
be discharged into coastal waters; 

 
D. Erosion control/sedimentation Best Management Practices shall be used to control dust 

and sedimentation impacts to coastal waters during construction. BMPs shall include, but 
are not limited to: placement of sand bags around drainage inlets to prevent 
runoff/sediment transport into coastal waters;  

 
E. All construction materials, excluding lumber, shall be covered and enclosed on all sides, 

and as far away from a storm drain inlet and receiving waters as possible; 
 

F. The permittee shall ensure the proper handling, storage, and application of petroleum 
products and other construction materials. These shall include a designated fueling and 
vehicle maintenance area with appropriate berms and protection to prevent any spillage 
of gasoline or related petroleum products or contact with runoff. It shall be located as far 
away from the receiving waters and storm drain inlets as possible; 

 
G. The permittee shall develop and implement spill prevention and control measures; 

 
H. The permittee shall maintain and wash equipment and machinery in confined areas 

specifically designed to control runoff.  Thinners or solvents shall not be discharged into 
sanitary or storm sewer systems.  Washout from concrete trucks shall be disposed of at a 
location not subject to runoff and more than 50-feet away from a stormdrain, open ditch 
or surface water; and 

 
I. The permittee shall provide adequate disposal facilities for solid waste, including excess 

concrete, produced during construction. 
 

3. Fences.  The front fence in the 15 foot front-yard setback area shall be constructed no higher 
than three-feet above grade as measured from the public sidewalk adjacent to Grand 
Boulevard. The side and rear yard fences shall be constructed no higher than six-feet at any 
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point as measured from natural grade. The side yard fence at the west side of the property 
(between the swimming pool on the subject site and the adjacent property at 416 Grand 
Boulevard) shall be maintained in a functional state throughout the life of the development.     
 

4. Permit Compliance.  The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the 
approved final plans, specifically including the site plan, landscaping plan, and drainage plan. 
Any proposed changes to the approved final plans shall be reported to the Executive 
Director. No changes to the approved final plans shall occur without a Commission-approved 
amendment to Coastal Development Permit No. A-5-VEN-15-0026 unless the Executive 
Director determines that no amendment is legally required. 

 
 
IV II. DUAL PERMIT JURISDICTION AREA 
 
Within the areas specified in Section 30601 of the Coastal Act, which is known in the City of Los 
Angeles permit program as the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area, the Coastal Act requires that any 
development which receives a local coastal development permit also obtain a second (or “dual”) 
coastal development permit from the Coastal Commission. For projects located inland of the areas 
identified in Section 30601 (i.e., projects in the Single Permit Jurisdiction area), the City of Los 
Angeles local coastal development permit is the only coastal development permit required. 
 
The proposed project site is within the Single Permit Jurisdiction area. On March 4, 2015, the 
City of Los Angeles approved local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA-2014-1358-CDP-1A, 
but that action was appealed to the Coastal Commission. On June 11, 2015, the Commission 
found that the appeal raised a substantial issue with respect to the proposed project’s consistency 
with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. On August 12, 2015, the Commission held a de novo 
hearing on the merits of the project and denied Coastal Development Permit Application 
No. A-5-VEN-15-0026. The Commission is now required to hold a de novo hearing on the 
merits of the project. Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act is the standard of review. 
 
V III. REVISED FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 
 
Staff Note:  The following revised findings include all of the changes made by the Commission in its 
action to deny the proposed development on August 12, 2015. The portions of those findings that are 
being deleted are struck through and additions to the findings are bolded and underlined. 
 
A.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

422 Grand Blvd LLC proposes to construct a three-story, 35-foot high, 3,913 square foot single-
family home with attached 367 square foot two-car garage and a swimming pool on two 
adjoining lots at 418-422 Grand Boulevard in Venice (Exhibit 1). The applicant has submitted 
revised plans (Exhibit 2) which reduce the size and mass of the structure by removing 
approximately half of the front portion of the third story which fronts Grand Boulevard 
(approximately 600 square feet; see Exhibit 3). The revised plans also call out enlarged windows 
and design articulations on the front façade of the house. The revised plans propose drought 
tolerant non-invasive landscaping, gutters and downspouts, and rain catchment cisterns in the 
side yards. Finally, the revised plans call out a three-foot high fence set back one foot from the 
sidewalk at Grand Boulevard and six to seven-foot high side and rear yard fences. 
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The project is proposed on two graded lots in the middle of a residentially zoned block (RD1.5-
1-O) in the North Venice subarea within the City of Los Angeles Single Permit Jurisdiction area. 
The proposed project fronts Grand Boulevard, a wide street paved on top of the original Grand 
Canal of Venice, developed by Abbot Kinney in the early 1900s. The site is approximately 1,000 
feet inland of Venice Beach and Ocean Front Walk (Exhibit 1). Grand Boulevard and the 
surrounding residential blocks feature predominately single-family residences and duplexes of 
varying architectural styles. ranging from one-story to The homes on the subject block and in 
the surrounding neighborhood are mostly one and two-stories, with many wood 
bungalows; there are only two three-story plus-roofdeck modern glass structures on either side 
of the subject block (Exhibit 4). 
 
Both residential lots proposed for development are approximately 25-feet wide by 90-feet deep. 
In addition, a separate De Novo Coastal Development Permit (CDP) application is pending with 
the Coastal Commission for development of a two-story, 29 foot high, 1,800 square foot single-
family home and attached two car-garage on the adjacent lot at 416 Grand Boulevard. Separate 
applications are pending with the Los Angeles Department of City Planning for a two-story 
1,462 square foot home plus 420 square foot two-car garage and a three-story 4,848 square foot 
home plus roofdeck and 397 square foot two-car garage on three adjoining lots to the east (424-
428 Grand Blvd), one of which lots are currently graded and the latter two of which are currently 
developed with a 1940s era duplex. 
 
B.  PROJECT HISTORY 
 

The subject development is proposed across two lots at 418 and 422 Grand Boulevard, which 
were previously developed with portions of two different duplexes (there was one duplex over 
two lots at 416-418 Grand Blvd and a second duplex over two lots at 422-424 Grand Blvd). The 
two duplexes were constructed over four residential lots (Lots 6, 7, 8, & 9, Block 3, Tract 9358) 
in 1947. The applicant purchased 416-418 Grand Boulevard on July 30, 2012 and 422-424 Grand 
Boulevard on August 8, 2012. On June 27, 2013, after reviewing information submitted by the 
applicant, the City of Los Angeles Housing and Community Investment Department determined 
that all four units within the two pre-existing duplexes qualified as affordable under the City’s 
Interim Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act.  
 
On September 17, 2013, the Los Angeles Director of Planning issued a Venice Sign Off and a 
Mello Clearance for the demolition of each of the two duplexes (DIR-2013-2903-VSO-MEL and 
DIR-2013-2910-VSO-MEL). The City’s Mello Act Coordinator determined that it was infeasible 
to provide replacement affordable housing units on-site or off-site. Each feasibility study was 
accompanied a one page Mello Act Compliance Review Worksheet which defines feasible: 
“capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, 
taking into account economic, environmental, social, and technical factors.” 
 
On October 22, 2013, the same applicant submitted Coastal Development Permit Application 
No. 5-13-0949 to the Commission proposing to demolish two pre-existing duplexes spanning 
four residential lots and construct a three-story, 30-foot high, 6,166 three story single-family 
home. The proposed development would have consolidated three lots. In a letter dated November 
19, 2013, Commission staff notified the applicant’s representative that the proposed development 
was inconsistent with the standards of the Coastal Act and the certified Venice Land Use Plan 
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and encouraged the applicant to modify the project and apply for a local coastal development 
permit from the City of Los Angeles. 
 
The applicant elected to move forward with the demolitions of the two duplexes. On January 24, 
2014, after the applicant obtained new local approvals for the demolitions of both duplexes, the 
Executive Director approved the demolitions under waiver of coastal development permit 
requirements No. 5-13-0949-W. The De Minimis Waiver noted: “the applicant’s stated intent is 
to develop the properties with residences once the necessary approvals are obtained.” 
 
On December 16, 2014, the City of Los Angeles Director of Planning issued DIR-2014-4716-
VSO, approving a single-family dwelling with two-car garage, guest parking space, pool, and 
spa on Lots 7 and 8. On December 26, 2014, a City of Los Angeles Zoning Administrator 
approved 2014-1358-CDP for development of a three-story, 35-foot high, 4,816 square foot 
single-family home with an attached 367 square foot two-car garage on the same site. The 
Zoning Administrator’s action was appealed to the City of Los Angeles Planning Commission. 
On March 4, 2015, the Planning Commission upheld the Zoning Administrator’s decision and 
approved with conditions local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA-2014-1358-CDP-1A. 
 
On April 17, 2015, the Executive Director of the Coastal Commission and Robin Rudisill et al 
submitted appeals of the City’s action. At a public hearing on June 11, 2015, the Commission 
found that a substantial issue exists with respect to the proposed project’s consistency with the 
Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. On August 12, 2015, the Commission held a de novo 
hearing on the merits of the project and denied Coastal Development Permit Application 
No. A-5-VEN-15-0026. The Commission’s action voided the local coastal development permit 
and the Commission is now required to hold a de novo hearing on the merits of the project.  
  
C.  DEVELOPMENT 
 

The Venice community – including the beach, the boardwalk, the canals, and the eclectic 
architectural styles of the neighborhoods (Exhibit 4) – is one of the most popular visitor 
destinations in California. According to the Venice Chamber of Commerce, 16 million people 
visit annually, drawn by the unique characteristics of the area including “the Pacific Ocean, 
Boardwalk vendors, skaters, surfers, artists, and musicians.”1 The North Venice subarea includes 
Abbot Kinney Boulevard and Grand Boulevard, each developed in the early 20th century as part 
of Mr. Kinney’s vision for a free and diverse society. Venice was the birthplace of The Doors 
and The Lords of Dogtown and its unique characteristics attracted myriad artists and musicians 
from the Beat Generation to the poets and street performers people still travel to Venice to see.   
Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states in part: 
 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected 
as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall…be visually 
compatible with the character of surrounding areas... 

 
Section 30253 of the Coastal Act states in part: 
 

New development shall… 

                                                           
1 Venice Chamber of Commerce w ebsite. < http://venicechamber.net/visitors/about -venice/>  
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e) where appropriate, protect special communities and neighborhoods that, 
because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination points for 
recreational uses.  

 
The entire Venice community is a popular visitor serving destination point for recreational uses 
specifically because of its unique characteristics. The North Venice subarea and the Venice 
boardwalk subsection of that area (approximately 1,000 feet west of the subject site) are the most 
popular visitor destination points in Venice, and among the most popular in California. Sections 
30251 and 30253 of the Coastal Act state that such scenic areas and special communities shall be 
protected. 
 
When the Commission certified the Venice Land Use Plan (LUP) in 2001, it considered the 
potential impacts that development could have on community character and adopted residential 
building standards to ensure development was designed with pedestrian scale and compatibility 
with surrounding development. Given the specific conditions surrounding the subject site and the 
eclectic development pattern of Venice, it is appropriate to use the certified LUP policies as 
guidance in determining whether or not the project is consistent with sections 30251 and 30253 
of the Coastal Act.  
 
In this case, the certified Venice Land Use Plan echoes the priority expressed in Coastal Act for 
preservation of the nature and character of unique residential communities and neighborhoods.  
 
Policy I. E. 1, General, states 
 

Venice's unique social and architectural diversity should be protected as a 
Special Coastal Community pursuant to Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 
of 1976. 

 
Policy I. E. 2. Scale, states. 
 

New development within the Venice Coastal Zone shall respect the scale and character of 
the community development. Buildings which are of a scale compatible with the 
community (with respect to bulk, height, buffer and setback) shall be encouraged. All new 
development and renovations should respect the scale, massing, and landscape of 
existing residential neighborhoods. 

 
Policy I. E. 3. Architecture, states. 
 

Varied styles of architecture are encouraged with building facades which incorporate 
varied planes and textures while maintaining the neighborhood scale and massing.  

 
Policy I. A. 1 b, Residential Development, states, in part: 
 

In order to preserve the nature and character of existing residential 
neighborhoods, lot consolidations shall not be permitted in the Venice Canals and 
Silver Strand Residential Neighborhoods. No more than two lots may be 
consolidated in…North Venice. Lot consolidations may be permitted only subject 
to the following limitations: 
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i. No building or structure shall be constructed on what were more than two 

contiguous lots prior to lot consolidation… 
ii. Building facades shall be varied and articulated to provide a pedestrian 

scale which results in consistency with neighboring structures on small 
lots. Such buildings shall provide habitable space on the ground floor, a 
ground level entrance and landscaping and windows fronting the street… 

iii. Front porches, bays, and balconies shall be provided to maximize 
architectural variety.   

 
The project originally proposed under Coastal Development Permit Application No. 5-13-0949 
was a three-story, 30-foot high, 6,166 three story single-family home over three lots, which was 
inconsistent with Sections 30251 and 30253 of the Coastal Act and with the policies of the 
certified LUP because it was not visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area. 
The structure was not consistent with the scale, massing, and landscape of the existing residential 
neighborhood and the proposal to construct one house over three lots was inconsistent with the 
policies of the certified LUP. 
 
The applicant withdrew the referenced proposed 6,166 square foot house from the original CDP 
application and modified the proposed project to include a three-story, 35-foot high, 4,816 square 
foot single-family home with an attached 367 square foot two-car garage on the subject two lots 
and a 1,064 square foot single family home on a third adjacent lot. That proposal was approved 
by the City of Los Angeles but the Commission found that the project raised a substantial issue 
with respect to consistency with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, specifically the policies related to 
scenic and visual qualities and community character referenced above. 
 
The applicant has since modified the proposed project and submitted revised plans which feature 
a three-story, 35-foot high, 3,913 square foot single-family home with attached 367 square foot 
two-car garage and a swimming pool on two adjoining lots at 418-422 Grand Boulevard. The 
revised plans reduce the size and mass of the structure by removing approximately half of the 
front portion of the third story which fronts Grand Boulevard (approximately 600 square feet; see 
Exhibit 3). The revised plans also call out enlarged windows and design articulations on the 
front façade of the house. The revised plans propose drought tolerant non-invasive landscaping, 
gutters and downspouts, and rain catchment cisterns in the side yards.  
 
The Commission finds that even as modified, the revised proposal is significantly more not 
consistent with the scale, massing, and landscape of the existing residential neighborhood and 
would not be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area. Although there are 
several other three-story structures on the subject block, the majority of surrounding 
development is significantly smaller scale than the proposed development.  Two three story 
homes on the block include including a 2,798 square foot single family home at 404 Grand 
Blvd. and a 3,159 square foot single family home at 406 Grand Blvd. approved by the Executive 
Director under waivers of coastal development permit requirements (5-13-040-W and 5-12-222-
W; see photos in Exhibit 4). Those homes were built to nearly the maximum size allowed by the 
zoning code and the certified LUP, but are still approximately 1,100 square feet and 800 
square feet, respectively, smaller than the proposed development, although they do have 
and included roofdecks and narrower front setbacks than the subject application. There is also a 
two story, 3,362 square foot four-unit apartment building to the west of the subject site at 414 
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Grand Blvd. and a three-story 2,526 square foot single family home at 434 Grand Blvd. There 
are two one-story structures at 426-428 Grand Blvd. to the east of the subject site and many one 
and two-story structures on the opposite side of the street.  

The Commission finds that the referenced existing large structures do not represent the 
prevailing pattern of development on the subject block or the character of the special 
coastal community of Venice. The size of the proposed home would be greater than any of 
the existing structures on the subject block, including the four unit apartment building. 
The proposed development would be out of scale with the character of the neighborhood, 
especially when considered in combination with the related, proposed structure at 416 
Grand Boulevard. The fact that other large homes exist in the area and are allowed by the 
zoning code does not mean that every property owner is entitled to maximize the 
development potential of every site. While the LUP and zoning code lay out maximums for 
height and setbacks, development must still be consistent with all of the other provisions of 
these codes, including community character – these maximums are not entitlements. 
Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states that the scenic and visual qualities of an area shall 
be considered as a resource of public importance and Section 30253 states that special 
communities and neighborhoods shall be protected. The subject application would not be 
consistent with the scenic and visual resources of the area and would have an adverse 
cumulative effect on the community character of Venice, which is defined as a special 
coastal community in the certified Land Use Plan.    

The revised proposal features a 15 foot front yard setback with a three-foot high front yard fence 
setback one foot from the sidewalk adjacent to Grand Boulevard. In order to ensure that the 
development preserves the pedestrian scale which contributes to the unique character of the 
community as outlined in the certified LUP, Special Condition 3 requires that the front fence in 
the 15 foot front-yard setback area shall be constructed no higher than three-feet above grade as 
measured from the public sidewalk adjacent to Grand Boulevard. The side and rear yard fences 
shall be constructed no higher than six-feet at any point as measured from natural grade. 

The revised proposal is also consistent with the existing landscape of the community because it 
provides drought tolerant non-invasive landscaping in the 15-foot front setback, which will be 
visible from the sidewalk and will provide contrast from the front façade of the home.  

The revised proposal includes the use of different materials from the home proposed next door 
by 416 Grand Blvd LLC (which is controlled by the same applicant) under the related, but 
separate, Coastal Development Permit No. A-5-VEN-15-0027 (Exhibit 3). The proposed three-
foot high fences fronting each of the two proposed developments are also distinct from one 
another in design. To further separate the two developments so that they do not function as one 
compound, which would be inconsistent with the character of the community as identified in the 
certified LUP, the applicant proposes and Special Condition 3 requires that the side yard fence 
at the west side of the property (between the swimming pool on the subject site and the adjacent 
property at 416 Grand Boulevard) shall be maintained in a functional state throughout the life of 
the development.  

In order to ensure that the development is carried out as shown on the revised plans, consistent 
with the size and scale of surrounding structures and with the pedestrian scale which contributes 
to the unique character of the community as outlined in the certified LUP, Special Condition 4 
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requires the applicant to undertake development in accordance with the approved final plans, 
specifically including the site plan, landscaping plan, and drainage plan.  

As described in the staff report for the Commission’s certification of Venice’s Land Use 
Plan, allowing large homes to be constructed on two or more consolidated lots significantly 
changes the character of neighborhoods: “The major threat to the unique character of the 
small pedestrian oriented scale of many Venice neighborhoods is lot consolidations. Very 
large new residential projects built across two or more consolidated lots would be 
substantially out of scale and character with the older small-lot Venice neighborhoods.”  
See http://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2000/11/T10e-11-2000.pdf (pp. 38, 44-45).   
Accordingly, Venice Land Use Plan Policy I. A. 1 b forbids lot consolidations in some areas 
and significantly restricts it in others. The North Venice neighborhood is one neighborhood 
in which lot consolidation is restricted. Under this policy, proposals to consolidate two lots 
in North Venice may be found to be consistent with the Coastal Act and with the Venice 
LUP only if proposed structures are articulated to provide a pedestrian scale and are 
designed to be visually compatible with surrounding structures.  

Here, the proposed home, even as modified, is not consistent with the scale, mass, and 
landscape of the surrounding development. It does not feature substantial articulation, 
aside from the stepped back third story and sloped roof which have been designed to meet 
the allowance for an extra five feet of building height beyond the thirty-feet permitted for 
flat roofs in the North Venice subarea. The architectural style of the home is also similar to 
that of the proposed adjacent structure at 416 Grand Boulevard, and the two have been 
designed to surround what appears to be a common courtyard and pool area.  Both on its 
own as well as when analyzed cumulatively with the proposed adjacent structure, the 
proposed development is not consistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act because it 
will not be visually compatible with the character of surrounding area, which features 
primarily smaller, one and two story single family residences on single lots. The proposed 
structure would be significantly larger than all of the surrounding development, including 
a 3,362 four unit apartment building to the west, and would be over 1,000 square feet 
larger than all but one single family home on either side of the subject block. 

Opponents of the proposed project assert that the City’s public hearing procedures violated 
Venice residents’ due process, did not comply with the California Environmental Quality Act, 
and did not comply with California Government Code Section 65590 (the Mello Act). They 
argue that the Venice LUP contains standards for implementation of the Mello Act which the 
City of Los Angeles ignored. 

The California Legislature amended the Coastal Act to remove some specific policies related to 
the Commission’s direct authority to protect affordable housing in the coastal zone. Section 
30604 of the Coastal Act, as amended, contains the following policies: 

(f) The commission shall encourage housing opportunities for persons of low and
moderate income. In reviewing residential development applications for low- and
moderate-income housing, as defined in paragraph (3) of subdivision (h) of
Section 65589.5 of the Government Code, the issuing agency or the commission,
on appeal, may not require measures that reduce residential densities below the
density sought by an applicant if the density sought is within the permitted density
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or range of density established by local zoning plus the additional density 
permitted under Section 65915 of the Government Code, unless the issuing 
agency or the commission on appeal makes a finding, based on substantial 
evidence in the record, that the density sought by the applicant cannot feasibly be 
accommodated on the site in a manner that is in conformity with Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 30200) or the certified local coastal program. 

(g) The Legislature finds and declares that it is important for the commission to
encourage the protection of existing and the provision of new affordable housing
opportunities for persons of low and moderate income in the coastal zone.

These policies require the Commission to encourage cities and property owners to provide 
affordable housing opportunities, but they have not been interpreted as a basis for the 
Commission to mandate the provision of affordable housing through its regulatory program. In 
1982, the legislature codified California Government Code Section 65590 (the Mello Act), 
requiring local governments to protect and increase the supply of affordable housing in the 
Coastal Zone.  

The City of Los Angeles is responsible for implementation of the Mello Act in its segments of 
the Coastal Zone, including Venice. Its initial regulatory program for Mello compliance was 
challenged by a 1993 lawsuit brought by displaced low income tenants at 615 Ocean Front Walk, 
where the City approved a new development with no replacement affordable housing. That 
lawsuit resulted in a 2001 settlement agreement between the aggrieved parties, the Venice Town 
Council et al, and the City of Los Angeles2. Since 2001, the City has been regulating 
development through its Interim Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act. 
In this case, the City of Los Angeles Housing and Community Investment Department 
determined that the subject site contained two affordable housing units in each of two pre-
existing duplexes but the City of Los Angeles Planning Department determined that it was 
infeasible to provide replacement affordable housing on the site and approved two separate 
Mello Act Compliance reviews on February 9, 2015.  

The Venice Land Use Plan was certified after the Coastal Act was amended to remove specific 
affordable housing policies, and after the Mello Act was passed. The City’s certified LUP sets 
forth specific policies encouraging the preservation of existing residential units. LUP Policy 
I.A.9. Replacement of Affordable Housing, states:

Per the provisions of Section 65590 of the State Government Code, referred to as 
the “Mello Act”, the conversion or demolition of existing residential units 
occupied by persons and families of low or moderate income shall not be 
permitted unless provisions have been made for replacement of those dwelling 
units which result in no net loss of affordable housing in the Venice Community in 
accordance with Section 65590 of the State Government Code (Mello Act). 

The certified Venice Land Use Plan also includes Policy I.A.11 requiring affordable housing 
units to be replaced at a 1:1 ratio, Policy I.A.12. giving displaced residents priority for new units, 

2 No. B091312. Second Dist., Div. Seven. Jul 31, 1996. Venice Town Council Inc. et al., Plaint if fs
and Appellants, v. City of Los Angeles et al., Defendants and Respondents
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Policy I.13.A allowing for greater residential density in projects that include affordable housing 
units, Policy I.A.14 allowing for the provision of fewer parking spaces than required for projects 
that include affordable housing units, and Policy I.A.15 allowing for a payment of a fee in lieu of 
providing actual required replacement affordable housing units.  

However, LUP Policy I.A.16 incorporates by reference the exception provisions of the Mello 
Act. Applying Policy I.A.16. Exceptions, for proposed demolitions of fewer than three units in 
one structure, or up to 10 units in multiple structures, replacement of affordable housing units is 
only required when the local government determines that it is feasible. In this case, the City 
considered the demolitions of each duplex separately and the City did not require any 
replacement affordable housing units because the City determined that it was not feasible to 
provide replacement affordable housing units, pursuant to the provision of the Mello Act. 

The Commission has no jurisdiction to alter the City’s Mello Act determinations. The California 
Government Code makes it clear that it is the responsibility of the local government to 
implement Section 65590. Nor can the Commission invalidate the City’s California 
Environmental Quality Act determination. In its substantial issue analysis, the Commission 
found that the appellant’s contentions regarding the City’s Mello Act and CEQA determinations 
did not raise a substantial issue because the Commission does not have jurisdiction to review 
those contentions. 

For the reasons discussed above, the development is located proposed within an existing 
developed area that because of its unique characteristics is a popular destination point for 
recreational uses. In order to be consistent with the visual resources and minimization of 
adverse impacts policies of the Coastal Act, new development must be designed to be 
visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas and to and, as conditioned, will 
be compatible with the character and scale of the surrounding area, has been designed to assure 
structural integrity, and will avoid cumulative adverse impacts on visual resources and 
community character. The proposed home is larger than any other structure on the subject 
block and, both individually and in combination with the related, adjacent proposed home 
at 416 Grand Ave., is inconsistent with the character of the area. Therefore, the Commission 
finds that the development, as conditioned, conforms denies the proposed development due to 
its inconsistency with Sections 30251 and 30253 of the Coastal Act. 

D. WATER QUALITY
 

As originally submitted by the applicant and approved by the City of Los Angeles, the proposed 
project was not consistent with Section 30231 of the Coastal Act, which states: 

The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, 
estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine 
organisms and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where 
feasible, restored through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of 
waste water discharges and entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion 
of ground water supplies and substantial interference with surface water flow, 
encouraging waste water reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation buffer 
areas that protect riparian habitats, and minimizing alteration of natural streams. 
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The City approved development was not consistent with Section 30231 of the Coastal Act 
because the site plan did not call out on-site drainage devices and the special conditions of the 
approved permit did not require construction best management practices to prevent discharge of 
construction debris into coastal waters. The City-approved development did not include a 
landscape plan or requirement for drought tolerant landscaping. The City-approved development 
did not include features or requirements for controlling runoff or surface water flow generated on 
site or from storm events. Additionally, the City’s approval was not consistent with section 
30253(d) of the Coastal Act which requires new development to minimize energy use because it 
did not include requirements for low water/energy use appliances or other features designed to 
reduce resource use during California’s extreme drought. Project opponents also argued that the 
proposed swimming pool was not appropriate during California’s extreme drought. 
The applicant has submitted revised plans. The revised site plan calls out a pool cover for the 
pool, which will substantially reduce water and energy use. The revised landscape plan features 
entirely drought-tolerant, plant species. The drainage plan features gutters and downspouts which 
direct water to rain cisterns. Water from the cisterns will be utilized to irrigate the landscaped 
areas through a drip or microspray system. The applicant proposes construction best 
management practices including filters to capture any runoff during construction. In order to 
ensure that water quality is preserved and energy use is minimized over the life of the 
development, Special Condition 1 requires the applicant to provide drought tolerant non-
invasive landscaping, rain cisterns, and a pool cover, and maintain the cisterns and the pool cover 
in a functional state. In order to preserve water quality during construction, Special Condition 2 
requires the applicant to implement construction best management practices.    

Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed development, as conditioned, conforms with 
Sections 30231 and 30253 of the Coastal Act regarding protection of water quality to promote 
biological productivity and minimization of energy consumption in new development. However, 
the proposed development cannot be found consistent with other sections of the Coastal 
Act, and therefore is denied. 

E. PUBLIC ACCESS
 

As conditioned to provide a pedestrian scale along the portion of the property fronting Grand 
Boulevard, the proposed development will not affect the public’s ability to gain access to, and/or 
to make use of, the coast and nearby recreational facilities. Therefore, as conditioned, the 
development conforms with Sections 30210 through 30214, Sections 30220 through 30224, and 
30252 of the Coastal Act. However, the proposed development cannot be found consistent 
with other sections of the Coastal Act, and therefore is denied. 

F. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM
 

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a coastal 
development permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local government 
having jurisdiction to prepare a Local Coastal Program (LCP) which conforms with Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act: 

Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a Coastal Development Permit shall be issued 
if the issuing agency, or the Commission on appeal, finds that the proposed development is in 
conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) of this division 
and that the permitted development will not prejudice the ability of the local government to 
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prepare a local coastal program that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 30200). 

The City of Los Angeles does not have a certified Local Coastal Program for the Venice area. 
The City of Los Angeles Land Use Plan (LUP) for Venice was effectively certified on June 14, 
2001. The Commission's standard of review for the proposed development is the Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act. The certified Venice LUP is advisory in nature and may provide 
guidance. 

As conditioned proposed, the proposed development is not consistent with the policies of 
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and is not consistent with the certified Land Use Plan for the area. 
The City of Los Angeles is in the process of preparing a Local Coastal Program for the 
Venice area. Approval of the project, as conditioned proposed, will not would prejudice the 
ability of the local government to prepare an LCP that is in conformity with the provisions of 
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. In particular, approving this home and the related home at 416 
Grand Ave. would modify the character of the neighborhood, thereby making it more 
difficult for the City to adopt a Local Coastal Program that preserves and protects the 
existing community character.  Protecting community character is a classic cumulative 
impacts issue, and this project—especially when considered in combination with the related 
proposal at 416 Grand Ave. and other past, current and probable future projects—would 
prejudice the City’s ability to prepare and adopt an LCP that protects the community’s 
existing character.  Therefore, the Commission denies the proposed development, consistent 
with the provisions of Section 30604 (a) of the Coastal Act. 

G. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT
 

Section 13096 Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations requires Commission approval of a 
coastal development permit application to be supported by a finding showing the application, as 
conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any applicable requirements of 
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits 
a proposed development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or feasible 
mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect 
which the activity may have on the environment. The City is the lead agency for CEQA 
compliance and after preparing an Initial Study, the City adopted Mitigated Negative Declaration 
No. ENV-2014-1357-MND. 

As conditioned proposed, there are no feasible alternatives or additional feasible mitigation 
measures available that would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that the activity 
may have on the environment. The development has not been designed to eliminate adverse 
effects to community character and visual resources. The applicant could construct up to 
four less massive homes on the two lots subject to this application, each of which could be 
designed consistent with the character of the surrounding area and with the Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act, thereby mitigating the project’s visual and aesthetic impacts. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project, as conditioned to mitigate the 
identified impacts, is the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative and can be found 
consistent with the requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA denies the proposed 
project because of the availability of environmentally preferable alternatives. 
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In any event, CEQA does not apply to private projects that public agencies deny or 
disapprove. Pub. Res. Code § 21080(b)(5). Accordingly, because the Commission denied the 
proposed project, it is not required to adopt findings regarding mitigation measures or 
alternatives. 

Appendix A – Substantive File Documents 
1. City of Los Angeles Certified Land Use Plan for Venice (2001)
2. Coastal Development Permit Waiver No. 5-13-0949-W
3. City File for Local Coastal Development Permit ZA-2014-1356-CDP-1A
4. City File for Local Coastal Development Permit ZA-2014-1358-CDP-1A
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Vicinity Map: 418-422 Grand Boulevard, Venice, Los Angeles 

Photo credit: Bing Maps
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416 AND 418 GRAND BLVD.:  STREET ELEVATION VIEW
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One-story bungalows/cottages directly across street from subject site 

Photos: Commission staff (4/25/15) Modern three-story homes on same block (west of subject site) 
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. STATE OF CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY PETE WILSON, Governor _, 

.. CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION Filed: 3/17/97 
SOUTH COAST AREA 49th Day: 5/5/97 

180th Day: 9/13/97 .. 
245 W. BROADWAY, STE. 380 

•

. 0. BOX 1450 
ONG BEACH, CA 90802-4416 

(310) 590-5071 

Staff: CP-LB 
Staff Report: 4/14/97 
Hearing Date: May 13-16, 1997 
Commission Action: 

• 

• 

STAFF REPORT: DE NOVO & REGULAR CALENDAR fvl5~ 
APPLICATION NO.: A-5-VEN-97-032/5-97-032 

APPLICANT: Herner G. Scharff 

AGENT: Mark Ryavec 

PROJECT LOCATION: 1105-1119 Ocean Front Halk, Venice, City of Los Angeles, 
Los Angeles County. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Conversion of 12 ground floor units (6,277 sq. ft.) in 
an existing 44 unit residential building to commercial 
retail use. Twenty-five parking spaces are proposed to 
be leased in an existing parking lot located 
approximately 1000 feet from the site. 

' 
Lot Area 
Building Coverage 
Pavement Coverage 
Landscape Coverage 
Parking Spaces 
Zoning 
Plan Designation 
Ht abv fin grade 

SUMMARY OF STAFF REQQMMENPATION: 

21,345 sq. ft. 
16,328 sq. ft. 
5,017 sq. ft. 

0 sq. ft. 
38 on-site/25 off-site 
Cl-1 
Commercial 
20 feet 

Staff recommends approval with conditions regarding provision of parking, 
permitted uses, signs, and the protection of public property. A deed 
restriction is also required in order to ensure the continued provision of the 
parking supply for the life of the commercial retail uses permitted herein. 
The applicant agrees with the recommendation. 

LOCAL APPROVALS: 

1. City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit No. 96-012. 
2. City of Los Angeles Zone Variance Case No. 96-0833(ZV) . 
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1. City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit No. 96-012 
<Scharff). 

2. California Coastal Commission Regional Interpretive Guidelines for 
Los Angeles County, 10/14/80. 

3. City of Los Angeles Venice Interim Control Ordinance No. 170,556. 
4. Coastal Development Permit 5-96-178 (Neal). 
5. Coastal Development Permit 5-93-332 (Sands). 

STAFF NOTE: 

The proposed development is ~ocated between the sea and first public road 
nearest the shoreline and within three hundred feet of the inland extent of 
the beach. Therefore, it is within the coastal zone area of the City of Los 
Angeles which has been designated in the City's permit program as the Dual 
Permit Jurisdiction area. Pursuant to Section 30601 of the Coastal Act and 
Section 13307 of the California Code of Regulations, any development located 
in the Dual Permit Jurisdiction which receives a Local Coastal Development 
Permit must also obtain a permit from the Coastal Commission. 

The City's approval of the Local Coastal Development Permit has been appealed 
to the Commission. In order to minimize duplication and unnecessary delays, 
Commission staff has combined the de novo appeal and Coastal Development 
Permit into one staff report and one Commission hearing. However, Commission 
approval, modification, or disapproval of this project will require separate 
actions on the appeal and Coastal Development Permit. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

The staff recommends that the Commission adopt the following resolutions: 

I. Approval with Qonditions of 5-97-032 

The Commission hereby grants, subject to the conditions below, a permit for 
the proposed development on the grounds that the development, as conditioned, 
will be in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 of the California 
Coastal Act of 1976, will not prejudice the ability of the local government 
having jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local Coastal Program 
conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, is located 
between the sea and first public road nearest the shoreline and is in 
conformance with the public access and public recreation policies of Chapter 3 

' .. 

• 

• 

of the Coastal Act, and will not have any significant adverse impacts on the • 
environment within the meaning of the California Environmental Quality Act. 
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II~ Approval with Conditions of A-5-VEN-97-032 

The Commission hereby grants, subject to the conditions below, a permit for 
the proposed development on the grounds that the development, as conditioned, 
will be in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 of the California 
Coastal Act of 1976, will not prejudice the ability of the local government 
having jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local Coastal Program 
conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, is located 
between the sea and first public road nearest the shoreline and is in 
conformance with the public access and public recreation policies of Chapter 3 
of the Coastal Act, and will not have any significant adverse impacts on the 
environment within the meaning of. the California Environmental Quality Act. 

III. Standard Conditions 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment The permit is not valid and 
development shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the 
permittee or authorized agent, acknowledging receipt of the permit and 
acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned to the Commission 
office. 

2. Expiration If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two 
years from the date this permit is reported to the C~mmission . 
Development shall be pursued in a diligent manner and completed in a 
reasonable period of time. Application for extension of the permit must 
be made prior to the expiration date. 

3. Compliance All development must occur in strict compliance with the 
proposal as set forth in the application for permit, subject to any 
special conditions set forth below. Any deviation from the approved 
plans must be reviewed and approved by the staff and may require 
Commission approval. 

4. Interpretation Any questions of intent or interpretation of any 
condition will be resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission .. 

5. Inspections The Commission staff shall be allowed to inspect the site 
and the project during its development, subject to 24-hour advance notice. 

6. Assignment The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided 
assignee files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and 
conditions of the permit. 

7. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land These terms and conditions shall 
be perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee 
to bind all future owners and possessors of the subject property to the 
terms and conditions . 
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Prior to issuance of the Coastal Development Permit, the applicant shall 
submit a parking plan, for the review and approval of the Executive 
Director, which carries out the following requirements: 

a) A minimum of 25 parking spaces shall be leased on a long-term and 
on-going bash for the exclusive use of the tenants, employees and 
customers of the retail establishments at 1105-1119 Ocean Front Walk 
in Venice. 

b) The 25 parking spaces shall be located in the parking lot located at 
713 Ocean Front Walk in Venice or other parking lot located within 
1000 feet of the property at 1105-1119 Ocean Front Walk in Venice. 
Any change in the parking location shall be be submitted as a request 
to the Executive Director to determine if an amendment to the permit 
is necessary. 

c) A copy of the lease and an inventory of all leased or rented parking 
spaces in the parking lot shall be submitted to demonstrate that the 
25 parking spaces which are leased to serve the retail 
establishments are not leased or used by any other person or party. 
A site plan in the lease shall identify the location of the 25 
required parking spaces in the parking lot. 

d) Signs shall be posted on each of the 25 leased parking spaces and at 
the retail establishments which clearly state that the parking spaces 
are reserved and available for the exclusive use of the tenants, 
employees and customers of the retail establishments. 

e) The tenants and employees of the retail establishments shall be 
allowed to use the 25 parking spaces while they are working. If a 
parking fee is charged it shall not exceed the cost of parking in 
public beach parking lots in Venice. The plan shall identify the 
signs, notices and other measures that will inform the tenants and 
employees of the retail establishments of the availability and 
location of the 25 parking spaces. 

f) The 25 leased parking spaces shall be available to customers of the 
retail establishments for a minimum of one hour of free parking per 
day. Customers who make a purchase shall be granted validations for 
at least one hour of free parking. The plan shall identify the 
signs, notices and other measures that will inform the customers of 
the retail establishments of the validation program and location of 
the 25 parking spaces. 

The applicant shall provide the required parking spaces and signs and 
implement the parking plan as approved by the Executive Director for the 
life of the uses permitted in this action. 

• 

• 

• 
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The permitted use of the 6,277 square feet of ground floor space fronting 
Ocean Front Hal~ at 1105-1119 Ocean Front Hal~ in Venice is general 
retail use only. The permitted use of the remainder of the complex at 
1105-1119 Ocean Front Hal~ is 32 residential units only. Any 
intensification or change in use of the structure, including fast food 
and restaurant service or change in the number of residential units, will 
require an amendment to the permit or a new Coastal Development Permit. 

3. Signs 

All signs shall be attached flush to the building facade, and no sign 
shall encroach over a public right-of-way. No sign shall rotate, flash, 
or be internally illuminated. 

4. Deed Restriction 

Prior to issuance of the Coastal Development Permit, the applicant shall 
submit a deed restriction for recording, subject to the review and 
approval of the Executive Director, and free of all prior liens and 
encumbrances which the Executive Director determines may affect the 
interest conveyed, which states that: 

a) The applicant shall provide the par~ing spaces and signs and 
implement the par~ing plan as approved by the Executive Director 
pursuant to Special Condition One of Coastal Development Permit 
5-97-032 for the life of the uses permitted in this action. 

b) The permitted use of the 6,277 square feet of ground floor space 
fronting Ocean Front Hal~ at 1105-1119 Ocean Front Hal~ in Venice is 
general retail use only. The permitted use of the remainder of the 
complex at 1105-1119 Ocean Front Hal~ is 32 residential units only. 
Any intensification or change in use of the structure, including fast 
food and restaurant service or increase in the number of residential 
units, will require an amendment to the permit or a new Coastal 
Development Permit. 

The deed restriction shall run with the land, binding on all heirs and 
assigns of the applicant. 

5. Public Property 

Through the acceptance of this Coastal Development Permit, the applicant 
agrees to the following: 

a. The development approved by this Coastal Development Permit is 
limited to the private property located at 1105-1119 Ocean Front Hal~ 
in Venice. 

b. There shall be no encroachment into any public property or 
right-of-way by any portion of the development, including, but not 
limited to landscaping, canopies, awnings, signs, or other structures. 
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c. There shall be no interference with the public•s ability to access • 
the public areas. streets, sidewalks, and on-street parking spaces in 
the vicinity of the project. 

V. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 

The Commission hereby finds and declares: 

A. Project Description 

The proposed project involves the conversion of twelve ground floor units 
(6,277 sq. ft.) in an existing three-building, 44 unit residential complex to 
commercial retail use (Exhibit #4). The 44 existing residential units are 
currently served by 36 on-site parking spaces. The proposed project will 
result in a three-building complex with 32 residential units and twelve retail 
units. The twelve proposed ground floor retail units face Ocean Front Halk, a 
popular boardwalk in Venice. The public beach 1s located directly in front of 
the site across Ocean Front Halk. 

The site is a commercially zoned parcel which occupies almost the entire block 
between Ocean Front Halk, Have Crest Avenue, Club House Avenue, and Speedway, 
the rear alley <Exhibit #2). Ocean Front Halk is a popular commercial and 
residential pedestrian street on the beachfront which attracts many tourists • 
and day visitors. 

The applicant proposes to provide a total of 63 parking spaces: 38 on the 
project site, and 25 to be leased on on existing parking lot located 
approximately 1000 feet up the boardwalk <Exhibit #2). Twenty-six of the 38 
on-site parking spaces will be reserved for use by the 32 remaining 
residential units in the complex. The applicant proposed to provide twelve 
on-site parking spaces and the 25 off-site parking spaces to serve the twelve 
proposed retail units which will result from the conversion project. 

The City of los Angeles acted on the proposed project by approving local 
Coastal Development Permit No. 96-012 and Zone Variances No. 96-0833 (ZV) on 
December 27, 1996. The local approval is conditional upon the provision of 
the proposed parking supplies. 

B. Public Access/Parking 

The proposed project is located in the North Venice area on Ocean Front Halk. 
The most important coastal planning issue for the North Venice area is the 
provision of adequate parking facilitfes to assure continued public access 
opportunities to the highly popular coastal area. 

Many of the existing commercial and residential structures in this area were 
constructed decades ago at a time when the parking demands generated by 
development were significantly less than they are today. In addition, many • 
residential structures have been converted to commercial uses without 
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providing any additional parking. Because there is now a severe shortage of 
available parking spaces in the area duri.ng the summer when demand is highest, 
public access to the coast is negatively affected by the competition for 
existing parking spaces between commercial uses and recreational uses. 

The Commission has consistently found that a direct relationship exists 
between the provision of adequate parking and availability of public access to 
the coast. Section 30252 requires that new development should maintain and 
enhance public access to the coast by providing adequate parking facilities. 

Section 30252 of the Coastal Act states, in part: 

The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance 
public access to the coast by ... (4) providing adequate parking 
facilities or providing substitute means of serving the development with 
public transportation .... 

Therefore, in order to conform to the requirements of the Coastal Act, the 
proposed project must provide an adequate parking supply to meet the needs of 
the proposed new development. Adequate parking means that parking sufficient 
to meet the demands generated by the proposed development must be provided on 
the site or within a reasonable distance of the site. The Commission's 
Interpretive Guidelines and previous actions are used to determine how many 
spaces are sufficient and what is a reasonable distance for off-site parking. 

The 44 unit residential complex currently is served by 36 on-site parking 
spaces. For the proposed twelve retail units and remaining 32 residential 
units the applicant proposes to provide a total of 63 parking spaces: 38 on 
the project site, and 25 to be leased on on existing parking lot located 
approximately 1000 feet up the boardwalk <Exhibit #2). Twenty-six of the 38 
on-site parking spaces are proposed to be reserved for use by the 32 remaining 
residential units in the complex. The applicant proposes to provide twelve 
on-site parking spaces and the 25 off-site parking spaces to serve the twelve 
proposed retail units which will result from the conversion project. 

Although the existing parking supply for the current residential uses on the 
site does not comply with the Commission's standard of two parking spaces per 
residential unit, the existing units can be allowed to retain their 
non-conforming parking rights according to the Commission's established 
practice for projects that were built prior to 1972 when the passage of 
Proposition 20 created the Coastal Commission. Section 30252 of the Coastal 
Act does not require that existing non-conforming uses supply additional 
parking. The existing three-building complex was constructed in two phases: 
1937 and 1967. 

Section 30252 of the Coastal Act does, however, require that new development 
provide adequate parking facilities. The proposed conversion of 6,227 square 
feet of residential space to commercial retail space on the ground floor of 
the existing complex will increase the intensity of use of the site. 
Commercial retail uses have been found to be more intensely used thereby 
generating greater parking demands than residential uses. The parking demands 
of the site will increase as a result of the added commercial retail uses . 
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Many applicants have argued that small, pedestrian oriented commercial uses 
along Ocean Front Walk cater to visitors .already in the area and do not in and 
of themselves increase the parking demand in the Venice area. However, the 
Commission has consistently required the provision of parking for such uses in 
order to offset the cumulative effects on public parking and beach access 
which are caused by the continuing intensification of commercial uses along 
the Venice boardwalk. 

Based on the Commission's current parking standards for new commercial 
development in the North Venice area. 6,227 square feet of new general retail 
use would require 27.7 parking spaces (general retail: 1 space/225 sq. ft.). 
The Commission's current parking standards are contained in the Regional 
Interpretive Guidelines for Los Angeles County, adopted by the Commission on 
October 14, 1980. In general the Commission has required strict adherence to 
its adopted parking standards. 

In addition, because the proposed project is located within the Beach Impact 
Zone CBIZ) of the North Venice area as defined in the City of Los Angeles 
Venice Coastal Interim Control Ordinance CICO), the proposed project must also 
provide Beach Impact Zone parking spaces. The Beach Impact Zone parking 
requirements apply to all new commercial developments in the Beach Impact 
Zone, and are in addition to the standard parking requirements. The parking 
spaces generated by the Beach Impact Zone parking requirements help offset the 
cumulative impacts on public access opportunities caused by the 
intensification of commercial enterprises in the Venice area. One Beach 

• 

Impact Zone parking space is required for each 640 square feet of ground floor • 
commercial area. The City allows the option of paying an in lieu fee of 
$18,000 per required Beach Impact Zone parking space (up to two spaces) into 
the Venice Coastal Parking Impact Trust Fund. The Venice Coastal Parking 
Impact Trust funds are used to increase the parking supply in the Venice 
area. In this case, 9.7 additional parking spaces are required to meet the 
BIZ requirements. 

The applicant has proposed to provide 37 parking spaces to serve the needs of 
the twelve proposed retail units on the ground floor: 12 on the project site, 
and 25 to be leased on on existing parking lot located approximately 1000 feet 
up the boardwalk (Exhibit #2). In order to provide for twelve on-site parking 
spaces, one for each of the twelve proposed retail units, the applicant 
proposes to create two new on-site parking spaces and also to use ten existing 
residential parking spaces on the site. Ten existing parking spaces on the 
site may be used by the proposed retail uses due to the elimination of twelve 
residential units which will result from the proposed retail conversion. 

The proposed provision of 63 total parking spaces [(38 on-site/25 off-site> & 
(26 residential/37 retail)] is consistent with the number of parking spaces 
required for the proposed development by the Commission's Regional 
Interpretive Guidelines for Los Angeles County. The City's approval of the 
proposed project also requires the applicant to provide 63 parking spaces [(38 
on-site/25 off-site> & (26 residential/37 retail). 

Even though the applicant is proposing enough parking to meet the needs of the 
proposed development. the applicant is not proposing to increase the overall 
parking supply in the Venice area by more than the two proposed new on-site • 
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parking spaces. Sixty-one of the required parking spaces are already in 
existence. Thirty-six parking spaces are located on the site, and 25 of the 
proposed parking spaces are located in a parking lot approximately 1000 feet 
from the site at 701-713 Ocean Front Walk (Exhibits #2&3). The applicant has 
proposed to lease the 25 off-site parking spaces on an ongoing basis. There 
is no other space on the project site for any more parking than is already 
existing or proposed. 

The Commission's Guidelines allow off-site parking to be used for commercial 
uses when on-site parking is not available. The off-site parking, however, 
must be unencumbered and available for long-term lease. The Guidelines also 
state that commercial parking must be located within 300 feet of the site when 
on-site parking is not feasible. 

The primary issues of this permit application are: 1) the distance between the 
proposed project and the proposed parking supply, and 2) the actual 
availability of the spaces. According to the applicant, the parking lot at 
701-713 Ocean Front Walk contains the only unencumbered parking spaces in the 
area. Therefore, there is no other available parking for the applicant to 
lease which is closer than 1000 feet to the site. The applicant has requested 
that the Commission relax its guideline of 300 feet for off-site parking so 
that the proposed conversion of the ground floor units from residential to 
commercial retail can be permitted. 

The applicant states that the ground floor residential units which front Ocean 
Front Walk should be converted to retail use because commercial use is more 
appropriate for units which front the boardwalk. Currently, the ground floor 
residential units on Ocean Front Walk are diffi~ult to rent because of the 
noise and lively boardwalk atmosphere just outside the units. Oftentimes, 
when the units are rented, the applicant states that they are used for 
clandestine or illegal commercial uses such as illegal drug sales and fortune 
telling. 

Although the zoning designation and actual use of Ocean Front Walk in North 
Venice is commercial, the surrounding neighborhood and the second and third 
floors along Ocean Front Walk are primarily residential. The Commission has 
previously approved the conversion of many ground floor residential units on 
Ocean Front Walk to retail uses. In fact, the draft land use plans for the 
area contemplate a mixed-use type of development for North Venice. One of the 
methods used to limit the conversion of old residential uses to commercial 
uses is to require parking for such conversions. Therefore, in order to 
protect public access to the area and to protect the mixed character of the 
North Venice community, the Commission has consistently required the provision 
of parking, whether on-site or off-site, as a condition for for such 
conversions. Because most of the old residential units along Ocean Front Walk 
have little or no on-site parking. many of the previously approved commercial 
conversions are required to lease off-site parking to serve their parking 
needs. 

Coastal Development Permit 5-93-332 (Sands), approved on January 11, 1994, 
approved the conversion of approximately 1,000 square feet of ground floor 
residential space at 615 Ocean Front Walk to commercial retail use. The 
parking lot at 619 Ocean Front Walk contains the parking spaces which were 
required as a condition of Coastal Development Permit 5-93-332 (Sands). 
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Coastal Development Permit 5-96-178 (Neal), approved on March 14, 1997, • 
approved the conversion of 1,681 square feet of ground floor residential space 
at 8 Brooks Avenue (900 Block of Ocean Front Halk) to commercial retail use. 
The parking lot at 713 Ocean Front Halk, the same lot proposed for off-site 
parking in this application, contains the eleven parking spaces which were 
required as a condition of Coastal Development Permit 5-96-178 (Neal). 

Almost all of the old ground floor residential uses on Ocean Front Halk have 
already been converted to commercial uses. According to the applicant this 
project is one of the last five or six developments on Ocean Front Halk in 
North Venice with residential uses on the ground floor. Because there is 
already so many commercial uses on the boardwalk, the available parking for 
lease by the applicant is scarce. 

As previously stated, the Commission's Guidelines require that off-site 
parking must be located within a reasonable distance from the site so that it 
will be utilized by the people it is meant to serve: the owners, employees and 
customers of the commercial uses. The Commission must decide whether a 
distance of 1000 feet between a parking supply and a commercial use is a 
reasonable distance. In the past, the 300 feet has been considered a 
reasonable distance for off-site parking. The concern was that off-site 
parking that is farther than 300 feet from the site would not be used by the 
owners, employees and customers of the proposed commercial uses if they can 
find closer parking facilities in other commercial lots or public parking 
areas. However, on March 14, 1997, the Commission approved Coastal 
Development Permit 5-96-178 (Neal) for the conversion of 1,681 square feet of 
ground floor residential space on Ocean Front Halk. The off-site parking for • 
that project is located 455 feet from the approved retail use. 

In this case, there is a shortage of available parking in the vicinity of the 
project site. The applicant's representative states that the applicant was 
not able to lease any parking spaces closer than 1000 feet from the site. If 
the applicant posts both the proposed retail establishments and the parking 
spaces with signs, they will be more likely to be utilized by the tenants, 
employees and customers of the proposed project. 

. 
The Commission finds that commercial uses on the ground floors of structures 
on Ocean Front Halk in North Venice are a higher priority land use than 
residential use. Therefore, the proposed conversion to retail uses should be 
permitted if adequate parking will be provided to meet the needs of the 
proposed project. Because the availability of parking for lease by the 
applicant is scarce in the project area, Staff recommends that the proposed 
project be approved even though the distance between the parking and the 
commercial use exceeds the 300 foot limitation of the Guidelines. However, 
the approval must be conditioned to require the actual provision of the 
proposed parking spaces for use by the tenants, employees and customers of the 
proposed retail establishments. The required parking must be reserved for use 
of the permitted project, and may not be used by any other project. 

Therefore, a special condition of approval requires the applicant to provide a 
parking plan which will ensure that the required parking is provided for the 
life of the project. Special condition one requires the provision of a • 
parking plan which carries out the following requirements: 
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a) A minimum of 25 parking spaces shall be leased on a long-term and 
on-going basis for the exclusive use of the tenants, employees and 
customers of the retail establishments at 1105-1119 Ocean Front Halk 
in Venice. 

b) The 25 parking spaces shall be located in the parking lot located at 
701-713 Ocean Front Halk in Venice or other parking lot located 
within 1000 feet of the property at 1105-1119 Ocean Front Halk in 
Venice. Any change in the parking location shall be be submitted as 
a request to the Executive Director to determine if an amendment to 
the permit is necessary. 

c) A copy of the lease and an inventory of all leased or rented parking 
spaces in the parking lot shall be submitted to demonstrate that the 
25 parking spaces which are leased to serve the retail establishments 
are not leased or used by any other person or party. A site plan in 
the lease shall identify the location of the 25 required parking 
spaces in the parking lot. 

d) Signs shall be posted on each of the 25 leased parking spaces and at 
the retail establishments which clearly state that the parking spaces 
are reserved and available for the exclusive use of the tenants, 
employees and customers of the retail establishments. 

e) The tenants and employees of the retail establishments shall be 
allowed to use the 25 parking spaces while they are working. If a 
parking fee is charged it shall not exceed the cost of parking in 
public beach parking lots in Venice. The plan shall identify the 
signs, notices and other measures that will inform the tenants and 
employees of the retail establishments of the availability and 
location of the 25 parking spaces. 

f) The 25 leased parking spaces shall be available to customers of the 
retail establishments for a minimum of one hour of free parking per 
day. Customers who make a purchase shall be granted validations for 
at least one hour of free parking. The plan shall identify the 
signs, notices and other measures that will inform the customers of 
the retail establishments of the validation program and location of 
the 25 parking spaces. 

The applicant will be required to provide the required parking spaces and 
signs and implement the parking plan as approved by the Executive Director for 
the life of the uses permitted in this action. Only as conditioned is the 
proposed project consistent with the coastal access policies of the Coastal 
Act. 

As previously stated, the proposed use of the twelve ground floor units on 
Ocean Front Halk is for general retail sales only. The permitted use of the 
remainder of the complex at 1101-1119 Ocean Front Halk is 32 residential units 
only. No restaurant or food sales have been proposed. Restaurant uses and 
food sales have different parking requirements than general retail uses. 
Therefore, if the applicant wishes to use the existing complex for any use 
other than 32 residential units and 6,227 square feet of general retail use, a 
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new Coastal Development Permit or amendment to this permit must be obtained. • 
Any intensification or change in use of the structure. including fast food and 
restaurant service or change in the number of residential units, will require 
an amendment to the permit or a new Coastal Development Permit. Any 
additional impacts on public access will be analyzed at that time. 

In order to ensure the continued provision of the parking supply, a deed 
restriction is required so that the parking and use requirements are tied to . 
the land. Only as conditioned does the Commission find the proposed project 
consistent with the coastal access policies of the Coastal Act. 

In addition, in order to protect the public's ability to walk along Ocean 
Front Halk and to park in the parking spaces located in the adjacent public 
rights-of-way of Havecrest Avenue and Clubhouse Avenue, the applicant, through 
the acceptance of this Coastal Development Permit, agrees that: 1) the 
permitted development is limited to the private property located at 1105-1119 
Ocean Front Halk, 2) there shall be no encroachment into any public property 
or right-of-way by any portion of the development, and 3) there shall be no 
interference with the public's ability to access the public areas, streets, 
sidewalks, and on-street parking spaces in the vicinity of the project. 

All identified impacts on public access caused by the proposed project have 
been adequately mitigated by special conditions of approval. Therefore, the 
Commission nnds that the proposed project, as conditioned, is consistent with 
the coastal access policies of the Coastal Act. 

C. Land Use 

Section 30222 of the Coastal Act states: 

The use of private lands suitable for visitor-serving commercial 
recreational facilities designed to enhance public opportunities for 
coastal recreation shall have priority over private residential, general 
industrial, or general commercial development, but not over agriculture 
or coastal-dependent industry. 

Section 30222 of the Coastal Act requires that visitor-serving commercial uses 
be given priority over residential uses. The proposed project is consistent 
with Section 30222 of the Coastal Act in that it will convert an existing 
residential use to a commercial use which is visitor-serving. The residential 
use will be converted to a retail use which can enhance public opportunities 
for coastal recreation. Therefore, the Commission finds the proposed project 
that it is consistent with Section 30222 of the Coastal Act. 

D. Community Character 

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states in part that: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and 

• 

protected as a resource of public importance. Permitted development • 
shall be sited and designed to protect views to and along the ocean and 
scenic coastal areas ••• be visually compatible with the character of 
surrounding areas ••• 
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The project site is located on Ocean Front Walk which is a public walkway used 
for walking, skating, and bicycle riding. Ocean Front Walk is adjacent to 
Venice Beach. Venice Beach is a very popular, highly utilized public 
recreation area. The beach is a very wide, sandy beach which can accommodate 
large numbers of visitors. Venice Beach is a popular destination for both 
international and domestic tourists, as well as Southern California area 
residents. As required by the Coastal Act, the visual qualities of this 
coastal area shall be protected from negative impacts such as excessive 
building heights and bulks, and unnecessary visual clutter. 

Exterior signs and other advertising on structures can negatively impact the 
visual quality of the area. The design of the signs for the proposed project 
has not been completed at this time. Exterior signs will likely be attached 
to the approved structure after construction is completed. Therefore, in 
order to protect against excessive visual impacts caused by signs, the 
approval of the project is conditioned to limit the types of exterior signs 
that may be attached to the approved structure. All signs shall be attached 
flush to the building facade so that no sign shall encroach over a public 
right-of-way. No sign shall rotate, flash, or be internally illuminated. As 
conditioned, the proposed project will not negatively affect the visual 
quality of the area, and is consistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act. 

E. Local Coastal Program 

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a 
Coastal Permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local 
government having jurisdiction to prepare a Local Coastal Program which 
conforms with Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act: 

<a> Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a Coastal 
Development Permit shall be issued if the issuing agency, or the 
commission on appeal, finds that the proposed development is in 
conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 
30200) of this division and that the permitted development will not 
prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a Local 
Coastal Program that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 
3 (commencing with Section 30200). A denial of a Coastal Development 
Permit on grounds it would prejudice the ability of the local 
government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity 
with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) 
shall be accompanied by a specific finding which sets forth the basis 
for such conclusion. 

A preliminary draft of the North Venice Land Use Plan was prepared by the City 
of Los Angeles in 1980. However, no action was taken by the City or by the 
Commission to approve the draft Land Use Plan. There is currently a new draft 
Land Use Plan being developed by the City. It has not yet been submitted to 
the Commission for certification. Therefore, the City does not have a Local 
Coastal Program or a Land Use Plan that has been certified by the Commission. 
The draft Land Use Plan does not contain policies regarding off-site parking 
for commercial uses. 
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The proposed project. as conditioned. is consistent with the coastal access • 
and other policies of the Coastal Act. Therefore, the Commission finds that 
approval of the proposed development, as conditioned, will not prejudice the 
City's ability to prepare a Local Coastal Program consistent with the policies 
of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. as required by Section 30604(a). 

F. California Environmental Quality Act <CEQA> 

Section 13096 Title 14 of the california Code of Regulations requires 
Commission approval of a Coastal Development Permit application to be 
supported by a finding showing the application, as conditioned by any 
conditions of approval. to be consistent with any applicable requirements of 
the California Environmen~al Quality Act <CEQA). Section 21080.5(d)(2)(i) of 
CEQA prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there are 
feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would 
substantially lessen any significant adverse impact which the activity may 
have on the environment. 

The proposed project. as conditioned, provides adequate parking facilities and 
is consistent with the coastal access and other policies of the Coastal Act. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the project is consistent with the 
requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA. 

8568F:CP 
• 

• 
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South Coast Area Office 
200 Oceangate, Suite 1 000 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 
(562) 590·5071 
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Item Th 19i 

GRAY DAVIS, Governor 

Filed: March 12, 2001 
49th Day: April30, 2001 
180th Day: September 8, 2001 
Staff: KT -LB 
Staff Report: May 22, 2001 
Hearing Date: June 12-15, 2001 
Commission Action: 

STAFF REPORT: REGULAR CALENDAR 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 5-01-089 

• 

APPLICANT: Dorene Rooney Stone 

AGENT: Subtec, Attn: Cheryl Vargo 

PROJECT LOCATION: 7025n027 Trolleyway, Playa Del Rey, City and County of 
Los Angeles 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Demolition of an existing 1,872 square foot duplex 
residence and construction of a three-story, 35-foot high, 
3,338 square foot duplex residence with an attached 624 
square foot three-car garage and two unenclosed guest
parking spaces on a 3,096 square foot R3-1 zoned lot. 

Lot Area 
Building Coverage 
Pavement Coverage 
Landscape Coverage 
Parking Spaces 
Zoning 
Plan Designation 
Ht above final grade 

3,096 square feet 
1,547 square feet 
850 square feet 
699 square feet 
5 
R3-1 
Medium Density Residential 
35 feet 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Staff is recommending APPROVAL of the proposed project subject to four special 
conditions, two of which require recordation of an "Assumption of Risk" deed restriction 
and a "No Future Protective Device" deed restriction. The major issue of this staff report 
concerns beachfront development that could be affected by flooding during strong storm 
events. 

• SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS: 

1. Del Rey Lagoon Local Coastal Program, March 1981. 
2. Regional Interpretive Guidelines for Los Angeles County adopted October 14, 

1980. 
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3. City of Los Angeles Approval in Concept dated January 18, 2001. • 
4. Coastal Development Permits A-4-5-77-557 (Weikum), A-80-7267 (Piacik), 5-00-

446 (Campbell), 5-00-448 (Moloney), 5-00-451 (Scott), 5-00-484 (City of Los 
Angeles) and 5-01-031 (Greene). 

5. Wave Runup Study, 7025-7027 Trolley Way, Playa Del Rey, CA prepared by 
Skelly Engineering dated February 2001. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

The staff recommends that the Commission APPROVE the following resolution with 
special conditions. 

Motion: 

I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit No. 5-01-031 
pursuant to the staff recommendation. 

Staff Recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in adoption of the 
following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by affirmative vote of a majority 
of the Commissioners present. 

I. RESOLUTION FOR APPROVAL WITH CONDITIONS 

The Commission hereby approves a coastal development permit for the proposed 
development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as 
conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will 
not prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to prepare 
a Local Coastal Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of the 
permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible 
mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any 
significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or ~) there are no 
further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen any 
significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 

II. STANDARD CONDITIONS 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development 
shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized 
agent, acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and 
conditions, is returned to the Commission office. 

• 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from • 
the date this permit is reported to the Commission. Development shall be pursued in 
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a diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for 
extension of the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 

Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be 
resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission. 

Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee 
files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the 
permit. 

Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be 
perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all 
future owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

Assumption of Risk 

A. By acceptance of this permit, the applicant acknowledges and agrees (i) that 
the site may be subject to wave up-rush and flooding; (ii) to assume the risks 
to the applicant and the property that is the subject of this permit of injury and 
damage from such hazards in connection with this permitted development; 
(iii) to unconditionally waive any claim of damage or liability against the 
Commission, its officers, agents, and employees for injury or damage from 
such hazards; and (iv) to indemnify and hold harmless the Commission, its 
officers, agents, and employees with respect to the Commission's approval 
of the project against any and all liability, claims, demands, damages, costs 
(including costs and fees incurred in defense of such claims), expenses, and 
amounts paid in settlement arising from any injury or damage due to such 
hazards. 

B. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the 
applicant shall execute and record a deed restriction in a form and content 
acceptable to the Executive Director, which reflects the above restriction on 
development. The deed restriction shall include a legal description of the 
applicant's entire parcel. The deed restriction shall run with the land, binding 
all successors and assigns, and shall be recorded free of prior liens that the 
Executive Director determines may affect the enforceability of the restriction. 
This deed restriction shall not be removed or changed without a Commission 
amendment to this coastal development permit. 

2. No Future Shoreline Protective Device 

A . By acceptance of this permit, the applicant agrees, on behalf of himself and 
all other successors and assigns, that no shoreline protective device(s) shall 
ever be constructed to protect the subject property approved pursuant to 
Coastal Development Permit No. 5-01-031, including future improvements, in 
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the event that the property is threatened with damage or destruction from •. 
waves, erosion, storm conditions or other natural hazards in the future. By 
acceptance of this permit, the applicant hereby waives, on behalf of himself 
and all successors and assigns, any rights to construct such devices that 
may exist under Public Resources Code Section 30235. 

B. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the 
applicant shall execute and record a deed restriction in a form and content 
acceptable to the Executive Director, which reflects the above restriction on 
development. The deed restriction shall include a legal description of the 
applicant's entire parcel. The deed restriction shall run with the land, binding 
all successors and assigns, and shall be recorded free of prior liens that the 
Executive Director determines may affect the enforceability of the restriction. 
This deed restriction shall not be removed or changed without a Commission 
amendment to this coastal development permit. 

3. Height 

4. 

No portion of the proposed structure shall exceed 37 feet in elevation above the 
existing grade. 

Parking 

A minimum of five parking spaces shall be provided and maintained on the site to 
serve the approved duplex residence. 

5. Revised Plans 

A. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the 
applicant shall submit revised plans to the Executive Director for review and 
approval. The revised plans shall show the following changes to the project: 

1. Revised the deck to conform to the City's required rear yard setback. 

a) Revise the deck such that it conforms to the required 15-foot rear 
yard setback, as measured horizontally from the rear property line. 

B. The revised plans shall, prior to submittal to the Executive Director, be reviewed 
and certified by a qualified professional to ensure that they are consistent with the 
Commission's approval. 

C. The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved 
final plans. Any proposed changes to the approved final plans shall be reported to 

• 

the Executive Director. No changes to the approved final plans shall occur without • 
a Commission amendment to this coastal development permit unless the Executive 
Director determines that no amendment is required. 
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IV. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 

The Commission hereby finds and declares: 

A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The subject site is located at 7025n027 Trolleyway in Playa Del Rey within the City and 
County of Los Angeles (Exhibit #1). The site is a beachfront lot located between the first 
public road and the sea. The 3,096 square foot lot is located between Trolleyway and 
Dockweiler Beach (Exhibit #2), and is within an existing urban residential area. A bike path 
is located on the beach approximately 200 feet seaward of the site. The site is located 
approximately 500 feet southeast of a groin and 2,500 feet southeast of the jetties for 
Bellona Creek and Marina Del Rey. Additionally, the southern tip of the breakwater for the 
marina entrance channel is located approximately 2,500 feet northwest of the project site. 
There is an approximately 500-foot wide sandy beach between the subject property and 
the mean high tide line (Exhibit #3, pp.1, 3). Vertical public access to this beach is 
available to pedestrians via a 1 0-foot wide public right-of-way at the end of Rees Street 
approximately 60 feet north of the project site and a 25-foot wide public right-of-way at the 
end of Surf Street approximately 220 feet south of the project site (Exhibits #2 and 4). 

The applicant is proposing demolition of an existing duplex and construction of a three
story, 35-foot high (as measured from the centerline of the frontage road) duplex residence 
totating 3,338 square feet of living space (Exhibit #5, pp.1-8). The applicant proposes to 
place a new retaining wall along portions of the south and north property lines. On-site 
parking for the proposed duplex residence will be provided by a 624 square foot three-car 
garage located on the first floor and two open guest-parking spaces on the driveway 
apron, with vehicular access from Trolleyway (Exhibit #5, pp.1-2). The applicant proposes 
to construct the duplex residence and guest-parking spaces on a 3,096 square foot R3-1 
zoned lot in Playa Del Rey. No grading is proposed. No encroachment into City property 
is proposed. 

B. PREVIOUS COMMISSION ACTION IN PROJECT AREA 

The Commission has recently been concerned that applicants for new development and 
residential renovation projects on beachfront lots should record of an "Assumption of Risk" 
deed restriction and "No Future Shoreline Protective Device" deed restriction 
acknowledging the risk of building on the shoreline and agreeing not to seek a seawall in 
the future to protect the new structure. While this project is the first development project 
on a beachfront lot in Playa Del Rey since the Commission started requiring recordation of 
these deed restrictions, the Commission has required beachfront projects nearby 
communities to record these deed restrictions. In the City of Santa Monica, approximately 
5 miles north of the site in Playa Del Rey, the Commission recently approved Coastal 
Development Permit 5-01-031 (Greene) for the demolition of four existing one-story 
structures and construction of a three-story single family residence on a beachfront lot with 
the recordation of these deed restrictions. In the City of Los Angeles the Commission 
recently approved Coastal Development Permit 5-00-484 (City of Los Angeles) for the 
demolition of an abandoned oil facility and construction of a public skating venue on the 
beach in Venice, north of Playa Del Rey. The Commission has imposed the same 
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requirements on residential projects in Hermosa Beach, which is located approximately ten •. 
to fifteen miles south of Playa Del Rey. The most recent include Coastal Development 
Permits 5-00-446 (Campbell), 5-00-448 (Moloney) and 5-00-451 (Scott). 

C. HAZARDS 

Section 30253 of the Coastal Act states, in part: 

New development shall: 

(1) Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire 
hazard. 

(2) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute 
significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or 
surrounding area or in any way require the construction of protective 
devices that would substantially aHer natural landforms along bluffs and 
cliffs. 

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states that: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and 
protected as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall 
be sited and designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic • 
coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of natural/and forms, to be visually 
compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to 
restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas. New 
development in highly scenic areas such as those designated in the 
California Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared by the 
Department of Parks and Recreation and by local government shall be 
subordinate to the character of its setting. 

1. Wave Runup and Floodlna Hazards 

The subject property is on a rectangular beach lot approximately 30 feet by 103 feet 
located at the northern portion of Dockweiler Beach in Playa Del Rey, which is at the 
south-central section of the Santa Monica Littoral Cell. The lot is adjacent to a very wide 
sandy beach (Exhibit #3, p.3) and the Pacific Ocean. This approximately 500-foot wide 
sandy beach presently provides a measure of protection from wave runup and flooding 
hazards to the homes and other structures in the area. However, beach erosion is 
seasonal and is subject to extreme storm events that may expose the project to wave 
runup and subsequent flood damage. 

Section 30253 (1) states that new development shall minimize risks to life and property in 
areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard. Since any development on a beachfront site • 
may be subject to flooding and wave attack, the Commission requires wave runup studies 
for beachfront development to assess the potential hazard from wave attack, flooding and 
erosion. The wave runup, flooding, and erosion hazard analyses should anticipate wave 
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and ·sea level conditions (and associated wave runup, flooding, and erosion hazards) 
through the life of the development. For a 75 to 100 year structural life, that would be 
taking the 1982/83 storm conditions (or 1988 conditions) and adding in 2 to 3 feet of sea 
level rise. The purpose of this analysis is to determine how high any future storm damage 
may be so the hazards can be anticipated and so that mitigation measures can be 
incorporated into the project design. 

The applicant provided a Wave Runup Study for the subject property, which was prepared 
by Skelly Engineering, dated February 2001. The Wave Runup Study concludes that the 
proposed duplex residence will not be subject to hazards from flooding and wave runup 
during the life of the development (Exhibit #3, pp.4-5). 

According to the consultant, the site is on shoreline located at the south-central section of 
the Santa Monica Littoral Cell. The Wave Runup Study states: 

"A littoral cell is a coastal compartment that contains a complete cycle of 
littoral sedimentation including sources, transport pathways and sediment 
sinks. The Santa Monica Littoral Cell extends from Point Dume to Palos 
Verdes Point, a distance of 40 miles. Most of the shoreline in this littoral cell 
has been essentially stabilized by man. The local beaches were primarily 
made by man through nourishment as a result of major shoreline civil works 
projects (Hyperion Treatment Plant, Marina Del Rey, King Harbor, etc.). The 
up-coast and down-coast movement of sand along the shoreline is mostly 
controlled by groins, breakwaters and jetties and is generally to the south. A 
major sink for the beach sands is the Redondo Submarine Canyon located at 
the entrance to King Harbor" (Exhibit #3, p.1 ). 

There is currently an approximately 500-foot wide sandy beach in front of the proposed 
development (Exhibit #3, pp.1, 3). The historical width and stability of the beach in front of 
the project site were assessed by reviewing aerial photographs from the early 1960's to 
1981 and aerial photographs taken annually from 1982 through 1999. The report states 
that "none of the photographs showed that wave runup reached the site over the four
decade time frame" (Exhibit #3, p.2). The stability of the shoreline in front of the site is 
attributed to its proximity to several stabilizing coastal structures. There is a groin 
approximately 500 feet northwest of the site and several other groins spaced 1,000 feet or 
greater apart for a few miles down coast. The jetties for Ballona Creek and Marina del Rey 
and the breakwater for the marina entrance channel are located approximately 2,500 feet 
northwest of the site (Exhibit #3, p.2). 

The existing development was not adversely affected by the severe storm activities that 
occurred during the "400 year" wave event of January 18, 1988 (Exhibit #3, p.2). Since the 
proposed development is no further seaward of existing development, which has escaped 
storm damage during severe storm events, the proposed development is not anticipated to 
be subject to wave hazard related damage. Based upon review of aerial photographs and 
the presence of the breakwater, jetties and groins, the consultant concluded that the 
shoreline would not erode enough to allow wave run up to reach the site over the next 1 00 
years. Nonetheless, any development on a beachfront site may be subject to future 
flooding and wave attack as coastal conditions (such as sand supply and sea level) 
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change. Therefore, the consultant performed a wave runup and overtopping analysis for 
the site. 

The wave analysis presented several facts that indicate that wave runup and overtopping 
will not reach the property or adversely impact the property over the life of the structure. 
The wave runup report concludes the following: 

"Wave runup and overtopping will not impact this site over the life of the 
proposed improvement. The proposed development and existing 
development will neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion, 
geologic instability, or destruction of the site or adjacent area. There are no 
recommendations necessary for wave runup protection. The proposed 
project minimizes risks from flooding" (Exhibit #3, p.4-5). 

The Commission's Senior Coastal Engineer reviewed Wave Runup Studies for several 
similar projects in Los Angeles County and, based on the information provided and 
subsequent correspondence, concurred with the conclusion of the studies that the sites 
were not subject to hazards from flooding and wave runup. The proposed development, 
therefore, can be allowed under Section 30253 of the Coastal Act, which requires new 
development to "assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute 
significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or 
in any way require the construction of protective device." · 

Although the applicant's report indicates that the site is safe for now, beach areas are 
dynamic environments, which may be subject to unforeseen changes. Such changes may 
affect beach processes, including sand regimes. The mechanisms of sand replenishment 
are complex and may change over time, especially as beach process altering structures, 
such as jetties, are modified, either through damage or deliberate design. Therefore, the 
presence of a wide sandy beach at this time does not preclude wave runup damage and 
flooding from occurring at the subject site in the future. The width of the beach may 
change, perhaps in combination with a strong storm event like those which occurred in 
1983 and 1988, resulting in future wave and flood damage to the proposed development. 

The applicant has chosen to implement the project despite potential risks from wave 
attack, erosion, or flooding. By choosing to build on a beach, an unstable environment, the 
applicant has assumed the risks of development on such a site. The Commission routinely 
imposes conditions for assumption of risk in areas at high risk from hazards. The condition 
ensures that the applicant understands and assumes the potential hazards associated with 
development in or near the water. In this way, the applicant is notified that the Commission 
is not liable for damage as a result of approving the permit for development. The condition 
also requires the applicant to indemnify the Commission in the event that third parties bring 
an action against the Commission as a result of the failure of the development to withstand 

•• 

• 

the hazards. In addition, the condition ensures that future owners of the property will be 
informed of the risks and the Commission's immunity from liability. As conditioned, the • 
Commission finds the proposed project is consistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. 
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No Future Shoreline Protective Device 

The Coastal Act limits construction of protective devices because they have a variety of 
negative impacts on coastal resources, including adverse effects on sand supply, public 
access, coastal views, natural landforms, and overall shoreline beach dynamics on and off 
site, ultimately resulting in the loss of beach. Under Coastal Act Section 30235, a 
shoreline protective structure must be approved if: (1) there is an existing principal 
structure in imminent danger from erosion; (2) shoreline altering construction is required to 
protect the existing threatened structure; and (3) the required protection is designed to 
eliminate or mitigate the adverse impacts on shoreline sand supply. 

The Commission has generally interpreted Section 30235 to require the Commission to 
approve shoreline protection for development only for existing principal structures. The 
construction of a shoreline protective device to protect ~ development would not be 
required by Section 30235 of the Coastal Act. The proposed project involves the 
construction of a new duplex residence. In addition, allowing the construction of a 
shoreline protective device to protect new development would conflict with Section 30251 
of the Coastal Act, which states that permitted development shall minimize the alteration of 
natural land forms, including beaches which would be subject to increased erosion from 
such a device. 

In the case of the current project, the applicant does not propose the construction of any 
shoreline protective device to protect the proposed development. It is not possible to 
completely predict what conditions the proposed structure may be subject to in the future. 
Consequently, it is conceivable the proposed structure may be subject to wave runup 
hazards that could lead to a request for a protective device. 

Shoreline protective devices can result in a number of adverse effects on the dynamic 
shoreline system and the public's beach ownership interests. First, shoreline protective 
devices can cause changes in the shoreline profile, particularly changes in the slope of the 
profile resulting from a reduced beach berm width. This may alter the usable area under 
public ownership. A beach that rests either temporarily or permanently at a steeper angle 
than under natural conditions will have less horizontal distance between the mean low 
water and mean high water lines. This reduces the actual area in which the public can 
pass on public property. 

The second effect of a shoreline protective device on access is through a progressive loss 
of sand as shore material is not available to nourish the bar. The lack of an effective bar 
can allow such high wave energy on the shoreline that materials may be lost far offshore 
where it is no longer available to nourish the beach. A loss of area between the mean high 
water line and the actual water is a significant adverse impact on public access to the 
beach. 

Third, shoreline protective devices such as revetments and bulkheads cumulatively affect 
shoreline sand supply and public access by causing accelerated and increased erosion on 
adjacent public beaches. This effect may not become clear until such devices are 
constructed individually along a shoreline and they reach a public beach. As set forth in 
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earlier discussion, Playa Del Rey is currently characterized as having a wide sandy beach • 
(Exhibit #3, p.3). However, the width of the beach can vary, as demonstrated by severe 
storm events. The Commission notes that if a seasonal eroded beach condition occurs 
with greater frequency due to the placement of a shoreline protective device on the subject 
site, then the subject beach would also secrete at a slower rate. The Commission also 
notes that many studies performed on both oscillating and eroding beaches have 
concluded that loss of beach occurs on both types of beaches where a shoreline protective 
device exists. 

Fourth, if not sited in a landward location that ensures that the seawall is only acted upon 
during severe storm events, beach scour during the winter season will be accelerated 
because there is less beach area to dissipate the wave's energy. Finally, revetments, 
bulkheads, and seawalls interfere directly with public access by their occupation of beach 
area that will not only be unavailable during high tide and severe storm events, ·but also 
potentially throughout the winter season. 

Section 30253 (2) of the Coastal Act states that new development shall neither create nor 
contribute to erosion or geologic instability of the project site or surrounding area. 
Therefore, if the proposed structure requires a protective device in the future it would be 
inconsistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act because such devices contribute to 
beach erosion. 

In addition, the construction of a shoreline protective device to protect new development • 
would also conflict with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act. Section 30251 states that 
permitted development shall minimize the alteration of natural land forms, including sandy 
beach areas, which would be subject to increased erosion from shoreline protective 
devices. The development is not subject to wave runup and flooding. Based on the 
information provided by the applicant, no mitigation measures, such as a seawall, are 
anticipated to be needed in the future. The coastal processes and physical conditions are 
such at this site that the project is not expected to engender the need for a seawall to 
protect the proposed development. There currently is a wide sandy beach In front of the 
proposed development that provides substantial protection from wave activity. 

To further ensure that the proposed project is consistent with Sections 30251 and 30253 of 
the Coastal Act, and to ensure that the proposed project does not result in future adverse 
effects to coastal processes, the Commission imposes Special Condition 2. Special 
Condition 2 requires the applicant to record a deed restriction that would prohibit the 
applicant, or future land owner, from constructing a shoreline protective device for the 
purpose of protecting any of the development proposed as part of this application. This 
condition is necessary because it is impossible to completely predict what conditions the 
proposed structure may be subject to in the future. 

The Commission has required deed restrictions that prohibit construction of shoreline 
protective devices for new development on beachfront lots throughout Los Angeles County 
and Orange County. The "No Future Shoreline Protective Device" condition is consistent • 
with prior Commission actions for development along beaches in Los Angeles County. For 
instance, the Commission approved Coastal Development Permits 5-00-446 (Campbell), 
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5-00-448 (Moloney), 5-00-451 (Scott) and 5-01-031 (Greene) with the "No Future 
Shoreline Protective Device" condition. 
By receiving recordation of a deed restriction agreeing that no shoreline protective devices 
shall ever be constructed to protect the development approved by this permit, the 
Commission makes it clear that it's approval is based on the understanding the house will 
be safe from potential wave runup and flooding damage. Based on Special Condition 2, 
the Commission also requires that the applicant remove the structure if any government 
agency has ordered that the structure be removed due to wave runup and flooding 
hazards. In addition, in the event that portions of the development are destroyed on the 
beach before they are removed, the landowner shall remove all recoverable debris 
associated with the development from the beach and ocean and lawfully dispose of the 
material in an approved disposal site. Such removal shall require a coastal development 
permit. 

As conditioned, the Commission finds that the proposed project is consistent with Section 
30251 of the Coastal Act, which requires that permitted development shall minimize the 
alteration of natural land forms, and Section 30253, which requires that geologic and flood 
hazards be minimized, and that stability and structural integrity be assured. 

3. Conclusion 

The Commission finds that hazards potentially exist from wave runup and flooding at the 
subject site. Therefore, to ensure that the proposed project is consistent with Sections 
30251 and 30253 of the Coastal Act and to ensure that the proposed project does not 
result in future adverse effects to coastal processes, Special Conditions 1 and 2 require 
the applicant to record "Assumption of Risk" and "No Future Shoreline Protective Device" 
deed restrictions. As conditioned, the Commission finds that the proposed project is 
consistent with Coastal Act Sections 30251 and 30253. 

D. COMMUNITY CHARACTERNISUAL QUALITY 

Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states, in part: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and 
protected as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be 
sited and designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal 
areas, to minimize the alteration of natural land forms, to be visually 
compatible with the character of surrounding areas .... 

This section of Playa del Rey, referred to as the "Duplex Area" in the LUP (Exhibit #6), 
consists of mostly older duplex residences (approximately 40 years old) and some newer 
residences on single lots. The residences on average have a total living area of 
approximately 3,000 square feet. The proposed 3,338 square foot living area of the 
proposed duplex residence is consistent with the final area (3,616 square feet) approved 
by the Commission for an addition to a duplex residence at 6959/6961 Trolleyway 
permitted under COP A-4-5-77-557 (Weikum). It is also consistent with the average living 
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area of approximately 3,000 square feet for duplex residences identified in the • 
Commission approved LUP. 

The first floor has a total floor area of 1,582 square feet, composed of a 624 square foot 
three-car garage and an 858 square foot residential unit. The second and third floors have 
1,626 and 853 square feet square feet of floor area, respectively. The floor length of the 
first and second floors is approximately 67 feet, whereas the floor length of the third floor is 
approximately 35 feet. The proposed structure, having a top floor that is approximately 
one-half the length of lower floors, has a layout that is consistent with the layout depicted 
as "Sample Layout 1 • in the approved LUP (Exhibit #7). The Commission, in its approval 
of the LUP, found that a structure with the proposed layout, floor area and height is 
consistent with the bulk of other residences in Playa del Rey. 

In order to protect community character and visual quality, Special Condition 3 limits the 
development to a maximum of 37 feet above the grade of the centerline of the frontage 
road. Although the height exceeds the height limit named in the Regional Interpretive 
Guidelines of 25 feet for residences seaward of Trolleyway, it is consistent with the height 
limit approved by the Commission in its approval of the Local Coastal Program. 
Furthermore, the Commission has referred to the LUP to determine allowable height limits 
for COP's approved in the past. For example, the Commission approved COP A-4-5-77-
557 (Weikum) for an addition to a duplex residence at 6959/6961 Trolleyway resulting in 
an increased height of 31 feet. The Commission also approved COP A-80-7267 (Piacik) • 
for an addition to a duplex at 7025/7027 Trolleyway, the subject site, resulting in an 
increased height of 29 feet. The proposed roof height of 29 feet combined with the 6-foot 
high parapet results in a height of 35 feet (Exhibit #5, pp.7-8). The proposed height of 35 
feet is consistent with the general height of residences seaward of Trolleyway, which on 
average range from 20 to 37 feet in height. 

The proposed project has a height of 35 feet (Exhibit #5, pp. 7 -8) as measured. from the 
centerline of the frontage road. Therefore, the proposed duplex residence complies with 
the 37 -foot height limit for Playa Del Rey identified in the Commission approved LUP and 
previous Commission approvals. The proposed residence is consistent with the bulk of 
nearby residences in terms of floor area, layout and height. The lot is relatively flat and no 
grading is proposed; therefore. the proposed project minimizes alteration of landform. A 
planter will be located along a portion of the south property line and will provide an area for 
onsite percolation. Drainage from the driveway will be directed to the existing storm drain 
via a drain located at the bottom of the driveway in front of the garages. All other drainage 
will be directed to the existing storm drain on Trolleyway. 

The proposed residence is setback approximately 20 feet (Exhibit #5, p.2) and the second 
floor deck is setback approximately 11 feet (Exhibit #5, p.3) from the seaward property 
line. The proposed deck setback is not consistent with the City's required rear yard 
setback of 15 feet from the property line. The City and Coastal Commission require 
minimum rear yard setbacks on beachfront lots to provide a buffer zone between residents • 
and the public on the adjacent beach. Without enforcement of minimum setbacks, 
homeowners would be able to build decks up to their property line. This would result in a 
private residential use abutting public property and would not provide a buffer between the 
residential structure and the public beach. This may serve to negatively impact the 
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experiences of both residents and visitors to the beach. Additionally, allowing a deck to 
encroach into the minimum required rear yard setback would negatively impact the visual 
quality of the lot as viewed by the public on the beach, as opposed to providing an open 
buffer zone for ground level residential uses. Condition 5 requires the applicant to provide 
revised plans showing a revised deck set back a minimum of 15 feet from the property line. 

As conditioned, the scenic and visual qualities of the area will not be negatively impacted 
by the proposed structure. In order to ensure that the proposed project is constructed 
within the allowable height limit, the approval is conditioned to limit the roof height to 37 
feet. No portion of the structure shall exceed 37 feet in elevation above the grade as 
measured from the centerline of the frontage road unless approved by an amendment to 
this coastal development permit. Only as conditioned is the proposed project consistent 
with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act. 

E. PUBLIC ACCESS/PARKING 

The beach and bike path are public recreational resources. The Commission has imposed 
Special Condition 4 to protect the quality of that recreational experience by preserving 
public parking that supports public recreational use of the beach and bike path. The 
Commission has consistently found that a direct relationship exists between residential 
density, the provision of adequate parking, and the availability of public access to the 
coast. 

• Section 30252 of the Coastal Act states, in part: 

• 

The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance 
public access to the coast by ... (4) providing adequate parking facilities .... 

To assure the development has adequate parking for the owners' uses Special Condition 4 
is imposed to provide for five on-site parking spaces. In this case, the proposed project 
provides a three-car garage and two guest-parking spaces adjacent to the driveway 
(Exhibit #5, pp.1-2). Therefore, the proposed project provides an adequate parking supply 
for the proposed duplex residence and preserves on-street public parking. The proposed 
project is consistent with prior Commission decisions for Playa Del Rey that required two 
parking spaces per residential unit and provisions for guest parking. The Commission 
finds that, only as conditioned to maintain the proposed five on-site parking spaces, is the 
proposed project consistent with Section 30252 of the Coastal Act. 

F. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM 

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a coastal 
development permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local government 
having jurisdiction to prepare a Local Coastal Program which conforms with Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act: 

(a) Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a coastal development 
permit shall be issued if the issuing agency, or the commission on appeal, 
finds that the proposed development is in conformity with the provisions of 
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·Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) of this division and that the •. 
permitted development will not prejudice the ability of the local government to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with the provisions of 
Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200). A denial of a Coastal 
Development Permit on grounds it would prejudice the ability of the local 
government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with the 
provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) shall be 
accompanied by a specific finding which sets forth the basis for such 
conclusion. 

The Del Rey Lagoon Specific Plan. which encompasses the Westchester-Playa del Rey 
area, was approved by the General Plan Advisory Board of the City of Los Angeles on May 
21, 1980. Revisions were incorporated into the plan based on comments from Citizen 
Advisory Committee meetings on July 9, 1980 and October 21, 1980, a public meeting on 
July 22, 1980, and a City Planning Commission hearing on October 27, 1980. The policy 
portion of the plan was reformatted into a District Plan Amendment and approved by the 
General Plan Advisory Board on March 4, 1981. The Commission reviewed and approved 
with modifications the Local Coastal Program, however, the City did not accept the 
Commission's approval. Neither the Land Use Plan nor the Implementation Plan portions 
of the Local Coastal Program are certified. 

The proposed development as conditioned is consistent with the public access, recreation, • 
and community character policies of Chapter Three of the Coastal Act. The Commission 
finds that approval of the proposed development, as conditioned, will not prejudice the 
City's ability to prepare a certified Land Use Plan or a Local Coastal Program consistent 
with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, as required by Section 30604(a). 

G. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 

Section 13096 Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations requires Commission 
approval of a coastal development permit application to be supported by a finding showing 
the application, as conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any 
applicable requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 
21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there 
are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available, which would 
substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that the activity may have on the 
environment. 

The proposed project, as conditioned, has been found consistent with the Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act. All adverse impacts have been minimized and there are no 
feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially 
lessen any significant adverse impact that the activity may have on the environment. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project can be found consistent with 
the requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA. 

End/KT 
• 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this wave run up study is to determine if the proposed development 
will be subject to wave runup or wave attack over the typical life (75 years) of the 
development. If the property will be subject to wave run up or wave attack, the analysis will 
discuss how frequently it will occur, what the predicted water volume and water height will 
be on the site, and how, if necessary, to manage the overtopping waters. The analysis also 
will determine if the site will be subject to direct wave attack over the project life. If the site 
is subject to direct wave attack then the analysis will include design parameters for wave 
forces. The analysis uses design storm conditions typical of the February 1998, January 
18-19, 1988 and winter of 1982-83 type storm waves and beach conditions. 

The subject site, 7025-7027 Trolley Way, Playa del Rey, is a rectangular lot 
approximately 30' X 1 03'. There is an existing structure on the lot, see Photograph 1. The 
lot is fronted by a very wide sand beach {approximately 500 feet wide) and the Pacific 
Ocean. About 200 feet from the ocean front property line is a coastal boardwalk. This 
shoreline is located at the south central protion end of the Santa Monica Littoral Cell. A 
littoral cell is a coastal compartment that contains a complete cycle of littoral sedimentation 
including sources, transport pathways and sediment sinks. The Santa Monica Littoral Cell 
extends from Point Dume to Palos Verdes Point, a distance of 40 miles. Most of the 
shoreline in this littoral cell has been essentially stabilized by man. The local beaches were 
primarily made by man through nourishment as a result of major shoreline civil works 
projects (Hyperion Treatment Plant, Marina Del Rey, King Harbor, etc.). The up-coast and 
down-coast movement of sand along the shoreline is mostly controlled by groins, 
breakwaters, and jetties and is generally to the south and southeast. A major sink for the 
beach sands is the Redondo Submarine Canyon located at the entrance to King Harbor. 

7025-7027 TROLLEY WAY 

~ 

Photograph 1. Site photo January 24, 2001 
COASTAL COMMISS 
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The shoreline in front of this site is very stable due to its proximity to several 
stabilizing coastal structures (see Photographs). To the northwest of the site is a groin (500 
feet}, the jetties for Ballona Creek and Marina del Rey (2,500 feet), and the breakwater for 
the marina entrance channel (2,500 feet). Down coast (to the southeast) is a series of 
groins spaced about 1 000 feet or greater apart for a few miles. These structures in 
combination essentially stabilize the shoreline. However, even though this section of 
shoreline has been determined to be stable over the long term, the site is subject to short 
term seasonal erosion from extreme storms. This short term erosion from extreme tides 
and waves has resulted in the temporary narrowing of the beach, and in some other areas 
within the littoral cell, damage to the coastal structures. 

II. DATUM & DATA 

The datum used in this report is Mean Sea Level (MSL), which is +0.14 feet National 
Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD). The units of measurement in this report are feet (ft), 
pounds force (lbs), and second (sec). A topographic map prepared by Denn Engineers, 
Dated October 10, 2000 was used for site elevations. The NOAA Nautical Chart #18744 
was used to determine bathymetry. Aerial photographs, from the early 1960's to 1981 and 

•• 

aerial photographs taken annually from 1982 thru 1999, were reviewed for shoreline • 
changes. Architectural drawings of the proposed development, prepared by Pat Killen 
Architect, were also reviewed. The site was inspected by the undersigned on January 24, 
2001. 

Ill. SITE BEACH EROSION & WAVE ATTACK 

In order to determine the potential for wave runup to reach the site historical aerial 
photographs over the last four decades were reviewed. None of the photographs showed 
that wave runup reached site over the four-decade time frame. Photograph 2, taken on 
January 19, 1988 the day after the "400 year" wave event, shows the eroded beach in front 
of the site. However, the beach did not erode back to the site and wave run up did not 
reach the property. Photograph 3, taken in January 1999, shows what could be described 
as the normal beach width (about 500 feet). A review of the annual aerial photographs over 
the last 20 years shows a very wide beach even though the photos were taken in the winter 
and spring, when the beach is seasonally the narrowest. Based upon review of the aerial 
photographs, it is highly unlikely that the shoreline will erode back far enough to allow direct 
wave attack or wave runup attack at the site. This is due to the close proximity of 
stabilizing structures to the site. While extremely unlikely, under severely eroded beach 
conditions and extreme storms in the future, wave runup may reach the site. In order to 
determine the impact of runup reaching the site a runup and overtopping analysis will be 
performed. 

COASTAL COMMISSI. 
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Photograph 3. Normal beach conditions. 
COASTAL COMMISSIO 
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The calculated overtopping rate for the eroded beach conditions a relatively 
small1.3 ft3/s-ft. This flow rate would account for water depths of about 4 inches. These 
rare event overtopping waters may reach the seaward side of the site under the extreme 
design conditions. However, the beach in front of the site is at about +13.4' MSL and has 
a 32 inch high wall on the seaward side so the few inches foot of water will not overtop the 
wall and impact the site. The frequency of this type of extreme oceanographic conditions 
is about once every 1 00 years. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Prediction of runup and overtopping on a beach during extreme storm events is a 
very complex problem. The flow rates presented here represent what is defined as flow 
which is sustained by continuous volume flow, even though it will actually occur with the 
cycle of the waves. The calculations made herein use state of the art methods, yet they 
are based on several simplifying assumptions (see Chapter 7 of SPM). There are several 
facts that indicate that wave runup and overtopping will not reach the site or adversely 
impact the site over the life of the structure. 

• 

• There is a very wide ( 500 feet) sandy beach in front of the site 99.9% of the time. • 

• A review of aerial photographs over the last four decades shows little overall 
shoreline retreat in general and a wide sand beach even at times when the beach 
is seasonally at its narrowest. 

• The shoreline is stable with no erosion and there is no reason to assume that this 
will change over the life of the structure. In addition, 200' width of beach 
(approximately) is recognized by coastal engineers as a sufficiently wide enough 
beach to provide back-shore protection. 

• The site has not been subject to significant wave runup attack in the past, even 
during the most extreme El Nino events. 

• The runup analysis shows that the 100 year wave runup event will not reach the 
site. 

• The presence of the 32 inch high wall on the southwestern side of the site will 
prevent wave overtopping from reaching the site. 

In conclusion, wave runup and overtopping will not impact this site over the life of ~ 
the proposed improvement. The proposed development and existing eB'ftleetJWIMis.tN 
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neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of 
the site or adjacent area. There are no recommendations necessary for wave runup 
protection. The proposed project minimizes risks from flooding. However, the site is 
relatively low-lying and proper site drainage and drainage control will be necessary. 

VII. CERTIFICATION 

This report is prepared in accordance with accepted standards of engineering 
practice, based on the site conditions, the materials observed and historical data reported. 
No warranty is expressed or implied. 

VIII. REFERENCES 

Coastal Construction Manual, 1986 FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) Ref 
# FEMA-55 

Shore Protection Manual, 1984, 4th ed. 2 Vols, US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment 
Station, Coastal Engineering Research Center, US Government Printing Office, 
Washington. DC . 

USACOE (US Army Corps Of Engineers), 1986, "Southern California Coastal Processes 
Data Summary" Ref# CCSTW 86-1. 

IX. COPYRIGHT 

This report is an instrument of professional service provided by Skelly Engineering to 
Doreen Stone. As such it is protected by the copyright laws of .the United States. 
Reproduction of this report, in whole or in part, is permitted only if title, date, and author is 
cited in full. Any secondary use of this report is made entirely at the risk of the user. It is 
strongly recommended that a competent coastal engineer be consulted when interpreting 

any of this information. _.~:;t:·i· :'.~;;: : '., 
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.. 
~ s-~TE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AGENCY GRAY DAVIS, Governor 

" CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
South. Coast Area Office 
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000 

• 

Beach, CA 90802-4302 
590-5071 

Permit Application No.: 5-01-342 
Date: December 17, 2000 
Page: 1 of 9 

• 

• 

TU3a RECORD PACKET COPY 

ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT 

APPLICANT: Del Rey Development 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Convert three residential units of an existing 81-unit apartment 
complex into six units, provide six new on-site parking spaces, 
and replace existing balconies. 

PROJECT LOCATION: 6204 Vista Del Mar, Playa del Rey 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION: The findings for this determination appear on 
subsequent pages. 

NOTE: P.R.C. Section 30624 provides that this permit shall not become effective until it is 
reported to the Commission at its next meeting. If one-third or more of the appointed 
membership of the Commission so request, the application will be removed from the 
administrative calendar and set for public hearing at a subsequent Commission meeting . 
Our office will notify you if such removal occurs. 

This permit will be reported to the Commission at the following time and place: 

Tuesday, January 8, 2002 
9:00am 
Westin HoteiMLAX 
5400 West Century Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 

IMPORTANT- Before you may proceed with development. the following must occur: 

Pursuant to 14 Cal. Admin. Code Sections 13150(b) and 13158, you must sign the enclosed 
duplicate copy acknowledging the permit's receipt and accepting its contents, including all 
conditions, and return it to our office. Following the Commission's meeting, and once we have 
received the signed acknowledgement and evidence of compliance with all special conditions, we 
will send you a Notice of Administrative Permit Effectiveness. 

BEFORE YOU CAN OBTAIN ANY LOCAL PERMITS AND PROCEED WITH DEVELOPMENT, 
YOU MUST HAVE RECEIVED BOTH YOUR ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT AND THE NOTICE OF 
PERMIT EFFECTIVENESS FROM THIS OFFICE. 

PETER DOUGLAS 
Executive Director 

By: AI J. Padilla 
Title: Coastal Program Analyst 
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STANDARD CONDITIONS: 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development 
shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or 
authorized agent, acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms 
and conditions, is returned to the Commission office. 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years 
from the date this permit is reported to the Commission. Development shall be 
pursued in a diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. 
Application for extension of the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 

3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be 
resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission. 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided 
assignee files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions 
of the permit. 

5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be 
perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all 
future owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 

1. · Drainage Plan. 

PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant 
shall submit to the Executive Director for review and written approval, a Drainage Plan 
documenting that the runoff from the roof, driveway and other impervious surfaces 
shall be collected and directed into pervious areas on the site (landscaped areas) for 
infiltration to the maximum extent practicable in a non-erosive manner, prior to being 
conveyed off-site. 

The permittee shall undertake the development in accordance with the approved plans. 
Any proposed changes to the approved plans shall be reported to the Executive 
Director. No changes to the plans shall occur without a Coastal Commission approved 
amendment to this coastal development permit unless the Executive Director 
determines that no amendment is required. 

• 

• 

• 
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PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the applicant 
shall submit to the Executive Director for review and written approval, a lighting plan 
documenting that all new lighting for the proposed development of the parking spaces 
shall be directed onto the property and shielded from off-site areas to minimize off-site 
illumination. 

The permittee shall undertake the development in accordance with the approved plans. 
Any proposed changes to the approved plans shall be reported to the Executive 
Director. No changes to the plans shall occur without a Coastal Commission approved 
amendment to this coastal development permit unless the E;xecutive Director 
determines that no amendment is required. 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION (continued): 

The Executive Director hereby determines that the proposed development is a category of 
development which, pursuant to PRC Section 30624, qualifies for approval by the 
Executive Director through the issuance of an Administrative Permit. Subject to Standard 
and Special Conditions as attached, said development is in conformity with the provisions 
of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act of 1976 and will not have any significant impacts on the 
environment within the meaning of the California Environmental Quality Act. If located 
between the nearest public road and the sea, this development is in conformity with the 
public access and public recreation policies of Chapter 3. 

FINDINGS FOR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION: 

A. Project Description and Background 

The applicant proposes to convert three residential units of an existing 81-unit apartment 
complex into six units, provide six new on-site parking spaces, and replace existing 
balconies. 

To convert the three units to six units, the work will involve all interior modifications. All 
three units consist of three bedroom units. The applicant will convert the units to three 
two-bedroom units and three one-bedroom units with new interior walls and interior doors 
for the new units. 

Approximately 85 existing balconies will be replaced due to age and deterioration of the 
wood. The balconies will be replaced in same location and size. The balconies are 
approximately 14 feet in length and extend out 4 feet. Some interior renovation work has 
been on-going. This work is interior modifications, does not include intensification of the 
site, and therefore, would be exempt from Coastal Commission permit requirements. 
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The subject property is located along the northern terminus of Vista del Mar and • 
Esplanade, immediately south of the Ballona Creek channel, in the subcommunity of the 
Del Rey Lagoon planning area, in the City of Los Angeles (Exhibit No.1). The area is 
developed with multi-story multi-family and single-family development. 

The existing 81-unit apartment complex consists of a mix of three and two bed-room units 
and studio units located within two separate main buildings. The apartment buildings were 
originally constructed in two phases. The first phase, consisting of 42 units and 42 parking 
spaces, was constructed in 1965 (see Exhibit No.5, Certificate of Occupancy). The 
second phase, consisting of 75 units and 6 guest rooms (studio units) and 100 parking 
spaces, was constructed in 1970 (see Exhibit No. 6, Certificate of Occupancy). 

In March 1981, the City of Los Angeles submitted a draft Local Coastal Program (LCP) for 
Commission approval. Commission staff recommended denial of the total LCP as 
submitted and conditional certification of the total LCP with conditions. At its December 
18, 1981 hearing, the Commission denied the City's LCP submittal. Therefore, the 
standard of review for this planning area is the Chapter Three policies of the Coastal Act. 

B. Public Access/Recreation 

Section 30211 of the Coastal Act states: 

Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where 
acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the 
use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. 

One of the strongest goals of the Coastal Act is to protect, provide and enhance public 
access to and along the coast. The existing 81-unit apartment complex (two residential 
buildings) consists of a mix of three and two bed-room units and studio units, with 142 on
site parking spaces, based on the Certificate of Occupancy for the two separate apartment 
buildings. The City's parking requirements, at the time of approval of these structures, 
was based on number of bedrooms, therefore, the 142 spaces was determined to be 
consistent with the City parking requirements for that time. However, the applicant has 
indicated that there are actually 208 parking spaces on-site (66 more than required by the 
City). Approximately 45 of the 66 additional parking spaces are included on the 
applicant's original plans within the parking garages of the apartment buildings, and have 
existed since the development of the two buildings. The remaining 21 additional spaces 
are located along the eastern property line. Although these spaces are not shown on the 
original plans, the applicant has indicated that the area has been used for parking since 
the construction of the buildings. The oldest aerial photographs available in the South 
Coast District office that show the project site were taken in 1986, and they show that the 
area was used as parking since that time. 

• 

Although the 21 spaces have existed for a number of years, they are not included on the • 
original plans and it is not clear if the spaces meet the City's parking construction 
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standards, and are considered by the City as official spaces. Therefore, the 21 spaces 
should not be counted as part of the applicant's parking total. 

Based on the current parking standards of two parking spaces per unit, that has been 
established by the Commission through past coastal development permit approval, the 
proposed project would be required to provide 162 parking spaces, 20 more than required 
by the City for the original project. However, taking into account the additional 45 parking 
spaces that were added within the parking garages, the project provides 25 more spaces 
than would be required under the Commission parking standards. However, the additional 
spaces were added to meet a demand generated by the 142 units, and the applicant has 
benefited from the use of those spaces for over 30 years. Therefore, the existing parking 
supply should not be counted toward the intensification of the site. The intensification of 
the site with three additional residential units should require six additional parking spaces 
beyond what is currently provided. 

As part of this project the applicant will provide six new spaces within an open gravel area 
adjacent to the street Esplanade, in the western portion of the property. The proposed 
parking plan for the addition of three parking spaces has been reviewed and approved by 
the City's Traffic Division. 

The proposed project is located approximately 3 blocks from the beach, separated from 
the beach by Del Rey Lagoon/park and three rows of residential development. On the 
west side of the lagoon, along Pacific Avenue there is public parking provided for the park. 
The parking is used by park visitors, and beachgoers due to its proximity to the beach. 
There are also two beach parking pay lots at the western terminus of Pacific Avenue. The 
proposed project will not adversely impact beach or recreational access within this area 
and will not significantly impact traffic. Therefore, the Executive Director determines that 
the proposed project is consistent with Section 30211 of the Coastal Act. 

C. Control of Polluted Runoff 

Section 30230 states: 

Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where feasible, restored. 
Special protection shall be given to areas and species of special biological or 
economic significance. Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a 
manner that will sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and that will 
maintain healthy populations of all species of marine organisms adequate for long
term commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes. 

Section 30231 states: 

The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, 
estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine 
organisms and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where 
feasible, restored through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of waste 
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water discharges and entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of ground • 
water supplies and substantial interference with surface water flow, encouraging 
waste water reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas that protect 
riparian habitats, and minimizing alteration of natural streams. 

The project site is located adjacent to the Ballona Creek channel and Del Rey Lagoon, 
which is connected to Ballona Creek through a tide gate. The channel is separated from 
the project site by an approximately fifteen-foot wide flood control access road, and cinder 
block wall located along the property line. The proposed project poses a potential source 
of pollution due to contaminated runoff from the proposed parking areas. 

The applicant has indicated that five of the parking lots will be improved so that drainage 
will flow onto an adjacent existing 500 square foot pervious area. Runoff from parking 
area will be able to percolate into the pervious area and minimize any runoff from the site. 
The remaining single space, which is located separate from the other five spaces will drain 
into an existing on-site drain. Because of the age of the drain system, it is most likely that 
the development's drain system does not include any filter system or other Best 
Management Practices that would reduce the amount of pollutants draining from the site. 
However, the single space, which will drain an area approximately 180 square feet, will not 
significantly increase the amount of runoff from the site. Furthermore, the area for the six 
new spaces will total less than 1 ,000 square feet. This area constitutes less than 2% of 
the total property area. Therefore, the impact from the six parking spaces will not be 
significant as long as the applicant directs drainage from the five spaces to the pervious • 
area. The applicant has not submitted drainage plans, therefore, to ensure that drainage 
for at least five of the six spaces is directed to the pervious area and the single space is 
directed to the on-site drain, the applicant shall provide a drainage plan indicating that 
drainage is directed to on-site pervious areas or drains. The applicant shall also agree to 
undertake the development in accordance with the approved plans. The Commission, 
therefore, finds that, as conditioned, the development will be consistent with Section 
30230 and 30231 of the Coastal Act. 

D. Environmental Resources 

Section 30230 of the Coastal Act states: 

Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where feasible, restored. 
Special protection shall be given to areas and species of special biological or 
economic significance. Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a 
manner that will sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and that will 
maintain healthy populations of all species of marine organisms adequate for 
long-term commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes. 

Section 30240 of the Coastal Act states in part: • 
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(a) Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any 
significant disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those 
resources shall be allowed within those areas. 

(b) Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas 
and parks and recreation areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts 
which would significantly degrade those areas, and shall be compatible with the 
continuance of those habitat and recreation areas. 

The proposed project is located adjacent to Ballona Creek and Del Rey Lagoon, which 
provide habitat for many marine species, such as the California Least Tern, Great blue 
Heron, and various species of fish. Exterior lighting from the proposed project for the 
parking areas could adversely impact on birds and fish that are found along the creek and 
lagoon. 

The applicant proposes to install some minor lighting to the existing building to illuminate 
the proposed parking areas. Because of the orientation of the existing building in relation 
to the proposed parking, lighting will not significantly impact the surrounding off-site area. 
However, to ensure that lighting is directed to the site and will minimize the amount of light 
escaping into the surrounding area, the applicant shall provide and implement a lighting 
plan which shows the type of lights proposed and the use of light shields to ensure that 
light is mainly directed on-site. The Commission finds that, only as conditioned by this 
permit, will the project minimize any substantial adverse environmental impacts and be 
consistent with Section 30230 and 30240 of the Coastal Act. 

D. Public Comments 

A tenant of one of the apartments has contacted staff to object to the project. The tenant 
concern is with the existing parking, indicating it is not adequate, work that has been in 
progress, and rent increases due to upgrades. 

The issue regarding existing on-site parking has been addressed above. The apartment 
units and parking supply were permitted by the City prior to the Coastal Act, parking ratios 
are vested and not subject to Commission's authority, therefore, the use and number of 
City approved parking spaces have been "grandfathered". Generally, projects that have 
been approved prior to the Coastal Act, are not required to bring existing development up 
to current Commission standards. However, intensification of existing uses have been 
required by the Commission to provide parking based on current Commission parking 
requirements to accommodate new development. In this particular case, the applicant is 
providing parking, based on Commission parking standards, to support the demand 
generated by the new units. 

With regards to work in progress, interior renovation work is exempt from Coastal 
Commission permit requirements. At this time, staff is not aware of any work occurring on 
the site that would require a Coastal Commission permit. 
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Finally, with regards to residential rental rate increases, the Coastal Act does not address • 
this issue, therefore, the Commission has no jurisdiction over this issue. 

E. Local Coastal Program 

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a coastal 
development permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local government 
having jurisdiction to prepare a Local Coastal Program (LCP) which conforms with Chapter 
3 policies of the Coastal Act: 

(a) Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a coastal development permit 
shall be issued if the issuing agency, or the Commission on appeal, finds that the 
proposed development is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 30200) of this division and that the permitted 
development will not prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a 
Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 30200). A denial of a coastal development permit on 
grounds it would prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a Local 
Coastal Program that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 30200) shall be accompanied by a specific finding 
which sets forth the basis for such conclusion. 

The City of Los Angeles does not have a certified Local Coastal Program for the Playa del 
Rey area. The City of Los Angeles submitted its Local Coastal Program in March 1981. 
The Commission denied the submitted LCP on December 18, 1981. The City has not 
planned the submittal of a revised LCP. As proposed the development will not prejudice 
the City's ability to prepare a Local Coastal Program in conformity with Chapter 3 of the 
Coastal Act. The Executive Director, therefore, determines that the proposed project is 
consistent with the provisions of Section 30604 (a) of the Coastal Act. 

F. California Environmental Quality Act 

Section 13096 Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations requires Commission 
approval of a coastal development permit application to be supported by a finding showing 
the application, as conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any 
applicable requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 
21 080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there 
are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available, which would 
substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that the activity may have on the 
environment. 

• 

The proposed project has been found consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal 
Act. All adverse impacts have been minimized and there are no feasible alternatives or • 
feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant 
adverse impact that the activity may have on the environment. Therefore, the Executive 
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Director determines that the proposed project can be found consistent with the 
requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA. 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA - THE RESOURCES AGENCY   EDMUND G. BROWN, Governor 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
South Coast Area Office 
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 
(562) 590-5071 

Th12.5a 

STAFF REPORT: REVISED FINDINGS 

Application Number: A-5-VEN-15-0026

Applicant:  422 Grand Blvd LLC 

Agents:  Rosario Perry, Melinda Gray, Fred Gaines, Sherman Stacey 

Project Location:  418-422 Grand Boulevard (Lot Nos. 7 & 8, Block 3, Tract
9358), Venice, City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County
(APN Nos. 8614-017-003 and 4232-013-004).

Project Description: Construct three-story, 35 foot high, 3,913 square foot single-
family home, two-car garage, and swimming pool; and 
consolidate two lots at 418-422 Grand Boulevard. 

Commissioners on Mitchell, Turnbull-Sanders, Uranga, Cox, Groom, Howell, 
Prevailing Side:  McClure, Kinsey 

Staff Recommendation: Adopt the revised findings. 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION COMMISSION ACTION 

Staff is recommending that the Commission adopt the following revised findings in support 
of the Commission’s action on August 12, 2015 to deny Coastal Development Permit 
Application No. A-5-VEN-15-0026.  

At a public hearing on June 11, 2015, the Commission found that the appeal of local Coastal 
Development Permit No. ZA-2014-1358-CDP-1A, issued by the City of Los Angeles, raised a 
substantial issue with respect to the proposed project’s consistency with Chapter 3 of the Coastal 
Act. The Commission is now required to hold a de novo hearing on the merits of the project. 

Filed:      4/17/15 
Denied:      8/12/15 
Staff:                        Z. Rehm-LB
Staff Report:      5/26/16 
Hearing Date:      6/9/16 
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As originally proposed, the structure was inconsistent with the size and mass of neighboring 
residential structures and with the character of the community. In consultation with Commission 
staff, the applicant has revised the proposed plans to reduce the size of the structure by 
approximately 600 square feet. The applicant has redesigned the front façade to feature a stepped 
back design, reducing the mass of the structure by removing approximately half of the front 
portion of the third story which fronts Grand Boulevard. The applicant has also proposed a three-
foot high fence and drought tolerant non-invasive landscaping in the front yard in an effort to 
provide a more pedestrian-friendly scale consistent with the community character. 

In its action at the de novo hearing on August 12, 2015, the Commission determined that, 
even as modified, the proposed single family home was not consistent with the visual 
resources and minimization of adverse impacts policies of the Coastal Act. In particular, 
the proposed home, especially when considered in combination with the related 
development proposed at 416 Grand Boulevard, was inconsistent with the scale, mass, and 
character of the surrounding residential neighborhood. Additionally, the Commission 
found that approval of the application would have an adverse cumulative effect on the 
special coastal community of Venice and would prejudice the ability of the City of Los 
Angeles to prepare a certified local coastal program for Venice. 

Staff recommends approval of Coastal Development Permit Application No. A-5-VEN-15-0026 
with special conditions requiring the applicant to implement construction best management 
practices, provide drought tolerant non-invasive landscaping, rain cisterns, and a pool cover, 
minimize fence height, and undertake development in accordance with the approved final plans. 
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I. MOTION AND RESOLUTION 
 
Motion:  
 

I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit Application No. A-5-
VEN-15-0026 pursuant to the staff recommendation. 
 
I move that the Commission adopt the revised findings proposed by staff in support of 
the Commission’s action on August 12, 2015 to deny Coastal Development Permit 
Application No. A-5-VEN-15-0026. 
 

Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in approval of the permit as 
conditioned and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by 
affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 
 
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of the motion will result in the adoption of revised 
findings as set forth in this staff report. The motion requires a majority vote of the 
members from the prevailing side present at the August 12, 2015 hearing, with at least 
three of the prevailing members voting. Only those Commissioners on the prevailing side of 
the Commission’s action are eligible to vote on the revised findings. 
 
The Commissioners on the prevailing side are: Mitchell, Turnbull-Sanders, Uranga, Cox, 
Groom, Howell, McClure, and Kinsey. 
 
 
Resolution: 
 

The Commission hereby approves a coastal development permit for the proposed 
development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as 
conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and 
will not prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of 
the permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) 
feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially 
lessen any significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there 
are no further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially 
lessen any significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 
 
The Commission hereby adopts the findings set forth below for the denial of Coastal 
Development Permit Application No. A-5-VEN-15-0026 on the grounds that the 
findings support the Commission’s decision made on August 12, 2015 and accurately 
reflect the reasons for it. 
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II. STANDARD CONDITIONS 
 
This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions: 
 
1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall not 

commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized agent, 
acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned 
to the Commission office. 
 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the 
date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a 
diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of 
the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 
 

3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be resolved by 
the Executive Director or the Commission. 
 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files 
with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit. 

 
5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be perpetual, 

and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all future owners and 
possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 

 
 
III. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
 
This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions: 
 
1. Landscaping and Irrigation.  By acceptance of this permit, the permittee agrees that: 

 

A. Vegetated landscaped areas shall consist of native plants or non-native drought tolerant 
plants, which are non-invasive. No plant species listed as problematic and/or invasive by 
the California Native Plant Society (http://www.CNPS.org/), the California Invasive 
Plant Council (formerly the California Exotic Pest Plant Council) (http://www.cal-
ipc.org/), or as may be identified from time to time by the State of California shall be 
employed or allowed to naturalize or persist on the site. No plant species listed as a 
“noxious weed” by the State of California or the U.S. Federal Government shall be 
utilized within the property. All plants shall be low water use plants as identified by 
California Department of Water Resources (See: 
http://www.water.ca.gov/wateruseefficiency/docs/wucols00.pdf). 
 

B. The permittee shall maintain the proposed rain cisterns in a functional state over the life 
of the development. If the rain cisterns cease functioning, the permittee shall replace 
them.  
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C. If using potable water for irrigation, only drip or microspray irrigation systems shall be 
used. Other water conservation measures shall be considered, such as weather based 
irrigation controllers. 

 
D. The swimming pool shall include a pool cover, which shall be maintained in a functional 

state over the life of the development.  
 

2. Water Quality.  By acceptance of this permit, the permittee agrees that the approved 
development shall be carried out in compliance with the following BMPs:     

 
A. No construction materials, debris, or waste shall be placed or stored where it may be 

subject to water, wind, rain, or dispersion; 
 

B. Any and all debris resulting from construction activities shall be removed from the 
project site within 24 hours of completion of the project; 

 
C. Construction debris and sediment shall be removed from construction areas each day that 

construction occurs to prevent the accumulation of sediment and other debris which may 
be discharged into coastal waters; 

 
D. Erosion control/sedimentation Best Management Practices shall be used to control dust 

and sedimentation impacts to coastal waters during construction. BMPs shall include, but 
are not limited to: placement of sand bags around drainage inlets to prevent 
runoff/sediment transport into coastal waters;  

 
E. All construction materials, excluding lumber, shall be covered and enclosed on all sides, 

and as far away from a storm drain inlet and receiving waters as possible; 
 

F. The permittee shall ensure the proper handling, storage, and application of petroleum 
products and other construction materials. These shall include a designated fueling and 
vehicle maintenance area with appropriate berms and protection to prevent any spillage 
of gasoline or related petroleum products or contact with runoff. It shall be located as far 
away from the receiving waters and storm drain inlets as possible; 

 
G. The permittee shall develop and implement spill prevention and control measures; 

 
H. The permittee shall maintain and wash equipment and machinery in confined areas 

specifically designed to control runoff.  Thinners or solvents shall not be discharged into 
sanitary or storm sewer systems.  Washout from concrete trucks shall be disposed of at a 
location not subject to runoff and more than 50-feet away from a stormdrain, open ditch 
or surface water; and 

 
I. The permittee shall provide adequate disposal facilities for solid waste, including excess 

concrete, produced during construction. 
 

3. Fences.  The front fence in the 15 foot front-yard setback area shall be constructed no higher 
than three-feet above grade as measured from the public sidewalk adjacent to Grand 
Boulevard. The side and rear yard fences shall be constructed no higher than six-feet at any 
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point as measured from natural grade. The side yard fence at the west side of the property 
(between the swimming pool on the subject site and the adjacent property at 416 Grand 
Boulevard) shall be maintained in a functional state throughout the life of the development.     
 

4. Permit Compliance.  The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the 
approved final plans, specifically including the site plan, landscaping plan, and drainage plan. 
Any proposed changes to the approved final plans shall be reported to the Executive 
Director. No changes to the approved final plans shall occur without a Commission-approved 
amendment to Coastal Development Permit No. A-5-VEN-15-0026 unless the Executive 
Director determines that no amendment is legally required. 

 
 
IV II. DUAL PERMIT JURISDICTION AREA 
 
Within the areas specified in Section 30601 of the Coastal Act, which is known in the City of Los 
Angeles permit program as the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area, the Coastal Act requires that any 
development which receives a local coastal development permit also obtain a second (or “dual”) 
coastal development permit from the Coastal Commission. For projects located inland of the areas 
identified in Section 30601 (i.e., projects in the Single Permit Jurisdiction area), the City of Los 
Angeles local coastal development permit is the only coastal development permit required. 
 
The proposed project site is within the Single Permit Jurisdiction area. On March 4, 2015, the 
City of Los Angeles approved local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA-2014-1358-CDP-1A, 
but that action was appealed to the Coastal Commission. On June 11, 2015, the Commission 
found that the appeal raised a substantial issue with respect to the proposed project’s consistency 
with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. On August 12, 2015, the Commission held a de novo 
hearing on the merits of the project and denied Coastal Development Permit Application 
No. A-5-VEN-15-0026. The Commission is now required to hold a de novo hearing on the 
merits of the project. Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act is the standard of review. 
 
V III. REVISED FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 
 
Staff Note:  The following revised findings include all of the changes made by the Commission in its 
action to deny the proposed development on August 12, 2015. The portions of those findings that are 
being deleted are struck through and additions to the findings are bolded and underlined. 
 
A.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

422 Grand Blvd LLC proposes to construct a three-story, 35-foot high, 3,913 square foot single-
family home with attached 367 square foot two-car garage and a swimming pool on two 
adjoining lots at 418-422 Grand Boulevard in Venice (Exhibit 1). The applicant has submitted 
revised plans (Exhibit 2) which reduce the size and mass of the structure by removing 
approximately half of the front portion of the third story which fronts Grand Boulevard 
(approximately 600 square feet; see Exhibit 3). The revised plans also call out enlarged windows 
and design articulations on the front façade of the house. The revised plans propose drought 
tolerant non-invasive landscaping, gutters and downspouts, and rain catchment cisterns in the 
side yards. Finally, the revised plans call out a three-foot high fence set back one foot from the 
sidewalk at Grand Boulevard and six to seven-foot high side and rear yard fences. 
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The project is proposed on two graded lots in the middle of a residentially zoned block (RD1.5-
1-O) in the North Venice subarea within the City of Los Angeles Single Permit Jurisdiction area.
The proposed project fronts Grand Boulevard, a wide street paved on top of the original Grand
Canal of Venice, developed by Abbot Kinney in the early 1900s. The site is approximately 1,000
feet inland of Venice Beach and Ocean Front Walk (Exhibit 1). Grand Boulevard and the
surrounding residential blocks feature predominately single-family residences and duplexes of
varying architectural styles. ranging from one-story to The homes on the subject block and in
the surrounding neighborhood are mostly one and two-stories, with many wood
bungalows; there are only two three-story plus-roofdeck modern glass structures on either side
of the subject block (Exhibit 4).

Both residential lots proposed for development are approximately 25-feet wide by 90-feet deep. 
In addition, a separate De Novo Coastal Development Permit (CDP) application is pending with 
the Coastal Commission for development of a two-story, 29 foot high, 1,800 square foot single-
family home and attached two car-garage on the adjacent lot at 416 Grand Boulevard. Separate 
applications are pending with the Los Angeles Department of City Planning for a two-story 
1,462 square foot home plus 420 square foot two-car garage and a three-story 4,848 square foot 
home plus roofdeck and 397 square foot two-car garage on three adjoining lots to the east (424-
428 Grand Blvd), one of which lots are currently graded and the latter two of which are currently 
developed with a 1940s era duplex. 

B. PROJECT HISTORY
 

The subject development is proposed across two lots at 418 and 422 Grand Boulevard, which 
were previously developed with portions of two different duplexes (there was one duplex over 
two lots at 416-418 Grand Blvd and a second duplex over two lots at 422-424 Grand Blvd). The 
two duplexes were constructed over four residential lots (Lots 6, 7, 8, & 9, Block 3, Tract 9358) 
in 1947. The applicant purchased 416-418 Grand Boulevard on July 30, 2012 and 422-424 Grand 
Boulevard on August 8, 2012. On June 27, 2013, after reviewing information submitted by the 
applicant, the City of Los Angeles Housing and Community Investment Department determined 
that all four units within the two pre-existing duplexes qualified as affordable under the City’s 
Interim Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act.  

On September 17, 2013, the Los Angeles Director of Planning issued a Venice Sign Off and a 
Mello Clearance for the demolition of each of the two duplexes (DIR-2013-2903-VSO-MEL and 
DIR-2013-2910-VSO-MEL). The City’s Mello Act Coordinator determined that it was infeasible 
to provide replacement affordable housing units on-site or off-site. Each feasibility study was 
accompanied a one page Mello Act Compliance Review Worksheet which defines feasible: 
“capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, 
taking into account economic, environmental, social, and technical factors.” 

On October 22, 2013, the same applicant submitted Coastal Development Permit Application 
No. 5-13-0949 to the Commission proposing to demolish two pre-existing duplexes spanning 
four residential lots and construct a three-story, 30-foot high, 6,166 three story single-family 
home. The proposed development would have consolidated three lots. In a letter dated November 
19, 2013, Commission staff notified the applicant’s representative that the proposed development 
was inconsistent with the standards of the Coastal Act and the certified Venice Land Use Plan 
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and encouraged the applicant to modify the project and apply for a local coastal development 
permit from the City of Los Angeles. 
 
The applicant elected to move forward with the demolitions of the two duplexes. On January 24, 
2014, after the applicant obtained new local approvals for the demolitions of both duplexes, the 
Executive Director approved the demolitions under waiver of coastal development permit 
requirements No. 5-13-0949-W. The De Minimis Waiver noted: “the applicant’s stated intent is 
to develop the properties with residences once the necessary approvals are obtained.” 
 
On December 16, 2014, the City of Los Angeles Director of Planning issued DIR-2014-4716-
VSO, approving a single-family dwelling with two-car garage, guest parking space, pool, and 
spa on Lots 7 and 8. On December 26, 2014, a City of Los Angeles Zoning Administrator 
approved 2014-1358-CDP for development of a three-story, 35-foot high, 4,816 square foot 
single-family home with an attached 367 square foot two-car garage on the same site. The 
Zoning Administrator’s action was appealed to the City of Los Angeles Planning Commission. 
On March 4, 2015, the Planning Commission upheld the Zoning Administrator’s decision and 
approved with conditions local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA-2014-1358-CDP-1A. 
 
On April 17, 2015, the Executive Director of the Coastal Commission and Robin Rudisill et al 
submitted appeals of the City’s action. At a public hearing on June 11, 2015, the Commission 
found that a substantial issue exists with respect to the proposed project’s consistency with the 
Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. On August 12, 2015, the Commission held a de novo 
hearing on the merits of the project and denied Coastal Development Permit Application 
No. A-5-VEN-15-0026. The Commission’s action voided the local coastal development permit 
and the Commission is now required to hold a de novo hearing on the merits of the project.  
  
C.  DEVELOPMENT 
 

The Venice community – including the beach, the boardwalk, the canals, and the eclectic 
architectural styles of the neighborhoods (Exhibit 4) – is one of the most popular visitor 
destinations in California. According to the Venice Chamber of Commerce, 16 million people 
visit annually, drawn by the unique characteristics of the area including “the Pacific Ocean, 
Boardwalk vendors, skaters, surfers, artists, and musicians.”1 The North Venice subarea includes 
Abbot Kinney Boulevard and Grand Boulevard, each developed in the early 20th century as part 
of Mr. Kinney’s vision for a free and diverse society. Venice was the birthplace of The Doors 
and The Lords of Dogtown and its unique characteristics attracted myriad artists and musicians 
from the Beat Generation to the poets and street performers people still travel to Venice to see.   
Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states in part: 
 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected 
as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall…be visually 
compatible with the character of surrounding areas... 

 
Section 30253 of the Coastal Act states in part: 
 

New development shall… 

                                                           
1 Venice Chamber of Commerce w ebsite. < http://venicechamber.net/visitors/about -venice/>  
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e) where appropriate, protect special communities and neighborhoods that, 
because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination points for 
recreational uses.  

 
The entire Venice community is a popular visitor serving destination point for recreational uses 
specifically because of its unique characteristics. The North Venice subarea and the Venice 
boardwalk subsection of that area (approximately 1,000 feet west of the subject site) are the most 
popular visitor destination points in Venice, and among the most popular in California. Sections 
30251 and 30253 of the Coastal Act state that such scenic areas and special communities shall be 
protected. 
 
When the Commission certified the Venice Land Use Plan (LUP) in 2001, it considered the 
potential impacts that development could have on community character and adopted residential 
building standards to ensure development was designed with pedestrian scale and compatibility 
with surrounding development. Given the specific conditions surrounding the subject site and the 
eclectic development pattern of Venice, it is appropriate to use the certified LUP policies as 
guidance in determining whether or not the project is consistent with sections 30251 and 30253 
of the Coastal Act.  
 
In this case, the certified Venice Land Use Plan echoes the priority expressed in Coastal Act for 
preservation of the nature and character of unique residential communities and neighborhoods.  
 
Policy I. E. 1, General, states 
 

Venice's unique social and architectural diversity should be protected as a 
Special Coastal Community pursuant to Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 
of 1976. 

 
Policy I. E. 2. Scale, states. 
 

New development within the Venice Coastal Zone shall respect the scale and character of 
the community development. Buildings which are of a scale compatible with the 
community (with respect to bulk, height, buffer and setback) shall be encouraged. All new 
development and renovations should respect the scale, massing, and landscape of 
existing residential neighborhoods. 

 
Policy I. E. 3. Architecture, states. 
 

Varied styles of architecture are encouraged with building facades which incorporate 
varied planes and textures while maintaining the neighborhood scale and massing.  

 
Policy I. A. 1 b, Residential Development, states, in part: 
 

In order to preserve the nature and character of existing residential 
neighborhoods, lot consolidations shall not be permitted in the Venice Canals and 
Silver Strand Residential Neighborhoods. No more than two lots may be 
consolidated in…North Venice. Lot consolidations may be permitted only subject 
to the following limitations: 
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i. No building or structure shall be constructed on what were more than two 

contiguous lots prior to lot consolidation… 
ii. Building facades shall be varied and articulated to provide a pedestrian 

scale which results in consistency with neighboring structures on small 
lots. Such buildings shall provide habitable space on the ground floor, a 
ground level entrance and landscaping and windows fronting the street… 

iii. Front porches, bays, and balconies shall be provided to maximize 
architectural variety.   

 
The project originally proposed under Coastal Development Permit Application No. 5-13-0949 
was a three-story, 30-foot high, 6,166 three story single-family home over three lots, which was 
inconsistent with Sections 30251 and 30253 of the Coastal Act and with the policies of the 
certified LUP because it was not visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area. 
The structure was not consistent with the scale, massing, and landscape of the existing residential 
neighborhood and the proposal to construct one house over three lots was inconsistent with the 
policies of the certified LUP. 
 
The applicant withdrew the referenced proposed 6,166 square foot house from the original CDP 
application and modified the proposed project to include a three-story, 35-foot high, 4,816 square 
foot single-family home with an attached 367 square foot two-car garage on the subject two lots 
and a 1,064 square foot single family home on a third adjacent lot. That proposal was approved 
by the City of Los Angeles but the Commission found that the project raised a substantial issue 
with respect to consistency with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, specifically the policies related to 
scenic and visual qualities and community character referenced above. 
 
The applicant has since modified the proposed project and submitted revised plans which feature 
a three-story, 35-foot high, 3,913 square foot single-family home with attached 367 square foot 
two-car garage and a swimming pool on two adjoining lots at 418-422 Grand Boulevard. The 
revised plans reduce the size and mass of the structure by removing approximately half of the 
front portion of the third story which fronts Grand Boulevard (approximately 600 square feet; see 
Exhibit 3). The revised plans also call out enlarged windows and design articulations on the 
front façade of the house. The revised plans propose drought tolerant non-invasive landscaping, 
gutters and downspouts, and rain catchment cisterns in the side yards.  
 
The Commission finds that even as modified, the revised proposal is significantly more not 
consistent with the scale, massing, and landscape of the existing residential neighborhood and 
would not be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area. Although there are 
several other three-story structures on the subject block, the majority of surrounding 
development is significantly smaller scale than the proposed development.  Two three story 
homes on the block include including a 2,798 square foot single family home at 404 Grand 
Blvd. and a 3,159 square foot single family home at 406 Grand Blvd. approved by the Executive 
Director under waivers of coastal development permit requirements (5-13-040-W and 5-12-222-
W; see photos in Exhibit 4). Those homes were built to nearly the maximum size allowed by the 
zoning code and the certified LUP, but are still approximately 1,100 square feet and 800 
square feet, respectively, smaller than the proposed development, although they do have 
and included roofdecks and narrower front setbacks than the subject application. There is also a 
two story, 3,362 square foot four-unit apartment building to the west of the subject site at 414 
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Grand Blvd. and a three-story 2,526 square foot single family home at 434 Grand Blvd. There 
are two one-story structures at 426-428 Grand Blvd. to the east of the subject site and many one 
and two-story structures on the opposite side of the street.  
 
The Commission finds that the referenced existing large structures do not represent the 
prevailing pattern of development on the subject block or the character of the special 
coastal community of Venice. The size of the proposed home would be greater than any of 
the existing structures on the subject block, including the four unit apartment building. 
The proposed development would be out of scale with the character of the neighborhood, 
especially when considered in combination with the related, proposed structure at 416 
Grand Boulevard. The fact that other large homes exist in the area and are allowed by the 
zoning code does not mean that every property owner is entitled to maximize the 
development potential of every site. While the LUP and zoning code lay out maximums for 
height and setbacks, development must still be consistent with all of the other provisions of 
these codes, including community character – these maximums are not entitlements. 
Section 30251 of the Coastal Act states that the scenic and visual qualities of an area shall 
be considered as a resource of public importance and Section 30253 states that special 
communities and neighborhoods shall be protected. The subject application would not be 
consistent with the scenic and visual resources of the area and would have an adverse 
cumulative effect on the community character of Venice, which is defined as a special 
coastal community in the certified Land Use Plan.    
         
The revised proposal features a 15 foot front yard setback with a three-foot high front yard fence 
setback one foot from the sidewalk adjacent to Grand Boulevard. In order to ensure that the 
development preserves the pedestrian scale which contributes to the unique character of the 
community as outlined in the certified LUP, Special Condition 3 requires that the front fence in 
the 15 foot front-yard setback area shall be constructed no higher than three-feet above grade as 
measured from the public sidewalk adjacent to Grand Boulevard. The side and rear yard fences 
shall be constructed no higher than six-feet at any point as measured from natural grade. 
 
The revised proposal is also consistent with the existing landscape of the community because it 
provides drought tolerant non-invasive landscaping in the 15-foot front setback, which will be 
visible from the sidewalk and will provide contrast from the front façade of the home.  
 
The revised proposal includes the use of different materials from the home proposed next door 
by 416 Grand Blvd LLC (which is controlled by the same applicant) under the related, but 
separate, Coastal Development Permit No. A-5-VEN-15-0027 (Exhibit 3). The proposed three-
foot high fences fronting each of the two proposed developments are also distinct from one 
another in design. To further separate the two developments so that they do not function as one 
compound, which would be inconsistent with the character of the community as identified in the 
certified LUP, the applicant proposes and Special Condition 3 requires that the side yard fence 
at the west side of the property (between the swimming pool on the subject site and the adjacent 
property at 416 Grand Boulevard) shall be maintained in a functional state throughout the life of 
the development.  
 
In order to ensure that the development is carried out as shown on the revised plans, consistent 
with the size and scale of surrounding structures and with the pedestrian scale which contributes 
to the unique character of the community as outlined in the certified LUP, Special Condition 4 
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requires the applicant to undertake development in accordance with the approved final plans, 
specifically including the site plan, landscaping plan, and drainage plan.  
 
As described in the staff report for the Commission’s certification of Venice’s Land Use 
Plan, allowing large homes to be constructed on two or more consolidated lots significantly 
changes the character of neighborhoods: “The major threat to the unique character of the 
small pedestrian oriented scale of many Venice neighborhoods is lot consolidations. Very 
large new residential projects built across two or more consolidated lots would be 
substantially out of scale and character with the older small-lot Venice neighborhoods.”  
See http://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2000/11/T10e-11-2000.pdf (pp. 38, 44-45).   
Accordingly, Venice Land Use Plan Policy I. A. 1 b forbids lot consolidations in some areas 
and significantly restricts it in others. The North Venice neighborhood is one neighborhood 
in which lot consolidation is restricted. Under this policy, proposals to consolidate two lots 
in North Venice may be found to be consistent with the Coastal Act and with the Venice 
LUP only if proposed structures are articulated to provide a pedestrian scale and are 
designed to be visually compatible with surrounding structures.  
 
Here, the proposed home, even as modified, is not consistent with the scale, mass, and 
landscape of the surrounding development. It does not feature substantial articulation, 
aside from the stepped back third story and sloped roof which have been designed to meet 
the allowance for an extra five feet of building height beyond the thirty-feet permitted for 
flat roofs in the North Venice subarea. The architectural style of the home is also similar to 
that of the proposed adjacent structure at 416 Grand Boulevard, and the two have been 
designed to surround what appears to be a common courtyard and pool area.  Both on its 
own as well as when analyzed cumulatively with the proposed adjacent structure, the 
proposed development is not consistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act because it 
will not be visually compatible with the character of surrounding area, which features 
primarily smaller, one and two story single family residences on single lots. The proposed 
structure would be significantly larger than all of the surrounding development, including 
a 3,362 four unit apartment building to the west, and would be over 1,000 square feet 
larger than all but one single family home on either side of the subject block. 
 
Opponents of the proposed project assert that the City’s public hearing procedures violated 
Venice residents’ due process, did not comply with the California Environmental Quality Act, 
and did not comply with California Government Code Section 65590 (the Mello Act). They 
argue that the Venice LUP contains standards for implementation of the Mello Act which the 
City of Los Angeles ignored. 
 
The California Legislature amended the Coastal Act to remove some specific policies related to 
the Commission’s direct authority to protect affordable housing in the coastal zone. Section 
30604 of the Coastal Act, as amended, contains the following policies: 
 

(f) The commission shall encourage housing opportunities for persons of low and 
moderate income. In reviewing residential development applications for low- and 
moderate-income housing, as defined in paragraph (3) of subdivision (h) of 
Section 65589.5 of the Government Code, the issuing agency or the commission, 
on appeal, may not require measures that reduce residential densities below the 
density sought by an applicant if the density sought is within the permitted density 
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or range of density established by local zoning plus the additional density 
permitted under Section 65915 of the Government Code, unless the issuing 
agency or the commission on appeal makes a finding, based on substantial 
evidence in the record, that the density sought by the applicant cannot feasibly be 
accommodated on the site in a manner that is in conformity with Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 30200) or the certified local coastal program. 
 
(g) The Legislature finds and declares that it is important for the commission to 
encourage the protection of existing and the provision of new affordable housing 
opportunities for persons of low and moderate income in the coastal zone. 

 
These policies require the Commission to encourage cities and property owners to provide 
affordable housing opportunities, but they have not been interpreted as a basis for the 
Commission to mandate the provision of affordable housing through its regulatory program. In 
1982, the legislature codified California Government Code Section 65590 (the Mello Act), 
requiring local governments to protect and increase the supply of affordable housing in the 
Coastal Zone.  
 
The City of Los Angeles is responsible for implementation of the Mello Act in its segments of 
the Coastal Zone, including Venice. Its initial regulatory program for Mello compliance was 
challenged by a 1993 lawsuit brought by displaced low income tenants at 615 Ocean Front Walk, 
where the City approved a new development with no replacement affordable housing. That 
lawsuit resulted in a 2001 settlement agreement between the aggrieved parties, the Venice Town 
Council et al, and the City of Los Angeles2. Since 2001, the City has been regulating 
development through its Interim Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act. 
In this case, the City of Los Angeles Housing and Community Investment Department 
determined that the subject site contained two affordable housing units in each of two pre-
existing duplexes but the City of Los Angeles Planning Department determined that it was 
infeasible to provide replacement affordable housing on the site and approved two separate 
Mello Act Compliance reviews on February 9, 2015.  
 
The Venice Land Use Plan was certified after the Coastal Act was amended to remove specific 
affordable housing policies, and after the Mello Act was passed. The City’s certified LUP sets 
forth specific policies encouraging the preservation of existing residential units. LUP Policy 
I.A.9. Replacement of Affordable Housing, states: 
 

Per the provisions of Section 65590 of the State Government Code, referred to as 
the “Mello Act”, the conversion or demolition of existing residential units 
occupied by persons and families of low or moderate income shall not be 
permitted unless provisions have been made for replacement of those dwelling 
units which result in no net loss of affordable housing in the Venice Community in 
accordance with Section 65590 of the State Government Code (Mello Act). 

 
The certified Venice Land Use Plan also includes Policy I.A.11 requiring affordable housing 
units to be replaced at a 1:1 ratio, Policy I.A.12. giving displaced residents priority for new units, 

                                                           
2 No. B091312. Second Dist., Div. Seven. Jul 31, 1996. Venice Town Council Inc. et al., Plaint if fs 
and Appellants, v. City of Los Angeles et al., Defendants and Respondents 
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Policy I.13.A allowing for greater residential density in projects that include affordable housing 
units, Policy I.A.14 allowing for the provision of fewer parking spaces than required for projects 
that include affordable housing units, and Policy I.A.15 allowing for a payment of a fee in lieu of 
providing actual required replacement affordable housing units.  
 
However, LUP Policy I.A.16 incorporates by reference the exception provisions of the Mello 
Act. Applying Policy I.A.16. Exceptions, for proposed demolitions of fewer than three units in 
one structure, or up to 10 units in multiple structures, replacement of affordable housing units is 
only required when the local government determines that it is feasible. In this case, the City 
considered the demolitions of each duplex separately and the City did not require any 
replacement affordable housing units because the City determined that it was not feasible to 
provide replacement affordable housing units, pursuant to the provision of the Mello Act. 
 
The Commission has no jurisdiction to alter the City’s Mello Act determinations. The California 
Government Code makes it clear that it is the responsibility of the local government to 
implement Section 65590. Nor can the Commission invalidate the City’s California 
Environmental Quality Act determination. In its substantial issue analysis, the Commission 
found that the appellant’s contentions regarding the City’s Mello Act and CEQA determinations 
did not raise a substantial issue because the Commission does not have jurisdiction to review 
those contentions. 
 
For the reasons discussed above, the development is located proposed within an existing 
developed area that because of its unique characteristics is a popular destination point for 
recreational uses. In order to be consistent with the visual resources and minimization of 
adverse impacts policies of the Coastal Act, new development must be designed to be 
visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas and to and, as conditioned, will 
be compatible with the character and scale of the surrounding area, has been designed to assure 
structural integrity, and will avoid cumulative adverse impacts on visual resources and 
community character. The proposed home is larger than any other structure on the subject 
block and, both individually and in combination with the related, adjacent proposed home 
at 416 Grand Ave., is inconsistent with the character of the area. Therefore, the Commission 
finds that the development, as conditioned, conforms denies the proposed development due to 
its inconsistency with Sections 30251 and 30253 of the Coastal Act. 
   
D.  WATER QUALITY 
 

As originally submitted by the applicant and approved by the City of Los Angeles, the proposed 
project was not consistent with Section 30231 of the Coastal Act, which states: 
 

The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, 
estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine 
organisms and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where 
feasible, restored through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of 
waste water discharges and entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion 
of ground water supplies and substantial interference with surface water flow, 
encouraging waste water reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation buffer 
areas that protect riparian habitats, and minimizing alteration of natural streams. 
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The City approved development was not consistent with Section 30231 of the Coastal Act 
because the site plan did not call out on-site drainage devices and the special conditions of the 
approved permit did not require construction best management practices to prevent discharge of 
construction debris into coastal waters. The City-approved development did not include a 
landscape plan or requirement for drought tolerant landscaping. The City-approved development 
did not include features or requirements for controlling runoff or surface water flow generated on 
site or from storm events. Additionally, the City’s approval was not consistent with section 
30253(d) of the Coastal Act which requires new development to minimize energy use because it 
did not include requirements for low water/energy use appliances or other features designed to 
reduce resource use during California’s extreme drought. Project opponents also argued that the 
proposed swimming pool was not appropriate during California’s extreme drought. 
The applicant has submitted revised plans. The revised site plan calls out a pool cover for the 
pool, which will substantially reduce water and energy use. The revised landscape plan features 
entirely drought-tolerant, plant species. The drainage plan features gutters and downspouts which 
direct water to rain cisterns. Water from the cisterns will be utilized to irrigate the landscaped 
areas through a drip or microspray system. The applicant proposes construction best 
management practices including filters to capture any runoff during construction. In order to 
ensure that water quality is preserved and energy use is minimized over the life of the 
development, Special Condition 1 requires the applicant to provide drought tolerant non-
invasive landscaping, rain cisterns, and a pool cover, and maintain the cisterns and the pool cover 
in a functional state. In order to preserve water quality during construction, Special Condition 2 
requires the applicant to implement construction best management practices.    
 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed development, as conditioned, conforms with 
Sections 30231 and 30253 of the Coastal Act regarding protection of water quality to promote 
biological productivity and minimization of energy consumption in new development. However, 
the proposed development cannot be found consistent with other sections of the Coastal 
Act, and therefore is denied. 
 
E.  PUBLIC ACCESS 
 

As conditioned to provide a pedestrian scale along the portion of the property fronting Grand 
Boulevard, the proposed development will not affect the public’s ability to gain access to, and/or 
to make use of, the coast and nearby recreational facilities. Therefore, as conditioned, the 
development conforms with Sections 30210 through 30214, Sections 30220 through 30224, and 
30252 of the Coastal Act. However, the proposed development cannot be found consistent 
with other sections of the Coastal Act, and therefore is denied. 
 
F.  LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM 
 

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a coastal 
development permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local government 
having jurisdiction to prepare a Local Coastal Program (LCP) which conforms with Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act: 
  
Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a Coastal Development Permit shall be issued 
if the issuing agency, or the Commission on appeal, finds that the proposed development is in 
conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) of this division 
and that the permitted development will not prejudice the ability of the local government to 
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prepare a local coastal program that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 30200). 
 
The City of Los Angeles does not have a certified Local Coastal Program for the Venice area. 
The City of Los Angeles Land Use Plan (LUP) for Venice was effectively certified on June 14, 
2001. The Commission's standard of review for the proposed development is the Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act. The certified Venice LUP is advisory in nature and may provide 
guidance. 
 
As conditioned proposed, the proposed development is not consistent with the policies of 
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and is not consistent with the certified Land Use Plan for the area. 
The City of Los Angeles is in the process of preparing a Local Coastal Program for the 
Venice area. Approval of the project, as conditioned proposed, will not would prejudice the 
ability of the local government to prepare an LCP that is in conformity with the provisions of 
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. In particular, approving this home and the related home at 416 
Grand Ave. would modify the character of the neighborhood, thereby making it more 
difficult for the City to adopt a Local Coastal Program that preserves and protects the 
existing community character.  Protecting community character is a classic cumulative 
impacts issue, and this project—especially when considered in combination with the related 
proposal at 416 Grand Ave. and other past, current and probable future projects—would 
prejudice the City’s ability to prepare and adopt an LCP that protects the community’s 
existing character.  Therefore, the Commission denies the proposed development, consistent 
with the provisions of Section 30604 (a) of the Coastal Act. 
 
G.  CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 
 

Section 13096 Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations requires Commission approval of a 
coastal development permit application to be supported by a finding showing the application, as 
conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any applicable requirements of 
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits 
a proposed development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or feasible 
mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect 
which the activity may have on the environment. The City is the lead agency for CEQA 
compliance and after preparing an Initial Study, the City adopted Mitigated Negative Declaration 
No. ENV-2014-1357-MND. 
 
As conditioned proposed, there are no feasible alternatives or additional feasible mitigation 
measures available that would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect that the activity 
may have on the environment. The development has not been designed to eliminate adverse 
effects to community character and visual resources. The applicant could construct up to 
four less massive homes on the two lots subject to this application, each of which could be 
designed consistent with the character of the surrounding area and with the Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act, thereby mitigating the project’s visual and aesthetic impacts. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project, as conditioned to mitigate the 
identified impacts, is the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative and can be found 
consistent with the requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA denies the proposed 
project because of the availability of environmentally preferable alternatives. 
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In any event, CEQA does not apply to private projects that public agencies deny or 
disapprove. Pub. Res. Code § 21080(b)(5). Accordingly, because the Commission denied the 
proposed project, it is not required to adopt findings regarding mitigation measures or 
alternatives. 
 
 
Appendix A – Substantive File Documents 
1. City of Los Angeles Certified Land Use Plan for Venice (2001) 
2. Coastal Development Permit Waiver No. 5-13-0949-W 
3. City File for Local Coastal Development Permit ZA-2014-1356-CDP-1A 
4. City File for Local Coastal Development Permit ZA-2014-1358-CDP-1A 
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7 WALLACE

8 LAMB'S EAR

9 PURPLES AND YELLOW

10    RED KANGAROO PAW

11 STAR JASMINE

12 MARATHON LAWN

13 BERKLEY SEDGE

14 POMEGRANATE

15 THYME, OREGANO, DYMONDIA

GROUND COVER

16 HUMMING B.
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18 PURPLE THREE AWE
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21 PINEAPPLE GUAVA

22 DWARF FLOWERING MAPLE
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24 GERANIUM CRANESBILL
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A NON-EROSIVE MANNER

RUNOFFS TO BE CONVEYED TO

THE STREET AND THE STORM

DRAIN WITH AN INSTALLED

FILTERING SYSTEM MAINTAINED 

ON-SITE DURING THE

CONSTRUCTION DURATION

SITE PLAN LEGEND

1.        418 GRAND BLVD. - CISTERN AND PLANTER BOX
REQUIREMENTS

ROOF AREA:                                          1,653 SQ. FT.
3RD FLOOR DECK AREA:                        606 SQ. FT.
2ND FLOOR DECK AREA:                          69 SQ. FT.
TOTAL CONTRIBUTING AREA:  2,328 SQ. FT.

TOTAL CISTERN GALLONS FOR ROOF AND
2ND FLR. DECK AREA: 620 GALLONS

TOTAL PLANTER BOX AREA FOR 3RD FLOOR
DECK AREA AND 194 SQ. FT. OF ROOF AREA : 

46 SQ. FT.

2. 416 GRAND BLVD. - RAINWATER REQUIREMENTS

ROOF AREA:                                            883 SQ. FT.
TOTAL CONTRIBUTING AREA:      883 SQ. FT.

TOTAL CISTERN GALLONS FOR ROOF AREA: 250

IRRIGATION CONTROLLER
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LANDSCAPE IMAGES

WEATHER CONTROLLED
IRRIGATION CONTROLLER

PORCH CURB
22

PORCH
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DRIP OR MICROSPRAY IRRIGATION
SYSTEM TO BE PROVIDED
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1      LIGHT GREY ZINCALUM PANELS

2     ALUMINUM WINDOWS BY JACK'S GLASS

3      SMOOTH STEEL-TROWELED STUCCO

4     SCULPTURAL GUTTER

5      CORROSION RESISTANT WEEP SCREED

        4" ABOVE GRADE OR PAVING

6    METAL GUARDRAIL

7    GALV. SHEET METAL GUTTER AND DOWNSPOUTS

8    SELF CLOSING SOLID SLAB METAL PANEL DOOR

9     JACUZZI W/ GLASS FRONT

10    EXPOSED STEEL I-BEAM

11    GAS FIREPLACE

12 CURB-MOUNTED SKYLIGHT

13 RUST PATINA METAL AWNING

14 EXPOSED STEEL BEAM
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16 GALV. METAL ROLLUP GARAGE DOOR

17 GALV. METAL SCUPPER

18 BONDERIZED METAL PANELS

19    WOOD SIDING (RESYSTA)

20    CBF COMPOSITE PANELS

21    COMPOSITE WOOD SCREEN

22    32"W x 94"H - 310 GALLON CISTERN

23 31"W x 84"H - 250 GALLON CISTERN

24   PERFORATED METAL SCREEN W  BACKING
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418 GRAND BLVD.:  ROOF PLAN VIEW 

418 GRAND BLVD. ORIGINAL

2ND FLOOR 
DORMER WINDOW

MECH.
ENCLOSURE

ROOF OVERHANG

ROOF OVERHANG

MECH.

ENCLOSURE

DORMER

WINDOW

418 GRAND BLVD. REVISED
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 1

/3
 O
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418 GRAND BLVD.:  ANGLE VIEW 

418 GRAND BLVD. ORIGINAL

REMOVED

REMOVED

418 GRAND BLVD. REVISED

REAR 1/3 OF SITE
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416 AND 418 GRAND BLVD.:  STREET ELEVATION VIEW

GRAND BLVD.

DIFFERENT MATERIALS FOR EACH HOUSE
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416 & 418 GRAND MATERIALS BOARD
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One-story bungalows/cottages directly across street from subject site 

Photos: Commission staff (4/25/15) Modern three-story homes on same block (west of subject site) 
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STAFF REPORT:  APPEAL – SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE 

Local Government: City of Los Angeles 

Local Decision:  Approval with Conditions 

Appeal Number:  A-5-VEN-17-0051

Applicant:  Blake Fogel

Agent: Robert Thibodeau, Du Architects

Appellant:  Coastal Commission Executive Director

Project Location:  305-309 Ocean Front Walk, Venice, City of Los Angeles
(Los Angeles County APNs: 4286-030-022 & 4286-030-023)

Project Description: Appeal of City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit 
No. DIR-2016-1341 for the demolition of a one-story, 1,728 sq. ft. 
commercial structure and surface parking lot, and the construction 
of a 30-ft. high, three-story mixed use structure with 2,850 sq. ft. 
of retail space on the ground floor, three residential units on the 
second and third floors, each with a roof deck and 39.5-ft. high 
roof access structure, and two subterranean levels of parking 
providing 50 on-site parking spaces, on two beachfront lots 
totaling 8,206 sq. ft. in the Dual Permit Jurisdiction Area. 

Staff Recommendation: Substantial Issue 

IMPORTANT HEARING PROCEDURE NOTE 
The Commission will not take public testimony during the “substantial issue” phase of the appeal 
hearing unless at least three commissioners request it. The Commission may ask questions of the 
applicant, any aggrieved person, the Attorney General, or the Executive Director prior to 
determining whether or not to take testimony regarding whether the appeal raises a substantial issue. 
If the Commission takes testimony regarding whether the appeal raises a substantial issue, testimony 
is generally and at the discretion of the Chair limited to three minutes total per side. Only the 
applicant, persons who opposed the application before the local government (or their 
representatives), and the local government shall be qualified to testify during this phase of the 
hearing. Others may submit comments in writing. If the Commission finds that the appeal raises a 
substantial issue, the de novo phase of the hearing will follow, unless it has been postponed, during 
which the Commission will take public testimony. 

Th25a 
Filed:           09/20/2017 
49th Working Day:  12/01/2017 
Staff: S. Vaughn – LB
Staff Report: 10/27/2017
Hearing Date:  11/09/2017 
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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
The staff recommends that the Commission determine that a substantial issue exists with respect 
to the grounds on which Appeal A-5-VEN-17-0051 has been filed because the local coastal 
development permit does not address coastal hazards that could impact the development over its 
lifetime, such as wave run-up, sea level rise, and coastal erosion. Therefore, the locally approved 
development does not minimize risks to life and property caused by flooding and shoreline erosion 
associated with sea level rise, as required by Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, nor does it address 
related adverse impacts to public access and recreation. 
 
The proposed project is located on two beachfront lots and includes two levels of subterranean 
parking that would be constructed below the existing water table and reach a depth of 
approximately 22 feet below grade (Exhibit 3). As sea levels rise, so does the potential for storm 
surges, ground water intrusion, and a rise in the water table at and near the site. As such, the 
proposed development could be subject to both flooding and wave attack. Constructing 
subterranean development in such a vulnerable area does not minimize risks to life and property. 
Additionally, if the beach erodes up to the development, the subterranean structure could act as a 
seawall as the mean high tide line migrates inland. This would alter the ability for the beach to 
erode naturally, would alter natural landforms, and could impede public access along the migrating 
public trust tidelands. Pursuant to Sections 30235 and 30253 of the Coastal Act, shoreline 
protective devices are allowed when necessary to protect existing development and designed to 
minimize adverse impacts to coastal resources; however, they are not allowed if they are designed 
to protect new development and are inconsistent with Coastal Act resource protection policies. 
Here, the structure could effectively function as a shoreline protective device that would have 
negative impacts to the beach and public access.  Because the project is not designed to protect 
preexisting development, the City’s approval of it raises a substantial issue regarding consistency 
with Sections 30235 and 30253 of the Coastal Act.   
 
The City’s local coastal development permit does not reference any study or analysis of the 
potential hazards that could impact the development over its lifetime, such as wave run-up, sea 
level rise, and coastal erosion.  Therefore, the City’s findings that the project is consistent with 
Sections 30211 and 30253 of the Coastal Act are inadequate because they do not discuss potential 
impacts from sea level rise, shoreline erosion, and the potential need for a shoreline protection 
device. 
 
Given the project’s location and anticipated sea level rise, it is possible that the site will be subject 
to effects from sea level rise, including, but not limited to, flooding, wave action, and erosion.  
During the appeal and dual permit process, Commission staff can review and analyze the 
appropriate wave run-up and sea level rise studies so that the proposed project can be fully 
evaluated for consistency with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act, including Section 30253. 
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I. MOTION AND RESOLUTION 
 

Motion:  
 
I move that the Commission determine that Appeal No. A-5-VEN-17-0051 raises NO 
Substantial Issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed under § 
30602 of the Coastal Act. 

 
Staff recommends a NO vote.  Failure of this motion will result in a de novo hearing on the 
application, and adoption of the following resolution and findings.  Passage of this motion will 
result in a finding of No Substantial Issue and the local action will become final and effective.  The 
motion passes only by an affirmative vote of the majority of the appointed Commissioners present. 
 
Resolution: 
 

The Commission hereby finds that Appeal No. A-5-VEN-17-0051 presents A 
SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed 
under § 30602 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency with the Chapter 3 policies of the 
Coastal Act. 

 

II. APPELLANT’S CONTENTIONS 
 

The City-approved local CDP authorizes the demolition of a one-story, 1,728 sq. ft. commercial 
structure and surface parking lot and the construction of a 30-ft. high, three-story mixed use 
structure with 2,850 sq. ft. of retail space on the ground floor, three residential units on the second 
and third floors, each with a roof deck and 39.5-ft. high roof access structure, and two subterranean 
levels of parking providing 50 on-site parking spaces on two adjacent beachfront lots totaling 
8,206 sq. ft. in area. 
 
The appeal was filed by the Executive Director of the Coastal Commission (Exhibit 4) and contends 
the following: 
 

The City-approved mixed-use development is located on two beachfront parcels. The City’s local 
CDP does not reference any study or analysis of the potential hazards that could impact the 
development over its lifetime, such as wave run-up, sea level rise, and coastal erosion. The 
primary issue raised by the project is that although the beach is currently wide enough that the 
structure would most likely be safe from wave action in the immediate future, given sea level rise, 
the development could be directly subject to wave action and shoreline erosion during the 
structure’s expected life. The project appears to be designed to likely ensure the structure’s 
stability (from an engineering perspective) once the area of the beach where the seaward portion 
of the structure is located becomes inundated due to sea level rise; however, this would be 
achieved by utilizing a substantial subterranean foundation that would both extend not only below 
expected scour level of the beach, but below the current water table. The project’s two levels of 
subterranean parking could also be subject to flooding. This foundation itself would act 
effectively as a seawall in that it would fix the back of the beach (no landward migration of the 
sandy be would be possible because the structure would “fix” the back of the beach and thus the 
seaward portion of the structure would eventually be expected to be located in the water with 
little or no sandy beach seaward of the structure) which, in the long run, could adversely impact 
public access along the beach inconsistent with the public access and recreation policies of the 
City’s certified Land Use Plan (LUP) and Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. 
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III. LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTION 
 

On January 23, 2017, the Director of City Planning held a public hearing for Local CDP DIR-
2016-1341 (Exhibit 2) for the project. The City’s record indicates that three persons spoke in 
opposition to the project at the public hearing: Susan Chevalier, Lisa Smith and Adrienne 
O’Donnell.  On August 2, 2017, the Director of City Planning issued a determination letter 
approving the local CDP for the proposed project, as well as a Specific Plan Project Permit (SPP). 
The City’s decision on the local CDP was not appealed to the City of Los Angeles Planning 
Commission. The City’s Notice of Final Local Action for the local CDP was received in the 
Coastal Commission’s Long Beach Office on August 22, 2017, and the Coastal Commission’s 
required twenty working-day appeal period was established. On September 20, 2017, one appeal 
was received from the Commission’s Executive Director (Exhibit 4). No other appeals were 
received prior to the end of the appeal period on September 20, 2017. 
 
IV. APPEAL PROCEDURES 
 

Section 30600(b) of the Coastal Act provides that prior to certification of its LCP, a local 
jurisdiction may, with respect to development within its area of jurisdiction in the coastal zone and 
consistent with the provisions of sections 30604, 30620 and 30620.5, establish procedures for the 
filing, processing, review, modification, approval or denial of a coastal development permit. 
Pursuant to this provision, the City of Los Angeles developed a permit program in 1978 to exercise 
its option to issue local coastal development permits. Sections 13301-13325 of Title 14 of the 
California Code of Regulations provide procedures for issuance and appeals of locally issued 
coastal development permits. Section 30602 of the Coastal Act allows any action by a local 
government on a coastal development permit application evaluated under Section 30600(b) to be 
appealed to the Commission.  The standard of review for such an appeal is the Chapter 3 policies 
of the Coastal Act.  [Cal. Pub. Res. Code §§ 30200 and 30604.] 
 
After a final local action on a local CDP application, the Coastal Commission must be noticed 
within five days of the decision. After receipt of such a notice, which contains all the required 
information, a twenty working-day appeal period begins during which any person, including the 
applicant, the Executive Director, or any two members of the Commission, may appeal the local 
decision to the Coastal Commission.  [Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 30602.]  As provided under section 
13318 of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations, the appellant must conform to the 
procedures for filing an appeal as required under section 13111 of Title 14 of the California Code 
of Regulations, including the specific grounds for appeal and a summary of the significant question 
raised by the appeal. 
 
The action currently before the Commission is to find whether there is a “substantial issue” or “no 
substantial issue” raised by the appeal of the local approval of the proposed project. Sections 
30621 and 30625(b)(1) of the Coastal Act require a de novo hearing of the appealed project unless 
the Commission determines that no substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds for appeal. 
 
Commission staff recommends a finding of substantial issue. If the Commission decides that the 
appellant’s contentions raise no substantial issue as to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal 
Act, the action of the local government becomes final. Alternatively, if the Commission finds that 
a substantial issue exists with respect to the conformity of the action of the local government with 
the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act, the local CDP is voided and the Commission typically 
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continues the public hearing to a later date in order to review the coastal development permit as a 
de novo matter. [Cal. Pub. Res. Code §§ 30621 and 30625.] Section 13321 of the Coastal 
Commission regulations specifies that de novo actions will be heard according to the procedures 
outlined in Sections 13114 and 13057-13096 of the Commission’s regulations. 
 
If there is no motion from the Commission to find no substantial issue, it will be presumed that the 
appeal raises a substantial issue and the Commission will schedule the de novo phase of the public 
hearing on the merits of the application at a future Commission meeting. A de novo public hearing 
on the merits of the application uses the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. The certified Venice 
LUP is used as guidance. Sections 13110-13120 of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations 
further explain the appeal hearing process. 
 
If the Commission decides to hear arguments and vote on the substantial issue question, those who 
are qualified to testify at the hearing, as provided by Section 13117 of Title 14 of the California 
Code of Regulation, will have three minutes per side to address whether the appeal raises a 
substantial issue. The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission at the substantial 
issue portion of the appeal process are the applicant, persons who opposed the application before 
the local government (or their representatives), and the local government. Testimony from other 
persons must be submitted in writing. The Commission will then vote on the substantial issue 
matter. It takes a majority of Commissioners present to find that the grounds for the appeal raise no 
substantial issue. 
 
V. SINGLE/DUAL PERMIT JURISDICTION AREAS   

Within the areas specified in section 30601, which is known in the City of Los Angeles permit 
program as the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area, the Coastal Act requires that any development 
which receives a local CDP permit also obtain a second (or “dual”) CDP from the Coastal 
Commission. The Commission's standard of review for the proposed development in the Dual 
Permit Jurisdiction area is the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. For projects located inland of 
the areas identified in Section 30601 (i.e., projects in the Single Permit Jurisdiction), the City of 
Los Angeles local CDP is the only CDP required. The proposed project site is located within the 
Dual Permit Jurisdiction Area. Therefore, the applicant is required to obtain a second or “dual” 
coastal development permit from the Commission for the proposed development. On October 19, 
2017, the applicant submitted a dual Coastal Development Permit Application to the 
Commission’s South Coast District office for the proposed development. 
 
VI. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS – SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE 
 

A.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The project site is located on two abutting beachfront lots (Lot Nos. 217 & 219, Block 3, Golden 
Bay Tract) in the North Venice subarea at 305 – 309 Ocean Front Walk within the City of Los 
Angeles Dual Permit Jurisdiction Area. The site is directly inland of Ocean Front Walk, a County 
operated parking lot, and the public beach (Exhibit 1). The two lots total approximately 8,206 sq. 
ft. in area and are designated Community Commercial by the certified Venice LUP and C1-1 
(Limited Commercial) by the City Zoning Code. The existing elevation of the site is approximately 
13 feet MSL. This area of Ocean Front Walk is comprised of commercial and residential structures 
ranging from small one-story buildings to large six-story buildings. Landward of the site, across 
Speedway, is a residential neighborhood comprised of an amalgam of new and old one-to-three 
story buildings. The project site is currently developed with a one-story, approximately 1,728 sq. 
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ft. commercial structure that was built circa 1922, as well as a surface parking lot. The parking lot 
has room for approximately 25 cars if a valet service is used and is available to the public for a fee. 
 
The City-approved project includes the demolition of the one-story structure and surface parking 
lot and the construction of a 30-ft. high, three-story mixed use structure with 2,850 sq. ft. of retail 
space on the ground floor, three residential units on the second and third floors, each with roof 
decks and 39.5-ft. high roof access structures, and two subterranean levels of parking reaching a 
depth of approximately 22 feet below grade providing 50 on-site parking spaces (Exhibit 2). 
Vehicular access to the proposed underground parking garage is provided by two vehicle lifts 
instead of ramps. 
 
B.  FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE ANALYSIS 
 

Section 30625(b)(1) of the Coastal Act states that the Commission shall hear an appeal of a local 
government action carried out pursuant to Section 30600(b) unless it finds that no substantial issue 
exists as to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. 
 
The term “substantial issue” is not defined in the Coastal Act or its implementing regulations. 
Section 13115(b) of the Commission’s regulations simply indicates that the Commission will hear 
an appeal unless it “finds that the appeal raises no significant question.” In previous decisions on 
appeals, the Commission has been guided by the following factors: 
 

1. The degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision that the 
development is consistent or inconsistent with the relevant provisions of the Coastal Act; 

 
2. The extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local government; 
 
3. The significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision; 
 
4. The precedential value of the local government’s decision for future interpretations of its 

LCP; and, 
 
5. Whether the appeal raises local issues, or those of regional or statewide significance. 

 
Even when the Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, appellants nevertheless may obtain 
judicial review of the local government’s coastal permit decision by filing petition for a writ of 
mandate pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure, Section 1094.5.  
 
Staff is recommending that the Commission find that a substantial issue exists with respect to 
whether the local government action conforms to the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act for 
the reasons set forth below. 
 
C.  SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE ANALYSIS 
As stated in Section IV of this report, the grounds for an appeal of a CDP issued by the local 
government prior to certification of its LCP are the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. Any 
local government CDP issued prior to certification of its LCP may be appealed to the Commission. 
The Commission shall hear an appeal unless it determines that no substantial issue exists as to 
conformity with Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. 
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The grounds for this appeal focus primarily on the proposed project’s consistency with sections 
30210, 30211and 30253 of the Coastal Act because the City failed to require or conduct a sea level 
rise analysis despite the fact that the project is located on beach front lots that will likely be subject 
to the effects of sea level rise. Additionally, the subterranean parking structure can act as a sea wall 
if wave scour and beach erosion reach the structure, which could alter natural landforms and 
impede and degrade public access seaward of the site. 
 
Section 30210 of the Coastal Act states: 
 
 In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California Constitution, 
 maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and recreational opportunities shall 
 be provided for all the people consistent with public safety needs and the need to protect 
 public rights, rights of private property owners, and natural resource areas from overuse. 
 
Section 30211 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

Development shall not interfere with the public’s right of access to the sea where acquired 
through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use of dry sand 
and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation.  

 
Section 30235 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

Revetments, breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining walls, and other 
such construction that alters natural shoreline processes shall be permitted when required 
to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing structures or public beaches in danger 
from erosion, and when designed to eliminate or mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline 
sand supply. Existing marine structures causing water stagnation contributing to pollution 
problems and fishkills should be phased out or upgraded where feasible.  

 
Section 30253(a) & (b) of the Coastal Act states: 
 

New development shall do all of the following: 
 
(a) Minimize risk to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard.  
 
(b) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to 
erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site of surrounding area or in any way 
require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural 
landforms along bluffs and cliffs. 

 
Sections 30210 and 30211 of the Coastal Act require the safeguarding of public access to the 
sandy beach and shoreline when new development is proposed. Section 30235 of the Coastal Act 
provides that shoreline protective devices that alter natural shoreline processes shall be permitted 
if: (1) the device is required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing structures or 
public beaches provided that these areas/structures are in danger from erosion and (2) the device is 
designed to eliminate or mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply. In addition, 
Coastal Act Section 30253 mandates that new development shall minimize risks to life and 
property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard and shall not require the construction of 
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protective devices that would substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs or cliffs. In 
addition, Section 30251 requires that development protect views along the ocean and minimize the 
alteration of natural land forms.  Together, these policies require new beachfront development to 
minimize impacts to beach or intertidal areas and to be sized, sited and designed to minimize risks 
from hazards without the need for shoreline protective devices that alter natural landforms. 
 
The appellant contends that, given the location of the project, the City should have reviewed or 
conducted a coastal hazards study that includes a sea level rise analysis, consistent with the 
Commission’s sea level rise guidance. In this case, the City failed to analyze how sea level rise 
will affect the proposed development, specifically with regard to flooding, wave action and scour, 
erosion, and public access. In fact, the City’s findings for section 30253 of the Coastal Act are void 
of any mention of flooding or erosion, thereby overlooking potential sea level rise impacts at and 
near the site (Exhibit 2). Thus, the City failed to demonstrate that the proposed project would be 
sited and designed in a manner that would minimize risks to life and property in a hazardous area, 
and protect public access to the coast and marine resources (beach sand), as required by the above 
sections of the Coastal Act.  
 
Additionally, the appellant contends that if the area of the beach where the seaward portion of the 
structure is located becomes inundated due to sea level rise, then the approved structure may 
require the construction of a new shoreline protective device to protect it. In addition, it is also 
possible that even if no new seawall is constructed, the substantial foundation and construction of 
the subterranean basement portion of the structure, which would likely extend below the expected 
scour level of the beach, could also effectively act as a seawall.  This would raise potential issues 
with the hazards and shoreline development policies of the Coastal Act (including sections 30235 
and 30253), which provide that new development should be designed and located in manner to 
ensure geologic and engineering stability independent of the need for shoreline protection and that 
shoreline protective devices that will have coastal resource impacts should generally not be 
approved except to protect preexisting development. If the area of the site where the structure is 
located is subject to inundation, then the structure could also potentially impede public access 
along the changing shoreline, which raises a substantial issue regarding conformity with the above 
provisions of the Coastal Act, as well as section 30235, 30253, and 30211.  
 
After the appeal was filed, the applicant commissioned a coastal hazards study (Coastal Hazard 
and Wave Runup Study for 305-309 Ocean Front Walk, Venice, City of Los Angeles, California, 
GeoSoils Inc, October 9, 2017) (Exhibit 5) which did include a sea level rise analysis. The study 
was transmitted to Commission staff on October 10, 2017 (hard copy received via U.S. Postal 
Service on October 13, 2017), subsequent to the City’s action approving the project and after the 
appeal was filed. The sea level rise analysis assumes local sea level rise between 1.8 – 4.3 feet. 
The study concluded that over the next 75 years, sea level rise will not significantly impact the 
project site, including wave attack, wave run-up, wave overtopping, tsunamis, groundwater 
intrusion, erosion, or flooding.  
 
After reviewing the Coastal Hazards Study submitted by the applicant, Commission staff 
conducted a simple sea level rise analysis using the CoSMoS tool, which was developed by the 
United States Geologic Service (USGS) “in order to allow more detailed predictions of coastal 
flooding due to both future sea level rise and storms.” The CoSMoS tool shows potential 
flooding reaching the site given a 2.5-foot rise in sea level with a 20-year storm scenario and a 
1.6-foot rise in sea level with a 100-year storm scenario.  
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As the sea level rise input increases, the CoSMoS tool shows a significant increase in potential 
flooding and waves reaching the site and beyond with the given storm scenarios (Exhibit 6). 
Given the discrepancy in the applicant’s coastal hazards study and the information obtained 
using the CoSMoS tool, further analysis is needed to determine the project’s consistency with the 
public access, coastal hazards, and shoreline protective devices sections of the Coastal Act. 
However, regardless of the findings in the applicant’s coastal hazards study, the City failed to 
make complete or adequate findings that the project is consistent with Sections 30211 and 30253 
of the Coastal Act. For the reasons described above, the appeal raises a substantial issue as to 
conformity with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. 
 
Although the Coastal Hazards Study submitted by the applicant to the Commission after the 
City’s action to approve the subject coastal development permit is not part of the City’s record of 
approval for this project; it is important to note that substantial questions are raised regarding 
whether the subject site will be subject to wave action relative to sea level rise and whether the 
new development will be designed to ensure geologic and engineering stability for the approved 
development’s expected life. The applicant’s Coastal Hazards Study concludes that the site will 
not be “significantly” impacted by wave uprush or flooding, which is clearly inconsistent with 
other accepted models that evaluate sea level rise for the subject area, including the USGS 
CoSMoS tool, which shows that the site is subject to potential wave action and flooding over the 
expected life of the structure. 
 
The Commission’s standard of review for determining whether to hear the appeal is only whether 
the appeal raises a substantial issue as to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Cal. Pub. 
Res. Code § 30625(b)(1); 14 C.C.R. § 13321. The Commission’s decision will be guided by the 
factors listed in the previous section of this report (B. Factors to be Considered in Substantial 
Issue Analysis). 
 
The first factor is the degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision that 
the development is consistent or inconsistent with the relevant provisions of the Coastal Act. The 
project is located in an area that will likely be subject to sea level rise and the associated impacts. 
The City’s findings for approval did not include an analysis of how sea level rise will affect the 
project site or surrounding area over the expected life of the proposed development. As such, the 
City’s findings that the project will be sited and designed in a manner consistent with the public 
access, coastal hazards, and shoreline protective devices policies of sections 30235 and 30253 of 
the Coastal Act are inadequate. Therefore, the Commission finds that the City did not provide an 
adequate degree of factual and legal support for its decision.  
 
The second factor is the extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local 
government. The City-approved development will allow a new, large structure on a beachfront 
area that could be subject to flooding and wave action associated with sea level rise, which will 
have adverse impacts to public access to the shoreline and sandy beach and on marine resources 
due to erosion. Therefore, the Commission finds that the extent and scope of the City-approved 
development is not consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act.  
 
The third factor is the significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision. Public access 
and sand supply are significant coastal resources. As approved by the City, the development does 
not consider sea level rise and the associated impacts of that to public access and beach sand 
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supply. Therefore, the Commission finds that the City-approved development is likely to affect 
significant coastal resources.  
 
The fourth factor is the precedential value of the local government’s decision for future 
interpretations of its LCP. The City does not currently have a certified LCP but it does have a 
certified LUP. The LUP was certified by the Commission in November 2000 and does not 
address sea level rise. However, as an emerging and evolving issue, and as outlined in the 
Commission’s recent guidance on sea level rise, local jurisdictions must consider the effects that 
sea level rise may have on new development. In this case, the City failed to mention or analyze 
how the proposed project will be impacted by sea level rise. If the City continues to ignore the 
effects that sea level rise may have on new development, it would allow significant new 
development to be constructed in hazardous locations in the City. This, in turn, would make it 
more difficult for the City to craft an LCP that adequately addresses sea level rise and protects 
life and property in areas subject to coastal hazards. Therefore, the Commission finds that the 
City-approved development will prejudice the City’s ability to certify an LCP.  
 
The final factor is whether the appeal raises local issues, or those of regional or statewide 
significance. Impacts to coastal resources, including public access and sand supply, are important 
statewide issues. The City’s action is not consistent with the public access, or hazards policies of 
the Coastal Act. Although the subject development may only affect public access and sand 
supply in the immediate area, it is not consistent with the standards set forth in the Chapter 3 
policies of the Coastal Act and would set a bad statewide precedent in terms of following 
Chapter 3 policies, as interpreted in the Commission’s sea level rise guidance. Therefore, the 
Commission finds that the City’s action does raise issues of statewide significance. 
 
In conclusion, the City failed to analyze how the development and the surrounding area would be 
impacted by sea level rise with respect to marine resources and public access and failed to require 
mitigation for any such impacts. For the reasons described above, the appeal raises a substantial 
issue as to conformity with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. 
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METHANE HAZARD MITIGATION STANDARD PLAN 

I. PURPOSE 

This Methane Hazard Mitigation Standard Plan provides sllnlard details 
and specifications that maybe used 1D comply with the requiremanls of the 
Methane Seepage Regulations of Division 71 of the Los Angelas Buldlng 
Code. The intent of methane mitigation systarns described in this plan is 
ID promote public safety and welfare by controlling methane Intrusion 
emanating from geologic formations. Thase systems are not inlanded 1D 
regulate flammable vapo111 that may originate in and propagate from other 
sources, which include, but are not limited to, rupbnd hazardous rnatarial 
transmission llnas, underground atmuapherlc tanka, or similar lrnll laUons. 

II. HOW TO USE THIS STANDARD PLAN 

To use this Standa'd Plan select either of the following: 

1. Avoid Mathena Solis Gas SIIB Tasting and construct a:mpone1 118 for 
Site Design Level V shown on Tablas 1A (Methane Zone) or 1 B (f\".elhane 
Bull'8r Zone) on Sheet 4. 

2. Avoid Methane Soil Gas Site Testing by designing the building using one 
of the excepllonslo Table 1A or 1 B under SecUon IV B 1, 2 or 3 of this 
Standard Plan. 

3. Conduct Methane Solis gas tasUng, complete Form 1 on sheet 3, and 
construct components liated in Tablas 1A or 1 Bon Sheet 4. 

NOTE: Identify the required Methane Hazard Mitigation components with 
a "circle" around the appropriate exception under Section IV B 
(Sheet 1) or the respective column in Tables 1Aor 1B (Sheat4). 

Ill. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

CODES: 
All work shall be in compliance with the currant version of the Los Angeles 
Building Code and policies of the Department of Building and Safety, and all 
applicable County, State, and Federal Codes. 

INSPECTION: 
All work, requiring inspection by tile Department of Building and Safety, shall 
be available lo the inspector prior lo being cowered by subsequent work. 

IV. MrTIGATlON REQUIREMENTS 

A. NEW BUILDINGS 

All new buildings and paved areas locallld in a Methane Zone or 
Methane Butr&r Zone shall comply with this Standard Plan and DMslon 
71 of the Building Coda. 

B. EXCEPTIONS TO TABLE 1A and 1B 

The provisions of the Building Code, SecUon 7104.3 are exceptions lo 
the construction requirements of Table 1A Sid 1 B baa ad on the 
configuration of the building construction. The following exceptions 
may be uaad In lieu of full compliance with Tablas 1A and 1 B. For 
further information regarding the design of methane mitigation 
components, see Section V of this Standard Plan. 

1. Buildings with Relaad Floor Conslruc:tlon. 

Provide all of the following methane mitigation components in lieu 
of the requirements in Table 1A and 1 B. 

a. The utilities shall be Installed with Trench Dams, Detall16 on 
Shest 6, and Cable or Conduit Seal Fittings, DetailS on Sheet 7. 

b. Four inch (4") thick gravel blanket shall be installed under and 
around the elevalor pita, when tflere is an elevalor pit 
constructed In the bulldq. 

c. In lieu of the underlloor ventilation requirements of The Building 
Coda, Section 71 04.3.2, the underlloor venUiallon shall be 
provided using all of the folowing: 
1. An approved mechanical ventilation syslam which is equivalent 

lo providing one complete air change In the underlloor space 
once every 20 mlnulas, or 

ii. An under-floor system with a clear height above grade of at 
least 12 inches 1D girder, 16 inches 1D floor joist, and 24 
Inches 1D structural floora. 

Ill. Openings for underlloor area or crawl space ventilation shall be 
localad less than 6 inches below the bollom of the floor joisls. 
The openings shall be located 1D provide cross ventilation and 
shall be the larger of: 

• Openings of not less than 1.5 square feet for each 25 linear 
faet of exterior wall; or 

• Openings shall be 1% of underfloor area. 
lv. Openings for underlloor area or crawl space ventilation shall 

be approximately equally dlslrtbuted along the length of at 
least two oppualta sides of the building. They shal be 
covered with corrosion- resistant wire mash with mash 
openings not less than % Inch nor graaler than %Inch In 
dimension. 

2. Buildings with Natural Ventilation 
a. Buildings with Natural Ventilation are buldlngs with 

Unobstructed Openings or an opening with a wlncHsslslad 
system In exterior walls. Unobstructed Openings for Natural 
Ventilation shall be evenly spaced ID prevent the accumulation 
of methane gases within the building and shall be COl iSiruclad as 
follows: 

I. Unobstructed Openings shall be permananUy affixed in the 
open pualtion. 

ii. Unobstructed Openings shall be free of obstrucUons, except 
for screens of wire mash with not lass than%", or wind 
driven lurblnas. 

Ill. The &g!J'8gate size of Unobstructed Openings providing 
Natural Ventilation for an enclosed space shall be the larger 
of: 
• 25% of total floor area of the lowest level of the building, 

or 
• 25% of the total perimeter wall area of the lowest level of 

the building. 
iv. Unobsbucted Openings shall be locallld In walls or rooflllo 

facllltala natural venting of methane gas 1D the abuuaphere. 

v. Locate uniformly distributed Unobstruc:18d Openings on two 
or mora exiBrior sides 1D provide cross ventilation as close 1D 
coma111 as practical. 

vi. Unobstructed Openings shall comply with the provisions of 
the Los Angeles Building Coda including location on property, 
openings edjacant lo stairways and ccula. 

• a maximum of 6 inches below roof or celing joisls in the 
space 1D be ventilated, 

• no mora than 50 feet from any point within the building 
and 

• 1D provide cross ventilation utilizing either cl the following: 

1. two oppualng sides of the building or space lo provide 
cross ventilation. 

2. two adjacant sides where at least 50% of the required 
area of vents are centered a dlatence of one half the 
diagonal of the space being venllated. 

vii. Unobstructed Openings in walls shall be localad: 

• 1D remove gases from the highest point In the room or 
enclosed space, 

• at a minimum of two positions a maximum of 50 feet on 
centarand 

• evenly dlslrtbuted throughout the encluaed space. 

b. In lieu of the requirements of Table 1A and 1B, buildings with 
Natural Ventilation, such as, res1Jooms, gazebos, lana, 
attendant stations and other similar ace a a aory buildings located 
In parts or buildings with lowest levels cluaast 1D grade having 
Group S, Division 2 occupancy, or dateched buildings of Group 
U Sid Unencluaed Buildings shall be construclad with utllitias 
installed with Trench Dams and either Conduit Seal Fillings or 
Cable Seals Fillings. 

3. Encluaed Rooms or Spaces within Building. 

Individual enclosed rooms or enclosed spaces with floor area less 
than 2,000 square feet maybe exempt from providing the Active 
System 88 required by Table 1A and 1B, provided the vent 
openings comply with all of the following: 

a. Vent openings are Unobstructed Openings, eacepl sa sans 
of wlra mash at least % Inch or wind driven lurblnas on the 
roof shall be permltlacl. 

b. The aggregate size of vent openings shall be the lalger of 
either five percent of the total floor area of the room or the 
area of encluaed space, or tan percent of the area of wale on 
the perimeter of the room or encluaed space. 

c. The vent openings shall be locallld ID prevent the 
accumulation of methane gases within the room or encluaed 
space. 

d. The lop of the vent opening shall be located not more than 12 
Inches below roof jols1a or calling jols1a If localad In a wall of 
a building. 

e. The vent openings shall be locallld on either two opposlta 
walls or two adjacantwalls of the room or enclosed space if 
locallld In a wall of a building. 

f. The vent openings shall be localad no more than 50 feet from 
any point within the room or encluaed space. 

g. When using wind driven lurblne, the area of the vent opening 
shall be calculated by the area of the opening at the 
allachment of the wind driven lurblne at the roof. 

h. When the vent opening is located in a wal of an .qoining 
room, tflen the adjoining room shall be construclad of either 
an Active System, or have Natural Ventilation as described 
In Subsection 2 above (Buildings with Natural Ventilation.) 

4. Single Family Dwellings and Buildings Accessory lo Single Family 
Dwellings, some or all of the following may be uaad in lieu of the 
requirements of Table 1Aand 1B: 

a. Single-Station Gas Detacto111 with bai:IBry-back up may be 
Installed In lieu of an Alarm System and Gas Detacllon System. 
The battery shall be sized ID C.peialll the Single-Station Gas 
Detacto111 at least 20 hou111 In standby mode and 5 mlnulas In 
the alarm mode. 

b. 6-mll thick Vlsquene may be uaad In lieu of an Impervious 
Membrane, when the alta Is located In the Methane Zone with 
Site Design Levels I or II. 

c. Additional Vent Risers or Mechanical VenUiatlon may be omltlacl 
for buildings with a width less than 50 feet and fooiDrints less 
than 6,000 square feet in area. 

d. Vent Risers provided at a rate twice shown In Table 2 on Sheet 4 
may be provided in lieu of a Mechanical Eldraclion System. 

5. Buildings Locatad in the Fim Phase Playa V181a Project. The Finll 
Phase Playa VIsta project, as approved by the City on Saptamber 
21, 1993 and December 8, 1995, shall comply with the methane 
mitigation program as required by the Department pu111uant 1D the 
Methane Pravention, DetacUon and Monitoring Program approved 
by the Deparbnent on January 31, 2001, In lieu of the requlremanls 
of the Building Code, DMslon 71. 

C. NO'nFICATlON PLACARD 

1. A permanent notlflcatlon placard Is required lo Indicate the 
presence cl the Impervious Membrane. 

2. The notification placard shall be pci5ted and maintained at the 
front of tile building that Is constructed with an Impervious 
Membrane, e-:• f4ll: that In residential buildings. 

3. The notll'lcatlon placard shall be uncovered and loc:atBd In 
conspicuous location. When cast In ftocn, shall also remain 
unc:ove eel and In a conspicuous location. 

4. The lettering shall be legible from 10 feet away and at least 1 
Inch high. 

D. PAVED AREAS 

The requlrerne1 ds for Yel'lli'lg paved areas aver 5,000 square feet In 
area and within 15 feet of tile exterior wall of a a:mmerdal, 
Industrial, lnslltutlonal or residential bulldq may be acmnpllshecl 
with either cl tile foiiCMing: 

1. If tile sHe Is located In the Methane Buffer Zone, then venting Is 
not required for paved areas that qualify for Site Design Levels I, 
II, or IlL, or 

2. Install vents In aa:ordanc:e with Detail 13 on Sheet 8, or 
3. lnslalllanclsalplng areas Immediately adjacent to the building 

exterior walls at least two feet wide c:uvertng at least 80% of the 
building pe•••~ete. 

E. EXIS11NG BUILDINGS 

Additions, alterations, repal111, change of use or change of occupancy 1o 
existing buildings shall comply with the mathene miUgatlon requlremauls 
of the Building Code, SecUons 7104.1 and 7104.2, when required by 
DMslon 34, 81, or 82 of the Building Coda. 

Approved methane mitigation systems in existing buildings shall be 
maintained In accordance with Building Coda, Sacllon 7106. 

F. MAINTENANCE OF MmGATlON SYSTEM 

1. All gas detaction and mechanical ventilation systems shal be 
serviced and maintained In proper working condition. 

2. The procedures for maintenance and service of gas detection and 
mechanical ventilation systarns shall be in accordance with the 
equipment manufacturer written lnstrucUons and meet all the 
requirements of the Elacbical and Mechanial Code. 

3. Annual and Maintenance Testing is required lo be performed in 
accordance with the Fire Prevention Bureau (F.P.B.) Requirement 
No. 71 and Fire Chief's Regulation 4, Section 4J. 

4. The tasUng of the gas detacUon and mechanical ventilation syalllms 
shall be performed by a person with a valid Certificate of Filness for 
Gas Detaction Systems as set forth in Los Angeles Municipal Coda 
Section 57 .06.01. 

Y. DESIGN CRITERIA 

A. PASSIVE SYSTEM 

1. De-Watering System 

a. De-Watering System Is required when the Hlslortcal High Ground 
Water Table Elevation Is within twelve (12) Inches from the lowest 
Perforated Horizontal Piping. 

b. De v;aterlng system Is not required for either of the following: (1) 
if during the Site Testing, the groundwalar level is de spar than 
10 feet below the Perforated Horizontal Pipes, or (2) If the soli 
Investigation or analysis, as approved by the Depabii811l, 
ravaals the groundwater level is more than 12 inchas below the 
bottom of the Perforated Horizonlal Pipes. 

c. De watering rates shall be noted on the melhane mitigation 
plans. The engineer or geologist responsible for delannlnlng the 
d&watarlng rates shall approve the plans. 

d. Applications for water discharge location shall be app!O't'ad and 
permitted by the Department of Public Works: 

i. Bureau of Sanitation, Industrial Waste and 
II. Bureau of Englnesrtng, Storm Water MBfBB1111nL 

e. The de v;ataring pipe shall be minimum Schedule 40, slotlad or 
perforated Polyvinyl Chlorid (PVC) pipe or other materials approved 
under LARR for the Intended use. 

f. De watering pipes shall be Installed as follows: 
i. De w;atertng pipes shall be sloped at % Inch varllcallo 12 Inch 

horizontal (2% slope). The slope may be reduced lo 1% if the 
pipe size is increased one full size in pipe diamelar. 

II. Combination de walllting and Sub-Slab vent piping system may 
be used when Installed with a minimum nornlnal41nch dlama18r 
pipes. 

g. Each sump pump pit shall contain a primary pump and a back-up 
pump. 

2. Sub-Slab Vent System 

Sub-Slab Vent System shall consist of Perforated Horizontal Pipes, 
Gravel Blanket Under Impervious Membrane, Gravel Around 
Perforated Horizontal Pipes and Vent Rieers. 

a. PerfOiated Horizontal Pipes: 
i. PBiforatad Horizontal Pipes shall be approved and llslad, 

minimum Schedule 40, slotlad or perfoialad PVC pipe or 
other materials approved by a LARR for the iulanded use. 

II. Perforated Horizontal Pipe shall be installed as follows: 
• Spacing and location of Perforated Horizontal Pipes shall be 

per Table 2 on Sheet 4. 
• Pipes uaad only as vents may be installed in the horizontal 

puaition, 
• Combination vent/dewatarlng pipes shall be sloped at% 

Inch vertical to 12 Inch horizontal (2% slope) and 
• Undulations in the Perforated Horizontal Pipes, which may 

Impede the passage of gas, shall be avoided (e.g. Perforated 
Horizontal Pipes shall not be daformed 1D pass below inlllrior 
footings). 

b. Gravel Blanket Thickness Under Impervious Membrane: 

I. The thickness of the Gravel Blanket under Impervious 
Membrane shall be per Table 1A and 1Bshown on Sheet4. 

II. The compuaition of gravel shall be washed parliclas tflat have 
no more than one fractured face. 

Ill. The gradations of gravel shall conform 1o Table 3 shown on 
Sheat4. 

lv. The gradations of sand shall conform lo Table 4 shown on 
Sheat4. 

c. Gravel Thickness Around Perforated Horizontal Pipes: 

I. Gravel thickness around Perf01ated Horizontal Pipes shall be 
per Table 1A and 1 B shown on Sheet 4. 

ii. When sand Is used 88 the Gravel Blanket a gao-fabric lo 
prevent sand from entering the Perforated Horizontal Pipes 
shall be placed around the Perforated Horizontal Pipes. 

Ill. Gravel shall be compuaed entirely of particlas tflat have no 
more than one tactured face. 

d. Vent Rleers: 

i. Vent Rlse111 shall be connected lo Perforated Horizontal Pipes 
and constructed of cast iron. Exception: 

• Acrylonltile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) pipes may be alawed 
for residential buildings up ID two (2) slortas, or 

• Any other material approved by a LARR for the iniBnded use 
as methane Vent Riser. 

ii. Vent Risa111 shall be spaced and localad as per Table 2 on 
Sheet4. 

iii. Vent Riser out1e1s shall be locallld as shown in Detai112 on Sheet 8. 

lv. H rain guards are provided, they shall be norH'IISblcting. 

3. Impervious Membrane 
a. Impervious Membrane Installation: 

i. Impervious Membrane shall be a product approved by the 
LADBS Englnesrtng R..rch SecUon with a valid Los Ar.gales 
Research Report (LARR) Number. lnslalallon shall comply with 
the conditions of approval specified In a LARR and 
manufacturer's specification of the Impervious Membrane. 

ii. Impervious Membrane shall be installed at the following locations: 
• Below the building slab surrounded by the inner face of the 

exterior footings 
• On the exterior surface of walls from tha finished grade level 

ID a minimum of 6 inches below the bottom of the actoining 
building slab 

• Around sides of pile caps and caisson caps 

Exception: 

• Impervious Membrane shall not be Installed under extartor or 
Interior footings. 

Ill. Impervious Membranas at elevalor and sump pll& shall be 
Installed as follows: 

• Two laye111 of Impervious Membrane below slabs and 
footings of all alavalor pll&, sump pll& and holding lanka. 

• Impervious Membrane doas not need lo be placed bela.v 
elevalor plslons. 

• Impervious Membrane shall be attached 1D the elevalor 
plslon cylinder casing or at the sump pit floor slab m prevent 
methana Intrusion. 

lv. The individual certified by the manufacturer of the Impervious 
Membrane shall certify on the Impervious Membrane 
Installation Certificate (see Sheet 3) tflat the Impervious 
Membrane was Installed per approved plans. 

v. The completed Form 3 shall be given 1o the lnspeciDr prtorlo 
placement of paris or the whole concrete floor slab. 

b. Seals at Impervious Membrane Penetrations: 

i. Where footings, plumbing plpas, electrical condull& and other 
materials penatrala the Impervious Membrana, the 
penetrations shall be sealed by using sleewea or boots 
composed of the same material or other approved malarial& 
and methods In accordance with the specifications of the 
manufacturer for the Impervious Membrana. 

ii. A gas tight seal shall be provided where the Impervious 
Membrane Is atlached 1D all Interior footings and extartor wal 
footings. 

Ill. All elevalor pislon shaft casing shall be consbuclad of a malarial 
allowed by the elevalor code and sealed at the elevalor pit floor 
slab level in accordance with the specifications of the Impervious 
Mambrane manufacturer. 

iv. The bottom of the elevalor plslon casing shall be sealed lo 
prevent gas migration Into the building. 

c. Impervious Membrane ProtecUon Prior ID Floor Slab Placement 

I. Installation Sequence for ProtecUon Material Bela.v the 
Impervious Membrana: 
• Finish the Gravel Blanket smooth using mechanical means 

(e.g. roller). 
• Place geotaxlile filial' fabric over the Gravel Blanket 1D protact 

the smooth finish of the Gravel Blanket and prevent sand 
migration Into the Gravel Blar*el. 

• Prepare protecllva cou1118 for Impervious Membrana. 
Option A: H Sand is uaad as Gravel Blanket, then the 
Impervious Membrane may be placed dlrecUy on the 
geoleAtile, or 
Option B: H Gravel is uaad as for the Gravel Blanket, then 
place a minimum 1-inch thick Sand layer direcUy over the 
geoleAtile. 
Option C: H Gravel is used as for the Gravel Blanket, then 
place a geotextlle with a minimum weight of 16 ounces 
per square yard. 

II. Installation Sequence for Prolaction Malarial Above the 
Impervious Membrana: 
• Place 2-inch thick sand direcUy over the Impervious 

Membrane, or a minimum 1-inch thick lean concrete mix (sluny 
as specified in the Standard Specifications for Public Works 
Construction, Green Book) 

• Place geotaxlile fabric if sand is uaad in the prior step. If lean 
concrete mix Is uaad, geotaxtlle Is not required. 

• Place concrete, reinforcing steel, piping and other forms 80 
as not 1D be supporlad dlractly on the Impervious Membrane. 
Equipment shall not be driven over the Impervious Membrane 
or 118 PI olectlve covering. 

B. ACTIVE SYSTEM 
The Active System consists of the Sub-Slab System, l...cMesl Occupied 
Space System and Control Panel. 

1. Sub-Slab System 

Sub-Slab System shall consist of a Mechanical Exbacllon System. 

The Mechanical Exbaction System shall consist of Delacb'Sin 
Vent Rlsa111, Gas DatecUon and Gas exbactlon pooered devices 
and shall be designed in consideration for the migration of 
subsurface gas from adjacant pioperlles. 

I. Vent Rl88111 for the AcUva System shall be localad as folows: 

• 10 feet above grade, 
• 10 feet away from any wlnda.v, doo111, roof hatch, opening or 

air Intake Into the building, 
• 3 feet above highest point of roof within a 1 0' radius of outlet, 
• 3 feet away from any parapet, 
• 4 feet away from the property line and 
• 5 feet away from any eleclrtcal device. 

II. Detactors In Vent Risen! 
• Detacto111 and associated transmitlars shall be listed by a 

recognized tasting laboralory for the hilalded use. 
• Detactors and associated wiring shall be Immune ID radio 

frequency and Infrared rernota-transmltlars frequency 
lnterfaraiiCB. 

• Detactor shall be fitted within the vent pipe 80 that no gas 
may leak through the fittings. 

• The associated wiring and associated raceways shall be: 
- Mounted 1D a secure surface Independent of dalaclnnl 

and their associated transmitiBr. 
- Pioteclad from physical damage. 

iii. Gas Exbaction Powered Devices 
• Gas extraction powered devices shall consist of fans, 

blowa111, or other powered daviceslo axhausl or provide 
make-up air Into the space bela.v the Impervious 
Membrane and shall be capable of ventlaling the Gravel 
Blanket and Perforated Horizontal Pipes spaces at a rala 
of 3 air changes per hour. 

• The lotal volume Gravel Blanket uaad lo size the Gas 
Exbaction Powered Devices shall include the voluma of air 
(pore space) In the Gravel Blanket. 

• Unless porosity of the gravel blanket material is eslablished 
by a test rapoi1 prepared by a licensed engineer or 
registered geologist, porosity of the gravel blanket material 
may be taken as 25%. 

2. Lowest Occupied Space System 

The Lowest Occupied Space System shall consist of Gas Detactlon 
System, Mechanical Ventilation Syslam and Alarm System. 

a. Gas Datection System 
I. The specifications for Detactora shall be the same as specified 

for DeiBclu."s in Vent Risers except as modified in Table 5-
Activation Thresholds for Active System. 

ii. Detacto111 in lowest occupied spaces shall be installed in 
accordance with manufactura111' requirements and listing agency 
approvals. 
• DateciDnlshall be located with respect 1D airflow In 1001111, 

location of probable gas leaks and the recommendaUons of 
the manufacturer. 

• Number of required Detacto111 shall be based on Table 6-
Detector Spacing. 
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b. Mechanical Ventilation System C. MISCELLANEOUS SYSTEMS 
i. Mechanical Ventilation System shall consist of blowers, fans or 

other powered devices for exhaust or make-up air as approved 
by Mechanical Plan Check Section. 

ii. The make-up air shall be 1 00% outside air. 
iii. Mechanical Ventilation System shall be provided using one of 

the following options for garage lowest occupied and unoccupied 
spaces: 

Option #1: Activated Mechanical Ventilation - Mechanical 
Ventilation System shall be capable of removing 
methane gas at a rate of 4 air changes per hour 
when activated by the Gas Detection and Control 
Panel, at 10% LEL (5,000 ppmv). Back-up power 
is not needed for mechanical ventilation in this 
option. Parts of fans in this Option shall be of 
nonferrous or non-sparking materials or their 
casing shall be lined or constructed of such 
material. 

Option tfl: Continuous Ventilation - Mechanical Ventilation 
System sized to ventilate the building spaces at 
a rate of one ( 1 ) air change per hour on a 
continuous basis. Mechanical ventilation in this 
option shall be provided with 24 hours of 
back-up power when Detectors are not provided. 

Option #3: Scheduled Start-up Ventilation - Mechanical 
Ventilation System shall start-up at least once 
every (6) six hours to provide a minimum of 24 
air changes per day. Mechanical ventilation in 
this option shall be provided with 24 hours of 
back-up power when Detectors and are not 
provided. 

Option #4: Alternate Natural Ventilation -Alternate method of 
ventilation may be utilized in lieu of mechanical 
ventilation in Options #1, tf2. and #3 when 
designed in accordance with the Natural 
Ventilation requirements of this Standard Plan. 

c. Alarm Systems 

i. Alarm Systems shall consist of audible and visual signals to 
notify occupants of significant levels of methane intrusion into 
the building and shall be designed with the Sequence of 
Operation shown in Table 5 of this Standard Plan. 

ii. Audible alarms shall be at least 15dB above ambient noise level 
in all areas subject to methane gas intrusion. 

iii. Visual alarms shall be a minimum of 15-candela output and be 
located at each audible device. 

iv. The audible signal warning building occupants of significant 
levels of methane gas shall be distinctively different from the fire 
alarm system. 

v. Signs shall be posted adjacent to each alarm signaling device 
indicating, "Methane Alarm-Evacuate Building." 

3. Control Panel 

a. General Installation 
i. Control Panel shall be listed by a recognized testing laboratory. 
ii. Control Panel shall have the following characteristics: 

• Designed not to override the building fire alarm, smoke 
control and ventilation systems. 

• A manual shall be provided with the Control Panel 
describing the installation, wiring, operation, 
maintenance and testing. 

b. Power Source 

I. Primary Power Source 
• Control Panel shall be hard wired to the building normal power. 
• The circuits supplying power to the Control Panel shall be 

lockable in the open position. 
IL Back-Up Pawar Supply 

• Control Panel shall monitor the power to Detectors, 
annunciator and associated components. 

• Back-Up battery or emergency power shall be rated for a 
minimum of 24 hours for standby mode plus 5 minutes of 
alarm under full load condition. 

• This Back-Up power shall be available within 60 seconds of 
primary power loss. 

c. Panel Operation 

i. Device Activation 

• Control Panel shall recognize alarm conditions, and then activate 
required audible devices, visual devices and Gas Extraction Powered 
Devices. 

• Components of the Active System shall be activated as 
shown In the Table 5 on Sheet 4 - Activation Thresholds For 
Active Systems. 

ii. Trouble Annunciation 
• Control Panel or annunciator shall indicate each trouble or 

alarm condition by a visual alarm. 
• Control Panel shall supervise and identify fault and trouble 

conditions with the following: 
- Main supply circuits, 
- Rechargeable battery circuits, 
- Initiating device circuits, 
- Alarm device circuits, 
- Supplementary or auxiliary signaling circuits and, 
- Signaling line circuits. 

1. Trench Dam 

Trench dams are intended to prevent travel of underground gas into 
buildings or structures along the trench backfill. 
a. A Trench Dam shall be installed in all electrical, plumbing, gas, or 

other trenches beneath the building foundation. 
b. If piping and conduits are placed before certified compacted soil as 

part of the site preparation for the building pad, then trench dams 
will not be required. 

c. Trench dams shall be installed in the trench immediately 
adjacent to the exterior perimeter of the building foundation. 

d. A Trench Dam shall have a minimum length of twice the width of 
the trench or a minimum of 36 inches in length. 

e. Trench dams may be of the following: 
i. Bentonite Cement Slurry- A mixture of 4% Type II Cement, 

and 2% Powdered Bentonite, or 
ii. Compacted Native Soil Backfill - Native soil shall be 

compacted to at least 90% relative compaction in 
accordance with ASTM D-1557 Testing Procedures. 

f. The entire cross section of trenches shall be backfilled to provide 
a minimum of 6 inches of trench dam material around all conduits 
and pipes. 

2. Hazardous Area Classification 

For the purpose of determining the appropriate electrical wiring 
method and equipment, boundaries of the hazardous area 
classification are specified in Tables 7, 8 and 9. The Hazardous 
Area Classification, except as noted below, is based on the 
measured gas concentration and pressure as indicated in Site 
Investigation report: 
a. In the absence of pressure reading in a site investigation report, the 

area classification shall be based on soil gas pressure that is 
greater than 2 inches of water. 

b. In the absence of a site investigation report, the area classification 
shall be based on Methane Design Level V. 

3. Wiring 

The wiring system shall be in accordance with the Los Angeles 
Electrical Code and as required herein. 
a. Depressurization Enclosure 

i. Wiring system between a classified area and a non-classified 
area shall be supplemented by a Depressurization Enclosure 
when the Design Methane Pressure is greater than 6 in. of 
water. 
• Depressurization enclosure is not required when each 

continuous underground wiring duct bank system supplied 
from an approved vented manhole is less than 500 linear 
ft. (152.4 m.) from a termination point and the total load 
does not exceed 80% of the rating of the conductors. 
Longer duct bank run may be permitted when justified by 
engineering analysis. 

• Depressurization enclosure is not required when the 
maximum-recorded pressure does not exceed the rating 
of a listed and approved seal fitting. 

II. The wiring system supplied from the Depressurization 
Enclosure shall be installed above ground. 

iii. The Depressurization Enclosure shall be suitable for the 
location and shall contain only electrical wiring. The 
depressurizing enclosure shall be located outdoors and shall 
comply with one of the following options: 
• A standard pull box fitted with a breather suitable for Class I, 

Group D locations where: 

- The breather shall be located on the side of the enclosure 
within 2 inches from the top of the pull box. 

- The breather shall have minimum dimensions of 1.5 
inches long and 15/16 inch diameter; or 

• A standard pull box fitted with louvered ventilation where: 

- The louvered openings shall be within 2 inches from the 
top of the box. 

- The minimum total enclosure ventilation opening shall be 
1.41 square inches. A louvered pull box shall be installed 
in a non-classified area. 

b. Outdoor Enclosures 
All outdoor enclosures with open bottoms, when installed on 
grade or finished floors, shall be mounted on a minimum 2-in. 
(5.08 em.) thick concrete pad over a 30 mil (0.076 em.) High 
Density Polyethylene (HOPE) or equivalent approved impervious 
membrane. All membrane penetrations shall be suitably sealed 
against transmission of gas into the enclosure. 

c. Conduit Seal Fittings and Cable Seal Fittings 
Conduit Seal Fittings and Cable Seal Fittings are designed to 
prevent the passage of gases, vapors, or flames inside the 
electrical conduits. 

i. Conduit or Cable Seal Fittings are required where conduits or 
cables pass through a classified hazardous area per the Los 
Angeles Electrical Code and as required In this Standard Plan. 

ii. Any conduit or cable that penetrates the Impervious Membrane 
shall be provided with a conduit or cable seal. 

iii. Conduit Seal Fittings shall be installed in the vertical portion of 
conduit where the PVC conduit emerges from a classified 
location. Rigid material shall be rigid metal that has the same 
trade size as conduit runs. 

d. Grounding Electrical Systems 
Electrical systems required by the Los Angeles Electrical Code 
to be grounded shall be connected to earth using the 
prescriptive or performance (Soil Resistance) method. 
i. Prescriptive Method 

When a Ground Ring is not used as part of the Grounding 
Electrical Systems required by the Los Angeles Electrical 
Code at least one of the following supplemental grounding 
electrodes shall be used: 
• Rod and Pipe Electrodes 
• Plate Electrodes 

The supplemental grounding electrode conductor shall not be 
reduced in size. 

ii. Soil Resistance Method 
Grounding systems other than specified in the Prescriptive 
Method shall be based on Soil Electrical ResistMty Test as 
follows: 
• Soli Electrical Resistance 

- The soil resistivity shall be measured by the four-point 
method as described in IEEE Standard 81-1983. 

- The measurement of soil resistance shall take into 
account the geological features of the soil as 
determined by the engineer. 

- Whenever driven ground rods are to be used, the soil 
resistivity measurement shall correlate with the 
installed effective depth of the ground electrodes. 

- The engineering analysis of the data shall take into 
account the expected soil temperature, moisture and 
gas or soluble chemical contents.tion 

- The engineering analysis shall reflect the uniformity of 
soil resistivity using not less than ten readings based 
on the test pin electrode spacing. 

- The soil resistivity measurement shall be based on 
embedment of the electrodes 
below the permanent moisture level, when such 
installation is possible. 

• Measurement 
- For installations of multiple rod and pipe or plate 

electrodes in a single row, measurement shall be in 
a straight line at the location were these electrode(s) 
are intended to be installed. 

- For installations of ground ring (circular or square), 
grids, grid beds, radial, etc, the area that is to be used 
for grounding shall be divided into rows. Each row shall 
be equally spaced apart. The measurement shall be 
started at the comer of the first row and then continued 
through each pre-determined point in the row. This 
measurement is then repeated through the last row. 
The measurement shall be performed until all pre
determined points are covered. 

- These measurements shall account for water table, 
soil layers, corrosion, etc. when applicable. 

• Soil Electrical Resistance Design: 
- For multiple rod and pipe or plate electrodes installed 

in a straight line, the measured current and voltage 
shall be used to calculate the average soil resistivity. 

- For an area, the measured current and voltage shall 
be used to calculate the average soil resislMty for 
each row. The highest calculated average soil 
resistivity of any row shall be used to calculate the 
soil resistMty. 

- In the event the soil in the area or location under 
consideration is found to be non-uniform, the soil shall 
be modified and the test(s) shall be repeated. Ground 
Resistance (Impedance) Limitation- The overall 
ground resistance (Impedance) of a grounding 
electrode system shall not exceed 25 ohms for 
600 volts or less low voltage systems and not to 
exceed 5 ohms for over 600 volts high voltage systems. 

4. Manholes and Other Underground Electric Enclosures Intended 
for Personnel Entry 

The provisions of this section are applicable to all manholes and 
other underground electric enclosures that are intended for 
personnel entry. These enclosures herewith will be referred to as 
underground electrical enclosures. 

a. Vent System 
i. Underground electrical enclosures shall be naturally 

ventilated at all time to open air In an approved manner 
to prevent the build-up of methane. 

ii. Mechanical ventilation in lieu may be used when back-up 
power sufficient to run the system for 24 hours is 
provided and a visual and audible main power failure alarm 
at a readily accessible location. 

b. Enclosure Exterior 
i. Approved seals shall be used to prevent water and methane 

gas from entering the sides of the underground electrical 
enclosures. 

ii. Underground electrical enclosures personnel entry access 
cover shall be provided with an approved restraining system. 

iii. Soil gases under the underground electrical enclosures shall 
be vented in a manner shown in the Standard Plan Details. 

c. Enclosure Interior 
i. All wiring terminations, equipment and insulating materials 

within the enclosure shall be suitable for wet location. 

ii. Approved duct seals shall be used to prevent water from the 
conduits entering or leaving the manholes and other 
underground electrical enclosures intended for personnel 
entry. The seal shall have a depth of not less than the 
diameter of the conduit 

5. Additional Vent Risers 

The total quantity of installed Vent Risers shall be increased 
to double the rate for the Passive System. 

VI. SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE 

A. PROCEDURES 

The maintenance and service procedures for each gas detection and 
mechanical ventilation systems shall be in accordance with the 
manufacturers written instructions and the Fire Prevention Bureau 
(F.P.B.) Requirment No. 71 Fire Cheifs Regulation 4, Section 4J. 

B. SCHEDULE 

1. The maintenance schedule shall be as recommended by the 
manufacturer of each gas detection and mechanical ventilation 
system component. 

2. Notwithstanding the recommendations of the manufacturer, testing, 
maintaining, and servicing of each system shall be in accordance 
with the schedule required by the Fire Department. 

C. REPAIRS 

All components required to mitigate methane hazards shall be repaired 
or replaced to the manufacturer's original specification. 

D. OCCUPANT NOTIFICATION 

A permanent notification shall be provided at each building indicating 
the presence of the methane Impervious Membrane. This notification 
shall be at the front entrance, be visible and be legible as approved by 
the Engineer and LADBS. See Detail14 on Sheet 8. 

VII. EMERGENCY PLAN 

An emergency plan outlining emergency procedures shall be established 
for all buildings with a gas-detection system, with the exception of 
buildings with R3 or U Occupancies. The procedures shall include, but 
not limited to, the identification of the responsible person assigned to 
manage the contingency plan, posting of the contingency plan and the 
approval process of the contingency plan. 

A. RESPONSIBLE PERSON 

The assigned responsible person shall work with the Fire 
Department in the establishment, implementation and 
maintenance of an emergency plan. 

B. POSTING 

A sign shall be posted in a conspicuous location designated 
by the Fire Department with the Fire Department's 
telephone number. 

C. APPROVAL 

All contingency plans for emergency procedures shall be 
approved by the Fire Department. 
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FORM 1 ·CERTIFICATE OF COMPUANCE FOR METHANE TEST DATA 

Part 1 : Certification Sheet 
SHII Address: 
Legal Descripti'-::.on-: =T~-ac-:t~-----:81:::-oc-:-k:-· ----:Lot~---
Bulldlng Use:. ________________ _ 

Name: Architect's, Engineer's, or Geologist's S1amp 

Mailing Addrass: 

Telephone: 

Name of Testing Labotaby: 

Telephone: 

I heraby eartHy that I have taeiBd the above alta for the purpose of methane mitigation 
and that all procedures we~ conducted In conformity with the requrlemeniB of the LADBS 
Methane Mitigation Sla'lda'd. Where the Inspection and lasting of all or pat of the wort< 
above is delegated, full responsebility shall be aaau~ by the licanae individual whose 
signatu~ is affixed thereon. 

Signed: DaiB:. ____ _ 

Requi~ Dala: 
- Project Ia lnoocar!AUIBdld In the Methane Zone/ Methane Buffer Zone. 
- Depth of ground weiBr table: feet below the Impervious Merraane. 
• Design Mathane ConC81 draUon: parts per million by volume (ppmv) 
-Design Mathane Prassu~: lnchee ofwalercolwnn. 
• Sita Design Level (Levell, II, Ill, IV, orV) with Wlches ofwelarcolumn. 

o ... llaiBrlng: 
- De-walaoing ('18) (is not) requi~. 
- Pump Discharge RaiB: cubic feet per minute. 
- Refa~nca Geology or Solis Report dated:. ___ _ 

Additional Investigation: 
- Additional lnveetlgatlon (wea) (was not) conducted. 

La1Bst Gmdlng on Sl18: 
- Date of leat gmdlng on alta wea: 
- See Atlached explanaUon of the'-e=ffect:......,.-on-ao--::11-a -gas- survey l8ldB by gmdlng opeiallona: 

Part 2: Test Dala 

Sl18 Addrass::-:-.....,---,......,.....,....--...,..,,...------------DescrlpUon of Gas Analysis lnstrument(s):. ___________ _ 
Instrument Name and Model:. ________________ _ 

DaiB I Tirne I Probe I Concantratio~ P~~ Sensor I Description I Sensor Location 
Set fl. (ppmv) I (Inches water depth 

column) (feat) 

FORM 2 ·CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE FOR lOlLS E' EC I RiCAL 
RESISTIVIIY TEST 

hrt 1: CartltlcaUon Sheat 
8118 Address 
~Descrl~pti~on-:-:T~~-c7~-------:Lot~--~~~a~ck:~.---

Bulldlng Uee: 

Name: 

Mailing Addrass: 

Telephone: 

Name of Testing Labotaby. 

Telephone: 

ArchiiBcl'a, Engineer's, or Geologlsl'a 
Slamp: 

I henaby eartHy that I have taeiBd the above sl18 for the IUJICll a of mall a• 
mltlgaUon and that all procedures \WII1I conduc:lad In tulfoomlty wllh the 
requl~enls of tha LADBS lnl'umlallon Bulletin PIBC 2002-101. Whent the 
lnepectlooa anciiBellng of a1 or part of the wort< above 18 dala(lllled, ful 
responsability shall be assumed by the licanaa II individual whose signabre is 
afllxed th~. 

Signed: Date:.___ __ 

Summary of Findings: 
- Meaaunld Solis Elecblcal Resistivity: 

Highest otwns; Loweet: Ohms; Awrage:, Oh~. 
- Meesu~ 1Bmp8181u~: · H"'**lty;,___ __ 
-Laat mlnfal wea: ~ago. 

hrt2: Test Date 

DatelllmeiP!obe #IReslsla'lcaiSoll Pl1 P!ooe daplhiDescrlplloniProbe Location 
<~> I (feet) 

Sketch locaUons of the ala c:tlcal DIObes: 

FORII3 ·.PERVIOUS MEIIIBMNE INSTAl' ATION CERTIFICATE 
•After l..tallllllon of the lmpervlou. Membrane, copy of this G6illllcid& 
shall be given to the Buldlng lnspeaiDi'. 

8118 Address: 
~Descripti~.on-:~T~~-:~------~~~~-:ck-~---~Lot~---

Bullcllng 
Use: '-----------------------

Name: 

Mailing Add! ··= 
Telephone: 

I ha!aby eartHy that I have Inspected the lnslallaUon and I8VIawed the 1Bst l'1l8lftl 
olthe Impervious Mambrwl8 syaiBm at the above described p!operty. On the 
beals ollhesa Inspections and teats H Is my oancluslon that the lqiiiiVIous 
Membrane sysl8m was lnelaled In w1foomlty wllh the 16GGIII6'Id!lllons of the 
manul'aclu~ and the requl~ of this Standard Plan. Whenlthe lnspedlon 
and IBsllng of all or part of the work above Is dalegated, full ra apona ability shall be 
assumed by tha Cellllled Installer whose slgnabre Is allbcad ~. 

Signed· ate._· ---
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Table 1A- MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 
METHANE ZONE ~~ 

Sll8 Design LAMII 

Design Methane Concenbatlcwl 
(ppmv) 

Design Methane P•seeura.--11 
(lnclws of water column) 

De watering System 

:li J 
ti ~ 
~ ~ 

~ i 
i 

Parfol atad Horizontal 
Pipes 

Gravel Blanket 
Thickness Under 
lmpaiVIOUS Membrana 

GI&Val Thickness 
Surrounding Ptorfolalad 
Horizontal Pipes 

Vent Risers 

lmpaiVIOUS Membrana 

Level 
I 

0-100 

:!:2" >2· 

X X 

X X 

2" 2" 

2" 2" 

X X 

X X 

~~~~~ u m w 
101 -1,ooo I 1,001 - 5,000 I 5,001 -12,500 

:!: 2. >2· :!:2" >2· :!: 2. >2" 

X X X X X X 

X X X X X X 

'Z' 3" 2" 3" 2" 4" 

'Z' 3" 2" 3" 2" 4" 

X X X X X X 

X X X X X X 

Level 
y 

> 12,500 

All 
Praeeura 

X 

X 

4" 

4" 

X 

X 

:1! 

X X 
Mechanical Exb&~.iion 
System~.-21 II , 

E; I Gas Dal8ctlon System X X X X X X X = I (SM.-a) I 

~ M Mechanical Ventilation x x x x X X X 
G I --3,4,6) I 

C ~ co Alann System X X X X X X X 

I 
~ 
:li 

Control Panel 

Trench Dam 

Conduit or Cable Seal Rttlng 

Additional Vent Risers 
(8Mno106) 

X X 

X X X X 

X X X X 

Table 3- SPECIFICATIONS FOR GRAVEL 

SIEVE SIZE 

1-112" (37.5 mm) 

1" (25.0mm) 

314" (19.0 mm) 

318" (9.5 mm) 

No.4 (4.75 mm) 

No. 8 (2.36 mm) 

No. 200 (75um) 

ASTM C 1311EST 
GRADING 

PERCENTAGE PASSING SIEVE 

314•Grawl 3/B•Grawl 

100 

90-100 

55-65 100 

8-20 65-100 

Q-5 D-30 

Q-5 Q-10 

Q-2 Q-2 

B c 

Table 4- SPECIFICATIONS FOR SAND 

SIEVE SIZE PERCENTAGE PASSINO SIEVE 

318" (9.5 mm) 100 

No. 4 (4. 75 mm) 90-100 

No. 8 (2.36 mm) 75-90 

No.16 (1.18 mm) 55-75 

No. 30 (600 um) 30-50 

No. 50 (300 um) 1D-25 

No.100 (150 um) 2-10 

No. 200 (75 um) Q-5 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

X 

Table 18- MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 
METHANE BUFFER ZONE .-~ 

Sll8 Design LtMII Level 
I 

~ 
II 

~ 
HI 

Level 
N 

~ 
y 

Design Methane ConC6ubatlon 
(ppmv) 0-100 101 -1.000 I 1,oo1 - s,ooo I 5,001 -12,500 I > 12,500 

Design Methane Praeaura .--11 
(Inches of water column) 

D&'llalarlng System 

I I 
~ ~ 

~ J 
i 

Parforalad Horlzonlal 
Pipes 

Gravel Blanket 
Thickness Under 
lmpaiVIOUS Membrana 

Gravel Thicknees 
Surrounding Perfolalad 
Horizon1al Pipes 

Vent Risers 

Impervious Memlllane 

:!: 2. >2" :!:2" >2" 

X X 

X X 

2" 3" 

2" 3" 

X X 

X X 

:!:2" >2" :!:2" 

X X 

X X 

3" 2" 

3" 2" 

X X 

X X 

>2" 

X 

X 

4" 

4" 

X 

X 

All 
Praeeura 

X 

X 

4" 

4" 

X 

X 

u ' :1! co 

Mechanical Exbaclion 
System 18M .-2) 

X X 

I!! 1 Gas Dal8ctlon System x x x X X X E I (SM.-8) I 

~ M Mechanical Ventilation x x x X X X 
G I --3,4,6) I 

C ~ co Alann System X X X X X X 

I 
~ 
:li 

Control Panel 

Trench Dam 

Conduit or Cable Seal FltHng 

Additional Vent Risers 
(a..-6) 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

Table 5 -ACTIVATION THRESHOLDS 
FOR ACTIVE SYSTEM 

SyRm 
Nama 

Balow 
Impervious 
Membrana 

SyRm 

Loulest 

System 
Component 

Wamlng 
AnnunciaiDr 

Mechanical 
Exbacllon Fan 

Mac.'lanlcal 
Ventilation 

Occupied Alann (audible 
Spaoe and visible) 

8vstam 

NOTE: 

Wamlng 
AnnunciaiDr 

SYSTEM COMPONENT TRIGGERED BY 
DETECTORS AND GAS SENSORS 

Detec:tor In lhe 
Lowest Occupied Space 

Mora Than 
10%LEL 

X 

X 

Mora Than 
25%LEL 

X 

X 

X 

Gas Sensor In 
VentRiears 

Mora Than 
75% LEL 

X 

X 

• Gas Dal8ctlon Control Panels as part of the Lowest Occupied Space Systems and 
Balow Impervious Membrana Systems, shall dal8nninethe gas conceubation using a 
time weighted average of 10 minutes. 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X 

NOTES FOR TABLES 1A AND 1 B: 
"X' = Indicates a required mitigation component 
1. De walsring is not required when the maximum Historical High Ground Walsr Tabla Elevation, or projaclard 

post..construction ground water laval, is mora than 12 inches below the botiDm of the PerfOialad Horizontal Pipes. 
2. The Mechanical Extraction System shall be capabala of providing an equivalent of a complal8 change of air 20 

minutes of the total volume of the Glaval Blanket. 
3. The mechanical ventilation eystem shall be capable of providing an equivalent of one complal8 change of the lowest 

occupied space every 15 minutes. 
4. Vent opanlngsiD comply with Item IV.BA on sheet 1 may be used ~ lieu of mechanical ventilation. 
5. The lolal quantity of the Installed Vent Risers shall be Increased ID twice the 1'818 for the Passive System. 

Table 2 -SPACING OF PERFORATED HORIZONTAL 
PIPES AND NUMBER OF VENT RISERS 

MIN. VENT 
RISERPIPE 
DIAMETER 

(Inches) 

MAX. SUB-SLAB 
PERFORATED 

HORIZONTAl. PIPE 
SPACING (feet) 

MAX. SUB-SLAB COMBINATlON 
PERFORATED HORIZONTAl. 
PIPE FOR DEWATERING AND 

VENT SPACING (feat) 

NUMBER OF VENT RISER 
PER BUILDING FOOTPRINT 

AREA (square feat) 

1112 12.5 Not allowed 1/1,250 (min of2 risers) 

2 25 Not allowed 112,500 (min of 2 risers) 

2112 50 Not allowed 1/5,000 (min of 3 risers) 

3 75 Not allowed 1n,500 (min of 4 risers) 

4 100 50 1/10,000 (min of 4 risers) 

NOTE: 
1. Riser length shall be a maximum of 1 00' measured along solid pipe (Including 
bands). 
2. Vent Risers max spacing shall be 100' measured betwaan vent risers. 
3. When the application of the spacing and location requirement of this tabla results in 

the requirement of a fractional number of Vent Risers, any fraction shall be 
construed as one Vent Riser. 

4. Horlzon1al pipes shall always be equal or larger In dlamalsr than the vertical risers. 
5. Building Footprint shall be defined as the area in square faet contained within the 

extarior walls at or below the grade laval. 
6. Vent Risers shall be located as par the above tabla for buildings with fooiDril It areas 

covering up ID 100,000 square feel 
7. Vent Risers in buildings with footprint area covering over 100,000 square faat may 

usa the minimum standards in the above tabla or an altemata meH lOCI justified by 
anglnHrlng calculations approved by the LADBS. 

8. Number of required vent risers shall be dal8nnined by the selaclad riser pips 
diameter and the 1'818 of vent riser par building foolprint area. 

Table 8 - DETECTOR SPACING 

NUMBER OF DETECTORS • 

ROOM FLOOR AREA OR 
CONCEAI.EDSPACEAREA 

(square faet) 

10,000 and Mora 

llora Than 5,000 and 
Lees Than 10,000 

Mora Than 1,000 and 
Uptoi,OOO 

0 and Up to 1,000 

NOTE: 

WITH HEATING, 
VENT1LA110N AND 
AIR CONDITIONING 

Minimum of 3 Deleclool plus one for 
avery 20,000 and flaction thereof in 
axcass of 10,000 

3 Datacluia 

2 Datacluia 

1 Detec:IDr 

• In addition 1D the required number of Datactors in this tabla, lhara shall 
be at least one DataciDr in each elavaiDr ahafl and enclosed stairway. 

WITHOUT HEATlNG, 
VENT1LA110N AND 
AIR CONDITIONING 

Minimum of 6 DataciDrs plus one for 
avery 2,500 and flactlon thereof 

Minimum of 2 DataciDrs plus one for 
avery 2,500 and flaction thereof 

Minimum of 1 DataciDr plus one for 
avery 2,500 and flactlon thereof 

1 Detecklr 
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Table 7 -OUTDOOR HAZARDOUS AREA CLASSIFICATION * Table 8 -VENT RISER HAZARDOUS AREA CLASSIFICATION 

PAVEMENT METHANE MEASURED SOIL GAS MEASURED SOIL HAZARDOUS AREA POWER HEMISPHERICAL DISTANCE HAZARDOUS AREA 
LOCATlON SIZE DESIGN CONCENTRAT10N GAS PRESSURE CLASSIFICAT10N 

LOCAT10N VENTILATED FROM ntE Rill OF ntE VENT, CLASSFICAT10N LEVEL (pprnv) (Inches ofwalar) A JOINT OR A Frnw.IG 

Below finished~ None I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,500 Lesslhan2 Unclassified Within 0 to 3 feat Class I, Division 1 
•• 

I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,500 Graalllr than 2 5' or less depth; Unclassified No Within 3 feat to 5 feat Class I, Division 2 z 
5' to 1 0' depth; Class I, DMslon 2 Ovar5feat Unclassified 0 v Graalllr than 12,500 N/A Over 1 0' depth; Class I, Division 1 -VentOullal 1-

Below finished grade with Less than 5,000 sq. ft. or I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,500 Lesslhan2 Unclassified Within 0 to 5 feat Class I, Division 1 • • a.. rn -pavement Qreala than 15 Greater than 5,000 sq. ft. & 
I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,500 Graalllr than 2 5' or less depth; Unclassified Yes Within 5 feat to 10 feat Class I, Division 2 rn 0:: 

from the outside wall of a Less than 25' In width (.) 
5' to 1 0' depth; Class I, DMslon 2 Ovar 10feat Unclassified w 

building or struclura • v Greater than 12,500 N/A Over 10' depth; Class I, Division 1 0:: rn 
Joints and fittings not enclosed within wall Within 0 to 3 feat Class I, Division 2 c w 

Below finished grade with Greater than 5,000 sq. ft. I, II or Ill Less than 5,000 Lesslhan2 Unclassified spaces* N/A 

~ 
c .. 

pavement graala than 15 Ovar3feat Unclassified ...Jo:: 
from the outside wall of a IV Less than 12,500 but Lessthan2 2.5' or less depth; Unclassified <Cw 
building or struclura • mora than 5,000 2.5' to 1 0' depth; Claas I, Division 2 Joints and fittings in framed walls* N/A Any distance within the frame stud bay Class I, Division 1 w e>z 

Over 10' depth; Class I, Division 1 1- ~~ -
I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,500 Graalllr than 2 1 0' or less depth; Class I, Division 2 

rn 
Over 1 0' depth; Class I, Division 1 In the Vent SysiBm N/A N/A Class I, Division 1 

v Greater than 12,500 N/A 

Below finished grade with Greater than 5,000 sq. ft. I, II or Ill Less than 5,000 Lesslhan2 2.5' or less depth; Unclassified Gas Sampling Port N/A Within 0 to 3 feat Class I, Division 2 pavement less than or 2.5' to 10' depth; Claas I, DMslon 2 
equal to 15' from the Over 1 0' depth; Class I, Division 1 z -e outside wall of a building 

IV Less than 12,500 but Lessthan2 10' or lass depth; Claas I, Division 2 Mechanical axlraction vent with dlract drive 
or structura 

mora than 5,000 Over 1 0' depth; Class I, Division 1 
blade motor with a mechanical check valve in Yes N/A Unclassified 0 (I) 
the oullat of the motor duct. ·~ - e 

~ I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,600 Graalllr than 2 Mechanical axlraction vent with dlract drive a. 
Glasa I, Division 1 

blade motor without a check valve in the oullat Yes Within 0 to 3 feat Class I, Division 2 -v Greater than 12,500 N/A C) of the motor duct. • • (I) 
Less than 5,000 sq. ft. I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,500 Lesslhan2 Unclassified z - f/l ..... tV 

I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,500 Graalllr than 2 5' or less depth; Unclassified NOTE: :5 ..J:: 
5' to 1 0' depth; Claas I, Division 2 - a. • The hazardous area designation for lhasa areas is considered as unclassified under any one rA the following conditions: 

~ v Graalllr than 12,500 N/A Over 10' depth; Class I, Division 1 a. All Joints and fltllngs are welded In approved manner, a.. -m SumJ Totally Sub Unclassified b. Approved double walled vant risers are provided, or 
PumJ Partially Subrnalged N/A N/A N/A N/A Class I, Division 2 c. Approved four Inch or smaller threaded steal pipe venting system or equivalent approved piping syslam Is Installed. 

0 0 ·-Pit Dry Class I, Division 1 0:: > 
Unclassified 0:: ~ Abova Grade Ragardlass N/A N/A N/A 

<(~ NOTE: tV -
• Unpaved open araas, such as planters or landscaping not lass than 3' x 3' spaced at less than or equal to 50' from each others edge, the area In 0 a. 

between them shall be natec1 as an area that is less than 5,000 sq. ft .. lfthespace in between them exceeds 50', lhataraa can baconslrued as z :::c L.. 
lass than 5,000 sq. ft. provided that the conduit or cable Is Installed In a trench and back filled with 3f4...1nch aggragalll or gravel up to the grade. 

~ 
J2 

w "C 

z (I) en f/l 
<( :::l 

(I) :::c Table 9- BUILDING HAZARDOUS AREA CLASSIFICATION ..c ..... .8 METHANE MEASURED SOIL GAS MEASURED SOIL GAS w LOCAT10N DESIGN CONCENTRAT10N PRESSURE HAZARDOUS AREA -CLASSIFICATION ~ 0 LEVEL (pprnv) (Inches of walar) z 
Below Impervious lor II Less than 1,000 Lesslhan2 Unclasaified 

Membrana Ill or IV Less than 12,500 but mora Lesslhan2 1 0' or leas depth; Claas I, Division 2 
than 1,000 Over 10' depth; Claas I, Division 1 

I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,500 Greater than 2 

v Greater than 12,500 N/A 
Class I, Division 1 

"' 
>-
1-

I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,500 Lesslhan2 1 0' or leas depth; Claas I, Division 2 
w 

Below grade within the II 
..... 

Over 1 0' depth; Claas I, Division 1 cc 
raised floor foundaUon or U) 

lowest building slab without I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,500 Greater than 2 Cll 

A 
:z 

an Impervious Membrana v Greater than 12,500 N/A 
Claas I, Division 1 cc 

C) 

Above grade within the raised I, II, Ill or IV Less than 12,500 Lesslhan2 Unclaasllled :z 
;if{'>--,.,.., ""'~ iiSi floor foundation footing without X:. , •. / 

an Impervious Membrana but I, II, Ill or rl Less than 12,500 Greater than 2 '~Sf = .. : . Q :::> 
with adequate ventilation per Class I, Division 2 "' '" II:ICll ~ 0 

Slandard Plan v Graater than 12,500 N/A 1\p < ~~ ..... 

~cJr~ 
Abova Impervious I, II, Ill or rl Below Impervious Membrana Below Impervious Membrana 

Less than 12,500 Greater than 2 c :z 
Membrane, but below the w 

Unclasallled == lowest building slab or raised I, II, Ill or rl Below Impervious Membrana Below Impervious Membrana 1-
floor foundation Less than 12,500 Lesslhan2 ... a:: 

if v Below Impervious Membrana N/A 
Claas I, Division 2 .A.~I~ 

w 
Graater than 12,500 Cll 

Above Impervious 
Membrane, through the Rev.: 02/10/10 

N/A N/A N/A Unclasailied lowest building slab or Date: 02/01/06 
Above slab 

Scale: Not to Scale 

Sump 
Totally Submergaad Unclaasifiad Drawn: 

Pump Partially Submargad N/A N/A N/A 
Class I, Division 2 Job: 

Pit 
Class I, Division 1 Sheet: 

DIY 
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----- Vent Riser, 

~---1' '\ 

888 detail 12 on sheet 8 

,--------- ---\ ~ , - -.~-, 

I . "-! SuiHIIab Vent I DHVallning Syslam. ~
'-.:.'11./ ~ I 

C1'088 - hatched area 1 Detail 1 on Shaat 7 and 
lndlcataa ax1ant of ~ I Tabla 2 on Shaat 4 for spacing 
Impervious Membrana I 1 
and Gravel Blanket, aaa 1 

Tabla 3 and 4 on Sheet 4. I I Impervious Membrana 
~ ~ ' 1 7 at axtsriorfooling 

I ' ~ ' I 
Typicallmpervioua I ~ I 
Mambrwla boot for ...,_----J""----l-t--f.L-~ 

plll'llblng linea 7 
I I 
I .. 

1""11" I II by the Department of Public Works 

II r~ ~ ~ 

II ! I 2 I 
I II , I 
1/ .... ] -- ....... \ 11 ' \ I 

Underground uUIItlaa provide r- - - ~ ~ \I 
Trench Dams par Deta•v·11e 1 , 1 u • x • l 
on Sheet 8 and Conduit or ' / 1 "" "' j 
Cable Seals par Dalall 8 on '~ ..... ~ 1 .... .-'1/ , " r 
Shaat7. Sea not& 2. 1 - 1 I J 1 I 

.~ 1 !II i l !I 
ll )j ll jl 

I ' / I . ' L _____ _j 

(~ 
-r 

De ~•a1aring pit with dual sump pumps, 
888 Section VA 1 on Shaat 1 

No188: 
1. • X • shall be not mora than one-half the 

dia1anca specified on Tabla 2 on Shaat 4. 
2. Utilities that do not go under or lhru footings 

do not required trench dams. 
3. Separate mechanical plan check by the 

Department of Building In! Safely Ia 
required for sump pumps. 

4. Sea Detail 17 on Shaat 8 for clallllcaUon of 
inspections for SuiHIIab Vent System and 
lmparvoua Membrana. 

LEGEND: 

• Vent Riser 

Sample Plan For Below Slab Methane Mitigation Components 
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Below Slab Methane Mitigation Components 

Mechanical Ventilation 

HVACUnit ~ 

ln1arior Methane Alarm 
/ Device In Location Approved 

by Fire Department. Sea dalails 
9, 10, and 11 on sheet 7 

Backup power for Control 
Panel, Gas Dalactora, Alanna, 
Mechanical Ventilation In! 
Extraction Fans------. 

'Cp 
~ 

\ I 
\ I 

~ I I 
\ I II~---
\ I I / 
I 

D 

/ 

\11/J ~ 
----. 

""""" - ---- . ..,,_, _ ... _, -----._ - -4 ) on8haat7 _ / 

Exlarior Mathana Alarm 
Device In locaUon approved 
by Fire Department 

Impervious Membrana 
Identification sign, 
888 Detall14 on Shaat 8 _____ __/ 

:t 
)-1 

Mechanical Extraction Fan and 
Vent Riser, Sea Tabla 2 on Shaat 
4 for Spacing of Vent Risers 

Methane Gas Datador, 
aaa Tabla 6 on Sheet 4 for spacing 

NoiBa: 
1. Sea Tabla 5 on Shaat 4 for aclivalion 

thresholds for active aya18m (Alarms, 
Mechanical Ventilation and Extracllon Fan). 

2. Separate alacb ical plan check by the 
Department of Building and Safely Ia 
required for the control panel, back-up 
power, and alarms. 

3. Separate machnical plan check by the 
Department of Building and Safely is 
required for the Extraction Fan, and 
Mechanical Vantialtion. 

4. Sea Section V B on Sheet 1 and 2 for the 
backup power requil'lllll8IIIIB. 

LEGEND: 
® MaltBie Gas DAiw.l .. -

~o Interior Methane Alarm 
~ 

~ 

-fl 
1•-1 

@) 

cb 

Exterior Mathena Alarm 

Impervious Membrana 
Identification Sign 

Mechanical Extraction Fan 

Mechanical Ventilation Fan 

Sample Plan For Above Slab Methane Mitigation Components 
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Altematlve A: 
No Groundwater 

Gravel Blanket under 
Impervious Membrane--~ 

Finished floor 

Altematlve B: 
Groundwater 

Gravel Blanket under 
Impervious ManDana 

2" thick sand or 1" thick lean 
concrete mix above Impervious 
Membrane 
Impervious Membrane 

Perforalad Horizontal Vent Pipe 

'-Gravel Blanket around 
Perfol atad Horizontal Vent Pipe 

Finished floor 

2" thick sand or 1" thick lean 
concrete mix above Impervious 
Membrana 

LJmpervloua Membrane 

Perforalad Horizoulal PiDB___/ 

Sub-Stab Vent System 

Conduit or pipe penetration 

Polypropylene cable tie 2" min. 
above base penetration as par 
manufacturer's specifications 
Impervious Membial8 

~ravel Blanket around 
Parfolatad Horizontal Vent Pipe 

Demtt1 -Naito-

r-;,- min. coll81' axl8nds 
inlo concrela 

~:~~=:;-n ~\ .· •' ' ....... ' -:'>,..1 
Mix Above Impervious 
Membrane 

Gravel Blanket 
und81' Menlbrane _ ____] 

Membrane Soot 

Circuit Breakw Panel 

Conduit 
joint 

Slab 

-fj 

.• •. i ••• ;:~\::: :· .• ~.· ;-....... 

Conduit Seat 

Seeling ------_ 
compound 

Fib81' 
filler 

~X 

Horizontal Conduit Seal 
X 

Detail 5 -Naito-

?'--EVS vertical 

Fill thickness equai1D concl.llt 
diameter not less than 5.18") 

Verltcal Conduit Seal 

Detail 8 -Naito-

Impervious Membrane allached 
to footings shall be as par 
manufacturer's speclllcsllons 

lntarior Slab 

~nslon.Jolnt 

,---Garage Slab 

,-Impervious MA1nbn:anA 

~~~=~~=~---" .. \- d-~ 
{Gravel Blanket under 

Membrana 
Impervious Membrane 

Impervious Membrane 

Gravel Blanket 
under Membrane __ __/ 

L__ Light broom finished, or smoother free of dirt, debris, 
loose material, ralease agents or curing compounds 

Membrane Termination at Garage/Dwelling Roor Transition 1 Demit 2 1 -Naito-

Cold joint 

Perforatad Horizontal 
Vent Pipe 

Compacted 
Subgrade _ ____/ 

Provide adequate 
support for Vent Piping 
during concrete pour 

Sleeve through fooling 

Vent Pipe at tntartor Footing 

"'- \ I / 
--~R~--

Notes: 

Atanns 

Slandby 
power 
source 

,sand above Membrane 

,Impervious Membrane 

-· Gravel Blanket under Membrane 

Demtt6 -Naito-
Methane Gas Sensors 

Announlcator Panel 

Pre-Alert 

1. The Methane Gas Detection System shall operata 24 hr Jday continuously. 
2. All building strobe/alarms to sound simulanaously upon any high Gas Delaclion 

In building. 
3. Auto dialer shall not be required for single family dwellings. 
4. Standby power shall provide sufficient DOWBI' 1D the Methane Gas Sensors for 24 

hours. 

Detail 9 -Naito-Methane Detection System 

Impervious Membrane allached 
to footings shall be as par 
manufactural's speclllcallons 
Impervious Membrane 

2" thick sand or 1" thick 
lean concrete mix above 
Impervious Membrane 

Gravel Blanket under 
Membrane 

rJ ---Cnld joint 

71' Light broom finished, or smoother 
free of dirt, debris, loosa material, 
ralaase agents or curing 
compounds 

Demll3 Membrane Tenntnatlon at Garage Grade Seam -Naito-

Cold joint 

Impervious Membrana attachment shall be 
as per manufacturer's recommandations 

2" Thick Sand or 1" Thick Lean Concrel8 
Mix Above Impervious Membrana ----. 

Impervious Membrane ----..... 

Gravel Blanket under Membia 16 ----+-" _ 
S1rlke concrete smooth at cold joint with 8" metal 
trowel to acconwnodate membrana (typ.) __ __/ 

Detatt4 lllembrane Tennination at Exterior Footing- Two Pour -Naito-

2" thick sand or 1" thick 
lean concrete mix above 
Impervious Membrane 

2" thick sand or 1" thick 
lean concrete mix above 
Impervious Membrane ----. 

Gravel Blanket 
under Membrana ---, 

(Finished floor 

r-Min. 8" overlap of gaofabrlc 

{Impervious Membrana Sump drain shall be conveyed to 
approved outlet under saparata 
permit. Industrial Wasta permit 
shall be obtained from the 
Department of Public Works Gravel Bl811kel under Membrane 

Impervious Membrane 

~A 

~A' 

Wrap pipe in foam 
tape @transition 
through footing 

\__Gravel 
surrounding 
Horizontal Pipe 

'-------Pipe 1D d-aterlng sump 
(groundwater collection) 

Combination O.Watertng and Vent Pipe 

""\ ---- (0 

0 

' 

• • 
E E 
T T 
H H 

A A 
N N 
E E 
1/ ' 
Strobe 

E 
T 

I/ 
0\ ----
0 

Gaofabric 
surrounding 
Gravel Blanket 

Perforated 
Horizontal Pipe 

Geofabrlc surrounding 
Gravel Blar*et 

Wall 

VentRisar 
to roof 

Pipe in concrela 
shall be wrapped 
with mill tape 

Solid horizontal 
header pipe (typ.) 

--._Filter fabric surrounding 
Gravel Blanket 

'-Gravel surrounding 
Horizontal Pipe 

'---Perforalad Horizontal Pipe 
Section A -A' 

Notlle: 
1. Perforalad Horizontal Pipe used as 

combination De-Watering and Vent 
Pipe shall be sized one fUll plumbing 
pipe size larger than required by Tabla 2. 

2. Piping and conduit shall be piUIIllcl8d from 
corrosion 8ild structural aelllemant as 
follows: 
a. Tape shall be applied on conduit and 

piping encased in camant slurry or 
concrela. 

b. Tape shall be Ps-37-90, Black Plastic 
PVC or PE Pressure-Sensitive Corrosion 
Preventive Tape. 

Detail 7 -Naito-

·.. \ I I • 

,____~-u/~ Methane Alarm 
Evacuate Building 

Call911 

Tmln 

Wall Surface mount hom/strobe 

E 

Side VIew- Hom and 
Strube Device 

lla,..ne Atann Device- Hom and Strobe Combination Detail 10 -Naito-

Finished floor 
. .. .•· . . . .. - . . ·: -· . -~· ..• :. __ ... .a-·~ --~4- ···:-. Jl-~ -.. ... •• ·_ .. ~ .• : • . -, ...... ··::- ... ;~.~- . ·;;· :.· .. · ~.. .. .•··. ... .. ... ··-·· . .· ,. . .. 

Note: 
All methane AudioNisual Alarms shall be inslalled 
above the floor at a standard height of 7 feat with 
adjacent slgnage (as shown) unless othawlsa noted. 

lllethane Atann Device Mount Dem/111 -Naito-
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Altematlve A: 
No Groundwater 

Gravel Blanket under 
Impervious Membrane--~ 

Finished floor 

Altematlve B: 
Groundwater 

Gravel Blanket under 
Impervious ManDana 

2" thick sand or 1" thick lean 
concrete mix above Impervious 
Membrane 
Impervious Membrane 

Perforalad Horizontal Vent Pipe 

'-Gravel Blanket around 
Perfol atad Horizontal Vent Pipe 

Finished floor 

2" thick sand or 1" thick lean 
concrete mix above Impervious 
Membrana 

LJmpervloua Membrane 

Perforalad Horizoulal PiDB___/ 

Sub-Stab Vent System 

Conduit or pipe penetration 

Polypropylene cable tie 2" min. 
above base penetration as par 
manufacturer's specifications 
Impervious Membial8 

~ravel Blanket around 
Parfolatad Horizontal Vent Pipe 

Demtt1 -Naito-

r-;,- min. coll81' axl8nds 
inlo concrela 

~:~~=:;-n ~\ .· •' ' ....... ' -:'>,..1 
Mix Above Impervious 
Membrane 

Gravel Blanket 
und81' Menlbrane _ ____] 

Membrane Soot 

Circuit Breakw Panel 

Conduit 
joint 

Slab 

-fj 

.• •. i ••• ;:~\::: :· .• ~.· ;-....... 

Conduit Seat 

Seeling ------_ 
compound 

Fib81' 
filler 

~X 

Horizontal Conduit Seal 
X 

Detail 5 -Naito-

?'--EVS vertical 

Fill thickness equai1D concl.llt 
diameter not less than 5.18") 

Verltcal Conduit Seal 

Detail 8 -Naito-

Impervious Membrane allached 
to footings shall be as par 
manufacturer's speclllcsllons 

lntarior Slab 

~nslon.Jolnt 

,---Garage Slab 

,-Impervious MA1nbn:anA 

~~~=~~=~---" .. \- d-~ 
{Gravel Blanket under 

Membrana 
Impervious Membrane 

Impervious Membrane 

Gravel Blanket 
under Membrane __ __/ 

L__ Light broom finished, or smoother free of dirt, debris, 
loose material, ralease agents or curing compounds 

Membrane Termination at Garage/Dwelling Roor Transition 1 Demit 2 1 -Naito-

Cold joint 

Perforatad Horizontal 
Vent Pipe 

Compacted 
Subgrade _ ____/ 

Provide adequate 
support for Vent Piping 
during concrete pour 

Sleeve through fooling 

Vent Pipe at tntartor Footing 

"'- \ I / 
--~R~--

Notes: 

Atanns 

Slandby 
power 
source 

,sand above Membrane 

,Impervious Membrane 

-· Gravel Blanket under Membrane 

Demtt6 -Naito-
Methane Gas Sensors 

Announlcator Panel 

Pre-Alert 

1. The Methane Gas Detection System shall operata 24 hr Jday continuously. 
2. All building strobe/alarms to sound simulanaously upon any high Gas Delaclion 

In building. 
3. Auto dialer shall not be required for single family dwellings. 
4. Standby power shall provide sufficient DOWBI' 1D the Methane Gas Sensors for 24 

hours. 

Detail 9 -Naito-Methane Detection System 

Impervious Membrane allached 
to footings shall be as par 
manufactural's speclllcallons 
Impervious Membrane 

2" thick sand or 1" thick 
lean concrete mix above 
Impervious Membrane 

Gravel Blanket under 
Membrane 

rJ ---Cnld joint 

71' Light broom finished, or smoother 
free of dirt, debris, loosa material, 
ralaase agents or curing 
compounds 

Demll3 Membrane Tenntnatlon at Garage Grade Seam -Naito-

Cold joint 

Impervious Membrana attachment shall be 
as per manufacturer's recommandations 

2" Thick Sand or 1" Thick Lean Concrel8 
Mix Above Impervious Membrana ----. 

Impervious Membrane ----..... 

Gravel Blanket under Membia 16 ----+-" _ 
S1rlke concrete smooth at cold joint with 8" metal 
trowel to acconwnodate membrana (typ.) __ __/ 

Detatt4 lllembrane Tennination at Exterior Footing- Two Pour -Naito-

2" thick sand or 1" thick 
lean concrete mix above 
Impervious Membrane 

2" thick sand or 1" thick 
lean concrete mix above 
Impervious Membrane ----. 

Gravel Blanket 
under Membrana ---, 

(Finished floor 

r-Min. 8" overlap of gaofabrlc 

{Impervious Membrana Sump drain shall be conveyed to 
approved outlet under saparata 
permit. Industrial Wasta permit 
shall be obtained from the 
Department of Public Works Gravel Bl811kel under Membrane 

Impervious Membrane 

~A 

~A' 

Wrap pipe in foam 
tape @transition 
through footing 

\__Gravel 
surrounding 
Horizontal Pipe 

'-------Pipe 1D d-aterlng sump 
(groundwater collection) 

Combination O.Watertng and Vent Pipe 

""\ ---- (0 

0 

' 

• • 
E E 
T T 
H H 

A A 
N N 
E E 
1/ ' 
Strobe 

E 
T 

I/ 
0\ ----
0 

Gaofabric 
surrounding 
Gravel Blanket 

Perforated 
Horizontal Pipe 

Geofabrlc surrounding 
Gravel Blar*et 

Wall 

VentRisar 
to roof 

Pipe in concrela 
shall be wrapped 
with mill tape 

Solid horizontal 
header pipe (typ.) 

--._Filter fabric surrounding 
Gravel Blanket 

'-Gravel surrounding 
Horizontal Pipe 

'---Perforalad Horizontal Pipe 
Section A -A' 

Notlle: 
1. Perforalad Horizontal Pipe used as 

combination De-Watering and Vent 
Pipe shall be sized one fUll plumbing 
pipe size larger than required by Tabla 2. 

2. Piping and conduit shall be piUIIllcl8d from 
corrosion 8ild structural aelllemant as 
follows: 
a. Tape shall be applied on conduit and 

piping encased in camant slurry or 
concrela. 

b. Tape shall be Ps-37-90, Black Plastic 
PVC or PE Pressure-Sensitive Corrosion 
Preventive Tape. 

Detail 7 -Naito-

·.. \ I I • 

,____~-u/~ Methane Alarm 
Evacuate Building 

Call911 

Tmln 

Wall Surface mount hom/strobe 

E 

Side VIew- Hom and 
Strube Device 

lla,..ne Atann Device- Hom and Strobe Combination Detail 10 -Naito-

Finished floor 
. .. .•· . . . .. - . . ·: -· . -~· ..• :. __ ... .a-·~ --~4- ···:-. Jl-~ -.. ... •• ·_ .. ~ .• : • . -, ...... ··::- ... ;~.~- . ·;;· :.· .. · ~.. .. .•··. ... .. ... ··-·· . .· ,. . .. 

Note: 
All methane AudioNisual Alarms shall be inslalled 
above the floor at a standard height of 7 feat with 
adjacent slgnage (as shown) unless othawlsa noted. 

lllethane Atann Device Mount Dem/111 -Naito-
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Properly Une 

3'-0" min 

Placard 

Rain guard (nOIH'II8Irlcllng type) 

Termination of Passive Vent Riser, 
see 110181. 

Allie 

_.-- Placard sign, spaced at 5' Interval (typ.) 
Notes for placard slw!: 

1
.----------.

1 1. 3" high X 4" wide, CAUilON 
2. Plastic with adhesive 

backing, and 
3. 1/4" high black latlars 

on white background 

..--- No-hub coupling 

_.-- Vent Riser clamp or strap (typ.) 

METHANE GAS IN PIPE 
NO SMOKING 

OR ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT wnHIN 10' 

3rd floor 

_.-- Vent Riser inside wall, 

2nd floor 

residential buildings up to 2 slorles may use 
PVC, Cast Iron, Galvanized Sleel, Black Iron 
or PVDF Pipes as Vent Riser. 
For all other buildings, Vent Rlaer shall be of 
Cast lion or Galvanized Sleel Pipe. 

~--- Cast iron Pipe 

~- Approved adaptor (Fernco ) 

Perforated Horlzonlal Pipe 
with LARR approval. 
See Table 2 on Sheet 4 for size, 
(4. diameter) 

~ Impervious Membrane 

~ c I 'V7..i' I I I I I I I ,-- Cone. slab 

min. ~/. ! 1st floor ,( ,( . / • ./ J . I 

'( 

·' 
• -~ 11 ••• 

• • . ..,,. .... ,4 1! 

•.. • 

Vent Riser 

Notes: 

1. Termination of Passive Vent Riser shall 
be as follows (LAMC 94.906.0): 
a. 10' min. away from, or at least 3' 

above any openable window, door, 
opening or air intake, or vent shaft. 

b. 3' min. In every direction from any 
lot line, alley, and street. 

c. Extend through the vent flashing, 6" 
min. above the roof, and 1' min. 
from any p&~&pet or bullca,g wall. 

2. W~ap all piping with approved material 
through concrete slab or floor. 

3. Support all piping per Table 3-2 of Los 
Angeles Plumbing Code. 

4. The piping of the venting syslem shall 
be tested with air In accordance with 
Section 94.712.3 of the Los Angeles 
Plumbing Code. 

Detall12 -NaiiD-

Concrete Slab or 
Asphait Paving 

2" min Aggragala 
Subgrade 

,--- Paving Vent (See notes) 

SupporiB for Paving Vent 

Compacted Subgrade 
Natu181 Grade 

Notes: 
1. Paving Vent shall be COII8tructad on cast Iron. 
2. Paving Vent shall be installed at the same rate as the vent risers 

shown In Table 2 for cori&Bpondlng openings. 
3. Paving Vent shall be spaced a maximum of 100' aparL 
4. Net area of openings In each Paving Vent shall be 12 sqU818Inches. 

WARNING 

THIS BUILDING IS PROTECTED WITH A 
METHANE GAS CONTROL BARRIER. 
ANY PROPOSED PENETRAnON OR 

ALTERATION OF FLOOR SLAB 
REQUIRES NOTIFICAnON OF THE 

BUILDING OFFICIAL AND INSPECTION 
BY AN ENGINEER 

Notes: 
1. This notification Is to be parmanantly slampad or 

etched In the slrilce of the garage slab or other 
location approved by the Building lnsD&Ctor at the 
time of construction. 

2. Alllettars 1/'Z' (min.) in height 
3. At least one requlnMI per building. 

Service Conduit 1 

Install listed conduit or cable 
seal fitting in conduit localed 
between utility pullbox and 
main aervice pull box ---+--< 
Finished Floor ------.. 

Impervious 

Nota: 

CoioiiM*idll 
S.*gmt J.--t._ 

fL... Hazardous Classified Area: \... J-
o Class I, Div. 1, Group D 
o Class I, Div. 2, Group D 
o Unclassified 

Bldg Wall 

Finished Grade 

,----- Service Conduit 

ToDWPVauit 

1. Piping and conduit shall be protected from corrosion and structural setllement as follows: 
a. Tape shall be applied on conduit and piping encesed In cementslunyorcorJCielll. 
b. Tape shall be Ps-37-90, Black Plastic PVC or PE Pressure- Sensitive Corrosion 

Preventive Tape. 
4. This notification shall be posted and malnlahMI at the 

front entrance of the building, except n1Bidentlal 
buildings. 

I Conduit or cable Seat Fittings for 
1 

Paved Antas Venttnn l Detail 13 Gas Membrane notification placard De~ll,!! Bulldtnn SetVIce and DWP Pull Boxes 
Detail 15 

Section: 

Trench 

Plan VIew: 

Sand becktlll 

TNnchDam 

Ptanvtew 

. -NaiiO- - 10 • 

Finished 

Sand becktlll \...._ TrRnm Dam (See Note #2) 

Trench Dam Length 
flSee Notes #3 a and .. ,---,~ 

\...._PIDR or conduit 
~. ill" 7~ 

'---Trench Dam (Sea Notes #3 a and b) 

!Impervious Membrane 

GI8V81 Blanket 
under membrane 

\...._Pipe or conduit 
(See Note #4) 

Backfil 
below slab 
level 

Notes: Trench Dams 

1. All Trench Dams shall be installed in trenches conlai!Wlg piping and conduit 
that connecls directly from the utility lines In the street. 

2. The width of a Trench Dam shall be one hslf the length. 
3. Trench Dams shall be constructed of one of the folloM!g: 

a. Bu1k1nlte Cement Sluny three feet long: A mixture of 4% Type II Cement, 
and 2% PowdenMI Benluuite. 

b. Compacted Native Solis Bacldlllflve feet ~: Native soils shall be 
compacted at least 90% relative compaction in accordance with ASTM 
D-1557 Tasting Procedul88. 

c. Concrete mixes other than Bentonite Cement Sluny may be used provided 
conduit or piping is wrapped with High Density PVC Foam Tape, Closed 
Cells, Adhesive Backed, 1/4" thick by %"wide shall be applied ID clear 
surface with ends butled together at moat visible locations in Trench Dam. 

4. Piping and conduit shall be p1 otected from corrosion and structunll sat11ement 
as foloii'JB: 
a. Tape shall be applied on conduit and piping er;o od In cement sluny or 

conaete. 
b. Tape shall be Ps-37-90, Black Plastic PVC or PE Pressure-Sensitive 

Corrosion PI8V8ntive Tape. 

-Naito-
~--- 45" Elbows 

,------ Cone. slab and footing 
(Footing/Foundation/Slab, Building lnapec:tlon) 

,------- 2" thick sand or 1" thick lean concrete 
mix above Impervious Membl&ne 
(Footing/Foundation/Slab, Building lnapeatlon) 

.----- Impervious Membl&ne 
(Footing/Foundation/Slab, Building lnapeatlon) 

GI8V81 Blanket around 
Perforated Horizontal Vent Pipe 
(Footing/Foundation/Slab, Building lnapeatlon) 

Perforated Horizontal Pipe, 
Vent Riser and Denakillng Pipe 
(Underground, Mechanical lnapeatlon) 

. .. . ..... .. 
:· •:. · .. a· ... . 

Bottom of Footing and Base for Slab 
(Excavation and Bottom/Toe, Grading Inspection) 

1 Detail 16 I Inspection (Request inspection using 
-Nail~~~- the terminologies shown in this detail) 

Detail 17 

-Naito-

,---Tralllc l8ted cover 

,------'7/W' S.S. Pull (41ocallons) 

Standard 4' X 4' or 4' X fi 
precast concrete cover 

.---Flat nylon sling length of sling = L + 28" (4lolal). Nylon 
sling has to be standard flat eye and eye wab sling, l8ted 
20,000 lbs vertical with 3 to 1 safety faciDr and shall be 
provided with 1" diameter shackels length of sling hes to 
be adjusted as shown with eddltlonal1" diameter 
shackels (up to 3"1Dierance) 

.....--32" x 32" square conaete 

Precast top sec11on 1 j ;-Traffic l8ted cover 18" vent grate 

S.S. Pull (typ.) n:;Jti=~I2J-~Domed cover 

~-~···~-~~~----·.·~-·~-·~ ... ~. ~L~. 

.. 
ll II I Vauit neck 

'-Seal all termination 
joint (typ.) 

r-Groundrod 

\_Compacted backfill 

'-Gas from pipe 
min. PVC 

neck pipe 

\Ht· ' .... rr.=11%slope(mln.) 

2" PVC pipe 

:$4" typ. 

... ... 
PVC Vent Pipe (25' max. length or 

equivalent cross sectional area) 

L2500 PSI concrete (typ.) 

PVC vent pipe 

.· "i ~~ ---1. 
'-!U4" rock (typ.) 

Large Und81f1tound Electrical Equipment EnclosuNS Detail 18 -Naito-
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Properly Une 

3'-0" min 

Placard 

Rain guard (nOIH'II8Irlcllng type) 

Termination of Passive Vent Riser, 
see 110181. 

Allie 

_.-- Placard sign, spaced at 5' Interval (typ.) 
Notes for placard slw!: 

1
.----------.

1 1. 3" high X 4" wide, CAUilON 
2. Plastic with adhesive 

backing, and 
3. 1/4" high black latlars 

on white background 

..--- No-hub coupling 

_.-- Vent Riser clamp or strap (typ.) 

METHANE GAS IN PIPE 
NO SMOKING 

OR ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT wnHIN 10' 

3rd floor 

_.-- Vent Riser inside wall, 

2nd floor 

residential buildings up to 2 slorles may use 
PVC, Cast Iron, Galvanized Sleel, Black Iron 
or PVDF Pipes as Vent Riser. 
For all other buildings, Vent Rlaer shall be of 
Cast lion or Galvanized Sleel Pipe. 

~--- Cast iron Pipe 

~- Approved adaptor (Fernco ) 

Perforated Horlzonlal Pipe 
with LARR approval. 
See Table 2 on Sheet 4 for size, 
(4. diameter) 

~ Impervious Membrane 

~ c I 'V7..i' I I I I I I I ,-- Cone. slab 

min. ~/. ! 1st floor ,( ,( . / • ./ J . I 

'( 

·' 
• -~ 11 ••• 

• • . ..,,. .... ,4 1! 

•.. • 

Vent Riser 

Notes: 

1. Termination of Passive Vent Riser shall 
be as follows (LAMC 94.906.0): 
a. 10' min. away from, or at least 3' 

above any openable window, door, 
opening or air intake, or vent shaft. 

b. 3' min. In every direction from any 
lot line, alley, and street. 

c. Extend through the vent flashing, 6" 
min. above the roof, and 1' min. 
from any p&~&pet or bullca,g wall. 

2. W~ap all piping with approved material 
through concrete slab or floor. 

3. Support all piping per Table 3-2 of Los 
Angeles Plumbing Code. 

4. The piping of the venting syslem shall 
be tested with air In accordance with 
Section 94.712.3 of the Los Angeles 
Plumbing Code. 

Detall12 -NaiiD-

Concrete Slab or 
Asphait Paving 

2" min Aggragala 
Subgrade 

,--- Paving Vent (See notes) 

SupporiB for Paving Vent 

Compacted Subgrade 
Natu181 Grade 

Notes: 
1. Paving Vent shall be COII8tructad on cast Iron. 
2. Paving Vent shall be installed at the same rate as the vent risers 

shown In Table 2 for cori&Bpondlng openings. 
3. Paving Vent shall be spaced a maximum of 100' aparL 
4. Net area of openings In each Paving Vent shall be 12 sqU818Inches. 

WARNING 

THIS BUILDING IS PROTECTED WITH A 
METHANE GAS CONTROL BARRIER. 
ANY PROPOSED PENETRAnON OR 

ALTERATION OF FLOOR SLAB 
REQUIRES NOTIFICAnON OF THE 

BUILDING OFFICIAL AND INSPECTION 
BY AN ENGINEER 

Notes: 
1. This notification Is to be parmanantly slampad or 

etched In the slrilce of the garage slab or other 
location approved by the Building lnsD&Ctor at the 
time of construction. 

2. Alllettars 1/'Z' (min.) in height 
3. At least one requlnMI per building. 

Service Conduit 1 

Install listed conduit or cable 
seal fitting in conduit localed 
between utility pullbox and 
main aervice pull box ---+--< 
Finished Floor ------.. 

Impervious 

Nota: 

CoioiiM*idll 
S.*gmt J.--t._ 

fL... Hazardous Classified Area: \... J-
o Class I, Div. 1, Group D 
o Class I, Div. 2, Group D 
o Unclassified 

Bldg Wall 

Finished Grade 

,----- Service Conduit 

ToDWPVauit 

1. Piping and conduit shall be protected from corrosion and structural setllement as follows: 
a. Tape shall be applied on conduit and piping encesed In cementslunyorcorJCielll. 
b. Tape shall be Ps-37-90, Black Plastic PVC or PE Pressure- Sensitive Corrosion 

Preventive Tape. 
4. This notification shall be posted and malnlahMI at the 

front entrance of the building, except n1Bidentlal 
buildings. 

I Conduit or cable Seat Fittings for 
1 

Paved Antas Venttnn l Detail 13 Gas Membrane notification placard De~ll,!! Bulldtnn SetVIce and DWP Pull Boxes 
Detail 15 

Section: 

Trench 

Plan VIew: 

Sand becktlll 

TNnchDam 

Ptanvtew 

. -NaiiO- - 10 • 

Finished 

Sand becktlll \...._ TrRnm Dam (See Note #2) 

Trench Dam Length 
flSee Notes #3 a and .. ,---,~ 

\...._PIDR or conduit 
~. ill" 7~ 

'---Trench Dam (Sea Notes #3 a and b) 

!Impervious Membrane 

GI8V81 Blanket 
under membrane 

\...._Pipe or conduit 
(See Note #4) 

Backfil 
below slab 
level 

Notes: Trench Dams 

1. All Trench Dams shall be installed in trenches conlai!Wlg piping and conduit 
that connecls directly from the utility lines In the street. 

2. The width of a Trench Dam shall be one hslf the length. 
3. Trench Dams shall be constructed of one of the folloM!g: 

a. Bu1k1nlte Cement Sluny three feet long: A mixture of 4% Type II Cement, 
and 2% PowdenMI Benluuite. 

b. Compacted Native Solis Bacldlllflve feet ~: Native soils shall be 
compacted at least 90% relative compaction in accordance with ASTM 
D-1557 Tasting Procedul88. 

c. Concrete mixes other than Bentonite Cement Sluny may be used provided 
conduit or piping is wrapped with High Density PVC Foam Tape, Closed 
Cells, Adhesive Backed, 1/4" thick by %"wide shall be applied ID clear 
surface with ends butled together at moat visible locations in Trench Dam. 

4. Piping and conduit shall be p1 otected from corrosion and structunll sat11ement 
as foloii'JB: 
a. Tape shall be applied on conduit and piping er;o od In cement sluny or 

conaete. 
b. Tape shall be Ps-37-90, Black Plastic PVC or PE Pressure-Sensitive 

Corrosion PI8V8ntive Tape. 

-Naito-
~--- 45" Elbows 

,------ Cone. slab and footing 
(Footing/Foundation/Slab, Building lnapec:tlon) 

,------- 2" thick sand or 1" thick lean concrete 
mix above Impervious Membl&ne 
(Footing/Foundation/Slab, Building lnapeatlon) 

.----- Impervious Membl&ne 
(Footing/Foundation/Slab, Building lnapeatlon) 

GI8V81 Blanket around 
Perforated Horizontal Vent Pipe 
(Footing/Foundation/Slab, Building lnapeatlon) 

Perforated Horizontal Pipe, 
Vent Riser and Denakillng Pipe 
(Underground, Mechanical lnapeatlon) 

. .. . ..... .. 
:· •:. · .. a· ... . 

Bottom of Footing and Base for Slab 
(Excavation and Bottom/Toe, Grading Inspection) 

1 Detail 16 I Inspection (Request inspection using 
-Nail~~~- the terminologies shown in this detail) 

Detail 17 

-Naito-

,---Tralllc l8ted cover 

,------'7/W' S.S. Pull (41ocallons) 

Standard 4' X 4' or 4' X fi 
precast concrete cover 

.---Flat nylon sling length of sling = L + 28" (4lolal). Nylon 
sling has to be standard flat eye and eye wab sling, l8ted 
20,000 lbs vertical with 3 to 1 safety faciDr and shall be 
provided with 1" diameter shackels length of sling hes to 
be adjusted as shown with eddltlonal1" diameter 
shackels (up to 3"1Dierance) 

.....--32" x 32" square conaete 

Precast top sec11on 1 j ;-Traffic l8ted cover 18" vent grate 

S.S. Pull (typ.) n:;Jti=~I2J-~Domed cover 

~-~···~-~~~----·.·~-·~-·~ ... ~. ~L~. 

.. 
ll II I Vauit neck 

'-Seal all termination 
joint (typ.) 

r-Groundrod 

\_Compacted backfill 

'-Gas from pipe 
min. PVC 

neck pipe 

\Ht· ' .... rr.=11%slope(mln.) 

2" PVC pipe 

:$4" typ. 

... ... 
PVC Vent Pipe (25' max. length or 

equivalent cross sectional area) 

L2500 PSI concrete (typ.) 

PVC vent pipe 

.· "i ~~ ---1. 
'-!U4" rock (typ.) 

Large Und81f1tound Electrical Equipment EnclosuNS Detail 18 -Naito-
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